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RUTTER

SABBATICALLY

rut•ter(rilt'ilr), ,., One that ruts; specif., a plow for cutting

rugr, Sw. rlig, Dan. rug, D. rogge, OHO. rocco, roggo, G.
ruts in a logging road for the runners of the sleds to run in.
1. A
roggen, Lith. rugei, Russ. rozh'.]
[D. ruiter. Cf. RUTTERa chart.] A hardy perennial cereal grass(Secale cereale),
having loose spikes with an articulate rachis,
horseman or t1·ooper; also, a dashing gallant. Obs.
rut'ter, n. (F. routier, a guide to the ways {fr. route a the flowering glumes long-awned. Rye is
widely cultivated as a food grain, esp. in
road; see ROUTE); also, one of a predatory band, fr. OF.
route a band. Cf. ROUT a troop, RUTTER a horseman.] A northern continental Europe, where it is
the chief ingredient of the so-called black
chart of a course, esp. at sea. Obs.
bread.
rnt'tish (-Ish), a. Inclined to rut; lustful; salacious.
2. The seeds or grain of this plant. Rye flour
-ry (-ri). A reduced form of the suffix -ERY; as, jewelry,
is less nutritious than wheat, but superior to
revelry, yeomanry, etc. See -ERY.
barley. The roasted seeds have been used
ry 1al (rl 1til), n. LSee RIAL, n. & a., ROYAL.] a A former
as a substitute for coffee. In the United
English gold coin, first issued by Edward IV. in 1465 as an
rye is chiefly used in the manufacture
improved noble (called rose noble from the rose stamped on States
of whisky.
it). It weighed 120 grains, had the value of £1 Os. 15d., or
3.
Short
for rye whisky.
$5.17, and was current for 10s. Under Elizabeth it was
grass. [Cf. RAY GRASS.] a A perennial
current at 15s., or 10s. The rose ryal and spur ryal of r:ve
perenne) with spikelets borne
grass
(Lolium
James I. were worth 30s. or 33s., and 15e. or 16s. 6d., rein a zigzag spike. It is useful in meadows and
spectively. b A Scottish gold coin of James V. and of Mary
1
Stuart. C A large silver coin issued by :Mary Stuart.
~~at~~::~nfal ~~ ~~S:sf.ntit ;r:.:~~:~r.rass
rye (ri), n. [English Gypsy rei.] A gentleman, as," Rom- R:ve House Plot. Eng. HlSt. A plot to kill
any 1'ye," a gypsy gentleman, or a gentleman who speaks
Charles II. and James, Duke of York, disthe tongue of, and fraternizes with, gypsies. Gypsy.
covered in June, 1683;- so called from a
Rye Grass.
house in Hertfordshire, the alleged meeting
rye (ri), n. [ME. ry, rie, reye, AS. ryge; akin to Ice!.

rut•ter (ri1t'er), n.

place of the conspirators.
Lord Russell and Algernon
Sidney, who were suppQsed to be concerned in it, were
executed.
Ry-man'dra {ri-man'dr<i), n. [NL.] Bot. A small genus
of thick-leaved proteaceous trees or shrubs of New Zealand and New Caledonia. They have dense showy racemes
0f pediceled flowers. R. excelsa is the rewa-rewa.
Ryn-choa•po-ra (rl~-kos 1 pt-r<i), n. [NL. See RHYNCHO-;
SPORE. J Bot. A large genus of cyperaceous plants, the
beak sedges, having leafy culms a,;id variously clustered
spikelets. The peria.nth consists usually of barbed bristles,
and the achene is crowned by the persistent style base
(tubercle).
The species are widely distributed.
rynd, rind (rind; rtnd), n. [Orig. uncert.J A piece of
iron crossing the hole in the upper millstone by which the
stone is supported on the spindle.
ry'ot (ri 1~t), n. [Ar. & Hind. ra'iyat, the same word as
ra'lyah, a subject, tenant, peasant. See RAYAH.] A peasant or cultivator of the soil. India.
ry 1ot-war' (-wiir')
} a. Alsoryotwary.
[Hind. ra'iyatry1ot-wa'ri (-wii'r~)
wiiri. See RYOT,] Pertaining to
or designating a system of collecting land rent or taxes
in which the govermnent settlement is made directly with
the ryots. - n. The system itself. India.

s
1. The nineteenth letter of the English alphabet.
S (~s).
It is often called a sibilant, in allusion to its hissing

sound. It has two principal sounds: one the voiceless s
in sack, this, called a hiss; the other voiced, as in is, uJise,
equivalent to z, and often called a buzz. Besides these it
sometimes has the sounds of sh and zh, as in sure, measure.
In a few words sis silent, as in isle, debris. With the letter
hit forms the digraph sh, as in ship. See Guide to Pron.,
§§ 224-230. Both the form and the name of the letter are
from the Latin, which got the letter through the Greek from
the Phrenician, the ultimate orisin being perhaps Egyptian. See ALPHABET,
/!lust. S _ise.tymologi_cally most nearly
related to c, z, t, aud r; as m ice, ME. 1s; E. hence, ME.
bennes; E. ra.,e, raze; erase, razor; that, G. das; E. reason,
F. rai.wn, L. ratio; E. was, were (see C, Z, T, and R).
2. As a symbol, used to denote or indicate; a The J8th
or (cf. K, 2 a) 19th in a series; eighteenth or nineteenth in
order or class ; sometimes, the numeral nineteen ; as, S
Battery. b [cap.] Chem. Sulphur. C Math. Scalar.
3. As a medieval Roman numeral, S = 7 or 70; S, 70,000.
4. As an abbreviation : a In the form S. : Various proper
names, as SamueJ, Sarah, Simon, etc.; also, Sabbath;
Saint (F. Saint, fem. Sainte, G. Sankt, It. & Sp. San,
Santo, fem. Santa) ; Saturday; Saxon; school; scribe ;
senatus (L., Senate); September; shall, Scot. &: Dial.
Eug.; signa (L., write, label); Signor; in the log book,
smooth sea (Naut.); Socialist; Society; Socius or Sodalis (L., Fellow); Soprano; South; Southern; Southern Postal District, London; S rays (secondary rays) (Physics&: Chem.); Sud (G., South); Sunday.
b. In the form
a. or S.: sacral (Anat.); second or seconds; section ; see;
seite (G., page); semi i senza (Music); sepultus (L., buried); series; set or sets; shilling or shillings ; shortstop
(Baseball); in the log book, snow, snowy weather, or snowing (Naut.); siecle (F., century); siehe (G., see) i sign;
signed; siugular; sinistra (.ftfusic); in pedigrees, sire;
solidus; solo; son; spherical; steamer i stem; stere; stratus
cloud (Jlfetror.); snbito (Music) i substantive; succeeded;
sulphur(C/tem.); sun: surplus; eymmetrical(Org. Chem.).
c Iu the fonn S. on the tape of the stock ticker: Seller,
series, shares, south, southern, stock.
S, or s, n.; pl. S's or Ss (~s'Iz). The letter S, s, or its
sound i also, something shaped like the letter S.
8, a. Having the general shape of the (capital) letter S;
as, 8 brace, chisel, curve, hook, strap, trap, wrench, etc. B brake, or s..brake, n., a brake for two consecutive wheels,
having a brake block at each end of an S-shaped lever.
•B, 1. [ME. -es, AS. -as.] The suffix used to form the
plural of most words. See PLURAL,n.

2. [ME. -s, for older -th, AS. -o.]

The suffix used to form
the third person sing. indic. of English verbs, as in falls.
3. An adverbial suffix i as in towards, needs, always, orig. the genitive or possessive ending. See -'s.
-•a. [ME. -es, AS. -es.] The suffix used to form the possessive of nouns: a In the singular; as in boy's, man's.
b In plurals not ending ins_; as in women's, children's.
'a. A contraction for is or (Colloq.) for has.
aab1a-dil 1la (s~b'<i-dtl 1<i), n. (Sp. crbadilla, dim. of cebada
barley.] A Mexican liliaceous plant (Skoinolon officinale),
also, its seeds, which contain the alkaloids veratrine, veratridine, sab'a-dll'llne (-Tn; -en; 184), aab'a-dine {sll'.b'lidfa ; -den; 184), and sa-bad'i-nlne (s<i-blid1T-nTn; -nen).
It was formerly used aa an emetic and purgative.
Sa-bm1an, Sa-be'an (sti-be 1an), a. [L. Sabaeus.] Of or
pertaining to Saba {the Biblical Shelm), an ancient kingdom of southern Arabia, at its prime about the 5th century B. c. ; also, pertaining to or desig-nating the language
and alphabet of the Sabreans, the characters being of an
archaic type, possibly the source of the Phrenician.
See
SEMITIC.- n. One of the people of Saba, who were commercial Arabs, anciently noted for their wealth.
Sa-bm•an-ism, Sa-be'an-ism {sd-be'i!n-iz'm), n. Also
Sa 1bi-an-lsm (sii'bl-iln-Iz'm).
The religion of the Sabreans, chiefly worship of the sun, moon, and stars.
Sa'bal (sii'bal), n. [NL.] Bot. A small genus of American
dwarf fan palms having creeping horizontal or subterranean stems and long. petioled leaves with obscure or rudi-

ment in the Decalogue. Some early Christians did thia,
and certain modern Christians, esp Seventh-day Baptista
and Seventh-day Adventists, do so.
2. One who favors a strict observance of the Sabbath;
specif., one who would make compulsory by law abstinence
on the Sabbath from all secular occupations or recreations.
- Sab 1ba-ta'rl-an-iam (sab'<i-ta'rI-i!n-h'm), n.
Sab'bath (sab'<ith), n. [ME. sabat, sabbat, F. sabbat, L.
sabbatum, Gr. uo./3/3aTov,
fr. Heb. s!tabbiith, fr. shiibath to
rest from labor. Cf. SABBAT.J 1. A season or day of rest.
Specif. : a The seventh day of the week in the Jewish calendar, now called Saturday, the observance of which as a
day of rest and worship was enjoined in the Decalogue. It
is kept by the Jews and some Christians.
b The first day
of the week, Sunday, kept by most Christians as a day of
rest and worship. c Jewish, Anliq. The institution of such
a day of rest and worship.
d .ftlohammedanisni. Friday.
e [l. c.J A sabbatical year.
2. [.l. c.] A time of rest or repose; intermission of pain,
effort, sorrow, or the like.
Peaceful sleep out the sabbath of the tomb

Syn. - See

Pope.

SUNDAY.

8fi1:1~;~n~1~tt~~~!e~

~:~bra::bti~r~:t1~,

~b:'t!ht'a~~:

~~ 1

Sab 1ba-tha'lan (sab 1<i-tha 1yiln), n.

An adherent of Sabbathai Tsebhi (1626-7G), a Jewish cabalist of Smyrna, who
proclaimed himself the Messiah and was accP-pted as such
by many Jews. Imprisoned by the sultan, he embraced
Mohammedanism, and later formed a half-Jewish, half~~~~~tn~:~iiet!it1~~~b::lorida.
The genus
Mohammedan sect of cabalists. - Sab 1ba-tha'lan, a.
8ab 1a-oth (sab'it-oth; sli-bii1oth), n. pl. [Heb. tsebii'oth, Sab-ba'ti-a {sil-bii1shl-li; -bat'l-li), n. [NL., after L. Sabpl. of tsii,bii' an army or host, fr. tsii,bli' to go forth to war. J bati, It. botanist.] Bot. A genus of gentianaceous plants of
1. Armies ; hosts ; - used twice in the English Bible, in the United States. They are low herbs with white or pink
the phrase the Lord of Sabaoth.
2
1
staitfe1::~1~i~e°r't:Jso~ai't~t'h~o:t~
2. Erroneously, the Sabbath.
Sa-ba'zl-ua, Sa-ba'zi-oa (s<i-bii'zhl-us; -~s), n. Gr. Re- Sab-ba'tlan (sii-ba'shan), n. Eccl. Hist. One of the followers
of
the
Novatianist
presbyter
Sabbatius
(4th
cenlig. [L. Sabazius, Gr. 'l.afjci,w,;; orig. unknown.]
A
tury), who held that the feast of the Passover (Easter)
deity, of Phrygian or Thraco-Phrygian origin, worshiped
should be kept at the same time by Christians and Jews.
in Greece with orgiastic rites and with nocturnal mysteries.
aab-bat'lc (-bat'Ik)
la. [Gr. ua/3/3anKo,: cf F. sal>He has been regarded as a form of Dionysus.
aab'bat (sab'iit), n.
[See SABBATH.] In medie.val de- aab-bat'i-cal (-l-kiil) f batiqtie.] 1. Of, pert. to, or like,
the Sabbath; enjoying or bringing an intermission of labor.
monology, a nocturnal assembly in which demons and
2. Coming, happening, acting, etc., in sevens, or once in
sorcerers were thought to celebrate their orgies.
every seven. Rare.
Sab 1ba-ta'ri-an (sab'<i-ti 1rl-iln; 115), a. 01 or pertaining
sabbatical year. a Jewish Antiq. Every seventh year, in
to the Sabbath or the tenets of Sabbatarians.
which
the Israelites were commanded to suffer their fields
1
1
Sab ba-ta rl-an, n. [L. Sabbatarius. See SABBATH.]1. One and vineyards
to rest, or lie without tillage. Cf. JUBILEE, 1.
who regards and keeps the seventh day of the week as
?t~,v:;~
0 s~h:~;~le::~~sat~o:Oe:e f~~lk8;!S.tra vel, research,
holy, in conformity with the letter of the fourth command-

hze;:f:.{Js

-i~~eg;~!~:!;~~~
!1!.,:!:.

1:d~j!~;:r-~~~."b
~~f:!'J;
~ffl~fl!t.

of Arts; sine anno (L., without
date); Salvation Army; secundum artem; South Africa: South
America: South Australia.

T SOE.
aaa<sii). Scot.&dial.
■a.a.

of .ww:, pret. of

::~~:-n~i~t1:.:n\m~~r

See

S&&d.

t

RABBI,

MEASURE

saac. t. SAKE,
saace (sds), Dial. Eng. of

+ sn-".-

sab,.a-ni'a(slb'<i-nl'U).
D. B1b.
IIS&b'a-ra'im (-rii'Im),n, JJl. See

SEE.

saa. aaah(sii; sii-ii'), n, [Of Ar
OTl!:,!',J

~fB~~[BLINDER.,

B.t:AN,

saba.ndar. aabander.

Eng.var.

sAt:CE

SAD

Sab'a-rim(slb'd:-rlm).
D. Bib.
sabariticke.
t SYBARITIC.
Sabat
SABBATH,

+

~~:~~t6'
t~·a-k1ri.1
saaf. Obs.
or dial. Eng. var. of
:::}d.
Tts(~~1~i.
pret.
J.s;L;fl
g:r~~~~~:a
/sa~?~ti:_t~·),
:::
saam.
saam. )ial. Eng var. of
batb'a-i
B1b.
Sa'adh(sii'Ud)

Baaf.

+ SA\'E,

Var of SADH.[SAFE,a,1

&

1
~:~?:tt,
Sab'a-te'aa (slb 1 a:-te'as), Sab'"a-te'us (-ilB). B1b,
8

SAME.

Baa.me. Var. of

JJ
(eti-b8.'thl-cin),
BaVars of SAB•

(•lt-1).

SAUi.

SAUi,

fat.

Sa/an (sii'iin ; siin), n. JJl. [Na.
maqua name.] Bushmen,
See

~i~~~;:im
(Sl\:-ln'U-nlm[)~1B:j
+
message, etc.

Sa-ba.'thi-an
ba'tian (-shdn),
BATIAN,

Sabatise.

tSABBATIZK.

[TON.,

t SABBA(sllb'ti-ti1s)
Bib.
Sa'a-phan (sii'U-t'ln), Sa'a-rfm
l:~;:~ih~b'+'Y~n{!!~H.
~:!il'sft).B~Cot. [;aJj~f.
sE:;~:I
Ba&nd.
saate.

SAND,

+ .~at, pret.

of

Ba.baton. aabatoun.
Sab'a-tus

Sab 1ba-tha'ist

(slb'd:•thi'Ist),
SABBATHAIAN.-Sab'ba{-lk), a.
Sab 1 ba-tba'ist.n. = 8ABBA TIAN.
Sab'bath-a'ri-an
(slb'dth-i'rlScot,
dn; 115), n. Eccl a
SHEBA, an. Oh.<:, b = SOt'THCOTTIAN.

~IT.

n.

=

tba'ic

J~{:1•.~;g~~fl

::~·(sfb~~"~:~t.
~a1hba~tb•
Sa'ba (si'bd),
n. =
See SABN.AN.

~:i.(s81lb~:

Sabbatari-

::t?:;~:a::<-~-~-fa~fhr1!~:
,:!'t~~;il~s!;Pt;~;ftbi;.ap~il.t.
Var. of 8.A.BBATIAN.
Sa.'bm-ism (sii'b~-Yz'm). Sa'ba-

tam(-M:-).

Vars.ofSAB...t.:ANlSM,

Sab'batb-lea■,

Sabbath

a. See .u:ss.
SchooL = SUNDAY

~:~t:~i:~·sa:ti"}~:;\~.
1J~Bib.
0

food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

go; sing, bJk; tlten, thin;
Full

explanation•

natyre,

ver<!9re (250); K=ch

of Abbrevlatlooa,

Siena,

In G. ich, ach(144);

etc., Immediately

precede

boN; yet; zh=z
the Vocabulary.

In azure.

ScflOoL.

■ ab-bat'l-ca.1-17,

[BATICAL.j

adv. of SAB-

Numbers referto§§inGu1nL
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SABBATINE

SACCHE

ub'ba-tism (sllb'li-tiz'm), n.

[L. sabbatismm, Gr. ua/J• throat and nnder parts. It is one of the most .-alued of
fJa.nuµO'i, fr. ua.{3{30.-ri.~F:1.v
to keep the
"
t~f;~d~riXfs~~~; 1~fv::ii~:~e~~t~l
~~~lfet~~:~1\~ig~!!
Sabbath: cf. F. sabbatisme. See SABmarten (M. americana), of northern North America, wEich
BATH. 1 Intermission of labor, as on
has somewhat lighter-colored,and
hence generally less valthe Sabbath ; rest.
uable, fur. This species inhabits only unsettled country.
sab'ba-ton (-ton), n. [Cf. Sp. za2. The fur of the sable. Alaska. aa.ble is
pat6n a large shoe, F. sabot a wooden
the fur of the skunk.
shoe. J An armed covering for the
3. The color of sable ; black.
shoe; later, a solleret broad and
4. A mourning garment; a funeral robe;
blunted at the toes. Obs.
Sabbaton.
---generally in pl.
Sa-bel'll-an (sli-b~l'l-an), n. Eccl. Hist. & Theo/. A fol- 5. lier. Black. See TINCTURE, 2.Young.
lower of Sabellius, a leader of the modalistic
6. A brush of sable't> hair.
monarchiaus in the 3d century, whose theory,
sa'ble (sa'b'l), a. Of the color of the
which underwent many changes, is not presable's fur i dark; black. u Night, sable
cisely known. In genetal he held that there
3 goddess!"
Youn_q.
Sable, lier.
is but one divine essence, and that the Father,
sable antelope, a large and handsome South African antethe Logos (the Son), and the Holy Spirit are 5
lope ( Uzanna nithree different manifestations of the one God.
gra)having large
Also, in general, any modalistic monarchian
curved
aunu(see MONARCHIANISM). - Sa-bel'll-an, a. lated horns, a
Sa-bel'll-an-lsm (-Tz'm), n.
tufted tail, and
aa'ber l (si'i'b0r), n. [F. sabre, G. sllbel, earlier
a slight
mane.
The adult male
aa'bre j sabel; orig. uncert.; cf. Hung. szftb- 6
is glossy black
lya, Pol. szabla, Russ. sablya.] An arm akin
except for the
to the sword and with similar parts except that
white under
the blade iR usually curved, used either as a cutparts and facial
ting weapon or for both cutting and thrusting,
markings.
It is
the convex edge, and sometimes the concave edge
a:pproaching ex~
near the point, being sharp. It is the typical
t1nction.-s.
m o u a e, a lemcavalry arm.
ming. Obs.
sa'ber) v. t.; SA'BERED or sA'BRED (-b0rd); SA'sable Iron. A susa'bre BER-ING (sa 1be'r-Ing) or sA'BR1No (!'.ta'n_erior 9-ua~ity of
brlng). [ Cf. F. sabrer.] To strike, cut, or kill,
with a saber.
0
~~ l
Sable Autelope.
Troops to saber and bayonet us into submhmon.
with the figure
/Jurke.
(,1.)
of
a
sable.
sa'ber-toothed' a. Having long trenchant casa'bot'
(s,Vbo'),
Ii
sa'bre-toothed' nine teeth; mach:Erodout.
n. [F'. J 1. A kind of wooden shoe worn chiefly by the
aaber ..toothed, 01· sabre-toothed, tiger, or cat, any of
peasantry in various European countries.
various extinct catlike mammals of a sulJfamily
2. Jl,fil. A thick circular disk of wood to which the car~~~hti~~oic;:~;~~~00fo tle ~1~is~~~e~~i1\1f1;efouu<l
tridge bag and projectile were formerly attached in fixed
Old and the New World. Their chief char- U. S. Cavalry
ammu11ition for srnoothbore cannon ; also, a piece of soft
acteristic is the lengthening of the upper Saher. !Tang;
metal formerly attached to a projectile for a muzzle-loadcanines and a corresponding reduction of 2 ~ommel : 3
ing rifle, to take the grooves of the rifling.
:!
the lower canines. In the largest and most Grip; 4 ~uard:
' ' '
a:pecialized of them (equaling the tiger in 5Plate;6Blade. sa'bre-tasche' (sa'ber-tllsh'), n. [F. sabretache,
G. siibeltasche; sG,belsaber+ tasche a pocket.]
size) the long curved and swordlike upper canines exftfU. A leather case or pocket sometimes worn by
' '·
tended five inches or more below
the lower jaw. Maclwirodu.~and
cavalry suspended on the left, from the saber belt. Nim1·avus are the most importSa-bri'na (sd-bri'nd), n. [L., the river Severn; prob. of Celtic origin.]
1. Fem. prop. name.
~hf-:n(~;bl-<i),
n. [NL., fr.
2. In British legend, the virgin daughter of LoBengali sabJa-lat, name of a specrine and Estrildis, thrown into the Severn by
Sabre~
cies.] Bot. A genus of tropical
Guendolen, Locrine'swife.
In Milton's "Comus"
taE1che.
Asiatic erect or climbing shrubs,
and in Fletcher's u Faithful Shepherdess " she is transtype of the family Sabiace:ce, R k u I I f s b
formed into a river nymph, who aids distressed maidens.
having alternate petioled leaves ._toothed ~l'ige~
sab 1u-los'l-ty (,llb'l'i-Ii5s1l-tl), n. Sandiness; grittiness.
and small, axillary, regular flow- cltairodu.~ ueogreus)
sab'u-lous
(sllb'i'i-lus), a. [L. sabulosus.] Sandy; gritty.
era, the stamens, petals, and se- fr~m the ~leistocene
sac (sllk), n. [F., fr. L. snccus a sack. See SACK a bag.]
pals being opposite throughout.
of Argentma.
Bot., Anat., & Zo0l. A baglike part of an animal orplaut;
Sa'bl-a'ce-118(-a 1st-e),n.pt.
[NL.] Bot. A family of tropia soft-walled cavity or pouch, usually having only a narcal shrubs and trees (order Sapiudales), containing 4 genera
row opening or none at all, and in many cases containing
and about G5 species. They have small panicnlate flowers
some special fluid ; as, a synovial sac; lachrymal sac.
with a 2-3-celled compressed or lobed ovary, the fruit con- Sac (sak; s6k), or Sauk (s6k), n. One of a tribe of Algonsisting of 1-seeded nutlets. - sa 1bi-a'ceous (-shits), a.
quian
formerly dwelling along the Mississippi in IlSa'blne (sii1bin), a. [L. Sabinus.] Of or pert. to the an- linois Indians
and neighboring States, now in Oklahoma, Iowa, and
cient Sabiues, whose chief seat was the Apennines northKansas. They were confederated with the Foxes in 1760.
east of Latium. They were conquered and incorporated by
Rome in 290 B. c. - n. 011e of the Sabine people ; also,
l~~!i~•r~iI~~~l~h~~! ~i;ei:i11~ 1 :::f~fi11~x:ic\~~i~! 1i;~i:he
the language of the Sabines, a Sabellian idiom.
sac-cade' (sa-kad'), n. [F.] 1. lJfan. A quick, violent
Sab'lne pine (sab 1ln). A Californian pine (Pimts sabini- check of a horse by a single pull or twitch of the reins.
2. Jtfusic. A firm pressure of the violin bow against the
~~fi~~~~: !jj~tr Yi~iJ:~b\~l~f:b~Jl:tilY!tfun~ones,
and
strings, so that two or three can be sounded at one stroke.
sa-bl'no (sd-bi'nO i sd-b8'-), n. [Cf. SABINE, n., SAVIN.] a Sac-cam'ml-na (sa-kam'1-nn), n. [NL.] Zool. A genus
The bald cypress. b The Mexican swamp cypress ( Taxoof Foramiuifera
having a thick, arenaceous, spherical,
dium mucronatum ), a large tree of limited range in Mexico,
pear-shaped, or fmliform test, remarkable for having surc The tree JJ,Iag- vived from the Ordovician to the present time. Certain
but forming forests at high altitudes.
nolia splerulens. Porto Rico.
Carboniferous strata consist chiefly of their remains.
sa'ble (sii'b'l), n. [OF. sable sable, black color; cf. D. sac'cate (sltk'tit), a. [NL. saccatus, fr. L saccus a sack,
sabel, Dan. sabel, zobel, Sw. sobel, G. zobel / all fr. Russ.
bag.] 1. Biol. Having the form of a sac or pouch.
s6bol'. Cf. z1BELINE.]
1. A
2. Of or pert. to the Sac-ca'ta (sll-kii't<i), a suborder of
caruh·orous mammal (Musctenophores having two pouches into which the tentacles
tela zibellinn) belonging to
can be retracted.
the same genus as the marsac'ca-ton' (si'tk'ti-tOn'), n. A coarse perennial grass (Sporotens, found in northern
bolus wright ii) of the southwestern United States, useful
Europe and parts of northfor hay in alkaline regions.
ern Asia. It becomes about
sac'cha-rate (sak'<i-riit), n. Chem. a A salt or ester of
eighteen inches long, ex- ~
saccharic acid. b A compound of a sugar, esp. of cane
d~:~v6r6fw!h!ithiir~;d
j~ ~~4\~,-'" __ -.-~-:.~--~- ~ sugiir, or saccharose, with the oxide of calcium, barium,
See SUGAR,
or the like; a sucrate.
the head and tawny on the
Sable.

l

:i ~t;~~:J

l

sao-char'lc (sa-kllr'lk),

a. Of, pertaining to, or obtained
from, saccharine substances.
aaccharic acid. Ory. Chem. a A di basic acid,(CHOH),(CO,H>,,
occurring in three optically different modifications, d-, l-,
and i-. Ordinary, or d-, saccharic acid is obtained as a deliquescent mass by oXIdation of cane sugar (saccharose),

0
ti~b:~rca~c(i~~l~II
/(~H):C<b~~l:e:ori~b~~ruiri!et·y
:oit
ing invert sugar with milk of lime, and easily passing over
into saccharin. hosacc!taric add and metasaccharic acid
are isomeric compounds of similar properties.
sac'cha-rlde (sak'<i-rid ; -rid; 184), n. Also -rid. [See
SACCHARINE. J Chem. a A compound with sugar ; a sacb A carbohydrate ; specif. a monosaccharide
charate.
or, as limited by some, any of the carbohydrates contain~
ing six, or a multiple of six, carbon atoms (including nearly
all of natural occurrence).
See CARBOHYDRATE.
sac 1cha-ril'er-ous (-rlf'er-us), a. [L. saccharon sugar+
E. -ferous. l Producing sugar.
sac-char'l-11-ca'tlon (sa-kar'T-fT-kii'shun; sak'<i-rlf'l-), "·
[L. sacclwron sugar+ E. :fication.] Chem. Act or process of saccharifying.
sac-char'l-fl'er (-kar'l-fi'er; sllk'ti-rt-fi 1er), "· [See SACCHARIFY. J An apparatus for saccharifying starch.
sac-char'i-fy (sii-kilr'l-fi; sllk'ti-rt-fi; 277), i·. t.; -F1En(-fid);
[L. saccharon sugar +-11/: cf. F. sac-FY1ING (-fi'tng).
charifier.J To convert into, or to impregnate with, sugar.
sac'cha-rim'e-ter (sak 1d-rlrn'e-ter), n. [L. sacchnron sugar
+-meter: cf. F. sacclwrimetre.] Any device for measuring the amount of sugar in a solution.
Hydrometers are
often used for this purpose where the presence of other
dissolved solids does not interfere.
The polarizing saccba.rimeter is a J?Olarimeter. With this different kinds of sugar
can be distmguished from one another. The fermentation

:t~~~t~~m:r:~s ~~eb~ :hl~~rtb:~::b~~
Jro~i':-reei~~1%d 0
the fermentation of sugar in the urine can be measured. ·saC'cha-rlm'e-try (-trl), n. - sac'cha-rl-met'rlc (-rImet'rlk), -met'rl-cal (-rT-ki!l), a.
sac'cha-rln (sak'li-rln), n. [F., fr. L. sacclwron sugar.]
1. Chern. A bitter white lactone, C0 H 10 0 5 , eaaily formed by
separation of water from saccharic acid (sense b), and formerly considered isomeric with cane sugar, or saccharose.
2. Also sac'cha-rlne (-rin; -ren; 184). Chem. A white
remarkable for
crystalline substance, C6 H 4
2>NH(o),
its sweetness, which is variously estimated at 300-500 times
that of cane:sugar.
It is manufactured on a large scale
from the toluene of coal tar, and is used in many ways as
a sugar substitute, as in cases of diabetes. It is not a food
in the sense that sugar is, and is antiseptic.
sac'cha-rlne (silk'<i-rln; -rin; 277), a. [F. saccharin, fr.
L. saccltaron sugar, Gr. a0.1e.xap, uO.,cxap1.,u<J.,cx.a.pov,
Skr.
fllrkarli. Cf. SUGAR.]
Of, pert. to, having the nature of,
or producing, sugar; sweet i as, a sacc!wrlne taste; saccharine matter. - sac 1cha-rln'l-ty (-rln 1t-tI), n.
sac'cha-rize (s!Ck'ti-riz), v. t.; -RIZED (-rizd); -R1z 1ING (-riz'Ing). To convert into, or to impregnate with, sugar. sac 1cha-r1-za1tlon (-rI-zi'shUn; -ri-zi'shUn), n.
sac'cha-rold (sllk'a-roid), sac'cha-rol'dal (-roi'dlll), a.
[L. saccharon sugar+ -o'ld: cf. F. saccharoule.J Resembling sugarj crystalline and granu]ar, like loaf sugar.
sac'cha-rom'e-ter (-r~m'e-ter), n. A saccbarimeter.
Sac'cha-ro-my 1ces (-rt-rni 1,ez), n. [NL.; Gr. U«K);apov
sugar
p,lJKYJ'i,-11-ro~, a futigus.J
Bot. A rather large
geuus of unicellular ascornycetous fungi, the yeast fungi,
distinguished by the facility with which they reproduce
vegetatively by gernmation, although asci are occasionally
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i.le, senitte, dire, llm. account, arm, ask, sofa;
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~~~~•!iru.~anf
o~:~·~~it1:oi~:g:r°~:eci~~l ~::rar:~~h~efn~d
in the operation of brewing.
S. elli'JJsoideus is the wine
fermeut.

See YEAST, FERMENTATION, 1.
[saccharin+ lactone.] ChPm.
A white crystalline substance, C6 H 80 6 , the lactone of saccharonic acid, got by oxidation of saccharin (sense 1).
sac'cha-ron'lc (-ri5n'lk), a. Chern. Designating, or pert.
to, dibasic acid, C"H 100 7 , formed from saccharin {I) by
oxidation a.nd pass!ng immediately into its lactone, saccharoue. It is a trihydroxy derivative of a-methyl glutaric acid.
sac'cha-rose (sltk'd-rOs), n. Cltem. a Cane sugar. See
SUGAR, 1. b Any of the compound sugars, including the
disaccharides and trisaccharides; - <listing., in an old classification, from glucose and amylose. c = CRYSTALLOSE.
Sac'cha-rum (-rum), n. [NL. See SACCHARINE.] 1. Bot.
A genus of large reedlike grasses of the Old World tropics.

sac'cha-rone (s~k'<i-rou),n.

rJWle1~1i~
vin~:rn~i~dee£ Jrihi

c;l~m:~~~s v~rfk;°11~lrs:a~ri~
sugar cane is S. olficinarum.
2. [I. c.] Sugar; specif. : a Ph arm. Cane sugar b Com.
Invert sugar.
IIsac'cha-rum lac'ti (Ji'tk'ti), milk sugar. See LACTOSE a. II a. sa.-tur'ni (sd-t0:r 1ni), sugar of lead. See LEAD ACETATE a.
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SACCHOLACTATE

SACRIFICATION

[NL. ; Gr. a-a1<1<0<sack'but (silk'but), n. [F. saquebute, OF. saqueboute a
sack but, earlier, a sort of hook on the end of a lance
sack+ <f,o.pvyethroat.]
Zool. A genus of deep-sea lyomused by foot soldiers to unhorse cavalrymen; prop. meanerous fishes allied to the pelican fish, but having a shorter
ing, pull and push; fr. saquier, sachier, to pull, draw (perh.
head and smaller mouth. The few specimens known proborig., to put into, or take out from, a bag; see sAcK bag)
ably represent but one species (S. ampullaceus), which attains a length of six feet. It has been made the type of
bouter to push (see BUTTto thrust).
The musical instrua family, Sac 1 co-pha-r:vn'gl-4m(-fti-rln'il-de).
ment was so named from its being lengthened and shortsac'cu-late (silk'i'i-lit), a. [See sAccuws.] Furnished with ened. J Music. a A medieval brass wind instrument, like
a sac or sacs ; having a series of saclike expansions.
the trombone, having a long bent tube with a movable slide
saC'cu-la'tion (-la'shun), n. [See SACCULE,] State of be- to lengthen or shorten it according to the tone required.
ing sacculated ; also, a saclike structure.
b [Trans. Heb. sabhekha in Dan. iii.] Prob., the sambuke.
sac'cu-lus (-His), n. ; pl. sAccuLI (-ll). [L., little sack.] sack'cloth' (-kl3th'; 205), n. Linen or cotton cloth such
Anat. A little sac i esp., a part of the membranous labyas sacks are made of; coarse cloth; r;acking. The sackrinth of the ear. See 1st EAR, 1.
cloth of the Bible was probably a coarse, dark cloth of
sa-cel'lum (sa-sel'um), n.; pl. -LA (-<i). [L., dim. of sa- goats' or camels' hair, used for sacks, saddle cloths, etc.,
crum a sacred place.] 1. Rom. Antiq. An uuroofed space and was worn as a sign of mourning, distress, penitence,etc.
Gird you with sackcfrdh, and mourn before Abner. 2 Sam iit. 31.
consecrated to a divinity.
in sackcloth and a.shes, with humble expression of grief or
2. Eccl. A small monumental chapel in a church.
sac 1er-do'tal (sOCs'er-do'till), a. [L. sacerdotalis, fr. sacer- repenta11ce i - from the method of moun1ing in Eastern
dos, -otis, a priest, fr. sacer ho]y, sacred+ a derivative of 1ands. Cf. in dust and ashes, under DUST.
coat. A man's short single-breasted or doubledare to give: cf. F. sacerdotal.] Of or pertaining to sack
breasted coat for informal wear.
priests or the order of priests; relating to the priesthood ; sack'lng,
n. [Cf. AS. s1£ccing. See BACKa bag.] Stout,
priestly; as, sacerdotal dignity ; sacerdotal functions.
coarse cloth of which sacks, bags, etc., are made.
sac'er-do'tal-lsm (-Iz'm), n. The system, style, spirit, or sa'cral (sa'kral), a. 1. Of or pert. to sacramental funccharacter, of a priesthood, or sacerdotal order; devotion
tions; com1ected with a religious cult; as, sacral laws.
to the interests of the sacerdotal order.
Anat. Pert. to, or in the region of, the sacrum.
sa'chem (sa'cMm), n. [Of Amer Indian origin (Massa- 2.
sa.cr&lcanal, the part of the spinal canal lying in the sachusetts).]
A chief in some tribes of American lndfans.
crum. - s. index, Anat., the ratio of the length of the saSee sAGAMoRE.
- sa'chem-dom (-dum ), n. - sa-chem'lc
crum (taken as 100) to its breadth. - s. nerves, Anat., the
spinal nerves of the sacral region.
Their anterior and
(sii:-ch~m'ik; sii'chlm- ), a.
posterior branches pass out through foramiua, the antesa 1chet' (sa/sha' or, esp. in British usage, sil:sh'ii), n. [F.,
dim. of sac. See SAC.J A scent bag, or perfumed pad or
~~;;;rty~;~rt:~:dgial~~
\t~bi!~~lc~fJe~~~
the like, to be laid among garments, etc.
the anterior divisions of several of the upper sacral nerves.
sachet powder. Perfumed powder used to scent sachets.
1ra-ment (sak'rd-ment),
sac
n.
[ME.
sacrament, sacresack (sltk), n. [Formerly seek, F. sec dry (cl. Sp. seco, It.
ment, L. sacramentmn an oath, a sacred thing, a mystery,
secco), fr. L. sfrcus dry, harsh; perh. akin to Gr. iuxv6,;,
a
sacrament,
fr.
sacrare
to
declare
as
sacred,
sacersacred:
Skr. sikata sand, Ir. sescdry, W. hysp. Cf. DESICCATE.]Forcf. F. sacrement. See SACRED.] 1. The oath of allegiance
merly, any of various strong white wines from southern Eutaken
by
Roman
soldiers;
hence,
a
sacred
ceremony
used to
rope. Orig., only a dry wine, or punch made from it, but in
impress an obligation; an oath, as in compurgation.
Obs.
the 17th century any of the white wines imported to EngI'll
take
the
sacrament
on't.
Shak.
land from the south. "Sherrissack"
[i.e., sherry]. Shak.
sack, n. [F. sac plunder, Pillage; cf. It. sacco; prob. 2. The pledge or token of an oath or solemn covenant ;
hence, a sacred thing i a mystery.
Obs.
Jer. Taylor.
orig., a pack, packet, booty packed up, fr. L. saccus. See
3. Theol. An outward and visible sign of an invisible or
SACK a bag.]
1. The pillage or plunder of a captured town
inward
and
spiritual
grace
;
one
of
the
solemn
religious
or city, or, by extension, other place; pillage; ravage.
ordiuances or ceremonies enjoined by Christ or by the
The town was stormed, and delivered up to sack, - by which
phrase is to be understood the perpetration of all those outrages
church for the spiritual benefit of Christians.
The Roman
which the ruthless code of war al1owed, in that age, on the perCatholic Church and the Eastern Church (in which they
sons and property of the defenseless inhabitants, without regard
are called mysteries) recognize seven sacraments, viz., bapto sex or age.
Prescott
tism, confirmation, the Eucharist, penance extreme unc2. Plunder realized from sack ; loot.
tion (Eastern Ch., unction of the sick), holy orders, and
sack, v. t.; SACKED(s~kt); sAcK'ING. [See SACKpillage.]
matrimony.
In the churches of the Anglican Communion
To plunder or pillage after capture; to ravage; to loot.
two sacraments, baptism and the Lord's Supper, or EuchaSyn. -See RAVAGE.
rist, are recognized as ordained by Christ and ~•as generally
sack, n. [ME. sak, sek, AS. sacc, srecc, L. saccus, Gr. necessary to salvation; " confirmation, ordination, matriuci,c,co~,fr. Heb. saq; cf. F. sac, from the Latin. Cf. SAC,
SATCHEL,SACKto plunder.]
1. A bag for holding and :~~~ 'f::1a~~':n0:n~:1~1:~~8i;~;~ill~¥::Ii:~~t!r~e¥l~~p~~l
estant churches in general recognize but two sacraments,
carrying goods of any kind ; a receptacle of some pliable
material, as cloth, leather, or the like ; a large pouch.
~fe~::::ia~::t~~!~~:~~~!i-y
~~!!1"1:r~Y~s~r Ti~at::e~
2. A meai:mre of capadty, being the quantity contained,
chief opinions concerning the sacraments are: a That they
or supposed to be contained, in a sack. It varies, and
are channels by which divine grace is conferred and are in•
fh~~~h:~~~,e~} 1J~ri~c(~~\r1:: ~?:s;~~s~~scle~~~ht~: ;og~~,~{1!
t1~:~~~~s
i~:t!~wci~~~t~~~f
~~~y
in tlie Anglican Communion.
b That they are seals or
~ne~l~h1~1fshf s1t~~~l~~r1~:de&! 0 ~a~taf~~a1i~~:a;!1
ar
ratifications of a covenant between God and the individual
lbs. i salt, a bu. ; coal, 3 bu. ; wool, 3G4 1bs. The British sack
since 18i0 has been 4 imperial bu., but local usage varies from
t?e~ 8
ahC~ri~riai:ir~;~}!~~~~ 0~
3 bu. to .5 bu.; a sack of cotton is reckoned as 280 lbs. In the
that they are simply visible signs or symbols of something
United States the sack is not a fixed measure, but, on the average,
is 3 bu. or a little more i a sack of salt is reckoned as 21.5lbs. ; invisible and spiritual, and destitute of value and significance if the invisible or spiritual reality is wanting.
cotton, 140 lbs.; flour for export, 140 lbs. ; Ot'dinarily a sack of
flour or meal weighs 100 lbs. A sack of Rio coffee is said to
4. Esp., with the and often cap., the Eucharist, Holy Comaverage 200 lbs., but in official export statistice Brazilian sack des- munion, Lord's Supper,orMass;
also, R. C. Ch., usually
ignates a weight of 00 kilos (132 lbs.).
with the epithets blessed or holy, the consecrated Host.
3. Cloth for sacks; sacking i sackcloth.
Obs.
1ra-men'tal (-men'tal),
sac
a.
[L.
sacramental,s: cf. F.
4. Also sacque. [Perh. a different word.] During the
sacramental, sacrarnentel. J 1. Of or pert. to a sacrament
17th and 18th centuries, a loose flowing gown worn by
or
the
sacramentSi
of
the
nature
of
a
sacrament; sacredly
women, hanging in folds from the shoulders ; alsv, the
binding ; as, sacramental rites or elements.
back of such a gown. Cf. WATTEAUBACK. Now, a short
coat or jacket fitting somewhat loosely, worn by women or
2 " Bou nd b~:e
host of God's elect.
Cowper.
children; as, a sealskin sack; a dressing sack; a flannel sack. sac 1ra-men'tal, n. A rite or an act, as the sign of the
6. Short for SACKCOAT.
cross, similar to a sacrament but differing in being insti6. Discharge ; dismissal; - used esp. in phrases; io get the tuted by the church instead of by Christ ; also, something,
sack, to be discharged ; also, to be jilted in a love affair i as a ceremony, connected with or used in a sacrament.
to give the sack to, to d!scharge ; also, to jilt. Slang.
1ra-men'tal-lsm (-lz'm), n.
The doctrine and use of
aack, v. t. l. To put m a sack ; to ba.g ; as, to sack corn. sac
sacraments ; the attaching of great importance to sacra2. To heap up; to pile up; to accumulate.
Obs.
ments; esp., the doctrine that sacraments are inherently
3. To carry in a sack on the back or the shoulders. Colloq.
efficacious. (See SACRAMENT,3 a.)
4. To discharge, as an employee; to re~ect or jilt. Slang. sac'ra-men'tal-ist,
n. One who holds to sacramentalism.
1
sac 1ra-men-ta'rl-an (-men-ta'rl-an ; 115), a. 1. Of or
t~~~i'~d~[~~n~~~~!~l!d~--:\~r1
.v:..:~fld~~~j~g\~i~
pertaining
to
a
sacrament
or the sacraments ; sacramental.
to return to a slide logs which have jumped out.
sack bearer. Any of various moths of the family Laco- 2. [cap.] Of or pertainin1r to the Sacramentarians.
1
sac ra-men-ta'ri-an, n. [LL. sacrarnentarit.ts.J Eccl. a
somidre.
[L. sacerdotittm.] State of being a. Clothed in sackcloth.
■ac'cho-lac'tic, a. [L. saccha- superfamily of rodentR includron sugar + lac, lactis, milk.] ing those with external cheek sacerdotal ; sacerdotalism. 01J,q, sack' •doo1dle (sl1k' d001 d'l), 1,. 1·.
Chem. Mucic. Ob.q.- aac1cho- pouches, as the pocket gophers aa.c' er•do'ta.~e (-di5'tn:j), n. Sub~ (Cf. D00D1.ESACK,]To play on
la.c'ta.te (d.k 1 l',-Bf.k'tiit),a. Obs. and kangaroo rat.~ sac 1 co-my' - jection to priestcraft. Rare.
Wearing a
aac'er-do'ta.1-iat (-d15'trll-'J'st),n. ;~~i~1~ifiktf:c<i:
1
1ac-chol'ic. a. Mucic. Obs. ~~my-ot'- One who favors sacerdotalism.
sack ; as, a sacked friar, one of
aa.c'cho-late. n. (see -ATE). Obs.
n. 1&c'er-do'taJ.-ize (-Iz), 1•. t. To an order of the 13th century in
1ac-cif'er-oua ( sllk-s'J'f'~r-Us),a. sac'co-mya (slk~li-m1s),
England and France.
fL. saccus a sack+ E. -:ferous.] [NL.; Gr. uci,c,c,o,;sack + µ.Vi; make or render sacerdotal.-11.
"Biol. Bearing a sac.
mouse.] Syn. of 1-IETEROMYS. i. 'l'o use or practice sacerdotal- sack'er, n. One who sacks. or
[DOTAL-1
sa.c'ci-form (slik's'J'-f6rm),a. ~L. aac'coa (slk'Os), n. [NGr. uci.,c_ ism.
n. One th£r~ 8at~~k:; I
saccuR a sack+ E. -:form.] JJwl. KOS', in Gr., sack.] Gr. Ch. An aac'er-do'tal-ly,arfr. of SACERsack'et (slik'rt), 11. A small
sac'er-do-tiam(slls'(!r-dli-tlz'm),
Saclike.
episcopal
alblike
vestment
covsack
or
wallet : also, a small,
n.
Sacerdotalism.
Rare.
1
1
Sac co-bran ch1-a'ta (-0,..brlIJ'Sach'a-cha(slik'd-kti).
D. Bib. stupid, or rascally person. Scot.
k'J'-ii'Ut), n. pl. [NL. See ~AC- =~:1c;1~~ (ts~sk~tldT),
fpillaging. Obs.I
cus; BRANCH
LATE,l Zo()l. The aac'cu•l&'ri-a.n (-lii'rl-iln), n. Sach 1 a.-ris'H (sllk'<i-rls'll), n. ~Dial.Eng.
Ascidiacen. - aac 1 co-bran'chi- [L. saccularius a pickpocket, A poetical name given by the aal'k'ful, c,.Bent on plunder ;
t)oet Waller (Hi06-Hi8i) to Lady aack'ful. n. See -FUL.
ate (-brl1IJ'kl-lit), a. ~ n.
sack'leH,
a
[AS.saclt!afl'.
See 1st
1
1~hJr~!~fg:i\~s
Sac co-la.'bi-um (-l&'bl-Um), n.
Ob~.orScot.~Dtal.
{NL. ; L. ,qaccus hafI + labium money from another's purse to te~rootr~:1dEiri eJtefefc~~fe~: SAKE:-LESS.]
to whom he pa.id poetic court. Eng. 1. Free from sac or eake(see
0
l); hence, unmolested.
11!!~sb~g:pi~hb;if~~~~ his own." 1Gaule. Ob,<4.LCulate.l She married Henry Spencer, 1st S.-\Kt<:,
1ac'cu-la.t ed (-lat'~d), a. Sac- first Earl of Sunderlund.
chids, of~ast India and the Ma- sac'cule
:: ~!~t~ij~ls~r~i:~;- ~~~~}~ti
n. [L. saccu- aachel, aachell. t SATCHEL.
lay Archipelago
'l'hey have lus, dim. (slk'Ol),
of
,qaccu._qsack.] A litracemose flowers.
:a!ft:'~lis_s ~Y,t~c:~~ir·o~
~!~t;:i~•see
Sa.c'co-my'i-d:e(-ml'l'-de),n. pl. ~~~1!~co~
~t~~\\~~):::;~tf~~•h~~~~f
Ba.ckof Coals. The Coalsack.
Ml!:ASURE
[NL.; Gr. uciK.K.O'i sack + µ.V~ Ba.c1cu-li'na(-1"1-1I'nd), n. [NL.]
aack'pipe 1 , n. 1.lfwtic. A bagpipe.
sacht.
t
SAUGHT,
mouse +-id;;e.] Syn. of I-IETER- See RHIZOCEPHALA.
sack race. A race run by perOMYID£. - aac 1co-my'ian
::~~e+(~~iiir)~·n.
[Pilf~g:;!
sons each with his legs in a sack.
(slk'Us), n.; pl. -CI (-sl).
(-yf'ln), a. ~ n. - sac 1 co-my'id aac'cua
L., a sack.] Biol. A sac.
aa.ck'a.ge, v.
sacr.ayer.] To aackt. Sacked. Ref. Sp.
(-ld), n.
1 de nuit'
1 d~ nwe').
aa.ck tree. The upastree, whose
sack;
to
plun
er.
Obs.
1ac
(sd.k
1
Sac co-my-i'na(-ml'-I'nti),n.pl.
[F .] Lit., bag for night ; a trav- aack'but'. n. A butt, or cask, bark is cut into lengths and
of sack; -usually with punning turned inside out to form sacks.
~-~~;>r~{~~~ea. eling bag.
+ CEASE, [of SAUCE.I allu1:1ionto the musical sack but. ~:~;~~:I!ig;~:rt~hl re~~{fon~~
Sac1co-my-oi' de-a.(-ml-oi 'di'.1-ti), sace.
aace (.siis). Obs. or dial. Eng.
~~~t~lJott,oad~10!;.orr&~:· fr
n. pl. [NL.; Gr. uciKKO<; sack+
aa.ceat. ;- ~ATIATE,a.
0
20,l), ;i~~ci!>d::e1g;;J
fl,iJ'i" mouse + -oid.l
Zo0l. A sac' er-do-.cy (slls'~r-dli•sl'), n. aack'c othed' (-klOtht';

Sao'ce>-phar'ynx (silk 11i-filr'l1Jks), n.
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[cap.] One who holds the sacraments to be simply visible symbols (see SACRAMENT,
3 c); - a name given in the
16th century and after to Zwing!ians and Calvinists. b A
1
sacramentalist. -sac ra-men-ta'rl-an-lsm (-Iz'm), n.
saC'ra-men'ta-ry (silk'rti-men'ta-rI), a. 1. Of or partaining to a sacrament or the sacraments ; sacramental.
2, [cap.] Of or pertaining to the Sacramentarians.
Sac 1ra-men'ta-ry, n.; pl. -RIES(-riz). [LL. sacramentarium.] 1. R. C. Ch. An ancient book containing the rites
for Mass, the sacraments, the dedication of churches, and
other ceremonies. There are a number of books of this kind,
including the so-called Leonine (after Pope Leo I., 440---461,
though
partly ~rohabl]i of later origin), the Gelaaian (after Pope Gela~): !ti!~)ist ~er~!fg~i~f ih!t~!~e.i?::fi:li
~alli~~a~~t~
ti:1~t:r~e~~1:~<;y:haeft~~-s~~:tio~{fs~~~t~t~~fs)~ion
(Egyp2. = sAcRAMENTARIAN,n., a. Obs.
Jer. Taylor.
1
Sac'ra-men'to (silk ra-men'to), n. A river in the State of
California ; also, the capital city of California.
Sacramento perch, a herchlike fish (Archoplites interrustus),
0:~;K;;1~~~db~~~s~ cr:1Ei~hifo!Y; tr~!h~~~~~ ;r!~~
fish which occurs native in the Pacific coast region of
America. - S. pike, the squawfish. -s. salmon, the quinnat
salmon. - S. sturgeon, the white sturgeon (Acipen.~er transmontanus).- s. sucker, a sucker ( Calostornus occidentahs) of
the streams of California. It reaches a length of one foot.
sa-cra'rl-um (sd-kra'rI-um; 115), n.; pl. -RIA (-a). [L.,
fr. sacer sacred.] 1. Rorn. Antiq. A shrine or sanctuary;
sometimes, an oratory;
chapel; specif., a private house
where the images of the penates were kept.
2. Eccl. a Anciently, the sanctuary.
b In the Middle
Ages, a sacristy. c R. C. Ch. (1) A eucharistic tabernacle ; - so used by the Council of Trent.
(2) Now, a receptacle in the sanctuary, or sometimes the sacristy, into
which is poured the water used in liturRical ablutions, etc.
sa'cre (sa'k'r), v. t. [ME. sacren, F. sacrer. See SACRED.]
Obs. a To consecrate.
b To worship.
sa'cred (sa'kred), a. [Originally p. p. of ME. sacren to
consecrate, F. sacrer, fr. L. sacrare, fr. sacer sacred, holy,
cursed. Cf. CONSECRATE,
EXECRATE,SAINT,SEXTON.] 1. Set
apart by solemn religious cere1Lcny ; esp., made holy ; set
apart to religious use ; consecrated , not profane or common ; as, a sacred place ; a sacred day ; sacred service.
2. Relating to religion, or to the services of religion; not
secular; religious; as, sacred history i sacred song.
3. Made inviolable or exalted by a divine or religious sanction ; entitled by or as if by religious rules or belief to
honor, reverence, or veneration;
hallowed; as, the sacred
name of mother.
Such neighbor nearness to our sacred [royal] blood
Shak.
Should nothing privilege him.
4. Hence, not to be profaned or violated ; inviolable.
6. Solemnly devoted, in a bad sense, as to evil, vengeance,
or the like ; accursed ; baleful.
A rclwic.
Syn.-SAc~n,
HOLY.
SACRED and HOLY (the stronger
in the sense of
word) are often practically synonymous
consecrated to (or by) religion or some religious use, halsound of hymns and sacred
lowed ; as, H innumerable
songs " (Milton); 0 hymns devout and holy psalms" (id.l;
u When as sacred light began to dawn in Eden " ('id. ;
" Hail, holy light, offs1>rin~ of Heaven first born ! " (id.).
But holy often em,I'thas1zes mherent or essential character;

J~

i~c1~l3,(~°:t
)!I'y)ti~to~:i'ti~e:::ta!~lfs,

(t:i~_ifx~\)~
sacred history.
See HOLINESS.
sacred ape. = SACREDMONKEY. 11

ti \t:

t.Ji.J.

I

~~,C-:~~y]~~!

a

baboon (Papio

be~~~~

s~e:::~

0
tt:ds~!!h:re~~~tt!1J
!~~r;e! 1
i::!ti;~es~·
Se~·
BJEus, 1 a. - a. bull, the zebu. - a. ca.non. See 1st CANON,4.
- e. college, the, the college of cardinals at Rome. - a. disease,
~f
1{~~eseEili£:Y. - 8, 1ig, the pipal.- •. Ash, any one

=!i

li.n~:y,f
i~~i;,::1h:!b:
f~i!fi!h:e1~!;:fio:t;;
the ancient Egyptians

because it was thought
to have devoured
a
member
of the god Sacred Fish (Mormyrus oxyrhynchus).
Osiris. Sec MoRMYRIDJE.- s. grass. See GRASS,
S.
Heart, R. C. Ch., the heart of Jesus, the subject of a formal
devotion originated in the 17th century by St. Margaret
Mary Alacoque and extended to the whole church by Pius

Table
JI.-

IX. m 1856. See FEAST.- •· lbla. See IBIS.- a. lily of China.
See CHINESE SACREDLILY.-&.
lotus. = SACREDBEAN.-1.

::ti~~

o~the ~e:f;~~1he1;~~t:.bft
~e~;1:?ife a:n:!1}~~~ ttt
rhesus monkey, or the sacred baboon.-a. orders. See ORDER,
a. place, Civil Law, the place where a person is
buried. - 8., or Holy, War, Anc. Gr.Hist.Jany of four wars

n., 3. -

waged by members of the Amphictyomc League for the
protection of the temple and oracle of Delphi. The first
The principal street of ancient
ti~ i:e~!~nl~cc!:t~~y~n st i- Rome. It ran from hetween the
•ac1ea. ;- SACKLESS.
Esquiline and Crelian Hi 11 s
pne.tthe Forum to the Capitol.
~:;,~Jles~t;:~r~;~:~sa~':Pii/t
sa'cre. t SAKER,a cannon.
aac'o-pe'ni-um. +~AOArENl'M. aa'cre(.sii'k~r),n. [F.] A sacred
sacque (sltk ), n. [Formed after solemmty ; the Consecration
the analogy of the French. See (service). Obs4th SACI{.] = 4th SACK,4,
aacrear. ;- SACRARY,.
sa'cra., n., L. pl. of SACRUM, aa'cred-ly, adv. of SACRED,
sacra.fl.Ce. t SACRIFICE.
sa' cred-nesa, n. See ~NESS.
sacra.ire. ;- SACRARY.
aac're-ment. t SACRAMENT.
sa.'cral, n. A sacral vertebra (see aacrette.
t SAKERET, see
SAKER,1 a.
SACRCM)
or sacral nerve.
aa.-cr&l'lri-a (s lt-k rl1 l'j l-d), n. aacri. ;- SACRE,n.
rNL.
S'ee SACRUM; -ALOIA.] aa-crif'er-oua, a. [L. sacrum &
Mf'd. Pain in the sacrum.
holy thing + -:ferou~.] That
aac'ra.-ment, v. t. To bind by bears holy things. Obs.
an oath. R.
[RAMENTAL,
1 aac'ri-1i 1 a-ble, a.
[sacrif.t; +
1
aac ra-men'tal-ly, adv. of SAC- -able. 7 = SACRIFTCABLE.Ob&
sacrament chapel. A chapel in aa.-crif'ic (Sli-krlf'lk), aa-crif't•
which the Host is preserved.
aSe[eL·s:g~~tii:~]
aac'ra-ment-ize
(slik'rd-m~ntrz), 11. i. To administer the Emplo.1ied in sacrifice. Rare.
sacraments. Rare.
aa-crif i-ca-ble (-l-kd-h'l), a.
sacrand. ;- SACRING.
That may be offered in sacrifice.
aa.-crif'i-cant (-l-kdnt). n. [L.
i:i~:~!';efi~t:i~:~fies
f';~~
~<ff:f{~~~~'riE~e:r·km~~e who
0
1~.h(rn::\~~~iURIUM.]
1
1 <;~;.I,~
1
1
Eed. Sacrarium; sacristy. Obs.
sa.'crate, a. [L . .'mcratus, p. p. sons who, under Roman perseof ,qacrrire.] Consecrated. Olu;. cution. renounced Christian beaa'crate, 1•. t. To consecrate. lief and sacrificed to the gods.
Ob."-. - sa-cra'tion
(si'!-kr ii/- aac'ri-11.-ca'tton (slik1rl-fl-k&'sh'Un), n. on~.
sh'Un), n. Sacrifice; conversioa
IISa'cra. Vi'a(sii'krd vl'ti). [L.] into a sacrifice. Obs.
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SACRIFICATOR

1866

SADDLE-BILLED

1867

SADDLE BLANKET
orhynchu, senegalenaiJ) allied to the American
The bill is red with a black
median band.
1111441.e
ltlaJllret. A blanket
-folued beneath a saddle to
prevent galling the horse.
111111'41&-ltew'
(aild''l-bo'), n. [AS.
,adelboga..] The bow or arch in the
front, or tbe pieces forming the
front, of a saddle.
-aall'dle-cl11U1/(-kltith'; 205), n. A
cloth under a saddle, and extending
out behind; a housing.
aaddle gJ'llftlng or 1:1ra~•·

jabiru.

complete.
Cf. 8ALUTB, SALVATION, SAGB a plant, BA.VB,
SALVO an exception, SOLID, sOLlHt:N.]
1. Free from harm,
injury, or risk; untouched or unthreatened by danger or
injury; unharmed; unhurt; secure; sound; whole; as,
to arrive sa_feand sound; safe from disease, storms, foes.
Establh;hed in a safe, unenvied throne.
Milton.
2. Conferring safety ; securing from harm ; not exposing
to danger; to be relied upon; trustworthy; as, a safe hai'bor;
Shak.
a safe bridge, etc. "The man of safe discretion."
3. Incapable of doing harm ; no longer dangerous; in

~:~t«::i:
;Ia;,

made wedge-shaped to flt the cleft

~!J~fe~{~~,
w~~~!~~s;;:,
}ft«::!t~t

s~~{
;e

6
se;~~e~~i:~~:
::r,fe~i~o;!~~:s
had the
sense of u free from anxiety," and was often contrasted
with IJ'afe; as, u From being anxious or secu,·e ••• deliver
us" (.Donne); u Man may securely sin, but safely never"
{B, Jonson). In present usage, secure and safe are often
mterchangeable.
But SECURE commouly applies to that
about which one need feel no anxiety, while BAFB suggests
rather objective freedom from danger; as, .. Serene and
inaccessibly ~ecure, [he] stood on an isolated pinnacle"
(Shelley); • Let the great world rage! We will stay here
safe in the quiet dwellings" (id.). Safe only is used of
that which has escaped danger; as, they came safe to land.

{{~~i'ft°l!e~;!:f!\~:
!~[gJ\h:
scion and the end of the stock is

. .,...

1. In sheet-metal ····-",__
., cc;,;-~4,/'.·
roofing, a Jomt formed by bending ~f"-"~·•···
up the edge of a sheet and folding ··,·,.,.,,.,-•·
:.1;i::::nr:r!e~:~t.!.~~
turned - up Suddle-Billed Stork,
2. In a weathered course of masonry,as a coping or sill, a
eg!s are cut higher
tween.
3, Anal. A joint with saddle-shaped articular surfaces (convex in one direction and

111144lelo~~-

SAFF

0

whether or not an error is made.
f~!Yf
dl:!c~Yi!:~1re';f~!l!,1i~~~tfo~~nts
Saddle Joint.
safe (sal), n. 1. A place or receptacle

ordinary way and made concave on the topedg~_to s~pport
a sewer pipe_or the like in soft ground. - &ad4le PlllDK,
sad'dler (sitd'ler), n, 1. One who makes, repairs, and fits
saddles and otl:er horse furniture.
In the army a saddler
mak
given the grade of a noncommissioned officer and
h9;,::_dler corporal, or sergeant.

be
r..A:..ddi8:

3. The male harp seal.
saddle roof. A,-ch. A roof having two gables and one

f~;~
Y!

~li?e~nt
:i~cr~ ~~::i°i!:n~en used in places where a
n.; pl. SADDLERms (-lz). 1. The
materials for making saddles and harness; the articles
usually offered for sale in a saddler's shop.
2. The trade or employment of a saddler.
3. A saddler's shop.
aad'dle-shued/
(-shapt'), a. Shaped ·like a saddle.
Specif. : a !Jot. Bent down at the sides so as to give the
upper part a rounded form b Phys. Geog. In the form
of an anticliual fold. Cf. SADDLE, 4 g.
sad'dle-tree' (-tre-'), n. 1. The frame of a saddle.
2. The tulip tree. U. S.
Sad 1du-ca'lc (s!W.J!-ka'ik), a. Of or pertaining to, or like,
the Sadducees; aa, Sadducnic reasonings.
Sad'du-oee (slld.'...i'i-se),n. [L. Sadducaei, pl., Gr. la&iov,ca,o,, Heb. 1'seclilqim; - so called fr. tsadDq the just
one, or perh. fr. Tsadoq, the supposed founder of the sect]
One of a l"'rty or sect among the Jews (2d century B. c. to
latter part of 1st century A. n.), composed largely of the
priestly aristocracy and politically and doctrinally opposed
to the Pharisees. They rejected the traditions of the eld-

aad'dler-y (sad'ler-i),

~t:~"and

~~ :r..:~ca.rn1enx~a~v'euE~.::!re~d

thus per-

safe'tY-rund' sys 1tem. Banking. A system under which

banks are required by law to have or provide a fund as a
pledge for the redemption of their circulation, as where

~fi,':,"w1!:,

rh~ 01'!':~o~~:
f~r i~~I!d::nr:
i1;7tte"fil~l!.
in 1829 and maintained, with amendments, till 1866.
aafet,r fuse. a A fuse consisting of a cotton or hemp tube

S:t~i;i:a~:r~"~~1c-ig:.:~:fi!t~~p
!f fg~p
rt:J'::·an~~::
etc., to stop broken rods, etc., from falling on the track.
safety hoist.

A hoisting gear which does not overhaul
when the tension is released on the fallhor one provided
with a special attachment to prevent over auling.

~l:~·tf

~triya 1
:~~i~~ia~~16~Y~!ri~t=~
0
atmosphere containing inflammable ~s.
In the common form, of which the onginal Davy lamp, invented by Sir Hum_phry
Davy, is an example, the flame is inclosed
by fine wire gauze, which owing to its
cooling effect, _prevents the flame from
passing. Fire damp, if present in quantity, enters and burns, forming a bluish
'' cap "over the lamp flame. whence safety
lamps are used in testing for this gas.
1111fetylock. 1. A lock specially devised
to prevent picking.
2. Fir,arms. That part of the breech a
mechanism of a small arm which, when in
~f!!i!~~~c~~Ji¥t!1~~5.parts
and prevents
safety match. A match which can be ignited only on a surface specially prepared.
1111fetypaper. A paper difficult to duplicate(as the silk-fibered paper of the United
States currency_ or the water-marked pa. One t y_p e of
per of Bank of England notes) qr so made Safety Lamp. a
that e1·asures, changes, etc., 111 matter Glass c,linder:
written or printed on it are easy to detect. h. b, h Cylinden
safety PiD, A pin, used esp. for fasten- of Wire Gauze,
inJ clothes, made in the form of a clas:p;, protected h_y a
with a guard covering its point so that it Bonnet of Sheet
will not prick the wearer.
Iron (c). Tht;Arsafety razor. A razor provided with a r!)wsshow:direeguard or guards for the blade to pre- bons of Air Curvent cutting the skin. See RAZOR, Jllusl. rents,
aafety stop. Any of various devices to stop an undesirable motion or actionj as : a An attachment for an elevator to prevent accidental fallin_g. b R<rilronds. A track
attachment interlocked with a signal so that when the latter indicates dang-yr the attachment will tri_p a valve on a

~~~~?i~~~~
b?ft:!·v~l:t:We~f t';::ri~:~r:1::1
t~r;:::i
receptacles, as vaults or safes, for the purpose of such stor-

i°i::'rii~w:~~r:~~oi~lnrh:t~e8:tbe~7:
~e0ot~~1:i~~1; ~1:~~~o:~r:-~~v::~: etb. Ph':f!/dfeiiar~o!
_Ji)l!_ :;~1
i~f~~~~~ni~ifi:fuer_r~~~-~~1!~i&eo;~~~
t~~~~!:!1~
hit, Baseball, a iit ena~ling the batter to reach first base

saddle Pile. A sheet pile driven into the ground in the

safety dlak, Steam Boilers. A thin copper disk over the

specially designed
for safe-keeping ; as : a A box or chest, now universally
made of steel and sometimes built into a wall or vault, for
containing money, or other .valuables. Modern safes are
designed to he proof against fire and burglars. b A ventilated or refrigerated chest or closet for securing provisions
from noxious insects, etc., and from the effects of the
weather. c A box or holder to keep anything from undesirable contact with other things; as, a match safe.
2. A piece of leather, etc., under a buckle to prevent chafing, as in harness.
3. A safe edge of a file or rasp.
4. Plumbing. A tray under a bath, roof tank, etc., to
catch drippings or overflow,
aafe'-oon'duot (-k~n•dlikt), n. [ME. •af condite, savf
condut, sau/ condm·t, F. sauf-conduit. See SAFE; 1st CONDUCT.]
That which assures a safe passage; as: a Protection furnished by means of a convoy or guard to a person in an enemy's country or a foreign country. b A
writing, pass, or warrant of security, given by one in authority to a person to enable him to travel with safety, esp.
in an enemy's country.
safe 1-con-duct' (saftklln-dlikt'; -k~n•diikt), "· t. To conduct safely; to give safe-conduct to.
safe 1guard' (siif'giird 1 ), n, LOF. & F. sauvegarde, prop., a
safe-keeping.
See GUARD, n.; cf. BAGGER.] l. Defense ;
protection , safe-keeping.
2. Safety, Obs.
3. One that defends or protects ; a guard.
Shak.
Thy sword, the safegttard ol thy brother•s throne. Granville.
Specif.: a A convoy or guard to protect a traveler or propShak.
erty. b A pass; a passport; a sale-conduct.
4, A protective petticoat worn outside a riding habit. Obs.
1111fe'guard',,,. I. To guard; protect.
Shak.
safeguard s;r.stem. A sr9tem of bookkeepin~ in which
0
~,~~rya}!
total must equal the final vertical total.
aafe'-keep'lng,n.
[safe+ keep.] Act of keeping or preserving in safety from injury or escape; care, custody.
aafe'ty (saf'tl), n. [ME. sm,fte, savete, OF. saufte, smt•·ete, salvete, F. aauvett.] 1. Redemption; salvation. Oba.
2. Condition or state of being safe ; freedom from danger
or hazard ; exemption from hurt, injury, or loss.
3. Freedom from whatever exposes one to danger or from
liability to cauae danger or harm ; safeness; hence, the
quality of making safe or secure, or of giving confidence,
justifying trust, insuring against harm or loBB,etc.
4, A safeguard. Ob,.
Shak,
6. Preservation from escape ; close custody, Rare.
Deliver him to safety; and return.
Shak.
6. a Spo,·ts. (l) Baseball, A. safe hit. Rare. (2) Amer.
Football. A safety touchdown. b Short for SAFETY BICYCLB.
aafety arch. An undecorated arch used for purely constructional reasons; esp., a discharging arch.

r.::t~f
ae~.fr~t~~~~li'it.Pl't~t;e"n~~':h:~ha~e_i"if''l"J~;;~:
ti:E!d~!~ti:~Y:!~g~:t~:
t~ s1°Se~~mt~t~~ga:~t~ !J;;g:
valve and so stop the engine in case of accident to the

governor belt.

f A contrivance to prevent a pulley tackle,

~~~:;e~\0~a~;t:::eat!-~!:~olffdfn:~ltC:
thnete!i"Jl~•ct~c., to
safety switch. Railroads. A switch that returns
automatically to its normal position when a train ·.
has passed over it.
aafety touchdown. Football. Act or result of a
1i 1
8
fl~:~r't!R 0
t~~r v~d0
man on his own side ; - dieting. from toucltback. See

:1iN~t it~d1~:\
i.~~~r:f~o~
!

TOUCHDOWN,

.

safety tube. Chem. A tube to prevent exploj~f~~,:1t~~:i1~~l\~.0rfh~;13e~h:f
ti~s~:~!ecli~~:
sion, or to control delh-ery of gases by an autopersonal immortality, retribution in a future life, fated the
matic valvular connection with the outer air;
esp.,
a bent fllnnel tube with bulbs for adding
th e
f~t':'offtt!g!li~l.s~r:i:d~4:.~~';'a'=1'.:e~gJ\~~ulate
those reagents which produce unpleasant fumes
1iz'm), n. The tenets of the Sador violent effervescence.
Sad'du-cee'ism (slld.'...i'i-se
safety valve. a An automatic escape or relief valve for
dncees.
a steam boiler, hydraulic system, or the like, held shut by
Sad'du-clze (-siz), "· i,; -CIZBD (-•izd); -c,z 11No (-siz'lng).
an arrangement exerting a definite, usually adjustable,
To adopt the principles of the Sadducee•.
1.:t:c:~3s t:ep~J'e'rer~,~~'j
aad'i'ron (Bid'i'llrn), n. [sad heavy+ iron.] An iron for
~~-~s.:'s~: e:!;ht'l.:~;:s:u~~
smoothing clothes ; a flatiron.
amount;- sometimes called e:rternal safely valve. Safety
sad'ly (slld'li), adv. In a sad manner or way; as : 1. In
Obs. senses : a Heavily ; forcibly; with shock. b Closely;
firmly; eecurely ; fast. c With fixed determination ; resolutely. d Soberly; gravely; seriously; in earnest. e With
little noise or motion ; quietly, f Steadfastly; constantly,
2. Grievously; sorrowfully; wretchedly; miserably.
3. In dull 01· somber color ; as, sadly dressed.
4. In a great degree; to a large measure; - usually with
bad implication ; as, he is 1adly changed.
Colloq.
sad'n-,
n. [AS. are<lnes•satiety.] Quality or state of
being sad ; as: 1. In Obs. senses: a Heaviness ; firmness;
solidity. b Stability: steadiness; steadfastness.
c Faith;
trust; confidence. 4 Seriousness; gravity; discretion.
~t·!rs~J!'J'a~l;2a
tic1!:~n;!e,ii:::te~;~lv~~
b;e~1..1:~~~~
Her sadness and her benignity.
Chaucer.
nected to the rear (driving) wheel by a multiplying gear.
2. Quality of being sad, or unhappy ; gloominess. Milton. 1111fetycage. Mach, A cage for an elevator or mine lift,
S__yn.- Sorrow, heaviness, dejection. See MELANCHOLY.
having appliances to check the fall if the rope breaks.
IIBaeng 1er-band' (zeng'er-billint 1), n. ; G. pl. -BiiNDB safety oluun. a Raill'oads. A normally slack chain for
(-biln 1de), [G. siingerbund.] 11/usic. A singers' union;
an assoc1&tionof singers or singing clubs, esp. German.
II Saeng'er-f1111t'(zl!ng'er-fl!st'), n.; G. pl. -FESTE (-fl!s'te).
1
[G. 1/ingerfest.] A festival of singers; a German singing
hole through each broad
festival.
aafe (saf), a.; SAF,ER (Biffer); SAF'EST (sif'l!st). [ME.
:~:li~tt'i.~~~it~~t~il;.':
,au/, F. ,au/, fr. L. salvua, akin to salus health, welfare,
~!?J~:bJi~:!i::dt~~°o°n~h
safety, and prob. to L. solidus solid; cf. Skr. s<irvaall,
■addle boiler.
A botler with an ■addle ■hell. A thin plicated bi- Hebrew alphabet. representing ■&due. -t SHADOW.
valve shell of Anomrn or othl"r a strong sibilant, like slf(not like 1ad:11lle.-t SAnOLE, n.
arched base eerving as a flue.
l&d.dle bracket. = sADDu:, 5 d. allied genera ; - i'rom its shape ts, as often given). As a nu- 1ad'wiae'. a. Grave; sage. Oh.•.
■addle ■tone . •11~sonr.r1.The cap. meral = !JO.
■addle croupon. n. (QF.c,-opon
[DLER,\
1adyle, aadyller.
T ~ADULE.
of the copmg of a gable.
1adi1.1a.dller SADDLE, SAD- SA001.1rn.
[var. of ~EA.I
bh~he after part stone
l&dclJe tank.
A water tank
!~r1'
~,,nm,
f8F,_.■ae ( dial, tdl). Ob11.or dial.
Eng.
.. ,!~'adftTzer'mc;o•uiin't->f!!'
>bM1
■ae (si ), Scot &. dial. Eng. var
■ad'dled (sld''ld), a. ZoOl. = straddling a locomotive boiler. .......
SA l)DU>BACKED,
3,
En".
la eaddle.
1
~!r°v:Sf~:
~!i;gin■,
(si'blnz'),
con,i
[For
■ad'dle-wiae"J-wtz ).odv. Like
:~~~~ ~nit
pa~ar:~g: Bad'dnc (sld ftk). Bib.
in which lust is associated with JIObei1lff•l So being: since Sr-ot.
Bad'du-cee-tat. n. A Sadducee. inflicting cruelty and violence. ■aecben. T SF.EK, [LIEN. Obs.,
Hort. To
:riT~~~~~e~-~tt
n- = ;-J,~4:l}J~~s~~d,iie;Ls~fdl~~:I ,
perform snddle grafting on (a l~Dd:~1::J~11d:t1-alz'm),
1a'dle( Scot, st\d''l; si'd'l). Obs, ■Ec'u-lum, ■ec'u-lum (~k'1l-t SAD,
tree, bnnch, etc),
[4 a.I lade.
1nm), n.: pl.-LA < ltl). [L.] Lit.,
or ~ent. vrir. of SADDLE.
■addle hackle. See SADDLE, n.,
81
:~~ 1
1adloker. Ohs.comp11rof !l\AOLY. a generation, hence, a period of
■addle key. See 2rl KET, 6a.
Enq.
aa-do' (sA-dO'). aa.-doo',n. [Cor- lon.e:duration; an age.
■ad'dle-leaf',11- Tuliptree. U.S.
l&-de'.
Var.
of
SADR&.
1ad'dle-le11,a. See •LESS.
:!~::-HT,
1ad.'dle-noae', n. Med. A nose ■ad.el, aadele. -t ~ADDLE,
Sa'doc (si'd~k). Bih,
Bael. -t ~HALL.
marked by depression of its sup- ■a.dele■, -t SADDLELESS.
■a.dr(stid''r). Var.of SVDDER
aa.ellthende,a. {AS.flieliC,-ende.]
porting structures, often clueto ■ad.ely, -t ~AllLY.
Seafaring. Ohs.
ulcerating disease, - aad'dle· 1ad'end. Saddened, Re.f. Sp. See ADA WI.UT,
Sadh (siid), n. lSkr, Mdliu per- ■adr, 1l, [Per. tladar, fr. Ar. aaem. + ~EAlf, a load.
no■ed' (-nnzd'>,a.
1a.ddleoyater. = ~ADDLE~" ELL.
The lotus tree Zizyphus
~~":i'~:~~\!;:1t~~:~~
sty~~~~
!':;~~ofhu:i:i1cHind:~~:t irk:
1addle reef. = SADOLE, 4 f.
Sadr.n. [Ar.alcadrthebreast,
i.e., ernse what has been writSaddle Rock. Any large
prime
or Per s1mter. name of the con- ten. Horace (Sat1re11, I. x. 72)
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SAFFARID
■111'1n11 1&foty

nln,

SAGO PALM

in which the 11reaS11rei1 communiVarieties of this last tyl!" are: the ~

2. Henoe, having or indicating quick intellectual perceptions ; of keen penetration and judgment ; discerning and
judicious ; knowing ; fanighkd ; shrewd ; sage; wise ; as,
~:~
a ,agaciou, man; a sagacious remark.
a larger area is exposed to the steam or other pressure
S:,n. - See SHREWD.
1:.:'n!rd:~t1:~
-aa-ga'cions-ly, adv. -aa-ga'ciou-ness,
n.
-~~ sa-gac'l-ty
(sti-gits'l-tl), n. [L. aagacitas; cf. F. sagacii~.
9
t~w~
See SAGACIOUS.
J Quality of being sagacious ; qnickuess or
c.,rolon~ed to form a hand Y!ver by which the valves maa
acuteness of sense perceptions; keenness of discernment
or penetration with soundness of judgment; shrewdness.
n!pe~~::s,~:!'s~~~~~ty::~ut\~llatt;tb!'
i::::.stn
Some [brute&]show that nice sagacity of &mell. Cowper.
Natural sagacity improved by generous education. V. Knox.
Syn. -Penetration,
shrewdness, judiciousness.
preBBureis Jess than that of the atmosphere, to prevent col- sag 1a-more (silg'ci-mor; 201), n. [Of Amer. Indian origin.
lapse; - called also internal safety valve.
Cf. SAOHBM.] A chief of a tribe among certain of the
Saf-fa'rld (sa.f-fii'rld), n. [Ar. 9ajfar coppersmith, fr. American Indians ; - generally synonymous with sachem,
qa!@r Ya'qrib bin Lais, its founder, who was a copperbut some make a sachem a chief of the flrst rank and a
smith.] One of a Mohammedan dynasty which established
aagamore one of the second rank.
itself in eastern Persia in the 9th century.
sag 1a-pe 1num (-pii'ni!m), n. [L. sagapenan, sacopenium,
aaf'ft-an (sil.f'l-an), n. [G. (cf. D. saffiaan), through Slavic Gr. ua-yO.'"lvov: cf. F. sagapin, gomme sagapin, saga(cf. Pol. saflan, Russ. saflan), ultimately fr. Per. sakhfilin penum, Ar. sikliinaj, Per. sakbinah, sikbinah.] A yellowgoat's leather.]
A kind of leather made of goatskins or ish or brownish gum resin containing an essential oi11 once
sheepskins tanned with sumac and dyed with bright colors.
used &S a cure for hysteria.
It is de1ived from an unuf-llor'lte (sci-flor'it), n. [G. aajftor, aajlor, safflower
and
u~l:1~~:r~~!.erula,
-ite.] Min. An arsenide of cobalt, CoAs2, like smaltite in {~~lfi:J'rop;:-f~~nctOJ1~~~t
composition, but orthorhombic.
It occurs usually in sage (siij), n. [ME. sauge, F. sauge, L. salt,ia, fr. salvus
maBBesof tin-white color. H., 4.5--5. Sp. gr., 6.9-7.3.
saved, in allusion to its reputed healing virtues.
See
aaf•now'er (slf'lou'er), n. [F. sajleur, sajlor, for •afran,
SAFE.]
1. a Ahalf-shrubbymint (Salviaotficinalis), with
influenced by jleur flower.
See SAFFRON; FLOWER.] grayish green pungent and aromatic foliage, much used
1. An Old World asteraceous thistlelike plant ( Carthamus
in !favoring meats, etc., and as a mild tonic and astrintinctorius), with 1arge orange-colored flower heads.
gent. Also, any other species of Salvia, as the scarlet
2. Pharo,. A drug consisting of the dried florets of this sage, wild sage, etc. See SALVIA, b The sagebrush.
plant. It is used in medicine Jike, or in place of, saffron.
2. Short for SAGEGREEN.
3. A dyestuff prepared from the flower heads of the sage (siij), a.; SAG'RR(siij'er); SA&'BST(siij'est). [F., fr.L.
above plant, and used In dyeing silk and cotton light red.
sapidus, fr. sapere to be wise. Cf. SAVOR, 8.APIBNT, INSIPID.]
aaf'fron (sltflrun; see APRON,note), n. [ME. "!:ffran, F. l. Wise; having nice discernment and powers of judging;
,a/ran; cf. It. zajferano, Sp. azafran, Pg. a9afrao; all fr.
prudent ; sagacioUB,
Ar. & Per. za'.farlin.] 1, A species of crocue ( Crocus
All you sage counselors, hence!
Sllak.
sativus) with purple flowers, widely cnltivated throughout
2. Proceeding from wisdom; well judged ; shrewd ; well
1onthern Europe for the drug and dyestuff which it yielde.
adapted to the purpose; as, sage advice.
2. A deep orange-colored substance consisting of the 3. Grave; serious; solemn. Rare.
Syn. - Sa_R:ient,grave, prudent, judicious. See SHREWD.
aromatic, pungent, dried stigmas of this plant. It is nsed
sage, n. LF,] A wise man; a man of gravity and wis0
~~gg:~i~:1~~'l~~:~rI;r:~:~su:!~·,:~1:~tl:~~
dom; esp., a man venerable for years, and of sound judglant antispasmodic emmenagogue in medicine.
ment and prudence; a grave philosopher.
3. An orange or deep yellow color, like that of the
0
1
stigmas of Crocus aativus.
r~~
4. Old Chem. A BBffron-colored substance ; as, saffron, or oord (ko~'kiir~ Ralph 'w1aldo Emerson (1803-8~ who lived
crocus, of Mars. Of. CRocus, 3.
aaf'!ron, a. Having the color of the stigma.a of BBffron inA~R~1~~~01'.
:6.owers ; deep orange-yellow; as, a saffrnn ribbon.
::l!i~s(s~~=f
hd!::.untry residence. -s. of
1&1!'roncrocu.
= SAFFRON l.-1. plum, Bumelia angustifol-ia, or its yellow plumlike fruit. - •· thistle, safflower. 1:,;geA(!~~i.oi;:;i,::}Yiri}obye: c';:ii;of,f';,!'fir~~
0 ~1~~.{,~il~e~elaS t ra0
(Cynjp& salvi2). It is sometimes eaten as a fruit.
uf'ra-nlne (sltf'rti-nln ; -nen; 184), n. Also -nln. [See sage'bl'Ullh' (siij'briish'), n. Any of several American
species of A rtemisia, esp. A. trident ala or A. trijida, hoary
SAFFRON.] 1. Chem. Any of a numerous class of artiflcial
dyestuffs regarded as symmetrical diamino derivatives of asteraceous undershrubs, often covering vast tracts on the
azonium bases. Cf. INDA.MIN&. Properly, the safranines
flavored with sa e, and colored
are bases, but they are used in their salts. These are a::~teJh:~~:~in~l:C::·
green by juice of leaves of spinach and otfer plants added
usually red, and in solution can be made to undergo various
to
the
milk.
color changes depending on dissociation phenomena. Blue sage cock. The
safraninesare also known. The simplest member is pheno- sage grouse;
re{ranine, C18H~:;NHO~ now of theoretical interest only.
specif., the male
sage grouse.
~~:~ao1i:1uJt
J~h~t~i!tf:e,
~dt1yt[n~!l::t~~-a
green. A
:I. Oom. Any of various mixtures of safranine salts, des- sage
dull
grayish
ignated by such marks as T, extra G, etc. Common safgreen color, like
ranine is a poisonous powder or _paste, chiefly chloride of thatofthefoliage
tolusafranine, used in cotton and silk dyein~ as a substiof garden sage.
tute for safflower, in microscopy as a red stam, etc.
uf'rOl (slif'rol; -rlSI), n. [F. safran saffron
2d -ol.]
Chem. A poisonous substance, C 10H 100 2 , the chief con- (Oe-nt1·ocercus
stituent of oil of sassafras, occurring also in other plants, as
the camphor tree. It is used for flavoring and perfuming,
mottled gray, black, and bnff, native of the dry Mgehrush
plains of western North America. Its flesh is often poor
t:'n~ ~?.~gtt~flli~~':~f:;d~;;g:,~;!~e.it
is the methyand bitter in consequence of its feeding on the buds of the
11111'
(silg), v • •. ; SAGGED(sllgd); SA&'GING(-Ing). [Akin
sagebrush ; nevertheless it has been exterminated in many
to Sw. sacka to settle, sink down, LG. sacken, D. zakken.]
parts of its habitat.
1. To sink in the middle by weight or under applled sage hen. a The sa~e grouse, or specif., the female sage
grouse. b [caps.] AnmhabitantoiNevada;-anickname.
pressure, below a horizontal line or plane or from the
natural or original position; as, a cable supported by its sage mullein. Bot. Any mint of the genus Phlomis, esp.
P. tuberosa; Jerusalem sage.
.
ends sags, though tightly drawn; hence, to lean or settle
sag•e-Dite (silj'e-nit), n. [F. sagenite, fr. L. •'!gefl!' a l~rge
from a vertical pooition, as a 'euildlng or a door.
net.
See
SEINE. J Min. A<'icular rutile occurrmg m reticu2. To lose firmness or elasticity; to sink; droop; :6.ag; lated forms, often embedded in quartz or other minerals.
bend; to fall gradually, as prices; to yield, as the mind
or spirits, under the presmre of care, trouble, or the like. sag'e-Dit'ic (-nlt'lk), a. Min. Containing sagenite, . or
similar acicular crystals of other minerals, as of tourmaline
3. To loiter in walking ; to idle along ; to drag or droop.
or of actinolite ; - said of quartz or other minerals.
to aag to leeward, Naut., to make leeway.
sage rabbit. Any of several rabbits (as Le'JYU§ nuttall,) of
aag, v. t, To cause to sag.
western North America, varieties of, or related to, the cotaag, n. 1, Fact, state, or degree of sagging.
tontail of the east.
.
2. a A part or place that is sunken, as in a roadbed. Sag'e-re'tl-a
(sitj't-re'shl-a; -tl-a), n. [NL., after Augnstm
b Drift, or tendency to drift, as of a veBBelto leeward.
Sageret (1763-1852), French agronomist.] Bot. A
.. ,,. (sa'gti; si'gci; 277), n.; pl. SAGAS(-gtiz). [Icel.,
genus of American and Asiatic rhamnaceous
akm to E. saw a saying. See BAY; cf. SAW.] 1, An shrubs having opposite
leaves and
ancient Scandinavian legend, tale, or history ; hence, any
branches, the latter sometimes thorny,
historical, mythical, or romantic tale of ancient times.
and
small
flowers
with
5-hooded
petals.
And then the blue-eyed Norseman told
The fruit of s o m e s~cies is
A saga of the day&of old.
Longfellow.
edible
;
the
leaves
of
S.
theezans
2. [cap.] Norse Myth. A goddeBBand seerese described
are used in China by the poorer
as drinking from golden beakers with Odin.
classes as a substitute for tea.
aa-ga'ciOUB(sti-gii'shi!s), a. [L. sagax, sagacis, akin to sage'rose' (siij'roz'), n. [sage
•agire to perceive quickly or keenly, and prob. to E. ,eek.
the plant
rose.] a = ROCK·
See BBEI<; cf. PRESAGE.] 1. Of quick sense perceptions;
ROBB a.
b The tropical shrub Black-thi:_oa~ S~eSparrow
Turriera ulmifolia.
(Amphisptza bilineata).
esp., keen-scented ; skilled in following a trail ; - often
with of. "Sagacious hounds."
·
Dryden. sage narrow. Any of· several sparrows of the genns
cated by a spring,
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Amphispf,pa, inhabiting especiall)' sagebrush regions in
western North America, esp. A. belli nevadensis.

sage thrasher. A thrasher ( Oroscopte, montamis) which

inltabits sagebrush in western North America. It is pale
grayish brown above and white spotted with brownish
below.
sage tree. An Australian rnbiaceous shrub (Psychotria
daphnoides).
sage willow. a A willow of the eastern United States
( Salix tristis), with linear-oblong leaves white-tomentose
beneath. b The hoaq willow. c The purple Joosestrife.
aag•ger (sitg'er), n. LE, dial. saggarit a sagger, contr. fr.
safeguard.] 1. Ceramics. a A box made of lire clay, in
which delicate pieces are placed while being baked for biscuit. b The clay of which saggers are made.
2, Metal. A box in which cast-iron articles are packed in
contact with hematite ore or smithy scales, to be rendered
malleable by decarbonizing in the annealing furnace.
sagtger, v. t. To treat, as stoneware, in a sagger.
&ag'glng (sltg'Ing),p. pr.&, vb:n. of SAG. Specif.: n. An
arching downward in the middle, as of a ship after being
1.
strained. Cf. HOGGED,
Sa-gi'na (sa-ji'nti), n. [NL., fr. L. aagina fatness, from its
supposed nutritive value.] Bot. A genus of small silenaceous plants, the pearl worts, natives of temperate and cool
regions. They have subulate leaves and small whitish
flowers, the petals sometimes wanting; the styles are eqnal
in numoer to the sepals (four or live) and alternate with
them. The alpine S. glabra is ornamental in cultivation.
sa-glt'ta (sti-jlt'ti), n.; L. pl. -TA<(-ii). [L., an arrow.]
1. [cap., gen. SAGlTT.IE(-te)]. Astron. A small northern
constellation, north of Aquila; the Arrow.
2. Arch. The keystone of an arch. Rare.
Gwilt.
3. Geom. The distance from a point in a cnrve to the
chord ; also, the versed sine of an arc ; - so called (by Kepler) from its resemblance to an arrow resting on the bow
·
and string; also, Obs., an abscissa.
4. Z ool. a The larger of the two large otoliths found in the
ear of most flshes. b [cap,l Zool. The typical genus of
arrowworms (class Chretognatha, which see).
X2

Sagitta (Sb~~t~t'~r:f1\!!~n:ia~~~~al}~f!:~deag~~!::•lic

f!v~lf~TbJ'i,~~~~•>1.
~f8t':.s~~~~~.fo::'.~i~
~r~!.~
'sag'it-tal (sllj'l-tiil),
1. Of or pertaining

Seta, :

u. [L. sagitta an arrow: cf. F. sagHtal.]
to an arrow ; resembling an arrow ;
furnished with an arrowlike appendage.
ll. Anat. &, Zool. a Designating, or pert. to, the suture between the parietal bones of the skull. Hence: b Designating, situated in, or pertaining to, the median plane of the
body in which the above suture lies, or any plane parallel
thereto.
aaglttal crest, an elevated bony ridge which develop• along
the sagittal suture of many mammals, esp. in old age.
Sag'it-ta'rl-a (sitj'l-tii'rl-ti ; 115), n.
[NL., fr. L. sagittarius pertaining to
an arrow. See SAGITrARms.] Bot. A
large genus of alismaceous plants of
temperate and tropical regions. They
are perennial aquatic or bog herbs,
havinl!' basal often sagittate or ha.state leaves, and scapes bearing verti•
cillate monrecious or direcious flowers with three sepals and three deciduous white petals. S. latifolia of
America and S. safJiltifolia of Europe
are common species. The tubers of
the Asiatic S. chinensis are eaten.
.3..
Sag 11t-ta'rl.-us (-i!s), n. 1; gen. -TARII
llJ
(-rl-i). [L., lit., an archer, fr. aagit- S . . 8
. .
'tarius of an arrow,sagitta.] Astron. ag,ttana( .latifo 1,a).
a A southern constellation pictured as a centaur shooting
an arrow ; the Archer. It is south of Aquila and partly in
theMilkyWay.
b The ninth sign of the zodiac. See SIGN.
sag'lt-ta-ry (sltj'l-tti-rl), a. [L. sagittarius.] Pert. to an
arrow or to archery; resembling an arrow. Sir T. Browne.
aag•lt-ta-ry, n.; pl. -a1Es (-rlz). [See SAGITTARIUS.]
1. [cap.] = SAGlTTARIUS.
2. Myth. A centaur; specif, [cap.], a monster fabled in
medieval Troy romances to have fon1<htin the Trojan army.
He i&described as" a terrible archer, who neighs like a horae.
whose eyes 11_parkle
like fire and &trikedead like lightning."
sag'it-tate (-tiit), a, [NL. sagittatus, fr. L. sagitta
an arrow.] Shaped like an arrowhead; specif.,
Bot., elongated triangular, with the two basal
angles prolonged downward.
Sa-git'tld (sti-jlt'ld; silj'l'.-tld), n. [Sagitta lat
-id.] Astran. Any of a shower of meteors whose
radiant is in the constellation Sagitta.
sa-git'tl.-form (-I-f6rm), a. [L. sagitta arrow
E. -form.] Sagittate.
sag'it-toid (silj'l-toid), a. [Sagitta
-oid.7 Zool.
Like, or pertaining to, Sagitta or an alliea genus.
sa•go (si'go), n. [Malay siigu.] A dry granulated
starch imported from the East Indies, used in
.
puddings, as an article of diet, and for stiffening S:lg~tate
textiles. It is prepared chiefly from the trunk of
•. ·
the sago palm, but also from the trunks of the gebang,
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Ob&.pret. of SAY,SEE.
ra:;;:
Ts~:~~~um. [s~1::A~;t·1 r:tu9:'le~e
:~:~:~~&1
mul- •~he (
Obs. or
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aaghel, •·
Cudgel;
saght.
Obs.
pret.
of
SEEK
.
raanfjnr,._•·~~phlle(-r·•-n•rn .,.fYI), :..~,~ (:i;gd), ~,' [Mal~: p;~~·., light woolen fabric, sometimes s°:_!:_e
n •~(•J_e
agena,

~t1°Pz.
tl::::~~EObs.
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dial. sig, siig).

SAGE,

n. [RuBS.
[Alfi . .ago/.]
..8
1--a.. 0 8 u. 3.!n~•),Ans.u[RLE
aa.ghtlhu:r,n. [AS. salttlian to
..:i
settle.
See
SETTLEto adiust.]
Gr. uarivq,] A seine. Rare. Reconciliation
; peace. Ofis.

~flhs;r~:~t;:~
i~·!!11d~I~ae1{;: -gltsh'Y-), v.
1·. To fare; thrive. ~~i::i~t1agr1i~:v;~~1.
Ar-:■agea&e,
:1:':.h~·S~e ::~,-;.:g~
I. ■aghtne■. -i- SAU0HTNESS,
at' o-sln ( rt5 y
[F
Slang,Southern U.S. [SA0A.I,1 ■ag'bu
KBUT,
n.• [F,] Wi&dom.Oba. aagij.ly. + SAGELY,
Vars.:AF:noN.] E ;fnnJrt· See;~~ :-1;;8~~~f'~h:~ha~ie:~r
::1:·
R~)~PObs. or eage'wood', n. = SAGEBRUSH.aaa'i-nate (slj'l-nlt), v. t. [L.
o:,;~ANI~B[JAFifiL, etcj To ■at,oun. t SAFFRON,
v.
narrator of a saga.
dial.
ar. of SAW,n. ~ v.; ■ag'g&r. Var. of SAGGER.
o'f:.~~J,1~!~!::(-hff:~:
:olor or ·fl~vor ~iili ~d~~; to la.ft, i' SHAFT,a pole.
11rga'mi-t4' (sA-gii/m@"-ti'),n. obs. var. of SAW,a &aying.
aag'gard (sAg'er(d). Var. o:f n, Ob~.
~j]i~~- + SAFFRON.
■al'fran. + SAFFRON.
1&f'fr1rnlne,■a.f'frol. etc.

spice. Ohs.
Saffron Hill. A district of London north o:fHolborn, formerly
• haunt of ballad singCre.
■&f'tron-y (slf'riln-l), a. [Cf,
F. sojrand, p. p.] Having the

0

&Aft). Scot. & dial. [Of Amer.Indian orig.; cf. Ojib- Ba.aebru■h State Nevada• - a
wa kisagamite,
AlgonCJ,uianniclrname.
'
[enUsH.
sa.fte. + ~AFETY, {of SOFTLT.I kijagamite; lit., (the porridge) sage'buh' (-bcl6eh'),n,=SAGEaatt'ly (siift'lr; ed. t'-). Scot. is· hot.] A kind of mu&hmade ■aged, a.. Sage. Obs.
[KnH. I
■ a.tyre:, i' SAPPHIRE.
of maize meal. Local, U.S.
1&-geer'(s<i-gi5r'), Var. of SA■ag (dial.
&ig). Obs. or dial. ■ag'a.-pen, aag'a.-pene, aa.g'a- ■age hare. A sage rabbit.
saft (sift;

Eng. var. of ~OFT,

I

SAGGER,Dial. Eng.
[Obs.I ~t&ne.
of-SACRISTAN,
sa.gg&rd,n. Prob., a sluggard.
'it-tal-]y, arlv. of SAG ITTAL.
■ a.gge. i' SAG,v.; SAGE,a.
'lt-tlf'er-ous (elf.j'l-t Yf'i! rtle , a. [L. Bagittifer.] Bearini
"r""eed'g.
o__
n (•aAgo',llanr)e'end
•• rccfo.,.s:,,01,,".
.] 8
"S ,.
arrow&. Obs.
1agh. + sAw.
t.'6t-gu' (e.d-goin'), n. [F. •a..

i

ale, seni\te, cAre, Am, account, iirm, ask, sofa; eve, event, l!nd, recent, maker; ice, m; old, &bey, 3rb, Md, slUt, cdnnect; iise, inite, arn, ilp, circi1s, menU I
UForelsn Word.
i' Oh■olete Varl1111tof. + eomblned with.
= equala.

SAILS: FORE-AND-AFT AND SQUARE,

---~~

.~~~?~~~~
SCHOONER'S

--~~-_..--~·
..~,

SAILS.

(An inner and an outer jib are aometimea fitted instead o:f one jib.)
l Flying Jib; 2 Jib; 3 Fore Sta.ysail; 4 Foresail; 5 Fore Gaff Topsail; 6 Main-topmast Staysatl; 7 Mainsail;

8 Main Gaff Topsail.

FULL-RIGGEDSHIP under ALL PLAIN SAIL to Skysails, with All Staysails and All Port Studding Sails.

~:to~~di~~bi!
~PP:~l~~i
J.~te!r:1~~!ii~~;sJti~8J'.).il

(Sometimes an inner jib and outer jib are :fitted instead of on; 0
instead of one staysail, the upper 1tay leading juet below the
1 Flyimz Jib; 2 Jib; 3 Fore-topmast Staysail; 4 Foresail; 5 Lower Fore-topsail; 6~pper Fore-topeail; 7 Fore-topgallant Sail; 8 Fore Royal; 0 Fore Skysail; 10 Lower Studding Sail
(never on the main) ; 11 Fore-tov.mast ~tudding Soil ; 12 Fore-topgallant Studding Sail ; 13 Fore-royal Studding Sail ; 14 Main Stayeail ; 15 Main-to.{lmast Stayeail ; 16 Main-topgillant
Stayeail; 17 Main-royal StayFail; 18 Mainsail; l!l Lower Main Topsail; 20 Upp_er
Topsail; 21 Main-topgallant Sail; 22 Main Royal; 23 Mam Skysail; 24 Main-topmast Studding Sail; 25 Main-to1:rc;llant Studding Sail; 26 Main-royal Studdmg Sail; 2i Mizzen Stnysail; 28 Mizzen-topmast Staltail; 29 Mizzen-topgallant Stayeail; 30 Mizzen-royal 8tay0
1
8
1•
fti{·c.;;;~H;.zer
~
Iron; 9, 9
11, 11 Reef Tackle; 12, 12 Reef Earinga; 18, 18 Bow e n le ; 14ii14 ~oot Rope; 15\ lo, 16 Reef Points ; 16, 16 Clew Line; 17 Bunt Whip;
Flemish \Jone ; 10. 10 Bull iaring;
18, JS Topgallant Sheet, 19, 19 Reef Tackle; 20, 20 Buntline; 21, 21 Buntline Togrle; 22, Sheet ; .A, .A ead-earing Cring e; B, B Clew ; C, C Leeches; D Head ; E i•ooi.
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SAGOPLANT

SAINT

■all'cloth1 (sil'klllth 1 ; 205),n. Duck or canvas for aalla.
■all'er (slil'er), n. l. A BB1lor; one who sails. Oba. or R.

plnmte-leaved pa.Imaof India and Malayala, widely cultlveted for their ,Product, b In
,
lllalacca,Pllani:r:Jarinijera. o
·
In Java the gebarig palm. 4 ln
India, the gomutl, the jaggery,

ll. A ship or other veasel prope!led by sails; -with qualifying words; as, a heavy sailer; a fast sailer.
sail'fiah' (-flsh'), n. a Any of several large pelagic flahes

i~Y!:~aJ:,"J.'.'•
':fn~~,i~•~·
tf!~i,te::'.:';~~~
duced byamyloiddegenera.-

constituting the genus
Istiophorus, related to
the swordfish, but having teeth,
tion of the organ, in which
scales, v e n•
a cross section shows scattral fins of a few rays,
tered gray translucent bodand a very large dories like grains of sago.
sal fin. I. nigricans of
aa-gua 1ro (aa-gwiVrii), n. ;
pl. -ROS (-riiz). [Amer, Sp.
the warmer parts of 8 'lfi 8h 1 ,. h
• •
(J )
the
Atlantic, the West ai
l ~ WJJ o,·us nigr,cans).
-111
aaguarro, sahuarro.] A n
Indies, etc., is the best-known species. b The basking
arborescent cactus ( Dereus
shark. C A quillback sucker.
Viganteus), of desert regions
sail hoop. Naul. A mast hoop of a fore-and-aft sail.
m the southweotem United
sall'lng, p. pr. & vb. n. of SAIL. Hence: n. [AB. segling.]
States and in Mexico. It has
l. Act of one that sails.
a tall, columnar, simple or
sparsely-branched trunk,
.
..
2 . N aut, The art of managing a vessel ; esp., the art of
attaining a height of 60 feet. Sago Palm (Mel-;.;,;,,ylonrumpkii)
directing a ship to a given place according to the rules of
flowers;
Very much reduced.
• navigation ; navigation ; also, the art or method of deter.
Sa-gue'rus (sti-gwii'rus), n. [NL., fr. Pg. sagueiro sago mining either (1) the course to be followed, or (2) the direction and distance to be sailed to reach a given point, or (3)
palm. Bee SAGO.] Bot. A small genus of tropical Asiatic
the position of a ship from dead reckoning, involving the
and Malaysian pinnate-leaved palms, having pendent
branching spadices, and large acrid berrylike fruits. 8. determination of two or more of the following elements :
course,
distance, difference in latitude, difference in lonpinnatua is the gomuti.
aag,Y (eiij'i), a. Full of sage; seasoned with sage.
r:g~~!ie'!i~da:1~t~ur:is~~c~!•~~:f~~!.
~i~~i!~te ~:
aa'hl.b (sii'ib), sa'heb(-~b),n. [Hind.&Ar.9iihibmaster,
correspond to the aides of a plane right triangle formed by the
lord, fem, rahibah.] India. [usually cap.]
The title
0
1
1
:i:r:f::b
1ii:eej~i~f:~~h
~~ ~~ru~:ray: t~i~!~~:~:1irn1n:w~~~
used by natives when addressing, or speaking of, a Euromore consecutive courses a.re so considered. the d1fferencH of
pean gentleman. b A general title affixed to the name or
~~t!~~~e~idcoters:~~~{di~t~eatte:d
ali'iibr.ait~¾~~~:~nfi!:
official title of a European; as, Colonel Sahib. c Master;
earth ia regarded as a sphere (usually as a pe:fect sphere. though
- specif. used among Hindus and Mohammedans in titles
some modern nautical tables allow for its spheroidal shape), and
of men of rank ; as, rajah Sahib,
allowance iB made for the curvature of ita surface. Kmda of
Sa-hld'lo (sti-hld'ik), a. [Ar, e9-raid the upper land, Upper
:r::~i:a~:jlf!J!
a'::J
i~~~u:ihi~hco~~:ecf.!i~~J:
Egypt.] Of or pertaining to, or designating, the dialect
eometimes called Thebaic, of southern Egypt; as, the Sa- times the difference of longitude ; middle-latitude aa.llin«, in
which the course cuts £arallels and meridians obhquel~·, anil de~
hidic version of the Bible. Bee VBRSION,
- n. The Bahidic
1t:1r~!:!~t~~:~1!~hi~t
dialect ; alao, the Bahidic version of the Bible, Bee CoPrIC, f~e'::°~hi:1'!1ti~:d~e!n:s 0:ftt~ec::::j
88'1(siVt), n. [Tupi sai, sahi: cf. Pg. sahi.] Any monkey
1fr~~i!
:~ra~~~r:~pi~~re~a~~uo~e~
1Ye:~i~:·ctt:;t,a:::~~=ii~:1
of the genus Cebus; a capuchin monkey.
table of meridional parta : great-circle aallln.g, in which the ship
•'lo' (siViik/), n. [F. sa'ique, Turk.shaiqah.] Naut. A kind follows
a great.circle track.and the resulting problems are treated
of ketch common in the Levant.
by spherical trigonometry; compoaite aailtDg, which combinea
parallel and great-circle sailing
1111111
(~d),prel. &p.p. of SAY, Hence:p. a. Before-mentioned ; already spoken of; - used chiefly in legal style.
Salling master. U. s. Navy. Formerly,awarrant
officer,
aal'ga (si 1ga), n. [Russ. saiga, fr, Tatar saigaq the ahu.]
~:::et1~:da !~«f!:nta~et'e~!g:;i~!t~e£:~rt!oa;::~r:
A sheeplike antelope (Saiga tartarica) of Siberia and eastem Russia. The nasal region is inflated and the nostrils
widely separated; the male has lyrate annulated horns,
a crested tail. It is found in the Moluccas.
and tufts of long hair beneath the eyes and ears.
sail loft, A loft or room where sails are cut out and made.
111111
(Bil), n. [ME. aeil, AS. segel, aegl; akin to D. zeil, sall'mak'er (slil'mik 1er), n. One whose occupation is to
OHG. segal, G. & Bw. ,egel, Ice!. segl, Dan. aeil.] l. An make or repair sails; specif., in the United States navy, a
extent of canvas or other fabric by means of which the
warrant officer in charge of all sails and articles of canvas.
wind is used to propel vessels through the water. Sails
(The grade will before Jon~ become extinct.)
are of two main types, fore-and..fl_ft sails and square sails.
Square sails are bent to yards, witb their foot lying across
~hi::S~l!i~!~~ts
:aJri!!ke~~cer
sail'or(-er), n. l, Onewhosails; esp.,one who takes part
:~~~s:'.::J:;heii:~i~~:!tl;'Y~r:~n".t~r~~l.sl~~~:
in,
or
understands,
the
practical
management
of a vessel ;
and-aft sail is triangular, often ?,uadrilateral with the after
a mariner; technically, a common seaman.
ll. A kind of straw hat with a flat top and brim.
~1f~a~:u:.2i:r~r.:J~~~/~~t
s0q'!a~:.chs.:
Syn. -SAILOR, MARINER, 8BAMAN, are here compared 8!!Jt.
S. Anything suggestive of a sail; as : a A wing; a van.
in their literary uses. SAILOR and MARINER are applied
Poetic, b The extended surface of the arm of a windmill.
3. pl. [cap.] Astron. = VELA.
0
~gri:.fa1~~~~t!~!!'i!
4. A aailing vessel ; a vessel of any kind ; a craft ; also, ~ri:i!b!~et~~a'!
literarr, word 1denotes one (rarely an officer) who helps to
eailing vessels collectively; as, twenty sail were in sight.
0
0 ~:~ t!~~ld 0
&. A passage by a sailing vessel ; a journey or excursion
tb~ :~~Js~i~:i/;;a~c!
upon the water; a voyage.
{Tennyson); " Slow BBiled
8. pl. Naut. The ship's sailmaker; - a nickname.
under ..U.. a Having sails spread ; esp., in motion with
is he was great by land as
sails spread. b Propelled by sails, in distinction from
thou by sea" (id.). Bee
steam or other motive power.
MARINE, NAVAL.
■all, "· i.; SAILED
(said); SAIL'rNo. [AB. segelian, seglian.
Bee SAIL,n.] l. To be impelled by the action of wind upon sall'or-ly, a. Characteristic of, or reaembling, a
aaila, as a ship on water; hence, to be impelled on water
sailor.
by the action of oteam or any other motive power.
sall 1or's-cholce' (-erz ), n.
I:. To move through or on the water, as a waterfowl.
a
A small porgy (Lagodon
3. To be conveyed in a veasel on water ; to pass by water ;
rhomboides) of the coasts of the United States from Cape Cod
u, they sailed from London to Canton.
b The pigfish( Orthopri,stischrysoplerus).
south.
4. To begin a water voyage ; as, we shall sail to-mon-ow.
CALENDAR
OF PRINCIPAL
SAINTS' DAYS.
c A grunt (Hremulon parm), found from Flor&. To move smoothly through the air; to glide through the
The left-hand {ionic) figures give the daye of the month; the right-hand
ida to Brazil. 4 A pinflsh (Diplodus holbrooki).
air without apparent exertion, as a bird or clouds ; - often
figures. the numbers just before ttie entries in the list above.
used with in, out, along, etc., with the implication of a saln1!oln (sin 1foin), n. [F., fr. sain wholesome
Jan.
Feb
(L. sanua; see SANE) Join hay (L. fmnum)
Mar Apr. May June
July Aug. Sept. Oct Nov. Dec.
certain air or show, as of pride, conceit, or indifference;
--confused with &nint sacred (L. aanctus ; see -- --- - - -- as, the overdressed dowager sailed down the corridor.
1-3,; 3-90 1-.'i7, 1-!IO 1-34, 4-87 1-49 1-89 1-4
1-66
1-511
3-46
SAINT).
l
a
A
European
fabaceous
perennial
8. To rush in ; to begin vigorously to do something ; &;
8-66
2-73 2-27 4-6
D-23
77 D-43 2-114 4-41 6-6.1 6- 79
plant (Onobrychis aativa), with pinnate leaves 13-.11
with in or into,· as, he saw his work and sailed in. Slang.
1-!JR,19-5
9-12 10-70 13-47 10-64 16~q1 9-116 11-72 1-6
3-21
and
spicate
pink
flowers,
It
is
widely
cultiSyn. - Bee FLOAT.
H-.11
D-1
83 21-10 19-38 11-15, 14-22 lD-13 11-63 11-42 13-28 8- 73
18-87
16 lD-9,; 20-20 21-75 18-66 11-.'i2 13-6 7
vated in the Old World for hay •nd pasturage,
to 1&11
IIDe, Naut., to sail as close to the wind as possible,
6-101 11-Sl 23-48 28-13
An American tick trefoil (Meibornia cana• 20-4.1, 9-82 12-.'iO 215-il 21-18 lS-11 11-6!1 24-16 28-81 24-88 19-41 21-9 7
~u~~l :.i:h~:rg 1
in, or b
91 11-21 14-19 30-25 28-18 14-17 19-104 28-14 29-78 21-80 20-39 98- 98
densia). Canada. c A western American faba- 21-2 12-1 11-81
11-8 20-69
30-.'iS 28-W, 21-26 21· &I
aall, ti. t. 1. To pass or move upon, as in a ship, by means ceous herb (Psoralea onobrychis). Local, U. 8. 22-7, 14-JO'l 18-47,
IJ2 23-29 29- 99
12-8 22-74
of sails ; hence, to move or journey upon (a body of water) salnt(sint;
100 24-76
40
IS-42 2D-56,
24-29 31-96
unaccented,
as
in
Saint
Agnes,
sii:nt),
by means of oteam or other motive power.
H-60
21-24
19-61
9
n. [ME. saint, seint, F. aaint, fr. L. sanctu, 24-100
21-m
20-83
28-/i.5 26-9
ll. To fly through ; to glide or move smoothly through,
30-8
mered,
properly
p.
p.
of
,ancire
to
render
sa•
28-86
91-19
29-84 31-M
Sublime she smls
ered by a religious act, to appoint as sacred ; 21-28
21-13
The al!rial space, and mounts the winged gales.
Pope.
3. To direct or manage the motion of; aa, to sail a vessel. akin to sacer sacred. Cf. SACRED, SANCTITY, I 29-4.1
SANCTUM, SANcros.]
l. A person who is 11ano- NOTE, The Book of Common Prayer provides special eerv1cea for 4, 8, U.
sall 1boat1 (-b5t'), n. A boat usually propelled by a sail; tifled or consecrated ; a holy or godly person ; ~-~••••~~~~m~~~~--~
seldom applied to large vessels.
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gouffl,

fr'eirosago

==
fr1::.t.

orh~:i~1!,.~le~ 1
■ah. Oba. pret. of SEE.
■ah, aa'ha..
Vars of SAA. See

of SAOWIRE,
11••'gul.D (sii.'gijn), n. [Tag.
The banana.

Sa.'h&-de'va (B ii'h d-d i'v 4), n.
[Skr. Sahadiva.]
See MAHA•

:;gum.
cl,~':n):
n. ; pl.

8&-ha'ra.n (sd:-hii.'ran ; eii'hd:-),

(from the native- South
American name).l A marmoset,

eap of the genus Callithrix.

Tr:::~t~~~pint.

l&gll.
-foSAGO,
■a-pelr'
Var.

palm,

See

SAGO.]

MEASURE,

8jf{/igi.saguing.J

Sa'ha-du'th• (eii'hd-dft'th<I)

Of
Sa-har'ic
(sd-hlr'lk),a.
pert. to the Sahara desert.
Ci'c.m[L. sagum,~agmc; ef. Gr. or
Sahe. i" SAW,
a-ayo~; prob. of Celtic origin. Sa'hi-ba.h (sii.'@-bd), n. [See
Cf SAY a kind of serge.1 Rom. ~Am•:i,1 Lady; mistress. In'ilia.
A.ntiq. The military cloak.
aah'Hte(eii'llt).
Var. of SA.LITE
--p'ran
(sil-g6rJ'rin), n.: pl. Sa'bo (sii'hO), n, One of a tribe

-~ry
½!fd;~(,~'::-k,,,r
(sii'cl6-kir~ ~~!rl
C sago. ~•'~~;;:!8lhe
ffi.
A textile
(P.ii.'rds). Var. of
8

SAGO.]

■a.h'ru

SARUS,

palm, uaed for packing. Phil 1. ;:.\~~~~-t;::~~).T·var.

••-gwire' (84-gwtr'), n. [Pg. Ra.

SAGUARO.

■ah'u--kar
SOUCAR.
Bai.
SA y ; ohs. pret.
■ala. -f' CHAYA.
aa.l'ad. Var. of SA YID,

Soy

i'

of

SEE,

of

Europe. b The Sunapee trout.
(sts). Var of SYCE.
laid Var, of SA YID.
■ai'dle (Bi'd'l),
Scot, var. of
SAODLE,
■alee

::::: 6b~A
;;et.

of

SEE.

■aif. -f' SAFE, SAVE.
Baifl.y, -f' SAFELY.
aa.1&'
(Bag; slig). Dial, Eng. var.
of ~Aw, n. I\' v.
■aigh (si). Dial. Eng. pret. of
!;;F,"F,,

■a.ih.

i' .sain, pret. of

mod, 1o-ot; out, oil; chair; eo; sing, i~k; tllen, thin; nasre,
Full eJ<plallattou

■ a.ill
-f' SAKE,
■atkle■, 1a.lkle1a.
T SAKER,

from his service in the navy,
the typical. squirrel monkey&
1a.il'or-le111, a. See-LESS.
(}l1rysothri:1:is a synonym.
1&U'or-ma.n. n. Sailor; seaman. la.In,
SAY, v.
1allor
plant
Beefsteak
sa.xi■a.in. .) Bttn, p. p. of ~EE,
J«?[~~::~ltrJg 8~eap, to
1
hou■ewlfe.
A
ditty-bag.
aatl. 1,.t. To assail. Obs,
1a1lour, n. LOF, .smlleo1·) A sainen, AS. segntan, fr. L. Big■all'a-ble, a. Nav{:· able.
dancer. Obs.
[SAIL.[
nare; cf. OF, Be1°gnier,fr. L. ,ig■ atld,
Sailed. RP • 8p.
aalle. i' SALE, hal '
0
::f~.v~,F~u~f~!i1:=o;:h~:~.
(~;:,.
·:an~fi}y
Bai.led(Bild), a. Having sails,
Ob!f. Scot.
crate; to bless against evil influfl.ute~A;Ehewhiff.
■ail~ (sil'Y), a. Like a sail. R
ence, Obs., Scot., or Dial. Eng.
■all gang.
Ffsher-les. A seine
o!~.e~c!~.sAIL-1
fl:!~~-f
Obs.
ss! 1
A small ■aim lsitm; efim), n. [OF • .sain, ■aind(s,nd), Obs.ordio.1. Eng.
hook used to hold the clotho
saim, LL. (aesumed) sagf,men, of SEND.
aalll. T SALE ; SEAL, v,
av.ft~ t ~~~~-~
LF•J
nll'les■, a. See -LESS,
-■alm'y, a . .All Obs.,Scot.,or
■a.tner. i' SEINER.
::W;;;r-1:1:~ 1(:t~~l~~)~';;.
The Dial. Eng.
■atnt. i' cEINT,
practice or act of saihng, esp. aa ■al'ml-rl (sI'mY-rn, n. rTupi ■aint, n. = CENT, a f?..&me.
ON~
a fleaman ; the work of a Bailor. sai-merim, lit., little monltey~
1
of Graal,
Holy Grail. See lat

of aatk:,r.

J:':rbY.~!ft;eiinf,?i!}:
rBih,1~f':~
pinus) of mountain streams of

BHARATA·

-GA

of the fiber of leave■ of the burf

■a-hu'ca. bean (sd:-hOO'kd),

bean.
mdo~r:,,~~·J:J\2'
(sii.'clb-kiir). Var,

SEE,

-f' SACKLESS.

~~"c!:{

:t

!~:i:,,

~!fr)!t

::f~

f:,,111::/fI,:tifi~:·

Slpo,

~~!=

~•~aK~'
~-8:;,_1,.

::1:ct."

1f:e~~
fafat:,

u::.i:=::e
\8¥:;f®'),
"·

=~=d~'
l§~1c
sr;;;~~dj:ri,

[c:,,~r
l/tei:~~lc:n°s~:J{g the
mi::a~E;:l~~d':'-1!;~!\\~!

ver«!!Jre (250); K=ch in G. !ch, ach(144); boN; yet; zh=z

of Abhrevlattono,

::f:•(Biin~;
~ce~~t·\~iE~
!~t~

ete., Immediately

precede

the Voeabai&l'7.

In azure. Numbers referto§§inGuma.
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SAINT
Batnl.&p.u' ■ EY11,
the

b_ywomen.

evening of January 20, esp. celebrated
On this night, according to popular eupersti-

It was instituted

SAKULYA

in 1776 b3" Col. St. Leger. -Bunt

Lu-et•' saint'ed (ain'tid), p. a. 1. Sacred ; holy; consecrated.
2, Holy; pious; virtuous; consecrated.
Shak.

~[i!r,./1,:i,;;r,:iy
t~e~r~~tab g~;:,r.!:'at.
i;k;-~-~.:

!1~~~:i~~~e~ f~\~~ ~~t~~1fif!~taC:d~~~t~?~!~~:.h1::r~
INDIANBUMMER,
- St. :Ma.rtin'sbird, the hen harrier • .Brit.0
t~!r.,t~:;.1'l~1i.,-;;
~!o!:,~~1:.::.,
~~
i:°A1:o 1,
~'.\':~;~!\';-~~~s~
:':e1~:r!.".;.■aer~\ela~~~:~!!~;t(~l;~~~~;:'~1,:~) ~t~

tr:~~\tt:::f;~j
~{Fc~i~:;:¥~:f~~~to\Aass¾f:tmA'::°J~:'f~
can ochnaceous herb (Sauvage:riaerecta).

cross. - St. Anthony's cro11, a T-shaped cross. See caoss,
lllwd., 10.-st. Anthony's fire, erysi~las, which was popu-

It 1s very mucilaginous and has been used as a demulcent. - St. Martin' ■
summer. See INDIAN BUMMER.
-St.-Ma.ry's-flower.
a The
rose of Jericho. b Any pittosporaceous plant of the genus

~~~1I1~tlf[;s~~~~-~1;;h~:.~.~~t~dthl
i~o
u~d~iii
c~~~p~!
dinm demufatum. It is so called because St. Anthony was
0

8

oncP a swineherd. -

or St.-Anthony'a•
St. Au'gua-tlne graaa <6'gUs-

St.-Anthony'a-rape,

turnip, the bulbous crowfoot.-

3. Canonized ; enrolled among the saints.

4. Entered into heaven ; - a euphemism for dead.
salnt'llke' (siint'lik'), a. 1. Resembling a saint ; saintly_
2.
Suiting or befitting a saint; becoming to a euint.
an umbel of variegated flowers. -Bt. :M&rtln' ■ fowl the hen
harrier.
Brit. - St.-Ma.rttn's•herb, a small tro_picai Ameri- saint'ly, a.; SA..INT'LI-ER
(-IJ.8r); SAINT'LI-EST,Like a saint;
becoming to a holy person.

"Saintly

chastity."

Milton.

Saint Nlch'o-las (nlk 1o-l<is). A bishop of Myra, Asia

M.iuor (about 300 A. n.). He is tl1e patron saint of Russia,
and of sea.faring men, thieves, virgins, and children. As
the
bearer of presents to children on Christmas Eve his
1
~}~f!!_l~:~~~;~:t~:1t;,-;!\~7:r,:'s•~~~st8mO:::•~~~!t
name has been corrupted to 6'anta Claus.
the sow thistle,
Obs. - St.•Mar/a-thlatle, the lady's-thisSaint-pau'll-a
(stut-p6 1il-<i), n. [NL., after Baron Walter
tle. Obs. - St.•Mi'ch&el'a-or'ange (mi'k0lz). a thin-skinned,
von Saint Paul, of Silesia, its discoverer.]
Bot. A mono-seedless variety of orange. - St. Nicholas'• clerk or clergytypic genns of East African gesueraceous plants with nodlDJ!Di
a hilh~ayman or thief, St. Nicholas being the S.atron
ding blue flowers having five or seven erect sepals, a nearly
tle s~~svo~~-for
c.ai~g,~~l;
rotate bilabiate corolla, and two stamens. The species,
- so called facetiousfy. - St.-P&trick's•c&bbage, the London
S. ionantha, is the Usambara violet.
pride. - St. Patrick' ■ crosa, a St. Andrew's cross. See CROSS, Salnt'-81-mo'nl-an (sant'si-mo'nl-lln),
a. Of or pert. to
ltlust., 9. - St. Pa.trick's Purgatory, according to legend, an
the Count de St. Simon (1760-1825) orSaiut-Simouiauism.earthly purgatory set up by St. Patrick, or a place where
n. A follower of St.Simon, or a believer in Salntl•Sl-mo'nl-anGod granted to him that the punishment of sinners might
ism (-Iz'm), his socialiistic syistem, in which the state owns
be seen, to give ocular proof to the Irish of the truth of his
all the property and the laliorer is entitled to share accordteachings. This legend is said to have been first made
known to Europe through a work written by Henry of ing to the quality and amount of his work.
Saltrey (fl. n.;o), an English Cistercian monk, who related Sa'lte <•ii'it), Sa-lt'ic (sa-Itllk), a.
[L. Sll'iticus, Gr.
the ad ventures and J?Unishments (similar to those depicted
Ia,n,co;, fr. l:tii."f Sai'.s,l Of or pertaining to Sa"t's,an anby Dante) of Sir Owam,orOwen,a knight of King Stephen's
cient city of the Nile cfelta, which became the capital of
Egypt under Psammetichus I., founder of the XXVIth
~~i:!n:eh~tsef~~~~~d o~~n tf~ietf;gt~~Vi;
J!~g~ucg;::ii
Dynasty.
It was the chief seat of the worship of Neith.
Donegal, Ireland, and there is a cave there now known by
Sa'kai
(sa'ki), n. An individual of a low race of tl,e Malay
this name. At an early date a, church a.nd an artificial cavern were constructed ori the island, and it became a great
Peniusula, probably representing an aboriginal population.

fz:

!~1f
/,JJ!t~1t!
r,~:}~,~n!!)g}\g!;':,~h~~U~ft~~
§{!t!s:~!1:
uable as a sand binder and sod grass. b The somewhat
1
ti:;l far\X:::.
!:~:-~i:r~r:,.iu?;~hh
~;-1:,~r:,:a~~!f~:'kf!d
1

of knapweed ( OenlaurP-a sofstllialls) flowering about St.
Barnaba.s's Day. -st. Bartholomew, :Maaaacreof. See under
MASSACRE. - st.-Benedict'a-th11tle, the blessed thistle. Bt.-Ben'net's-herb' (ben 1eta; -Tts), the herb bennet. - St.

~,~nOb:rt~i~~
~~~tr:~::ri~

1lt~:~1~!~~:
fA~:u~:,~;;;lf;:~Jt·~~~~r~ilh
a~i?i:d r!':~~eN
aud a raceme of greenish white flowers. -st.
Bra11.d&n
8

11

Island. See ISLAND 01' ST. BRANDAN.
- St.-Bru'no'a-lil'y
(brOo'nOz), a European alpine liliaceous plant (Paradisea liliastrnm) somewhat resembling the asphodel. -st.•
Oatha.rine'a~:ft.owerthe love-in-a-mist. - St.•Chriatopher'a•
herb, the herb c\nistoplier. -st. Croix' aand'stone' (kroi')
[from the St. Croix River, between Minnesota aud Wisconsinj, Geol., a Cambrian formation of Minnesota., the
equivalent of a part of the Potsdam. -St.•Cuthbert'a-be&da,
the fossil joints of crinoid stems. - st. Cuthbert'• duck, the
eider duck. -St.•D&beoc'..,heath, a European heather like
t•nt Wab,n,ia pol ifolia). - St. Den'!• red (de11'is de-ne').

h

w~~~ytwh~th~~;tf~tDtTh~~!t:!!ifid!a~iill1°i-:e1li~-~:~
(the 0th) return to their distaffs or ordinary occupation.
- st. El'mo'a lire or light (el'moz) [from the patron saint of
sailorsJ, a flamelike appearance sometimes seen in stormy
weather at prominent points on a ship, particularly at the
masthead and the yardarms, and also on land, as at the
tops of trees or steeples. It is called also corposant (when
double 1 a double corpo,mnt, or Castor and Pollux>, Helena,
etc. It Is of the nature of a brush discharge of electricity,
reddish when positive, bluish when negative. Cf. CABIRI.-St. George' ■
St. Genevieveformation. Geol. = GENEVIEVE.

;:1~'
!t:id~k:.ek
t:"i:1~
F~;~&:-::oie~lf

t~~!1J~~lT

They are of about Mala,r stature, hut are of li~:J1tcolor. nnd have
fine wavy hair. Their lani.ruage showH affinity to the l\fon•Ant,::onic!'sir~ta·;:;E1i~~:
= Declaration

t:~

- St. Pe'tero-burg Declaration (pe'terz-bfirg).

!~ig;~~nitfvhee~1!1:~fa:t~~~~mecriK~~~~i~edgeof agriculo_fSt. Petersburg\ under DECLARATION.
-st. Peter' ■ Chalns,
R. C. Ch., a festival, August 1, to commemorate the im- sake (sik}, n. [ME. ,ake cause, also, lawsuit, fault, AS.
sacu strife, a cause or suit at law ; akin to D. zaak cause,
:r~::l:a1~~:b~2~li1 te~~;
fo~ng:
thing, affair, G. sache thing, cause in law, OHG. sahha,
ing of the see of Antioch by the apostle Peter. b At Rome
Icel. sOk, Sw. sak, Dan. sag, Goth. sak}O strife, AS. sacan
a festival, Jan. 18, in honor of the founding of the see of
to contend, strive, Goth. sakan, Ice!. saka to contend,
Rome by the apostle Peter. -st.•Peter's ..com, one.grained
strive, blame, OHG. sal,han, MHG. s_achen to coutend,
:i~atth~rJ~i:1b~1_t_i_ ~~~'i!;:,:z~:~oc~'UT~e;i.
strive, defend one's right, accuse, charge in a lawsuit, and
also to E. seek. Cf. SEEK.] 1, A.-S. Lau·. A ruatter or
or power of the keys. b The crossed keys in the papal
arms. - St. Peter' ■ sandstone ffrom the river now callPd
cause in dispute between litigants; a cause in court ; hence,
the Minnesota!, Geol., an ear y Ordovician formation of the right to hold court and administer justice (in a given
any of
Wisconsin and adjacent States. -st.•Peter'a·wort,
territory);equiv. to the term placiturn or plea, and chiefly
several plants: a Any hypericaceous plant of the genus
used in a&keand eoke. See SOKE. Obs. or Hi&t.
Ascyrum,. b The European related herb Hypericum quml•
2. Fault ; blame ; guilt. Obs.
rangulum.
C The snowberry.
d The primrose. - St.•
3. Final cause; end; purpose of obtaining; canse; motive;
Peter's-wreath, a shrubby sp1rrea. ( Spir:ea ltypericifolia)l
concern ; account; regard or respect;- used chiefly in such
~~~\yt~Yl!gb1~!:1o~: i1::':~~g~8• :_o;:_~gt~i~J:s[;~l,Jr~,
phrases as,Jor tlte sake of,for his sake,for ,nan's sake,for
an Iroquois of Catholic setfiements on the lower St.
me1·cy's sake, and the like i as, to commit crime for the
Lawrence, Mohawk in speech and mostly of that descent.
sake of gain; to go abroad for the sake of one's health.
They are expert basket makers. - St.-Robert's•herb, the
Moved with wrnth and shame and ladies' sake. Spenser.
herb Robert. - St.•Swith'un'a•apple, or St.•Bwith'in's--apple
Knowledge 11for the sake of man, and not 111anfor the sal., of
1
(swrth Unz; -Inz), an apple prematurely ripened from
Sir W. Hamilton.
being worm-eaten. - St. Bwithllll' ■, 01· Swithln'a 1 Day, knowledge
July 15, observed as a festival in honor of St. Sw1thun,
~1:h~,
.slie~~,en used with a posse;x~k~
bishOJ/ of Winchester, England (852-862). He was not
sa'll:e (sa'k~; -ki), n. [Jap. sake.l The chief alcoholic
canomzed by the church, but onl_y in popular tradition.
-st. Sylvester's Eve, the niiht of Dec. 31, a day observed
beverage of the Japanese, a kind of beer made by the ferin many countries as a festival in honor of St. Sylvester, . mentation of rice, It is usually drunk hot.
bishop of Rome (314-33.5).- St. Ul'Io-a' ■ bow or circle {il.Jl- sa'll:er(si;tker), n. [F. sacre (cf. It. sagro, Sp. & Pg. ,acre),
0-dz), a fog bow. - St. Ul'mo'a fire (ul 1m0z), St. Elmo's :fire. fr. Ar. paqr hawk.]
1. Zool. a A falcon (Hierofalca
-st. V&l'en-tlne'a Day (vil 1en-tinz), Feb. 14, observed as
cherrug, syn. Falco sacer) used in falconry, native of aoutha festival in honor of St. Valentine, a Christian martyr
ern Europe, Asia, and northern Africa. It resembles the
of the 3d century. It was a very old notion that on tliis
Indian luggars and the American prairie falcon. The male
day birds begin to mate. The custom of sending love tokens at this time has no actual connection with the saint,
is sometimes specif. called s■'ur-et (-et), in distinction from
whose name was probably introduced through some misthe female, which is larger. b The peregrine falcon. Ow.
take. - Si. Vincent arrowrool. [From the island of St. Vinartillery.
1
cent.] = TOUS-LE8-MOIS.
- St. Vi tu'a dance ( vP'tUs-Jz), .Med., 2, Mil. A small piece of old-time
[F., from ,akee winkee In
chorea , - so called from the supposed cures wrought on sa'kl. (sii'kl; s.Vke'), n.
P. Browne's u Nat. Hist. of Jaintercession to this saint.
saint (sant), v. t. ; BAINT'Eo; SAINT'ING. 1. To bless. Obs. maica," and this fr. Tupisagm'n,]
Any of several South American
God saint thee, good monk, with all my heart.
Bale.
2. To make a saint of ; to enroll among the saints by an monkeys of the genus Pllhecia,
having a bushy nonprehensile tail
official act, as of the Pope ; to canonize ; to give the title
and long hair which usually forms
or reputation of a saint to (some one).
a beard on the chin and a ruff
3. To address or salute as saint. Rare.
around
the face.
saint, v. i. 1. To play the hypocrite. Ow. Towneley Pl.
sall:11-eh (sllkl'f-~) n. [Ar. saqiah
2. To act or live as a saint;- often with ii, See 1T, 6.
Saint Andrew. 1. A Scottish gold coin first issued by Rob- sak'i-yeh (-I-y5) canal,trench.]
A kind of water wheel used in
ert II. (1371-90)and then worth five shillings;so called
Egypt for raising water from wells
from the saint's effigy on the reverse.
2. See ORDER, n., 1.
or pits in buckets attached to its
Saint Ber-nard'(ber-niird'). One of a
periphery or to an endless rope.
breed of large, handsome dogs celebratSak 1ta (sak 1t<i; shak'-), n. Also
ed for stren~h
Shakita (shiik't<i). [Skr. fiikta,] White-headed Saki (P.
Hinduism. An adherent of Saklcucoceplwla).
<I)
fo~!er~t';~~
tism ; a worshiper of Sakti. The rites of many of the Sakchiefly at the
tas are mere orgies of lust. Cf. DEVI.
Hospice of St.
Bernard
in
Sllk'U (sllk 1tt; Skr. shlik'-), n. Also Shak'ti (shilk 1tt ;
Switzerland,
shlik 1tt). [Skr. pakti.] Hinduism. The female energy or
but now comprinciple. See SAKTISM;cf. DEVI, TANTRA,
mon in EuSak'tlan
(-tlz'm), n. Also Shak'tlsm.
Ilinduinn.
The
rope and
worship of Sakti.
America.
1
There are
ci:i'!k[~~t 8n~r18ea~0
~~!h~/~thveer
two races,
smoothilt:~':n~~l'!.\
~:;~:~ii,o:1siv!emt!ethei~~1ft·t::
coatedand
~~i~h':i~~~!~~nn:Jt1~~di:i~:i
~e~h1~~~e~/~!f:i~a~;~s~~ali~:

'Yj},~0:'Xi~ntf
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~r:ti~

SJii!ei:~:

•:e1:,:~~~::::~
~t'h,:

:oi;;!~rg!!fth~
~~~~
'«If~tina~y;g~:c:al~!hoef
of the royal navy of England. - St. George's :ft.ag,a smaller
flaJ resembling the ensign, but without the union jack.

;ttili~

~l~~ti~ )~~~':..i~:v~d

f~:s::1~~

!!~B c~8!~~~Jhof ~l~g!!r!if:i.Y ~=t~~~~'~!h!~:.
rian. -st ...Qeorge'a--muahroom,the horse mushroom (Agarictts n.rtiensis); also, A. gambosw1.-St. Go1ba.ln' glass (siN
l?ti'bll:N'),a fine variety of soda-lime plate glass so called
from St. Gobain in France, the place of its manufacture. -

~a~Y:F.~~s:

0
:~o~ti~;i~~ra,
tnu\~:i~d~~ra~:ii!~:1;~~
Guy's dance, Me,I., epidemic chorea.. - St. He-le'na. bl&ck'wood.'or ebon__y
(h0-le'nd), an extinct sterculiaceous tree of
St. Helena (1'roch.etia mP-lanoxylon) formerly much prized
on account of its bard dark-colored wood. - St. Helena.pea.,
a cultivated variety of the American wild bean Phaseolus
helvolus. - St. Helena tea., a fmnkeniaceous shrub (Beatso•

:!:/:;~,~~'f:{t/i~f~
~~:~!.~ii!~~J:'•!~:e~iife
of a loganiaceous tree of the Philippines

t~:l

(Strychnos igna-

,~~t~u:~te:

:::1'
f~s::~!i:i1~tx(~~j~·c;b~tu~Tr~~stt-~~
V:;'3~
Islands, frequently cultivated for its dark purple and yel-

!~:;ea1J:';:r!;e:-i1~:·t=-J~:~·~:ide~c~
Jrii~relriU~t· B-;;v:::
eigns from William III. to the accession of Victoria in
1837. It is now used for levees and drawing-rooms.
The
Court of St. Ja.mes's continues to be the official designation
of the British court. - St. Jame■ '• ■hell, the pilgrim shell. st.-Ja.mes's ..wort, the common ragwort (Senecio jacob;ea). St,•Johll'o-bread. a See CAROB
b, b Ergot; - sometimes so

:!!:.~
~l~~i~:~:m1:~t~~~~
=ss\.J";.,"i:!~Ylk~e'¥~~tl%~{:

l

1S'o11f!tela;~!irs ni:_i:
~n1~.1
(June
to ward olf sickness
24)

and ill luck.

Cf. NBEDPIRE,1.

!~,!~:

ito~.~':l;;:;!t1>ar1~::
cmium of the southern United
States.SeeCRINUM.-St.-Johll'a•
wort, any plant of the genus
Hypericwn. The large-flowered species (H. a.,cyron) is often distingnished as the gr,at
St.-John'1-w01·t.-St ...Joaeph'a• ~
Wy, the white garden lily (Lilium cnndidum). - St. Jul'l&D •
?t;nc!i~Kr.!n!rre~~~i
vaasr~
stock for grafting. - St. Law-•• ■klff. [From the St. Lawrence River.] See SKIFI', 3.Bt. Legler, the (sint l~j'er; sil'Tn-j~r), a race for three-yearold colts and fillies run annu-

.(
~

8i Saint.John's-wort (
~!Y
:i1:.~~mo~:r a! Po~~~:
mil'e6furlong's132 yards]ong.
pe1'forat1tm). Reduced.

H.11perfoum

s;kit~

~~ij;h~io:~

mainly reddish or yellowish brown and white in color.

~::rf:r:dhi~
:!:l!;.

P!f~h;
~~lJ!!;

cult 1asupposed to have origmated in East Bengal or Assam about
C'num,so.f India, UN)!.
the ,'5thcentury.
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SAKUNTALA
la-lmD'ta-la (ad-ita6n•ta-lii; shii-),orSha-lmn'ta-la

(shii-),
n. [Bkr. {]akuntalii.] The heroine ,nd title of a famous
llanakrit drama by Kalidasa, translated into English by
Sir William Jones (1789) and Sir Monier Monier-Williams
(1853). Saknntala, who has been married by a king, who
met her while he was hunting in the forest, loses, while
bathing in a pool, a ring which he has given her and by
the sight of which he will remember her. It is found bllia
~i~oh~::,Se",;~f~c'!
w.~~~j.a~~ns!'k~~
tala, who has returned to the forest.
8111),n. [L. See SALT,] Chem. & Pharm. Salt,
For phrases see the Vocabulary.
(siil; s6J), n., or sal tree. [Hind. siil, Skr. riila.]
An East Indian dipterocarpaceous timber tree (Shorea robusta); also, its light brown, close-grained hard wood, second only to teak in value.
sa-laam• (sti-liim'), n. Also sa-lam•. [Ar. saliim peace,
safety.]
A salutation or compliment of ceremony in the
East by word or act; an obeisance, performed by bowing
very low and placing the right palm on the forehead.
sa-laam•, v. i. & t. Also sa-lam'. To make or perform a
salaam; to salute with a salaam.
sal•a-ble (siil'<i-b'l), a. [From SALB.] Capable of being
sold ; fit to be sold; marketable. - eal 1a-bll'l-ty (-bil'ltl), aal'a-ble-nesa, n. -sal•a-bly, adv.
sal-ac•e-tol (8111-lls'e-till; -t<II), n. [salicylic
11cetone.]
Phartn. A crystalline compound of salicylic acid and acet.one, used as a substitute for salol.
sa-la•cloua (s<i-lii'shlis), a. [L. ,alaz, -acis, fond of leaping, lustful, fr. salire to leap. See SALIENT.]
Having a
propensity tovenery; lustful; lecherous.-ea-la•cloua-ly,
adv. -aa-la'clous-nees, sa-lac'l-ty (-Uts'l-tl), n.
aa-lilc'tol (sti-lltk'till; -to!), n. [salicylic
lactic
3d
-ol, 7 Pharm. A mixture of the sodium salts of salicylic
and"Iactic acids, used in diphtheria.
sal'ad (slll'<id), n. [F. salade, prob. fr. Pr. salada; cf,
Oit. aalata, It. insalata, salare to salt; fr. L. sat salt. See
SA.LT;cf •.sLAw.] 1. A preparation of herbs, vegetables, or
fruit, as lettuce, celery, water cress, etc., usually dressed
with salt, vfoegar, oil, and pepper; as, tomato &alad.
Leaves eaten raw are termed ~ulacl.
I. Watfa,
lll. Herbs or vegetables for use as salad; - in the United
States, used esp. of lettuce.
There sprouh a salad in the garden still. Tennyson.
8. A dish of chopped meat or fish, esp. chicken or lobster,
mixed with lettuce or other vegetables, and seasoned with
oil, vinegar, and other condiments; as, chicken salad.
llalad bumet. The common garden burnet ( Sanguisorba
sanguisorba,), sometimes eaten as a salad in Italy.
salad da:,s. Days of youthful inexperience.
Shak.
■al'ad-lng, n. Ve~etables or herbs for salad. Now Rare.
salad rocket. A European yellow-flowered brassicaceous
herb (E,-uca saliva).
sal'altree(sltl'i). [Hind.&Bengallsalai.J
A balsameaceous
tree (lJoswellia serrata) of India, the resm of which is used
asan incense and also medicinally. See BoswELLIA,GUGAL
b.
ul'al (sltl'ltl), n. A small ericaceous shrub ( Gaultheria
ahallon), of the Pacific coaat of the United States. Its edible dark purple berry is about the size of a common grape.
■al'a-man'der (sltl'<i-mltn1der), n. [ME. salamandre, F.
1alamanclrd, L. salamandra, Gr. ua.Ao.µ.0.v8pa; cf. Per. sa.
mander,samandel.J 1. Any of numerous amphibians of the
order Urodela, which superficially resemble lizards, but are
acaleless, being covered with a soft, moist skin. Most of

er~;~:.:
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SALIENT

bla1t furnace, usually largely metallic iron, partially reduced ore, etc.; - called also bear, .ww, or ahadrach.
6. '.l'he pocket gopher ( Geomys tuza) of the southeastern
United States.
eal 1a-in.an'drln• (sltJl<i-mltu1drln), a. Of, pertaining to, or
resembling, a salamander;
enduring fire.
Acld-ison.
sal am-mo'nl-ac (ll-miYnI-ltk). Chem. &- Pharn1. Ammonium chloride, NH
volatile sub401,a white crystalline

man tribes, including part of the Jaws of th~ Balian, or
Merovingian, Franks. It was probably made near the en4l
of the 5th centnr)", b l'he provision of this Jaw statiug
that" Of Salic land no portion shall come to a woman ; but
the whole of the inheritance of the land shall come to tbe
male sex" (5th par., chap. 59); hence, the law or rule, con-

~~~:~ l; i:!hk~~~~~~n

0
w':r:~~cf!rel
f:~c:~:irrr~~:t
France in the contest for the French throne between Edr.'o~:!Wltnsai~
France in the 14th
~e-;:-g,g,1;,~~
Sal'l-ca'ce-lB (sltl11-kii'•••ii), "· pl. [NL. See SALIX.] Bot.
A family of direcions trees or shrubs (the willow family)
constituting the order Salicales, and including only 2 genera, Salix and Populus. They have small apetalous flowers in aments. -Sal'l-ca 1ceoua (-shlisJ, a.
sal 11-ce'tum (-sii'tiim), n.; pl. E. -TUMS(-t1'mz), L. -TA
(-ta). [L., fr. salixwillow.]
A collection or plantation of
living willows; a willow arboretum.
sal'l-cln (slllrJ-sin), n. [L. salix, -icis, a willow : cf. F.
sal'icine. See SALLOWthe tree.] Gliem. A bitter \\bite
crystalline glucoside, 0 18H 1~07 , found in the bark and
leaves of several species of willow (Salix) and popla1·. On
hydrolysis (by the enzyme emulsin or otherwise) it yields
glucose and saligenin. It is used in medicine as au autipyretic, antirheumatic,
and tonic.
sa-ll'clon-al (s<i-llsh'1'n-al), n. [F., fr. L. saUx willow.]
Music. An organ reed stop of delicate stringlike tone.
SaJll-cor'nl-a(aitJll-k6r"ni-<i), n. [NL., fr. LL. salic01wia
kali, perh. fr. L. sal salt
cornu bcrn; cf. LL. sol kali
alkali.] Bot. A small genus of fleshy maritime chmopodiaceous herbs having thick, jointed, leafless Items boo.ring
the minute flowers immersed in the upper nodes, forn:ing
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reaient, and as an exr,ectorant in bronchitis.
It is so
8

~~~~da~e{heu:~~fe~fJhJl~~e1~:o~fn

~if:~~
camel's

sal 1an-Jane (sltl'ltq-giiu), n. [From salarnga, sa/1,ngan,
name m Luzon, of Malay origin.]
Any of several swifts
producing the edible bird's nests (see under

EDIBLE).

sal'a-ried (sltl'<i-rld), pret. & p. p. of SALARY. Specif. :
a.

Receiving a salary; paid by a salary i having a salary
attached; as, a salm·ied officer ; a salm·ied office.
sal'a-ry (-rl), n.; pl. -BIBS(-rTz). [L. slllariurn pension,
stipend, orig., salt money, the money given to the Roman
soldiers for salt, which was a part of their pay, fr. salarius
belonging to salt, fr. sal salt: cf. F. salaire. See SALT.]
The recompense or consideration paid, or stipulated to be
paid, to a person at regular intervals for services ; fixed
1·egular wai~~h!: i~t!!~Kd~~',2~u~1!~f
Syn. -Stipend,
pay, hire, allowance.

;~!e~:~~th
; sti1sr:t.
See WAGES.

sal'a-ry, v. t.; •RIED(-rid); -RY-ING(-1'1-Tng). [Cf. F. salarier.]

To pay, or agree to pay, a salary to; to attach a

+

~,:t:~~i:l:

salary to ; as, to salary a clerk or a position.
~8f3e1y
sale (siil), n. [AS. sala, akin to Ice!. sala and E. sell. See ~Jfl~1ais~~~}~t~~c:;;;r~Yi~~::,~ii~~~1~~
-yl.] Org. C!,ern. The
SBLL,v. t.] 1. Act of selling; a contract whereby the ab- sal 11-cyl (slHrJ-sJ!), n. [saUcin
radical, C6H 4 (OH)CO, of salicylic acid. Cf. BBNZOYL.
solute, or general, ownership of property is transferred
from one person to another for a price, or sum of money, ul'l-cyl'age (-sTlli'ij), n. Treatment of articles of food or

+

or, loosely, for any consideration; also, a contract for such
transfer of ownership in the future or upon the future fulfillment of some condition (this latter being by some differentiated as an agreement to sell). The word sale is often

drink with salicy lie acid in order to preserve them.

l

+

sal'l-cyl-al (sltl'l-sll-ltl)
n.
[salicylic
aldesal11-cyl-al'de-hyde(-il'.l'dt-bid) hyde.] Chem. Salicylic

aldehyde, C6H 4 (OH)CHO, a fragrant, colorless oil, reddening on exposure, found in the flowers of meadowsweet (Spi•
:r1;cl~\,!~Yph:'!eoth!1z::a!i
~!1ra:rs3f~!r:r~~-:tb.ae
usu-. rrea), and also got by oxidation of ealicin, aaligenin, e1c.
2. Opportunity of selling; demand; market.
sal'l-cyl-am'lde (-ll'.m'ld; -Id; 184), n. Also-Id. CMm.
They shall have a ready sale for them
Spenser.
Salicylic amide, C6H 4 (OH)CONH 2 , a colorless crystalline
3. Public disposal to the highest bidder; auction ; also,
compound got by treating methyl salicylate with strong
exposure of goods in market.
8-ir W. Temple.
ammonia. It is used as a Bubstitute for salicylic acid.
of sale, on 1., for s., offered to be sold; in the market. - on sal 11-cyl1ate (-sTlltt), n. A salt or ester of salicylic acid.
a. or return, Com., on ap_»-:roval. See under APPROVAL.
sal'l-oyl'ate
(-it), v. t. To treat with salicylic acid.
sa-le'ma (sci-lii'm<i), n. LPg. or Sp.] a A Florida and West saJll-cyl'lo (-sil'lk),
a. Org. Che,n. Designating, or perIndian fish (A rclwsargus unimaculatus), similar to the
taining to, a white crystalline acid, C6H 4 (OH)CO 2H, forsheepshead. b A food fish (Kyphosus analogus) of the
merly obtained by fusing salicin with potassium hydroxwest coast of Mexico, resembling the chopa blanca.
ide, and now made in large quantities from phenol (caraal'ep (sltllep), n. [F., fr. Ar. sal;leb, prob. a corruption
bolic acid) by action of carbon dioxide on heated sodium
of tha'lub fox, one Ar. name of the orchie signifying lit.,
phenolate.
It is used as an antiseptic, and in its SEiJts in
fox's testicles; cf. Sp. salep, fr. Ar.] The dried tubers
of any of various European species of Orchis, or of any of
~~~;~~~~~rot
several East Indian orchids of the genus Eulop/1ia. Salep sal'l-cyl'lde (8111'1-sll'id; -Id; 184), n. Also -Id. [.,alicylic
anhydride. J Chem. A white crystalline substance,
0
0
ft°~t~~~~ fj:~~cfffife
:/:~
::~
(OC6 H 4 CO)4 , got by condensation of four molecules of salieal'e-ra'tus (BIIJ!t-rii't1's), n. [NL. sal aeratus; - because
cy lie acid in presence of phosphorus trichloride ; - called
" fixed air" is evolved on treatment with acids. See BAL; also tetrasalicylide, as disting. from the condeusation prodA.ERA.TIU>.]Lit., ailrated salt ; potassium bicarbonate or soucts disalic11lide, (C 1 H 4 O2 ) 2 , a.ndpolysalicyl-ide, (C 7H 40 2 )x,
dium bicarbonate, now commonly the latter ; cooking soda. sal'l-cyl'lsm (-lz'm), n. Med. The condition produced
Sa-le'slan (sa-le'shan), a. Of, pertaining to, or named by the excessive use of salicylic acid or salicylates.
after, St. Francis de Sales (1567-1622); as, Salesian Sisters, sal'l-cy-lu'rlo (-sl-lii 1rlk), a. [salicyl
uric.] Phy&iol.
the nnns of the Order of the Visitation of Our Lady; 8aleChem. Designating, or pertaining to, an acid, C9H~O._Nt
1ian Fathers, a Roman Catholic order of men founded by found in the urine after the administration of salicylic acid.
Don Bosco, a priest of Turin, in 1864, approved by Pius
It is a salicyl derivative of _l!lycocoll. Cf. HIPPURlC,
A member of a Salesian order.
IX. in 1874. -n.
sa'll-ence (sii 111-lns)
LSee SALIENT.] 1. Quality or
aalea'man (siilz'man), n.; pl. -MEN(-mfo). [sale +man.] sa'll-en-cy (-~n-sl)
state of being salient.
One whose occupation is to sell goods or merchandise. 2. That which is salient; a projection.
salea'man-ship, "·
3. That which commands attention as prominent, striking,
aales'room 1 (siilz'room'), n. Also sale'room 1 (siil'-). A or not~worthy; as, lack of poetic saliency.
room in which sales are made ; esp., an auction room.
sa'll-ent
(-lnt), a. [L. •aliens, -en#s, p. pr. of sali,·e to
aales'wom 1an (-wililm1an), n.; pl. ·WOMEN(-wlm'en; -In). leap: cf. F. saillant. See SALLY,n. & v. i.] 1. Moving
A woman whose occupation is to sell goods or merchandise.
by leaps or springs; leaping ; bmmding; jumping.
aale'work' (siil1wQrk'), n. Work or things made for sale;
2. Shooting out or up; springing ; projecting.
hence, work done carelessly or slightingly.
Skok
He had _in himself a salient, living spring of generou1 and
Burke.
Sa'll-an (•ii'll-an), a. Rom. Relig. Of or pert. to the Salii, manly action.
or priests of Mars; as, Salian hymns ; the Sal-lan dance.
Hence, forcing
itself onnoticeable
the attention;~,.
.
prominent
; conspicuous;
; as,
·
Sa'll-an, a. Denoting, or pert. to, a tribe of Franks who 8.
one's salient traits.
established themselves early in the 4th century on the river
Sala(nowYssel); Salic.-11. A SalianFrank. See FRANK,n,, 1. 4. Projecting outwardly ; as, a salient
BASTION,
-.
Sal'IC (sltl'lk), a. [F. salique, fr. the Balian Franks, L. angle; - opp. to reentering.
lllu.,t.
.
Salii, fr. the Germanic name, fr. the old name of the river
&. Her. Represented in a leaping posiYssel in the Netherlands. J Of or pertaining to the Balian
tion,
which
is
unlike
rampant
in
having
Franks, or the Salic law so called.
hind feet on the ground.
Lion Salient .
0
1~'::~ both
~~
tl;~e1afi~ cfodro~s~°c~fi!!:-s:i~~d~!~:ed~~~tt?;e
Syn, - See PROMINENT.
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them are small, and somewhat terrestrial

when adult, llv-

t~~Y1V~
sala-

:.':a~':i!1f~s~~!tt:0J~,r:;
!tTcl:'ti~1tr~t"e
chiefly aqua\ic forms are called newts. The

Certain

f::1tt~:sa~~ ~~erc:~~,r~l::.~d
it~d~:stl11:!!v<;ti~~~
&Jan speicies is Salamandra maculosa, which is black with
1~:: :e'it~~~!:'e~i~n
s~~~~ 0
1, GIANT SALAMANDER.
Salamanders were formerly believed
by superstitious people to be able to live unharmed in fire,
lll, In the theory of Paracelsus, a being inhabiting the element fire. Of. let GNOME, SYLPH, UNDINB.
a. Any of various articles used in connection with the fire;
as: a A culinary utensil of metal with a plate or disk,
heated, and held over pastry, etc., to brown it. b A plasterer's stove. c A large poker. Colloq. or Dial. Eng,
._ M elal. A mass of unfused material in the hearth of a

J

M.~t~~!t:·
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and 6th degrees of remoteneHB) gaur. India.

b The Indian ta•
Sumatra.

See
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11r-la'rl-at'ed, a. Salaried. Oha. ~ ■a'ld' (sft.'lit'), a.,fem.1a 1lde' the buyer of g.ood1on account
■ al armontakof-SAL
AMMONIAC
8 ~~er~;
~!i~,i~J;i;i:c~.ase.l~ 1:1~swornan.
fad I
aal'a-ry, a. [L. sularius,J So.. .~~ 1
aa/lade'(sti'lid'), n. [ F.J Sal- ::I~i:!i;.~rt-1or~LA<~~:~;d~1'l'm,t, U.S.
[of SALAD.,
line. Obs.
~Bih, 1 au:, etc.
11..\.~es
t~~?!1~ifli{·,
a.m()b..n~; II■a'la-de'ro Csii.'18-1:ftil'ro:
146), f8rm), n. Zor;/. Shapetl like a Sal'&-aad'a-l (sll 1 d-ald it-l),
&a:f,:1b\:1;::;;P-~~}~f
:~;:~-■lrl~te.or
var.
salamander.
ohik~ n. Also ShJ'.'y&-mu-nl.
1
~ikh,\t
B~ih.
[Skr. t;ukyamuni. 1 A name of :~ I!~i1is!~:~!f~!~a~dh~~~g
■al'a-man'drold (-drotd),
a.
SALLOW, w
ow ;
II
aal
A.t'tl--cua
or At'ti-cum
Gautama Buddha.
l~ffvPed
o'N~ats.
~~~~'i:,~'~i:rA~a~!~Aertike, or (lt'T-kfis, -kttrn)
[L.J At- u. Rou~hness; rnaiedness. Oba. 1ale'warea', n pl. Merchanu,I. + SHALL,
tic salt. See under ATTIC,
Bal (s&l). Var. of ZAL.
d;ALc:~!:
1
1
~~gi~ci!
n.riz;!~cfni~hi~tl
~l~Jf
II1al'ban.d (ziil'hilnt ), n. [G. :!)j;!!~~f~~~;f;b,~s~
8&1. Abbr. Salomon.
IIsa-la'ma.t ( sii-lii'miit). mter:j. ."la/ham(, sa/llband, ht., self end road, fr. tcahre to leap.] Rough;, salf, aalfe. + SAFK, a .
aa'l&-gra'ma (sft'ld-grii.'md:1
f11~;:1:oo~;~a/i'a1i•in[~gJ
I salfe. + SALVP.:.
(CONDUCT.,
shii.1 -), n. [Skr. ¢lagnima.J
In [Tag.] An exclamation of (c~. ~EI.VAOE). See SEU'; END.] rug_c:ed. Obff.
India, a fossil ammonite imp- gratitude or welcome. l'lnl /,
1
1
Obs.
!
Rih.
posefl by the Hindus to be a aa-la.m'ba Csti-HLrn'hti),t1. [Tag.
salanibao.J
In the Orient, a Sal'ca.h, -chah <sll'kd:J. Bih.
of !o.ALI.KE-MAN.
I Pefl'O(I. See PETROORAl'Hl". repre~entative of Vishnu.
large net mountecl on a raft
a&'le-le (sii'Hi-lil), n. A largP 10.t-fem'lc (sl.1-ft'.m'Jk), a.
■al ca-tha.r'ti-cua Ckd-thir'tlSa'la.h (ei'ld). Bib.
for use in sea fishing.
peace upon you.] Peace be unto Sa.l'a-1 (sll'lt-1), D. Bi'b,
s!'t~l~n~L-ia~i;,fo~~~~·oNAL
;;:~f~!~ho!:"r1t~s~'7:s:~tli;;
1
satgii!~+'s~ii:~?~illow.
or with you; - a Mohammedan a&l alembroth. Old Chem. =
~:~1~mtn~::.- 1arir.asf
the black bass. Cf. Kum.JID.i~.111aa.l _gem'm• (jl'-m'i). [NL.J
•luta.tion.
1
1[;fe~:■alem + ML.AAM.
11
OUNDI.]
Salt meat; sausage.
Ofrl .Mitt. Rock 111lt,esp. when
(~~iiim'). Var~~1~!:I
~t-~;
ci•1~)~
[~~:js
l&la&m convulalon- A form of
aalamich, n. Sal11mancler. Obtc. Common ea.It.
quite pure.
[Obtcor I/er.I
Sa.'lem (sli'li?"m). Bib.
convulsion in children in which
<;~~a~~J:f
■a.'lem-ase' (s ii'l ~ m-a z'). See ; sa'll-ant, a. Var. of SALIENT!.
,il•'mi-el
(s fr-Ii'm l-~
IIaa.l cyr'e-na'l-cua (slr'~-ni'l!!~e~fead1a~:ntufgr~a~g~y are A form of sale in which the
ki1s). l NL.J Sal ammoniac.
8E,~·ss~~~J
1 o0n:
Bal'a-mf'na
(Mlihi.-mJ'nd).
n.
.
,:J:,':~tir:a~le,mmh
~~ll~~:
[Bib., price is paid at once, but deliv111l'ab. ~r. of ~ALEP.
■a.Id. + !-!HOUI.D.
[!-lEl,J..,
slnu~ht. Obs.
[RAl'IIY.,
aalempoory. + 8.AL.AMPORE.
Ba,lla-bo'nt (s l l'ti-b O'n l). D. ery is or may he deferred, used Sal'a-mln't-an (Rn l'li-m ln'lto Recureloans with the intere8t. an), a. Of Salamis, in Cyprus.
dti;.>J~_lJ:~(tdldf;ti~btt°s\
II■al e-ni x'um ("@"-n
y k's nm). aal'ic (sll'lk),a. See PETRoo~
Bal'a-bo'nlte (-nJt). D. Bib.
+ SALOMON. Lfnd1a.1 NL.J Old C/1em. Potassium eul- ~~~~ii, ua.selc~~a~0 1:t.St1~ :f:!~!,~"rs~e-&l:.g; frisky. C£
(sll 1 d:-mln'- aa.lamon.
II■lrl ab- ■in'tbl-1 (sll lb-sln'- aal'a-man'da-rin
fhl-J). JNL.j Salt of wormwood. d,i-rln), 11. Clu~m. A leucomaine ::l::1lorf
::,A,tiNc:_intz. Obs. phate ;- erroneously supposed
c•to-Hl'lm (ls'~-tt.i-sl:!1'- from a salamander.
to he composed of two salts, one Acid sodmm sulphate.
Sa.J/1--ca'lea (-Y-ki'le"z), n. pl.
sal 'a-man 1 der'a hair or wool. A Sa--Ja.n'il,-d.m(sti-Uf.n'Jl-de).n. pl. acid and one alkaline.
salens. Prob., obs var. of SOLEN, (NL.J
SALi CA CE&
•~'1~1~·!,Sal!il,)~i/tt,),
n. speciea of &Rbesto~. Oh~.
[NL., fr. Gr. uO.Aayf (HeMychiaale'•o'ver, n. ~·frl'h. = OYER~ aal'l--cet (sll'l-e~t) 1 n. = SALr[Tag.J A large native hat 1&11 a-man'dra (-m ln'd rd:), n, us), name of a fish) Zorif. See t~~~)~,[~[fi-~J!1~~r~:;;:
1
[L.J
1.
A
salamander.
Ohtt.
woven from stripe of cane or
I<'EFl~H a. - aa-lan '.ffd(-jYcl).
11,
tate.
;:i'~ratua weed.
1te (sJlJ'Y-BYJ'Jt). n.
2. [cap.]
Zn ri I. A genus of
from palm leaves. Phtl. I.
+ ~AIL, ':iHALT,. sour,.
aa-lere', n. [F. salie.Te./ A salt- A sart of salieylom1acid. Obs.
[Tag.] sale.
amphibians formerly including
sale, n. (Cf.
.J \Villow;
1
= .Ac~t~r!~I
[•al•
most salamanders, but now lim- aa-la~r1-an (sd:-li'rY-17n; JJ.IS), alRO,a w1cker net of w11low.Ob~. ~!l~~r·ae~g~t.
--!~;v~':fm!~:· 1l[~:e~
~matra, is tcaladang, in parts ited to S. mnct1.lo1ta of Europe, ra:in~!gt~~':::.rtl8Jbs?f or per• ■ ale, n. [AS. srel.] Halli palacei sale■ blli, or 1ale1 bfil of ez- aal'f-cyl'oua (Bill'I-sll'ils), a.
a:r Borneo, seladang.] a The and a few other Old World spechamber; bower. Obs.
change. Com. A bill drawn on See SALIOYLAL.

to whom is made the offering pir. See TAPIR,
of the lepa, or the person who ■alade. Var. of
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nat9re, ver<!9-re (250) ; It= ch in G. !ch, ach (144); boN; yet; zh
of Abbreviation&, Slsna, etc., Immediately precede the Vocabulary.
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SALIENT

SALOMI

corpuclu. See TONSIL,SALIVA.- •. gland, Anal. &~!l"!:."=:t':'M":lf~~~f~f°!
~~~t~~•lJ!t:.t11&11~
ZoOl., a gland which secretes saliva; in a broad sense, any
of various j'lands discharging a fluid secretion into the

derivative,~•

becomes discontinuous,

or where the di-

~~~i~~l~;. t~t~t~t

~g;~~E~~d1~~!~.~~•.~~:o•:::i::
polyhedron, Georn., one all of whose angles are salient.
sa'li-ent (si'll-l!nt), n. Port. A salient angle or part.
sa-lif'er-0118 (sa-l'rf'er-us), a. [L. sat salt
-Jerous.]
Producing, or impregnated with, salt; salt-bearing.
sal'l-fl!a-ble (s~l'I-fi 1ci-b'l),a. [See SA.LIFY.] Chem. Capable of being salified.
sal 11-ll-oa1tlon (-!l-kii 1shun), n. Chem. Act, process, or
result of salifying ; the state of being salified.
sal!l-for1m1n(-f8r 1mln), n. Pharm. Formine (urotropine)
salicylate, a colorless crystalline antiseptic powder.
sal'f-fy (~l'l-fi), v. t.; sA1/J-rmn (-fid); sAL'1-n'ING (-fi'Ing). [L. ,ml salt+
-Jy: cf. F. salifter.] Chem. a To
combine or impregnate with a salt. b To form a salt
with ; to convert into a salt ; as, to saU/y a base by treatment with an acid or an acid b,y treatment with a base.
sa-llg'e-nln (sa-llj'i-nln), n. Lsalicin +-gen.] Chem. A
white crystalline substance, C6 H 4 (0H)CH 2 0H, obtained
by decomposition of salicin, by reduction of sa.licylal, etc.
It is the ortho hydroxy derivative of benzyl alcohol,
Sa'll-1 (si'll-i), n. pl. [L., the Leapers.] Rom. Relig. A
priesthood consisting originally of two bodies of twelve
members each, the Ba/ll-l Pa'l&-tt.'nl (pll'd-ti'ni), war priests
1nt or Aigo-nen'aea(ko-li'ni, llg'·
of Mars, and the Sa'll-1Col-11
tH1~n's'ez), war priests of Quirinus, who were united in historical tim~s in the service of Jupiter, Mars, and Quirinus.
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and the Armilllltrium. October 19,
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sal-lm 1e-ter (slll-lm't-ter),

n. [L. ,al salt +-meter.] An
iustrument for measuring the amount of salt present in a
solution; a hydrometer specially graduated so as to indicate directly the percentage of a particular salt (esp. com111onsalt) present in a solution of the same; a salinometer.
sal-lm'e-try (-trl), n. Art or process of measuring the
amount of salt in a substance ; the use of the salimeter.
sal'ln (~l'ln), n. A crude potash obtained from beetroot
residues and other similar sources.
sa-li'na (sti-li'nci), n. [Cf. L. salinae, pl., salt works, fr.
s<tlsalt, F. saline, It, & ilp. salina. See SALINE,a.] 1. A
•~It marsh, or salt pond, inclosed from the sea.
2. Salt works.
aa'llne (si'lin; 277), a. [F. satin, fr. L. sat salt: cf. L.
salinae salt works, salinum saltcellar. See SALT.] 1. Con•
sisting of salt, or containing salt ; as, aaline particles;
aaUne substances ; a aaline cathartic.
2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of, salt; salty.
sa'llne (si'lin; 277), n. [Cf. F. saline. See BALINB,a.;
cf. SALINA,] 1, A salt spring; a salt garden.
2. Chem. a Med. A metallic salt; esp., a salt of potassium,
sodium, lithium, or magnesium. b = SALIN.
sa-lln'l-form (s<i-lln'l-f6rm), a, Having the form or the
qualities of a salt, esp. of common salt.
sa-lln'l-ty (-tl), n. Salineness; degree of saltness.
sal!l-py'rln } (sllJll-pi'rln), n. [salicylic
antipyrine.]
sal 11-py'rine Pharm. Antipyrine salicylate, a white
crystalline substance used like antipyrine.
Sa'llsh-an (si'llsh-iln ; sll'lsh-), a. Designating, or pert.
to, a linguistic stock of North American Indians, of low
native culture, who formerly held most of the southern half
of British Columbia, part of Vancouver, and large territories in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana, where
they are now largely gathered on reservations.
They are
probably related to the Waka.tlban Indians.
sal'l-tral (dl'l-trlil), n. [Sp., fr. salitre niter.] A place
where saltpeter occurs.
sa-li'va (sti-li'va), n. [L.; cf. Oir. saile, W. haliw.] The
fluid secreted by the glands discharging into the mouth;
spittle. In man it is a mixture of the secretions of the
salivary glands proper, the parotid, snbmaxillary, and snblingual (see SALIVARY
GLAND),and tne small ~Janas of the
mucous membrane. It is a somewhat turbid and viscid

+

Sal'mo(slU'mo),n. [L., salmon.]

Zool. Agennsofwhich
the salmon of the Atlantic (S. salar) is the type. In ite
broader and older (though still frequent) sense it include•
all the salmons and trouts. In its restricted sense it ex-

mouth cavity · in man, esp., any of the large comwund
racemose glands known as the parotid, sublingual, and submaxillary glands. The poison glands of snakes are modi•
t!T~::'n~~st~:,,~~~~~~~~~ut':i1
~~:~~r,:~
fled salivary glands.
westem North America.
sal'l-vate \slll'i-viit), v. t.; •VAT1En (-vatted); ·VAT'ING &alm1on (s~mlJ!u), n.; pl. SALMONS
(-J!nz) or SALMON(Be4
(-vit'Yng).
[L. salivatus, p. p. of ,alivare to salivate. See
PLURAL,n.). [ME. saumoun, salmon, F. aau,non, fr. I.
SALIVA...]To produce an abnormal fl.owof saliva in; to prosalmo, salmon is; perh. of Celtic origin.] 1. A large soft,
duce salivation or ptyalism in, as by the use of mercury.
finned fish (Salmo aalar) living iu the sea near the coasta,
sal!l-va'tion (-vii/shun), n. [L. salivatio: cf. F. saliva- and ascending, for the purpose of spawning, many Eurotion.] Physiol. Act or process of salivating; an excessive
pean and American rivers tributary to the northern North
secretion of saliva, often accompanied with soreness of the
mouth and gums; ptyalism.
sa-ll'V0118 (sa-ll'vus), a. [L. salivosus slavering: cf. F.
aaliveux.] Pertaining to saliva; of the nature of saliva.
Sa'lilt (si'liks), n. [L., the willow.] Hot. A large genus of
shrubs and trees typifying the family Salicacea, ; the willows, osiers, and sallows. They are distinguished from
Populus by having the bracts of the ament entire, and
by the fewer stamens (2-10). The 200 or more species are
Salmon ( Salmo salar),
1ls~:~1:bs~io~.teA}~~~~j~!
Atlantic. Its size, gameness, and beauty, and the excel~~t~f\°hl!·g~~:iLlence
of
its
rich
and characteristically
flavored flesh,
sal'len-ders (dl'l!n-derz), n. pl. Also sellanclers,sellenclers. which is of an orange.pink
color when cooked,make it the
[F. solandres, solandre.] Far. An eczematous eruption
most highly esteemed of game fishes. It attains an aversimilar to malanders, occurring on the hind leg of a l1orse.
age weight of 15 pounds. Thongh the salmon enters the
sal'let (sll'et), n. [F. salad•, or It. celata, fr. L. (cassis)caestreams in the spring or summer, the eggs are laid in the
fall, and the young remain for a year or two in fresh water
lata, fr. caelare, caelatum, to engrave in relief; - from its
before descending to the sea. It varies mnch in color and
engraved figures.] A light kind of helmet of simple form,
with or without a visor, and with a projection over the neck,
~f~o~:~~°m!~cc:li~!R!~
G~SE~ 0
di~tr~:iifs~·t::~
common during the 15th centul'y, See HELMET,Illust. (3).
conditions. It has been practically exterminated in many
sal'low (dl'o), n. [ME. salu·e, AS. sealh; akin to OHG.
rivers. See LANDLOCKED
SALMON,
OUA..NANICHB.
salaha, G. salweide, lcel. selja, L. salix, Ir. saU, saileach,
2. In a broader sense ( often with a qualifying term), any of
Gael. seileach, W. helyg, Gr. e.\iK~.] 1. Any European
ce,tain fishes closely allied to the above ; esp., those of the
broad~leaved species of willow, esp. Salix caprea, often
genus Oncorltynchus, which live in, and ascend the rivers
distinguished as the great sallow. Its wood is nsed for
charcoal and various implements, and its bark for tanning.
t~~~~.r5f
t'li~~t1~':ii't°i;l'm~~c/8~iscf!~l';f.:~~)
..~'g
2. A willow twig or osier.
E,ne,·son.
the blueback, or red salmon ( O. nerka)i are the most important as food fishes. The salmons o this genns spawn
3. = SALLEE.
sal'low, a.; SAL'LOW•ER(-er); SAL'LOW•EST. [AS. salu; but once, and die without returning to the sea.
3. In local or popular usage ( often with qualifying terma),
akin to D. zaluw, OHG. salo, Ice!. solr yellow.] Having
any of various other fishes having some point of resema yellowish color ; of a pale, sickly color, tinged with yel~
blance (in some cases flesh of a pink color) to a trne
low ; - usually said of the skin, complexion, etc.
Shak.
salmon;
as: a A spiny-finned fish (Arripis trutla) of the
sal'low, v. t.; -LoWEn (-od); -LOW-ING. To make sallow.
coasts of Australia and New Zealand, little valued. b The
1t~r.;:,~e~~: :~~e~ barramundi (see CERATODUs), c A weakfish (Oynoscion
~~;,;piir~ha~n!~!~Mh!";i;:iro:
nebulosus). Southern U. S.
times used for making jelly; the plant affords a yellow dye.
sal'ly (~l'l), n.; pl. -LIES(-lz). [F. ,aillie, fr. ,a,llir to 4. A yellowish red, like the color of the salmon's flesh.
gush out, to project, in OF. also to leap, dance, rush, L. salm'on, a. Of the color ealled salmon.
satire to leap, spring; akin to Gr. 0.>..1'.eo8a.1,,Cf. SA.LIBNT, salmon brick, an underbumed brick.
ASS.A.IL,
EXULT,INSULT,SALTATION,$ALTIER.] l. A leap~ salm'on-ber 1ry (-bi!r'i), n.; pl. -R1Es(-lz). a A large redflowered raspberry (Rubus spectabi/is) 11ativeof the Pacific
ing forth ; a darting ; a spring. Ob&.
coast fromAlaska to California; also,its salmon.colored edi.2. A rushing or bursting forth; specif., a sortie of troops
ble berry. b The Rocky Mountain species R. paroijlorus or
from a place besieged to attack the besiegers.
3. An excursion, esp. one away from the usual track ; also, its fruit, -the western representative of the thim bleberry.
Sal-mo'ne118 (slU-mo-'nus; -ni-us), n. [L., fr. Gr. l:a.\a trip or jaunt ; as, to make a sally into the country.
Class. Myth. A son of ll!olus, killed by a thun1-'•w•"•·]
4. A flight of fancy, liveliness, wit, or the like; a flashing
derbolt for his presumption in deeming himself equal to
forth of a quick and active mind.
Zeus and for his impiety in imitating lightning.
The.
mirth with which she enjoyed his sallies. Scott.
6. Transgression of the limits of soberness or steadineas ; Sal-mon'l-dal (~1-m~n'l-dii), n. pl. [NL. See SALMO.]
Zool A family of isospondylous fishes containing the salmoefs;:rJ_e. Sir H. Wotton.
act;te 1:;!~~o~i~~~~etb!t
ons and their allies, the trouts, chars, whitefishes. ciscoea,
8. Arch. A projection, esp. of a rafter or the like notched
etc., and in some classifications the smelts, gray lings, and
to fit over a plate or horizontal beam so as to jut beyond it.
other related forms. It is confined to the north tempersal'ly (~Irr), v.i.; BA.L'LIBD
(-Id); SAL'LY•ING.[Cf. ME.
ate and Arctic regions. -Sal'mo-nld (sll'm3-nld), a. &- n.
lien, F. saillir. See SALLY,n.] 1 To leap or spring. Obs. salm'on-lng (~m'un-lng), n. 1. Salmon fisbing.
2, To leap or rush out ; to burst forth ; to issue suddenly,
2. The handling of salmon, as in canning them.
as troops from a fortified place to attack besie~ers.
3. The habit of eating salmon, as in dogs, or sickneBS
Sal'lV Lunn' (Inn'). fatso l.c.l [From a woman, Sally Lunn, alising from the practice of the habit. Oregon.
who 1s said to have ftrst ma.de the cakes 1 and sold them in sal'mon-olcl (sll'ml!n-oid), a. [salmon+ -oid.] Like, or
pertaining to, the salmon family, or a superfamily or sub1
~iri.ai~:~~)
s.;a~:n'ii"~;.:~~i
order, Salmonoidea, of which it is the type. - n. One of
as biscuits or in a thin loaf, and eaten hot with butter.
the Salmonoidea.
salmon trout. a The European sea trout ( Salmo trutta).
S:]i?nS:'f}om 8t£t1~n!r ¥~~t!':,Jt'!~;.,~~;.;t,s:;~~o~:t~r~
sortie. b Nav. Formerly, a large port on each quarter
o~h~,.?'i:.~ci \~~u1u~\h~:!t!;-,<;uio~:
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fa~~~~td

i~ ~~!.~~ti::..
;,c:-nn ':.1u
~~t~:~i:.!'."J' tt1::e!~~'l.:'r~
sal ma-gun'di (slli'm<i-gltn'dl), n. [F. salmigondis, of
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~.,;{t.~,:1l'fr~1~".:';

fii°J

1lsr~~~!~~i1:.
1a~ .• ~l:o~~;t~
1
uncert. orig.; perh. fr. an It. dial. form; cf. It. salame salmon wheel. A device for catching salmon in large
salt meat, F. salmi, a ragout, and It. & L. condire to
1
~~:~\i!iaTp Cfu~h!i':a~:: la~i~b~Jvl~gif
:iri:.sa:3:1s1::cY:ir;tt~:11~g!1~~mft
i:o~~\~lp~:rt~
pickle.] 1, A mixed dish, as of chopped meat and pickled
which catch the fish passing beneath.
Johnson. sal'ol (slU1ol; -~l), n. [salicylic+ 3d -ol.] Phann. Phenyl
sal'l-vant (dl'l-viint), a. [L. salivans, p. pr. of salit'Ure. herring, with oil, vinegar, pepper, and onions.
Hence, a mixture of various ingredients; an olio or
See SALITATB.] Producing salivation.
sallcylate, C6H 4(0H)C0 2C6H•, a white crystalline substance
medley; a potpourri; a miscellany.
Irving.
sal'l-vant, n. That which produces B&!ivation.
made by heating salicylic acid with phenol In presence of a
sal'l-va-ry (dl'l-vit--rl), a. [Cf. F. ,alivaire, L . .mlivarius aal'Dlls (slU'ml; F. sal'mii'), n., sing. &-pl. [F.] Cookery. dehydrating agent. It is antiseptic and antipyretic, and is
alimy, clammy.] Physiol. Of or pertaining to saliva;
A ragout of partly roasted game stewed with sauce, wine,
used esp. as a remedy for rheumatism and neuralgia.
bread, and condiments.
producing or carrying saliva.
Sa-lo'me (s<i-lo'mi), n. [L. Salome or Gr. l:a,\c.\1-''I, fr. Heb.
1
1
8a'll"'8n'ti-a (8& 1'!-~n'shl-d:), n. Sal i-nel'la.(-nlH'd), n. [NL.; eo 1a'llte (si'lrt;
sii.'-), n. [From
A velella.
aal'ma (siil'mii.), aalm, n. [It.\ SaJ.-mo'na(sll-rnlVnd:),
D. Bi"b.
P,]0, 0_1_ (TNhLe.A,,use,
e_ SALIENT, a.] 8canldlerda
.•u,!1
Sala, a town in Sweden.] Ava- ■allendine. t CELANDINE,
salma.] A varying measure of 1almon cloud. SeeNOAH'SA.RJ[ o.
1.b8eecda
1,unse,aflo,
8dquin
0 r•,.'u'l,,n·•,•••l
0
;,,11-eDt- • adv. of ~ALIENT.
ZoOl. A enuaoi minute ani~ !~i9i.t!:.:~~x[r.e;alrt?Jra a salt- I
bbtL~rR~cot. & dial. re~-:~rsiiE!taly,
Sicily[B1t1·
tni).LMj~,;,
11-fe'b:ru.(slll'l-fi!'brln;-f~b'1&1
mah of foubtful relationship, rng.l Salting· seasoning Ob1_,1IEng. var of SALAD
Sal'ma, Sal'mah (sll'm<i), n. ■alm'on-et(e.l.m'iin-lt),n. {Cf.
rln}, n. Lsalicyl + L. febris having the boo/ composed of a 1a-ll>va1(&a-lt''vdl), a. Saliva: 1&1.riet-1iig.
Var.of BALLADING,Bal'ma-cis (slll'm4-sls), n. [L. SAIILET.] Samlet.
~ralia.l
~~fietrifeT,arm. ~n ofns~iftifi~ r!~g!ec~:rr-:i dig::fl.:/:~ft~~d~ 1 1-::;ri..QUI, n. [L. salivari- ~~i!;.~:i~~ngi>ial. vars. of
i;r;n!~!rc::i·l
l\f~~kl.~m
acid and
n'line-ne11 (si'ltn.n~B;
ILULOW.
bled to effeminate all who drank fOrm), a. Resembling a salmon.
8 a. us slimy. l Salivous. Obs.
■al'l-gal'
-nl), n lrn'n~s), n. See •NEi-s.
■al'l-va'tor (81.l'l-vl'U!:r), n. B&l'll•&nce. t SALIENCE.
of it; also, Class • .M11fl1., the 1almon killer. A atickleback
[aalicylic
] Pharm. aal'l-nif'er-0111(81.l'l-nlf'~r-Us). j/:a1J:,~~01:1E~·
Old Chem.
(s6l'Y). Var. ol::iYi~~~,· WE~t~P~R~~il~i~.untain. See ~~::::~os~;;t~~x~~ii~~IS).::
~!~~jg~~f~;:;~fi!f~d~all~RJ~~~ine
+ :ferous.J = SALIF- ~alt of tin (caneJ Jove in al• aal'H .. r (@111'Y..fr),
n. One who
Sal'ma--na(slll'md-nd), D. Bib. northernAE<1a,wh1ehfeedsluge0
1
;~t~Y~ ~~~:~nic chloride.
)A~ E~1s~0
c~t·].
or 1talr.
:i/Jf.;~~~ll~~~gi~f~~~a[lP7jThe t~i~t~i:~~~ne
water chestnut.
Process of making salt. Rare.
1all. t SAI.E,hall; SELF.
red twilled cotton or calico or a Old Chem. Green vitriol, or 1See Jo'ISH LADDER. isalmon.l
ea.I). Obs. or Scot. simtlar cloth made in England. c1_roJ'nPb•r•••·n'g<t~arrr~u,.•n
••u
Jphematye)_,
,r:!,~,.,f.~·cbau~:;qn:a
1al'J-gram (sl.l'Y-grlm), ••'11·a&l't-nom'•ter(slll'l-n~m'tr~t~r) ■all (dwl. 8111,
1
10
gra ma. Vai:s. of SALAORAMA.
n. Salimeter. - ■aJ/l-nom'e-trY ~JJi~d~nf· :AiL~~-SHALL.
;~Ls~~ ·JSH,
aal'ma-ry, ~~ ...[LL. !i,maria, muskallunge. See )IL' s KA L~a,!ihe,n. A wdlow. Cf. SALLOW.(4rl)i n.
Jline. Obs. I aal'lad-in.g (dial. sAl'<i--dYn),
n, 1al'low-neBB.n. See •NESS.
fr. I. .'!agma,·ia,
fem, sing. or Ll'NOE.
l..Alaiika.1
8
1
1 a. SaBa:ilm (sil.'~l'm).. Bib.
:!iP"~n°Var~
Vegetables for a ea.lad, Obs. or ullowwtllow. Common sa1low, nent. pl of sagmariu.'!
of a pack- salmon shark. The porbeagle.
~a.--lVna.(sa-lt'na), n. rFrom s,...~que' (s<i-lfik'; slll'Yk). Oc- Dial.
or;nat willow.
[sallows.I saddle, fr. N«f}ma packsaddle,' aaJmw)lrhte. T PSA_!,:SWRIOHT.
Bal'la-l (sll'ft:-1; sll't). Btb.
l&l low-y, n. Ahounding in
Gr. ufl:yµ.a~ Baggage. ObR. 1al-na tron (sl.1-na tri1n6, n.
~!ll.n~a,NewYork.] Oe_ol.A s!lb- casional var. of SALie.
~f•o::rnml~l.stnieoen.o~E.t.on\c·olutd;e,·•cht~h·r.~.
smToll:
••t· ·[,a.la'll,.-g
..en',~nln+Gc
••1_1,h::T•,:;;,nr)!,••·nn.J,
Bib.
...a.11;mmll
a.c(sll(,~l~)m,
!1;.k=) .SALM[Crfs.
£~di~~s:!;to:~t~~tron.]
rude
·, r•r
aalle. + SELF,SH.ALL.
1al'ly (sll'l; sAl'Y). _a Dial.
- · a.
i-a. •. ·
• 1al-11.l'tre (•nt'ti'.!rJ, n.
(L. sal
important ealiferous beds of Cl,em. An am~rp OU8 resmOJ IIaalle (si11) [F) Hall· 1 room Eng 0 var of SALLOW
willow, b &,:i:~ms:l'a~in~':i'l:!~k-] Old' salt + E. nitre, v,ar. of nitt"r.J
New York and adjacent States. s~bstanc~, C14Il_140::t,
got_by 1;1-c-- aalle' & 'man" P'!' (6. miiN': = i-;A
I.LE~. Au1ttra1i'a.
Sal-mi'aa (slll-mt'ds), D. Bt'b, Saltpeter.;- sal-nt trou1 (-tnls),
::-~;n:Si!-;:'~t~~k~· ~th~~n!~
oi~Jl,i~nm.
[~Jji~ :
1~: baAE=~efln. hl°r:~ II sal ml'cro-coa'mi-eum (mt'- a.- ■al-nl tr0111-11.ea1,
11.
.All
1
· t
Bal'l bu'rl
< 1.l'Y hU' l ·)
room of arms; specif., a fencine- ■al'ly-man (-mdn), n. tiee SAL-- [c~.k~z't_nl-kttm)~ [NL.] Old faiJ_;·b~r
~- SALEP.
a. Designat- ~NL-~-afterl.A.sn:1/Hbm~,-(i1fii..'..
school or room.- aalle' d'at>: LEE-MAN.] Thevelella.
f!~imf-~:1;.b1~~m(~;~Jib,y.tel sal'o-coll(s3l.1'0-k~Y,•"· [saliey~ll.1n::t(~cin),
~fg'No~iht. ~~~:ic~':iist!~d~~;~ st~~'ofGf~:~ 0~otanist.] Bot. ~~~ (d1VtiNt') [F.], a waiting t~J~P~~;'~f 8~~1~~;1J~;~un). [NL.] Old Chem. Glauber ~ ~~:oii ~~ii~;lft~~."]an
comprising the Indians nf the Sa'lish (si'IYl'lh).n. An Indian aal'lee (slll'i), n. [Eng. dial. ■ally picker [!ally sallow (i.e., !:l~motd(~moid), a. ~n. = SAL·1 use_:IeRp.inrheumatieaffeetions.
~i!si:nnsti::icarlf~rj:~ Miguel i;a~~lishan stock; esp., a Flat- A~~i~alt~': oa
:;iel.:t fu~lo:i~h.· chifecJ1~8:'~:r~i!:
OMON
i ~~71~,~~;!~)Anh~~iec;I. sa~t
·~~tnaph',!)l
)~lll'l-nlf;irl>} j
~~•rr:r,,~~r-n).
wtftles. b Acacia plum. Black l~!I';~ood'
n ~fifJww(~t
Sal'~on" (slll;mnn), \;. [Heb. :.;~~~i~~ku.s~rf.tt!r),
n.
ihaj.;,,~·JR:E'il/c
+naplt /0.
satH s a to. a pl 10n. :i~ee-man (•mtfn), n. [From :a1m. ;a1mo4Y, ~te. T PSAL;, Salmon, peTh.through Gr. ~o.,\- A Sfllimeter.
1&l't-na'tton<•nii'Rh'Un),'Tl. Act aa'lite, v. f.
1mlitUR,P:•p. of Sale, or Sallee, Morocco] 1. A PSALMODY,
etc.
µ.Wv or L. Salmon.] Masc, prop. 1a.-lom'e-tl'J'S.-,trY).n.
Salimetry.
To salt. Ob,.
Moorish pirate.
B&lm(sllm),n. SeesTAR.
name.
Bal'o--ml(sll O.mt). D.Bib,
efwaehingwithsaltwater. Obs. Balfretosalt.
::~tai~:~et:~ry!:v~~fd
~o~:!~fe:}~~.;,.
r:::.)Se~
rived chiefly from fhe tonsils. Saliva serves to moisten the
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SALOMITH
.ah/Jl/lm peace.] l. Lit., peace; -fem. prop. name. F.
Salomi (..Vlt'mi'); G. Salome (zii-Hi'ml!).
2. Bib, Daughter of Herodias, who, instructed by her
mother, asked for the head of John the Baptist from Herod
as a reward for her dancing.
Matt. xiv. 8.
3. Bib. A woman who was present at the crucifixion and
who visited the burial place of Jesus
8al'o-mo'nl-a (sitl't-mo'ul-ti), n. [NL., fr. LL. sigillum
Salomoni• Solomon's seal.] Bot. A genus of convallariaceous herbs, the Solomon's-seals, native of the north ternperate zone. They have thick scarred rootstock• and Jeafv
te
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N • n.; p . SALONS- N .
.
e SALOON.
l. An apartment for the formal reception of company; a
saloon; hence,afaehionable
assemblage.
2. An apartment for the reception and exhibition of works
of art; hence [cap.], an annual exhibition of paintings,
<1culptures, etc., held in Paris by the Society of French
Artists; - aometimes called the Old Salon. New Salon is a
f~F~~!t~~i: 1~O):npr:.,~j8u~\ ef:~bJ~~::i~! 1J~in~~ra:,ti;u£fie
Societe Nationaledes Beaux-Arts (National Society of Fine
Arts), a body of artists who, in 1890, seceded from the So•
ciete des Artistes Fran~ais (Society of French Artists).
aa-loon' (sd-lOOn'), n. [F. salon, fr. It. salone, aug. of sala
hall, room, of G. orig.; cf. OHG. sal house, hall, G. saal;
akin to AS. srel, sele, D. zaal, Ice!. salr, Goth, sa{Jan to
dwe11, aud prob. to L. solum ground.] 1. A spacious and·
,elegant apartment for the reception of company or for

SALTIER

11111H
(siila; sills), n. [F. ; cf.

It. salsa, fr. L. tallUI salt,7
A mud volcano, the water of which is often impregnated
with salts, whence the name.
sal'Bi-fy (slll'sI-fl; 277), n. [F. salsijis, OF. serciji; cf. It.
sassefrica; orig. uncert.J A European cichoriaceous plant
(Tragopogon porrifolius) with long-peduncled heads of
pu 11Pe'd!,e,-raanyde
1!,ls0flfotewnercsa.lled1tosy,ltoenrgplfaunsliffor
0rmm1_rtosofltavis
0 re,a.ten

r

Alt (s6lt), v. t.; U.LT'BD; SALT1ING. l. To add salt to; te

sprinkle, impregnate, or season with salt; to preserve witll
salt or in brine ; as, to salt fish, beef, or pork.
2. To fill with salt between the timbers and planks, as a
ahip, for the preservation of the timber.

3. To supply with salt; to feed salt to; as, to salt cattle.

4. To force to drink salt water. Obs.
6. Toprecipitate(adissolvedsubataoce)
fromaaolution by
the addition of some salt, as dyestuffs, by the use of common salt. sodium sulphate, etc. ; - usually with out.
to oalt a mlnel,secretly to vlace minerals in a mine so as to
deceive pure asersregardmgtheminerals
naturally in the
r~~~';:;rhe ~~ of
is belied mine. Also, to enrich accredited samples taken from a
and eaten
minefortest purposes.-to
a. away,to a.down, to prepare
Bal Boda, BAl'BO'da,n. Chem. Sodium carbonate. See SODA. with, or pack in, salt for preserving, as meat, eggs, etc.;
Sal'so-la (slll'•c\-lti), "· [NL.; L. ,al salt+ sola, the same hence, Colloq,, to save or invest safely, as money.
d ] B t Al
f h
d"
h bs
aalt,v.i.Oftenwithout.l.Todepositsalt;-ofsalinesolution11,.
ahssob a. 'tho . . arlge ghenusdo cf enopo_ ,kacl
eolus er odr 2. To be deposited from a solution·, - said of salt..
s ru s w1
var10us y s ape ' o ten pr1c y eaves, an
small 11reenish flowers, whose 4-6-parted perianth remains salt, a, [fr. assaut, adv. & a. Oxf. E. D.
Of animal&.
w~~ti'.n\~i~;:tr!clt~
~lt~!rrt'tt1:a'tu~hl'.
..:i,=t\st~a~trrr~d1::!~~;.u;;,
~~~~~~re ~~ance,
Russian thistle. See BARll.LA, 1, SALTWORT a.
v. intens. fr. satire: cf. F. soutant. See SALLY, "·J Leapsalt ("6lt), n. [AS. sealt; akin to OS. & OFries. salt, D. zout,
ing; jumping; dancing. Hence: Her. In a leaping posiG. salz, lcel., Sw., & Dau. salt, L. sal, Gr. O.>.s,
Russ. sol',
tion; springing forward:of the squirrel, weasel, and rat.
Ir. & Gael. salann, W. ha/en, of unknown origin. Cf U.L, sal 1ta-rel'lo (slti'tti-rel'o), n. [It., fr. L. saltare to jump.]
SALAD, SALARY, SALINE, SAUCE, SAUSAGE.]
l. A colorleBBor a A popular Italian dance, running with a bop step at the
white crysta11ine substance, known chemically as sodium. beginning of each measure. b Music for this dance, or
chlo,·ide (NaCl), occurring abundantly in nature both solid having its rhythm, which is triple and quick, and characand in solution, and used for seasoning food, for the preserterized by rhythmic breaks and skips and the salteretto
vation of meat, etc., for the manufacture of sodium and
figure. c The jack of a harpsichord.
bo

sal-sll'la (slU-sil'ti), n.

[Sp., dim. of salsa sauce, kind of
ga1·1ic.
See 1st SAUCE. J Any tropical American amaryllidaceous plant of the genus Bornarea, esp. B. salsilla, of
th p
· A d
d B d l'
f th W t Ind'

si;~:1c!~!ed
sta~lns?WTh~
f~~ltfs~
da°ri:'brn.~:
The

0;ef1~
10
~h~~~~;i~~ei .:::~::~i~ie
~:

rat1:'r v~rio:s'~~teds~ci::

:r:.::~~:

J

?~

wrtes g~rd:~\~1:0~~:!~
~~~1!.1!~~:p::d?:fi~-d
~~~~11:!'!i1iiie~~!\;;eE~:t~~~
tiri~:•;t~\i'a
~~nt~~p~~t~r~€c~i::i~~r:::t1~~;t~;Y!~
ap:tti~11!;1tertainment or amusemenf ~,'cj~a.11a
Jgt~fri:Sn~~~~~r~i!ii;~ f~~~~e~J>Si!~ i!\\~~~:i·h.
sal-ta'tlon (sll-ti'shfln ), n. [L. saltatio: cf. F. saltation.]
f.vA
commercial article contains small quantities of deliquesl. A leaping or jumping, a leap or jump.
Scott.
Publl'c room for spec1'ficuses,· as, the saloo,, of a steamer
t It (
·
11 "d
1·
hi 'd ) h' h 2. Beating or palpitation; as, the saltation of an artery.
(i. e , the main cabin); an eating saloon.
:~se s~ t~ a1"tt~~~i~1!,fst~~e~ri e, ca CIUm c ori e w ic
3. Evolution. Discontinuous variation; mutation.
Cf.
-3. a A place where intoxicating liquors are sold and drunk;
2. Chem. By extension, any of a class of compounds formed
SALTATORY EVOLUTION.
a grogshop;-used
commonly of a place where there are
when the acid hydrogen of an acid is partly or wholly re- IIBal-ta'to (siil-tii'to), adv. [It., p. p. of saltare to leap.]
no lodgings or regular service of meals as in a hotel. U.S.
placed by a metal or a metal~like radical, as, ferrous sulMusic. In a springing, jumping manner: a Proceeding by
b In full saloon bar. The best of the three bars in an ordiphate (FeSOJ) is an iron salt of sulphuric acid (H,SO 4 ).
skips. b See ARCOSALTANDO.
nary public house. Brit.
Asa class,salts dissociate readily in solution, yielding cat- Sal'ta-tolJ'l-a (•ill'tti-to'rl-ti;
201), n. pl. [NL.] Zool. A
ea-loop' (sti-loop'), n. [Cf. SALEP.] An aromatic drink pre- ions other than hydrogen and anions other than hydroxxl
division of Orthoptera (including grasshoppers, locusts, and
crickets), haviug limbs generally adapted for leapiug.
pared from sassafras bark and other ingredients, at one They: are formed b_y the action of acids on metals (with
time much used in London, -sa-lo'pl-an
(sti-lo'pl-itn), a. elimination of hydrogen) and on oxides and hydroxides sal'ta-to'ri-al (-Ill), a. 1. Pertaining to leaping or dancing;
aal00P bush. An Australian chenopodiaceous shrub (Rha- (with elimination of water), by the direct union of an acid
saltatory ., as, salt,,torial exerc,·ses.
0
Phann. A :~;?s. 3 T~i~::'m~~
s:lts~i~~sd.:'~t:!~3ina~
JnsaY::~} 2 . .Zool. a Capable of, or adapted for, leaping. b Pertains~\~~pi~•;N::Miln~olr
sal'o-phene (-fen)
white crystalline substance,aderiv-ic acids end in -ate, with a few exceptions. See -ATE,3 b, ing to the Sa!tatoria.
ative of salol, used as an intestinal antiseptic and in rheuSee ACIDsALT1 BASIC,a., 2 a, NEUTRAL, 4 a.
aal 1ta-tor 1lo(-Ulr/Jk), a. [See SALTATORY.]
Med. Saltatory.
3. pl. Any mmeral salt used as an aper1ent or cathartic,
sal'ta-to-ry (sill'tti-tt-rI), a. [L. saltatorius. See sALTANT;
matiem. Chemically, it is acetylparaminophenyl salicylate.
Sa-lo'pl-an (sti-Hi'pI-/in), a. Of or pertaining to SaJop, or esp. Epsom salts, Rochelle salt, or Glauber's salt.
cf, SALTIBR,] Leaping or dancing; saltatorial; having the
.
E la d
,
S
4. pl. Marshes flooded by the tide. Dial. Eng.
pow~r of, or used in, leaping or dancing.
S
hropahire, ng n
Aninhab,tautof
alop.
6, Adishforsaltattable;
asaltcellar.
Pepys.
altat
I ti
B' l
I tio b uddenvariation
or
::1~ift1e~~ey., f~~1iinas:iomp!hh-1!~ttbr~t
St/;p-d
8. That which preserves from corruption or error; that
i,y
aiti;.e 1:a;i:ti~;: with i~tervening period& of
h' h
"fl
t·
t·
t'
reproduction with little change. Cf. MUTATION, 6.- ■.
.
h
s ire ware, general1y porcelanous, but rather coarse and
w ic pur1 es; ~ec~::~~/::1J
o~~::1e!::-~K_
ic.
Mattv. :13 apum,
Med., an affection in which pressure of the foot on
opaque, first made towards the end of the 18th century.
a floor produces a violent spasm of the muscles of the leg,
1
8Gal'pa, sil']Pj, ~i A[NL. : cff. L. salpa kind of etockflsh,
7 · FJavor; ::tea~eS::r':i~
;e:ihn[~ts.
Sliak
scalautsbin
gttohme
Atieflnatt
tpo
tgrbe
1.escper
0infgaliknatlo,.
0 uanird..me,tern U. ,S,
0
00 •
r, ua"-'"1•
genus O
8. Piquancy; wit ; pungency; sentte; as, Attic salt.
It
m
transparent barrel-shaped or
d
, salt'bDllh' (s6lt'bili\sh 1), n. a Any of various chenopodia9
:uowance or bedurion; _modification/ rzserve j ee, his
ceoue plants of the genus A triplex, esp. any native Austrafusiform free--swimming OCe•
st a ements muSt eta en wi th a grain° aa t.
anic tunicatesabundant in all
lian
species,
as
A.
halimoides
and
A.
nummularia,
culti1 0 · A sailor ; - usually qualified by old. Colloq.
warmer latitudes. Each spevated for forage. b Any of several other plants of thia
8
cies exists in two forms, one
a~ 0~:tp~p1:
~·i!'~eh~s~ra:l!i1';i:ir!r
t::arltefi~::
family, as species of Rhagodia, Kochia, and Chenopodium.
of which lives aolitary, and
called a ,nl!foot, near the middle of a long tabfe, the places salt cake, Sodium sulphate obtained as a white caked
:~ 0g.t~~arir:i1:t~~i~irf:~:r
above which were assined to the _guests of distinction.and
:iaJ~~~;ifi!llh~y r:::!l~~t~o;:~o:o~~\;ittest1i!i~:~
th088 below toH~eE:!1eret,!k~~~~!~~~~
the other kind. These are
poor
ess, in glass making, etc.
to put caat' or la;v 1 011 thotall o[ to catch· to captu"e·
salt'cat' (-kiltt), n. A mixture of salt, meal, lime, etc., atunited aide by side in a chain
f,:1:~!f~- i~i;~~~~h~~ifli~~ ,..,,_-..,..._
hamth~ old Pract1ce of telling children thai a bird c~n'i; tractive to pigeons; also, a IumJ! of salt made at a salt works.
caught by putting salt on its tail.-•·
of amber, Old Oh.em., salt'oel-lar (s6W.m-er), n. LME. salte seler; salt + OF.
.
. 1
11
1,
usua Yh«?a~r3mgfn y :img e ll+-1111'1~
succinic acid.- ■. of colcothar, Old Chem., green vitriol or
saliere Baltcellar, F. salifre, fr. L. sal salt. See SA.LT; cf.
0fa8i:~E~ri~·
0 T~~~i~::~a~
of et:e 0 Ir t~:; ~:A]tff~:b't
SALARY.]
Formerly a large vessel, now a email ve~l of
b
te
f Lem'
(I~ 'e I) I fte N' 1 U
glass or other material, used for holding salt on the table.
kind. Also [l, c.], any mem-h
ber of this genus.
(l~t1ii~1."a
\.rencher~lemi~J. rl'/,em~.p~tas~ri.:~u!pi:';il.
salt'ed (•6i'ted ; -tid; 151),pret. & p. p. of SALT,Specif.:
Bal'Pl-oon(slU'pl-klln),n.
[F.
,n-.r=nv
-1.
of lem011or lemono. Chem. See SALTOF SORREL,be- p.a.
1, Treated, seasoned, or filled with salt.
,aipicon, Sp. 1alpic6n.] A
low.- ■. of opium, narcotine.
Obs.-1. of Ri-ve'rt-111(rI2. Veter. Immuneagainsta.contagiousdisP...ase,bacauseof
ragout or rich compound of "'<l!il!li,,-~;v
ve'rT-its) [after Lazare Riviere (L. Rive,ius), French physihaving had it and recovered from it. Cant.
chopped meat or fish and vege~~
sfi~r ~}'{:,'~di;'l!':.':i,s~':,'!'tfl!~eth-; :i;,e'!:t
llalt'er (-ter), n. l. One who makea, sells, or deals in, salt.
tar,·obule••lywusitehd.savory
sauce, va- Sf!}f!div1d~o~ft;'ri;rj:~ih!f:_a!;
I
fl db .
S I
te' ( e et')
2. One who applies salt; specif., one who salts meat, fish,
fA.f~~m:erun:l~e, a~~iotie~~y~f·l!
le~~r:1,e, t~e fi~st t0
or hides; also, a dryealter.
Sal'pl-glos'slll (-gllls/Ja), n. !··~ih•: 1
iii':
obtain it.J = ROCHELLE
SALT.- •. ofloda. Old O/1.em.,sodium 3. A trout ascending a stream from salt water. Local, u. 8.
0
[NL.; Gr. craA,nyf trumpet Br:ds -',.kerve
Gangl\o::· r carbonate. SeesODA,-1.of ■orrel, Old O/iem.,acidpotassiII aal!te-ret'to (siil'til-r~t'to), n.
[It,1
jJ
Doreal'Lam,·na•, I, Heart·.• o um oxa Ia te , KHC 2 O,, aw l'tu e crys tall' mesa It , use d as a so I- Music. The rhythmic figure here shown.
+ ~>.Wuaa.tongue·,-inallu,
•
.
sion to its tonguelike stigma.] Nucleus; ,c Chain of young vent for ink stains. It occurs m various kinds of sorrel. aalt'em (s8l'tern), n. LAS. sealtem, -rern; ,ealt salt
Bot. A small genus of Chil• 8z1oo1ids 1developmg from the -1. of tartar, Oltl Chern., potassium carbonate, esp. a pure
]
. d'
h
salt.
1
o on .
form made by heating cream of tartar. - •· of tin, .Dyeing,
IEm, em, place, house.
A bull mg or pace w ere
11
ean ■olanaceons herbs, hav.
made
boiling or by evaporation ; salt works.
Stannous Chlorl'de ' esp · w hen used a s a mo r d an t · - •· of v •
funnel-sl1aped var1'ously colored flowers, often
l'ng l•rge
'"
nuo Old Chem blue 't ' J
J b te
the al Alt flll . Salted fish, esp. cod, haddock, and sim Ilar ftshee
beautifully marked. The calyx is tubular and 5-cleft;
che:..ical nameof cop~~ r~iJg"'lP.l:.'.~. ~
v1kio1, zio~ aalted and dried for food.
!h;i:~i~~n;:;~:
r~::~::.d
didynamoue. Also fl, c.],
~f
ta= 1LEMBR'{;H·te"' ~{ ~}'~·
:~~D~ol":We~nn~~~•;,i::0!1:.':a\~~~~1~f:,"e
0
eal!'llln-gi'Us (alU1pin-ji'tis), "· [NL. See SALPINX,]Med. the ashes~f wo':'mwoo~ (A~!~:}'si';;'~h~,:'ih;,~mtm
m
rally evaporated in large shallow basins.
Jnffammation of a salpinx. -aal 1p1n-g1t'ic (-jlttlk), a.
salt (a6lt), a. ; BALT'BR(s6l'ter) ; sALT'BsT. [AS. seal/, &alt. salt glaze. A glaze produced on pottery by volatilizing
eal-pln'go- (Bill-pIIJ'go-), [See BALPINX,]Combining form
See SALT,n. J l. Of, relating to, abounding in, or containcommon salt in the kiln after partial firing.~
used to indicate connection with, or relation to, a Eu1tachian
ing, salt; prepared or preserved with, or tasting of, salt ;
tube or a Fallopian tube.
&Rited; as, salt beef; salt water. '' Salt tears." Chaucer.
gione, esJ?, the stiff dicecious grass .Di8•
sal-pln'go-O'va-ri'UB, n. [NL.] Inflammation of the
2. Overflowed with, or growing in, salt water; as, a salt tichlis spicata or any of various species of
Sp__artina.
ovary and adjacent oviduct.
marsh; salt grass.
eal/pln-got'o-my (sili'pTI]-gllttt-mI), n. [salpingo- +
3. Bitter; sharp; pungent. Obs. "Salt scorn." Shak. aal!Uer, lllll'tlre (olll'ter), n. [F. ,amoir,
-tomy.] Burg. Incision or excision of a Fallopian tube.
"A salt apology."
Hooker.
fr. LL. saltatorium a aort of stirrup,fr. L.
sal'plmi: (sill•pII]ka), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ua.A.,,.,y~,-,yyo<, a 4, Costly: expensive; dear. Soot. or Dial. Eng.
saltotorius 8111tatory. Bee BALTAT0RY,
m7° For phrase• see Vocabulary.
BALLY,"· J Her. An ordinary conaisting
Saltier,
trumpet.] Anal. a A Eustachian tube. b A Fallopian tube.
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SALTIERRA

SALVIFIC

of a croea formed by a bend dexter and a bend linlster
2. Promotive of, or contributing to, some beneficial pnr- 2 Specif. : Maritime Law. The act of one or more who
crossing in the center.
pose i beneficial; advantageous; aa, a salutary design.
voluntarily save a vessel, or her cargo, or wreck, or in
adv. Her.
3. Leading to salvation; as, salutary truth.
some cases the lives of persons belon~ing to her, from
In the manner of a saltier; - said esp. of the blazoning of Syn, - Wholesome, healthful, salubrious, beneficial, useperil (called specif. civil ■alvage) or retake and restore her
or her cargo when captu1ed in war (called mllltaey ■alvqe) i
a shield divided by two lines drawn through the feBBpoint ful, advantageous 1 profitable. See HEALTHY.
aal 11l•ta1Uon (s~l'u-tii'shun), n. LL. salulatio: cf. F. salu- also, the compensation allowed to those who so save a ship
in the direction of a bend and a bend sinister.
talion. See SALUTE.] 1. Act of saluting, as by expressing
or lives of those belonging to her from peril ; also, that
Sal1tl-gra'dlll (slJltT-gra'de; sll-tlg'r<i-de), n. pl.
good will or courtesy; also, that which is uttered or done
part of the property that survives the peril and is saved.
See sALTIGRADB.]
Zool. A group of spiders
in saluting; specif. : a A liturgical greeting, esp. one beWhere there is a constructive total loss the difference beapproximately equivalent to the modem
tween the officiating clergyman and the people. b 'l'he between the amount of the proceeds of what is saved after
family Attidre.
ginning words of a letter, as" Dear Sir,"
salvage charges have been deducted and the total value of
aal'tl-grade (sll'tl-grad), a. [L. salttts
2;.
Excitation;
stimulus;
impulse.
Obs.
Shak.
the
property loss is called a aalva.ge losa.
a leap+ gradi to walk, go: cl. F. saltiSyn. - SALUTATION,
SALUTE. SALUTATION
is a somewhat
3. Jt'ire Insurance. Insured goods rebcued from fire, or
grade.1 Zool. a Having feet or legs
faolmrm
astl
wcoonrfidnfeodrt
·e
ua,
nes_p.ma
,s
.tsaproykeu1sag1;
seA,Lau,,TdEdiesnnootews
their
value as allowed, or their proceeds on being sold.
a,tv1a·,,
g1
formed for leaping. b Pertaining to the
0
1 d 111
0 11
aal'vage (sAl'vtj), v. t.; -vAGEo (-,i\:jd); -vAo-1No (-viSaltigradre. - n. One ol the Saltigradre.
a
ceremonious demonstration not expressed in words; as,
jing).
To aid so as to have a claim upouor against for
1
lllllt'lng (s61 tfog),p.pr. &vb. n. of SALT.
~~
,~!ute
of twenty-one guns; cf.
salvage ; to salve.
Hence: n. 1. A sprinkling, impregnat1Uon (sRl-,,a:tsh'Un), n.
....
(
•
d
sal-va
[ME. salrucioun, sauvacion,
l
t
ing, fining, or furnishing, with salt; speBa- ll' a-tO·u-an S<i-lu'ta-to'rI-lln; 201), n. The et u ent F. ,alvation, OF. alsosattMcion, fr. L. salt·atio, fr. salvars
cif., the celebration of the Eton montem.
(commonly the one graduating second highest in rank)
whopronouncesthesalutatoryorationatcommencementor
to
save.
See
SAVE.]
l.
Act
of
.saving or delivering; de•
2. Act or process of glazing with salt.
the like in a college or school. Cf. VALEDICTORIAN.u. s. liverance; preservation from destruction or calamity_:.
See SALT GLAZE.
One of the Saltith e sufratwu off:~1
3. A saJt marsh.
grndm(Attus).x
2, sa-lu 1ta-to.ry (sd-lii 1td-ti>-rl'), a. [L. salutatorius.
See
;tsJ~~~1:11
0 ts;~~
salting box. Gun. A small box with a perforated lid for SALUTE.] Containing or expressing salutations; speakiug
2. Theol. Liberation from the bondage and results of sin;
sprinkling mealed powder upon the fuses of _mherical
a welcome; greeting; -applied
especially to the oration
deliverance from sin and eternal death; redemption.
which introduces the exercises of the commencements, or
Godly sorrow worketh repentance to liufrufion. 2 Cor. vii. 10.
~\;1~~~\i~he(}r:s~Y~f,di~~f!if
fo"~~~~fl~~i, 0 rsal£'.:.ater.
similar exhibitions, in some colleges aud schools. U.S.
3. That which saves or delivers: the source, cause, or
alt-marsh caterpillar, the hairy caterpillar of an Amerisa-lu'ta-to-ry,
n.;
pl.
•RIES
(-rlz).
1.
A
place
for
saluting
means,
of salvation or deli.-erance.
can arctiid moth (Estigmene acrrea) destructive to saltor greeting; a vestibule; a porch; esp., in the medieval .
'l'he Lord is ... become my tmfration.
Ex. xv. 2.
marsh grasses and other crops. - 1. lea.bane, any asteraceous herb of the genus Pluchea.most species of which grow
1
~~~t~~~ef!el 11
:h:rrc;~!rti:::.re
cleryil::~
s:i~~~UPa~/if::·wti~~i~~~uf~~~fsc~i~~iit~
in salt marshes. - 1. graaa. = SALT GRASS.- a. hen, clapper
rail. - 1. moth, the moth of the salt-marsh caterpillar. - 1.
2. A salutatory oration.
of the poor and degraded not reached by the churches.
terrapin, a diamond-back terrapin. See TERRAPIN.
1!:nE~;i~fie 1
1
1ING
(sd-liit'), v. t.; sA-LUT1En (-liit'i;d); SA•LUT
fi~!~~gB~
0
1
1~~:tt::,tyg ti~'e£~~tb.l:n';I~f
salt'-mouth' bot'tle. A wide-mouthed bottle with glass sa-lute'
(-liit'Tng). [L. salutare, saltttatuni, fr. salus, •Utis, health,
London. and the organization was called the .. Christian Misstopper for holding chemicals, esp. crystallized salts.
safety. See SALUBRIOUS.] 1. To address with expres•
sion" from IMm until I8iM. At this time a quasi military characsalt pan, or aalt'pan', n. a A lari,:e pan for making salt
Sliak.
~t~
t~-I!~~~)~~!,,e!tf~~t!rmt~e
J~eeu~h~~!~ni~s?l~l~n°cf~~,
sions of kindl ':!1~t~sy~~dw~f:~~:t:n:rygtW~~; hail.
11i,i11
0
2. Hence, to give a sign of good will; to compliment by an
~f~~~?,:~lo~~~i~:8°:~~~~~~:m,h~~~~~a~l~!t~~~~\~;eif~~ll\;s:tiircI~s~
aalt'pe'ter (-pii'ter), n. [F. salpetre, LL. sal petrae, lit., act
esp. by some customary or conventional
The moYement has tspreadto nearly all parts of the world.
lllllt'pe'tre rock salt, or stone salt; - so called because one,orasceremony,
a bow, esp a kiss, etc.
Sal-va'tlon-ism (siU.vii/shiln-iz'm), n. The principles and
it exudes from 1·ocks. See SALT; PETRIFY.] 1. A colorless
frie~~~~~~orc~~~,j\~~ttiest
tip
of
a
finger.
·
•
•
I
must
practice
of the Salvation Army. -Sal-va'tion-ist, n.
or white crystalline substance with a cooling I saline taste,
3. Jtlil. & .Nm1. a To honor, as some person, nation, salve (slUv), v. t. & i. ,· SALVED(siUvd); sALV'ING. [See
known chemicaUy as potassium nitrate (KN0 3 ); niter;
festh·al, or event, by a discharge of cannon, by dipping
SALVAGE.] To save, as a ship or goods, from the perils of
-called
also, from its crystal form, prismatic saltpeter.
colors, by cheers, etc. b To exhibit a mark of deference
the sea; to rescue or save by salvage services.
Saltpeter occurs as a product of nitrification in most
arable soils, esp. in warm countries, where it is extracted
to a superior in the service by assuming a position with salve (siiv), n. [AS. seal/, sealfe, ointment; akin to LG.
bf. leaching. It is also made by reaction between sodium
the hand, rifle, sword, etc., prescribed by drill regulations.
saltre, D. zalt 1e, zalf, G. salbe, OHG. salba, Dan. sal·ve,Sw.
mtrate (Chile saltpeter) and potassium chloride. It is a 4. To excite ; affect; influence. Obs. u If tliis salute saljra, Goth. salb0n to anoint, and prob. to Gr. (Hesychius)
strong oxidizer, whence it is employed in making gunmy blood a jot."
Shak.
i>.rro<oil, ,>.<f,o•butter, Skr. sarpis clarified butter.]
An
J)Owder and other explosives. fireworks, and matches. It
Syn._ See GREET.
adhesive composition or substance to be applied to wounds
1s also used as a food preservative_, flux, etc., and in medisa-lute', -v. i. To perform an act of salutation ; to make or sores; a healing ointment; - often fig.
cine a.s a diaphoretic and antiseptic.
2. Chile saltpeter (sodium nitrate).
a salute, esp. a military or naval salute.
~~j~~8f~ ~h;~~~~~~tion we may bring,
.Milton,
3. Wall saltpeter (calcium nitrate).
aa-lute', n. [Cf. F. salttl. See SALUTE,v.] 1. Act of saluting salve, v. t.; SALVED(siivd); sALV'INo. [AS. sea/flan t<.'
salt reed grasa. A tall reedlike grass (Spartina poly- or expressing kind wishes or respect; salutation; greeting.
anoint.]
l, Toapplysalveto;
as, tosalt'e a wound. Shak.
atachya), common in salt meadows.
2. A sign, token, or ceremony, expressing good will, com· 2. To heal; cure; to soothe as with an ointmeut, esp. by
pliment, or respect, as a kiss, a bow, etc.; specif., Fenc- some device, trick, or quibble; to gloss over.
e:!!a~nt
0 ~~q~~~~~~su~1.aneous eruptions,
the formal greeting of contestants about to engage.
But Ehranck //.ah-eelboth their mfamies
Saft River. An imaginary river up which defeated polit- ing,
3. Mil. & Nav. a A token of respect or honor for some
With noble deeds
SJ1e113e1·.
ical parties or candidates are supposed to be sent to oblivdistinguished
or
official
personage,
for
a
foreign
vessel
or
sal'Ve
(sll'vt),
interj. [L., hail, God save you, imperat. of
ion. Political Cant, lJ. S.
salt tree. A small fabaceous tree (Halimodendron argen- flag, or for some festival or event, as by presenting arms, by salvere to be well. Cf. SALVOa volley.] Hail!
teum) growing in the Caspian salt plains and in Siberia.
a discharge of cannon, dipping the colors, etc. b A mark Sal 1ve-l1'nua (s!Jtvi-li'nus), n. [NL., fr. G. siilbli11g,salmaal•tua (sll•tus), n. sing.& pl. [L., a leap.] A break of con- of deference paid to superiors in the service by their sub- ling, fr. L. salnio salmon.] Zo0l. The genus to which the
tinuity; esp., Logic, omission of a necessary step in proof.
ordinates, made with the hand, rifle, sword, etc., in a manchars, including the American brook trout and Dolly Varsalt water. 1. Water impregnated with salt, as that of ner prescribed by regulations and varying according to cir• den trout, belong. See 6th CHAR. - sal've-ltne (-Jin p
the ocean and of certain seas and lakes; also, fig .• tears.
cumstances.
c The position of the hand,
-ITn ; 183), a.
2. Gla.,s Making. Fused sodium sulphate, a layer of which rifle, sword, etc., or the entire attitude of
sal'ver (sll 1v0r), n. [Sp. salva pregustation, the tnsting
sometimes appears ou top of the melt.
a person saluting a superior; as, to bring
of viands before they are served, salver, fr. sali•ar to save,
l&lt-water aheldrake, the red-breasted merganser. Local,
the sword to the salute,· to stand at salute.
to taste, to prove the food or drink of nobles, fr. L. salvare
U. s. - •· aoap. marine soap. - a. 1wamp oak, the Austra4.
A
gold
coin
struck
by
Charles
VI.
of
to save: cf. F.salv,, fr. Sp. See SAVE.] A tray or waiter
lian she-oak Casuarina stJ'icta.-a. tallor, the bluefish.
on which anything is presented.
Local, U. S.-1. teal, the ruddy duck. Local, U.S.- ■ • France, and by Henry V. and Henry VI.
trout, the spotted weakflsh ( Cynoscion nebttlosu.,). See
of England in France; - from the figure
aal'ver-fonn (sll'ver-f6rm ), aal•ver-ahaped' (-shiiptt), a.
WEAKFISH.
of the Virgin receiving the salutation of
Tubular with a spreading limb; hypocraterimorphous i salt works, or salt 1worka 1 (s6lt'wfirks 1), n. sing. or pl. the angel. Obs. or Hist.
said, Bot., of a gamopetalous corolla, as that of phlox.
A place where salt is made on a commercial scale.
Syn.-See
SALUTATION.
Sal'vl-a
(sll'vl-<i), n. [L., sage.] Bot. A very large and
salt'Wort' (-wfirt 1), n. a Any chenopodiaceou• plant of 1alutetotbena.tion. See NATIONALSALUTEb.
widely distributed genus of menthaceous herbs or shrubs,
the genus Salsola, esp. S. kali and S. soda, used in the sal•va-ble (sal•vti-b'l), a. [L. sa/11areto
the sages, varying greatly in habit, and in the size and color
manufacture of soda ash.
See BARILLA, 8ALSOLA,
b save, fr. salvus safe. Cf. SAVABLE.1
of the flowers. They have a 2-lipped open calyx and two
Glasswort a. c The maritime ehrub Batis maritima.
Capable of being saved; admitting ol
salt'y (s6JftY), a. Somewhat salt; saltish.
salvation.
Dr. ll. More. -aal'va-bll'sa-lu'brl-oua (sti-lii'brT-us), a. [L. salubris, or saluber, 1-ty (-bTi'T-trJ, aal'Va-ble-neaa, n. fr. salu& health; akin to sat1,ua safe, sound, well. See aal'va-bly, adv.
sAn.] Favorable to health ; healtl1ful; promoting health;
Sal 1va-do'ra (slJ/v<i-dii'r<i; 201), n.
as, salubrious air, water, or cJimate.
[NL., after J. Salvador of Barcelona,
Syn. - Healthful, wholesome, salutary. See HEALTHY.
botanist.]
Bot. A small genus of trees
Salute, 3 c
-sa-lu'brl-oua-ly, adv. -aa-lu'brl-oua-nesa, n.
and shrubs, of Africa and southern Asia, type of the Salsa-lu'brl-ty (-ti), n. [L. salubritas; cf. F. salubrite. See vadoracere, having opposite leaves and small panicled
SALUBRIOUS.]Quality of being salubrious; favorableneBB flowers with a bell-shaped corolla.
S. persica is the
to the preservation of health;
salubriousness ; wholetoothbrush tree.
someness; healthfulneso; as, the salubrity of the air.
Sal 1va-do-ra'ce-111
(-dt-ra•si-e), n. pl. [NL.] Bot. A famsal'u-mln (s!Wi'i-mln), n. [Prob. salicylate + a/u,ninium
ily of shrubs and trees (order Primulales), related to the
-in. J Pharm.. Aluminium salicylate, obtained as a redOleacem, but having 4 stamens and 4 petals. There are 3
Salvia, Types of Inflorescence. l S. carduacea; 2
dish precipitate by mixing solutions of sodium salicylate
genera and about 9 species.-aal 1va-do-ra'ceoua(-shus),a.
S. leucantha; 3 s. 1,ians; 4 S ses~ei. All x l,
and an aluminium salt, and used as an astringent and anti- aal•vage (sll•vtj), n. [F. sal11age,OF. salver to save, F.
anthers,
which one is erect and perfect, the other spread,.
septic in rhinitis and pharyngitis.
anu1.er, fr L. aah•are. See SAVE.] 1. Act of saving a ing and of
sterile. S. officiualis is the garden sage. Many
aal•u-ta-ry (sll'i'i-tt-rl), a. LL. ,alutaris, fr. saltts, -tttis, vessel, goods, or, rarely, life, from perils of the sea or other
tropical species, as .s.splendens, the scarlet ..,a_ge,are culhealth, safety : cf. F. salutaire. See SALUBRIOUS.]1. Proextraordinary danger ; also, the property so saved, or
tivated for ornament.
See 1st SAGE,1 a. Also [l. c.J, a
moting health; wholesome; healthful; as, salutary exercise.
recompense paid for the saving of it.
plant or flower of this genus.
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SALVIFICALLY

SAMPLER

combined, in association with cerium, yttrium, etc., in
six threads; Gr. •E six+ p.iTO< a thread. See set; cf.
certain minerals. It was discovered spectroscopically in
DIMITY.l A kind of heavy silk stuff, generally interwoven
samarskite in 1879. Symbol, Sa or Sm; at. wt., 150.4.
with god.
aam'a-rold(sam'ti-roid), a. [samara -oid.] Bot. Re· aam'let (s~m,rnt), n. [Cf. sALlllONET,] A young or small
sembling a sa.mara.
salmon ; a parr.
sa-mar'aklte(s<i-miir'skit), n. [AfterSamarski, a Russian.] aam'ml-er (s~m'l-er), n. [See SAMMY.] A machine for
Min. A velvet-black orthorhombic mineral with splendent
pressing the water from skins in tanning.
vitreous or resinous luster, a niobate and tantalate of iron, sam'my (s~m'I; s:im'I), a. [Cf. dial. sam moist, haJf.
calcium, uranium, cerium, yttrium, thorium, etc., comcooked, AS. siimsoden half-cooked.]
Clammy; sodden;
monly occurring massive or in embedded grains. H., 5-6.
watery.
Dial. or Cant.
~~ii!!~•c!;~5g~s J.!~il:s~ource
of the thorium oxide in in- sam'my (s~m'I), v. t.; •MJED (-Id); •MY·ING.Leather Manuj.
To moisten {skins or hides) with water in dressing.
aam'bar,or sam'bur (s~m'bllr ; siim'-), n. [Hind. siimbar, Sa-mo'an
(s<i-mo'iin), a. Of or pert. to the Samoan (forsabar.] Any of several large Asiatic deer having a maned
merly, Navigators') Islands, or their inhabitants.
neck; esp., the Indian species( Cervus, or Rusa, aristotelis).
It is dark brown, slightly lighter beneath, and the youn~ Sa-mo'an, n. One of the natives of Samoa, among the fin.
est and purest in type of the Po]ynesians, known for their
tine is d1- cleanliness, dignity, and intelligence ; also, their language,
~!~t~ds\ig!t:~.
~¾_eth~tt~r:~~: ~~;)}
the
most archaic of the Polynesian languages.
sam'bo (sam'bo), n. [Sp. zambo bandy-legged, the child
(sltm'o-llis), n. [L., mentioned by Pliny as the
of a negro and an Indian; prob. of African origin.] 1. A Sam'O·lDB
Gallic
name of a plant.]
Bot. A small genus of primuJa.
negro ; sometimes, the offspring of a black person and a
ceous mainly tropical herbs having small white flowers with
mulatto.
Colloq. or Hurnorow;.
a perigynous corolla including five stamens and five stami2. In Central America, an Indian and negro half-breed,
nodia. S.floribundus is the water pimpernel.
or mixed blood.
Sam-bu'ous (sam-bii'kus), n. [L., elder tree.] Bot. A Sam10·the'rl-um (-the'rI-um), n. [NL.; Samo,, island in
the lEgean +-therium.] Paleon. A genus of extirict ungnw
genus of caprifoliaceous shrubs, treRs, or rarely herbs, the
elders, natives of temperate regions. They have pinnate
bfu\ 11~a 0ac=~~J!r 0;::~~nd Tnhoe~:dYa~lj~~n\~1t~:S,:
leaves with serrate or incised leaflets and white or pink
flowers in thyrsoid cymes, the corolla rei;ular and ro.. Sam'O·thra'ctan(-thrii'shi!n), a. [Gr. ::ilap.o6pci«o,.J Of
tate, 3-5-lobed, the stamens five. The fruit 1s a berrylike
or pertaining to Samothrace, or designating, or pertaming
drupe.
to, the mysteries for which it was anciently famous. See
1buke (s~m'biik),
sam
n. [L. sarnbuca, Gr. uap.{lvK~, of
CABIRI.- n. A native or iuhabitant of Sarnothrace.
8!'z1
11?a~e ~~~~t
a~c~r~~~:d~o~~
Semitic origin ; cf. Aramaic sabbka. J Music. An ancient
sam'o-var(sltm'o-viir), n. [Russ., lit., self-boiler.] A metal
salvo fire of several batteries may be concentrated.
stringed instrument, probably a sharp-toned trianiular
urn
used in Russia for making tea. The water is heated by
sal'vor (-ver), n. [See SALVAGE;cf. SAVIOR.] One who harp of four strings, of Syrian or late Egyptian origin.
charcoal placed in a pipe, wl1ich passes through the urn.
renders salvage services; esp., one who voluntarily saves same( sim ),a. [ Of Scand.orig.; cf. Icel.samr, Sw .samme,sam10-yed', Sam10-yede' (sllm'o-yed'), n.
Ssm
[Russ. Samoor assists in saving a ship, or her cargo, or the lives of
ma,Dan .samuie,akin toAS.same,adv.,OS.sama,samo,OHG.
yed.] 1. One of a Mongolian people, hunters and fishers,
those belonging to her, from peril.
sam, a., sama, adv., Goth. sama, a., Russ. samy, Gr. Op.Of, closely allied to the Lapps in type. Their camps are scat8am, samm (sam), !!, i. ,' SAMMED
(samd); SAM'llnNG. [Cf.
Skr. sama, Gr. Oµ.owi like, L. simul at the same time, simitered along the Arctic coasts of Tobolsk and Yeniseisk.
SAMMY.] Leather Manuf. To soften and become equally
lis like, and E. some, a., wS0me. Cf. ANOMALOUS,
ASSEMBLE, 2. One of a breed of dogs native of northeastern Russia
moist throughout ; - said of leather butts damped and
HOMEOPATHY,
HOMILY,SEEM, V. i., SIMILAR,SOME,] l, Beand western Siberia, where they are extensively used for
piled after scouring, etc.
ing not another or other ; identical ; - applied to indi vidherding reindeer and as sledge dogs.
aa-ma'dhi (s<i-mii'dt; -miid'M; 147), n. [Skr.samiidhia
ua1s, or to anything conceived as having individuality; as, Sam'o-yed'lc (sltm 1o-yed'Ik), a. Of or pertaining to the
putting together, contemplation, burial.] Hinduism. The
this is the same book that I had; both died on the same day.
Samoyeds or their language. - n. The language of the
superconsciousness sought by practice of yoga (which see).
'i'hou art the same, and thy years shall have no end. Pa. cii. 27. Samoyeds.
See URAL-ALTAIC.
aa-mal' (sa-miij'), n. [Hind. samiij meeting, assembly, fr. 2. Not dift'ering in kind; like in quality or qualities; in- samp
(sltmp), n. [Massachusetts Indian nasi'J.i,mp unSkr. samlija a community.]
A society or congregation; a
distinguishably lilie ; as, two books printed on the same . parched meal porridge.]
Au article of food consisting of
church or religious body. Cf. BRAHJ\IO8AMAJ, India.
paper ; corresponding;
as, on the same day every year ;
maize broken or bruised, which is cooked by boiling, and
Sa'mal, Sa'male (sii'miil), n.; pl. SAMALEs(sii-mii'liis). equal ; as, poJes the same in height.
usua1ly
eaten
with
milk;
coarse hominy.
U. S.
A member of a partly Christianized Malay tribe of the
Dryden.
The ethereal vigor is in all the same.
aam'pan (s~m'pfo), n. [Chinese san 1 pan•, lit., three
3. Just mentioned, or just about to be mentioned.
island of Samal, south of Mindanao ; also, one of the
planks.]
A
a. __
same
he
spends,
Do
but
think
how
well
the
Sa'male Laut (lout), or Moros of the islands between
skiff, used on
Who spends hie blood his country to relieve
Daniel.
Basilan and Sulu, who live chiefly in their boats.
Same is commonly preceded by tAe, this, or that, and
the coasts of
Sa-man'du-ra (sd-mlln'dfi-rd; slm 1lln-dii'rd), n. [NL., fr. ~
is often used substantiveli
as in the citations above. In
China,Japan,
Singhalese samadara, samandara. J Bot. A small genus of
and
neighw°es
do: with. Lubbock.
making comWe~~sl~r:
East Indian and African simaroubaceous trees having flowboring
is(He] held the same political opinions with hie illustrious
ers with a 3-5-parted perianth and 6-10 included stamens,
prolands,
Macaulay.
friend.
the fruit being a dry drupe. The trees afford the bitter bark
Syn. -See IDENTICAL,
pell~d usual•
known asniepa,or sa madera bark.
aame'neBB,n. l. State of being the same; identity ; ab- ly with a scull. It ~
. _.""
aam'a-ra (slm'd-rd;
sci-mi'i'rd;
sence of difference ; near or essential resemblance; corsometimes has a
..~277), n. [L. samara, samera, the
respondence; similarity; as, a sameness of person, of manseed of the elm.] Bot. A dry,
:~~fi~~~~!~ff~~!hln~t
Sampan.
ner, of sound, of terms, of appearance, and the like.
indehiscent, usually one-seeded,
Now there are two ideas reached as conceptual limits to per- sam'phtre (sarn'fir), n. [F. l'herbe de Saint Pierr,. See
winged fruit, as that of the ash,
ceptual processe~ which have important bearings on the geometSAINT; PETER.] Bot. a A fleshy apiaceous European plant
rical representation of space. These may be expressed by the
maple, or elm ;-commonly called
( Crithmum tnaritimum ), growing along the seacoast. Thia
Karl Pearson.
words sameness and continuity
a key or key fruit.
and the next are sometimes pickled. b Common glasswort
2. Hence, want of variety ; tedious monotony
aa-mar'l-form (s<i-mar'I-f6rm ;
(Salicornia herbacea). o An asteraceous maritime shrub
Syn.
Identity,
identicalness,
oneness;
monotony.
sltm'<i-rI-),a. [samara
.form.]
(Borrichia arboresce11s)of the West Indies.
Bot. Of the form of a samara.
a Double Samara of Moun- Sa'mhaln (sa'vin), n. [Ir.] A Celtic feast of the depart- aam'ple (sltm'p'l or, esp. in British use, siim'p'l), n. [ME.
ing
sun
or
summer
held
Nov.
1,
the
beginning
of
the
Celtic
Sa-mar'!-tan (-tltn), a. [L. Sa- tain Mi~.ple; b Samara of
sample,
asaumple, OF. essample, example, fr. L. exemplum.
year. Omens were read for the future,and ghosts and bogies
maritanus.J 1. Of or pert. to White Elm.
See EXAMPLE; cf. ENSAMPLE,SAMPLER.] 1. An example;
were believed to be abroad.
Cf. BEALTINE,LuoNASAD.
Samaria in Palestine, which first became politically inde:st!}teru ; also, a parable. Obs. "A sample to the yS~~~
pendent after the capture of Gilead and Galilee by the Sa'ml-an(sii'mI-lin), a. [L. Samius.] Of or pert. to the is•
land of Samos, in the .iEgean Sea. - Samian earth, a kind of
Thus he concludei;, and every hardy knight
Assyrians,734 B. c.,by whom Samaria itself was later taken.
astrinclay
from
Samos,
formerly
used
in
medicine
as
an
His sample followt'd
Fa11:fax.
2. Of or befitting the good Samaritan mentioned in Luke
2. A part of anything presented for inspection, or shown
1~~e~i~~P;~ff~~kw:-d:
x. 30-37; as, Samaritan kindness.
:n~i!~tpifi::i~~lo;~ti;::~1:a
as
evidence
of
the
quality
of
the
whole;
a
specimen.
Samaritan Pentateuch, See VERSION.-S. Targum. See VERSION. Sa'mJ-an, n. A native or inhabitant of Samas.
I design this but for a sample of what I hope more fully to
Sa-mar'l-tan, n. l. A native or inhabitant of Samaria, the aam'lel (slm'yel), n. [Turk. sam-y,li; Ar. ,,amm poison discm,s.
Woodward.
people of which in ancient times comprised descendant&
Syn. -Specimen.
See EXAMPLE.
Turk. y,l wind. Cf. SIMOOM.] The simoom.
not only of the Israelites, but also of Arabs, Babylonians,
aam'1-sen(slm'l-slln), n. [Jap., fr. Chin. ,anI hsien• three sam'ple, v. t.; sAM'PLEn(•p'ld); sAM'PLINo(•pling). l. To
test by compariug.
Obs.
and Elamites, settled in Samaria by its Assyrian conque1·~
strings.]
A Japanese banjo-?i?a
2. To make or show something similar to; to match. Obs.
ors ; also, the language of Samaria.
See SEMITIC.
2. One active in relieving bodily suffering; - in allusion
like inst.rument of
3. To take or to test a sample or samples of; as, to sample
sugar, teas, wools, cloths.
three strings.
to Jesus' parable (Luke x. 30-37). Called also good Sa•
aa'mlte (sii'mit), n.
,
·
4, To yield as a sample; as, the ore samples 8 per cent of tin.
marilnn. - Ss-mar'i-tan-lsm (-Iz'm), "·
Sam1sen. a Plectrum.
aa-ma'rl-nm(s<i-mii'rI-um ; 115), n. [NL., fr. E. samar- [OF. samit, LL. sasam'pler (-pier), n. [ME. s"mplere original, model, OF. e,.
Mkite.1 ChPm. A rare metallic trivalent element found
1nitu1n, exa1nilu1n, fr. LGr. Efciµ.c.Toi,fci.µ:qToi, woven with
samplwire. Cf. SAMPLE,n.,EXEMPLAR.]1. = SAMPLE,1. Obs.
Sam
Ohs. Pol1t. Sfang, U, S.
deceased, so related that the liv- A Tatar pasty of chopped meats B Amer. Abbr. South America. 3. To curdle (milk).
Sam. Abbr Samaritan; Samuel
Bameecretan.
t SANSKRIT. aamne. t SAMEN.
1rlatii~;~~~dat~~\j~ thld:~d~t a ~~!J1e;;,s. V~r~8~f SAMBAR
B Am. Abbr South America.
aamet, sameamette. ;, SAMJTE aamneward, mfr. [Cf. AS. aetSam, Dicky See D1cKY 8AM. J.~:a;:ot:a ~~~m l n?}j.
samne, retsomne, together, and
.
~~~~b:i:i:E(shm-bfi'kd)
Var
0
Ref Sp
Sam. Uncle. See UNCLESAM
E -w ARD.] Together Obs.
1
Bam'a-oth (i-lm'ft'.-ffth; -6th). aambucy, 71 [See SAMBUCUs.] Sam' gar-ne'bo(elm'gi:ir-niVbO ). S&m'nite (slm'nltJ, n. a One
~~f
The i~~'a-ra'im(slm'it-rii'lm)
Bib.
D. An elder tree O/,F, H
(.Oh!'o.l
of the people of ancient SamS&m'a-a (sllm'i'r-d). D. B,b
[See SAM,a.] Half nium. a mountai11ous dh1trict of
1 1CJ:Jk
;0 ~~ 1~~~·). aa.mhale,a.
hale; weak; feeble. Obs
Sam'a-chi'aa (slm 1 d-kI'ds). D Sam'a-rath (R l1m'O:-r l th ) or
eouth_central Jtnly. Theywere
Sam'&-reth (-r~th). D. Bih.
11
[Ar. sunbuk J A small kind Sa'ml (sii'rnI). Bib.
Rib.
an offshoot of the Sabines and
sa-mare' {sd-mtir')
Var. of of Arab dhow.
Sa-ma.cl'er-a( s/l-mltd'~r-U; elm'
S&-mi'a (e<i-mI'tiJ. D Bib
spoke the Oscan langm1ge. b
ti-de'rd),n. Syn ofSAMANDURA. ~DIAH.
samine.
;,
SAMEN.
1am'bul(-bdfil).n.
= Sl:MBUL
Rom. A11t1q One of a claH of
aamadera bark. = NIEPA.
Sam'a-ri'a (slm'ci-r'l'ti) (l Par aam'bur. Var. of SAMBAR
gladiators eo called because
8
aa.-madh' (sti-mii.d'), r, [Hind. xii.;)); Conimou Versum Shem'- aam'cloth (dwl sAm'klOth ), n.
ttrmed like the natives of Samsamlldh profound meditation, a-ri'ah. D. Bih.
I Prob. for 1mmph'r clut/1.] Asam- Sam ion
self-immolation, fr. Skr. s1m11/- 1&-ma'rl-&(sO:-mi'rl-0:; 115), n pler. Ohn. or /},al Rng. roh!'o, Sa'mis (i-ii'rnYs)
Bib.
~iS!:1~,~~.y0~ort11~l~nf»8~~ei~,·
Chem. Samarium seequioxide, aam-criap,a Somewhatcurled.
Sam'khya (sAm'kyii) Var of Sam' o-gi'tian( slm'lHlsh 'dn),
:r~cfrgJ0~r~~:fi~~\t~t:o~-(f-in~
8ANKHYA
Sa'.lO:~,
a faintly yellow powder. aamdede, a. [mm, a + dede
Sam'o-Jed'. Var of SAMOYED.
Bib.
molation by being voluntarily 'j;f'a-rl'as
(sJ1m'li:-rI'a:s). D. var. of tlead,l Half dead Ohs. Sam'lah (slm'Ja).
aamon T ~ALMON
buried or burned alive, as of a
aamm Var. of ~AM,v. i.
holy mendicant ; also, a shrine aa-ma.r'ra n rLL Cf SIKAR] ::::. bb:~:Sco~v~rdf!i E~M. Bam'ma.-a (~l\m'!l:-d).
D Bib
ZAMORJN.
• a&med, adv. Together; at ~e Sam'ma-1 (-'I) D. Rib
or tomb built over the /,Va.veof =·sANnE.NnO, '2. • •
1i"s-s<i-ti!'
Sam.1 0-aa.-te'ni-&n (s!J.m
..
aa.mman. t SAi.MON.
same time. Oh,<i
Sa.ma.a. Var. of SHAMASH.
nI-d,n), n [L. Samo:<afem1.'lpert.
;::i,v~ec~i~~~=~I
aam&tize, v. t. To excommuni- Sa.-me'iua (elJ.-me'yUs). Rib.
to Samoeata, a city on the Eu.
r@!~
Sam'a-i'a (slm'll-'1~6) D. Rib. cate with sematha curse. Ot,s. aa'mekh, aa'mech (slim'~k), n. :~m~:1n"J~
phrates, Gr Iaµ.OuaTo..J J!,'ccl.
Ch1r.ffy iJinl. Eng.
Sa.-ma'iaa (sti-mi'ytts)
Rib.
Bih
[Heb. aame.kh.] The fifteenth aammel
brick. = PLACEBIO CK. Hi.~t. A Pnulian.
aa'man csii.'miin; eh ii'm an).
samoun t SALMON
Sa'ma-Ve'da.(~ii.'mU:-vii'dd), n. letter [tlJ of the Hebrew alpha- aammen t SAMN.
n. ThJ~:i~ I [Skr. Samarida, the Veda of bet, correspondmgtoEn~.H As aammert&le. ;- SAMENTALI!:. sam~pa-gui't& (eiim'pii-ge'tii)
11. [Sp. (in the Philippines),
aa.mmon. t SALMON.
Sa-mang'. Var. of SEMANO.
n :·a~;~{rVa=; ~- SAM
MEL.Effidl Sam-mu'& (M-mU'ti). D Rib.
Sa.-ma'ni (sii.-mii'n~), Sa-ma'- ~~:;~~~
j';.:~1;:.mipaf/f.1
The
Sam'mus (sD.m'ils). Bib.
nids (-nldz),n. p/. [Ar. &i1111foi,
~~d/~~~-/a:-0.curry sauce.
1:z
SEMM~~otonous.1a.m'my (slm'l).
Var. of sam-pa'loc (siim-pii.'lffk), n.
name of the first one of the dy[Tag.) The tamarind. P!til I
nast:y.J A dynasty which ruled aam-ba'qui (siim-hii.'ke), n. A mfr. - aame'U-neaa (s ii m'l l8
n. {
Persia from »IKJto 1004 A. o., en- ehell mound or kitchen midden n~s), n. All Obn or Dial.
:::r;r(·sn.iti~f.l~~lle~3d
SAN
Sp Amer
aa.m'en. Short for RX AMINE.
couraµ:inJ! literature and art. aam'be-ni'to. t SANBENITO aamen, a. Sarne. Obs. or Scot. ~1e\~-~~af2!ol~~q~·iff,~{~~~;~maam'pla-ry, n. [OF. es.'lampla•
Sa.-ma'nid, a.
rfr, essamp[atre.
Cf. SAMPLER.]
sa-ma'no' da.-ka, or -d&-ca (sci- 1&m'bhar, aam'bhu.r Vars. of aamen, same, ad1•. [AS . .'lamen.
t.
Obs. Example ; cop_y;pattern; hence,
See sAME,a.] Together. Ob8 ::::,~~
mii'nl'i' dd:-kd:),n [Skr samri- SAMBAR.
t10daka; 1~amiina equal+ ml aka aam'book, 1am'bouk. 1 sam'bou- aamenly, adv Together. ObH or Drnl. Eng. 1. To collect; ini-tructor. ObH.
rObs,I
wafer.J 'Hindu Lau•. Either of ::~b~;!;; o!_sA[,/~!~ somsa,] j
SAIITAL,]
1
;at~~rc~~:~~!~~J
Obs.
two persons, one living and one

Sal•vin'l•a (sl£J.vin'I•<i), n. [NL., after A. M. Salvini

(1653-1729), an It. profeSBor.] Bot. A small genus of fern
allies, of wide distribution, type of the
Salviniacero. They differ from Azolla in
having distichous leaves, borne mostly
on simple stems. S. natan.<.;is the only
species found in North America.
Sal-v1n11-a'ce-m(-ii:rse-e), n. pl. Bot. A
family of lloatiug pteridophytic plants,
constituting with the Marsileace.:e the
order Sal-vln11-a'les (-Jez), aud containing onlv the two genera Sal1 1inia and
Azolla, ~with about 18 species. They have
1 11
1
~~
either macrosporangia or microsporangia. - sal-vin'l•a'ceous (-shus), a.
8al'VO(s1U'vo), n.; pl. ·VOS (-voz). [L.
sali·o Jure, lit., rig!1t being reseryed. See Salvlnia (S. naBAP'E.] Au except10n; reservation; ex- tans), showing a
cuse. Now Rare.
cluster of Sporosal'VO, n.; pl. -vos (-vOz). [F. safre c~rt!sunderapair
a discharge of heavy caunon, a volley, of l<ronds.
or It. salva, L. salve hail, imperative of salvere to be well,
See SAFE.] 1. Mil. The simultaneous
akin tosalvuswell.
disd1arge of several pieces of artillery, corresponding to
volleys of infantry fire It is fired either in action for increased effect, as .in attempting to make a breach in a fortification, or with blauk charges as a salute.
2. 'fhe combined shouts or cheers of a crowd or multitude ; as, Sfllvos of applause.
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SAMPLE ROOM
2. A piece of needlework; orig., one made to preserve a
pattern, or patterns; later, one rnade as a sample of skill.
3. [From SAMPr,1:, v.J One who makes up samples for inspection; one who ex.a.minessawples, or by samples; as, a
wool sam,pler.
4. Any ot' various devices for extracting samples, as from
a bag of grain, a tub of butter, a quantity of ore, etc.
&alllPl8 room. a A room where samples are shown. b A
barroom or saloon. Local&· Cant, fJ. S.
Samp'son, or Samp 1son's, snake'root' (simp 1sUn,-sUnz;
elm'-). a A fabaceous plant ( P.wrafoa pedunculata) of the
southern United States. Its root is said to have tonic
properties.
b Auy of several American gentians.
sam'ahu (sam'shOO), n. [Chin. s1in 1 three slwo 1 fire, i.e.,

+

thrice distilled. J An alcoholic liquor distilled in China t'rorn
rice or large millet; also, in general, a spirituous drink.
Sam.'son (8am'sUu), n. [Gr. laµ.1/;Wv, fr. Heb. SltimshiJn,1
1. Lit., splendid sun; - masc. prop. name. F. Samson
(siiN 1s6N1 ); Sp. Sans6n (san-s0n');
Pg. Sansllo (siiN-souN 1).
Also Samp'son (samplsiln; sam'-).
2. An Israelite of llible record (see Judges xiii.), distinguished for his great strength ; hence, a man of extraordinary physical strength.
3. [often l. c.] Short for SAMSONPOST.
Samson post. [Cf. SAMSON,2.J [oJYenl. c.J Any of various
0
1!f~~s1r~:t o~tifi~i~!1!~~eai~!~~~
i~!~iL~e~
portiu~ a deck beam. (2) A post for use in securin~ a cable,
aornetunes used instead of towin~ bitts, etc. b Ckie;ty
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:u~;~~ 1t:~geh~~rki~:
~lii-b~;inf
;p~~¥it~s~hat
Sam'u-el (sam'i'i-~l), n. [L., fr. Gr. :Saµov~A, fr. Heb.
Shemuel.] 1. Lit., heard of God; asked for of God;masc. prop. name.
F. Samuel (s8/mwet 1 )i It. Samuele
(s3.-mwii'lii); G. Samuel (zii'mOO-el) ; D. Samuel (sii'mOO~l). -Dim.
Sam, Sammy.
2. a A famous Hebrew judge and prophet. b Either of
the Books of Samuel. See OLD TllsTAMBNT.
aa 1mu-ra1'(sa'milo-ri'), n. pl. ~ sing. [Jap.] In the former feudal system of Japan, tfie class, or a member of the
class, of military retainers of the daimios, constituting the
gentry or lesser nobility.
They possessed power of life
and death over the commoners 1 and wore two swords as
1
~ittth~~~if
~}f~~aJ!A~~i1~~g7p_rivisan'a·ble (situ 1d-b'l), a. [L. sanabilis, fr. ,,;ana1'eto heal,
fr. sanus sound, healthy.
See SANE.] Capable of being
healed or cured; susceptible of remedy. - san 1a-bll'i-ty
(-bil'I-tr), aan'a-ble-ness, n. All Rare.
san'a-Uve (sitn'li-tiv), a. [LL. sanativus.] Having the
power to cure or heal; curative; healing; tending to heal;
sanatory. - san'a-ttve-ness, n.
aan'a-to'rl-um (-to'rI-ilm; 201), n.; pl. L. -RIA (-a), E.
-RIUMS(-Urnz). [L., neut. of sanatorius giving health.]
1. A health resort; a locality selr,cted as a retreat because
of its salubrity;
specif., a high-altitude summer station in
a tropical country for European troops, officials, or residents, as Darjeeling in India.
2, An establishment for the treatment of the sick, esp. one
that makes much use of natural therapeutic a.gents or local
conditions, or that employs some specific treatment, or that
treats particular diseases.
See SANITARIUM.
aan'a-to-ry (san'li-tt-rY), a. [L. sanatoriu.:~.fr. L. sanare
to heal. See SANABLl!l.] Conducive to health; tending to
cure ; healing; curative ; sanative.
Sanatnr,11ordinances for the protection of public health, such
u quarantine, fever hospitals, draining, etc.
lJe {)1tincey.
Syn.- SANATORYand SANIT ARYshould not be confounded.
Sanatory signifies conduci'.ve to health,· .wmitary has the
more general meaning of pertaining to health; as, the camp
is not sanat01·y, its sanitary conditions are bad.
san 1be-ni'to (sitn 1be-ne'to), n. [Sp. & Pg. sambenito; prop.,
Saint Benedict.]
1. Anciently, a sackcloth coat worn by
penitents on being reconciled to the church.
2. A garment or cap, or sometimes both, painted, with
flames, figures of devils, etc., and worn by persons who had
been condemned by the Inquisition and were brought forth
for punishment at the auto-da-fe.
aan'cho pe'dro (sa11'ko pe 1dro). [Sp. Pedro Peter.] Card
Playing.
A variety of auction pitch in which the nine
(sancho) and five (pedro) of trumps are added as counting
cards at their pip value, and the ten of trumps counts game.
&anc1tl-fl-oa'tlon (sil~k 1tI-fT-kii;tshun), n. [L. ,anclificatio: cf. F. t.anct-i;(ication.] 1- Act of sanctifying, or state
of being sanctified i esp., Theol., the act or process of God's
grace by which the affections of men are purified, or alienated from sin awl the world, and exalted to a supreme love
to God ; also, the state of being thus purified.
2. Act of consecrating; consecration.
Bp. Burnet.
aanc'tl-fled (sa~k 1tI-fid),prel. & p. p. of SANCTIFY.Specif.:
p. a. Made holy ; also, ma.de to have the air of sanctity;
sanctimonious. -sanc'tl-fl 1ed-ly (-fi 1ed-1I), ad,•.
aanc'U-f11er (-fi/0r), n. One who sanctifies; specif. [cap.],
Theo/., tho Holy Spirit.
1ING
aanc'U-fy (fi), 1,.t.; SANc'TI-FIED (-fol); BANC'TI-FY
[F. sanct{fier, or L. sanctiflcare; sanctus holy
(-fi'Ing).

f!:!~~::l
~b~il~h~7I

a&m'pling: (s1L m'p l l n ~). n.
White or colored pnper u s1..'ll
esp. to tlisplal textile samples,
■ amp'nen.
I SAM
N.
~~i:;~!e;~:·n

I sa.mripe,
a. Half-ripe. Obs.
Bam'sai (fllim'Mt). JJ. Bib.

Sa.m'sa.-ri (-sd-rt). D. Bib.
Samscorta.m.
SANSKRIT,

+

SANDBAG

+

which the first words in Latin are Sanctus, sanctus, sanctu&
[Holy, holy, holy] ;-called
also 1"ersanctus.
2. Music. A setting of the Sanctus.
from moral c◊;;nuc~Vt~h~1:nd t~~!~~t~oti~ ~~uf:_rif~~hn xvii. 17. Sanctus bell. A bell rung by the server at certain timM
during the Mass or Communion service, as at the Sanc2. To make sacred or holy ; to set apart to a holy or relitus (whence the name), before the consecration
of th&
gious ~~J ;~s~~~~ii~r:::e~ill af
;it.to
3. elements, at the elevat10n of the Host and of the chalice,.
etc. In medieval churches the Sanctus bell was often
3. To make efficient as the means of holiness ; to render
hung in an exterior turret or bell cot over or near the
0
chancel arch.
prg~~:!:~i~ct
l\~e~~~C~'t~~;anctijied
so to me as to make
sand (sand), n. [AS. sand; akin to D. zand, G. sand, OHG.
Eikun /Jasilike.
me repent of that unjust act.
sant, Icel. sandr, Dan. & Sw. sand, Gr. d,u.0.80,;.J l. A
4. To impart or impute venerableness, inviolability, title
loose material consisting of small but easily distiuguisliable
to reverence, respect, or the like, to i to give sanction to.
grains (most commonly of quartz), resulting from the disinTruth guards the poet, sanctifies the line
Pope.
sanc 1tl-mO'ni-ous(sa~k'ti-mo'nI-ils), a. [See SANCTIMONY.] tegration of rocks. It is used for making mortar and
glass, as an abrasive, for molds in founding, etc.
1. Poi:;sessing sanctity; holy; sacred; saintly. Obs. Shak.
sand consistl5chiefly of qunrtz.
J. D. Dana.
2. Making a. show of sanctity ; affecting saintliness ; hyp- 2. Also pl. Most
A tract, region, or deposit, of sand ; beach ;
ocritically devout or pious.
H Even as men wrecked upon a sand."
Shak.
-sanc 1tl-mo'ni-ous-ly,adv.-sanc 1tl-mo'nl-ous-nesll,n. shore.
A sandstone;
as, the oil sands of Pennsylvania.
U. S.
sanc'ti-mo-ny (si'tIJk'tT-1110-nI), n. [L. sarwt'imonia, fr. 3.
4. The sand in the bourgla1::1s; hence, a moment or interval
sanctus holy : _cf. OF. sanctimonie. See SAINT.J 1. Holiof
time;
pl.,
the
moments
of
one's
life.
ness; devoutness;
sanctity.
Obs.
Slw.k.
Shak.
The sa11ds are numbered that make up my life.
2. Outward or artificial saintliness; assumed or pretended
5. Courage; pluck i grit. Slang.
holiness; hypocritical devoutness.
sand (sitnd), v. t. ; SAND'ED; sAND'ING. 1. To sprinkle orsanc'tion (sa11k'sh'Un) 1 n. [L. sanctio, fr . .rnncire, sanctum,
pow<ler with sand; as, to saud a freshly painted surface
to render sacred or inviolable, to fix unalterably:
cf. F.
in imitation of stone ; to sand ink to dry it.
sanction. See SAINT.J 1. Solemn or ceremonious ratifica2. To cover with sa11d; esp.: a To bury (oysters) beneath
tion; an official act of a superior by which he ratifies and
drifting sand or mud. b To fill, as harbors, etc., with
gives validity to the act of some other person or body;
sand, as by the action of currents ;-usually
with up.
establishment or furtherance of anything by giving author3. To mix with sand; to add sand to; as, to sand sugar.
ity to it; confirmation;
approbation.
4.
To
drive
upon
the
sand;
said
of
a vessel.
Obs. or R.
The strictest professors of reason huve added the sanction of
san'dal (sHn'difl), n. Sandalwood.
Tenny:wn.
their testimony,
1. Watts
san'dal, n. [Ar. randal.] A narrow two-masted boat, used
2. That which induces the observance of law or custom;
on the Barbary coast and on the Nile.
specif.: a Law. The detriment, loss of reward, or other
dim.
coercive intervention annexed to a violation of a law as a san'dal, u. [F. sandale, L. sandalium, Gr. uo.vSO.>..wv,
means of enforcing the law. This may consist in the direct
of u0.1180.Aov,prob. fr. Per. sandal.] 1. A kiud of shoe
infliction of injury or inconvenience,
as iu the punishconsisting of a sole strapped to the
ments of crime (punitive sanctions) or in mere coercion, resfoot; a protection for the foot, cover- ~
titution, or undoing of what was wrongly accomplished,
ing its lower surface only. Sandals are
as in the judgments of civil actions (civil sanctions). A sancmuch worn ainon~ Orientals, and are
1
0
part of the officml dress of Roman
isa~ftthei~e
faR~~:~~a:i~;l;
~ft}~0['1e1i:,~~o.; aCatholic
bishops and abbots.
Ethics. Any influence, as pleasure, pain, or the sense of
2. A fancy slipper or half-boot.
1
1~~~t1:~r~fe!;1~~~~og~1i~J~;o~~1f.~'
3. A strap or latchet to hold on a
slipper or low sl1oe by passing across Sandals, showing two
stinctive.
d See PRAGMATIC
SANCTION.
the foot or around the ankle,_
in methods of' fastening.
Syn. -Ratification,
authorization,
authority,
countenance, indorsement, support, approval.
use during the first half of the 19th century.
sanc'tion, v. t. ,· SANC1TIONED (-Sll'tlnd) j SANCITION-ING. 4. A rubber overshoe cut very low, either with an entire.
1- To give sanction to; to ratify ; confirm; approve.
sole and a strip across the instep or with a sole for the
2. To annex a sanction or penalty to the violation of (a fore part of the foot only and a strip back of the heel.
right, obligation, or command).
san 14ale4, aan'dalled (sitn 1di"ild), a. 1. Wearing sanSyn. - Confirm, authorize, countenance.
See RATIFY.
dals. " His sandaled feet."
Longfellow ..
sanc'tion, v. i. To enforce obedience by or as a sanc- 2. Fastened with a sandal. See BANDAI., 3.
tion; - chiefly in sanctioning and .vanctioned rights (see san-dal'l-form (slin-ditl'"f-f6rm; slin'diil-I-f6rm 1 ), a. [sanRIGHT,n., 2 b).
dal+ -form.] Shaped like a sandal or slipper.
sanc'tlon-a-tlve (s~qk'shuu-it-tlv), a. Imposing, or en- san'dal tree (s[n'di!l). [Cf. sANTOL.] An East Indian meforcing obedience by, a sanction; as, sanctioriatire rights.
liaceous tree ( Sandoricum fndicum) often cultivated in
the tropics for its fruit, used in preserves and pickles.
sanc'tl-ty (sil~k'tI-tI), n.; pl. -TIES (-tiz). [L. sanctitas,
fr. sanc-tus holy. See SAINT.] 1. State or quality of being san'dal-woo4 1 (-wood'), n. [F. sandal, santal, through
LL., fr. Gr. ullvTo.>..ov; ultimately fr. Skr. candana. Cf.
sacred or holy i holiness ; saintliness; godliness.
SANDERS.] 1. a The compact, close-grained, fragrant,.
tJ~:~~~t:·ri~l~e~ff~~n~i~~e-tense, und, indt>cd, narrowlla~-~~:e,~i yellowish wood of an East Indian sauta}aceous tree (San2. Sacreduess; solemnity; inviolability; religious binding
ta/urn album), or the tree itself. The wood is much used
force ; as, the sanctity of an oath.
in ornamental carving and cabinetwork;
its odor drives
3. A holy being or object. Rare.
J}filton.
away insects, and it is therefore of value for chests and
Syn.-Godliness,
piety 1 devotion, goodness, purity, reliboxes. b Any of various other species of Santalum or their
giousness, sacredness, solemnity.
See HOLINESS.
wood, as the Polynesian and Hawaiian S. freycirietianum,
sanc 1tu-a-ry (slIJk'Bi-i-rI), n.; pl. -RIES (-riz). [ME.
often distinguished as yellow sandalwood; the Hawaiian
seintuarie, OF. saintuaire, F. sanctuaire, fr. L. sanctuar-i- S. pyrulariurn;
the Australian S. lanceolatum,, etc.
C
um, fr. sanctus sacred, holy. See SAINT.] 1. A conseEither of two Australian santa1aceous trees (Fusanus spicrated place, as one devoted to the keeping of sacred things.
catus and E-:rocmpus latifoliu.\), or their wood.
Specif. : a The temple at Jerusalem, or the most retired
2. Any of various other trees or their fragrant wood, which
part of it, called the Holy of Holies, in which was kept the
in some respect resembles sandalwood: a The red sandalark of the covenant, and into which no person was permitwood. b A Russian species of buckthorn (Rhamnus dated to enter except the high priest, and he only once a
h,uricus) whose wood is used for dyeing leather.
c In Ausyear to intercede for the people i also, the most sacred part
tralia, various species of Afyoporum and Eremophila (see
of the tabernacle.
b The most sacred part of any reliBASTARDSANDALWOOD).d In Tasmania, the apocynaceous.
gious building, esp. that part of a Christian church in which
tree Alyxia buxifolia.
the altar is placed. C A house consecrated to the worship
san'da-rac (sitn'dli-rltk), n. [OF. sandarac, sandaraclie,.
of God ; a church, temple, or other building for worship.
F. sandaraque, L. sandaraca, Gr. uav8o.p&,KlJ; cf. Skr. sind Classical Antiq. A place consecrated to some god or
dUra minium.]
1. Realgar. Obs.
gods, whether open or inclosed, sometimes a grove, some2. The sandarac tree.
times an inclosure containing a temple, shrines, theater,
3. A brittle, faintly aromatic, and more or less transparent
etc. ; aR, the sanctuary of Pandion in Athens. e A portable
resin obtained from the sandarac tree, usually in the form
shrine for sacred relics ... Obs. f A churchyard or conseof pale yellow grains or tears. It is used chiefly in making
crated burying ground.
Ob.,. or Dial.
varnish and as incense. Cf. 1st POUNCE,1. Australian sandarac is from various Australian species of Callitris.
2. A sacred and inviolable asylum; a place of refuge and
protection; shelter; refnge; protection.
See ASYLUM,
n., 1. sandarac tree. a A large pinaceous tree ( Callitris quadri11ol1:is)of Morocco. with a hard, durable, fragrant wood
1
sanc'tum (s~qk tum), n. [L., p. p. of sancire to conse- much
used in building, and as the source of the resin sancrate.]
A sacred place ; hence, a place of retreat ; a room
darac. b Any of several Australian species of Callitris.
reserved for personal use ; a.s, an editor's sanctum.
sand
badger.
a A nocturnal musteline mammal (Arctonyx
sanc'tum aanc-to'rum (s[IJk-to 1riim: 201). [L.J a The collaris) of India having a naked piglike snout. The coloris dull grayish with bla(·k and white markings on the head.
:tZtl~ ~~\i:!t;e ~~ oft~~
rr~;f~al~
room,
b A Japanese badger (Meles anaku111a).
Sanc'tus (-tus), n. [L. sane/us, p. p. of sancire.] 1. Eccl. sand'bag 1 (s~ud'bltg'), n. 1. A bag filled with sand orA part of the Mass, or a part of the Communion service, of
earth, variously used, as in fortification, for ballast, etc.

-ficare (in comp.) to make :'cf. ME. seinte,fien, OF. saintefier. See SAINT; -FY.J 1. To make free from sin; to cleanse

ir~EJi::1~C~·:;~~I
3:!~7r

lb0~

fg;
:~~~i1df~~
~dti~.

!f}~~~s:r;

!~!a

(s8.'mii'zii' ti ld. m60'tiird'). [F.J
Lit., to am111,e
one's f'elf with the
mm1tard; to trifle away time.
sa.myn. t s,DIEN.
1a.n,pre11. = SANs,without. Obs.
san, 11. Infamy ; shame. Obs.
Ban (sl1n), n. I Gr. ua~
..J A, sihi-

of trumps in 8ancho pedro.
sa.n'cho, n. [ Ashanti 0-sanku. 7
A kind of rude guitar of hollowed wood with a long neck
and strmgs of ve,!?;'etablefiber,
played by Amencan negroes..
saD.cho Pa.nza. See p ANz A,

rs;r::::r:~~c:;
:::~:::;.
(s_
I~~~~~!~;.
~~::~~~;i:'/t,.~1;,::.S~l~e;~:i~~~
f!·
0

slm-), n. f Gr. ~aµ.~alo,;,]

-t:t~i1!~MsHu.
i'i N-sk ii.'r d:),. n.

J,;,~cl. S_~m-aka'ra.

i~:
s~1:ol ::r:rt~eha\~!: r~!~r~~:
bled the Essenes and to have rites performed by the orthodox

had Gnostic tendencies.
of the three upper caf-kR. These
Bamp'sa.-mes (sn.mp'sci-mez). rites nu.irk every important event
Bib.
from birth to marnage.
■ampsoe. t !Al1SI!l';
aa.m'son. v. t. Lo.qqinq. To diBamp'son. \ ar. of 8A)1SON. rect the fall of (a tree) by means

~i~h~~~.rf:t~\~~r:i~t:~(p~~~~
r. ,. rr..sancit11s, p.
as a numeral to denote 900, w1~h I of :.:m 1cire to sanction, ratify. J
the modern name Rampi (Uav To mtifv. Ohs.

:;,;:i,•
(stin'<i.

i,hijn~~ftlt~~:1 ::~~f'i~-sAtN~~NKING.
San'a.-ba.B'sa.r (s n.n'd-b 11s'd r). 1anc'ta-nim'i-ty(sn.I)k 1 ta-nlm'.-

f:Ji;a.-bas'sa.-rus (-ff-rlls). B,:ti. ~l~~;j•;;inJ~r
SH~tr::;s~
t
~:,::;F:i:1~f.·
DAm:(~l~~{~~~;:-i~
s~:i!~;efi.h~d 1~ 1~stralia : a A ~~;a.d (sO.n'Ud), Var :-.f r~lt•fS~C'ta
Sanc'tie
(sll.IJk'tri
0
0
sanai,pue.
Obs.
pl..o~·
SAVE:!
sll]k'tls).
(L.J
Holy
things
for
:~~~!'s;~~~~I ~~~n~j~ !~~0~.a~ baTI~l;~~~s: ~l:;!
J~h
hj;~r;1~
aa.nashy. +
~oly people; -_an~xclarnation
who had won his wny through. frutta. See
a..
0

0

~

~1i~

1

0

.'UNNYASJN.

SALMON,:_:

the clas:;;ics,hut fallell to the leeward in the vo.rnKeof life." His
favorite exclamation is, "Prodigious ! "
1&mp'su-chine, n. [LL. samp•uch-in11111, fr.

L. samp.-:uclwm

marjoram, Gr. utl.µtfJvxov.)
!wi::!t~~toramHa1f.~;d;
halfripe. Obs.

Sa.m'son's anake'root'.
Var. S&n'a-sib (slin'r.i-sYh). Bib.
sa.-na'tion (sd-nii'shiin), n. [L.
of SA :,,.11•:,c;ox'sSNAKEROOT.
sa.msu. + SAM SHU.
t<!~li~;-ot;l~r~~;.ARO~.~~Act of
samta.l, a. [Cf. Jcel. samtal a Ban'a.-tiv.
Sanative. RPf. Sp.
colloquy, interview, akin to E.
Bih.
f'mn,,, rind tale that which is San-bal'lat (s?in-Mll'r'l't).
Bance' -bell' (sD.ns'bCl'),n. The
told.] Agreed. Oh.~.
Sanctus hell. m,~.
::-mrr;,_-r::,a
Bib.
IIa'a 1 mu 1 ser' a. la. mou'ta.rde' ~~~~~o

~a;~~::.>,
/)

iile, seni\te, di.re, A.m, dccount, arm, Bsk, sofd;

m the_Mozarab1c Liturgy at the

elevnti,on of the H~st.
tf~1}~-t~~).11[t~1
i~~~=
cence; mnocent s1mpltc1ty.
sanc'te bell. Sar1ctus bell. Ob,.:;.
sanc'ti-fi-cate, a.
Sanctified.

~,f<~:

;::~~{i~fy~[i:t~-~~
:::~:t\.rt~k:
· ~ i;
~R rcK,
san'da.ld. Sandaled. Ref Sp.
sanc-til'o-quent
(s 11IJ k-t ll'liSan-dal'phon (slin-dll'H'in), n~
kwfnt), a. [L. sanctus holy + [Heb sandalpliOn, fr. Gr. CTVIIO.Pi}l~;~~s;r;~ 0f!A</,oione that has a brother
a holy manner. Rare.
(the angel MetatronJ.J In Jew~
aanc'ti-mo'ni-al
(slll]kltl-mO' _ ish angelolo,2:y,an anµel of fiercnl-<fl). a. [Cf. LL. i:am:tl'.ninnf- est fire placed over mankind.
ali.-: pious.] Sanctimonious. Ob.~. ~:;: 1~e~vfii!~e }~~J
e~~0°J;~ef;
~~l~~~~ioi~&;~~eBr.!:~ll.IJk'shiin-Upre8ent to God. ,
sanc'tion-a-ry (-tr-rl), a. Of, san~alwt\odo~l. See11L, T':hle/
pert. to, or giving. sanction. R. sa.n dal-wort (s'!i.n di1l:v; flJt )~
B~nc'tion-er, ii. One that saneplant of the farn1ly .._,an~~0;/;ti-tude(s'!i.I)k'tY-tDd),n r,, s!'-n'da.-na' (s ~ n'd ii-n ii'), n,
1urnr_•tir111to.] Rare. 1. Sancthy.
r_rag-.] A d~pterocarpaceous.
2. Sanctimony.
b!11ber}r~e.(Ar118optera oblo!1f!a}
eanc'tu-a.-rize (slf.I)k'Ui-d-rTz), ~f the I h1hpp~ne Is)e.nds, yield•
r. t. To shelter by a sanctuary tn~ nn aromatic resm.
.
or i;acred privileges. Ob.~.
Ba.ndapile, 1!· [L. ,-:mulamlo.f.
~~iifs~~~i~1~•r~·.t.Ob;_o provide ~~~ra~r~~tv·ar.~~·~ANUARAC.
sand, n. [AS.1 Of1:,;, 1. A send- san-da.r'a-cln
(Sli!)--dlir'ti-~ln),.
ing: mission: errnnd: embassy. 11. , Chem, A ~o.nstttuent ~f the
2. A thin!,!'i,.ent:messnge; order; r~sm sandarac mso!uble .rn or.
decree : also, gift; present,
d1nary alcohol. It1s a mixture.

.t!1i11.lf,p. pr.

!dv~t~V-:·ai?c~t

~~qh;;;:~f;~~n[~}y

I ~~la~~r:l.
1

\<;!~~;a

Ohi:.

c,t;~~/t7~;/i~J~ht!?le
:.~~~'ft~-~~~t~//J:!11~1:!lp~-!.a~f

1
t 1~:::(~
rl~od);
victuals.

11
1:i-.dlt[i~~~~~~1!.
~!!;1~:~~f:J),

eve, t;:vent, ~nd, rect!nt, maker; ice, ill; Old, tibey, 8rb, iidd, s&ft, ct.Snnect; iise, finite, <irn, Up, circus, menii ;
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SANDBAG

SAND WHEEL

2. A bag filled with sand for use as a weapon ; specif. : a
Formerly, a bag of sand attached to the end of a stalf. b

on a locomotive, operated by a steam or air blast, for sanding the rails. (2) A sand bellows or sand blower. b A
·
1·
d
A long cylindrical bag or tube of sand used as a club.
san papermg mac ,me.
18Dd'bag1 (ailnd'big'2, "· t. To hit or stun with a sandbag. ■and'er-llng
(s
lt
n'd
• r18Dd'bag1ger (-blg'er), n. l. One who uses a sandbag;
lTng),n. [Cf. SAND,n.;lst
esp., a robber who stuns bis victim with a sandbag.
-LING.]A small sandpiper
2. A light-draft sailboat with sandbags for ba.llast. Colloq. ( Calidris leucopha,a)with
18Dd bath. a Chem. A vessel of hot sand in a laboratory,
in which vessels to be heated are partly immersed. b A largely gray and white
bath in which the body is immersed in hot sand. c Act
p\!~~a;:':!!:h i~
of rolling: in _d, as by a fowl.
18Ddbinder. Agric. Any grass or other plant which grows ~~::~h in t.~asf;ctic\:~
in sand and holds it in place by its rootstocks.
ll8J1dblackberq. A blackberrfu (Rulnts cuneifolius) com- g ions and migrates south
along the coasts of most
f~te!'.' s;ti~~t1l'l~~!ftgo~~~.~itrll::;i::hrl..i~"m~~t~~
parts of the world.
Sand erling.
beneath, and with a sweet but rather hard fruit.
■and finish. A finish of plastering made by rubbing to a
IIIID.d
blast. A stream of sand forcibly projected by air or smooth surface the sand or mortar coat.
P!~~~~~ ~~n!;~u"t':i 1tt~v¥ii'.
from metals, etc.; also, the apparatus used to apply it.
1and'-blast 1, or sand'blast', v. t. To engra1-e, cut, clean, chodontid,e, They burrow in the sand. b The squirrel
fish Diplectrumjormosum, which frequents sandy shores.
etc., with a sa.nd blast.
ilag. aSandstone
which splits up into flagstones.
aand'-bo:a:1 tree. A tropical American euphorbiaceous tree sand
■and nea
A
fl I' ·
b di
·
d I
(Hu,ra cretilans), having a depressed many-celled woody
esp. the d~g flea~y b e~h~v:hfg~~- r~e AmJ.::;hs!::a.y Paces,
~i:.iy i~l\~:?ier~ ...
tY,~u:~J~✓;:~:enting
■and bur or burr. Any of several weeds of waste places,
sand'glaBI' (-glas'), n. An instrument for measuring time
having bur like fruit; as:
by
the
running
of
sand.
See
HOURGLASS.
a A western American
sand grass. Any species of grass growing in sand· specif.:
nightshade ( Solan um. rosa A tufted grass ( Triplasis purrurea) with stiff awl-shaped
tratum) with prickly folileaves, on the Atlantic coast o the United States. b The
age. b An ambrosiaceous
plant ( Grertneria acanthl■=an;:~~wam1~i{1
i:st'li:;::uff~t
Car;Pa) of the same region,
clida; inhabiting arid parts
allied to the cocklebur. c
The bur grass.
of southern Europe, Asia,
1and'-bumed' (-bQrnd'),
~ro'!,,t:r!f11~d1~etb!~;i~:
a. Metal. Ofa casting,havin structure, but the young
ing a hard skin due to the
ab¥'h!;
silica of the sand combin ..
ing with the surface of the
strong fliers having long
metal when the latter is
p_qinted wing"s and tail.
poured into the mold at
Well-known species are Pal~ 8 ~-,..
.:E:-·:,.
too high a temperature.
~-=~
0 f{:U)
See BLACKING,
1 b.
P
feathered fee_:t,which.has a.p- Pin-tailed Sand Grouse CPtero■and cherrv. A dwarf~
Wc,~k~di~c~~s{~.!lai~r~~aar:~
clrirus
alchatus).
cherry (Prunus pumila),1 ~
a
even in England; the !>ln-talled ll&lld (Pterocluros
of the northern Unitea
States and Canada ; alsol
alchatu&) of southern Europe, North Africa, southwest
Africa, etc., having elongated middle tail feathers,· and
:i~i~:~se¥hiy
the P!'1cnted
a&Ddgrouae (Pterocle,, fasciatus) of India.
have small astringent
aan'CIJII.
(siin'dii; 147), n. [Skr., a uniting.] Phon. The
various assimilatory changes undergone by sounds in conl~~enomjunction, esp. final and initial sounds, in consecutive speech
~~1;,'o!i~i~s!!hfc~fea~d'ts
Sa~~c~~r;~
rein Sanskrit; hence, analogous phenomena in any language.
drawn u~ in a swirling column. It is often seen in tropical
1and1-hlll' crane. A large crane ( Grus 111exicana)of eastern and central North America, formerly abundant but now
~8.ir~~ne3! 1
~i::!~fe(~ri~o:u:t
rare. It is chiefly bluish gray overcast with ochraceous.
from melting b,fa layer of sand.
Also, the little browu crane, a smaller but otherwise simiIar_iweciea(G.canadensis),st1llrathercommonfromAlaska
~
b A crab of the genus Ocy0 ~;~ifd';~b.
aan~ crack. Vet,,., A fissure or lesion in the horn of the ~:~~~~~~ a;d v",,".u!~~f'-:A~n':°i~{;;!ff~·: ••b, n. a A
sprinkling, covering, or mixing with sand. b Ceram. The
fto~ lriia~;~f!:1~~:~::
!::«iei~e:o:~~~::i~~ei!rr::
feet ; when in the lateral parts of the wall, as quarter testing of gilding with fine sand and water after firing.
■anding machine, a sandpapering machine.
crack, and is nearly always in the fore feet.
■and lack. Engin. A device, consisting essentially of a
■and cricket.
Any of several large clumsy terrestrial
sand box and a Beries of plunfers, for gradually lowering
cricketlike grasshoppers (genus Stenopelrnatusand family
Locustida,) of sandy plains of the western United States.
~':,~eso~it\'l,! ; 1::::fs, "j;~~nJf!g ".,:tii~e.:;:~t~~r~:.up■and dab. Any of several flounders, esp.: a Limanda fera Any of numerous Asiatic larks of the genus
rugi._nea,common on the New E~land coast, a small but ■and 1~Alauclula, having short toes. b A small sandpiper, or
!~1o~~to1:.!~· of ,h:'\.fEi~o.m~n'i1llatessoides,
common
i:lover, as a ring plove)} the sanderling, and the common
al~[;~i;,':Jlc~";;1f.}fj:r. rit. C An Au st ralian plover (.Egi■:,~..,~~«:.; a!;~:..netr~~~Yu~~:~es~~f::i~r
tl!h:~~i.~~ sand launce
lft;Ji
Ammocrypta of the central and southern United States.
Any of severai{--g
e
■and diver. a A West Indian and tropical American lizard
small,
elongate
fish ( Synodus lntermedius). b = SAND DARTBR.
marine fl.shes o'i Sand Launce (A.mmodytes tobianua). (l)
■and dollar. Any of several small flat circular sea urchins,
Ammodytes or alof the order Ciypeastridea,which

r!':n':!:

:!:t!1:i~1~,e~re~n1~:
~~~u;:~~~!t:i
!l~~er:~~~t~:r
:Ca:i~
S:1J!:~~~!!~f
J~~'i,,'~~t1f
~:gg~lea~.
!~~t~~:~h~o:fJ:~elSe:~~~'!:sj~~~h
aloud

~':!fl~\;t::~~

~:~:r:~~~-bi~

~tie~oi;:fc~!13.r:r!!

}:;'•
a~J

------=--=-~-

~1A!l':'",
~&

•r•

tt::J:ti::!.

~°:dc~~l~~e

1:~~i~;l
F1!!e

8fr~;>

~1:~r~~:;~~t.Fc~~

:,~~ii~

tr~a

7Fli

1;>:~:s

l!~~ie~~l·a:~~~~t:fut~~=:~g~~ls~ixTte;ir:!;l:ic~~~i~d
in sandy beaches while the tide is out.

~~1in°a1!-a~~1ls
~f ette
American coast.
IIIIJld'ed, pret. &: p. p. of SAND.
Specif. : p. a. l. Covered or
sprinkled with sand ; sandy.
2. Marked with small spots ; variegated with spots ; speckled ;
of a sandy color, as a hound.
ll8J1deel. a A sand launce. b A
•lender isospondylous fish of the
~r~s
mouth.

C

n. Eccl. Hist. A
follower of Robert Sandeman, a Scotch sectary of the 18th
1de-ma1nl-an-lsm (-lz'm), n.
century, See GLASSITB.-8an
aand'er (ailn'der), n. a One that sands; as: (1) A device
tros.] A kind of precious stone 1and :fluke. A flounder frecontaining glistening starlike quenting sandy bottom, as: a
■peeks. considered as male or The smear dab, b The sand dab
female flCCordingto its greater b. Brit,
or less brilliancy. Ob~
■and 11.J'.Any of certain small
l&Dd bear. The sand badger.
dipterous hi ting flies. U. S.
aand' -fly' bush. The Australian
l&Ddbird. A shore bird.
l&Dd'•blind'. a. An·lmir. Scot., rutaceous tree Zieria ttmithii.
or l>ial. Purblind: weak-sighted.
- ■and' -bllnd'neu. "·
1and' ..box'. n. Sand-box tree. ford and Tommy Merton, two
schoolboys. heroes of Thomas
■and brier. The horse nettle.
Day's once ~pular taJe for the
■&nd bug.
See H1PPA.
S. 4: O. Abbr. Paper Making,
,~d~e~~~·
(t}~t~~n:tc::g
Sized and calendered.
llt.D.dcanal. = STOSI!: CANAL. he attempted to reconcile Rousseau's
naturalism
with a sound~\ee 1 n~~~~tch,
~~~~~~~~~■and'club'. = SANDBAo,2b.
nuisance, while Harry, a _poor
■and cock. The red.shank. Eng.
■and collar. Zool. Sand saucer.
■and cuk.
Any ophidioid fish. ~~~· ~: ~E!~t~:a\\~
an example to Tommy.
■a.nde. Obs. pret. of SEND.
A ;a~f
:=1~~r
■a.n'den (slln'd@:r~ ■an'den
'ca~is
wood' (-wt}bd_l),
n, OF.sandre.
See SANDAL.] a andalwood. eoutheastern Umted States.
aand' -hill'er, n. One of the
Obs. b Red sandalwood.
■a,n'der■ blue (siin'd@:rz). Var.
~~r,!~~i\~e 0 !o~; :~ddi1a\t!"t!
of !UUNDERS BI.UE.
■and.es-man, n.
Also ■ander• regions in Georgia and South
man. [Cf. SANDmessage.] A Carolina. ll. S.
u.nd' -hfil' felCUI gra■■• See
me19enger. Obs,
GRASS,Table II.
u.n'de-ver, Var. of SANDIVER.

...

chair;

of the

Gr~~:~

0
s~e~f::.
us:d1nii~:l'fpt..~:~~~i::}
c",;'U:':,.~':{~fg~lg
the
coast of Florida and Alabama. It has smooth bark, leaves
:h~:i:t:-:ift~~ 9spep~1r;t(iirn~s~~~~~~ta~).In Oregon, a somesand PIPe. A tubular cavity, from a few inches to many
tY!J~~rE~;a 0vce1~~::'!,~~~: ~n~~~W~"a'i!.;J~!~•:;it often
saml.'plp1er (-pipler), n. l. Any of numerous small or
very small limicoline birds distinguished
from the plovers chiefly by the bill, which
is moderately long, and often soft and sensitive at the tip, but not
of the extreme length
characteristic of the typ~~aJ;ni~~i, Ti!:~J:~!fe1i
long, and the plumage
usually streaked with

~~~:•a~?~~~:l~~,!~~

be-

extensively
white
1':i":;iitia~el,y:;~t~uJ:i"Y.
~ores, breed_ing mqstly
Spotted Sandp1~er ( Actitis macutn the Arctic regions
lmta).
but mi~ting
extensi~ely into temperate latitudes.
Of
the species frequenting small inland streams and ponds
the common sandpiper of Europe (.Act-itishypoleuca, syn.
Tring_oides hypoleuctu;), and the allied spotted sandpiper
(which see) of America, are the most familiar. (See TATTLER, 2·> Along th e American coasts and larger inland
waters th e leaSt a nd semipalmated sandpipers (the latter
replaced by the allied western sandpiper in the West) are
most abundant. Allied but larger American species are
Bonaparte's sandpiper (Pisobia, syn. Actodromas, /uscicollis)andBaird'ssandpiper(A.
bairdii). Theknotjdunli11,
sand~rling, ruff, and pectoral sandpiper are wel -known
species.
2. The sandlride.
■and Pride.
small European fresh-water lamprey (Petro-

myzon planeri).

sand PUDlP, A pump for removing wet sand, mud,silt 1 or
the like; as: a A centrifugal pump used on a noat1ng
~r::,~n:03~!';.iir:.,

b~tti~':!f~~

~~ig:r if'.:'s'::~?°~t::i~g;

J:"-t~'iJ~~
aA~yre~f1:ev':~\• ~~~ll ~~~i;,1:,!n:f:~~t"s''ot
h
fit7o~!f}~~ft::~ff1:tich!~!;tv;fcwo~g,~=.;
esp., O.
■and snake. a Any of several harmless burrowin)I' snaket1
of the genus Eryx native of southern Europe, Africa, and
Asia, esp. E. jacufus of India and E. john ii, used by snake
African snake of the
sand BP'IUTJ',Any silenaceous weed of the genus T;ssa.
sand'atay' (slnd'sti'), n. A sand binder; specif., an Auatralian myrtaceous shrub or small tree (Leptospermum
lre1)igatum}. very effective as a sand binder.
sand'stone' (-ston'), n. A rock consisting of sand more
or less firmly united by some cement, as silica, iron oxide,
or calcium carbonate.
Sandstones vary in color, being
commonly red, yellow, brown, gray, or white. According

~~~:;'!',;;,m~,.tJ;'.,'.~~~~~~!!;Y~!~.

~POfc}t~~d
NEW;

t::!d:t~~e~a!~!e:r:i~~ic1v~8Jfed
BEREA

1st

GRIT;

0~~:A.!:;'J'
.::r:
~:c:-k~;~:

GRIT, 2; ITACOLU-

~AX°!.1~f/:ig

t~tr:siui::t
(Leua
h!ti~NO
(Jlenti1and'-lot', a, Lit., of or pert, to a lot or piece of sandy cirl'hus undulatus) of the southern California coast.
ground , - henci,, pert. to, or characteristic of, the policy ■and verbena. Any West American verbenaceous plant
or practices of the socialistic or communistic followers
hs~n1B~~~~!~ somewhat resembling
of the Irish agitator Denis Kearney, who delivered many ■and violet. Any of several species of violet found comof his speeches in the open sand lots about San Francisco i mon!_y in sandy soil; specif.: a In Euro~, Violaarenaria
as the B&Dd-lot conatltutlon of California, framed in 1879, and V.hirta. bintheUnitedStates,thebird's-footviolet.
under the influence of sand-lot agitation.
sand vlPer. a A hognose snake. Local, U. S. b The
1and'man1 (sllnd'miln'), n. A mythical person who makes
horned viper ( Cerastes cornutus) See CBRASTES Also
children sleepy ; -prob. so called in allusion to the rubbing
locally, any of various snakes wh1Ch burrow into the sand:
of their eyes as if there were sand in them.
■and wasp. Any of various solitary wasps which di~ bur■and monitor. A large Egyptian lizard (Varanusarenat~;:i,~~Nr.i:::~r~i,h;c~~~~gn\~~:/~~s,~mihes,aa
sand'wel4 1 (slnd'wl:Hd 1), v. t. To weld with a flux of fused
rius) which inhabits dry localities.
1l'o'::l~t~!r.:.ir~~'t~11:::rar:::. 1• sand (silica) which is hammered or squeezed out.
l-■&Dd--:-p~lo"""ve"""r....A":"'"■-"rio-g""':pl-ov-er-.~w'"'!'h":'"ich~b~ur_ro_w~,
i-,nt":'"he_,a_ody.,....-aea=SANDBLAST,
■ a.nd'•hill' ro■e. A small empe- sand jet.
traceous shrub ( Ce1·atiola eri- sand lance. Va r. of s A N o
coidrs). Soutl,ern U. S.
LAUNCK.
:i::dh::ciC:e~uAo~~~~ie~;;1~~';t
■an'dlc. Yar. of SA:S-DAL.
aand hopper. A beach flea.
11:nt.<rrmi)
ofChickauwpluin.
time sedge (Care.1· m·enaria),
l&nd !eek, = HOCA)IROLE.
sand hornet. A sand wasp.
■and p~.
The sand pride.
the rootstock of which has the
IIaan-di'a (siin-de'ii.>, n, [Sp.] 1and-"!e1s,a, See -LESS.
1;ith canA watermelon.
l&nd line. JJ·WI Boring. The ;a~,t~::· of t!op::i!f{ f~¥i~:~ i!~~~~~=-~fn~aAsafi1'!:°~
rope attached totheeand pump.
Sand'ie. Var. of SANDT,
0
0 UH
~~~~af:!~
:rt1~~~::std~~h~:s~~1,,:.
1and'J,ing
,n.
=
SAND
EEL.
Ohs.
San Dl-e'ro palm (sin de-ii'glj).
■and lizard.
a A common and
The Washington palm.
1~e~~e~he beach graBSAm::~in~1:,; th~l~b:J!~« :!'a_
san-dif'er-ou1 (slln-dlf'@:r-1ie),a widely disti'ibuted European
[Pand+~eromi.} Sand-bearing;
~eri·ej:;f:;ell-bormg
rig, ~1rth~n~!~~r~~ffh~tor one eud
casting up sand. OhP.
sand'i-ly (sln'dY-ll), adv. of sex I inPafm4)of the southern and
central United States.
1g;:~Ra~~~~fs!~h:!~~~a;:;.;~~ ~~l~k:c~~o~~rz~~d:::~bfJf
SANDY
(sense 3). Colloq.
sand lob. A lugworm.
cir/es ncPllatus.
11and'rock', n. Sandstone.
1a.nd'i-ne■1, n. See -NESS,
1and'l1b. a. Like sand. Oh.". aandman,n. [See SAN o messag-e.l ■and rocket. A European brae- ■and 1ktpper. A beach flea.
A messen_f!"er.OhR.
[IJrit.
sicaceous ,yellow-flowered plant si.nd ■melt. A eilversidea.
aa.n'd!-ver(slLn'dl-v@:r),n. lME 11a.nd
martin.
Bank
swa11ow.
saundfoer, prob. fr. OF".sa'in de sand mole. The Cape mole rat.
~~~dJ>~oe~UHN.
1•01rre,fr. OF. sain grease. fat+ ■ and mouse. The dunlin. Eng. 1and rol1er. The troutin~~~~~
perch a. 1and'11p11!"',n, Common bur
de of + voirre, verre, glass, F. aand'nat'ter
(sllnd'nlf.t'@:r), n. 1and runner. A sandpipn or grass.
1ierre (cf. SAIM); cf. also F. sel [G. See SAND;
2d
ADDER.]
=
de verre sandiver, .mint sandi=~a;ae~v;-.SUNDRY.
1a~kr:'":inow.
ver. OF. also suing.] = GLASS
~~n~kl,~ar)~n~a~:~ sand saucer. The mass of eggs, aa.nd tube. A tube made of sand;
GALL.
nettle. The spurge nettle. embedded in firm jellylike mat- specif., a fulgurite.
aan'dh (sln'dl'ks), n. [L. san- ■and
ter, of any gastroJ:>odof the ge- sa.n-du'cha (el n-d tlo'c h 4), n.
dtx, .<o1and!Jx,vermilion, or a 1&Ddoat. Wild oat At•ena.fatua.
.Natica or alhed genus. It I ref. Sp . .<rantucha a religiou■
color hke it, Gr. u0..v8Lt, u0.v- (if!!sa?:e!a~·.
~~:t,~~~!~ fig nus
ha.a the shape of a ~ottomlP,s I hypocritP. l The ladyfl.eha.
8vt.] A kind of minium. or red aand'peep', n. Any very small saucer broken at one side, and 1s I sand vetcJi. The hairy vetch.
lead, made by calcining carbon- sandpiper.
coated with fine 88nd.
sa.nd'weed',n. Dial. Eng. & =
ate of lead. Ohs.
■and pl:n.
A sand grouse.
S. 4: S. 0, Abbr, Paper Making.
SAN DWORT.
b Spurry.
■andJaclr., a Willow oak. bBlue- r~~lfls~·11andwheeL Mining. A wheel
a Thesauger. b A Sized and supP.rcalendered.
jack i,Q!rereua bre1!ifolia).
■and ■crew. An am phi pod crus- with inside buckets for raising
■and )alr.. Var. of SANJAK.
■and pillar.
A sand column.
tacean (Lepidactylis arenarius), water and sand from the ltampa,

•~u,;,1f;J~ib~}!~~~i~::

:~~fe=·
t)~~s!:~:i;~J~1~:
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thin;

Full explanations

:":f~

natyre,

I::i :!v"!i1o!~

;::cr,~"'ci~:r I

verd..9re (250) ; K

of Abbreviations,
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~~~rt;~{'?r:rf~~1tI :::: :::it!

~;!~ri~~YorW:i~

go ; sing, iJ)k ; tllen,

tl~;i:~~9i~e~ekic;;

;~~f
~~~111
\~a.c::t(
~~:,!:~~pl,!1-1!

~o~;:1Y~~~ttr:~\~~
eh:Ia
';;~!:

+c;:~v,i~;).
[r~:tE~fl
::::,;!c.

food, fo~ot; out, oil;

partridges

~'l.~~sin1.~i,'ft¾i~tl~~llfi
i.."nJh.:'o~t;~~ff~
quenting sandy wastes, with which their colors harmonize.
■and pear. a = sNow PBAR, b A Chinese species of Pyrua
(P. sinensis) cultivated as an ornamental tree,and as a stock
for/rafting.
Its hard fruits are sometimes preserved.
■an pile. A fillin_gof sand rammed hard in a deep round
hole made by drivmg and withdrawing a wooden J?:ile;-

Sandstone, under

~~,~rr,~:).Me,:~
<s:~~:

:::e

.:."d"p~~t~:~
•ia;;ei~a.:!e~:la;mall

it~~~fi~:te1:~:::

h~~~;h~;~f8
~ti::~Sand11;us
Dollar< Echinarachparma). (l)

~itf

shrub (liendriun, bux-ifolium), growmg from New Jersey
southward along the coast.
n. Paper covered on one aide
with sand glued fast, - used for smoothing and polishing.
Cf. BMBRY
CLOTH,GLASSPAPER,
aand'pa'per, v. t. To smooth or polish with sandpaper.
·
■andJilU>er tree. Any of several dilleniaceous trees havinJ
tough or scabrous leaves, as Curatella americana, of Gm-

1and'pa'per (sllud'pi'per),

t~,t~i!~

•~~;~~- m!n'l':!~,;~~-;ir,ee'\!~~ri~

San 1de-ma'nl-an (slln 1d!-mi-'nl-lln),

::: !l:r.

land m'IITtle. A low branching evergreen ericaceoua

=ch

in G. ich, ach (144) ; bow; yet;

Slams, ete., lnunedlately

preeede

zh
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SAND WHITING

SANS TACHE

■and

L. -RIA (-a). [NL. See SANITARY.] A health station Ol'
whiting. A common scimnold food fish (Mentici"h"'
2. Bangninary ; 11&vage; bloodthirsty.
Oba. or R.
americanus) of the southern Atlantic and Gulf coasts of 3. Inearlyphysiology,havinghloodastlledominanthnmor
retreat; a sanatorium ; - sometimes restricted to an establishment where the treatment is wholly, or almost wholly,
~~:~~~-a !!J!fe~!&!~!i~:il
!~t"c~':i'n't~~ ~~~ue dusky
(which see); now, characterized by abundant and active
prophylactic, and distinguished from a sanatorium.
sand'wlch (silnd'wlch}, n. [After the Earl of Sandwich.]
circulation of blood; as, a sanguine bodily temperament,
one typically marked by a ruddy complexion, and by cheer- san'l-ta-ry (silu'I-tit-rI), a. [L. sanitashealth: cf. F. sani!. Two pieces of bread usually buttered and having a thin
ful and hopeful, though not always teuacious, spirits.
taire. See SANITY.] Of or perta.iningtohealtb;
designed
layer of meat, cheese, or the like, spread between them.
4. Hence : Warm ; ardent; disposed to be hopeful ; anticto secure or yresel've health ; relating to the preservation
2. Something resembliug a sandwich iu arrangement; a ipating the best ; confident; as, sanguine of success.
or restoration of health ; hygienic ; as, sanitary regulatrio of objects, of which two like or similar ones iuclose
Syn.-Warm,
ardent, lively, confident. See HOPEFUL.
tions ; sanUa.ry science.
a different one; specif., a man with twoadvertisiugboards
san'gulne (slq'gwin), n. 1. Blood color; red (repreSyn. -See SANATORY.
suspended one before aud one behind him.
sented in heraldic engraving by diagonally crossing lines). san'l-ta'tlon (-tii'shl111), n. A rendering sanitary; science
Band'wlch, "· I.; SANn'wrnHED(-wfoht); SAND'WICH-ING. 2. Anything blood-red; as: a Blood-red cloth. Obs. b of sanitary conditions; use of sanitary measures ; bygiene.
To make into a sandwich ; also, to insert between dissimiB]oodstone, or red hematite.
C A kind of red crayon, usu- san'l-ty (slln'T-ti), n. [L. sanitas, fr. sanus sound, healthy.
lar things ; to form of a1teruate parts or things, or alterally of red hematite.
4 A drawing in red crayon, red
See SANE.] State or quality of being sane. a Soundness
nating layers of a different nature; to interlard.
chalk, or the like.
or health of mind. b Health of body. Obs. 01· R.
sand'WOOd'(-wood'), n. [sand + wood, a translation of san-guln'e-ous (sllq-gwin•li-l1s), a. [L. sanguineus. See BRD'lak'(san'jilk'), n. [Turk. sanjaq, ,anjaq, .lit., flag.]
the specific name.] A purple-flowered fabaceous tree or
SANGUINE.] 1. Abounding with blood; sanguiue.
1. In Turkey, a district or subdivision ~
cb 1"11
il
""
~:Ja~bd~~~~~:i~i~e~~ac~Y~i~:~!~~n)
native of th0 Mascarena
2. Of or pertaining to blood; bloody; coustituting blood. of a vilayet or of an eyalet.
2. A sanjakbeg. Obs.
aand'worm' (-wflrm'), n. a Any of numerous annelids, as ., Sanguineous histories of queens.,,
Tliackeray.
San
Jo-se'
scale
(sllu
M-sii').
A
scale
dJi
3
·
Blood-red;
species of Nereis, which burrow in seashore sand. They are
crimson.
Keats.
insect (Aspfdiotus perniciosus) very
used as bait. b An annelid of the genus Sabellaria which
4, Having blood; possessing a circulatory system.
destructive to apple, pear, and other
constructs a tube of sand. C The chigoe.
6, Having a sanguine tempemment;
coufident; hopeful.
fruit
trees ; - first introduced into the
aand'worl' (-wftrV), n. Any plant of the genus A•·enaria san 1 gul-n1t•er-ous (slq 1gwi-nii'<ir-l1s), a. [L. sanguis, United States at San Jose, California.
(which see), most species of which grow in dry, sandy soil.
-inis, blood+ cferous.] Physiol. Receiving blood ; carry- San'khya (saq'ky<i), "·
[Skr. sa,p- ,,
ii dI)
( di - )
[AS
iug blood; circulatory.
khya.] One of the six Ol'thodox systems
&and'Y( s n' ' a.; SAND'I-RR - -er ; SAND'1-BST,
. san-guln'o-lent (sa•J-gwln'IHent), a. [L. sanguinolentus,
of Hiudu philosophy. It is probably
sandig.] 1. Consisting of, abounding in, or containiug,
fr. sunguis blood, cf. l<'.san,guinolent.] Tinged or mingled
t~e oldest of a.ILand was origi_naTiyatheia- San Josij gcale. a
sand ; fu11 of sand i covered or sprinkled with sand ; as, a
hcul, but recei\'ed n rnytholog1calmterprep Adult Females. b
Bandy desert, road, or soil.
with blood; bloody; as, sangu:inoleut sputa. -san-guin'otatt~n. lt teucht!s that beatitude may be Mal€'&• ,1 Youn' in
2. Resembling sand: a Unstable. b Dry; uninteresting.
lence (-lens), san-guln'o-len-cy (-len-si), n.
at~am.ed
by ~no\\)edge of th~ h:enty-flve Vario~sStav"s.gAll
R. c 01 the color of sand; yellowish red; as, sandy hair. San'gul-sor'ba (silq'gwI-s6r'b<i), "· [NL.; L. sanguis
~:a1 ~~~i~
much enlarged.
~;~k~Wl~~af~ree;;;}~~~~:;,
3. Gritty; plucky. Slang.
blood+
sorbere to suck in ;-from
its styptic quality.]
~urusha,
soul, or ego, the union of' tfe two being creation. The
aandy blight. Med. See BLIGHT, n., 6. Australia. - s. !averBot. A genus of rosaceous herbs, formerly included in Po1s
thus
u
dualistic
philo~ophy. Cf. VEDANTA.
Sankhya
ock. a A ring plover. Scot. b The common European
terimn, but distinguished by the fewer stamens and sinsandpiper
a loo a ring plover Scot
ki ~ bird
gle carpel. They have odd-pinnate stipulate leaves and san'nup (silu'ilp ), n. [Algonquian.] A male Indian; a man,
specif., a brave ; a warrior; - correlative of squaw.
eanr y oat'
11
t 1
fl
· d
t
· l ike o 1
the browll. -tbr ashe'r. Loc·al, U. s·.- 1. -~t-, !·tmalocl
..
:::.
¥1~e; ~~: uaiiv:~s 0 1 te:~:raf:~~ron~:
s~
san'o-form (sitn't-f6rm), n. [L. sanareto cure+ iodojorm.]
;'!.~.~s~i~;~::i,~i~::
sorba is the common, or garden, bumet.
1~~esnow
0
Pharm. A colorless, odorless, crystalline substance got
sane (siiu), a.; SAN'ER (san'i'ir); SAN'EST(san'est). [L. san-gulv'o-rous (saq-gwiv't-rl1s), a. [L. sanguis blood+
by action of iodine 011 oil of wintergreen, and used instead
aanus; perh. akin to E. sound, a.] l. MentaUy sound;
E. -vorou.,.] Subsisting upon blood.
of iodoform. Chemically, it is di-iodo-methyl-salicylate.
possessing a rational mind; having the mental faculties in San'he-drln (san'he-drin)
In. [Heb, sanhedrfn, fr. Gr. sans(slnz; F. saN),p1·ep. [F., fr. L. sine withont.] Withsuch condition as to be able to anticipate and judge of the San'he-drlm. (siln'M-drim)
uwi8p,ov; uvv with + e&pa. out; depl'ived or destitute of. Obsoles. in English.
effect of one's actions; as, a sane man. Of the mind, not
a seat, fr. e,eullat to sit. See SIT.l JewishAntiq. Assembly;
1
8
ta,_e, :::i:u~ll:~!n~•
deranged; acting rationally.
council ; - applied to two kinds of such bodies: a Esp.,
i:. Of the body, free from hurt or disease. Obs. or R.
more fully Great Sa.nhedrin, the supreme council and tribuwithout breeches.]
1. Fr. Hist. Lit., a fellow without
breecbee; - a name of reproach given by the aristocrats at
3. Proceeding from a sound mind; showing normal mental
nal of the Jews, developed out of the municipal couucil of
health; as, a sane proposal; a sane criticism.
Jerusalem and consisting of 71 members. It had jurisdicthe time of the first revolution to one belonging to the exSyn. -Sound, healthy,underanged,
unbroken. See WISE. tion over religious matters and more important civil and
treme republican party, the members of which had rejected
aan'ga (saq'g<i), or san'gu (-gi1), n. An Abyssinian breed
criminal cases. It met dailr, except on Sabbaths and festishort breeches, as an article of dress peculiar to the upper
of long-horned humped domestic cattle allied to the zebu.
vals. According to the rabbmical tradition, the council was
classes, and had adopted pantaloons.
BaD'ga-ree'(slq'g<i-re'), "· rs)/,san,Qria.lit., bleeding, fr.. presided over by a president, the Nasi (lit., prince), and a 2. Hence, an extreme or radical republican; a violent
sangre blood, L. aanguis.] A clrmk, common in the tropics,
vice president, the Abbe/din or A bbethdin (lit., father of the
revolutionist ; a Jacobin.
ofwine,water,andsometimesbra.ndy,sweetenedandspiced.
court of justice). b More fully Small, or Le11er, Sanhedrin, sana 1-cu-lot 1tlc (sllnz'kn-l~t'lk), a. Pert. to, or involving,
■an1 ga-ree 1 , v. t. To make into a sangaree.
one of the provincial councils of 23 members, which bad
sans-culottism ; radical ; revolutionary ; Jacobinic.
II sang'-fro14' (siiN'frwii'), n. [~'., cold blood.l Freedom
jurisdiction over minor civil and criminal cases.
BRDB'-cn-lot'tlsm (-Iz'm), n. [F. sans-culottisme.] Exfrom agitation or excitement; coolness in trying circumW- Dryden in•• Absalom and Achitophel" calls Parliatreme republican principles ; the principles or practice of
stances; composure.
ment Sanhedrin and the Lord Chancellor .A.bbethdin.
the sans-culottes.
sang'll-er (sltng 11I-el'), n. [F., fr. L. singularis solitary.] san'l-cle (siln'l-k'I), n. [F., fr. L. 8"nare to heal.] a Any aans 1-cu-lot'tlat (-ist), n. A sans-cnlotte or one sympaHer. A wild boar.
plant of the genusSanicula, formerly reputed to have healthizing with or supporting sans-culottisru.
aan-gulc'o-lous (sllq-gwik'~-lus), a. [L. sanguis, -inis, mgpowers. Somespeciesarecalledb!ackmakerool.
b Any San'skrlt (siln'skrit), n. [Skr. San}skrta the Sanskrit
blood+ E. -colou,.] Inhabiting the blood of living aniof several other plants; - chiefly with a qualifying word.
language, lit., the perfect, polished, or classical Jangnage,
mals, as certain parasites.
See AMERICANSANICLE,etc.
fr. saff',skrta prepared, wrought, made, excellent, perfect;
san-gulf•er-ous (silq-gwlf'i'ir-l1s), a. [L. sanguis blood + Sa-nlc'u-la (s<i-nlk'ii-l<i), n. [NL. Cf. SANICLE,] Bot. sa,n togetl,er (akin to E. same)+ krta made, See SAME;
E. -je,·otts.] Physiol. Conveying blood; aa, sanguiferou& A genus of cl1iefly American apiaceous herbs having palCREATE,] The ancient Aryan language oflndia, from whicla
vessels, i. e., the arteries, veins, capillaries.
mately compound leaves, and unisexual flowers in panicled
are derived the modern Aryan tongues of that country.
san'gul-fl-ca'tlon (silq 1gwI-fI-ki'shl1n), n. [Cf. F. sangui- umbels, the fruit covered with booked bristles. The species
Old Sanakrlt is tile languaf,e of the early Aryan invaders
.fication. Cf. SANGUIFY.]Physiol. Blood production; conare called .rranicle. S. mariland'ica, of the eastern United
i~~i't; el!, ~~:~:lm~~arer~:srev".~i:e:a!'?i.J:.e
~gfiiu~ff~
version of the products of digestion into blood ; hrematosis.
States, is of local repute as a tonic.
San'gul-na•rl-a (silq'gwi-ni'rl-<i; 115), n. [NL., fr. L. san'l-dlne(sllu•T-din),
n. [Gr. a-avio,-,B~, a board;-in al- fers from cla.aalcal 8an.1krit about as much as Homeric
from classical Greek, Classical Sanskrit is a purely liter(herba) sanguinaria an herb that stanches blood.] 1. Bot,
lusion to the tabular crystals.] Jilin. A variety ofortlloclase
language, developed from Old Sanskrit, given rigid
A genus of scapose papaveraceous plants distinguished by in crystals, often transparent, in certain eruptive rocks, as ary
form by early grammarians, and preserved as the sacred
the red juice an
Jes dehiscent to the base. s. cana- trachyte ; glassy feldspar. - ■an'l-dln'lc (-dln'lk), a.
1
densis, the bloodro
s the only species. See BLOODROOT.sa'nl-es (si'ni-ez), n. [L.]
Med. A tbin, serous fluid
d~~~~icftiet~i~:
ei~x~1;~
2. [/, c.J Phann.
e emetic rootstock of this plant.
commonly discharged from ulcers or foul wounds.
TALA). Sanskrit possesses especial interest to philoiogy besan'gul-na-ry (silq'gwI-nt-rI), a. [L. sanguina,·ius, fr. sa'nl·OUB (-lls), a. [L. saniosus, fr. sanie.,.] 1, Med. cause it pl'eserves a greater number of the supposed characteristics of the parent Inda-European language than any
aanguis blood: cf. F. sangufnaire.] l. Consisting of blood;
Pertaining to sanies, or partaking of its nature and appearp
other language of the family. Cf. PAL!, PRAKRIT. See INnoas, a aanguinary stream.
ance ; thin and serous, with a sligbtly bloody tinge ; as,
EoROPEAN.
- San-skrlt'lc (siln-skrit•1 k), a.
2. Attended with much bloodshed; bloody ; as, a ,anguithe sanioua matter of an ulcer.
San'skrlt, a. 01 or pert. to, or written m, Sanskrit,
nary war, contest, or battle.
i:. Med. Discharging sanies; as, a sanious ulcer.
San'skrlt-lst,
n. A scholar learned in Sanskrit.
1
1
3, Bloodthirsty; eager to shed blood; murderous.
BRD1-ta'rl-an (siln I-ti'rl-i!u;
115), a. Of or pertaining to
San'son's' lm.'ag-es (si<N's6Nz'), [After L. J. Sanwn
Syn, - Murderous. bloodtbirsty, cruel. See BLOODY,
health or the laws of health; sanitary.
san'gulne (slq'gwln), a. [F. sanguin, L. sanguineus, fr. san'l-ta'rl-an, n, An advocate of sanitary measures; one (1W2-1842), Fr. E1iysician.J Ph.ysiol. & Optics, Reflected
0
sanguis blood. Cf. SANGUINEOUS.
J 1. Red, like blood.
especially interested or versed in sanitary measures.
!t:f:~n1~~:t~~k
~~J~~e:~1\h~1~C:t~fli~heel~~~
Of' his complexion he was sanguine.
Chaucer.
san 11-ta'ri-um (sln 1I-ti'rY-i1m), n. : pl. E. -RIUIIS (-i1mz), changes show the changes of the lens in accommodation.
''°'· &•of.~
Dial. Eng.
1111an1fa.'~on' (sii.N f1V110N').
~wi~~
~a~~ith
~';.n~h
■an'na, n.
[L.] A kind of I rF.]
Without ceremony; informally; familiarly.
scornful gesture. Oh.11,
See SANDJ~c!:l hold a few men, often construct- :~s'!1e~a1or:~~i~d~~:a·ln
~a~g:~
~cki~~r tfee8c~.kjaan1~~~~t
8 [CL'i~:t~amia.]
II•~• gina' (siiN zhiln'). f,F.J
aandwich tern. A rather large ed of bowldera round a natural the Malabar coast. lnrlid. Ob-"· gent (-RD',lf n t), a. - au'gutWithout constraint or em arEuropean tern (Stern a 1<mul- hollow. b A primitive wooden ■Aanp',gu
[ot'INE, I To 1,rove. demoni.trate ObH
0 dl,-1 11ce'•,r0 (sbll~10'0gdw.l•fl'~r), n. 1u'10t1■ (-gus), a.
v1che,Mi1) represented in North bll
r idge,,clewitbhm~!1,n,e
pilu.ie,rsd.•
b•f').
f
aannra.na. sa.ngwyn. + SAN- ■an'nl cdn'll, R.•.The c,ain- ~=~~GJJie~~siiadame. CntherandCentral America byan allied 1 &111'
..,.. 8 .~ ~ u
10-gulf'lu-ou■
(BIIJ-gwlf'll'io- Ban"iie-driat (slln'hti:-drlst), n.
mon ur~ean sand~Jf.e!_.Scot. ine wife of .Mar~hal Lefebvre
v
0arnide~.ii◄e•o·na.l'il.f!8ad1•wfrala11._ Eng. [F.] l ..it .• ox blood: hence, a tis), a. fL· .<tanr,u.1s+ jluere to A member of the Sanhedrin.
a~e~~.:: she' having bee~ the companY
0nd 1D ancient :~·j,ii-ffw 1(s\;,1;!t\1J~·
u.nd'Y\s11n'dl)~ 1.;
SANDI
ES i~i~:::
~::;2:tt.• (~~:;ehr1;t), :omh~~!:
1
1~~clita~r::.ted :~:~:~':. 0~~~;:i:lh~r ~~ !:n,~k~
1on
(-dlz), [From SA.SD,n.] A ring •~'-dra1
(sllng'drlg'tin;
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SANT

SAPPER

San'tal (sln'tlil), n. A member of one of the principal

3. To make nnstable or infirm ; to nnsettle; weaken.
Tennyson.
Ring out the grief that saps the mmd.
sap (slip), t'. i. 11/il. To proceed by, or to execute, saps.
:f!i~~~~}~~:!ni~s~~rt}'i!~
~:!1~~l:fli•i':i
\\~ulll1r::g:~~:~~~
sap,
n. Mil. An approach in the form of a narrow trench
western Bengal, although many emigrate as laborers.
with its head protected by a-parapet of earth thrown up
San'ta-la'ce-m(sll111t<i-li'•f-ii), n. pl. [NL. See SANTA- from
the trench, formerly by gabione filled with earth,
Munda-speakinf peoples of India.

Theft are industrious

LUil.] Bot. A family of herbs, shrubs,or rarely trees(order Santalales), comprising about 26 genera and 250 species, most13 tropical. They Dave clustered apetalous mon-

,ap(p)inu, a kind of fir or pine tree.] Bot. A g,mna of
euphorbiaceone trees and shrubs of wide distribution
warm regions. They have entire leaves and small spicate
or racemose flowers with 2 stamens. succeeded by a loculicidal capsule. The acrid milky juice of S. indicum is nsetl.
in staining rattan.
The bark of some South AmericaD
species is used for tanning. s. sebijerum is the tallow tree.
aap'llng (slP'IIng), n. 1. A young tree; specif., a yonng
forest tree with a trunk not above four inches in diameter.
2. A youth. "You 're a young, foolish sapling," Shak.
3. A greyhound whelped prior to a given running season
but in the same calendar year.
sapling OUP or tankard. A cask-shaped wooden ale tankard; a stave tankard.
aaP'o-dil'l.a(sllp'~-dil'<i), n. [Sp. sapotillo, zapolillo, dim.
of zapote. See SAPOTA.]
a A Ja.rge tropical American sapotaceous tree {Sapota zapotilla), with hard
reddish durable wood and
handsome evergreen foliage. It is one of the trees
yielding chicle gum. b
The fruit of this tree. It
has a rough brownish skin
and very sweet yellowish
pulp.
In the Spanish
West Indies it is called
.
.
nispero ,· in the British
Sapodtlla, Leaves and Frmt1.
West Indies, naseberry ,· in the Philippines, chico.
sap 10-na'ceoua (eitp'~-ni'shii•), a. [L. sapo, -onis, soap,
of Teutonic origin, and akin to E. soap. See SOAP. J Re·
sembling soap ; having the qualities of soap ; . soapy. aap1o-nac'1-ty(-nlle'i-ti), n.
.
Sap1o-na'r1-a(-nii'ri-<i; 116), n. [NL., fr. L. sapo soap.
See SAPONACEous. J Bot. A genus of sileuaceous herbs, natives of the Old World, with large flowers with a tubular
or gibbous calyx, five clawed petals, and a 4.valved capsule.
S. officinalis is the common soapwort, or bouncing Bet.
sa-pon'i-fl'a-ble (sa-p~n'l'.-fi'<i-b'I), a. Capable of being
saponifled.
aa-pon'i-fl-ca'tion(-fi-kii'shun), n. [Cf. F. saponijication. See SAPONIPY. J Act, process, or result, of soap
making ; coQversion into soap ; chemically, the decomp<r
sition of a fat by alkali, with the formation of a soap, or salt
of the fatty acid, and glycerin; hence, Chem., the decomposition of any ester into the corresponding alcohol and
acid (either free or in the form of a salt); also, the similar
production of an acid from some other derivative.
aapoolflcation value or number. Chem. A value obtained in the analysis of oils, fate 1 etc. 1 being the number of
millig-rams of potassium hydroxide neutralized, on saponiflcat1on1 by one gram of substance. The ■aponUlcation

in

pushed forward, usually in a zigzag direction to minimize
enfilade fire, towards the works of a besieged place, to enable an assault to be delivered from close at hand, or minO
O
ing to be done. When one side of the trench is J½'.rotected
parasites. Comandra (the bastard toadfiax), Pym/aria
~[p~
~i~'o~P;
when bot , a double
(the buffalo nut), Buckleya, and .Nestronia are genera occurring in the United States. -san'ta-la'ceoua (-shiis), a. saya-jou (BIIP'<i-joo; F. ea'pWzhoo'; 277), n. [F., fr. Tupi
sa.6-guaru, lit., big monkey.] a A capuchin monkey (genus
San1ta-la'l.ea(-Iiiz), n.pl. [NL.] Bot. An order of archiCebus). b Formerly, sometimes, a spider monkey.
chlamydeous dicotyledonous plants comprising 7 families,
among which are the Santalacem, Lorantbacem, and Ola- &a-Pan'wood (sa-pln'). [Malay sapangJ A red dyewood
obtained
from the East Indian cmsalpituaceous tree B;ancacere. They are distinguished by having a I-celled infecrea sappan ,· also, the tree itself. The wood is a soluble
rior ovary ; most of them are parasitic.
red wood, and was the first of the so-called "brazilwoods"
san'la-UD(elln't<i-lin), n. [Cf F. santaline. J Chem. A importea into Europe.
red crystalline substance, the coloring matter of red san:~Jteti!~: ~:aef~~n~~~~{~o",rn~.;p~ie::.;:.tzhey
dalwood and perhaps also of other similar redwoods; called also sanlaUc ac;d. Its formula has been given vari- sa-pek' (s<i-p~k'), n. Also aa-pec'. [F. sapeque, prob.
fr. Malay sa-paku a string (of cash).] a Any of the Oriand CnH1nOo,
ously as C1aHuOrh C10H1nO,s,
San'ta-lum(-liim), n. [NL., fr. Gr. rra.,Ta,\a,. See SANDAL- ental coins better known in English as cash. b A _bronze
WOOD.
l Bot. A small genus of trees typifying the family
coin worth 1 An-piaster issued by France for Indo China.
Santafacere; the sandalwoods.
They have coriaceous sap fagot. Mil. A short but very strong fascine, used to
fill interstices between gabions at the head of a sap, when
1-fob1;d~~£?~!rai
1
sandbags are not procurable.
are found in tropical Asia and Australia. See SANDALWOOD. &ap'ful(ellp'fil1il), a. Abounding in sap; sappy.
San'to-ll'na(s~n 1t~-li'n<i), n. [NL., fr. It. santolina, name sap green. A dull olive-green coloring matter prepared
of the plant.] Bot. A email genus of aeteraceous underfrom the juice of buckthorn berries; also, its color. It is
now used chiefly in coloring food products.
shrubs, natives of the Mediterranean region. They resema. Designating, or pert.
ble the yarrow (Achillea) in their finely dissected leaves Saph'a-ren'alan(sllf'<i-r~n'ahiin),
and clustered heads, but differ in the absence of rays. B. to, a method of chronology used in Spain from the 6th to
chamrecypari:iisusis the lavender cotton.
the 12th century, by which the years were numbered from
&an'ton \sllu 1t~n; si!n-ton'), n. [Sp. sant6n, augmented
38 B. c., the date of the conquest of Spain by Augustus.
fr. sanlo holy, L. sanctus.] A Turkish saint; a kind of aap'head' (ellp'Md 1), n. A weak-minded, stupid fellow;
dervish, regarded by the people as a saint ; also, a hermit.
a milksop. Colloq. - sap'-head'ed, a. Colloq.
1an-ton'i-ca (el!n-t~n'l-k<i), n. [NL., fr. L. herba santo- sa-phe'n0118(s<i-fe'nus), a. [LL. saphena a vein in the
nica, a kind of plant, fr. Santoni a people of Aquitania.]
saphena; fr. Ar. fafln; cf. OF. saphene, F. saphene,
a The European wormwood (Artemisia pauciflora). b leg,
Sp. saflna.J Anal. a Desi~natingthetwoprincipalenperPhm·m. An anthelmintic drug consisting of dried flower flcial veins of the legs. The interna.1, or long, aaphenoua
heads of this plant; Levant wormseed. See SANTONIN.
vein begins at the foot and passes up the inside of the leg,
san'to-Din(slln't~-nTn), n. Also santoni:ne. [Cf. F. san- going
in front of the internal malleolus, and behind the
tonine. See SANTONICA. J Chem. A white, crystalline,
internal femoral condyle, and, entering the saphenous
slightly bitter substance, C 16H 180 3 , occurring in eantonica
opening, joins the femoral vein. The external, or ahort,
and in corresponding parts of other species of Artemisia,
aaphenoua vein passes behind the outer malleolus and up
and used as an anthelmintic.
In overdose it produces
the back of the leg, joining the popliteal at the knee. b
poisoning, causing all objects to appear yellow, or less Pertaining to, or in the region of, the saphenous veins;
0
as, the lntema.1, or long, and external, or abort, B&phenou
rt::nof~~;hti~1~~!eandci~~,!~i~:e,s:~!
lies to form salts of santonlc, or aa.ntontnic, acid, CrnH2oO,. nerves, cutaneous branches of the anterior crural and the
popliteal nerves, which accompany the above veins ; the
This acid in tum. by heating with alkalies, is converted into
■aphenous opeDing, an opening in the broad fascia of the
the isomeric ■a.ntoic, or aantonic,_acid. With hydriodic acid
and phosphorus santonin (rielas aantonoua acid, CrnH~oOa, thigh through which the internal saphenoue vein passes.
obl p~[~~!fJ'U:\ 8
aap'ld (sllp'ld), a. [L. sapidus, fr. sope,·e to taste: cf. F.
of ,apide. See SAPIENT, SAVOR.] Having the power of affect!~~o~1fl~:l°&~
ii
i~~~~1e~t1encil~!:"J
aYt:if"ms of the fat
tufa from the island of Thera (also called Santorin or San- ing the organs of taste; possessing savor, or flavor. u Sapaa-pon'l-fi'er(s<i-pon'i-fi'er), n. That which saponifles ;
!~~~!)~~i~:l:fi~~e8rJ~~!E:~fn:~~!~t
light gray, sili- id, visible, audible objects."
J. JJfartineau.
specif., any reagent used to cause saponification.
San'vi-ta'li-a (s~n'vi-ti'li-<i), n. [NL., prob. after one 1a-pld'1-ty(sa-pid'l-ti), n. [Cf. F.sapidite.J Quality or aa-pon'i-fy (-fi), "· t. & i.; -FIED(-fid); -FY 1ING (-filing).
of the Italian family Sanvitali. J Bot. A small genus of state of being sapid ; taste ; savor ; savoriness.
[L. sapo, -on;s, soap+-Jy: cf. F. saponijier.J To convert
Mexican asteraceous herbs having small heads with yellow aa'pl-ence (si'pi-ilns), n. [L. sopientia: cf. F. sapience.
into soap ; to subject to, or to undergo, saponifi.cation.
See SAPIENT.]1. Quality of being sapient; wisdom ; sage- 1ap'o-nln(elp'ti-nin), n. [L. aapo, -onis, soap: cf. F. saor white rays, a fl.at receptacle, and naked or awn-tipped
ness; profound knowledge; also, practical wisdom or com- ponine. l Chern. Any of a group of glucosides occurring in
achenes. S. procumben& is often cultivated for ornamenmon prudence; - often used ironically.
Chaucer.
tal edgings. Also [1. c.J,a plant of this genus.
many plants, as in soapwort, soapbark, etc., and characsap (slip), n. [AS. srep; akin to OHG. saf, G. soft, Ice!. 2. [cap.] The apocryphal Book of Wisdom. Obs.
terized by their property of producing a soapy lather. Some,
3. The rational or intellectual powers. Obs. or R.
aafi,·orig. uncert.i prob. fr. L. sapamustornewwineboiled
at least, appear to form a homologous series of the forthick. J 1. The juices or finid contents of a plant, esp. aa'pl-ent(-i!nt), a. [L. sopiens, -enlis, p. pr. of sape,·e to
:~~\f;kHJS1~iite?~:~:hc~~~~Y~i~j:se;~~~l~?
from
taste, to have sense, to know. See SAGE, a..J l, Wise ; sage;
the watery solution which circulates through the vascular
discerning;--often in irony. "Sapient sir, sit here." Shak. sap'o-nite (-nit), n. [Sw. saponit, fr. L. sapo, -onis, soap.)
0
~\s~g:
iE!~rbtitioJr: :t1~~~~g dY~s~~~ c::ri~!:
2. Affording knowledge or wisdom; as, a sapient plant. R. Min. A hydrous silicate of magnesium and aluminium, ocsalts obtained from the earth. This so-called crude sap Syn. -Sagacious, knowing, wise, discerning. See SHREWD.
curring in soft, soapy, amorphous masses, filling veins and
passes by diosmosis through the xylem :portion of the vas- sa'pi-en'tlal (-~n'shlll), a. [L. sapientiali.,.J Having, af- cavities in serpentine, diabase, etc. Sp. gr., 2.24-2.38.
fording, or expounding, wisdom. - sa'pl•en't:lal-ly, adv. sap'o-rll'io(-rif'l'.k), a. [L. snpor taste+ E. -jic.] Having
f:J:!s b~1~!~~:opr~:t~tloilofr~Y/f-~~n::~J~~felists~~h~l:
the power to produce the sensation of taste; producing
synthesis (see PHOTOSYNTHESIS) ; the surplus water is tran=kEc~i~~i!:t,~uos~ksoi~. Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,
taste, flavor, or relish.
spired, and the newly formed carbohydrates and proteids
(-ros'i-ti), n. The quality of a body by whiCh
a.re transloca.ted through the phloem or sieve tissue to the Sap11n-4a'G8-IB(ellp1In-di'si-e), n. pl. [NL. See SAPIN- B&P'O-roa'l-ty
DUS.J Bot. A family of trees, shrubs, or rarely herbaceous
it excites the sensation of taste.
ru:t~u~ettt
:11er~~r:r:cim~&i:.e
1~s~~i;:;
vines (order Sapindalee), of about 118 genera and over sap'o-roua(ellpfti-rus), a. [L. Sllporus, sapororus, that rel1,000 species, almost entirely of the tropics; the soayberry
ishes well, savory, fr. sap01· taste.] Having flavor or taste.
1
r~n!:p a~!~iaf~fa:
p~~ci1:!Yy
family. The:y have mostly pinnate or palmate exst1pulate Sa-po'ta (•<i-po't<i), n. [NL., fr. Mex. tzapotl. Cf. BAFOleaves, direc1ouslf. polygamous flowers and baccate or
DILLA.] a Bot. A email genus of tropical American trees
irJt!~i~t1:~:n~s ~Efii:~ 0 c~~~!::l'e!~ :~~t!~~~r:~rt!~:
capsulard often edible, fruit. Sapindus, NepheUum, Paultypifying the family Sapotacere, restricted by some to S.
See TRANSPIRATION i cf. CELL SAP a.
zapotilla. See SAPODILLA.b [I. c.J The aapodilla plnm.
l,l. Any liqnid or humoreSBential to life or health, or charao~mf:;:t::rir~~t:.7 ~r:~?i:~&~!::::c-~h°l~)~~i-ng
SaP'o-la'ce-m
(elp 1~-tii1si-e), n.pl.
[NL. See SAPOTA.]
acteristic of a healthy, fresh, or vigorous condition; vi- Sap1ln-da'lea (-liiz), "· pl. [NL.] Bot. a In Lindley's
tality; vigor; essential element; blood.
Shak.
classification, an alliance including the soapworts and al- Bot. A family of trees orahrube (order Ebenales),coneisting
of
about
31
genera
and
400
species,
widely distributed
3. Sapwood, or alburnum.
lies. b In modern taxonomy, an order of archichlamydein tropical regions; the sapodilla family. They have milky
4. pl. Forestry. Lumber containiug much sapwood. It is ous dicotyledonous plants comprising 20 families, including
juice,
coriace~ms
lea.ves
and
axillary
flowers
succeeded by
inferior in quality to the grades called Jh-sls and seconds.
1
the Anacardiacem, Aquifoliacere, Celastracere, Aceracere,
&. Qua,·rying. Outside stone softened by weathering.
0
O
and Sapindacem. They have the stamens inserted on a
l!~:~i!\
6. Any liquid taken with solid food. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
disk, and the ovary with one or two ovules in each cell.
inodia; the ovary is superior, 2-many-celled. Many gen7. A saphead; a milksop; also (Eng.), an overzealons Sa-pln'dua(sa-pin'dus), n. [NL. ; L. s11posoap+ Indiera, esp. Palaquium, yield gutta-percha, various gums, etc.
student. 8/llng (esp. in schools) or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
cus Indian.] Bot. A genus of tropical and subtropical
Sapota is the sapoailla, and Ach.ras (~n. Lucuma) is the
sap, v. t.; sAPPED(ellpt); sAP'PING. [F. saper (cf. Sp. za- trees, the soapberries, typifying the family Sapindacem,
8nd
par, It. zapp<lre), fr. sape a sort of scythe, LL. sappa a having abruptly pinnate or unifoliolate leaves and tetramsort of mattock. J 1. To subvert by digging or wearing
erous flowers succeeded by a fleshy or leathery berry. aa-po1te (si!-po'ti), n. [Sp.] l. In the West Indies: a
Several species occur in the southern United States.
The sapodilla. b The marmalade tree or its fruit.
away ; to mine ; undermine.
Sa'pi-um (si'pi-um), n. [NL., fr. L. soppium, var. of 2. In the Philippines, a date plum (Diospyro, ebenaster).
l,l. Mil. To operate against, or pierce, by saps.
astrian :\le~siah. There a.reto he Sa'phat (sii'flt). Bih.
person considered in hie rela- , -gen + -in.J Chem. A white
three. each inaugurating a spetion to any of hie three (or, crystalline product of the decial period of human pro,i:tress. L'-p\t~\!!:~,;;;•f't:YJJ/a>,
rarely, six) nearest lineal (male) composition of sa.ponin,of soaps A. P. Abbr. SemI-l\_l'lllOfe
Sa.ph'a-tl'a■ (-ds). Bib.
ancestors or (conversely) de- wort, etc.
piercmg.
scendants ;- so named tieca.use sa.p'o-na.-ry (s l p'O-n ft"-rl),a.
::_i,ph::iiars~~~~~J~.E~. rLL.] the pinda is offered to the three [Cf. LL. Rapo11arius a eoap
::rth;·~ak
A 11 at. A saphenous vem or nearest
ancestors, and the maker.] Saponaceous.
&•l11ml Slang.
f_ielly.! nerve. -111--phe'n&l(-ndl), a.
crumbs to the next three. Cf. SA- ■ap'o-nul (e"llp'O-ntll),n Alee
!I■ &'~a' (sA'pA'), n. [F.] Gra,r.e, Sa'pheth (sii'feth). Bib.
KULYA. - aa-ptn'd.a,.ship, n.
aaponule. [F. sapom,1e, fr. L.
(slp'd-0
Tl O). Sa'-ohir Cflii'f~r). Bih.
aap a-dll'lo
1s0(s~~~~:)_Pert. i rl~~ai,~ti~i!~~~~]
oi::1nf3ei:;;
Var. of SAPODILLA.
sa.'phir' d'eau' (sR/fer' dU'). ~~8i1:~~~i~sg~fe
aa-pak'u. Var. of ~Al'EK.
~F.] = \\'ATER SAPl'IIIRE.
aap'buah', n. A grove or wood aph'ism (slf'Jz'm),n., Saph'- :::i~~ta.\~ii'f,I}}:'l.A small Moro i ~lk'!Ntft:1n::~~~~a.~i~\I:-:~ho:i~
of su~ar maples. U. S. •
ilt. "·• etc. See SArrmsM, etc. ■a'pi...u't&n (sii.'pe-®'tdn), n. Ipound of an essential oil. Obs.
sap cavity. Bot. A vacuole.
saph'ron. t SA Fl<'RON.
[Malay sdpi-iifan wild cow; Rlipi I 'ILJl:OD wood. t SA PAN WOOD.
sap chafer. A beetle of the sube aap'id-leaa, a. Insipid. Obs.
cow+ Utan wild.] The anoa. , aa por, n. [L-l Savor; taste;
I flavor; also, jmee : Rap.
family Cetoniinm.
B&ple,n. A sapling. Ohs
■ape. t SOA p.
aa.p'leaa, a. f,,ee-u~ss.
■ap'o-tad (elp'O-tld), n. An7
aape. n. [L sapa.] Must. Ob!f. aa'pl-ent, n. Sapience ; a Mpi0
1ape. n. roF.• fr. L. ,capa.J A ent person; a sage. Ohll.
[s~}1
:!;J~~tt'!.Y~~:;o-t?i~d). Va.:.
decoction of herbs. Obi'.
toadfl~h, eep. Opsmm~ pardm:, I of QAJ>ODJJ.LA.
■a'pl-en'ter. adv. [L.J Wisely;
correctl_y. Obs.
common on the Gulf coaet.
i aa'po-toz'in,
n. [saponin +
~~ft1; s~~'b;
':is!:
aa'pl-en'tiou■ (si 1 pY-i!n'sh'Ue), aa'po (si'pU), n. [L. See SAPO- ) tn3'in.] CJ1em. A po190nous conaapen. t shapen, p. p. of ~HA 1•E. a. Sapiential. Obs. [pient. R. N AcEous.1 Soap; specif., U. s. stituent of commercial saponin.
11 ■ a'pe-re au'de(slp'@-re). [L.]
aa'pt-ent-ize, u. t. To make sa- Pharm., white ca.stilesoap.
aapour. n.
L.
Dure to be wise.
Horace (Ep. I. ii. 40). ::;f!:8:~lrF
pf~P!~APontLLA
b. !
o/':A 0P0:i.
(s d-P:lSj'l!-n In ; ■ap1per, n. A cutting tool to i.
t,:hc::.f).v:r'.bof SAFAR.
(s~J~~d~:i:·.
[_i~; ■ap-og'e-Jll.n
al.p•G-j~n'Jn), n. [saponin + I move 11&.pwood.
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SAPPER
sap'per (sllp'<ir), n. [Cf. F. sapeur.]

One who saps;
specif., Mil., a soldier employed on saps or in digging
mines, as a member of an army corys of engineers· also, formerly, a soldier engaged in any digging or on field works.
Sap'phio (silf'ik), a. [L. Sapphicus, Gr. ~am/>tKci<,fr.
~amt,w Sappho.] 1. Of or pert. to Sappho, a Greek poetess
( c. 600 B. c.) of Lesbos, famous for beautiful Jove lyrics.
2. Pros. Designating, or pertaining to, any of certain
verse forms used by Sappho, esp. a logaredic pentapody
with a dactyl in the third place (- v I - t I - II- I - v I · v}.
Bapphlc strophe, three such verses followed by an Adouic.
Sap'Phlc,n. Pros. A Sapphic verse.
aap'phlre (sill'ir), n. [ME. saphfr, safir, F. saphir, OF.
also sajir, L. sapphirus, Gr. uti.7rcf,eLpoi,of Orieutal origin i
cf. Heb. sappir.] 1. A pure variety of the mineral corundum, in transparent or translucent crystals; specif.,

SARCOPHAGIDlE

saplro-phyte(sitP'r~-fit), n. [sapro-+-,,hyte.]

Biol. Any
organiam livini on dead or decaying organic matter ; -

rg:t~~~:O~s
a:~!r!g~sto!1~:\~~i~t~
hj;:i~d!~~:it~:
coralroot ( Corallorhiza), and certain families, as the Mono•
tropacere, are saprophytes. See MYC0RHIZA
i cf. PARASITE,
3.
aaptro-phyt'lc(-fit'ik), a. Bot. Pert. to, or characteristic
of, a saprophyte. -aaptro-phyt'l-oal-ly (-I-kiil-i), adv.
sap•ro-phyt-lsm(-fit-h'm), n. State of being saprophytic.
IIBP'IIB•gO
(sllp'B<i-go), n. [G. scltabzieyer; scltabm to
shave, toscrape~zieger
a sort of whey.] A kind of Swiss
cheese, of a greenish color, flavored with melilot.
sap shield. Mil. A steel plate used as a shield by a sapper or other advanced worker.
sap•suck'er (sllp'siik'er), "· Any of several
small American woodpeckers of the genus
Spltyrapicus, e1.4p.the yellow-bellied sapsucker (8. varius) of the eastern United
States, which feed partly on the sap of
trees. The red-breasted sapsucker (S.
ruber) inhabits western North America.
Also, incorrectly, any of various other
small woodpeckers.
aap1u-cal'a (Bilptoo-ki'a), n. [F. sapucaia, fr. Tupi sopil,, egg+acaia, name of
the tree.] Any of several South American trees, species of Lecyth.is.
sapucala nut. The oily edible seed of
the sapucaia, esp. of several Brazilian
species, as Lecylhis amazonwn, L. lanf~~lf~~d~9.~~bf~~~h oTI~ey are used
sap1wood 1 (slp 1wo6d 1),
Bot. Albur1
num i - dieting. from heartwood.
1·a1ncus t-'anus),
sar'a-band (sllr'<i-bitnd), 11. [F. sara- Male.
bande, Sp. zarabanda, fr. Per. sarband a fillet for a lady's
headdress ; sar head
band band.] a A slow Spanish
dance of Barace11ic origin. b Music for this dance or in its
slow triple rhythm,
having
usually
a
~
markedaccentonthe4
C
12 [ I ~ [ I
:_t';.~dd~~~t·aJ~~:!ii:
Snraband Rhythms.
tial movement in the classic suite of Handel, Bach, etc.
Sar'a-cen (-slSn), n. [L. Saracenus one of a people of Arabia, LL., a Saracen, a Mohammedan; cf. Gr. ~apa1<11v6;-;
perh. of Ar. origin. Cf. SARCENET, SARRASlN,]
].. Orig.,
a nomad of the deserts between Syria and Arabia; later 1
an Arab; hence, a Mohammedan or Mussulman, esp. as
hostile to the Crusaders.
2. A pagan ; a heathen ; an infidel. Obs.
Saracen, or Saracen's, stone. A sarsen.
Sar'a-cen'lc (-s~n1Ik) \ a. Of or pertaining to the SaraSar1a-cen'l-cal (-I-kill) cens ; as, Saracen/ c architecture.
Saracenic architecture} the architecture
of the conquering

sar-oaa'tlo(siir-kils'tik), a. Expressing, or expressed by,
sarcasm; characterized by, or of the natui-e of, saroe.em.;
given to the use of sarcasm ; satirical.
What a fierce and sarcastic reprehension
drawn from the friendship of the world !

would this have
South.

Syn. - SARCASTIC,
SARDONIC.One is SARCASTIC
who is cuttingly or tauntingly reproachful ; SARDONIC
(see etym.) is
used esp. of facial expression, and sugiests derisive or
sneering sarcasm ; as, ••Mr. Bennet was [anj odd ... mixture of quick parts, sarcast-ichumor, reserve and caprice"
(Ja1le Austen); a sarcastic remark; '' a sa·rdonic smile,
such as Alexander von Humboldt used to have when he
contemplated the late Kiug of Prussia's missionary deaconesses" (M. Aruold) i O He would sometimes .....
?'ith ironic
deference, send to borrow a rod of the Under master and
then, with sar<lonfr grin, observe to oue of his upper boys
'how neat and fresh the twigs looked' "(Lamb). See IRONY,
RIDICULE,MALICIOUS.
sarce1net, sarse•net (sars•n~t), 11. [Prob. a derivative fr.
OF. & F. Sarrasin Saracen i cf. LL. saraceuicum cloth
made by Saracens. See SARACEN.] A species of fine thin
silk fabric, used for linings, etc.
Sar1cl-na (sar'si-na), n. [NL., fr. L. sarcina bundle.]
Bacterial. a A genus of nonciliated bacteria of the family
Coccacere, distinguished by having cells which divide in
three directions, resulting in cubical masses. The species
are mostly harmless i many are chromogenic.
b LI, c.]
pl. •NJE(-nii). A bacterium of this ~•nus.
sar-cln'lc(-sinffk), a. Pert. to,or caused by, sarcinre.
sar'co- (siir'k0-). Combining form from Greek uO.p~, uap,c:Oi;-,
flesh; as, sarcophagous, flesh-eating i sm·cology.
Sar-cob'a-tus(siir-kob'ri-tlis), n. [NL.; sarco-+ Gr. /Jo.To< bramble hush.]
Bot. A genus of branching spiny
chenopodiaceous shrubs, the greasewoods, found on alkali
plains and deserts of the western United States.
They
have monrecious flowers, the staminate borne in aments,
the pistillate solitary. The winged fruit contains one seed.
sar•co-carp (siir'M-kiirp), n. Lsarco- + -cm,,.] Bot. a
A fleshy mesocarp, as the pulpy part of a peach. b Improperly, any fleshy fruit.
sar'co-cele (-s'el), n. [Gr. uap,c:o,c'lli\:q;a-0..pf,uap,cO~,flesh
+ K,jA~ tumor.]
11/ed. Any solid tumor of the testicle.
Sar'co-col'la (-klSl'<i), n. [NL., fr. L. sarcocol/a a Persian
gum, fr. Gr. a-op,coKOAAa.; uapE, aap,c,0~, flesh
,cC,,\,\4
glue.] a Bot. A small genus of South African pena,aceous
shrubs having axillary or spicate yellow or red flowers, the
long perianth tube with four reflexed lobes. b [I. c,l A
gummy exudate supposed to be obtained from species of the
above genus, a1though found chiefly in Arabia. It possesses
an aromatic odor and a bitter, acrid taste. It was formerly thought to possess healing properties.
Sar1oo-cya-tld'e-a(-sis-tid 1 i-a), n. pl. [NL. See sAaco-;
-CYST.J ZoOI. An order of elongate Sporozoa chiefly parasitic m the fibers of voluntary muscle of mammals. The
best-known species isSarcO<.'YSti.~
mfeschni. Its individuals,
when in muscle fibers, are known as Ra.tney's, or Miescher' ■,
corpuacles. - sar'CO·CYB·tid'e-an
(-an), sar'CO·CYS·tld'I·
~~~~8 rr~:~~!YSubj~1 8g~t~dt~6~1~~ d::!Ft~u'!~~o~i~~;.
an (-I-an), a. & n. - aar'cO-CY■'told (-sis 1toid), n.
tain typical variations, as in the almost equnateral pointed
sar'code (siir'kod), n. [Gr. uapKwB~· fiesl1y; 170.pfflesh+
arch, the pointed dome with external relief decoration,
.w.. form. Cf. BARcom.] Biol. The protoplasm of the
and the square or polygonal minarets in diminishing stobody of a unicellulal' animal.
Du Jardin (1835).
0
1
!~~h~f o}tn~~~1;ed, !~?\t:rl~~~
o~0
Sar-co'des (siir-ko'dez), n. [NL. See BARCODE.]Bot. A
genus
of
monotropaceous
plants
consisting
of a single spe1
i~n~ lot!'i~~n1~::as~:g~~1
cies, Sm·codes sanguinea, the snow plant of the Califor•
nian Sierra Nevada. See SNOW PLANT.
o~tit~
dfnmih! 0
half-dome, and pendentives, and conically spired minaret sar-cod1lc (Biir-klSdffk) la. Biol. Pertaining to, or reof the Turkish at_yle. Constructive design avpears usually sar•co-doua(sar'k~-dus) f sembling, sarcode.
subordinate to decoration, which is Oriental 111 spiritlcbar•
Sar1CO·di'na(sar 1k~-di'nci), n. pl. [NL. See SARCODB.]
acterized by arabes<1ues 1 geometric patterns of mter acing
Zool. The Rhizopoda. in a broad sense (see RHIZOPODAa).
aar'co-lem'ma (-lem'ti), n. [NL.; sm·co- + Gr. Aip.p.a.
l~ne:riYU~nts~:! 1t~~~~~o~~e :Y:!~s
s\i:i:gs~!~~te~l
rind, skin.] Anat. Tbe very thin transparent homogenepictured or sculptured representation of animal life i by
ous sheath inclosing a striated muscular fiber. - sartoc,.
stalactite ornament and decorative inscriptions.
lem•mtc
(-Ik), aar'co-lem'Jnons(-il.s), a.
Sa•rah (sii:rra), n. [Heb. Siiriih: cf. L. Sara, fr. Heb.]
1. Lit., a pt·inceBB; -fem. prop. name. F. Sa,·a (s8/r1V); sar-ool'o-gy (siir-klSl'~-jI}, n. [,arco- + -logy.7 a That
part
of
anatomy
which tre..ts of the soft parts. b The anIt., Sp., & Pg. Sara (Bii'ra); G. Sara (zii'ra). -Dim. Sal,
cient theory that a part of the animal body taken into the
Sally (Sawkin, obs.).
human
system
nourishes
a correspondinf!'part. Cf. ORGAN02. Bib. Also Sa•ral (si'ri ; sllr'i\:-i). The wife of Abraham and tbe mother of Isaac. See Gen. xi. 31 and xvii. 15. THERAPY.-aar'oo-log'ic (siir'k3-11Sj'ik), sar'co-log'l-oal
(-i-k/11),a.
sar-col'o-glst
(sar-klS11i-jTst), n. All Rar•.
Sar'as-va-U,· Sar'aa-wa-U (sllr"as-wci-tii), n. [Skr. Sa11.;pl. L. SARCOMA
TA (-k0'mci-tti), E. •
raS1,ati.] Hindu Myth. The Sakti, or wife, of Brahma. She sar-co'ma (Bar-k0'mci),
1mtiz).
SARCOMAS
(-k0
[NL.,
fr.
Gr. uO..p«:wµ.a.,
fr. aO.pE,uapis the goddess of learning, music, and poetry.
sar'casm (sitr'klz'm), n. [F. sarcasme, L. sarca,nios, Gr. 1e0(,flesh, l 1. Med. A tumor of fleshy consistence; now,
a
variety
of
malignant
growth
made
up
of
a
substance
re-o-apKao-µ..ck,fr. o-ap,cO.,~w to tear flesh like dogs, to bite
the lips in
to speak bitterly, to sneer, fr. o-tipE, a-op- sembling embryonic connective tissue.
2.
Bot.
A
fleshy
disk.
Obs.
,cck, flesh. J
. A keen or bitter taunt; a satirical remark
(siir-k&mti-to'sis), n. [NL. See uacouttered with scom or contempt ; a cutting gibe ; also, irony sar-cO'ma-to'ala
MA; -os1s.] Jtled. A morbid condition characterized by
or the use of irony, esp. when ·contemptuous.
2. Quality of being keenly reproachful or satirically con- the development of numerous aa.rcomata.
sar-com'a-toua(-klSm'a-tus; -ko 1m<i-tl!s), a. Med. Of or
~e~t~oS:ti;:'
~srn:,~r~~d ~~R~!~r 8arcasni.
pertaining to sarcoma; resembling sarcoma.

1Th~:n~a~ih!r
!~~-b
!~i~;!r~;:ds~:U:t1:i1:;
c~!:d°~:,1/,~;
sapphire, tnrple sa.p{_{ftire
(Oriental amethyst), etc., excel_}t
8

~;
~jo;e3!~~;1!i':e
Ynolb1!~~ ~rra~~;
~fD~~ri~~E~lt~:
stones of similar appearance.

2. The color of the gem ; bright blue.
3. Her. Azure, in blazoning by the precious stones.
4. Any humming bird of the genus Hylocharis, native of

South America. The throat and breast are bright blue.
of
a deep, pure blue. - sapphire quartz, Min., a rare blue
variety of quartz. - a. gurnard, the sapphiriue gurnard.
sap'phlre-wlng' (slf'ir-wing'), n. A South American
humming bird (Pt,rophanes temmincki) with blue wings.
sap'phlr-lne (slf'iir-In; -•n), a. [L. sapphirinus, Gr.
uamf>•ipwo,.]
1. Made of sapphire.
2. Resembling sapphire ; having any quality of sapphire,
esp. the color. "Sapphirine degree of hardness." Boyle.

aap'phlre, a. Of or resembling sapphire ; sapphirine;

t"lv~~~~.
~t'::"~1

";;,~su~rcti1~~:.i:i~1ri:·:e~1c~t1·.::,~o)

IIBP'Phlr-lne,
n. 1lfin. a A pale blue or green silicate of

magnesium and aluminium occurring usually in granular
form. H., 7 .5. Sp. gr., 3.42-3.48. b s~pphire quartz.
o A blue variety of magnesia spine!. d Ha\i]nite. Obs.
Saplpho (silf'o), n. Also Sappho comet. LSee SAPPwc,
a.] A v e r y beautiful
fork-tailed South American humming bird (Lesbia sparganura ).
aaplpy (Bilp'I), a,; BAP1PI·ER
(-iilr); BAP'PI-EsT.[AS. srepig. See
I st SAP.] 1. Abounding with
sap; juicy i succulent.
2. Sodden; rainy. Scot.or Dial.
3. Resembling, or largely of, sapwood.
!4. Moist; flabby ; tainted ; - said of meat.
o
Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
&. Having a superabundance of suint i - said of wool.
8. Steel Jlfanuj. Designating the best kind of steel, having
a fine grain and finished blue with a silky sheen.
7. Young and weak ; feeble ; silly.
When he had passed this weak and sappy age.

Hayward.

8. Addicted to drinking; cheerful or lively, asafterdrinking. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
aapr~. Combining form from Greek ua.1rpOs-,rotten.
sap1ro-gen'lc(sitp'r~-j~n'ik)
[sapro- + -genie, -g••
sa-prog'e--nous(B<i-prlSj'i-nus) nous.] 1. Capable of

la.

producing decay or putrefaction, as many saprophytic bacteria. Cf. SAPR0PHIL0US,
ZYMOGENIO.
2. Of or pertaining to the production of putrefaction; occurring or produced in or upon putref,ying matter.
Saptro-leg'ni•a(sllplr~-l~g'ni-ci), n. LNL.; sapro- + Gr.
Ai-yvov edge, border.] Bot. A genus of fun{i, the fish molds,
Atg!f!~r!~ec~~:i~~
t~rs~r.rc:!adi:;as:!' o;~~~cl!lt~rJ:
Saptro-leg'ni-a'ce-a,(-ii'sli-ii), n. pl. [NL.] Bot. A family
· of mold fungi typifying the order Saprolegniales. - sap'ro-leg1nt-a•ceous(-shus), a.
Saptro-leg'ni-a'les (-Jez), n. pl. [NL.] Bot. An order
of phycomycetous fungi containing several families. They
are mostly aquatic molds, attacking living or dead fish
or insects. Both sexual and asexual reproduction occur.
aa_p'ro-llte
(•ilP'rt-lit), n. [sapro-+ -lite.] Petrog. Disintegrated rock, usually more or less decomposed, which lies
In its original place. -SllP'?O·llt'io(-llt'ik), a.
sap roller. Mil. A Jargel stiffl_ymade, filled gabion,which
the sapper sometimes ro ls before him for protection.
aa-proph'a-gons(sd-prilf'd-gus), a. [snpro-+-p!tagous.]
Zoiil. Feeding on decaying matter.
sap-roph'l-lona(-I-Ills), a. [sapro-philous.] Bot.
Saprophytic; specif., Bacteriol., thriving in decaying matter, as many bacteria. Cf. SAPROGENIC,
ZYM0GBNIO.
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SARCOPHAGIN£

SARVICE

covering.]
a The chief article of dreea worn by both
sexes in the Malay Archipelago, Ceylon, and some parts
- now the usual meaning. In this and the previous sense
(-glts-l!z, -fz; 11H). [L., fr. Gr. u«pKO</>o:yo<,
properly,
applied
chiefly
to
laughter,
facial
expression,
humor,
etc.
of
India.
It
is
a long strip of cloth, usually of cotton or silk,
flesh+ 'P"'l'"'"
to eat. Cf. SAReating tlesh; uapf, aC1p•6<,
The scornful, .•. sm·donic grin of a bloody ruffian. Burke,
sewed together at the ends aud worn as a petticoat, tucked
cAsH.] 1. A limestone used among the Greeks for coffins,
Syn.
See
SARCASTIC.
round the waist. b Cloth for such~ armeuts; esp., a printed
which disintegrated within a few weeks the flesh of bodies
4
cotton imported from Europe. Cf. PATADION.
deposited in it ; - called also lapla Aaalua,or Alllan atone,
grti~?~e, 0
~ij;!~:te~~
and said to have been found at Assoe, a city of Lycia.
aar'do-nyz
(siir'd~-niks), "· [L., fr. Gr. <1«p6ovvf. See aa'roa(sii'r~), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u<ipo;.J Astron. l. Sixty
sixties (3,600) ; - a Chaldean and Babylonian numeral
2. A coffin or chest.shaped tomb of the kind of stone de- BARD; ONYX.] 1. A kind of onyx having layers of sard.
used of a cycle of years and of a cycle of days
scribed above; hence, any stone coffin i also, any large cof- 2. Her. Sanguine, in blazoning by the precious stones.
II. A Chaldean and Babylonian lunar cycle of 6,585.32days
fin placed in the open air or ina tomb where it may bt,Seen. aar-gaa'so (sar-gls'o), n. [Sp. sargazo seaweed.] The
(18 years, lH days = 223 lunations), at the end of which
3. A gravestone shaped like a sarcophagus.
__gulfweed (Surgas.~tm ).
the centers of sun and moon return so nearly to their
4. A kind of wine cooler, forming part of a sideboard, in
0
relative position at the beginning that all the eclipses of
use about the end of the 18th century.
~~rt,;~,trfi:'ii1i~ri~o~~!~a~!.
!oc~::'ti:.I"N~~t~!Wo::~~
aar-coph'a-gy(-iI), n. [Gr. a«p••</ia')li«. See SARCOPHA- seaweed there. It may: be considered to lie between the the period (about 29 lunar, and 41 solar, 10 of the latter
parallels 211"-35' N. and the meridians 30°-700 W.
being total) recur approximately as before, but in longiGUS.J The practice of eating flesh. Rare.
Sar1co-phy'te (siir 1 M-fi'tii), n. [NL.; sarco- + -phyte.] Sar-gas'sum (-um), n. [NL., fr. Pg. sargaro seaweed, or tudes appro,dmately 1200 W. of the regions where they
Bot. A genus of fucoid seaweeds, the
were visible in the saros immediately preceding.
Rut. A genus of balanophoraceous plants consisting of a Sp. sargazo.J
gulfweeds, distinguished by the branching thallus with Sar-pe'don(sar-pii'don), n. [L., fr. Gr. l«p1r~8w,.] Gr.
single species, S. sanguinea, of South Africa. It is a bright
lateral outgrowths differentiated as leafy segments, as air
red, leafless, fleshy herb with direcious trimerous flowers.
Myth. a A sou of Zeus and Europa, who became king of
bladders, or as S_Pore-bearing structures, in S. bacct'.ferum the Lycians and to whom Zeus granted tlie privilege of liv■ar'co-plaam (siir 1k5-pliz'm), n. [sarco-+-plasin.]
Anal.
resembling berries. The genus is widely distributed in the
ing three generations.
b A valiant Lycian prince, son of
Tl,e hyaline semifluid substance between the fibrillm of
warmer
parts of the Atlantic, esp. in the Sargasso Sea. Also
1
ZeusandLaodamia,or of Evander and Deidamia,and grand•
striated muscular fibers. - sar co-plas'mlc(-pliz'mik),a.
[/.e.J,a plant of this genus. See GULFWEED,
Jllust.
son
of
the
preceding.
He
was an ally of the Trojans, slain
1ar-co1sla (siir-ko'sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. aa.pKwa«, fr. uapf, aar-gaa'aum
crab. A small crab (Plane., ininutus), large by Patroclus. Zeus sent Apollo
to cleanse and anoint his
ua.p,cOi;-,
flesh.] Now Rare. 1',fed. a Abnormal formation
numbers of which live on floating algre of the genus Sar•
of flesh. b Sarcoma.
hody, which Sleep and Death then carried to Lycia.
gassum., and imitate their colors.
1ar1co-atyle (sar'k/;-stil), n. [,arco- + Gr. aTuAo, pillar.] sar-gaa1aum fish. Any of several small, fantastically
Sar1ra-ce'nl-a (sltr 1ri-se'ni-d), "· [NL.,
l. Anal. One of the fine longitudinal fibrilla, running from formed and colored
after a Dr. Sarrazin of Canada.] Bot.
end to end of a striated muscular fiber; a muscle column.
A genus of American bog herbs, the
ffs'lf.i;a~f ll:'!i~~~!:
II. Zool. The dactylozooid of a calyptobla.etic hydroid.
pitcher plants, typifying the SarraceniaPterophryue which
cea,. They have pitcher-shaped or tubuaar'cous (siir'kiis), a. [Gr. ua.pf, uap~d<, flesh.] Anal. float
about in the
lar
leaves with an arched or hooded flap
Pert. to flesh or muscle. - aarcou■ elements, the dark segopen ocean with the
at the apex, and solitary flowers with an
ments of the sarcostyles of a striated muscle fiber.
masses of sargassum.
aard (Bard), n. [L. sarda, Gr. uO.p&c.ov,
or atlpOtof (sc. >.i1
r~b~ 1!ts~:~~c!~
Soi;), i. e., Sa.rdian stone, fr. lO.p&,o,;Sardian, ~O.pBE"c.i;
Sar- !?eth~mft~:n:rcci~
mondii, and S. t·ariolaris are southern
des, the capital of Lydia: cf. F. sarde. Cf. sARmus.] A tumida) has long been
species. Also [1. c.J,a plant of this genus.
supposed to c o nbrownish red variety of chalcedony, similar to, but darker
Sar1ra-ce'nl-a'oe-m(-ii1si-e), n. pl. [NL.
struct globular nests
than, carnelian, classed by some as a variety of carnelian.
out of the seaweed,
See SARRACENIA.] Bot. A family of
■ar'da-chate (siir'dri-kit), n
[L. sm·dachates. See BARD;
plants (order Sarraceuiales); the Ameriroh~~~:
Sargassum Fish (Pterophryne histrio).
AGATE.]
A variety of agate containing sard.
can pitcher-plant
family.
They have
Sar1da-na-pa'lus(sar 1dti-nri-pii'ius), n. [L., fr. Gr. lappitcher-shaped leaves, the inner Sarracenia(S.purrlt~:ii~~~~~h1~oA 8~~~~:
?~~~~~!) ~~ basal,
acu,Arra>..oi;-.JThe hero of Byron's tragedy of this name.
margin with a thin, winglike lamina, the pureu) ; Flower
found
about
the
East
Indies
and
in
the
Pacific
Ocean.
apex with a hood or other appendage. a_ndtwo pitcher•
Be was a kmg of Assyria who (according to the classical
The 5-merous flowers are large and con- hke Leaves.
myth, adopted by Byron) burned himself on a funeral aar-gas'r;umPh>e'flBh'.A large pipefish (Sip/,onostoma
p_yre with his favorite concubine while the M.edes were be1
-~~.:if~~~h:Ii~1ts
11;:;no~
~~~;,';.~e~la
ic
astropods
of
:~~c/ieW!im'!r~~-a~::;I't~r~r~~~~1~1~
sieging his palace. He is the historical Ashurbanipal.
the genus Litiopa which float about witi tfie sargassum
sects are digested. - sar1ra-ce1nl-a'ceons (-shus), a.
1ar-dine'(sar-diin'; sar'diin; 277), n. [F. sardine, L. ,ar- seaweed.
They have a small conical shell with a truncated
Sar1ra-ce1nl-a1lea (-Jez), n. pl. [NL.] Bot. An order of
dina, sarda; cf. Gr. cr11.pS71vr,,
crApaa ; prob. eo called from
columella and horny operculum.
archichlamydeous
dicotyledonous plants consisting of
the island of Sardinia, Gr. lapBw.] 1. Any of several sar1go (slir'go), n.; pl. -oos (-goz). [Sp. sargo, L. sargus
small clupeoid fishes of the genus Sara kind of fish, Gr. a-ap-yOs.l Any of several species of three families, Sarraceniacere, N epenthacere, and Drosera-,
cere,
all
having
leaves
modified to set"ve as insect traps.
dine/la suitable
sparoid fishes belonging to Diplodus and related genera;
aar1aa-pa-rll'la (siir'sd-pd-rii'd), n. [Sp. zarzapartilla;
for being prespecif., D. sargus and D. nn.nular;s, of the Mediterra.
zarza
a
bramble
(perh.
fr. Bise. zartzia)
JJarra a vine, or
served in olive
uean, large silvery fishes related to the sheepshead.
oil for food.
Sar'gon-14(sar'g~11-Id), n. In Assyrian history, a mem- Parillo, a physician said to liave discovered it.] 1. a Any
of various Mexican. Central American, or South American
The true sardine, or pi}.
species of Smilax, as S. officinalis, S. papyracea, and S.
~~-)~ a1~0 hl~~~°Je~YSe",';Z:ch"e~1:,ei!~h!~Z,':,~
bruiipal, and lasted until the fall of the kingdom in 607 B. c. medico. b Pharm. The dried cordlike roots of any of
~~il~d
European Sa.rdine ( Sardinella J)flchardus).
these. It is used in the form of a decoction, infusion, fluid
sa'rl(sli'rii),
11..
[Hrnd.
siirko,siit1.]
Theprincipal!l'arment
dus>,occurs only in European waters, but species closely
resembling it are found in America, as S.crerufea of the Pa- :aisf infup6~ici:b!~ 0 1!gd~~ 8 i~ff~~~t !~P~ed ~~~~~:~ extract, or sirup, as a mild tonic and alterative.
II. a Any plant of the family Smilacacere. Rare. b With
cific coast and S. pseu,dohispanil'a of West Indian waters.
covers the bosom, the ieft shoulder, and the head.
attributive or qualifying adjective, any of various other
SI. Any of various fishes resembling the true sardines or sark
(siirk), n. [AB. serce, sy1·ce, a shirt, or fr. Scand.;
plants resembling, or used as a substitute for, sarsaparilla;
similarly preserved for food; as: a In the eastern United
cf.
Icel. serkr, Sw. sii1·k.l A shirt : a body garment for
as, Indian sarsaJJarilla, wild sarsaparilla, etc.
States, the young of the common herring or of the menha. Sar'aar (sar'sdr), n. [Ar. rarra,· cold and whistling.] In
either sex. Archaic or Scot. & Dial. Eug.
den. b In North Carolina, an anchovy (Anchovia browni). Sar-ma'lian
(sar-mi 1sh1in)
[L. Sarmaticus.] Of or
Oriental mythology, a whistlinJ<, violently cold, and deadly
Sar-dln'l-an(,ar-,1Iu'I-i1n), a. [L. Sardinfonus.J Of or Sar-mat'lc (siir-mlt'Ik)
pertaining to Sarmatia, anwind. BecJdord, in "Vathek," spE>llsit Sansar.
pe1·t. to the island~ kingdom, or people of Sardinia. The
ciently the region north of the Black Sea, or its inhab- sar 1sen (siir'si!n), n. [Prob. for Saracen stone, i. e., a
1
0 ror:~~"1h~g
itants, who were probably the ancestors of the Slavs. Sarit~1la~rlil~:i~~~
heathen or pagan stone or monument.]
One of the large
matia has been used poetically for Poland.
18.50to 1871.- n. A native or inhabitant of Sardinia.
' sandstone blocks scattered over the English chalk downs;
aar'di-UB(sar 1dI-us), n. [L. san!ius, lapis sardiu,, Gr. Sar-ma'tlan,1 12. One of tl1e ancient inhabitants of Sarmatia.
- called also sar,en stone and druid stone. E1,g.
aar'ma-tler (siir'md-tiir'), n. [G.] A small spotted aar-to1rl-al (siir-to'rI-111; 201), a. [See SARTORIUS.]1. Of
uapB,o<>.,Bo,. See SARD.J 1. A sard.
brown-and-white polecat (Putorius sarmaticus) of southII. A precious stone in the Hebrew high priest's breastor pertaining to a tailor or his work.
plate, which may have been a ruby.
Ex. xxviii. 17. eastern Europe and Asia.
II. Anal. Of or pertaining to the sartorius muscle.
(sar-m~u'tos), a. [L. sarmentosus.
See sar-to'rl-ua(-us), n. [NL., fr. L. sm·tor a patcher, tailor, fr.
aar-don'lo(sar-d~n'Ik), a. [F. sardonique, L. sardonius, aar-men'toae
Gr. o-a.p8civu>e,
•apBOv,oi;, perh. fr. ua.ipuv to gri~ like a SARMENTUM. l Bot. Producing slender prostrate branches
1,·arcire,sartum, to patch, mend.] Anal. A muscle arisor runners ; of the nature of, or resembling, a sarmentum.
dog, or from a certain plant of Sardinia, Gr. l,ap&w, said to
ing from the. anterior end of the iliac crest, and crossing
the front of the thigh obliquely, to be inserted into the
screw up the face of the eater. J 1. Apparently but not really sar-men'tum(-tum), n.; L. pl. -TA (-ta). [L., a twig,
fr. sa,pere to cut off, to trim.] .Bot. A runner; a slender,
proceeding from gayety: forced; as, sardonic laughter.
upper part of the inner surface of the tibia. It is tlie longprostrate, running stem.
rc,ui5~~ep~stti~!'a~:~i::~Jif:;~~:ri~:s:r::
!nta1Y~~ing the
r::i;;r:1,~nf~~c:d':~ 0 i~i:1~~~~8i!!t ~l~z!~ri.8 tiMlr
H. Wotton. aa-ron,;'(oa-r~ni?'), n.
[Malay sarung, orig., sheath,

aar-coph'&·IIUll(slir-k~f'd-gus),
n.; pl. L. -GI (-ji), E. -GUSBS II. Derisive and malignant ; sneering ; bitterly sarcastic;
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aarp. aarpe. + snAnl'.
I aarae. + SEARCE,
rsAUCE.I
Sar'pa-nit'(siir'pii-ne"t'),Sar'pa- aarae (&ii.rs;siis). Dial. va.r.of
nl'tum c-ne't~m), n. [Assyr- Sar' ■e-ehlm (siir'~-klm; Biir-ian ~arpii,11if11 the bright one, si!'k1m). /Uh.
[SARCENET,1
fr. ,;cu-aJJu to be pure. to Bhine.] 1arae'net (silrs'n~t). Var. of
Bah11lon, .M11tl,.A goddesMpr_e•]Sar1ineahe, a
[OF. Harrazi;e~e:r:t~1i~'U'; 8

times ranked aa a 1mbfamil,vof I Sarco-apor'i-da
C-splSr'l-dd),
Mu11cidreand called Sar-coph'· Sar'co-apo-rld'i•a(-spO-rld'Y-4),
:-J~;:;~,~g~:!;~iJ~~iii·a-gtls),
~~riJ/E.1
~ii~·sar:o~e,s~d=~~- •
a. Zoiif. rGr. uap.rn4>,0.yoi;-.]aar'coa-~'•ia :siir'k~s-U5~sls),
!'
Feeding on flesh.
fNL ~e_e M_KcO-, o-.Tosrs.]
1ar-coph'i-lou1 (-l-luM),a, [Rar- °ulNI. 0Ms1~cat10n.?fflesh._, .
co-+ -1,Mlo11.:.] 1',ondof flesh. aar-'co-the ca {sar'kO-the ka).
Sa.r-coph'l-1111(-ltts). n. [NL. '!· . fNL See '-ARCO-; THECA.)
See sARl..'Ol"HILor,;;.l
The genus, Zoo The theca of a aarcostyle
consisting of the 'Tasmanian ofa hydrozoan.
devil.-aar'co-phile (siir'kti-ftl; 1ar'co-ther'a-p~'tf.c1. n. [1,ar-fll), n.
co- + therapeutic.-i.J .J/ed. Or-

t:;i~

r::u

:a'~p~l:,~~~.
,,_<[iri~s-~~,!~:
;:;.~i~1:~~r-klSt'lk),
a. [Gr.
uap,cw,-ucof.] Jled Producing,
Sarcoplasm.

~ft}e~~;:f:~~,e;;,;~f;;ef
!-~~
j~£:i ~!i,1:t;i:
{d1at.ff:~}t~t::·
Bil'-,
serpPlleria, serrderia, Catalan 1-tln). Obs. or dial. var. of CERsarymllera, Sf.arJJ?IIPra.] Ob11.
[Bib.,
1. A coarse e oth of hemp used Sar tha-na (siir'thd-nd:). D.

I

■ar'co-pol.. t'ic (-poi~t'Tk }. a. or promoting grow\ ·1 of, flesh -

(Harco- + -1,mettc.1
Phy.dol.
11.
A snrcohc medt..?ine.
■ ar-cot'i-cal. a. Sarcotic. Obs.
Prodm"!ingflesh,
S&r-cop'te■ (siir-klSp'tez>. n. aa.r'cu-late. l', t. \ L. Rm·culatHR,
[NL.; Rarco- + Gr ,c01rnc.v to f>. P• S1.•e
/uuc~E-J To weed.
cut.] ZoOI. The JJ:enm1consit,t- OhR.- aar cu-la tlon, n Ohs.
in~ofthetypl(•al1b•hmite"-.the aa.r'~an. 11• • [See "ARDDIE a
type of a fllmily. Bar-eop'ti-dat fish;] A sardine. OhR.
(-tl-de). -aar-cop'tid(-tld),
n I aar dar. Var. of SJRllAR,
aar-cop'tic (-tfk ), a. [St•e~ ,K- I aar'del, n. lit Rarrlella: cf. OF
coi•Tl!:~.J
ZfJfil ~ Merl Pert1lin• t•ardel~e. See ~ARUDIK a fish.]
ing to. or C'anAeti
by. itch mites. i A Mrdme.
.
Sar co-rham'phu1siir•ki'>-rllm'•' ■a.rdenvk. + SARDON"IX.
filsJ, n. [NL.; sa1·cu- + Gr. i Sar;_de'ua(s~r-~C'iis). Bib.
f)<lµ.1/>')"heak.J
ZoiJl. The enus s,ar ~-an (sar dl4n), ~- [L.
consisting of the true eonlors.
.Sn,·drnnu.,.Gr. l.a.p~1.avM:l Of
aar'co-sep'tum (-Ri!p'tllm), 11.: or p~rt. to t~e ancient city of
L. vl, .JiolJ!:l"TA
(-to:).
f!larco- + Sar~1s.-S,a.r ~-an, n.
•
tce1d111111 Zoiil. = Ml!:"V.:'i"TERY.2. l&r ,dln. ~.ai;_dme.R,.f. ~',µ,
aa.r'co-Bine (siir'kO-sln; -sen; ■ar dlnetsar dln: -dtn),,, [L.
1-'W),n. Also -■in. Chem. A lapts sardtnus, Gr. cro.p&woi;

TAI~.

1

1b~J1.iJ1:~~,:~~.d
~r:;~~~
b/r:;
~~m~n:
!~Rtcf.
OF sardfne,
decompos1t1onof cr.eatme. nnd sartfnine.
Sard.ObR.
F.Rarrfoine,1

in (!the! wnya. It ts a methyl aar-dl'~(siir-de'~O).n.
[It. or
5,p.llardma.l
Sardme(fish).Ob.,.
der1vahve of glycocoll.
■!ll''co-■o'ma (-sli'mlZ). aar'co- sardia. n. A sard. Ob:t.
aome(siir'kO-slim),n. [NL. _:ar- , Sar'dltea (slir'dtts). Bih.

(siir'tcJr), n.

A

~!r~::■'~~~~hone

::;~.j(Bii~f~e;r

!~~~~~dnfst~~J:{.WJ~
&1),
n .. Lsartm·

~~~:: cst,::::·1f5):
Bib.

~~;~v~1~{i-8.i'rtlm; 115). See
8~

)i;~ C:!~:;

An instrument of the oboe claHf!, lay region.
:::.~~~.~~e~~~~~~~eta}.Oha.
aa.r'sa (Aii.r'sd).n.Sarsaparilla.( vars. of SERVANT, SERVE.
Sar-■a'chim (siir-sii'kYm). D. Sar-vi'& (silr-vt'd.J. D. Bib.

:::::~~1!:~,~rd:S~~r':[~C

0

tion of an anthozoan, a11i:listin, ■ a.r-do'nt-an. a. [Cf. F. sardoguished from the skeleton.
: niP11.] Sardonic. 0"R.
1ar'co-1perm. n.
[,area. + ] l&l'•don'ie (118.r-dlSn'lk),
a. Of,
-,perm.] Bot. = SABCODERM a. I pertaining to, or like. a kind of
go; sing, lqk; 4'1ten, thin;
Full explanatlone

+ 2d -ad c.1 An
ep1~of a ta1l<?.r
~r mender.
•.!ll'to-~te(BO.r tti-rJt),n. [After
~a.1·tor111B
von Waltershausen.J
Afm.A dark, lead-i,rray cryst~f.
lme compound of lead, arseme,
and 8Jtlphur. 'Pb~!!J!S,. . ,
II•ai:. t~r re-aar tua (sii r tar
r@'•s.artl1s), [L] The tailor
re~allored [made over, or re111t1tcl!ed}
;- used esp. [cap.] as
¥'~o!:it!: ~!rt•I~amous work by
sa-ru'a (sd-roo'd). D. Bib.

(sll-rtts'O-fnn).

•~'tor

[L.I

forxackingyoods,('tc.
sti!atrl:~ecgnt':f:i~:~~}~:.
1arflier. + SARPLICR,
[SAPO-1
Bar po(siir'pO), n, Corrupt. of
aar'ra. {d.r'U). Dial. Eng. var.
rof SHROFF .. ,
of SERVE
■ar~raf' (Bci-riif'; ihci-). Yar.
aa.rra.J.:,. T SERRJLY.
Barralin, T SARACEN.
1ar'ra-1ln 1ar'ra-1lne (slr'ci•
sln), n. [F.sarrasine,LL.~m·acina. See ~ARACEN,j
Fort. A
portcullis Obs. or R. [SERAJ.,
,array. + SERRY, a.~ adt•.:
aar'ra-zin (~lr'ti-zln), n. [F.
1
@.'1,.r;:~
:N.]nft~e:~t~:r·
See
=~QW~~:r;ar1nf~1~~;~~:~r~

n. f After &I.rrm_. bandmaster of (Antigone n 11 fig one and A.
PariM+Gr.4>,wv71
sound] M"ltt~. 11/iarpii) of the Indian and Mt.-

~d;~i,.z~;[o.
T~t?e~·h:;~:
~~:~1n~:~r.d
bii:~~ h~·,ar.
food, to~ot; out, oil; chair;

i!i~t:i!~t
s:C::n~es~:~.]
s+sc:;~~.r:.,~
:~\S:t{!t)~1t::if~f~~•1!:f~:

:;;;:. ~~srgF~~ 11-~r~:,;;e.] A
pruning hook. Obs.
- aart'age (siir'tn:j), n. Both R.
::r:ie~· (~~,bPi@~fir~~e-[~~:
~!~tke:~-ll~-d~~-~:r~ofTnha~
sarpe/Pre, ~ar~,/er, wool pack tive ra.c_e
in TurkeE1tanand parti,

f:i.,._~-:;;f.IJli;·
<s~:,!1J"-~::/
~'!:~~~~u~:l~~i~.~:_'->--

natyre, ver<!!Jre (250); K=ch
of Abbrevlatlone,

Sipe,

in G. ich, ach(144); boN; yet; zh=z

etc., lmmedlateq

preeede

the Voeabulary.
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or ■a■-■IID'qua (s<i-slt]'kw<i), n. [Jap. 11UanA theaceous plant ( Thea sassanqua) of China and
Japan, often cultivated in English gardens. It has fragrant
leaves and seeds that yield an oil.
■ash (Blish), n.; pl. BASHES(-~•; -Tz; 151), or, collectively,
SASH.
[OF. chasse frame, F. cllli,ssereliquary; cf. F. ch{ls.
sis a frame, sash. See 4th CHASE,CABBa box.] 1. The
framing in which panes of glass are set in a glazed window
or door, including the narrow bare between panes.
2. A sawmill gate.
■ash, n.; pl. SASHES. [Ar. shash muslin turban cloth.]
1. In Oriental countries, and formerly in England, a long
band of fine material, as silk, worn as a turban.
2. A scarf or band worn about the waist or over the
shoulder ; a belt ; a girdle, - worn by women and children
as an ornament i also worn as a badge of distinction by
military officers, members of societies, etc.
sash, 11• t. ,· SASHED (sil:sht); BAsH'ING. To furnish with a
sash or sashes ; as, to sash a door or a window.
sash, v. t. To adorn with a sash or scarf.
Burke.

sary of man ; the Devil, or Prince of Darknesa ; the archfiend. This is the name by which the Devil is commonly

sa-■an•qua,

SATISFACTION PIECE

1aeta, seta, a thick, stiff hair, a bristle. Of. BATBBN.] A
silk fabric, of a thick, close texture, and overshot woof,
having a glossy surface. nsatins rich of hue." Chaucer.
~~~~!~nt~hth!~!T~d,O::!~~:i;,~!:
r~~~~~~e:eel~i!t
■at•ID (sllt'ln), v. t.; -INED (-Tnd); -IN-ING. To impart a
cast out of heaven with his followers for disobedience and
satin finish to; as, to satin wall paper, silver, etc.
pride. Milton follows this tradition in •~Paradise Lost."
2. [l. c.] A devil ; a very wicked or crnel person ; a fiend, ■at'l-net• (slt 1l-n~t'), 11. [F., fr. saliit. See SATIN.] a A
kind of thin satin or imitation satin. b A kind of cloth ot
I shall eee men and women, and know the signs by which they
cotton warp and woolen filling, used chiefly for trousers.
may he discerned from fools and satans.
Emerson
■a-tan•lc (s<i-tln•Ik)} a. [Cf. F. sataniq11e,Gr. laTav,Ka<.] sat'l-nette• (-n~t•), n. One of a breed of fancy frilled
sa-tan'l-cal (-l-klll)
Of or pertaining to Satan; having
pigeons allied to the owls and tnrbits, having the body
the qualities of Satan ; resembling Satan ; extremely mali•
white, the shoulders tricolored, and the tail bluish black
with a large white spot on each feather.
cious or wicked ; devilish ; infernal.
u Satanic strength."
0 Satanic host.''
Milton. satin glass. A kind of j:lass or glassware having a body
of colored glass, striped m the molding, and covered with
Sata.nic achoo!, the, a class of writers. including, in England,
a colorless crystal glass, which does not :r;,e:netrateinto the
so called first by
Byron and Shelley and their followers;Southey in the preface to his•• Vision of Judgment," •as depressions of the other, afterwards fimshed with a mat
surface so as to present a satinlike appearance.
being in his ophuon u especially characterized by a satanic
■at•ID-leaf' (sllt'Tn-ief'), n. a = ALUMR00T
a. b A sapospirit of pride and audacious impiety."
taceous tree (Chry.,ophyllurn monopyrenum) of Florid&
- ■a-tan'l-cal-ly, adv. -sa-tan'l-cal-ness, n.
and the West lndies. The leaves are clothed on the under
Sa'tan-ism (si'tdn-Iz'm), n. Worship of Satan; diabolism;
surface with a golden satiny pubescence.
specif., a cult, real or fictitious, which travesties Christian
rites, esp. in the so-called Black Mass, both as a defiance ■at'ln-pod' (sllt'Tn-piW), n. Any European brassicaceona
s:irJln~ 0!t.~'o¥!1!inl~;f."a1~~~1i~l~1t:t~i:lc:'!~~:::.~
plant of the genus Lunaria, esp. L. biennis, often cultito
Christianity
and
as
an
incantation
of
black
magic.
2. pl. Ropes used in erecting telegraph poles.
satch'el(sllch'IH), n. [ME. sachet, OF. sachet, fr. L. saccel- vated for its large round pods of a satiny texture.
sa'stn (sii•sTn), n. [Nepalese.]
The common antelope
■attn spar. Min. a A fine fibrous variety of calcite, havl11s,
dim.
of
saccus.
See
SACK
a
bag.]
A
little
sack
or
bag
(Antilope cervicapra) of India.
ing a satiny luster. b A similar variety of gypsum.
for carrying papers, books, or small articles ; a hand bag.
The whining schoolboy with his satchel,
Shak,
A 4\r.ca!"a~:r l:1f/{:t:.~:iti1':.>e~~r.tsigc:1J:
!ii::11ft~f~t1:d~i:i8~s:fj~i~:fJ
■ate (sit), v. t.; SAT1ED (siit'ed); SATING(siit'lng).
[Prob.
horns, present only in males.
above and white below, with greenish black throat.
shortened fr. satiate: cf. L. satur full, sat enough. See satin sUtch. Embroidery. A stitch worked in close paral■ a'■lne (sii'sTn; -sin), n. [See
SATIATE.] To satisfy the desire or appetite of; to satiate;
SEIZIN.J Scots Law. Seizin or
~d~~~i~fth~t~;~JdfnS:,tfffs
~!f1~aJt;,cit~!~
glut; surfeit. ° Crowds of wanderers sated with the busipossession of feudal property,
atitch, or long stitch,· and with padding, raised safiff ~tltch.
or the formality by which it is
S;8!~d ~~e:!:!!i1.
great cities."
Macaulay.
acquired by the tenant ; also,
■r..~ r,;gfi~ein !hi~r.1h~fw-::~vl~ferY~~~:;.!ftt rh:mfi1ri~~
■ a-teen' (sl-ten'), n. LOf. SATIN.] A fabric made of cotton
the instrument
or deed by
or woolen, with a glossy surface resembling satin, used s~\fui;:bfl:~riiu!,\1t~v~[g~::t~~cs16ting
which the transfer is proved.
of calcium sulfor dresses, linings, and corsets.
Formerly it was acquired by a forphate aud alumina, much used in filling paper.
■at•el-llte (sllt'e-llt), n. [F., fr. L. satelles, -ilia, an attendmal livery of seizin, now bl regissat'ID-Wood' (slt'Tu-wilod'), n. l. An East Indian meliaant.] 1. An attendant attached to a prince or other powerceous tree ( (;/tloroxylon stvietenia); also, its very bard,
.
.
~11fe~[~~~~~V~~f;!s~r ee~ in
ful person; hence, an obsequious dependent or follower.
yellowish brown wood, which has a satiny luster, and ia
aaa'sa-by (sls'd-bY), n. ,· pl. Sas1n,or Indian Antelope.
2. Astron. An attendant body, revolving about a larger
used for fine cabinetwork, for farming tools, etc.
-BIES (-biz).
[Sechuana tsesebe.] A large South African
one, its primary; esp., in the solar system, a secondary
2. Any of various other trees or their hard light-colored
antelope (Alcelaphus lunata), similar to the hartebeest, but
SYSTEM.
planet ; as, the moon is a satellite. See SOL.AR
wood: a In South Florida, the small rutaceous tree .Fagara
having its horns regularly curved without angulation.
It
Syn. - See FOLLOWER.
jlava,
with orange-colored wood, used locaUy for furniture
is dark purplish red, with the back and face nearly black. ■at'el-lold (-loid), a. [See SATBLLITE;-orn.] Resembling
and implements.
b A rutaceous tree (Murraya panicu■as•sa-fra■ (-frlls), n. [F. sa,safras (cf. Sp. sasafras, saxa satellite, as the particles composing the rings of Saturn.
lata)
of
India, frequently cultivated.
C In Australia, the
ifras); perh, of Amer. Indian origin, confused with NL. sa'U-a-ble (si•shl-<i-b'l), a. That may he satiated or satisrutaceous tree Zanthoxylum brachyal'antlmm, or the mosaxifraga saxifrage. Cf. SAXIFRAGE.] 1. Bot. a [cap.]
fied. -sa'tl-a-bll'l-ty
(-bll'l-tT), sa'U-a-ble-ness, n.
nimiaceous
tree
Daplmandra
micrantha.
A genus of aromatic lauraceous trees with soft yellow ■a'tl-ate (si'shT-i\t), a. [L. sa/-iatus, p. p. of satiare to sat(-T), a. Resembling, or composed of, satin;
wood, ovat.e entire 01· 1-3isfy, fr. sat, satis, enough. See SAD,a.,· cf. SATE.] Filled sat•ln-y
glossy; as, to have a satiny luster, a satiny texture.
lobed leaves, and direcious
to satiety ; glutted ; sated ; - followed by wul, or of.
aat'ire
(sat/ir; 277), n. [L. satira, satura, fr. satura (sc.
yellow flowers in umbel-like
1
1
sa'U-ate (-it), v. t.; SA'TI-ATED(-at'ed); SA'TI-ATING (-iit'lanx) a dish filled with various kinds of fruits, food comracemes ; the perianth is 6lng). 1. To satisfy the appetite or desire of; to feed to
posed of various ingredients, a mixture, a medley, fr.
lobed, and there are nine stathe full; to furnish enjoyment to, to the extent of desire.
full of food, sated, fr. sat, satis, enough: cf. F.
mens in three rows. It con2. To fill beyond natural desire ; to gratify to repletion or satur
satire. See SATE,SAD, a.; cf. SATURATE.] 1. A literary
tains the sassafras tree of the
loathing; to surfeit ; glut.
composition,
originally in verse and still generally so, hold•
eastern United States (8. sas3. To saturate.
Obs.
Sfr I. Newton.
ing up public or private abuses, errors, vice, or folly to
1afras) and an obscure ChiSyn. - SATIATE,SATE, SURFEIT, CLOY. GLUT, GORGE. To
reprobation
or
ridicule ; as, the Satires of Juvenal.
SATIATE(lit. and fig.) is to feed to the full or to repletion;
nese species. b The Ameri2. Keenness and severity of remark ; cau~tic exposure to
can tree of this genus.
1l~i!~eif:;~y a~~~ctl~
~.AAdct\:o~~~o~~e~J
~~e;~!~~l~t:s
reprobation
;
trenchant
wit ; sarcasm.
2. The bark of the sassafras
in poetry, sweet enough, indeed, like those of a German
3. Obs. a Abusive raillery; calumniation. b A satirist.
root. It yields an aromatic
Syn.
Lampoon,
ridicule
pasquinade. See IRONY.
volatile oil used as a tonic and
~S~e1:~~ th~~~tst~o~nra~Y:nt1!~g'~tttt~ek!~~
sa-tlr'lc (s<i-tTr'lk) a. [L. aatiricus: cf. F. satirique.l
astringent, also for flavoring
■a-Ur'l·cal
(-l-klll)
1.
Of
or pertaining to satire; ol
and perfumery.
c~~~s!!~~~t
drs~~!~~~i,~:n~airi~e:trct
the nature of satire; as, a satiric style.
3. In Australia, any of sevis heightened in CLOYto that of loathing; as, u A grown
2.
Ironically
censorious;
severe
in ridiculing men, manperson &1.trJeiUn.g
with honey, no sooner hears the name of
eral monimiaceous trees, as
ners, or thin~s; sarcastic. "Satlrical rogue."
Shak.
1t, but his fanct immediatel,r carries sickness and qualms
Atherosperma uwschatum or
Sassafras
(S. ,ms.-:nfras),
poignant, sarcastic, ironical, bit~
Daphnandra micrantha, or
Leaves and Berries.
~t~cfi~ic.~l ~;!1;a,il~1~,, rJ.u}1. i:u~~~~~ r:r~;;-r~~;~f~f,'
their bark, used for flavoring.
° Cloy thy lips with loathed satieta " ( Shak.) ; u Is it [lovej -■a-tfi!•1-cal-ly, ad,,. -sa-tlr'l-cal-neaa, n.
Saa-■a'nl-an (•il-•ii•nl-lln), a.
Of or pertaining to the
■al'l-rlst (,lt'T-rlst;
-er-Tst), n. [Of. F. sat'iriste.] One
Sallllallida,. -n.
One of the Sassanidss.
~h~rp~~t~p~lii~~~r ~!pa~~~~" 8(~}![(},,ne;~uati:
who satirizes; es£., one who writes satire.
Sa■-■aD'l-4111 (sl-sln'l-de),
n. pl. [From Sassan, whose
(-l-rizd;-er-izd);
~fi!i: 8:i~;i:tig~
\~s~Ja~h:d 1be1~n~
ii~~ ■at'l-rlze1 (-l-riz;-er-iz),v. t.; 1BAT'I-RIZED
grandson Ardshir became king.] A dynasty of Persian
BAT'I-RIZING(-T-riz'Tng ;-er-iz Tng). [Of. F.satiriser.] To
kings, successors of the Arsacidm, of whom the flrst was
8f~~~io
thoeretrtPcJ>~a;;
make the object of satire; to attack with satire.
~~~
t:e 1
Ardshir I., A. n. 226 or 227-240, and the last, Yezdegird III.,
n. [ME. sati1ifaccioun,
rng rather glutted than sated" ((loldsmith); 1?
being with sat'la-fac•Uon (sllttls-flk'shun),
his presence g_lutted,gorged, and full" (Shak.); •• How can
F. satisfaction, fr. L. satisjactio, fr. satisjacere to satisf_y.
~;r:~:ii~w~l~~~'k!i~~su~d:1.t
Z~~~:;i;i:
See
SATISFY,]
1.
Act
of
satisfying,
or state of being satiswas restored to its ancient purity.
::1f°!.u;:;.~: irt!:1~bf&:rrrt°~~~i~~=p?t,}h(~~~tH~~~h~;
fied i gratification of desire or repose of mind resulting from
■a■'so-llte (sls•~-lit), n. Also sassolin, Ra88oline, [From
Ward). See CONTENT.
BPICURB.
such
gratification.
Sasso, a town in Italy.] Min. Native boric acid, B(OH)s, ■a'U-ate, v. i. To satisfy or supply need, desire, or appe.2. Settlement of a claim or demand; discharge of an obusually occurring in small pearly scales as an incrustation.
tite to or beyond the limit.
ligation, whether by an actual render of what is due or by
■a■'■J' bark (sls'l).
The bark of a West African cresal- . ■a'U-a'tlon (-i'shun), n. Process of becoming satiated;
legal presumption ; also, that which operates so to dispiniaceous tree (Erythrophlamrn guineeme), used by the nastate of being satiated; satiety.
tives as an ordeal poison and medicinally. Also, the tree. ■a-tl'e-ty (s<i-ti'li-tl), n. [L. satietas, fr. satis, ,at,enough : charge an obligation ; payment; adequate compensation.
satisfies 01· gratifies; Obs., an atonement.
sas•tra (sii.s•tr<i; shii.s'tr<i), n. Also ahas'tra. [Skr. ras- cf. F. satiete.] State of being satiated; as: a Fullness of 3. That which
The rigid sati~facti011, death for death.
Milton
tra an order, a sacred book, fr. 9iia to order, instruct.]
A gratification, either of the appetite or of any sensual de4. Reparation for an insult, as by duel or apology; also,satia•
treatise for authoritative instruction among the Hinaus;
sire. b Fullness beyond desire i an excess of gratification
factory
answer
orinformatiou;
as,
I
ga-.re
him
no1ati1Jaction.
a book of institutes; esp., a treatise explaining the Vedas.
which excites wearisomeneM or loathing.
Syn. - Contentment,
content, gratification, pleasure ;
Sa•tan (sa•tlln; formerly also sllt'lln), n. [Heb, siltiin an
In all pleasures there is satiety.
Hakewill.
inre::t~~:on,~~~=:i~a:!?nse:i::~:1~1~~:.neration,
adversary, fr. slitan to be adverse, to persecute: cf. Gr.
Syn. - Repletion, surfeit.
~a.Tciv, l.aTavcii, L. Satan, Satanas.] 1. The great adver- sat'ln (slt'ln), n. [F. satin, fr. It. setino, fr. seta silk, L. satisfaction piece. Law. A formal written acknowledgkwa.]
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SATIS.FACTIVE

SAUCERLEAF

The larva, spin 1ilken coCOOII&
The Io, Polyphemus, Luna, and Cecropia moths are handsome American species. Other species are the Peruyi and
tussah silkworm moths and the Atla.s moths. The type
yielding content; esp., relieving the mind from doubt or
genus is Saturnia. - ■a-tur'nl.-14 (s<i-tQr1nl-Id), a. &: n.
uncertainty ; sufficient; as, a satisfactory account.
■at 1ur-Dln.e (silt'ur-nin; 277), a. [F. saturnin of or per~!~:-:'offi: c~.::~~~~uginc~~ftJ~ft'l.~~f~o~i!~~e.r;~sure,
I: Making amends, indemnification, or recompense ; cau&- aat'u-ra'Uon(silt:9-rii/sbun ), n. [L. saturatio: cf. F. satu- taining to lead (Saturn, in old chemistry, meaning lead),
ing to cease from claims and to rest content ; atoning; as,
saturnine, L. Saturnus the g_od Saturn, also the planet
ration.] l. Act or proceBBof saturating, or state of being
the satisfactory death of Jesus Christ. Obs. or R.
Saturn. See SATURN.] l. Leap.] Born under, or insaturated; complete penetration or impregnation.
1ING
llat 1IS-fy (sltt'Is-fi), V. t.; BA-r'IS·PIED(-fid); SATIIS-PY
fluencijd
by, the planet Saturn.
2. Opt-ics. Freedom from mixture or dilution with white;
(-fi 1Tng). [OF. satisfier; L. satis enough
-.ficare (in purity ; - said of colors.
2. Heavy; grave; gloomy; dull ;-the opposite of m.et"comp.) to make; cf. F. satisjaire, L. satisfacere. See 3. Steam Engin. In relation to marine boilers, the de- curial; as, a saturnine person or temper.
Addison~
BAD, a. ,· FACT. J 1. In general, to fill up the measure of
gree of saturation of the water witb salt, usually expreSBed 3. Old Chem. Of or pert. to Saturn, or lead ; resembling
a want of (a person or a thing); hence, to gratify fully the
lead
i
as,
Silturn-ine
red
(minium).
as the ratio of parts of salt to 32 parts of water, ordinary
desire of i to make content; to supply to the full, or so far
Syn. - See SULLEN.
·
sea water being assumed to contain b, of its weight of salt.
ae to give contentment, with what is sought or wished for. sat1u-ra1tor (sllt:n-rii 1tilr), n. [L.] One that saturates; a saturnine colic, Med., lead colic.
Saturn nebula. A.,t,,on. A small
Death shall ... with us two
device
for
saturatiug
;
specif.:
a
In
the
destructive
disBe forced to sutisf11 his ravenous maw.
Milton.
nebula whose shape resembles that
of the hall and ring of Saturn.
SI. To pay to the extent of claims or deserts; to give wha, tillation of coal, a tank contaiuing sulphuric acid through
which the vapors are passed to remove ammonia. b Au At':,r (silt'er; si 1tilr; 277), n. [L.
is due to; as, to satisfy a creditor.
3. a To answer or discharge, a.aa claim, debt, legal de- apparatus for supplying moist air to rooms, etc. c An ap- satyrus, Gr. uciTvpof: cf. F. satyre.7 l6'J:lill',""1!,~-::::,
paratus for saturating oxygen with ether vapor, used in l. [often cap.] Class. Myth. A
maml, or the like; to give compensation for; to pay off;
sylvan deity or demigod, repre- ,--..-,.~"""'"
to requite; as, to satisfy a claim or an execution. b To a modification of the limelight. 4 A device for injecting
water
spray into heated compressed air to cool the air. e sented as part man and part horse
make reparation for; to expiate; as, to satisfy guilt.
or !oat, given to riotous merriment
4:. To free from doubt, suspense, or uncertainty; to give Manuj. A tank 1or vat in which a saturated solution is made.
aasurance to; to set at rest the mind of ; to convince ; Sat•ur-4a:,(silt ur-d1i), n. [ME, Saterdai, AS. Sreterdreg,
Sreterndreg, Sreternesdreg, lit., Saturn's day, fr. L. Saturr~unJ:~~ihL~r;r:sthe
~~!t~~f
as, to satisfy one's self by inquiry.
onysus, and are considered by
AS. dreg day; cf. L. dies Saturni.]
The
6, To fulfill the conditions of ; a.a,to satisfy an equation ; nu• Saturn
seventh and last day of the week; tl1eday following Friday
- said of numbers and values.
;"i,~:c~n ~rfb'!'~~h~edJ~i~~
L.~:,,!:,~-"""'-""'"6. Gilding. To fill the pores of, as stone with a solution of and preceding Sunday; the day of the Jewish Sabbath.
Dionysus worshipers.
Cf. OENSatyr, (from a Greek
Sat'Urn (sltt'urn), n. [L. Satttrnus, lit., the sower, fr. TAUR,
1, SD.ENUS,
vase).
shellac and gutta-percha in naphtha.
serere, satum, to sow.
See SEASON; cf. SATURNINE. l I. a A lecherous man. b A man lrnviug satyriasis.
Syn. - Satiate, sate, gratify, compensate. See CONTENT.
l.
Rom.
Relig.
An
ancient
god
of
the
seed
sowing,
whose
ut'ls-fy (sltt'Is-fi), v. i. l. To give satisfaction ; to afford
3. Any of man;r butterflies belonging to tbe subfamily
temple in Rome, founded in 497 B, c., was used as a state
Satyrinm. Their colors
gratification ; to leave nothing to be desired.
treasury. In 217 B. c. the worship of Saturn was conare commonly brown
I. To make payment or atonement; to atone.
Milton.
formed
to
that
of
the
Greek
Cronus,
with
whom
the
Ro■a'trap (sii1trilp;
siltlrllp; 277), n.
[L. satrapes, Gr.
man god was identified and in whose type his images were
~~llf:,'/;_Yih~f~'i.g!';
~~~
ao.rpa.,r-qr,
fr. OPer. khshnthra:pii11anruler: cf. F. satrape.]
made. Thence arose the myth that Saturn in Italy as Crothe veins of t he fore
1. The governor of a province in ancient Persia.
nus in Greece, had been kinir during an ancient golden age
and founder of Italian civilization. See SATURNALIA, OPs.
I. Hence, a. petty prince acting under an autocratic
i;!~~~uch
2. Astron. One of the planets, next in magnitude to Jupisuperior; a despotic subordinate official.
4. The orang-utan.
ter, and next more
3. A worldly prelate. Obs.
Wycliffe.
■at1 :,-rl'a-sls (slttrI-1·i'<iu'trap-al (sii'trlt-pill ; silt'rlt-), a. Of or pertaining to a remote f r o m the
sis), n. [L., fr. Gr. ao.eun,remarkable for
satrap or a satrapy.
Tvpia.atf.
See SATYR.]
u'trap-:, (-pl), n.; pl. -TRAPIBS(-plz). [L. satrapia, sa- its engirdling sysMed. Irresistible
and
tem of thin rings.
trapea, Gr. aa.Tpa.1rua.: cf. F. satrapie.J The government
almost insatiable vene- Satyr ( Ce1·c11011is
a lope). r, r Wingt
Symbol, Ji. It is
or jurisdiction of a satrap ; a principality.
Milton.
real appetite in the male. reversed to sl10wunder side.
Sat•au-maware (slit'silli-mii; commonly silt-soo'm<iJ. A the sixth major
aa-t:,r'lc
(s<i-tlr'lk)
a.
[L.
satyric,,s,
Gr.
ao.rvpt<O<,] Of
''
planet from the sun
aa-t:,r'l-oal(-I-kltl) or pert. to satyrs. - aatyric drama,
~rtf!~::,
fuell:~:sci~t;~r
j~p~~~:~w:~a:~vince
0
ancient Greek burles,1ue drama with a chorus of satyrs.
Saturn,
2.
sat•u-ra-ble(sil(_fi-r<i-h"I),a. [L ,aturabilis: cf. F. satu·rc!:.1':nr,M~~~~~a
A South Amerrable.] Capable of being saturated; admitting of satura!~i!~~:~ri:l:!.fiarTt~e ::::cgf 0J1u~t~~:nb:t 0f':fn~~~kiTi:
tion. -aat 1u-ra-bU'l-tj'(-bII'l-tI), n.
able for having two large kinds of work.~
planet's den.sity i~ ~nly abo\lt A that of the earth. It
ers
besides
the
ordinary
ones,
and
for
sat•u-raut(-rant), n. LL.saturans, p. pr. See SATURATE.] rotates on its axis m about 10¼hours. (For other ele- ·
the immense size of its nests. It often
Impregnating to the full; saturating.
ments, see PLANET, Tilble.) Spectroscopic observations
does great damaie by defoliating plants.
■at'U.-rant, n. a Chem. A substance used to saturate anhave established the theory that the rings are comPosed uuce (s6s), n. LME. sauce, sause, OF.
other. b Med. An antacid, as magnesia, used to correct
of a dense swarm of small solid bodies. The eight wellsausse,
F. sauce, LL. salsa, properly,
known satellites of Saturn, beginning with the innermost,
acidity of the stomach.
salt pickle, fr. L. salsus salted, salt, p. p.
Ut 1U-rate(-riit), V. t. ," ·RAT1ED (-riit 1ed); ·RAT1ING (-rit'•
of
salfre
to salt, fr. sal salt. See SJ.LT; cf.
_
~~f,;tiY~:
lng), [L. saturatus, p. p. of satu.-are.to saturate, fr. satur
SAUCER, SOUSE pickle, SOUSE to plunge.]
lite, Pha,b", fainter and more distant than an_:vof the others,
full of food, sated. See SATIRE,] l. To cause to become
wa•
discovered
by
photograpb)'•in
1899,
and
a
tenth,
Thel.
A
condiment
or
composition
of
concompletely penetrated, impregnated, or soaked ; to fill mU, in 1905, between Titan and Hyperion.
diments and appetizing ingredients eaten Sauba Ant, Workfully; to treat (with something) till no more can be taken
3. A/chem. & Old Chem. The metal lead.
with food as a relish ; esp., a dressing er. Somewhat enup, aa water with salt or iron with magnetism.
4. Her. Sable, in blazoning by the planets.
for meat, fish, puddi~s, etc.
larged.
Fill and saturate each kind
1
(sllt'ur-ni'II-<i-), n. pl.; rarely, n. sing.,
2. (dial. pron. s6s, slis, sas) Any garden vegetable• eaten
With good according to its mind.
Em~r•on- Sat ur-na'll-a
1ur-na'le (-le).
Sat
[L.,
neut.
pl.
of
Saturnalia
of
or
bewith
meat
;often
called
ga,den
sauce.
Colloq. or Dial.
SI. Chen,. To satisfy the affinity of; to cause to combine longing to Saturn. See SATURN.] l. Rom. Rel-ig. The
3. Stewed or preserved fruit eaten with other food as a
till there is no further tendency to combine ;- to neutralfestival
of
Saturn,
beginning
D•c.
17, on which day the
relish ; as, apple sauce, cranberry sauce, etc. U. 8.
ize; as, to saturate an acid with an alkali.
official rites were celebrated.
Unofficially it was a sort
4. SancineBB; pert or insolent language. Now Colloq.
Syn. - SATURATE, SOAK, DRENCH, STBBP, IMPRBGNATB are
of carnival, in which masters served their slaves, while a
6. A mixture to flavor tobacco and snuff. Eng.
here compared esp. with reference to their fig. uses. That
king
chosen
by
lot
presided
over
the
fee.st.
is comp1etel7. imbued with something,
is 8.lTURATEDwhich
6, (pron. sos.) Also sauce-crayon. A soft crayon for
or which has absorbed all that 1t can hold; SOAKim11lies 2. Ll, c.; sometinies co,.-trued as a sing.] A period or oc- stump drawing or shading with the stump;-a French term.
casion of _general license, as in excesses of viee or crime.
~ For the ,·arious sauces, see under a la or the modifyrutrn:!i~!r~i8f~~ys~~:,n:,:\
Sat1ur-na'll-an(-iln), a. l. Of or pert. to the Saturnalia.
mg word; as, U la Soubise, Italian sauce, etc.
,aturate a sponge, to snak dried t1ruit, to be ,frencl,ed in a 2. [1. c.] Of unrestrained and intemperate jollity ; riot■auce,
"· t.; SAUCED(s6st); SAUCIJ.NG
(s6•'lng).
[Cf. F.
ahow81'; .. Saturated with experience of a particular class
ously merry; diesolute. ~,Saturnalianamusement.''
Burke.
sa.ucer.] l. To accompany with something intended to
of materialst an exi::rt intuitivelr feels whether a newly ■a-tur'nl-an (s<i-t0r1nl-lln), a. Pertaining to the Saturniflive
a
higher
relish;
to
season
;
flavor.
1: 0 t~~!i~to~
ldm. - n. One of the Saturniida,.
=r~~l~w!IlN!~
~t!s
2. To tickle or gratify, as the palate ; to stimulate. Rare.
drenched, and stee£ed, and soaked himself in the effusions Sa-tur•nl-an(sti-t0r'ul-iln), a. [L. Saturnius.] l. Of or
3. To make poignant i to give zest, fla,·or,•or intel'est to;
pert. to Saturn, whose age or reign is conceived to have
0
so1ir~:u~~!.t~~~~~
~~r_t~:::c~~3ei~
been the golden age; hence, resembling the golden age;
to se t 0
f:~rr!:1:ifi{ tt~:!J!°nings. Sir P. Sidney.
distinguished for peacefulness, happineBB, contentment.
th{~ ·;!rixY~~i~~e,r\1h:ir1~~
4. To treat with bitte!'J pert, or tart language ; to he ImT:'J';'~c"i!:.,lif:;
2. Astron. Of or pertaining to the planet Saturn.
pudent or saucy to. .Now Colloq.
Shak.
S&turni&natom, Physics, an atom consisting of a ~roup of
0
~
5. To prepare (a capon, tench, eto.) for the table. Ob,.
negatively charged electrons inside a mass of positive electics " (Hazlitt) ; u To these home& subjects ~e communiaauoe'pan'
(-plln'),
n.
A
small
metallic
ve888l
with
a
hantrification, and revolving about the center of the positive
cated the rich commentary of his nature; they were all
dle, for use in stewin~, orig. forcooki11gsauce; a stewpan ..
cha:rge at such a rate as to be in stable equilibrium under
steeped in Bums" ( Stei·enaon) ; u When my mind was\ as it their own repulsive forces and under an attraction to the aau'oer (s6'8er), n. [ME. sau•ser, OF'. saussier, or saussih-e.,
were, stronflY impregnated with the Johnsonian retner"
F. sauciere, fr. OF. sausse, F. sauce. See SAUCE.] l, A
(Boswell); • this \loem, everywhere i1npregnatecl with ori~~'::: o~ftt~e ~t~~;:
f~:~gihtt~~1:ile~~i:_c~~yv::.!~P~::.~
small pan or veBBelin which sauce was set on a table. Oba.
gin"al excellence' ( Wordsworth). See PERMBATB, DIP.
an early Italian meter employed in Latin poetry before
SI. A small dish in wl,ich a cup is set at table.
■at•u-rate (-rll:t), a. [L. saturatus, p. p.]
l. Filled to
0.r,t!g~~\17..':r\t':,~~'TI:..ti!;s_exact
3. Something resembling a saucer in shape. Specif. : a
~~:p!f.,
nature
is
repletion ; saturated ; soaked.
Naut. (1) A flat, shallow caisson for raising sunken sl1ip11.
SI. Very deep or intense ; - applied to colors.
hai~:
:~~~~::f~it=\t
~secA
verafttum,
(2) A shallow SO<'ket for the pivot of ·a capstan. b Sulwhich
ut'u-rat'ed (-riit'M), pret. &: p. p. of SATURATE, Specif.:
phuric-acid Marmj. The base of the usual form of chamThe queen I was in I the kitch1en IIeating I bread and I honey;
p. a. l. Filled to repletion; holding by absorption, solu;
thus,
while
others
explain
it
as
accentual
ber,
turned up round the edges and partly filled with chamtion, combination, or the like, all that is possible ; as, satVtrum miht, Camena, # insecl!versfitum.
ber acid, into which tbe dependent side dips to form a seal.
urated garments ; a saturated solution of salt.
1ur-nl'1-dm
Sat
(slttlur-ni'l-de), n. pl. [NL.; fr. Saturnfo,
1fo'::~fl,:'J~!
SI. Optics. Not diluted with white;- said of pure colors generic name; cf. L. Saturnius Sa.turnian.] Zo0l. An imlnOJ'fl,;th!J: 0
like those of the spectrum.
portant and widely distributed family of moths having a golden yellow stripes. It reaches a length of one foot.
•turated compound, Chem., a compound which does not
stout hairy body, strong wide wings, and, in the males at sau'oer-leaf'(s6 1ser-Iefl), n. A Malayan araliaceous •hrub
least, ant,inna, wl,ich are bipectinate to the tip. They are
(Nothopanax cochleatum), with simple concave, shell-like
:1:p!~n'3:°.!s at:~ti°a~a1M~~~~d \heff~~;~ai1~es~ 0ass~f!
leaves. It is often cultivated in the tropics.
tinguished from those of the ethylene series, etc. - 1. ■o- mostly of large size, and some of the species are among the
■auce' -a-lone', n. Hedge garlic.
~:~■-f&c'ttve, a.
dlaJtfn~) 0 !OfSk~K·b~
~1:~t b~~:re8S:t~1 Y.l
he
s1:~.! f:;Y-1'z'- 1auce'box', n. [See SAUCE,
■at'ta-fac'to-rUy. adv. of SAT- See CLAUDITE JAM RIVOR.
ing.1 Ht!r1u Pl/1/os·
Truth.' - aat'ur-ntsm (slt'"Ur!n°tz'rn;: n. m1is: .n.s'm'Ue),n. LNL., fr. Gr. SAUCY.] A saucy, impudent
erson · eep.. a pert child.Colloq.
t'il f 't rt
S
/
sat
pul'chr&,
at ■at ·bo'na. aati--'u-rat'er (sl. t''!l:rit t't! r). n. Med. Plutnbiem.
'
II&
- ac c,. •Dell,S n.
e e L.] Handsome enough, if good A saturator.
a&t'ur--ntat {-nlst), n. A person ua.ropta.uµ.of.] Satyriasis. Obs. ■ auce' col'tert' (sOs'ktJl'bir').
1
~~;;;:l'a-ble
enough.
aa'ture.11. [L. sPrere,satum, to of ~aturnine temperament. Obtt.
[OF. 11atirien.] Sa- rown souce with mnt glad•,
juice, parsley, and butter.
~J~i~~;.(s~;;::-tl11iJf~~)k!f/~ aa'trap-er. n. f r"at,.p. ~bs
soi.1e1Sation tiowin,.
Ohf, l !afurn,re:,
Milibm. Stu . Sat'y-rt'nae (slt'l-rl'n~). n. pl. lemon
1auce'Aeume', n.
a&t'la-11.'er
(slt'ls-fl'~r), n. One ~'trap-ell. n.
ema e 88. ap. i:v":rv e, Ob11 •• a u rei a. ~:/~r~:on~iAN
;, or a rm. fNL. : L. l'f"lfl/r11S satyr+ -inre.J ■auce'lem',
[OF. saus salt (L. salMts) +
th t t· fl
[·
\ ,:~p'i-cal
(st-trlp'Y-k41), a. ■a-tu'r°t-ty csd-tD.'rT-tl),n. fL Sa-tur'nu■ (s<i-tO.r'nUs),n. [L.J "Zoril. A subfamily of n,vmpha- jlemme phlegm J A red, pim0
ply facial eruption. Cf. SALT
■at,i:;,i::·-ly, ad,.,. ~f~::rfi,J;:
Satrapal. Rare.
satt1ritas, fr. satm· full of food, ~aturn.
~~1~:s1:1tti~~e:m~
01-is,
II■ a'th eu-per'que.
[L. sAatc?i-=-f!:~anp
.. [Jk._satrapone.] sated: cf. OF. saturite.J Sato- 111.t'yr-al{slt'lr-dl; sii't~r-), n. made 8 fnmilv. the Sa-tyr'i- RHEl"M.
1a.uce'les1,a. See -LESS.
!nd1~!tt~a;v!~a
da, (sll-tlr'T-de). - 1at'y-rine
Enoufh and more than enouth· Sat'au-ma, n. A variety of ~i::.1:r;.:~1~!t~nr,~~~,, n. pl.
nd rin orange often grown Saturnalia Ohs
[orR I difl'erentanimal"
(slft'l-rln :-rln: lR'l),a.
[J~]qTs:8~~fe•'-~
~~::~~:f!.-~rrd!o'rum.
[ .]
8
R'tive (Bl'tTv), a. [L. sativm,
Flo~ida.
Saturn ctD.Dabar:Minium.O~s: S
e&,fyr_••F-anea"•r•,.J.
QlrC;ie•nne)•,
.. alnk
8pgehnt-,
■fa..tyrG 'l-on~ed-tlr'Y-fnnF),n. [L:, i;.{~~
111
;~~:ff~s~1:t~3~~t~: ahal•
fr.serere,satum,toeow.]
Sown; ■a.t'tee. T ~UTTEE.
Sa.-tur'nt-an,n. Asupposedin- 8 8
" " 0•
r. r,CTO.Tt•pt'JV:
c, .:~atyrtpropagated by seed. RarP.
■at'ten, ■at'tln. i' ~ATI1'f.
habitant of Saturn.
who, althou~h R RS.tyr'sson, ie 0onrc.1
y 0o[_
..various European ~ ■ auce' pot1 vrade' (pw1Vvrtd').
1_dA•n·
•'tl.e (dial. Mt''}). Obs. or aattie, n. [Cf. It. saettia a small Sa-tur'nl-cen'trlc
(eci-tOr'nY- br,n·e and faithful to Una.
h
,,.~
dial. Eng. var. of SETTLE,
sailing vessel.] A kind of sailing ~n'trlk ; slt'ilr-nl-l, a. Astron. ■at~. T SATIRE, SATYR.
!~tu;:h•oe;~e,eip.
!f~~~n1:: ~r::i~~r
MANIAC,] One having satyriasis. jh~7.,•;i:~~, (Tl'mart'•
l,d'). [F.J
RIDIOLADE. .
10wer. Ob,.
■al'tle (dial. Nt''l).
Oba. or Sat'ur-Dlght', n. [AS. Sreter- Characterized by satyr1, Obs. ■au. T SAW, n. $' pret.; sow.
ment by the holder of a mortgage or judgment of its satisfaction, with an authorization for its discharge of record.

1t3-rl), a. [Cf. L. satisjactorius,
Ut 11s-fac'to-ry(slWTe-fllk
F. satisjactoire.] l. Giving or producing satisfaction;

l11tlall,the mo•t concentrated

largest iI18ectBknown.

solution that can remain,

~r~r e~:::a ~~ntt~idb~ol;e~~u~s~~c1:.' ~t~t~1!.~~::.~
steam in a saturated vapor : sometimes, wet steam. - 1.
vapororva£our, Ph11.vics,vapor which, being at the temper-
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SAUCE ROBERT
■a'll'ol-D888 (s6 1sl-nl!s), n, Quality of being saucy.
■au'CY (s8'sI), a.,' BAU'CI·BR(-sI-er); SAU'CI-B8T, [From

1. Showing, or expressive of, impertinent boldness or forwardness ; impudent ; insolent ; pert ; as, a
aaucy fellow ; a saucy eye ; saucy looks.
BA.UCB.]

We then have done you bold and sr.xucywrongs.

2. a
ful.
cent;
Syn.

Shak.

Vain; proud; conceited. Scot. b Disdainful; scornc Overnice, esp. as to food. Dial. Eng. d Indewanton. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
- Impudent, insolent, rude, uncivil. See OPP1c1ous.
■auer'kraut1 (sour 1krout!), n. [G. ; sauer sour+ kraut
herb, cabbage.] Cabbage cut fine and allowed to ferment
in a brine made of its own juice with salt.
sau'ger (s6'ger), "· A pike perch (Stizostedion canadense)
similar to the wall-eye, but smaller and less valued as food.
It occurs from Montana to Arkansas and eastward.
S;iuJ_(sl)J), n. [L. Saul (cf. Gr. }laovA), fr. Heb. Shaul.]
1. Lit., asked for; - masc. prop. name.
2. Rib. a The son of Kish, and first king of Israel, who
fouglit the Philistines, quarreled with Samuel, hursued
~a ~g'p"l~tf;'.1 on his sword in defeat by the Phi ·stines.

8

Bault (s6Jt), n.

SAVE

BJDBI! head, and more or less plantigrade five-toed limbs,
all four used in walking, The group contains the most gi-

inhuman ; brutal; as, a savage spirit.
Syn. - Unpolished, rude, bruti.Sh, brutal, cruel, pitiless,
See PBROCIOus,
BARBARliN,a.
from the Middle Jurassic into the Cretaceous. See BRON· sav'age (siv'itj), n. 1. A lmman bemg in his native state
TOSA.URUS,
of rudenese ; one untaught, uncivilized, or without cultiJtlu.,t. - ■aU-?OP 1O-dOUB (s6-roplo-dus), a.
Sau-rop'B1-da(s6-rop 1sl-d<i), n. pl. [NL.; sa·uro- + Gr. vation.
01/lt.'i
appearance. J Z o0l. A comprehensive group of am2. A man of unfeeJing, brutal cruelty ; a barbarian.
niote vertebrates, which includes the classes Aves, 01· birds,
3. A wild or ferocious animal. Rare.
and Reptilia, or reptiles. The group was first proposed sav'age, v. t. 1, To make savage. Rare.
by Huxley. They are ovi_parous or ovoviviparous, and the
2 • To at1~fn:~:a1:!r~] s~C:,,~•the helpless tree11. Henley.
embryo develops au ammon and allautois. There are no
mammary glands, the body cavity is not divided by a sav'age-ry (sav'itj-ri; 277), n.; pl. -RIES (-rlz). [F. saucomplete diaphragm, and air is breathed by lungs, never
vage1"ie.] 1. State of being savage, or uncivilized; sav ..
ageness; savagism. ,~Primeval sa'vagery.'' C. King~·ley.
¥heg~~~ll tt~g~~og~ ~g~:si~:r
:~rui':ii~ 1b;11:n:~~~~t1~:
2. Savage disposition or action; an act of cruelty; barbarity.
The lateral hemispheres of the brain are not connectei by
a transverse commissure or corpus callosum. Cf. lcHTHY- 3.· Wild growth, as of plants; wildness, as of nature. Shak.
OPSIDA..
- sau-roP'Bl-dan (-diin), a. &- "·
4. Savages collectively.
Sau 1ru-ra1ce-111(s6'rc'i6-riilst-e), n. pl. [NL. See SAuRu- sav'ag-ism (-itj-Iz'm), n. State of being savage; utter
Rus. J Bot. A family of perennial herbs (order Piperales),
barbarism ; also, savages collectively.
generally regarded as the lowest of the dicotyledons.
sa-van'na (s<i-dn 1<i), n. Also savannah. [Of American
They have small flowers, destitute of perianth, in terminal
Indian origin; cf. Sp. sabana, earlier ~avana.J 1. A tract
0
of level land covered with ice or snow. Obs.
g~:!~[ a~in:!!3;!cfu~, 8i:fi~~ 1s
2. A treeless plain; an open, level region; - used chiefly
and Asia. - sau 1ru-ra'ceous (-shits), a.
with reference to the southern United States, esp. Florida.
Sau-ru1rus (s6-ro,i'rus), n. [NL.; sauro- + Gr. ovpatail.]
3. Phytogeog. A tropical or subtropical grassland containBot. A geuus of plants typifying the Saururacea,.
They
ing
scattered trees, the undergrowth being chiefly of the
are herbs with alternate cordate leaves and catkinlike raxerophilous type, such as the campos of Brazil (see CAMPO,
cemes of white flowers having four to eight stamens and an
1) or similar regions in Africa where the baobab is the domovary of four carpels coalescent into a capsule in fruit.
}~t~·
slf!~~~~~d1!~d~n~l~a~:A~~~~!~;:f.es,
on th e
ib~er~::2.,s:t:I1)Wi:i:,
1::i~~~~~f.ic,s~!eL~~1!~!s~T1~~UUS,
merciless, atrocious.
J~!t~~JJ::s~l}~~a::!r':;s~~!cf}¼~7c;i:C!~1.8
f~!~n!~:~:~!d

f~!:~r!~

~;11,f~~l~
A~~:i~IL

[OF., F. &aut, fr. L. aaltu~, fr. satire to
leap. J Act of leaping or jumping; a leap i a jump.
aaun'ter
(siiu1t0r; s8n'- i 277), v. i.; SAUN'TERED (-t0rd);
SAUN 1TER-ING.
[Prob. fr. OF. & F. il s'aventure he adventures (himself), through a shortened form s'auntre iu
AF. See A.nVENTURE,
n. &, v.] l. In Obs. uses: a To
adventure one'e. self. b To wonder; opine.
2. To wander or walk about idly and in a leisurely or lazy
manner; to lounge; stroll; loiter.
-sau'rus (-s8'rils). A modern Latin suffix from Greek
3. Hence, to dawdle; idle. Obs. or R.
ao.Vpo~, lizard, used chiefly in paleontology; as, lchthyoSyn.-Wander,
roam, rove, ramble, range, stray,_loiter,
sauros, Pliosaurus,
Titanosaurus, etc.
linger. - SAUNTER, STROLL. SAUNTER suggests a le1sure)y
pace, an idle and care-free mind, and aimlessness ; STROLL sau•ry (s6'rI), n.; pl. -RIBS(-riz). [Orig. uncert.J A slenalso suggests leisurely rambling, but often implies more
der long-beaked fish (Scombresox saunts) related to the flying fishes, and found in the temperate parts of the Atlanf!ir:rWi~8rnt:~~fr~~n~~~~:,,
t!:
for half the day thro' stately theaters" ( Tennyson) ; 0 strolling players" ( w. Pater). See LINGER,RAMBLE,
WANDER.
saun'ter, n. 1. A sauntering; also, a strolliug gait.
2. A sauntering place. Obs.
Young.
Saury.
sau'rel (s6'r1Jl), n. [F.] Any carangoid fish of the genus tic north to Cape Cod and the French coast. It becomes
Trachurus, esp. T.
about
18
inches
long,
and swims in large schools, often
traclmrus of Europe
leaping from the water when pursued by larger fishes.
and America, and T.
sau'sage (s8'sitj), n. [F. saucisse, LL. sals'icia, fr. L.
symmetricus of Calisalsussalted. See SAUCE.] 1. Meat(esp.pork)mincedand
f or n i a, all very
highly seasoned, and, commonJy, inclosed in a cylindrical
closely allied species,
case or skin, usually in one made of the prepared intestine
of some animal and tied or constricted at short intervals.
~::~r!'s1:delonffst~
I ( TrachuAlso,
a section of such a preparation between ligatures.
with a series of bony
ru.-1 trachurus).
2. = SAUCISS0N. Obs. or R.
plates extendin11: the full length of the lateral line.
saus-su'rite
(s6-sii'rit ; s6s 1i'i-rit), n. [F. After H.B. de
Sau'rf-a (s6'rl-a), n. pl. [NL., fr. Gr. aavpa, a-aiipo<,a
Saussure, a Swiss.] Min. & Petrog. A tough, compact
lizard.] Zool. A group of reptile• to which various ranks
substance,
white,
greenish, or grayish, produced, in part
and limits have been assigned. It conat least, by alteration of feldspar, and consisting chiefly
tains the lizards 1 and in older classificaof zoisite or epidote. -saus 1su-rit'lc (s6s 1 ti-rlt/1k), a.
tions the crocodiles and various extinct
groups of more or less liza.rdlike form.
11sau 1 1 (sii'tii/), a.
[F., p. P- of saute,·, prop., t-0 jump.]
If used in modern classifications, comCookery . .IMed lightly and quickly in a little hot fat while
monly equiv. to Lacertilia.
beiug frequently turned over. Hence: sau 1t6', v. t.; SAU 1sa'll'ri-an(-an), a. Of or pert. to the
Tieo' (so'tid.'); SAU 1TE.'ING.
Sauria; lizardlike. - n. One of the
■au'te-relle' (so'te--r~l'), n. [F.J
An instrument used by
Sauria ; any Jizardlike reptile, as a
masons and others to trace aud form angles.
dinosaur or ichthyosaur.
1terne' (s0 1t8rn';
sau
s8-tfirn'), n. [From Sa11tP1'TleR,
Giaauro-.
Combining form from Greek
ronde, Jl,rance.] A kind of white wine. See BORDEAUX,
n., 2.
aa.iipo~, lizard.
Sau 1va-ge'sl-a (s6 1 v<i-je'zi-<i; -sl-<i), n. [NL., after F.
sau-rog'na-thous (s 6-r ~ g'n <i-th ih), a.
B. de Sau-vages de la Croix (!70G-G7), French botanist and
[sauro-+-gnathous.] Zool. Designating,
physician. J Bot. A genus of chiefly tropical American
or having, an arrangement of the bones of
ochnaceous herbs or undershrubs, having alternate )eaves,
the palate, as in certain woodpeckers, in
fringed stipules, and small pentamerous flowers with two
which the maxillopa]atines are short and
rows of staminodia, the outer flliform, the inner petaloid.
the vomer is divided longitudinally, being
S. erecta
is the St.-Martin'e-herb.
represented by a pair of slender rods. sav'age (sav'i'ij), a. [OF. & F. sauvage, OF. also salvage,
■au-rog'na-thiam (-thiz'm), n.
fr. L. silvaticus belonging to a wood, wild, fr. silva a
■au•ro-pod (sll'rti-plld), n.
One of the
wood. See SIL v AN ; cf. SYL v ATIC.J 1. Of or pertaining
Sauropod&. - a. Sauropodous.
to the forest; remote from human abodes and cultivation;
Sau-rop1o-da(s6-rop'~-d<i), n. pl. [NL.;
.
in a state of nature; wild; as, a savage wilden1ese.
2. Wild; untamed ; uncultivated ; as, sai,age beasts.
sauro- -poda.] Pale~n: A suborde~ or 8
Cornels, and savage b,crries of the wood. Dryden.
order of d1n~~urs cons1stmg of berb1v_o- 0 f ,J/m•osaul'us
3. Uncivilized; untaught; unpolished; as, savage manner9i.
rous forms with a long neck and tail, grandis.

~fl!i,?f!;~~~~i~~~
~};~f,~d

te

+

4, Characterized by cruelty ; barbaro111 ; fierce ; ferocioua;

f!;o~~~a·P'!i:~

~tt!~

savanna flower. Any W'est Indian apocynaceous plant
of the genus Ee/lites.
savanna sparrow. A small streaked brown-and-white

North American sparrow (Pas:;erculus sandwichensis savanna or related variety) inhabiting fields and meadows.

savanna woodland. P/1ytogeog. A parklike woodland in
which the undergrowth

is o{ the savanna type.

II sa 1vant' (sWviiN'), n.; pl. sA.VA.NTS
(F. sW,iiN 1). [F., fr.

savoirtoknow,L.

sape1·e. SeesAGB, a.] A man of learning ; one versed in literature or science.
Sa 1vart' s' an'a-ll7z1er (s:Vviirz'). [After Felix Sa,,art,
French physicistfi. A device made of two crossed Nlatea
~~1l~~~t;~~\ ~~c~i~~lrn!te!h:o c!~:~r! 1!t°!e~;i:1~tet r!!1tr!
tion of the plane of polarization to be detected.
Sav 1a-sta'na (sav 1<i-stii'n<i), n. [NL., after Francesco
Eulalio Sa,•astano, Italian botanist. J Bot. A genus of aromatic perennial grasses, natives of temperate and cold
regions, having 3-flowered spikelets, the terminal flower
perfect, the others staminate. S. odorata is t11eholy grass.
1ING (siiv'lng).
save (siiv), v. t.; SA.VEn(siivd); SA.V
[ME.
sut•en,, sauren, salven, Olf'. saltie1·, sauver, F. saui.·er, L.
salvare, fr. saltius
saved, safe. See SAFE,a.] 1. To make
safe or procure the safety of; to preserve from injury,
destruction, or evil of any kind; to rescue or deliver from
danger ; as, to sat•e a house from the flames.
God sm:e all this i'air company.
Clmucer.
Ile cried, saying, Lord, save me. .Jfatt, :x:iv.30.
2. Theol. To deliver from sin; to rescue from condemnation and spiritual death, and bring into spiritual life.
Christ Jesus co.meinto the world to save sinners. l l'im. i. 15.
3. To keep from being spent, wasted, or lost; to preserve;
to lay up; hoard; as, to save one's time or strength.
Now ~avea nation, and now sm:e a groat.
Pope.
4. To obviate the necessity or occurrence of; spare ; as, to
save one labor. u A stitch in time saves nine." Old P1·oi1erb.
6. To avoid losing the use of; to escape loss of; to take
advantage of; to catch ; as, to &avethe mail.
Sw1Jt.
Syn. - SAVE, RESCUE,SAVE, the more general term, implies preservation from evil of any kind; RESCUEmore frequently suggests deliverance from immediate or im~nd-

~~~1,aTf!~~~tb~
i~:~~~~~is:r~ (ff:~r::;:!)! ~rw:bJ~
1

beset with thieves; rescue thy mistress" (Shak.). See
CONSERVE,
KEEP, RELEASE,
■ave, or blea ■, the mark, or, more fully,
God (or Heaven)
■ave, or ble11, the mark, parenthetical exclamatory 1thrases,

~~0~6~:a:~11

~r:i::la

°~il1:.a!o::thht~
::;r!~~nth:J
or mentionei.£; now, after Shakespeare, etc. 1 appended to
the statement or mention of some fact or thing to expresa
contempt of, or impatience with, it. - 1. your reverence,
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SAVE

SAW LOG

6. Sense of smell; power to scent, or trace by scent.
::::ry :!~~~:~~c:ad~
!~!h~e~:~eE~era:
! ~rt:at"g;
6. A prepared perfume. Obs.
preserve
0

1

0

clergyman. -to sa.ve appe&rancea, to
a decent outside; to avoid exposure of a discreditable state of things.
- to 1. one's bacon, to save one's self or property from harm
or loss. Colloq.-to a. one's face, to conceal one 1 s defeat,
discomfiture, or loss of prestige, by some pretense.
save (siiv), v. i. 1. To avoid unnecessary expense or expenditure ; to prevent waste; to be economical.
Hra.88ordnance

s(wetlt in the quanility of the material.

relish, odor, scent, smell. See TASTE.
sa'vor, sa'vour (sa 1ver), v. i. ,· sA'voaEn, sA1vouRED
(-verd) j SA.'VOR-ING,SA1VOUR-ING. [ME. savouren, OF.
savorer, F. savourer. See SAVOR,n.J 1. To have a taste
or smell, as of a certain kind or quality; to taste; smell;
smack ; - with of; as, food that savors of onions.

2. To have a bad smell. Obs.
3. To partake of the quality or nature ; to indicate the

Bacon.

last; as, food that will save.
save, prep. or conj. [F. sauf, properly adj., safe. See
SAFE, a. J Except ; excepting ; not including ; leaving out ;
deducting; reserving; saving.
Five times received I forty stripes save one. 2 Cor. xi. 24.
Syn. - See EXCEPT.
save, conj. Except; unless.
aave'-all', n. [save+ all. J Any of various things which
prevent waste or loss or, rarely, damage. Specif.: a A device
in a candlestick to hold the candle end, so that it may burn.
b A trough to prevent waste in a paper-making machine.
C Sugar Boiling. An overflow vessel connected with a vacu•
um pan. 4 Naut. A small sail sometimes set under the
foot of another sail or between two sails. e A large pina-fore with sleeves, to cover the dress.
Colloq.
aav 11n, sav'ine (Bav'Tn), n. Also sabine. [ME. saveine,
AS. snfinre, savine, L. sabina llerba. Cf. SABINE.J a A
juniper (Junipents sabina) of western Asia, Europe, and
northern North America. It is a compact bush, with dark
foliage, and small berries having a glaucous bloom. Its
bitter, acrid tops are sometimes used in medicine for gout,
amenorrhea, as an abortifacient, etc. b The North American red cedar (J. virginiana).
aav'lng (savffng), p. pr. of SAVE. Specif.: p. a. That
saves; as: a Preserving; rescuhig. b Economizing; frugal;
economical ; as, a saving cook. c Reimbursing expenses,
d Making resthough not gainful; as, a saving bargain.
ervation or exception ; as, a saving clause.
l&ving arch. = SAFETYARCH.- s. clause, Law, a clause in an
instrument exempting something from its operation. - a.
faith. See FAITH, 3 b.-a. grace, grace that leads to salvation.
aav'ing, vb. n. of SAVE. 1. Act of saving: a Preservation from danger or loss ; as, the saving of the soul. b
Economy in outlay; prevention of waste ; reduction in
cost; as, a saving of 10 per cent in cost of mining.
2. That which is saved ; something laid up or kept from
being expended or lost; specif~, pl., sums saved from time
to time, and kept unexpended ; as, the savings of years.
3. Exception; reservation, as by a saving clause.
~ontend not with those that are too strong for us. but still
with a S(wi11g to honesty.
L' Estra11ye.
'88.V'ing (siiv 1Tng), prep. or conj., but properly a participle.
With the exception of; except; excepting.
Also, without
disrespect to (see save your reverence, under SAVE,v. t.).
"Saving your reverence."
Shak.
None of us put off our clothes, saning that every one put them
off for washmg.
Neh. iv. 23,
aav'lng-ness, n. 1. Quality of being saving; frugality.
2. Tendency to promote salvation.
aa'vlngs bank (sii'vingz). A bank the business of which
is to receive and invest small deposits, chiefly savings, and
pay compound interest thereon, without deduction except
for business expenses.
A savings bank may be a trustee
uvinga bank, or, briefly, a trwstee b&nk, of which more or
without pay; ajofnt ..
Jess of the officers are trusteesactin~
stock a&vinga bank, managed as a jomt-stock company ; a
municipal savings b&nk, managed as a branch of the municipal government ; a post&l, or poat ..ofllce, savings b&nk, conducted by a government throu5h the l~al post offices; or
~~;ftf1:~:~7i~~i!hil~~~~;te
to receive very small deaav'ior, aav'tour (siv'yer), n. [ME. sariour, saveour, OF.
sa(u)ueo(u)r, saliieor, F. sauveur, fr. L. salvator, fr. salvare
to save. See sAVE, ·v.J l, One who saves, preserves, or
delivers from destruction or danger.
Shelley.
2. [cap.] Specif.: The (or our, your, etc.) Savior, he who
brings silvation to men i Jesus Christ, the Redeemer; in the New Testament sometimes also applied to God.
The Father sent the Son to be the Sa1:wr of the world.
1 John iv. 14
Savior, or Saviour, of Rome, Marius (n. c. 157-86); - so called
after his defeat of the Cimbri and Teutones.
Sa 1vonne'rie' car'pet (sa/vOn 1 re 1 ). A kind of fine handmade one-piece carpet with a velvet pile, manufactured
in
Paris at the Gobelin establishment;
- so called from the
former establishment
(where there had formerly been a
soap factory, sat 1onnn·ie) at Chaillot, near the Seine.
aa'vor, sa'vour (si'ver), n. [ME. savour, savor, snuur, OF.
savor, savour, F. saveur, fr. L. sapor, fr. sapere to taste,
savor. See SAGE,a.,-cf. SAPID, INSIPID, SAPOR,
J 1. That
property of a thing which affects the organs of taste or
smell; taste and odor i flavor ; relish ; scent ; as, the savor
of an orange or a rose ; an ill sm.Jor.
2. Hence, specific flavor or quality ; characteristic property; distinctive temper, tinge, taint, and the like.
Why is not my hfe a continual joy, and the salior of heaven
perpetually upon my spirit?
Rru·ter.
3. Reputation; repute; character.
Archaic or Poetic.
4. Inclination; liking; pleasure; delight; also, pleasantness i attractiveness.
Obs.
Cliaucer.

Rare.

Syn.-Flavor,

2. To keep;

presence or influence ; to smack ; -with
of.
This saror.q not much of distraction.
Shak.
I have rejected everything that savors of party. Adrhson.
4. To use the sense of taste. Obs.
Cllauar.
6. To be agreeable toone'staste;
to be satisfactory.
Obs.

W

are shown in the cut.

Various epecial saws are defined in
the Vocabu/a,•y.
~
Saw Teeth- 1, 2 Forms of
1
2
~
Common, Peg, Plain, or
Tenon Tooth ;3Mill; 4Rip- ~~
saw; ,5,6 Forms of Lance;
4
5
~
7 Lightning or M; 8 Great
American, or American; 9
Champion; 10, 11 Forms of
~~
Electnc ; 12, 13 Forms of
9
Tuttle; 14, 15 Forms of Diamond; 161.<'leam;li, 18 Other
special varieties with Hook~ ~---c1-=o~~,~--,-ll,-~\;J;J2
Teeth and Perforations : rn,
:ID,21 Forms of Circular Saw
Teeth. the last with Rakers:~ ~-~ 13
=-~~~ 1
22 Teeth of Grooving Saw
15
for wood ; 23, 24 Imerted
Teeth in Metal-m1lhng Saw; .----~
2,'i, 2fi Forms of Inser!ed ~16
~9
~O
Teeth
for wood-cuttmg
Circular Saw; 2i Manner of
inserting or extractmg the ,-----,

r;J:;}

w

~:~ri~
~~i~e tb':iot:ic~l~~~~~.tie terg~:~i~~1~ Jj~n,e~~
To perceive by the smell or the
00

sa'vor, sa'vour, v. t. 1. a

taste.
b Hence, to perceive; learn; experience; understand ; know. Obs.
Wycliffe.
tooth in 26
1~..
[221
2. To have the flavor or quality of; to indicate presence of. 2. Any of various analo- lJiJlfUU.lli),{
~~
That cuts us off from hope, and savors only
gous tools or devices withRancor aud pride, impatience and despite
Milton.
17~ ~~~ ~~~I
3. To taste or smell with pleasure; to delight in , to relish ; out teeth, which cut by (
wearing out a kerf ; as: a ~
like ; also, fig., to taste critically or discriminatingly ; to
A thin, smooth blade of
have critical appreciation of.
soft iron, fed with sharp ~ ~24
It is the sense and not the sentiment of the verfle or prose that
is savored by:the actor and the audience.
IV C Brownell,
sand and water, for cut- ~
4. To gratify ; suit ; please. Obs.
ting stone. b A soft steel
6. To impart flavor to; to season.
at high
2
sa'vor-ous (sii/ve'r-Us), a. [OF. savoros, smwros, F. savou- disk
speed revolved
to cut armor
plate,
~ 26
Q
27
reux, L. saporosus. Cf. SAPOROUS
; see SAVOR,n ] Having
etc. See HELICOIDALSA w.
""
a savor; savory.
Holland.
3. A tool or machine havsa'vor-y, sa'vour-y (-l), a. [From SAVOR.] 1. Having a ing a saw (defs. 1 and 2)
grateful savor (or, formerly, any savor); pleasing to taste
for cutting; as, a circular, jig, or wood, saw.
or smell.
4. = CROSSRUFF,2.
2. Hence, pleasing morally; reputable.
saw (so),v. I. ;pret. SAWED (s6d) ,p.p. SAWED or SAWN (s6n);
sa'vor-y (-l), n. Also sa'vour-y. [1<'savoree; cf. L. sa- p. pr. & vb. n. SAw'ING. 1. To cut with a saw; to separate
tureia; also OF. sm:ore, a., savory.]
a An aromatic Eurowith a saw; as, to saw timber or marble.
pean mint (Satureia llortensis), much used in cooking; 2. To form by cutting with a saw ; as, to saw boards or
called also smnmer slt't'ory. b Any other species of Satuplanks, that is, to saw logs or timber into boards or planks.
reia, esp. S. montana, sometimes called winter sarory.
3. To make motions suggestive of those of a person using
sa-voy' (sci-voi'), n. [F. clwu de Savoie cabbage of Savoy.] a saw ; as, to ,<;au; the air with the arms.
A race of cabbage having a compact head with wrinkled
4. Bookbinding. To cut grooves with a saw across the back
and curled ]eaves.
of (the folded and gathered sheets of a book) to receive
Sa-voy'ard (•n-voi'cird; F. s1Vvw.Vyar'), n. [F.J A native the cords to which the sheets are sewed and to which the
or inhabitant of Savoy, which is peopled by typical reprecovers are secured.
sentatives of Ripley's u Alpine race," speaking a dialect of saw, v. i. 1. To use a saw; as, a man saws wen.
the langue d 'oc. - a. Of or pert. to Savoy.
2. To cut, as a saw ; as, the saw or mill saws fast.
Savoy Declaration or Confession. A declaration or con- 3 .. To be cut with a saw; a~, the timber saws smoothly.
fession of faith and order adopted in 1658 by the English sa'wa-ra C\''Press (sii'wii'-ra). [Jap. smcnra.J A handsome
Congregationalists
at a meeting in the Savoy palace, LonJapanese pmaceous tree ( Chama:cyparis pisifera).
don. Its doctrine was essentially that of the Westmmster
saw'back 1 (s6'bitk'), n. Something having a serrate dorsal
outline; specif., a mountain range having sharp peaks of
~;nl~:sA6~to~ 1~gy1!it~a
S!~btr~~~l ~~~di~~
about equal height ; a sierra.
1708. It is no longer regarded as authoritative.
1},n. [Cf.D.zaagbok,l
A sawhorse. U.S.
saw (s6), n. [ME. sawe, AS. sagu ,- akin to secgan to say. saw'bnck'(s6'blik
SeeSAY,v t. ,-cf.SAGA.] 1. Obs. Utterance; something said; saw'dust 1 (-dlist'), n. Dust or small fragments of wood
(or of stone, etc.) made by the cutting of a saw.
as: a A word, sentence, or statement.
b Speech; talk;
saw'er (sMlr), n. One that saws; a sawyer.
discourse. "To hearken all his.mw." Chaucer. c A tale;
saw'fll!h' (-fTsh 1 ), n. Any of several large elongated and
a rumor. d A doctrine.
e A dictate ; command i decree
sharkhke rays of the genus Pristis having a flattened and
2. A. saying ; a proverb ; a maxim.
His weapons holy !'mos of sacred writ
Shak
much elongated snout with a row of stout, toothlike strucsaw, n. [ME. sawe, AS. sagu, sage,- akin to D. zaag, G. tures inserted along each edge. They live in warm sha1low
sUge, OHG. sega, saga, Dan. sav, Sw. S(1g,Icel. s0g, L. se- seas and about river
principally in
care to cut, securis ax, secula sickle. Cf. SCYTHE,SICKLE, mouths,
t ropconsisting esSECTION,SEDGE.] 1. A tool or instrument,
sentially ( usuaJJy) of a
i C a
thin flat blade
:rr~:t~c~tl~~t
or p I ate of
They reach a length of from ten to twenty feet. The comt e m p ere d
mon sawfish of the Gulf of Mexico and southward is P.
steel with a
,/f/4_·.'
.•,t/#//,,
pectinatus.
continuous
~~~.,;;..,,u,,,;";;;,,n;i:/:;;,.·.,.,,-~//:;;;1//»/Ml'~'rllf,l<IIW/ii',,"""""
saw'fly 1 (-fli'), n Any of numerous.
hymenopterous insects of the Tenthredinidre orTenthredinoidea.
The
~~ri::~f
used
for cutfemale usually has an ovipositor
~if
ting wood,
containing a pair of saw like organs
metal, bone,
"
with which she makes incisions in
x11/z.
etc. In order ·
~es ~!r s::m 8~ o~~~aJ~;.8vf: r'::eiril~
. .
to give suffi- 3 \\\
b]e those of [!pidoptera
but usu- Sawfly <Lopk,11n1,qabietu)
cient clear,
ally have more numerouS prolegs.
of the Fir Tree
ance to a saw
to prevent
saw gin. The form of cotton gin invented by Eli Whitney,
an American, in 1793, in which the fibers are drawn, by the
teeth of a set of revolving circular saws, through a wire
teeth are usugrating too fine for the seeds to pass. See COTTONGIN.
ally set. The
saw grass. Any of certain CYJ,>Oraceous
plants having the
same result is
edges of the leaves set with mmute sharp teeth, esp. any
obtained
in
hack saw S; Saws, 1. 1 Ripsaw: 2 I,umberman's Two-handed
I
,.
s Urge On S Saw ; 3 Concave Circular 8-aw; 4 Bucksaw; S the southern United Sfates. Cf.
RAZORGRASS.
a.
saws, etc. 1 by Kitchen Saw; 6 Statr Builder'ij Saw,
decreasing
,
saw'horse 1 (s6'h6rs'), n. A kind
of rack (fig. 2 in Illus/.), shaped
,
0
t~~~~l:
bytf;et~':.\~~rt~t
~;;,~· o;?t"o~r~;
like a double St. Andrew's cross,
0
on
which
wood
is
laid
for
sawSawhorses
~~:~~Ii~~!
;i;.:nm~~ ~i~bf;s~:t!:f8f~Jtt
w~~lncca~
ing by hand ; - called also buck, and sawbuck. Also, a
~:~
~eh!:k:~ri.ut lf~w s~r\ren~glll~o~:~iafc::!u~~f
kind of trestle (fig. 1) so used.
1averay. f SAVORY,
sa.'vor-some, sa'vour-eome, a.
S~e fi~!not
(of a soldier). Cf.
,::::: :J::,:1~:Pret. of SEE,
l&Verely, saverly. t SAVORLY. ~e~r:; t:gfl/t~r~s~~~~ o?~~:~~- See .:-;m,rn
.
.aave, n. l L. salma sage (the aaverle, aavery. t :'.AVORY, 11 s&'vofr' ..vf'vre (-ve'vr'), r1, aa'vour. Var. of sAYOR.
CALENDAR.
aaw'der {s6'der), n. Dial. var.
plant), con fused with L. saluare ~:r1~~r-lbh.:dv, Savingly ; fru · [F.] Lit. knowing how to live; Sa-voy'e-&n (sd.-v01'l!-rin: slv'- sa,..war'ra nut(sit-wii.r'd), Var. of sm,nER.
to save, and E ~m~e, v.] A degood breeding: refined manners oi-iVflnJ,a Oforpert.toSavoy
of SOUARINUT.
11awdour,sawdoyer. tsOLDfER.
coction of various herbs. Obs. aavete. l&Vetfe. t SAFETY.
(sl'i-vo1d'), a. Wrin•
v;g~1
!~{ sa-voyed'
11ave'a-ble. Var. of SAVABLE, savetfve, n. A safeguard. Oh,q. ~~t\o,:~~]
klerl. a~ savoy cabbage leavei,.
b The milkfish
the Caryocar tomentmmm.fr. the sawer, + ~A\'OR
0
~f1~0 FE· ~~~;f1as Y:f~v~~J:~v1ih.Slmig,
~~:d[u!tie1~~nel~;;L~h,!:ri1 1
Carib name.] See OIL, Table /. S&'wer-tha.l's com'et (sii.'w@r~~~<~~e',l~~~-;~l;~ii~• LC£. SA- ri.~).
GUARD. No10 Rm·e.
aav'ing-ly,adv. of SAVINO.
1
A bird ~t~d)is :h~~tt2~gr;:~;:,h3r~~::
aav'in oil. See OIL, Table l.
·1a.veine.. f SAVIS.
Sav'o-na-ro'lfst
(slv 0-nd-r6' - s&vry. T SAYORY.
11a-velle',n. Sand ; gravel. Oh.~. sa.v'for-eBS, sav'four-esa. n. A l'fst), n. A follower of Savona- s&vur. T SAYOI{.
with a serrate heak ; esp., a mer- ered by Sawerthal at CapeTown
temale 1,1avior. Ran,
sav'ver (stiv'er),
D._L,..Eng. ganRer or a motmot.
aa.v'e-loy(Rlv'ti-loi), u. (F.cn·rola. Rare,
m 1888,andshowingunexplained
vefa.~, It. cerrellata, fr. r'f!l'1'eflo
sav'ior-hood, aav'iour-hood, n. Savonnerie tapestry,
Savon- var of SA\'OH.
aaw' ..bflled' (-hrld 1 ), a. 1-lflv- chan~es of brightness.
bram, L. cerebl'l/11.111.dim. of See-HOOD. Rare.
sav'vy. sav've, ( slv' 1),1•.t 1\-1.
nerie carpet.
1
[Sp
.
.
~alier
to
kn01,
:ml,e
uMed
do
~:e~~,r~he~
:e~~b;;.:!'t~cib~\
i~~A:ttL:~LE, 1.
cerebrum brain. See CEREIWALl aa.v'for-ahip, ae.v'iour-shfp. n savor, 11. l OF. & F. Rovoir, prop.
infin., know.] Knowledge. Obs you know ?J '1': understand;
A kind of dried ~musage, origi- See -SHIP. Rare.
ganser. Ireland.
sa.w' ..file' tem'per.
See TEllknow, ---. n. G ,rnprehemnon ; saw'bonea',
nally made of bruin!-!,hut now Sav'f-t&r (slv'l-t<.i,r), !1· [Skr.l sa'vord. Savored. Ref. 811.
n. A surgeon. l'Elt, n .• 7,
Verl1c Myth. The sun rn its life- aa.'vor-er, 1a'vour.er, n. One knowledge of ..titairM; mental Slar1q.
saw frame. A saw gate. See
~:::}\~ of f~~~!;;~~-~tedpork
giving creative aspect, one of
g-rasp.
Roth
Slang.
U.
S.
saw'bwa
(sil'bwii.),
n,
(Shan
1st
nAn:,
O g.
0
or;;.:1~l;rk,~~;: savye. + SAVE.
aa.ve'ment. n LOF.smo•l'!mn,t.]
sau-hpa prince, lit., lord of heav- 1awfte. t .SAFETY.
"i~s~~~~~~~~~! Vae11di~ofd~~;l-ll'), arfv. of SAVORY,
sa.w. Scot. var of sAI.VE.
Act of saving ; salvation Oh.q,
en: sau lord+ h1ia sklJ J The 1awge. t SAGE.
[of SEEK
clrawn
in
a
;.olden
car.
sa'vor-f-nea1,
1a.'vour-t-ne111,
n. saw (s6). Obs. or Scot. & dial !~!:~e~f
1
ate.
urma.
:::it.t·
;
pret. & p p:
Sa.'vi-trf (sii.'vl-tre), n. [Skr. See -NKss.
~·~~~~
fTaste. Obs.I En!:!:.var. of sow, v.
kin. Obs.
sa'vor-ing, • a'v o u r-1 n g, n. ll&W (s6), pret. of SF.E.
:::~:::~·;♦ tASUAcUE":.FLEM.
Jo~';!!tR:: ct..1.
~~~;~re~d~ 1a'vor-le11, aa'vour-leH, a. See sawage. t SAVAGE.
■aveour, aaveoure.
SAVIOR, ~iv:t/lil-t:d~~~
dressed to Savitar.
Sa.wat'o-rl
(s ii.-wI'O-rl), n sawcfster. t SAUSAGE.
SAVOR.
En~ var of SOUL.
0
s~1;!!~-ly, sa'voui-~?d.
11a.'ver. Obs. or dial. Eng. var.
s&wd. t ~oun.
[sultan. sa.w'lfe, Var. of SAULIE Scot,
tat~;ETY;
1VvW & r'- aa'vor-ly, sa'vou r -1 y, adv.
•:_wdl8"F.
;~;"s~:Jl~g1~~1~U:~~~ble aise
:;:;e~ 0 (dv'~r), n On[:S-J;:tl fii.r'), n. [F.J Lit., knowing how Savorily. Obs.
sians, or their language.
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SAWMILL
■aw'mill'

SCABBARDPLANE

&ayn, AS. secgan; akin to OS. seggil},n, D. z~pgen, LG. ~egn. [L. saxifraga, name of a plant,
gen, OHG. sagin, G. sagen, Icel. segJa, Sw. saga, Dan. sige,
fr. saxifragus stone-breaking (perh. because snpposed to
Lith. sakyti; cf. OL. insece tell, relate, Gr. £vn1re (for
break atones in the bladder) ; 1axu111,rock+ frangere to
break: cf. F. saxifrage. See J'RACTURE;cf. SASSAFRAS, ev-unr~), Eu1rcTe. Cf. SAGA, SAW a saying, SPELLa tale,
a charm.]
1. To utter in words; to express in words,
SAXON.
J a A plant of the genus Saxifraga. b Any of vaeither orally or in writing; to tell; speak; declare.
rious plants, as the burnet ,ax- ~
2.
To
repeat;
recite ; pronounce; as, to say a lesson.
1jrage, golden saxifrage, etc.
0:}~~1tisd
1
0t°i;!
3. 'l'o declare to be; to call; to style. Obs.
ve- sax-lf'ra-glne (s ii k-s I f'r a4. To announce as a decision or opinion ; to state posil
aaw set. An instrument used to give set to saw teeth. See jin), n. LL. saxifragus stonetively ; to assert; hence, to form an opinion upon; to be
SAW, n .• l.
breaking.] An explosive of the
sure about i to be determined in mind as to.
saw shark. Any of several small sharks of the genus Prisgunpowder class, chietly bariBut what it is, hard ~B to say.
j}filton.
tiophorus of the shores of eastern Asia and Australia. They
um nitrate and charcoal.
2
5. To mention or suggest as an estimate, hypothesis, or aphave a snout like that of a sawfish, but smaller teeth, and
Sax'on
(sak'sun;
-s'n),
n.
[L.
~·
the gill openings are lateral, not ventral, as in the sawfish.
proximation;
hence,
to
suppose;
in
the
imperative,
as,
pl. Saxones, from the
saw 1-toothed 1(s6'toothV), a. Having a tooth or teeth like Saxo,
he had, say fifty thousand dollars.
Saxon national name ; cf. AS.
'
those of a saw ; serrate.
8.
To
answer,
advise,
direct,
or
check.
Dial.
pl. Seaxe, Seaxan, fr. seax a
\
J
aaw'-whet' (-hwW), n. [From its cry.] The Acadian owl. knife,
itis said, or they say, it is commonly reported; itis rumored;
a short sword, a dagger
' ,1., h
aaw 1wort 1 (so'w8rt'), n. a Any European asteraceous
people assert or maintain. - it sa.ys, it is said. - tha.t ie to
(akin to OHO. sahs, and perh.
ea.y, that is; in other words; otherwise. - to say to, to
plant of the genus Serratula, esp. S. tinctoria, the serrate
to
L.
saxurn
rock,
stone,
.1
think of; to judge of ; to say in regard to.
leaves of which yield a yellow dye. b Any allied plant of
knivei; being orig. made of "Z
say (sii), v. i. 1. To speak; to express an opinion.
the genus Theodorea. C Tlle button snakeroot. U. S.
stone); and cf. G. Sachse, pl.
2. To make answer; to reply. Obs.
lffilton.
■aw,Yer (s6'yer), n. [saw +-per, as in lawyer. Cf. SAWER.]
Sachsen. Cf. SAXIFRAGE.] 1. a
say, n. [From SAY,ti. t.; cf. SAWa saying.] 1. That which
1. One whose occupation is to saw timber into planks or
One of a Germanic people who
is said or to be said by one ; a speech ; an expreBBion of
boards, or wood for fuel i a sawer; specif., either of the
dwelt in what is now Holstein
opinion; an affirmation ; a statement. Obs., except in such
two men who work at sawing timber over a pit (a aaw pit),
as early as the 2d century A. n.
phrases as to say, or have, one's say.
one (the top sawyer) standing above the timber, the other
2.
A maxim or proverb. Archaic. .
(the bottom sawyer) below it.
~s\~~87~~ :is\u~r
3. One 1 s turn to say or do something; right to speak,
2. A tree which has fallen into a stream so that its branches
Germany and with the Angles and Jutes had conquered
choose, or act; as, to have a say in an affair. Colloq.
project above the surface, rising and falling with a rockand colonized most of England.
In 804 the Saxons of Say'brook' Plat'form' (sii 1brook 1). Eccl. Hist. A plating or swaying motion; - <listing. from planter. U. 8.
Germany were finally conquered by Charlemagne.
Later
form of church polity and doctrine adopted by a synod of
3. The bowfin. Local, U. S.
their
country
was
formed
into
the
old duchy of Saxony,
the Congregationalists of Connecticut at Say Drook in 1708.
4. Any of several large longicorn beetles whose larvm bore
It
was much the same as the Cambridge Platform.
which
lasted
until
the
12th
century.
b
One
of
the
Saxon
large holes in timber, as
or Angle conquerors of England; an Anglo-Saxon (which sa-yette' (sit-yet'), n. [F., dim. of saie. See SAY a kind
the larger pine sawyer
of
serge.] A mixed stuff, of silk and cotton, or silk and
see).
C
One
of
the
people
of
the
modern
kingdom
of
Sax(Monohamunrs co nfuwool; a kind of light wool serge used for linings, etc.
ony, bordered by Bavaria, Prussia, and Bohemia.
aor) and the smaller pine
sa'yld
(si'ld; sli'yld), sa'ld (sii'ld), n. Also say 1yld (si'2.
The
language
of
the
Saxons.
Old
Saxon,
or
the
language
sawyer(M. scutellatus),
of the oritnal Saxon tribes of north west Germany between the
yid). [Hind. & Ar. sayyid.J Lord; chief; prince; -&
both of which bore in
Mohammedan
title of honor applied esp. to : a A descend1
0
::~~~
~~~
{~n~h;e!~n~haegl~!gt~:g~a!f
white
pine, and the
ant of Mohammed through his daughter Fatima and nephew
modern Saxony is High German.
former also in fir, often
Ali.
b
A
member
of Mohammed's tribe, Koreish. c One
Saxon,
the
ancestor
of
modern
Plattdeutsch.
Kittredge.
Old
killing the trees.
of a high caste of Mohammedans in India. Cf. Cm, SIDI,
Saz'on, a. a Of or pertaining to the Saxons, their country,
llllllC(oaks), seax, n. [AS.
aay'lng
(sii'ing),
p. pr. & vb. n. of SAY. Hence: n. That
or
their
language.
b
Anglo-Saxon.
,eax a knife. Cf. SAXwhich is said ; a declaration;
a statement, esp. a proON.J 1. A short, broad,
:e:::e!lue;o!u~!A~~d~:ri:·wR:r::li~;;
ve.rbial one; an aphorism; proverb; saw.
curved, one-edged sword
Saxon bfue. - S. wheel, a flax-spinning treadle machine in
Syn. - Adage, maxim, apothegm, byword. See AXIOM.
or dagger used by the
which the ~obbin lags behind the fly, the spindle giving 'sblood (z'blud), interj. An abbreviation of God's blood;ancient Celta and Gerused as an oath. Archaic.
Shak.
!~Tn~'i!s!n~ b~ttrna~~:.~~i:i~/~~m~i~
~~ ~~~tofTh1:
(skab), n. [ME. scab, scabbe, prob. of Scand. origin;
2.a.Her. ~~~r;ira~s;ith
Sawyer (Monohammus confmor). (f)
device, said to have been invented in Nuremberg in 1530,em- scab
cf.
Dan.
&
Sw.
skab;
akin
to
ME.
shabbe,
fr.
AS.
screb,
bodies the vital principle of Arkwright's (1769)invention.
a semicircular notch in the b&ck of the blade.
sceabb, &cebb,and to E. slw'l'e; cf. L. scabies, fr. scabere to
Saz'on-lsm (-Yz'm), n. An idiom of Saxon or Anglo-Saxon.
3. A chopping instrument to trim edges of roofing slates.
scratch.
See
SHAVE;
cf.
SHAB,
SHABBY.]
1.
An
incrusSax 1on-1st, n. One versed in the Saxon language.
saz'a-tlle (sik'sli-tTI; :,;ee-ILE), a. [L. saxatiUs, fr. ,<>'JX'Um
tation over a sore, wound, vei::dcle,or pustule, formed by
Sax'o-ny(s~k'st-nI), n. [LL. Saxonia. See SAXON.] 1. A the
a rock.] Pertaining to rocks ; saxicoline.
drying up of the discharge from the diseased part.
kingdom of the German Empire.
su: 1horn1 (sllks'h8rn 1), n. Music. One
2. The itch in man; also, the scurvy. Colloq. or Obs.
2. Cloth made from fine wool produced in Saxony; epe•
of a family of brass wind instruments
3. The mange, esp. when it appears on sheep.
Chaucer.
cif.: a A kind of glossy woolen cloth formerly much used.
with valves, invented about 1840 by
4. Hort. Any one of various more or less destructive funb A kind of fine flannel. C A fine, closely twisted yarn
Antoine Joseph Sax (known as Adolphe
gus diseases of cultivated plants, usually indicated by
used in knitting and crocheting; - called also Saxony yarn.
Sax) of Belgium and Paris, and much .--~.111..L~
dark-colored crustlike spots. The apple scab is caused by
Su:ony blue, indigo extract (sulphindigotic acid), esp. as a
used in military bands and in orchesdendriticum,; the pear scab, by P. pirinum ,·
dye for wool. - S. green, cobalt green. - S. lace. See DRES- Fusicladium
tras. Saxhorns are characterized b_y
the lemon and orange scab, by l'ladosporium citri · the
01
onion scab, by Ve1·miculnda circinans; the plum scab. by
~:,
~ :t~t1!~ta:ed
ift°i:e~~:- of8ln~~~ffy
~~~~8::s,a!~deb;n!I:~l~f ~~iP~fa\fi~~
Cladosporium,
carpophilurn; the potato scab, by Oospora
Oriental rugs in pattern. - S. wheel. = SAXONWHEEL.The sizes are named from their comscabies. See APPLESCAB,etc.; also ANTHRACNOSE.
8. ya.m. See SAXONY,n.,C,
pass, soprano, alto (althorn), or from
6.
Founding.
A slight irregular protuberance on a casting,
their fundamental key, Bb, E~, etc.
su:'o-phone (-fi'in),n. [Antoine Joseph Sax,
caused by a break in the mold.
■u:'l-ca'vous (sak 1sT-kii'vus), a. [L. saxthe inventor (see SAXHORN) Gr. </>•w~
6.
A
dirty,
paltry
fellow. Low. "Out, scab."
Shak.
um r0ck
cavare to make hollow, fr.
tone. J Music. A wind instrument com7. A workman who works for lower wages than, or under·
cavus hollow.] Zo0l. Bering in rock,
bining the reed mouthpiece of a clarinet
conditions
contrary
to,
those
prescribed
by
the
trade
union;
as certain mollusks. Cf. LITHODOMUS.
with a bent conical tube of metal, equipped
aJso, one who takes the place of a workman on a strike;
Sax-lc'o-la (sllk-slk'li-l<i), n. [NL. ; L.
with. finger keys. It is made in several
a rat; - used opprobriously by trade-unionists.
Cant.
,axum rock+ colere to inhabit. J Zo0l.
Saxhorn.
sizes, and used esp. in military bands.
scab,
v. i.; scABBED(skltbd); scAB1BING. 1. To becom&
1
1
The genus of thrushlike birds including the wheatear.
It su:'-tu ba (s~ks'tii b<i), n. [See SAXHORN;
covered
with
a
scab;
as,
the
wound
scabbed
over.
is the type of a subfamily, Saz 11-co-ll'nm(sllk 1sl-kli-li'ne),
TUBE.] M11,sic. One of the larger saxhorn&.
2. To work as a so-called scab. Cant.
aometimes ranked as a family, Saz'l-col'l-dm (-kol'l-de).
aaz'-valve', n. Music. A rotatory valve
scab, v. t. To post or otherwise treat (a job or work) a&
llllll:-lc'o-llne (slk-slk 1t-Iin; -lln), a. Also au:-lc'o-loua for brass wind instruments, having a foursuch that any one working will be treated as a scab; also,.
(-!i:is), a. a Bot. ,c, Zool. Inhabiting or growing among
way cock, used for purity of intonation and
to cause (a job or work) to be so posted or treated.
Cant.
rocks. b Zool. Pert. to the Saxicolinre.
evenness of tone throughout the compass.
soab'bard
(sMb'tird), 11. [MK scaubert, scauberk, OF.
Sax-ll'ra-ga (sak-slf'ra-g<i), n. [NL., saxifrage. See sAxI- say (sa), n. [ME. saie, F. saie, fr. L. saga,
escaubers,
escauberz,
pl.,
escalberc,
sing.,
prob.
of
G. or
:rRAGE.] Bot. A large genus of herbaceous plants of diverse
pl. of ,agum a coarse woolen mantle.
See
Scand. origin; cf. Icel. sklllpr scabbard, or OHG. scala
habit, typifying the family Saxifragacere of Arctic and temSAGUM. J A fine, thin kind of serge, or
husk,
shell,
G.
schale,
G.
bergen
to
conceal.
Cf.
HAU.BERK.]
perate regions. They are usually perennials, often with bawoolen cloth. Obs. or Dial Eng. Palsgrave.
A sheath in which the blade of a sword, dagger, or other
sal, tufted leaves; the flowers are white or yellow, pentam- say, n. [OF. seie silk, F. soie.J A kind of
cutting weapon, is inclosed when not in use i by extension,
erous, with a 2-celled _ovary becoming a 2-beaked follicle.
silk or satin. Obs.
Langland.
a sheath for any
S. umbrosa is the London pride.
say(sii),n. [Apheticformofassay.J
Obs.or
long object, as a
Su: 11-fra-ga'ce-m(sllk 1sl-fra-giilse-e), n. pl. [NL. See Scot.&, Dial. Eng. 1. Trial by sample; as- Saxophone.
carbine.
BAXIFRAGA.] liot. A family of herbs of variable hahit
say i a sample; specimen; smack. Hooker.
(order Rosales), comprising about 70 genera and 600 speThy tongue some say of breeding breathes.
Shak, acab'bard, v. t. a To put
in
a scabbard. b To provide
cies, of wide distribution ; the saxifrage family. They are
2. Trial; attempt; also, tried quality; temper; proof.
with a scabbard.
distinguished usually by the free bicarpellary ovary, by
3. Hunting. The first cut of the deer.
having as many or twice as many stamens as petals, and say, v. t. Ob,. or Scot. & Dial. Eng. To try; test; taste;
8 ~c\1!~:Js~efs!ii/e:'.~o}g~~
. . ....
Sax1fraga, Heuchera, and
by the absence of staminodia.
assay; also, to essay ; attempt.
fish of the genus Lep1'do.
·-· ' ·· -.MUella are representative ienera. The families Hydrangeasay, v. t.; pret. & p. p. SAID(s0d), contracted from sayed;
0
i1:;~o~antl~o:'i?s~1;;n1is:~~ t:gu~d;,~if;t~bO!iuN~;n
p. pr. & vb. n. SAY1ING. [ME. seggen, seyen, siggen, ,ayen,
~~ie~rf:~;:i1t~~cf~n'iil;~
(s6 1m1Ji), .n. An establishment having powerdriven machinery for sawing up logs ; also, a sawing machine used in such a place or for such a purpose. - aaw'mill1er (-er), -saw'mlll'lng, n.
saw palmetto. The common awarf palmetto <Serenoa
serrulata) of the southern United States; - so called from
its s~iny-toothed leafstalks. It covers dense areas, esij'in

aaz'l-lrage (slk'sl-frij),

n:

ni

eiditle~'!~J
fe:~ts~::e~~rfg~fy
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!~~rh;:~~
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SCABBED

l:f

i~e~~ is called froatjlah and considered an excelaoab'be4 (skilb'l!d; skilbd), a. l, Abounding with scabs;

diseased with scab or scabies.

2. Mean ; paltry ; vile; worthleBB. Obs. or R.

Bacon.
ti. t. [Cf. dial. scabbing,, scajftings, clippings of stone, scab to break large stones, and E. scapple,
1hat1e.] a To work or shape roughly, as stone before leaving the quarry. b To dress in any way short of fine tooling
or rubbing, as stone. - scab'bler (-ler), n.
scab'bllng (skilb'lTng), n. A fragment or chip of stone.
scab'by (-I), a.; SCAB'BI-ER(-I-er); SCAB'BI-IIST.l. Affected with scabs; full of scabs ; consisting of scabs.
2. Diseased with the scab, or mange ; mangy.
Swift.
3. a Founding. 111:arredwith scabs, as a casting. b Injured
by the attachment of shellfish, asa tortoise shell. c Print.
Of printed matter, spotty or blotched.
4, Mean ; low ; vile; as, a scabby trick.
scab fungus. Any fungus which causes scab. See SCAB,4.
sca'bl-es (skii:'bl-ez), n. [L.J The itch; mange.
Sca'bl-O'sa (-o'sa), n. [NL. See SCABIOUS,
n.] Bot. A
large genus of Old World dipsacaceous herbs having terminal heads of flowers subtended by a leafy involucre. The
corolla is 5-cleft, often bilabiate : there are four stamens.
Several species are cultivated.
See 2d BCA.BIOUB a.
aca'bl-ous (skii'bl-lls), a. [L. scabioBUB,fr. scabies the
scab : cf. F. scabieux.] Consisting of scabs; hence: rough;
itchy i leprous ; as, scabious eruptions.
aca'bl-cus, n. [F. scabieuse, or LL. scabiosa (so. herba);
- prob. so named because supposed to be a remedy for
scabies. See SCABIOus,a.] a Any plant of the genus Scabiosa, as the sweet scabious (S. atropurpurea), field scabious (S. a1"tlensis),blue scabious (S. succisa), etc. b =
HORBEWEED
a. C The daisy fleabane.
scab mlte. Any of several small mites that cause scab, or
mange, esp. Psoroptes communis, that
causes it m sheep, horses, and cattle,
and Clwriopte.,; symbiotes, var. ovis,
that causes foot scab in sheep.
aca-brl'tl-es (sk<i-brloh'Y-ez), n. [L.]
Jlfed. Morbid condition of the skiri
in which it is rough or scabby.
sca'brous (skii:'brlls), a. [L. scabrosus, fr. scaberrough: cf. F. scabreux.]
l. Rough to the touch, like a file; having small raised dots, scales,or points;
scabby ; scurfy ; scaly, as a leaf.
Harsh; unmusical. Now Rare.
-aca'brcas-ness,
n.
scad (skild), n. [Cf. BRAD.] a A
saurel. b The goggler. c The friar
skate. Scot. d The cigar fish.
scaf'fcld (skitf'tlld), n. LOF. escafm,t Scab Mite c P,oruptes
(var. of eschafau(l)t), escadafaut, F. co,nmums), Much en
ichajaud ,· prob. orig. the same word larg-ed.
as E. &F. catafalque, It. catafalco, but with a prefixed es-,
L. ez... See CATAFALQUE.]l. Any of various temporary
structures of timber, boarU.s, etc. ; as: a A platform for exl1ibiting a spectacle or for seating spectators at a show. b
A stage or platform, usually elevated, for the execution of
a criminal ; as, to die on the scaffold. c An elevated platform for supporting workmen and materials in building.
2. A theater gallery. Obs.
a~ofJ:c::~
!;,,!!g e~e~~~ 1::{~~m':i:;~i1~d1a~~r~e
means of disposing of the dead, instead of interment.
4. Metal. An accumulation of adherent, partly fused material forming a shelf, or dome-shaped obstruction, above
the tuyeres in a blast furnace.
scaf'fold, v. t. ; -J"oI,n-BD(-fM-dM) ; ->'OLD-ING.To furnish
or uphold with a scaffold ; also, to place on a scaffold.
scal'fold-age(-ftl-dtj), n. A scaffold; stage; scaffolding. R.
acaf'lold-lng, n. l. A scaffold or system of scaffolds; a
aupportiug framework ; also, materials for scaffolds
2. Metal. Formation of a scaffold in a blast furnace, cupola, or the like ; also, a scaffold so formed.
aoagl-lO'la (skill-yo'l<i), n. [It. scagliuola, dim. of scaglia
11 scale, a shell, a chip of marble.]
An imitation of ornamental stone consisting of a substratum of finely ground
gypsum mixed with glue, variegated on its surface while
soft, with marble, spar, or granite dust, etc., and subsequently polished. It is DBedfor floors, columns, and other
omamental interior work.
aca'la (skii'l<i), n.; L. pl. -LJIC(-le). [L., a ladder.] l. Burg.
A machine which was formerly employed for reducing dislocations of the humerus.
2. Anat. Any of the three spiral canals of the cochlea.
acal'a-ble (skii:l'<i-b'l), a. Capable of being scaled.
scal'age (skiil'tj), n. l, An allowance or percentage by
which anything is scaled down, as listed weights, bulks, or
prices, of goods, to compensate for shrinkage, abrasion, etc.
SI. Act of scaling in weight, quantity, or dimensions.
aca•lar (ski'l<ir), a. [L. scalaris (cf. scALABY). Bee
scALBa ladder.] l. Scalary. Obs.
2. Math. Following the laws of arithmetical algebra; applied to numbers both real and ideal.

IIClab'ble(skilb"l),

u. s.

z.

*
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Math. a In quaternions, an undirected quantity,
a pure real number; - ~isting. from a 1iector. By some,
scalar is used to include imagiuaries. b A scalar number.

sca'lar, n.

neut. pl. of scalaris. See BCALAB.]
Zool. The genus of ptenoglossate
mollusks containing the typical wentletraps, the type of a family, Soal'a-rl'l-dm (sklll'<i-ri'I-de). - aca-la'rl-an (sk<i-li'rI-itu ), a.
soa-lar'l-form
(sk<i-lilr'l-tarm),
a. x2
[See ScALABIA; -FOBlll.] 1. Resem.
.
bling a ladder; having transverse bars Scalana (S. lineata).
or markings like the rounds of a ladder ; as, scalariform
cells or pits in plants.
2. Zool. Like, or pert. to, Scalaria or the Scalariidre.
■caJ&riform duct or ve11el, Bot., a tracheal vessel provided
with parallel transversely elongated pits or markings, arranged in rows like the steps of a ladder.
IISca'la San'ta (skii'lii siin'tii). [It.] Lit., Holy Staircase;
a flight of 28 stone steps in a P."l'tof the Lateran Palace. It
is supposed to have been in Pilate's palace in Jerusalem and
to have been brought to Rome by St. Helena.
scal'a-wag, scal'la-wag (skill'<i-wllg), n. l. An animal
of little value, beca1188of poor feeding, smallness, etc.
2. A scamp ; a scapegrace. Colloq.
.
3. U. 8. Hist. A white Southerner who acted as a Republican in the time of reconstruction after the Civil War;
- so called in coutempt by Southern Democrats. Slang.
scald (sk6ld; skald; 277), n. Also skald. [Ice!. skiild.]
One of t-he ancient Scandinavian poets and historiograeulogies,
phers; a Norse reciter andsingerofheroicpoems,
etc.; rarely, a bard of any ancient Teutonic tribe.
scald (sk61d), "· I.; scALD'ED; SCALD'ING. [ME. scald•n,
OF. escauder, var. of eschalder, eschauder, F. ec/taU(Jer, fr.
L. excaldare; e.,x caldus, calidus, warm, hot. See EX- ;
CALDRON.] l. To bum with hot liquid or steam; to pain or
injure by contact with any hot fluid, or, formerly, fire.
2. a To cause (a liquid) to come toa boil. b To cook slightly by the action of steam, boiling water, milk, or the like.
3. To subject to the action of boiling water, as for cleansing, for loosening hair or feathers on a slaughtered animal
or bird, or for loosening the skin of certain fruits and vegetables.
scald, n. l. A burn, or injury to the skin or flesh, by some
hot liquid, or by steam.
2. A diseased condition of plants due to hot, dry weather,
causing withering or browniug of foliage, etc. ; hence, any
physiological discoloration, as of apples in storage.
scald, scalled (sk61d), a. [See SCALL,] 1. Scabby; scurfy.
Obs. or R.
Cursor Jlfundi.
.9:. Scurvy ; shabby; contemptible; as, scald rimers. Obs.
acald crow, the hooded crow. Ireland.- a. head, M,d.~any of

+
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~~c\~~tr d~t:kv::~les ~~sti~~ci~t~~~r;:J; sgt 0
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val scales, the hexachord ; and of the modern scales, the
octave. According to the number of tones it has to the octave, a scale is pentalon-ic, heptalonic, etc, A modern dia,.

scald'lc(sk61'dYk;
skiil'-), a. Of or pertaining to the scalds
of the Norsemen; as, scaldic poetry.
scald 11Dg (sk6l'ding), p. pr &: vb. n. of SCALD. Specif.:
••b.n. a Act or proceBB of burning by steam or hot liquid.
b A quantity scalded or to be scalded. Dial. Eng. c pl.
Things cooked or prepared by scalding. Obs. or D·ial.
scale (skiil), n. [ME. scale, fr. OF. escale cup, of Teutonic
origin ; cf. D. schaal a scale, bowl, G. sclrnle, OHG. scllla,
Dan. skaal drinking cup, bowl, dish, Sw. skill, Ice!. skiil
balance, dish, akin to AS. scale.] l. A drinking vessel;
a bowl ; a cup. Oba,
Ancren R-iwle.
2. The dish of a balance ; hence, usually pl., the balance
itself; an instrument or machine for weighing ; as, to turn
the scale. Also used :flg. ; as, his fate was in the scale;
the scales of Justice.
3. [cap.] pt. Aslron. The sign or constellation Libra; the
'
Balance.
1cale, "· I. ; SCALED(skiild) ; scAL1ING (skiil'lng).
l. To

t~i~~~/~~;0.fe8;}~tt:hg:e1:)l~
ffiea:!i°:J~~~rg~i~g::~d~though ~cale is commonly syno]}ymous with mode, its cbiel
forms being classified as: (1) The major acale, having its
~c'.'1~;ne!~~;1~f.'c!~t-~;:tln~ali!r~r
t~et.~i::,te
a whole step, v a half step. The values of tr.'se inter~
(when pure ; see below), expressed in the vibration ratios
of the successive tones, are as in this typical scale:
DtoC,
9 : 8,

EtoD,

FtoE,

GtoF,

AtoG,

BtoA,

c to B.

JO : 9, 16 : l,"i, 9 : S. 10 : U, 9 : 81 16 : LS.
The minor 1eale, having three forms : (a) the original
minor, with the same tones as the relative major but with
its intervals in the following order (assuming 1 as keynote), A-BvC•D-EvF-G-a;
(b) the harmonic minor, with
its interval order as follows, A•BvC-D-EvF+G#-,a, the
sign + denoting a step and a half; (c) the melodic minor
with interval order as in the following, A-BvC-D-E-F#

(2)

insc;J:1n!o
a~r~p;:ei;::~=~~:~
:~fu)i~~Past.Shak.

weigh

2. To have a weight of; to weigh.

~ll':':'c~:niJ;,:'i"si;!r!·
intermediate semitones-

3. To make, or to lay out so as to be, of exact weight,
quantity, or dimensions; specif., to divide into exact parts
by weight; as, to scale dough into loaves. Colloq.
scale, n. [ME. scale, OF. escale, F. icale, of Teutonic
origin; cf. D. schaal, G. schale, OHG. scala, Dan. & Bw.
skal a shell, Dan. skirel a fish scale, Goth. skalja tile, akin
to AB. sceal1' husk, and E. shale, shell. Cf. SHALB,SHELL.
l
1. In animals, a small, more or less flattened, rigid,

I~

~~~~:i-/ s~~r::"'~tlnflie
in all thirteen tones to the oc-

~ia~·io:s srf:h: r:~~l!~!si~
~~~r hs~~iee;,ic:nh~~tg:!:
have the following vibration ratios to the keynote :
k-lk-fkvjk-fk-jk-'jkv2k;
it is tempered when, as in modem keyboard mstruments. slight alterations of these ratios are introduced.
See TEMPERAMENT. b A scale on
a given keynote; as, the seale of G. It is understood
to be major,. unless otherwise mentioned.
c The comJNl:SS of a voice or instrument.
4 The ratio between the

ana

g~~it;~~e~ritn~~~t~d
tl~:i~:z::~i:.~r.;r~F~!'::.:~,~':.~
tissue and in recent forms are commonly in imbricated
rows, iheir posterior edg;es partly overlapping. In some
cases they are coated with ectodermic enamel. The chief

~\1!~s:~~l~6n~rlf;~£°[o~~,
stringlike tones.

~~:g~~E:~ :r::ti~hf!v~

tiree:c
!1~:~rc:~;;ir:.~:J
it,it~n1~t~
~Ych1:~a
3:~cte:~:steps and degrees;
and are simply circumscribed and slightly differentiated
0

0

areas of the epidermis. Those of a few mammals (as certain anteaters) are epidermic outgrowths. Those of Invertebrates, as on the wings of Lepidoptera, are commonly
chitinous outgrowths.
2. Hence, any layer or leaf of metal suggestive of a fish
scale ; a flake; as, a scale of iron, bone, etc. ; also, a scab.
3. Either of the pieces fasteued one on each side of the
tang of a knife, weapon, etc., to form the handle.
4. Short for SCALBINSECT.
confusion.
ObR. or Dml. Eng.
to get dishonorably.-u.
i. To
1ca.d'dle, 1•.1. To run off in wallder about -11.
Food
Scad'lock.
■cad.I

See SCARLET, W11.1.
(skldz), 11. pl. Slang, U.

S. a Money. bAlargequantity
[Or. u1ta,6f
left, western.] Western; - of a
gnte of ancient Troy.
■ca.ef. Ohs pret. of SHOVE.
Scae'an (si!'tfn), a.

+
+
ICaet.
See SCEATT.
■caethe. +
■caev'l-ty, n. [L scaerita~.1
IC&eft,

■caerpe.

SHAFT.
SHARP.

11..

SHEATH.

UnluckjneH; left-handedness
Oblf,
1caff (ska\f), "· t [Cf. Norw.
dial. lfkaffa to provide food,
akin to G. scha,tfen t°/crovide, to
;;:,~~deE(f~!d}.e.

tllen, thin;

:t'ull explanations

a.

+

The lantern flounder.

!r~:,

Z:d~r:!':~~lgi~!h~u~~i!>a 0::t::c. 0 fB~~iu:\:=::
ductor of heat, scale in any amount is very o~jectionable.
8. Metal. The black scaly coRting of oxide (esp. magnetic
oxide, Fe 3 0 4 ) on the surface of heated iron, as in forging,
rolling, etc.; - called specif. hammer scale, Jorge acale,
mill scale, etc. Also, a similar coating upon other metals.
9. A film ; a thin coating or covering; as, a &ealeof ice.
scale (ska!), v. t. l. To strip or clear of scales or scale.
2, To take off in thin layers or scales, as tartar from the
teeth ; to pare off, 88 a surface; to remove as if cousisting
of a scale or scales; also, to take off the surface of ; to peel;
hnsk, as chestnuts. "If all the mountains were scaled, and
the earth made even."
T. Burnet.
8. Gun. To clean, as the inside of an old.time cannon, by
the explosion of a smRII quantity of powder. Obs.
4. To form into scales, or to form scale on ; as, leproay
scales one's skin; lime water scales a boiler.
&. Obs. or Scot. &: Dial. E11g. a To scatter; disperse;
as, to scale a crowd. b To spread, as manure. o To spill.
8. a To cause to skip on a water surface by throwing, as a
thin, flat stone. b To throw or project, as a thin, flat stone
or a clam shell, so that the edge cuts the air.
scale, i 1• i. l. To separate and come off in thin layers or
laminre ; as, some sandstone scale&by exposure.
2. To separate; to scatter. Oba. or Scot. &:Dial. Eng.
scale, n. [L. scala.e, pl., scala, staircase, ladder; akin to
scandere to climb. S.e SCAN; cf. ESCALADB,]l. A ladder ; a series of steps; a means of ascending. Ob&.or R.
2. Hence, anything graduated, esp. when employed as a
measure or rule, or mat ked by liues at regular intervala.
Specif.: a A mathematical instrument, consisting ofas!ip
of wood, ivory, or metal, with one or more sets of spacea
graduated and numbered on its surface, for measuring or
laying off distances, dimensions, etc., as in drawing, plottiug, etc. See GUNTER'S SCALE. b A series of spaces marked
by lines, representing proportionately larger distances; as, a
scale of miles, feet, etc., for a map or plan. o A basis for
a numeral system ; as, the decimal or binary scale.
lffusic. a A graduated series of tones, ascending or descending in order of ,!!itch according to a specified scheme

<~t!

ti!J&J;~~te.:'r"; gft!tfc'\':To~!~':g!f:!;:~3W't~\i'i!;
of the hair.

scald, n. l. Scurf on the head. See SCALL.
Spenser.
2. A scabby or shabby fellow ; - a term of abuse. Obs.
1
scald'flsh' (sk81d'fish ), "· [Perh. fr. scald, a. fish.]

Colloq. ~ Dfal.
lea.de ( skiid J Scot. & dial Eng.
of ~CATIIJI:;
Ohl\. pret. of ~Him.

co; sine, ~k;

&. Bot. a One of the cataphyllary leaves serving in moat
seed plants to protect a hud before expansion ; a bud scale.
See BUD,1, BUDBCALB, b Any thin, membranaceoDB, chaffy,
or woody bract ; as, the scale of an alder catkin. c
One of the chaffy pale111clothing the stipe in some ferns.
d The small appendage at the base of the petal in Bilenacere, etc. e One of the disklike trichomes which make
up the charactel"istic silvery or scurfy pubescence of the
foliage in certain plants, as Elreagnus.
8. Crude paraffin, obtained in petroleum refining by filtering from the heavier oils.
7, A hard incrDStation deposited on the inside of a veosel
in which water is heated 1 as a steam boiler. The scale
from sea water consists prmcipally of calcium sulphate;

Soa-la'rl-a (skd-lii'rl-d; 115), n. [NL., in L., filght ofsteps,

fright.

ftibd, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

N

SCALE

natyre,

t

:~,J~
1~,t~~f
'I Ji"nd
0P}ta1,:ri

~n':~f~b::'~o'a

Jc~'t

t}r,~~:~·
Ob<:.··
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+
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l 1f.~~~;s

S.I(St~r

:::1'J:fctcf
•of~ tg::te:~tti~s.
n :::;J~~
<tfk'{!t~~eJ'.a.
oi~·~~d}>~~~1kld, 1k6ld). Oba.
(skAf'raf'), n. Rif- 1eald
■caff'-r&ff1

0

verd...9-re(250); K=ch
81pa,

progressive series; scheme of comparative rank or order; a graded system ; as, a scale of being;
a scale of wages ; a scale of taxation ; a. scale of tints.
&. Relative dimensions, without difference in proportion
of parts; size or degree of the parts or components in any
complex thing, compared with other like things; esp., the
relative proportion of the linear dimensionsof the partaof
a drawing, map, model, etc., to the dimensions of the corresponding parts of the object that is represented ; as, a
map on a scale of an inch to a mile.

dodder. Drnl. Eng,
0
1
acald, a ~corching Ob, Scot.
limel'tone, typically reddish.
n~eatr1;ai::j
~~~:esr: ~- pta~?l!~ct()b/f
■cagl'io--la'i1t (.yl'.J.Ii'lst), n. A
One who decfa1ms with heat 1
1caff'er•y, n. ref dial. lft..'aif workman tn scagliola.
acall, Ohs or Scot. & dial. Eng
anithing collected by dishonor~:r~~d~ ~~
var. of ~CALE, to disperse, etc,
~~>~heJ.i\~~ii~':d Ob~~1cain. Obs. pret. of SHINE,
1cald'ber-ry (1 kft l d'b f r-l),n.
ref. SCALD, a.J The European
ICalD.e.
~KEIN.
~cNn;~.
■ca.1th (skii.t:ft: skith).
Scot. or blackberry (Rubus frutie08UB),
a reputed cure for scald head.
er, scavenger. Gael Rgvabadou·,
dial. Eng. var. of SCATHE,
1c&ld'er (sk61'dfr; skiLl'-), 11.
fr. L. scopa broom.] A scaven•
ger Scot.
~~~iah~~~1!l°Mi~~~~ A scald, or Scandinavian poet.
scald'er
(dial. skii'd!r. lld)'Italy, built in 1778.
■caf'fle ha7. sknf''l), n. [Cf.
~HOVEL.1 A kind of spade.
II 1ca'la ca'H. [LL.] .A ladder d@r), v. t, To scald ; blister
ObR. or ial. Eng.
Obs.orDial.Eng.-n.
Onethat
to (of) heaven.
scalds; also, a veuelforscalding.
aca.ff'llng (-lJng; -ITn), n. A
J~k~.,~'6,b:.c:;:;::
11■ cal-di'no (a k ii l•d iVnlli), ft,;
younjl" eel. Rng.
fnet. U.
forms of ESCALADE
pl. -NI (-ne). [It.] An earthen■caft' net. A kind of far~e ecoofi

raff; rabble. Scot.
T~ ~pt)'i,_g~~ ■can. Obs. pret. of SHAVB,

of Abbrevlatlona,

4, Gradation ; succession of ascending and descending

in G. lch, ach(144);

ete., lmmedlatel.T

preee4e

(Scot.

or Scot. var. of SCOLD.
1ea14(akGld),n. TheEuropean

boN; yet; zh=z
the VoeabnlBP7,

ID azure.

ft,

= sclt~dfel

11°\,~\'1::.
~~~t!P•iaa~~j
abed. Ob& or Dial. E,ig.

Numben referto§§lnG11111&.
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SCALE
8. Aaaault by mounting ladders; escalade. Ob,.
ICale of chorda, a graduated scale on which are given the
lengths of the chords of arcs from 0° to 90" in a circle of
given radius ; - used in measuring and plotting angles. •• of fualbillty, ha.rdnul, etc. See FUSIBILITY, HARDNESS, 2, etc.
Beale (ska!), v. t. [Cf. It. sea/are, fr. L. scalae, scala. See
BOALB
a ladder.] 1. To climb by a ladder, or as if by a
ladder ; to ascend by steps or by climbing; to clamber up;
hence, to ascend ; as, to scale the wall of a fort. Shelley.
2. To make or pattern in regularly graded proportions ;
hence, to judge proportionately, as persons or things.
3. To measure (logs) to ascertain the number of board
feet in them ; also, to estimate the yield of in board feet,
as of standing timber.
U. S. &, Canada.
4. To reduce according to a fixed ratio or scale ; - some•
times with down •· as, to scale down debts, wages, etc.
Syn. - See ABOEND.
acale, ,,. i. To afford an ascent, as by steps; also, to climb.
■Cale armor or armour. Armor made of small metallic
scales overlapping 1 and fastened upon leather or cloth.
■cale'back1 (skiil'bllk 1), n. Any of numerous chaltopod
worms of Polynoe and allied genera which have two rows
of large scales, called elytra, along the back.
■cale'beam' (-bem 1 ), n. 1. The lever or beamofa balance;
the lever of a platform scale, to which the
poise is applied.
2. A weighing apparatus
with a eliding weight, resembling a steelyard.
■cale'board' (skiil'bord 1 ;
Scalebeam,
colloq. skilb'e,·d), n. [3d
2
,cale + bo11rd.] A very thin board ; specif. : a Print. A
very thin alip of wood for use in justifying. b A thin leaf
of wood used for veneering, or for the back of a picture.
■cale caten,War. The larva of a small moth CI..etilia coc-

ii~~vtb!l
le"e~:eot !iat.:'Tn~~:

a.

■caled

(skald), a. 1. Covered
with scales or scalelike structure, as a fish, reptile, or moth.
2. Without scales, or with the
removed; as, scaled her-.-,a

><Ii

3. Zoul. Having feathers which
iu appearance or arrangement -1
somewhat resemble scales; as, Scale Caterpillar (L~tilia
the ■caled. dove■ (genus Scardar.occulivora)
a Jmago :
fella) of tropical America ; the
h Larva.
■er.led partridge, or ■er.led que.11,Uallipepla squarnuta, of the
southwestern United States and northern Mexico.
acale duck. a A sheldrake. b A merganser. Local, Brit.
acale lern. A small European polypodiaceous fern ( Oeterach cetera.ch) with chaffy, coriaceous fronds.
■cale Insect.
Any of numerous small but very prolific
homopterous insects of the family Coccidoo; a bark louse;

1£11:r:;~:
~i

+

4. To deprive (esp. a politician or officeholder) of poait1oa

or influence. Political Slang, U. S.
11. i. To make a small, quick profit by slight
fluctuations of the market ; - said esp. of brokers who
operate in this way on their own account. Cant.
scalp, v. i. [L. scalpere to cut.] To cut the coronary cushion
or quarters, usually when at high speed; - said of a horse.
scal'pel (sklll'pel), n. [L. scalpellurn, dim. of .,calprurn •
knife, akin to scalpere to cut, carve, scrape : cf. F. scalpel.]
Surg. A small, straight knife with a thin, keen blade.

scalp (sklllp),

::c@,
..,.,,..ZA_ ""~_o:

..: "M"'":'~:::::)

One form of Scalpel.
scal-pel'lmn (skill-p~.'um), n.; L. pl. -LA(-a). [L., scalpel.}
Zool. a Any of four sleuderpiercing organs in Uie proboscis of Hemiptera. They probably correspond to mandibles
and maxillre. b In bloodsucking Diptera, a pair of organsprob. representing maxillie.-scal-pel'lar (-ar), a.
■calP'er (sklll'per), n. 1. One that scalps; specif. : a Nilling. Any of various machines or devices used in scalping
grain. b Finance. A trader, usually a member of an exchange, who seeks to make small profits on quick transactions. Colloq. c A person who buys and sells railroad or
other tickets at reduced prices. Colloq.
2. pl. Also scalping boot.,. Light leather toe boots worn
on the hind feet of a horse to prevent scalping.
■calp'lng, p. pr. &, i·b. n. of either SCALP,"· - lcalplng
boots. = SCALPER, 2. - 11.iron, Surg., an instrument used

~!~~f!Sfe
!~J:; o~thiA~e~i~~~s indiai::rn~°:!ipin:~
- 11.tuft, scalp lock.
•g:,!~
l~~~. :.,~~rist~r~i~:r~rb~";~r°1~:rf;::rniia~\~
1
~

acal'Y (skii:111), a.; SCAL'I-ER(-T-er); SCAIII-EST. 1. Cov-

ered or abounding with scales or scale ; as, a scaly fish.
2. Resembling scales, laminre, or layers.
3. Bot. Composed of imbricated scales; as, a scaly bud;.
covered with scales ; as, a &calystem.
4. Mean; low; stingy; as, a scaly fellow. Slang.
1
■caly
anteater, a paugolin. - a. fern. = SCALE FERN.- ■.
:~aeih~:t i':e!l-~r~v:1~
leg, a disease of poultry due to a mite ( Cnf'midocoptes
mutans) which usually attacks the legs, causing a scaly ap~~= s~~fe~t~~ :t:~::~dw:i:1:e~i
Scallop ( Volajacobrea).
pearance. - 11.akin disease, pityriasis. - a. tetter, psoriasis.
delicacy, but is the only part used as food. The edible
scallop of the Atlantic coast south of Cape Cod is P. irra- scam'ble (skllm'b'l), v. ·i.; -BLBD(-b'ld); -BLING. [Jrig.
uncert.; cf. OD. sclwmpelen to deviate-, to slip, schampen
dlans. Farther north a larger species (P. clintonius, or
temticostatu.s) replaces it. See PILGRIM SCALLOP.
to go away, escape, slip, and E. scamper, sliamble.] Oba.
01·
Scot. & Dial. Eng. 1. To move awkwardly, to be shuf2. One of the valves of a scallop shell.
fling, irregular, or unsteady; to sprawl; shamble.
3. A dish in which oysters, etc., are cooked (usually scalloped) or served. It was originally a large scallop shell.
2. To move a bout pushing and jostling ; to be rude and
4. One of a series of segments of circles joined at their
turbulent; to scramble.
Shak.
extremities, forming a border like the edge or surface of a scam'ble, v. t. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng. 1. To manscallop shell, as the edge of certain laces; formerly, a lace
gle; trample; maul; also, to scatter; squander; litter.
band or collar with a scalloped edge.
2. To collect; scrape up.
Ma1·lowe.
&. A variety of summer squash shaped like a scallop.
II sca-mll'lus (sk<i-mJi'us), "·; L. pl. SCAMILLI
(-i). [L .•
■cal'lop, "· t.; -LOPED(-upt); -LOP-ING. 1. To mark or cut
originally, a little bench, dim. of scamnum bench, stool.]
the edge or border of into scallops. See SCALLOP, n., 4.
A rel,,. A BOrt of second plinth or block, below the bases
2. Cooke,y. To bake in scallop shells or dishes, to pre- of Ionic and Corinthian columns, generally without mold,
pare with crumbs of bread or cracker, and bake.
ings, and of smaller size horizontally than the pedestal.
scallop bud~Hort. A mode of budding by paring scam-mo'nl-at&(ska-mo'nJ-tt),a. Made with scammony.
scam•mo-ny
(skllm-a-nJ), "· [OF. escamonie, F. scammoth
1
g~d awfl~ifts ~oo~rJi..!~i~
t~h:h;t~i:'.!ra~! th~!'f~~~[d.
e
L. scarnmonia, scammonea, Gr. <11Co./Jµwl'ta.] 1. A
■cal'loped (sk~l'upt; skill'-),
P• {;" of SCALLOP.-1etJ- twining species of convolvulue (Convolt 1ulua scammonia),
native of Asia Minor. It has a thick root two or threa
l~P~°fu·i!:~:~i::::dv~m:~p~!\°a1it
!i~3t~tt:r~eep dish
feet long, eagittate leaves, and white flowers.
■cal'loP-shell/ moth. A yellow-and-brown moth (Calocal0.:::
!ia!te il'\:d of~i.1~~t~ho~~i~~•iil
i:a:h.:;
old·cheese, and a somewhat acrid taste, and is an euertft¼i~~aetb:!:!':l'ilillshr:
leaves of cherry trees.
c;1~i8~:t\~e ~~:ari:~i,ni! ~\~~a~:a_con st1~
acal'ma (sklll'm<i), n. [NL.,
■camp (skilmp), n. [Cf. OF. escamper to run away, escape.
fr. OHG. scalmo, scelmo, pestiCf. SCAMPER.] 1. A fugitive; vagabond. Obs. or R.
lence, G. schelm rogue.] Veter.
2. A rascal; a rogue ; a worthless fellow; sometimes, joc.A mild contagious fever of the
ularly, a person gh-en to escapades or tricks.
horse marked by inflammation
3. The bacalao (Mycteroperca Jalcata); - so called from
of the pharynx, larynx, and
its ability to steal bait without being caught.
bronchi and a severe cough.
Scallop-shep Moth Nat.
scamp,"· t.; SCAMPED(skilmpt); SCAMP'ING.[Cf. SCANT.
scalp (;klllp ), "· I. ; SCALPED
• 1••
a.,
SKIMP.]
To perform in a hasty, neji?lectful, or imper(sklllpt); scALP'ING. [Cf. SCALPEL.] Surg. To remove
fect manner; to do, or make, superficially; skimp; scant.
the skin of.
1pa-vt1a (skiim 1pli-vii'<i), n.
scam
[It.; sc"mpare to escape·
■calp, n.
[Perh. akin to D. schelp shell. Cf. SCALLOP.]
+ ••iaaway.] A long, low war galley used by the Nea1. T11eskull ; the head. Obs. or Scot. &: Dial. Eng.
politans
and
Sicilians
in
the
early
part
of the Hlth century.
2. a That part of the integument of the human head (in
Anat. usually including the subcutaneous structures) usu- Scam 1per (skim 1pir), fl, i. j SCAM1PERED (-perd); SCAMIPBRING.
[Prob.
freq.
fr.
OF.
escamper
to
escape,
to save one-'sally covered with hair. b The corresponding part of many
self; L. ex from + campus the field (sc. of battle).
See
animals, esp. wolves, foxes, etc. c A part of the skin of the
CAMP
;
cf.
DECAMP.]
To
run
with
speed
;
to
run
or move in
head, with the hair, which the Indian warriors of North
a quick, hurried manner; to hasten away.
America cut or tore from an enemy as a token of victory.
about the room after a mouse S S1,arpe,
3. Whaling. The whole upper part of the head of a whale. scam'per,Scam11e1·iuy
A scampering; a hasty flight.
4. J.ilinance. A sma,11profit taken by a speculator in a ■camp'IBh n.
(skllm'plsh),
a. Of or like a scamp; knavish;.
quick transaction.
l'ant.
as, scam7n'sll conduct. -scamp'ish-ness,
n.
&. The top ; the summit:
Macaulay. scan
1NING.
(ekiln),
,,.
t.;
SCANNED
(skllnd) ; SCAN
[L.
8. A sand or mud bank uncovered by the sea at low tide,
scandere, scansum, to climb, to scan, akin to Skr. skand'
esp. a bed of oysters or other shellfish. Scot. or Dial. Eng.
to
spring,
leap
:
cf.
F.
scander.
Cf.
ASCEND, DESCEND,
scalp, 11. t.; SCALPED(sklllpt); scALP,ING. 1. To deprive
SCALEa lauder, SLANDBR.] 1. To mount by steps; to go
of the scalp; to cut or tear the scalp from the head of;
Spen,er.
through with step by step. Obs.
hence, to remove a top surface from, as vegetation from the
2. Specif., Pros., to go through with (verse) foot by foot,
top of a hill, or knobs from the logs of a corduroy road.
distinguishing
the
metrical
structure;
to
recite
metrically.
2. Milling. To brush the hairs or fuzz from, as wheat
3. To go over and examine point by point ; to examinegmins, in the process of high milling.
with care ; to look closely at or into ; scrutinize. Shelley.
3. To buy and sell so as to make small quick profits ; as,
Syn.-ScAN,
SCRUTINIZE, CONTEMPLATE.
SCAN implies close
to scalp stocks, grain, etc.; specif., to buy (transportation
examination, esp. such as passes from point to point; to
tickets originally purchased by others) and sell them for
SCRUTINIZE is to examine critically,
ininutely, or (esp.)
less than the official or recognized rate. Cant.
with a fixed or steady gaze; CONTEMPLATE suggests mor&

~:!!~

i~:!f:.m~.e
Zitit
have one pair of wings, but no mouth 1>arts, and cannot
feed, while the adult female usually attaches herself permanently: to the plant and degenerates into a degraded.
often scalelike, form in which most of the external o~ans

~;i~~~f~~i~Y.11~~~~~e~~
d~~tlc:.i:ri,rr~: b~~i~r;~
fng for the female and her eggs or take the form of a
0
rn:~r?o~urtil:1l~~i~c::8e
r:i:fu~~l

g~

battlement,
such u were built in Verona under the
La icala family.
■cal'ing(skiil'Jng),p. pr.&, 11b.n.of SCALE
.
Hence: 1. [See 4th SCALE.] a Act or
process of removing scal~s or scale,as fl.eh
scales, tartar from the teeth,incrustations
in boilers, etc. b Deposition of scale, as
in steam condensers. c = SCUTBLLATION.
2. [See 7th SCALE,1.] An ascent, as by a
ladder.
&Call(sk61), n. [Of Scand. origin ; cf. Scahger Battlelcel. skalli a bald head. Cf. SCALD, a.,
ments
SCALDscurf.] A scurf or scabby disease, esp. of the scalp.
scal'llon (skill'yun), n. [ME. sea/yon, scalon, OF. escalone, var. of esclialoingne, L. caepa Ascalonia onion of
Ascalon; caepa onion
Ascalonius of Ascalon, fr. Ascalo
Ascalon, a town in Palestine. Cf. SHALLOT.] a The shallot. b The leek. o Any onion which does not form a
good bulb, but remains with a thick stem like a leek.
scal'llon, 11. i. Hort. To form scallions.
scal'lom (skill'om), n. [Ir. scotb a wooden pin or wattle
Basketwork. A straight rod like a
used in thatching.]
stake but usually thinner, the ends of which aresecnred by
being twisted round another rod or rods, usually to serve
as a foundation for fetching, randing, or the like.
■cal'lom, v. t. Basketwork.
To plait, or join by twisting,
as the end of a scallom to another rod.
scal'lop (sk,Wup; skill'- ; 277), n. [OF. escalope a. shell,
prob. of G. or D. origin, and akin to E. scale of a fish; cf.
D.schelpshell.
SeescALEofaflsh;
cf.BBOALOP.] 1. Any
of numerous marine bivalve mollusks
of the genus Pecten and allied genera of the family Pectinidre. The
shell is usuall;r radially ribbed,
and the edge 1s therefore often
undulated in a characteristic manner. They generally do not attach
themselves, but are able to swim
bt openinfe and closing the valves.
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~~=~ies~1the a::n::t1s 0 fic1~
:~d°etn<::Jc~ rr~i't
tua (see CIRCULAR scALE), Jcerya, Lecanium, and 1.Jlytik,,spis,
See ORANGE SCALE, Jllust.
■cale moss. Any foliose hepatic or liverwort ;- so called
from the small imbricated scalelike leaves of most Qf the
species. See HEPATJCAi:.
■ca-lene' (skt-liin'), a. [L. scalenus, Gr. aK•>-11voo: cf. F.
scal~ne.] 1. Geom. a Having the sides and angles unequal; - said of a triangle. See TRIANGLE, Illust. b Having
the axis inclined to the base; as, a scalene, or oblique, cone.
2:. Anat. Designating, or pertaining to, a scalenus muscle.
■ca-lene', n. A scalene triangle.
■ca-le 1 no-he'dron (skil:-Jeln~-he'dr~n), n. [Gr.
,
O"KM.'!l'O<uneven+ lapa seat, base.]
Cry&t. A / \
hemihedral form bounded ideally by
scalene triangles : a In the hexag/
/ ..l.
onal system, one of twelve faces,
:
/~
· ·· : ·
resembling a double six-sided pyTa' . ,, /
\ i
mid. b In the tetragonal system,
, , ,• /
' i
one of eight faces, resembling
·' ,
:
somewhat the sphenoid. - sea-le'- a. I
b :
no-he'dral (-dritl), a.
80&-l&'DOUB (-le'nils), a. Scalene.
a Tetragonal, and b
■ca-le'D118 (-nus), n.
[NL., fr. Gr. Hexagonal, Scalenoheu,ca.,\,p,O~ uneven.]
A nat. Any of dron.
three deeply situated muscles of each side of the neck; a
scalene muscle. They each extend from the transverse
proceSBes of two or more cervical vertebrre to the first or
second rib (1calenu1antlc111, ■. medius, 1. poaticv.1).
■cale'pan1 (skal'plln'), n. A pan of a scale for weighing.
■cal'er (skal'er), n. One that scale•; specif.: a A dentist's
in■trument for removing tartar from the teeth. b Logging.
A man who measures and determines the volume of logs and
stamps each log with the owner's mark before driving.

t
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Dl~~f86~ri

0
8
•~fh~u
f:S~~~nfc;gs~f~i!e1!tal1~i:!~~s~~vd
lengths marked upon it, used in scaling logs or timber.
scale'work' (skiil'wftrk 1), n. a Work made up of overlapping scales. b Imbricated ornament or pattern.
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SCAN

SCAPULATED

'

deliberate or thoughtful observation; a~, "a drowsv cab.
2. Sparing ; parsimonious; chary.
Shak.
man, scanning the horizon for a fare" (J-t. James); .,.Gen3. Having a small or insufficient supply; - used with of,"
tly scan your brother man" (Burns); u My Jewish friends
as,
scant
of
money.
scrutinized me keenly " (De Quincey)i H contemplating with
pleasure the results of his own industry"
( Goldsmith) , 4 . .Naut. Of the wind, having such a direction or force that
a vessel can barely hold her course even close-hauled.
u When I am tired of looking at the ruius of the Abbey I
sit among my own and pensively contemplate them" (Low- scant (sklint), v. I.; SCANT'En;SCANT'INo. [Cf. Ice!. skamta
ell). See SEE, GAZE, EXAMINATION,
to dole out. See SCANT,a.] 1. To limit; to straighten;
scan (skin), v. i. Pros. To conform to, or fall in with,
to treat illiberally; to stint; as, to scant one in leisure.
metrical rules; as, the line will not scan.
2. To cut short; to make small, narrow, or scanty; to
curtail; to be niggardly of. u Scant not my cups." Shak.
ecan'dal (sdn'diil), n. [F. scandale, fr L. scandalu,n
a stumbling block, a temptation, Gr. a1eO.v8aAova snare scant, 11. i. l{aut. a To fail, or become less i to scantle;
as, the wind scants. Obs. or R. b To haul, as the wind, so
laid for an enemy, a stumbling block, offense, scandal ; cf.
that a vessel can barely hold her course, even close-hauled.
ME. scandle, OF. escandle, F. esclandre. See SLANDER.]
l. Offense caused or experienced, or reproach or reproba- acan'tle (skan't'l), n. [Cf. SCANTLING,n., 3.J A gauge
for measuring slates.
tion called forth, by what is regarded as wrong, criminal,
scan 1tle, v. t. [OF. escanteler, var. of eschanteler, to break
heinous, or flagrant ; opprobrium or disgrace.
0, what a :~cam/al is it to our crown,
cantel, chautel, corner, side,
into cantles; es- (L. ex)
That two such noble peers as ye 11houldjar!
Sliak.
piece. Confused with E. scant. See CANTLE.J 1. To
2. Reproachful charges; opprobrious censure ; esp., de- scant; to be niggard of; to cut short or down. Obs.
famatory talk, uttered heedlessly or maliciously.
2. To divide into small pieces; to partition.
Sliak
You must not put another :~candul on him.
v. i. [Dim. of scant, v.] To be deficient; to fail;
3. That which causes censure, as being wrong or flagrant ; scan'tle,
to become less. -v. t. To make less. Both Obs.
a circumotance or action that offends public morals or
scant'lin~(skant'!Tng), n. [OF. escantillon, var. of eschandisgraces the person or persons involved.
til(on, F. echantillon a sample, pattern, example.
In some
4. Equity Pleading. Anything alleged which is impertisenses confused with scant insufficient. See SCANTLE,·v. t. J
nent and is reproachful to any person or derogates from
1.
A
specimen
i
a
sample.
Obs.
or
R.
Milton.
the dignity of the court or is contrary to good manners ;
2. A rough draft; a rude sketch or outline.
any immaterial allegation that is slanderous.
3.
A
measuring
rod
;
also,
measurement
i
size
;
standard
;
Syn. - Defamation, detraction, slander, calumny, opprograde. Obs.
brium, reproach, shame, disgrace.
acan'dal (skan'diil), v. I.; -DALEO( -diild) or ·DALLED; 4. A small quantity, amount, or number; a bit ; a modicum.
u A scantling of good claret."
Scott.
-DAL-ING or -DAL-LING. To defame; asperse i traduce;
5. a The measure or dimensions of auything, esp. of
slander; also, to scandalize; offend. Plow Rare.
aoan'dal-1-za'lion (-T-za'shun; -i-za'shun), n. Act of breadth and thickness of timber, stone, etc., in building,
or the sizes of frames, strakes, or the like, in shipbuildscandalizing, or that which is scandalous.
ing b A piece of timber of small cross-sectional area, as
■can'dal-lze (sk~n'di!l-iz), v. I.; -1zEn (-izd); -1z'rno (-iz'a stud less than five inches square, a small rafter, a rail,
Ing). [F. scnndaliser, L. scandalizare, fr. Gr. u,c.av~a.Aia purlin, or the like. c Miscellaneous cut stuff, as the
,E,v.] 1. To offend the feelings or the conscience of (a
person) by some action considered immoral or criminal i rough irregular pieces cut off in squaring a log. G. Ellis.
6. A frame for casks to lie upon; a trestle.
to bring shame, disgrace, or reproach upon.
number or numeral. A number variously
le!e ~f.'i1;
1~~~who they are whom we scumlulize by usin7--f~oa£:::.:ecantllng
computed from a ship's dimensions, used in reference to a
tabulated scheme specifying the size of structural material
2. To disgrace ; to bring into reproach or dishonor.
required to entitle a ship, according to type, to a certain
3. To reproach; libel; defame ; slander.
Scott.
4. Naul. a To lower the peak and haul up the tack or classification, 1or grading with respect to seaworthiness.
SCaDt'y
(skan t}), a. j SCANT'I-ER (-tr-0r) j SCANT'I-EST,
clew of (a fore-and-aft sail) in order to reduce its size or
[From SCANT,a.] 1. Wanting amplitude or extent; narto spill the sail. b To reduce sail on (a mizzenmast) when
i not abundant.
row
;
small
before the wind, so that the sails on the mainmast may
His dominions were very narrow and scant.11. Locke.
have the full force of the wind.
2.
Somewhat less than is needed; insufficient ; scant; as,
ecan'dal-ous (-us), a. [Cf F. scandaleu,.J
1 Giving
a scanty supply of words ; a scanty supply of bread.
offense to the conscience or moral feelings ; exciting rep-, 3. Sparing; niggardly; parsimonious.
roba.tion; calling out condemnation; involving scandal.
Syn. - SCANTY,SPARSE. SCANTYapplies esp. to quantity'
Hooker
Nothmg .~ca11dalo11sor offensive unto any.
2. Disgraceful to reputation i bringing shame or infamy ; and implies tneaierness or insufficiency; SPARSEapplies to
opprobrious ; as, a scandalous crime or vice.
ril::11;~::tt~~~J oarndi:;~~~d; :~1,q.~e:i:}~fi~l~afu ~~i:ahn;s
3. Defamatory ; libelous ; as, a scandalous story.
vest" ( Words1rorllt); H the Sonnet's scanty plot of ground P,
(id.); a spar.~e population;
•• Now and then she scattered,
(skll:n1dent), a. [L. scandens, -entis, p. pr. of
acan'dent
scandere to climb.] Climbing; as, a scandent plant.
s~~eT5:~j.s:An!~~~~s~!~~~~u~_er
acan'dJ-a (-dT-<il,n. [NL. See scANDIUM.J Chern. Scanscape (skap ), n. [L. scapus shaft, stem, stalk, akin to or
dimn oxide, Sc2 0 3 , obtained as a white infusible powder.
a staff: cf. F. ,,:;cape. Cf. SCEPTER.] 1. Bot.
fr. Gr. cr,cQ.rro~
Scan'dJ-an (-/in), a [L. Scandia an island of uncertain
A peduncle arising at or beneath the surface of the ground
locality in northern Europe, also called Scandinavia.]
in acaulescent plants, as the bloodroot, tulip, primrose, etc.
1. Of or pertaining to Scandia, anciently the southern part
2. Zo0l. Astemorshaft;as:
aThebasaljointofaninsect
of the Scandinavian peninsula; hence, Scandinavian.
b The shaft of a feather.
antenna when long and slender.
2. Designating, or pert. to, the languages of Scandinavia.
c
The
peduncle
of
the
balancer
of a dipterous insect.
ecan'dJc (-dik), a. Chern. Of or pert. to scandium.
3. Arch. The shaft of a column; erroneously, an apophyge.
Scan 1dl-na'vi-a (-dI-nii'vI-<i), n. [L.] a The great peninsula of North Europe, consisting of Sweden and Norway. scape (skiip), v. t. & i. [Aphetic form of escape.] To
escape ; - now usually written 'scape. Archaic.
b Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, together with the adjascape, n. Obs. 1. An escape or means of escape; evacent islands, including Iceland.
Scan 1dl-na 1vl-an (-an), a. Of or pert. to Scandinavia. - n. sion.
2. A freak; a slip ; a fault; an escapade.
lJfilton.
1. A native or inhabitant of Scandinavia; esp., a member
of the tall, blond, do1ichocephalic dominant race, often acape'gal 1 lowa (-gal 1 oz; -us), n. [See scAPE to escape.]
One who has narrowly escaped the gallows for his crimes.
taken as the best representatives of the pure Teutonic type.
scape'goat' (-got'), n. [See SCAPEto escape.] 1. Jewish
2. A kind of single-cylinder printing machine.
ecan'dl-um (sUn'dT-um), n. [NL.; Scandinavia +-ium. l Antiq. A goat upon whose head were symbohcally placed
the sins of the people, after which he was suffered to esCheni. A rare metallic trivalent element found combined
cape into the wilderness.
Lev. xvi. 10.
in compnny with yttrium, cerium, etc., in certain rare
2.
Hence, a. person or thing bearing blame for others.
It was
Scandinavian minerals (euxenite and gadolinite).
discovered spectroscopically by Nilson in 1879 and found ecape'grace' (-gras 1 ), n. [See scAPE to escape.] A graceless, unprincipled person; one who is wild and reckless.
to be identical with the ekaboron predicted by Mendelyeev.
n. Horol. The wheel in an escapement
scape'-wheel',
See EKA-. Symbol, Sc; at. wt., 45.1.
Soan'dix (sUn'dTks), n. [NL., fr. L. scandix the herb into the teeth of which the pallets play.
eca-phan'der (sk<i-filn'der). n. [Gr. UKO.<j,o<,UKO.'P1/,anychervil, Gr. uKtiv8if. l Bot. A small genus of European
thing hollowed+ dv1lJ),O.v5p0i,a man: cf F. scapltandre.]
apiaceous herbs with finely dissected leaves and white
1. A cork belt to support a swimmer. Rare. Oxf. E. D.
flowers. The fruit is wingless, long-beaked, with obscure
2. [cap.] Zoo/. A lj"enus of tectihranchiate !?astropods
oil tubes. S. pecten is the lady's-comb.
having a large shell with a concealed spire. It 1s the type
Scan'do- (sklt:u1dii-). Combining form for Scandian.
of a family, Sca-phan'drl-dlll (-drT-de).
scan'slon
(-shUn), n. [L. scansitJ, fr. scandere, .~cansum, to
a trough.]
An anclimb. See SCAN.] Pros. Act of scanning; distinguishing the acaph'lsm (skill'Tz'm), n. [Gr. u<a</>11
cieut Persian mode of exPcuting criminals by confining the
metrical feet of a verse by emphasis, pauses, or otherwise.
victim in a trough, with his head an<l limbs smeared with
Scan-so'res (sdn-so'rez;
201), n. pl. [NL., fr. L. scanhoney or the like and exposed to the sun and to insects.
dert'!, scarvmrn, to climb.] Zo0l. An abandoned order of
Sca-phl'tes (ska-fi'tez), n. [NL., fr. L.
birds having the toes two before and two behind, including
scapha a boat, fr. Gr. o:,cO.rj.ir,
a boat, anythe parrots, woodpeckers. cuckoos, trogons, toucans, etc.
acan-ao'rl-al (-rT-al), a. Zool. a Pert. to, capable of, or thing dug or scooped out, fr. u,cllrrTnv to
adapted for, climbing. b Pert. to the Scansores.
dig.] Paleon. A genus of Cretaceous amacansorial barbeta, the barbets of the family Capitonidre.
monoid cephalopods, having the whorls
eoant (skant), a.; SCANT'ER(sk~n'ter); SCANT'EST. [Of closely coiled in an involute spiral, except the last, which is straight for a disScand. orig. ; cf. lcel. skant, neut. of skamr, skammr,
tance, then bent back toward the coiled Scaphitee ( S requashort; cf. skamla to dole out.] 1. Not full,large, orplenpart. It is the type of a family, Sca- lis)
Reduced.
tiful ; scarcely sufficient ; scanty; meager; as, a ,cant allow0 His sermon
phit'l-dai (sk<i-!Tt'T-dii). - eoaph'l-told (sUf'T-toid), a.
was scant." Ridley.
ance; a scant pattern.
scant (dw/. sk&nt, sk!i.ntJ, arfli. d1mPm:iom1; - in combination.
sea.nee (skAnsJ, 11. ~ t'. Glitter; than defamation of others.
scan'di-cus <~klin'dl-ktis), n. In a scant manner; scarcely; sce.nt'ly. adv- of SCANT•
shine; gleam ; glance. 8cot.
scant'neae, 11. See-NESS.
sca.nd. Obs. var. or ref. 11p. of [NL.; cf. L . .w:anrlf're to mount, hardly. Uhs. or ~"J'cot~ Dwl.
Sf:ANNED.
[Scandinavian.) ascend] Med1e1•af ,Jfus1c. See scant, ri. Scantness; fiCarcity ; S. C. A. P. A. Abbr. Society
nef'd, Rarp.
recarcely. Ohs\ for Checking the Abuses of
B can d. Abhr. Scandinavia;
ScK~~~d!-~-~~,~~an-tsm,
n.
scant'ful.ly, a(fo. Narrowly;
Public Advertising- (London).
ll1ca.n'da-la mag-na'tum, Jil. o
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Sca'nt-an (ska'nl-dn), a. Designatingacompilation of Danish
?'i~·~1t~zazit;~~~~~~~h1
versions are extunt made early
in the lSth century.
scan. mag. Abbr: Scandalum
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n. [Gr. uKo.</,11
a boat
+ «q,aA~ head. J A deformed condition of the skull, in
which the vault is narrow, elongated, a1id more or lesa
boat-shaped, due to premature ossification of the sagittal
suture. -scaph 1o-ce-phal'lc (-s~-fal'Tk), scaph 10-ceph'a-lous (-se1'<i-His), a. -acaph 1 o-ceph'a-lism (-!Iz'rn), n.
acaph'oid (skitf'oid), a. [Gr. u<o.</>11
a boat+-oid.J
Anal.
Boat-shaped;
navicular. -n.
A scaphoid boue.
scaphoid bone. a The most :preaxial of the proximal row
of carpal bones, which articulates with the radius; the
radiale. b One of the proximal tarsal bones situated betw·een the astragalus and the cuneiform bones. Both these
bones (esp. that in the tarsus) are called also nm:icular.
scaph'o-lu 1nar (skitf't-lii'n<ir), a. Zool. Pert. to, or composed of, the scaphoid and lunar bones of the carpus. - "·
A bone so composed in the carpus of many Carnivora.
Sca-phop'o-da (ska-fop'li-da), n. pl. [NL.; Gr. u«i</>ria

~

Scaphopoda. A Den tali um den- m
f(lle
Nat size B Anterior
end of D. oyile. f Foot; r Tentacles, or Cirrt ; 111 Muntle; s Front End of Shell.
boat + -pod a. J Z oiil. A small class of marine Molluscr.
having a tapermgtubular
shell.open at both ends.a pointed
or spadelike foot for burrowing, and many long, slende.,
prehensile oral tentacles.
There is no special respiratory
apparatus or heart. The mouth contains a radula ; the
sexes are separate.
The class consists of the toothshells
(genus DPntalium and allied genera). - acaph'o-pod(skif'o-pod), a. & n. - aca-phoP'o-dous<sk<i-fllp'o-dus),
a.
Sca'pln' (sk,VpaN'), n. [See ScAPINO.] A tricky valet in
Moliere's comedy~, Les Fourberies de Scapin.'' Employed
by two lovers, he cleverly outwits by his ruses their
fathers, who have other marriage plans for their sons.
acap'l-nade' (skltp 1T-nad'; -niid'), n. A ruse like Scapin's.
scap'o-llte
(skip 1c'i-lit), n. [Gr. u,cO.:rro~
a staff, or L. seapus a stem, stalk + -lite: cf. F sea polite. J M-in. a A
mineral of the scapolite group, intermediate in composition
between meionite and maria.lite and containing 46-54 per
cent of silica; -called
also 1rernerite. It resembles feldspar when massive, but has a fibrous appearance and higher
sp. gr. (2.66-2.73). b Any member of the scapolite ~roup.
1
8~ 8ft?J~:rf:i~:~·
di~~f On
Aof 1~i~Pt~fr~~~~~i 1
or grayish white in color wheu pure: and consieting essentially of silicates of aluminium, calcium, and sodium. All
the species, viz., meiouite 1 twernerite (common scapolite),
mizzouite (dipyre), mariahte, and sarcolite, may be considered as isomorphous mixtures, in varying proportions, of
the two fundamental compounds Ca.tAl,$ii;02:; (pure meionTI1e physical
ite) and Na 4 Al 3 Si 1,O2 4 Cl (pure marialite).
properties vary with the composition - the hardness from
5 to 6.5, the sp. gr. from 2.5 to 2.8, etc.
acap 10-llt'l-za'lion (skap'o-!Tt'T-zii'shun; -i-za'shun), n.
Petrog. The process or state of alteration by wliich minerals, esp. feldspar, are converted into scapolite.
soap'oae (skap'os; skt-pos'; see-osE), a. [1st scape+-ose.}
Bot. Scape-bf'aring; resembling, or consisting- of, a scape.
aoap'u-la (skitp'i'i-la), n.; pl. L. SCAPULA<
(-le), E. SCAPULAS
(-l<iz). [L.J 1. Anal.&: Zool. The shoulder blade; the
dorsal and in most mammals the principal, or sometimes
the only, bone of the pPctoral arch, or shoulder girdle. Th&
human scapula is flat and triangular, situated in the upper
lateral part of the back, and having at the outer an~lea large shallow fossa (the glenoid cavity) for articulation
with the head of the humerus.
On its posterior surface, or

:;~£:!~
~tft!

~;i~!),m~n~i:g Pfi1::i~~~~~s~b~ith~elfcr~!fo~ver:;c:Sijg!.J}~g
arches over the glenoid cavity and articufates with the
clavicle, forming the point of the shoulder. The spine divides the dorsum into two fossro (the suprascapular above,
and the infrasca.pular below); the slightly concave anterior surface, or venter, forms one large fossa, the subscapular. A hooked process (the coracoid process), extending
in front of the glenoid cavity, represents the coracoid bone
In birds the sca:i;mla is long and narof many vertebrates.
row; in amphibians aud some other animals its dorsal part
may be an imperfectly ossified supra.scapula. In teleost
fishes both the bypercoracoid and supraclavicle have been
regarded as representing, and called, the scapula.
2. Zool. a The tegula (appenda~• of the mesothorax) of
a lepidopterous or hymenopterous insect. See TEGULAa.
b A pleuron of the mesothorax of an insect, including the
C The trochauter
of the foreepimeron and episti,rnum.
leg of an insect. d. A plate of the cup of a crinoid situated at the base of an arm. e The patagium (appendage
a lepidopterous inse<'t.
of the prothorax)
acap 1u-lar (-Jar), a. Also scap'u-la-ry (-lil:-rT). Of or pertailling to the shoulder, the scapula, or scapulars.
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scap 1u-lar (skitp'U-ldr), n. [F. scnpulnire, or LL. scapul. R.
larium, scapulare, fr. L. scapula shoulder blade.]
0. Ch. a A loose sleeveless vestment falling in front and
behind, worn by certain religious orders and devout persons. b An article consisting of two small ~quare piece&
of cloth connected by cords, worn over the shoulder&
under the ordinary garb as an act of devotion.
2. Surg. A bandage passing over the shoulder to support
it, or to retain another bandage in place.
3. Zo0l. A scapular feather ; - chiefly in pl.
sce.ph'ite (e k Ii. f'I t), n [See
SCAl'HITES,]
Paleou. A fossil ~::-~ilfn~ccre::pil:ir.- n.. [From
of S,·nl'llif('S or allied gemHI
It. n•fl111nno a flock or short
scaph 1 o-ce'rite (ekn.f1 U-se'rltJ, stocking.l In ltalian masked
a C'unninl!and knavish
1:1J eomnly,
servant of Gratiano.
scap'ler. t S('Al'l:LAR.
on
the
second
joint
of
the
an::a~~e~ff1~;~~c<te~;~r1t;;_nick- tennie of many Crustacea. - scap net (eklip). A kind of
sce.ph'o-ce-rit'ic (-sti-rlt'Ik ), a. :~~~~crldt{~rkciia;c~ira)~a~~[let
~~~]~iS'k}b~ ~~ [~/ ~~~ta~t!
sce.-phog'na-thite (skd-H:Sg'nt.i- 1wr,1w + -oid.J
Scapiform.
flm1hPdsnipe: also, a snipe.
boat + scap'ple ( flklp''l ), scap'pler
scap'el (skllp' 11), n. [NL. ~ca- thlt), n. [Gr. cr,cO..q.>71
8(.'ABpt-llus, dim. of L. scapus stern, yv0.60~ jaw ] Zoril. A thin leaf- (-Wr). Vars. of SCABBLE,
fike appenrlage of the second BLEI{.
~talk,i /Jot. A caulicle,
maxilla of decapod C'ruetaC'eans. s. caps. Ahbr. Small capitals.
scap~ leBB,a. ~~e -1-E!sS.
- sce.-phog'na-thit'ic (-thn' - ic:~,:~~8j;~!a/sklip'Cl-lil-rl), a.
scap ~1-ry. t ~CA~ULAP.Y.
lkl, a.
1ca'pi-form (f!kii'pl-f6rm), a. acap'u-lat 1 ed (-HWM), a. Zobl.
n. rPer~o~~(J~.~~1c:~~- ~ent,
1
[1st .~<-'.aptJ+ ;[nr111,l Bot. Re- Designating a small Africaa
scape'thrift'
n. A th iftle
eemhhng a scnpe.
crow ( Cor1·11s11ca1mloft111)havI 1caphe, 7t.
[L. scaphra, ~:.
in_gwhite areas on the ehoulden,
+<~!:;~rtrt~~:
u,c.a.¢17.]A skiff; a boat. Ohs.
and a white breast.

tc:~;:~.~-

~-~~~1~ilon,
scantllone. 1

scant;t-ly (skli.n'tr-ln: ~1~/r.of
i~hf;~ scan~
i-ness, ~ See -N i;,ss.

scan ti-ty, 71• [. cant, a. + -ity.]
8 ~;. f.bs,To
:~:~i}~ef\~~k~cr~';1t~l)~
~sti:f;:-rn~l~n:n
meai:ure by a i;tandard.
adv. of sca~~1~;; I scant'let, n. [Cf. OF. e$('hnntf'~~ 1;:• i~;,~nf~ef~:Ua::;:;~;!!~J
or writing puhlieht>d to the in- scan'sive, a. [See SCANSION,] let cor.ner.J A small pattern or
jury of n pt>er, judg-e. or other
qunntlty. Obs (Scanty. Olu,.. ,
;
grea.tofficer of the rt>alm. Under ~~:;;~o;J;l-~i~im~kln-J,~tus
:c:~;u::~:i"
(s~l~t'f~~;x♦t-J.
elll'ly statutes (rt-pealed in 1AA7) 201), a. Rcansorial. Rare.
thia was an offense more serious i ac&n'ao-ry, a. ScanM>rial. Ob!l. Having (specified) scantlings or

food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

acaph 1 o-ceph'a-ly (sdf't-sef'ti-lT),

1
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SCAPULATION

SCAT

scap 1u-lo- (sk»p'i'i-lt-).

Combining form denoting connec- scaroe'ly (skllrs'Il), adv. In a scarce manner;
tion with, or relation to, the scapula or the shoulder; as:
with difficulty; barely; hardly; but just.

~:ir;e;:~1:-u.f!~;,_t':n;~~J~~~~~~u~r:v~i~t!;i~~c:1rSyn~~ i!~
~:;~~t.finished,
when the laborer arrived.

~~~~:; 1

specif.,
Irving.

sca 1pus (ska'pus), n.; L. pl. scAPI (-pi).

[L.J A scape; acarce 1ment (skilrs 1rntnt), n. Arch. & Engin. An offset,
a stem, shaft, or column; as, ZoOl., the shaft of a feather,
or retreat, iu the thickness of a wall or bank of earth, etc.
or the bru!al part of a polyp.
acarce'ness, n. Scarcity.
scar (skiir), n. [Cf. Norw. dial. skar-hella a flat stone with acar'cl-ty (skllr'st-tI), n. [ME. scarsete, OF. escarsete.]
sharp edges, skjer soil with loose rocks.] a A hard cinder;
Quality or condition of being scarce. Specif.: a Sparingfurnace slag. .Dial. Eng. b In roasting pyrites for sulness; niggardliness,
parsimony.
Obs. b Sm.allneBB of
phuric acid manufacture, a lump formed by fritting; a quantity or number in proportion to the wants or descour.
mands ; deficiency ; lack of plenty ; short supply ; hence,
scar, n. [Scot. scar, scaur, of Scand. origin; cf. Icel. sker rareneBB; uncommonness; as, a scarcity of grain; the
a skerry, an tsolated rock in the sea, akin to Dan. ski:.er, scarcity of radium; a great scarcity of beauties. Chaucer.
Sw. skiir. Cf. SKERRY.] a An isolated or protruding rock.
Pruii.e
. owes its value to its scarcity.
Rambler.
b A steep, rocky eminence; a bare place on the side of a Syn.-Want,peuury,dearth,rareness,rarity,infrequency.
scare (skar; Scot. also skar), n. [Cf. Icel. skara to clinch
mountain or steep bank of earth.
scar, n. [OF. escare, F. eschare an escha~1 a .dry slough (the planks of a boat). Cf. 3d SCARF.] 1. A splice. Scot.
(cf. It. & Sp. escara), L. eschara, fr. Gr. €lTx.apa. h~arth, I cC~
Dial. ]1,,'ng.
fireplace, scab, eschar. Cf. ESCHAR.] 1. A mark m the
2. Golf. The part of a wooden club where the beveled
skin or flesh, made by a wound or ulcer, and remaining
neck and shaft are glued together and wound.
after the ~om~d ~r uker is he~led; a ~icatrix; a mark left . scare {skfi:r), -v. t.; SCARED(sk!ird); scAR,ING (skar'Ing).
b~ ,a _previous mJury; a bleII;11sh: ~ disfigurement.
.
[ME. scarren, skerren, skeren, fr. ME. skar, sker, scared,
sc~:.~1~ref:!~t~~~\~h:ltii:it;d~f youtn, ··and not
Icel. ~kjart·/ perh. akin to?~· s!teer toturu.]
To frighten;
2. A mark left on a stem or branch hy the fall of a leaf,
to st11ke w.1th sudden fea1' _to alarm..
~
1i~tfr\~~f!iiin:.e~~:
1;~~;~·to
or on a ~eed by separation of the funicle.
~oy1S1:~r~a~~;."lo
3. A chm~ ; a crack. t;Jbs.
.
bring to light or into the open, as game by beating, hence,
4. A scarlike mark _or md~ntat10_n, as. one made by long
Slang, to discover for use; as,he could not scarf;!up a dollar.
use or contact; specif., Zool., a c1Catr1x.
scare, v. i. To be scared; to take alarm.
scar, v. t.; SCARRED
(skii~d); SCAR'RING. To mark with a scare, n. Fright or a fright, esp., a sudden frig-ht produced
scar or ~cars; to mar; disfigure.
by a trifling cause, or originating in mistake.
scar, v. 1,. To form a scar; to become scarred.
scare'crow' (-kro-'), n. 1. An object, usually s1.1ggesting
scar'ab (skitr'(lb), n. [F. scarabee, L. scarabaeus. J 1. A a human figure, set up to frighten crows or other birds away
dung beetle; esp., Scarabmus sacer. See SCARABJEUS,
1.
from crops; hence, anything terrifying without danger.
2. = SCARABJEUS,
2.
A .,;carecrow set to frighten fools away.
Dryden.
Scar'a-bm'l-dm (-<i-be1T-de), n. pl. [NL. See SCARAB.] 2. A person clad in rags and tatters.
Zo0l. A large family of stout-bodied beetles with lamellate sca:re head. A very large newspaper heading, usually senantennre. It is coextensive with Lamellicornia in its narsat10nal. Cant or Sla11y, U. S.
rower sense, and contains many of the largest and most scarf (skii.rf), n.; pl. scARFS {skarfs), sometimes scA~VES
conspicuous beetles, comprising the subfamilies: Coprime
(skiirvz). [OF. escarpe, esquerpe, var. of escharpe a pil(duug beetles), which fe_ed chiefly on dung a~d deca_ying grim's scrip, or wallet., F. ecliarpe sash, scarf; prob. fr.
matter; and Melol!)~thmre (chaf~:rs), Dlnastmre (rhmocOHG. sc!wrpe pocket, and akin to E. scrip a wallet. The
~~~~e~i!:t:i~~!at1~df~:J~~~:1:tii;~t
final f for p is perh. due to influence of son~e other word.
0
larvre which usually burrow in the ground or in plants.
Cf. SCARPa band.] 1. A broad band of fabric worn loosely
See scARABJIWS.
-scar'a-bat'id (-ld), a. & n.
over the shoulders or ~bout the neck, sometimes over the
acar'a-bm'old (-oid), a. [scarabmus+ -oid.J Zool. a Like,
head or around the waist.
or pertaining to, the Sca.rabreidre. b Scarabreidoid.
2. _A cravat_ with ~allmg ends, secured by a knot, through
scar 1a-bm1us (sUr 1<i-be1us), n. [L.] 1. a A large black, or a rmJ, or with a pm.
.
.
nearly b]ack, duug beetle (8carabmus
3, Eccl. A broad ~and of black silk, pas~mg over the
,acer) of the countries bordering on the
back of the neck, with long e~~s _pendent 1~ front ove_r
Mediterranean, which (as perhaps a]so
the gown, worn by doct<?r~ of d1v11utyaud clerical, colleg1one or more allied species) was regardate, or cathedral autho~!ties,
ed by the ancient Egyptians as symbolic
scarf, v. t.; SCARFED.
(skarft); scARF'ING. 1. To throw on
.
of resurrection and immortality. Like
loosely; to put oi:i hke a scarf.
many related forms, it rolls large balls
2. To decorate with scarfs, or as with scarfs.
of dung for food for itself or young. b
3. To cover, esp. loosely. Obs_.or R.
Shak.
scarf,v. ~-. [Prob.of Scand. ong.; cf._S_w. skarjl'a to eke
Zo0l. [cap.] A genus containing the
above and allied species.
?U:t, to J011;1~o~ether, skmf a seam, J_omt, Dan. skarre to
2. Egypt. Arch.real. A conventionalJomt, to umte.t1mber, Icel. skarato clmch the plan~s of a
ized representation of a beetle (of the
boat, G. scha, hen to chop, to cut small.]
1. To form a
family Scarabreidre ),commonly in stone
scarf on ~he end ?r edge o_f,as for a Jomt.
. .
or faience, usually having an inscrip- Egypti~n Scarabreus 2. To umte, as pieces of timber. or metal, by a scarf Jomt.
tion on the flat under side. It is the
(S. mcer).
3 .. To cut out, m channeled strips, the blubber, or flay the
symbol of the sun god Chepera, and also signifies II the
skm, of (a. whale or seal); to flense.
world " ""man " h only begotten " "father " 0 genera• scarf, n. [See SCARFto form a scarf on.] 1. A groove or
tion," 1 the Egyptians believing that' there wer~ no females
channel formed by cutting.
2. a Either of the chamfered or cutaway ends that fit toof this beetle. The images were widely use~ as talismans
gether to form a scarf joint. b A scarf joint.
and orname1.1ts, and were placed on mm:pmtes as symbols
of resurrect10n. They are now used as Jewelry.
scarf joint. A joint made by chamfering halving notch
scar'ab-old (skar 1ab-oid), a. [scarab+ -aid.] a Zoo/.
ing, or otherwise cutting
'
'
Scarabreoid. b Of the nature of, or resembling, a scarab<:e- away two pieces to cor- \
C ;J
us (image). -n.
a Zo0l. A scarabreoid beetle.
Rare
respO!Jd to each other and L
.,.:.:. ~ z
S
b Archreol. A scarab-shaped gem.
securmg thel!l together
1)
<>---1a-mouch1 • (skll r_'<i-mouch
by ~olt- ~-~,----~
.....
--~~-"'"· 1:
g\,A&
.
, n · [F · Scaramouclie , ;tfter
1n g 1 ov~rlappmg
rivetmg, weldmg,
'72
--·······
It. Scaramuccrn, origmally the name of a. celebrated
brazmg or the like.
f
::
::
Italian comedian; cf. It. scaramuccia, .waramuccio, skir- soarf'skin' (skiirf'sktn')
--,---.-~~---'!"--,'""\
mish, F. scararnouche. Cf. SKIRMISH.]A personage in the
n. [Cf. SCURF.] Ana/ \ ~b
..
,,
~,:
old Italian comedy (derived from Spain) characterized by The epidermis.
L3
;:
:.
boastfulness a.nd poltroonery; hence, a cowardly buffoon. Scar'i-48:l (skitr'l'-di:i) n.
~
Scar'borough Ill']!" (skiir'b'ro; -biir-o). An ama_ryllisJike pl. [NL.; Scarus
1-3 Forms of Scarf Joint. a Coak
f!~nig~~~-ut~e!f{/1~L~~~l.lota purpurea), also, its bright
Zo0I. A family o_fpharynor Cog;_ b Keys.
.
scarce (skftrs), a.; SCARC'ER(skir'se'r); scARc'EsT (skftr'- gognath_ous marme fishes, cl?sely resemblmg the Labndre,
~st).
[ME. scars, OF. escars, perh. fr. LL. scarpsus, ex- but havn_ig the teeth of the Jaws more or leBB coalescent.
parpsus, for L. excerptus, p. p. of excerpereto pick out, and
It c~mpr1s~s the tru~ parro~,fi~hes. -scar'f.d (-Td), a. & n.
hence to contract, to shorten; ex (see Ex-)
carpere to scar 1-H-oator (sk~r t-fT-ka t~r), n.. [C!. F_'.
_scarificateur.]
pluck. Cf. EXCERPT.] 1. Sparing; frugal i parsimonious;
fl!"ed. An n~s~rument formakmg shght mc1s1ons_,as m cupChaucer.
pm~, c~ntanH~,S"several lancets mov~d b~ a sp!m~.
stingy. Obs. "Too sr,arce ne too sparing."
2. Scantily supplied or provided; meagerly furnished;_
scar l:H er (-ft er), n. One that sc_arifies, specif.. a Med.
sometimes with of. Obs. or Dial.
1'/ilton.
Th~ m_strument us~d. for scarifymg_. b Agri_c. A_ form
3. Deficient in size, quality, or the like; meager; scant; as,
of _eul.ttvator for strrrmg and loose~ung the soil, w1th?ut
C!taucer.
brmgmg up a fresh surface. c A~ implement o~ machme
a scrtrcP measure. Obs.
4. Deficient in quantity; not plentiful or abundant i also,
to tear up the surfa~e of a roa~ p~10r to resurf~cmg.
deficient in number compared with the demand; as, good scar'l-fy (-fi), "· .1·, ·FIED (;fid), -FY'ING (-fi'fof)[F.
locr1tions are ~crrrr:e; hence, infrequent; uncommon; rare.
scar1fi,er, L. scari.(foare, sca~ijar~, fr. Gr. CTKapuj)acr8a.i.to
You tell him t-ilver is scarcer· now in England, and therefore
~crat.ch up, fr. CT1t.apuf,o~
a pom~ed mstrument. Cf. SCRIBE.]
risen one fifth in value.
Loeke
1. To scratch or cut the skm of; esp., JJfed., to make
6. Characterized by deficiency or want, as, a scarce living;
small incisions in with a lancet or scarificator, to draw
scarce days. .Now Rare.
blood from the smaller vessels without opening a large vein.
Syn. -Infrequent,
deficient. See RARE.
2. Agric. To stir the surface soil of with a scarifier.
scarce (skltrs), adv. Scarcely (see FLAT,a., 12).
3. Fig.: To lacerate, as the sensibilities.
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sca'rl-oua (ski'rt-us;

115), a. [F. scarieuz, or NL. scario,us; cf. L. scaria a thorny shrub or tree.] Bot. Thin an4
membranous in texture, as a bract.
scar'la-tl'na (skiir 1la-te'ml), n. [NL. See SCARLET.]Med.
Scarlet fever. - soar 1la-ti'nal (-niil), a. - scar'la-tl'nous {skiir 1ld-t8'n'Us; 'ikiir-Htt't-nUs), a.
soar'la-tl'nold (skiir'l<i-tii'noid; skiir-lii:t't-noid), a. [scarlatina
-oid. J Med. Resembling scarlet fever or its
eruption; scarlatiniform.
acar 1let (skiir'let), n. [ME. scarlat, scarlet, prop., a stuff,
later, a color, 01". escarlate, F. icarlate (cf. Pr. escarlat,
escarlata, Sp. & Pg. escar/ata,, It. scarlatto, LL. scarlatum), fr. Ar. siqillii( a sort of silk stuff (cf. Ar . .,iqlii(un, in
the same sense, whence E. c'iclatoun, through F.), orig. a
figured cloth, an<l through Greek fr. L. slgillatus adorned
with little figures, fr . .~igilla little figures, as on seal rings,
pl. of sigillurn. See SEALa stamp.] 1. A deep bright
red tinged with orange or yellow, of many tints and shades;
a vivid or bright red color. See DYE,
2. Cloth of a scarlet color.
Clothed in tine linen. and purple, and scarlet. Rev. xviii. 16.
the scarlet, R. C. Ch., the cardinalate;-so
called from the
scarlet vestments worn by cardinals.
J. A. Symonds.
scar'let, a. Of the color called scarlet; as, a scarlet cloth.
scarlet admiral, the red admiral butterfly. - IS. bean. =
SCARLET
RUNNERa. - s. berry, the bittersweet Solanum dulcarnara or its fruit.- IS.clover, crimson clover.- a. cup, any
of various small cup-shaped red fuugi of the genus Peziza.
- s. fever, Med., an acute contagions febrile disease characterized by inflammation of the fauces and a scarlet rash,
appearing usually on the second day, and ending in desquamation about the sixth or seventh day; scarlatina.
It
is frequently complicated with disease of the kidneys. 1
1
~!~ft;i:, ~~~ibi~(
<::da?C:iit~~rcA.
ica, very rarely occurring in the southern United States.
1
1
~~n::ws::1: :1~ew~\~r~ac~-~f11~sil~11!: _s:e1;::~:1;.
scarlet A, once used as a ba~e of adultery.
See A, ~ a.a. lightning. a The scarlet lychnis. b The red valerian. s. lychnis, a garden lychnis (L. chalcedonica), with scarlet
or white flowers. - s. mallow, any malvaceous plant of the
genus Pavoni a. - s. maple, the red maple. - s. mite, any of
numerous bright red carnivorous m.itesfound among grass
and moss, esp. 'l.'rombldiuru liolosericeurn or allied species.
The young are parasitic on spiders and insects. - a. oak, an
oak (Qlfercuscocch1,ea) of the eastern United States. It has
close-grained wood and leaves somewhat like those of red
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ingly scarlet.- s. plume, a Mexican euphorbiaceous shrub
1
1
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~elefl~Jtr~a!~Ju:ed-UJ~f:
bl~~k
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flowered variety, grown chieffy for the edible seeds, is
0

0

called the D/(tcli case kwje /Jean. b In Australia, any faba1
1
0 ~~
~~~.d!fi1b~~~fi~~ep1f!~fs<
cemes of intense scarlet flowers Also, any of several other
red-flowered species of ~'i'ah1ia. See 1st SAGE,1 a, SALVIA.s. snake, a bright-colored harmless American snake {Osceola ela;p.widea), banded with red, black,and white, and thus
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o~~::/v~i~vh( Vi~;•r~}~~:~n;,
:~1 a~a~~• ~~~~!:t~~~
sometimes cultivated as a forage plant in warm climates. S. Woman, the Church of Rome; - sometimes so called by
Protestant controversialists in allusion to the description
contained in Rev. xvii. 1-6, which is variously inteft{eted

~~ ti~~;i~r:tg[\~~rld\Y~~~~g

~~d~ir.
RR~iii'fna1ca!th~W~s

have applied the title to London.

aoar'l.et, "· t. 1. To dye or tinge with scarlet.
2. To clothe in scarlet.

Rare.

scar 1let-seed 1 (skar 1let-sed 1), n.

Rare.

[So named in allusion to
the scarlet seeds they bear./ a A small West Indian theaceous tree (Ternstnnnia O'Jot·alis). b A bixaceous shrub
of Jamaica (Lretia thamnia).
sca'rold(ska/roid; 115),a. [Scarus+-oid.]
Zoo/. Like,
or pert. to, the Scaridre. -n.
A fish of that family.
scarp (skarp), n. [Aphetic forESCARP.] 1. Fort.= ESCARP.
2. A steep descent or declivity.
scarp, v. t.; SCARPED
(skiirpt) j SCARP'ING.To cut down vertically, or uearly so; as, to scarp the face of a ditch.
scarp gallery. Port. A bombproof, loopholed chamber
in the rear of the scarp to defend the ditch, - now little
used.
scar 1plnes (skiir 1pfoz), n. pl.
[F. escarpins, lit., light
shoes, fr. It. scarpino a light shoe, dim. of scarpa shoe.]
Instruments for torturing the lower legs, )"esembling the
boot, used by the Inquisition.
scar 1rlng (skiirffng), p. pr. & vb. n. of scAR. Hence: n.
a A marking resulting from being scarred. b The formation of scars or scours in roasting pyrites for sulphuric acid
manufacturing.
aca'rus (skii'rus; 115), n. [L. See scAR a kind of fish.]
1. A parrot fish (Sparisoma c1·etense) of the Mediterranean,
of excellent quality and highly esteemed by the Romana.
2. [cap.] Zool. The typical genus of parrot fishes. The
teeth are completely consolidated, giving the jaws the appearance of a bird's beak.
scar'y (skitr'Y), a. [From SCARE.J Easily scared; timid;
also causing fright; alarming.
Colloq.
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SCAT

SCEPTERED

acathe (skiih), ... , Obs. or Dial., soath (skath), n.

[ME. soaup'er (sk6pler), n. [Cf. sc.A.LPER,
or dial. ,calp to pare
1caihe, of Scand. orig. ; cf. Ice!. skatJi, Dan. skade, Sw.
off the surface of the soil.] A flat tool with a curved edge,
skada, akin to AS. sceq,Oa,scaOa, foe, injurer, OS. skaOo, used in wood engraving to clear away the spaces between
D. schade harm, injury, OHG. scado, G. schade, scltaden;
the lines; also, a tool used in line engraving.
ef. Gr. O.uic7161ji
unharmed. Cf. SCATHE, v.] Harm; dam- scav'age (skav'aj), n. [LL. scamgium, ultimately of Teuage i injury i hurt i misfortune.
tonic orig., akin to E. show: cf. OF. escauwage inspection,
scathe (skiiih; 277), or, Obs. or Dial., scath (skath), v. t.; examination, escauwer to examiue. See SHOW. J 0. Eng.
Law. A toll or duty formerly exacted of merchant stranSCATHED (skiiihd ; skatht) ; SCATH'ING (skiithffog; skath'-).
[MK scalhen, of Scand. orig. ; cf. Ice!. skatJa, akin to AS.
gers by mayors, sheriffs, etc., for goods shown or offered
for sale. It was forbidden by Act of 19 Hen. VII. c. 8.
1ceaOan, sceOOan, Dau. skade, Sw. skada, D. & G. schaden,
OHG.scm!0n,Goth.skapjan.
Cf. SCATHE, u.J Todoharru
BCaV'enge(-enj), V. I.," -ENGED (-enj); -ENG-ING (-en-jfog).
to i to injure ; damage ; hurt.
[See SCAVENGER.] To cleanse, as streets, from filth.
Strokes of calamity that scathe and scorch the soul, Jrrmg
scav 1en-ger (skav'en-jer), n. [ME. scavager an officer with
scathe 11ul (-fool), or, Obs. or Dial., scath'lul, a. Harmful;
various duties, originally attending to scavage, fr. scavage.
hur-1ul; pernicious. Shak. -scathe 11ul-neBB,or, Obs. See scAVAGE,sHow, :v.J 1. An official having to do with
or Dial., scath'lul-neBB, n.
0/Js.
the collection of scavage.
soathe'less (-Jes), or, Obs. or Dial., scath'leBB, a. With- ll. A person employed to clean the streets, esp. by collecting
out scathe, injury, or damage i wiharmed.
the filth and carrying it off; also, any animal which descath'lng (skiith'fog), p. a. Injuring, as by blasting or vours refuse, carrion, or anything injurious to health.
bun1ing; hence, fig., blasting; scorching; wounding; bit- scav'eng-lDg (-en-jTng), p. pr. & vb. n. of scAVENGE, Hence,
•terly severe; as, scatlt-ingcontempt. -scath'ing-ly,
adv. n. Internal-combustion Engines. Act or process of expelSyn. -See MORDANT.
ling the exhaust gases from the cylinder by some special
soa-tol'o-gy (ska-tol't-jT), n. Also skatology. [Gr. u•wp,
means, as, in many four-cycle engines, by utilizing the
a-Ka.TO~,
dung
-lo!Jy.]
Study of excrement ; also, the
momentum of the exhaust gases in a long exhaust pipe.
superstitions relating to excrement. -scat'o-log'lc (skaV- sca'zon (ski'z0n), n. [L., fr. Gr. a,cO..,,-AJv,
fr. uKCl,t:w to
t-loj'Tk), scat 1o-log'l-cal (-T-kiil), a.
limp.] Gr. & Lat. Pro.,. a A choliamb. b .A.trochaic
8Cat'te?(skltt'er), V. t.; SCAT 1TERKD (-erd); SCAT'TER-ING.
tetrameter with protraction
[MR. scatn-en, dial. form of schateren.
See SHATTER. J in the seventh foot,givingthe
1. To strew; throw about loosely; to cast here and there.
verse a halting movement ; Teach the glad hours to :watler. as they fly,
called also Hipponactean.
.
Soft q niet, gentle love, and endless joy.
Prior
soeatt
(skat), n.; pl. K
2. To strew things on; to strew, as a floor with toys. R.
SCEATTS(-Ate), AS. BCEATTAS
3. To cause to separate ; to dissipate ; disperse ; rout.
(skat'tas),
[AS . .,c,att. J A
Scatter and disperse the giddy Goths.
Shak.
silver (rarely, gold) com of
4. Hence, to dispel in confusion ; to break up and defeat;
the
earlier
Anglo-Saxon
rul- Anglo-Saxon Seeatt (gold),
a.s, to scatter hopes, plans, or the like.
ere, small and rather thick,-,
600 A. 0
6. To let drop, as a glove, through carelessness.
Obs.
of rude design, and weighing 9 to 21 grains troy.
Syn. -Disperse, dissipate, spread, strew. See DISPEL.
11-do-sau'rUB
(seJII-dt-s6'rus), n. [NL.; Gr. u«>..i<,
acat'ter, v. i. l. To disperse or separate in various direc- Scel
-ic5o~,rib, side (but
tions ; as, clouds scatter after a storm ; also, rarely, to go
taken to mean leg,
in different directions; - said of a number of individuals.
+-saull. Of a shotgun, to cause the shot to spread widely when Gr.u«Ao<)
rus. J Pa/eon. A
fired; also, of the shot, to spread widely.
scat'ter-bra!D' (-bran'), scat'ter-bra!Ds' (-briinz'), n. A genus of dinosaurs 0.0
giddy or thoughtless person ; one incapable of concentration or attention. Colloq. -scat'ter brained' (-brand'), a.
BCat'tered(sUt'erd), p.a. 1. Dispersed; separated irregularly, esp in location ; as, scattered houses , hence, sepaSkeleton of Scelidosaurus (S. harrisonz),
rated by irregular intervals of time ; as, scattered crimes.
2. Having the parts divided in some way; disrupted.
"This scattered kingdom."
Shak.
of the group Stegosauria, having dermal armor of longitu3. Disconnected; rambling; as, scattered thoughts.
dinal series of small tubercles and acutes on the back and
4. Bot. Irregular in position; having no
tail. S. harrlsoni was from the Lower Lias of England.
definite arrangement in phyllotaxy; _ ap-scel'l-do-saur' (s~l'T-dt-s6r 1), n. - scel 1i-do-sau'rl-an
plied to leaves or branches.
(-s6 1rT-ii11),a. & n. -scel'l-do-sau'rold (-roid), a. & n.
- soat'tered-ly, adv. -s ca t't ere dScel'l-do-the1rl-um (-the'rY-nm), n. [NL. See ScELmoness, n.
....,.,..,,__,,__
SAURUS ; -THERIUM.]
Pal eon. A genus of extinct four-toed
scat'ter-lng, vb. n. of SCATTER, Hence: n.
edentates smaller than, and intermediate
between, Meg1. A strewing or dispersing; act of sendatherium and Mylodon. Remains have been found in the
Pleistocene of Patagonia, Argentina, Chile, and Brazil.
ing, putting forth, going, etc., in different
directions; as, scattering of thoughts.
scel'o-tyr'be (slll't-tfir'be), n. [L., fr. Gr. uK<Aonip/l~-]
2. Something scattered, strewed, or dis-- 1--i111\'l-,r'
Med. Weakne88 or indecision in taking steps; uncertainty
of gait, as in chorea or palsy.
connected ; ns, the scatterings of bounty;
scattering., of learning;_ often in pl.
IIsce-na'rl-o (shii-na'rl-o), n.; pl. -NARI (-e). [It.] An outscat'ter-lng, p. pr. of SCATTER.Hence: a.
line or synopsis of a p1ay or of the book of an opera, show1, Dispersing; going in various directions;
ing the srenes and the entrances and exits of the actors.
as, a scattering flock of sheep.
Scattered Leaves. scend (s~nd), n. Naut. 1 The upward movement or dis2. Occurring at irregular interva)s. Rare.
placement of a vessel in a seaway; the opposite of pitch.
3. Divided among man;r or several, as votes, or the like.
2. = SEND,4·
scat'u-la (skilt.'.,_il-l<i),
n. LNL.] Math. One of the ten equal scend, v. i. Nau/. To lift or heave upward in a seaway,
cuboids into which a cube is cut by nine equidistant planes,
- said of a vessel, and opposed to pitch.
scene (sCn), n. [L. scaena, scena, Gr. u,c11v~a covered
each parallel to one of its faces.
sca-tu'rl-ent (sk<i-tii'rY-lnt), a. [L. scaturiens, p. pr. of place, a tent, a stage: cf. F. scene.] 1. The structure on
scaturire to gush out, fr. scatere to bubble, gush.] Gushwhich a spectacle or play is exhibited; the part of a
ing forth ; full to overflowing i effusive.
Rare.
Scott.
theater in which the acting is done, with its adjuncts and
4 k ( k8 ) ref
5J A d k f h
decorations ; the stage. Rhet. or Poetic.
8 ~t1fya
O
U~nd s suggenu; SCALP, n., ·
nc
t e genus
ll. One of the slirles, or other devices, used to give an apFuUgula ,· esp., A. mapearance of reality to the action of a play; pl., the deco~
rila of northern Europe,
rations and fittings of a stage, representing the place in
!!ifl'e3n~ 13~mg,~!~b}z"7:
which the action is supposed to go on; the scenery; as, to
broadbill,
blackhead,
paint scenes," to shift the scene.,,- to go behind the scenes.
d
t
l k
3. A division of a drama, usually a division of an act, duris ~I:t!d sfg'~Ce' ~~n:
ing which there is no change of place or time j also, after
vasback and the redFrench usage, one in which there is no change of persons.
4. The place, circumstances,etc.,
in which anything ochead,butthemaleshave
the head and neck
curs, or in which the action of a story, play, or the likP, is
g)ossy black, the belly
laid ; surroun<lings amid which anything is set before the
white,and the back verimagination;
place of occurrence or action.
:;du.!:'~ft!. w~te
The world ts a vast S(:ene of strife, J. M. Mason
~~awo:t1~k 11n"er1fa1t\"~ Greater Scaup Duck (.Aythya ma:~n?e~\~\i~e::~~e:e ~~ =~tous a nd events, esp. as represimilar, but smaller.
n/a).
Throu~h what new sce11P.,;and
changes must we pass/ Addison.
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~ego1_1e.:aw~y: -chiefly used n- [Gr. UKWp,O'Kct'TO~,dung+
m drivmg oft a cat. - "· t. To -ma11c11.
l Divination by obser-

fl&win$';ahoumling with. or full
of, Rprrngs. OIJs.
[
dr1ve off,as by crvmr• scat." I vat101iofexcrt>ment
:~::bel,"~~ 0.;bert.
t ~~~~:I
:~1~\::nd:1:1~.~~er ni;tg,~;.P·
ISeatlo-r,hag'i-da3 (-flj'l-de), n.
d k "d kt\l s
ac&t (sklit; skllt), ,.. t. [Cf. ~~a-i~pb)a~';{~ Se(~
~~~~o~8o;b.Sc~;,&
SCATTER.1To P-Catter; to toss goid), a. [See !-,CAT0l'I-T
AOOU:-:;
of SCALU,
..
ahout; also, to hreak. Dial. Eng. -o,n.] ZoOl. Pert. to the Scat- scaudu ... t SHAnow.
acatch (RkllC'h ), 11. [I-,. Psr.ache.] ophagidre, or clung flies.
I sca.ul(i-kal;skfil),&cauld(Rkn(l)d;
A kind of bit for a bridle.
aca-toph'a-gous (-g'Us), a. [Gr~ Rkfi(l)d). Scot. vars. of scoLu.
uKaTo<j>ciyo,; ~ u,cWp, u,ca.T~'>•'
(flti~~ "~kOm), n. ~ 1,.
A crutch. Ot·,,'i.
dung+ tpayeu, to eat J Eatmg
[Cf.SCAM a i<tain.JBurn; scorch i
■catches, n. pl. Stilts. Obs,
dung,
also, slmih•, as of miMt. Sr•of.
1cate. t "KATE.
sca-tos'C;_0·PY(Skd-USs'ki"l-pl),n.
scaumpioun, t CHAM
!-'JON
1cat'e-brou1 (sklit'll-brtls), a [Gr. a,c_wp, O'KC1'Tci'>,
dung + scaup (dial. skiip. ekflr). Ohs.
[L . .~eafrb,·a a gushing of water.] -sc{o''·J
lm~pection of dung. or Scot.&drn.1.Eng.var.of SCALI',
::.,,~he~s~i~~~AT~~s.
::at'ter~:tti~!i°n oc:ta:~;~i-i,.
=~::~·t~ktr~a~:"~f'sJ~o:.~,
1,J11ln),
u. A R<!attering, Co/l()(1, acau'rie (Rk6'rl; skii'rl), n. [Cf.
1ca.th'el. t sCADJH.F.
Scathe'Iock' (skiit:h'll1k1 ). See scat'terd.
Scattered. Ref.
Icel . .'fkilri a young sea mf'w l
!;~~~-~~'~'Ll.di"alf:~~s\:!:
I =~::;~~=:~'o'd, ,o;:e ~1a~s~a~ehso ~f,?:~fl.g".~~:o~~p.
a young herac&t'hold', n. Open land, used wa1,tes; "spendthrift.
sca.ut {skMl, 1;. 1.
[Cf. Icel.
esp. for paRture, on which a scat acat'ter-ing-ly, adv. of SCAT- fl.kotn, ,'ikotra, to shove.J To
180o!t::ig;~i~,i~~~f.
,
!i~;-ling, n. l,i;r.atter + ht fr~~r1:.sr~ra;~t.\r
\~~
ac&th'y (a k i Ht'l: skat h'-; -lmr,. l A vag-rant; wastrel Oh!'.. ground. Oh,<i. o,· /Jinl. Eng.
Doin/J. scathe; acat'ter-y(~~lit'er-l),
a. Scat- scav'age, scav'ag.er, etc.
6 kli.th'-), a.

8. An episode in action, real or imagined, regarded u
viewed ; as, their parting was a sad scene.
7. An exhibition of passionate or strong feeling, esp. between persons; sometimes, an affected demonatration of
feeling.
Probably no lover of scenes would have had very long to wait
for some explosions between parties, both equally ready to take
offense, and careless of giving it.
De Quince11.
8. A landscape, or part of a landscape ; a view ; a prospect.
scen'er-y (sen'er-Y), n. [ Cf. L. scaenarius belonging to the
stage. Cf. SCENARIO.] 1. The disposition of the scenes in
which the action of a play, poem, etc., is laid. Rare.
2. The representation of the place of an action or occurrence; specif., the painted scenes or hangings of a stage,
with their accessories ; as, scenery for the first act.
3. The general aspect, as regards variety and beauty or th&
reverse, of a landscape; a combination of natural views.
scene'shilt·er (sen'shlf 1ter), n. Theaters. One who movea
the scenes, which formerly were shifted from one groove to
another; - now commonly called grip because the scenes
are often gripped to the floor.
sce'nic (siYulk; se"n1Yk; 277), a. [L. scaenicus, scentcu,,
Gr. O"KJJVt1C.ci5: cf. F. scenique. See scENE.]
1. Of or pertainiug to the scene, or stage; dramatic; as, scenic writers;
,cenic conventions. Now Rare. '' Scenic action.''
Byron.
2 Of or pertaining to scenery ; as, scenic beauties i also,
affording attractive scenery; as, a scenic resort.
3. Pictorial; as, scenic art. Rare.
scen'l-cal (sen'T-kiil; se'nl-), a. Of or pert. to the stage;
scenic; dramatic ; also, theatrical. - scen'i-cal-ly, adv.
scen'o-graph (sen't-graf; se'nt-);n.
[See SCENOGRAPHY.]
A perspective representation of an object.
soen'o-graph'lc (-grilf 1Yk)
[Cf. F. scenographique,
scen 10-graph'l-cal (-Y-kiil) Gr. u•~vo')'pa</>«ci<.] Of or
pert. or conforming tosceuography. -scen'o-graph'l-cally, adv.
sce-nog 1ra-phy (si-nog'r<i-fT), n. [L. scaenographia, Gr.
u,c:1woypac/>iC1
; u,ow,j scene, stage+ -yptif/,EtVto write: cf.
F. scenographie.l
Art or act of representing a body on a.
perspective plane; representation of an object from a point
of view not on a principal axis.
scent (Bent). v. t.,. SCENT1ED ; SCENT1ING. [Originally sent,
fr. F. sentir to feel, to smell. See SENSE.] J. To perceive
by the olfactory organs ; to smell ; as, to scent game, as a.
hound does ; hence, to get or have an inkling of ; as, to
scent a plot. '' Methinks I scent the morning air." Shak.
2. To imbue or fill with odor, agreeable or disagreeable.
scent,"· i. 1. To yield an odor (of some specified kiud);
as, to scent of sulphur. Obs. or R.
2. To hunt animals by means of the sense of smell.
scent, n. l. Odoriferous particJes which, issuing from &
body, p)easantly or unpleasantly affect the olfactoryorgana
of animals ; orior; smell ; fragrance ; as, the scent of fruita
or flowers, of musk, of the skuuk.
2. A class, or one of a class, of sweet-smelling, aromatic
substances, in liquid or solid form, extracted from flowers
or other vegetation, used for perfuming.
3. Specif., the odor left by an animal on the ground or surface passed over ; as, dogs find or lose the scent; hence,
course of pursuit; track of discovery.
He gamed the obsE:rvetions of innumerable ages,. and traveled
Str W Temple.
upon the same fl.Centmto Ethiopia
4 Bits of paper dropped by the hares in the game of hare
and hounds, to mark their track.
6. Power of smelling ; sense of smell ; as, a keen scent.
8. An inkling; suspicion ; intimation.
Now Rare.
Syn. - See SMELL,
soent'ed, pret. & p. p. of SCENT.- 1cented caper, a kind of
black Canton tea chiefly consumed in England. - 1. fern.
a The heath fern. b Tansy. -a. grass. See GRASS, Table
II. - a. tea, tea scented by packinl;t' in layers with fragrant
flowers, as those of the Cape jasmme, afterward separated
by sifting. - a. verbena, the lemon verbena.
scent'lul (sent'lool), a. 1. Full of scent, or odor;
odorous.
ll. Of quick or keen smell.

la.

fl~n~::~~e1:~i:r

s:t-:.~~e~~~~f~t ~
o~dt'i:'!f:i~~isc~i~BCent'wood'(sent'wood 1 ), n. A fragrant Australian
apocynaceous shrub (Alyxia burifolia).
BCep'tert (sep'ter), n. [ME. also ceptre, seplre, sepscep'tre f ter, F. sceptre, OF. also ceptre, L. sceptrum, fr. Gr. u,c.ij1r-rpova staff te lean on, a scepter;
prob. akin to E. shaft. See SHAFT; cf. SCAPE a stem.]
A staff or baton borne by a sovereign as a ceremonial
emblem of authority; a royal mace; also, royal or imperial power or authority; sovereignty
scep1ter l v. t.; -TERED or -TRED (-terd); -TER-ING
scep'tre r (-ter-Tng) or ·TRING (-trTng). To endow
with the scepter; to invest with royal authority.
scep'tered, scep1tred (sep 1terd), a. Invested with A form
a scepter or sovereign authority;
hence, pert. to of Seepter.
a sovereign or to royalty ; royal ; regal.

schedule; list. Obs.
acence, n [Cf.
~~~~,~~-~·!~'1~i;~:,~~l~:!r(7U(,Jl~~~]cense, Obs,
.• n instrument of tort,ir• ,·n- aceild. t SHIEJ,D.

INCENSE,n.] In-

sceki. t SHAKE.
acenche. t SKINK.
acel. t SHAl,J,.
acene, _1,1. t
To exhibit as a.
~eh\~hd~: c~~~:8~~1kih~nt~dr;; aceld, scelde. t SHIELO.
scene ; to make a HCeneof. Obs.
as to force the blood to flow from sceldtrume. t SH ELTRON,
scene, v t. LAS. t.cie11an.] To
the nostrils and ears, and sorne- scele t ...KILL.
break. Oh.<:.
1celect. t s~:u:rT.
times from th~ hands and feet.
scene dock. A space near thescav'en-ger-ship 1 , n. See-•rn1P. acel'er-at (s~l'~r-lit), n, [F. sce- stage in a theater, where scenery
le1'at,
fr.
L,
.~celeratw,,,
p.
p.
of
is stored.
~:~i;f~-~~r~'or~s!l1::Jvn;~~;:s:
scelerare
to pollute, fr . .<:cl'lu.<:, scene'ful, a, See -I'UL, Rare.
acavea. ;- .'fhr'al.'es. pl.of SHEAJI' sceleris, a crime.] A vilhun ; a scene'ma.n,n.
A@ceneshifter.R.
scav'i-lonea, 11. pl.
lJ n de r- criminal. Archaic,
d
e
Of
I
f S( 1 1 \ acel'er-ate, a, ~L. sceleratu~i;
1~:i~~•i~·t!~t~; UKlJVlt
.;:;.
).~Scora~.dial. '£rig: Wicked Ohs. [Melerate. Oh.<i. 11cenker, t SKINKER,
aeel'er-ous, a. [L . .<irelero.'iu.<:.1
sea. bart + , RR ur
sca:d (,iurf. ~k6d).A
Ohs.
or sce-les'tic (st--ll:'R'tlk). a. [f,.
srf'f<,.'ff11.~J Evil; atrocious. Ob,<:.
[lJ. Bih-1
Scot. & dtak fnbhf SCA~D•t·& sceletyrbe, t S('KL0TYRBI<:. 11cenography.
Sce'no-pe'gi-a (se 1 nb-pe'jl-t.i).
/:i.;.of s~;A~rr.co · Scel'i-phron (s~l'l-frl:>nJ, n. scenacip.
t SHENDSHII'•
fNl.,., fr. Gr. u,c:e:>.tcJ,pO'>dry, scent'ing-ly, adv.
g~
~~tt!oJ:~calauA1;
if scent1
lean.] Zonl. A genus of wasps in_g-· V,as!'>ingly.OhR.
reus (L., Bachelor of Science).
containing many of the rom- scent leBB,a. See -r.~ss.
Sc. D. AbfJr. Scientire Doctor mon mud daubers, They have sceone. aceort. aceouh. t SH .EEN,.
(L., Doctor of Science),
the first segment of the abdomen !'-HORT, .'-iHL
usually narrowed into a long, acep. t
SKEP,SKIP.
smooth, round petiole.
acep'sia (Mkl:'p'sls),n. [NL., fr.
acea.n. Obs. pret of SHINE,
..
acelvol. t sK11.u,·1;1
Gr,
al(E~tti
doubt,
fr. cr1ei1r'Tlscea.ne. ;- SCENE.
acelwia. + SKILLWJSF,
11·ace'na (shii'nii;
E. Be'nct), n. u8at to consider: cf. G. fl.kepttia,
~::t~i:d~
f~~\:tigh
;~':t~i;~:tt:p~f.'a.
[Fr~m SCAT
ei~etle =~=:~e.t
[lt.J Musfr. a A scene in an
t
t
opera. b An accompanied dra- ~;:p~~:;?~~i1o!~:i,
:~\}:_y:,)~_,.or.<(s~'n:tl1~t~~~~: :c~t:;;~\t~z,;err~k~~;~r~~~~
;~~~~s.f::~\:~i~~c:!~tl~.
subScot.
matic recitative. interspersed acep'terd. Scepte1ed. Ref. Sp.
acep'ter-dom, 1cep'tre--clom, •
1
8
1
k)~~dh;s'!_Kf~il~ri:.10dy,
or
fol:c,Jfo-1:J.n~c°:t(skii'"-mlln 1sl), ~c~
';~t;J""O•v!~: ~:!-~;~~g~;=~~M~aklLv'~n-j~r- ~~:;~~: ttf.·~~e~l~D~~i~f
Reign ; sovereignty. ()bs. or R,.

t:-t°r;
'r~X:

~

d{~l.
E~~.
~:;:

1

;~~~h~t~sc~~~e.'l!.-iF~c~i;,;~.!~:~j

:~::!::

s,,.

!~~~i~~d.

n~cr~:d
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SHEEP.

go; sing, l1Jk; tllen, thin;
Full

explanation ■
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SCEPTERLESS
Sclu8f-le•rt-a (sh~-fii•rY-t.i),n. [NL., after Jacob Christian

SCHIST
Scheuch-zlt'rt-a'ce-• (shiik-ziitrY-ii•si-e), n. pl.

[NL.l
Bot. A family of plants (order N aiadales) containing 4
genera and about 10 species, of wide distribution.
They
are marsh herbs having rushlike leaves and small perfect
flowers with 3--6stamens and 3-6 carpels, which are sepa,.
rate at maturity.
Triglochin and Scheuchzeria are represche'ma-tism (ske'mt.i-th'm), n. [Cf. F. schematisrne (cf. sentative genera. - scheuch-ze 1rt-a•ceons (-shlls), a.
L. sche·matUnnos florid speech), fr. Gr. ux11µ.a.nuµ.6t;, fr. Scbilf's bases(shlfs). Che,11-.Certain compounds formed
o-x~µciT•(•w to form. See SCHEME.
J 1. Astrol. Combina- ~[eer~ct?r°he~ii~~iig~:i~~~d~~~dfi'yw;!fy~~f~!.tion
of
tion of the aspects of heavenly bodies.
2. Particular form or disposition of a thing ; an exhibition schll'ler (shll'er), n. [G., play of colors.] Min. A bronzelike luster in certain minerals, as hypersthene, schillei·
Rare.
in outline of any systematic arrangement.
3. Kantianism. The process of understanding by means spar, etc., regarded as due to minute inclusions or cavities
in parallel position. It sometirues results from alteration.
of the a priori conditions of sensibility ; the use of the
schll'ler-lze (-iz ), v. t. Min. To impart a schiller to by the
transcendental imagination. See SCHEMA, 2.
development of inclusions or cavities, as by solution and insche•ma-tist (skii'm<i-tlst), n. One given to forming
schemes; a projector ; a schemer.
Sw·1Jt. filtration.- sch111ler-1-za'tion (-T-zi'shun, -i-zi'shun), n.
sche'ma-tize (-tiz), v i. & t. ;-TIZED (-tizd); -Tiz 11NG(-tiz'• schlller spar. Min. An altered variety of enstatite characterized by a schiller on its chief cleava~e face and ocTog). [Cf. F. schhnatiser, Gr. ux~µaT,(<w.] To form, or curring
as green or brown foliated masses ID certain igneto form into, a scheme or schemes; to make, or put into,
~~ti~~~s.H~\~.~-m~~i!i~:
J.~~~f.roximately that of sera systematic arra11gement. - sche'ma-ti-za'tlon (-tl-zii'·
shtin ; -ti-zii'sh'Un), n.
schll'llng (shll'lng), n. [G. : cf. D. schelling. See SHILscheme (skem), n. [L. schema a rhetorical figure, a shape,
LING. J Any of several small German and Dutch coins forfigure, manner, Gr. ux_ijµ.a., ux.lJµ.aTot;, form, shape, outmerly current, worth latterly about 11-6 cents (t-2! d.).
~iv, ixnv, to have or hold, to hold out, sus- schln'dy-le'sis (skin 1dl-le 1sls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. a-xw8tiline, plan, fr. <r>..
tain, check, stop; cf. Skr. sah to be victorious, to endure,
A11a-«a splitting into fragments. J A nat. A form of articto hold out, AS. sige victory, G. sieg. Cf. EPOCH, HECTIC,
ulation in which one bone is received into a groove or slit
scHooL.] 1, A combiuation of thoughts, theories, or the
in another. - schln'dy-let'lc (-let'Tk), a.
like, connected and adjusted by design ; a systematic plan ; Schl'nus (ski'nus), n. [NL., fr. Gr. a-x,vo• mastic tree.]
a system. ° Changed his whole scheme of life." Macaulay.
Bot. A genus of anacardiaceous trees of tropical America
A whole scheme of moral philosophy.
J. Edwards.
and Australia. They have imparipinnate leaves and small
2. A plan or theory of something to be done i a design ; a panicled dicecious white flowers with ten stamens. three
projPct; as, a business sclteme; an irrigation scheme.
styles, and a I-celled ovary becoming a small pealikedrupe.
8. molle is the pepper tree.
3. Any lineal or mathematical diagram; an outline.
To draw an exact _.,cllemeof Con~tantinople.
South, schlp'per-ke (sKTJ>'er-kii),n. [Prop., little boatman, dim.
of D. sehipper, because used as a watchdog on boats.] One
4. Astrol. A representation of the aspects of the celestial
bodies for any moment or at a, given event.
of a breed of small tailless, usually black, dogs related to
~!~BIJo~~fl~;~f,d:~~;al~n~:.~1;7f~~-sts:~;.u~h;~%Y~; walker
and resembling the Pomeranians, but shorter-ha.ired.
The
6. A figure of speech. Ob.,.
■ched'Ule, v. t.; -ULED(-uld); •UL-ING(-ul-Tng). To form
6. A plan reduced to a definite or tabulated form ; also, breed originated in Holland.
into, or place in, a schedule ; as, to schedule a new train.
the tabulated form of a plan ; as, a new scllerne for the schism (slz'm), n. [ME. scisme, OF. cisme, scisme, F.
■cheduled dlatrlct, Ea.~t Indian, orig. any of various deregumail service was distributed yesterda_y.
schisme, L. schi.~ma, Gr. uxurµ.a., fr. uAl(Ec.v to split; akin
lationized tracts specified and constituted by the SchedSyn. -Project, design. purpose, device, plot. See PLAN.
to L. scfadere, Skr. chid, and prob. to E. shed, v. t. (which
uled Districts Act (XIV. of 1874) ; later, also anr of various
1ING (skem'lng).
see); cf. RESCIND, SCHEDULE.]
l. Division or separation;
(skiimd); SCHEM
other districts covered by the provisions of 33 Viet. c. 3. s.1. scheme, v. t.; SCHEMED
specif., Eccl., forma) division or separation in the Christian
scheel'lte (shiil'it), n. [After K. W. Scheele, Swedish To plan ; design ; project ; plot ; contrive.
church or from a church or religious body; breach of
chemist.] Min. Native calcium tungstate, Ca W0 4 , a tetrag- scheme, t,.i. To form p1ans or designs; to plan.
unity among people of the same religious faith ; the offense
onal mineral, white when pure, and also yellow, brownish, schem'er (skemre"r), n. One who forms schemes; a proof seeking to produce •division in a church.
jector; esp., a. plotter; an intriguer.
etc., occurring in octahedral, tabular, and massive forms.
2. A schismatic body.
Tennyson.
It usually contains some mo1ybdenum. H., 4.5 ; sp. gr., schem'lng (-Ing), p.a. Given to forming schemes; artful;
schls'ma
(sklz•ma; skYs•m<i),n. [L., a split, separation,
intriguing.
schem•lng-ly,
adv.
6.9-6.1. It is a source of tungsten and tungsten compounds.
Gr. uxiuµ.a.: cf. F. schisma. See SCHISM.] Musical Acousschef'fer-lte (sMf'er-it), n. [After H. T. Scheffer (1710- achene (sk8n) 1 n. [L. sc!wenus, Gr. uxoivot; a rush, a reed,
tics. The interval HUI, approximately that between a
69), Swedish chemist. l Min. A brown to black variety of a land measure: cf. F. sch<!ne.] Antiq. A road measure
pure and an equally tempered fifth. The schisma and
adopted by the Greeks from the Egyptians, varying from
,_pyroxene, containing manganese and frequently much iron.
30
to
60
or
more
stadia
(about
3½
to
7
miles).
diaschisma
together make a syntonic comma.
1
Sche-he'ra-za'de, Queen (sh~-hii ra-ziVdeJ. The fictitious
relater of the stories in the .. Arabian Niihts." The sultan schenk beer (sMnk). ~G-schenkbier; .schenken to pour Schism Act. Eng. Hi.,!. An act of Parliament passed in
of the Indies, exasperated by the infldehty of his wife, re0
1t11!e:E:t!ttisl~J 7/;9bu1:c1i~i!~lt~1:el:i!f~~ni
0
ftufs
~~d~t~;~ ~~~~0
solved to take a new sultana every evenin~ and stran!le her
dissenting places of worship.
tation process, but not stored like lager. See BREWING.
~e:1.tte,~ 8
IIscher-zan'do (sker-tsiin'do), a. & adv. [It., p. pr.] Jlfusic. sch1s-mat•lc (slz-mlt'lk),
a. [Cf. L. scMsmaticu,, Gr.
by_:her sister Dinarzade, so excites the sultan's curiosity b_y Playful i in a playful or sportive manner.
uxc.uµ.o.n1t.o,;, and F. schismatfque, OF. sciswatique.]
Of,
relating tales from night to night that he spares her life II acher'Zo (sker'tso), n. Lit.] Music. A playful, humorpert. to, or characteristic of, schism, implying schism; of the
for a thousand and one nights, and finally recalls his vow.
ous movement, commonly in 3-4 measure, which, since
nature of, or tending to, scl1ism ; as, schi~rnatic opinions.
Schel'llng-tsm (sl,el'lng-lz'm), n. Also Schellingianism.
Beethoven, usually takes the place of the old minuet in a achls-mat'ic, n. One who creates or takes part in schism;
Philo,. The philosophy of Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelsonata or a symphony.
one who separates from an established church or religious
ling (177o-1854), founded on the philosophies of Kant and sche'aia(sk8'sT!'I), 11. [NL., fr. Gr. uxiu1.r;, fr. IT;\Ei'v,Exnv,
communion on account of a difference of opinion.
Fichte, and forming a system of idealism that makes the
to have or hold. See SCHEME.] l. General state or dis- Syn. - See HERETIC.
ego and the world two poles of the absolute.
position of the body or mind, or of one thing with regard schls-mat'l-cal (-T-klll), a. Schismatic. - schls-mat'lschel 1to-pu•slk (sl1el't~-poo'zlk), n. [Russ. zheltopttzik,
cal-ly, ad,•. - schls-mat'l-oal-ness, n.
to other things; habitude.
Obs.
Norris.
lit., yellow-bellied.]
A serpentiform lizard (Paeudopns
2. Rliet. A figure of speech whereby the mental habitude schls'ma-tlze (si'z'mt.i-tiz), v. i.; -TIZED(-tizd); -T1zl1No
pnllasi) of southeastern Europe, Asia Minor, etc., resem[Cf. F. schismatiser.] To take partinschiom;
(-tiz'lng).
of another is feigned in order to argue against him.
bling the glass snake of America.
to make a breach of communion in the church
Soheuch-ze'rt-a (shiik-ze'rl-<i), n. [After the brothers
sohe'ma(skii'mt.i),n. [L. SeescHEME.] 1. Scheme,plan,
Johann and Johann Jakob Scheuclizer, Swiss botanists.] schist (shlst), n. [F. schist,, L. ,chistosthatcleaveseasily
outline, or diagram; specif., in logic, a syllogistic figure.
(of stone), Gr. uxc.uT6~ divided, divisible, fr. axi(Ew to di•
Bot. A genus of plants typifying the family Scheuchze2. [G.] Kantianism. A product of the transcendental
riacere. The only species, S. palusfris, is a rUBhlike bog vide. See SCHISM.] Any metamorphic crystalline rock havimagination, or a mode of its operation, by which general
ing a closely foliated structure (see FOLIATION, 6) and hence
herb found throughout the north temperate zone. It has
thinking is enabled to adopt particular representations;
admitting of division along approximately parallel planes.
a leafy stem, with racemose flowers having a &-parted perthus, orderly succession is the schema of causality.
sistent perianth, six stamens. and several carpels.
The common kinds are mica 1chi1t and hornblende achln,
Schaffer (1711>-00), German natnralist.] Bot. A small genus
of celastraceous shrubs having di<.ecioustetramerous dowers, coriaceous leaves, and dry drupaceous fruit containing
two seeds without an aril. The species extend from Texas
!;';gJ~~Y{~~\!ftit~":;ol.
frutescens yields a valuable hard
schaP'pe (shiip'ii), n. [G. dial. (Swiss), waste, impurity.]
A silk yarn or fabric made out of carded spun silk.
schaplplng (-ing), n. In the manufacture of waste silk, a
European process of fermentation by which the silk is
partially freed from the gum. -schapped (shiipt), a.
II schap'ska (shiiJ>'ska), n. [Pol. czapka; cf. Russ. shapka.]
Jlfil. A cavalry helmet of a peculiar flat-topped shape.
schat'chen (shiit'shen), n. [Yiddish, fr. NHeb. shadkhan,
tr • .rhadakh to bring about a marriage, orig., to persuade.]
A marriage broker, esp. among certain Jews.
sohe'41-asm (ski;tdl-llz'm), n. [Gr. IT)(•8i110-µ11an extempore, fr. uxE8ui(ew to do offhand, crxi8c.o~ sudden, fr. uxe86v near.]
Extempore action ; anything done offhand.
Rare. - sche'41-as•tic (-lls•tlk), a. Rare.
sched•ule (sked.'.,i"il;in British usage now commonly shed'ul;
see note below), n. [Former1y also cedule, OF. cedule,
sedule, scedule, F. cfdule, formerly also spelt schedule, L.
1chedula, dim. of sch,,da, sdda, a strip of papyrus bark, a
leaf of paper, fr. Gr. a-x,811a tablet, leaf; perh. akin to L.
scindere to cleave, Gr. uxi(«v.
Cf. SCHISM,
CEDULE.] 1. A
writing ; document. Obs.
2. A written or printed formal list ; often, a list, catalogue,
or inventory, annexed to a larger document, as to a will, a
lease, a statute, etc.; as, a schedule of a bankrupt's debts
or creditors ; a schedule of trains or steamers.
3. Buildi11y 1'rades. A bill of quantities. Scot.
Syn. - Catalogue, inventory. See LIST.
W"" Price (1668) gives sked'ul; the "English Scholar"

sohe-mat'lc (ski-mllt'lk),
tended.]

a. [Cf. Gr. o-x11µciT<K••preOf or pertaininir to a scheme or a schema.

So far then as the implicit idea or perception of a whole determines the succes1uve em~rgence of its parts in consciousness, we
'l'his
may apply to 1t the term ••sc/1emutu.' apprehension."
schematu1m is uot without affimty to that ot Kant. G. F. Stout.
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The crystalline :1chistshave finer lamination• than ~e l?Jleisees,
but in other respects the mineralogy 11 often much the same.
J. F.Kemp.

· of plants exhibiting the simplest type of structure; the socalled fission plants. They are either unicellular or filamentous, consistinfo of a chain of cells, or occasionally
1
~\~':id ~:_itg00I!e~':.~1ni::ore~~eyTf.:1~~r.,:::ilr.cr.rd:
classes, the !chizophycerel, or fission alga,, and the Schizo-

2. In English universities, an undergradnate who belonp
to the foundation of a college, and receives support in~

from its revenues ; one who holds a scholarship.
3. A learned person; one versed in any branch, or in many
branches, of knowledge; a person of thorough literary or
Shak. Locke.
scientific attainments ; a savant.
■ohls'to- (•kis'tc'i-}. Combining form fr. Gr. rrx«TTOf,cleft.
Syn. - Pupil, learner. See DISCIPLE.
■ohl&'to-cys'tis (-sis'tTs), n. [NL.
See SCHISTO-;CYST.] ilec:=h~~
~fs!hi!:C,°p,li11~it~r~~e~~c1:~11~iy~e:!dgtt~
mode of formation of resting spores. See BACTERIA.
- schol'arch (skolrark), n. [Gr. rrxoAti.px~• ; rrxoA~school
Med. Fis•ure of the bladder.
(see 3d SCHOOL)+cipx«v to rule.] The head 'of a school,
schlst 1o-scope (shis't~-skop ), n. [scltisto- + -acope.] An sohlz'O·PhYt'ic {skiz 10-fTt11k), a.
instrument for the production of complementary colors, schlz'o-phyte (skTz'o-fit), n. Bot. A plant of the Bchi- esp. of an Athenian school of philosophy.
zophyta.
a,
Schizophytic.
schOl'ar-ly,
a. Like, or characteristic of, a scholar, or
consisting essentially of a polariscope and of thin plates of
learned person; exhibiting scholarship;
learned ; as, a
selenite through which the polarized ray is caused to pass. Schl-zop'o-da (ski-zilp'li-d<i; skI-), n. pl. [NL.; cf. Gr.
axi,01rovi
having
parted
toes.
See
scn1zo;
~PODA.
l
ZoOl.
scholarly
essay
or critique. - adv. In a scholarly manner.
IIOhlst'o■e (shT.'tos)
[Cf. F. schisteux.] Of or pert.
Syn. -ScHOLARLY, SCHOLASTIC,
ACADEMIC.SCHOLARLY
im■ohlst'oUB (shis 1tila)
to schist; having the character or An order or other division of Malacostraca, mostly marine,
comprising the opossum shrimps and their allies. They
structure of a schist. - schls-tos'i-ty (shis-tiSs'i-tT), n.
f~,~t~dl!:'sa~~;gL::~\~~i=~1E!:eto~~~~J:'
Schl-Zlll'a (ski-ze'<i), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uxi(,w to cleave.
subtlet:r or even pedantry; ACADEMIC,
in the sense discrimSee SCHISM.] Bot. A small widely distributed genus of
inated, implies conventionality or an undue emphasis upon
ferns typifying the Schizreacere, having filiform or linear
0
fronds and the sporangia in close distichous spikes. S. pu::t~~1s~ is~~i i~P~~i::d i~gt\~s!;t\i:de 0 ~ft ~~:igr a°t.!
silla is the curly grass.
fairs; as, a scholarly man, a scholarly treatise; ~~ scholastic subtleties and newfangled phrases " (Hazlitt)· "He
Schlz 1at-a1ce-m (skiz 1 t-ii;tst-ii),n.pl
[NL.] Bot. A small
One of the Sehizopoda ( Mysis mixta), x 2
JSouthey] is scholastic and professional in his ideas ,l (id.);
family of mainly tropical fems of various habit, with sim~ His [Landor's] earliest verses ..•
have a stilted, aca...
0 ~\~r~:s~~~o::~tnfh~ia~i~~::.:~a!h:
ple or pinnate fronds, and ovoid sessile sporangia in spikes
0
or panicles. Schizrea, Anemia, and Lygodium are the only
frinsed branch (exopoditeuor swimminb
Ttey often oc~~:~~1!!~~~1',' ~~ci~~~:~i;~t~::::~c'::11:a:Js,rftl
North American genera. -schlzlm-a'ceous (-shils), a.
ter); an academic attitude toward social problems.
0 ~kt-~!~Sohl-zan 1thus (ski-zln'thils; ski-), n. [NL.; schizo-+
~:~hf-:zoi~o-d~~~1'sk1-:tp'li-~i-::
schol'ar-shlp, n. 1. Character or qualities of a scholar ;
-anth.us.] Bot. A small genus of Chilean solanaceous herbs, Bchlzto-rhl1nal (skTz1/i-ri'ulil), a. [schizo-rhinal.]
attainments in science or literature; learning.
the fringe flowers, having finely divided leaves and showy
Zool. Having each of the nasal bones forming the poste2. Education; iustruction.
Obs.
Milton.
variegated flowers with an irregular laciniate corolla and
rior contour of the osseous external nares deeply cleft in3. Maintenance for a scholar ; a foundation for the sup-,
two exserted stamens. Also [1. c.], a plant of this genus.
stead of rounded, as in most shore birds, gulls, certain
port of a student, as in a college; an allowance to an un ..
■ohlz'o- (skiz'li-).
[Gr. rrxi{,wto split, cleave.l Combinwaders, and all pigeons; - opposed to holorhinal.
dergraduate or graduate, as of a university, to aid him in
ing form denoting ditrision or c:leai·age,· as, scliizogenesis.
schlz'o-ste'le (skiz 1o-stii 1li), n. [schizo-+ stele.] Bot. prosecuting his studies.
■ohlz'o-carp (-kiirp), n. [schrzo- + -carp.] Bot. A dry
One of the vascular strands or partial steles to which the
Syn. - Knowledge, erudition.
See LEARNING.
compound fruit which splits at maturity into seyeral inde ... plerome gives rise in the stems of certain plants.
scho-las'tlc (skli-l!Wtik), a. [L. scholast-icus, Gr. fTJI.►
hiecent 1-seeded carpels known as cocci. - schlz'o-car'- schlz'o-ste 1ly (-stii'li), n. Bot. Condition of forming
AaCTTt.icO~,fr. axoAO.(ewto have leisure, to give lectures, to
pous (-kiir'pils), a. - schlz'o-car'plc (-pik}, a.
schizosteles ; - called also astely.
keep a school, fr. axoA,j leisure, a lecture, a school: cf.
schlz 1o-gen 1e-sls (-j~n'i-sis), n. [schizo- + -genesis.] Schlel'cher-a(shli'ker-ti; shli-kii'r<i), n. [NL.,afterJ. C. F. scholastique, scolastique. See SCHOOL.] 1. Pertaining
Biol. Reproduction by fission.
Schleicher, Swiss botanist.] Bot. A genus of sapindaceous
to or suiting a scholar, a school, or schools; scholarlike;
■ohiz'o-gen'lc (-j~nl'fk), a.
[schizo- + -genie.] Biol. trees consistinj of S. trl:juga, of tropical Asia. It has pin- as, scholastic manners or pride; schola.r;ticlearning.
Schizogenous i echizogenetic.
2, Of or pert. to the Schoolmen and divines of the Middle
~':i1;m;~}i~1>,p~:l~~~:1:~:~!~~'j::~t~r,!1°l,
achl-zog'e-nous (ski-ziSj1t-nus ; ski-), a. [schizo- + -g•Ages; as, scholastic divinity, theology, or philosophy.
the oil expressea' from the seeds is used as an illuminant,
nous.] Biol. Pert. to, or formed by,schizogenesis,or fission;
3. In the manner of the medieval Schoolman ; hence,
and the young branches furnish a kind of shellac.
specif., Bot .• of intercellula.r spaces, formed by the splitting
characterized by excessive snbtilty; pedantic ; formal.
or delamination of adjacent cell walls. Cf. LYSJGENous. schlle'ren (shle'rfo), n. 711. [G.] Petrog. Small masses
Syn. - See SCHOLARLY.
streaks in igneous rocks which differ in mineral compoSchl-zog 1na-thm (-ziSg'n<i-tbii), n.pl. [NL. See scH1zoG- or
scho-las'tic, n. 1. [usually cap.] A Christian philosopher
ma.in
body,
but
graduate
insensibly
into
it.
sition
from
the
KA.THous.J ZoOl. In Huxley's <'lassification, a suborder of
of the Middle Ages; a Schoolman.
,
They are due to nonhomogeneity in the original molten
carinate birds consisting of those with a schizognathous
2. One who deals with philosophical or theolo~ical probmagma.-schlle 1rlc (-rik), a.
palate, as the pigeons, gallinaceous birds, penguins, gulls,
lems
in
the
spirit
of
Scholasticism;
depreciatively,
a
salt {sh!Tp'ez). Sodium sulphantimonate.
cranes, shore birds, etc.-schlz'o~-nath (sklzliSg-nlth), n. SchllP'Pe's
Schmal-kal'dlc (shmal-kal'dlk), a. Of or pert. to Schmal- pedant ; a formalist.
■ohl-zog'na-thous (ski-z~g'n<i-thils ; ski-),
,
3. R. C. Cl,. A member of a grade in the Society of
kalden.- Bchma.lkaldic Le&gue,the League of Schmalkalden.
a. [schizo-+ -gnathous.] Zool. In birds,
See 2d LEAGUE,'l'able.
Jesus. See JESUIT, 1.
designating, or having, an arrangement of
schmelz
(shm~lts), n. [G. ,chmelz, schmelzglas.] Lit.,
4. A scholar or student.
the bones of the palate in which the vomer
schmelze
enamel ; - applied to several varieties of scho-las'ti-clsm(-ti-siz'm),n. 1. [umallycap.] Themethis narrow and pointed in front, and sepaglass, as an imitation of chalcedony, the red glass used to
ods and doctrines of the Christian philosophers of the Midrated by a space on each side from the usuflash white glass, etc.
~ie.i~iel~t~~~se;:;;t~h~8s~~rA~i!~N~~~dhi!1:atia~~:~sr::::~
ally Jong narrow maxillopalatals, which do
schnap'per (shnli:pliir; snap'er), n. [Eng. snapper a kind
tore; its main problem was the reconciliation of Christian faith
not unite with each other or with the vomer.
of fish, altered
with reason ; and its method, stiff and formal, was characterized
- ■ohl-zog 1na-tblsm (-thTz'm), n.
in spelling to
by excessive deference to authority and large reliance upon de■ohiz'o-my-cete' (skTz1~-mi-siit'), n.; pl.
duction. Scholastic philosophy h1usually reckoned as beginning
accord with G.
->tYCETBs
(-mi-setz'). Bot. A plant of the
schnapper.] A
ti!I~feC:tW;
claBRSchizomycetes; one of the bacteria.
sparoid
maand being The latter doctrine gave rise to the problem of uni~
Sohlzlo-my-ce'tes (-mi-sii'tez), n. pl.
rine fish (Paversals (see UNIVERSAL),which formed the center of contro[NL. ; schizo- + -mycetes.] Bot. One of
versy during the whole of the first period of Scholasticism.
grus unicolor,
The second ,period waa inaugurated ear]y in the 13th century 1
the two classes of plants constituting the
. _.
syn. Pagrosoby the acqmsition of a large part of the writings of Aristotle
phylum Scliizophyta ; the fission fungi, or Schizognathuua
mus au rat us),
and the translation of Arabian works. In this period Sebo..
bacteria.
See BACTERIA,SCHIZOPHYTA. Pala_te of Cnpone of the most
lastic philosophy reacfied its fullest development in the great
11
1
aob.lzlo-my-ce'tous t-tUs), a.
:1~~~ :
important food
;:~~~~ a!dr~h•o~a:l~:{~~:~~::eT:~te,rs~t
~naJeihf~~et1c~l
aohlz'D-:my-co1sls(-ko 1sis), n. [NL.] Med. tine, p Max- flsl1es of Ausopposition of John Duns Seotus (see ScoTISM). The third
Any disease caused by the presence of illopalatinea ;
tralia and New Zealand. It is nsuall:y pink or reddish,
period, from about 1300 to 1450, marks the decline and fall
schizomycetes.
t Pterygoid.
with dark bars when young, later with bluish s'fots. It is
0 fb~j~~t~~:ot~et~·}~tif:
called cock achnafer while young; later, unti it weighs
BOhl'ZODl
(ski'ziSnt; skYz'iSnt), n. [Gr rrxi{wv, -oVTo<,p.
hf~~~~o;~~t!~ti~riafhhl~it~111~:s,
qmbbling debates to which are mainly clue the later ill repute
pr., cleaving.] ZoOl. In certain Sporozoa, a cell formed
1
:~:~~t\~~::p~:rn;
~~t~~~~e~ri::r:e~:
of
Scholastic
methods
Scholastieism
did not, however, wholl7
by the growth of a sporozoite or merozoite (in a cell or corold and large, native, rock native, or old man, achna.pper.
cease. and in modern times it is being subjected to an energetic
puscle of the host) which segments by superficial cleavage, schnapps (shnlps; shnap•), ,._ [G., a· dram of spirits.]
revival (see NEO-SCHOLASTICl!-.M),
without encystment or conjugation, into merozoitea.
This doctrine of the continuity and independE"nceof the natu
Holland gin.
with respect to the supernatural order of truth iRthe core of
IIChiz'o-pel'DIOUS
(skiz 1~-pi!l'mils), a. [schizo" ScJmel-de'rl-an (shni-dii 1rT-lin), a. Anat. Of or pert. to ral
Scl,olastwism.
It is hy this that Scl,olasticism is distinguished
+ Gr. 1r,A.µ.a the sole of the foot.] Z ool. HavI
C. V. Schneider, a German anatomist of the 17th century.
from
Greek philosophy, of which the chief defect, as well as the
ing the two flexor tendons of the toes entirely
paramount merit, was its complete naturalness.
Wm. Turner.
Schnelderia.n membrane, the nonciliated mucous membrane
separate, and the flexor of the hallux going to
which lines the nasal fossm; the pituitary membrane. It
2. A scholastic point of view.
the first toe only.
is the 07:n of smell, consisting of the olfactory cells(which
scho'll-ast
(sko'li-l!st), n. [Gr. uxo>-«•CTT,j<,
fr. <T)(OAI.OI'
Sohlzlo-phy'ce-111(-fi'~-ii; -fT8'3-ii), n. pl. 1
scholium: cf. F. scoliaste. See sCHOLIUM.]A maker ofscho:~6J,;~od~~:cf:rt:Yl~:!iI:i~g~\~:a~~~fn:np~~~s:cleus
[NL. ; schizo- + Gr. ,j,uKo<seaweed.] Bot.
annotator. -scho 1ll-as 1tlc (-ils1tik), a.
achBor'rer (shnor'er), n. [Yiddish, fr. G. schnurrer, fr. lia; commentator;
One of the two classes of plants constituting the
scho'll-on
(sko 11T-iSn),n. [NL.] A scholium.
sclmurl'en to hum, whir, hence, from the sound of the muphylum Schizophyta; the blue-green algre, or
■oho'll-um (-ilm), n.; pl. L. SOHOLIA
(-ti), E. SOHOLIUMS
sic&!
instrument
used
bystrollingheggars,
to
beg.]
Among
fission algre. They are unicellular or filamen(-ilmz). [NL., fr. Gr. rrx6>-,ov,fr. uxo>-~. See 3d SCHOOL,]
the Jews, a be,igar.
tous plants, of a bluish green color due to the
l.
A
marginal
annotation;
an
explanatory
remark or com ...
1
Schm nus (skii'nils), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uxo,vo<rush,reed.]
0
ment, esp. on the text of a classic by an early grammarian.
~f:t7~~Jst~~1:!:
Bot. A large genus of stout rushlike sedges (Cyperacere),
2.
A
remark
or
observation
aubjoined,
but
not essential,
and_ are found on damp eartr. rocks, ~ree~, Schizopelmous
natives erincipally of Australia and New Zealand, a few ocor m fresh or salt water. Reproduction 1s Foot / Halcurring m Europe and the United State•. They have few- to a demonstration or a train of reasoning ; specif., Math.,
e~~lusively vegetative, by: means of cell di- lux, or Hind
any of the explanatory notes inserted by the editors in the
v1S1on. The blue-green alf:re are often the Toe, IT Ill,
:rt~r~:~s,i!!nd tt~k:uiie~fsdJit~~u~ 0:~~ave
a
text of Euclid's " Elements."
source of pollution of drmking water in / v Secolld to
[NL., after Sir
reservoirs. For representative genera, see Fourth Toes; schol'ar (skiSl'er), n. [ME. scoler, fr. L. scholaris belong- Schom-burgk'i 0 a (sbiSm-bflr'ki-fi), n.
ing to a school, fr. schola a school; prob. through OF.; cf.
Robert H. Schomburgk, German traveler.]
Bot. A genua
OF. escoler, escolier, F. ecolier, also AS. sc/Jlere, fr. L. See of South American epiphytic orchids, having handsome
Sohl-zoph'y-ta (ski-z~l'i-t<i; ski-), n. pl. bh Flexor of 3d SCHOOL.
J 1. One who attends a school ; one who studies racemose flowers borne either on a scape from pseudo[NL. See scHizo-; -PHYTB.] Bot. A phylum th e Toe,.
bulbs or on a long fleshy stem.
under a teacher i one under tuition ; a student,

a. Of a slate color.

sohls-ta'ceoua (shis-ta'shils),
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for Fortunatus's purse,but gains ■chce'nu (ske'ntls), n. [L.J = 1cho-laa'tl-c&l (skU-11s'tl-k41)
little satisfaction. He is a sym- ~CHENE.
[SHOVE.I a. Srn. Scholastic,
[LA STIC~
achof. Obs. pret. of SHAVE, acho-laa'tl•c&l-ly, adn.of scHobolic portrait of the author.
11Bchlich (shllK), n. [G.] Metal. Bcho-har'te (s k ti-h I r'n,
n. acho-laa'tl-eate (-kftt), n, R. •
Slimes.
[From Sclwhm·ie, New York. I Cli. A place where Jesuit achoII Bclm&'bel (ehnii'bEi),n. [G,] Geol, A minor aubdivision of lnstics, or students, pursue their
See WHITEFISJL
the American Devonian. See studies,
achold, ;- SHALD,SHOULD,
■ehnel'der (shnt'di!r), n. [G.]
0
SHORE.
acholdur. T SHOULDER.
Skat. The taking of HI or more
pointa(outof 120) by the player, achok, T shook, pret. of SHAKE.
cii:r.A~~i>l).
Oba.or
in tournee, solo, or grand. The achokke, 1chokken. T sHocx.
dial. Eng. var. of SHOVEL,
player is scllneider if he fails to achol, Abbr. Scholium.
take :n points. Cf SCHWARZ. achol'&rd (sklSl'drd, -dd). Scot. 1cho'lt-a (skii'lY-d), 11.,pl. of
1chntt'zel (shnlt'sll), n. See & dial- Eng. of scHOLAlt.
SCHOI.IUM.
1chol'&r-i1m,n.Scholarship. Obs- ■cho'lt-aze (-iz), v- ,. [Cf. Gr.
WIENER SCHNITZEL,
1cho-la.r't-ty (skO-Hlr'Y-tl), n. uxoAtQ.,Hv.] To write scholi■■cho. f SHOE.
1cho (dml. 1h00). Obs. or Scot. [OF. scholarite, or LL. scholariOhs.
& dial, Eng var. of su E,
tns, l \Seholarship. Ob1t.
schol'l-cll (ekUl'T-k4ll, a. [I.
a. tn.
1choche. i" SCOTCH.
achol'ar-ltke 1 , a. Scholarly.
1chod. i" SHED,n,
scholicus, Gr. axoA,,cO,;-. fr.
Schtz'o-neu'ra(-nft'rd),n. [NJ~. 1G
achol'ar-li-nesa, n. See -NESS.
st r a i g ~ t, basket-hilted, and ■chode, + SHED,l1, ,' ~RODE.
uxoA,i. See 8d sceooL,] Sebo,.
lee :~:e1zg;; 1:!tun~:-1ii:ioi~: blunt-ended
~i~~-l'~~~~k~!:/s ;_/' ~hft:?; lastic. Obs.
1word, sharpened achodtre. T SHUDDER.
cluaes the bflght of the apple onlv near the end, used in duels 1ch<B-na.n'tum, -nan'thum, n, moves: P-K4, B-B4, Q-R5, scho'ly (ekfi'lY), n. [Cf, F.
tree, See BLIGHT,lllust.
by German university students,
QXKBP.
Cf.
FOOL'S
MATE.
11
ic~~li*'g'
Bchle-mihl', Peter (shlil:~mel'). Wo!:e;_yrTi!f~:~::i~~!
1chl-110p'o-dal (ekl-zUp'll-d41;
■cho'la■m (ski:Vllz'm ), n. A
The hero of a romance of the drnpopon 1tcha>nanthus. Obtt,
akl'-), a. Schizopodous.
word, expression, construction, scholia. Ob~.
[Obs.
1chfz1o-ate'ltc (Bklz"tJ-sttl'lYk), same name by Chamiaao (lilil- Schm'no-cau'lon (s k i'n 0-k 6'achom, n. Also IChomd, Shorn.
a. = ASTELIC.- ■ chtz'o-atl'- 1838).He surrenders hi1 shadow !Un), n. [NL.] = SKOINOLON,fu~~t~~~i:~rb~d~:!~111:~
■chomache. i' SUMAC.

1chl1t'le (shls'tlk), a. Schist- Sporozoa, segmentation or asex- ly (skYz't'i-st~•lY),n.
ose.
[bituminous schists.I ual spore formation of the type Schtz1 0-tar'11-a (-tiir'sl-d), n.
1chi1t oll. OH distilled from characteristic of schizonta.
vl.
See scH rzo- ; TARSchlz'o-he-na'ce-aa (sklz 0-1@- !ms. ZoOl A small order of
IChitel- i" SHUTTLE.
ni's@-i!), n. vl. rNL.; 8<"/ifao-+ Myriapoda ineludins the house
■ chitte, _;-SHUT.
■chive. T SHOl'Eo
centipede and its alhes.
0
■chtz'o-cmle (a k r z'tl-ae1), n, ~i
■chtz•o-the'c&l (-th i!'k41), a
[schizo-+ -ca!le.] ZOOl. A peri~!C::f-~-i8:~r~~ ■chiz'o- rschizo- + thecal. l Anat. Havvisceral cavity which arises by
the horny envelope of the
the splitting of the mesoblast of Schtz'o-ne-mer'te-• (-n@-mOr't@-mg
tarsus divided into acalelike
the embryo. Cf EXTEROC<ELE,
plates, as most birds.
1°;~~~~ 1chtZ'o-trich'i-a
(-trlk'Y-d), n.
;;,;f:,1;c°;.,c~~c(.\;;:;.1';:->, a.c~rrt~18~~: t~;~ [NL ; schizo- + Gr. 8ptt, Tpt.■chlz'o-din'tc (-d ln'lk),
a. fi~vi~me!tdene~
side of the head nnd a prohop,cis ~6~, a hair.] J.lJed. Cleavage 01
devoid of stylets. - 1chtz1 o-ne- splittin_P.of the hair.
koil~ · ~/scl}e;:gf~g
mer'te-an (-t:ln).a.~ n. - 1chiz'- IIacbtz zo (skld'zO), n.; pl. -ZI
o-ne-mer'tiDe (-Un ; -tln; 18:i), (-zij), [It.] A eketch.
r~t\~~g,a-mr;

fNL.

~=::~d~Jru\:~o~::M~f-

i:~~),

~:hd~
y+~:~;ti,

~E:;~f~·1NJ~.r·
z!~~

f:b!~~i

!'!1£=~~~

=~t:f:·

i~~f

zkJ-/'
R~prJi~!{t:n b-; dY~~i~J
of the bod;yinto a sexual and an
asexual individual, as in certain
chmtopod worms.
ach11"o-~e-net'lc,a. [11chizo-+
::hi::~Jo-:;hits 0f;~z°u:,tJ-n Y;
p,kl-l,n. [schizo-+ -gony.~ Biol.
• SchizogeneBi■• b Specif., in

fdbd, ro-ot; out, oil ; ehalr;

8!i:FZ~
,\'.h1t6.~r),;
ioJ'i,
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go ; sing, i9k ; then, thin;
t,ull e::splanatlona
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Slarna, etc., Immediately
preeede tbe Vacabalary.
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SCHOME

SCIENCE

IIOhool(skool), n.

[For shoal a crowd; cf. D. achoo/;
southern United States; - said to be so called from !ts
skill in avoiding capture.
prob. confused with school for learning. J Of fish, or the
sohool'miB'tress (skoWlike, a shoal; a company; as, a school of dolphins.
mis1tre"s), n. A
school, v. i. To swim together in shoals, or large numbers;
woman who govas, the bluefish are schooling. - to school up, to collect at
erns or teaches a
the surface of the water; - said of fishes.
school, n. [ME. scole, AS. sr:iJl (perhaps influenced by school.
OF. escole, F. ecole, also from L. sclwla), fr. L. schola, Gr. school'room'
a-xoA}1leisure, that in which leisure is employed, disputa(-rciom 1 ), n.
A
tion, lecture, a school, prob. fr. same root as ux.ijµa, origroom in which pupils are
inal sense bE-!ingperh., a stopping, a resting. See SCHEME.]
taught.
1. A place for instruction iu any braucl1 or branches of school shiP. A vessel used
Schoolmaster.
knowledge ; an establishment for imparting education ;
as a nautical trainiug-school
for apprentices to be educated at the expense of the state.
also, the iustitution or collective body of teachers aud
learners in such a place.
When without qualification,
school'-teach'er, n. A person ,vho teaches in a school.
sc!tool is now familiarly used of an institution for teachw -school 1-teach 1ing, n.
.
school'tlme' (skool'tim'), n. 1. The time for beginning a
1
8
i~toco,~ 1T::nt\ii: ~e1~:e)~~~~1J~~r~fgh ti~<t'i~ehr~d y~~~:gif
session of school; the time during which school is held.
study between the ages of about(; to 18, are in the United
2. Time spent in school or in study.
~t:iero~~~~~o:!\Y gcr~!~!~d1.:s~0~~;~1~fYt~e ~~~~~Jllfo~tl:~ 3'. A period of training; as, this life is our sclwoltirne.
schoon'er
(skoon'er), n. A large tall drinking glass for
1
i:ti~~~~t~~ris
r1~~;~~l~~'
~e~~ beer or ale. U. S.
ondary a., which include high schools and private schools schoon'er, n.
[~'rom dial.
immediately preparatory to college.
scoon, of Scand. orig.
See
2. A session of an institution of instruction.
the Note below.] Nuut. A
How now, Sir Hugh! No scltool towday?
Sl1uk.
fore-and-aft
rigged vessel,
3. A place for lectures, esp., in the Middle Ages, for
orig., and still typically,
lectures in logic, metaphysics, and theology; also, the
having two ma:;ts, with the
body of masters and students in a university or college.
smaller sail on the fore4. The room or hall in ·English uuiversities where the
mast and the mainexaminations for degrees and honors are held.
mast stepped nearly
6. The body of pupils in a school ; as, a small school.
amidships.
S om e6. The disciples or followers of a teacher; those who hold
times, though very
a common doctrine, or accept the same teachings, or folrarely in America, 1t .__
.;.
carries
square
toplow the same intellectual methods; a sect or denomination
sails on oue or both
in philosophy, theology, science, medicine, politics, etc.;
as, t.he Socratic school; the homeopathic school.
~~lsrt:e or
ac!~:;:
Topsail Coasting Schooner.
7, Fine Arts. a A group, as of painters, sculptors, or
0
musicians, under a common local or personal influence
l~~ts:.ctiiri~
~~!~a!~~ct~~:!:
producing a general similarity in their work; as, the WagThe characteristic
feature of the rig,
nerian school. b The artists or art of a country or region.
fo0\ri~~e[b~sv!~~!l \~-as~11-~\~::i 1
8. The principles, canons, precepts, or body of opinion or
wind.
About 1840, longer
practice, sanctioned by the authority of a particular class
vessels with three masts,
or age; as, he was a gentleman of the old school.
fore-and-aft
rigged, came
9. Any place or means of learning or discipline; as, the
into use, and since that time
school of experience.
vessels with four and even
10. 1.lfusic. A book of instruction in a particular system
seven masts so rigged have
of execution.
been built. Schooners with
11. Mil. & Nav. The regulations governing the drill of more than two masts are
designated I I,, re r'-m.as t e d
individuals or of a unit of a given size or kiud; also, the exschooner,i;,
four-maslP-d
ercises carried out in accordance with such regulations;
.~chooners, etc., or, rarel:y
as, the ,i;cltoolof the soldier, company, or flotilla.
and not in the United
1chool of the prophets, Anc. Jewi.'ih Hist., a school or college
~t~~e~;1]}f iJlarts, quints, ~
in which youug men were educated and trained for public
teachers or members of ·the prophetic order. They were
~ The first schom_ier _is _,_,~ _
called sons of the prop/tels. - a. of the Stoics. See the Porch,
said
to have been bmlt m
~...,."'--=
under PORCH.
.
Six-masted Schooner.
school, v. t.; scHooLED (skOOld); scttooL 1ING. 1. To edu- ~~g~~~7ti~b::cs:;tdI~elt~~
cate or train in a11iustitution of learningj to teach;instruct.
drew Robiuson. When the vessel was launched, a bystandSo -~cltoofed the Gate [goat] her wanton son. Spe11.~~r. er cried out, "0, how she scom1s .'"Robinson
rephed, uA
2. To tutor; to subject to systematic discipline; to train ;
scooner let her be~' whence the name (see scooN. to skip
as, to school one's self in self-control.
1~!,!~llee~no:r:in:1}y ~:flr!11~.v~~~~~~-s the word appears
3. To chide and admonish; to reprove.
Archaic.
school, a. 1. Pertaining to a school; as, school traditions. Scho-'pen-hau'er+an (sho'piin-hon'er-T-iln), a. Pert. to,
or like, Schopenhauer or his doctrirn-'s.
2. Of or pertaining to the schoolmen; as, school theology.
school board. A committee in charge of local educa- Scho 1pen-hau'er-ism (sho'piin-hou'er-Tz'rn), n. The phiJosophy of the German pessimistic philosopher Arthur
~~0;::i~}~t:ferc\~tb~nlf:!~~tes~1;;e~s~~~1a \~~:;re;ir~t:d~gh
Schopenhauer (li88-18GO), who taught that the essential
school'book' (skool'bo"6k'), n. A Look for use in schools. or absolute reality is a blind and restless wiH manifesting
school'boy' (-boi'), n. A boy belonging to a school.
itself as a will to live, and that life is an evil to be cured
school committee. A body of citize11s. mma.lly elected,
only hy overcoming the wilJ to live. See PALINGENESIS,
2.
in charge of public schools, as in a district or town. U. S. sohorl (sh6rl), n. Also sh01-t. [G. sclturl; cf. Sw. skurl.]
school'craft' (-kraft'}, n. Leaming.
Jl,/in. Tourmaline,
esp. the common black variety; school'tel 1 low (-rnl'ii), n. An associate in school.
formerly applied to several dark-colored minerals.
school'g1rl1 (-gfirl'), n. A girl belonging to a school.
sohor-la 1ceous (sMr-lii'shus), a. Partaking of the nature
school'house' (-hons'), n. 1. A building which is appro- and character of schorl; resembling schorl.
priated for the use of a school or schools, or as a place in schorl'y (sh6r 1IT), a. Pertaining to, or containing, schorl
which to give instruction.
or tourmaline;
as, schorl]I granite.
2. A dwelling house appropriated to the use of the master
Schot'ten-Bau'mann
re-ao'tion (shilt'en-bou'miin).
of a school. Gt. Brit.
Chem-. A reaction iuduced by treatment of a substance of
school'ing, n. 1. Instruction in school; tuition; educa- alcoholic nature, or one containing an amino or imino
tiou in an institution of learning; act of teaching.
t!~~¾yi~ii~::ile~!1nc~~~~~~l~~rof~~di~~~dh~1ioi;rJ~~,r~~~~
2. Discipline; reproof; reprimand;
as, he gave his son
bonate or the like. It causes separation of an ester or suba severe schooling.
Scott.
stituted amide, and is used in testin_g alcohols and amines.
3. Pay for instruction; as, to pay a boy's schooling.
schot'tish
l (shOt'lsh; 277),n. LG.scliottisch S('ottish,
school'maid' (-miid'), n. A schoolgirl.
Shnk. schot 1tlsche f Scotch: cf. F. schotli-<h, scl,ot;,,ch. J A modschool'man (-miin), n.; pl. -MEN (-men). [Cf. AS. scol- ern round dance in 2-4 time, similar to the polka, only
mann.] One versed in the niceties of academical disputaslower ; also, the music for such a dance ; - not to be
tion or of school divinityi esp. [u.mally cap.], a philosopher
confounded with the Ecossa-ise.
or divine of the schools of the Middle Ages; a Scholastic.
Sohrel'ner
fln'lsh (shri 'ner). Te.rtiles. A finish imparted
school'mas 1 ter (-mas 1ter ; cf. MASTER), n. 1. A man who
1
~ithe!~i:~!r~~-{a~fiX~~liii!:~Wi~hnf~!ai/~i~
presides over and teaches a school.
the material into minute reflecting surfaces.
2. One who, or that which, disciplines and directs.
3. A snapper (Lutianus apodus) of the West Indies and sch ult, schuyt (skoit), n. [D. sclmd. J A Dutch vessel
1chome. ;- sHurn.
school schna.pper. See ~CHNAP1chomeuast. + SHAMKFA~T. l'Elt.
Schonch'a glaH (shl:SI)ks).
school sha.rk. A shark ( Onlens
KALKIDOSCOI'~;.
aw;tralis) of the South Pacific.
1chone. ;- su .u.r,, snux.
.\'(:w South Wales.
1cbone (Scot. shOn). Obs. or achool'wa.rd (-w~rd), adv. ToScot. pl. of SHOE.
ward school.
1cbonke. + ~HANK.
schoot. Obs. pret. of SHIT.
Schoo'dic salm'on or trout schop. Ohs. pret. of '-IIA PF..
(akOO'dlk). The landlocked Scho1 pen-ha.u'er-e-an-1sm(sh(V.
salmon ( Saln/0 .~alar sehaqo) of ~ P:n-h o u'l! r-~wdn-l z'm),
n.
1
l!ICi~;Pe~f

:~f~ii;~~:~
fl~ii
S1

1
f1:i::i

w1:~

~~W;~

~·tf.~

r~

with bluff bows and usually rounded stern, used chiefly on
canals and for coasting. While formerly sometimes squarerigged, it is now almost always a sloop.
Sohwarz'l-an (shvart'sT-lin), a. Math. Pertaining to, or
named from, the German mathematician
H. A. Schwarz.
Schwarzian derivative, a uoulinear differeutial expression
of the third order, derived by the elimination of the ratios
of the four arbitrary constants appearing in the quotient of any two linearly independent integrals of a linear
differential equation of the second order.
Its form ir
•"'
2
denoted by {s, x } , where the accents indi
7 - "('")'
cate derivation as to x;- so named bl Cayley.
II Schwelt'zer-kli'se (shvit'ser-ka 1zeJ, schwelt'zer, n.
[G . .schweizerkcise.]
Literally, Swiss cheese; - applied in
the United States both to Gruyere and to Emmenthaler.
Sohwelt'zer's re-a1gent(shvit'serz). rAfter Prof. Eduard
Schweizer, the discoverer.]
Chem. & Micros. A deep blue
solution of cupric oxide or hydroxide in ammonia, much
used as a solvent for cellulose.
Sohwenck-fel'dl-an, Schwenk-fel'dl-an (shve~k-fel'dTUn), n. A follower of Kaspar Schwenckfeld, or Schwenkfeld (d. 15Hl), a snesian nobleman who, after the Reformation, advanced a mystical interpretation
of Christianity.
Some of his followers emigrated to Pennsyhania
in 1734.
Schwen'de-ne'rl-an (shven'dl'-ne'rl-an),
a. Pertaining
to S. Schwendener (b. 1829), German botanist. - Schwendeneria.n theory 1 Bot., the theory originally suggested by de
:Bary (11:!bti),reasserted
by Schwendener (1Sti9), and ultimately established.tl1at lichens are not distinct organisms,
but are made up of a fungus and an alga growiug in symbiotic relationship (see LICHEN,2).
Sci'a-dop'l-tys (si'a-dop'T-tTs), n. [NL.; Gr. ""'"'• -0.80<,
shade
1rirn-;pine tree. J Hot. A genus of pinaceous trees,
consisting of .S. ·verticillata, the umbrella pine, of Japan.
Scl-mn'l-da, (si-~n'T-de; si-e'nT-de), n. pl. [NL. ; L. sciaena a kind of fish (fr. Gr. <TKi'atvt1.) -hl.e.]
ZoVl. A
large, important, and widely distributed family of caruivo,.
rons acanthopterygian
fishes comprising the meagre, squeteagues, kiugfishes, drumfishes. etc. Nearly all are marine,
and live along the sandy shores of warm temperate seas.
In most the air bladder is large and complicated, and with
it the fish produces a peculiar sound (see CROAKER).Many
are large and valued as food. The type genus is Sci-m'na
(si-e'na). - scl-m'nld (-e'nld), 11. - sol-am'l-form (-~n'If6rm; -e'ni-f6rm), a. - scl-m'nold (-e1noid), a.&· n.
sci-am'a-chy (si-iru'd-kl), n. LGr. UKWµ.axta, <TKtoµ.axia;
u«ci a shadow
l'"X'I battle. J A fighting with a shadow ;
a mock contest; an imaginary or futile combat.
Cou·/ey.
sci-at'ic (si-lt'Ik), a. [F. sc-iatique, LL. sciaticus, fr. L.
1'.schiadicus, Gr. iuxw8oc6~. See ISCHIADIC.] Of or pert. to
the hip: in the region of, or affecting, the hip; ischial.
sciatic artery, Anal., the larger of the two terminal branches of the anterior truuk of theinter11al iliac artery, distributed to the muscles at the back of the pelvis and thigh. s. nerve, Anat., either of two nerves arising from the sacral
plexus.
The great sciatic nerve passes out of the pelvis
through the great sacrosciatic foramen and thence down
the back of the thigh to about its lower third, where it divides into thePioYiliteal nerves. The lel!lsersciatic nerve leaves
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+

+

}!~~

r~ie~/;~ni~\
~~l~~;ri~~\l:~a;!ct:~l~
~, f~:i~r:~e!~O
- 1. veina, the veins accompanying the sciatic arteries.
[NL.]
llfed. Neuralgia of the
sciatic 11erve, an affectiou characterized
by paroxysmal
attacks of. pain along the course of the branches of the
sciatic nerve. Popularly, also, any of various painful affections of the hip and adjoining parts.
sclb'l-le (sTb'T-le), n. [L. scibilis knowable.] P!,ilos. An
object of knowle<lge.
scl'ence (si'lns)i n. [F., fr. L. scientia, fr. scin1s, -enti,,
p. pr. of scfre to know. Cf. CONSCIENCE,
CONSCIOUS,
NICE.]
1. Knowledge; kno\~'ledge of principles or facts.

scl-at'l-ca (-T-k<i), n.

1~1~ee);~;?o:1h~1Vfi~~~'ii!te
pl:~~!
st~e,1,t~!~:;i~~~~l~~
~t~t;b~:!
ends faith begins.
Wm 1'm·m·1·
10
:

.~<'in1ce

2. Specif., accuwnlated and accepted knowledge which
has been systematized and formulated with reference to
the discovery of ge11eral truths or the operation of general
laws; knowledge classified and made available in work,
life, or the search for truth; comprehensive, profound, or
philosophical knowledge.
All this new srf1,11ce that mPn ler.e l tenchJ
Cltauce,·.
Sr1p11cP
1s . . a complement of coµ:nitions. having, in point
of form, the character of logical perfection, and in point of
math'r, the character of rt'al truth.
Sir W. Hamilton.
&·i1'l/f'I-'
may be dei;cribed us a classified index to the successive
pages of sense impression, which enable!. us r<'adih· to find what
we want, hut 1t in no wise uccounts for the peculi'ar contents ol
that strange hook of life.
Karl Pear~on.
3. Esp., such knowledge when it relates to the physical
world and its phenomena; - called also nrrturnl science.
Volta_ire hardly left a single corner of the field entirely uneIplored m science, poetry, history, plnlosophy.
J. Jfodey.
4. Any branch or departme.nt of systematized knowledge
considered as a distinct field of investigation or object of
study; as, the science of astronomy or of mind.
Evny scien.cP, as we read in Arist(_)tle,assumes its subject
mntter. and doeR not give an account oi it.
IJ. Bosanqvet.

~g1
~~1~f:g:~i

0ot~.
!~h!f~
~;t~~ffst
1!!~~J~,~~?/;~t:':1~~~~~~~::::~rc1~1)~k,Ei:f.
ri:."v~~:~1:t:cf~1!~;?::6:/~:~J
?iJjd
~!h~lJ.,':bie
(skOOl'd-b']), a. Oee;:i:rf;o~;}u1~}J7o/~~~i\~
h~}i
Suitable for school. as in age.
a liter); alfm, a glafls or rung of
0

11

1chool-a'tion (skOOl-i'eh1ln), n. i;1nc~h
capacity.

See lH:As1:R11:.

:c'1::0J~b:~te~?·~.
A flog~?t;:I :~t~:~nt.
s~i:.Ep_s;::~f~OAR.
1choold. t SHALD.
[tress., schorbuck. f SCOR.HtiTE.
achool'dame 1, n. A schoolmis- achore. +SHORE; ~HI-:ER, a.
1chool'er-y, n. Thing tan~ht; achorge. + scoUROE.
preceptfl; schooling. Ob,q, ron.q,I
I achor~on. t suRoEpN.
1chool'le1s,a.
Unschooled.
achor lo-mit~ (~h6r lb-mlt), n
1chool'ma.'a.m, n. A school- f.~rhorl+ Gr. oµo~ same.] Min. A
mistress. Dial. 1w ]!lit., U. S. I titanate anrl i.ilicate of iron and
1ter-tah, a. See -1s11. I c~lcium. allied to garnet, occur1chool'ma.11
:4f1!c~~:i1.ate',,i. A companion)
~it~:~te J~et~~9:ck
8
=:rr::etooiine!.
:thoiI10~=:~·~;hia),a~ 1

~ilfi
P~b!.
dis-1

~f~7_;\~

aS:g~;:1

ile, senltte, cire, iim, account, arm, ask, sof<i; eve, l!livent,i!nd, rec<Jnt,maker; ice, m; old, &bey, Srb, Md, sllft, c6nnect; iille, t'inite, ilrn, ilp, circus, m.enii;
i Forelsn
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SCIENCED

SCLERECTASIA

cntting, dividing, or splitting, or state of being cnt, ,II.
&. Art or skill regarded as the result of knowledge of lloln1 W-le■'cent (al'.n•tl'.-ll!s'lnt), a. [L. scintilla ■park +
vided, or split; fission ; division.
E. -escent.J Scintillating feebly.
laws and principles ; as, a player of nnuaual &cience.
8. Trade ; vocation. Oba.
acln'tll-lom'e-ter (-USm'e-ter), n. [L. ,cintilla spark + acla'aor (sizr.ir), •·· I.; sms•somm (-erd), sms•soa-ING. To
cut with scissors or shears i to prepare with scissors.
E. -rneter.J A1tron. An attachment to a telescope by which
:..,::~-:-~f.:'o!~!:C:-:.discriminated
as in the quotations
SeesKIMMEB,2.
the image of a star is made to revolve in a circle to meas- acla•aor-blll'(-bil'), n. Askimmer(blrd).
A Rr.ier1ceteachesus to know,and an art to do,and all the more
ure the scintillation.
This produces changes of color in- aclB'Bor-lng,p. pr. & vb. n. of sc1ssoB. Hence: n. A
perfect scieuces lead to the cr~ution of corresponding useful m·ts.
intensitf
of
scintillation.
creasing
in
rapidity
with
the
piece
cut
out
or
off
with
scissors.
Astronomy is the foundation of the art of navigation; ••• chemaoln-Ul'lo-acope(sin-til'li-skiip), "· LL. scintilla spark+
acla'aora (sizr.irz), n. pl., sometimes construed as sing.
~!1\~~0
~~:1~etimesdefined
~i~~~=· E. -&cope.J A small instrume11t similar to the spinthari- [ME. cisou,·es, siaoures, OF. & F. cisoires (cf. F. ciseauz),
scope, for exhibiting the scintillations produced by radiofr. L. cisorium a cutting instrument, 111.cisoria, fr. L. cae.
81:~e8
active substances upon a sensitive screen.
dere to cut. Cf. CHISEL, CONCISE, Tl1e modern spelling
1
(sln't'l),v. t.; SCIN'TLED
(-t'ld); SCIN,TLING
(-tllng).
is due to a mistaken derivation froIU L. scissor one who
~~t~~
ib/~{ifrtff BCln'tle
[Dial. also skintle,&kinkle; cf.dial. skinkle to spill in small
then rhetorical law ■ and principles areapphed m the actual con.
cleaves or divides, fr. scindere, scissum, to cut, split.] l. A
atruction of discourse, they become the working rules of an art.
quantities, to sow thin.] Brickrnuking. To stack (molded
cutting instrument working like shears but smaller, conJ. /.". Genung.
bricks) with spaces between to allow veutilation for drying.
sisting
of two cutting blades with handles, movable on a
II acl-en'ter (si-en'ter), adv. [L.J Law. Knowingly; will- Cf. CLOSE BOLTING. - n. A course of scintled bricks.
Law. a Such knowledge as charges a man BCl'o-llllDI
fully. -n.
(si't-lTz'm),n. [See sc1ot1sT.J Superficial knowlwith the consequences of his acts (cf. MISTAKE,
2). b In
edge ; a show of learning, without substantial foundation.
a pleading, the allegation of such knowledge on the part acl'o-llllt(-IIst),n.
[See sc10LOus.J One whose kuowledge
of the accused or defendant as is necessary to constitute
or learning is superficial ; a pretender to scholarship or
his act a crime or tort.
learning i a smatterer.
ICi-en'tlal(si-en'shal), a. [Cf. LL. ,cientiali&.] 1. Per- BC1
1o-llB'tlc (-ITs1tik), a.
Of or pertaining to sciolism or
2
taining to, or producing, science. Rare.
a sciolist i partaking of sciolism ; resembling a sciolist.
2. Having efficient knowledg_e · caJ>&ble.
acl'o-loua (si't-lus), a. [L. sciolus, dim. of sciu&knowing,
acl1en-tlf'lc (si'ln-tlf'l'.k), a. LF.&eientijlque, L. acientijicm. fr. scire to know. See SCIENCE.] Knowing superficially or
See SOilllNCE; •FIC.] l. Of, pert. to, or used in, science; as, imperfectly.
Howell.
,cientijic apparatus.
acl'on (si'lln ), n. Also cl'on. The older spelling cion is
2. Agreeing with, or depending on, the rules or principles
now adopted by many American nurserymen and horticulof science; as, a scientific classification.
,
turists.
[ME. sioun, syon, ciun, OF. cion, F. scion; orig.
3. Having a knowledge of science, or of a science ; evincuncert.; cf. MHG. kide, akin to OS. k,,tlh, AS. cUf, and G.
ing science or systematic knowledge ; as, a scientific chemScissors l Pocket; 2 Manicure 1 3 Nail; 4 Buttonhole; .5 Emkeim germ.] 1. Hort. Auy bud, shoot, or other portion
ist; a .~cienlificreasoner; a scientfjic argument.
broidery ; 6 Lamp Wick.
of a plant capable of propagation; specif., such a part re1elenWlc ■keptlcllm 1 an impartial attitude of the mind prepin
in the center, by which they are held together; - often
moved from its place of growth and prepared for grafting.
vious to investigat10n.
called a pair of &ci&sor&.Cf. sHEARB.
2:. Hence, a descendant; as, a sfJionof a royal stock.
acl'en-tll'l-oal-ly,adv. In a scientific manner ; according
acl-op•tlc (si-opltik), a. [Gr. uK,a shadow+ birTLKo<be- 2. W resto the rules or principles of science.
g. A
acl'en-tlsm (si'ln-tlz'm), n. The methods, mental atti- longing to sight. See OPTIC.J Optics. Ofor pert. to the for- tlin
hold
in
mation of images in a darkened room ( cf. CAMBRA OBSCURA).
tude, etc., regarded as characteristic of scientists.
which
one
Bcl-op'tlca
(-tiks),
n.
The
art
or
proceBB
of
exhibiting
acl'en-tiat(-tlst), n. 1. One learned in science, esp. natcontestant
luminous images, esp. those of external objects, in a darkural science; a scientific investigator.
clasps the
ened room, by arrangements of lenses or mirrors.
2. [cap.] Christian Science. A Christian Scientist.
other's head
aoll'l-cet (sil'I-si!t), adv. [L.; &cfre to know+ licet it Is acl-op'trlc (-trik), a. Optics. Scioptic
acl'oua
(si'us),
a.
[L.
scius.J
Knowing;
having
knowlpermitted.]
To wit; namely; videlicet. Abbr. sci/. or ,c.
~i.!'l'ei~i t b
Sci1Sora(on Body).
Scll'la (sil'a), n. [L., the squill. See SQUILL.] 1. Bot. edge. Rare. u Brutes maybe and arescious." Coleridge. acla'aor-taU1 (sizr.ir-til'), n. A flycatcher (Jlfili•ulu, for11
BCl're
fa'cl-aa
(si'rii
fi'shi-ils).
[L.,
do
you
cause
to
A large genus of liliaceous bulbous herbs, natives of the
jlcatua)
of
the
southern
United
States and Mexico, having
know j La,w. A judicial writ founded ~on some matter of
Old World. They have narrow basal leaves and pink, blue,
a deeply forked tail. It is gray above, white beneath,
or white racemose flowers borne on a naked scape. The
1
0
;
t~:o~ffK0¥r~;:if~~c!ifi~~!~fl:J1.
: t1;;~1;!~i~fd
salmon
on
the
sides,
and
scarlet
at the base of the crown
perianth segments are distinct and deciduous i the fruit
vacated; also, the proceeding so instituted.
Scire.facias
feathers. Called also 1cl11or-t&lledflycatcher.
acla'anre
(sizh'Gr; slsh'-; cf. sc1ss10N), n.
t\~~1'.:'n 3
ct~~,.::e~l:'li~e~,~
1
0
ifnv::i?i: Kf~~~tole~~:~ai:::~b~\eine~~~!~'a:s~na~
[L. scisaura, fr. scindere, scissum, to cut,
viana), the Spanish jacinth (S. hispanica), sea onion (S.
repeal letters patenf or a charter, it is in effect an oriJinal
split. J A cleft or opening in a body made
~1~~t\':i1t;;~'lfo~!:~t{:i~i.~~~cripta).
Also [I. c.], a
1::~int:.:''u~Yt!.J'11£~(es
0~· A~l;:'!~,rr:~~i.a3;:i
by cutting ; a fissure.
~~t~
2. [l. c.J Pharn,. The sliced bulb of squill.
Scl-n'rl-0.111
(si-ii'rl-dii), n. pl. [NL., fr.
been supersedfld by virtue of practice acts or codes.
acll'll-tln (sil'l-tin), n. [Cf. F. scillitine.J A bitter extract Solr'o-pho'rl-a
L. sciurus a squirrel.
See SQUIRREL, l
(skir'li-fii'rI-a;
201),n.pl.
[Gr. TalK,pofrom the bulbs of the squill, prob. a complex mixture.
Z ool. A nearly cosmopolitan family of
<f>op<a.] Gr. Antiq. An Athenian festival celebrated on the
aclm'l-tar (slm'I-ter), n. [F. cimeterre, or It. scimitarra,
12th of the month Scirophorion (June-July).
It was in rodents consisting of the true squirrels,
aclm'l-ter prob.fr. Per. shimsl,ir. J 1. A saber with a much honor of Athene, or, according to some, Demeter and Per- ground squirrels, marmots, and their
allies.
~urved blade with the edge on the convex side, used
chiefly by l\fohammedans, esp. Arabs and Persians.
:fii~inrh:11:i-::~:~s
aol'U·rold(si'il:-roid), a. [Sciand the priest of Helios went to the place of sacrifice.
2. A long-handled billhook. See 4th BILL,5.
urus + -oid.J Squirrel-like;
Sclr'PWI(sOr'vus), n. [L., a rnsh.] Bot. A large genus Bot., resembling the tail of a
acln'cold (sI~'koid), a. [L. scincu, a kind of lizard
of cyperaceous plants or sedges, commonly called bulrushe& squirrel, as the spikes of bar•
(fr. Gr. uKiyKo,) +-oid.
Cf. SKINK,n.] Like or
or club-rushes, of wide distributjon.
They are annuals or ley and certain other grasses.
pert. to the skiuks. -acln'cold, n.
acl.B-tll'la(sin-til'a), n. [L.J A spark; glimmer;
Scl-u1ro-mor'pha (si-ii'rliro~~c:~:,::r~:lfl~~~i:ar~ir~
~~~i:~~~t~Ie~ix 8C!rs~
gleam ;-now rare exc., fig., ma negative construcm6r'fa), n. pl. [NL.; L. acithe
achene
not
being
tuberculate.
See
BULRUSH, TULE.
tion of something regarded as affording light, or inurua+ Gr. µop<(>~form.J Zool.
Scl■ oortall.
IIClr'rhold
(skir•oid; ej. SCIRRHous),a. [scirrhu•+•oid.J
formation; as, there is not a scintilla of evidence.
One
of three primary divisions
Resembling scirrbus.
■cln'tll-lant (sin•tI-lant),
a. [L. scintillan&, p. pr.
aclr-rhoa'l-ty
(skI-ros'I-tI), n ... pl. -TIES(-tiz). Jlfed. A or superfamilies of rodents
of the suborder Simplicidenof scintillare to sparkle. See SCINTILLATE.
J Emitmorbid induration, as of a gland ; state of beiug scirrhous.
tata (cf. MvoMORPHA and
ting sparks, or fine igneous particles; sparkling.
aclr•rhoUB(skTr 1us; 277),a. [NL.scirrhosus.J Med. ProHYSTRICOMORPHA).
It contains the scaletails (Anomaluriaoln'Ul-late(-lit), ,1.i . .- -LAT1Eo (-Iit'ed); -LAT'ING
ceeding from ecirrhus ; of the nature of scirrhus ; indudreh squirrels, beavers, and sewellels.- acl-n'ro-morph
(-lit'[ng). [L. scinlillare, -latum,fr. scintilla a spark.
rated ; knotty ; as, scirrhous affections; scir,•/wus disease.
(si-u'rli-m6rf), n. - acl-n1ro-mor'Phlc(-m6r'fik), a.
Cf. STENCIL.] 1. To emit sparks; to spark.
aolr'rhua (-us), n ... pl. L. -RH!(-i), E. -RHUSES(-us-~z; -Iz; aclaff (sk)M), v. i ... SCLAFFED(sklaft); SCLAF..,ING.[Orig.
2. To sparkle or twinkle, as the fixed stars.
151). [NL., fr. L. scirros, Gr. u,cippo,;, cr,c'ipo~,fr. CTK,ppO~, uncert.J
1. To scuff or shuffle along. Scot.
Syn. - Gleam, glitter,
flash. - SCINTILLATE,
hard.] Med. a An indurated organ or part ; esp.,
cr,c1.pO~,
2. Golf. To scrape the ground with the scle of the club,
CORUSCATE. To BCINTILLATB is properly to emit
. .
an
indurated
gland.
Oba.
b
A
hard
cancerous
tumor.
before
striking
the ball, in making a stroke.
&_Parke,to coauscATE is to emit flashes; as,"' The Sc1mttar.
bgbt being tremulous and twinkling, as well as brisk,_ they acla'ael (sls'~l), n. [F. cisaillea, pl. Cf. smssoRs.] 1. The aclaff, v. t. 1. To strike with something fiat ; to slap. Scot.
clippings
of
metals
made
in
various
mechanical
operations.
2.
Golf.
To
scrape
(the club) on the.ground, in a stroke,
1
:t!1;,8uid
ii::!,d
2. The slips or plates of metal out of which circular blanks
before hitting the ball ; also, to make (a stroke) in that way.
(Boyle); 0 cont.,cations of the ... aurora" ( Colrper). Both
have been cut for the purpose of coinage.
aclaU, n. Scot. 1. A slight blow ; a slap; a soft fall;
words are used fig.; as, ••,i;cintillatlons of ..• genius" ( V. acla'al-ble (sls'l-b'l), a. [L. scindere, scia,um, to split.]
also, the accompanying noise.
Knox); "coru&caUng wit" ( Carlyle). See FLASH, FLAMB.
2. Golf. The stroke made by one who sclaffa.
aclo1tll-la'tlon (-lii'shun), n. [L. acintillatio: cf. F. ,cin- Capable of being cut or divided by a sharp instrument.
BCIB'alle
(-II;
aee
·ILB),
a.
[L.
sci&aili&,
fr.
1cindere,
,ci•3. A thin, solid substance, eap. a thin shoe or slipper.
tillation.] 1. Act of scintillating.
aum, tocut, to split: cf.F.,ciasile.
See SCHISM.] Capable acle'ra (skle'ra), n. [NL., fr. Gr. UKAT/PO<
hard.] Anat.
2 T~e:~~~,?;~,!:%~.,e:~t~e~
A•·buthnot.
The sclerotic coat of the eyeball. See EYE, I.
effluence. of being cut smoothly; scissible.
acla'alon (sizh'un; slsll'iln ; 277), n. [L. aci.&sio,fr. ,cin- aclere (skier), n. [Gr. uK>.T/po<hard.] Zool. Any small
1
the
dere, scissum, to cut, to split: cf. F. sl'ission.] Act of or minute skeletal element; a spicule, esp. of a sponge.
pert. to the ancient town Scilla, phy Cst-tSg'rd--fl), etc Vars of acl-roc'co. T ~rnocco.
■ci'eDced(st'enst),a Learned;
:a~J'J;.,_·~~Ac!i~~•aJtr•,
to the squirrela.

isilJ~~o~~:,
\•e~! lnU::f,~~
asa
::;~;di~rtt!~tlt~
::r·p;i'nCiir!:'~f
JiS:~:~::~~:~~~t:i~:~·
gf~e::!,!~~
';;::1::~~~i!d!~"~.~~~ye~dt:~~
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hct,;;

l

~1nA1i!~:
t~:~:fe:t~fsl£~~~~~~!~:

1 ~!~

e;o:et~r:r~

ti'jf:!!~T1:1i!ii~:i~::ii~!t~:

.i~h:c\~~!~!!!fiedi~

3~aJ:,~:~~mT~:
f!f!k1i:~
!f~tars
or pla:!t
~e~~~;·;~·

or Sctllium, 1n Nunndia.-Scilll•
versed ; instructed
Ohs.
acl'eut Cst'l'nt). a.
sciens, Hin martyn, seven men and five
~11tu1, p. pr.1 Knowmg; skill- women, martyred in Carthage
ful. OIM. or 1l
[11cientist. R.j
act'ent, 11. A man of science; a
(~il 1 Yt1Sk'sln • n.
ael-en.'tf.-a (st~n'sh1'-d), n. [See SCJLLA; TOXIN.J Scilfain
Betl-lo'Df.-a.n(sl-lli'nl-r7n), n. A
0
c[!!~:i-:J;i:ac:.:(,:
native of the Scilly Isles.
rllm). [L.J The se1ence of sci- ■ ctment.
CElfF.~T.

RAPH, etc.
Bcir'o-pho'rl-on
csklr'i'.1-fff'rrII aciol'to (sh6l'UJ), a. ~ a,fo. lin; 201),11, [Gr. l.,c,po«t-optWv.]
The twelfth Attic month. See
1
~!~Se~le, J};,.~r;.
°af
GHF.F.K C'AI.E~DAR.
ly motion. b Uetached; not ■cir'pe-&n (sfir'pl!-dn), a. [L.
R<.•i,·pf''1.<i.]Of or pertaining to
~~j.'!,~·,IHhy(s/.i~",~-k~:\~~:I
bulrushes. Rm·e.
1ci'o-man'cy (st'tJ-ml.n'sl),
n.
bGr. u,cui a shadow + -manct.] ,~~i:;·,o-'a,tc'~:;~~~p,fJ.dd),n.
■clm'i-tared, ■clm'i-tered(slm'
pl. [NL. ; Gr. _CTKtpTO.v
to leap
J-t~rd), a.
Armed with, or ahi,!a~:~ifllie
+ -11orla.] Zonl. A small order
■ci'en-tlf'i-cal (-t I f't-k t't 1), a. shaprd like, a sc1mitnr.
aci-op'tl-con I st-lSp'tT-ktsn), n. of rotifer& in which the female
Scient1flc R(trP.
[NLi See '.'l<'JOPT1c.1 A kmdof
has hollow. limhlike muscu]ar
■ct1 en-ttf'lc1 (-Tks), n. 111.Scienprocesses ending m branched semagic lantern.
bfic matters or talk about them. Sciu'cl-da
(sln'sY-d~), ·n. 7,l; Bcl'ot<st'l'.St), a.Of or p,•rt. to the tm1efinM, The principal genus ia
act'en-ti■ 'tic (-tls'tlk).
a At- [NL. Seesc1Nco1v.]
Zool.
i1dand
Scio
(Chio
or
ChioM).-11.
l'nlnlirm
- ■cir'to.pod (BkOr'tempting or pretending to be A family of llzards comprising
A native or inhabitant of Scio
ttJ-plSd). "· &-r,.-actr-top'o-dou
tcif'ntiffc.
skinks, The type Jl'f"TI11M is aci'o-the-ism (st't.1-tht:-lz'm), n. (ektir-tlSp'l'i-<hi.s),n.
actentln,
a. Having knowl- the
(Bl1J'k,is)• - acin'cid
(sls'J'-tll'shiln),
[Gr. u,ctci a shadow, shade + acia'cl-t&'tion
01,s. - ■ci'en SclD'cua
edge ; learned.
(sln'sld), ,,.- ■ cln'ct-form (-sl- BEO~god.] Belief in disemhod- n [L. $c:iBdtaho. fr. 8c11u.·,tan to
Uv'l-tv, n. Obs.
inquire.] Inquiry;demand.
Obs
f6rm). "·
■cl-en'to-llsm (st-ln'ti'.1-llz'm),
■ cinck'er.
SKINKER.
sciee.
SYCE
::1e;f~~!~c~~n8t~~!r!'~aal~~~ir
cind (Bind). ,,. t. [L. sc,nrlert>:
1clae (sT?.)1 1•. ,. [L. scinrle1·e,
~~k~!~ ~:-S'::::J·
~·af:e ■cf.
>,
a.
[L.
acl'o-ther'ic
(-thl'r'lk
F. scrnrler.] ~ro
cut off; to
RciJ;.~,,m.to l'Ut.] To cut. Oba.
or superficial science.
scfother1con a 8undial, Gr. u,ctcleave off or apart. Rare.
ICi■m, ■ciamatlc, etc . .,. SCHISM[
act. fa. Abbr. Scire factaa.
■cine
T sHJN, sHJ~F..
etc.
Ischism, Obi',
aclfer.
CIPHER.
~:r~~:::~Ji-~~~~"-J~:~;;ical.
■ctn'lph (sln'If), n. [L. ,crnifes,
■ci■ 'm&, n. [See SCHISM,]
A
1ctfren. Obs pl. of SHIVER.
cmifeB, or c,niphes,
pl., Gr. - ■ci'o-ther't-cal-ly, adv.
■cu. Abbr. Scilicet.
■ ci'o-ther'l-con, n.
[L.,
fr.
Gr.
s~~f~~r
■cild. t SHIELD,
:-e~~~"'i.,.~v~l{~f}ncgD~~,~~i~/):
CTICt08))pt,c6v.J
A
sundial.
Oh8.
Obs,
■cilence.
SIT.ENCE.
Scl'o tur'pen-tinelsl'O).
CMan 1cl1'1il (sYs'n). Var. of sc1s~E1..
■cll'la-ln (sll'A-ln),
n.
[See aclDtenel. T SENTINEJ 1••
II■cin'tll-lan'te (shen ~l-lii.n'
turpentine.
SCILLA. l
Chem. A glucoside
8 1
~~
:~ 11
■ctr. T ~HKF.R.
extracted from squill.
~~D':tu~~,v~~~~i~~f1'::i~~~;.
■cir-,
aclre-.1"or
various
formM
in to split) + 71arere to bring
1
Hll ll-ptc'rin
(sll'Y-pYk'rln ;
sri r-, sci re-, see those in SH IRE-.
forth.J = SCHIZOOENESIS
1
1
1
■ ctre.
SH EAR; SHEER,
a.
s)~
i§1:'Y~~li.A ; :~~ t~~J'11Dhitt:;
1ci1'1or-blrd 1 , n. A scilsortall.
1ubet11nceextracted from aquill ■cin'tll-lou-lr,, ndu. All R.
■ci-ren'ga (sr-rl!'.IJ'g4), n.
A ■ct ■'■or-er, n. One who scissors;
and nsed as a diuretic.
hence, a compiler.
■ct'o-~a.ph
st'~-grAf), ■el'o West Indian and European
loll'U-UrD (sll'I-tda), a. Of or -ph
le (-grlf'Ik),
ICl-og'rtr grouper (M11cteroperca rubra).
acia-■o'rt-um (al-sG'rr-ilm; 201),

rL,

I
~;\i_!~

SKIAO

F~~;r{';~
Tiv1~

~~MJ1o~'~:
4

+

:,~=~-tt'!f&DA
(~{7~~!:J;h'!;~,;I

~!aJ~~:!:lui,a~

:~,~~~~lt~i:
•:::;~~l:!i:
+

:rs~t-p ~-

l.rin~r:?-~
l~~r:u~·::~;:::i~)G
r,::;.~~~1:~S'ee
fRu:~,:•or:1:~ric:g r~~~~fr~~ii ~:d~ '

:r~~,
B!r~~l~~'Rn ~=~-'::.•-tall''
~~fu'Yrc;:,: :1.~~:~)~i~~e [L.,
~r:k~~der. Thl' European
l\u~f;!;c:r::nc~~~}
~~~ir:.:l.
:~:~~•a
P:~~of~r:::r:t~;·d
~~ :~i~::!·t.
O~ssr~::1~~IVEL

•

di:i~:~

+
:f1~::-c1~~
•~?'~I~}g~iti:~~~

food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

co, sing, ll)k; tlleo, thin;
Full esplanatlona

+

&~l~,:~;i',.1~'
(~;~i~~•~l,-cr;,
s:: !f!:t~R~~~hc~{;~~~-4-J~f.
n.
~.NL., dim. f?f L. sc1sHrira_clefti aclaun'dre, 11. [OF. & F. esclan1

1•S:1:;;,~
!~g[3~1f::~
1a~~:;~s
~:!~,~1~::1c~t;kf~:fil:
mg 11everal long e1hated tenta- (~Iz'm).etc. Yars.ofSLAVJC,etc.
8

:~r::~\pi~~f

si!eit~h~ol~!t,
:1eJ
whorl of which ha_sa broad fls.
sure or BinuR. It ts c_losely r~lated to Plem•ofomana, bu~ 11
often rnad,the type of a family,
a~·t'!ie_).- ■ct■'■ci'ta-ment, n. [L. se,tamenta,
g~lAs~t:~~~{~. a rc511:.hi a pret-

::~:J!1it.r:1cJ~~~

[!!:~~f:S~;!~p~
~1::;;;,~~~;

4

oa~e,

verd.JJre (250); x=ch

of Abbrevlatlona,

Slarn■,

■citte.
■citlah.

t

acitua.te.

t

CITY.
SKITTISH.

T s1TUATE.
8Ri=~~tf 1!ip:I:l~inag

r;~,~U

in G. lch, ach(144); boM; yet; zh=zlnazure.

ete., Immediately

precede

a

8

: :cei!!~!:1f~~~~~1~:fnerm1ttmg ! =~!-th!'lci~-:-1~u:.~ords in sci-,
■ciuon, or ac:la■or, tru■ a. See s. c. L. Abbr. Student of the
Tuusi;;, "·
Civil Law
!ICi■'■or-tatled' (-tild'),a.
~av- ecl&ff'er (sklAf'@r), ■claff'erl
m~ a very dE;l'PlY.forked tail i(-frt). v. t. ~ n. Sclaff. Scot.
said of certam brrds. .
■ clasp.
CLA~P, n. 4-v.
sci■,or tooth. A sectorml tooth.
sclat. T SJ..ATE,

+

+

1

d(

:~~:

+

8i1:::t~.r:f1

0

dieval trencher, orwooclen plate.

the Voeabulary.

~~1!':.(sklO). Dial. Eng. var. of
aclee. TRI.AV,
■ clekke
■ clep.

+ ~I.ACK,

+ sr.EEP.

acler'a-go'gy
(skllr'd-g&'jl,
•~lij'rfi->, n., [Gr. cr1e~71pct~
yu:~ i cr,cA:f/po,hard + ayw7:.a
!:;~~~m:alion~evi~. dt11c1plne;
1cJ1'ral(sk]J'rdlJ,a.

Sclerotic.

1cler'ec-ta'1l-a(skllr'l!'k-tl'zhl•
a; 11kli1r,k -lll-d:), n. [NL.,
4

;

1;~;:ntr1h':~1ei..

Med. Pn,..
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SCLERECTOMY
IOle•re-14 (sklii'ri-Td), n.

[Gr. O'<l<~p•< hard.] Bot. A
See IDIOBLAST b.
[NL., fr. Gr. O'<i<~p•< hard.]
Med. Induration of the cellular tissue. - II acle-re'ma ne'~
na-to'rum (ne'/5-nd-to•rum) [NL., of the new-bomj, an infantile induration of the cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues,
usually fatal. - ,. of adult&. See SCLERODERMA.
acle-ren'chy-ma (Bkii-req'kl-mti), n. [NL.; sclero- + -en1. Bot. Tissueofcellswhosewallsarethickened
chyma.]
and lignified. It may be modified parenchyma, as in palm
stems, or may consist of elongated cells (sclerenchyma flbers)
associated with the vascular bundles. See STEREOME.
2. Zool. = SCLERODERM
b.
- scle'ren-chym•a-tous (skle 1req-kim'<i-tl1s), a.
acle-ret'l-nlte (-ret'i-nit), n. [Gr. UKl<~p;, dry, hard+
PTJTivqresin.] A mineral resin found iu the coal measures
of w;gan, England, in the form of pellets having a reddish
brown to black color.
Scle•rl-a (sklii'ri-a}, n. [NL., prob. fr. Gr. O'K/\~pio.hardness.7 Bot. A large genus of sedges (Cyperacere), of wide
distribution. They have monrecious flowers, the pistillate
solitary, the staminate numerous; the fruit is a hard,
shining, bony uut1et. The American species are often
called nut grass. See RAZOR GRASS.
1cle-rl'a-sls (sklt-ri'a-sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u•/\~p.a.o-«,
fr. o-«ll~po, hard.l JJ[ed. a A morbid induratiou of the
ed~e of the eyelid. b Induration of any part.
scle'rlte (akle'rlt), n. [Gr. u<l<11p6shard.] Zool. A hard
chitinous or calcareous plate, piece, or spicule. - aclerlt'lc (sklt-rit'ik), a.
acle'ro- (sklii'rt- ; skl~1·•t-), soler-. Combining form from
Greek a1eA,1pO~,
hard, specif. denoting connection 1cith, or
relation to, the sclerntic coat of lite eye.
scle•ro-blast (-blllst), n. [sclero- + -blast.] Zool. One of
the cells of a sponge by which a sclere is formed.-scle'ro-blas'tlc (-bllls'tik}, a.
scle'ro-cau 1ly (-k8 1 IT), n. [sclero- + Gr. <o.v/\o, stalk.]
Bot. An excessive developmeut of sclerenchyma in a stem,
in certain desert plants, as Ephed1a. Cf. SCLEROPHYLLY.
acle'ro-dac-tyl'l-a (-dilk-tTi'I-a), n. [NL.; sclero- + dactyl+ -ia.] Med. A circumscribed form of scleroderma
affecting esp. the fingers and toes.
BCle'ro-der'Dla(-d8r 1ma), n. [NL. Cf. SCLERODBRM-J
Med.
A disease of adults, characterized by a diffuse rigidity and
hardness of the skin.
scle'rold (sklii'roid), a. [Gr. u</\11po«811,; O'</\~p•s hard
+ ,l8o< form. 7 Bot. & Zool. Hard ; indurated.
acle-rO'ma(skU-ro'ma), n.; L. pl. -MATA(-ma-ta). [NL., fr.
Gr. a,cAY/ptAJµ.a.,
fr. a1e.A:qpDr;
liard.] Med. Induration, or an
induration, of tissues. See SCLEREMA, SCLERODERMA, SCLEROSIS. - II1cle-ro'ma ne 1o-na-to'nun, sclerema neonatorum.
1ole-rom•e-ter (-r~m•t-ter), n. [sclero- + -meter.] JJlin.
Any of various instruments for determining the relative
hardnesses of materials, usually by measuring the pressure
necessary to make a scratch or the amount of penetration
of a stylus under a given pressure.
1cle•ro-phyl 1ly (skle'rtl-fTJIT; skier'/;-), n. [sclero- +
Gr. <f,vMov leaf. J Bot. An excessive development of sclerenchyma in the leaves. It occurs in many desert plants.
Cf. scLEnocAULY.- scle 1ro-phyl 1lous (-fTl'ils), a.
BCle-ro'sal (skle-ro'sal), a. JJfe<l.Pertaining to, or producing, sclerosis.
scle'ro-scope (skle'r/5-skop; skl~,./t;-), n. [sclero-+-scope.]
A sclerometer devised esp. for use with metals.
acle-rosed' (skle-rost'; skle'rozd), a. Affected with sclerosis ; indurated.
scle-ro'Bls (sklt-ro'sis), n.; pl. -RoSBs (-sez). [NL., fr.
Gr. u1eA.Y/pwu,r;,
fr. a1eA.11p6r;
hard.] Induration; hardening;
specif.: a Jjfed. Esp., induration produced in an organ by
increase of its interstitial connective tissue; also, a fonn
of degeneration of the tissues of the spinal cord or of the
brain, as in cerebrospinal sclerosis. b Bot. Hardening of
the cell wall by ligniflcation. c Indurated tissue.
■cle'ro-ste-nO'Bls (sklii'r/5-sU-no'sis; skl~r 115-), n. [NL.;
sclero- + stenosis.] Med. Hardening combined with contraction occurring in tissues.
acle-ro•tal (skle-ro'tlll), a. Zool. Sclerotic ; - designating
esp. the bony plates in the sclerotic of many animals. See
SCLEROTIC, a., l a. - n. A sclerotal bony plat.a.
acle-rot'lc (skle-r~t'ik), a. [Gr. O'K/\~po,hard: cf. F. scle.-oligtte.J 1. Hard ; indurated ; esp. : a A nat. & Zool.
sclerotic cell.

IOle-re'ma (skl~-re'mti), n.

SCOMBRIDlE

Designating, or pert. to, the dense, fibrous, opaque white ICOld(skold), n. 1. One who scolds, esp. habitually; specif.,
outer coat inclosing the eyeball except the part covered by
a common scold. 0 An irksome, brawling scold." Shll.k.
the cornea. In some animals it is partly cartilaginous, and
2. A scolding. Ral"e 01· Colloq.
it is sometimes (as in most birds, and in the extinct ichthy- scold'er (skol'der), n. 1. One who scolds.
2. a The oyster catcher ; - so called from its shrill cries.
~:r,~~~tl~~ei~o]i~~~
;et~o~k.bsct.:;.~,;,£.f bony plates, the
Local, Eng. b The old squaw. Local, U.S.
2. [See scLEROTIUM.] Chem. Pert. to or designating an scold'lng, vb. n. Act of scohling; esp., act of harshly or seacid extracted as a yellowish brown snbl:itance from ergot
verely reproving or rebuking ; as, he deserved the scold·lng.
and regarded as one of its active principles.
sco-lec'l-form (sk5-les 1T-f8rm), a. [sc,olex +-form.] Zoo!.
aclerotic cell, Bot., a sclereid. See IDIOBLAST b. - 1. pa.ren- Resembling a scolex.
chyma., But., parenchymatous sclerenchyma.
(sk~J•t-slt; sko'lt-), n. [G. scolezit, fr. Gr. O'•wscle-rot•lc (sklt-r,Wlk), n. [Cf. F. sclerotique.J Anal. & scill'e-clte
/\~§ worm. J 1. Min. A zeolite, of the uatrolite group, in
Zool. The sclerotic coitt of the eye.
delicate
radiating
of white crystals and also in fiscle-ro•tt-old (skli-ro'shT-oid), u. [sclerotium + -oid.J •rous masses and ingroups
nodules ;-so called because some spe<>
But. Resembliug a sclerotium.
imens
show
a
wormlike
motion
when heated. It is a hyM
scle'ro-tl'tls (skle 1rt-ti'tTs; skier'~-), n. [NL. See SCLE- drous silicate of calcium and aluminium,
CaA12 Si3 O10 ·3H 2 O.
ROTIC; -1T1s.] JJ-led. Inflammation of the sclerotic coat.H.,
5-5.5.
Sp.
gr
..
2.16-2.<IO.
Called
also li,ne rnesolype.
scle1ro-tit'lc (-tit'ik), a.
2.
Bot.
The
vermiform
archicarp
in
fungi
of the genus
scle-rD'tl-um (skle-ro'shT-llm), n.; pl. -TIA (-a). [NL., fr. Ascobo/us.
Tulasne.
Gr. u,cA.71pO>
hard.] Bot. a In certain higher fungi, a
sco-le•cold
(sktl-le'koid;
sko'l•-),
a.
[scolex+-oid.]
Zool.
compact mass of hardened mycelium stored with reserve
Resembliug
a
scolex.
food material. It is usually dark-colored; when mature it
(sktl-lii'sez), often also
becomes detached and remains dormant until a favorable SCO'lex(sko'leks), n.; pl. SCOLECES
SCOLICES
(sk~l'i-sez; sko'IT-). [NL., fr. Gr. UKWl<~tworm,
1
0
g~~~:~n~hef~:g~t~f~~'ei~:
~jte~ti~:n~ui,
grub.] Zool. The head of a tapeworm either in the larva
molds (Myxomycetes), the waxy mass of protoplasm into
(bladder worm) or adult stage. From it the proglottides or
which the plasmodia are transformed durmg dry seasons.
segments are produced by budding.
scle-rot'o-my (-rcWt-mT), n. [sclero- + -tomy.] Surg. sco'll-on (sko'IT-on), n.; pl. -LIA(-a). [NL., fr. Gr. u«ol<t0v,
Incision of the sclera, as in an operation for glaucoma.
fr. u•o/\,6, crooked. J Gr. Antiq. A kind of short poem,
scle•rous (skle'rlls), a. [Gr. o<A~po,.J
Hard; indurated.
sung in turn by the guests at banquets.
scobs (skobz), n. sing. & pl. [L. scobs, or scobis, akin to sco 1ll-o'sls (sko 1IT-o'sTs; sk~l 1T-), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u•o/\iwu«
scabere to scrape.] Raspiugs of ivory, hartshorn, metals,
crookedness, fr. a,coA.,or;crooked.] lJfed. A lateral curvaor other hard substance; also, sawdust or shavings.
ture of tl1e spine.-sco 1ll-ot'ic (-ot'lk), a.
scoff (skilf; ~05), n. [ME. scof; cf. Sw. dial. sko.ff:,-ord irri- sco•Ute (skii'!it), n. [Gr. u<w/\~E a worm
a stone.]
t:\ting words, sko.tlSera.to abuse, Dan. skuffe to deceive,
Paleon. Any of various tubular structures found in rocks
OFries. -'Chof scoff, OHG. scoph, Ice!. skaup; perh. akin
and believed to be foBBil burrows of marine worms.
to E. shove.] 1. A derisive or mocking express.ion of Scol 10-pac'l-da, (skol 1t-plls'T-de), n. pl. [NL. See ScoLoscorn, derision, or contempt ; a gibe.
PAX.] Zoo/. A family of birds including the woodcocks,
With sco,tfs, and scorns, and contumelious taunts.
Slrnk.
snipe, sandpipers, tattlers, curlews, godwits, etc. Its mem2. An object of scorn, mockery, or derision.
bers are often included in the Cbaradriidm, or plover family.
The sea.If'of withered age and beardless youth
Cowper.
1O-pa'clne (-pa'sin; -sin; 183),
scol
k
scoff, ,,. i.; SCOFFED(sk~lt, 205); SCOFF'ING. [Cf. Dan.
a. Zool. 01 or pert. to the snipe.~
sku.ffe to deceive, delude, Ice!. skopa to scoff, OD. schoppen.
Scol'o-pax
(sk~l'6-paks),
n.
[L.,
c
See scOFll',n.] To manifest contempt by derisive acts or
Gr. O'KoM,rnf.] Zool. The genus 11
c
language ; to speak contemptuously or with ridicule or consisting
of
the
European
woodmockery; to jeer j gibe ; - often with at.
cock and S. satu.rata of Java and
d
God's better gift they sco,{fat and refuse.
.- Cowper.
New Guinea, - formerly include
Syn.-Flout,
mock, rail at, taunt, ridicule, deride.ing some other birds.
1;::;e~~:t ~::~r';~~•dS:r~k>°n
i~: 0 : Scol 1o-pen'dra (-p~n'drti), n.
/
~est taunting sarcasm or scornful raillery; to FLEER is fo
[L., a kmd of multiped, fr. Gr,
a,coA.ci,rn•8pa..J l. Zool. A genus Seolop~ndra. Head and
:C~ff
:ii!~i~~r~~n~:.!ti~~
!sii;~fet !:i:1!nr;:a
with ill nature, confidence, and malice, will do it,, ( Wal- ?f chilopodous myriapods inclu~• fr~~~rb~fo!~g':;eA~~e:!:~
mg some of the largest cent1- b Maxillary Palpm1 ; cc'
ton) Fools, who came to set~ remained top1'8.y" (Goldpedes. See CENTIPEDE, lllust.
Poison .F'ang; d Labium;
{S/i~Jj;
~'!-i!~fs
2. [l. c.J A fabulous sea fish. Ob-'. e Leg of First Pair
(Pope.) ; u You ... with taunts did gibe my missive out Scol 1o-pen-drel'la (-pen-drel'a), n. [NL. dim. See ScoLoof audience" (Sh.ak.); u ready in gibes, Q.Ulck-answered, PENnRA.] Zool. A genus
saucy" (id.); .. [They] look like two old maids of honor got
of small myriapods hav- ,.
(" {'11 1 < LD
into a circle of fleering girls and boys" (Gray) i ••thefleering 15 or 16 dorsal acutes
I (( 111 . \I 1
ing rabble " ( Stevenson). To GIRD at is to assail with (esp.
and
12
pairs
of
short
!ego.
,.
" ' • • ) 11
scornful) jests; SNEER implies the ill-natured or cynical
The genus constitutes an
expression, or suggestion, of (often covert) contempt, esp.
order, Symphyla.-scol'Seolopendrella (S. tmmaculataJ,
1~~tr;~:
iiJf:uft~esfi~gt~i~e.s t~e t!1~1!~iceo~~te ..l:s~
o-pen-drel'lold (-oid ), a.
Enlarged.
gfrding cheerili at the clerkly man's assumed ignorance Scol'y-mus (skol'l-ml!s}, n. [L., a kind of thistle, Gr.
of such compos1tions" ( W. Pater); .. a sneer in which the
a1e.OA.vµ.or;.
l Bot. A smaU genus of cichoriaceous thistlelike
highest malice was visible, under a thin covering of afherbs, the golden thistles, of the Mediterranean region,
fected pleasantry" (Field-ing) ; .. a .meering laugh" (Bos- having
prickly foliage and heads of yellow flowers. S.
well): ~~ Sapping a solemn creed with solemn sneer" (Byh.ispanicu.s is called also Spa,nish oyster plant.
ron). See RIDICULE. DESPISE, IRONY, JEST t LAUGHABLE.
(sM-ITt'I-de), n. pl. [NL., fr. Gr. u<oM1rnw
scoff, v. t. To treat or address with derision ; to mock at. Sco-lyt'l-da,
to cut short.] Zoo/. A large family of bark-boring or
To ,qco.O"religion is ridiculously proud and immodest. Glanvill.
wood-boring
rhynchophorous beetles having a very short
scoff'er (-er), n. One who scoffs, esp. at religion.
beak and clubbed antennm, as the pine bark beetle Dendrocscold (skold), "· i.; scoLD'Eo; scow'1No. [Cf. Ice!. sklildi
tonus frontalis. They are small or minute, but very dea poetaster, .~klifdskapr a libel in verse, D. schelden to scold,
G. schelten, OHG. &celtan,Dan. skielde;perh.orig., to push;
cf. OHG. sea/tan to push.] To find fault, usually clamor- Scom'brl-dm (sk~m•brT-de), n. pl. [NL.; L scombermackously or rudely; to utter harsh rebuke ; to chide sharply
erel + -idre. Cl. ScOMBBR.]Zool. A family of percomorand severely; sometimes, to rail; - often with at: as, to
phous acanthopterygian fishes of which Scomber (the genus
scold at a servant ... Always to scold and cavil." Shelley.
scold, v. t. To chide or rebuke with rudeness and clamor;
j~!\j~~inft!h:i~~mi:r~n i::~k:rf~s\f~~~ttpod;
~h:w~ad~~!:~
to rate; also, to rebuke or reprove with severity .
fins followed b_ya series of flnlets, and the fan is slender
and has long, falcate lobes. They are chiefly pelagic, and
Syn. -See REPROVE.

i~rg:~Yin~:
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SCOMBRIFORM
~~~~~t;~::s,~.f~n~r:s
Y,!",Y~~tdt?:l!"n:fi~.g.
(skom'broid), a. [Scomber+-oid.] Zool. Like,
or pert. to, the Scombridre or Scomhroidea.-scom'brold,n.
Soom-brol'de-a(Bkom-broi 1d3-<i), n. pl. [NL.] Zoo/. A large
superfamily of percomorphous fishes containing the mackerels (Scombridre) and cavallas (Carangidre), andmanyrelated smaller families, as the swordfish (Xiphiidre), bluefish (Cheilodipteridre), and dolphins (Coryphrenida,). scom-brol'de-an(-i!n), a.&; n.
sconce (skous), n. [Prob. fr. OF. esconse a hiding place, fr.
esconser to hide, or its source, L. abscondere, absconsum:
cf. D. scltwu a furtiticat1011 1 OD. sclwntse, perh. fr. F. In
some senses perh. a ditfereut word. See ABSCOND ; cf. BNscoNCE.J 1. A protection, cover, shelter, protecting cover
or ecreeu, or the like ; a hut ; a covered stall.
2. Fort. A detached or isolated defensive work; specif,,
a small fort or redoubt.
3. A piece of armor for the head; headpiece; helmet.
4. The head; skull; also, brains; sense. Colloq.
■oom'brol4

SCORN

a-11:orrCK'
a watcher, mark, aim i akin to tT1Ci1rT~a6a,,
a-Ko1r~&v,
to view, and perh. to E. spy. Cf. SKEPTIC,BISHOP.] 1. A
;Jpenser.
target, butt, or mark to be shot at. Obs.
2. That at which one aims or to which the mind directs its
view; ultimate design; intention; object. Archaic.
3. Range or extent of view, intent, action, or the like ; as,
nothing seemed outside the scope of Napoleon's activities.
Intellectual cultivation of no moderate ... scope. Hawthorne
4. Room or opportmiity for free outlook, aim, or action ;

aion, twenty, akin to Dan. sku,·e a notch, Sw. 1ltara, Dan.
1kaar, AS. icor twenty, sce1'an, scieran, to shear, cut.
See SHEAD,] 1. A notch or incision, esp. one made as a
tally mark; hence, a mark or line made for the purpose
of keeping account ; also, fonnerly, a stick on which an
account was so kept; a tally (which see).
2. An account or reckoning kept by making marks on a
tally; hence, any account; also, a~ouut due; indebtedness.
He parted well, and paid hi~ scm·e.

3. The number of points gained by contestants in

at~~!~d~~\f~~!!~~~~J tf;;~n~~':t~;o~~
~:u;~e 1!~:!!t~ne
or other
which have arh1enin my mind

Burke,

6. A tract of laud, esp. a wide tract. Obs. or Dial.
6. Length; extent ; sweep ; as, scope of cable.
7, An act of license or ex;;ess. Obs.
Shak.

Syn. - See RANGE.
O'K01J'o• watcher, spy. See scoPE.] Combining form usually signifying an instrument for tiiewing
(with the eye) or observing (in anyway), as in microscope.
-acop'lc (-skop'Ik). [Gr. O'K01r<ivto ,·iew.J A suffix signifying exarnining, looking, pertaining to observation; as, hyTo knock him about the sco,ice with a dirty shovel. Shak.
droscopic, microsl'opic, te}e,ycopic, etc.
6. A mulct or tine, as at Oxford University.
See SCONCE,
scotpo-lam'lDe
(sko 1pli-111:m'In; -Id-men', 184), n. Also
v. t., 3.
-min. [G. scopolamin, fr. NL. Scopolia a genus of plants
6. [OF. esconse a dark lantern, prop., a hiding place.
(after
G.
A
Scopu/i
(17i3-88), of Pavia) +amine.]
Cltem.
See etym. above.] A protection for a light ; a lantern or
A crystalline alkaloid, C 17 H:!1O_.N, of the nature of a terticased support, :is for a candle ; a dark lantern.
ary
base,
occurring
in
the
routs
of
Seopolia
and
other
7. a A bracket candlestick or group of candlesticks pro- naceous plants, and yielding on hydrolysis scopoliue solaand
jecting or hauging from a plate or plaque, .and usually
tropic acid. It is used as a mydriatic.
The natural alkaforming au ornament.al object, secured to a wall. b Erron.,
loid is levorotatory and crystallizes with one molecule of
a similar wall plate from which projects an ornamental
water, but an inactive variety is also kuowu, whose monoobject, as a small shelf or cup to receive decorative objects.
hydrate is iso~cu11ota.miue,and its dihydrate, atrosci1u;.
c In a candlestick, the circular socket, esp. when having sco-pC>'le-lDe
(sko-po'li-In; -en; 184), n. Also -in. Chem.
a brim, into which the candle is inserted.
Scopolamine ; also, by extension, any ester of scopoline.
8, A fragment of a floe of ice.
Kane. aco'po-Une(sko'pli-!In; -liin; 184), n. Also -Un. Chem. A
9. A fixed seat or sheif, asa chimney seat. Scot.&, Dial. Eng.
crystalline tertiary base, C8H 1:,O,N, obtained by decompo10. A pretext; a trick i an excuse. Dial. Eng.
sition of scopolamine. It apparently contains a ketone
8CODC8, V. t. ; SCONCED(Bkonst); SCONC'ING(skonlsfog),
:ciis\~~~~::!!tf:~ulh'e
~~~~~f!f~is~acting with orl To provide with a sconce, or fortified defense. Now R.
2. To ensconce; imprison.
Marston. acop•u-la(skoP'ii-ld), n.; pl. E. -LAS(-l<iz), L. -L.IE (-le). [L.
b
3. To mulct; to flue; specif., at English universities, to fine, scapulae, pl., a little broom.] Z ool.
A bushlike tuft of hairs, as a scopo,,
often in ale or the like, for a breach of the rules or customs.
or
that
on
a
spider's
foot
that
is
scon'cheon (skon'chun), n. [Prob. fr. a dial. form of OF.
used in making the web.
escoinson, F. ecoinron, €coinson. Cf. ESCONSON, SQUINCH.l
Arch. The part of the side of an opening from the back of acop'u-late (-lit), a. Zool. Brushlike.
the reveal to the inside face of the wall, usually forming in
-acopy. [Gr. O"Korre,v to view.] A
the masonry a rebate in which the wooden frame is set.
acene (skon), n. A cake, thinner than a bannock,of barley, suffix denoting viewing, examina- Scopula of a Spider
wheat, or oatmeal, usually baked on a griddle. Scot.
uon, scrutiny, observation,· as, miSCOOD (skoon), v. t. &; i. [Cf. lcel. sknnda, skynda, to
croscopy, stethOS£0PY, etc.
Claws and Hairs of the
hurry, Dan. skgnde, Sw. skynda.] To skim or skip on the acor'bute(sk6r'lmt), "· [LL. ,corbu- Foot. Much enlarged.
tus, prob. fr. an early fonn of D.
surface of the water. Scot. ,~ Dial.
scoop (skoop), n. [ME. scope, fr. OF. or Scand.; cf. OF. scheurbuik: cf. F. scorbut. See SCURVY, n.] Scurvy. Rare.
[Cf. F. ,corbutique.] Med.
escope, F. el'ope, dial. F. escottpe, fr. Scand., and Sw. skopa, acor-bu'tl.c(skor-bii'tik)
Of or pert. to scurvy ; of the
akin to D. schop a shovel, G. schitppe, and also to E. slw1,e. scor-bu'tl-cal(-tI-kill)
nature of, or like, scurvy; diseased with scurvy; as, scorSee SHOVEL.]1. A large ladle ; a vessel with a long handle,
butic persons' complaints. - acor-bu'U-cal-ly,adv.
used for dipping liquids.
2. A deep shovel, or similar implement for digging outand scorch (sk6rch), v. t.; scoRcHED (sk6rcht) ; scoRcH'1NG.
[ME. score/ten, prob. akin to scorclen to scorch; cf. Norw.
dipping or shoveling; as, a fl.our scoop,· the scoop of a dredge.
ikrokken shrunk up, skrekka, skrOkka, to shrink, to wrinkle
3. Surg. A spoon-shaped instrument, used in extracting
up, dial. Sw. skrllkkla to wrinkle (cf. SHRINK); but influcertain snbstances or foreign bodies.
enced by OF. escorcltier to strip off bark, to flay, to skin, F.
4. A place hollowed out, a basinlike cavity ; a hollow.
cortex, -leis, bark,
6. Act of scoopiug, or taking with a scoop or ladle ; a mo- ecorch.er, LL. excorUcare ,· L. ex from
because the skin falls off when scorched.]
1. To burn
tion with, or like that made with, a scoop.
8. An amount of something obtained in large quantity, as superficially; to parch the surface of by heat; to heat so
as
to
change
color
and
texture
without
consuming
; as, to
if with a scoop, as large profits in speculation.
Colloq.
icorch linen, paint, meat, etc.
7. = BEAT, n., 12 a. Newspaper Slang.
2.
To
affect
painfully
with
or
as
with
heat;
hence,
fig., to
scoop, ~. t. ; scooPED (skoopt) ; scoopl1NG. [ME. scopen.
See scoop, n.] 1. To take out or up with or as with a 1 assail with burning criticism, sarcasm, or the like.
3.
To
bum
;
to
destroy
by
or
as
by
fire.
Archaic.
scoop; to Jade out i hence, Colloq., to gather in, as if ta'-- J
Power was given unto him to scorcli men with fire. Rev. xvi 8.
ing with a scoop ; as, to scoop in a good profit.
Syn. -ScORCH, SINGE, PARCH, SEAR, CHAR agree in $1.enoting
2. To empty by lading; as, to scoop a boat dry.
the effect of heat, esp. upon surfaces. To SCORCH 1s to heat
3. To make hollow, as a scoop or dish; to excavate; to superficially so as to cause change of color or texture ;
dig out ; to form by digging or excavation.
to BINGE is to bum esp. the tips or ends of something;
as,. to scorch one's clothes before the fire, to singe one's
4, To get a scoop, or a beat, on (a rival). See BEAT,
hair or eyebrows by goin~ throu(:h flames; cf. to sinpe
12 a. Newspaper Slang.
scoop'er(skoopler), n. 1. One that scoops; specif., a small
1
chisel with a scooplike blade, used by wood engravers.
0
8
2, The European avoeet. Local, Enp.
science seared with a hot iron" (1 Tim. iv. 2); the charred
11p:,o:'w!1::int t\~goiig;.n:f ~e: 1
:.,~d m fishing ; also, a net
rafters of a burned building, charcoal.
8COOPwheel. A wheel with scoops or buckets on its cir- acorch, 11. i. 1. To be bumt on the surface ; to be or
cumference, as for raising water. See PERSIAN WHEBL.
become parched ; to be dried up.
scoot (skoot), n. [Prob. akin to .,hoot.] 1. A sudden 2. To burn or be burnt. Rar,,
flow, as of water from a hose. Scot.
te~~~/!~~t!C:s
seemed to
2. A squirter or shooter, asa syringe, a popgun, etc. Scot.
3. An act of scooting, or darting. Colloq.
3. To ride or drive at great, usually at excessive, speed ;
4. A single logging sled ; a dray. Cant.
- applied chiefly to automobilists and bicyclists, Colloq.
acoot, tt. i. 4.ft. ,· scooT'en; scooT 1ING. l. To shoot or scorch'ing, p. pr.&; t•b.n. of scoRCH. Specif.: p.a. Parchsquirt forth, as water from a hose. Scot. &; Dial. Eng.
ing or shriveling with heat ; hence, withering ; caustic;
2. To go suddenly and swiftly; to dart ; scud. Colloq.
stinging.- scorch11Dg-ly,adv. - acorch'l.ng-nesa.n.
acoot•er(-er), n. A strongly built sailboat having a flat II acor-da'to (skl\r-dii 1to), a. [It., lit. made discordant.]
bottom shod with steel runners, and a sharply rising stem,
JJfusic. Out of tune; altered in tuning for particular effects.
for sailing through the water or over the ice as either is II acor1da-tu'ra(sk6r 1diUoo•ra),n. [It.] Music. An unusun.
met with. Local, CT.S. Hence: acoot'er-1.ng,
al tuning of a stringed instrument for some special effect.
acope (skop ), n. [It. scopo, L. seopos a mark, aim, Gr. acore(skor; 201),n. [OfScand. orig., cf.lcel.skorinci-

-scope (-Bkop). [Gr.

~~Yf

Shak.

a game
contest ; hence, an account of poiuts made and
other specific items in a game or contest.
4. Account ; reason ; motive ; also, Obs., bel1alf.
Dryden.
You act your kindness in Cyde.ria's score.
&. A line or long mark, as a scratch ; esp., a mark as a
starting point or a goal ; a taw.
6. Music. The original and entire draft, or its transcript,
of a composition, with the parts for all the different instruments or voices Wl'itten on staves one above another, so
that they can be read at a glance ; - so called from the
bar, which, in its early use, was drawn through all the
parts. A full, or orchestral, acore has a separate staff' for
each kind of instrument.
A piano acore has the instru-

~~1;.,\t~
E:!~si~ffdf~~:~ch~~ic!~rt,t~~~~e ~t:;1o:Cth1:
two upper, and one for the two lower, voice parts.

7. The number twenty, as being marked off by a special
score or tally; hence, in pl., a large number; as, a score
of people ; the disease killed men by scores.
8. Twenty yards; -a term used in ancient archery.
9. A weight of 20 or 21 pounds. Dial. Eng.
10. Naut. The groove cut at the ends and •ides of a
block to admit the strap.
ID acore, Music, having all the parts arranged and placed
in juxtaposition.
1ING(skorlJng).
score (skor; 201), v. t.; SCORED
(skord); SCOR
l. To mark with lines, scratches, or notc1ies i to cut
notches or furrows in ; to notch ; scratch; furrow ; as, to
score timbdr for hewing; to score the back witll a lash.
2. Esp., to mark with significant lines or notches, as in
keeping account of something; as, to score a tally.
3. To mark or signify by Jines or notches i to keep record
or account of; to set down ; to record ; charge.
Nor need I tallies thy dear love to score.
Shak.
4. To engrave, as upon a shield. Rare.
Spenser.
6. To gain for addition· to the score, as points, runs, etc.,
in a game ; hence, to win ; as, to score a succe88.
6. Music. To write out in score, as an overture.
7. To decide the rating of (a bird) according to a standard.
8. To bring to the mark ready to start, as a horse in a race.
score (skor), v. i. 1. To keep the score in a game.
2. To make or count a point or points, as in a game ; to
tally; also, to win or have the advantage.
3. To run up a score, or account of indebtedness.
4. To appear at the mark for starting, as a horse in a race.
6. To mark lines, as by incision.
scor 1er (sk0r'er; 201 ), n. One that scores.
aco'rl-a (skijlrI-<i; 201), n.; pl. SCORl)E(-e). [L., fr. Gr.
a-,cwpia, fr. a-KWpdullg, ordure.]
The refuse from melting
of metals, reduction of ores, etc. ; dross ; slag; also, cellu•
Iar, sla~gy lava or a fragment of it; -usually
iu pl.
aco-'rl-a•ceous(-ii'shus), a. Of or pertaining to scoria;
consisting of, or of the nature of, scoria.
aco-'rl-fi-ca•Uon
(sko 1rl-lI-kii'sl11ln; 201),n. [See scoR1FY.]
Act, process, or result of scorifying; specif., in assaying,
a process involving the use of a scorifier and consisting
either in an oxidizi11g fusion of the ore or other product
with lead, borax, etc., to produce a slag and leave the gold
and silver in a lead button, or iu such a fusion of the lead
button (obtained either as above or by fusion in a crucible)
to reduce its size or purify it for cupellation. In scorification the volatile materials (lead oxide) produced form a
slag, in cupellation they are absorbed by the cupel.
aco'r1-fl!er(sko'rl-filer; 201 ), n. 1, One that scorifles, as a
small bowl-shaped cup used in assaying. See SC'0RIFICATI0II'.
2. A furnace in which 1weepings containing waste gold or silver are burnt, prepar~
atory to extracting the gold and silver.
·,,____
_
(-f6nn ), a. Having the form
Scorl~er, l,

~fd~~,~-s~le
v?e~~ifi~

la.

+

n.,

€)

!1f!!~k::Aa,pth~tH
grE!:J!!1~:h~r11r:s~!tr~~t~~:!1:
~i

rr:su,f,~ha\~)c;it~
!Ja:t:~
1::1h;
cc~~.;h«;~;;rh~~r~!~~
sir:;;::.m

scO'rl-fy(-fi), v. t.; sco'RI·FIED (-fid); sco'RI-FY'ING(-fi 1Ing).

+

[seori11 -fy: cf. F. scarifier.] To reduce to scoria, or
slag ; to subject to scorification.
11. [ME. scorn (cf. ME. scarn, fr. OF. ,..
earn, of G. origin; cf. OHG. skern mockery, 1kernOn to
mock, from which this was perh. altered under influence
of scorn, v. ). See SCORN,11.] 1. Extreme contempt ;
haughty disre11ard : disdain.

scorn (sk6rn),

Y;r~rh:ti~~J~~fh!tscor'JJal~~ho~::

8Ctw11at first makes after love the more.

2. An expression of extreme contempt;
Will

Shale.

gibe; flout. 0/JI.

he;;;~~:fi,il~\
lo~~c·o~iinue then.
1

Shalt:.

3. An object of extreme disdain, contempt, or derision.
Thou makest us a reproach to our neighbors. a scorn and. a derhdon to them that are round about us.
Ps xhv. IS.
Syn. -Derision, contumely, despite, dishonor, mockery.
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SCORN
(ak8m), v, t.; SCORNED
(sk6md); SCORN'ING, [ME.
scornen, fr. OF. ucorner to mock, prob. orig. to deprive of
horns, F. ecomer, fr. L. ex out, from
cornu horn ; confused with ME. seamen to scorn, fr. OF. escarnir, of G.
origin (see SCORN,n.). Cf. HORN,] 1. To hold in, or reject
with,
1
1t~ ~:~~~~l~o~~i;!:~n;
2, To treat with extreme contempt ; to make the object
of insult; to mock; to scoff at; to deride. Now Rare.

BOOID

+

SCOTTICIZE

BCOl'Plon
bu, A water scorpion.
acorplon ftab. Any llsh of the family Scorpmnidse.
acorplon fiy. Any species of Panorpa. See MBCOPTBRA.
Scor1pl-on'l-da (sk6r 1pl-on'l-dli), n. pl. [NL.] Zool. The

order of Arachnida constituted by the true scorpions.
lobster. Any slender burrowing crustacean of
the family Thalassinidre.
■corplon plant. a A Javanese orchid (Renanthera arach:;ftir~infh':~i~Jfu';;ef~o:~~ewhat
resembling a large
To taunt anrl .~cornyou thus opprobriously.
Shak, ■col'Plon senna.
A yellow-flowered fabaceoue shrub
Syn.-Contemn,
disdain. See DESPISE.
( Cm·on'illa ernerus) havmg a slender jointed pod, like a
acom, v. i. To scoff; to mock; to show contumely or de- ~CO!]>ion'• tail. The leaves are said to yield a dye like
rision ; to act disdainfully.
1nd1go, and to be used sometimes to adulterate senna.
~~~~u~!] ~ 8~e~lack, Sltak. ~fr':,1'/;.f,nolt\:l~enu!%,~Jce':~f;{i~:
trenioglossate gasscom'er (sk6r 1ner), n. One who scorns; a mocker.
family Strombidre:, which have the
outer lip of the aperture produced
■corn'ful (sk6rn'fool}, a. 1. Full of scorn or contempt;
into a series of long, curved spines.
contemptuous; disdainful; - often with of.
(sk6r'p1-unz-), n.
Blessed is the man that walketh not m the couni;el of the un- scor'pl-on's-tall'
Ps i. I.
godly, ... nor sitteth rn the seat of the .~cornful.
Any fabaceous plant of the genus
2. Treated with scorn; excit.ing scorn. Obs. or R.
Scorpiuru.~ ,·- so called in allusion to
the circiuately coiled pod.
Syn. -Co~1~~;Yici~~. T1~:~1~!t.vers7e~vJgN1;MPTuous.
Shak. ■corpion thorn. A thorny
broom
-scorn•lul-ly, ad11.-scorn'ful-ness, n.
( Genista scorpius) of southern Europe.
■cor'o-dlte (skor'/i-dit), n. [G. sco1'0dit; - so called in Scor1pl-U'IUS(sk6r 1pT-ii'rus), n. [L.,
allusion to its smell under the blowpipe, fr. Gr. ct,cOpo&av a kiud of plant, fr. Gr. 0'1t.ap1rtavpo,;;
garlic.] 1.l/in. A leek-green or brownish mineral in orthou1t.op1rio'- scorpion
o'Upci.
tail. J Bot.
rhombic crystals and in earthy form. It is hydrous ferric
A genus of fabaceous herbs of the
arsenate, FeAsO,2H 2 O. H., 3.5-4. Sp. gr., 3.1-3.3.
Mediterranean region and the Canary
Scor-pm'nl-dm (skor-pe'nT-dii), n. pl. [NL., fr. L. seor- Is]ands, having contorted pods. They
paena a kind of fish, Gr. u,c0p11"aiva.] Zoo!. A large
have simple leaves and small yellow
family of marine spiny-finned fishes, of the group Loricati.
flowers on naked peduncles.
Scorpion ~hell ( PteThey have a large head with usually one or more pairs of Scor'zo-ne'ra (sk8r'z0-nei'rd), n. [NL., rocerus c:hirugra).
spiniferous ridges above, wide gill openings, and are usufr. Sp. escorzonera snakeweed, prob. fr. escuerzo a kind of
ally covered with ctenoid scales. The dorsal fin is usually
toad formerly thought to be venomous; -used against ven•
supported by strong spines, which in some forms have
omous bites.] Bot. A large genus of cichoriaceous herbs
poison glands and inflict severe wounds. They are most
of middle and southen1 Europe. They have uanow leaves
abundant in the temperate parts of the Pacific. Nearly all
ar~d solitary heads of yellow flowers on long peduncles,
are used for food. The type genus is Scor-pm•na (-mi),
with plumose pappus and ribbed, beaklese achenes.
S
containing numerous species of warm and warm-temperate
hispanica is the black salsify.
seas. -scor-plll'nld(-nTd),n.-scor-pa,•nold(-noid), a. &n. scot (skot), 11.. [Prob. of Scand. orig.; cf. Ice!. skol; or
OF. escot, F. ecot, LL . .Ycottum, scotum, from a kindred
acor•pene (ek8r'pen), n. [F. scorpilne.] A fish of ScorGerman word; akin to AS. sc•ot,and E. shot, s!toot; cf. AS.
pwma or allied genus, as the hogfish S .. r;crofa of Europe,
and S. guttata of the coa$t of southern California.
sciot_an to shoot, to contribute.
See SHOOT; cf. SHOT.] A
Scor'pl-ld (-pY-Id), n [Scorpio+ let-id.] Astron. Any portion of money assP-Hsedor paid ; a tax or contribution ;
mulct; fine. - acot and lot. a A parish assessment formerly
of a shower of meteors whose radiant lies in Scorpio.
laiton subjecti;i in Great Brita;in according to their ability.
Scor'pl-o (-o), n. [L.] 1, Zool. The t
genus of
b .F1g., obhgat1011s of every kmd regarded collectively.
scorpions.
Experiem~ed men of the world know very well that it is best
2. Astron. a [gen.
Emen:on
to pay St'OI mul lot as they go nloug.
Rare
SCORPIONIS
Scot, n. [L. Scoti, Scotti, pl. ; cf. AS. Scotia, pl. Scottas,
(-ii'n!s);cf.ScoRPIUS,]
Sceottas. 7 1, One of a Gaelic people of northern Ireland
A southern constellawho settled in Scotland about the 5th century.
tion partly i n t h e
2. A native or inhabitant of Scotland; a Scotchman.
Milky Way, and ad■cotch (skoch), v. t. ,' SCOTCHED
(skocht); SCOTCH'ING,[Cf.
joining Libra, pictoE. dial. scote a prop, and Walloon asrot a prop, ascoler to
rially represented as
prop.] To prop or bolster up; esp., to block with a wedge,
a scorpion ; the Scorchock, etc., as a wheel, to prevent rolling or slipping.
pion. It contains the
scotch, n. A chock, wedge, prop, or other support, to prebright star Antares.
vent slipping or rolling ; as, a .,;cotchfor a wheel or a log.
b The eighth sign of
scotch, v. t. [Earlier scorch, prob. fr. score, v., influenced
the zodiac, marked II\
by scorch,· or OJI.,_escorchler. See scoRcH.] 1. To cut suinalmanacs. SeestGN.
perficially ; to wound ; score; scratch.
■cor'pl-old (-oid ), a.
We have Rcotel,erl the snake. not killed it.
Shak.
2. To dry (the air), as a steam radiator.
[Gr.
u,c:oprrtoeu5~~;
acotched collop• (skocht), Cookery, a dish of beef or veal cut
u,coprrio'>a scorpion+
thin, or minced, beaten flat, and stewed with onion, etc .
•t&o,fo1·m.] 1. Zool.
scotch, n. 1. A slight cut or incision ; a notch ; a score.
Like a scorpion; pert.
2. A ground line marked for a game, as hopscotch.
to the Scorpioidea.
Scotch (skooh), a. [From ScOTTISH.] Of or pertaining to
Curved at the end,
The Constellation Scorpio.
Scotland,
its language, or its inhabitants;
Scottish.
like a scorpion's tail; circinate; - chiefly Bot., and ap•
Scotch aaphodel, a melanthaceous herb ( Tofi,eldia palustris)
plied chiefly to inflorescence.
of the north temperate zone, having a dense raceme of
0
0
small greenish flowers. - s. attorney anr. tropical plant of
~iegff~~s:in~:~:~cence
\: ccfrciriaf! !;1i:~io~J:i
the genus <Jhu:fo, in allusion to their habit of squeezing the
acor1pl-on (sk6r'pl-un), n. [F., fr. L. scorpio, scorpius, Gr. life out of the trees which they envelop. -8. barley, hulled
u,cop.rlo',.] l. Any of numerous
~~~e[i~~e~ blt•:~~:~\y_o~o~.s ~~r~e ~:c~!i:f
·3
arachnids, of most warm and tropil>!>nnet■• a The fairy-_ring mushroom. b The garden capcal regions, constituting the order
sicum. - s. boot, an mstrument of torture by which the
Scorpionida, having an elongated
legs were crushed. - S. bowl, a somewhat
body divided into a cephalothorax
shallow cooking bowl or kettle (see fl.
and a segmented abdomen, the
lust.). -8. broom, the common broom.
posterior part of the latter formU. 8.-8.
broth, a rich soup made from
ing a narrow segmented tail (genbeef or mutton and vegetables, and thickerally carried curled up over the
~~i~rcd ~::~bii~
back) bearing a venomous sting
bric.-8. ca_p. (J. S. a The wi~ black raspScotch Bowl.
at the tip. There are four pairs of
ca~,
ingrain carpet;
berry. b The salmonberry.-S.
walking legs and in front a pair
so
called
from
being
much
made
in
Scotland.
- s. catch
of limbs (pedipalpi) bearing large
or aap, Music, the rhythmic division of a beat into a short
1
tone followed by a longer, the J:'i reverse of the com,~eC:b:ath~ byp~!~1t!
mon dotted-note rh'{thm:-as in J J ••- s. crocua, a lilacviparous. Scorpions are nocturnal,
flowered species o crocus ( Crocus biji.oru.s). - s. curl'ies
8
(k1lr'lfz), a variety of kale. - s.deerhound, the true deerfo~!tf:ei::i!~•h~!~~
8~~0
hound (see DEERH0UND),
- s.dipper, s. duck. the bufflehead
0e~:n 1~~tf~rfi~~;:,c¥r1~ii 0~t,;1:
duck. Local, lJ. S. -B. dumpling, a codfish stomach stuffed
with chopped cod liver and meal and boiled. - s. elder, a
is very severe, though rarely fatal
kind of tobacco. -s. llddle, the itch. Low. -8. llngerlng,
to man. Cf. WHIP SCORPION.
a loose woolen yarn much used in knitting. - s. .flr, the
S. Any of various lizards, esp. the
Scotch pine. - B. foursome, (lolf four~ball match ; - incorScorpion lAndroctonus
pine lizard. Lol'al, U.S.
1
G~0A~:~~~-· ftb8~n'd~:i:~ir
~:in~
3. Sh_ort for ~CORPION FISH.
occ1tanwt), under side.
and handling butter. - S. hearth. = OREHEARTH,- B. heath.
4. Bib. A kmd of scourge, prob. a Chelicerre:; b Pedia
The
common
heather;
so
called
in
the
United
States.
_ ints...
f.~ts~ ; c
~:i1i>e~!
one armed with metal po
11
The European heath Erica cinerea. -8. Justinian, King
1 K ,gs XII. 11· ten; l Stigmata; s Sting. bDavid
I. (1124-53) of Scotland. -B. kale, a kind of kale or
&. [cap.] Astron. = ScoRPm, 2.
borecole with light green, tightly curled leaves. - s. lov6. Antiq. An ancient military engine for throwing stones,
age, the apiaceous plant Ligusticum scoticum.- S. marrla.ge,
etc.; orig., a. catapult~ ]ater. an onager.
Law, a common.law marriage. - S. mercury. the common
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Eng, - B, pebble, cryptocryetal-
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~~;r&~~~u~?a°;iiyc,~l~ri~YOltc~~t1!;3ri~u:~e01for:m
pebbles, which are cut, polished, and used for ornament.
- B, pine, a valuable pine (Pinus sylvestris) of northern
Europe, with spreading or _pendulous branches and short,
rigid, twisted leaves. Its hard yellow wood is one of the
most valuable of European timbers, being known in car-

h:J!Jlai,s_!!S,1::::,
f~:~li~::t{~;:~C:k.
~i~c:it,
S~~

1st REEL, 1 a. - s. roaa, a very thorny species of rose (Rosa
spinosisslma~, of Europe and Asia, with usuallfa nine small
~~a!!!~'
S::~~,:c~wri:;c:~ 1~
~
-s. teal, the bufflehead duck. Loral, lJ. S. -B. terrier, the
Scottish terrier. - S. thistle, any of several European thistles, as the cotton thistle, the musk thistle, or the spear
thistle, used as national emblems of Scotland. - s. topa.z. a
kind of cairngorm resembling yellow topaz. -s. trowel,
a square trowel. - S. troy weight. See TROY WEIGHT. -8.
whisky, whisky having a certain smoky flavor. See WHISKY,
-S. whist, a game, played with a pack of 36 cards, in which
thP jack (the best trump) counts 11, ace 4, king 3, queen 2,
and ten 10. There is an additional count for cards. Fortyoue points make a game. - S. woodcock, scrambled eggs on
buttered toast spread with anchovy paste.
Scotch (skoch), n. 1. Collectively, the people of Scotland;
the Scots. According to Ripley, the Scotch comprise three
ethnic types: a tall, red-blond, heavily built type, indicating Teutonic descent; a tall, dark type, also heavy, derived
from the Gaelic-speaking Celts; and a short, dark, curlyhaired type representing an original Iberian population.
The Lowlanders represent a predominant stram of the
Teutonic, the Highlanders of the Celtic, blood.
2. The dialect or dialects of English spoken by the people
of Scotland. Cf. GAELIC,n.
3. Short for SCOTCHWHISKY, Cant.
acotch'lng,p.pr. & vb. n. of scoTcH. Specif.: n. Masonry.
Act of dressing stone with a pick or poiut~d instrument.
Scotch'man (skooh'man), n. ; pl. -MEN(-mi'u). 1. Anative or inhabitant of Scotland ; a Scot; a Scotsman.
2. [I. c.] Na.ut. a A piece of metal or wood, or a cover of
canvas or stiff hide, placed on shrouds and other rigging to
prevent chafing; chafing gear. b A ring in an eye on a
piece of metal seized to a stay or shroud, used to 1100k
a tackle into or to lead a rope through.
3. The bufflehead duck. Local, U. S.
sco'ter (sko'ter), n. [Cf. dial. scote, scoot, to run away,
to hurry off.] Any of several sea ducks
constituting the genus Oidernia, inhabiting the northern coasts of the
Old and New World and occurring also on some larger
inland waters ; a surf duck.
The species, usu,lly called
coots in America, but not to
be confounded with the trne
ig~t~l~~ea~!s c~:k~ 06iacti!
Seater (Oirlemia ame,·icantl)~
the adult male and dusky brown in the female and young,
::~n~r
:i~~tili~1~r~~~lsfs
:~~d r~~-tlyTh~
commonest American species are the white-winged and
surf scoters (see these terms). On the British coasts O.
nigra, without white markings. is the common scoter.
scot'-free' (87), a. Without payment of scot; untaxed;
hence, unhurt; clear; safe.
sco'tl-a (skii'•hl-li), n. [L., fr. Gr. O'KOT/11
darkness, a
sunken molding in the base of a pillar, so called from the
dark shadow it casts, fr. u,c6,-o~darkness.]
A ,·ch. A con~
cave molding used especially in classical architecture, aa
in the base of a column. Cf. CAVETT0.See MOLDING, I/lust.
Sco't!Bm (eko'tTz'm), n. The doctrines of (Joannes) Duns
Scotue, a Franciscan Scholastic ( d. 1308), called the Subtle
Doctor. The chief significance of Scotism is its emphasi■
of individual will and efficiency_._as o_pposed to Thornistn.
- Sco'tlat (-tTst), n. - Sco-tlB'Uc (sk3-tis•tTk), Sco-tlB'·
!!}_a~:
U-cal (-tT-kal), a.
Scot'land Yard' (skllt'lllnd). A short street off Whitehall
in London, for a long time (until 1890)the headquarters of
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foxglove. - Scotch mile. See MILE,
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■cot'o-graph (skot'ii-graf},
n. [Gr. uKoTo, darkness
-graph.] a An instrument for writing in the dark, or without seeing. b Phylrics. A radiograph.
acot'o-my (ekot'li-mT), n. [NL. scotomia, fr. Gr. uKo,wp.11
dizziness, fr. 01eoroiiv to darken, fr. u,cOTOs-darkness.]
1. Dizziness with dimness of sight. Obs.
Lanjranc.
2. Med. Obscuration of the field of vision due to the appeo.rance of a dark spot before the eye.
Scots (skote), a. [For older Scotti., Scottish. See ScOTTISH.] Of or pertaining to the Scotch; Scottish; Scotch;
as, Scots law ; a pound Scots (ls. 8d. ).
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gray chargers ridden by all the members. Jt is now the
Second Dt·agoons, or Royal Scots Greys. - 8. Guard■. Mil.
8h E~~;ra1~J1.e
~~u~~~Ri~S
LING, 2 a; PENNY, 2 b. -- s. pine. Var. of SCOTCH PINE.
Scots (skots), n. The Scottish language or dialect.
Scot'U-ci■ m (skot'T-sTz'm), n.
[L. Scot(t}frus Scottish.]
An idiom,or mode of expression, peculiar to Scottish people.
Scot'U-clze (-siz), v. t.; •CIZED(-sizd) ;-mz'ING (-eiz1Ing).
To cause to be or become like the Scotch ; to make Scottish.

1899

SCOTTIFICATION
Scot'tl-fy (skllt'l-fi),

v.

[L. Scot(t)icus.Scottish

t.;

cf. AS.

Scyttisc, and E. ScoTcH, a., ScoTs, a.] Of or pertaining
to the inhabitants of Scotland, their country, their language, or their literature ; Scotch ; as, Scottish industry or
economy; a Scottish chief; a Scottish dialect.
Scottish Episcopal Church. See Episcopal Church in Scotland, the, under EPISCOPAL, a. - S. Ho'garth (hO'glirth),

David Allan (1744-96);- so called because of his sketches,
bordering on caricature, of Italian manners, esp. at Rome
during the caruival. - S. rite, Freemasonry, the ceremonial

observed by oue of the masonic systems, called in full the
Ancient aud Accepted Scottish rite; also, the system it1kt~it~~~
ih~~ew~~~1~1~~~~f;r/~l~i~~!it!ft~ t~g:eif 0
8. school, Plii/os., a group of Scottish philosophers includ-

{h:1Y~~

Jr.fa~1;fe0(i\\5~fJo\/17f:?~~~j£a&:!,,?rrffid~mst3Ir~~:::::
Brown (1778-1820), Sir James Mackintosh (1765-1832), Sir
Wm. Hamilton (li88-1856), Henry Longueville Mansel (ISio71), and James McCosh (1811-94). The characteristic
doctrine of the school was natural realism (which see). - 8.
Solomon, the, James VI. of Scotland and I. of England;so called i11jest. - S. terrier, one of a breed of long-bodied,
short-legged terriers originating
iu the Scottish
Highlands, aud noted for
intelligence and caurage.
Their very rough wiry coat
1b)}~~:
1
~~e~!':,~
t~!;~h~~id
carry the tail erect.
scoun 1drel (skonn'drel), n.
[Prob. fr. E. dial. scnnner,
scouner, to loathe, shrink
with fear, akin to AS. scu-

1

Ai:e!~,s~~1:t111::: f:f1~!
Scottish Terrier.
a rascal; a villain; a man without honor or virtue.
scoun'drel, a. Low ; base ; mean ; scoundrelly.
scoun'drel-ly, a. Characteristic of a scoundrel; rascally.
scour (skour), t•. i. ,· SCOURED(skourd) i SCOUR'ING. [OF.
escorre, escourre, to run out or forth, fr. L. excurrere to
J To run swiftly ; to rove or
run forth. Cf. EXCURSION.
range in pur8uit or search of somethiug; to scamper.
scour, v. t. To pass over, or traverse, swiftly (the ground,
a region, etc.); also, to go over or through carefully and
thoroughly in or as if in search of something; as, to scour the
coast iu search of a vessel ; to scour a book for quotations.
Pope.
Not so when swift Camilla scours the plain.
scour, v. t. [Akin to LG. schiiren, D. sckuren, schueren,
G. scheuern, Dan. skure, Sw. skura; all possibly fr. LL.
escurare, fr. L. ex+ curare to take care: cf. OF. escurer
to clean. Cf CURE.] 1. To rub hard, esp. with something
rough, for the purpose of cleansing; to make clean and
bright by friction; as, to scour knives.
2. To cleanse from grease, dirt, etc., by rubbing or scrubbing in some liquid ; as, to scour wool, articles of dress, etc.
3. To cleanse or clear, as by a powerful current of water i
to flush; as, to scour a ditch.
4. Fig.: To remove as if by rubbing or cleaning; esp., to
carry off or sweep away, as by a flood; as, to scour the invaders from the land.
&. To purge; as, to scour a horse ; also, fig., to cause the
evacuation of, as by purging.
6. To free (wheat) from dust, etc., before milling.
7. Leather. To take the flesh from (a hide) by rubbing, etc.
to scour the cramp ring, to wear fetters ; to lie in chains.
Thieves' Cant.
scour, v. i. 1, To clean anything by rubbing.
Shak.
2. To cleanse anything, esp. in a liquid.
Warm water i• softer than cold, for it .~coureth better. Bacon.
3. To become clean and smooth or bright by rubbing.
4. To be purged freely ; to have a diarrhea.
aoour, n. [See scouR to rub, purge.] 1. Act of scouring;
specif., scouring action of a current of water.
2. Diarrhea or dysentery, as in cattle ; - usually in pl.
3. A place scoured, specif. one scoured by running water.
4. Sulphuric Acid Manuf A scar.
&. The cleansing agent used in scouring wool, or the like.
8. A large draft, as of liquor. Scot.
acour'age (skour'itj), n. Re.fuse liquid after scouring.
1ING
scourge (skftrj), v. I. & i.; SCOURGED
(skftrjd); SCOURG
(skftr'jTng).
[ME. scv(u)rgen, OF. escorgier, L. excoriare
to excoriate. See EXCORIATE.] 1. To whip; lash; flog.
2. To punish or afflict with severity; to chastise; to afflict,
esp. for sins or faults and with the purpose of correction.
Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scottrgeth every son
Heb xii. 6.
whom he receiveth.
To scourge and impoverish the people
Brouglwm
scourge, n. [ME. sco(n)rge, scurf/P, OF. escorge, fr. escorgier to scourge; cf. OF. esr:orgiee a scourge, F. 8courgf,e, escourgee. See SCOURGE,v. J 1. A lash, switch, or
whip, esp. one used to inflict pain or punishment.
Bcot'tlsh-ma.n, u.

2. A means of inflicting punishment, vengeance, or suffer-

·l'IED (-fid); ·FY'ING (fi'lng,.
To Scotticize. -Scot'·

+ E. -fy.]

tl-11-ca'tlon(-fl-ka'shiin), n.
Scot'tlsh (-lsh), a. [From ScoT a Scotchman:

SCRAPE

ing i hence, a punishmeut ; also, an infliction or affliction;
as, a scourge of mosquitoes or of adversity.
Can this dark n~~:~11;u~~~:,rfii:JCfurence?
Shak
Scourge of God, Attila, king of the Huns. - S. of Princes, Aretiuo (14:Jl~l557), the Italian satirist.
scour'ing (skour'Ing), p. pr. & rb. n. of scouR. -scouring
ball, a ball composed of detergeuts for removing stains trum
cloth. - s. barrel, a tumbling barrel (which see). - e. cinder,
basic slag vroduced in the iron blast furnace,rich in ferrous
oxide, which attacks the furnace lining by taking silica
from 1t.-s. rush.the common horsetail Equi.~etum hyernale,
used, esp. in Europe, as a scouring material; the Dutch
rush. - s. stock, Woolen Mmwf., a kind of fulling mill.
scour'ings (-Iugz), n. pl. Refuse removed in scouring;
specif., refuse removed in scouring grain.
scour'way' (-w:.i'), n. Geol. A channel formed by a strong
cuI"rent; esp., one of the channels of temporary streams
associated with margins of Pleistocene ice sheets.
scouse (skous), n. [Cf. LoescousE.] Naut. A sailor's baked
dish. Bread scouse coutains 110 meat. See LOBscousE.
scout (skout), 'l,'. t.: SCOUT'ED j SCOU'l''ING. [Cf. lcel. skUta
a tauut, skiUa to jut out, skota to shove, skjota to shoot, to
J To reject with contempt, as someshove. See SHOOT.
thing absurd ; to treat with ridicule; to flout; as, to .scout
an idea or a person.
" Flout 'em and scmd 'em."
Sltak.
scout, v. i. To scoff i - with at,- as, to scout at religion.
scout, n. [ME . .scoutf', OF. escoufr scout, spy, fr. escouter,
escolter, to listen, to hear, F. icouter, fr. L. auscultare, to
hear with atteutiou, to listen to. See AUSCULTATION.]1. A
person sent out to gain and bring in tidings; esp., Mil &
1-/a·v.,a soldier or vessel sent out in war to recmmoiter, and
gain information of the whereabouts, movements, and condition of the enerny, or one inteuded for use on such service.
2. MU. A member of an organizatiou composed of Filipinos, with officers detailed from the officers aud enlisted
men of the regular army, which serves as an auxiliary military force of tl.e United States in the Philippine Islands;
- commonly called the Philippine scouts.
3. Act of scouting, reconnoitering, or keeping a lookout.
While the rat is on the scout
Cou11er.
4. A reconnoitering party. Obs.
5. A watchman or constable.
Obs.
8. A college student's or undergraduate's
servant; - so
called at Oxford, England ; - at Cam bridge called a gyp ;
and at Dublin, a skip. Cant.
7. In cricket, rounders, etc., a fielder who plays at a conLocal, Eng.
siderable distance from the ·batsman.
Syn. - See EMISSARY.
scout, v. i. [ME. scouten ,- cf. OF. escouter to hear. See
SCOUT, n.]
1. To look or search.
Obs., exc., specif.,
Chiefly ilfil., to go about to explore a region or country or
to obtain information of the movements of an enemy ; to
act as a scout; also, rarely, to keep watch.
Seoul far and wide into the realm of night
.Jfdton
2. To go out seeking or watching for something; -with
for; as, he spent the day scouting for work. Colloq.
scout, v. t. 1. To observe, watch, look for, or follow 2 as a
scout; as, to scout the enemy.
2. To pass over or through as a scout i to reconnoiter; as,
to .~couta country.
scove (skov), 11. I.,' SCOVED(skovd); scov'ING (skov'lnR)lCf. lcel. sk0f the crust at the bottom of a pan, Norw. dial.
skova the crust at the bottom of a vat.J Brickmaking.
To cover the outside exposed surfaces of (bricks in a kiln)
with a mask of clay so as to.economize heat in burniug.
SCOW (skou), n. [D. schouw.]
Nau/. a A large flat-bottomed boat, having broad, square ends, - chiefly used as a
lighter or for transporting
refuse to its place of disposal.
b A yacht of very light draft, broad beam, blunt bow, and
long overhangs, designed chiefly for racing.
Colloq.
scowl (skoul), v. i.; scowLED (skould) ; scowL'ING. [ME.
scoulen, prob. fr. Dan . .~kule ,- cf. LG. scltulen to hide one's
self, D. schuilen.] 1. To draw down or wrinkle the brows,
as in frowning or displeasure; to put on a frowning look i
to look sour, sullen, severe, or angry.
She _.,co,ded and frowned with froward countenance S1wrtser.
2. Hence, to look gloomy or threatening; to lower.
scowl, v. t. To affect, influence, bring, express, send, drive,
etc., by or as if by scowling i as, to scowl one into silence.
Syn. - E2e FROWN.
scowl, n. 1. A pulling down or wrinklin~ of the brows, as
in frowning; an expression of diRpleasure, sullenness, or
discontent in the countenance ; a frown.
2. Hence, a gloomy, dark, or threatening aspect. Burns.
scrab'ble (skrltb''l), 1•. i. ,- scnAB'BLEn (-'Id); scRAB'BLING
(-lTng). [Freq. of dial. scrab to scrape, scrat<"h, akin to
E. scrape. Cf. SCRAMBLE,SCRAWL,v. t.J 1. To scrape,
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G. Rchronzen.
Cf. CRAUN CH,
0

scrag'gi-neu. ti. See •NESS.
CR u NC"·
s CR u !"JC H.] TQ
scrag'gling <-llng), a. Scraggy. craunch; crunch. Colloq.!,; Dial,
0
1
w~~;.o Jo;s~l
~~i;1~fn<~~~~~t/cI~~;y
but having protuheranC'eson the I sc r a n'n i ng
(s k r l n'l n g;
dori-al ridge near the tail. usu- skrli.n'-), n. Begging for foo•
0
~~fm~1g:~~~ 1:s :rgp~ge ~i;~t
(-l), a [See SCRAJJwhale, though fiornetimes con- 1 N~;L] irawny;
scanty; measidered distinct under thf' name, ger. Scot.!,; Iha!. Eng.
RrrlRJna (o.r Ar,Ppltolu.<:) gihho.,:a scran'ny, a, Distracted; crazy.
scraicb, scrata:h (E-kriK). Scot. Dial- E11g.
•
Dial
~~:
Eng var of CRAM.
:fle. Slang.

!~:fl:::l:~

or Dwl.

~1~i1i:~:t~R-l, ~hJl~;z~~~m~~
auk. Loral, Rnt.
sc~ut'er (skout'llr), n 1, Q11nrr!J111q.
A workman who splits
off lar~f': flakf's of stone from
projectmg masses with the plug
and feather or other tools.
2. Cricket, etc. A scout. Enq.
scouth (sk®th), n. Room ;
range; scope; also, plenty, Scot.
go; sing, ii}:<; teen, thin;
l..,ull explanation•

I=~:tni:1
~~kl)~i;:~•r~b.t.A~~f~c~!:!:

I

scout. n [Eng. dial., also scoot.
~tr~~~~r~•·1

food, fo~ot; out, oil; chair;

!t~~~~~t\\

scram'ble, n.

i~t

11.l·ls~';I

t8/2~~ti1,
1cour'er, n. [See Sl'OL'R to run.]
2. One who scours the streets.
esp. by ni,g-ht; a vagabond,
0 ~.ni1~!:h~e~-o u R to
purge J One that scours,
cleanil-es,or purgei., as a device
1
j ~
hof11!"cA UR IE.
■cour'fleb', n. [scour to rub+

jagged; ragged , scraggy,
as a rock ; unkempt, as a beard
(-I), a. ,- SCRAG'GI-ER(-1-e'r) ; SCRAG'GI-EST.
1. Rough with irregular poiuts; scragged.
,/. Philips.
2. Lean and rough; scragged; scra,vny. "'His sinewy,
scraggy neck."
Scott.
scram'ble (skrilm'b'l), r. i. ,- scRAM'BLED(-bl'd); scRAM'BLING (-bliug).
[Nasalized form of scrabble; cf. dial.
scrarnb to rake together with tl1e hands, scramp to snatch
at. See SCRABBLE.] 1. To move or clamber with or on
hands and feet or kuet's ; to progress clumsily or with difficulty, as if on all fours; to scraLble; as, to scramble up
a cliff or over rocks; to scrmnhle through difficulties.
2. To struggle eagerly with others for E=Ornet11ing
thrown
or being on the grouud; hence, to struggle or k-trive unceremoniously for sornetl1illg ; as, to scrmnble for a seat; to
scramble for t:iroils; to ,1;c1·a111hle
for money in tl1e street.
scram.'ble, t 1• t. 1. To collect by scrambling;mually
with up Ol' together; as, to scramble up wealth.
"The
scrambled dinners in the small cabin."
TV.Black.
2 To toss or mix together confusedly, as cards
3. To scale or traverse by scrarnbli11g, as a cliff. Colloq.
scrambled eggs, eggs of which the whites and yolks are

scrag'gy

=~~:~~!kr~~.r:~chrti. 1!~{:
lf/.::(i
~h~~~:1'y~~~~c!·.J
I numhed;withered;
dry skm, Norw. dial. skraa
puny;also,
tough wrmkled leather, 11 scrap i clumsy. Both Dwl EnJi
~~o~~at~~~i l sh~i;~l~~ ts~i :·~:e~
~~~:~~l:d
skinny pnRon or animal. Scot scram'bler (s k r h m'b 1fr), n.
scraf. Obs. pret. of sH1n\'E.
One thut scrambles. Specif.:
scraf'fle (skrilf''l), r. i- (See l!ot. Se£'HOOKL'LIMBER,
!-.l"IL-\MBLE:
cf OD. sch,·aejfeh:11 1cr&n (skrhn; skr8.n), n. [Cf.
to scrape] Toscrambleorstrug
Ice!. sJ..Tan rubbish, marine
gle: to wrangle; also, to be ind us- stores.J Broken victual 1;
trious - n. A scramble: wran- scraps; food; hence, a scrap;
gle. Hoth Obs. or Dial. En_q.
mor!-el; refuse. Dwl. SrSlang

:~::t8tk~~-

~:~~r.

ged-ness, n.
acrag'gly (-IT), a. Irregular;

;~~~~Jile.~c-r!t!\~.rniJ~r.

set;TTLE, a basket.

=~

ing or clutching ; to scramble ; - with up, together, etc. ;
as, the beggar .scrabbled the pennies together.
2. To mark with irregular lines or letters; to scribble.
scrab'ble, n. A scrabbling ; a scramble; also, a scribble.
scrag (skrag), n. [ Cf. dial. Sw. skraka a great dry tree, a
long, lean man, skragg something haggard, old, or torn.]
Any of various objects that are thin or lean and tough ;
specif. : a A ragged or rough crooked tree or branch.
Dial. Eng. b A rawboned or scrawny person or animal.
Colloq. c The back or nape of the neck, esp. in a sheep.
d A scrag whale.
1GING (skrltg 1lng).
scrag, v. I.; SCRAGGED(skrltgd); SCRAG
[Cf. SCRAGneck.]
1. To seize, pull, o'r twist the neck of;
Colloq.
specif., to hang by the neck; to kill by hanging.
2. J.l/ec/1. To bend, as spring steel to test it.
scrag'ged(skrag'ed),a.
Scraggy(in either sense).-scrag'-

1
~H~~~~i\hg:tlJi{1e'k11Wk.~~1dk!t1i~}~J
1:lightly,
A scrambling;
specif. : a A clirn bing or
moving on all fours ; a clam be ring. b A jostling and pushing for something desired; eager and unceremouious struggle for possession; a scrabble; as, a scram Me for office.
acram'bllng (-bllng), p. a. Characterized by, or suggesting, the awkwardness, struggle, or irregular progressioa
of one who scrambles i as, a scrambling frontier town;
scrambling streets. -scram'bllng-ly, ad,•.
scran'nel (skrltu''l), a. [Cf. Sw. dial. skran weak, Norw.
dial. skran thin, lean, dry. Cf. SCRAWNY.] Slight; thin;
lean; weak; poor. Archaic or Dial. Eng.
Grate on their !iCrnnnel pipes of wntched straw MWon
scrap (skrltp), n. [ME. sc.-appe, of Scand. orig.; cf. Ice!.
skrap trifle, cracking.
See SCRAPE,v. t.] 1. Something
scraped off ; hence, a small detached piece; a bit ; fragment, as, scraps of food; scraps of news, of learning.
I have no materials- not a liCrap.
De (juincey.
2. Specif., a fragment of 1omethi11g written or printed; a
brief excerpt ; an extract; as, to read scraps of a letter.
Also, something, esp. a picture, cut out or detached from
a book or the like for use in a 8Crapbook or the like.
3. pl. The crisp substance that remains after trying out
animal fat; cracklings; as, pork scraps.
4. sing. or pl. Sc1·ap metal.
scrap, v. t.,.SCRAPPED(skript' ; SCRAP1PING. To make into
scrap or scraps; to discard as refuse; to put on the scrap
Cant.
heap; as, to scrap machinery.
scrap, a. In the form of scraps or fragments, valuable
only as raw material ; as, scrap metal, scrap steel.
scrap 1book' (-book'), n. A blank book in which extracts
or pictures cut from books and papers may be pasted.
scrape (skriip), i-.I.; SCRAPED(skriipt); SCRAP'ING(skriiplIng).
[ME. scrapen, scrapien, prob. of Scaud. orig. ; cf.
lcel skrapa, Sw. skrapa, Dan. ,'ikrabe,- akin to D. scl1rapen,
schrabben, G. schrappen, and prob. to E. sharp: cf. OF.
escraper to scrape, of D. or LG. origin.]
1. To rub over
the surface of with a sharp or rough instrument that removes portions of the surface ; to make smooth or clean
by or as by superficial raspiug; as, to scrape a bone ; also, to
grate harshly over i as, to scrape a slate with a finger nail.
2. To remov~ by 1·ubbing or scraping (as above).
I w1ll'also scrape her dust from her. Ezek. xxvi. 4.
3. To collect by or as by a process of scraping i to gather
in small portions by laborious effort ; - often followed by
or up; as, to scrape money together.
fte~~l~~:,~~~~~U '7~\t:~~r!ia_~~:;i:~ .~1r:;~~:~cy !11 Kipling. together
4. To draw harshly or rough]y over i to rub so as to make a
2. To clamber with hands and feet or knees, to scramble.
scrape or grating; as, do not scrape your feet on the floor.
Now after a while Little-faith came to htmse1f. and gettmg. up
of, as a play, or to silePce,
Bun_11an, &. To express disapprobation
made shift to scrahble on Ins way.

ScoTcH- :c~~\m~ts.ro~ft~/!s~n ::rused for
0
acourg~r (skOr'.illr), n. One
ICOU, f SHOn•;.
that scourges; specif, Obs. or
Hi.,:f,, a flagellant.
■couch (skouch). 1'. 1. lCf. dial
ecouk to lie hid.or OF. e.~co11cliier 1courgy. t SCHOGOY,
to lie down.] To crouch. Dial. 1course tskors). Var. of scoRsE.
■coug. t scuo, shade. [SKULK.
I Ob.,:.or Dial. Eng.
■couk (skOOk) Scot. var, of
acour'wort' (skour'wO.rt'; d1al.
o.l.~oskOOr'wO.rt'),n. The com0
o'!i1!71~ei!d~~Mc~k1;;un'drtl- mon soapwort. DI(,/, Eng.
[Cf SCOUR
::~~~;d_;e11~\1~~;m), 1cour'y(skOOr'l),a.
diarrhea.] Sh ab by ; mean ;
rag-ged ,','cot.
■ couner. t scL'~NER.
■coup, 11. i. [Cf. Sw. dial skopa,
c
uITScot. r;;r~ 0!f I
sk11pa, to dan_ce,to hop.J To run;
scout (i.kout: s!ulOt), n. ref.
scamper; sk1p; leap. Obs,
Ice!. .~kfitn to jut out, ,.,,k1i.fta
acoupe. t '.Sl't)l'~:.
cave formed by jutting rocks.
■coup'er, n. A dancer; a jumper; a restless creature Obs. Scot.
~of~k~~~';roj~c~fj~c~i~lgt hjt~
■courd. Scoured. Rf•f Sp.
MAX.
■cotylle.

3. To scribble; scrawl.
Davtd . . scrabbled on the doors of the gate 1 Sam ::i:xi.13
scrab'ble (skrltb 1'1), v. t. 1. To gather hastily as by scrap-
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SCRAPE
aaa speaker, by drawing the feet back and forth upon the

floor; - usually with down. Eng.
Macaulay.
8. To play,aa a fiddle, bydrawing a bow a.cross. Derogatory.
acquaintance

SCREEN

2. To scrape or rub with something rough, pointed, or soraw'Dy (skr6'nI), a. [Cf. scRANNl!L.] Meager; thin;
rawboned; bony; scranny. Ckiejly U. S. -acraw'Dl•
edged without abrasion, to allay irritation, cause a pleasant
sensation, or the like ; as, to sc1·atch a dog's neck.

3. To write or draw hastily or roughly ; as, to scratch a
!:;~;fih~\U::~i~d!~tft:.e byF":r:ffKa1;:
note. Colloq. " Scratch out a pamphlet."
Swift.
He tned to scrap_e acquaintance

-to

1.

with her. G.

w. lJable,

4, To cancel or expunge as by drawing a line through ; as,

So1tthern U. S.

cotton, to hoe the growing plants.

scrape (skriip), v. i. 1. To scrape anything; also, to rub
harshly or gratingly along.
2. To occupy one's self with getting goods, esp. money,
laboriously ; as, he scraped and saved until rich.
3. To play on a violin or like instrument.
Derogatory.
4. To draw hack the foot along the ground or floor when
making a bow ; as, bowing and scraping.
■crape, n. 1. Act of scraping; also, the effect of scraping,
as a scratching, liarsh sound ; a hole, heap, etc., made by
scrapiug; as, a scrape of a pen.
2. A drawing back of the foot when bowing; also, a bow
H. Spencer.
made with that accompaniment.
3. A disagreeable predicament; a perplexity; a difficulty,
88
~f~hf:~t!·old enemy through thick and
0~~e e~0
thin has led fiim into many of these scn,pes
Bp. Warburton.
4. A hard resin or turpentine from incisions in pine trees.
6. A scraper.
Colloq.
8. A dredge, esp. for taking crabs or oysters. See DREDGE,3.
acrape'-lill'lshed(-fln 1Isht),a. Mech.~
Finished to a smooth, level surface
with the scraper, as a lathe bed after u7,~:s;:;\
being milled.
\JJ
t_C/
aorap'er (skriip'er), n. 1. One that
scrapes i an instrument with which some•
thing is scraped. Specif. : a A metal deo

,l\~~!

p~~:~:t

0v!'i~~
d\~t,~t:,nf~:r:s~:~nl)ein8;~}
Scraper, 1 a.
instruments, tools, or machines used esp. in the different
trades for scraping
1
metal, wood,leather,
'
etc., to produce a
clean or a smooth
finished surface, or
!h~~~t:in;bre~t~ve:r
Boiler Flue Scraper.
the like, by scraping away superfluous material. c Any
of various appliances for removing an extraneous coat-
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to 1c1·atch an item from an account; hence : a To refrain

from voting for (a candidate), as by obliterating or drawing a line through his name on a ballot, esp. when the candidate is one of a group for most of whorn the voter casts
a ballot. U.S. b To withdraw (a horse) from the entries
in a race, as by crossing its name off from the list of entries.
5. To dig or excavate with the claws.
to scratch a ticket, to cancel one or more names of candidates on a party or factional ballot ; to refuse to vote the
U. S.
party or factional ticket in its entirety.
scratch (skrlch), v. i. 1. To nse the claws or nails in
tearing, wounding, digging, etc.; to make scratches.
2. To rub one's head, back, etc., with something rough.
3. To gather money by hard work and hoarding.
4. To scratch the ticket of one's party or faction.
6. Billiards. To score by some fortunate chance.
8. Pool. To make a scratch. See scRATCH, n., 9.
scratch, n. 1. A break in the surface of a thing made by
rubbing or rasping with anything pointed, hard, or rough;
a mark, furrow, or incision so made.
The coane file ... makes deep scnttches in the work. AloJ.on.
2. A slight, superficial wound.
3 pl. Veter. See SCRATCHES.
4. A kind of wig covering only a portion of the head.
&. The line from which contestants start in a race.
8. A line formerly drawn across a prize ring, up to which
boxers were brought to join fight ; hence, test, trial, or
proof of courage i as, to come up to the scratch.
7. In a game or contest where handicaps are allowed, the
starting time, station, or other regulated circumstances, of
a competitor who neither is allowed odds nor receives a
penalty; also, rarely, a compet:itor who receives neither a
handicap nor a penalty in a handicap contest.
8. In billiards, a shot which scores by chance and not as
intended by the player i a fluke ; hence, in general, a fluke.
9. In pool, a shot which fails to comply with some requirement of the game and involves a penalty of loss of
one or more balls or points.
10. A written scrawl ; a scribble. Colloq.
scratch, a. 1. Made or done by chance and not in the
way intended ; as, a scratch hit or shot. ·colloq.
2. Arranged or put together with little selection of material; haphazard; as, a scratch crew, dinner. Colloq.
3. In sports, without handicap or allowance; - said of a
contest or of a contestant.
acratch'board' (-bord 1 ; 201), n. A kind of smooth-surfaced chalk-covered cardboard with line or stipple tint, for
drawing on with crayon, pen and ink, etc., the lights being
scratched out with a penknife. Called also acratchcard.
acratch'bruah' (-brush'), n. A stiff wire brush for cleaning iron castings and other metal.-.
v. t. To brush or mark with or as with
a scratchbrush.
scratch coat. The first coat in plas,.1
tering, roughened byscratchingor scor·
ii
in so that the next coat ma firm!
ad'fiere to it_;- called also scrafc1two,!l.
scratch diviaiou. Mat!t. An old Ara-
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called because, since tlie partial prod~
0
s~;~is,s~:a~~~
~~r~~~z!~~1~tn;
ai1Wa~irs~~a~:t;e4,~~v6 i~!s ;:::i~~!:s~t
~o!~satn!l~e~s~~
A R~v~Ivable
~f!':hf~1![s,BSJ~~;!r~lock,8 Box. and U Deck, Scraper;
scratch out each figure of the dividend
Scratch brush.
from which subtraction was made and place the remainder
ing or layer from something, as a broad hoe for cleaning
each time above it.
"
acratch'er (skrlch'er), n. 1. One that scratches; as: a
0
:
r:d:,
?!~ie~~:r1~/~~:r::p~~,
An implement for scratching. b One who scratches a
dredge for gathering shellfish, etc. d An apparatus, drawn
ticket.
Colloq., U.S. c A rasorial bird; - chiefly in pl.
by horses or oxen,for scraping
2. A cider mill in which the fruit is disintegrated or torn
up earth in making roads, digto pieces, a method said to be better than crushing.
gmg ca.uals, etc. e A device,
armed with curved knives,
3. Bookkeeping. A daybook
Colloq.
forced through a pipe line to
4. = BARK BLAZER.
clear out obstructions. f Minacratch'ea
(skrlch'ez;
-Iz;
151
), n. Sometimes construed
ing. A contrivance for cleanas a pl. Veter. An affection of the skin of the hollow of
ing out the detritus (bore meal) from a
the fetlock of horses, accompanied with swelling, heat,
borehole. g Lithogmphy. In the old form
and tenderness, the formation of transverse fissures in the
of press, a -board or blade the edge of Scraper, 1 d
which rubs over the tympan sheet to make the impression.
skin, and in severe cases leading to suppuration.
It usu2. One who scrapes. Specif. : a A fiddler ; - usually con- ally causes lameneRs Called also cln11fe1.1er.
temptuous. b One who acquires avariciously and eaves scratch Hgure. P,·,:nt. A cast type of a figure crossed by
penuriously.
a line, (thus 8>,to denote canceling, or, in mathematical
acrap'lng (skrap'l'ng), p. pr. & vb. n. of SCRAPE. Hence:
symbols, negation (as,*• meaning not equal to).
n. 1. Act of one that scrapes.
scratch gauge or gage. A metal worker's scriber or
gauge re s e mbling the carpenter's marking
2. Something scraped off, up, or together ;-usually
in
gauge.
the pl. ; as, the scrapings of the street.
3. pl. Hard earnings; savings collected in small portions.
sorap1ple (skrlp''I), n. [Dim. of scrap.] An article of
food made by boiling together bits or scraps of meat, usuAdjustable Scratch Gauge
ally pork, with chopped herbs and flour or Indian meal.
acratch'y (-I), a. Characterized by scratches or scratchIt is sliced and fried before serving.
Making, or accompanied with, a scratching;
specif.
:
a
acraP'PY(-I), a. Consisting of scraps; fragmentary; lacking noise. b Having the appearance of scratches or of being unity or consistency i as, a scrappy lecture or dinner.
ing
marked
or
made
with scratches; as, scratrhy drawing.
aoratoh (slulfoh), v. t.; SCRATCHED
(skrlcht); SCRATCH'ING.
11NG.
[ME. cracclten, influenced by ME. scratten to scratch, scrawl (skr61), v. t.; scRAWLEn(skr6Jd); scRAWL
[Prob.
contracted
fr.
scrabble.] To draw or mark awkboth prob. of Scand. orig.: cf. Sw. kratsa to scrape, kratta
to rake, to scratch, Dan. kradse to scratch, to scrape. Icel. wardly and irregularly ; to write hastily and carelessly; to
scratch i scribble i as, to scrnwl a letter ; also, to write on
kr,r,ta to engrave, akin to D. krassen to scratch, G. kratzen,
OHG. krazzon. Cf. GRATEto mb.J 1. To rub and tear or or to mark in such a fashion; as, the margin of a book
scrawled
with pencil notes.
mark the surface of with something sharp or ragged ; to
scrape, roughen, or wound slightly by drawing something scrawl, v. i. To write awkwardly or carelPssly.
scrawl,
n.
Unskillful, inelegant, or careleBBly hasty writpointed or rough across, al!Iclaws, or a nail.
ing; that which is so written.
Small sand-colored stones, so ha.rd as to scratch glass. Grew
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i er I y ;
ro~&:~~;n;n!ini~•er?ne greedy
acra.pe'•acall', 11. A miser. Obs.
■crap'tng-ly, adv. of scrap111g,
f~r~;page, "· {C.l. SCRAP a
[of SCRAP
Snnppaµ:e. Ohs,
::~::r::t~:.rns~~~h'it
1::tr1~~~~i~\,~r1{ of

.

onii

~s~~,~~PJ:
s. a. Quarrelsome

8s C:t~~c~:dle.

:~~~yc;~dl~.

n.
11NG. [Cf.
v. i.; SCRIIAKED
(skrekt); SCREAK
Ice!. &kr11Jkjato screech. Cf. scREl!CH.] To ewit suddenly a sharp, shrill sound ; to screech; to creak, as a hinge.
■creak, n. A creaking ; a screech ; a shriek.
Bp. Bull.
■erea.k of d&y,daybreak;
dawn. Scot.
11NG.
BCream(skrem), V. i.; SCREAMED
(skrernd); SCREAM
[ME. sct·emen, of Scand. orig. i cf. !eel. sknema to scare,.
terrify; akin to Sw. skriima, Dan. &krllJmme. Cf. SCREECH.}
To cry out with a shrill voice ; to utter a sudden, sharp
outcry, or shrill, loud cry, as in fright, extreme pain, hysterical anger or joy, etc.; also, fig., of inanimate things,.
to emit a similar sound.
scream, v. t. To utter as or with a scream;
as, to scream an alarm.
scream, n. A sharp, shrill cry, uttered
suddenly, as in terror, extreme pain,
anger, etc.; also, a similar sound made
by an inanimate object. "Screams of horror."
Pope.
acream'er (sl<riim'er),
n.
1. One t h a t
s c r e a m s ; specif.,
Zool.: a Any of a
small group of South
American birds of uncertain affinities constituting a family, Palamedeidre, and a suborder, Palamedea. They
t~ 0 t1f!: ie~:!~~~- Crested Scream~r (Cllauna
chabut the bill is short and
vu, •a~
stout, suggesting that of a fowl, the toes are elongated
and scarcely webbed, and
each wing bears two spurs.
The ribs do not have uncinate processes.
The
crested screamers (genus
Chauna) and the horned
screamer or kamichi'(Palamedea corn11,ta) are t;he
only
members of t;he
c~~re~e~~;r;;,~~1:. 0 ~
The swift. Local, British..
2. Something so remarkable as to provoke a
scream, aa of joy. Slang.
3. An exclamation mark.
Printers' Slang.
acream'lng, p. a. 1. Uttering or emitting screams.
2. Having the nature of a
scream ; like a scream.
3. Evoking screams, as of
mirth ; as, a screaming Horned Screamer \Palamedea
farce.
coruutu).
scree (skre), n. [Prob. fr. the pl. screes, for screeth.e&,of
Scand. orig.; cf. Ice!. sk,•Ufa a landslip on a hillside.] A
pebble ; a stone i also, a heap of stones or rocky debris i a
talus. Great Britain.
Southey.
11NG.
acreech (skrech), v. i.; SCREECHED
(skrecht); SCREECH
[Also, formerly, scritch, ME. ,,;/crichen,of Scand. orig. i cf.
!eel. skrrekja to shriek, to screech, s!.T1kja to titter, Sw.
skrika to shriek, Dan. skrige ,· also ME. sk1·iken, scltriken,
dial. forms of the same original word. Cf. SHRIEK, v.,
SCREAM, v.]
To utter a harsh, shrill cry or sound; to
make a sliarp outcry, as in terror or acute pain; to shriek.
'' The screech owl, sc-reeching loud.''
Shale.
screech, v. t. To utter as or with a screech.
screech, n. A harsh, shrill cry, as of acute pain or terror ;
· also, a similar sound made by or with inanimate objects.
acreech'er (skrech'er), n.
One that
screeches.
screech owl. a Any of numerous omall
owls of the genus MegascOf!.s,ranging from
southern Canada to Brazil. They are
closely related to the Old World scops
owls, and have erectile ear tufts and
DeBB (-nJ-nes),
■creak (skrek),

:tr;

~!ft~~-

~tihbf:cki~~-akfge
:~!ci!:rJi~~!~~~
North America is M. asio, which has
many geographical varieties in the west
and southwest. It exhibits two distinct
phases of coloration, a reddish brown
and a gray. II The barn owl. Brit,
acreech'Y (-I), a. Like a screech;
shrill and hartsh ; also, given to screeching ; as, a screechy child.
screed (skred), n. [E. dial., a shred, a
Jong thin strip. See BHRBD.]1. A !rag- American Screech
ment, esp. one tom off; a shred. Scot.
Owl.
2. A long strip or band, as around the .border of a cap,
around a piece of goods, or the like. Cltiejly Dial. or Cant.
3. A tearing; rent; breach. Chiefly Scot.
4. A long tirade on any subject, oral, written, or printed
The old earl gae them a !lCrf'edof doctrine.
Scott.
6. Drink or a drinking bout. Scot.
6. Plasterin,q. A strip of plaster, or sometimes of wood,
of the thickness proposed for the coat, applied to the wall
at intervals of four or five feet, aR a guide.
screed (skriid), v. t. Scot. 1. To rend; tear.
2. To say glibly ; to reel off.
Burn,.
screen (skr8n), n. [ME.scren, OF. escren, escran, F. ecrant

~~i~~'t'f'r!~~~t~:!dt fo\~:ai;~ ~] . =~~::~1er.~,era;r~~dwh!~r:~1s.

=~~~~yll~~:!~"l;~>,
~BC~~,~

=~~:r
,~:~~!iult,
:~~ff.~,~-~"·
~::~t~m~~Pol~~~~::i
n;~7,i~
:g::!c,c~1:cr;sk;J,~,1f,'(~l.. t11
r.: r::-M~;,:~e;~·1a:.
·rg~wo~:;
care- ~-:re::p~:-n;si~:Ar:. 0t
"Rare.
[ME
b Cleavers.
Clamber.Scot.
acrawm (skrbm),
{Cf !ccrr,•,••r(askr•e
d_!a~-.
:~cratten,v•

OM. or Scot

1trt11m)

Cf.SCRATCH.)

i\" JJ,r,f. E11",

11

0

8

&

acratch'ln, scra.tch'lng (rl1al.

(.~CRKJnn.Scot.l

acraugh (skril.K),

Var. of

n.

<.;<.•HAMB.]

i\" ,•.

Scramble; climb;

..

1.e)•ven.,
0rt_·rGoomel

°' 1,.,

!f

bit.I~f~~c~~:;~~~a~~
~ftn:itn~il=
!~~fi~~,J~~t~~,~~(~~l~)'c'tfJE~
::~~~~~ e~;o\~~)~
c f>iai:'E~~:
=~~~~.\~rS:;:~·~krf,'~~-{cf~\v.
&~:/'t''J,,f:
J:~~e or strainer.
cant, - ,,, &- t. To scratchi crakan brushwood, LG krnrk, & colloq. var. of
usr,rdPrt, v.-:11l'iiell,a tern, Bret. screech bird, acreechcock The
1
B,:i;re mm on tern. ::~~~:heba;.i: ,fl~!
~:~:a·;
:!:t~
n~rt[~ieScand. orig.; cf. ~;~i:~~l
f~~e·lni1~:ct'··;r~fnu:ee ~~rc,:el~~~~eJ;h~;,,rJt~~-]
1.·t~~f.
t;~"/,';,
CF?'U:ropeao
11.a1::.u
0i.8 I1:~ ! ;~;~t~fii"'i
::~.p~:i~f~
~bi:;~n::,
E,iql [lt!J• P·lr
I ~:a:kf;k:6:,~·~t
/~[Cf.
ME acre'a-~le h(sk~'ri-~'I), ti bL.
:;=]i~~rtti~
rf~
l~mmon
a hobgoblin.
acratch'::;:c,; ~:Vele:~~~~-,- ttkriken, v., E. ~creec/1.] Scrlltch; ;~bl/~r
bei~;f!lp~r~u1~
0bl\. a- European swift. J.,ocal, E11{1,
1crap'pi-ne11, n. See-NESS,• 2. A hermaphrodite.
Rn.I
scratch wig. =
n.,
~queak; screech. Dial. Euq.
acreade. +
screecht. Screeched, Rf'.f. Sp.
pr 4" 11b. n. of
n. =
acratch'work' (-w0rk n. = scrawl (skr61). Obs. or dial. 1creak (skri>k) +
acreek (skrek).
or Scot.&:
1

1

SCRANCB,

1.

O

0

iile, senite,

11

0

~CRAPPY,

■crap'ping, p.
SCRAP.

O11

CO

scratch'card✓,

[BOA
SCRATCH-

acratch comma. A mark (/)

cire, •m, account,

lirm,

ask,

sofa;

I

SCRATCH,
1 ).

SCRATCH

COAT,

GRAFFITO,

eve, i'lvent, i!nd, recent,
Forelp

4.

Word,

i- Ob1olete

2.

maki!r;
,. arlanl

sHHJ.:n.

Eng. var. of CRAWL,

SCRIKE.

scre&md Screamed. Ref Sp.

Oh11,

dial. Eng var. of SCREECH,

ice, Ill; old, &bey, &rb, lSdd, s6ft, c/Snnect ; iise, finite, 6.rn, itp, circus,
of: -I' combined with,
= equal■,

menu

;

SCREEN

1901

l, Anything In the nature of a partition OI'
curtain, as a portable CQveredframework, that cuts olf inconvenience, injury, or danger; that which shelters or con•
ceal~ from view ; a shield or protection ; as, a fire ,creen,·

9. An instructor who examines with great or unnecessary severity ; also, a searching or strict e.xamination of
a student by an instructor.
Cant, American Colleges.
10. a BilUarda, etc. The spin of a cue ball due to screwing it ; also, a shot made by screwing the cue ball ; a
screw shot. Eng. b A similar spin imparted to the ball
in various other games, as in ping-pong.
11, Math. An axis in space associated with a fixed length
termed pitch,· - used to express the displacement of a
rigid body, which may always be conceived as a translation parallel to an axis simultaneously with a rotation
about it.
12. A prison guard or keeper. Slang.
a screw loose, something out of order, so that things do not
go smoothly; as, there is a screw loo.,e somewhere either

orig, uncert.]

a wmdow

d!no~~

screen.

::::ib!~~~~
men aeem a1
screens to princes

SCRIMP

m•i-::,:~

in
2. Arch. A dwarf wall or partition of stone, metal, or
wood, - solid or pierced and often ornamental, - carried
up to a certain height for separation and protection, as in
a church. See CHOIR SCBBBN' ROOD SCREBN.
3. A surface, as that afforded by a curtain, sheet, wall,
etc., upon which an image, as a picture, is thrown by a
magic lantern, solar microscope, etc.
4. A long, coarse riddle or sieve, a
revolving perforated cylinder, or
the like, for separating coarser from
finer parts,as of coal, sand, or gravel;
also, any of various somewhat simi.
lar devices intended to allow the passage of smaller portions or objects
and prevent that of larger.
&. Cricket. An erection of white
canvas or wood placed Onthe boundSand Screen.
ary opposite a batsman to enable him to see the ball better,
8. A large scarf worn on the head. Scot.
7, A sbeet of glass ruled with fine lines, used in photographing for half-tone reproduction.
See HALF-TONE, a.
acreen (skriin), v. t.; scREBNBn(skriind); scREEN1ING. l. To
separate or cut off from inconvenience, injury, or danger;
to shelter ; to protect ; to protect by hiding ; to conceal ;
as fruits screenedfrom cold winds by a forest or a hill.

::t~i!~nt
ir~\~:

0
:~~:~:.~to~l:r~ub!n~;s~s
6yh~
tightened by screws. Also Ilg.
(skroo), v. t.; scREwEn (skrood); scRsw'mG. l. To
turn, as a screw ; to apply a screw to ; to press, fasten,
make firm, move, or the like, by means of a screw or
screws ; as, to sc·rew a lock on a door ; to screw a press.
.2. To turn as if by a screw; as, to screw the body around.
3. To force as if by the pressure of sc1·ews.
!~~s,::!i'lyno0~rt~ftrage to the sticking place,
Shale.
4. Hence : To practice extortion upon; to oppress by unreasonable or extortionate exactions or condition& ; as, to
screw one's tenants.
6. To twist; to distort; as, screwed with rheumatism.
He fllcrewed his face into a hardened smile. Dryden.
6. To examine rigidly, as a student; to subject to a severe
examination.
Cant, American Colfrges.
1.'hey were encouraged and screened by some who were in
high commands.
J."1acaula11. 7. Billiard.,, etc. To hit (the cue ball) low down so that
it
will
be
deflected
through a right angle, more or less,
2. To pass, as coal, gravel, ashes, etc., through a screen
after striking an object ball. En,q,
in order to separate one part from another; to sift.
toacrew
back.
Billiards,
etc. = DRAW,v. t., 16 c. Eng.
Syn. - See SHELTER, SIFT.
screen'lngs(-Ingz), n.pl. Refuse after screening; specif., screw, v. i. 1. To tum as or like a screw.
.2.
To
practice
extortion,
oppression, or exactions.
weeds, seeds, straw, etc., removed when wheat is screened.
3. To turn with a twisting motion; as, he screwed around
screen Plate. Plwtog. A plate in which the color filters
uneasily in his chair.

~~~~:.t~Jy~

■crew

lt!i~ra~:ftr:~~ecting
a color image are in-

~!~!re~~

:~!\~!\:.'l!";:.~:~,tt~llt~a~~r~r.,
screw.

screw worm. The larva of a fly (Lucilia macellaria), allied
to the blowflies, which occurs in the warmer parts of North

~°o~!d:~~
1.~th!c::trt~if~1:t!~i:!l::i~~\~iff~:~a~reT~
fu~~~1i::

l~~~8£1i:R!~t.~1:u:ri:e!ri~t~
!!?~ff!n 8
bore
screw'Y (skroo'T), a. l. Resembling a screw or its action.
.2. Inclined to oppress ; oppressive ; also, niggardly; mean.
3. Intoxicated. Slang.
4. Useless; worn out, as a horse. Colloq.
scrlb'al (skl'ib'iil), a. l. Of or pert. to a scribe, or clerk.
2. Of or pertaining to a Jewish scribe or scribes.
scrlb'ble (skrlb''l), v. t.; scau>'BLED (. 'Id) ; scRIB'BLING
(-ling), [Cf.Sw.s/crubblatocardwool.J
WoolenManuf.,
etc. To card coarsely; to perform the preliminary operation of tearing apart (the more or less felted fibers) so as
to mix them thoroughly, but without attempting to lay
the fibers in parallel lines as in carding proper.
ICrib'ble,v. t. [Freq. fr. scribe.] l. To write hastily or
carelessly, without regard to correctness or elegance; as,
to scribble a letter.
2. To fill or cover with careless or worthless writing, or
with meaningless marks.
scrlb'ble, v. i. To write without care, elegance, or value;
to scrawl; to make meaningless marks.
scrlb'ble, n. Hasty or careless writing; a writing of little
value; a scrawl; as, a hasty scribble.
Boyle.
scrlb'bler (-ler), n. One who scribbles; a writer of worthless or inferior matter; an author of small reputation.
acrlb'bler, n. One that scribbles (wool fibers); a scribbling machine.
scribe (skrib), n. [L. scriba, fr. sc,-ib,re to write ; cf. Gr.
u«ap,cJ>o•
a splinter, pencil, style (for writing), E. scarify,
Cf. ASCRIBE, DESCRIBB,SCRIP!', SCRIVENER,SCRUTOIRB,
SHRIVB.J 1. One who writes; a penman; a writer; esp.,
an offl.c1alor public writer; an amanuensis; a copyist.
2. Jewish Religion & Hist. One of a class of men (sopherim) devoted to the study and exposition of the law ; a deetor or teacher of the law; a lawyer. The earlier scribea
were men of sacred letters- copyists, editors, students,
and interpreters of Scripture and es~. of the law; the
scribes of the New Testament were mamly jurists.
3. Mech. Any of various pointed instruments for marking
wood, metal, brick, etc. ; a scriber.
scribe (skrib), v. t.; SCRIBED
(skribd); scRIB'ING(skrib'lng).
l Cf. L. scribere. See SCRIBE,n.] 1. To write, engrave,
or mark upon ; to inscribe; also, Rare, to write or inscribe
(something).
Spenser.
2. Specif., to mark (wood, metal, brick, etc.) by cutting
or scratching a line or lines with a pointed instrument, as
a scriber or a pair of compasses ; also, to make (a line or
the like) by such means.
3. Carp. To cut (anything) in such a way as to flt closely to a somewhat irregular surface, as a baseboard to a
floor which is out of level, a board to the curves of a molding, or the like; - so called because the workman marks,
or scribes, with compasses the line that he later cuts.
scribe, v. i. To make a mark ; to write.
scrlb'er (skrib'er), n. One that scribes; specif., a sharppointed tool for marking off wood, metal, etc., to be cut.
scrlb 11ng (-Ing), p. pr. & vb. n. of SCRIBE.- ■crlblng block,
Mech., a scriber mounted in an adjustable stand for marking off castings, etc. It is used with a surface plate. - a.

t•. i. & i. ; SCRBEVED (skr8vd); SCREEV'ING•~!~~ :ft~\~~adAfla~~~~?r J\nJ~es!J>;~i~~i~:h~f~~c;!~~t
(skriiv'lng).
[Cf. Dan. slcrive to write, and E. scrivener.]
0
1~~~ious spirally twisted
od of a miTo write (as begging letters); to draw (designs or appeals)
mosaceous tree ( Prosopis pube:H,•ens)growing from Texas
upon a sidewalk, in order to attract passers and elicit
to California. It is used for fodder, and ground into meal
charity. Slang or Cant. - screev'er (-er), n.
by the Indians. b The tree itself. Its heavy hard wood
screeve, n. A begging letter ; a sidewalk drawing de0
B~r~;d~~uue}~
fnt~~::\ry a;:~r!~~:t1:;~r1~.t:~d
device
signed to elicit charity. Slang or Cant.
for recovering tools dropped down a borehole.
screw (skroo), n. [Formerly scrue, OF.
escroue, escroe, female screw, F. ecrou:
!· 11
SfJ~.:r.,f.~~!~so;~'!~\~'X~'l:!'f::~-i~t;~tJ;;~la~
~~t~~
orig. uncert.; cf. D. schroef a screw,
a. 1, "I
screw. It has a thin wedge-shaped end which enters the
G. schmube, lcel. skrufa.] 1. Any of
· '
nick in the head of the screw.
several varieties of a common mechani,. ~
(skrood), a. 1, Having threads like those of a
cal device consisting in its simplest form
·
b screwed
screw, or a pattern resembling such threads.
of a continuous helical rib or u thread "
2. Intoxicated ; drunk. Slang.
with the cylindrical shank or spindle
1~!::~ae;~;~mJg:f
from which it projects; - called specif.
a::cthi~ =~::ttt,e:
external, or m.ale, screw. Also, the corre- screw geartng.
sponding part into which this external, 9r
screw'lng, p. p,·. & i-b. n. of SCREW. Hence: p.a. Exactmale, f!Cr_e'!advances and fl.ts when the Screw,1. a Extering, oppressive, or extortionate; also, excessively~
economical; parsimonious.
end of 1t 1smserted and the screw turned n a I, or Ma 1 e,
in the proper direction; - called specif. Screw; b Int.ernal, screwing machine, Mach., a screw machine.
I
internal, or female, screw. This latter or Fem!l,le,Screw, screw machine. Mach. Any of various machines 1
may be considered as just enough of the shown in sect1on,
0 ra0 t~f16~re:~t3~i
~Yl.:n:k~~~i:r:~hl~th:~ah
material around the hole to give conformation to the helthrough which a bar can be fed to be cut into
bolts, studs, and other screws or any email rep- Bottom . of :~::::s~n Pr~n~~~i~~:~ i.;s~~;nie~i1oer s:ritt:N:a:~:,~g;:
ical rib and degression.
1
etition work, as handles, spindles, or the like. Screw Pde.
~f.
i~
or ve~!;r;~fS:ci~~?o~
~:ill!;ei!~fc~u:~~e~.squelettes,
!a~\~d o! 1t;~e0~°.J.mmonlyn.ade of cast iron
~1r:~i 00~~:art~~i::
I
acrlb'lsm (skrib'Tz'm), n. The characteristics, teacliings,
screwlike flange of usually
an accurate traversing
in
the
time
of
Christ.
writings,
etc.,
of
the
Jewish
scribes
from one to two turns.
movement (as in changscrim (skrlm), n. l. A light, coarse cotton or linen fabric,
screw Pine. Anh monoco?;leing the rotary motion t
sometimes woven in openwork patterus, used in embroid ..
of machine wheels into a
ery, for window curtains, for temporary windows and
j~~~~.•e~i~n,t_~~Jto~~f~e
0 rikae)~ei~ §e~Mo!ich~
tile screw pine of Polynesia,and
~~tii~~~rni:
doors in an erection nearing completion, etc. ; - called
P. ulilis and P. 1,1eUchii,comalso / ndia scrim.
1
mon in cultivation.
They have
~,hve:d;3
4
5
6
~:~ts \~e deY~!\e
2.
pl. Thin canvas glued on the inside of panels to prevent
spirally arranged leaves and
ments, to transmit power 6 Dowel.
shrinking, checking, etc.
aerial roots. See PANDANUS.
(esp. when a large meScrew1.
1mage (skrlm'il:j),
scrlm
n. [An alteration of skirmish.1
chanical advantage and nonreversible motion are de- screw plate. Mech. a A screw
l. Formerly, a skirmish; now, a general row or confUBecl
stock. Chiefly U. S. b A hardsired), etc. Th~re ~J
2
3
fight
or
struggle.
are many special
\.·-4 A JI ~
h1:i::vi!llta ro~:rt~!
2, a Rugby Football. = SCRU>IMAGB,
b American Footshapes of threads
Mratlrafl\
on O'{>Po&ite
sides, and
for
machine---ball, The play following the putting in play of the ball
gra
in size, for cutting
by
the
snapper-back
when
the
teams
are
on their lines of
::O~~taerd~0l:
s~I::d!~~~aiw~it~~rlh
~~~:~f:~ ~\~n:: small external screw threads.
scrimmage.
It does not end until the ball is dead. See
_
1 and 2 Angle of 600 i :JAngle of sorew propeller. A device conllne of scrimmage, under LINE.
slating of a central hub with
(skrlmpt);
SCRIMPIING.
1 8 SCRBW,
2, 3, or 4 similar radiating blades symmetrically placed and scrimp (skrlmp), "· t.; SCRIMPED
KBDEANSCREW,
DIFFERENTIAL
!CREW,HINDLBY
IN[Cf. Dan. skntmpe, G. ,tc!trump/en, D. krimpen. Cf.SHRIMP,
TBRRUPTEDSCRBW,LEFT-HANDED
SCREW,MACHINESCRBW, twisted so that each forms part of a helical surface (like that of a screw thread) or
SHRINK.] 1. To make too small, short, scanty, or the like;
RIGHT-HANDED
SCREW,WOODSCREW,WORM,etc.
2:. A acrew propeller, or, rarely, a vessel propelled by one. having a shape approximating this, used
to be sparing or niggardly in or with ; to limit too closely;
steamships, motor.boats, air3. A tum of a screw ; also, any twist like the turn of a
ae, to scdmp the pattern of a coat ; to scrimp food.
screw ; a screwing motion or movement.
2. To provide insufficiently with something; to be nigscrew rivet. A short bolt screwed
Screw Rivet.
4. A small packet of tobacco, snuff, or the like; - so throughout its entire length and slightly riveted over on
gardly in providing for ; to put on short allowance ; as, to
called because often wrapped in )laper with the ends
scrimp a son for money ; to scrimp one's household.
the ends when in place.
twisted. Slang, Chiefly Eng.
screw stock. Mech. a A diescrimp, v. i. To be niggardly.
stock.
See STOCK, n. b =
6. An amphipod crustacean. Cf. SANDSCREW.
scrimp, a. Short ; scanty ; deficient ; as, a scrimp wind.
SCREWPLATEb.
8 [Cf. Dan. slcroga carcaBB.] A worn-out, broken-down,
scrimp, n. A pinching miser; a niggard. Colloq.
screw tree. Any sterculiaceous
or otherwise unsound horse. Colloq,
·scrimp, v. i. Cloth Man?Ljacturing. To wrinkle or double
7. An extortioner; a sharp bargainer; a skinflint.
f~an:1Y~;l:,':,ge~s
on account of strain caused by tension ; - said of cloth.
8. Salary ; pay; esp., small pay ; as, a clerk's weekly
scrimp, n. Cloth Man11facturing. A wrinkle lengthwise
twisted capsules.
screw. Slang, Chiefly B,·U.
of a fabric, caused by excessive tension.
screw wheel. A gear wheel
Screw Wheel.
of, or addicted to, writin~• learned we (all) write. Adafted scrieve (skriiv), v. i. ref. Jcel,
acreend. Screened. RPf. Sp.
■crew box.
a A socket for a screw pod, or screw•pod mes- J<"ond
Nan•. - S<'ri-ba'cious-ne11,scrt- from 1/orm·r ( R11brtlefll,ll. i. 17). fllkrefa to stride, Dan. l'lkr21ie,
screen'er. n. One that screens. screw, a& of a screw vise or an quite. The screw hean,
ba'tioua.nesa, 11o OhN, 01· R.
■ereen'man, ,,.
A man who interrupted-screw hreechblock.
acrtb'l, acrib'ld. Sc r i b b I e ;
~~:~op:i
:~ef1~::; scrib'bet, n. A painter's pen- scribbled. Rt'.f: Sp.
~!~
See INTERRUPTED
<.\CIHCW.
b A
8
c!k~~~~-hixfla~~PE~~~•;.ar.
kind of screw stock for cutting of Turritella and allied genera., cil. Oh!r.
Scri-ble'rua, Mar-tl'nus (miir- or i-ong). Srnf,
wooden screws.
of ~C'REEC'H.
scrib'b~e (skrlb'l!tj), n. WritSee TUR RITELi.A.
scrieve (dial. skri!v), 1crlev'er.
~~~f;>iheAs!!tlri~8Jii!!~J~f;~~f Vars. of SCRIVK, SCRIVER.
screw stair, A spiral stair, eF.p•
11crewd. Screwed. Re,f. S1>·
Given the Extraordinary Life, Works, Cliirff71 Scot. 8i"Dial. Ruu.
screw'er, n. One that screws. one with steps radiating from a
screw eye. A screw, usually a vertiral newel.
and Discoveries of Martinus scritt. n. [Cf. S('RIEVE.]Amade~~rlb!~f~!:ent,i:,~reA
sci~bt;:/
db!~;.R~~:f SHRIVE. wood screw, wjth a head in the screw stake. = :i;icRF.W
PILE.
Scriblerus," written chiefly by 11 p ~tory ; a yarn. Obs. Scot.
Arbuthnot, as stated by Pope, to scrltt. + S('RIT.
■crekh cskreK; skriK), screik form of a loo~ or ebe,
Iwort. I screw stay. = STAYBOLT,
screw'stem', n. [fllcrew + stP,m ] ~cn~:~1;,~~~:~~l2':i'~~l/s.:;:/''!.:._ ridicule all the fa1F1etal".tesin
(skreK; skriik). Scot. & dial.
(,t~•t~~fk).Obs, or
En~. vars. of SCREECH.
~~er~Ae
ky~~ ~l~~~- Any gentianaceons plant of the scrib'blinf-lY, ad1,.- scribbling learning, under the chnracter of
a man of capacity, who had
key wrench having a hammer genus Barfoufn, having slender lark, the fhcker. Local, (]. S.
■ereik. + SHRIEK.
twisted stems. scrib'en-der, n [ Cf. s r RI v- dipped,
and occ11f!ionally
inJudiciously, into ~!~in!(lkr;~),i,~,.,S(:.!:cC,.1:Uer.
■creme. -t SCREAM.
~::e~ hook.
[tireh!!f !~f:k~jscrew ,tone, 'l'he fossil stem ENER. SCRIBE.] A scribe, Oh,r. every art and science.
aeren. -t SCREEN,
To fence (with swords).Archaic.
of a crinoid.
llscri-bea'dl ree'te sa'pe-re eat Scri-ble'rua Club (skrY-ble'nis). - scrim'er (1,krim'er), n. Ar■ crepe. + SCRAPE.
aereve, acrev'er. Obs. or dial.
AA J~~~~r~':·spanet prin-ci'pl-um e'lifona (f.lp'- An authors' club, founded by cliair•.
screw tool. = 2d CHASER,2.
[L.l
ti-re,
prln-slp'l-tim,
tlSnz).
for
turning
a
screw
or
nut.
scrib,
n.
[Cf.
SCRIMP,
SCRUB.]
ner
Swift in li14, its object being to scrim'mage, v i. ~ t. Football.
of SCRIVE,SCRIVER. r-ABT.E.I
The beginnin~ and source of satirize literary incompetence. To take part in, or to throw into,
acrew',....ble(skrOO'd-b'f),a. See screw'leas. a. Having no screw. A miAer. Ob,.
aerib'a-ble (skrtb' d:-b'l), a. [See writing well or correctly is to he
■crew alley. = :,;!HAFT
TUNNEL.screw nail. A wood screw.
ft~Ptr:i::~t~r~o~e':n&l~r:nd BoSCBIIIOfJSr.
wise.
(
Horace,
Ars
Poettca,
80a).
SCRIBE.]
Fit
to
write
on.
i:,f• ie\!~ 0::.;i~g a
acrl-ba'cious, scrl-ba.''liious
II scrt'bl-mua 1n-doe't1 doc-ti .. sc~ch. -t SCREECH. [Rart'!. I MAl'~E;J, SKirmishing. Obs.
(skrt-bil'sh'Us), a. [See ~CRTRE.)que- [L.] Learned and un- 1crld Cskrld),n. Screed; shred. scrim mish.
ICrewthread OD it.
ing boot and shoe soles.
SCRIMMAGE.

soreeve (skr0v),
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SCRIMPINESS

SCRUB BIRD

IICldmD'bur,
p. pr.

1ING(akriv'&, vb. n. of SCRIMP.
- acrlmping bu, a ■crtve (akriv), "· t.; SCRIVED(skrivd); SCRIV
devicii usea in calico printing to stretch the fabric breadthIng). [OF. e,crivre to write, L. scribere. See SCRIBE.] To
wise so that it may tie smooth for printing.
scribe; write; score; specif., Shipbuilding, to cut (a line)
1Bhaw 1 (skrlm 1sh6 1), v. i. &: t. Naut. To do any neat
IICl"im
on a acrive board.
email mechanical job ; specif., to ornament, as shells,
ivory, etc., by engraving, and (often) rubbing ink or pig~~ ;;~~~~
ments into the incised lines. Sailors' Cant, U. 8.
floors, etc., are made for the smiths to work by.
■ orlm'shaw', n. Naut. A neat piece of mechanical work;
scrl-vel'lo (skrI-v~l'ii), scrl'vallle' (skre'v,Wy'; -vllly'), n.
esp., a shell, a whale's tooth, or the like, that is scrim[Orig. uncert.] An elephant's tusk, esp. one weighing less
shawed. Sailors' Cant, U. S.
than twenty pounds.
■crim'shaw', a. Nau/. Made by scrimshawing.
acr1ve1ner (skriv'u0r; skrTv''n-ir), n. [From olde~ scriscrip (skrlp), n. [ME. scrippe, LL. scrippurn, perh. of vein, OF. e:;crfrain, It'. ecrivain, LL. scribanus, fr. L. scriTeutonic origin; cf. OHO. scharpe a wallet, Icel. & OSw.
bere to write. See SCRIBE.] l. A professional or public
akreppa, also OF. e,,crepe, esquerpe, F. echa,·pe scarf. Cf. writer ; one whose occupation is to draw contracts or pre1st SCARF.] A small bag ; a wallet. A rehaw.
pare writings.
Slwk.
And in requital ope hi.a leathern scrip.
Milton,
2. A money broker. Obs.
Dryden.
■crlp, n. [From SCRIPT.] l. A writing, as a certificate,
scro-blc'u-late (skr/;-blk 1i'i-ltt), a. [L. scrobiculus, dim.
memorandum, schedule, or list.
of scrobisa ditch or treuch.]
Bot. &, Zool. Having numerous small, shallow depressions or hollows ; pitted.
0
8
~:~~:
~~e~:~::~~11~~ ~[~a~fu~~·a8;°o
Berips of paper can be made current coin.
Locke. scro-blc'u-lus (-liis), "·; pl. -uu (-Ii). [L., a small ditch,
dim. of scrobi8 ditch.] An.at.&: Med. A small pit, furrow, or
2. A small piece or scrap of paper or parchment.
- IIacro-bi 1cu-lua cor 1dia (skro-blk 1il-liis k6r 1dis)
3. Any of various documents used as evidence that the depression.
[L. cordis, gen. of cor heart], Anal., the pit of the stomach~
holder or bearer is entitled to receive something either abso-scrod (skriid) l n. [Cf. OD. schroode a strip, shred.l A
lutely or conditionally; also, such documents collectively;
specif.: a A prelimmary certificate (often called a scrip scrode (skriid) f young codfish split and prepared" for
cooking. Local, U. S.
certificate) issued after the allotment, usually on paygill.] A group of
ment of the first installment, to one who has subscribed for scrod'gill' (skrod'gIJI), n. Lscrod
hooks fastened back to back for fishing ; a pulldevil. stock of a bank, railroad, or other COIIl)>aDY. or for a share
of other joint property, or a loan, statmg the amount subscrod'glll', v. t. &: i.
scribed for, the amount already paid, and the dates when scroftu-la (skrof 11'i-Jti),n. [L. scrofulae, dim. fr. sm·ofa a
the installments are due ; as, insurance scrip, consol .,crip: breeding sow, perh. by a fanciful comparison of the glanduetc. When all installments are paid, the scr1:pis exchangea
an
lar swellings to little pigs; perh. akin. to Gr. -ypofJ,</,a.<
for a bond or share certificate.
Sc1'ip carries no right to
old sow: cf. F. scrofules. Cf. SCROYLB.] Ned. A morbid
vote or receive dividends, but often bears interest. b Acercondition of a tuberculous nature, manifesting itself espe•
tificate for a fractional part of a share of stock orof a bond,
usually convertible into a share or bond when presented in
cially in a chronic enlargement and cheesy degeneration
of the lymphatic glands, particularly those of the neck,
tf:o~::'/:,~~!J'lg~~Jgh~~~e~~cf~;:~~s~~s~ t~1:.'::-ii:'e\~8~~i!!
with a tendency to the development of chronic intractable
inflammations of the skin, mucous membrane, bones, joints,
0
~fc:sb;:n~l1e~~~5:r1~1!~~t~1~g!
and other parts ; tuberculous lymphadenitis;
king's evil.
formerly issued in the United States by the State or Federal
It is most common in childhood.
~~:::~~e~!f1e~li~li;ac~,ioq~,
~~~hJ~PJar~~~~fi~~t°J o~ui~~ scrof'u-llsm (-llz'm), n. Ned. State of being scrofulous.
debtedness in the form of a promise to pay or a certification
sorof 1u-lo-derm'(-lt-dftrm'), scrof'u-lo-der•ma (-dftr'mti },
"· [NL. scrofuloderma. See SCROFULA;-DERM.] .lffed.
r:::edt;s:g~:i~1!~:1::n~~~~~:b:esfs~u~fd~~n:frc°!1~r:1:
Any affection of the skin d~ndent
on scrofula.
0
scrof 1u-lO'sls (-lii'sls), n. LNL; scrofula +-osis.] Med.
b~~i~~~~~~n~i:ineri~~g~;
State of being scrofulous; scrofulous diathesis.
funds or by a corporation that pays wages partly in orders
on a company st.ore, a warrant on a city treasury etc. e A scrof'u-lous (skrl!f'i'i-lils}, a. [Cf. F. scrofuleux.] l. Pertaining to scrofula, or partaking of its nature; as, scrofucertificate, usually one issued b:ythe Federal or a State govlous tumors; a scrofulous habit of body.
=~aii~~;:::~il!e.!~~
!~~~~\l~i 1~~d~~ $. or receive 2.
Diseased or affected with scrofula.
■crlp'ee' (skrlpte'), n. One to whom land scrip is issued;
-scrof'u-lous-ly, adv. -scrof•u-lous-ne■s, n.
- so called in the Department of the Interior.
U. S.
scroll (skriil), n. [A dim. of ME. scroue, scrowe (whence
■crtpt (skrlpt}, n. [ME. scrit, OF. escrit, F. ecrit, L. scripE. escrow), OF. escroe, escroue, F. ecrou entry in the jail
t-um. something written, fr. scribere, scriptum, to write.
book, LL. ~croa scroll, prob. of Teutonic origin; cf. OD.
See SCRIBE; cf SCRIPa writing.]
l. A writing. Obs.
schroode a strip, shred, slip of paper, akin to E. shred.
2:. Law. An original or principal instrument or document.
Cf. SHRED,Escnow.] l. A roll of paper or parchment; a
3. Written characters ; style of writing.
writing formed into a roll; a schedule ; a list ; also, a
4. Print. Type made in imitation of handwriting.
draft; an outline ; as, to preserve the scroll of a letter.
Here i11,the scroll of every man's name.
Sltak.
[5~
~i,o,~te_,d,VV\,
2:. Something, usually an ornament, in form resembling a
■crlp'tion (skrl p'shun ), "· [L. scriptio, -011ia. Cf. SCRIPT.] roll of paper, esp. one loosely or only partly rolled.
Speb A scroll.
Handwriting;style of writing, asof a certain period. }low R.
cif. : a The curved head of viol instruments.
head. C Slu"pbuilding.
A curved timber, ornamented
■crlp-to'rl-um (skrlp-tii'rl-ilm;
201), n.; L. pl. -RIA (-ti).
with fan'jic
scrolls, bolted to the knee of the head. d A
LLL. See SCRIPTORY.]In an abbey or monastery, the room
aet apart for writing or copying manuscripts; in general, a
t~~~~e:C~1e~ !~at ~d~~'ss~::t~f:~
room devoted to writing.
as a substitute for a seal. U. S. e A spiral part or orna■crlP'to-ry (skrlp•t~-rI),
a. [L. scriptorius, fr. scribere, ment of furniture, etc. f Mach.. Ill(;)
1criptum, to write.] Of or pert. to writing; expressed in, Any of various parts shaped ~ 1
more or less like a scroll; as: (1)
or used in, writing; as, scriptory wills. Rare.
A spirally shaped rib or slot for ,r;, 6:'l
fr)
~
scrlp'tur-al (skrlp'\iJr-ifl), a. l. Written, or pertaining
gearing with a slot or projecting
~ 2~
to writing. Obs.
fin
so
as
to
cause
it
to
move
in
2. [cap.] Of, pertaining to, contained in, or according
towards, or out from, a center. ~ 3 ~
(.::\
to, the Scriptures; Biblical ; as, a Scrlptural doctrine.
See CHUCK, n., Illust., 2. (2) A ~
'-.::} '-::::,J
Scrlp'tur-al-lam (-Iz'm), n. Quality or state of being Scrip- casing for a turbine wheel, hav~
tural ; also, literal adherence to the Scriptures.
ing a spiral waterway of converg~ 4
Scrlp'tur-al-lst, n. l. One who adheres literally to the in~ aperture. J Her. A ribbon ~
la In
Scriptures as the foundation of his religion or philosophy ; with a motto mscribed.
ornamental design, any of vari- ~ 5 ~
also, one learned in, or a student of, the Scriptures.
ous spiral or convoluted form~
~
UUUUU
2. Moha111.Law. A kitabi. Bee KrrAB.
whether self.contained or contin■crlp'ture (skrlp 11,yr), n. [L. scriptura, fr. scriber•, acripuous, based on the curves taken 1-5 Scroll, 2 h. ahowing
tum, to write: cf. OF. escripture, ucrilure, F. ~criture. by a scroll of parchment· also derivation of Convention.
any ornament of such a fol'"m. l alized Forms.
See SCRIBE.] l. Anything written; a writing or a passage
A somewhat scroll-like molding, common in medieval
from a writing ; a document; a manuscript; an inscription. Obs. or Archaic.
Chaucer. work.
3. Geom. = SK.BW SURFACE.
The ~,:r;pture on the tomb ... was in Latin, Ld. Berners.
2. [cap.] The books of the Old and the New Testament, scroll (skriil), "· t.; scROLLBD(skrold); scROLL11NG. 1. To write upon a scroll; to
or of either of them; the Bible ; - used by way of eminence
inscribe; record; also, to draft.
or distinction, and chiefly in pl.
To form into or like a scroll ; to adorn
3. [cap.] A passage from the Bible; a text. Obs. or R.
Twined thread of one doubtful Scriptu,-e.
.Milton.
with scrolls or scrollwork.
IICl'Oll,v. i. To take the form of a scroll
Scroll, 2 I.
4. Any sacred writing ; as, Buddhist scripture.
Scrlp'tur-lllt (skrlp'ti:r-Ist), n. One deeply versed in the
or scrolls ; to roll or curl up like a scroll, as a photographic
Scriptures, or who endeavors to regulate his life by them.
film-negative.

scrolled (skrold), p. a. Formed like a ecroll; contained
in a scroll; adorned with scrolls; as, scrolled work.

8{Jie t{,:;}.'ola
•g!~J!fi!
i:ti~ri11
:~s!~ f0 °fu.~egt:!
shov.r.i.ngon one face;- called also acroll wheel.
11

11

i:,~

scroll saw. A ribbonlike
s:~~g
J>o~f.~;,f
t!:!l'/::ft'ft:g;,l~, ~~!t~~:,
adapt..od for sawing curved

t:~r~:r:
.~mi

f:ti~

+

l~a~\Yi!':i
~~!:
~~J~:!i:

l!:~~J
l~v;:;:::~l
~¥~1:~tby
!

.&,~

~!~<l°e1;i

z.

saw stretched in a frame,
outlines ; also, a machine hi
which such a saw is worked by foot or power.
scroll'work' (skriil'wftrk'), n. Decorative or ornamental
work having a scroll or scrolls as the essential ft>ature ;
also, thin woodwork cut into designs with a scroll saw.
Scrooge, Ebenezer (skrooj). In Dickens's "Christmas
Carol,,, an exceedingly hard, avaricious man rekresented
:~ii~!}ii~!~ve and made indly by
:h;fsJ:~
~b:Jih~~
1ING,
scroop (skriiiip), v. i.; SCROOPED(skroopt); SCROOP
[Imitative.]
To make a sound as of crunching, squeaking, or grating; to creak; squeak; grate. Chiefly /Jial.
scroop, n.. A harsh sound, as of creaking, crunching, or
grating; sometimes, specif., the crisp rustle of silk.
Scropla1u-la'rl-a (skri\flil-la 1rI-ti; 115), n. [NL. So called
because it was reputed to be a remedy for scrofula, or from
its knotty root.] Bot. A large genus of plants typifying
the family Scrophulariacere, natives of temperate regions.
They are chiefty coarse herbs, with small flowers borne in
a terminal thyrsus. The corolla is gibbous, with four erect

~f

!i~d~~~~t~1:.i~~d:.di~l!o~;;~~~ifr~t~:~~a~~~fi:ua~;t~era
[NL. See ScRoPHULARIA.] Bot. A family of herbs. shrubs, or rarely trees
(order Polemoniales), comprising about 190 genera and over
2,000 species of very wide distribution , the figwort family.

Scroph 1u-la'rl-a 1ce-a, (..a 1st-e), n. pl.

G!~:o
r~,i!,\~,ib1~~ !ftd;e~~!i:U~r=t~~=~~.i~!;/:~~~\~
1 w;~t
~rli~t11:::ir:~\;:
i°!s~rl::tn::ela ::p~1.1!~~:
n'ica, Gerardia, .Antin~inum, ~aul011·rda, Digitalis, Mimu3

0

lus, etc. - scropJa1u-la 1rt-a1ceous (-shils), a.
scro'tal (skrii'tiil}. a. Anal. Of or pert. to the scrotum.
scro't1-form (-ti-f6rm), a. [scrotum
-form.] Purseshaped ; pouch-shaped.
scrO'to-cele (-tt-sel), n. [scrotum
Gr. K~/1.'Ia tumor.}
,/J,/ed. A rupture or hernia in the scrotum i scrotal bemia..
scro'tum (skrii 1tilm), n. [L.] Tl,e external bag or pouch
which iu most mammals contains the testicles; the cod.
scrub (skrllb),11.t.; SCRUBBED
(skrllbd); scRuB'BING. [ME.
acrobben, prob. of D. or Scand. origin; cf. Dan. skntbbe,
Sw. skrubba., D. scl11"obben,LG. sc/1rubben; perh. akin to
scmpe.] l. To rub hard in washing; to wash with rubbing ; esp., to rub with something wet, coarse, or rough,
so as to clean or brighten; as, to scr11,ba floor.
2. To wash (a gas). Cf. SCRUBBER,
2.
scrub, v. i. l. To rub something hard, or to cleanse or
brighten something by rubbing, as with a wet brush.
2. To work hard and steadily and, usually, to live &&Tingly ; to drudge.
Ckiefly /Jial.
scrub, n. [See SCRUBto rub.] l. Act or process of scrubbing; a washing and rubbing; as, to give one's self a 1crob.
2:. One who labors bard and lives meanly; a mean fellow.
3. [Prob. -of Scand. orig. ; cf. Norw. skrubba the dwarf
cornel tree, and E: &HRUB. J Vegetation com!listing chiefly
of dwarf or stunted shrubs, which are often thick and impenetrable, growing in poor soil or in sand ; - applied esp.
to the palmetto barrens of the southern United States, and
to the u bush " of Australia and South Africa.
4. For,stry. A low, straggling tree of inferior quality.
&. Stock Breeding. A domestic animal not of good or pure
breed, esp. when inferior in size, etc. U. S.
8. A worn-out brush 01· broom.
A in,worlA.
7. Spo,·ls. A player not belonging to the regular or first
nine, eleven, crew, etc.; a member of a scrub nine, eleven,
crew, etc. ; a participant in a scrub game or race; alao,
sometimes, a scrub team, crew, or the like.
8. pl. A class of fullers' teasels.
9. Anything undersized, mean, or inferior. Colloq.
acrub, a. l. Undersized; mean; inferior; paltry.
How solitary, how sc,-11b,does this town look I Walpole.
.2. Sports. Of a crew, nine, eleven, or other team, com-posed of "scrubs"
without previous training or practice
together. Hence, hastily got together without careful selection; as, a ,crub team of coach horses. Also, of a game or
other contest, participated in by scrub teams.
scrub'ber (skrllb•er), n. l. One that scrubs; esp., a
brush used in scrubbing.
2. Any of various apparatus for washing (scrubbing) coal
gas or other gases, as;(l) a tower containing coke (cote tower)
or other material down which water or a watery solution
trickles and through which the gas ascends; or, often called
u•asher, (2) a vessel in which the gas is forced throug11 the
liquid, or a tank in which the gas ~sses over rotating blades
or brushes that dip into the liquid.
3. Australia. a A domestic animal run wild in the scrub.
b A mean, vulgar, or underbred person ; a scrub. Slang.
scrub bird. A small bird of the abnormal passerine genus
Atrichornia, inhabiting bushy scrub in Australia. Two spevlantain.
[swellinf" Obs.I acroof (ekr6lif). Scot. & dial.
Eng- var of SCURF.
[Slang.,
=~~~~~itde
Est·)lSf'(I~~d
~~fr'a.8,,
acrope, 11. A farthing. Ohs.
n. Aini. Scrofuloderm. (ulous.\
acrof'u-ltt'tc( llt'lk~a.
Scrof- ~~r:rA~ola~~t~~ J~~n~~R'8~:.ulCl"O-ti)tiB (~krU-tY't)s),n. [NL.;
o~·g.8 c~ri~
scrotum + -itif(.] Med. Inflamcert. l A stunted shrub, bush, or mation of the scrotum.
(skrouj; ~kr®j), v. t.
18::d~k:,~r~ acrouae
To crowd ; press; squeeze. acroug'er (-fr), n. D1al. Eng._,
;~~~;~ ~ 8!i~g:}\~~d~~:~~f:
Colloq., lT. S.
scrow. acrowe. i' SCROLL.
Srot.
[vars of CORON Acn.\
scrotnoch. acrotnogh. Obs. Scot. ■ crow (skrou ; skrO:), n. [Cf.
acroll chuck. See 5th CHUCK, EfS("UOW' S(;ROLL.J A clipping
n.,4.
from skim! ; currier's cuttmga,
scroll'head•, n. A scroll-like used for making glue,
ornament at the bow of a vessel. ■crow, n. A mess; litter; quarscroll lathe. A wood-turnmg rel. Dial. Enr,.
lathe devised esp. for cutting
p~~f;c~:
scrolls and spiral work.
acroll step. Arch. A curtail ula, F. dcrouelleR, fr. (ussumed)
step. See CURTAIL, 11.,2.
LL.,scrofellae, for L scro.fulae
acroll wheel. = SCROI ..L OEAR.
See scROFUI.A.] Fellow; wretch.
scron'a.ch (skrlSn'iiK).
Scot. Obs.
var. of CORONACH.
Scrub, n. In the'' Beaux' Strataacroo (skrOO), n. 4-1,.[Cf. Jcel. irem," by Farquhar. Lad:v Boun11kr1~f haycock, Norw. dial. tiful 's witty man of all Work
11krm·. _11kru..]
Stack. Scot.

+

+

~1fo~~d
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=~~.
(b~~'f/;,i~d
f

~::i~g~; n~:i~~;~,;:

:::~!!:zi:s~
:,,~~J/;Z:;,

acrooch(skrOOch),n.
v;a1.

~v.Crouch.

:::::.-t~:~ca~barfoFf:.mL~
,;!:

1i:ti1tl),
~~~ii:~c::::.<akrobj)
..Dial. :!~t,:~~~i:rltb~rci;
a. Stunted; acrubby . .Archaic.
iile, senite,

cAre, l\m, account,

lirin, ask,

sofa;

eve, i!ivent, ilnd, recl!nt, maki;r; ice, DI; old, tlbey, llrb, Md, s&ft, c6nnect
Word,
i" Oboolete Varla11& of. +eomblned
with.
= ll41Ualo.

; use, t\nite, ~rn. ilp, clrci1s, menu;
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SCRUBBOARD

SCULPTURED

cles (.A.clanwsa and .A. rufeacens) are known. They are
left my nsme at yonr door" ( Gray). IJoNBCIENTIOUS
impeculiar, possessing only two pairs of syringeal muscles
0 ':~ff~ru:~J
0.f~ii~~~aj
and only rudimeni&ry clavicles.
~~J~:h~~c~~~.
1BI-BR(-I-er);
IOl'Ub'by(skrlib'-i), a.; SCRUB
SCRUB'BI-EST. sturdily conscientious to allow of any suspi~ion being cast
1. Of the nature of scrub; small and mean ; stunted in upon his rectitude" (A. W. Ward); a conscientious workman; the conscientious performance of a task. See CBRBgrowth; shabby; as a scrubby cur.
MONIAL, RIGID, COR.RBCT, STRICT,
2:. Having much scrub, or underbrush; as, acrubbt woods. -scra'pa-loas-ly,
adv. -scra'pa-loua-neaa, n.
II scra 1tln' de llate' (skrii'tltN' d~ lest'). [F., voting by
~~s of"J.~/
~~~rtJ:'en t~~ 0lta~es
list.] Voting for a group of candidates for the same kind of
ercus nana and 9..mar-ilandica; of the Southern States,
catesba,i, Q. p1t111ila,and Q.myrtijolia; of California~ Q.
tt~~J~
mnosa ,' of the Rocky Mountain region, Q. gambelii. ttee r:!c:i~th~~~ ~!~~ernorF~~:~g!: ~~u:~:nJu~!!s~,
1889, in elections for the Chamber of Deputies, each elector
voting for the candidates for the whole department in
a.
scrub pine. a Any of many dwarf American pines, as P. which he lived, as dieting. from acrutin d'arrondi■aement, or
voting by each elector for the candidate or candidates for
virginiamt, P. rig1.da, P. clausa, etc. The common scrub
his own arrondissement only.
piue, or Jersey pine, of the eastern United States is P.1,irscru 1t1-neer' {skr00 1tr-ner 1), n. A scrutinizer; examiner;
ginirma. b The Australian cypress pineCallitriscalcarata.
IIOl"Ub
vine. A lauraceous climbing shrub {esp. Cassy/ha investigator; specif., an examiner of votes, as at an election.
melantha), destitute of leaves, found commonly among scru'U-ntze (skroo'tI-niz), v. t. &:i.;-N1zED (-nizd); -Niz!ING
bushes in the scrub. .Australia.
(-nfa'ing).
[From SCRU'rINY.] To examine closely; to
acruff (skrlif), n. [Cf. SCUFF.] The nape of the neck; the
inspect or observe with critical attention ; to regard narloose skin of the back of the neck or the back.
rowly; as, to scrutinize one's conduct or motives.
acrum'mage (skriim'itj ; dial. also skrili>m'-), n. Scot. & Syn. - See SCAN.
dial. Eng. var. of SCRIMMAGE.Specif., Rugby Football, a scru'tt-noas (skroo'tl-nils), a. Closely examiniug; scruticertain play or formation (usually in a rough circle about
nizing; critical; censorious. -s~ru'U-nous-ly, ud11•
the ball, whic~ the sides then try to kick or heel out in or- scru'U-ny (-uT), n. [L. scruliniwn, fr. scrutari to search
der that it may be .run wfth) made when the man holding
carefully, prob. orig., to search even to the rags, fr. scruta
the ball is tackled, or for some other reason ; - called also
trash, trumpery ; perh. akin to E. shred ; cf. AS. scrud,crim,niage, pack, or scrum. Cf. SCRIMMAGE, 2 b; BULLY '!,.,n.,
1. n-iun to make scn1ti11y.J 1. Close examination; minute
acram'mage, ,,. /. & ;. ; -MAGED(-lijd); -MAG-ING(-it-jmg).
inspection ; critical observation and investigation.
Rttgby Footb<lll. To play or place (the ball) in a scrum2. Anc. Church. An examination, in Lent, of catechumens
mage ; to engage in a scrurnmage.
who were to receive baptism on Easter Day.
■crunch (skrunch; HO), ,,. t. & i.; SCRUNCHED
(skriincht) ; 3. Canon Law. A ticket, or little paper billet, on which a
BCRUNCH'ING. [Cf. SCRANCH, CRUNCH.] To craunch; crunch;
vote is written.
crush; squeeze. Colloq. & Dial.
Dickens.
4. R. C. Ch. In the ordinary mode of electing a pope, a
scrunch, n. Act or sound of scrunching. Colloq.&: Dial. solemn casting by each cardinal at the conclave of a speacra1ple (skroo'p'l), n. [L. scrupttlus a small sharp or cially prepared secret ballot, a two-thirds majority (plus
pointed stone, the twenty-fourth part of an ounce, a scruone) resulting in election.
ple, uneasiness, doubt, dim. of scrupus a rough or sharp
&. Parliamentary Practice.
An official examination, as
atone, auxiety, uneasiness: cf. F. scrupule.] 1. A minute
by a committee, of the votes or ballots given at an election.
portion ; a small part; esp., a small part considered as a
Syn. - See EXAMINATION.
unit. Specif.: a Rom. Antiq. (1) The smallest unit of scud (skud), v. i.; scuD'DEn; scun'DING. [Of Bcand.
orig.; cf. Dan. skyde to shoot, shove, push, akin to skud
of a juger
weight, ,h of an as or,',; of an ounce. (2)
or h of an uncia. (3) A coin, worth during the Republic
shot, gunshot, a shoot, young bough, and to E. shoot. See
about $0.75 and under the early emperors about $1.00.
SHOOT.]
1. To move or run swiftly; esp., to move as if
driven forward by something.
b A unit of weight, 20 grains or l of a dram, - now used
Clouds scuc~de.dover the blue heaven. Be.aeons.field.
only by apothecaries.
The symbol 3 denotes this weight.
Bee WEIGHT, c A small portion of time ; esp., among the
2. To throw a thin flat stone so as to make it skim or skip
Chaldeansand other EMtern peoples, ro'.o of an hour. Obs. along the surface of calm water. Scot.
d As a measure of latitude and longitude, a minute. Obs. 3. Naut. To be driven swiftly, or to run, before a gale.
9 Ast1•01i. = DIGlT, 5.
Syn. - SeeSKIM.
I. Hesitation as to action or decision from the difficulty scud, v. t. l. To pass over quickly.
2. To slap ; spank ; beat. Scot. &:Ir.
Shenstone.
of determining what is right or expedient; unwillingness,
3. Ta.nning. To scrape (a depilat.ed and trimmed hide or
doubt, or hesitation, proceeding from conscientiousness.
The conflict between hie tastes and his scruples. Macaulay.
skin) in order to remove remaining hairs, lime, etc.
Syn. - See QUALM.
scud, n. l. Act of scudding ; a driving along; a rushing.
acru'ple, v. i.; scRu'PLED (-p'ld); scau 1PLING(-plfog). To 2. Loose, vapory clouds driven swiftly by the wind;
have scruples, esp. conscientious ones ; to be reluctant or
hence, something likened to such clouds ; as : a A slight,
to hesitate, as regards action or decision, on account of sudden shower, or a driving mist. Scot.&: Dial. b Foam;
considerations of conscience or the difficulty of determinscum. Colloq. cpl. Beer or ale; esp., foaming ale. Scot.
ing rightfulness, propriety, or expediency.
3. A blow; slap; spank. Scot.
We are often overprecise, scrupling to say or do those things
4. A runner. School Slang.
Puller,
which lawfully we may.
6. A small tli!fht of birds, less than a flock. Local, Eng.
BCnt'Ple, v. t. 1. To have scruples, esp. conscientious
8. Any amph1pod crustacean, as a beach Ilea.
ones, about; to hesitate at; to question ; doubt.
Milton.
7. Leather Manuf. The matter that is worked out of
I. To excite scruples in ; to cause to scruple. Obs. & R.
hides or skins in scudding.
See scuD, v. t., 3.
■cru'pa-los'1-ty(skroo 1 pU-los'I-tI), n.; pl. -Trns(-tlz).
[L.
aca'do
(skoo'do), n.; pl. scuD1 (-de). [It., a crown, a
,crupulositas.] l. Quality or state of being scrupulous;
dollar, a shield, fr. L. scutum a shield. Cf. SCUTE.] A
doubt, caution, or hesitancy arising from fear of doing
silver coin, and money of account, used (in the 18th and
wrong; nice regard to exactness and propriety; punctilious19th centuries) in Italy and Sicily, formerly varying in
ness ; - often implying more or less excess of the quality.
value in different localities, but usually approximating 4
Careful, even to scrupulo.dty, •. to keep their Sabbath, Soutlt,
shillings or 97 cents; also, a g-old coin worth about the same_
2. A scruple. Ob.,.
Lithgow.
scufl
(sklif), v. i.; SCUFFED(skiift); SCUFF'ING. [See SCUJ'■cru'pu-loas (skroo'pil-lus),
a. [L. scrupulosus: cf.
l'LE.] To walk without lifting the feet; to proceed with a
F. scrupuleuz.] 1. Full of or having scruples; inclined
scraping
or dragging movement; to shuffle.
to scruple; marked by scrupulosity; hence,careful; cautious;
scufl (sklif), v. t. l. To drag while moving; to shuffle; as,
exact ; punctilious ; as, scrupulous performance of duties.
to
sc,!lf
the
feet.
2. Given to making objections; captions. Obs.
Shak.
3. Liable to be doubted ; doubtful; nice. Obs. Bacon. 2. To injure or make shabby by wear. Colloq. or Dial.
3.
To
touch
lightly in passing; to graze. Scot.
Syn. - ScaUPULOUS, PUNCTILIOUS, CONSCIENTIOUS. SCRUPU(-'Id); SCUF1FLING(-!Ing).
LOUS, as here compared, implies the utmost nicety or ex- scul'fle (skiif''l), v. i.; SCU_F,FLED
actness: PUNCTILIOUS suggests particularity
or :erecise.
[Freq. of scuff, v. i. ; cf. Sw. skujfa to push, shove, 1ku.J}·a
push, Dan. sku,D'ea drawer, a shovel, and E. shuJJl,e,shove.
!?"a~~~t,}/!!~~gr~!~~~;8
o~fst~t:1i!e~i1, c,8/ti1:t?tW~s.z~;: Bee SHOVE; cf. SHUFFLE.] l. To strive or strnggle with a
James, so precise of outline, so cunning of fence, soscrup1tclose grapple ; to wrestle in a rough fashion.
lous of finish " ( Steven,1wn) ; 0 I will neither torment you
nor myself with punctilious ceremonies" (.Mad. D' ..Arblay); 2. To scnlf ; to shuffle.
0 1 am sorry .•.
to see you so punctil-ious as to stand upon acaf'fle, n. A rough, haphazard atruggle, or trial of
strength ; also, act of scuffing ; a shuffle.
answers, and never to come near me till I have regularly
acrub'bo&rd', n. A ha&eboard, ■cruf'Ae (akrdbf''l). Dial. Eng.
[L.1 See WEIGHT, ~RD;l,?"J~;.11out. Obs. or Scot.
acrab cattle~ Hu Rhcattle which var. of SCUFFLE.
have become half wild from liv- ■cruft (akrobft). Dial. Eng. var. acruah (skTc)t)sh;skritsh). Dial. acryne t SHRINE,
of ._CRUFF,
in"Kin the BCrut>.Australia.
~~~;t::i>lef c~'s1~~'t4-b'l), a. ~~:fu:~bb,::csi:r~'!~mulua.
1cra.bd. Scrubbed. Ref. Sp.
■cruge. -t SCOURO E•
acrum, n. Rugby Football.
:r:~~~~:~1~t~e!~!u 8t~~~~ink!~~:
=te~'!f
~':t{u~~ad
Colloq. abbr. of scRUMMAOE,
tralin.
■crump (skrOOmp; skrilmp).
:J{ii:'i~}m~l.young
herring. oScot. & dial. Eng. var. of CRUMP. :~ [tt;;!},~t~}jk~~~;::.11~:
tc1:!,:c,ai~di acrump, v. t. 4-i. [Cf. Norw. acru-ta'tor (•Mr), n. [L.] One ■cud'der, n. One that scuds
& Da.n. Rkrumpe to shrivel, to that scrutinizeRgra.qs.] The scouring rush.
acud'dick (skttd'Yk; skdf>d'•
acrub hickory. The ~taceous shrink, E . .scrimp.] To shrivel; ~~~~,~~~rn:.<s~:,;n-n4nt), a. I~~~~ra,f,~~,~lk~; shiltree Pentaceras au::i.tralis. Aus- squeeze. Dial. Bn7..
acrum'ple (akrclt)m:_p'l;skri'tm'- .acru'tl-nate <-niit), ,,. t. [LL. acud'dle (sklld''l), 1,. i. [Freq.
tra/ta.
acrab'land', n. Land covered p'l). Scot.&: dial. Eng. var. of sci uri11an•, l = !-ICRl'TJNR. R. of scud: cf S('UTTI,E to hurry.]
CIHIMPJ,E,
with MCrub.
IIacru'tin' d'ar'ron'dl91e'ment'
To hurry; scuttle. OhH. or Scot.
■cr11b myrtle.
= NATIVE MYR- acrum,'tton (~krttm'shiin), n. (skrli 1 tlN' dd'r6:...1 de111 ma;-.'), acu-del'la,t1. r1t.7Porringer.Ohs.
TLE,
1ti~~ fs:!.~·m;~!b'tis),a. n~.,voting by arrondi&Sement.] acud'lar, acud'lar (skttd'l!r),
See l-lCRUTIN DE Ll"TE.
acru.b rider. One who rides
I ri. [Cf. LL. scutellarrnB one in
through the ecruh to find stray Slanfl, 1. N1ce; particular; fas-. :::~~:;r~·o:•
dishes.]
sculhon.
cattle. A m~tralia.
ecrub robin. Any Auetralian ~id~~;y fi~~~e.·capital;
/!it~~{'::jz~~~ < k"'~~!k~;;:-';:_i. [Cf.
singing bird of the genus Dry- acl'UDge(skri1nj), 11. i. To live
on
others;
to
sponge.
Drnl.,
U.
marrrl1u.
n. One that scrutinizes.
I lcel. skopt, skQft, hair, Goth
acrub ■a.ndalwood. One of the s. -acrung'er (skri1n'j@r), n.
acru'ti-nlz'lng-ly, adv. of 6cru-11tk1,ft. Cf, SCRUFF,1 The scruff
so-callednative cherries of Aus- 1cnmge (skrnnj; akr01'.mj),,,. t.
for
tralia (E.rocarpuR lat(foliw~).
~ I. To crush 1 Rqueeze; pre11. !~~t~~~csr;c'JtJ-tOr': 201), acru- ~:~;,~e(lnf9.i~!·fnghort
Scot. ~ Dial. Eng.
toire' (-twiir'), n. [01", t•scr,. I ~cuFn,E IIOF.,SCUFFLEHARROW
acrub shrub. = Gl'MWOOD b.
toire~ See ESCRITOIRE,]
An acuf'fl.e, 11. i. To use a scuffle
■crub turkey.
A megapode;
esp.• the leipoa.
~~~: n\~~~~~~'. a
escritmre. Ohf4.or R.
I hoe or harrow.
worn-down thing; a stump.. b A scrut'tle Cskrnt''l), n. Her. A scuffle harrow.
A harrow or
■crub'wood', n = OUMWOOD b
stunted person ; also, a niggard.
0
~ a:~~~1n.
:~~fflehhe~_av~~~-~t~~nf
ri~r:~i:r~
t\~eA;:!:":; acru'ple-neaa, n. ScTupulousacruze(skr®z).
,,
t.
To
squeeze;
hoe:
a
thrust
hoe.
Se.ricornis.
}who scruples.I
neRs. Ohf4,
acuf'fl.er (ski1f'l@:r),n. 1. One
1cru'pler (Rkr® ·pl~r), n. One crush. Ob& or Dial, Eng.
acn.d, v. t. To rub. Obs.
acru'pu•lar, a. Of or pertain- Bery (skrt), v. t. [Cf. DESCRY.] who scuffles (with the feet).
■crud. t SHROUD,
1. To descry. Obs. or Dial. Eng. 2. An agricultural implement
■mulge (ekrilj ; ekrtll>j).
Dial. ing to a scruple; small. Ohs,
2. To practice or do crystal resembling a scarifier.
Eng. var. of SCROD"GL
::;r:.:11•~:~!~;~o-llat).
A
acrue. t ~CREW.
~ t'· [ME. a.qcr11,fr.
nJ~!~b/f~tab~~
Knf, scnff ( dial. • k r 11f,
v. t. ~ i. To
1\.rcl6f). Obs. or Scot. & dial.
E'i~';~~~Jf.g
Sp~'olloq.
■cru~pu-lu (-lfte), 1cru'p11-l111D
Eng. van. of SCURF.
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l. Sowetimee
in pl. A skin of metal, slag, etc., that forms on the iuside
of a receptacle, as a converter, foundry ladle, etc., eap.
when the contained metal cools somewhat.
2. Turnings from the outsides of wooden bowls. Local, U. 8.
scull, "· [Orig. nncert.] Naut. a A small rowboat for
passengers.
b One of a pair of short oars for one person.
c An oar nsed at the stern to propel a boat, with a motion
of the blade essentially like that of a fish's tail. d A boat,
UBually for racing, for one person, or sometimes two per-sons, using sculls or short oars.
Beall, v. t.; SCULLED
(skiild); scuLL'rNG. Naut. To propel
(a boat) with a scull or sculls.
scull, v. i. l. To scull a boat.
2. To skate without raising the feet from the ice.
scall'er (-er), n. l. One who sculls.
2. A boat rowed by one man with two sculls. Rare.
scul'ler-y (sklil'er-I), n.; pl. scULLERIEB(-Iz). LOF. esc"elerie the office of keeping dishes, fr. escuele adisb, F. ecuelle,
fr. L. scutella a salver, waiter {cf. SCUTTLE a basket) i cf.
ME. squyllare a dishwasher, OF. escuelie,· keeperof dishes.]
1. A place where culinary utensils are cleaned and kept;
also, a. room near the kitchen, for the coarse work.
2. Hence, refuse; filth; offal. Obs.
Gaude-n.
scul'llon (skl1l'yiln), n. [OF. escouillon (Cotgrave) a dishclout, apparently for escoutiillon, F. IJcoutiillon, a swab,
which is fr. escouve a broom, L. scopa, scopae.J A aerYant
who cleaus pots and kettles, or does other menial services
in the kitcheu ; also, in contempt, fellow; wrei;ch.
The meanest scullion that followed his camp
South.
sculp (skiilp), ,,. I. [L. sculpere. See SCULPTOR.] l. To
sculpture; carve; engrnve. Obs. or Colloq. or llumorOU&.
2. [Orig. uncert.l Toskiu orto re1110,·etheskinand blubber of (a seal). Cant.
3. To break {slate) into slabs, suitable for splitting.
scul'pln (sklil'pln), n. [Cf. F. scorpene scorpene. Cf.
SCORPENE, SCORPION.]
a Any of
numerous
spiny,
large-headed, broadmouthed fishes
which constitute the family
Cottidre of the
sroup Loricati
(see Co•.rTIDA!:). Sculp1n (Mfloxocephalus
The flesh of
gr,,11/andlcusJ.
(l)
most of them is scanty and bony. The commonest species
of the North Atlantic belong to the genus Myoxoceplwllt1
(cf. FATHER-LASHER),
JI-I.gramland'icus and the smaller M.
tenPus being common on the New England coasts. The
genus Hemilepidotttsincludes large species of Bering Sea.
b The dragonet ( Callionymus dra,:o). c A scorprenoid
fish (Scoi-prena gutta/a) of the southern California coast.
scalP'tor (sklilplter), n. [L. sculptor, fr. sculpere, smlptum., to carve, akin to scalpere to cut, to carve, scratch :
cf. F. sculpteur.] l One who sculptures.
2:. Hence, an artist who designs works of sculpture, his
model being usually in a plastic material, from which
model the marble is cut or the bronze is cast.
3. [cap.] Astron. A southern constellation between Cetu■
and Phcenix; Apparatus Sculptoris, or Offlcina Sculptoria.
sculp'lar-al (skiilp'tiir-111), a. Of or pertaining to sculp.
ture. - sculp'tar-al-ly, adv.
sculp'ture (sklilp'tiir), n. [L. sculptura: cf. F. sculpture.] 1, Act or art of carving, cutting, or hewing wood,
stone, metal, etc., into statues, ornaments, etc., or into
figures; hence, the act or art of producing figures and
groups, whether in plastic or hard materials.
2. Carved work in wood, stone, met.al, etc.
3. An engraving or illustration.
Obs.
4. Phys. Geog. The modification of the forms of the
earth's surface by sculpturing.
See SCUL?TURE,
v. t., 2.
&. Bot. &- Zoo/. The impressed or raised markings, or
the pattern of snch markings, on the anrface of any part.
sculP'tare (sklilp'tiir), v. t.; scULP'rnREn (-tiird); sclJLPITUR-ING.
1. To form with the chisel or other tool on, in,
or from, wood, stone, or metal; to adorn or cover with
sculpture or carved work ; to carve ; engrave.
2. Phys. Geog. To change (the forms of the earth's snrface) by erosion or by erosion and deposition, as, the &t'Ulp-,
luring of a caiion or a valley by a river.
scalp'tured (-tiird), p.a. Carved; engraved; also, Nat.
Hist.," appearing as if engraved by reason of having raised
or impressed markings on the surface. - aculptared gia■a.
= CAMEO GLASS. - 1. tortoJae or turtle, the wood tortoise.
Beall (aklil), n. [Cf. SKULLof the head.]
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food, fo-ot; out, oil ; chair;

go; sing, i9k ; then, thin;
Full explanation•

natyre, ver<!9re (250) ; K =chin
G. ich, ach (144); bow; yet; zh = z in azure.
of Abbreviations,
Slsna, ete., lmmedlatel7
preC!ede the Vol"abulary.

ba~k
:tetJbs.~r St!!>~~s~::.er
1

8

sculle. -t SCHOOL,
acullen. t ~HALL

SKULL.

=~:~rir::~f
tli;yi~~:~~ r[_·,&",S.
of
var
SCALLrON.
2. An imperfect

or stunted.
fruit: - sn1d chieflv of apple■•
acul'lton-tze, ti. i. ~See-JZE.
acul'llon•lY, a. Like a scullion;
n. ~ 0:c~;rn~!!;I
acul-logue~ n. [Ir. /lroli'iff:
e£
Gael. sgolag, lcel. 11ktilkl' servant.] A farmer; a rustic. Oba.
aculp, n. A cut, print, or en~raved picture. Ohq,
1culp. .Ahbr. ScuJpsit; sculptor: sculptuf&.1;sculpture.

~!:i;11!'n~·
,

1.~tt:!~~1':i·
1~~
01~~1:~¥;~~~
with the adherent blubber.
acu1p'er. n. = SCAt•PER,

lJ~ls~~i~~~~~~f'iiitJ,
~t .~i!
pere. ] ( He or she) carved or en-

graved (it) ; - usually following
a sculptor'8 or engrnver•s name.
aculpt (Rkfi}Jit)."· t. [L. scufptum, p. p. of Rctllpe.re..] To
{ture,1
carve; sculpture.
sculpt, Ahhr Sculpsit; ICUlJ!:'
sculp'tfle CsklUp'tTJ). a. [L.

/ICUlµti/itt,

See

8 CULP

TO R.j

Formed by ca"ing; pven.
A graven imnge. Both Ob••
Bculptor•a
TooL Astron.-=

-11.

C.5.UTM,

=
scuLPTOR,3.
[sculptor. I
1culp'(-1?~1),11.A female

Bculptor•1 Work■ hop. A•trot1o

Numbera refer to§§ in Guma-
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SCULPTURESQUE

SCYLLARID..E

IICl1llpttur-eaque•
(ski1lpl~r--llsk'), a. After the manner of,

2. Containing low indecency or abuse ; foul; vile ; ob-

resembling, or relating to, sculpture; statuelike; majestic.
IOUID (s_!<i1,n),
n. [Of Scaud. o~igin; cf. D~n. & Sw. •kum,
Icel. skum, LG. schum, D. schuim, OHG. Sl'Um, G. schaum;
prob. from a root meaning, to cover. Cf. MBBRSCHAUK,
l. Foam; froth.
BKIM, v.,SKY,]
2:. Extraneous matter or impurities risen to, or formed on,
the surface of liquids ; any foul filmy coverip.g floating on
a liquid, as on a stagnant pool ; also, the scoria of matals
in a molten state; dross.
3. Refuse; o:ffscourings; anything vile or worthless;
hence, vile or worthless persons ; low people.
scum, v. t.; scuMMED (skllmd); scuM 1niNG. l, To take
the scum from; to skim.
2. To sweep or range over; to skim. Obs.
Milton.
scum, v. i. l. To form a scum ; to rise as scum ; to become covered with scum.
2. To skim or pass lightly; - with over. Obs.
1cum'ble (skllm'b'l), v. t.; scuM'BLED(-b'ld); sc0>11eLING
(-bl Ing). [Freq. of scum.] Fine Arts. To cover lightly,
as a painting, or a drawing, with a thin wash of opaque
color, or with color-crayon dust rubbed on with the
stump, or similarly to add to (the work), to soften the
effeet; to paint, draw, or produce by this process.

scenely jocular ; as, scurrilous language.

I '11,'(r1w1hle inn sunset effect, lighting up the dust, and strikl'lm·ence King.
ing acro~s the hacks of team and driver.

1cum•ble, n. Act or result of scumbling ; a softened

effect produced by scumbling; also, that put on in scumbling; the quantity, as of paint, used for scumbling.

1cum'lll1ng (-b!Ing), p. pr. &, vb. n. of scuMBLE. Hence:

n. Fine Arts. The effect produced by, or the color applied in or as in, a scumble.
[Contr. fr. Amer. Indian mishcup, fr.
mishe-kuppi large,
th i c k-sca!ed. Cf.

1oup (skup), n.
PAuam,

SCUPPAUG.l

A marine sparoid.
f i sh (Stenotomu•

chrysops), common
on the Atlantic
coast of the United
St ates,
and es-Scup (Stenotomu.a
A~1~~ c~ile~ pars~
clu·yiwps).
(U
poryy. Also, the allied more southern species S. aculeatus.
1cup'per (-er), n. [Cf. OF. escopir, escupir, to spit, fr.
(assumed) LL. acuppire; perh. of imitative origin.] Naut.
An opening cut through the waterway and bulwarks of a
ship, so that water falling on deck may flow overboard.
■cup'per-nong (-nling), n.
[From Scuppernong river in
N. Carolina, fr. the Amer. Indian uame of the swampy regions on its banks.] 1. An American grape, a form of Vitis
rotundifolia, of the S. Atlantic States, often cultivated. It
is large, yellowish green in color, and of plumlike flavor.
2. An aromatic wine, golden in color and usually sweet,
made from this graye.
scurf (skfirf), n.. LOf Scand. oril(.; cf. Sw. skorf, Dan.
skurv, Icel. skwfur, pl., D. schu,ft, G. sclwrf; all c1,kinto
AS. scurf, sceorf, and to AS. sceorfa.n to scrape, to gnaw,
G. schiirfen to scrape, and prob. also to E. scrape. Cf.
SCURVY.] 1. Thin dry scales or scab• on the body, esp.
on the scalp; dandruff.
2. = SCURVY. Obs.
3. Hence, the foul remains of anything adherent.

4.
5.
8.
7.

The 1'Curfi& worn away of each committed cnme.

Dryden,

Anything like flakes or scales adhering to a surface.
Bot. The scaly pubescence found on certain leaves.
A mean shabby fellow. Cf. SCAB,n., 6. Sla.ng, Eng.
Refuse matel'ial, as chips, for fuel. Ob,. or Dial. Eng.
1I-EST. [Cf.
1ourf•y (sltfir'fl), a.; SCURF'I-ER(-fl-~r); SCUBll
SCURVY, a.]
Having or producing scurf i covered with
scurf; resembling, or consisting of, scurf.
acurf:, bark louse, or •· 1cale, a scale insect ( CMonaspis _furf uras) injurious to apple and pear trees.-•·
pea., any fabaceous plant of the genus P:mralea.
acur'rile (skilr'Il ; s,e -ILE), a. Al11<>
scur•ril. [L. scurrilU, fr. &curra a buffoon, jester : cf. F. scurrile.] Such
as befits a buffoon or vulgar jester i scurrilous.
The wretched affectation of i"currile laughter.

■cur-rll'l-ty

Cowleu.

(sku-rTl'i-tT), n. [L. ,currilitas: cf. F. scurrilite.] Quality or state of being ocurrile ; also, that which
is scurrile; a scurrilous remark or act.
Sy~~t~g~~f1g~aiJ7::s7~~uc~~~;s~J:US:',7i~'fd./ff.acaulaJ/.
■cur'rll-ous (skfirff-lita), a.
[See scuruuLE.] 1. Using,
or given to using, scurrile language; marked by scurrility;
as, a scurrilous fellow.

ro~~f~u1-1::ci~;t:d~fid~:::l:
~~~~tfi~~' r:s~P~B~~r,

-acur 1rU-oua-ly, adv. -acur'rll-oua-neaa, n.

■cur 1ry (skilr'I), '"· i.
[Orig.
scua, SKIBB.] To hasteu away

uncert.; cf. scoua to run,
or along; to scamper.
hurried movement.

seur 1ry, n. l Act of scurrying;
2. A flurry, as of snow.

acur'vy

(sk8r 1vl), a.; SCUB.'VI-ER (-vl-'er); SCUR'VI-EST,
[From SCURF; cf. scuavY, n.] 1. Covered or affected with
scurf or scabe ; scurfy. Obs.
2 . .Mean; low; vulgar; contemptible; as, a scurvy trick.

-acur•vl-ly

That .'(cu,·vy custom of takinA' tobacco.

Swift.

(skfir 1vI-II), adv. - scur'vl-nesa, 11.
[Prob. from the same source as .w:orbute,but
influenced by scurf, scurfy, scurvy, adj. ; cf. D. sclu~urbuik scurvy, G. schar/Jock, LL. scorbutus. Cf. scoRBUTE.]
Med. A disease characterized by livid spots, esp. about
the thighs and legs, due to extravasation of blood, and by

scur 1vy, n.

thallus. b A specially differentiated portion of the hypocotyl in grasses. It is a shield-shaped orga11 throurh
which the embryo absorbs food from the eudosperm. c
The conical cap of the endosperm in cycads.
2. Zoo!. a The third of the four pieces forming the upper
part of a thoracic segment of an insect, situated between
the scutum and the postscutellum ; often, specif., that of
the mesothorax. b One of the transverse scales on the
tarsi and toes of birds.
■cut'tle (ski1t''l), n
[ME. scoUle, fr. Scand.; cf. Ice!.
skutUl, akin to AS. scutel; both fr. L. scutella, dim. of
scutra, scuta, a dish or platter. Cf. SCULLERY, SKILLET.]
1. A broad, shallow dish or basket. Obs. or Dfol. Eng.
2. A utensil for holding or carrying coal; a coal hod.
3. A kind of sugar bow I. Dial.
scut•tle, v. i.; SCUT'TLED(ski1t''ld); SCUT 1TLING (-!fog).
LCf. scuddle, fr. scud.] To run swiftly or with allected
precipitation; to scurry.
scut'Ue, n. A quick pace ; a short swift run; also,a mincing or affected gait.
acut•tle, n. [OF. escoutille, F. ecoutille, fr. Sp. escotilla;
perh. of Teutonic orig. and akin to E. shut.] 1. A small
opening in au outside wall or covering, furnished with a lid.
Specif. : a Naut. A small opening or hatchway in the deck
of a ship, large enough to admit a man, and with a lid for
covering it; also, a lil;:e hole in the side or bottom of a ship.
b Au opening in the roof of a house, with a lid.
2. The lid or door which covers or closes such an opening.
scut'tle, v. t. To cut a hole or holes through the bottcm,
deck, or sides of (a vessel) for any purpose· specif., to
sink, or attempt to sink, by making holes through the
bottom of.
SCU'tum(skii'tum),n.;L.pl.-TA(-ta).[L.] 1. Rom. Antig.
An oblong leather-covered shield, sometimes with an iron
rim, carried esp. by heuvy-armed infantry. See sHIBLD.
2. Zo0l. A bony, horny, or chitinous plate; a acute;
specif. : a The second and largest of the four parts forming
the upper surface of a thoracic segment of an insect, be·
tween the prescutum and the scutellum. b One of the two
lower valves of the opernulum of a barnacle.
3 0. Eng. Law. A penthouse or awning. Obi.
4. [cap.] gen. ScuTI. Astron. Asmallconstellationin
the
Milky Way, adjoining Sagittarius on the north, pictorially
represeuted by a shield. Also, II Scu•tum So-ble1'kl-l
(sli-byes'kl-i), or II Scu'tum So-bles'ol-a•num (sli-by~s'I-ii1niim). [After John Sobieski, King of Poland.]
■eye (si), n. [Eng. dial. sey.J Tbe armhole, or opening in
a garment for the attachment of the sleeve. Cant.
Scyl'la (sYl'a), n. [L., fr. Gr. ~Kv.V....] 1. A rock on the
Italian coast opposite the whirlpool Charybdis on the Sicilian coast, personified in classical literature as a ra,·e•owa
female mon&ter. Hence : between Scylla and Charybdis, between two perils; - alluding to the danger of the passage.
2. Class. Myt!t. a The monster inhabiting Scylla. She
was a sea nymph beloved by Glaucus, and from jealousy
changed by Circe intc a monster encircled by barking doga.
b A daughter of Nisus, king of Megara. She fell in love
with Minos, who was besiegtlii'e t~~~ 10ran~u\ 0 fr~';!
her father's head a golden or

~~;~a~1~~~sitai~da~J~~:;:rii!:i°b
:~~~:!1
8J!b\tiiy~
~d1:
1

due to confinemeuthinnutritious
food, aud hard labor, but
esp. to lack of fres vegetable food, or to long restriction
to a limited range of food incapable of repairing the waste
of the system, as among sailors, soldiers, miners.
scurvy grass. a Any of several cresses, esp. one ( Cochlearia oJ}icinalls) found on the coast iu arctic regions. It is
a remedy for scurvy. b In Australia, the dayftower ( Com1nellna).
■cut (ski1t), n. [Cf. Ice!. .,koltafox's tail.] A hare; also, the
tail of an animal, esp. of a hare or rabbit; also, rabbit's fur.
sou'tag:e (skii'taj), n. [LL. ,cutagium, fr. L. scutum a
shield.J Feud. l.1aw. An impost tax, or fine levied upon a
tenant of a knight's fee in commutation for, or for default
in, the render of the military service thereto attached.
acu•tate (-tiit), a. [L. scutatus armed with a shield, fr.
,cutum a shield.] 1. Buckler-shaped; peltate.
2. Zool. Covered by bony or horny plates, or large scales.
1ING.
acutch (skilch), "· t.; SCUTCHED(ski1cht); SCUTCH
[Prob. fr. OF. escouche scutch, swingle i cf. Norw. skoka,
skoko,aflaxswingle.]
1. To whip; switch. Scot.&, Dial.
2. To separate the woody fiber from (flax, hemp, etc.) by
beating j to swingle.
3. To loosen and dress theflber of (cotton or silk) by beating; to free (fiber, etc.) from dust by beating and blowing.
acutch, n. l. An instrument or mac)line used in scutching
fl.ax and hemp; a scutcher.
2. The woody fiber of flax ; thfl refuse of scutched flax.
3, A bricklayer's
hammer for cutting bricks, etc.
■cutch'er (-er), n.
One that scutches; specif., an imple11Lentor machine for scutching hemp, flax, etc. ; a scutch.
acute (skiit), n. [L. sctttu,n a shield, a buckler: cf. OF.
escu, F. ecu. See scuno.] 1. A small shield or buckler. Ob,.
2. An old French gold coin. Cf. icu.
3. Zo0l. Any external bony or horny plate; a large scale;
a scutum i as: a One of the large scales on the head of a
snake or other reptile. b One of the broad transverse scales
on the belly of a snake. c One of the tergal plates of a myriapod. d An elytron of a scaly annelid, etc.
Scu'tel-la'rl-a (skii 1tll-la'rT-a; 115), n. [NL., fr.
L. scutella salver, tray ; - in allusion to the appendage of the calyx.] Bot. A very large genus
of menthaceous herbs having purple, blue, pink,
or even red, yellow, or white flowers, either axillary or in a terminal raceme. The calyx is bi1:~~i:s ~~~~~\\~,
helmetft,owm·.
1cu-tellJ.ate(skil:-tl!I•itt; skii'te-lil:t), a. [L.scutella
a platter. Cf. SCUTTLE
a basket.] Bot.&, Zool.
Platterlike in form.
sou-tel'late (ski\-tel'itt; skii'tl!-lat), a. [NL. scu- Scutell•t•
tellum, dim. of L. scutum.] Zo0l. a Covered with Jar;uu, -~
scales, small plates, or scutella ; specif., of the
cu e a.
tarsus (or a part of the tarsus) of a bird, covered with a
series of broad more or less imbricated plates. b Like a
scutellum, or small plate.
■cu'tel-la'tlon (skii'til-la'shun), n. The state of being scutellate ; the entire covering, or mode of arrangement, of
scales, as on the legs of a bird.
acu-tel'lum (skil:-tel 1ilm), n.; L. pl. -LA (-a). [NL., neut.
dim. of L, scutuma shield.] 1. Bot. a Inlicbena, a rounded
apothecium having an elevated rim formed of the proper

::t~~!~Wh~1~c:
ig:

11~
a~~!d!i~k
Mi::;.~~e~:i\~d
by the act, drowned her.

Scyl-lm'a (sl-le'a), n.

[NL.
See ScYLLA.] Zool. A genus
Scyllrea ( S. edwardsli).
of oceauic nudibranchiate gastropods having the small
branched gills situated on
the upper side of four lleshy
lateral lobes, and on a median crest on the posterior
part of the back. The species live among and mimic
the sargassum and other
floating seaweeds. The ~enus constitutes a family
Scyl-lm'l-dlll (-i-de).
1cyl-la'rl-an (sT-la•rT-iin;
115), a. Of or pert. to the
Scyllaridre. - n. One of the
Scyllaridae.
Scyl-lar'i-dm (sT-lir'I-dii),
n. pl. [NL. Scyllarus, generic name,fr.Gr.u,cti.A~apo,;
the hennit crab.] Z ool. A
1
2 (lbacw
family of macruran crusta- One of
ceans
having ti,e body

~1c1:i¥tr:z~rr

tJ::r!~[iJ
•rlt

1C11r'rll. Scurrile. Ref. Sp.
Iacu-tel_'la (skQ-t~l'd),. n.; pl.
acurrour. ;- scuRREOUR.
.J.N. <-e). LNL., fem. dim. of L.
acurryvatg, n. [Cf. OF, e11,car-1!Wt~,m-la=scuTELLUM,n.,2b.

Scu'tlb-ra.n'chl-a
(-tl'-brltJ'kld), Scu'ti-bran'c::hi-a'ta
(-i'tdl,
11.pl. [NL. See scl!Tl;M;
BRANCHIA.]
Zob/. In older clnssifi:c~-w1:il.r ~~:rtct!'.Ti~~'. 4-A<"Zonl.
eations, aheterogeneous division
Pert. to II scutellum i having
!'Cutella.
1cu-tel'la.-rln (skQ.tl:!'l'a~rYn),n, nearly equivalent to Dfotocar•
[See Scun:LI.ARIA.J
The pre- dia. - acu'tt-bran.ch
(s k n't r.
cipitate of a tincture of the mad- brliIJk), acu'ti-bra.n'chl-a.n
(-brli1J'kl-dn), acu'ti-bran'chl-

";~:a~!:°tc!!dtt:t:=•t;~t~N:

~u:t~I~:
tower, of Teutonic origin.] A
vagabond; a dissipated fellow.
06s. Scot.
■cu.rte.

t

SHIRT,

1cu'11rtlon (dial. ektl'el-sbiln),
Ob/~~elJ~).u~~-r,;.oN.
l Excuse •. »~~!~~!ls~dJ~S~,t~~~~~~~~~ti~~
■cuae (sk1lz). Aphetic form of etc.
ExeusE.
acu'tel-Jat/ed
(skQ'tt'!-lit 1 1:!'d),
■cut(tlial. skt'it; skM>t), n. ~f.
a. Scutellate.
:~izi!lo~J".A
short coat.
8,

:~!i-e~j
~~~·rtcUJ:s~'
[.-icutate

arm,ask, sofd

n. [L.
:!:)J~it{st:;tl'.af@r),
shield +Jerre to carry.]
A shield-bearer.
Obs. or R.
acu-tlf'er-oua (sk(MYf'~r-1'ts), a.
LL, :wutum shield+ E. -:fet·ous.J
Carrying a shield or buckler..
acu'ti-form
(skil'tl'-f6rm),
a.
~1hield~:h~~et!e!~ut.i~:.!.:;:u~

llf_•11t,w1

sr1~~t~,~~-::~:e;.

~~~1f;11-d2

a.

~~l.:i:~~~~r·

ile, aen&te,c&re, •m, account,

~l1!r:~!g~~:~
:h-:ii~i:
1:i~~:;

; eve, !lvent, i!nd, recllnt, maker; ice, Ill; old, obey, &rb, Md, s~ft, c6nnect
Word.
i- Oboolete Variant o& + combined with.
= equalo-

U Forelp

~1:i~t
~1;oo1.lar6bx.flat
~~f1~~nf~ hi~s~t!J!~~~-~f.;
}~g~
acut'tock (skilt'iik; skOOt'-), n.

The common guillemot. Loccl,
E11r,. &-Sl'ot.
(r.knt'l:
skl'R'>t'Y), a.
Short-tailed ; fltnmpy. Dial.
acut'ty, n. [Cf. S<'UT short.~
The common wren. Local, J!,'ng
peculiar acu'tu.-lum (skn'~-lnm),
~~~le~:!• of'sdtrfn~~n.
Scu-ttc'er-•
(skn-tlj'@r-d),
n. [L., a small shield.J Med. One
rNL : L. 11,r.11tum
shield+ aerere ~o!h!v~~hti~~~fflcfer:1i!8
to bear.] The genus containing acuve. ;- suovE.
It '.ls the
the house centipede
n. [Cf. AS. sciiwa, 11ciia,
type of a familJ, Scu'tl-ge1:'l-dm ICUW,
lcel. skuggi.] Shadow. Obs.
l skO/tl-j~r'l-de ),
acyb'&-la. (slb'li-la),
n. pl.
[NL., fr. Gr. u1t.U/3a.Aov
dung.]
r:!~~r:oo:,~,;~::f•t~;:raB~a~~
Med. Hardened masses of feces·.
mµ: a 1:icuteor scntes.
acu'tt-ped (~kti 'tl-p~d), a, [L. ac;f~:-~UJ1~!:();1iir-O-rYn'Yf~~ft:mc~. 8~!e!~11ifJJ~:,:,.fec~;hi: dlS), n. pl. JNL. ; Gr. a-a:t.iAc.oa,
Having scutellate tani.
do~flsh + pivq kind of shark.\
Zoril. A family of sharks includ1cut'l. Scuttle. Ref. Sp.
acut'ld.
Scuttled. Ref. Sp.
ing the spotted dogfishes. The
acut'ten, n. 7JI. [AS. 1tC11tfa a
08 _!s
~=r~~.n{!~.
shooter. Cf. SHOOT.] Archers.
Obi:.
(-nmd), a. 4-n.

e!rJ~ld~.JL.
z~rtq\!f!;;i~;

a •• SCUT
acu'ta (skn'td), 11., pl. of SOU· of clypeastroid sea urchins conTUM.
taining the sand dollars. Scuacu'tal (-ttf'!), a. Pertaining to fella is the type genus. - acua i.hield. t1cute, or scutum.
tel'loid (-oid), a.
acu-ta'tt-form (skl'l-ti'tr.f6rm),
acu-tel'li-form (sk0-tl:!'1'l-f6rm),
n.
+-form~ Scutiform.
[L. s(·11tdfr, a dish + E.
~~c:~~~hArass. fc~)t'J_fih~~:_~~ktstW;~~1H~b:
=~:tt~:~rch.f:
acutch cane, The small cane 'Us), ,,. f.~cutef/ct + -!11"1'01ts.]
(Ar11nd11mria
tet•fa.)
of the Havingacutella;
scutellate.
southern United States.
acu-tel/li-pla.n'tar
(sk0-t~l'l'~~~~:;,~~~l~s.ki1ch'Un). Var.of
lli:~~Tt~~L1~: 8 1
acutch'eoned (-Und), a, Es-- scutellate m front and behind,
cut<'heoned.
'
as certain hirds~ - opp to lamiacutch'er-y, n. Knavt:>ry. Ob.<t, niplantnr. - 1cu-tel'll-pla.n-ta.'LSee tion (-pHln-ti'shiin), n.
1cutch gra11 {skflch).
(l('.ITCH ORAS~.]
• Couch grass. Scu'ti-& (skn'shl'-d:
-tY-d), "·
b Rermuda grass.
lNL., of unknown origin.J Bot.
0 Tacu~::!~l; ~o~Tc~\lsi~1:ib~.0 \hhea~~:~=~~=
::::~'ing+
n.sc~U~,
~uooT, fl sprout.
used as an ointment in India
ICU·tel'l&, n.,TJl, of SCUTELJ.UM,and for medicine.

acut'ter (skOt'i!r; sk<X:>t'@r),
v.
i. [Cf Sf'l!TTLE, 1•. i.] To BCU&-tle; scurry. - 11. A rapid run~1~n/50;ll~q~urry. Scot. 4- DiaZ.
ecut'tle, n. A cuttlefish or octopus. Oh11,or Local.
■cuttle butt or ca.ak.
A butt or
cask to contain the fresh water
for the day's use in a vt•f!sel.
~1
dish,
acut'tbg, n. a A beating;

■cut'ty

f:~"::

:C;~~{!;,.°;tr~•J:

;

use, t'inite, il.rn, ilp, clrcils, menu;
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SCYLLAROID

SEAFARER

i

broad and flat, the antennm short and scalelike, and the
at ■ea. a On the sea on a sea vo{l\fe, including the time sea bream. a Any of various marine fishes of the fair.ii:,
Sparidm, esp. the common European Pag:Uus centrodoneyes in sockets in the carapace. The species are all marine
t~r
and live in shallow wat<>r,buried in mud or sand. Sc:,l'la~1:'J~~sth~f
c'ie~c~~r
rus (sll'li-rlis) is the type genus, - sc:vl'la-roid (-ro1d), a.
~f~~ 1Jhrys, of which <J.austral is, called black "f:eam, is the most
BCJ'phi-form(si'fl-f6rm), a. [L. scyphu,a cup+E. -form,] ~~~An.lh~ht,.~e~[u",~r~e':f~d.:'g~f.;?:;t:a~e:~J~
Often, any of the Sparidm. b The pomfret a.
leaving port but before she has reached the sea (3 Hill 118, important.
Bot. Cup-shaped.
123); a sailor may be at sea for the purpose of making a sea breeze. A cooling breeze blowing, generally in th<>
SOJ-phis'to-ma(si-flslt5-mti), n. ; pl. -TOMJIS (-mii). [NL. ; nuncupative
will when ashore on leave of absence while on
a cup+
the mouth.]
Zool. An attached
Gr. u,cv<po,
~~- numerous marine siluroid fishes,
polyplike stage of many Scyphozoa which develops from
~!;;}i~;ed~ _!~· ~J~~~ most!)' of little value as food, belonging to FeUchth11s,
the fertilized egg. It may remain in this condition for
■ea, or bebond the sea. or the Beas, Law, on the fartfier side of,
i~~J~hti[ij,i.;.'.l~hg~rt~e
l!IOmetime, often reproducing by budding, but eventually
0
0
0
eaS:~t~eng;,th~t
1narinus) and Galeichthys milberti occur on the ea.stem
it becomes transversely constricted to form one or more
itation of actions in the United States the term is held in
coast of the United States.
ephyras which, becoming detached, develop into the mesome
States
to
mean
out
of
the
United
States,
iu
other
sea
clam. A large clam (Mactra, or Spisula, solidissima)
dusa form. - scy-phl.s'to-mous (-mus), a.
States to mean out of the State.
common on the American Atlantic coast on ocean beaches.
Scy'pho-zo'a (si'fi\-zo'a), n. pl. [NL.; Gr. u,cv<po,cup+
sea anchor. Naut. A float to keep a vessel from drifting, sea'coast' (Bii'kost'), n. The shore or border of the land
-zoa.] Zool. A class of the Coolenterata. In most classifiadjacent to the sea or ocean.
r~ trh~e•!:';!3~
~
r- ~ ~-";;,=.
cations it includes the jellyfishes with endodermal gastric
sea cock. 1. A
or valve close to
vessel's side, to
tentacles, endodermal gonads discharging their products
open or close a pipe which communicates with the sea.
~i~~;a:~ir!t~~a
-""<::-;==-- ;----.,.::-into the digestive cavity, and, usually, tentacu.locysts.
on
a
frame,
and
so
There is usually no velum. -SCJ'pho-zo'an (-iin), a.&: n.
d:::~°i!i·rr.U&,doic,arallipy11e)
:&cJ'phus(silfus),n.;pl.-PHI (-fi). [L., a cup, Gr. u,cv<po,.] ::,'::iron"~
!rc~he:ei~~e;::a·
of~~l:;va,~~1:n 11
1. Class. Archreol. A cup or bowl resembling the kotyle,
as a parachute
or
lobed nut with a smooth rind ; the fruit, containing three
but more tapering and with handles lower on the sides.
!i~.e
c~Yl':d
i'!
It;~
t
2, Bot. a The corona. b A cup-shaped enlargement of
~~~:n~~t~nd
!~-i/i~r.or floating, -Se.:a_A_n_c_h_o_r_-,-S-p-r-eo_d_e_r_;
-t Tripping Line
i;he podetium in lichens ; - also called scypha.
2. = SEA APPLE a,
scythe (sith), n. [ME. sithe, AS. siiYe, sigiYe; akin to sea anemone. Any of numerous, almost invariably soli- sea cow. 1. Any sirenian,.as a manatee or dugong; esp.
Ice!. sigiYr a sickle, LG. segd, seged, seed, seid, OHG.
the Steller's sea cow, or rytma. See
tarr,, and often large and beau ti ..
8TBLLBR 7S SEA COW.
segansa sickle, scythe, G. sense scythe, and to E. saw a
1
8
2. a A walrus. b A hippopotamus.
cutting instrument.
See SAW.] 1, An instrument for
~ctfu~~\~~1't°fi~
sea
cucumber. A holothurian,
mowing
grass,
(cf. POLYPb), Their form, bright
esp. one of those of the genus Penand
varied
colors,
and
numerous
grain, or the like,
tacta,
or Cucumarfa, as the com•
tentacles surrounding the mouth
by hand, composed
a
mon American
and European
often give them a superficial re,of a long, curving
species (P.frondosa).
semblance
to
a
llower.
They
deb velop no skeleton. and rarely reblade, with a sharp
Scythe, 1. a Blade ; b Tang.
sg~r
1. a A dogfish. b The haredge, made fast to a long, bent handle, called a snath.
~roduce by budding or fiesion.
2, Antiq. A scythe-shaped blade attached to war chariots,
They prey on small animals that
~er¥."t;.;1~ a"'l~~:e:1~f:'in:i:t
f~t
scythe (sith), v. t. To cut with or as with a scythe; to mow. the_y catch with their tentacles,
and scaly legs and body.
which are armed with stinging
Scyth'i-an (s!th'1-ltn), a. Of or pert. to Scythia, the regions
3. An old sailor, <Jolloq.
cells.
anciently inhabited by tile Scthians, or its language or
4, See FOGDOG.
sg:sb.:::J~"~~he~
nr:::::rr; Sea Anemone ( Actmoloba sea dragon. a A dragouet, fish. b A
fish of the genus Pegasusr,' a sea moth.
Serranidoo
(which
see),
-often
dianthus)
of
Europe.
(l)
used as a styptic; - called also barometz.
Scyth'i-an, n. l. One of an ancient people (mentioned by used as a general name for the fishes of that family. Spe- i~f.?;,1f!n se;1~:1fi~::t~;ia;e
c~~.~~
cif
.,on
theAtPhyllopteryx, esp. P. eque.s, having Sea Cue~mber (Pe,a,,
Hesiod, Herodotus, etc.), of nomadic habits and famed for
lantic
leaflike appendages on the plates of tactajrondosa),
their savagery, who dwelt in two separate regions, the
of the United
their body which imitate the seaweed among which they
steppes north of the Black Sea and the region east of the
States, Cenlive.
Aral Sea. In the 7th century B, o. they overran much of
sea
duok. a Aduck
western Asia, but were finally driven back, They are last
1?
of the subfamily Fuheard of about 100 u. c. The race of the Scythians is unabundantand
ligulinm (which see),
known; but it is certain that the European Scythians of
0
most
of whicli
antiquity were of Indo-European speech.
chiefly frequent salt
2, The language of the Scythians, known only as preserved
that family.
water.
b An eider
It is dark
by classical authors. See !Noo-EUROPEAN.
New Eng.
IIOJ'tO-(si't5-). Combining form from Greek u,cvro,, slr:in. bluish, with
sea eagle. a Any of certain
black
bands
strzatus).
sea (se ; the older si (cf. ea in great) was the accepted pron.
eagles allied to the bald eagle
more or l~ssvaried with small white s11ots and blotches.
until about 1750), n. [ME, see, AS. siii; akin to D. zee, OS. and
which feed largely on fish,as:
Often called black sea bass. b A Califorman sciamoid food
the white-tailed aea eagle (Halueitus
& OHG. sio, G. see, OFries. se, Dan. sO, Sw. sjO, Ice]. srer, fish ( <Jynoscion
nobilis), often called ,,,-ltitesea bass.
Goth. saiws, and perh. to Skr. sic to pour, and E. sink, v.) aea'beach' (sii'biich'), n. A beach lying along the sea.
0
~fttif~hrr~t!'nh:te~
1, One of the larger bodies of salt water, less than an ocean, aea bean. 1. Bot. Any of various beans or beanlike seeds
widely distributed
in the northern _,_"""...,~on the earth ; a body of salt water of second rank, more or
of tros:cal origin, often carried by ocean currents to reparts of the Old World, and the B:amleBBlandlocked and generally forming part of, or connecting
0
•~v~ 1• ~{::za:J~1flu,!,hf{.; Sea Dragon (Phy!:r~~u~i~re=~~bds:t~
~~~=~!~kb~~.:~
with, an ocean or a larger sea; as, the Mediterranean Sea.
phaseoloi~es).
b
Theoxeye
bean
(Stizolobiumgiganteuml.
shoulders, rump, and tail, found on the lopteryx PQ?U'!t), Ct)
2. An inland body of water, esp. if large or if salt or
0 The nicker nut asee GUILANDINA).
coasts of the western North Pacific. b The fishing eagle
brackish; as, the Caspian Sea,· the Sea of Aral; someof India. c The osprey. Local, lJ. 8. d An eagle ray.
0
0
times, a small fresh-water lake ; as, the Sea of Galilee.
sea elephant. A very large seal (.Mfroun11aleonina) of the
3. The ocean ; the body of salt water covering a large usually flat on one side and convex on the other.
coasts of r,arts of the Southern Hemisphere, which has been
part of the globe. See TBRBITORIAL WATERS; HIGH SBAS.
sea'board' (sii'bord'; 201), n. [sea+board, F. bord side.]
hunted a most to extermination for its oil. The old males,
4, The awell of the ocean or other body of water in or fol- The seacoast ; the country bordering a seacoast.
0
01
lowing a high wind ; also, a single wave ; a billow ; as, aea'board', a. Bordering on, or being near, the sea.
there was a high sea ; the veBBelshipped a aea,
similar smaller form (.M. angustiro.,;tris) occurred on the
sea boat. [AS. salbiit.] A boat or vessel adapted to the open coast
of Lower California, but is probably extinct.
&. Jewish Antiq. = BRAZEN SBA,
sea ; hence, a vessel considered with reference to her power
e. Anything resembling the sea in vastness; a great quan- of maintaining herself in a heavy sea; as. a good sea boat.
tity or number ; a flood. "A sea of troubles."
Shak. sea breach. A breaking or overflow of a bank, dike, etc., s:si.
All the space •.. was one sea of heads.
Macaulay.
by the sea; also, Rare, sea.beach ; strand.
sea'far 1er (sii'fir'er), n. [sea+ fare.] A mariner.
BC,,..
T SCHISM.
tered flowers with numerous sta2. Hound for the sea.
[Bow· 1 punctured with numerou1holea.
scyt'a--le (slt'd-le), n. [L., fr. mens. There are two monotypic }:,~),!lt:!~o~:rtt1'i~t~;
sea bow (hU). -:=MARINE RAIN- sea colewort. Sen kale. [pass./
NJn.iE. -scyl'li-oid
(-oid}, a.
sea boy, A sailor boy. Uh.<t, sea compa■a, Mariner's comScy'to-pet'a-lum (-p~t' - eiea. b The double coconut.
Gr. O"KVTll.A.17.
J A method of genera,
d-lrim) 1 the type, of West Africa, sea apron. Any kelp or seaweed sea brant. a Common brant. b ae& coot. A scoter.
ICyment. tcun:NT.
[ITAR,1
and Rhaptopetalum, of Fernan- ~fb~~8.ett~: tt:rl~:~,-ia having White-winged seater. Local,
sea corn. The mass of yellow
IC~'e-tar,1czm.'i-ta.r. t.SCIM·
~~~~fnw~ti~ :~~~:hs~r~g":f
U.S.
- ac_T.to-pet'a-la'ceo118
parchment was wound on a rod do Po.
1
1
~~;:~~
sea a■h- The prickly ash Zan- ■ea bread. 1. Ship biscuit.
and the message written across (-pl!t1 d-li'ehus),
tho:,·,tlum clai-n~l1erci1.lis.
■c:,'pbate (al'fiit),
a. [L. scy-the adjoining edges. Also, the ■ cytyl. T SHUTTLE.
■ ea . craw:fl.sh or crayfl.ah.
A
phWf a cup.]
CuP-shaped.
sea bank. 1, The i:.eaehore.
~Ha1wfg!~':7a ~~~~~°:, ~~0~~ marme macruran crustacean of
1d. Abbr. Sewed.
[day)
1cy'pher.
t CIPHER.
1 d. Abbr Sine die (L., w1thoui 2. A hank or mole to defend rope and America.
b:;i~(s~~ir,r :.ieAa§~Ythian.
Palinurus or allied genus; a
1cy-phlf'er-ou1 (sI-flf'i!r-tls), a. scythed (sl~d), a. Armed with S. D. Abbr.
Salutem dici against the sea.
■ea brief
= Sl!.ALETTER.
spiny lobster, See LOBSTER, L
(L., he (or she) sends greeting).
[scyphus + fero~.J
Bot. Bear- a scythe.
18a basket. A basket :fish.
sea buckthom. A European itnd sea crow. a Chough (Pyn·ho-Asiatic maritime elreagnaceous cora:r g,·aculu.<t). b Cormorant.
rbear.
acythe'ma.n(sl'Ht:'ma:n),n. One s. D. Abhr. Senior Deacon ; sea bat. A batfish a.
solid-drawn ; South Dakota.
sea bea.r. a Fur seal. b "Polar
wlio uses a sc;the; a mower.
0
re!~!s 1
:k!::i~~,:,~~t,f:!~
kl-t), n. pl. [NL ; Gr. cr,clJ(/>o'..acythe'atone, n. A whetstone S/D Abbr. Grain Trade. Sea- aea'beard' (ee'berd'), n. A ma- ~~hbsi\~::
da.maged.
rine seaweed ( Cladoph.m·a ru- orange-red persistent berries.
hil Ied auk. Eng. t The coot
0
adaln, adelgn, "· ~ n. [Cf, It.
.Fulica amencana.
g Black
f.~~escythian.
~~ Erde~~t~~=
rn~\~Jinf~tl~
~::t'i!~lr0\VWJ t~e~e?rcl:!,~~;.
'ih:::ac~lf.gwJt;~
v.]
Dis1 1".i- sdegno, n., sdegnare,
skimmer (see sxrMMER,
2). h
Scfth.'o-Dra.-vid'1-an
(slth
blennioid and ~obioid fishes,
dain. ObR,
ritima)of Europe. [TRE SEA.I sea burdock- Common clotbur. Oyster catcher. U. S.
atyp!):~z~a;i~,
sea
cabbage.
a
Sea
kale.
b
A
S. Dak Abbr. South Dakota.
sea cudweed. A hoary aeterat~:;:~af:f,i0~~~~k
:-:.ci':.hoEuropean maritime plant(Bras.
(z d~th), inte,:1. Corrupt- ::: :!ff!.ar■A ~o::o1i:1!~e~~s
ceous perennial herb (Diotil
1cy'pho-ma.n1cy (slYfO-mln'sl), ~ia~:ab~~nhd,;lj:Ji::.1:Jl~~ze~t~i '■death
marittma) of Europe.
ed form of God',<tdeat/1, used as plant ( Com,-olvulus solrlan<•lla)
n. (Gr. u,clJf/>o'..
cup + -mancy.] ure, lair complexion, scanty an expletive. Obs. or Arcllmc. having pink campanula.te flow- ~~~b~!rag:_~i1l:::.wt!~c~ti~
It
g-rows
on
the
seacoasts
of
ers.
heard, and well-formed nose.
1
10 j;~~1~:n1>1;~1~f{i1~ Europe and in California.
::-·:au_edT~!hda~b:ru~~l~tion.
;h!:C::e~lu~:(~~~!i~1!fij),
~~~~~f1
A steersman or quartermaster.
Scy-thol)'O-lla
(st-tMp'O-IYs;
sea belt
1. A large seaweed sea cam pion. A European mari. Anr,lo-Inrl.
passionate ; wrathful.
Rl-)
B1/-J.
fY-ta:nz). R{b.
1
Bead. ,t SEED.
Scyth'o•pol'i-tana (slth 1 0-~l'.Sl'- adetgnful,a. [SeeSDAIN.] Die- (Laminaria sacr.harina) grow. time herb (Silene ma.ritima).
generally a cfass or subclass, of 1cy1to-dep'Bic (1:1I't0-d~pslk>, clainful. Ob.q,
rng on rocks, and havin~ a belt- sea card. Ohs, a Card of a mar. ■ea dace. The European bu■
Crelenterata, which includes a. [Gr. a-1evTo&e1/n,c6r;u,cVT<K sdruc-cio'la (z'dr®t-ehiVlii), a, ~~~f~:d:,f~~~.:l.1ir&:.eet long, iner's compass. b Sea chart.
Diren.frarchm labrax.
sea ca.rp. The red morwong.
sea daffodll.. a A w bite-flowered
8
+ &i1/,nv to knead. J Of
tk1et·tast0a~8~~~:t:~ni~i~:
~~fv~fnth:
s~;i leather
aea'ber 1 ry. n. a= HEDBERRY.
sea cat. a Fur seal. b Harbor amaryllidaceous plant (Panor pert. to a tanner or tanning.
the antepenultimate syllable, as b Either of two Australasian seal. c A chimaera. d Greater cratiuni nw.ritfmum) common
0 0
Scy'to-der'ma-ta (-d0r'mci-td),
:r:s~t~s~if
s~ Ju1f1:t
in femina, semina.
species of Halorag1S (H. alata weever. See WE EVER, e Squid, along the Mediterranean. b A
r Sea.hare. g Wolf fish,
stricted sense to Stauromedume. n, pl:
U.K.. Abbr. Society for the
scyto- + Gr. 8ipl',a s.i:>.
similar plant
(Hymenocallis
belle.
a skm. = HoLOTHUROIDKA,le& catgut.
= SEA LA.C'E·
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
<"alathinn), of Peru and Bolivia,
-■cy'pho-me-du' au (-Mn), a. t
sea ca1iliflower A multllobed sea. dahlia. A n y asteraceou1
n, - scy'pho-me-d.u'soid (-soid), BCy-'to-er'ma-tous (-tUs), a.
Eng. ::: bi,:.:er. Sh4_rh~ip~~~iguese alcyonarian (Alcyon,un, multi- plant of the genus Leptosyne, of
Scy'to-ne-ma.' ce--a (-n@-mi' s~a. 8r n.
man-of-war.
var. of ~HALI.,
jlorum) of the North Atlantic the Pacific coast of the United
Scy-phoph'o-rl (sl-flif'tJ-rl), n.
ae, demonstratWe pron. 8r def. ■ea blite. The plant Dondta fishing banks. Local, U. S.
States, with flowers resembling
pl. [NL.; Gr. u,clJ<f,o,;
a cup+ ~~• bili!gJ~~\g!~tc!i!.~~~r
mant1ma,
growmg in salt seace. t ('EASE,
They differ from the Rivuyellow dahlias.
4,Epew to bear.] Zoiil. An order cere),
:Ie~·l
~:e
~1h~i.
CJ~.q~HE,
artimari-hes. It has_pale green lin- sea chestnut. A sea urchin.
lariacere m having no differenof fl.shesconsisting of the fami- tiation
th r if t.
ear leaves. See DoNniA,
sea chickweed. A fleshy silena- ~li'~!t~t•b;a[~';,3.lant
in the tips of the :filalies Mormyridre and Gymnar&~~~
Bcy'to-ne'ma(-ni:Vmd)
day. NaV1g. A period of 241:nP{f; ■ea
chidre. - scy'pho-phore (sl'f(;. ments.
a!v~ell~~s;~d the
the type and most important Selenium.
mean solar hours beginning at:
for; 201), a. 8rrt. - scy-phoph'o- is
1
genus. - 1cy to-ne-ma'ceou■ s. E., or•· e. Abbr. Second en- sea. Rnre.
local mean noon.
[map. Ob~-i northern Atlantic seacoast.
rou (sl-ftsf'0-r'Usl, a.
u,
trance ( Theaf.) ; Society of En- sea book. Naut. A nautical
■ea club-rnahThe common ■eade. t SEED,
ICJ'pho■e (sl'f0s;
sI-f0s' ; cf. (-nf!l-mii'sh'Us),
gineers; Southeast; South-east- sea boots. Verylli_gh waterproo
club-rush Sciryus maritimus.
■cT.to-nem'a-toid (st 1 t0-n~m'418&devil- a= DEVJLFISH,1,1,
-OSE), a. LL, scyphus cup, Gr,
boots. used by 1:1ailors,
etc.
to1d), a. Bot. Pertaining to or ern (Postal District, London).
■ea coal.
.Mmeral coal ; - so or 8. b The angel fish a.
fl'tc.llcf,o'..,]
Cup-ahaped; scyphi- resembling the .[?'enusScytonema sea. T "-EE, a seat.
called as disting. from char- sea. dotterel. a The turnstone.
■ea' -born', a. Born of the sea;
form.
■ea acom.
= A('ORN ~RBLL, 2. A h10. horn a.t sea. - Sea--Born coal, perh. because orig. brought b The ring plover (.Jtgialitis
acyph'u-la (slf''O.-ld), n. [NL., ~~}ht!-~a=~~J":1~~~~~~Bot.
to London by sea. Eng.
sea adder. a The European City. the, Venice.
lnatwula).
Both Local, Brit.
dim, fr. L M:yphu.<tcup, Gr. Scytonematoid,
fifteen-spined stickleback ( S111- ■ ea bottle. A marine seaweed seacoast laburnum.. The golden sea dove. & The rotehe b A.
cha.in. A1u;tn1ha.
acy'to-ne'moid (-ne'moid), a.
black guillemot (8 ee GUTLLB:i,c.~cf,bc
~h{~;~o~h!ttifiPa~i:!:
a'·:'::;i:'il~ri~t:i
Rot. Scytonematoid.
aeacob Seagull. OhA".[NUT, l 1,,1MOT).
[nias chromis.,
like cell, - ttie largest known ae& coco or cocoa. = SEAcocoScy'to-pet'a-la'ce-m (-piU'd:-li'- sea angel. The angel fish a.
sea drll.m. Thedrumlfsh Pogo1e& ape. a The thresher shark.
ieodiametric cell.
BU. colander. A large olive-green ■ea'-ea.r'. ,a,
~tJ~1:!(~Vsr,h:.~~'-LI(-ll)
An abalone.
~i-;J;:&co~~~·kJ;!ie!)
i~~i~,
■ea'bound', a. 1. Bounded by
blackiMh seaweed (Agarum tur- ae&eel. [AS. 12iii/,] Conger eel.
b The sea otter.
fn·h~~i;i;g~:~~~:~a~iE~la. Bot. COl'iaeeousleaves and small clus- aea apple. a The fruit of a West the sea.
neri) the frond of which is ae& egg. 1. A aea urchin.
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SEAFARING
■ea'far1 lng

mariner.

(se 1f&r1Tng), a. Following the calling of a

na fight. An engagement between
na foam. 1, Foam of sea water.

vessels at sea.

2. Meerschaum, or sepiolite; - called also sea froth.
3. A shampooing preparation mainly composed of alcohol, ammonia. and water. Cant.
■ea1folk1 (s8'f0k 1 ), n. Seafaring people ; mariners.

sea god. A deity supposed to live in or rule the sea, or a
part of the sea, as Neptune. - sea goddess.
sea 1go1lng (se'go 1Ing), a. a Designeli or adapted for sailing the open sea. in distinction from rivers or harbors; as,
a seagoing tug. b Fitted to be used on a seagoing vessel ;
as, a seagoing chronometer. c Seafaring.
sea grape. 1. Bot. a Gulfweed. b A polygonaceous
tree or shrub (l'occolobis 1tvifera) of the sandy shores of
Florida and tropical America. It has large cordate leaves
and clusters of grapelike berries. c A gnetaceous shrub
(Ephedra distachya) of southeastern Europe. d Glasswort.
2. pl. The clusters of gelatinous egg capsules of squids
(as those of the genus Loli go).
sea grass. 1. Any of various maritime plants, as eelgrass, thrift,

~~3;5s;i~!!b:!c·~!~~e~~,Y
a~f;~fi:
weed, etc.

2, A cirrus cloud of wavy hairlike
elements. Colloq.

!~
f!!g~ve}tio~:-.fl'.~¥h~o~~
spring tides.

8

In

,
·'-' .L
6

sea'-green 1, a. Of a bluish green
color, like sea water on soundings.

sea horse. 1. A fabulous creature,

half horse ?,Ud half fish, repres!'nt- Sea. Grapes ~2), or Egg
ed 1n classic mythology as driven Cases of Sqmd (Lollao).
by sea gods or ridden by the Nereids. Cf. HIPPOCAMPUS,
1.
2. a A walrus. b Any of a number of sruall lophobranch

~~~d ~~~~~rf A~~efl:'a~n1W:'!i:.'.:i1.:~~

fore part of the fody suggestive of the head
and neck of a horse. They are covered with
0
1 0
it hatches the eggs. They occur in most warm
and warm-temperate seas. The common spe-

SEAMLESS

natures to authenticate documents, being annexed directly
or by ribbons, cords, strips of parchment, or the like; later,
the seal was made by judicial decision to import conclusively a consideration for the promise or agreement made
under seal(cf. CONTRACT! 1, CONSIDERATION, 7,DEED, 4). By
statute in some of the U mted States the distinction between
sealed and unsealed instruments has been abolished.
2:. Law. Any impression, device, sign, or mark given by
statute law the effect of a common-law seal, as the word
"seal" or the letters "L. S." written or printed, or a
scroll made with the pen, or any device made as a seal.
3. The engraved or inscribed stamp used for making an
impression in wax or other tenacious substance capable of
being impressed for use upon documents.
4. That which confirms, ratifies, or makes stable ; ratifi.
cation ; confirmation ; pledge ; guaranty ; assurance.
6, A sealed instrument, as a writ or warrant.
Obs.
6. The office of an official sealer or authenticator.
Obs.
7, That which seals, firmly closes, or secures, lit. or fig.;
security; esp., the wax or wafer placed on a letter, envelope, etc. ; also,
0~nsi!e~~~-r,for securijlriton.
8. A device to prevent entrance or return of gas or air
into a pipe, in which the open end of the pipe dips beneath
the surface of water or other liquid, or a deep bend or sag
in the pipe is filled with liquid.
aeaJ of the :fisherman or :fisher, the paJJal privy seal impressed
on wax, representing St. Peter fishmg.
seal (sel), v. t.; SEALED(siild); SEAL'ING. [ME. selen; cf.
OF. see/er, seieler, F. sceller, LL. sigillare. See SEAL a
stamp. J 1. To set or affix a seal to; hence, to authenticate ; to confirm ; to ratify; as, to seal a deed.
2. To mark with a stamp, esp. as an evidence of standard
exactness, legal size, or merchantable quality.

aJ:~!~~t~~~;:

prison ; make fast ; to keep secure or secret.

7. Among the Mormons, to set apart(awoman)
ally (to a man) as a spiritual wife.

ceremoni-

8. To close (a pipe) by a seal. See 3d SEAL,8.
~~e,!;~stk;d~o1::i~!)~~!:~~n!ife~~~t
Jf~ctit
9. To flx, as a piece of iron in a wall, with cement, plasthree inches. cTheseapanther. SouthAfrica.
ter, or the like; hence, to close up the chinks. crevices,
Poi:~~rt
~/!
;rni;,er::i~te wl!ll
;fh:
holes, etc., of, as with plaster or clay.
fish, and with web feet.
.
~~;:~

sea'-ls'land, a. Of certain islands along the

.
.
coast of South Carolina and Georgia.
aea-tsla.nd cotton a variety of long-staple S ea. H ors e
cotton cultivated alon_g the coast region of (Hippocamthe southern United States and also under P _us kudsolrrigation in Europe, used as one of the par- nntS).

~fr!i:·c\ief

..:~t'lihlr 0 1~t·1~'."1'..fg;,~i.:~br1dsNo~:
of
royal blood. See VIKING,
[ME. sele, AS. ,eolh; akin to OHG. selah,

seal (siil), n.

&, vb. n. of BEAL,to stamp witb

a seal.

ro•:a,

~te:s~BJ!~~:e~t'!':~t~~d,

plastic when warm, used

sea lion. 1. Any of several

~rgih:ar'i,~~~s,
13'~~~~
Though related to the fur
seals, their coat is not
valuable. The largest
(Eumetopias j'ubata, syn.
E. stelleri) mhabits the
North Pacific and reaches
a length of about 12 feet.

J!i1:1t~,
b~ontg~
sl>1!"cuq~

coast of South America, is
smaller, and has length•
ened. hair on. the neck California. Sea Lion (Zalophua
¥>~!11C!uf~r~1~h!eamfn,':{
califon1ianus).
(Z alophus caUfornianus), is still smaller. A related species
(Z. lobatus) inhabits Australian waters.
2. Her. A monster represented as tbe fore part of a lioD
with the tail of" fish and web feet.
~
9
ai:ir:~:ra~e? <l°i~
vi~ii:: ra::,ir he~:
_ ~ ·~
bossing crests,. making seals, etc.
,'
seal r . A rmg engraved with a seal or
shnila1:1feyice or .containing an engraved
stone; a SlljP!et rmg.
~-,,
seal'skin' (siil'skin 1), n. The skin of a
· ...
seal, esp. of a fur seal after the removal •
·. ·
of the coarse outer hair; also, a jacket,
.
coat, cape, etc., of this material.
Sea L10n, 2.
sealskin cloth. A mohair cloth with a long nap dyed to
resemble sealskin.
sea lungwort. A fleshy boraginaceous plant (Pneumaria
'lnaritbna) of the northern coasts of both hemispheres.
seam (sem), n. [ME. seem, seam, AS. seam; akin to D.
zoom, OHG. soum, G.,saum, LG. soom, Icel. saumr, Sw.
, & Dan. siim, and E. sew. See SEWto fasten with thread.}
1. The fold or line formed by sewing together two pieces
or edges of cloth, leather, or the like.
2:. Art of sewing; also, that which is being, or is to be,.
sewed; hence, cloth; clothing. Obs. & Chiefly Scot.
3. A line of junction ; a joint; a suture, as on a floor ; the
line of union, or joint, of two planks, :metal plates, etc.
4, Geo!. & Mining. A thin layer or stratum. Of coal or
other valuable mineral, a bed, not necessarily thin.
&. A line left by a cut or wound; a scar ; a]so, a wrinkle.
6. Iron & Steel Manuf. A surface defect of limited length
caused by a blowhole which working has made visible.
seam, v. t.; SEAMED (s0md); SEAM:'ING. 1. To form a.
seam upon or of ; to join by sewing together ; to unite.
2:. To mark with a seam or something resembling a seam;
to line ; scar ; as, his face was seamed with saber cuts .
3. To make an apparent seamin,as in knitting a.stocking;
hence, to knit in such manner ; to purl.
seam, v. i. 1. To become fissured or ridgy ; to crack open.
2:. Knitting. To do seaming. See BEAM, v. t., 3.
sea 1man (se'man), n.; pl. -MEN(-mln). [AS. siiiman. J One
whose occupation is to ayist in the management of ships.
at sea; a mariner; a sailor; -applied to officers and et-p.
to common sailors. Opposed to landsman. Specif. : a In
the English Merchant Shipping Act, s. 742 (1894),any person
(except masters, pilots, and apprentices duly indentured
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f'nf

3.ToJ!;e
;~!~i~rr ca:n~~~:~~
~;l~c!'!.ft~:~!ea!!~~~nti~t!t

4. To fasten with a seal or a fastening impressed with a
seal, to guarantee security; as, to seal a letter; to seal a door.
6. Hence, to shut close i to keep close; to confine; im-

Seal up your lips, and give no words but u mum." Shak.
~h~g!.~1~
{fs:! ~~J1tn!~afa~~~ct'f~~~\~t
8. To determine irrevocably; as, this sealed his fate.

0

seal'lng (siil'Ing), p. pr.

seal, v. i. To affix one's seal, or a seal. Obs.
Shak.
to 1e&l under, to become surety. Obs.
sea ladder. A rope ladder or set of steps to be lowered
over a vessel's side for use in coming aboard, as at sea.
sea lampreir. A lamprey (Petromyzon marinus) of the

Atlantic coasts of America. and Europe, which ascends the
streams to spawn. It becomes about three feet long and
is esteemed as food in some places. Smaller landlocked
varieties occur in some inland waters. See LAMPREY, Illust.

SI~~-:~!~
ar~~J~':.fi~'!;, ~:;f:~~~...\'1.;tsh~}ioq.
seal brown. The rich dark.brown color of the fur of the

fur seal after it is dyed. -seal'-brown', a.
of sEAL,"· -sea.led book, a book the contents of which are unknown or unknowable; hence, an unknown or unknowab]e thing. - e. Boots of Common Pra::rer
certain copies of the English Prayer Book of 1662l,certifled
under the Great Seal as standard and ordered y Parliament in that year to be deposited in cathedrals and collet~~r~i't,s:e~:&. e1tl~~11 ijn!~J'~!~~~ it~ii:J's1~lut~!
giate churches for insuring the preservation of the text.
(§ 4612), any person (apprentices excepted) employed or en- 1. order■, orders sealed. and not to be opened until a
gaged to serve in any capacity on board a vessel.
certain time, or arrival at a certain place, as after a ship
Harbor Seal (Phoca vituhna),
(Ja)
Syn, -See SAILOR.
is at sea. - 1. verdict. See VERDICT.
Dan. srel, Sw. ~iiil, lcel. selr.] Any marine aquatic car• sea legs. Legs enabling their owner to keep his balance
nivorous mammal of the group Pinnipedia and family
•~:t':JL:i~u:::fias~~Se~n
ti::o~:i!t~gu~~~eif n~~{;!~tf~
at sea; hence, freedom from seasickness. Sailors' Cant.
PhociWE or Otariidre, including, respectively, the true ■ea leopard. a Either of two spotted antarctic seals (Hy- in construction and handli~ of ordnance{ torpedoes, ex•
d.-urga /eptonyx
seals and the eared seals; any pinniped except the walrus.
0
~~~~~;seo !:c!~~~tl~d\co the era1u~~v:f g~;~:rPaaJ;a;~.d ia
and Lepton11.1
1
0
chotes weddelln)
sea'man-llke' (-lik'), o,. Characteristic of, befitting, or
of the family
showing the skill of, a practical seaman.
1
Phocidm. b The
fh~~~~,h~t~n~~~e
sea'man-shlp,n. The skill of a good seaman ; the art, or
harbor seal.
on land more or less and always have their young there.
skill in the art, of working, and navigating, a vessel.
1
In the true seals the hind limbs are partly fused with the seal er (siil'er),
sea'Dlark1 (sii1mii.rk1 ), n. Any elevated object on land
n. One who
serving
to guide mariners ; a beacon ; a landmark.
stamps with or
affixes a seal;
Sea Leopard (Hydrurya lepton11x).
seamed (semd), a. Falconry. Out of condition; not in
eared seals (includin~ sea lions, fur seals, etc.) are less
modified from land animals (see EARED SEAL for characters).
good
condition
; - said of a hawk.
esp., U. S., an officer whose duty is to test and certify
Seals are hunted for fur, hides, and oil. and, as they are
weights and measures ; also, an inspector and certifier of seam'er (s'em'er), n. One that seams; esp. : a A sewing
machine
for
seaming
fabrics together. b A machine for
leather, or of brick molds.
making seams or joints in sheet metal.
fur seals, have the hair short,· coarse, and without soft seal'er, n. A mariner or a vessel engaged in hunting seals.
Naut. A vessel's passpcrt, an instrument issea letter.
under fur. See FUR SEAL, SBA LION, SEA ELEPHANT.
t%:f~iifean
La1"uscanus.
1~;~ 1
seal, v. i. To hunt seals; - chiefly used in p. pr.
=~iftf~:ithee °!:S~rttoa s!Tf ~:~e;e:i:\1~:
!~~i1!.~saolih~ seam'lng, p. pr. & vb. n. of SEAM. Hence: n. l. Act or
seal, n. [ME. seel, OF. seel, F. sceau, fr. L. sigillwn a little
process of forming a seam; specif., overhand sewing.
figure or image, a seal, dim. of signurn a mark, sign, figure,
~~!~~tt~ ~~~~Bs~i t:;?~:;t~~d a~c~~!~~B~~Ia~~r~r
2. A kind of lace insertion formerly used to join twoor image. See SIGN, n. ,· cf. SCARLET, SIGIL.] 1. An im- ing, port of registry, and destination.
lengths of linen where a seam would occur ; also, a similar
pression made on wax, wafer, or some other tenacious sub- sea level. The level of the surface of the sea; specif., this
lace, gimp, or braid to ornament seams, as in upholstery,
stance capable of being impressed; also, the piece of wax,
level at its mean position, midway between mean high
and for edging ; - called also seam lace and searnirtg lace.
wafer, or other substance bearing the impressio.n. This is and low water, adopted as a standard for the measurement
3.
Mungo & Shoddy Manuj. Act or process of removing
the traditional common-law definition, and is in some ju- of heights, etc. and called also mean sea level.
the threads from the seams of woolen garments, etc.
risdictions construed to include an impression made in seal flsherir. The occupation of capturing seals for their
4. Fishing. The cord or rope which is attached to the
oil or skins ; also, the place where the seals are hunted.
~!a1):1;~:!:t~~J>fina~~~uo1f~i!: seal'ing, n. Act or occupation of killing seals for gain.
edge of a net.

sealed (seld),p.p.
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SEA MONK
aea monster. 1. Any large or extraordinary
specif., a chimrera (fish).
2. [caps.] Astron. = CETUS.
aea moss. 1. a Carrageen. b =

sear (siir), v. t.; SEARED(siird); sEAR,ING. [ME. seeren, AS.

SBA WEED,

s~i

!an8;iove

0

'A~~tte~id

~:Cetir::

£:!d

f;t~~\fo~~f
;J~.fc~ft>N~
fri~)!:::

•rc,e~,a:~o!i~a~l
~ft'i::i~~~atf~r'::it~f~~i~[af:t
sea otter. An otter (Latax lutris) of the North Pacific
0
1
~ 1
c;t~
l~~~b:dd has short legs,
hind feet. It feeds largely on shellfish.
Its pelt furnishes the most valuable of all
fur, and consists of rich dark brown under
!~!rs~~t~ai~~-

rant is either one which does not describe or name the per ..
son to be apprehended, or one which gives to the officer
the right to search such places as he shall see flt. Such
warrants were made illegal in England by the decision in
searian. See SEAR, a.] 1. To wither; to dry up.
John Wilkes's case (1763),and are forbidden in the United
2. To burn (the surface of) to dryness and hardness ; to States by the Constitution (Amend. Art. IV).
expose to heat such as changes the color or hardness and seared (serd),p. a. Scorched; cauterized; hence, fig., caltexture of the surface ; scorch ; as, to sear the flesh.
lous ; insensible ; not susceptible to moral influences.
3. To deprive of feeling by or as by heat; to make calA seared conscience and a remorseless heart. Macaulay.
lous or unfeeling ; as, vice sears the conscience.
-sear 1ed-ness (ser'ed-nes; serd'nes), n.
Syn. - See SCORCH.
sea risk. Risk of injury or loss by the sea, or while at sea.
to aea.r up, to close by or as by searing.
"Cherish veins sea robin. a Any of several gurnards, esp. the American
of the genus Prionotus, having
g~~!:;:.mo;
ulsth(}i:n~~t!~J;;eru~i~:~1rt::Pu~): species
more or less red or brown
of the northern Atlantic coast of America. b The squareon the body and fins.
tail. c A cormorant.
The common species of
the northern Atlantic coast is
P. carolinu s. b
The
redbreasted
Sea Robin (Prwnotus erolmerganser.
vans).
Local,U. S.
sea room. Naut. Room or space at sea to maneuver without peril of running aground or of collision.
sea rover.
One that roves the sea for plunder, a pirate.
Hence: sea'-rov'ing
(-r0v 1Tng), a. & n.
1ING, sea salmon. a A young pollack.
search (sfirch), v. t. ; SEARCHED(sllrcht); BEARCH
b Either of two weak[ME. terchen, cerchen, o~~.
cerchier, F. chercher, L. cirfishes, Cynoscion nebulosus and C. nobilis. See WEAKFISH.
care to go about, fr. L. circum, circa, around. See CIRCLE.]
sea salt. Salt obtained from sea water by evaporation.
1. To look over or through, for the purpose of finding sea'scape (se'skap), n. [Cf. LANDSCAPE.]A picture represomething ; to examine ; to explore. H Search the Scripsenting a scene at sea.
sea serpent.
1. A large marine animal more or leos reJohn v. 39. u To search the house." Shak.
tures."
sembling a serpent, often reported to have been seen at sea.
2. To dig ; turn up, as earth. Obs. & R.
3. To look through for plunder ; hence, to plunder. Obs. There is no known animal which answers to the popular
concefr.tion of the sea serpent, and the accounts which ap.
4. To inquire or ask after; to look or make search for.
S!tak.
To search the secret treasons of the world.
~~1Yn~~~pl~t!i:i
vY~!i!~":cg~o1:~t;~:.
6. To examine or explore with an instrument ; to probe ; ):ir~:~~~~:.cetaceans,
or other large marine animals.
tent ; hence, to pierce or penetrate.
6. To examine for measuring ; hence, to measure. Obs.
3. [caps.] Astron. = HYDRA, 4.
sea service.
Service at sea or aboard a seagoing vessel ;
7 · To ~~~,?~;e,tg
!~/~!ot~ ~]
Ps. cxxxix, 28.
sometimes, naval,as distinguished from military, service.
sea'shore'
(se'shor'
; 201), n. 1. Tl,e coast of the sea; the
8
r::~r;h
.~t~\i~~~~:tT~·f~nuv:3~ii~tibib;a~~'ihlir~ire.
land that lies adjacent to the sea or ocean.
search, v. i. To seek ; to look (for something); to make 2.
Law. All the ground between the ordinary high-water
and low-water marks; the foreshore (which see).
iniu~i!hi'c:~J11t~~~t!i~y
Ja~ !?rr;:tii:t;atter,
and sew·ched into all the particulars.
Locke. ■ea'sick' (-sik 1), a. Affected with seasickness.
search, n. [Cf. OF. cerche. SeeSEARCH,v.t.J 1. Act of &ea'sick 1ness, n. Nausea, prostration, etc., affecting persons on the water, as from pitching or rolling of the vessel.
searching, or of seeking for something ; quest ; inquiry;
sea'slde' (se'sid 1 ), n. The land bordering on, or adjacent
as, a search for treaaure ; a search after health.
to, the sea ; the seashore .
.2. Hence, careful scrutiny or examination; investigation.
3. A searching party. Obs.
Shak. sea snail. [AS. sresnregl.] a Any small creeping marine
4. Mar. Law. Act of boarding and inspecting a vesse1, on j;astropod with a spiral shell, as the species of Littorina,
the high seas, in exercise of right of search (which see).
mC::i1~~h:!~ed
th~efa~i1;L1~~rr~rt:~~~s::r?n
Syn. - Scrutiny, examination, exploration, research.
cold seas. They are covered with very lax skin and uSusearch'er (sllr'cher), n. [Cf. OF. cercheor inspector.]
ally have a ventral sucker. The common species of the
One that searches : a seeker i an inquirer; an examiner ; North Atlantic coasts is Liparis liparis.
a trier.
Specif. : a Formerly, an officer in London ap- sea snake.
Any of numerous venomous aquatic snakes of
pointed to examine the bodies of the dead and report the
!tTnre~u1¥~~ 1laveHift~'t
cause of death. b An officer of the customs who searches
tened tail, and small scales
ships, merchandise, luggage, etc. C Formerly, in Glasgow,
on the under side, and
a civil officer appointed to apprehend id]ers on the street
with one known exception
during church time on Sunday. Scott. d Gun. An instrulive entirely in the sear8sp.
ment for examining the bore of a cannon, to detect defects.
e An implement for samp1ing butter; a butter trier. ! }~jf:'n ~~dmP!cYfi~\)~a\~ 1s~
Med. An instrument for feeling after calculi in the bladder,
They feed on fishes. They
are mostly of moderate
etc.; a sound. g A person employed to search public recsize, but some species beords, as by a tit]e insurance company.
come eight or ten feet
Yearch 11ng,p. a. Exploring thoroughly; scrutinizing; penelong.
trating ; keen·; as, a searching discourse ; a searching eye. sea'son (sii'z'n), n. [ME.
Dickens.-search''' Piercing, searching, biting,cold.''
sesoun, F. saison, proplng-ly, adv.-search'lng-ness, n.
erly, the sowing time, fr. Yellow-Bellied ~ea Snake (Pesearch'llght' (sllrch'lit'), n. a An
L. satio a sowing, a plant
lamys bH.:olor).
apparatus for projecting a powerful
ing, fr. serere, satum, to sow, p]ant; akin to E. sow, v., to
beam of light of approximately parscatter, as seed.] 1. One of the divisions of the year,
allel rays, usually devised so that it
marked by alterations in the length of day and night, or by
can be swiveled about. b The beam
distinct conditions of temperature, moisture, etc., caused
of light projected by this apparatus.
mainly by the relative position of the earth's axis with
search warrant. Law. A warrant
respect to the sun. In the north temperate zone four
legally issued, authorizing an exseasons, namely, spring, summer, autumn, and winter, are
amination or search of a house, or
generally recognized.
Some parts of the world have three
other place, originally chiefly for
seasons, - the dry, the rainy, and the cold; other parts
:tg~e:n~~~~;~~~lo!;
have but two, - the dry and the rainy.
intoxicating liquors, gambling im2. Any period of the year set off, or conceived of as set
plements, counterfeiters'
or buroff, by increased activity in any special line, as by social
or busiuess activity, by increased production or marketing
Acetylene Searchlight
;f:~fg1!:f°~Ooa°s~~c:~ih~~te:rl\~f!S
of a. certain commodity, etc.; as, the London season, or
kept or concealed in violation of the law, and in some in•
"the season;" the theatrical ,,;eason,·the strawberry season.
stances for the discovery of persons. A general sea,rchwarto dry, to wither, Ave.etan hush to dry. Cf. AUSTERE, SORREL,
a.] Driedup;withered;-used
esp. of vegetation. Milton.

sea animal ;

2. Any branched marine polyzoan
resembling moss.
aea mouse. a A large broad marine polychretous annelid of AphrodUe or allied genus,covered with
long, slender, hairlike setre. b The
dunlin. Local, Eng.
aeam'stress (s0m'stres; also, obsoles., se'm1-), n. [From older seamster, properly fem., AS. seamestre.
See SEAM. J A woman whose occupation is sewing ; a needlewoman.
Bea mud. Mud from the sea; specif., a slimy deposit along the seashore sometimes used as a manure;
- called also sea ooze.
Bea mullet. Any of certain mullets; esp.: a Mugil dobula, an imE~:;ta;Jafftd \\~ 0 ; 0 ~~~~~Wc'l; Sea Mouse (Aphrodite
f
t f h
t
k
aculeata),
lower 1mra1:f~1~d-uuf~~ulI;t 0 ~':;f face. 0)
let, etc. b In Victoria, Agonostomus forsteri.
seam'y (sem'i), a. Having a seam or seams; containing
or showing seams, esp. in the rough ; hence, not pleasing or presentable ; dubious; more or less disreputable ;
'°shady."
Everything has its fair, as well as its seam!!, aide. Scott.
ali'ance (si/Rns; sa 1aNs 1), n. [F., fr. L. sedens, -entis, p.
pr. of sedere to sit. See SIT.] 1. A session, as of some
public body
2. A meeting of spiritualists for the purpose of receiving
spirit communications.

t ~:t

SEASON

~=~i.

~!d,

¥~~:;g:/ni:r
!~?;;~tf~~

°i:'a::~1::~~~::1n

Ilea pass. A sea letter or passpQrt.

See
6,
aea pen. Any of numerous alcyonarians,
belon.,ging to Pennatula and allied genera,
in which the colony has a featherlike form.
The stem or shaft of the colony contains a
calcareous or horny axis, and 1sembedded
at the lower end in the mud of the sea
bottom.
Some are over three feet long,
and many are brilliantly phosphorescent.
PASSPORT 1

bfl~hls
~1

•::nlderg~es
Ai::rreoforval~~~8r:e~bliniitfi~
true perch; as: the European bass (.Dfoentrarchus labrax) i the American sea bass ( Centrofiristes
the rosetlsh; and in Australia
and
Ha Poacher. Any of 'fi.e slender angular,
mailed fishes constituting the family Agoni- Sea Pen.
dre, closely allied to the sculpins; flsp., the
pogge (Agonus cataph.ractus) or A.r;pidophoroides monopte1"'//Uiusof the North Atlantic.

striatus);
fl~he1!1~rtg~ie~~~t!jj.zs1:ia~t:oilfs~nemus,

~

'9f~)\\,JW4e-s¾li

Sea Poacher (A8pidophoroides monopterygius).
(l)
aea'port' (sli'porV; 201), n. A port, harbor, or town, on
ieh: ;~;~~~e'a

0

l ~~~i~~t;;:v~~:r~~~ilabi:s:~s;al

strength.

a!aN:~~~~~reTi~hhorny
egg case of a skate, and of certain
il:i~~~ith;i:ya:~,e~s;;~iu~~cf
Y~~iru:~1a:t~tt_;
which they become attached to seaweeds, etc.,
and commonly contain but one egg or embrfio.

~d~!t~erg~s~o:iti~E3°Jir~~t
•fo'rJ~ra:iJ~:~~w
of several breakers; also, an undertow setting
along shore; - called also sea
eear (ser), n. [F. serre a grasp, fr. L. sera. See
BERRY.] a The catch in a gunlock holding the
hammer at cock or half cock. b A saw.
sear, sere (ser), a. [ME. ,eer, AS. sear, cf.
siarian to wither; akin to D. zoor dry, LG.
soor, OHO. soren to wither, Lith. sausas dry,
Gr. a'Vl!tv to parch, to dry, Skr. ,;ush (for sush) Sea Purse,
aea monk. The monk seal.
( Urginea maritima).
b See coasts of northeastern North b Sea orach c The aizoaceous
America,having the velvety sur- plant Sesuvium portulacastrum.
eea moth. Any fish of the fam- Sc1LLA,
sea ooze. See SEA MUD.
face and color of a ripe peach, sea.py. t SEPOY.
!.e~.PEA\!~ui;~~: sea. orach or orache. A Euro- sea pea.r. A stalked aRcidian of sea pyot. Var. of SEA PJE.
pean maritime chenopodiaceous Boltenia or allied genus.
sea quail Turnstone, New Eng.
afs{he~~;~~d)Jb'/:orend plant (A triplex littoralls), used sea pea.t. See PEAT,
aea'qua.ke', n. A quaking of
as a substitute for spinach.
the sea
seapia.h. t SEPOY,
1~~a~f:~in1~he ~~a~~igf ~:~~i
:::{ii~ce'O';ieteA cs~~!~te. Brit. :::~: ta~~~fc~:ihtns.
teoio~~~,:~
or R.
sheets, leather work, etc.
,seam'1ter (aem'stf!r; s~m'->, n. bricii) having an orange-colored sea. piet. Var. of SEA PIE.
sea radish. A European wild
f SeeSEAMSTRESS.J
A seamstress. convex body. Its expanded ten- sea pig. & A porpoise or dol- radish (Raplianu.'I maritimus).
11. i. To do sewing as an em,
sea ragweed. European ragweed
phin. b A dugong,
ployment. Both Obs. or Scot ~ ~:~l~~:rg~~~~!J~tb,q.or ~r:fz:
MILLt~~I
Dial. Enq.
LPURL,
3.1sea.'-ot,ter's-cab'bage, n. A gi- ~~t ~~ 8tt~ g~n~s s2Je~~if~!~-le;
uam
stitch, J(mUing. = 3d gantic kelp of the Pacific Ocean
sea rat. 1. A pirate. Rare.
~~t\f~~lli~~~~J~;~~n iu¥he;
seam'stress.y, n. Sewing. Obs. ~e;;~~:!1,s.lutkeana).
See
1
0
:~re(lii.s~~;.f,
11eamstrip. = EDGE STRIP.
rock dove. Ireland, Scotland.
c The dowitcher. New Jersey
,<ios,OF. saas, saaz, LL. seta,sea mugwort. '.J'he mugwort
Artemfaiu maritima.
::: ::e;e.Tfri.i~~w::~flowered
sea pike. a Any of various ma- tium, fr. L. seta a stiff hair.] A
,sea mulberry. The button tree aateraceous species ofBorn.chia.
rine fl.shes resembling the true fine sieve; a strainer. Obs. or R.
( Conocarpus erectus). Bermuda. sea. pa.d. A starfish.
searce (sfira), 11. t. [ME. sar.sen,
~~~:cW/h:~rg~~st~t:o
sarcen, OF. saacfer. See SEARCE,
~~;\.:;n~f ~a~;E,Obs. or
~!cf i~v~~~~f(fto:~t racuda, or hake (Merluccfu,q).
n.] To sift ; bolt Obs. or R
sia palmieform1s) with an erect, sea pimpernel. SPa chickweed.
6bSs~~~'~~is~r;;, etc.
Obs.
trunk.like stalk and palmately sea pincushion- a A sea purRe. 1ea(~re8 ~h~ ~if;a8
,pa,nd, a. rF. .~lant fitting, lit.,
b A short-armed, stout-bodied 2. A searce, or sieve.
~~~ide~ih.:~s
t~1~:e:s~otted starflsh.
sitting.] Yittmg. Obs. Scot.
searce' -wiae', adv. In the manSoutE African fish ( Aqrwpn.~
ner of a searce, or sieve. Obs.
nane. + SEENE.
-.e• necklace. The strin~ of disk- torvu.q) of, or related to, the fam- :: Ef!:ta1J.h1 ~~~J;~:!fteach
search. tSRARCE. [See-ABLE·!
plantain (Plan.ta._gomaritima).
ily Scorprenidre.
aearch'a-ble (sO.r'chd-b'l), a.
~t}~~~ sea parrot. A puffin
~\~~1fs ctfe8
sea plume. Any gorgonian of aea.rch'&·ble-nelB,n See -NESS.
Local, [T. S.
plumoae form, esp, Gorgonia sea.rch'ant (s fi r'c h if n t), a.
;~~tc~~~~:{e.
Lovage;
also,
acero.qn or 0. seto.~a.
■ea nettle,
A jellyfish; - so
Searching ; - after heraldic adjective in -nnt. Humorou.q,
sea.poker. Var. of SEA POACHER
~~:nr::~~lienu~11lcht1:,;foeraa~
sea poppy. The horn poppy.
aearch'er-ship, n. See -SHIP,
n. [Gael. i;eanachaidh.] A barJ; le& partridge. The European ::{:;~upin:E
a. Full of searchP~~~cupine fish 1earch'fal,
ing-; inquiring. Obs. or R.
a story teller. Obs. Scot. ~ Jr. cunner ( CrPnilabrus m.elops)
sea pea. The beach pea.
1e&pumpkin. A sea cucumber. aearchla.mp. =SEARCHLIOJIT&,
::::::ds,~!)',~~~~~{6,f:;R~i~d
■ea.rch'le11, a. Irnpo88ible to
Be& purse. = SEA PUSS
0~
.. ontoa. a The ofllcinal squill
aea purslane. a Sea chickweed. be searched ; inscrutable.

purse.
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SEASON
3. The suitable, fitting, or natural time or occasion; the
proper conjuncture ; a.s, the season for rest.
4. An occasion ; opportunity ; chance. Obs.
6, A period of time; a while; esp., a relatively short period.
Blind, not seemg the sun for a season.

Acts xiii. 11.

8. Eccl. Any of certain periods in the Christian year commemorative chiefly of Christ's life. The church seasons in

SECESSIONIST

2. To cause to occupy a post, site, situation, or the like ; se-bac'lc (sg-blls"fk), a. [L. sebum tallow: cf. F. •~ba-

cique.] Org. Chem. Pert. to or designating a white, crystalline, dibasic acid, C8H 16(C0 2 H) 2 , of normal structure,
variously got, as by dry distillation of oleic acid and fats.
se'-bap'tlst (se'bilp't1st), n. [L. se one's self+ baptista a.
baptizer.] Eccl. Hi.st. One who baptizes himself, as is the
practice of a small Russian sect. The name has been given
to John Smyth (or Smith), founder of the sect of the General Baptists, who was alleged by his opponents to have
baptized himself in Amsterdam in 16()8.
se-bes'ten (se-bes'tl!n), n. [Ar., fr. Per. sipistiin, fr. sapista
having a fetid smell. J a An East Indian boraginaceous
tree ( Cordia myxa). b The fruit of this tree, the aebeaten
plum, used in India for pickles, and dried as a demulcent.
c lii the West Indies, the related C. sebestena or its fruit~
se-bH'er-ous (se-b!ffer-us), a. [L. sebum tallow + E.
-ferous.] l. Bot. Producing vegetable wax or tallow.
2. Physiol. Producing fat ; sebaceous, as ce1·tain glands.
seb'ka
(sl!b'k<i}, n. [Ar. sabkha saline infiltration,
seb'kha shallow lagoon.] In northern Africa, a smooth,
flat, often saline, plain, sometimes occupied after a rain by
a sl1allow lake ; a playa; an alkali flat.
seb'or-rhe'a, seb'or-rhllll'a(s~b'~-re'd), n. [NL.; L. sebum
tallow+ Gr. j,,,v to flow.] Med. A morbidly increased discharge of sebaceous matter on the skin i stea.rrhea. -seb'·
or-rhe'al, seb 1or-rhllll'al(-al}, a.
Se'brlght (sii'brit), n. [After Sir John S. Sebright (17671846), English agriculturist.]
One of a breed of bantam
fowls having a rose comb and the feathers laced or narrowly
edged with black.
se'bum (se'biirn), n. [L., tallow, grease.] Anat. The fatty
matter secreted by the sebaceous glands.
sec (sek), a. [F.J Dry; --used of wines and opposed to brut.
Se-ca'le (se-ka'le}, n. [L., a kind of grain.] Bot. A genus of
cereal grasses having the 2-flowered spikelets in a dense
spike, the flowering glmne tipped with a long awn, the
empty glumes 1-nerved. There are two Old World species;
S. c,,.eale is the cultivat;ed rye. See RYE.
Sec'a-mo'ne (sl!k1<i-mo'ue), n. [NL., fr. Olt. secamone for
scammonia. Cf. SCAMMONY.]Bot. A genus of asclepiadaceous plants of the Old World tropics, chiefly climbing
shrubs, bearing flowers with rotate corollas, the scales of
the crown having distinct tips. The roots of 8. emetica
0
are used in India as an "metic and purgative.
~~•i:;s6;itri: ~t:iY::~~;tof~!l::to~~
ered with well-developed (and often very sharp) movable se'can-cy (se'kiin-sY), n. [See SECANT.] Intersection. Rare.
&&'cant(se'kant), a. [L. secans, -antis, p. pr. of secare t<>
0
~~g~r!~~~u~Fch!1~~0
~~,:!ifch~:6rd~!.
cut. See SECTION.] Cutting; as, a secant line.
typical sea urchins have the mouth situated at the middle se•cant, n. [Cf. F. secante. See SECANT, a.] 1, Geom. A
of the lower surface, with five converging chisel-like jaws
line that cuts another; esp., a straight line cutting a curve
in two or more points. See CIRCLE,Illust.
g~gth!s:: f~ft;~e ~~r!~~;;
2. Trig. A right line drawn from the center of a circle
rocks, or bury themselves in the sand, and crawl about by
through one end of a circular arc to a tangent drawn from
means of tube feet which protrude through pores in the
the
other end ; the ratio of this line to the radius of the
shell, assisted by movements of the spines. They feed on
circle i the reciprocal of the cosine. Abbr. sec. See TRIG1
:~~~nJi::,a~:ae~t:~~~~
e~r s~tT:~~i~~~A~ ONOMETRICAL
FUNCTION.
sea valve. .Naut. A valve in tbe bottom or side of a ship Se-cede' (st-sed'), V, i.; SE-CED'ED (-sed'i!d); SE-CBD 1ING
communicating with the sea.
1ing).
(-s'ed
[L. secedere, secessum ,· se- aside+ cedere to
sea wall. [AS. sreu·eall.J A wall, or embankment, to resist
go, move. See CEDE.] To withdraw from fellowship, comencroachments of the sea.
sea'wan (se'wdn)} n. [Narraganset Indian 8iw/in scat- munion, or association i to separate one's self by a solemn
act; esp., to withdTaw from a political or religious body.
sea'want (-wdnt)
tered; applied to unstrung or loose
shell ueads which were used as money.] Among the East- se-ced'er (se-sed'er), n. 1. One that secedes.
ern Algonquian Indians, the shell beads which passed as 2. [cap.] Eccl. Hist. One of a numerous body of Presbyterians originated in Scotland by the secession in 1733 of
money. Cf. WAMPUM.
ministers from the Established Church, who formed
sea'way' (s0'wi 1), n. Naut. a A moderate or rough sea; four
the Secession Churc)i, so called. The United Presbyterian
- chietly in in a sea.way. b A vessel's headway.
Church in North America and the United Free Church of
sea'weed' (-wed'), n. Any plant or plants growing in the Scotland contain the bulk of the descendants of the Sesea; specif., any marine thallophytic plant of the class
Algre i an alga. Seaweeds are widely distributed in t.he
8~{gi~a,r~~~!,r~:aJ~ot1~:~;ib!t~~!!~1~C:P:~~
ocean, and occur from tide level to considerable depths.
bytery in Ireland, and. in the United States, the Associate
Church of North America.
0
as~~:t~~~~
se-cern' (se-sfirn'), v. t. ,' SE-CERNED' (-sftrnd'); SE-CERN 1ING,
freshwater algre. See ALGA,ALG.JE,
THALLOPHYTA.
[L. secernere. See SECRETE.] 1. To separate; to distingnish.
sea'wor 1thy (se'wftr 1th!), a. Fit for a sea voyage ; able to 2. Physiol. To secrete; as, mucus secerned in the nose.
stand stormy weather in safety ; as. a seaworthy ship.
S8•Cern', v. i. To distinguish; discriminate.
Seb (sl!b),n. [Egyptian.] Egypt. Myth. The earth deified. se-cem•ent (-sftr'nent), a. [L. secernens, p. pr.] Separating;
The conoort of Seb was Nut, the sky, and their children
secreting.- n. That which secretes, or promotes secretion.
include Osiris, Isis, Nephthys, and Set.
se-cem'ment(se-sOrn'm~nt),n.
Act or process of secerning.
se-ba'ceous (si-ba'shlls), a. [NL. sebaceus, fr. L. sebum se-ces'slon (si-sesh'lln), n. [L. secessio: cf. F. secessio,i.
tallow, grease: cf. L. sebaceus a tallow candle.]
Physiol.
See SECEDE.] 1. Act of seceding; withdrawal.
Pertaining to, secreting, or composed of, fat i of the ap- 2. Specif.: a [often c<rp.]U.S. The withdrawal of a State
pearance of fat; as, the sebaceom secretions of some plants.
from the national Union, as that of eleven States in 186061. b [cap.] Scot. Eccl. Hist. The withdrawal of four
6b~f:1~!ti~~~1 ~ls~~~~~:~~; 3~~t~~~: ministers and their followers from the Church of Scotland
in 1733 ; hence, the Seceders collectively.
See SECEDER, 2.
~:r~~r:~~'i:~a:~~a,1;ng~~r:1ei~l~
se-ces•slon-lsm (-h'm), n. The doctrine or policy of secession ; the tenets of secessionists.
~~~!t;.~rgi~~t~~h~~h
as~ft~~;ua°n°d
n. One who upholds secession or secession•
skin. Tbey are especially abundant in the scalp and face. se-ces'slon-lst,

to station ; establish ; :fix ; settle ; locate.

The_y had seated themselves in New Guiana.

Rale,gh,

3. To provide seats or sittings for; to furnish with sea.ts;
to accommodate with sittings; as, the hall seats two thousand ; to seat a church, or persons in a church.
4. To set firm; to fix on, or as on, a firm seat or base.
5, To settle ; to plant with inhabitants. Obs. or Archaic,
6. To put a seat in ; to repair the seat of.
7. Mech. To adjust on a seat ; to fit to a seat.
seat (set), v. i. 1. To take one's seat; to settle Ob,.
2. To rest ; to lie down. Obs.
3. Mach. To fit correctly on its seat; -saideop.of
a valve.
sea term. A seaman's term; a nautical word or phrase.
sea thong. a A fucoid seaweed (Himanthalia lorea) found
on the northern coasts of the Atlantic. It has a thonglike
thallus rising from a top-shaped base or holdfast. b Any
of several other seaweeds having cordlike fronds, as sea
lace ( Chorda fi,lum), species of Laminaria, etc.
seat'lng, p. pr. & vb. n. of SEAT, Hence. n. 1. a Act
of providing with a seat or seats. b Act of making seats.
2. That which is used for, or for making, a seat or seats,
as: a A textile fabric made of bair, used for upholstering
purposes, such as seats and backs of chairs. b Mech. A
seat; also, a part or surface that beds on a seat.
sea trout. l. Any of certain true trout which inhabit the
sea, but ascend rivers to spawn; esp., the European species
Satrno trutta, often called salmon trout. It resembles the
salmon, but 1s smaller, weaker, and has smaller scales. A
number of varieties of it, or closely allied species, some of
them landlocked, occur m different regions.
2. a Any of several weakfishes ( Oynoscion regalis and 0.
nebulosus on the Atlantic, and l'. nob'ilis on the Pacific
coast). b A rock trout, esp. Hexagram.mos decagrammus.
sea trUJlll)et.l. A gigantic olive-brown seaweed (Ecklonfo
buccinal i.~)of the South Atlantic. Its thallus consists of an
elongated hollow stalk expanding into a cluster of fronds.
The dried stem is' used as a trumpet and as a siphon.
2. Any large marine univalve shell of the genus Triton.
3. Muslc. = TRUMPET
MARINE,
sea turtle. Any of certain larlle turtles inhabiting the sea
and having the feet modified mto paddles. The existina
:~~~eiu:ITes~h~t:;1:~i~fa1cl~gdfs~~jg~t~1l~e;~~~Se!~.
sea urchin. Any echinoderm of the class Echinoidea

fld~~rA:e!~~~tfa~W~I:~~\ifti~,,
!E:frt:f~~t;,
s!::~~~7. [From
v.] That which gives relish; seasonSEASON,

ing. Obs. H The season of all natures, sleep."
ID 1ea1on. a In good time, or sufficiently early;

Shak.
season-

~!fit
~~~~n~bi1~o b~ !:t~fi!d~
ei~~~i:~:h:e~:~ti~u1~~)
season; as, strawberries are now in season. C Lawfully to
0

be killed or taken, as game or fish.-ina.

and out of a.,at all
times; always. - out of a., not in season. See IN SEASON.
sea'son (s0'z'n), v. t. ,· SEA'soNBD(s0'z'nd); su 1soN-ING.
1. To rendires~~ii~~l:do;e:ri:~f~~:t:i~ :~s~;r.re;
fit.
2. To fit for any use by time or habit; to habituate ; inure; as, to season one to a climate.
3. Hence, to treat by s1ich process as will put in the best
condition for use ; to mature ; as, to season timber by exposure to the air, or a tobacco pipe by frequent smoking.
4. To fit for taste; to render palatable ; to give zest or
relish to ; to spice; as, to season food.
6. Hence, to render more agreeable; to give a zest to.
The proper use of wit is to season conversation,
Tillotson.
6. To qualify by admixture ; to moderate ; to temper.
" When mercy seasons justice."
Shak.
7, To gratify; to tickle, as the palate. Rare.
Slwk.
8. To imbue; to tinge or taint. '' Who by his tutor being
,easoned with the love of the truth."
Fuller.
9. To copulate with ; to impregnate.
Obs.
Holland.
aea'son, v. i. 1. To become mature; to grow fit for use ;
to become adapted to a climate.
2. To become <lry and hard by escape of the natural juices,
or by being penetrated with other substance ; as, timber
seasons in the sun.
3. To give token; to savor. Obs.
Beau. & Fl.
sea•son-a-ble (-d-b'l), a. [AF.] Occurring in good or
proper time; suitable to, or in keeping with, the season
or circumstances; timely; as, seasonable cold.

l

s~iz-

Mercy is seasonable in the time of affliction.

Ecclus x:xxv. 20.

- sea'son-a-ble-ness, n. - sea•son-a-bly, adv.
aea•son-al (-al}, a. Of or pert. to a season or the seasons.
aea'son-er (-er), n. 1. One that seasons ; that which

gives a relish ; a seasoning.
2. A seaman or fisherman who hires for the season; by
extension, a loafer; a beach comber. U. 8. Cent. Diet.
■ea'son-lng, p. pr. & vb. n. of SEASON, Hence: n. 1. Act
or proceBS by which anything is seasoned.
2. That which is used to season ; hence: a That w~ich is
added to food to give it a higher relish, as salt, spices, etc. ;
a condiment.
b Something added to enhance enjoyment
or relieve dullness; as, wit is the seasoning of conversation,
o Diamond Cutting. The diamond dust with which a lapidary's mill is charged.
s:~::.~t~s~~9a•rr;.:11::::s'ira!1~:r~~!~;:gt~~<;lrii:~~::

sea steps . .Naut. Projecting metalv.Iatesorbarsattached

~1f:.r
.:~dra~5e: i~et~lt;.r

s%.!'t::'sh
n~v;'.ay be boarded; -

seat (set), n. [ME. sete, of Scand. orig. ;_cf. Ice!. sreti,
Sw. siite, Dan. srede; akin to MHG. slize, AS. set, setl,
and E. sit. See SIT.] 1. The place or thing on which one
sits; hence, anything made to sit in or on, as a chair.
S. The particular part of a thing on which one sits; as,
the seat of a chair ; the seat of a pair of trousers.
3. The part of the body which bears the weight when sitting ; the buttocks; the gluteal region.
4. The place occupied by anything, or where any person or
thing is situated, resides, or abides; a site i abode ; residence i location ; station ; post; as, the seat of a disease ;
a country seat ; a seat of learning ; the seat of war.
6. A right to sit; a sitting; also, place of sitting; room or
space to sit in; as, a seat in a church or theater.
6. Specif. : a Stock Exchange. A right to the privileges
of membership; a membership.
b Shoemaking Trade. A
place,situation,or engagement to work in a shop. Obs. Eng.
7. Posture or way of sitting, as on horseback; as, a rider
has a good or bad seat.
8. A sitting; a session. Dial. Eng. & Scot.
9. J;fech. A part or surface on which another part or surface rests ; a. seating; as, a valve seat,· an engine seat.
aeat, v. t. j SEAT'ED; SEAT1ING. 1. To place on a seat; to
ca.use to sit down ; as, to seat one's guests.
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SECRET

tivity of a secondary meristem. - Hcond&ry twlnnlng. See
ism; specif. [often cap.], U. S. Hist., one who held that a 3. Aid ; assistance; help. Obs.
J. Fletcher.
TWINNING.- ■• union, Surg., the union of wounds after supState has the right to separate from the. Union at its will ; 4. An article of merchandise of a grade inferior to the
puration;
union by the second intention. - a. wood, Bqt.,.
esp., one who participated in, or sympathized with, the
best j - usually in the pl.,· esp., pl., a coarse or inferior
wood formed by tlie cambium in dicotyledonous stems.
secession of the eleven Southern States in 1860-61.
kmd of flour or bread made from it.
sec•ond-a-ry
n.; pl. -R1Es(-riz). 1. One in
1e-ces181on-ist (ali-sesh1un-Ist), a. Of or pert. to secession 5. One twelfth of an inch, or prime ; a line. Bee INCH, 1. a subordinate,(sek'un-di-rI),
inferior, or auxiliary place; specif., a dele•
or secessionists.
6. Music. a The interval embracing two diatonic degrees.
gate or deputy ; one second or next to the chief officer.
See INTERVAL,6 b A tone at this interval. c The harSeoh'et (sek'et), n. [
pt. Sekhet.J Egypt. Relig. The
2. In technical uses: a Astron. (1) A secondary circle. (2}
wife of Ptah, :repre_sefi1;edas lion-headed. She typifies the
monic combinatioo of two tones a second apart. 4 The
A satellite. b Zool. (1) Any of the quill feathers arising
destructive
he sun; she destroys the souls of the
second tone of a scale, reckoning up from the tonic. e from the forearm of a bird. See BIRD,Illust. (2) One of
wicked in the underworld. She is called the u eye of Ra."
The second part in a concerted piece ; popularly, the alto.
the
hind wings of an insect, esp. of a butterfly or moth.
Se•ch1-um (se'kI-um), n. [NL.: cf. F. ,echion; perh.
7. Baseball. Short for second base.
o Elec. A secondary circuit or coil.
formed fr. Gr. ui1t.vo,;cucumber.] Bot. A genus of West
aecond of exchange. See EXCHANGE,
n.,
2 a.
sec'ond-class',
a. Belonging to a class next below th&
Indian cucurbitaceous vines constituted by S. edule. It sec•ond (sek'und), v. t.; SEC'OND-ED;SEC'0ND-ING.[Cf. F.
best, or highest; inferior; second-rate.
has racemose yellow flowers; its fruit is the chayote.
seconder, L. secundare, fr. secundus. See SECOND,
a.] 1. To first,
aecond-clasa
mail.
MAIL 3.
seek (eek), a. [F. sec, properly, dry, L. siccus.] Barren;
follow in the next _place; to succeed; to supplement. Rare. se-conde' (se-kond',SeeF.6thse-g6Nd/),
n. [F., fr. second secunprofitable ; i. e., without seignory, reversion, or power of
Soutlt
Sm is seconded with sin
ond.]
Jlencing.
A
position
in
parrying. See Ci.t.
distress ; - said of rents. See RENT BECK.
2. To follow or attend so as to assist ; to act as the secoud
1el (sek''I), n. A small reddish brown sweet and juicy
118Ck
of, to assist; support. "To second our attempt."
Slwk.
3. Parl. Practice. To support, as a motion or uomination,
~~ds ~ti::rg;,a!e~r~Se~i!:rn
near Philadelphia, afterby adding one's voice to that of the mover or proposer,
88-clude' (sli-klood'; 243), v. t.; SE-CLUD'ED(-klolWed);
esp. as a preliminary to further debate or a vote.
&E-CLUD'ING
(-Ing). [L. secludere, seclnsum: se- aside+
4. To encourage ; further ; forward ; advance.
claudere to shut. See CLOSE,v. t.] 1. To shut up apart
6. (p1'on. usually sli-kond' or sli-kund') Mil. In Great
from others; to withdraw into, or pJace in, solitude ; to
Britain, to retire temporarily from the service, as an officer
withdraw, as from intercourse with others.
who accepts a ci vii appointment under the government.
Let Eastern tyrants from the light of heaven
He
retains his rank and seniority, but forgoes his pay.
Seclude their bosom slaves
ThomBon.
1ond, n.
[F. seconde. See SECOND,a.] The sixtieth
2. To put in a place difficult of access; to sequester; secrete. sec
part
of a minute of time or of angular measure, that is, the
3. To shut or keep out ; to exclude. Obs. or Scots Law.
regular subdivision of the hour-as,
1 minute and
se-clud'ed (d-klood•M ; 243), p. a. Separated or with- second
15 ,econds of time (1 m. 15 s.) - or the degree (symbol");
drawn, as from society ; solitary ; retired. - ae~clud'edLunge. and Parry in Seeonde.
as, 5 minutes and 10 St!conds (51 1011)north of this place.
ly, adv. -se-clud'ed-ness, n.
Second is sometimes used in the names of derived
1
se-clu'Bion (si-kloo 1zhun; 243), n. [See SECLUDE.]1. Act w="
fu~~nlo~J1~~~s~hfhr~g!1rtn~
ift;:!~i~tli~hgo~e{)~J1:t
units; as, ampere second, centimeter-gram-second, etc.
of secluding, or state of being secluded; separation, as from sec'ond-a-rl-ly (sek'uu-dt-ri-li),
ness, the pomt very little lower than the hand. R11cyc. of Sport.
adv. 1. In a secondary
1ond-er (sek 1un-der), n.
society; a withdrawing; as, to live in seclusion.
sec
One
who
seconds or supporta
manner or degree.
0 hlest seclmion from a jarring world.
Cowper.
what another attempts, affirms, moves, or proposes.
2. Secondly ; in the second place. Obs
2. Act of keeping out ; exclusion. Obs. or Scots Law.
1ond-hand1 (s~k 1und-hilnd 1 ; 87), a.
sec
1. Not original or
3. A second time ; again. Obs.
3. A retired or solitary place.
primary; received from another ; not new; as, a secondsec'ond-a-ry (-rI), a. [Cf. F. secondaire, L. secundarius.
Syn~ -Solitude, separation, retirement, privacy.
hand
book
;
secondhand
knowledge.
se-clu 1alve (-siv), a. Tending to seclude; keeping in se- See secoNo, a.] 1. Next below the first in importance;
2. Of, pertaining to, or dealing in, secondhand merchanof second place, origin, rank, etc. ; performing a similar
clusion ; secluding; sequestering.
dise ; as, a secondhand store.
but inferior function to what is primary.
sec 1ond (sek'und), a. [F., fr. L. secundus second, properly,
se-con'do (se-kon 1do; -kon'do), n.; It. pl. -m (-de). [It.]
following, fr. ,equi to follow. See SUEto follow; cf. SECUND.] ar~~i;~~~:~ed,f~'i:':r~~ :r.oral right on the one handb~s1~~~~~Music. The second part in a concerted piece, esp. the
1. Immediately following the first; next to the first in order
lower part in a pianoforte duet, or its performer.
2. In technical uses: a (1) Chem. Having some quality,
of place or time; hence, occurring again; another; other.
or
subjected
to
some
operation,
in
the
second
degree
i as, sec'ond-rate 1 , a. Of the second size, rank, quality, value,
And he slept and dreamed the .~econd time. Gen. xh. li
etc. - n. A second-rate thing or person.
Cf. PRIMARY,a.,5a. (2) Org. Chem.
a. Next to the first in value, power, excellence, dignity, or a,econdarysalt,etc.
Designating a radical in which the combining carbon atom sec'ond-alght 1 , n. The power of discerning what is no~
0
visible or of foreseeing events ; capacity of a seer ; clairis united with two other carbon atoms; as, secondary
tiieec~~;~7e~~~g;:::i~t;'h~
:~ople upon earth ..•
voyance, '' A fit of second-sight.''
Addison.
butyl,
CH 3 CH 2 CH·CH 3 ; also, designating compounds
Landor,
be the day of our utter extirpation
3. Of the same kind as another; another, like a prototype;
formed by such radicals. See SECONDARY
ALCOHU.U.
b Min. sec'ond-sight•ed, a. Having second-sight. Rare.
as, a second Cato ; a second deluge.
&: Petrog. Subsequent in origin ; - said of rocks or min- sec 1onds pen 1du-lum (s~k 1undz). A pendulum requiring
exactly one second for each swing. In latitude 45') at the
erals derived from other rocks or minerals, or of minerals
4. Helpful; assisting. Rare.
Shak.
le>'el of the sea its length is 99.353 cm.
&. Music. Lower in pitch ; rendering a part of lower pitch.
deposited in a previously formed rock, or of characters
se 1cre-cy (sii'kre-sl),n.; pl. -c1Es(-siz). [From sECRBT,]
(as
cleavage,
etc.),
developed
by
pressure
or
other
causes.
0
1.
Quality or state of being hidden; seclusion; privacy.
a,::Jn1:X~~~~_!!~e~rn:7iJ~!:~:11ih~~{':th~'e~~:J
c [cap.] Geol. Mesozoic. Obs. d Elec. In an induction
"The pensive secrecy of desert cell."
Milton.
coming of Christ to judge both the quick and the dead. coil or transformer, pertaining to or designating the inShak.
s. Adventist. See ADVENTIST.
- •. bueman. See BASEBALL. duced current or its circuit ; as, the secondary coil ; sec- 2. That which is concealed; a secret. Ob,.
- •· board, Finance, the second call on exchanges where
3.
Quality
of
being
secretive
;
closeness;
fidelity
to
a seondary winding. See INDUCTION,
6. e Zool. Designating, or
there are calls of securities or grain, cotton, etc.; on the
cret,
forbearance
of
disclosure
or
discovery.
Hooker.
pert. to, the second joint of the wing (the forearm) of a se'cret (sii'kret; -krit; 151), a. [F. secret (cf. Sp. & Pg.
New York Stock Exchange, the second printed list of sales,
bird, or its quills. See BmD, fllust. f Bot. Produced by
for the period from 12 M. to 2 P. M. - a. brass, Nuntis., the
secreto, It. secreto, segreto, OF. secre), fr. L. secretus, p. p.
dupondms of Imperial Rome. -a. breath, second wind. the activity of formative tissue other than that at the
secernere to put apart, to separate, se- aside+ cernere.
growing point; developed subsequently; as, seconda.ry of
See CERTAIN;cf. SBCRETB,SECERN,]
1. Hidden; concealed;
3w°:i~~ G~~~~~ls~&~dtl:&fg e!tee'
cortex, etc. g Med. (1) Dependent or consequent on an1
not
revealed , private ; as, secret plane ; a secret vow.
Chamber. See LEGISLATURE,
Netherlands and 811. eden. other disease; as, Bright's disease is often secondary to
1. childhood, the state or time of being wep.k or feeble in
2.
Hence:
a
Inscrutable;
occult
;
as,
the secret workings
scarlet fever. (2) Occurring or being in the second stage;
of Nature. b Withdrawn from general intercourse or no08:!nA.EL~!;~~ Co~~s~~o!D:.S~:
as, secondary symptoms of syphilis. h Phon. = WIDB.
~~~d
tice
;
in
retirement
or
secrecy
;
secluded
; retired.
Syn. - Second, second-rate, subordinate, inferior.
There. !tecret in her sapphire cell,
S~eu~i~
1.~
_!~~sirii!lied
Fenton.
He with the Naie wont to dwell
1'
~dt~~t~Oh8
i~~hg~:r~~g!r~g;:t~Tc!rs~
b;v the Friends, or Quakers. - a. death, Theol., condemna3. Faithful to a secret; not inclined to divulge confidence;
On oxidation the secondary alcohols first form ketones
tion to eternal separation from God; the punishment or
secretive
j
close.
Rare.
"
Secret
Romans."
Shak.
and afterward acids of a smaller number of carbon
destruction of the souls of the lost after bodily death. Rev.
4. Separate ; distinct. Obs.
xxi. 8. - •. dlata.nce. Art. = MIDDLEDISTANCE.Rm·e. - •. ~t~~~!:.n
bZ:n~.rig!~a!.~!i°~h~l~.
1;:';;~oa~
6.
Mech.
Designating,
or
pertaining
to,
a
construction
in
double corner. See 4th CHECKER,
2.- S. Empire, the French
which the method of construction is not visible or apparent
empire (18,12-70)under Napoleon IIl.-a. eatat.e. a In Eng:w:ct:ai: 0rh~0 l~1l~f11rv'~~~Ciifett~
-~h:n~~o:~,~;i~i:iai
land, orig. the barons and knights, later the lords tempofrom the outside; as, secret nailing, dovetailing, etc.
ral. b In the kingdom of Scotland, orig. the tenants in line through the opfical center of a lens but not through the
8. Litur.Qics. Low ; inaudible ; as, the secret prayers.
chief, after 1428 the commissioners of shires. c In the
Syn. - Hidden, concealed, disguised, unknown private,
f:~u';hatf~~~tet~~f~fi~
kingaom of France the nobles. - •· fiddle in phrase, to be
privy; insidious, stealthy, furtive, sly, fraudulent. mirror.
1.
batt.ery,
a
Elec.
A
storage
battery.
b
Nav.
or to play second fiddle! to act in a subordinate capacity ;
SECRET,COVERT,CLANDESTINE,
SURREPTITIOUS,
UNDERHAND.
to take a secondary p ace.- 1. :lluxlon, .Math., the second
SECRETis the ireneral term for that which is hidden or con~~\e~~ th!8:::~~, f~~!:foiJif!i~6!~:~i:ra:u~~~ni~~~t
derivative as to the time ;-deuoted by two dots above;
which is not open or avowed i as,
that 1s COVERT
case all her guns compose what is called merely the baJ- cealed;
'' These ... virtues are the hidden beauties of a soul, the
as, 8 (read, a two dot), which is~-a. girl, a female house
secret graces which cannot be discovered by a mortal eye"
~~Ofth:u:ix B~~~l~nc!1~~e::~~o~~t1ng ~a~tp 1
servant who does th'e lighter work, as chamber work and
(Spectator); "She seized a lamp ..• and hurried towards
cells, or capitula, in the antheridium of Characere. - 1. cell.
BATTERY.-a. circle, Georn. &- Astron., a great cir~~!itf e0
gC:f°th~h
p0J!iirti::f~~~f. 0!_: = STORAGE
}~~e
i;;c°Jce~~)!rf, ~~hf!vg::
•. Intention. See INTENTION,
n., 6 & 7. - s. Isaiah. = DEU- cle through the poles of another great circle and therefore
child, with an '!)'e on the face ofa covertly watching elder"
TBRO-ISAIAH.
- 1. lieutenant, .Mil., a commissioned officer perpendicular to its plane. - a. clay, clay found deposited
(H.
James);
"
How
was
she,
who
was as innocent as a
away from its place of formation. - a. color or colour, a color
ranking next below a first lieutenant. See LIEUTENANT,
2 a.
child, to know what was the meaning of the covert ad-1. meu line. Opt. Min. See BISECTRIX.
- 1. moment Mech. 1 formed by mixing any two primary colors in equal or dresses of a villain ? " ~Thackeray). That is cLANDESTINB
equivalent
quantities.
See
COLOR,
n.
.1.
s.
conveyance.
1
a auanti1:, esp. of inertia, whose dimensions are those 01
Law. SeecoNVEYANCE,
2.-s.coverta. Zool. SeecoVERT,n.,3;
:ui;:;~:TI~;::~:i~z:sc\t~·
i~:~~r sre~l~h
:u~~~ ai~!;~~t~~fi!if~iff ~:. 0n!~e=~~~t.~ft~~~~t,~
implication which is heightened in UNDERHAND;
as, "the
1~1f!;'~;-c~i!T!i~~C:·a1~= t:~1!!ti!it~~!Noctihe 1
(second cranial) nerves. - ■• number. See LLOYD'SNUMclandestine,
insidioust
treacherous
admirer of Maria Berfever, as that at the outbreak of the eruption in smallpox.
BERS.- 1. order reaction, Phys. Chern., a reaction whose
a
clandestine
marriage
t "There he
tram"
(Jane
Austen,;
- 1. growth, Bot., growth by the activity of the cambium or
rate is expressed by the general equation,~;=
k(A----«) other secondary meristem, as in the stems of all woody di- ::~¥1 t~a~':ff/JIJ:;
t?~O~~~,
(B-x); a bimolecular reaction. See REACTION,
3. - s. pedal, cotyledonous plants; - opposed to J?rirnary growth. - s. garden we miJht obtain an oblique and surreptitious view"
hemorrhage, Med., hemorrhage occurrmg from a wounded
Geom., the pedal of a first pedal. - s. Republic, the French
(H. James); ' He had suspected his agent of some underblood vessel some considerable time after the original
han(l dealings" (Jane Austen) , "I say all this to them
:~:~1~~
AT:{~~~,t~r.:~ini~
as to you. . . . I will have nothing underhand" (Byron).
~:~~:,1ii:t.~:~;diii;risPe~:fr~
tP::u~ 16ite~Et;~n 3tt~t:t
called the first ftoo1'~which accords with European usage
the
growing
point.
s.
personality.
See
MULTIPLE
PERSONgenerally.- ■• tap.
tsee TAP,n., 5. -a. thought or thoughts,
ex~e~~:;:t,~~~ b,~:=~it~Yt8ii:~~~:;!1:Irti~{~i~closed
ALITY.-&.planet. Astron. See PLANET,1.-s. prothaJlium, Bot., cept
consideration of a matter following a first impulse or im- a
for a hole just large enough to admit the rope, - used
tissue developed b;v the megaspore of Selaginetla subsepression ; reconsideration or opinion resulting from it.
0
0
Second thon.ghts are best.
Old Proverb.
~ohNe::vi::~::;. ~~~T!k~fs~ :~~fli~i~·
afe~~t t~et~~!~~~~t2?~~~ ;~;.~~11J'.J~!~~!~~~icit;~au~y
3. - 1. ■ervlce. a A secret political work, for the
4fi::t~itr::st1~~
bodies as the result of being exposed to Rontgen rays or PARTNER,
:t;!~~'ri!lf1o1;;•aft!r
certain other forms of radiation.- a. right. Law. See RIGHT, expense of which no account is given to Parliament. Eng_.
during exertion.
Hence, recovered courage; renewed
n;,2b.■.roota.
Bot.
a
The
lateral
branchesoftheprimary
heart or determination.
Colloq.
~t!t~~,<;,eii~!r~nse:;J~: rieaf:e~~i:;;i!pa:iin!~t
~~i:a~
root or roots. b Adventitious roots.-■. school. See scaooL,
sec'ond (sek 1und), n. 1. One that follows, or comes after;
charged with the detection and arrest of counterfeiters.
one next and inferior in place, time, rank, merit, etc.
se'cret, "· [F. secret (cf. Pr. secret, Sp. & Pg. secreto, It
;:i!.p~:a!~t·a
te~s!1:~!8iu~~:~A~z:,~~:.a.
secreto, segreto), fr. L. secretum. See SECRET,
a.] 1. Some..
2. One who follows or attends another for his support and b See PRIMARY
TENSEb. - a. tint, Paint., any tint, as gray,
thing studiously concealed ; a thing kept from genera\
aid; a backer; au assistant; specif., one who acts as anmade by the mixing of the primary hues and not having
other's aid in a duel or prize fight.
lltrong coloration. - s. tissue, Rot., tissue formed by the ac- knowledge; what is not, or is not to be, revealed.
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••eea'alve, a. [L. seceNnts,p. p.] spoken southwest of the central Le~ation.
Set apart i isolated. Obs.
course of the Zambezi,
aecler. T SECULAR.
aech, T SEEK, srcK.
■eek (~k). Obs or dinl. Eng. aeclien, 1', i. [AS. Riclian, See
~~~·c ~i~~~trtNt·11~r~lJ:it
Sco~~:rdfi1:~i~Kg.l SICK-l To be ill. Ohs.
Hyperbolic secant.
seck&tour, T SECUT0R.
[tecJ!~:r.u~S:J~~i~;io!~~k'ar~:

!:i~bi!~:~

aec'o-dont (l!ek'i'.1-dlSnt),
n. [L.
secare to cut+ E, -odont.] Zoiil.

secomoure. T SYCAMORE:.
sec'ond-a-rl-De■ I (~k'Un-dlt-rYHaving, or designating, teeth n~s), n. See -NESS.
:~:,Pih~!~~eku,t~~?),n [Poecond aec'ond.•irat', a. Eccl. Desig<of time) + ohm.J Elec. = f;~~~g i::a~e~b~~dsep~:t~c!:i

ing seconds on a timepiece.
aecondtue. T SECUNDJNE.
sec'ond.-ly,adv. of SECOND.
::~::: a~ [ tF?~ecre.7
secre, n. [OF. secre.J A.secret.

s!~t/.

::::.1a1;11sAtK:~~r~i~OTH
~::::::::~1:~~L~:3;~~!0;1~i
:e::';,~'me-ter
(s~k~m'@-t@r; ~h:P~~\i:f~~!t~
~efr~1!i~~~ng::e!:.=
adu~E~!!:e1;·:
Ii.Obi,.

Ct!e-J,:tts~k'f-'ii~;rl,JBib.
1:: ~iec~~·ss~~ 1~:~ 1
~~,~~e;st\~,n"f).
i>~·Bib.
■e•clu'siv. Seclusive. Rf!,f. Sp.
century. OhR.
[legem.! ae-cluc,1
A place of seBe'chu (se'kU). Bib.
111
0 'n.10-ryb,,.n.
Oi
Bech'u-a.'na (11~ch'&Hi.'nd),n. sec. leg Abhr. Secundum
A group of Bantu dialects See. Leg. .Abbr. Secretary o ucne. T SICKEN.

V~~7~~1UA

~r.1

food, fo-ot ; out, oil ; chair; go; sing, ittk; tl!ten, thin; natyre, ver<!9re (250) ;
Full

explanatlon11

of Abbreviations.

~re:.m~-~~:01~i~;!irctiti~t;·;~
rupter.due to Ayrton and Perry,
uaedwithaWheatstone'sbridge
for inductance measurement.

B:=chin

Oro7 ep01rpw1"0f, m the received ::~l~(L.,

~::;di::~:~re~
Secretly. Oba.
Secrecy. Obt.
hand. The hand mark- ae'cl'&-8y. Val', of s1r.c1t1:1:iT.

I

xtto.f ~u,k0e0vT,~.1
•.co[N&Dba·
aecrely, adv.
1G8r0e0•0kdt:
,,00
,..,
1ecrenes1,n.
■econd

G. ich, ach (144); boN; yet; zh= z in azure. Numbers refer to§§ in GumL

Slsn11, ete., bnmedlately

preeede

the Voeabulary.
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SECRETA
2. A thing not discovered, or not explained ; a mystery.
All secrets of the deep, all nature's works,

.Milton.

3. pl. The genital organs.
4. The key to the solution or explanation of something
difficult, mysterious, puzzling, or the like; hidden cause
or explanation ; as, the secret of his success.
6. Secrecy. Rare except in in secret (see below).
8. Liturgics. A secret or silent prayer; specif., R. C. Ch.,
pl., prayers said in a low or inaudible voice by the celebrant
just before the preface in the Mass.
7. ~fedieval Armor. a A concealed coat or piece of armor.
b A steel skullcap worn with the camail.
8. Theat. A secret mechanical contrivance.
in secret, in a private place; in privacy or secrecy.
Bread eaten m secret is pleasant.
Prov. ix-17.
Secrets of Enoch. See APOCRYPHA.
sec 1re-ta'ri-al (sek 1re-ta 1rI-lil ; 115), a. Of or pertaining
to a secretary; befitting a secretar7..
Carlyle.
sec 1re-ta1r!-at (-at)
n. [F. secretariat.] The office of
sec 1re-ta'ri-ate (-at) a secretary.
sec're-ta-ry (sek're-tli-rl), n.; pl. -TARIES (-rTz). [LL.
secretarius, orig. 5 a confidant, one in trusted with secrets,
fr. L. secretum a secret: cf. F. secretaire. See SECRET,a. &
n.J 1. One who isintrusted with secrets, a confidant. Obs.
2. A person employed to attend to orders, letters, public
or private papers, and the like, and to have oversight in a
general way of the business connected with these, for an
association, a public body, or an individual.
3. An officer of state whose business is to superintend and
manage the affairs of a particular department of government, and who is usually a member of the cabinet or advisory council of the chief executive; as, in the Uuited
States, the Secretary of State, of War, etc. (see DEPARTJIEJ.\"T, 4); in Great Britain, the Secretary of State for India,
for War, etc,, or the Chief Secretary for Ireland.
4. A piece of furniture, with conveniences for writing and
for the arrangement of papers; an escritoire.
Ii. Short for SECRETARY
BIRD,
1 ¥~vJ~!a'fh~~ft~~
=~tt~?b!!:::;
Secretaries of State, viz., for home affairs, for foreign affairs, for the colonies, for India, and for war. In the
United States national iovernment the term is restricted

SECUNDIAN

to follow; cf. SEPT, su1T, n.J 1. A way or mode of life;
hence, a faith in certain precepts for the guidance of life ;
Obs. & R.
Chaucer.
.2. Those attached to a certain opinion or set of opinions,
or those following a particular leader or authority ; a folObs. b A
lowing. Specif. : a A suite; train; retinue.
company or set having a common allegiance distinct from
others ; a party ; faction. C In religion, the believers in
a particular creed, or upholders of a particular practice ;
esp., now, a party dissenting from an established church;
a religious denomination ; a separate religious organization.
d In philosophy, the disciples of a master; a school. e In
society and the state, an order, rank, class, or party.
3. Suit; dress; apparel; likeness. Obs. Piers Plowman.
4. A class; a kind; - confused with sex. Obs. or Dial.
-sect (-sekt), -sected. [L. secare, sectum, to cut. See SECTION.] Suffixes used to signify cut, divided; as in multisect.
sec'tant (sek'tant), n. [L. secare, sectum, to cut.] Any
of the eight portions into which space is cut by three coordinate planes.
sec-ta'ri-an (sek-ta'rl-i.in; 115), a. Of or pert. to a sect or
sects ; devoted to, or promotive of, the tenets and interests
of a denomination ; of, pert. to, or characteristic of, one devotedly or bigotedly attached to a sect or denominationj as,
sectarian principles, prejudices, education.
sec-ta'ri-an, n. One of a sect; a member or adherent of
a special school, denomination, or the like.
Syn, - See HERETIC.
sec-ta 1ri-an-ize (-iz), v. 1.;-1zEn (-izd); -1z'1NG (-iz'lng). To
imbue with sectarian principles or feelings; to subject to
the control of a sect.
sec 1ta-ry (sek't<i-rl), n.; pl. -RIES (-riz). [Cf. F. sectaire.
See SECT.] 1. A sectarian; a member or adherent of a
sect ; esp., oue who separates from an established church.
I never knew that time
England
men of truest religion
were not counted sectaries.
.Jliltuu.
2. Specif.: [cap.] ]}folwmmedanism. A Shiite.
sec'We (8ek'tll; see -ILE), a. [L. sectilis, fr. secare, secturn, to cut : cf. F. sectile. See SECTION.
J 1. Capable of
being cut; specif.: a JJ,fin. Capable of being severed by the
knife with a smooth cut, but yet pulverizable; - <listing.
from brittle and malleable. b Bot. Cut into small divisions.
2. Designating a type of mosaic formed of relatively large
pieces of marble, shaped to fit one another.
- sec-tll'i-ty (sek-tli'l-tl), n.
sec 1t!on (8ek'sh'Un), n. [L. secNo, fr. secare, sectum, to
cut ; akin to E. saw a cutting instrument : cf. F. sect-ion
See SAW; cf. DlSSECT,INSECT,SECANT,SEGMENT.] 1. Act
of cutting; separation by cutting ; as, the section of bodies.
2. A part cut off or separated, or so conceived of ; a division i portion ; slice. Specif. : a A distinct part or portion of a writing; a subdivision of a chapter ; a division of a
law; a paragraph; hence, the character§,
often used to
mark a division or to indicate a footnote. b Music. A division of a period (which see).

and a horizontal section (c), as cut through its center hor~
izontally.
Oblique sections are made at various angles. In

a religion ; a faith.

~£:~!~1£

t!~i~~'et~~iti~k~~!;~f
s~!i~a\!s~
s::i~ln~nt~~!:::
tical plane passed through a building.
Syn, - Portion, division. See PART,
sec'tlon (sek'shiin), v. t. 1. To cut or separate into sections ; to make a section of.
2. To shade, as a part of a mechanical drawing, with
crosshatching to indicate a section; to represent in sections.
sec'tlon-al (sek'sl1Un-a1), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a sec,
tion, or distinct part, of a larger body or territory; local.
2. Consisting of, or divided into, sections ; capable of being
divided into sections ; as, a sectional (electric) trolley wire.
sectional boiler, a water-tube boiler. Now Rare.
sec'tion-al-ism (-lz'm) 1. n. Devotion, esp. disproportionate, to the interests peculiar to a section of the country;
sectional feeling, spirit., prejudice, etc. U, S.
sec 1tlon-al-ize (-iz), v. t. ;-1zED (-izd); -1z 1rno (-iz 1Ing). To
make sectional : a To divide according to geographical sections or local interests. U.S. b To make in, or divide into,
sections. -sec 1tion-al-il-za'tion(-1-za'shUu; -i-z1''shUn), n.
sec'tor (sek 1ter; -t6r), n. [L., properly, a cutter, fr.
secare, secturn, to cut. See SECTION.
J 1. Gearn. The figure
bou 1 ,ded by two radii and the included arc of a circle,
ellipse, or other central curve. See cmcLE, nzust.
2. A mathematical instrument, consisting of two rulers
connected at one end by a joint, and marked with several
scales, as of equal parts, chords, sines, tangents, etc.
3. a An astronomical instrument the limb of which em.braces only a portion of a circle, used for meastuing differences of declination too great for the compass of a micrometer. When used for measuring zenith distances of stars,
it is called a zenith sector. b An arc-shaped attachment
to an equatorial mounting, often used for communicating
the motion of the driving clock to the polar axis.
4. N aclt. A sector gear.
sector of a sphere, or spherical sector, the solid generated by
the revolution of the sector of a circle about one of its
radii,or, more rarely,about any straight line drawn in the
plane of the sector through its vertex.
sector gear. Mach. a A toothed device resembling a portion of a gear wheel containing the center bearing and a
part of the rim with its teeth. b A gear having such a device as its chief essential feature.
"J:~~n~i~:~e~f t;u ef~~~1g~ ~~VftfJ';;:m,ll:;
sec'u-lar (sek'u-lcir), a. [ME. seculer, OF. seculer, F. slSecretary of State in the United States and the five prin.
culier, L. saecularis, fr. saeculum a race, generation, age,
1
~!~ilv~e~!!~a:~1s 3[pf!~i~i~t!.n.g~a~~:es~ir':t~~~a;j
the times, the world.]
1. Coming or observed once in an
in States of the United States have as their chief duty the
age or a. century ; as, a secular year.
making and keeping of records.
2. Of or pertaining tot.he progress of ages or a long period
aec're-ta-ry, a. Of or pertaining to a secretary; specif.,
of time i living, occurring in, or lasting through, a long
designating a style of handwriting used in engrossing, etc.
process or period; aged ; centuried ; as, secular oaks.
secretary bird. [From its crest, which suggests a bunch
3.
Of or pert. to this present world or things not religious,
of pens stuck behind the
spiritual, or holy; relating to, or concerned with, temporal,
ea1·.J A la~• long-legged
as
distinguished
from eternal, interests.
,
raptorial bird ( SerpentaThreatening to bind our souls with secular chains. Milton.
rius serpentarius) of Africa
·
4. Eccl. Not bound by monastic vows or rules; not con(chiefly South Africa). It
has a powerful hooked
mfa!it~:.
~~e fined to a monastery or subject to the rules of a religious
beak, a crest of lony featbspecifically a :,:ection, when its usual ext.ent is that of two meas- eommunity; as, a secular priest; the secular clergy.
ures. The .~ecfrnn, in this sense, constitutes the fundamental
6. Belonging to the laity ; lay ; not clerical. Obs. Chaucer.
u\!~~;~!ffl;
J. H. Cornell.
element of our clas11icalinstrument forms.
Syn. - Temporal; wo:rldly; profane, See EARTHLY,
C A distinct part of a country or people, community, class,
secular acceleration (of the moon's motion), Astron., a slow
~l:a~~:t~nau{!!~;
t~!gt~0
or
the
like;
a
part
of
a
territory
separated
by
geographical
tail. It feeds largely upon
a~~ tJ1Pd~~~~j!igi~~~~~rl~ii;n~tlih~f e~~~~~:b~ 0
lines, or of a people, considered as distinct.
d One of the
reptiles, and is often tamed
amounting to about 6' 1 per century by mathematical theportions, of one square mile each, into which the public
to rid premises of them.
ory, but rather more than this by actual observation. - 1.
lands of the United States are divided; one thirty-sixth part
88-crete' (se-kret'), v. t.;
equation, Astron., the algebraic or numerical expression for
of a township. See QUARTERSECTIONj MEASURE.e Rail-CRET'ED(-kret'(';d)i -CRET'the inequalities in the moon's or a planet's motion that
roads. (1) In a sleeping car, a division including both an
remain after the inequalities of a short period have been
ING(-kriit'Ing). [L. sec,·etus
S
ff d
I
upper and a lower berth or, when these are not made up,
allowed for. - s. games, Rorn. Antiq., games in honor of
separated, secret, hidden,
ecre ary ir ·
gods, celebrated at lon1~ irregular intervals, for three days
p. p. of &ecernere. See SECRET; cf. DISCRETE,DISCREET.] two double seats facing each other. (2) A portion of the
and
nights, with sacrifices, theatrical shows, feasting,
permanent
way
under
the
care
of
a
particular
set
of
men.
1. To keep secret or hidden; to keep from general knowland sin~ing of secular hymns, hymns composed for, or
(3) One of two or more trains running on the same schededge; esp., to deposit in a place of hiding; to hide i conappropriate to, the occasion. - s. perturbation or variation.
signals
are
shown.
f
Bookbindule
and
for
which
special
ceal; as, to secrete stolen goods; to secrete one's self.
Astron. See PERTURBA~rION,
2. - •. vicar. See CLERKVICAR,
2. Pliysiol. &: Biol. To separate, elaborate, and emit as a ing (!) A folded sheet or set of sheets sewed together.
sec'u-lar, n. Eccl. a A secular ecclesiastic, as a parish
(2) An oflcut. g In certain branches of the United States
secretion.
See SECRETION,
2.
prieat. b An unordained official whose functions are congovernment, as the Department of Agriculture, the NaSyn. - See HIDE.
fined to the vocal department of the choir. C A laymaa.
ee-cre'tln (se-kre 1tln), n. Physiol. Chem. A substance ex- tional Museum, etc., a small organization of employees sec'u-lar-ism (-lz'm), n. 1. S"tate or quality of being seccarrying on special work, and forming usually part of a ular ; a secular spirit; secularity.
tracted from the mucous membrane of the intestine and
division. See BUREAU,3. h Mil. & Nav. A subdivision
characterized by its power of stimulating the pancreas to
2. The tenets or principles of secularists.
of a tactical unit or part of a unit; Mil., a subdivision of a sec'u-lar-ist. n. One who theoretically rejects every form
secrete its juice. It is said to be formed from prosecretin.
se-cre 1tion (-shun), n. [L. secretio: cf. F. secretion.] 1. A platoon. 1 Microscopy. Avery thin slice. Cf. MICROTOME. of religious faith and worship, and accepts only the facts
3. Biol. A natural subdivision of a classificatory group,
secreting or concealing ; as, the secretion of dutiable goods.
and influences derived from the present life ; also, one
esp. of a genus, but often of a family or other group. It
2. Physiol. &: Biol. a Act or proceBBof secreting. b That
who believes that education and other civil matters should
does not imply a fixed rank, but is variously used.
which is secreted; material separated, elaborated, and disbe managed without introducing any religious element.
4. Apiculture. One of the frames, about four inches square, sec'u-lar-lst, a. Advocating, or attached to, secularism.
charged by a cell or cells, esp. (in animals) by the epithelial
placed in a hive for the bees to build their surplus honey- sec 1u-lar'i-ty (-larff-tl), n. [Cf. F. secularite, LL. saec,,.
cells of glands (see GLAND,1). A secretion is usually procombs in. A filled section weighs about a pound.
duced to perform some special function, but may consist
laritas.] State or quality of being secular; supreme atten6. Fort. A profile on a plane perpendicular to the plane of
0
tion to things of the present life ; worldliness ; secularism.
dta~a:~~r~:\!
~;::n~rlh~ ~f~odx1~a;:~~ri: aiJ1ihi~m~~=
the principal line or trace.
sec'u-lar-ize (sek 1i'i-l<i,·-iz),v. t.; -IZED (-izd); -1z 11NG (-iz'toplasts in plants. The process of elaboration is gralualf
6. Math. a The assemblage of all the elements common
Ing). [Cf. F. seculariser.] To render secular; specif.: a
to two assemblages; as, the :;ection of two curves (which
~~~i~~~:!~~al~ ct~:p~i~trct~Y':o!~~)~rt;::ii~rt~e
To free or absolve from monastic vows
.
is a point), of two surfaces (a curve), etc. b Any cut made
cell wall in plants is regarded as a secretory product.
or rules ; as, to secula1'ize a priest. b To
through
a
plane
from
a
branch
point
of
an
algebraic
funcee-cre'tlve (-tlv), a. 1. Tending to keep secret or private;
transfer from ecclesiastical to temporal
tion to infinity and crossing neither itself nor any other such
characterized by, or disposed to, secrecy.
use, rule, or sovereignty.
C To make
section. Called also coupure.
2. Physiol. &: Biol. Secretory.
worldly or unspiritual j to exclude relise-cre'tive-ness, n. Quality of being secretive; disposi- 7. The description or representation of ~a-- ___
gious, ecclesiastical, or sacred matters
anything as it would appear if cut ~
tion, propensity, or tendency to conceal.
from; as, to secularfae Sunday. d To
by any intersecting plane ; dese'cret-ly, adv. of SECRET,a. Specif.: a In secret; not through
convert to, or imbue with, secularism. piction of what is beyond a plane passing,
o Liturgics. Low
openly. b In secrecy or retirement.
1u-lar-l-za'tlon (-1,ar-l-zii'shun; -i-za'sec
or supposed to pass, through an object;
or inaudibly.
shUn ), n.
drawing,
as
in
profile.
In
mechanical
se-cre 1to-ry (se-kre 1tt-r1), a. [Cf. F. secretoire. See SE- these illustrations of a cannon, a longituse'cund (se'kund; sek 1und; 277), a. [L.
CRETE,] Physiol. Secreting; connected with, or promotsecundus following the current of wind or
dinal section (a) usuallyrepresents
the obing, secretion. - n. A secretory organ or gland.
water. See SECOND,a.] Bot. Arranged Secund Raceme
ject as cut through its center lengthwise
aect (s8kt), n. [L. secta, fr. sequi to follow; often con- and
on one side. only; unilateral, as flowers in of Cliamredaphvertically; a crosa1 or transverse, secSection, 7,
fused with L. secare, sectum, to cut : cf. F. secte. See SUE tion (b). as cut crosswise and vertically;
some racemes, spikes, etc.
r,e calyculata.
follower; a disciple. Obs.
t SECRETARY,
11i~:,~is;~~~~~dJt~r:~lt%~:J
~;:.ret-ist,n. A dealer in secrets. secretory,
se-cre'tum (s ~-k r e't Um), n sec'tion-al'i-ty (s~k'shitn-!ll'ltl), n. Sectionalism,
11 ae-cre'ta (s~-kre'ta), n.; pl.
se'cre-ti'tious (Re'kr~-tlsh'Us), [LL.J A private seal.
LAL.I
sec'tion-al-ly,adl'. of SECTIO~SECRET£
(-te), [LL See ~E- a. Produced by secretion.
::~ st ~ii·r, ie~1{~~~STAN,
section bar A bar of iron or
k;if:{Jj/Jit~j1~~l~E[f
::~~:::t~e-1:~c~j~~e~f I;e{cf~.sect, n. LL, se(·nre, sPctum, to steel rolled so as to have a defi:se.cretage.] Furriery. The proc- TI\'E.
See LY,
cut.] 1. A cutting; a scion, Obs
ess of carroting.
se'cret-ness, n. See -NESS.
2 . .Moth. A finite pa rt of a ~~~ti~~o~~i:~~00Micr~~~0~t:~'tl
sec'tion•iZe, v. t. To divide or
~ P-cr,'ta.ire'
(~-krii/tiir'), n. se-cre'to (sf!-kre'toJ, adv. [L.] straight line.
sec-ta.'ri·al (si!k-til'rY-cll; 115), form into 11ections.
!;ire\!~~:~~~ecretary
; also, f:~/i~~in~hlb'i~[~ry. a. Phys- a. Of, pertaining to, or denot- section modulus. = modulus of
mg, a sect ; r-ectarian,
a keeper of secrets. OfJ.<i.
or Scot. iul. Checking secretion
a section, under MODL'Ll'S.
lteC"re-ta.'ri-an (s~k1 r~-ti'rY-cin; se-cre'to-mo'tor. ae-cre'to-mo'• sec-ta'ri-a.n-ism (-r7n-Yz'm), n. ~Ec:~oniti~~er. = PLOTTING
PA·
~';r':~ta~::-~~;}~!;.
r:~~:SHIP.
!~·:Jes ~hi~~!'~:'h~n1!ft~~iiN:J: ~:ce,.:,_~~.m.A~lsse~::~i~ni?;.s; I
<:.Ck~
[rate. Ohs.I
influence the velocity and pres- sec'ta.-rist, n. A sectary. Rare. :e;;~c:;v~:gg;Jr~l!Pt,
MCrete. tsECRET.
1H-crete'. n. Secreted; eepa- sure of blood m the vessels of a sec'ta-ry (l¾lk'ta-rY), a- Sec- PLANE SECTIONING.
·
sect'i1m (i¾lk'tl'z'm), n. DevoH'cret-fa.lse', a. Secretly
gland and at the same time influ- tarian. Obs. or R,
less. Rare.
[Rare.I enee secretion. rthat secrete11.1 sec-ta/tor, n. (L., fr. sectari, v. tion to a sect. Rare.
H-cre'tion-al, a. Secretory. lle•Cre'tor (s~-kre>ter), n. One intens. fr, sequi to follow, l A sect'l1t,n. A 11ectarian,Obs,orR.
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SECUNDIFLOROUS

SEE

277), n. [Cf. F. 1econdine.]
SBDBNTABY.]Zool. a An order of polychaatous annelids
devoid of a protrusible pharynx and
integument, of an ovule,
ot jaws and teeth. The parapodia
within the primine, and investing the nucellus.
2. [Cf. F. secondines.] The afterbirth ;-chieflr inpl.
1do-gen'i-ture {st-klln 1dli-jen 1l-tjjr), n.
H·OUD
LL. secun- ::nf:~~de!su~i1i~itro~\e~t~:i,
branchim, if presentt are usually
dus second+ genitura a begetting, generation.]
1. State
confined to the anterior end. Disof being the second born, esp. among sons.
2. The right or system by which inheritance belongs to !~~~~~!~1gn:J~f~:~ho~ !iWciufpfJ
the second son ; also, a property or possession so inherited.
a web and lie in wait for their prey
1a-oure' (st-kiir'), a. [L. securus; se- without + cura to become entangled.
1en-ta-ry (s~d'~n-til;-rl), a. [L.
ca.re. See CURB care ; cf. SURB, a. J l. Free from fear, BBd
care, or anxiety ; easy in mind ; not feeling suspicion or sedentarius, fr. sedere to sit: cf. F.
distn1st; confident. ~,Secure of soul."
Dryden.
sedentaire. See SEDENT.] 1. Sitting;
as, a sedentary posture. Rare.
2. Overconfident; incautious ; careless.
3. Confident in opinion; not feeling, or without reason to 2. Stationary; settled; staying in
one or the same place ; not migrafeel, doubt ; certain ; sure ; as, secure of a welcome.
tory; as, sedentary birds or Indians.
4. Not exposed to danger; safe; as, securefrom foes.
3. Accustomed to sit much or long;
&. Free from uncertainty of occurrence, result, execution,
as, a sedentary man.
etc.; assured; sure; certain; as, a secure victory.
4. Inactive ; motionless; sluggish ;
8. In safe keeping or possession ; secured.
also, calm; tranquil. Rare. Milton.
7. So strong, stable, or firm as to insure safety ; safe.
Syn. - Undisturbed, easy; confident. See SAFE.
6. Characterized by, or requiring,
118-Cure',
"· t.; SE-CURED'(si-kiird 1); SE-CUR'ING
(-kiir 11ng).
much sitting ; - opposed to active,·
1. To free from care, fear, or anxiety. Obs.
as, a sedentary emplorn~ent or ~ife. One of the Sedentaria
2. To relieve from apprehensions of, or exposure to, dan~- _Caused by long s1ttmg or 1nac- (Amphitrite ornata).
ger ; to guard ; protect ; make safe.
t1v1ty. Obs.
b Branch ire; c Cirri;
3. To put beyond hazard of losing or of not receiving; to 7. Zool. Permanently attached, as • Ventral Shields; t
an oyster or barnacle.
Tori.
assure ; insure ; as, to secure a debt by a mortgage.
It secures jts possessor of eternal happiness. T. Dick.
aedent;a.ryaoll, soil remaining on the rock by whose decay it
4. To make fast ; to close or confine effectually ; as, to se- was formed.- ■. apider, a spider of the Sei:J.entaria.
cure a prisoner, a door, the hatches of a ship.
Badge (sej), n. A flock of herons.
&. To get possession of ; to make one's self secure of; to ledge, n. [ME. segge, AS. sevg; akin to LG. segge ;- prob.
acquire certainly ; as, to secure an estate.
na.med from its bladelike appearance, and akin to L. secare
8. To pledge; to assure. Obs.
to cut, E.saw a cutting instrument; cf. Ir. seisg, W. hesg.
Syn. - See INSURE.
Cf. SAw the Instrument.]
1. a Any cyperaceous plant of
11eure &l'DUI, Mil., a command and awsition in the manual
the genus Carex, the species of which are grasslike herbs,
often growing in dense tufts in marshy places. See CARBX.
0
~::;,
::~ °i:it:eu~i:J
t~~~~aigie f~Y:ei;
b Hence, by extension, any other cyperaceous plant.
2. Angling. A kind of artificial fly.
C:~f:i~~nr/~:!•
"fnm::~~:!!l':i>~f!ioi~:
warbler. A small warbler (Acrocephalus phragrnitis)
to the front. TEe right hand is supported against the BBda:e
wiiTch breeds amon~ reeds and sedges in Europe and Asia
right hip, the upper arm against the stock.
and winters in Africa. It is rustb brownish above, with
ae-cure',v. i. Tobe fastened or secured ; to fasten.
118-0U'rl-ty
(st-kii 1rl-tl), n.; pl. -TIES(-tlz). [L. securitas:
:~ie::ae~;t:i:'!tt~~id
':f~i~l:t~ 0 w. Its
cf. F. sei,irite. See SB0IJJIE;cf. SURETY.] 1. Condition or
1
1
quality of being secure ; secureness. Specif. : a Freedom 1adg y (sej l), a. 1. Of or pertaining to sedge. Rare.
from fear, anxiety, or care ; confidence of power or safety ; 2. Overgrown or fringed with sedge.
hence, assurance; certainty. b Freedom from risk, dan- Be-dll'l-a(se-dii'l-<i), n. pl.; sing. SBDILE(-di'le). [L., pl.
of sedile seat. l Eccl. Seats in the chancel near the altar
for the officiating clergy during intervals of service, usually
ger, harm'\V~rs~~:1~\~tes~e:lcurzty for our trade.
Swift.
three in number and in English churches almost always
2. That which secures or makes safe ; protectiGn ; guard ; niches
or recesses, in the south wall.
defense.
Specif.: a Something given, deposited, or
pledged, to make secure, or certain, the fulfillment of an 1ed'i-ment (sedll-ml!nt), n. [F. sediment, L. aedimJJntum
a
settling,
fr. sedere to sit. See BIT.] 1. The matter which
obligation, the payment of a debt, etc.; property given or
serving to render secure the enjoyment or enforcement of settles to the bottom from a liquid; settlings; lees ; dregs.
2.
Geol.
Material,
or a mass of it, deposited, as by water.
a right; surety; pledge; as, the security is poor. b One
-Bad 11-men'tal (-mln'tiil), a.
who becomes surety for another, or engages himself for
1ta-ry (-men 1t<i-rl), a. [Cf. F. sedimentaire.] Of,
1ed'l-men
the performance of another's obligation ; a surety.
pert. to, formed by, or containing, sediment.
3. Specif. : An evidence of debt or of property, as a bond,
aedimentary rocka, Geol., rocks formed of sediment, mestock certificate, or other instrument, etc. ; a document
chanical or chemical; as esp.: (1) Clastic rocks, as congiving the holder the right to demand and receive property
glomerate,
sandstone, and shale, formed of fra5_ments of
not in his possession. Securities are: personal, givinJ a
claim against a particular P'rBOn; on propert:r, giving a hen
(2,hl~~~~~~~sn;~ti!;f~~:1;i:~~~4:lr~~d
sol~ci~~:~
or claim on property, which may be specifieii, the security
rock salt, or of secretions of organisms, as most limestone.
Bed'i-man-ta'Uon
(-men-ti'shiln),
n.
Actor
process
of de::~nfo t:~~et'l.!Pi~':tit';
~1h~~;.:~r;\:~!ij:iter~
.
change, the security then being lhlf_tlng or doa.tl:a.g; and of positing sediment.
BB-di'tiOD
(se-dlsh'iln),
n.
[ME.
sedicioun,
OF.
sedition,
various other kinds disclosed by their names, as corporation,
trutee, or government aecuritles, etc.
F. sldition, fr. L. seditio, originally, a going aside; hence,
insurrectionary separation ; sew, sed-, aside
itio a
f!1!l~y-:-e~~.~~!igden~~ff~~erer;.a;t;l:e~lf!!t.
safety; cer- an
going, fr. fre, itum, to go. Cf. 1seUE.] 1. A commotion,
118-daD'(et-dlln'),
or sedan
or the raising of a commotion, in a state, not amounting
ohllr. [Said to be named from
to an insurrection ; conduct tending to treason, but withSedan, in France, where first
out an overt act; excitement of discontent against the govw
made or used.] A portable chair
ernment, or of resistance to lawful authority.
or covered vehicle for carrying a
2. Dissension ; di vision ; schism. Obs.
lingle person, usuall~ borne on
Syn. -SEDITION,
TREASON,
SEDITlON is conduct which
but which falls short of it for want of an
tends to TREASON,
in
overt act. See REBELLION, Jl'ACTIOUS.
Be-cli'tlon-a-ry(-i-rl), a. Of or pertaining to sedition;
86
~
seditious. - n. An inciter or promoter of sedition.
fschl in Austria; and simiw
1a-cli't1ou1(st-dlsh 1ile), a. [L. seditiosus: cf. F. seditieuz.]
lar chairs, carried on the
1. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or tending to excite,
ahouldere of two or more
l}earers, are used in China.
sedition ; as, seditious strif.e ; seditious words.
ae-date'(st-diit'), a. [L.sedatus,
2. Disposed to arouse, or take part in, sedition ; turbulent;
p. p. of sedare, sedalum, to allay,
factious ; guilty of sedition ; as, seditious citizens.
l'ACTious.
Syn.-See
calm, causative of sedere to sit.
Sedan.
See BIT.] Undisturbed by pas- 1a-di'tlous-ly, adv. -1e-d1 1UouB-neas,n.
1ING
sion or caprice; calm; composed; staid; as, a .,edatemind. BB-duce'(s~-diis'), v. t. ; SE-DUCED'(se-diist') ; SE-DUC
(-diis'ing).
[L. seduce,·e, seductum; se- aside
ducere to
:J"~;~P~:tr~:~~rib~~,t~e~~rii~ilSB!t!~o~~ri~~e,
unruffled,
lead. See DUKE.] 1. To lead aside or a.stray, esp. from the
-1111-data'ly,adv. - Ba-date1DBSB,n.
path of rectitude or duty; to entice to evil ; to corrupt.
18d'a-tlva (sed'<i-tlv), a. [Cf. F. sedatif.l Tending to
Shak.
For me, the gold of !<'raneedid not seduce.
2. Specif., to induce to surrender chastity.
calm, moderate, or tranquilize; specif., Med,, allaying
Syn.-Tempt,
mislead, decoy, inveigle. See ALLURE.
irritability and irritation ; assuaging pain.
BB-duce1mant (st-diis'ment), n. 1. A seducing; seduction.
1ad&tlve11.lt, Old Med. Chem., boric acid.
aad'a-tlva, n. A sedative agent; Med., a remedy which al- 2. The means employed to seduce, as flattery or promises.
1er (Bt-diis'er), n. One that seduces; specif., one
lays irritability, irritation, and irritative activity or pain.
BB-duo
Sed'en-la'rl-a (sed 1~n-tii'rl-<i; 115), n. pl. [NL. See who induces a woman to surrender her chastity.
-anre.] Assurance, Obs.
aedeflll. + SIDEFVL.
8
ae-cure'fnl, a. Protecting. Obs. f:~~!'10r l!'c;lde'!'.hSt.
Se'de-i (Be'dt!•'I). D. Bib.
u-cure'ly, adv of SECURE.
■ecv.tor, n.
[See EXECUTOR.]n'dent(se'dtnt),
a. [L . .,edens,
ae-cure'ment, n. a Security. An executor. ObR.
--entiA,p. pr.] Sittinp;; quiet.
Ob."I. b Act of i;iecuring, Rare.
aed'en•ta-rl-ly (sl!'.den-ta'.-rl•ll),
1e-cu.re'ne11,n. See-NESS,
l~iii~!f1i~:t:~~1J,Jrfa°di~toi
arfo. of SEDENTARY.
ae-cur'er (s~kU.r'i!r), n. One
aed'en.ta.--ri-neas,n.. See •NESS.
:~;.foAit:.':~:r!~:r;~tiarius.
that secures.
aed'en•ta'tion (-ti'ehUn),
n.
Sec'u-rif'er-a (~k'l'J-rl'f'i!r-d),
The pursuit or attainment of a
n. pl. [NL.; L. seeui-isax + j'erre :a81:
::~:;.tai:f
mo~eR~~
life.
to bear.J !,yn. of SERRIFERA. - Sed.'a-da (~d'U-dd).
D. Rib.
ae-cu'ri-fer (s~-kn'rI-f@r), n - Be-dan' black (s l!-dli n'),
A Se'der (Bi
), n.
fHeb. 8€sec·u-ri:f'er-oua (s ~ k 1 0-rl f'i! r- black pigment formed on fabric der,lit.,or
ivieion. TheJewii.!1.), n..
by action of ferrous sulphate on ish home
or service on
ae-cu'rf-form (s~-kn'rY-f0rm},a. woad, Jogwood, and sumac.
~n\1:s:~voe;i~[L. ,.ecttri~ a.:x,hatchet.] Shaped aed.&D
chair. = SEDAN,
like an ax or hatchet.
1; se-de'rUDt (sf-d.e'ri'i.nt),n. [~.,
n-cu'ri-tan. ti. One who bew
they sat.] A sittinJ, session, or
order, l See MJSHNA d.
lieves himRelf M!Cure. Obs.
Se-cu'ri-tlea Bill (s~kn'rY-tl'z). ae-da.te', v. t. To compose. R. - r::>~!"tm'?h~tt~ct::,fr:timEng. HiM. A bill proposed by 84Hia'tlon(s@.di'shUn), n. R.
p~d'I-tdJ. 'LL.] Eccl. A see
Charles IL in 1679to preserve aed'a-ttv. Sedative. Ref. Sp, with an meumbent who cannot
exercise his functions.
the rights of the Duke of York nde. T SEED.
n'dea va'c&DB (vi'klnz).
while restraining his powers as aede. .,aid, pret. &: p.p. of SAT,
prospective sovereign.
■ede. Aphetic for PROCEB:O. Obs. ~LL.] A vacant see.
d'e-ur (s~d'f.Qr). D. Bib.
n-cu.'ri-tin com'pa-ny <s'-kU.'- aedeane. T suBDEAN.
Bed'e•cl'aa (~d 1 @-a1'
4s). Bi"b. IIH'do va-C&ll'to. (I,L.J The
At h~:2~nfR~~~pany.
IIae de'fen--clen'do(dl!f"n-di!n'- seat, or see, bemg vacant.
II11H11'nu Ju'dl-c&t or'bl1 tor- do). [L.J Detending him,e!f. ■edewale. i°SBTWALL.

1ec1un-41ne(amt1ltn-din; -din;
l. Bot. The second coat, or
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1111-duo'Uon
(si-di1k'shiln), n. [L. seductio: ef. F. seduction. See SEDUCE.] 1. Act of seducing ; enticement, esp.
to wrongdoing; specif., the offense of inducing a woman
to surrender her chastity.
2. That which seduces, or is adapted to seduce; means or
corrupting; now, also, without evil implication, allurement ; attraction; as, the seductions of wealth or art.
1a-duo'tlve (-tlv), a. Tending to seduce; alluring; tempt-

inl~:~!~~c~~:
ia~~ 1n'I~::!!v:f
~:;;;pie.

Sir W. Hamilton.

-1a-duo 1t1ve-ly, adv.-1B-duc 1Uve-nes1, n.
1111-du'li-ty
(si-du'll-tl), n. [L. sedulilas. See SEDULOUS.]
Now Rare.

Quality or state of being sedulous.

Bad1u-lou1 (sed,'._ii-lils),a. [L. sedulus, fr. sedulo busily,.

zealously, prop., in good earnest; se- without, aside from
+ dolo, ab!. of dolus guile, fraud.] Diligent in application
or pursuit; constant, steady, and persevering in endeavorsto effect an object; ~rsistent; busy; steadily industrious.
Sin. -Assiduous, diligent, industrious, laborious, unre- •·
m1tting, untiring, unwearied, persevering. See BUSY.
-1ad'u-lous-ly, adv. - Bed1u-louB-DeBB,
n.
Se1dum (se'dllm ), n. [NL., fr. L. sedu,n houseleek.] Bot.
An immense genus of crassulaceous herbs, widely distrib-uted in temperate and northern regions. They have fleshy,.
often tufted stems, and cymose yellow, white, or pink tetramerous or pentamerous flowers, the stamens twice aa
acre is the English wall pepper;
Most of them are called
stonecrop. Also (I.e.], a
plant of this J[enus.
see (s8}, n. LME. se, see,
OF.
sied, fr. L. sede,·e to sit. See SIT.]
1. A seat; esp., a seat of
Obs.
power; a throne.
2. Eccl. a The official
Sedum (8 acre).
chair or throne of a bishop; cathedra. Obs. b The churcI,,
containing the cathedra ; cathedral. Obs. c The seat or
center of the power or authority of a bishop, whether of ordinary or of higher rank (archbishop, pope, etc.); the diocesan center; hence, the rank, office, power, authority, etc.,.
of a bishop (in the case of Rome, the Pope or papal court);
the jurisdiction (diocese, province, etc.) of a bishop.
188 (sii), v. t. ; prel. SAW(e6) ; p. p. SEEN(sen) ; p. pr. &vb. n. SEEhNG.
[ME. seen, sen, seon, AS. seon, akin toOFries. sia, D. zien, OS. & OHO. sehan, G. sehen, Ice!. sjii,,
Sw. se, Dan. see, Goth. sa/Jiwan, and prob. to L. sequi ti>
follow (and so originally meaning, to follow with the eyes),
Gr. l,niaBa,, Skr.sac. Cf. BIGHT, SUB to follow.] 1. Toper•
ceive by the eye; to.have knowledge of the existence and
apparent qualities of by the organs of sight ; to examinewith the eyes ; to behold ; descry ; view ; observe; inspect.
2. To perceive by mental vision; to form an idea or conception of; to note with the mind , to observe; discern;
distinguish ; understand ; comprehend.
Jesus saw that he answered discreetly. Mark xii st.
3. To take care or heed ; te bring abeut ; effect ; provide ;.
make sure ;-followed
bya clause introduced by that (expressed or implied). Cf. LOOK,"· t., 6.
See thou BB.y
nothing to any man
Marki. 44.
4. To watch over; to guard ; as, God you see. Obs.
6. To accompany in person ; to escort ; to wait upon; as,.
to see one home ; to see one aboard the cars.
8. To have an interview with ; esp., to make a call upon ;.
to visit ; as, to go to see a friend.
7. To meet or associate with; to receive a call from; toreceive; hence, to have knowledge or experience of; as,.
he refused to see anybody; to see service.
Verily, verily, I say unto you, if a man keep my sayin¥,, he·
shall never see death.
Jolin Yili..~I.
8. To interview or consult in order to influence, esp. im•
properly, as in order to bribe. Colloq.
9. To learn or discover by observation or experience ; to
ascertain ; as, he wished to see if it were so.
10. In poker and similar games at carde,-to meet (a bet),
or to equal the bet of (a player), by staking the si,me sum.
Syn. - Su, LOOK. To SEE is to perceive with the eyes,

~)!,i,~\f:.,~t:~,:Pi!e.
8'e,

:tr!~!~~~:

~~!i:

i~pli!!~~Ytti~~!i:tir:!ter:!~';,~stfn
to see. See GAZE, SCAN, SEEM,
'
to have aeen one's, m· ltl, beat days, to have passed one's or its
acme; to be now on the decline or wane. -to ses a wolf, to

{h~~~u

0
~~~ie~e~1'i~i°iharfr;::n=~yto
!e!e:i~rtrl!TrJr-;
saw him caused dumbness.-to
■.out. a To see,hear,participate in, etc., to the end ; to fill out; complete.
They are all in for it together, and must .oreeit 01lf. T. Hughes.
b To outdo or surpass. Colloq. o To outlive. Scot. &- Dial.
Eng. -to 1. ■ervice, Mil., to serve as a soldier or sailor in

!!:.:,
i~;::rda~~~~f l?gtt~r:et~t!~~~~s1}~~itc~;:~~~ot: ~i
the head. Colloq. -to a. the back or, to get rid of. - to
!1:d1s~haJ;:1~
~8:a~t~~:~
f!~~ih:~0t~l~et'~fb:i!birg:
chief ex~ibit of a circus, menagerie, or ~e like. sfang,
1.

8

U. S. -

to•· the light, to come into the light; hence, to come

~':it~~d;
ir.ii~':itl''!i1::t~:'~!:~ ih;1~;,,'f~"t:~~1lin":i
through, to help, watch, or guard (one) to the end.
0

0

~~~

::~bi(!ijdr,1:.
seu:d~a~,~e:;
covered with, sedge.
r U.S.
sedgehen. Clapper rail. Local,
S_edgelycurse. An old impreea·
tion, usuall[i recorded as : ••The
:~~d s~~:retr~i8!1 :i~y~g~t~1
his back." ObR,
[VER.
aedge'all'ver, n. See FISH SJLudge wren. The sedge warbler ..
Loral, Eng. ~flOmuchforthis.l
~~i!'<e::,;a~~
A sedan chair. Ohtt.

good, but rather weak and com-

monplace, woman, a marked
I t~~t\
:!b~
!uPisc~!o~::w;bo:::
0

1

her second is Major Dobbin.
Her brother, Joa. Sedley,isafat,
1todi:~
~~r~1i~~~~ifei:u;i~~fm
Sharp's wiles.
[S1t1DLITZ.I
Bed'lltz (oi!d'lrta).
Var. or
Hdociue]y,adv. Sedulously.Oba.
■edri■ae. Obs. pl. of CEDAR.
ae-d.a.ce'a-ble,a. See -A·BLJI:.
ae-duc'l-ble (sf-dUs'l-b'l>, a.
See wABLEo
rp.pr.I
ae-duc'IDg•ly,adt•. of seclucing,
■edicioun. + i'IEDJTION,
■e-dlg'l•tato. ■e-dlg'l-tat'ed (el!- aeducioma. T SEDITION, strife.
dlj'I-tit, •tilt'~d), a. = SEXDIG- ■e-du'clve (s@-d.U'alv),a. Seductive. Rare.
<etr-d,,rn,.
••duct', 1•.t. To seduce. Oh..;;_
aed.'l-ment1ed, a. Deposited as ae-duc'tlv. Seductive. Ref. s,-,.
sediment. fANDSEDITJONAcTs.110-duc'tor (el!-diik'U!r). •· [L.J
SedltionActorLaw. SeeALIEN A 8E.'ducer.
[who seducea.j
.. dl'tlon-lat, n. A seditionary. H-duc'keu(-tri!'.s),n. A woman
••dl'tl-oae', a. [L, sed1tiosm.J nduJL f SCHEDULE.
Seditious. ObR.
Hd,,r. +CEDAR.
■edyr. T CID!R,
~d;~tw~ii~i~~d;~r~h!!t~
aee. tREA,
roneiatoaee.
eray's u Vanity Fair," She is a ne,n. Thatwhlchiaeeen;wllat"
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SEE
v. i. 1. To have the power of sight; to possess or
employ the sense of vision ; as, he sees distinctlY:.
Whereas I was blind, now I see.
John ix. 25.
2. To have intellectual sight or understanding; to know;
discern ; - often followed by a preposition ; as, to see
through or into, to comprehend thoroughly; to penetrate.
Many sagacious persons will find us out, .
and see through

188 (se),

all our fine pretensions.

Tillotson.

3. To be attentive ; to take care ; - usually with to, to
take care about ; to look after ; as, to see to the house.
4. To look. Obs., exc. imper. or interj.: Look! behold! lo!
6. To see each other ; to meet. Obs.
Shak.
6. To appear; seem. Obs.
W"'"' Let me see and let us see are used to indicate reflection,
or to introduce some act of consideration or reflection.
to see about a thing, to pay attention to or consider it. -to

SEETULPUTTY

seed OJ'Ster. A young oyster, esp. of a size suitable for 888m (slim), v. i.; SEEMED(semd); SEEM'ING. [ME. semen
transpbmtation.
to seem, to become, befit, of Scand. orig.; cf. Icel. srema
seed pearl. A small pearl.
to honor, to bear with, conform to, sremr becoming, fit,
seed plant. A plant that hears seeds; any plant of the soma to beseem, to befit, sama to beseem, semja to arrange,
Spermatophyta.
settle, put right, akin to AS. seman to satisfy, pacify,
seeds'man (sedz'miin), n.; pl. -MEN (-m~n). 1. A. sower;
Goth. samjan to please, and to E. same. See SAME, a., cf.
one who sows or scatters seed.

Obs. or Dial.

2. A person who deals in seeds.
seed snl.pe. Any of several South American charadrii-

{~t~bi!df!~1;~

0
T'ft1~~:rfJ!:.uisTahe~ ~~!n:1~7:d t~n;t;
sheatLbm, but are quail-like in general appearance and
frequent ary inland regions.
seec11tlme' (siid'tim 1 ), n. [AS. siedt.ma.] The season
proper for sowing.
seed vessel. Any dry hollow fruit which contains the
seeds, as a capsule or pod ; a pericarp.
seed weevil. Any of numerous small weevils,
0
1
0
1
esp. of the genus Apion, which live in seeds.
full more blissful on to see." chaucer.-to s. to. a To look seed'Y
(sed'l), a.; SBEl"1-BR
(-l-er); SEED'I-EST.
at; behold; view. Obs. Josh. xxii. HI. b See def. 3, above.
seed (sed), n.; pl. SEEDor SEEDS(siidz). [ME. seed, sod, 1. a Abounding with seeds ; bearing seeds;
AS. sled, fr. siiwan to sow; akin to D. zaad seed, G. aaat, having run to seed. b Full of spawn ; - said
Icel. siiO, sreOi, Goth. manaseps seed of men, world. See of a fish.
sow to scatter seed; cf. cOLZA.] 1. a Bot. A fertilize<l 2. Having a peculiar flavor supposedly due to
weeds growing among tile vines ; - ea.id of
and ripened ovule. It is primarily
certain French brandies.
the embryo sporophyte in a restin!I'
3. Worn out; shabby; shabbily clothed; also,
:~fg~~h~~st~e1~v~~~e
b!
spiritless; feeling or looking miserable or Seed Weevil
wretched; as, a seedy coat. Colloq.
(Apion Sa~':.13gei:.1;1i;f.J~'::f.aae~r~a
4. Of glass, containing small bubbles.
yi). x 5
aeedy
toe,
Veter.,
an
affection
of
the
horse's
foot
in which
~~~:tJio~fcatr:
a ~~:~Jr~~ Seed. A Anatropous
there is a separation of the wall from the sole in the white
line.
r~~~d. °A.
seed ripens. It is often surrounded t1cal Section; cCotyle- see'ing, p. pr.&: vb. n. of sEB. Hence: n. 1. Act of using
by a. nutritive tissue (endosperm) dons, ca Hypocotll· i one's sense of sight ; sight ; vision or power of vision.
representing the gametophyte of the e Endos_permi. h -11- 2. pl. Eyes. Obs.
pa rent plant. Sometimes part of lum; r Raphe
8. Astron. The condition of telescopic vision, as influthe nucellus may persist as~erispP-rm.. The seed may also
enced chiefly by the state of steadiness of the atmosphere.
0
see'lng,
conj., but orig. a p. pr. In view of the fact (that);
0
g{i{ea;:.;'J~~
the fruit are often of classificatory importance (see ANAT- considering; taking into account (that); inasmuch ae;
BOPOUS,ORTHOTROPOUS,
CAMPYLOTROPOUS).
The developsinieh~r~~i:eu:J;;!~~~~~e~fn;
:eera:di::t? cli:e~xvi. 27.
ment of the megaspores into seed structures characterizes
the highest plants, which are on this account grouped seek (sek), v. t.; pret. & p. p. souGHT (s6t); p. pr. &:vb. n.
as the phylum Spermatophyta.
See OVULE, 1, GERMINATION, SBEK.'\NG. [ME. seken, AS. sican, sicean ,· akin to OS. s01, EMBRYO,
2. b Popularly, any small seedlike fmit, as a kian, LG. silken, D. zoeken, OHG. suohhan, G. such.en, Icel.
dandelion seed (achene); grass seed (caryopsi.s) ; beet seed srekJa, Sw. s0ka, Dan. s0ge, Goth. s0kjan, and E. sake; also
(utricle), etc.
Olr. saigim, I seek, L. sagire to perceive keenly, Gr.
2. Agric. Any propagative portion ofa plant, whether of to
~y••u6a, to lead. The k instead of ch (ME. sechen) may
true seeds and seedlike fruits, or of tubers, bulbs, etc.
be due to Scand. influence, or to some analogy, Cf. BE3. Physiol. Semen; sperm; milt; spat.
SEECH,EXEGESIS, RANSACK, SAGACIOUS, SAKE,SOKE.] 1. To
4. Progeny; descendants; as, the seed of David.
go in search of; to look for ; to search for ; as, to seek a
&. Race; generation; birth.
wise man i to seek out an enemy.
Of mortal seed they were not held.
Waller.
The man asked him, saying, What seekest thou ? And he said,
6. That from which anything springs ; first principle ; 1 ,'feek
my brethren.
Gen. xxxvli 15, 16
original; source; as, the seeds of virtue or vice.
1
7. a The eggs of an insect, as of the silkworm moth. b
To
t~:Jti!~ ~~, 1~:u~h~
Young oysters suitable for transplanting.
3. To try to acquire or gain; to strive after; to aim at;
8. Her. Any of the stamens of a rose.
as, to seek wealth or fame; to seek one's life.
9. A small bubble in glass.
4. To try to reach or come to ; to 110to ; to resort to.
Seek not Bethel, nor enter mto Gilgal
Amos v. Ii.
seed, "· t. ; SEED'BD; seBD'ING. [AS. siedian ] 1. To
6. To try ; attempt ; - followed, by an infinitive ; as, he
sprinkle with or as with seed ; to plant seeds in ; to sow.
sought to bring it about ; he sought to cry out .
.I:. To ornament with seedlike decorations.
B. Jonson.
8. To agitate; disturb, as with grief. Ob,.
3. To graft. Obs. &:R.
7. To attack ; assault ; also, to follow ; pursue. Obi.
4. To extract the seeds from (stone
8.
To search ; look through; explore.
fruit, as raisins).
to 1eed down, to sow with grass seed.
9. To ob!!~;:
~vdi:c:~n;trlo~k
~i:!1t.
-to 11.the draw, Sports, in arranging a
seek (siik), v. i. 1. To make search or inquiry; to entournament, to manipulate the drawdeavor
to
make
discovery.
0
oi1:::el~~ f~~~~; ~~~~8J!~ts
Seek ye out of the book of the Lord, and read. Is. xxxiv. 16.
seed, v. i. 1. To sow seed; to plant.
2 · To
a~~ ':!f\~Jd-;-s:U~t ~nf! ::.:~0 Da~b{;, 86
2. To shed the seed.
Mortimer.
3. To go on a pilgrimage. Obs. &:R.
3. To go to seed ; to grow to maturto seek. a To be sought; wanting. u The occasion was not
ity and produce seed.
long to seek." Hawthorne. b Needing to seek or search;
Many interests have Jrown up, and
seedetl, and twisted their roots in the
hence, ignorant, inexperie.,nced, or unprepared; at a loss.
crevices of many wrongs
Landor.
" Unpracticed, unprepared, and still to seek." Milton. 4. To beget offapring. Obs. & R.
~H 10~ 10nt~fa~:~r~:~
s!~~h1ra}fe~-~,lt~l3.~et!,
seed'cake' (siid'kiik'), n. A cake or
cooky containing aromatic seeds.
to go out i leave ; retire. Obs. - to s. upon, to make trial
of; to follow up i persecute.
Obs.
aeed'ed, a. 1. Producing, or running
seek'er (-0r), n. 1. One that seeks or searches; an into, seed ; hence, matured ; full-grown,
quirer; a searcher, that which is used in seekiug; a tracer.
2. Supplied or sprinkled with seed ;
2. [cap.] Eccl. One of a small 17th-century English sect
sown.
3. Her. Having seeds or seed vessels
professing to seek the true church, ministry, and sacraments.
of specified tincture.
, -3
3. A slender instrument having a smooth rounded end,
seed'er (siid'er), n. [Cf. AS. siedete
used in dissecting to follow up delicate tubular structures;
a sower.] 1. One that sows or plants
a slender probe or tracer.
seeds; a device for sowing ~eeds.
SeedlinJofHornbeam
(seld); SEEJ/ING.Also seal. [F. siller,
51. An apparatus for seedmg stone (Cm·inm1s). I Prima- aeel (sel), v. t.; SBELBD
ciller, fr. cil an eyelash, L. cilium.] 1. Falconry. To
~e:':i fis~~sin seeder.
Wo~tlf{a\:s~~onetp;o~ close the eyes of, as a hawk, by drawing through the lids
1 ' ·5 Cotyle:r'on; threads which were fastened over the head.
seed'llng(-ITng) n 1 Hort A plant • 0{1.
grown from seed';_:_ di~ting. from one ;ru~"f~a~~:m; 7, 7 2. Hence, to shut or close, as the eyes ; to blind.
Lyly.
All conscience is 1;ealnl at Athens.
propagated by layers, buds, etc.
3. To adorn with inlaid work. Obs.
z. Fore.,try. Any young tree under three feet in height.

~c
~:f~~tt!~~
~Ll~q~~i::;~~o
f~1~~t
~f.rt\~~l¼fth:
!~;

~f:i~

~T~:1;
l:.Vo':,,<tr~~

r~~~:f1~~:iin8~~!iope'{t!h:bth~
s!~!i~
v~~=

~f!.1~
~t:~~::lt!~K
a~J':'oJ'f~f
a~1~J.!~~{

z.

1. To be fitting or suitable.

SBBMLY.]

Obs.

z.The
To manifest one's self or itself; to show. Obs.
man doth fear God, howsoever it seems not in him.

Slwk.

3. To be in appearance (with or without implication of
truth); to strike one's apprehension or fancy as being; to
10
tf:a~~d ; all seemed, but were not all. Milton.
4. To make pretense ; to assume an appearance.
&. To appear to one's own mind or opinion; as, I seem to
feel no pain ; I seem to hear strange voices.
Syn. -SEEM LOOK, APPEARare often used without marked
distinction. They may imply opposition to what is, or may
merely emphasize without further implication the idea of
show or semblance. SEEM is the most general; that APPEARSwhich is thought of as presenting itself to view;
LOOK suggests most definitely appearance to the eye ; as,
.. He ..• made intricate seem straight 11 (Milton); h His
1~h.:"tt,~i:~~t.7.~rfiok~~.;~~
(id.J°;°1!
SEE, APPEARANCE.
it seems, it appears; it i15understood as true; it is said.
seem'er (sem'er), n. One that seems; one that carries or
assumes an appearance or semblance.
seem'ing, p. a. 1. Befitting; suitable; proper. Obs.
2. Having a semblance, whether with or without reality;
apparent ; ostensible ; as, seeming friendsliip, truth.
seem'I.Dg,n. Appearance; semblance; specif.: a In bad
sense, false appearancE:; speciousness; hypocrisy. b In
good sense, fair appearance.
Ob.~.
888m'J.y (eem'Jl), a.; SEEM'LI-BR(-Jl-er);SEEM'LI-EST.[From
Scand.; cf. Ice]. sremiligr, fr. sremr becoming, fit. See
SEEM,v. i.] 1. Suited to the object, occasion, purpose, or
character.
"To make a seemly answer."
Shak.
2. Comely; handsome ; beautiful. Obs.
Chaucei·.
Syn. - Becoming, fit, fitting, suitable, proper, appropriate, congruous, meet, decent, decorous.
seem'ly, adJ~/::i:ii~a_~e~!f~;e~i~f~!::,}~~ 1~~~ becomJ,~f,~~:
seep (sep), v. i. [AS. oipian to take in moisture.7 Scot.,
IJial. Eng.,&: U. 8. 1 .. To run or leak through Jfue pores
and interstices ; to OOZE!; to percolate slowly.
Water seeps up through the sidewalks. G. W- Cable,
2. To become free from moisture by its gradual trickling
away ; to drain off ; as. a wet garment is hung up to seep.
seep, n. [See SEEP,v. i.] A spot where water or petroleum
oozes out slowly; a small spring. U. S. & Scot.
seeyage (sep'itj), n. Act or process of seeping; slow percolat10n; oozing; a fluid, or the quantity of it, that has seeped
or oozed through porous soil. U. S., Dial. Eng., & Scot.
seep'y (-Y), a. Oozy; full of moisture,as ill-drained land.
&e'er(sii1er; ser), n. 1 .. One that sees.
2. (pron. siir, se'er) One who foresees events; a prophet.
3. One gifted with second-sight; specif., a crystal gazer.
seer'suck'er (siir'sllk 1er), n. [Per. shir o shakkar (Oxf.
E. D.) a kind of silk cloth, lit., milk and sugar, through
Hind. .,liir-shakar.] A light linen fabric, orig. made in
the East Indies, usually with alternating stripes and
sli~htly craped or puckered; a similar cotton fabric.
see saw' (se's6 1), n. [A reduplication of saw, to expres•
the alternate motion to and fro, as in the act of sawin)l'.]
1. A children's pastime in which one or more sit upon
each end of a plank balanced in the middle and move alternately up and down ; also, the plank so used.
2. Any action likened t.o tbe motion of a seesaw, as a race
in which two contestants frequently alternate in the lead,
or as a circular definition or proof ; a reCiprocating motion.
A seesaw between the hypothesis and fact Su· W Hamilton.
3. Whist. A crossruff.
see'saw', a. Moving up and down, or to and fro; having
a reciprocating motion; reciprocal.
see'saW', ti. i.; SEE1SAWED'(-s8d 1); SEE,SAW'ING.To move
with a reciprocating motion ; to move back and forth, or
up and down ; to alteruate in the lead.
see'saw 1 , v. t. To cause to move in seesaw fashion.
seethe (seM>),v. t.; pret. sEETHEn(seM>d), Obs. soD (slSd);
p. p. SEETHED,son'DEN (sOd''n); p. pr. & vb. n. SEETH'ING
(sefu'lng).
[ME. sethen, AS. seoi'fan; akin to D. zieden,
OHG. siodan, G. s'ieden, lcel. s}OOa, Sw. &juda, Dan.syde,
Goth. saups a burnt offering. Cf. SOD,n., SODDEN,SUDS.]
1. To decoct or prepare for food in hot liquid ; to boil.
2. To digest; as, to see!he food. Obs.
3. 'l'o soak or saturate, as in liquor.
seethe, v. i. 1. To be in a state of ebullition or violent
commotion ; to boil ; as, the rapids seet!ted.
2. To cook food by boiling. Obs. or Dial.
3. To undergo digestion ; to digest. Obs.
seethe, n. Act of seething, or state of being seethed.
"A seethe of patriotic ferment."
Pall Mall Mag.
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SEEVA
aeg'Dleat (si!g'wnt ), n,

[L. segmentum, fr. secare to cut,
cut off: cf. F. 1egment. See SAW a cutting instrument.]
l, Any of the parts into which a body naturally separates
or is divided; any part divided or cut off; a section; a portion ; as, a segment of an orange or of a comJJ?und leaf.
2. Geom. a A part cut off from a figure by a line or plane ;
esp., that part of a circular area bounded by a chord and an
arc of that circle, or so much of the area as is cut off by
the chord. See CIRCLE, Ittu,t. b The part of a sphere cut
off by a plane, or included between two parallel planes.
3. Mach. a A piece In the form of the segment, or sometimes the sector, of a circle, or part of a ring; aa, the segment of a sectional flywheel. b A segment gear.
4, Biol. &: Embryo/, Specif. : a A somite or metamere. b
A division of a jointed appendage or limb of an arthropod.
o A cell formed by segmentation or cleavage, as of a developing egg. d See CRANIAL SEGMENTS,
&. Geom. The finite part of a line between two points in
·
it; any of the finite parts of a divided line.
Syn. - See PART.
1111g'ment
(si!g'm~nt), v. t, To separate Into segments.
llll&'ment,v. i, To divide or separate into parts ; to undergo segmentation, or cleavage. Bee CLBAVAGB,
5.
1111~-mea'tal(si!g-m~n't/11; si!g'ml!n-tiil), a. l. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, a segment.
2. Zo1il. &: Emb1-yol. a Specif., of or pertaining to the
body segments (somites or metameres) of a segmented animal ; repeated in successive segments of such an animal.

SEIZIN

se&'re-ga'tl.on (~g'rli-gii'shiin),

n. [L. aegregotio: cf. F.
segr~gation.] Act of segregating, or state of being segregated ; separation from others or from the general mass
or main body ; also, a segregated portion or mass.
88&1re-ga-Uve (~g'rti-gl-tlv), a. Tending to segregate ;
characterized by segregation.
II se'gul-dil'la (sii'gti-dill'ya; 195),n. [Sp.l 1. A Spanish
stanza of four or seven short verses partly assonant.
2:. A lively air to which such a stanza is sung; a dance to
this air; music for such a dance or in its triple rhythm.
88iohe (siish), n. [F.] An oscillation of the surface of a
lake or landlocked sea, varying in period from a few minutes to several hours. It is thought to be initiated chiefly by
local variations in atmospheric pressure, and perpetuated
by the oscillations of the water surfaoe, after the inequalities of atmospheric preSBure have disappeared.
Seld'lltz (si!d11Its), a, Also Sedluz. Of or pertaining to
Seidlitz, a village in Bohemia.
Seidlitz powdon, effervescing salts consisting of two sepa-

Pllysics. An apparatus to register the shocks
and undulatory motions of earthquakes.

selll-mog'raph-er (sis-mlSg'ra-fer ; siz-), n.
One versed in, or practicb1g, seiswograpby; a seismologist.

&eill'mo-graph'ic(sis 1mli-grilfffk; siz'-),
BeiB'mo-graph'l-oal (-I-kill), a, Of,
pert. to, or iudicated by, aseismograpb or seismography.

selll-mo&'ra-phy (sis-mlSg'rd-fI;
siz-), n. A treatise about, or a description of, earthquakes ; also,
the art of registering the shocks
and nndulatory
:ov:::~t~
'I
quakes; also,
seismology.

&eill'mo-log':.~~:.i
~~~!~.:':'~
1-cal (sis'm~-

:f:eS~f:~g'!friJb~rlf
f{.\'~:1r!
thirty-five grains of tartaric acid. The powders are mixed

~ :'!!f1e~nr~::::~t:~!:::.tt~~:c{~gi:!

n.,

~!'.i~t,Sa!~~~i~l
Seidlitz. Called also Roche/le 11owders. - 8. water, a natural water from Seidlitz, contaming magnesium, sodium,

~~~~H'itt.:'~~':l~~ct1~~PJ'~sil"/!~:Jc~::'nc:;;.~~~t
n, [OF. seignor, F. seigneur, cf. It.
signore, Sp. sefior, Pg. senhor, from an objective case of L.
senior
elder.
See
SENIOR.
l l, A lord; a gentleman; esp.,
!~ea~Fo1~~Jc~f~~~~trados
forms
the lord of a manor.
the segment of a circle, meeting the rub• or imposts at an
l!,
A title of honor or of address in the south of Europe,
1
0
~f:cio~~ax:~:'1!':c~i~~i:
r
corresponding to Sir or Mr. in English.
'
band, with its center below the springing \Tne. Also, loose- aelgn'ior-age (-lj), n. [OF. seignorag,.]
l. Something
ly, a pointed arch of two centers, both below the springclaimed or taken by virtue of sovereign prerogative.
Ing line, See ARCH, I/lust.- ■ • duct, Emb,·yol .• the duct
2.
Specif.:
A
charge
or
toll
(over
and
above
brassage)
of a segmental organ of a vertebrate embryo esp. that of deducted from bullion brought to a mint to bethe
coined ; the
the pronephros, which :persists after the degeneration
difference between the cost of a mass of bullion and the
8
value as money of the pieces coined from it. Sometimes,
ihr:';:~~~~:t~1!"o~u{i~~!~~iic~~~df~
less properly, brassage (which see).
~:,e!,v~b~t;~J}'.s°Ag~!nfrf~~:.o
(~:i~ii!!:'~nb d~::
3. A share of the receipts of a business taken in payment
bryol. ~n embryonic excrefory organ of a verte~rate (the
for the use of a right, as a copyright or a patent.
See KIDNBY. sel&D'lor-al(-lll), a. Of or pert. to a seignior; seigniorial.
pronephros, mesonephros, or metanephros).
-1. ■aw. = SEGMENT
SAW.
1lor-al-ty (-tI), n. The territory
1111lpi
or authority of a
19g1mea-ta-ry(~g 1men-tt-rI),
seignior, or lord of the manor.
a. Of, pertaining to,or indicat88l&n-lo'ri-al (sti-nyo'rl-iil), a. [F. seigneurial, fr. seiing, segments; se~ental.
.'
·
gneur. See SEIGNIOR.]1. Of or pert. to a seignior; manorial.
19g 1men-ta 1Uon (-ti 1shun), n. ,, ... ..
2. Hence, vested with large powers; independent. Now R.
Act or process of dividing into
·' , a
··
b
c
sel&n'lor-:v
(sen 1yer-Y), n.; pl. -IES (-Yz). [ME. seignorie,
segments, or state of being so Segmentation of a Centrolecidivided; esp., Biol. & Em- thal Egg. a Two-celled, b OF. seignorie, F. seignenrie.] 1. The power or authority
a
seignior
; lordship; dominion.
of
bryol., the formation of many Four-celled, and c Eight2. The territory over which a lord holds jurisdiction; a
cells from a single cell ; cleav- celled, Stage. '
principality,
province, or manor; a domain.
age, as in a developing egg. See CLEAV AGE,n., 5.
3. The chief executive body of a medieval Italian city.
nf:i:i?r-.y~/i:,17,~{o~"r:1!~al
cavity of a 4. A right of feudal superiority, with the rent or services
19g 1ment-ed (s~g'men-tM), a. Divided or marked off into thereto attached, annexed to land apart from its ownership;
- sometimes called a aeigDioryIn gro11.
segments or joints; articuJated.
segment saw. a A saw more or less segmental in shape. seine (siin; sen; 277), n. [AS. ,egne, fr. L. sagena, Gr.
b A veneer-cutting saw made of segmental-shaped fine- o-ay,j"'J: cf. OF. se'ine, F. seine, fr. L. sagena.] Fishtoothed pieces fastened to a central disk or bub. c Any
ing. A large net, one edge provided with sinkers and the
~fe~::!ous saws for cutting stuff into segmental-shaped
other with floats. It bangs vertically in the water, and
when its ends are brought together or drawn ashore in•
closes the fish.
A s1:,';!{/~t~!n~~nr~~e~;1i~
dersi designed to combine tf: functions of solid shot, aelne, v. t. &: i. To catch (fish) with a seine.
seine boat. A boat specially constructed for seining.
shel , and shrapnel.
II88'gno(sii 1nyo), n. [It. See SIGN.] Music. A sign; specif., seine gaJ;III',Fisheries. A crew detailed from a fishing vessel for seinmg, together with their boats and gear.
the sign that marks the beginning or end of a repeat, ~
or :8:. See AL SEGNO,DALSBGNO.
• &else (sez), v. t. To put In possession, to take possession
&e&'re-gate(~g'r~-gtt), a. [L. segregatus, p. p. of segre- of. Var. of SEIZE. Obs. or Archaic, exc. in legal use.
gare to separate ; se- aside
g1·ex, gregis, a flock or herd. sel'aln (se'zln), "· PoSBession. Var. of SEIZIN.
See GREGARIOUS.] Apart, or separated, from others of the sels'mal (sis'mal ; siz'- ), a. Seismic.
&els'mlc (sis'mlk; siz'-) la. [Gr. u«o-µ.6• an earthquake,
same kind ; set apart; separate ; select.
f fr . .-,,,., to shake.] Of, pert.
seg 1re-&ate, n. Maih. Any of an asyzygetic set of cova- 881B'ml-cal(-mI-kiil)
to, of the nature of, or caused or affected by I an earthriants of one degorder, through linear functions of which
quake,
with numeral coefficients may be expressed a.IIother covariael1mlo vertical, the point on the earth's surface vertically
ants of the same degorder.
the focal point whence the earthquake's impulse prose&'re-gate (-git),"· t.; SBG'RE-GAT 1ED (-giW~d); SEGIRE- over
ceeds, or the vertical line joining these two points.
l. To separate or cut off from others llllls-mlc'l-ty
GAT'ING (-giit'Ing).
(sis-mis'I-tI; siz-), n. State, quality, or deor from the general mass or main body ; to set apart.
gree of being seismic.
They are still segregated, Christians from Christiane, under
88181mlsm (sis'mlz'm; siz 1mlz'm), n. [Gr. u«uµ.60 earthJ. Taylor
odious designations.
quake.] Earthquake phenomena, collectively considered.
2, Chem., Geol,, etc. To cause to segregate.
se&'re-&ate,"· i. Chem., Geol., etc. To separate from the sels'mo- (sis'mli-; siz'mli-). Combining form from Greek
general mass, and collect together or become concentrated
o-er.o-µO~,earthquake.
-gr'!m.] Physics.
at a particular place or in a certain region, as in the process sels'mo-gram (-grim), n . .[seiamoThe record of an earth tremor made by a seismograph.
of crystallization or solidification.

1111lgn'lor
(sen'yer),

!,~.:i:f:!:ln!~~i.~

:~r.roi.::.
':-f~t.:~:;gu\~~

~!st!~df"::~l:i~~~

selB'mo-graph(sis'mti-graf;siz'-), n. [,eismo- +-graph.]
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:.t~~~e
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llSjff-klil; siz'mti-),a. Ofor
S Weather Bureau. The
pert. to seis-seismographoftheU.
mo logy. - lead Weight (1) is hung by the Wires (2) and
sels'mo-logt. the horizontal Strut (3) so as to have a free latI all
d
eralswingon pas a pivot. TheYokePiece(4)
-C - J', a v. has pivoted to it a needlelike Lever (5), of
a e I a-mO l'O- whioh the short end rests against a projection
lst(sis-mi:il'- of 1, and the long end bears a stylus. During
.
an earthquake 1 remaina steady, l'O that the
•Jlst;_s1z_-),!I· movements of 4 cause oscillations of o,which
A specialist tn are recorded on the smoked surface of a Drum
seismology.
(6). A Magnet (7) connected with a clock mark■
aels-mol'o-gy oft' minutes on the record sheet.
(-jI), n. [sei,mo-logy,] The science of earthquakes
and attendant phenomena.
11111&-mom'e-ter
(-mlSm'ti-ter), n. [,eiamo-meter.]
Phy8'ics. An instrument for measuring the direction, duration, and force of earthquakes and like concue1ions.
selB'mo-met'ric (sis'mti-m~t'rlk; sizl-} l a. Of o, pertainseiB'mo-met'rl-oal (-m~l/rI-klil)
f ing to ·seismometry or a seismometer.
8818-mom'e-try (sis-mlSmlt;-trI ; siz-), n. · The art or process of using the seismometer.
111118'mo-scope
(sis'mti-skop; siz'mti- ),n. [sei1mo- +-scope.]
A contrivance for detecting earthquake shocks and in some
cases indicating roughly their intensity, direction, etc., as
a small body 011 an unstable platform, or a row of bodies
easily overturned. - sel&'m0-B00P'lC
(-sklSp11k), d.
seize (siiz), v. t. ; SEIZED (sezd} ; SBIZ 1ING (sezffng). [ME.
seisen, saisen, OF. seisir, saisir, F. saisir, LL. sacire ,· prob.
of Teutonic origin ] 1. Law. Orig., to put in possession;
later, to put into seizin (of) ; - usually with of and In the
passive ; as, A B was seized and possessed of the manor of
Dale. In this sense &else is the commoner spelling.
Whom age might see seized of what youth made prize. Chapman.
2. Law. To take possession of, or appropriate, in order to
subject to the force or operation of a warrant, order of
court, or other legal process; -said of an officer of law.
3. To take possession of by force ; as, to seize the throne.
4. To lay bold of suddenly or forcibly ; to tske bold of;
to reach and grasp ; to clutch;· as, to seize one's arm.
6. To fasten ; to fix. Obs.
Spenser.
6. To grasp with the mind ; to comprehend fully and distinctly ; as, to seize an idea.
7. Naut. To bind ~r fasten together with a lashing of
small stuff, as yarn or marline; as, to sefae ropes.
Syn. - Catch, snatch, apprehend. arrest, take, capture.
seize, ti. i. l, To take or lay hold, or take possession, suddenly or forcibly; to grasp; clutch ; - with on or upon.
2. Mech. To cohere or stick fast to a relatively movinl'
part, as a bearing, a gas-engine piston, a slide valve, etc.,
through excessive pressure, temperature, or friction.
sel'zln, or, more cornmonly, sel'Bln (se 1zln), n. [F. aaisine.
See SEIZE.] Law. l. Orig., in early English law, possession, wbether of land or chattels ; possession with quiet
enjoyment; later, that possession of, or status with relation to, land that arose from the completion of feudal investiture by livery of seizin. Hence, in the later common
law, posseBBion of a freehold estate in land by one having
title thereto, this being 1eizln ln deed when consisting in
actual possession, and lelzin ln law when consisting in a
mere riiht of present possession. Now, where delivery of
a deed 1s equivalent to livery of seizin, the term seiz1n ia
often construed in some jurISdictione as equivalent to actual possession, in others as equivalent to ownership.
2. The thing possessed; property. Obs.

f.

+

+

~J~rath (e@-I'rlth; Be'l-rl.th)
To sink; togo. oba. ~~~~en'tal-ly,ad,;s~fg~~~fe~c-,
6b~~yp~et.
of SEE.
::t"Jtl!,nc:;~a1(J::-ynl~;)r,l~!.>·e~~:
:~:: n0hs. ajg~~eas; peace; reSt ;
I,
= SE10Ni"'oaAL,
SEIGNIORY,
etc. ■eirche. of-SEARCH.
;:rva.Av'a~o-iftIVA,
J■ eA:,,~.&Dt
(siVjent). Var.of SE- ::,i::~tr:.~:ae::~t~~~1\:_
~t~·rrt1:::~:;;~~:~a;i~in~~J
■eigtnea_
t■esA• Wt. SAU0HTNESS, Beire. i' SEAR. rsEERFJSH.!
aeeve(Bev), Dial. Eng. var. of
.~
A0E NUCLEUS.
Italian art or literature.
eih
Hir':d■ h' (s'er'fYsh'"). Var. off
Hi'ro-apore (st'r0-spDr), 11. LGr.
SE.AVE.
■egentane. + SACRISTAN.
■egTl'LmenA. t■
b~ODBL•ApShTereOM·E"R=
•. BLAS-••e1.,clle,1d
(ea!;lcdk).,
+asr"."0K1··••v10. ■ethte. T SAUOHT,
n.
O'Etpfl.a cord +spore• l Bot. One
■eew. + SEW, pottage; su:e.
"c''a're-at■
-cte"fr,zed(•b~yj'thUett -prrle),e,
a0•
~
V
a1!!~tni.
+s+,csKA.UGHTNE,
00
■eeyburcte. + SEABOARD.
Ii:
egmentgear.
Mach. & = SEG- ■eide. + SEED.
[SAY., !k
of several spores arranged in a
chain, as in certain algm. Oba.(}b~~~;:: of SHOVE,
P~., darnel. Obs, :,::i~:t\~~k~ M!!X.T1Rc~;:eRci
rzs;,'ti!Y~t~.&
lfn
s~!~~~I·s~fK~~Eir.
~;~~r:!k), a.
::ft·■J/I+·~·E\"EN, SEVENTH.::fJiarV(s~:,St!Er):
v. =
SEIGNIOR.
liquid measure, See ::fi·c~)A'i~ot. 0
aeia'mo-loga.e(sts'm0-USg;e'lz'■ef'i-ra, ■ef'l-roth'ic, etc. Vars. SAGO
ER
[SIE0E I ■q-'nl-tude. n. [LL . ...-~gnitudo.]■ele.
~AT, SE&
■eil, ■elle (Bel). Scot. van. of m0-), n. [seismo-+ -log,,e, as in
of SEPHIRA,SEPHIROTBIC,
etc. 111ge, . t SAY, SEDGE, SEO; Slul!'gishnese inactivity Obs ■eite ■eiffe. + SIEVE
SEEL,happiness.
[sINDLE.,
A seismic descrip.
■efne, -t-SEVEN,
■egge, n. [F.s6che, seiche, fr. L.
Yn1ty
[;L
· ·] S ·
i • t
·
■eUdin. T SELDEN,seldom; catalogue.]
tion or catalogue.
■efoul, t SEAFOWL.
,
~~fude: o't-;tt.segnita~.
eg:tssl;?g, rEng. of SEK., il
t AL
Hia'mo-met'ro-graph (-mlt'rt1s~"/ii;H,
Gr. o-71,rr.a.] Cuttlefish. :~~~isf~~Otrf&h Cfn•Jl:~:lam_:
:,>;,l)?gebe?~/Jf!i.
•se'i).EAlihs.or Scot. f~j~~10~:!~~meter
+ -graph.J
0
•• (~g). Scot. & dial. Eng. r:~otJa;j~>,'
:."t[ll1teR':'~ liliaceous plant (Calochortus Eng. var. of SIGH,
lu::(:1.uvnne), pl. SEILE- ■ei■'mo-tic-ton'ic, a. [uiBtno-01£80, w,.ts•••tdem
of""SAG.
Art. A seat; esp., a tlirone.
nAumttean(l
i••),.
.ble bNuolrbt.h
•ee•l
~
+
,Ev1alE!, SSelIG1".
ette'o' NOi (-noi). Var. of SJLENus.
1
8
1
0
■II, n.
[Cf. Icel. (modern) II ■eg'Jdo-1& (-jO-Ui), 11, [It.] Fine
-,-dte
..,
p
Hlly. + SAIL,v.
1s !!ie:J:::~'ti1c~'!:
!n
s_ru;a1f~~ii;: Art.
of SEG0IO.
-t SECONDE,
■alt(~n'y~t',-1-~ts').
SALT ■elm. t SEAM,SEEM.
veal dislocations in the rock bel E
uggon,n.
[Cf. Jcel.~eggrman, ~;_re-R'".!1!PJ:l~~l~;PtJ~d:«i
~:L~~IGNETTE.]= RocBELLE t'~1ra\~E~~-e!::;!·of~~~M~r
Scot. neath due to earthquake shock.
1
aeis-mot'ic (sla-mlSt'tk ; alz-),a.
fia.~ 7§~e SEDGE,] a Sedge NAn°','!'n·fderi•,·
·
f "tfi
d ·
a
i' ev'(F, .g' Q ') rFJ
ein +
s
0 ·,"1aggofreelrl~wO,Jba•b·orer.]
Seismic.
o8fs.b "The gladden, or otlier
b
::rn,~~t~.
n[l~nse:::;!!!s: :,~10R. rt.',l~YN~w Chien7'
:Sin: ob~~~~Yco1~p.p.ofsEE
ael11. t CEASE.
[Obs,1
apecies of iris. Dial. Enl«.
:.,;rr::-~a~=-'1':til:J:
-antis. p. pr.I Segregative. Obs Alien.
■eind, + SEND,
■eiatow. Contr. of sayest thou.
:1.•1~•e1.[!.~g~]g,1r!;n ~ae~::: ■egh. Obs. pret of SEE.
:c~fihe\~i,~2~~~d.]
The
(~-~~:fr~~l1~::
=~iu.Ob;.
SINGE.
■elt, of-SEAT,E!ET,
SIT,
aeite. f SAUGHT,
V,
a nobleman; a knight; also, a H-go·-J.!_holy,'
,c~-gi5Ja'mJ,_n.T[He
•vbo·w•!.
SIGHT
Seigniorial
■elne. + SIN,since.
1- ■ea:t
aeltlL
SEETHE,
follower; retaineri servant. Obs signt.J
(·. ),~~r~ten belo~ its con- Be..,.~b (se'g-ttb). lh"l,.
■etgneurte: SEIGNIORY•Ob~.
n+.sO
A10Ne.that,e,·ne,.
111th.
sait/1, form of SAY, u.
HS or HII n [Cf Dan dial
1111_gue (sa'gwi),
v. 1·. [It.] aetgn'eur-y (ei5n'yt!r-l).
= ~n,,.er·,
-,,
1 1
■et.th.
•eeth, form of SEE,
:ie~:fu°riti.{(' ·~ 0g:!r!cii~i.t~1 i?~;~!itansig:t•r~ya:4fnv!;:nt!~
~!~~~11~~:~\h
=~~!:b1e,
a. LO rd 1y ; ■eln'iq,p.pr t t:b n. of SEINE, Hf.thin.
SJTBEN..
n'i-ty (Be Y-tl), n. ~ u one'•
ram caetratea when fu I-grown. sometimes long alJ e in Mere.
that what follows is to be played seigniorial. Obs. Scot,
=r~ein\e~EI,?1~~~!~.
I\"Scot.
~>:::~':ot.:~1h~'!~~[l
immediately; cf. ATTACC.i.. IJ~'ior-lze (ain'yl!r-'lz), V. t. ■elntel.e, t SANCTIFY,
Wp-d.or ,n. [Sp.] A reaper; lenttypicallyofadeveloPiddit,.
■eh. Oba. pret. of SEE,
To lord it over. ()bB. - v. 1.
~~f!~~J•~ war
;;1~1(~~~•var. of CIGAR. 1ylla6ic form, with a Ion tone ::thcht ~~A[Cf. AS. gtltvJtn• ie~~i~~~:.'i;-!t 0 si:~·i.or.Jlt"i- ~v
a. s.
-ARLE,
Mge,
T SAGB,herb 1 SltDOB; vowel in the ft.rat syllab~dand li.c.l Visible. Obs,
[Bib., gnoureus + -l1t,] Ma_gniflcent.
Var. of SEEP.
SAY;BBB; SBO; s1B; SIBGB, a1hortsegholinthe ■econ •
Be-llea/l-ma( ■f..hfa'Y-m4). D. J Obs.
[lordorsehrn1or.
■etr. -t &BRl:;S0RE,n. [Bib.I ■elzd, Seized. R. Sp.
[oeiHL\
■ege, 111he, "• [AS. ligan to Be-11'n111(1e-.jt'ntia),n.SeeH'A..B, ■elltu■H. T SA..UGBTNBSS,
■-ID'loi-J', v. t. To rule u
Be-l'ra (d-t'rci I Bi'Y-r4). D. NUi'n (■ls'lr), n. One that
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Dial.
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SEIZING

SELF-

2. Australian Land Law. To take np crown land under se-le 1n1-um (st-le'nT-um), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-•/\~lf"II the
the Land Acts. Formerly the term free-select (and f?.ene:e moon. So called because of its chemical analogy to telluri ..
of takmg or graspmg sucldenly or forcibly,
free-selection, free-,\·elector) was usual, probably orig. m um (fr. L; tellus the earth), being, as it were, a companion
2. State of being seized or in possf,ssion; possession.
allusion to the opening for selection by Sir Joh:n Roberttoit.J Chem. A nonmeta,llic element, resembling sulphur
3. Nau/. a The operation of fastening together or lashing
son's Land Act (1861)of large areas previously withheld.
and tellurium chemically, found to a small extent in native
with small stuff, generally tarred ; also, the cord or lashSyn. - See cn:oosE.
sulphur and (combined) in native sulphides, also in a few
ing so used, b The fasteniug so made. If the parts of s&-lect'ed (se-Jek 1ted), p. a. 1. Select ; choice.
the ropes to be seized cross each other the seizing is called
1~!;~z~fi:sbp~,ti~,~:;~:~·fr7;1;!f
2. Specially devoted. Obs.
~i~~~~~e:~df 1
P~~~
a throa.t seizing. If the ropes are parallel the seizing is se-lec'tlon (se-l~k'shiln), n. [L. sfleclio: cf. F. selection.]
ric acid chambers, which is still its commercial source. Like
called a round seizing where two layers of marline are used;
1. Act of selecting, or state of being selected.
it is called a fl.at seizing if only one layer is used.
1
0
S:~e:,1ig:fc~~~:Js
~~
J~ig~~~o~!~~
~~
2. That which is selected; a collection of things chosen;
sei'zor (se'z0r; -z6r), n. Law. One who seizes, or takes
(sp. gr., 4.26),as a brownish black, glassy mass (sp. gr., 4.28),
as, a choice selection of books.
possession.
as red monoclinic crystals (sp. gr., 4.47), or as a bluish
se1 1zure (se 1zhi'ir), n. [Perh. fr. OF. saisir, inf. aa n. (cf. 3. Australian Land Law. Act of selecting land (see SE- gray,
metal-like, crystalline mass (sp. gr., 4.8). M.etalli-c
v.
t.,
2);
also,
a
piece
of
laud
thus
taken
up.
LECT,
PLEASURE).
See SEIZE.J
1. Act of seizing, or state of beconducts electricity, and its resistance is de4. Biol. Specif., any process, natural (see NATURALSELEC- selenium
ing seized; sudden an forcible grasp or clutch; a taking
creased by exposure to light. Selenium burns in air with
TION)
or
artificial,
which
results
or
tends
to
result
in
preinto possession; as, the seizure of a thief, a throne, ate.
a bluish flame and a disagreeable odor.
a. [Gr . .-,11.,jv~ moon +
2. Retention within one's grasp or power ; hold ; posses- venting certain individuals or groups of organisms from se-le'no-dont (si-le'nt-dont),
surviving and propagating, and in allowing others to do so.
•Odont.] Zo0l. Having, or designating, molar teeth with
-sion; ownership.
See NATURAL
SELECTION,
SEXUALSELECTION,
DARWINISM.
Make o'er thy honor by a dee_dof trust,
crescentic ridges on the ,crown, as in the majority of artio6. Life Insurance. The action by which the lives insured
And give me seizure of the nughty wealth.
dactyls. - n. A mamma.l with selenodont teeth.
Dryden.
by a company al'e secured or retained, called selection se-le'no-graph (-graf), n. A picture or delineation of the
3. That which is seized, or taken possesbf the company when it is the action of the company in
moon's surface, or of any part of it.
anning to secure healthy lives, and selection ag-a.inatthe co~sion of ; a thing laid hold of, or possessed.
pa.ny when it consists in the action of policyholders m sel 1 e-nog'ra-pher (sen-nog 1rd-fer), n. A specialist in sel4. A sudden attack, as of a disease ; a fit.
enography.
withdrawing or allowing their policies to lapse.
se'jant
(se'jant), a. [F. seant, p. pr.
1no-graph'ic (st-le 1n~-i,:rlf'Ik)
[Cf. F. se1enoae'jeant of seoir to sit, L. sedere.] He1·.
•:!:~\i~:ef~~:~iprf:~tt~J.·
A forest in which trees of all se-le
se-letno-graph'1-cal (-grif'I-kiil)
graphique.] Of or
Sitting, as a lion or other beast.
.
.
se-lec'tlon-lst,
n.
Biol.
One
who
considers
natural
selecpert.
to
selenography.
-·
aelenographic
chart,
a map repre■e-la'chl-an (s~-lii'kT-an), a. Zoiil. Pert.
Lion SeJant.
tion as an especially important factor in evolution.
senting the surface of the moon.
to the Selachii. -n.
One of the Selachii; a shark or ray.
se-lec 1t1ve (se-lek'tiv), a. 1. Of, pert. to, or character- se-le 1no-graph 11-cal-ly, adv.
Se-la'chl-1 (-iJ, n. pl. [NL., fr. Gr. ueAaxo< a fish having
ized by, selection ; selecting or tending to select; as, selec- sel 1 e-nog'ra-ph1st (slWt-nog 1rd-fist), n. A selenographer.
cartilages instead of bones.] Zo0l. A group of elasmotive action or breeding; a selective screen, stain, or mind. sel'e-nog'ra-phy (-fl), n.
[Gr . .,-,1\,jrnJ the moon +
branch fishes to which various limits and ranks have been
This .~electi'1.,e
providence of the Almighty
Bp. Hall.
-graphy.] The science of the physical features of the
assigned. In the broadest senses it comprises either all
2.
Wireless Teleg. Designating a system by which two or
moon
;
the
physical
geography
of the moon.
the elasmobranchs (being thus equiv. to Elasmobranchii
more messages can be seut or received simultaneously
sel 1e-nol'o-gy (-jT), n. [Gr. o-•/\>iv~the moon+ -logy.]
in the usual sense) or all except the chimreras, and ranks as
without interference.
That branch of astronomy which treats of the moon;
a subclass. In restricted senses, it ranks as an order comselective absorption, Pltysics, absorption in which waves of loosely, selenography. -se-le'no-log'l-cal (st-le 1nt-rnj'lprising the existing sharks and rays as dieting.from the exany kind, as of light, pass through substances not equally
tinct Pleuropterygii, Acanthodii, and lchthyotomi (Plakal), a. - sel'e-nol'o-gist (-nol'Hlst), n.
pervious to all wave lengths. -a. ra.dia.tion, radiation in
gioslomi is a common equiv. in this sense), or as a suborder
which waves of certain lengths are intense compared with Se-leu'cl-an (s!-lii'shi-i'in; -si-an), n. Eccl. Hist. A folcontaining the existing sharks as dist. from the rays.
lower of Seleucus, a Ga.latian of the 3d century said to
Sel'a-gl-nel'la (sl!Jl<i-ji-nel'<i),n. [NL.,dim. of L. selago, the other waves. - s. re:0.ection, reflection in which waves have taught heresies as to the reality of Christ's body, di1 0s~s~:.i~;.~!~l.
-ginis, name of a plant.]
Bot. A genus of fern allies
~I'ttt~e~~~:r!~~;:~f~ltJ!t!
vine a~ency in creation, and use of water in baptism.
(pteridophytes) constituting tl,e family Selaginellacere.
1ion, Mach., a transmission for automobiles, etc., by which Se-len 1c1d (st-lii 1sid), n. One of the Seleucidre.
See RESURRECTION
PLANT.Also [l. c,1,
a plant of this genus.
the gear can be changed directly from one speed to another Se-leu'cld, a. Seleucidan.
Se-lag 11-nel-la1ce-m (se-lij'I-nMii;tse-e), n. pl. [NL. See by a single lever.
Se-leu 1c1-dm (-si-de), n. pl. A dynasty (c. 312-65 "· c.)
SELAGINELLA,
l Bot. A family of terrestrial mosslike plants se-lect 1man(si-Jekt'man), n.; pl. -MEN (-mfo). A person
which, at the height of itfl power, ruled over Bactria, Persia,
chosen to exercise special powers in a system of governof the order Lycopodiales.
They have branching stems
Babylonia, Syria, aud part of Asia Minor It was founded
and scalelike leaves which are many-ranked and uniform,
ment; esp., one of a board of officers chosen annually in
about
312 B. c. by Seleucus Nicator, one of the generals of
or 4-ranked and of two kinds spreading in two planes. The
towns in the New England States, except Rhode Island, to
Alexander the Great.
transact
the
general
public
business
of
the
town.
The
num1
~~~~!n( lei~~i:1ra)sficl:d:~~vi:;;c3ro
c1-dan (se-lii'sl-di'in) a. Of, pert. to, or named
ber is usually from three to seven or nine in each town. The Se-len
species, chiefly tropical. Many are cultivated as ornamenfrom, the Seleucida,; as, the
office seems to have been derived from that of the English Sel 11eu-cld'lc (sel 1 i'i-sid'lk)
tal foliage plants. -se-lag 11-nel-la'ceous (-shils), a.
Sel eu-c1d'1-an(-i'i-sld!I-an)
Seleucidan Era(seeERA,n.).
Se-la 1go (se-lii 1go), n. [L., a kind of shrublike plant.]
self (self), a. [AS. self, seolf, sylf; akin to OS. self, OFries.
~:~:,sv~!d!tii~c1:ae
s:~l"!~~no;~i::d ~fd~~:::~rt:scA1;r~
Bot . ..l genus of low, heathlike South African scrophularia- se-lec'tor (st-lek'ter), n. [L. J One that selects. Spe- self, D. zelf, G. selb, selber, selbst, Dan. selv, Sw. sjelf, Ice!.
ceous shrubs having spicate flowers with an early regular
sjiilfr, Goth. silba. Cf. ,SELVAGE.]1. Same; particular;
cif. : a A ustraJinn Land Law. A person who selects land;
corolla, four didynamous stamens, and a two-cel1ed ovary.
very ; identical.
Archaic, exc. in selfsame.
Raleigh.
less exactly, a small farmer. See SELECT, t·. t., 2. Cf.
se'lah (se'Ja), n. [Heb. seliih, orig. unknown.] Bib. A SQUATTER,
2. Of or pertaining to one's self; one's own. Obs.
3. b Railroading. An apparatus for operating
word of unknown meaning, occurring often in the Psalms
3. Having its own or a ;single nature or character, as in
either or any of two or more signals by a single lever, deand three times in Hab. iii. It is usually thought to be
color, composition, etc., without addition or change; unvised so as automatically to connect'the particular signal
a musical or liturgical si&:_n
of some kind.
controlling the route for which a switch l1as been set. C mixed ; as, a ,,;elf bow, one made of a single piece (see
ael'dom (s~WdUm),adv. LAS. seldan, seldon, seldum ,· akin A thermomagnetic device for determining temperatures for 6th now, 2) ; self flower, one all of one color ; self-colored.
to OFries. sielden, D. zelden, G. selten, OHO. seltan, Icel.
self blue, a bluish paper derived from blue ra~ pulp made
rolling rails. d Copper Smelting. A kind of converter
from indigo-dyed rags. The color is fast to light.
sjaldan, Dan. sielden, Sw. siillan, Gotlt. sildaleiks marvelwith horizontal tuyeres, to produce bottoms (see BOTI'OM,
self, n.; pl. SELVES(selvz). 1. An individual considered
ous.] Rarely; not often; not frequently.
n.,
11) and a. purified copper in one operation.
as an identical person ; a. being regarded as having person,
Wisdom and youth are seldom jomed in one Hooker. Se-le 1ne, Se-le'na (se-le'ne;
-n<i), n. [Gr. l•A>iv~, fr.
ality ; a being in its relations to its own identity ; the sub
ael'dom, a. Rare ; infrequent. Obs. or Archaic.
o-•A>iv~moon. J Gr. Relig. The goddess of the moon,
sel' d'or' (si;l 1 d~r'). [F., salt of gold.) Photo{/. A white
ject of consciousness, or a consciousness considered as sub
merged
in
Artemis
and
Hecate.
See
ENDYMION.
crystalline
salt, apparently sodium auroth1osulyhate,
jective and individual; in a narrower sense, the individual
Na,AuS 40,,-2H,O, made by treating gold chloride with so- se-len 1lc (-Jen'lk), a. Chem. Of, pert. to, or containing,
as the object of his own reflective consciousness ; the mau
selenium; specif., designating those compounds in which
dium thiosulphate in solution. It was used in the da~errethe element has a higher valence as contrasted with sele- viewed by his own cognition as the subject of all his mental
otype process, and is now used in toning certain prmts.
phenomena, the agent in his activities, the subject of hi1.
nious
compounds.
aelenic
acid,
an
acid,
H2Se04,
resemB&-lect'(st-lekt'), a. [L. selectus, p. pr. of seligere to sefeelings, and the posseswr of capacities and character.
sulphuric acid but less stable, got by energetic oxidalect; s,. aside+ legere to gather. See LEGEND,
J 1. Taken bling
A man's self may be the worst fellow to converse with Pope.
tion
of
selenium.
By
reduction
it
yields
selenious
acid.
from a number of the same or an analogous kmd by pref- se-le'nl-o- (se-Jelni-t-). Chem. Combining form (also used
T~e self. the I, is recognized in every act of intelligence as the
erence; hence, of special value or excellence; selected;
su bJect to which that act belongs
Sir W. Hamilton,
adjectively)
denoting
the
presence
of
selenium
or
its
comThe self is the general subject or capaciz for feelincf' willing,
-choice; exclusive; as, .,elect poems; a select club.
pounds; as, se/enio-phosphate, a phosphate having seleA few !'elect i:;pirits had separated from the crowd, Macaulay
thne~:.iil ~o~~!~j d:i:~1~ ~~~;el~a1!1t°~:d~~~i~~~~l;rmiwe
:I:. Characterized by fastidiousness or special ca.re in select-· nium in place of all, or a part, of the oxygen.
2. Hence, personal interest or advantage, or love of private
se-le'nl-ous (-Us), a. Chem. Of, pert. to, or containing,
ing ; nice in choosing ; as, to be select in making friends.
interest ; selfishness; as., self is his whole concern.
selenium;
specif.,
designating
those
compounds
in
which
Syn. -SELECT,
ELECT,EXCLUSIVE. That is SELECT which
3. The identity of anytl,ing considered abstractly.
the element has a lower valence as contrasted with selenic
is the result of discriminatin~ choice; ELECToften implies
She was beauty's ~elf.
TlwmSOJt,,
compounds. - aelenious acid, a white crystalline poisonous
admission to some select or mner circle ; EXCLUSIVE
sug4. A self-colored, or self, flower. See SELF, a., 3.
acid, H2Se0 3, got by oxidation of selenium and easily yieldgests the fastidiousness or (often) snobbishness of a clique
6. A self bow or arrow. See SELF,a., 3.
ing the element by reduction.
or coterie ; as, a select audience H that delicious phantom
Se-le 1n1-pe'd1-um(se-le 1nI-pe 1dT-um), n. [NL. ; Gr. leA~- to be one's self, to be in full possession of one,s powers.
9f~~ltJnl\b1~JHe ~'t[e,~!~~~/.'
(Kingsley);
"'I Selene + (prob.) L. pes, pedis, foot. J Bot. A genus of self-. The noun self used as a prefix in many compoundil,
18lect committee, Eng. Parliamentary Practice, a commitusually of obvious mean:lng, in most of which it denotes:
South American orchids closely related to Cypripedium,
tee appointed to acquire information with a, view to legisa The agent that of itself acts in a manner denoted or im•
containing only two species. The pods are sometimes used
lation and to examine into the constitution and manageplied
by the word with which it is joined, or that which
as
a
substitute
for
vanilla.
ment of an administrative department.
Select committees
of itself has or embodies a quality or state implied by the
have members from both parties, - a. life, L;JeInsurance, a sel'e-nlte (sel 1t-nit), n. [L. se/enites, Gr. u,/\~virtJ, (sc.
word to which the prefix is joined; the subject of the acAt8o,;), fr. ueA~v71 the moon. So called from a fancied relife, or risk (which see), secured by selection by the comtion ; as in self-assumed, assumed by one's self; sel/Rbegotsemblance to the moon.] 1. Chem. A salt of seleniousacid.
pany, and therefore of less than the normal mortality.
ten; self-inflicted; self.uniform, uniform in or of itself.
se-lect', v. t. ,· s&-LEcT'Eo; sE-LECT1ING. 1. To take by 2. lYfin. A variety of gypsum, occurring in transparent
b The object of the action, quality, or state of being depreference from among others; to pick out i to cull ; as,
crystals or crystalline masses.
noted by the word with which it is joined; the person or
to select the best books for reading.
- sel'e-nlt'lc (-nit'Ik), -n1t11-cal (-T-kiil), a.

selz'lng (sez 1lng),p. pr.&, vb. n. of SEIZE.-Hence: n. 1. Act
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SELF-ABANDONED

SELFISH

3. Mach. Having all the essential working parts connect-

th'11g affected by the action ; as in ,elf-approving, approving
one's self; ,elf-abnegation, abnegation of self; self-consistent, consistent with itself.
g;- The reference "See BELi'-" is sometimes given as the
eiily definition of a word beginning in self_-,if its meaning can readily be gathered from the definitions of the
prefix and the root word.
nU'-a-ban'doned, a. Given up to one's or its own impulses.
■elf'-ao-qulred', a. Law. Acquired by one's self; -said
of property so acquired as not to become a part of some
common fund or stock, as that of the joint family in Hindu
law (where it includes the gains derived from learning,
valor, or gifts, and earnings not closely dependent upon
the joint-family stock), or, sometimes, that of the community property in the Civil law (cf, OONQUBST, 5).
nll'-aot'lng, a Acting or capable of acting of or by itself; automatic in action. -se1f 1-ac 1Uon, n.
aelf'-ac'Uve,
a. Possessing or exercising self-activity.
Hlfl-ac-Uv'l-ty, n. Inherent action or power of action;
immanent change ; self~etermination
with reference to
de-velopment or alternation ; the primal or originating
causal action of a self. See ACTIVITY, 1 o, Cu.
..U: 1-aa-aert'IDI', a. Asserting one's self, or one's own
rights or claims; hence, putting one's self forward in a
confident or aBSUmingmanner.
Hll'-aa-aer'UOD, n. Act of asserting one's self, or one's
own rights or claims; the quality of being self-asserting.
■ell'-as-■er'Uve, a.
Disposed to self-assertion;
selfasaerting. - self 1-as-aer'ltve-neBB, n.
aell'-oen'tered, nll'-oen'tred, a. Centered in itself, or
in one's self.
Mlf'-oen'ter-ln{, ..U 1-cen'trlng, a. Centering in or of
one's self; specif., Mach., of a chuck or the like, having
jaws or dogs that can be made to move towards or from
the center simultaneously and at the same rate so as to
center the object held by a single adjustment.
..U'-cook'fng, a. Having an arrangement by which the
hammer can be raised and released by simply pulling the
trigger ; -said of a firearm.
..U 1-col-leot'ed, a. Self-poBSessed; self-contained; calm.
1811'-ool'ored,or -col'oured, a. Of a single color ;-applied to flowers, animals, textile fabrics, etc. See SBLP,
3.
seU 1-oom-mand', n. Self-control.
nU'-com-mun'lon, n. Communion with one's self.
■elf'-oom-pla'oent, a. Satisfied with one's own character
and acts; self-satisfied. -self 1-com-pla 1cen-oy, n,
■elf'-con-celt', n. An overweening opinion of one's own
powers, endowments, merits, or the like; vanity. -&elf'-

ed by a bed plate or framework, or contained in a case, etc.,
so that the mutual relations of the parts do not depend
upon fastenings outside of the machine itself.
■elf-contained engine. a An engine having both bearings
for the crank abaft attached to the frame of the engine,
esp. such an engine with a double-web crank. b A steam
1

of Latin in conversation, etc. ; - an expression borrowe«
from Hegel's "Phenomenology of Mind."

aelfl-ev'l-dence, n. Quality or state of being self-eviden\.
selfl-ev'l-dent, a. Evident without proof or reasoning ;
producing conviction on a bare presentation ; as, a self-

■ell'-ev'l-dent-ly, adv.
.
development
by inherent quality or power,
self'-ez-am'i-nant, n. One who examines himself; one
given to self-examination.
i!'fe!de~i'la~1'luf~m,r~:~
■eH'-e.z-am'l-na'tloD, n.
Examination into one's own
without being repeated,
state, conduct, and motives, esp. in regard to religious feel■eU 1 -oCJD'tra-dlc'Uon, n. Conings
and
duties;
introspection.
tradiction of one's self or itself ;
nU 1-ez-clte', v, t. Elec. To energize or excite (the field
specif., a statement, proposimagnets of a dynamo) by a current produced by the dynation, etc., consiating of two
mo itself, - B811'-ez'ol-ta'tlon,n.
members or pa.rte, one of which
.
.
nll'-ell'e-ont'lng, a. Providing for its own execution;
contradicts the other; as, to be Self.,contained Ornament.
containing a clause or clauses giving effect to its provisiona
and not to be at the same time is a self-contradict-ion.
Hll'-con-trol', n. Control of one's self; restraint exer- by operation of law upon the happening of a contemplated
event or contingency; - said of laws, treaties, etc.
cised over one's self; self-command.
■elfl-oou1pler, n.
An automatic coupling for railroad nll'-ez-lat'ent, a. Existing, as God, of or by himself, independent
of any other being or cause. -nU'-ez-lat'enoe,n.
cars, etc.
aelf1-cul'tnre, n. Culture of one'• self by one's own efforts . Hlf 1-ez-plain'lng, ·a. Explaining itself; capable of bein1
understood
without explanation.
nll'-de-celt', n. Act of deceiving one's self, or state of
self'-feed'er, n. One that feeds itself automatically. being self-deceived ; self-deception.
1
aelf -de-oelved', a, Deceived or misled respecting one's sell'-feed'lng, a.
B811'-fer'We,a. Bot. Fertile by means of its own pollen ;
self by one's own mistake or error.
Hlf 1-de-feDH', or -de-fence', n. Act of defending one's - said of certain flowers. Opposed to self-sterile. - seU1own person, property, or reputation.
fer1U-Uze, v. t. - nU'-fer-W'l-ty, n. - nU 1-fer 1Unlfl-de-fen'Bive, a. Defending, or tending to defend, ll-za1t1on,n. - se1f'-fer'U-l1z'er, n.
one's own person, property, or reputation.
■elf'-for-get'ful, a.
Unselfish. - nlf 1-for-gel'ful-ly.
nll'-de-ln'Bion, n, Act of deluding one's self, or state of adv. -nU 1-for-getlful-ness, n.
being thus deluded l self-deception.
1
■eU -gov'ern-ment, n. 1. Self-control; self-command.
nlf 1-de-nl'al, n. Denial of one's self; forbearing to gratify
ll. Hence, government by the joint action of the mass of
one's own desires.
people constituting a civil body; also, the state of being so
■eU'-ile-ny'lng, a. Refusing to gratify one's self; showgoverned; specif., democratic government; democracy.
ing self-denial. -Hlfl-de-ny'lng-ly,
adv .
■elf'-hard'en-fng, a. Metal. Designating, or pert. to, any
Beit-d0'1yln,r Ordinance, Eng. Hist.,an act or ordinance of the
of various steels that harden when heated to above a red
Long Parliament, passed April 3, 1645, by which the mem
heat and cooled in air, usually in a blast of cold air with
bers bound themselves not to accept certain executive
moderate rapidir, without q.uenching. Such steels are aloffices, particularly commands in the army.
B8U1-de-apalr 1,n. Despair of one's self; a despairing view ~[:g~~!:~n(:~,f~~~),w~t~o:f~Ni~n:~\
of one's character, prospects, etc.
manganese, etc. They are chiefly used as higli-sJ)OOdsteels.
-self'-hard'eneel, a.
self'-de-struc'Uon, n. The destruction of one's self or See TAYLoa-WHJTBPaoc11sa.
Hlf'-heal!, n, a A blue-flowered European mint (Prunolla
itself; esp., self-murder; suicide.
vulgaris) naturalized as a weed in lawns. It was supposed
nU 1-de-strnc'Uve, a. Destroying, or tending to destroy,
to possesa healing properties, b Any of several plants with
one's self or itself ; suicidal.
aeU1-i!e-ter 1ml-na'Uon, n. Determination by one's own like reputation, as the sanicle, burnet saxifrage, etc.
self or itself; or, determination of one's acts or states with• selfl-help', n. Act of aiding one's self, without dependcon-celt'ed, a. - ■elf'-oon-oeit'ed-De■B, n.
ing on the aid of others. Specif., Law, the right or fact of
out external compulsion. -seU 1-de-ter'Dlln-lng, a.
■ell'-con-cern', n. Concern for one's self.
aell'-de-ter'mlned, a. Determined by itself; - applied redressing or preventing wrongs by one's own action with■elf'-con'fl-dence, n. Quality or state of being self-conout recourse to legal proceedings, as in self-defense, disspecif.
in
philosophy,
esp,
that
of
Hegel,
to
life, intellect,
fident ; self-reliance.
tress, abatement of a .nuisance, etc. Cf. FIST LAW.
will, and feeling, all being forms of self-activity. Cf. Plato's
Syn.- SELP-CONl'IDBNCB,
BELl'·RBLIANCE,8BLl'-CONPJDENCE "self-moved" (Laws, tenth book) and Aristotle's "entel1hood (sl!lf'hlliid), n.
aeU
Existence as a separate self, or
may be used in either a good or a bad sense; BBLF-RBLIANCE echy" (De Anima, I).
independent person ; conscious personality.
in a good sense only ; as Ha feelii
of self-confidence
which ... sustained him ,J (Beacons eld); H Her natural selft-de-vot'ed (-d$-viit'M), a. Characterized by self-devo- Hlfl-1-den'U-ty, n. The identity of a thing with itself;
substantial sameness; identity of subject and object in life
tion. - seU 1-de-vot'ed-ness, n.
temper ... tended to a rash self-con dence rather than to
self-distrust" (J, R. G1·een);" Johnson first taught literary self 1-de-vo'tlon, n. Act of devoting one's self, or state of and consciousneBS. -sell'-1-den'tl-cal, a.
men the lesson of self-reliance and independence" (Jou·ett). being self-devoted; specif., williugness to sacrifice one's aelf'-lm-por'lance, n. An exaggerated estimate of one's
aelf'-oon'fl-dent, a. Confident of one's own strength or own interests for others; self-sacrifice.
own importance or merit, esp. as manifested; self-conceit.
powers; self-reliant. - nU 1-oon'fi-dent-ly, adv.
seH 1-dis'cl-pline, n. Correction or government of one's selfl-lm-por'tant, a. Having or manifesting an exaggerB811'-oon'lu-gate,a. Geom. Conjugate to itself; uniting
self for the sake of improvement.
ated idea of one's own importance or merit.
in itself two conjugate figures, as a pentagon or triangle, ■elf1 -dls-trwst', 11. Want of confidence in one's self; diffi- aelfl-ln-duced' (-in-diist'), a. Produced by self-induction.
each side of which is the polar (as to some conic) of the
dence. - Hlf'-diB-trust'fnl, a.
selfl-ln-dnc'tance, n. The coefficient of self-induction.
opposite vertex.
Hll'dom (Bl!lf'di1m), H, The domain of self or dominion Hlf 1-ln-dDC'Uon, n. Elec. The inducing of an electroseU 1-con'aclOUB,a. 1. Conscious of one's acts or states over self.
motive force in a circuit by a varying current in the aame
as belonging to, or originating in, one's self.
Dryden. self 1-ed'u-cat 1ed, a. Educated by one's own efforts, withcircuit. See INDUCTANCE. -seU 1-ln-duc'tlve, a.
2. Conscious of one's self as an object of the observation
out instruction, or without pecuniary assistance.
selfl-ln-dul'gence, n. Indulgence of one's appetites, deof others; as, the speaker was too self-conscious.
self 1-e-leo'Uve, a. Having, or of or pert. to, the right of sires, etc. ; - opposed to self-restraint; self-denial.
3, Psycho!. Conscious of one's self, or ego, as the subject,
electing one's self, or, of a body, its own members.
sell'-ln-dul'gent,a. Indulging one's appetites, desires, etc.
or subjective element, of experience; aware of being the sell'-en-Joy'Dlent, n. Enjoyment for one's self; self. seH1-1D-sur'ance, n. Insurance of one's self or one's own
subject of any given alteration in experience.
gratification.
interests, actually or virtua]ly, as by laying aside a fund to,
- nll'-oon'sclons-ly, adv.-seU1 -oon'■clous-neas, n, nlfl-es-teem', n. The holding a good opinion of one's self;
recoup losses. - self'-ln-sur'er, n.
self-respect; also, self-conceit.
■elf'-oon-Biat'ent, a. Consistent with one's self or with
nll'-la'ter-e■t, n. Private interest; the interest or advanitself; logically consistent throughout; having each part eell'-ea-trange'ment, n. The practice in the culture stage
tage of one's self; selfishness. -self'-ln'ter-est-ed, a.
consistent with the rest. -sell'-oon-Biat'en-oy, n.
of a people of studying or affecting foreign or ancient habits self'lsh (Bi!l1fTsh), a. 1. Caring unduly or supremely for
or modes of view and breaking with the prevailing habits
■ell'-con-talned', a. 1. Reserved i uncommunicative.
one's self; regarding one's own comfort, advantage, etc.,
ll. Showing self-control or self-command ; self-controlled.
and usages current in the home life, as the use by modems
in disregard, or at the expense, of that of others; of, pert.

evident proposition. -

aelfl-eV'o-ln'UoD,n, Evolutionofone'ssell;
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■elf'-con'dem-na'tion. n,
See
r.1;;t,!~~;~gSe~·sE~/'bS.::el~~~~,,.r,-'f';!!,c:-i,v:'fli),ae1r.: SF.LF-b,
Nlf'•a-baaed', a. See SELF-a. ■~.1-ap-prov'tng, a.See SELF-b ■elf'•COD-demned',a. ReeSELF-·
aell'•a-bue'ment.
n., 1elf'-a■elf'-as-aumed',a. SeesELF· a.
■elt-con-demn'iJ1g. a., aelf'-conbu'ing. a ■elf'-ab-hor'rence 1elf'-as-1v.mp'tion 1 n. Self-con- di'tlon-inf, a. See ~i,:1,F•b.
n .• 111t·'.ab~hor'rb).g, a, ■elf'~ ceit.
[complacent. I
ori~'IB!rr.ulation
:,e;::;:L:~
a. ::lf:Ci~1::::ci,a~.~e~{i:t:i!J.
aelf 1 -co11-:ll.d'1D.g
(-kDn-fid''J'.ng),
■elf'-a-bue', n.
1. Abuse of iahed, a. See SELF-a.
a. Self-confident.
one's self, powers, faculties.
■elf'-bap-tiz'er (-blp-tiz'~r),
n. ■elf' -con-ftne'ment,
n , ■ e If' 2:. Self-deception,
Obs.
A f!le-baptist.
con'flict,
r,., aelf'•con-grat'ua. Masturbation; onanism,
■elf'-be-~t'ten, a. See SELF-a. la'tion, n. See SELF~b.
.
ad t,. of
1elf'-ac'cu-1a'tton, n., 1elf••ac- aelf'-ben'e-At, n.,aelf'-be-tray'lllf'-c011'Ju-gate-ly.
SELF-C0N,J(IUATI!:,
cu'■a-to-ry, a. See SELF-b.
al, n. See SELF-b,
lllf'-ac-cuaed', a. See SELF-a. 1elt-be-trayed', a, See SELF·a. 1elt-con'que1t, r,.. 1elf 1 -c on'■elf-ac-cu'iDr (-d-k 11z'lng),
■elf'•blnd'filg,a. Having a bind•
Hr-va'tion. 11, 1elf'•co11-11rv'a. See SELF-b,
er attachment (Bee BINDER,
tng, a., ■elf'-con-1id'er-a'tJ011,
aelt'-ac'tor, n, A self acting 4a); -said of areaper,-Hlf'11. See Sfi:u•-b.
1elf'-con-1id'er-ing, a. Considmachinel device, or apparatus;
btnd'er, n.
ering in one's own mind.
esp,:1 a se £-acting mule.
[•· 1 ■elf'-bltnd'ed, a. See SELF•&HJl'•ad-Jut'a-ble, a. See SELF- ■elf-blood', n. Obs. & Direct ■elf'-con-1umed', a. See SELF-a.
11lf••con-1mn'1Dg ( kDn-s0m'n~,e:~~!d.
:~~~1~-bout'·
n. Conb, Self-ap.
;~L~~!·sELF- ..
sumption of one's self ; specif.,
probation (Dyce).
Sliak. aelf'boun'ty, n. Inherent kind:!rt:~::~~;f1:·n.
See
SELF-b,
■elf'-a-dorn'ment, n,, ■elf-ad- ness and benevolence.
Obs.
ver'tlae-ment, ,,. See SELF b.
1elf·-bre&th', n. 0 n e's own
1elf'-con-te11V, n. Self-satisfaction ; self-complacency.
Hlf'-af-faira', n.pl. One's own· breath. ObR.
11lf'•o011-tent'me11t, n. Selfaffairs. Obs;Jove\telf;-lovinli
s~:es!~1;.~t·
satisfaction.
[SELF- b. I
~:~;t-~a,tfOJl,
~~ml1:og.
1elf'.care', n. Care of one's self. ■elf' -con'tra-dlct' •l'J', a. See
nition and judgment of the e:z.- 1elf'-ca-ta1'1-1t1, n, See SELF-b. 11lf1-con-trolled'. a., 1elf1 -c011vtct'ed., a. E!eeSELF-a.
S:!~F-&. ~::!n-:'aJtio!,n~~ee
aelf'-con-vic'tton,n. See SELF·b,
Hlf'•:5_'}'..,!.&D'dize-ment,
n., or state of being self-centered,
1
■elf'•&-;::._;'~ (-(i-ltn'lng), ab,
of.~arity tore-apond'ent,
"·• 1elf'•Cor're::tr:::-na;,t~~.':i.
s::1t!~:1ylllf'-clean.'lng, a. See RELF~r'ot..b~ issh.
111f1 -clear'ance, n. See SELF-b, =~~~~:~•r~.
1elt'•&11-DJ.'hl-lat1ed (-4-nt'hY- ■elf1 ...clm'ing
(-kUiz''J'.ng), a. print for O self-discovered," i.e.,
Sllak.
self-revealed.
lit',d), a See SELF-&,[SELF b-1 See "!ELF•aelf'-cr&-at'ed (-kr@-it'~d), a,
~
.AiitiJJe~ia
See SELF-•.
■elf'..,.a'tlon, n., 1elfl-crlt'iof a thing to itself.
tlon. n. See SELF-b.
1elf'-ap-par'ent, a. See SELF•&, 1elf'-com-mun1', n. Self-com- cl1m, n. See SELF•b,
■elf'•d&D'pr, n, Danger to one's
Hlf' •~pl&ue'
n Applause of munion. Ro.re.
[SELFone'; sell.
' ·
1elf'-oom-mu'ni-ca--tlve 1 a. See self. OhR.
lllt-de-ceiv'er,
n., 1elfl-cle■etr'-ap-~', a. See SELF-a.
11lf1-0011-cen'tered, or -cen'tre
■elf'-ap-Jlly'bur, a. See SELF-,
(-klSn-s~n't@rd), a. Con c en- cetv'Sng, a. See SELF-b.
■elf'-de-cep'tl.011, n. Self-deceit.
■elfl-ap-poin-V-e4,a. See SELF-a. trated in one'a self or itself.

lllf'•de-feat'ing,a
1elf'-de-fe11ce'.
DEFENSE.

See !,ELF-b,
Var of sEu·[SELF-b.l

::ir:::r:~~ti:_n,
A:~usa~f:n
of one's self. Rare.
■elf1 -d1-mag'net-iz 1 1Dg, a., ■elf'•
de-nl'er, 11, See sEu·~ b,
aelf'-de-pend'ent,
a. Self-reli ...
ant. --pend'B11ce, n [pendent.I
self'-de-pend'ing,
a. Self-de■elf' •de-pra.ved', n. See SELF a.
self'•de-pre'ci-a'tion.
n., ■elf'•
Se;~,
~
■tr~d', a.
See SELF- a.
1elf1 -de-1troy'er. n. SeesELF-b
nlf' -de-vel' op-ment, n. Development of one's self or of itself;
spontaneous development.
self'•dl-vi■ed', a. See SELF-&.
■elf'•de-vote'ment, n.
Self-devotion. Rare.
■elf' -de-vour'iDg,
a., self' -dlf' •
fer-en'ti-a'tlon, n.,11lf'-d1f-fu'
■Ive, a. See SELF-b.
Jtion. I
■elf'-di-ge■ 'tion, n. Auto iges-

:~a~~~fror:}•

:~~-·~e::::c1,:

I

:~:=;~~:.•a~·

~~:}-~~itf,<!eS:!°s°e~

Q!~fif;;

~!~:.!-!?if.n.

:lt!:';:;:~-ti,'!:;L;_
b.■elf'•ex-

-

::;f~~ia~1!.t.n,, a. See SELF-b.
■elf'-head'y, a.
Headstrong.

Hlf'-ex-cit'er
(~k-stt'~r),
n. sELF-b.
Elec. A dynamo whoee field ~~i!~~~~~fe:~~.l!~~fl~~
11
:Jr.1:~c-::i~p :}t:;~~:,d~f'-u■eU'•i'dol-ized. a., Hlf'•fa-DJ.'-

=fa:1/hl-br,1:;;:~-=:•:e1r,~.:;~
lle, n., ■elf'-u-pa'tri-a'tlon, n.
:: 11,~!!'!pi!i.,&-t.J;:PJ~i1:
1
lelf 1 •ex'pli-ca't1011, n., ■elf'-e:s.po'1ure. n., 1elf'•u-prea'■l011,

:!ft~:~,~:~~:-:-..
nlf'-q' _

no-rant, a., eelf'-im'mo-la/tlon,
n. See
11lf1-lm-part'ing,
a., 1elf'•impoeed', a. See sELF a.

,:I :Er.~f•im-mure'ment,

:iif,~i:c~~~Ji·,
fist'),a.
Hav- ::lf::t:~:~ur~~~-,:II:.1:~fl!
ing a notural, broken, or unn.,Nlf':~;i~~:!:ft.dt0:'ft~;~J:
See !-.F.LF·b.
:!'t't~,:r:,r~,~
:.•ii~:
:~~F~
b. :, ..~~:{:::~•
:: ~==
::t;:::
1

■elf'•lm.'preg-na'tlon,

0

1elf1 -du-clo'1111'8,n See SELF-b,
■elf'-dia-er"1)'ant, a.
Incompatible with: self or selfhood.
1elf'-di1-crlm 1 i-11a'tion, n. Dis-

■elf'-fed',

a. See SELF-&.

aelf'-lD-clu' ■ive,a. SeesBLF· 'b.
1elf1-feel'ing,11. Self-conscio•s■elf'•ln-curred.', a. See Sl!!LF•a.
neMs. Oh!(, [one's self, Ohs.I 1elf'•in'dig-na'tl011, n. Sees1:LF-Designed
HU1-flg'ured,
aelf'-flt'ttng, a.a. ~ee
~ELF-a.by ~.:,,,._a_
..,.,- .ur.uN'-•'tion[A'unt.o-lnpfechy~~-.,
,,_
■elf'-:11.&g'el.:ta'tion, n., ■elf'• ■elf'•in-flict'ed., a. See SELF·a.
lat'ter-lng,
a., ■elf'-fla.t'ter-y, ae1r1-tn-11truc'tlon,n. SeeSELF=~=!pr~ae~f'~.•~p~~411i:
n. See SELF-b.
b.
[SERVE,n., 3 c.,
■at 1 is-fac'tion, n., 1elf'•di ■- ■elf'-fo'cu-i:ng, a. See ~ELF-.
11lf1 -tn-1ur'&nce falld, See RE1ect'tng, a. See SELF. b.
■elf'•for-btd'den,a. See ~ELF-a. 11lf'-lD-ter'ro-ga'tion,
■elf'
1elf'•dia-Bolved',a. SeesELF-&. Hlf'•for-ma'tion,
n , 1elf'-ful- lD'ter-aec!t'inl, a. See Sl:LF- b.
1elf·•clla-tln'gul1h-lng, a., aeif'• :lll'ment, n, See SELF b.
J 11elf1 -ln-to:s.1i-ca'tf.on, n. Autodi-vi' ■ton. n. See SELF-b.
Hlf'-gath'ered,
a. Engrossect intoxication.
[See SBLF-•·/
Hlf'•do'bl&, a. Done by one's in one'11self or itself.
■elf'•iD-vit'ed (-Yn-vrt'ld),
a.
8(1-lf, Oh!(.
1elf'-~q'blg,
■ elft-gag'ing Hll'-ID"VD-lrz''lloa, n.
Involu•
■elf' ...d•mln'ion,
n. See RELF-b, (-gilj Ing)., a. See SELF-,
I tion in one's 11elf; hence, ab■elf'-doomed', "·• 1elf'--du'al-:ll' - ■elf' -gen er-at'ed., a.. See SELF-111tractionof thought; reverie..
tic, a., ■elf'-dubbed.', a., ■elf'• a.
[SELF-b. I ■elf'.-in-volved', a. Having inef'fort. n. See ~Et,F-a.
1 el ftif.111'1r-a'tto
11, n. See volved, or en~ed,one'■ ielf;
■elfegreene. t SILGREBN,
~ ■:~:,tloa,n. See
■elf'+Ieet'ed, a. See SBLF•a.
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n.,

::H::glo''";t~~'!',tf':,
~En1:1''
as!; ...

food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair; go; sing, hJk; Aen, thin; natyre, ver49re (250); K=ch
Full

~e:fi
..e-v ac'u-■.'ttoJ~!~•s:el
1elf'-e-volved.', a See SELF-a.

8selfET~r.,8!1-.I
1b10•'rl-oft•, a. Va,·n•,b[ofau
aelf'-gov'erned., a. See SELF•a
:~!~~a,c;;;:~:fn1~~-;~:•r.-t'n. Gratnaelf•-grat'u-la'tion,
lation of one's self; self-con-

~~heal'tng.J~ie1~ 1
~Jil;~£;.~:j
:1!~~~/J~~-nOne's own ::i~;:t:~-1~:'tl!m,
S'!~cid;,e e
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'~.. fi~it
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■elf'-en.-deared', a. Self-loving.
Rare.
Jposes or aims. Ob8.I
1elf'-ends , n. pl. Selfish purael'fer
t SILVER,
:!,f~~:-~·1::, sE~F b~elf'•U'ti■elf'•u'ti-ma'tion, n. rself-es-
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SELFISHLY
to, or characteristic of, one who cares unduly or supremely
for his own interests, etc. ; arising from selfishness.

SI. Ethics. Believing or teaching that the chief motives of

human action are derived from love of self.

Hobbes and the selfislt school of phil0t1ophers.

Fleming

(sel 1flsh-nes), n. Quality or state of being
selfish; exclusive regard to one's own interest or happiness.
aelf 1-know'lng, a. 1. Knowing one's self, or one's own
character, powers, and limitations,
2. Knowing without outside aid.
Bell1-lmowl'edge, n. Knowledge of one's self, or of one's
own character, powers, .limitations, etc.
aelf'-llfe', n. Life for or in one's self.
aelf 1-l1m.'1t-ed, a. Limited by one's or its own nature ; specif., Med., said of diseases having a definite course in a
limited period, as typhoid fever.
88U 1-love', n. Love of one's self; tendency to seek one's
own happiness, benefit, or advantage.
aell'-made 1 , a. 1. Made by one's self or itself.
SI. Having risen from poverty or obscurity unaided, esp.
without pecuniary aid; as, a self-made man.
aell'-mo'Uon, n. Spontaneous or voluntary motion.
■ell'-moved' (-moovd'), a. Moved by inherent power.
■ell'-mov'lng (-moovtl'.ng), a. Moving by inherent power.
-11ell'-move 1ment (-moov'ment), n.
aelft-o-pln'lon, n. 1- One's own opinion.
2. Opinion, esp. high opinion, of one's self; an overweening estimate of one's self or of one's own opinion.
■elft-o-pln'lon-at1 ed, a. l. Having a high opinion of one's
self ; estimating one's own views too highly ; couceited.
2. Opinionated; stubborn ; headstrong.
ae111-op'po-al 1Uon, n. Opposition of a self to itself.
■ell'lah-ness

According to Hegel in his "Phenomenolo~y," electricity aa
&imple power manifests itself as self-opposition or polarity of
W. T. Harris.
positive and negative.

11elft-o-rlg'l-nat'lng, a. Beginning with, or springing from,
one's self or itself.

aell 1-per-cep1Uon, n. Perception of the soul by itself ;
introspection.

aelft-per-plezed', a. Perplexed by doubts originating in
one's own mind.

aelf 1-pol'll-nat'ed, a. Bot. Pollinated by the anthers of
the same flower ; - said of self-fertile flowers. Cf. cnoss-aelf 1-pol 1U-na'Uon, n.
l'OLLINATED.
■elf'-POB·&eBaed', a. Haviug or exhibiting self-possession; composed in mind, manner, etc. ; calm.
aelfl-poa-aes'alOD, n. Control or command over one's
powers; self-command; presence of mind ; composure.
■elft-prea'er-va'Uon, n. The preservation of one's self
from destruction, injury, loss, etc. - self 1-pre-serv'atlve, a.- ■elft-pre-aerv'lng, a.
■ell'-pro-pel'llng, a. Containing within itself the means
for its own propulsion. -aell 1-pro-pelled 1, a. - ■ell'
pro-pel'ler, n.
■elfl-re'al-1-za'lion, n. Realization of the pcesibilities of
one's character or personality; - sometimes set forth as
the proper end of ethical action.
■ell'-re-llec'lion, n. a Reflection of the self, as by objectifying one's feelings, etc. b Reflection upon one's self
or one's own nature or feelings.
■ell'-re-gard', n. Regard for, or consideration of, one's
own self or interests.
■ell'-reg'1■-ter-1Dg, a. Registering itself; - said of any
instrument so contrived as to record its own indications of
phenomena; as, a self-registering barometer (see RBGISTBB
THBBIIIOMBTBB). - ■elfl-reg'la-tra'lion, n.
aelft-re-ll'ance, n. Relianceonone'sownpowersor
judgment.
Syn. - See SELF-C0NP'IDBNCB.
11elft-re-ll'anl, a. Reliant upon one'• self; trusting to
one's own powers or judgment.
aelft-re-nun'cl-a'Uon, n. Act of renouncing one's own
wishes, etc.; self-sacrifice. -seU 1-re-nounc'ing, a.

self'-re-pel'lent,a. Self-repelling.-aell 1-re-peltfen-cy,n.

SELVAGE

■ell1 -re-pel1J.lng,

a. Repelling by its own inherent power; Bel-Ink' (sel-jook'), n. A member of a Turkish dynllllty
which ruled over the greater part of western Asia in the
esp., made up of parts, as molecules or atoms, which mu11th and 12th centuries, establishing a number of sultantually repel each other ; as, gases are self-repelling.
ates, notably that which succeeded to the dominions of the
■ell1 -re-proach 1 , n. Act of reproaching one's self; censure by one's own conscience.
Caliph of Bagdad. -Sel-luk', Sel-juk 1l-an (-I-an), a.
■e111 -re-proach'lul, a. Reproachful of one's self.
sell (s~l), v. t.; pret. & p. p. SOLD(sold); p. pr. & ••b.n.
■elf'-re-proach'lng, a. Reproaching one's self. - ■ell'
SELL1ING. [ME. sellen, 11itlen,sullen, AS. sellan, syllan, to
re-proach'lng-ly, adv.
give, to deliver; akin to OS. sellian, OFries. sella, OHG.
self 1-re-proo(', n. Act of reproving one's self; censure sellen, Ice!. ,elja to hand over, to sell, Sw. siilja to sell,
of one's conduct by one's own judgment.
Dan. sfElge, Goth. sal,jan to offer a sacrifice; all from a
■ell'-re-proved' (-ri-proovd'), a. Reproved by one's own
uounakintoE.sale.
Cf.SALE.] l.Togive;
provide. Ob11.
conscience or one's own sense of guilt.
a. To transfer (property) for a consideration; to transfer
■ell'-re-pug'nant, a. Inconsistent.
the absolute or general title to (anything, as lands, goods,
self 1-re-spect', n. Respect for one's self; regard for one's choses in action) to another for a price, or sum of money;
character ; laudable self-esteem.
to give up for a valuable consideration i to dispose of in reaelf 1-re-atralnt 1, n. Restraint over self; self-control.
turn for something; to convey. See SALE,n.
ael11-rlght 1eo1111
(-ri 1chils), a. Righteous iu one's own esGo and sell that thou hast, and ~ive to the poor. ,J[att. xix 21,
3. To make a matter of bargam and sale, esp. in breach of
teem; pharisaical. - aell1 -rlght'eo1111-nea■, n.
self 1-sac'r1-f:tce,n. Act of sacrificing one's self, or one's duty, trust, or the like; to betray.
You would ha.ve sold your king to slaughter.
Shale.
interest, for others.
4. To impose upon; to trick; deceive i gull; cheat. Slang.
aelf 1 -aac'rl-lie'lng, a. Yielding up one's own interest,
Syn. - SELL, BARTER,VEND,TRADE,JIARGAIN.To SBLLis
feelings, etc. ; sacrificing one's self for others.
1), a. [self, a. +same.]
aeU'aame' (s~lf 1sam
Precisely the
::0~1!;~f:!R~~Raf;;:ttfe~1!~re:cE!~~ ~f~ci!:rmi:dtef~~t~
same; identical. Cf. SELF,a., 1. -self'-same'ness,
n.
applies chiefly to li!e selling (sometimes the hawking) of
self 1-sat'1•fied, a. Satisfied with one's self or one's ac- wares, merchandise, or other small articles ; the word is
not used of lands or tenements (but see VBNDOB): TRADB
tions, etc.; self-complacent. -aelf 1-aat 11JJ-lac'Uon,n.
is often synonymous .,.ith barter, and suggests esp. the ex■elf1 -aat 11B-ly'lng, a. Giving satisfaction to one's self.
aelf'-aeek'er, n. One who seeks only or unduly his own change of one particular object for another ; it also applies
to trafficking 1n g-eneral. To BARGAIN,
as here compared,
iuterest, advantage, or pleasure.
is to treat regard mg term& with a view to sale or Darter.
selft-seek:'lng, a. Seeking one's own interest or happi- See
BUY, COMMERCE.
ness ; selfish. - n. Act or habit of seeking one's own interest or happiness ; selfishness.
seH'-BOWD', a. Sown or disseminated autonomically, or hoax one in this fashion.
by inanimate agencies, as by wind, water currents, etc.
To tfell a ba.rgmn well is as cunning as fast and loose. Sl1ak.
■elf'-■lart'er, n. Internal-combustion Engines. Any of
-to •· by bulk, to sell goods as they are, without weight
or measure. - to 1. forward, to sell for future delivery.
various more or less automatic attachments, other than
the simple starting crank or an auxiliary turning engine.
!hE·t;:ki: o'!;e~:e;rf~:s db;rtit~g~u:n:be~~
~ 0: .~ 00:~ 0
aeU1-ater'Ue, a. Bot. Sterile to its own pollen; - said of To dispose of wholly or entirely; as he had sold out his com.
1
certain flowers. - ■ell'--ste-rll'i-ty, n. Cf. SELl'·l"ERTILE.
00
aell 1--stow'lng, a. Naut. Of an anchor, having no stock,
?r
f:?:n~e~tr:, 0fa~rs~~r~!~:t;g~
so that the shank may be pulled into the hawse pipe.
his margin, purchase, or obligations in respect of them),
char_ging him with any deficit; also, to sell the stocks or
■ell1 -atyled1 , a. Styled or called by one's self; soi-disant.
goods of (a person) in this way. d To betr't, ; as, to sell out
aelf'-■ul-ll 1clenl (-sil-fTsh1ent), a. l. Able to accomplish
one's own aims or ends, or to gratify one's own desires,
fnf~~J'e~·t/~;f{;i;
J::,;s""flo~ ~~ t~~J;,~~s~ of (a debtor)
without external aid or coOperation.
v. i. l. To dispose of commoditie• or property; to
2. Having an overweening confidence in one's own abili- sell,
practice selling commodities.
" A rash
ties or worth ; hence, haughty ; overbearing.
SI. To be sold ; to find bufers; as, corn sells high.
and se.lJ-sujficient manner.''
I. Watts.
to sell out. a To sell ones whole stock in trade or one's
- ■ell'-aul-ll'clence (-lns), n. -aell'-■uf-ll'clen-cy, n. entire interest. b Formerly, to sell one's commission in
■elft-aul-lic'lng, a. Sufficing for one's self or for itself;
~::s:r:r~Ss~tftes
!~~YoJ~~s fdeC:fitf:d.sati~?a!~~
self-sufficient. - ■elf1 -auf-llc'lng-neaa, n.
sell, n. l. An imposition ; cheat; hoax. Colloq.
■ell1 -aup-port'ed, a. Supported by one's self or itself.
a. A stock that should be sold. Stock Exchange Cant.
aelf 1-aup-port'1ng, a. Supporting one's self or itself.
aelf'-sur-ren'der, n. Surrender of one's self; the yield- ■ell 1er (seJler), n. Om, who sells, furnishes, or deals; a
dealer ; a tradesman.
ing up of one's self, one's will, etc., to another.
aell'lng, p. pr. & t•b. n. of SELL.- aelllngrace, Horse Ra.c■ell1 -aua-pl'cloua (sils-plsh'iis), a. Suspicious or distrusting, a race 111 which ea.ch horse is entered to be sold at a
ful of one's self.
certain price, the weights imposed varying as these prices.
aell'-lhlnk'lng, a. Thinking for one's self.
Any one may claim the right to J?UrchaRe the winner at
aelf 1-wlll', n. [AS. selfw-ill.] One's own will, eap. when the price named unless there is a higher bid. Any money
opposed to that of others ; obstinacy.
received in excess of the stated price is usually divided tte..
self'-wllled.', a. Governed by one's own will; not yield- tween the racing club and the owner of the second horse.
ing to the wishes of others ; obstinate.
Selt'zer (s~lt'ser),
or Seltzer water. A mineral water
■eU1 -wlnd'lng (-win'dlng), a. Horol. Of a clock or dial,
from Nieder Seiters, l:n the district of Wiesbaden, Gerwound automatically at short intervals by an electric motor.
many, containing much free carbonic acid ; also, an artiSe-ll'num (s~-li'nllm), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ui>..vov a kind of llcil\lly prepared water of similar composition.
parsley.J Bot. A genus of apiaceons perennial herbs, na- sel'vage } (sel 1v~i), n. [self+ edge, i. e., its own proper
tives chiefly of the Northern Hemisphere.
They have pin- ■el'vedge edge ; cf. OD. selfegge.] l. The edge or an
natel:y compound leaves and white flowers ; the fruit has
edge of a woven fabric. so formed as to prevent raveling,
promment ridges and solitary oil tubes.
often finished differently from the surface of the material.
■el'ion (sel.'yDn), n. [OF. aeillon a measure of land, F. ,ila. The edge plate of a lock.
lon a ridge, furrow, LL. selio a measure of land.] 0. Eng.
3. Mining. A layer of clay or decomposed rock along the
Hi1t. One of the strips or beds (often four to an acre) in wall of a vein ; gouge ; dig; pug,
which land was plowed in the open-field system.
4. Selvagee, either rope or wire.
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SEMIDRYING

in signalin1z or in expressing thought. - s&'mel-o-log'l.- end with the utriculus and having near one end an e:s::paacal (se'mi-o-lllj'l-kiil), or s&'ml-o-log'l-cal(setmY-),a. ~~~/~~f~~~Jay~:Jaf:i~~r:1s;~~~fig~~:~fl
s&'mel-ol'o-glst,or all'ml-ol'o-glst(-lll'a-jlst), n.
labyrinth and are filled with endolymph.
In all vertese-mel'on (st-mi 1l5n), n.; pl. BEMEIA(-a). [Gr. 1r1111-e,ov
~~dte:r:bri:ria~f;1r:t;11:~!s t~!a~i;!\s r!~f1!:"::1~~
sign.] l. Gr.&, Lat. Pros. a = MORA. b Either of the
other. They are supposed to function as a balancing organ.
two divisions (thesis and arsis) of a foot; also, a corresem'l-clr-cum'fer-ence(sem 1Y-ser-klim'fer-tns), n. Half
sponding division of a measure or colon.
of a circumference.
2. Paleog. A mark indicating a metrical or other division.
se 1mel-ot'lc(sii1mi-l5t'lk), or se'ml-ot'lc (se'mY-), a. [Gr. sem1t-clr-onm1ferU'JfJ.E1.WTc.1eci~,
fr. <T'llµ.iiova mark, a sign,l 1. Relating to en1tor(-en 1ter), n.
Surv. A kind of
signs or indications ; pertaining to the language of signs,
circumferentor
or
or to language generally as indicating thought.
dial with two fixed
2. Med. Of or pert. to signs or symptoms of diseases.
vertical
sights,
one
Sem'e-le (slm~-le), n. [L., fr. Gr. l•11-•A11.] Gr. Myth.
An earth goddess, daughter of Cadmus and mother of Di- :S":c~/~ieofh~~
~!nc!~==
onysus (which see) by Zeus. Zeus having promised her
whatsoever she should ask, she begged to behold him in zontal graduated semicircle surrounding thecompa.ss,and a movhis splendor, and was destroyed by his lightnings. Hence,
able arm, carrying a vertical
she was called Keraunla, "the thunder-smitten."
sight at each end, pivoted to the 1
ae1men (se'mln),n.; L. pl. BEMINA
(~m'l-n<i). [L., from the
1
center of the base of the semi cir- 1
root of serere, satum, to sow. See sow to scatter seed.]
cle. It is used for setting out
.•
l. A seed. Obs.
.
any
angle
and
in
preliminary
survey
land
or
buildings
to
2. Physiol. The viscid whitish fluid produced in the male work generally.
reproductive organs, which contains the spermatozoa and sem'l-clv'l-llzecl
(-sh'l-lizd), a. Partially civilized ; aphence serves to fertilize the eggs. See SPBRMATOzocSN. proaching civilization ;- usually applied to peoples emergse-mea'ter (st-m~s•ter), n. [G., fr. L. 1emestris half- ing from low culture under the tutelage of a civilized race.
yearly; ,ex six+
men&i&a month.]
A period of six
Cf. BARBAaous.-sem'l-clv'l-11-za'Uon(-ll-zii'shun), "·
months; hence, either of the two terms into which the aem'l-cD'lon(~m'l-ko'llln),
n. Punctuation. The mark
period of instruction is divided in many colleges, univerai[;] indicating a separation between parts or members of a
tles, etc. - se-mes1tral (-trill), ae-mes'trl-al(-trl-iil), a. sentence
more distinct than that marked by a comma. It
sem'l.- ($mil-).
[L. semi-; akin to Gr. ;,i,,-,
Skr. ,iimi-,
is generally used : (1) To separate clauses of a compound
AS. siim-. Cf. HEKI-.] A prefix signifying half, and somesentence when especially distinct, as when the conjunction
times partly or imperfectly; as, semiannual, half.yearly;
is ad.versative, is omitted, or-as also viz., i.e., e.g., etc.
semitransparent, imperfectly transparent.
-introduces an illustration; as (note the present instance)t
(21
sem1l-an'nu-al(-lln'1l-iil), a. Half-yearly. - sem1l-an'nn- .. Bis answer was brief; but his manner,courteous."
To se~rate phrases or clauses dependent on a common
al-ly, adv.
sem'l-an'thra-clte(-iln'thr<i-sit), n. A variety of coal in- Fo~:!~i'h~h~;f~~ 1.~:~l~r
8
r:ar~ f!~vhi~
termediate between anthracite and bituminous coal, esp.
(3) To separate phrases and clauses containing commas;
when approaching anthracite in nonvolatile character.
as, h As Cresar loved me, I weep for him; as he was fortuSem'l-A'rl-an, n. Eccl. Hi&t. A member of a party in nate, I rejoice at it ; " etc.
the church of the 4th century, which held views partly aem'l-com-blnecl'(-kllm-bind'), a. Chem. Partially or
Arian, pronouncing the Son to be in his essence like, but
loosely combined.
not identical with, the Father. - Sem'l-A'rl-an, a. 1tor (-klln-dlik 1ter), n. El,c. A substance
aem'l-con-cluc
Sem•t-A'rl-an-lsm,n.
intermediate between good conductors and nonconductora.
aem'l-au'to-mat'lc(~m 1T-6tta-milt'lk), a. Not wholly sem'l-con'aclons (-klln'shus), a. Half conscious; imperautomatic; operated partly automatically and partly by fectly conscious.
De Quincey.
hand. - n, A semiautomatic gun, lathe, etc.
sem'l-con'so-nant(-kl5n1sli-nllnt), n. Phon. A letter or
sem'l-bas'Uon(-bilslchlln), n. Fort. Either half of a bas- sound which may serve either as a consonant or as a vowel;
tion as divided by a line bisecting the salient angle.
as, in Eug.,1 orn. See Guide to Pron.,§ 50. -sem'l-con'sem'l-bl-tu'ml-nous(-bT-tii'ml-nus), a. Half or somewhat
so-nan'tal (-nlln'tlll), a.
bituminous ; - applied to a variety of coal intermediate
aem'l-con-ver1gent (-klln-vilr'jlnt), a. Math. a Not unbetween bituminous coal and anthracite, averaging from
conditionally convergent; - said of a series convergent by
virtue of the signs of the terms, but not when the moduli
a
b
15 to 20 per cent of volatile matter.
sem1l-brev&'(~m'l-briiv'), n. [semi~~:~~ ~~::::~~~c~~!J
:~':i~ ~eamdf;:::enri::~;!2
breve: cf. F. ,e1nibreve, It. semi- ♦ ,. ♦ ~ 0
aem1l-ll.e-tached'(-dt-tllcht'), a. Half detached ; partly
breve.] Mu,ic. A note having half the
'
separate.
oemldetaehed
honH,
either of two house• built
time value of the breve and twice that Forms of the Semi,
of the minim ; - now usually called a breve: a Medieval; together with a party wall.
sem'l-cll-am'e-ter
(-di-ilm't-ter),
n. Math. A radius.
whole note. It is the longest note in b Modern
sem'l-dlne (•~m'l-dln; -den; 184), n. Also -din. [,emigeneral use. See NOTB, 1 a, IIBNSURABLB IIUSIC.
+ benzidine.] Org. Chem. Any of a group of bases which
88Dl'l-oen-ten'nl-al(-~n-~n'T-iil), a. Of or pertaining to, are amino derivatives of diphenylamine ( C6H,,NHC 6H•)
or occurring at the completion of, half of a century. - n.
and are distinguished as orthosemidine, and para,ern.idine,
A fiftieth anniversary or its celebration.
aem'l-chotrtc(-ki51rik; -kllr'Yk; cf. cHoR1c), a. a Of or according as the amino group is in the ortho or para posipertaining to a semichorus. b Half choral in character,
:~~~aJ'g~8:e!!1t0~\
as utterance half snng and half spoken.
rea~emezit,
in distinction from the beuldine rearrangement, because only one NH group becomes an amino group.
aem'l-chO'rus(~m'l-kii'rus;
201), n. Mu&ic. A half
See DIPHBNYL REARRANGEMll:NT,
chorus ; a passage to be sung by a selected portion of the
voices, as by a few voices from each part, or by either the aem•t-cll-nr•nal(-di-fir'niil), a. l. Pertaining to, or accomplished in, half a day; also, occurring twice a day.
male or female voices only, in contrast with the full chorus.
2. Pertaining to the arc (or traversed in the time) betweea
Also, the portion of voices or singers so selected.
aem'l-clr'cle(-sQr'k'l), n. l. a The half of a circle, from the meridian and a heavenly body's rising or setting.
sem'l-clome'(sem'l-dom'), n. Arch. A roof or ceiling covone end of a diameter to the other ; a eemicircumference.
ering a semicircular, or nearly semicircular, room or reb Either half of a circular area divided diametrically.
2. A body or arrangement of objecte in the form of half cess. It is approximately the quarter of a hollow sphere.
sem'l-clou'ble(-dlib''l), n. Eecl. A feast of le•• solemnity
of a circle, or half of a circumference.
than a double, balf the antiphon being repeated before and
3. An instrument for measuring angles.
sem'l-clr1cu-lar (-s1lr'k1l-l<ir), a. Having the form of, or the whole after the psalms. See DOUBLE,n.,7 a.
pertaining to, a semicircle. - Hmictrclllar can.ah, Anat. & sem'l-llrJ''lng(-dri'lng), a. Imperfectly drying; -applied
·zoot., looJ):-shaped tubular portions of the membranous to oils, as cottonseed oil, intermediate between drying oils
of the linseed-oil group and nondrying oils.
labyrmth of the ear of vertebrates, communicating at each
U(-1'1.s),
D, Bib.
aem.'1-a.n'gu-lar,a.
[Jar.I 1em'l-ca11.'date, a. Having a crya'tal-llne, a. See ~EMI-.
Hl'va■. Var. of SIL\'AS
ae'mel-ot'lca (Re'm1-iit'lks) or aem'l-an'nu-Jar 1 a. Semictrcu- rudimentary tail.
sem'l-cu'bl-cal, a. Math, Char■elve. + SALVI!:,
!-,El.I'',
thii.'), n [Aramaic ahammath<J.] H'mi-ot'lca (si!i'ml->,n. Semei- aem'l-a.pe•,11. A lemur.
eem'i-cel1'1 n. Bot. Either of acterized by the square root of
■el'vedge. Var of SELVAGE
aem'i-a-qua.t'ic, a, See SEMI-. the halves of a desmid cell.
the cube of a quantity. See
= MARAN
ATHA,a curse. Obs. ology.
Hl'ver. t SJl.\'EB.
1em'a-t.rope (M§m'<l-trllp>, n. 1emelant. + SEMBLANT.
aem'l-a.rch', n. An arch having aem'l-ch&-ot'ic (-klt-lJt'Yk), a., l'ARAH0LA.
■elverne, ■elvrene. t !-IILVERN.
IIoe'mel et ol.'mul. [L. J Once only one springer and terminat- aem'I-Chri1'ti&n-tzed, a. See ■em'l-cu'bl-um (-k U.'b Y-tlm),
~ELF,
!-11!:MI-.
l~:;.~fi:fn:!~:m!ni1'f:;si~!t
:~:,:~t)1J~ent
(~m't!l-ln'sla. See sem'l-clr cle, v. t, To form or ~ 1
tt\~~(-'haii
=:.~!~~c~~8;t~~:l:
oelwyllr, a. IAS. .,lfwilk vol- ing by reflecting the 1un'1 ray1.
throw into a semicircle.
i-.F.MI-.
+ N1pn tub.] A sitz bath,
untary.] Self-willed. Obit.
aemawe. + SKAMEW.
EC)~{;;aem'i-ar'id (-llr'Yd), a, See aem't-ctr'cled. a. Semicircular. aemtcupe. "· Semicubium. Ob&
H~,
1ee'ly (se'IY), a. [AS. aemb. Abbr. Semble.
m one person.
si,:m-. - aem1i-a.-rld'l-ty, n.
aem'l-ctr'cu-la.r-ly, adv. of aem'l-cur'lf.ve, a., aem'i-cyl'la,mliq. Cf. !-IILLY.l ObR.or Scot. aem'ba.Jl. Var. of !-,AMBAL. once
der, 11., sem'i-cy-lin'd.rlc, aem't1em'bl&-bly,adv. Obs. a Simi- Se-mel'li-ua (s~-m~l'l•ilBJ Bib. aem'l•ar'mor-pierc'lng, nm'l• !-IEMfl'IHClll.AR,
ar'mour-pierc'ing, a. See SEM 1-. aem'l-clrque (~m'r-sfirk), n. A cy•lin'drt-cal, a. See !SEMI-.
f1fs!1!i~n£'·o:o~ ~8k!!J.haf
i~~i:;:lf.o
aem'per.
[L.J aem'i-ar-tic'u-late, a. Loose- semicircle ; semicircular hollow Se-mi'da (i.@"-mt'dd). D. Bib.
a Show;
nocent ; harmless. d Weak ; =Y,b1:Ut1:i~rF~t~.
jointed.
or opening among trees or hills aem'i-dal'ly, a. See !i!EMI-.
feeble ; poor; wretched. e Sim- figure; semblance; also, pomp; aeme'ly. + SEl!:MLY.
pretense. b Face ; mien; air. ae'men-ctne (lle'mtn-sln; -llen), 1J9m1l-at-tached.', n. See ~BMr-. aem'l-cla1'al-cal, a. Half or Be-ml'd&-lte■ <~-ml'd<i-lta), D.
ple; timid ; foolish ; Billy.
B1h.
fti-cal, a. See !-,EMl-.1
[LL. semmfina, itemrn zinae, Bem.'t-A.u·pa-tln'i-an, a. Theol
Nm. ,t SEAM.
[i,,EEM,1■em'blant CM!im'blitn~;••
a. [F. n.
aem'l-def'l-nlte,a., aem'i-d•1a'corrupted fr. Ar. afaint'in worm- Semi-Pelagian. - Sem't-Au'gua- f:~~ho~~s~~~h~h~!ir:.
nm. Obs. or dial. Eng. var. of
aem1i-dem'l-qua'ver, n. MU8te.
P()fs~·] 1. 1ke; re- wood. Or. 0.1f,iv6to11. Cf. ABSam (~m).
Bib. Var. of SHEM,
::_;;_~!:;>i.!!1~f~~'i-cJon',
aemitt~:,~~:I
Sam., or ■em. Abbr. Semicolon; 2 Seemml(; apparent. Rare.
s1NTH,] = !-,ANTONICA.
1a~.82:
aem'!-bar-ba'ri-an,a. t ,,..aem'l a .• aem'i-cloaed'. a., aem'l-clo'- :e~;~:e;!a~::t~
(-bld-tlv), a. Re- 11 1men-con'tra, n., or I e'm en bar-bar'lc,
a., ■em'l-bar'ba nre, n., 1em'i-col-lap1'f.ble. a. dea'ert. a., aem'i-di'a-gram ..
t:}:_~b,;c~~,~~ih),D. Bib. aem'bla-tlve
ct'nm. Pham,. Santonica, or riam, n., aem•t-ba.r'ba-rou,
sembling. Obit.
mat'ic. a. See SEMI~,
a., See ~EM(...
rtip
butterfly.I
Levant
wormseed.
1
Bem &-ehi'ah(~m'd:-kl'4). Bib.
aem'i-b&-ro'nl-al, a. See sEMr-.. semicolonbutterfy. The violet- aem'l·di'a-p&'IOD. (-d 1'4-pl'N'ma,-ol'G-CY,n. Semeiology. t'f:;~1~s!~b~&'g, obb11~mble.] sem'&-nif'er-ou (M!'.m'@-nlf'@raem'l-beam', n. A cantilever.
sem'l-col'umn, n. A half col- zl:Sn),n. Medieval Music. A
tlsJ. Var. of SJtMJNU'EROUS.
aem'ble, u. t. To resemble;
, Ob11.
aem!i-be'Jan, n. At Scotch uni- umn ; a column bisected longi- diminished octave.
B•m•'o-eto'm&-ta
( 11@-m11ts- also, to liken ; compare. Obs. ■ement + CEMENT.
a second-year student. tudina.Ur, or along its axis. ll ae'men-te'r& (sl'm~n-ti'rii.),n. versities.
11to'm4-t4; -stlSm'4-td:), n. pl.
semlbref + SEMTBBl!:VE.
aem'l-co-lum'nar, a.
LObit.I
[NL ; Gr. a.,,µ.a.la.a military ~:!>!:E~:L~~lb'~a.v.1.'T:a!:
n. Mw1ic. A semi- aem'i-com-b111t',a.Half burnt. or diminished fifth.
~~J ...~,~:!~ate~l~~@-?Ss'ti'l- aem'l-brief',
semble ; gather ; collect.
brevP. Ohs, or Archaic.
aem'l-com-pact', a. See SEMI-•
md), n pl. = SEMN.0STOMATA.
aem'i-ball',
n.
R.
C.
Ch.
A
bull
:;o'iiih~iriotz. ~O~~i11it: 0~ I. To meet; to cope (with).
■em!l-com-plete',
a.
ZoOL
In• :;~-~:al?}1;:;;:en\~~t
Bem'e-rl'a(~m'~-r1'4). D. Bib. issued by a pope between his complete (as apphed to the metdi'a-ph&-u'i-ty (-dl'<l-fti-ni'Yum'ble, ■em'bly, n. [See AS- Sem'a.ron
(s~m'@-rlSn).D, Bib. election and coronation,
tl), n.
amorphosis of some insects).
~~8:irfh:r~ roa::i!n a g~o;,~I SE>t:BLE,ASSEMBLY,]
Obit. 1. Asn.
NuRic. A
■em'i-di'&-tea'a&-ron C-dt'd-U!ia'and often tuberculatef free lip,11,sembly; company; gathering.
aRa~~: se- aem'l-ca'dence,
lr!f~~1~'fl!if:}8~o~ethi:gac~!: 4-rtin), n. Medieval Jlu,ic, A
CADENCK,
8.
half
cadence.
See
2.
Meeting;
encounter.
at th
aem'l-cal-ca're-ou.1. a., ■em.'t ju,:cate.
aem'ble-ty, n. Semblance ; ap. aemetoey. t CEMETERY,
[visible, ObR,I diminh1hedfourth,
aem'i-ac'id
(11~m'Y-111'1
d),
a
cal-cined' (-kl l-s Ind'; -kll'- um'i-con-1plc'u.ou 1 a. Partly
rObit.l
Se-ma'la (llf-mi'yd; a@-m1'4). pearance. OhR,
Subacid.
See
[R~=l~JCII!,.,..
alnd), a. SeesEMI-.
adv. Likewise.
aem'i-con-trac'tlon, n. See
4linf~'tlarge pot aem'ble-win',
[i'erior cope. Oh1,1 tone: cf. It. aemidtl,mo.) ~edi-aem'i-car'ba-zlde, n. Also -zld. SEMI-,
aem.'bJy. T s11:1:HLY.
aem'l-cope', n. A short or in- tma1 Mutu'c. A hemiditone.
aeme. t: SEEM,
[SEAM\ rl-al, a,, eem'i•&m-plu:'l-caul. a Chem. See CARBAZIDE.
for liquor, Ob11.
aem:1-dJ-vlne',
a.
See
SBMJ..,
HJDe.
Obs.
or
dial.
Eng.
var.
of
sem'i-cor'ne-ou.
a.
See
~EMI-,
aem'l-car'dl-nal, a. t "· Naut.
Se-lll&IIS'(111!-mlng'),n. A NeSEMI-.
[IANAH.I
Rare.
aem!l-cro'ma, 1em'l-crome, n. ■em'l-dole', n. rL.1emi- semt.
-gritooC a tow-culture roup of ■eme, n. tv. LSeeSEAM,aload. See
■emtan, Hmiaml&,
t !!HAM- = rNTll:RCARDINAL,
( lt.Remicroma.] Med,eual MUBic. + dolium a large jar.] A veaeel
nearly e:1::tincttribes o the in- Load ; burden. Ob•r:r,t~::r:!:1,;~·!:!t'1~-kir'tr•
holding half a tun ; a pipe. Obit
A semiquaver, or 16th note.
1 Bem'•
terior of the Malay Peninsula. Sem'•ber (8'"m'@..bt!r)
Nm'l-cu'tr&te, v. t. To de- um'l-crotch'et, n, A semi- Nm·l·d•••'ti-cat'ed,a
.•-'1D. Bib.
prive of one testicle. - Hm'l- croma. OhR.
plr.D'd.or'mant, a .• ••'1-doa.''bll, a.
0le~u~Eln-. - cu-lra'Uoa,
:;_~~~:::P~!tr
,a.
See I.Cllh
81111?-a-rlth
(Bl m'A-rH h), and Be'me-t'a Cll'ml!-t'4), Se'me-t'■-- 1 t-cru-ta'ce0111, a., -. 11- 1118.'l-dra-mat'ic,a.

ael'Vagecl,ael'veclgecl(s~l'v~jd), a. Having a selvage.
18l1va-gee1 (~1 1vti-jii'), n. a Naut. A skein or hank of

rope yarns wound round with yams or mar line, for stoppers, straps, etc. b A number of parallel wires bound together with a fine wire serving.
ae-man'Uca(si-mlln'tlks), n. [Gr. lr1!1'avTtKo<significant,
fr. ar,µ.a.ivew to signify, uijµ.a. sign: cf. F. semant-ique.]
Semasiology.-se-man'Uc
(-t'ik),a.
aem'a-phore(s~m'<i-for; 201), n.
[Gr. uijµa a sign+ -phore: cf. F.
•~maph01·e.] A signal telegraph,
as an apparatus used esp. on railroads for giving signals by the dis-C
position of lanterns, flags, oscillating arms, etc., or a f:loating device
displaying signals showing the depth
of water in a waterway.
aem'a-phore,v. t. &: i. ,- -PH0REn
(-ford; 201); -PH0R'INO(-fiir 1fog).
Q
To signal by semaphore.
aem1a-phor'ic(-fllr'lk) la. Ofor
aem1a-phor'l-cal(-l-kal)
p e r •
taining to a semaphore or semaphores; telegraphic. - s em' aphor'l-cal-ly,adv.
sem'a-phor'lst (s~m'<i-for1Yst ; s~mlll'~-rist; 201), n. One who manages or operates a semaphore.
se-ma1sl-ol'o-gy (s~-mi'sl-lll'~-jY),
n. [Gr. 1r1111-a.uia.
signification +
-logy.J Philol. The science of a Semaphore Arm (horimeamngs or sense development (of zontal for u stop;., inwords); the explanation of the de- clined downwards for
'f'elopmentandchangesofthemean"go ahead~'); b_Lanings of W?rda. - ae-ma1sl-o-log'i/~r1rig:~~e~t~r~;
cal (-li-lllJ'l-kiil), a.
wifh Red (c) and Green
se-mat'lc(s~-milt'Tk), a. [Gr. ~11-a, (<i) GlaBBeo(red, occurcniµ.aToi, sign, token. l Biol. Serv- rinf with a horizontal,
ing a~ a warning of danger, a8 th~ :ithor ~isl~th': r:ef~:
conspicuous colors of certain poi- 0 go ahead") . e Front
andf Back.Wire, pulled
sonous or dangerous animals.
Hm'a-t_,ol'O-rf
(~m•~-tlll'li-jl), n. rfr!ifj°j.\m 1~n~,fn~~ui',;
[Gr. O'TJµa.,0'111'?-Toi;,
Sign._+ _-log_y.] stop¥,position,incaee
The study or science of md1catmg a wire breaks
thought by signs.
aem'bla-ble (~m 1bl<i-b'l), a. [F., fr. ,embler to seem,
resemble, L. 1imila1·e, simulare. See SIMULATE.]Archaic.
1. Like; alike ; similar; resemb1ing.
Chaucer.
2. Apparent; ostensible; seeming.
-n.
Likeness; representation;
resemblance.
Archaic.
aem'blance(-blltns), n. [F. See SEMBLABLE,
a.] l. Image;
likeneas ; form ; figure ; as, in the aemblance of a man.
2:. Countenance; face ; aspect. Obs.
8. Seeming; appearance; e.-p.,speciousappearance or seeming ; outward show ; as, the semblance of virtue or worth,
Their itemblance kind, and mild their gestures were. Fairfax.
4. Likeness; resemblance, actual or apparent; similarity.
Syn. -See RESBMBLANCB.
.
sem'ble (slm'b'l), "· i. [F. sembler. See SEKBLABLB,
a.]
l. [F.] Law. It seems ; - chiefly used impersonally in
reports and judgmenta to express an obiter dictum.
2. In Obs. senses: a To seem. b To dissemble. c To make
a representation or likeness i to imitate.
■e-m6'(se-mii'),a. [F.,sown.]
Sown.-n.
Inart,aaprinkling or strewing; ornamentation or a pattern consisting of
separate objects or groups of small figures, as flowers or
stars. In heraldry these are generally disposed regularly;
in Oriental art they sometime• appear sprinkled at random.
Sem1e-oar'pus(~m•$-kik'~•;
se'mt-), n. [NL., said to
be fr. Gr.1r11i,•iov mark+
Ka.p,ro< fruit.]
Bot. A rather
lar!fe genus of East Indian anacardiaceous trees having
coriaceous leaves and small panicled flowers with five petals,
five stamens, and three styles. The fruit is a hard nut with
a thick rind containing an acrid juice which stains black.
S. anacardium is the marking nut.
1ra-phy (sii1mi-llg 1r<i-fi;
ae'met-og'ra-phy,or a&'ml-og
sign +-graphy.]
A scientific
se'mT-), n. [Gr. 1r1111-•iov
description of signs; specif., Med., a description of the
signs or symptoms of disease.
se'mel-ol'o-gy, or s&'ml-ol'o-gy(-lll'a-jY), n. [Gr. IT't,-c.~iova mark, a sign
-logy.] Science or art of signs.
Specif.: a Med. Symptomatology.
b Art of using signs
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SEMITENDINOSUS

aem1l-E11-clld'e-an,aem11-Eu-clid'l-an {ei!m'J-11:-k!Td'- 3. A place of education, as a school of a high grade, an sem'l-pu'pa(sl!m'l-pii 1p<i), n. Zoiil. a A stage in lfle de.

~-iin), a. Math. Midway between Euclidean and Lobachevskian ; -said of a geometry that admits of more than
one parallel through a point, but in which the sum of the
angles in a trianiile is still a straight angle.
sem1l-fa118Dce'(-flVyiiNs'), n. Pottery with a glaze very
thin, or transparent.
Cf. P AIBNCB.
sem'l·fl'nal (-fi'niil), a. Sports. Half final; - used in
tournaments of the round, or matches in it, before the final
or last round. - n. A semifinal round or match.
1 (sl!m/J-fleks 1 ), v. t.
aem'i-Ue:a:
To flex or bend halfway.
NID'l-flez'ion(-flek'shiln), n. A bending or flexion halfway.
118JD'l-U11'1d
(-floo1Jd ; 243), a. Imperfectly flnid ; very visA semifluid substance.-sem'cous, but not solid.-n.
l-fl11-ld1lc
(-floo-Jd 1Ik), a. -sem'l-f111-ld'l-ty(-J-tl), n
aem'i-leDB'(sem/J-ll!nz 1), n. Optics. A half of a lens divided along a plane passing through Its axis.
NID'l-len-UC"ll-lar
(-Ien-tlk'~-l<ir), a. Half lenticular or
convex; imperfectly resembling a lens.
1
aem 1-lu'nar(-Iii'ntir), a. Shaped like a half moon.
Nmllanar bona, .dnat., a bone of the carpus (which see). -

velopment of certain illsects (as bees) between the larva
academy, college, or university.
and pupa. b A pseudopu.P.a. - sem'l-pulpal (-pill), a.
4. [See SBIIINARY,a.] A Roman Catholic priest educated
in a seminary, esp. a foreign one; a seminarian.
Obs.
sem'l-quad'rate(-kw!Sd'rat)} n. Astrol. An aspect of
6. = SEMINAR. ,
sem11-quar1tlle (-kw6r'tll)
heavenly bodies when dissem'l-nate (s~m'T-niit), v. t.; -NAT'ED (-niitted); -NAT1ING tant from each other the half of a quadrant, or forty-five
degrees, or one sign and a half. - sem11-quar'tlle,a.
{-nat 1Jng). [L. seminatus, p. p. of seminare to sow, fr.
semen, seminis, seed. l To sow; spread; disseminate. Ra're. sem'1-qua1ver (s~m'l-kwii 1ver), n. 1. Music. A note writsem11-na1Uon (-nii'sh1n), n. [L. seminatio: cf. F. sernl- ten with a stem and two pennants,
a
b
nation.] l. a Act of sowing or spreading; dissemination.
and having the time value of half
~ ~
Rare. b Bot. The natural dispersal of seeds. Obs.
the qu~ver and one sixteenth of
,~•
;
2. Propagation. Obs.
thesem1breve;-nowusuallycalled
sem'i-nlf'er-ous(-nlf'er-us), a. [L. semen, seminis, seed a sixteenth note. See NOTE,1 a.
Forms of the Semiqua--ferous.] a Bot. Seed-bearing ; producing seed. b
Fig. Averybrieftime,orsomever: a Medieval; b.
Zool. & .dnat. Bearing or producing semen ; as, the aemt- thing lasting for a very brief time. Modem.
nltarou■ tubules in the testis.
The spermatozoa develop from sem'l-q'llln'tlle(-kwTn'tll; see -ILB), n. Astrol. An aspec1t.
the epithelial cells which line these tubules.
of heavenly bodies when distant from each other half a.
Sem1i-nole (sem'l-nol), n. One .of a tribe of Muskhogean
quintile, or thirty-six dl!grees. - seuVi-quln'tlle,a.
Indians, orig. a part of the Creeks who settled in Florida Se-mlr'a-mls (se-mlr'<i--mTs), n. [L, fr. Gr. ::z,,.ipai,«.}
after the native tribes had been destroyed by the whites.
A mythical Assyrian queen, wife of Ninos and ruler afterIn 1843,after a seven y;ears' war, the majority were removed
him, noted for great beaut1,, wisdom? and voluptuousneaa •.
to the Indian Territory: (see FIVB CIVILIZEDN ATI0Ns). She was reputed to have built many cities, including Baby-.
Those in Florida still adhere to tribal customs.
Both
Ion, conquered Egypt and much of Asia and Ethiopia, and,
branches contain Negro admixture. - Sem'i-nole, a.
unsuccessfully attacked India.
~fhn~~!~~ ~~;er
sem'ln-va'rl-ant(sem'ln-vii'rl-ant; 115), n. [semi-+ in- Bemlram!■ of the North. a Margaret (1353-1412),daughter·
left) aggregationsa.::f smaller f"~lia forming fart of the
.of Waldemar IV., king of Denmark. On the death of hervariant.] Math. A function(ofthecoelllcientsof
a binary
son, Olaf (d. 1387)who had succeeded his grandfather in,
quantic) that is unch~ed,
except for a constant factor,
~~~~!~:~~~ lo':,; (~:i,~~~~ace~T1':imf.
by the substitution of either z
/1.for z or y
/1.for y,
.dnat. See POSTGRACILB.
- 1. valve■, .dnat., three stroni;,
~~~:"~~ i'i~~~~Ii!~~e~rt!~~::.i~
but not necessarily unchanged by both substitutions. l<ingofSweden, who had supplan{ed Haco's father in that
1
0
~:'~1i\'l,'!,late~~k;f.\it:
fr~:h
aem'ln-va'rl-an-tlve(-iin-tlv), a.
country( she was acknowledl\'.d queen of Sweden. b Catheback from the pulmonary artery or aorta.
sem11-nymph1 (el!m1I-nlmf'),n. Zoiil. The pupaofaninsect
1ber (sl!m/J-mem 1 ber), n. Engin.
aem'1-mem
A tie or strut
which undergoes only a slight change in becoming an imago.
li:;9i:.;~f::"A!i~!
ont::-·e~~~;~r,:~n~rg~i!:::
in a frame or truBB that ceases to act as such when the sem1l-0Hl'clal (-<1-flsh'iil), a. Half olllcial; having some portant wars.
1clal-1Y, adv.
stress in 1t tends to be reversed by variation in the load.
olllcialauthority or importance. -aem 11-of-fl
selll'l-reg'u-lar {sem'l-rl!g 1~-Itir), a. Geom. Designating
a solid whose edges are all equal, and dihedral angl~
1bra-no1B'll8{-mem'br<i-no'sus), n.
(sem/J-o 1piil2, n. An opal without opalescence.
118Dl'l-mem
[NL. See aem'l-O'pal
equal, and faces equal but not regular polygons.
n111-; IIIBIIBRANous.] Anat. A large muscle of the inner sem1l-pal'mate (-pill 1mat) } a. Zoo/. Having
the anterior toes
sem'l-rlng1 (sem'l-rTng 1), n. Zoiil. One of the incom.
part and back of the thigh arising by a thick tendon from sem'l-pal'mat-ed(-rniit-ed)
,
joined only part way down with a web.
r,iete cartilaginous rinf of the upper part of the bronchial
the back part of the tuberosity of the ischium and inserted
1amipalmated plover a small ring plover
J
{by a tendon which forms part of the inner hamstring) into
~r~~gin~ebi~i~~
a part of the syrinx, or
lUls
sernipalmata)
breeding
in
Arctic
America
~
the inner tuberosity of the tibia.
sem'l-ro'ta-ry(-ro't<i-ri'I, a. Capable of turning or rocksem'l-month'l.y{-mlinth/JI), a. Coming or made twice in and migrating to South America. It is similar
ing
about
halfway
round
;
as,
a
semirotary
valve.
0
0
a month. - n. Something done or made every half
fue~~gs~!"a".;'o
~:~
sem'l-round'(s~m 1I-round 1 ; 87), a. Round on one side and
month, esp. such a periodical. - sem'l-month'l.y,a4v.
l&D.dPiJter,asmall, widely distributed American S~~eiBali
flat
on
the
other.
n.
A
semiround
object.
sem'l-mutet(el!m1T-miit'), a. Having the faculty of speech sandp1ter (Ereunete., pusillus) sli~htly larger O f L~~ Sem11-8az'on, a. Half Saxon ; - esp. applied to the· En11hut imperfectly developed or partially lost.
wing
- lish language of the period 1150-1250. -Sem 1l-&u1:'on,
n.
Nm'i-nal (sem/J-nal), a. [L. se,ninalis, fr. ••men, seminis, ~:~ leei.~a:\::;:,~~-itit1~~~tt:v;yriermipal•
11-aez'tlle (sem 1I-seks 1tll;
see -ILB), n. Astrol. That
aeed, akin to serere to sow: cf. F. seminal. See sow to aem'l-pal-ma'llou(-pill-mii'sbun), n. State of being semi- sem
aspect
of
two
heavenly
bodies
when
distant
from
eacil
palmate;
partial
webbing.
scatter seed.] 1., Pertaining to, containing, or consisting
other the half of a sixth, or one twelfth part of a circle,
Sem11-Pe-la'gl-an, n. Eccl. Hist. One who held doctrines
of, seed or semen ; as, the seminal fluid.
1tlle, a.
or thirty degrees. - sen1'1-sez
that were, on the one hand, modifications of the Pelagian
9. Contained in seed; holding the relation of seed, source,
doctrine of the absolutely free will of man and his ability aem'l-spl-na'l.ls(-spi-nii'lls), n. [NL. (sc. musculus); L.
or first principle; holding the first place in a series of desemihall
spinalis
,.pinal.l
Anal. A deep layer of
to save himself and, on the other hand, of the Augustinian
veloped results or consequents; germinal; radical ; primUBCleof the back on ench si<leof the spinal column exdoctrines of predestination and of sin and its consequence:
mary; original ; rudimentary; as, seminal virtue.
tending
from
the
lower
dorsal
region
to the axis vertebra.
viz., that divine grace was necessary to complete salvation.
Hminal &Dlm&lcule
or :ft.lament,Biol., a spermatozoon. - •·
A conspicuous early Semi-Pelagian was John Cassianus, a It consists of a number of long, slender fasciculi, each aris-0
ing from the transverse process of one of the lower verte.
French monk (died about 448), who held to a proclivity of
the heart to sin and to the necessity of the Spirit's insuccessive parts of it are represented by the tubules of the
g~n!::i~dgi~r~iw::i1:i~~:i:r:::s~r:e:e~
epididymis, the vas deferens, and ejaculatory duct. - a. fluences, while he rejected the Aug'll:stinian doctrines of
unconditional predestination 2 the inability of man of him~
1~~;,~/7.it~if,\'l.~":fp:~:~~~1~.~=a~~1~•,~Mr.
1•
0~;
perseverance of the saints. Sem1lte (sem'it), n. 1. One of the descendants of Shem.
formed in different animals, connected with the seminal
1
1
2.
A
member
of
a
Cauca,sian
race
now
chiefly
represented
duct, and serving for temporary storage of the semen.
Sem 1-Pe-la gl-an, a. Half Pelagian ; of or pertaining to
by the Jews and Arabs, hut in ancient times including also
sem11-nal'i-ty(sem'l-n~l'l-tl), n. Quality or state of be- the Semi-Pelagians or their tenets.
the Babylonians, Assyrians, Aramreans, Phrenicians, and
ing seminal.
Sir T. Browne. sem1l-per'me-a-ble(-pfir 1me-<i-b'l), a. Half or partially
sem11-nar' (sem 1I-nllr 1), n. [G. See SEMINARY,n.] A permeable ; - said specif. of membranes such as are used various other peoples of southwestern Asia. Cf. SBMITI0,
The term Semite iR used both in an ethnological and in a lin.
in studying osmosis. See OSMOTIC PRESSURE.
group of students engaged, under an instructor, in original
guistie sense. As originally employed by J. G. Eichhorn at the
research in a particular line, and in exposition of the re• sem11-por'ce-laln(sem 1l-p6r'se-Ian;
-p6rs/]an), n. a A
close of the 18th century, 1t embraced the peoples grouped in
kind of porcelain resembling earthenware in its lack of
sults by theses, lectnres, etc.; - caned also &l!minary.
Gen. x. as the u sons of Shem." Since, however, 1t has been
sem11-na'd-an(sem 1I-na 1rT-iin; 115), n. A member of, or .translucency or inferior finish. b Less correctly, a kind
t~r'::i
of earthenware thought to resemble porcelain.
one educated in, a seminary, specif. an ecclesiastic so edu•
race has b~en modified to designate a race distinguished b~
cated for the priesthood. -sem 11-na1rl-au-lsm(-lz'm), n. sem'l-port'a-ble(-por't<i-b'l; 201), a. Capable of being
the
followrng
features : dolichocephalic skulls ; curly and
sem'i-na-ry (sem/J-na-rl), n.; pl. -RIES (-rlz). [L. semi- comparatively easily moved, but not designed for ready
abundant hair ; slightly w1:~vyor straight strong bee.rd, the color
narium, fr. 1eminariU8 belonging to seed, fr. semen, semi~ transportation; specif., Mach., designating a steam engine
black ; prominent
nis, seed. See BBM:INAL.]1, A plot where seed is sown with an attached boiler, but not mounted on wheels.
(sem 1T-ten1dT-no 1sus), n. [NL. (sc.
to raise plants for transplantation;
a nursery.
Obs.
sem'l-pre'cloua(-prl!sh'ils), a. Precious in an inferior de- sem1l-ten1dl-110'BUB
musculus). See SEMI-; TBNDINOUS.].dnat. A fusiform
2:. Hence, a seed bed, source, or origin ; the place or orig• gree ; - applied specif. to such stones as amethyst, garnet,
muscle of the posterior and inner part of the thigh. It
inal stock whence anything is brought •r produced.
tourmaline.
See PRECIOUSSTONB.
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SEMI-,

aem/1-aer'vlle, a. Half servile;
~f~e~~e~ff:~iJCor!;:~~~oc~:~s;:
the Welsh aillt, having -many
rights of freemen, but not free
in other respects.
■em.'1-Bhrub', n. A subshmb.
1em'i-■mile', n. See SEMI-.
aem'i-sol'itl., a. Partially solid,
aemiaoun. n. A half sound ; l\
low tone. Obs.
aem'l-aov'er-e:lp-ty, n. Se•
SEMI• (Cf QUASI
SOVEREIGN),
aem'i-apec'u-lum, n. /:Jurg. .A.
~~~~~cY~~~~~redin1':tf! 1
of the bladder in lithotom:v.:, ·
aem'i-aphere, n. A hemisphere,.
aem'l-spher'ic (s~m'Y-ef~r'l'k)l
aem/i-spher'l-cal (-I-kal), a. =
HEMISPHERIC,
::ill}J;.?,'~'~~d;l-1qu:-:~l:.p/:

~!:f

SEMI-,

1em'i-square 1 , n • .Ast.rol. An a.11-.

t:~~e~~Y
t:O~if.1~!~gr~~s ~::·
each otlier.
[U. s,1
nm'i-steel', n. Puddled steel.
1em'l-1trat'l-:lled, a. See Sl!:lfl•,
aem'i-au'per-nat'u-ral, a. Half
supernatural ; - Raide1rt of the.
rsfi°m~~~t:r,t

::~)f~&

·TlE(-ti!). [L.,apath.]

n~l?g:i.
Zoo!. A

::A~l!'n-;le'::'~~i~U:l!
H~~ing aome, but not all, of the cyl-.

inders, etc., arranged tandem;
- said of an expanaion engine.

;::i;~~;,:\\•
a:·ar!'~:~ni}!~aemitary. +
SCIMITAR.

sem'l•Ta'ta.r, a, See SEHi-.
i:~k!· pa~t~
divide into paths or ways. 01,A.

~~.,t&f8o'

f!~f=~

-~,::,~!'1;!i,~f'·A''f.,~.
lous animal half bull, half man ..

::~

1

aemite-

iile, ■enite, c&re, •m, account, Ii.rm,

+ SAMirB,

ask, sofa; eve, ilivent, Ind, reel!nt, maki!r; ice, m; old, tlbey, 3rb, 6dd, a&ft, c/Snnect ; use, t\ntte, ilrn, ilp, clrct1s, menu; ·
II Forelp
Word.
-t Oboolete \'arlant or. + eombh1ed with. = eq11ala.
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aem11-v1t'r1-fl-ca'tton
(s~m1I-vlt'rl-fI-ki'shlln),

n. Half
or imperfect vitrification ; also, a semivitrifled substance.
aem't-vit'rl-fted(-vWrI-fid), a. Half or imperfectly vitrified ; partially converted mto glass.
aem'l-vo'cal (sem'I-vo'kill)} a. Phon. Of or pertaining
aem't-vo-cal'lo(-vt-kll'lk)
to a semivowel; half vocal
or voiced; imperfectly sounding.
aem'1-vow1el (s~m'l-vou'el), n. Phon a A sound intermediate between a vowel and a consonant, or partaking of
the nature of both, as that of Eng. w or y. b A letter
or character representing such a sound. The liquids l, r,
and nasals m, n, ng, are classed as semivowels by some.
0
!~r.~~~.:~r.!!1:i1i!:iir~~
:¥~e~~~tFnftr'j.~g~oai,';':!~
aem11-wa'ter gaa. A fuel gas intermediate in composition between water gas and producer gas, made by blow0
r,::~::re~~~i:'!.\:lfi:ci~~t':i~i;:~e
t~~~~ ing a mixture of steam and air into a producer.
tt":ol
stems; constant character of the consonants in these stems, aem11-Week'l.y(si!m11-wiik11I), a. Coming, or made, or
inflections being determined by vowel changes· agreement
of noun and verb formation , restriction of verbal tense to done, once every half week. - n. That which comes or hapcompleted and incompletea action.
(See INFLECTIONALpens once every half week, esp. a periodical. - adv. At intervals of half a week.
aem'o-ll'Da(si!m'li-lii'n<i), n. [It. ,emolino, fr. aemola bran,
tt.:'l~~':',;~ofv~e.:'i::'!\'~.%eiC::f~~'!i,~
DOlUI, 1). The languages may be grouped as follows:
L. limila the finest wheat flour. Cf. SBHOULB,
BIHNBL.]
Coarsely ground and carefully purified millTABLE OF SEMITIC LANGUAGES.
ing products of wheat, esp. hard wheat, UB0d
for macaroni and in cookery.
1per-vt'vum (-vi'vllm), n.
Sem
[NL. Bee
LANGUAGES
AND
DIA•
I
CHIEF
LOCALITY
GROUP.
I
SUBGROUP,
LECTS.*
•
BBIIPBBVIVB.]Bot. A large genus of Old
~
World crassulaceous
a:i
herbs, often acaulescent, and with extremely fleshy leaves.
They have cymose, variously colored flowers
~~~':l~b1:(Slrf~bM~:~
,
North
NorthSrD. Arabic.
with numerous sepals and petals. 8. tectotam1an,E~ypfta~'l"umaian,
• a Central Africa,
rum is the common houseleek.
Maltese,
man,
nzibar).
l
K&la:,ala. etc.
0
aem'pl-ter'Dal
(si!m'pl-t0r'nill), a. [L.
ID
Mif!.aJan, Sabrean or HiraarSouthern Arabia.,
piternus, fr. ,emper always: cf. F. sempiSouth
II
ternel.]
Of
never-ending
duration ; everArabie
b~~ta~~i~::a'!,::~s~kor:t
! Bokotra.
Bouthom. ---lasting; endless; eternal ; perpetual.

arises from the tuberosity of the ischium, along with the
biceJlBfemoris, and is inserted by a remarkably lonif, round
tendon, which forms part of the inner hamstring, mto the
inner surface of the upper part of the shaft of the tibia.
Sem-lt'tc ("5-mrt'Ik), a. Of or pert. to, or characteristic
of, the Semites or the family of languages spoken by them.
Semitic laaguages, a family of inflectional languages, JK!S•
■essinl records of extreme ant~uiJ,
now spoken mamly
tro!~f i~g~i~~ 1~~•{ii:"typ~i.e~~\caAk:'..:lt~),c:J:;
Semitic languages have the longest recorded history (cf.
BABYLONIAN,2),andarealsot.heleastdiversifledofthegreat

t~f~
ot':

=
"

tr..~c:=~z.ie

I

;;l~~~~{at~=i~n;';,t;1.:.~hg:a=~~n~o~~:.'ii~:
~t~f:'e~
superseded by the emperors' constitutions about 300A. D.

aend (send), "· t.; SENT(sent); SBND'ING. [AB. sendan;

akin to OS. sendian, D. zentfen, G. aenden, OHG. senten,
lcel. senda, Sw. siinda, Dan. sende, Goth. aandjan, and to
Goth. sinp a time (properly, a going), gasinPa compaoion,
OHG. sind journey, AS. liilf, Ice!. sinni a walk, journey, a
time, W. hyma way, journey, Oir. ,et. Cf. BENSE.]1. To
cause to go in any manner. Specif. : a To commiSBionor
direct to go; to dispatch ; as, to •end a messenll"r. b To
cause to be borne or carried ; to procure the going, transmission, or delivery, of ; as, to aend a message.
O send out thy light and thy truth; Jet them Jead me, Ps. xliii. 3.

c To Impel; throw ; hurl; as, to send a ball, an arrow.
2. To cause to come, happen, be, etc. ; to bestow ; grant;
inflict. " God send him well."
Shak.
And sendeth rain on the juE-tand on the unjust.

5

B=•
I• -·
Eth1opic.

1111

◄

----

East.

Weit.

II

Hebrew,
Hebraic.

A3:'lmtte, <;eez, Amharic,
Tigrfe, Tignna.

I Aby■IUlll,.
I

To lose our sempiternal memory.

Bab11lonian ( Chaldean), As- i Ancient
Babylosyrta,a.
i Dia and A.11yrta.
Babylonian, Aramaic, Syr- I ADclentBab7ilonia 1
!:~c.Mandmc, Modem Ara,. \
I
Bibltcal and /'alestintan P&lostlno, NorthAramaic, Samaritan, Pal- om Arabia.
myrene, iVabatman.

::1r=.:•
Jl.·

Hebrew (Biblical, .1.fluhnaic,
..Veo•Hebrewl, Moabitish,

Canaanitic,

Canaanit,sh,

Pha,nician,

Phamician, Punic.

P&lootlne.
Phmlllcia,
tbage, etc,

Sem-lt'tos(-Iks:I, n. The scientific study of the language,

Oar-

nitaa. l Quality or state of being sempiternal ; auration without end.
ae-mun'cl-a (sl-mlln 1shI-<i), n. [L.; 1emi
+unciaounce.]
Rom.Antiq. Halfanuncia;
also, a bronze coin of this weight (in the semunclal system the same as the as). See uncia, under WBIGHT and under MBASURE.
ae-mun'ol-al (-shI-111; -shill; 7), a. Rom .
A ntiq. Designating, or pert. to, a standard
of coinage set by the le:,;Papiria in 89 B. c.,
fixing the weight of the as at a half ounce.
aen'ate (s~n'1:t), n. [ME. senat, F. aenat, fr •
L. senatus, fr. s~nex, gen. 1enis, old, an old
man. See sBNIOB,BIB,l 1. Lit., an assembly
of old men or elders ; Dence, an asaembly or
council with the highest deliberative and legislative functions. Sl{"cif.: a Ancient Rome.

IJ/ie
n~'t~:'."t~f.::.

• Parentheses denote dialects, ttahcs dead languagea.

Emerson

aem1pl-ter'Dl-ty (-nI-tI), n. [L. sempiter-

f:~J3!~";,~

0

rie «;.fn!!'~e:\!!~·

Matt. v. 4S.

S. To cause to become ; to make; as, to send one mad.

rcr::r:~~!f8}rt
1:~nt
!7
~~~:, ~:~ •a:Oltt~:TJ>,.~
failure. Colloq. or
University Slang,
to lelld abou.t one'a bullneu, to dismiss summarily or

••m-Eng.

.,

I

toriw.] 1. Of, pert. to, or befitting, a senator or a senate;
composed of senators; as, senatorial duties, dignity.
2. Entitled to elect a senator; as, senatorial districts. U. B,
Be·Da'tUB-COD·Bult'
(st-nii'.'tlls-kl/n-sillt'; -klin1sillt), 11,
[L. senatus consultum.] A senatus conaultum.
IIae-na'tuaCOD·Bul'tum
(se-ni'tll• klin-sill'tilm); pl. SBNATUScoNBULTA
(-t<i). [L.j .Ano. Rome. A decree of the senate.
During the republic such decrees were restricted to sporadic cases of action in cases of public necessity; but about
the end of 100 A. n., the popular assemblies were super-

to 1. down

away.

a To expel. b To rusticate. - to 1. In one'• papen,
to resign. - to 1. packing, to send off roughly or in disgrace ;
to dismiss, esp. unceremoniously. - to a. to Oonatr:r. See
under CoVBNTBY.
-to 1. ap. a Naut. To hoist into place.
b To sentence to imprisonment. Slang, U. S.
Bend (s~nd), t•.i. 1, To dispatch an agent or messenger
to convey a mesoage or to do an errand ; to dispatch a
message or missive ; as, to send to one to come.
2. Naut. a To be carried forward by the impulse of a
wave ; as, the ship aend, violently. b = BCEND, v. i.
to 11111d
for, to request or require by message to come or be
brought.
aeD.d,n. 1. A message. Obs. or Scot. ~ Dial. Eng.
2. A messenger, esp. one sent on in advance of a bridegroom to summon the bride ; also, a bridal party. Scot.
S. That which is bestowed ; a gift.
4. Naut. The impulse of a wave by which a vessel is
Longfellow.
carried bodily. "The send of the sea."
&. = SCBND, n., 1.
aen'dal (si!n'dlll), n. [OF. cendal (cf. Pr. & Sp. cendal,
It. zendale), LL. cendalum; cf. Gr • .-w&\v a line Indian
cloth.] Any of various silk fabrics used in the Middle
Ages, esp. a light thin kind ; also, a piece of this or an
article of dress made of it.
aeD.d'er(s~n'der), n. One that sends; specif., a telegraphic or telephonic transmitter.
aend'-off', n. 1. A sending off; initiatory impulse; start.
a. A demonstration of good will to one starting on an ocean
trip, or to one starting in a new business, etc. Colloq.
Sen'e-ca (sen'ti-k<i), n. One of a tribe of Iroquoian Indiana,
formerly of western New York, the most numerous and
warlike of the Five Nations. They still number over three
thousand, the }P"\!ater _Portion being in New York and
smaller bands m Ontano and Oklahoma.
Se-ne'c1-o (sl!-nii'shI-o), n. [L., groundsel, lit., an old
man, alluding either to the white hairs of the pappu ■ or
to the naked receptacle.] Bot. An Immense genu■ of
asteraceous herbs or shrubs (probably the lal"l!eat genus
among seed plants), embracing about 1,000 spec1ea of very
wide distribntion.
They have alternate or basal leavea
and heads composed of both tubular and radiate, or only
tu bnlar flowers, the rays mostly yellow, pistillate ; the
achenes are terete, crowned by a pa:ppus of soft white hairs.
Some species are imP.ortant in cultivation (see CtNBRARIA,
2); those of the United States are chiefly common weeds.
See 2d GBOUNDSBL
a.
Bente-gal'(sl!n1t-g61'), n. A river in western Africa.

2i~:th~!
tl'cf.:::

0
~~o~~ t'l'rtl;(t\is ~a':~h~l~ 00
literature, or hidtory of the Semitic peoples.
but at an early date plebeians were appointed. Ir." powers
Sem'i-tlam (si!m'l-tlz'm), n. Semitic character or quali- were
originall7 onl7 advisory, bnt \radually extended,
ties; also, a Semitic idiom or expreBBion.
Sem'1-U8t(-tlst), n. A specialist in Semitics.
fe°s.8~::er:t~";,t•;:...!~ti~rt!~~ious
1~:f.i!tJ~~.
Sem't-to-(si!mlJ-t~-). Combining form for Semite.
aem'i-ton&'
(-ti!n'), n. [semi-+ tone: cf. F. aemi-ton, L. fh'!ntl:1t!~ t~:..:1:it;:'l t~!B~~m~~1::'n""if06a~a':ias~a· i~!
provinces, and of some Swias cantons. See LEGISLATURB,
semilonium. Cf. RBHrroNB.] 1. Mwic. Lit., half atone;
BXBCUTIVB
COUNCIL.In the United States the Senate is
the tone at a half step ; - also, less properly, the half
atep itself. The diatonic aemltone haa the ratio it• See composed of two senators from each Sta;,, elected for
6th SCALE,
3 a. A chromatic oemltone, or that between any
~l~1le'i.";,r~N'h!h-&!~rJa
tone and its flat or sharp, is either H (called the loo■ be citizens of the State they represent, and must be at
--•);
or HI (called the greater oomltone). A tempered,
least thirty years of age. The members of the Senate of
or llll&Jl, .--.
has the ratio 1 . 2 112 • See TllllPBBAHBNT the Dominion of Canada are appointed by the crown for
and TONB.
council;
2. Elocrdion. A variation of pitch in which the voice i~:·le:isI:tfv~n3:~.~~e:l~1r~;~:e~~~:t.state
2. In the universities of Cambridge, London, Liverpool,
moves up or down over about one musical semitone, proand in some other universities, a body which regulates
ducing a mournful or plaintive expresaion.
aem'l-ton'io(-t~n'lk), a. Of, pertaining to, or conalsting and superintends the education and discipline.
3. In some American colleges, a council composed of memof, a semitone or semitones.
aem't-ton'ttDe(-t~n'tiin; -t~n-ten'), a. Life Inaurance. bers of the faculty and elected atudents, presided over by
Designating a form of tontine life insurance. See TOllrIIIB the president, to which are referred matters of discipline
and of general concern affecting the students.
INSURANCB.
- aem't-ton'tlne,n.
reT.O~i~r~~~dJi~fu:i~:i.:
BALI. - 8. root, the root of an African inenispe1·maceous
aem'l-trllllll-par'ent
(-trlns-pllr'~nt), a . . Half or imper- aen'a-tor (si!n'<i-ter), n. [ME. senatour, OF. senatour, F.
plant ( Tinospora bakis), used as a febrifuge.
a~natettr, fr. L. senator.] 1. A member of a senate.
fectly tra11sparent.-aem 1t-tr111111-par'en-cy
(-~n-sI), n.
root or snakeroot (sen'ti-g<i). The root of a milkaem'1-un'c1-al
(-iln'shl-111 ; -shill; 7), a. Pertaining to or 2. a Early Eng. Hilt. A member of the Curia Regis. Sen'e-ga
b Scots Law. One of the Lords of Session, or members of wort ( Poly gala sen';fa)lof the eastern United States, used as
designating a style of writing intermediate between uncial
the College of Justice.
and cursive, used in ancient ruanuacripts; - called also
:~f~J"'1':~;"~le:.'s
t~r':..'f!~ied A~;0 s!Pi:°er1irt.:.!ll°!!.i!i:
half-uncial. - n. A semiuncial letter.
aen'a-to'rt-al(-to'rl-lll; 201), a. [F. ,inatorial, or L. ,ena- flowers.
·
eem'l-ten'di-noua, a. Anat, See Bem'l•I (el!m'IU).
D, Bib.
in crusts, or in masae1.
aenffe. + SINGE

=~~-

':&~j

1'lf:.t!~~~:l
i.!~tYnro:~:..~;~
~i

!:~

SEMI•,

nmla,

aemly.

the characteristics of both a ter-

+ SEEMLY,

(~n' 4-rl'), a. [L. sena- aendliL
SINDLE.
rius, fr. seni six each, fr. sex ■end.men. Oba. pl. of

SE>tlllT.

aena.aay, T

SANNYASIN,

Senate

~}°s~:~~I
since;
aene,a. Seen Obs.
■elle

SAY; SEE;~EEN;
SE ENE;
~OON; SUN.
~ION; SIN,

:e::~to7n~1~:!r1r.
sen'a.-to'ri-an, a. Senatorial. R,
sen'a.-to'ri-ou,
a. Senatorial.
Ohs
aen'a-tor-■hlP', n. See •SHIP,
■m'a.-to-ry, n. A senate.
Obs.

;\~~:r;:

~~· ~?J·r::i~ewJg:: sensible.]
Seneca. grasa. Holy graaa.
Sen'e-can Cs~n'ta-kdn), a, [From

::'°~
ct@!E{,tir1!),
n. [L.J i~~Ii.]
~~:r.ie~f;1n!ti!;a:::
A female senator;ae a title division of the Upper Devonian
~~:::!
t~e~t:~E~~~~,.jgo.Rfui;
~:~.er!:ir.
i~i~riuL~~y8arly

~¥1t~:
lBL
Y

1

some years early in the 10th century, had a controlling influence
in Rome and over the papacy.
H•Da'taa(-tils),n.
[L.] A senate.
HDaw.
~INEW,
i"+E~:!'si::.enae; SENSE.
aench, "· t. [AS, sencan.J To
cause to sink, Obs.
aenchion, n, roF.senechon, var.
of 11e"cf:«"•
F. seneg~m, L. sene-

+

:::cc:n

::.:.;!,~:i~

used as a remedy among the
Senecas and other lndians U.S.
Seneca root, Seneca ■nuerool.
Vars ofSENEGA ROOT,8.KNKG.&.
SNAKEROOT.

~~~~~i~:ii:,1;:~~~6u:;
the genus SPneC10.
n-ne'cl-o-nlne (-0-nl'n; -nln,
184),n, Also -Din, Chem. A c"-a.
talline alkalotd, C1RH~60eN, in

f!.°n~iti-~t(~~~~~f.m'S,,,._

~}ci <'~':i1}~;)!·n.Ob0ne of a
tribe of Panoan Indiana, Rg!i- [L. senectus aged, old age, sene~
cultural and warlike, of north- old.] Old age. Rare.
eastern Peru.
[TIAL.
Obs., ee-nec'tude.n. Senectitude. Ob&.
0
C.~a.!
ROOT.

~le,!_Ph;~i!-~ :L:~SEN-

l ~!~.<~~l~~-:'!!'~aj~

8~S!NzoA

:t1·
-,tJ,,AJ.~:~
11g. ~t~~-:;.'
~~f.n'!g!{~::i
aeJUle.A,P.heticfor
Sen~al, French Sudan, inhabit:1~
bt:'1~;.>p:n.
:t:,tBm..
==~Jefly~~:c~;~~~
H!ldea-mu.. T
a. ~pert. to Senegambia.
of
DESCEND.Obi.

SAlfDES-MAlf.

fobd. fo-ot; out, oil; chair; iro; Bins,~k; tllen, thin; nae,re, ver«!!Jre (2150); it=cblu.G.
uplaaatlo■a

,er;:~~:~erAbbr.

ing six as radix or base.

ie~;metcse~i~tt
Dla~if~ng;I

Fall

SANDMAN

~~7iitar:r~~.x
lx. ffjf«~t,t~~~
f£1!:::
:::1:1ucit
s+N~~:~DFUJ.LY.
t
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n.
tian and a quotidian intermitaem'mlt, a. LCf, Ir seimh mtld,
tent. - Hm'i-ter'tl&n, n.
a. Cryst. Not1
fc~l~~
b,u~·b1!7fim~
~?J!:"l~:i:~~!0~::s~~~ffs!;~~
her. c Weak; slender; feeble.
tern.
LsEMI•,,
■em'mit.n, An undershirt. Scot
•em'l-the'o-log'i-cal,
a. See aem'na-ble, a Semblable Obs.
Se-mlt'i-cize (at!-mlt'l-siz), v. t, Sem'naa (~m'ni),
n. pl. [Gr,
See •IZE,
°Ie-µ.vai.] See ERINYS,
8em'l-tlze(el!m'Y-ttz), v. I. See Sem'no-pith'e-ci'nm
(·~ lt h 1 @•IZE - Bem'l-tl-u.'tlon
(-tl'-zil' sJuln; .tJ.zii'sh1In>, n.
~~~-~-~~~~'%::
·■em'i-tran'aept, n. A1·ch. The
pith' e-cine 1-sin ; ~aln ), a.
half of a transept.
Bem'no-pl-tbe'cua
(~m'n0-pl'■em'l-trana-lu'cent, a., nm'lthe'k1Is), n. [NL. ; Gr, CTt!p.JIOs
trop'l-cal, a. See SEMI•.
revered, sacred + 1r,671,cos
ape.]
=~rJ"r!,~~!~RY.Bot,
See Zool. Syn. of PRESBYTIS,
SEMI-. - .-tubarcaa
begonia aem'o-la (~m'tJ-ld), 01· ■em'o
na. (-nd), n, lit, semola bran. 1
See BEGONIA, 2.
Semolina.
UJD'l-tu'bu-lar. a. See SEMI-.
■em'o-lel'la (-l~l'd),
aem'o-ll'~~\'i~t1~~:;!~T~cfoB!.:~~-~
d!\!m~1:~~n;.
aatronomica] ayetem ; - said of
of semovere to move apart.] Rethe ancient Egyptian t1yatem.
moved ; remote. Ohs,
aemtuatulate, a Also nm.lutuII ■e-moale' (s!-m®l'),
n, [F.]
Iatod. Half burnt. Obs.
... 'i-nr-tlc'il-late (-v!r-tla''l'.- Semolina.
ltt), a. See SEIII•,
L~ 1~ s E~~1:~~;4"fle~o~l~
■emt.vtf, a. [L, semiv,vu, ] Only
half alive, Ob,.
Nm'l-villcld, a. See SEMI-.
e'get, t'lie avaricious ia alwa.r.s
■em'i-vt'tal, a. Of low vitality.
... 't-vlt're-aaa, a. See FIEMI•, needy. Horace (Epistle,, I Ii
66),- 1. e'a-dem. a 1 way• the
-'l-vol-cu'lc,
a., Hm'l-nl'·
.a.taed.a.,Nm'l-wll4'
(-wild'; eame; - motto of 9.:ueen Elizabe th. - a. et 11-bt q~, alway ■
81), a.. See 811:KI-.

om't-tu'nr-al.

+

■en'a.-ry

::::?"malt,
~:.'!.~ent
(s~m'Dial.
ant;

T ~cnnTARa. See sun-.
am'i-ter'tlan, a. Med. Having -~nt), Vars of
■emlter,

eem'i-t.rete',

~~~[:!~~::!~~!

of

,U,1'N>vlatlo■a,

lllpa,

lcb, acb(144); boN; yet; zll=z

ete., lmmedlatelT

preeede tile Voea1'11l•r.f•

in azure.
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SENEGE
N-Jlllll'cent (s~-n~s'tnt), a. [L. sMUJscens,p. pr. of senea.,.,,.e to grow old, incho. fr. senere to be old.] Growing
old; aging. -se-nes'oence (-~ns), n.
sen'es-chal (~n'l!-sh/11), n. [OF. seneschal, F. senechal,
LL. ,eniscalcus, of Teutonic origin; cf. Goth. &ineig&old,
•kalks servant, OHG. scalch, AS. scealc. Cf. SBNIOR;
IURSHAL. l The bailiff, steward, or major-domo of a great
medieval ford, representing the lord in the feudal courts, in
the management of his estate, in the superintendence of
feasts and domestic ceremonies, etc. The royal seneschals
became high officers of state, and often were given high
military commands. Cf. BAILIFJ!', STBWARD, MAJOB·DOMO.
se'nile (se'nil; -nYI; 277), a. [L. sen-ilia, fr. senex, gen.
senis, old, an old man : cf. F. senile. See SENIOR.] 1. Of,
pertaining to, proceeding from, or characteristic of, old age
or the infirmities of old age ; as, senile weakness.
2. Phys. Geog. Approaching the end of a cycle of erosion ;
as, a senile topography; a senile river. See RIVER, 1.
aellile dementia or lnaa.nlty, a form of dementia or insanity
occurring in old age, characterized bf. hopeless decay or
loss of the mental faculties. True senile dementia bas for
its chief symptom loss of memory, esp. for recent events,
with bodily decre1>itude. - 1. g&ngrene. See GANGRENE.
se-nil'l-ty (se-nil'I-tl), n. Quality or state of being senile , old age or its infirmity.
aen'ior (sell'ye'r), a. [L. senior, compar. of senez, gen.
,eni.t,old.
See em.] l. Elder;-often
used (abbr.S,·.)
after a 1)8rsonal name to indicate the older of two in the
family or community bearing the name.
2. More advanced in dignity, rank, or office i superior;
as, senior member; senior counsel.
3. Belonging or pertaining to the final year of the course
in American colleges, universities, high schools, etc.
HDlor factor, one of a grade or class of employees of the East
India Company. See rACTOR,n.,5.-1.
optlme. See OPTillLE.
- •• wrangler. See WRANGLER.
aen'lor, n. 1. A person who is older than another.
2. One older in office, or whose entrance upon office was
anterior to that of another ; one prior in grade.
3. An aged person; an elder i as, the village seniors.
4. One who has taken holy orders or vows ; a monk or
priest. Obs.
&. One in the final year of his collegiate course at an
American college or university; - orig. called senior sophiater; also, one in the last year of the course at a professional school, seminary, high school, etc.
8. At an English university, a senior fellow.
sen-lor'l-ty (siin-ylSr'l-tl), n.; pl. -TIES (-tYz). 1. Quality
or state of being senior ; priority of birth, ofll_ce,or service.
2. A body or c·ompany of seniors ; at an English university, a court or assembly of senior fellows of a college.
sen'na (s~n'<i), n. [Cf. It. & Sp. sena, Pg. sene, F. sene;
all fr. Ar. sana or senti.] 1. Any of various cresalpiniaceous herbs belonging to the subgenus Senna of the genus
Cassia, esp. one of the offi.cinal species (see def. 2).
2. Pharm. An important drug consisting of the dried
leaves of certain African and Arabian species of Cassia,
as C. senna, C. acutijolia, C. obovata, C. angustijolia.
The most important commercial varieties are Alexandria
fi~':;di!~~~s 8
3. reap.] Bot. A subgenus of Cassia including herbaceous
species with mostly basic glandular leaves, having bitter
purgative properties. It has been separated as a genus.
sen'Det (-~t), n. [Properly, a sign given for the entrance
or exit of actors; cf. OF. sinet, signet, a signet, dim. of
signe. See SIGN; cf. SIGNET.] A signal call on a trumpet
or cornet for entrance or exit on the stage. Obs. Slwk.
sen'nlght (~n'it; -it; 277: cf. FORTNIGHT), n. Also
se'n'night. [Contr. fr. serennight.] The space of seven
nights and days ; a week. A rcliaic.
sen'nit (s~n'It), n. [seven+ knU.] 1. Naut. A braided
cord or fabric of p1aited rope yarns or other small stuff.
Plaited straw, grass, or palm leaves, for making hats.
sen'sate (~n'stt), a. [L. sensatus gifted with sense, intelligent, fr. sensus sense. See SBNSB.] Felt or apprehended
through a sense or the senses.
sen'Ba!e (sen'sat), 11. I.," -SAT-ED (-sat-~d); -SAT-ING (-satJng). [See SENSATE, a.] To feel or apprehend through a
■ense or the senses ; as, to sensate light, or an odor.
sen-sa'Uon(~n-•i'shifo), n. [F. aensaJion, or LL. sensatio.
See SENSATE, a.] 1. A feeling or state of consciousness
produced either by an external object (stimulus), or by
some change in the internal state of the bodyj in a general
sense, that mode of meutal functioning referred to some
immediate stimulation of the bodily organism , the power
or process of •recP.iving sense impressions. Sensation is
mere feeling, without the idea of an object, and by some
psychologists ie held to be only an abstraction from perceptual experience, at least in adult life; while the perception is the mind's apprehension of some external object as

SENSIBLE

tion • •.• SeRSation, he teaches, is the act by which the object
produces a modification in the animated organism. Wm. Turner.
Perception always involves sensation as a portion of itself ;
and aensation in tum never takes place in adult life without
r::::rt~~:t:rv:ei~~clr:::
n~~e1o:r~:G:::~ir~~r:i:;
facts.
Wm. James.
2. Any feeling; ••P•, a more or less indefinite bodily feeling ; as, a sensation of buoyancy.
3. A state of excited interest or feeling, or its cause; as,
the crime was, and caused, a great 1en,ation.
Syn. - See 8EN8B.
sen-sa'tlon-al (~n-si'ehifa-lil), a. 1. Of or pert. to sensation; having, or characterized by, sensation; involving
or inducing sensation ; as, sensational states of mind.
2. Philos. Of or pertaining toseneationaliem.
3. Suited or intended to excite temporarily great interest
or emotion , melodramatic ; emotional ; as, sensational
plays, novels, preaching ; a sensational report.
sen-sa'tlon-al-lsm (-iz'm), n. 1. Philos. The doctrine
that all our knowledge originates in sensation or sense

tation"

(L<,/cadio Hearn); "a sense snblime of something

j.%"'j~t{f1J
~:.!~•aftj~

!~ee'i~fe1t'l"..1'lhe1i\"o'~~':.t~
SENSIBILITY
is capacity, esp. keen or delicate, of emotion
or feeling ; BENSITIVBNBSs
is acute, sometimes morbid.,
sensibility ; as, 0 His .,ensibilitM and nervous exaltation

~~:::i

n~ify
~l~ ~~lt~t:::
~11!:t:~f
ct~h
..t:::~1~'l'-1'1!
t1";
nerveless sentimentalist and dream•!., who 81)8nds hie life

in a weltering sea of sensibility_" ( w. James); .. Women
[have] gr,,ater irritability (or,as it is perha1>ebetter clilled,
affectability), men deel)8r sen8lbtlilP." (Havelock Ellis) j
" She had ..• wounde<I the senaibil,ties of the footmen·•
( Thackeray) ; " Tact after all, is only_ a sensitiveness of
nerve " (Lou·ell) ; .. Propose to yourself the necessity •••
of not being unduly affected or hurt at what they say or
do. Sensitiveness is a weakness most paralyzing ... to the

:i!l~~,
q~fv1:~~\~~!iil;k~~us~ali~u°~:fs';,'{v:1J~;reOc:
cupation" (G.Eliot). SuscEPTIBILITY,
though often equiv ...
alent to sensibility, commonly em:phasizes more strongly

~'M~k;16~fd0Jof:Wo!,~e~ 0 t!~tf:dt:iY~,f~~~ all~t~~u~;e;:~
ous susceptibility to sounds and movements"
~liot) t
"The poetic faculty alware has for its baeie a peculiar
temperament, an extraordmary delicacy of organization,.
and susceptibility to impressions" (M • .Arnold). See PDL•
ING, SBNSIBLB,
INSENSIBLE,
REASON,
sense (~ne), v. t.; SENSED (~nst); SENS'ING. 1. To perceive by the senses. Oba.
Glanvill.
2. To give the sense or meaning of; to exponnd. Obs.
3. To get the meaning of; to perceive; grasp i comprehend~
nnderstand; realize. Colloq. U. S.
She had not ~eemedto O se11se"this inferiority C.E Craddock.
sense lnu>resslon. Psycho!. A 1>sychicaf event due to th&
excitation of an organ of sense or of a sense center; a sen ...
sation; also, the physiological effect of sense excitation
on the nervous 9stem, esp. on the brain.
sense'leBB, a. Destitute of, deficient in, or contrary to,
sense. Specif. : a Without sensibility or feeling; insensible; unconscious. b Deficient in knowledge, appreciation,.
or reasoning power ; 11tupid; foolish. c Lacking good
sense; unwise ; unreasonable ; nonsensical. -sense'l.esa-,
ly, adv. -sense'leBB-DBBB,n.

ra.

::1:
~:;!!1
e~e~:::we1e~~~!1c:~Sti!,~~:
~~~:e~0:i~t~~

0
rse~c:1et~

f~!~

~i~:~t~i~;~~u~eo/n~e::~ 8ih~h~\~f~:18?1.i~uruit:~Pf~~t~~
did not restrict knowledge to sensation except m origm, held
that the mind is at first a tabula ralla(blank tablet) on which
1~r't~:drs·1~~J:r::r:i,~tsth~a~re~y ~eHn:bg!s~er~:
founder of modern sensatwnultsm, and of Locke, who, however,
placed considerable emphasis upon ideas which are the result of
reflection upon idea■ of sense, and so only indirectly derived
from sensation Condillac, the most character1shc modern sensationalist, considers all consciousness transformed sensation.
2. Ethics. The doctrine that feeling is the sole criterion
of good ; sensualism.
3. The practice or methods of sensational writing or speaking ; as, the sensationalism, of a certain novel.
sen-sa'Uon-al-lat, n. 1. Philos. An advocate of, or believer in, sensationalism.
2. One who practices sensational writing or speaking.
sen-sa'tlon-al-ls'tlo (-Ts'tlk), a. Of or pertaining to sensationalists or sensationalism.
sense (Bens), n. [L. sensus, fr. sentire, sensum, to perceive,
01
0
to feel, prob. fr. the same root as E. send; cf. OHG. sin
%g:!:iioiid"ft~fa:J:l'l~~
sense, mind, sinnan to go, to journey, G. sinnen to medioccasioning a special kind of a sensation, as the eye or ear.
tate, to think: cf. F. sens. For the change of meaning cf. sense perception. Perception by the senses, ae distinSBE, v. t. See SEND; cf . .ASSENT,
CONSENT,
SCENT,v. t., SEN- guished from intellectnal perception.
TENCE,SENTIENT.] l. Meaning j import; signification;
k:::t~;e~~Oi~f7fo!:n ~~::hut:~~:1:n;t:~~:r?t:i,~~~J~~e~!
as, the true sense of words; the .'iensf'.of a remark.
W. 1: Hards.
and gnve the sense. 1\'eh. viii. 8, stands the lee.stabout its presuppositions.
So they read m the hook
'!'here is indeed a sense in which life has no need of the phi
se:,~~~)~~~e~~1~!~~eita"n~
qfi:!~Yd~lub~i~f
irh;~1}~~~:i~~
losopher.
Josiah Royce.
constantly
shifting
center
of
the
individual's
real
world, and
2. Mind; sentience ; consciousness; intelligence.
spreads from that center.
B. Bosanquet.
As if the steel had sense.
Spenser.
1Bl-bll'l-ty (~n 1s1-bTl'i'-tT), n.; pl. -TIES (-tlz).
sen
[Cf. F.
3. Perception through the intellect; apprehension; recog•
sensibilite, LL. sensibiUtas.] 1. Sense perception; seuse
0
image.
Obs.
Chaucer.
nii!~~ k!f1?::.s::~:!::fli;e g!~~:r:!:!:~} ~ l~~;,e1i~t}~ Sidne11.
4. Sound perception and reasoning; correct judgment j 2 ' Mental rect)~t!;!!i
Hocclei·e.
good mental capacity ; also, that which is sound, or reason3. Capacity of emotion or feeling, as distinguished from
~~~: the intellect and the will; peculiar susceptibility or manable i r~~gf!!n:~~~f~t 0:1~~: tt~e;i~:
ifestation of impression, pleasurable or painful ; delicacy
6. Moral perception or appreciation
of feeling; quick emotion or sympathy; as, sensibility to
Some are so hardened in wickedneRsas to have no sense of the
most friendly offices,
L'Estrange,
pleasure or pain i sensibility to shame or praise ; exquisite
6. The faculty I possessed by animals, of receiving mental
sen.,ib1lity; - often in pl. "Sensibflities so fine!" Cou'Per.
My father. too. who had attended Dr. Hutchinson's lecture1,.
impressions through the action of certain organs (sensory
never spoke of them without much ~ensib1Nty.
J. Martineau
or sense organs) of the body, or of perceiving changes in
4.
State or quality of being sensible, or capable of sensathe condition of the body ; also, any special faculty of sention ; capacity to feel or perceive.
1
8
8
ta!t~ • ~~~e fi~~hguk>!h! ~~:fe~eh:~;eb~:n ~rh!r~~'tl'A~t
It is true, no doubt, that wllat the psychologist calls sensibility
has as its mvariable concomitant what phystologiats call sensi-as tht' muscular sensf', temperature sense, sexual sen.,e, etc. Vari
bil,t!!, or w hnt the more careful of them call irritability ; and,
ous occult ond spiritual sensf's have ahm been postulated, as the
1
1
~~1~nutfa~:\~:!
is invj~~~;y
;:;;:~ir~:Ut~eJ1
;r 0t;.~fha\~~g,:~i~::~:t::i
i~!!'r~ 1fia~~rg:~';; ~~!~~~~~~~ ~::HctJ
1t;~::e:r!r3i'!li~~~1fsh~CJt~"r>es;~:~{~;rst! 6 . .Experience of sensations; actual feeling.
:::~~~u,~~~!~
Burke.
Thie adds greatly to my sensfbility.
as qualitative, intensive, extenstve, and temporal, wllile feeling 8. That quality of an instrument which makes it indicat&
tone attaches to any sensation as its affective element.
He really accepted, like Kant, the hypothesis of a sen$e of sen- very slight changes of condition; delicacy.
sations wh:ich IL•dto the Kantian conClusion that the nature we 7. Pholog. Sensitiveness.
Syn.-Tast~
susceptibilitx, feeling. See SENSE,JUDGMENT.
know in time and space 1smere sensible appearances in us.
1'hos. Case (EncJ/<',Brit.).
aen'Bl-ble (sen'sl-b'l), a. [F., fr. L. sensibilis, fr. sentire,.
7. Sense perception; sensation; sensibility; feeling.
aensum, to feel. See SENSE, n.] 1. Capable of being perThe sens~ and the affects of any one part of the body instantly
ceived by tl,e senses; apprehensible through the bodily
.
Bacon
make a transcursion through the whole,
The very character and essence of sense is isolation, and there- organs ; hence, also, pe:rceptible to the mind ; making an
R. Bosanquet.
fore in apprehending variety, series.
imrfhr:~1!~:a~f~~st~~r:e~'.~fb~:!~~~,t~: ~~~~rsl:~W.nl;mple.
8. That which is felt or is held as a sentiment, view, or
There is not the elig-htestreason for believing that what wecaU
opinion ; judgment i opinion; as, the sen.i~eof the meeting.
t~~fu~~-anythin!,_i1};~8J,~fl~
9. Geom. One of two opposite directions in which a line,
surface, or volume, may be supposed to be described by 2. Capable of receiving impressions from external objects
the motion of a point, line, or surface, or to be reckoned ; by means of the proper organs; liable to be affected physi-opposite senses being denoted by opposite signs, +and-.
cally o~:u~~t;ti ;c!:::f~!1!!~~e;ensible as your finger Sltak,
10. Hence, direction ; trend ; course.
3. Hence: Liable to impression from without; easily af.
8
m!~ul~i~~11AWe! dtt!it~~·s~:e ~a,!!!;b!~~trr~~~~g~m!ll~'ii~ fected; having or exhibitiugnice perception or acute fee] ..
ing; sensitive.
~~;s~s\~:~e~~~e in one sense, in a given time, as take J}~ac~
.~~~~8~
=~if:~::iga,r°re~~:~1£ii~e~~~ss~i!t~~~~
hs~:ple
They are always
to kindness. Xorth .Amer. Rev.
tion ; if I refer that smell to the external object, say, a
Syn.
-SENSE,
SENSATION,
SENSIBILITY.
SENSITIVENESS,
SU84.
Also, readily moved or affected by natural agents;
rose, which occasioned it, I have a perception.
delicate; as, a sensible thermometer, photographic plate,
0
Perception is on1y a special kind of knowled_ge.and .11en,1at1on f~:t~~Ih~i~a11:!:0r: :»:1C£:~d J~N~~ei:s°h
e~~eJ~~~Y~i~~!J
etc. ,. With affection wondrous sensible.,,
Shak.
a special kind of feeling. . Knowledge and feeling. pereep- (see REASON,
MEANING),
denotes a feeiing or consciousness
}~:e~8~dr:W;';.'f~:~th~iife~.alwayscoexistent.~~,~-af\fh~,f,'/u~~e which is vaguer or less corpcreal or objective than that de- 6. Perceiving, or having perception, either by the senses
or the mind; cognizant j aware; perceiving so clearly as
as,
u He would not observe her, but
noted
by
SBNSATION;
Aristotle ... defines sensation as a j,J;~f.ec!~!l(~,~~~I/~to be convinced; satisfied; persuaded ; as, sensible of being
he had a sense of an elastic walk" (G. Eliot) j ••a ~neral
sensation of drowsy warmth and vast light-and exotic vege- cold or of having made a mistake.
St. Thomas does not discuss in detail the nature of sensa-
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SENSIBLE

SENTIMENTAL

in Away! Sentences are classed by the kind of thought
expressed as tl8sertive or declarative, interrogative, im~a:c~~tt~3n"1ll~~~~~~i;.:ri':i"~~:.i
tive; sometimes alao as exclamative (emphatic assertive)
Ben-■o'rl-um (sen-so•rI-lim; 201), n.; pl. E. -ruuMs (-limz),
and optative. By their structure sentences are classed
L. -RIA(-<i). [L., fr. sentire, aensum. See aBNsE,n.] Phy$iol.
as lrimp_le,co~lex, and compound. They are also distinPsyohol. a The gray matter of the cerebral cortex, supposed to be the physical basis of sensation. b The nerv~~egef!f~o:",.fy'
~e~:~~~~~/he
ous system with its appendages, the organs of sense.
6. That which is spoken or proposed in, or as in, the form
0
0
0
aell'ao-ry(sen'sli-rI), a. a Of or pert. to the sensoriwn or of a eentence (sense 6) ; speech; proposition ; proposal.
sensation ; as, sensory impulses ;-esp. applied to nerves and
7. Significance; meaniog; also, subject; contents. Obi.
e::.~~ei,u~~t~~'i~ro~'l.w~
Tales of best sentence and most solace.
Chaucer.
nerve fibers carrying to a nerve center impulses resulting in
medium of remioiscence and recollection" (A. Symons).
sensation; also sometimes loosely used in the sense of a.ffer•
PRIVY implies secret cognizance ; as, .. rshe] was privy to
Tiit~i:iie~li1\;;:.1
:,trti~
these maneuvers" ( Thackeray). Bee BBNBB.
ent, to indicate nerve fibers conveying any impressions to a
- UDdera.,subject to the penalties pronounced by sentence.
nerve center. b Of the nature of sensation; pert. to sense.
r~tc;o~ft;'Pfa}~~
~a~~ tig:;:•:e~~sea~
(sen 1tfoat); 8BN1•
nnaory circle, Psychol., an area in which it is impossible to ■eD'tence (s~u•tens), V, t.; SBN'TENCBD
survivals of the 01Ncaloric theory of the nature of heat and
TENC•ING(-ten-sing).
[Cf. F. sentencier, LL. senlentiare.]
discriminate two points of stimulation, as, for example,
arelesaused thanformerl~.-•.
horb:on. = H0BIZ0N,n., 2a. the two points of an ooathesiometer applied to the skin.
1. To pass or pronounce judgment on ; to doom ; to condemn to punishment ; to prescribe the punishment of.
i;,';;.!',:'!:,"ri:iu"...;ify"f~t~\~;'1t~ih':. 0::~~~r:,eil ~~1~:1!~~ sen'au-al (sen'shilli-41), a. [L. sensualis, fr. sensus sense:
2. To decree or announce as a sentence. Obs.
cf. F. sensuel.] 1. Pert. to, consisting io, oraffecting, the
ear sensible of its approach. - 1. 1pecle1. See sPEc1is. - •·
3. To utter sententiously.
Obs.
senses, or sense organs ; relating to sense ; sensuous.
felt, beiog essentially that
2. Hence, not spiritual or intellectual ; carnal ; fleshly; sentence method. Education. A method of teaching read■en'lli-ble (seu'aI-b'l), n. 1. Sensation; sensibility.
Obs. pertaining to, or consisting in, the gratification of the
1:fe~~;~i;~rn:it~:!ti~i~~;~
~:~:rs.:.i.11;~!1:~s:,sc::.~
a. That which impreaees the senses ; anything perceptible. senses, or the indulgence of appetite; worldly.
ponents; - contrasted with alphabet and word methods.
The greatest part of men are such as prefer ••. that good which
3. That which bas sensibility; a sensitive beint Rare.
sen'te1111-er
(-ten-ser),
"·
One
who
pronounces a sentence
ia sensual before whateoever is most divine.
Hooker.
vei~f:i~ae~d,1:.,~~~}f,e~~tende
itself notto menonly, ut
3. Devoted to the pleasures of sense and appetite ; volup- or condemnation.
■en-ten'tlal
(sen-ti!n'shal),
a.
[Cf.
L. ,ententialia sententuous; sometimes, specif., lewd.
-sen'al-ble-neBB, n. -aen'al-bly, adv.
No small part of virtue consists in abstaining from that wheretious.]
1. Of the nature of a decision or judgment ;
■en-alf'er-ou■ (sen-sif'er-lta), a. [L. sensifer; sen.,,. sense
in se,isual men place their felicity.
.Atterbury.
authoritative;
decisive.
Jerre to bear.] Exciting or conveying eensation; serving
4. Pertaiuiog to the doctrine of eensualism.
a. According to the meaning of sentences; made by sen·
as a sense organ.
Syn. - See BBNSU0US.
tencea; as, a sentential translation.
Obs. or R.
■en-111.f'lo (-Ik), a. [L. senaiflcu,; 1en.,u, sense +Jacere to
aen'au-al-111111
(-Iz'm), n. [Cf. F. sen.rualisme.] 1. Con- 3. Pert. to a(grammatical)sentence;
as, aaentential pauee.
make.] Exciting or produciog eensation.
dition or character of one who is sensual; subjection to
- ■en-ten'tlal-ly, adv.
■en■'lam (sl!n'siz'm), n. Philos. The doctrine that sense
sensual feelings and appetite; sensuality.
aen-ten1Uon■ (-shits), a. [L. sententio.,,.,
cf. F. ~nperceptions furnish the sole data of knowledge ; sensa- 2. Philos. Sensationalism; sensism.
cieux.] 1. Full of meaning ; terse and energetic in ex•
a.
tionalism. -aen■'lat, n. -sen-llla'Uo (sen-sis'tikl
pression; pithy ; as, a sententious style or discourse.
The denial of the universal means :censism. Wm. t1urner. 3. E'th'ics. The regarding of the gratification of the senses
as tbe highest good.
.2. Abounding in sayings, axioms, or maxims; - some■en'al-Uve (sen'sI-tiv),
a. [F. senailif. See BBNBB,]
4 . .IEsthetics. Stress on the eensuous qualities of an object times with derogatory implication.
l, Sensible; sagacious; wise. Obs.
or on the sensuous as the chief element of beauty, as distin3. Pert. to or representing sentences; eentential. Ob,.
a. Having sense or feeling; possessing the capacity of re- guished
from ideal and formal qualities and elements.
Syn, - See CONCISE.
ceiving impressions from external objects.
- aen-ten'Ueua-ly,adv. - aen-ten'tloua-neaa,n.
3. Having quick and acute sensibility, either to the action aen'au-al-lat,n. [Cf. F. sensualiste.J 1. One wboiseensual ; one given to the indulgence of the appetites or senees aen'tl-ence (sen 1shI-i!ns; -sMns ;
n. [From SENTIENT;
of external objects or to Impressions upon the mind and
as a means of happiness.
aen'ti-en-cy (-shI-i!n-sI; -sMn-sT)
cf. SBNTENCE.l
feelings; highly susceptible; easily and acutely affected.
She was too senslt,i·e to abuse and calumny. 1.Vacaula11. a. One who holds to a doctrine of sensualism.
1. Sentient being or state ; consciousness ; mental life of
4. Hence: a Excessively susceptible to hypnotism, mag- aen'au-al-la'Uo(-Isltik), a. 1. Sensual.
whatever sort.
ll. Adopting or teaching the doctrines of eenaualism.
netism, suggestion, etc. b Uncertain; fluctuating or liable
2. Elementary or inchoate consciousness ; mere feeling or
to fluctuation; as, a sensitive market. c Mech. Having a aen'■u-al'l-ty (-ill'I-tI), n. [Cf. F. sensualite, L. sen,ualisensation as distinguished from intelligence and thought.
An example of harmonious action between the intelligence and
capacity of being easily affected or moved ; delicate ; as, a ta.r sensibility, capacity for eenaation.] 1. Worldliness;
mind.
Earle.
the sentiency of
natural instincts or desires. Obs,
aensitive thermometer; sensitive scales. d Chem. ck Photog.
Presentation considered as having an existence re1atively in ..
a. A senee or the eenses ; esp., the power of the senses. Obs.
Readily affected or changed by certain appropriate agents;
0
0
3. Quality or state of being sensual; devotedness to the
as, photographic paper is sensitive to actinic rays.
~i~~U.~~!!.
mental functions.
G. F, Stout.
gratification of the bodily appetites ; free indulgence in
&. Serviog to affect the senses ; sensible, Obs. or R.
3. The physical basis of eensibility.
J. JJf. Baldwin.
A sensitive love of aome semn"tive objects. Hammond.
carnal or s~msual pleasures ; voluptuousness.
They avoid dress, lest they should have affections tainted by aen'U-ent(sen'shI-ent;
6. Of or pert. to sensation ; depending on, or affecting, sen-shent; 7), a. [L. sentiens, -entis,
any aensuality
.Adclison.
sation ; as, sensititJe mU8cular motions excited by irritation.
p. pr. of ,entire to discern or perceive by the senses. See
(-iil-I-zi'shun;
-i-zii'shltn), n. Act of SENSE.]
7. In nautical surveying, indicating by a relatively large aen'au-al-1-za'Uon
1. Having a faculty, or faculties, of sensation and
sensualizing,
or
state
of
being
sensualized.
angular change any slight movement of the observer toperception ; possessing consciousness or feeling ; endowed
wards or away from its center; - said of a circle passing sen'au-al-lze (sen'shilli-itl-iz), v. t.; -1zEn (-izd); -1z'1NG with psychical life.
(-iz'Ing). To make eensual ; to subject to the love of a. Subject to the play of sensation; experiencing sensathrough two flied objects and the observer's station, the
sensual pleasure ; to debase by carnal gratifications.
angle beiog subtended by the chord joining the objects.
life."
G. T. Ladd.
tion and feeling. " A sentient ...
aen'au-al-lze,
,,. i. To indulge the lower appetites. Obs. 3. Physiol. Serving as the physical correlative of con8. Econ Of a commodity, of such a nature that a rise or
fall in its price causes a relatively large fall or rise in the sen'an-oua (sen'shil6-us), a. 1. Of or pertaining to the
sciousness; sensitive ; as, sentient cells of the brain.
senses or sensible objects; addressing the senses ; sug~ sen'U-ent, n. One who has sentience ; a sentient being ;
demand for it, as is the case with luxuries.
also, that which is sentient; the mind; consciousness.
g~~i~gifi~!~~:: ~~!:aie:i~!ese:r:~dent.
as being less subtle
plar;p~~
and fine. but more simple, seusuous. and pa.BBionate.
Milton. aen'U-ment (sen'tI-ment), n. [ME. sentement, OF. sent••
diaceous fern ( Onoclea sensibilis), the leaves of whicW, when
mt!nt, F. sentiment, fr. L. sentire to perceive by the senses
a. Highly susceptible to influence through the senses.
and the mind, to feel, to think. See SENTWNT,
a.] 1. Feel~fc~~~:
3. Of the nature of sensation or of sense imagery ; formed
ing;
life; sentience.
Obs.
ChaucerL
jusfmeut of:J'ressure it is exceedingly sensitive to soundsJ
of sense elements; as, the sennu:ms fancy.
a. Feeling; sensibility; tender susceptibility.
being cause to roar, flare, or become suddenly shortenea
0rw
Less of sentiment than senae.
Tennyaon.
or extinguished, by slight sounds of tbA proper pitch. - a.
~
3. A mental attitude, thought, or judgment permeated or
frc;,g,Fm·., the plantar cushion. - a. Joint vetch, an annual
sense; as, u I have adopted from our elder classics the wor3
fab"aceous herb (.d:schynomene hispida), with sensitive fo- sensuous, because sensual is not at present used, except in a prompted by feeling i a more or less constant predilection
liage and jointed pods. - 1. knowledge. See KNOWLEDGE,
6.
determined by conception and feeling intermingled ; as,
bad sense " ( Coleridge) ; 0 A poet is innocently sensuous
- a. lamtnm. See LAMINA,1 b. - 1. paper, paper prepared
when his mind permeates and illumines his senses; when
religious sentiment; the sentiment of rationality ; in genther on the other hand, muddy the mind, he becomes sen- eral, an emotional disposition, sometimes exceBBivelyemo~
~liE~~~f~~t~!~~rFe~~ttt
sua ;, (Lowell); u the sensuous, self-induwent nature she
tional, with reference to some object or class of objects.
eral cmsalpiniaceous herbs of the genus Ohanuecrista, hav.
[Elizabeth I derived from Anne Boleyn•
(J. R. Green);
Alike to council or the assembly came,
•Arise and fly the reelin~ Faun, the sensual feast'' ( Tenny.
1fua!~td
With equal souls and sentiments the same.
Pope.
\J~fl!;lStag;[.~c!:
son). V0LUPTuousimplies luxurious abandonment to tlie
4
Refined
feeling; keen or delicate sensibility, esp. as explut. a Awell-known mimosaceous_plant (Mfowsa pudica)
pleasures of the senses; it ma_ysuggest either sensuous or pressed in a work of art or evinced in conduct; as, a style
often cultivated in j!'reenhouses. It bas palmate leaves,
(more frequently) sensual enJoyment · as, u Music arose
characterized by sentiment.
with its ,1oluptuous swell" (Byron) j "into the snare I fell
f.:i~.dixis~oriu~h r:~1~J::ar~n.r:iip'!'.!~:r:~.r
:~~~ 1:~
6. A decision of the mind formed by deliberation or reaof fair fallacious looks, venereal tram, softened with pleasleaflets close tightly. Also, any of several related species
soning; thought; opinion; notion; judgment; as, to exure and 1.1oluptuouslife" (Milton).
of Mimosa. b Any plant showin~ motions after irritation,
press one's sentiments on a subject.
adv. -aen'au-oua-neBB,n.
as the sensitive brier, the sensitive pea, species of Oxalis, - sen'au-oua-ly,
8.
The significance of an expression as distinguished from
1Uns), n.
aell'tence
(sen
[F.,
fr.
L.
sententia,
for
sentientia,
etc, - 1. plate. = PLATB,n., 4 b. - •· rose, the sensitive brier.
the verbal form; a sentence or passage considered as the
sentire to discern by the senses and mind, to feel, think.
sen'lli-tlve,n. 1. Perception through the senses. Obs. &, R. fr.
expression
of a thought, as a maxim, saying, or toast.
SBNSB,
n.
;
cf.
BBNTIBNCB,
J
1.
That
which
is
thought
See
2. A person having an unusual susceptibility to psychic
7. Phrenol. Faculties such as self-esteem, veneration,
influences, esp. as displayed in sensory phenomena such as or opined ; an opinion ; hence, a decision ; determination ; etc.,
to the upper portion of the cranium.
ascribed
judgment
;
as,
to
pass
sentence
on
a
man's
doctrines.
crystal vision, clairvoyance, clairaudience, etc.
My sentence is for open war.
Milton.
8. Sensory quality. Ob,.
Mandeville.
aen'lli-Uve-neu,n. Quality or state of being sensitive.
Syn.
SENTIMENT,
SENTIMENTALITY.8BNTIMENT(see
a.
Specif.
:
a
A
philosophical
or
theological
opinion
;
a
Syn. - See SENSE.
FEELING)is commonly used in a good sense; BENTIMENTALdogma ; as, Book of the Sentences. b A wise or sensible
Hllli.ttveneaaof a.balance. See BALANCB,
1 a.
HD'lli-UV'l-ty(-tiv'I-tIJ, n. 1. Quality or state of being thought or act; also, wise thinking or acting. Obs.
3. A short saying, usually containing moral instruction i ff{v~{t~1:i:~ffe7:::ltJffr~r~~~ldrt!~~ct~.:'fJifil:1!t\
sensitive; sensitiveness ; - chiefty in technical use; as, the
0
a maxim; axiom; saw.
sensitivity of silver iodide.
~~;t~:¾lJ1;;:tir
v~rritt!t't.:1 1,,btc~~;;i;t 1Y
HBNT AL1 OPINION.
2. Psychol. The capacity of experiencing, conveying, or 4. Law. In its broadest sense, a judicial determination,
judgment,
or
decree;
doom
;
chiefly:
a
In
Civil
and
ad•
1
aen'U-men•tal(-m~n ti11), a. 1. Of the nature of sentioccasioning sensation ; - sometimes with specific implicamiralty law, the judgment of a court pronounced in a cause.
ment ; characterized or dominated by sentiment ; pertion of
discrimination.
b In criminal and ecclesiastical courts, a judgment passed
taining to feeling, tender susceptibilities, or moral intel■en'lli-U-za'tion (-tI-zi'shltn ; -ti-zi'shltn), n. Act, procby a court or judge on a person on trial as a criminal or lectual conviction or dispositions.
ess, or result of rendP-ring sensitive.
Not that the Profeeaor inspired, or sought to inspire, sentimen•
sen'lli-Uze(sen 1aT-tiz), v. t.; ·TIZBD(-tizd); -TIZ'ING(-tiz'- offender; as commonly used, the decree or order by which
the court imposes punishment or penalty upon a person
!:~!ii~t/~~:i
but he expanded in the warm atm~;~G,:~~~fJ:;:
Tng). Chem. &, Photog. To render sensitive.
found
guilty,
or
the
punishment
or
penalty
so
imposed.
■en'lli-tlz'er (-tiz'er), n. A sensitizing agent.
&. Gram. A combination of words which is complete as .2. Having an excess of sentiment or sensibility; indulging
■ell'lli-tom'e-ter (-tlSm~-ter), n. [See sBNsmve ; -MBTBR. l
the sensibilities for their own sake ; artificially or affectexpressing a thought, and in writing Is usually marked
Photog. An instrument or apparatus for comparing and
at the close by a period; a senee unit comprising a sub- edly tender ; mawkishly or superficially emotional.
grading the sensitiveness of plates, films, etc., as a screen
3. Characterized by the expression of eentiment or sentiject
and
predicate,
asp.
one
with
both
subject
and
finite
divided into aqua.res of different shades or colors, from
verb expressed. A single word is sometimes called a sen- ments ; addressed to easily swayed emotions and predilecwhir.h a picture is made on the plate to be teated.
tence, or a sentence word, when it is expressive of a com- tions ; as, sentimental music ; impelled by, or giving rise
■en'lli-tom'e-try (-trT), n. Measurement
by, or the uee
to, sentiment; as, a aentimental act or situation.
of, the sensitometer.
~/;!i1;heo~~!.:a
s':;~i~
Syn. - SENTIMENTAL, ROMANTIC, L.ACKADAISICAL. SBNTI·
sen'BO-rl-(sen's~-rI- ; sen-so'rI-). Combining form for was going: or where subject or predicate is supplied by the
,enaory: asin aen1a.rl-mo'tor (-mo'te'r),sensory and motor;
?~:i!i~~!iri~Js;r~tll:::\:ia:t:
context or situation, as in an exclamation or command; as l:tit1~~1::f~tT~«:::
aen...U't•ty, n, Sensibility. Obs.
IIaen'au ma'lo. [L.l In a bad ■-tence accent or 1tre1a.
See
~grr-tY),
n.
aen'aton (sl:!'.n'Bhtln), n. [NL.
sense.
I auousnees. Rare. I EMPRASts, 2.
semw, fr. L. sentire, sen"'1&m,to -RI E~ (•rlz), = SENSORJUH.
IID 1 1U·Ol'f.ty C--6s'Y-tl), n. Sen- ND-ten't1•&'r1•&D (e~n-~n'shlIID'ter-y.
-Jo!ilENTRY.
feel ] Experience of senBB.tion. ■eDIOUl'- T CENSER.
l'rl-dn; 115), = SENTENTIARY.
HDB'lll"e.
-foCEN~trn, CENSURB'.
1enteur, n. [F.J Scent. Ob1.
Sensitive. Ref. Sp.
un.'U-t\v.
11n'1u1 com.mu'nt■. [L.] = aen-ten'tt•&-rlat (sl:!'.n-tfn'shl•d- aenthe. t SEVENTH,
COlfMON SENSE a.
rlst). n. A sententiary.
aen'tl•tiv•ly,
adv. of !IIENSI· ='!uJ~g.~e:dv.~Ysl!suAL.
nnthll, adv.
[Cf. SINCE.]
ND' ■u-al-DH■, n. See -NESS,
11.Dly:De. Var. of RINSYNE.
Hence. ObB. Scot.
ct:!>'w'fi'o
jl ■en.'1u bo'no.
[L.] In a good
unthury.
+ SEIGNIORY.
::::
tb~~:rT~~~~;~~f SCBNT. lectures, or commented, on the 1en'tt-co1e' (s~ n't r-kOi■'; rJ'.
HD'live, a. Sentient; reaeon- sense.
ina:: sensitive. Obs.
BID' ■u-l■m (~n'shcRJ-Yz'm),
n. ■ent, n. c!rv. Assent. Obs,
Sentences of Peter Lombard -O§E), HD'tl-cou, a. [L. aentiSensualiam ; sensationalism, 1, ■ent, pret. t P· p. of SEND.
(e. 1100-64), [talian theologian cosu11.] Full of briers. Ob,.
(•'l'■t), n. Sensualist.
ND.tawre. + CENT A.UR,
I and bishop of Paria .
HD'tt--en:~ly, adv. of SJ:KTI ■ IIT.

8. Having moral perception ; capable of being &lfected by

~irtt.;~o-ll'tioa-

moral good or evil.
7. Haviog or contaioing senee or reason; characterized by
good or common sense ; intelligent ; understanding ; wise.

Syn.
- SD!:::,
s~:~:~:~,
:fi:;~bsE~!~:E
empha~t::s
~:~:;:,t
tl!:e!?fJ~~:r:.iY!':i
~~e~t:~:atfo~~
:S~~~J

c~igfa":.,~!'."

=r;1r:tl!1i~~~~a:nf

t

=~~~:e

foer-:~11:~i:t!t:,~:1:~~-vii::.

~t°;~~b:r:
~:~~:{:/•

.B~,~~o:.

+

7)}

t.9e
!i,t~~:t~t~~d
~e~1i~:~~e:r:ef~~d~riii~i:n;e~fst~

:!li;!~u:~:;::i[;:aiy~J.
~!~~:!n:i!~X:~:fc'!!

:ho";
fl~1:eh!~~~~~~lil~ltt'1e~t~~~ita'b11!8':1J~
~~1«\·
s:~~~~:br:No~u~ii£~!1~~~~~~L
~si:i~~~!~io

~~it!Yil.
!:P~:rni;~ffe!~
:,~Ja ~°,!1d1~!!s~o~s~~!ee!~~1:

;afft\

s: :::!~:

sense

f;~~:f~r !~1n"t'!if!
\\::.ffli

l:;t::;~:::!~

:en.J:O~~E(;':i,~X!Y\,
s:.~ao1z:

::,~:a~::.~r
~~!:i

~~~-:;;}·~n'si:t~D~~~°l
I

::!°lJ!r~~~~;rl~'f~i), ...,..,.11,

tdbd, fd'ot; out, oil ; chair;

So; sins, l9k; tllen, thin; natyre, ver<!9-re (250) ;
Full

esplanatloa■

121

or

Abbreviation■,

81pa,

K

= ch

ln G. lch, ach (M4); boir; yet; zh

etc., lmmedlatel7

precede tlae Voeabalar7.

= z In azure.

Numben refer to§§ in G111D■•
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SEPTATION

ll. Disunited from the body ; disembodied ; as, a aeparate

vice for drying steam before it enters a steam engine.

SENTIMENTALISM
natively in a.world of romance or unreality;

as, "excel-

b

Any of various apparatus for separating liquids of difspirit; the separate state of souls.
1g;e~~
\t!ii~n,,
~~::101~~~flr:
s:e~~b::o:e!~:r:1~:!:'t~
3. Unconnected ; not united or associated ; distinct ; J~:~~
fir:~:~afl:;i:.::ke?roi:~itt;:tii;,g
Ably':?;~:
cab, and weeps generous tears over a donkey" (Thackeray);
said of things that have not been connected.
u a serttirnentalperson, interested in pathetic novels and all
machines for freeing wheat from foreign admixtures and
For such an la.igh priest became us, who is holy, harmless, undust. d A revolving screen or a machine containing a re~
We are all for tootling on
unhaPP'f attachments" (id.);
defiled,
separate from sinners.
Heb. vii,
26,
volving perforated cylinder with beater arms, for separatthe senll:mental :flutein literature'' (Stevenson); a pretty
4. Being apart from others; alone ; solitary ; secluded.
0

0

ing cottonseed meats from the hulls. e Any of varioua
&. Particular ; several ; single ; as, every separate item.
mechanical apparatus for dressing ore, removing slate
Syn. - See DISTINCT.
0
0
aepa.rate &mmunltion. Ordnance. See AMMUNITION, 2 Cit. g~~~rrJ,oer~c~ ftt:
~
8.
Baptista.
See
BAPTIST,
n.
•·
company
J..
Mil.,
an
indewnd(Emerson). One is LACKADAISICAL who is lanfa!ishingly
of two guards placed one on each side of a spindle to limit
, ent company of the National Gnard of a i;tate of the United
0
~J\~!~f,'c1f,.~f/;~!).ca~~it:,r,,~,,y;t~'.ze
with a ackadaisiStates. See INDEPENDENT COMPANY. -a. estate, Law, an es- ~~ii~~~~~-:.n:,aJ
18D1tl-men1tal-lsm
(sen 1ti-men'ti11-iz'm), n. [Cf. F. sen- tate the ownership and control of which is enjoyed by a ing. A ravel. 1 Any of various things used as distance
pieces, as a casting for separating the sections of a builttimentali,me. l Quality or state of being sentimental; the
!::1~i!~1t;n[ ;.ifr~j:3r;~~~~l
up girder, or a glass tube, vulcanite fork, or the like, for
character or behavior of a sentimentalist ; sentimentality.
husband.- a. maintenance, Law. an allowance made to a wife
spacing evenly apart th,, plates of a storage battery.
aen1t1-men1tal-lst, n. [Cf. F. sentimentaliste.] One who by her husband under deed of separation.- ■. system, Prison aep'a-ra-to-ry
(sep'li-rli-tt-rT), a. CaUBing or effecting
has, or affects, sentiment or fine feeling.
Discipline, a system of imprisonment in which each prisReparation; used in separating; separative.
aen'tl-men-tal'l-ty (-men-till'i-ti), n. Quality or state of oner 1s kept entirely from mtercourse with any other pris- aeparatory
fllD.nel,
a separating funnel.
oner. - a. touch, Magnetism, a method of magnetizing in
being sentimental.
n.; pl. -RIBS(-riz). An apparatus used in sepwhich two opposite poles are applied simultaneously near Bep'a-ra-to-ry,
Syn. - See SBNTIMRNT.
bar
to
be
magnetized
and
are
drawn
in
the
middle
of
the
arating,
as,
Chem.,
a separating funnel, or, Burg., an in·
1
1
aen t1-men'tal-l.ze(-men'tal-iz), v. t. ;-rzEn (-izd); -1z 1No opposite directions towards its ends.
strument for separating the pericranium from the cranium.
(-iz'ing). To regard in a sentimental manner ; to imbue
19p'a-rate
(sl!pla-rtt),
n.
1.
One
who
is
separate
or
has
1
1
Se-phar
41c
(st-lar
dik),
a. Of or pert. to the Sephardim.
with sentiment; as, to se:ritimentaU~enature.
[NHeb.; orig. uncert.]
Jew■
18D'tl-men'tal-l.ze,
v. i. To think or act sentimentally, or separated, esp. from a religious body; a separatist. Obs. Stt-phar'cllm(-dim),n.p!.
ll.
[cap.]
Specif
.•
Eccl.
Hist.
See
NEW
LIGHT
a.
who
are
descendants
of
the former Jews of Spain and
like a sentimentalist; to affect exquisite sensibility.
3. A separate article, document, or the like; specif.,
rule
darker
than
the
Ashkenazim,
Portugal.
They
are
as
a
1
ci1e
i ,:·
Bibliog., a separately issued copy of an article, essay,
or northern Jews, and have more delicate features.
18D1tl-nel (sen 1tl-nel), n. [F. aentinelle, fr. It. sentinel/a, monograph, or the like, from a volume, society's proceed- ae'pi-a (se'pi-li), n.; pl. E. SBPIAS(-tiz),L. BBPLI! (-ii). [L.,
prob. orig. a dim. of an abstract noun, perh. meaning
ings, or the like.
fr. Gr."~"'"" the cuttlefish, or squid.] 1. A cuttlefish of
watching, listening, fr. L. •entire to perceive by the senses.
4. Math. In the theory of partitions, any set ( of parts of a Sepw. or allied genus, having a broad body with long latCf. SBNSB.] 1. One who watches or guards; specif., Mil.,
multipartite number) considered as a component partition.
eral fins, and an internal calcareous shell. (See CUTTLIIa soldier set to guard an army, camp, or the like, from sur- aep'a-rate-ly, adv. In a separate manner.
FISH, and CUTTLE
BONE,Illusl.). The best-known species is 8.
pr»Je, to observe and give notice of ~anger ; a sentry.
Syn. - See DISTRIBUTIVELY.
olficinalis of the Mediterranean, which, as well as those of
Eastern seas, is caught for its black pigment. See INK sAc.
ll. Watch ; guard; as, to keep sent-inel. Obs. or R.
::t:":~i:-c~~s~~BX~~~ed
a current from a sepall. [cap.] Zool. The typical genus of cuttlefishes.
aen'tl-nel, v. t. ; -NBLBD(-nlld) or -NBLLED; -NBL-INGor
18P'a-rat'lng(-rittfog), p. a. Designed or used to separate.
3. A pigment of rich brown color prepared from the ink,
-NIIL-LING. 1. To watch over as a sentinel.
or black secretion, of various cuttlefishea, and used esp ill
ll. To furnish with a sentinel; to place under the guard of ~1~:ia~fh~~fo~'{:;·
1J~!~nofr1°~!~E:'Uf!~~
water-color painting. Genuine sepia is not used as an oil
a sentinel or sentinels.
color. Also, the color of, or prepared from, this pigment.
aen'try (sen'tri), n.; pl. -TBIBB (-triz). [Prob. fr. OF.
::;:~lv~:t~bJ!rn~t::~To~
4. Loosely 1 = CUTTLEBONE.
lenleret a little path, In reference to the sentry's beat, dim.
stars as separate objects; resolving power.
of OF. & F. sentier path, L. ,emitarlus, fr. L. aemita path, aepta-ra'tlon(-rii'sblln), n. [L. separatio: cf. F. sipara- ■e'pi-a, a. Of the color of sepia; dark reddish brown ;
also, made of, or done in, sepia.
whence OF. sente.] 1. One, esp. a soldier, placed on guard.
tion.] 1. Act of separating, or state of being separated
(sii'poi), n. [Per. siplihi, fr. siplih an army. Cf.
ll. Guard ; watch as by a sentinel.
Dryden.
or separate. Specif. : a Chen,. Analysis (2 a). b Math. 18'PO:V
SPAID.] A native of India employed as a soldier in the
3. A watching place; a watchtower. Obi. &: R.
The division or gronping of a partition into component
service
of a European power, esp. of Great Britain.
4. Naut. A kite. See 1st XITB, 6 a.
partitions, or separates.
c Astrol. Departure of two
Mutiny or Rebellion. A revolt against British
planets from their position in conjunction or other aspect. SePO:V
0
authority
in India in 1857-61!,_
A1f1ittt:'n1f'l."~g"';.~~a
dne to the annexation policy,
ll. A body of persons who are separate or have separated,
the rapid introduction of European improvements, etc.,
1~:~~;::':'nir!ef!t'lS~·
esp. from their church or from an established church ; the
.:U"ir;i,;'c:'z'."hl"t:r:,:gi:xefo
post.
separatists or dissenters collectively.
Obs.
;c;c;hie1u~~t!~:
;:',!sD~ygisme~~!i:(~~:~:_:i:,t;i::
ae'pal (sii'pill; sep'al , 277), n. [NL. aepalum, proposed
3. Law. a DIvorce. b A cessation of cohabitation between
ropeans, June and Jnly, 1857), and Lucknow (reliefs by
by Necker and defined by him as " tegmen, tegmentum
HavelocK, Sept., 1857,ana Campbell, Nov., 1857).
hUBband
and
wife
by
mutual
agreement,
esp.
where
this
Is
In
1
quo sexus uterque tegitur ·at circumdatur ; ' derived by
pursuance of a contract between the hUBband and wife (the sepa (seps), n. [L., fr. Gr. a-~,i,,fr. a->i1r•w
to make puhim fr. Gr. c,,ce'"I covering. Sepal is now associat.ed with
latter often acting through trustees) providing for her suptrid.l
1. A venomous serpent mentioned by ancient
petal, and with L. separa,·e to separate: cf. F. sepale.]
Greek
writers.
"The
Numidian
sepa."
Shelley.
port, an allowance in liP-uof dower, etc.
Bot. A leaf or division of the calyx. Cf . .,.TAL; see CALYX,1. seP'a-ra-tlsm
(septa-ril:-tlz'm), n. [Cf. F. aAparatismo.]
ll. Zool. A lizard of an Old World genus (Chalcide,, syn.
1e'paled (sii'pald ; sep'illd), a. Bot. Having sepals.
The character, act, principles, or practices of a separatist;
Seps) of the family Scincidre, having a serpentilorm body,
aep1al-ol4 (sep 1/11-oid), a. [sepal +-oid.] Bot. Resem· disposition
very small legs, and smooth, imbricated scales.
to withdraw from a body, esp. from a church;
bling a sepal.
the practice of so withdrawing.
aep1alne(Bilp'sin; -sen; 184), n. Also aepta1D. [See BBPaeP'al-oua(-i1s), a. Bot. Having (so many) sepals.
s1s.] Ph.ysiol. Chem. A soluble poison (ptomaine) pre■ent
■eP'a-ra-ble (sl!pla-r<i-b'l), a. [L. separabilis: cf. F. sApa11epara- in putrid blood and formed in the putrefaction of protein■•
rable.] 1. Capable of being separated, disjoined, disuttst, breakmg arbitrary and fanciful connections.
M. Arnold.
18P'Bls
(-sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. a-iio/1«
putrefaction.]
M•d.
nited, or divided; as, the separable parts of plant.a.
2. Specif., one who withdraws or separates himself, esp.
Poisoning of the system by the introduction of putrescent
la. Separating; separative. Oba. &, R.
Shak.
from a body or organization; one who favors separation ;
material
or
pathogenic
orl!anisms
into
the
blood.
npara,ble
accident.
Logic. See ACCIDENT, 4.
esp. : a One who withdraws from a church ; a seceder aept(s~pt), n. [A corruption ofsect, n.] 1. In the ancient
-septa-ra-bll'l-ty (-bll'I-ti), 18P'a-ra-ble-neas,n. from an established church ; a dissenter ; nonconformist ; and medieval civil organb:ation of Ireland, a family or
sep'a-ra-bly,adv.
schismatic
; sectary ; - applied esp. to those who separated
group of families under a head or chief owing allegiance to
aep'a-rate(sepla-rit), ti. I.; BBP1A-RAT'BD(-rit!ijd); sBP'- from the Church
of England in the 16th and 17th centuries.
a king or superior chief. See CLAN, 1, 2, and cf. GENS, 1.
[L. separatus, p. p. of separare to
A·RAT'ING(-riit'ing).
b pl. [cap.] A communistic religious society (disbanded
2. Hence, a similar group or social unit elsewhere.
aeparate; se- aside+ parare to make ready, prepare. See in 1898) of German Protestant peasants, who separated
18P'tal
(sep'tlll), a. Of or pert. to a septum or septa.
PARADB; cf. SBVBR.]
1. To disunite; divide; disconnect;
from the state church of Germany, emigrated, and settled
••11,ta1
neck, Z ool. &- Pal eon., in a cephalopod shell, a short
sever; to part in any manner.
at
Zoar,
Ohio,
in
1817.
They
were
also
known
as
Zoarites
Who shall separate us from the love of Chriat? Rom. viii. 35.
f~!rs&'ii°.!~~r.~~nca'\tei :_y~JJ:!'n:'e1~'ri'di!o}!arrforated
ll. To intervene ; to keep apart by Occupying the space and the Zoar Community. o [cap.] pl. British Politics. sep'tan (sl!pltiin), a. [L. ,epten, se,en: cf. F. septane, In
with favoring separation of Ireland
between ; to lie between ; as, the Mediterranean Sea aepa- The Liberals;-charged
jievre
septane a septan fever.]
Of or pertaining to the
from
the
United
Kingdom
in
advocating
home
rule.
Cant.
rate• Europe and Africa.
aep1a-ra-tlve(Bilp'li-rit-tiv), a. [L. aeparativus.] Tending seventh ; recurring on the seventh day ; as, a aeptan fever.
3 To set apart from others, as for a special use.
n.
Med.
An
intemtittent
fever
which returns every
to
cause
separation.
Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work. .Acts :ziii. 2.
seventh day, reckoning inclusively.
1ep1a-ra1tor (-ri 1ter),
Syn. - See DIVIDE.
aep-ta'ri-um
(-ti'rI-llm;
116),
n
;
pl.
-BIA
(-Ii). [NL.,
n.
[L.]
One
that
sep1eP'a-rate,v. i. 1. To part ; to become disnnited ; to withfr. L. septum, saeptum, an inclosure, a partition, fr. sepire,
arates ; any of various
draw from one another ; as, the family separate,d.
saepire,
to
inclose.
J
G•ol.
A
concretionary
nodule,
usually
machines,
devices,
or
2;. To come apart ; to cleave; divide.
of limestone or clay ironstone, intersected within by cracks
apparatus for separat3. To form as a separate body; as, crystals or a precipitate
filled
with
calcite,
barite,
etc.
-aep-ta'rl-an
(-lin
),
a.
ing
a
mixture
into
its
may separate from a solution.
18P'tate (sep-'tit), a. [L. sel'tum, aaeptum, partition.]
sep1a-rate (-rlit), a. [L. separatus, p. p.] 1. Divided constituent parts, or
Divided
by,
or
having,
a
partition
or
partitions.
any device for spacing
from another or others ; disjoined ; disconnected ; sepaaep-ta'tlon (s~p-tii'sh/111), n. a Division Into parts by a
rated ; - said of things once connected.
I, 2 Forms of Separator a,
septum or septa; condit.ion of being septate. b A septum.
Him that was separate from his brethren. Gen xlb:. 26 !~~!~~ a~!i\~~1:
little romantic girl ... who_possessed a laudable zeal to
know a live poet'' {Scott); u The process of growini from

~~ri~~
::r,1:t~
a.T~:!l?ig~eifi~:

rr>~~cstY:~~
r1:!~;ri~i~b~~t~~%;
lf:ri:~aifr:{1

f~"ln~'i'.!t!~~!~~~!~;.
n0.hi.e'J::rw.~~

~[=~

~~i;!'rid!~{~·)ie~

-~~Jib;~~~
~~!~1~~1l':~l:}~:ri,
sen:J:~~:::.:
11~1

by

:~'ti't

~fn~re:!;~~~l~q:~:~~i!

-::..tgn~~~J~~&:
l

.::.~l~;

:~d

aer:;~~;t~~' !;18~1:/~:!ed!:u~i~e~~d~~v!~~s~

ti;
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SEPT-CHORD

SEQUENTIAL

lep-telll'ber (ai!p-tl!m'ber), n. [L., fr. aeptem seven, as

■eP'tu-ple

■ep'tlme (a~p'tem), n. [L, 1eplima, fem. of 1eptimw sevbeing the seventh month of the Roman year, which began
enth.] 1. Fencing. The seventh position. See Cit,
with March: cf. F. •eptombre. See sBVBN.] The ninth
month of the year containing thirty days.
blade horizontal, the point opposite the left shoulder In the
Bep-tem'ber-lllm(-ber-b'm), n. The principles or prac- position
of septime, the wrist must be shghtly bent : the upper
tices of Septembrists.
part convu:, the inner part concave.
Encyc of SportBep-tem'brlllt(-brlst), n. [F. septembriste.] 1. An agent
in the masaacres (September Kau&cre1) of royalists in Paris,.
committed from the 2d to the 6th of September, 1792.
I. Hence, a bloodthirsty person ; a butcher.
141p-tem'vtr(-ver), n.; pl. E. -vms (-verz), L.
(-vlri), [L . .,,ptemviri, pl. ; septem seven
viri, pl. of vir
man. l Rom. Hist, One of seven associated in authority ;
apecil., one of the aeptemviri ej>ulones (see BPULo).
MP-tem'vl-rate(-vl-rtt), n. LL, septemviralus.] Office,
government, or function, of septemvirs.
■ep'te-na-ry (al!pftt-nt-rI), a.
[L. ,eptenariw, fr. ,epteni
seven each, &eptem seven. See SBVBN,] 1. Consisting of,
or relating to, seven ; as, a septenary number.
.I. Lasting or continuing seven years; happening once in
seven years. '' Septenary penance."
Fuller.
3, Math. Having 7 as radix or base.
2. Music. The interval of a seventh.
aep'te-na-ry(al!pft3-ni-rl), n.; pl. -BIBS (-rlz). 1, The sep'tl-mole
(al!pftT-mol), n. [L. septem seven. l Mwic. A
number seven; also, a group of seven.
group of seven notes to be played in the time of four or six ;
I, Proa. A verse of seven feet ; a septenariue,
- indicated by the sign '7""' placed over the group.
Mp-ten'nate (al!p-tl!nlit), n. [F. ,eptennat.] A period ■ep'to-mu'll-la-ry
(Bl!plt~-mlll,/sT-lit-rT), a. Zoo/ Pert.
of seven years ; also, an agreement or arrangemerjt for
to, or in the region of, the nasalseptum and maxilla. -n.
auch a period ; as. the aeptennale during which the PrealA
small
bone
between
the nasal septum and the maxilla in
dent of the French Republic holds office,
■ep-ten'nl-al (al!p-tl!n'T-1!1),a.
[L. septennium a period of many reptiles and amphibians, and some birds.
■BP'tu-a-,e-na'rl-an
(al!J>'\9-ti-j3-ni'rl-l!n;
115), n. A perseven years, fr. aeptennis of seven years ; aeptem seven
son who 1s seventy years of age ; a septuagenary.
annus year. See SBVBN; ANNUAL.l Lasting seven years;
■8P'tu-ag'e-na-ry
(-ij'~-nil:-rT),
a,
[L.
,eptuagenariw,
fr,
as, septennial parliaments ; also, liappening or returning
septuageni seventy each ; akin to septuagi-nta seventy, aeponce 1n every seven years ; as, septennial elections.
tem seven. See BBVB1;f•]Consisting of seventy; also, seventy years old; pertammg to one seventy years old, - n.;
ffl'J:"":l."tc:-0:r!JS;,fi:t;.ta!
W:rfi~!'.!~t:.1::n:~dn~
longer than seven years. It superseded the Triennial Act. pl. -RIBS(-rlz). A septuagenarian.
-sep-ten'Dl-al-ly, adv.
■ep'tu-a-ge■'l-ma (-<i-jt!s'l-m<i), n.
[L., fem. of septua1. A
USep-ten1trl-o(st!p-tl!n'trT-o), n. [L. Bee SBPTBNT1110N.] gesimus the seventieth, fr. aeptuaginta seventy.]
A1tron. The constellation Ursa Major.
period of seventy days.
Sep-ten'trl-on(-~n), n. [ME. septemtrioun, F. aepten- 2. [cap.] Eccl. InfullSeptuagesima Sunday. The third
Sunday before Lent. It is uncertain why this Sunday, 63
trion, L. septentrlo the northern regions, the north, fr.
1eptentriones the seven stars near the north pole, called
days before Easter, is so called. See QUINQUAGESIMA.
Charles's Wain, or the Great Bear, also those called the Sep'tU-a-glnt (st!p'\9-<i-jlnt), n. [From L. septunginta
Little Bear; properly, the seven plow oxen; aeptem seven
seventy. l The important Greek version of the Old Testatrio, orig., a plow ox.] Ob&. 1. A&tron. = SBPTBNTRIO. ment still in use in the Eastern Church. See 1st CANON,
4.
The Septuagint is so called from a discarded tradition apI. The north or northern regions.
Shak.
■ep-ten'trl-on-al (-III), a.
[L, septentrionalis: cf. F. sep- parently referring originally only to the Pentateuch, that
tentrional.] Of or pert. to the north; boreal. - sep-ten'- 1t was the work of seventy (or rather seventy-two) inspired
trl-on-al'l-ty(-ill'l-tr), n. -sep-ten'trl-on-al-ly, adv.
~~~~":e~~~! 1?:,.°oe~ef:l~:
Sep-ten'trl-o'De■ (al!p-tt!n1trl-o'nez),
n. pl.
[L.] The
seven bright stars near the north pole ; the Dipper; also,
~t~r.:'.t
~~,:'ii/,:b~;tw~'fi~~~,:'~&,~r:J~fnflii~~n:~ia\.':,;
the Little Dipper ; by extension, either of the constellaa?:e~1e:;:i:bti~\f~:o~~nr!~f
c°ti!:e gh~"!~~1~fil;,g~~
tions (Ursa Major, Ursa Minor) to which these belong.
Proverbs., and in Jeremiah, where it lac\s about 2,700words
■ep-tet' (sl!p-tl!V), n.
[From L. septem seven, like duet,
m the Hebrew. The Septuagint is the version
from L. duo.] a A set of seven persons or objects; as, a present
cited by Philo Josephus, and in the New Testament.
septet of singers. b Music. A composition for seven in- Septuagint
chronolog:y. The chronologb founded upon
struments or voices ; - called also septuor.
■ept'foll (al!pt'foil), n.
[F. ,,pt seven (L. aeptem)
E.
~ir~i~~i:i. 0 :~~~r~~rfi~i~nh~!'~~~
'lr!b're~ ltt1~~
and about 1,1.'iO
more than the Samaritan Pentateuch.
foil leaf: cf. L. •eptifolium ] 1. The tormentil.
Sep1tu-a-gm'tal(-jln1tl!l), a. Of or pert. to the Septuagint.
2. Arch. An ornamental foliation having seven lobes,
a. Eccl. Art. A typical figure, of seven equal segments of seP'tum (st!p'tl!m), n.; L. pl. -TA(-t<i). [L. septum, saeptum,
an inclosure, hedge, fence, fr. sepire, saepire, to hedge in,
a circle, used to denote the gifts of the Holy Ghost, the
inclose,] 1. Any dividing wall, partition, or the like.
sacraments of the Roman Catholic Church, etc. Rare,
Specif. : a Biol. A wall separating two cavities or masses
■ep'U- (st!p'tl-), [L. •~rtem seven, l Combining form meanof softer substance or tissue ; a partition.
b Bot. Any
ing seven,· as, aeptifohous, seven-leaved.
dividing wall or partition.
c Physics. The membrane sepsep1Uc (sl!p1tlk), a. [septi-ic.] Math. Of the 7th
arating
two
liquids
in
O$Dlosis.
d
Eccl.
An
altar
rail; in
degree or order.-n.
Alg. A quantic of \he 7th degree.
Byzantine churches, a balustrade separating the choir from
■eP'tiC (sl!p'tlk),
a. [L. septicus, Gr. ""J1TT•••••
from
the
nave.
0'~1r•w to make putrid: cf. F. septiqi,e.]
Of or pertaining
to sepsis ; produced by putrefaction or morbid germs; as, 2. Zoo/. a One of the radial calcareous plates projecting
into the calyces of a
.
,eptic poisoning.
coral, b One of the
\
septic tank, a tank in which sewage is kept to effect dialntegration of organic matter by anaerobic l>acteria.
transverse
partitions
dividing the shell of
■eP'Uc, n. A substance that P.romotes putrefaction.
■BP'U-c•'ml-a (al!p1
tI-se'ml-a), n. [NL.; Gr. ""J1TT••o•
pu- a cephalopod, or of a
rhizopod, into cham-remia.] Med. A poisoned condition of the
trefactive
bers.
c One of the
0
~~~t:t~:t'iot;::=dpi~~::~~tic~!
transverse
partitions
the serous membranes and of the lungs, kidneys,
between the segments
and other organs. - seP'tl-cm'Dllc(-mlk), a.
of an annelid.
MP'tl-c14'al(sl!pftT-sid'lll), a. [septum
L.
IIup'tum cru-ra'le (krOocaedere to cut.] Bot. Dividing the partitions; .
rii'le) [L., crural septum], Anat., the thin
- said of a method of dehiscence in which a cap- ~
anle or other fruit splits at the lines of union of
l:S~~~i!ih~~~:.lose1\
Septum, 2 •· 9oral (Eumilia), showthe carpels. - sep'U-cld'al-ly(-sid'l!l-I), adv.
perforated by numermg Septa.
■ep-W'ra-gal (st!p-tlf'r<i-gl!l), a.
[septllm
L.
ous lym_Phat1c vessels and serves as a barrier against the
frangere,fractum, to break.] Bot. Breaking from
J!l'Otrus1on of a femoral hernia. - II1. lu'ct-dam (lii'sl-dlim)
the partitions; - said of dehiscence (aeptlfragal
!~i:.~J'l:.~u~~tc":1f;u~J;:r:.'·10~:r
t:J:.1rtieu~letfi:~~~!~~
d81111cance)
in which the valves of a capsule or pod
callosnm to the fornix and neighboring parts and separatS:ftfcldbreak away from tile diBSepiments.
ing the lateral ventricles of tlie brain. The laminm comMp-tll'llon(sl!p-tll'yl!n), n. [F. septilion, formed su1;"Efposing
it separate above and inclose the fifth ventricle. fr. L. septem seTen, in imitation of million.] The 7hadeII1. pol-lu'ct-dam (pt!-lii'sl-dlim) [L.J, Anat., the septum lunumber denoted by a unit with 24 zeros (French- num.
cidum. -II 1. trana-ver'aum (trlns-vQr 1slim). [L.J Ann.t. a
American) or with 42 zeros (English). See NUMERATION,
2. The diaphragm, or a structure in the embryo from which
- ■ep-tll'll.OD, a, - ■ep-tll'llonth (-yl!nth), n.
it in part develops. b = CRISTA AcusTtCA.
aep'ti-cal (~p'tr-kdl}, a. Sep"'t'-chord',
n. A seventh

(al!pfta-p•i), a. [LL. septuplu,; cf. Gr. ,1rn1r.l.oii<: cf. F. sepluple. Cf. DOUBLE,
QUADRUPLB,]
Seven
times aa much ; multiplied by seven ; sevenfold.
sep 1tu-ple, v. t.; S""'TU-PLBn(-p'ld) ; B""'TU-PLING(-pllng).
To multiply by seven ; to make sevenfold,
sep'ul-cher, seP'ul-ohre (at!pfl!l-ker), n. [ME. &epulcre,
OF. sepulcre, F. sey,ulcre, fr. L. sepulcrum, sepulchrum,
fr. aepelire to bury.] 1, The place in which the dead body
of a human being is interred, or a place set apart for that
purpose; a grave ; tomb; burial vault.
2, Eccl. Arch. a A receptacle or repository for relics, aa,
esp. t in an altar.
b = EASTER SEPULCHER.
sep'ul-cher, ■ep'ul-chre (sl!p'lil-ker; formerly st-plil'ker, a, in Shakespeare and Milton), v. I ... -CRERBD(-kerd)
or-CHRBn (-kerd); -CHER-ING
(-ker-Ing) or-CHRING(-krlng),
To bury ; inter ; entomb ; as obscurely sepulchered.
■e-pul'chral (st-plil'krl!l), a. [L. aepulcralis: cf, F. ff•
pulcral.]
1. Of or pert. to burial, the grave, or monuments in memory of the dead ; as, a aepulchral stone .
2. Suggestive of, or befitting, a sepulcher : a Unnaturally
low and grave ; - said of sound, esp. of the voice.
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partite.] Bot. Divided nearly
to the base into seven parts.
llep-tem'tri--on.t81!:l'TENTRrQN,
HP.-tem'vl-oua (&!p-tl!'.m'vl'-Us)
a IL. septem seven + ,~ia way.j
Golng in seven or several different way,. R.
[~EPTEMVIR-1
eep-tem'vl-rl l•r'I), L. pl. of
19P'H-na'rt-u
(~p't(r-nl'rl'.-

~~,tf-~eP,;:t:~-~~~d~f
SEPTI•
c.+:MIA. - aep•ti-ce'mlc, a.

eo; sins,

of

i
~~~:fcu:en~~ei:;:i:a~~e~n1;8tl:e:~~~~tgfit~f~~i~terval
&. R. C. Ch. A bymn or rhythm introduced in the Mass on
some occasions, as certain festival days, and sung after the
epistle and gradual, whence the name ; - called also q,
prose, because not in any regular meter.
8. Math. A succession (determined by law) of element•
unconnected by algebraic signs.
7, Card Playing. a Three or more cards of the same anit
in immediately consecutive order of value, as knave, ten,
nine, and eight. b Poker. = STRAIGHI'.
Syn.-See
SUCCRSBION.
~uence of ten1e1 1 Gram., the rule or practice governing
the choice of tenses in a subordinate clause relatively to
the principal clause., as that 0 princiJ?al tenses depend upon

to follow.

=

~l~t
:l~~\ ~~~~~RIC,

~~i~f!F,~
t~T~Ai!ks~or;~~r!fre

■e 1 quent

0

(se'kwlnt), a. [L. sequens, -entia, p. pr. of seq1<i
See SUBto follow.] 1. Following; snceeedip.g,

What to this was sequent
Thou knowest already.
as an effect ; consequent.
se'quent, n. 1. A follower. Obs. &: R.

2. Following

Shat.

Shak,
2, That which follows in a regular order, aeries, or the like;
esp., that which follows as a result; a sequence or sequel,
se-quen'tlal (sl-kwi!n'ahl!I), a. Succeeding or followin&
septem seven.] Heptoic. Rare. ■eptore i' SCEPTER.
[Sp,I
~'to-na'B&l
(1i!p'tl:i-nl'zCtl), a. ■ ep'ul-cherd. Sepulchered, R. f
■e-pul'chr&l-11:e, v. t. See -1z11:.
0
SEP-

,,. t. To eover...,

Obs.

u-Uze, v t. [L. a.epelire,ae-.
111iltum, to bury.; To bury. Oba.
Hit

::::::,~~
(i grl?iir--fil:·,.,
Of or pert. to eepuf tur~ or burialJ!-~w:-:.1::~.
~«ft!

gr:~J~;k,t:~lva::~·:

~,;,~-t~-~~!{1:~•
:f:t,l;;~r;:i

i.:t

~t:i-)cu½
(:~~:J:J?!h:;i),
a.
[L. :reptun:r.,_ -vncu. lit., seven 1~~]c~t?.°A'Jbo!to~t':ie;i;
twelfths.1 uf or pert. to seven of liturgical se~uences. Oba.
ounces. R. [Music. A septet
·kwen-sl), n. =
1ep'tu-or (i!l!P'Ul-llr), n. [F:1
sep'to-plet(-tft-p!H),n, [Dim.fr. II--'tl,-11
(o@-kwln'ahT-cl),.
tteptuple.] Jfustc. A septimole. n. LJ:.,.JM1tB1.c.
= S)l:QUENCB, .•.

I

ver<!9re (250); K=ch

Abbreviation ■, Sip ■,

Bp Hall.

1ep'ul-ture <8i!p'$1-tnr; ef th~
n.). v. t. To bury. Rare.
seventy days, years, etc, ; reck- aeq. Abbr. Sequen~s., or ....
oned tiy seventies.
quentia (L .• the foll>Qw~g).
aep'to-a-ry <el!p'Ul-11:-rT},
n. [L.
lL. 1eq11acea.J
seµfem aeven.] Something composed of i;ieven; a week. Obs.
~!:J::~ateB~;~tft:.;in~S~~~!~:
Seq11ana):
feet or i;ipurious septa.
rl?-i'~'fci\:ei!'.~;~~fe~i
p':c;'babl.J Celts, dwelling about
the sources of the Seine.

~F.PTEMFl,UOUS.

explanation ■

The inevitable sequences of stn and punishment

time; simple succession; esp., the connection of antece ..
dent and consequent in a temporal series, apart from any·
causa,l necessity ; as, the reactions of chemical agents may•
be conceived as merely invariable &equences.
4. Music. A succession of repeated harmonic or melodio
phrases rising or falling usually by the regular diatopic degrees in the same scale. Cf. ROSALIA. An exact Ol' chro-.

np'tre.
+ ~CEPTER,
r:l;~.~~~•'!:m&lCon~i:tr~r-:1

1ep 1 t1-fo'll-OU1 (lll!p'tl'-fiVll'-ils),

bJk; titan, thin; na~,
Full

Shak.

3. The order in which events are connected or related i1'

~y~e\01i!0i~Js~T~f~n0ii~~~~'h
produce certain leaf-spot diseas,..
e11on cultivated plants.

eap., the trochaic tetrameter cat- mollusks with gills reduced to a. Rot. Having seven leaves. R.
ti.
Alectic. or the iambic verse of a horizontal symmetrically fen- aep'tl-form(sl!'.p'tl'-fftrrn),
eatrated muscular partition.
fsevtum + ~/Orm.] Reaembling
~ven and a half feet.

fdbd, fo"bt; out, oil; chair;

Gather the sequel by that went before.

2. Hence, consequence ; event; effect; result ; as, let
the aun cease, fail, or swerve, and the sequel would be ruin.
3. Conclusion ; inference, Rare.
4. In Obs. senses: a Sequence; succession; order. b
Those who come after; posterity. o A body of followers;
a following. 4 One in an inferior position ; an underling.
&. pl. Scots Law. In thirlage, the allowances of meal or
other small perquisite made to the servants of tile dominant mill for actual or nominal services in grinding.
■e-que'la (st-kwe'l<i), n.; pl. SEQUEL&(-le).
[L., a follower, a result, fr. sequi to follow.] One that follows,
Specif. : a An adherent, or a band or sect of adherents.
"Coleridge and his ,equela."
G. P. Marsh. b An inferc Med. A diseas~
ence ; conclusion; suggested thougl,t.
or morbid condition left as the result of a disease.
■e 1quence (se'kwlns), ~ [F. sequence, L. sequentia, fr,
aequens. SeesEQUBNT,] 1. Stateofbeingaequent;
afol,
]owing or coming after; succession.
Bacon •.
2. That which follows or succeeds as an effect; result.

Reptum.

}~18.,;u~'n;d{;f
:;./:~'Z.::;:.n-

SEPTI-;
·BRANCHtA.J
Zonl. A
t,;,_1},5,?;,,~A'.
:;;.;:~,~~lii
le~t~
small order of lamelhbranchiate

•epulture, L. ,epultura, fr. sepelire, ,epultum, to bu7.]
1, Act of burying the dead body of a human being; burial;
interment.
2. A sepulcher ; a grave; a place of burial. Oba.
se-qua'ctou■ (sl!-kwi'ahl!s), a. [L. sequax, -acis, fr. aeg,.ri
to follow. Bee BUBto follow.] 1, Inclined to follow a
leader; following; attendant.
Archaic.
I>ryden.
I, Hence, ductile; malleable; pliant ; manageable, Oba,
3. Having or observing logical sequence; logically consistent and rigorous; consecutive in development or transition of thougbt.
De Quincey;
- ■e-qua'clous-ly, ad,,. -se-qua'clou■-nesa, n.
■e-quac'l-ty (sl!-kwis'T-tT), n, [L. sequacita&.] Quality or
state of bemg sequacious ; sequaciousness.
se'quel (se'kwll), n. [L. 1eguela, fr. sequi to follow: cf,
F. s.!quelle a following. See suBto follow.] 1. That which
follows; a succeeding part; continuation.

■e-pUl'chrlze.

ii~t13~
~o
:r~t1-~:trt~~i~~:e,~r-1f,~~:

1-!lri:c~f\!eS:J;tn~Y
sevenDECIMAL.]
Of or putrefaction : septic quality.
pertaining to 11eventeen ; occurring once in seventeen years.
up-teD'ni-um
(81!'.p-t~n'Y-'Um). LNL.] ~d. Pyaemia combined
n.: pl. •NIA (-d). [L.] A period with
septicaemia. - aep'tl-co-pyof seven years.
m'mic. or -py-e'mic (-e'mlk}, a.
sep-ten'trl-al (-trT-<11),a. Sep- NP-tier'
(BC!-tyi'). n, = SETI ER.
tentrional.
Ohit.
See MEACIURE.
aep'tl-fa'ri-oa.■ (s~p'tl-fl'rY-,'ts;
~?t1::;~-;!i~tenJ~titth:,:e~·
18JJ-tell'tri-on'1-c&l, a. Septenj"
trmnal. Ohs.
aep-tif' er-ou (111!'.p-tl'f'l!r-Us),
a.
aep'ter. t SCEPTER.
LRf>Ptum
+ ~rerou.s.] Be a ring
•~-te'ri-um
(1ep-tl'rl'-1Lm).
septa : septate.
Vu. of ~EPTARIUII.
■ep-tif'er-ou. a. [Gr. cn,1rTOt
Sep'tba-1 (•!p'tU-T~
D, Bib.
Bep'ti-bran'chi-a
(si!p'tYputrefle~ + ferous.] Conveymg putrid poison.
brl:g'kT-d). lep'ti-bran'chla'ta (-kl'-ii'td), n. pl. [NL. See aep~tu'lu-ou■ (-100-d s). a.

a. l'-mcll).a. [L.
teen: cf, E.

Of or pert. to September.
Sep'tem-briz'er (Blp'tl!'.m-brlz'fr), n. = SEPTE)IBftl~T,
1.
~-tem'lu-oua
(Rp-tl!m'fl®«e), a. [L. seµtenrffrws: "i'tem
r:;e~ete!f:{J;
HVen streams.

Bt

:;;et:;n:e':e~i!~;!t~it)iJ!f.
parts ; - used

cliord.

MP'ul-ture (al!p'l!l-\9r; formerly also st-plil'\9r), n. [F.

ii:1.:.~::.

~::~i:e

+

m!:i~ ::Mae!~~~~fej,~~~~o°iethe voice •• , givmg wh.JJ ii:i~~:

b Gloomy ; funereal.

in G. ich, ach(144); boN; yet; zh=zin

ete., Immediately

preeede

the V oeabulary,

:fQ\~iri~

azure. ~~ ... ~~o§tJu~mpa..
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SEQUENTIALITY
in order or as a result. -ae-quen 1U-al'i-ty (st-kw~n'shlill'l'-tl), n. -se-quen'Ual-ly, adv.
se-ques 1ter (si-kw~s 1ter), v. t.; SE-QUES'TERED
(-terd); 8EQUEB1TER•ING.
[F. sequestrer, L. sequestrare to give up for
safe keeping, from sequester a depositary or trustee in
whose hands the thing contested was placed until the dispute was settled, fr. sequi to follow. See sUE; cf. SEQUESTRATE.J 1. Law. To separate from the owner for a time ;
to take or remove from the possession of one or more parties
to a controversy and put into the posseiision of an indiffer•
ent person ; specif. : a To seize or take possession of, as
property belonging to another, and hold it till the profits
have paid the demand for which it is taken, or till the
owner has performed the decree of court, or clears himself
of contempt. b Internal. Law. To confiscate or seize and
appropriate under the right of preemption.
2. To cause (one) to have his property sequestered.
3. To cause to retire or withdraw into obscurity; to seclude ; withdraw; - often used reflexively.
When men most sequester themselves from action. Hooker.
To set
ae-quea'ter, 11. i. 1- To withdraw; to retire. Obs.
2. Civil & Eccl. Law. To renounce or disclaim (as a
widow may) having anything to do with or intermeddling
with the estate of her deceased husband.
se-quea 1ter, n. 1. Sequestration; separation. Rare.
2. Rom. & Civil Law. A depositary of property pending
the settlement of a dispute as to its ownership; later, also,
a mediator; umpire i referee.
3. J;fed. = SEQUESTRUM,
ae-quea'tered (-terd),p. a. Withdrawn; separated (from
others); specif. : a Retired; secluded.

4.

SERGEANT

are distinguished by the acute, decurrent leaves and small
rivative fr. L. serus late. Cf. SOIREE.] Music. a Music
oval ~ones with .Persistent woody scales. Also [/. c.J,a tree
as sung or played in the open air at night, esp.for gallantry,
of this genus. See REDWOOD,3.
under the windows of ladies. b A piece of music suitable
aer (ser; sir), n. Also seer, [Hind. ser.] A weight of for such performance. c A serenata.
India, varying from about eight ounces to over three ser 1e-nade' (~r 1e-niid 1), v. t. &i.;-NA.D'En (-nad'ed); ·NJ.DIpounds. It is usually the fortieth part of a ,na.und. The
To eutertain with or perform a serenade.
government ser contains BOtolas of 180 grains = 14,400 JNG1 (-nid'lng).
aer e-na'ta (s~r'e-na't<i), n. [It. See SERENJ.011:.]a A
grains (2.057lbs. or 0.933kg.).
of a pastoral or dramatic character i a secular ode,
II 1rac' (sa 1rli.k'), n. [F. (in the Alps), orig., a kind of cantata
solid cheese.] A pinnacle of ice among the crevasses of a etc. ; - so called by Handel and his Italian contemporaries. b An orchestral c0111position,in several movements,
glacier; also, one of the blocks into which a glacier breaks
midway between the suite of an earlier period and the
on a steep grade
ae-ragl'lo (d-rU'yo ; si!-1·iiJlyo),n. ,' pl. It. SERJ.GLI(-ye) ; modern symphony ; - so called by Mozart and others.
E. SERAGLIOS (-yOz). [It. serraglio, orig., an inclosure of se-rene' (se'-ren'; s~r'8n), n. [F. serein, OF. serain. See
SEREIN.]
The cool or damp of evening air i serein. Obs.
p~lisades, afterwards also, a palace, seraglio (by confusion
with Per. seriiy a palace, an entirely different word), fr. se-rene' (se'-r8n'; formerly also accented se'rene), a. [L.
serenus; cf. serescere to grow dry, Gr. E11p6i.dry, Skr.
serrare to shut, fr. LL. serra a bar for fastening doors, L.
ksharas burning, biting.] 1. Bright; clear; unobscured;
sera. Cf. BERRY.] 1. An inclosure; a place of separation
as, a serene sky.
Obs.
or segregation.
The moon se1·ene in glory mounts the sky
Pope.
2. [cap.] The former chief or official palace of the sultan
2, Calm ; placid ; undisturbed ; unruffled ; as, a serene
of Turkey at Constantinople. tit consists of a large grou}! aspect ; a serene soul.
JJ/
Uton.
of buildings in two inclosures, and contains the sultan s
former official residence, quarters for his officers and de- ~ In several countries of Europe, Serene is given as a
title to princes and certain members of their families i as,
pendents, his harem, the government offices, the divan,
His Serene Highness. Cf. SERENITY,
etc. Also [l. c.], any residence of the sultan.
Syn. - See CALM.
3. Hence, a harem; a place for keeping wives or concuae-rene',
n. 1. Clearness; a serene expanse.
Southey.
bines i - sometimes, loosely, a place of licentious pleasure.
tranquillity; calmness. Rare.
Young.
se-ra 11(s6-rti'8; -ri'), n. [Per.sariiy,aeriiy,a palace, a house, 2. Serenity;
1, tJ. I.,' SE•RENBD
1
1
Be-rene
(-riindl);
SE-REN
ING
(-ren'l'ng).
an inn. Cf. CJ.RA.VJ.NSA.RY.]
1, In the East, a place for the
[L. serenare.]
1. To make serene.
accommodation of travelers; a caravansary, or rest house.
$!:.To clarify ; as, to se.renea liquor. Rare.
2. A seraglio, or harem.
ae-ra1pe (si!-rii'pii), n. [Amer. Sp. ,arape.] A blanket or ae-ren'i-ty (si-ren'l'-tr), n. [L. serenita,: cf. F. sfrl!nU..]
1. Quality or state of being serene ; clearness and calmshawl worn as an outer garment by Spanish Americans.
Ser1a-pe'1lm(si!r1ti-pe 1iim), Ser 1a-pe1lum (-pii'yi!m), n. [L. ness; quietness; peace; as, the se1·enity of the eky.
Serapeum, fr. Gr. ~«!pa1r1:iov,lapa.1reiov.l A temple of Se- 2. Calmness of mind; evenness of temper ; undisturbed
state ; coolness i composure.
rapis, as that at Alexandria or that near lf.emphis, Egypt.
I cannot see how any men should ever transgress tho@emoral
aer'aph (si!r'i.!f),n.; pl. E. -APHs(-i.!fs),Heb. -J.PHIM(-ti-fTm).
rules with confidence and Beremty
Locke.
[Heb. se,·aphim, pl.] 1, One of an order of celestial beings,
~ Serenity is given 1:~s
a title to certain of the members
conceived as fiery and purifying ruinisters of Jehovah. In
Isaiah vi. 2 they are described as having three pairs of Olsome princely families in Europe; as, Your 8erf'nity.
wings, in later lore they are represented as constituting one Ser'e-no'a (si!r'i-no'ti; st-re'n~-<i), n. [NL., after Dr.
Se,·eno Watson, American botanist.]
Bot. A genus of
of the angelic orders. See ANGEL, 1, and CHERUB, 3.
2. Hence, a representation of a seraph, often in red as sym- palms consisting of a single species, the saw palmetto (S.
bolizing sacred ardor. Specif.: Her. A child's head be- serrulata) of the southern United States.
aerf (stlrf), n. [F., fr, L. servu, servant, slave; akin to
tween three pairs of wings (as in the Jllust.),-----servare to protect, pr4aserve, observe, and perh. orig., a
Syn. - See CHERUB.
man under one's prott1ctiou. Cf. SERVE, v. t.J A slave,
ae-raph1lc (st-rili'lk) la, [Cf. F. seraas the Anglo-Saxon theow, the lowest of the classes of
ae-raph'l-oal (-l-ki.11)J phiq1'e.] Of, perpersons
mentioned in Domesday Book, ranking below the
taining to, or befitting, a seraph ; Angelic;
cotarii, or cotters. Hence, later and now usually, a person
sublime ; pure i refined. "Seraphic arms
belonging
to any of various grades of persons, esp. in differand trophies." Milton.-se-raph'l-oal-ly,
ent Ieudal systems, bound, or adscript, to the soil and
adv. - ae-raph1l-oal-neaa, n.
more or less subject to the will of the owner of the soil,
Seraphic Doctor ~- IJoctor Serafihicu.,J, St.
as the English villein of the 12th or 13th century or ( except
:o':i'::'t~n~~ J}iifu~~ fe;.~ ~}
si:1:.cSeraph, 2.
in cases of unlawful :reduction to slavery) the RuBSian
ser'a-phlm (s~r'ti-flm), n. The Hebrew plural of SERA.PH; serfs. In England, wil;h the gradual merging of the slave
-sometimes
erroneously used as a sing. with pl. sera- class and the lowest peasantclasses(cf.cOTTER,2, VILLJtlN),
pt.im,,as in the King James Bible, ls. vi. 2, 6. Cf. CHERUB. serf came to be synonymous with ,.iillein, and has been
ser'a-phlne (ser'ti-fiin), n. [From SERAPH,] Mu&ic. An much used to designato similar classes in other countries.
8
obsolete English keyboard reedinstrumen,.
See MELODBON, !h!:i;a~t~he
J't!~h!~~t1;.~d s~ia~1i?:Yt1~t~ttt~t!?~i~:
Se-ra'Pls(st-rii 1pls), n. [L., fr. Gr. lapa.,,.,,, lepa,r,,. Cf.
~!t,nlf a~~
APIS,l Mythol. AnEgyptiandeity,
SeeAPIS,-Se-rap'lc
chiefly poetical or elevated for slnl'e. s/m·e and t!trall
(-rilp'lk; -rii1plk), a.
are often used in fig. senses. See SERVITUDE,
aer1as-kler 1 (si!l''lls-ker'; st-rils'kiir), n. [Turk., fr. Per.
ser head, chief
Ar. 'askt1' an army: cf. F. s~rasquier, serf 1age (stlr'fij), serf'dom (stlrf'di!m), n. State, quality,
or fact of being a serf.
uraskier.] A commander of land forces in the Turkish
aerge (stlrj), n. [F. serge, sarge, orig., a silken stn!I, fr,
empire; esp., the commander in chief or minister of war.
L. serica, f. or neut. pl. of aericus silken. See sERICEous,
Serb (stlrb ), n. [Servian Srp, Srb.] A member of a Slavic
BILK.] a A twilled wc1olenfabric, much used as material
tribe settled at the invitation of the Emperor Heraclius
for clothing far both sexes. b A twilled silk lining material.
in the Roman province of Mresia, in what is now Serbia;
-CIES(-sTz). Also aer'hence, a Serbian. Also, the Serbian language. - a. Serbian. ser'gean-cy (siir 1jln-sl), n.;
Ser'bl-an (stlr 1bT-an), a. Of or pert. to Serbia, or Servi&, jean-oy. Office or function o a sergeant.
aertgeant, aer'jeant (-j~nt), n. In England serjeant is preor its people; Servian. -n.
An inhabitant of Serbia.
ferred as naming a lawyer, otherwise sergeant. [ F. sergent,
w=-The form Serbian is now preferred.
Ser-bO'nl-an (ser-bo'nT-i.!n), a. [Gr. l•p/lwvi<, l,p~wvlr,
fr. L. aerviens, -entis, p ..pr. of servire to serve. See BBRVB;
J,epllwvl.f iJA.iµv-q, the Serbonian marsh or lake: cf. L. 8ircf. SERVA.NT,]1. 0. Eng. Feudal Law, Any tenant holding
bonis lacu.,.J 01 or y:rt. to Lake Serbonis (Milton's Serboby sergeanty, esp. one holding of the king, as the king's
chamberlain, the king':~ BUrgeon,etc.; hence, specif. : a An
!f~t~e{h:\'!i:~t!1:J.h<ji~;o~~~i:
esquire or personal attendant upon a soldier on the field
whole armies were engulfed in it. Hence, used allusively.
of war. b One who acted for the king in assisting him in
aer'dab (stlr'dilb; ser-diib'), n. [Ar. Birdab ice cellar, fr. the
hearing and deciding of cases in his courts; a sergeant
Per. sard cold + ab water.] A rchreol. A narrow chamber of at law.
C = SERGEANT AT ABllilS a.
the mastaba- either concealed, or accessible on)y by a nar2.
= BBRGBANT AT ABMS b,
row passage- in which was kept a statue of the deceased.
3. Mil. In a company, battery, or troop in the army or
sere (siir), a. Dry; withered. Var. of SEAR.
corps, a noncommissioned officer next in rank above
aere, a. [Cf. Ice!. ser to one's self, dat. pron. J Obs. marine
a corporal, whose duty is to instruct recruits in discipline,
1. Several 1 many.
Cursor Mundi.
to
form
the ranks, to command detachments in the ab2. Separate : different; aJso, various i diverse.
of commissioned officers, etc. In the United State&
II ae-reln' (se-rilN'), n. [F. Cf. SERENA.DE,
n.] Meteorol, sence
servicei
besides
the sergeant• belonging to the companies,
A mist, or very fine rain, which sometimes falls from a clear
former y there were, in each regiment, a sergeant major, the
sky a few moments after sunset
Cf. 1st SERENE.
chief noncommissioned officer 1 a qua.rtermuter aergeant,
serte-nade' (s~r 1t-niid'), n. [F. afrfuade, It. serenata, prob. assisting the 9.uartennaster:
a color aerg_ean:t,carrying
fr. L. serenus serene (cf. SERENE),misunderstood as a de- the colors ; and a commiasa.r:,sergeant, assisting in the ca:rF

ae

iat:~t
!:i11~us~::!~t~;e~o;;:~~ea~:fr~arateBacon.

Along the cool, sequestered vale of bfe.

Gray

b Being or left alone or solitary ; isolated. " A poor sequester'd st~." Shak. o Withdrawn from business or
professional life ; retired. Ob•. or R.
Syn. - Secluded, retired, private.
■e-quea'trate (-triit), v. t.; SB-QUEB'TRJ.T-ED
(-triit-M); SE[L. sequeatratus, p. p. of ••·
QUES1TRA.T-ING
(-triit-lng).
questrare. See SEQUESTER.]1. To sequester; to seize,
appropriate, or set apart, by sequestration.
2. To separate; keep apart; put away. Obs.
ae'quea-tra'tl.on(sii1kwes-trii'shi!n; si!k'wes- ; 277), n. [L.
,equestratio: cf. F. uq.,e,tralion.]
1. Act of separating,
or state of being separated; specif. : a Separation ; disjunction ; a putting or setting aside. b A withdrawing ;
retirement; seclusion, as from society.
Shak.
2. Law. The separation or removal of property from the
person in poseession of it, esp. pending some further action
or proceeding affecting it, as in order that the property or
the proceeds thereof may be dealt with
as a court or other competent authority
may direct.
Specif. : Internal. Law.
The seizure of the property of an individual for the use of the otate; esp.,
the seizure, by a belligerent power, of
debts due from its subjects to the enemy or of property subject to the
right of preemption.
lle'ques-tra 1tor (sii'kwb-trii 1ter; sek'wes-), n. [Cf. L. seq1'e&lratorone that
hinders.] Law. One who is appointed
to receive property in sequestration.
se'ques-trot 1o-my (-tr~t'~-mT), n. [sequestrum +-tomy.] Surg. Excision of
a eequeetrum.
ae-quea'trum (st-kw~s'tri!m), n.; pl.
·TBA(-trti). [NL. See SEQUESTER.]
Med.
A portion of dead bone which becomes
separated from the sound portion, as
in necrosis.
lle'qutn (sii'kwln ; s~k'T11), n. Also chequin, zequin, etc. [F. sequin, It. zecchino, fr. zecca the mint, fr. Ar. sekkah, &ikkah, a die, a stamp. Cf. zsccH1N,
smc.1.a seal.] 1, A gold coin of Italy
and Turkey. It was first struck at
Venice about the end of the 13th century, afterward in the other Italian cities, and was introduced into Turkey.
The different kinds vary somewhat 10
value, approximating $2.25 or 9s. 3d.
2. A metal disk or spangle used for ornamentation in costume, drapery, etc.
Se-quol'a (st-kwoi'ti), n. [NL., in
honor of Sequoyah, who invented the
Cherokee alphabet.]
Bot. A genus of
pinaceous trees, consisting of two species, 8. washingtoniana, the" big tree " Sequoia ( S. washingof California,
S. sempervirens\ the
tomana).
redwood, both of which attain an immense height. They
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ae-queat' (11@-kw~st'),n.
Se- Sera.bite. t SARABAITE,
2. Erroneously (construed as a
Var, of SERRA- sing.).a seraph, Obs. or Archaic.
questration; seclusion. Poetic. ser·a-del'la.
•~ue■t', v. t.
'l'o sequester DELLA.
Cf. CHERUB.
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serge. + CIERGE, SEARCH.
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SERGEANT BAKER
and distribution of the stores. Now there are, in each regiment, two sergeants m&i1or,
one of whom is the personnel sergeant ; three batta.lion aergeants ml\for · three regimental
aupply aergea.nte,assisting the supply officer; and two color
■ergeanta. carrying the colors.
4. An officer in a police force, in the United States ranking
next below captain (sometimes lieutenant), in England
next below inspector.
&. Short for SERGEANT
FISH.

ser'l-cin (ser'I-sln),

n.
[L. sericus silken.]
Physiol.
Chem. A gelatinous albnmoid, one of the chief constituents of raw silk, extracted from this and other similar fiber
by boiling water; - called also silk gelatin, silk glue.
ser'l-olte (-sit), n. [L. sericus silken.] Min. A scaly variety of muscovite having a silky luster.
It occurs in various metamorphic rocks ( ■erlcite schist, aericite gneiaa, etc.).
-Ber'l-clt'lc (-sltf'fk), a.
ser11-clt11-za'Uon(ser 1I-slt 1I-zii'shun; -i-zii'-),n. [sericite +
-ization.] Petrog. The process or state of alteration by
attendant for protection of the lord and enforcement of his
which minerals, esp. feldspar, are converted into sericite.
commands; such an attendant upon the king, or on the Ser'l-co-car'pus(-kli-kar'pus), n. [NL.; Gr. o-qp,Ka<silkking's lord high steward in court, to arrest traitors and
en+ Kap,roo fruit.]
Bot. A. small genus of asteraceous
other offenders. The title is preserved for the two officers
plants (white-topped asters) of the eastern United States,
who, nominally by allowance of the sovereign,attend on the
having corymbose white-rayed flower heads with an ovoid
houses of Parliament (one for each house) to execute their
involucre, squamous bracts, and silky achenes.
commands, and for the officer similarly attending on the
Conrtof Chancery. Hence: b An officer of any legislative
BOr'l-oul'ture
(sllrf'f-kiil'\j)r), n. [See SERICBOUS;
CULTURE.]
body, or of a deliberative or judicial assembly, who atThe raising of silkworms. -ser 1l-cul'tur-al (-kill'\9r-al),
tends upon it to execute its commands in preserving order,
a. - ser1l-cul'tur-lat (-\j)r-lst), n.
arresting offenders, or the like. - 1. at law, Eng. law, a bar- BBr'l-e'ma(s~r'I-e'm<i; -i:rm<i), n. [Tupi
rister of the highest rank, answering to the doctor of the
sirie,na.] A large, long-legged, crested bird
Civil law, outranking king's counsel socially, but in pro( Cariama eristata) of the camdos of southern
fessional rank inferior to them.
Sergeants had for centuries the exclusive right to be heard in the Court of Com:r'::!~ a~~ i\f!ot~~l!r'J'!:'te
to the
mon Pleas until that r.rivilege was taken away, chiefly by
9 & 10 Viet. c. o4 (1846 • Until the Judicature Acts of 1878, but has sometimes been included with the birds of
they alone could be justices of the Supreme Court.
Sergeant, or SerJeant, Baker. A brightly colored fish ~;~ic~i!il.i8ll~'rl~ 11~~:{
(Au,opus purpurissatus) allied to the Myctophidm of the
brown on the back
Australian coasts. It becomes about two feet lon_g.
somewhat
aergeant. or serJeant flah. a A striped, pelagic, some- and
striped
be Io w.
what mackerel-like fish (R<lch.ycenlron r.anadum), of the
The bill and legs
coasts of America and the East Indies. b A robalo.

SERPENT
Ser-la'nl-a(ser-jii'nl-<i), n. [NL., after Philippe 8ergeanJ

of Calais, French botanist.]
Bot. A large genus of South
American sapindaceous climbing shrubs having compound
leaves and yellow racemose flowers, the irregular corolla
conaisting of four petals, and the cal~x of five concave se-

~~tf~ aii3~~!!~:.inl:~~;!h~1ia
is
::~~i~~~d~arn. [L. ser,noeinatio. See SERMON.] 1. Sermonizing. Obs. or R. Peacham.
2. A form of prosopopa,ia in which the speaker answers
his own question or remark immediately.
ser'mon (s0.r1mUn), n. [ME. sermoun, sermun, F. aermon,
fr. L. sermo, -onis, a speaking, discourse; perh. akin to E.
SWEAR, ANSWER.]
l. A discourse or address ; a speech i a
talk; a writing.
Obs.
2. Specif., a discourse delivered in public, usually by a
clergyman, for the purpose of religious instruction, aod
ground8 d 1°n8~:ge
Dryden.
3. Hence, a serious address; a lecture on one's conduct
or duty ; a homi1y ; - often in a depreciatory sense.
Berm.Oilon the Mount, the discourse of Christ recorded in
Matt. v ., vi., and vii., and Luke vi. 20--49.
ser'mon-et'(-~t' ), n. Also ■er'mon-ette'. A short sermon.
ser-mon'lc (ser-mlSnf'fk) ( a. Like, or appropriate to, •
ser-mon'l-cal (-I-kal) J sermon; grave and didactic.
ser'Dlon-lze(-iz), v. i. ;-IzEn (-izd) ;-Iz 1ING(-iz1Ing) 1. To
compose, write, or deliver, a sermon or sermons; to preach;
esp., to discourse at length didactically or dogmatically.
2. To inculcate rigid rules ; to lecture ; admonish. Rare.
BOr'mon-lza,
v. t. To preach or discourse to; to affect or
influence b,r means of a sermon ; esp., to addresa at length
in a didactic and solemn manner.
se'l1es (se'rez ; se'Be'ro-(se'rti-), BOr-. Combining form used to indicate conrI-ez; 277), n.
nection with, or relation to, serum.
sing. & pl. [L. series, fr. serere,
se-roon'(sll-roon'), n. [Sp. zurr6n.] A bale or package, u
sertum, to join or bind together ;
of indigo, covered with hide, or wood bound with hide.
cf. Gr. iripew to fasten, Skr. sarit ----.__
Be-ro'sa(sti-rii's<i), n. [NL., fr. L. serum serum. J Embryol.
thread.
Cf. ASSERT, DESERT a sol.
a
The false amnion
See AMNION. b A similar outer
itude, EXERT,INSERT.] 1. A numSerieme..
membrane incloaing tl1e embryo of many insects and other
ber of things or events standing or succeeding in order,
Arthropoda.
o A nat. A serous membrane.
and connected bys like relation; sequence i order ; course; ae-roa'l-ty(s&-rlSsf'f-tI),"·; pl. -TIES(-tiz). [Cf. F. seroaite.
a ■ ucceBBion of things ; as, a series of calamities or of triSee BBROUS.
J 1. Quality or state of being serous.
umphs.
2. Physiol. A thin watery animal fluid, as synovial fluid.
ll. In technical uses: a Biol. A category of cl&esiflcation ser'o-tlne (sllr'll-tin; -tin), n. [F. serotine, fr. L. serolito which various taxonomic ranks have been assigned by nus that comes or happens late.] A common European
different authors. b Math. A succession of terms each debrown bat (Eptesicus serotinus).
rived from one or more of the precedingby a fixed law ; BBr'o-ttne
(-tin; -tin), a. [Cf. It. se,·otino. Cf. SER0TINOUS.]
hence, any simply ordered class or assemblage. c Geo/. Late in the day or season ; tardy; late. Ra.re. Longfellow.
A group of formations, usually smaller than a system.
See se'rous (sii'ris), a. [Cf. F. sereux. See BERUM.] Physiol.
GBOLOGY,
Chart. d Elec. A mode of arranging the sepaa Thin , watery ; like serum ; as, the serous fluids. b Of
rate parts of a circuit by connecting them successively end
or pert. to serum ; as, the serouaglands. See SERUM.
to end to form a single path for the current ; - opposed to
0 N:eniy
f11:'f:.fa;.!!/ftiii!:
w.:~~
parallel. The parts so arranged are said to be In aerie■. e ;f~
membranes.
They contain salts, extractives, proteids in
Com. A parcel of rough diamonds of assorted qualities.
variable quantity, and a few colorless corpuscles, and,
Syn. - See succsssmN.
though largely formed by the transudation of blood plasma
lymph, are probably in part secreted by t)te linjng
i:~;i:S!it'l:'~~b~~~~ oiL~s".1°· b A and
series motor. !•tee. a A series-wound motor. b A motor membranes. - 1. glllld, Physwl., a gland secreting a thin
1ilii~~n~y;_d
3
;.;rl::!~:~;,.1~~i~~
ife~:'!~iti:
Jbe t~:!~si~i~c~i:iea circuit.
tunicre vagina::l which form a sac linin5 some closed, or
aeries wlndblg. Elec. A winding in which the armature
coil and the flelil-magnet coil are in series with the external
0
A1sO~:~~~f-:~i~~~ :ifi:~tn~1e:n~1;:~=~
circuit: - oppased to shunt winding. -BO'rleB-WOIIDd'
,a. fn"ti~:~ft~~
True serous membranes consist of a single layer of thin
Ber'lf (!!l!rf'ffJ, n. [Peril. fr. D. sch.reef a stroke or line.] flat
epithelial cells resting on a connective tissue stroma.
T/Jpog. One of the fine lines of a letter, esp. one of the fine
ser'ow (si!r'ii), n. [Lepch& •a-rothe long-haired goat of
cross strokes at the top or bottom.
See TYPE,Ill ust.
Tibet.] Any of several Asiatic goat antelopes of the gem11
BBr'l-graph(sllr'I-graf), n. [L. sericum silk+ E. -graph.]
Nremorh.edus, esp. N. thar (syn. N. bubalinus) of the HimaAn autographic device to test the strength of raw silk.
ser'ln (sllr'In), n. [F. serin.] A amsll greenish yellow layas. It has short slightlf. curved horns, coarse hair, and
'}J~::;~
~ }=n~• with head and neck
finch (Serinua hortulanus), closely related to the canary,
inhabiting chiefly central and southern Europe.
Ser1pens (s1lr'pl!nz), n.; ge:n.SERPBNTIB(ser-pin'tis). [L.
BBr'ln l (orer'In, -en ; sii'rin, -ren; 184), "· [L. sericm See SERPENT.]Astron. A constellation adjoining Ophiuchus
ser'lne f silken.] Chem. A whi~e crystalline sul,.ot.ance, and pictorially represented as a 1erpent borne by him.
CH 2 OHCH (NH 2)CO 2 H, obtained as a cleavage proouct of aer'pent (sftr'~nt), n. [F., fr. L. serpena, -enti8 (sc. busericin, gelatin, etc., and also synthetically.
rt is an
tia), fr. se1-pena,p. pr. of serpere to creep; akin to Gr.
amino derivative of hydracrylic acid, and combines both
lp,, .. v, Skr. sarp, and perh. to L. repere, E. reptile. Ct.
with acids and with bases.
HERPES.] 1. A snake, esp. a large sn&ke.
se-rln'ga (83-rTIJ'g<i), n. [Pg. See SYRINGA.l a The ey- ll.
[cap.] A.stron. The constellation Serpen■.
ringa. b Any of sever&! Brazilian trees yie1ding caout3.
a A subtle, treacherous, malicious person. b Specif.,
chouc, esp. species of H evea and Siphonia.
Satan ; - often called Old Serpent. o A subtle
1
se rl-o-com'lc (sii'rI-ti-klSmf'fk), a. Having a mixture of and dangerously fascinating person. Rare.
seriousness and sport ; serious and comic.
4. Musfr. a A bass wind instrument, of the
Be'rl·OIIB
(se'rI-us), a. [L. serius: cf. F. serieux, LL. se- trumpet type, with cupped mouthpiece, and a
l. Grave in manner or disposition ; earnest ; conical curved wooden tube pierced with finger
riosus.]
thoughtful; solemn; not light, g&y, or volatile.
holes. It had a strong but coarse tone. It is
Being in earnest ; not jesting or deceiving.
superseded by the double bassoon. b An organ
3
reed
stop with a trombonelike tone.
~li!!:i!:~~e8!i!!:•8erfOUB
things
&. A species of firework having a serpentine
in the world.
Young.
motion
through the air or along the ground.
4. Hence, giving rise to apprehension ; attended with
6. Ordnance. A serpentine, esp. a large one.
danger; as, a seriow injury,
serlpent, v. i. ; 8BR 1PENT-BD ' SBR1PBNT-ING. To
Syn. -Grave, solemn, sedate, important.
See EARNEST.
wind or turn like a serpent; to meander. Rare. Serpent,4a.
-Be'rl-ous-ly, adv. -BB'rl-OUB·DBBB,
n.
ser-moc-'1-na'tlon
(ser-mll8'I-nii'shun),

11i::

t8!fdlnn:·b;
~e::ri:!::;i~f
~ef:!'oo
~~:la~~1:d
!e~=t

s!~~o~~rr:~,:t~!
~~tt::t

;~ ~ji r~~t~t..~f

Sergeant Fish a.

aer1geant-ry, BBr'Jeant-ry(siir 1jent-rl), n. [OF. aergenterie, s61janterie.

See SERGEANT.] Sergeanty.

ser'geant-y, lllll"'Jeant-y
(-I), n. [OF. sergentie, serjan-

tie.] Eng. Feudal Law. Any of a gre&t variety of feud&!
services of a more or lees personal or menial (household)
nature, by which estates were held of the king or other
lord ; also, the tenure by which land was so held, or a
piece of land held by such tenure.
The tenure of ser~anty was distinct from the knight's, or military, tenure
1
:.;;~~
~~~~~ ¥h:."!'[~!.:.n;n1~
ferent holdings, common forms being service as the lord's
ateward, marshal, constable, chamberlain, usher, cook,
forester, falconer, dog keeper, messenger, esquire or attendant in war, etc. Ser_geanties were earl!, divided into
orifj~~ {h!efo"Jd~~
riglits of wai-dshif and marriage. Latr a grand Hr-ty
required persona performance and not a mere render.
Finally in Littleton's time the term sergeanty was limited to
tenures of the king, _grandaergea.nty requiring some special
personal service to the king \as the carrying of his banner,
bis sword at coronation, servmg as his marshal, or the like),
and
the rendering annually of some implement of war, as a bow, arrow, sword, flag 2 etc.
ae'rl-al (sii'rI-iil), a. 1. Of, pert. to, consistmg of, or arranged in, a series, rank, or row; appearing in successive
parts or numbers ; as, a serial work or publication.
Designating bonds, notes, etc., in a series of which different parts are redeemable at different specified dates.
:~ta.!i::::~th!~~:~=~fu~tween
the segme~:~~
ae'rt-al, n. a A publication appearing in a series or succession of parts. b A tale, or other writing, published
in succeBSive numbers of a periodical.
B&'rl-al'l-ty
(-ill'I-tI), n. Quality or state of succession in
a aerie■; sequence.
H. Spencer.
ae'rl-ate (e81rl-&t), a. Arranged in a series or succession;
pertaining to a series. - se'rl-ate-ly, adv.
ns&'rl-a'Um(i'tim), ad'1. [NL.) In a series; serially.
s&'rl-a'tlon(-i'shlln), n. Formation, arrangement, or position in a series or orderly sequence.
Ser'lo (sllrf'fk), a. [L Serimts, Gr. %11p,.,6,. See SERIceous.] Of or pert. to the Seres, a people of eastern Asia
mentioned by Greeks and Romans as making silken fabrics, now generally identified with the Chinese ; Serian.
18-rl'ceous(s3-rlsh'us), a. [L. sericm silken, seric7tm Serie
stuff, silk, fr. Sericus belonging to the Seres, Gr. lljjp .. ,
a people of eastern Asi&, the modem Chinese, celebrated
for their silken fabrics. Cf. SILK,SERGEa woolen stuff.]
1. Of or pertaining to silk; consisting of silk; silky.
ll. Bot. Covered with very soft silky hairs appreesed closely to the surface ; as, a sericeous leaf.
3. Zool. Having a silklike or satiny luster. Rare.
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SERPENT
Hr']lent (s(lr•plnt), 11. t. To entwine; to encircle. Rare.
Nr'pen-ta'rl.-a(s6r'pln-tii'ri-<i; 115), n. [L. (sc. herba),
fr. serpen• serpent.] Pharm. The fibrous aromatic root
of the Virginia snakeroot (Aristolochia serpentaria).

aerP8nteagle. a Any of several rap to rial birds of the genus
Spi,lornis which prey on serpents. They inhabit southern
Asia, the ~t Indies, Philippines, etc. b A harrier eagle.

NrP8Dt eater. a The secretary oird. b A markhor.
aer'pen-teau'(s1'lr'pfo-to'), n. [F ., dim, of serpent ser-

pent.] An iron wheel with spikes having squibs attached
used in fighting in a breach. Obs. or Hist.
a. [L. ,erpens, -entis,
serpent
E. -form.] Snakelike in form.
aer'pen-Une(s1'lr'pen-tin; -tin), a. [L. serpeniinus: cf. F.
1erpentin.] Resembling, or characteristic of, a serpent; subtle ; winding or turning one way and the other, like a moving serpent ; meandering; sinuous; as, se,pentine braid.
urpentlne verse, a verse beginning and ending with the
aameword.
aer'pen-Une,n. [F. aerpeniine (for sense 1), OF. serpeniin, serpentine (for sense 2).] 1, A mineral or rock
oonsisting esaentially of a hydrous magnesium silicate,
H 4 Mg3 Si2 0 9 , and having usually a dull green color, often
with a SJ?Otted or mottled apl?"arance resembling a ser-

aer-pen'U-form(ser-pen'ti-f6rm),

+

pent's skm. It occurs usually

10

masses, which are some-

1926
type genus (fr. L. aerra a saw) + -ida,.] Zolil. A large
and widely distributed family of carnivorous percoid fishes
which includes the striped bass, the black sea bass, the
true groupers and jewfishes, etc. ; the sea bass family.
Their body is oblong and more or less compressed.
~1;,!~~dalfss::To':is::1~Yo~i,~~~~~\t~~\i~r:~~:i
sgg:~~l~
and the anal fin never has more than three spines. They
are mostly marine,Jl,nd are most abundant in warm seas.
-ser'ra-m.d (ser'a-nid), n. -aer'ra-nold (-noid), a. &- n.
ser-ra'no (ser-rii 1no), n.; pl. -Nos (-noz; Sp.-nos). [Cuban Sp.] Any of certain small bright serranoid fishes of
warm seas; as : a Those of the genus Prionodes, b Diplectrum fascicttlare of the West Indies and southern
U uited States.
aer'rate(ser'tt), a. [L. serroJus,
i),. •erra a saw. Cf. SIERRA.]
1 Notchedor toothed on the edge,
like a saw; specif., Bot., having
marginal teeth pointing forward or toward the apex.
aer1rate-cll'l.-ate,a. Bot. Of a
leaf, having fine hairs, like the
eyelashes, on the serrations.
a Serrate ; b Dentate; c CreBer'rat-ed(ser-at-M),a. Serrate. nate ,dRepand; • Sinuate;
aer'rate-den'tate, a. Having f Incised.
the margins of the serrations toothed ; doubly serrate.
aer-ra'tlon(s~ri'shl!n), n. a Condition of being serrate.
b A formation resembling the toothed edge of a saw; specif., the fine teeth or scales which project from the surface
of wool fiber. o One of the teeth in a serrate margin.
aer'ra-tl-ros'tral(ser'<i-tI-rl5s 1tritl; si-ra'tr-), a. L•errate
rostral.] Having the tomia, or cutting edges of the bill,
serrated, as in the motmots, etc. ; saw-billed.
aer•ra-ture(ser'ti-tyr), n. [L. serratttra a sawing, fr. se,•.
rare to saw. J A serration.
II aer-ra'tus(se-ri 1tllll), n. [NL. (sc. musculua). See SERRATE.l
Anat. Any of several muscles which arise from
the ribs or vertebra, by se,r.arate slips or digitations; specif. : a The aer-ra'tua mag nus, arising chiefly from the eight
upper ribs, and imierted into the vertebral border of the scapula.
b The aer-ra'tua poa-tl'cus in-fe'rt-or, atieing chiefly from the
spinous processes of the l118ttwo doreal and two or three u¥er
!~~~~\;:rt:~it}:i~d.!~;,~~~:~:i~:
!h~fl~rr:~ritt~ s~no~:
proces8e8of the la.st cervical and :firstand two or three dorsal vertebrie, and inserted into the second, third, fourth,and fifth ribs.
Ser'rl-cor•Dl-a
(ser'i-k6r•nl-<i), n. pl. [NL.; L. &e7'rasaw
+cornu horn.] Zoi!l. A division of beetles in which the
antennoo are usually serrate along their inner margin. All
the tarsi are usually pentamerous, and the first ventral abdominal segment is exposed for its entire breadth. The
division includes the Elateridre, Buprestidre, Lampyridoo,
etc. -aer'rl-corn (ser 1i-k6rn), a.. & n.
aer'rled (serl'fd), pret. & p. p. of BERRY. Specif.: p.a.
Crowded ; compact ; dense ; pressed together.
Milton.
aer'ru-late(ser•ilo-ltt) la. [L. ser.-ula a little saw, dim.
ser'ru-lat'ed (·lii:t'ed) f of serra a saw.] Finely serrate;
having very minute teeth. Cf. DENTlCULATE.
aer1ru-la1Uon (-ia'shl!n), n. a State of being serrulate.
b One of the teeth in a serrulate margin.
aer1ry (serli), 11. t.; SER1RIED(-id); SER1RY-ING. [F. serr~,
p. p. of serrer, LL. serrare, serare, fr. L. sera a bar, bolt.
Cf. SERAGLIO.] To crowd; to press together i - chiefly
in p,·et. or p. p. "Angels serried before him their battalions."
--......__ 0. Bronte.
ser1ta (s1'lr't<i), n. [Syrian ser/o, orig., line,wrlttng;j--Tlle

SERVE
In blood serum, blood plasma, and other serous fluids.
Ordinary serum globulin is a mixture of compounds.

serum therapy. Med. The treatment of disease by the
injection of blood serum from immune animals.

aerv1a-ble (s(lr'v<i-b'l), a, [See SERVE,]That can be served.
aer'Val (s1'lr'vitl), n.

[F., fr, Pg. lobo ce,-,,al
lynx, cerval being fr.
L. cervus stag, and
lobofr. L. lu~ wolf.]
A wild cat (Felis serval) common in Africa,
having long legs and
large untufted ears.
It is tawny with black
spots and rings.
Serval.
aer1val-!De (s1'lr1vitl-ln; -in ; 183), a. Pert. to or resembling theserval; specif., designatmg a cat (Felisservalina)
of western Africa, more thickly spotted than the serval.
aerv'ant (s1'lr'vitnt), n. [ME. servant, servaunt, F. servant,
a. & p. pr. of servir to serve, L. servire. See SBRVE ; cf.
SBRGBANT.] 1. Early Feudal Law. A sergeant, or tenant
by household or menial service. See SERGEANT,
1. Obs.
2. Law, Any person employed by another and subject
in his employment to bis employer's directions and control ; an agent who is subject to the direction and control
of his principal, Sei,·ant is defined in the codes of some
States of tbe United States as" one who is em_Ployed to
render personal service to his employer, otherwise than in
the pursuit of an independent callmg, and who in such
service remains entirelI: under the control and direction of
the latter, who is called his master." Cf. AGBNT,2.
3. One who serves, 01· does services, voltmtarily or on
compulsion ; a person who is employed by another for
menial offices, or for other labor, and is subject to his com ..
mand ; a person who labors or exerts himself for the benefit of another, his ma.star or employer; a subordinate
helper. "A yearly hired servant."
Lev. xxv. 53.
Men in office have be1;tunto think themselves mere agents and
:~:~~: fife 0~~~~tnting power, and not agents of ff.eJf.~b;~~:
4. One in a state of subjection or bondage.
Thou wast a servant in the land of Egypt. Deut. v. 1.5.
&. A lover or suitor ; - ..correlative of mistress. Obs.
servant of servant■, one debased to the lowest condition of
servitude. - B. of the Serventa of God, a style or appella-

ti!')es foliated, sometimes fibrous. (See ASBBSTos.)
Presence
of iron may give it a red or brownish hue. Precious, or
noble, serpentine is translucent and of a rich oil-green
color. 8e1pentine results from the alteration of other magneaian minerals\ esp. ch~solite, amphiboleiand pyroxene,
and is frequent y found in la.NS masses.
t is used as an
ornamental stone and, when fl.Drous, as asbestos.
ll. Ordnance. A kind of cannon of various calibers, usually
longer and lighter than a bombard. Obs. or Hist.
8. Firearms. A serpentine attachment of a harquebus lock
to hold the match. Obs. or Hist.
4, [Cf. F. serpentin.] A kind of still; a worm. Obs.
ael'pen-tlne, 11. i. To serpent. Rare.
R. Browning.
Hnienttne marble. Serpentine rock used, in the form
d~o~t:::t:.tone.
It often
0 ~a~;i!!~·ca~i::
aerpenttne powder. Powder used with the serpentine;
gunpowder m :fine meal 2 distinguished from granulated, or
corned, powder, after its replacement by which it for a
time was still used for priming.
aer•pen-UD-old(s1'lr'pen-tin-oid), a. [serpentine -oid.]
Of the nature of serpentine ; resembling serpentine.
1nous (-tilnl!s, -tin-l!s), a.
aer•pen-U
Relating to, or like,
f!ite:,~'iiIIJer~~fn~Jf;)Vist~:c~e1::0t;s:0ry
<f!9~Jr~1!t!f:
serpentine.
of God'' the bishops are intended.- ■. out ofliveg, a serviier'pent-ry(s1'lr1pent-rI), n. l. A winding like a serpent's.
ant of high grade who does not wear his emplorer slivery.
2. A place inhabited or infested by serpents.
-your humble 1., or yoc: obedient•·~ ~hrases of civility often
used, esp. formerly, in closing a letter.
8. Serpents collectively.
serpent atar. An ophiuran ; a brittle star; - so called
aerv'ant-ry(-rI), n. A body of servants; servants. Rare.
from its flexible snakelike arms.
serve (s1'lrv), v. t.; SERVED(s1'lrvd); SERV'ING(s(lr'ving).
aer'pent-wood'(-wil6d'), n. An East Indian apccynaceous
[ME. serven, servien, OF. & F. servir, fr. L. serv-ire,·
shrub (Rattwolfia serpentina), the root of which is used in
akin to servus a servant or slave, servare to protect, pre ..
India as a febrifuge, etc.
serve, observe ; cf. Avestan har to protect, haurva protectaer-pl1go (ser-pi 1go), n. [LL., fr. L. serpere to creep.]
ing. Cf. CONSERVB, DESERT merit, DESSERT, OBSERVE, SERF,
Med. A creeping or spreading skin disease; esp. ringworm.
SERGEANT.] l. To wo~k for; to labor in behalf of; to
Ser'pu-la (s1'lr•pll:-l<i),n.; pl. L. -Ls (-le), E. -LAs (-l<iz).
exert one's self continuously or statedly for; to do service
[L., a little snake. See SERPENT.] 1. Zoi!l. A genus of
for ; to be in the employment of, as an inferior, domestic,.
marine polychootous annelids which
serf, slave, hired assistant, official helper, etc. ; specif., iu
form irregularly contorted calcare ..
a religious sense, to obey and worship.
one tubes. The animal has plume~
God is my witness, whom I seri.•ewith my spirit. Rom. i. 9.
like, often bright-colored, gills and
No man c1mserve two masters.
Matt. vi. 24.
a horny operculum.
2. To be subordinate to ; to act a secondary part under ;
2. [I. c.] Any worm of this geuus
--to·appear as the inferior of; to minister to. Now Rare.
or of the family Serpulidre.
8. To wait upon ; to supply the wants of; to attend ;
aer1_pu-l!De(s1'lr'pi'i-lin; -!In; 183),
1[;
specif., to wait upon at table ; as, to serve customers.
~ir;!v:h:::~r!~ii!Je;y
::~;iz 1i::ar~r:::
a. LSeeSERPULA.]Zoi!l. Pert. to the
4.
Hence, to bring forward, arrange, deal, or distribute,
ligatures uniting the lower portions of the letters. Cf.
Serpulidoo; formed by, or composed
as a portion of anything, esp. of food prepared for eating ;
ESTRANGELO
ALPHABET.
of the tubes of, Serpul:e.
often
with up; formerly with in or forth.
1
Ser'tu-la'rl-a (s1'lrty-li'ri-<i ; 115), n.
aer'ra (ser'<i), n.; L. pl. -RAC(-ii).
,
Bid them cover the table, serve m the meat.
Shak.
[NL., dim. from L. serta garlands, a
[L., a saw.] Nat. Hist. aA saw like
6.
To
perform
the duties belonging to, or required in or
garland.]
Zoi!l. A genus of delicate
organ or part, as the saw of a sawflsh
for ; hence, to be of use to ; to benefit , as, a curate may
branching calyptoblastic hydroids havor of a sawfly. b A serration.
\
serve two churches ; to serve one's country.
ing small sessile hydrotheca, arranged
ser'ra-del1la (ser 1ti-del'd), n. [Cf.
8. To contribute or conduce to; to promote ; to be suffibilaterally along the sides of the
, 11
F. serradelle, Sp. serm.dilla, and Pg.
cient
for; to satisfy; as, to serve one's turn.
branches. It is the type of a family,
sert·adela a kind of leguminous
'
Tum it into some advantage, by observing where it can serve
Ser1tu-la-ri'l-d111
(-lti-ri 1I-de).-aer'tuanother end.
Jer. 1'uylor
plant.]
A European annual faba- Serpula. Three Tubes, la'ri-an (-lii'ri-itn), a. 4: n.
7, a To answer or be (in the placeofsomething) to ;-with
ceous plant ( Ornithopus sativus) , from o~e of which the
aelJ'Um (sii'riim), n.; pl. E. SERUMS
for: as, a sofa serves one for a seat and a couch. b To
with pinnate leaves and long-stalked Worm 1s extended.
(-rimz); L. SERA(-r<i). [L., prob. akin
avail ; to be of use to; as, this book will serve my purpose.
flowers. It is used for forage and green manure, also for
to Gr. OpOi,Skr. sar~ fl.owing, liq~id.J Sertularia (S.
8. To suffice ; content ; satisfy.
Scott.
bee pasturage. Called also bird's-foot or bird-foot.
aer'rage(ser 11i), n. [F.] The reciprocal strains set up 1. The watery portion of an animal JJumila). Nat9. To treat ; to behave one's self to ; to requite ; to act
fluid remaining after coagulation ; esp. : ural size.
toward ; as, he serr.,edme very ill.
between the component ~arts of a built-up cannon.
a Blood serum, as anti toxic serums are blood serums from
aer-ran•(ser-rin'), n. LProb. Amer. Sp.] a A brightly
10. To be suitor to; to, profess love to. Obs. Chaucer.
animals rendered immune to a particular disease by inoc-- 11. To work ; to operate; as, to serve the guns.
colored serranoid fish (Serranelltts scriba) of the southern
o A bright red deep- ulations. See ANTlT0XlN. b The whey of milk.
European coasts. b A serrana.
12. Law.
a To briilg to notice, deliver, or execute,
2. Any serous fluid, normal or pathological.
water scorprenoid fish (Helicolenus dactylopterus) which
actually or constructively, in such manner as the law re-.
occurs in the Mediterranean, in the Gulf Stream, and in Berum albumin. Physiol. Chem. An albumin occurring
quires; to put into effect; as, to serve a summons or proc,
Japanese waters ; - more fully called aerranImperial.
ess is to deliver it, or to read it so as to give due notice,
~L~i~1~.)erftm~:~~~s P\t5:iatt~~e o:~:r
fl~i~~ (S:t
or both, as required by law; to serve an attachment or ex ..
aer-ra'na(se-ri'n<i), n. [NL. See SERRANms.] Any of bumins, and that the substance as ordinarily obtained
several scimnoid fishes of the genus Eques, as the guapena.
ecution is to levy it by seizure or taking possession. b To.
from blood serum is a mixture of at least two compounds.
make legal service upon (a person named in a writ, etc,).
Ser-ran'l.-dm
(se-riln'l-de), n.pl. [NL. ; NL. Serranus, the serum globulin. Physiol. Chem. A globulin occurring
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+
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SERVE
13. To pasa or spend, as time, esp. time of punishment ;
as, to BB'l'Ve a term in prison.
14. To furnish ; sopply ; as, the gas wells serve the town
with light and heat.
16. To copulate with ; to cover; - said of male animals.
18. In varioua games, as tennis, rackets, etc., to put (the
ball)in play by delivering it bya stroke to one's opponent.
17. Chiefly Naut. To wind spun yarn, canvas, wire, etc.,
tightly around (a rope or stay, etc,) to protect itfrom chafing or from the weather.
See BBBVING M.ALLBT, Illu,t.
f~l~:J;e~o
~!.up, or flush, game before

SESBANIA

Ser'Vlte (sftr'vit), n. [It. servita, or LL. servitae, pl.]
R. C. Ch. One of the mendicant order of the Religioua
served to a siugle person.
10. A set or nnmber of articles for a particular nae, con- Servants of the Holy Virgin, founded in Florence in 1233.
sidered collectively, as the vessels ordinarily used at table. ser•vt-tor(-vl-ter),n. [ME. servitour, OF.servitor, F.
11. Law. a Act of bringing to notice, either actually or viteur, L. servitor, fr. &ervire to serve.] One who serves;
constructively, in such manner as is prescribed by law; in an attendant ; one who acts under another ; a follower or
a broader sense, the carrying into effect, or execution, of adherent; specif.: a A serving man; a menial. b A soldier. Obs. c Univ. of Oxford, Eng. Formerly, an underany writ or process, as of an attachment by seizing the
graduate, partly supported by the college funds, whoae
goods or person attached, an execution by levying it upon
duty it was to wait at table. Cf. SIZAR, 4 Glasamaking.
t~:~~:~r
~~one~o~.dtiif:1~~t~as~e:~ii:;~f
it~u~t
A worker who fashions the body of articles finished by the
deliverea, or ofrered to and left with, the person to be "workman."
served, and often its contents made known or read to him; ser'Vl-tude (-tiid), n. [L. aervitudo: cf. F. ,ervitude.]
or 1ub1tituted, where service is made in any other way, as
l, Condition of a slave ; slavery ; bondage ; state of compulsory subjection to a master.
~y ~"a~~lfitt0Zf.i 0 ~!~~~~~.:w:e ~t~~i~ ~1re~a~inro!!
2. Service reqnired as a punishment for crime. SeePlllUL
srr:ictive service on the real party in interestlior where the
BEBVITUDB.
party in interest in certain proceedings may e personally
3. Condition of being bound to service ; specif. : a In
served without the jurisdiction of the court. b A servitude,
12. Snit or attention paid by a lover to his lady, Archa·ic. French and English colonies of the 17th and 18th centu13, Act or means of supplying some general demand ; as, ries, the condition of transported or colonial laborers who,
under contract or by cu.atom, rendered service with temrailway service, telephone service, etc.
porary and limited loss of political and personal liberty,
14. Act of serving or covering. See SBRVB, v. t., 15.
Servitude
existed in America from 1619 to 1819. b A sim16. In tennis, rackets, and various other games : a Act
ilar condition of enforced service which, in various phases,
of serving the ball, b The ball served.
18. Naut. The materials used for serving a rope, etc., as has existed in South America, South Africa, Java, etc,
spun yarn, small lines, etc. ; serving.
4, State of slavish dependence ; mental or moral bond17, Scrimmage; engagement. Obs.
age ; social compulsion.
18, Short for BBRVICB
PIPE.
6. Condition of a servant or servitor ; menial service.
Hl'Vice of an heir, Scots Law, a former proceeding by in- 8, Servants, collectively. Obs.
Milton.
quest to determine the heir of a person deceased ; now (by
7. Law. A right in respect of an object, usually land,
acts passed in 1847and 1860and repeated in the Consolidaowned by one person in virtne of which the object i• anbtion Act of 1868),a proceeding for this purpose by publicaject to a certain use or enjoyment by another person or for
tion and proof before a competent otllcer without a jury.
the benefit of another thing, as in the case of the commonserv'ice-a-ble (•ftr'vls-a-b'l), a. [ME. servisable, OF. law
easement (which ia a species of servitude), A servitude
aervisable, aervi9able. See SBRVICB.] l, Willing to be
is alllrmatlve when it permits an otherwise unpermitted act
of
~~~~rvi~~ic.
Chaucer. by the owner of it ; negative when It imposes on the owner
2. a Doing service ; useful to any end ; adapted to any of the servient tenement forbearance of an otherwise permissible action. Sen,itude ia esp. common in the Roman
good end or use; beneficial; advantageoua. "Servic,able
to religion and learning."
Atterbury. "A serviceable vil- and Civil Jaw, and ia defined in the Paodects (§ 934) aa
" a right in virtue of which the thing of another renders
lain." Shak. b Prepared for rendering service ; capable
of, or fit for, the performance of duty.
0:.:.~·
3. Pertaining to service, Obs.
(mere) uae (tee usuYRUCT and USE), and habitation, or b&blta4, Lasting or wearing well in use ; as, serviceable shoes.
- serv'l.ce-a-ble-nesa, n. - serv•ice-a-'llly, adv.
:ro;i~~rst
service 'ben'Y, The fruit of any kind of service tree.
~t~~a~t!::::~
serv!.ce call. MU. A signal given by trumpets, bugles,
fecting chiefly or only: the soil ; and urban 1ervltuda1, affecting
etc., calling for the immediate performance, or relinquishchiefly or so1e]y a budding or buildings on land. rl'he more imment, of 1ome duty.
service cap or hat. Mil. A ca:i, or hat worn by officers or £ortant rural servitudes were : lter, or a right of way on foot or
enlisted men when full-dress uniform, or dress uniform, is
~~=!~\e,J~~~eri:to;

9. That which is served, as a course at table or the portion

,er-

(u::i:i:f:!

½!:

f:i_;;
~s?:be:~:~~~~i-;ubserTe,

promote, further, aid,

t :1r:t!1::o;~:!~cti~~ft!~~~-d'!~f",ii}!.:e
~1:u
o:it

..

for this." 0. Kingsley.-to •· oneright, to treat one, or cause
to befall one, according to his deserts ; - used commonly of
ill deserts; as, it serves the scoundrel right. -to a. one' ■ Hlf
of, to avail one's self of; to make use of. A (}allicism. to 1. one the 1ame ■auce, to retaliate in the same kind.
Colloq. -to 1. out, to distribute; as, to serve out tations. to•·table■ , Bib., to distribute food as a.hos, Acts vi. 2. to 1. the time or the hour, to be a timeserver. Obs. -to a. the
ftllt, Gun., to close the vent of an old-time mu.zzle-loa.ding
cannon while it is being sponged and loa.ded.
Hrve (sftrv), v. i. l. To be a servant or a slave; to be
employed in labor or other buainess for another ; to be in
■objection or bondage; to render menial service.
2. Toperformdomeaticoffices;
to beoccupiedwithhouse-·
hold affairs ; to prepare and dish up food, etc.
3, To be in service ; to do duty; to discharge the requirements of an office or employment; specif.: a To act in the
public service, as a soidier, seaman, etc. b To perform
1.
the duties of server. See SERVBR,
4, To be of use ; to answer a purpose ; to suit ; to be convenient or favorable; as, when occasion serves.
Thie little brand will urve to light your fire. Dryden.
6, To play the lover; to be a suitor. Ob,.
8, Tenni,. To deliver the service; - uaed similarly in certain other ball games.
aerve, n. Tennis, etc. Act of serving; the ball aa ■erved.
8111V'er(sftr•ver), "· l. One who serves; specif., Eccl.,
one who assiata the officiating priest,
2. That which serves; specif. : a A tray for dishes ; a
salver. b A utensil, other than an ordinary fork or spoon,
for portioning food at table. o A small long-handled
spade variously used by plasterers.
aerv•er-y (sflr'ver-J), n, Arch. In modern dwellings:
a A room used for keeping utensils and conducting the
service of the family, b A service room between the
kitchen and dining room; -in the United States usually
way for walering cattle ; aq11&1ha111t111,
or simply haatu. ri'bt
called a butl,r' s pantry.
~i!n'tl~i;:/;o.ft~/l:,~~~i~th?~"atio~::a.
t!Tt~e:v.!f
of conductinE water; aq,11&1ductua.
right of drawing water ;J.
1u
Ser-ve'tian (ser-ve'shan), n, Eccl. Hist. A follower of
~l~~i:.ith
broad brim
::c'::!1,ig
~t1~,r:;b~~d s~~~~u~':!U:U:::
Michael Servetus, who waa burned at the stake in Geneva,
service
unlform.
Mil.
&Nav.
The
uniform
prescribed
in
rig~t
of
eupport;
!!e11
tmmtttendt.
right
of
in~erting
(the
end
of)
in 1553, for his opposition to the doctrine of the Trinity.
a beam (in another II wall) ; alttua non tollendt, riJht to have anSer'Vl-an (lftr•vl-lin), a, l, Of or pert. to Servia, an im- regulations for active or routine service, in distinction
portant state from about lOlilltill 1389, when It was con\!f:cfo~c:~:l!h 1
o1~!~ciia'i 1
i\ckJ!ii~C\~~~~tt~te:,.m::
quered by the Turks, The modern kingdom grew out of metal insignia that show the wearer's rank, the arm of dtt rectplendt.right of receiving the drip from a nei~bor'sroof 1
a.quaaimmlttendm, right to throw water from one's window ■ on
service, and the corpa, or the department to which he bestruggles for independence early in the 19th century.
1
2. Belonging or relating to the language of the Servlans.
~~~d:fch
army he belongs (see NATIONAL
ABllD',
°lo
1!"!:e~ti:1~:it~t
Bervta.a Ohurch. See EASTlORN
CHURCH.
the Roman law, but the Civil law include ■ under thi1 head &
Ser'Vt-an, n. One of the people of Servia, or of the race aer'vi-ent (s1lr•vl-lnt), a. [L. serviens, -entis, p. pr. See
Subordinate.
abs.,
except
as
used
in
Jaw
of
an
SBIIVB,]
s;~~h~,~RVITUDB,
SLAVBBY,
GE. SBRVITUDB m•y
dominant in Servia (found also In Hungary and the Bal- estate on which a. servitude or an easement is impaaed.
kans), who are typical members of the Adriatic race ; also, ser'vl-en'tlal (-ln'shlil), a. Pert. to or involving the ren,
:EE}lc\Yo~\~e~::!.t:';'IL1~~~
their language, the alphabet of which is a form of the
dering of services esp. feudal-law services.
Cyrillic, with four added letters. SeeSERVO-CROATIAN. ser'vi-ette• (s(lrtv't-~tll,· F. slr'vylt'), n.; pl. -IITTJls(~ts';
~~!oJ!~.
PRISONBR,
jugation to anaerv'1oe(B1lr•vJs),n., orserv'l.oetree. [Properly the tree
F. aVJ:~t/). 1F.l A ta le napkin.
Ser'vo- (s1lr1vii-), Combining form for Servian.
which bears seroes (orig, in two syllables), ME. serves, pl., ser'Vlle (s1lr•vn or, esp. in British usage, s1lr•vi, ; 277), a. Ser 1vo-Oro-a'tlan (sftr 1vii-kra-iilshi!n), n. l. The Slavic
aervice trees or (prob.) service berries, AS. syrfe service
[L. serviUs, fr. ser·vusa servant or slave: cf. F. aen,ile. See language of Servia, Montenegro, Bosnia, Herzegovina,
tree, fr. (assumed) LL. sorbea, fr, L. sorbus. Cf. BORD.] SERF, SERVB-1 1. Of or pertaining to a slave or servant;
Croatia, Slavonia, parts of Hungary, latria, and Dalmatia,
Any of several malaceous trees having small berrylike
consisting of slaves; as, a aervile revolt; the aervile class.
It possesses val'fiilg dialects, and employs either the Rofruit•; esp. : a In Europe, the treeSorbusdomestica, which
2. a Held in subjection; dependent; enslaved,
man or the Serv1an alpbabets according as the prevailing
Even fortune rule■ no more, O servile land.
Pope.
resemble• the mountain ash (8, aucuparia), but has larger
religion is either Roman Catholic or Orthodox Greek. See
b Specif., Eng. Feudal Law, held by, or pertaining to, a INnO-EtmOPBAN.
flowers and larger fruit, containing grit cells. The related
8. torminalis, with simple instead of pinnate leaves, la of- tenure of lands not called free. What constituted the test
2, One whose native language ia Servo-Croatian.
ten distinguished as wild a,rvice tree. The fruit of both
ser 1vo-mo•tor, n. Sometimes erroneously spelt aerro;r:li~~t~~i:r~r:r!t.l'~~~~i,~:
species is edible. b The whitebeam, Scot. c Any species :i::~!~"tt':.dt{:;~r~~.:-rs
moto,·. [F. sen,o-moteur. See BEiii' ; MOTOR.] Mach. A
lord, whether the tenant could withdraw without his land
U. 8.
of shadbush (Amelancliier).
relay apparatua; specif.: a An auxiliary motor, regulated
from his lord, whether the land owed labor, as distinct
Mn't.ce, n. [ME. aerv-ice,serviae, OF. serv'Me,service, F.
by a hand lever, for quickly and easily moving the reversaervice, fr. L. aervitium. See BBRVB,] l. Act of serving;
{r~~ur:::a i~~~~~ht~!:':r~~~:;~;a~lc.t~=o~i~:
ing gear of a large marine engine into any desired position
the occupation of a servant; the performance of labor for
3. Befitting a slave or servant; as, servile labors.
indicated by that of the hand lever, which controls the
the benefit of another, or at another's command ; attend4, Characteristic of a slave i proceeding from dependence ; valve of the motor. b In a Whitehead torpedo, a comance of an inferior, hired helper, slave, etc. ; also, spiritual
slavish ; hence, meanly submissive ; cringing ; fawning ; pressed-air motor, actuated by the Obry gear, for moving
obedience and love. " 0 God, ..• whose service is permean; as, serv-lle :flattery; servile fear ; servUe obedience.
the rudders so as to correct deviations from the course.
Bk. of Com. Prayer.
fect freedom."
6. Obedient; -with to; as, servile to good influences.
ses'a-me (ses'<i-me), n. [ME. sysame, OF. siaame, F. u.2. The deed of one who serves ; labor performed for an- 8, R. C. Ch. Pert. to physical labor ;-used esp. in servile same, or LL. sist!mum, fr. L. sesamurn, sesama, Gr. cniworks, those requiring bodily rather than mental effort.
~~~eic.ing Charles. Dr11rlen. 7, Philol, a Not belonging to the original root ; as, a aer- ua.µov, u11a0.µ..71.]An East Indian annual pedaliaceous plant
ot~~: \a~tu!lec~o:,e.~~r!~ 1
(Sesarnum indicun, ); also, its small obovate, flattish seeds,
3, Feudal Law. The render or due owed by a tenant to his i-ile letter. b Not itself sounded, but serving to indicate
which yield an oil and are nsed as food See JIENNB.
lord for the enjoyment of his tenancy ; any render made
a long preceding vowel, as e in stone.
ses•a-mold
(-moid), a. [Gr. cniuaµo•..B~• like sesame;
for the enjoyment of land.
Syn. - See MENIAL,
a,juaµ..ov sesame
El8or form.] Of or pertaining to or
•4, An office of devotion ; otllcia.Jreligious duty performed ; - ser'vile-ly, adv. -ser'vile-neBB, n.
designating
a nodular mass of bone or cartilage in a tenreligioUBrites appropriate to any event or ceremonial; as, ser'vile, n. Philol. An element which
don,
esp.
where
the
tendon Ct.assesover a joint or some
.a burial smrice; a marriage service.
forms no part of the original
6, A liturgical office set to music ; a set of such IU!ttings, root ; - opposed to radical.
.r~:~~1':s~~~-an1
~~~fcJ'fa~m~'::'.:'~ta r:r~:t;Jot
esp. of the choral canticles, chants, etc.
ser-vll'l.-ty (ser-vTi'I-tl), n.
amoid bone or cartilage.
•8, Duty performed in, or appropriate to, any office or Quality or state of being serses'a-mold-i'tls (-i'tls), n, [NL. See sEsAMom; -ITIS,l
charge; official function; specif., military or naval duty;
vile ; specif. : a Slavery.
Veter. Inflammation of a sesamoid bone and the adjacent
performance of the duties of a soldier ; as, to see service,·
ligaments and tissue.
b Mean or cringing submishence, a branch of employment with an organization of Its si venese ;. obsequiousness.
Ses•a-mum (si!s'<i-mlim), n. [L., sesame. See sEBADJ
own, esp. under a government ; as, the diplomatic aervice. serv•mg (sftr•vJng),p.pr. &
7, Useful office; advantage conferred ; that which pro- vb. n. of SBRVB. Specif. : ,,b.
it~~~ a~,n:ii:ii:f
~~ !fi~1~d
leaves and irregular campanulate flowers, the curved tube
motes interest or bappineBB ; benefit; avail.
n. Na::u~,
~ Servi!lg Mallet; b The a1;1me
The stork's plea, when taken in a net, wu the aervice she did
at::~~~,!'."s;~}~:r~=~~!~
4-angled,
and unL'Eatrange.
in picking up venomous creatures.
::=rument
shaped like a m use m the proceB&of servmg.
8, Profession of respect; acknowledgment of duty owed,
Ses'ball (sl!s'blln ), "· [F., fr. Ar. saisabiin, seiseblln, a
:,i:~,'
il~:s
~~~t~~~~s:~o~:'rving
ropes.
"Pray, do my service to His Majesty."
Shak.
kind of tree, fr. Per. sisabiin seed of cinquefoil.] l. Bot.
D. Bib.
:...,.ee, n. Service. Obs.
nrv
rvlc'lc
e-bo~.•nA.Snervo1f'tu
dn•u·m0hbe••·
the net. See LAWN TENN rs.
II■er'vt'teur' (sl!"l"'ve.1to.r'),n.; aer'vt-tute c-tnt>, 11. [L. 11erd- Se' ■ai (se'st; &e'Bl-t),
0
8
10
~nr-ven'te, n. = srRvENTE.
JOit
.y
aerrice magazine. Mil. ~ Nav. \>~.:.T.v11m,Rtt.s-.um[F.J
..11rrA•vY•erv
h)yto
_
_Jm·
),
t.uR:
cf. OF ,ervitute.J Servi- ■ea'am., ■es'a-ma,n. [L.sesama.
urve'-out',
n. Something
of bolts used to draw to~ether A magazine containing the am-...
(DO; 8
u
tude. Ohs.
[CROATIAN,2.1
See SESAME.)
The caator oil
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1erved, or dealt, out.
, aerve■.
!lllUlVICE.

l

[Scot.

be riveted.
rmissal.l
I parts to book.
A prayer book or

~~~.{':.l~,s~~:ri~';:~it.
urve tube, Steam Boilera. A
flue tube having ribs inside.
Daer'vl, n., pl. of ~ERVl 1 ~
■erriable, a. rF. l Serviceable;
::;i,~~~!-:V:~lii~~~;.
~~i.
Hn''lce,
,,. t.. To 11erve. RarP.
11'J~1~!:1t:e!.~
41n''l..,'1.
8ervic•bl•.R •.8p.

~!~:';i~

■ervtce

munition for immediate use or n.: pl. -TIA (-d). rL.] Lruo.
for a particular it"Un.
Service. - ■ er-vt'ti-um fo-riu'-

r:7::iib~ih
th'!a~~nv~~e~~xi!r
accet1sto a corporation cock.
aervice charge. The full charge
of a ~0u0 n0 ,0 ~~usL•d,.wnin
b71
".tntnl•,•:,
The
18

:1
wfttft~~rdi:~t-ing
aervtce tree. See 1st ~ERV ICE.
aer-vi'cioua,a. = SERVJous.Obs.
■ervte. T AE R\'E.
■er'vU. ~P.rvile. Re.f. Sp. l -nrn.

me

t:i"f

_..,.

~

,.

~f0 ~~\:os~~v~i~ which the
1erv'ic•te11. a. Without a (reA certain
line 21 feet from, and parallel to,

=~:nr:c~en~:.~-

food, fovot; out, oil ; chair;

go, sing,. i9k;

~f: ~lt:·

::i~;r-'to,ri-:i°(~~;.,Ev\-~~'1~~r;
201), a. Pertaining: to, or characteristic of. a servitor. Rare.
er'vi-tor-■hip', n. See -i--HrP.
aer'vi-trilc, n. [See -TRIX,] A
!~~~t;:.':a~tOh~a~·~ervitude.
■
Obs. b Servants. c A 11ervitor.
1 e0mir,u~,:t, :~av8 ervILEfaTb.le.
SERVICE,
~T•~;r(,~,~t\zr;.vrj~~•>1:·,;;_Pl
■er-vt■'t-a. Var. of cERVISIA, servitude ; erron., an easement.

l

::;:fl:i::<(~;;,:1;1_rfmJe:·-~::.

aen:.~-t

Fall explanation•

\'it~i";::~:fi!:n_;~;:~ti~:

~!'£

Ber'vo-Cro'at, n. =SER
v o- bean. Obs.
servt. .Abbr. Servant.
■e■ a.me. See OPEN RESA:M••
■n'a-me graa (sl!"s'4-m~). Ga~:~~\:~,
!}';;;,::!i:v:
+-afe.] ToactaR a servitor. Obtt.
See OIL, Table L
II■er'vua (sftr'vt1a), n. ; 1>l.<i;,F.R- IB■ 'a-mtne, [L,
Of.
,., (-v1J.
{ L.l A serf. - Ber' 'YUi Ber-vo'rum De't. rL.] Serv- !"la&.µ.r.vo,;] Pert. to. or obtamed from, IE."same. Ohs
~~~:! ~hE~~«z;:~t• of God· See
(s~s.,d-moi'1~,·
•ervJ'• T ARRVB•
Hlarf.n, n. A kind of ointment.
4.;.'~!·stR~~~.lNT.
~

di~.

:;.r,.1:::·o11.

a. sesaminua,

■erye.

T

s11:a1s.

ver<!!Jre (250) ; It= ch in G. ich, ach (144); boir; yet; zh
or Abbrevlatlona,
Slama, ete,, lmmedlate!J, preeede tile Voeabulary.

tllen, thin.; natyre,

:ei:

= z 1n azure.

,~~';1:t~dal
r~t~j',J~~~~~•-:l~~i~,
t

liwnben refer to§§ in G11111&
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SESCUPLE

SET

A genUBof tropical fabaceous herbs, shrubs, or trees, with
abruptly pinnate leaves and showy flowers in axillary racemes. The style is smooth, the pod narrowly linear and

branch of their authority, due notice being given; goner&!
■euiom, when held by two or more justices, one of whom
is of the quorum, for the general exercise of their authority
to try criminal cases, etc. Hence, the sittings or any Bityiei:r!';fff:r~'t~:;:':1~~!nfit~.United
of any of several other courts of similar criminal jurisll. [I. c.] Either of two East Indian species (S. aculeata ting
diction. b In various States of the United States, any of vaand S. regyptiaca) of this genus. See DHUNCHBB.
rious
answering more or less to the English courts
8es 1e-l1 (Bi!s'i-li), n. [NL. See CICELY.] Bot. A large above courts
named, as of a justice's court to grant innkeepers'
0
0
licenses,
to
lay
out highways, etc., or of courts of general
TJ';;n;:.; ~~~~1l !et:'e'::~T:bt'i.~:~oni~~
c Any of these courts, themselves.
nately compound leaves, white flowers, and fruit wllii sol• criminal jurisdiction.
6.
r
cap.]
Scot,
Law. The Court of Session.
itary oil tubes, The species are commonly called meadow
6.
1>resbylerian
Ch.
The
lowest court, composed of the
fr."'t[,a.t'~iatt
is the horse fennel. Also
pastor and a body of elders elected by the members of a
particular church, and having the care of matters pertainSe'sha (si'sh<i; sha'sh<i), She'sha (shii/sh<i), n. [Skr.
mg to the religious interests of that church.
Cesha.] Hindu Myth. The king of the serpent race. He
18Uion1 of the peace, sittings by justices of the peace. Eng.
has a thousand heads, which serve as a canopy for Vishnu, who
111lon-al (sl!sh'un-iil), a. Of or pertaining to a session
888
8
8
8
~~l
or sessions.
of ea.ch Kalpa by the ff.re which he vomit• forth.
1Na:I.Oll&l order or rule, British Parl. Practice, an order or
Be'lll(si 1se),n. [Prob. Amer. Sp.l The black-llnsnapper
rule and expressed to continue only during the session.
(Lutia.nus buccanella), a common West Indian market fish. 888 1terce (s~s1ters), n. [L. sestertius (sc. nummu.), fr. sesII 888'qul- (sl!s'kwT-). [L., one half more, one and a half. l tertius two and a half; prob. fr. se,qui-+ lertiu, third : cf.
A combining form {also used adjectively) denoting one and
F. aesterce.] Rom. Antiq. A coin and money of account
a half times; specif. : Chem. In forming the names of com- eaual to one fourth of a denarius. It was first issued as a
pounds of three atoms or equivalents of one element or radBit0';~8a~b~a2:i
ical with two of another; as, iron ns~ioxide, Fe 20 3 •
(called by numismatlstsjirst brass) equal to 4 asses.
88B1qul-al'ter {sl!s'kwT-ill1ter)} n. LL, •esquialter, fem.
888-ter•U-um(ses-tftr'shT-um),
n.;
pl.
SBBTBRTIA
(-a). [L.
1
1
888 qul-al ter-a (-iWter-<i)
-tera, sesquialteral.] MuSee s&STIIRCB.]Rom. Antiq. A money of account equal to
&ic. a The interval of a perfect fifth, having the ratio ij.
one
thousand
sesterces.
b A triplet of three minims in the time of two preceding.
Cf. HBHIOLIA. o A mixture organ stop, containing several S88-t&t1 (sl!s-tl!t'; si!sltet; cf. SEXTET),n. [It. &estetto,fr.
sesto sixth, L. sextus, fr. sex six.] l. Music. A sextet.
ranks of pipes which reenforce some high harmonics of the
2. Pros. The last six lines of a sonnet; also, any stanza
ground tone, and make the sound more brilliant.
of
six lines.
NB'qul-al'ter-al (-IU), a. [L. ,esquialter once and a half;
&esqui- alter other.] Once and a half times as great as se11-U'na (s~s-te 1n<i), n. [It. Cf. sBsTINE, sEXTAIN.] A
poem
consisting of six stanzas (originally unrimed) of
another; having the ratio of one and a half to one.
- 1qul-car'bon-ate {-kiir'blln-iit), n. [1esquicarbon- six lines each, ending with the same words arranged in
different
order for each stanza, and concluding with a
ate.] Chem. A carbonate intermediate in composition between the normal salt and the usual acid salt ; as, sesqui- stanza of three lines which contain all the final words, three
occurring
in the middle of the lines, and three at the end.
carbonate of ammonia, 2(NH,) 2 CO8 H 2 CO .
888'qul-cen-ten'nl-al (-sl!n-tl!u1T-ltl), a. (sesqui-+ centen- fr~'iit~~u;:'::
l~::~r~f ~he1at'~~~J:~;~l,
IL Proven~&!
nial.] Of or pertaining to a century and a half. -n.
The 88-BU'Vt-um (st-sii'vT-um), n. [NL.; orig. unknown,l
one hundred and fiftieth anniversary, or its celebration.
Bot.
A small genus of fleshy maritime aizoaceous herbs, ol
NB'qul-hy 1drate (-hi'drit), n. [se,qui- +hydrate.] Chem.
wide distribution in tropical regions. They have opposite
A hydrate containing one and a half molecules of water to leaves and reddish flowers with a live-lobed calyx and five
one of the substance forming the hydrate.
stamens. S. P._Ortulacastrurnis the sea purslane.
888 1qul-ox 11de(-llk'•id; -sTd),n. Also -14. [sesqui- +oxide.]
Set (si!t), n. LEgypt.] Egypt. 1lfytlt. An evil divinity, the
Chem. An oxide containing three atoms of oxygen and
brother and enemy of Osiris, represented with the head of
two of another element, or two radicals, as alumina (Al 2 Oa)• a beast with high square ears and pointed snout. Before
888-qulp'e-dal (sl!s-kwlp 1t-dlll; s~s1kwl'.-pe'di!l; 277), aes 1- the XIX th dynasty Set was popular,especially favored by
the Hyksos, and probably regarded as a war god and giver
qul-pe-da111-an (s~s'kwT-pt-dii;,JT-i!n), a [L. sesquipedaof victories. About the XXIId dynasty a reaction set in,
lis. See SESQUI-; PEDAL. J a Measuring or containing a foot
and a.half ;- sometimes humorously applied to long words.
~~~~~!ifi~!ifo~6f e~,i~r)lfsd c~~~~~«;t~
b Given to the use of long words. - n. a One that is a
Bet (s~t), v. t. ," pret. &, p. p. SET; p. pr. &, vb. n. 8BT'TING,
foot and a half in height. b A very long word.
[ME. setten, AS. settan; akin to OS. settian, OFries. ••tta,
8811-qulp1e-dal-lsm
l(T, )
sesqmpe
· da J't1 y.
D. zetten, OHG. sezzen, G. setzen, lcel. setja, Sw. siitta,
888'qul-pe-da'll-an-18m f - z m , n.
se8'qul-pe-dal'l-ty (s~s'kwT-pe-dlWl'.-tl), n. l. Quality or Dan. srette,Goth. satjan ,· causative from the root of E. sit.
See SIT.J 1. To canse to sit; to make to assume a speci•
condition of being seequipedal.
Sterne.
fled position or attitude; to give a site or place to; to
z. The use of, or style marked by, seequipedalian words.
place
; put ; fix , as, to set a house on a rock, a book on a
888 1qul-aalt (s~s'kwT-e6lt),n. [sesqui-+ salt.] Chem. a
shelf, a chest or trunk on its bottom or on end.
A salt derived from a sesquioxide or analogous compound.
2:.
To
make to assume a specified place, condition, occupa,..
b A salt made up on the proportions of a sesqui compound.
tion, relation, etc. ; to p1ace ; put ; establish.
888 1qul-sul'phide (ses'kwT-sul.'fid ; -fTd), n. Also -phld.
my bow in the cloud.
Gen. ix, 18,
[sesqui
.,,,lpltfrle.] Chem. A sulphide, analogous to a 3. Specif., to putI do(a set
fowl) on eggs to hatch them, orto put
sesquioxide, containing three atoms of sulphur to two of (eggs) into a nest for a fowl to sit on or into an incubator.
the other ingredient ;-formerly
called also sesquimlphu4. Tocausetobeortodo,etc.;
todispose; start; begin;
ret ,· as, orpiment, Af½S:1, is arsenic sesquisttlphicle.
as, to set houses afire ; to set ships afloat; to set one at ease;
B&B'Bile(sl!s1TI ; see -ILE}, a. [L. sessilis low, dwarf, fr.
to set men at variance.
aedere,sessum, to sit : cf. F. sessile. See SIT, l 1. Attached
Every incident .•wt, him thinking.
Coleridge.
directly by the base; not raised upon a stalk or peduncle ; 6. To fix firmly ; to make fast, permanent, or stable ; to
as, a sessUe leaf (one resting directly on the main stem or render motionless; to give an unchanging place, form, or
branch without a petiole). In Zool., often implying atcondition to. Specif. : a To cause to stop or stick; to
tachment by a broad base.
fasten ; hence, to occasion difficulty to ; to embarrass; per•
ll. Zool. Permanently attached; not free to move about.
plex ; as, to set
in the mud.
1N1lle gonophore■, Z o0l., gonophores which never become
They show how hard they are set in this particular,
Addison.
OF MoRGAGNI
b. b To fix beforehand ; to determine ; hence, to make UD•
detached. - s. hydatld. Anal. = HYDATID
888 111lon(sl!sh1un), n. [L. sessio, fr. sedere, sessum: cf. F.
yielding or obstinate; to render stiff, unpliant, or rigid.
On these three objects his heart was sf't. Macaulay.
se88ion. See BIT. J 1. A sitting, or being seated. Archaic.
Make my heart as a millstone, set my face as a flint. Tennyson.
Leapt from her sejl.~hm on his lap, and stood, Tennyson.
o To fix in the ground, as a post or a tree ; to plant ; as,
.I. The actual or constructive sitting of a court, council,
legislature, etc., or the actual or constructive assembly of to set pear trees in an orchard ; - often with out. 4 To
fix, as a precious stone, in a border of metal ; to place
the members of such a body, for the transaction of busiin a setting; hence, to place in or amid something which
ness; thus, a body is said to be in se&sionwhen t}_lemem•
serves as a setting ; as, to set glass in a sash. e To renbers are in fsct assembled and (constr,,tively) during the
der stiff or solid; esp., to convert into cnrd; to curdle;
time between adjourned meetings, durmg which time the
as, to set milk for cheese. f Zool. To arrange (the parts of
body is for some purposes conaidered as legally in session.
an insect) in position for drying. See SETTING »LOOK.
It's flt this royal sem1iondo proceed.
Shak.
3. The time, period, or term during which a court, council,
8. To put into a desired position or condition ; to adjust ;
legislature, etc., meets regularly for business; or, the space
to regulate ; to adapt. Specif. : a To put in order in a parof time between the first meeting and the prorogation or ticular manner; to prepare for immediate use; as, to set
final adjournment.
The session of a court usually coincides
a table by laying the tablecloth, putting on the dishes, etc.;
to set a lithographic stone ready for printing ; to set a lathe
with or includes the term, and is often called a term.
4, pl. a Eng. Law. The sittings or a sitting of justices of for screw cutting by putting in the requisite change wheels;
specif.: {1) To flx the iron of (a carpenter's plane} in posithe peace in execution of the powers conferred by their
tion so as to take off the desired thickness of shaving. (2)
commissions, being called : petty uulo111, when held by one
or more justices, without a jury, for trial of minor offenses,
To put a smooth edge on (a razor) with a hone, as after
admitting prisoners to bail, etc. ; ■peclal ae1Blona,when held
grinding. (3) To bend slightly the tooth points of (a saw)
by two or more justices for the exercise of some special
alternately in opposite directions to widen the kerf and so

t~::~r'll'l:1.r.::i~~Y!s
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+

acoach

ale, senilte, care, •m, account, Ii.rm, aisle, 1ofci; eve, event, 6n4, rec.blt, makt!r; ice,
Word.

Dryrlen.

Pastoral dales thin set with modem farms.

11. To value ; to rate ; - with at.

I do not set my hfe at a pin's fee.

Wordsworth.
Shak.

lll. To point out the seat or position of, as birds, or other
game ; - said of hunting dogs.
13. To establish as a rule ; to furnish ; to prescribe; to
assign ; as, to set an example ; to ,et lessons to be learnei.
14. [Cf. SBT,v. i., 11.] To suit ; to become; as, it ,eta
him ill. Scot.
16. To propel, as a boat, by poling. Obs. or Dial.
16. Print. To compose; to arrange in words, lines, etc. ;

i"7_t~~~t::iz:~.
t;:r!:.:.age.
to aet &broach. See ABROACH.Obs.- to •. agaln1t, to oppose ;

to set in comparison with, or to oppose to, as an equivalent

in exchange. - to 1. agolq, to cause to move. - to ■• apart,
to separate to a particular use ; to separate from the rest;
to reserve. - to 1. aaide. a To leave out of account; to pass
by, to omit, neglect; :reject; annul. b To set apart , re-serve ; as, to set aside pnrt of one's income. - to a. a ■ponge,
Cookery, to leaven a sm~Lllmass of flour, to be used in leavening a lar~er quantity ..-to a. &t de!lanco, to defy. - to ,. at
ease, to quiet; to tranquilize; as, to set the heart at ease. to •· &t naught or nought, to treat as of no account .i.to disregard; to despise ; defy ; to treat with ignominy. ..1rnrmerly
also ioset nau(l,h.tby,-to •· a trap, 1Jl&1'8, or~. to put it lll
a proper condition or position to catch prey ; hence, to lay
:. ~ta:o;~ ~~:~:r~~dadro~a'iii:ttoe!~fet~

~~!~ ~1ec;i~~r'

o°nn!'~rt0o~!~tio!4:

~~e:!»t:~i:o~~rka
~
fore ; to exhibil. b To propose for choice to; to offer to. to a. by. a To set apart or on one side ; reject. b To attach
the value of (anythmg) to. - to a. by the compa11, to observe

,Po
t~l:t!ruti~'~r:~

:;~~0:!!~£0
~~~:fo 0r~~\~lig~
g!~lsi~ff~~~t=:·~~
?O

su_ppose; to assume. 'Bf. put case. under PUT, v. t. Obs.
8ffea~i!1:tbecame
Chaucer. -to a. cock& hoop. See C0CK-A·HO0P.-to a. down.
a Toenterinwriting;
to register. b To fix; toestablish;

+

UForelcn

Set thy own songa, and sing them to thy lute,

9. 'l'o determine ; to appoint ; to assign: to fix; as, to
set a time for a meeting; to set a price on a horse.
10. To adorn with something infixed or affixed; to stud;
to variegate with objects placed here and there.

:o~

+

:t:

prevent sticking. (4) 1'o adjuat (a measuring instrument)
to a desired position ; as, to aet a pair of calipers to size on
a rule. b To extend and bring into position ; to spread to
the wind; as, to set the sails of a ship. c To give a pitch
to, as a tune ; to start by fixing the keynote ; as, to set a
psalm. 4 To reduce from a dislocated or fractured state ;
to replace ; aa, to set a broken bone. e To make to agree
with some standard ; as, to set a watch or a clock. f Ma,o,.ry. To lower into place and llx solidly, as cut stone.
7. To stake at play; to wager; to risk.
8. To fit with music ; to adapt, as words to mueic, or tnu~
sic to words ; to prepare for performance, as for a particular voice or instrument.

-t Ob10lete

Variant

o~

m; .Sid, Obey, 8rb,
+ eomblned wltla..

to ordain. c To humilia,te. -to a. eyes on, to see ; to behold;

~i~r~:tet~:e

0

l:~i:::-iit:fl!:et;>~re!°k1~fdY: fl~:·p~~~{'o':;

:oi

1~~~
~~iil 0tl~r\1;;'&''i;;-t!':J
{t':;;alr !~~~ it1sa
nected to any spar orsta.y. -to a. forth. a To manifest; to
offer or present to view I to exhibit; to display. b To pub-lish; to promulgate; tomakeappear.
Waller. c To send
out; to prepare and send. Obs.-to a. forward. a To cause
to advance. b To promote. -to 1. free, to release from con•
finement, imprisonment, or bondage; to libemte i to emancipate. -to a. in, to put in the way ; to begin, to give a start
to. Obs.-to a. in order, to adjust or arrange 1 to reduce to
method. - to a. light bl,, to undervalue ii.to shght; to treat
1
~~i J~~~:1~ni;Jere:c~~ethe tgr':;a: ~a;
face. b To cause milk to become curdled, as by rennet.
~f:n:~af~e ?\!eS!f•b;?. c~bes.~ut~h~_o:ff!itiltof~:~

~!!,~fJ.

ii~tEtt3e
n;!!

iii

;;i:.

r~~1i~~:!111~
:a~r!;Jt
ttt:~r~i~~
~la~!~i:t:~
bufg~1dr!~
embellish; also, to intensify (a characteristic) by

fecorate;
contrast.

c To give a flattering description of. d To ex-

~r!'lf
if; to':1i!/a~h:~t~1f."~t'!•~:
0:~ii:;t.~:
against as an equivalent; as, to set ojj' one man's services
against another's. - to •· on or upon. a To incite; to insti-

Ki

;_.ei !t~n~if~ !it!~~S;rt~:1~
lai-80e:Jg;~astr:::.sC~J
to; as, to set one's heart or affections on some object. - to
1. one'a cap, to make a fool of one. Obs. Chaucer. -to
a.
one'a cap for or at, to try to win the favor of with a view to
marriage. Colloq. -to 11. one'a face (against, to, etc.), to de•
termine to assume a certain attitude or pursue a certain
~~~s:. ~~~~~~: ~:t~r o~n=t~li g~;~oamseirreihA~f~~irn~
tion; to stake one's fortunes; - from an old game of cards,
when one so expressed his intention to stand or rest upon

!!.\~
~~t;{~cgi~ce
~n!!~
:ri~! ::le;
o~e~~ltY;:
iv0~:~~
tion to. -to a. one'a teeth, to press them together tightfy", as
0

in determination.-toa.

0

onwork,to cause to begin labormg;

~as::~~
7)i~it~b:s.1f:~=:~"ut
tt:sf!~e ~f~~~&SWeiI"'
tlts!i
th : T~d~~~ntr!~t~~n?sZ: ,~bc!i:!\::, :cr:i;~
1:~t!~~d
forth ; to furnish. Rare. a To show; display ; set off.
0

ot.

0

f To show; prove. Rctre. g To mark out, as a design
to be executed. h To recite ; to state at large ; as. facto
carefully set out. -to a. over. a To appoint or constitute
as supervisor, inspector,ruler,or commander. b To assign;

Md, 1Gft, c/Jnnect; iise, i\nite, tun, ilp, clrciul, menu;
- equale.
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SET
transfer; convey. c To put a little to one side or the other;
to fix out of line; as, to set over the tailstock or headstock
to prepare a lathe for boring taper holes. - to set ~llt, to
1~te!~n~
~g::J.\~!~Y~t;
iroi~ti~;:vt~y~g~~_:_
t:t.~
to%~~!

classed together ; a collection of articles which naturally
complement each other, and usually go together ; an assortment ; a suit ; as, a set of chairs, of china, of books, etc.
In this sense sometimes, inconectly, sett. Hence : a A
number of persons associated by custom, office, opinion, or
th e like j a Big~re~t~iiifsr~n·:, ~rt~~e,~~
o;e::"R~JJ~n&!~~:
b In dancing, the number of persons necessary to execute
a quadrille or other square dance ; also, the series of figures
or movements executed. c A series of games, as in lawn
tennis (which see). d The eggs laid by a bird for a single
incubation or brood; a clutch. e 1lfath. See CLASS, 11.
6. Direction or course; as, the set of the wind, or of a
current, or of public opinion.
6. Form ; build ; also, carriage ; pose ; - said esp. of the
body and parts thereof; as, the set of one's shoulders.
7. The hardening of a plastic or liquid substance, as by
chemical action (in case of mortar, cement, etc.) or by
cooling, as in case of glue .
8. Various technical senses: a A nail set. = 6th PUNCH, n .• 2.
b Shipbuilding. = SET IRON. c = SET CHISEL a. d = HOOK
WRENCH.
e Sidewise deflection of a saw-tooth point. See
SET, v. t., 6 a (3).
f Any of various devices for setting
saw teeth. g 1.lf ining. (1) A timber frame, as for a door;
specif., one for supporting the sides of a shaft or other excavation. Sometimes written sett. (2) A group of pumps
for lifting water from one level to another; a lift. (3) A
group of mines put together under one lease. Local, U.
S. (4) Aflatsteelbar,
a kind.of crowbar. h Type Founding. Width (of a type). I Pile Driving. A piece placed temporarily upon the head of a pile when the latter cannot be
reached directly by the weight, or hammer. Often written
sett. j Textiles. Any of various standards of measurement of the fineness of cloth; specif., the number of reeds
in one inch and the number of threads in each reed. The
exact meaning varies according to location.
Sometimes
written sett. k A stone, commonly of granite, shaped like
a short brick and usually somewhat larger than one, used
for street paving. Commonly written sett. 1 Camber of a
curved roofing tile. m 1.lfech. Permanent change of form
due to repeated or excessive stresa, as from compression,
tension, bending, twisting, etc. Also fig. Cf. FATIGUE, n.,4.
9. Collectively, the crop of young oysters in any locality.
10. In Obs. senses: a A settled condition, as of weather.
b A plait or plaited work; a ruff. c Traps; snares for game.
11. A particular spot in a river, etc., where nets are set.
Scot. & Local, Eng,
12. A pattern, esp. that of a tartan. Also sett. Scot.

if i:~r

~l~~tY~~i:~~-th~f:;J:1:i~1~ed~te:~~i!°~h!{'
s\~a~fb:if~!
fashion; to establish the mode. - to s. the hand to, to engage

in; to undertake. -to s. the heart at rest, to put one's self
.at ease. - to s. the land, Naut., to see by the compass how
the land bears from the ship. -to s. the :palette, Paint., to
lay on the palette the required pigments ma certain order,
according to the intended use of them. -to s. the teeth on
,edge,to affect the teeth with a disagreeable sensation, as
when acids are brought in contact with them.- to s. the
temperament, .Music, to tune a single octave of a keyboard
instrument according to a desired temperament,as a standard by which to tune the remaining octaves. -to a. to, to
attach to ; to affix to. ' 1 He ... hath set to his seal that
God is true." John iii. 33. - to s. to sale, to offer for sale;
to put up for purchase ; to make merchandise of. Obs. Mil.ton. - to s. to work, to employ ; to cause to engage in any
business or labor. - to a. up. a To erect; to raise ; to ele-

.!a!1i1~!'
~111::
.upba~~!!t~~f~ ~i:1ratgig~~

ti~/~o~e~_Po.~ti
will ... set up the throne of David over Israel." 2 Sam.
iii. 10. c To l:iegin, as a new institution ; to institute ; to
-establish ; to found ; as, to set up a manufactory ; to set up
.a school. d To enable to commence a new business ; as,
to set up a son in trade.
e To place in view ; as, to set up
a mark. f To raise; to utter loudly; a.s, to set UJJ a shout.
g To advance; to propose as truth or for reception; as, to
!~tff{~:niefuri~~!?1!:s,

1 To intoxicate.
drinks.

!~

Slang.

rhG
:i~df~~i~n~ JJft~~~7h1~
0

0

0

tip~

Slang. i To treat to; as, to set up the

k Print. To put in ty£e ; as, to set up copy ;

'i~r~~llf~~~'
i;~ih

SETTING

s:~

~~~1¼:ib~d;~,
!~

a[;~~e if
11~dbo1~
,o present a soldierly appearance ; as, to set up recruits ;
setting-up exercises. m Railroading.
To clear (a certain
route) for the free passage of a train. n Naut. To make
taut or to hoist into position by hauling on a halyard or
tackle; as, to set up the rigging. o Card Playing. = ESTABLISH, 7. -to
s. up a.rest, Primera, to venture the final
stakes (see 5th REST, 6); hence, to set one's final hope or
trust: - with in, on, or upon. Obs.
set (s~t), v. i. [Partly absolute uses of set, v. t., without
object expreSBed, partly due to confusion with sit. J 1. To
pass below the horizon ; to go down ; to decline ; - said of
a heavenly body; hence, fig., to sink out of sight; to come
to an end; to pass away.
Thus this century sets with little mirth.
Fuller.
2. To fit music to words. Ob,,.
Shak.
3. To place plants or shoots in the ground ; to plant. u To
13. Scots Law. = SJ:TT.
,sow dry, and .,et wet."
Old Proverb.
14. Manner or state of fitting; fit; adaptation; as, the set
4. Hort. To be fixed for growth; to develop as the result
of a coat; -generally considered Colloq. See BET,"· i., 11.
,of fertilization i - applied to fruits.
Syn. - Collection, series, group. See COTERIE.
&. To become fixed or rigid; specif., to become hardened,
as by chemical action or cooling. See SET, n., 7.
~~~t~i!:~tsi:af[~fl'e s!~C:,sti: ~!e1>~~!i«::ti~~~ so that each
he:;Anln~fa~~!n~tiii{~t~i~~~ther
to reeis~~~~: se'ta (se'ta), n.; L. pl. SETA< (-te). [L. seta, saeta, a bristle.]
ii. To gamble; to play for a stake; to bet. Obs.
Biol. Any slender, more or less rigid, bristlelike orgau or
7. To have a certain direction in motion; to flow; to part, as the hairs of a caterpillar, the slender spines of
move on; to tend ; as, the current sets to the north.
a crust11cean, the hairlike processes of a protozoan, etc.
8. To begin to move ; to start ; - followed by out, on, Specif.: a Bot. (!) In bryophytes, the slender bristlelike
forth, or forward,' as, to set out for London.
(2) Any
stalk of the sporogonium.
See Moss, Illust.
9. To indicate the position of game;.:_ said of a dog; as,
slender prickle or bristle. b Zool. (!) One of the chitinto set well ; also, Obs., to hunt game by the aid of a setter.
ous bristles or spines borne by annelids of the class Choo10. To apply one's self; to undertake earnestly; as, to topoda j a chreta. They usually project in groups from the
sides of some or manr, of the segments, or are borne on the
set to work ; - often followed by out.
parapodia. Many different forms occur, some of them
11. To fit or suit one ; to sit; as, the coat ,ets well; curved,
hooked, or serrated. (2) One of the spinelike feathby many considered an improper use of set.
ers at the base of the bill of certain birds; a rictal bristle.
12. In dancing, to face one's partner.
(3) The bristlelike mandible or rnaxi!la of a hemipter.
The use of the verb set in the same sense as sit in such
a Set
expressions as, the hen is setting on thirteen eggs j a setting se-ta'ceous (se-tii/shus), a. [L. seta a bristle.]
with, or consisting of, bristles; bristly. b Bristlelike in
hen, etc .• is generally considered colloquial and improper,
se-ta'ceous-ly,
adv.
form
or
texture.
though this use occurs as early as the 16th century.
1ioset a.bout, to begin. - to s. by, to value; to esteem. Obs. se'tal (se'tlil), a. Pertnining to a seta or setre.
set'baok 1 (set'bak 1), n. 1. Arch. = OFFSET, n., 2 g.
~~r~;!in~ \?oefl~e; tJ~~r~1h~t!h~~~/~~a~i~ agf 2. = BACKSET, I & 2. [T. S.
the tide. -to a. off. a To enter upon a journey ; to start.
3. A device for moving over a needle or needles in an anb Print. To deface or soil the next sheet;- said of the
nunciator to the normal position after a call.
ink on a freshly printed sheet. - to a. on or ut',n. a To be- set'boltl (-boltl), n. Shipbui/,Nng. a An iron pin, or bolt,
for fitting planks closely together.
b A bolt or drift for
f~ni'n~k! j~~r!1t1!c1i.enj~~~~-s!!__
;~o 8~ef0 ~~gu;pplyTg;:~a~ti
forcing a bolt out of its hole.
a
to. - to s. up. a To begin business or a scheme of life; as,
set
chisel.
a
Mech.
A
kind
~~;!;r~fn~; ~ag:eh tgbi~ttlio1°di~~!~~=~lf Collof 0 ~e;~ Jrt~
~lac~!i~~fth ~ub~~~d vfl~\0
a Set Chisel&.
~~~~r~~idtgf ~:~~d!~!t~;~~~t"c. d To be placed or se- use~ for stripping off rivet heads, etc. b Stonecutting.
=
PITCHING
CHISEL.
aet, pret. & p. p. of SET. Specif. : p. a. 1. Fixed in posiSet'e-bos (set'e-bos), n. The supposed deity of Sycotion; immovable ; rigid ; as, a set line ; a set countenance.
rax in Shakespeare's
'"Tempest"
and Brown2:. Firm ; unchanging; obstinate; as, set opinions.
-3. Regular ; uniform; formal ; as, a set discourse ; a set ing's " Caliban upon Setebos." He is m011tioned
in
Eden's
H History
of
Travay1e"
as
a
god of the Patagobattle. Hence, prescribed; as, set forms of prayer.
nians.
4. Formed; made; built; - in combination or with quali- set'-falr
1 (-fllr'), n. In plastering, a good troweled surface;
fying adverb; as, a heavy-set man; well set.
esp., the coat after ronghh1g-in, leveled with the float.
ut up. a Formed i built; as, he is strong and well :,;etup. set hammer.
a = CALKING HAMMER. b A hamb Trained or drilled to assume an erect or commanding
mer used as a swage or flatter in blacksmithcarriage. as an athlete or soldier. c Conceited; pretening. c A hammerlike tool
tious; unduly and vainly elated. Colloq.
with a hollowed-outface, used
aet, n. 1. Act of setting, as of a heavenly body; descent;
as a swage in nap riveting, etc.
hence, close; termination.
H The set of day."
Tennyson. set'-hands'
,a. Designating,or
2. Hort. a A young plant or rooted cutting ready for pert. to, a contrivance for setting the hands of a timepiece.
Set Hammer b.
setting out; as, a set of white thorn. b A small tuber,
bulb, corm, or the like ; as, an onion set.
i::g~a.~~c:!~h:e::b}~
t~x1l~~!o~i~lh~~ :eltl;;\b!
c~~~t~
3. A wager; venture; stake; a game at venture. Obs.
4. [Perh. due to confusion with sept or sect, LL. secta.J Se-tlf'er-a (se-trffer-a), n. pl. [NL
See SETIFEROUS.]
A number of things of the same kind ordinarily used or
Zo'ril. A snperfamily of ungulates, consisting of the swine.

et:~!~!!ih~~~~f

w=

'n

;i~~t!r
1:et

~~z

se-tlf'er-ous (se-tlf'er-us), a. [seta + •Jerous.] Producing,
or having one or more, bristles.

se'tl-form (se'tl-f6rm), a. [seta + -form.] Like a set&.
set Iron. ,Shipbuilding. A flat plate bar of soft iron, usu-

ally from about 11inches by il to 2 inches by i in cross section, used to transfer the curvature of the frames, etc.,
from the scrive board to the bending slab.
set 1-offt, n. [set+ ojf'.J 1. That which is set off against
another thing; an offset.
I do not contemplate such a heroine as aset~oflto the many sins
imputed to me as comnutted against woman.
D. Jerrol-d.
2. That which is used to improve the appearance of anything ; a decoration ; an ornament.
3. Law. The discharge of a debt by setting against it a
distinct claim in favor of the debtor; also, the claim itself.
1
{~e
i:o. 8 0c~ 22l~t~~~~dc!d tt1~i~he~~a~~c;~_ran;
courts, and its provisions have been generally reenacted in
the United States. In most jurisdictions, as at common law,
set-off can be had only on a liquidated claim between the

~!ft~l2 it

!~1d:Js~!~~~sd~if?:i1~!~a~~a{o~~~iiiy a:sdi::1a~1sfn~:J~~~~~1
action. A set-off may give rise to a judgment in favor of
the original defendant.
In the rornmon law tl1e debts do
not extinguish each other uutil judgment is had to that
effect. but in the civil-law systems generally ,as the French
and Roman Dutch, the opposing debts extinguish each
other ratably by operation of law. Sd-o.!f· differs from recoupment, as the latter generally grows out of the same
matter or contrart with the plaintiff's claim. Sometimes
improperly called o.D'set. See RECOUPMENT, COUNTERCLAIM.
4. = OFFSET, n., 2 g & k.
se'ton (se'tun), n. LF. seton (cf. It. setone), fr. L. seta a
bristle.]
Med, & Far. A few silk threads or horsehairs,
or a strip of lineu, or the like, introduced beneath the skin
by a knife or needle to form an issue ; also, the issue.
se'tose (s'e't0s; s'e-tOl:l; see -osE), a. [L. setosus, saetosus,
fr. seta, saeta, bristle.]
Bristly; setaceous.
set'-out 1 , n. Colloq. An arrangement, grouping, display,
accumulation, or the like, or that arranged, grouped, or the
like; specif.: a A display or '' spread,'' as of refreshments.
b A coterie or any group of persons.
set'-o 1ver, n. 1. Distance or amount set over.
2. Nach. A device by whicl1 a lathe headstock or tailstock
can be set over for taper turning without unclamping.
set screw, or set'screw',
n. A machine screw, sometimes
cupped or pointed at one end, screwed through one pa.rt
1fu~fi::;t~~g:;ir_~~i°e;,~t::~it~~~r~J~e;_e7.t
relset square. A flat right-angled triangular piece of wood,
vulcauite, or the like, used in drawing.
set-tee' (s~-te'), n. [From BET; cf. SETTLE a seat.] A long
seat with a back, made to accommodate several at once ;
specif., a medium.sized sofa with arms and a back.
set-tee', n. Alsosetee. [F. scetie, scitie.J Naut. A vessel
with a long, sharp prow,"and single deck, carrying two or
three masts with lateen sails, used in the Mediterranean.
set'ter (set'er), n. 1. One that sets, -used mostly in
composition with a noun, as typesetter,- or in combination
with an adverb, a.s a setter on (or inciter), a setter up, a
setter forth, etc.
2. One who sets words to music.
3 Any of various tools or devices used in setting, as an
implement for driving home a fuse, a shallow seggar for
porcelain, a cement rod used in gem cutting, or a saw set.
4. One of a
breed of hunting dogs which
formerly
crouched
on
scenting game,
but are now
trained
to
stand
rigidly
and point with
the nose. In
action they res em b I e the
fi~!~t~~~e 0 ~:
English Setter.
wavy coats like the spaniels. The English setter is white
with a few large irregular bJotches, or many small spots,
of black or Ii ver brown ; the Irish setter kentirely rich chestwith tan markings
~~\~:of:~t: f!:~tt~:ct~r~~d ~~i:~i:lac
6. One who bunts victims for sharpers.
Shak.
6. Scots hau.•. A lessor.
set'tlng (set'Jng), p. pr. & vb. n. of SET. Specif.: vb. n.
l. Act of one that sets; as, the setting of type, or of gems;
the setting of the sun; the setting (solidifying) of moist
plaster of Pat'is ; the setting (set) of a current.
2. Hunting. Act of marking the position of game, as a
setter does; also, Obs., hunting with a setter.
3. Astron. The numerical reading of a graduated circle or
other scale, as in right ascension or declination, by which
an instrument is pointed at a heavenly body.
4. Something set in, or inserted.
Thou shalt set in it settfr1gs of stones. Ex. xxviii. 17.
6. That in which something, as a gem, is set ; as, the gold
setting of a jeweled pin; hence, environment.
6. Poultry. The eggs incubated by a fowl at one time.
7, A trap i a snare. Obs.
8. Gas Manuf. A group of retorts.
9. A station, bed, or resting place for a machine, etc.
setting block or boa.rd, a grooved block or board used by en-
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ia~~6fsEAT,
Chi8el.
set
Dial. var. of
a

(ei::!t).

SIT,

set, conJ. [Uf. SITH.] Though;
although. Ob.<i.
Se-ta.'rl~& (s~-tii'rY-ci; 115), n.
[NL.,fr.
L. seta bristle
;-in
alluBion to the long bri!ltleB
(setaa) of the flower s11ikes.)
Syn. of CH.£TOCH LOA.
0
fri~tf:fik~·; a~fsta~!~a

t~i!~{:\
aet ba.r. =

SET IRON.

set'-down 1 ,n. Actofhumhling
one, esp. by retort or reproof ;
the retort or reproof. Colloq,
aete. T CITY, SEAT, SET, SITE,
SOOT ; obs. pret. of ~IT,
aete, a. Suitable ; flt. Oh.~.
set-ee' (s~t-e'). Var. of SETTEE,
aetel, T SETTLE, n.
~f tf.!~~~~fg~n~et

::~flI;:1~~

tood, fovot; out, oil;

chair;

go; sing, i~k;

tllen,

thin;

1~un explanations

nasre,

verd_yre (250); K =chin

of Abbreviations,

G. ich, ach (144); boN; yet;

Siena, etc., Immediately

precede

zh = z in azure.

the Vocabulary.

Numbers refer to§§ in GumL

1930

SETfLE

SEVENEYES

tomologists in setting the wings and other parts of insects
9, To adjust differencee or accounts ; to come to an agree~
in the position in which it is desired they shall dry.-setting
ment ; as, he has settled with his creditors.
circle, Aslron., a graduated circle used as an aid in setting a settle bed. a A bed convertible into a seat. Eng. b A
telescope. -a. coat, Plastering, the finishing, or last, coat.small canopied bed.
~o1:~, Se:!~~~' 5.o~s~.;~1ta--;;~ie~~1t~:r:~~~Po1~t~a~~!~a
set'tled (set''ld), pret. &
p. of SETTLE.
4tf~!~~\~!·&"r~e
for pushing boats along in shallow water; a punt pole.
!~!~itii8th!8s 1ft!\•e!:£tof:tt~i!~:ai!s
1,1g~e~ras!!~hS:!
powers of disposition of the estate with the consent of
~~~f~:r~{~¾i:!.it~~:tfi~l:!ti~~~~trkf,ef~.
p
.
I
d .
court and certain parties in interest. It was superseded
1n;·f~~dju~t'·•
a composmg ru e.-a. stake, a evice havby the Settled Land Acts.-S.
Land Acts, J!:ng. Law, cerable c O 11 e
tain acts (45 & 46 Viet. c. 38; 47 & 48 Viet. c. 18; ,\0 & 51
center and
Viet. c. 30; 52 & 53 Viet. c. 36; 53 & 54 Viet. c. 69) passed to
promote the free purchase and sale of land. They invest
a hardeued
~
!~~-~:1:i~~[~rs 1
::tHi~~J~ 1~:~b~E1~~:rc:~!::. 1
J
except in a few specified cases, to his giving general notice
beveled at various angles d~Ulllillilill,J/Jil----..-~
of any- intended act to the trustees of the settlement. ·.E'unds
around the
so arising arecalledcapitalmoney,and
invested asatrust
edge of its
fund or used for purposes prescribed by the acts.
face, used for Setting Stake 1 Adjustable Cone Center for the set'tle-ment
(se"t''l-mt'nt), n. 1. Act of settling, or st ate of
setting circu- spindle hole in a circular saw ; 2 Movable Anvil being settled.
Specif. : a Establishment in life, in bnsilar saws. - s. with varying tapers around its edge.
ness, condition, etc. ; ordination or installation as pasathtieckfo·
s_in
tmo
shuape
k
tor. b Act of peopling, or state of being peopled; act of
1ad8P0 rfianrt.uAtf.com
8o_
110s1~dicbk
0 ,p
8g_
8sutnic,ka.teblli"A
1_vuaslevde
0 11 8
b~
planting, as a colony; colonization; occupation by settlers;
(Psarnmobia ves-pertina) whose white shell has ray like
as, the settlement of a new country. c Act or process of
pinkish or purplish markings. - s.-up exercise, any of a se- adjusting or determining; composure of doubts or differries of gymnastic exercises used to give an erect carriage,
ences; arrangement;
adjua t ment; as, sPltlement of a consupple muscles, and easy control of the limbs.
■et'tle (s~t''l), n. [ME. setel, setil, a seat, AS. setl; akin
troversy, of accounts, etc. ; also, condition of affairs thus
to OHG. sezzal, G. sessel, Goth. sills, L. sella (for sedla),
adjusted. d Bestowal, or giving possession, under legal
sanction; act of giving or couferring auythingformally and
and E. sit; cf. also AS. se<!el, OHG. sedal, G. siedeln to
settle (as colonists). See SIT; cf. SELL
saddle.] 1. A seat
permanently.
e Arch. (1)The gradual sinking of a strucof any kind. Obs. or Archaic.
Hampole.
ture, whether by the yielding of the ground under the foun2. A bench; esp., a bench with a high back.
dation, or by the compression of the joints or the material.
3. A place made lower than the rest; a wide step or plat(2) pl. Fractures or dislocations caused by settlement.
form lower than some other part.
2. That which settles, 01" is settled, established, or fixed.
And from the bottom upon the ground, even to the lower settle,
Specif.: a Matter that subsides; settlings; sediment; lees;
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tion of Indulgence.
Public indignation forced their acpqautitrt
hgalma,P
•st•.fDChenria
t0. ~.'•
10
1_8te,0nfdC{~ra'
1S
11
1cilo~,
8°t_rgea'mteh•••
0a0 1.sa-,·nstev
0e
1nEC
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of Spain; St. Anthona, of Italy; St. Andrewi of Scotland;
~s\~~:t:riit;_of J:;11~,Atr~n!~\i~S~\~E~f ~ai:t=
::
Battles, a series of battles fought June 25 to Julyl,18i:i2,
in the Peninsular Campaign in the American Civil Wad
tlyiett~mdo~~:3:rrtetso':J:~d~~nt::. MT~~e11~i!fb:~7t
f M I • •11 J
6) G ·
,
(27)
1
1 H"Ji
ere t 's1"to
(iti'Fmcs_vI, et une (~U)' ar:
_as~o~eadlY sf::. 1es:e :iider nE!~LY.
~ ;_e~~a.ls,1a
region in London, about halfway between Trafalgar Square
and the British Museum j - so called from a Doric pillar
beiring a se}en-faced d-iak a11:;d
formerly staidbn~ inf ~cir~~!:s ~J~~~u:~.e!:v:~v~~iti::1 1: Ji;~V::~ep~pllla~i:ed
.
.
d" .
.
1
g~l~lli~n~·uirrgk~l:d ~
'w::Ui~g~!! 1
upon bales
rice; Ebisu, the fis~1erman, god of disinteresteduess, Hole· bearil gab g nd fan god of magnanim
ity; Bisha'nwn, ~Od ~f w~,lf; J~ro~·in, god of longevity, ofte~
accompanied by a stag; and Ben- .-----cc=-=-----,
ten, goddess of love. -S.-hilled
City, Rome. - ,. hills, a ~~roup of
seven hills; esp. reap.], the seveu
hills upon and about which was
built the city of Rome. According to tradition
the original
city of Romullls was built
upon the Palatiru~ hill (later
the site of the palacei:;, of the
~iftahi~' ;!t1J!I~e 1
the Capitoline and Quirinal.
The Crdian was said to have
been added by Tullus Hostilius i
the Arentine, by Ancus Martins;
~~~vf:t~r'~{li~s~ 1~h:i~iiii~ 1
The Seven Hi1Is of Rome.
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1_iari~oti.f
~tr~~t~l

;feti!~~i~~~~
~v~ll

0t:e ~~:i~ap!/;!~:~~i:~i~t
4~a1
;~t~~t::
s~ftie~ ;Aa~~!~1I~:e:!r:~~l~bl!~~;1~tr~;io:~rar:~~IT
is placed over it to be filled with the various ingredients,
village. C That which is bestowed formally and permatr~;itiu;1~1iin~g~jgfi~~N~·caf1~~ A Arx; T Tarpeian Rock.
in making Roman candles and similar fireworks.
uently ; the sum, estate, or the like, secured to one by a setthe Saturnian) anciently comprised two peaks, the Cap■et'tle, v. t.; SET'TLED (-'Id); SET'TLING (-ltng).
[ME.
tlement (in sense ::3b). d A sum of money or other property
itoliU'm, which was earlier known as the 'l'arpeian rock'}and the Arx. In early times the hills, which are of volsetlen, AS. setlan. See SETTLE, n. In senses 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 formerly granted to a pastor in addition to his salary. U.S.
perhapsconfused with ME. sahUen to reconcile, AS. sahtli3. Law, a A settled place of abode; residence; a right
canic origin, were very abrupt. - s. liber&l arts, the seven
an, seht, sreht, settlement, agreement; cf. Icel. slitt, srett.]
growing out of residence ; legal residence or establishment
~~RlecJ.°~s
=
18~o.J;:~tup\~dpt{yt,~~v~~af~~';t~e~ ag!
1. To place in a fixed or permanent condition; to make
of a person in a particular parish or town, which entitles
him to maintenance if a pauper, and subjects the parish
~fi!niri~c~eF o:E~~~R\
cs:~LlE;E~- ilA~=R~~~E:.
firm, steady, or stable; to establish j to fix; esp., to establish in life, in business, in a home, or the like; specif.,
or town to his support.
In general, a minor's settlement
sciences. See SEVEN LIBERAL ARTS, above._ s. Sleepers, in
to establish in the pastoral office, as a minister.
is that of his parent; a married woman's, that of her hueearly Christian legend, seven noble youths of Ephesus, in
the time of the Decian persecution, who, having fled to a.
And he settled his countenance stedfastly upon him, until he band. b A disposition of property for the benefit of some
2 Kings viii. 11 (Rev. Ver.).
person or persons, usually through the medium of trustees,
cavern and been pursued and walled in, were made to fall
was ashamed.
'
6r~e~~ml~i;;1thf~otJa~~~tt;':o~~
Dryden.
and for the benefit of a wife or husband (as in case of
asleep? and so kept for almost two1cRnturie~_Asicriilar
th Se~
2. To coose to be no longer in a disturbed condition; to jointure), children, or other relatives. A marriage settle~~0;"[ ~!~J~J~J~~l~or:~~:
-/~fa::~i:e~
1
1!~et1u~:1~h;a1~\~~!-?J>;T:ke. Chapman.
:.~~=rtl~:e~)~th~n
~~ t~r!at:1~a:;r;
a The seven planets of\he ancients. Obs. See PLANET, 1.
re nd eGl~:!ieJ~;~
Hoping that sleep might settle his brains.
Bunyan,
consideration: or after marriage (poatnupti&l settlement), in
~ti!f:tf~:(t;::rt~~~tn~
t~t!\fi:!Je~l_s~!~~;!:~
cg~;
S. To determine, aesomething exposed to doubt or quea- which case it IS voluntary·
f· l · t
d
s w k 'w
th
4 · Lo nd0 n st0 ck Excltange. Act or process by, or th e b~f~l~Rrv(is 166)(i'b~~w!~ncpnr~:St!'a~d-Allst:ia 18 whf;h re~
tion; to free from uncertainty or wavering; to make sure,
firm, or constant; to establish ; quiet ; as, to settle the mind
period during' which transactions for th e account are
suited in the defeat of Austria and her exclusion from
•t t d t
ttl
t·
f I
t
ttl th
settled by arranging to carry them over or by completing
Germany. - 8. Wise Ma 2 ters, or 8. Sages. characters in an
h
8
w en agi a e i O se e quee ions O aw ; 0 ,;e e
the bargains by payment and delivery. Settlement inold collection of tales of this name, of Eastern origin, with
·
·
I
succession to a throne ; also, to appoint, as an event or date;
t
d
A
·
h ·
1 d
1
as, to settle a day for the meeting.
cu es con ango ay, ticket (or name) day, and sett ement,
r:;:~~ntml~lr~~~yad~na~~:~~e~f hisys~~~~l{~~~~ sh!v}~fs:1;
It will settle the wavering, and confirm the doubtful. Swil-"t. settling, or pay, day, which come in the order mentioned.
h"
h h b d h
d
h" d th
h
J'
6. In India, the act of arranging the terms and incidence
accuses
1m to
er us an , w o or era 1s ea . ; t e
4. To adjust, as something in discuBSion; to make up; to
f th 1 d
d
d
"fi
b t
prince's instructors, seven saies, each tells the king on
0
e an revenue eman over speci c areas, e ween
successive days, a story which mduces him to delay the excompose; to pacify; as, to settle a quarrel.
6. To adjust, as accounts; to liquidate; to balance.
the government and the cultivators.
ecution, the queen each :night counteractin_g the effect they
6. Hence, to pay; as, to settle a bill. Colloq
•3J!l~~~fi,!?z!nui,~tedl~!t°Ja~~i\~
:~tt,~~o~~~; Lonhave produced. At the end of the seven days, the prince,
0 ei::s~l~ir:ti
7 · a To put in order ; to arrange ; to dispose of ; a s , to settle settlement
lease. A lease or leasehold tenure authorized
:r~~ayi:~:i!h 0 f.:a~etf~ 0 f~t~e~~~d~~r,:~
a room or an estate. b To reduce to order or good behavior;
ted b the C o
L d A t f 1895 d r h · h
d
oarrecarseaup
to l,280acrerswfonragarn1·cu"1tucralopurpo'seusn,
a"ndw10,'2c40queen to eath.-8.
WiH Men of Greece, seven men among
C ll
b k
l d .
~1e~~e:~PJ:~:s;
t~:;:r~ie~ s~~ !aul~~:g the~ of~ for grazing, can be leased, subject to conditions of rent,
the Greeks of the 6th century B. o.idistmguished for their
1F~::ia~1e~:'ci~yp,~c~~r~,h~ins~~~e
sink; to render pure or clear ; -said of liquids, as coffee.
residence, and improvement prescribed. The term has been
81~l~icilti:~~ttllial
9. To restore or bring to a smooth, dry, or passable con- extended from 28 to 40 years by the Act of 1903. Australia.
give Epimenides), Cleohulus, and Thales. They were the
dition; - said of the ground, of roads, and the like.
set'tler
(se'.t'ler), n. 1. One who settles, becomes fixed,
reputed authors of certain maxims, as: Know thyself;
10. To cause to sink; to lower; to depress; hence, also, established, etc., esp. in a new region or a colony; a colo- Consider the end; Know thy op:portunity; Most men are
0 !1s~~~1f!J
g~~trs~lti~gtl~
~~~i:~!~~eo}0r~~i~s¥?e~
to render close or compact j as, to settle the contents of a nist; planter; as, the first settlers of New England.
barrel or bag by s:Iiaking it.
2. A vessel, as a tub, ~n which something, as pulverized
th 8
d h Ph l
!. . l Pl 'ad
8
11. To plant with inhabitants i to colonize ; to people.
ore suspended in a liquid, is allowed to settle.
of ihe ;~~ld,as~~~~~~:rkal1~sgcj!~t~
of tte a'u~i!ii:'-!~~rr,
Syn. -Fix, establish, regulate, arrange, compose, decide.
3. That which settles or finishes; henoe, a blow, argument,
usually enumerated as: 1. The pyramids of Egypt. 2. The
to settle halyards, Naut., to slack away on halyards to )ow- etc., which settles or decides a contest or dispute. Colloq.
Pharos of Alexandria. 3.. The walls and hanging gardens of
11
r:;:e~!d~~ th~f~~~-~t~ 8~~:-¾~ :~~~~t~e~o;J:?ua;gn ti~e~
s:~,~~\c~!r~~!lhiit"
s![t1!.
b. n. of SETTLE.
Hence:
~~~YJfatu:· o1hf1t!eo1i~if i!ilti~!~ (B~;1i!:\t :: 1
manent grant; to assure to; to make a settlement of upon.
2. pl. That which settles at the bottom of a liquid; lees;
fi, The mausoleum erectea by Artemisia at Halicarnassus.
~8:tf~~~~~~~bdtebO;slfe~c':~;e~a~~lat;:g~~~~ts.~i:'1sa!t
dregs; sediment ; precipitate.
~~1~~~e~~~os:~:uYf
1
1~1:~~i~e~tl~~~e~hNe~i1t~ztci~:.~~!.'~a~~:id:;sft~
Naut., to cause the land to appear to sink, or appear lower,
leaves and fragrant white flowers; also, its large applelike
~~!t.
b~t~:1~~~i;ri~~i:~rn~~; 6]'6
by receding from it.
settling acc01mts; settlement day. -s. reservoir, a reservoir
aet'tle, v. i. 1. To become fixed or permanent ; to be- consisting of a series of sha.How basins, arranged in steps
the reat an~ Austria under Maria Theresa for the possescome stationary; to establish one's self or itself; to aswith long weirs between, so that only the clear upper layer
sion of Silesia. Austria had as allies Russia, France, Sweof each will be drawn off.
den, and Saxon__y,while Prussia had England until 1762
aume a lasting form, condition, direction, or the like, in
set'tlor (se"t'le'r), n. Law. One who makes a settlement
and after that Russia It became a general war of Euro
place of a temporary or changing state.
Racon.
of property; specif., one who makes a marriage settlement.
pean powers, the strtiggle between France and England
The wind came about alld $dtled in the west.
2:. To fix one's residence j to establish a dwelling place or set'-to' (sB:t'tOO'),n. A contest in boxing, in an argument,
(1754-63) for the possee:,sion of India and America (the
home, as in a new city or country.
or the like, usually vigorous and brief. Colloq.
American phase IS called the French and Indian War)
S. To be or become established in some manner of life, as aet'-UP', n. I. Carriage of the body ; esp., erect and sol- beinl, closely connected with it. Prussia retained Silesia
-!1i~he ~~se c~~c\1~~de~tiJ~t\~w{::at°/ ~u~~~'
an employment or profession; to leave an irregular, and
dierly _bearing, as of a soldier.
take up a methodical, way of life; esp., to assume the du2. a Iron & Steel ftianuj.
A machine for upsetting a America to England, and. prepared the way for her empire
bloom that has been lengthened by the squeezer. b An
in India, while it marked the downfall of France as a
ties of a householder; as, to settle in the practice of law.
4. To become clear after being turbid or obscure; to
iron bolt or rod upset at one end.
colonial power. - s.-yeat· vine, the arbor vine.
3. Billiards,
etc. A position of the balls from which sev'en (se"v''n), n. 1. 'l'he number greater by a unit tha.I!.
clarify by depositing matter held in suspension; as, wine
aettles by standing.
it is easy to score. U.S.
six; seven units or objects.
6. To sink; to descend gradually; specif. : a To fall to 4. A treat, esp. of drinks. Slang, U. S.
2. A symbol representing seven units, as 7 or vii.
the bottom, as dregs of a liquid, or the sediment of a sev 1en (s0v 1'n), a. [ME. :;even, seoven, .~eofen, AS. seofon,
3. Something having as an essential feature seven units or
reservoir.
b To alight, as a bird; as, the robin settl~d on seofan, seofen; akin to D. zeven, OS., Goth., & OHG.
members, as a playing card marked with seven pips, or an
the ground. o To sink gradua1ly to a lower level ; to
sibun, G. sieben, Icel. sjau, sjO, Sw. sju, Dan. syv, Lith.
ice-hockey team.
septyni, Russ. sem', W. saith, Gael. seachd, Ir. seacht, L
4. pl. Hymnol. An English trochaic meter, with sevensyleubside, as the foundation of a house, etc. d To become
firm, dry, and hard, as the ground after the effects of septem, Gr. ErrTO.,Skr. saptan. Cf. HEBDOMAQ,
HEPTAGON,
lables to the line and typically four lines to the stanza.
SEPTEMBER.]
One more than six; six and one added; - a Seven against Thebes, the, in Greek legend, the expedition of
rain or frost have disappeared.
8. To become calm i to cease from agitation.
cardinal numeral used attributively; often with ellipsis of seven heroes, Adrastus Amphiaraiis, Capaneus, Hippomethe noun; as, there are seven here.
don (in some versions, Eteoclus), Polynice~ Parthenopreus,
Till the fury of hiB highness settle,
?. Todecid;~a_~r::i!i!:r~;~~ive;
as,tosettleupona~:!:
Seven Bishops, Eng. Hi.~t., seven English bishops (Archand Tydeus, against Thebes. It was un ertaken, under
1
"He bad settled to take shipping for London."
Dickens.
!ic1Trr~1~~e\)B~tii:e~t~1!-t,~~n!~
J~~~~O: :ia~s;i,~t 0 hi!<Lioi}re~irt~!i1e1:~~~t~:u~t:~{
8. To make a jointure for a wife.
1688, on a charge of libel for signing a protest to King
An oracle promised suecess to whichever brother their
He sighs with most success that settles well.
Garth
James II., in which they declined to pubhsh his Declarafather <Edipus, should fa.vor, but be cursed both, and the
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aet'tled-neBB,n. See -NESS.
aet'tle-down1, n. That which
aettles down. Nonce Word.
aet'tler's-clock',
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aliaS.tr,·p, of
dJ~!fbark from certain Australian trees, used to light fires.
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Se- device for feed in¥ transversely I seuir. t SF.\'F.R, SURE.
I sev'en-ba.rk.', 71. Wild hydran,
u
a piece of stuff bemg sawed.
seur, seure (dial. s1l'~r). Obs. ~ea. U. 8.
tewalt:, Cf:tewale, sedewale, zed- sety. + SETE.
~f :-.ow.I or rlial. Eng. vars. of SURE.
, s~•ven'dl-ble (se-ve'n'dl-b'l), a.
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Rare.e s~;~h\shn;), n. corCf.AS. 8N)/i-1
::uwe~
sJE~OOTHABLE.
l~napT\
1,eo~,~~~~t.
Bot.~ ZOOl. Like a. setula.
set'work',n. a Two-coat plaster- tre a drain, seohfie. a strainer, ■eve. + SAVE, SEVEN, SIEVE.
sev'en-eyes', aev'e·n•holes' n
set'u-loae (e~t't'.'l-10:B),
a. Bot. ~ ing on lath. b A method of boat stfon to strain, to filter.] S(·ot. 4" aeve. Dial. Eng. var. of :--J<;Av
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SEVENFOLD

SEX

brothers slew each other (cf. <EDIPUS). The expedition
6. Difficult to be endured ; rigorous; as, a ,evere test.
ended in defeat and the death of all the heroes except
p~e~g
Syn. - Stem, rigid, exact, rigorous, hard 1 rough, harsh,
Adrastus. See ETIIOCLBs,
EPIGONUs,1.
censorious, tart, acrunonious, sarcastic, satirical, cuttinc,
and heal as recorded in Luke x. c The repnted translators
aev•en-lold' (~v"n-fold'), a. a Repeated seven times. b of the Greek version of the Old Testament called the Sep- biting, keen, bitter, cruel. See STBicr, CONDIGN.
d
Short
for
the
Council
of
the
tuagint.
See
SEPTUAGINT.
Having seven folds or thicknesses; increased to seven times
-se-vere'ly, adv. -se-vere'ness, n.
the size or amonnt. Milton. c Consisting of seven parts.
instituted in se-ver'l-ty (st-v~rlT-tl), n.; pl. -TIES (-tTz). [L. •everita,:
aev•en-lold', adv. a· Seven times as much or as often. b
cf. F. severite.] Quality or state of being severe; specif.:
sev•en-t:,-,iour' (~v''n-tr-for'), n. Naut. An old-time ship a Gravity or austerity; seriousness. b Extreme strictIn seven folds. Rare.
rated as carrying seventy.four guns.
aev•en-Bhoot1er, n. A firearm, esp. a pistol, with seven of war
ness ; rigor; harshness; as, the severit_y of a reproof ; ~e1
barrels or chambers for cartridges, or one capable of firing sev eD-UP', n. Card Playing. A game for two, three, or verity of government. Milton. o Quality or power of disfour players in which six cards are dealt to each player,
seven shots withont reloading. Colloq.
tressing or paining; extremity or intensity of sometbing
a trump is turned. If the eldest hand is not satisfied
aev•en-teen1 (s~v''n-ten'; ~v"n-ten'; 84), a. [ME. seven- and
he begs, and the dealer must give each other player one unpleasant; inclemency; as, the severity of the winter. 4
tene, AS. seojontiene, -tgne, -tine, i. e., &even-ten. Cf. point,
Harshness ; cruel treatment ; sharpness of punishment ; as,
or deal each player three more cards, and tum up
SEVENTY.]
One more than sixteen; ten and seven added;
severity practiced on prisoners of war. e Exactness; rig•
another trump. A 1mint is scored (by the dealer) for a jack
a~, &eventeen
years ; - a cardinal numeral used attributiveturned for trump. Holding the highest trump, the lowest
orousness ; strictness ; as, the severity_ of a test.
Confining myself to the set'erity of truth. Dryden.
trump, taking the jack of trumps and winning game (for
ly; often with ellipsis of the noun ; as, seventeenarrived.
sev•en-teen 1 , n. 1. The number greater by one than six- which tens count 10, aces 4, kings 3, queens 2, jacks 1), count f Austerity or chasteness of style, as in art.
each one point. Seven points constitute a game. Called sev•er-y (~v'er-T), n. [Prob. for cibory, or OF. civoyre,
teen ; the sum of ten and seven; seventeen units or objects.
also all fours, old sledge, and high, low,jack (and the game). cyvoire, ciborium. Cf. omoRIUM.] Arch. A bay or com•
2. A symbol denoting aeventeen units, as 17 or xvii.
1
partment of a vaulted ceiling, esp. in Gothic construction.
aev•en-teenth' (~v''n-tenth 1 ; ~v''n-tenth';
84), a. [From B8V Br (sijv'er), V. t.; SBV'BRED(-erd); SEVIER-ING.[OF.
sevrer
to separate, F. seurer to wean, fr. L. separare. See Sll•vres blue {sll'vr'). Ceram. a The lighter blue of the
SBVENTEEN:
cf. AS. seofonteot!fa, seofonteoget!fa.] 1. Next
BEPARATB; cf. sEVBRAL.] l. To separate, as one from an•
sevres _porcelain, esp. of pieces antedating the Revolution
after the sixteenth ; - the ordinal of seventeen.
distinctively called bleu celeste. b The darker blne
2. Constituting or being one of seventeen equal parts into other ; to cut off from something ; to divide ; to part in any (1789),
of
Bevres porcelain, distinctively called bleu-du-roi.
way,
esp.
by
violence,
as
by
cutting,
rending,
etc.;
as,
to
which a (whole)thing may be divided.
Sllvres
ware, or Sllvres, n. A costly '{>Orce
lain mannfacse,,er
the
head
from
the
body
;
to
sever
friends.
aev•en-teenth', n. 1. The next in order after the sixteenth;
2. To cut or break open or apart ; to divide into parts ; to tured at sevres, France, esp. in the national factory.
one coming after sixteen others.
88W (so), V. t.; pret. SEWED(sod) ; p. p. SEWEDor SEWJI
cut
through
;
to
disjoin;
as,
to
sever
the
arm
or
leg.
2. One of seventeen equal parts into which a(whole) thing
(son); p. pr. &: vb. n. szw'ING. [ME. sewen, sowen, AS.
Milton.
Our atate cannot be severed: we are one.
may be divided ; the quotient of a unit divided by seventeen.
3. To keep distinct or apart ; to distinguish ; except ; ex- sio'Wian, siwian ,· akin to OHG. siuwan, Icel. sfjja, Sw. ,y,
8. The unit or object next after the sixteenth in any series.
Dan. 8!Je,Goth. siujan, Lith. siuti, Russ. ahii', L . .mere,
empt. Obs. or R.
4. Music. An interval of two octaves and a third.
Gr. 1ea.a-a-vetv,
Skr. siv. Of. BBAM
a suture, SUTUBB. J 1. To
I will l'e1·er in that day the land of Goshen, in which my people
aev•en-teeD'-year' lo'cnst. A cicada ( Oicada septend,i- dwell, that no swarms of flies shall be there
Ex. viii. 2'2. unite or fasten by stitches made with a flexible thread or
cim) of the eastern ;i>!'rts of
4. Law. To disunite; to disconnect; to divide into inde- filament, ae of cotton, linen, wire, etc.
B
the United States, which has a A
pendent parts, rights, liabilities, or provisions; as, to sever
2. To affect or bring by sewing; - often with up; specif.:
life of seventeen or thirteen
an estate in joint tenancy ; to sever a contract or a statute.
a To close by sewing ; as, to sew up a rip. b To inclose
8
Syn. - See mvmx.
by sewing ; as, to aew money in a bag. o Bookbinding.
sev•er, v. i. 1. To suffer disjunction; to be parted, or rent
the larval condition. After
To fasten together (the sections) by passiug the thread or
asunder; to be separated; to part; to separate.
Shak.
emerging it quickly changes to
wire through the central fold of each section in such wise
the adult condition, in which
2. a To make a separation or distinction. Obs. or R.
as to secure it to the bands ; - disting. from stitch.
The Lord shall serer between the cattle of Israel and the cattle to
1
be ■ewed or 1ewed up, Naut., to be aground;also sued.
of Egypt.
Ex. ix. 4.
the twigs o'ftrees. In the north
b To act independently or separately. Now Rare.
4 •J[a~~~•/J,',ick'!.-Ji.
'lf!\':,dd~:nb{~u~r:..~
its life is believed to be sevThey claimed the rifht of ~eve1'tng in their challenge. Macaulau~
sev•er-a-ble (-<i-b' ), a. Capable of being severed ; specif., sew, w.i. To practice sewing, esp. as an occupation; to
work with needle and thread.
Law, capable of being divided into legally independent
years.
In one locality there pa; B Ventral
rights or obligations , - said esp. of a contract of which the sew•age (siitaj), n. 1. The contents of a sewer or drain;
may be two or more broods.
side of ma 1e,
refuse liquids or matter carried o:ffby sewers.
items
part
to
be
performed
by
one
party
consists
of
distinct
aev•enth (~v''nth), a. [From n.at size; d Mu2, = SEWBBAGE,
n.,2.
to which the consideration may be apportioned so that the
SBVEN:cf. AS. seofot!fa.]
s,calapparatua.
sew•age, v. t. 1. To fertilize with sewage as mannre.
as
to
one
invalidity,
failure
of
performance,
or
the
like,
1. Next after the sixth; -the ordinal of ,even.
2.
To
furnish,
as
a municipality, with sewers.
2. Constituting or being one of seven equal parts into which item does not necessarily affect the others.
sev'er-al (-111),a. [AF., fr. LL. separalis, fr. L. separ sep- se-wel•lel (st-wlH'ln), n. [Of Amer. Indian origin.] Any
a (whole) thing may be divided.
of
several
peculiar
rodents of the genus Aplodontia of
arate, different. See SEPARATE.] 1. Obs. a Separated.
HVellth clay, the seventh day of the week; Saturday. -B.•
California, Oregon, and Washington. They live in burclay Advmtlata. See ADVENTlST.
- B.-clay ll&ptlstl. See BAP- b Separate ; distinct ; apart from others.
And Uzziah . . dwelt 1Il a se11eralhouse, 2 Chron, x:z-vi.21.
TIST, n. - B.-da:, Dunken. See DUNKER. -s ...da,: German Bap~~~~it 0 0 l!~~do~f?trJl:
2. a Individual; particular; single; distinct.
futl.
See DUNKER. - aeventh nerve, .A.nat. & Z ool., one of
mentary tall, and a skull without postorbital processes.
Each sei·eral ship a victory did gain,
the seventh pair of cranial nerves ; a facial nerve.
Dryden.
.A. rvfa, of the Columbia River rei:-ion, is about a foot long
sev•enth, n. 1. The quotient of a unit divided by seven;
b Separable; capable of separate treatment ; as, a joint
and darK brown in color. .A. maJor, of the Sierra Nevada
one of seven equal parts into which a whole ma;r be divided.
Mountains, is larger and more grayish.
and several obligation.
2. The unit or object coming next after the S1Xtb.
3. Diverse i different; various; as, two setieral items.
sew•en (sii'~n ), n. A British trout regarded as a variety
3. Music. a An interval embracing seven diatonic degrees.
Habits and faculties, several, and to be distinguished. Bacon.
(cambricus) of the sea trout (Salmo trutta) or as a distinct
4, Consisting of a number more than two, but not very
See INTERVAL,6 b A tone at this interval. o The harmonic
species (S. cambricus).
many; divers ; sundry; as, se1.1eral
persons were pt·esel't. sew•er (so'er), n. One that sews, or stitches; specif.: a
combination of two tones a seventh apart. d The seventh
Syn. - See DISTiN0T.
tone of a scale, counting upwards; the leading tone.
A
person who sews, as a seamstress, tailor, cobbler, etc.
18Vera.l fllhery.
Law. Bee l'ISHBBY, 3.
■eventh chord. Music. A chord comprising a fnndab A sewing machine. o Zool. A leaf sewer.
Oba.
mental tone with its third, fifth, and seventh; a chord of sev•er-al, adv. By itself; severally ; aeparately.
(sii'er), "· [Perh. shortened fr. aBSewer; cf. a,.
sev•er-al, n. 1. Something separate : each particnlar taken sew•er
OF. asseour one who sets (as a table), fr. OF & F.
1si. 2nd. 3r<1.
Obs.
Shale. seour,
singly ; an item ; an individual.
asseoir to seat, to set, L. assidere to sit by ; ad
seder~
.
•
D"
.
.
.
2.
An
inclosed
or
separate
place;
inclosure.
Obs.
Mm.Mm.Dom 1m. Fund. mv. mv. mv
to sit ( cf. SIT) ; but influenced, if this ia the source, by
They had their several for heathen nations.
Hooker.
ME. sew pottage, sauce, boiled meat, AS. slaw juice, akin
3. Persons or objects, more than two, but not very many.
to OHG. sou, Skr. au to press out.] In medieval Europe,
4. A woman's outer garment, introduced about 1860 ;-so
9~ 9
a servant, or household officer, often of high rank, in charge
called because it could be used in several ways. Ob,.
of serving tbe dishes or water for the hands at table.
ID aeveraJ.in a state of separation; in severalty. Ob,. or R.
Slow be the Rewers in serving in alway,
aev•er-al-ly, adv. Separately; apart from others; indiBut swift be they after, m taking meat away. Barclay.
I
vidually; as, the defendants were tried severally.
sew•er
(sii'er; commonly sbor in the 18th and early 19th
1 The four kinds of Seventh Chord ; 2 Dominant Seventh Chord
Syn. - See DISTRIBUTIVELY.
n. [OF. sev)iere, seuwiere, a sluice or channel
(key of F) and its Inversious.
sev'er-al-ty (-tI), n. [AF. aeveraute.] 1. A holding by centuries),
for
draining
a pond, ultimately fr. L. ex out+ a derivative
individual right.
the seventh. A ma.1orHventh chord comprises a major triad
of aqua water; cf. OF. esseouera drain, essever, esfeuwer,
and major seventh ; a minor seventh chord, a minor triad
2. State of separation from the rest, or from all others ; to
cause
to
flow, to drain, to flow, LL. exaquatorium a
and minor seventh; a dominant aeventh chord, the most
character of bein~ several, individual, distinct.
channel through which water runs off. Cf. EWBB, AQUA
..
1
:'J:'n't~~~cg!~,~
~J7[ht~~a:1t:e~
RIUM.]
l. A ditch or drain. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
or minor scale ; a dimlni■hed. aeventh chord, a diminished
2, Now, an artificial, usually subterranean, conduit to
1
triad and diminished seventh (occurring on the seventh
!,{~(!siif::r::;f!i:J
f;.. carry off water and certain waste matter, as: (1) surface
tate in common), or tenants in severalty.
water due to rainfall ; (2) household waste, as slops, waste
0
ae:f~~tel1tiea1d~k=
sev•er-anoe
(-ans),
n.
[AF.,
fr.
OF.
sevrance.]
1.
Act
of water from sinks, baths, etc., and excreta consisting of urine
merals for triads, and their inversions are noted as in the
severing, or state of being severed; partition; separation.
and freces; (3) waste water from industrial works.
Rlust. See also THOROUGH
BASS.
2:. La'W. Act of severing; division of the provisions, rights, ■ew•er (sii'er), V. /.; BBW'BRBD
(-erd); SBW'ER-ING.To
aev'en-thlr'tles (rev''n-thQr•tlz), n. pl. Certain United
liabilities, or the like, arising under or in something;
furnish with a system of sewers; to drain by sewers.
States Treasury notes which belonged to three several issues
specif. : a Destruction of the unity of interest in a joint sew'er-age (-ij), n. 1. The systematic removal and diamade during the Civil War. They were in denominations
estate. b Separation of two or more parties joined in an ac• posal of sewage and general surface water by sewers.
of $50and over, and were popularly 80 called from their rate
tion 80 that one may proceed on the other being nonsulted.
a. The system of sewers in a city, town, etc.
of interest (7.30 per cent). Hence: sev 1en-thlr'ty, a.
3.
Distinction ; differenCjl. Obs.
3. = SEWAGE,n., 1.
aev•en-tl-eth (-tT-~th; -Tth), a. [AS. hund-seofontigot!fa.]
88-V&re'(s~-ver'), a.; SE-VERIER
(-verier); SE-VER'BST
(-ver'- sew'lng (sii'Tng),p. pr.&: vb. n. of s11w,to stitch. Hence:
1. Next after the sixt;r-ninth; -the ordinal of seventy.
2, Constituting or bemg one of seventy equal parts into est). [L. severu,; orig. nncert. : cf. F. severe. Cf. ASSEV- n. 1. Act or occupation of one who sews.
ERATE,PERSBVBRB.]
1. Serious in feeling or manner ; se- 2. Material that has been, or is to be, sewed ; needlework.
which a (whole) thing may be divided.
austere; not light, lively, or cheerful.
aewµlg bench. = SEWINGPRESS. - •• bird, a clamp that can
sev•en-tl-eth, n. 1. The quotient of a nnit divided by date; grave;
Your
looks
must
alter, aa your aubject does,
be fastened to a table edge, having a birdlike beak to hold
seventy ; one of seventy equal parts or fractions.
Waller.
From kind to fierce, from wanton to severe.
work to be sewed by hand. - 1. circle, an association or
2. The unit or object coming next after the sixty-ninth.
Very strict in judgment, discipline, or government;
sev'en-ty (-tT), a. [AS. bund-seofontig, seofontig. Bee harsh ; rigorous. " Custody severe."
~!~:::.n~f
Milton.
SBVRN, TBN; cf. SBVBNTBBN,
SIXTY,l Seven times ten; one
Come ! you are too severe a moraler
Shak.
stitching.
See CHAINSTITCH,LOCKSTITCH,SHUTTLB,
etc.
more than sixty.nine ; - a cardinaf numeral used attribu•
3. Rigidly methodical, or adherent to rule or principle ;
~~~~:i~t~~~
tively ; often with ellipsis of the nonn ; as, fifty were chosen.
exactly conformed to a standard ; not allowing or employof the signatnres of a book are sewed.
■ev•en-ty, n.; pl. -TIES (-tTz). 1. The snm of seven tens;
ing unnecessary ornament, ampli:flcation, etc. ; strict; sez (~ks), n. [L. sexus, prob. akin to aecare to cut: cf.
seventy units or objects.
said esp. of style, as in literatnre and art.
F. sexe. Cf. SECTION.] 1. The sum of the peculiaritle■
2. A symbol representing seventy nnits, as 70 or lxx.
The Latin, a most severe and compendious language. Dryden.
3. Mormon Ch. Any of the bodies composed of seventy
4. Sharp ; afflictive ; distressing; violent ; extreme ; as, of structure and function that distinguish a male from a
female organism ; the character of being male or
severe pain, anguish, torture ; severe cold.
elders which form the missionary agencies.
sewn (slin).p, p. of s&w.
1ewant, n. The plaice. Obff.
1ev'er-al-ize, v. t. To distin- u-vid'i-cal, a. [L. saevidirus.]
aev'en-holes', n. = SEVENEYES.
Cruel or fierce in speech, Obs.
guish. Obs,
1ewarree.
HWary,.,. SOWARRY. aewre. + SCRE.
~ ;!!~{~t leveraDI, + SOVEREIGN. rObs.l 1evillo11D..,. CIVILIAN.
1
ns.e!i~
=~~·soJ>.SE~e~~Ref.
Sp.
eev'er-ate-ly, adv. Separa1ely.
pron.). Var. of SENNIGHT·
shUn),n.
the upper 'directly to the aole,
1n'en-1core', n, Sr a. Seven aeverendely adv. [From old p. :~a1ti:::t/:,:;,c,_ki'
=~ii {s~'J'.).~~wAs~~ecrow, used m some coarse i?r&.desof
to call
pr. of Rever.~ Separately. Obs. [L. se1:ocare, 11evocaf11,m,
times twenty, i. e. 1 140.
generall v of feathers tied to a
aside.] A calling aside; withaev'er-er, n. One that severs.
HV'eD-■ith, ad1', [See S[THE
~~i:~nfhoeut::~~!Y
string, h·ung up to prevent deer
Se-ve'ri-a.n (s@-vfi'rY-dn), n. drawing. ObR.or R.
time.] Seven times. Obs.
from passing. Obs. or Dial. Eng. stitching the out-turned edge
nv'en-10:me, a. Approximately Eccl. Hist. a One of a sect of
n.SJe~; :~
directly down on the sole, some1ewen. -I- SUE.
[Eng./
seven, Ob11.
rsEVENTEEN.I Encratite Gnostic&of the2d cenPharrn., of sheep.
■ew'ent. Var. of SU ANT
Dial.
times with a welt added over
11v'1n-t11nth'l[,
arlv. of
■ew'er (dial. aU'!r).
Obs. or
uv'enth-ly, adv.
SEVENTH,
s~
~~: Obs, pret.
dial. Eng. of SURE, fsuRELY.\ :~,:~; (:~~t:r)~~~
■ever. +sun11:. [aeparate Obs.
NW'er-ly. Obs.ordia .Eng.of stress. ObR.
of sow I dial, E•g. var. of sow,
nv'er-aJ.,v.t. To make aeveral; ~i:~,~~To~h°!Ff:l::teie~~:
■ewer rat.
The Norway rat.
■ewte. + SUIT,
■n 1er-al'l-tf (s~v'flr.tl.l'Y-tr),n.
0
i.
~':it
i" SEYEN.
lewyD,
■ewerte, -tie.
+SURETY.
State of being several ; each
■IW, n,
[ME. sew, sewe, AS.
particular taken singly ; distinc- was subject to corruption.
■u:. + six. [of BAXJa'l
.;a~~!I'sxwBlf.
seaw juice.] Juice I gravy;
1u: (1lfkl). Oti1. or d
• J:q.
■enlilJle.
SBVBNSITH,
tion. Obs.
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SEX-

SHACKLE

or of pertaining to the distinctive function of the male
Oonju{lation, or fertilization
or female in reproduction.
(union of germ _plasm of two individuals), a process evi-

ple) fr. L. aextus sixth: cf. F. sextuple.]
Six times as
cf. F. •exle.] 1. Eccl. One of the canonical hours, being
much; sixfold ; specif. 1 Teleg., sextuplex. - oz.tuple time.
the sixth honr (according to the ancient Roman reckoning),
.Music. See TIME, n., 13 a.
or 12 M. ; hence, an office recited at this time, or now in
dently of great but not readily explainable importance in
the Roman Catholic Church often somewhat earlier. Sext sez'tu-ple (seks'til-p'l), ·v.t.; sEx1TU•PLED(-p'ld), sn'Tuthe pel3)etuation of most organisms, seems to be the purPLING(-p!Yng). To multiply by six.
is the fifth of the seven canonical hours.
pose of differentiation of sex, which occurs in nearly all
sez 1tu-plet (-pl~t), n. 1. A group or set of six of a kind.
organisms at least at some stage in their life history. Sex 2. Music. a A sixth. b An organ mixture stop with two
ranks of pipes, a twelfth and a seventeenth, sounding a 2. Mu.sic. A double triplet; a group of six equal notes
is manifested in the conjugating cells by the larger size
played in the time of four.
sixth apart.
abundant food material, anrt immobilitf of the female ce!l
(egg, egg cell, or ovum.), and the small size and locomotive sez'tan (sl!ks'tnn), a. [L. sextus sixth : cf. F. sextane. Cf. aez'tu-plez (-pl~ks), a. Elec. Designating a system of telegraphy in which six messages, three each way, can be sent
SEXTAIN.]
Of or pert. to the sixth day ; recuning every
simultaneously over one wire. - v. t. To make sextuplex.
sixth day. -n.
Med. An intermittent fever that recurs
lo~ical, and (in higher forms) psychological characters,
sez'u-al (sek'shu-111; 250), a. [L. sexualis, fr. sexus sex.J
every sixth day, that is, with four days' interval.
aside from the necessary modification of the reproductive
Pertaining to sex o:r the sexes , peculiar to, or relating
apparatus. Cf. HERMAPHRODITE, 1. In botany, by a false sez'tans (-tllnz), n. [L. See SEXTANT.] 1. Rom. Ant-iq. a
to, either the male or female or their distinctive orga.11sor
A bronze coin of the Republic, the sixth part of an as.
analo~y ,the term sex is often extended to the d1stinguishiug
functions.
b Biol. Having sex; - opposed to asexu1·1l.
vecuharities of staminate and J.?istillate flowers, and hence
2. [cap.] gen. SEXTANTIS.Astron. A constellation on the
ae.zual cell. an egg or sperm cell. - a. cords, Bmbryol., in t)1e
m direcious plants to the individuals bearing them.
equator south of Leo ; the Sextant.
~ In certain insects and other arthropods the body and
1
(•tiint), n. [L. sextans, -antis, the sixth part of
~a~id1f~~s:.~~s!~s::ts :~:~~:Yi:{~!Wsb~~i~i~~~~=
germ cells have been shown to contain sometimes one or sez'tant
taiu the primitive sexual cells. In the male they develop
more chromosomes of a special kind {called idiochromo- an as, fr. sextus sixth, sex six. See six.] 1. Math. The
sixth part of a circle.
into the seminiferous tubules. ~ a. dimor_phiam,Biol., the.
aomea)in addition to the ordinary chromosomes, and these
condition of having one of the sexes existmg in two forms
.2. An instrument for mea,s..
have a relation to sex. In the simplest and most tfpical
or varieties. - a. genet'ation, Eiol., in animals or J.>lants ~xuring angular
distances,
cases, two kinds of spermatozoa are produced! differmg in
hibiting alternation of generations, that generation which
havin~ or not having one idiochrornoeome, w Iich in such
used esp. at sea, to observe
reproduces by a sexual process. See ALTERNATION OF GBN~
cases 1s commonly called acce11ory chromosome, heterotropic
altitudes so as to ascertain
ERATIONS, GAMETOPHY'J'E. - a. intercourse, sexual or car11al,
chromosome, or monoaome. A spermatozo0u having the acand longitude. It
connection; coition. -- a. selection, Biol., natural selectl(?n
cessory chromosome produces (on fertilizing an egg) a latitude
consists of a frame bearing
which results in the survival ana development of certam
female, a spermatozoon lacking it produces a male.
graduated arc of (usually)
characteristics.;as bright colors or qualities of notes in birds,
.2. One of the two divisions of organisms formed on the dis- a60-',
and an index arm, or
through the aa vantages for mati':fu obtained by tl_1eirp_ostinction of male and female ; males or females collectively.
alidade, pivoted at its apex,
Syn. - SEx, GENDER. SBx refers to physiological distinc~s;!c::i1e;:.·~:.r:y!~~1.a '.Wc?t~es~~oL~c;!f~:~~~~~~'i~\~:.
tions; GENDER, to distinctions in grammar.
~:~:r·g1~:s!n~e!t1f!~f1~1j
sez 1u-al1i-ty (-al'r-tr), n. Quality or state of beiug disto the alidade; the horithe nx. the female sex ; women, in general.
tinguished by sex.
Bell:-(sijks-). [L. sex six. See six.] A combining form zon mirror, or horizon glass,
sez.'u-al-ly, adr. In ,i, sexual manner or relation.
.
meaning six,· as, sexdigitism ; sexennial.
1
sey'bert-ite
n. [After H. Sey/Jeri, Amerwan
oth!r
at:i~~~~1\~
1
1
1
aez a-dec'l-mal (sijk s<i-d~s r-mlll), a. [Irreg. fr. L. sex is fastened rigidly to the One form of Sextant. a Tele- mineralogist.] (si bert-it),
JJfin. A mineral of the brittle mica group,
six
decimus tenth.]
Pertaining to, designating, or
frame of the sextant. The scope ; /J I.ndex Mirror on upper
occurring in monoclinic crystals and foliated maBSes, and
founded on, the number sixteen ; sixteenth.
line of sight is usually end of Ahdade; c Bnck Shades
having a reddish brown, copper-red, or yellowish color and
Bell.'a-ge-na'rl-an(-jli-nii/rt./ln; 115), a. Sixty years of through a telescope. If the or Screens of colored glass ; d submetallic luster. H., 4-5. Sp. gr., 3-3.1.
observer,
by
movmg
the
alHorizon
Glat:is;
e
Fore
Shades
age ; of or pertaining to a person sixty years old.
p. pr., and
idade brmgs in coincidence or Screens of colored glass; f IIsfor-zan'do (sf6r-tsii.n 1dii)} a. [It. 1<j'o1·zando,
aez 1a-ge-na1r1-an,n. A person sixty years old.
sjorzato, p. p. of sjorzare to
the direct image of one ob- H~ntlle; Y ~owcr part of Alidade IIsfor-za'IO(sf6r-tsii'tii•)
sez-ag'e-na-ry (sl!k-sllj'li-llit-d), a. [L. sexagenarius, fr. ject
force.] Music. Forcing or forced i - a direction placed
(seen through the unsil- with. Vern~er ~ Ii Graduated Arc
sexageni sixty each, akin to sexaginta sixty, sex six. See vered part of the horizon or Limb; t Microscope.
over a tone or chord to be given a sudden special emphasis
six.]
Pertaining to or designating the number sixty;
and force; -markedfz
(abbr. of forzando), sf, sfz, or>.
proceeding by sixties; specif., sixty years old. - ae.zage- r~~rsJr~)~tt~e i:;ree ~!t~~~ 1:,~~tj~~t:si:e::r~ihbl
at~\~ II sfu-ma'to (sfoo-mii'til), a. [It., lit., smoked.] Paint.
na.ry arithmetic. = SEXAGESIMAL ARITHMETIC. - •• lea.le,
between the mirrors.
Having
vague
outlines,
and
colors and shades so blended as
Math., a scale of numbers, or method of computation, that
3. [cap.] Astron. The constellation Sextans.
to give a misty appearance;said of a painting.
t~~:~~~ bse:i~!t:i;~!~,1~grees
(or hours), minutes, and sez-tan'tal (sl!ks-tlln'tlll), a. Rom. Antiq. Relating to the shab'by (shllb 1I), a.; SHAWBI-ER
1BI-EST. [See
(-r-er); SHAB
designating, or pertaining to, the system ( dating
SHAB, n., SCABBY, SCAB.]
1. Torn or much worn ; seedy.
aez-ag 1e-na-ry, n.; pl. •RIES(-dz). Something composed sextans;
from
about
268
B. c.) in which the as had the weight of the
shabby
coats
and
dirty
shirts.
Jlacaulay.
·wearing
of sixty parts or divisions ; also, a sexagenarian.
original sextans, i. e., two ounces.
2. Clothed with worn or seedy garments.
Swift.
Sell.1a-gea'l-ma(sl!k 1sti-jes'r-ma), n. More fully, Sezages- sez-tet'
}
(sl!ks-tet';
277),
n.
[L.
sexl1's
sixth
E.
-et.
3.
Mean
;
paltry
;
dee,picable
;
as,
sltabby
treatment.
lma Sunday. [L., fem. of sexagesimus sixtieth, fr. sexa1
Cf. SESTET.] Music. A composition in six shack (shllk), v. i. [Dial., to shake, shed. See SHAKE.]'
ginta sixty.] Eccl. Tbe second Sunday before Lent. See 88ll-tette
voice parts, or for six voices or instruments ; a sextuor ; 1. To shed or fall, as corn or grain at harvest. Dial. Eng.
QUINQUAGESIMA,
2.
also, the company of six performers of such a piece.
2. To feed in stubble, or upon waste corn. Dial. Eng.
aez'a-ges'l-mal (•mill), a. [Cf. F. sexaglisimal.] Pertain• sex
1Uc (sl!ks'trk), a. [L. sextus sixth.]
lliatl,. Of the sixth
3. To wander as a vagabond; to tramp. Dial.
ing to, or founded on, the number sixty.
degree or order. -n.
Alg. An equation or quantic of the
4. To go into winter quarters, as a man ; hence, of an an18:i:&gellmal arithmetic, the method of computing by the
sixth degree.
imal, to hibernate.
Dial. U. S. &, Canada.
sez'Ule (sl!ks'til; see -ILE), a. [L. sextilis.] Designating
~~a~8~1~:-;Iios:d!~~~f~a:!::b:r:e
6. To go sluggishly o,· with a lumbering gait; as, the old
the month called SextiliJJ. See ROMANCALENDAR.
horse shacked along. Dial. or Colloq., U. S.
0::t~~n~~~~x~l~~
sex.'tlle, a. [L. sextus the sixth, fr. sex six : cf. F. aextil. shack,
:::n~'::f1r°!e:~~~:Js~~r~~rl/t~~Jii
n. 1. Tl1e grain and stubble left after harvest or
sively. - 11. 1cale, Math., the sexagenary scale.
See s1x.l Astrol . .Measured by sixty degrees ; fixed or ingleauing; also, nuts fa.lien to the ground. Dial. Eng.
dicated by a distance of sixty degrees. See ASPECT, 2.
aell'a-ges'l-mal, n. A sexa!.l:esimal fraction.
2. Liberty or right of turning pigs or poultry into fields
sez-cen'te-na-ry (sl!ks-sen'te-na-rY), a. Of or pertaining sez'tlle, n. Astrol. The aspect or position of two heavenly
after harvest to feed on the shack (in sense I); also, short
bodies when distant from each other sixty degrees, or two
to six hundred, esp. six hundred years. - n. A sexcentefor aback land, the land so used.
signs. Thie position is marked thus:
nary division, period, celebratioll, etc.
See ASPECT, 2.
3. A shiftless fellow ; a vagabond ; tramp. Dfol.
aezed (sekst), a. Belonging to sex; having sex; distinc- aez-tll'llon (sl!ks-tri'yiln), n. [Formed (in imitation of
All the poor old shacks about the town.
R. W. Beecher.
tively male or female; as, the sexed condition.
million) fr. L. sextussixth, sex six: cf. F. sextilion.] The
4. A worthless horse; a plug.
aez-en'nl-al (sllks-~n'r-111), a. [L. sexennium a period of number denoted by a unit with 21 zeros annexed (in 6. Refuse fish or flesh of aquatic animals i:sed as bait.
six years, sexennis of six years; sex six+ annus a year.
French-American notation) or with 36 zeros annexed (in
8. The husk of a nut. Dial. U.S.
See SIX; ANNUAL.]
Lasting six years, or happening once
7. [Cf.SHACK, v. i.] A hut ; shanty; a small roughly built
English notation).
See NUMERATION, 2 a, Note. - sezin six years. - n. A sexennial event.
tll'llon, a. - sez-tll'llonth (-yunth), n. & a.
house, as on a frontier,
Colloq.
aezffld (seks'frd), a. [sex- +-fid: cf. F. se:rfide.] Bot. sez'to (sl!ks'tii), n.; pl. -Tos (•tiiz). [L., ab!. ofsextussixth.]
shack'le (shllk"l), n. Generally used in the 1,l. [ME.
A book of sheets each of which is folded into six leaves;
schakkyll, scltakle, AS. scacul, sceacul, a shackle, fr. scacan
Six-cleft ; as, a •exfid calyx.
.
to shake; cf. D. schakel a link of a chain, a mesh, Icel. skOhence, a more or less definite size of book so made.
sez'foll 1 (sllks'foil'), n. Lsex-+foil.] A
1to-4ec'i-mo (•des 1I-mii), a. [L., ab!. of sextu~decimus
kull the pole of a cart. See SHAKE.] 1. Something that
flower with six leaves, or a leaf with six p~:-~·
. sez
confines the legs or arms so as to prevent their free moleaflets ; a group of six leaves ; specif. : a lf.1 • ~
the sixteenth; sextus the sixth (fr. sex six) + decimus the
tion ; specif. : a A ring or band inclosing ankle or wrist,
.Arch. An ornamental foliation having six 1/1
\
tenth (fr. decem ten). See -Mo.] Having sixteen leaves
and fastened to something else, as its mate, by a chain or
to a sheet; as, a se:rtodecimo book.
lobes, or foils. b Her. A more or less
ii!
1
conventional representation of a flower
sez'to-dec'l-mo, n.; pl. -Mos(-miiz). A book of sheets each a strap; a manacle; a fetter. b A twisted band of straw,
':
with six leaves.
',~
of which is folded into sixteen leavf's i 11ence, a more or
withes, or the like, used to hobble cattle.
written lGmo,
aez'ly(sl!ks'IY),a.Pertainingtosex. Rare.
··-1 less definite size of booksomade;•-usually
2. The pillory; the stocks. Obs.
or tG0 , and called also sfrte1-mmo.
aez-par'Ute (sl!ks-piir 1tit), a. [sex- +1mr',
3. That which checks or prevents free
tite.] Divided into six parts; made up of Sexfoil in Gothic sez'ton (sl!ks 1tiln), n. [ME. sextein, contr. fr. sacristan.]
action, as if by fetters.
a combination of six parts; hexapartite;
\Vintlow.
An under officer of a church, who takes care of the church
~~ 1;::~~~/and,
as an anklet, worn
esp., Arch., belonging to that system, as in the earliest
building and the vessels, vestments, etc., attends on the
offl.ciatillg clergyman, rin~s the bell, attends to burials,
5. Any of various devices for making
Gothic, in which a vaulting square has two arched subdisomething fast; as: a A u-shaped piece
Shackle, 5 a.
etc., and who sometimes digs graves.
visions oneachsideandoneateach
end. See VAULT, Illust.
am (sl!kst), n. [L. sexta, fem. of sextus sixth, fr. sex six: sez'tu-ple (-tu-p'l), a. [Formed (in imitation of quadru- with a pin through the ends; a clevis. b Railroads. A
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SHACKLE

LATOR.

v. t.;

(-'ld) j SHACK 1To confine the
limbs of, so as to prevent

SHACK'LED
LING.
1.

free motion ; to bind with
shackles; to fetter; to chain.
2. To bind or confine so as to hinder action; to impede; cumber.
Shackled by her devotion to the king.
Walpole.

Shackle, 5
d. a Test
Piece ; b, c Bending
Shackles.

3. To secure, or to make fast, with a shackle.
U. S.
Syn. - See HAMPER.
shack'le (shak''l), v. i. To be, or admit of being, fastened
with a shackle.
shackle bar. 1. The coupling between a looomoti ve and its tender. U.S.
2. A device consisting of an ordinary

~l~~S~-~~~a';i;ge
ap~\~f~?o:h:~ni~g(ao!t
sU~~~f~tsb~ii'.r ;\ii~t~1t
il~·shackle,
or clevis. b A bolt with a shackle. C a
0

A shackle.

shackle iolnt. Z ool. A joint formed

by a bony ring passing through a hole
in a bone, as at the bases of spines in
some fishes.
shad (shad), n. sing.&, pl. [AS. sceadd
a kind of fish, akin to G.dial. schade; cf.
Shack le Bar, 2.
Ir. & Gael. sgadana herring,W. ysgadan herrings.] l. Any
of several clupeoid fishes of the genus Alosa, differing from
the herrings in having the body relatively deep. T~ie com-

because the ancients supposed it to be perceptible to the
sight, though not to the touch; spirit; ghost. See souL, n.,1.
8. Painting, Drawing, etc. The reproduction of the effect
of shade (sense I), as by closely repeated lines, or by adding a darker or lighter pigment to a given hue or tint.
9. Degree of luminosity of a color, as darker or lighter, as
produced by mixture of black or white with pure color.
10. A minute difference or variation, as of thought, belief, expression, etc. ; also, the quality or degree of anything which is distinguished from others similar by slight
ditl'erences ; as, the shades of meaning in synonyms.
Every shade of relig10us and political opinion. Macaulay.
11. A minute degree ; a faint adumbration ; as, a shade
of doubt or suspicion.
12. A shutter in the swell box of a pipe organ.

spring to spawn. It sometimes

had (Alosa sapidissima)

reaches a length of 30 inches 1 and is one of the most valua-

from a gaff on the foremast of a fore-and-after.
Syn. - See SHADE
shadow of death. Bib. a Sheol ; - a title used in Job and
perhaps elsewhere.
b Deep darkness; gloom. Ps. xxiii. 4.

shad'ow (sMd'o), v. t.; sHAD'owEn (-od); sHAD1ow-rno.

[ME. schadowen, schadewen, AS. sceadwian. See SHADOW,
n.] 1. To cut off light from ; to put in shade ; to shade ;
to throw a shadow upon ; to overspread with obscurity,
2. To conceal; to hide ; to screen. Rare.
3. To protect; to shelter; to shroud.
Obs. or R.
Shadowing their right under your wmgs of war.
Shak.
4. To mark with gradations of light or color; to shade.
6. To depict; to portray. Obs.
Lyly.
8. To represent faintly, mystically, figuratively, etc. ; to
adumbrate ; betoken ; - sometimes with forth or out.
Justice without temperance shadows reveuging ire. l'hyrme.
Augustus is shaduu:ed in the person of lEneas Dryd€n.
13. Med. Armor. = UMBRERE,
The theory ... which these pages shadou· forth. Ji ::.,,'pencer
14. A shed. Dial. Eng.
7. To cloud; to dim; darken; to cast a gloom over.
Syn. - SHADE, SHADOW. SHADE, as here compared (see
8. To attend or follow and watch closely, esp. in a secret
COLOR,GHOST),differs from shadow in implying no particular form or definite limit; a SHADOWrepresents or preserves
manner; as, a detective shadows a criminal.
something of the form of the object which intercepts the shadow
Astron. Darkish, narrow, parallel bands
bands.
seen to rush swiftly across the landscape just before or
8
~ife1ie:); ::
s~~!!1~if~~n;r;~h~{e~
after totality, in a solar eclipse, doubtless due to optical
lace, in the queen's shadow, vibrate on the walls " ( Tennyunsteadiness of the atmosphere.
son); u It [the garden] ... has neither arbor, nor alcove. shad'ow-lng, p. pr. & vb. n. of SHADOW. Hence n. [Cf ..
nor other shade. except the shadou· of the house" ( Cowper).
AS. sceadwung.J 1. Shadow; shade. Obs.
2. Shade, or gradation ollight and color; shading. Feltliam.
f1f£i'ot~)~~!~~~~!n1i!tt;s~ir
u0:r~ca'ifl~~ ; ~!~c{?T~:~eal 1
3. A faint OT mrstica] representation.
~ SHADOW,
n., 11.
shade can last in that deep dawn behind the tomb" ( TennyThere are .
m savage theologv ,.;hadowrnys, quaint or mas0i~'Sti1~ai!~~:
Tylor.
j,
i!c!1ii
~i~~~ tic, of the conception of a SupremC' Deity.
shad'ow-less,
a. Having no shadow; lience, unnatural;
difference, variation, or degree; shadow is often equivalent
as fairies, witches, and the like,
to the slightest trace or vestige ; as, ""so nice a ... ,<;hade supernatural,
shadow line. Meeh. Drmring. A thickened line, in a linear
of meaning" (Lou·ell); there is not a shadou· of doubt.
drawing of an object supposed to be illuminated by parallel
0Jlteh1~~~i:a
~,:I~~a~sb;~~e 1
by th e anst from
t~!ssg!r1if~j'1l;~l_cai¼~f.c~~ihid~~~~l~~1~a1~.t}~e
shade (shad), v. t.; SHAD,ED(shiid'ed; -Td; 151); SHAD1- shadow stitch. a A kind of close-set backstitch which
ING (shiid'Ing).
1. To shelter or screen by intercepting
forms interlacing lines on the back. b
HALF STITCHb.
radiated light or heat ; to keep off illumination from.
shad'ow-y (shltd'i\-T), a. l. Full of, or causing, shade or
2. To hide ; to shelter; to cover from injury ; to screen.
shadow.
"Shadowy verdure."
Fenton.
Ere in our own house 1 do shade my head
Shak.
2. Hence, obscure; dim; vague; as, the shadou·y past.
3. To obscure ; to dim the brightness of.
:Dlilton.
The shadowy boundaries of a complex government. Burke.
4. To paint in obscure colors ; to darken.
3. Not brightly luminous; faintly light.
6. To mark with gradations of light or color.
4. Faintly representative;
hence, dimly embodying, rep•
6. Com. To lessen slightly; as, to shade the price of anyresenting, foreboding, or the like.
thing; - often with off. Cant.
From shadowy types to truth, from flesh to spirit, Milton,
7. To shadow forth ; to represent.
Obs.
Spenser.
6. Unsubstantial;
unreal; as, shadou·y honor.
8. To part, or divide, as the hair. Scot., Ir.,&: Dlal. Eng. Sha'drach (shii'drlik), n. [Heb. Slwdrak.] l. Bib One
9. Music. To raise the pitch of (an open organ pipe) by of the three Hebrew youths, the others being Meshach and
setting something near ita top.
Abednego, who came forth unharmed from the fiery fur•
shade (shiid), v. i. [See SHADE,n.J To undergo or exhibit
nace into which they were thrown by Nebuchadrezzar
for
minute difference or variation, as of color, value, meaning,
not worshiping the image he had set up.
Daniel iii.
expression, etc. ; to pass by slight changes; - used chiefly
2. [l. c.J Metal. = SALAMANDER,
4.
with a preposition, as into, away, off.
shad'y (shid'I), a.; SHAD'I-ER(-i-Eir),SHAD'I-EsT. l A boundshad'lng (shiid'ing), p. pr. &, vb. n. of SHADE. Hence : n. ing in shade or shades ; overspread with or causing shade.
1. Act or process of making a shade.
2. Sheltered from the glare or heat of the sun's rays.
2. That filling up within outlines which represents the
3. Clouded, as with anger. Rare.
R. Brou·ning.
effect of more or less darknesd in a picture or a drawing.
4- Of or pertaining to shade or darkness ; hence, unfit to
be
seen
or
known
;
equivocal
;
of
doubtful
morality
; cor•
f~lt:~~~ii~~-~1:ii::!t 0 !!as~~:f ur:~~~J~:t~!
rupt. Colloq. u A shady business."
London Sat. Rev.
ma~netic flux in that part by currents induced in the coil.
on the shady side of, on the afternoon side of ; as, on the
It IS used to make single-phase motors
shady side oJ fifty- more than fifty. Colloq. -to keep s.,
self-starting.
to keep out of sight, quiet, or hidden.
Slang.
sha-dool' (shii-doof'), n. [Ar. shiiduf.] A
Bhatt
(shaft), n. [ME. shaft, schoft, AS. sceaft; akin to
counterpoised sweep used in Egypt and
D. schacl,/, OHG. scaft, G. sc/wft, Dan. & Sw. skaft handle,
near-by countries for raising water.
haft, lcel. skapt, and prob. to L. scapus, Gr. u,cO.rro~,u,c~,rshad'ow (shltd'o), n. [ME. schaTpov, a staff. Perh. originally, a shaven or smoothed rod.
dewe, shadotl'e, fr. an intlexional
Cf. SCAPE,SCEPTER,SHAVE.] 1. The slender, smooth stem
form of AS. sceadn. See SHADE.J
of an arrow; an arrow, esp. for the long bow. Cf. 1st BOLT,1.
1. Shade within defined limits;
2. The long handle of a spear or similar weapon; hence,
obscurity within a part of space
the weapon itself; fig., anythiug regarded as a shaft to be
from which rays are cut off by an
thrown or darted; as, shafts of light, of ridicule.
interposed
body ; as, the
3. A-thing suggestive of the stem or handle of an arrow
cone-shaped shadow of the
or a spear; a long, slender part, esp. when cylindrical.
moon ; also, the image made
Specif. : a Bot. The trunk, stern, or stalk of a plant. b
by such an obscured
ZoOl. The stem or midrib of a feather.
See FEATHER, 1.
on a surface that cuts across
c
Anat. The cylindrical part of a limb bone between the
it, usually representing
in
enlarged ends. d The pole, or tongue, of a vehicle ; also,
Shadoof.
silhouette the form of the fW/4:CC:"c:ccYCol
a thill.
e The part of a candlestick which supports its
interposed
body ; as, the
branches.
E'x. xxv. 31. f The handle or helve of certain
shadow of a man or a tree.
See SHADE,n., 1.
tools, instruments, etc., as of a hammer, whip, pick, golf
2. Darkness; shade; obscurity.
club, etc. g A pole, esp. a Maypole. Obs. h Arch. The
Night's sable shadows from the ocean rise. Denham.
body of a column; the cylindrical pillar between the capi•
3. A shaded place; shelter; security.
Obs. or R.
tal and the base (see ORDER, Illust. ). Also, the part of a
ln secret .~lwdow from the sunny ray.
Spenser.
chimney above the roof. Also, Obs. or R., the spire of
4. A shaded or darker portion of a picture.
a steeple.
1 A column, an obelisk, or other spire-shaped
5. A reflected image, as in a mirror or in water.
Shak.
j lVeaving. A rod at the eud of
or columnar rnonumf'nt.
6. That which affords i:-hade or protection from light, lieat,
the heddle of a loom. k if,Jach. A bar, now usually of
observation, etc., as a veil, a wide-brimmed hat, etc. Obs.
steel,
commonly
cylindrical
and solid, but sometimes hol7. A picture ; painting; portrait.
Obs.
Lyly.
low, esp. when of large diameter, used to support rotat8. That which follows or attends like a shadow; an ining
pieces,
as
pulleys,
tlywheels,
etc., or to transmit power
separable companion or follower.
Sm und her 8hadow Death.
Milton.
or motion by rotation. Cf. AXLE, FLEXIBLESHAFT,SPINDLE.
9. An unreal appearance or image; an imaginary vision.
4. [Cf. G. schacht, prop., the LG. form of G. sc/wft.J
10. A spiritual apparition; a ghost; a shade.
Bryant.
JJ/ining. An excavation of limited area compared with its
11. An imperfect and faint representation;
adumbration;
depth, made for finding or mining ore, raising water, or
indistinct image; dim or mystical bodying forth.
ventilating underground workings. The term is often spe•
The 8/iw!ow of a Pompeian Senate t:at once more Froude.
~~~h~J io~1il~c\YI~~rs~i:;;:~
ltl~~it~al
shafts as distinThe law having ashmlow of good things to come. Heb. x. I.
12. A small degree; a shade. 0 No variableness, neither
5. An air shaft.
Rlutdou)of turning."
.lames i. 17. 6. The chamber of a blast furnace above the bosh.
13. An uninvited guest coming with one who is invited.
shaft horse power, horse power transmitted
by the engine
A Latinism.
Massinger.
shaft; - usually the same as brake horse pmcer.
14. Acoustic.<;. By extension, a phenomenon similar to the shaft'ed, a. Furnished with or having a shaft or shafts,
or with a shaft of a particular color or kind i - often in
optical shadow, produced by an obstructing
of sound
combination.
waves, electric waves, or the like; as, an acoustic shadow.
Bhuffle. b To vacillate ; shirk;
shad fl.y. Any of !."everalinsects, any obstacle of Circular or ellip:h~~~w;~~~omtme. = s,~~~)~~I loitC'r. Obs. or Dial. Eug,
esp. Mayflies, that appear when tical croRs i;;ectton illuminated
e.had enter the rivers.
by convergent
or diver~ent ~hadow play, A drama exhib- shaffron. ;- CHAFFRON.
light, as in ease of a solar eclipse. !ted by throwing the shadows of
shad frog. Leopard frog.
mvisible puppets, sometimes of
sha.d'i-ly (shiid'T-ll), adv. of
:t:~;~w:an~:.adA~ta~ct:ri~~~
four orthodox sects of the Sun ..
SHADY.
living- actor", on a screen.
1had'ine (shlf.d'e'n ; shl1d-en'), h,ythrowing the ishadows of in- shad porgy. The grass porgy. nites; - from the founder, Moshad salmon. Th e common hammed ibn Idris ash-Shaft't
n. [.'lhwl + -ine, as in sa_rdine, vtsible performerR on a screen.
(7()7-820).
The Shafiites att
n.] a. Com. A voung menhaden 11had'ow-er, n. One who shad- whitefish. Local, U. S.
chiefly in Egypt and Arabia.
when preserved like sardines. ows, or follows, another.
shad spirit. The Wilson's
b The round herring (Etru- shad' ow-gram, shad' ow-graph, 11nipe. Loco!, {/. S.
shafnet.
:c;HAFTMENT.
11. [.~hadow + -gram, -r,,·aph.]
shad tree. The shad bush.
shaft, n. [AS. sceaft creation.
:he~d,j_~;;~~n(~tid'l-n~s Jrs~~ I Phy.~ic.~. See SKIAORAPH.creature.] Ob.~. 1. A thing cre-1ha-duf'. Var. of SIIADOOJr.
shad'ock. Var. of SHADDOCK,
ahad'ow-graph'ic (-grllf'Tk), a. shad'waJ.t'er, n. The Menomi- ated: creature; product.
nee whitefish. Local, U.S.
2 . .Make; figure; form. Cf.
shadow bird, The umbrette.
shadow box. A dark-colored grtr~~~;,o::~~t~'!w-~:;.:r;
shaet. + SHAH[.
i. To si~~eo~°:et;~~i)
open hox into which the gilt (-Y), n.
shaethe.
SHEATH.
Lof SHADOWY.I
shaft alley. = SHAFT TU1''.Nl:I,.
frame of n painting is set.
shad'ow-1-ly(shld'O• T-lY),adv.
shaewe.
SHOW.
sha!':fle {(Ital. shllf''l), v. i, [Cf. sha.ft'er, ri. A shaft horse, fol..
shadow cone. 01itirs. A cone shad'ow-i-ness, n. See ~NEss.
SHUHLE-l
& To hobble; limp; lowing a leader. Dial. Eng.
formed by the ahadow behind shad'ow-ish, a. Shadowy;

tr::i;e:~,.
i~:;;;jo~~f

~g

fgr{~:(~\aU:SZ!!le
~~gi

:~gd~
~
~0N~~ttd
l!e;1f~dissima)
ocacs~~~d~Oltt!h1~u~~ia~t~~~~ar~

great numbers in e

15, Nau/. A four-cornered light sail sometimes suspended

7. The soul after its separation from the body ; - so called

drawbar; a drawlink. c In a padlock, the link that engages with the staple. d Either of the _
pivoted gripping devices for holding a
test piece in a testing machine. 8 See STRAIN INBU- ~+",!----+--,c----+"--.

1hack'le (shak''l),

SHAFTER

~tdi

~~ffi~=~d

=

1.ts rit~~!~~~~u~: Ih:yp~~ilc
t~!n0i,
Awb:~cr~:~~ie1i~~~s
coast, it is now abundant there. The Alabama aha.d (A. alabama'j) of the Gulf States, Ohio River shad (A. ohiensi:;). allice

oh&d(A alosa) 1 and twa!te, or thwalte, shad (A finta) of En-

2~P:,
W~Ae~~~ur;i~t;t!rms,
of various related fishes
HICKORYSHAD. b Any fish of the family
Cf. GIZZARD
any

SHAD,

a. mojarra. o The crappie. Local, U. S.
shad'ber-ry (-ber-T), n.; pl. -R1Es (-Tz). The fruit of the
Gerridm;

shadbush ; also, the plant.

shad'blrd1 (-bfird 1 ), n. a The Wilson's snipe. Local, U. 8.
b The common sandpiper.
Local, Eng
shad'bush 1 (-boosh 1 ), n. a Any American malaceous plant
of the genua A melanchier. They are small shrublike trees
producing
numerous racemose white flowers in early
spritf, followed by small edible berrylike po mes, often
~~ti~
J~~;~~~a.in June or July. b lmprop■hadd (shltd), n.
[Cf. SHOAD,SH0DE.J ],fining. Rounded
stones containing tin ore, lying at the surface, and indicating a vein.

t,:1fl~~:;1~:,

shad'dock (shltd'llk), n. [Said to be so called from a Captain Shaddock, who first brought this fruit from the East
It is ~loIndies.]
The citrous fruit of Citrusdecumana.
bose or somewhat pear-shaped,with
a very bitter thin rmd,
tough white inner skin, and finely flavored though somewhat acid pulp. Strictly
the word s/iaddock should be
applied to the pear-shaped varieties, and grapefruit or pomelo to the round ones. See GRAPEFRUIT. Also, the tree
which bears this fruit.
It has leaves with a broadly
winged petiole, and large white flowers.
■hade (shad), n.
[ME. schade, AS. sceadu (cf. alsoscead),
nom. case; akin to OS. skado, D. schaduw, OHG. scato
(gen. scatawes), G. schatten, Goth. skadus, Ir. & Gael.
sgath, and prob. to Gr. O'K0To~darkuess.
Cf. SHADOW,
SHEDa hut.]
1. Comparative obscurity owing to interception of the rays of light; partial or relative darkness due
to intervention of something between the space contem ·
plated and the source of light.

0~15;}1f~!~
~~1?~::!
}~l~~g
fast.

2 ' Darknes;~e
3. A spot not exposed to light;

Long.fellow

an obscure place ; hence,
"Some desolate shade."
S!tak.
4. That which intercepts, or shelters from, light or the direct rays of the sun; hence, also, that which protects from
heat or currents of air; a screen; shelter.
Also fig.
The Lord is thv shnde upon thv right hand. P.~. cXJd. 5
&. Specif.: a A glObe, bell, or other form of more or less
0
1
:~a;:~tiir!nm:r\~tl~htflg1!t1~0~
J)rar;rso1!~~
its glare ; as, a lamp shade, gas shade, etc. b A hanging
a secluded retreat.

~t;~~~r:gl~·

:¥i;e::ii~if~jo~I~~
l~~~fn~~~~i]tfi{'
ifi!]~egli~:,lg~:ri~~~
placed at a window to regulate the light; a window shade.
c A protective colored or smoked glass interposed between
the eye and a bright light, as of the sun.
8. Shadow; form without substance.
Poetic.
Envy will merit, as its shade, pursue.
Pope.
shack'le (shl1k''l; shlik''l), v. shad blossom. The blossom of
1. [Freq of shakP.]
To 11lrnffle the 11hndbu~h; also, the tree.
in walking; to loiter; to shirk. Sha.d' da-i (shlld'lt-t ; shld 'I), n.
- 1h&ck'ler. a. Bofh Dial. Enq. Bib. A Hebrew name, probably
ahack.'le-bone' (sh l k''l-b /5 n'; an epithet, npplied to God.
shadde Obs. pret of SHED.
of~~h~:~~~9:~te shade (shiid). Dial- Eng. of
shackle crow.= <;,HACKLE BAR,2. SHEATH;
Scot. & dial. Eng. of
sh&ekle insulator.
El e c. = SITED.
STUAIS INSULATOR.
shade':tul, a. See •FUL.
ahack'llng (shlk'lYn; shlik'-), shade'less, a. See -LESS.
p.a. Dial. L Shaky; rickety. shad'er (shRd'~r), n. One that
2. Idle; lazy; vagrant
shades.
1h&ck'lock 1 ,n. A sort of shackle. sha.de'tail',
n [sharle + tail;
Ob$.
[ Dial. I
cf. (for the senset Gr. utc.iovpo~
sha.ct'ly, a. Shaky; rickety.
(see SQFTRRF:T.).
A e.quirrel.
1h&d. Obs. p. p. of SHED.
1had' -bel'Ued, a. Slender and Local, Sout!t,-,,rn r 8.
1ha,d' -fl.ow'er (!shrl.d'flou1~r), n.
a Whitlow grass. b Shad bush.

k~tk:khb~n~::

::~i~ladl!fu~d
~~!tbtou:~.;
%ood, fo~ot; out, oil;

chair;

go; sing, igk;
Full

sni~~gf~n

f

~,:a:1:~1~:Jl;~t~f~~f~ft~
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SHAFT FURNACE

SHALLON

l!hah iurnace. Metal. A furnace of upright form, which

to gamble with dice. Slang or Cant. -to ■hake the l&lla, shall:'o {shlk'li), n. [Cf. F. ahako, schako, Hung. c16k6.]
Naut., to luff until the sails shiver. -to •· up, to chide;
A kind of stiff military cap or headdress formerly
,
scold; berate. Slang.
of fur with a metal plate in front, resembling
'
shake (shiik), v. i. l. To be agitated with a vibratory
shafts ; a system of connected shafts for communicating
the modern bearskin caps of the British foot
motion.
motion; to tremble; shiver; quake; as, to shake with fear.
guards, now usually as in the lllust.
2. PouUry. The condition of the shaft of a feather in which 2. To move; go; advance i hasten. Obs.
&hak'u-40' (shlk'ilo-do'), ,i, [Jap. shakudo, fr.
3. a To splinter, as a spear. Obs. b To crack or split,
it is different in color from the surrounding web.
Chin. ch'ih• l'ung 2 red copper.7 A Japanese alloy
ahag (shitg), n. [AS. sceacga a bush of hair; akin to Ice!. as lumber. Dial. Eng. or Cant.
of copper with a little gold', assuming, when
4. Music. To make a trill or shake. See SHAKE, n., 4 a.
skegg the beard, Sw. skiigg, Dan. skjreg.] l. Coarse,
treated with the proper solutions, a beautiful
6. To steal. Slang, Australia.
rough, woolly hair ; as, the shag of a woolly doir. ·
blue-black patina.
2. An unkempt, untended, wild growth ; as, a shag of 6. To idle; to loaf ; to tramp as a vagabond. Dial. Eng. shall:'Y {shiikrt), a.; SHAK'I•Ra(-T-er);
Syn. -SHAKE, ROCK,SWING,SWAYagree in the idea of moweeda. " Ability to smooth the shag of natw·e," Cowper.
SHAK'1-EsT{shiik'l:-est). l, Liable to shake
RocK
differs
from
SHAKE
in
implytion
from
side
to
side.
3. Long, coarse nap of cloth; also,a cloth having such a nap.
or tremble; as,ashakyhand.
Thacke,·ay.
4, Com. A strong, coarse tobacco cut fine.
2. Easily shaken ; tottering; unsound ;
~~fu~~o1;.;if~~e1::i~~i~i
~~e~
6. Refuse barley, poorly filled out, fed to animals. Scot.
as, a shaky fence ; a shaky constitution.
thing suspended; sw .AY,as here compared, sugiests a heavshag,"· t.; SHAGGED
(shilgd); BHAG'GmG
(shitg'Tng). l. To
3. Questionable ; uncertain; unreliable;
0
make hairy or shaggy ; hence, to make rough.
Pope.
~
~it::r 1r:::~~l~~~j!~l!a~~
as, a shaky business credit ; a shaky story,
at the base; a.s, H those boughs which .r!take against the
2. = SHACK, 'V, t., 1.
Colloq.
Shoko.
cold" (Shak.); "when rocked the mountains, and when
ahag, v. i. To fall or hang in shaggy masses, as hair.
4. Containing shakes, cracks, or splits; as, shaky timber.
groaned the ground" (Pope); 0 I hear the far.off curfew
llllag'bark' (shlg 1biirk 1), n. a A rough-barked hickory
shale (shiil), n. [AS. scealu, scalu. See SCALE,of a fish;
(Hicoria ovata) yielding the best of the commercial hickory
fp~~~~ ~iii tff~n:ii'lre t~~= l~~~hb~gge~o_:~~
cf.sHALEakindofrock.]
Ashellorhusk;
acod. NowR.
nuts. Also, any of several closely related species. See son). See SHIVER,THROB,FLUCTUATE,
BRANDISH.
&hale, v. t. To take off the shell or coat of; to shell. NowR.
HICORIA. b The West Indian mimosaceous tree Pithecoloto ahalr.edown, to make an improvised bed for a night.
shale, n. l. [Cf. SHALEa shell. l A scale or flake of loose
bium micradenium, having a contorted pod.
stone from a mine or <1uarry. lJial. Eng.
shake {shak), n. l. Act or result of shaking; a vacillating
shag 1ged (shag'ed), a. Shaggy. -shag'ged-ness,
n.
or wavering motion ; a quivering or alternating motion due
2. [G. schale, prop., shell, akin to E. shell, scale.] A rock
ahag'gl-ness (-T-n~s), n. Quality or state of being shaggy.
formed by the consoliclation of clay, mud, or silt, having a
to a sudden shock; a rapid motion one way and the other,
shag'gy (-T), a.; SHAo'GI-ER(-T-er) ; SHAo'GI·EST. [From
finely stratified or laminated structure.
as in trembling, quaking, shivering, jerking, etc.
SHAG,
1. Rough with or as if with long hair or wool,
Pope.
. ~hales pr~sent almost endless V!l,rietiesof texture and compoNow lap dogs give themselves tlie rousing shake,
bout hi11aRouldera hangs the shaggy skin,
Dryden.
2. A weakeniug attack, as a long illness. Dial. Eng.
d!~~~~d.aj~\~g;1~ist~:~n:r:1~fa~'e~nut:
s~1
~rOnwlh~~th~~~~~
2. Thick and rough, tangled, or irregular in surface ; as, 3. Promptness; haste; hurry. Obs. tr.
flagstones and sandstones ; or again, through calcareous gradallhaggy hair or fur. "Plush with shaggy pile." Cowper.
.
tfons
into
limestone,
or
through
ferruginouR
varieties into clay
4.
In
miscellaneous,
chiefly
techni•
8. Bot. Villous or hirsute, with long hairs.
cal, slang, or dial., aenses: a Music. 1
ironstone, and through hitummous kinds into coal. A. Geikie.
lhaggy-maue muahroom.
= HORSETAIL MUSHROOM.
shall (sbll), ,,. I. & auxiliary; pres., sing. 1st & 3d pers.
A rapid alternation of a principal tone
aha-green' (sha-gren'), n. [F. chagrin (cf. It. zigrino), fr. with
SHALL,2d SHALT,pl. SHALL;pret. SHOULD. Infinitive and
another repreaented on the next
Turk, piighri, paghri, the rump of a horse or other beast of
participles lacking. [ME. slwl, scl,al, pret. sholde, scholde,
degree of the staff above or below it;
burden, shagreen. Cf. CHAGRIN.] l. A kind of untanned
AS.
seal, sceal, I am obllged (orig. a pret. ind.), pret.
a
trill.
b
A
fissure
in
rock
or
earth.
leather prepared in Russia and the East, from the skins of Dial. Eng. c A fissure or crack in
scolde, sceolde, inf. sculan ,- akin to OS. skulan, pres. 1kal,
horses, asses, camels, etc., and covered with small round
timber,
caused
by
frost,
wind,
quick
Shake,
4
a.
l
As
writpret.
skolda, D. zulleti, pres. zal, pret. zoude, zou, OHG.
granulations b_ypressing small seeds into the i;rain or hair
drying, etc. i also, fissured or cracked ten; 2 As performed.
solan, scolan, pres. seal, sol, pret. scolta, solta, G. sollen,
side when moist, and when dry scraping off the roughpres.
soil, pret. sollte, Ice!. skulu, pres. skal, pret. skyldi,
4
A
shingle
split
from
a
piece
places
or
parts,
collectively.
ness. Soaking then causes the compressed or indented porSw. skola, pres. 1kall, pret. skulle, Dan. akulle, pre•. skal,
tions of the skin to swell up into relief. It is dyed vari- of log from about three to four feet long. e Mach. Backous bright colors, chiefly green.
lash. I An earthquake.
Colloq. g Print. A blur on a pret. skulde, Goth. skulan, pres. skal, pret. skulda, and to
2. The rough skin of certain sharks and rays when covered
AS. scyld guilt, G. sc/111/dguilt, fault, debt.] l. [v. t.]
printed sheet due to a shaking, wavering, or the like, in
with small, close-set tubercles, suggesting shagreen leather.
Owe ; be under obligation for. Obs. " By the faith I
making the impression.
Eng. h The redshank ; - so
aha-green' (shti-griin') } a. Made of or covered with, or called from its nodding motions. Local, Eng. 1 = sHocx, shall to God."
Court of Lov,,_
Sha-greened' (-grend)
resembling in its surface, the
2. [auxil., followed by the infinitive without lo.] Am (is,
n. Dial. Eng. I A shaking off or dismissal ; as, to get,
leather called shagreen.
are, etc.) obliged; must. Hence, am (is, are, etc.) to;
or to give a person, the shake. Slong. k Short for milk
lll1ah(shii), n. [Per. shah a king, sovereign, prince. Cf. shake or egg shake, etc., beverages of· milk, or milk and -forming future-tense phrasos. See also SHOULD. Shall
CHECKMATE,
CHESS,
PASHA,} The title of the supreme ruler
and u·ill are both used as future auxiliaries, the choice beegg, flavored and shaken thoroughly.
Colloq., U. S.
in certain Eastern countries, esp. Persia. Of. PADIBHA.H,
a fair aha.ke, a fair chance. Colloq. - the 1hakee1 the fever
t~:ano}1:.~~e::A~na~lri~e~!~n:e~~!~;fa7'r,ifb~Jr:;1';1~
and ague. Colloq., U. 8.
PASHA.
2d or 3d person, has a special force from the fact that
Sha-hap'ti-an (shii-hlp1tT-lin), a. Designating, or pertain- Bhake'down' (shiik'doun 1); n. l. Au improvised bed, as the
the speaker predicts or promises some one else's action,
ing to, a linguistic stock of North American Indians of one made on the floor by spreading bedclothes over straw.
and hence is ex2ressive of some authority or comJ:ulsion
Idaho, W aehington, and Oregon, enterprising traders as 2. A breakdown; a boisterous dance. Slung.
1
well as skillful warriors, The Nez Perct!s are the leading &hall:'er(shiik'er), "· l. One that shakes, or by means of
i;.::,un~
~fllt~t=~~?~e
~-rt
which something is shaken.
tribe. - n. An Indian of this stock.
force, since one can predict or promise his own future action as a matter of course. Hence shall is here weakened
aha-hln', sha-heen'(shii-hiln'), n. [Ar. shiiltin.] An In- 2. Specif. : a Weaving. A device for lifting those threads
into expressing mere futurity, as in, I sliall be glad to see
that are depressed every pick, so that those lifted may
dian falcon (Falca peregrinator) related to the peregrine
you; we shall go, although by emphasis or context its fupass beneath, and dropping them again during the formafalcon but having the under parts of a plain 1 unbarred ferturity may take on the we~htier sense of necessitation or
tion of each gauze shed. b pl. Things that hang, shaking,
n1ginous color. It is used in falconry.
11
as drops of moisture or thin decorative metal plates. Oba.
shal-tan', shel-tan' (shi-tiin'), n. LAr. shai/iin Satan.]
tt1"e;1:e
l. Among- Mohammedans : a [also cap.] An evil spirit ; 3. A beggar. See SHAKE, v. i., 6. Obs.
force of rolition or willin[f,esy as int I u·ill go; &at isil
the Evil One ; the Devil. b One of bad disposition ; a 4. [cap.] One of a religious celibate sect, popularly named
1
trv~!iti~Ts~e!&!ried
0~
from movements in dancingd which form■ a part of their
fiend. Colloq.
lost, the speaker not readil;v beiW, thought of as asserting
2. A dust storm. Indla.
1Wt~W;.it!Si~i!ir!gl¥r~%n~~ft11':.1f!'~~~:~t~•o"f
shake (shiik), v. t.; pret. SHOOK(shili\k), Ob,. or Dial.
!~:g~~h:i~~8i,fe1f!iurit;,ci~~Jgbu
Ann Lee. The Shakers are sometimes nicknamed Sha.king
SHAKED(shiikt); p. p. sHAK'BN (shiik''n), Obs. or Dial.
turity may be emphasized as certain. The forms for exQU&ken,but they differ from the O.nakers in doctrine and
11NG(shiik'Tng).
SHOOKor SHAKl!n; p. pr. & vb. n. SHAK
pressing simple futurity are thus: I (we) shall; you (he,
practice. They style themselves tbe Millennial Ch111'Ch,or
[ME. shaken, 1chaken, AS. scacan, sceacan ,· akin to Icel.
etc.) U"ill ,· those for implying volition, authority, or com& Sw. skaka, OB. skakan to depart, to flee.] l, To cause
Eulsion in the speaker are: I ~wel .,,;u; you (heJ etct shall.
!~!~!::f"t:i"h~n=~•
cipal location being at New Lebanon, N. Y.
to move with quick or violent vibrations; to move abruptly
0
s~:r~u:~~~n
{!{'}l,Yi""he
:~ii}"
6. A fantail pigeon ; -in full, broad-tailed 1h&ker. Obs.
one way and the other ; to make to tremble or shiver;
course rarely proper, as implying that the questioner asks
6. pl. Quaking grass.
as, to shake a tree for nuts; the wheels shook the ground.
for his own mtention. The context and the expressive inShall:'er-lsm
(-h'm),
n.
Doctrines
of
the
Shakers.
2:. To move from firmness ; to weaken the stability of; to
tention of the writer may, of course often set aside the
cause to waver or to be infirm ; to impair the resolution Shall:e-spear'e-an (shak-sper'~-lin), a. Also Shak-sper'application of the rules here given. Thus shall is used for
e-an (shiik-sper'l:-an). Of, pertainmg to, or in the style of,
of; as, nerves shaken by fear; to shake one's faith.
simple futurity in all persons: (1) after conditionals, as in,
whether I (you, he) shall go; (2) in such clauses of indirect
When his doctrines grew too strong to be shook by hie enemies, Shakespeare or his works.
they persecuted his reputation
Atterbury.
Bha.k.eapearea.n, or Shakaperean aonnet. See SONNET.
discourse as, you think you shall go ·i,he says he shall go ;
3. Music. To give a tremulous tone to; to trill_; as, to Shall:e-spear'e-an-lsm, Shak-sper'e-an-lsm (-lz'm), "·
(3) in such questions as, how shall e cut without any
knife? the context here excluding the implication that
ahak• a note in music. See SH.AKE,
n., 4 a.
Devotion to Shakespeare or his works; anything specifi.
4. To cause to be, become, go, move, or the like, by agically connected with Shakespeare or his works; esp., a !f:o~~rr:
0
~1::::::t~r;:y
~fn:i:rl:l;;;
tating ; specif., to throw off by a jolting or vibrating mo- word or expression peculiar to Shakespeare.
tion ; to rid one's self of; - generally with an adverb, as shak'i-ness (shak'l:-nes), n Quality or state of being shaky.
~'1:s1fa}r'!.';3 1!:i'm~·•houldand would, are often misused,
ojf, out, etc. ; as, to shake fruit down from a tree.
shak'lng (-Tng),p.pr. &vb. n. of SHAKE, Hence: n. l. Act as in the following examples : Shake off the golden Mlumberof repose.
Shak.
I am able to devote as much time and attention to other subof one who shakes.
6, In technical senses: a To cause a shake in (lumber).
jects 88 I will [shall] be under the necessity of doing next winter.
2. pl. Nau/. Odds nod ends of cordage or canvas.
Chalmers.
See SH.AKB,
n., 4 c. b To shingle with shakes. See SHAKE, aha.king
barrel or mill. = TUMBLING BARREL.
- •. ~ally. =
A
countryman, telling it1swhat he had seen, remarked that if
n., 4 d. c To steal. Slang, Australia. d To knock (a
8
0 1
otb1:e1~~tf:o~8i~~
s,!~ 0 ~f \\!~ticli.r~
t~ t~~ec~~fl-•~:t~fd
~d1~har~g~~n~b':;f1:.' u cIJ.s1~11~~~
::~e
~~
t!eb~l~;e~ ~~ssel's head
I feel assured that I wiU [shall] not have the misfortune toflnd
0
~f'":1:tt~8 1~:gilaf.;ts:ni:wd~=nn~n
:;~s~~fer~i:ai,s':!~
so close to the wind that the sails shiver. -to ■. hands, to
J. Y Mo.son.
conflicting views held by one so enl~htened.
quicksands_, and vibrating to the tre:f;called also trern- ~ Shall and u-ill
be used elliptically for shall or
,J:.7~e;1:1a1t~ft:i': 1
bl-ingprair1,e. - s. Quaker. See SHAKER,4.- 1. table,. Mlning,
0
wi l go,
fiJ~J~~fa~~l ~i:H:i:ng with you.
Mari';:~J:
farewell to; to part with. -to a. out a reef, Nant., to untie
acting on a similar prinSyn. - See WILL.
the reef points and spread more canvas. - to •· the elbow, ~?:i!°t~~s~~st!~~e
■haft governor.
See GOVER· Sha/1![1{shit'ge'). Bib.
he') n rPer sllO.hi] a A for- Eng, var. of SH ARN. [sHARNY.,
Shakespeare, or Shakspere, of shal'der (shll'dl'.!(r), n. A rush
Non 5
11hage'bu1h1 n A sackbut Obs mer' s~all P~rsian °silver coin 1h&trn'ey (shi.r'nl). Var. of Divinea. Jeremy Taylor (1613- or sed~egrowing in ditches; y~l•
1~if::·ise;
v~ttift,i;:;;t)
(~r!g;~·!YJ~~if;~y~f,·
wb1h cf~ir~ni~:r~ia~ =;;r~ahl;hf);IY,~r~
~~~ ;b;a~~/~111s ~~:rie~countof
,:?b·~rgrw1:i~
it!te~!~i:_~sC:a~~:).
[Per., S1vA1r11:.
Shake-1pear'i-an. v a r. of
&j~,f/!Q,;-;;,,~1)
fteSdtsbi':atf~~~ lth~\;e:;utl~~ :t:(ft.t~~;Y~:t~~,~-~P;&~1
extended thumb across the ing shaggy hair. rweak. ObH., sllii/1 nii,mah, Book of Kings J A =:::;a-~~~h:~,~~bPi),a:Ji&te' - :htk~~:;:~fz!~Shak'1per-ize
aha.led,a. Having-a shell. Obs.
1
breadth of the palm, about six ahag'lin ,a.Shacklin~; shaky; celebrated histonca.l poem writ- a-ble. "· See -ABLE.
,·. t. To bring into resemblance 1hal'ee(shll'~). Var. of SHELA.
1
8:f~D.
trfo':.'·1 ::a
i:'i~!.'!~
~~i~~t~:~~fe'r:e~~s}~:.most
=~~iort,:;:xAi~rk
for shak or de 1; 0 n 1tf Shakespe~re's :::~ 1~1::hi~~~m~ p:~°iooEN.
~;~_ea. Obs[p'::°rt
aha.tt'ment;, n. The feathered
;tatterdemalion. ah&h-za'da (sh ii-zit'd ti), n ing hay or straw; a pitchfork ; :_ov,ei? To0 i~ilat~\r~~~~~!~~e ■hale oil Any oil got by distil
:::;:::).
~ r::i~iJ~1 ecr:.:r~ the community _t SFc~~:.
part of ~Hind & Per. llhiih-ziida son of a in Her., a pale, couped, forkedi in thOU1?:ht
or expression.
lation of bituminOU8shale, simi:
1:.''nfieti:c:::10
1e~c:.
acter in Scott'B u Monastery," 1ha.g'reen. t CHAOIUN.
prince;-used
rK~~£~;~~::~~e
~w::1~~~S1::~~~r~~perfect
~hut;=:'at,e
ahaik .,. SHEIK
rsHEJK with&tandearthquakea.
1hak11heer' (ahiik'sher')1 71. Bhal-gra'mu (&hii.l•grii'mtt).
halt'
( h · f'tY)
W lS t
) th t · Id h
1h&1kh(sh1K), ,i. 1. Var. of ■hs~~~,~11'1.,n-!-AsfHeAmGaRleAGSh. oker, fTruiernkt'aclhtiirqo•u~ierr.
]wAokrnindbyofwloomng.
Var.
of
SA
LAO
RAMA.
1ug.
ila.v~n; a ci!e, c~~p~~t: u~ha-:..~~(s\i~e;~t,g),
a. Z rH· d f A S
--. ...,..,..
0
" 8
Sh 'li ( h-'ll
B"b
free, long, and strong staple.
lMarathi Jl//ahiijog.] Lit., cred- I~ 1:n~~a:•arMo{~m~:d::Ec 1:~- 1hake'1cene', n. A scene shift- en outdoors.
Sh:-u,Z:h:, !,.sblit.,,ha,h
(eh4•• charged at the top and ta_pped at the bottom.

ahaft'ing (shaf'tlng), n. l. Mach. Shafts or material for
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8
i~~~ilta:d,ilafg~~~~:~
~th1:1~Ji~~
t'rnr:1e~;h~::e ~: !11he0~a~l!e~:s1::.d:::~1r: g::1~ :I1~-;:n c~teSh~t~~~=i~n:!n;
fh:~~~~:i!'!~~:o:!:1n~l-ler than
~r ~~Btheah~!!r
o~fa~r,~! m:k::~~e:r'e~:~:~ c:~k~;p@r'-11
Locally acheckornote
1hatl,etc VarofsHALE 1 t 1.,etc. @-&'nQ; l.n'fi),Bhak-1per 1e-a'llha.ga Hairy•ahne-gy
J,B-ib.,1h&ll [Cf Icel skella a rat- na or rt a'na n p_l S-ee ANA
ahai&-iiap'py (shJ11?:7a.rinp'l'),to b;arer. India.
n. _[Namein one of the western Bha'ha-ra'im ( &hl'hfi.ri l'.m). tdlealt~
;a,rel hontt••l· wtlthf,,Nhortw.Shi.te'B•~eare-!Bc"ctOu,orsiau.A,:
dialects of Ojibwa; cf. Ojibwa Bha'h&-zi'mah (shi'hfi.z1'm4;
i s...,,e a a ra e o ng en ■pere- a con 1 on rover■y
· hk - · l th
M blK · h4-h11 ''! fi) Brb
dee~and birds from the field■.] discussion ar1sini from the at:rsha:::.'1n
e,r,hr~tld,0
&ba.'~zi;:ath(-~lih).
Bib. A kind of scarecrow. Obs.
tempt of Mie1Della Bacon (1811thon"' made from rawhide. West• 11ha.h-ban'dar. T SHABUNDER.ahalrd (shird). Scot. var. of 59) to ahow that Sir Francia Baern "{t.S. Cf. BABICH&. [Obs./ ■ha-been'. Var. of SHAHIN.
SHARD,a fragment.
con was the author of the dramas
ahag'bu1h', 11. A hand gun. ■h&'hi, (lha'hee (shii'hl; ahil-- 1halm (shim). Scot. le dial. attributed to Shakeepeare.

tr~~~!d
:i:t it: !~-::;_m1':ic11!~
=:r::

!rcr,n•~;

ate, aenAte, c&re, •m, account, arm,

aak, sofci;

eve, i!vent, Ind, rec<Jnt, maker; ice,

U Forelp

~l~~;:
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Word.

-t Obeolete

Variant

or.
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f:U~s:~e:;:;,::an~tr.:.::;:
~~k~ ~-B~~~~-:c~~~.{
1·man;
1

t~~Sb!:rit.!~S-l'Ev::r~~:f
~~~:?1tbb,~ttendant man at
SAKTA,SAKTJ,etc.[MEASURE./1halke. of-CHALK.
lha'ku( h""'k-),
[J
] s
hall of"
Sha-kan,i:.la. V::rolJ!t ~ :: - ~.h~-11:.1rk••ht!thH)h,AL~~
•.bh.lol'n'••kolf
tthhe;
TALA
MUNI\
B
i

00

u

•

Bhak;ya.-mu-Dl.Var.of AKYA: temple gates.
[LJS.,
ahal. ·shall. Ref. Sp.
1hal'U (shll'l'). Var. of ~HAL■hald (dial. shiid), a. Shallow. ■hal'lon (shll'Dn), n.
Amer.
-n. A shallow place; a Bhoal. Indian of the northwe■t; The
Both Obs. or Scot.~ Dial. Eng. salal or salal berry.

old, &bey, Srb, cSdd,slUt, cllnnect ; iille, dnite, Gm, ilp, circ61, menu;

+ eomblned

wltb..

= e,aala.
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SHALLOON
lhal-lOOD'(shll-loon'), n. [F. chalon,fr. Chalon,, in France,

SHAPE

llhame (shim), n. [ME. ahame, achame, AS. acamu, aceamu; Shan (shiln ; shlln), a. Of or pert. to the Shana, their Ianakin to OS. & OHG. acama, G. scham, Ice!. skiimm, skamm,
gnage, or the states named for them in central ludo-China.
Sw. & Dan. skam, D. & G. 1chande, Goth. skanda shame, shan'dry-dan (shan'drI-dAn), n. An old-fashioned chaise
skaman sik to be ashamed; perh. from a root 1kam meanor gig; a rickety vehicle. $cot., Ir.,,(; Dial. Eng.
ing to cover, and akin to the root (kam) of G. hemd shirt, Shan'4Y, Trlll'tram (tris'tram shiln'dI). Nominal hero
E.chemise. Cf.SHAM.] 1. Painfulfeelingoremotiouexf St
,
I "Th L"f
dO · ·
fT"t

where it was first made.] A thin, loosely woven, twilled
Sw;ft.
worsted stuff.
shal'lop (shil'ilp), n. [F. chaloupe, prob. same word as OF.
chaloupe shell; orig. uncert. Cf. SLOOP.] a A light open
boat,usedchiedyonrivers,propelledbyoarsorsailsorby
both. b A small vessel, usually with two masts carrying
fore.and.aft sails or lugsails. Obs. or R.
ahal-lot' (sbll-USt'), n. [OF. eschalote (for eschalogne), F.
echalote. SeesCALLION; cf. ESCHALOT.]a Bot. An onionlike plant (Allium ascalon-icum) producing small clustered
bulbs used like garlic for flavoring. b A small onion.
ahal'low(shil'o),a.;
SHAIILOW-ER(-er);SHAIILOW·EST.
[ME.
achalowe, perb. akin. to G. schal insipid, atale. Cf. SHOAL
shallow.] l. Not deep; having little depthi shoal; as,
1hall ow wa t er ; a 8hall ow pan.
2. Not deep in tone. Rare.
Bacon.
3. NotDdeeeeppv1e·nreetedll
;anndo!,,~r
uepferd.
cill(al
1ec
0 tbnaoolkly
1o
10f100 11
1.n
80
0 dh;
1.ms
8
1,110 n.

"o~

cited by a consciousness of guilt or impropriety, or of havgbanJ';~o!J~Ye
He is t'l.e ~o';, wJ'~'i':!n°dy,
:':b'°l'.:
ing done something unworthy, or of the exposure of that
sical man with a too miscellaneous learning, who acted
which nature or modesty prompts to conceal; also, susceputrpaomn'stbmeoatbhseurrd
.sttbheeo,rdieesaloofftbne
peendta,-'t'yts
off,?"asrtaacgteesr
.. Tris1
00
0
tibility to such feeling or emotion.
ah,
Have you no modesty, no maiden shame,
Shak. shan'4y-gaff (shlln'dl-gilf), n. [Orig. unknown.]
A bev2. Reproach incurred or suffered; shameful or ignominierage made by mixing beer and ginger beor or ginger ale.
ous treya0tmhaevnetb;ordnisebthon
ohra;ni
g•n f~mthi
ny ;athsc
(sbllng-bi'), n. [From Shanghai, city in China.)
0 r_n;E~eokn.t!~pvt,.-.
0 8
1 0
0 0
00
6_ shang-hal'
h,
•
1. One of a long-legged, long-necked breed of domestic
Honora nd shamefromnoco n d.itionrise,
Pope.
fowls of Asiaticorigin,nowreplacedamongpoultryraisers
3. Cause or reason of $ha.me ; a disgrace.
b th 8 b b
d
b"
Guides who are the shame of religion.
South.
Y
ra mas an coo ins.
4. The private parts.
I,. xlvii. 3 . 2. A tall, lanky dandy. Obs. Slang, U. 8.
for ah&meI you should be ashamed; shame on you!
shang-hal', v. t. [From Shanghai,
city in China.] To
_.,al'l
""~:
shame, v. t.; SHAMED(shiimd) ; SHAM'ING(sliiim'Ing).
drug, intoxicate, or render insensible and ship as a sailor,
..
OW, n. 1. A shallow place in a body of water; a shoal.
1. To cover with reproach or ignominy ; to bring into con- - usually to secure advance money or a premium.
2. The flat basket, tray, or cart used by street hawkers
t
t to
t t h
t d" b
d"
shang'-ti' (shiing'te'), n. [Chin. shang< supreme
ti•
or cost,ermongers. Eng.
emp ; Anl~it~ :ouir::Jar~ic! 8h~~:daea 1
Spenser.
ruler.]
A native Chinese name for God, occurring in the
ahal'low, v. i.; SHAL'LOWED
(-od); SHAL1LOW-ING. To de2. To make ashamed; to excite in (a person) a conscious- ancient classics, and somewhat commonly adopted-origicrease in depth, as water or as alluvial deposits.
ness of guilt, impropriety, or mi worthy conduct.
nally by Roman Catholic missionaries - among Christiana
Shal'low, n. A braggart and foolish country justice in
Weretherebutonerighteousmanintheworld,hewould
...
in China. Chiefly because of its popular application to a
Shakespear0's "Merry Wives of Windsor" and the Second
shame the world, and not the world him.
South.
god of the Taoist pantbeon\...shang-ti bas been opposed as a
Part of" King Henry the Fourth."
·
3. To mock at; to deride. Obs. or R.
P,. xiv. 6. rendering of God by many rrotestants who :r,refer for this
ahal'y (shiil'I), a. Containing or resembling shale.
4. To be ashamed of, or unwilling to acknowledge.
Obs. sense the name t'ien' chu8 , "Lord of heaven. '
sham (shilm), n. [Originally the same word as shame, 5. To bring or drive (a person) by shame.
shank (sbllqk), n. [ME. shanke, schanke, schonke, AS.
hence, a disgrace, a trick. See SHAME,n.] 1. That which
Syn. - Mortify, humiliate.
scanca, sceanca, sconca, sceonca ,· akin to D. schonk a bone,
deceives expectation; any trick or fraudulent device that shame, 11, i. [AS. scarnian, sceamian. See SHAME,n.7 To G. schenkel thigh, sliank, scltinken ham, OHO. scincha
disappoints; a make-believe; imposture; humbug.
be ashamed; to feel shame. Rare.
Shak.
shank, Dan. & Sw. skank.] 1. a The lower part of the leg;
Believe who will the solemn sham, not I.
Addison.
shame'faced/ (shim'fist'),
a. [For s!tamefast; AS. scam.w in man, the part between the knee and the ankle; the
2. A removable ornamental covering, part, or the like, /teat. See SHA.MB,
n. ,· l!"A.ST
firm.] Easily confused or put
shin; in various animals, the part apparently correspondwhich gives a finish to an article or makes it imitate someout of countenance; diffident; bashful; modest.
ing thereto: as, in the horse, the part (the metacarpus or
thing; as, a pillow sham,
or, formerly, a shirt aharn,.
Your shamefaced virtue shunned the people's praise. Dryden.
metatarsus) between the fetlock and the joint above; in
sham, a. False ; counterfeit; pretended ; feigned; unreal.
- llhame'faced'lY (-fist/II ; -fis'M-II), adv. - llhame'- birds, the part (the tarsometatarsus, commonly called the
8ham, v. t.; sHAMMBD(shllmd); SHAM'MING. 1. To de- face4'ness (-fist/nl!s; -fis'M-nl!s), n.
tarsu, by ornithologists) between the so-called knee and
ceiveor delude with false pretenses ; to trick; cheat; also, shame'fast (-fast), a. [AS. scamfrest.] Shamefaced. the digits. b Specif., in beef cattle, the lower part of the
Rare, to affect in some specified manner by shamming.
shame'fast-ly, adv. - Bhame'fast-ness, n. All Archaic.
hind leg (that of the fore leg being called shin; see SHIN);
Fooled and shammed into a conviction. L'E•trange
shame'ful (-fil61), a. 1. Modest; bashful. Obs. Spenser. in sheep, sometimes, the fore leg.
2. To obtrude or pass off by fraud or imposition. Rare.
2. Full of the feeling of shame. Obs.
2. The entire leg; as, to rest one's weary ahanka.
3. To aaaume the manner and character, or the effects, of;
3. Bringing shame or disgrace ; injurious to reputation ; 3. Hence, that part of an instrument, tool, or other thing,
to ape; feign; as, to sham the scholar; to •ham illness.
disgraceful; as, a shameful retreat.
which connects the acting part with a handle or other part,
to abamAbram or Abraham, to feign sickness (cf.ABRAHAM· 4. Exciting the feeling of shame; indecent; as, a shameful
by which it is held or moved. Specif.: a That part of a key
.,,_;.;<>c;antot,maa,\1,·an,gnerA.brHa,e,,n,coera,hamam.UnAgerreahra1,·ns.called,
in sailpicture; a sham,Jul
sight.
Spenser.
which is between the bow or handle and the &it or wing.
O
lb
Syn - Disgraceful reproachful indecent unbecoming
b The middle part of an anchor~or that part which Is be''
aham, "· i. To make false pretenses ; to deceive; feign.
deg~ing,
scandalo\ls, 1gnominiOus, infamOus.
' tween the ring and the crown. IM!eANCHOR,
lllust. c The
aha'ma (sha'ma), n. [Hind. shiimii. J An Indian song bird
_ shame'ful-ly, adv. -shame'ful.-ness,
n.
tang of a hoe, rake, knife, etc. 4 A loop forming an eye
(Kittacincla, or Cittocincla, macrura) of the thrush family llhame'less, a. [AS. scarnleas.l 1. Destitute of shame ; to a button. e The projecting part of a knob handle connoted for its song, and often kept as a cage bird. The
wanting modesty; brazen-faced'; insensible to disgrace.
taining the spindle socket. f = 1st CA>ToN,
12.
male is black with a white breast and chestnut abdomen.
2. Indicating want of sensibility to shame or disllrace; in- 4. In technical uses: a Arch. (1) The shaft of a column.
llha'man (sbii'man ; shlm 1iln; 277), n. [Orig. same as decent; as, a shameless picture; a shameless swmdle.
Obs. (2) The space between two channels of the Doric
Skr. ~ra1na7>a
beggar monk, a name transferred to priests
Syn,_ Impudent, unblushing, audacious, immodest.
triglypb.
b Metal. A ladle for molten metal, with long
of the Ural-Altaic race.] A priest or conjurer of shaman-shame'less-ly,
adv. -ahame'less-ness,
n.
bandies, for use by two or more men. c Type Found;ng.
ism; loosely, a medicine man.
llham'mer (sbllmrer), n. One who shams; impostor.
The body of a type. See TYPE, fllust. 4 Shoema~ng.
aha-man 11o (sba-mln'lk), a. Also Bha'Duul. Of or per- ■ham'my (-J), "· [F. chamois a chamois, sbammyleather.
The narrow part of the sole beneath the instep. e pl.
taining to, or believing in, shamanism.
See CHAMOIS.] a Zool. The chamois. b = CHAMOIS,
Lens Making. See SHANK,v. t., 2.
2.
aha'man-tsm (shii'ml.ln-Iz'm ; sbilm'an-), n. Primarily, aham-poo' (sblm-poo'), v. t.; sHAM-POoEo'(-pood'); SHAM· to ride Bhankl' m&re o,• Bhanlr.1'11•ny,to go on foot; to walk.
1ING. 1. To fall oil',
POo'ING. [Hind. chii,npnii to press, to squeeze.]
l. To shank, v. i. ; SHANKBD(sbllqktJ ; SHANK
the primitive religion of the Ural-Altaic peoples of northem Asia aud Europe, in which the unseen world of gods,
massage. Orig. Oriental. Rare.
as a leaf, flower, or capsule, on account of disease affecting
demons, and ancestral spirits is conceived to be responsive
2. To subject· (the scalp) to washing and rubbing with the supporting footstalk; -usually with ojf.
only to the shamans, mediumistic magicians. Hence, any
some cleansing agent, as soap and water or alcohol, white
2. To travel on foot ; - sometimes with it Scot.
similar religion, esp. that of some American Indians, where
of egg, etc. ; to shampoo the scalp of (a person).
shank, v. t. 1. To send away abruptly; to pack oil'. Sc<Jl.
the medicine man performs much the same function. aham-poo', n. Act or process or fact of shampooing.
2. Lens Ma~ng. To nibble the rough edges of (the glass)
aha'man-tst, n. & a. -sha'man-is'Uo (-Ys'tlk), a.
Bham'rook (shilm'rl:Sk), n. [Ir. ,eamrog, ,eamar, trefoil,
with flat-nosed pliers (called shanks) before grinding.
Sha'mash (sba'miisb), n. [Assyrian.] Babylon. & Aa,yr.
white clover, white honeyBhank'in~s, n. pl. Wool Trade. The short coarse wool
Myth. The chief sun god, a beneficent power which dnves
suckle; akin to Gael. seam,
trimmed rom the legs of sheep. Australia.
0
away winter and storms and brightens the earth with verrag.] A trifoliate plant used
ahan'ty (shlln'tI), n.; pl. -TIES (-tiz). [Prob. shortened
dure. He drives away also evil or the demons that cause
as a national emblem by the
fr. chm,Uer.] l. A small, mean dwelling; a rougl1, slight
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Irish. The legend is that St. a
~~if~':!al1\!~mr,, 0 ';;";:1i:,e.ir:1l:\ush;
a public house ;
Patrick used it to illu st ra t e th e
esp., an unlicensed groggery. Slang.
g!_;,~~c~1:'t'l;i
ahan'tYJ
11.
i.
l.
To
live
in
a
shanty.
8.
H. Hammond.
0
0
considered to have been the
2. To arink frequently or habitually at a shanty. Auawood sorrel, the white clover,
tralian Bush Slang.
or the black medic.
ahan'ty-man (-man), n.; pl. •MBN(-ml!n). One that lives
8l1W~~ek·c1~!r 0 :x1c8 1f{~~
0
meats; henc_:.~
~~!~~1:;_smeat is
-~=s
c[~ti::a;~~:::;,a:s.,,ceap
in ges~ap
3. A place for slaughtering animals for meat; an abatmunis) native of Asia and Af- Medic.
creation, creature, fr. the root of scieppan, scyppan, sceptoir; - used in pl., but sometimes construed as singular.
rica, having trifoliolate leaves and pale purple flowers.
pan, to shape, to do, to effect; akin to OS. giskeppiant
To make a shambles of the parliament house.
Shak. Shan (shall; shin), n. Ethnol. A member of a group of
OFries. skeppa, D. scheppen, G. scha.D'en, OHG. scaffan,
4. Mining. = SHAMMEL. Cornwall.
Mongoloid tribes of the Tai stock, found throughout lndoscopfen, skejfen, Ice!. skapa, skepja, Dan. skabe, ska.De,Sw.
1 BLED (-b'ld);
•ham'llle, v. i.; SHAM
SHAl!llBLING
(-b!Ing).
China, esp. in the Shan States. The Shans vary in civilizaskopa, skajfa, Goth. gaskapJan, and perh. to E. sliave, v.
[Cf. OD. schampelen to slip, schampen to slip away, es- tion from mere savagery to a Buddhisticculture
equal to
Cf. -SHIP.] 1. The external appearance of a thing; outcape. Cf. scAMBLE,SCAMPER.]1. To walk awkwardly and
that of the Siamese, to whom they are both physically
ward aspect ; make; figure ; form ; guise ; as, the shape
1
fu~e l6~t~n Arst~tet'liedi~':,~!~~
unsteadily, as if the knees were weak; to shuffle along
of a tree; the shape of the bead; a gracefnl shape.
0~
1';"~t~l~et,
To rove, wander; meander.
M. Cawein.
of the Shane, of which the alphabets are borrowed from the
He beat me grievously, in the shape of a woman. Shak.
aham'llUng(shilm'bling), p. pr. &: vb. n. of SHAMBLE.Spe- Burmese. See INDO-CHINESE.
2. That which has form or figure ; a figure ; an appearance;
cif. : P· a. Characterized by an awkward, irregular pace ;
The word O Shan" is the Burmese pronunciation of H Sham,"
a being; an apparition.
as, a shambling trot; shambling legs; shambling cows.
which is the correct form.
Census of lndia, 1001.
[There sat], on either side, a formidable da~.
Milton.
ahal'low, v. t. To make shal- Sham, n. = TAJ. See lNOO• aha.mesly,aclv, Shamefully.Obs. eled; esp., formerly, one of an Sw. dial. skan, sklin. cruat, bark, SHANGAN.]A forked stick with
(-brind'), a, ~h~1i::(sra~~~~~E~ih.
~~i!~'!',~~~J~S<=~~"!~~JTc::
t8C~~t~fins:r1:~;g:;.r~~!t~ ~~~ t'~~~fy8 tnflo~~~::ii:fict
:i~~t~~'b:: ~r1,~h~~wf~g:~oa~i
~!i,1!::tra.1ned'
Weak in intellect; foolish,
ahamade. -t CHAMA
DE.
OU~).] Shameful. Obs. [shame.I ofher. Cornwall,
[SHAM.I or timber. Rare.
with a shanr.hai. Aw~frafn.~ia.
a. Incapa- r.iha:rmu;a-au
lmllso/wj1".'at~·(1r
•..1Jsmu\~ar):gr[<IB-~e~nl._·
~ta.:~g1::r;:1:1~c:ga~,es:_rvi,i.
::P["F!.::b·s:,A:~]
:~;~:~~!1a~~~:::~:~.~~1:.
~:~::;::er~:i~~ll)k'
ber1), "·
lia.
A judge of lsrael who slew six Deceptive; deceitful. ObR.
history.] Also aha.11.'agh(-dK). shank. cutter. 1. = ENDMILL.
ahal'low-llllg, n. rs/tallow +
1st -ling.l A foolisb, shallow gali and other Indinn languages hundred Philistines with an ox abam'mock (dial. sh ll m'il k, Gossip. Jr.
2. Sl,oemakiny. A device for
person. Dhs.
shama.] A grass (Panicum co- ;oacl.
Jtulges iii. 31. shBm'Uk), 1,. i. To shamble; aha.'nan (shii'ndn), or aba-nar' cutting out shanks.
0
4o\.8h!~!!ts~· !s~'1~~g~
0 ~~~}~'E:~k,
~1;~~·
'ro~J~ 1e!"t.0 ~ •=?:J:J.s~:.int~~~)~afi~:
~:;:~:t: al0bs~
ca~t~e a~t~vi~f
0
~~si.:r.~·o\h~~:i:i:-~~;:g~!':;'~

as1.t:~::-.l~r;::

0

sham'llle (shllm'b'l), n. [ME. schamel a bench, stool,
AS. scamel, sceamol, a bench, form, stool, fr. L. scamellum, dim. of sca,nnum a bench, stool.] 1. A stool; footstool; bench. Obs.
2. A bench, table, or stall for marketing merchandise, esp.
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K::::r:tne::e

J.t;
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fe:b':'i">a~:~,~~~o!::

t: \'JFe~~1

z.

rua::p;

:::;:i1::

r.t:-1:J~;=;:~:

=;i::~!rai:,d1~:
~e~"_; !~:~t:::
t~;2~~
~i!~~bf:;!::.
(wpii t'~ d),

a. ~h~;a.-ri'ah

(sh I m'<i-rt'<i; ~1!!~~ha~:~eii~~::r:::7~la:
r:;~!~~~~t~ed:nod~rat!ad!:
p~g:~i~h~fI ~r~vey~~,f;},An awning or can1
th e ~16t'~':1
:,;i,\~~:iti!1J~s~Shallow- :=~Pe1: 1; v~1!"ugl~~:.en~at1~P.
!;~
brained. Rare.
f (-Un). Bio.I aham'ble, n. Act of shambling; fr. Ar. ~J,amilat, pl. of shilmil
a shamhlinJ: gait.
r~~~ei:1:i:~J
Sha.l'lum (shll1'1lm), Shal'la
;t,\1T:~iLt~1W1L-1;;&~t~~~J: ~fblaa~.o; 8uh'~.·
•,tn/bal~eY,~:a!f,.
aSrJd>..
cultivated in common or partR--.
nershm by a community.
Shal'm&D (shlll'mt:ln). Bih.
0
:=:~e·sht~~t\tl~
l)~;.
ahl,-looD'. v.;. of SHALLOON, Sha'med (shi'm~d,. Rib.
lham'i-aen (shl.m'l-~n). Var.
lhalot.
SHALLOT.
1ha'mee-a'na (ah 8.'m@-i'n 4). of SAM
ISEN,
lhaloup.
SHALLOP.[SHALL.I Var. of ~HAMIANAH.
Sham'ma (Bhlm'd) Bih
lhalt (ah lt), 2d pers. sing. of Bhame'flow'er (shim':0.ou'!r), Sham'ma.h. n. Bfh. O~e of
lhaltow, l!,orshalt thou. Obs,
The bluahwort.
David's men who brought him
lhalta.. Shortforshalt thou.Obs, ■ham.ell. t SHAMBJ.,E,
n.
water from Bethlehem at the
lhlllt'y, 1ha.lt'ie (a hlSl't l). 1ha.me'ly, a. Shameful. Oba. risk of his life. 2 Sam. xxiii. 16.
1bame'nu1. n. Shame. Obs. Bhaa'ma-t(shlm't-t;
ahllm'i).
Vara. of SHELTY. Scot.
lllllwan. + SHULWAURS.
ahame'-proof'. a. Shameless.
Bib.
[of ~BAM.
■ham (BhAm) Oba. or Scot. &
(shim'!r), n. One that 1hammed(shlmd);~ret. ~ P··ft
pron. Bha'mer(sh&'mlr).
Bib.
l.;iatlor:
lhia). Ethnol. Var.of SHAN. 1hame'lhlp,n.
Shame. Ob,. on which ore or refuse is 1hov-
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go; sing, iJ)k ; tllen, thin;
Full

explanation■

=~:~
:tc:i~~i- tf.~.R:11
:t:: i;~:r~c1,.¥:u~.Ni
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i:~a-:;;~~g"·
~!

=~~;~i~~ialPer.
shii.nah-oo,f,
(shlb)'k@r)~11
~ii.~,,.fe~t;i!gs~•P• old
w~v:~~s~oi:ti~
f~~~~lSi~.; -rith '· clo th · Obs. I nd ia,
!h~~kr o~h:~n :~~~!r ~~l:rs ::::
Sham-mu'a, or -ah (shil-mtl'4;
s\~~~ne~l'w~fth~~s!:
:l!fr.st 1h:hva~ke!heU.
shllm'l'J-d). Bih.
:::,~a-'a:oc~g:n,drd-dt\n).
ban'
h ,
C
f
~~~~S,
'{~~n·y:r~~
Var. of SHANDRYDAN.Scot.,
n11
o~.(ss~it.
\BJ>iatA~u. 0
of CHAMOIS.
Dial. Eng.
~s::~~~ld).
o,li_y_:,.nryeen.hv.~int~Yd•.•rk•h•pno}y'·i
1ha'mou1-ly, adv. Shamefully
Rnq.
(i "'
a. 'J..
OfJx.
ahane (dial. shin). Obs. or Foolish; silly; giddy. Dial • .&ng.
aba.m-poo'er,n. Onethatsham-i
dial. Eng. pret. of SHINE,
Sha.n'■crit. t SANSXRIT,
pooa.
[SHAMROCK, Shang (shimg), n. [Chin, shanf11 shan't (shiint; shtnt). A contr.
ab&m'root 1• Obs. corrupt. o merehant.J A dynasty in Chi- of x!,all 1wt. Colloq.
aham•aheer', n. [Pers. shim- neae history:, from e. c. 1766to ahan'ty (shln'tl; shi.Tt'tl), a.
xht,·.J Scimitar ; sword. Obs. 1122,marked by growth of feud- J1t~!1ttvy;s(hsohwyn.
'tDY1)·•.
I.vE.,•g
.. of
Bba.m'ahe-r&i (ahlm'ah@wrt;
al government.
[CBA:NGA.l >,
II
shllm'sh@-ri't), Bih.
■han'ga. (shlIJ'_g4} Var of CHANTEY, a sailor's chorus.
;,J!r;_id;
J,G~:!te~~at'ii'e :t:n'Ltf:,t.:
";~~(:bip'lhan(ahln),n. [Cf.Norw.dial. tailofad~.
Obs. Scot.
d-b~),a.1,Thaf:iaybeshaped.
skaanahardcrust,driedlCl'aps,
lh&Dg'hai (ahlng'ht'),n.
[See 2. Shapely. Rare.
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SHAPE
3. Form of embodiment, as in words; form, as of thought;
concrete embodiment or example, as of some quality.
4. Condition or state of being; as, the market is in good
shape; the patient is in bad shape. Colloq.
5. Way; combination of circumstances ; fashion; manner ;
as in the phrase, in any way, shape, or manner.
8. A model ; a pattern ; a mold.
7. Millinery. An untrimmed bonnet or hat body or frame.
8. Dress for disguise; costume. Obs.
Mas,,;inger.
9. Iron JJ.fanuf. a A rolled or hammered piece, as a bar,
beam, angle iron, etc., having a cross section different from
merchant bar. b A piece roughly forged nearly to the form
it is to receive when completely forged or fitted.
10. Nav. A cone, ball, or drum of light metal or canvas
hoisted, usually in combination, in making code signals.
Syn. - See FORM.
shape (shiip), "· t.; pret. SHAPED (shiipt) ;p.p. SHAPED, Archaic SHAP'EN (shiipl'n); p. pr.&, vb. n. SHAP'ING (-Ing).
[ME. shapen, schapen, fr. the n. schap shape. The p. p.
sltapen is from the kindred strong verb with a weak pres.
AS. scieppan, scyppan, sceppan, p. p. sceapen. See SHAPE,
n.] 1. To form or create; esp., to mold or make into a
particular form ; to give proper form or figure to.
I was shapen in iniquity.
J'H, li. 5.
Grace shaped her limbs, and beauty decked her face. Prior.
2. To adapt, as to a purpose; to regulate; adjust; direct;
as, to s!tape the course of a vessel.
[I] shape my foolishness to their desire.
Prior.
3. To image; to conceive; to body forth.
Shak.
4. To desigu; devise; plan; ordain; arrange. " When
shapen was all this conspiracy."
Chaucer.
6. To costume ; dress. Obs.

SHARPEY'S FIBERS

the share is attached.

share'hold'er (-hol 1der), n. One whoholdsorownsa

share

or shares in a joint fund or property.
shar'er (shfi:r'0r), n. One who shares; as: a A shareholder.
Obs. b A participator;
partaker;
specif., 1'fohani. Law,
one of those to whom a specific share in the estate of an
intestate decedent is assigned by the Koran, and who take
C A divider; distributer.
prior to the residuaries.
shark (sh:irk), n. [Of uncertain origin; prob. named from
its rapacity (cf. SHARK,'V, t., SHARKpetty rapine, SHARK
a sharper);
or possibly fr. OF. cherquier, dial. form of
cerchier to search, F. chercher (cf. SEARCH).] Any of
numerous elasmobranch fishes which conform more or less
nearly to the ordinary fishes in the fusiform (not flattened)
shape of the body and lateral position of the gill clefts, as
distinguished from the greatly flattened rays and the grotesquely shaped chimreras (see 2d RAY, HoLOCEPHALI),and
from some of the more primitive extinct elasmobranchs.
The sharks are mostly marine and, though widely distributed, most abundant in warm seas. They are usually of
medium or large size, the largest existing fishes (30 to 40
feet long) being of this group. Still larger extinct sharks
are known. Sharks have a tough, usuallr dull gray, somet~m:~n~~~s~g~;cl!~

¥1?!ta1i i:!t~hn~l~l!1e€!rt6!~~r:~i

!\i~
t~~ulo;~f J~gl~ci~e~~
Tgo~~h 1~g::i~hf:ii~tifE~~~
shellfish, most are very active, voracious, and destructive
0

of other fishes, and the larger on
man. Their flesh is coarse. Oil
the liver
of many
species .
Among
the more
imp or•

re often dangerous to
is obtained from
a.

~g~g;~!~i~~A:

• t;::~~~~~•si_ei~;~~rtr~~eb~!lj~~t:~~-r
2. To happen; befall. Obs.
3. a To make a start; to begin operations. Colloq., Brit.
b To perform (well or badly). as in a contest. Slang.
ahape'less,
a. Destitute of shape or regular form; wanting
symmetry of dimensions; mjsshapeu ;- opposed to shapely.
- shape'less-ly, adv. - shape'less-ness, n.
shape'ly (shap'il), a.; SHAPE'LI-ER (-IT-er); SHAPE'LI-EST.
l. Well-formed; having a regular shape; symmetrical.
Where the shapely column stood.
Cowper.
2. Fit; suitable. Obs.
Chaucer.
shap'er (shap 1er), n. 1. The Creator; the Deity. Obs.
2. One who shapes; as, the shaper of one's fortunes.
The secret of those old simper;, died with them. Lowell.
3. Any of various devices or machines for giving a particular shape or contour to an object ; specif. : a Metal Working. A comparatively small machine tool in which the work
is held stationary and the tool is given a straight-line reciprocating motion. b Wood lVorking. A machine with a
cutter mounted on a vertical revolving spindle and projecting above a flat table, for cutting irregular outlines, moldings, etc. c Any of various tools or machines for stamping
or pressing sheet metal, as a swage for shaping saw teeth.
shard (shard), n. [Cf. AS. scearn dung.] Dung; ordure.
shard, n. Also sheard, sherd. [AS. sceard, properly a p. p.
from the root of sceran to shear, to cut; akin to D. schaard
a fragment, G. scharte a notch, lcel. skar~. See SHEAR;
cf. SHERD,] 1. A piece or fragment of a brittle substance,
as of au earthen vPssel; also, a shell, scale, or the like.
The splintered shards [ of hempJ were piled high against his
Ja,,;, Lane Allen.
brake.
2. The hard wing cover, or elytrum, of a beetle.
Shak,
They are his shards, and he their beetle.
shard beetle. A dung beetle· of the Old World genus
Geotrupes; - so called from the hard elytra.
1, a.
shard'-borne
Borne on shards, or scaly wing cases.
shard'Y (shiir'dl), a. Having, or consisting of, or resembling, shards ; as, shardy wings of an insect.
share (sMr), n. [ME. schar, AS. scear; akin to OHG.
scaro, G. schar, pflugschar, and E. shear, v. See sHEAR,l
Agric. a The part of a plow which cuts the ground at the
See PLOW,Illust. b
bottom of a furrow; a plowshare.
The analogous part of a seed drill.
share, v. t. [See SHARE(of a plow), SHEAR,1,.1 To cut;
shPar; cleave; divide; to form by cutting.
Obs.
share, n. [ME. schare, AS. scearu, scaru, fr. sceran to
shear, cut. See SHEAR,v.] 1. A piece or part shorn or cut
off; a cut or section; specif., a slice. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
2. A certain quantity; a portion; a part; a division; as, a
small share of prudence.
3. Specif.: a The part allotted or belonging to one of a
number owning together any property or interest; the undivided interest of any one of a number owning jointly or
in common; 'ln apportioned lot; allotment; dividend. uMy
share of fame.'' Dryden. b Any of a certain number of equal
portions into which any property or invested capital is divided; as, a ship owned in ten shares. Specif., any of the
equal interests or rights into which the entire capital stock
of a corporation is divided ; any of a number of equal indivisible rights or interests in the management, profits, and
ultimate assets of a corporation constituting the property
of those who own it, the ownership of shares being regularly
evidenced by one or more certificates. See also STOCK,ORDINARY,COMMON,
PREFERRED,PREFERENCE
STOCK,etc.
4. [AS. scearu.] The pubis, or sharebone; also, the pubic
region ; the groin; the fork of the body ; the privates. Obs.
■hare and share a.like, in equal shares.
share, v. t. ; SHARED (shltrd); SHAR'ING (shllr'Ing). 1. To
divide and distribute in portions; to apportion; to divide;
as, to share one's estate between one's heirs.
2. To partake of, use, experience, or enjoy, with others; to
have a portion of; to take and possess in common; as, to
share a shelter with another ; they shared the bread.
Syn. - See PARTAKE.
share, v. i. To have part; to receive a portion; to partake.

f SCAPE,SCHAPE.
ahape'a-ble. Var. of SHAPAnL::.
sha-pea.u'. t CIIAPgAu.
■ha.pe.

14. Composed of hard, angular grains ; gritty, as sand.
16. Steep; abrupt; as, a sharp asceut or curve.
16. Phon. Voiceless; surd.

share'beam 1 (shar'bem'), n. The part of the plow to which
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kinds are
the basking,
blue, hammer-head,
man-eating,
and porbeagle sharks,
fi_~get:e
a The Man-eatmg Shark (Carcltaro_don carchathese ierms; rias). b The Dusky Shark ( Carcharw.subscurus).
also ELASMOBRANCHII,
SELACHII.
,
1INo.
[Of uncertain
shark, v. t.; SHARKED(shii.rkt) ; SHARK
origin; perh. related to E. shear aud orig. meaning, to clip
off. Cf. SHIRK,also SHARKthe fish, SHARKa sharper. J To
get or gather together rapaciously or by fraud, trickery,
or the like; to get by playing the shark. Obs. or R. Shak.
shark, v. i. 1. To play the sharper; to practice fraud or
trickery; to swindle.
2. To live by shifts and stratagems.
Beau. & J,l.
shark, n. [ Cf. SHARK, v. t.] 1. A rapacious, crafty person; a sharper.
Colloq.
2. Trickery; fraud; petty thieving or swindling. Obs.
3. One who excels greatly, esp. in a particular line ; an exceptionally capable or brilliant person. Sfang.
shark'er
(shtir'ke"r), n. One who lives by sharking;
a
sharper ; I\ crafty swindler ; a shark.
shark moth. Any of certain noctuid moths of the genns
Cucullia, as C. laduc;e, which feeds on lettuce.
shark's mouth (sharks). Nant. An opeuing in an awning
in the wake of a mast, stay, or the like.
shark sucker. Any remora that adheres to sharks.
1 EST. [ME.
sharp (shiirp), a.,· SHARP'ER(shiir'pe"r) j SHARP
.~harp, scharp, AS. scearp; akin to OS. skarp, LG. scharp,
D. scherp, G. sch.arf, Dan. & Sw. skarp, !eel. slcarpr. Cf.
ESCARP,SCRAPE.
J 1. Having a very thin edge or fine point;
of a nature to cut or pierce easily; not blunt or dull ; keen.
Shak.
He dies upon my scimitar's .~harp point.
2. Terminating in a point or edge; not obtuse or rounded;
somewhat pointed or edged; peaked or ridged ; angular;
as, a sharp hill ; sharp features.
3. Appearing as if cut off clean ; well-defined; sharp-cut;
distinct ; as, the hill stands out sharp against the sky ; a
sha,p star; a sharp negative in photography.
4. Affecting the senses or sensory nerves as if pointed or
cutting; specif. : to the taste or smell, puugent, acid, sour;
to the hearing, piercing, shrill ; to the eye, instantaneously
brilliant, dazzling; as, a sharp flash.
5. Very trying to the feelings; piercing; keen; severe;
painful ; distressing ; as, sharp pai11, weather ; a sharp
and frosty air. "Sharpest perils."
Ilcble.
6. flftu;ic. a High in pitch; acute; as, a sharp note or tone.
b Raised a semitone in pitch; as. C shorp (C~), which is a
half step higher than C. c So high as to be ont of tune, or
above true pitch ; as, the tone is :;harp; that instrument is
sharp. d Of an interval, major or augmented ; as, a sharp
fifth, an augmented fifth. e Of a key or tonality, having a
signature in sharps. Opposed in all these senses to }lat.
7. Cutting in language or import; biting; severe; stern;
Tennyson.
as, a sharp rebuke. H That sharp look."
8. Of keen perception; quick to discern or distinguish ;
having nice discrimination;
acute; penetrating;
shrewd ;
as, a sharp eye; shrrrp sight, hearing, or judgment.
Nothing makes men sharper •.• than want. Adr/1son.
9. Very attentive;
vigilant; as, to keep a .~harp watch.
10. Eager in pursuit ; keen in quest ; impatient for gratification; keen ; as, a sharp appetite.
11. Fierce; ardent; fiery; violent ; impetuous.
"In
sh.arp contest of battle.''
Milton.
12. Keenly or unduly attentive to one's own interest;
close in dealing; as, a sharp dealer, customer.
13. Brisk ; quick ; closely or keenly contested;
as, a
sharp run or race ; a sharp game..
"What 's to do ? be P.ltm'JJ,and tell me."
0. Bronte,

ds;;

J~.~~,~i:t!?:

0
0
th~i~it~!d ~°n~~
~:~\h~f~r~i.:/~~e~g~~~~~i;e!lle
aud the latter" flat."
W Vietor.
Syn. - Piercing, penetrating;
pungent, :poigna.11.t,acid,
tart, acrid, harsh; biting, bitter, acrimomous, sarcastic,
caustic; fierce, ardent, fiery ; shrewd, sagacious, astute.

8
8~!:J,
As
!fth1t::Ts~!~:TNf1~'
~6:~~~N~~~d{
~;;ife~ 18[~
either an edge or a point;; KEEN(now somewhat rhetorical),

esp. to an edge, rarely to a point; ACUTE(commonly more
or less technical) applies to a point regarded as angular,
but not to an edge; as, sharp (or keen) as a razor, sharp
(not keen) as a needle, an acute leaf. As applied to that
which affects the senses, SHARPis of much wider applica•
tion than KEEN,which is chiefly used of cold, wind, etc.;
ACUTE,in this application, is rare; as, sharp as vinegar, a

t~0
s~~!~~1lh~~~!~1~:~1,a~~1~~ ~e~~~d!~d: of
and hearin~, KEEN,of sight and smell, ACUTE,of hearing;
as, sharp-sighted, keen-sighted, sharp ears, his hearing was
still acute, dogs keen of scent. As characterizing pleasures
and pains, SHARPsuggests most definitely that which cuts
~rsh!~r;;~i!~Z:er!n;~ 1f~~}~f:~:i~Tifsh~u\vlt1i 0 if:f!~~clc~ a{~
persons or personal qualities, SHARPoften implies overcleverness or trickiness,
KEEN suggests shrewdness or
quickness, ACUTE,penetration or nicety of discrimination;
a.a,sharp practice, a sharp customer; a keen intellect, Hhis
keen, worldly face" (.Dr. J. Brown); 0 He is ... rather
... an acute thinker than a subtle one" (De Quincey);
0 His criticisms
are always sensible, never acute" (Landor).
Sharp comes into comparison with cutt-ing, trenchant, inSHARP imcisive, and rri.~p with reference to language.

~1~!lg;,

!i:fit

Sli:i~~!~· t~c~~1:i~~ltb~ ~~~f~~ ~ a~:!tsta~~Tr~ 1to';t~~~/~r~
rebuke ; i~ Eloqueuce, r::mooth and cutting, is like a razor
whetted with 011" (SunP); •• [He] ridiculed rher] ... with
all the cutting words that his wit could find" ( Trollope).
TRENCHANTimplies sharp definition or forthright energy ;
INCISIVE,clean-cut directness; CRISP, terse or racy vigor;
as, "'The right word, bold and trenchant, is thrust into its
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aharp cash, Finance, prompt cash.- a. cedar, Juniperu& o:rycedrus, of southern Europe, or Acacia oxyce<irus, of Australia, each having ceda,rlike foliage. - a. dock,.sour dock.
- s. iron, Naut., a tool for opening seams into wnich oakum
is to be thrust m calking. - s. sauce. = REMOLADE.
adv. (Se,e FLAT,a., 12.) In a sharp manner;
sharp(shiirp),
as: a To a point or edge; piercingly ; eagerly; sharply. b
Precisely;
exactly; a.1:1, at ten o'clock sharp. Colloq.
C Briskly; quickly. d iJiusic. Higher than the true pitch.
sharp, n. 1. A pointed weapon, as a dueling sword.
Obs.
2. JJ[usic. a A tone or note one half step above a tone or
note named i as, C sharp, the sharp of C. b A character
[!I] on a degree of the fltaff, indicating a pitch a half step
higher than the degree would. indicate without it.
3. A place where a strnam runs very rapidly.
Obs. or R.
4. A sewing needle having a very slender point ; a needle
of the most pointed of the three grades, blunts, betw,ens,
and sharps; - usually in the pl.
6. pl. Wheat middlings. See MIDDLING, n., 2 b.
6. Slang. a An expert. b A sharper.
7. A sharp or shrill sound.
8. A thin sharp piece of diamond, used esp. for cutting
gems for cleaving.
9. 1'laut. = SHARPIE. Rare.
at (the) ■harp, with sharp weapons, as rapiers. Ob.-r.- sha.rp■
and flats, the black key.S of a piano or organ keyboard; so named by reference to the adjoining white keys.
sharp, v. t.,-SHARPED(1ihiirpt); SHARP'1No. [AS. scerpan,
scyrpan. See SHARP,a.] 1. To sharpen.
Obs. or Dial.
2. Music. To raise in pitch i specif., to raise above the
proper pitch; to elevate the tone of; esp., to raise a half
.step, as is indicated by the character called a sharp.
to sharp up. .Naut. = to brace sharp, under BRACE.
sharp, v. i. 1. To act the sharper, or cheat; to cheat.
2. Music. To sing above the true pitch.
Sharp, Beck'y (bek'I). A prominent character in Thackeray's
Vamty Fair," distinguished
by her intriguing
disposition, her selfishness, good humor, energy, persever.
ance, eleverness, and utter want of heart and moral principle. See STEYNE,l\iARQUISOF. Cf. SEDLEY,AMELIA.
a. Cut sh2,rply or definitely, or so as to make
sharp'-cut',
a clear, well-defined imi~ression, as the lines of an engraved
plate; clear-cut; hence, very distinct ; well-defined; clear.
(shiir'p'n), t', t. ,' 8HARP'ENED(-p'nd), SHARP'EN·
sharp'en
ING. [See SHARP,v. & a.] 1. To make sharp. Specif. : a To
give a keen edgeorfinepointto;
to make sharper, asan ax;
also, to provide, as a horse, with sharp shoes. b To render
quicker or more acute in perception, or ready in action.
Ile that wrestles with us EPtrengthensour nerves and sharJU'nlJ

~~i!~!;,c(/;_P
J!t~;).

ii,

our skill.

Burke.

C To make more eagur; as, to sliarpen men's desires.
d To make more pungent and intense ; as, to sharpen a
pain or disease. e To make biting, sarcastic, or severe,
as one's speech. f To render shriller or more piercing.
g To make more tart or acid ; to make sour; as, the rays
of the sun sharpen vinegar.
2. JJfusic. To sharp.
sharp'en,
v. I. 1. To grow or become sharp.
2. JJfusic. To sharp.
sharp'er (shar'pe"r), n. l. One who bargains closely; esp., a
cheater in bargains ; a swindler ; a cheating gamester.
2. A sharpener.
Syn. - Swindler, cheat, deceiver, trickster, rogue.
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= iha~r !:!rri;~~;r::::
dr:r ~~~i St./~;~~~l.
~UD~;{P;;,~~cow1.
lean or stunted person;
sha.rn'bug', sharnbude
Sha:'uher
5

Bib,
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(-fi'!r). Bib.
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nshartchd,,
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,e_da, SHA1-rnsMAN-

shap"i~g (shiip'lng), J!· pr. &- 0
b "
•.., 1 1
share'pen 1 ny, n. A mtfl.er. Ohs.
n. t'h. n of SHAPE.
[creature. Obs. I lcel. skari'J a notch, chink, an ahares'ma.n (shfirz'm,:rn), 11•

A
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n

A

starveling. Scot,
(~u~:RKEF.I
sha-rif' (sh U-re f'). Var. of

dung beetle. Ob,;. or Di::Xl.Eng.
~~~n;la\sn~iir~~~/: a. Befouled

shark barrow. A sea purse.
shark'gull', 11• A preycr on
fools. Obs.
shark oil. See 01r,, Tahf~ Tl.
0J;h~~hark's-pllot,
n.
shark ray. =ANGELFISH a.
aham (shiirn), n. [AS. sc,~arn.

sha.'ro-va'ry (shii/rl'.i-vii'rl), n.
Corrupt of ~HVLW A l'RS.
sharp'end. Sharpened. Ref. Sp.
sharp'en-er (~r), n. One that
si~r,~e;'s
tl 1berl or it'b r. ■
(sh iir'p l' z). = FIB •ER! o:r
SHARPEY.

1~:{:!~oFd\r~fi~s
:!:!;rl:lt:~~~!~ii::m
~t:.
?'i!;Ii~~~\1111£
row.]
~~~~.
~l~ ~:Frr:~i.
\f~nL~r~~:~n~?~~~~?:';!\"oi'lh~;;::m

See-NESS.
[SHAPE.
Oh.~.1
1hap'en (shiip"n), f!• p, ofl
aha.per center or centre. See
Vars. of CHA POUR~ ET, etc. Obs.
CENTER,
n., 7 b.
ahape'1ter, n. [ME. shepster, shappar-. t CHAPPAR.
fr scheppen, sheppen, to form, shappe. t SHAPF.,
shappester. t SHAPE<;TER.
~~ilt:rpt~iiore~=~
i*-:il'r~hl~.r~:or
a tailor's cutter. Ohs.
[n.,
Sha-ra'i (shO:-rii''I; shi'rt). Bib.
T 11lib.ET'
Bha-ra.'im (shci-ri'l'm). Rib.

~H~~~:,e~~1' 4.,~1::f:A
~:.}e::·

;t:l,?~h::-r::i,"f:~).

Bib.

sba.rd'ed, a. ·naving shards, as
elytra. or scales.
ahare (dial. shiir). Obs. or dial.
Eng. pret. of SHF.AR.
:::::~~:~~~;;
b~:t~:~ie~
deals in railway or other shares
or securities.

n~hA

shii.re'wort 1 (shi1r'wflrtl), n..
[Supposed to curediscasesof the
'1hare, or groin.] A European
asteraceous plant, by 80me re~~h~~~
~f
s~{
starwort (A-~fer tripo7ium). Obs.
Sba-re'zer (shci-ri!'z~r). Bib,
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allarp'le (ahar'p1), n. Naui. A long, sharp, flat-bottomed

than the legal rate of interest or to deduct in discounting
it more than the legal rate allows. Cant, U. S.
(shiiv), ·v. i. 1. To use a razor for removing the beard
or hair; to cut closely; he11ce, to be hard and severe iu a
bargain ; to practice extortion ; to cheat.
2. To shave a note or security.
Cant, U.S.
shave, n. [From SHAVE, v. t. J 1. A thin slice; a shaving.
2. Act or operation of shaving, esp. the beard.
3. Act of passing very near to, so as almost to graze ;
usually with close, etc., a very small distance or interval;
also, a narrow escape ; as, the bullet missed by a close
shave; he had a close shave. Colloq.
4. [AS. sceaja a plane. See SHAVE, v. t.J Any of various
tools for shaving or cutting thin slices; as, an ice shave;
specif.: a A spokeshave.
b A drawing knife. c A tool
through which splits for basketwork are drawn to remoYe
the pith and make uniform the width.
5. a An exorbitant discount on a note. Cant, U.S. b A
premium for an extension of the time of delivery or payment, or for the right to vary a stock contract.
E'ng.
6. A false report or story; a hoax; a "sell." Slang, Eng.
shave hook. A tool, used esp. by plumbers, for scraping metals, consisting
of a
·"':"'!('!'"1wi1.wt(!{0·
..
r,.{1·'·,,;,'.?.;:
sharp-edged
steel plate set ~~-transversely at the end of a \ ~-....,.__ · · '!_'; :
shank fixed in a handle.
'\::)
·•.,,_,"
shave'llng (shav'IIng), n. A
man shaved ; in contempt, a
On~ form of Bent
monk, or other religious.
Shave Hook.
shav'er (shiiv'e'.r), n. 1. One who shaves; specif., a barber.
2. One who is close, sharp at bargains, or shrewd in dealing, or who fleeces people, as a miser 1 extortioner, or cheat.
Knolle!'o.
By the!!e slnwers the Turks were stripped.
3 A fellow; chap; lad ; boy; youngster. Colloq. "These
unlucky little shavers."
Salmagundi.
4. JJ;fech. A tool or machine for shaving.
shav'lng (shav'Ing), p. pr. & vb. n. of SHAVE. Hence: n.
That which is shaved off; a thin slice or strip pared off
with a shave, a knife, a plane, or other cutting instrument.
shaw (sh6), n. [ME. scltawe, scha;e, thicket, grove, AS.
scaga; akin to Dan. skov, Sw. skog, lcel. skOgr. J 1. A
thicket; small wood or grove. Obs. or Dial. Eng. & Scot.
2. The leaves or tops of vegetables, as of potatoes, turnips,
etc. ; - usually in the pl. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
shawl (sh61), n. [Per. or Hind. (fr. Per.) sltiil.] A square
or oblong outer garment made of wool, cotton, silk, or
other textile or netted fabric, used, esp. by women, as a
loose covering for the neck and shoulders.
shawl, v. t. To wrap in a shawl; to put a shawl on.
shawm (sh6m), n. [ME. shalrnie, OF. chalernie; cf. F.
chalurneau shawm, chaume haulm, stalk; all fr. L. calamus
a reed, reed pipe. See HAULM; cf. CALUMET.]
Music. A
wind instrument of the oboe class formerly in use, having
a globular mouthpiece inclosing a double reed. Cf. CHALUMEAU,
In the Prayer-book
version of Psalm xcviii.
shawrn is used inaccurate]y for cornet or horn.
Shaw-nee' (sh6-ne'), n. One of an important tribe of Al-

boat, with one or,
commonly,
two
masts each carrying
a triangular sail; sometimes
called

1~it~d~'
Li~~r,

11harp'-set',a. Ea-~

ger in appetite or ~s\
desire of gratifka- os-·tion; very hungry ; --:;
keen; ravenous; as,
an eagle

sharp-set.

or a lion

A':~
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_
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Sharpie,

with

-----~_:____;"=---_-=----:Centerhoard down. and
Sails extended by Sprits

Pope.
Leg-of-mutton
sharp -shinned' (-shTnd1 ), a. Designating a species of
hawk (Accipiter velox), common and widely distributed in
North America. The adult bas the upper parts ashy
gray, the under parts white barred with rufous, and the
ratller long tail barred with blackish and tipped with
1

;:~li~~0d 1~tttrd~~~i~~:a

~~r~i~ !~dnolfe~ 8:itt~c 0~

aharp'shoot1er (shiirp'shoi'it'er),

sharp1-s1ght'ed-ness, n.
aharp'-tailed' (-taJdl), a. a Having a pointed tail.

b

Having acuminate tail feathers.
1harp·talled duck. a The old squaw. Local, Brit. b The
pintail duck.
Local U. S. - a. finch, s. sparrow, a North
American sparrow (Amrnodrarnus caudaeutus) having narrow pointed tail feathers.
It inhabits salt marshes. - a.

fFe~tre~it~geth~~~~
nellus)of the western
United States and
Canada. It inhabits
open prairies
and
foothills mostly farther west than the
~hei-tl~~~r:r:
Sharp-tailed Grouse.
confused. Its color is light buff, barred and mottled with
blackish. The head is slightly crested, and the middle tail
feathers are somewhat elongated. - 1. 1andplper, a sand-

:~h~hf

fl1:rf~C~~or;~r:Si{;:~i!\1gik~~~et:i:~~\iJ~~

n~~r!:r-

aharp'-wit'ted, a. Having an acute, or a quickly or
nicel.7. discen1ing, mind.

Shaa ta (shas'td), n. A mountain peak, etc., in California.

Shut& d&11y,a Jarge-flowered garden variety of the oxeye
dai8J'. - 8. flr, a Californian fir\Abies shastensis).- 8. Sam,
ft~·p:;~aa~~naf~~rs
i~k:!i~lf~g:1d~wt~ck, except that
ehat'ter (aMt'er), v. t.; ·TERED (-erd); ·TER-ING. [ME.schateren to scatter, to dash, AS. scateran ,· cf. D. schateren to
crack, to make a great noise, OD. schetteren to scatter, to
burst, to crack. Cf. SCATTER.] 1. To scatter. Obs. or Dial.
2. To break at once into pieces; to dash, burst, or part
violently into fragments; to rend into splinters ; as, an
explosion shatters a rock; an oak shatif!red by lightning.
A monarchy was shattered to pieces,
Locke.
3. To render unsound ; to disorder ; derange ; impair ;
as, shattered in intellect ; his hopes were shattered.
shat'ter, v. i. To burst or break into fragments; to come,
fall, dash, etc., violently apart.
ahat'ter, n. 1. A fragment of anything shattered ; - used
chiefly in into shatters; as, to break a glass into shatters.
2. State of being shattered.
shave (shav), v. t.; pret. SHAVED (shavd); p. p. SHAVED
or SHAV'EN (shiiv''n) j p. p1·. & vb. n. SHAV'ING (shiiv'lng).
[ME. shaven, schaven, AS. scafan, sceafan ; akin to D.
schai 1en, G. schuben, OHG. scaban, lcel. skafa 1 Sw. skafva,
Dan. skave, Goth. skaban, Gr. u,c0.1rTt:tV to dig, and prob.
to L. scabere to scratch, to scrape. Cf. SCAB, SHAFT, SHAPE.]
1. To cut or pare by the sliding or drawing movement of a
razor or other edged instrument ; to cut off or remove
{hair 1 as the beard) close to the skin by means of a razor.
2. To make bare or smooth by cutting off closely the sur~
face, or surface covering, of ; esp., to remove the beard
or hair from with a razor or other sharp instrument ; as,
to shave the face or the crown; he shaved himself.
3. Specif.: Leather Nanuf. To scrape (a skin or hide) on
the flesh side by working the knife straight downwards ;
- distinguished from ski1Je.
4. To cut off thin slices from ; to cut in thin slices.
Bacon.
Plants brmsed or .~haren in ]eaf or root
6. To skim along or near the surface of ; to pass close to,
or touch lightly in passing.
J,filton.
Now shaves with level wing the deep.
6. To strip; plunder; fleece. Coliog.
to shave a note or security, to buy it at a discount greater
Shas'ta.n (8hd.~'titn), a.~ n.
t~;r.eo~~tf'~~h~i~·:
piller to cut in pieces; proh. con- ~~s~~~~c;h~~~tra.
shat'chen (shUt'she'n). Var. of

:::~r;t:~~-~:

!~ft~r~~~ e~!;.,:i'Y!ea:.-r'ft~ed.i\~
:'-CHATCHEN.

perse ; distribute. Ohs.
aharp'lln~, n. A stickleback.

,v

~~:i~}t~

n. 1. One skilled in
shooting; a good marksman;
specif., Jl,'Iil. & Jilav., one
ranked in a certain grade. See MARKSMANSHIP.
2. a A leaf hopper (Homalorlisca coagulata) which punctures young cotton bolls. b The boll weevil.
aharp'shoot'ing, n. A shooting with great precision;
specif., the shooting of a sharpshooter. See MARKSMANSHIP.
aharp'-sight 1ed, a. Having quick or acute sight. -

Ohs. or IJ,al. Eng.

as, she that is coming ; sometimes by a defining prepoeitional phrase ; as, she of the golden hair.
3. A female ; - used attrib. or in comb. ·. as, a she-bear,
she-oak; she-balsam.
shea (she; shtYd.), n. [Mandingo s-i palm nut, written shea
by l\'lungo Park, or shi in the dialect of the Bambaras, a·
olof dialect. J The shea tree. See SHEA BUTTER.
shea butter. A solid yellowish fat obtained from the seeds
of the shea. tree, an African sapotaceous tree (Butyrosperrnmn parki'i). See OIL, Table I.
shead'ing (shed'Ing; colloq. shi'Win), n. [From AS. sciiSee SHED, 'V. t.] Any
dan, sl'eadun, to separate, divide.
of the six divisions into whkh the Isle of Man is divided
for the purposes of civil jurisdiction and over which there
is a coroner, or chief constable, appointed by the governor.
sheaf (shef), n.; pl. SHEAVES (shevz). [ME. slteef, shef,
schef, AS. seeaf; akin to D. schoof, OHG. scoub, G. schaub,
Icel. skauf a fox's brush, and prob. to E. shore. See SHOVE.]
1. A quantity of the stalks and ears of wheat, rye, or other
~rain, bound together; a bundle of grain or straw.
2 Something resembling or likened to a sheaf of grain;
E!pecif. : a Any collection of things bound together ; a bundle, as of arrows sufficient to fill a quiver, or the allowance
(usually 24) of each archer. b Georn. A hyperpencil.
sheaf, v. t. To gather and bind into a sheaf ; to make into
sheav~s i as, to sheaf wheat.
sheaf, 'l), i. To make sheaves; as, to sheaf and bind.
sheaf'y (sh0f'i), a. Pertaining to, or consisting of, a sheaf
or sheaves; resembling a sheaf.
shear (sher), v. t.; pret. SHEARED (sl16rd) or, Archaic, SHORB
(shOr; 201); p.p. SHEARED or SHORN (shOrn; 201); p. pr.
& vb. n. SHEAR'ING.
[ME. sheren, scheren, to shear, cut,
shave, AS. sceran, scieran, scyran; akin to D. & G. schtren, Icel. skera, Dan. skhere, Gr. Ktipeiv. Cf. SCORE, SHARD,
SHARE, SHEER to turn aside. J 1. To cut ; divide;
pierce ;
cleave; carve; specif., to circumcise.
Obs.
2. To cut, c1ip, or sever something from, esp. wool from
sheep or nap from cloth, with shears or the like ; as, to
shear sheep ; to shear cloth.
3. To separate or sever with shears or a similar instrument; to cut off i to c1ip; as, to shear a fleece.
4. Fig. : To defraud ; to deprive by swindling; to fleece.
6. To cut off the hair from ; to shave. Obs.
6. To reap or cut with a sickle. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
7. 1'-fech. To subject to a shear. See SHEAR, n., 5 b,
shear, v. i. 1. To cut, as with a sword. Rare.
2. Minfng. To cut a vertica1 groove in a face of coal.
3. Mech. To become more or less completely divided, u
a body under the action of a shear. See SHEAR,
5 b- · .
shear, n. [AS. sceara. See SHEAR,,,. t.J 1. A pair of
shears ; - now a1ways used in the plural or attributively,
but formerly a1so in the singular.
See SHEARS, 1.
2. Mach. a Any of various machines for shearing or cutting metal, esp. sheet metal. b See SHEARS, n. pl., 3.
3. A cutting; a cleaving; specif., the parting or. fork (of
the human body). Obs.
4. A shearing ; - used in designating the age of sheep.
After the second shearing, he is a two-shear ram Youatt.
ftieiui1Lft~~[~~;li~~i§!~!~~~s!:~\i:~o~!C:,~~h!~~!~:ia~~~e~
6. Mech. a A strain, or change of shape, of an elastic body,
~:i:~~n~i~~~~~;~dgt~st'tt:~~1na~rT~;~t~:/n Ohio under Tecum.
consisting of an extension in one direction, an equal comshay (shii), n. [From CHAISE, mistaken as pl.] A chaise. pression in a perpendicular direction, with an unchanged
b An action or stress,
magnitude in the third direction.
Cf. CHAY. Dial. or Colloq.
Sharie' B Re-bel'llon (shaz'lz). U. S. Hist. An insurrection
resulting from applied forces, which causes or tends to
cause two contiguous parts of a body to slide relatively to
7; ~ :'oe~!if:dlf:i=~~~s;;\i:fe~d:;s~t~~:~tfn~~j
each other in a direction paralle] to their plane of contact i
Shays. It was due to discontent arising from economic
- called a]so shearing sfres1 and tangential stress.
distress.
The Jeaders were sentenced to death, but were
6. Nath. Transformation (of a figure) effected by motios
pardoned.
in which all points describe paths parallel to a fixed axis
she (she), pron.,· sing. nom. SHE, poss. HER (hfir) or HERS and
proportional in length to their distances from it; - so
(h<lrz); obj. HER; pl. no,n. THEY (t¼ta); poss. THEIR (t¼tltr)
called by Kelvin, because produced by a shearing stress in
or THEIRS (t¼tltrz); obj. THEM (t¼tem; 270). [ME. she, sche,
any
plane
section of an elastic homogeneous so1id.
scheo, scho, AS. seo, sfo, fem. of the definite article, originally a demonstrative pronoun, prob. confused with a fem. shear'blll' (-hTJ!), n. The black skimmer. See SKIMMER.
shear'er
(sher'ilr),
n. One that shears.
demonstrative pron. : cf. Ice!. sjii this, that (AS. had heo,
hio, she); cf. OS, siu she, D. zij, G. sie, OHG. siu, .n,si, shear'grass' (-gra.s 1 ), n. Any of various grasses or sedges
with
sharp-edged
leaves,
as the saw grass (Cladium), spelcel. sU, fem. of sli this, that, the, sjli this, that, Goth. si
cies of Homalocenchrus, etc.
she, so, fem. artic1e, Russ. siya, fem., this, Gr.,;,, fem. artishear'llog'
(-Mg'),
n.
A
sheep after the first shearing; a
The possessive her or hers,
c]e, Skr. sli, syli, this, that.
yearling sheep or shearling.
and the objective her, are from a different root. Cf. HE.]
shear'ing,
p.
pr.
&
vb.
n.
of SHEAR, Hence: n. Act or
1. This or that female; the woman understood or referred
operation of one that shears, or the result, etc., of it ;
to ; the female animal, or object personified as feminine,
a
Cutting;
pierciug.
Obs. b Clipping with
specif.
:
in question; -the pronoun of the 3d person sing. feminine
c The product of clipping
shears or a shearing machine.
She loved her children best in every wise.
Chaucer.
with shears or a shearing machine; as, the whole shearing of a flock ; the shearlngs from cJoth. d = SHEARLING.
~ l:~i~fu1"~~¥tr:o~~
t~u~tl~~: i~rf~E~~=
e Reaping; harvest. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng. f Dividlish dialect use of she for certain birds and many inanimate
objects. In the o]d ballad sty]e, and in present dialect and
ing with shears ; as, the shearing of metal plates. g Preilliterate speech, she is used redundantly with its noun ; as,
h .flfech. Production of a
paring of shear steel; tilting.
•• His mither she cam." Other dial. uses are: (1) Emphatishear. 1 Movement along planes of shear, as in rocks.
cally for her. (2) Designating a wife or the mother of a
househo]d without previous reference.
~!~~i~:=f:h~~'r ~~c:-~~!~8:e~f ~ pli~fctf~!\~RfiOtl~Ji:,c~;
ShP.- Spurious Highland dialect, representing /, vou, he, thP!f,
and even /fiqhlander, for which ,<:.he,her, hernanesPll have be- rotary disks, for dividing plates or bars of metal. b A macome a nickname. (The Gaelic having no word for the neuter
~~°itun~hA
t~r :~ 1t\1'~ns1i:~;[f·
it, the masc. e ancl fem. 1 clo duty for the abRent form. i in some ~~~;!~~:,h~e'/h!
Highland districts is largely used in Rpeaking of sexless ob.
with little orno crushing. Shearing punches are best u~
jects.)
Cliil<l's 8ull(l(/8, Glo.'l,<:.m·y. for cornparative]y
shallow holes. See PUNCH, lllust. - a.
stress. Mech. = SHEAR, n., 5 b.
2. A woman; any female person; - used: (1) Rarely, as
a substantive.
"You are the crne]est she a1ive." Shak. shear'man (sl1er'man), n.; pl. -MEN (-mfo). a A barber.
(2) Indefinitely and followed usually by a relative pronoun;
Obs. b One whose occupation is to shear cloth.

shave

Fair Haven sharpie,
after the place on
the coast of Connecticut where, it
~~igf11
U.S.

SHEARN

!~Jr!!~t

;~:s~~iKfili!

~:f:J~~

~~~-~ft (Sh~lt), Var. of

:::=::~;o

(~ht~~~:tt'w-¢;r.
of SHAW:\'1n,~.
Ob.<:..
Scot.
shawba.ndaa.r, t SHABUNDER.
sha.up(shOp;shUp),n. [Cf.lcel
shawel. t ~IIEwtn.
skiit_;:,t
a leather sheath, Dan. aha.wen. t ~11ow.
1
0
h~~sr
pod;

\i:::Rirlleg.]
aha.um (shOm), n.
Leµ;; limh,

sha.th'mont (shl1th'rn~nt), n. A
shaftment. Scot.
shat'ter-brain',
n. A scatterbrain.
sha.t'ter-bra.lned'
(.brand'),
shat'ter-pat 1 ed (-pa t't'l d ), a.
Scatter-brained; heedless: wild.
sha.t'ter-ment, n. See -:\rnNT.
sha.t'ter•pa.te 1 , shat'ter-wit', n.
Shatterbrain - sha.t'ter-wit'-

n.,

SHALT.

[Cf. F.Jambe

I

eh.awl waistcoat. A shawl-pat•
tern waii-tcoat. or vest.
1ha.w-nee'wood1 (sh6-ne' wdbd'),
n. The catalpa.
Sha.w-wa.l' (sh6-w01'), 11. [Ar.
shawwiit.J See MOHA)lMEUAN

PS:ot:id1ta~hell;;t~:U:,
~;;::1t~h():J
!\~;;;_~~,ht;
sha'ya.

CALEXDAR.

,·ar. of CHAYA.
shay'-brained', a. Silly; fool•
~~d~sb~tf~i~le~~ 1:~~g{
:/owl
ish. Obs
sbawhee, t SH AH 1.
sha.ykh. Var of SHEIK.
shawl (i,h/}l).Scot. var of SHOAL.
Shays'ite (8hUz'lt), n. CI. S.
shawl, shawle (sh6l; shiil).
1/i.<:.t.A follower of Danie 1
Dial. Eng. vars. of SHOVEL,
Shays (li4i-182,'i); a participator
shawled (shi\ld), a. Provided m Shays's Rebellion
ted, a. All Obs.
DOUR.
[SHA VIL I with a shawl;often in comb. Shda.'nov's el-llps'old (zhdii.'shat'ter-y (shl1t'~r-l), a. Easily
/.~A~~J~hes~!~~~~~egoat. ntsfs). See under ELLIPSOID,
breaking; not compact; brittle. :~::;,~e!~'~n~
Sha'vi-an (shii'vl-dn), a. [As shawl loom, A figure-weaving ahead (dwl. she'd, Rhi:-d). Ohs.
sha.tur. T CHATTER.
sba.uch'le. Var. of SHACHLE.
n ~
sf~; a ;;:"·t! 0G~orftB~~~~;j
material.
A soft dress
ALTA IC LANOUAGES.
1
She'al (i:;he'1'1). Bib.
t::~1'st:~!
~E.
Shaw. frish dramatist.
I fabric of silk and wool, usually
sheal (shel), n. ~ v. t. ~ i, [See
(~~~?~!;~~~ut}ig).hat{!t
sha.v'le (shiiv'l), n. A trick; havin.2;Oriental designs.
Sha.'ul (shil'til). Bib.
Shell; husk; peel.
s HELL.}
vars. of SHEAHHOO.
sha.ul (sh6l). Scot.var.of SHOAL;
0
~hit!;~
a ~~\~~~-ti:~{
cfr~!~e{a~ 01J,q.or Srof. ~ /Jial. En(!,
Sha.-ru'hen (shd:-rOO'ht"!n).Bib. dial. Eng. var. of SHALE, v. ~ n. ~h~~~~h~r(sc~l~a}st
aha.ah. t SASH.
Shau'la (shi:i'la; shou'l<i). [Ar. 1ba.w. t SHAH.
shawls, as the palm-leaf pattern sheal, n. A shealing (temporary
ahaw (dial. ish6, shii). Obs. or of Cashmere shawlR, or gener• shelter). -v. ,. To put under a
Sha.'1ha.i (i;hii'sh1). Bib.
Scot. & dial. Eng. var. of SHOW. ally any rich or bright pattern.
Sh&'ahak (shii'shlk).
Bib.
sheal. Both Scot. ~ Dial. Eng.

eharp'ly, adv. of SHARP,
sha.rp'neBB,n. See -NESS.
sharp'saw 1 , n. The great tit•
mouse. Local, Eng.
1harp'ship, "· Sharpness. Obs.
Sha.rps ritle (shiirps). A singlet1hot,breech-loading rifle, or carbine, whose barrel was closed by
a sliding-breech piece,
-.harp'ta.111 , n. A sharp-tailed
rh~~':,iad(~~~;~;):~~rrs:~ URAL-

i~

:t::::ra.st
¥'~;:~ouringrush.
Sha'veh (~hii'vi:!'.). Rib.
Sha.'veh Klr'ia.-tha.'lm (klr 1yd.
thi'i'lm). Bib.
sha.vel, n. Shaveling. 008 Scot.
sha.veldor. Var. of !-'lCHAVEL-

::~nJ~
t~

:t::l~~:!:

JttJFtt·

SJi~'!.~!tt!1t~s'1sJ}~fJts~ee.BitR·

food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

g-o; sing-, i9k;
Full

then,

thin;

explanation•
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nat9re,

ver<!!Jre (250); K=ch

o:f Abbreviation•,

Sips,

in G. ich, ach(144);

etc., Immediately

~~f;~:

rnen, etc.

Scot. t!,rDial. Eng.

She-a.l'tl•el (shi!-nl'tr-1'>1). Bib.
shear. Var. of ~11 EER.
shea.rd. Sheared. R(:f. Sp.
shea.rd (rhal shfird, shO.d) Obs.
or dial. Eng. var of SHARD,
She'a-rl'ah (she 1 a:-r1'd:; shf.
dr'ytt). Bih,
~~e(~~in~b~~ok', n, = SHEER
~t!?ln~;.sh]~b~she

legs.= su
;;:~;,I.
~T:;·,
::r~~~:~.~~•
I' shear
shea.r'less, a. See

~h~;.

:t::ire.

sheal'ing (shel'ln). n.
Also
:~c~el'fb~·s:!;;~~~~fg.
sh.:jiil a shelter, a cover, Dan. &
Sw. sh:jul.] A hut or small cot~
tage, as that of shepherds during summer, fishermen, sport&-

preeede

boN; yet; zh=
the Voeabular;y.

z in azure.

1

iir-jii'shi1b;

F.ARs,n.pl

,2 b.

Rare.
sbear'llng.11. A shearhog.
1hea.r motlulu11.= COEFFICIENT
OF

-LESS.

RIOIOITY.

1hear'mo11Be' (she r'm o u 11';
-moo,n, n. The field mouse.
~h~~ ni~s.1{,~uScot.

[~!:.•:;;1

Numbers refer to§§ in G111Da.
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SHEARS

SHEEP BUR
~ft~~ re~r:i~J
:~~~:~~

feathers, shell; to cast; to let fall; as, fowls shed their
:~: ~:~ii!~o;~iio~~!~~b:~t~th
feathers;
serpents shed their skins; trees sited leaves.
of 400 pounds.
The name is extended to other catfishes.
4. To scatter; disperse; spill. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
sheath (sheth); "·; pl. SHEATHS (sheihz). [ME. schethe, 6. To sprinkle; to intersperse. Rare. "lier hair ... is
AS. sc/£0, sceao, scCO; akin to OS. :,·kiOia, D. scheede, G.
shed with gray."
B . .Jonson.
scheide, OHG. scdda, Sw. skida, Dan. skede, !eel. skeiOir,
6. Wem1ing. To divide (the warp) so as to form a shed.
pl., and to E. shed, v. t., orig. meaning, to separate, part; shed (shed), v. i. 1. To fall or drop; to descend; to pour
perh. orig. so called as separating or opening.
See SHED.] or be poured or spilled.
Obs. or Dial. Eng.
Chaucer.
1 .. A case for a sword, hunting knife, or other instrument,
2. To part with, or let; fall, some covering, integument,,
to which it conforms in general shape; a scabbard.
growth, etc., as a skin, seeds, fruit, or leaves 1 that is de2. A sheathing or covering structure or part; a theca; a signed by nature to be parted with; to throw off or cast a
vagina.
Specif. : a Bot The base of a leaf when sheath•
covering or envelope.
ing or investing a stem or branch, as in grasses ; any sheathWhite oats are apt to ,qhetl most as they lie Nortimer.
like spathe i an ocrea, or sheathing stipule, etc. b ZoOl.
3. To scatter; to Ue diBpersed. Obs. or lJial. Eng.
An elytrmn of an insect. o ZoOl. The tubular fold of skin shed, n. [Cf,. AS. scl!,ada the top of the head, the parting
into which the penis of various animals, as the horse, is
of the hair. See SUED, v. t.J 1. A parting, as of the hair;
retracted.
d A nut. The connective tissue covering of an a separation ; a division; hence, distinction ; difference.
elongated organ or part, which binds together its parts aud
Obs. or Scot. & Dial. 1•,'ng.
Chaucer.
holds it in place. e ZoOl. The lorica of certain protozoans.
2. lVeaving. The pasSo,geway between the threads of the
sheath of Hen'le (h0n'le) Anal., the attenuated, extremely
warp through which the shuttle is thrown, made by raising
delicate, prolongation of the perineurium at the peripheral
and lowering the alternate threads so as to form an aperends of nerve fibers; - named from the German anatomist
ture of a narrow lozenge section.
See LOOM,I/lust.
F. G. Henle. - s. of Schwann (sh van) rafter T. Scltwann,
3. That which parts, d lvides, or sheds; - used chiefly in
German physiologist], Anal., the neuri1emma.
composition,
as
in
wate:rslted.
.
sheath 1b1111
(-bTJI), n. Any of several sea birds constituting
4. A shedding or spilling ;-only in comb., as in bloodshed.
the family Chionididre,
5.
That
which
is
or
ha~
been
shed,
as
the molted shell of
confined to the colder
a crab or other crustacEian.
Colloq.
parts of the Southern
1er), n.
shed'der
(shed
l.
One
that
sheds;
as, a sltedderof
Hemisphere; - so called
blood ; a shedder of tears.
,
f r om a saddle.shaped
2.
a
A
crab
or
lobster
about
to
begin
to
molt
its shell; a
horny sheath over the
peeler.
b A female salmon after spawning.
base of the upper man3.
A
spring
device
to
e'.iect
a
blauk
from
a
compound
die.
dible.
In many charac~
shed'ding, p. pr. & 'Vb. n. of 8HED. Hence : n. a A part.
ters they are iutermedi___
ing; division; separation;
also, usually pl., the intersecate behveeu the gulls and ~~ --tion of two or more roiJ1ds; a crossroads.
Obs. or Scot. &
f1~~v~l~m~~J• is a!;~~?:e1~ ~~
Dial. Eng. b That which is shed,orcastoft
;-usually
pl.
,vhite, they suggest the
Sheath bill (Chionls alba).
sheen (sh0n), a. [ME. schene, AS. sciene, seine, sc§ne,,
splendid,
beautiful;
akin
to
OFries.
sk8ne,
skOue,
OS.
scOni,
1
~~\eed
foel~:1~:~:r,~~~Ji~~e~i1~i~:sk!bhi~~tfa~~:1e;peu~~
Shears, I c Compound
D. sclwon, G. sch(in, OHG. ,,;cOni, Goth. skmms, and E.
1ING
ters for shearing
Rheet metal.
L('ver and Pinion Slit- sheathe (shettt), v. t.; SHEATHED(shet-hd) j SHEATH
show; the original meaning being probably, Yisib]e, worth
(sh0t-h'ing).
1. To put into a sheath, case, or scabbard;
e A cutting tool used in glassting Shears for cutting
seeing. It is not akin to E. shine. See SHOW,v. t.J Beau•
making.
U.S.
sheet metal. a Cutting
to inclose or cover with or as with a sheath or case.
tiful i splendid ; resplendent ; brigl1t ; glittering ; radiant ;.
'T is in my breast she .~heathes her dagger now. .Dr!!den..
2. Something resembling or likEdges; b Handle.
fair;
also, il1ustrious; exalted.
Obs., Dial., or Poetic.
2. To fit or furnish with or as with a sheath.
Shak.
~ened to a pair of shears. Specif.: a Fig.: A pair of wings.
This holy maiden, that is so bright 1rnd.~Ju-en. Chaucer.
3. To case or cover with something which protects, as thin sheen, v. i. To be brifrht, as that which .shines, glistens,
Obs. Spenser. b A hoisting appara•boards, sheets of metal, and the like ; as, to sheathe a ship
tus consisting of two (sometimes
glitters, or gleams. Obs., Dial., or Poet-ic.
Byron ..
with copper; to slieathe a house frame.
more) spars fastened together at their
sheen, n. [SeesHEEN, a.] Brightness i splendor i glitter.
4. To render less sharp or pungent; to blunt. Obs. or R.
upper ends, resting on their spread
"'Throned in celestial sheen."
llfilton.
to sheathe the sword, fig., to make peace.
heels, secured or steadied by a guy
Syn. - See LUSTER.
sheathed (sheihd), a. 1. Provided or invested with, in- sheen'y (-I), a. Beautiful; bright; shining i radiant. 0 A
or guys, and provided with tackle. It
closed in, or put into, a sheath ; vaginate; invaginated.
sheeny summer morn."
Tennyson.
is used esp. for masting or dismast, ing ships, lifting guns, etc. Called .... n.,-:H
2. Covered or protected with sheathing.
sheep (shep), n. sing. & pl. [ME. shep, scheep, AS. seep,
, also sheers. shear (or sheer) legs.
sheath'er (sheih'er), n. One who sheathes.
sc8ap; akin to OFries. ,,;kf.p, LG. & D. •clwap, G. scltaf,
3. Mach. The bedpiece of a machine
sheath'lng (shehll'ing), p. pr. of SHEATHE. Hence: p. a. OHG. sciif, and perh. to Skr. chiiga goat. Cf. SHEPHERD.]
tool on which a table or slide rest is
Inclosing or investing with a sheath; vaginant; invaginat1. Any ruminant of the genus Ovis allied to the goats, esp.
ing; as, the sheathing leaves of grasses.
secured ; as, the shears of a lathe or A form of Shears, 2 b.
any of numerous domesticated varieties (usually regarded
planer; - sometimes written shear.
sheath'ing, n. 1. Act of one who sheathes.
as forming a species, 0. aries) kept for their flesh (called
The term .~hear is generally applied when th~ lathe is provided
2. That which sheathes.
Specif.: a The casing or covermutton), wool, and skin. The ordinary varieties of domeswith leg-s,while the term bed is used when there are no leg:-;;..•
ing of a ship's bottom and sides, esp. such as to prevent
by some ... shear and hed are used indiscriminately. J. RMe,
a
corrosion, worm attacks, etc.; also, the materials used; as,
fnfg~h~tsf:~~t~~)dt~c~d
;i~:h~~t,g w~i~i~~~
copper sheathing. b Arch. The first covering of boards,
by hammering
or rolling, or both, and finally finishing
or of waterproof material, on the outside wall of a frame
under the hammer at the same or a slightly greater heat ;
house or on a timber roof; also, the material so used.
- called also 8ingle-shear steel. Cf. DOUBLE-SHEAR
STEEL.
sheath
knife (sheth). A knife, with a fixed blade, carGP-ol.A local structure resulting from
shear structure.
ried in a sheath.
the shearin~ of rocks, as in crushing, crumpling, etc.
sheath'-winged'
(sheth 1wingd 1), a. Having elytra, or
ahear 1ta111 (sh8r 1tiil!), n. a The common tern. Orkneys. wing cases, as a beetle
; coleopterous.
9
b A humming bird having a long forked tail, as the cora sheave {shev), n. [Var. of shfoe, ME. schi've; akin to OD.
humming bird.
schijve
orb,
disk,
wheel,
D.
schijf,
G.
sclteibe,
Icel. sk1fa
llhear'wa'ter (-w6 1ter), n. [shear+ water; cf. G. wasser- a shaving, slice; cf. Gr. u,cmwv a staff. Cf. SHIFT, ti., SHIVE,
scherer. J Any of numerous oceanic
SHIVERa fragment. J 1. A slice. Obs. or Scot. £-C:Dial.
birds chiefly of the genus Puffinus,
2. a The grooved wheel or pulley, or any of several such
varying in size from that of a pigeon
wheels, of a pulley block. b Any grooved wheel or pulley.
to that of a large gull.
o The eccentric disk of an eccentric. See ECCENTRlC,n., 4.
Like their allies, the petsheave,
v. t.; SHEAVED(shevd);
SHEAV'ING (sh0v'ing).
rels and albatrosses,they
[See SHEAFof straw.]
To gather and bind into a sheaf or
have tubular nostrils and
sheaves;
hence,
to
collect.
Ash mole.
long wings,
and in their sheaved (shevd), a. Of a pulley block, having (a specified
flight they
number of) sheaves; as, a double-shent1ed block.
usually skim sheaved, a. 1. Made of straw.
Obs.
Shak.
close to the
Diagram of Sheep, showin.; parts. 1 Muzzle; 2 Forehead; 3 Poll;
2. Made with a flaring top like a sheaf, as a wineglass.
4 Scragg; .5 Withen1; G Girth; 7 Loin; 8 Rump; H Tail; 10
waves.
The
she'-bal'sam,
n.
The
Fraser
fir
(Abiesfraseri),
of
the
Hock : 11 Stifle: 12 Underline; rn Elbow ; J4 Knee ; 15 Arm;
greater
southeastern United States.
rn Brisket; 17 Shoulder; 18 Apron; HJ Throut.
-Shearwater.
(JJ.e
shed (shed), n. [Same word as shade. See SHADE, n.] tic sheep differ conspicuously from the goats in having a.
1. Shade; a shady place; shelter.
Obs. Scot.
0
stouter,
less agile build., no beard in the male, more diver:t~d sAf{[nt~e;;:ci~:~
!t~a~~~:~d(~!hi~~:t!!~)
2. A slight structure built for shelter or storage, as a gent horns
(often in old males curled in a somewhat flatand the Audubon's shearwater (P. lherrnineiri), common
penthouse, lean-to, or separate building open in front; an
tened spiral), longer taiJ, and fine, thick, woolly coat. The
about the West Indies, Florida coasts, etc., are small spe•
outbuilding;
a hut; as, a wagon shed; a woodshed.
wild shee:r., however, are covered with crisp hair and have
cies. Many others live in the Pacific and in southern seas,
a short tall. Well•kno"rn breeds, of British origin, are the
3. A woolshed. See wooLSHED. Australasia.
Cheviot 1 Cotswold, Leicester, Lincoln, Southdown, etc.
shed, v. t.; sHEn'nEn; sttEn'orno. 1. To shade. Obs. Scot.
:~c~ll~a !~t~fotn
1-h~Jt1!~a~~~ tr:;o~~aib~~o~~~e::r~f~t
'The merino is a very fine-wooled treed of Spanish origin.
2. To put or confine in a shed; also, to cover with sheds.
and are eaten by the natives.
shear zone. aeol. A zone of shear structure traversing
shed, v. t.; SHED; SHED'DING. [ME. scheden, sclueden, to :~~~l ~~i;~ia~1fg~~~(tth! :~~il~:r~ n~~\s1;:1~!~e~fs~~eA~tJ:i1:
or separatin~ rock masses.
pour, to part, AS. sciidan, scemtan, to part, to separate 1
MOUFLON,MOUNTAINSHJ~EP,OORIAL,etc. The adult male
aheat'flsh' (shet'Hsh 1 ), n. [Cf. dial. G. scheid, schaid,
akin to OS. skecJrm, OFries. sketha, G. scheidPn, OHG. sceisheep is called a rmn (if castrated a 1edher), the adult feschaiden.]
A
dan, Goth. sknidan, and prob. to Lith. sk'edn I part, sepamale a ewe, the young o[ either sex a lamb.
large
catfish
rate, L. scindere to cleave, to split, Gr. uxi{t:t.v 1 Skr. ckid,
2. A ,veak, bashful, or silly fellow.
Ainsworth.
(Silltrus glanis)
and perh. also to L. caedere to cut. Cf. SCHISM,SHEADING, 3. Leather of sheepskin, as for bookbinding; sheepskin.
of central and
SHEATH,SHIDE.] 1. To separate; to divide ; to part, as the sheep, v. t.; SHEEPED ,;sh'ept) ; sHEEP1ING.
To graze or
eastern
Eu hair; also, to depart or die. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
Cant, U. S.
pasture (land) by sheep.
rope. It has an
2. To throw off or give forth from one's self or itself;
sheep'ber-ry (-ber-l), n. a A North American viburnum
elongated
to emit; to cause to, or let, emanate, flow, fall, drop, flow
( Viburnum lentago) having white flowers in flat cymes;
body, lacks the
off without penetrating, etc. ; to pour forth or out ; as,
also, its black, edible, bE:rrylike drupe. b = BLACKHAWa.
adipose fin, and
the sun sheds light ; she shed tears; the clouds shed rain.
sheep bur. An asteraceous weed (Acantlwsp(Tnrnrn au8the long anal
Did Romeo's hand $/wl Tybalt's blood?
Shak
trale) of the southern United States. It has a prickly fruit
~~nflt1~nre;r{h
Sheatflsh (Silurus glanis).
3. To cast or throw off, as a natural covering of hair,
shaped like a starfish.
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SHEEP-BUSH

SHELDER

sheep tlcll:. A wingleso insect (Melophagua ovinus) of the weather sheet (or, for a course tack) and that used for haul•
,:e1~=tatie~~~.:,e:s!~1f;nb1J~:'~~;•[i;J
:htti, 0~::
family Hippoboscida, (which see), It
ing aft the Jee clew being called the lee aheet (or ,fora coul'III,
ing shaggy hair, es about the head, where it often covers
lives on, and sucks the blood of,
merelr •heet). Courses liave a tack and a sheet at each clew,
the wmdward tack leading forward and the lee sheet leadsheep.
b1J:l:[:,sdo:1:'..':..~blfn~"t~:P~!fr:!f!~~
sheep dog. O A sheep'walk 1 (sheplw6k'), n. 1. A
ing aft, or both tacks leading forward and both sheets a.fl;
when sailing before the wind. On studding sails the sheet
sheep 1fol41 (shiip'foldl), n. A fold or pen for sheep.
pasture for sheep ; a small sheep run.
is attached to the inner clew, the tack leading to the outer
sheep 1-heacl'e4, a. Silly; simple-minded; stupid.
2. A prison. Ob,. Cant.
boom
end and then in to the deck or the top.
1
sheep'llook (-Miik'), n. A shepherd's crook.
Milton. sheer (sher), a. [ME. schere, pure,
2, Naut. pl. The spaces at either end of an open boat not
sheep'lsh, a. 1. Of or pertaining to sheep. Obs. or R.
bright, prob. of Scand. orig. (cf. ME. : :
occupied
by thwarts, called Jore sheets and stern sheets.
2. Like a sheep ; bashful ; meanly or foolishly ditlldent;
skere, fr. Scand.), but influenced : :
to be, or have, • ■beet in the wind, to be somewhat drunk.
timorous to excess; stupid; silly.
Locke.
also by the kindred AS. scir; cf. •. :
Sailors'
Slang.
-to be, or have, both (or three) aheeta in the
- sheep'lsh-ly, adv. - sheep'l.sh-neas, n.
Icel. skrerr, akin to Dan. ska3r, Sw.
wind, to be very drunk.
Sailors' Slang.
aheepl-kneecl' (-ned'), a. Having knees like those of a skiir, also to Ice!. skirr, AS. scir, OS.
sheet
(shet),
"·
t. Nau/. To haul upon by mean• of a
sheep ; - said of a horse when the foreleg below the knee
skiri, MHG. schir, G. schier, Goth.
sheet ; - used only in phrase, to ■heet home, to extend (a
deviates slightly forward.
·
skeirs clear, and E. shine. See SHINE,
square sail) by hauling upon the sheets until it is set as flat
ah11ep laurel. A North
v. -i.] 1. Bright; fair; shining; handSheep Tick. X 2.
as possible.
American dwarf erica-some i clear i clean ; also, pure; unmixed.
Obs. or R- aheet, v. i. Naut. To have its sheets leading to or in a
ceous shrub (Kalmia an" Sheer ale."
Shak.
specified point or direction; - said of a sail.
1
Thou sheer, immaculate, ancJ_silver fountain.
Slwk.
sheet anchor. [ME. scheten to shoot, AS. -<ceotan. See
2. Clear ; free. Obs.
Old Eng. Miscellany.
SHOOT, v. t.J 1. Naut. A large anchor, formerly the heaviest
with narrower leaves and
3. Very thin or transparent; diaphanous; - said of fab- carried, stowed on shores outside the wail:!t Just abaft the
amaller, bright red flowfore-sheet i - called also 'u:aist anchor. See ANCHOR,
1.
rics i as, sheer muslin.
,ers. It is poisonous to
4. Being what it seems to be; obvious; simple ; mere;
0
!~n1~r!\i~f b1:stai~:1af:
~~
~:ru;:,ence in
f~~~- a A maldownright; absolute; utter; as, sheer folly. M Arnold.
sheet bend. Naut. A bend or hitch used for temporarily
lophagan louse ( Tricho&. Straight up and down; vertical; perpendicular.
0~~~,
Nine roods of slieer ascent.
Wordswo1·th.
~sc~11!~gafs~0i,:l~ttf!~!g!!a~~;,~%!10~:
tb"a1t ~e:fs":i:-:i:.;'..1i~1
Syn. - See PURE.
knot, etc. See 2d KNOT, 1.
the wool. b The sheep
sheer,
adv.
1.
Brightly;
fairly;
clearly.
Obs.
tick.
2, Clean; quite; straight; perpendicularly.
Milton. s?::,~8,ei;.i:,':/tiia~;:'gin;ii!ifv~Y~•l~•Jfe~~~~~;:,n~!s"f:.
sheeplmas 1ter E-mas'ter ;
sheer, v. t. To make bright or pure; to purge; clear;
eluding both lodes and beds as distinguished from irregucf. MASTER), n. An owner
free;
acquit
;
excuse.
Oba.
.Ancren
Riwle.
lar masses.
The term has been sometimes applied in a
of sheep; a sheep farmer.
sheer, v. i.; SHEERED (ehiird); SHEER'ING. [D. scheren to more limited sense to deposits (called also blanket velm)
aheep pest. An Austraoccurring in an approximately horizontal plane.
shear, cut, withdraw, warp. See SHBAR.] To decline or
lian rosaceous
plant
deviate from the proper course; to turn aside, as to avoid sheet'lng, n. 1. Act or procesa of forming into or dispos· (Acrena ovina) related to Sheep Laurel. Spriga
bearing
ing in sheets i all!!o,material made into sheets.
the bumet.
Its barbed
Flowers and Frmt.
:oc!'i!:~;,\!°t~~r~:
~~~ea :!faes~~er: fi~:n1:r; ct°ou:'~ve 2. Cotton or linen cloth suitable for bed sheeto.
spines, coverin'ilhe fruit, adhere to the wool of shee1lt
away. -to 1. up, to approach obliquely.
3. A lining of planks or boards (rarely of metal) for pro9!:.:i.:n!\~~~utid;i;:;.;°,! a~!R.~::.~~Yl:z~t.:.a~t"o.::.fwhr~
sheer, n. 1. Naut. a The longitudinal upward curvature
tecting an embankment.
viewed from a distance some- of the deck, gunwale, and lines of a vessel, when viewed sheet llgh~.
L1,htnin'{,in diffused or sheetlike form,
:~~\l~e~~1e~o~~f::~en
from
the
side.
b
The
position
of
a
vessel
riding
to a
llheep POX. a Formerfy, erysipelas of sheep; wildfire. b single anchor and heading towards it.
.3i':,W;n':,~nt.z, 0 <ir'
ae~~::,be: ~~etg}~~d~~ards or plank■
A contagious febrile disease of sheep, characterized by veswedge-shaped a£ the lower end and sometimes tongued on
t:. A turn, deviation, or change in a course; a swerve.
icles or pocks upon the skin.
Give the canoe a sheer and get nearer to the shore Cooper.
sheep run. An extensive tract of country
sheer batten. Shipbuilding. A Jong strip of wood to guide ~I'o".:1~~:~~~\i!i~~~i~!~:~ti:n~:f~vrg.:W,!h.:a,r~~r:
where shee_p range and graze.
cofferdam or the like ; also, a sheet-steel device, usually
carpenters in followicfi the sheer plan; also, a sheer pole.
sheep's'-blt' (shops'-), n. A European camcorrugated longitudinally, used for the same purpose.
0~Ps"::-:A":~~:.'~t~e:~er
panulaceous herb (.fasione monlana), with
Hence: sheet'-Plle 1 , v. t. - EiheetPiling.
'l1J:'ee~J!.f
to ?o~~~eer~~ 0
at
blue flowers somewhat resembling scabiou1.
sheet'work' (-wfirk 1 ), n. Print. Work done by printing
sheep scab. Veter. a A ma~elike disease
s~:.:1 ~~a!1;ejfJ!t~~~trg,u!aYr;:~~i;!'s~lii\'li!~~~'l.
all the sheets flret on one oide and then from another form
median line of the vessel.
on the other side.
~u:11:.efa;_a~;[,1_ bb a=m~i'!_J s~°I:?'tes coms~:.~!l'.'!~epla~~:f~~~f;:,ini~e
uppermost strake of a sheik, sheikh (shek ; al,ik ; 277), n. [Ar. ahaikh a venersheep' s e:re, or sheep' ■'-e:re 1 , "· A ahy,
able old man, a chief.] 1. The head of an Arab family,
diffident look; also, a wishful or amorous
•heet (shet), n. [ME. shete, schete, AS. scete, acyte, a sheet,
or of a clan, tribe, or village ; an Arab chief ; - now also
glance;- commonly in pl.
piece of linen cloth, fr. sceat a projecting corner, a fold in
used as an Arabic title of respect.
0 1
a garment, a cloth, akin to sciata a corner, the lower cors:i~ 8
2. A high Mohammedan ecclesiastic.
ner of a sail, a cloth, D. school sheet, bosom, lap, G. achoss 3. In India, a Hindu convert to Islam.
1
t.::e',','li;"':,Jft~~~tef1~;
bosom, lap, flap of a coat, Ice!. skaut, Goth. skauts the sheik, or sheikh, ul Is-lam' ("61 Is-lam'). [Ar. shaikh-ulhem of a garment; originally, that which shoots out, fr.
g~l:.nd situations, and
lsliim .] The chief judge of the Mohammedans of any of
the
root of AS. sceotan to shoot. See SHOOT, ,,. t. ; cf.
-mufti of
various larger cities and towns; ~-• the ~d
sheep' ■'-foot1 , n.
Printing. A metal bar
SHEET a rope.]
In general, a large, broad piece of anyformed into a hammer bead at one end and a
~~J::[c,~'\~nfc~•t:r\~;~ th.::~. he of the ohammedan
comparatively
thin,
as
paper,
cloth,
etc.;
a
broad,
thing
claw at the other, used as a lever and hammer.
thin portion of any substance. Specif. : a A broad piece shek'el (sh~k"l; .a),"· [Heb. shegel, fr. shaqal to weigh,]
sheep'lhanll:' (shep'shiIJk'), n. 1. Lit., the
1. An ancient weight and money unit of Babylonia, hence
of cloth, usually linen or cotton, used for wrapping the
shank of a sheep ; hence, something thin and
body or for a covering ; esp., one used as an article of also of the
slender, weak, or the like; -applied
conPhrenibedding
next
to
the
body.
b
A
broad
piece
of
paper,
temptuously to persons and things.
cians, Hewhether folded or unfolded, blank or written or printed
2. See 2d KNOT, 1.
brews,
on ; esp., a single one of the separate pieces of any of
llheeps'llea41 (sheps'h5d 1), n. 1. A silly or
size• of paper (which see) prepared for writing on (24
Sheep'• Fee- the
stupid person; blockhead; dolt. Obs.
:~c~i~
of which make a quire) or printing on (in bookbinding both
2. a A sparoid food fish (Archosargm probacue.
ing this
.size and fold, as folio or quarto, is specified); hence, a lettocephalus) of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United
weight.
ter; a newspaper, etc.; also, in pl., the unbound leaves
States, having broad incisor teeth suggesting those of a and paites of a book; hence, Rare, the book itself.
The probable value
To th111the following sheets are intended for a full and distinct
in grains
Wate1·land.
answer.
c A broad, thinly expanded portion of metal or other
:6e 0/rin~t
Jewish Shekel {silver, 220 gn) of abo~t 66 A. n.
substance; Iron & Steel Manuj., a portion Jess than about
pa] varieties is as follows: (l)Babylonian: ordinary, former ..
a quarter of an inch (sometimes one eighth) in thickness, a
chandise and gold, 252! (heavy) and 126! (li_ght); ordinarr,
portion having above this thicknesa being desjgnated a for silver, 336and 168; ror,al (cf. 2 Sarn. xiv. 26), for gold,
plate. Cf. LEAF, 5 d, PLATB, 1. 4 A broad expanse or surface,
260 and 130; royal, for sliver, 346 and 173. (2) Syrian or
as of water or flame. e A sail. Obs, Dryd,n. f Geo/. An exHittite, 320and 160. (3) Ph.renician, for silver, 224! and 112t.
The ordinaq Hebrew shekel of gold, if of 252! graino,
tensive bed of an eruptive rock intruded between, 0l' overlying, other strata. g Geom. A nappe. h Cookery. A flat would be eqmvalent to $10.88or .£2 4s. 8!d. The Hebrew silver shekel was probably that of 224!grains, which at the
thin shape or form in which cake, biscuit, etc., is baked.
shekel of gold
then ratio of 13! : 1 would correspond to
in lheeta, in the form of unbound sheets; - said of a book
(726
cents or nearly 3s.); the term ehekel of the ■anct~
or the like.
Sheepshead &.
appears to have tieen merely a postexilic name for the
sheet, v. t.; SHEET'ED; SHBET'ING. 1. To furnish with a same.
As a coin, the shekel 1s not older than 139B. o., all
sheep, and a compresoed black-banded body. Also, an al- sheet or sheets ; to wrap in, or cover with, a sheet, or as
payments in earlier times being made by weighing out the
lied species, as the salema. b The fresh-water drumlish.
with a sheet ; to shroud ; Obs., to guard or protect.
" The
metal.
eheep'shear 1er (shiip'sher 1er), n. One who shears, or sheeted dead." " When snow the pasture sheets." Shak. 2.
pl. Moner ; coins ; cash. Slang.
cuts off the wool from, sheep.
2. To expand as a sheet; to form, gather, or dispose in She-ki'nah (sht-ki'nli), "· [Heb. Talmud shekinah, lit.,
aheep'shear 11Dg(-Tng), n. 1. Act of shearing sheep.
sheets. Rare. "The sheeted sky."
J. R. Drake.
the dwelling, fr.shiikan to inhabit.] The Divine Presence
2. The time, or a feast at the time, of shearing sheep.
3. To place between sheets, as newly printed sheets of or Manifestation, a divine agency through which God rules
aheep•skln1 (-skln'), n. 1. The skin of a sheep; also, paper for drying.
the world, or divine intermediary between Him and the
leather prepared from it. Hence, formerly, parchment.
sheet, n. [AS. sceaJline, .,ceata the lower corner of a sail, world of nature and man ; - a conception of the Jewish
2. [From being written or printed on parchment of sheep- akin to D. schoot sheet, G. schote. See SHEET a large piece theologians developed in the Targums, the Midrash, the
skin.] a A bond. Obs. b A diploma. Student Cant.
ofclothorpaper.]
1. Nau/. Ofteninpl. Aropeorchain
Talmud, etc., and adopted by Christians. It is the Shekinah
sheep sorrel. A small r,'lygonaceous herb (Rumex aceto~hih! ~J~~~t~!i!~a~~!}tw!~~~ :h:a~h:e:e:e~d! 0f~t!~!
ff:~Yc'e~i~a~~!u\~a~tih:8~f:!~:~ii~v;~~~
~eg1'::afa~t"!~fao:;.rt~ouke'lc;r~~relly soil. Its leaves have
fasted in the storm cloud, the cloud and ffre over and in
aheep'spllt' (-11piit'), n. A split of a sheepskin ; a thin
c~ 1r~!°a t~;~oo~~~=~ l!:d~nt~ e!~hsci}~~~:e~i!~
section made by splitting a sheepskin with a cutting knife
t~ett!beTe1:~l:,
e:i1a~tt
or machine.
it~/!~~&~;t~1:i1svr~:
!tl:::s~i::r::rxkt~~a\r:d
s:t;
the Talmud, is the active and personal agent of God.
1heeth. t ~HEATH•
•h~'-buah',
n. Wilga. Aus- sheep' ■'-beard'. n. A cichorea- sheep' ■' -■ca'bl-ous, 1t, Sheep's- ah10,absolutely i quite.
bit.
sheer'nea ■, n. Purity,
Obs.
■heating pile, = SHEETPlLE.
~~st~f:n•!!ca1~:h.
tralia.
~i:c:;-;:iuEu~:J::
■heep's' -sor 1 rel, n. Sheep BOrrel. aheer pole. Nm,t. A'n iron rod
sheet pavement. An asphalt lyptus hoormani.
[SHAITAlf,1
:~:~~hec:;,ro't~~c:~1St~~?~:
with a conspicuous pappus on
seized to the shrouds just above pavement.
abei'ta.n (11h I't ii.n ). Var. of
shelve. T SHEAF.
t,-~2egf;ld.
Obs. or Scot. ,t the achenes.
~~:e~e~jl~i;:~
parallel
to
the
~-uJ
~~
1
aheep acabiou■. Sheep's-bit.
■ he-kar'. Var. of 8HIKAL
1
eti~:id~
aheer ratline. ]fauf. Every
ab]eto sheetwork.
9heep'crook',n. Sheephook.Obs. sheepa'head', 1·. 1. To fish for
-eheep' -faced' (-fist'), a. Bash- sheepsheads. U. S.
Indies
ra sheepwalk.I fifth ratline, which extends to ■heet writer. H,m~e Racing A :t~~;l~~).vv~~fo1H;:!:::.·
sheep'walk 1er,n.One who owns the sw.ifters, after shrouds, and bookmaker's clerk who records shekho. Var. of SHIKHO,
ful ; shy ; sheepish.
akeep :flake. A rack or open
Resem- ~~::;~~Shere, Thuraday [ME. !t:e~:.ge\~~r. of s HE-~ ~~~~e~I
t~r:::ie~;h;e~~!lpi~h.
:h:n~E'j';.f.
S ,
wicKer cage for carrying fodder
t~
n.l~,P,:I 1heer. t ~HARE.
,.hereT/1111•.<11,dr,i,
SeesHEER,a.] ■hef,shefe,shetre. ;- ~HEH".
to
· winter. Dial. Eng. !~~
[SHIRE.I
she'la, she'lab (8 ~ l'l ii), ft.
1 ,n. =SHEEPSHEAD, aheep' -■ lck', a.
'lh
Incapable of ■beer (sher). Dial. Eng. var. of Maundy Thursday. Of-JRBhef'1leld plate (II h ~ f'e l d). rTelugu, Tamil, Kanarese, Ma■beep
, n. The sheep laurel. supporting, or productive of aheer (dial. sher). Obs. or Scot. 1heer'wa/ter, -t SHEARWATER,[From SlieU,eld, Eng.l A kind of layalam shal!la muslin.1 A fl.ne
sickness in, sheep;-said
of
sheet. t snooT.
plate made b:r,soldermg a thin muslin or silk. .Anglo-1nd.
■heep
, n. See-LET.
:i:~i.:z~n~:r~r~f°§!~RE:z~•
1heet. Short for ~HEETANCHOR. covering of Enlver on baser rna- She'J&h (BhiVla). Bib. & Prob.
:lheep'man, n. A raiser or owner pasture land. Australasia.
sheer drawing.
Shipbuilding.
■heet cable or chain. The cable
terial. - Shef'1leld pJat'lng.
var. of8rL0AM. b A clan.name.
l Table 11.1lhaep allver. 1. Mica. Scot.
of slieep.
=
!-iHEER Pl.AN.
Rare.
or
chain
of
the
sheet
anchor.
■hefte. t: 8HIFT.
■beep oat gra11.
See GRASS.
Bhe'lan-ite■ (she'Ian-tts;
1h~
0
~utafi~!r!rr f~~
:nac~~:/::gi~~f ■beer hook- Chiefly Nm•. An sheet'ed, p. a. a Furnished Bbe'h&-rl'ah(she 1 hd-rI'd), Bib. li'ntts), n. ]JI. Bib.
•beep potion. a The sheep
arrangement of heavy hooks on with, or covered with, a sheet or shehide, -t SHAHr.
laurel. b A Californian lupine
~~81_uf!fff~~~!;1y S~fa_
by ten- a pole or the like, usually with sheets. b Havini a band of shell. Var. of SHEAJ.. Scot.
(Lupinu.s denBijioru,.).
:~:- (1~d)~~~Varie ted1
•heeprot. Dial. Eng. a Sheep'a- ants for releue from the service the inner surfaces sharpened,
speckled ; s;ed. Dial.
ody;-said
r:~;~\iri;1;a~ia~k·~~l~~:
formerly used to seize and cut ~ti~~!!~,~~e
bane. b Butterwort.
1
~;;~~J~g
sheet'er.
riggm~.
ldicular.
I
-t
saooTER.
cess
of
Thule,"
a
beautiful,
an
enemy's
UBep'a' •b&DB', n. The marsh
eensible, and charming girl of Local, Eng. • a The oy 1t1r
pennywort,supposed to produce a The wn! chervil. b The related ■heer'IDg, a. Vertical; perpen- 1heet'flll. n. See -FUL,
plant Ch1B1'ophyllum temulum.
■heer'ly, adv.
Purely; solely; 1heetglu1. = CYLINDER
GLASS. the Hebrides.
rot in sheep.
catcher. b Sheldrake.
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SH ELD FOWL

+ drake.]

!;HENDFUL

shell ; specif. : a Fireworks, A case or cartridge containing a charge of explosive material, as a garniture, which
bursts after having been thrown high into the air. It is
often elevated through the agency of a larger firework in
which it is contained. b Oil Wells. A torpedo.
9. An engraved copper roller used in print works.
10. In a European sword of the 15th century and later,
etc., a guard plate, semicircular or nearly so, and sometimes of openwork, attached to the cross guard on either
side i a coquille.
11. A concave rough cast.iron tool in which a convex. lens
is
ground tc shape.
the tree ducks. It
12. A gouge bit or shell bit.
frequents coast re13. A stringed instrument of music, as a lyre, - the first
i~~~
i[!
lyre having been made, it is fabled, by using a tortoise shell.
14. Mil. Short for SHELLJACKET.
th~l~~~d
Sheldrake ( Tadorna tadorna),
15. pl. Coins; money. Old Slang.
neckgr0enish, the lower breast broadly chestnut, and the
16. pl. The hnsks of cacao seeds, a decoction of which is
speculum green. The bill with its frontal knob is red. The
often used as a weak cocoalike beverage.
ruddy sheldrake ( C. casarca),of southern Europe, Asia.,,and
17. pl. Med. Tinted glasses for protection of the eyes.
northern Africa 1 is chieflt orange brown with the quiJls of
18. At several English public schools, an intermediate
8
form or class between the fourth and fifth; - said to have
a
India, where it is called Brahrnauy dude. Other species of originated at Westminster School from this form having
Casarca inhabit South Africa, New Zealand, and Australia.
been taught in a kind of semicircular apse.
b Any merganser; also, locally, any of various other ducks. shell (she!), v. t.; SHELLED
(shild); sHELL1ING. l, To strip,
llhelf (shllf), n.; pl. SHELVES
(shilvz).
[ME. shelfe, schelfe,
break off, or remove the shell of; to take out of the shell,
AS. scylfe; akin tc G. schelfe, Ice!. skjiilf. Cf. SHELVE,v.
pod, etc. ; as, to shell nuts or peas; to shell oysters.
i.] l. A thin, flat, usually long and narrow, piece of any
2. To separate the kernels of (an ear of Indian corn,
material set horizontally at a distance from the floor, ason
wheat, oats, etc.) from the cob, ear, or husk.
a wall, to hold objects of use or ornament ; a ledge ; a long
3. To cover or incase in a shell, lit. or fig.
narrow surface, horizontal or nearly so, above a larger one.
4. Tothrowsbells or bombs at., upon, oriuto; to bombard;
2, Something resembling a shelf or ledge in form or posi- as, to shell a town or a body of troops.
tion ; as : a A sand bank in a river or the sea, or a rock,
6, To cover with shells ( a surface, as an oyster bed for the
or ledge of rocks; a reef or shoal.
Stow.
spat to adhere to them, or a piece of ground to fertilize it).
On the secret shelves with fury cast.
Dryden.
to lhell out, or, rarely, down, to hand out or over; to pay over
b A flat, projecting layer of rock. c Mining. A stratum
(money). Slang.
with a shelflike surface ; bedrock under alluvial soil.
shell, v, i. l, To fall off, as a shell, crust, etc.
3, Pieces of timber running the whole length of a ve11el 2. To cast the shell, or exterior covering ; to fall out of the
inside the timberheads under the deck beams.
pod or husk; as, nuts shell in falling ; to be disengaged
from the ear or husk; as, wheat or rye shells in reaping.
llhelf'Y (shll'fl), a. Abonnding in shelves ; shelvy: a Full
of dangerous shallows. " A shelfy coast."
Dryden. b 3, To use oyster shells, as for culture or fertilizing. U. S.
Full of ledges, or flat projecting layers, of rock. Obs.
~ 0•:::.
ouh)~~ ~and out or over something de'}~'}i~;;,:.~
1111.ell
(sh6l), n.; pl. SHELLS or, in sense 6, usually collectively, SHELL, [ME. shelle, schelle, AS. scell, scyll; akin to D. shell, a. MacX. Of a tool, having a through longitudinal
1chel, Ice!. skel, Goth. skalja a tile, and E. skill. Cf. SCALE hole to receive a bar which is pushed through it and
of fishes, SHALE,SKILL,] l. A hard outside covering, as fastened in position ; as, a shell end mill, reamer, etc.
of a fruit or an animal. Specif. : a The covering, or out- shel-lac' (she-Jilk'; shi!l'ilk; 2i7), n. Also shel-lack 1,
shell 1-lact. [shell
lac a resinous substance; cf. D.
side part, of a nut ; as, a hazelnut shell. b A pod. c The
schellak, G. schellack. J A purified form of lac largely used
hard or tcugh covering of an egg. d A hard rigid covering
in the preparation of varnishes. See 2d LAC,1.
of an anima1, commonly largely calcareous, in other cases
shel-lac', v. t.; SHEL-LACKED'
(she-lltkt'; shil'ltkt);
sHEL0
LACK1rno(she-lltkl'fng; shel'ilk-Ing). To coat or otherwise
pieces secreted by a modified portion of the surface of the
treat with shellac.
body called the mantle., and in t~ical cases is lai;r;: enough shell'barlr.1 (shel'bark'), n. The shagbark.
shell bit. A gougelike boring tool nsed with a brace.
m~~':.':.~ ~teTI'isi~.;i:;;~3
Shel'ley's case (shel'Iz), Law. A celebrated case of Lord
Coke's time \about 1591) which discussed and enunciated
a:g~1i!l!e c~i~
cean is the outer chitinous cuticle, often stiffened with
:~:Cf~f~~ichuf:
t~:twwh~!:: :~s:•r1:c:V:-t';
~~~~
calcareous matter. It is molted at intervals to provide for
veyance an estate of freehold with a limitation, either medi•
ately or immediately, to his heirs in fee or in tail, the
thf;~~."~!~g~{Jf~i';,°i~~'h~f{,1;~~n.l;,:!':~.::,~e~
bony plates often covered with horny epidermal shield•.
f;:'t::e~~l:
,,ihe:tae~!;,f::
,~\ig~•~eY:sf~; b:J§;f\!!::
2. By extension, a shell-hearing mollusk,
~tr~
:,':,'f,;.!'eel~erh~nz1~t.1:~i~M~ec~~:~~la~.
3. Short for T0BTOISBSHELL( which see),
4, Something resembling, or suggesting, or likened to, a Unitea States has been very generally abolished or modishell in some way, as in shape, position, or fragility.
a s::~\~J~r
t~i~~~e effect to a~ express limitaSpecif. : a Any slight hollow structure ; a framework or
exterior structure that is frail in construction or that has shell'flsh' (shel 1flsh'), n. [AS. scylfisc.] a Any aquatic
a shell, esp. a mollusk, as an
invertebrate
animal
having
had its interior removed or destroyed, or that is regarded
as not complete or filled in ; as, the shell of a house. b oyster or clam, or a crustacean, as a lobster. b A trunkfieh.
shell
llower.
a
Any
cultivated
menthaceous plant of the
Outside covering, lit. or fig. ; husk; as, the shell of a ship;
g,,nus Moluccella, esp. M. l:evis. b The turtlehea.d. c
the shell of religion. c The outer frame or case of a pulley
The zinziberaceous plant .Alpinia nutans.
block. 4 A coarse kind of coffin ; also, a thin interior shell gland. Zool. &- Emb1"!fol. a In entomostracans and
coffin inclosed in a more substantial one. Knight. e A
~~=t~~;i~~::nm:nnli::h~1~riar:~~~~~s'e~l::It/:~~~~=~=
light racing boat, long and only wide enough to accommoing to the exterior on or near the second maxilla. b In the
date one oarsman on a seat, the frame of which is covered
embryo of many mollusks, a glandular organ which Be•
with very thin wood or with paper. Modern shells have
cretes the embryonic shell. o A s.pecialized glandular part
outriggers and are decked over except where the oarsmen
of the oviduct of many animals whtch forms the egg's shell.
sit. f Mech. A thin hollow cylinder, as the barrel of a cy- shell hooks. Ordnance. An implement consisting of two
lindrical boiler or the knurled outer piece of a kind of drill
arms. for hoistin~ or moving heavy projectiles.
chuck. g The part in a loom in which the reed is fitted.
shell lee. Ice Orl!!finally formed on a sheet of water, but no
longer resting on 1t, because the water has been withdrawn.
6. 'l'he copper face of an electrotype.
8. Ordnance. A hollow projectile for cannon, containing shell'lng, p. pr.&: vb. n. of SHELL,Hence: n. l. Removal
of a shell or shells.
2. Bombardment with shells.
1
3. Groats; hulled oats ; - a commercial name.
4. A disease of the grape, of uncertain origin, causing the
of its fhght, upon tm• ~/?a;
-~ ,,,-, .. '.~
pact, or after penetra•
'__,
......
-~.
immature fruit to drop ; - called also rattling.
tion,the effect being pro. CR,jfl~0 'br~~~1~c!':r !3)f!~::;!t'\\1f:ei
1
duced by the force of ex• Body ; n Copper Ba.nd to engage
n. An ornamental Malayan araliaceous shrub
plosion or by the impact in ri~e grooves; c Opening for per- shell'-leaf',
(Nothopanax cochleaturn), with long-petioled, rounded,
of its scattered frag. cuss10nfuse; d Powder Chamber.
concave leaves.
ments. Shells are classified according to special design and
purpose into ARMOR-PIERCING,
BLIND-LOADED,
COMMON
SHELL, shell'man (shel'man), n. l. Na,•. A man stationed at a
DECK·PIERCING
SHELL,and TORPEDO
SHELL(see these terms).
gun to bring a shell and place it in the gun when loading.
Cf. SHRAPNEL,
2. A swindler who plays the shell game.
7. A metal or paper case which holds the charge of pow- shell'proof' (sM11prffiifl), a. Capable of resisting shells or
der and shot or bullet used with breech.loading small arms.
bombs ; bombproof.
8. Something simi1ar in form or action to an ordnance shell pump. A simple form of sand pump or sludger con-

lhel 1drall:&'(shll 1drik
of one of the Old
World genera Tadoma and Casarca,
esp. the common
species
European
(T. tadorna), slightly larger than the
mallard.
Though
somewhat resem•

1),

n. [sheld

a An7 duck
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sisting of a hollow cylinder with a hall or clack valve at the
bottom, used with a flush of water to remove detritus.
01· covered with,
shells ; cousisting of shells, or of a shell. "The shelly
shore." Prior. "His sh'elly cave." Sltak.
2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, a shell; testaceous, chitinous, siJiceous, or the like.
Shel'ta (sMl't<i), n. [Cf. CELTIC.) A secret jargon of Celtie
tinkers, and mauy other, esp. Irish, vagabonds.
shel'ter (shel'ter), n. [ME. scheltrun, shiltroun, scheltrome, scheldtrmne, a guard, squadron, AS. scil<ltruma a
troop of men with shields i scild shield+ trurna a baud of
men. See SHIELD, n.1 1. That which covers or defends
from injury, exposurn, annoyance, or the like; a protec•
tion or place of protection ; a screen ; a refuge.
Thou [God] hast been a shelter for me.
l'.i. lxi. 3.
2. State ~J~oe!~i
tf~~t:e~t:! ;bl~~~.~~ctiotj:oung.
t:le~s~,' s~~~r1ry. retreat, covert, sanctuary, pro•
shel'ter (sMl'tilr), v. t.; sHEL,TEBED(-tilrd); sHEL1TEB-ING.
1. To be a shelter for ; to provide with a shelter; to cover
~~!:lti~ f:C~!~c~ia~~rb'lJ'/yden.
from inju¥iii:e
2. To screen or cover from notice; to disguise.
In vain I strove 1o check my growing flame,
Prior.
Or shelter passion under friendship's na.me.
3. To place under shelter or protection; to take or betake
to cover, or to a safe place.
They ~heltered themselves under a rock . .AbJJ,A1Jbot,
Syn. - SHELTER,SHIELD,SCREEN, Shelter and shield are
often interchangeable; but SHELTERsug_ge.sts esp. protection from exposure. sHJELD,from assault: SCREEN,which
is often used with little distinction from sheller, frequent.

shell':, (shel 1i), a. l, Abounding in,

t!no~

~%:,~~;tt~f

~1~f:!:,~~i~;,.:s

~fo!:~li:e~~:~~nfo
~/t;~zycf~~l:e'i~P:~d}~g 8 ~~!~~:~o~.
screen an accomplice. See DEFBND.
shel•ter, v. ;, To take shelter.
JJJilton.
shelter deck. Shipbuilding. A continuous deck of lighter
construction than an awning deck, exteudiug fore and aft
on the upper deck.
shelter trench. Mil. Any trench hastily constructed tosecure shelter from direct
1
fire, -usuallyfirstashal.
~ ..... ·············low excavation with the-··•···--··~
dirt thrown np as a par-~
___·····--··
··- ·-···-·
apet in front, to shelter a
man lyingdown, anddeeJ>-ened as raJ!idlyas possible
.
,
until it WIii shelter a man
3
standing, if time permib.
-·--····-····
·-·-· ······
shel 1ty, shel'tie (sMI'- Shelter Trenches. I
tl), n.; pl. SHBLTIES
{•tlz). Lying;~ Kneeliug;
A Shetland pony.
3Stondmg.
~
shelve (shelv), v. i.; SE!ELVEn(shelvd) ; sHELV'INo(shl!l•vlng). [Prob. fr. shelf a ledge, a platform; perh. inJluenced in sense by some other word. J To incline ; to besloping ; as, the bottom shefres from the shore.
shelve, v. t. [See SHELF,) l. To furnish with shelves;
as, to shelve a closet or a bbrary.
2. To place on a shelf ; hence, to lay on the shelf; tc put.
aside; to dismiBBfrom service i to put off indefinitely ; as.
to ,helve an officer; to shelve a claim; to llUelvea matter in
debate.
shelV'IDg, p. pr. &: vb. n. of sHELv11,v. I, Hence: •1. Act or fitting up she! ves.
2. Act of laying on a shelf,oron the shelf; putting off or
aside ; as, the shelving of a claim.
3. Material for shelves; shelves, collectively.
4, A detachable rack or framework of boards attached te>
a farm wagon or cart to increase its capacity for hay or
grain ; - usually in the pl. Chiefly Scot. &: JJial. Eng.
shelv'lng, p. pr. &: vb. n. of RHELVE,to slope. Hence : n.
A sloping or shelvy place. Rare.
shelV'Y (shel 1vi), a. Sloping ; shelving.
She-ma' (shi-m1V), 11. [From the first word of the selection, Heb. sh'ema' hear. 7 A selection of short passage&from the Pentateuch ( /Jeut. vi. 4-9, xi. 13-21 ; Num. xv.
37-41) recited, together with certain benedictions, as a
creed or statement of the Jewish faith.
She-mo'neh Es'reh (she-mo'ne ez're). rHeh. shemoneh
'esreh, lit., eighteen.] Jewish Religion. The collection o1
19, orig.18, benedictions, from which are taken those recit

:ge
t,.".r.i'A~i~a'i"!~;i~ ~1:i::i::h:~~3t~iy
r:;!~e4~~t:i
three and the last three are used at all services, while the
middle group varies on Sabbaths,new moons, and holy days
from the formula prescribed for week days. The collection
as the prayer par excellence is called the Tefillah ~raJ.er),

:~~~:~~arn~~~~~:e:U;t~~:1:cit~?si~:d~::~ar
IC ews
1INo. [AS.
SHEND
scendan to disgrace, bring to shame, from sceand, sceond,.
disgrace, dishonor, sh11,mei akin to G. schande, Goth.
skanda, and E. shame. See SHAME, n.J Obs. or Archaic.
1. To blame. reproach, or revile ; to punish, degrade, dis•
grace, or put to shame or confusion, as by defeat or superiR. Browning.
ority ; to confound.
The famous name of knighthood foully shend. Spenser.
2. To injure, mar, spoil, or harm; to ruin; to destroy.
3. To protect; to defend.
ahend, v. i. Obs. 1. To be or become injured, spoiled,
ruined, or destroyed.
2. To defend ; to answer in defense. Destruction of Tf'Oy.

shend (sMnd), v. t.; ,suENT (shent);

s~:J
si~o~fr!·t~it:Ck~~f1~~s'l'I~;;K/.~1t:tilt;1W!iifl!:~~:
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SHENDFULLY

SHIELD BUDDING

1, Mining. An unproductive mine; a duffer. Australia ..
2. A worthless, mean, or contemptible person, as a man
[ME. shereve, AS. sc'ir-gerefa; sc'ir a who does not pay debts of honor, or a cheat. Slang, Brit.
shire+ gere/aareeve.
See samE,REEVE; cf. BHRIEVALTY.]shield (shiild), n. [ME. sltel<l, schel<l, AS. scield, scild,
sceld, scyld; akin to OS. acild, OFries. skeld, D. & G.
The chief executive officer of a shire or county, charged
schild, OHG. scilt, !eel. skjold1·, Sw. skold, Dan. skiold•
with the execution of the laws, the serving of judicial writs
tr;
Goth. skildus; of uncertain origin. Cf. SHELDRAKE.]1. A
and processes, and the preservation of the peace, and in
from falling into the water. Slang, Australasia.
some cases having judicial powers. In England the sheriff
broad piece
She'ol (she'ol), n. [Heb. sheol.] The underworld; the was the king's reeve or steward over a shire or county,and
of defenabode of the dead, conceived by the Hebrews as a subtersive armor,
0
ftsif~~~!i th!;~!rdefl~lft1s
~o~J~ :1:11:t~~fi~:r:~ 1~y~{ consisting
ranean region clothed in thick darkness, return from which
is impossible ; the place of departed spirits ; hell; Hades ; officer, appointed by the king, dismissible at a moment's
of a plate
also, the grave; - used esp. in the Revised Version of the
0
1!a~ 0 hf~~~;c~g1~:;
or frame as
::t;~Ke:~gr~it
Old Testament.
Cf. HADES,1 b & 2; ARALU; HELL,1.
of metal,
shire.
He
never
was,
as
has
been
erroneously
supposed,
For thou wilt not leave my soul to Sheol. Ps. xvi. IO (R, V.).
wood, or
sheP'en(shep'fo), n. [SeesHIPPEN.JA stable; ashippen. Obs. the vicegerent of the earl (L. comes). The office is now a.Ii':" leather,
0 f~e~lii~~ i~tt:1ar:i:~~
sheP'herd (sh~p'erd), n. [ME. schepherde, schephirde, b~!!~~eh~~e~,t!~g~i~t~a~
and carried
AS. sceaphyrde; sceap sheep
hyl'de, hirde, a herd, a
on the arm or
:id~c"::t1':dehJ~~r~~erJJiit:F~o~:r~~
a~~trwf!g~
guardian. See SHEEP;HERDa herder.] 1, A man employed
held in the
in tending, feeding, and guarding sheep, esp. a flock grazhand by a hanhot1d1li~~~!rl~~~~i6
ing at large; fig., one charged with the religions guidance
dle, - formerof others, as a priest ; a pastor.
16;{t;t:~~
!~i!~ig,~;8::~r::e~h:~~ffto~~Y~:0~~3
ly in general
2. One who holds a mining claim but does not work it,
ecutive of the State. The office in both England and the
use for the proSlang, A ustrnlia.
United States is now mainly ministerial. Tlie term in Engtection of the
land is one year or until the successor is appointed.
body in battle
i,r1r:~~l!~a)~j;o~?~1o:.::.i::J.n~~
~1 0
at'!t:.~ sher'iff-dom (-dum), n. The office, jurisdiction, or terrior combat;
der was brought up as a sheph.3rd. On accession of Hen_r_y tory of a •heriff ; shrievalty,
more esp., one
VII. he was restored to his birthri~ht and posseSBions. He
is the her~ under this title, of varions legends. His story Sher'man Act (sh0r'mlln). An act of Congress approved
large enough
to protect the
~~f!d
\~~uo/c~~~c:aS:e~i~ri;t:~~~1:,"~~:!~Y{i~:;
0
fr
whole of, or
bullion and to issue Treasury notes in payment ; -so called
from Senator John Sherman, who advocated it as a compro6
one side of, the
~~$:'f~~-h~
!~c;m;,H~f ; tr!'ctofb~'i°=~t
mise
measure.
It
was
believed
by
many
to
be
one
of
the
body,
Cf.
is a model of homely wisdom and pious contentment.
chief causes of the business depression of 1893l.and a bill
sheP'herd, v. t.; SHEP'HERD-ED;
SHEP'HERD-ING.
1. To tend
BUCK~RR.' l.
1 Greek Shield;
2
g>i;i~':.~;/;:';'i::n
a~~ff~';: fi,~~~~~:~ia
session of
uaahepherd;
to guard, herd,lead, or drive as a shepherd.
· Fig. • One 2 Roman Scutum;
that protects 3 Late Medieval Tilting Target•
1f~ed~Q;,·unwilling wind,
Shelley. sher'ry (sher'l), n. [From Xerea, now Jerez de la Fronordefends; de,.. 4 Norman Shield (about 1050);
tera, a Spanish town near Cadiz, z in Spanish having been
fensej shelter. 6 South Sea Islander's Shield.
2, To attend or escort (a lady), Humorous.
formerly pronounced like ah in English, l A still white
3. Mining. To retain (a claim) by working it only to the
3, Anything used to protect something; a prowine made in the vicinity of Jerez ; also, any wine resemextent required by law, Australia.
tecting piece or structure ; a protection; as,
bling it in its properties. Sherry is naturally li_ght-colored,
4, To shadow; to follow and watch secretly. Slang.
darkening with age. There are two main varieties, amon- specif.: a Ordnance. A screen of armor
shepherd dog, shepherd's dog. A sheep dog; a collie.
plate, usually attached to tbe carriage, protecting 111>
tillado and manzanilla. The former is made of various
BheP'herd-ess, n. A woman who tends sheep ; hence, a
otherwise exposed gun against small.
1g:;,tb~P~!c~~\tig;
:t~~n1thc~::~~e1~~:f1~~
rural lass.
Sir P. Sidney.
arm, or light-caliber, projectiles or
volume. Manza.nil1a is much lighter and drier, beingusushep'herd's-com-pan1on (sheplerdz-), n. The wagtail
shrapnel. b Tunneling &: Mining.
flycatcher (Rhipidura tricofor).
An Iron or steel framework moved
~!~.:'11;~~~~ovlJ.!:"'~t&,";',i"o~~~~i~f,.\ufi·m:!~:!Ht:
shepherd's plaid, A kind of woolen cloth of a checkered
forward
at the end of a tunnel or
sherrv cobbler. A beverage prepared with sherry wine, adit in procees
black and white pattern ; also, the pattern itself.
of excavawater, lemon or orange, sugar, ice, etc., and usually drunk
sheP'herd's-purae 1, n. A white-flowered annual brassica- throu~h
tion to support the ground
a
straw
or
a
glass
tube.
ceous weed (Bursa bursa-pastoris) bearing pouch like pods.
ahead
of
the
brickwork
or
(sh~th), n. [Cf. SHBATH.] The part of a plow which
she'-pln&', n. a The Australian white pine Podocarpua Sheth
other lining. C Zool. A
projects downward below the beam, to hold the share and
elaJa. b A true pine of Florida (Pinus heterophylla).
protective
strncture
likother working parts; - called also stan<l11rd,orlost.
aher'ard-lze (sh~r 1dr-diz), v. t.; SHER'ARD-IZED(-dizd);
ened to a shield, as a large
1ARD·IZ
1ING(-diz'lng),
0
0
BHER
[After Sherard Cowper-Coles, 8
1.?i.ner~t..:h ~~t
scale, a carapace, or lorica.
inventor of the process.] To galvanize by inclosing the
mane and tail, which originated in fhe Shetland lslands.
d The expanding attach- 6-inch Gun on Pedestal Mount
articles to be treated, covered with commercial zinc duet, sheugh (shiix), v. t. Scot. 1. To make ditches or drains
with Shield (sense 3 a~
ment of an expansion bolt.
in a tightly closed retort, heating, and allowing to cool.
in ; to dig, as peat, by making ditches.
e An adjunct of dress, as a piece of moisture-proof fabric
Sher'a-ton (sh~r'd-ton), n. Furniture. A style developed
a. To cover over; specif., Hort., to heel in.
or a padded article, serving as a protection, "", esp., to t.
in England toward the end of the 18th century, chiefly by shew'bread' (sho'bri!dl), show'bread!, n. Jewi•h Antiq.
part of the clothing liable to be soiled,
Thomas Sheraton. Strai~ht lines and Louis-Seize details
Bread of exhibition ; - the term used in Biblical transla4, Something resembling, or having the form of, a shield.
are characteristic of it. -Sher 1a-to'D1-an(-to'nl-lln), a.
tions to render the various phrases used in the Hebrew and
"Beapotted as with shields of red and black."
Spenser.
sher'bet (sh0r'b~t),n.
[Ar.sharbal a drink, fr, sharibato
Greek to designate the unleavened bread which the priests
&. Specif. : a Her. The escutcheon or field on which are
drink. Cf. SORBET,smuP, SHRUBa drink.]
1. A refreshlaced before Yahweh in the sanctnary(Ez, xxv. 30). The
placed
the
bearings
in
coats
of
arms.
Cf.
LOZENGE,
2 a. Se&
ing drink, common in the East, made of fruit juice, diluted,
oaves, twelve in number, arranged upon the table in two
Jllust. b Bot. (I) In lichens, an apotbecium.
BSCUTCBEON,
sweetened, and flavored variously; as, lemon sherbet.
piles of six, were later taken to represent the twelve tribes
Characere,
one
of
the
eight
wall
cells
of
the
antherid(2)
In
of Israel. The ritual exhibition of the bread was an exI, A flavored water ice.
ium. c Zoo/. A marking or otherwise differentiated area.
pression of the belief that Yahweh is the source of every
3. A preparation of bicarbonate of soda, tartaric acid,
8. A coin, the old French ~cu ; - so called from the figure
material blessing, and an expression of gratitude.
sugar, etc., variously flavored, for making an effervescing
Cha11cer,
shib'bo-leth (shlb't;-leth), n. [Heb. shibboleth an ear of of a shield on one side. Obs.
drink ; - called also sherbet powder.
7, The hard horny part of a boar's neck, regarded as th&
she-reef'} (sh~-rilf'), n. [Ar. she,·if noble, holy, n., a corn, or a stream, a flood. 7 1. Bib. The word by which choicest
part
for
brawn
;
as,
a
shield
of
brawn.
Oba.
the
Gileaditesdistinguished
the
fugitive
Ephraimites
attbe
she-rlf'
prince; cf. F. cherif, Sp. jerife.] 1, An Arab
Shield of So-blea'kl (s$-byestke), .Astran. = BCDTUM,
4.
Jordan fords. The Ephraimites, not bemg able to proprince or chief.
sh, called the word sibboleth.
Judges xii. shield (shiild), v. t.; SHIELD'&»;SHIELD'INo. [AS. scildan,
2, A descendant of Mohammed through his daughter Fa- nounce
2. Hence, the criterion, test, or watchword of something,
scyldan. See SHIELD,n,] 1. To cover with or as with a
tima; - used as a title. Hence, a high dignitary among
as a party ; specif., a party cry or pet phrase.
shield ; to cover from danger or the 1ike ; to defend ; to
Mohammedans, as in the Philippines; specif., the local
The th, witli ita twofold value, i1 ... the sln"bboleth of forgovernor of Mecca, 11suaJ.11:
called the Grand Shereef.
eigners.
Earle.
protect from Ad:!!°::~\s~\S:;!ta~m~~i, 1J'~ht~~ like.
Shak.
she-rl'at (ahe-re'<it), n, LTurk. sheri'at, fr. Ar. 1hari'ah, shi'bu-l'chl (she'boo-ii'cM), n. [Jap. shi-bu-ichi, fr. Chin. 2. To ward off ; to keep off or out. Obs.
Spenser,
lit., the way.
The sacred law of the Moslems of the Tnrksffl4 fen 1 i'l, lit., four parts one, silver forming one fourth of
3. To avert, as a misfortune; forbid. Obs. or Archaic.
ish Empire, mcluding the teaching of the Koran and the
(three
the alloy.] An alloy of silver (onepart)andcopper
God shield that it should so befall.
Chaucer.
parts), invented by the Japanese, which on proper treat- shield, v. i. To serve as a shield, protection, or defense.
traditional sayings of Mohammed.
she-rill' (she-riif'), n. [Turk & Ar. sherifi, fr, Ar. sherif ment assumes a beautiful silvery gray patina, Cf. BHAEUDO.
noble, illustrious. J Any of various Oriental coins ; as : shi'cer (shi'aiJr ), n. [Prob. fr. G. scheis•er one who dungs.] s~'lii 11!f-."'Wiie
ordinary method of bud grafting,

a A former Tnrkish gold coin; a gold dinar, b A mohur.

ahe'-oak 1 , n. l. Any of several Australian trees of the

genus Casuarina, specif. 0. atricta and C. subet·osa. Their
hard wood is variously used ; the leaves and amente are
a, CASUARINA,
used for forage. See llEBFWOOD
2. A kind of coarse beer. Slang, Australaa'ia.

C A silver xeraftn.

sher'lff (sher'Tf), n.
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SHIELD DRAKE

SHINER

llhleld fem, The buckledem.
llhleld'-Bhaped' (llhiild'shiipt'), a. Having the shape of a
shield; specif., Bot., peltate.
shleld'tall', n. Zool. Any small burrowing snake of the

son or persons named in the deed. By the shifting use it
was possible to evade the common-law rule that a fee could
not oelimited upon a fee. Some States of the United States
have expressly abolished shifting uses, as such.
shlft'leu (shlft'les), a. 1. Lacking in expedients, or not
family Uropeltida,, having a large acute on the tail.
capable of successful expedients, esp. in providing for one's
shift (llhlft), v. t.; sHIFT'En; sHIF1',ING, [ME. shiften,
schijten, to divide, change, remove, AS. sciftan to divide ; own support, as because of laziness, lack of skill, etc.;
hence, lazy ; inefficient ; thriftless ; as, a shift/ ess fellow.
akin to LG. & D. schiften to divide, distinguish, part,
Ice!. skipta to divide, part, shift, change, Dan. skifte, Sw. ·2. Manifesting, or characteristic of, lack of efficiency or
ski/ta, and prob. to Ice!. ski/a to cut into slices, as n., a thrift in work, or the like ; as, shiJUess management.
-shlft'leas-ly, adv. - shlft'less-neas, n.
slice, and to E. shive, shea.ve, n., shiver, n.] 1. To divide;
distribute; apportion ; assign ; arrange. Obs. or Dial. Eng. Bhilt'J'(shif'tT), a. 1. Changeful; changeable; fickle. Rare.
2. Full of, or ready with, shifts ; fertile in, or given to,
2. To change the place or position of; to move or remove,
expedients or contrivances, esp. those of a doubtful charas from one place or person to another ; to transfer ; to
acter;
fertile in, or full of, tricks or dodges; tricky.
turn; as, to shift a burden ; to shift the blame.
Shifty and thrifti as old Greek or modern Scot. C. Kingsle11
Carrying the oar loose, [they] s!tift it hither and thithe~ at
Sh111sm(shii'l'.z'm), n. The doctrine or principles held to
pleasure.
Raleigh.
3. To put off; to get rid of; avoid; evade, Obs. Spenser. by the Shiites, or Shiahs.
4. To exchange for or replace by another or others of the Shi'ite (shii'it), Shl'sh (-a), n. [Ar. sh'i'a'i a follower of
same kind or class ; to change; as, to sh1ft the clothes ; to the sect of Ali, fr. shi'ah a multitude following one another
in pursuit of the same object, the sect of Ali, fr. sha'a to
shift the scenes or scene.
follow.] One of that branch of the Mohammedans who re5. To change the clothing of; -used reflexively. Ob,.
ject the first three caliphs, and consider Ali, Mohammed's
Not to have patience to shift me,
Shak.
son-in-law, ae the first rightful successor of Mohammed,
8. To change in form, character, etc. ; to alter.
and who do not acknowledge the Sunna, or body of tradito ■hlft off. a To delay ; to '1efer; to put off. b To put
tions respecting Mohammed, as any part of the law. Persia
0
t~e
~~a~b~~ t
is the chief center of Shiism, - Shl-lt'lc (sht-Tt'l'.k), a.
ally from hard over one way to hard over·the other,
(shT-kTm'l'.k), a. Org. Chem. Pertaining to or
shUt, v. i. l. To make division or appQrtionment; to dis- Bhl-klm'lc
designating a white crystalline acid, C6 H.(OH)sC0 2 H, obtribute ; to dispose; to order. Obs.
Cursor Mundi.
tained from the fruit of star anise (called shiktmi by the
2. To deal ; to act ; to do, Obs.
Ca2'1on, Japanese). Its name in the official nomenclature is cy3. To make a change or changes ; to change position,
clohexene(l)-triol(3.4.6)-carboxylic acid(l).
place, form, character, clothing, etc.; to move; veer ; to shlk'ra (shl'.k'ra), n. [Cf. SHIKAR.] A small Indian hawk
substitute one thing for another ; as, the .cargo •hifted,
(Astur badius) sometimes used in falconry.
Th~,'sixth age R!t(fts
shll-la'lah, shll-le'lagh (llhl-la'la), n. Also shll-le'lah,
shll-la'la, etc. A sapling, as of oak or blackthorn, used
Here the
fib~~i\~~is seat.
4. To resort to or use expediepts ;.to. ,provide,. look out, or as a cudgel ; hence, any cudgel; - so called from Shilledo, for one's self; to contrive ; to man.age; to manage to lagh, in Ireland, famous for its oaks. Irish.
shll'llnll: (shll'l'.ng), n. [ME. shilling, schUling, AS. ,cilJive or get along; as, to· shift for one's self.
ling; ali.in to D. scltelling, OS. & OHG. sci/ling, G. schil&. To practice indire<,t or evasive methods.
ling, Sw. & Dan. skilling, Ice!. skillingr, Goth. skilliggs,
8. Music. To make a shift, See smrr, n., 3.
and perh. to OHG. •cellan to sound, G. schallen.] 1. A
Syn. - See CHANGE.
silver coin and money of account of Great Britain and
to ■hlft for oae'• ■elf, to provide or care for one's self.
llhlft (shift), n. [See &HIF1',v. t.] 1, Act of shifting. Spe- many of its dependencies, equal to twelve pence (241 cents
U. 8.), or the twentieth part of a pound. It is legal tencif. : a A putting one thing in place of another, or changder to the number of forty. Abbr., s. For several centuing the place of a thing ; change; alteration; substitution.
ries the shilling was a money of account only, after the
Mygoing ... wunotmerelyforsh,ftofair.
SirH. Wotton,
b .A.turning from one thing to another ; a turn ; hence, an
0a~naq~ril:!:!!i~
1v;rr.nfy
a1:!rs!
expl3dient or scheme tried in difficulty ; often, an expedient
of changes its weight of fine silver has fallen from the i:l\that is petty, mean, underhand, or the like ; a trick ; a tial
value of 133.2gr. to the present one of 80.73gr.
2. a A coin and money of account of Scotland in use predodge; a f~'!tll.n~• ~h~!';,.~dt~,t,~!~~l:J!1~;'.'
2. Something ·changed or used in altemation; esp. : a A vious to 1707. It was originally identical in value with the
English shilling, but depreciated during ·the wars with
change of clothes. b A woman's chemise. c A shirt. Dial.
3, Music. A change of the position•of the hand on the fin- England until, in the 17th century, worth only one English
penny. b Any ot several related money• of the Contiger board, in playing the violin or· a similar instrument.
The llr■t pooltlon of the hand is close to the nut, so that the , nent, as the German schilling or the Danish skilling.
3. In the United States, a denomination of money, differfirst finger produces the tone next above that of the open
ing in value in different States, now practically obsolete .
f~~1:'r:tgro~\!Fn~l~ra:~f
Thi11difference in value was due to the fact that the colomo.lbills
of credit had depreciated in dd'ferent degrees. In New England
at whole ahlft, or thlrd Eosltion, the first finger covers the
(all also in Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Misrl~~~e~~ t~:t tollfJ nrtie ~~:~~11 ■hlft, or fourth souri, Mississippi, Alabama, and l'lorida), when the decimal sys4, Mining. A dislocation of a vein or seam ; a fault.
!;~~c!°~tkg~i;g,3.~~ya:3s ti~or~ffii::e f6f~fs~/~r
5. The change of one set of workmen for another ; hence,
New York (as also in North Carolina, Ohio, and Michigan), this
pound was worth $2 ..50, and the shilling 121 cts. or 8s. to ,1 ; in
a spell, or turn, of work ; also, a set of workmen who work
Pennsylvania (as also in New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland).
in tum with other sets ; as, a night shift.
0
6. ht building, shipbuilding, etc., disposition of work overwJ:~;r!~a~ 2
';o~~~d~~
lapped so as to break joint.
worth •4.2<lJ,and the shilling 21Jcts., or 4s. 8d. to •1.
Syn.
EXPEDIENT.
4.
The Spanish or Mexican real, of the value of one eighth
llhlft of crop ■, change or rotation of crop•.
of a dollar, or 12! cents; -formerly so called in New York
shlft'er (shlf'ter), n. One that ahifts; specif.: a One and
some other States. Called also Mezican shilling.
that changes the place or position of something ; as, a killg'1, or queen'• ■htlllng, a shilling ¥fven bf. a recruiting
scene shifter. b One given to-resorting to shifts or expe.
officer to a recruit\ the taking of whichhunt1l 1879,constidients, esp. those of a petty or crafty nature ; a cheat,
tuted a binding en istment in the Britis army.
shll'ly-shal'll-er, shll'll-shal'll-er (shTi'T-shlli'T-er), n.
~eth"at,f
Kilton.
An irresolute or hesitating person.
o Naut. An assistant to the ship's cook in washing, ~teep- shll'ly-shal'ly(shl'.lll-shlWI'.),adv. Formerly alsoshllling, and shifting the salt provisions. Rare. d 1tfach.
I-shall-I.
[A reduplication of shall I.] Inanirresolute,
Any of various devices for shifting something; as: (1) A undecided, or hesitating- manner.
belt shifter. (2) Knitting Mach. A wil'e for changin:; a
I am somewhat dainty m making a resolution, because when
loop from one needle to another, as in narrowing, etc.
I make it, I keep it; I don't stand ihill-1-.<thalf-l then. Congreve,
shlft'lng, p. pr. &: vb. n. of SHIFT. Hence: n. Philol. shll'ly-shal 1ly, v. ·i. To hesitate; to act irresolutely ; to
Lautverschiebung. -shlft'lng-ly, adv.
be undecided ; hence, to occupy one's self with trifles.
lhlfttng accent or ■treu, Phon., variable word accent, or sh11 1ly-shal'ly,
n. Irresolution ; hesitation ; indecision ;
stress, due to unsettled or varying usage, to the position
also, occupation with trifles.
of the word with reference to other ~ords, or to the exiin:~~l~~\~7h,~~:Jgf,,~~~~~\tfive minutes in pickinf>!nJ;t~~~~;:
gencies of verse. Thus, Eng.farmtyant', Amer.farm/yard','
an ouVsi,det passenger, the passenger out 1side 1, etc. See shll'lY-Bhal 1ly, a. Hesitating; irresolute; indecisive;
also, rarely, foolish ; trivial.
7
1
shim (shlm), n. 1, A thin piece or slip of wood, metal,
centre.
= METACBNTER.- •• 1tre11.
SHIFTING ACCENT. - .. ,
stone, etc., often tapered, used to fill in, as to level a stone
or nconda.ry, me, Law, a use which takes effect in derogain building, or a railroad tie or rail, etc., or designed to be
tion of some other estate and is expressly limited by the
removed to take up wear, ae in a bearing.
deed or may be created on a certain contingency by a per-

::;~J \~fie~si~iJ lP~::r:;r~eh::s~~~~~~
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2. More fully llhlmplow or plough. A kind of shallow plow
used to scrape or break ground and clear it of weeds.

Bh1m(sbl'.m), v. t.; SHIMIIIIID
(shTmd); SHW'MING, 1 To
weed with a shim. Scot. &: Dial. Eng.
2. To fill out, or level up, to a desired height or a true
surface by the use of a shim or shims. See SHIM, n.,1.

Also, to fill up (cracks or joints) as with putty.
1MEaED(-erd);
V, i, ,' 6HIM
SHIM'MER·ING,
[ME. schinieren, AS. scimrian ,· akin to .,cimian, sciman,
to glitter, D. schemeren, G. scllimmern, Dan. skimre, Sw.
skimra, AS. scima a ligl1t, brightness, Icel. sk'ima, Goth.
skeima a torch, a lantern, and E. skine. See SHINE, v. i.]
To shine with a tremulous or intermittent light ; to shine
faintly ; to gleam ; glisten ; glimmer.
1.'he shimmering glimpses of a stre&m.
Tennyson,
Syn. - See FLASH.
shim'mer, v. t. To cause to shimmer.
shlm.'mer, n. A faint, tremulous light; a glimmer.
Shlm'c-ae pcw 1der (shl'.m'~-se). !For shimonose after the
Japanese inventor; Mas.a.ehika S iimonose Kog~ubachi.J

Bhlm'JD.er(-er),

!irr~rr!~~s~!
rJgi~g5~t~dc~:~~ebliii~~t;roasi!:esl~1~e
[ME. shine, sch.ine, AS. scinu; akin to D.
scheen, OHG. scina, G. schiene, scltienbein, Dan. skinnebeen, Sw. •kenben, and AS. sc'ia shin. Cf. CHINE.] a The
front part of the leg below the knee ; the front edge of the
shin boue; the lower part of the leg. b Specif., in beef
cattle, the lower part of the fore leg; - dieting. from shank.
shin, v. i.; SHINNED(shTnd); SHIN'NING. 1. To use the
shine in climbing; to climb,. esp. as a mast, tree, rope, or
the like, by embracing it alternately with the arms or hands
and legs, without help of steps, spurs, or the like ; - often
used with up; as, to 1hin up a mast. Colloq.
2. To use the shins in locomotion ; to walk or run. Slang.
3. To go about borrowing money hurriedly, as for the payment of one's notes. Slang, U. S.
shin, v. I. Colloq. 1. To shin up (a tree, pole, etc.).
2. To kick or strike on the shins.
shin bone. The tibia.
shine (shin), v. i.; pret. & p. p. SHONE(shlln; shlSn; in
Briti,h use usually shlSn; cf. GONE),Archaic or R. SHINBD
(llhind); p. pr.&, vb. n. SHIN'ING
(llhin'l'.ng). [ME. shinen,
achinen, ~As. scinan; akin to D. schijnen, OFries. skina,
OS. & OHG. scinan, G. scheinen, Icel. ski'na, Sw. skina,
Dan. ski,nne, Goth. skeinan, and perh. to Gr. a-1e,a.
sbadow.
Cf. SHEERpure; SHIMMER.11. To emit rays of light; to
give light ; to beam witli steady radiance; to exhibit
brightnesa or splendor ; as, the sun shines.
God, who commanded the light to slttne out of darkness, hath
shined in our hearts.
2 Cor. iv. 6,
Let thine eyes shine forth in their full luster, Denliam.
2. To be bright by reflection of light ; to gleam ; to be
glossy; as, to shine like polished silver.
3. To be effulgent in splendor, beauty, or brilliance. Ob,.
" So proud she shined in her princely state."
Spenser.
4. To be eminent, conspicuous, or distinguished; to exhibit
brilliant intellectual powers; as, to shine in conversation.

shin (shTn), n.

t =r:a~~! tg;~~u:ge
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shine, v. t. To cause to shine i specif. : a To cause to emit

lit!·,G?dr~o~n!J 0:!f!i1:!.~:1!~~~~rsfi*=•
honor and virtuea,
th:o:1~~li~sh the light of upon or into somettf:; t':;
P:S~~~
'.i°~~~:PT~
illuminate it. d [In this and the next sense the pret.
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shined is common.] To make bright; to cause to shine by
reflected light; to polish ; as, to shine shoes. Colloq. a
In hunting deer by night, to throw light into (the eyes of
the animal), for the purpose of attracting attention temporarily and thus getting an opportunity to shoot it. U. 8.
shine, n. 1. Quality or state of shining, or emitting light;
Milton.
light; illumination.
" ~ape r's holy shine."
The distant slime of the celestial city. Hawtl,on~.
2. Quality or state of shining, or exhibiting brightneea
because of reflected light ; splendor; luster ; gloss; sheen.
3. An instance of shining by reflected light ; a polish ; a
gloss; specif., Colloq., a polish or gloss given to the shoes.
4. Sunshine; fair weather ; as, rain or shine.
Dtyden.
5. Slang. a A liking; fancy; as, to take a shine to a person. U.S. b A disturbance; rumpus. c A caper; trick;
prank. U. S. 4 An inferior actor or performer.
shln'er (shin 1er), n. 1, One that shines.
2. A bright piece of money, as, esp., of gold. Slang.
3. a Any of numerous small fresh-water American cyprinoid fishes, belonging to Notropis and allied genera, as the
redfin (Notropis cornutus) and
the golden shiner (Abra mis
chrysoleuctts) of the eastern
United States; also, loosely, any
of various other silvery fishes,
as th e dollarfish, menhaden, Golden Shiner (.Abramil
etc. b A silverfish (insect).
chr,190/eucus).
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SHIP:

PRINCIPAL

ROPES,

SPARS,

ETC.

l Foremast; 2 Mainmast; a Mizzenmast ; 4 Fore Topmast; 5 Main Topmast ; 6 Mizzen Topmast; 7 Fore-topgallant Mast (at the Doubling) ; 8 Main-topgallant Mast; 9 Mizzen-topgallant Mast; 10 Fore-royal Mast (sometimes not a part of the Topgallant Mast); 11 Main-royal Mast; 12 Mizzen-roysl Mast; 13 Fore-skysa1l Mast; i4 Main-akysail l\last, 15 Mizzenskysail Maet; 16 Fore Yard (at the.Quarter); 17 Main Yard (at the Slings); 18 Crossjack Yard; 19 Lower Fore-topBaJ.l Yard (at Yardarm); 20 Lower l\lain-topsa.il Yard; 21 Lower Mizzen-topsail Yard; 22 Upper Fore-topsail Yard; 23 Upper Main-topsail Yard; 24 Upper l\lizzcn-topsail Yard; 25 Fore-topgallant Yard; 26 Main-topgallant Yard; 2j Mizzen-topgallant
Yard; 28 Fore-royal Yard; 29 Main-royal Yard; 30 Mizzen-royal Yard; 81 Fore-skysail Yard; 32 l\lain-skyaail Yard; 33 )lizzen-skysail Ya.rd; 34 Bowsprit; 35 Jib Boom; 31Jlflying
Jib Boom (sometimes in a separate piece); 37 }"'ore-trysail Gaff; 38 Main-trysail Gaff; 39 Spanker Gaff; 40 Spanker Boom; 41 Lower Boom; 42 Fore-topmast-studding-sail Boom;
48 Main-topmast-8tudding-sa1l Boom ; 44 Fore-topgallant-etudding-sail Boom ; 45 l\Inin-topgallnnt-studding-sail
Boom , 46 Fore-royal-studding-sail
Boom; 47 Main-royal-studding-eail
Boom; 48 Dolphin Striker or l\Iartingale Boom; 49Whisker Boom; 50 Main-brace Bumkm; 51 Foretop; 52 Maintop; 5~ ?tlizzen Top; M Fore-sheet Sheave Hole; M Main-sheet Sheave
Hole; 56 Fore-skysail Stay; 57 Fore-royal Stay; 58 Flying-jib Stay: 59 Fore-topgallant Stay; fiO Jib Stay; 61 Fore-topmast Stay; 61a Fore-topmast
Staysail-Stay ; 62 Forestays; 63 Main-skysail Stay ; 64 Main-royal Stay ; 65 Main-topgallant Stay ; 66 Main-topmast Stay ; 6i Mainstays ; 68 Mizzen-skysail
Stay; 69 l\Iizzen-royal Stay; 70 Mizzen-topgallant Stay; il Mizzen-topmast Stay ; 72 Mizzen Stay 1 73 Fore-akysail Braces; 74 Fore-royal Braces;
75 Fore-topgallant Braces; 76 Upper Fore-topsail Braces; 77 Lower Fore-topsail Braces; 7ia Forebraces; 78 Mam-skysa.il Braces; 79 l\lain-royal Braces;
80 Main-topgallant Braces; 81 Upper )lain-topsail Braces; 8'2Lower Main-topsail Braces; 83 Marn Braces; 84 Mizzen-skysail Braces; 85 Mizzen-royal
Braces; 86 Mizzen-topgaUant Braces; 87 Upper Mizzen-topsail Braces; 88 Lower Mizzen-topsail Braces; 89 Crossjaek Braces; 00 Port Fore-skysail
Lift; 91 Port Fore-royal Lift; 92 Port Fore-topgallant Lift ; 93 Port Fore-topsail Lift; 94 Port Fore Lift ; 9o Port Main-akyaail Lift; 9GStarboard Mainroyal Lift ; 97 Starboard Main-topgallant Lift;
98Starboard Main-topsail Lift; 99 Starboard l\Iain
26
Lift ; 100 Port Mizzen-skysail Lift; 101 Port
9
11
11 Mizzen-royal Lift; 102 Port Mizzen-topgallant
Lift; 103 Port Mizzen-topsail Lift ; 104 Port
8
Crosajack Lift ; 105Spanker-boom Topping Lift;
106 Lower-boom Topping Lift ; 107 Fore-trysail
Peak Halyards ; 108 Main-trysail Peak Hal4
4
yards; 109 Spanker Peak Halyards; 110 Flemish
Horse ; 111 Foot Ropes ; 112 Life Line ; 113
Jacob's Ladders ; 114 Mooring Pendants ; 11.S
Bobstays; 116 Bowsprit Shrouds; 117 Whis9
ker Jumper; 118 Jib Guy; 119 }"lying Jib
JO
10 Guy ; 120 Flying Jib Martingale ; 121 Jib Martingale; 122 Stirrups; 123 Back Ropes; 124
Bowsprit Cap; 125 Ratlines; 126 Fore Rig8
ging ; 127 Fore-topmast Rigging; 128 Fore-topgallant Shrouds ; 129 }"'ore-royal Shroud ; 130
4
4
Fore-skysail Shroud ; 131Futtoc k Shrouds ; lS-J
Fore-topmast Baekstays;
133 Fore-topgallant
Backstays ; 134 Fore-royal Backstay ; 135 Fore23
skysa1l Backstay ; 136 Fore-topmast CroBRtrees;
137 Fore Jack; 138 Doubling of the Masts; 139
Mizzen Cap (lower); HO Mizzen-topmast Cap ;
141 Sheer Poles ; 142Swifters ; 143After Shrouds;
144 Fore Chains ; 145 Main Chains; 146 Mizzen
Chains; 147 Fore-trysail Yangs; 148 Main-trysail Yangs; 149 Spanker Yangs; 150 Cutwater;
4
151 Starboard Bow ; 152 Starboard Beam; 153
Starboard Quarter; 154 Starboard Counter ; 155
Rudder; 1.56Water Line; 157 Rail; 1.58 .Bulwarks ; 159 Entrance ; 160 Run ; 161 Spanker
Sheets; 162Starboard Main Sheet; 163 Starboard
Fore Sheet; 164 Nameboard; 165 Fore Truck;
166Main Truck and Pennant; 1G7Mizzen Truck;
168 Sheer Strake; 169Jib Netting,
.2
IS
WOODEN

SHIP

: PRINCIPAL

PARTS

OF THE HULL.

1 Keelaon; 2 GarboaTd Strake; 3 Floor or Floor Timber; 4 Pillar or Stanchion; 5 Ceiling;
6 Limber Hole; 7 Sister, 01 Side, Keelson; 8 Beam; 9 Deck Planking; 10 Main Deck;
11 Upper Deck ; 12 Rail; L'l False Keel; 14 Keel ; 15, 1G First and Second Futtock, etc.,
forming the frame; 17 Shelf Piece; 18 Rabbet of the Keel; 19 Beam Clamp ; 20 Waterway; 21 Inner ·waterwny; 22 Spirketing; 28 Partial Hold Deck, the planking extending as
far as the figure, 23 ; 24 Limber Board.

IRON

SHIP:

PRINCIPAL

18
PARTS

OF THE HULL.

1 Keelson ; 2 Garboard Strake ; 3 Floor or Floor Plate; 4 Piilar or Stanchion ; 5 Ceiling,
6 Limber Hole or Watercourse; 7 Sister, or Side, Keelson; 8 Beam; 9 Deck Planking; 10
Main Deck ; 11 Upper Deck ; 12 Rail ; 13 Frame Angle Iron ; 14 Reverse-frame Angle Iron;
15 Bar Keel ; 16 lntercostal Plate of ]first Longitudinal, or Side, Keelson ; 17 Bilile Keelson,
or Hold Stringer; 18, 10 Plating; 20 Bilge Keel; 21 Bracket Plate; 2'J Stringer; 23 Batte_,
24 Iron Deck ; 25 Stringer Angla Irons ; 26 Tie Plate; 27 Stringer Plate.

SHIP: Fig. 1. Principal Ropes, Spars, etc. Fig. 2. Amidships Cross-section of the Hull of a Wooden Ship, showing Principal
Timbers, Planking, etc. Fig. 3. Amidships Cross-seetion of the Hull of an Iron Ship, showing Principal Frames, etc.

1943

SHINESS

SHIRAZ

4.

Sw. 1kepp, Ice!. & Goth. ,hip; of unknown origin. Cf.
when it was resisted by John Hampden.
It was fiDally
EQUIP,BKil'F, SKIPPER.] 1. Any large seagoing vessel.
abolished by statute in 1640.
2. Specil., Naut., a vessel with a bowsprit and three llh1p1own 1er (shJP'iin'er), n. An owner of· a ship or ships
masts (mainmast, foremast, and mizzenmast), witb, rarely,
or of a share or shares in a ship.
a fourth mast, each composed of a lower mast, a topmast, llhiJl'Page (shJplltj), n. [ship+ -age.] Act, proceBB, or
and a top-gallant mast, and, sometimes, higher masts.
privilege ol shipping, or a. fee or levy made for it.
3. In general, any veBBelintended or uoed for navigation, llhip'per (shlp'er), n. [Cf. AS. scipere sailor. See SHIP,
or such a vessel not of the kind propelled by oars, paddles,
n.; cf. SKIPPER.] 1 One who ships goods.
or the like; a.water craft or vessel. In popular usage, and
2. Mach. A device for shipping, or shifting, something,
more esp. in various legal uses, the term skip has a very
as a rod in some kinds of lathes for changing the feed.
1
A ~l~~~'fl!!nf
~t;~;~m!ifhd~hi~ 1;fe~n us. Timdall.
~~i~4liitei~n~~;J.vafb~~i:1v°::la°:s riiS:t~~: of:a~fti~!!~d
~pfpbl':,dp~;rr~•~Ucl)~'
!u!f~:;ap;i~n~~~k~.
or
llhln'gle, n. [ME. shingle, for shindle, fr. L. scindula,
international law, as with reference to salvai:e, ship may
business of one who ships goods.
1~~ti~!1e~a/~~ .2. The collective body of ships in one place, or belonging
acandula; cf. Gr. o-,ce8avvVva1.to scatter, disperse, o-_xiB
::~t\n~egr f~frE~{J>:1esei~it':n~!J
11
a leaf, tablet (cf. SCHEDULE),
a-xw8aA.µ.0~ shingle.]
l. A transportation on rivers, seas, oceans, or other navigable
to one port, country, etc.; vessels, generally; tonnage.
piece of wood sawed or rived thin and small, with one end
waters, without regard to its form or means of Iocomo•
3. Fig. : A voyage. "God send 'em good shipping." Shak.
thinner than the other, for covering roofs, etc., the thick
tion; any structure or vessel fitted for navigation. For
4. A ship's com_pany. Obs.
ends of one row overlapping the tllin ends of the next.
the puri;>oses of some statutes it has even a broader defini- shlppl.ng artlcles.
Articles of agreement between the
2. A sign or signboard, as of a lawyer's or doctor's office; tion, as m the English Foreign Enlistment Act, where it is captain of a vessel and the seamen 2 in respect to wages,
as, to hang out one's shingle. Humorous & Colloq.
~tf~~t~~nNo~~t~: c~:ftc:':.:Y!~~'!n;fd:~~:/pti~~seJi
::~s:l::i~:~ein"f~."\'i'Efi:i·
~l~ies, B public
llhin'gle, v. t.; SHIN'aLEn(shlq'g'ld); SHIN'GLING
(-glJng).
boat, vessel, or otber craft or battery, made to move either -ollfcial appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury to su1. To cover with shingles, as a roof ; to cover the roof or on the surface of or under water, or sometimes on the sur- pervise and facilitate the engagement, employment, and
sides of, as a house, with shingles.
face of, and sometimes under, water" (33 & 34 Viet. c. 90, s. p~yment of seamen on foreign, or deep-sea, voyages.
2. To cut (the hair) so that the ends are exposed all over 30). For definitions of principal classes of sailing vessels, ShlPPlnlf master. A i;>ublicofficial before whom the shipthe head as shingles are on a roof; to cut (the hair) short.
other than skip (in the specific sense), see BARK,BARKEN- ping articles must be signed and in whose presence sailors
0:ot!~ht:,!!~
To whip; chastise, as with a shingle. Colloq., u. s.
~~~' 1~u:::~iN~::cH~i':rt!1i~~·sf:~:N,
F21:IG:~oo:!:~
'lf
ufeagfu shipping gooda
4 · To lay or dispose, as logs, so 88 to overlap.
SLOOP,YAWL,etc. For definitions of classes of war vessels
by sea. In the case of free goods the shipping notes
0
1·o~=r~~gfi:le~g1:~:;:e~i:1fa~ifi~~ 1
are th e recet~::t,,
:g~::r~gbLi~et~h:~~:fv!
;:eb°o~~J
iron from. the puddling furnace.
tion, etc. See TURBINE,WHALEBACK,
etc.
a receipt for the mate to sign, on reshln'gled (shlq 1g'ld), a. Covered with shingle, or coarse,
4. A dish or utensil (originally fashioned like the hull of
ture it 1s called the m&te"areceipt, and
Tyndale.
e shipper for the bills of lading.
rounded detritus.
a ship) used to hold incense. Obs.
shln'gled, a. 1. Covered, roofed, or sheathed with shingles.
ahlp of countenance, a ship of (great) burden. Obs. -a. of shl1_1-p0'
(•
n. [Jap. •hippo seven precious th ings;
2. Clinker-built ;-said of a ship. Obs. Piers Plowman.
post
POSTSHIP Obs • of the line Nav formerly, a Chm. ch'i' seven
pao" gem.] Japanese Art. Cloisonn~
lhlngle oak. a An American oak ( Qu.ercus irnbricaria),
shiP of war large ~noughto" have a plaJe in the line of bat.
enamel on a background of metal or porcelain.
:;,~~T:t1~~~\~1r::1~:v::. st t'¥n 8l"J:rJYfa~t~~~=:o&
has
!~i~
s~:~r:r;ad~itk'!.
~'!~1~1:ie!hii-::~~r~~:b~nl~~
shin'gler (shlq'gler), n. One that shingles; specif.: a ship (shlp), ,,. t.; SHIPPED(shJpt); SHIP'PING. [Cf AS. Pouortto~elsanselds'oasvefrolranreJ>Rbeirtsw.
eebnAborad,/elws
aoywonatwerh.ich
to transOne who shingles roofs, etc. b A man or a machine that
scipian to take ship, gescipian to provide with ships.]
•
db
f
makes shingles. c A workman who tends a shingling ma1. To put or receive on board of a ship, or other vessel, llhip'-rlgged' (-rlgd'}, il. Nai,t. Rigged like a ship, that
chine or hammer. 4 A machine for shingling puddled iron.
for transportation;
to send by water.
is, with three masts, and square sails ; also, square-rigged.
llhin'gles (-g'lz), n. [OF. cengle, or the dial. form chengle, 2. To commit to any conveyance for transportation.
shlP's favor or favour (ships). The advantage or con0 fre~:;:r.:~i.::!t~r~t:~thi~il~
shingles, orig., a girth, F. sangle, fr. L. cingu/umagirdle,
3. Hence, to send away; to get rid of. Colloq.
~f.':i':'s':r!3
fr. c'ingtre to gird. Cf. CINCTURE,CINGLB,SURCINGLE.] 4. To engage or secure for service on a ship, as seamen.
from the extreme points outside, regardless of the bulk.
Med. Herpes zoster. See HRRPBs.
6. To put in place for use; as, to ship the tiller or oars.
llhiyshape' (shlp'shiipl), a. Arranged in a manner befitllhingle tree. An East Indian cmsalpiniaceous tree (Aero- to ■hip a aea, Naut., to have a wave come over the side.
ting a ship ; hence, trim ; tidy; orderly.
,
•arpusfra,,:inifolius), with hard durable wood.
ship, v. i. 1. To engage to serve on board of a veBBel.
• .. ,..,Bha
•
nl"k
llhin'gle-wood'
(shlq'g'l-wili'.id'A'
n.
A
West
Indian
laura2.
To
embark
on
a
ship.
Wycli""e
(Acts
xxviii.
11).
......,_
pe',
adv.
In
a
sh1psbape
or
seama
' e manner.
.,
,.,,
shl.P's huband. Naut. An agent on land, representing
the
ceous tree (.nectandra leucant a).
.
3. Naut. To rest or have its position when ready for uae;
owners of a ship,._!""homanages its expenses and receipts.
shln 1gly (-gJJ), a. Composed of, or abounding in, shingle,
-witb in; as, the lower end of a sprit •hips in a grommet. sJilP's papers Mar Law The papers with whic)l a vessel
or coarse detritus.
-llhip (-ship). [ME. -schipe, AS. -scipe; akin to OFries.
1s reqmred to bepro;ided for due inspection nnder the law.
llhin'lng (shin'Jng), p. pr. & ,,b. n. of SHINE. Specif.: p. -skipe, OLG. -•kepi, D. -schap, OHG. -scaf, G. -schajt. Cf. The ordinary paJlOrs include the certificate of enrollment
a.: a Emitting or reflecting light, esp. steadily; radiant;
SHAPE, n. ; LANDSCAPE.] A noun-forming suffix added
or registry, the license, crew list, shipping articles!, clearas, shining lamps. b Splendid ; illustrious ; brilliant ; chiefly to nouns denoting persons, but sometimes to ad- J'.:'n";;,':.~.i'r;;i~~?e~~r~~rg~f.:'~P'o!':i:.1.:l~h.
0 1~:
as, a shining example of charity.
jectives and even verbs. It denotes: (1) state, condfti~:i or
in~, invoices, mustei:- roll, log book, and hili11ofhealth, reSyn. -Glistening,
lustrous, effulgent, refulgent; bril•
'uality, as in sonship, friendshi£, scholarship,· (2) ot'O'lce, q{!ired of neutral vessels by the law of nations.
.·
Optics. A sharply convex polished button, or reflector,
often of dark glass, wbich, under bright light, gives the
appearance of an artificial star. It is used in optical tests.
llhin'gle (shlq 1g'l), n. [Prob. of Scand. orig. ; cf. Norw.
ling/, singling, small round stones.] 1. Coarse, rounded
detritus or alluvial material, as on the seashore, differing
from ordinary gravel only in the size of the stones, which
are often as large as a man's head. Chiefly Brit.
2:. A piece or single part of such material; -used also in
the singular form as a plural. Rare.
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pepla.
willow,acommonNorth American willow (SaUa
manship; (4) a concrete ins/aneeorexa,npleofthequalityor
bo d I
I ted
hd
t
to

:~~t"~'i.'~tf'P-

· hth"
8 regu. a
state, or sometldng showing, exhibiting, or em-bodying it,· as
ar
eac
ay a noon
agree wit · 18,
in tney endured hardsMps · His LordsMp · fellow,hi,t, a llhiyway' (shlp'wi'), n. a Shipbuilding.
The w11,yson
total of those united as f~llows; court.hip,'act
of pay,;,_g which ,;, veBSel is built. See WAY,n., 16. b The f
~T~~·ref:;:,~~:,qieeR_!!f;..("?'j.8.fo",:f;ffn:,es
giwn as the _!.'!5'°wrotsrmu~(~;;Q~)a, 88f~yn ~?/e;'t'.;.~~ pecul·,·ar
f
d d" · h · "f ·t
·
IUU,..
1 d fl · ·
~:aail:b: 1:::it'l.~re~'i~m ~'l.e'~.Tril~-!n'fite'r~~":~~'1.can
marinela.mellibranch molluskswbichburrowinsub-P
11111
A
"th
• 1
• 1 (h r I) h •t merged wood and are very destructive to piles of
11
wifh~~gae~~lid 't.:'J':."{h~;ugha ;; '!,~J!~H:'
or e,tf: 0 ut 'a wharves, wooden ships,etc. Their body is long and
screw on the end of ,t. See BIT, lllust., 6.
'
:ii1;;:t!;h1:..~~':~i~h
t~~~ti:det'7a":i~'i~~~~:
shlP biscuit. Also BhlPbread. Hard bismit prepared
t be th
I
f th h n d th f t be"
for use on shipboard; hard-tack ; pilot bread.
s~ali. •~;~ vs~:n C:1~aieo~~ plates 0 {1)al!~~;,
'!:[
shlp'board' (shlp'bord';
201), n. [ship+ board. See
borneonthesiphons.
The best-known and most
BOARD,n., 8.] A ship's side; by extension, Obs. or R.,
destructive is Teredo navalis, found .iI>.most
a ship;- used chiefly in adverbial phrases; as, on ahip.
parts of the world.
board. Cf. over the side, under 1st OVER.
llhiP'wrecll:' (-r~k'}, n.
•!t\1!nbd~~i ,·~ cboalyewdhaYso"".,rh~ep\inboay_ship,
usually as a 8cah~ikn. l, The destruction or loss,
lli
total orpartial,of a vessel,
sf:ffl,J:,~ef.!e:nd S:.':1~~ott~:~ai¾r1'!1~"."ls when unfit for
as by sinking or by being
shh> broker. A mercantile agent employed in buying and CS\St ashore or driven
•~ most progressive ~ud hist sect of Japan, restin_g its
selling ships procuring cargoes, etc.,. and generally in
against rocks or shoals.
fa.1th rather upon Am1da than Gautama Buddha. Rites
transacting the business of a shiJ.?or ships when in port, as 2. A wrecked ship, or its
and ceremonies are held useless without uprightness.
in effecting insurance, issuing bills of lading, etc.
parts i wreckage.
shln'tl-yan (shln'tl-ylfo) l n. [Ar. shinfiiin.] A ki nd of shlp'bulld'er (shJJ>'bTJ/der), n. One who constructs ships 3. Fig.: Ruin; irretrievllhin'ty-an (shTn1tI-in)
f
wide loose drawers or tronsers
worn by women in Mohammedan countries.
and other vessels; a naval architect or a shipwright.
able loss or failure.
a .. ,_,tA' ( hT , - )
[Ch"
h' 2
d
d
sh1p'bulld 1lng, n. Naval architecture or construction;
Holdmg faith and £ good
.
l
DAMA
"
s n to' 'n.
m. s en . go
tao way, OC• the art of constructing ships and other vessels.
conscience, which some Shipworm ( Teredo na"al18) and
trine.] The ethnic cult of the Japanese, consisting pri- Bhi'D'-lapt, a. Carp. Cut away for a portion of the width
having put away have made Section of Wood containing its
0,":, 8~. PheP
aI
,
marily in the worship of the spirits of tribal ancestors and
bi th d
b t
·t "d
sfha•,.Pthw.1·eck
conce1rn1\1png,_
1._t
~_•,.
¥~rbre
Ifet:
;_
110 00 Siphon
1
of dead heroes; also, the religion based upon thia. The
on
e gee, u on oppost e 81 es, so as .,nf,,£M1/lj1/ljllJ[][l[!
., S11
.c
~
2 !!!ffZ'
1ING. l. To
cult is not considered incompatible with other religions.
to make a flush joint with similar pieces.
"PflO?¾iii"<,~
Bhlp'Wreck/, "· t.; ·WRECKED'(•r~kt') ; •WRECK
Shinto as a religion is under the charge of the Bureau of - Hence BhiP'-lap', n. &: adv.
Section of Shipdestroy, as a ship at sea, by driving ashore or upon rocks
lap Siding.
or sand banks, or causing to founder by the force of wind
Reliiions 1 and is considered on a par with Buddhism, Shh> letter. A letter conveyed by a vessel
Cbr1stian1ty etc As the national cult embodied in the
not a mail vessel.
and waves. "Shi:pwrtcking storms."
Shak.
temples and histOric rituals, it is in charge of the Bureau of Bhip'load' (shlp'lod 1 ), n. The load or cargo of a ship; as 2. To cause to experience shipwreck, as sailors or passen-•
ShcilnutdoeTsetmhpeletsra,
adn
.td
.
isnnoont
rewgha
.crdhed
.sa!'
aunredleigiothne.
PT
h
e
.tc
_
uc!t
much
or
as
many
as
constitutes
a
load
of
a
ship.
H
t
.
t
"th
d"
t
t
.
11
I
1 10
1 1 •0
0 11 1 ~1 shlp'mate' (-mat'), n.
ln
d
One who serves on board of the
gers.
ence, om ic w1
isas er or oss; o rum, as if
same ship with another; a fellow sailor.
by shipwreck; to wreck; as, to shipwreck a business.
power of the imperial family, and its central deities are the
ft~J!liii~th~~l3h~f~\!:.nse
shlP'Dlent (-ment), n. Act or process of shipping ; act or shl_p'wreck'Y (-rek'l), a. Weak or shaky like a wrecked
process of dispatching goods by a vessel or other means shshl~lg• Shhtifw(
'"~{,kY)
abo[uCtfthAeSkne~•·"ht ] TO.Hughhe,.
Shln'to-lat, n. An adherent of Shinto.
of transportation; delivery of goods to a carrier for trans" - •
-n · • n.
·
· scipwyr a.
ne w 088
llhin'Y (shin 1I), a.; SHIN1I-ER(-I-er); SHIN1I-EST. 1. Bright;
.
d" .
.
occupation is to build or repair vessels.
luminous; clear ; unclouded. "A •hiny day." Dryden.
portatmn ; also, th e goods or commo ,ties shipped.
shlp•yard' (-yard'), n. A yard, place, or inclosure where
8t~:
I. Polished ; glossy ; as, shiny shoes; a shiny coat.
·~ ~~l!~ro:O~~e~~\J~~~ra:!~i~i;~:!id!r~'hi~!ifu~
ships are built or repair~d.
llhiJI(ship),!'· [ME. s~ip, schip? AS. scip; ~in to OFri~•· national defense. The tax had been levied only in time of Shl-raz' (sM-raz 1 ; shii'raz), n. A rich, sweet wine, either
.ski.....;rp;.';.o_s_.
_sc_•P
..., _n_._s_c_h,..;rp..;,_G_.
_,c_h..;i.f
...
f,, _o_H_G_.
_s_c,_'f_,
_n_a_n_._•_k_,b..;'.
:--wa
...r_u;;n;;t;;il;..1;..·m;..p;.o;;•..;e;;d_b..;y_C.;.;;h;..ar.1..;es
...I.;..i_n_l;.6_'3_4
..;a.;;n;;d;..a.;;:g;..a;;in;..;i;;n..;;1;;635..;.:.,
i-,-r_e_d_o_r,,w,_h_it..,e;.,
f_r_o.,.m....,,,th,_e.,_.,d,..is_tn_·_ct;..o.;.f_S.;.h;;i;;ra;..z;.:•..;P;.,e;,;r
__ _
-1.

lucida) with smooth shining leaves.
-ahln'ing-ly, adv. -shln'ing-ness,
n.
llhin'leafl (shJnlJef'), n. An American pyrolaceous herb
(Pyrola elliptica), having thin oblong-elliptical leaves and
greeniah white flowers.
llhin'DY, shln'ney (shln'J), n. [Cf. BHlNnY,SHIN.] The
game of hockey as informally played with a curved stick
and a ball, block of wood, or the like, by schoolboys, etc. ;
also, the curved stick used in the game.
shln'ny, v. i. 'l:o play shinny.
to 1hhmy onone's own side. to keep where one belongs or
conflneona'sactionstotheirpropersphere.
Colloq.
shln'PlaB'ter (shln'plas'ter), n. 1. A plaster of paper
saturated with tar, vinegar, etc., applied to sore shine.
ll. Formerly, a piece of unsecured or poorly secured paper
money, esp. one greatly depreciated in value; also, a piece
of government paper money of a denomination less than
a~dollSarh.u
S(slhalnng'shUo.:.oS).·
[Ja:fi., 1',·t.,true sect.] The le·ad1"ng
S
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8[X's~
:ti;~•r:hrn1J~
v;s:f
t~~::~i
~~:~i'~~
t·to';hf~i~~ fh:~:~n~r!::i~~:1s~mntR~.commit
~~~ft~~e. Oh/AS.
guma man.]~ld;;;,it'·:~·
fc~~:;,~:B:
:hi;~
st~~~~:?~~ihfp!h~c:e~~b~
See
chiefly with up. Colloq. [lock.I
ahtpbreche, n. [See
a Shi'~hi (shl'f'I~ Bi'h.
l OhA.I scmwend, from Rcieppan to
passport. =
LETTER.
19(:h-r~;p~~~z~~).m;_
1r;:!a;ite:i!de ty ~t~~':te~
1t. shin g 1e ; ~~~t!r:£
='f~d, 111f°J
~hi;~i~:iile:~~WSh~~~rit~d.
i\%h~~,~
('shlfa,~~1~.
mn~i:.
~~;t;in~~~r.
fh:~ndulurn ~!
1!:·
:,:r!.
9ia~Id1~~n,.,es:!~11:]
~~~~~oe~~:afe~'r.mon but erro- ih1~bruche. n. [AS hn,ce a ~~~1}.~~'h(~hyf,~~t
B~.r- R. re~~go:r~~~~m~~o~h;irci?::x• ii:: ci;i:tiiuia~hi~i:!~~e~
ahin'ty (ehl'n'tY), n. Shinny. hreakin~.] Shipwreck. Ohx.
Shiph'ta.n(.tdn). Bih.
abip'per, n. [AS. scieppan to under which damagetotheahip
Girth, girdle. Oh.q.
~t:~~f
f~~ng), p. pr. Cl1h'f!y Scot
Dial. Enq.
ship carpenter A carpenter who ahlp ladder. See
n
create.\ Creator. Obs.
or her cargo took pince. Eng.
Ir vb 'gl■• ShiJ!glee. Re.f;, Sp,
s:,n'y (shrn'Y),n. ]Tdhat
a 0s1!_ip.shlhlP/le1t1,
a.AD1.e1s1t1ituht~of sRhips. 11hlhlpPJ'pln
gn.toVn,ar.SoefeSTHOINP,r2E.N.
18hlhlpp'
1s10HWA•PgErSaTdEeRw.
heat
81tulfter._
8w1 hich. wo:kheat ehipbuild{it~.,c~:
llhln
Cc
1no~~n~ ~eayr.
'og:~._H·oouN~ny.
w,hlr,pg'ctr.&ft',n,
Ario
,mhg1_p.bu1·1"d·q:
p
e
'n.
e
P·
are.
ahtn'f{!fl•
a. overed with, or
BAh!pe;mmaann:
. ."sa·ifoAr~·o~",'.p
mroP.1!?!,,·t]
ship pound. A we1ghtofnorth- flour, got nfter separating the
1
:~1-n1:s~·(1\1:i~-~~B)~:.Es~;I ::t;~~;~J:tsBl~r1~~s:.~~!il
::;,ent::E(s1;;Yp'P.n-ten}.
n, ahip'man's card. = i~t
CAR~:-...
~~~~u~p:~cta:&l;~~~d: ~t!::~;:;:~
gn:~
0 r r !l~~~~E~fl
1~Hrf~
it;;1i:8rU;,::}::~i;~~ir1
~~~ 0~r.~FA~~'~J~/!~~i
~J!ilts.!~if~;;~tl~l~~
errs:
:;;;p;:i~bH?
~~~~~ard
land. having some Ne~o blood. ship borer A shipworm
i;~s'h.i;!'+<5b~re,n. ship'ma.s'ter. The master or ■hif' yP.hiPs;Ofas,orasC1~py
rt t
ht writ E
n· t A ·t f
, a. Confined to a ~o:ag-~:
lhln'ner, n. 1. One Whoshins. shlp'bounci.1
■hlPferd. n. [AS. ffr'ip.fyrd, sci,p- commander of a vessel other ful 0¥.
iaoO:.
:01fection·oi:litp :oney~rt or
t. A Rtocldnl" Obs. [tine. OhH.I ship or other veesel.
jihldJA naJt;, fjhH.h f
t~n a lthleis)el.
t ._ [SHIPfl Bhlp'r1at1n9,
l)· l~e SHJI!'i lelt 11hlrhlr:t.•,1_10,f,msH•
s1RJRR
..
1" 8 h 1P· :hi;,r:;r(s h { p;fJf), !.;v;t ~EJ?;_
~~7· p. );~ge: ~l:a~. ;f ~~;?re~~g,
n.
\etfrp►:~} ·"'P• 1'[As :~;i>i
aJt~1~:· shippm~c ;;: shtr'al-lee (ehl'r'a-le),n. A nr•
S. Scots Law. The offense of
(-f«mlz). See
scypen. Cf. seoP:] Stable ; cow: ahip'a day■. The days allowed a of blankets. Slang, .Australia.
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SHIRE

SHOE

lhlre (shlr; sher; 277: as suffix -shTr or, e8J), in British shlv•er (shTv'er), v. t.; -BRBD(shiv'erd); -ER-ING. [llIE. : 2. To strike with surprioe, terror, horror, or disgust; to
use, -sher), n. [AS. sci1·a division, province, county. Cf. schiveren, scheveren; cf. OD. scheveren. See SHIVER frag- ! cause to recoil; as, his violence shocked his asaociateis.

2d SHERIFF.] l. A district under some one's care or charge;
ment.J To break or rend into many small pieces, or spliutere ; to shatter; to dash to pieces ; as, to shiver a goblet.
a province , a region.
a. A portion of Great Britain originally under the supe~- shlv'er, v. i. To fly apa.rt into many small pieces or parts;
vision of an earl, or alderman, latt3r under the king's offito splinter; to be shattered.
cer, the sheriff, who in course of time became secondary shiv'er, v. i. [ME. chh e,ren, che1.ieren; of uncert. orig.
to the justice of the peace, who was later subordinated to
Seemingly confused with shiver to 8hatter. J To tremble;
the county council; a territorial division, usually identivibrate; quiver; to shake, as from cold or fear.
cal with a ·county; sometimes, a smaller district. Such
The man that shivered ou the brink of sin.
Creech.
expressions as tile county of Yorks/tire, which are strictly
Syn. - SHIVER,SHUDDER,
QUAKE. SHIVERsuggests esp. the
tautological, are used in England. In the United States
effect of cold, SHUDDER,
that of horror or aversion QUAKE
shire is little used, but some of the composite words have
that of fear; as, "'a puny insect, sluvering at a breeze,;
been used as names of counties, as Berkshire County, Mas- (Pope) "Wnen she saw the haggard father's face ... all
aachusetts (instead of Berks County, as in Pennsylvania).
dabbled with the blood of his own son, [shej shuddered"
!1"u:r~~i~1~t:~r~~i~i:~~rri1~~trej
~·:e:i~:i!isu, 1~tg/e!. 1.u7)~n:~i~h~ 0
ing one or more small towns and villages. Australia.
often interchangeable.
See THROB;cf. SHRINK.
4. A shire moot. Obs.
shiv'er, v. t. Naut. To cause (a sail) to shake or tremble
6. Short for SHIREHORSE,
by steering close to the wind.
the shires certain of the English midland counties with shlv'er, n. Act of shivering or trembling.
names ending in -sit-ire,esp. Leicestershire, Rutland.shire,
the shivers, a fit of shivering. Colloq.
and Northamptonshire, famous for fox hunting.
shtv'er-lng, p. pr.&: vb. n. of SHIVER. Hence: n. 1. Act
-l1J:':eshi:iree;ed ~~eb~fd:!1ce1:id~~srari~1;df~i~utt;Yh~::!!
of one that shivers j esp.: a A peculiar spa~modic conf
used in war in the days of heavy armor. They are the largtraction or twitching of the muscles or certain groups o
t f th B ·t· h d ft b d
dh
1
h .
th
muscles, occurring normally when the body is exposed
of ther~!~no~! an~i.61efioacks.aB~o~~g or ab~;nwit~
to cold or under certain other conditions, as of fear or certain diseases. b Veter. A constant abnormal twitching of
white on the face and legs is now the commonest color.
shirk (shfirk), v. t.; SHIRKED
(shfirkt); SHIRK'ING. [Prob.
certain muscles in the horse, probably the result of sensory
the same word as shark; cf. E. dial. sherk, shirk, to shirk,
nerve derangement.
It is somewhat allied to stringhalt.
1

~~~~~f!l~:~r~u:;~!~1:d~
h~dnigsgrJ~

b~c~

~tp:i:~K~b~:!

:y

dii~

0 ;:s~~~~::~ 0
;;:~]
:::t;Htr!~d v~!j
trickery; to obtain by mean solicitation. Obs.
2. To a.void; evade; -implying meanness, unfaithfulness,
or fraud; as, to s!tirk duty, danger, the question.
shirk, v. i. l. To live by shifts and fraud; to shark. Obs.
2. To evade an obligation; to a.void the performance of
duty, as by running aw_ay; -sometimes with out.
One of the cities .~/iirked from the league.
B.11ron.
to ahirk off. to sneak or slink off or away. Colloq. or Dial.
ahlrk, n. 1, One who lives by shifts and tricks; a shark.
Obs. or Dial. Eng.
2. One who evades duty, labor, or the like.
shirr (sh1lr), v. t.; sHmRBD(sh1lrd); &HIRR'ING. 1. Sewing. To make a shirr or shirrs in; as, to shirr a skirt.
ll. Cookery. To break (eggs) into a dish with cream or
crumbs and bake in tke oven or cook in hot water on the fire.
lhlrr' n. Sewing. A series of close parallel runnings which
are drawn up (sometimes on cords) so as to make the ma. Ib t
th
t f II b
th
te ria
e ween em se u
Y ga ere.
ahlrr'lng, p. pr. & vb. n. of SHIRR, Hence: n. The work
done by making a shirr or shirrs.
shirt (sh1lrt), n. [ME. scltirte, sherte, schurte, AS. scyrte
a short garment, skirt, kirtle, akin to Icel. skyrta, Dan.
1kiorte, Sw. akjorta, Dan. skiort a petticoat, D. schort a
petticoat, an apron, G. schurz, schilrze, an apron j all prob.
fr. the source of E. short, in AS. sceort, as being originally
a short garmeut. See SHORT;cf. SKIRT.] 1. A loose undergarment for the upper part of the body,of cotton, linen, or
-0t1ier material, now commonly one worn by men, boys,
or infants, formerly such an undergarment of either sex.
S. A covering resembling or likened to a shirt, as, in Australia, a calico covering in which carcasses are shipped.
~ti'rt
!h~~;~T'ING. To cover or clo~;y;!~~
ahirt'lni,
n. Cloth suitable for ma.king shirts.
ahlrt waist.
A belted waist resembling a shirt in plainness of cut and style, worn by women orchildren;-in
England called a blouse._ lhirt-watat suit, a costume consist-ing of a plain belted waist and skirt of the same material.
ahlt'tah (shtt'li), n., or shittah tree. [Heb. shittiih, pl.
1hiltim.J A tree of the wood of which the ark, tables,
altars, boards, etc., of the Jewish tabernacle were made.
The tree was probably Acacia seyal, the wood of which is
hard, fine-grained, and yellowish brown.
ahlt'tlm (shYt'Ym), n., or ahittim wood. Also shlt'tlmwood'. a The wood of the shittah tree. b The cascara
buckthorn.
U.S. C A sapotaceous tree (Bumelia lam,ginosa) of the southern United States.
ahlve (shiv), n. [SeesHEAVE,n.J 1. A slice. Obs. or Dial.
2. [Cf. SHIV.] A thin piece or fragment; a cake; a splinter; specif., one of the scales or pieces of the outside of
a cornstalk or of the woody part of flax removed in breaking; also, these pieces collectively; - called also shovtJ.
3. Paper Making. A splinter or cluster of splinters of raw
fibei;i not thoroughly reduced in cooking and bleaching.
4. A thin, flat cork used for stopping a wide-mouthed
bottle; also, a thin wooden bung for casks.
■hlv'er (sblv 18r), n. [l\lE. schivere, sltever, fr. shitie; cf.
G. sch'ie/er a splinter, slate, OHG. sci'vero a splinter, Dan.
&Sw.ski/eraslate.
SeesHEAVE,n.; cf.SKEWER,] 1. One
of the small pieces, fragments, or splinters, into which a
brittle thing is broken by sudden violence; - generally in
pl. u All to shivers do.shed."
Milton.
2, A thin slice; a shive, esp. of bread. Obs. or Dial, Eng.
. zE
3. A slaty flake of hard stoue. D w . ng.
4. Naut. A sheave, or wheel, of a pulley. Obs.
6. A small wedge, as for fastening a. window bolt.
6. A spindle. Ohs. or Dial. Eng.

!'/::t~~:~E:

;~~s:~~~

3. Physiol. To subject to the action of an electrical discharge so as to cause a more or less violent depression or
commotion of the uerv,)us system.
shock (shOk), v. i. 1. To meet with a shock; to meet in
violent encounter.
H They
saw the moment approach
when the two parties would shock together."
De Quincey.
2. To hasten impetuoualy or eagerly. Ohs.
The Frenchmen shocked to their 8 tundarde E Hall.
shock, n. [Prob. fr. shock, v. ; perh. iutiuenced by i~. choc,
fr. choquer to shock. See SHOCKto shake.] 1. A blow,
impact, collision, concussion, or violent shake or jar; an
abrupt, forcible onset; the effect of such violence; as, the
shock of arms; an earthquake shock.

ph~~~~:i°~~

0!!~et 8~l ,,::~bi1t
2. A sud~leene~;~~t~:t:;f'\1f ea
ties; also, a sudden agitating or overpowering event; as,
his death was a great ::hock to his friends. "A shock of
pleasure."
Talfourd.
3. Med. A sudden dep1·ession of the vital forces of the en.
tire body, or of a part of it, marking some profound impression produced upon the nervous system, as by severe injury,
a surgical operation, overpowering emotion, or the like.
4. A stroke of paralysii:;. Colloq.
6. Elec. The sudden stimulation of the nerves, or convulsion or contraction of the muscles, with the feeling of a
concussion, caused by the discharge, through the animal
system, of electricity from a charged body.
Syn. -SHOCK, cONCUSSJON
agree in denotmg a sudden and
!1;dp;~~~t'n;~~ ~~:ct~d~,a~il:~li~:
i!e~!:t~~:~:a~!fi:
S!i°2~~\s8lb~ki~~e~!1 ,~~i~i~:;d
titat~~1i~r~~nci
between the materials, in cooling.
immaterial tiings; coNcussrnNbelongs rather to learned or
shlv'er-ing,
n. A small fragment or splint ; a shiver; a technical usa~e, and is applied to material things only; as,
0 ~\~~~
sliver; - usually in pl.
~alt~~ s~~i!e 4;, ca;:;:~!o~e)~s !Pt~ai"~1e~~;i; 1
shlv'er-spar 1 , n. [Cf. G. schiefer-spath.J Nin. A vari- thrills through ever_y fiber of the soul" (Lou·ell); the conety of calcite, of slaty structure; slate spar; argentine.
cussion of an explos10n. concussion of the brain.
shlv'er-y (shlv'er-I), a. Inclined to, characterized by, or ■hock of the glottis. = couP DEGLOTTE,
causing, shivering or trembling; tremulous; shivering.
shock action.
Mil. A method of attack, esp. by cavalry,
shl-zo'ku (sh8-z0'koc5), n. sing. & pl. [Jap., fr. Chin. shih 4 in close formation, involving personal contact with the
a civil official, a soldier + tsu 2 family, class. J The Japanenemy, in which the force of the impact is very largely reese warrior gentry or middle class, formerly called samulied upon; -in distinction from fire action.
-rai ,· also, any member of this class.
ahock'-dog''
n. A long-haired dog i esp., a poodle.
llhoad (shod), n. [Cf. SHOD£.] Also shode. Nining. A frag- shock'-head'ed, a. Also ahock'-head'. Having a thick
ment of vein-material removed by natural agencies from
and bushy head of hair.
the outcrop, and lying in the surface soil or debris; also, a shock'lng, P· pr. & vb. n. of SHOCK. Specif.: p.a. Cauainr
series of such pieces, by following which the original out- to shake or tr'emble, as by a blow i esp., causing to recoil
crop may be discovered ; also, such material generally; float.
with horror or disgust; extremely offensive.
Eng. -1J. i. To search for ore by tracing the shoad. Eng.
The grossest and most shocking villainiea.
Secker.
-shock'ing-ly, adv. --shock'lng-ness, n.
shoad•er (shiid'er), n. One who shroads. Eng.
shock tactics. Mil. Tactics, esp. of cavalry, in which
shoal (shOl), n. [AS. scolu, sceolu, a company, multitude,
shock action (which see) is employed.
crowd, akin to OS. skola ,· prob. orig., a division, and. akin shod'dY (sh15d.'I), n. [Perh. akin to SHED,v. t. ,· as meanto Icel. skilja to part. See SKILL; cf. SCHOOL
of fishes.] A ing originally, waste stuff shed or thrown off; cf. dial.
great multitude assembled; a crowd; throng; -said esp. of shod to shed, and E. SHEDa parting, separation, SHODEa
fish; as,ashoalofbass.
''Greats/toalsofpeople."
Bacon.
parting.]
1. Fluffy, fibrous waste from wool carding,
Syn. -See FLOCK.
worsted spinning, or weaving of wooleni.
shoal, 'l'-i. ,· SHOALED
(shold) i SHOAL'ING.To assemble in 2. a A fibrous material obtained by deviling, or tearing
a multitude; te> throng; to school, as fish.
into fibers, refuse woolen goods, old stockings, rags, drugahoai, a. [Cf. ME. schold, scheald, scheld, and E. SHAL- gets, etc., and felting them. Cf. MUNGO.b A similar maLOW.J Having little depth; shallow; as, shoal water.
terial obtained from refuse cot.ton goods.
shoal, n. 1. A place where a sea, river, etc., is shallow;
3. A cloth of inferior quality made of, or containing a
a shallow. '' All the depths and shoals of honor." Sltak. large proportion of, shoddy; hence, from the great quan•
2. A sand bank or bar which makes the water shoal. In tity of shoddy goods furnished as army supplies in the
t~c:1:v~tY!ri:pg;ck~gi1~g(n~rer~~k~/!~a~~i!fi1t~:~e
ol!l!
Civil War in the United States, and _the res~l.tant und_ue
1th ' 1!d .unfit BOCI!l-1 -~mbitions, ant indepth of water of 6 fathoms (11 meters) or less; bank is fr~fits, su d den ~~<_lused for elevations or knolls on which there is a greater
errnr person or
mg c aimmg superIOrft Y; a so, pre endepth of water (between 11 and 200 meters); the term reef tious vulgarity, as in society, art, manu actures, etc.
is applied to a rocky elevation or knoll on which there is a 4. Refuse or inferior articles or matter of any kind.
depth of water of 6 fathoms or less at low water.
shod.'dy, v. t. ,- sHoD1DIE:D(-Td); sHoD'DY-ING To convert
1ING. To become shallow
shoal, v. i.; SHOALED
(shiild); SHOAL
into shoddy.
1DI-ER(-I-er); sHon'DI-EST. Made wholly
gradually; to shallow; as, the water shoals here.
·
shod'dy, a.; SHOD
shoal, v. t. 1. To cause to become shallow or less deep;
or in part of shoddy; containing shoddy; as, shoddy cloth;
to come to a Bhallow or less deep pa.rt of i as, a ship shoals shoddy blankets; hence., Colloq., not genuine; sham i preher water by advancing into that which is less deep.
tentious; as, shoddy aristocracy.
2. Otter Hunting. To drive (the otter) to the shallows.
shoddy fever. Med. A febrile disease characterized by
shoal'y (-I), a. Full of shoals or shallows.
dyspncea and bronchitis caused by inhaling dust.
shock (shok), n. [Orig. uncert.J 1. A thick, bushy mass; shod•er (shiid'er), n. A package of goldbeater'• skins in
as, a head covered with a shock of sandy hair.
which gold leaf is beaten
5
2. Short for SHOCK-DOG.
thesecou<l time. Cf.cuTcH. A
shock, a. Bushy; shaggy; as, shock hair
shoe (shOO)' n.; pl. SHOES
shock, n. [ME. schokke ,- cf. OD. schocke, G. schock a (shOOz),or, Obs., Arckafr,
heap, quantity, threescore, MHG. schoc, Sw. skock, Dan.
or Di al. Eng., 8 H OON
skok, and also G. hocke a heap of hay, Lith. kugis.] 1. A (shOOn). [ME. sho, scho,
pile or assemblage of sheaves of grain, as wheat, rye, or the
AS. scoh, sceoh; akin to
like, set up in the field, in conical form, with the butt ends
OFries. skO, OS. skOh, D.
down, the sheaves usually varying in number from ten to schoe, schoen, G. sclmk,
sixteen; - called also, in England, a shook or stook.
OHG. scuoh, Icel. sk/jr,
1_1j 3
2. a A similar conical stack of separate stalks of Indian
eorn. U. S. b A cock, as of hay. Dial. U.S.
l. A covering for the 1
11No. To collect, or
shock, v. t.; SHOCKED
(shi5kt); SHOCK
make up, into a shock or shocks; to stook.
:u~ 1 f:~d
shock, v. i. To make shocks after the reapers.
shock, v. t. [ME. schokken ,· D. schokken, schok a bounce,
what st iff sole a nd a Shoe, 1. A ~ection, and B Front View of
jolt, or leap, OHG. scoc a swing, MHG. schoc; prob. in- lighter top, now usu- a Modern Shoe. 1 Top; 2 Vamp; 3 Cap;
O
h
ally of leather. The 4 Tonµ-ue; !i Back Strep; fl Backstay; 7
fluenced by F. clwquer to shock, F. c uquiPr, of uncert.
upper was often for- Cou~ter; ~_HSe1;$l Sh_an,k; 10 Insole;
orig. Cf, ,100 1 SHOCK a striking, seoo, n. & 'l'. J 1. To give
merly and s O m e- 11 Shp-solc . J_ Outsole. 13 Toe Box.
a shock to; to cause to shake or waver; hence, to strike
times ls still, made of cloth or other fabric. It differs from
against suddenly, to encounter with violence.
a boot (which see) in not extending so far up the leg. See
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8 1r!e~r. '~.aio~e
shlre. + ~HEF.R,H,
shlrk'er (ehfir'kt!r), n. One shirt frame. A knitting ma• rupt ofCHARIVARI,Dial. u.s, v•·haor.(o,hf;")',",',,",ec1·.
P•hawl Dtal, soho
s'ho:k..
ts, g0uterhn••••Y,.n'g'
et0c,. -w,·t'h'·•'c·h•Tr,~vagrr,.e.
etDo,_ral'.•i'~."s•.de
"
.,
ahire borough. 0. Enr, !!1st. 8whll1rok,th.irk
8 sh.,.,ked, R•f-..-.Sp.
8r1 ,,hair_
1chhlirnte,lte·o
A borough which was the seat,
N
sho (shO), n. [Jap. sh8.1 See o1.r10,t;aart
l•••••;he
_1 1.n.'g",h'oecnkseart.ionCaf.l
8
1
or capital, of a ehire.
ehirk'y{ehO.r'kl) a Disposed wearing a shirt; hence, poverty- ■hive ( Srot. flhlv). Ohs or Scot :0.1EASrRE,
[heart. Ohs. ,'--'cot.I
li
•hire city or town. Onf' tl_1at1s to Rhirk. Colloq. Or Dial.
stricken. - ehirt'leH·neBB, n.
& dial. Eng. of SHOVE,
n. ~ v.: sho, n. I Cf .1O.J Jo; sweet- DREADFUL, n. Slang, Eng,
the seat, or capital, of a shire or shirl {shO.rl). Var. of scHORL.
Shi'sha. (sh'f'shli). Bib.
dial. F.ng. of CHln:, a plant,
Sho'ah (shO'd:). Bih.
shock'er (shtik'i!r), n, A ma#
8
~ht~:ta~Y-R;,;i,_;~nA~-g~'\,aw.
The ~~:~,~t:~~] ehi~
shi'eh&m\sl~;i;~f~b\~isT~;:s-1 :h~~~!:~1;~11\.1•
Of
fi~i:::c1r"~~g~f~~gg~;i! 0!t:ut:hh·t. sht&t,o~e.' vale. di. shiv'erd. Shivered. Ref. Sp.
Xew Enq.
shockt Shocked.' Ref.':ip,.
day on which the shire moot. Local, Eng.
1 er-een1' (ehlv.lf!r.enz'), n.
. t.0 rrc,,.fm.
or shniff's court, was held.
s8hhleralr,
v011
s1.H
shit.
t
SHUT.
shiv
shoal'er.
n.
.Naut.
A
sailor
or
Sho'co (shi'i'kt".i).Bib. [SHOE, I
eEAeRn'd",•lof,Tao,
11
shire'house 1, 11. Meeting house
1
shitan. t 1 SHAITAN. [U.S.
pl.
Dial, corrupt. of SHIVER·
vhe,'.e1,1n_nteh
e c(oahst
_in'J,,:nra)(d
(\shh;idd)).,
Po"b'',·.
o~rPd·,.
0 p,Eon;,
8e1., nR.,. s
8 hhoodd
of the sh1rp moot
Cf. MOOThair. Scot.~Dial.
Eng.
shite~oke ,n.Thegreenheron.
JN"o,:,,frng:mente. (ING,p.pr.l 8 0 ~1 1 88 8 0 1
"'o
l
•
:hl~!•·knf~hi A k~;i~i~f·of~i~1 sbirl, u. i. ~ t. D1,al. Eno. & To shith er (shtt:ft'Cr). n. 4' v. shiv'er-ing•ly. adi•. of SHIVERahoal'ness, n. See -NESS,
pret. !ll p. p. of SHED.
;oBl~~Or
~c!rt
·1~7/lt~rf/al.sff-ttra't:
(~~ir;;:rTha1ter~~!!ily
s~~eR~~lSE. ~~
~;-~;~~ ~h~~td;~
ahire'man (shlr'm<ln; sher'-),
n. [AS. -~r"ir11HnH1, -~Ci I' man.] F.ng. vars. of SHRrLL,SHR[LT.Y. ehlt'r!t-t). Rih.
shiv'ey (Bh i v'l), shi v'vy sho&t(i.hOt).Var.of SHOTE,hog. Colloq. See SHODDY, n., 2.
•
11
~:;~~\~~~i~~\~raH~ti rt';
l~~u~:i: 1e:), u~spoTt~d
1Rf1~:~;~). nib.
~~JirN;"~~rYl~~}a1~~~fnZ~in. ~~~~~~bsh<:,
;::teaA~~~~f the
:rz:/:.-~r~~fdt 1,:~}g~~:~rrtietith c ~~;~\n;f f1~is
~~~~~tte Bronte·s ihi:.'~~e~~~r;·~\·:1~~~~;~~~~i. :!lhv!1~i~h:~1~:a1~r;.;e~t11
:~:;~:i)(-~:~;~a~ ~f~,ti ~~i~u8~::pHa~~ii~tl~·J
.?fch~~~
0 1~i1:1:~~~~~·r8r•~'~~;[~·:~t.
}}rlrp,~-i. To ehtf0 k; wi th er. =~~Tfs1~'v1~X:CT~h;~ctimekof abf;;:t(~hl~~1)~• iH,~tralia.
pret. of SHAKE.
t~~e; ~~~i~f ti/t:a~a}rh 0e1!i~~e
ablreness. t -.;1n;ER'.',F,s;<.., purity. aht:'r~~~~;i!r'ti), n.
oat!'.; ll bit of ■traw, or the like. Shluh (schlil). Var. of SHILHA.
sho'chet (ehO'K~t), n. ,' pl. ahode (sht".id)-Va.r. of SHOO
Do~e~yt,~
~~/~1~:t~~ii~~: n. :tl~Jr e~~,~- ~1::eE~l'turf for fit)v!c~~~'vti),Shi'va..ite(-tt).
~-oron Ab[~:afiEte ~r~~n-1
r1~1Tarrh~;t~~~;~~c;.;~~e~v"?l~lT!~Y,;rt
(the
•hire town. See ""'RE crTY,
fuel. Obs. Scot.
Va.n. of SrvA, SrvArTE.
sho(dia1.'eh~; ;h<}bf obs. o; Sbo'cho, -cboh (ehi'VkO). mn. abode. Var. of ~OAD.
1hiv 1 1r-ree' (8hlv1 ci-re'),n. Cor- abo (Scot. ehOO). Obs. or Scot. shock (shtik), v t. To shuek, as shoder. + SHUDDER.
Uire'wick., 11. A shire, Oba, ahtrreve. + SHERIFF.
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SHOE
5th liOOT, 1 j SLIPPER j MOCCASIN, 1 j S.4.BOT, 1 i G.lLOSH j ARC~
2; CRAKOW, etc.
TIC,

n.,

2. Specif., afoot covering with a leather sole and an upper
covering at least the instep and often the ankle, in its more
usual forms fitted for at least limited wear out of doors;
- <listing. esp. from slipper and overshoe.
3. Anything suggestive of, or likened to, a shoe ; specif. :
a A metal plate or rim, usually iron, nailed to the hoof
of an animal to defend it from injury. b A band of iron
or steel, or a slip of wood, fastened to the bottom of the
runner of a sleigh, or any vehicle which elides on the snow
or ice. c A drag, or sliding piece of wood or iron, placed
under a wheel of a loaded vehicle to retard its motion in go-ing down a hill. 4 The part ofa brake which presaes on avehicle wheel to retard its motion. e Arch. A.trough-shaped
or spout-shaped member, as at the foot of a water leader,
oerving to throw the water off. f Milling. The trough
or spout for conveying the grain from the hopper to the eye
of the millstone. g An inclined trough in an ore-cruahing
or other mill, to secure steady feeding. h A. socket or
plate, usually of iron, to take the thrust of a strut, rafter,
jack, etc. I A socket or ferrule, as of iron, to protect the
point of a wooden pile, pole, cane, staff, or the like, j
Mach. A plate, or notched piece, interposed between a moving part and the stationary part on which it bears, to take
the wear and r.C:ord means of adjustment;called also
1lipP"f or gib. k The iron or steel extremity of a stamp in
a set of stamps for crushing ore, 1 An ingot of gold or
ailver, ~~1ggestiveof a Chinese shoe in shape, still used in
China and elsewhere as a medium of exchange. See SYCEB.
m Far, = 5th BOOT,3. n A small block of wood, con vex
on the back, with a bole to receive the point of the anchor
fluke, used, now rarely, on an anchor when raised or lowered; also, a broad, triangular piece of plank placed upon
the fluke to make it hold in soft ground. o The outer cover
or tread of a pneumatic tire, esp. for an automobile.
4. Cylinde,•-glass Making. A small opening into the furnace through which the blower ~asses his rod to heat it.

SHOPPY

n.,

2. a A shooting match. b A hunt, C = SHOOTING, 8.
esp. fowls, bycrying""shoo!''-v.i.
Tocry"'shool''
3. The reach of a shot ; distance to be shot over; range.
&hood(shood), n. [Cf. OLG. schode pod, akin to G. schote.] 4, Weaving. A throw of the shuttle; a weft thread thua
a The hnsk of oats after threshing.
Scot. & Dial. Eng.
shot throngh the shed; a pick; also, Dial. Eng., an imb Rice husks or similar refuse, used in adulterating lin- perfection in the weave.
seed cake.
&. A sending out of new growth ; a sprouting or germinating; also, the new growth ; as : a A stem with its lea vest
shoo'llY' (shoo'fli'), n. 1. Railroading. A contrivance
for throwing the track temporarily to one side so as to fill esp. one newly developed from a bud; a lateral branch
in washouts or to effect other repairs. Cant, U. S.
from the main axis. b A budding horn or antler. c The
2. Print. In some cylinder presses, a device with long space between the yearly rings on an oyster shell. Cant.
fingers for freeing the sheet from the cylinder.
8, [See sHOTEa hog.] A shote ; a yonng hog ; a puny young
■hook (shil6k), n. [Cf. SHOCK
a bundle of sheaves.] Com. animal (Dial. Eng.); in contempt, a young person,
a A set of staves and headings sufficient in number for 7. The thrust of an arch.
one hogshead, cask, barrel, or the like, ~rimmed, and ■hoot (shoot), n, [From SHOOT,v., confused with chut,
bound together compactly. b A bundle or set of parts of Cf. CHUTE,] A chute, in senses 1, 2, 3. See CHUTB.
boxes, tops, bottoms, sides, and ends, ready to be put to- ■hoot'er (shoot'er), n. 1. One who shoots as an archer, a
gether. c The parts of a piece of house furniture, as a gunner, or a. sharpshooter.
bedstead, packed together.
4 A shock of sheaves.
2. That which shoots. Specif. : a A firearm; usually, a
1ING. To pack, as
repeating pistol; as, a six-shooter. Colloq., U. S. b A
■hook, "· t.; SHOCKED
(shil6kt); SHOOK
staves, in a shook.
shooting star. Rare.
■hoot (shoot), v. t.; pret. & p. p. sHOT(shllt); p.pr. & vb.
3. Cricket. A fast sneak.
n. sHooT'rno. The old participle BHOTTEN is obsolete. llhoot'lng, vb. n. of SHOOT. Hence: n. 1. Act of one
See SHOTTEN. [ME. shotien, schotien, scheten, scheoten, that shoots; as, the shooting of an archer.
AS. sc/Jotan; akin to D. schieten, G. schiessen, OHG.
2. A wounding or killing with a firearm ; specif., Sporting,
sciozan, Icel. skjota, Sw. skjuta, Dan. skyde ,' cf. Skr.
the killing of game with a gun ; - as, a week of shooting ..
skund to jump. The vowel sound o, oo, is perh. due to 3. The right to shoot game in a given area; also, the area.
the secondary verb AS. scotian. Cf. SCOT a contribution,
4. A sensation of darting pain, as in the head.
SCOUT to reject, SCUD, SHOT, SHEET a broad piece, SHEET a ahoot'lng, 1'· pr. of SHOOT, Specif. : p. a. 1. Darting ;
piercing, ht. or fig. ; as, shootitig pains.
rope, SHUTTLE. 1. To send out or forth, esp. with a rapid
or sudden motion ; to cast ; throw ; emit ; dart, as a ray of 2. [From SHOOTING,
vb. n.] Of or pertaining to, or used
light ; also, in certain specific uses, to discharge, dump,
in or for the action of, shooting.
put overboard, or the like, esp. into some desired place ; lhooting board, a fixture used as a guide in planing or shootas, to shoot nets in drift fishing; to shoot a load of dirt.
:\ t~:i:Rg~o~fa: i~0
u~af:,
An honeijt weaver as ever shot shuttle.
Beau, t Fl.

shoo (shoo), v. t. ,' SHOOED (shOOd); SHOO'ING.To scare away,

J

Beauty which, whether wakmg or asleep,
Shot forth pecuhar graces.

Milton.

th:,:o~~~[:~7or
tt~•;ii~•or;:.~
i~!et:
wf?i:
:!t::,~~-s.bAol~'!Fhea
Afi~~~~:~ ~::np_u~~
Do D:C~;:H:o::

:a:~~~

c!af~?s·t:~~g= ~:~~l!Y!o~:p~rt;nieri~~::
a range, usually covered, with targets for practice

2. To push or thrust forward; to stick out; to project;
protrude ; - often with out or forth,- as, a plant shoots out
1
a bud. u The secret snake that shoots a sting."
Dryden.
They shoot out the lip, they shake the head. Ps. xxii. 7.
0
0
;otCre1ci!t :~!n~D'd~~s!db~::l~\e~~ r'o
i1i:e~~~l!i
win one'• ahoe1, to win one's spurs; - said of a knight. Obs. 3 To let fly, or cause to be driven, with force, as an
in a chase.
'lhoe (shoo),,,. t.; pret. & p. p. sHOD(shlld); p. pr. & vb. arrow, bullet, or other missile, from a bow, sling, gun, or shop (shop), n. [ME. shoppe, schoppe, AS. sceoppa a treasthe
like
;
to
discharge.
n. sH01t'1No. [AS. sc0ian, sciogan. See SHOE, n.J 1. To
ury, a storehouse, stall, booth; akin to scypen a shed, LG.
4. To cause the missile to be driven forth from (a bow,
furnish with a shoe or shoes; to put a shoe or shoes on;
schup a shed, G. achoppen, achuppen, a shed, a coach house,
sling, gun, or the like); to discharge ; - often with off.
u, to shoe a horse, a sled, an anchor.
OHG.
scopf.] 1. A building or an apartment in which
J. To add for protection, strength, or ornament a point or 6. To strike with anything shot; to hit with a missile ; goods, wares, drugs, etc., are sold by retail.
often, to kill or wound with a missile discharged from a
working face of harder or handsomer material to; as, to
B(c:l'r In the United Statesshopmeansesp.a
place of manfirearm ; as, to shoot a deer, man, traitor.
,hoe a staff or a sleigh runner with steel.
ufacture or repair, store denoting a place of sale; but the
6. Mining, Logging, etc. To open, loosen up, dislodge,
English usage of shop for. both meanings is increasing.
3, To fit a tire to (a wheel of a vehicle).
or the like, by exploding a charge of some explosive; as,
llhoe'blll' (-bll'), n. A large wading bird (Balre2. A small establishment, or a room, department, or buildto shoot an oil well ; to shoot a jam of logs in a stream, etc.
niceps rex) allied to the storks and herons. It ining devoted to a particular line in a factory or large estab7. To pass rapidly along, through, over, or under; as, to
habits the valley of the White Nile. It is chiefly
lishment, in which mechanics or artisans work; as, a shoe
shoot a rapid or a bridge ; to shoot a sand bar.
ashy gray with blackish wings and tail.
shop; a car shop,- a machine shop.
She ..• shoots the Stygian sound,
Dryden.
llhoe'black' (-blllk'), n. A bootblack.
3. Often in pl. A factory or manufacturing establishment
8,
Carp.
To
plane
straight
or
true;
to
fit
by
planing.
llhoe block. Naut. A block with two
of any size, whether consisting of one or more depart9. To variegate as if by sprinkling or intermingling ; to
sheaves, one above the other, at right
color in streaks or patches; - generally used in the p. p. ,- ments; as, a man who works in the shO'ps,
angles to each other.
4.
Fig. : A place of making, repair, or the like.
as silk shot with silver.
■hoe'horn'
(-h6rn 1), n. 1.A curved
The liver, which is the .~hop and source of the blood. llmcell.
10. To kill game in or on, by shootirf; as, to shoot a covert.
1hoe'1ng-horn1 piece, as of horn, wood,
6.
A person's occupation, business, profession, or the like,
or metal, to aid in slipping on a shoe.
ls
t°ott~~:!eb~!ttd~J~
~l!di'ii~fln:dk~Yan~~;ir~:r:~
gJd~a!f
as a subject of attention, interest, conversation, etc.; 2. Usuallyshoeing-horn. Archaic. Fig.:
water, - a popular sport. - to a. the moon, to remove housegenerally
in deprecation. Cf. to talk shop, under TALK, v.t.
a Anything by which a transaction is fahold goods by night, to avoid seizure for rent. Slang,
6. A place where any industry is carried on; as, a plumber's
cilitated, as, a hired bidder at an auction;
shop,'
also,
Slang, any of the various places of business
~
:io~rkaet, ~~~- ~~~~i:~t~~~t
b
a medium; - by way of contempt.
which are commonly called offices, as of a lawyer, doctor,
or lawlessly; specif., of a town or the like, to pass through
Anything which incites or allures, as salt
broker,
etc.
it shooting recklessly in all directions.
Slang, (J. S.
fish, which causes thirst when eaten.
Shoebill.
7, Any place of resort, as one's house, a restaurant, etc.
shoot, v. i. 1. To move, drive, or rush swiftly; to dart.
shoe lace, or shoe'lace 1 , n. A shoe string.
Slang, Chiefly Eug.
The beams of that one star did .~hoof and qmver.
8helley.
shoe'mak.'er (shOo'miik 1er), n. l. One whose occupation
2. To dart with a piercing sensation; as, shooting pains. 8. London Stock Exchange. The inside interests controlit is to make shoes (of any kind).
ling a company and having special information about it;
3. To feel a quick, darting pain; to throb in pain.
2. Zoo[. a The cobbler fish. b = RUNNER,4 a.
also, those representing such interests.
Cant.
4. To germinate ; bud ; sprout.
ahoe'pack 1 (-plk 1), n. A kind of moccasin. See PAC.
9. A prison. Dial. Eng.
5. To spring up or grow rapidly; hence, to advance to
aho'er (shOO'er), n. One that furnishes or fits on shoes.
shop, v. i. ,' SHOPPED (shi:Spt) i SHOP,PING. To visit shops for
shoe string, or shoe'strtng 1 ,. n. A string or lace for fas- maturity; - often with up.
\Vel\ :•:/,ot in years he seemed,
Spenser,
tening together
opposite sides of a shoe. ~ Shoe-string
the purpose of purchasing or inspecting goods.
Delightful task! to rear the tender thought,
Distric'j_ formerly, in Mississippi, a flagrantly gerryman,
shop, 11. t. 1. To imprison; to shut up. Dial. Eng.
To teach the young idea how to .~hoot.
Thomson.
10!::r!~~ Jf:n 6;~e~a01 ~gb~!!ttia~f atto:ia2o ~~fl~~- 300 6. To protrude ; jut ; project ; extend ; as, the land shoots 2. Mil. To put under arrest. Slang.
3. To send (a car, or the like) to the repair shops.
■hoe tie. a A braid or ribton for lacing a shoe, formerly into a promontory ; a tree shot up against the sky.
shop 1boar4 1 (shop'bord 1 ; 201), n. A bench or board on
ornate. b Humorously, a traveler (such ties having been
7. To solidify so as to form spicules or crystals.
which work is done; a workbench, esp. of a tailor.
brought from France by Englishmen).
Obs.
If the menstruum be O\'crcharged, metals will shoot into crystals.,
Bacon. sho 1phar (sho'fiir), n. Also sho'far. [Heh. shophar.J A
llho'gun' (shiVgoon'), n. [Jap. sho-gfm, fr. Chin. chiang 1
horn, as of a ram or an ox, used as a trumpet by the ancient
8.
To
cause
an
engine
or
weapon
to
discharge
a
missile;
chilnl leader of an army.] A title of military governors of
Hebrews, as in battle or upon sacred festivals, or still
- said of a person or an agent; as, they shot at a target;
Japan, contended for by rival families until 1192, when it
used
in Jewish synagogues, as on the Day of Atonement.
he
shoots
better
than
he
rides.
Specif.,
to
practice
the
was monopolized by the family Minamoto, in 1225 passing
m= The word ts usually translated trurnpet in the Au~
e,port of hunting, or of target firing, with a gun.
to the Fujiwara, and in 1603 to the Tokugawa. By usurpatfiorized
Version, but in a few cases cornet.
9.
To
discharge
a
missile
;
said
of
an
engine
or
instrution the shoguns became the virtual rulers, until by the revahop'keep 1er (shop'k•P'•r), n. A trnder who sells goods
olution of 1867-68the office was abolished and the power of ment ; as, the gun shoots well.
the Emperor restored. Called also by foreigners tycoon.
10. Sports. To play by propelling the ball, marble, or in a shop, or by retail ; - often in distinction from a merchant, who traffics on a large scale.
llho'gun'ate (-&t), n. The office, dignity, or government
the like (in a certain way) ; as: a Association Football.
of a shogun.
To kick the ball at goal. b Hockey & Lacrosse. To drive shop'llft 1er (-liflter), n. [shop+ lift. See LIFT to steal.]
One who steals from a shop goods exposed for sale, esp.
llhole (shol), n. A plank or plate placed beneath an ob- the ball at goal. C Craps. To throw the dice.
one who does so under pretense of buying.
ject, as under the end of a shore, to give increased bearing
11. Cricket. To gain speed by contact with the turf after
surface, to act as a protection, or the like.
shop'lift 11ng, n. Act or practice of a shoplifter.
receiving a top twist in bowling; - said of a ball.
■hon'kin-lte (sho~ 1kln-it),
n. [From Shankin, Indian
12. Naut. To move ahead by force of momentum, as a ahop1man (-man), n.; pl. -MEN(-mfo). A shopkeeper;
a retailer; a shop salesman; also, a workman in a shop.
name of Highwood Mts., Montana, where first found.] A sailing vessel when the helm is put hard alee.
shop1per (-er), n. One who shops; one who visits shops
dark, granular, igneous rock, chiefly of augite with subordi!~riih;:!s ~~t~·:~•::;~eot~.t~
i~~~~v':!~~oa!h°o';;f~~:!e0
for purchasing or inspecting wares.
nate orthoclase and smaller amounts of olivine, biotite,
with the aid of (a dog or dogs). Caul.
ahop1py (-I), a. 1. Characteristic of the shop, or of the
nephelite, sodalite, and plagioclase.
smaU trader ; showing petty commercialism.
ahoo (shOO), interj. Begone ! away ! - an expression used shoot, n. l. Act of shooting ; the discharge of a missile ; as,
the shoot of an arrow from a bow; a shot. Obs. or Colloq.
2. Abounding in shops; as, a slwppy part of town. Colloq.
in frightening away animals, esp. fowls.
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SHOPRID

SHORT-NOSED

a. Of or pertaining

Pro,. A short sound, or its symbol ; also, a short syllable.
11, Insutllciently provided or supplied ; scantily furb Elec. A short circuit. c Baseball.= SHORTSTOP.
CollOf,
nished; not having a reasonable, or the ordinary, amount;
- usually with of or in,· as, to be short of money. Also,
0
i:r
:1:r'if!r
Colloq,,
totally
lacking;
as,
a
book
short
of
the
title
page.
a shop as an overseer and director.
Cf. PLOOB.WALKBB..
the whole story; the sum total.
We shall be short in our provision.
Sltak.
shop'wom' (-woru'; 201), a. Somewhat worn or marred
loves your wife ; there's the short and the long. Shak.
12. Finance&, Com. a Not having goods or property that short He
by having been kept in a shop.
(sh6rt), adv. l, In a short manner ; brietl;I'; limone has sold; - usually with of or in and applied to brokers
shore (shor ; 201 ), n. [ME. sclwre;
itedly; abruptly; curtly; harshly; as, to stop short m one's
or
speculators
in
securities
or
produce;
as,
to
be
short
of
, ·akin to LG. schore, D. sclloor, OD.
course ; to tum short; to take one up short in talk.
wheat; the short interest (i. e., the bears) profits by a fall
achoore, Icel. skor~a, and perh. to
2. Iu Obs. senses: a But little; lightly; as, to tell or set
in prices. Cf. LONG, 8. b Of the nature of, involving, or
E. shear, as being cut off.] A prop,
(i.e., accour,tt or think) short of any one, b Snugly; tightly.
pertaining to, a sale of securities or commodities which the
as a timber, placed against the side .4!j;J,"-d-~,llll3. Exchanges, In the character or condition of one who is
seller does not possess, or has not contracted for, at the
of a structure ; a prop placed beneath
short ; as, to sell stocks short; to 110
short of wheat.
anything, as a beam, to prevent sink- Ship on the Stocks, sup- time of the sale ; as, a short sale; short pork; short contracts.
abort up, Haut., of an anchor, with its cable up and down.
13. [Cf. Sw. shor brittle, E. COLD-SHORT,]Easily broken, ahort, v. t. & i. [AS. sceortian.] Obs. 1. To make or being or sagging. See SHORING, Illust.
ported by Shores.
friable, crisp, crumbling readily, as pastry; defective in
Bhore, v. t.; SHORED(shord); 8HOR11NG (shor 1ing).
[ME.
come short; to shorten; abridge; curtail; wane. Chaucer.
tenacity or plasticity, as lean clay; brittle under certain
,ichoren. See SHOREa prop. l To support by a shore or
2. To divert or amuse (one'!! self),
Doug/a,,
conditions, as metal (see COLD-SHORT, HOT-SHORT) j lacking Bhort'age (sh6r'tij), n. A deficiency, shortcoming, or def,
shores ; to prop; - usually with up.
shore, n. [ME. sclwre, AS. (assumed) score, prob. fr. ,cie- tensile strength, as desiccated timber.
icit ; as,a shortage in money accounts.
ran, and so meaning properly, that which is shom off, 14. a Of liquor, undiluted with water; strong. Dial. ahort'-armed', a. Having short arms; hence, fig., not
Eng. b Not mixed with other material; as,shortmanure,
edge; akin to OD. schoore, schoor. See SHEAR, 11. t.]
reaching far ; as, ahort-armed ignorance.
Shak.
Syn. - See BRIEJ'.
1. The land bordering a body of water, esp. a large body;
&hert'bread' (sh6rt'brM 1), n. A crisp, sweet cake someat short. or at the short, shortly ; in short; soon ; briefly.
often, specif., the land bordering the sea; the coast.
times containing chopped nuts or fruit.
The fruitful shore of muddy Nile.
Spenser,
ahort'-breathed' (-brlitht'), a. a Having short breath,
fnbb~~f~t Ob:.~=~~~~~tt:i:h!~:t~fr.&,V!!!Ddi:~
2. Law. Short for FORESHORE,
b Having short life.
or quick respiration.
Syn. - SHOllE, COAST,BBACH,STRAND,BANK. SHORB is the
ahort'cake' (-kik'), n. a A crisp breakfast or tea cake
general word f orthe land immediately bordering on the sea,
outline
of
a
design
with
stitches
of
uneven
length,
pfaced
shortened
with
butter,
lard, or the like, and baked, b A
a lake, or a large stream; COAST
denotes the land along the
side by side to form an even outer edge and an irregular
similar, thicker cake split, buttered, and spread with aweetsea on1y, regarded esp. as a boundary; BEACHapplies to the
ened
fruit,
usually
served
hot ; also, a sweetened layer cake
pebbly or sandy shore washed by the sea or a lake; STRAND
0
~l1~~~i'::gR".._~~:.
spread with fruit and served cold. c A cake of pastry.
able in less than ten days. - •. circuit. See SHORTCIRCUIT, abort
theeit:~e~r ~fo~~~i:!~~ ~f;~t~:.ch'e!~~:n~:~oWS
circuit. Elec. A circuit, purposely or accidentally
1Dahore, near the shore. - on 1., to or on the shore ; ashore.
made, through a small resistance_. esp. one which acts as
1!~':~~.::,n:ha~fi
Sho're-a (sho'rli-<i; 201), n. [NL., after John Shore, Lord fails, if overstrained,by crushin~ rather than
a shunt to a circuit of comparatively large resistance. 6y bendini. Bhort'-clr 1 cult, 1.•. t. &- i.
Teignmouth (1751-1834), governor general of India.] Bot.
Bhort'com'lng (sh6rt'kllm'Ing; ah6rttkllm,Yng), n. A failc~~b!:.~,.~~;:.ho~te~:ntu;
i;~e3~f bntJ~~~~o~:t
A genus of tropical Asiatic dipterocarpaceous trees. They
have flowers with twisted petals and a very short cal:yx short bits instead of in long shreds. Cant. - •· clivlalon, ing or coming short; as : a The failure of a crop, or the
like. b Neglect of, or failure in, performance of duty.
tube, the seJ?alS becoming enlarged and winglike in fruit.
Math., division when the operations are performed menBhOrt'-eared1 (-erd'), a. Having short ears or short earlike
1l1!~~;/.:'':~st
1
~_::i~h
..\'~1v~~YoJ~:. ~=~~;~~~~!1,;;~';'edJ~~~~t!h~~!
:
tuft• of feathers, as the ahort-u.red owl, a medium-sized owl
frequent the seashore; a plover, snipe,_sandpiper, or allied
time, commonli thirtfi
or less, to run i also, the rate
(A,,io accipitrinua) of almost cosmopolitan distribution.
bird. b The bank swallow. Local, 11rit.
lt is dark brown above and buff below streaked with brown
0
shore lark, The horned lark; - so called
~~ b~!iting.
b~gi-:::
and has very short ear tufts. It frequents seacoasts and
because it frequents beaches.
or R.- ■• hopper. =WABHDOWN CLOSET.- ■. Jenny. Eng.
grassy. marshes, and commonly nests on the ground.
B ho r e'le B B, a. Having no
Billiards. SeeJBNNY,3d.-a.lay. Naut.See1thLA1c6b,
short'en
(sh6r't'n), v. t.; SHORT'BNBD
(-t'nd); SHOH'.r'BN-ING.
shore, or coast ;
[See SHORT,"· t. & a.] 1. To make short or shorter in
ii;,!'
RS::ke~:•c;~Jhg:i:;~;.;.■·1.f.1:'"tioo~ oftt~
of indefinite or
measure or time ; as, to shorten a road, an illness.
court,
usually
about
39
feet
from
the
front
wall.
•·
meter,
unlimited extent.
2. To reduce or diminish in amount, quantity, or extent i
01ilt~~'!'b/~et~r:':i tfi:'eflti\~rcf':,':i~• ~~/ 0
shore Uno. The
to lessen; abridge; curtail; contract; as, to shorten work.
outline
of thestanza
usually
consists
of
four
lines,
but
is
sometimes
Here, where the subject is so fnntful, 1 am shortened by my
shore; the line of
short meter or metre, chain.
doubled. Abbr., S. M. Aleo,Colloq.,ln
Dryden.
contactofa body
instantly,
in
short
order.
a. money, Pinance, money bor3.
To cause to seem short; as, a book shortened the day.
of water with the
rowed or to lend on short-time loans, esp. for a day or so. shore,
4 · ~~ :n~d~~:J~, 1
1e1w. bret 1-is) cultivated
•·
oah,
a
distinct
species
of
oats
(A,
cannot redeem? Ia. 1. 2.
shor 1er (shorter ;
in mountainous parts of Europe for the grain. and occa201), n. Ooetbat
0{iryden.
6 · To m:;o~l~~~~i:f.\~':;~lJ
sionally elsewhere as a folia~e plant. - ■. order, an order for
shores or props;
Shore Lark, Male.
0a~ffg~~~!:PI:~!f,
8u.;J.n_A-J~p:t.:m~~tgn:,iA:[!
8. To lessen the reach of (a weapon or implement), esp.
a prop ; shore.
.
by
drawing
back
the
arm
and
the
hand
holding
it,
in order
shore terrace. Geol. A terrace made along a coast by the
to stab or the like at close quarters ; as, to sh01·tena sword.
~: f~~;!i'.l~:H\a"t;Va;"i~ftll'o':
_:~~;;~~~r~!:,';,"!~~!
action of waves and shore currents; it may become land
7. To make fri.able, as pastry, with butter, lard, or the like.
Hymnol., iambic meter of six lines to the stanza, the numby the uplifting of the shore or the lowering of the water.
8. Phon. To make" short" (see LONG, a., 7), as a vowel.
shore 1weed 1 (-wed'), n. A small European plantaginaceoua
3
~~fd1~
9. To put (an infant) into shortclothes.
Dial. Eng.
marsh herb (Litto,·ella lacustris).
f:tton about the sun is less than the average, as Encke's
to ■horten la, a Naut. To take in the slack of (a rope); aa,
shor'ing (shor'Ing; 201 ), p. p,·. & vb. "· of
comet, whose period is 3.3 years. - ■ .•period vari&ble, .As- to shorten in a.sheet in tacking. b Hort. To prune. - to 1.
&HOBB. Hence:
n. Act of supporting or
tron., a star the period of whose light variation is less than
1&11,l{a11,t., to reduce the extent of sail, as by reefing.
strengthening with a prop or shore ; also, a
the average. - 1 ... ned reglater.
Ph.on. See 2d REGISTER, 7 a.
system of shores; shores collectively.
- a. rib_.one of the false ribs. - a. run, Cril'ket, a run in mak- Bhort'en, ti, i. To become short or shorter; as, the day
shortens in autumn ; a metallic rod shorten, by cold.
ing whtch the batsman fails to touch the ground inside the
shor'llng(sh6r'!Tng; shor'-; 201),n. [Cf. •
n. 1. Act of
pop.ping crease. It does not count in the score. - ■• aea, a Bhort'en-lng (sh6r 1t'n-Tng; sb6rt'ning),
sHBAR, v. t.]
1, The skin of a shorn
seam which the waves are short, broken, and irregular, so making or becoming short or shorter.
sheep; - disting. from mortling. Also, a
as
to
produce
a
tumbling·
or
jerking
motion.
•·
1heet,
2,
That
whicb
renders
pastry
short
or
friable,
as lard.
sltearhog. Dial. Eng.
Naut., the sheet leading from the inner clew of a topmast Bhort'hand' (sh6rt'hitnd 1), n. A compendious and rapid
S. A person who is shorn ; a shavestudding sail into the top. - •· ■hipped. Com., of goods:
method
of
writing
by
substituting
characters,
abbrevialing ; hence, a monk or priest. Obs.
a Cleared for exportation, but relanded or not shipped.
tions, or symbols, for letters, words, etc. ; short writing ;
, Bhort (sh6rt), a.; SHORT'ER(sh6r'ter);
b Shipped in too small quantity. - •· lhant, Elec., the
stenography.
See
PHONOGRAPHY,
Illus/.
method of connecting a compound
1EsT.
Line
SHORT
[ME. short, schort, AS. a
&hort'hand.',a. Stenographic : a Using shorthand ; aa, a
acort, sceort; akin to OHG. acurz,
0
~;al,~l ~~1
Series Coil
shorthand reporter. b Written in shorthand.
Ice! 1korta to be short of, to lack;
ahort 1-hand'ed (-hiln 1ded; -dTd; 87, 151), a. Short of the
8
orig, uncert, Cf. SHIRT,] 1, Not
r~!fe1:
c8i~ ~~~ -~
regular number of servants, helpers, or "hands."
Colloq.
long ; of brief length; as, a 1hort
SHDNT, -1. ll!Jtht,Bills of Exchange,
distance, stick, flight; not tall; as,
a little time after sight, or presenta- '\:!
rmaeure ahort'horn' (sh8rt'J16rn 1), n. l. One of an important breed
a short mast ; specif., of a human
tion tothepa!,er.-a.11:sea,candles
ll
f!~~~t';;t ~e:,!7wt:fycd\!\erib~t::ttis~!1'
D\~;Hn::.h of Engbeing, low in stature.
2, A tenderfoot.
Sla11g, Western U. S.
~~-u!:~~chSe8e o~fit!~;~ ~J~.~~: ~
a~
2. Not extended in time; brief;
1 (-b6rnd'), a.
short'-home4
Having
short
borne. - alienb
Middle
Raker
;
c
Botnot protracted; as, a 1ho1"tbreath. tom Shore ; d Footing
~~~c:ie;,~a": 1&
Line
horned batralo, a West African buffalo, smaller than the Cape
"The life so short."
Chaucer. Block; e, e, e Needles.
half step~-formerlyso called in the
Sh rt Sh 1
S. Brief ; not lengthy; concise ;
~~'.'1°tt:v!~fo;~~1!.~&TI;r~?iJ\~r~
~nn;t:!1t
th~:tt/~u~:as.
- ■•
sugar
succinct ; as, a short address, account, poem ; - now rarely
t~ily[~f'.d~ft::;
D~"ct!~f::;~':;,;!:,
used in coft'ee or tea, dieting. from molasses, calfed long
rem~~!;·
used of a s}l."ti~k:,,1'
0 ~,1a!t!i~Ji::h~:i:!~~t~np?~~r
sweetening. Dial. U. S. - a. ton. See TON, 1. - a. whilt. See
(1794-1863), American botanist.]
Bot. A genus of diaWHIST.- ■. yard rope, Naut.,a ro~ hooked to the slin~ of
4. Too brief ; curt ; abrupt; uncivil ; as, a short answer.
pensiaceous perennial herbs comprising only 2 species, 8.
I will be bitter with him and passing short.
Shale,
8
t~0lh~'d!:,?toa~~i~
a pure se unijlora of Japan and .8. galadfolia of the mountains of
&. Phon. Not prolonged, or relatively less prolonged, in
North and South Carolina. They have smooth, coriaceous
Bhort
(sh6rt),
n.
l.
A
summing
up;
a
concise
statement;
utterance; - opposed to long, and applied chiefly to vowels
(sometimes to consonants) or to sylJables. See LONG, a., 1. as, the long and short of it.
~~\!::s
~~a: 1
2, pl. Things that fall short of expectation or correctness
dia. The rruerican species is one of the rarest of plants.
8. Not distant in time; near at hand. Obs. or Archaic.
in value, quantity, and the like; as, deficiencies, or shorts, Bhort'leaf' Pine. a A pine of the southern United State•
7, Not coming up to a measure, standard, requirement,
(Pinus echinata), with short flexible leaves,.~innamon-colin the count of a money package ; in Print., the copies of
or the like, or to something regarded as such ; as, an acored bark, and valuable hard yellow wood. o The loblolly.
different sheets needed to complete an imperfect edition.
count which is short of the truth; sho,1 weight; the money
1 (-levd 1 ), a. Having short leaves. - lhortshort'-leaved
3, pl. Exchange Speculation. Securities or other commodin the cashier's hands was short, that is, less than what
ities that have been sold short; also, specif., the shorts,
the accounts called for ; short allowance ; a short diet.
~~if~lfa~1gfth=:
;:~rJ;~~=s~I~fN-;;ril~m:r1::
( Taxus bredealers who have sold sl1ort. See SHORT, adv.
8, With of, less than; not equal or equivalent to; not
short'-llved' (-livd 1), a. Not living or lasting long; as, a
commenmrate with; inadequate to ; as, action short of 4. pl. a Refuse, clippings, or trimmings, thrown off in va1
short-lived race of beings; short-lii ed pleasure.
rious manufacturing processes, and used for inferior prod- short'ly, adv. [AS. sceortffce.] 1. In a short or brief
the emergency ; nothing sho,·t of war could avail.
ucts, as tobacco cuttings, hemp tappings, fleece clippings
9. Not reaching to or as far as some mark, bound, place,
time or manner; soon; presently i quickly.
Chaucer.
in
wool
sorting,
and
the
like,
b
Also
specif.,
Ropema"king,
or the like ; also, situated or being nearer than some place
J shall grow jealous of you shortly
Shak.
In few words ; briefly ; as, to express ideas shortly.
or thing; - sometimes with of,· as, his arrow fell sho1't ; short, inferior hemp, variously need, aa in ca.ndlewicks 1 etc.
6. pZ: The part of milled grain next finer than the bran;
the house is a mile short of the church,
3, Abruptly; curtly ; harshly ; as, she answered me shortly.
10. Deficient in reach, power, grasp, or the like; as, a sometimes, middlings ; rarely, reground bran, practically short'ne■B, n. [AS. sceortness.] The quality or state of
free from floury particles, and containing mill sweepings.
being short.
ahort memory; specif., Ob•., intellectually deficient or
def9ctive; unwise. "My wit is short."
Chaucer.8. pl. Breeches; shortclothes ; smalls. Slang. Dfckens. ahort'-noaed' (-nozd.'), a. Having a short nose.
7. As a shortened form of certain phrases: a Phon. &, ■hort1oaed g&t11.ah. See GA.RFISH,
Their own short undentandingi.
Rowe.
to one's own work, busineaa, or interests; smacking of shop ; as, •floppy talk. Colloq.

:! f!'f~r:

llhoP'Walk'er (shl!plw6kter), n. One who walks about in
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SHORT-ORDER
llhort'll1Sht'e4(sh6rt'sitJ~d;
far; nearsighted;

myopic.

87), a, l. Not able to aee
See IIY0PIC,IIY0PL\.

ll. Fig. : Not able to see far into futurity ; not apprecia-

tive or mindful of results or future needs ; lacking foresight ; also, characterized by lack of foresight,

-llhort'light'ed-ly, adv.-llhort'liJht'ed-ne■■, n.
llhort'-spO'ken (-spii'k'n), a. Speaking in ,. quick or
short manner;

hence, gruff; curt.

Colloq,

llhort'-talled' (-tild'), a. Having a short tail

lhort-t&lled t.lbatro1■, 11 North Pacific albatross (Diomedea

:iu:::i:re

h ·t ( 11 • h
th
d
alb t ) Th ad Jt ·
hea':i,)~iih d.!'sky ~utirs.w ih~
°e':iti:,l;a.f.'iJ:'y.
■• ■hnw, any slirew of the America.a genus Blarina, esp.
B. brevicauda, of eastern North America,
llhort1-toe4 1 (-tild'), a. Having short toes.
lhort-oaglo, the harrier eagle Oircailtus gallicua.

-

-:,rx-;.1:~~~~wo~~~!~n~st~!
:; ·~:!?;nt
Having a
llhort'-wlncl'e4 (-wln'dM; -did;-87, 151), a. Affected
with, or characterized by, shortnesa of breath; having a
quick, difficult reapiration, as in asthma or panting. -

llhort'-Wln0/e4-ly, a<lv. - llhort'-wind'ed-neu, "·
llhort1-wlnged' (-wlngd'), a. Having short wings; apecif.,
Falconry, designating II class of hawks, including goahawka
(genus .A&tur)and the European sparrow hawks (genns
.4.ccipiter), with winga short, broad, and somewhat rounded
at the end. Cf. LONG-WINGBD.
llhort'-Wooled' (-w<Rild'), a. Designating a clsSB of domeatic sheep of English origin having abort fine wool, as
the Southdown, Shropshire, and Suffolk breeds. Some of
the breeda are widely distributed. - llhort'-wool', n.

the base of the· raised 'Character, or the like. See TYH,
11. Weat1ing. = &HOOT,
n., 4. Chiefly Scot.
12. ·An angle, corner, or plot of land; specif,, in the open- Illust. ·
8. The upper joint of the fore leg and adjacent parts, infield system, a plot of land comprising a set of contiguous
cluding more or lesa of the neck and cheat, of an animal,
:";!~parll:\ 1~~g:~P-!i~1~voinppg 0
!hfu~f!E"g
dressed for market ; as, 11shoulder of mutton.
length and the other dimension varying in different cases,
7. Leather Manuj. A part of a hide. See HIDB,Illust.
13. Naut. Of a cable: a The splicing, or shackling, of 8. Fort. The angle of a bastion between the face and flank;
two or more cabl<fs together, or the whole length of the
- called also lhonlder angle. See BASTION,
Illuat.
cables thus united.
Obs. o,· R. b A length of cable or 9. Photo-engraving. A rough edge or ridge on a plate.
chain without, or between, shackles, uaually 15 fathoms.
ohonldor &o lhouldor, with mutual and common action; in
14. Spermaceti ; whale shot.
c&>peration. -to put, ■et, etc.,one'11. to the wheel, to do ear16. A creature of little value, as a rejected animal out of nest and effective work, eap. by way of assistance.
a herd, 11 yonng or ill-grown animal ; also, 11 worthleBS ahoul'der (shi!l'diir), "· t.; BHOUL,DBRBn
(-diird); BH0UIIyoung person. Cf. SHOOT,n., 6. Scot. &, Dial. Eng.
DBR-ING.1. To push or thrust with the ahoulder; to jostle;
18, A guess; conjecture; also, an attempt.
Colloq.
as, the crowd altouldered each other.
"oho&In &ho locker, a shotleft In a war vessel's shot locker;
As they the earth would shoulde,· from her seat.. Spenser..
ll. To take upon the shoulder or shoulders ; as, to 1houlder
r:.ic:.;.~~;c':. ~:.:~::;.,~1;i~:;;e~gf1::'t::;;;
11basket; hence, to 118Bume
the burden or responsibility of;
locker. Co!loq,-llllou.,quickly;inatantaneously;
Colloq., as, to ahoulder blame; to shoulder II debt.
·
willingly. -noli by aloq 1,, not by a great deal. Slang.
3. To fill or pad out like II shoulder, as ballast on the side■
shot (■hot), "· t.; BHOT'TBD;SHOT'TnrG. To load with ahot of a railroad track, or mortar under the edge of a roofing
or ahell,"" a gun.
slate ; to form a shoulder on, as a casting.
1:!~~f:u'i:'.n~~fa~~:,aJl~~ot,
1
-?o~rn:=e
ahote (•hot), n. [Cf. dial. ,hot, shoot, aheat, in this sense,
1~~-:.R~!r:iJ.1t~i
:
andE.ahoot,n.&v.]
l. Ayonnghog; aahoat. SeeBHoT,15. arms 1(which see) in the army.
ahoul der, v. i. To pnsh with theahoulder; to make one'■
a. A ahiftleSB peraon. Dial.
way, aa throu;
11 crowd, by using the shoulders,
shot'gllJlf (sMt'g11n'), n. A smooth-bore gnn, often double- shoulder
bla e. The scapula.
:
barreled, and now almost universally breech-loading, deblo . Jiaut. A block with II projec.
signed for firing shot at abort range, and killing small moulder
~
tion, or shoulder, near the UpJ18r end, so that it
game, esp. birds. See PISTOLGRIP,Jlluat.
can rest against 11 •;ear without iamming the rope,
mot looker. Nav. A strong compartment in the hold of 11 ahoul'derecl(shol'derd), a. Having shoulders; often used in comb.; as, a broad-slwuldered man.
~o~~~~~~~'.nfue~~~~1
n;i~~~l1~
■bouldered arch, a structure spanning an opening
rate, the latter when projectile and powder are in one caae. not &·true arch, but·consistini: of a straight lintel
·
shot'ted (shot'i!d; -Id; 161), a. l. Loaded with a shot or carried-on·corbels projecting mto the opening and
0
usually cut into hollow curves under their proprojectile ; - said of a cannon not loaded with a blank
Jecting ends. See ARCH,Illu,t, (11).
·
· oc •
charge, as for saluting, giving warning, or the like.
·shoulaer
girdle.
Anal.
&:
Zool.
The
pectora1
arch.
· ·
2. Burg. Having a shot attached; as, a shotted auture, that
1
is, one the thread ends of which are fastened in split shot. shoul der-lng, p. pr. &, vb. n. of SHOULDER.Hence: n_.
l.
Act
of
one
who
ahoulders,
as
through
a
crowd.
'
3.' Weighted down with ahot; as, a shotted tennis skirt.
The earth filling along a railroad, or mortar under tbe
llhot1ten (shlSt''n), a. [Properlyp. p. of s!toot; AS. scoten, 2,
edge
of
roofing
slatea.
.
sceoten, p. p. of sciotan.] Obs. or Dial. l. Having ejected
3. Act ,:,f pocketing by coach drivers of the fare~ of way
the spawn and so of inferior food value; as, 11 shot/en her· passengers not originally booked. Obs, Stano Eng.
ring; hence, good-for-nothing.
shoUlder knot. 1. An ornamental knot, as of ribbon or
2. Shot out of its socket; dislocated, as a bone.
0;' ;:,,~h.: a~~~~:t1:~~--=~tn.!~~
shoul0 f:e1~Ie:i:i:
8~Y!~~!r
1,:e:tim!A
:~rfn
ders of certain uniforms of ceremony by certain commisThe metal forms spherical drops in the descent, which are
sioned officer.a whell neither epaulets nor shoulder stra~
received in water or other Ii\luid. See sHoT, n., 2,
worn, In the United States armf it is worn by all offishot window. A kind of wmdow or aperture, usually or are
cers, exce.Pt chaplains, below genera offlcers'i and consists
othfteeenxinacta
p0rromje
cftiwonh
_ocfha
•rotma,'net_im
eb•,.o0n7_aAr"c~hai1:?case.
, of braided gold wire cord without insi~nia.
•8wuanllce,
n the United
1
1
0
0
fo
..
States navy it is now worn only: by midshipmen, and conllhou (shoo), n, [Due to a misprint for shon, the word for . sists of gold braid 011cloth bearing a gold foul anchor.
stag in Sikkim.] A deer ( Cervus ajfinis) of southeastern
shoulder loop. Mil •. In the United States army, a urrow
Tibet, similar to the Kashmir stag, but larger, and having
loop on each shoulder of the service coat (see SBRVI0B
UNIJl'ORH) of commissioned officers. It reaches from the sleeve
the beam of the antlers bent forward above the tres-tine.
should (shillid), pret. · of SHALL, [ME, sholde, shulde,
0
1 ·:h~d::m~e:'fte!t'.f'!sf~!9~~t~YI;
0
of the wearer's rank. Of. SHOULDER
STRAP.
!~~~:r!:;ie!c!h!!~d
~~d: ;~Afr:ri t!: bears insignia
mark,. U.S. Navy. Anyofcertaininsigniaworn
"preterit future" tense, expressive of action, etc., as im- shoulder
on each shoulder of a uniform to show the wearer's rank.
pending in the past; as in, I said that I si,ould go.
moulder strap; A strap worn on or over ·the shoulder.
2. To form the conditional mood (as I sl,oulcl go, I should
Specif.: Mil. A narrow strap, worn asa badge of rankacroea
have gone), used esp. : a In the conclusion in sentences of each sheulder on dress (not full-dress) uniforms of commissioned officers. In -the United States army it is made
rejected condition (see under IF, 1). b In conditional
clauses ex~ressive of uncertainty or reserve ; as in, should, of cloth of the same color as the uniform., with a field varying according to the branch of the service of the wearer,
you come, I shall meet y:ou. C In statements, requests, etcd
and haa a border of gold bullion a.nd beara the lns.igi:,la-of_the
th~iffit!t;
~A~~/S~~!~
1fi'~~e~!\r8¥n
these uses the choice between should and would is based
on the distinctions between shall and wilt ~ee under
~!At'i,~·nix~'!.";;~\~;,•:~dsai~dl,1:,euf~0f~~n°b~e~,:'
secJ!'-,nseedo,f_d_u_tyeorschoowuladrdgice
onngee
wr.,,thlftohtehe
1_0en0 fwoarswtahredstar
10
1ersgd
b
2
which he knew would follow him" (Froude).
3. Should, esp. when stressed, is also used to express
moral obligation. '' That you sho'Uld be sorry for.'' Shak.

Excepting the Hopi Indians, all the Shoahonean tribes are, or
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shooting.] H¼;e!o~~:r:~ec:~!!~b~ti~i!1.Je::i!. 0 nin~t~:::i~~2. A portion or certain amount of drink, as of ale. Obs.
ahot, n.; pl. SHOTor SHOTS(shots). [ME. shot, schot, AS.
,cot a shooting, gesceot a mi88ile; akin to D. •chot II shot,
shoot, G. schu1s, geschoss a missile, Icel. skol a throwing,
ajavelin,andE.shoot,v.t.
SeesHoOT;cf.SHOTaahare.]
1. A miBBileweapon, now only a projectile designed to be
discharged from a fl.rearm or cannon by the force of an
explosive; specif.I Mil. & Nav., a solid, or almost solid,
projectile for artil ery; - in distinction from shell. Also,
~~!1:c:~if~•,t~ f1:~~~1;~fs'),\~eing
used in
ll. A small globular mass, or pellet, of lead, of any of various sizes, a number of which are discharged from a firearm together, used chiefly for killin~ game ; as, bird shot;
buckahot. Also, such pellets collect1vely, the plural form
notbeingusedinthissenee;
as, achargeofshot.
The chief
standard sizes of shot, with their diameter in inches, are:
0
: J~i:sc\~11~.f;.;,2,i ;d:oi,2'7.,i.~ti
st~i'de~(st~!::i\r),
,i. [ME. shulder, shuldre, schulder,
08; 8, .09; Tg.1; &, .11; D, .12 i 4, J.a; S, .14; 2, .15; 1, .16 i AS. sculdor ,· akin to D. schouder, G. schulter, OHG seulC Largers1zesofdropshot:
T,.2;
tarra, Dan. skulder, Sw. skuldra; cf. also OHG. skerli.]
~The
name of each is given first in heavy-faced type;
l, In man, the laterally projecting part of the body, each
tne diameter follows in light-faced type.
side of the base of the neck, formed by the bones and
a. Anything thrown, caat forth, emitted, or let fly, with joints by which the arm is connected with the trunk and
force. See SHOOT,v. t. & n.
ttheest~:rJ:~ 1~f~~::dtt;~he
~:o~~~;t~~:~~:n~fl>f~
I shall here abide the hourly shot of angry eyes.
Shak,
scapula covered by the deltoid muscle. In animals\ the cor4. a The flight of a missile, or the distance which it is, or
d" (b t
II 1
· t· )
·
ftn b d
can be, thrown ;as, they were a bowshot, or a cannon shot, n;!p~rru:t'tre~ c':i':.~eciii:';"tf.,"lf';,~°lfm'b'~li'h 0 the
apart. b Hence, fig., reach; range; as, within earshot.
In birds, as often loosely used, the bend of the wing.
6. [Cf. AS. scytta.] One who shoots, esp. with a firearm;
2. Chiefly in pl. The shoulders, together with the upper.
specif. : a A soldier with a firearm ; hence, such soldiers,
part of the back, being that part of the human frame on
nsually foot soldiers, collectively.
Obs. b A marksman;
which it is most easy to carry a heavy burden.
as, an excellent ,hot; they are all good shots.
3. Fig, : That which supports or sustains, or on which a
8: Act of shooting; discharge of a firearm or other weap- weight or burden rests; as, the blame rests on my shoulders.
on which throws a missile.
In thy shoulder do I build my seat.
Shak,
7. Mining, Quarrying, etc. A charge in blasting; a blast.
4. That which resembles a human shoulder; a more or
8- Ji'isherie&.a A cast of a net, b The entire throw of lesa abrupt protuberance or projection from the body of a
neta at one time. c A place or apot for setting neta. d thing, aa the bulge of a vase or bottle, or the like.
A single draft or catch of fl.sh made.
The northwestern shoulder of the mountain.
Scott.
9. Athletics. A spherical weight, to be put, or thrown, in &. An abrupt projection which forms an abutment on an
competition for distance.
object, or limits motion, etc., as the projection around a
10. A stroke or propulsive action in certain games, as in
tenon, the ring next to the wheel on an axle, etc. ; specif.,
billiards, hockey, curling, etc. ; also, a move, as in chess.
Print., the part of the top of a type which projects beyond

~':f:~::ft

fi:-Jt'~~~~

~t:lih'

s1i 1eer

::!~a!:!f~t~Ve~~':i~~:
f1:~uI~s~
1i~~!ncff \t~irar~~b:!~\~i:,_~e
Bannocks, and Comanches are the most warli1'e. The stock is
considered to be related to the Tanoan, Piman, and Nahuatlan.
llhot(shlSt),pret. &p.p. of SHOOT, Hence: p, a. a Woven
with warp and weft threads of different colors, causing the
fabric to change in tint according to the point from which
it is viewed; variegated; as, shot silk. See SHOOT,v. t., 9. b
Dyed, when the textile is of cotton mixed with ailk,indifferent oolora, some of which affect the silk only, and some the
ootton only, thus producing the variegated, or shot, effect.
shot, n. [AS. scot, sceot, fr, aceotan to shoot ; akin to D.
schot, Icel. skot. See scoT a share, SHOOT,v. t.; cf, SHOTa

&!

~f~fl,.

~fa::,•
f!:;~? <:~:-s::O::~;,~;.,,
~toc°:e:fn~:~
;~=I,0
of the mountain regions of weatern Wyoming and Colorado, and of portions of Idaho, Utah, and Nevada, where
they are now gathered on agencies. With the Bannocks
and Pintea they are also called Snake&, or Snake Indiana.
ll. Hence, any Indian of the Shoshonean stock.
Sho-llho'ne-an (sM-sho'd-ltn; ahii'sM-nii'ltn), a. Deaigutlng, or pertaining to, one of the most wideapread of
the North American Indian linguistic stocks, occupying
most of the United States from the Rocky Mountains to
the Sierras and reaching the Pacific in southern California.
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ahorV-or'der
a Designating Pa. lx:xx. Cf. SnoseAKNIM.
food served.; a ~hort order, or a 1ho-1ho'Dlte (ah lJ-sh li'n tt). n.
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A young pike Obs
1houlder bar. Ordnance. =
■hot' -lllark' ,~- A ta'vem keeper ~TOCK,
n. [over the shouldl!r.l
A
:~EU~;cr~~«:l:::ioe.i~a~i:.f
or pre- '
■houl"der-clatper, n. I, Oae
[6i:~~~Tashooting.]
Ars:~:c:cofi~e.
~~'b'!1::,<ss'ti~:.]· 1A~11:tt~a ::rh!~~~~18Jl.~ 11'1tafti&~&O:.!
A clump; a group. Obs.
Dial. Eng.
saline lake in one of the closed 1houl'der..er,n.Onewhopu8he1
1hoter, T suun1JER.
1hotlen. + SHOOT.
basins of northern Africa, often with the shoulden.
,
~~;,;,~~~'.]a~t!l:-e°J_frt!Obs~f.
■hot lfDf A light lin.eattached ~U~fe:(~h~!,@~)m,
~~r. A net- ~dter
~Print.f A note
ahot garland. Mil "°Nm, A ~e:nai o~~h\~~ !!:t~~t~:n
0
R E
:hoJ,3~~1;,,e.r:_~;1}-t:
wooden or metal frame to hold drawn to a wrecked veSBel.
~S:~l.:(.i:ist''I~!h~r•i),
S~gi. Naut. SeeLEG:.OF-MU'l'TOlf'SAIL.
~~~!e1~:
::«>or;!~.
~loiil-~L~:;
~a,~:..gh:1==,1.~.fan.~~S';.hTOOTotlL:i.k··•;
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t
d t h Id h 0 t 1· 1 ·
t 1 d
d 2
t
-" •8 (a: u• !-J
lho'lllder plane A k' d f b;:ie.~~~thgor:, :iu zz l~-fo:~~: ::~ic,
m8.1lc:1ng
!i:!~1f:~ot.ar- hard anil round
bet plane used in .fl~~,r~
gun. OhR.orH/11-1.
■hot'man.n. A1hooter. ·OhR. •~·
sH0°0,1,.$-"inttrj. tenon ■houlder■.1hotpn pre1crlptlOD, Med. A 1hho1i
h'
pr,
oof',
a.
Impenetrable
■hough
(shiloK).
Var
.of
!i!H EU0H,. lhcn:d'der-shot'ten., a. ,Sprained sreacripfion containing many io8 0it
though (Sh~k). Var. Of SHOCK[in the shoulder,as a.h-orae. . ',
.::~~-dAJJ:~1e~~d:i':!;ood
~~- (ah®]). ~i~~~)":~~?~; . ::=1d~~roftf~~~:n:.:
bore tolerated only because he by a boring insect
pays the shot. Ohs.
■hot'-holei du-e&H'•Hort.
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e
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ill;-saidofamoldorcasting.
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■hort'■ome (1h0rt'11tmJ, a.
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0
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i~~EBALL.
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t ·
rh
Ob
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ore. Ne R.
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Bib. A. term used in the headrng
of P1. xiv. and lxix.
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SHOULDER TUFT
wearer's rank (cf. sHOULDBB
LOOP). The use of dress uniforms was prohibitedduring the Great War. In
the United States navy,
shoulder straps were abolished in1913,andshoulder
marksadoptedBSapartof
the uniform.

SHREDDY

ahov'el {shuv''I), "· I.; BHOV'RLED
(-'Id) or SHOV,ELLBD' 8. That which shows ; an indication; a sign ; as : a Aa
indication of metal in a mine, gas or oil in a well, etc.; 1111
SHOV'EL-ING
or 8HOV 1EL-LING. 1. To take up and throw
1

a show of gold. b Mining. A pale blue flame, at the top
with a shovel.
of a candle flame, indicating the presence of fire damp. c
2. To clear or clean out with a shovel, as a ditch.
3. To throw or convey roughly or in the mass, as if with a ~fed. A discharge, from the vagina, of mucus streaked
with blood, occurring a short time before labor.
shovel ; as, to shovel food into the mouth.
shov'el-board' (-bord'; 201), n. [Of. SHUFFLE,sHovE.] 7 Opportunity; chance; as, he hasn't a show of winning;
give him a show" Colloq., U.S.
1. Auy early form of shuffleboard, or the board used.
■how of hands, a raising of hands to indicate judgment ; aa,
.2. A coin, as a shilling, penny, or groat, used in playing
the vote was taken by a show of hands.
shovel board.
show bill. A broad sheet containing an advertisement in
ahov'el-er, ahov'el-ler (-er), n. 1. Oue that shovels.
large letters.
2. A river duck of the genus Spr,tula (so called from the
show case. A glazed case, box, or cabinet to display and
large
and very
protect shopkeepers' wares, articles in museums, etc.
broad bill), esp.
ahow'-doWD' (shil'doun'), n. 1. Oard Plaging. a Act
8. clgpeata, which
of laying down one's cards face up. b A game, similar to
is widely distribpoker, in which cards are drawn or not, as arranged, and
the highest hand takes the pot without further betting.
2:. An open disclosure of plane, means, etc.
ahow'er (shil'er), n. [AS. sceawere an observer, a mirror.
and neck blackish
See sHow, v.J 1, One that shows or exhibits; an indica•
green, and the abtor; revealer; specif., Obs.: a A mirror. b An example.
domen chestnut.
2. An observer. Ob,.
Related species
ahow'er (shou'er), n. [ME. ,hour, schour, AS. •cur;
are s. r
'is
akin to D. schoe,·, G. schauer, OHO. scUr, !eel. akur, Sw.
3 1.s,~ Shoveler (Spatula clypeata).
'/Jew
Male
sku1·, Goth. skii.1·awindis a storm of wind; ofuncert. orig.l
vlatale
th America, and S. capensi8 of South Africa.
1. A fall of rain of short duration ; sometimes, a like fall
lihovel hat. A broad-brimmed hat, turned up at the sides,
of sleet or l,ail or, rarely, snow.
Chaucer.
2. That which resembles a shower in falling or going
like a shovel, worn by some clergy
through
the
air
copiously
and
rapidly;
as,
ashower
ofsparkll.
shov'el-head' (-Md'), n. a A shark (Sphryna tiburo) allied
A copious supply bestowed; specif., a party given to a
to the hammer-head, but with the head narrower and less 3.
prospective bride, where gifts are presented; as, a linen
hammer-shaped, of the warmer parts of the Atlantic and
Shak.
shower.
"The great shower of your gifts."
8
9
Pacific Oceans. b The shovel-nosed sturgeon.
4, Pgrolechny. A device for producing a al,ower of alo-wahov'el-noaed 1 (-nilzd 1), a. Having a broad, flat head,nose,
buming
atars.
or beak. - ahovel•noaed duck, a shoveler duck. - a. ■hark.
6 Captain; 6 Commimder (i;1Lver oak leaf); and Lieutenant
6. Short for SHOWBR
BATH.
a Either of two sharks (He.canchus corinua and Heptran•
6. A storm; a tempest. Obi.
chiaa maculatus), both of the family Hexanchida,, occur7,
Conflict;
combat;
battle; an attack.
Oba. Chaucer.
ring on the California coast. b A sand shark. - 1. 1turgeo11,
etc. (see INSIGNJA, Jllut't.), in place of the anchor or anchors
small sturgeon ( Scaph.irhynchus platy1·hYI1_ch.ua)
of the
8. Painful labor; bardship; pain. Ob.,.
llhoat (shout; shoot), n. [ME. shoute; cf. D. schuit. Of. aMississippi
Valle)' and parts of the southern United States, show'er (shou'ilr), "· I,; sHow'ERED(-erd); sHow'EB-nre.
SCHUIT.]1. A flat-bottomed, light-draft boat used on drains
which has a broad flattened snout.
1. To water with a shower : a To wet copiously with rain.
and narrow waterways for transporting produce, for gun- show (shil), v. t.; pret. SHOWBD
(shod); p. p. SHOWN(shoo)
b To wet copiously with water or other liquid in the form
ning, etc. It varies 1n size. Local, Eng.
or SHOWED; p.pr. & 11b.n. suow'ING. Also, now Rare, shew,
of spray, fine streams, or dro.Jl8; as, to 1hower planta.
2. A Dutch sailing vessel. See SCHUIT. Obs. &, R.
shewed, shewn, shewing. [ME. schmoen, shewen, schewen,
2, To bestow liberally ; to ocatter In abundance ; to rain.
llhoat (shout), "· i.; seouT'■o ; sHOirr'INo. [ME. shouten,
shawen, .AS. scea.wian to look, see, view ; akin t.o OS. ahow
1er, v. i. Torain or fall inorasinaahowerorshowera.
of unknown origin. l 1. To utter a sudden and loud cry,
scawiJn, OFries. skawia, D. schouwen, OHG. acouu·0n, G.
( -I), a. 1. Raining in showers; abounding
either without or with words, BS in joy, triumph, or exulachauen, Dan. slcue, Goth. usskawjan to waken, skuggwa a llhow'er-J
with frequent showers of rain.
tation, or to attract attention, summon, animate, etc.
mirror, lcel. skuggi shade, shadow, L. cave re to be on
2:. a Of, pertaining to, 01· resembling, a shower or showers.
I. To entertain with drink, refreshmenta, or the like, gra-,
one's guard, Gr. ,co•tv to mark, perceive, bear, Skr. kavi show'1Dg, n. [Of. AS. sceawung a looking at, show.]
tuitously; to treat. Slang, A u.,tralia &, U. S.
wise. Of. CAUTION,
BCAVENGBR,
SHBBN.] 1. To exhibit or
1. Revelation ; apocalypse; also, proph•cy ; warning. Oba.
3. Of a woman, to be in labor of childbirth. Dial. Eng.
present to view ; to place in sight ; to display ; as, to
2:. Appearance ; coming into view; manifestation; specif. :
4. Of a bird, to utter a cry or, rarely, to sing. Oba.
show a house ; show your colors ; shopkeepers show cuaa A vision. Obs. b A.spect; cast of countenance.
Ob,.
to 1hoahl, to uttershouts at; to deride or revile with hoots.
tomers goods (show goods to customers).
A display or exhibition of something; as, a showing of
llllollt, v. I. 1. Toutterwith a shout,orcry;-sometimes
2. To exhibit to the mental view ; to tell; disclose; re- cmillinery;
also, a display or presentation of some fact,
with oul; aa, to ahout, or to alwul out, a man's name.
condition, or the like; aa, a bad financial showing.
I. To treat with shouts, clamor, or hooting
xviii. 20
veal J11!~~hee!~i:!~ya::h!~e~!~:e;U:~std::\f.18·Ex
3. To treat(one) to drink, or the like; also, to give (some- 3. Specif., to make known the way to (a person); hence, ahow'Dum (shii'man), n ..; pl. -MBN (-m~n). One who exhibits,
or aide in exhibiting, a show; a proprietor of a show.
thing) by way of treating. Stang, Au.,tralia &, U. $.
to direct; guide ; usher; conduct ; as, to show a person
llhow'room-' (-room'), n. A room or apartment where a
4. To summon ; to call. Dial. Eng.
into a parlor ; to show one to the door.
show
is exhibited; also, a room where merchandise is exllhoat, n. 1. A loud burst of voice or voices; a vehement
4. To make apparent or clear, as by evidence, testimony,
and sudden outcry, as to attract attention ; esp., the outor reasoning ; to prove ; explain ; also, to manifest ; posed for sale, or where samples are displayed.
IIJlOW'J'
(sholJ), a. ; SHOw'I-BR(-I-er); SHOWII-BST,Making
cry of a multitude expreosing joy, triumph~ rage, or other
evince; as to show the truth of a statement.
a show ; attracting attention i ostentatious ; gaudy.
strong emotion, " Another general ahout.'
· lJhak.
i 'II show mi duty by my timely care.
Dryden.
I. A treat, BS to drink. Slang, Australia &, U. S.
A
present
of everything that was rich and showy. .A.ddiwn.
&. To explain somethmg to ; to teach ; inform ; instruct ;
11NG(shltv'fng),
Syn. - Splendid, gaudy, gorgeous, euml)tuoue, pompous.
llhH'II(shliv), ti. I.; SHOVED
(shlivd); SHOV
convince ; as, he showed me how to solve the problem,
lhowy
lacly'1-■IIPl"'r,
an American orchid ( (}y]!ripedium
[.ME.1houtJen,AS, ,cu.fan; akin to OFries. akava, D. achui8. To bestow; confer; afford; as, to ahow favor.
regina,) having pmk-and-white flowers of great beauty. Shem1ng mercy unto thousands of them that love me. Ex. :n:. 6.
""'• G. ,rehu,hen, OHG. acioban, Ice!. aki,,fa, akj}Ja, Sw.
•· orcbl1, an American orchid ( OrcM-sspectabitil) having a
to ■how a clean pair of heel■, or to a. the heela, to escape by
1kujJ'a, Dan. akujfe, Goth. afskiuban to put away, ca■taway;
spike of handsome pink-,md-white flowers.
of. Skr. k1hubh to become agitated, to quake, Lith. 1/cubr"8 superior speed; to outstrip or distance. - to a. Aght, to shraP'Del (ahrllpln~I),
ling. &, pl. [After Gen. Henry
11uick, skubinti to hasten : cf. also ME. 1hoven, fr. AS.
0
~~~}~::~
2
Shrapnel (1761-1842) of
,cojla.., fr. AS. scufan.
Of. SH■AI' a bundle of stalks,
hibit ostentatiously. -to a. one'• card.a, or hand, to expose
the
British
army.]
An
scoo,,, BCUHLB.J 1. To drive along by the direct and con- one's plans to rivals or foee.-to 1. one'■ colon or colour■, explosive shell containtinuous application of strength; to push; as, to ahovea boat
to show one's real disposition, opinions, intentions, char•
ing a quantity of small
Into ti,e water; to shot•e a table across the floor.
balls. A time fuse ex2. Te puslt along, aside, or away, carelessly or rudely.
to a. one' ■ pace■, to exhibit one's gait, speed 1 or the like; plodes the shell in flight. Shrapnel. 1 Combination Fuse, time
Ile 1Ut1elto Hltove and elbow hie fellow servants. Arbuthnot
said esp. of a horse.-toa.
one the door, to dismiss one from
In modem shrapnel the and percussion; 2 Steel Ca11e; 3
3. In '01,,. uses: a To thru■t, as a sword. b To shore up;
the room or house, often with ignominy. -to 1. the teeth, to
ca.sing resists fracture, Shrapnel BaUs ~ 4 Central Tube;
prop; •.,.,,.-t.
o To put forward ; to make prominent.
threaten ......to •· up, to expose ; esp., to expose to animad•
acting as a gun barrel to 5 Guncotton ; 6 Loo11ePowder.
Syn. -See PUSH.
shoot the balls forward in a conical shower. In some shrapto 11>ffe tile ,ueor, to pass counterfeit money. <Jani.
foeqi:s~t
shove, 11. i. 1. To push or drive forward i to move onnel the head is separable and loaded with a high explosive,
show, v. i. Also, now Rare, shew. 1. To exhibit ormani•
ward by pushing or jostling.
which detonates only on impact.
1. To move off or along by pushing, as with an oar or a fest one's self or itself; to appear ; to look ; to seem.
shred (shri!d), n. [ME. shrede, achrede, AS. scrM<k; akla
pole uaed by one in a boat i - sometimes with from or o,D:
be
Dryden.
to OD. schroode, G. schrol a piece cut off, Ice!. skrjiJtJr a
shove (shuv), n. 1. Act of shoving; a forcible push.
shred, and to E. ahroud, the root meaning prob. being, to
3. To have a certain appearance, as of being well or ill,
2. The el0w, ponderous movement of the ice in au ice jam
cut. Cf. SCREED, SCROLL.] 1. A long, narrow piece cut
fit or unfit ; to become or suit ; to appear.
BSthe jam breaks up. Canada.
or torn off; a strip. 0 Shreds of tanned leather." Bacon.
My 1ord of York, it better 1thowed with you.
Shak .
.shov•el i(sMiv"l), n. [ME. shovele, schovele, AS. scoft, 4. To make one's or its appearance ; to be present; as, 2:. In general, a fragment ; a piece ; particle.
Bhak.
sceoft; akin to D. scholfet, G. schaufel, OIIG. scuvala, Dan.
shred, v. I.; prel. &, p. p. SHREDor SHRBn'DED; p. pr. &- vb.
pheasants showed in large numbers. Now Colloq.
akovl, Sw. •kBJi•el,sky.ffel, and to E. shove. See SHOVE,
v. t.]
n. SHRED'DING.
[ME. shreden, schreden, AS. scrfadian;
6. To give a performance or exhibit. Theatrical Gant.
I, A luoad
akin to OD. sch,-ooden, OHG. scrolan, G. schroten. See
6. Racinq. Towinaplaceinarace;-saidofahorse.
Cant.
scoop or a more
sHRBD, n.J 1. To cut; hew. Obs.
Morie Arthuro.
to ahow down, Cards, to lay one's cards down with the faces
exposed. - to a. off, to make a show; to make a more or lees
2, To cut or tear into small pieces, esp. narrow and long
or less hollew
ostentatious display. -to a. up, to appear; to be present, as
blade, with a
Chaucer.
pieces, as of cloth or leather.
at an appointed time or place. Colloq.
3. To lop; prune, trim. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
·handle, u s e d
show (shil), n. Also, now Rare, shew. 1. Act of showing, shred'der
(shrM'er), n. One that shreds; any of variona
or bringing to view ; exposure to sight ; exhibition.
to
Ii ftearth,
a 11d ""'""'"""•===~=•llil
throw
utensils, implements, or machines for cutting, scraping, or
2:. That which is shown, or brought to view ; that which is tearing
something into shreds.
coal, grain, etc.
arranged to be seen; a display ; a spectacle ; an exhibition ; Bhred'ding, n. 1. Act of cutting or tearing into shreds;
I:. A working lCommonCoalShovel; 2:Miner"aSampling
as, a show of ~ood.s ; a traveling show,· a cattle show.
part in an agriShovel; 3 Irrigating Shovel.
Hooker.
also,
that
which is cut or tom off; a piece.
As for triumphs, masks, feasts, and such shows. Bacon.
cultural implement or machine, etc., resembling a shovel
2. Prob., a kind of trimming for dresses. Obs.
3. Proud or ostentatious display; parade; pomp.
in shape or use, as a working point in some cultivators
3.
Arch.
Lightfurring
secured
to
the
under
side
of
rafters
to
4. Semblance; likeness; appearance.
Milton.
(see CULTIVATOR,
Illust.) or the share of a shovel plow (see
give a hold to sheathing or lathe; - written aleo shreading.
&. False semblance; deceitful appearance ; pretense.
1
PLOW, Jlluat., 3).
Of. STRAM SHOVBL.
shred'df
(shrM'l),
a.;
SHRBD
DI-ER
(-I-er)
;
SHRBD'DI-BST.
Beware of the scribes, ..• which devour widows' houses,
3. A shovel h&t. Colloq.
A. Trollope.
and for a ahew make long prayers.
Luke xx. 46, 47, Oonsistmg of shreds ; ragged.
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SHREDE

SHROUD

wend (shrl!nd), v. ,. [Cf. G. schrinden to crack.]

To 1hrtft (shrlft), n. [ME. shrift, schrift, AS. scrift, fr. llhrlnk (shrI11k), v. -i.; pret. SHRANK(shrllIJk) or SBRUNI<
or SHRUNB/EN
(shril.IJk''n), but the
(shril.IJk); p. p. SHRUNK
serif an to shrive. See SHRIVE.] l. Act of shriving.
break into shivers on account of molecular instability ; In shrift and preaching is my diligence.
Chaucer.
latter is now seldom used except as a participial adjective;
said of gla&snot properly tempered or annealed.
2.
Confession
made
to
a
priest,
esp.
that
of
a
dying
penp.
pr.
&
vb.
n.
SHRINK'ING.
[ME.
shrinken,
sch.rinken, AS.
1hrew (shroo; formerly shro; cf. SHEW,v. ), a. [ME. shrewe,
itent, and the absolution consequent upon it.
Chaucer.
scrin<·an; akin to OD. schrincken, and prob. to Sw.
,chrewe. Cf. SHREWD.] Wicked; malicious. Obs.
Have
you
got
leave
to
go
to
shr't}i
to-day
?
Shak,
skrynka a wrinkle, skrynkla to wrinkle, to rumple, and E.
llhrew, n. [See SHREW,a.] l. A wicked or evil person; In lhrlft. a In confession. b In strict confidence. Obs.
shrimp, n. & v., scrimp. Cf. SHRIMP.]l. To wrinkle, bend,
a scoundrel; villain; outcast; specif. [cap.], Satan. Obs.
or curl ; to shrivel; hence, to contract into a less extent
lil. An evil or dangerous thing, as a maleficent planet. Obs. Bhrike (shrik), n. [AS. scric a kind of thrush; cf. dial.
shrike the missel thrush ;
or com pass ; to gather together ; to become compacted.
3. A vexatious, perverse, or turbulent woman; a scolding
akin to Ice!. skrikja a
I have not found that water, by mixture of ashes, will slirinlc
or draw into less room.
Bacon.
orAb:.:. 1;:!~
there could be no quiet
shrieker, the shrike, and
in the house for her.
L' Estruuge,
2. To withdraw or retire, as from danger; to decline
E. shriek. See SHRIEK,v. i.J
4. [AS. screawa ;- so called because supposed to be ven- Any of numerous oscine birds
action from fear; to recoil, aa in fear, horror, or distress.
of the family Laniidre, esp. of
omous.] Any of numerous small/#
th~r~~{.asststed us again1t the Thebans when
mammals of the family Soricidre,
the genus Lanim, which is char•
3. To contract the body or part of it in e~pression of fear,
mouselike in form, hut belongiug
acterized by a strong notched
horror, or pain; to wince.
Shak.
to the order Insectivora and most
.
/. .
Syn. - SHRINK, FLINCH, WINCE BLENCH, QUAIL. SHRINK
~:~e~hf!11~':i!t,s:~fs:"!~
closely related to the moles. Among
,
implies
an
instinctive
recoil,
as
from
some1ihing
painful
or
often impale their pre)" on thorns.
them are the smallest of all mamunpleasant; to FLINCH is to swerve or draw back,..esp. by
The larger species, often called
!Jl&IB, ~me bein\ scarcely
two
Shrew. <U
reason of lack of firmness or resolution j the wora implies
butcher birds (which see) 1 someesp. an involuntary shrinking under pam; to WINCB JS to
~~~~:J~!~~,~~ry
velvety fur. They are times kill small birds ana mamflinch slightly; as "Guilt and misery shrink, by a natural
-1mals. The typical shrikes generchieflf« noctumal, feedinJ mostly on worms and insects.
instinct, from pubiic notice " (De Quincey) j "She shrank
~
all)" have the plumage chiefly gray
~~~si"~~ '}f};.~~::1.>i.i!t.~1e1fi"~~:::w1r;r~e(~.:'.t or. brownish, with the .wings '!nd Logi;erhead Shrike rLa- ~~«:i1!cl~~s~~~:sa:'~t!
e:f::}::ffr~~i~~!!~
mon United States species being S. persona/us and B. bre~•i~et;";.!<ryf:i~,f.'!it;•~~v:'l::'~
mus ludovicianus),
fire" ( G. Eliot); unftinclting adherence to duty; "He Is aa
tender as a man without a skin, who cannot bear the
a:lXf;i~a~
aasigned to the family Laniidre, and the name shrike with
slightest touch withoutjli,.ching"
(Smollett); "Bis horse
:m.BPHANT SHREW I SQUIRREL SHREW, WATER SHREW.
~P~~e t~J":{:f !'!~dt~::
lhrew, v. I. [See SHREW,a.; cf. BESHREW.] To beshrew;
=~~~P
:heorJ~1;'i!:t,:\~1l~!~::r;,,3~~
SHBIKB
CUCKOO
SHBIKB,
DRONGO,
WOOD
SHRIKE,
etc.
1
to curse. Archaic. " I 1hrew myself."
Chau.cer.
ful thon_g which made numbers of people u·ince" ( ThackWIWd (shrood), a.; SHRBWDlzR
(-er) ; SBRBWDlzST.[Orig- llhrlke thrulh. a Either of two Indian timaliine birds of eray). BLBNCH is often equivalent to ft_incll,· it is someinally the p. p. of shrew, v. t.] l. In Obs. sense■: a Evil;
0
times used of the glance; as,~~Thie JHl,inful heroic task be
~::'sf~f:U ~f:~f~~:r::i':.'~th~
g!~!s M'l:~':l..:r:!kelike
wicked; depraved. b Miachievous; vexatious; malicious;
undertook, and never blenched from its fulfillment" (JefUt. a Either of two species of Australian birds of frey); "that glaring and dazzling influence at which tlie
troublesome. c Dispoaed to curse or scold ; shrewish ; as, lhr1ke
the genus Falcu,.culus, having a strong toothed bill and
eyes of eagles have blenched" (Bu,•ke). To QUAILis to
a 1hrewd wench, 4 Dangerous ; beset with hardships.
shrink coweringly 1 as from something which strikes terror;
Shrewd days and nights.
Shak.
fnla.::~c?~Hn'i.e~tovr1ttifri~~
of trees, like tit"There quails Count Guido, armed to the chattering
2. Biting; sharp ; keen ; harsh. " Shrewd steel." Shale. lhr111(shrll), a.; SHRILLlzR(-er); SBRILL'BBT,[ME. shril, as,
teeth, cowers at the steadfast eye and quiet word of the
" Shrewdest pain."
Tenny1on. schril; akin to LG. schrell, G. schri/l. See SHRILL,v. i.]
Canon" (R. Browning); "q·aailing before hie ... adver•
3. Artful ; wily ; cnnning ; arch.
l. Ha vlng or emitting a sharp, pierciug tone or sound ; sary" (Shelley). See REBOUND; cf. THROB, SHIVKR.
These women are 1threwd tempters with their tongues. Shak.
lhrtnk, v. I. l. a To cause to contract or shrink; as, to
; piercing ; aa, a shrill whiatle.
4. Able or clever in practical affairs; astute; sharJ>-witted ; acute ; sharp
Let winds be shrill, let waves roll high.
Byron.
shrink flannel by immersing it in boiling water. b To
sagacious ; keen ; displaying shrewdnees or sagacity ; as, a
2.
Sharp
to
a
sense
other
than
hearing
;
keen
;
bright
;
make smaller, or to cause to appear smaller.
1hrewd observer; a shrewd desiP, ; a sh,-ewd reply.
clear. Archaic.
2, To draw back ; to withdraw. Oba.
ProfeaRing; to despise the ill opmion of mankind creates a
The Libyc Hammon 1thrlnks his horn.
Milton.
Spenser.
ahrewd suspicion that we have deserved it.
S,-cker. lhr111,n. A shrill sound. Now Rare.
3 .. To shrug (the shoulders). Obs.
Sir H. Wotton.
Syn. - 8HRBWD 1 8AGACIOU8 1 SAGE, SAPIENT, PBBSPICACIOUS, llhrill, v. i.; BHBILLBD
(shrTld); SHRILL'ING,[ME. schrillen,
.A.STUTB, SUBTLB, KNOWING.
SHREWD im_Pliesnative cleverakin to G. schrillen; cf. AS. scrolletan to resound londly,
0
Ice!. skriilta to jolt, Sw. sk?·iilla to shrill, Norw. skryla,
:1:~c~~J~a!1'!~~ 0
aknela. Cf. SKIRL.] To utter or emit an acute, piercing
~~:..rao".::~t~~,!~~~ i~E;:N.h! 1
sound; also, to sound with a sharp, shrill tone.
~~~~i~ ~!~t!:"Si~~'::n~r
o':e:o::"I'a'~fi.t:.r
llhrlnk. n. Act of shrinking ; shrinkage ; contraction;
ment than sltrewd ,· as, .. rHeJ is ... sensible and shrew,,
The
Lafci~iW:flz'!'"::: also, recoil ; withdrawal.
with a considerable fund of tiumor " ( Smollett) ; " a veW. 1hrlll, "· I. l. To utter or express in a shrill tone.
lhrlnk'age (shrTIJk'ij), n. l. Act of shrinking; contrso•hrewd, clever, coarse, entertaining man" ( Sydney S1nith ·
How poor Andromache shrills her dolors forth.
Shak.
tion into less bulk or measurement,
"the snrewd wisdom of an unlettered old woman" ( .
Tennyson.
2. A reduction in other respects than in size ; loss of
Pater); u a shrewd bargain" (Stevenson); u the kindly-, 2. To cause to make a shrill sound.
p. pr. & vb. n. of SHRILL. Specif.: n. A more or
weight ; decrease in value ; depreciation.
eamest 1 brave, foreseeing man, sagar.imts, patient, dread~ 111ril1'lnJ,
less contmued shrill noise or cry, esp. of certain insects.
inf praise, not blame'' (Lowell); u He does not ... with
3. The amount of such contraction, reduction, depreciaal his wisdom have ,agacity enough to see [what] it con- llhril'I:, (shrll'IT), adv. In a shrill manner.
tion, etc., as of grain, castings, wool after scouring, pricea.
tains" ( Cowp_P.r);.. If they have not the same fund of ac. lhr111':,(shrTi'T), a. Somewhat shrill.
Scott.
4. In shrinking on cannon hoops or tubes, the difference
quired knowledge, /theyj are obliged to rely more on in- lhrlmp (shrTmp), v. I. & ,. [Cf. AS. scrimman to dry up,
between the internal diameter of a hoop or tube and the
dividual sagacity" Hnzltlt). SAGEoften connotes age or
wither, MHG. schrimpfen to shrink, G. schrompfen, Dan.
external diameter of that on which the former is shrunk.
skrumpe, skru11tpes,Dan. & Sw. skrumpen, shriveled. Cf.
!:~.:.is~{:illf,t
d'ri:n~u~i 3i:£i':;Jf:h
~\li~~~l)~~e~ade
by shrinking one piece
SCRIMP, SHRINK..]
To contract ; shrink i shiver. Obs. or
1~;,t~1u!YJ;.:1!~i:,.:,eD!~t!!
llhrlnk•er (shrTJJk'er), n. One that shrinks; specif. : a One
N•~,;,iy'. Dint. Eng.
who
withdraws
from
danger.
b
A
device
for reducing the
MJn). SAPIBNT, in present usap, is commonly ironical; as
lhrlmp (shrTmp), n. [ME. 1hrimp; -prob.
so named
"a ,apient, instructed. shrewdly ascertaining ignorance ,1 from its shriveled appearance. See SHRIMP,11.] l, a Any
diameter of a metal tire while hot.
( W. Paler). l'BBBPICACIOUS
implies acute discernment;
lhrlve (shriv), v. I.; pret. SHRIVED(slirivd) or SHROVB
of numerous small or rather small,
ASTUTB he~ht.ene the su1i~stiou, often present in rerspi(shrov), p. p. SBBIV'EN(ahrTv''n) or SBRJVBD;
p. pr. & t>b.
mostly marine, macruran crustaceans
n. SBBIV'JNG(shriv,Yng). [ME. shriven, 1chriven, AS. serf.
belonging to Orangon and various
Jl!~~lt~~sas !Y!~!'13:i1Ca~.c~t ie~sd;~ Iin rr:ei:
Jan to shrive, to impose penance or punishment ; akin to
allied genera, having a slender body,
ing, as it can be pp.rspicaciou, and quick in seeing "
OFrlea. skriva to impose punishment ; cf .-OS. biskribhan to
long legs, and a depressed abdomen.
( South) ; " keen philosophic perspicacity " (Oarlylo) ; "the
be troubled, akribhan to write, D. schrijven, G. schreiben,
true Innkeeper's pe1·,p1.cacity- a sort of happy medium
Many of them are used as food. b I
between the Instinct of the detectivl1 the cunnm\:'f the
OHO. scriban; all prob. fr. L. scribereto write. Cf. BCllJBB,
Alsd, any species of the macruran
SHRil'T, SHROVETIDE,] l. To hear or receive the confe88ion
~~~• o\~:nc:f~ ~~ ~1,.}~a!tJ~;,~
•~ip;;,",r',: group Carldea, or any species of the
of ; to administer confession and absolution to ; - said of
order Schizopoda, of a similar form.
tiste"
( W. Jame,); u The victim of aJltuter sharpers"
a priest as the agent.
{Thackeray). SuBTLBImplies delicate and penetrating dls- o Loosely, any of various small crusTill my guilty soul be slwh:en.
Longfellow.
taceans, including some amphipods
2:. To confess, and receive absolution; - used reflexively.
-~~:l~:nfuo~:!~\~j
=~?.T:!1~c~f!i:~Ju};~~f!s
and certain entomostracane ; as, fairy
Get
you
to
the
church
and
shri,:e
yourself.
Beau. _. Fl.
perception of distinctions, and pliant in ~ialectic1" (Ban•
1hrimp, brine shrimp. Cf. PRAWN.
shrive, t1. i. l. To receive confesaions, aa a priest ; to ad·
«~{f>"a subtle l~x-eyed intellect" ( Oarlyl1 He is a 2, A monster, as a dragon. Obs.
minister confession and absolution.
Spenser.
3 A little wrinkled man ; a dwarf;
~r:igen~~~se!fher
2. To make confession,
Scott.
- In contempt.
cated shrewdness or an air of posses~g knowledge which
■hrlv'el
(shrlv''l),
v.
i.;
SHRIV'BLBD
(-'Id)
or
SHRIV'BLLIID;
This weak and writhled shrimp. Shale.
one is keeping to one's self; as, 0 It is only in the hulks
snRIV'EL-INGor sHRIV'Er.-LJNG.[Cf. Sw. dial. skry'L'la t•
lhrlne
(shrin),
n.
[ME.
schrin,
AB
.
. . . that you ever see a face so mean, so knowing"
Bhrivel.J To draw, or be drawn, into wrinkles; to shrink,
scrin, fr. L. scrinium a case, chest,
(Thackeray):;, "I don't quite like this chit. She looks
and form corrugations ; as, a leaf 1hrivel1 in the hot sun i
box.] l. A case, box, or receptacle,
knowing" ( uoldsmith). Bee WISE, CUNNING, DIBCBBNMENT.
the
skin shrivels with age ; - often with up.
ahrew'iah (shroo'lsh), a. Having the qualities of a shrew;
esp. one in whicli are deposited sacred
Syn. - See wrrHER.
having a scolding disposition ; froward ; ri;evieh.
relics, as the bones of a saint.
lhnv'el
v. I. To canse to shrivel or contract; to
2. The tomb of a saint,or other BBcred Shrimp< 0-angon vul- ca.use to (shrTv"l),
_ ahre:~.b,~\e
Shak.
shrink into corrugations ; to wither; as, the heat
1
person, or one of hallowed memory.
garis).
shrivels the leaves. "Shriveled souls."
G. H. Lewea.
■hrew'Dlouae' r-mou&'), n.; pl. -MICE(-mi&'). A shrew. 3. An object or place, as an altar, chapel, or temple, con- wtv'lng
(shriv•Tng), p. pr. & vb. n. of SHRIVE.Specif. : n.
"■ hrlek (shrek), "· i.; sHRIBKBD
(shrekt); sHRIBK'ING.[ME.
secrated to, and supposed to be hallowed by, some deity
,chriken,; originally the same word as E. screech. See or other sacred personage; - sometimes used flg. ; as, to Act of one who (as a priest) hears confession; shrift.
lhroff (shrllf), n. [Ar. fa1'raf.] A banker, or changer of
SCREECH
; cf. SCREAK.] To utter a sharp, shrill sound
lay one's life on the shrine of patriotism.
money; alao, a bank expert who tests silver coins, and
or cry, as do some birds and beasts ; to scream, as in a 4. A place or object hallowed from its history or associafixes their value in standard coin. E'ast Indies, China, etc.
sudden fright, in horror or anguish.
tions ; as, a shrlne of art.
WOif
(shrllf), v. I. & i.; SHROFFBD
(shrl!ft); SHROH'1N8.
·u wae the owl that shrieked.
Shak.
An image ; - an erroneous use. Oba,
Shak.
[See SHROFF,n.] To inspect and separate (coin) into spu'8hrlek, v. I. To utter sharply and shrilly; to utter in or 6.
6. A charnel house. Obs.
with a shriek or shrieks; as, to shriek an alarm.
Moore.
debased,
and
standard
pieces,
as in the Orient; to
rious,
7. [cap.] Short for Ancient Arabic Order of Noblee of the assort good coins from bad.
shriek (shrek), n. A sharp, shrill outcry or scream ; a Kyatlc
Shrine, a secret order profeSBedly originated by one
lhrill, wild cry, usually involuntary, such as is uttered in
Bllroff'age
(-lij),
n.
A
money
dealer's
commission; also,
Kalif Alu, a son-in-law of Mohammed, at Mecca in the
sudden or extreme terror or pain, or in violent laughter ; xesr of the Hetra 2-, (about 646 A. n.). In the modern or- more commonly, the examination of coins, and the aepan.-also, a sound suggestive of such a cry.
tion of the good from the debased.
T:;;.;t!~~'!~h~hi~i~c~:itt::::e,~~01..8!2~::~ri~~;:~~;
11hrlev'al (shriv'lll), a. Of or pertaining to a sheriff.
ShroP'ahfre (shrl!plsher), n. [From Shrop,htre, county of
admission, though the order itseH is not Masonic.
England.] An English breed of black-faced hornless sheep
■hrlev'al-t:, (-tT), n.; pl. -TIES(-tTz). [From BHRIBVB,See
SHRIEVB,
SHERll'I';
cf. 8HBRIFFALTY.]
The office, term shrine, v. t. l. To enshrine; to place in a shrine.
similar to the Southdown, but larger, now extensively
of office, or sphere of jurisdiction, of a sheriff.
raised in many parts of the world.
2. To canonize; deify. Obs.
lhrede. T ~HROUo.
lhrewhede. n. Also llhrewdlaede. lhrlekt. Shrieked. ReJ; Sp.
■hrUl' -edged', a. Acute or piercdial. ~.
skr,rve, to de ■troy,
c~;i~shJ:3:r'i;,'f
~heAM';:ti~
ing in sound. Rare,
1hred'le11,
a. See-LESS,
lSee SHREW, a., s HR Kw o;
to make short.] To prune (tree■).
1
:~·
■bredple. Mince pie. Dial. Eng.
-HEA.D,j
Wickedness. Obs.
[Contr, fr. lhrill'•gorged' (-g8rjd'), a. Hav- Shrine See SHRINE, 7,
Dial. Eng.
[Rare~
SHERIFF.]
A ing a throat which produces a 1hrink'a-ble, a. See -ABLE,
-ween. SHERIFF.
lhrew mole. Any mole of the ME. sl,eret1e. §ee
■hriv'el. n. A shriveled objecL
■hnf. Oba, pret of SHRIVE.
genus ScalopHR or of Scapanus. sheriff. Oba.
shrill note. Ob1t.or R.
ahriDk&ge rule, = CONTRACTION
■hriv'en (1hrlv''n),
p p.
SHRIVE.
~.
v. t. = SHH.AG, to cut; to 1hrew'ne91,
n. Depravity
; shrift, 11, t. To shrive ; to con- 1hrtll'nu1. n. See NESR,
RULE,
feBBand ahsolve. Obs;,
head..
FEEDHEAD,
2.
1hriv'er (shrtv'fr), n. One who
a. IJarink
1
i:°
Poiaoned by ■hrlft'fa/ther, n. A father con- ~;g~'vot';~~ngd'),
1hrbak'lng, p. P-r, I\" vb. n. of shrive■; confeBBOr.
fessor. Oh1t.
trip up, insnare.] To cheat. Ohs. a shrewmouse.
lhrlmp, v. i. To catch, or fl.ah SHRINK. - ■Jirbik.'ID&-ly, a(/11.
1hrob.
+ SH HUe.
■breve,
SH RIEVE, a sheriff.
■hrL Var, of sar.
shrift ■liver. Money paid as a for, slirimps.
lhrfD.Jdngfl.t.
= SHRINKAGE FIT. tJn'odge, + SHRUG,
due for confession. Obs.
lhrewarcl, n. A villain. Ob,.
■hrtch. + SHRIEK.
1hrim.p'er. n. One who fl.shes ~head.=
F.EEDHEAD, 2.
for shrimps.
ahrewd~, ad11. of SHRBWD.
uride.
t SHROUD, to clothe.
I~
(Sht'lg),
11, t. = SHRAO,
■hrbt.k ril1e,
= CONTRACTION
A ehrub; •
to trim or lop. Ohs. or Dial. Eng. alnimp'Alh.' ! n. A fish of the RULE, U.S.
■hrewd'n... , ••
See-NESS.
lhrlefe.
+ SHERIJ'F,
genuB Centriacus. See CENTRISllhr!ppe. i' SCRIP,
~~
llhrew'dom(abralJ'd'llm),n.
See lhrlek'er, "·
a One that
st~1elf::.
SH~~K,l
A
•DOIi.
ib.rleks. I, Black-tailed godwil.
Oba. pret. of SRBIH,
cu• I,.
[Ohs lhrlte (Bhrtl),n. [Cf. SIIRIKE.j
+ SHRIEK". [SHRILL. I llllrlm1,'llh.a. Smalh d warflllh. The miaael thrush. Local, Eng. lhrood, Var.ofSHBOUD,totrim..
·~'llllp,
n. Wickedne11e
J:~~lk'lr•l),
,a. 11&rtb.
111rU., Ob&,.or ref. 1p. var. of ■Jutn al(shrtn'41),a.
Pertain- lllriY'al-•
T SH KIEV ALTY. 1hroof. Ohl preL of BBBIV ..
1 n.
mm,
adv. a lntenaety. Obs, jnc to. containing, or of the na.. lllrlve (Blirtv), v. t. [Cf. Sw. ollrcnul(shroud ; llhrllild), v. t,
:ai:.~~-:::.i:,- ■ •· t ~.:t'I
a The 1, Shrilly.
11
dial skrgp to foreahorten.,Norw, To tnm1 lop. Dial. z,.,,.
tore of, a shrine. Rare.
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SHROUD

SHUT

lllarou4(shroud), n. [ME. ahroud, ahrud, schrud, garment,

ahrug (ahrllg), n. 1. A drawing up of the ohoulders, - a llhun (shlln), 11. i. To avoid danger; refrain. Obi.
AS. scrii.d a garment, clothing ; akin to lcel. skrut! the
shunt (lhunt), "· ,. ,· saullT'BD; SHUNT'ING. [E. dial : te
motion us~~1s;:ifl:::ifa~kdf:1~~: 1,0 d~~bt, or the like.
move, push, stand aside, fr. ME. shunten, schunten, ,chounahrouds of a ship, furniture of a church, a kind of stuff, Sw.
Of heads and shoulders,
sand shrugs. Hudibrtu •
ten, to avoid; perh. akin to E. SHUN.] 1. To shun; to
..,..,,J dress, attire, and E. shred. See SHRED.] 1. That
2. Quiver; convulsion; as, shrugs of death. Oba.
which clothes ; a garment. Obs.
move from ; also, to cause to move suddenly ; to give a
. Piers Plowman.
3.
A
hitching
up
of
one's
garments.
Obs.
sudden start to ; to shove. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
Ash,
2. Esp., the dreSBfor the dead ; a winding sheet. " A dead
man in his shroud."
Shak. shnlnk'en (shruqk''n), p. p. of SHRINK. Specif. : P· a. 2. To turn off to one side ; to shift; as, to shunt a bunch
Shriveled
;
atrophied;
as,
a
shrunken
hand.
3, A covered place uaed as a retreat or shelter, as a cave
of cattle into a corral ; toskunt an electric current; specif.,
Chiefly Eng., to turn off, as a car or train, from one track.
or den; also, a vault or crypt. Obs.
Chapman. Shu (shoo), n. [Egypt.; cf. Egypt. shu dry, parched, withered.J Egypt. Relig. A solar deity, typifying the sunlight.
to another ; to switch , as, the train was shunted to a siding,
4. a Acuttingfromatreeorplant.
b A branchorbough;
3.
Elec. To provide with, or place upon, a shunt.
the branching top of a tree, foliage. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
!~,!~·~:::~c\~Tci':n rer::i:tu asan~nh~~ :oi:.:~!
a~
6. That which covers or shelters like a shroud.
created by: 1um and ~come the parents of Seb (the earth) ■hunt, 11. i. 1. To start or shrink back; to flinch. Oba.
Jura answers through her misty shroud.
Byron.
or
Dial.
Eng.
and Nut (the sky), whom Shu is represented as separating
8. Naut. One of the ropes of hemp or wire Jeading,usually
2. To go aside ; to turn off ; to shift one's thought, course
(although Bee sometimes takes his place).
in pairs, from a vessel's mastheads to give lateral support shuck (shuk), n. [Orig. uncert.] 1. A shell, husk, or pod;
of action, etc., to a new direction.
3. Obs. a To escape. b To hesitate; delay.
esp., the outer covering of such nuts as the hickory nut,
::..:~e:n;~;,.t~:'l:'.!~
tt~ m~::r t~h{i::!Jg~fofih~~~~
n. [See SHUNT,v. t.] A turning, or thrusting,
7. Mach. a Either of the two annular plates, one at each butternut, peanut, and chestnut, or the husk of Indian com. ■hunt,
aside ; specif. : a Gunnery. The shifting of the studs on
2.
The
shell
of
an
oyster
or
clam.
U.
S.
aide at the periphery of a water wheel, which form the
a
projectile
from the deep to the shallow sides of the
3. Something of little or no value ; - used in various colloq.
aides of the buckets; a shroud plate. b Either of two
grooves. Obs. b Railroads. A turning off from one trac1'
phrases, as, not to care shucks, not worth shucks, etc. U. 8.
aimilarly placed flanges, forming part of the wheel casting,
to
another;
a
switch. Chiefly Eng. c Elec. A conducto.
to strenl{then the teeth of a gear wheel. If both of a pair llhuck, "· t.; eaucuo (shukt) ; sHUCK'ING. 1. To deprive
joining two points in a circuit so as to form a parallel Ol"
of the shucks, or husks ; as, to shuck nuts, corn, etc.
of geareil. wheels are provided with shrouds the latter are
derived
circuit
through which a portion of the current
2. To lay aside or discard ; - usually with off. Colloq.
1DBR-ING. may pass, as for the purpose of regulating the amount pass:~rto~~!'nt~:e~it".:~
trr t'i:!csi~~~"J: i:~aggn'ti~':i°J!'t~ llhud'der (shud'er), v. i. ; BHUD'DBRBD
(-erd); SHUD
ing
in
the
main
circuit. (Cf. PARALLEL,
9.) Hence:.
the points only one wheel is shrouded.
[ME. shode,·en, scl,ud,ren; akin to W. schuddern, D. schudshuntcircuit,shunt_fl,eld, shunt lam,p, etc. A piece of appa-,
llhroud, v. t.; SHROUD'BD;BHROUD'ING.[Cf. AS. scrfidan. den to shake, OS. skuddian, G. 1chaudern to shudder,
ratus
on
one
brancli
of
such
a
circuit
is
said
to
be in shunt,
See SHROUD,
n.l 1. To clothe; dreBB; array.
Obs.
1chutleln to shake, schutten to pour, to shed, OHG. acutten, and receives a portion of the whole current dependent
on
"With arme■ he him schredde.
King Horn.
scuten, to shake.] To tremble; shake; quiver; esp.,totrem
the ratio of the resieta11ce of its own branch to that of th'I
I. To cover with a shroud ; esp., to inclose in a winding
ble or shake with fear, horror, or aversion; to shiver with
other
branch.
sheet ; to dreSB for the grave.
cold ; to quake. "With 1huddering horror pale." Milton. shunt dynamo. Elec. A shunt-wound dynamo.
3. To cover as if with a shroud ; to protect completely ; to Syn. - See BBIVBR.
llhuut'lllg, p. pr. & vb. n. of SHUNT. Specif.: vb. n. ~
shelter ; to cover so as to conceal ; to hide ; to veil.
■hud 1der, n. Act of shuddering;
a quiver ; esp., an involRailroads. Switching ; as, shunting engine, yard, etc,
One of these tree-. with all hie young ones, may akroud four
untary tremor of the body, as from fear, horror, or cold.
BriUah. b Finance. Arbitrage conducted between cer.
Raleigh.
hundred horaemen.
llhude
(shiid),
n.
The
husks
and
other
refuse
of
rice
mills,
tain
local markets without the neceBBity of the exchange
llhrOIICl,11. i. To take shelter or harbor; also, to gather toused to adulterate oil cake, or linseed cake.
involved in foreign arbitrage.
Britain.
gether, as beasts do for warmth. Obs.
shuf'lle
(shllf''I),
"·
t.;
sHuF'FLBD
(-'Id);
sauF'rLINo
shunt
rlOflN!'. Ordnance. A rifling used in some old-time
llhroud'ed, a. Provided with a shroud or shrouds.
(-Jlng). [Originally the same word as scuffle, and a freq.
■hroud 1-lalcl', a. Composed of four strands, and laid righto't~~~ti¥:cliit.~
l~~~ig~ 0
handed with a heart, or core ; - said of rope. See CORD- of •hove ; cf. LG. schuffeln. See BH0VB; BCUFFLR.] 1. To :::~:i~':i'l':'~r"t~:~~.h:."
shove one way and the other ; to push from one to another ; ~~~~~if::,~ ~~oJ~\'i~~n;b':~~,!H'c,':;..1'J.~he deeper part and
A.GB,Illust.
as, to shuffle money from hand to hand.
■hrove (shrov), n. [Akin to SHRIVE,v.]
Shrift ; - only
2. To mix by pushing or shoving ; to confuse; to throw ■hunt valve. Mach. A valve permitting a fluid under
in combination and in _Phrases.
into
disorder; esp., to change the relative positions of, as r1::18v~~ea~~u':~~rbe;'th~e
t!:ed nr:::! 1iis~n~?~i
Shrove Sunda:v. Qumquagesima Sunday.
Shrove'Ud&'(shrov 1tid 1), n. [From shrive to take a con- of the cards in a pack.
of the low.
m~i:;;:!~\1:le~v::'!i:Npt;i;:~~i~!:~~~;~j~
3.
To
remove
or
introduce
by
artificial
confusion.
feBBion(ME. pret. ahrof, AS. scraf)
tide.] The days imElec. A winding so arranged as to divide
It was contrived by your enemies, and shujffed into the papers ■hunt wfnillDg.
mediately before Ash Wednesday, esp. the period between
the armature current and lead a portion of it around the
that were seized.
Dryden,
the eveni11g before Quinquagesima Sunday and the morn4. To move or perform with a shuffle, or dragging gait;
~~<!i~dF(st\t~i~~t;n':ftf.o!~d to series winding. - ahUDl'ing of Ash Wednesday; - so called as being the time for con- as, to shuffle the feet. " A shujfted step."
Tennyson.
fession preparatory to Lent. Som<!times, Shrove Tuesday.
to 1huffle off, to push off; to rid one's self of. - to 1. up, to Bhu'llhwap (ehoo'swllp), "· An Indian of a Salishan tribe
Shrove Tueada:v. The Tuesdal' before Ash Wednesday.
throw together in haste; to make up or form in confusion.
of southern British Columbia, now civilized and progre•
It was formerly customary in England, on this day, for shul 1fle, v. i. 1. To thrust one's self forward; to shove.
sive and members of tbe Roman Catholic Church.
the people to confess their ems to the priest, and afterwards
2. To chauge the relative position of cards in a pack; as, ■hut (shllt), v. t.; pret. & p. p. SHUT; p. pr. & t•b. n. SHUT'to dme on pancakes and make merry. The customs of eat
TING. [ME. shut/en, schutten, shetten, scMtten, AS. scytta11
to shujfte and cut.
~~g:ln';1~~)~t•
~!:~lf1~g»!Lt~li !~~~~
up in parts
3. To change one's position ; to shift grormd ; hence, to to shut or lock up; cf. D. schutlen to shut in, to hinder,
shrub (shrub), n. [Ar. st,arab. Cf. SIRUP,SHERBET.] A evade questions; to resort to equivocation; to prevaricate.
G. scldltzen to protect, MHG. sclriltzen to protect, to da1f\
liquor composed of vegetable acid, esp. lemon juice and
4, To use arts or expedients; to make shift; to proceed
(water).]
1. To shoot or adjust, as a bolt, so as to fasten,
augar, usually with spirit to preserve it. Cf. SHRAB.
awkwardly or with difficulty. u Your life, good master,
2. To fasten with a bolt or the like ; to close so as to.
■hrub, n. [ME. schrob; cf. AS. scrybb shrubbery; akin to
Shak.
hinder ingress or egress; as, to shut a door or one's eyes.
must shujfte for itself."
Norw. skrubbathedwarf cornel tree. Cf. SCRUBa thicket.]
3. To forbid entrance into; to prohibit passage of; to bar i
6. To move in a slovenly, dragging manner, to scuffle.
A woody-stemmed perennial plant distinguished from a
Syn. - Equivocate, quibble, cavil, shift, juggle.
as, to shut the ports of a country by a blockade.
tree chiefly by its low stature and by havi11gseveral or ma11y shuf'fle, n. 1. Act of shuffling ; a mixing confusedly ; a
Shall that be shut to man which to the beast
ls open l
M1lto11.
thrusting out of order; specif., the mixing up of cards in
primary stems arising from a point at or near tlie ground.
Shrub.orretain their lateral shoots, so that their branches ore
a pack before dealing; also, the right of shuffling, or one's
4. To preclude; to exclude; to bar out. "Shut froni.
formed near the ground ; trees, on the contrary, soon lose their
turn to shuffle, the cards.
every shore."
Dryden ..
lower lateral branches, and have a main stem or trunk, which
The unguided agitation and rude Rhuffies of matter. Bentley.
5. To fold together; to close over, as the fingers; to close
Porfer ( Strwburger).
bears a crown of branches and twigs.
2. A trick ; an artifice ; an evasion; equivocation.
by bringiug the parts together ; as, to shut a book.
ahrub'ber-y (shrub 1ilr-I), n.; pl. -BBRIES(-Iz). 1. A growth
3.
A
slovenly,
dragging
motion;
a slow, awkward, dragging
Syn.
- SHUT, CLOSE. To CLOSE, as here compared (see
or group of shrubs ; shrubs collectively.
gait; a scuffle; specif., a rapid scraping step in dancing ;
2. A plantation or collection of shrubs.
~~g~f~
!:::r!c! 1 ~8
ei:r::iT Oto~~i~1
also,
a
dance
characterized
by
such
a
step.
1BI-ER(-I-er); SHRUB'Bl-EST.Full
■hnlb'by (-I), a.; SHRUB
1 (-bord 1 , 201), n.
[Cf. SHUFFLE,SHOVE.] more general 1 .f!h.ul,the more firect., emphatic, and (often)
of shmbs; also,of the nature of a shrub; resembling a shrub. shuf'fle-board
strongly visualizing word; as, to cwse one's eyes, to sliu.4
1. A board on which a game is played by pushing or driving
one's eyes; to close a book, to sh.ut a book.
1
with the hand or fingers pieces of metal or money to reach
~i~t=~s~~r~
to ■hut in. a To inclose , to confine. u The Lord shut hill\
certain marks; also, the game itself. In the modern game,
honetall, the joint fir. - a. trefoil, the hop tree.
in." Gen. vii. 16. b To cover or intercept the view of;
shrub'wood' (shriib'w0lidl), n. Phytogeog. A woodland in called only shuJj!e/Joard,the board is from twenty to thirty
~~~d~~~u;::.ut;
t~~~v8:iifugtysfa~, t;hi~:~b~~r~~1:
which shrubs predominate.
Cf. FOREST, BUSHWOOD.
0
!i°i~ls~~~1~1:i°u!e}~~le:ti:~d:re
:ir~harlt:n:t~i
the view. - to s. off. a To exclude. b To prevent the. pass
llhrUb :vellowroot. A half-shrubby raouoculaceous plant
each side to the farther end of the board.
sage of,. as steam through a pipe, or water through a flume,
(Xanthorrhiza apiifolia) of the southeastern United States,
2. A game played on board ship in which the aim is to by closmg a cock, valv-,, or gate. -toa. out. a To preclude
shove or drive with a cue wooden disks into divisions
'!Jh~I~~w;,~er~~tv:;~~d~
t:
~g~!ssi 0 ¥nt~~i:~s~!~ 1't,~~b!1t
1GING chalked on the deck; - called also shove/board.
shrug (shrllg), V. t.; SHRUGGED(shrugd); SHRUG
(ahrug'lng).
[Prob. akin to shrink, p. p. shrunk; cf. Dan. Shu'lam-lte (shoo'lam-it), Bhu'lam-mlte, n. [Heb. ha- r:~:tg\f~~mb~~!Ycf1~g.~
~ot:~::era t~ou~1~:e\
1/crugge,skrukke, to stoop, dial. Sw. skrukka, skruga, to shulamUh.] Bib. The bride in the Song of Solomon, Song fast the entrances into; as, to s!tut up a house. b To obof Songs, or Canticles ; - a term usually explained as
crouch.] 1. To draw up or contract (the shoulders), esp.
meaning the woman of Shulem (? Shunem). S. of Sol. vi.13. ~t1:lg'iici~!!~n~g~~~ ~0 f!~~:jnur
y~r~k ~~~~:~~~i;~e ~~~;•.~on. shun (shun),"· t.; SHUNNED(shund); BHUN'NING.[ME. up a prisoner. 4 To end; terminate; conclude.
2. To draw up the shoulders of ;-used reflexively. Obs. shunien, schunien, schonien, AS. scunian; cf. lcel. skunda,
When the scene of life is sltut up, the slave will be above hit
master if he has acted better.
Collier.
3. To reject, as with a shrug; -with off. Rare.
skynda, to hasten, Dan. skynde. Cf. SCHOONER, SCOUNDREL,
e To unite, as two pieces of metal by welding. f To cause
Delgardo had rather shrugged off an intimacy with the elder
To a.void; to keep clear of; to escape from;
SHUNT.]
Atlantic :Monthly.
brother.
; as, to shun rocks, shoals, vice.
t~~~~~:t!:!;i;.\~:R;,i~:r~;
llhrug, v. i. 1. To raise or draw up the shoulders, as in to I eschew
am pure from the blood of all men. For I have not shunned
expreBBing dislike, doubt, or the like.
to declare unto you all the counsel of God.
.Acts xx. 26, 27. shut, ,z,.i. To close itself ; to become closed ; as, the
door shuts; it shuts hard. -to shut down, to stop work; To shiver, as with cold or nervousness; to shrink.
Syn. - See AVOID,
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ahrouds on a water wheel, gear
wheel, etc. See ~HROL'O, 11., 1.
lhroud knot. Naut. A knot to
faaten together a parted shroud.
See 2d KNOT, 1.
lhroud'leu, a. See LESS.

:11~if&te:'
~"';fa':',f1ichain
plate to which the shrouda are
fastened.
ehroud.

■hrou.d'y

b Awater--wheel

(shroud'I),
ing shelter. Rare.

a. Afford-

:t:::,<:~I?v~tjgiii
~~ 1~!fe1;.
tivitiea of Shrovetide; hence,
1

to make merry. Oh~.
Shrove cake. a A pancake
made for Shrovetide. b A small
cake given to children at Shrovetide.
[day. Obs.
Shrove'day, n. Shrove Tue1-

I

~~•w~~;f!1f~e
g~l:o~fL~~~

ot!.c

~~:o:efiN:. e
e s, rioted at
(ehri5v'i!r}, n. One who
goes shroving ; one of the children who go about at Shrovetide
el'nging for cake11. Dial. Eng.

■Jlrov'er

=;~sp~1l'~;._tsh~v:ti3!

=:t:, \l:e~ry/n..':~'!fide.ob•.

ile, senlte, cAre, ~m, account,

11,rm,

ask, sofa; eve, i!vent, lud, reelnt, maki!r; ice, Ill; old, &bey, Grb, Md, ■&ft, cclnnect; iise, ~Dite, 6rn, ilp, circtls, menu;
I Fore.Ip Word.
-t Obaolete Varltmt or. + eombl11ed. wltb. = equala.
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SHUT
muall,1 aaid of a factory, etc.-to
1hut up. a To cease
IJl!'akm11:. Colloq. T. Hughes. b To fail to respond to
rider or driver, or to refuse a jump; give out;- of a horse.
shut (shut), pret. & p. p. of SHUT. Specif.: p.a. 1. Closed
or fastened; as, a shut door.
2. Rid; clear; free ;-with of; as, to get shut of a person.
Now Dial. Eng. & U.S.
L'Estrange.
3. Phon. Formed with complete closure of the mouth
passage, the nose passage remaining closed, as are the
stopped consonants, p, t, k, b, d, and hard g.
H. Sweet.
4. 0,1hoepy. Cut off abruptly by a following consonant
in the same syllable, as a in cat, i in bit, etc.
1111.ut,
n. 1. Act or time of shutting; close; as, the ,hut
of & door. '' At shut of evening flowers.''
Milton.
2:. A door or cover; a shutter. Obs.
Sir I. Newton.
3. The line or place of union of•two pieces of welded metal.

:::t~~~~::
::ri:
~~

SICCATIVE

3. a Dill}lOlledto avoid a person or thing through caution almost all Buddhists. The higher families have some
or timidity; watchful; as, the boatmen were shy of the
knowledge ef European culture. See TAI.
rapids. b Cautious; wary ; suspiciou.e.
2. The language of the Siamese, an Indo-Chinese tongue
I am very shy of using corrosive liquors.
Boyl,e. employing a square Pali character for sacred use, and for
4. a Elusive ; difficult to obtain or accomplish. b Scant ; ordinary use an elegant cursive. See INDO-CHINESB.
very light; as, that tree is ashy bearer; -in sailing, often &lb (alb), n. [AS. sibb, gesib. See GOSSIP.] Now Rare"""·
saidofthewind.
oLacking;inadequatelysupplied;
short;
Scot. & Dial. Eng. 1. Kindred; relatives.
-sometimes
with on. Slang. d Short; not having paid;
2. A blood relation; a kinsman.
R. Browning.
-used esp. in poker. Cant.
alb, a. [AS. sibb.] Now Rare exc. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
6. Sly; cunning. Obs.
a Related by blood; akin. b Intimate; friendly.
Syn, -Reserved, retiring, timid, shrinking, shamefaced, 81-be'ri-an (si-be'rl-an), a. [From Siberia, Russ. Sibir'.]
sheepish, unobtrusive, unassuming, unostentatious,
d!3- Of or pertaining to Siberia, a region comprising all northmthuere,.d·e-a
and belonging to Russia; as, a Siberian winter.
ctoyyoagf
0118
1.t 1.svHenFUe
0SfHseYn,
8L8, toDIFthFieDnENotT
1_,08111
8BA
0orDBB
80T
0rteh"er'sn. -emn.Asia
A native or inhabitant of Siberia.
SHY im;¥Iies a shrink~,
whether constitutional or the
Siberian cedar, the stone pine.- s. coral Wr:, a Siberian lily
sh1;8:J:r~:J:liy r~1:nf~1:l~"fi!!ft ~ ~0 ~!~'!i:~
(L'itium tenuifolium), with handsome coral-red flowers. -

~it:~!
f

~ai..;:~bis~~,. Dial.
:ri~tftn!:t!ii~~~ki~~·r:01;;;
~~gl/~·n~t'ii::~~~";ti;· -~~:e~~= ~ii!':!;,::i:r:i~fith:~~lt~~:t.~Pfj:J:.at~sh~~~~~~l·;:iro~
llhut'dOWD'(-doun'),n. A shutting down; discontinuance,
ing itself in greater or less awkwardness of demeanor,
~~::~i:::°ffur~~•~~•*~;i.-;;-osd~i!'t,':,~e;~;!,~i~1~~nI~I:';,~
esp. of work in a factory or the like.
and primarily characteristic of childhood ; as apylied to
for drawing sleds and light carts. -s. oat. = TABTARIAN
~utA'ter (shilt'er), n. 1. One that shuts or closes.
P~•ii~n;",;
!x~T:!•~e(
OAT.- s. ollaeed. = OILSEED,
2. -s. pea. tree, a small Asiatic
•·
movable cover or screen for a window, to shut out the
per); ••that shyness or principle of reserve which is in• fabaceous tree (Caragana m·borescens) with yellow flowers.
light,obstructtheview,orbeadefense;
a blind.
bl f
If
,,
"Ih
h
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(Rhamnus
erythroxylon).
S.
1ablo,
or
Ruaala.n
4 . A remova bl ecover, J"d
nowm,w
osai,an
ye someunesJ!ourmgou
1s
WorldsableoritsfurtindistinctionfromtheAmerican u.ble, the Old
1,orga,
orcosmganaper!nr:ir:. any kind, as the passageway for molten iron from
I~h~n!:~tt.llgg8dre'.1io~i~>,;a;~~1n:~t
~'I.e1~:~'l":::
sable, or marten. Troae Name. - s. ■quill, a Siberian blueshut'ter (shiit'er), "· t.; sHuT'TBBED(-erd); sHuT'TBB-ING. for a moment playing on their lips with their ftnfers, and
:'.,_~~~!t;•
1~~!:f:;u:uYt"."\ 3!,Zc'it1,':i,:!l_i~c:-_>
0dis~~~~~
1. To cover or furnish with a shutter or shutters.
several northern and eastern varieties of the common Old
2. To hide or divide off by shutters. Rare.
Stevenson.
or may not be warranted, of one's own ability, o~inion, or
World squirrel. The soft fur is used for linings and trlm8
llh11tterdam. Civil Eng in. Orig., a dam consisting of one powers; it gives rise to hesitation in their exermse; MOD~::ri~ng ft~rrpa•c
(Berginia
or more simple shutters or gates turnini: on a horizontal
EST,without imflying (like didident) self-distrust, denotes
,,
axis near the top; now, a dam consistm of a series of an absence of al undue confidence in one's self or one's Bib'i-lance (slb'I-Ians)
n. Quality or character of being
short-length piece■, revolvable on their torizontal axis, po era• as "She was always quick and assured• Isabella &ib'i-lan-cy (-Ian-el)
sibilant; sibilation.
and lowered to rest flatwise on the sill.
slo~ and d/ffident" (Jane Austen); "Unfeigned ;tijfidence stb'i-lant (-I/Int,), a. [L. sibilans, -antis, p. pr. of sibi/aro
llhut't!Dg,p. pr.&: vb. n. of SHOT. -llhuttlllg poat. = GATE- of my own comparative talent" (Cole,·iclge); "The modest to hiBB.] Making a hissing sound; uttered with a hiBBing
1!,g!na tl~ngJ'.:1.,fy~•~:::,t :,~ki~
ri::T ~hbet
~fthet,:,:~
:T:.
;~~:~n[,.~,!;ite
;~~sa;i:i:'~~
sound; hiBBing; as, a, z, sh, and zh represent sibilant sounds.
0~:~
which the fastenings are secured. Cf. HANGING
STILBa.
terrors of virgin modesty " ( Gibbon). Coy suggests as- - n. A letter or symbol representing " sibilant sound.
1BD(-liit'M);
llhut'tle (shut''!), n. [Also skittle, ME. schitel, acytyl, .,eke- sumed or affected shyness, often with the furtherlmplicaBib'i-late (-Iiit), "· I. & i.; s1ll"1-LAT
BIB1I-LAT'tyl ,· cf. ME. -',itel a bolt of a door, AS . ..,.,,ttel• ,· all fr.
tion of coquetry· as " 'Tis but a kiss I beg· whr. art thou
INGHiit'lng).
[L. sibilare to hiss. J To pronounce with
co ,,, (Shak.); 1•so'near and yet so far-so willing and
a hissing sound, like that of the letters; to mark with a
AS. sr.eotan to shoot i akin to Dan. skyttel, skytte, shuttle,
ye{ so coy" (Frederick Harrison); u the coy reticences . . . character indicating such pronWJciation.
dial. Sw. skyttel, skottel. See SHOOT; cf. sKrrTLEs.] 1. An
of little people" (A. Dobson). See BlllBARBAss.
Bib'l-la'tion (-lii'shltn), n. [L. sibilatio.] Utterance with
in• t rument used in weaving for passing or shooting th e llhy (shi), v. i.; pret. & p. p. BHIBD(shid) ; p. pr. & vb. n.
a hissing sound ; also, the sound itself; a hiss.
sHY'ING. [From SHY,a.] To start suddenly aside through slb'l.-la-to-ry (slb'l-l<i-tii-rl), a. HiBBing; sibilant. Rare.
thread of th • woof from one edge of the cloth to the other
between th • th reads of th e warp. See 5th LOOM, S.
fright or suspicion; - said esp. of horses.
Bib'l.-lous (-lits), a. [L. sibilus.] Sibilant. Rare.
2. The sliding thread holder In a sewing machine, which shy, "· t. To avoid; shun; to light shy of. Dial. Eng.
Bib'1·1U8(slb'l-lus), n.; L. pl. -LI (-Ii). [NL., fr. L.] 1.
carries th • lower t h read through a loop of the upper thread, shy, n. ; pl. SHIES (shiz). A sudden start aside, as from
Lit., a hissing; hence: Med. A sibilant raie. See BALB,
to make a lock st ite h ; hence,anyof various rotary, vibratfright; esp., one made by a horse.
2. A small flute or flageolet, used in teaching song birda.
l A propheting, or oscillating devices, moving on an axis or in a cir- Shy'lock(shi'lok), n. A revengeful,mercilessJewlsh money slb'yl (slb'l"l), n. [L. sibylla, Gr. ul{Jvlo.A11.
cular race, used for the ea.me purpose.
lender in Shakespeare's u Merchant of Venice," who atess; a seeress, esp., Class. Myth,, any of a number of
3. In some typewriters, a curved type bar guided Into tempts to exact the forfeit of a pound of flesh from
prophetesses credited to widely separate parts of the anposition
by ashutter,
race.
Antonio's body. See ANTONIO,PORTIA.
cient world (Bab YIoma,
· E gyp t • Greece, Ital Y, e t c. ) • the
4. A aliding
as for a sluiceway.
_._Ut'tle (shut''!,· dial. also sh<Rit''l), a. 1. Waven'ng ,· un- shy'ness, n. Quality or state of being shy.
generally accepted number being ten. The most famous
....
Syn. -Bashfulness, reserve, coyness, timidity, diffidence.
was the Cuma,an sibyl who was consulted by ..Eneas besettied ; incon stan t. Obs.
&hY'&ter(shi'ster), n. [E. diaL, fr. Gael. siostair barra- fore his descent into Hades and who sold the Sibylline
2. Lithe; quick; nimble; also, slippery. Obi.or Dial. Eng. tor.] A trickish knave; one who carries on any business, Books to Tarquin. See SIBYLLINEBoo1<s.
llhUt'tle (shut''!),"· I. &, i.; SHUTITLBD
(-'Id); SHUT'TLING esp. legal businesa, in a mean and dishonest way; one 81-byl.'to, 81-byl'lic (sl-bll'lk), a. Sibylline.
(-lln11). To move backwards and forwarda, like a shuttle.
without professional honor. U. s.
stb'.Yl-lst, stb'yl-llst (slb'J-11'.st), n. One who believes in
shuttleboz.
Weaving. Acaseattheond
of a shuttle race, Bi (se). [It.] Music. a A syllable applied, insolmizalion
a sibyl or sibylline prophecies; esp., one of those who
(which oee), to the seventh tone of any major diatonic
wrote or accepted the Sibylline Oracles.
Cudworlh.
to rece:;;e the shuftle "'[te{ it has passed the thre~ of the
~~ith
sal;~~~t-~o"for~d cf~!':J!:n.:~f;hc~~ainmg
shutscale. b Tbe tone B (as seventh in the scale of C) ; - so &lb'yl-llne (slb'l-lin ; -ITn; 277), a. [L. sibyllinua.] l. Perpassed back and forth in a certain order, accalled esp. in the French and Italian systems.
taining to the sibyls; uttered, written, or composed by
cording to the pattern of the cloth woven.
Bi'a-la-gog'ic (si'<i-l<i-gllj'lk), a. Med. Promoting the
aibyls; pertaining to, or like, the productions of sibyls.
llhut'tl•oock' (ahl1t''l-klik'), n. [shuttle+
floworsaliva.-n.
Asialagogue.
2. Prophetical; mysterious; occult; cabalistic.
0g~';},i~ni~f
cock, the bird.] A cork stuck with feathers,
81-al.'a-gogue (si-lU'<i-g!Sg),n. [sialo- -agogue: cf. F.
°oT"Tlar"''.
which isto be struck by a battledore for sport;
sialagogue.] An agent which promotes the flow of saliva.
g
S1-al'l.-dm(si-lU'l-de), n. pl. [NL.; Gr. ,,,,.>.i<a kind of q_uinius Superbus. They were put in charge of the duoalso, the aport itself.
k"
)
v1ri
(see
QUINDBCBIIIVIB),
and
in
time
wrouJht
an
almost
••
__
,.
(
llhUt•ue-o..,...',"· t.; -COCI<IID'- ukt' ; -COCK'bird +-idre.]
Zool. A family of neuropterous insects in- complete transformation of the Roman rehglon 1 througl,
Shuttlecock. eluding the hellgramite, alder flies, and allies. They are
oracles advising the introduction of foreip,.goas.
They
ING, To send or toss to and fro ; to bandy.
llhuttle shell. Any of certain marine ta,nloglossate gas- mostly large; the hind wings are broad at the base and their
became corrupted by alterations and additions, and under
tropoda of the genus Radius and family Cypra,anal angle folds in plaits. The type genus is Sl'a-lls (si'Tiberius the portions considered doubtful were burned.
~:iJ:v~~-•m1°:~i~P~!:i~a1:::~~k
forth
<i-lls). -Bl'a-lld (-lld), 81-al'i-dan (si-ill'l-dan), a.&: n.
According to Jeaend, the Cuma,an sibyl appeared to Tarlll'a-lo- (si'<i•l~-), Bial-. Combining form from Greek
:lh'!nb:::,~gf~;:e a~tl"iNe!::cft~~~=i!'~/:.~~g
~J;~fO::.':~
over a short route, as to an outlying town.
■hut'tle--wile' ( · ') d
Ba k d f rth lik
aiaA.ov, saliva; as, B'ialolith, sialoid, etc.
·
A · h
f
d h
h d t
d th
the movement o"t~:h:.~tl::
c an o '
e
Bi'a-loid (-Joid), a. [.tialo- -oid.l Resembling saliva.
l:f~:·andi;,~:.J.
n:.u::mafni:~r~':.
!t 1h."gJ~fn°aI pri:'.
llhy (shi), v. t. & i.; SHIED(shid); BHY'1NG
(shi'Bi1a-lo-llth' (sl'<i-1~-ITth'; si-lU'li-Jfth), n. [sialo- -lilh.]
This time he accepted. -S. Oracle■. See APOCRYPHA,
2.
Med. A salivary concretion.
II Bio (elk), adv. [L.] Thus ;-sometime■ inserted In a
Ing). [Orig. uncert.J
To throw sidewise with a
jerk; to fling; as, to shy a stone.
T. Hughe,.
lll'a-lor-rhe'a (si'<i-1~-re'<i),n. [NL. See SIAL0-; ·BHBA.] quotation or passage lsic], to note that an expression, misahy, n.; pl. sHIBs (shiz). 1. A side throw; a
lll'a-lor-rhm•a
Med. Salivation.
spelling, or the like, is just as it is given.
throw; a fling.
Bi'a-mang (se'<i-milng; syii'milns.i, n. [Malay siiimang.] st-ca'rl.-118(sl-ki'rl-lts;
115), n.; L. pl. smABII (-i). [L.]
1t!!!'n':~\!~~u:~:ymar.~.::eb~~ye_inhiahand,h~':;',:1:l:
A black robon (Hylobate&S'Jln actylua), of Sumatra,the
An assassin; specif. [cap.J,one of those Jewish Zealots
2. A fling ; a sneer. Slang or Colloq. Thackeray.
!!".fi:r1; u!n:.ft~b~'::eb.It
has th " seco nd and th ird toes
ms::-::~~,:';~•mpting to expel the Romans
3. An experiment; a trial; a try; as, to have a
Sl'a-mese' (si'<i-mez'; -mes'), a. Of or pertaining to Siam, llio'oa(slk'<i),n.
[Hind.sikka, fr. Ar. sikkah a die, stamp,
shy at roulette. Slang or Colloq.
its native people, or their lanflllage.
stamped coin. Cf. SEQUIN.] a A seal; a coining die. b A
ahy (shi), a.; sHI'BB(shi'er)or sHY'EB; SHI'BSTors buttlo
Si&111001 connection or Joint, a JOint by which two or more
newly coined rupee; hence, any silver (coin) of superior
sHY'BsT. [ME. schey, aceouh,AS. sceoh, a.kin to s he J l pipes are caused to discharge through a single, usually
fineness. c = SICCA RUPD.
See RUPER, 1.
Dan. sky, Sw. skygg, D. schuw, MHG. schiech, G. <Radiu, larger, pipe. It is used es_p.in flre-<ixtinction apparatus.
slo'cate (slk'iit), "·I.,· -CAT-ED(-iit-l!d)' -CAT-ING
(--at-Ing).
"d
volva)
-S.twln11.an instance of double monstrosity, Chang and
,cheu, OHG.sciuhento be ormaketiDU.
Cf.Es.
Eng(lSll-14), born in Siam of Chinese extraction.
They
[L. siccatus, p. p. of siccare to dry, fr.siccus dry.] To
-CHBw.l1. Easily frightened; skittish; timid; as, ashybird,
weesrehyu
thwaeve,.nngtthhee
xniapveho
dry, esp. gradually, as a specimen for preservation. 1lare.
1n1.gitaemde'nbet
1i0dnc,.at
8rt 1i0Jawgeersbobrydea,.thick
The noraea of the army ... were no longer shy, but would 11
111o--Oa't1on
(sl-kii'shi:in), n. [L. siccatio.] Act or process
come up to my very feet with0 ut •tarting.
Swift,
Si'a-mese', n. 1. sing. & pl. One of the people of Siam;
of drying ; esp., gradual expulsion of moisture.
Bailey.
2 · Reserved
~~ !!;:'fi~":;"e:;,pproach.
specif., a member of the dominant race of Siam, the most slc'ca-ttve (alk 1<i-tlv), a. [L. siccati,,.,,.] Drying; cauaA•d maidenly ahamefacednen,
Wordsworth.
progressive representative of the Tai stock. They are
ing to dry. - n. That which promotes drying.
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SICCIFIC
alo-ctf'ic (eik-sif'Ik),

\)~,BOARD

a.

[L. siccificus; siccus dry+ facere to make. See -FY.] Causiug dryness.
alc 1cl-ty (sik 1sI-tI), n. [L. siccilas, fr. siccus dry.] Dryness; aridity; destitution of moisture. }low Rare.
81-cll'l-an (sI-sIJII-iin; -yiin ; 7), a. Of or pertaining to
Sicily or its iuhabitauts or their language.
Biclli&nBull. See 1st PHALARIS. - s. defense. See 1st CHESS.

kJ!u:ra:,::;
gf!~i!~r~tih
cit°~~=l~~~·~~~
,=t~1!~~~mki~J
'.s
Ve_apera,the great massacre
of the French m S1mly by the natives, in 1282, which began
0

■umac.

T AN~ER

~UMAC. -B.

at Pa}ermo on Easter Monday at the hour of vespers. It
was m reven~e for the cruelties of the French under
Charles of AnJou, and resulted in the expulsion of the king
from Sicily, and the introduction of Spanish rule.
81..cil'l-an, n. A native or inhabitant of Sicily, succesaively peopled by the Sicani, Siculi, Greeks, Carthaginians,
I~a~i~ns, Vandals, Saracens, Normans, etc. The modem
S1c1hans are of the pure type of the Mediterranean race.
11-a'no (sl-sIJ!I-ii'nii,
111-cil'l-a'na,81-c11
-no ; It. sii-chiilyii'na, -no), n.; pl. •NAB(-niiz), -NOS(-noz). [It., Sicilian.]
A Sicilian dance, resembling the pastorale, set to a rather
al.ow and graceful melody in 12-8 or 6-8 measure ; also, the
music to the dance, or a piece or movement having its
rhythm and character, commonly in a minor ke)'.,
8l-oll'l-enne 1 (sl-sIJ!I-en 1 ; F. sii'sii'lyen 1), n. LF,, fem. of
sicilien Sicilian.] a A kind of rich poplin. b A heavy
mohair dress fabric of double width.
alck (slk), v. t.; s1cKBD(sikt); swK'ING. [Cf. SEEK,v. t.]
1. To seek; chase; attack i - used chiefly of or to a dog.
2:. To incite or urge to an attack, as a dog; to instigate to
pursuit or harassment ; - chiefly used with on.
A civilized nation sicked on the Barbary whelps to tear the
peaceful passer-by

J R. SpearJJ.

8lck (sik), a.; SICK1ER (-er); SICK1EST. [ME. sek, sik, ill,
AS. seoc; akin to OS. siok, seoc, OFries. siak, D. ziek, G.
liech,OHG. sioh, lcel. sjfikr, Sw. sjuk, Dan.syg, Goth. :.iuks
ill, siukan to be ill, and perh. to G. schwach weak, MHG.
,wach.] 1. Affected with disease; ill; indisposed.

Simon's wife's mother lay sick of a fever. Mm·k i. 30.
by, nausea; inclined to
vomit; as, sick at the stomach ; a sick headache.
8. Disordered; impaired; imperfect ; esp. : a Perturbed;
distempered ; - used of ideas, mental states, etc. ; as, to
be sick at heart. H Sick fancies." Shelley. b Unaound;
weakened ; corrupted ; - used of material things. "Sick
air." Shak. Specif.: (1) Impaired in liquidity and amalgamating property through impurities; - said of mercury. (2) Muddy; - said of wine, etc. (3) Stale; - said of
fish. (4) Defective; out of repair; as, a boat sick of paint.
(5) Spawning; poor and watery; - said of an oyster.
4. Depressed and longing for something ; languishing ; withfor;
as, to be sick for one's home.
6. Having a strong dislike i disgusted; surfeited i - with
of; as, to be sick of flattery; sick of a task.
6. Confined in childbed ; - an affectation.
7. Pertaining to iUness, unsoundness, etc. a Indicating,
or suggestive of, sickness; sickly; as, a sick smile. Now
Colloq. b Causing sickness; tending to make one sick ;
as, a sick voyage. Rare. C Designed for, or put to, the
use or service of a sick person; as, a sick bed.
Syn. - S1cK1 ILL have been employed, in the best English
usage, with httle distinction. There is at preRent a strong
tendency in Great Britain to confine sick to the sense of
u nauseated."
See DISEASE.
lick bay, .Naut., an apartment in a vessel, esp. a war vessel
or transport, used as a dispensary and hospital. - s. bed,
the bed upon which a person lies sick. - s. berth. = 8ICK
BAY. Rare. - s. call. a Mil. & .Nav. A signal on a bugle,
trumpet, drum, or the like, to summon sick soldiers or
sailors to report to the medical officer. b A summons to

2:. Affected with, or attended

i~ewcr:~'ttotindl~~;!ern\~;tT~~~
~i~~~~ 8 ·b~~:t
quarantine ttag. - s. headache, MPd., a variety of headache

it■

amalgamating property; to flour; - said of mercury.
thing as distinguished from shorter edges (called ends) ; •
bounding line of a geometrical figure; aa, the side of a.
See SICK, a., 3 b. b To become disgusting or tedious.
'l'he toiling pleasure sickens into pain
Goldsmith. field, square, river, road, etc.
sick 1en-er (sik"n-e"r), n. Something that tends to sicken, 2. One of the surfaces that define or limit a solid, esp.
nauseate, or disgust ; a cause of aversion. R. Sterenson.
one of the longer surfaees; a part (as a wall of a room)
Blck'en-lng (sik"n-Ing), p. pr. & vb. n. of SICKEN, Hence:
connecting the extremit:ies of the top and bottom ; a face ;.
p.a. Causing sickness; specif., causing surfeit or disgust;
as, the 3ide of a box, ~~ plank, a lens, a prism, etc.
nauseating. - Blck1en-lng-ly, adv.
3. Any outer portion of a thing considered apart from,
Blck1er, Blk1er (sik 1er), a. LMK siker, AS. sicor; cf. OS. and yet in relation to, the rest ; as, the upper side of a
sikur, LG. seker, D. zeker, Dan. sikker, OHG. sihltur, G.
sphere ; also, any part or position viewed as opposite to or
sicher ,· all fr. L. securus. See SECURE, SUREJ Sure; certain;
contrasted with another; as, this or that sid~.
safe; secur\~~~~tt~~: 11i:,'!-~7i1;is~~~fnarn~~-.or S~~tc~ucer. o;;g:~~:!~s~~:~t~dhw1:;s11~istory
which lies oj1.!n~c~:\cM!1t~
4. a One of the halves of the body, of an animal or man,
Bick'er, Blk1er, adv. Obs. or Scot. 1. Surely; certainly.
on either side of the meeial plane i or that which pertains
2. Safely; securely.
to such a half ; as, a side of beef.
Blck1er-ly, Blk'er-ly, adv. Sicker; surely. Ob,. or Scot.
b The right or left part of the wall or trnnk of the body ;
alck 11sh, a. 1. Somewhat sick; sickly. Archaic.
as, a pain in the side.
2. Somewhat sick, or nauseated; somewhat qualmish.
6. A slope or declivity, as of a hill, considered as opposed
3. Somewhat sickening; as, a sicki..sh taste.
to another slope over tbe ridge.
-alck'illh-ly, adv.-alck'illh-neas, n. _ the side of yon small hill.
Milton.
1
alck le (sik"l), n. [ME. sikel, AS. sicol, fr.
~ 6. The positionAlong
of a person or party regarded as opposed
L. secula, fr. secare to cut.
See SAW the tool.]
to another person or party, whether as a rival or a foe; a
1. An agricultural implement consisting of a curved
body of advocates or partisans ; a party; hence, the inmetal blade with a handle fitted on a tang. The sickle
terest or cause which one maintains against another; a
blade was formerly often notched or made with sharp
sloping teeth, but is now usually made smooth.
,
doctrine or view opposed to another.
God on our side, doubt not of victory.
Shak.
2. Any of various things in shape or use suggt,stive
7. A line of descent traced through one parent; aa, th&
of a sickle ( def. 1), 118 any of a series of sicklegrandfather on one's mother's side.
shaped arms in a spinning mule to guide the thread,
.
8. Fig. : An aspect or part regarded 118 contrasted with
81ck!e.
or a kind of spur formerly used in cockfighting.
some other; as, the bright side of poverty.
3. A sickle feather.
9. Naut. The outer surface of a ship on either side abov&
4. [cap.] Astron. A group of stars in the constellation
the water line ; sometimes, the portion below the mair:
~ deck, the portion above being called the topside.
Leo. See LEO, lllasl.
alcklJ.e-blll'
(-bll'),n. Any of various
10. Billiards. Sidewise spin imparted to a ball. See ENGbirds with a strongly curved bill;
LISH, n., 6. Brit.
as: a A curlew ; specif., in Amer11. A page ; one surface of one fold of a paper.
ica, the long-billed curlew. b Any
by the aide of, close at band; near to. -off •· Foot/Jall, etc.
of certaiDthrashers;
esp., the CaliSee under OFF, prep. - on 1. a Aside. Obs. b Football~.
fornia thrasher.
c A bird of para,..
etc .. Not off side. - on the a., in addition to the regular or
dise of the genus Drepanornis. d A
main portion, occupation, or the like. :Siano. -a. by Bide,.
saberbill of the genus Xip/,orhyn.
close together and abreast. -this, or the other, 1.,short for
chu,,;. e A Hawaiian bird of the Sicklebill ( Eutoxeru
genus Drepanis.
f A South and
aquila),
t1!~in~ :t~~~iri~~n:~lii~~
t!~ac~~i~Ut 1
o:te ~i'
sight, etc.
Central American humming bird of the genus Eutoxeres.
BlcklJ.e-bllled' (-bild 1 ), a. Having a bill curved like a llide (sid), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a side, or the sides;
being on the side, or toward the side ; lateral.
sickle; designating various birds (as aickle•bllled curlew,
One mighty squadron with a side wind aped Dryden.
sickle-billed thrasher), called also sicklebills.
2. Hence, indirect; oblique; collateral; incidental; ae,
Bickle feather. Poultry. One of the long, curved, tail
feathers of a cock, esp. of the middle or upper pair.
a side. issue; a side view or remark.
BlcklJ.e-pod'(-pod 1), n. A kind of rock cress (A rabis cana- 3. Phon. Lateral; divided.
deusis) having very long curved pods.
~fi~~lehcIT-sfri~r!:i1i~n;h::~iri'.df
;c~b!f!1!?r facility
sick'ler (sTk'l'er), n. One who uses a sickle; a sickleman.
slck 1le-wort 1 (sik 1'1-w0rt'), n. a A crown vetch ( Coro- Bide, v. i.; sm 1ED (sidled ; -Id; 151) ; sm 1ING (sid 1Ing).
1.
To
lean
on
one
side.
Obs.
Bacon.
n Uhl scorpioides) with curved pods. b Self-heal.
Blck'ly (-II), a.; SICK1LI-ER(-II-er); SICK1LI-EST. 1. Some- 2. To embrace the opinions of one party, or engage in its
interest,
in
opposition
to
another
party;
to
put
one's
self
what sick ; disposed to illness; habitually ailing ; attended
on the side, or to take the part, of another or others; with disease; as, a sickly body. "Sickly days."
Shak.
usually
with
with:
as,
to
side
with
the
ministerial
party.
2. a Characteristic of sickness ; as, a sickly complexion.
3. To separate in parties; to take sides. Obs. or R.
b Pertaining to a sick person; as, a sickly couch. Obs.
All sule in parties, and hegm th' attack.
Pope.
3. Producing, or tending to, disease ; as, a sickly climate.
4.
Shipbuilding. To measure as to siding(see SIDING, n., 4).
4. a Tending to produce nausea ; sickening ; as, a sickly
6S0~ 0e fJ{as:11~~:s]if~~~~ t~:!7:;;d side yellow. JV.R.Cattelle,
smell. b Hence, mawkish ; disgusting; manifesting silliness or mental weakness ; as, sickly sentimentality.
side, 11• t. 1. To be or stand at, or come to, the side of. Obs.
6. Appearing as if sick; weak ; languid; pale.
2. Obs. a To be on the side with or toward. b Hence,
The moon grows sickf.11at the f:ight of dn_y.
Dr!!den.
to agree with ; support.
Syn. - Diseased, infirm, weakly, unhealthy, feeble, faint.
3. To suit; pair; match; rival. Obs.
Clarendon.
sick'ly, adv. In a sick manner or couditiou; ill.
4. To assign to a side or sides i - usually reflexive; as,
slck'IY, v. t. ,· SICK'LIED (-lid); s1cK 1LY-ING. To make sick
they side themselves aguinst the populace. Obs. Bacon.
or sickly; - usual1y in JJ, p. Rarr.
6. a To cut into sides, as a slaughtered animal. b To
Sicklied o'er with the pule cal:ltof thought,
Shakcarve for the table. Obs.
sick'ness, u. [AS. seocness. J 1. Diseased condition; illness.
6. a Sldpbu-ilding. To work (a timber or rib) to a certain
2. a A malady; a form of disease. b Catamenia.
thickness by trimming the sides. b To plane the sides of.
3. Nausea; qualmishness; as, sickne.~s of fitomach.
7.
To furnish with a siding; as, to side a house.
4. A disordered or weakened condition in general. "A
8. a To push or thrust aside; to put aside. Lamb. b To
great sickness in his judgment."
Shak.
place
at one side; to set aside, as dishes. Colloq. C To
Syn. - Il]ness, disease, malady, ailment.
put in order, as a room ;-with
11p
Colloq.
Sic 1y-o 1nl-an (sis 1i-0'nI-2in), a. [L. Sicyonius, Gr. lLKVside
action.
In breech-loading firearms, chiefly shotguns,
Wvws-, fr. 1,KvWv Sicyon. J Of or pert. to Skyon, an ana mechanism by which the barrels are opened by swinging
cient city in the Peloponnesus, long the chief seat of Greto the right about a vertical joint pin.
cian art, or Sicyonia, the surrounding district. - n. A side arms. Mil. & Nav. Weapons worn at the side or in
native or inhabitant of Sicyou or Sicyonia.
the belt, as sword, revolver, bayonet, etc.
Si'da (s1'd<i), n. [NL., fr. Gr. ui~YJ a kind of plant.] Bot. side bar. A bar or other piece on the side of something.
A very large genus of tropical malvaceous herbs or shrubs
with usually small white or yellow flowers. The ovary conri~~~~dI:~PJ?~~t~~c~~c:f !ict;o'rf:b1e 1}~~~)~~
sists of a ring of fl ve or more separate carpels with solitary
1
1
e~ti;~~
pendulous ovules. Some species yield useful fibers, as ~~~~~~~yb:r~gg~·
li~ht vehicles are sometimes suspended. C Shipbuilding.
Queensland hemp; most are mucilaginous, and afford deEither
of
the
outside
plates
one
on
each
side
of
the
lower
S. spinosa, S. carpinifnlia, etc., are common
mulcents.
part of a kind of vertical keel (called a side-har keel) thus
tropical weeds. Also
c.J, a plant of this genus.
Harness.
Either
of
two
formed
in
three
thicknesses.
4
Bide (sid), a. [AS. sid. Cf. srnE, n.J Obs. or Scot. & Dial.
plates, uniting the pommel aud cantle of a saddle.
Eng. a Wide; long; large; spacious. b Long and flow- Blde1-bar 1 rule. Eng. Law. A rule authorized by the
ing; ample; hanging low, as a sleeve. c Distant; far.
court to be grantf'ld by the clerk of the rules upon a prreside (sid), n. 1. Space; width. Obs. or Sent. & Dial. Eng.
cipe as a matter of course, without formal application
2. Swagger; conceit; pretentiousness.
Slang.
being made to the court; - so called because anciently
moved for by the attorneys at the side bar of the court.
slde, n. [AS. side; akin to D. z-,:jde, G. seite, OHO . .fita,
lcel. sIOa, Dan. side, Sw. sida; cf. AS. sid large, spacious, Blde1board' (sid'bord'; 201), n. 1. A side table. 01,s.
2. A piece of dining-room furniture having compartments
Icel. s'i0r long, hanging.]
1. The margin, edge, verge,
and shelves for holding articles of table service.
or border of a surface ; esp., one of the longer edges of a
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~~~~e~~~'!.itf~~v~: ~~~etgf ~~~~~~:rfr0!mt~~t~~~~~l~d~~
account of sickness, injury, or disability. - s. list, a list
containing the names of the sick. -S. Man of the East or

Jlk~!=

~fr:::rti:·o~7:iJ:t~~i~if~£~~et;i::~~l
ii~ch~l!~i.
sia, who is represented to have said to Sir George Seymour,
Bntish charge d'ajjflires (11th Jan. 1844): ""We have on our
hands a sick man, a very sick man. It will be a great misfortune, I tell bou frankly, if, one of these days, he should
~affe~~ ts~~eeti~~~es~~~t~~~asi~r~i~~r:r1!_;~~ea~:a:~=t~ 1~
market in which brokers generally dislike to buy stocks,
as sometimes after excessive speculation.
U.S. -s. room,
a room in which a person is confined by sickness.
8/iak.
sick, v. i. To fall sick; to sicken. Obs. or R.
lllck'en (slk''n), v. t.; sICK1ENED (-'nd); s1cK1EN-tNG. 1. To
make sick; to disease; esp., to affect with some temporary disorder, as vertigo; specif., to make qualmish; to
nauseate ; disgust; as, the scenes of battle sfckened him.
2. To cause to feel contempt or disgust; to depress or
weary ; as, his obsequiousness sickened me.
3. To impair; weaken; impoverish. Obs.
Shak.
alck'en, v. i. l. To become sick; to fall into disease.
2. To be disgusted or nauseated; to be filled with abhorrence or aversion ; to be surfeited or satiated.
Mine eyes did ,'(icken at the sight.
Shak
3. a To become weak; to decay i languish; specif., to lose
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SIDEBONE
8. A board which forms a side, or a part of a. aide.

SIEGLL.~GIA

B1-4e're-al(si-de'rt-al), a. [L. sidereu.,, fr. si,lus, sideria, a 1114e'track'(sid 1trilk'), n. Railroads. A aiding.
constellation, a star. Cf. CONSIDER,
DESIRE.] 1. Relating ldde'walk' (-w6k 1), ,._ A walk for foot passengers at tile

a A kind of standing shirt collar. Oba. b pl.
Bide whiskers.
1114e'bone'
(sid'bon'J, n. 1. The hip bone.
,
2. Far. a Aleo 1114e'bone8'.Abnormal oseificationof the
cartilages in the lateral posterior part of a horse's hoof,
mually of a fore foot, often causing lameness. b One of
the bony structures so caused.
11148ohaln.. Chem,. In a. molecule, a branch " chain " of
atoms attached to the principal chain, or to a ring.
1114e'-chalD'th&'O·n'•Physiol. Chem. A theory proposed
f,. Slang.

to the stars or constellations;

starry;

astral.

side of a street or road; a foot pavement. In Great Britain, usually called pavement; in Australia, JoolpaJh.

2. Astron. Measured by the apparent motion of fixed stare ;
designated, marked out, or accompanied, by a return to the
same position in respect to the stars ; as, a sidereal day.
lldereaJ clock, an astronomical
clock regulated to sidereal
time. - a. day, the interval between two successive transits

ldde'waya' (-wiiz1), Blde'Way1 (-wa 1), adv. Sidewise.
8148'-wheel', a. Designating a form of steamer having a

paddle wheel on each side.
1wlnd1er (sid'win 1der), n. 1. Auy of several rattl•
B1de
snakes, esp. the horned rattlesnake or the maseaeauga.
~fa\~~
2.
A heavy swinging blow from the side, which disables an
eo!Br time, and it has 24 lldere&Ihour■, each of 60 lldere&lmlD- adversary. Slang.
11to1,each minute of 60 ■tdareal ■econd1. - 1. midnight, the In(-wizl), adv. On or toward one side; laterally;
~~.!~!crn "i:'ri!r°::m~C:\te~p.!:i~r;i:s~f
stant when the vernal equinox crosses the lower meridian. 1114e'wll&'
sideways; as, to glance &idewise.
bacteria are complex aggregations of molecules, which
- 1. month. See MONTH,
1 b. - a. noon,the instant when the
1 , a. Lateral;
1114e'wlae
sideward ; sideway.
0
1es -~\
:~teitI~ixa
::i~t:ir
B14'1Dg(sid'lng), p. pr.&: vb. n. of srnB, "· t. &: i. Specif., n.
when these side ctiains have a definite corre
ence in tion round its primary, as referred to a star seen from
1. Attaching one's self to a party; taking aides.
structure (this accounts for the specific ac
f anti2. a Railroads. A short track connected by switches or
0
toxins). A receptor is an outlying part of the ce which
:'!a~~~~'J'.iito:mi~;tl'l:'.;
liie~lt':
points at one or more places with the main track ; - called
is able to combine, by means of a so-called lll.ptophoroua
1
0
0tt~e ;,"r?i:~
also •idetrack. b A passing place for vessels in a canal.
IK,"P with foreign molecules as with a food molecule S'J:r~~~~e~~~i;i,':,'
3. Carp. The covering of the outllide wall of II frame hou1e,
lldere&l d&7. - ■. year, the time in which the sun,s center,
sJiu• 'he111:ngto nourish the celb or with a toxin molecule.
departing eastward from the ecliptic meridian of a given
whether made of weatherboarde, vertical boarding with
c!';fo~::'.iJ':!!~:t"~'¥~~;f!~:'e"ll
~~'n1~ceJ:!~~i:.:
eta'j ?eturns to the same; an astral year. Its length le cleats, shingles, or the like ; also, in general, dressed lumfluoue receptors becoming detachelYrom the cell. The so- ::.., "t:eht~!:mr;~:,:'7
ber for this purpose. See DROPSIDING. u. s.
s. It is about 20 minutes longer
called lmm1lll0 bod1eaformed in immunizing processes are
-1. Shipbuilding. The thickneBB of a rib or timber taken in
detached receptors and are mlled also lntermodl&rybocllu, ldd'er-lam(sld'er-Yz'm), n. [L. sidus, auleris, etar+-•sm.]
a direction sidewise (at right angles) to the plane of the
Belief or doctrine that stars influence terrestrial affairs.
frame, etc., in which It lies. Tims the aiding of a frame rib
:~~~1.~it!h:1~r:::i1l:."~~r:i:1=~
B14'er-lte(eld'er-it; 277), n. [L. side,·itis loadstone, Gr. is measured fore and aft, that of the stem, athwartehips.
~a::,~1:~d~'°;~~•
~h~~~ 1~ref~m;,vr. u"8-qpiT11f,a,B11pLT1.f,of iron, fr. ui811po~iron: cf. F. sid6- 6. Conveyancing. Bee butts and bound,, under 3d BUTT.
rite. J 1. Min. a Formerly, loadetone. b Native f erroue car• B1'4le (ei'd'I), "· i.; s1'DLBD(-d'ld); s1'DLING(-dllng).
bonate, FeC0 3, occurring in rhombohedral crystala (often
r.:,':,~tie:t
[From BIDE; cf. BIDELING.
l 1. To go or move with one aide
constitutes a eytotom, bamolyotn, or
Other
with curved faces), in cleavable or granular masses, and In foremost ; to move eidewlee ; as, to si<llethrough a crowd.
detached receptors act as antitomo,
as agglutlnln1, or as botryoidal and globular forms. It may contain aJeo mangaHe
.
•
then
ndled
close to the astonilhed girl.
Scott,
Toxins have a haptophoroua group (by which
nese, magnesium, and calcium. It le usually light yel- 2. To saunter idly; to loiter. Dial. Eng.
lowish brown, but is sometimes white, gray, etc. It con- B1'4le,v. I. 1. To cause to move sidewise. Raro.
whfc~~~i~el:;~~o':i':.t~&!;:>
::'ed !u~°'l'."fo~uf:'ifi~
tains 48.2 per cent of iron when pure, and is a valuable
2. To traverse in sidling courses. Colloq.
H., 3.5-4. Sp. gr., 3.83-3.88. Called also 81-do'Di-BD
~Ya~~~~:O~n~~~ iron ore.
(si-dii'nl-iln), a. [L. Si<lonius.] Of or pertain,parry iron, spalhic ..-on,
chalyblle, etc. o Sapphir■ quartz.
ing to Sidon, an ancient seaport of Pha,nicia.-n.
Anativ.
4 Meteoric iron, or holoeiderite. See METEORITE.
or inhabitant of Sidon.
The presence of a foreign c,1totoxin leads to the produc2. Ironwort.
siege (sej), n. [ME. aege, OF.siege,F. sieyeaseat,aelege,.
Bld'er-lt'lo(-YVYk),a. Of, pert. to, or containing, eiderite.
fr. (assumed) LL. sedicum a seat, a sitting, aedicare to sit,
an an~~b:~::'!
fr. L. sedere to sit. See SIT; cf. en, n.] 1. A seat; esp.,
1114'14
(=;
-Id; 151), a. §'aving (such or ao many) ldd'er-o-(sld'er-$- ). Combming form fr. Gr. a-i811paf,iron.
Bld'er-og-nost'
(sl'd'er-llg-noeV;
-nllst'),
n.
[sidero-+
Gr.
a royal seat; a throne. Ob.,. or Archaic.
Shak,
aides; - need in composition; as, one-aided; many-aided.
lllde'flaah' (sid 1flileb1 ), n. Elec. A disruptive discharge be- -,,..,n6< known. See GNOSTIC.] An instrument for deteri~iu~r~
:renn11smr.
mining
intensity
of
magnetization,
in
which
the
test
piece
tween a conductor traversed by an oscillatory current of
2. Oba. Place or situation; seat. Specif.: a (I) Seat, a■
high frequency (as lightning), and neighboring maBSeeof closes the circuit of a massive u-shaped yoke of iron.
1114'er-o-llte'
(sld'er-$-lit'), n. [sidero- + -lite.] A kind of an abode, place, town. (2) Astrol. A mansion. (3) A camp;
metal, or between different parts of the same conductor.
esp., the encampment of a besieging army. (4) A privy.
See IIBTBORITB.
llide graftlDg or graftage. Ho,·t. A mode of grafting in meteorite.
(5) A station, esp. that of the heron on the lookout for
iron.]
whicll a scion, cut obli\uely, to form a slender wed~, is B141er-o'Bls (eld 1er-o'els), n. [NL., fr. Gr. a-c811po<
prey. b Beat, as source or origin. C Rank , grade; staMed.
A
sort
of
pneumonia
occurring
in
iron
workers,
pro~':,':;'{~ :::J~
ing duced by the inhalation of particles of iron.
1~ 8~~• the cut side
tion ; estimation.
"Men of royal siege." Shak.
ldde'hill' (eid'hrl'), n. The side or slope of a hill. U. S. ldd1er-o-atat1 (sld'er-ii-stilt'), n. [L sidus, sideris, a star+
3. a The sitting down of an army around or before II fortified
ldde keelaon. Shipbuildint
A kee!son fitted on the inplace
for
the
purpose
of compelling its surrender or of
Gr. aTa'TO~
standing, fixed, fr. iuTG.11a,
to place.] Astron. An
reducing it by aseault after systematic offensive operation&
keel- axially mounted mirror moved by clockwork to reflect the
=~tea~J\t~i~.:'!~!n~~!':f
ot":~:i;:li~ec~:~~;~~~e
and
approaches
;
the
act
of
beaieging, or the state of being
rays of the body observed in a constant ( usually horizontal)
B14elever. A working beam of a side-lever engine.
-Bld'er-o-atat'lc (-etlt'Yk), a. bef~~~e!~f if::1~:~~a; 0J1!!~:1~dn~\~:,-:it :~
ldde'-l&'ver en'gme. A marine steam engine having, · direction. Cf. HBLIOsTAT.
near the bottom, a working beam on each side of the ldd'er-o-tech'DY(-ti!k1nI), n. [sidero- + Gr. T<XVIJart.]
4. Passage of excrements; stool; fecal matter. Obs.
(}ylinder, communicating motion to a crank above them.
Metal. The art of working iron and steel; siderurgy.
111Cle
light. a Liht from the side; hence, an incidental Sld1er-oz':v-lon(-llk'sI-rnn), n. [NL.; sidero-+ Gr. ~v/1.ov 5. A flock, as of herons or bitterns. Obs. or Archaic.
6. The floor of a glaBBfurnace.
0
A large genus of Old World tropical eapotaceous
t~:·:~.;!:'~ig)l
o:utlie T.~:r'i:'!!:r~~n.!~:ieS
~~:..~~ wood.]
7. A workman's bench.
trees noted for their very hard wood. They have somewhat
under way at night.
siege, v. t.; SIEGED(sejd); SJBG'ING(sej'ing). [From SIBGB,
aide line. 1. a A line pert. or attached to the side of a bell-shaped regular pentamerous flowers and round few- n. ; cf. F. asaieger. 7 To besiege ; to beset. Now ]lare.
seeded berries.
They are commonly called ironwood; S.
siege artillery. Mil. Artillery of medium caliber, mounted
~~~~f~g ,h:%~inad 1 ll::°d~~~~~t'fh:n ...~~~rJe~y con- rugosum is the beef apple of Jamaica.
2. a A line of goods sold in addition to one's principal Bld'er-ur1gy (sld'er-Qr-'jI), n. [sidero- + root of Gr. lp-,,ov on carriafes which'serve for Ooth transportation and fl.ri:aarticles of trade; a course of business pursued aside from
~~tj~~a':;t~~i;.:J:Js1.
but in general u
work.] M,tal. The metallurgy of iron and steel. - ald'er- g:y;~~e ~e
ur'gl-cal (-Or•jI-kal), a.
Siege Perfi'.oua. [See SIEGE,n., l.J The seat of danger at,
~g:]r~~~l~~ 0;!~\i~~g1:sS:~~~a~~~-ad by• slde'aad'dle
1 '1), n.
(sid'sltd
A
B14e'l1Dg(eid'ITng), adv. [side+ 2d -ling. Cf. SIDELONG.] saddle for women, in which the
~~~a t:~~r:~~r:.:i~u!:r~1· tr::.'1i'~iel
Sidelong; on the side ; laterally;
also, obliquely; askew.
others who should occupy it.
site with both feet on the
1 (slij'wQrk'), n. Mil. Any of the works erected
B14e'llng,a. Inclining to one side ; directed toward one rider
B1ege'Work
same side of the horse.
side; sloping; inclined; as, sideling ground; a sideling road. lddeaaddle nower. The common
for offense or defense by a besieging force ; - usually in pl.
ldde'long' (-U!ng' ; 205), adv. [See srnELINo, adv.] 1. Lat- pitcher plant ( Sarracenia purSteg'frted (seg'fred; G. zeK'fret), n. [G.] The hero of vaerally ; obliquely; in the direction of the side.
rious German legends, particularly of the Nibeluni:enlied.
fl~w~{"small show
2. On the side; as, to lay a thing sidelong.
Evelyn.
Brought np in the forest by the demonic smith Mimer in
near or with a main exhibition.
his youth he accomplished wonderful deeds, winning ihe
ald&'long', a. Lateral; oblique; indirect, as a glance.
hoard of the Nibelungs, the sword Balmung and the TarnB14eoats. A forage grass ( Bouteloua ctti"tipendula) having b An incidental diversion.
kapI_>0(a cap or cloak that renders the wearer invisible),
aldea'man (sidz'miin), n.; pl.
loosely flowered, somewhat secund racemes.
slaym~ a dragon and making himself invulnerable by bathldde'plece' (eid1piis'), n. A piece forming, or contained in, SIDESMEN(sidz'mlln). 1. A party
man ; a partisan.
Obs. or R.
the side of something; specif., Joinery, the jamb, or cheek,
~ff
2. An assistant to the churchwarden ;
of an opening in a. wall, as of a door or window.
aquestman.
ldde rake. Mech. The angle that the tot surface, or front
~ae~t'il'.filr.. ~~1i~t \t!rtterf'i-!e~i~~':!1::~lT!'i::.\~~~
aide table. 1. A kind of table used as
his shoulder'!! and later ft'{ts t~e board, which he buries in
0
i~~~°:tittl:ft!~i~k~~
~1h~t1!~!
ih:!1\~in:t!;
~f a sideboard till near the 19th centuril.
the tool and the direction of its traversini motion. Tools
~Pit!:igf°the
il~i~~s
~" e r~i!rt:i':ik~Siei:r~:r:~:
8

~~!\E?~~r~~i:"eg::r
::tiuc.~r:,:~:~~~t°~~

1::i::::r~iil!.':i
~:.':,
~"o't':!V::r~~';t:'ital:i
~/:l:<;;1 :~f~

;ir.:::i~e~mrt!°~~:!~l!i;.
•;,~~:1~~
~~l'a~E:'{;~
,~\t
:.:.,.X:;'!!1ofr!1f~~ire

:Jl

:e.::z =i:.yft:i:Ji:;1~~~t&
-olylln.

=pltiDI.

=~~t

~i':n11J!~f;.~":.'::i:io\'3

::~~:tt::
..:@~J!'t°~\~.lf~°,:'J'.;t'ft~h'!':it~t=t:.!::.
°f:K.:;l
,o;,:~:.:=~~r

l~g,:'!

~:/l.J.~:~~
1\~i:u';.a;:~\:::ir
··

\I:,!:'i..
..~r::e17

\~~~Ft°81,::!7e!:

t;

lg:

i:;~~

ti:~a:.

!o

~t

J~J~~lf!f.!i\g:Ti

afci';ea~h~;~

~~1'Jsbfg~t,!i~~•jJ~!hh'i)j~
J~~fi.~~1'sh~/~'e~dJ!'f;

~ii!

with side rake cut more easily than those without

it.

B14'er-al(sld'er-/11), a. [L. sideralis. SeesIDBBEAL.]Rare.
Relating

to the stars;

sidereal ; specif., Aatrol., affecting

unfavorably by the supposed influence of the stare; baleful.

~;.Jt
o~"..~\if}~~~
t1~~~1,~f;.:fi!b1~~
J'L":~~;
&~.:'J':'J
of Siegmund, and has liim release from enchantment and
t J:~B~3~N~~:~~?t~!u~~~H~lEN~rR:!°ir
transfer to a mdmg from a mam lme.
a. Hence, to divert or reduce to a position or condition Sle-glln'gl-a (st-glln'jl-<i), n. [NL., after Prof. Siegling,

B14e'track'(sid'trilk') "· t.; -TRACKED' Impr_e,,10n Skirt ' 4 wed the Valkyrie Briinnehilde previous to his falling in
(-trilkt'); -TRA~K!ING.1. Railr~a<I!. To ~.:zr~•igJ"u=ut.
Slzr- 0
P•

ldd'er-a•Uon(-ii'shlln ), n. [L. siderat i o.] 1. State of being

planet-struck ; blast in plants; a sudden and apparently
caueeleBBstroke of disease, as in apoplexy or paralysis. Obs.
2. Agric. Use of green manure.

lideboy. Nm,. One of the
members of the crew, from two

~t:

:·i2ne

~tf:::et~

lli

effect1veneBB, or the like;

aside, as from a purpose.

to switch off; to turn

Colloq.

~~reI

~~/r.fint'b

I

tcA,d, fo-ot ; out, oil ; chair;

ai-d.e'rlsm (sI-de'r':'z"m), aid'- I dero- + -logy.] The science of lide'-■tep'. "· i. To take a side fau'dralt' l'ln'ven'ter' (~ dyO.
er-ta'mua (eld'l!r-Yz'mtle; -Is' .. I iron. Rare.
1f io~~;;a 1
Col;:q.;~n~v~it;:~~-blow'
m'Ue),n, [NL., fr. Gr. a-l811eo!. lid.'er-o-~-net'ic
(Bl d'I§ r-3aide atltcb. See STITCH, n., 6,
exist, it would be neceesary to
iron.J A phenomenon similar rnlg-ni!t'Ik), n. = FERROMAO•
aide'-tak'lng (-tik'Yng), n, A invent him.
Voltaire.
~;;~:~l
:::•reis~t:mr~«;;;~f~! :,.aJ!~♦~'cy (11Yd't!r-O-m~n~-taking side,, as with a party, Ual cll'ls pl&'cet. [L.J If it
pleases the gods.
brmging of iron or other mor sl),,,i. [xulero+ 11~m1cy.l D1v1- sect, or faction.
ganic bodies into connection nation by observmg sir aw 1 aide tool. Mech. Any tool with aiding■, adv. Sidewise. Obi.
its cutting edge on one side, or aiding tooL = SIDE TOOL,
i~~!y·,tY s), n. ~l~~~:-i:!)}=~h(:ri~~~-~t!l'
.. e om et i m e 11,in wood-cutting lldlr-, -1-cm ER.
al'dler (et'dlfir), n. One who
[NL., fr, Gr. a1.811p'i'Tt!.'
(in Oios- in), n. [aidero- + Gr. µ.EA.av, tools, on one side and the end.
corides), name of a weed, fr. neut. of µ.0.a.f black.] Petrog. ~!~t:f.da~-:.ertlae~ft•arcla
:fJ!~~.}~1:~:~ine;~'ot.c;;»it:1:
O'l811pofiron.] Bot. A genus of A kind of basaltic glass.
alde'ward, a. Lateral. Rare,
Eng. vnr. of SIDELINGS.
European woolly menthaceou11 lld'er-o-acopei Csld'l!r-0-skO~'>, alde'waf',n. Lateralspacefor
St4on'l<al. a. Sidon1an.
plants having email flowers with ,i. An instrument for detectmg pasaage I a roadside path ; a Sld'ro-phel (sYd'rt.i-ffl.J, n. In
the corolla included m thecalyx. small quantities of iron by the 1udewalk. R,
[lateral.
Butler's 1 • Hudibru," an utrolThey are called ironwo,·t&
mne,etic needle.
wu..
■Ide rod a Mach. Either of the al~ •ro'aoua,a. jLL. siderOML".j ::::.:,a/:e1':i:,1C:,~ingi5.idlw!fl~- I
wheel steamer. Colloq.
I ■le. T SEA.
[srou.
1
~r!:.~::d~1~Cgt~~e111:I:tr~~:
~~:!:t:8.~!~
S. A pacing horse. Slang.
1ie (&I; ~), Dial Eng. var of
in a side-lever engine. b A lo- from side to side.
llde wind.
A wmd from one Ile, " i. [AS. sigan.] a To sink t
comotive coupling rod.
ldde'lliP', v. ,. See SlrlD,
side; hence, an indirect attack, fall; descend. Obs. b To drip;
or mdiu.ct means.
tnckle, - v. t. To strain, u
from alde'wlpe'. n. a A covert blow; milk ; to sift,
Both Oba, orgravin~ ate~; esp., a proceBBof the side of a plant. b An illegit,. an indirect censure. Dial. Eng. Scot. t .Dta.L Eng.
b A swinging blow; a side- ■leche. -1-SEEK. [tury;
8
~~~
;r:t ~b;~lri;:~::;
a.
Affecting winder. U. s.
[sidewinder./ 11lll'cle(syPkl'),n.
[F.] Cenit, when hardened, a ■oft steel the Bidesconvul1ively, ae laugh•
.<~~
l[i~~·
(dtlr'). [F.l
cylinder, and then rolling the ter. Colloq.
cylinder, when hardened, over a aide ~
Poultry. Well• aayirli my lord.) A title of re- liege, ,,. a, To void e:zcrement.
epect given to an African Mo- SJ•'JJacle (aig'IYnd ; G, zl'!K'·
::!ie oia:ero~r.~~~~~a.:~
hammedan, u ■ually to one fn lYn:cll!), n. In the u Ring ot the.
graph'l-e&l (-Y-k41),a. -ald'erdefect■ in e:s:hibition bird ■•
authority; alBo,an..-o,
Weat- . Nibelung,"a daughter of Wo1 tan CWoden)1ai1ter of Siegmund ..
em. India t EQ.ldAfri<;a.
[.ri•
a:-oi~te!bl:!.~e, u, iR IId Die• n'u:'ll'talt'
pa ■, ll and.mother of Siegfrie~

Co; alng, lgk;

:~t

lOba·I

R.,

fl~~'
tirirc:JM?sr,.preaent

I

!:,e,=~~
8::

rJ~:;:_g~ra-r.:hiJg:{~-~';·e::
::: ~~;-.
:eA
s~i:~:_ken
iit:f
~1:~~:;J1tttD1t.
~~tr:l;tff
~-~~,::
~-~!grt~~\t)-:-:::::~:::
:t:-!~~4Sf~I~iJ:~!'n~·

Fall e"Plaaatloaa

~-=i:~,~
=

verd..!Jl"B(250) ; x ch In G. ich, ach (144); boN; yet; zh
of Abbreviation■, Sip■, ete., 1-edlatelJ'
preeede U.e VoeabaluT.

tloen, thin; natyre,

123

~ff,Uf~'
rJ~•\

~~¥ii

,:~:~:J.t~:r

JlLzoS~i~~:

\~T:rifi~

=

portance,

:1::
,;~~
f!8:~"o!;!:~3:~:~

engine. a pipe affording a pas~f!iht:~::r~~ri~h:a~~'w~~
sage for hve or exhaust steam
a1 a mark of respect to one arriv- betweel) two steam chests.
II.de pla.ne. A plane in which
!f£~le~~,!1"J!~f~ecLEAft'~'Nt::1
:::i~igf t'ttdeg:tg!~~eiron i8 at
tide coat. a vl, The 1 o n g
■icier. T CIDER.
, 1~~~ 8e:~~!t ~Yaf~::t!fel:~!t
:4:e~a ~lJ1:.l!r&'!: 0
who
Scot. ~ Dial. Kng.
.dde dlah, One of the dishes S, One who lives in a particular
1ubordinate to the main course. section,or aide, as of a city.
Iida drum. A snare drum.
aide rabbet. or rebate, plane
lide'ful, a. Of good morals or A 81deplane used for en~ing
manners. OhR.
groover, : - called also simply
1lde rabbet or rebate.·
g1n~~:g~!te :1tt Sl'd•ra
Lo'do--l'ce•& (sYd'f!.rd
it1 cutting edge beveled on one
~;~~~ s;:,;:t
aide only.
lido hoot. Carp. A notched
1 8
:: ·eare~
piece of wood for clamping a f~ot~:.fro/h!
board to a bench, e!~.
lites dt■covered by the elder
Ilda jointer.
Coop,r!ng.
= CaMini and 80 named by him m
honor
of
Louis
XIV.
~,~~.E;, i\~!to 1 ~~ lld'er-at'ed. (s Y d'l!r-il t 1 i[!:d), a.
•lde'lln'er (1Id'Jtn'l!rJ, n. A
~~·tf~st~d1; :c~~~{ei'~~fio'!::'f~
1idewinder.
Bidus. f'irler,.s, a constellation.]
11
Planet.-1truck ; blasted. Ob11.
~~~~;.
Furtively I atealthlly
al-cle're--aUse, v. t, To elevate
lide'lo»i,v,t. To eide--line.Dial. to the ■tars; toetherealize. Rare.
ll-de're-an, a. Sidereal. Ob11,
Eng.
[ Ob,.
llde'mu, n.
SIDESIIAN,
2, 111-de're-Ml!t.a, [L. sidere,l&/
Sidereal. uo11.
[bar.
::;.::.,"~a~"f.\'.;_e.
Ob&,.aide
rlb. Firearm•. A awivel

of Erfurt. J Bot. A genus of widely distributed perennial
grasses, distinguished by the 2-many-flowered epikelete,
with mostly perfect flowers.

that is relativelr secondary or subordinate in activity, im-

gt:•J

si':ri,
1r.e:1!;:l•
d"or'

=z ID azure.

,°&J.~,

Number■ refer to§§ in Gum& ,
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SIEGMUND

SIGMODONTES

11. t.; sIGH:r'ED; sIGH:r'ING. l. To get sight of;
l~nd as la_t•as 1800), 11. i.; SIG9!'D(sid); •!GH'ING. [ME.
to see; as, to sight land; to sight a wreck.
sighen, .,,en; cf. also ME. stken, AS. sican, and ME.
2. Tolookatthroughorasthroughasight;
toseeortake
sighten, ai.3ten, sihten, AS. siccettan,· all, perh., of imitaa look,t with care; as, to sighJ. an object, as a star.
tive origin. J 1. To inhale a larger quantity of air than
3. To give the proper elevation and direction to by means
usual, and immediately expel it; to make a deep single
of a sight or sights; as, to sight a rifle or a cannon.
audible respiration, esp. as the involuntary expression of 4. To equip with sights; also, to adjust the eights of.
fatigue, exhaustion, grief, sorrow, or the like.
:ii~ih~/'Ifi!"fo~le~a~! ~~a;~e anchor until it
2. Hence, to lament; grieve; yearn; often with/or,· as,
to sigh for past joys.
Bight, v. i. l. ilfil. To take aim by a sight.
3. To make a sound like sighing, as a wind.
2. To look carefully in a fiven direction.
sigh, v. t. 1. To exhale (the breath) in sighs.
Shak. .rt~t;ui~1;&:fts(~ft°h:
lik~~~mo~~t~r:e~:i~g ~~;~e!t~t
2. To utterA sighs over; tod lament bor mourn over.
ht 'werea
th t a1s
· ownedemauponn
d
d l!'tr.presen tat·10n. F ormer 1y grace
sd1agys
110
si:iitb,~~~:~:~a~e~na:d\fyrhher fate.
Prior,
aight'ed, a. l. a Having sight. R. b Having sight, or see3. To express by sighs i to utter in or with sighs; ing, in a particular manner; as, short-sfghted, quick-sighted.
sometimes with out,· as, to sigh out one's grief.
2. a Having sights, as a rifle b Having the sights ad·
slgh, n. [ME. sigh; c~. ME. sik. See SIGH,11• i.] Act justed for a specified range; as, sighted for 1,000 yards.
of sighing; a deep and prolonged audible inspiration or sight'en
(sit''n), v. t. ,· SIGHT'ENBD(-'nd); BIGHT'BN•IR&.
respiration of air, esp. when involuntary and expressing
Calico Printing. To add sightening to (a paste).
some emotion or feeling, as grief, pleasure, relief.
aight'en-ing (-Ing), n. Calico Printing. A fugitive color
I could drive the boat with my sighs.
Shak.
used to enable the printer to judge of the pattern.
siJh'ing,p. pr. & vb. n. of SIGH. Hence: p.a. Uttering Blght'ing, p. pr. & vb. n. of SIGHT.
sighs ; grieving i lamenting.
"Sighing millions." Cow- aightln_ghood, Nav., a raised hood with slits or peepholes in
r~~~~ ~~!sli~
c';iicllh,:;.,\resembles,
but is smaller
:~~~':'.~lii,t!.Z::::,i:~ioRar~~Sor !}:!t~::::,tt,o~s~fti:'i~
Bleve (•Iv), n. [ME. si•••• AS. sife; akin to D. zeef, zift, sight (sit), n. [ME. sight, si)t, siht, AS. gesiht, gesiht:I, arm, to test the adjustment of tlie sights, etc.; a trial shot,
OHG. aib, G. sieb; cf. also AS. afon (for sihan) to strain,
gesiehlf, gesyht:r; akin to D gezicht, G. sich.t, gesich.t, Dan. Bight'leBB, a. l. Wanting sight; without sight , blind.
filter, sigan to fall, sink, strain, filter, E. dial. aie to sift,
sigte, sw. aigt, fr. the root of E. see. See SEE,v. t.] l. The
2. a Invisible. Rare. Shak. b Unsightly. Oba.
strain. Cf. SIFT.] l. A utensil with meshes through
power of seeing; the faculty of vision, or ofperceivingob- Bight'less-ly, adv. - slght'leSB-ness, n.
which the finer particles of a pulverized or -----.jects by the instrumentality of the eyes. See VISION.
aight'ly, a. l. Pleasing to the sight; comely. L' Estrange.
granulatedsubstancearepaesedtoseparate
Oloesof~ig/it,oftheel
mosteomplainl
Milton.
2. Colloq. a Conspicuous, open to sight; as, a sightly
them from the coarser particles.
2. Act of seeing; perception of objects by the eye ; view. hill. b Affording a fine view, ao, a sightly eminence.
2. Dial. Eng. a A kind of coarse basket.
Acloudreceivedhimoutoftheirsight.
.Actsi.9.
slllht reader. One who reads at sight, esp. somethinJ
b A measure of about a bushel.
3. That which is seen; specif.: a A view; esp., a spectliat ordinarily requires previous study. Specif., a mus1~
aleveand ■hear■, a mode of divination,in re- One form of
tacle i a show; something worth seeing ; - often in pl.; as,
cian who can read or perform music at first eight of the
gard to theft or marriage, by the use of a
Sieve
the sights of a great city; a beautiful sight. b Something sigc)li,:..Se~gt, r:~~~ga· ged in, or devoted to, seeing
sieve suspended from the points of an open pair of shears;
odd, ludicrous, or the like , as, her hat was a sight. Colloq. sights ; eager to see novelties or curiosities. _ n. Act of
4. Look ; aspect; expression; appearance. Oba. SP.enser. seeing sights.
coscinomanc;r. Called also riddle and ahean.
0 ~ii..
s:;;~DJ~~v~i
6. State of admitting unobstructed vision; viS1bility; sight'-se'er (-•e'er), ... One devoted to seeing sights or
open view; region which the eye at one time surveys;
noted things, or ea_ger to see novelties or curiosities.
tuting a sieve tube.
Blevepit. Bot. One of the flneperforatiooslnasieveplate.
space th rough which th e power Qf vision exte nd s; as, an sla:'ll (slj'Il), n. LL. si'gillum. See SEALa stamp.] ArBleve plate. Bot. The thin perforated wall between the object with in sight.
cliaic. a A seal ; a signature. b A sign or mark, in aaadjacent cells of a sieve tube ; also, a similar perforated
6. a Inspection ; as, a letter intended for your sight only. trology or ma~ic.
{r:~~".;
usually
b Insi,~t
orcar~un!ty for invHstigation; as, het ga.'!'t hi!" Sig'll-la'ri-a (-I-lii'rI-<i; 115),
a
J~;';/Us~"u1:.ter.;!r~1;o~~hit~~~~!·ctfn~
0 ,, ecc~; an oppor llDl y, 1D n. [NL., fr. L. sigillum a
associated with tracheal tissue in the vascular bundles,
a s,g '1 Ill oh e USI~e~0 oq.
but occasionally found in the pith or cortex. It consists
Jenera ; a O ance; a 's ow.
f ,
seal.] Paleobot. A genus of
of sieve tubes, together with a certain number of compan·T~ain~~c~~~v 0
'rn~~i!ta~;:::ion
in fossil trees of the Middle Car•
th i,~l.g!{e{ut!,a~:s;es~t !!~t~tl~g of sieve cells
the sight of God.
LHl.:e xvi. 16.
boniferous, constit.uting the
d
8, An aid to seeing, or to seeing how to do something:;
{~~~' mS~~~:t!:ft,~'veJi~~
specif.: a pl. Obs. or Dial. Eng. (l) The eyes. ( 2) rows of seal-like leaf scars.
f~~i~n~h~i:'ih~nc:R'':.~n'fe~t!e~~~!:':nJ:;t!i.evrli~:
and shrubs the sieve plate is blocked
Spectacles. b In a helmet, a perforation for the eye. Slg ll l rt
1 [L f
np in winter by a deposit of callose.
Shak. C A small aperture through which objects are to be
' - a' -a. n. P •
·• r.
CELL.
seen, and by which their direction is settled or ascertained ; si_qillurna seal. See BIGIL.J
See COMPANION
Bl-fak'a (sI-fllk'<i), n. [Malagasy.]
as, the sight of a quadrant.
d An;r of various devices for Rom. A ntiq. The last two, or
showing the progreas of an operation or the like · as· (1) th e six th a nd seven th • days of SigillariL a S gra,.,rl • b 8.
Any of several diurnal lemurs of the
geonngustap1·1r,
OsP.11'k'lhye,"""rat"herTthhseyn
whaovoellya,
A glass pane through which the color of gases in ihe flues
~he Saturnafllia, on wfhich thh'ttle retll'1llata. Muchdrefdu~edl.
101
of a sulphuric acid plant can be observed. (2) Mach. A images or gures O ear enware were expose
or sa e
fnr, and are usually black and white.
glass vessel or tube for exhibiting the flow of oil in a lubri.- and given as presents; hence, the little images themselves.
;tTc:~11~\!~\a:!oJ~eating arrangement.
e A device to guide the eye in aim- "lg'll-lafe tjri-ltt), t°d JL· •igillalt'tadorned witl~ttle
bar across the forehead,
ing a fl.rearm, usually consisting of a
2tna[fl/Les.
. ·11' ecora le.I Bymeans o s amps, as po d ry.
small piece of metal placed along the I I
.
. sig, um a sea .
ot. Decorated or marke with
llif'fle (sif':V,• n. [F. li.ffl,r to
middle line of the top of the barrel. 1.,1
seals or .. al-like markings; as, a aigil/aterootstock.
whistle.] il ed. A sibilant rllle.
There are usually two sights, one fixed
aig 1ll-la'tion (-lii'shiln), n. l. Decoration, as of pottery,
sift (sift), ~- t.; snn'ED ; s1rr'ING,
by means of stamps
near th e muzzle, th e 0th er near th e
2. The mark of a ci~a.trix.
[AS. 8ijtan, akin to sife sieve. See
breech, orthe
usually
having
-•
. fI) , n. [L • stg,
. ·11um seal
smvs.] 1. To separate with a sieve,
groove
otherlatter
opening
through
whicha
.,.g 'ill- Og, ra-ph Y (-1~
ug, raas the fine part of a substance from
the first can be seen. The rear sight is
E. -grap!ty,] The study of seals.
the coarse; ao, to sift meal or flour.
often so arranged that it can be raised
slg'la (sig'la), n. pl. [L.] Signs, abbreviation•, letters,
2, To pass or cause to pass through
or lowered according to the range, 80
or characters standing for words, shorthand, etc., in
or as through a sieve; to dredge.
that the sights may be held in line with
aucient manuscripts, oron coins, medals, etc.
·
3, To separate as if with a sieve.
Diadem S\faka (Propi- the target even when the muzzle must
sig'los (sig'llSs), n.; L. pl. -LI (-Ji). [Gr. uiyAo<, O"iKA0<.]
4, To examine critically or minutely.
thecus diadema).
beelevatedtoallowforthe
curve in the
Antiq
a A Persian silver coin worth (at the ancient ratio
Let him but narrowly sift his ideas.
J. Taylor.
trajectory of the projectile. See OPENRI ht 8 0 1 0
of 13.3 : 1) about 28 cents in gold. b The Hebrew ahekel.
SJ'D. - Sirr, SCREBN,BOLT,WINNOW
agree in denoti~ sepSIGHT,PE~ SIGHT,TBLESC?PE
SIGHT,etc. "'mar' Sig'ht, -!i~~slg'ma (sl'g'mci), n. [Gr. u,'Yµ.a..] 1. Tbe 18th letter(~,
aration of coarser from finer _P&rta. SI.FT,SCREEN,
an BOLT 9 An aim .or obse~vat1on taken by adjustable Slide; 2 er,~,
and, rarely used, C) of the Greek alphabet, corresa sight or sights.
Ivory Bead Front
d' t E
d
t· th
d f .
s18·e1y~~oarnsd1e
1v,.e
1.nlinkoe,
0inasretrufmreeqnute;ntwly1NNuosewJ
timbepluyseth0efuasefaonf.a
J'
a means
10. A of
straight, uninterrupted stretch, S!ght; 3Open F:ront pon mg O ng. 8 • s, an represen mg e souu o & JD aun.
in fig. senses; as," documents/ carefully sifted ... from
as of a road or river.
Westem U:. S.
Sight; 4 Leaf Sight.
2. Zool. AC-shaped sponge spicule.
J . .A. Symonds); "Winnow
sig'mate (-mtt), a. [From SIGMA.] Having the shape or
other papers of leosmoment"
from the coming step of time all chaff of custom" (Keats). 11. In a drawing, picture, etc., th at part of th e Surface,
form of the Greek sigma or the Jetter S; specif.: Zool.
to alft out, to search out with care, as if by sifting.
as of paper or canvas, which is within the frame or the bor•
Designating C-shaped sponge spicules.
slft, 11. i. l. To pass through or as through a sieve_
der or margin. In a frame or th e like, tbe opening.
aig'ma-Uem (sig'm<i-tiz'm)
\ n. [NL. sigmatil2
2. To practice scrutiny or critical analysis.
1 - A great number, quantity, or sum; as, a 8ight of sig'ma-Us 1mus (-tiz'mils; -tls'mi1s)
mus. See SIGMA;
alft'er (slf't6r), n. One that sifts; a sieve or any sifting
s~o~~!;,'ci!~ie:~!bih;tion~atimer.
·ISM.] Repetition or frequent occurrence of the letter 8 or
at llg_llt,as soon as seen, or presented to sight; as, a draft
its sound; also, defective or difficult utterance of,.
device; as, an ash sijte1·,
sift'ing, p. pr. & vb. n. of SIJ'T. Hence: n. l. A searchpayable at sifhl, that is, on demand or presentation (for- aig'mo-dont (-m~-dlSnt), n. Zool. Of or pert. to the Siging out ; an examination with close scrutiny.
merly days o grace were allowed); to read Greek al sight;
modontes. - n. One of the Sigmodontes.
2. pl- Screenings.
to shoot a person at sight. -on 1., at sight.
Sig'mo-don'tes (-dlSn'tez), n. pl. [NL.; Gr. "''IP."- oigma
■tek. steb.
+s1cx, SEEK,
Vars. of sYENITE,sYENITtc.
terpretation of the Koran and ■tgaldry, n.
Enchantment; ■tght'flll. a. Easily or c~early ■tg'il-late, 1-', t. To 1eal.
■ielde. T SELD.
Sl'en-ne■e', Vnr. of S111:NKSE,to the idea of God's attributes
sorcery. Obs.
seeu; perspicuous.
Obs.atg'll-lat'ed (-lilt'fd), a. Sigil•
-ti'CSE;;~.
=.::,'n:'·~~o;~.:1h~.sl-~r'd
being eternally inherent in his
;·en[~!;,"/
"Ap~~hole.
!t~·tl-1&-tive (-lt-tl'.v) a. fL.
1
Ste'mem'■ ar'm&-ture. [See 1@:-i'Vn~).The Gumea peach.
:u~ts~~: flshes related to the tangs. found sfcht'll-nea
(slt'll'.-nfs), n. ,i,fgillum a seal : cf.
sigilla81EMENS'SLAW,] Elec. = H 11-er'ra.n (sl-l'r',1n), a. Of or pressions as "hands,
"face,'' in the western Pacific Ocean
See -NKss.
tij: l Oba 1. Fit to Bt'al;belongAR)IATURE.
pertaining to a Rierra. Rare.
"sitting" etc they fell into and the Indian Ocean. It con- ■1ght'mak 1er, n. Thecreetor of ing to a seal; composed of wax.
Siemem'■ coil. [See S11:MENs', 1■ierr&P.:lum A Californian wild iroea anihrop~~orphism.
stitutt>s a family, Si-gan'i-dm si~ht; God, Oh.it.
[/llw~,.1 2:. Tending to cicatrization;
LAW,] Elec. The longitudinal- I plum (Prm1111ttmbcordata), with 1lfe t: $IF.VE.
{sl~p:lln'Y-de}.
1lght).:01nt 8ee PER'-PF.CTl\"E, consolidative.
:::~~~~~lon a Siemens's, or I !~d~~~if
r~':ii~:::rJ J'~rrches
V,[J,~fl. B1-ga.ul'ti-a.n(sY-gOI'shl-dn;-tl• ~feht~
i:~iBi~l~?iscov[R~-1Bi-gil'lum (sl-jl'.l'ilm), n.; pl.
0 8
1
Sieme111'1 electrodynamometer, ■ier■e. T SICARCl!i.
alfethe, n. LAS.s(fe0a.] Bran. ~~ii~h
pte;:1ci n. i i:eu s~M~ atght'aliot'' n. Range of vision.
tl';;l'.1,S:~h h ;
1
++s~~YTRE,
■u;.fl~i v. ,.. [Fd,n1er.J b13b;
~n~ Si~!~~m~~~.. (1lj'l'.1-mnn'd4).
~~ eg,!;_ey. B, 1tgeniery. T SElGNlORY,
who reads or performs mu111c"' See GurscAROO.
:.'ht::ei~ ~~~\~~~a ti:;oi~:bI:i~r!l ~~··oi?a~~r:i~?~to~~ CHIVE. ~
8
poe;tion by turning
torsion 1111teur(eytfr). n. [F.• abbr. fr. atf'let (slf'l~t; F. !e'fll'), n.
TTs~:y:··
SJ§I'ihtt:.a,·obs.
rl!.?~r~,h~
lt
head, the torsion thus indicated seigneur. Cf. MON~IEUR, SEIGN• ~~ 1),,~ft(s~1rf;t\i,n::,
masc.,· 110
1g0gaerk.<•cYg.'l,1
•c),KvE.
R'·.
TDo,.atrl
,oE'knleg.;
aiJr
h,t' wore',.tbn
,Y. (s1t'w0:r tltl), a. sieg, and OHO. munt hand. pro1
being proportional to the square IOR,l Sir;-atitleofrel!pectused,
lif'.11. , ( flO. ,
/;
l
,-1
f, 1
WI0 11180 p,
tection: cf. alao },. Sigimtmid,
of tmli
e c~1rre..nt_inPrt1
] ,•,•
...
p. 0~orTecr\Hy
masc~•-~L~UR:
algh. T SAW, n. &-pret.
■lght'y (sit y; Scot. sYK'tl'.),a. fr. G.J Lit., conquering protec1,vb•~the Fr[esn•c•hv·•·J
01edcuocielra.gas.
11111
Ble
1•
T
-FLEUSES
(-fl.0.z'). [F I Whistler. ~Jighhi••bno.rnf!,iat,,
..Eng.8v0arrr.oowff•u'i"·,
Ob!f. 01· Scot, t Dia.l. a 8harp- tsto,
..!},',n-onmdaec(_;.
n,rho;,;mn:.m,e).,
1Ft..
ste'men■ -M:a.r'tiD
proc'e11, ■ieve (8'iv),
D1al. Eng. var of
u
sighted·
farsighted b Visible
u
_;
..
'-""
11 •
Stemen■ proceu.
[After Sir lievedflk, Bot. A sieve plate. •~lot'(si!'ff0i'
.n. [G.,u.f!IOte, mournful. Rare.
O"i!f. c'8plendid; gI"and,
• Sif1ismondo
(8' 1jfll-m6n'dii),
prob, fr. F. 11; et whistle, in• alghd. Siued, Ref. Sp_
slghye. ,t:,::10a~.
tmark. ObR,1 Sismondo (ds-mlin'dG) 1 Sp.
William Siemens, German in, ■ievepore. Bot. A sieve pit.
ventor in London, and E. & P. ateve ve■Hl, Bot. A sieve tube. fluenced hy O.
l Mu.Ric, llghe, n, AS.
Victory; 11-gtl'la.r, n. rert. to a seal or Sigi&m.undo (le'hf1-mOon'dff;
I hfeMartin,
French inventor■.] aieve'yerl..n. One who make■ a A whistle flute. b A small Btll'cellf': s
Ria'U la.'rl a'ce-a
(aYL''lli 1 rY 172) • Pg. Si
Steel Manr~See0PKN-HEARTH.sieves. uo•.
ilute stop of a whi stling tone.
■1ghecri.ft, .,,.' rAS. ,,ge victorr i7a~; lJ,~), 11. pl. [N .)- Pa: mOo1'l'dc):{));
d(z1'l1a~=•·w1n-::te8fsee
Sn:- ~~v;1Tt 1
~~~v'lngz).n.pl. Siftl!f;!~ni, .{!~~t~'hichis j{ad::-'' J'ti~~er, art, craft.]
{~~f-~,~:::(-~t~~),1~:- ■ig'il- ~~fnt),
TANCR~~~fElec. Drum ■tew. + SUB; obi. pret of sow. •ifted. b Action of sifting.
!!Jhefaat, a.
[AS. srgP;(1Pt1I.Ilig'il-la'rl-a.n C-ll'rY-a:n;ll.'.i),a. Slg1ill-mm'da (-rn b n'd 4), n. 1
IIEN!-l'SLAW.]
winding; also, the winding on alewet, T SUET,
aig. i" SIGH,
V1rtorioua. Oba.
Lsighs. Paleohot. Pert to 8i'gillar,a.
1ig1aton. T CJCLATOUM.
:.::m.;n:~sE\1!~armature,
t1:~JTB.
;:,,f~U~Jo:e.
tfr~::
~;UL~ne who
:!~~,:~·o:· ~f 0
~c-~~;!·i
at'"of~~~~~
•18J·Abbr. Signature.
llght. n ~ t•. Sigh, Obs.
rft_':J;![d~-~J)rl:idp:,;;,f!,:
addin,r" sigma or•·
a Of or pert. to Sien&in tility iodde81.
li~~r~, 1~T~o~~lir. s lg Dor;
o~~ o~~~r:,,;~~"o~ o!t~~ Resembling SifJjharia.
~=~'~tara~~~:it;~\ke
u:«i
Ita.1,, the Roman Sama Julia. SI-fat lte (-.,fi.t''Jt),n, One of stgalclren, , •. t. (Cf. AS. ~t.■trakeofthe ■hel Jlat1~{.·
Big'l\-1&-ry(l!,l;l'-1.a•rl'.),a. fL· oradditionoflligmaora,a, eer•
tl.tnlt'tc
:h~~!Yh!fdi~agmr~e:a1it:::l'i~~ r~~:t'"/o ce~'::"~ntr,at&:.eav e- :~:~:1:~~~~-ION ~b"c't>:
ee ANe::~~'!:1f:g~f
he
(s'fg-mi'■h«•>· n.

Sleg'mund (seg 1mlind; G. zeK1mil6nt), n.

[G.] In the
"Ring of the Nibelung," the son of Wotan (Woden) and
fatherofSiegfriedb;rSieglinde,hissister.
Foraidinghim
in fight with Hundmg, Sieglinda's husband, Briinnehilde
is punished by Wotan. See BRtiNNEHILDE
; cf. 81GMUND.
~~ec:::a1:?~!:'t~:~rz~lec.r41~:1~
::tt'i-!'e v~~,:~;
the ratio of counter electromotive force to impressed elec•
tromotive force in a motor, the greater is its efficiency.
81-en'na (sl'-e"n'<i), n. [It, terra di Siena, fr. Siena in
Italy.] An earthy substance, brownish yellow when raw
and orange-red or reddish brown when burnt, much used
as a pigment. It owes its color to oxides of iron and, usuall y, of manganese.
Bl-er'ra
(sI-er'd), n. [Sp., properly, a saw, fr. L. serra a
saw. See SERRATE.] l. A ridge of mountains and craggy
rocks, with a serrated or irregular outline; as, the Sierra
Nevada.
2. The pintado (fish).
3. Astron. The chromosphere.
Bl-ea'ta(sI-~s't<i),n. [Sp., prob. fr. L. sessitareto sit much
or Jong, v. freq. of sedere, aesaum, to sit. See SIT.] A
ehort sleep at midday or after dinner.
Sie'va bean, or Sle'va (se'v<i), n. A tropical American
bean (Phaseolus lunatus) of erect or slightly climbing

sigh (si; a former pronunciation sitb was common in Eng- sight (sit),
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SIGMOID

SIGNIFICS

(•)+•B•v<,
o&o-,

is the type. Commonly this term has an index that takes
ferent in character in two or more individuals. - llpa,le
a tooth.] Zool. A 111pergeneric group
a series of integral values ; this is then written above and
pncllc&UOII, See IIXBIICISBD
PREDICATION.
of rodents having biserially tuberculate molar• and includbelow the :l! with its greatest and least values ; thus, ldg•na-to-ry (sYg•n<i-t~-rI), a. [L. signatorim.] 1. Reing all indigenous American murine rodents except the
n= et> nx2:n+1
x8 x6 :,;7
•
lating
to
a
seal,
as
of
a
document
; used in sealing, Ob,.
wood rats, voles, and lemmings.
sin:i:=~ 0 1) , 2n+l=x- 13 +,-5 - 17+ .•.. When 110 mlll. Signing; joining or sharing in a signature ; bound by
1d1:'mo1d(slg'moid), a, [Gr. u,y1-<01&8,jv;
O'<'/f'O. ■igma +
the terms of a signed agreement, esp. an international condex is used, but only dilferent letters, the Latin s ls someform, likeness; cf. F. 1igmoide.] 1. Curved in two
times used, esp. by the French ; thus, };ab or Sab means
vention ; as, signatory powers.
directions, like the letter S, or the Greek •.
ab + ac + be. - alp of tbe crou. a A badjte re»resenting
s1g 1na-to-ry, n.; pl. -BIBS(-rlz). A signer; one who sign■
lll. Anal. Pertaining to the sigmoid flexure of the intestine,
the cross of Christ. b The motion of the right band formor subscribes ; specif., a government bound jointly with
as the lllpaotd artery, a branch of the inferior mesenteric.
inJ a cross, as made by a Roman Catholic riest or worothers to the terms of a signed convention.
llgmotd ••vlty. Anal. a Either of two articular surfaces
to the breast, alg 1na-ture (-tyr), n. [F. signatu,·e, or LL. lignatura, fr.
~T£:o:¥h:,~t
~:'f:!o:i:~~:~ila~~hea
~~i~hep~~~:~~~e/o~e':.'~'c~!fi~~n ;tfh o\";!a~~~!'::i~ ~ot~; sign (sin), v. t.; SIGNED(sind); SIGN'ING. [From SIGN,n.: L. lignare, lignatum. See SIGN,v. t.] ,1. A sign, stamp,
leuer, on the out-er aide of the coronoid process for articuor mark impressed, as by a seal. Now Rare.
cf. F. ligner, L. signare to mark, set a mark upon, fr.
lation with the radius. b An articular surface on the inner
lignum. See SIGN,n. ME. had alao ,einen to cross (one's
tu';e~~-~~a~~J:!;g
well furmahed with various trace;, jpfi~:,
side of the distal end of the radius for articulation with
segnian,
v.
(segn,
n.),
or
OF.
self),
bless,
either
fr.
AS.
the ulna. - 1. llenro, an $-shaped curve, as in the neck of
lll. The name of any person, written with his own hand
1eignier; both fr. L.] 1. To make a sign upon; to mark
a bird or turtle; specif., Anat. 1 the contracted and crooked
to signify that the writing which precedes accords with hi■
with a si!fD, e■jl, with the sign of the cr088. Archaw.
part of the intestine between tne deacendinll' colon and the
wishes or intentions ; a sign manual ; an autograph.
We rec.eJVe th1 ■ child into the congregation of Christ's flock.
rectum, terminating in the latter at the brim of the true
8. In technical senses : a Old Physiol. An outward mark
and do 1u.gn him with the sign of the croBB Bk. of Com. Prayer.
pelvis. - 1. notcb, Anal., the notch between the coronoid
lll. To represent by a sign ; to make known in a typical or by which internal characteristics were supposed to be indiand condyloid processes of each side of the iower jaw. cated. b Old Med. A resemblance between the external
emblematic manner, in distinction from speech ; to signify.
1. n.ln1, Anal., the semilunar valve■ of the heart.
characters of a disease and those of some physical agent (as
I signed to Browne to make his retreat.
Scott.
ldg 1moid-1't1B(-i'tls), n. [NL. ; ligmoid
-iti,.] Med.
8.
To
mark;
to
betoken;
to
symbolize.
Now
Rare.
Shak.
that between the red skin of scarlet fever and a red cloth) ;
Inflammation of the sigmoid flexure.
4. a To atllx a signature to ; to ratify by hand or seal ; to supposed to indicate this arent in the treatment of the disS1g1mlllld (slg 1mllnd; G. zii1<lmil6nt,),n. [Ice). Sigmundr.]
b To write (a signa- ease. a Mu&ic. Short for KEY SIGNATURB, TIME SIGN.A.TUBB.
subscribe in one's own handwriting.
In the Volsunga Saga, a Volsung, father of .Sigurd, the
ture); as, to sig11,one's name.
d Print. (1) A letter or figure placed at the bottom of the
counterpart of Siegmund in the " Ring of the Nibelung."
first page of each sheet of a book or pamphlet, as a direc&. To assign or convey formally; - used with away and
ldJD
(sin), n. [F. ligne, L. signum; cf. AB. ,egen, aegn, a
tion to the binder in arranging and folding the sheets. (2)
11gn, standard, banner, also fr. L. signum.
Cf. BNSIGK 1 aometimes with oj/:
8. To engage or hire by securing the signature of; aa, the The printed sheet so marked, or the form from which it is
IUISIGN,
SBALa stamp, SIGNAL,SIGNBT.] 1. That by which
baseball manager has signed a new player.
printed ; as, to reprint one or more 8ignatures. Star signaanything is made known or represented ; that which fur7. To signify by, or express in, a sign language.
tures (as A•, l")are the same characters, with the addition
nishes evidence; a mark i a token i an indication; a proof.
of a■terieks, used on the first pages of olfcuts, as in 12mo
Shak.
lll A remarkable event, considered by the ancients as in- ■Jgn (sin), v. i. 1. To be a sign or omen. Obs.
sheets. e Pharm, That part of a prescription which con2. To make a sign or signal , to communicate directions
dicating the will of some deity; a prodigy; an omen;
or
lnteJllgence
by
tains
the directions to the patient, usually prefaced by S
a
sign
or
signs.
apecif., an event considered by the .Tewaas indicating the
or Sig. (an abbrev. of Latin 1igna, imperative of signare,
3. To write one's name, esp. as a token of assent, respondivine will, or as manifeating an interposition of the divine
sibility,
or
obligation
;-often,
Colloq.,
with
ojf;
as,
to
to
sign
or mark). f Scots Law. A writing prepared to
power for some special end; a miracle ; a wonder.
be signed or sealed aa the ground or warrant for a proThrough mighty stgns and wondera.
Rom. xv. 19. sign off, i. e., to relinquish one's claims.
posed
royal
grant or charter, - abolished by 10 & 11 Viet.
4.
To
communicate
or
converse
in
a
sign
language.
8. Something serving to indicate the existence, or preserve
■lgn'a-ble (sin 1<i-b'l), a. 1. Suitable to be signed; requirc. 61 (1847). g R. C. Cit. A rescript used in granting a
the memory, of a thing; a token; a memorial.
ing
signature;
as,
a
document
aignable
by
a
certain
person.
papal
pardon.
h Act of signing. Dial. or Rare
What time the fire devoured two hundred and fifty men, and
ll. Having the ability to sign. Rare.
■lgn'board' (sin'bord' ; 201 ), n. A board for or bearing a
Num. xxvi.10,
they became &Rign.
4. Any symbol or emblem which prefigures, typifies, or alg 1nal (slg'nlil), n. [F., fr. LL. lignale, fr. L. signum.
notice or sign.
represent.a an idea ; a type ; as, the &ign of the cross.
Bee SIGN,n.] l. A token; foreshadowing; sign. Obs.
B1J'net (sJglnl!t), n. [OF. signet a aignet, F., a bookmark,
Saint George of Merry England, the sign of victory. Spenser,
The weary_:IUD •••
dim. of aigne ,· cf. OF. seignet signet, dim. of Bein a mark,
Gives 11gnal of a goodJy day to-morrow.
Shak.
&. a A word or a character regarded aa the outward mania seal, F. setng signature, L. sign.um. See SIGN, n. ,· cf.
festation of thought ; as, words are the ligna of idea■• lll. A sign made to give notice of something, as of a com- SBNNBT.] A seal; esp.; a In England, the seal used by
b A motion, an action, or a gesture by which a thought is mand or danger, as, a signal to fire.
the sovereign in sealing private letters and grants that paaa
3. a A sign, event, or watchword which has been agreed
expreBSed, or a command or a wish made known. c Hence,
by bill under the sign manual; - caJled also pri,•y signet.
upon as the occasion of concerted action. b That which
one of the gestures of pantomime, or of a language of signs
b The impression made by or as by a seal or signet.
incites to action ; an initial cause or impulse.
such as those used by the savages, or those used by the
slg'net, v. t. ,- SIG'NBT-BD ; SIG1NET~ING. To mark or auSyn. - Bee SIGN.
deaf and dumb. Educators of the deaf distinguish between
thenticate with the official si~et or seal.
natural aigna, which serve for communicatinf ideas, and Blg1nal, a. [Cf. F. signale, p. p. signaler to signalize. ■tgnet rl.Dg. A ring containmg a signet, or private seal,
See SIGNAL,n.] Noticeable; distinguished from what is sign factor. Math. The expression (-1)", which is alter8
0
ad~~~~~ w~~j~t~'!i
d ordinary i as, a signal exploit; a signal failure.
nately + 1 and -1 according as n is even or odd.
thus the SiV7!Sare to be distingui.\l:'ed from the manul &lpba- Syn. - Eminent, remarkable, memorable, extraordinary,
s1g-nlf'1-cance (sig-nlflT-klins), n.
[L. significantia.]
bei, by which words are spelJed on the fingers.
notable, striking, conspicuous. See PROMINENT.
8. A military emblem carried on a banner or a standard ; Blg1Dal, v. t.; SIG1NALED(-nlild) or SIG,NALLED;SIGINAL- 1. Quality or state of being significant; expressivene88.
lll.
That
which
is
signified;
meaning;
import;
as, the ligMilton.
also, Obs,, a banner.
1
ING or 8IG NAL-LING.
[From SIGNAL, n.] 1. To communinificance of a nod, gesture, word, look, etc.
7. A lettered board, or other conspicuous notice, placed
cate by signals; as, to signal orders.
3.
Quality
of
being
important
;
importance
i moment;
on or before a building, room, shop, or office to advertise
ll. To notify by a signal or signals; to make a signal or weight ; consequence ; as, a matter of signijicance.
the busineBBthere transacted, or the name of the person
signals to ; as, to .,ignal a fleet to anchor.
M. A mold.
Syn. - See MEAN1'!G,
or firm conducting it; a publicly displayed token or notice. s1g1nal, v. i. To make a signal or signals ; to communialg-nlf•l-cant (-klint), a. [L. 1ignijicans, -antis, p. pr, of
8 . .Astron. A division of the ecliptic or zodiac. The twelve
cate ~ a signal or signals.
signijicare. See s10N1rv.] 1. Fitted or designed to signify
algnal corps. Mil. In the United States army, the stalf
0
or make known something ; having a meaning.
corps organized under Act of Oct.1,1890 which has charge
It was well aaid of Plotinus, that the stare were sigmji_cant,.
order given below. Their names were originally the names
of military signaling, of telegraph, telephone, and balloon
but not efficient
Raleigh.
of the consteJlations occupying severaJly the divisions of work, etc. It is commanded by the Chief Si~1al Officer, of
2. Suggesting or containing some covert or special mean ...
the zodiac; but, by precession of the equinoxes, the signs
ing ; standing as a sign or token ; expressive or suggestive~
have separated about 30 degrees from these constellations,
i;n!r:-10!12
eoi~~rvia1on
and ea.ch of the latter now lies in the sign next in advance, alg 1nal-lze (slg 1nlil-iz), v. t.; sm 1NAL-IZBD
(-izd); s1G'NAL- as, a significant look, circumstance.
3. Deserving to be considered j important ; momentous.
8
0
IZ11NG
/-iz'lng).
[From SIGNAL.a.] 1. a To make signal.
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ha:::~~ 1
(!!;jB;h{ct hiJt~a~r
or distinctly.
1 ~~h~~~~:;
1
~i:~a::~;e~:!
!c;h
by a signal, as a ■hip's arrival .. R.
not significant, a forcible and expressive word ; a signijlcant
1 Arte■.-RB~--'T' Mar. 20 :Slscorplo,
of ; to describe as in signaletics.
look, an expressive face, See MEANING.
2 T&Ul'UI, Bul_I
8 Apr. ~o 9
pl. -MEN A man whose business
lligD,lllca.nillgurea, Ari th., figures that remain to a number OJ'
8 Gemini, Twins II May 20
1
is to manage or display signals; esp. : a A man who sets
1 Archer
decimal after the ciphers at the right or left are canceled.
4 Cancer, Cra.b
!i: June 21 10 C~rlcorn.11.1, i:,:, Dec. :H
the signals by which railroad trains are run or warned.
Thus, the significant figures of 25,000,or of .0025,are 26.
5 Leo, Lion _
f;1 July ~2 II la,q,,°:il11■,
:::,Jan. 20 b A man who transmits orders from the foreman of a alg-nlf'l-cant, n. That which has significance ; a sign; a.
gang of men to the engineer who runs the hoisting or token; a symbol. Rare.
6 Virgo, Vug1n
TliAug. 22
Water Bearer
Wordsworth.
hauling engine, as in loggin_g, excavating, building, etc.
Feb. 19
7 Libra, Balance ~ Sept. 2:t 12 Placea, Fishes
alg-Dif't-cate (-ktt), n. [L. lignificatum, neut. p. p. ot
alg'Dal-ment (-mlnt), n. LF, lignalement.] Description
lignijicare. See SIGND'Y,] Logic. One of several charac8. MaJh. A characterindicating the relation of quantities,
by peculiar, appropriate, or characteristic marks; specif.,
ters or instances signified by a common term.
Wkately.
or an operationperforme\i on them; aa, the lign,+(plus);
alg 1nl-H-ca'Uon (sig 1nI-fi-kii/sbiln), n. [L. sfgnijic"tio.0
~o~;!f~eS:~ tg!
-(minus),+
(of division), etc.; also, any abbreviation or 1J:ntTX~:1n~ti~h~e~:!tf1~~°nn s~~a!eS:r:;:e~
cf.
F.
signification.l
1.
Act
of
si~nifying;
a
makin11:
anthro~metrtcal
atg_nalment. consisting of exact measurements
conventional mark having a meaning fixed by usage or preknown by signs or otfter means; specif., Civil Law, a for ...
~a~e~ttfii~~~c~u~~a~~~:ui;i~~i 11::rtai~ hc~fuhJ1~!f~~h (~~~
ma.I notification, as of a judicial decree or sentence. :Jl.a.re
..
■c."iption; as, the integral sign f, the radical lign 'II, the
A signrfieation of being pleased.
Landor ..
1~~er:1t 1e,1:,~~~r':!!e~~!ict0
oombinant rign r the vector sign U, etc.
:l1~~t 0
~~!tflt~fed
lll. That which is signified or made known ; that meanin11:
10. Med. An obJective evidence of disease; that is, one which measurement of the biZygomatic diameter and impression
which a sign, character, or token is intended to conl'ey;
showing the skin convolutions of the ball of the thumb and first
appreciable by some one other than the patient. The terms
as, the &ignijication of words.
three fl.n~ers of the right hand may ah10 be given ; the deacripl!JTltptom and sign are often used synonymously, but proire
8.
Specif., Logic, the connotation or comprehension of •
:i:ceurlfr~:fe-:~ti~!~~~:~~gtg~elc~;f e~::~1:d~fnth:\~~:
:~ 13rc~:i~
~\>;e~~y ~i,!eie~~;,.t~e
:r,~eM:ire~·:.::i:l:t'!i
th:
term or the implications of a proposition.
plexion., of the peculiarities of the nose and right ear, and of gen4.
Importance ; significance, Obs. or Dial. ERg.
purely local evidences of disease alforded b_ydirect exameral traits of the features; the signalment by peculiar marks, or
distingmshed from eviination of the organs inv
Syn. - Bee MEANING.
patbolo-1c&l aignalment. including localization and description
dences of general disturha
ed hf the temperature,
-kt-tlv), a. [L. 1igniof peeuharities of the bodily surface, such as deformities, scan, atg-ntf'l-ca-ttve (slg-nlfll-kd-tlv;
pulse, etc., and is then often ca
physical sign.
tattooings, moles, warts. etc. Statii;itieal observatio11s as to age, ficativm: cf. F. lignificatif.]
1. Betokening or repreoent11, Music. Any character, aa a t, sharp, dot, etc.
name. nationality, education, and record. etc., are added.
ing by an external sign.
lll. Theo/. That which, being external, stands for, or sig- algnal service. a The system or occupation of communi2. Having signification or meaning; expreaaive of a mean ..
cating by signals, as in military operations. b An organnifies, something spiritual. Cf. SACRAMBNT,
3
one ; significant.
ization or body charged with operating such a system ; ing, esp. a covert
13. A watchword ; a signal cry. Ob,.
Destitute of aignijicatfre words.
Camden ..
si:cif.,
formerly
in
the
United
Btates,~caps,i
a
bureau
in
14. H,mting. A trace ; a epoor; aa, a bear sign. U. 8.
8. Logic. Expressing or naming an object without impliSyn. - SIGN, SIGNAL. SIGN is the general term; a SIGNAL
cation
of
any
other;
categorematic
;
said
of
terms.
!'~~e~~1::!td~~::ff.:'J'~o~
~~s
is esp. a prearranged sign, or one that is markedly sig- alj•ntf'l-ca-Uve-ly, adt•. - ldg-ntf'l-ca-UYe-neu, n.
of the army. See WEATHER BUREAU.
nificant or conspicuous. See BMBLBM.
alg-n '1-ca'tor (slg-nlfll'.-kil'ter), n. [Cf. F. lig,,"ificateur.]
ldg'na-ry(slg'mi-rT), n.;pl. -RIBS(-rlz). [L. lignumsign.]
One that signifies; specif., .Aslrol., a planet that rules a
1.
A
■ign;
seal;
mark.
Obi.
:\::.a'r~~f
a,!' s~~~f;~~ c~\~a!'!~~i:',~~
1?:!~i~
ll. A series or arrangement of signs, aa hieroglyphs or house ; the apheta.
an otllcial document, as letters patent, to give validity.
ayllabic or alphabetic signs.
W. M. Flinders Petrie. alg-nif'l-ca-to-ry (sTg-niflJ-kfi-~-rI), a. [L. ligsijl,calo117" See the Table of ARBffRARYSIGNS.
alg 1nate (slg 1ntt), a. LL. 1ignatus, p. p. Bee s10N, "· I.] riu1.7 Significant. - n. That which ls signltlcatory.
ldg 1nl-f1-ca'vlt (sig 1nT-fi-ki•vrt), "· [L., (be) has signi- 1. of 111-•UOII, Math., the Greek capital :l! placed before
a Designate. b Zo1il. Having markings like letters.
a general term to indicate the sum of all terms of which it llpate matter, Schol., matter distinct in fact but not dif- fied, perf. ind. of si_qnificareto aignlfy.] Eng. Eccl. Law.
alg'na-tan, ,,. t, To mark with
The addition of a sigma or • to or pert. to the •~s plus ( +) and lig'Dal·lJ',nrlv. of "IONA.L.
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b To point out carefully
To signal; to indicate
ni'oct.23 lll.
3. To make a signalment
Nov. 23 slg'Dal-man (-man), n.;
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minus (-).
b Of or pert. to
the end of a syllable.
l!IJ-mel'd.al (sY~-moi'dctl), a.
1:~°sCience
Sigmoid. -lg-mol'd&l-ly.
adt,.
alp.
Aphetic for ASSIGN, Oba. or proce81 of matfng and uainl
Ri~alments.
).SIONALETICS.
■t&'nal-UJll(sYg n4l-Yz'mi,n. =
A 1dgnor seal ; a token. Obs,
■ig'nal-l■t, n. One who signals.
(oY1<-nll'Y-tY), n.
fttnaf!!\a.lt,'Ul-ler,
n. One llg-ll&i'l-ty
Quality 01' state of beln1 eignal,
lllg'u-'l::'lo(aYg'n4-llt'Tk), a. or remarkable. Oh•.
8eesro11, !IIIGWAL.] a Nath. Of llg'nal-111'. Var. of SIONALBlt.

:lft':~'rd~t~~
~:)~

~,::-.-~~-cl:
~~~!?u~.1
fcibd, fd'ot; out,oll;

chair;

~~

or as with a eignature,
:1°1::f;
a.:dt;i:;e~
:,1;
0

Ob~.

~lt:h~ii!r;!•t?;.
controllea; specif .• RaUrom/11, a ~~3:!t~g!e
switch tower for a block syatem. lief in signatures.
See ~ION A-lipa.nce. n. Sign ; token. Obs. TURE, 3 a & b.
[signature.I
■Ia'na,.ta-ry (slg'nd-U-rl),
a. ~ 2. One who makea a mark or
n. = SIONA.TORY,
lllgnd. Signed. Ref. Sp.
lipate.
T SBNNBT.
llg!lela.D.ce.
SIONIFIANCE.
~-na'tion
(1Yg.nl'1htln),
n. ~
s10N1FT.
[sipla.l
fL. 6ignatio. See SIGN, v. t.] ■Urn,'er (sln'l!r), n. One who
Sip gi.Yen ; marking.
■ig'DH.
CYGNET, SENNET,

+
+

+

.i-~:tc~>:;}L°i:l".:.m
gg:,+
a. That beara •
■q-nlf'er-ou,

siatn or enei,m. Ob~.
dg'nl-11' ... blo (aYg'nY fI 1 a-b•t).
a. Capable of bein~ sjgnifled or

:ra:~;,;e-

~f~e!:~cr:.p:~srit~ .•
fianee.J Si~niffeance. Oba
'o!g-nlf 1-can-cy (BYg-nYf'Y-k4n8Y), n. Significance.
[ICAJl'T,I
■lg-Dif'l--c&at-ly,adv.of SIGJl'JI'-

go; sine, l9k; tllen, thiD; natyre, verd_yre (250); K=oh ln G. loh,ach(l44);
bo!f; yet; zh=•
Full esplanatlen■ ot Abbrevlatlono,
Slpo, ete., Immediately
preeede tlle Voeabalary.

In azure. Numben nfer to§§ IDGvm■.
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SIGNIFIER
a The bishop's certificate of a man's having sto('ld excommunicate for forty days, formerly used for obtaining from
chancery the (obsolete) writ de excommunicato capiendo,
for imprisoning him till he submit himself to the authority
of the church. b The writ itself.
llig'nl-fy (slg•nJ-fi), "· t.; BIG'NI-FIED(-!id); •m'NI-FYIING
(-fi 1lng). [F. signifier, L. sign;ficare; signun, a sign+
-jicare(incomp.) to make. SeesmN,n.;-FY.]
l. To show
by a sign ; to communicate by any conventional token, as
words, gestures, signals, or the like; to make known ;
express ; as, he si!Jnifled his desire to be present.

SILICIURETED

Lychnis include many handsome garden species. Scleranthus, Paron11chia,etc., have very small apetalous flowers,
and include some common weeds. The family is often
called Caryophyllace:e. -Bi 1le-na•ceous (sitle-ni'shils), a.
si'lence (si'lens), n. [F., fr. L. silentium. See SILENT.]
l. State of keeping or being silent; forbearance trom
speech or other noise ; muteness ; as, his silence caused
anxiety. "Silence which doth follow talk."
Shelley.
2 · Absen1~3~1:::r~i:
b Secrecy ; failure to make something known ; as, there
is much silence in his letters on that point.
I '11to the king; and siym:tY to him
3. Absence of sound or noise, absolute or general stillness;
That thus I have resign d my charge to you.
Shak.
as, the silence of night.
2. To mean ; import ; denote; betoken; - often used
4. In distilled spirits, flatness i lack of flavor or odor. llare.
impersonally ; as, it sign{fies little.
He bade her tell him what it signified.
Chaucer. lli'lence, interj. Be silent; - used elliptically for let there
3. To make a similitude of ; to represent. Obs.
be silence, or keep allence.
Shak.
Syn. - Express, manifest, declare, utter, intimate, be- ll11lence, v. t.; Sl1LENCED(si'lenst) , 811LENc-ING(-lln-slug).
token, denote, imply, mean.
l. To compel to silence; to cause to he still ; to stop the
1lg'nl-fy, v. i. To have meaning or significance; to mat- noise of ; as, to ailencea crying child.
ter ; to be of consequence ; - often used impersonally ;
Silence that dreadful bell; it frights the isle.
Shak
as, it does not signify, i.e., it is of no importance.
a. Mil. Specif.. to cauae to cease hostile firing, esp. by
lli'gnior (sen'yer), n. [Cf. SEIGNIOR.] Sir; Mr.; - Eng- return fire ; as, to silence the batteries of an enemy.
lish form of the Italian signor and the Spanish senor.
3. To restrain from the exercise of any function, privilege
llign'leBI (sin 1Jl!s), a. l. Having no sign; esp., Math., of instruction, or the like, esp. from the act of preaching.
The Rev. Thomas Hooker of Chelmaford, in Essex, was si
having uo algebraic sign ; also, eSBentially positive, as the
lencerl for nonconformity.
B. Trumbull.
modulus of an imaginary.
4. To put to rest ; to put into abeyance; to quiet.
2. Making no sign; passive. Rare.
Thia would silence all further oppo~ition. Clarendon.
11lll'gnor (se 1ny3r), n. [It.]
l. Bee SIGNORB.
(-Jln-ser), n. One that silences; spemf.: a The
ll. A lord or gentleman, eap. an Italian of distinction or 11'111110-er
muffler of an internal~combustioo engine. b Any of varirank. •1 Two most worshipful signors." R. D. Blackmore.
ous devices to silence the humming noise of telegraph wires.
11111-gno'ra
(st-nyo'rii), n.; pl. -RE(-ri). [It.] .Madam;
c A device for silencing the report of a firearm shooting its
.Mrs. ; - a title of addreSB or reapect among Italians.
fl 11-gno're(st-nyo'ri), n. : pl. -RI (-re). [It. Bee SEIGNIOR.] projectiles singly, as a tubular attachment for the muzzle
having circular plates that permit the passage of the proSir; Mr. ;-a title of address or respect among Italians.
jectile hut impart a rotary motion to, and thus retard, the
When used before a person's name the form is llgnor.
exploding gases.
II ll'gno-ri'DI (setn;v3-rii'nii), n. ; pl. BIGNORINB
(-ni). [It.]
81-le•ne (si-letni), n. [NL. ; orig. uncert.] Bot. A very
:Misa; - a diminutive of signora.
1
large and widely distributed genua of plants typifying the
11ll1gno-r1'no(-nli), n.; pl. SIGNORINI
(-ne). [It.] Young
Silenacere. They have mostly showy flowers of various
fel)tleman ; master; - a diminutive of signore.
with a 10-nerved, Ii-toothed calyx and 3 styles.
IIIJD',Olt'(sin'poat'), n. A post for or bearing a sign or colors,
.Many_species are cultivated under the names cal<"hflyand
&1gns; specif., a guidepost.
carnpion.
See BLADDER CAM.PION, MOSS CAMPION, WILD PINK.
llig'num (sJg'nllm), n.; L. pl. -N.l (-mi). [L.] A sign, ll'lent (si'lent),
a. [L. silens, -entis, p. pr. of ailere to be
as a croM or mark made in lieu of signature.
silent;
akin
to Goth. ana-silan.] l . .Making no utterance:
Sl'gurd (ze'g<l6rt~ n. [Ice!. Sigt,r6r.] The hero of the a SpeechleSB;
mute. b Indisposed to talk; taciturn ; not
]oqnacious. o Making no mention ; uncommunicative.
t~i:-.:rr:
2. Free from sound or noise ; making no sound or noise ;
a magic potion, marries Gunnar's sister Gudrun and
perfectly quiet ; still ; as, a silent room ; the wiud is silent
tlo: ~~nr~~::i~.~~'i!'1~d'b';:'dG~n~~~J:t~~:h!~~ti~t
3, a Unuttered ; unspoken ; unexpressed; as, silent grief,
8IBG•BJBD;Bee BBYNHJLD,
GUNNAR,GUDRUN,FAFNIR,
amazement, or agony. b Pron. Not pronounced; having
(oii'glin), n. [Ice!.]
Norse Myth. The wife of no sound; quiescent; as, e is silent in" fable.''
4. Flavorless; flat; -- said of spirit, esp. rectified spirit
t~%P~n,h:r£.~;te
used in the arts, in making factitious brandy, etc.
1ave those which fall when the bowl ia being emptied.
87n. - SILENT,TACITURN,
RBTICBNT,
RESBRVBD.SILENT,as
Slkel, BW (siks). A brutal thief and housebreaker in
mar, imply either a tranhere comparea (see NOISELESS),
Dickens 1 s .. Oliver Twist." He perRecutesOliver, murders
sug_geats
sient state or a characterizing quahty; TACITURN
his own mistress, Nancy, and unintentionally kills himself.
Sikh (lliik), n. [Hind. Sikh, properly, a disciple.] An ad- habitual disinclination to speech ; as, u We j;used .••
herent of Sikhism. Mauy of the Sikhs are soldiers in the
~n:e~ •~e~a!!,~r!,nb1:~~,a~~t
~~T~:~~:a }r:leYI:~
native British-Indian army. - Sikh, a.
the sea" (.M. Hewlett); .. a man rather taciturn in speech ;
Slkll'lam (-lz'm), n. The tenets and practices of a Hindu
silent when there was nothing to be said; but_pertlnent,
sect founded about 1500 A. n. in the Punjab in a religious
wise, sincere when he did s~ak" (Cat·lyle); "The secrets
of nature have not more gift in taciturnity" (Shak.). One
reform movement and later developed into a powerful
who is disposed to keep one's own counsel; REis RETICENT
militar~ orenization.
It involves belief in one god, proSERVEDoften adds to reticent the implication of coldness
or restraint of manner; as, "He was new, and therefore
~~:: ~fg_ia1'? a~\f:i~:'~:t:"3,~[i~~ffo~:•
!!~hr!?u':;;c:~
immediatelk aroused her curiosity ; he was reticent, and
recognize Brahmanical supremacy. Cf. ADIGRANTH.
lli'khra (sli'lmi; she'-), n. Also, 1l'kra (-kr<i), lli'kar
(-k<ir). [Bkr.rikhara pomt,peak,
distant demeanor; cf. u wrapping a cloak of reserr:eabout
■pire.] A pyramidal tower ; genmy internal hopes and aims " ( J. A. Symond.,) : "that
eralJy, a vimana (which see);
delicate and honorable reserre which, for the most part,
sometimes, a tower with convex•
:1i~i1:m~ti!~~~j~eQ~}~bJ!~,~x~:u~;:,~~~L~~;~;~rors
ly curved sides, or a convexly
pyramidal part of such a tower.
■1181ltdi■charge. Efec. a A discharge accompanied by little
uor no noise, as the brush discharge. b See BLBCTRIC
11!.'lage
(si'IAj), "· [Cf. SILO,ENFLUVIUM.,
- 1. partner. See PARTNER,3. - S. S:llter, the UniSILAGE.] Agric. Fodder, usually
so
called
formerly
versity
of
Dublin,
or
Triniti
College
;
finely cut, preserved by com0
0
preSBing it while green in a silo,
~;.::
i·::i~ge
hdr;:~rd~~:~~;:
pit, or stack, where it is kept
sa.tion among prisoners.
covered from the air. Physical,
lli'lent, n. l. That which is silent ; a time of silence. Obs.
Shak.
or R. u The ~ilent of the night.,,
~~:i~~~t';~~c1:;\~r~~aC:e~n¥g
2. Elec. A switch for cutting out an alarm by a short circuit
these causes its peculiar odor
without
interfering
with
other
alarms
on
the
same
circuit.
and flavor are due.
111-len'U-a-ry
(si-l~n•shJ-A-rl), n.; pt. -RIBB(-rlz). [L. sifenSl'le-na•ce-• (sFle-na•si-e), n.
tiarius. See SILENCE,
J l. One appointed to keep silence
fJ_l.[NL., fr. Silene. See S1LENE.]
and order, as in a court of law or a public assembly.
Bot. A family of herbs (order
2.
One
sworn
not
to
divulge secrets of state ; a kind of
Chenopodiales ), the pink family,
state officer or privy councilor; - used esp. of certain
characterized by stems usually
court
officials
of
the
later
Roman Empire. '~ Served ten
awollen at the joints, opposite
years a ,fflentiary of the Byzantine palace."
Gibbon.
leaves, and perfect, regular,
1l-len•t1ou1
(-shils),
a.
[L.
silentfosus: cf. F. silencieuz.]
mostly obdiplostemonous flowHabitually silent ; taciturn ; reticent. Rare.
ers, with a superior ovary hav111-le•nus(si-ie'nlls), n.; L. pl. -N1 (-ni). Also Bel-le1noa
ing a free central placenta.
Sikhra.
(si-le'nos).
[L. Sifenus, fr. Gr. I«A71vo<.l
Gr. Myth.
There are about 70 genera and
One of a type of woodland deities or godlings, related
1,500 species, of wide distribution.
I>ianthus, Silene, and

(~:nsn:!~~s

:,ri~iP11h!Tte:~~
v~!w1!~~ts:~- i!di~a~~1f~:
sometimes described as the oldest of the Satyrs, son of

a':luft~

1ii!~1~~~teff!

4

t~/!!i~l8~i:l~~~nA~i!t

Sl'ff.r.1
1
0i:! .::,e;r:!~
!ri~
~-tet!!e:h::.i:0~
~~;::tf~

~fg:/

fsf:!1;:~~t!;J'~~

~~r~tih~r
ca°~=rt
stout, bald-headed old goat--man, or horse-man, with fud
beard and flat nose, and commonlf tipsy. He is sometimes

:n:ri~~~r!~~fn;
s?t~:;:~~~Milton.

1

ri~l~~':.~
incl 8:ff:hts

<~;

~jh~~itb';,"r:en~r~!ttu~~a~~d
f~Pfi:ei~se 88 fJ':'t
are usually more humanized than the centaurs. Like the

1a::t1il~l•Jm:
tt:.>;;.':.~:lif~g

~~iih1;,"
d~um: ~::t.::\~:i~~
see). The sileni are probably of Anatolian origin. Cf.
CENTAUR,
1, FAUNUS,SATYR,1, SILVANUS,
2.
si-le'sl-a (sl-le'•hl-<i; --sha; 7), n. l. A kind of linen
cloth, originally made in Silesia, a province of Prussia.
2. A twilled cotton fab:ric, used for dress linings.
lli'lez (si 11eks), n. [L., a fliut, a pebblestone.] Silica, Bi<>,,,
esp in the form of quartz, etc. See SILICA,SILICIC.
li11hou-ette' (sT11<16-l!t'),
n. [F., after ~tienne de Silh0tr
ette, French minister of finance in 176U.]
A represeutation of the outlines of an object
filled in with black or some other uniform
color ; a profile of this kind, such as a shadow appears to be.
1hou-ette-',v. t • .-su.tHou-ET'Tim (-et'M);
ll11
sn/Hou-ET'TING. To represent by a silhouette; to project upon a background, so as to
be like a silhouette; - chiefly inp. p.
A flock of roosting vultures, silJ,ouetted on the
G W. Cohle,

sky.

Silhouette.

1U'l-ca (sJJ'l-ka), n. [NL., fr. L. sifex, silicis, a flint.]
Chem. Silicon dioxide, or silicic anbydride, 8iO 2 , occur..
ring naturally in crystalline form as quartz and tridymlte
and in amorphous form as opal, and also prepared artificially as a fine, white, tasteless, inodorous pq,wder which
1:r:~1fi!~rlJn~i:i
1uble
1111'1-cam
(•Il'l-kilm), n. [G., shortened fr. ,;uc;umsticksto.ffimicl: the ending -am is due to it& analogy with pho1pham.J Ch~m. A compound of silicon, nitrqgen, and hydrogen. S11N3 H, obtained as an Inert powder by heating silicon
called also silicon nitrimide .
imide m nitrogen;1111'1-cate
(-ktt), n. [Cf. F. lilicate.l
Cliern. A salt or
ester of any of the silicic acids; - called specif• monosili-

t:'l!~~i.:'G:.\';[t
!~fg
:.:'3\':.'l':i"."e~

1:,~aJ1f:!'1::1!'t~~}'a~~t:J.{!~a£g>
t6! :::.r;:~1~~ea~1j·,f~~

I~~=!~:1~~'f!Y~~

c:;rr;;tge tt:r:~!t
:a~~~ha~ i~fd;~!t1m
class of minerals. 1heir complexity ana occurrence as
isomorphous mixtures renders them difficult to rlassify.
Dana recognizell the followinf dtvillions: (l \ dl1lllcatu, de4:.i~:w'cf=.~c::di!";=.
it~1a8"~";,:y2:~o;;_~~Yf~nl ~a ~~>
from rf2 su~. oxygen ratio 2: I; (3> orthoal-icate1. llr unillllcates, from H_.Si04, oxygen ratio I : I ; (4) ■ub1111catea, having
an oxygen ratio of less t'han 1 : 1 and retarded ill most ca~esa■

:;~~:~le:.c!~~~tn~~
::3::d::ted 1de~~~~:~~r~~n:~:l:
0

lil'l-cat 1ed (-kiVM), a. Combined with silicon or silica,
coated or impregnated with silica or silicates. - llllcatea
■oap, a cheap hard soap containing sodium silicate.

lillcate paint. A paint the vehicle of which consists chiefly
of water glass, used esp. for painting on mortar.
11-ll'ceous (sl-llsh'ils), a. Also •ilicious [L. siliceus, fr.
silex, silicis, a flint.] 1. Of or pertaining to silica; containing silica, or partaking of its nature.
a. Phytogeog. Growing in a soil composed largely of silica.
■lllceoul ■inter. = GEYSERITB.
111-lic'lc(sl-lls'lk), a. [L. silez, silil'is, a flint: cf. F. silicique.] Chem. Pert. to, derived from, or resem bling,sllica;
specif., designating compounds of silicon ; as, silicic acid.-

:!::~:,a::ict·~~~~fi~Tr~i'lc~~~~~~
rJo":~~,ff
:~!~!:~~c1!:l

:::st!~t~l~~:{
n;ffc

~==~="'

'1!1:J:d°":!,41,;~~r!/fr,";;:,~sO:~/fl~~~fi8f. w~tcehn::',:gal':cIX:
~i(OH) 4, usually called orthosilil'icariJ,can be obtained hi
solution by treating a solution of potassium or sodium silicate (water glaSB) with hydrochloric acid. It readily assumes a gelatinous form, but on drying loses water, 3:..eld•
1~~:~asi~i:;rn aci:;e~2:~&i:J!c~cltP~:d
t~ ~b:!
t11onosincieaciNs are derived many ~olysilieic acids.._by
loss of water from two or more molecules. They are catled
di-, tri•, tetrasilidc acids, etc., according to the number of
sihcon atoms in the molecular formula. Thus, H28i;O 5 is
derived from the meta acid. All s!llcic acids yield sibca on
heati~g. See SILICATE.
- •. oxide, silica.
1U'l-clele(sll 1l-sid; -sJd; 184), n. Ghe,n. A compound of
silicon with another element or with an equivalent radical.
aU1l-clf'er-oua(slJll-slf'er-lls), a. [L. silex, 1ilids, a flint
E. ~ferousJ Producing,containing,or united with, silica.
si-llc 11-fl-ca' OD (sl-!Js'J-fJ-ki'shiln), n. [See BILICll'Y.]
Chem. Act or process of silicifying; state of being silicifled.
si-llc'l-fy (-fi), v. t.; s1-uc'1-nEn (-fid); s1-uc'1-n11xa
(-fFlng). [L. silex, ailicis, a flint+ E. -fy: cf. F. Bilicijier. l To convert into, or to impregnate with, ailica.alllcl!ledwood, wood the material of which has been replaced
hr_some variety of quartz.
sl-llc'l-fy, v. i. To become sillcifled.
sU1i-cl'n-ret 1ed(•ll 1l-si'll:-rettM),a. Also 1U1l-cl'n-retite4.
[See SILICON; -uRBT.] Combined or impregnated with
silicon. Obsofes. - ■lllclureted hydrogen.,hydrogen silicide.

+
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SILICLE

SILURES

South American tamarln (Leontocebus rosalia) havii!g lol)lr
a The wh1tewil~
hair forming a mane. -~willow.
other animal. The threads of some spiders' webs are al- soft
low. b A North American willow (Salix se,icea) _with
most as strong as those produced by the silkworms and
silky-pubescent leaves, which usually blacken m drymg.
have been similarly used, though such use has not been
made commercially successful. The byssal threads of llllk'Y, Bllk'ie (sTl'kT), n.; pl. SILKIES(-kiz). Also •llkJ'
a mollusk (the pinna) have also been woven into cloth.
fowl. One of a breed of small five-toed crested domestic
4. Something silklike ; as: a The silky styles on an ear fowls having soft fluffy plumage. The plumage is white,
of Indian corn. b Jewelry. A silky luster shown by eome and the ear Jobes and the lumpy rose comb are purple.
rubies in certain positions, and accounted a defect.
alll (sil), n. [ME. sille, S'Jllle,AS. S'Jll,syll; cf. Ice!. syll,
llllk (srik), "· i. To blossom ; - said of maize. Colloq.
&t1ill,Sw. syll, Dan. syld, Goth. gaauljan to lay a foundaallk'a-llne' (sil'k<i-len'), n. A soft, thin cotton fabric,
tion, to found; all prob. fr. L. solea sill, sole of the foot,
llllk'a-lene' plain or figured, having a smooth finish re- sandal, akin to L. aolum ground, bottom, G. schwelle threshsembling silk,used for curtains, sofa pillows,bed covers,etc.
old, OHG. swelli. Cf. soLE of the foot.] l, The basis or
sllk cotton. A cottony substance enveloping the seed• of foundation of a thing; esp., a horizontal piece, as a timber,
any of various bomi)q,caceous trees (the ■Ilk-cotton trees), which forms the lowest member of a frame, or supports a
specif. that of the ceiba (see CBIBA.b) or the West Indian
structure ; as, the sill or 1tills of a house, of a bridge, of •
corkwood (see 0CHBOMA).
a mine set, and the like. Cf. MUDSILL, etc. Hence :
llllk'en (sil'k'n), a. [AS. seolcen, seolocen.] 1, Of or per- loom,
taining to silk; made of silk ; as, silken cloth; a.silken veil. a The timber or stone at the foot of a door; the threshold.
b The timber or stone on which a window frame stands;
2, a Resembling silk; hence, soft; delicate; tender;
or, the lowest piece in a window frame. c Fort. The inner
smooth. "Silken terms precise," Shale. b Suggesting
lower edge of an embrasure.
d Mining. The floor of •
silk; caused by or as by silk ; as, a silken sound.
coal
seam, Dial. Eng. e A piece of timber acro88 the
3. Dressed in silk ; hence, luxurious.
bottom of a canal lock for the gates to shut against.
'8':;!~'tt:~f{;~~::'ii~h
~fii~!h!M~e~~':;
allk'en, ,,. t. To render silken or allklike. Rare. Dyer.
2. Geol. A broad sheet of igneous rock intruded between
·In an electric furnace. It forms grayish white metalllc- allk Dower. a The silk tree. b A similar mimosaceous
strata or beds of older rocks ; an lntrusi ve sheet.
tree (l'alliand1·a trinert.Jia) of Peru.
:-:SJ'e"o~Jl!'!r
aJao
llllk
gown.
The distinctive robe of a king's or queen's all'la-bub (sil'ti-bllb), n. [Cf. SILLY,a.; MERRIBAUl[S,
and can be cast like iron. Chemically, silicon is quadrivacounsel ; hence., the counsel himself. He has precedence
E. dial, si/libauk, bub liquor.
A dish made by mixin1
•lent, and analogous to carbon. Its most important comover mere barristers, who wear atvjf gowns. Eng.
wine or cider with milk, formmg a soft curd; also, sweetgrass. a A grass ( Sti1,a com ala) of the western
ened cream, flavored with wine and beaten to a stiff froth.
:;i~f~fa~:e_~';,~.!Y!gt!~n~~~~':;J"~/;g
cig~~ift~e"nl~':i~ allk
Uniteii States, having lo~ silky awna. Also, the similar Bll'lO-fraph
(sTJl~-grM), n. [Gr. a-,Moypli,j,Of,] A writer
porcelain, Portland cement, etc.
Orvzopsi.,cuspi,lata. b The bear grass. o Any of various
01· satirical poems; a satirist; - applied esp. to Timon of
fiber plants, eap, specie• of Agave. 4 In Australia, the
al,~;~f~=;
s!ffg.,':f.•practically noncorrosive
Phlius
(fl.
c,
280 B, c.), a skeptic, author of satirical poema
rough bent grass (Aq.-osti., 8f•11bra). e See KARATAs a.
:alllOOJI,
COPPBr,Metal. An all°lof COPJ;l8r(80-70rrcent)
(called a-i>.>.o,,
silloi) against the dogmatic philosophers,
1~:l~h..;o~g~·;,.".,~i~a
~calf'J~t
!i~:ta
~tr"~~J'i!s~
c.r;.:~;
Bll-lom'e-ter
(sT-llSmli-ter), n. [F. si/lom~tre, fr. siller to
:',:\t!~i~gn ::-:
f;"..!,,~ef~~.,:'~ ai:,~ mgredien to free
hat and sometimes by women as a. riding hat.
-n,~tre. See -METER, A speed:allloon 4e¥eotor. Wireless
A thermoelectric de- llllk'man(silk'man), "·; pl, SILKMEN(-mln). A dealer In go through the water
mel\8uring device for a ship,esp.one operating without a log.
silks; a silk mercer; also, one who is an operative in, or Bll'ly (sil'l'.), a.; SIi/LI-ER (-T-er); sn/LI-BST, [ME. seely,
~~~s1:,t~!~i:;r:~~~>;..~{..fifc 0e~:."e~f.~:
an owner or director of 1 a silk mill.
ment of silicon sa:ueezed between two metallic elements.
sely, AS. siBUg, gesiilig, happy, good, fr, sail good fortune,
llllk oak. Any Australmn plant of the genus Grevillea.
happiness; akin to OS. siilig, a., good, happy, D. zali(I
1:~~ ~~f.1t1~1des!~°J~f~~
allk •~Per.
A large West Indian snapper(.Lulianmt1it1ati11~tio~ef:!i:....'i.°~fi
blessed, G. seUg, OHG. siil'fg, Ice!. s2ll, Sw. siill, Dan.
ethyl;- called also silicononane (see s1L100-).
NUg,
Goth. ,els good, kind, and l'erh. also to L. sollu,
to lh1~
:~tJ'.r.'cNe~a
etl.'1-con-lze(-kiln-iz), "· t.; -IZBD(-izd); -izlING (-izlTng), phila plumJ]!i!s),
whole, entire, Gr. 0A01', Skr. sarva (cf. BOLBMN) Cf. BBBL
native
of
the
[,Uicon
-ize.] To cause to combine with silicon.
southern
United
States,
remarkagood
fortune.
J 1. Happy , fortunate ; blessed. Obs.
1gel,
1111'1-oon
11Ple
A spiegeleisen containing 15-20 per
ble for ita large webs com)!Osed of
I. Harm.lees; innocent ; inoffensive. Obs.
Chaucer.
cent of manganese and 8-t.i;ru,r cent of silicon, used in makw strong silk, and for the d1lference
The 111/111
virgin strove him to withstand.
Spenat?P\
hulze of the sexes.
3. a Weal<; helpless; frail. Obs. or R.
.\Yfo:::1::rc'.f
v"a~:- of f.:::~:.i:!'i!k
considerable ldlk'-stocll:'lng,·n. Wearing silk
My 1ull11bark was to88ed sore.
Spetllet".
silicon, usuall:,, two to tlree per cent, It is very hard, but
stockings; hence, elegantly or richb Weak; sickly; feeble. Obs. 01· Scot. &: Dial. Eng.
brittle and difficult to work.
ly dressed; aristocratic; luxurious;
4. Mean ; paltry ; wretched ; poor. Obs.
1U.'l-co'll1a
(ail'T-ko'sTs),n.
[NL.; •ilico-+-osi,.]
Med.
- chiefly applied to men, often
6, Rustic; plain; simple ; humble. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
An affection of the lungs occurring in stonecutters, caused
by way of reproach. - n. A silkShake
A fourth man, in a B1lly habit,
by the inhalation of 'l.u•.rtz dust,
stocking
or
luxurious
person.
8. a Weak in intellect ; destitute of ordinary strength of
11ll.'l-co-tl'tan-ate(-ko-ti'tiln-iit), n. Min. Chem. A commind; foolish; witleas ; simple ; fatuous; as, a silly woman.
11
bined silic1,te and tit,mate.
1
b Imbecile; senile. Scot. &: Dial. Eng.
etl.11-oo-tung'atlc(sli'i-kt-tllng•stTk), a. Chem. Pertainbut no yeomanry ; an army of officers
7, Proceeding from want of u..uerstanding or common
Je/['erson.
inir to or designating any one of a aeries of double acids of without JOldiers.
1
judgment; characterized by weakneas or folly; unwise;
sl.lk'-taa
sel
tree.
A
California
.
M
silicon and tw1gsten, known in the free state, and also in
comaceoustree(<larryaelli.ptlca),
Silk s,ri~er. a ale(f) I absurd; stupid ; as, •illy conduct; a silly question,
their salts (called all1l-co-tung•etatea [-stiits]).
having silky aments.
hmale ll>·
Syn.-Brainless,
shallow, Indiscreet. See FOOLISH.
91-Uo'u-lar(sT-lik'il-l<ir), a. Bot. Having the form or ap- llllk tree. An Asiatic mimosaceous tree (Albizz;nj1tlibri•Silly Billy, William IV., King(l830-37) ofEngland.-1.ieJ,L
~arance of a ailicle.
.rin) with bipinnate leaves, flowers with long silky stamens,
mld-oll, I, mld•Oll, I, pofllt, I, lllp. See 4th CRICKET,
81-llO'n-lose(-Joa), a. [NL. siliculo8Us,fr. L . .rilicula: cf. and large flat pods.
c
ai'_lo(si'io), n,_;pl. sILOs (-!oz), [SI,', (perh._ through I'.
F. siliculeux. See SILICLE.] 1, Bot. a Bearing sllicles,
1
'1./o), fr, L . ., ..... , cf. Gr. a-,po<,a-etpo<,] Ap1t
b Of the form or appearance of a silicle; silicular.
[AS. seolcwyrm.
The larva
sllk'Wonnt
(sllkl w1lrm'),
n.
or vat for packing away green fodder to con2. Full of, or consisting of, husks; huskf, Obs.
of any of certain moths,
a
vert it into silage. See BILAGB.
1111'1-qua(sil'T-kw<i), n.; pl. -QUJIC
(-kwe). LL, See SILIQUE.] which spiDB a lar~e amount
Bl'lo, "· t. ; s1'LOED(-llld) ; s11Lo-ING,Agric.
1, Bot, A sillque,
&
of strong silk in coDBtructing 8
To place in a silo, as fodder ; to ensile.
2. A carat weight. See CA.RAT,2.
~t:,~oc~;:f:J:=::!~n:et:
81-Io:ri:'1-con
(sT-llSk1sT-klSn), n. Chem. A
111-llque'(sT-lek'; aTi'Tk), n. [F . .rilique, fr, L,
compound of silicon, oxygen, and carbo0t
tical!:'d silkworm i• the larva
.Uiqua a pod or husk, a very small weight or
of a bombycld moth (Bom- Silkworm ~Bombyx mori). , a Si2 C20, got as a grayish green refractory
measure.] Bot. A narrow elongated many-seeded
substance by heating mixed sand, coke,
8
fruit, characteristic of the mustard or cress family,
~~le~ ~ bAd~rt~i:ale:'-dult } e- and
sawdust in the electric furnace. It is
CODBistingof two valves with a false diesepiment,
and a half across the extended wings, It is aup.J)Osedto
used for furnace linings, crucibles, etc.
has
been
domesticated
for
many
be
a
native
of
China,
but
;!ri:\~,e;la:f.:~·
The
Bll'phl-lUD
(sTl'fT-fim), n. [L., a kind of
centuriea, and is no longer known in the wild state. Its
111111:
(silk), n. [ME silk, ,elk, AS. ,eolc, seoloc;
nmbelliferous plant, Gr. a-l>.,J,,ov,]1. An
akin to Ice!. •ilki, Sw. & Dan. ,illce: perh
:tW1~i~Y.:t!'h~![fa~ir~.1:!~
r::..tef'm!:l~ ..a.r:rl!;ire
apiaceous plant, perh, the laserwort, whose
through Slavic from an Oriental source ; cf. Lith. Silique of colonial J!8riOd, It feeds on the leaves of the white
juice the Greeks nsed medicinally.
Obs.
aftlkai, Ruea. ah.elk,· or fr. L.seticum Serie stuff, l'arda2. [cap. J Bot. A large genus of tall per0 ~;1:fihea~~~
~:,, c:~~n,.i:h:.f~~~e~r
t~'!.e0
silk. Cf. Slmm, 8BB.ICEOU8, 8ERGB a woolen stuff.] mine
ennial
asteraceous
herbs,
having
coarse
devefoped by Asiatic and European breeders which may
1. The fine, strong, lustrous fiber produced by various in- differ
0 .:::.';{0 f;:'
8~ 1
1n the number of annual generations (ct. BIVOLTINB, heads of yellow flowers, with fertile rays
..,ct larva,, generally to form their nest or cocoon ; esp., that
and broad, flat, winged achenes. The P Y
TRIVOLTINB),A comparatively small amount of silk Is furproduced by certain caterpillars (the silkworms) and used
&:pe<lies
are
all
natives
of
the
United
States,esp.
of
the
Misnished by the larva, of various moths of the family Satursissippi Valley. S. laciniatum is one of the compass plants,
for weaving into fabrics. The caterpillars secrete the silk
0fnfil:'e
allt
(sTlt),
n.
[ME.
cylte
gravel,
prob.
akin
to
.rilen
to
fN:';~:'a~:l:i1~!t~'r,f~,\:,~~",;;j~l''J~:,.':;,
1:tr~J:r:;i~!
::: i;~~~s
°:i!:~;~:at:abts
pernyi silkworm (A. Pf'1"1'1.'l/i)and the ailanthus silkworm
strain, E. 8ile ; prob. of Scand. origin ; cf. Sw. rila,
neret on the labium (under lip). The silk from the two
{Philosamia cynthia) of China. The last named has been
perh.
akin
to
AS.
seon
to
filter,
sigan
to
fall,
sink,
ooze,
¥ands is united in a single thread, which quickly hardens.
mtroduced into Europe and North America. In America
filter, G. 1eihen to strain, to filter, OHG, sihan, Ice!. ria,
unauccessful efforts have been made to use commercially
0
Skr. sic to pour; cf. Gr. i.1tµ.O.f moisture. Cf. SILB to
the silk of various native species.
strain, 111:vE.] a Mud or fine earth suspended in running
pasaes the pupa stage. In the case of the domesticated silk- Bllk'Y (sil'kI), a.; SILK'I-ER(-kT-er); SILK'I-BST. 1. Of,
worm much of the thread may often (after softening and
or standing water. b A deposit of such mud or fine earth,
port. to, or having the properties or appearance of, silk.
allt, v. t. , SILT 1BD ; BILT,ING. To choke, fill, or obstruct
2. Hence, soft and smooth; as, silky wine.
with
silt or mud ; - generally with up.
3. Made of silk ; silken. Rare.
contains 211-30per cent of sericin, or silk glue 1and ls harsh
"· i. 1. To flow through crevices; to percolate.
4, Covered with eoft hairs pressed close to the surface, as Bill,
2.
To
become choked or obstructed with silt ; - generally
:Jfh•t,!ff · gfu~;:.ro::~•g;:i!te~l~:
1!.':.'J
1::ii\ii:':inw:~~
a leaf ; eericeous.
with up; I\S, the channel silted up.
bathe ; 4cru 1llk is harsher and
not over 5 per cent of ■llky cornel, a species of Cornutr( C. amomum), with leaves
Bllt'y
(sTI•tI),
a. Full of silt ; resembling silt.
Its original weight removed. See also soUPLBSILK,etc.
usually ftne]y pubescent; kinnikinnick. - •· ~•·
= BILK
2. Thread or cloth made of the above material.
GRASS. - •• oak.
= SILK OAK, - •• tamartn, a golden yellow Sll'u-rea (sTl'il-riiz), n. pl. [L.J A people of Britain, deall'l-co-caJ..ca're-ou (a T l'Y-k 0- , Sll'l-4111/ri-a
(sYl'r-kwl'rY-4; for removing the silk, cob frag- [Sp., lit., saddle.] To the left; Sll'ler y (arl'@r-l}
n a Orig lll'ly-bub, T SILLABUB,
~.,!•1kl'r11~);l1c'·Silici~~lckoea~·
i ~-'i)i
[NL.f See SILJQUE,1 m
■ lleknlm•·u•.W.:.•.f~mMOmUas·~z.•L•,lNsEoIDEE,1 -MA.NO.direpc~,i.~,n.
l.in driving. Cf. a cha~p8J.,PD.e
m~~ ~t Sillery·; all'ly-how (dial. all'T-hou;
h~ 1..
"~-°!FLuJ!~,}Z:1c: • ( t~J;l
■ilk'nes~I- Silkiness .. Obs. Sll'la (ell;d). Bib.
bAY~
~R:t~u1:'~f~ hhe~ddr:~B,
.all'l-co-flu'or-ide <-flOO'Dr-Id;from Vermetus in havin~ a con- 1ilk'o-line'. Vnr. of -.1LKALINE, 1U'lab. t SYLLAB,
wine made near Rheims.
hood. See SILLY,a.] A caut
-Td/40
"· = VLUOSILICATK,
tinuous slit or row of eJefta or ■ilk aerge. A twilled silk fabric ■tllabe.
SYLLABLE,
lll'll-bub. Var. of !ULLA BUB, See lat CAUL, n., 3 b. Oba. or
., 1-c~~de-&s(BTFT-koi'df-d:),
nj fri°rehtliroufr~ut the ~horls of m~edeit for lining men's coat· ■Ulable +sELLABLE; l'lYLLABLB :u~~(~~i;~l~), j1~,;:!,~1Lt!'t!::
~c:-(:Tl~).'·
f:f:zm.Law. Var,
1~1:;~:,~s~~~~;>b:~r~~!n;t
~·s1Lc1~PON~I.;,~LEX;
-OID, raied:.
fan:i,:.-sn~i~~d't
~~~e~ ~. ute ;.~a:ti:b:f~,th
Var. of SALAM,
sale.
of SALAM,
sale.
lillconcarblde. Carbon silicide. daa(-kwd-rI'T-de).
a stiffer nap. Oh·"· or R.
lii.h weapon (fr, Ar. siliih)
+ lll'll--maa-lte (sTl'T-mtin-Tt),n. Si-lo'ah (1 T-UJ'd; 1I-), Bib.
Var. of SJLOAM,
:~.,g:=~:ocs~iica.
=~~f~9!f~~-tsll~tk;?!?~~~
Per. ddr holdin~, keeping.] A [After B. Silliman, Am phy1i- Si-lo'am
Bib. A ■pring
8ll'l~o-1_pon'gl-111 (s Yl'Y-k1".1- forme, 1 §hapeJtike a Rilique. 1llk tartan. A silk fabric woven so1dier of irregular cu·alry who ~;i~.n:i.F:~:~):~~·
See -NESS, and pool (-dm).
of water near Jeru ...
1J>lSn'jl-i),n. pl, [NL.] Syn. iU'l-qUOle (sn'I-kw&), ■ll'l· m tartan patterns.
provides hia own horse and lll'lock (sYl'tlk) n lCf SILL lem.
John iz. 1.
olS1L1CJ!i!PONG1.f!.:,
rAsJlicle,1 quouac-kw,Is).a. [Nl,,siliq110- 1Ukv1De. A Euro~ean asclepi.. ;\~~!1!-l•.A(ns~{';f_nl_,g;,y-de), a roung ht-rring'.]
YOung Si-lo' e (-<!J, D, Bib,
11-llc'u-la (sl'-llk'ft-Ja). n. ft...] I ~us: cf F. Riliqueux.J Bot. adaceous vine (Pe rip loc a
e~
coalftsh. Sent,
lil~e.
+
SYLLOOISI[
·111'1-cule (sn'T-klll),
Rot. A I Bt"armg1iliques.
with silky seeds.
c::.;;·e.~r.z1!t'z:
..fi~:.~ll■il'lo-gl■ 'm111(-0-jTz'm1l1)tn.rL. Sl-lo'nt (sl-lOi'nI; 11-), D. BilA.
1ilicle.
rsmculose,1 J ■Uk,"· Silky. Rare.
lllk'weecl', n, • = MILKWEED,'
it
R1tllogiRmW,l Asvllogism. Oba. 81-lo'nite (-nTI). D. Bib.
!!;~l~c'!1•loua(eli'CT•
..I-TIIT)k,
'n0.-1Us),tea,,.,:
. a1,lllkk~••--tee11';,
vn.arA.
oftw""',.,tKeAdLmII<eBr:
b,toAnntyocloh11ef••lrvenodiedTalfi!"lam'
,.·unt•■llu~h:ssc,:,h;i~!~ ~=~ lll-log'ra-plier
(1T-Uig'r4-ftr), ■uour. T c11:LURE.
1
Sll'pbl-da(aTl'fT-d~),n.pl.[NL-1
Th b' I I red" J s·o c,.
·
ed
I ti
f
'
.Uk' ood'
Th
I
lag'l-11old(BT-llj'T-noid),a, Ir... n. A eillograph. Ob,.
0
i;a s~~LY. ica ~ 1 •
! ~~f~~M.
varioua 1llk':Ort<
E~bi!id!,y ~f ■ll'lan.-dar' (s Tl'd n--0.Ir'),
~~i,~~~,~t (-fl st),
= Gr. ul.A4,r, beetle, hook~worm
lll'l~'e-ou,a:.
SUiJ,inose.Oh11, 1Uk'-bark' oak. The ailk oak. silk. O'i.'4,
Hindu Law. A chakdar.
■tl'lon (all'Dn), n. [F., a fur- + -ida,.j Zoii/, A widely dlalrib·91-lt,r l-na■e (sl-lYj r-nns), .Ii- 1llk fowl. The MiJky. Brit.
■llkworm gut. Ree OUT, 3.
feo:e1i.'~f
aA:i:do!
at row.l A defen1ive work in the uted family of clavfcorn beeUea
comprising the bur,YiDJbeetl~
~;~i!:■fl~:!~d a,;er L~ st~,~~oe~c~tln,
gelatine,
:llf•+rz:E~~~ Calcino. [Eng.I ■l11e. -t SELL,a,: SHILL,lhrill. ~~of.;
~~t8u~~~h. Ran.
carrion beetle& and aJhea. The
type genu1, Bil'P• (-f4), com-·
wheat.] Madeofflnewbeat. Oha. ■llk'le (sn'kl).n. A seal. Shpt.
1111(ltl), n. = ~ILK,herring. :fil::•+fx~~~~-. CELURB,
s~~~,
1l1'111b,n, A potion; a po,set. pr1se1
beetles liaving a T~
It'll-pan' (!!111~-pin')t n, An lllk'le, Var.of SILKY, a fowl. llll, n. [Cf. THILL.] The shat
Cf. ~ILLABUB. Ob11.
lgorrOtetribe. See rnoRR0TJI:. 1llk'l-n-■t,-kY-nl(1),11, See-NB!il!I.or thill of a carriage. Dial.
lll'ler (1Tl'lr). Scot. &: dial. all'ly, n. One who i1 1illy or flat body,-.il'pbld.(-fTd),a. t-a.
411lpp.
sTLLA.B,
171lable.
allklllc macldne, A machine U1ll'la (lll'yii.; lN), interj. Eng. var. of SILVER,
fatuous. Colloq.
1111-·
SeeGIIA88, 2'al>leD.
food, fovot; out, oil·; chair; eo; 1lng, l9k; tllen, thin; nat!Jre, verd_yre (250) ; It= oh ID G. loh, aoh (144) ; bo111;yet; zh z ID azure. Numben refer to ff In Gvms.
Fall ezplaaatlon1
of .A.bltrevlatlono, 81sno, ete., Immediately
preeede tbe Voeabul•l'J'•

d'i-cle

(sil'i-k'l), n. [L. silicula, dim. of siligua a pod or
husk: cf. F. silicule.] Bot. A ailique broader than it is
long. See SILIQUE.
Jtl!l-oo-(-k~- ), C!,em. A combining form (also
used adjectively) denoting the presence of silicon or its compounds; as, silicotluoride i used specif. in naming organic compounds in
which silicon partially or wholly replaces carbon; aa in silicoacetic acid, CH 3 Si0 2 H.
:wil'l-oo-chlO'ro-form
(-kHi'r5-f1lrm), n. Chem.
A colorless, fuming, inflammable liquid,
SiHCI., obtained by heating silicon in hydrochloric acid gas; - so called from its analogy
In structure to chloroform.
'Wll'i-con(sll'l'.-klSu),
n. [See SILICA..] Chem. A
nonmet~lic ele'!'ent occur~ing abunda~tly Silicles of
(always m combmed form) m nature, bemg, Shepherd'•·
next to oxygen, the chief elementaryconstitu•
purae <Bur•
•ent of the earth 'a crust ; - called also silici-um. sa h u ,:a a·
Symbol, Si; at. wt., 28.3. Free silicon is pre• pastor'&J').
1)Bredas an amorphous reddish brown powder by heating

3, A thread or filament resembling silk, produced by eome
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SILURIAN

SILVERWORK

and finally bl,.ck, and is largely used in ;photography, esp.
for printing-out papers. It also occurs m nature as cerar-

acribed by Tacitus as occupying chiefly southern Wales,
and dark with curly hair, and probably of Iberian
origin ; hence, the members of a supposed Iberian race
forming the pre-Celtic population of Great Britain.
81-lu'rl-aa(sY-liilrY-lin;si-), a. 1. Of or pert. io the Silures.
lil, Geol. Designating, or pert, to, the Paleozoic period between the Ordovician and Devonian. The known Silurian
formations are chief!:,-of shallow-water origin, as the salt
beds of New York and Ohio. Most types of invertebrate
marine life flourished. Coral-reef building be~.
In the
■hort

ii~!~i

fi~~1t,:_lt,

f:Cl:8;~1:.!afiT!:·
;;;-e~i~\::~:i~e~~~
itrol as an external antiseptic, and sometimes in photography. - 1.-oopper glance,._..,stromey~rite. - ■tlver cyanide,
Chem., a compound, AgC1' or AgNC, obtained as a white
precipitate when a soluble cyanide is added to an aqueous
solutmn of a silver salt. - 1. doctor. See DOCTOR, 11. - 1.

and other waters of that region, having silvery sides with
small black spots evenly scattered over the whole surface
of the body. - 1llver watt11. Australia. a A species of
Acai'ia {A. ilealbataJ, the bark and young foliage of which
fo~.
u!d~~"w~f~f;'.,".~

~h;.1!~~~eg.,

/;,':J~.
m;ir;.i¥.;
.:':f!.
i:ai~t

!,'l:-ff!Yp~';;'!f~':_l~';hl~in;
s~i:!~ti
{Mentici,.-hus littoralis) of the southern United States. ••
witch,
a
fish
moth.
•.
wyudotte.
See
WYANDOTTE,
:~~kc~f••~rn':s
!ri~da 0
sll'V8f (sY!lver), V,t.; 81L1VBRED
(-verd); SIL'VBR-UIG,1. To
cover or coat with silver as by electroplating.
~~'1..:t•~~ri:s:.•
T~t"sh~;~dI~itea~l:i~t~,!':'i!,}~~
To coat with a substance, as a metal, resembling silver;
earlier than the Devonian, and was divided into the Upper the white is rep!acefwith golden yellow. - 1. eel. a A cutas, to si.lver a glass with an amalgam of tin and mercury ..
Bll11rl&nand Lower Sllarlan.
The lower part of the Lower
lass fish. b A pale variety of the common eel. - 1. fern,
3, a To polish like silver; to impart a brightneas to,
any
of
various
pelypodiaceous
ferns
of
the
genera
Notho1
like that of silver. b To give a whitish gray luster to, like
lama and Gymnopteris, having the under surface of the
that of silver. c To make hoary, or white, like silver.
replaced Lowe,• Siluri,m, leaving Silurian to apply o.:1;, to
fronds covered with a silvery white powder. - 1. :llr, any
Chart.
the former Upper Silurian. See GEOLOGY,
of various true firs having leaves white or silvery white be.
4, Photog, To cover with a sensitive layer of a silver salt.
sll'ver, v. i. To acquire a silvery color.
L. Wallace.
:r~~~!;;iror~~f!~~e';~r
streaked with a
I!,1;i;r 0
sr.::b~:i~~':.t~:.er;r~
sl11ver-ber1ry (-bi!r1Y), n.; pl. -RIEB(-Yz).A western Amerithe western 't/nitei States, A, grandif_, A. concolor, or A.
Sl-lu 1rl-aa, n. 1. One of the Si!ures.
can elreagnaceous tree or shrub (Elreagnus argentea) havvenusta.
C
The
balsam
fir.
•.
:II.ah.
r:,ee
PISH
MOTH.
••
lil. The Silurian period or system.
fo.z, a phase of the American red fox, in which the fur is
Sl-lu'd-4111
(-de), n. pl. [NL., fr. L . .nlurus a sort of river
~i:t;:::Jn':\:.anf
~!~i.;a~ir!:u~r~;s~
government
1;1".;it?i:t.ti¥he
fish, Gr. cr,Aovpo<.] Zool, A large family of fishes of the
that there has been deposited with it silver~,. specified
~i:i"Jli!l~c:o:.;~ht:!
order Nematognathi; the catfishes, In older classifications
amount, par.able to the bearer on demand. In the United
in Canada and Alaska: its fur is very valuable. - 1. fulmiStates and its poBBessions, it is issued against the del)Oait
8ilurid2 is coextensive with Nematognathi; in recent ones
nate, fulminate of silver. - •· gar, a garfish of the Belonidw.
it is restricted by remove! of aberrant genera to form other
of Eiilvercoin, and is not legal tender, but is receivable for
families, Common or nni versa! characters of the restricted
customs, taxes, and all public dues.
~:~~':.~~H;.-;~'.b~T::eu~i:~~ox~.:~
m~d~'t
family are: the scaleleBBbody covered with smooth skin or lari ray on certain woods, as the oak, curl}'; maple, etc., sil'ver-er (-er), n. One that silvers; esp., a person who
silvers looking-glasses, or a device used for silvering.
h,:'JJ~:~.:r1~~a.fr'.:!f
~~e~~r~!1i~Jod~ ~~ge:;:_al a88
~as:.re: 1
sll•ver-flah1 (-fish'), n. 1. Any of vsrious silvery fishe•;
tralia and New Zealanf one of the me~ow grasses (Poa
8
0
1
as:
a The tarpon. b A white or silvery variety of the gold~: i:gtt1;~~~1;:'Ji!::
ca,spUosa). o In the southern United States, a species of fish. c A silversides. d A North American cyprinoid fish
generally lurking on or near the bottom. See CATl'IBH, golden aster {Chrysopsis gramin;Jolia), with sliver)'., grasschrysoleucus). e A fresh-water characinold fish,
(Abramis
1 a, sHEATl'IBH,
- sl-lu'rld {-rid), a. &- n.
BULLHEAD,
like foli~e. - 1. hake. See HAKEi1. - 1. Iodide, Cnem., a
as Curimatus argenteus of Trinidad. f A cutlaBBfish.
81-lu'ro-(-rt). Combining form for Silures or Silurian.
1
8
2.
A
fish
moth (insect of the genus Lepisma).
soI!li~~~~\a::i:i1v~~
aiili:~ fudid~~t~tem'fx~~e
al-lu'rold (-roid), a. [See SILURIDJE; -om.] Zool. PerIt is used in photography, and in medicine as an antisyphisll'ver-gray', or-grey', a. Having a gray color with a siltaining or related to the Silurida, or catfishes; nematoglitic.
It
occurs
in
nature
as
iodyrite.
1.
Jenn:,,
a
small
very
luster;
as, silver-gray hair.-lllver-gray foz,a silver fox.
nathous. - n. A siluroid fish.
(Eucfnostomus gula.) of the Atlantic coast from all'ver-gray, 1 or -grey1, n. 1. A silver-gray color.
sll'va, syl 1va(sYl 1va),n.; pl. E. -VAS(-vtiz), L. -vJE (-vii). mojarra
Cape Cod to Rio Janeiro. - a. Jewfiah, the teraglin. - 1. lil, [caps.] U. 8. Hist. Amemberoftheconservativewing
[L., properly, a wood, forest.] a The forest trees of a re- jubilee, the twenty-fifth anniversary of a wedding. - 1. king,
gion or country, considered collectively. b A description
the tarnon. - a. lace. See GOLD LACE. - a. leaf, very thin sil- of the Whig party, which supported the Compromise of
1850 ; - so called from a remark alluding to the gray hair
of, or treatise on, the trees of a given region.
~ of many members, made wben they were withdrawing
sll'Van, BYl'Vau(-vlin), a. [L. silva, less correctly ,ylva, ;:re f~~il;;·v::1t:i;, otfhfitt~:=.
from a convention of the Whig party in New York State.
•· lunge, the namaycush. - a.
a wood or grove, perh. akin to Gr. VA:JJ;cf. L. Silvanus
sl11ver-hatred' (-hftrd 1), a. Having hair of a silvery color
Silvanus the god of woods: cf. F. sylvaln silvan. Cf. SAV- maple. a A common American
maple (Acer saccharinu.m) with
bat, a North Americ1µ1
or with silvery tips. -lilver-halnd
AGE.]
1. Of or pertaining to woods; composed of woods deeply
cut leaves, light green
or groves ; abounding in woods or trees ; forestlike ;
t~,r~L~::x~1r'h
sfi~~~t'llttrti: chocoldte
woody; hence, rural; rustic ; as, a silvan scene.
~~:.f,~1os';!~;:in1:i
Bll'ver-lng,p. pr. & vb. n. of SILVER, fl:ence: n. Act or
2. Of or pertaining to a silva.
but brittle, light brown wood.
process of covering with silver; also, the silver or silverlike
811-va'nus(sYl-va'n·us), n. [L. See SILVAN.] 1. a Lit., -1. moonflah, the moonfish
film on a silvered object, or a silvery appearance.
Selene
vomer.
a.
moth,
a
fish
living in a wood; - masc. prop. name. F. Silvain (s0l'sil'ver-lze
(-iz), v. t.; SIL'VER-IZED(-izd) ; SIL'VER-IZ'UIG
vilN'); It. Silvano (sel-va'no), Silvio (siil'vyo); G. Silvanus
(-iz1Yng). To cover with silver.
af~~l~
~-1-va'nillis), Silvan (zel-vanl), b Bib. See SILAS,2.
1ver-leal 1, a.
al1
Silver-leaved. - llllver-le&f
boree. See
of colorless crystals by<lissolv~
lil. Rom. Relig. A rural deity, a genius of the woods, fields, ing silver in nitric acid, and
BOREE. - 1. linden, white basswood. - •· maple, silver maple.
flocks, and homes of herdsmen, and guardian of rural
evaporating.
In contact with
~::r:t~~fsth~o:o;-i:·o~':d:'oC:d.
California, a
boundaries and country villas. He is represented as a organic matter it turns black
owing to the se}?aration of silsli 1ver-leaf 1, n. l. A plant having silvery leaves; as:
~1:d~~~~~;
\~~~ge~~':
~~e~~1;.~;ver,
staining skm, cloth, etc.;
a
The buffalo berry. b The silvery hydrangea (Hydranknife. His worship was wholly hrivate. He was probablr,
hence its use for indelible ink.
gea radiata). c The queenroot. d White poplar. e Tbe
When fused and molded it
pale-leaved plant Senecio kaempferi.
Faun '
tJr:rc~1~~if,I::ir;,•r9~~~f•Jn:i;
fl:!t.~iw.ng
constitutes
lunar cauatlc or,
2. Hort. An obscure disease of plums.
sll'vas (sTl•vaz), orsel'Vas (slli'vaz), n. pl. [Sp. selva, L. ::~r:ht f~se! t';!\~r, t;;f~a~!:
Silver
Ma~l:ukeavea
and
1 (-liivd 1),
sll'ver-leaved
a, Having silvery leaves.
1
silva a forest.] Vast woodland plains of South America.
ailver-lea.ved linden, etc. See SILVER-LEA]!' LINDEN, etc.
caustic. It is also used intersll'Ver (sYl'ver), n. [ME. silver, selver, seolver, AS. s,ol- nally
in
diseases
of
the
stomach
and
the
intestines,
typhoid
Bil'ver-llng,
n.
A
small
silver
coin.
Is. vii. 23.
for, sfolfur, S'iolufr, silojr, S'Jjlofr,· akin to OS. silubar,
s111ver-ly, adv. Like silver in appearance or in sound.
0
OFries. selotier, D. zilver, LG. sulver, OHG. silabar, si,lbar,
~l,)t:n~~~~~i:.n
o~trtl{~ sll'vern (sll 1vern), a. [AS. seolfren sylfren.]
Made of
G. .nlber, Ice!. silfr, Sw. silfver, Dan. solv, Goth. silubr,
barn owl. - 1. o:zide, Chem., specif., a compound, Ag20, obor characteristic of, silver. Poetic.
Russ. ,erebro, Lith. si.dabras ,· of unknown origin. J 1. A tained as a dark brown amorphous prec:f itate when an silver; resemblin~,
Speech 1esilvern; etlence is golden. Old ProveriJ.
white meta1lic element, sonorous, ductile, very malleable,
:1~,r.us~~~~~i:,i~{ it ~~is st~ei: t;d~~xid!~h~ s~;~~~~~ sll'ver-rod', n. a A European asphodel (Asplwdelus raand capable of a high degree of polish. It also has a high
a Paper coated with silver or a silverlike substance. b mosus). b Any white-rnyed goldenrod, as Solidago bicolor.
Bll'Ver-sl4ea1 (sTi'ver-sidz 1 ), or sll'ver-alde1 (-sid'), n, a
fJt~~ic ~Y1~~~?!il!!~d
1~~-s:1~:;~is~J
::::~i-iialrs:uS:;:~~1r:"~trr~!!v:~ifs
Any of certain small fishes of
phur, arsenic, antimony, chlorine, etc., in the minerals
the family Atheridre, related to
argentite, fijroustite, pyra~yrited cerargyrite, etc. The
:~.a 2~raEp!fiefj~cs~~~~rfi!1~·
the gray mulmoiselle {Bairdiella chrysura). lJ. S. - •· pheaaant. a A lets, having a
\v~ts
P~~d~~~ i~o~AT~o
large Jong-tailed pheasant (Genn:eus nyclhe-merus), of
smelting. It is one of the Rnoble " metaf:: not being
silvery stripe
1Yr:Jaf!~e
along each
i~~n:,
,~~~ abI~i~~tl~~~
0
~~~~~~~i/!ii~~[J ~\ite~~n:e~ ~h~t1:~e
side of the body ; also,
.
.
.
crest,
white
tailk
upper
parts
Ji~tly
penciled
with
black,
fo increase its hardness, British coin silver (sterling sifver)
any fish of that family.
S1lvere1dee(Menidta notafaJ,
havinl[ a fineness of 925, United States coin silver of 900.
g~~~~i~~~c b ua1::~f~~;i~in g:h~er~~~ci:sc:itt! :~~ Menidia notata of the American Atlantic coast is a very
Pure s1lvermeltsat9610C,(1762° F.) and has asp. gr., when
genus, or any of certain of the eared pheasants. - 1. pine. abundant species. b Any of various fresh-water minnows
cast, of about 10.5. Chemically:, suver is chiefly univalent,
a A western American pine (Pinus mont-icola) chiefly in of Notropis, Leuc-iscus, and allied cyprinoids.
forming a series of salts, some being used in photography.
the
mountains from Vancouver to California, often cultiI. Coin made of silver ; silver money; money (in general).
1
One
vsted in Europe. Its wood is soft. b = BULLPINEa. c all'ver-smlth' (-smith ), n. [Cf. AS. seo!forsmy,.]
3. Silverware i an article, or articles collectively, of do- The
whose occupation is to manufacture utensils, ornaments,
balsam fir. d In New Zealand, the taxaceous tree
mestic use, as tableware, made of or plated with silver.
etc., of silver; a worker in silver.
Dacrydium 1.oesllandicttm.- a. plate. a Domestic uten4, a Anything having the luster or appearance of silver.
sils made of silver. b A B!atin~ of silver. - a. plover, the sll'ver-spot' (-split'), n. Any butterfly of Argynni.< or an
b The color of silver.
allied genus, having silvery spots on the under side of the
0
10f?i~&rbfs~uth,
'u:'e°J"trirla~ hind wings.
all'Ver, a. 1. Made of silver ; silvem ; as, a silver cup.
- •· print, Photog., a print on a surface sensi- sll'ver-tall' (-tiil'), n. 1. A
a. Resembling silver; silvery; specif. : a Bright; re- pannin~.
tized w1tb silver salts. - 1. printing. a Ph.otog. The opersplendent; pale; lustrous; white. "Silver hair." Shak.
fish moth.
b Precious; costly. c Giving a clear, ringing sound; soft ation of making silver 1>rints. b Printing in silver, as by lil. One belonging to the upand clear. "Sllver voices." Spenser. 4 Sweet; gentle;
b:~r:i~e~~e•.in:,_t:b1t
~:~e~~s~~:le~r:: of~~~!~lT~
per classes of society ; - dispeaceful. "Silver slumber."
Spenser.
tinguished from coppertail.
rabbits with silver-tiJ!ped fur, distinguished by the under
fur as silver gray, &1.lverfawn, silve1· brown, and silver
3. Of or pertaining to silver; relating to silver; as, the
Australian Bush Cant.
&ilver legislation of 1873.
sl11ver-tlp1 (-tYP'), n. A grizon& llllvsrb&llla,
having prices adjusted to the silver {monezly bear having the hairs Silverapot (Speyeria idalia).
whitish at the tips.
r Win1;?s
reversed to •~ow Mark.
1
~1;:r!~in!:r~~'ii
fsu!s~!
;arJ~:!~~~~rto-;,•'n~~~.-~
sll'ver-tOP'(-tllP'), n, 1, A
mg, of Under Side.
for rubbins- stones to a level surface. - a. solder, ~tal.,
t'Ce moon-eye Hiodon terglsus.- •· bath, a bath of dissolved
any of various solders containing silver. -1. 1pruce. Bot. diseased condition of grasses caused by various insects.
= BLUE SPRUCE a. - 1. ■tatn., a kind of transpa_.rent yellow lil, An Australian eucalypt (Eucalyptus gonioca/yx).
1 c. - 1. bromide, Chem., a compound, A_gBr,obtained as a enamel used upon the glass of decorative windows, etc. sll'Ver-vlne' (-vin'), n. A climbing araceoua plant (ScinIt is the most valuable part of the coloring in windows of dapsus argyra,aj of the Philippine Islands, often cultivated
yellowish precipitate when aqueous solutions of a silver
the sixteenth century. - 1. ■tandard. See STANDARD, - e. for its white-mottled foliage.
salt and a bromide are mixed. It is extremely sensitive
State, Nevada.; - so called because of its silver mines. •· steel, an alloy of steel with a very small proportion of sll'ver-ware' (-wfi:r1), n. Dishes, vases, ornaments, and
!~.';g~~y";t.l!s U:,,':,';ih
ro-:i:~Ji~~t~a~~y
lf"li.~ 0 ~c~J;.;
utensils of various sorts, made of silver.
silver. - •· atlck, a title given to a field officer of the Life
naturally as bromyrite. - 1. b111h,a ruropean fabaceous
ehrub {Anlhyll-i&barba.jovis) having silvery foliage ,.nd yel- Guards when on duty at the palace; - so called from his all'Ver-weed1 (-wiid 1), n. a A perennial rosaceous herb
(Potentilla anserina) with pinnate leaves silvery white bebadge of a silvered wand. Eng. - ■• 1trlng, Music, a string
wound with silver wire, as of a violin or guitar.-1. thatch,
~i~:t°;;ii~wt~f•~1t8'.:'.:.i
neath. b Any East Indian convolvulaceous shrub of the
any of several silvery-leaved palmettos of the genus Thrigenus .Argyreia.
nax. - •. thl■tle, the acanthus. - •. tt1ne. = SILVBR PAPER c. sll'ver-wood' (-wil6d'), n. a Any melastomaceous tree of
~~?c~~~:;~~~~1:n~nssrv~~;~~!~at:8!:!c:o~!\!;>b(P!:
ronycltia argyrocoma). - •· china gru1, ramie. - •· chloride, - 1. tree. a A South African proteaceous tree {LeucadenthegenusMouriria.
b Thel'llblaceous Guettarda argentea
drr,n arpenteum) with long, silvery, silky leaves. b In
@hem., a compound, AgCl, obtained as a white curdy preor the flacourtlaceous Casearia laitioidea, West lndie&.
1
~u.~t;J!~: ~r,::;.:-ci~~iew:1~e
sll'ver-work' (-wOrk'), n. Any work in silver, or piece or
:~us\\1~!
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81-lu'rlc {al-ln'rlk; st-), n. Si- SJ11 u-rol'de-t (-roi'dfl-t), n. pl.
Zoi:il. Syn.ofNEMATOG-

NATHI.
Bll'u-rllt, the
can'O-rrat).
Henry Vaughan (1629..-95),a
Brit11
ilh poet of some note;eo typical genu1 ol' catfl.ahes,concalled becauae born in Breck• taining the European aheatfl.sh.
noekshir•, in South Wales, the b JI-c.J A ffsh of thio genus.
111,ppoeed
ancient inhabitant. of ■t1 van-tte, 111-va'ni-'UD, Var.
which wen the Silure■,
Of SYLVAlfITB,
SYLVA..NIUII.

■ll'v&te,

Var. of

SYLVA.TB,

1ll'ver-bea.t'"1r,n.One who beats
silverinto leaf or foil.
1ll'ver-bel'ly. 11l'ver-btd'dy, n.
A small silvery Australia.n flab
( Xr,sta:ma ovatum) of the family
Gerridte.
1il'ver-bll11 , n. A weaver bird
of the genus ,Jlunia.
■il'ver-blaclr.'. "· Havinp: "hlack
hair with silvery tips. - ailver-

:u~:enMt,:~~~F[OF.
Solvent ; dependahle. Scot.
aolvent.]

!~!~r::.'u\:Ii~f1'~}
t~'1:·
Jf;~lil'ven-er,
n.. Silver; plate. Obs.
Silver, John.. A treacherous
one-legged buccaneer in R, L.
Stevenson's II Treasure Island."
lll'ver-back/ ,n.The knot (bird).
MlUllachusetts.

■il'ver-l-ne11 (ifl'T~r-l-nla), .,
black fox, a silver fox,
1il'ver~boom' (sll'vlr-b~m' ; See-NESS,
D, •bOm'), n.. [D. zil1;er silver 1
~:;:r;~ttil!k:·e~n;f
fs,r:::
tu~;,~esilv:r:J~V~ef.R/p~
&, a monetary ■tandard. Colloq.
lil'ver-leu, a. See -LESS,
1tl'ver-en. i" SILVERN,
■il'ver-eye', n. = wl-itTE-EYE. all'ver~0111,a. Of, or of the na.
■il'ver-tln', "· A small North tore of, silver ; ■ilvem. Obs.
American fresh-water cyprinoid lllvenop pr.Jmetto. = SILVIUI
THATCH.
fish ( Notropis whipplei).

lile, ■enlte, cAre, Am, account, lirm, ask, sofci; iive, l!lvent, Ind, reelnt, maker; ice, m; old, &bey, 8rb, lldd, a&ft, IUSnnect; iile, lbiite, fu'n, ilp, circHla, menU •
, Ferelp

WoNI.

-t Obsolete

Variant

of,

+ eomblned

with,

= eqnala.
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SILVERY

SIMPLE

Latin words is prob. akin to E. same, and the sense, ene,
one or more of their aspects ; an imaginative comparison,
one and the same; cf. L. sernel once, singuli one to each,
as, "'Errors, like straws, upon the surface flow."
single. Cf. SINGLE,a., SAHE,a., and for the last pal'tof t.lie
Syn., See COMPARISON.
II aim'i-le (sTm'l-le; It. se•m~-Ia), adv. [It., similar.]
word cf. DOUBLE,DUPLEX.] l. Single ; uncompounded
ter of, silver; grayish white and lustrous; of a mild luster.
uncombined ; not blended with something else; elemen
JJ,fusic. Similarly; - a direction to continue in a like man2. Besprinkled or covered with silver.
ner, as the phrasing, the use of pedals in piano music, etc.
tary ; as, a simple substance, idea, or sound ; specif. : a
3. Having the clear, musical tone of silver ; soft and clear
BiDllle mark. Music. A symbol indicatmg that the con- Bot. Without subdivision or branches, as a steD,1; having
in sound ; as, silvery voices; a silvery laugh.
tents of the last measure written out are
only one blade, or not compound, as a leaf; consisting of a
allvery anchovy, any of numerous small herringlike fishes
~-3
to be repeated.
single carpel, as an ovary. b Chern. Elementary.
C Zool
(sl-mll•T-tiid), n. [F. simi- ~--=3
~rd~~':_8':_n~ib~~zir.:o~~-~";,'"~~!_~~~=?
~~ Bi-11111'1-tude
Consisting of a single individual; - opposed to compound
litude, L. similitudo, fr. ~mili:J similar.
Simile Mark.
Cf. COMPOUND
ANIMAL. 4 Min. Homogeneous.
See SIMILAR.] 1. Quality or state of
Free from complexity or intricacy , not infolded, en
being similar or like; resemblance; likeness; similarity ; tangled, or complicated ; not elaborate; uninvolved ; as, a
0
as, similitude of substance.
Chaucer.
simple
machine ; simple tasks; specif. : a Direct; clear
fish (Hybognatl,us nuchalis) common in the rivers of the
Let us make now man in our image, man
intelligible ; not abstruse or enigmatical ; easy to under
eastern, central, and southern United States.
.Milton.
In our si11nlttude.
stand
or
solve ; as, a simple problem; simple language
811-ves•ter(sil-v~s•ter), "· [L.; fr. SUIJllSter,silvestris, of lll. That which likens one thing to another; fanciful or
b Plain ; unadorned ; as, simple dress. H Simple truth.'
imaginative comparison ; a simile. Rare.
Dryden.
or belonging to a woodor forest.] Lit., bred in the country ; rustic ; - masc. prop. name. L. id. ; F. Silvestre
3. That which is like or similar; a representation, sem- Spenser. c Not luxurious; without much variety; plain
as, a simple diet ; a simple way of living.
(seJlv~s'tr'); Pg. Sylvestre (stl-vls•tri);
G. Silvuter (ztlblance, or co~~n ~t::;rlm;!~· hie lflmtlitude.
Chaucer.
3. Of humble birth ; of low degree ; bumble ; lowly·
vls'tilr). - Dim. Vester, Vest.
.
Sil'Vt-a (sll'vl-d), n. 1. A •• holy, fair, and wise" lady aim'I-Uze(slm'l-liz), 11. t.; -LIZED (-lizd); -LIZ1ING (-liz'- poor ; undistinguished.
Clergy and laity, male and female, gentle and s1mple. Fuller
lng). 1. To liken ; compare. Rare.
Lowell.
beloved by Valentine in Shakespeare's "Two Gentlemen
4. a Not given to artifice, stratagem, or duplicity; unde
lll. To imitate; copy; counterfeit.
Obs. or R.
of Verona." See PROTEUS, 2.
signing ; sincere ; true ; innocent.
Blm'l-llze, 11. i. To use a simile or similes. Obs. or R.
1,1.The vivacious and witty heroine of Farquhar'& "The
Emer,on
To be simple is to be great.
(sim'l-lls), a. [L. simia an ape.] Simian.
Recruiting Officer," who disguises herself and serves in aim'l-0118
the company of Captain Plume, with whom she is in love. aim'mer (slm'er), v. i.; SIM1MBRED(-ilrd); SI>l'MER-ING. b Artless in manner ; unaffected ; unconstrained ; natural
inartiflcial
;
straightforward.
[E.
dial.
also
aim.per;
an
onomatopa,ic
word.]
To
boil
1111.'Vt-cal
(sli'vl-kitl), a. Of or pertaining to silvica.
Young
In simple manners all the secret lies.
all'Vtca (-viks), n. a ·The science treating of the life of gently, or with a gentle hiBBing ; to begin to boil ; to be
&. a Ignorant; not wise or sagacious; of but moderate
on the point of boiling; as, the water simmer&,· the kettle
trees in the fore•t. b Habit or behavior of a forest tree.
understanding or attainments ; hence, weak in intellect,
Bimmers ,·- often used fig. ; as, 8'irnmering anger.
B11'V1-c111'ture
(sll'vT-klil'tyr),
n. [L. ailva forest+ E.
foolish; silly. "You have s'imple wits." Shak. b Proculture.] The branch of arboriculture dealing with foresta
to ~ 0!{~~Ie
c~n~~n:'o/ie':!-i:t
ceeding from ignorance, weakness of mind, etc.
or forest trees. -Bil'vi-clll'tur-al (-klil'tyr-itl), a. -Bil'to•• cool off," as anger or one angry.
8. Insignificant; of small value ; trifling; unimportant.
vl-cul'tur-lat (-Tst), n.
aim'mer, v. t. To cause to boil gently ; to cook in liquid 7. Mere; not other than; being only.
81-ma'ba(sl-mi'bd), n. [NL., ~rob. fr. a native name in heated almoat or just to the boiling point.
0
Guiana.] Bot. A genus of trop1cal South American sima- aim•nel (slm 1n~l), n. [OF. simenel, seminel, cake or bread
;~~~i~, io"
ai-J~~
iii:;P!~~~ch
Shale
roubaceous trees, having pinnate leaves and panicles of of wheat flour, LL. simmellus wheat bread, fr. L. aimila
Syn. - SIMPLE, INNOCENT,ARTLESS, NA.iVE, UNBOPHIBTI
small flowers, with five imbricated sepals, five petals, and
CATRD. SIMPLE,as here compared, implies esp. lack of art
the finest wheat flour. Cf. SB>IOLINA.]1. A kind of bread
ten stamens. See CBDRON.
or affectation ; it may also suggest such inexperience as
of fine flour; a kind of biscuit or cracknel.
Obs.
al-mar'(sl-miir'), n. [F. simarre. See om1111<R.]A loose made
renders one lia hie to be duped · as, " We seem almost to
2. A kind of rich plum cake,esp.forMid-LentSunday.
Eng.
obtain our innocent sweet snnple years a.gain"( Cowper)·
garment or robe for women ; a light outer garment ; some3. A cymling. Now Rare. Southern U. S.
u schools in which plebeian minds, once simi,le, are inltiat
times, an undergarment or chemise. .Archaic or Rare.
al-mO'nl-ac
(sl-mo'nl-llk), n. [LL. simoniacua. See s1x- ed in [such] arts" (id.); "The secret miacb1efs that I set
S1m'a-rou'ba(slm 1<i-roo'bd), n. [NL., fr. Galibi simamONY.] One who practices simony.
abroach .•. I do beweer. to many ,;mple gulls" (,Shak.)
ba. l Bot. A small genus of tropical American trees, type aim'o-n!•a-cal(slm 1a-111
1d-kitl), a.
Of, pert. to, guilty of,
INNOCENT
implies a guile ess or unsuspecting nature or deof the Simaroubacere, and distinguished from A ilanthua or consisting of, simony. -aim 1o-nl•a-cal-ly,adv.
meanor; ARTLESSheightens the implication of ingenuousmain!).' by the drupaceous fruit. The bark of most species Sl-mO'nl-an(si-mo'ni-lln), n. [See SIMONY.
l Eccl. Hist. ness as, " She blushed with the innocent consciousness of
ia a bitter tonic. S. amara is the mountain damson.
A follower of Simon Magus; as: a A memoer of any of
0oft~ea~i;:~:a'
:sc~~gi'{d',1~r:::n~h~?!~:
Sl 1ma-rou-ba•ce-•(-roo-bi•st-e), n. pl. [NL. Bee Snucertain early heretical sects, esp. Gnostic&, reputed to
dresses of a villain? " (Thackeray); u She was pleased with
aouBA.] Bot. A family of chiefly tropical trees and shrubs
follow his teachings. b A N estorian ; - so called opprobrithe
girl's
artless
Jooks,
and
gay,
innocent
manner" (id.),
(order Geraniales), having bitter bark, mainly pinnate
ously. -S1-mO'nl-an (-mi51ul-itn), a. -S1-mo'nl-an-lsm 0 overflowin1;: with ... m·tless maternal gratitude" (JantJ
leaves, and small 3-5-merous flowers with a prominent
Ai,sten). NAIVE (see FRANK)commonly suggests engaging
(-lz'm),n.
disk. The fruit is a drupe, a samara, or a berr;r. The most alm!o-nlat (i!lm•~-nlst), n. One who practices simony;
or refreshing artlessness; UNSOPHIBTICATBD,
the stronger
imPortant ~nera are Ailant/m,s, 8i1narouba, (luassla, and
also, one who defends simony.
0
Bimaba. - ill/ma-ro11-ba'ceo11a
(-shlla), a.
:"'.:.ertr;.~t
<~:;li~~tFi~':KfM:'f/!1!,"
~t~fn~~~.
Ma•gua (si'mlln mi'glls). [L. magus magician.J
•.• sensuousness" ( W. Pate,·); anatt 1e 9uestion; •~1wisll
alm'blot (slm'bl~t), n. [F. simblot, rimbleau.] The har- Sl'mon
Bib. A Sama.iitan sorcerer, converted by Philip (Acts viii.
ness of a drawloom.
9-24) and severely rebuked by Peter for offering money to
..• taate"
}~:~~~~u:;:.1e~':,~~!.?t~n~~:Jo:i~f~~ated
S1m'l-a(slm'l-<i), n. [L., an ape; cf. simua flat-nosed,
purchase the power of giving the Holy Ghost.
llmplo &rbltr&tlonof exchange. See under ARBffRATION.
- lh•
snub-nosed, Gr. a-,,.
••.] A Linnrean genua originally in- Blm'O-D:V
(slm•a-uT), n. [F. 8i111onie,LL. simonia, fr. Sichain.
See
CHAIN
n.,
8.1. concept,Logic, a concept of whic
1
cluding most of the apes and monkeys, later restricted to
mon. See SIMONMAGUS.J Traffic in that which is sacred ;
the orang, and etili later to the chimpanzees.
specif., the crime of buying or selling ecclesiastical pre~:~\~~:n;eb:~cJ!!a~~!~~:in~~
alm'l-an (-an), a. [L. aimia an ape.] Resembling, or per- ferment ; the corrupt presentation of any one to an eccle- - 1. conaequence. Logic, a conclusion drawn from a single
taining to, the apes and monkeys; apelike, - n. Any
siastical benefice for money or reward.
Curaor Mundi.
0
monkey or ape, esp. an anthropoid ape.
Bi-moom•(sl-moom'), n. Also Bi-moon•. [Ar. samum, fr. ~r:~!:"vefJonENl:Y-~~:::·i;;:a;edfa~!°fe~:c~
81-ml'l-dal(sl-mi'l-de), n. pl. [NL. See SIMIA.] Zoo/. samma to poison. Cf. SAMIBL.] A bot,dry, violent wind transposition of su'C'Iectand predicate. See cONVRRSioN
1 n.,
4.
■.
curve
Raifroads,
a
circular
arc
used
in
joining
two
1
The family consisting of the anthropoid apes, the gorilla,
laden with dust, that blows occasionally in Arabia, Syria,
tangents. CI. COJIPOUND
CURVE.- •. engine, an engine, esp. a
chimpanzee, orang, and !fibbons. The typical subfamily,
etc., generated by the beat of the deserta or sandy plains.
8
Slm'l-l'n■ (slm 11-i'ne), mcludes all except the gibbons.
Bl'mou (si'mlls), a. [L. aimua, Gr. O"</L<><-1
l. Having
e~~r;:~~!ns:::alm'l-lar (slm'l-ldr), a. [F. similaire, fr. L. similia like, a very flat or $nub nose, with the end turned" up.
DUCTION,
4. - •• enunciation. Logic. = SIMPLE PROPOSITION.
similar. See BA.MB, a.; cf. SIMULATB.] 1. Nearly corre■• equation, .Alg. au equation containing but one unknowa
2. Concave. Obs.
quantity, and that only in first de_gree.-1. e:,e, ZoOl.,a.n
eponding ; resembling in many respects; somewhat like; Bim'pai (slm'pi), n. [Malay simpei.] A highly colored
eye havmg a single lens; - opposed to compound eye. - a.
having a general likeneBB.
Sumatran langnr (Pr,sbytia melalophus) having a narrow
form, Schol., pure form; form apart from matter. - •·...,
lll. Homogeneous ; uniform. Obs.
Boyle.
blackish crest. The forehead and cheeks and under parts
ll'llor.
See GOVERNOR, n., 5. - 1. ~p,
Math., one that bas no
3. Geo11i.Having the same shape, differing only in size are yellowish, the upper parts brown and reddish.
eeif-conjugate subgroup besides the identical substitution,
and poaition ; - said of two figures in Euclidean space aim'per (alm'pilr), v. i.; Sl>l'PBRED(-perd); SIM'PRR-ING. 1. - •· harmonic fanctton, Math., a function represented alge[Cf. Norw. semper fine, smart, Dan. dial. aemper, simper,
made up of pairs of corresponding points P and Pt, Q and
braically by the sine or cosine of a variable angle, as 11_=
q,, etc., such that for any triangle ABC in oae set there affected, coy, prudish, OSw. aemper one who affectedly refrains from eating, Sw. ,;pp finical, prim, LG. si)'p.] 1. To g;o:~:,;fJ'b~~'!~\~i:':~\101:i.
ia a corresponding triangle A 1B 1 Ct in the other, having the
smile in a silly, affected, or fatuous manner.
angles A', B 1, C1 equal to the angles A, B, C and the ratio
0
~£°lt~r:r~l:ci':i 1~hfuit\i!
A'B': AB=
BC= CIAI: CA= PIQt : PQ. The
2. To glimmer ie:t~i~ki:."'"Ot~ngdame.
occurs. The combination 1in any way ,of two
ratio of any two corresponding lenirths is this fixed ratio of
or
more
simple
harmonic motions, makes
.similitude; the ratio of corresponding areas is its sttare ,·
B';!~~!er 1
~rtWe°:~d!r~~~ 0
~o~i~r~ck1~ea:~~~f
{
-... •
!~{:,~of~~~':i~~rr:ir:,Mi':l!'a'::es¼"c~~s
cube. Sue simi- complacency or cone~; to BRIDLEis to toss the head, esp.
mately simple harmonic motion. - ■. honon
aimllar depletion, Math., a one-to-one correspondence be- with an air of pifhe or offended dignity, as, u sinv:r;tng
01· honoun, Bridge, three honors held by a
tween the elements of two aBBemblages. - 1. motion. Music.
player andhis_partner.-1.tdea,
Psychol., Simple
HarSee JIOTioN, 11b. - 1. whole. See WHOLE.
an unanalyzable idea; an elementary ex- mom!! Motion.
he added with a Bimpe_ring air" (Jane .Auater,); "a row ol
alm'l-lar, n. That which Is similar to, or resembles, some- amirkinf,
■•
tntereat.
See
INTEREST,
n.,
Starhngfrom
B,
perience.
chambermaids" ('l'ltackeray); "Amtlcare talked
thin_g else, as in quality, form, etc. 1
8.-1.
larceny. See LARCENY.- ■• ma.chine, as P move ■
1
ldm-'1-lar'l-ty(-llr'l-tl), n.; pl. ·TIBS (-tlz). [Cf. F. simi.Mec!t., !,DY of six (or mor~) elementary
~i~k~1t1:ff-~ii~:~ti~~
larill.] Quality or state of being similar; likeneBB ; re- alienates the hearer" (T. E. Brown); "She hesitated a mechanisms, f(?rmerly con~idered as the velocity, .A (the
semblance ; as, a aimilarity of features or facts; hence, a moment ; then she simpered the least bit and bridled " (H. elements of which all machmes were com- Projection of p
point in which things are similar.
Fii"~n:rc/~)d~i~
g,:,:r:nfra-:-1?[!~1:,i~
Syn. - See RBSBMBLANCE.
alm.'per, n. A constrained, self-conscious smile ; an af- lent to a continuous lever, as is the next), alonf the Diamlaw of lllmllarlt:,. Bee ASSOCIATION
OJ' IDIIIAS.
lllm'l-le(slm'l-le), n.; pl. -LRB(-lez). [L., fr. similis. See fected, silly smile ; a smirk.
B
j!>gtrirf!f:Yc:s~/.:~~tb°~~~f:tf;.:1;esi'/:Jf~g
1PLBST. [F., fr. L.
SIJIILAR.]
Rhet. A figure of speech which likens, or draws Blm'ple (-p'l), a.; SIM'PLER(-pier); BIM
piece on its inclined face/, (.'i) the wedge Si m_pMl
e Haran explicit comparison between, two different thing• in
simp/,,.,, or simpl,7, gen . .'limplicis. The first part of the
(equivalent to a double nclmed plane), momc ot10n.
Bima rope, cord. J A rope or frame
■lm'kln (sTm'kYn>. n.
Hind. efmonde. t SIMMON, CEMBKT.
8ll'vt-u1, n. See PH EBE, 2.
1,.1
corrupt. of CHAMPAUNE.
■I-mo' DJ-al, n. A simoniet,
0 1'11'vou Jl:lalt' (s~l•vM pl!''). of straw. Dial. Eng.
takei;ipleai;:urein like.
11-mon'l-cal,a. Simoniacal. Ob&
■lm'lo, adv.
[AS]
Always;
[F.] Lit., 1f it pleases you; if ■fmenel. T srMNEL.
atment. T CEMENT•
II■i-ml'lt-ter (sY-mTl'l-t~r),adv. eontinuonsly:. Obs.
11-mo'nt-ent, n. One guilty of
you please.
Sim'•on (sim't!-iln), n. [L.
[L.l In like manner.
■im'ltn (BTm'lln), n. = SIMNEL,
eimony. Oba.
atm.v. i. To simmer. Ob,.
11-mll'l-ter (s T-mTl'Y-t@r), n. a cake. Ob_..or DiaL Eng.
al-mo 1ni-ou■,a. Simoniacal. Ob&
Sim, n. A Simeonite. Slang,Eng. Simeon (cf. Gr. ~vµe-WP), fr.
c,m,mon-faw Pleading.
The ■lm'lln.-Ung.Vare. of CYMUNG.
Sl,.mon-i■t, a. ~ n. Simonian.
Sim, Abhr. Simeon ; Simon,
reply
by
which
either
party
!~~~~i;'r':;,·1:~~-it.L~id~j;nJ:
Bi'mon-ite, 11. A Simonian. Oba.
lli'ma. Var. of CYMA.
stm'ma-& (sTm'lt-d). D. Bib.
concludes to the country upon ■lm'mer (sTm'h). Scot. var. of Bi'mon•pure', a. fSee PURE,
■ml' .. gne. n. LF.simagrde.] A s,meon
(Be'mi'6N'); Pg. SimeOo
81MON.l
Genuine; true; real1
gtjmace. Oha.
(~'me-ouN'); G. Simeon (zi'·
"iCMMER.
Lim,.,
u.
~~~~~~~~1!?1~i1r:fu
authentic. Coll,,,-,.
ml-On). - Dim Sim.
■lm'mon,n. A ersimmon. ('o/.g~;;:.\)i:dia~aW::c~t
the effective word in the Latin ■lm'mon(eYm'Sn ),n. [Cf.SIME. IIal mo'nu-men'tum re-q11i'rll,
S. Bib. a Second son of Jacob
form.
ton tree BQmbn:r.maluharica,
cir-cum'api-ce
(mlin'l'.l-mfn'A rope of atraw, rush, etc. Scot.
and Leah. b A devout man of
11-mll'l-tlve. a, Expressing si- atm'uion,n. [ME. ciment, simenf, tom). [L.J If you seek [hio]
St 1 mal-cu'e (til"mll-kU.'i), Bib. J{'ru1alem, who saw the infant
militude. O'J_.,
monument, look around ; - the
atmball. T CYMBAL.
Jeeua in the temple and uttered
cement.
See
CEMENT, n.] Obs.
11-mll'l-tu'di-na-r:, (-tn'dY-nt- or Dial. Eng. a Cement. b A
■lm'b&ll, n. A kind of dough- the song known as the Nunc
8
~t. °J!.:1~, f~~~~c;r.her
rT), a. Jnvolving or expreB&ing reddish powder or sediment.
nut. Dial., NPto England.
Lv.lreii. 2.S-.15.
Dtmittia.
similitude. 0¼.
■imorg, limorgh. ½ SIMURGR.
atm')ll (sTm'bTl).n. An African Blm'e-on-lte (-It), n. A follower
1im'l-lor(eTm'T-l6r), n. LF.,fr. ■1-mo'le-on (al-mO'l@-'lin),n. A ai-mos'l-t7(sl-m~'T-tT),n. State
atork ( Ahrlimia abdimii),bronzy of Charles Simeon (17:";U-l&,S), a
L. si.miliR similar + F. or gold, dollar. Slang, U. s.
of being 11moua. Obs. or R.
blilck with white under parts.
of the Church of
L. aur1tm. Cf. !iiEMJLOR.l An Bl'mon (sl'miJn), n. [L. Simo11,
limb'ltn CsTm'lTn), llmb'llDC clergyman
and, at Camhr1d~e, who
"k~'n':o
simalloy of Co()perand zinc, reaem- Gr. 2iµc,,v, which was conEsTm'lTng). Van. of CYMLING. Engl
trust
for
purchuing
founded
a
m
color.
founded
with
Heb.
SMm'On.
Cf.
hlin}.'
,:rold
■tm'per-de~oct'et,
nm,,,._
almb'UB calr.1, [See "IMNEL,2.J
advowaona for Low-Church■Im Uy, n.
[8ee "IHJLE.l
A SIMEON~ 1. Ma11e.
f.rop. name. the-roct'et. n. An affectedgjrl;
A 1imnel cake. Dial. Eng.
men; henee,a Low-Churchman.
likeness ; a counteiart,
Oh"•
-ortic. an adverbJal phJ'llae.Obl.
Blm'IMD-lto■ (-111), n. pl
Bib.
~,~,~ ,~~~~a~:i;~
dla."~•
n. One who 1impen.
~9!;/,~d<:l~i:~?i ~~'::~.[Simia
.. ,per.iq-ly,
adv. of rim,,.,..
D • .Bib
u1ed on the Coromandel coa11t1 Bim'•ron (11Tm'@-rts:n).
,ng,
p_!pr.
orig. uncert.] See 011!, Table L afm'e-ter. -f" SCIMITAR.
1~ 1
Dim. 8{,n (Simp'kim, oba.).
aim~.
-f- SYMMETRY,
var. o! SIIIKIK.
SCIMITAR.
t. Bib. See PBT&R, 2.
:s=,<~ml~.""Sc~::
■lmfaa. -f- SYIIPBONY •
■Im pL 11imple. Rt,f. "'pieces of work made of silver, esp. when ornamental
decorative ; the work of the silversmith.

or

llll'Ver-y(sll'ver-l), a. 1. Resembling, or having the lus-
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sfi~~~;:
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i:efl

:ib
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fJ?.fllPJ°let0;
~~T1ie
g~~T:~~i•

~di·::~~.'~!de~r~::::;itt:rrN(J;,~;_Pftt!~h'/:tW{~d)~trutS,r::.1.llc,"i!."o~:;

:~·d
b~:k:i1f

~B;~!Jlf-•~
B~~~Jt
[t~1U'tji:

s.l

~J~fRfe~

:!:r.r

Wi!~
i!

~;pebJ!.1:';~~;.

~bfo!':a~~
fl:!°,!;,,~::!::!

:''::¥.
Tlet:

fd"od,fo-ot;

out, oil;

chair;
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-,'klll,
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co; sine, 1911:; tllen, thin; natyre, verd..9-re (250); x=chln
G. lch, ach(l44); bo!I; yet; zh=zlnazun,.
Full ell:pla■atleno of Abbrerlatloao,
81po, ete., Immediately preeede tbe V-bular:,,

NUll!ben nferto§§IDG1111>a.
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SIND

times the a~gregate sum of the two extreme (bounding) or-

sinegen, AS. •yngian. See SIN, n.] l. To depart voluntarily
from the path of duty prescribed by God to man ; to violate the divine law in any particular, by actual tranagrea,-.
sion or by the neglect or nonobservance of its injunctions;
to violate any known rule of duty; - often with against.

SIMPLE
~the

sere!", c9mbining a male and afemale screw (equiva-

dinates, twice the sum of the intermediate odd ordinates,
1!Y!
ctot~:rt
i~~ifi~:
~:1:t~4lflr.~ni::-~~ifo:,
~~
!e:S:)~and
four times the sum of the even ones, the figure being
Some writer_e include the jointed link, or toggle joint, and
divided up into an even number of stripe b:y equidistant
0

to

8

f~~:::i:it:.c
!:;;:;hineT~r ::tci!ll:~tu.1:,~~{1:;,:!ai';{':{:,"J_:'J: ~~~~~!t:W't1i~l~~J~jl:,"g e:udrt~r:par.!'~oITcl~ 18sufficiently
Often called mechanical Power, 111caosoore, 1.-

■.

llmple mlcroocope. See
motion, Mech.,a motion in a straight line,

circle or circular arc, or helix.
when reciJ,?rocating,iscalled

Simple motion in a circle,

oscillatinp.-■ • 11.eceulty,Logic,

the necessity of that whose contradict mg involves a contradiction.- ■. ore, .Metal.,an ore containing only one metal.
-1. pendulum. See PENDULUM, 1. -a. prebend, Eng. Eccl.
Law, one with no jurisdiction annexed to it. - ■• prob&tion,
Logic, a proof comprised in a single syllogism. - ■• propolition. Logic. a A categorical proposition. b A proposition not resolvable into separate statements. - 1. ra.tio,
Math., ratio between first powers of the terms. - 1. reaction
time. See REACTION TIMB. - 1. aentence, Grarn., a sentence
having no subordinate clauses; one having but one subject
and one predicete. - B, Simon the enbiect of a well-known
popular nursery rime,. of ear\y and unknown authorship,
- 1. nreep. Physics. i,ee eWEBP,
n., 10.- 1. lflloglam, Lo(llC,
a syllogism not resolvable into other eyllog1eme. - 1. tlmo.
Music. See TIMB, n., 13 a. - ■• nu11i, .Arch., a vault whose
intra.dos consists of an unbroken surface.
ldm•ple (elm'p'l), adv. Mach. As a simple (single-cylinder) engine.
ldm'ple, n. [F. See SIMPLE,a.] l. Something not mixed
or compounded. "Compounded of many simples." Shak.
2. Med. A medicinal plant ;-each vegetable being supposed to poaaess a virtue, and constitute a Rimple remedy.
a. A person of humble birth or condition ; - commonly
used in contrast with gentle.
4, pl. Foolish behavior; aillineee ; as, a flt of the simples.
&. Weaving. a A drawloom. Now Rare. b A part of the
apparatus for raising the heddlee of a drawloom.
8. R. C. Ch. A feast which is not a double or asemidouble.
111m.'ple,v. i.; 80l 1PLED (slm'p'ld); 81M,PLING(-pllng).
To gather simples, or medicinal plants.
ldm 1ple-heart 1e4 (-hilr 1tM; -tld; 87, 151), a. Devoid of
duplicity ; guileless i ingenuous; artless.
ldm'ple-m1nd 1e4, a. Devoid of subtlety; undesigning;
nneuepecting. -111J11/ple-m1Dd1ed-ne111,n.
ldm1pler (elm 1pler), n. One who collects sim1>lee,or medicinal plants ; a herbalist ; a simplist.
ldm'ple-ton (slm'p'l-tlln), n. [F, simplet, prop. dim. of
limple simple.] A person of weak intellect ; a silly person.
Syn. - See IDIOT.
1dJ11.'plez(elm 1pll!ke), a. [L. Cf. SIMPLE,a..] More or
Iese simple. Cf. DUPLEX.Specif. : Teleg. Pert. to a system
in which only one message is sent over a line at a time.
8Jm1pll-ol-den-ta 1ta (elm 1pll-eI-d~n-tii'td), n. pl. [NL.;
dens, dentis, tooth.] Zool. The
L. simplex, -ici•, simple
principal enborder of rodents, containing all but the hares,
rabbits, and pikas. It is characterized by a single pair of
npper incisors. - B1m-pllc11-dent(sTru-p!Is 1l-d~nt ), a. & n.
-s1m'pll-c1-den'tate (slm'plI-sT-d~n'tiit), a.
alm-pllo't-ty (slm-plls'I-tl), n. [F. simplicite, L. simplicitas, fr. simplex. See SIMPLE.
J l, Quality or state of being
simple ; quality or state of be!1!.g unmixed or uncompounded ; ""• the simplicity of metals or of earths.
2. Quality or &tate of being not complex, or of consisting
of few parts; freedom from complexity, intricacy, or
elaborateness; as, the simpliclly of a machine; specif. :
a Freedom from subtlety or ai.:mtruseness; clearness; as,
the simplicity of a doctrine, an explanation, a demonstration. b Freedom from artificial ornament, pretentious
style, or luxury ; plainness ; as, a,'mpUcity of dress, style.
3. Artlessness of mind; lack of running or duplicity.

+

In wit a man ; simplicity a child.

Po,,e,

4. Weakness of intellect; sillines•; folly.
Prov. i. 22.
s1m1pll-fl-ca'Uon (slm'plT-IT-ka'shun), n. [Cf. F. simplification.] l. Act or process of simplifying.
A. Smith.
2. Specif., Philol., a linguistic change consisting in the
substitution of a single consonant for a doubled one; as,
Lat. vacilo beside t,acillo. Cf. cowTRACTI:ON,
n., 2 c.

s1m1pll-fl-ca-tlve (-kt-trv), a. That simplifies; tending to
simplify.

Blm'pll-fy (slm'plY-fi), v. t.; ·FIED (-fid);

-l!'Y 1ING(-fi'Tng).
[Cf. F. simplifier, LL. simplificare. See SIMPLE; -FY.]
To make simple or simpler; to make less complex ; to
make clear or clearer by explaining ; to show an easier or
shorter process for doing, making, etc.

It is important, in scientific pursuits, to be cautious in 11tmphfying our deductions.
W. Nicholson

s1m1pllam (elm 1pllz'm), n. The striving for, or the advo~acy of, simplicity ; also, affected or assumed simplicity.

slm'pllst (-pllst), n. Old Med. One skilled in simples.
s1m-plls'tlc (slm-p!Ie 1tYk), a, l. Of or pertaining to
simples or a simplist. Rare.
lVilkin.,on.
~- Attempting to explain too much by a single principle
or by inadequate principles.
alm'PlY (slm'pll), adv. [simple
-ly.] l. In a simple
manner or state ; considered in or by itself; without addi.
tion ; alo11e; !lierely ; solely ; barely.

+

LThey] make that now good or evil •...
itself were not simply
one or the other.

the

2. Plainly ; without an or subtlety.

st.:.:i::r~

which otherwise of
Hooker.

For

alm'u-la'orum (elm 1i'l-li'krlim), n.; L. pl. -LA0RA(-krd),

want
of exper1e11ce we may blunder,

but not sir,.
J. Martinea1',

[L. See SIMULATE.] l. An image ; something which 1s 2. To violate human rights, law, or propriety; to commit
formed in the likeness of a being or thing.
an offense ; to transgress; - often followed by agaimt.
2, A phantom or shadowy likeness of something; esp., a
[A man] more tunned agamst than sirrning.
SJ,ak.
vague, unreal semblance; a mock appearance ; a sham.
sln (eln), v. t. l. To do or commit wrong!)', as a sin.
If any man see his brother .11na am. 1 Join, v. 16.
atm•u-lance (slm'l'i-lline), n. State of being eimulant; a
2. To consummate, effect, influence, drive, bring about,
deceptive resemblance.
Rare.
Blm'U-lant (-llint), a, [L. simulans, -antis, p. pr. of &imu- put, or the like, by, or in the act of committing, a sin or
lare to eimnlate.]
Simulating (something which it is
sins; ~hi!~~~~ [:C,~{J°~~'.s.::r~~1!i~~into En~Hsh. Lo1,eda11
not) ; having a deceptive appearance or resemblance; Babylon. & Assyr. Myth. The moon
with of,· used esp. in Biol. ,· as, a stamen simulant of a Sln, n. [Assyrian.]
god,
variously conceived as lord of wisdom, dispeller of
petal, etc. - n. One that simulates something e!Sll,
lllm'U-late (-lit), a. [L. simulatus, p. p. of simulare to darkness and its evils, givf of dreams and oracles. The
simulate ; akin to &imul at the same time, together, simi-- fl'!::..~tfn
~1!"f~~:.";1~h~nw!:~r.~~!:'o:~':.
lis like. Sees1111u.a; cf. DISSBMBLE,BBMBLANCB.] Feigned; Sl'na-lt'ic (ei 1nt-It'l'k), a. Aloo 81-na'lc (ei-ui'Ik). [From
pretended; specif., Civil Law, feigned ; fictitious, as a Mount Sinai: cf, NL. Sinaiticu,. 1 Of 1 pert. to, or given
conveyance made in fraud of one's creditors, or a bond ex .. at, Mount Sinai. - Blllaltlc codez, tLe coaex Slnaiticua. See
ecuted by a minor (as In certain proceedings in Scots law).
CODBX, Table.
slm'U-late (-liit), V, t,; 81MIU-LAT'ED
(-liit'ed); 8IMIU-LATI. alD-al'blD (eln-llllbln), n. [From L. Sinapis
alba,
fem. a., white,1 Chem. A white crystalline basic glucoING(-lit'l'ng),
To assume the mere appearance of, without the reality; to aeeume the signs or Indications of,
eide, C30H 420 1~N,S.,in white-mustard seedo. On decomfalsely; to counterfeit; feign ; imitate ; as, to simulate
insanity or loyalty ; some moths simulate leaves.
Bln'a-plne (oln'<i-pln; -pen; 184),n. Aleo BlD'a-Jlln. [L.,
Syn. - See ASSUME,
sinapi(.,) mustard.] Chem. An alkaloid, C16H .. C>
8 N, in the
s1m1u-la 1Uon (-li'ehun), n. [F. simulation, L. simulatio,]
seeds of black mnetard. The free alkaloid is known only In
l. Act of simulating, or aeeuming an appearance which is solution,
since
it
readily
decom_poses
into
choline
and aln•
feigned, or not true ; counterfeiting.
aplc &cld,C11H 120•,!' crystalline derivative of cinnamlc acid.
2. Similarity. Obs,
Sl~na•pla 1sI-nii'p1e), n. [L., muetard.l Bot. A small
8. Civil Law. A feigned or fictitious transaction, as one genus of Old World braeeicaceoue herbs dfetinguiehed from
to effect a fraud, or one done as a matter of form.
Brassica by the long, flat, sword-shaped beak of the pod.
Syn. - SIMULATION. DISSIMULATION, HYPOCRISY, SANOTlS. alba is the white mustard.
(aln'd-plz'm), n. [L. sinapismus, Gr. o-wa,n~f!la1!1:pu:e~';!.On~!S; ~~~t:~~L1!.~1oi:ra1~:g~~Tv~~s:~P!!~~ atn•a-plam
uµ.6t,
the use of a mustard blister, fr. uc.va1ri,t?wto apply
§ests the concealment of one's true nature or purp<?se; as,
a
mustard
blister,
fr. o-iva,r, mustard.]
Med. A plaster
• Dissimulation, in the negative; when a man lets fall siins
or poultice principally of JlOWdered mnetard seed, or conand a~ments,
that he is not what he is ... Simulatwn,
taining its volatile oil. It is a powel'ful irritant.
l~i~~
\:'ed::.•~~i~f/t:;o~i~ll~J'l.!r.
alDce (sYne), adv. [For sins, contr. fr. ME. sithens, sithulatlon is a pretense of what is not, and dissimulation a enes, formed by an adverbial ending (cf. BESIDES)fr. ME.
concealment of what is" (Taller). HYPOCRISY
is a stronger
sithen, also shortened into 1ithe, sir,, AS. •itftfan, sytftfan,
word, and denotes esp. a false or insincere profession of seo~~an, afterward, then, since, after; properly, after
goodness by one whose aims are selfish or whose life is corrupt; SANCTIMONY implies a pharisaical or canting as• that; fr. &ii!f after, later, adv. and prep. (originally a comparative adv., akin to OS. sfi!f afterward, since, OHO. sfd,
eumption of piety; as," I thought where all thy circlin!\
G. seit since, Goth seipus late, ni ~anaseip• no longer)
wiles would end - m feigned religion, smooth hyJ!ocrisy
tfon instrumental of the demonstrative and article. See
bfa'Jf:~e~;tt;~a!Nr:~t~1:i
THAT,l l. a From a •iefinite past time nntil now; conall blessed by nature with shiny foreheads and clammy
tinually afterward up to the present; as, he returned a
hands, all avid for buttered toast and muffins" (J. A. Symmonth ago and has S1°ncebeen in town. b In or during
onds). See ASSUME, DISSEMBLE, IMPOSTOR.
a part of the interval between a specified past time and the
B1m'u-la1tor (slm'fi-la'ter), n. [L.] One who simulates
present; subsequent to a certain past time and before the
something or some one, or who feigns something.
present; as, appointed last year, and since reappointed.
Blm'u-la-to-ry (-l<i-t~-rT), a. Simulated, or capable of being
2, In the time past, counting backward from the present;
simulated ; serving or tending to simulate or deceive; charti'.is or now; ago. Some critics object to this usage,
before
Bp. Hall.
acterized by simulation.
And
writ ? Roscommon.
Sl-mu'll-um (sl-mii'II-,,m), n. [NL.,
1
'\\
hich
I have lov'd long smcr, and lost nwlnle. J. JI .• Yewman.
fr. L. 1imulare to simulate.l
Zool.
Syn. - SINCE, AGO. Aoo refers to a poiut in past time,
A genus of small biting dipterous
SINCE, in strict usage, to the period intervening between
flies, including the black fly and
such a point and the present; in ago the mind is carried
buffalo gnats. The larv::e are aquatback from the present; in since, forward from a starting
1
ic. It constitutes a family, Slm upoint in the past; as, I met him ten years ago, but have
ll'1-dm(s1m1il-li'"f-dii). -al-mu'll-ld
not seen him since.
(sI-mii'II-Id; elm 1 il-ll'ld), a. &, n.
since, prep. From the time of ; in or during the time
-sl-mu'll-o1d(el-mii 11I-oid),a. &n.
subsequent to ; subsequently to ; after.
The Lord hath blessed thee, Rmce my coming. Gen. xxx. 30.
B11mul-ta-ne'l-ty (ei'mul-tci-ne'i-ti;
sim 1·ul-), n. Quality or state of being Simulium. a Adult of since, conj. 1. From and after the time when ; as, the
building has been razed since I visited the city.
simultaneous; simultaneousness.
Buffalo Gnat (S. im·eBi'mUl•ta'ne-ous (-ta'ne'-Us j 277), a. m~stum), X 4; h Larva 2. When ; - after verbs of knowing, remembering, forget-.
[LL. simultaneus, fr. LL. ,,;imulti'lllat of another Spec1es,x5.
ting, etc.; as, do you remember since we came? Ob.,.
3. Seeing that ; because ; - formerly with that.
the same time, fr. L. simul. See SIMULATE.] Existing, hapSwee that my penitence comes after all.
1:Jhak.
pening, or done, at the same time ; as, simultaneous events.
Syn. - See CONTEMPORARY.
.
Syn. - For, 8
~;:~~~~Id:~i1~;~nSee
aimultaneoua concomitants, Math., invariants and covariants
of two or more quantics. - a. congruences, 1.Yatlt.,those sat• Sln-cere' (sln-ser'), a.,· SIN·CER'ER (-s'er'er) i SIN·CER'EST
(-ser,est).
[L. sincerus, of uncert. orig.: cf. F. sincere.]
isfied by the same values (or sets of values) of the un•
l, Pure ; unmixed ; unadulterated;
as, sincere milk ; 0
t:r_o
sometimes followed by of; RR, sincere of doubt. Arclmic.
unknown quantities.
There 1,; no l'illcere acid in any animal juice. Arbutlmot.
-al'mul-ta'ne-ous-ly,
adv.-sl 1mul-ta•ne-oua-nes11, n. 2. Whole ; sound ; perfect ; unhmt ; . uninjured.
Obs.
The inviolable hotly stood .'lu,cere.
Dryde,i.
al-murgh' l (s~-mcl6rg'), n. [Per. simurg.]
In Eastern
3. Being in reality what it appears to be; not falsely
sl-murg' i mythology, a gigantic bird, the "all-knowassumed; genuine ; true; real ; as, a since1·e desire for
ing bird of ages," who dwells in Kaf and has seen the
knowledge ; a sincere contempt for meanness.
world thrice destroyed. It is probably the same as the roe.
4. Honest; free from hypocrisy or dissimulation; straightaln (sin), adv., prep., & conj. Since. Obs o,·Scot. & Dial.
sin, n. [ME. sinne, AS. synn, syn; akin to D. zo11de,OS. forward; as, a sincere friend; a sincere person.
6. Virtuous ; morally blameless. Obs.
Sltndia, OHG. sunta, G. SUnde, Icel., Dan., & Sw. synd, L.
Syn. - Honest, unfeigned, unvarnished, real, true, unaf.
,ons, &ontis,guilty, perh. originally from the p. pr. of the
fected, frank, upright. See HONEST, CORDIAL.
verb signifying, to be, and meaning, the one who it is; or cf.
-sln-cere'lY,
ad,•. - sln-cere'nesa, n.
L. sonticus dangerous, serious, Gr. O.Tl'lguilt, bane, ruin.]
(sin-e~rf£-tI), n. [L. sinceritas: cf. F. sincil. Transgression of the law of God; disobedience of the sln-cer'l-ty
ril/J]
Quality
or
state of being sincere; sincereness i esp.,
divine will; any violation of, or lack of conformity to,
of mind or intention ; freedom from simulation,
God's law, either in purpose or in conduct; moral defi- honesty
hypocrisy, disguise, or false pretense.
ciency in the character; iniquity; as, .Tinsof omiseion and
I protest, in the .-iwcerifJJ of love.
Shak.
commission. See under ACTUAL, DEADLY' ORIGINAL, VENIAL. aln-c1P'l-tal \sln-slpf£-till), "· Of or pert. to the eincipnt.
Sin is the transgression of the law.
1 John 1ii, 4, BlD'c1-put(sln 1sl-plit), n. [L., half a head; semi- half
2. An offense, in general ; a violation of propriety ; a mis- caputthe head.] l. Anat. a The forehead. b The whole
demeanor ; as, a sin against good manners.
upper half of tlie skull; the calvarium.
2. a In birds, the fore part of the head from the base of
3. An embodiment of sin; a very wicked person. Rare.
the bill to the crown. b In insects, the part of the head
Syn. - Iniquity, wickedness, wrong. See CRIMB.
sin, v. i. ,· SINNED (sTnd); SIN 1NING. [ME. sinnen, singen,
between the vertex and the clypeue.
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Slnd'bad the Sail'or (sfod'bild; sin'-). A character whose

wrong aide of one'• mouth, to express the opposite feeling to

SINGLE-HANDED

~.tA~tia~
}ii\~t:!~
s~:tt1j}a~d:itl~S:a~r~nt3~~
~~i~e that then being experienced, esp. as 1a result of being out6~~iitt~!fe: to shout. ~i~i_ea:~~ft~a!d~pt :li~~bi!tto~e
0

Sln'dhi (sin'dii; 147), n.

14. Having one principal working part; as, a single plow,
having one share; a single block, with one sheave.
15. = SIMPLEX.
Syn. - SINGLE,SOLE,UNIQUE.That is SINGLEof which there
is only one; that is SOLEwhich is thought of as not only
single, but alone; that is UNIQUEwhich cannot be matched

[Ar. Sindi, fr. Sind India, Skr.
sindhu river, sea, the Indus, or the country along it. Cf. sing (sing), v. t. 1. To utter with musical intiections or modulations of voice. '' Sing your carol of high praise." Keble.
INDIAN; HINDU.] 1. One of the people of Bind, India,
2. To chant ; intone ; as, to sing l\'Iase.
mostly Mohammedans of Scytho-Dravidian race.
~~:!iv~!~~h!to~ier:
s~~~gi~:1i~\v~r
j ;~:E~ole
3. To celebrate in song or in verse; to relate in numbers,
2. The Prakritic language spoken in Sind. It has many loan
single ale, beer, or drink. See SINGLE,a., 12. -s.-bea.t esea.peverse, or poetry.
words from Persian, and is written in characters adapted
" Arms and the man I sing." Dryden.
ment. Huro[. See ESCAPEMENT,
3. - single bill ()1' bond. Law.
from Arabic and Persian. See IN DO-EUROPEAN.
4. To express enthusiastically;
as, to sing one's praises.
A bill or bond for the future payment of money, with no
alne (sin), n. [LL. sinus a sine, L. sinus bosom, used in
5. To dispatch, force, intiuence, or the like, by or as by a
annexed condition.
b Scots Law. In judicial procedure, a
translating the Ar. jalb bosom of a garment, sine, but in
song; as, to sing a child to sleep.
bill on which a single party is to be heard, as in an ex-parte
this sense due to a form jiba (misread as .jaib), fr. Skr.
6. 'l'o accompany, or attend on, with singing.
Obs. - s. blessedness, the
motion. - s. billet, singlestick.
jiva bowstring, chord of an arc, sine, itself a translation
I heard them .'-:rr1qing home the bride. Longfdlou,'
unmarried state. - s. bowknot. See 2d KNOT,1. - s. comb.
to sing another song ur tune, to alter one's attitude or tone,
of the Greek xoµ5~ chord of au arc. The Hindus introSee COMB,n., 3. - s. combat, combat between two persons.
- s. corner. See 4th CHECKER,
2. - a. counterpoint, Music, that
duced the improvement of considering the half chord of esp. to a humbler or less pretentious one.~to s. out, to
shout or call out. -to s. sorrow, to complain; despond.
in which the added part lies uniformly above or below the
the arc. Jlfunk.] 1. A gulf. Obs.
cantus firmus. - s. court, Lawn Tennis, a court laid out for
2. Jlfath. a Formerly, the perpendicular drawn from one sing, n. 1. Act of siuging; a singing, esp. in company;
only two players. - s.-cut file. See FILE, tool. - s.-deck veaa gathering for singing. Slang or Colloq.
extremity of an arc of a circle to the diameter Urawn
2. A smalJ shrill solllld, as that of a bullet in flight; a whiz.
through the other extremity.
b Now, the ratio of the
~~~k~eby0~:r,;i;1'g2'th:~!~irdnt~f
•e!~h fr~i:s~~t?~nki~Pit!
1 ING (sl'.n'jlng).
singe
(sinj),
v.
t.;
SINGED
(sinjd);
SINGE
length of this perpendicular (reckoned from the diameter
debit or credit of a single account. See DOUBLE
ENTRY.[ME. ;,;engen, AS. sengan (akin to D. zengen, G. sengen),
to the circle) to that of the radius of the circle, taken+ or
s. escheat, Scots Law, escbeat to the crown of one's movable
originally, to cause to sing, fr. AS. singan to sing i from
estate. - s. file, a line of men marching one behind another;
- according as the perpendicular is drawn upward or downthe singing or hissing sound often produced when a subward from the diameter (in positive or in negative sense).
~hi~h ~~·PJ~f!A:afr!~!· ~e sri!di~d ethO:r
stance is singed. See SING.] 1. To burn superficially; to
The sine of a p1ane angle is the sine of the arc subtending
upper floor frame or by boards nailed across ,:orizontally.
burn the ends or outside of; to scorch; as, to singe the hair
that angle at the center of a circle of unit radius; or it is
- s.-geared lathe, a lathe \vithout back gear. - single knot,
the ratio of the side opposite the angle, in a right-angled
or the skin.
an overhand knot. - s. lath. See LATH,n., 1. - a.~measure
triangle, to the hypotenuse, or of the area of a parallelo2. a To remove the nap of (cloth), by passing it rapidly
iram having such an angle to that of a rectangle having ad1
0
over a red-hot bar, under a hot roller, or over a flame, beaitc~~i!n~~rs~~1iil~~~~ob~.~~~-:i~~~·e;t~i,~~
Jacent sides equal to the sides bounding the angle. Hence,
fore dyeiug. b = GAS,v. t., a. c To remove the hair or
sic. ~ee MORDENT.
- a. position, Arith., the method of solvthe sine of a so1id angle is taken as the ratio of the voling
problems
in
which
the
result
obtained
by operating
down
from
(a
plucked
fowl,
etc.)
by
passing
over
a
flame.
ume of a J:>arallelepiped having such an angle to that of a
with an assumed number is to the true result as the num3. To dry or parch by or as by extreme heat ; to shrivel.
cuboid with three concurrent edies equal to the edges
ber assumed is to the number required. See PosrnoN, 1 b. 4.
To
burn
with
extreme
heat
i to consume with fire. Obs.
0de~0:e~Ig:;rtifea1~~~n~
s. premium. See PREMIUM,
3.-s.-rail crane. Mach.= WALKING
i~:~g;~i~!fl; :ti~e;si~~
a~::r:s
Syn. - See scoRcH.
CRANE.- single recovery. See common recovery, undercoM•
x3
:l-'5
singe, n. 1. A heat so intense as to scorch or singe.
MON,a.-a. sa.ilor,a common sailor; a foremast hand. Arsmx=x-31
,5!-· ... See TRIGONOMETRICAL
FUNCTION, 2. A burning of the surface ; a slight burn.
r·haic. Scot.- ■ . sap. See 4th SAP.- a. shear, Mech., shear
■In eater. A man who (according to a former practice) for slng'er (slng'iir), n.
[From SING.J One that sings ; spealong one surface only. - a.-shear ■teel. = SHEARSTEEL.a small gratuith ate a piece of bread laid on the chest of a
cif.: a One whose profession is to sing. b A bird with a single soldier, a private. Archaic. Scot. - a. Spa.nish burton.
See TACKLE.- s.-■peech Ham'll-ton (hilm'Tl-t'Un), William
f;::~:ds;:;s:n
s~&~S:t'lr:~.take the sins of natural or acquired ability to sing. C In the early ChrisGerard Hamilton, an English statesman (1729-~6);- so nicktian church, one of a minor order of clergy managing, and
a11ne-cur 1al (si 1ne-kiir 1izl; si'ne-kii.'riz1), a. Of or pertaintaking part in, the psalmody. d A poet.
~t~~~ ~~t~ 1
~:e~~li;::rtr ~!~~~:
ing to a sinecure ; being in the nature of a sinecure.
slng'er (sln'jiir), n. [From SINGE.] One that singes, as Macaulay.
- ■ingle spruce. a The white spruce. b The balsam
lli'ne-cure (si'ne-kiir), n. [L. sine without
cura care,
one who singes cloth, or a machine for singeing cloth.
fir.- ■. standard, Money, a standard of monetary value based
LL., a cure.
See CURE,J 1. An ecclesiastical benefice Singh (slqg), n. [Hind., fr. Skr. si7!'ha lion.] A title
on a single metal. as gold or silver. - 1. stitch. See STITCH
1
Aylijfe.
without the care of souls.
n. -a. tackle. See TACKLE,- a. tu, Econ. a tax to be levied
borne by several of the warrior castes of northern India.
2. Any office or position which requires or involves little S1n
on a single object as the sole source of public revenue, esp.
1gha-lese' (slq 1gd-liiz'; -!es') or Sln 1ha-lese' (sln 1hd-),
or no responsibility, labor, or active service.
by taking the entire economic rent of land. The theory of
a. [Skr. Si1Jlhala Ceylon.] Lit., of or pert. to Ceylon;
lll'ne-cure, v. t. ,- s1 1NE-cuaEn (-kiird); sI'NE-cuR'ING (-kiir'hence, designating, or pert. to, the principal race of Cey
b;itf~epthx s1~~::t~
t~~~~tt~~~~f:~r;i:d~e afo0 1~
Ing). To put or place in a sinecure.
lon, occupying chiefly the southern half of the island, or
George. bf. IMP6TUNIQUE.
- s. touch, A,fagneti,•m, a method
al'ne-cur-lsm
(-kUr-Iz'm), n. State of having a sinecure;
their language. They are of Aryo-Dravidian stock, and
of magnetizing in which one po}e of the magnet is drawn
state, as of society, in which sinecures are common.
mostly Buddhists. - Singh&leselacquer. = INDIANLACQUER, repeatedly in the same direction from end to end of the
■i'ne-cur-ist (-kl'ir-ht), n. One who has a sinecure.
1gha-lese', or Sln 1ha-lese', n. 1. sing. & pl. A memPROCESS.bar to be magnetized. - a. tran■fer. See CARBON
lllli'ne di'e (si'ne di'e). rL.J Without day; without ap- Sln
11.-twiat drill, a twist drill with only one helical groove. ber of the Singhalese race.
pointing a day on which to appear or assemble again;
Bingle whip. Naut. See WHIP.- a.-wbip tackle. See TACKLE.
2.
The
language
of
the
Singhalese,
an
Arvan
tongue
with
finally; as, Congress adjourned sine die.
- Bingle wicket. See CRICKET,game.
many Dravidian words. Its records daie from the last
■ln'gle (slq'g'l), v. t.; s1N'GLED(-g'ld);
sIN'oLING(-gllng).
cent'uries n.c.,and it has a poetic and historical literature.
■re.~
w1M;a{h:n;:.~r.ri;i:i:ii~~t~J~:
1.
To select, as an individual person or thing, from among
Is
of
the
Pali
class.
See
INDO-EUROPEAN.
The
alphabet
proportional to the strength of the current measured.
tochooseout
from others;-usuallywith
out
aln'ew (sln'ii), n. [ME. slnewe, senewe, AS. sinu, .,;eonu; slng 11ng (slng'Tng), p. pr. & vb. n. of SING. Hence: n. aornumber~
from,; as, to single one out for favor.
Act of, or sound made by, one that sings.
akin to D. zenuw, OHG. senawa, G. sehne, Icel. sin, Sw.
2. To lead aside ; to sequester; withdraw. Obs.
■i~ng arc, Elec., a direct-current
arc, in parallel with
sena, Dan. sene; cf. Skr . .mava.1 1. A tendon.
3. To take alone, or one by one; to treat separately.
which is a local circuit containing a condenser and induc2. a A nerve; also, a muscle. Obs. b Hence, strength ; tance
:Men .
commendable when they are smyled- Hooker.
in series. Oscillations take place in this local circuitl
nervous energy; muscular power.
4. Naut. To reduce from a number of parts to one; - said
3. That which supplies strength or power, or in which
ri~::d~:i1!c:ii!~s~~~flc~'l~;c~"S~h;~~is~~e~~-~°!~t~:.
of a previously doubled rope.
strength, power, or sup~ort subsists.
a Popularly, any bird that sings; a soul'; bird. b Specif., llin'gle, v. i. 1. To proceed or issue forth alone. Obs.
The bodies of men, munttion,and money, may justly be called
Zool.kany bird of the l',roup Oscines(whwh see). - •· book,
2. To withdraw or retire from company. Rare.
the sinews of war.
Raleigh.
a boo containin{ music for sing!:1.; a book of tunes. - 1.
3. To take the gait called single-foot; - said of horses.
4, A string, as of a musical instrument.
Obs.
sln'gle, n. 1. A unit; one i as, to score a single.
9in'ew, v. t. ,· SIN 1EWED(-iid); SIN 1EW-ING. To knit to!~~h~h~;i~~i~ coi:;,'!,~I,.~~~~bb'/,,, '- u.~~~k~~r
2. pl., construed as sing. A reeled thread twisted to give
Eng. a A cake or wafer of singing bread. Obs. b A boggether, or make strong, with or as with sinews; to supply
it firmness.
with sinews or strength.
Shak.
::~:~~:~:{ng0fJc~:~~-f~!h~~~!nJid:J½fr!'!an~~Ori:htf~;
3. A handful of gleaned grain. Dial Eng. & Scot.
tr!t~1~~eeri:t:s~-~~~ tl1~
~t~I~~I ~r~~~etd;n"g1!'right,
notatus) or related species of toadflsh, so called because it
4. Sports. a Lawn Tennis. A game with but one player
is able to make a humming sound. - a. flame, Acoustics, a on each side ; - usually in pl. b Golf. A match between
alne wave. A wave, as of an alternating current, varying
flame, as of hydrogen or coal gas, burning within a tube and
according to the law of sines.
two players, as distinguished from a foursome. c Baseball.
- a. gibbon, the
causing a musica 1 sound. See PYROPHONE.
sln'ew-shrunk',
a. Far. Having the sinews under the
A base hit. d Cricket. A hit for one run. e Falconry.
wou-wou. -a. hswk, a chanting falcon. - a. hinnyor honey,
belly shrunk by excessive fatigue.
A claw or talon. f Hunting. The tail of a beast, esp. of
■in'ew-y (sln'u-T), a. 1. Pertaining
to, consisting of, or
[)f;l~£~og~t_:i!1_i~~s~~;,t:ri::~nd
;b~rf:!~h:~~~Jni:u~f!~~::
the red deer. Eng.
resembling; a sinew or sinews.
muscle, in birds, an intrinsic syringeal muscle.
5. See under CHANGERINGING.
2. Well braced with or as if with sinews; nervous; vig- sln'gle (sln'g'I), a. [ME. also sengle, OF. sengle, single, 6. pl. Sheet metal over ,}71of an inch in thickness. Eng.
orous; strong; firm; tough; as, the sinewy Ajax.
L.
singulus?
a dim. from the root in simplex simple. See s1n'gle-act 11ng, a. a Acting in one direction only ; as, a
A man whose words ... were so close and $inewy. Hare.
single-acting plunger; a single-acting engine (admitting the
SIMPLE; cf. SINGULAR.] 1, One only, as distinguished
ll sln'fo-nl'a (sln'f0-u'e 1d; It. s'en1f0-n'e'ii), n. ,·It.pl. SINFO- from more than one ; consisting of one alone ; individual;
working fluid on one side of the piston only). b Having
NIE (-ne'a). [It.] Nusic. a In early operas, the overseparate ; as, a single star; a single thread.
simplicity of action; - said esp. of a firearm in which the
ture. b = SYMPHONY.
No .<:rngleman is born with a right of controlling the opinions
trigger has to be cocked by hand. - sln 1gle-ac'tlon, n.
1
■ln'ful (sln fool), a.
[AS. synfull.]
Tainted with, or full
Pope~ sln'gle-banked' (-Mqkt'), a. Having a single bank or
of all the rest.
of, sin; wicked; iniquitous i criminal; unholy; as, sinful
2. Alone ; without company or aid.
Milton.
row, as of oars or keys; specif.: Naut. a Having a single
men; sinful thoughts.-sln'ful-ly,adv.-sln'lul-ness,
n.
3. Hence, unmarried; as, a single man or woman.
row of oarsmen, or one on each thwart, the oars a]ternatSing (slng), V. i.; pre/, SANG(sang) Or SUNG(sung) ; p. p. 4. Peculiar to, or characteristic of, one person or thing;
ing
on each side. b Of vessels of former times, having but
1
SUNG; p. pr. & vb. n. SINGJNG. [AS. singan; akin to
concerning one only; hence, private; not public.
one tier of oarsmen; unireme.
Cf. BIREME,TRIREME,etc.
Sliak.
The death of Antony is not a single doom.
D. zingen, 08. & OHG. singan, G. singen, Icel. syngja,
1ed (87), a.
sln'gle-breast
Designating a coat, waistcoat,
6. Such and no more; nothing more than ; mere. Obs.
Sw. sjunga, Dan. syngP, Goth. &iggwan, and perh. to Gr.
or
the
like,
which
1aps
over
the
breast only enough for
That of a smole damsel thou wert met
0µ.q>f,voice. Cf. SINGE,SONG.] 1. To utter so-unds with
buttoning, and has buttons on one edge only.
On equal plain, and there so hard beset
Spen.~er.
musical inflections or melodious modulations of voice, ac8.
Without
equal
or
like
;
unusual
;
unique;
singular.
a.
Having
the
principal
or working porsln'gle-end'ed,
cording to fancy or the notes of a song or tune, or of a given
7. Performed by one person, or one on each side.
tion at one end only; as, a single-ended boiler.
part (as alto, tenor, etc.) in a chorus or -:;oncerted piece.
,vho nO"W
defies thee thrice to ~myle fight.
Milton, sln'gle-eyed 1 (-1d1 ), a. 1. Having but one eye; one-eyed.
2. To produce harmonious sounds, as thost: made by birds,
8. Uncompounded; pure; unmixed.
I. Watts.
2. Having a sound clear eye or sight; free from guile;
brooks, etc. "Singing birds, in silver -::ages."
Dryden.
9. Free from defect; perfect in condition; sound; healthy;
also, devoted; self-sacrificing; unselfish.
3. To chant; intone. Obs.
- usuaUy applied to the eye or viE;ion.
sln'gle-foot',
n. A gait of the horse in which each foot
4. To be fitted for rendition in song; to be singable.
When thine eye is Mnqlc, thy whole body also is full of light.
strikes singly, and there are alternately one and two feet
6. To make a smal1, shrill sound; as, the air sings in passLuke xi. 34.
on
the
ground;-called
also amble, or rack. See GAIT,n.,3.
10. Not deceitful or artful ; simple; honest; sincere.
Pope.
ing through a crevice.
Sin(lle~!'oot is . distmguished by the posterior extremities
11. Foolish; not wise; weak; silly. Ob.'i. Beau. & Fl. moving
8. To be filled or affected with a continued buzzing; to ring.
in the order of a fast walk, and the an tenor extremities
in that of a slow trot.
7. To tell or re]ate something in numbers or verse ; to 12. Of comparatively ]ow strength or richn~ss; -<listing.
Stillman ( The Horse m Notion).
from double, etc. ; a.s, ,,;ingfr aqua fortis, single juice.
sin'gle-foot', v. i. To proceed by means of the singlePrior.
celebrate something in poetry.
13. ]fort. Having only the normal number of petals or foot, as a horse or other quadruped. - s1n'gle-foot 1er, n.
8. To cry out; to complain. ObD.
Chaucer.
rays ; not double ; as, a single rose.
to Bing dumb, to be or become silent. Obs. - to 1. on the
sln'gle-hand 1 ed (87), a. l. Having hut one hand.
■Ind (dial. slnd, sln; Scot. also
du'bi-o [L-1, without douht.ne pul've-re
pa.l'm:e fL.], stnfulhed, n. [See -Hoon.] Sin- sing-ha'ra nut (s ln ~-h ii'r ii).
1
0
0~
~SJ~'
n~tu~~·Gr8:
sln), v. t. Oh.~.or Scot. ~ Dial.
si'ne hoc [L, l,lit., without tins; palms (won) without toil (lit., fulness. Obs
fBengali & Hind. swghiirii.J
En_q. & To rinse; to wash out. uw8Wv.]
'The water chestnut.
0h8, or H1M. 1. A -formerly used in pleading us dust, i.e., of the race course).
b To wash down (food). e To kind of fine Indian fabric, esp. equiv. of absque hoc. - si'ne llorace { Ep., I. i. 1H), - al'ne
{sttl]~!f~~-h),1,•.
t. To ~i~~~: sin/gil-la'tim
(sl'.n'jl'.-li'trm)i,
wh-. [L.]
One by one; sinrly.
oflinen; al!\O,a pieceof it.
(,r~LJi W:fn;~~
l~i';{s~~~h;.al~~s~drink 2. A wrapper; specif.: a A windi~~i~~~~::J~~
a. See
R~.:-i~~-rNG.
to wash down solid food. Scot, ing sheet, esp. a liturgical wind- stu'di-o [L.l, without ang-er or Cf. <"ONDITIO SINE QL'A NON,
-ABLE,
- sing'a.-ble-neSB,n.
partiality, Tacitus(Annals,I.
sine curve {sin), = SINUSOlD.
Sin'ga-lese'. Var. of S1NGHA- ai•'gld. Smgled. Ref. Sp.
ing sheet. b A tippet
or ref.
-si'ne
lo'eo et an'no [L .• sinegen. + s I N.
LESE,
sin'~le, v. i. [OF $hlflle1·,siglt1r,
3. A kind of altar frontal.
without place Rnd date; - said sine law. See LAW OF SINES.
■in'der (sln'd~r; -di!; sln'er).
ain-gal'ly,n, [Of Bengali origin. J ~~ c;:w._ler
6b~~
Teutonic origin.]
ain'dry(sl'.n'drl).
Ohs or8cot. of
books without imprints. - Binet, + ~IGNET, SENN ET,
Scot. & dial. Eng. of ~UNDER.
The sound of a kind of fish,
& dial. Enµ:. var. of SUNDRY.
sineiw. t s1N, 1•.
Sln'dl. Var. of SI'.'l'DHI.
exported from Calcutta. Jndia. ain'gle (slt)'g'l; elng''l), ad•.
1
Sind ibex (slnd). The wild goat sine. t SHINE, SIN'.
::r;18:i1li~~~~~J~iJ: sin'ew-i-nesa (sln't'l-l-n~s), n. singe, Bingen. + SION,SIN.
sine (,fial, sln). Obs. or dial.
l. ~~0f2i'NoLE.,
See. NE'-~( Ca)11·r1 regag1·us) of Persia.
einge'ing, f), pr. ~ 1,b. n. of i~~;{do:;:~al.
Eng. var. of SIGN.
~e.r,~raoi~i-~ lt~J~u~?t~~Tit sin'ew-ish. a. Sinewy. OhA.
tin dir. t Cl:VDER.
SINHE. ~ ainge'ing-ly, adv.
sin'gle. Obs. or dial. Eng. va..
1lD'dle (sln'd'l; -'l),adi,. Scot.
hatred. - 1i1 ne pr:e'ju-di'ci-o sin'ew-ize, v. t. To sinew. Obs. sing'er-ess, n. A songst~ess. Ob.<:. ■in'gle-bar', n. A singletree.
(pr~!j/dfi-dl'.sh'l-0) [L.], with- 1in'ew-tess, a. See •LESS.
~ Dial. Bng.
Oh.~oles. Seldom.
singerie, n. [F.] An apish trick, a:lu'gled (BlIJ'g'ld), a. Havi~
rToc.l out charge or care. - al'ne di'e. out prejudice. - ai'ne pro'lt ■in'ew-ows, a. Sinewy. Obs.
-a. Rare; singular.
[MOTIVE_, n
Obs.
[SrNOE-1 a single, OT tail.
■in.'doc (sl'.n'd~k). Var. of SIN- See in the Vocabulary.- ■i'ne [L.], Law, without issue. - 11'- ■in'ful. n. A sinner. Obs.
■ing'et (stn'jl'.t). Scot. p. p. of
lin'gle-drtv'er, n. See Loe
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SINGLE-HEARTED
2. Working alone ; unassisted ; without the help of others.

SINK HOLE

~=~~;·t~lt~
t:f1~nt:~i;
J~1~

'

gral, which is obtained by givin~ particular values to some
0
!~fre~baerver, tb&
9r ru.lof the arbitrary constants 111 the general (or complete)
Integral. - singular judgment. = SINGULARPROPOSITION.
- Bin11s-tral'l-tl7 (sin 1Ts-trill'i-tl), n. - sln'- s. line, Math., a line at every point of which a function
ls-tral-ll7, ad·v.
ceases to exist; a linear aggregate of essential singularities.
sin'IB-tra'tlon (sln 1-ls-tra'shun), n. State of
- s. name. See NAME,n., 1. - s. number. (Jram. See NUMBER beiug sinistral, or inclining to the left.
n.,15. - s. planet a plane in which the envelope of the lines ol sin'ls-tro- (sin'ls-trli-). Combining form from
the complex) in 1t has a double tangent. - •· point. a Mat!t. Latin sinister, meaning of or pertaining to, or
~J Any other than an ordinary point (which see). (2) In
me geometry, the vertex of a cone (composed of lines of toward, the left.
sln'Ys-tr6rs'), a.
the complex under consideration) that has a double line. Bin'ls-trorse' (sin'ls-tr8rs';
(3) A point at which a function loses its definition; a point
[L. sinistrorsus, sinistroversus, turned toward
.
on the circle C of convergence of a series F(z), for which
verter~, !m·trre, S in i st r a 1
the left side; sinister left
the radius of convergence of the derived series/(z) in (z -c)
versum,vorsum,toturn.]
Bot. Twmmgma
Shell
of
spiral from right to left, as the stem of the Phy,'ia her~~r~i~~~l~~ inj~~~it~y
f~h~ca:~
hop;
opposed
to
dextrorse
(which
see).
teroM~·opha
.
quantity (e) ol. electricity is supposed to be condensed.
- ~- proposition, Logic, a proposition having as its subject ■in'ls-trous (sin 1Is-trus), a. [See SINISTER,] Nat size.
1. Being on the left side ; inclined to the left; sinistral.
a smgular term, or a common term limited to an individual
b_ymeans of a smgular sign. - s. root. Alg. a Of an equa2. Unlucky; unfortuna.te; ill-omened.
tion m one unknown, a root representing two equal coales3. Baneful; evil; malignant.
Obs,
cent roots. b Of an equation in more than one unknown,
aln'ls-trous-1:'-',adv.
a root corresponding to a double point on the curve or sur- S1-nlt'lo
(sI-11It'1k),
a.
[L.
Sinae
the Chinese.] Of or
face representing the equation. - s. solution. See SOLUTION.
pertaining to the Chiuese or their language. See CHINESB,
- s. ■urface, Math., the locus of the singular points, which
Bink
(slqk),
v.
i.
;
pret.
SANK
(sltqk),
or
SUNK(siiqk); p. p.
is also the envelope of the singular planes, of a complex.1EN,-now
a. syllogism, Logic, a syllogism whose midole term is a sinSUNK(Obs. SUNK
used as ad:j.); p.pr. & 'l.'b.n.
~ul~r. term. - 1. term, Logic, a term standing for a single
SINK'1NG. [ME. sinken, AS. sincan ,· akin to D. zinken,
md1v1dual.
OS. sincan, OHG. sinehan, G. sinken, Icel. s0kkva, Dan.
Bln'gu-lar (sYq1gIT-lcir), n. 1. One that is singular, in any synke, Sw. s,junka, Goth. s1·gqan, and perh. to Skr. sic to
sense; ae: a One that is alone or separate ; au individual
pour, and E. sea, silt.] 1. To fall by or as by the force
instance i a particular i also, a single unit; an individual
of gravity ; to descend lower and lower; to decline graduObs. b Gra1ri. The singular number, the inflectional form
ally ; to subside ; as, a stone sinks in water ; waves rise
denoting it, or a word in that form. c Loyic. That which
and sink; the sun siuks in the west.
is considered by itself or as a siugJe term.
I si11k m deep mire
Ps lxix. 2.
2. Hunting. A pack (of boars). Old Cant.
2. Specif.: a To fall slowly, as to the ground from weaksln'gu-lar-lsm (-lz'm), n. Philo,. Any philosophy which
ness or from an overburden; to fail in strength.
I think our country si1iks beneath the yoke.
ST,ak.
derives the universe from a single principle i - contrasted
b To fall to a lower level, as a river; to subside; to di•
wjth pluralism.
See MONISM,
1 a.
minish
in
volume
or
in
apparent
height
;
as,
the
ground
sln'gu-lar'l-ty (-lltr'l-tl), n.; pl. -TIES(-tiz). [L. singusinks away toward the horizon. c To decline, fall, or pasa
laritas: cf, F . .,ingularite.]
1. Quality or state of being
to a state considered as lower, inferior, weakeI, or the
singular; specif. : a State of being one or of singular
like; specif., to degenerate; to become debased; ae, to
number ; oneness. b Quality or state of being separate or
&inkinto eleepj to sink into oblivion or poverty. d To fall
alone; specif., Obs., celibacy. o Quality or state of being
to a lower pitch or tone; as, his voice sank to a whisper.
peculiar to, or characteristic of, one person or thbg ; an individual quality, trait, or the like; also, quality or state of
a. To enter ~-~r::;,;~~!=A~\~~~ll1~~0~:i~:d~h~ ;~~~-a!!ii. 49.
being without equal or superior; uniqueness. d State or
to enter so as to impress lasting1y.
quality of being unusual ; rareness; esp.: (1) Superior ex• 4. Hence,
Let these sayings 1nnk down into your ears. Luke ix. 44.
cellence or worth. (2) Odd or strange variation from the
6. To perish i to suffer destruction.
Archaic.
ordinary ; eccentricity ; oddness.
6. 'I'o become or appear hollow or depressed; as, sunktn
2:. That which is singular; a singular person, thing, act,
cheeks.
mood, etc.; esp., a character or quality distinguishing a
7. To extend a shaft or a well; as, to sink for water.
thing from all or most others ; pecu!iarity.
Syn. - Fall, subsM.e, drop, droop, lower, decrease.
3. One's own aavantage ; self-interest. Obs. & R. Ashby. sink,,,. t. 1. To cause to sink or fall by or as by the force
4. Possession of a particular or exclusive privilege, prerog~ of gravity. Specif. : a To immerse or submerge in a fluid;
ative, or distinction.
. Catholicism . , . must be understood in opposition to the legal as, to sink a ship. b To cause to subside ; to reduce in
level, pitch, quantity, value, etc. ; to lower; as, to sink
srngularity of the Jewish nation.
Bp. Pearson.
oue's voice to a whisper.
"You sunk the river with re•
~- Nath. a Of a geometric form, any exceptional projecpeated drafts."
Addison. c To cause to degenerate in
tive property of any of its elements (points, lines, or
character, quality, or the like; to degrade; debase. d To
planes); a singular point, etc. b The number of such
cause to perish; to ruin irretrievably;
to destroy. e To
properties of a function or locus.
s~'gu-lar-lze (sYq'gil-Jar-iz), v. t.; -1zED (-izd); -1z1ING cause to appear to sink below the horizon by moving away
(-1zll'.ng). [Cf. F. singulariser.]
1. To make singular or from; as, the ship sank the coast. f Pri11t. To place (a
heading, etc.), or to begin (a page), below the top of the
single.
full page; as, to sink a <:hapter heading.
2. To distinguish ; signalize. Rare.
2. To reduce or extinguish by payment, ae, a national debt.
- ■ln1 gu-lar-l-za'tlon (-Y-zii'shun; -i-zii'shlln), n.
sin'gu-lar-ly, adi 1• In a singular manner; specif. : a By 3. To keep out of sight ; to suppress; ignore.
A courtly willingness to sink obnoxious truths. Robert11on.
itself or himself ; singly ; separately; individually.
b In
4. To make (a depression) hy digging, delving, or cutting,
a manner, or to a degree, not common to others; unusuetc. ; to excavate from above downwards; as, to sink a pit.
ally; uniquely; exceptionally; as, to be singularly ugly.
C Strangely; oddly; as, to behave .,ingularly.
d So as to or a well ; to sink a die ; also, to place or fix in a depression thus made ; as, to si11ka post or a potted plant.
express one, or the singular number.
6, To conceal and appropriate.
Sla11g.
Sln'l-oism(sln'l-sYz'm),
n. [L. Sinae the Chinese.] Any0
thing, esp., a. manner or custom, peculiar to the Chinese.
be1~~~}
;o~d~~~n-~~
Sln'l-oo- (slu'l-M-).
Combining form for Sinic, meaning
count
Swift.
Chinese,· as in Sinico-Japaneae.
sink, n. 1. A drain to carry off filthy water ; a cesspool.
Bln'l-grln (sln'l-grln),
n. [From NL. Sinapis nigra
2. A shallow basin or vessel connected with a drain and
a synonymic name.]
C!tern. A crystalline glucoside,
usually with a water supply, as for kitchen drainage.
&. Law. a Each; individual; as, to convey several parC1,0 H 18O 10NS 2K, found in the seeds of black mustard
3. Quality or act of absorbing or engulfing; engulfment.
cels of land, all and singular.. b Civil Law. Affecting, or
(Bras.Yica
nigra)
and
other
Cruciferre.
It is a potassium
4.
A depression at tl1e base of a tree, for rain water.
relating to, one or more separate interests or rights in propsalt of myronic acid.
&. Geol. Any slight depression in the land surface, esp.
erty, as distinguished from the university, or entire body, sln'ls-ter (sin'ls-ter; formerly al.so sY-nls'ter, esp. in poetone
having no outlet; specif., one of the hollows in limeof a decedent's estate; as, singular succession; hence,
ry, as in Shakespeare, Jt,filton, &: Dryden), a. [L. sinister:
stone regions (limestone sink), often communicating with a
loosely, affecting, or designating, any interest or right in
cf. F. sinistre. J 1. On the left hand, or the side of the left
cavern or subterranean passage, so that waters running
property acquired otherwise than by inheritance.
hand ; left. Cf. DEXTER. " On his sinister cheek." Sltak.
into it are lost ; - called also sink hole, swallow hole, etc.
8. Gram. Denoting one person or thing; as, the singular
2:. Her. See ESCUTCHEON,
1.
6. The lowest part of a natural hollow or closed basin
number; - opposed to dual and plural.
3. Appearing or observed on the left, and hence (from
whence
the water of one or more streams escapee by evap7. Separate from others ; alone ; removed apart : unac- that side being regarded as unlucky), inauspicious; disoration; as, the sink of the Humboldt River. Western U.S.
companied. Specif. : a Belonging to or being that of which
astrous; injurious; evil ; as, sinister influences.
The term H lli11!.:
'' has been given to all that portion of the ColWrong, as springing from indirection or obliquity;
th
10
orado desert which lies below sea level,
Sc,. Amer.
~~!t~~:
are
scarce, 4.
perverse; dishonest ; corrupt; as, siuister aims.
7 . .Jfini11g. A preliminary excavation or pit, to be enlarged
and some of them almost ·"mgulm· in tbeir kind.
Addison.
Nimble
and
si11ister
tricks
and
shine.
Bacon.
in working till it is a fu11-sized shaft; a sump. Cornu·all,
b Separate as being out of the ordinary course ; unusual ; 6. Indicative of lm·king evil or harm i boding ccvert dan•
Eng.
uncommon ; strange ; as, a singular phenomenon. c Dis•
ger; as, a sinistm· countenance; a.sinister glance.
8. Ph!!,sics. In hydromechanics, an orifice of exit ; - con.
tinguished 3,s existing in a very high degree ; excelling
Syn.
See
OMINOUS.
trasted with sou,·ce. Also, by extension, au analogue of
others ; rarely equaled ; eminent i exceptional ; as. a man
1th!1
such an orifice, as in tlu~ case of electric flow.
of singular gravity or attainments.
d Separate as departt~et:~~a:set~r:r~
m Aries, and Mars in the same degree of Gemini. - s. base, slnk'age (sY11k'O:j),n. Act, process, 01· degree, of sinking.
inJof~~1!i,~~1;;;~~ ~8:"fttfu~et~~!ci~a~?s~sa~f~o;t~}~i:!1~~~1~ s. chief. See ESCUTCHEON'
slnk'box' (-boks 1 ), n. A device used in hunting wild fowl,
1.
1'illotson
disparagement, but n praise.
consisting of a raft, or broad low boat, having a rectangular
(se-nes'trii), a. [It.] ])Ju.sic. The left (hand);
e Math. Poesessing certain unique properties (not shared II-sl-nls'tra
depression in which a hunter may conceal himself.
a direction to play a note or passage with this hand.
In
with its neighbors); as, a singular point.
alnk'er (-er), n. 1. One that sinks. Specif.: a A weight
full,
siniatra
mano.
s,n. - Unexampled, unprecedented, eminent, extraoron something, as on a fish line, to sink it. b In knitting
dinary, remarkable, uncommon, unique, rare, unusual, sln'ls-tral (sln'ls-tral), a. 1. Of or pertaining to the left;
machines, one of the thin plates, blades, or other devices,
inclining to the left ; sinistrous ; - opposed to dextral.
pecuhar, odd, eccentric, fantastic. See STRANGE.
that depress the loops upon or between the needles. c =
2:, Baneful; inauspicious i sinister. Obs.
lllngular Integral (of a differential eguation), Math., a relaBURR,n., 11 d. d One that sinks shafts, as in mining.
sinlatral shell, Zo0l., a spiral shell whose turns are in the
tion between the variables that satisfies the equation but
2. Logging. = DEADHEAD,
5.
reverse of the usual (dextral) direction. When held spire
contains no arbitrary constant and is not a particular tnte-

3. To be, or capable of beiug, managed or done by one person or with one hand.
&m'gle-heart 1ed (87), a. Having an honest heart· free
from duplicity. - Bln'gle-heart'ed-ly, adv.
'
Bln'gle-mind'ed (87)1a. Having a single purpose ; hence,
artless; gmleless; smgle-hearted. - sln 1gle-mlnd'edly, adv. - sln'gle-mlnd'ed-ne:ss, n.
■in'gle-nesa, n. Quality or state of being single; - opp_osed to doubleness, complication, or multiplicity.
Spec!f., f~eedom f1:om duplicity; purity of mind or purpose;
smcer1ty; as singleness of purpose ; singleness of heart.
Bln'gle-phase', a. Elec. Relating to or employing an
alternating current of one phase. See PHASE, n.,3.
.Bln'gle-phas'er (-faz'er), n. A single-phase machine.
sln'gle-stiok' (sh1'g'l-s~lk'), n. Formerly, a stout cudgel ;
now, a stick about 40 mches long, usually with a basket
guard nea.1·the handle, used for hitting and fencing · also
the game or sport of fencing with these sticks.
'
'
am'gle-ton (-tun), n. l. In certain card games, as whist,
a card which is the only one of its suit held at the deal,
2:. Hence, by extension, an individual member or thing
distinct from others grouped with it; as, a quatrain consisting of a triplet and a singleton.
■in'gle-tree 1 (-trii'), n. [Cf. sw1NGLETRBE,l 1. The pivoted or swinging bar to which the traces of a harnessed
horse are fixed ; a whippletree. When two horses draw
abreast, a singletree is fixed at each end of another crosspiece, called the doubletree.
2:. A heavy_ h?rizont~l bar sometimes used to spread the
loop of a ho1stmg cham to prevent crushing the load. U.S.
■in'gle-val1 ued, a. Mat!t. Having only one value (as a
function) for any one value of the argument; assuming always the same value at any particular point of a region
for all continuations within that region.
■ln'gly (s!tJ'gll), adv. 1. Individually; particularly; severally ; as, to make men singly and pei;sonally good.
2:. Only; peculiarly; uniquely; singularly. Obs.
Look thee, 'tis so I Thou singly honest man.
Shak.
3, As or by a single individual or unit; in or by taking but
one. ''The man •.. cannot be singly counterpoised.'' Shak.
4, Simply or scantily clad. Obs, &: R.
&. Without partners, companions, or associates ; singlehanded ; as, to attack another singly.
8. Honestly; sincerely; simply. Rare.
lingly connected region, Math., a region bounded by a single
curve; one that is cut in two by every crosscut or loop cut.
- s. ordered, Malit., having anx two elements, a and b, such
that either a<b or a>b, and if a<b, and b<c, then a<c.
■lng1-slng' (slng 1slng 1 ), n. A kob antelope (Kobus unctuosu:s) of central and western Africa, having softer hair
and more brownish coloration than the true waterbuck.
■ing'aong' (-sling'; 205), n. 1, Verse marked by monotonous cadence ; inferior poetry ; doggerel.
2. A drawling or monotonously rhythmical tone.
3, An impromptu social gathering for singing. Colloq.,Eng.
1Wlg'song1, a. Having a monotonous cadence or rhythm;
tediously rhythmical.
JISlnJ'Bplel' (sing'spiil'; G. zfog'shpiil'), n. [G.; singon
to smg
spiel a play.] Mu.,ic. A semidramatic work,
partly in dialogue and partly in song, of a kind popular in
Germany in the latter part of the 18th century. It was
often comic,had modem characters,and patterned its music
on folk song with strictly subordinated accompaniment.
llln'gu-lar (sYq'gil-Jar), a. [ME. singuler, F. singulier,
OF. also singulet·, fr. L. singularius, singularis, fr. singulus single. See SINGLE,a.] 1. Being a single unit; individual; single; separate.
Obs.
Chaucer.
I. Of or pertaining to a single unit or individual ; hence,
private ; peculiar to one's self or itself; not public. Obs.
or .Arcltaic.
3. = SINGLE, 7. Obs. "A singular combat." Holinshed.
4, Logic. Considered by itself or as a single instance; individual; as, a singular term; - opposed to general.
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SINKING

..

SIPHORHINAL

of the aemilunar valves of the heart, The blood in its regurgitation toward the heart enters these sinuses and
closes the valves. - 1i'nu of lllor-,1a'gnl (mUr-giin'Yii) [after
G. B. Morgagni, Italian anatom1stl; .Anat., a space at the
upper back part of each side of the p!iarynx where the walls
a.re deficient in muscular fibers and closed by the aponeurosis only. - a. of the &0rta, Anat ., an expansion at the junction of the ascending and transverse l!_Qrtionsof the aorta.
- IIa, polcu-la'ria (pllk 1ti-li'rls; 115) IJ.'jL, pocularis like a
cupJ, .Anat., a median depression of the floor of the urethra
at t!ie fore part of the vermnontanum.
At or within its
margins the ejaculator;r ducts open. It Is sometimes called
uterus masculinus, bemg considered homologous with the
uterus of the female. - II1. rhom1 bol-da'II■ (rllm 1boi-di'lls)
[NL. rhomboidalis rhomboida!J, Ernbr'lfol. & Zoo/., tbe

S, A trough to drain foul water; also, a ceaapool. Dial. Eng.
4, One employed to cut dies. Scot.
&. a Coin; esp., base coin; specif., U. 8., a silver dollar.
Slang. b A kind of doughy muffin. Colloq., U. 8.
8. Bot. One of the roots of a mistletoe, in allusion to its
penetration into the woody tissue of the host.
alD.11:'IDg
(sll)k'lng), P· pr. & vb. n. of SINK, Specif. : fl,
Act of one that sinks; as : a Act or process of excavating,
as in mining, for a well, etc. b Act of caving iu, as earth.
o Arch., Sculp., Joinery, etc, A recessed part; depression.
lillklng bl.Jlaat, Naut., ballast heavier than water. - a. fund,

conducts water to the mouth, gills, etc.; the dorsal tube
(uh&l•nt, or u:current, ■iphon) carries away the waste water.
The tubes are commonly more or less united externally,
i~~~gt\;h:~ra:~~:r

si~ai,"_;~~Bt,:i:Jg:fA~t'}/~:::r.

1~fi'::
~o~J"fl.,'f::w:~~;.~/i':'c'i~~~gf~1~~~~
~t~
It is often protected by a grooved extension of the margin
of the shell usuall;v called the canal, but sometimes also
siphon. c The swimming funnel of a cephalopod. See
under SWIMMING.4 The siphnncle of a cephalopod shell.
e The sucking proboscis of various arthropods. f In certain gephyreans, sea urchins, and polychmtous annelids,
an accesso17 tube which branches from the alimentary
canal near 1ts anterior end and reenters it farther back.

the aggregate of sums of money set apart and invested,
usually at fixed intervals, for the extinguishment of the
debt of a ~overnment, or of a corporation, by the accumulation of mterest.-1. haad. Founding. =FEBDHBAD,2.:f tu!~':i"ltt~1:ei~.aia~d:;~;
Jlitv!db~•\~/~~~n~~f.a
~::,s:J}~a:i"ttrg:~e~~~a~~rc.:'nl?~l\!h°.:tr:."~~':.'.t~~~
•· paper, blotting paper.
with aquatic respiration.
l In Siphonophora, a feeding
also 1 an expansion of the central canal in the sacral region
alDIJ.eaa(sln'l~s), a. [AS. synleas.] Free from sin. i In ascidians, the branchia.l or atrial
derived from it. -II 1. ve-no'■u■ (v~-no'siis). rL. tienosus ve- zooid or hydranth.
orifice, esp. when borne on a more or less produced tube.
BIDIJ.eaa-ly,
adv. - BID'leas-neaa,"·
nous,J Anal. & Zoo/. a In the lower vertebrates and in
BID'ner(-er), n, One that sins; esp., one that sins with- the embryos of higher forms, a distinct chamber of the &. Bot. In certain of the red algre, one of the elongated
heart formed by the union of the large systemic veins and
out repenting ; hence, a persistent and incorrigible transcells surrounding the large central axial cell.
opening into the auricle. b .Anat. The atrium, or main
gressor; one condemned by the law of God.
8. Gas Manuf. Any of several small reservoirs placed at
Stn-Din'gl-a (sl-nln'Jl-<i), 11. [NL., after Wilhelm Sin- cavity, of either auricle of the heart.
certain points in a gas main to drain off condensed water.
ning, gardener of the University of Bonn about 1825.] Bot. at•nua-old(si'nus-oid), n. [sinus+ -oid.] Geom. l, The Bl'pbon (si'f~n), 11. t.; s11PHONED (-f~nd); s1'PHON-ING,
curve whose ordinates are
A geuus of Brazilian gesneriaceous herbs having tuberous
To convey, or draw off, by a siphon, as a liquid from one
~
rhizomes, large petioled leaves, and large flowers with a proportional to the sines ~~/JY
vessel to another at a lower level ; - often with off.
of the abscissas, the equa-)(.
turbinate calyx and irregular bell-shaped 5-Jobed corolla.
al'phon, v. i, To pass or be conveyed by means of a sition being y = a sin x,I
S. specioRa ia cultivated under the name gloxinia.
phon ; - usually with over,- - said of liquids.
Sinusoid.
11Doffering. A sacrifice for sin ; something offered as an the. curv_e of sines. The
al'phon-age (si'flln-tj), n. The action of a siphon.
expiation for sin. Specif.: Jew . .Antiq. See OFFERING, 3.
1
Bl'phon-al(-al), a, Of, pert. to, or resembling, a siphon.
i~ft{:;
x Abscissa; y Ordinate.
SID1o-log'l-cal(sln 1t-l~j'l-klll), a. [See SINOLOGUE.]Re- same curve but with the y-axis through the point x = S11pho-na'rl-a(si'!U-ni'rl-<i; 115), 11. [NL. See SIPHON.]
lating to the Chinese language or literature.
Zoo/, A genus of limpet-shaped monrecious opisthobranch
81-nol'o-glat(sl-n~l'li-jlst), n. A specialist in Slnology.
on the diagra;,, illustrated.
gastropods, living between tides and usually having both
81n'1>-logue
(sln't-J~g), n. [L. Sinae, an Oriental people
Junglike organs and gills. It is the type of a family, Sl'2 • .Anat. A minute endothelium-lined space or passage
mentioned by Ptolemy, Gr. li,a,
Gr, ,\oyo•
discourse;
pho-na-rl'l-4111
(-n<i-ri'l-dii), formerly regarded as belongMinot.
formed like theologue: cf. F. sinologue.] A student of, or for blood in the tissues of an organ.
the Pulmonata. -B1'f1o-na'rl-14 (-ni'rl-Id), a. &n.
(-oi'dii.l), a. Pertaining to a sinusoid; specif.,
one versed in, the Chinese language, literature, or history. al'DUB-ol'dal
Physics
&
Math.,
capable
of
being
graphically
represented
1
81-nolo-gy (al-n~l'li-jl), fl,
[Cf. F. sinologie.] That
■gig t~e 1ra~::e1::·c1~J.i" at~ rat~c.::~a 0~t1:.-r c~~=
branch of systematized knowledge which treats of the Chi- by a sinusoid; as, a,'linusoidal current, function, wave, etc.
municating with the air. See BAROMETER,
lllust.
Sl'on-lte
(si•~n-it),
11.
Eccl.
Hist.
a
One
of
a
Norwegian
nese, their language, literature, etc.
lln'1>-ple(sln'li-p'l), n. [OF., red, green, also sinopre, F. 18th-century sect claiming to he children of the King of "f!'~~~e! 0 ~}]f;,h~~~tt~e~~N~i~nfn"f~t~~cta~;rt~h~
Sion, whose coming they thought near. b = RoNSDORl'IIR, within the bottle when a valve in the tube is opened.
sinople green, the mineral.] l. Min. Ferruginous quartz,
(soo'lln), a. Designating, or pertaining to, one of alPhon condenser. Stearn E11pines. A form of condenser
blood red or brownish red,:sometimea with a tinge of yellow. 81011.'an
in which the vacuum is maintained by the downward flow
the
great linguistic stocks of North American Indiana,
2. Blood red or brownish red.
of water through a long vertical pipe.
originally dwelling in Virginia and the Carolinas, but
8, Her. Vert. Obs.
alPhon
gau_geor gage. A kind of vacuum or pressure
within
historic
times
holding
extensive
portions
of
the
IIID'ter(sln 1ter), n. [G. Cf. CINDER.] Lit., dross of iron;
ga~
i::~r~J.1;'.'" tube closed at one end and
plains of the Middle West. The eastern tribes were
cinder; - applied in geology to certain deposits (sub- great
agrwultural
habit;
those
of
the
plains
were
chiefly
bufof
atances), distinguished as siliceous sinter, calc--si~ter, etc.
(si'ft-nt-).
Combining form from Greek rr,<J,
.. ,,
falo hunters. Besides the Sioux, the stock includes the arphl>-DOBID'tllr,11. t. & i. To become or cause to become a co- Assiniboin, Crow, Mandan, Omaha, Osaget Quapaw, Win- siphon, tube, pipe.
herent solid mass by heating without thoroughly melting;al1pho-nog'a-moua(-n~g'<i-mlls),a.
[sipT,ono-+-gamou,.]
nebago, and minor tribes, as the Biloxi ana. Catawba.
aaid of powdered or earth_r substances.
Sioux (soo ), n. sing. & pl. An Indian of one of the moat Bot. Accomplishing fertilization by means of a pollen tnbe,
1pho-nog1a-my (-ml), n.
BID'u-ate(sln'i'i-il:t), a. LL- sinuatus, p. p. of sinuare to
as most seed plants. - B1
~fi~'!fu~~1:!i!
\~~~c!~!~1':~r1hf!~'t.t:"s'u~~~~
wind, bend, fr. sinus a bend.] Sinuous; wavy; tortuous;
811pho-noph11>-ra(-nllf'ii-r<i), n. pl. [NL.; siphono- Gr.
and the iead waters of the Missi
pi, to Dakota and Ne- </>ipELvto bear.] Zoo/. An order of Hydrozoa consisting
specif., Bot., having the margin wavy with strong Indenbraska, where they still dwell.
ey are warlike, of fine
of certain free-swimming or floating pelagic forms, mostly
and see SBBRATB,
tations ;-aaid of leaves. Cf UNDULATB,
physique and haughty bearing.
col!!J)rise, as chief
Jllust.-BID'u-ata-ly, ad,,.
delicate, transparent, and often beautifully colored. Acdivisions, the Teton (the Ogalala,
M, Hunkpapa, and
lln'u-ate (-it), v. i.; -AT'BD(-it'M); -AT-'ING(-iit'Ing). To other bands), Santee (the Wahpetons S1ssetons, Moewav!iiO:i~: :~8(fl~':ffo
bend or cune in and out ; to wind ; to be sinuous.
kantons and others!, Yankton, and Yanktonnais, Sioux. The
tions for fhe colony, as feeding, defense, locomotion,. etc.
BID'u-oa'l-ty(-!Sa'I-tl), n.; pl. -Tms (-tlz). [Cf. F. sinu- native name of the r;ioux is Dakota.
alp (slp), v. t.; pret. SIPPED(slpt), or, Rare or Ref. Sp., In some forms two or more zooids (called nectocalicea)nave
osite.] l. Quality or state of being sinuous.
SIPT;p. pr. & vb. n, sIP'PING, [ME. sippon; cf. AS. sypian
S. That which is sinuous ; a bend or winding; a wave line.
!~J~~ml~f
i~~ hho,\~;o;,t;~:';!~~~!1 "o~ol~:J:
BID'u-oaa(sln'i'i-us), a. [L. sinuo.rus, fr. sinus a bent snr- to take 1n moisture, sype a drinking, akin to AS. sUpan matophore, or float (often regarded as an enlarg~d anrruodto sip, suck up, drink {see SUP,,,.
t.) i or OD. sippen to sip.]
face, a curve: cf. F. sinueux, See SINUS,] l, Bending in
ified zooid), which keeps the colony afloat. Man;v l'l!g&rd
and out; of a serpentine or wavy form ; winding.
l. To drink in small quantities or little by little ; to take
the Siphono:phora, or some of them, as single individuals,
HANand the zomds as merely organs. See PoRTUGUBSE
into the mouth in small drafts, as a liquid ; as, to sip tea.
2. Specif., Bot., sinuate.
Every herb that 8ip~ the dew.
.Milton.
Syn, -See CIRCU1Tous.
f.~a~>,Ra.~~'."'--"~lJ;.~:'i~~fi:~;;,z[~i~li~f:1/8;,~o:':1;fn~~
2.
To
drink
out
of
by
sips.
Poetic.
-BID'u-oua-ly, adv. - BID'U-oua-neaa,
n.
201),n. - lll'pho-noph'o-roua(sj/fii-nllf'li-rus), a.
Sln'u-~ 111-a'ta (-pll'l-i'tti), n. pl. [NL.] Zool. The alp, v. i, To drink a small quantity ; to take a fluid with Bl'pho-no-ate'le
(si'f~-nU-ste 11i), n. [siphonostele.]
the lips ; to take a sip or sips of something.
lamelhbranch mollusks having a pallial sinus, which indiBot.
A hollow cylindrical stele, with or without pith. In its
cates the development of long siphons. The Jong clam, ra- alp, n. l. The act of sipping.
typical
form
it
is
characteristic
of
the
stems
of
fems,
but
zor shells, and shipwornis are examples. Cf. INTEGROPAL- 2. A small draft taken with the lips ; a slight taste.
with modifications it is found in most dicotzledonoua
LIATA.- alD'U-PallJ.1-ate
(plll'l-it), isln1U•PallJ.l-al
(-ill), a. Bl'phon (si•f~n), n. [F. siphon, L. sipho, -onis, fr. Gr.
Cf. PROTOSTBLB.
-al 1pho-no-atelJ.lo
(-ste'llk) a.
Ill/DUS(si 1nlls), n.; pl. L. SINUS,E. SINUSES(-~z: -Iz; 161). rri<J>w•a siphon, tube, pipe.] l A pipe or tube bent to Slstems.
1pho-no-atolma-ta(si 1ft-nu-sto'm<i-t<i;
-st~m'<i-t<i), n.
[L., a bent surface, a curve, the folds or bosom of a gar- form two branches or legs of unequal ef- •
pl. [NL. See SIPHON;-STOMA.] Zoo/. a A tribe of parament, etc., a bay. Cf. SINE, n.] l. An opening or holfective length, by which a liquid canhe
sitic copepod Crustacea including many parasites of fishes,
low; a bending in or down; specif., a bay of the sea.
transferred to a lower level, over an interas the lernreans. They have a mouth adapted to suck blood.
2. Anal. & Zool. A cavity; a recess or depression. Esp.:
mediate elevation, by the pressure of the
·
b An artificial group of gastropods characterized by asiphoa A cavity in the substance of a bone of the skull which atmosphere in forcing the liquid up the
nostomatous shell. - at•pho-no-stome'(si 1ft-nt-stom'), n.
communicates with the nostrils and contains air, as the
shorter branch of the pipe imt11ersed in
al!ph1>-no-atom.'a-toua
(-st~m'<i-tus; -sto 1ma-tus), a. Zool.
frontal sinus, ethmoidal sinus, etc. b A channel for ve• it, while the excess of weight of the liquid
'
a
Having the front edge of the aperture of the shell pronous blood. The sinuses of the brain are broad channels
in the longer branch (when once filled) a Siphon, through
longed in the shape of a channel for the protection of the
whose outer coats are formed by the dura mater. The
causes a continuous flow. The flow takes wh1chwate~ftows
siphon; - said of certain gastropods. b Having a tubular
sinuses of various invertebrates are merely spaces among
place only when the discharging extrem- from the D10h b
mouth. c Pert. to the Siphonostomata.
the muscles and other viscera. o A dilatation in a canal
1ty is lower than the liquid surface, and when no part of
1pho-no-zo'ol4(-zo'oid), n.
[.,iphono-+•ooid.]
Zool.
the pipe is hifher above that surface than the same liquid alO~e
or vessel, as at the commencement ol the internal jugular
of certain degenerate zooids of some Alcyonaria, su~
vein. d Cf. PALLIALSINUS.
Sflfn~hS:sYor\iie~:~~:~~f~~~~f:v~,f.out
33 feet for water,
posed to serve to regulate the water supply of the colony.
3. Med. A. narrow, elongated cavity, in whic}l.pus is colBiPhonrecorder. Elec. A sensitive recorder used in snb:.. Short for INVERTED SIPHON.
lected ; an elongated absceBS with only a small orifice.
.~. A siphon bottle.
:~:~if~i~sh::_irregular
line
4. Bot. A depression between adjoining lobes, as of a leaf,
4,
Zoo!.
a
In
many
bivalve
mollusks,
either
of
a
pair
of
corolla, etc. A sinus may be rounded, as in the ]ea:i.of the
alPhon separator. Mining. An apparatus for the sizing of
posteriorly extending tubes formed by the coalescence and
white oak, or acute. as iu that of the red maple.
extension of the edges of the mantle lobes of each aide of abi':~i~itic:.esj/t
c~~s~1w:lii:~i;:-:r:i~hi~a!e~e11 through
1l'nua-N ofVa.l-1al'va (viil-siil'vii) [after A. M. Valsalvc(16661123), Italian anatomist], Anal., pouches behind ih• :.laps the booy. The ventral tube (Inhalant, or lncurrent, siphon) which water Is made to circulate by means of siphons.
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atnk.'room/, n.

&s.

A room with a ~1:1:o4;;fe~'
[See SUTOPLE-~
X:f~fe~ e~~tie:~nm~~n~:~e and
■i-no'pt-a. (sl-nlVpl-d:),
Bl-no'- Bln'u-a.'tton (sln'tl-0.PshilnJ, n.
(-pls), n. A red pigment
fL. sinuatio.]
A winding or
made from sinopite.
bending m and out.
stone sinker used in fishing.
ai-nop'i-cal. n. Of, pertainin~
1in'u-01e (sin't'I-Os), a. Sinuetn'na-gog. T ~TN Aooo uE.
to,
or
resembling,
sinople.
Olm
ous
■tn'a-ose-ly,
arlr,
11DD.a.1u.
T SANNYA~IN.
Bln'o-pite (sln'l".i-plt), n. ll1 , Si'nU-p&l'll-a ( fl T1 n \'1-pl\ l'Y-d ;
c8 1 v-~>
1 fr. L. sfoopis (sc. terrah a red sln'l'l-), Sln'U-paj.'ll-a.'11-&(-l-iI' n. pl. [NL.]
Zoo/.
ain'ner (aYn'@r).1,.i. To act as earth found in Sinope, a town IY-ci),
a sinner; - with it. Humorous. in Paphlagonia, on the Black StNUPAt.l.IATA.
st
.Sea. Gr uivw1r[;o.]
.Mm. A ~~1t~-~,,~.s~]
fnfl!~~~:
brick-red ferrugmous clay used tion of a sinus.
SbmFeln(BhYnfin). [lr.,weour- by the ancients as a paint.
Bin'wa.rd, ad1·. In the way of, or
aelves.] An Irish society devoted ■mow. T i-1NEw.
Bln'qua--pace. t CJNQUEPACE,!1;:.;:;.:in(sfnh:~rtl!-USc~t."~fl
to the advancement of "Irish

:f:t.~t:i~f.,;
~~~~~l;TER.
•lnk'atone', n. Archreol. A pia

:,:if sv:i
,i!r~ [~i!t!:;·

i~~.'

::::t·~.n~E:;:.;:~!~•NET
!Ylfr~~:~
ac~~t~~Lt!:i~~~~~!~~n
et.n'now, n. A richly dressed

woman. ObR.
ebmowe. T SINEW.
etn'nowed, a. Finely or n amented. ObR. [var. of SUNNY.
eln'ny (sln'l).
Obs. or Scot.
afn'ny, a. Sinful. Ob1t.
el'no (~'nll), n. lCf. Sp. Bino,
lfigno, sign.1 See MEARURE.

ainque. T c1NQuE.
sinae. Since. Ref. Sp.
■lna'rlag (slns'rlng)
1n. [Jav.J

= RANXRING•

1in'1yn.e (aln'sTn),

arfr

[Cf

■lnod.. ,tsYNOD.

J~uNusomAL.I

111-noi'da.l (sl-n01'ddl), a. =
Stn'o-log, n.
S1NOLOGuE.
Bl'non (sl'ntsn), 11. [L., fr Gr.
:liVfl>v.JIn Vergil's u_.Eneid,"
the Greek who, by a fab1e trt!e.
the
::au::::~:Jr~t~nTJ:v~reg

=

Blntille. t ~('JNTILLA.
Sln'to (sln'tl'>), or Sln'tu(-ttio),
Sln'to-ilm (-lz'm), Sin'to-i■t
Vars. of SHINTO, etc.

~;J:.i
(~h;i!{~y~n
tr~~tJ';f.
namomum sintok ,· also, its aromatic bark 1used a■ a spice.
alnu. ,t RINEW,
[~inuate.l
aln'a-a.t'ed (B Yn'tl-1 t'J! d), a.
■ln'u-ate-den'tate,

a.

Bot.

:lpt~r:n.

ts~l:'tfi!~

Sl
h~Ji~1·h
(slf'mtsth;
aiJ';i>hold
(sI'foid), n.
1

1

Var.

~'f:::-efub8!':f!~l!'.~pht·d.
Obs.

of

-m~f~tl

[L. sipho

= !;;}r,~r:,~.]
~-;t~:on
c:~til·e.vase

~~~~:i~shv~ts?°~l'
~J:~gGo~:
[SH OM
~H00UNATE.
alo'mio S,BhylVmyli). Var. of
Si'on (s1 tin), n. = ZION.
Bion. Bi0IUL
SCION.
Sioux quartzite.
Geo1. A Proterozoic formation of South
Dakota and adjacent States.
of SEEP..
■l-pa'hee, 11-pa'hi
(a~-plV@).
Vars. of !-EPOY.
II 11 ,•r'va. ll'cet com-po'ne-re
mag nt■•
lfitisallowableto
compare sma l things with great
ones, Vergi1 ( Georg1cs, IV.176).

ZOOl.

al-pho~-al
(sI-f6'nI-dl),
ZOO{. Pert. to a siphomum.

a.

r~r.~rnJ~~?\,~;•~tpi~n:ta.pl.
(B'l"-flSn'lk),a. Of or
Mrtai:~,,!~-~
s:~trn-~rf'~r-d),
n.plLNL. See SIPHONU'EROUS-J
■l-phon'lc

Zo01. The Tetrabranchiata.

sl·phon-a'ceous (sl'fc1n-ii.'shUs),
a. Characterized by a siphon.
Sl'pho-na'les
(sl'fli-nit'lez),
n.
[NL.] Syn. of CODlALES.

ru·

ai'pho-ntf'er-ous
(-Us), a. [-"111hon + feroui:.1 a Siphonate.
b Pert. to the Siphon if era.
0
6~m;i~

TERA.] Zoiil. An order of insects consisting- of the fleas. -

al-pho'ni-um (l"!-f6'nY-tlm),

ilk~
n.'~~zr'J{~1:e
~;1;.~P;~~rf
J~:r1~~~;!-~~~:~:~
phon.
n.

[NL, fr. Gr. auJ>Wv,ov, dim. of
JO.I~l,~l:.:.~;:efs~-~f:f~~-n.
pl, alcbwv. See SIPHON.] Zo01. A

+

f-lNCE,
Since thattime;
I :f:t11,~:
"a~1§1~~uf.ng0bs.
SYNE.j

+ CYPRESS.

BiY!ra.

t!
P~-c~;~:~~t·of~~iPf~~t
ll1/f.l1at.] The peri~oneum,

!'E;~s'/,}l't.jlJ.
l_•r.

tL-J

■ipe.

t,

SHIP.

alpe (Rtp). Ya.r. of SEEP.

food, fo-ot; out, oil ; "chair; go ; sing, IJJk ; -Mien, thin;
Full explanation•

[Nt_]
Zoii/ An extensive divi, bony tube in some Dlrds, consion of bivalve mollusks includ- necting the tympanum with the
in~ all havin~ siphons. It corre- air chambers of the articular
sponds to gmupalliata with a piece of the mandible.
Bi'phon-leBB, a. See -LESS,
few of the Integropalliata.
■l'phon-a.te (sl'fDn-ltt), al'phon~
at'ed. ( •lt 1 1!'.d
}, a. Having a siSee SIPHON ; -BRANCHJA.]
~oiil,
phon or siphons.
Blphon cup. Mach. An oil cup An abandoned group of gastrofrom which oil is siphoned to
u~h~
Tn~~~~nsj~S,~~~
the part to he lubricated by a
wick contained in a central tube, ,-1l'pho-n_o-bra.n'chl-a.te1
11
11~1!itl:t:
:i:h~e,~:,;;:
Bot. Siphonaceous.
See SPERMATOPHYTA.

~~\~t:t~-N~>i:i-:~~Cs\7£:
~.:tl~a;!~f

a."°"·

t(st-W,J~l~:)~
a. :r&~~~~o~~

=

=

nat!tre, ver<!9re (250) ; K ch In G. !ch, ach (144); boN; yet; zh
z In azure, Nnmhen refer to§§ In Gum•
of Abbrevlatlona,
Sien-. ete., Immediately
preeecle the Voeabul•PJ'"•

1964

SIPHORHINIAN
sJ•phun-cle (si'fllIJ-k'l), n.

[L. siphunculus, sipunculus,
dim. of slpho. See SIPHON.] ZoOl. a A membranous tube
which runs through the partitions of chambered cephalopod shells. Also, by extension, the shelly structures (mmally funnel-like or tubular processes of the septa) which
insheathe and support it. b A honey tube of an aphid.
Bl-phun'cu-late(si-ti:\11'ku-lat) a. Zoo{. Having a sial-phun'cu-lat1ed (-Iatled)
phuncle.
alp'pet(-et; -It; 151), n. [See SIP, SOP.] 1. A small sip. Obs.
2. A small bit or piece, esp. of toast, soaked in milk, broth,
etc. ; a small piece of toasted or fried bread for garnishing.
Sl-pun 1cu-lol'de-a (si-pu111ku-loi'de-a), n. pl. [NL. See
SIP~UNCLE;
-om.] ZoOl. a Syn. of GEI'HYREA.
b In a re-

I

st~wted

seuse, an order

of elongate,

cy liu-

J

SISTER

riously named) who were said to frequent an island near the
coast of Italy, aud by their singing to lure mariners to
destruction.
Odysseus escaped them by filling his sailors'
ears with wax and lashing himself to the mast of his ship.
Cf. PARTHENOPE.
2. Hence, something insidious or deceptive; esp., a woman
of such character ; an enticing-, dangerous woman.
3. A woman who sings sweetly.
4. A mermaid.
5. a Zou/. [cap.] Agenusofeelshaped amphibians
having small
fore limbs, but destitute of hind legs and
pelvis, and having
permanent
external
gills as well as lungs.
Siren (S. lacertina).
The only species ( S.
lacertinu) inhabits the swamps and ditches of the southern
United States. It is lead-gray iu color and becomes hvo
feet long. With a similar but smaller animal (Pseudobrancltus striatus), fouud in Georgia, it constitutes the
family Sirenidre. b [l. c.J An animal of the above family.
6. [F. sirene, properly, a siren in sense 1.J Also sfraw,
and syren. Acoustics. An apparatus producing musical
tones by the rapid interruption of a current of air, steam,
or other fluid by a perforated rotating disk or disks, used
in ucoustical investigations and, in a large form, as a fog
signal. The frequency of the interruptions
determines

dr1cal gephyrean
worms haviug the
anus dorsal and
anterior, and the
mouth situated at
the end of a proboscislike
introvert.
The type
genus is S1-pun'cu-lus (si-pi1IJ'·
k fi -1 Us). - S 1- One of the Sipuucu.loidea ~Phascolosoma
l) Un 1 CU-101 d gouldii).
A Side View w Jule expanded:
m Oral Tentacles; ~ Nephntltal Openmg;
(-loid), a. & n.
alr (sO.r), n. [ME. x Anus, B Tentacles, enlarged,
the pitch of the tone.
sir, ser, shortened fr. sire, F. sire, contr. from the nomina- si'ren (si'r0u), a. Of or pertaini11g to a siren; bewitching,
like a siren; fascinating; alluring; as, a siren song.
tive L. senior an elder, elderly person, compar. of senex
senis, an aged person; akin to Gr. Evo~ old, Skr. sana, Goth: S1-re'nl-a (si-re'nI-a), n. pl. [NL.] Zoul. An order of
large
aquatic herbivorous mammals, including the manasineigs old, sinista eldest, Ir. & Gael. sean old, W. !ten. Cf
tee, dugong, Steller's sea cow, and several fossil genera.
SEIGNIOR,SENATE,SENESCHAL,
SENIOR,SENOR,SIGNORE,SIRE,
SIRRAH.] 1. A man of social authority and dignity; a gentleman; esp., a man of rank; a lord; master; sovereign;
- in this sense usually spelt sire. Obs.
In the election of a sir so rare.
Shak
2. A title prefixed [cap.J to the Christian name of a knight
or a baronet, formerly to that of one of higher rank ; also,
sometimes prefixed [l.c.] to his title of rank; as, sir knight.
3. A rendering of the Latin dominus, academic title of a
bachelor of arts, fonnerly prefixed [cap.] to the name of a
The tail is horizontally flattened and expanded into a broad
clergyman and sometimes [l. c.Jto his professional title;
rounded or bilobed fin, the hind limbs rudimentary or wantas, sir priest.
ing, and the front ones paddle-shaped.
They have horny
4. A respectful title used in addressing a man without
plates on the front part of the jaws, and usually numerous
using his name ; - used esp. in speaking to elders or supe•
flat-crowned molar teeth. The stomach is complex.
riors; sometimes, also, used to imply emphatic formality.
sl-re'nl-an (-an), a. Zool. Of or pertaining to the Sirenia.
0 What 's that to you, sfr f"
Sheridan. Anciently, sir was
- n. One of the Sirenia.
often used in addressing one as having a certain office or slr•gang (sfir'g3ng), n. J.n Asiatic longprofession.
u Sir man of law."
Chaucer.
tailed,crested corvine bird; Ci,\wachinensi,s.
Sir Robert Peel's Act. = PEEL ACT, -8. William Bovlll'I Act.
When freshly molted it is pale green
= .liOVILL 1S ACT,
with reddish brown wings
and
Bir-oar• (ser-kilr'), n. [Hind. & Per. sarkiir a superintendblack markings on the head and
ent, overseer, chief; Per. sar the head+ kiir action,
work.]
Ind la. a The government ; the supreme authortt~e.bTt!~rtr
r::te~r~~:d~es to
ity; also, as a title, master. b In Bengal, a domestic servCalled also Chinese roller.
ant; esp., a house steward or accountant.
c = CIRCAR. 81-rl'a-BIB(s1-ri'<i-sls), n. [L.,
sJr-dar' (-dar'), n. [Hind. & Per. sardiir; Per. sar the fr. Gr. uHp ·auti;-, fr. ueiprn~
head, top+ diir holding, possessing.] 1. In India: a A the Dog Star, properly,
native chief ; also, a high military officer. b A head palanscorching. J Med. a A sunquin bearer or a body servant; -called also sirdar bearer.
stroke. b Exposure to a sun
2. Iu Turkey, Egypt, etc., a commander in chief, esp. the
bath. Obs. Cf. INSOLATION.
commander in chief of the Anglo-Egyptian army.
sl-ris'(se"-res'; as Lat. sI'rTs),
sire (sir), n. [F. sire, orig., an older person. See sm.J n. [Hind, siris, prop., a spe1. A person of authority; a lord; master. See srn, 1. Obs. cies of Acacia.] Any of sev2. A title of respect formerly used in speaking to elders
eral mimosaceous
trees of
and superiors, but now only in addressing a sovereign.
the genus Albfazia, esp. A. lebbek and A. juiibrissin.
3. The head of a family; the husband. Obs.
Chaucer. Slr'I-UB(sir'i-us), n. [L., fr. Gr. ::i:,ipw,, prop. scorching.]
4. A male progenitor or ancestor ; father i - often used
A star of the constellation Canis Major, or the Greater
Dog, the brightest star in the heavens; - called also the
as in grandsire, grandfather.
Also fig.
Dog Star, Canlcu1a, and, in charts, a Canis 11-la}oris. See
1ire of an imDOGDAYS,STAR. In antiquity Sirius was often called red.
mortal strain
It is now of a brilliant white color, and is the best type of
those stars whose spfctra are rich in hydrogen lines. It
6.
is comparatively near the solar system.
parent of a,...
sir'loin'
(sfir'loin'), n. [OF. (assumed) sorlogne, surlogne,
beast,esp. of
var. of OF. & F. surlonge; sur upon+ longe loin. See
a horse.
LOIN.
J
A
loin of beef, or a part of a loin; esp., in the
alre, 1'. t.:
United States, the part next behind the porterhouse.
SIRED (sil'(].);
Slr'ml-an
(sfir'mI-iin),
a. Eccl. Hist. Of or pert. to Sirsm'rno (sir'mium, a city of ancient Paunonia (now Hungary), or the
Ing). To becouncils
there
(349-350),
which formulated creeds, rejectget:
proing Arian, but not quite accepting Nic::ean, formulas.
create:
1mi"i-ill'er-a), n. [After Baron(formerly
1
Slr
mu-el'ler-a
(sfir
used
of
Sir) Ji' von JJiueller, Australian botanist. J Bot. An imbeasts, esp.
portant genus of Australian proteaceous trees.
They are
of stallio11s.
characterized by the coriaceous leaves, 4-merous apetalous
Bl'ren (sI'flowers, and large woody follicles containing winged seeds.
r~n), n. [L., Odysseus and the Sirens. (From a Greek vase.)
The flowers are borne in heads \'Vhicb are often showy.
fr. Gr. u«p~v: cf. l<'. sirene.J 1. [also cnp.J Class. Myth.
One of a group of sea nymphs (usually three, though va~h~ ~~~~~'il!~dh~~~;.~t~rr~ 0utt~~f{~~- s.

!~a

sl-roc'co (sl-r0k'0),

n. ; pl. -cos (-Oz). [It. oirucco, oci1·occo,
Ar. slwruq, fr. sharq the rising of the sun, tlle east, fr.
sharaqa to rise as the sun. Cf. SARACEN.] 1. a A hot,
oppressive, dust-laden wind from the Libyan deserts, experienced on the northern Mediterranean coast, chiefly in
Italy, Malta, and Sicily. b A warm, moist, oppressive,
southeast wind, in the same regions.
2. In general, any hot or warm \Vind of cyclonic origin,
blowing from arid or heated regions, including the harmattan of the west coast of Africa, the hot winds of
Kansas and Texas, the kliamsin of Egypt, the leste of the
Madeira Islands, the leveche of Spain, etc.
slr'rah (sll''ci; formerly also si1r'<i (prrferred by HTalke1\c.
JSOO)andser'li), n. [F. sire, perh. through lcel. s'ira or Pr.
s'ire. See SIRE,] A term of address implying inferiority and
used in auger, coutempt, reproach, or disrespectful familiarity, addressed to a man, a boy, or, rarely, a \voman.
Sir-sa'lis cleft (st-r-sii/Hs). Astron. A lunar crack, or deft,
about 300 miles long, in the moon's third quadrant, near the
eastern limb. It is probably the longest rill on the moon.
slr'up, ayr 1up (sir'up), n. [F. sirop (cf. It. siroppo, Sp.
jarabe, jnrope, LL. sfruppu.c;, syrupus), fr. Ar. slwrllb a
driuk, wine, coffee, sirup. Cf. SHERBET.] Orig., a thick,
viscid liquid made from the juice of fruits, herbs, etc.,
boiled with sugar; hence, any concentrated, more or less
viscid, aqueous solution of sugar, either without admixture, as the simple sirup of pharmacy, or variously flavored
or medicated, or obtained in an incompletely refined state,
as iH the manufacture of cane sugar or of glucose ; - applied specif. in cane-sugar manufacture to the concentrated
juice before the separation of sugar, and to mola-sses refined and decolored for table use. Cf. MOLASSES,1.

alr'uped, syr'uped (-upt), a.
sweetened

H;e
t!~!~~Jn~A~~~~;~,f;i~~.:i~~}~!,

slst (slst), v. t. [L . .,i.slere to bring to a stand, to stop.]
1. To cause to take a place, as at the bar of a court ; hence,

to cite; to summon; to bring into court.
Scot.
2. To stay, as judicial proceedings; to delay or suspend;
to stop. Obs., except Scots Law.
sist, n. Scots Law. A stay or suspension of proceedings;
an order for a stay of proceedings.
sis'ter (sTs'te"r), n. [ME. sister, suster, fr. Scand. ; ~f. Icel.
:,;ystir, Dan. sOster, Sw. syster, akin to AS. ,Hceo.~lor, .rn:eoster, swuster, OFries. sweoter, suste1·, LG. sUstt:r, sttstfr, D.
zustm·, OS. & OHG. swestar, G. scltwestex., Goth. S'll'i,,;tar,
Lith. se.~1~,,
Russ. sestra, Pol. siostra, L. soror, Skr. svasr.
Cf. cousrn. J 1. A female person, or, by extension, animal,
considered in her relation to another person, or animal, having the same parents (whole sister), or one parent in common
(half sister); also, a female who by marriage or adoption is
in a relation corresponding to this, - correlative of {;rot!ter.
2. A woman closely associated with another penmn, as in
the same faith, society, order, or community.
3. One of the same kind, or of the same condition; one
nearly related ; - often attrib. ; as, :,;istf'.rfruits.
4. A member of a sisterhood, esp. of a religious sisterhood i
- used in the pl. as the title of many religious orders composed of women engaged in charitable work; as, Sisfrrs of
Charity; Sisters of Loretto (see LORETTINE).
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sis'el (Ris',~lJ, 11. [Cf. G. zu!sel. sis'mo-graph'ic (-gd:if'lk), siaCf. z1zt:Ll The suslik.
mom'e-ter (~lH-m~m't!-ter), etc,
si'ser. + s1cER, cider.
Van;i, of REISMOORAl'll,
etc.
Si ' r & ( 8l 'C · /
Pib
A 'sisour AplH'ticfor ASslzER Of s
Ci~n=a~1ite~h~;°~J'·
an' a~my : sisourfls. sisours,
·sc~ssirn.~ ·
agaimt the IsraelitC'EIand was I siss. Yar, of ~,s, girl.
kflled by Jael with a tent pin or siss. Ob1,. pl. of ~ITHK, time,
with a nail.
.Jurlqes iv .-v. siss. Aphetic for ASSIZE, Ob~.
sis'er-a-r& ~slB'i"r-:f-rU.),ais'er- Sis-se'ton(sl'-se't6n),n [Dakota
a-ry (-rI), n. [Corruption of Indian si.~itonu:ml J SeeSwux.
']
1 A
t·
· Ob
i 'if
(t'lfI)
t [ ·
1 1
~~~~~~
blow;c!~ ~~:11;:{1ght
:~/r,.Js-~o !ft~e~in;t~ ·
+
a violent 1,coltling. Dial. Ei1r,. I sis'sle (sls"l). Dial var. of s1z8
2
:;!!ce~
8i~~~rri)i;}~hR1~r,,ven.1
~o~c;~-1
si-sersk'ite (s l'-s e r'ti kit), 11. sis'su, 1is'1um. Vars of s1ssoo.
[From the S.11Rertsk mmei- in sis'sy (sl11'l'), n. ,· pl. SISSIES
Perm, Russia.] Jim. A variety (-lz). Colloq, 1. Dim. of sis, gid.
~~0~~1fi~is;r;np~~~~ii~i~1i~idtt:1~I :iat"
::E~an.
(se'shdm ). Var. of ;\ 1~~~nrc:~pi~~ ~=~ + -ence.I

t
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1
1
tsi;:PJlJ:
~Cl[~t~:SirIJI~cl1,~~\
(~1~;=:~r,d~-ci),
:1~~
:t s:Ftt:~·::.T,

+

flz,)~ib.
~i~:1:J~e~(:r~<;\~,c~~~-]
B~t.
all

sis'co, Var. of c1~co.
si'sith(zC'zyth). Var.of ZIZITH,
~~~~.-'fri~i~sis~:ii-i;;~t),1t1aJ&~ '~,~!r:i~/br~-~l~~~~~;l~~.fL.]
lf
fat variety (Cnstiro1111_T uamoyJurnml (X. {l/i,5)
cu.-.h !!1skawitz) of the narnay-, siBkin green. A delicate shade
cu Rh foulHl in the deeper partfl of vdlow g-n'en, ui. in torhernitP ..
of Lake Sup('rior.
I siskin parrot_. A pyg-my parrot.
s!1
_s
;~7:E~:,s:1~~--,~~~T.sis'ko1
8ee: A+r;~:~~tf~~·111}~•
8

:1~;~ye<ti:;}~~r;
Rtr;~1:l~::·&&1.
:1::~fotl

onJ~\;!tl

:~~l:~f

si'sal,n ,sisaJ,:ra.ss. Sisalhrmp, ! JIsi'si ( Re'se). n. The porkfi!1h.
Sis'a-maJ.(AlH U-rnI)- l-Ji/1,
, Porto Riro.
[(ha<l.heen)thu11.1

Obs.

1~;1ckoo
0-~j11,1~!
2,~:a(~i:J:!~/;,
f~il~~~:i;c:~prJ~;f!re'l~~i\Ji~e~l; :t~~i~~;(so~Jk~i\~1~.

:~i~--~~;i-&~x►tJ_~~l~~),
t~~\l~g~~l~r~n~~ hi~i~ted
Zodl. = Sil'llONOSOME,
noticeorinquiry; a placard, Ohs fascinating; deceptive
'l'nrTO('llrt
lrsche11ault1.
India.
:rp:~,ct1~~"rs~1i1IJ'kU-lar),
~t6ti~i/;· tt~
Ob~.oti}{.
Si-ren'i-dre (BI-ren'l-dC), n. pl. sir'ki, sir'ky (slr'ke; st"lr'kC),
ll~hun-cled(sI'fi11)-k'ld),a
Si- sir. i'SERE,sHirnR. [W:EIOIIT.I
i~;amlfJ;~,f~i~~~:~~~~~~~')i~- I i~y[~~d~~ .~,-,{~1ilt~,mfiti~~v~~
phunculate, rEng. ofsAPLING-1, sir (ser), n. [Per. ser.] See eluding Lepidosfren and CPra- palanquins, carts, etc. Inrh:a.
lip'llng (slp'lln)
Scot. & dtal. ; sir, v. t. To addre!'.sas" sir.''_
tor/us. Obit.
[as a siren. Oh.~-1 sir'mark'.
Var. of suR:'l-1ARK.
1ipma.n,
SHIPMAN
I 1'. i, To use" si.r" continuallv.
si'ren-tze,1i. t. ~ i. To fascinate
sir'n&me.;, ~UH!iAME.[Poetic.I
ii' y8Ef<-Y.
-, ) n·b Si'ra.ch(sl'rltk). Bib,
~
Si1 re-noi'de-i (sl 1 rt!-noi'dt'-i), n. si'roc (sl'r1'5k), 11. = ~rnocco,
8I-pa i.
.1
Si'rah (sI'raJ, BifJ,
tiL.7A~g6l~t.z~~o~;d<~•;tdi~-i~~
1,.t.
pp& (B pl
::Y;·er ~si~ier). n
Sir Ajax. ,,Sir.John Harrintto~,
an fisbes contaming the ex1stin2:
Sipple. ,','cot. &-}jial. Rn.11.
sip'ple (slp''l ), h. &- v. t. ~. i Ut}tl~~r0 £,, The l\t_ctamorp <?818 and many extinct forms. - stl:: sir-poon' (slr-pOOn'), 11. [MaLFreq. of sip.J Sip. Ohs. or Sr·ot. 0 .f AJax, a treatise on s~mta- ren oid a ~ n
[wiles. Ohs
layalam tsir11p01me · cf Tamil
sin'pler, n. Sipper; tippler. Ob8. : ho~ ;-;.a pla~ 0?.'!2J~.~•
a.1al.:es, ei';en-Y, ·n, Siren charms ~; cheru-pim1e.] - The' po~n tree.
1t>pre1, -prta, -prou1.tcYPRESS I s~r .!L~Jiya.h(slr a-Je J a), n_.f Ar,
·
t srnu1
i a yt i
;,
1
11it. Sipped. Obs. or Ref. Sp. I str ft.JilJahJ One of th e mam Ar- :irtfeitnes. ;, ;URFEJTNEss,
:i~;~a. r,~~r. ol~,'!:1~\~. ff.
sfnun'cu-l&'ce-a
(si-ptlIJ'kU- abic treatises on.. .I\Ioha!11med!1n strgirie. t snROEHY.
sir'wrev'er-ence, n. [L . .<ml1,a
li;Hh~-<i), 11. 71l LNL, fr Sipun- 1 law used. by th e iutlges lil I nd ia. IIsi'ri, or si'rih (se'rl), 11. r,Jav., reverentw, where m'1'a is adj. l
cufu.<i, type genus. See SIPHUN·! Its date 18 unknown.
[-AT. or Malay streh. l Betel pepper. An equivnlentof sm•e rereYerwe,
vJ.E.] = S1Pt 1 ~cuLOIDEA.
- ai- 1 sirask.ier, -ate
i' SERASKIER, Sir'i-an (slr'I-r'tn), a. Astron, used npologetically before any
pu'll 1 cu-Ia.'cean (-sh(lnf, a.~ n.
Sirat, Al. ~ee AL S!RAT.
Of pert to or like Sirius as to unseemly expression Ob~
II st qme'ris
pen-n'su-lam
airba.nd. \ar.ofSEERBAND.
sp~ctru;n;'as,Siri;r~Htan,.
sir-roon,-. Var.ofs~noo~.
1rmce'n&m, cir-cum'spi-ce. [L.J Sirbonian. Var, of SERBONIAN. Sl•ric'i-dae {sl•rls'l-dC; f<i-). 11• sirt. + snff,
If thou seekest a beautiful pen-, sircue.
CJRCUE.
.
pl,
[NL., fr. Sirex, a genus sirurgia.n, + crnr1w1AN.
~i~ig:~~u nd ; - th ~l~~,~tOn
n.
tt
~u&r, n. [Cf. SITirn time, and fr. Gr. CTELp1J5Wv
a siren.l Zool. pl. [NL.] See IIORNTAIL,
Sir-ya.'ni-&n, Sir-ye'ni-an (slrScot, quar, dial. form of ME, See AXOLOTL, [sire. Rare.I si'rih
Var of SIRI
yii'nl dn) n
1'1ee F 1 ~No
1
hwar, E. where.] Time. Obs. sire'wfound ,a, Chosen by one's
si-rin;ga. V'..-ar.
of s~RINOAb. UGRI~, Zl-:RI~N. ~
1
J;!tk:0~8J~ o~Ith'e!oi~~ :1~:~:~11,
8/,~1r{t.a oil. si'ri oU. See OIL, :t·(slt)~~.~~t"tbbr. of
11
f~ I
n.
,tiJo:~.i~~eA pti;!;\ui;;oeely' a
D.rtib.Colloq,

or

~!J~::!!~1,·Jest 1 0
tivated in .Florida and the West Indies. Also, their white
A
fiber, next to manila hemp iu strength and durability.
similar fiber ( false sisal hemp} is got from A. decipiens.
SeeIXTLE.
Bise (sis), n [OF. sis, F .. ,·i.r, fr. L. sex six. See s1x.7 Six.
the highest number on a die ; also, the cast of six in dicing.
BIB'kln (sls 1kin), n. [Cf. LG. sieske, ziseke, D . .,;j.jje, Dan.
sisgen, Sw. siska, G. zei.~ig ,· of Slav. origin; cf. Pol. czyZ.]
A small, sharp-billed, chiefly greenish and yellowish finch
U,'pinus .vpinus) of temperate Europe and Asia, allied to
the goldfinch.
The pine finch is often called pine s-iskin.
siss (sls), v. i. [Of imitative origin; cf. D. sii;sen, G. zisclten. J '110 make a hissing sound ; as, a hot flatiron will
s-iss when wet. Obs., Dial., or Colloq.
BIBB, v. t. To hiss.
Obs., Dial., or Colloq.
siss, n. A hissing noise. Colloq.
siB'B00 (sfa'oo), n. Also sis'su. [Hind. sis/i.J An East
Indian fabaceous tree (Amer?'.'mrrnn .~issoo); also, its dark
brown compact and durable timber, used in shipbuilding
and for gun carriages, railway ties, etc. ; hence, by exten ..
sion, any of several other trees of this genus, or their wood.

Tl~~l;:i'~r~
t

~1il:1;rifo11~1~

covered,

sfrventesc, orig., the poem of, or concerning, a ,\·irvent, fr.
sirvent, properly, serving, n., one who serves (e. g., as a
soldier), fr. servir to serve, L. servfre.]
A species of Proveni;;al son~ devoted chiefly to moral and religious topics,
and satirizmg the vices of society.
It was often used by
the troubadours of the 12th and 13th centuries.
sl-sal' hemp (se'-s3Jf; sTs'dl; si 1sU:l). [From Sisal, a port

Vk~r~~~~it:on;

f siu.palt,onn
ainntyen
_mtiopnedt,.omeinnt.
SIRRN, 6..
[rPn Uf1.~11 Aimpleton; - in contempt.
0+
81,-r
1_1ls".·".a,lpletrHealsv.ingAtlu,
0- I oqrud
1_,e
0rswohfethh1e·',
1
b 11
si-re'ni-an (sI-re'nl-an), ii. Si- 2. A close•stool. Scot.

Moistened,

with sirup, or sweet juice.

alr'up-y, syr'up-y (-up-I), a. Like sirup.
IIslr 1 vente' (sfa 1vii~t'), n. [F. ;,;frvcnte, fr. Pr. sirvente,c;,

1
~,ti~~
:tl

:\;f~~~M,

Coli~J

;1;~~;c:.
~-.A1J~:

+~=~:~:~~mb~f

Ile, senil:te, clire, rtm, account, arm, ask, sofa; eve, ilvent, i!nd, recl!nt, maker; ice, ill; old, tibey, ilrb, lidd, sf>ft, c6nnect; use, Onite, tlrn, ilp, circG&, menU ·
11Forel&"n Word.

+ Obsolete

Variant

of.

+ eombh1ed

with.

= equala.

1965

SISTER

SIXAIN

13. To hold a session ; to be in session for official busineBB; temporary state or relation of affairs at a mome11t of aotion, as in a dramatic scene.
- said of legislative assemblies, courts, etc.
'!'here's a situation for you I there's an heroic group ! SheridOlt,
one above the other.
14. To take a position for a certain purpose, as for one's
llls'ler-hood (-Mi>d), n. [si.,ter -lwod.l 1. State or re- picture or bust ; as, to sit to or for a painter.
5. Position or place of employment ; place ; office ; aa, a
lation of being a sister ; the office or duty of a sister.
,,;iiuation in a store; a situation under government.
to sit at, to rest under; to be subject to. Obs. " To sit at
2 Sisters, collectively ; in religious use, a society of women
a great rent."
Bacon. - to 1. at meat or at t&ble, to be at
Syn. - Seat, station, post, case, plight. See STATE, OFFICB.
united in one faith or order, or bound by religious vows, table for eating. -to a. down. a To place one's self on a chair sit'u-la (sit'...i'.i-Jti),
n.; pl. •LJE (-le). [L. J Class. Arcltreol.
or other seat ; as, to sit down when tired. b To begin a siege;
and devoted to works of charity and re1igion.
A bucketlike vessel.
See HALLSTATT CIVILIZATION.
as, the enemy sat d01l'n before the town. C To settle; to
lllster hook. Either of a pair of hooks, called sister hooks,
sl'tus (si'tus), n. [L., situation.) Situation or location;
fitted together so that the shank of each
position; locality; esp., the fittmg or natural position, a&
!:t~K!J~~PH~~:~~d~~t!te~tedOw~,
~~oc~a:3
forms a mousing for the other ; - called
of a part of a plant, organ of a body, or the like.
0
0
0
0
~fio,'!a~~tr
or clove /wok.
e~to:~~~to
fo; :~ sitz bath (arts). [G. sitzbad.l A tub in which one bathe•
unfortunate (for). Archaic. -to a. loose, to be ~eedless or
in a sitting posture; also, a bath so taken; a hip bath.
lllll'ter-ln-law', n.; pl. s1sTERs-1N-LAw
indifferent.
Colloq. -to a. on or upon, to repress; squelch. 81'um (si'iim), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uiov a marsh plant, perh.
(sls'terz-).
The sister of one's husband
Slang. - to a. on brood, to ponder. Poetic. Shak. -to a. the water parsnip or marsh wort. J Bot. A small genus of
or wife; also, the wife of one's brother;
on, or upon, one's knee, to kneel. Obs.- to a. out. a To be apiaceous plants, the water parsnips, natives of the north
sometimes, the wife of oue's husband's or
without engagement or employment.
Obs. b To remain
to the conclusion of; as, to sit out a stupid play. c To temperate zone and of South Africa. They have )?innate
wife's brother.
with toothed leaflets, white flowers, and frmt with
outstay in a social call; as, he sat out his rival. d To re- leaves
ala'ter-ly, a. Like or becoming a sister ;
prominent ribs, bearing oil tubes in the intervals.
alfectionate.-sis'ter-U-ness (-Ir-nils), n.
81'va
(se'vti;
she'vti), Shf'va (she'vti), n. [Skr. Civa,
:I'a~~e)~~\~da.~~!tt~nc:,l~~~ef~t~rf
f!~i.Pbf;s:eri!af:.
SIB'tlne (sis 1ten; -tin; 277), 81.lll:'tlne
properly, kind, gracious.]
One
•
quiet in oras iu hiding.-to
■ .under, to be under the in(slks't!u ), a. [It. sistino. J Of or perstruction or ministrations of. -to 1. up, to rise from a reof
the
gods
of
the
supreme Hintaining to any of the popes named Sixtus;
Su,ter HookR,
cumbent posture; to sit with the body UJ?right; also, to
du
triad
(see
TRIMURTI),
represpecif. [usually Sixtinel: a Designating a famous edition
stay up after the accustomed hour of retir1n~; as, to sit up
senting the principle of destrucof the Vulgate, origina!1y issued by Pope Sixtus V. in 1590 with a sick person. ~~ He that was dead sat up. ' Luke vii.15.
tion. He also represents the reand revised under Pope Clement VIII. (cf. CLEMENTINE,sit (srt), v. t. 1. To keep one's seat upon; to sit upon.
Hardly the muse can sit the headstrong horse.
Pnor.
a.) in 159'2, which is now the standard Bible text of the
~~c~uc~!=t~ct?o~ori~g
2.
To
cause
to
be
seated
;
to
furnish
a
seat
to;
to
seat.
Roman Catholic Church. b Designating an edition of the
thought involves restoration as
'l'hey sat them down to weep
Jl/ilton.
Septuagint issued in 1587 under the authority of Sixtos V.
0
3. To suit (well or ill) ; to become; befit. Obs. or R.
as1nc!
Slltlne Chapel. the Pope's private cbapel in the Vatican at
third aspect he is the great asRome, built b~ Pope Sixtus IV., and decorated with fres- 4. To fit ; to be adjusted to or fitted for. Rare.
cetic, the worker of miracles by
6. To pay no heed to ; to disregard ; disobey. Oba.
~~"':,~"iifs
Ki":3:fn!1icf.:'t:31\:';0R",;';,t:f~,:';;r
6. To weigh or press upon ; to oppress; beset ; also, to virtue of penance and meditathe Churcfof St. Sixtns(San Sisto) at Piacenza and now in stand (as an expense); to cost. Obs.
!~;~da~~i~~~80Jn°3e~f :i~e r!~s,
the Royal Gallery at Dresden. It represents the Virgin
7, To endure; stand. Rare or Jocular.
as~cts he is variously nameX,
..
.
holding the Child and advancing in clouds comJ.>Osedof 8. Rowing. To trim by tbe poise of the body.
s1,·a .liha1rava
cherubs' faces, with St. Sixtos kneeling at her right, St. Bi-tar' (si-tiir'), n. [Hind. sitar.] Music. A kind of Orien- having upwards of 1 000 titles.
Sl'va-lBm (-lz'm),
The worship, by many Hindu sects,
Barbara at her left, and two cherubs below.
tal guitar, having typically one steel and twobraBB strings.
of Siva as the supreme god.- Sl'va-1st, n. - Si'va-lB'UO
sis'tnun /sT•'triim), n. [L., fr. Gr. u<<<TTpov,
sit'a-tun'ga (slt'ti-tuq'gti), n. Any antelope of the genus (-ls'tlk), a Also Shi'va-lsm, etc.
fr. O'eiew to shake.] An instrument consisting of
Limnotmgus
inhabiting swamps of eastern and central Af- 81v 1a,the'rl-11Dl (sh'a thin metal frame, through which passed a numrica. The sitatungas are allied to the harnessed antelopes,
ti-thii'rl-llm), n. [NL.;
ber of metal rods, and furnished with a handle by
but not striped with white except when young. Three
E. Siva+ Gr. 9r/piov
which it was shaken and made to jingle. It was
species are known, L. spekei, L. selousi, and L. gratus.
a beast, an animal.]
peculiarly Egyptian, and used especially in the
Bite (sit), n. [L. situs, fr. sinere, situm, to let, p. p. situs Pa/eon. A genus of extinct
worship of Isis. It is still used in Nubia.
placed,
lying,
situate:
cf.
F.
site.
Cf.
rosrr10N.]
1.
The
mammals from the Tertiary
81-aym'bd-um (sY-slm'brT-llm), n. [L., a kind
place where anything is, or is to be, fixed; situation ; local
of India, sometimes regarded
of fragrant herb, Gr . .-,cniµ/lp,ov.J Bot. A
position
;
as,
the
site
of
a
city
or
for
a
church.
as
forming a distinct family,
large, widely distributed genus of annual or
9. Pooture or position; pose. Rare.
Thomson. 81v'a-the-r1'1-dat (-tbl!-ri'I-de),
biennial brassicaceous herbs of erect habit ; the
sil'fast (slt'fast'), a, [sit+ fast.] Fixed; immovable. R.
but more often included in the
hedge mustards. They have variously shaped
Bit'faat', n. Far. A callosity with inflamed edges, on the Giraffldre. Thev had two pairs of
leaves and mostly yellow or white flo'Y"rs, sucSistrum, or- back of a horse, under the saddle.
ceeded by linear 1>9dswith numerous seeds.
horns, the posterior ones being
Sfa'J-phe'an (sTs'l-fii'itn), a. Relating to Sis- namented
large and somewhat palmated.
sith (slth),prep., adv., & conj. [Bee SINOR.] Since; afteryphus,orresemblingthelaborsofSisyphus;
re- with the
wards; seeing that. Obs. or Archaic.
!~';ilf~!~ea:ri':i~~!Ys::
therium ( S.giquiring continual redoing; as, Sisyphean labors. sacred eat.
We need not fear them, Rith Christ 1s with us Latimer.
lope. They were of immense guuteum) much reduced.
SIB'J-phus (sls'Y-fiis), n. [L., fr. Gr. l:iuvc/>••·l Gr. Slt'll:a (slt'kti), n. A town in Alaska. Also see TLINKIT. size, almost equaling the elephants. - BlV'a-there (s!v'aMyth. A crafty and avaricious king of Corinth, son of
ther), n. - B1V1a-the'r1-o1d (-thii'rY-oidJ, a.
A!olus. In the lower world he was condemned to roll to :~~0~1t=·t:~uf:~~:.t~)f;~~!".;;1cf,:rr.r·I~
Sl-wa'lill: grouP or formation (se-wa'IIk). [From Siwaest of the spruces. - •· willow, the Salix sitchensis.
8
lik Hills, lndia.J
Geo/. A group of fossililerous clays,
=i~P~:;i~~lhishf!.,"k s:i;ees.:::~hL",.1~
B1-tol1o-gy (si-tlll'i-jY), n. [Gr. u<To< food
-logy.] A
0t'l."e"it;;~I:{yi:,;_eTertiary age, found in India at the
a son of Autolycus and the father of Odysseus.
treatise on the diet; dietetics.
1
1
81a'J-r1D'ch1-11Dl
(sTs Y-rlq kY-llm), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u,uv- s11to-pho'b1-a (si'ti-fo'bl-ti), n. [NL.; Gr. uiTo<+ c/>o/l•• Biz (elks), a. [AB. sn, seox, siex; akin to OFries. sex, D.
P•'l'll:'•v
a kind of plant. J Bot. A large genus of iridaceous
fear. J Med. Aversion to food ; refusal to take nourishment.
zes, OB. & OHG. sehs, G. oechs, Ice!., Sw., & Dan. ,,ez,
herbs having narrow, erect, mostly basal leaves, and sev- sit'ler (srt'<!r), n. One that sits; as: a One that sits for
saihs, Lith. sze.,zi, Russ. shest•, Gael. & Ir. se, W.
eral flowers usually from a single spathe. The perianth is a portrait or a bust. b A bird that sits or incubates. c Goth.
chwech, L. sex, Gr. ,t, Per. shesh, Skr. shash. Cf. HBXAOnewbohasa sitting with a psychic. See SITTING,
4.
st
ooN,
HEXA..MBTBR,
SAII.ITB, SBNARY, SEXTANT, SISE.]
One
~ed !ri:~'tni:i
s~i~~e!:.!'~~;~/:i!:::::'.i
slt'tln{, vb. n. of BIT. Hence: n. 1. Act or posture of one more than five ; twice three ; as, six yards ; - often used
BLUB-EYIID GRASS. Also 11.
c.J, a plant of this genus.
that sits, esp. for a special purpose, as for a portrait or elliptically ; as, six were present.
alt (srt), v. i.; prPI. BAT(slit), Archaic um (slit, rarely bust; - often implying an interval or duration of time.
sit); p. p. SAT, Obs. s1T'TEN(slt''n); p. pr. & vb. n. s!T'- 2. A seat, or the space occupied by or allotted for a per!~:{f1,~1:r ~f '.k~~~~~l
:.!'!~ei, ~~I~
TING. [ME. sitten, AS. siltan; akin to OS. siltia,., OFries.
son, in a church, theater, etc.; as, the hall has 800 sittings.
ment passed in 1539,which reasserted the doctrine of transitta, D. zitten, G. sitzen, OHG . .ttzzan, lcel. si.tja, Sw. sitta,
3. The actual presence or meeting of any body of persons
substantiation, and sanctioned communion in one kind, the
Dan. sidde, Goth. sitan, Russ. sidyet', L. sedere, Gr. E(ea9a.,, in their seats with authority to transact business; a session;
celibacy of the clergy, monastic vows, ~rivate masses, and
Skr. sad. Cf. ASSESS, ASSIZE, CATHEDRAL, CHAIR, DISSIDENT,
auricular confession. - ■ .--canted file, See FILB 2 tool. -s.
as, a sitti:ng of a court or its judges or of a commission.
Companie■,
six mutual-aid associations for Chmese emiINSIDIOUS, POSSESS, RESIDE, SANHEDRIN, SEANCE, SBAT, n.,
4. Specif., a session with a medium, clairvoyant, or psychic.
grants, partly benevolent and partly commercial, ~reBBDATB,SEB, n., SELL, saddle, SIEGE, SESSION, SET, v. t., SIZAR,
6. A brooding over, or time or season for brooding over,
senting six districts of the province of Kwangtung. They
SIZB, SUBSIDY.]1. To rest upon the haunches, or the lower
eggs for hatching, as by fowls, also, the number of eggs
orb;inated in the times of contract coolie labor in the
or posterior extremity of the trunk.
covered by a fowl in a single brooding.
9. To perch ; to rest v,ith the feet drawn up, as birds.
:~:itar t:ts:Ja:G:i!c\:'J:
aii~~':a::~:i..:
8. Dwelling place ; abode. Obs.
3. To remain in a state of repose; to remain inactive or sit'tlng, p. pr. of SIT. Hence : a. 1. Being in the state,
Hop Wo, Kong Chow Yung Yo, Sam Yup, and Yang
quiescent; to rest in any position or condition.
Ying.
a.-foot
way,
in
English
railway pract1ce the strip
or the position, of one that sits.
of ground, six feet in width, between two paral 1el sets of
And Moses said to •.. the children of Reuben, Shall your
2. That becomes or befits; suitable. Obs.
brethren go to war, and shall ye sit here l'
]tum. xxxii 6.
Eng.
a.-hour
circle,
Astron.,
that hour circle whose
lines.
3. [From Sl'M'ING, n.] Pert. to, or used in or for sittini;r.
plane is at right angles to the meridian. - S. Months' War,
4. To abide; stay; remain; dwell. Obs.
&. To be located or situated ; to lie, rest, or bear ; - with
0
:1i~f:~t~~~- ws1~!~ewi:1::i~i~,
~~t!n~~~~~ft~d~~!t1o!1
A~1~~i~~~1~dia!:1~r;e~
on; as, a weight or burden sits lightly upon him.
slt'U-at'ed (sTt'...i'.i-it'M),a. [L. situatus, fr. situar, to place, by the union of the Tuscaroras and the .F'ive Nations.- ■•
8. To be effectual; to be of avail; to prosper. Obs.
o'clock hour circle. = SIX-HOUR CIRCLE. -s.-part time. See
fr. situs situation, site. See SITE.] Having a site, situa7. To be adjusted ; to fit ; as, a coat ,,;1.,well or ill.
tion, or location; being in a relative position ; permanentThis new and gorgeous garment, majesty,
e:d ~:· ::~tili;~1i;~:~~~~
ly fixed ; located ; as, a town situated on a hill.
Sits not so easy on me as you think.
Slmk
= NINE-POINT CIRCLE. -a. points of ritual. See RITUALISM,
8. To suit one well or ill ; to become i befit. Obs. Chaucer. slt'u-a'Uon (-a'shlln), n. [LL. s-ituatio: cf. F. situation.]
Obs. & R.
9. To be the concern or function ( of); to appertain(to ). Obs. 1. Act of situating or locating ; settlement.
ta~r::·ciord~uem.~~1;;;,~~10. To cover and warm eggs for hatching, as a fowl; to 2. Manner in which an object is placed; location, esp. as having the grains in six rows. - 1.-atringed whip! the Six Arrt~lated to something else ; locality; site.
ticles. Slang. -the s. Acts, Eng., a series of aws passed
brood; to incubate , as, a sitting hen.
in 1819, to suppress seditious meetings and publicat10ns.
3. State of being situated or located ; position, ILII regards
11. To hold a relative position ; to have direction.
Sits the wind m that quarter?
Srott.
Biz, n. 1. The number greater by a unit than five ; the
conditions and circumstances; state ; condition.
19. To occupy a place or seat as a member of an official
A situation of the greatest ease and tranquillity. Rogers
sum of three and three ; six units or objects.
body; ILII, to sit in CongreBS.
4. Relative position or combination of circumstances ; a. A symbol representing six units, as 6, vi., or VI.
Sliter Anne. See ANNE, S1~TER
&ital. t CITOLE
2. Chance ; lot,
Lahn of the mtroit (see /1, Iv. often regarded as a subfamily, 1l'va. snake (se'vd). The king
■ta'ter-ger'man, n. An own sis- ai'ta.1-pat'i, si'tal-pat'ti,
Vars
1}for the day.
Sit-ti'nm (sl-tt'ne),of Parida::or cobra.
:1ti~ a(j,~/~~~tt'}
t!ft:
of SEETULPUTTY,
81tllea. t CITYLF.SS,
Certhlidre. - ait'tine (slt'In ; s1ve-.+ SIEVE; (dial. stv); ohs.
!t~;te~~Jie~'~M!~• 1~~terl~c?o~:
/ 11:tarch, n. (Gr., a-iTa.px_ot;; [Cf, SIGH.] Sigh; sob. Oh.~.or sit'i-ol'•gy lslt'l~l'i'.i-jl). Var. -Yn ; 183), a.
or Scot. & dtal. Eng, var. of
of S.ITOLOn y.
lla'ter-ing, ft, Contiguous. Obs. fTtTot;food + a.px_o,;chief] A
Clll\'E;
(stv) dial, Eng. vRr, of
Bit'tll. t SUBTLE,
:?th~'ment. Aphi~~TJ;~~E~!:I af.t'i-o-pho'bi-a (-ti-flVbY-ti>,n. aittinde, + SITTING,
■ls'ter-leBB. a. See• LEi;;s.
SCYTHE:
l(hal. slv; fev) obs. or
purveyor. Obs.
111-ter'ni-ty (sls-tfir'nl-tl), n. site.
sith'en
(dial. sl"t:ft'f-::n).
a<l1•. ~ tNL.J Ned. Sitophohia.
ait'ting-ly,adv.
Suitably.
Obs.
dial.
En~. var. of SIEYE.
T CITY,SIT,
[of SIGIIT,1
conJ. [See SINCE.] Since; ago.
Lsister + -11ity, as in fratei-ni1i'ver
(st',,@r), n, An open
aittlngsted.e,
n [See SIT; STEA n,
~~t~~~~1~i!~k~~itk 11,11::~~:e 11.J Abiding place; abode, Obs. drain; a ~utter, Scot,
Ohs or Dial. Eng.
:n:.<:t
1c~l.a~~~anfo
;'iii, See ..::.1TR. aith'ens,arh.
0
Stop, syfing
~ con}. Sit'nah teJt'nd).
R;h.
aiver, r i. To simmer, Obs.
ait'tle-neaa. + SUBTLENESS,
a waiJing ] Grief ; pam ; aith'ence,
Since: as; therefore, See SITH, Bitol, sito}e, t C"ITOLE.
[ACH.
s1vet. + CIVET.
traveler.
regret ; vexation ; care : anxie- and
SITH EN.
Obs.
■la'tra.. Obs. corn1pt. of ci,~TERsit'o-ma'ni-a ( slt'O-mit'nl-d ), n. :t::::e~s1-u1:;jrP'!'r
IIsi vis me fte're. do-len'dum.
i. To feel
shame. Obs -v
at■ 'tren (sls'trfn).
Obs, or ty;
[Gr.
O''iTo.;-food+ mania.] Ned,
care,
sorrow,
or
anxiety.
Ohs.
ranj
chess,
a
sort
of
carpet
;
cf.
fri~~:~ !~;l~i :!:bMt~;JJ:
afterw~~~:: a Sitophohia. b Bulimia oecurScot & dial pl. of ~ISTEH,
ait'ed(slt'~d),a
Havingasite;
Skr. caturanqa the four mem- D.rstyou'yourself must lament.
Si-tho'ni-an (sl-thO'nY-tln), a,
■l1'troid (sls'troid). a.
[Prob. situated Ohs.
Of or pert to the Macedonian Sit~t~e{;~~~1!f.• [NL, fr. Gr.
1/orn.ce (Ars Poetrca, Hl'2),
Gr. O'EicrTpov a rattle+ .o,d.J aitee. + CITY.
;:~~~0:t~~!d~Kito~~e::o\~o~i~: IIal via pa'cem.. :pa'ra bel'lum.
penmsula, S1thonia. Ohs.
a. Sorrowful. Oba. aiththe, + SITH, since.
[L.] H you wish for peace,
~~ 11~id~li~f ~!~wi~i.;~ie1f:g stte'ful,
r;;rc!l:::::~,t~~tlft~1/;s!he
site'ful-Jy, adv. Ohs. [SITRE
r.~Ylu~hs~~e:.~~IT~~dm.
alth'then. T s1THEN,
curves.
0:. ;r.r, Sibbena. Scot.
lith.
t SCYTHE, SEETHE,
aithtw&N, ti,
[Cf, SIQUAR,]
1i~~~~fs~thJ~!i~\~gr:~ft~~{e~ 1it'u-ate (srt'Q-l\"t),a. = snu- f{.;f;!:i,
st■-tru'ru (sls-tri'Ri'rtlsl. n. sith
+Reeth, form of SEE.
Time ; occasion. Ob& Scot.
aivyle. + Cl\'IL.
[NL. ; Gr. O'~'irTTpovrattle + sith'cund', n. = OESITBCUND
-It~ v. lJ~¥1~ei,1~'!':; Si-wan' (sti-wiin'), n. Var. of
OhR. - ait'tand-ly, mh.1• Obs.
llthur.
+
CIDER,
lithe. + SITH, since.
1lt'teD (slt''n).
Archaic or liturngee. + SJTTRINOY.
SIVAN, See JEWISH CALENDAR8
f~i-~~:siy~·
sttibundus.J
1_al.
1
s~?~f~:~TH~
t:l'itu:e
o~T!'t
~
[Gr. l:,uvc/>i671<.J
A eon or de- !~~~.
lf.'tl-ent (Blsh'Y-f!nt).a. [L. ~i- ~itJi:.Y:..P• +•ilfT~I~E.
ecendant of Sisyphus; - some- sithe., t', ,. LAS.si3°1an.] To tiens, -enhR, l?· pr, of R1t,re to IIalt ti'bl ter'r& le'YI• (tlb'T). aiute. -!- SUIT,
s1we.aJwen. + su&
thirst.] Thirstmg;coveting. Oh.~. [L.j May the earth lie lightly
times applied to Odysseus journey; travel. Obs.
si'wfn (sii'wYnJ. var.of s1tw-r.N.
=-~vJ~:e&h1~!fte,
n, A at.wte. T SUITE.
lithe (slt:ft), n .•• pl. SITHES Bi'ti-ei'tea Sun'day. o,· Si'ti~ on hee.
(Ulyooes).
(Bttlt:z),
also
SITH£.
lAS.
,taa
worshiper
of
Siva
;
a
Saiva.
en'tes (slsh'l-~n'ti?z), n. [L.
Ill\. t citTE, sorrow.
di. n., or Itta. Coal Mining, A path, way, time, occasion ] Oba. ~;11m,tes,p. pr.] PBBsionSunN,lF.Pr~
Bl-T&D'(l@'-vii.n'), -. LHeb. ,i1. Joumey; course; conduct.
day;-from the first word in consisting of the nuthatehea ,settling or falling of the roof.
tian.] See JEWISH CALENDAR,
A stanza of six lines; a sextainala'ter(sls'ter), "· t. To be sister to; resemble much. Obs.
llllller block. Naut. A tackle block having two sheaves,
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SIX-CUT
3. Something having as an eBBential feature six units or
members; specif.: a A playing card, domino, etc., bearing six spots or pips. b Of a dice, the face which bears
six spots. c A bond bearing interest at six per cent per
annum. 4 A boat rowed by six oars, or a crew of six oarsmen i also, pl., races for six-oared boats, e A set of six
persons or things. f Cricket. A sixer. g = SIX ALB. Eng.
4. Short for si,x o'clock, etc.
to be at ab: and seven or at sixes and sevens, to be in disorder.
111z'er(slk'ser), n. l. Math. A combination of six elements.
2. Cricket. A hit from which six.runs are scored. Colloq.
slx 1fold1 (siks'foJdl), a. [AS. sixfeatd.] Six times repeated; six times as much or as many.
111z'pence(slks'plins), n.; pt. -PENCES(-sez; -sTz; 151). The
sum of six pence ; also, an English silver coin of this value ;
half a shilling, about 12 cents. See FIPPENNY BIT,
Sl.x'Pen1ny (-pen 1T), a. Of the value of, or costing, sixpence; hence, of trifling worth; cheap; trashy.
111z'score' (-skiir'; 201), a. & n. [,ix + score, n.l Six
times twenty ; one hundred and twenty.
slxte (sTkst), n. [F., fr. si,x six.] Fencing. The sixth
parry, the same as tierce with the finger nails turned up.
llix 1teen 1 (siks'ten'; sTks'ten'; 84), a. [AS. sixtene, si,xt'jjne. See six, TEN; cf. SIXTY.] Consisting of, or being
the sum of, six and ten ; fifteen and one more ; - often
used elliptically i as, only sixteen survived.
slx'teen', n. l. The number greater by a unit than fifteen ;
the sum of ten and six ; sixteen units or objects.
A symbol representing sixteen units, as 16, or xvi.
lllzteen to one, a rall:ying cry of the Democratic part:y in

SKEEG

of sixty-four equal parts intowbicbatbingis
divided. -n.
A sixty-fourth part.
11>:ty•fourthnote, Music, a note ~
!oo
__
_
written with stem and four
pennants, and paving the timo
value of one sixty -fourth of a
whole note; a hemidemi.semi~e~:~e~u!~~
Sixty-fourth Notes.
111z'tY-111z'
(slks'ti-sTks), n. Oard Playing. A form of bezique in which no groups but marriages are declared, and
a score of sixty-six counts one toward game.
slz'a-ble (siz'<i-b'I), a. Of reasonable or suitable size or
bulk; usually, somewhat large ; massive ; as, sizable timber. -slz'a-ble-ness,
n. -lliz'a-bly, adv.
slz'ar (siz'er), n. [Also sizer, from SIZEa settled allowance.]
A student in the universities of Cambridge (Eng.) and Dublin, who, having passed a certain examination, is exempted
from college fees and charges. He formerly waited on the
table. The name was prob. applied from bis employment
c.
in distributing the size, or provisions. Cf. SERVITOR,
si'zar-sbip, n. l. The position or standing of a sizar.
2. A foundation for the support of a sizar. Brit.
size (siz), n. [Prob. fr. OF. & F. assise, prop., a setting,
fixing; or fr. Olt. sisa glue used by painters, shortened fr.
assisa, fr. assidere, p. p. assiso, to make to sit, to seat, to
place, L. assidere to sit down ; ad + sidere to sit down,
akin to sedere to sit. See ASSIZE,SIT, v. i. ,· cf. SIZEbulk. J
Anl of various glutinous materials, as preparations of glue

§
3
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slz'Y (siz'l), a. [From 1st SIZE.] Viscous; glutinous.
slz 1zard (slz'erd), n. [sizzle + blizzard.] A period of
weather marked by beat with high humidity. Colloq., U. 8.

lliz'zle (siz"l), v. i. ,"s1z'ZLED(-'Id); BIZ1ZLING(-!Ing). [See
s1ss. J To make a hissing sound; to fry, or to shrivel up,

Dial. Eng., & Colloq., U.S.
as of something frying over a
Dial. Eng., &: Colloq., U. 8.
slz'zllng (-!Ing), p. pr &:vb. n. of BIZZLE.- sizzling heat,
Metal., a degree 01beat (about 400-450u F .) which is approximately that of iron just hot enough to hiss when touched
with a moistened finger.
akaft'le (skaWI), n. Also sca.ff'y. [Cf. Gael. sgoth a skiff, fr.
Scand.; cf. Ice!. skuta a small craft. J N aut. A Scottish fishing boat having the stem raked and rounding and the stern
raked, usually with main and mizzen dipping lug sails.
skat (skiit), n. [G., fr. lt.scartaretodiscard.]
l. A threebanded card game played with 32 cards, of which two constitute the skat (sense 2), or widow. The players bid for the
1m~a~~~t°tatk:~~ij~81!;~~~r
~~;!t~~~ti~~e~ 1
ihvee~~
ing m aggregate at least 61 (the countmg cards being ace 11, ten
0
~!a~t
queen ft;ut in nullo cards rank as in whist). The value of hands
depends upon the game-played, trump suit, points taken, and
number of matadores.
2. Sko.t. A widow of two cards, which count for the player.
skate (skat), n. [From Scand.; cf. Ice!. ska.ta; also L,
squatus, squatina.]
Any of numerous
~tc. 0 0idhi~~i°:af~ti:sff !fze/;:.r!a;~~f c~~~i~r::~,~·=~h
rays of the genus
water to become hard.
Raja and allied gen1
~~a~!':,1i~y v!~
e~li~~~c!af~e t~:tf ~1~ ~~fdu.:ii:f ~ef size, v. t. ,· SIZED(sizd); s1z'ma (siz'Ing). To cover, stiffen,
era of family Raji;
to
prepare
with
size.
or
glaze,
with
size
slx-teen'mo (sTks-ten'mo), n.; pt. ·MOS(-miiz). A book
dre. Their pectoral
of sheets folded each into sixteen leaves. = SEXTODECIM0.size, n. [Abbr. fr. assize. See ASSIZE; cf. SIZE glue.]
fins are greatly del.
A
settled
quantity
or
allowance;
an
allotment.
Obs.
veloped
and give
111z'teenth1 (sTks'tiintb 1 ; slk&'tenth'; 84), a. [From SIX2. An allowance of food and drink from the buttery, 11.t1ide the animal a rhomTEEN: cf. AS . .,i,xteotfa.] l. Sixth after the tenth; next
boidal shape, but
from thf" reP.ular dinner at commons; hence, a charge inin order after the fifteenth.
.
2. Constituting or being one of sixteen equal parts into curred for such extra allowance; also, more broadly, any they are not confluent around the front
Smooth, or Ham-door,
extra charges. Univ. of Cambridge, Eng
Cf. BATTBL.
which any whole is divided.
.
Skate (Ra.ia lrevia).
111z'teenth1 , n. l. The quotient of a unit divided by six- 3. Extent of superficies or volume ; relative proportions or f'!h~~'e:~~::;~
magnitude;
-commonly
referring
to
relative
mass
or
bulk.
teen ; one of sixteen equal parts of one whole.
4. Figurative bulk ; condition as to rank, ability, charac~~~eii!!:~;i~1i::Ua°:eiii~°&,8:i~d: 1
1!!!1e!~f~Ji;!~~
2. The next in order after the fifteenth.
as food; the smooth, or barn-door, skate (R. lawis) of the
3. Music. a An interval comprising two octave& and a sec~ ter, etc. ; a~:~~r«rnr::i::~~~
0 1;i~!er size.Swift.
ond. See INTBRV
AL, 6. b A sixteenth note.
8
!ft~~i1a~~~l~~!~t
fCedt~~~,,~~~~l~~•t~f!c
5' State (of affairs); fact; actual truth. Sla11g.
alzteenth note, Music, a semiquaver. - ■• rest. See REST,n.
skate (R. erinacea) is a small species, brown above mot;..
6. Formerly, in some cases, a rate, arbitrarily or legally
111.xth(slksth), a. [From SIX: cf. AB. mta, siexta.] fixed, regulating the dimensions, as the weight, measure,
tkld with black spots, and is very common on the American
l. First after the fifth ; next in order after the fifth.
Atlantic coast.
quantity, or the like, of a commodity; now, a conventional
2. Being one of six equal parts into which any whole is relative measure of dimension, as for shoes, gloves, and skate, n. lFor skates, fr. D. sclwaJs; cf. Ru88. skakat' to
divided.
spring, skip, gal-~
other articles made up for sale.
1 ~
7. A kind of gauge for grading pearls according to size.
:X;:n~h~~h"W:~h~r°J'~~°l~esfit~~
- i,
•~ jf~
8. = ASSIZE,7 a;-usuallyinpl.
Obs.or Scot.&: Dial. Eng.
usually regarded as the first inversion
I>
ner with a fram~ ~~ ~ ·
Syn. -SIZE, MAGNITUDE.
The SIZB of an object (commonly
shaped to flt the
3
1 2
material) is the measure or extent of its dimensions,
~~-tr~;e;i~~o:'t~!1~ii~Yi'":b°trt~
sole of a shoe,to be~strictly denotes greatcalled chorda of the e:ztreme lh:th Sixth Chords. in the whether great or small; MAGNITUDE
fastened under the
ness
of
extent,
bulk,
intensity,
power,
etc.t
and
applies
to
from having in normal position th~ ke,r. of c minor. 1
interval of ~n augmented sixt:t: be- Itahan ; 2 Jirench ; both material and immaterial objects; bu the words are
foot, and used for ~--'-'''--.
'-''"-·.
-""""-='--'---""--''-"--"=~
tween their outer tones, are : (1) the 3 German.
gliding on ice.
~
1
0
s
lt&llan ■lzth, consisting of the first, sixth, and sha~d
2.
A
roller
skate.
~
one's designs, angular magnitude. See :BULK.
fourth tone of a minor scale : (2) the French ai%th, consisting of its first, second, sixth, and sharped fourth ; (3) the size, t 7, t. l. Tofl.x the weight, measure,capacity, etc., of;
sie,d
German ■lsth, consisting of its first, third, sixth, and
R. " To 81'.zeweights."
Bacon.
to conform to standard.
the rail, used as a
sharped fourth. See also NEAPOLITAN
SIXTH.-s. day, Fri2. To procure extra portions of; also, to pay for extra por- brake wider a railday ; - so called by the Friends, or Quakers. - •· nerve, tions of ; more broadly, to buy; purchase.
Univ. of road car wheel.
Cambridge, Eng., a.nd other universities.
4~:it!r!:f~c;t!1se~!s~{e~hif
ti~!~;::~!~ 1a~~•C:!¥1:!r~l.
s k at e, v. i ;
sixth, n. l. The quotient of a unit divided by six; one of 3. To swell out with or II.ti with sizes. Obs.
SKAT'ED(skat'M;
4.
To adjust or arrange according to size or bnlk. Specif. : -Id; 151); SKAT1ING
six equal parts which form a whole.
a Mil. To arrange men in (a squad or company) according
2. The next in order after the fifth.
(skiit'lng).
l. To Skates. I American Club; 2 Hockey;
to their stature. b To grade or classify, according to size.
3. Music. a An interval embracing six diatonic degrees.
3 Tubular Racing; 4 Roller.
glide on skates.
6. Mech. To bring or adjust (a thing) to size, 11.t1by
cutting.
See INTERVAL,
6. b A tone at this interval. c The har2. Hence, to move quickly; to goin a hurry. Slang, U. 8.
to
size
down,
to
gradate
(diminish)
as
to
size
(the
members
monic combination of two tones a sixth apart. 4 The
skat'er
(skat'er),
n.
a
One
that skates. b A water strider.
of a series)·; as, to size down roofing slates from the eaves
sixth tone of a scale, counting uywards.
Ska'tbl(skii•tM), n. [lee!. Sk11l1i.] Norse Myth. A god_the charllix'tl-etb (sTksftT-~th ; 151), a. LAB.si,xtiogotia, sixtigotla. J ;~::re a~~~\ilit;° 0~--uie:~~s 8t1i:~t
dess of Finnish origin, wife of Njorth. It is she who fastens
l. Next in order after the fifty-ninth.
the venom~dripping snake above Loki.
size, v. i. 1. To take greater size; to increase in size.
2. Being one of sixty equal parts into which any whole is 2:. To order food or drink from the buttery ; hence, to enter skat'ole (skllt'ol), 1111:at'ol
(-ol; -!SI), n. [Gr. a-Kwp, a-uT~,
divided.
dung+ -ot.J Chem. A compound, C9H 9N, which is
a score, as on the buttery book. Univ. of Cambridge, Eng.
111z'tl-etb,n. l. The quotient of a unit divided by sixty; sized (sizd), a. l. Having a special size or bulk;- chiefly formed by putrefaction of albuminous matter and hence
one of sixty equal parts forming a whole.
found in the human intestine and in excrement, from
in compounds ; as, large-sized,· common-sized.
2. The next in order after the fifty-ninth.
which it is obtained in white shining intensely fetid leaf2. Arranged or adjusted according to size.
Slx'tlne (sTks1tTn), a. Sistine.
lets. It is also formed by reducing indigo, etc. Chemilliz'er (siz'er), n. l. = SIZAR.
slx'ty (sTks'tl), a. [AS. siexUg, sixtig, akin to G. sechzig, 2. An instrument or contl'ivance with which to size articles.
cally it is /l-metbyl-indole.
Goth. saihs tigju,s. See six, TEN; cf. SIXTEEN.] Six times
skean (sken), n. [Gael. & Ir. sgian; akin to W. y.,gien a
3. Something big ; a whopper. Colloq., Eng.
ten ; fifty-nine and one more ; threescore ; - often used alz'lng (siz'Tng), p. pr.&: ,,b.n. of (either) SIZE,,,. Hence:
large knife, a scimitar.] A dagger; dirk; specif. : a A
elliptically; as, sixty were killed.
bronze double-edged dagger anciently used in Ireland. b
n. l. [From 3d or 4th SIZE.] Food and drink ordered
slx'tY, n.; pl. -TIES(-tlz). l. The sum of six times ten;
A skean dhu. - akean dhu (doo), a form of knife or dagger
from the buttery by a student ; also, the act of procuring,
used by Scottish Highlanders.
sixty units or objects.
or paying the charge for, such provisions. Univ. of Cam1111:eat'ta
(skat'a), n. [AS. sceatt.J A small silver coin of
A symbol representing sixty units, as 60, Ix., or LX.
bridge, Eng.
very early Anglo-Saxon coinage. Its design was sometimes
3. Com.. A hill of exchange payable in sixty days. Gant. 2. [From 1st or 2d SIZE.]
Roman
origin and sometimes original.
of
Size (the glutinous ma!~~ ~~"et:.i,tftir:i~;rt:~~:'iit~r;tti.r
to
ske-dad'dle (skt-dlld''l), v. i.; sKE-nAn1DLED (•'Id) ; sxEterial), or a preparation
DAn'nuNo (-!Ing). [E. dial. also to spill, scatter.] To beslx 1ty-four'mo (-fiir'mii; 201), n.; pt. -Mos (-miiz). A book of it.
s· · T 1
take one's self to flight in or as in a panic; to flee; to run
composed of sheets each of which is folded into sixty-four sizing tool. Wood Turn' mng 00 •
away ; to scurry ; scamper. Colloq.
leaves; - usually written 64mo, or 64°.
in[J. A cutting tool with a gauge clamped to it to deter111z'ty-fourth' (-forth'; 201),'a. Constituting or being one mme the size of the wood turned; - called also Bizlngchisel. ske-dad'dle, n. Act of skedaddling. Colloq.

a.

s:2~i1~~~7
b.8'

with a hiBSing sound.

slz'zle, n. A hissing sound,
fire.
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SKEEL
llkeel'ing (skell'fog), n. [From Scand.

1. A shed, outhouse, or penthouse.

SKEWER

lkelp (skmp), v. ,. ; BIDILPED
(sMlpt); SKELP'INa.To strike;

Cf. SIIE.t.LIN&.]

Eng.

slap; beat; also, to kick.

Scot. & Dial. Eng.

2. A bay of a barn. Obs.
&kelp, v. i. Scot. & Dial. Eng. l. To beat, as a clock.
3. The side of an attic under a slope of a roof. Local, Eng.
2. To walk with a brisk tripping step; to move rapidly.
skeet (sket), n. [Cf. E. dial. skeet to squirt.] Naut. A scoop skelp, n. A strip of wrought iron, steel, etc., for making a

with a long handle, as for washing the sides of a vessel.
l. The
after part of the keel of a vessel near the sternpost, or a
part in extension of the keel, upon which the rudder rests ;
now, esp., the part connecting the keel with the bottom of
the rudder post in a single-screw vessel.
lil. In a flat-bottomed boat, the vertical triangular piece
taking the place of the after part of a keel.
lkeill (skiin), n. [ME. skeyne, OF. escaigne, F. ecagne,
perh. of Celtic origin; cf. Ir. sgainne, Gael. l1geinnidh
thread, small twine; or perh. the English word is immediately from Celtic.] l. A quantity of yarn, thread, silk, or
the like, put up atter it is taken from the reel, usually in
a sort of knot. A .,kein of cotton yarn is formed by
eighty turns of the thread round a fifty-four-inch reel.
2. A metal thimble on the wooden arm of a wagon axle.
8. Biol. A spireme.
4. Basketwork. A trimmed strip of osier made from splits.
lkeln, v. t. To wind into skeins or hanks.
akel'e-tal (skel'e-tlil}, a. Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of, a skeleton. - skeletal muacle■, Anal., the muscles
attached to the parts of the skeleton, as distinguished from
those of the intestine, heart, etc.
akel'e-tln (-tln), n. [skeleton+ -in.] Chem. Any of a
group of almost insoluble nitrogenous substances, as spon•
gin, conchiolin, etc., in the skeletal tissues of invertebrates.
akel'e-tog'e-nous (-toj'e-nus), a. [.,keleton
-genous.]
Producing parts of the skeleton. -skel 1 e-tog•e-ny(-nl),n.
llkel'e-ton (sk~l'e-tlln}, n. [NL., fr. Gr. uKeA<Tov (sc. awµ11)
a dried body, a mummy, fr. a,ceAET6;; dried up, parched,
aKiAMw to dry, dry up, parch.] l. The bones of a human
being or other vertebrate collectively; the bony or more
or less cartilaginous framework supporting the soft tissues
and protecting the internal organs. In Zool. & Biol., in a
broader sense, the whole of the more or less hard and rigid
parts, esp. the supporting and protective structures, of
any animal, or of any particular part of its body, or even
of certain vegetable organisms, as diatoms. The spicules
of a sponge, the stony framework of a coral, the shell of a
mollusk, and the hard cuticle of a beetle, are examples.
In invertebrates these structures are more often external

sketch (sk~ch), "· t.; SKETCHED
(sk~eht); SIDITCH'IN&.[Cf.
D. schetsen, It. schizzare. See SIDITCH,
n. J To draw the
outline

&kelp,v. t. To form into skelp, as a plate or bar of iron by
rolling; also, to bend round (a skelp) in tube making.
[Cf. HELTKll-SKELTER.]To run
helter-skelter,
to scurry; - with away or ~/f. Colloq.
Skel-ton'l-cal (ski!l-ton,Y-kal), a. Of, pertaining to, or
characteristic of, John Skelton (1460 '1-1529) or his poetry.

skel 1ter (ski!l1ter), v. i.

•' That headlong voluble breathless doggerel which
. has
taken from the name of its author the title of Skeltm,ical verse."
1
is·i~:~~!;~:be~~~ ~~ifec:~~h~~ ":e_ll
a1!~~~~r

skep (ski!p), n.
ure, bushel.]

1

l. To make a sketch or sketches.
2. To act in or as in a sketch. Theat. Cant.

sketch, "· i.

sketch'book', n. A book of sketches or for sketches.
&ketch'y (-i), a. Depicting or describing in outline with
little detail ; of the nature of a sketch ; roughly outlined.

skew (skii), a. [Cf. D. scheej, Dan. skirev, Sw . .,kef, Ice!.
skeifr, G. schief ,· or D. schuw timid, shy, sch-uwen to avoid,
E. shy, a. & v. i.] 1. Turned or twisted to one side; situated obliquely ; skewed ; - chiefly in technical phrases.

it:~ee R~
Jl.~~~~;!•

[Of Scand. orig.; cf. Ice!. skeppa a measObs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng. l. A kind of

2. Not symmetrical;
direction

more developed on one side or in one

than another.

3. Hence, distorted; strained;
4. Skewbald. Dial. Eng.

2. The quantity held byaskep (sense 1); hence, formerly,

perverted.

a measure of capacity,

varying with place and commodity.
3. A beehive, esp. one of twisted straw.

skew arch, an arch whose jambs are not at right angles with

4. A bowl-shaped utensil used in ladling or skimming.
n.
[Gr. aKe!TT<Ko< thoughtful, reflective, fr. u1e.E1rTeu6a.1. to look carefnllyor about, to
view, consider: cf. L. scepticus, F. sceptique. See SCOPE.]
1. One who carries a critical or incredulous attitude into

built obliquely from bank to bank. - a. but.

e:ef~C:~el.
"ll:~ Le:rt~~EL
~~~~~~~tin~~~=i~lialh~;
a binomial with terms unlike in sign. - s. bridge, a bridge
1

akep'tlc, ecep'tlc (sk~p'tlk),

BBL. -

0

schools.

as!!~~: u;_;elhea~~e;!rn:~ ;d~~~~:i's!:ie;a~:i~e:1;\1g~i;JirJ:t
such and such conclusions were, on these principles, inevitable

Syn. - Unbeliever, doubter. See INFIDEL.
skep'tlc (ski!pltlk) la. Also scep 1tlc, scep'ti-cal. l. Of
akep 1tl-cal (-tl-klil) I or pertaining to a skeptic or skepti-

=~
:t,~t~!:::ti:r;:~fv~ :P~:~~

tween each pair of skill facets; - called also cross facet. a. llaehlng, .Arch., lead flashing along the side of a ~able.a. gear, Mach'/,,a skew bevel wheel; also, skew gearmg. - 1.
8
1::
~~~:~ul.e~r;~fet~~:i:~s~~fm?,f
hinge, a hinge with oblique knuckle joints, as in a common
form of rismg hinge. - 1. invariant, Math., an invariant
whose weight is odd. - 1. pantograph.= PLAGIOGRAPH.
- ••
SKEW CORBEL.- a. surface, Geom., a ruled surface
put.
such that in general two consecutive generators do not
intersect. - s. table, .tfrch., any piece of solid masonry designed to take a dia~onal thrust or pressure ;
11c,\~::E:;;'E!~ ~=-~~e~,t! 1
tl1c:f:!;:;;
bevel wheel. See BEVEL.WHEEL,

a~:~::~~}a~!~

Sir W. Hamilton.

3. Specif., one who doubts, or disbelieves in, Christianity.

~e:;;r::;.~':Il~l'i,;e:~~~\:ia~h;t!Jcl~~!:

G~o,:.~~e

~~11~~~t~ntt~at
dri:::ir:.·
~:.c:~te~":!:i,
~~1h~b~il~t~l..
:1~:!~i!
i?~z:.r~~!{~)!~:~~~~1!h~l1the
£r~~a \':i~~~~i~;
facets which abut in !!airs on the girdle of a brilliant be-

employs skepticism as a method; specif. (usually capitalized), a member of one of the ancient skeptical

= SKEW co&-

1. chtael, a chisel with its cutting edge at an oblique
c~F_e!Kt;c;A~E~~e1~ 1:!r;!',r
t! 1i~f:j o~

t!~~~t;~~-

his inquiries, or who is characterized by dou ht or suspended
judgment, esp. to an excessive degree.
2. Ph'ilos. One who believes in skepticism as a doctrine or

cism ; characterized by skepticism
Thie negative, thia cautious, skeptical attitude, ie the one moet
observable in the philosophy of our period.
Josiah Royce.
2. Theo/. Doubting or denying the truth of revelation, or
of the sacred Scriptures.
The skeptical system subverts the whole foundation of morals
R.Hall.
:,Oalt~';.:}~~ieY'tt':i~,
-skeP'ti-cal-ly, adv. -skep 1t1-cal-neu, n.
See EXOSKELETON, BNDOSKELBTON.
In vertebrates most sll:eplti-clsm, soep'ti-olsm (-fl-slz'm), n. [Cf. F. sceptiof mind; the
cisme.] l. An incredulousordoubtingstate
by bony tissue in the adult. The skeleton of a ty11ical ver- mental attitude of the skeptic.
ll. Philos. The doctrine that no fact or principle can be
tebrate consists chiefly of an ma! portion (comprising the
certainly known, or that all knowledge is uncertain;
the
akull, .,pinal colmnn, ribs, etc.) and an appendicul.ar portion
position that no fact or truth can be established on philo(the oones of the limbs, including also the pectora.l and
pelvic arches, by which they are supported). In man the
sophical grounds; also, the method of suspended judgnumber of bones is reckoned at about 200 (not counting
ment, destructive criticism, or systematic doubt characteristic of skeptics. Skept,cism a.s a point of view is opposed to
individuals
dogmatism, and aprears as a reaction from it. The earliest skepll. Hence, fig. : a A very thin or lean person. b The frame~;rte~~~~!~~J::~d t:~~~;!h·o~fsts,~a:: ;~~~e:~~~efi:rl~~a;i!~~
work of anything ; the principal parts t)lat support the
atic school of Skeptichim (see PYRRHON1~M,SOPHIST). '!'he Mid•
rest, but without the appendages. c. The heads and out1~tfr ai~t::;r~!e:fe~\Yci!~~
line of a literary work. d The cage of a high building.
1~~i~:):~e~riAc~~~;::~~/~::~.
AT TBBFEAST,etc. Bee below.
tical thought. fn the main, ancient skepticism was based upon
3. Short for SKELETON
the doctrines of the relativity of sense, knowledge, and human bet:. Short for SKELETON SUIT.
lief (cf. RELATIVITY
OF. KNOWLEDGE).The skeptical argument&
0
0
were made use o.f by many Christian writers to prove the unreli.
ahilit,r of human reason and the necessity for revelation for any
fate ; -from the Egyptian custom of having a death'• head
:: 1h~ck~oe'f~~f!as su~;~ti~!~~ ~;
:~1eri:stat:~~~~
1
rd '
:~~~:~~,
derived the necessity of ind1\'idual existence from the mere
akel'•ton,
a. Consisting of, or resembling, a skeleton ;
1
~}rii:f!ht~t ~~~ !i!~t\~~11~~ ~~~e:~~~ s~~:j~fe~~;, ~h1f~s~;li~
having only certain leading features of anything ; as, a skelevolution. Modern skepticism, other than religious, finds its
eton sermon; a skeleton crystal. (For phrases see Vocab.)

=

:k:~

skew (skii), adv. Awry; obliquely; askew.
skew, n. 1. A twist or turn; a movement

i~:~s~isb~o~f1~t

!l~!~!!~t
:~~::::·~ttd~s
s:r~i:,
~?r!s~~ng

one DELINEATES
with more

t,;~~,1~
!v\i1~:~~~
:I;.~t:~:~:it:·::~~ll.
~~r~1~ 1.!tfo'::

coarse round farm basket.

+

of; to make a rough draft of;

roughly or with broad touches;

hollow cylindrical piece or tube by bending it round longitudinally or helically and welding.

neg (sk~g), n. [Cf. Ice!. skaga to jut out, project.]

or chief features

hence, to plan or describe by the chief points or ideas.
Syn. -SKETCH, DELINEATE.One SKETCHESby ontlinin&

aside ; distortion

; hence, a bl under.

2. .Arch. A stone at the foot of the slope of
a gable, the offset of a buttress, or the like,
cut with a sloping surface and with a check

..,
.,
a Skew Table
or S~ew. 2; b
6. = SKEW SURFACE.
Copmg.
akew, v. i.; SKEWED(skiid) ; SIDIW'ING. [ME. skewen.
See SKBW,a.J
1. To turn or start aside; to swerve; shy;
also, to escape. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
2. To walk or move obliquely ; to _go sidling.
3. To look obliqnely ; to squint ; hence, to look slightingly
or suspiciously.
Beau. & Fl.
skew, v. t. [lilee SKEW,a.] l. To cause to take an oblique
position or direction ; hence, to distort ; pervert.
2. To shape or form in an oblique way.
3. To throw or hurl obliquely.
lkew'back' (skii'bllk 1 ), n. a The course of masonry, the
stone, or the iron plate, ;::r:;::c:;;;;t;=rnITTJTr-TI::;:J;;:::r::;::r::;
having an inclined face,
against which the voussoirs of a segmental arch
t~tlh:~c~g~~!i ~~iPuad~~~!~r:ia~;:iy11~ro' ~:i~~lJ~~:lt~~:
abut.
b A plate, cap,
Cf. IWLECTIClSM
or shoe, with an inclined
3. Specif., doubt of, or unbelief in, Christianity.
face
to
receive
the nut of
skeP'tl-clze, scep'ti-clze (-siz), v. i.;-mzEn(-sizd); -mz'1NG
a diagonal brace, rod, etc., in a truss or frame.
(-siz 1lng). To doubt; also, to pretend to skepticism.
skew'bald'
(-b6Jdf),
a. [ME. skewed piebald; cf. ME.
1
aker ry (sk~r'l), "·; pl. -RIES(-lz). [Of Scand. origin; cf.
skewes clouq.s (cf. SKY}. Cf. PIEBALD.
J Of hol'ses, etc.,
Icel. sker, Sw. skiir, Dan. skirer. Cf. SCARa bank.]
A
marked
with
spots
and
patches of white and some other
rocky isle i an insulated rock or reef. Scot.
sketch (sMch), n. [D. scliet.,, fr. It. schizzo a sketch, a color; - sometimes distinguished from piebald, then restricted to cases in which the colors are white and black.
splash (whence also F. esquis,i;e; cf. ESQUISSE); cf. It.
.'ichizza1'e to splash, to sketch.]
·l. An outli11e or general skew'er (skii'er), n. [Prob. of Scand. orig. ; cf. E. dial.
ski1.ier a skewer, Sw. & Dan. ski/er slate. Cf. SHIVER a
delineation ; a rough or incomplete draft or plan of any
fragment. J l. A pin of wood or metal for fastening meat
design; esp., in the fine arts, such a representation
of an
to a spit, or for keeping it in form while roasting.
object or scene as records its chief features ; a slight or
2. Any of various things shaped or used like the above; as:
tentative draft made as a preliminai-y study.
2. A brief simply constructed literary composition, as a a A round rod pointed at both ends, as in a creel. See
CREEL,n., 3. b Pattern Making & Founding. A pointed
short story; specif., Tlteat. Cant, a short theatrical piece,
rod formed with a loop for a handle, used to secure a loose
a single scene, or the like, esp. in vaudeville.
piece while ramming a mold. See LOOSEPIECE.
Syn. - Outline, delineaulon, draft, plan, design.
OF. scdete, F. squeletf,,, L. sce- Skel'llg llat(,kll'T/P·
akeme.
T SKIM.
1 aker'ret.
T SKIRRET,a plant.
A rimed
lef~
See SKELl'1TOS.J
Ohs. or
akem'mel (ski:!m''l). Scot. & sker'ry (sker'l'), n. A kind of
Scot, 4- Dial. Eng, a A skele- ~:~alc:f~fo~~~~l~hi~bi1:h~ 0
dial, Eng. of SHAMBLE.
[sCAMl',I potato. Scot. <tDiul. Eug.
ton. b A mummy.
Cork, Ireland, counseling a akemp (skl!'mp). Scot. var. ofl ekerss. + sCARr·i;:.
aket. skete, a. Swift; sudden i
pilgrimage to the Skellig Islands skemte, T SK~;NTE.
1
th~ for prayer and penance.
sken (sk~n), t1. &-v. t. i\"i. Squint; headlong; fierce. Also adv. Obs.
skeleton ; osteology. Rare.
akelliton. TsKELETON, Lnocx,1 stare. Difll, Eng. [of SKEAN,I aketch (ski:!ch; skiich), n. <t v.
1kel'e•ton, 1'. t. To skeletonize. skel'loch (sk~l'tlK),n. = sl(EL- 1kene(skenJ. Obs.orScot.&Ir.
~Cf. scATCII, s~An: <for the
akeleton leaf. A leaf with the akel'loch Cski:!l'TlK),n. ~ 1·. t,
:~Y:ta<~~e~/thi! 1~e. 0 f SKEIN, B~~~-J,:..ti:e·,sf~g{;,a.b"I),
a.
parenchyma removed.
1
8
skeleton movement. = BA R
i;'~fifse6: akene arch. LCf.SCHEMEARCH] See ;AB 1.t<:.- aketch'a•bi1'1-ty
clatter, skPl/r, to cause to clm.1h, A diminished arch.
(-hll l;tl'), n.
!kiei~~;;:ttern.
=
to scold.] Screech: scream. Scot.
01\kha~~:~e.~s~!~
skeleton proof. A proof of a
::::r:.cc§e~e tx;!~~~?COk.~:
8
print or engraving, with the in- [fceJ; ~1~1i~t~r
akente, "· t. [Cf. _Icel. skemta.] :~:~h,fi;~~klfoh'l!l~~!;J~~!fl
scription in hair strokes only.
fr. G . .'lc/ielm.] A rogue:ascamp,
Ohs. or Scot. <tDial. Eug.
';~°e;,"!~seb:~J~!~~~-ial?~kiaa
aketch'l•neas, n. See .;Ess.
akel'ly (skfl'l'),n. a Chaffinch, hut.] A ~sherman's hut or out- aketh, n. [Cf. Icel. skei~a race,
genus. See CAPHEI.LA.
b The chub. Local, B1·it.
house. Ub.'I, Shet. <tOrk.
a course, space of time.J Extent1
akel'ly,v.i.i5(n.
LCf.Dan.,d.:ele,
;rne~e:iri ~f1!iotte~ 0 f~~
\ifo~t;!;; Sw. a.feta.] Squint. Scot.~ Dial. ::i~ti~hb~~t~~~ -ti~Kl~rn~
oCfr,;,
.Rnr,.
beinl! huttoned to the jacket.
t~tld),_ist. kind of wicker bae- r:_et'~~-a v. Suddenly; swiftskeletonweed.=Ol'M ~UCrORV &, skelp(skllp).n. !,-v. [Cf. BKELB.]
1kelf (ski!lf). Sent. & dial. Eng. 8plmter. Scot.
a"k.eu'o-morph (skn'O-m6rf), n.
var.of '-HELF. [ter; chip. Scot., akelp'er (ski:!l'pl!r), n. One that akepe. Obs. rret. of SCAPE.
akelf,n.&-,·. [Cf. "K"~""·
l Splin- striKes or beats. Scot. I\' Dial, ~:~!~~!/~~
~~~l:~~1~1~ ;:::!~:O~~ie~~~
1kel'goose' (skl!'l'gOOs'), n. The .Rw,.
n. sign representm_g-an implement
akep'pund'
(sk~p'p~nd'),
common sheldrake. Scot,
See WEIGHT,
or vessel. - skeu.10-mor'phlo
~~ 1
s~~i~~g [Sw,l
akell. T SKEEI..
Bkell, n, 4" v. t. Ir i. [Cf. Jcel. beating-, as of feet on the ground, II■kep'ala (skl!'p'sl's), n. [Gr. (-m6r'flk), a.
u1e.el/11.~
doubt.] Skepticism.
Bkeut. T SCHUIT.. [VIN_,
Mlaela to make a wry face,xkjiilqr
2. Unusuall,r large or full,
aker. + SCAR,SHEER. [SKIRR., ii:kevayne. Aphebc for ECHEr;i:t_ob.B?al~·k.,,!:"int i uPset i 1kelt, 11. a. Scattered. ObR.
aker (skl!r). Dial. Eng. var. of skew, n. A cup. Ohx. Cant.
skerche. T SCARCE.
skewe. T sxv.. [escape. Ob8./
1lr.el'lat (skl!'l'Tlt), n. [OF. e1:- 1:~~:;~tt~-mJ~~:tt~nlst:l~
skewe. Aphet,c for ESCHEW,
culP.te, var, of escl1elete, a small tonical.-n.
Skeltonical verse. 1kere. T SHEER,a. t v. t.
bell.J A small bell; a hand bell; akelvol, alr.elvoWche, T SKILL- 1k.eren. T SCARE.
a.kewed(skOd). a. Ob•.
or Dial.
a.n iron rattle. Scot.
akerl'ing,n. =SKIRLING, [Obs., 1. Twieted or distorted, ukew.
■kellte. Var. of SKELLY,
a. Splilt:;:1
ak•'rel, 11. = LARVA,a specter. 2. Skewbald; piebald.
to hold the coping stones.

3. A sudden gnstydrizzle of rain. Dial.Eng.
4. A skewbald animal. Dial. Eng.

~!;.

=:{1~ns~~i:~~:SiN8a°abf!~~!fhwg!~n~
v~i~::t,1e
ifr~~u~~
:sp~i:i:i~rJ3e:1~~~~e
01nst~~~o;tg:.!J~oa
wto

at{~y
lsii:~~.~{

~,,~~t~:::.!i:\:f~~h~~f~:~~li;
of officers, but many vacancies in the ranks.

a:::im~:.
i~:

~~~:~cit~n~hi!f

~:~~~~r,_ifit 0

skeleton drill.

11:~~P.:.t~

l~:u1;~1t'.::.~1~

the flanks only of subdivisions
being marked by men, for the instruction of officers only.

skel.'e-ton-lze (sMl'e-tlln-iz),

v. t.; -IZED (-izd); ·IZ1ING

To prepare a skeleton of; also, to reduce to its

skeleton.-skel 1e-ton-l-za1t1on (-I-za'shlln; -i-za'shlln), n.
skel'e-ton-lz 1er (-iz1er), n. Any small moth whose larva
eats the parenchyma

of leaves, leaving the skeleton.

skeleton ke:v. Locks. A key with a large part of the bit

flied away so as to avoid the wards, and thus enable it to
open a number of locks as a master key.

&kelp(ski!lp), n. l. A smart blow. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
2. A squall; also, a heavy fall of rain. Scot.
(ske'.l). Scot. & dial. Eng.
var. of SKILL.
lkeel (skel). n. [From Scand. ;
cf, lcel. xkjOla a pail, bucket.]
A pail, bucket, or tub. Ubs, or
Scot. <tDirtl. R11ff.
akeel duck, steel goose, akeeling,
n., or skeeling goose. The common sheldrake, Brit.
■keel'y (skel'l').
Scot. & dial.
En~. var. of SKII.I.Y, u .• skillful.
■keen.
be. or Scot. of s K KAN.
akeen arch. [Cf. SCHEME AUCH.]
A diminished arch.
1lr.een'yf.e(sk~n'yl'; ·'':),n. ref.
Gael. syeinnidh, and E,. SKEIN.]
Twine ; pa.ckthread. Scot.
■1r.eer (sker).
Dial. Eng. var. of
SCAR,a rock; SKIRR.
1keer, n. I\' v. Scare. Dial.
■keel

0

:n

~~~•;~~gc~f~~lit~

E~~~1i.:':e1st~;r'h~1:t:~r
part
Mil. A drill with skeleton organizations,

aa comp1nies or regiments,
(-iz'lng).

;r.1~~~~l::

1kei. T SHY.
:t:tr~i~~~Kstuj,~·

fb~:c~t'{iJJ

~~id~~klK~~l~~infCf~e1~el.
akeil:a to swerve, and E. SHY,a.]
Shy; mettlesome; proud. Scot.

akeil (gkel). Scot var. of SKEEL,
akeil'y. Var. of SKEKLY.
skein (sken), Obs, or Scot. & Ir.
var. of SKEAN.

::~1:1~:;
o:

~,e;~l~~~~l;,
:~:~~~
akein (sken). Var. of <sKEAN,
skein screw (skiin). A screw
with an open shallow thread.
1keipp. -tsKEJ->, [IIOPHORION,\
akei'ro-pho'ri•OD. Var.of 8Clskek, akekke, n. [See SKEC.
Plundering. Ohs.
skek'king, n. Battle. Oba.
(:~a{J~yf!t'·n.
A skel, Scot. & dial. Eng. var. of
scALE,
to disperse. etc.
~fh~~~;~~i~:~1:i~~d pf~;t~fr;: !!!!~t.jk~§~{iriie~ ;~li~~~Colloq., U. S.
skel'der, v. t. I\"i. To deceive;
■keet. T SKET,a. &-ad1,.
alr.eet(sket), n. [Perh. of Scand. cheat; trick. - n. A vagrant; a
origin and akin to E. s/ioot, v.
8
~~!iJder~;:k~~
~.
1!~c\\fot:::iifO.E 11.8iat. skel'dock (skel'd<1k),
n [Gael.
Charakee'zis. Var. of SKEESICKS. .,,,ea/lag, sgeallagach.J
au« (sk~g), n. <tv. [Cf. Norw. lock; also,jointedeharlock.Scot.
diaI. Rljaag, sk,ieo!,squinting.] ■kel'drake' (ski:!l'driik' ), n. [ Cf.
SHELDRAKE-1
Local, Brit. a
Glance ; peep. Drnl. Eng.
■1tec, n. & A sort of wild plum. The common sheldrake. b The
Oba. b pl. A kind of oats. c
Yellow iri■ (lri• pseuclacor11R). ~i!l:.r c;t~e:iL, !ilKILL, .
llkec'PI' (skfg'f!r), n. A parr. 1kel'et (dial. sk~l'lt), n. [Cf.

~dc•1r.~·

!i1

r::!~~!:
~Po;,/i~-~~1:c7;'~.>r

l~1\i~~
d,~~a!tfal/a
ori:~.~~:I
1

~:!!i~~::~r~:ip~el,!"~r~rn~a

~k:~m:
fb:cA~~{t~.

i~!}:

~R:!!tl

~t,f~

food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

go; sing, lgk;

S/!t~l!nid,.1nege

r~1nn,.:f81!:,;,~f.
!;

Obs./

:~!J.v~;'c~t~,1;-l):

tllen, thin; natyre,

Full explanatlon1

:t:t:t,:~:
:·.

1.>~::.u111:!J;ln~:

ver<!!Jre (250); K=ch In G. ich, ach(l'4);
ot Abbrevlatlono,
Sla;no, etc., Immediately
preeede

boN; yet; zh=zin
the Voeabulary.

azure.
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SKEWER

SKIN

1ERED(-0rd); suw'ER-ING. To
1111:ew'er(skU/ir), v. t.; SKEW
power to perceive and perform i expertneSB; aptitude; as,
skimming out small marine animals. The American black
skimmer (R. nig1·a), common on the southern coasts of the
, fasten with or as with skewers.
the skill of a surgeon, mechanic, etc.
United
States, is about 18 inches long, and chiefly black
akew'ing, p. pr. & vb. n. of SKEW. Hence: 11. a Act or d,Pv0~o18cd10An,
hfrio•mgr
negotiaJwio1n
0.x.an'dbeyr
1ehaetcwoin,~uom
081a0nfdAstkh·••·1n1,e.t
11, ,_ above and white below. The bill is red and black.
process of dressiug up gilded wol'k by removing superfluous
.1
"
u
3. Salt Manuf. A perforated shovel used in lilting salt
leaf and affixing needed leaf. b pl. Waste portions of 3. Any particular art, accomplishment, or the like; also,
ont of the pan.
display of art; exercise of ability; address. Now Rare.
gold leaf for remelting, or remnants of gold or Dutch
4. Founding. An implement to prevent slag from rnnning
metal leaf available for reusing.
An expert in some special skill. J Martineau.
over with the molten metal from a ladle to the mold.
ski (ske), n.; pl. SKI(ske) or SKIS(skez). [Dan. ski; cf. 4. Those engaged iu a certain profession or occupation,
I I k ·t5 b'll
f
considered collectively ; a guild or craft. Obs.
Skim'ml-a (sklm"i-ti), n, [NL., fr. Jap. skirnmi name of
ce . s ·i a l et o wood, a snowshoe. See SKID.] One Syn. - Dexterity' adroitness, expertness, aptitude.
one species.] Bot. A genus of rutaceous shrubs of Japan
of a pair of strips of hard wood bound one on each foot and skill (skYI), v. t. 1. To set aside; to remove. Obs.
and the Himalayan region, with dark green coriaceous foused for gliding over a snow-covered surface. It is five to 2. To know; discern; understand.
Obs. or Dial. Eng.
liage and small tetramerous flowers with a 2-5-celled ovary.
0
skill, v. i. [Cf. Icel. skilja to part, separate,
it
S .. iaponica is a dwarf species resembling the holly.
ski, v. i.; SKIED (sk0d) i BKI,ING, To use skis.
differs, See SKILL, n.]. Obs. or Archaic. 1. To be know- skim milk, Milk from which the cream has been taken.
skim'mlng (sklm'ing), p. pr.&, vb. n. of SKIM. Hence: n.
ski'a-graph (ski'd-graf), sci'a-graph (si'li-), n. [See SKI· ing; to have understanding, -with of or on.
z._ To
To have practical skill; to be dexterous.
That which is skimmed from a liquid; - chiefly in pl.
A.ORAPHY.]1 . Arch. A vertical section, or geometrical
make a difference; to signify; to matter;_
used
3
profile of the interior, of a building. Obs.
s~o':.1~~lo,~tt~·oo:st
yd.[tl:
2. A shadowlike image or picture made on a sensitive
impersonally; as, what skills it how we die'!
of very light draft and broad beam.
surface, esp. by the ROutgen rays i -called also sciagrarn, skllled (skrld), a. l. Having skill; expert; skillful i sklm'mlng-ton
(sk!m'ing-tiin),
n.
[Orig.
uncert.]
1. A
,thadowgra m, ,,;hadowgraph, etc. Cf. RADIOGRAPH.
often with in; as, a person skilled in drawing.
word chiefly used in the phrases to ride skimrnington, skim•
skl•a-graph, sci'a-graph, v. t,; -GRAPHED
(-graft); •GRAPH'- 2. Often, of workmen or labor, having or requiring such
T
k
k'
kl
training in a particular occupation as would involve a mington ride, etc., a mock ceremony for shaming conjugal
0 ma e as 111
ING.
graph of. - 8 •ag'ra•pher (ski-ag'material industrial lose in a transference to other occupa.
offenders, seducers, etc., once common in parts of England.
r <i-fer), scl-ag'ra-pher (si-llg' ), n.
tions; - opposed to the general mass of rude, or 11llllkllled, Usually effigies of the persons are carried on a pole, in a
skt-ag'ra-phy (sk1-llg'rli-fT), sci-ag'ra-phy (si-llg'-), "· labor or workmen, the transference of whom from one occu- cart,. on a donkey, etci., attended by jeering neighbors
[Gr. UK.taypa.cf,ia, fr. tTK.1.0.ypci.cf,o'.i
drawing in light and
patiou to another involves no material industrial loss.
makmg mock music. Hence, a charivari.
shade j UKt4 a shadow
ypllcf,nv to delineate, describe:
Syn. - See SKILLFUL.
2. A disturbance; a quarrel.
(sklmpt); SKIMP'ING, [Cf.
cl. F. sciayrapltie. l 1. The art or science of projecting skil'let (skil'H; -lt; 151), n. [Cf. OF. eseuellette, dim. skimp (sklmp), v t.; SKIMPED
or delineating shadows.
of e.rwuelle a porringer, F. ecuelle, fr. L. scutella, dim. of SCAMP,v. t.] Dial.&, Colloq. To slight; to do carelessly;
2. Arch. = SKIAGRAPH, n., 1. Obs.
scutra, .~cata, a dish. Cf. SCUTTLE a basket.] l. A small
to scamp; also, to scrimp; scant.
3. A.stron. The science of graduating dials i determination
metal veBBel with a handle, used for culinary purposes. skimp, v. i. To eave or economize unduly; to be parsimonious or niggardly.
Dial. &, Colloq.
of time by the shadows of heavenly bodies.
Specif. : a A small kettle or pot with three or four legs
skimp, a. Scanty; meager; hardly enongh. Dial. & Colloq.
4. The art or pror ess of making skiagraphs.
b A shallow pan, as a etewpan or saucepan.
- skl'a-graph'm (ski'<i-grlf'lk), sci'a-graph'io (s;'d-),
2. A kind of flat mold in which a precious metal is cast sklmp'Y (sklm 1pi), a. Dial. & Colloq. a Spare; scanty;
-graph'l-cal (-1-kill), a. - sk11a-graph'l-cal-ly, scl'a- for sale as bullion.
skimp. b Stingy; parsimonious; niggardly.
graph'l-csl-ly, adv.
sklll'ful, skll'ful (skil'fillil), a. 1. Having mental power; skin (skln), n. LOf Scand. orig,, cf. Ice!. ski11n, Sw. skinn,
ul-am'e-try (ski-lm'l-trT), sct-am'e-try (si-llm'-), n. reasoning; discerning; judicious. Obs.
Chaucer.
Dan. skind, AS. scinn (Ir. Sca11d.), akin to G. schinden to
[Gr. u,cui a shadow+ -mel1'y.] l. Art of getting precise
2. Proper; reasonable i just. · Obs.
skin.]
1. The external integument of an animal, esp.
when
of a tough but flexible chararter, as in moat vertenumerical results from measuring ekiagraphs.
3. Possessed of, or displaying, skill; knowing and ready;
brates. In vertebrates it is composed of two layers. The
z. A.stron. Correction of the parallax and eemidiameter of expert; well-versed; as, a skillful mechanic.
outer, the epidermis (which see), or cuticle, is composed of
heavenly bodies, from observiug their eclipses.
Syn
Well versed dexterous adroit deft clever apt
skl'a-scope (ski 1d-ski5pjj;•c1'a-scope (ei'd-), n, [Gr. UKC.fl
profl~.;nt. - SKILLFUL, SKILLED: BXPBRTagr~e in th8 idea
1lv"e~s';,f!?d'6:S;\'f.~itJ:,~~~la";.~!~r~~Y.:'~ri~~e:;i~
a shadow +~scope.]
ed. A device for determining the
~\r;i~!c!~nt'tiowfed~;~~d' :!:'li:i~~!,~~n;~:~!8~db~~PJ~~~
dermis are capable of growth. The more superficial layera
refractive state of the eye by observi!Jg the movements of eon or manifested in an object; as, a skillful operator,
usually change into horny material and wear away, or are
t ·
..
k 'llf l
f
n (P I
the retinal lights and shadows. -Bkl-a■'Ce>-py (ski-ls'~:s~
~~t~n::tiio:~~,i~fe~~:fs,
kt-pl; ski'<i-sko'pT), sot-a1101>-py(si-ls'-; si't.i-),"
~~~L~~v.:-r:~hesih~ :Ua.!ter";'~n:::td~ail:°.:'t:nart.,t':a"J~:
sk14 (skld), n, [From Scand.; cf. Ice!, sk'il! a billet of or handicraft through practice; as, a skilled mechanic,
Sk~~c~fnu"u~
6
0
8
man Scalp
;'., ;:!i,ai~ .!':i;TJel~n1:f~":~e~ff;,
~~lf~iJ:~;r~cJf;J".:'J''i~sei:,:.!P:~~/',.~gf!fJ~
!t".:':d;;:;.;
showing
when descending a steep hill i a drag; a skidpan; by ex- accountant, expert testimony, expert at chess. See DEXRoots of two
tension, a hook attached to a chain, and used, by catching
TBRous, INGENIOUS, CONVERSANT, TACT.
Hairs l Stra•
round a spoke, for the same purpose.
Hy 1
tum Corueum
of Epi~
ll. A brake for a crane, etc.
- sklll'ful-ly, skll'ful-ly, adv. - sklll'ful-ness, skll'dermis;2MalA timber, bar, rail, or the like, used in pairs or sets to
lul-neas, n.
form a slideway or rollway, as for an incline from a truck skim (sklm), v. t.; SKIMMED
(sklmd); SKIM'MING. [Ap- ~~1~i3e~fi~~
3 Uerma; 4
to the sidewalk, Specif,: Logging. See SKIDRO.lDb,
parently from scum. See scuM.] 1. To clear (a liquid)
4. Naut. Usually pl. A wooden fender hung over a vee- from floating scum or substance; as, to skim milk; also, to Subcutaneous Jo'at; 5, 5
sel's side to protect it in handling cargo, etc.
takeoff or remove by oras by skimming; as, to skim. cream.
Blood Vessels;
5, [From the v.] Act of skidding;- called also side slip.
2. To cause a scum to form on the surface of (a liquid).
6, 6 Hairs; 7
Mouth of Hau
■kid, v. t.; SKin'DED; SKln'DING, 1. To protect, support,
3. To pass swiftly or lightly over ; to brush the surface
Follicle; 8 Incheck, drag, etc., with or on a skid or skids.
of ; to glide along the surface of
ner. & 9 Outer,
2. To construct or repair with skids, as a skid road.
oi1yl~
h1eim
thHe0t 00p,_o
f_ Root Sheaths
1mp~r
8 ,d0e~cdri,·bke,.!,~:rgctul,rey
8nusrflfaicnegi
0ng11
0 cseelafn,from
skld, v. i. a To slide without rotating ; - said of a wheel
f 1
:I 11
of Hair; 10 Ft-5
held from turning while the vehicle moves onward. b To 4. Hence, to read or examine superficially and rapidly ; to
brous Sheath of
Follicle; llVasfail to grip the roadway; specif., to slip sideways on the
glance through for the chief ideas of; as, to skim a book,
cular Papilla
&. To skip or ricochet; as, to ski.m stones on the water,
road; to side-slip ; - said esp. of a cycle or automobile.
(which nourskld'der (skld'er), n. One that skids; one that uses a skim, v. ;, 1. To pass lightly or hastily; to glide along in ishes
the hair);
skid; specif. : Logging. a One that skids logs. b An en• an even, smooth course, esp. near the surface.
12,12 Sebaceoua
Glands ; 13 One
gine for hauling the cable used in skidding logs. c =
1. Watts.
2
o f Arrectorea
4 The foreman of a construction gang making
3. To put on the finishing coat of plaster.
P1lorum Mus-cles; 14 Sweat
•
A. d I
h" 1
d
d 4. To skip or ricochet over a surface, as on water.
Gland
1
0
1
1
0 ~g~!e 0 ft ~\r;i~u:i~v:~
~h~
s\1dw1::~~
re:1!rt~:ei1::i':t~~li~~t~.~~f
(~:{fed
of!~~t s3: 0kf!t~ransverse
logs
move lightly or swiftly, esp. as if driven by something;
in most vertebrates, but are almost wanting in reptiles.
akid'way'
(sktd 1wi'), n.
Logging.
kind of platform
e~:! !~~fi~~~~!f:t:s'~~G;~~~~
,','&~~h~ The inner layer of the skind the derma, derniis, or con.um,
ma<le of skids on which logs are piled for loading.
ar,l JejJ_f'ries) • HJ
am pleased to sk'm alon_g the eu
v1:iris~:. ft
:::Ila~~
fac8s of thing's " ( ·wo;·dsu•m·th) ; " Cris~ foam-flakes scu~
2. A way or road formed of skids.
In many animals (armadillos, many reptiles, most fisbea;
skiff (skll), n. [F. ,squif, fr. It. sch-ifa, fr. OHG. ski/, G. along the level sand" (Tennyson); "the scudding rain
1
s11ltijj'.See SHIP. J l. Any small, light sailing veesel. Obs. which drives in gusts over the ... great shining river"
~~1:::~:~:1is t~~elgr !ki~h~:::i'!ti:·ol~
r::lrt~t:::e~rtti!
2. A light rowboat.
(Thackeray); the boat scuds before the wind.
sin~!• layer (the hypodermis) of columnar ectodermal cell~
3, A boat with ~enterboard and spritsail, light enough to Bklm, n. 1. Act of skimming.
:~~~e ~~!::!~~l
:::irct~~nt membrane, an
be rowed, and sometimes steered by an occupant's shifting
2. That which is skimmed; hence, scum; film; also, refuse.
his weight; - called in full St. Lawrence skiff,
sklm'mer (-er), n. 1. One that skims; esp., a utensil for 2, The integument of an animal, separated from the body,
whether green, dry, or tanned; esp., in commercial usage:
skill (skll), n. [ME. skit, of Scand. orig.; cf. Ice!. skil a
......--skimming liquids.
distinction, discernment; akin to skilja to separate, divide, ----,..
2. Any of several long-winged marine birds that of a small animal, as a calf, sheep, or goat, as distindistinguish, Sw. skiljrr, Dan. skille to separate, ski el reason,
of the genus Rhynchops, allied to the terns,
guished from the !tide of a large animal.
but having the lower mandible
right, justice, Sw. skol reason, Lith. skelt-i to cleave. Cf.
3. ZoOl. Specif., the skin, esp. of a bird or mammal, with
SHELL.]
1. In Obs. senses: a Understanding; discerncompressed like a kuife blade and
its covering of fur or feathers and other external parts (aa
the bill, feet, etc.), stuffed to a convenient form for preser•
meut; judgment
HNor want we skill or art."
Milton.
ITi~c~P~~!erTt~:
vation and study, but not mounted in imitation of life.
b Siguificanre ; meaning. C Rightness ; propriety ; also,
b i rd 8 fly rapidly
4, A vessel of skin, used for liquids, Cf, 1st BOTTLE,1.
___ _.--::a:!'111
along the surface
just claim or interest ; right. d Command ; law; ordi6. The outermost layer, or surface, of anything, likened
nance. e Argument; proof; also, reason; motive i cause.
of the water, with
to a skin ; as, the skin of a casting, a mold, or an electrical
2. Kuowledge of, and expertness in, execution or perthe lower mandiformance; practical ability in art, science, or the like;
Black Skimmer (.Rhynclwps rngra).
ble immersed, thus
conductor. Specif. : a The epidermis of a plant, b The
skim coat The final, or finishr~~~e
A ~~~e~ in~, coat of plaster.
money of account m Sweden, skim colter. A C"olterfor paring
Norway, Den mark, etc, and off the surface of land
al~o n.coin. It was worth trom ak.imd Skimmed, RP..f SJJ,
half a cent to a cent (!-~ d ).
1j
Bkll'lion(skll'}''Un),n = SKEELGleam ; ~lance; leer; @cowl.
INO.
A11Mrcr[w
skill'-less, r,. See ·LESS,
Q~fl1back.
skill'wtse'. a Reasonable; also,
ro.tionu.l: endowed with reason. skim gate. J,ounrlmq. A gate
- sklll'wi1e 1ly, mfr.. - aklll'- or runner havin~ a bridge to arrest the skim or slag
wlse'neBB, n. All Obs.
akim'mer-ton,
sk~l'lJ: cskll'll>, a Ski1lful; akim't-try,
-mi-tJ = SKIMMINGTONskilled, Scot. 4"Dial Eng.
Bkim ming, 7>. pr. ~ vb. n. of
skil'ly (·l), n. = SKII,1.IGALEE,
!-KIM
-skJm'mtng-ly,
adv.
~ruel. Dial En(! ,\- Sla11!7.
aktl'pot(skll'pl:st), 11- The red.
0
helhed terrapm.
See-1.Y,
aktlts (sklltA)1 ti. 7,/. A kmd of of SKUIPY
large, coarse, short trouser,; for- ~~n:P:!nfii
~r~ki~nJ~r;:
merly worn. Local. U. S,
arfv. Both iJia1. Ir co'Hoq.
akllv'tngs CskYl'vlnz), n. pl. =
bH EL\'ING.
n .• 4. Dial. F.t1r,.
~:ii;~.f~?ko~~:iYpnfrf
skim."·= ~Kl)IM!Nn,SKUU-IED
skimmed off lhe surface of a jia:.
akim'back', 11. The quill back. Skim'pole',Ha.rold(sklm'pOI/"j.
Local, F S.
A fascmating but selfish and unaktm'ble-aca.m'ble (~kl m'b'lskl.m1h'l; sklm''l-sklm 'l), n:. ;i~kc!~!!sd"Bt:ri;:~:!~~,t
cultivates his artistic tastes and
~fii~"i~n~~.;~;~r:t•]
affects to be a mere child in
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iile, seni\te, cAre, Am, dccount, arm, ask, sofa; eve, i!ivent, iind, recent, maki;r; ice, Ill; iild, tlbey, &rb, Md, sl>ft, cclnnect; iise, dnite1 Urn, Up, circus, menii;
i Forelsa Word.
i' Ob■olete Variant or, + combined wltb.
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SKIVER

a top, Sw. dial. skopa to skip, leap, dance, OSw. ,koppa,
skyppa.] l. To move with leaps and bounds; esp., to move
with a skip; also, to move with light dancing motion; to
caper; - usually implying sportiveness.
2. To pass from point to point omitting or disregarding
the intervals, as in reading, writing, speaking, etc.; to
pass without notice or attention ; - often with ove,·.
3. To ricochet.
4. To leave hurriedly; to make one's escape. Slang.
Syn. -Trip, hop, jumpl leav, spring, vault. - SKIP, BOUND.
To SKIPis to move by eapmg lightly and ~racefully; to
BOUND is to proceed by longer and more vigorous leaps.

llklrr (skQr), v. i. To move hastily; to scurry; scour.
Obs. or Dial. Eng,
Bldrr,n. A whirr, as of birds in flight.
Bkir'reh (sklr'~), n. A cord used by masons in keeping
brickwork or foundations straight, and by surveyors and

SKIN
ttnter covering of a fruit or seed; a rind, husk, peel, etc.

c Naut. That part of a sail, when furled, which is on the

<1utsideand covers the whole. d Shipbuilding. The coverin!I, of planking or iron plates, outside the framing, forming the aides and bottom of a vessel ; the shell. e The
outermost layer oi nacreous matter composing a pearl.
8. Slang. a = SKINFLINT.
b A cheat or fraud; also, a
sharper. c Formerly, a purse or pocketbook.

1f::i::~~pf:SLes~1:'ro
fFe~~t
:::r!1
~~:f1;t:;;me~i~,
animals, but is also used of certain fruits or plants; HIDE

excavators in marking out sites.

Bkir'ret (sklr'~t; -rt; 161), n. [ME. skyrwyt, skirwhi[
(cf. Ice!. sk'irr clear, bright, pure, and E. slteer, r..,,chit•),
perh. an alteration of OF. escltervis, F. chervis.] An
Asiatic apiaceous plant (Sium sisarum) cultivated in
Europe for its sweet, edible, clustered tuberous roots.
aldrt (skQrt), n. [ME. skyrt, of Scand. origin; cf. Ice!,
skyrta a shirt, a kind of kirtle, Sw. skort a skirt, skjorta a
shirt. See SHIRT.] l. The lower and hanging part of a

applies esp. to the skins (commonly undressed) of the
lawr animals; PELT denotes the skm (often of smaller
~~1ar~~e::ttj
e~~t!c~tt
animals) with the hair, wool, or (esp.) fur on it; FELL is ~"tfuo0::~1~Jrgr~~frit 0
now chiefly elevated or poetical for skin, hide, or ~lt.
coat, dress, or like garment; the part below the waist;
tt~em!~~~:;,
RINDapplies to the thick or hard skin esp. of plants, fruits,
as, the skirt of a coat, a dress, etc. Specif., a separate
cheeses, and the like; BARK is the rind of trees; PEEL (see skip (sklp), v. t. l. To leap lightly over; as, to skip rope.
outer
garment for women or girls covering the body from
PEEL) applies esp. to (vegetable) skins or rinds which may
2. To pass over or by without notice; to omit; miss; as,
the waist line down; also, a petticoat or underskirt.
to skip a line in reading ; to skip a lesson.
~
o~ro~~~:
b;sa ~~teafit~
margin;
2.
A
loose
edging or frill to any part of a dress. Obs,
3. To cause to ricochet ; as, to skip a stone. Colloq.
3. pl. On a saddle, the flaps, commouly of leather, cover4. To leave, esp. in order to escape; as, to skip town. Slang.
t~~c!:~n 2
ing the bars on which the stirrups are hung to the saddle;
to skip (one's) bail. =TO JUMP ONE'S BAIL. Slang.
0
formerly, horse trappings in general.
':!:r~~:'J'J
Bldp, n. l, A light leap or bound; esp., a gait, often
4, Border ; margin. " The skirts of the forest."
Shak.
on the nose; hence, the whole of anything.
adopted by children, made up of alternating hops and
skin (skln), v. t.; SKINNED
(sklnd); SKIN'NING, l. To strip
6. pl. = SKIBTINGS.
steps. Also, a step, in hop, sk:ip, and jump.
the skin from; to flay; hence, to strip off; to peel.
2. A passing over or neglecting; omission; specif., Muaic, 6. Arch An apron piece or border, as a basebo&rd·or the
2. To cover with or as with skin.
Shak.
molded piece under a window stool.
a melodic progression by more than a degree at once.
3. To strip of money or property; to fleece. Slang.
7. Butchering. The diaphragm ormidriff.
Colloq.
3. That which is, or is to be, disregarded.
4 To gain credit for (a lesson, examination, etc.) by under4, Curling, Bowls, etc. The captain of a side, who ad- 8. A girl or woman; - sometimes used collectively. Slang.
ski.rt, "· t. ,- SKIRT'BD; SKIRT 1ING. 1. To cover with or as
hand or forbidden methods. Studenl,' Cant.
vises his men as to the play and controls the sweeping.
to Ilk.ina, or the, cat, 0!1:nnastics, to raise the feet and legs
with a skirt ; to surround.
6. A college servant; a sweep. Slang, Univ. of Dublin.
Skirted hie loins and thighs with downy gold
Milton.
1ta~tnf~llfJt:-~r,au~O::.ZJ'~~:~
akip'jacll:1 (-jik'), n. [skip
jack.] l. An upstart; a
2. To border ; to form the border or edge of ; .to run along
young cad. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
Ford,
the edge of ; as, the plain was skirted by trees.
2. A kind of jumping jack made from a wishbone.
~!~ fo~:~i~~b'offu:~~rt!, t~
3. Naut. A shallow sailboat with a broad bow and a croes 3. Wool Trade, To remove the skirting• from ( wool).
the outer folds of a sail when furled; sometimes, to furl
Bkirt, v. i. l To be or live on the border or margin; to
a sail in such a fashion.
section either rectilinear or of a very flat V shape.
akin, v. i. l, To become covered with or as with skin.
move along the edge; as, to skirt along a coast.
4. A snapping beetle. See ELATERIDAI,
2. To use underhand or forbidden methods in recitation,
2. Wool Trade. To remove skirtings.
6, Any of various fishes that jump above, or play at, the
examination, etc. College Cant, U. S.
surface of the water, as the bonito (Barda sarda), saury, llklrt dance. A form of ballet dance in which the dancer
to ■kin°"'· a To range widely ; - said of a hunting dog.
runner (Carangus chrysos), bluefish (1), cutlass fish, sau- accompanies the steps with graceful manipulation of long
b To hasten; hurry; to run away secretly. Slang.
flowing skirts or drapery.
rel, leather jack, butterflsh (Poronotus triacanthus), etc.
1 (-bound'), a. Having the skin adhering closely
Bldu'boUDd
llklrt'ed, 11,, l, Provided with a skirt or skirts.
all:lp'per (sklpler), n. l. One that skips.
to the flesh ; hide bound ; affected with scleroderma.
2, Wool Trade. Having the skirting• removed.
2. A young, thoughtless person; a skipjack. Obs. Shak.
uinbound dluue, Ned., scleroderma or sclerema.
aldrt'et (sk0r 1ter), n. One thr.t skirts. Specif. : a Wool
3. Sugar ManuJ. = SKIP,4.
llkln'-deep', a. As deep &s the skin ; hence, superficial.
Trade. One that skirts wool. b Hunting CanJ. A hunter,
4,
The
saury
(Scombreso:,;
saur,,s)
or
other
allied
fish
;
- akin'-deep', adv.
hound, etc., that tends to skirt, or go around rather than ·
so called from the habit of jumping above the water,
llk1neffect. Elec. The flow ofan altematlng or oscillating
over obstacles ; also, a dog that runs wide of the pack.
current near the surface, or .. skin," of a conductor very
5, A locust. Obs.
Bkirt'lna', n. l. Skirts, collectively; material for skirts.
6. The larva of the cheese fly.
marked at high frequencies, and due to eddy currents.
2. pl, Trimmings or loose pieces taken from a carcass after
7. Any of numerous small, stoutBldu'filnt' (skln 1fllnt'), n. [skin+ flint.] A penurious
beinJ!:dressed. Dial. Eng.
person; a miser ; ni~gard.
Scott. bodied lepidopterous insects of the
3. pt. Wool T1'ade. Wool of an inferior quality, esp. that
·
Bkln lrtctlon. Friction between a fluid and the surface of family Hesperiidre or superfamily
taken from the breech, the belly, and the legs.
a solid moving through it.
Hes riinm. From their dmrnal or,
_ ·:
· :·
4. = BASE110ARD,Eng,
Bkl.nk(sklIJk), n. Also scink. [L. scincus, Gr. a-«iy«o<,] raref;, crepuscular habits, they are
commonly regarded as butterflies, but
Bkirt'Y(sk0r'tT), a. Wool Trade, Characterized by the
in structure they are more Ii ke the
family Scincidre, J __
presence of inferior wool, or skirtings.
moths: Their color is usually somber, Skipper, 7 (Polites
llklt (sklt), v. t. [Prob. of Scand. orig ; cf. Ice!. skyti, skytja,
a large group of
skytta, a marksman, shooter, skjOta to shoot, &kiUaa taunt.
pleurodont liz- ~.
f~!irw=r::n:~ a~~1rhi
rod~~~~ peckim). Nat BIZe.
Cf. SHOOT,
l To asperse; taunt, Scot. & Dial. Eng.
ards, mostly
-_
-3·
1
1hi~tt~es a Bkit, v. i. [Cf. SKITTISH] l. To leap or start &side or
:~di!~~r::y ~to!!:n~i
small, with stout
Skink ( Sclncus officinalia).
away
;
to
shy.
scales,
and a
akip'per, n. [D. schipper: cf. Dan. skipper. See SHIPPER,
2. To fling or jump about; to caper; flounce. Scot.
SHIP.] Naut. The master of a fishing or small trading
~l~;t~~u~fitct~~f;~~es.:'J;~c':!~:n~c~:~;"t,:.%i~1,',;
Bkit,
n.
l.
A wanton girl; a light wench. Obs.
vessel ; hence, Colloq., the master of any vessel.
the sand. Tfiough most have well-developed limbs, in aome Bklpper'a d&ughters, whitecaps, esp. on high waves. Slang.
2. A sharp shower or gust of rain. Dial. Eng,
the limbs are reduced or wanting. Scincus officinalis, of BkiP'per-ahlp (-shlp), n, a Position, duties, or skill of a llklt, n, [Cf. SKITto asperse,J l, A reflection; a jeer or
Egypt and other parts of northern Africa, was formerly
b An extra share of the profits of a codfishing gibe; a taunt·; also, a jest, trick or hoax. Scot. & Dial.
supposed to be a sru!cific for various diseases; Chalcidesi. skipper.
2. A short slightly constructed literary composition, esp.
voyage, or an extra fee allowed the skipper. Local, U. 8.
~ris!~J~!~t1::o
is :n~~o<!.'ih:~1f~1:a~dlJ>:~i::s
~s Bkip'Pfng,p. pr. & vb. n. of SKIP,Specif. : n. The temporary
one somewhat satirical or humorous; a sketch (sense 2).
an American genus witf man'{ species. E. q_~i1J,quelineat11,stransferring of goods from one package or container to an~ Skit'ta-ge'tan (sklt 1ti-ge'tlin), a. Designating, or pertamis common in many parts o the eastern United States ; other in order to estimate tare, etc. Eng. Customhouse.
ing to, a linguistic stock of North American Indians comLiolept,ma laterale, b the southern United States.
akir'mlah (skQr 1mish), v. i ; sKIR,MISHEo
(-mYsht); sirn'prising the Haida Indians.
Bldnk, ~- t.; SKINKED
(skll)kt); SKINI<'ING. [ME. skinken,
m:1sH~1Na.
[l\'JE. skirmishen, .,,;car1nishen,OF. e.~crernir, Bldt'ter (sklt'er), v. i. l. To pass or glide lightly or with
of Scand. orig.; cf. Ice!. skenkja, Sw. skiinka, Dan, skienke;
eskermir, to fence, fight (cf. also OF. escarmuch1'.er, F. quick touches at intervals ; to skip; skim.
akin to AS. sce.ncan, D. & G. schenken; orig. uncert. Cf.
escarmoucher ,· see SKIRMISH, n.), of G. origin ; cf. OHG. 2, Angling. To draw the hook through, or along the surNUNCHEON.]
To draw, pour out, or serve, as drink; also,
scirmen to protect, defend, G. schirmen, OHG. scirm,
face of, the water with a twitching or quivering motion.
to furnish or fill with liquor, Obs.
scerm, protection, shield, G. schirm ,· perh. akin to Gr. Bkit'ter,v. t. [E. dial. Cf. SIUTTISH.] To cause to skitaklnk, v. i. To serve, pour out, or draw, liquor. Obs.
u1t.lpov a sunshade.
Cf. SCARAMOUCH, SORIJIIMAGE. J 1. l'o
ter; specif., Angling, to impart a twitching motion to.
llkln'ner (skln'er), n. l, One that skins or flays.
fight as skirmishers; to engage in a skirmish.
sll:lt'tlah ,(-lsh), a. [E. dial. skit to caper as a restive
2, One that deals in skins, pelts, or hides.
horse, to skip; perh. of Scand. orig. and akin to E, shoot.]
2. To thrust or strike out, as in swordplay. Obs.
3. [cap.] pl. U. 8. History. A predatory band in the sklr'mlsh, n. [ME. scarmishe, skarmoch, OF. escarmuche,
l, Easily frightened , timorous ; shy ; as, a skiJUsh colt.
F. escarmouche, fr. It. scaramuccia; of G. origin (see 2. Hence, restive;
volatile; capricious; also, fickle;
p~~!~~~~\.~l!t~!iG:oJ~d~he American cause,
SKIRMISH, v.).
The
E.
noun
is
prob.
in
part
fr.
the
v.]
tricky
; deceptive. "8/cilti.,h Fortune's hall."
Shak.
8kln'Dy(sk1.. 1J),a.; SKIN'NI-ER(-l-er); SKIN'NI•EST, l, Of l, A slight fight in war, usually incidental to larger moveBldt'tiBh-lY,
adv.
Bkit'tiah-neaa, n.
the nature of, or like, skin.
ments
i combat between detachments from armies, or be- akit'tle (sklt''l), n. [Of Scand. origin, See SHUTTLE;cf.
2. Consisting chiefly of skin ; hence, thin; emaciated.
tween detached and small bodies of troops.
SKIT,v. t.] l. In form llklt'tlea (-'lz), construed as ring.
An English game played by throwing wooden disks at pins,
~i;,f:~:r~r:idi~! ~o;:•i~!r~~es1i~~:ss~:~~
2· A
Jie:ttr!i~h~~=~~~i!1~~~i~,i;~i.
Shak.
like ninepins. 2. One of the pins used in this game.
wool which has been scoured, as distinguished from slipe.
~ The form Bkittle is used attrib., as in ■klttle alley.
a1r:1p(skip), n. [See SKEP.] l. = SKEP, 1 & 3.
0
Jt.~:e4rif{
u;rrThe
evolutions of a bod of trQops sldve
(skiv), n. [Cf. Ice!. sWa a shaving, slice, E. shiw,
2. A basket on wheels, used in cotton factories.
in open or extended order,_as employed in battfe.
sheave.]
A diamond wheel.
3, Mining. An iron hoisting bucket, which slides between aldr'mlah-er (-er), n. une who skirmishes.
Specif. :
akive
(skiv), "· t.; BKIVBD(skivd) ; BKIV'ING(skiv'lng),
guides; also, an open iron vehicle on four wheels, running
Mil. One of the soldiers deployed, in extended order, to
To
cut
off, as leather, rubber, etc,, in thin layers or pieces;
on rails and used esp. on inclines; a corf. Of. KIBBLE.
cover the front or flanks of advancing or marching trool!"·
4, Sugar Manuf. A charge of sirup in the pans.
,
Bklrmlahline. Mil. A line of skirmishers; esp., the slur- to shave or pare, as hides.
6, pl. Thin brown paper for lining packing crates for mishers in advance of a line of battle.
Bldv'er (skiv'er), n. [Cf. SKIVE,v. & n., SKEWER,
SHIVBR
a
Bldrr (skQr), v. t. [Orig, uncert. Cf. SCIJR, SCURRY.] fragment.] l. A cheap, strong leather, made of the grain
cotton goods. Eng.
aide of a split sheepskin, tanned in sumac, and dyed, llklp, v. i.; sKJPPED(sklpt); BKIP'PING. [ME. skippen, of Obs. or Dial. Eng. l. To scour, as for clearing of enemies.
used for hat linings, pocketbooks, bookbindiug, etc.
uncert. orig. ; cf. Ice!. skopa to run, ,koppa to spin like
2. To skim over; also, to cause to glide or skim. Blackmore.
shower. b A ernart blow; a slap.
money matters. being continu- 1kln'kle(skl1J'k'l), "· t. [F:-eq To direct as skip.
[-ABLE.I
l:Di!1.1i~g~- of c A ~uirting or squirt ; a jet.
sklp'a-ble (sklp' d-b'l), a. See
ally arrested for debt and ran•
d!~l;
t~ _
t~:r~~te~;
d A trick.
Bkirm•
SCREAM.
10med by his friends. He ts in
n~b8::
■ome respects a caricature of scatter in bits; to SJ!rinkle. Scot.
eklrmh"'
t. t,- ,. [CfaK1RM1su 0v.J aklte, v. t. To squirt &ot.
skite, 11• ,. To move quickly or
1klD'kle, n. 4-1,. ~Dial. v., freq. ALBANIAN.
Leigh Hunt,
t;
f(dI':t~ss:J~lih•.
hurriedly; to run ;-often witll
of dial. skinktoghmmer, to peer sklpJack pike. An Australian
lkhi beetle. A hide beetle.
ordial.Tng. var. of SCRIMMAGE.
out. Scot .• Dial. & Colloq,
aklnch (skYnch; 140), 1.1• t. ~ i, ;~~~ile~e~Yitt~~!n.rcof." slnne.] marrne percoid food fish ( Dinoskir'mer-y, n. [Cf, OF. escremie, skJte, n. A disagreeable or ofref. SKIMP.] To skimp. Dial. ~
lestes lewini}.
fboy. Slanr,.I
elfCrimer,e, and E. sk1rmish, v. fensive persoL Contemptuous.
sklp'k.en'nel, n. A ackey; foott'olloq.
~miserly. Dial. I skin'leu, a. See -LEss.
& n J Skirmishing. Obs.
sklte, n. The yellow-hammer.
U.lnch'y(skln chl),a, Stingy; sk.in'let, n. Thin skin, Obs.
skip mackerel. The blueflsh,l.
Local, Brit.
skJrp. T SKRIP
skinned (skYnd), a, Having a skip'per (skip'r!r}, n. A barn or
-d.
Skinned, Ref, Sp.
skirp, u. t. lCf Icel. sktrpa to Bkit'ly,
t SKETLY. rB.AIDA,,
lkln':fal (skln'fM>l), n. : pl. ekm ; - chiefly in composition. sheil, esp. for a lod~in~. - 1,.
1.
spit.] To spit out; reject. Ob!e. Sklt'ta-get (eklt'd-glfJ. n. =
-FULS (-fdblz). As much aB a
Skin■ ; furs ; a To find shelter in or as m a barn
8 ~.
skirr (skO.r; ekr!r; BkO.),n. A skit'ter-boot' (eklt't!r-bcJf)t'),a.
skin can hold ; also, Slang, a
or shed. Both Slanr,.
bellyful (of food or drink).
akinlni-neu (sk I n'I-n I! s), n. skip'per, v. i. To skip ; hop. R.
tern Jr.
[of SCIRRHUS,
1ltlr'rh118(skYr'ils), Med. Var fro~\~avhiaf.aJl;~~ot laced in
Hin game. A swindling game,
skip'per, v. t. To act as skipper
p. pr. ~ t•b.[~l~fl or master of (a boat}. Rare.
skirt Csklrt; skr!rt), v. ,. To Bklt'tle-dog'' n. Piked dogf!sh.
trick, etc.; a fraud. Slang, U. 8.
lkln graft. Surg. A !l.mall por- ak.tnning loam. Founding. A
0
e
::tt9:/c~tl~~~~:~errl~rul~~
tion of skin used in the process fine loam u1ed for the last coat. r!1Plae:n:,1r~~t1?01!ieae':,h
2. An ironing board for skirts.
ing, and hence forming the skin
::rff~ui!.1"!o~:'tBn1. ran or
:~~ti(~•k
~ki;1P;er-bOY-,
n. A ship
of a swept or &trickledmold.
skit'ty-boot'. Var. of SKITTER•
SKEENYIE,
Scot.
which ek1rters work.
BOOT,
-lt(eklIJk),n
1. Acup, Obs, :tf:"1.~~~,Pi\~:.Pt~T~eriace
::fli~rr;ti~~!~s':~J\hees~41~
■kirt'leu. See -LESS,
sktv'er (1kiv'@r), v. i. 4"t. [Ct.
(bricks) edgewise in the kifn to larvm ; - said of cheese. Com0
~:n!;
han, &: Norw, facilitate drying. Eng.
lkirwhlt,
lkirwlt,
T
SKIRRET,
SHIVER, v. t., SKIVER, n] To
mercial Cant.
skinke ham.1 A shin or hock of ■klo, -i- SKEO,
[eklagraph, 1 1kip'pet, n. [Cf. Icel. .orkip,E.
■kir'wort', n. [See SKIRRE'.1'·1 scatter,ordartaboutin fliglit; to
A ekirret, Obs.
Brit
A small
diepene. Dial. or Colloq.
1kl'o-111"a.m
(ek!'0-grlmJ 8•• A .orkipper. See SHIP,]
aktt. Var. of SKITTY. local, lkiv'er (sklv'i!r; sklV'@r), "· c,_
:tat ~~-es
boat ; a skiff. Obs.
i~~-PJ~ ~b:irno:. cot. &:
■kite (sklt), n.
Scot. t,- Dia , l Cf. SKE'W.E!f:, _!I:\ SKIVE.S. 11.J
l!quoi;,atapster. Obs [Sept.I ~~f.
8
Eng. a A dash; a sudden
To a.k.ewer; 1mpa1e,
■kink Ins, a.
Watery; th 1n. ■kip, v. t. Bowls, Curling, etc. :f1f;J::t;ki~et~Cf

ta~:

!Pfl\!1;!~~
ikltt~1:fedul,~~

f:a~1~g

(<+.ff:Cf;u~~·,,?J):

~:1~~:

~~a:1~?:

;iu;i~ib~311;8'i:-::~;
iu~~ed~
~ttrm;t~1\;:
i;;;·tf!~~~.:,ff:
;;;~i!:'r i~~:e~1J'~ff{
fil;.ti;.:,~.i

tr:.~t ;;t~

r:!

~tf:::'w

+

a:::x.X:f
iXri:i~?.:
t!~:1rioih

_fl

..,,....
~,.1'$L..L4Ji:
=-

~i

;!:e
:~b~A~~:i~l

~:J~~~;~h}'

8!?:r'X::lh.
1!

sliii~:~~~~~

~f.

:tn!.~10¥~

i~;,:-::\:krl,~~:r,-

:~J~?1'sct;:
+

itI:Jm

ot::

~:r;~r&

::rn-rJ:;,

:1:~~AFf•:;.t•,:f

I

l~~~e=
tgt;:
I

~~~::1· t~tnA~Ee!f;g_
I
~l\11arf~~;=
~:s::i~R~i

WJl

~,:(l:,::~&~!

food, ro-ot; out, oil; chair;

s~~\·1
:!~~:;

go; sing, lJJk; tllen, thin;

natyre, ver<!9re (260); K=ch in G. ich, ach(14!1); bo11; yet; zh=z
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SKIVER WOOD
2. The cutting tool or machine used in splitting leather

or skins, as sheepskins.
3. A skewer. Dial.
llldv'lng (skiv 1Ing), p. pr. & vb. n. of SKIVE. Hence: n.
A piece made in paring or splitting leather, esp. from the
inner, or flesh, side.
Sko-da'lc (skli-dii'l'.k), a Of or pert. to the Austrian physician Joseph Skoda (1805-81). -Skodalc reoonaac:e,a tym-

SLACK

llkull'oapl (sklil'kilpl), n. l. A close-fitting cap; esp., a

light brimless cap for indoor wear; alao, formerly, a headpiece of iron sewed inside a cap for protection.
2. Any menthaceous plant of the genus Scutellaria, the
calyx of whose flower appears, when inverted, like a helmet with the visor raised. See ScUTELLA.RIA.
3. The calvarium.
skunk (skliqk), n. [Contr.
from the Abnaki (Amer~~~!l\<;,s;;!~~at~':f~sf~f~~~':J~Y.~fs1~1d!,Vfs~(s~Ji!1\~
ican Indian) seganku.]
111:o'lt-on(sko'II-~n), "·; pl. SKOLIA(-<i). [.NL., fr. Gr. 1. a A common musteline
u1e6Ar.011,
fr. cr,coAa.0~crooked.]
Gr. Antiq.
A convivial
mammal (Mepltitis ,n e aong, often impromptu, sung to the lyre, which the guests
pltitis) of temperate North
at banquets were called upon in turn to furnish.
America, well known for its
SluaUP' s syntheals (skroups). Cltern. Production of power of ejecting an of, quinoJine by heating aniline, glfcerin, and sulphuric acid
fensively odorous secretion
8
0
produced in two muscularw a 11 e d perinea.I glands.
slm'a (skii'<i), n., or
The color is black with
111:uagull.
[From
white markings, usually
Scand.; cf. Ice!. skiifr,
with a white frontal stripe -..
skilmr.] Any jaeger,
and two broad stripes of
esp. of the genus.lfe_qawhite on the sides of the
lestri.,. The great skua
back. Its fur is sold as
(M. skua) is a dark
Al k
bl
It f d
Common Skunk <Mephitis
brown species of the
mi:, af:~s~· insecra: :t~~
mephitts). (-(-'1)
North Atlantic, esp. of
though occasionally catching birds and poultry. b Any
European coasts. Allied
of certain American animals of the genus Spilogale (little

;!~:~:g1:it1°~~in~
io:i;~t!'ndsa~lh~~
th1!!~~nif~!?
ses

~i~!mfi~~is!te:.
0

Scotland.] One of a Scottish breed of short-legged lon1;bodied terriers having a short woolly under coat, and an

li':!8s~3:::;J
~~::\r.~r:~~~

~t~ e':~:~!l:ns::1:tt~~
with long hair. They ai-e of medium size (about 20 pounds
weight) and usually of some shade of gray or fawn.
sky 1lark' (ski'liirk'), n. The common Old World lark
(Al«uda arvens-is), noted
for its song, uttered as it
rises in almost perpendicular flight toward the sky.

0
t~~v!~1:f1~a:~

t~~!i
b!8':s~
buff, streaked with brown,
and the abdomen creamy
white. Though scarcely larger than a sparrow, it is valued
-✓
as food, and great numbers
~
r::qn::!~~~or~h~:u~tr;ts~J
Skylark (Alauda arvensi11),
sometimes ram ages crops. Also, any of certain other bird~
esp.certain pipits, as the Missouri skylark(Anthusspraguei)
and Oincloramp/ms caniillans of Australia. See let LARK, 1.
aky'lark', v. i.; -LARKED'(-liirktt); -LARK'1NG. [Cf. LARK
to sport.] To run about the rigging of a vessel in sport;
hence, to frolic boisterously.
aky'llght' (-liV), n. A window in a roof, ceiling, or the
like, for admitting light from above.
BkJ'line. The line in the landscape separating earth and
sk:y ; the visible horizon; the outline or silhouette of an
r:iei;po:o~~t°t!~'f::-::1."fnt~~ :~hi~rtft,;,,Colloq., the line of
sky'rock 1et (ski'r~k 1et; -rt; 151), n. A rocket that ascends,
and explodes high in the air, -a species of fireworks.
sky'sall' (ski'Bil'; naut. ski's')), n. Naut. The sail set
next above the royal. See BAIL,fllust.
sky 1soape (-skip), n. A portion of the sky which can becomprehended in a single view ; also, a representation of·
such portion. Cf. LANDSCAPB,
1 & 2.
sky'scraP'er (-skriipler), n. a Naut. (1) Askysailof a triangular form. Rare. (2) A name for one of the fancy sails
alleged to have been sometimes set above the skysail. Ob•b A very tall building. c Hence, anything unUBually
large, high, or excessive. Slang or Colloq.
Blab (slllb), n. [ME. slab, slabbe, sclabbe; orig. uncert.;
cf. OF. e.,clape fragment, broken piece, Pr. esclapar (modem esclapa to split) to cut into shape, It. schiapptlre tosplit.] l. A comparatively thick plate or slice of anything ; as, a slab of bread, marble, metal, wood, beef, etc.
2. Specif. : a The outaide piece, with or without the bark.
taken from a log in sawing it into boards, b The mass of
iron run from a Catalan forge.
3. pl. A footway paved with stone slabs. Local, Eng.
4. Ba.,e/Jall. Tl,e pitcher's plate. Blang, U. S.
6. Naut. The slack part of a sail. Rare. W. C. Russell.
slab, v. t. 1. To saw, or otherwise form, into slabs; also, tosaw the outside slab or slabs from (a log, as in squaring it).
a. To cover with slabs, as in roofing or paving.
3. To make plane the surface of; as, to slab a nut.
slab'ber (slilb'er; sl5b'-), v. i. & t.; -BERED(-erd); -BBR-ING,
[ME. slaberen; akin to LG. & D. slabbern, G. schlabbem,
LG. & D. slabben, G. schlabben, Ice!. slafra. Cf. SLAVBR,
SLOBBER, BLUBBER. J To slobber.
slab'ber, n. Slobber.
slab'ber (slilb'er), n. [See 1st SLAB.] l. One that slabs;
as: a A saw for slabbing logs. b A machine for cutting
soap into slabs.
a. Mach. A slabbing machine or milling machine; specif.,.
a planomiller.
Blab'by (slitb'I), a.; -BI-ER(-l-er); -Bl-EST. [See BLAB,a.]
Thick; viscous; also, wet; sloppy; muddy; miry. Cf. SLOPPY.
slab line. Naut. A line or small rov.e by which seamen
haul up the body of a course or topsail.
slack (sllk), a.; SLACK'ER(-er); SLACK'EST. [ME. slak.
AS. slrec, sleac; akin to OS. slak, OHG. slah, G. dial.

CAY~:!le1tl!i:~e

8

8lmlk (sklilk), v. i.;

(sklilkt);
BIULI'ING.
[ Of Scand,
Skua (Megale.'ltris skua)
orig.; cf. :Qan. s'kulke to
spare one's self, to play truant, Sw. skolka to be at leisure,
to shirk.] To hide, or get out of the way, in a sneaking
manner ; to lie close, or to move in a furtive way ; to lurk.
SKULKBn

tt:~n:!::ik:k~~i:,heAi!!,u:n;~1e::ik>ts
male of other countries, as the zorils.
2. A low contemptible person. Vulgar.
skunk, v. t. To defeat, as in cards or other games,
pletely that one's opponent fails to score Slang,
skunk cabbage. a An araceous plant of the
United States (Sc.athxemafreUda) which sends up

so comU. S.
eastern
in early

1:
:.w
fo1f>:::tl~~ui::te

i:!7:i~ti~J~;;'~~~
bia\~1t !1v~~iaa
You skulked behind the fence, and sneaked away Dryden.
leaves. b In the Pacific coast States, the somewhat similar
Syn,-SeeLURK.
Bll:ulk,v. t. To avoid furtively ; to sneak from avowing, plant Lysichiton camstschatcense.
Skup'shtl-na (skil6p 1shtl-nii), n. [Servian, fr, skupiti to
doing, etc.; also, to bring forward furtively. Rare.
llku1li:(sklilk) n. One that skulks; hence, an idle, good- assemble.] l. The unicameral national assembly of Servia,
three fourths elective and one fourth nominated by the
Blmlk'er (-er) for-nothing fellow.
111:ull(skill), n. [ME. skulle, sculle, scolle; cf. Norw. skolt,
0
ri~tra!rdfu~riksr:~!ttn!:,
!f!ltit~r:i1ro~;
Sw. dial. slculle, skollt.] l. The skeleton of the head of a times
as large as the ordinary, may be convoked.
vertebrate ; the bony or cartilaginous case or framework
.2.
In
Montenegro,
formerly,
a
popular
assembly sumwhich incloses and protects the brain and chief sense or- moned on rare occasions of national importance
; now, the
gans, and supports the jaws. It is cartilaginous in priminational assembly, composed of a single house elected by
tive forms (cl]clostomee and elasmobranchs) and m the
universal suffrage for a period of four years, and including
0 ~ 0 {..':;J/i
~~~{?;
b:; l~n':s 0 '::nJe~J;<;,b~t~~tth;, :j~aJiieo:!
12 ex-officio members, part of whom are nominated by the
king. The Skupshtina Is convoked yearly on Oct. 31st.
comprete fiy the union with it of other bones developed in
membrane.
Some of the bones always become firmly sky (ski), n.; pl. SKIBS(skiz). [ME . .,kie a cloud, of Scand.
orig. ; cf. Ice!. sky, Sw. & Dan. sky; akin to AS. sc~o
,~:i~db~~~ktJ~S:!fii1:€1~~:}t
l~::i~tir::i~g~s~~:iru~
cloud, OS. sldo a covering; cf. also AS. scUa, sc'Uwa,shadof the embryo forms the elements of the sides, base and
ow, Icel. skuggi; prob. fr. a root meaning to cover. Cf.
rear of the bony cranium, but its roof is formed chiefly of
OBSCURE,
scuM.] l A cloud. Obs.
Chaucer.
membrane bones (the frontal and parietal bones). The
2. The upper atmosphere, esp. when regarded meteorolog1tte 0 fc!h:ure 0 ~~ i~~
~:!:lt:1e:t:li~i~:a:r:~ag~i
ically; the region of clouds, storms, etc.; hence, weather
(the sclerotic) remains movabie and usuafiy entirely unoeconditions or weather ; - often in pl.
aified although the adjacent bones of the skull form a
Thou wert better in thy grave than to answer with thy un•
covered body this extrermty of the skies.
Shak.
socket (the orbit) to contain it. The jawbones are derived
from the first visceral arch (see VISCBRAL ARCHES) of the
3. The apparent arch, or vault, of heaven, which on a clear
day is of a blue color i the heavens ; the firmament; 0
:;i:::Ja:s~~iYJ!"Kr::i(:!81!i
bJa~8:a~~;
~ :::b1yT(~:
sometimes in pl. ,- as, a starry sky.
in most fishes) connectel with the cranium; the lower jaw 4. The dwelling place of the Deity. Cf. HEAVEN, 2.
is always movable. Skull often denotes only those parts
6. The upper row or rows of pictures in a gallery. Colloq.
immovably united with the cran{um. See CRANIAL BONES,
8. The red glow of sunrise or sunset; dawn. Scot.
CRANIAL SEGMENTS, l!'ACIAL BONES, CRANIOMETRY, Illust.
The head or brain ; the seat of intelligence ; mind.
:~:i~fK:,rb~~:i~;~~f{i~lfi~:.
enthusiastically;said
Skulls that cannot teach, and will not learn. Cowper.
3, Short for SKULLCAP,
1. Obs. & R.
Beau. & Fl. sky, v. t.; SKIED(skid) or SKYEn; SKY1ING(ski'fog). l. To
4. Scot. & Dial. En_q. a A drinking cup or goblet; a bowl hang (a picture on exhibition) in the top row. Colloq.
2. To throw, bat, etc., towards the sky, as a ball. Colloq.
for liquor. b A wicker basket.
sky'-blue' (ski 1bloo 1 ; 87, 243), a. Having the blue oclor
6. = 1st SCULL,1.
of the sky; azure. - n. A sky-blue or azure color.
■kall ud croaabonea, a depiction of a human skull over crossbones, It is a symbol of death.
Skye terrier (ski). [From Isle of Skye, Inner Hebrides,

l

:!i~::1;,

:;!

a.

~£

lk~yt.

sky'set

1,

sky sign.

+ SKIRRET' a plant.

n. Sunset. Obtt.
A display advertise.

Ir:«!1~l~t~fiJf~g.a~~1~:J:~~{
Bkyt.

t

aky-1;,ak~

SKET.

(skit), v. i. To slide

~t;:~1JJeff
lst~:~.\~wv~y t..scr;.
:~JwJ~anfe.
k 1'w ~rd),BU'
-

wards (-w@rdz), a. t adv.

To-

ward the sky:,
S. L., or 1. 1. .Abbr. Seditioua.

libeler ; sergeant at law ; settlement lease ( Aush·alia);
sine

\f~~
a\1f~•w~j~~~f~
fjtif:~~
~~~
cial lease ( (J11.eenHla11d);
suo loco
(L.,

jn

its proper place).

ala (dial. sli). Obs. or Scot. k
dial. Eng. var. of SLOE,

~«::'!J
J:{:ELg:1
fi.ttlahbe11eat
~~t (~~!.f.
'!'1i~~taiit~~i:J7·
?~i:
Gael. & Ir. Hlaib mud, mire left·
E;;_v~ar ~~~8
::rr~1!:)~~:E~r
::;,.t~·iaf

alab,v. t.

~ 1.

[Cf.

8

on a river strand.] Thick; viscous- Qb,t, or Scot.~ IJiaf. E11g.
Blab, n. That which is slimy orviscoua ; slime ; mud ; also, &
puddle. Arclmir or Dial.

fa~!;t~~~t:d.
I~fo!?;
~~f/t'.
;J,,'!.'
0

ala.bbe. T ~LA R.
alab'ber-de-gul 'lion.+

SLUBBER--

DEGU LLJON.

alab'ber-er, n. One who slabbera. or drools ; hence, an idiot.
alab'ber-y C-I), a. Like, or cov-

ered with, elabber or slab ; slil}4

pery; sloppy.
[-NESS.I
ila.b'bi-neas (sUlh'Y-n!"s),n. See
slabbing machine. Planomiller.

~:t:m:
lie~~~~1i1;:D
HILL.

slab' -Bid'ed(-std'l!'.d ), a. Having·
fl.at sides ; hence, tall or long·
and lank. Colloq. &-DiaL
sl&b'atone', n. E1agstone.
slab tie. See TIE, n. [valley
alac. ;- SLACK, a.: SLACK, a
alack (silk ; shi.k), n.
[Cf,.
SLACK small coal.] Chaff; im.pudence. Dial. ,:yr Slang.

I

iile, senitte, cire,

i\m, account,

arm, ask, sofa;

eve, ilvent, 6nd, recl!nt, maker;

II Forelp

Word.

-t Obsolete

Variant

ice, Ill; old, Gbey, &rb, ~dd, s~ft, c6nnect
or.

+ combined

with.

= e'-uala.

; iise, finite, iirn, iip, circi1s, menii ;

1971

SLACK
schlack, Icel. slakr, Bw. slak; cf. Bkr. srito let loose, to
throw. Cf. SL.U<11:.]1. Not rapid in movement; slow.
Obs. "With slack pace."
Chaucer.
2. Sluggish ; specif., designating the condition of the aea
at slack water (see below).
3. Not using due diligence or care ; remiss; backward i
inattentive i as, slack in duty or service.
The Lord is not slack concerning his promise. 2 Pet. iii. 9.

4. Wanting in activity; dull; as, a slack season.
&. Lax; not tense; loose ; without strain ; as, a slack rope.
e. Weak ; unnerved; unstrung ; as, a slack hand.
'7. Underdone ; insufficiently treated; - said of objects
·being subjected to some process, as cooking, drying, etc.
'8. Present only in small amount; scarce. Dial. or Colloq.
9. Phan. Wide; secondary ; - said of vowels.
:10. Moist; damp; wet. Dial. or Colloq.
:Syn. - Loose, relaxed, weak, remiss backward, abated,
·diminished, inactive, slow, tardy, duJi. See LAX.

Scand. origin i cf. Icel. alamra, slarnbra, slrema, No-rw.
slemba, sle'mma, Bw. dial. sliimma.]
l. To shut forcibly
and noisily ; to bang.
ll. To put in or on some place forcibly and noisily; - often
with down; as, to slam a trunk down.
3. To strike violently; to beat or cuff. Colloq. or Slang.
4. Oard Playing. To defeat by a slam.
to llla.mto, to slam ; as, to slam to the door.
Blam (slllm), v. i. To strike forcibly and noisily against
something ; to bang i as, a door or shutter slams.
Blam,n. 1. Act of one that slams.
ll. The shock and noise produced in slamming.
3. An old card game.
4. Oard Playing. Winning all the tricks of a deal (called,
in bridge, grand slam, the winning of all but one of the
thirteen tricks being called a little alam).
6. The refuse of alum works. Dial. Eng.
8. An uncomplimentary personal remark. Slang.
Blam'-bang', adv. Violently and noisily; also, reckleesly;
without due thought or care. Colloq.
Blan'der (sllln'der), n. [ME. sclaundreslander, scandal, OF.
esclandre, esclande, escandle, escandre, scandal, F. esclandre, fr. L. scandalum a stumbling-block, a temptation, Gr.
a,cciv&aA.ova snare, stumbling-block, offense, scandal; prob.
originally, the spring of a strap, and akin to Skr. skand to
spring, leap. See SCAN; cf. SCANDAL.] l. Defamation,
whether oral or written ; specif., Law, a false tale or report maliciously orally uttered and tending to injure the
reputation of another ; the malicious oral utterance of
false defamatory reports; the malicious publication by
speech of false tales or suggestions to the injury of another.

1n1':!;:·:ij?a1:t~~~T~~
1:~lessn~Jt:11~i:~~~~~
-~~~t;.~
Of tidal waters, the pe
hen there is no horizontal
·motion of water at the su
water where there is very

b In a stream, a stretch of
current, as above a dam.

'lllack (slllk), n. l. The part of anything that hangs loose
without strain; as, the slack of a rope, a sail, one's trousers,

ll. Specif., Mach., looseness in fitting; backlash,
3. Cessation; relief from movement; stop; specif., slack
water. See under SLACK, a.
lllack (slllk) / w.i.; sLACXED(slllkt), SLACK'Emm(-'nd};

lllack'en (-'n)

1EN-ING. [See SLACK,
SL.lcK'ING, SLACK

a. ; cf. SLAKE.] l. To become slack or slow ; to slow down.
I. To become loose or lax, or lees tense, fl.rm, or rigid.
3. To be or become remiss or backward ; to be negligent.
4. To become less active or violent; to abate; languish; fail.
Whence these raging fire ■
Will slacken, if hia breath stir not their flames.

.Milton
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resulting, often gradual, inclination ; as, IfOne side of hi•
body seemed to slant towards the otbeifl:he settled so much
~~rsi'::'J1lr~f:.eo~io;'W\~~~f.1al.e
path
Blant (slant), v. t. To turn from a direct line; to give an
oblique or sloping direction to; as, to slant a line.
Blant, n. l. A slanting direction or plane ; a slope.
· ll. An oblique reflection ; gibe ; taunt. Dial. or Oollof.
3. A slab with slanting depressions for artists' colors.
4. An opportunity, occasion. Dial. & Slang.
llla.D.tof wind, a local or passing variation of the wind from
its general direction, esp. one favoring a sailing vessel.
Blant, a. [Cf. Bw. dial. slant slippery. See SLANT,v. i.]
Inclined from a direct line, whether horizontal or perpendicular; sloping; oblique. "The alant lightning." Milton.
lllant, smear, or 1tre&k, culture, Bacteriol., a culture made by
inoculating the surface of a nutrient medium, as gelatin,
solidified so as to yield a slanting surface.
Blant'fng, p.a.
Oblique; sloping. -slant'ing-ly,
adv.
slap (slllp), n. [ME. slafpe; akin to LG. slappe, G.
schlappe; prob. of imitative origin.] A blow, esp. one
from or as from the open hand ; also, a rebuff ; insult.
lllap, v. t.; SLAPPED(slllpt); sLAP'PING. l. To strike with
or as with the open hand ; also, to rebuff ; insult.
2. To put or place with force or violence ; as, to slap one
into jail; he slapped it on tbe table. Colloq.
Blap, adv. [Cf. LG. slap, G. sc/llapp. See SLAP,n.] With
a sudden and violent blow ; hence, suddenly ; instantly ;
directly; plump. Colloq.
lllaP'daah', a. [slap+ dash.] Carelessly violent or sudden ; heedlessly impetuous. - slap 1daah', adv.
lllaP'daBh', n. 1, Something done In a slapdash manner;
also, a slapdash person. Colloq.
ll. Billingsgate; vituperative abuse. Obs.
3. = BOUGHCABT,
2. Dial. or Colloq.
BlaP'dash', v. t. To apply, or apply something to, in a
slapdash manner; specif., to roughcast.
Colloq.
Bluh (slllsh), v. t.; SL.lSHED(slllaht); SL.lSH'ING. [ME.
slaschen, of uncert. orig. ; cf. OF. esclacliier to break;
orig. uncert. ; cf. It. schiacciare to crush.] l. To cut by
sweeping strokes, esp. when made without exact aim or at
random; specif., to cut in long slits; to gash.
ll. Specif., to cut slashes in (a garment).
3. To lash ; to ply the whip on.
4. To era.ck or snap, as a whip. Rare.
Dr. H. More.
Blaah,v. i. To strike violently and at random, esp. with
or as with an edged instrument ; to Jsy about one indis-
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truth of the alleged slanderous words, or that they formed
com1~fw~
0
2. Dis~ce ; shame; reproach; dishonor. Obs.

&. To end; cease; desist ; elake. Obs.
8. = SLAKE, V, i., 5.
to alack d, to ease off. - to 1. up, to slow up ; to go slower ;
also, to ease off.
Thou slander of thy mother's heavy womb
Shak
Black
} v. t. l. To render slack ; as: a To slow or 3. Evil fame
or report ; ill repute. Obs.
Blaok'en
retard. b To loose, relax, etc. c To repress ;
dull; abate. " Rancor for to slack." Chaucer. d To ~~~~~~;1#fle\~~":'o~~t;;~clf:!;.~f:l"J!'!:;.r;"·~~l,
neglect; to be remiBBin or inattentive to.
0
2. = SL.A.KB, V, t , 5.
tr.S:~J'~al1!!ru~~ti:::!if.
by
slag (slllg), n. [Sw. slagg, or LG. slacke, whence G. Blan'der, v. ,. ; sLAN'DEaen (-derd); sLAN'DBn-INa. [OF.
sclilacke.] 1, The dross, scoria, or recrement, of a metal;
esclandrer. SeesLANDBR,n.] l. Toutterslanderagainst;
•pecif., a product of smelting, containing, mostly as sili- to defame ; to injure by malicious false report.
<llltes, the substances not sought to be produced as matte or ll. To discredit or shame ; to disgrace. ,t rchaic.
metal, and having a lower specific gravity than the latter;
3. To be offensive to ; to annoy; offend ; scandalize. Oba.
- called also, esp. in iron smelting, cinder. The slag of 4. To censure; blame. Obs.
Syn. - Defame, calumniate, vilify, malign, belie, re0
:~
~'e°.~u~~.!.£u.x,~~i~n':~"t:;~1!1t..¾
~o~;.:'!~':e~g
proach. See ASPBRSE.
furnaces contains iron.
Blan'der-er (-er), n. One who utters or spreads slander.
ll. The scoria of a volcano.
Blan'der-ous (-!ls}, a. [Cf. OF. esclandr•ux.] l. ShameBlag, V i. & t.; SLAGGED'
(slilgd) ; BLAG'GING(slllg'Tng).
ful ; disgraceful.
Obs.
Metal. To form, or form into, a slag ; to agglomerate
2. Given to, or uttering, slander; as, a slanderous tongue.
when heated below the fusion point.
3.
Containing, or of the nature of, slander ; calumnious.
.lllag 1gy (sll!g'I), a. Of, pertaining to, containing, or re- -slan 1der-ou-ly, adv.-Blan'der-ous-neBB, n.
sembling, slag ; as, slaggy cobalt.
slang (sling), n. Old Cant. l. A false weight or measure.
-Blake (slik; see note below), v. t.; SLAKED
(slikt) ; suK-'ING 2. A traveling show ; also, a performance.
(slii:k'Tng). [ME. slaken to render slack, to slake, to grow
3. A peddler's license ; hence, any official instrument.
.alack, AS. slacian, sleacian, to grow slack, fr. slrec, sleac, slang, n. [Perh. fr. Bcand., and akin to E. sling; cf.
slack. See SLACK.] l. To slacken tbe speed of; to retard.
Norw. sleng a slinging, an invention, device, slengja to
:2. To make loose or relaxed ; to render less tense ; also,
sling, to cast, slengja kjejten (lit., to sling the jaw) to use
to render less active or severe; to assuage; mitigate.
abusive language, to nse slang, slengjeo,·d (o,·d = word) an
3. To let go of; to give up; to release; relax. Obs.
insulting word, a new word that has no just reason for
4. To aUay; quench ; cool; extinguish; as, to slake thirst.
being.] Orig.,cantofthieves,gypsies,
beggars, etc.; how,
-6. To mix with water, so that a true chemical combina- language or words consisting either of new words or phrases,
tion shall take place ; as, to slake lime.
often of the vagrant or illiterate classes, or of ordinary
-al&kedlime. See 1st LIMB, 2.
ff"" The pron. slllk (reflecting the spelling slack), as in words or phrases in arbitrary senses, and having a convento slake lime, .,laked lime, noted by Walker (c. 1800) as a tional but vulgar or inelegant use ; also, the jargon of a particular calling or class of society ; popular cant.
Syn, - See 5th CANT.
1ING(slitngffng).
slang, v. t. & i.; SLANGED
(slllngd); SLANG
without regard to spelling.
To address with slang or ribaldry ; to insult with vulgar
;ala]r:e, v. i. 1. To become slack or loose; to be or become
relaxed ; to give way; to yield.
Sir J. Davies.
language; to use slang or vulgar abuse. Colloq.
2. To become less active, intense, or violent; to abate ; slang'y (slllng'T), a. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of,
slang ; disposed to use slang.
lessen; flag. "No flood by raining slaketh."
Shak.
1ED; SLANT-'ING,[ME. slenten to
3. To be or become remiss or neglectful; to be negligent. slant (slant), v. i.; BLANT
slope, elide; cf. Sw. ~·linta. to slide, Norw. dial. slenta
4. To become extinct ; to cease ; stop. Obs.
to slope.] To turn or incline from a right line or a level ;
&. To become mixed with water, so that a true chemical
combination_ takes place; as, the lime slakes.
to lie obliquely to a horizontal or perpendicular line ; to
1MING. [Of
1l1am (slllm), v. t.; SLAMMED(slllmd); BLAM
slope; as, a slanting roof. Also fig.
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Blaah, n. l. Act of slashing or cutting; also, a long cat

made byoras by slashing; a gash; a slashing stroke; a cut.
ll. A slit in the material of a garment to show the cloth
beneath, for ornamentation;-formerly
called pane.
3, In a forest, an open tract strewn with debris, as from
logging, wind, fl.re, or the like; also, such debris •
4. Mil. A stripe of tape or worsted lace worn on the arm
of a noncommiSBioned officer. Obs.
Blash, n. [Cf. BLASHY.] Swampy bottom land; a wet
swale ; - usually in pl. Local, U. S .
BlaBh'er (-er), n. l. One that slashes; specif. : a A machine fitted with one or more coarse circular saws for sawing lumber out of slabs. b Brickmaking. An implement
having an iron blade, used to prod or slash the clay to
detect stones. o A billhook. Local, Eng. d A woodchopper. Cant. e A knife or dagger. Cant.
ll. Textile Manuj. A machine to apply size to warp yams.
3, A fop or dude; au heavy swell." Slang, Eng.
Blaah'ing, vb. n. of SLASH. Hence: n. l. Act of one that
slashes.
ll. The result of the act of one who slashes ; something
made by slashing. Specif.: a = SLASH, 2. b Mil. A
military obstacle formed by cutting down a belt of trees
so that they lie with interlaced tops, toward the enemy.
c The Mbris left in a forest after logging, or from wind,
fire, etc. ; aJeo, a tract covered witli such debris.
Blaah'ing, p. pr. of BLASH. Hence : a. l. That cuts violently or at random; hence, merciless and forcible; as, a
l1lashing editorial.
ll. Dashing; impetuous; hasty; as, a slashing pace. Colloq.
3. Huge; immense; as, a slashing dinner. Dial. or Slang.
BlaBh pine. a A pine of the coast region of the southern

n.,
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!nq. or Slang.
[var.
SLEEP.I
alape(sliip), Obs ordial.EnJ•
ala.pe (Blip), a. [Cf. Icel. sle1pr
slippery ; akin to E. sltp.J Shp.
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nesa, n. Dwl.

Rnf1, - alape ale,
plain ale, as opposed to medicated or nnxed ale. Dial. E1lf/,
slape'shod/, a. Having tlie
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Di~_ 1t,.PJ~ck;
•
1l&PY!· t SLAP.
alap per, n. 1. One that alape.
2. A whopper. Slang.
r!~r:!e:;o:!~~~~ 1,ig~·
alap'aauce', n. [slop, v. +sauce,

sia':l.

~iptJ3J!t~.i
'!:8~~~~~~~D~b:.
slapt. Slapped. Ref. Sp.
slap' -up', a. .l<~iret-rate; fine 1
excellent; "bang-up."
Sla~.
ala.re (slir), n. ~ 1•.Dtal. Eng.
a Smear. b Glide. c 81 u r.
d Sneer;
IIalar-gan'do
(sl iir-gii.n'dli),
lllar-ga.n'do-Bi (-d0-si5),a. [It.,
p, pr. of slaryare to widen.]

taunt.

= RALLENTA.NDO,

alart (dial. sllit), 11. ~ v. Splash•r
1;, n-

:r:~trcs1i?rth
Bld::l;:ri:
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Scot.
Dial. Eug.
~

slash, v. i.

To dabble or work

!r:.::~~~~~-:,cot.!~:~gE;g
grain or yearly-growth rinp
Jood, fo-ot ; out, oil ; chair;

go; sine, ~k;
Full

tlten, thin;
explaaatloa■

=

na~,
ver<!Yre (250) ; x ch in G. ich, ach (lM) ; boN; yet; zh
of Abbrevlatlou,
81sa ■, ete., Immediately
preeede tbe Vocabulary,

=z 1n azure.

parallel with tlie surface; Mid of shingles, boards, etc.

Nnmbers refer to§§ in Gum&

SLASHY
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SLEDGE

United States (Pinus heterophylla), so called because grow-

See.SLAY,v. t. ; cf.
a Violent, ruthless,
b Act of butchering cattle or other beasts for market. . .
.
2. Act of reducing, or a great reduct10n m, the prices of
goods offered for sale. Tradesrnen's Cant.
Syn. - Carnage, massacre, butchery, murder, havoc.
slaugh'ter
(slo'te"r), v. t.; SLAUGH'TERED
(-terd_) j SLAU~H'TER-ING. 1. To visit with great destruction of hfe; to kill;
esp., to kill violently a11d ruthlessly or in large numbers.
2. To butcher ; to kill for the market, as beasts.
3. To sell ruinously cheap. Tradesmen's Cant.
4. Exchanges. 'l'o transact or execute at a sacrifice by
buying high or, more usually, selling low.
Syn. - See KILL.
slaugh'ter-er
(-er), n. One that slaughters.
slaugh'ter-house' (-hous 1), n. A building where beasts
are butchered for the market; an abattoir.
Also fig.
Slaughterhouse Cases. Lr,11•. A group of ~ases decided
(Dec. 1872) by the Supreme Court of the United States, m
which it was decided that the police power (which see) of
the States was not impaired by the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution.
The cases (reported in Hi.Wallace) arose in connection with stringent laws of the city of
New Orleans imposing far-reaching restrictions upon the
carrying on of the butchering industry in that city.
(sl8'ter-Us), a. Destructive;
murderous.
slaugh'ter-ous
- slaugil 1ter-ous-ly, adv.
Slav (slav; sli"iv), n. [G., of Slavic origin;. cf. Rus~.
Slavyrmin Slav. Cf. SLAVE.] A person speakmg a Slavic
language as his native tongue; hence,_ a perso~1 of the prevailing type or race among the Slav1c-speakmg peoples.
The great majority of the Slavs (among whom are included
the Russians, Poles, Bohemians, Moravians, Bulgarians,
Servians, Croatians, Sorbs, Wends, Slovaks, and others)
are of medium stature, brachycephalic, with moderately
dark hair and gray or hazel eyes, thus conforming closely
to the Alpine race of Ripley.
In the south, however,
they are represented by the tall Adriatic race of DeI?,ik~r,
and in other regions approach more or less to the Fnnnc,
Teutonic, and Tatar types. See INDo-EuROPEAN.
slave (slav), n. [F. esclave; cf. D. slaaf, Dan. slave, sclave,
Sw. slnj, G. sklave, MHG. also slat 1e; all fr. LL. Sla1 1i or
Sclavi, prob. fr. a Byzantine appellation of some Slavic
people. Cf. SLOVENE,SLAV.] 1. A person held in bondage to another ; one held as a chattel ; one whose person
and services are under the control of another as owner or
Cf. SERF,SLAVERY.
master; a thrall; bondsman.
2. One who has lost, or who surrenders, the control of
himself, as to vice, lust, etc.; as, a slave to ambition.
3. A drudge ; one who labors as in bondage
4. An abject person ; a wretch.
Syn. - Bond servant
bondman, bondslave, captive,
thrall, henchman, vassai, dependent, drudge. See SERF.
slave, v. i.; SLAVED(sliivd); SLAv11No (slav'lng).
To
labor as a slave ; to drudge ; toil.
slave, v. t. To reduce to slavery ; to enslave.
slave ant. Any ant made a slave of by ants of-other species (called slave'-mak'ing ants), which attack nests or
colonies and carry off the nymphs and larvre. Among

were held· - formerly so called. They were Missouri,
Maryland Delaware, Kentucky (which four did not join in
the attemPt to se.cede), a~1dVirginia, NortJ1 (]a~oli~aiSol!t!1
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, M1Ss1ss1pp1,LOUJs1ana, Texas, Arkansas, and Tennessee.
slave trade.
The business of dealing ~n slaves, esp. of
buying them to transport them from their homes for sale.
slave trader.
One who traffics in slaves.
Slav 1ic (slav 1Tk; slav''ik; 277), a. Of or pertaining to the
Slavs or their languages ; Slavonic. - n. The group of
allied languages spoken by the Slavs. Various alpl1abets
are employed by the Slavic-speaking nations. In the 9th
century A. n. two alphabets were introduced, the Glagolitic alphabet, or Glagolitsa, and the Cyrillic alph~.b~t. i;,r

blow ; both from the root of E. slay.

ONSLAUGHT,]1. Act of killing; specif.:
1!18 ~~~t~~a:~~i.dab
}~~ ~~~,e~
Ji!1~~b~f
i.1argThi~'el1~ei
or wanton destruction of life ; caruage.

pine (P. echinata). See CUBAN PINE.
[Cf. SLATE,n.] 1. A slate or piece of slate;
hence, a thin flat piece of stone, as for veneering masonry.
2. A tombstone.
3. A thin, narrow bar of wood or metal; a lath ; as, the
slats of a Venetian blind, or of a bedstead.
4. Dial. Eng. a pl. Rubbish or refuse of coal, etc. b A
chip or small piece of wood.
5. A sheep's hide from which the wool has been pulled,
before it is otherwise treated.
Local, U. 1-.."i'.
slat, v. t. ,♦ SLAT'TED; sLAT'TING,
[Cf. lcel. sletta to slap,
to dab.] To strike ; beat; also, to hurl or throw smartly
against something else. Obs.or Dial. Eng., & Colloq.,U. S.
slat, v. i. To flap violently, as a loose sail; esp., to flap
smartly against something, as halyards against a mast.
slat, n. Dial. or Colloq. a A smart blow or slap. b A stain.
slate (slat), v. I.; SLAT'ED (sliit'ed; -Td; 151); SLAT,lNG
[AS. slietan.] l. To set a dog on; to bait. Scot.
(sliit'Ing).
&:-Dial. Rng.
2. To criticize ; censure ; reprimand.
Colloq.
slate, n. [ME . .~lat, sclat, OF. esclat a shiver, splinter, F.
ectat, fr. OF'. esclater to shiver, to chip, F. tclater; orig.
uncert.
Cf. EcLAT.] 1. A dense, fine-grained rock produced by the compression of clays, shales, and certain
other rocks, so as to develop a characteristic cleavage (slaty
cleavage), which may lie at any angle with the bedding
plane; loosely, any cleavable rock resembling true slate.
Cf. 3d SHALE,2. The common color of slate is dull bluish
or gray, but it may be of other colors.
2. A color like that of common slate; a dark bluish gray.
3. A prepared piece of slate, or an artificial material like
slate, used for various purposes; esp. : a A thin, flat

slat (slat),n.
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NAME.

8JZE

IN

INCHES.

Countess ••.. 20 x 10 or 12
Duchess ..... 24 x 12
Princess ..... '.!4 x 14
Marchioness.22 X 11 or 12
Viscountess.18 x Hor 10
Lady ........ 16 X 10 or 14 X 12
" ........ 16 x 8 or 14 x 8
u
.......
• 15 x 8 or 12 x 8

NAME.

SIZE IN INCHES.

Queen ....... 3H x 24
Rag ........ . :~6x 24
Imperial .••. 30 x 24
Emprebs .... 26 x 16, 15. or 14
Double ...... 13 x 10 or 7
Small Doub.11 X 6 or 10 x .5
Plantation .. 12 or 13 X 10 or 11

b A tablet of slate used for writing on.

4. Thin cardboard covered with

a composition suitable for
writing on with a slate pencil.
6. A thin plate of any material ; a flake. Obs.
6. Politic:,;. A list of candidates, prepared for nomination
or for election ; a list of candidates, officers, or the like,
Cant, U.S.
devised beforehand.
7. Horse Racing. A list of entrants in a race with the betting odds offered posted by a bookmaker.
slate, v. t. 1. To cover with slate or a slatelike substance.
2. To register (as on a slate and subject to revision) for
an appointment.
PolU. Cant.
3. To flesh (hides) with a slater.
slate ax.or az.e. A mattock with an ax end, used in shaping
slates for roofs, and making holes in them for nails.
A cement, made with slate; specif.: a A
slate cement.
I kind of hydraulic cement. b A mixture of broken slate

ai:¥et~e:~1f.al~
~~~f1 l~re~1!1t:,do~sof rs0o0a~!fo~:.t~:~~· for
writing on a slate.
alat'er (sliit'er), n. 1. One who lays slates ; also, sometimes, one who makes slates.
2. A tool, having a slate blade, used for fleshing hides.
3. A severe critic; one who censures sweep\
ingly and violently. Colloq.
Blat'er (sliitler), n. Any of various isopod
crustaceans; esp., a sow bug or wood louse.
slath (slath), n. Also slarth. [Cf. Norw. ·
dial. slOda a kind of basket used in fishing.]
Basketwork. The foundation, comprising the
middle of the bottom, formed by crossing
Slath.
sticks at right angles and binding them.
slat 11ng (sliit'Tng), p. pr. & ,,b.n. of SLATE. Hence: n.
1, [From 3d SLATE,] a Act of one who slates; the work of
a slater. b Slates, coHectively; also, material for slating.
2. [From 1st SLATE.J Severe censure or criticism. Colloq.
slat'ter (slat'er), v. i. [Cf. SLATto throw or dash about.]
To be careless or negligent, esp. with regard to dress and
neatness ; to be slovenly; also, to be wasteful.
slat'tem (-ern), n. [Cf. SLATTER,and E. dial. slat/er to
slop, to splash. J A woman who is negligent of her dress
or house ; an untidy, slovenly woman ; a slut.
alat'tern-ly,
a. Of, pertaining to, or resembling, a slattern; sluttish. - adv. In a slatternly manner.
Syn. - See SLOVENLY.
slat'y (sliit'T), a. [From 2d SLATE.] Of the nature of, or
1 ~ :~~~!s~~W~~~~=~ ~sil;~k~~!bfe'v~ri~t;
of gneiss. - a. gum, any of several Australian eucalypts,
as Eucalyptus polyamthemos, from the color of their bark.
slaugh'ter (sl6 1tilr), n. [ME. s/a.utir, slaughter, Rlaghter,
fr. Scand.; cf. !eel. sliitr slain flesh; but modified by ME.
slaught, slaht, slaughter, fr. AS. sleaJd, sliht, a stroke,

~::;z1]~~n!T:,
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Servians, aud Bulgarians. Those nationalities that

adopted
Roman Catholicism use chiefly the letters of the Latin alphabet. See CYRILLIC,GLAGOLITIClNno-EuROPEAN.
slav'1sh
(sliiv'tsh), a. 1. Of, pertaining to, characteriz..
ing, or befitting, a slave or slaves; servile.
2. Serving or suffering servitude; enslaved. Obs.
Syn. - See MENIAL.
- slav'lsh-ly, mfr. - slav 1ish-ness, n.
.
Slav'ism
(sliiv'i'z'rn; slRv'lz'm), n. The common feehn~
and interest of the Slavonic race.
Slav'o- (slav'i'i-; slRv'ti- ). Combining form for S{a'IJ.
slav-oc 1ra-cy (sliiv-ok 1 rri-sT), n. [sla-ve+-cracy.J
U .. S.
Politics. Formerly, the persons or interests representmg
slavery, or using influence to preserve or advance slavery.
slav'o-crat
(sla'.v'O-krat:,, n. U . •r..,·.Politics. A member or
partisan of a slavocracy. - slav 1o-crat1ic (-kri(tlTk),a.
Sla-von'ic (sld-von'Tk), a. Of or pert. to Slavonia or it•
inhabitants ; Slavoni.an ; also, of or pert. to the Slavs or
their language.
Slavonic version (of the Bible). See VERSION.
Slav 1o-phlle (sliiv'/i-fil; sH(v1o-;-fil), slav 1o-phll (-f_Tl),
n. [SlavoGr. lpi/1.o<i
loving.] One who greatly admires
the Slavs, their institutions, art, etc. - Sla-voph'i-llsm
(slti-vof'i-lTz'm;
sHiv'i'i-fT-liz'm; sH1v'-), n.
Sla-voph'o-blst (sld-vof'o-bTst), n. [slaro- Gr. ,j,oflo<
fear. J One who fears or dislikes the Slavs.
slaw (slo), n. [D. sla, contr. fr. salade, OD. salaet salad.
See SALAD.
J Sliced cabbage served as a salad.
_
slay (sla), v. I.; pret. s1,Ew(sloo; 243); p.p. SLAIN(slan);
p. pr. & vb. n. SLAY'ING. [ME. slan, siren, sleen, AS. slian
to strike, beat, slay; akin to OFries. slii, D. slaan, OS. &
OHG. sla!tan, G. schlagen, lcel. slii, Dan. slaae, Sw. slll,
Goth. slahan, Olr. sUgim I strike; perh. akin toL. lacerareto tear to pieces, Gr. /\a,c{{€tv, E. lacerate. Cf. SLAUGHTER, SLEDGEa hammer, SLEY.] 1. To smite; strike.
Obs.
2. To put to death with a weapon, or by violence ; hence,
to kill ; to put an end to ; to destroy ; ruin.
Syn. - Murder, slaughter, butcher. See KILL,
slay'er (-er), n. One who slays; a killer; a murdere~.
sleave (slev), n. [Cf. Dan. sloif, a knot, looi:i, Sw. slejj 1 G.
schleife a knot, sliding knot, akin to AS. slupan to ghde,
slip.] a The knotted or entangled part of silk or thread.
b Silk not yet twisted ; floss ; - called also slea've silk.
Sleep that knits up the ravel'd .-:ler.weof care
Sliak.
1
sleave,
v. t.; SLEAVED(slevd); SLEAV,ING(slev'ing). Weavsaa~:l~~~,}!!t6n1
ing.
To
separate
or
divide,
as
a
collection
of
threads;
sle:,.
among the species enslaved are Formica jusca, F. cunicusleaved (slevd), a. Raw, as silk, not spun or wrought.
laria, and Tetramorium ca:spihmi.
slea'zy
(sle'zT;
slii'zi;
277),
a.
[E.
dial.;
cf.
dial.
sleeze,
slave driver. One who superintends slaves at their work;
~lease, to part asunder I said of badly ,vov_en cloth.]
Wanthence, figuratively, a cruel taskmaster.
mg firmness of texture or substance; thmsy.
slave 1hold1er (sliiv 1hol 1der), n. One who holds slaves.
sled (sled), n. [ME. slede, D. slede, akin to G. schlitten,
slave'hold'lng, a. Holding persons in slavery.
OHG. &lito, Icel. slet5i, Sw. sliide, Dan. slrede, and prob. E.
slav'er (slav 1er), n. 1. A slave ship.
2. A person dealing in slaves; a slave trader.
slide, v. See SLJDE; cf. SLEDGE
vehicle,
SLEIGH.] 1. A vehicle
Slav'er (sliv'er), 11. i. / SLAV'ERED(-0rd); SLAV'ER-ING.
on runners used for con~eying
[Cf. Ice!. slafm.
See BLABBER.] l. To suffer spittle, etc.,
loads, esp. over snow or ice ; a
to run from the mouth.
2. To be besmeared with saliva. Shak.
sledge; - in English usage
I
Chiefly flial.
slav'er, 1,.t. To smear with saliva; to slabber.
2. A pair of runners, or
slav'er, n. Saliva driveling from the mouth.
either of a set of two pah·s,
(-Br), n. One that slavers or drivels; hence:
slav'er-er
used like a wheel truck or
a An idiot. b A servile flatterer or parasite.
slav 1er-y (sliiv'er-T), n. [See SLAVEa bondman.] 1. The trucks, to carry thP, body of 1, 2 Common Forms of Hand
a vehicle.
Sled, 3.
condition of a slave; bondage ; thralldom.
3. A small vehicle with runners for sliding on snow or ice.
2. The institution of slaveholding.
Slavery has existed
in all parts of the world from the earliest times. TJ:ie 4. Elec. The sliding contact of an underground trolley
slaves were chiefly prisoners of war. Slavery lasted m
system, when drawn after the car. Cf. PLOW,n., 6 e.
Europe throughout the Middle Ages, but was ameliorated
sled, v. t.; SLEn'nEn; SLED'DING. To convey or transport
by the influence of the Christian religion, keeping in the
on a sled; as, to sled wood or timber.
main the character of serfdom. Negro slavery was practobecarriedonasled.
ticed by the ancient Egyptians, but the Portuguese were sled, v.i. Togoortravelinasled;
the first to introduce it into Christian countries on a large sled'der (sled'er), n. 1. One who drives a sled.
2.
A
horse
or
other
animal
that
draws
a sled.
.
scale. The status of slaves has varied from that of a mere
chattel, as in barbarous societies, to that of a partially rec- sled'ding (-Tng), n. 1. Use ofa ~led, as f_ortransportat10n.
DRED SCOTTCASE). 2. State of the snow which admits of usmg sleds.
ognized legal person (cf. POSTLIMINIUM;
3. A condition like or suggesting that of a slave.
sledge (slej), n. [AS. slecge, fr. slean to strike, beat. See
Thnc iR a slal'f'rl/ that no legislation can abolish, - the ,,;7m,- SLAY,v. t.7 A ]arge, heav·y hammer, usually wielded with
ery of caste.
·
G. rv.Cahlf'.
both hands, esp. the heavy hammer used by a blacksmith,
4. Continued and wearisome labor, as of aelave; drudgery.
or a heavy smooth-faced hammer used for driving wedges
6. Act of reducing to slavery. Obs.
in splitting stone, etc. ; - called a.lso sledge lwm.rner.
Syn. - Bondage, inthrallment,
enslavement,
captivity,
sledge~ 1,1. t. d:·i. To beat or strike, as with a sledge.
bond service, vassalage. See SERVITUDE.
slave shh>. A vessel employed in the slave trade or used sledge, n. [Perhaps from sleds, pl. of sled, confused with
sledge a hammer. See SLED,n.] 1. A strong vehicle with
for transporting slaves; a slaver.
low runners, or one made of plank slightly turned up at
U. S. Hist. Those States in which slaves
slave States.
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SLEDGE
ene end without runners, used for transporting loads, esp.
upon snow or ice ; a sled.
2. A hurdle on which, formerly, traitors were drawn to the
place of execution. Eng.
3. A sleigh. Eng.
4. A game at cards; - called also old sledge, and al/fours.
1ING(Blej'■ledge (Blej), v. i. &; t.; SLEDGED
(Blejd) ; SLEDG
lng). To travel or convey in a sledge or sledges.
sleek (slek), a.; BLBEK'BR(-er); SLBEK'EBT. [Prob. a var.
of ME. slike; cf. ME. slikien to polish, make smooth, also
ME. sliken to glide, slide (akin to G. schleichen, OHG. slihhan ), D. slik, slijk, mud, slime, and E. slink. Cf. SLICK,
SLINK.]
1. Having an even, smooth surface; smooth ;
not rough or harsh; hence, glossy; as, sleek hair.
2. Slick; effective; first-rate. Now Colloq. or Dial.
Syn, - See SMOOTH.
sleek, v. t.; SLEEKED (s10kt); SLEEK 1ING. To make even
and smooth ; to render smooth, soft, and glossy ; to smooth
over ; also, to allay ; to soothe ; to calm ; specif. : a To
smooth and stretch (hides, skins, leather) with a Bleeker;
also, to remove (grease, etc.) by this process ; - sometimes with out. b Found-ing. To dreBB (a mold) with a
sleeker. c Hat Making. To attach (fur) to felt by hand.
sleek, v. i. 1. To move smoothly; to glide.
2. To flatter. Rare.
~
sleek•er (-er), n. One
that sleeks; any of various tools or implements
_...
used
in sleeking or
smoothing ; a slicker;
Founder's Sleekers.
specif., any of various flat, cylindrical, or wedge-shaped
tools for smoothing or working skins, leather, molds, textile goods, etc.
sleek'J (-I), a. 1. Of a sleek appearance; smooth.
2. Fawning and deceitful ; sly. Scot.
sleep (slep), v. i.; pret. &:p. p. SLEPT(slept); p. pr.&: vb.
n. SLBBP'ING. [ME. slepen, AS. sliipan ,· akin to OFries.
alepa, OS. slliprm, D slapen, OHG. sliiJan, G. schlofen,
Goth. slepan, and G . .,chlajj' slack, loose, and L. labi to
glide, slide, labare to totter. Cf. LAPSE.] 1. To take rest
by suspension of the voluntary exercise of bodily and men•
ta! powers, and apathy of the organs of sense; to Blumber.
2. a To lie dormant ; to be unused or unagitated ; as, his
anger ,leeps. b To be dead; to lie buried in or as if in
the grave. c To be careless or inattentive; to be negligent.
We sleep over our happiness
Atterbury.
d Law. To lie over without being insisted in or prosecuted
for such a period as to become abeyant, as in Scots law.
3. Plant Physiol. To take sleep. See SLEEP,n., 2.
sleep, v. t. 1. To be slumbering in; - followed by a cognate object ; as, to sleep a dreamless Bleep.
2. To furnish sleeping accommodations for. Colloq.
3. To spend, use up, or get rid of in or by sleep ; - with
away, off,- as, to sleep away the hours ; to .o;leepoff a spree.
sleep, "· [AS. slii!ip; akin to OFries. step, OS. slap, D.
slaap, OHG. sliif, G. sch.laf, Goth. slops. See SLEEP,v. i.]
1. A natural and healthy, but temporary and periodical,
diminution of sensation, feeling, and thought, amounting
in heavy slumber to an almost complete cessation of con•
scious life ; that state of the animal marked by diminution
of sensation, feeling, and thought.
2. Plant Physiol. Nyctitropism.
3. Rest or repose, or a period of rest or repose ; often,
fig., the quiet or rest of the grave; hence, death.
Syn. - Slumber, repose, rest, nap, doze, drowse.
sleep•er (-ilr), n. [Cf. Norw. sleip a Bleeper (a timber), as
adj., slippery, smooth, or, more likely, E. sleeper one who
sleeps. J a Any of tbe pieces of timber, stone, iron, or steel,
on or near the ground level, to support some superstructure, to steady framework, to keep in place the rails of a
railroad, to receive floor joists, to carry the feet of shores
Cf. POTSLEEPER,TIE, etc.
in building, etc. ; a stringpiece.
b One of the joists, or roughly shaped timbers, laid directly
upon the ground, to receive t}le flooring of a ground story.
U. S. c Shipbuilding. One of the knees which connect
the transoms to the after timbers on the ship's quarter.
sleep•er (-er), n. [AS. slii!ipere.] 1. One who sleeps; a
slumberer; a drone, or lazy person; one who is dead.
2. That which lies dormant, as a law. Obs.
3. A railroad sleeping car. Colloq., U.S.
4. a The Greenland shark. b See GUAVINA.
sleep'ing, p. pr. &; .,b. n. of SLEEP.-Bleeping account, an
an unsettled account of long standing. Ooltoq.-S. Beauty
[cf. F. La Belleau Bois dormant, G.DomriischenJ, in a nursery tale, a princess, who by enchantment is shut up in a
castle to sleef a hundred years. She is then awakened
1:R~~uc!~
~
compartments and berths for sleeping. - •· partner. See
PARTNER,3. - a. rent, Lawi, a fixed rent, as distinguished
from one depending on t e amount ox profits. - 1. ■lek-

SLICER

slregr (for slregr) sly, cunning, akin to Sw. sliijd dexterit.y.
See SLY;
BLOYD.]l. Cunning; craft; art; aleo, wisdom;
" His sleight and his covin." Ckaueer.
2.
A
sly
artifice;
a scheme ; trick ; esp., a feat or trick so
( (}lossina palpalis) of the same genus as the tsetse fl)'. dexterous that the way it is executed is not perceived.
The world hath many subtle sletghts.
Latimer.
!~~l:ha~~~ ~~eJ~:':;p:r~t~~-nary
huddle, neither
Bleep•less (sliip'les), a. [Cf. AS. slii!ipleas.] Having no 3. Dexterous practice ; dexterity ; skill; knack.
4. Something skillfully made, esp. an ornament. Oba.
sleep or rest. -sleep'less-ly, adv. -sleeP'leBB-ness, n.
Bl.eightof hand, a trick ortricksrequiringskillful
manual maaleepleu monks, the Acremeti.
nipulation ; legerdemain ; also, ex~rtness in such tricks;
sleep•walk'er (-w6k 1er), n. A somnambulist.
hence, any adroitness tending to trick or hoodwink.
Bleep•walk'IDg,"· Walkiug in one's sleep.
slen•der (slen'der), a.; SLEN1DER·ER (-er); SLEN1DER-BST.
sleep•y (sliip'l), a.; SLBEP'I-ER(-i-er); SLEEP'I-EST. [AB. [ME. slendre, sclendre, fr. OD. slinder thin, slender, perh.
sliipig. See SLEEP, n.] l. Drowsy ; inclined to sleep ; through a French form; cf. OD. slinderen, slidderen, to
hence, dull ; lazy ; heavy ; sluggish.
creep ; perh. akin to E. slide.] 1. Small or narrow in cir2. Overcome by sleep; sleeping. Obs.
cumference or width in proportion to the length or height ;
3. Tending to induce sleep ; soporiferous.
not thick ; slim; as, a slender stem, wan, waist.
4. Designating lumber overdried by the desiccating process.
Syn. -SLEEPY, DROWSY,SLUMBEROUS,
SOMNOLENT,
LETHAR;Tieee~~~ite1:o:tiet:a~~~ 1
the
GIC. One is SLEEPYwho is inclined to sleep; DROWSY,
3. Moderate; inconsiderable; meager; small; slight; triv•
income ; a slender degree of patience.
:~~ ~i~~n~l~~o!!1f!~~~~:ir~~=~~~~5!~o~e 1w3~ ~~:e~;r, ial ; as, a slender
Frequent beggmg makes slender alms.
.J?uller,
(,Shak.); 8 buried paths, where sleepy twilight dreams the
4. Spare ; abstemious ; frugal ; as, a slender diet, table.
summer time awa;v:" (Keats); H And drowsy tinklings lull
6. Piton. Uttered with a thin tone; of a quality suggest!~~
ing slenderness ; thin ; as, the slender vowe]s e, and i.
SLUMBEROUS
whicli is slumberlike; the word often suggests
Syn. - SLENDER,SLIM. As apJ?lied to material objects,
the repose of latent powers ; SOMNOLENT
connotes esp. the
slender and slirn are frequently mterchangeable. But SLIH
of'ten carries a stronger implication of slightnese or ~some0
i~~.~f~S~~iiS~~u:a
(81fo,":;
sz.:o;~:
11ilt,
~i~.e~ori~Jr;f!~flm!~~p
thorne) ; ~,I heard the mountain's slum,berous voices at
intervals" (Shelley); "a sotnnolent want of interest " (De draped antique" (H. James); a slender column; Ir.tbe slim
Quincey). LETHARGIC(see LETHARGY)implies torpor or
delicacy of the flute" (Lou:ell). Both words may implr,
apathy ; as, .. all the company ... sitting in lethargic silence
meager or unsubstantial quality; as, Hthis slender regimen '
round the table " ( Gol(tsmith) ; ~,the opaque, letharoic,
(Deyu.incey); a slim, excuse" (Barrou·). See THIN,FRUGAL.
chaotic state of mind which ... so securely passes for
Blender bent grass, the rough bent. - 1. foxt&il, a European
sanity" (J.M. Robertson). See INERT,Lll'BLBBB,
sleepy broadbW, s. brother, 1. eoot, a. duck, the ruddy duck.
Local, U. ,S.- •· catchJly, an American catchfly (,Sitene anfong raceme, with sp_'fkelets in two rows on a slender rachis.
tiri·hina), with small pmk flowers which OJ,lllnonly in the
-a. lobe (of the cerebellum). Anal. See POSTGRACILB.
- L
sunshine. - •· dfaea.aeof tomatoes, a destructive wilt disease
!aria. See LORIS.- a. panic graaa. See GRABS,Table 11.
of tomatoes caused by the fungus Jt'usarium lyf!opet·sict".-Ble.n'der-ly,
adv. -slen•der-ness, n.
a. graa1,a grass (~tipa robu~;ta)of Arizona and New Mexico,
p_roducing a narcotic effect on stock. - a. stagger■. Veter. a Blenth (slooth; 243), n. [Prob. fr. Scand. ; cf. Ice!. sloti.]
The track of man or beast, esp. as followed by scent. Oba.
Chronic hydroce_phalus of the horse 2 an incurable disease.
1st SLEUTH.]A detective. coi.
b A form of indii;:estion accompamed with drying and Blenth, n. [Cf. SLEUTIIHOUND,
log. -11. t. &; i. To follow or act as a detective. Colloq.
impaction of food m the stomach of the horse or the third
1 (-hound'), n.
stomach of the ox ; - called also stomach stagge,·s.
8leuth'11ound
[See 1st SLEUTH.] A hound
Bleell'y-head' (-hed 1 ), 11-. 1. A sleepy person.
that tracks animals by the scent; specif., a bloodhound.
2. The ruddy duck. Local, U.S.
slew (sloo ; 243), n. [See SLOUGH
a wet place.] A wet or
sleet (slet), n. [ME. sleet; akin to MHG. sloz, sloze, hail- marshy place ; a river inlet. See 4th BLOUGH,2.
stone, G. schlosse ,· 01·ig. uncert.J
Fine driving icy partiThe prairie round about is wet. at times almost marshy, es~
mally at the borders of the great reedy slews.
T Roosevelt.
cles, often with rain.
Blew, n. Basketwork. Filling consisting of two or more
sleet, v. i. ,· SLEET1BD ; SLEET1ING. To shower eleet.
(usually three) rods worked together. See BASKET,fllwt.
sleet'y (-I), a. Consisting of, or characterized by, sleet.
sleeve (sliiv), n. [ME. sleeve, sleve, AS. slkf, slef, slfjf; slewed (Blood ; 243), a. Basketw01'k. Filled in with Blewa
woven around the stakes and by-stakes. See BASKET,
lllu,t.
akin to slefan to put on, to clothe; cf. OD. sloove the turning up of anything, slooven to turn up one's sleeves, sleve a Blew'IDg, n. Basketwork. Act of filling with two or more
rods worked together; a)so, a s1ew, or slews collectively.
sleeve, D. sloof an apron, G. schlaubeahusk, pod.] 1. The
sley (sli), n. [AS. slege; cf. AS. slii!, slailre, fr. slean to
part of a garment covering an arm only.
strike.
See SLAY,v. t. J 1. A weaver's reed.
2. A channel of water, esp. [cap.] the British channel. R.
z. A guideway iu a kmtting machine.
3. Maeh. A tubular part designed to fit over another
3. Weaving. The number of ends per inch in the cloth,
part; as: a A hollow axle or quill having relative movement
to a shaft inside it. b A long bushing or thimble. c A provided each dent in the reed in which it was made contained an equal number of ends.
E. Whitworth.
piece of pipe or a thimble for covering a joint, or for coupling two lengths of piping. d A longitudinally split !J.Uill 4. The lay, lathe, or batten of a loom.
(slid); sLioY'ING. Weaving. To separate
or hollow mandrel for temporarily gripping a part. e Elec. Bley, v. t.; SLBYBD
or part the threads of, and arrange them in a reed.
A double tube of copper, in section like the figure 8, Into
which the ends of bare wires are pushed so that when the sUoe (slis), n. [ME. slice, sclice, OF. esclice, fr. esclicier,
esclicltier, to break to pieces, of G. origin; cf. OHG. aliean
tube is twisted an electrical connection is made. The joint
to split, slit, tear, G . .,chleissen to slit. SeesLIT,v.t.J 1. A
thus made is called a lll[clntlrejolnt.
thin, broad piece cut off ; as, a slice of bacon or bread.
4. Ordnance. A tubular piece in which a trunnionleas gun
2. That which is thin and broad, like a Blice cut off; specif.:
recoils against pistons moving in hydraulic cylinders.
a A broad, thin piece of plaster. b A salver, platter, or
:r~;;rf:i~s'l:Je~=
g:f~~~:e:::~;~e~ioe;~,,
tray. Obs. c A knife with a thin, broad blade for taking
on the 1. of, to be, or make, dependent upon.
up or serving fish; also, a spatula for spreading anything, as
11NG(slev'lng).
sleeve, v. t.; SLEEVED(slevd); SLBBV
1. To paint or ink. d A plate of iron with a handle used for varifurnish with sleeves ; as, to sleei•e a coat.
ous purposes, as for stripping the planking from a vessel's
side, for cutting blubber from a whale, or for stirring a fl.re
at~~e!,"ri.~~l::~~'::"11:
(see SLICEBAR),etc. e ShipbuUdinr,. One of the wedges
sleeved (sliivd), a. Furnished with a Bleeve or Bleeves.
by which the cradle and the ship are lifted clear of the
sleeve'leBB, a. [AS. slefteas.]
building blocks. f Print. A removable sliding bottom of
1. Having no sleeves.
a Blice galley. g A trowel-like implement for turning meat,
2. Unreasonable; profitleBS;
etc., when cooking in a pan.
bootless. Ob.,. Warburton.
Bllce, v. t.; SLICED(slist) ; SLIC1ING (slis'lng). 1. To cut
sleigh (sli), n. [D. slee, for
into slices, or thin pieces, or to cut off a slice from.
sle<le. See SLED.] A vehicle
.2:. To cut into parts; to divide.
on rrmners, used for trans3. To clear by means of a slice bar, as a fire, or grate bars.
porting persons or goods on
4. To remove as a slice ; to cut off from sometl1ing; - usu.
snow or ice ; - in England
1
ally
with o.ff'; as, to slice off a piece of meat.
8 e,gh.
common!),' called a sledge.
6. Golf. To strike (the ball) so tl,at the face of the club
sleigh bell. A small bell, or round metal ball inclosing a draws across the face of the ball and deflects it, -with a
loose pellet of metal, attached to a horse when drawing a
right-handed player, to the right.
sleigh, or to the sleigh itself.
Blice bar. A
Bleigh•er (sla'er), n. One who rides in a sleigh.
kind of fire
8lel.Ih'1Dg,n. 1. Act of riding in a sleigh.
iron with a
Slice Bar.
-=2. State of the snow or ice enabling the use of sleighs.
broad, flat
sleight (slit), n. [ME. sleighte, sleikte, slegh]Je,sleithe, fr. end, for stirring a fl.re of coals, clearing out ashes, etc.
Bcand. ; cf. Ice!. slregti (for slregti) slyness, cunning, fr. Bllc•er(sJisft,r), n. One that slices; specif. : a A lapidary's
Enr,, 1. To slant ; to slope.
aleuyth t s1.0Tu.
aleik!t, t Sl,KEKIT,
■leave axle. = SLEEVE,n., 3 a
aleip (dwl. sle"p). Obs. or dial. 2. To move or glance sideways;
lleeve'fi.lh', n. A squid,
n?bs&;
(in
hence, to ie8.tor rail spitefully.
lleeve'hand 1 , n. A cuff or wrist0
s~;!iih), n. Also II slen-tan' do (sl~n tiin'd0), a. comp.) to cuf. cleave.] A slip or
band. Ohs.
sprout of a vine. Obs,
[1t:1 Music. = LENTANDO.
lleeve links. Two bars or butllevit, yret.
Thrust ; slipped.
tons linked together, and used to
hll~~\Jd
alenten. t SLANT.
ObR. Scot.
al8ipryfe. a. [Cf ~J.tr.J<:P; RJfE.]
fasten a cuff or wristband.
sJeope. + l-LF.EI'.
Blep (sl~p) Obs. or dial. Eng. alew (slOo),vret. of SLA1·.
Causing sleep. Ob,q, Scot.
■leave nut. A right-and-left nut.
alew. Var. of sL11E,
Blees'y (slez'l). Var. of Sl,KAZY. &left. t Sl,E ET.
~~~~:,P·c~i~~:~1~f{~I'~- fRnss. slew, ■lue, n. A large quantity-;
alege,illeghe,n. [AS. $./ege, Rller1e. sleithe t SLfl:I0HT.
Cf. SLAY,v.] A stroke; slaugh- alek, ■lake, slekyn. ;- SLAKE. sl11epets: cf. G, Rlepetz. The a lot; as, a slew of people, Slang.
~reat mole rat. See MOLERATa.. slewed (slliod.).a.• Tipsy. Slang.
slely. i' SLYLY,
ter. Obs.
Blame,ri. \Vearmess. Obll.
■lepie. + SLEEPY.
alewth, i' SLOTH,
+Ts~~~DGE, [~I.I0HT.I ■len + sLAY.
alewthe, n. LCf. Joel. kynslij/!i
ib:.r.~~et. of SLEEP.
sleght. t SLEEK,SLEIGHT,
1lend, 1•, t. = SLENTto tear, Obs~
■leghte,
t SLAUOllT,
sleprte. +s1.tPPERY. [SLEEP.I progeny, sloO a track, Norw.
& Sw. dial. Rlod a flock, a
~i~~ ~~ alept (sJ~pt), pre.I. t Ji. JI· of dial
a track J
mass, and E, sJ,ETJTH
a.t ri•rL!i.EY] Windsor," an unsuccessful suit- Blepwurt. T sLEEPW0RT.
A company of bears. Obs.
Untwisted ; - said of silk. Obs. or of H Sweet Anne Page."
~!:~r cf1~~~~@;>~R,s~·ot.
var. of Bley, t ~LAY,SLY.
alelgh. -l' SLY,
alen'clre. T st.ENDER.
■leyre. + ~KLAYRE,
sleight +sLAU0HT, [SLAIT, I slenge, 1·. t, LCf. Norw. dial. SLAISTER.
sleyt, ■leythe. t SLEIGHT.
sleight (slii.t).Dial. Eng. var. of sln1y,1 to sling, and E. ~LINO.]
~~~~~EJ•bs.or dial. sli. t SLY.
aleight'tu.l (sl'lt'f(l{)l>,a. Cun-: To sling; to cast out. Ob:,,,
ning ; dexterous ; crafty. Obs. aleng'er. ;- SLIYGER.
Eng. var. of SLATE,to censure. alib'ber. + SLIPl'ER, a.
alib'ber~■aue'es, 11. pl.
Slops;
slent(sl~nt),n. t v. Tear;split, 1leu. Obs. prct. of SLAY.
101Ks.<-Y-ll1\l:ir1r;..
mean food or drink. Oba.
~R~~I Ohs. or Scot. t Dwl. Eng.
:~eur·&~e~.L~fu~-~IAEYR]
slib'ber-alab'bers, n JJl, "Washe■
lleight'ly,ar/1•.
rtfu1ly; cun- ■lent, n. ~Cf. SLANT] Ohs. or :::::t,er:'
or salves. Obs.
Scot. ~ D,al, Eng. 1. A slope i A lounger. ObP, Scot.
alelght!J.•· -l' SLIGHTLY.
T SLIPPERY.
lletght y_(.J),a. Cunning; sly; adechv1ty.
■leuth, aleuthful, 1 le a t .lala l l, ,Ubbr1.
Blic. T SLIK,such.
crafty ; dexterous. Obs.
2 A g_lanceor movement side:::~thhJ~d:
allce I~•
Print. A galley
alelh. -l' SLY.
with a 1lidmg bottom.
11.elk(eltik).Scot.var.of SLEECH. :i!it1~~:c~a:W~;t~~;n
11.euvol. T SLOTHFUL,
the tongue and hands, and, in the later stages, convulsions

~t;~
t'te~r~ss;~~;~~~y
1t:Mr:::d
't~n~:e
t~'! prudence. cf. Obs.
try_panosomal parasite introduced by the, bite of a fly
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2. Weak
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Ill.edge eh&tr. A chair on run•
nera, to push on snow or ice.
lledga hammer, = 1st SLEDGE,

::·cl,~1~
:1~). Obs. or Scot
dial. Eng. of

&

SLY.

~:r.';ra;Jr,::~-l),
a. Sleepy.
aleep'ful, a. See-FUL.- sleep' -

:i=;1:f:~-~

011~,Jk.]
~~£:

::t~°n.
t 1~fi~k.
hyfocrite

Bleek, Amina.dab. A
:in'' The Serious Famil{], 'eom-

:f~~n~v~f~:~:k!~~:th56dr
[SLEEK.I
J!:entle: to sleek. R.
1,•isc~i.,0 t.
p. of sleek, v. t ] Sleek; smooth;
alto, crafty; deceitful, Scot.
aleek'ly, adv. of SLEEK.See-LY.
ll.eek.'ne11,n. See -NESS.
tleek atone. A sleeking stone.
aleely. t SLYLY.
Ileen. t SLAY.
[BEARD a.I

:1:t:;f:f;1lk,r:i,
!.

■leep'-at-noon',n.

= oOAT's-

:=~~1;:Jl~!'r~~~
n~
ti), n,
The Eurol!ean narcotic lettuce
La.ctuca. nrOJla.

~==~·

(le;):\!·.E: v, i. Mock ;
snC'er. Ob-~.or lhal. Enf!.
aleeteh. Scot. var. of s1.1rnce.
aleeth,
n, [Cf. SLOTH.] A
[-NESS, I
sloven. Obs. Scot,
■leet't-ne■a Cslii:t'J-n~s),n. See
sleet wheel Elec. Railways. A
trolley wheel with ridges to cut
sleet off the wire.

food, fdbt;

out, oil;

~~!~~ai~~':?- ~i:~:t

~==r·
::,a~,
:l:l:i~::r:·

!~:{!~~;;:~•s
t M~;fy

chair;

go; sing, igk;

tlten,

:~1r;:

thin;

Jl.,ull explanatlona

:i::::,

~=te1~tl.

:l::49§i:!:ed~~J?>s
.

aleeperabark.Greealandahark. lleeve. Var. of SLEAVE,tbread.

:}:ie::, ~3f:U}!!·

ffJpJ:frf

1:f?~I
!r!;;~~;;·(-Y-ft),
,,.t. -t~
aleep'i-ly, adv. of SLEEPY.

n. [Cf. Norw, dial. slee aleep'f-ne11, n, See-NESS,
aledge, D. slee,] A cradle for a
a~f~e~~-ep~~- Ob.~.
ahip. Ohs.
1leep'mark'eu. <sJep'milr1 kln),
~f':i,~
Jm~li~~~l~~ n. A hagfleh.
ooze from rivers or the sea, esp. al~ movement.a. Plant Pl1ysa■ used for manure.
Obs. or iol, Nyctitropic movements.
Scot. ,t Dial. Eng.
■leep'wak'er (-wiik'@r),n. One
in a magnetic or mesmeric sleep.
■lee,

!fi e:if:[,

i~,~l:;::ii,!to~i~~:"· I

nat9re,

ver49-re (250); K=ch

of Abbrevlatlona,

in G. !ch, ach(144);

8lcn11t et<!., hnmedlately

preee4e

boN; yet; zh=zin
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SLICH
slitter. b A slice for stripping planking from a vessel's side.
c A machine for slicing beetroot for sugar making.

12. Mech.
13. A sled.

SLING

=

2. Notstout;

slender; slim; hence,notmassiveorstrong;'
frail; as, a slight framework; a sllght figure.
3. Not strong in intellect, character, or the like i foolish;
Shak.
silly. "Away, slight man."
4. Not of weight, gravity, or importance; unimportant;
insignificant; trivial ; paltry ; meager ; mild ; weak ; feeble ; scant i - applied in a great variety of circumstances;
as, a slight (i.e., feeb1") effort; a slight (i.e., not deep)
impression; a slight (i.e., not convincing) argument i a
slight (i.e., not thorough) examination i slight (i.e., not
severe) pain, and the like. "At one slight bound." Milton.
Slight is the subject, but not so the praise.
Pope.
5. Slighting; disdamful; contemptuous.
Rare.
alight falcon, Falconry, a peregrine falcon caught after leaving the nest but before migration.
slight (slit), adv. Slightly; lightly; scantly. Archaic.
1ING, To treat, disregard,
1ED; SLIGHT
slight, v. t.; SLIGHT
or neglect, as of little value or unworthy of notice ; to
Specif. :
make Jight of; as, to ;:;light divine commands.
a To treat (a person) with intentional neglect or lack of
b To perform or attend to carelessly and inadcourtesy.
equately; as, to slight one's work or one's duties.
Syn. - Neglect, disregard, disdain, scorn. See NEGLECT.
Rare. to slight off, to dismiss or dispose of slightingly.
to s. over, to run over in haste; to perform superficially;
to treat carelessly; as, to slight over a theme.
slight, n. A slighting; esp., an intentional neglect of some
courtesy due; a somewhat contemptuous disregard of one,
or an action manifesting such an attitude.

SHEAR,n., 5 b.
Local, Southwl'stern U.S.

slick (s!Ik), a.; SLICK'ER(-er); SLICK1EST. [See SLEEK.] slide bar. a A bar serving as a slide or guideway for someltlust.
thing; specif., an engine guide bar. See CROSSHEAD,
1. Sleek; smooth. Now Chiefly Dial. or Colloq.
b A bar that can be slid into, or out of, position, as a bar

2. Pleasant; good; first-rate ; effective ; smart. Slang.
Smoothly; plausibly; smartly.
Colloq.
slick, v. t.; SLICKED (sHkt); SLICK'1NG.
-To make sleek or
smooth; to sleek; Slang, to make trim or put in order j often with up. Now Ckiefly Dial. or Colloq.
slick, n. I. a Joinery. A wide paring chisel. b = LOY b.
2. A slick, or smooth and slippery, surface or place; esp.,
a smooth area on the surface of the water, usually caused
by the presence of oil, as from a school of fish.
Slick, Sam. The hero of various humorous narrativ_es
written by Judge T.C.Haliburton(l796-1865),of Nova Scotia.
Sam· Slick is a Yankee clockmaker and peddler, full of
quaint drollery, unsophisticated wit, knowledge of human
nature, and an adept in u soft sawder," i.e., flattery.
sllck'ens (sTik'enz; -Inz), n. [Cf. SLICH,SLICK,schUch.]
Mining. The pulverized material (pulp) from a quartz mill,
or the lighter soil of hydraulic mines.
slick'en-sid&'(silk''n-sid 1 ), v. t. ;-s1n'En (-sid 1ed; -Yd; 151);
-s1n'1NG(-sid'Tng). To form s!ickensides upon.
slick'en-sid&', n. [slicken smooth+ side, n.] Geol. & Mining. A smooth, striated, polished surface of rock, produced
by the sliding of one body on another; - usually in pl.
sllck'er (s!Ik'er), n. A long, loose waterproof coat. U.S.
slick'er (-er), n. One that slicks or sleeks; a sleeker;
specif.: a = SLEEKER. b = FLOAT, 5 j.
slick'ing, p. pr. & vb. n. of SLICK. Hence: n. a Act or
process of smoothing. b pl. Narrow veins of ore.
slide (slid), v. i.; pret. SLID(s!Id); p. p. SLin'DEN (slid''n),
SLID; p. pr & vb. n. SLID11NG(slid'Ing). [ME. sliden, AS.
slidan; akin to MHG. slUen, also to AS. slidor slippery, E.
sled, Lith. slidus slippery. Cf. SLED.] 1. To move along
the surface of any body by slipping, or without walking,
rolling, or intermission of contact ; to slip; glide.
2. Esp., to move over snow or ice with a smooth, uninterrupted motion, as on a sled, on the feet, or on skates.
Wnller.
They bathe in summer, and in winter slide.
3. To pass without observing or being observed or heeded;
to go, proceed, etc., without attention or consideration;
often, Now Colloq.,with let. '' Let the world slide.'' ~!wk.
Beware thou !,ltde not by 1t. Ecclu,'f. xxv1ii. 26.
4. To pass smoothly or gradually ; to move gently onward
without hindrance ; as, a boat sUdes through the water.
6. To slip in walking or standing.
Obs. Deut. xxxii. 35.
8. To make a moral slip; to backslide. }low Rare.
7. To go quietly, quickly, or secretly; -with out, away,
etc.; as, he slid out of the room. Also, Slang, to decamp.
Syn. -SLIDE, SLIP,GLIDE.SLIDEcommonly suggests, more
definitely than slip or glide, contact with the surface over
which one moves; SLIP,as here compai'ed, suggests entire
absence of friction or obstruction: GLIDEemphasizes the
smoothness or ease of the movement itself; as, H The fool
slides o'er the ice that you should break" ( Shak.); ~~ Un-

slick, adv.

n.,

for sliding over the draft opening in a furnace.

8}!~e. 18th1"1afhi'~-o~stii~\~d

~~tlt~a~~e :;it~naih~nt~d~
supporting the slide rest, can be pulled forward in transverse T slots so a,s:to make the machine into a gap lathe.
slld'er (slid'er), n. 1. One that slides, as a sliding lock
tumbler, a scarf ring, a connecting bar or rod sliding beneath the coupling pole of a vehicle, etc.; specif., a sliding
part of an instrument or machine.
2. Shipbuilding. = SLIDINGBALK.
3. Music. A strip of wood passing under a row of pipes in
an organ, and having holes corresponding to their openings.
By moving a stop knob the slider is made to admit or shut
off air from the pallets to the pipes. See STOP,Illust.
4. A turtle, esp. the red-be1lied terrapin.
Local, [T. S.
slid'er-crank' chain, or slider crank. Kinematics. A
1
!f;ec~~!:~:~J~e
~~~!Y~:~!t;s,d1~~{~;;~i1~Ji~;~ltl;:
slide rest. Mach. An attachment for a lathe, planing ma-

~!~}~~

~~ti!~

i~~\~e~~a~~i~,v~y;,
~d~N~ft! !~j~~!J!t~;~~~~d
motion, by the movement of sliding pieces, usually actuated by screws. See LATHE,FEEDSCREW'etc.
slide rule. An instrument consisting, in its simple form,
of a ruler with a medial slide, ruler and slide being graduated with similar logarithmic scales, which are labeled
with the corresponding antilogarithms.
The graphic addition, upon Ahde and rule, of two divisions of the scale gives
the product of their antilogarithms.
slide valve. Mech. Any valve which opens and closes a
passageway by sliding
over a port; specif.,
a particular kind
of sliding valve,
often used
in
steam engines for ~'
admitting
steam
to the piston and
releasing it,alter-

rtX:pt-;-dY!d~,~~~~h::i~~fu°i:a~:,gl~~,:iti~dt!~~~~in~~t~

sllght'ing, p.a. Characterized by disregard or disrespect;
disparaging; as, a slighting remark. - sllght'ing-ly, adv.
slight'ly, adv. 1. In a slight manner or degree ; as, a
slightly formed girl; bread slightly scorched.
2. Slightingly; negligently; disparagingly.

~:~lke
~:;lr;a

in its face,
through which
the exhaust
passes.
It is
situated
in the
steam chest, and
moved by the
.
.
valve gear. It is .
s~;~mbesre~~
sometimes called Sll~d~hff~e.nH~V~Yl~edv;l~{o~
a D _vaJv!',-a name Chest, receiving its supply from the Pipe i,
wtuch IS also RI?- and containing the Slide Vah·e ,q, shown
ph~d t9 a sei_n1- admitting stenrn through the Port <', and

~rla1~~
':~uEiii;i1i!.~
~inia~~,~~~?~~l'~tt:h~ti:r~;,ero/~~/~~:
valve.
lease flteam from the opposite end of the
1

1

of

slide'way'

(slid'- cylinder. See 4th LAI',2b; tith J.EAn,5e(l).
wit), n. A vrny along which somethiug slides; a guideway.
1
slide'-wire , n. Elec. A resistance-measuring device used
as part of a Wheatstone's bridge (called slide-wire, or slide,
bridge). It consists essentiallr of a straight or spiral wire

~Pf~:

~7';J~ufh~if'r~~hii
'ail ~~~;i~e~~{i~~ 0 ~TiJt~a(f J.~.is
silent water slipping from the hills" (Tennyson); ~z
where
yon broad water sweetly, slowly gUdes" (id.); u They glide,
like phantoms, into the wide hall" (Keats). See FLOAT,
slide, v. t. 1. To thrust, or cause to slide, along a surface;
as, to slide one piece of timber along another.
2. To pass or put quietly, gently, or imperceptibly;
to
slip; as, the pickpocket slid his hand into the bag ; to
slide in a word to vary the sense of a question.
slide, n. I. Act of sliding; as, a slide on the ice.
2. Smooth, even passage, progress, or course. Now R.
A better $Lide into their business
Bacon.
3. A slip from rectitude, accuracy, or the like. Rare.
4. That on which anything moves by sliding. Specif. :
a An inclined plane on which heavy bodies slide by the
force of gravity, as on a mountain side for logs. b A surface of ice or snow on which children slide for amusement.
c Mach. A guiding piece or surface along which something
slides; specif., a guide bar, or the surface of two or more
guide bars in the same plane. Cf. 4th RACE,6.
5. That which operates by sliding. Specif. : a A cover
· which opens or closes an aperture by sliding over it. b
11fach. A moving piece which is guided by a part or parts
along which it slides, as a slide valve. c A tongueless
clasp or brooch for a belt, or the like, or a sliding catch or
d A sliding seat, as in a racing shell.
ornament.
6. The descent of a mass of earth, rock, or snow down a
hill or mountain side; as, a landslide; a snowsl-ide; also,
the track of bare rock left by a landslide.
7. Geol. & Mining. A dislocation of rocks, in which one
portion has slidden on the other.
8. A plate of glass on which is a picture to be projected
by a magic lantern, stereopticon, or the like ; also, a plate
on which is an object to be examined with a microscope.
9. Phan. a A sound which,by a gradual change in the posi~
tion of the vocal organs, passes imperceptibly into another
sound; a glide. b A smooth change of tone or pitch in speech.
IO. Music. a A grace consisting of two or more small
notes moving by conjoint degrees and leading to a princiC In
pal note either above or below. b A portamento.
the trumpet and trombone, a u-shaped section of tube,
pushed out and in to produce the tones between the funA tuning slide is used in most
damental and its harmonics.
metal wind instruments to adjust the pitch.
d A slider.
II. 1-laval Ordnance. = SLEEVE,n., 4.
slich (sl"l'ch), slick (sl lk), n. flg., to Rlip, or togo, away. b To
= sen uc 11.
slouch ; to dally.
~;;~(~ll~~~~~~{;HT,scot.Vtt,• of

!\~~1!~rblill~\~~di~~i~~~t~l~Jj1;e~t~r£~r~1
l1~!i:r1g!~e
t)b, n. of SLIDE. Hence: n. Act of one
that slides ; specif. : a Act of gliding over a frozen surface,
esp. on a sled or toboggan; coasting. Also, formerly, skating. b A backsliding; lapse; fault. Obs. or R. c ])fach.
1'he traversing of the carriage of a slide rest, as <listing.
d Jlfech. Shearing displacement.
from surfacing.
slid'ing (slid'Tng), p. pr. of SLIDE. Hence: a. 1. That
slides or slips; gliding; moving smoothly.
2. Slippery; u~stable; elusory. Obs.
That sluling Rcience hath me made so bare. Chaucer
3. Having a part that slides on another part; as, a sliding
rule (a slide rule) ; specif., having an adjustable sliding
jaw or jaws; as, sliding calipers, compasses, gauge, etc.
4. [From SLIDING,v/J. n.] Of, pertaining to, or used in,
the act of sliding.
sllding balk, Shipbuilding, one of the bottom timbers in
sliding or launching ways. - s. friction. See FRICTION,n.,

slid'ing (slid'lug),

!~·;:d!eb;, :i{di[!g
;e~~a~,ri:;i;arn\ 1
cit:e~g~n§!!
~~;l~~t

~~!~f:rg~t;1J. 1~ 1~:~{i~~tfi!n:6~i~ ~~~T~f~ -;e~t~~i• ~~~~t~
ing the index mirror.-s.pair.
See PAIR, n.,7.-s.
scale.
a A scale for raisin~ or lowering- imposts in proportion to
the fall or rise of prwes. b A shde rule. c Econ. A scale
of workmen's wages under which the wages depend, more
or less\ upon the sellin~ price of the product, the rate of
pay rismg and falling with the price according to a certain
scale. - s. seat, Rowing, in racmg shells, a seat that may
move forward and back to Jengthen the stroke. - a. valve,
~i1:ss~t 1;:;; !~d~1~1ci 11
ing ways when the vessel is launched.
slid-om'e-ter (slid-5m'!-ter), n. [slide + -meter.] An
instrument for indicating and recording shocks to railroad
cars occasioned by sudden stopping.
1ER (-er) j SL1GHT
1EST. [ME. slqt,
slight (slit), a.; SLIGHT
sleght, orig., level, smooth, flat, prob. fr. OD. sliclit, slecht,
simple, plain, D. sleclit; akin to OFries. sUuht, G. schlecht,
schlicht, OHG. sleht smooth, simple, Icel. stettr smooth,
I. Sleek i smooth.
Sw. ,r;!iit, Goth. slaihts; orig. uncert.J
Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.

able, slender, or the like; also, formerly, negligence.
Slim (sUm), a.,' SLIM1MER (-er); SLIM1MEST, [Formerly,
bad, worthless, weak, slight, awry, fr. D. slim; akin to G.
schlimm, MHG. slimp oblique, awry; orig. uncert.J I. Of
small diameter or thickness in proportion to the height or
length ; slender ; as, a slim person, tree, figure.
2. Frail ; weak ; slight ; unsubstantial; poor; as, a slim
structure;
a slim chance; also, Colloq., of health, deli"A sUm excuse."
Barrow.
cate; as, in slim health.
3. Bad ; worthless; mean. Scot. & Dial.
Lou·ell.
4. Small in numbers, amonnt, or the like; as, a slim meal.
Syn. - See SLENDER.
slim file. See FILE, tool.
slime (slim), n. [ME. slim, AS. slim; akin to D. slijm, G.
schleim, MHG. slim, OHG. slimen to make smooth, Icel.
slim slime, Dan. sliim ,' cf. L. limare to file, polish, levis
smooth, Gr. Aelo~; or cf. L. limus mud.] 1. Soft, moist
earth or clay; viscous mudi also, Obs., clay; earth. '' Had
she [a nymph] not been devoid of mortal slime.'' Spenser.
2. Any dirty substance that is moist, soft, and adhesive.
3. Bib. Bitumen. Archaic.
Gen. xi. 3.
4. Ore Dressing. A product of wet crushing containing
valuable ore in particles so fine as to be carried in suspension by water; - chiefly in pl.
6. The mucous or mucuslike secretion of the skin of vari~
ous animals, as slugs, land snails, and ha.gfishes.
slime (slim), v. t.; SLIMED(slimd); SLIM1ING (slim'lng).
I. Tosmearorcoverwithslime;
to make slimy. Tennyson.
2. To remove slime from, as fish for canning.
slime mold or mould. A plant of the phylum Myxophyta. See MYXOPHYTA, MYXOMYCETES.
sllm'ly (sirm 1lt), adv. In a slim manner; slenderly;
thinly; sparsely; scantily; meagerly.
slim'sy (slrm'zi; -sl), a. Flimsy; frail; - appli'ed esp.
to cloth. Colloq., U. 8.
11-ER(-I-er); SLIM'I-EST(-I-est).
slim 1y (slimlI), a.; SLIM.
Of
or pert. to slime i resembling slime; of the nature of slime;
viscous; glutinous; aliw, covered with, or yielding, slime.
sling (slfog), n. [Cf. G. scltlingen to swallow.] A drink
composed of spirit (usually gin) and water sweetened.
sling, v. t.; pret. SLUNG(slung), Archaic SLANG(slang);
p. p. SLUNG; p. pr. & vb. n. SLING'INo. [AS. sUngan to
wind, twist ; akin to D. slingeren, G. ~chlingen, to wind,
to twist, to creep, OHG. :,lingan to wind, to twist, to move
to and fro, Icel. slyng1,a, sl0ng11a, to sling, Sw. slunga,
Dan. slynge, Lith. slinkti to creep. J '.l.. To throw with a
sling ; as, to sling stones.
2. To throw; to hurl; to cast.
Addison.
3. To place in a sling or slings for hoisting or lowering i
also, to move, hoist, or the like, by slings by which the
object is suspended ; as, to sling a cannon, a safe, a cask.
4. To suspend by or as by a sling ; as, to sling a rifle.
6. Ceramics. To cut (clay) with a sling. See 4th SLING,4.
to sling a ya.rd, Nav., to suspend a yard from the masthead
by extra chains on going into action, on old-time war vesSlang.
sels. -to s. ink, to write, esp. for publication.
sling, v. i. To be slung, or to move as if slung; also, to
run with a swinging gait; as, a slinging trot.
sling (s!Ing), n. [ME. slinge; akin to OD. slinge, OHO.
,r;linga; cf. OF. e:;lingue, of G. origin.
See SLING,11. t.]
I. An instrument, for throwing stones or other missiles,
consisting of a short strap with two atrings fastened to its
ends, or with a string fastened to one end and a light stick
to the other. The strap is whirled round until, by loosing
t~iirigi!h~t ii/t~~~ ;1t~p«;lt~rifugal force. Also,

~Jia:!l<!i;\zn
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SLING CART
I. Act or motion of huding with or as with a sling; a

3. A slight transgression or offense ; a false step.
This good man's slip mended his pace to martyrdom. Fuller.
Any slight movement dislocating the
3. A contrivance for suspending anything; as: a A hangparts of a rock mass ; the result of such a movement, or a
ing bandage put around the neck to support the arm or joint plane on which such a movement has taken place.
hand. b A loop of rope or chain, or sling dogs, to suspend
6, llort. a A cutting or scion. b In pineapple culture,
articles for hoisting or lowering. c A strap attached to a a plant developing from a bud at the base of the fruit.
firearm, pack, or the like, to suspend it from the shoul6. Hence, a descendant ; scion.
der. 4 Naut. Usually JJ.l, (1) A chain or rope attached to
7. A long and narrow piece; a strip ; as, a slip of paper ;
a lower yard at the middle, and passing around a mast,
a slender or slim person, esp. such a boy or girl,
Moonht slips of silver cloud.
Tenny,;01i.
near the masthead, to support a yard.
(2) A chain
8. A leash or string by which a dog is held ; - so called
hooked at the bow and stem of a boat to hook the tackles
because made so as to be quickly slipped.
to when it is lowered or hoisted aboard. (3) The middle
9. Any covering easily slipped on. Spooif. : a An underpart of a yard; - always in pl.
waist or dress lining, often of contrasting color, worn
4. Ceramics. A piece of wire with a handle at each end,
under a thin waist or dress. b A child's pinafore or frock.
for cutting the clay.
c A covering or case for a pillow, bolster, or the like.
Bllnl{ cart. A kind of cart to transport cannon and their
10. Print. A portion of the columns of a newspaper or
carr1a.ges, large stones, machines, etc., the load being
other work struck off by itself; a proof from a column of
slung, or suspended by a chain attached to the axletree.
allng dog. a = DOG,n.,7 b. b ;pl. A pair of such dogs type when set up and in the galley.
Ji}~F.hed cham or rope ; - called also 11. A strip of material, esp. wood, laid in a wall to secure
woodwork to, or fastened to another part to form a smooth
allng'er (s!Ing'er), n. One who slings, or uses a sling;
surface, etc., as in a stem tube ; also, such a piece
specif.: a Asoldierarmed with a sling. b Ceramics. One wearing
slipped
in between two parts, as for a distance piece.
who cuts clay with a sling. c A man whose special work
12. Mach. a = CREEP,n., 6. b In a link motion, the
it is to attach slings or sling dogs to articles for hoisting.
sliding movement of the link relatively to the
alln_gsta:v. Steam BoUers. Any of ~he stay rods from undesirable
link block, due to swinging of the link.
which a crown bar is suspended.
13.
A
narrow
passage between structures.
Eng,
aUng thermometer or Ps:vchrometer. A thermometer
14, Logging. a A chute or slide. b = GANGWAY,
2 4,
or _PSychrometer fastened to a cord so that it may be
whirled about until the reading remains unchanged.
16. A long seat or narrow pew in churches; sometimes, a
slink (SIIIJk), V, t. ,' BLINKRn(s!Il)kt); SLINK1ING. [Cf, dial. similar seat or compartment elsewhere. U. S.
sling, in the same sense. Cf. SLING, v. t.] To cast prema~ 16. a An inclined plane on which a vessel is built, or upon
turely; - said of beasts ; as, a cow that slinks her calf.
which it is hauled for repair. b = MARINE RAILWAY.
slink, a. 1. Produced prematurely; as, a slink calf.
17. An opening or space for vessels to lie in between
2. Thin; lean ; meager; worthless. Scot. &, Dial. Eng.
wharves or in a dock; as, Peck slip. U. S.
slink, n. 1; The young of a beast brought forth prema18. An iron bar on which run the grooved wheels of a
mule or spinning jenny.
turely; esp., a calf brought forth before its time; also,
Dial. or Cant, the flesh of such a calf ; bob veal.
19. Nattt. The ruotion of the center of resistance of the
I. A poor or bony fish, esp. such a mackerel.
float of a paddle wheel, or the blade of an oar, through the
3. [Cf. BLINK,v. i.] Any person or thing that is thin,
water horizontally, or the difference between a vessel's
actual speed and the speed which she would have if the
meager, poor, weak, or the like; specif., a coward, sneak,
or rascal. Scot. &, Dial. Eng.
propelling instrument acted upon a solid ; also, the velocslink (slIJJk), v. i.; pret. BLUNI<(sUIIJk), Archaic BLANK ity, relative to still water, of the backward current of
(slil)k); p. p. BLUNK;p. pr. &, vb. n. BLINK'ING. [AS.
water produced by tile propeller.
slincan ,· prob. akin to G. scMeichen, E. sleek. See SLEEK,
20. Elec. The difference between the actual and synchroa.] To creep away meanly; to steal away; to sneak.
nous speed of an induction motor. See SYNCHRONOUS SPEED.
11. A cylindrical iron case in which wood is placed to be
"To slink away and hide."
Tale of Beryn.
charred in making charcoal for gunpowder manufacture.
Syn, - See LURK.
Blip (s!Ip), v. i ... SLIPPED(s!Ypt); SLIP'PING. [ME. slip- 22. Potter's clay in a very liquid state, used for the decoration of ceramic ware, or as a cemen\ for handles and
pen; akin to LG. & D. sUppen, MHG. slipfen (cf. Dan.
slippe, Sw. slipptt, Ice!. sleppa), and fr. ME. slipon, AS. ~~t~S'W~~~ rr~·a :~::i;:.N~t!or
decoration it is often
1Upan (assumed), akin to G. scl,leifen to slide, glide, drag,
whet, OHG. sUfan to slide, glide, make smooth, Ice!. sl'ipa 13, Matter found in troughs of grindstones after the
grinding
of
edged
tools.
to whet ; cf, also AS. slupan, Goth. sliupan, OS. slopi,an,
24, = SKINNING LOAM,
OHG. sliofan, G. schliefen, schlilpfen, which seem to come
from a somewhat different root. Cf. swn, n.] 1. To 25. A whetstone having a cross-section in general like
that of a wedge or of two wedges back to back, usually
slide ; hence, to move smoothly and with little friction ; to
with one or both edges rounded.
glide i as, a flshsllpsthrough the water; a greasy substance
28. A horse-drawn scraper. See SCRAPER,
1 4, Illust.
slips from one's grasp ; a bone may slip out of its place.
27.
A counterfeit coin of brass covered with silver. Obs.
2. To slide involuntarily and suddenly ; to lose one's
28. A hank of yarn or silk. Dial. Eng.,&: Scot.
footing or one's hold by reason of sliding ; as, his foot
39. pl. Bookbinding. The ends of the bands, cords, or
slipped on an orange peel; he slipped and almost fell.
tapes that are fastened to the boards.
8. To err ; to fall into error or fault.
There is one that slippeth m his speech El'clus. xix. 16. 30. A sole (the fish).
4. To move or start with a sliding motion out of place ; 31. Marine Insurance. A memorandum of the particulars of
a risk for which a policy is to be executed. It usually bears
-often with out, off, etc.; as, the tool slipped and cut me.
the broker's name and is initialed by the underwriters.
&. To go, come, pass, move, or the like, in a quiet, furtive,
33. Cricket. The position of a fielder, or the fielder
or imperceptible manner i to steal, - used with an adverb
or preposition of direction or motion ; as, he slipped off by himself, on the off side of the wicket, somewhat to the
rear of the wicket keeper and to the left of point. When
sltPt~~d~~-- there are two slips they are called ahort allp and long
night; so~t~r:eo{:/~ftlf:t
lllp, respectively, accordmg to position (see 4th CRICKET,
8. To pass away or escape without notice or through inatIllust.).
tention, neglect, or the like; as, his name has slipped from
33. Them. pl. The portions of the wings from which tl,e
my mind ; he let his opportuniti<>Bslip.
scenes are slipped, or slid, into place and where the actors
Syn, - See BLIDE.
stand just before their entrances.
Obs. or R.
to llllp up, to lose one's footing by slipping; hence, Colloq,,
34. Uphol.,ter!f. A hem in which a wire or cord may be mn.
to make a mistake or failure.
Bllp (slip), v. t. 1. To cause to slip; to cause to move llip of the shoulder, Veter. ,lameness of the shoulder in horses,
smoothly ; to slide; to put, pass, or the like, quickly, • tt:ti:-r:&r:~n J,cg~g~~arin~~
A coach or carquietly, or secretl;y ; as, he slipped a cartridge into his gun.
3. To omit to seize or utilize ; to let pass or lose by neg~h1:redt~ct~:t
~~~~ s~;xi:~,''. at an interligence or oversight ; to pass over ; miss ; omit. "Slip sllP dock. A dock with a slip, or marine ra8way.
no advantage."
B. Jonson. BllP hook, A hook so arranged as to be automatically or
easily unhooked ; - called also trip hook.
8. To cause to slip or slide off, or out of place; as, a horse
slips his bridle; a dog slips his collar.
sllp'lmot' (sllp'nW),n.,orsllpkilot.
A~
knot which slips along the rope or line
4, To let loose, as in pursuit of game; as, to slip a hound.
around which it is made, esp. one made
0
6. To bring forth (young) prematurely ; to slink.
by tying an overhand knot around the
8. llort. To take cuttings from; as, to slip a geranium.
standing part of a rope. See 2d KNOT, 1.
!J
7. Raill-oads. To detach (a slip coach) en route, Eng,
sllp1paga (s\Ip'itj), n. Act or amount of
8, Ceramics. To convert into slip.
slipping; specif., Mach., loss in working,
to llllp otf, to take off, esp. '\:::ckly; as, to sUp off a coat.
as in transmission of power ; difference
8
~~
°~?
br:!:h 0
~~~o
between theoretical and actual output.
- to 1. the cable, to let go the end on hoard and let it all go sll.J! panel. A movable raf! ii) a fence, One form of Slip
overboard, as when there is not time to weigh anchor.
pomted and arranged to sbp mto slots
Hook
m the side posts;- called also slip rail.
r.::~to~~fu:~i:~:~:;eselt,
f~b~~~ slipped
(s!Ipt), pret. &: p. p. of BLIP, Specif.: p. a. lier,
slip, n. 1. Act of slipping; as, a slip on ice; hence, Ilg., Depicted with an attached slip or stalk tom off from the
a sudden mishap, as in carrying out a plan. " There 's
Poultry, a
many a slip •twixt the cup and the lip."
Old Proverb.
2. An inadvertent fault; an error; blunder; as, a slip of sllp']ler (slip►.fr), a. !AS. sUpur. See SLIP,v. 1 Obs. or
tile tongue or pen ; a slip of memory.
Scot. &: Dial. Eng. a Slif,pery. b Pliant; willowy.
through to the end of the piece.
11lnge (slTnJJ, i-. i. [Cf. dial. metal in grinding, G. schlipp,
~i~'SJ~
ttlit1g to slink about, E. SLING, u.J
slip noose A noose with a runor sledge. Local, Eng.
To slink or lounge about. Scot. !~~!f~d 1;:~~{l'.
.~~~\ as 11!i
~!:~e~at, often
4- Dial. Eng.
2. Curds and wliey.
■llper. + SLlPPF.K, a.
1Hp,n. A stroke; a blow. Obs. slip friction, o~1 infull, allp fric- worn like a cloak. ~cot.
A1ach. A friction alipyen. -I- SLIP,
■Up' ..a-long', a. Slq>shod. Obs. tion clutch.
Brit. Slang.
■Upar. tsLIPPER,
[in grooves.I clutch permitting shp when ex- slip per, v. t. To beat or spank
lllDg'man, n. A slinger. Obs. sllp'board', 11. A board sliding cessive power is transmitted. with a slipper.
tUng ■hot. A boy's catapult.
sllpper animalcule
See PARA&~~nterfeit coin. See FRICTION CLUTCH, Illust.
MECIUM.
■Ung' atone', n. A stone to be
1
thrown from a sling.
aUpe. t i;o;LEEP. [strip. Dia1J :flt;~~~~~t
■llpe (slip), n. A slip; slice;
■Up jp'&b. Logging,
A pearsli!\!~fc:~:·who alipe, 1,.t. [Cf. AS. sl'fjpan, sle- shaped link attachment, for a ing, or provided witht slippers.
whippletree or evener, which t"R~refl~:·
kills, or deals in, slinks or,.eep.,
la:t~hpperwort.
f~ fi~lii!te
diseased animals or meat
i:k;~:t:it~hb9;!r
■link.'er, n. a. A l)ick.erel. Lo. put oft ; also lcel. slip a to w bet,
alip'per-i-fy (e~lp'~r-l-ll), adv.
and E. SLIP, t.•.] Scot ~ Dial.
of ~LIPl'ERY.
cal, U. s. b = SLINK.
~~e b~a~n~h!lh11~
e ■lip'per-1-nea ■• n. See -NESc:i
llblk ■kin, Leather made from 1, Tostrip;peel;pare; elice;split.
cheated the gallows. Obs.
limpet or ■hell. A boat
!}i~_:~;n{e\fIJ~i~t <:~lfl)ial.
or :ii~~=~eV1n~:t::J11~ki~wool. slipir.
+ SLIPPER
Colloq. 1. Thin; meager; slink. See SKIN WOOL
sllp'le11 1 a. See -LESS.
:H::::=~~~V;l,SliSfl~~gin~::
■lipe, v. i. fME. slipen.
See slip'man,
n. = SHOOTMAN.
I. Sneak,r ; sly ; shirking.
SLIP, v. i.] To_glide; to slip or A1,."ltralin.
O"hst.
■llntte. Obs, pret. of SLANT,
■lip morti■e.
A mortise cut slipper weed. The jewelwe~d
■Up,n. [Cf. OLG. slip dross from sneak away. Obs.or Dial, Eng.
throw;

Ilg., a stroke.
The slmgs and arrows of outrageous fortune.

4. Geol. &: Mining.
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SLITTING
sllp'per (slipler), n. 1. One that slips.

2. A kind of light shoe, often and typically one which may
be slipped on with ease and worn in undress, but often an
elaborate one worn with evening dress. Cf. 1st PUIIP,
3. A kind of apron or pinafore for children.
4. A kind of brake or shoe for a wagon wheel,
5. Mach. A piece, usually a plate, applied to a sliding
piece, to afford a means of adjustment ; also, a guide block.
8. Anything slipped on or over something; as, a pedal slipper, a covering of felt or flannel to protect a piano pedal.
sllPPer block. Mach. The block, or either of two blocks,
of an engine crosshead, guided by the slide bar or bars;
hence, a crosshead, esp. one ~ided on one side only.
sllPper plant. a A~ tror1cal American euphorh1aceous
f:.':rof:::.s~s 'i,-/ie
sll.P'Per-wort' (silp'er-wfirt'), n. Any scrophulariaceous
plant of the genus Fagelia. See CALCE0LARIA,
2.
sllp'per-y (-I), a. [See SLIPPER,a.] 1. Having the quality opposite to adhesiveness i allowmg or causing anything
to slip or move smoothly, rapidly, and easily upon the sur~
face; smooth; as, oily substances render things slippery.
2. Not affording ground for confidence or trust; as: a Not
to be relied upon; untrustworthy ; tricky ; sly ; as, a slip•
pery person. b Unstable ; uncertain ; mutable ; not to be
counted upon. " The slippery tops of human state."
Cowley.
3. Not easily held;, liable or apt to slip away.

rti.~tig~~-~lf:::s

'l:~;1
•.~flp~~~u1lr.
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:ff

4. LiableTt~e :te~~f~~~~:~J~~~ost~:.:,old.
5. Wanton ; unchaste.

D]f:J:

Shok.
alipper_yelm. a An American elm ( Ulmus fulva), with
roughish leaves, short-pediceled flowers, and very hard
wood, largely used for various im~lements. Also, the fra-

Jie:i::

~~h,~nt.ucl,laf~!0~:1ffo~~~a~a~te~cJn!~!~~e8 fr~~d
todend,·on californicum. - •· iron. = CYLINDER METAL.
pr.&, vb. n. of SLIP.-allppingplece,an
adapter,
or cfrawtnbe 1 for convenient attachment of a piece of apparatus to a telesco11.e,- a. plane, Cryst., a glidmg plane.
sllp 1py (s!IplI), a. LAS. sUpig.] Slippery.
0
ti;;~~ or move
sllP r;,3i. A rail slipped into slots in site posts; a slip
:~;~l ;Jl:'si!af~:.he
space between these posts i a gate-

sllp'Illng,p.

:-n1;:r
[\~ar.1~oi:'~ir::.!'1•
g:,17:q.;~~i.1i

•~~m~eg(inEJ~ry:~~:r

r::!ci.'r.~e~n~ti:.tl~t~:'c:i':i~°.!1~:~
rings from which the brushes take, or to which the_y give
up, current in an alternating-current
machine. Cf. coMMUTATOR
b.
sllP rope. Naut. a A rope by which a cable is secured
preparatory to clearing hawse. b A rope so fastened that
1t can easily and quickly be unfastened.
sllP sheet. P,·int. An offset sheet.
sllp1-sheet 1, v. t. Print. To use slip sheets between.
sllp 1sho4 1 (s!Ip 1shod 1), a. 1. Wearing shoes or slippers
that are down at the heel.
2. Careless in dress, manners, style, etc. ; slovenly; shuffling; as, slipshod manners; a sli'pshod writing.
Thy wit shall ne'er go shpslwd,
Shak.
sllp 1slop 1 (-slop'), n. Also sllp'slap' (-slltp 1). [A reduplication of slop.] Colloq. 1. Weak, poor, or flat liquor
or food ; slops.
3. Weak, profitless talk ; twaddle ; gabble.
Thackeray.
slip 1slop1, v.i. Alsosllp 1slap 1. To have or make a slapping
motiou or sound, as that of one walking in loose slip_pers.
•JM'nl:.~t~:tc:.

1X~tT~\~~iip:et~~~efl:'.fil
.s.:•t;fti;!l
1

8\t;~fo~ti!~~ wl~h~~~k~!t\~nftopper

consisting of a short
length o?'chain with a pelican hook at the end, used when

s\l;:.:\tcfii~Y
~~,J:.~~~.~~\fi
:~;;~:!%,mt

of two sets of

l:e;~~~:~nra:r:~\~
!~t'!!~:

~ltctre~~!~:~i;;
~~~~~~ 0
directions and the whole contained between the two end
frogs of the crossing. It is used for switching from one
track to the other. Called also combination crossing.
sllp1way' (sliplwii'),n. a One of the ways ou which the cradle ofa marine railway travels; -usually inpl. b A berth,
or space allotted to a vessel, In a shipbuilding yard. Rare .
sllt (slit), v. t.; pret. &: p. p. SLITor SLIT'TED; p. pr. &, t·b.
n. BLIT,TING.
[ME. slitlen, fr. sliten, AS. slitan to tear;
akin to D. IJ'lijten to wear out, G. scltleissen to slit, split,
OHG. slizan to split, tear, wear out, !eel. slita to break,
tear, wear out, Sw. slita, Dan. slide. Cf. SLICE.] 1. To
cut ; sever; cleave. Obs.
Chaucer.
I. To cut lengthwise; to cut into long pieces or strips; as,
to slU iron bars into nail rods ; to slit leather into straps.
8. To make a long fissure in or upon; as, to slit the ear.
slit, n. [AS. slite.] 1. A long cut; a narrow opening resembling a cut; as, a slit in the ear.
I. A pocket; also, a placket hole. Obs. or Dial,
3. Optics. A narrow opening through which the light ia
admitted, as to the eye or prisms or a spectroscope.
sllth•er (slHhter), ,-, .;, [Cf. BLIDDERt..v.
&:a.] 1. To slide;
glide; slip away. Obs. or Scot. &: Uial.
2. To shuffle; dawdle ; idle. Scot. &, Dial. Eng.
sllt'ter (slit'er), n. ] .. One that slits; as: a A soft-iron
disk rotated at high speed and used, with diamond or emery
powder and oil, for slitting precious stones. b A rapidly
revolving sharpened disk for trimming or cutting paper.
2. The soft elastic ball used in the Irish game of hurling.
sllt'tlng (-Ing),p. pr. & vb. n. of SLIT,-llllttlngllle.
Bee
■lip'~r-y-back'. n.
A skink. flirt; squirt. Dial.
westInd"ies. [Slipperiness.
allah (sllsh), v. t. 4-i. 4-n. !Cf,
1llp'pi-ne11 (s l Ip'I-n ~ s), n. SLASH.]
Cut; ela&h; slice.
■lip seed. In sweet-potato cul- Colloq. or Dial.
ture, the small tubers rah1ed
t1e~1~i~fD~L1~:
i':t. 0
~~ J11
u:~m~:r/JY::in~u!~;it~
slit. Obs. contr. of slideth., 3d
for propagation. Cf. CROP SEED.
8
8
1
~~fi~~)~8~ Xl!.i:Eng.
0
0
~~~ (;1~i't~~~~
fia1~~ I
landside, etc. [slipper.
slip'■hoe', n. A loose shoe or
:u:t,er.tn SI.F(~'i~iit,fr-ln) a
■lip Bill. Arch., etc. A sill tha
can be slipped into position be~ Indolent; feeeitful. Dfo1. 'kng,
tween the Jambs of an opening. ■llth'er-y (-l), a, [See SLITHERr
allp'skln', a. Evasive. ons.
cf. SLIDDER,]
Stippelu; slid~op 1,a. Slovenly; slipshod.
0
~th;y ~~~-J~~0~: frSe;a;OBralip'■tring', n.
A sliphalter; MANTEAU WORD.
knave ; truant ; prodigal. Obs. sllt'l1111s,a. See -LESS.
1lipt. Slipped. Obs., Archaic, 1llt'1hell', n. A shell of Pleuor Ref Sp.
rObs, 1 rotomaria or other allied genua,.
allp'ihrtft', n. A spendtlirift. ■lit'ten. T SLIT.
Bllrt(slftrt; sl~rt),v.t.itn, Flip; 1JJ:t'ter, v. t. To lluh; ■peclf.,
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SLIVE
FILB, tool. -slitting
saw, a circular saw, with smaller teeth
than the milling saw, for cutting metal. - s. shears, a shearing machine for cutting sheet metal; esp., rotary shears
with overlapping circular blades. See SHEARS, Ittust.
alive (dial. sliv), v. t. [ME. slit1en to split, cleave, AS.
slijan.]
To cut; split; slice; cleave. -n.
A slice. Both
Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
sltv'er (sli'v'e'r; now seldom,, except in 11.'ng.dial., sliv'Cr),

SLOU

sloop'-rigged'

(sloup'rigd'),
a. 1Yaut. Rigged like a
sloop, at lea8t to the extent of having one mast, a fore-andaft gaff maiusail, a jib, and, usually, a fixed bowsprit.
slop (slop), u. [AS. slop (in comp.) a frock or overgarment, fr. slupan to Hlip, to slide; akin to Icel. .~loppr a
thin garment;
cf. OHG. ,,;louf a garment.
Cf. SLIP, v. i.J
1. Any kind of outer or loose garweut, usually made of
Obs.
linen or cotton, as a cassock, smock, or nightdress.
I!. t. ," SLIV 1ERED (-e"rd) j SLIV'ER-ING.
[_See 8LIVE to split.]
2. A garment for the lower body aud legs; loose breeches;
1. To cut or divide into long, thin pieees or very small
inpl.
"A pair of slops."
Sir P. Sidney.
-chiefly
pieces ; to cut or rend lengthwise ; to slit ; as, to slirer
3. Obs. a A shoe, esp. a loosely fitting shoe. Obs. b A bag.
\VOod. u They '11sUl'er thee like a turnip."
,Scott.
4. pl. Cheap ready-rna<le clothes j also, often, among ,-:,ea2. To cut slivers from (a fish).
men, clot,hing, bedding, and the like i small stores.
sliv'er, v. i. To split into long piece.a; to have slivers slop, n. [M}:. Rloppe, a pool; akin to AS. sloppe, slyppe
break or split off; as, the plank had slirNed badly.
(in comp.), the sloppy droppings of a cow; cf. AS. slUpan to
sllv'er, n. 1. A long slender piece cut or, e1:1p.,rent off;
J 1. A pool; puddle. 0/Js.
slip, and E. slip, v.i. Cf. COWSLIP.
a sharp, slender fragment;
a splinter.
2. Water or other liquid spilled or thrO\vn about, as on a
2. A strand or slender roll of cotton or other fiber in a table or a floor; a spot soiled or wet with spilled liquid.
loose, untwisted state, produced by a carding machine and
3. Mean, esp. weak, drink or liquid food ; ~ usually iu pl.
ready for the roving or slubbiug which precedes spinning;
4. pl. Dirty refuse wate1· ; water in which anything has
also, wool, in a ribboulike form, from the combing machine.
been washed or rinsed j ,vater from washbowls, etc.
3. As a garment: a A workman 1 s or navvy's short jacket.
6. Ceramics. Slip.
Dial. Eng. b pl. Trousers; slop,s,.
8. pl. Dl'.sti!Ung. Mash after removal of the alcohol.
Sloan'e-a (s15u'/Hi), n. [NL., after Sir Hans Sloane (IGG0- 7. A watery food for animah;, or watery waste, esp. con1753), physician and botanist.]
Bot. A large genus of
taining nutritive matter; as, distillery slop.
trees having alternate
tropical American el~ocarpaceous
slop, v. t.; SLOPPED(slopt); SLOP1 PINO. 1. To spill, as a
leaves, small apetalous flowers with numerous stamens, and
liquid, esp. by the motion of the vessel coutaining it ; as,
a spiny or hairy 4-valved capsule.
Most of the species have
to slop ,vater from a pitcher or pail.
very hard wood 1 whence the names hreakax and ironwood,
2.
To spill liquid upon i to soil with a liquid spilled.
applied in Jamaica to B. janwicensis.
slop, 1·. i. To be spilled, as a liquid, esp. by the motion of
slob'ber (slob'er), v. -i. [Cf. sLAuaEa, sLUBBER.] 1. To the vessel eoutainiug it i - often with or1.:r.
let saliva fall or dribble from the mouth; to slaver; slabto slop over, to speak or act with an absence of restraint or
ber; drool; esp., to let liquid spill or dribble from the
self-control;
to be unduly emotional;
to talk extravamouth, as a child or idiot in eating or drinking.
gantly; to gush .. Slang, l'ldtJly U. S.
2. To let speech, esp. emotional speech, fall from the lips slope (slop), n. [Prob. fr. AS . .slupan to slip, p. p. slopen;
cf. SLOPE, a., SLIP, ·v. i.] 1. An oblique direction;
a line
Colloq.
without restraint or decency; to gush; drool.
or direction inclining from a lwrizoutal ; slant; also, someslob 1ber, v. t. 1. To wet and foul with or as with dribbling
times,
an
inclination,
as
of
one
line
or
surface
to
another.
saliva or with a liquid spilled in eating or drinking.
2. A valley; vale. Obs. & R.
1.lforte A rt!ture.
2. To smear or foul with a liquid. Obs. or R.
slob'ber, n. 1. Saliva dribbling from the mouth; slabber i 3. Any ground whose surface forms an angle with the
plane of the horizon i an incline, as the side of a cutting;
slM'er; also, any liquid spilled as if slobbered.
an acclivity or declivity.
2. Dial. Eng. a A jellyfish.
b Mud; slush; slob.
Under the ~lopes of P1:,,:gah. /Jeut.1v 4tl(Rev. Ver.).
3. pl. Veter. Salivation.
4. The part of a continent descending toward, and drainslob'ber-y (-i), a. 1. Wet; sloppy, as land.
Shak.
ing to, a particular ocean; as, the Pacific sloJH'.
2. Slobbering i driveling. Rare.
sloe (slii), n. [ME. slo, AS. slii.; akin to D. slee, G. sc!tlehe, 5. Mining. An inclined shaft; commonly, the main inSee MINE, I/lust.
cline in a colliery.
OHO. slilw, Dan. slaaPn, Sw. shin.] a The fruit of the
6. 1lfat!t. The trigonometric tangent of the angle made by
b Any of
blackthorn (Prunus splnosa), or the tree itself.
a straight line with the axis of x; thus, if (:1·
1 , y1 ), (:r2 , Y2 )
various American wild plums, as P. mnericana, P. allebe any two points on the line, the -~·lopeis the ratio of
gh.eniensis, or I'. urnbellata. c = BLACKHAWa.
y 1 -11 2 to :1\ - :r~. The slope form of the equation of a
slog (slog), v. t. &-i.; SLOOOED (slogd); SLOG'GING(slog'ing).
straight line is y ,-.:.:sx + /J, wheres is the slope and b is
[Cf. SLUG,1:1.t.] To hit hard, eHp. with little attention to
the intercept ou the axis of y.
aim or the like, as in cricket or l>oxing; to slug. Cant.
7. Bucteriol. A b--lopedculture.
slo'gan (slo'gan), n. [Gael. sluagh-ghairm, i.e., an army
Obs. or Archaic.
ftlilton.
ory; sluagh army+
gairm a call, calling.]
The war cry, slope, a. Sloping; slanting.
slope, v. t.; SLOPED(s1opt); sLoP'ING (slop'lng).
To form
or gathering word, of a Highland clan in Scotland ; hence,
with a slope j to give au oblique or slanting direction to;
Scott.
any rallying or battle cry.
also, to direct obliquely~ to iucline; slant; as, to slope a
alog'ger (slog 1e'.r), n. One who slogs, or hits hard. Cant.
lawn i to slope a piel'e of cloth in cutting a garment.
sloop (sloop), n. [D. sloep, prob. fr. F. chaloupe. Cf. SHAL•
Though palaces and pyramids do .-;lope
LOP.]
Naut. 1. A vessel having one mast and a fore-andTheir hcatlHto their foundations.
Slwk
aft rig, consisting of a boom-and-gaff mainsail, a jib or jibs,
slope arms, a command and position in the manual of arms;
often a staysail, and usually a gaff topsail.
The typical
-used in the United States navy, but not in the army. The
piece is carried as in {Pft .~lwuldf'r arms except that the
1
00~~ ~fti~e fic~tl:ro~s1r:~·at 0 1
muzzle is turned a little to the right or left.--- to s. the standAmerican sloop yachts usuallywere of broad beam and light
Enr,.
ard, Mil., to dip the standard, as in salute.
draft, depending largely on a centerboard for stability and slope, v. ·i. 1. 'l'o take an oblique direction;
to incline;
as,
the
ground
slopes.
slant;
1
r~ii1~r
c~1~:
1
2. To depart suddenly; to run away. Slang.
two types have rapSyn.-See
SLANT.
idly approximated
sloped (slopt), a. Bacteriul. Soli<lifietl in an oblique vessel,
since 1880. One radso as to present a broad surface ; - said of a culture, etc.
ical distinction
reslop'er (slop'Elr), n. One that slopes; specif., a device for
maining is that a
sloop may carry a
shaping the slopes of a railroad eml>ankment.
centerboard.
Se e
slop'lng (slop 1Tng), p. pr. & vb. n. of SLOPE. Hence: a.
CUTTER.
Incliniug or inclined; oblique; declivous; slanting. -slop'2. A sloop of war.
ing-ly, a.dv. - slop'lng-ness, n.
Now Only llng.
sloping fractions, 1'Jfat/1., fractions written with the so1idus
3. Logging. A kind
[/J iustead of the horizontal stroke between the terms.
of single sled or
slop 1py (sl0p 1T), a./ RLoP1PI-ER (-1-e"r); sLoP'PI-EST. lFrom
dray for supporting
SLOP.] 1. Wet so as to spatter easily; wet as with somethe front end of a
thing slopped over; plashy; as, a sloppy walk, road.
log in hauling.
2. Slovenly; ca1'f':less; ns, a slopJJY piece of work. Colloq.
eloop of war, .Nan. -slop'pi-ly (-i-li), adv. -slop 1pl-ness, n.
formerly, a vessei S}
y· 1 t 1 Cl b T
•1 9-M ·
slop'shop 1 (-sh0p 1 ), n. A shop where slops, or cheap ready00
~ i f[{p~ ~i~l{~r ~;
s
H~noon J1ib; 4°g~i~~aker
ammade clothes, are sold.
slop'work' (-wfirk'), n. The manufacture
of slops, or
schooner, and ;nounting from ten to thirty-two
guns;
cheap ready-made
clothing; also, such clothing ; hence,
later, any war vessel larger than a gunboat, carrying guns
on one deck only; now, a small armed vessel, equipped
hasty, slovenly work of any kind.
No 8loriwork ever dropped from his [Carlyle'R] pen. Froude.
with sails as well as steam. Now Only Eng.
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slosh (slosh), ,.. i.;

SLOSHED (slosht);
SLOSH'ING.
[Cf.
SLUSH.J 1. To wallow, flounder, or move with splashing
or dripping, through water, mire, or a wet place; as, the
derelict lay sloshing about in the waves.
2. To wander or move about in a purposeless, ~eckless, or
disorderly manner; as, a trampslos/u:saround.
Slang,U. S.
slosh, t'. t. 1. To move about or ,vash vigorously in liquid.
2. To hit, esp.with something soft or liquid. Dial. or Slang.
3. To splash i spill. Dial.
slot (slOt), n. [LG. & D. slot a lock, fr. a verb meaning to
close, to shut, D. sluiten / akin to G. sc!tliessen, OHO.
sliozau, OFries. sluta, and prob. toL. daudere.
Cf. CLOSE,
SLUICE.] 1. A broad, flat, ~'OOde11bar, esp. one forming a
connection;
a slat.
Aow Diul. or Rare.
2. A bolt or bar for faflteuing a door. Dial. Eng.
slot, n. [Prob. fr. OF. esclut, dim to confusion of words;
cf. OE'. esclop, esclot, wooden shoe, hoof, and OJ!~. esclo
track. J The track of a deer ; hence, any track or trail.
slot, v. t. 'l'o follow tlle slot, or trail, of; to track.
slot, n. [Orig. uncert.J
1. A hollow or depression;
specif. : a The hollow in the thruat above the breastbone.
Obs. b 'l'he pit of the stomach.
Obs.
2. An aperture, now esp. one comparatively long and narrow, as a seating for a key or feather 1 the narrow opening
through which passes the connection for the grip of a cable
car or the plow of a couduit railway car, a narrow opening
through which a coin can be pushed (cf. SLOTMA~HINE), etc.
3. Theater,,;. A trapdoor opeuing in a stage. Obs. or R.
slot, v. t. 1. To cut; stab. Obs.
2. To cut a slot in; to cut or shape by means of a slotting
machine; -sometimes
with out,· as, to slot out a key,vay.
slot'-drill', v. t. lJlaclt. 'l'o cut out with a traverse drill.
=---TRAVERSEDRILL.
slot-drilling machine.
sloth (sloth; slotl1; 20G, 277), n. [ME. sloutlif\ fr. slow.
See SLOW. ME. had also skutlu', fr. AS. slieu·O, fr . .~lliw
slow.]
1. Slowness; tardiness.
Archaic.
S!tak.
2. Disinclination
to action or labor; sluggishness ; laziness; idleness; indolence.
3. Any of several slow-moving exclusively arboreal edentate mammals inhabiting tropical forests of South and Central America.
Their limUs, esp. the front pair, are very
long and provided with long curved claws. The external
ears and the tail are rudimentary.
The hair is long, coarse,
and crisp, greenish brown
or gray in color, closely
harmonizing with the moss
and foliage in the trees.

\;1~k
gi;~~

1
f~~eyb~!~~\~~J 1
ward and feed eutirely on
leaves, shoots, and fruits.
The species are divided into
two groups, the three-toed I
slotJ:ts (genus
Bradypus), 2
1
fo~~~:~d 1
t~~~fo~~

l~~:::

ih:

fiir

1 1;~:~~ Two-toed Sloth (Cholrepus hojfclawed.
The best-known
manm)
are B. tridactylus and C. didactyhls, of South America, and
C. hojfmanm'. of Central America.
Also, any of certain
See GROUND SL01.'H.
allied extinct edentates.
sloth bear. A common bear (Melursus labiatus) of India
and Ceylon having long
black hair and very large
claws.
The muzzle is
brownish; the breast has a
white V-shaped mark.
It
differs irom ordinary bears
in having very small molars
and 4 instead of (; npper incisors. Its snout is long,
and the tongue aud lips are
~:~~lg

1f(onf
il1<;;

;:ift,rn~~~i~;
a~~dfh~~:y ~n

Sloth Bear.

sloth'ful (-fool), a. Addicted to sloth; inactive; sluggish;
lazy; indoleut. - sloth'ful-ly, adv. -sloth'ful-ness,
n.

Syn. -See IDLE.
A machine the operatiou
of which is
started by dropping a coin into a slot, as for delivering
small articles of merchandise, showing one's weight, etc.
slot'-spike 1 , T. t. To secure by a spike or spikes driven
through an elongated 'hole (slot) or holes so as to allow of a
certain amount of relative endwise motion of the parts.
slot'ter (slot'e'.r), n. One that slots; a slotting machine.
slot'ting (-Tug), p. pr. & vb. n. of SLOT, to cut. - slotting

slot machine.

t!fi;ar

f~

:a~:~u~~!~~fi!L;t~~1!t::rt~~
~h~t1~~il~~Rd~~lt~
with a traversing movement to cut channels, mortises, etc.
- s. drill. = TRAVERSEDRILL.- a. file. See FILE, tool. - •.
machine, Mnch., a machine tool with a vertically reciprofhli~~f~aofi~~

!~)~~,t~;:~
eft~~t~atl~a

I

~f~~~t!:i°~hs:;r/ng

Obliquely;
cian in B. E. Woolf's play•• The
2. a. A slovenly farrne_r. b A slogardy. t SLlHWAIWY.
this sensl'.] A dit..ch: n hollow slope'wise', acfr
square ends
jobbing tailor. Dial. J,,,'uq.
SLGOGY.
in the ground; a mountain slope.
slog'gy
J~1f
-l'.d ; 1.51), a.
1Uve (sl'i:v), 1J. t,
Dial K11g. slock (sltik), r. t. To lure: en- slogh.
SI,EUTII,s1.01:nH.
Scot. ¾ Dial. Enq. -v.
1
To :i~;l~~ae?~i~ps; lom1ebn•el:~~:: I
wade or splash along. Obs. Scot. slop mercha.nt. A dealer in slops, JJaYingslotes,orbars. Dial. Eng.
a. To sneak; to idlei loaf. b To tice; pilfer. Obs. or rJ.ial. /'.,'11g slogh. Obs. prct. of SLAY,
slip: slide. - 1• t. To thrust slock, n LCf. Norw. drnl 8loka, sloghe t SLOW.
'sloo(slOO). Dial. var. of SLOl;{HI
1
~lo~h:g1di!:J~~ 1
g:\ :\~~~~\~~:j
E. dial. ::;lack a hollow in a hill- slogorne.
SJ.OGAN
i sloo Obs. or dial. Eng. of sum
~J:~:ybo:;1Y1(i,~~}~~·
method of molding brickfl(calkd slot file See I<'ILE,tool.
side. J A hollow between hills ;
10
v
i
<if~;:,°nfE
SLAy • slop'-mold'ed or -mould'ed
kind of drawing frame in which also, a hog. Scot.¾ Diaf. Eng
sloth
SLEUTH,track.
bricks) in which the mold ia sloth. a. Ob,<i. 1. Slow.
slivers of long-stapkd woo 1 Block,v.t.4"1. [SeeSLOCKEN,v.t.] sloik. + sLocK, to quench.
I sloom Var. of SI.OUM,slumber
mad(~ by hand cards are lapped To quench; stop; cease; go
2. Slothful; lazy.
kept wet to prevent adhesion.
:l~ii~~!la~.
S8i,LOE)?:Jlll0l'.~D.
{fSW!t~~st,,;_(~~OW;
out, asa fire. OfJs.or Dial. Eng
on one another and elongated.
~ 01l>ottery.Act of ~1~la~ tto\·~sf~ iI~1gii/d 1
sloop.r. t. Lo(Jging. Tohnul(a
slot Scot. of SLOCK,quench.
.Uv'erd.
Rlivered. Ref S11. slock, n. A drink ; a draft. Scot
log-)with a sloop.
[HOUND. mixingcfay by repeatedly div1d- ! sloth a.nima.lcule. A tardigrade.
altv'er-er, 11. One that slivers; slock'en (dinl. slUk''n), v. t. alo'_ka.(slo'kct), n. [Skr.~loka,)
t s L 1<:u T H- ing it and conglomerating it. I slothe. t SLOl'GH, bog.
specif., one who slivers fish.
[ Cf. ]eel. slokna to be extin- A dtstich consisting of two lines slooth'hound.
sllv'ing (sliv'tng; sllv'l'.n), a guished.] Obs. or Scot. &-Dial. of 16 syllables each or of four OC• slop, n A policeman ; consta- slop'sell'er, n. A seller of slopt<, sloth monkey. A loris.
tosyllabic half-lines. It is the hie 1'hie1•e.<;'Cant01· Slanrt,Eny.
or cheap ready-made clothni.
slot'hound'
{slM'hound 1 ), n.
[Ji'rom SLIYE, r. i.] Lazy: slov- Rn_q. 1. To slake; quench.
One who works Obs. or Scot. of SLEUTHHOVND.
enly; sneaking. Diaf. Eng. 2. To fluffocate ; to saturate
verse form of the Sanskrit
pl~~!: i/'~~/~l~l~
afl~~i~~~ slop'work'er,n.
slot mortise. = SI,IP MORTISE.
on slops.
n,. A slivingfellow.
Dial. Eny. slock'er, n- A pilferer. Ohs.
(slok), n. Scot. 1. Laver. in a fence, Fries. s!Op, .<ifop.] A slop'y (slop'l), a. Sloping.
slot rail. Either of the Z bars
110. t SLAY
,SLOE,SLOCOH,-;Low.
stone. [Cf. SLOCKto sloke
Slime or scum in water.
gap; a breach - r. t. To breach:
aloa.k(slOk). Scot. var. of SLOCK. Blocking
A rich piece of ore used 2.
~~[1~·i:{ tg:e s~z~i~I~ SC)?~TdE~!!
slok'en(slUk't":n),slok'in.
Scot. pierce; hew down. Both Obs ~~~~.~~r:r. h!!~Elt~le:t
61.oa.k.
(s!Ok),aloa.k'a.n ( s!Ok' rln). (>ntice.J
to
tC'mpt
persons
into
a
mining
vars of SLOCKEN.
Scot.
D. slorpen,slurpe11,to sip.] Gulp; lllust.
Vars of SI.OK~:. Sr-ot.
enterprise
Dini. Enr,.
slokke. t SLOCK,to qnench.
Slop, Dr. A choleric and un1
~~fnkf~~cn~iJ1~
~
~1!,o~~inBu~t
n. A kind of pike.
~l:i~1!e~ g~{'
~~~ :i~dk't~~: ~~ dfi.t}!~~erPref'~1 ~l~!:';'t~i;1~1;~;bry t SJ.GM- ~.1!f,;·f!fr~;~1
plis~~!i;J? ss:?le;i
RwJ.
[Drnl. Enu.1
slot'ted (sltit'~d;-Yd; 1.51),7n·et.
sloa.n (slon), a. Lazy; worth- f,,LJTlE.
Var.of SLURRY. ¾p.p. of SLOT.- slotted screw,
less; Rlovenly;
sly - n
A slod'der (sH5d'tlr), 11. [Cf. s,.r:n, slomer. slom'mer. t SLllMBEH. caricature a Dr.Burton of York. slor'ry(sltlr'l).
slom'mock (8l?>rn'Uk; slUm'-). slop book. ln the Briti,;h navy, slosh (sltish), slosh'y (-l). Dial. See INTERRUPTEDSCREW.
sloan person. Scot. t.r"Dial. Eng.
D :.ilmlde1· a sloven, sloddera record of clothing and supplies vars of SLUSH, SLUSHY.
slot'ter (slUt'~r), n. [Cf. dial.
Dial. Eng of SLAMMOCK.
sloa.p. Ohs. or dial Eng. var. of or
broek slops, Norw dial. slorla to 11,lomowre,
slomyre t s1.i;MBER. furnished to the crew.
slosh wheel. A trammel wheel. s1at.ter to slop, splash, and E.
SLOl'E.
drag, trail,Icel. slre3'a.] Puddle;
sloa.t. Var. of f,,LOTH:
0
~i~h]~~!tee~~~ioie~1~~;~
:\J;~iiR~Jss:1n1tt!..
~~f.\,.e¥'~
slob (slUb), 11. l Cf SLOPspilled mud; slush. Obs. or Dial. En(!. :i~~- (stlS~\;\;/ fr r. hCf. Ir. & ~~f(i·~~i~--~d~- inC~iifgapY~~~
sloe. Obs. pret. of SLAY.
or Scot. &' Dial. Eng.
make a mess, esp. by splashing.
~~:!//~~:le~~~rei
~1J;~t:s~ 1~n7~er~
=
MbrS~i ;~i1~l~~~l~ sloe thorn. The blackthorn
slot burner. A batswing burner. b To eat in an untidy, noisy
sloff (sltif), ,,. i. [Cf D. Flo.f slone Ohs. p- p. of SLAY.
slope, adv. ln a sloping manor snow. Newfoundlmul.
~~~ ~~~~)~f ~;~;~ ~r Scot. ff dial.
:;;c~t.loti~tr.
slone (slon), n. LAS. .<iliin, pl. ner; a.slant; obliquely. Obs.
llob, n. A clumsy, slovenly, or
;;~[Jiy~is; :1i~t~;;jf{~
Sec <;;LOE.]A sloe. Dial. Eng. slope. + SLEEP.
worthless perE-on. Vulgnr.
Er~.SL<lT a bar. Olis or
1~sll5J~:~-l11~t.1. Slug•
llob'ber ( sl l".ib'i! r). Yar. of ~izee~tlb\;/o~J5iJi.1fng~rman1
1
0
:f~:'en~bsob~~~.
f.
~~o~~'ly, [:{~Pe ~ ~fn~t~
~~~i~¥:ie~ar!~~1:
wet. Dial. Eng,
1~~1~t¼olft~ ;io~iri
slonf (SU5IJk),n. l lJf. SLANK,in slope'ne1■, n. State of being
n. 1. One whJ~1~b:I slog, Obs. pret. of SLAY.
to cut in fags or even strips with
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SLOUCH

SLUICE

sludg'y (slujlJ), a. Miry; slushy ; consisting of sludge,
1ER (-er); BLOWIEST,[ME. slow, slaw,
Blouch(slouch), n. [Cf. Ice!. slokr a slouching fellow, Sw. Blow(slii), a.; SLOW
sloka to hang down, to droop. J l. A hanging down of the
AS. slaw ; akin to OS. sleu blunt, dull, D. sleeuw, slee, slue (sliio; 243), , .. t.; SLUED(slood); SLU'ING(sloo'ing).
sour, OHG. sleo blunt, dull, Ice!. sljor, slrer, Dan. slo11, Also slew. [E. dial. .,lew to turn round ; orig. uncert; cf.
head ; a drooping attitude ; an ungainly, clownish gait.
Icel. snua to turn, bend. J l. Naut. To turn about a fixed
2. An awkward, heavy, clownish fellow.
Sw. slo. Cf. SLOTH.] l. Moving a short space in a rela-

point, usually the center or axis, as a spar or timber.
tively long time; not swift; not quick iu motion; not
2. In general, to turn about; to twist. Colloq.
1·apid ; as, a slow stream ; a slow steamer; a slow motion.
They laughed, and ,<ilued themselves round. .Diclcem,
2. Not happening in a short time; gradual; as, slow
slue,
v. i. Also slew. To turn or twist about; to slip or
growth or development ; slow convalescence.
3. Not ready; not prompt or quick; tardy; sluggish; as, slide and turn out of the course;- often with round; as, the
wagon slued at the comer ; he slued round in his chair.
,i;fowto believe ; slow of speech. H Slow of study." Shak.
Blue, n. Also slew. Act or process of sluing a body ; also,
4 ·H!f!a~f:!foz~~f~~~!fitsaJ; dr~~t!~~e~~~~:!~~~ov. xiv. 29.
thi~~!i~~a~l~fs~~~J: :~~~t s:i:~·and heaver may be used to
5. Behind in time ; indicating a time earlier than the true
get the mast on the right slue.
Luce
time ; as, the clock or watch is slow.
slug
(slug), n. [ME. slugge sluggard, sluggen to be slothful;
6. Stupid; dull; not alert, brisk, or spirited; as, a slow
cf. LG. slukk low-spirited, sad; perh. akin to E. slouch.]
evening or gathering; he was slow iu company. Dickens.
l. A drone; a sluggard. Obs. or Archaic.
Shak.
7. Of such a nature or in such a condition as to hinder or
2. A slow thing; esp. : a A slow vessel. Obs. b A slugprohibit fast or rapid progreBS, movement, play, or the like;
gish horse.
as, it proved a slow task i a slow track. Cf. FAST, a., 11.
Obs.
Bacon.
Syn. -Lingering,
sluggish, dull, inactive, inert. - SLOW, 3. A hindrance; an obstruction.
LATE,TARDY,DILATORY.SLOW(opposed to fas~, the ~en- 4. a Any of numerous terrest1ial pulmonate gastropods
closely related to the ordinary land snails, but having the
shell rudimentary and often buried in the mantle, or want\:r~T~([p~~!'J\~~~~i>!1fc~~~~~sc:iie~ti:~i~
or proper time (see NEW); as, a ,,.,lowtrain, a. slow intellect;
ing entirely, and the body when extended of an elongated
the train was late (cf. my watch was slow), a late BJ!rin~.

3. A hanging down or drooping,._. of a hat brim; a droop.

4. Short for SLOUCH
HAT.

6. Lazy carelessness, sbiftlessness,or indifference. ''Slouch
seems ubiquitous.''
Eliot GregorlJ.
•louch, v. i. ,· SLOUCHED (sloucht); sLoucH'ING,
i. To
fang down; to droop, as the bead.
2. To walk, stand, or sit in a careless, ungainly, loosejointed manner ; to have a clownishly careless attitude.
"Slouching around in ..•
overalls."
Jfamlin Garland.
slouch, v. t. To cause to bang down or droop; ._., to slouch

J~~~ht
;:;r
tie.~r:tat

with a wide and flexible brim.

slouch'ing,p. a. Characterized by a slouch; as: a Hanging

down ; drooping. b Clownishly or carelessly relaxed or
loose-jointed, ... in gait or attitude. -slouch'lng-ly, adv.
Bloach'Y(slouch'i), a. Slouching, esp. in gait or attitude ;
also, fig., clumsily or indifferently inefficient.
slough (sllif), n. [ME. slughe, slouh; cf. MHG. sluch the
skin of a serpent, G. schlauch a skin, a leather bag or
bottle. J l. The skin, commonly the cast-off skin, of a
serpent or other animal that sheds its skin.
~:(~lte~Pifa\it~aifyt{ait:~;z
G!~~3~~nd~ri'!e
2. Med. The dead mass separating from a foul sore; the
dead pa.rt separating from living tissues in mortification.
1
3. (dial. pron. sl/R\f.) A husk; an outer skin, as of some ti::i~~R:S~ll~ ii:r~:h~\~: ~~~g~rtsh~t~~~T~~o
rives as tardy as too slow f; (id.); a tardy pupil ; "women
berries. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
Blough,v. i.; SLOUGHED
(slllft); SLOUGH'ING.1. Med. To ~~~:t~~ii. t~':"~i~h~:r t~n~ram~n~irle~ulo t~fo;!m:ifl
form a slough ; to separate in the form of dead matter
their lovers or to dismiss them "(Spectator). See IDLE,
from the living tissues ; - often used with off, or away;
DEFER,TRIFLE,LINGERf cf. IRKSOME,
slow bind. Music. See BIND,n.,4. - s.•burnlDg construction.
as, a sloughing ulcer; the dead tissues slough off slowly.
Building. = MILLCONSTRUCTION.
-Blow co~ch, a person slow
2. To be shed or c ... t off, as the skin of a serpent or other
in movements or in mental or other activities; also, an unanimal; also, of the animal, to shed or cast off its skin.
1tr:·b::
0
Blough, v. t. To cast off, as the skin, or slough, or dead r~~f:e~s!~~!:~~;
t.issue; hence, fig., to discard as refuse.
slowly and evenly at a known rate, used for firing blasting
slough (slou; in sense 2, sloo), n. [ME. slogh, slough, AS. charges, fl.reworks, etc. - a. speed. See STANDARD
SPEED.
sllJh, slog, a hollow; orig. uncert.;
cf. Gael. & Ir. sloa Blow (slii), adv. Slowly. "How slow time goes." Shale.
pit, pool, ditch, Ir. slug to swallow, Gr. AU,er.vto hiccup, slow, v. t.; SLOWED
(sliid); sLow'mG. [Cf. AS. sliiwian to
aob, akin to G. schlucken swallow, MHG. sluck abyss, gul- be or become slow.] To render slow; to slacken the speed
let.] l. A place of deep mud or mire; a hole full of mire.
of; also, to retard; delay; as, to slow a steamer.
Shak.
He 's here stuck in a 8/ough.
Milton,
slow, v. i. To go slower; - often with up,· as, the train
2. (pron. sloo) Also slew, sloo, slue. A wet or marshy
slowed up before crossing the bridge.
place; specif., a side channel or inlet from a river. Local. slow'ly, adv. [AS. sliiwlice.J In a slow manner, as not
31~h of De■pond (slou),}n Bunyan's u Pilgrim's Progress,"
quickly, fast, rapidly, early, rashly, or readily; tardily.
a deep bog into which uhristian falls at the outset of his slows (sliiz), n. pl. ,lied. Milk sickness.
journey, and from which, Help extricates him.
1worm1 (slii'wfirm 1), n.
[AS. sliiwyrm; slii- is prob.
slough grass. a A stout perennial grass ( Beckmannia slow
akin to slean to strike, the reptile being considered veneru,e~{ormis) having narrow pauicles with spikelike
omous. See SLAY,v. t.; WORM.] The blindworm Anguis
g~srlt~.~.r,::.i~r!1~i.ge iu low pasture lands. b Jragilis, resembling the glass snake of America. It becomes about a foot long and has shiny scales. It feeds
slough'y (slou'i), a. Full of sloughs; miry.
Blough'Y (sllll'i), a. Resembling, or of the nature of, a chiefly on worms and snails, and is perfectly harmless.
slough, or the dead matter which separates from Ii ving flesh. Bloyd (sloid), n. Also slojd, sloid. [Sw. sWjcl skill, dexterity, esp. skilled labor, hence, manufacture, wood carvSlo-vak' (slli-vllk'; slii'vllk), or Slo-vak'l-an (slli-vilk'iitn; -vii:rkl-an), n. [Bohem. Slowak, orig., a Slav: cf. G. ing. Cf. SLEIGHT.] Lit., skilled mechanical work, such
as that required in wood carving ; trade work ; hence, a
Slowak. J One of a Slavic people of the mountainous region
system (usually called the sloyd syat.em) of manual trainof northwestern Hungary; also, their language, which has
a small native literature, most]y recent. See INDO-Euao- ing in the practical use of tools and materials, and in tlie
making and use of plans and specifications connected with
PBAN.- Slo-vak'i-an (slt-vitk'i-an; -va'ki-an), a.
slovien (slliv''n), n. [Prob. fr. D. slof careless, negligent,
!r:lra;i~edi!t
:;~i:!~Y!e~h1~i!~1~f'c~::~~1:~s
f:~lrie1
a sloven ; akin to LG. sluf slovenly.] l. One habitually
nd
uegligent of neatness or cleanliness, esp. in dress or peri'l:';~i';:'.;ll/;!,:'~';,W!~
son ; one of extremely untidy habits ; also, one who is ex- slub (slub), n. [Orig. nncert.J l. A roll of wool, cotton,
ceedingly lazy and slipshod in any way.
or silk, that is slightly twisted; roving; alubbing.
~ Sloven ts more commonly applied to men, the correla2. pl. Thick places in cotton rovings, slivers, and yan1s.
tive term for women being slattern. The distinction is little
slab,
v. t.; sLUBBED(sllibd); SLUB1BING. To draw out and
observed, however, in the derivatives.
omst slightly (slivers of wool).
2. A low truck, or dray. Canada.
Blub'ber
(-er), n. l. One that slubs, as a slubbing machine.
1
Slo-vene' (sl~-viin ), n. [G. Slowene, fr. the Slovenian
2. Half-twined or badly twined woolen thread. Scot. &
name. Cf. SLAV.] One of a Slavic people of Carinthia,
Dial.
Eng.
1
Carniola, and Styria in Austria-Hungary. - Slo-vene , a.
1BERED(-erd); SLUB
1BER-ING.[Cf. Dan.
Slo-ve'n1-an(slli-ve 1ni-lln), a. Of or pert. to the Slovenes Blub'ber,v. t.; SLUB
slubbre to swallow, to sup up, D. slobberen to lap, to slabber.
or their language. - n. A Slovene ; also, the Slovenian
Cf. SLOBBER,
BLABBER.] Oba. or R. or Dial. l. To do in
language. See INDO-EUROPBAN.
a slovenly way ; to botch; slur ; scamp.
Blov•en-ly,a. l. Having the habits of a sloven ; negligent
Slubber not businese for my sake
Shak.
of neatness and order, esp. in dreBB or person ; slipshod i
I. To daub; stain; darken ; obscure.
Milton.
also, lazy and slipshod in any way; as, slovenly in thmking.
2. Characteristic of a sloven; lacking neatness and order ; Blub'bing (slil.b1Tng), n. Slightly twisted wool, cotton, or
silk slivers ; slub.
slipshod; as, slovenly dress; slovenly thinking.
Syn, - Untidy, disorderly, frumpish. - SLOVBNLY,
SLAT- slub'blng, p. pr. & vb. n. of sLUB.-slnbblng billy o,-m&cbllle,
a
machine for forming slnbbing or slubs of wool or cotton.
TBRNLY,
DOWDY,
l'BOWZY\BLOWZY.SLOVENLY
implies lack
J 1. Mud ; mire ; soft
of neatness or order, strictly as displayed by a man; SLAT- sludge (sliij), n. [Cf. SLUTCH.
mud; slush ; wet snow ; sleet.
Tennyson.
~f~~!'df!Tn:ft;,1:~/l;;
ae:.'R: rh:'~~01!,~ 2. Anythin gresembling mud or slush ; as : a A muddy
enly particularities were forgotten the moment that he be- or slimy deposit from sewage. b Mud from a drill hole in
8
f:~:fn~~
:•
::.~\g~~e~ ~~i~h~~f:t"' :v~hea~e:;;1'. boring. c Muddy sediment in a steam boiler. d Mining.
Slimes. e Settlings of cottonseed oil, used In making soap,
etc. f A residuum of crude paraffin-oil distillation.
r✓:~nA:ste0n) t~f_"!?ig::th~~rg 80 • ~l~t~=~ea~ti::a:~[c;
3. (pron. also sU!6j) a Small floating pieces of ice. Kane.
not even a careless, slovenlystyfe of reading can destroy"
(id.). DOWDY(commonly applied to women) suggests
b Ground ice. Scot.
imJ?lies sludge, v. t. l. (pron. also slil6j) To bemire (one's
lack of taste, style, or smartness in dress; FROWZY
utter unkemptness, BLOWZY,
a coarse and red complexion ; self), as by slovenly walking. Dial. Eng. & Scot.
~u~/;~;z~":n~t~lolfit!::
t°ad~t~efale,i:r~t;,1:ef~r
~~ 2. To cover or fill in with sludge, or soft mud.
these her married days a certain fixed dreary dou•di- 3. To c]ean out, as a drain, by removing sludge.
nes," (Trolio~; "a /rowzlf, fringe about his forehead"
i~~~- u~~~r:h:~~:r::-if~'t':1:::J'.huric
acid
■ludg'er (sllij'er), n. One that sludges ; specif. : a A
sand pump or shell pump. Cf. WIMBLE. b A shovel for
GBNCB, CABBLESS.
sludging out drains, etc.
Blov'en-ly, adv. In a slovenly manner.
weak
and
flaccid
;
to
waste
;
dellow' -wlt'ted, a. Not having a
.iouch'l-ly (slouch'l-ll), adv.
alovfnglle,
SLOVENLTcay. c To move slowly and si- ■low, n. 1, Slowness; sloth. Oba. ready wit; dull.
of SLOUCHY,
2. A sluggard. Obs.
■loy (sloi), n. A slide.
Scot.
alouch'i-neaa,..
See -NESS.
■low, T SLEW,
vret: SLOUGH.
■loy, n.
[Cf. Sw, dial. sl(!fa,
•loncht. Slouched. Ref. /iip.
alomge (sl6onj), v. i, To lounge; ■low, n. A moth. Oba,
■lough. + SLOTH, SLOW.
sloe, Dan. dial, sloie, Jeel. aloa'a.]
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Slug, 4 a (Limax agrestis).
Nat. size.
fusiform shape, the whole lower surface constituting the
foot ~on which the animal crawls. The slugs are not now

r!~~rev:

re~~nd~da;r~~:t~Ir.!d~i:ir~
~f~!~af?iiN:~~t
Some are destructive to garden crops and greenhouse
¥\:'.:'\~pie~~{ u::c~1~n:br.:i1t!t
g::'i:'.:'.:''};;~:: !\1ctki;::
eludes several troublesome European species now natural-

s:~:;;::
fo:rrnJ:!:i~ir~~J

~ftli

i3a~~~a~kf~::1.~~,~i
the smaller L. fiavus and L. agrestis. Arion ater is a iarge

~:~~1::~eff-fi!:~~~}:~
;!~~~toer,t!~!Yhg/~£1~~ri:n~ sea
6. Any smooth, soft larva of a sawfly or moth which
creeps like a mollusk; as, the pear slug,· rose slug.
8. [Perh. a different word. J An unshaped or roughly
shaped piece of metal, specif. one used as a missiJe for a
gun, as in old-time muskets; hence, a small bullet for air
guns, boys' rifles, etc.
7. Print. a A thick strip of metal less than type-high. b
A type-high strip, as one with a figure, letter, or word, for
temporary identifying use, or a line of type in one piece.
8. M;ning. a A mass of l1alf-roasted ore. b = SLING,n.,3b.
9. A hatter's heating iron.
10. Any of various large gold coins, often octagonal in
shape, privately issued in California in 1840 or soon thereafter. The largest value was fifty dollars.
11 A small portion of liquid in compact form; specif.,
Slang, a dram (of liquor).
12. A rudimentary horn of an ox or cow. Rare.
13. [Prob. a different word. See SLUG,t·. t., 3.] A heavy
blow, esp. with the fist. Slang.
slug, v. t.; SLUGGED
(slllgd); BLUo'GING
(-Ing). l. Obs. a
To make sluggish. b To delay; hinder.
2. To load with a slug or slugs; as, to sluo a gun. Obs. & R.
3. [Prob. a different word; cf. BLOG,v.;and G. schlagen.]
To strike heavily, esp. with the fist. Gant or Slang.
slug, v. i. l. To lie idle ; laze ; drowse. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
To slug m sloth and sensual delight.

Blag'glsh (slllg'ish), a. l. Idle and lazy, esp. habitually;
slothful

i

dull; as, a sluggi,sh man, mind, etc.

2. Blow; having little motion ; ._., a sluggish stream.
8. · Having no l?ower to move one's self or itself ; inert.
to~~!t~~•!~~nlit:fr~tent,

sluggiah, and inactive,

■lowde.
SLUDGE.
■low'-down',

Blough' -dos:'. i"

[SLORP.

stupid ; tame.
J;filton.
Syn.-lndolent,
dronish, dull, drowsy, inactive. See INERT.
-slug'glsh-ly, adv. -slug'glsh-neu,
n.
sluice (sloos; 243; in British colloq. or technical use often
sliish,sJOOsh), n. [OF.escluse, F. icluse, LL. exclusa, sclusa,
prop., a shutting out, fr. L. excludere, exclusum, to shut
out: cf. D. sluis sluice, fr. OF. See EXCLUDE.] l. An
artificial paBSage for water, fitted with a valve or gate, as
in a. mill stream, for stopping or regulating the flow; also,
a water gate or floodgate ; a dock gate or lock gate.
2. Hence, an opening or channel through which anything
flows ; a source of supply.
Home familiarity •.. opens theslutces of sensibility. J. Taylor,

3. The stream flowing through a floodgate ; also, a body
of water pent up behind a floodgate or water gate .
alud'der. Mire; mud.- ■lud'
;;~~y..,,a"aw'li;l~i:'io~
dor~, a. Both Dial. Eng.
■lu

n.

0

'Ing (8ltlj'Yng). p. pr.~ vb.
Also,= SLUDGE,

SLUDGE,v.

n., l, 2.

SLEUTH-DOG,

SLOTH.

ti::,.-1-ms;~:ck,.
[ii.::.A!fl

v. i. 'l'o act or perform somen. Obs.
[SLA y • 1
alowh, Obs. pret. of ~~~~g }~ 1~
lazy tt1an81 0
1lub'ber-de-gul11ion
1 i1 b'i!
=~=•t~nt,
~~
SLEUTHHOUND.]
A sleuthfiound.
Obs. ::iro~y!n)~~et!ff~b
+
or .Archaic.
[Rare.,
; a base, slovenly boor.
(;10~~~;,~~{), ■low'ish, a. Somewhat alow. wretch
~~a~so ~::
Ohs. or Dial.
a. = SLOVENIAN.
alow'ly, a. Slow. Obs.
FULLY,
1lov'en-1i-De11 (sHtv''n-ll-n~s),
1low'ne11,n See-NESS [SLORP-1 ■lub'ber-ing-ly, adv. In a alov.
enly manner. Oba, or R.
~:~·
stos~g~~n. See -NESS.
1
~fx aluce. T SLUICE.
alov'en-nea■, n.
Slovenliness.
alouh. dbe. pret. of
SLUTCHED.
[ioh.
slou1-ee ,· cf. Gael slabhruidh a ■luchched.
aloum. (slOOm), n. [AS. sluma.] ObR
Blache.
SLEECH,
Slumber; doze. - r. i. a To ■lov'en-oua, a. Scurvy; knavk;;::~
alumber i doze. b To become llov'en-ry, n. Slovenlineu. Obs. :g:i~;:rr:\~~?k.]
lliud (s\cll>dr slttd), "· A.ho

llough' -hound'. T s L E u T H:i~;Ji°;lsh-nea,
n.[ne:iugg?:h: \ Slo,.vak'ish (slO-vlk'l'sh ),n.~ a.
= SLOVAKIAN. [SLIVE, to slice.,
fr~hta:i. !B~h~L~t:iri~d~~ alov'en. Dial. Eng. p. p. of

~:i!i\.t,~~&~"~
o:

fi:;:~~

fal-nea■,

!~OD~!?,,

■lowgh,

l>&ltv~f)!·
!:ng"cY~
Obs.,:l::Jif~
ts~ef

food, fo'ot; out, oil ; chair; go; sing, iJJk ; titan, thin; na1i!Jre, ver<!!Jre (250);
Full

explanation■

or

Obs. pret. of

SLAY.

SLE\[~a/~

~==

:1~1~::~~
~~az'f~
!~k~I
8

alug'gard-ly,

~.

a.

~~~~~-~Y•n~·

Of or like a

M:~.;¼"':
I

alug'gard.-:y,_n. Condition of a

sluggard ; sloth. Obs.
1lugge. t SLUG.
llingged. a. Sluggish; slothful.
.Naut., one who steers a whale- Obs. - ■lug'ged-neaa, w.. Obs.

boat

Rare.

8
:::eid::

11118
)1~ffi&·s-:'·
Also 1lewrope. Nm,t.
r- aluerope.si:udgh~
a. Slu,1?gish. Ob,.
slj~ ;,~par,
etc. alug'gy,
slughe. +
eAJ!:~ ~,!1.pe
lid (sld6f). Dial. Eng. var. of alq'-horn', n. 1. A slo~

te

fl!f

~bi

SLAT,

■lue.

of

\

hatt"~gd~~;~

4. Characteristic of a sluggard ; dull;
"So sluggish a conceit."

+ n. A slowing A slovenly person, Obs.
j~;~·-.:i:il~~~;;~s!~!~:
1!11b(s\l!b; sldbb), n, [Cf. SLOB ■1::~tit-;.ar.
Ja1,e\
down. Colloq.
AllScot. I( D.al. EnJE:
mud.]
A muddy or slushy
~ue, n. = 4th ~Louo u, 2. Lomess. Scot. &-Dial. Eng.
foi:ht. nfjb~i:r·
of :ii::~fld:
!~EWsr:tt£~r~Oi~1:;
alu'er
(el®'@r
:
248),
n.
Also
:!C:,te':ia:r.!~:.!.'£~al,
'ell :\:.t.~s!?~!·
alub'ber (sU1b'~r;dial. el«X>b'-), alew'er. One who slues; 1pecif.,
hence,unmindful. Obs. -alow'alouthe. +

slough. Obs~ret. of SLAY.
al01tih, v. t. To cover with mire
or filth ; make like a alou{h. R.

Spenser.

2. To become changed in shape by passing through the
bore; - said of the projectile of a firearm.
Blag1gard (slllg 1tird), n. [slug+ -ard.] A person habitually lazy, idle, and inactive ; a drone.
Blag1gard, a. Sluggish; lazy.
Dr,Jden.
Blug•ger (-.Jr), n. One who strikes hard or with heavy
blows; hence, a boxer ; a prize fighter. Slang.
B1111'irin,r;
(-Ing), p. pr. & vb. n. of SLUG.- slugging match.
a A lioxmg match or prize fight marked rather by heavy
hittin~ than skill. Cant or Slang. b A ball .i;ame, esp. a
tri:ba l1::;;:eui'1~hich
there is much hard hitting of the

It= ch

Abbreviation■, 81an ■,

+

+

SLOUGH.

SLOUGH, skin.
1111ft(oltift). Sloughed. Ref. Sp.
llq.
Obs. pret. of SLA y.
alug, a. Sluggish; slow. Obs.
1lug'a-bed', n. One who indulges in lying abed ; a sluggard. Obs. or R.
alup.rdie.
t SLUGOARDY.

in G. ich, ach (144); bol!I; yet; zh

ete., hnm.edlately

preee4e

the Voeabulary.

= z In azure.

Ohl. Scot.
[A1·chaic~
2. A born or trumpet Pst!udo
■lug horn. A abort down-turne
horn of a cow or o:z-. Eng.
'
llug.ht. .,. SLOUGH, skin.
1lug'ly, adv. Sluggiahly. Oba,
11111;
1na.ll. A slug.
1J:11g worm, = SLUG, n., 5.

Numbers referto§§inQ11111&,

1978

SLUICE

SM.ALL

4. A long, inclined trough, launder, or flume, usually on slump (sli1mp), ti. i.; SLUMPED
(sli1mpt); SLUMP'ING.[Dial.
3. Lightly artful or mischievous; roguish; aa, Bly jests.
the ground, for washing auriferous earth, floating down
slump a dull noise produced by something falling into a 4. Light or delicate; slight ; thin. Ob,.
1. To fall or 6. Carried on secretlr,, as smuggling; hence, illicit. Cant.
hole, a marsh, a swamp; prob. imitative.]
E
C
sink suddenly through or in, when walking on a surface, as Syn. - Crafty, subtile, wily. See CUNNING.
on thawing snow or ice, partly frozen ground, a bog, etc.
0
!~r~hec:ltog~
~o~m~'s~e~~!i\~~
The latter walk on a bottomless quag, into which unaware1
they may slump.
Barrow.
sly'bootB1 (sli'boots 1), n. A sly, cunning, or waggish per2. To slide or slip on a declivity, so that the motion is son or animal. Humo1·ou&.
perceptible ; - said of masses of earth or rock.
Bl:,'l:V,Bli'ly (sli'il), adv. In a sly manner.
3. To undergo a slump, or sudden decline or falling off: slype (slip), n. [Cf. ME. slipen to glide. See BLIP,v. i.]
as, the stock slumped ten points. Colloq.
Arch. A narrow passage between the transept and chapter
Sluice, 4. A Main Sluice; B Steel Grating, leading by Inclined
house or deanery in certain English cathedrals.
Channel Cto Undercurrent D, where finer gold is deposited; E
·~!'!gfi:~gfe(f.~!l~
••
ih'!"fi~!,~~~
:~~:p~~~d smack
Grizzly to screen off larger stones i F Continuation of A,
(smlk), n. [D. smak; akin to LG. smack, smak,
slur
(slftr),
v.
t.;
SLURRED
(slftrd);
sLuR'RING
(-Ing).
[Cf.
Dan. smakke, G. schmacke.] Plaut. A sailing vessel, comlogs, etc.; specif., Gold Mining, such a contrivance paved
ME. sloor mud, clay, Icel. sl0ra, sloOra, to trail or drag
monli a sloop or cutter, used cliie:fly in coasting and fl.sh•
with riffles, etc., to hold the quicksilver for catching the
one's self along, D. sleuren, sloren, to train, to drag, to do ing ; m England, any large fish in~ vessel strictly fore-andgold. Cf. UNDERCURRENT,
negligently and slovenly, D. sloor, sloerie, a sluttish girl.]
aft-rigged (cf. LUGGER);in the Umted States, often specif.,
6. Act of washing the face or the body. Colloq.
a fore-and-aft-rigged fishing boat having a well in which
1. To soil, as by smearing ; to sully; contaminate ; pollute.
alulce (slOOs; cf. SLUICE,n.), 'V t.; SLUICED (slOOst); SLlJIC'ING
fish are kept alive, called more fully well 11nack.
2.
To
disparage;
traduce;
asperse.
Tennyson.
(sl00s 1'ing). 1. To emit, or cause to flow out, by or as by
smack, n. [ME. ,r;rnak. AS. snuEe taste, savor ; akin to
3.
To
pass
over
lightly
or
with
little
notice
;
to
make
little
floodgates; to draw off by or through a sluice or sluiceway.
D. sm.aak, G. geschmack, OHG . .smac. Cf. SMACK,v. i.]
or
light
of;
to
slight;
also,
to
make
vague,
obscure,
or
By this fresh blood, that from thy manly breast
l. Taste or flavor, esp. a s1ight one; savor; tincture; as,
indefinite by light or careless treatment.
I cowardly sluiced out.
Marston
a smack of bitter; a :,;mack of the Puritan about him.
With periods, points, and tropes, he slurs his crimes Dr11den
lil. To Jet water upon through a sluice ; to wet coviously.
They felt the smack of this world.
Latimer.
He dried his neck and face, which he had been Rluicrng with 4. To slide (a die) so as to cheat; to cheat, as by sliding
2. A smell; odor Ob,,.
cold water.
De ()mncey.
a die ; to trick. Obs. or .,.
3.
A
small
quantity;
a
taste;
smattering;
as,
a
smack
of
8. To wash with or in a stream of water runniug through
5. To pass over in pronunciation so lightly or quickly as
know ledge or wit.
a sluice; as, to sluice earth in mining.
to obscure or nearly or quite to suppress, as a syllable,
4,
[Perh.
a
different
word
in
tl1is
sense
and
in
senses
5
&
4. To transport in a sluice, or float throngh a sluiceway,
6. Jl,fusic. a To perform (two or more successive tones
to kiss. J A loud kiss ; a buss.
as logs; also, to drive (logs) by releasing a sluice of water.
of different pitch) in a legato manner. See SLUR,n., 4 b. 6; cf. D. smak. Cf. SMACK
"A
clamorous
smack."
Shak.
6. To scour out, as a channel, by means of a flood of water.
b To mark with a slur, to indicate such performance.
sluice, v. i. To pour, as from a sluice. "Mowgli, with 7. Print. To blur or double, as an impression; to macule. 6. A quick, sharp noise, as of the lips when suddenly separated, as in gusto, or of a whip.
slur,
v. i. 1. To slip; to drag, as the feet. Chiefly Dial.
sl~::i~~i~~i"lfi:e;lf:{ln~a;:';.:!'~~lders."
Kipling.
6. A quick, smart blow; a slap.
2. To slur a die; hence, to cheat. Ohs.
Syn. - See TASTE.
3. Print. To slip so as to blur, or make slurs.
smack, v. i. ; SMACKED
(smakt); 8MACK'ING.[ME. smaken
a'Mt~~cevalve.
a
A sluice ate.
slur,
n.
l.
A
mark
or
stain;
hence,
a
slight
reproach
or
b A gate valve. c Shipbuil~ing.
:
to
taste, have a taste, - from the noun; cf. AS. smeccan
disgrace; a stigma; as, a slur on one's name.
A water-tight sliding door in the
·
to taste; akin to D. srnaken, G. schmecken, OHG. smecchen
.2.
A
slighting
intimation
;
au
innuendo;
as,
the
cowardly
o
water-tight floors of a frame.
to taste, srnacchin to have a taste (and, perhaps from the
slurs of scandalmongers.
sluice'wa ' (sloos'wii' ; 243), n.
same source, G. schmatzen to smack the lips, to kiss with a
3. A trick ; cheat; imposition. Obs. or R.
a An artiXcial channel into which
sl1arp noise, MHG. srnntzen, .,mackezen), Icel. smakka to
4. Music. a A curved line [ _.., or ,-.._ ], connecting
water is let by a sluice. Specif.:
taste, Sw. smaka, Dan. smage. See 2d SMACK,n.J l. To
notes that are to be sung to the same
a
= SLUICE, 4. b The opening in
have
a smack; to be tinctured with any particular taste.
syllable, or pel'formed without a ~
a splash dam through which the •
4
2. To have a smell or odor. Obs.
Pi,rs Plowman.
logs pass.
Sluice Gate.
break, as whe~ m~de in one continU:ed
breath of a wmd mstrument, or with
-l-r----'.--+1=-...J 3. To have or exhibit indications of the presence of any
Bluic'y (sloos'1; 243), a. Falling copiously or in streams,
character
or
quality
;
to
suggest
by
its
quality;
- usually
one stroke of a bow. It resembles the
as from a el nice ; al.so, running with or in streams.
with of; as, his talk smacked of the sea.
a Slur, 4 a.
Bluit (sloot), n. [D. stool.] A depreBSion resembling a legato mark or phrase mark, but is
Al1
sects,
all
ages,
tmiack of this vice.
used for smaller groups, connecting either notes of differcaiion on a very small scale, produced by the washing out
4. [Perh. a different word in this sense and the following
ent pitch, or notes of the same pitch having a smooth but
by heavy rains of a large natural fissure formed by a crack
To kiss with a close compression
one ; cf. D. smakken.]
distinct repercussion.
Cf. TIE. b The combination of of
in sun-baked soil. South Africa.
the lips so as to make a sound when they separate ; te
Blum (sli1m), n. [Of cant ori11in. Oxj. E. D.J A foul back two or more slurred tones; a legato effect.
kiss
with
a
sharp
noise
;
to buss.
5. Phon. A weak or very light glide.
street of a city, esp. one with a slovenly and often vicious
6. To make a noise by the separation of the lips, as after
6. Print. A blurred spot or part in print.
population; also, esp. in pl., a low or squalid neighborhood.
tasting
anything
good.
7. In knitting machines, a contrivance for depressing the
Blum, n. [Perh. fr. G. sc/ua,n,n. O,f. E . .D.] Mining.=
smack, u. t. l. To kiss with a sharp noise ; to buss.
sinkers successively by passing over them.
SLI.ME,
n., 4.
2. To make an inarticulate sound by a quick compression
slum, ,,. i.; SLUMMED
(sUimd); SLUM'MING.To visit or fre- slur'ry (slilrf'f), n.; pl. -Rms (-lz). [Cf. SLUR.] 1. Thin,
and separation of (parts of the mouth).
watery
mud,
or
any
substance
resemblingit;
slip;
specif.:
quent slums, esp. out of curiosity, for study, etc. Colloq.
Smacl.:11/ghis lips with an air of ineffable relish.
Blum'ber (sliim'ber), v. i.; SLUM'BBRED
(-berd); SLUM'· a A thin cement or mortar used to repair furnace linings.
3. To make a sharp noise by striking ; as, he pounded and
b
A
watery
mixture
of
the
powdered
raw
materials
of
hyBER-ING.[ME. slombnm, slurnberen, slurneren, AS. slumesmacked the desk; also, to crack, as a whip.
Young.
draulic cement.
C The watery grindings from a grindria.n, fr. sluma slumber; akin toD. sl1timeren to slumber,
4. To stri)!:e smartly, as with the open palm; to slap.
stone. d Wash used by molders.
MHG. slummern, sl'llmen, G. schlu1nmern, Dan. slumre,
Now Chiefly Colloq. or Vulgar.
2. Metal. A kind of regulus or matte containing sulphur, smack, adv. As if with a smack or slap ; squarely and
Sw. slumra, Goth.slawan to be silent.] 1. To sleep; somearsenic, copper, lead, silver, etc.
times, specif., to sleep very lightly; to doze; drowse.
sharply; as, he ran smack into him. Now Chiefly Collog.
He that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor sleep. Ps. cxxi. 4. slush (slush), n. [Cf. Sw. slaska to paddle in water, slask smack'ing, n. A sharp, quick noise , a smack.
2. To be in a state of negligence, sloth, supineness, or in- wet, filth.] 1. Soft mud or mire. Now Rare.
smack'lng,
p. a. Making a sharp, brisk sound ; hence,
activity; as, the public conscience seemed to slumber.
2. A mixture of snow and water; half-melted snow.
brisk ; lively ; as, a .mrncking breeze.
slum'ber, t•. t. 1 To lay to sleep ;-lit. or fig. Obs.
3. A soft mixture of grease and other materials for lubri- small (sm61), a.; s><ALilER(-er); SMALL'EsT. [ME. smal,
2. To stun i stupefy. Obs.
Spense1·. cation and protection of wood, esp. of masts and spare.
AS. smrel,· akin to D. sma.l narrow, OS. & OHG. smal
slum'ber, n. Sleep; specif., very light sleep; a doze.
4. Refuse grease and fat from cooking, esp. on shipboard.
small, G. scltrnal narrow, Dan. & Sw. smal, Goth. :mials
He at last fell into a 1tlumber, and thence into a fast sleep, 5. Mach. A mixture of white lead and lime with which
small, Icel. smali small cattle, sheep, or goats ; cf. Gr.
B1m11mi.
which detained him in that place
the bright parts of machines, such as the ronnecting rode
µij,\ova
sheep or goat, Oir. mil a beast.] 1. Having little
slum'ber-ous (-iis), a. 1. Inviting slumber; sor,oriferous.
of steamboats, are painted to be preserved from oxidation.
size, compared with otlier things of the same kind; diminHaving the repose of slumber; sleepy; drowsy.
6. Confused and emotional, but unsubstantial, talk or
utive ; not large or extended in dimensions ; as, a small
His quiet and almost slllmberous countenance. Hawtltorne.
writing; gush.
man; a small river; a small house ; a small fortune.
Syn. - See SLEEPY.
slush (slush), v. t.; SLUSHED(sli1sht); sLusa'1NG. 1, To 2. Little, or not large, in quality, number, degree, dura-- slum'ber-ous-lv, adv. -slum'ber-11aa-neBB, n.
cover with slush, as a mast, or a connecting rod.
Blum'ber-y (-l), a. Inducing, or inclined, to sleep; sleepy;
tion, value, or the like ; as, a small army ; a small space
2. To fill in with mortar, cement, or the like, as the joints
also, occurring in sleep.
of time. " Small thoughts have I of sleep."
Coleridge.
of a wall; - commonly with up.
slum'brous (-briis), a. Slumberous.
Keats.
3. Of little con~equence, weight, significance, importance,
slum-gul'lion (sltlm-gi1l'yiin), n. 1. Whaling. The mixed 3. To wash roughly or wet copiously ; to sluice. Colloq.
or the like ; trivial ; insignificant ; as, a small fault ; a
blood, oil, and salt water \T,"}n.clt
collects on the decks of a slush'y (-l), a. Abounding in, characterized by, or resmall cause for such a quarrel ; it is a small matter.
sembling, slush ; as, slushy streets; slushy snow; a slushy
ship while the valuable parts of a whale are being handled.
4. Of little ability or importance in one's sphere; not of
speech. "A dark, drizzling, slushy day." Blackw. Mag.
2. JJfining. A muddy, usually red, deposit in the sluices.
marked talent or distinction in any line ; lesser; as, .,rnall
slut (sli1t), n. [ME. s/utte; cf. Ice!. slottr a heavy, loglike poets ; also, carrying on a. small business, or the like; as,
3. An insipid drink, as weak tea. Slang, Local, U. S.
fellow, slota to droop.] 1. An untidy woman; a slattern.
4. A menial ; servant. Slang. Rare.
small tradesmen.
n Small harpers."
C!taucer.
Sluts are good enough to make a sloven's porridge. Old Proverb,
Blum'ming (sltlm'Jng), t•b. n. The visiting of slums.
A true delineation of the smallest man is capable of inteTeBting
the greatest man.
Carl11le.
slump (slump), n. [Cf. D. stomp a mass, heap, Dan. slump 2
A wo3~~~ittf:t;1\~~~:fs
:~~!'!t~~::ifbt~!r,~:_ors.pit::
6. Of little strength ; specif. : s Of the voice, gentle;
a quantity, and E. slump, v. t.] A, or the, gross amount ;
3. A clumsy or inefficient person or thing. .l{ow Rare.
soft; also, thin and clear. "A still, small voice." 1
4. A female dog ; a bitch.
Kin_qs xix. 12. b Diluted or weak ; thin; as, .,mall beer.
!~!rf~pti~~~t~:! ~~~~~med ... by the 14llfmp. Scott.
slump, v. t. [Cf. SLUMPgross amount, LUMP; a.lso Sw. slut'tiah (-lsh), a. Like a slut; untidy; indecently neg- c Of food, light; - contrasted with gro.ss. Obs.
slum pa to bargain for the Jump. J To lump ; to throw in- ligent of cleanliness ; disorderly ; as, a sltttti.,h woman.
6. Not large-minded ; petty ; ungenerous ; mean ; as, a
Scott.
An air of liberal, though slutti.'l/1, plenty
small revenge; a ,{lmall nature.
to, or group in, a mass. Scot. & Dial.
n.
These different groups ... are exclusively Plumped together - Blut'tillh-ly, adv. -alut'tish-ness,
7. Ofa stream, low; shallow. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
Sir W. Hmmlton.
under that sense.
sly (sli), a.,· SLI'ER (sli'e'.r) or SLY'ER; sLI'EST or SLY'EST.
8l1llnp, n. 1. [Cf. dial. slamp wet, moist, or E. slump to
::~-- -1n~tf;(o~~~~~~,t~ 1
[;~7,~·(~~~=d
[ME. sli, slegh, sleih, fr. Scand.; cf. Teel. s/:egr, for slcegr;
fall through.]
A boggy place. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
g,-eat) are often used without distinction.
But SMALL
also Sw. slug, Dan. slu, LG. slou, G. scMau ,- prob. akin
2. [Prob. imitative.] The noise made by anything falling to E. slay, v. t.; cf. G. versch.lngen sly. See SLAY,"· t. ,· (which is more frequently than Uttle applied to number,
into a hole, or into a soft, miry place. Scot.
cf. SLEIGHT.
J 1. Wily; cunning; skillful i shrewd ; in- ~li:~:itha~tg~i:,~d,~~r;11gJif:l
~~:~ctf!8t1;8T~at
w!!~!
3. Act of slumping, or falling or sinking t.hrough a surface.
genious ; - in a good sense. Ob.,.
it may also (cf. GREAT)connote tenderness or
4. Act of sliding or slipping on a declivity so rapidly that
Be ye sl11as serpents, and simple as doves. Wychffe (Matt x.16). absolute;
pathos, which small rarely does; as, a small house; cf. a
the motion is perceptible; - said of earth, rock, etc.
2. Artfully or meanly cunning; crafty; also, done with,
UttlP house; a small (not Uttle) attendance; a little boy ;
6. A falling or declining, esp. suddenly and markedly; a or marked by, artful and dexterous secrecy; subtle; as, a cf. the sma.tl boy; 0 Sleep, my little one" (Tennyson); her
falling off; as, a slump in trade, in prices, etc. Colloq.
sly trick. Craig. "Sly wiles.'' Spenser.
pathetic little smile. Both small and little may connote in■lulc'tng(sl~s'lng;<:_f, ~LUI~E). slung. + i;i1.1No,
[SLING., formerly on war vessels. to ob- sluth'er,
Mud; slime - sly'1ter. Scot. var. of i;lLAISTER.smack smooth.
Quite
n. fJ'hemater1alfor or of n.slmce- slung (elhng), p1·et. ~ p. 71. of tain small luxuries or pleasures sluth'er-y, a Both Dwl lfw,.
Sm. Abbr, Chem. [without pe- miooth.
way or mining sluice. [bers.l Blung'bod.'y,n. A truck or drav for the men.
elutte. T SLPT.
[01·
riod, Sm], Samarium.
::.:.~!mrcD~~~id; ..
f:ael.
0s:e~~gL~lum- ~~t:,~r(~~~j~e:i<tt>;j~a~;;_
n~oof 0
:i.~!~ttishness. Obs. ~F~Hc:r
•~rmint~;j!~~~j§~~~ smml smut, smod dirt, dust, fr.
cook's assh,tnnt at a i,;hearing slut'ty, a. Sluttish. Obs.
geant Major: shoTt meter: So- E. ,'!mui.J Stain; smear. Scot.
1l:um'ber-ing-ly, adv. of slum- ~I.OUNnJo:.Srot. ~ Dial. E11g.
t118) !, •_,,m,,~,,~,,<,,•,m
baleurminJ.'b·ePr·•Pa.nr.d.
n, The reg,·on alunge (sHinj), 11. ,\· 1~. Plunge. Rte.tion.
Aw:tralia-. sluye. Obs. pret. of ~LAY.
ci enty,0offMMa
i~11
g,[cCrfi:nJ;c
egJ,.
1_1
1_0 ii
81_k
0 )11.•t",·n·
1a1r•y·,(t811,aeteMMar
li
Srot. 4' Dial. E,ir,. [of ~LINO., Blut, ,,. t. To befoul. Ohs.
siyy., 0hribe.
toprpeth.eorf.
SLAAYd.
runken 80
· '
•· 0
of slumber or !-ilePp.
slungen Obs 11ret pl & p p
slutch ldial. sli:'ich; slcR'.ich),
n, 8h 0 8
Stipendiary Magistrate.
sleek.] ScoundTel;rasca.l;punJ
slunk (sltiIJk),"Jl1"et: ~- i,. J):~f ~f. ME.
and E. SLUDGE.]tinker in the "Induction., to smacche. smach. T SMATCH. or contemptible fE'llow.
Blum'ber-less, a. See-LESS.
~=:.en~ s+~~i;~;lfBER.
t. To slop or slot~Z;: I s1Jo:hi~~~~-_:-s~~U:h~e:
~~\~~l~: ~~~:!~P.e!he~si;•i~!d~i~8
b0e\i~~! 1~a::~;:!t(sr3:~'rl), n. A jumRo
alum'mer, n. One who slums. slur'bow'. n. A form of cross- Afl Obs. ar Dwl. Eng.
he is a lord and before whom smack boat. An open fishing 1mak + SMATCH,SMACK,S1U.IB.
■lummir. T ~I,l'MBF.R.
bow, said by some writeTs to alute. + SLUT,n.
the play if; given.
boat with a fish well. U.S.
smaL i' SllALJJ.
slyche. i' SLEECH.
■mack'ee (smlk'e), 11. A small ammalal•-••alh.,
+0 ,sMaA.LLA~ES,cnMAL
alum'mock (sli1m'Uk), alum'- have had a harrel. Ohi:..or Hist. s1ute. a. Slovenly. Ob~.
mock•Y· Va.rs. of SLAMMOCK,
slurd, Slnrrt->d. Rf',f. 811.
elute (slat). n. A greedy or slyder. T SLIDDER.
flshinJZsmack . .Florida. [07::ls.l 8
cllc
1y+f~\~~iH.Scot.
0 fi.~~ti/f SLAT.
!ltr::~;.!:[cf.SI.OP)I 1Sleepy.
smear;
nT!s~cl:!!~rio~~- s~~;~~d League. The Leagu ..
Ohs.
[m the lump.\ Blush'er, n. = SLUSHY
b. Slang, sluthe. + F-LEUTH.
slyk. + SLEECH.
smack'ly, adi•. With smack- ofSchmalkalden.See2dLEAOus.
1luth'er (slatrt:ft'~r; sli1Nt'l'r; slyne. VaT. of i;lLJl'i'E,
inJ?. 01>1'.
smale. i' .'~MA.LL. rKALDIC.\
alump'work.', n. WoTk done Au~trnlia.
sma.ck'ma.n
(sm'lik'mi!n),
Sma.1-kal'dic, a. = 'ScnMAI.Blumi'y (sltim'eY· sl<mm'pl) 1lushtund. Mil. !\".Nati. A fund -~). 1•. 1. •''('()f. 4- Dinl. Eng. sly'nesa.n. See-NE1-S.
1
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SMALL

SMELFUNGUS

significance or pettiness; as, a matter of small (or littlel small'sword' (sm6l'sord'), n. A light sword for thrust- smart'Weed' (smiirVwiid'), n. The water pepper (Pol,moment· "Laugh at small fools and lash small knaves '
ing; esp., the sword worn by 18th-century civilians of gonum hydropiper) ; also, any of several other species of
( Churchlll); "A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of standing.
Polygonum having acrid juice.
little mind•" (Emerson). DIMINUTIVE is stronger than smal'lY (am6111T), adv. In a small quantity, degree, or smash (smish), v. t.; SMASHED(smitsht); SMASu'ING.
small and commonly im;plies comparison· as, '' the snug
[Prob. imitative, with inflnence of mash.] 1. To break
Obs.
or
R.
manner;
also,
not
numerously
or
largely.
fireside h1 our own diminutive parlor" ( Cowper); h The
in pieces by violence ; to dash to pieces ; to crush.
horses are so diminutive that they might be, with propri- smalt (sm6lt), n. [It. smalto, LL. smaltum; of Teutonic
2. To destroy utterly ; to break up completely; to shatter;
origin; cf. OHG. smalz grease, butter, G. schmalz grease,
et)', said to be Lilliputian" (id.). TINYis the familiar and
as, to sma:-;/1,
a theory ; to smash a corner in stocks.
colloquial, MINUTE, the exact, word for that which is ex- OHG. smelzi enamel, G. schmelz, OHO. smelzan to melt,
tremely small/,_·as," a little tiny boy" (Shak.); "The ne:w G. schmelzen. See SMEL'l',v. t.; cf . .ENAMEL.] A deep
3. To propel violently; to dash, esp. so as to shatter somemoon put fort a little diamond peak, no bigger than •..
thing; as, to smash a stone through glass. Colloq. or Dial.
blue pigment or coloring material prepared by fusing together silica, potash, and oxide of cobalt, and reducing to 4. Lawn Tennis. To hit (the ball) from above the level of
the net with a very hard overhand stroke.
powder the glass thus formed. In the arts it is now largely
(Huxley). That is MINIATURE
which is on a very small
replaced
by cobalt blue and artificial ultramarine.
5. To hit violently; as, to smash one with the fist. Slang.
sr..ale; as, "a miniature creation " ( Gay).
See PETTY,
smalt 11te (sm611tit), smalt'ine (-tin),n. [See SMALT.]Min. smash, v. i. 1. To break up, or go to pieces suddenly, as
DWARI', CIRCUMSTANTIAL,
A
tin-white
or
gray
isometric
mineral
of
metallic
luster,
the
result of collision or pressure.
In • sm&llway, with small ca:pital or resources ; unpretenin composition essentially cobalt diarsenide, CoAS2 , but
2. To move or be propelled with great violence against
0
1
usually containing (in addition to iron) some nickel, thus
something; as, the ship smashed on the rocks.
and cheap drink. - a. arms, Mil. &-Nav., arms carried on the
graduating into chloanthite.
H., 5.5-6. Sp. gr., 6.4-6.6.
3. To be utterly disrupted, broken up, wrecked, or the
person and used in the hands, such as a war club, grenade, smar'agd (smilr'ilgd), smaragde, n. [L. smaragdus: cf. like ; as, the business smashed in the panic. Colloq.
bo"fJ sword, lance, rifle, carbine, pistol,. etc. ; now .t.gen- OF. esmaragde. See EMERALD.] The emerald. Obs. or R.
4. To utter counterfeit coin. Cant. Now Rare.
1·able.
erauy, only portable firearms. - ■. atlaa. tsee
ama-rag14ille (sm<i-rllg'din), a. [L. smaragd-inus, Gr. smash, n. 1. A breaking or dashing to pieces ; also,
-1. beer, weak beer; fig., something of little importance;
aµapo.yowo<.] Of or pert. to emerald; emerald. Obs. or R.
Colloq., a severe collision.
::~ftb!!;.~t
sma-rag'dite (-dit), n. [Cf. F. S1naragdUe; -from its 2. Utter or serious disaster ; ruin ; wreck ; as, the l'llW,&1,,
Print., a letter in the form of, but about two-thirds the size ememld-greencolor.
See SMARAGD.]JJ,fin. A greenfoliof an enterprise or business. Colloq.
ated amphibole, often derived from common diallage.
3. A drink of spirits, with ic~, water, sugar, and mint, or
1
~h~
(sm&rt), V. i. ,' SMART 1ED; SMAR-r'ING.
[ME . .vmer- the like ; as, a brandy smash ; a whisky smash.
the sphere, under CIRCLE,n. - •. cranberry. See CRANBERRY' smart
2. -1. debt, a debt of small amount; specif.,a debt not over ten, AS. smeortan ,· akin to D. smarten, Bmerten, G. schmer- smash'er (-er), n. 1. One that smashes things.
zen, OHG. smerzan, Dan. smerte, Sw. smi:irta, D. smart,
2. Anything very large or extraordinary of its kind. 8la11g.
a certain small amount, within the jurisdiction of a court
smert, a pain, G. schmerz, OHG. smerzo, and prob. to L.
3. One who utters counterfeit coin. Ca,nt, Eng.
of more or less expeditious or summary :proQedure for
facilitating reoovery of such debts. Rare ,.n the U. S. mordereto bite, Gr. CTf.A.Ep8110c;,
crµEp8M,fo,;,terrible, fearful.
4. A small raised pie of meat or fruit. Dial. Eng.
Cf. MORSBL.l 1. To feel, or be the seat of, a lively, pun6. = SMASHING MACHINE.
;l'~~fi~~t
sia~~~h
gent local pam ; as, my finger smarts ,· these wounds smart. smash'ing,p. pr.&: vb. n. of SMASH. Hence: a. 1. Crush2. To feel a pungent pain of mind; to feel sharp pain or ing or breaking ; hence, having great force or violence i u,
t';lert~o~E;1~t~!~.th°e
grief ; to suffer ; to feel the sting of evil.
a smashing blow.
shrubs, as the raspberry, in distinction from ihose borne
He that is surety for a stranger shall snim·t for it. Prov. xi. 15. .2. Forceful; vigorous ; as, a smashing review. Colloq.
on trees, usually of larger size. - a. 'fly, small fish; hence,
3. To cause a smart ; as, the blow &11iarted.
persons or things of ~ittle importance. - a. goods, smalls.
3. Large and strong; also, extraordinary.
Cant or Slang.
Bee SMALL, n., 7. Brit. Trade Cant. - a. helm, Naut., a heJm smart, v. t. To cause to smart.
amashlng ma.chine, a press used by bookbinders to flatten
smart, n. [ME. smerte. See SMART,v. i.] 1. A quick,
book folds before sewing.
s:::~~l
t,re::h~.i°J,~•~
tf.::'d pungent, lively pain; a pricking local pain, as the pain smat'ter (smlWer), v.i.; SMAT'TERl!D(-erd); SMAT'TER-ING.
or owned \';y a laboring man and cultivated to supplement
[ME. smate1·en to cha.tter, prate; cf. Sw. smattra to clatter,
from puncture by nettles. "In pain's smart." Chaucer.
his main income ; - so called with reference to certain
to crackle; perh. imitative.]
1. To talk superficially or
statutes intended to promote the acquisition of such hold- 2. Severe, pungent pain of mind; poignant grief; as, the
ignorantly;
to babble; to chatter.
smart
of
affliction.
~pens.er.
ings. In this sense the term does not include any farm,
Of state affairs you cannot smatter.
Swift.
3. A fellow smart in dress or manner. Slang&: Obs. or R.
however small, from which the occupier derives his main
2. To have a slight, superficial knowledge; - usually with
support. - a. hours, the, the early hours of the morning,
4, = SMART MONEY, 2. Cant.
of. Now Ra1·e.
as one o'clock, two o'clock, etc. -a. intestine. See INTES- Smart, a.; SMART
1ER (smar'ter);
SMART'EST. [ME. smerte.
TINE. -a. letter, a minuscule. -a. line. See 3d LINE, 1 e. See SMART, v. i.] 1. Causing pain, esp. a sharp pain or 3. To break in pieces; to shatter. Scot. &: Dial. Eng.
smart ; painful ; stinging ; as, a smart chastisement. u His smat'ter, v. t. 1. To get a slight taste of. Obs. Chaucer.
(j=~i;l~:f~~7ri::n~§e~1!aE~~-n~&~~e~
~~~:, wounds,
2. To talk superficially about.
that were so smart."
Havelok.
small change. Obs. or R. - ■.-mouthed black baas. See
3. To gain a slight superficial knowledge of.
Chaucer.
2. Rough ; fierce; harsh; as, smart waves. Obs.
BLACK BABS. - a. octave. Music. See 5th PITCH, 12. I/lust.
smat'ter,
n. Superficial knowledge; a smattering.
3.
Keen
;
severe
;
poignant;
as,
smart
pain
or
grief.
- a. people. a The common people. Obs. b The fairies.
llial. Eng. - a. plea, Print., a size of type.
4. Acting, performed, or the like, with vigor ; vigorous ; smat'ter-er (-er), n. One who has only slight, superficial
knowledge ; a sciolist.
as, a smart exercise; smart skirmishes.
~ This line is printed in small pica. sharp;
smat'ter-ing, n. A slight, superficial knowledge.
5. Brisk ; fresh; as, a :nnart breeze.
I had a great dei;;ire,not able to attain to a superficial skill in
Double a. :pica is a size intermediate between paragon and
6. Marked by acuteness, pullgency, or shrewdness; witty;
any, to have some smattering in all.
Burton.
now, esp., somewhat cheaply witty; as, a smart saying.
~~~ea~~~t 2l~~est!:fi~g-o~
:rc~~ft8.~ ~c;l~~t~1!~
smat'ter-ing-ly,
adv. Superficially; with slight knowledge.
Young.
"The poor renown of being smart."
Iron., any of the hundre;/s (about 700in 1909)of asteroids,
smear
(smer),
n.
[ME.
smere,
AS.
smeoru
fat,
greaae;
7. Able to accomplish results quickly or efficiently;
or planetoids, whose orbits lie chiefly between Mars ana
akin to D. smeer, G. schmeer, OHG. smero, Icel. smJ"<w,
Sw.
Jupiter. - a. pole, .Forestry, any tree with a diameter of active; capable ; clever; as, a smart business man; some• & Dan. sm.01'butter, Goth. smai1P1·fatness, smarna dung;
from four to eight Inches. - 1. poat. See PAPER,Table. - a. times, esp. Colloq., U. S., questionably sharp or shrewd.
cf.
Oir.
smir
marrow,
Gr.
µ.Vpov
an
unguent,
Cf.
SMIRCH.]
pota.toea,something trivial in value or importance; hence,
a. a Of articles of dress, etc., rich, handsome, elegant, or l. A fat, oily substance ; ointment ; grease. Johnson.
something ungenerous or meanly petty. - a. reed, or a. reed showy. Now Rare. b Of persons, elegantly, sprucely,
2. Hence, a spot made by or as by an unctuous or adhearua, the reed bent grass. - ■. register. See REGISTER, n.,7. or showily dressed. Now Rare. "John, she's so sniart
sive substance ; a blot or blotch ; a daub; a stain.
-with every ribbon new.'' Austin Dobson. o Of persons
11
,.,n!~:f~~l!het::.e_:r~-~pt~:::r1°
;~~ r:e~f;~
3. Pottery Manuj. Slip glaze.
or things, fashionable ; in the mode ; as, showy and expenapikena;:;J. (Aralia racemosa). - a. atorea, Nav., small ar4. Card Playing. A play of a counting card on one's
sive but not smart,· a smart entertainment ; the s·mart set.
ticles like tobacco, soap, sewing materials, etc., issued
partner's trick. Colloq.
monthly by the payme.ster of a war vessel to members of Colloq. d Of persons, up to an artificial standarcl of ap- smear, v. t. ,· SMEARED (sm'erd) ; SMEAR'ING. [ME. smeren,
pearance and performance applied in a particular calling
the crew and charged to their accounts. - s. stuff, Naut.,
AS. smienvan, smyrwan, fr. smeoru fat, grease;
smerien,
spun yarn, marline, and other small rope, desb;nated usuor the like ; as, a smart butler ; a smart soldier or troop.
to D. smeren, OHG. smirwen, G. schmieren, Icel,
ally by the number of threads or yarns which 1t contains.
9. Considerable ; large ; as, a sma,·t crowd of people; a akin
smy~ia
to
anoint. See SMEAR,n.] 1. To overspread with
- •. aword. See SM:ALLSWOBD. - a. t'&lk,light or trifling
right smart chance; a smart price. Dial.
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conversation; chitchat. - a. tithes. See TITHE. - a. wares,
anything unctuous, viscous, or adhesive ; to daub; specif.,
Syn. - SMART, CLEVER. SMART, as here compared, sugCom., small textile articles, as tarr:;s, braid, fringe, and the
Obs., to anoint; as, to sniear anything with oil. "Smear
0
0:~:~::rt~~i~~
the sleepy grooms with blood.''
Shak.
fe;!~:!!~:r
1
i:ies:
!~~ld~e~~~~!~~o:!~1 :~
:.Sroitness or dexterity, and often su~sts
contrast with
2. Tosoilinanyway;
to contaminate; to pollute; to stain
small (sm61), adv. 1. In or to small extent, quantity, or more substantial qualities; as, u a pomt which, though
morally; as, to be smeared with infamy.
Shak.
degree ; slightly. Obs. "I wept but small." Chaucer.
3. To treat with a salve of tar and butter, milk, etc., aa
1
;1::;:de~?~g:1~~ t~:d L~t-i~,
2 " Not loudlJJu ~~~t~t!ati=~,!l:;u as you will.
young sheep, or hoggets, to destroy vermin and mat th~
Shak.
persons are often srnm·t and captious " (Landor); "The
green coat had been a smart dress ~rment in the days of fleece.
small, n. 1. A small or little thing ; - now only in pl.
4. Pottery JJfanuj. To cover with smear, or slip glaze.
Yet have ye won ther-on but a small.
Chaucer.
~~! s1:swi!n~J:~r ~~ &. Card Playing. To play (a counting card) on one'•
2. The small or slender part of a thing ; as, the small of
her way, and could say smart things" (Trollope); u The
partner's trick. Slang.
the leg or of the back; specif., Whaling, the posterior part
J>OOrgirl liked to he thought cle11er,but she hated to be smear dab. A flatfish (Microcephalus kilt) having a slimy
of a whale between the vent and the flukes of the tail.
thou~ht bookish" (H. James); "circles in whose more
skin, found on the European coasts.
.
3. pl. Smallclothes. Colloq. & Obs. or Archaic.
precise vocabulary cleverness implies mere aptitude for smeared (smerd), a. Zool. Having color markings which
4. pl. See RESPONSION,
3.
(G. Eliot)·
knowing and doing, apart from character"
are ill defined, as if rubbed.
&. pl. Mining. The coal, ore, or ore-bearing rock which
"He could deal competentlr, with effects, but be was not smear 1y (smer'1), a. 1. Tending to smear or soil; adclever at assi_gning causes ' (May Sinclair). In colloq.
passes through small meshes of a certain size.
hesive ; viscous.
Rowe.
usai:-e (esl/. in U.S.) clever is often loosely synonymous with
8. pl. Railroads. Articles of freight under a certain
2. Smeared; soiled, sticky, or greasy, as if smeared.
weight, formerly 500 lbs., now 300 lbs., for carriage of
g~~~~1;a!k:~ ~'a~sh
sorry for him, Smec-tym 111u-ns (smek-tTmlnll-us), n. The professed
which an extra·charge, or surtax, is made. Eng.
Cleverness is a certain knack or aptitude at doing certain
author of a pamphlet containing an attack on episcopacy,
7. pl. In any trade, or business, the smaller kinds of the
in 1641. This work was written by five Presbyt~~cf~e!ci\~!~:ic:~~;:1f~~c~no~ iie~~~~~~c~~~~iJ~e~~ ~:kf:g published
articles dealt in ; small goods. Cant, Brit.
terian divines, and the title was formed from the initial letter&
puns,
making
epigrams,
making
extempore
verses,
mimicking
In a., in little; in miniature.
Oba.or R.
the company, ... etc. Cleverness is either liveliness and !rmm·t• of their names: Stephen Marshall, Edmund Cnlamy, Thomae
small'age (sm6Jltj), n. [small F. ache smallage. See ness,
or something answering to sleight of hand.
Hazlitt.
0
N"o":~::m·:::tztYi"fte:PAYr::rsmee
(1818ACHEparsley.] The wild form of celery. See CELERY.
right smart of, much or many of; a large amount, number,
1877),an Eng!isl'man~ Elec. A sim/.le battery having a sil1mall/olothes' (-kloaiz' ; colloq. -kloz 1 ). n. pl. Knee or quantit;v of. IJial. [J. S.
breeches; esp., the tight-fitting knee breeches of the 18th 1mart'e11\Emllr't'n), v. t. To make smart or spruce; ~f,!'J~~lg~~=~~~~~ei\:f!e~~~\;~
and early 19th centuries.
usually with up. - v. i, To smarten one's self.
sulphuric acid.
11111111'11888,
n. Quality or state of being small.
smart'ly (smiirtlJT), adv. In a smart manner.
smeg'ma (sm~g'mti), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uµijyµa soap, fr.
amall']JDZ' (sm611pl!ks-'), n. [small
pox, pocks.] Med.
to wash off.] 1. A soapy medicament.
Obs.
8
8
A contagious, constitutional, febrile disease characterized
Jav.1.Mo:!;M:ito\!!it~~~f!i~rs
or sailors, in uµ~x«v
2. Physiol. The matter secreted by any of the sebaceous
the British service, for wounds and injuries received. b
by vomiting, intense lumbar pains, and a peculiar pustular
glands; specif., the cheesy, sebaceous matter which colMil. A sum paid by a recruit for the British army, ;previous
~:icrts:c~~:
v~~s~~(fl!:t ~t~~~b~ to bein~ sworn in, to procure his release from service. c A lects between the glans penis and the foreskin.
sum paid byan employer to an injured employee . .Dial.Eng. smeg-mat'ic (sm~g-milt'Tk), a. Of the nature of soap;
aequently umbilicated) and then pustules, and finally
smart'DBSS, n. Quality or state of being smart.
cleansing; detersive. -11.
A smegmatic agent. Obs.
thick crusts which slough, often leavmg a pit, or scar.
Taste: smack. Obs. or Dial.Eng. ameal.
or powder of ground malt ; ameeth(srnCtlt),a.[AS.smea'ian,
SMELL.
am&ll' coal', n. Charcoal. Ohs
n. Without s~~t;: / amatch,v. t. To smack; to give smear'ca.ae' (smi!r'kis'), n. [G. hence, powder; dust. Scot.
1mall' -ease', n. Little-ease. Obs.
v., smiOe, a.] Smooth. Obs. or
ma.lier ca.techism. See CATE- sma.rt ticket. JIHI. A certificate a flavor or taste to. 0f)R. or Dial. schmierkiiRe: schmier grease (or 2. Sagacity ; liveliness. Scot.
for one entitled to smart money. Eng.
[Smatchet. Scot.I sclimieren to smear) + ki:ifie 3, .Jfining. Ore in fine particles, S('ot. c\""Dial. E11fl.
0 ()'g~_ke
from
sifting
;
slack
;
also,
clay
smart'y
(smiir'tl),
n.
A
person
ama.tch'er
(sm&eh'@r),
n.
cheese.]
Cottage
cheese.
U.
S.
~!'.ifllih1, n. = c AND LEwho, in a callow fashion, tries amatch'et(-lt;-et),n. Aecurvy, smear culture. See SLANTCUL- or shale separating coal seams.
FISH &.
to be witty or jocose. Slang.
coI).temptible fellow ; also, an TURE.
am&ll'lsh, a. See -JSH.
c!K!!:
::~!n1~J:s!:i·nuM.]
I
smeard. Smeared. Ref. Sp.
■ma.lla (sm6lz),
n. pl. See ama.aherhammer. A light ham- unmannerly child. Scot.
mer with a narrow peen, used amate. Obs. pret. of SMITE.
1mear'i-ne11 (sme'r'l-n~s), n.
SHALL, n.
(~~~~\~ f!:.n~fSxE~;
s':e9f!::
&
See -NESS.
by photo.engravers in beating ■materen. ;- SMATTER.
s~~?\''\Itu~~a~ll:
:; up zinc, etc.
amatte. Obs. p. p. of SMOT.
ameat, a. [Cf. AS. smJE"te.]Re- Pintai duck. U.S. b Widgeon. potter's slip glaze.
smaah'er•y (smd.sh'l!r-l), n. A
fined; pure. Obs. [ofSMOOTU-1c Pochard. d Smew. E11g.
&ot. Ir IJial. Eng.
.?~~-EEK.
::::,h~i:a?.~iiib).et.Ols~~:~f.3: ameath(smi!ilt). Dial. Eng. var. ameech (dial. smech), 11. ~ v. i.
amare. + SMERE,
[S~ot.l smashing ; destruction. Scot.
smel, amele. ;- SMALL.
Eng. var. of SMALL.
SMEECII. [AS. smican, v., sm€c, n. Cf. ■mel.
amech. + SMATCH,
unan, adv. In mockery. Ohs. smaaht. Smashed. R~.f. Sp.
Obs. or ref. sp. of SMELL.
1
am.
c.
.Abbr.
Small
capita1R.
Smec-VJ!l'nu-an,n. Supporter of
,mart, adv. Smartly. (See ama.ah'-up ,n. A smash; esp.,
~~~t~E-bbs~~~-~,~~~~stink;
ameld,amelt. Smelled. Ref, Sp.
a disastrous collision. Colloq.
tr:::~\~a~i:l:r ~1;:ed~~~n(s~~~'YJi'i;f,~_n[l.88. am.eek(Scot. smek), n. c\""v. i. Smel-flm'pa (sm~l-fl1?J'gtl's),
:~,'rtii}2~. Smarting. Obs. :::ih ?jf:if.~~-~t::~~!·h), n. Ecclesia (L., Holy
,a.
1\1o th er smedema, smedma, ameodema,
ref. SMEECR,SMOKE_;.1
Smoke. Smollett, who, in 1766\publishecl
[ME.
smach,
smak.
See
SMACX.j
fine
flour,
meal.]
1,
The
flour
Oba.
or
Scot.
am.eek
y,
a.
Scot.
Church).
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smell (sm~l), v. t.; SMBLLED(sm~ld) or SMBLT(sm~lt);

cend the rivers to spawn, or are landlocked in lakes. Their
flesh is delicate, tender, and oily, and has a peculiar odor
and taste. Among the important species are: the European

\

SMOCK
smirch (smllrch),

t•. t.; SMIRCHED
(smftrcht); s>1IRCH'UJG.
[Derivative fr. Mli::. smeren to smear. See SMEAR.] To
smear with that which stains, or makes dirty; to SlllUtch;
begrime; soil; sully ;-often fig., of reputation, honor,ete.
(O.%tJr1a~~~f
1~~s
northward ; 0. t
of the Pacific coast from San smirch, n. A smutch ; smear ; stain.
11NG. [ME.
smirk (smllrk), v. i.; SMIRKED(srnfirkt); SMIRK
~~!~~1~elt
(Me~~;tf}~J!-~!'!f~?1fi:Zka~f/a=
smirken, AS. srnercian, smearcian, to smile; cf. MHG.
chatka, and northern Japan spawns in fresh-water ponds.
smieren, smielen, to smile. See SMILE,v. i.] To smile in
See also SURFSMELT.
an affected or conceited manner ; to smile with affected
2. Any of various other small fishes resembling the smelt;
complaisance; to simper.
From that time forward I began to smell the Word of God, and
as: a Any of certain silversides, esp. Atherinopsis caliSyn. - See SIMPER.
forsook the school doctors.
Latimer.
Jorniensis
(an
important
food
fish)
or
Atherirwps
a.ffinis.
smirk,
n. An affected smile; a simper.
3. To savor of. Obs.
California. b The tomcod (Microgadus proxirnus) of the smlt (smrt), n. [Cf. AS. smitta a smear, stairr, smittian
to am.ell a rat, to have a sense of something wrong, not
Pacific
coast,
C
A
sand
launce.
d
Any
of
certain
freshto
staiu,
defile. See SMITE,11. t. l 1. A spot; stain ; smut;
clearly evident; to have suspicion aroused. Colloq. - to
water cyprinoid fishes. e A smolt. Brit.
a dark mark, as on the skin. <Jbs.,Scot., or Dial. Eng.
■• out\ specif., to detect (a witch or one who causes disease
3. A gull; a simpleton. Obs.
Beau.&: Fl.
or misfortune) by wjzard\y powers; - a function of the
2, An owner's mark put on sheep; also, the fine clay or
Kaflr u witch doctor " in South Africa.
smelt (sm~lt), v. t.; sMELT1ED; SMELT'ING. [Prob. fr. rnddle used for marking sheep. Dial. E11g.
smell, v. i. 1. To affect the olfactory nerves; to bave an Scand,; cf. Sw. ~-miilta, Dan. smelte, Icel. smelta, akin to smite (smit), v. t.; pret. SMOTE(smiit), rarely SMIT(smlt);
odor or scent i to have a particular odor; - often followed
D. smelten, G. schmelzen, v. t., OHG. ,melzan, v. i., smel- p. p. SMIT'TEN(smit''n), SMIT, or SMOTE;p. pr. &: vb. ti.
by of,' as, to smell good; to smell of smoke, or of wusk.
zen, v. t. (from the v. i.), and prob. to Gr. µi>.a,w. Cf.
SMIT'ING(smitling).
[AS. smilan to smear, to soil, pol2. 1'o savor or smack of any <juality.
.
ENAMEL,MELT,SMALT.] Metal. To melt or fuse, as ore, to
lute; akin to OFries. smita to smite, LG. smiten, D. smijPraises in an enemy are superfluous, or smell of craft. Milton.
separate and refine the metal ; hence, to reduce ; to refine ;
ten, G. sc!tmeissen, OHG. s1nizan to smear, stroke, OSw.
3. To exercise the sense of smell ; to inhale an odor; to flux 01· scorify; as, to smelt tin. See BLASTFURNACE.
& Sw. dial. smita to smite, Dan. amide to throw, Goth.
once with to, now, Colloq., with of.
Ex.
38. smelt, v. i. To smelt a metal ; to be smelted or fused.
bismeitan, gasmeitan, to anoint, besmear. The original
4. To pry into, or investigate, something; to go about as if smelt'er (smel'ter), n. One that smelts; a smelting fursense was, perhaps, to daub on, to smear.] l. To strike;
on the scent of something ;-nsuallywith·about.
'' Brerenace or establishment, or a man who owns or runs one.
to inflict a heavy blow upon with the hand, an instrument
ton 's been smelling about this town."
P. L. Ford. smelt'er-y (-Y), n: A smelting establishment.
held in the hand, or a missile thrown by the hand ; - often
to smell of the lamp, to bear marks of great stndy and labor; smer'lln (smllr 1lfo), n. A small loach.
in the Old Testament, and hence sometimes archaically,
- said of a literary composition. Cf. ARS EST CELAREAR- smew (smii), n. [Peril. fr. a lost word meaning small;
involving the idea of putting to death.
TEM.-to a. of the shop, to suigest too strongly one's occf. D. smieut smew, Fries. sment, prob.
He had smitten every male in Edom. l Kt11g/fxi. 1.5.
cupation or profession ; as, his talk sm,ells of the s!top.
Whosoever shall .smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him
orig. meaning small duck; cf. OHG.
smell, n. [ME. smel, smil, sm.ul, smeol. See SMELL,v. t.]
the other also.
Matt. v. 31f.
1. The sense or faculty by which certain qualities of sub- 811lii.lii small, Icel.
z.
To
cause
to strike; to use as an instrument in striking
stances are perceived through the instrumentality of the ol- sm.iir, and D. eend
duek, G. ente, AS.
factory nerves, The end organ of the sense of smell consists
or hurM~u~·. u ~:~:/ihi:ra~!ft~~n\~gtf!1:~;{
ened. Cf. s M II E,
of the olfactoq, mucous membrane in the nasal cavities, its
3. To blast; to deatroy the life or vigor of, as by a stroke;
stimulation bemg normally occasioned by the inhalation
SMEA
TH.] A merganto
affect disa8-tronsly ; hence, to afflict ; chasten ; chastiae.
of·volatile substances mixed with minute. particles susser (Mergus albellus)
The flax and the barley was smillen.
E:r. ix. 81.
pended in the air. See OLFAOTORYNERVESa.
of northern Europe
Let us not mh;take God's goodness, nor imagine, because he
2. Any sensation of odor, scent, perfume, etc. ; also, the
smites us, that we are forsaken by him.
Wake.
and Asia. It is the
quality of a thing which affects the olfactory organs.
4. To strike or aft'ect with passion or emotion.
smallest of mergan.
Breathing the smell of field and grove.
Milton.
Satan, smitten with amazement, iell.
Milton.
sers and one of the
3. An act or instance of smelling.
&. To bring distress or grief to; to trouble ; BB, his cone~~~s.di-p~:
Smew (Mergus albellus) (hl
4. A representation or suggestion of a smell, esp. a subtle
science smote him.
ma.le is white and black with a large white crest. The name
suggestion ; as, a song with the smell of the sea.
8. To affect with the force and abruptness of a blow; as,
Syn. - SMELL,ODOR,BCBNT,FRAGRANCE,
PERFUMB,
AROMA, is sometimes extended to the hooded merganser.
a. cry smote his ears.
1
1ER-ING.
SMELL,the most general word, and onoR (with which it is SmJCk 8I (sml'.kfer), V, i. ,' SMICK'ERED
(-erd) j SMICK
Syn. - See STRIKE.
often interchani:-eable) may suggest either a pleasant or
[Cf. Sw. smickra to flatter, Dan. srnigre, and E. ,wnile. Cf.
to smite hip and thigh, to overthrow completely ; to defeat
an unpleasant impression ; but sm.ell often conveys the
SMICKER.,
a.] To smirk or smile affectedly; to look amontterly.
Yudg. xv. 8. -to 1. off, to cut off at one blow.
more direct or concrete sug_gestion ; as, h the damp earthr,
rously
or
wantonly.
Obs.
or
Dial.
Eng.
smite,
v. i. 1. To strike; collide; knock. Archaic.
smell that was everywhere mtermingled with the 1Scents '
The heart melteth, and the knees smite together.
...Yah ii. IO.
Cf. SMICK(8tm.,enson) ; u The salt odor mingled with the wild garden smlck 1er, a. [AS. smicere tasteful, beautiful.
ER, v.] Obs. 1. Elegant ; gay ; spruce.
T. Lodge.
2. To act like a sudden blow upon something ; as, grief
scents" ( W. Pa.ter); ~,Then subtle influences of ollo1·,the
2. Smug; smirking ; finical.
J?ord,. smote into his heart ; a glare of ligl1t smote on his eyes.
sense of something very foreign ... came up with the
Sm11la-ca1ce-a, (smi 1lti-kii 1si-e), n.
[NL. See SMILAX.] smlt'er (smit'er), n. One that smites ; specif., Obs., a
t~f11;:!~ii~ 0
~f:,.~o~~tig'ii~i~~~
.Bot. A family of herbs or somewhat woody vines (order
scimitar.
'' I gave my back to the smiters."
Is. 1. 6 .
numerabfe associations along with the fragrance that it
Liliales), having leaves with one to five prominent parallel smith (smrth), n. [AS. smi/5; akin to D. smid, G. schmied,
exhaled" lHawthome). SCENToften implies less strength
veins,
and
dioocious
flowers
with
six
perianth
segments,
OHG.
smid,
Ice!.
swdt!r,
Dan.
&
Sw
.
.
,med,
Goth.
smipa
tha.n smel or odor; FRAGRANCE
is a fresh and pleasant
succeeded by globose berries. There are three genera, Smi(in comp.); cf. Gr. uµ.i>,.,, a sort of knife, uµ.wL11 a hoe.]
odor; as, "the scent of the first wood fire upon the keen
l. One who forges with the hammer ; a worker in metals ;
October air" ( W. Palm·); 0 the warm summer scent of a lax being much the largest. - sml 1la-ca'ceous (-shi!s), a.
as, a blacksmith, goldsmith, tin.~mith, whitesmith, etc.
sml'la:r; (smi'lltks), n. [L., bindweed, Gr. aµ,>.~.]
ftower" (H. James) i " not with a wild-flower scent, ..•
bnt with the _pe,jume of lfarden ro•es " (Hawthorne);
1. [cap.] Bot. A large widely distributed genus of plants
2. One who makes or effects anything. Rare.
Dryden.
0 fragrance
after showers ' (.Milton); •~Flowers laugh
smith, 11. t. [AS. smit!ian. See SMITH,n.] To beat into
before thee on their beds and f1·agrance in thy footing
t~i!i!n\~!;
i:~i1[h:~i!::~:ci~~~~~=~t~~~ii:bi~t
sl1ape;
to
forge
on
the
anvil
after
heating.
See
SMITHING.
treads" ( Wordsu:orlh.). PERFUMEbelongs either to natuby means of petiolar tendrils, and frequently covered witfi smlth'er-eens' (smfthler-iinz'), smlth 1ers (smYth 1erz), ,._
ral or prepared objects, and may be either light or heavy;
sharp prickles. The flowers are small, ~reenish, in axilpl. Fragments; atoms; flinders. Colloq. or Dial.
as 1 " filling the clnllir room with pm:fwne light" (Kents) i
lary umbels. Several tropical species yield sarsawrilla
Smash the bottle to R111itl1er11
1'e1myBOn.
"'A soft and solemn-breathing sound rose like a steam 01 (which see) ·bthe pliant stems of some, as S. p,o;eudo.f.:hina,
rich distilled pe1jumes" (Milton).
AROMAsuggests a
are used for asketry. S. rotund ifolfa and S. glauca are the smlth'er-y (smrth'ilr-Y), n.; pl. -ERIES(-iz). 1. The workshop
of
a
smith
,
a
smithy
or
stithy.
common American green briers. See GREENBRIER,
Rlust.
~1°~JJ~ei~ tr{(i!~~~~t
~~~i~t!:'7fg~~~nsedt~~~t~J
a. A delicate greenhouse twining plant (Asparagus aspam- 2. Work done by a smith; smithing.
the air as with some choice aroma'' ( W. Pater); u the delsmlth 1ing, vb. n. Act or art of making forgings, esp. by
goides) with ovate, bright green false leaves (cladophylls).
icate arorna of his nature" (Carlyle). See REDOLENT.
heating metal in a smith's fire and working on the anvil.
(smil), v. i. ; SMILED(smild); SMIL'ING(smil'ing).
amell'er (-e'r), n.. 1. One who smells, or perceives, traces, smile
[ME. smilen ,· akin to Dan. smile, Sw. smila, MHG. smie- Smlth-so'nl-an (smrth-sii'nY-itn), a. Of or pertaining to
tests, or the like, by the sense of smelJ.
the Englishman J. L. M. Smithson, or the national instilen,
sm,ieren,
L.
mirnri
to
wonder
at,
Skr.
smi
to
smile;
2. One that gives out a smell or has an odor.
tution of learning which he endowed at Washington, D. C.
and prob. to E. smicker. Cf. ADMIRE,MARVEL.] 1. To
3. Slan,q. a The nose. b A prying or inquisitive person.
n. The Smithsonian Institution.
1 · B11ron. smlth'son-lte
4. A tactile bristle, as one of a cat's whiskers; a feeler.
havew>i:-~ndh:'1:.:~~;b!~:nsg~v:~
e;';e~
(smith'lliln-it), n. [See SMITHSONIAN.]
Jlfit1.
1
111Bell'-feast, n. 1. One who is apt to find and frequent
To look joyous ; to have an appearance suggesting joy
a Native zinc carbonate, ZnC0 3 , usually white or nearly~
good tables i a pa~asite; a sponger.
or good will; as, smiUng spring; amiling plenty.
(but sometimes green, blue, or brown), and commonly ren1..
2. A Barmecide feast. Rare.
3. To be propitious ; to favor ; as, fortune smiled on him.
form, botryoidal, stalactitic, granular, etc. It may be dissmell'ing, p. pr. &:vb; n. of SMELL.- amelllng 1a.lt1,an aro- 4. To drink, esp. with others. Slang, U.S.
tingnished from calamine (the silicate) by its efferveamatic preparation of carbonate of ammonia and, often, smile, "· t. 1. To express by a smile; as, to smile consent.
cence with acids. H., 5. Sp. gr., 4.30-4.45. Called also
aome scent, to avoid or relieve faintness, headache, or the
2. To affect in a certain way with a smile or by smiling.
calamine. See CALAMINE,
1 b, Note. b = CALAMINE,
1 a.
like.
And sharpl.f 11mileprevailing folly dead.
Young.
smlth'Y
(-i), n.; pl. SMITH'llls (-Yz). [AS. smit!t!e, fr.
smell'y (smel'I), a. Odorous; esp., unpleasantly odorous.
3. To greet or receive with a smile. Obs. &:R.
Shak.
smi~ ,· akin to D. smidu, smids, OHO. smitta, G. schmiede,
smelt (smelt), n. [AS. smelt, sn,ylt; akin to Dan. smelt.] smile,
n. [Cf. Dan. smiil, Sw. smil. See SMILII,11. i.]
Ice!. 1mit!ja. See SMITH,n.] The workshop of a smith,
1. Any of cer1. A change of facial expression, the most notable compoesp. a blacksmith ; a smithery ; a stithy.
tain small
nents of which are a brightening of the eyes and an upward smlt'ten (smYV'n),p.p. ofsMITE. Specif.: p.a. a Strnck
fishes of the
curving of the corners of the mouth. It involves no sound
sharply, deeply, or bard; hence, grievonsly afflicted. b
family Argenand less muscular distortion of the features than a laugh.
Deeply or powerfully affected.
tlnidre, e s p.
It mar, express amusement, pleasure 2 tender affection,. ap- IIIBooll:
(smlSk), n. [AS. smocc; akin to OHG. smoccho,
those of the
prova , restrained mirth, irony, derision 1 or any of various
Ice!. smokk1·, and from the root of AS. smugnn to creep,
genua Os,1~other emotions. It is contrasted esp. with frotvn.
akin to G. schmiegen to cling to, press close, MHG. smi•They could not see the bitter smile
nu, which
gen, Ice!. smjuga to creep through, to put on a garment
Behmd the painted ~nn he wore.
E. R. Sill.
closely resemSmelt ( Osmerus mordax).
z. Favor; countenance; propitiousness; as, the smiles of which has a hole to put the head throngh ; cf. Lith. smukti
hie the trout (Salmonidm) in general structure.
They are
to glide Cf. SMUG,SMUGGLE.] a A woman's chemise or
Providence.
''
The
sm,ile
of
heaven.''
Shale.
translucent greenish above, silvery on the sides, and silsimilar undergarment; shift. b A smock frock. Carlyle.
3. Gay or joyoua appearance ; as, the smile• of spring.
very or white beneath. They live along the coasts and as-

SMBLIIING. [ME. smellen, smitten, smullen; cf. LG. smellen, smelen, smolen, schrnelen, to smoke, to reek, D. smeulen to smolder, and E. smolder. Cf. SMELL,n.] 1. To perceive by the olfactory nerves, or organs of smell; to have
a sensation of, excited through the nasal organs when affected by the appropriate materials or qualities; to obtain
the scent of ; as, to smell a rose ; to smell fire.
·Z. To detect, perceive, or investigate, as if by the sense
of smell--; to scent out; - often with out.
Shak.
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SMOCK
smock (smok), a. Of or pert. to a smock; hence, of, pert.
to, or characteristic of, a woman or women. Obs. or Archatc.

smock,"· t.; s11ocu:D(smokt); s11ocK'1NG.1. To provide

with, or clothe in, a smock.
2. To gather in lines joined at regular intervals, so as to
produce a honeycombed effect. See SHOCKING.
smock frock.
A coarse frock. or long shirt, worn over
the other dress, as by farm laborers, esp. in Europe.
smock'lng (smok'i'.ng), n. [See sMocK,n.J Needlework.
Ornamental shirred work which produces a honeycombed
effect ; - called also, honeycomb stitch.

smoke sail. Naut. A small sail hoisted close to the galley

tensia ,· esp., the Virginia cowslip. - smooth meadow~
See KENTUCKYBLUE GRASS.- I, muacle, .Anat., nonstriated.
muscle. See MUSCLE,
1 b.- a. skate. See SKATE,fish.- 1. IOle,
the lantern flounder.-,. 11UD&C,a common American sumae
(Rhus glabra) with glaucous stems and leaves. Also, sometimes, the dwarf sumac (R. copallina). - •· taper drift. See
DRIFT,n., 13 b. - a. tare, a s1ender European vetch ( Vicia
tetrasperma), with smooth stems, six to twelve leatlets, and
pale blue flowers. It is often a weed in meadows. - •· wtnterberry. See WINTERBERRY.
.
smooth(smoot!t),adv. Smoothly(seeFLAT, a., 12). Chaucer.
Smooth runs the water where the brook is deep.
Shale.
:~rii~fi'fu1:sa:;;:ke!i O b~~s~~t~ec:~! 1i!iI~~a1 11~~no~~~= smooth, n. 1. Act of making smooth ; a stroke which
smooths ; also, Rare, condition of smoothness.
riage in which tobacco smoking is permitted.- ■, duck, the
2. That which is smooth; the smooth part of anything.
1a:;i~tt:·~:r!":ife!'s°;;;oi!i':g
!i!rl~~:ia:ii:t:~t·1iJi~d
u The smooth of his neck."
Gen. xxvii. 16.
was allowed, that the men might light their pipes at it i - smooth, v. t.; SMOOTHED
1ING. [ME.
(smoot!td); 8HOOTH
now only in the phrases to l1qht, or put out) the smoking
smothen (cf. ME. smetlien, AS. smetJian). See SMOOTH,
a.]
lamp, to allow smoking to begm or to cause 1t to cease.
1.
To make smooth ; to make even on the surface; as, to
smok 1y (smok 1i), a.; SH0K1I-ER (-i-er);
SMOK'I-EST. smooth a board with a plane ; to smooth cloth with an iron.
1. Emitting smoke, esp. in large quantities or in an otfen- •
To free from obstruction; to make easy.
sive manner; fumid ; as, smoky fires.
Pupe.
And smootlt my passage k> the realms of day.
2. Like, or of the nature of, smoke; as, a smoky fog.
3. To free from harshness ; to make fl.owing ; as, to ,mootA
3. Filled with smoke; thick; as, a smoky atmosphere.
the voice or one's words.
4. Subject to be filled with smoke from chinmeys or fire- 4. To palliate ; to gloze; as, to smooth over a fault.
places; as, a smoky house.
5. To make calm ; to quiet; to soften, esp. with blandish&. Tarnished with smoke; also, of the color of smoke.
ments; also, to make pleasant or agreeable or bland.
8. Ready to detect or suspect something; suspicious i "Smooth not thy tongue with filed talk."
Sha&.
also, open to stispicion. Obs. Cf. SMOKE,v. t., 4. Foote.
Each perturbation smoothed with outward calm. Milton,.
Smoky City, the, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; -a nickname. 8. To remove or reduce (anytbing regarded as an obstruca. quartz, cairn~orm stone. -a. topaz, smoky quartz, esp.
tion) ; - nsnally with away; as, to smooth away a hillock.
when used for Jewelry.
The difficulty trmooth'd, the danger shar'd.
Dryden.
smol'der ! (smollder), v. i.; -DERED(-derd); -DER-ING. 7. Phon. To change into a simple sound by "smoothing."
smoul'der f [ME. smolderen; cf. G. dial. smiilen, smelen, smooth,v.i. 1. Toflatter; to use blandishment. Obs.orR.
D. smeulen. Cf. SHELL.] 1. To bum and smoke without
Smile in men's faces, smooth, deceive and cog.
Shak.
flame; to waste away byaslowandsuppressedcombustion.
To become smooth, in any sense.
2. To exist in a state of suppressed or smothered activity; smooth'bore', or smooth'-borB' (smoot!t'borl; 201), a.
to burn inwardly ; as, a .,moldering feud.
Firearms. Having a bore of smooth surface;-disting.
amol'der
t. To smother: suffocate ; choke; also, to from rifled. -n.
A smoothbore firearm.
smoul'der darken with smolder. Obs.
smooth'en (smoobh''n), v. t. To make smooth.
smol'der, smoul'der, n. Smoke; smother.
smooth'er (-er), n. One that smooths; a sleeker or slicker,
smolt (smolt), n. [Cf. AS.smolt serene,quiet.]
A salmon
esp. in founding. Specif. : pl. Paper Making. A pair of
between the parr and grilse stages, when it is abo'1t two highly polished heated rollers between the two sets of large
years old, and first descends to the sea. It is then silvery.
drying cylinders in one kind of Fourdrinier machine.
1BST. [ME.
Smooth (smooth), a.; 8M0OTH'11R
(-er}; SMO0TH
smooth'ing, p. pr. & vb. n. of SMOOTH.Hence : n. Phon.
,mothe, AS. sm0O; cf. LG. sm0de, sm0e, sm0dig ,· of un- A sound change consisting in the conversion of a diphcert. orig. ME. had also smethe, fr. AS. smetJe, smretJe, thong or a consonantal combination into a simple sound; as,
derivative forms fr. the same root.] 1. Having an even
seven from AS. seofan; Ger. pfejfer from plepfar. H. Sweet.
surface, or a surface so even that no roughness or points
amoothing bo.s:.= BOXIRON.- 1. iron. a An iron instrument
can be perceived by the touch; not rough.
with a polished face, for smoothing clothes; a sadiron; a
2. Evenly spread or arranged; sleek; as, smooth hair.
flatiron. b An iron slicker used in leather manufacture.
- a. mlll, a revolvable sandstone wheel used with a stream
3. Cookery, etc. Without lumps or with perfect blending
of water for cutting and beveling glass, etc. - a. plane, a
of the elements ; as, a smooth batter or salad dressing.
short, fineiy set plane, for smoot:'ling and finishing work.
4. Without hair, either naturally or as a result of shaving.
Ssau .. isaha1ry man, and I am a smooth man, Gen. xxvii. 11. smore (smor), v. t. & i. [AS. smorian; akin to D. & LG.
smo,·en, G. schmoren to stew. Cf. SMOTHER.]To smother;
&. Bot. Not rough or scabrous ; not pubescent; glabrous.
8. Gently flowing ; moving equably; not ruffled or ob- suffocate; extinguish. Obs. or Scot. & Dfol. Eng.
structed ; as, a smooth stream ; hence, fig., unruffled ; smoth'er (smiit!t'iir}, n. [ME. smorther, fr. AS. smorian.
calm ; equable ; as, a .,mootlt disposition.
See SMORE, 1. That which smothers or causes a sensation
or suggestion of smothering, as smoke, fog, sea foam in
7. Flowing, uttered, or giving utterance, without check,
great
quantity, a confused multitude of things, etc.
obstruction, or hesitation; not harsh; even; fluent.
Then they vanished. swallowed up in the grayness of the evenWaller was smooth,· but Dryden taught to join
ing and the smoke and :mwtlter of the storm.
(,'entm·y Mag.
The varying verse, the full resounding line,
Pope.
2. A state of smoldering or of suppression.
8. Bland; mild; soothing; hence: a Not harsh or acrid
Not to keep their suspicions in smotl1er.
Bacon.
to the taste ; as, a smooth wine. b Flattering;
free from
1er (smiit!t'er}, V. t.; SM0TH
1ERED(-erd); SM0TH'ER•
&mOth
what is unpleasant i as, snwotlt tidings; smooth words.
ING. [ME. smortheren. See SMOTHER,
n. J 1. To deprive
9. Without jarring, jolting, or the like; - said of motion.
10. a Greek Gra.m. Sounded without the aspirate ; as, of the air necessary for life; to prevent from breathing by;
to destroy the life of by suffocation; to suffocate.
the smooth breathing; a smootlt mute. b Phon. Characterized in utterance by continuity and musical quality ; 2. To affect as by suffocation; to stifle ; to deprive of air
by
a thick covering, as of ashes ; as, to smothe,· a fire.
liquid; vowel-like; as the consonants l, m, n, ng, r.
3. Hence, to repress the action of; to suppress; to conceal;
11. Mech. & Physics. Causing no resistance to a body as,
to smother one's displeasure ; to smother a scandal.
sliding along its surface; frictionless.
4. To cook in a covered pan or dish, or cover thickly with
Syn. - SMOOTH,SLEEK,GLOSSY. SMOOTHimplies evenness
something ; as, beefsteak snwtltered with onions.
6. To spot or cover with smuts; to daub. Dial. Eng.
f~ru~~g~r~:a, ~fnau~fi~ l~~:twtf~ghi!s
and shining; as, 0 that whiter skin of hers than snow, and
t::r::di~~.fi!fetyc~g~:~:::!~';ht':~~
n::::nent
of
smooth as monumental alabaster" ( Shak.) i" a .,moot!, sl/ot
of glassy quiet 'mid those battling tides ' (Shelley); • a smoth'er, v. i. 1. To be suffocated or stifled.
beautiful panther ... so bright of e7e so .,leek of coat "
2. To burn slowly, without sufficient air; to smolder.
(Thackera11); "hair sleekll( brushed' ( G.Eliot); cf. "the
3. To be suppressed or deprived of vent, as wrath.
sleek favorites of fortnne
(Coleridge); " [the] beech, the
most lovely of forest trees. whether we consider its smooth smoth'er-y (-I), a. Tending to smother; stifling. smoth'er-1-nesa (-I-n~s}, n.
~~~i~~ i!!glrizt~!i~f:c;
( ?.;~t;.e;~::ii~n;~~la:e
smndge (sml1j}, n. [ Cf. Dan. smuds smut, E. smutrh.] 1.,
cased in ice "{D. Worgworth); cf ... smoothed hair that h:3
thick or suffocating smoke.
the g_lo.,sof black briony leaves" ( G. Meredith). All three
2. A smoldering mass of combustibles placed on the windwords are used fig. with the implication of speciousness or
ward
side of a house, tent, etc., to keep off insects. U. S,
plausibility·
as O most smiling. smooth, detested para•
A stain; smutch; smear.
sites" (Shak); 1• with sleek) adulterous smile" (Mic:kle); 3.
4.
Plumbing.
= PLUMBER'SSOIL.
" glossy duplicity"
(.80S1.oel
). See LEVEL,sUAVB,LUSTER.
(sml1jd); BHUDG'ING
(sml1j'Tng).
IIIIIOOth&Ider, the common alder of the eastern United smudge, "· t.; SIIIUDGBD
1. To smoke by means of a smudge.
States (.A/nus rugosa), with smooth bark, and leaves green
ll. To smutch; smear; soil; to blacken with smoke.
smudg'7 (smlij'I), a. 1. Blackened or discolored with
appendages on the head. - •· breathlDg, the spiritus lenis.
or as with smudge or smoke ; also, smeared ; blurred.
-1. dog!llh. See DOGl'ISH,
1.-a. Ille. See 1'ILB, tool. - •. holly,
2. (pron. also smiR:ij'i.) Smoky; stifling; sultry. Dial. Eng.
an Australian monimiaceous tree (Hedycarya anflUSU.folia). smug (sml1g}, a.; SMUG
1GER(-er); SMUG'GEST.[Of Scand.
-1.
l':fgacleancopyof
a ship's log; s~cif.,Nav.,inthe
or LG. origin; cf. LG. smuck, G. schmuck, Dan. smuk,
OSw. smuck, smock, and E. smock, smuggle; cf. G. schmuck
i:it:·d~~ilio~
t~~ ;:i!.Irc~Yf;~~
See SMOCK.] Primly neat, nice, or proper,
Navy Department.-1.
lm,gworti,a plant of the genus Mer- ornament.
virgin 'a.bower Clematis vitalha. amooth' -bored' (smlffitb'bi'ird' J, softer ; dying awar ; morendo. kiss. Dial. Eng.
a, Firearms. Smoothbore.
■mot(smtit),n. t v. Stam; brand;
smoul'der. Var. of SMOLDER.
!~o'k~di; sl:1;ss.are s[:11e~~~~• amooth'•chbmed' (-chlnd'), a mark. Scot.
[p.) of 8'1ITE,
ot
amok'i-ly (smOk'Y-ll), adv, ofl Beardless.
amok'l-neaa, n. See -NESS,
■moothd. Smoothed. Ref. Sp.
!-IMOORJCH.
Scot.
Bmokke t SMOCK, SMOKE,
smoother. t SMOTHER,
smutched ; foul. Ob.,;,
1m0111,
■mouH (smous), n. [D,
1molde. Obs pret. of SMELL·
1mooth' •faced' (-fist'), a. a amotery, a. Dirty. Obs.
smous,smousje.l AJew. Slang,
1mol'der-lng-ne11, amoul'd.er- Beardless. b Having a smooth
ing•ness, n. See •NEss.
suriace. c Smooth, or bland, m :::::
6b~~g~e1~~fSMITE, ~~u~h is~~t~:'C'Ob11. or dial.
amol'der-y, a. Suffocating. Ohs. countenance or expression.
1QDoth'er.a'tlon (smilt:ft'i!r-i'- Eng. of SMOOCH. [SMUTTY.,
smolt (amolt), a. lAS., serene, amooth'fsh, a. See -1su.
amout'ie (smOOt'l). Scot. of
~~i~l~:·sm~i8;~~!a~ri({1l~;~ate amout'ing, ri. Temporary work
qmet. l Smooth; calm; clear. amooth'ly, adv. of SMOOTH,
Uh.</,.
or Scot. t Dial. Eng.
when out of regular worK. Ob,.
amooth'neBB,n. See-NESS.
::::f,!r~t',-~,n
aaJ~i~f smoth- Bmowk.
smooch (smooch).
Var. of
SMOKE.
i~~::%';f~~~~~l~·:P~{ak~~i~l:.•
1
{~mnr), Var. o~~~~:::I smooth'-tongued' (•ti1ngd'), a.
n. A kiln in ::::re,+r:~·oof/MORT(pr~:.
amour ( smlir). Dial. ~ng. var. Having a smooth tongue; plau- which pottery is blackened by B, m. . Abbr. Sine ma1cula
sible ; flattering.
[t DwL
of s)IEAIL
admitting smoke in firing.
Smrt'tf(smrlt'f.l ),n. [Skr.sm1·ti,
smoor. Var. of slrnuR. Scot.
1,.t. To besmear. Scot. Hinduinn. The ceremonial an
a. Brittle ; amot'ter,
1moor'ich (1m10r'IK), n. ~ v.
1mouch(smOOch;smouch). Var. legal institutes as pre11ervedin
Kiss ; smack. Scot.
amore (!!mi'ir),n. Smother; dense of SMUTCU,
t•, o!i-n.
record or tradition. Cf. SRUTJ.
■moot. t smote, pret. of SMITE, smoke; stiffing air. Ohs. or Scot.
amouch, n. [See sMous.J A Jew 1mudge(smi:1j; smclfij),v.t:. To
amoot(smOOt),n. [Cf. Sw. dial. IIamo-ren'.do (smf>.r~n'dl>), a. Obs. Slang, Rri,i.
laugh, chuckle, or smile alyly or
smutt, swot, a pnssa~eway, Dan. [It.] Mwnc. = MORENDO,
amouch (srnouch; smffi'>ch),
11. t.
quietly - n, A sly or quiet
smuffe n.n alley, Icel. smr"ltfa a amort. r.1, Pl"ob.,to smut. Ohs.
laM:h or smile. ..llotll Seot., .fr.,
1
:e,;in;f1;
~i~ob~~1:;r
or
slob•
narrow lane.] A narrow passage. amorther. + SMOTII EH.
smor.zan'do (smtlr-tsii.n'dl>), am.ouch,n. A loud huss or kiss ; ~mu~;:"c~'mn{!~r•! •~ nd~-:~)
;·a[~;;;';iioT~oC::e~t!:1W1tly~ smor•za'to
(smOr-tsii.'tli), n. a smack. Olis. or Dini.
1mudg'i-ne11 (•l-nia), n. See
Both Dial. Eng.
It.] Music. Growing fainter and amouch'er (-i!r),n. A smoueh; -NESS.
stovepipe in a head wind, to carry the smoke from the deck.
n. A chimney; esp., a pipe
serving as a chimney, ae of a locomotive, shop, or factory.
smoke tree. Any anacardiaceoustree or shrub of the genus
CoNnus. The two species are· C. cotinus, the European
smoke tree, or Venetian sumac; and C. cotinoides, the
American smoke tree. Both have eri.tire oblong leaves and
large :panicles of minute flowers on plumose pedicels, resembling a cloud of smoke.
smok'lng (smok'ing), p. p_r. & vb. n. of SMOKE.

smoke'staok' (smok'st~k'),

b~

~:E~
~~f:~ aAs1:i~~~a;;
!hni~f~\:~~~~:e~~:'~
lief that thus, in England the manhin New England the
woman, was freed from liability for er pact debts.

smock mill or windmill. A windmill of wbich only the
cap turns round to meet the wind. Cf. POST MILL,
smoke (smok}, n. [AS . .,moca, akin to smeocan to smoke,

and to the derivatives smecan to smoke, smec, sm'fic,
smoke, also to LG. & D. smook smoke, Dan. smOg, G.
schmauch, and perh. to Gr. uµ.Vxu11to burn in a smolder~
ing fire; cf. Lith. smaugti to choke.] 1. The gaseous products of burning organic materials, as wood, coal, peat, tobacco, etc., when rendered visible by the presence of small
particles of carbon, which finally settle as soot. Cf. FLAME,1.
Smoke is thus always the result of imperfect combustion.

SMUG

z.

::r1:i~8J
v~~!,if{i~1!1d~r~~~~i!~fith!:~isfgfeh
o~~«jfpletely
2. Any substance having the appearance of smoke proper,

as the fumes from burning metals, aqueous vapor, etc.
3. Anything unsubstantial or ephemeral, as idle talk ; as,
his plans ended in smoke.
Shak.
4. Act or fact of smoking, esp. tobacco.
&. pl. A dense haze and dust cloud often noticed off the
west coast of Africa on the approach of the harmattan.
Syn. -Fume, reek, vapor, smother.
1ING(smok'Tng).
smoke,"· i.; SMOKED
(smokt}; SHOK
[AS.
nnocian; akin to D. smoken, G. schmauchen, Dan. zm0ge.
See SM.ORB, n. l 1. To emit or exhale smoke ; to reek.
ll'ard by a cottage chimney anwkes.

.Milton.

2. To emit smoke offensively, nnduly, or improperly.

a.

l"·

Fi!i;j!fo~!;~~aii°s~:A~i~:i«:i~t;t:~{!!:·.
xxb:.
20.

3·
Deut.
4. To raise a dust like smoke by rapid motion ; hence, to
move very fast ; as, the car smoked past.
&. To smoke a pipe, cigar, cigarette, etc.; to use tobacco in
this manner.
8. To suffer severely; to be punisbed. Colloq.
Some of you shall smoke for 1t in Rome.

Shak.

smoke, v. t. 1. To apply smoke to; to hang in smoke; to

disinfect, to cure, etc., by BID.oke; as, to smoke or fumigate infected clothing ; to sm.oke beef or hams.
2. To fill or scent with smoke ; hence, to fill with incense ;
to perfume. u Smoking the temple."
Chaucer.
3. To subject to the action of smoke, as for annoying, driving out, or stupefying ; as, to smoke out a woodchuck.
4. To hunt out; find out ; detect ; suspect.
&. To
Lord LafN.
Shak.
8. To inhale and puff out the smoke of, as tobacco ; to
use or bum in smoking; as, to A'11Wke a cigar or a pipe.
to amoke one'a coat, jacket, or tlte like, to beat one until the
dust rises like smoke. Obs. Colloq.
smoke board. A board suspended before a fireplace to
prevent the smoke from commg out into the room.
smoke boa:, or smoke'bo&', n. A chamber in a steam
boiler between the flues or flue tubes and the chimney, or
smokestack. See Illus/. of locomotive boiler, under BOILER,
smoke'houaB' (smok'hous'}, n. 1. A building where meat
or fish is cured by subjecting it tea dense smoke.
2. Leather Manuf. A room in which hides are softened,
to facilitate· subsequent unhairing, by the action of smoke
from a smoldering fire of spent tan.
-.moke'jaok' (-jlk 1 ), n. 1. A contrivance for turning a
spit by a fly or wheel
moved by the ascending
~ ~~
gases in a chimney.
~
z. A movable stack over
the smokestack of a locomotive engine in a roundhouse stall.
4111Oke'lesa,
a. Making or
having little or no smoke;
as, smokele,,;scartridges.
amokeleaa powder, one of a

ridl~~ie~s
:~i~~mob[~
Yzd!;.old

.,""''°

~~~g!J
~re~,\:':it1~~
with or without other
0

snbstances) producing little or no smoke on explosion. See GUNCOTTON.
-moke'less-ly,
adv.-

Smokejack 1.

smoke'leaa-ness, n.
'
smok'er (smok'er), n. 1. One that smokes; as: a One
who dries or preserves by smoke. b One who smokes to-

bacco or the like. o An apparatus for making and directing a stream of smoke upon bees to quiet them.
z. A smoking car or compartment.
3. A gathering for smoking and social interconrse. Colloq.
4. The long-billed curlew. Local, U. S.
amock' -a/gent,n. A pander. Oba I amoke'far'thlnga, n. pl. Obs. a
■mock'face', n. An effeminate Pentecostals. 'b Hearth money.
person. Obs.
, sm.oke'loft', n. Chimney. OlJs.
■mock'•faced' (-fist'), a. Hav- amoke'-oh', n. Among certain
ing a feminine countenance or claues of laborers in Australia,
complexion ; girlish.
one of several periods of rest,
1mock'le11, n. Naked. [Ob,or., usua.lly of half an hour each,
emock'pecked', a. Henpecked. between meal times, for which
smock' •B&'tyr, r1.Woman hater. payment is made ; - so called as
~~~k'■ter,
~~~~!:tack.
■mod, t SMOT.
amoke plant. The rnnoke tree.
■moder. T SMOTHER,
■moke proof. A test impression
s8:iT~OE.
r:in~JYb; t:~t:~~~Guitc1n°b~
■mok. T SMOC'K.
fie.meand stamping it on paper.
■mok'a-ble,amoke'a-,le(smlSk'- ■make quartz.
Smoky quartz.
d-h'l), a. See-ABLE.
smoke rocket. Plumbmg. A
smoke arch. A locomotive
smoke.generating device
for
amoke box.
testing for leaks m drains.
amoke ball. 1. A puffball.
amoke'stone', n. Smoky quartz.
2. A ball or caP.e containinJ smoke' -tight', a. Impervious
a composition which, when 1t to smoke.
burns, emits thick smoke.
smoke washer.
A device in
■moke black, Lampblack.
which smoke is exhausted up.
smoke bUBh. The smoke tree.
wards against a downward spray
1moke condenser. = s Mo KE of water to remove the solid par.
WASHER,
[smoke., ticles of the smoke,
■moke' -dry', v. t. To dry in
amoke'wood' (-wood/), n. The
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SMUG

SNAP

a. To

quent inland streams, lakes, and swamps and are very e~
run upon, o..· entangle with, a snag, or projecting
pert swimmers and divers. Four
part of a sunken tree, as a veBBel. U. S. & Australia.
species are known, .A. anhinga of·
3. To clear (a river) of snags. U.S. & Australia.
the southern United States and
Syn.--'-See SUAVE.
snag'gy (snag'r), a. 1. Full of snags; as : a Full of short, tropical
America, A. ru.fus of Afsmug (smug), n. [See SMUG,a.] 1. A student devoted rough stumps, protuberances, or knots. b Abounding in rica, A. melanagaster
o( southern
to study to the exclusion of ordinary pleasures. Cf. DIG,
snags ;-said of a river or the like. U.S. & Australia.
Asia, and A. novre-hollandiie of
n., 2, GRIND,n., 3 b. Eng. School and College Slang.
Australia and New Zealand.
2. Snappish; cross; ill-tempered. Dial. Eng.
2. A person of self-complacent propriety. Slang.
snail (snal), n. [ME. snaile, AS. snregel, snegel, sn,egl; 2. The wryneck. Local, En_q.
smug, v. t. To make smug, or spruce. Obs. Drayton. akin to G. schnecke, OHG. snecko, Dan. snegl, Ice!. snigill.] snake blenn:v. Any elongated
smug'gle (smlig"l), v. t.; s>1ua'GLED(-'Id); sMua'GLING 1, Any of numerous ga~tropod mollusks i esp., when used blenny of the genus Lumpenus,
esp. L. lampetr:Ejormi., of the
(-!Ing). [Of LG. or Scand. origin; cf. LG. smuggeln, D. without a qualifying term, one of
North Atlantic.
smokkelen, G. scl,muggeln, Dan. smugle, Sw. smyga to introterrestrial habits having a wellduce or convey secretly, Dan. i smug secretly, D. smuigen
1
•~~ic':n:~1J
(~~~}5,~~
,
developed spiral shell into which
.
3
to eat in secret, AS. smugan to creep. Bee SMOCK.] 1. To the animal can withdraw for protana) having a ringed snakelike
TB'"
import or export secretly, contrary to the law; to bring
s~em. Its juice is used by ~he na- Amence.n Snakebird (An•
~6!t0~rt~ho'£"fCen"0~!~1a_n~r~{j;1 Snail (Jlacmcyclis coninto, or take out of, a conn try ( merchandise )contrary to law
sif:.kea::cC:::i:~:.
sAa:~ub;j{sCuhrnga anhinga).
and with a fraudulent intent ; specif., to import or export
snails are very numerous in Eu~
cava).
without paying the duties imposed by law ; as, to smuggle rope and in most warm countries, and are often very de- cumis melo jlexuosus) cultivated as a curiosity for its long,
structive to vegetation. The larger and most abundant
t11:i!8Js::~i~~~ fruit itself. Botanically it is a
lace ; to smuggle Chinese laborers.
· European forms belon1t to the Helicidre (see HELIX,3). Some
2. To convey or introduce clandestinely.
snake dance. A religious dance in which the handling of
smug'gle, v. i. To import or export anything in violation are used as food (esp. m France), generall;r after feeding snakes is a part of the ceremonial; esp., the dance given
of the customs laws.
~~I!!~rl~w-~l~tJ:~e':t~~,.:sg~f.r:'iJlnt;t;'."pa~rc~!
1sf~~~~~~'
:~rn~d~~!P~fu~!,t~e~tfti~':inth!~~t~:et~:it~
smug'gler (-!er), n. 1. One who smuggles.
larly if having a spiral shell (see pOND SNAIL, SEA SNAIL),
the snakes probablf representing underworld powers.
2. A vessel employed in smuggling.
2. Hence, a drone ; a slow-moving person or thing.
smut (smut), n. [Akin to Sw. smuts, Dan. smuds, MHG. 3. Mach. & Horol. A spiral or volute-shaped cam.
1yid!~ha~~::::,e~~~~:1~:. 1 et"l: ~~J~r t~.:"t!!ir
smuz, G. schmutz, D. smet a spot or stain, smoddig, suiod- 4. Mil. A kind of testudo. Obs.
sig, smodderig, dirty, smodderen to smut. Cf. SMUTCH. l
5. The snail clover or its pod. Also mail,.
r,:-~:;,<;l~'a~
!':ls~':.~jh:.:~~i:~ '::'Jt~~~\/l.':,s;.o.'!~~~a"~e0s~nd
1. Foul matter, like soot or coal dust; also, a spot or soil
snake fence. A worm fence (which see). U. s.
0
1
·.::¥.1Y!?Jt1'.;vi!:t~fi~~i3".;'~!~~tfy
~gf1~1l~oa!s'.'edicago snake'flsh' (sniik 1fish 1), n. a = RIBBON
made by such matter.
FISHb. b A !iz-.
2. Mining. Bad, soft coal, containing much earthy matter, snail'Dow'er (-flouter), n. An Asiatic fabaceous vine ard fish.
found esp. at the outcrop.
(Phaseolus caracalla) sometimes grown for its fragrant snake n:v. Any of several neuropterous insects of th&
3. a A destructive disease of various plants, especially of flowers, the corolla keel being coiled like a snail shell.
~i:i·t!io!:r:it!~:it
;;;,~op';'~l~~~-ause of their large head.
the cereal ~rasses, caused by parasitic fungi of the order 'snails (z'nilz), interj. God's nails, or His nails, -the nails
snake gourd. a The snake cucumber. b The gourd
with which the Savior was fastened to the cross. Obs.
1'riclw.mnth.es anguina, with long contorted fruit ; also.,
loose smuts nistil':liinacem) other cereals. The former (see snake (snak), n. [AS. snaca; akin to LG . .make, achnake, a form of the bottle gourd (Lagenaria lagena,-ia).
lcel. snlikr, sniikr, Dan. snog, Sw. snok ,· of uncert. origin. J snake'head' (sniik'hed 1), n. 1. A loose, bent-up end of on&
1. Any of numerous limbless reptiles having a very elon- of the strap rails, or flat rails, formerly used on railroads.
~:tie~ d~".'t~~;tt~e ::gl~ !~fl.t1~i~r'lfn °.."/lo!~i
of the mass of dusty spores a loose smut is also called dust gate body, that
2. a The turtlehead.
b The guinea-hen flower.
constitute
t he
0
lJ.f ~~d
~1~:~ group•
co~~lit~M~;et'i':!
Ophidia,
ley; U. mpydis, of indian com; and Urocystis occulta, of ranking as an orOphicephalidm, having a pikelike head, large mouth, cylin ..
rye. See UsTILAGINALES.b Any of several similar diseases
der, or as a suborcaused by fungi of other groups, as species of Cercospora.
~f!6~~~~~~()~j~~~~a~fS:!t:!ei;\~!:t{ou!ho'71!f:.
4:. Obscene language; ribaldry; obscenity.
Addi.son. der of the SquaHawaii and California., they are known as China flshes.
Geologiamut (smiit), v. t.; SMUT'TED; SMUT'TING, 1. To stain or mata.
cally,
the
snakes
1to.t~i~r~:N:;;ltf:~~i"::
::1~1:,~mpylu•
mark with smut ; to blacken with coal, soot, or the like.
are of rather rea. To taint with smut or mildew, as grain.
Bacon.
snake'mouth' (sniik'mouth 1 ), n. A handsome bog orchid
cent oriiin. They
3. Fig. : To blacken ; to sully or taint; tarnish.
(Pogonia opkioglossoide.,) of the eastern United States,havare distmguished
4. To clear of smut; as, to smut grain for the milJ.
ing pink flowers suggestive of the open mouth of a snake;
by the complete
- also called .makernouth pogonia.
smut, v. i. 1. To gather smut ; to be converted into, or absence of t he
A
limbs and their
affected by, smut; to become smutted.
Mortimer.
1J:!~!~t
!~fi~;eoo~:s!~b{eo/f'Jgffe1J'~:a\:::
2. To give off smut ; to crock.
ar~~; be:1t11
palm. An Asiatic aroid (Amorpfwp/iallus rivieri)
smutch (smlich), n. [Perh. fr. Scand., and for smuts. See traces of the hind limbs or pelvic girdle in a few forms; by snake
with
reddish
and
speckled
spathes and palmlike leaves.
SMUT, n.J A dark stain; a smudge; a dirty spot.
certain tpeculiarities of the cranial bones ; and especially
1 (snak'pes'),
n. Shipbuilding. A diagonal
smutch, "· t.; SMUTCHED
(smucht); SMUTCH'ING.
To blacken,
by the structure of the jaws, the branches of the mandible snake'plece
timber
connecting
the
afterbody
and the stern frame.
as with smoke, soot, coal, or the like ; to smudge.
being generally connected in front by an elastic ligament,
and the upper jawbones so connected that the mouth is snake'root' (-rffiit'), n. Any of numerous plants, most of
which
have
had
repute
as
remedies
for snake bites; alsoi
i~::.■A t::.~/'ts;i:oZ~l!,ei,~~1:!sY. ~~iiw:~tl~':iian usually very distensible. Snakes have the tympanum of
the ear wanting and the eye permanently covered with a the roots of any of these. Among the more important are~
origin, common in the southern United States. It has
Virginia snakeroot,
black snakeroot,.
reflresenting
the
nictitating
memtransparent
membrane
Oim icifuga racemosa and species of Sa.nicula; Senega anate-.
=~~o1tie 0::~~: J:~!~~:r:.sut!~M~~~~~
1
amut'ty (smut'i), a.; SMUT'TI-ER(-I-er); SMUT-'TI-EST. ~!a~~0~ui:°wr::iti~~-e eft~!~~du~t~~~f j~h~J~~FJ!!~~~: ~~ ~i!!'of
oviparous. The bite of most snakes is not poisonous, but
1. Boiled or tainted with smut ; smutted.
Canada snakeroot, species of Asarum.
some have certain of the salivary glands modified into
a. Obscene ; indecent ; as, a smutty joke.
snake's'-beard' (snaks'berd 1), n. Any Asiatic hremodora-amut'ti-ly (-i-lI), adv. - smut'tl-ness, n.
po~~~,l~~~!e~ni:~::f!ro}!!:s:~~~?
:;:t~r:i:;1~E:di!~!~
ceous plant of the genus Oplliopogon. They have showy
snack (snak), n. [See SNATCH,v. t.] 1. A share; part;
fangerous of animals. Snakes are almost exclusivelh prewhite or purple flowers.
portion. Obs.
Colloq., to go snacks, i. e., to share.
1 , n. a The guinea-hen fl.ower,having check,..
snake's'-head
~W:06fsif;;;7J~c\~~~~1:tf1 a!!~~~r!~Ei~J:;
~:dhi11za~i~~
At last he whispers,•• Do, and we go .rmacks."
Pope.
ered petals. b In California, the cichoriaceous plant Ma.
etc. These they swallow whole, in some cases alive, in
2. A slight, hasty repast. Dial. & Colloq.
lacotlirix
which has a spotted involucre.
3. A snap, snatch, or bite, asof a dog. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
th:rdJ~d~ 0 ~1:
snake' a-head Iris. An iridaceous plant (Hemwdactylus
anac'ot (snak'lit), n. A pipefish of the genus Syngnatltus. r::bii;~e~h~~~hi~o:r:~~~!ssrr::~~t~e
tuberosus) of the Mediterranean region. The flowers sligh~
holes
or
crevices,
some
are
burrowers,
some
arboreal,
and
anaf'De (snaf"l), n. [D. snavel a beak, bill, snout; akin to others aquatic or even truly marine in ha.bits. Most of ly resemble a serpent's open mouth.
G. schnabel, OHG. snabul, D. sneb, snebbe, OFries. snavel
snake'stone' (snak'ston 1), n. 1. Ayr stone.
mouth, Dan. & Sw. snabel beak, bill, Lith. snapas, and to t~~~c~a~; i~~:llhec~;a~e~fw!t;j:~~d
rf~:n::eer:i'tlJ~~~
a. An ammonite; -so called from its form.
E. snap, v. See SNAP;cf. NEB.] A bridle bit the mouthpiece
and movements of the ribs and plates help in locomotion,
3. A stone, or stonelike substance as sume preparation,.
of which has one or more joints or links, consisting in its which is, however, performed chiefly bf. lateral undulations
popularly thought efficacious when applied to a snake bite.
of the body (pressmg against inequalities on the surface, snake'wood 1 (-will\dl), n. a An East Indian loganiaceo111<
simplest form of two bars tapering to where they are joined
stems of plants, etc.). Most snakes are not only harmless
by a single ring, sometimes of a chain or chains, or strands
vine ( Strycl,nos co/ubrina) supposed to be a remedy for theman, but often useful. None of them can sting with the
of twisted metal. Called also sna.ffeebit. See 1st BIT,2d fl lust. to
bite of the cobra. b An East Indian apocynaceous climbtail or with the tongue. The name is popularly extended
anaf'fle, 11. t.; SNAF'FLED
(-'Id); SNAF'l'LING
(-Ung). 1. To to snakelike limbless lizards, as the glass snake. See also ing shrub (Rauwolfia .serpentina) whose twisted roots and
put a snaffle in the mouth of; to subject to the snaffle.
CONGO SNAKE, SERPENT, 1.
stems resemble serpents. c Trumpetwood. d A tropical.
2. To steal; pilfer; loot. Slang or Dial. Eng.
2. [cap.] See SHOSHONE.
apocynaceous American shrub (Plumieria rubra) with very·
uag (snag), n. [Cf. Ice!. snagi a clothes peg, Norw. snage snake,"· t.; SNAKED
(sniikt) ; SNAK'ING
(sniikrfng). 1. To fragrant red blossoms. e The leopardwood.
projecting point or tongue of land.] 1. A stump or base drag or draw, as a snake from a hole ; hence, to drag at Snak'y (sniil!:'r), a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristicof a branch that bas been lopped off; a knot ; protuberfull length, as a log; to drag forcibly; to jerk ; yank , of, a snake or snakes ; like a snake ; serpentine.
ance; also, a rough branch broken off.
often with out. Colloq. or Slang, U. S.
2. Sly; cunning; deceitful. "Snakywiles."
Milton,
2. A tooth projecting beyond the rest; contemptuously, a 2. To take slyly ; to steal ; filch. Dial.
3. Covered with, or having, serpents; as, a snaky rod.
broken or decayed tooth.
Prior.
.Milton.
That s11ak11-headed, Gorgon shield.
3. Naut. a To worm. b To bind together with small
3. A tree or branch fixed in the bottom of a river or stuff, as backstays, to prevent one falling if shot in two.
4. Abounding in snakes.
other navigable water, and rising nearly or quite to the
snap (snap), 11. t.; SNAPPED(snapt); SNAP1PING.[W. or4. To skid (logs).
surface, very dangerous to boats. U.S. & Australia.
snappen to snap up, to snatch; akin to G. sclmappen9-.
snake,v. i. To crawl or move like a snake ; to progress in D.
4:. Fig.: A concealed difficulty, obstacle, or the like; as, a spiral ; also, to move warily or stealthily; to sneak.
MHG. snaben, Dan. snappe, and to D. snavel beak, bill.
he ran against a snag in his enterprise.
Colloq.
Cf. SNAFFLE, n.J 1. To grasp, snatch, or seize suddenly,
snake'blrd' (-bilrd 1), n. [So named from its snakelike
&. One of the secondary branches of an antler; a small
esp. with the teeth ; hence, to bite.
neck. J 1. Any fish-eating bird of the genus A nhinga (syn.
tine or a branch of a tine.
Plotus), allied to the cormorants but having a very long 2. To break sharply and suddenly; to break short, as sub-.
8D&g, v. t.; SNAGGED
(snagd); SNAG'GING
(snltgrtng). 1. To slender neck, small head, and sharp-pointed bill. The
stances that are brittle ; as, to snap a knife blade.
3. To break upon suddenly with sharp, angry words; to.
cut snags or branches from, as the stem of a tree ; to hew
or trim roughly. Dial. Eng.
~~iir !f1:~;t~~Ja;~~~t~lfi~~~!~T~h~n
treat snappishly; - usually with up.

eap. in dress; spruce; sleek; as, a amug, self-satisfied,
eountenance; smu.g respectability.
They be so ,<tmugand smooth

Robinson (.More's Ftopia).
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SNAP

2. A kind of seed drill in which the feed is effected by a
jerking motion, usually by a spring.

4. To crack ; to e&lll!e to make a sharp, cracking noise ;

aa, to snap a whip; to snap one's fingers.
6. To shut, or cause (a thing or one of its parts) to impinge
on something, with a sharp sound ; as, to snap open or shut
the lid of a box or the box ; to snap the hammer of a gun.
6. To project or throw with a quick, jerky motion; as, to
snap a baseball across the diamond.
7. Cricket. To catch out sharply (a batsman who has just
snicked a bowled ball).
8. To take an instantaneous J!hotogra~h of ; to snapshot.

SNECK

anap1per (snlp'er), n. 1. One that snaps, in any sense;
a snapper up of trifles ; the snapper of a whip.

2. a Any of numerous active carnivorous basslike marine

:;~~Ji~~e

fishes constituting the family Lutianidre, esp. those of the
fr~~!sw~~~~iv~~:Ji;;:::~un17a~ol:i~:
lapse&~~~:::
large genus Lutianus, found in all warm seas. Most snappers
are esteemed as food, and to some extent as game fishes. snarl, v. t. To utter or express with a snarl or by snarling.
The species inhabiting deep water are often largely bright snarl, n. Act of snarling ; a growl ; a surly or peevish exred or rose color ; the shore species are often greenish above
pression ; also, an angry contention.
with various markings.
Some attain a length of two feet anarl'ing, p. pr. & vb. n. of SNARL. - 1narllng Iron, a tool
or more. Among the important species are the red, gray,
i~ ~0
1~ai:::~~n:t~1r<!vitir:ha~~e~~ih~
or mangrove, snapper, the dog, lane, and mutton snappers
repercussion of the beak within the article worked upon
(see these terms).
b In local or popular
giving
the
requisite
blow
for producing the raised work.
usage, any of various other fishes, as the
snarl'y (sniir'II), a. Snarling; ill-natured; surly; peevish.
young of the bluefish, the rosefish, and the
1y (sn~r'i),
anar
a.
[From
SNARE. J Resembling, or conred grouper.
c The schnapper.
sisting of, snares ; entangling; insidious.
3. a A snapping turtle. b The green woodsnatch
(snlich),
v.
t.;
SNATCHED
(snlicht); SNATCH'ING. [ME.
pecker. Local, Eng. c A snapping beetle .
stiacclten, snecchen; akin to D. snakken to gasp, to long
d The phainopepla.
(for),
to
desire.
Cf.
SNACK,n.,sNECK.]
1. Totakeorseize
4. An assistant or helper in a glass factory.
hastily, abruptly, or without permission or ceremony i as,
6. Teleg. A device with a flexible metal
to
snatch
a
loaf
or
a
kiss;
to
snatch
an
opportunity.
tongue for producing clicks like those of the
2. To seize and transport away.
sounder.
.
3. Naut. To insert (a rope) in a snatch block.
6. A string bean.
Colloq., U.S.
Snapping Beetle
Syn. -Twitch, pluck, grab, catch, grasp, gripe.
snap'ping (snlp 1Ing),p.pr. &vb. n. of SNAP, <Adelocera ob snatch,
v. i. To attempt to seize something suddenly; to
v. - snapping Hetle
any of numerous tecta) shghtly
catch ; - often with at; as, to snatch at a rope.
beetles of the family Elateridre (which see). enlarged.
- s. hazel, the witch-hazel. - s. turtle. a Either of two large snatch, n. 1. A hasty catching or seizing; a grab; a catchand voracious American
ing at, or attempt to seize, suddenly.
2. A short period of vigorous action ; as, a snatch at weedt&~i;~ri~~tle.8 0 of the family
ing after a shower ; to work by fits and snatches.
calledfrom t\1eir
3. A small piece, fragment, or quantity; a broken part; a
habit of seizinti_
scrap ; as'-J'es;:aU.:i!/f!nsii~t~e;
s1~a:~,~~c:f~;E!~f!~reSpectator.
!h::ta prgr ti~tir
4 A snack ; a light or hasty meal. Dial.
jaws. ~hey are: (1) The com5. A strokehall.
mon snapping turtle ( Cheblock. Naut. A block which can be opened on one
~yg,~~se;rsin~r(J{i1:' 11
¾fgck~ Snapping Turtle ( Chelydra ser- snatch
side to receive the bight of a rope. See BLOCK,
Illus!.
Mountains
from Canada
peutrna).
snatch'er (-er), n. One who snatches, or takes abruptly;
southward to Ecuador, reaching a length of over two feet
also, formerly, a plunderer ; raider.
1!it!~r
0
r~~tfe:-"eifo~\i0
j od~~ !(~uth:~
8
/res{\;sfn;~r~ii°if s;a;~~~~it1~:t~f~nt~i~~l
sively used as food. b A soft-shelled turtle.
rollers that revolve faster than the paper is fed to them, so
snap 1plah (-lsh), a. 1. Apt to snap at persons or things;
that the paper is torn along perforated lines .
eager to bite ; as, a snappish cur.
snatch'Y (snlch'l), a. 1. Characterized by breaks in COD•
2. Apt to speak sharply or testily j also, tart; peevish;
tinuity; interrupted;
spasmodic.
as, snappish manners; a snappish vixen.
2. Irritable ; peevish ; snappish. Dial. Eng.
- snap'plsh-ly, adv. - snap'elsh-neas, n.
snath (snllth), n. [See SNEAD, SNATHE, v.] The handle of
snap'py (-I), a.; SNAP'PI-ER(-1-er); SNAP'PI-EST. 1. Snap• a scythe; a snead.
pish. Colloq.
snead (sned; snM), n. [AS. snii!d, fr. sniil"an to cut. See
2. Emitting, or accompanied by, sharp sounds or H snaps;"
SNATHE.] A scythe handle or shaft; a snath. Scot. & Dial.
as, a snappy spark, in electricity.
sneak (snek), v. i. ; SNEAKED (snekt); SNEAK 1ING. [ME.
3. Full of, or characterized by, snap, or life and briskness;
sniken, AS. snican to creep i akin to Dan. snige sig; cf. Icel.
as, a snappy game. Colloq., U.S.
snikja to hanker after.]
1. To creep or steal (away or
snap riveting. Riveting in which the rivets have snap about)
furtively; to come or go meanly, as a person afraid
heads formed by a die or swaging tool.
ashamed to be seen i as, to sneak away from company.
snap 1shot' (snllp'sh,W), n. 1. Commonly snap shot. a or
2. To act in a furtive and cowardly manner i to behave
A quick offhand shot, made without deliberately taking
with pusillanimity; as, to sneak out of a difficulty.
aim over the sights. b Plwtog. Act of taking a snapshot
Syn. - See LURK.
(in sense 2).
1. A mean, sneaking fellow.
2. An instantaneous photograph made, usually with a hand sneak, n.A set
of simpletons and superstitiou11sneaks. Glanvill.
camera, without formal posing of, and often without the
2. A sneaking; a furtive move.
foreknowledge of, the subject.
3. Cricket. A ball bowled so as to roll along the ground.
anap1shot1 , v. t. & i. To photograph by a snap shot.
4. pl. = SNEAKERS,
shoes. Slang.
snap switch. An electric switch having a revolving con- 5. Whist. A singleton.
tact working against a spring, turning on or off either way sneak boat. A flat-bottomed decked boat with a small
with a snap, usually in a quarter turn.
amidships
snare (snfir), n. [AS. sneare string, snare, noose; akin to cockpit
used by wild-fowl
D. snaar a string, Dan. snare a snare, Sw. & Icel. snara, D.
shooters.
It is
snoer a striug, cord, G. schnur, OHG. snuor a cord, :marahoften masked with
ha a noose, and prob. to E. needle. See NEEDLE;cf. SNARL
~~~ie:
ttfi
io~:;:.,:::;.:-r.:_:::_:::;..
-.:;,,,:--::::::::;;::====,,.....
to entangle.] 1. A contrivance, often consisting of a noose
of cord or the like, by which a bird or other animal may be among the sedges
in
a
bay
or
inlet.
entangled and caught i a trap ; a gin. Cf. TRAP.
current.
2. Hence, anything by which one is entangled and brought sneak
Elec. A current
into trouble ; as, the snare of speculation.
which, though too .-3. One of the gut strings of a snare drum.
feeble to blow the
4. Med. An instrument, consisting usually of a wire loop ri~al;tsin~~ tie\~:
Sneak Boat.
or noose, for removing tumors, etc., by avulsion.
graph or telephone instruments,will in time burn them out.
Syn. - SNARE,TRAP. In their lit. senses. SNAREcommonly
suggests a noose, TRAP,a spring or other mechanical device. sneak.'er (snek'er), n. 1. One that sneaks; specif., in
:Fig., snare, implies entanglement or inveiglement, trap, amCricket, a sneak.
bush or surpnse.
See ALLURE.
2. pl. Shoes with rubber or other soft soles which give no
snare, v. t.; SNARED (sn!lrd); SNAR 1ING (sn!lrl"fng). To catch warning of one's approach, esp. such shoes as are worn in
with a snare ; hence, to bring into unexpected evil, pergames, as tennis. Slang, U. S.
plexity, or danger; to insnare; entangle.
3. A punch bowl. Obs.
Spectator.
Lest that too heavenly form . . tmarP them. Jlilton
11ng,p. pr.&: vb. n. of SNEAK.
sneak
Hence: a. 1. Cowardsnare drum. The smaller common military double-headed
drum, sounded by means of wooden sticks ; ~ so called be- ly; furtive; deficient in openness and courage ; underhand.
cause (for greater resonance) a catgut string or strings is 2. Of feelings, tastes, etc., concealed, as if something to
be ashamed of i shamefaced ; as, a sneaking sympathy for
stretched across its lower head. Called also side drum.
a rascal ; a sneaking fondness for homely food.
snar'er (snRr'e'r), n. One who lays snares, or entraps.
1ING. LCf. SNARL
snarl (sniirl), v. t.; SNARLED
(sniirld); SNARL
can reach
to entangle. J To form raised work upon the outer surface ~e~ie~~,~-zth~1-;-h~n:~;~!h1!4:e~rn.he
without using violence or forcibly breaking into buildings.
of (thin metal ware) by the repercussion of a snarling iron.
snarl, v. t. [From SNARE,v. t.J 1. To entangle; to compli- sneak'y (sn8k'l), a. Like, or characteristic of, a sneak.
cate; to involve in knots. u Her snarled hair."
Spenser. sneok (snek), v. t.; SNECKED (snekt); SNECK 1ING. [Cf. Ice).
snikka to nick, cut. J Jlfason1-y. To Jay (mbblework) with
2. To embarrass; insnare ; entangle.
['l'hel question that they would have snarled him with. Latimer . spalls and fragments to fill the interstices.
snarl, v. i. To become tangled or snarled.
aneck, v. t. [See SNACK, SNATCH.] To fasten by a latch;
snarl, n. A knot or comp1ication of hair, thn:iad, or the to latch, as a door. Obs. or Seot. & Dial. Eng.
A knapsack. OIJ.<1,
Hare or Dial. Huy.
8
1 .~i. 8
:~:::: ((~!rJ;),"i-~r-t~f
~~;nellkB
snarld. Snarled. Ref. Sp.
0
sG~~~~ snarl'er, n One that snarls.
Scand.; cf. Icel. snei~a. to cut 1j~';;i~!:.
ccfts.; one who balki,
snap' -shoot lng, n.
snarl'er. 11. One who makes use
snapt. Snapped. Rrf 81>,
of a snarling-iron.
!~tl~li:~!~:;!~:a~~~~.!:,~~~
sneakebill. t 8NEAKSBILL,
snap 1 -the-whip', n. See CRACK•sna.rl'ey ow csn3.r'lr-ou), 11. A
Tlli':-WI-IIP,
dog. JocMe. [p. pr., growling. I to cut, G. schneiden, OHG. sni- ~~:a~.'J~~~BB(snelk,;l;~l~~~nt'.'j
snap tool. A riveting snap.
snar_l'ing-'.ry:,adv. of snarlinr,,
1to
::::t:~itf~~ge~ii~~r:t~"Ut~.
snap turtle. A snapping turtle. sna.rt, a. LCf. Icel. 1-:rm1-r keen, 1e°a';;,
snap'weed', n. Jewel weed,
swift, Dan. & Sw. snart quick.]
"l~~tus~~~~r
?bi~
I ~~::Js(e~fuw(~n::::~i!, Ob~.
A
i!~ti~,
snap willow. The crack willow . Keen; severe. Obs.
sna.t'ted, a. Snub-nosed. Obs. sneak shooting. Act or practice
sna.p'work'. 11. The firmg de- snase. t SN AST.
A of shooting from a eneak boat.
vice of a snaphance. Obs. Scot. sna.sh (snil.sh), n.
[Cf. Sw snat'tock, n. [Cf. SNATHE,]
fragment;
remnant.
Obs.
sneakt.
Sneaked.
Ref.
Sp.
snap'wort'
(snlip'wftrt'), n. sniisa to snub, talk insolently.]
Snapjack.
Abuse; insolence; gibing. Scot. snau. t SNOW.
lsNATCH,1 sneap(sne'p). Obs.ordial.Eng.
[SNEER.I
snar (sniir), 1, i. [Akin to LG. -v. i. To talk insolently or snaught. Obs. pret. & p. p. of of SNAPE.chide.
snauwhit. + SNOW-,\-'H ITR.
snear (sner). Scot. va.r, of
&OD. snm-ren,G Rchnarren,and ahusively. Scot,
E. Rl/Ort. See SNORT; cf. SNAU.L ena.st, snaste (dial. snast), n. snav'el (sntiv''l), n. ~ v. Snuf. sneath (sneth), sneathe (sneifl:),
Yars. of SNATH.
to growl.] To snarl. Obs.
[Cf. ON ASTa spark, or <;NJTE, fie. Dial. Eng.
snare. n. Snared. Obs. Scot.
v. t.J The snuff of a candle. Obs, snaw (dial. snO, snii). Obs. or s.neb (sn~b), v. t. LSee SNJBJ
snare'ful,n. Full of snares. Obs, or Dial. Eng.
[var. of SNOT. [ Scot. & dial. Eng. var.. of !',NOW, To reprimand; rebuke; snub.
snare'hea.d' (-h ~ d 1 ), ri.
The snat (sn!i.t). Obs or dial. Eng. sna.wile. + SNAIL. LWHITE.jOb:,:. or Sent.~ Dial. Enq.
snecchen. i' &NATCH.
lower head of a side drum, snatch'ing-ly, adv. of snatch- snawith, snawhwite. t ~Now~
Sneak, Jerry.
A pitiful hen. sneck (sn~k). Dial. Eng. var. of
across which the O snares" are ing, p. pr.
[SNICK./
pecked husband m Foote's SN Af'K,hite,
stretched.
snatch team. = TOW TEAM.
farce O The Mayor of GaJTatt." ■neck. licot. & dial. En,. var, of
sna.rk (sniirk). Var. of SNORK, ans.th, v. i. To snatch. Ob,;.

1~f";he
0 ~e~~
t!~~~-~~!•
::: ~!!t~31~;;}~a~°F~~t6~tk
~~~t!~ g:~k l~~11l!~c~ide~trh~~e
p~r~:1tritpliy~~
_, •· off. a To break suddenly.
b To bite off suddenly.
0

(~~e

v:i. 1. To grasp or catch eagerly or sharply
(at anything); to try to seize something, as with the teeth;
- usually with at; as, a dog snaps at a passer-by ; a fish
snaps at the bait; he snapped at the invitation.
..2. To break short, or suddenly; to part asunder suddenly; as, a mast snaps; a needle snaps.
-3. To give forth, or produce, a sharp, cracking noise; to
crack ; as, blazing firewood snaps.
4. To utter sharp, harsh, angry words; -often
with at;
.as, to snap at a child ; he snapped and snarled.
6. Of a firearm, to make a sharp sound by the falling of
the hammer ; hence, to miss fire, the sound of the falling
of the hammer being inaudible when a discharge follows.
6. Of the eyes, to emit sudden, brief sparkles 1ike those
of a snapping fire, as sometimes in anger.
to snap ba.ck, American Football, to snap the ball back.
snap, n. [Cf. D. map a snatching. See SNAP, v. t.] 1. Act
of grasping, snatching, or seizing suddenly, as with the
tt::eth ; as, the snap of a dog or of the jaws of a trap.
2. A sudden breaking or rupture of any substance, esp. of
anything brittle ; also, the crisp sound of such breaking.
3. A sudden, sharp motion or blow, as with the finger
sprung from the thumb, or the thumb from the finger.
4. A sharp, abrupt sound, as that made by the crack of a
whip; as, the snap of the hammer of a gun.
6. That which is, or may be, seized or obtained quickly;
hence, a bite, morsel, or scrap; also, a snack, or light meal.
6. A small catch or fastening held or closed by means of
a spring, or one which closes with a. snapping sound, as the
.catch of a bracelet, necklace, clasp of a book, etc. ; a de~
,vice having such a catch, as a snap hook.
"1. Briskness i crispness ; vigor ; energy ; life ; as, his
style of speaking lacks snap. Colloq.
:8. A sudden severe interval or spell of (cold) weather.
8. A thin, crisp cake, usually small, and flavored with gin
ger ; - used chiefly in pl.
10. Any task, labor, set of circumstances, or the like, that
)'ields satisfactory results or gives pleasure with little
·trouble or effort, as an easy course of study, a job where
work is light, a bargain, etc. Slang, Chiefly U. S.
11. Obs. or R. Cant or Slang. a A cheat; cozener; sharp~
.er. b A cloyer.
12. In technical uses: a A cup-headed tool used in forming rivet heads in riveting.
See RIVET, Illust. b En_graving. A figure<l stamp or puncheon. c Glass Blowing.
An iron rod used in finishing the shapes of bottles, etc.
•d Molding. A snap flask.
13. A snap shot with a firearm.
14. Photog. A snapshot.
15. Something of no value; as, not worth a snap. Colloq.
:anap, a. Done,performed, made, executed, carried through,
or the like, quickly and without deliberation; as, a snap
judgment or decision; a snap political convention. Colloq.
snap shot. See SNAPSHOT.
•nap 1drag'on (snitp 1dritg 1 un), n. 1. a Any garden plant
of the genus A ntirrlduum, esp. A. majus, whose showy
white, crimson, or yellow bilabiate flowers are fancifully
likened to the face of a dragon. b Toadflax. C A West
Indian acanthaceous herb (Ruellia tuberosa).
2. A game in which raisins are snatched from a. vessel containing burning brandy, and eaten; also, that which is so
eaten. See FLAPDRAGON,
1.
Swift.
3. A kind of tongs used by glassmakers.
anape (snap), v. t. Shipbuilding. To bevel the end of (a
timber) to fit against an inclined surface.
BDaPflask. Molding. A flask for small work, having its
sides separable and he l d tofj~~er m¾, lt!ch:!;,,~~e~'a}rt1:
around the sand mold.
11naPgauge or gage. Meeh. A
~auge ground or lapped down to
its exact permanent size.
11nap'hance'(snllp'Mus'), n. [D.
snaphaan a gun, orig., the snapping cock of a gun. See SNAP;HEN.]
1- A spring lock carrying a flint;
also, an old-time musket having such a lock. Cf. FIRELOCK.
2. A curt retort or speech. Obs.
flDaP head, or SDaP'head'(-hed 1) n. A hemispherical or
rounded head to a rivet or bolt ; aiso, a rivetin~ snap.
anap link. A link, as of a chain, with a gap 1n the side
closed by a spring.
.BDAPlock. A lock shutting with a catch or snap.
snap machine. 1. A machine for cutting baker's dough
into sizes suitable for gingersnaps or the like.
rskr. sniina bathing + 11Utrii, snap'jack 1 ,n. Stich wort Alsine
holostea. Dfal • .h,'nr,. [hlnefish.,
procession.I See JAoA'.\'NATfL
,1na.p'-ba.ck1 ,tt. Fuothall. Act of snap mackerel. The common I
■napping hack the hall;
also,
~~Pctin:i:m~fna~rfla~~-~~ai
sometimes, the center rush.
molder or moulder.
1nap bea.ns. String-heans.
ana.p beetle, or snap bug.
~l~~f;sP:f=h;~pit;;. ~\~~~. in the
SNAPl'INOBEETLE.
ana.p dog. Whippet- Lorol, Enq. snap':per, n. & v, i. Stumble;
1n&pe(sniipJ,t1.A marshy place. trip; J~rk. OIJ.~.or Dla{. Enr,.
snap'per-back 1 , n. American
Oh.~-or Dial. Eng.
■nape, a. Sharp; severe. Ob.'I. .Football. The player who snaps
anape (dial. sniip), t•.t. ref. Icel. back the hall; the center rush.
sne111m to disgrace.1 0 b s. or snap'pers (snllp'Crz), 11. a =
D1i1l Eng. 1. To chide: blame, SNAPJACK, b Snap or string
beans. lblloq,, U. S,
I. To check ; repress ; stint.
snapping tool
A stamp for
S. To nip ; pinch ; starve.
forcing a metal plate into a die
1
:!:!~R1NJ~~;:[
to make the impression.
t~W\tc~ snap head, of a
but not extending in beyond the snapre. t SSAPPl:R.
1 to stumble,
facework; hence, a bond stone sna.ps (snips), n. pl. Kidney
not extending through the wall.
Sw. ,map ,anap hook.= SPRING HOOK&kc.
.:,n&pir. t SNAPPER,
to stumble. :-iicf knapsack, G. schnappsack.]
snap (snllp),

:~::~:fintge~~,7.
~r:e~.
t~~\1:i~~g:;;i;;attk~.,~
l~d~!:

like, difficult to disentangle ; entanglement ; hence, an intricate complication or difficulty.
(snarl), v. i. [From SNAR.] 1. To growl, as an
angry or surly dog; to gnarl; to utter grumbling sounds.
2. To speak cros,ly ; to talk in rude, surly terms.

as, snarl

h~rs ~f~!~d
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1o-od, fo~ot; out, oil; chair;

go; sing, hJk; tlten,

thin;

l"'ull explanations

nat!Jre,

verd_yre (250); K =chin

of Abbrevlatlona,

Slcns,

ete.

1

G. !ch, ach (144); boN; yet; zh = z in azure.
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SNECK

SNOOL

1118Ck
(111l!k),n. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng. a The latch

Cf. SNUFF,v. t.] To draw air audibly up the nose; to snipe (snip), v. t. 1. To shoot at (detached men of an
snuff, as in suspicion, offense, or contempt.
enemy's force) at long range, esp. when not in action.
or catch of a door. b A projecting part, as a tongne of land.
So ye ftl'OW squeamish, gods, and snijf'at heaven . .M. A.mold.
ll. To nose (a log) to make it drag or slip easily in skidding.
8Deer (sner), V. i.; SNEERED(sniird); SNEER'ING. [ME.
meren ,· cl. E. dial. sneer to grin, to grimace, to snort, snert snlU (sn1f), "· t. l. To draw in with the breath through snlpe'blll! (sniP'bil 1), n. 1. A plane for outting deep
the
nose
;
as,
to
sniff
the
air
of
the
country.
grooves
in moldings.
to sneer, Dan. snrerre to snarl or grin (like a dog). Cf.
2. To perceive as by sniffing ; to snuff ; scent ; smell ; as, ll. a A bolt to fasten the body of a cart to the axle. U. S.
SNARLto growl. J 1. To grin, grimace, or manifest mirth
to
sniff'
danger.
or the like with awkward facial contortions.
Obs. Taller.
b A hinge beneath tbe body of a dumping cart, consisting
percepof two interlinked eyebolts.
ll. To show contempt by change of facial expression, as by sniff, n. [See sNIPF,v.J Act orsoundofsnifflng;
tion by sniffing ; that which is sniffed; as, a sniff of air.
snh>e eel. Any of certain long, very slender, deep-sea eels
cnrling the lip, turning up the nose, or the like.
of the family Nemichthyidrel having long, sometimes re3. To insinuate contempt by a covert expression ; to speak snl.f'fle (snl'.f''l), v. i.; -FLED(-'Id); -FLING(-ling). [Freq.
curved, beaks ; a thread ee . The best-known species
of ,mijJ'. Cf. SNIVEL.
J 1. To snuffie, as one with catarrh.
8
8
(NemicMltys scolopaceus) attains about three feet.
in
little sneered at.
Pope.
2. To snivel; whine; whimper. D'ial. Eng.
snlff'Y
(sn'if'l),
a.
Inclined
to
sniff,
or
manifest
contempt
Syn. -Gibe, jeer, fleer. See SCOFF.
or disdain ; evincing such an inclination ; supercilious; as,
BDeer,v. t. l. To utter with a sneer; to say sneeringly;
as, to sneer ironical praise at a person.
Congreve. a .mi:ffy person or manner. Colloq. & Dial.
a. To treat with sneers; to sneer at. Obs. or R.
BD1ft(snTft), v. i.; SNIFT'ED; SNIIIT'ING. [Cf. SNIFF,] To
sniff; sniffle; snivel; whimper. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
3. To affect in some specified way by sneering.
Nor 1meered nor bribed from virtue into shame. Savage. snl.ft•lng, p. pr. & vb. n. of SNIFT.- anlftln,r valve. a Steam
-r,
n. 1. Act of sneering.
1110
Snipe Eel (.Nemicltthy., scolopaceus)
le~u~:·ctnd~~:e~ron1n~~nt~e
ll. A change of countenance indicative of contempt.
the piston makes a stroke ; - so calf:d from the noise made snlpe'flsh' (snip'fish'), n. a = BELLowsFISHa. b A snipe
3. A verbal indirect expression or insinuation of contempt.
by its action. b A similar valve in other machinery.
eel. c A garfish of the family Belonidre.
8D88Ze(snez), t/. i.; SNEEZED
(snezd); SNEEZ'ING
(sniizrfng).
[ME. snesen; cf. ME.fnesen, AS. gefnesan,fneosan (akin snlg'ger (snlg'er), v. i. To snicker. - n. A snicker.
sniper (snip'er), n. One who snipes; specif.: a One who
&NIG'GLED(-'Id); sN1G'GLING smpes at detached men of an enemy's force. b One who
to D.fniezen), and cf. E. NBBSE.] To make a sudden, vio- snlg'gle (snlg''l), v. i.;
snipes, or noses, logs.
lent, opasmodic, and audible expiration of breath, chiefly (-Ung). [See SNIGan eel.] To fish for eels by thrusting
the baited hook into their holes or hiding places.
snlP'pet (snIJ>'et; -It; 151), n. A small part or piece.
or wholly through the nose. It is usually a reflex act due
1.'obe cut into !lnipJJetsand shreae. F. Harrison.
to irritation of the nasal branches of the fifth pair of cranial snlg'gle (snlg''l), v. t. [Cf. SNIGan eel.] To catch, as an
eel, by sniggling; hence, to hook; to insnare. Bea,u. & Fl. anlp'Pet-y (-1), a. Ridiculously small; petty.
nerves. - to sneeze at, to despise or contemn ; to treat
lightly;-usually
in not to be sneezed at. Colloq.
snip (snlp), ,,. t.; SNIPPED(snlpt); SNIP'PING. [D. snip• 8DIP'PIDIP(snl'p'lng), n. Something snipped or cut off or
BDeeze, n. 1. Act or fact of sneezing; a sudden, violent,
out; a clipping; - usually inpl.
pen; akin to G. schnippen. J 1. To cut off at one stroke
with shears or scissors; to clip off suddenly; to nip.
snlP'PY (-1), a.; SNIP'Pl·ER(-T-er);SNIP'PI-EST. 1. Fragaudible, spasmodic expiration, chiefly through the nose.
ll. Snuff. Dial. Eng.
ll. To break off or snatch away; hence, to filch. Obs. or R. mentary; cut short ; as, snippy paragraphs or remarks.
ll. Short-tempered; tart; pettish. Colloq., Scot., & Dial.
8Deeze1weed' (-wiid'), n. a A yellow-flowered asteraceous
. !.ht::yt_!!~1;:¾1~~~~1ii1o~nfu~~1:no~a~!.the ship'~s:i:::
3. Mean; stingy; close-fisted. Dial. Eng.
plant of the eastern United States (Helenium autumnale)
the odor of which is said to cause sneezing. Also, any of 3. To cut (a hole) by or as if by a snip.
4. Putting on airs; sniffy. Slang.
snlv 1el (snlv''l), v. i.; -BLED(-'Id) or -ELLED; -■L-ING or
aeveral other species of H elenium. b An asteraceous weed snip, v. i. 1. To make a snip or quick cut.
(Centipeda orbiculari.,), of Australia and Tasmania, a spe- ll. To break off as if snipped ; - usually with off:
-BL-LING. [ME. sni'velen, snet,elen, snuvelen; cf. AS. snoft
aclip. Shak.
cific for a prurient ophthalmia called blight or sandy blight. 1111lp,n. 1. Asinglecut,aswithsheara;
mucus. Cf. SNUFFLE.] 1. To run at the nose.
ll.
A
small
shred
;
a
bit
cut
off;
hence
:
a
Any
small
or
ll. To snuff mucus up the nose audibly; to snuffle.
-e'Wood'
(-wi!lid'), n. [Cf. nieshout.J A South Afriinsignificant person or thing. Colloq. b A tailor. Slang.
3. To cry or whine with snuffling, as children ; hence, to
can sapindaceous tree (Ptreroxylon utile); also, its hard, val3. A share ; a snack ; as, to go snips. Slang.
uable timber. The sawdust of this wood causes sneezing.
express sorrow or repentance, esp. when affected, in a
1 (-wftrV),n.
1111eeze'Won
a White hellebore. Obs. b The 4. Usually pl. Small hand shears for cutting sheet metal. whining manner. "Put a stop to thy snfoeling ditty." Scott.
6. A small stripe or spot of white on a horse's face. Dial sntv'el, n. 1. Mucus from the nose.
strong-scented European Achillea ptarmica, resembling
snipe (snip), n. sing. & pl. (See PLURAL). [ME. anipe; ll. pl. Veter. The sound produced in the nostrils of animal•
yarrow, but having simple leaves and large flower beads.
akin
to D. .mep, snip,
as a result of a collection of thick mucus.
-z'ing,
p. p,·. & vb. n. of SNEEZE.Hence : n. Formerly,
LG. sneppe, snippe, G.
a substance used to induce sneezing.
3. Act of crying, whining, or the like, with sniveling;
schnepfe,
Ice!. snipa (in
weak or affected expression of sorrow, repentance, etc.
1111811
(snel), a. [AS. snell; akin to D. snel, G. schnell,
comp.), Dan. sneppe,- ct.
snlv'el-er, snlv'el-ler (-er), n. One who snivels, esp. one
OHG. snel, Icel. snjallr valiant. J Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
who habitually snivels, or whines affectedly or weakly.
l. Quick; swift; active; eager. Obs.
Morle .Arthure. Sw. sniippa a sandpiper.]
snob (snllb), n. [E. dial. snob, snab, a cobbler, shoemakI. Keen ; sharp , piercing. Hence: a Painful ; severe ; 1. a Anyof certain limicoline
birds constituting the genus
er's apprentice, a term of contempt for a tailor.] 1. A
cruel. b Loud; shrill. Obs. c Cold. 4 Pungent; biting.
Gallinago, related to, but
cobbler or shoemaker; a shoemaker's apprentice
Dial. or
a Severe or sarcastic in speech ; acrimonious.
slenderer than, the wood
Colloq., Eng.
8Dell, adv. Quickly; swiftly; energetically ; immediately;
cocks, and like them having
ll. A townsman. Cambridge Univ. Slang, Obs., Eng.
exceedingly. Obs.
Cursor Mundi.
a very long straight bill,
3. A person who does not belong to the upper classes; one
■Dell, n. [Orig. uncert.]
A short line of horsehair, gut,
sensitive at the tip, with
Wilson's Smpe ( (}allinago
obviously without ra.uk or gentility; hence, a vulgar, ostenetc., by which a fishhook is attached to a longer lin.e.
which they probe in the mud
deltcata).
tatious person. Eng.
Snell's law (snelz). [After Willebrord Snell, or Snellius,
Dutch mathematician.]
fJ.ptics. The law that the ratio oI after worms and Jarvm. They frequent bogs and marshes,
4. A person who has an excessive and vuJgar or mean rethe sines of the angles of mcidence and refraction is con- and are highly valued as game birds on account of their
gard for wealth and social standing; one who vulgarly afswift irregular flight. Most •~ecies have plumage handstant for all incidences in any giVen pair of media.
fects the manners or otation of those of superior rank,
IIJliok (snlk), v. t.; SNICKED
(snlkt); SNICK'INo. [E. dial.
3
esp. by a display of wealth.
~:;~; a':Ji~~i
t°a,lsan~r~~S~u¥L!n:o~i::!~ri~
anick notch, cut; cf. Ice!. ,,nikka to nick, cut. J l. To cut
He who meanly admires mean things is a snob. Thackera,'J.
whole, IUl!pe ( G. gallinago), of Europe and parts of Asia and
slightly; to strike, or strike off, as by cutting.
Trade-union Cant, Eng.
Africa, is smaller than the great, or double, IUl!pe(G. major) 6. A scab; rat; knobstick.
ll. Cricket. a To hit (a ball) a light glancing blow. b To of the same region, and about equal to the Amerlca.nt or 8DOb'ber-y (-lir-T), n. The quality of being snobbish;
take (a bowled ball) sharply for the purpose of stumping ; WUBOJ1'B,
•Di~ (G. delicata), of North and South America,
snobbish conduct ; snobbishness.
from which 1t differs chiefly in havi'W only U tail feathers
- said of a wicket keeper.
snob'blsh (-lsh), a. Of, pert. to, characteristic of, or beBDioll:,
n. 1. A small cut or snip ; a nick.
fitting, a snob.- snob'blsh-ly, adv.- snob'blsh-neas, 11.
ll, Cricket. A light glancing blow given to a bowled ball. is still smaller,~:~~g/~gr.rwo~Y~
and is often plac~ in the genus Lim,no- 8DOb'blsm(-lz'm), n. Snobbery.
3. A knot or irregularity in yarn.
C'[Yptes. Other species are known, including no less than snood (snood), n. [AS. snDd, akin to D. .moer cord, G.
IUl!cka.nd moo [cf. D • .mee, snede, a cut]. a A combat with
eight inhabiting South America, among them the largest
schnur. Cf. SNARE.
J 1. A fillet worn around the hair of 11
knives. Obs. b Hence, jocosely, a knife, aa a bowie
of sn,:m (G. gigantea). b In a broader sense (usually with
:roung woman,formerly strictly emblematic of maidenhood.
knife i - corrupted into snick-a--snee,
snickersnee,etc.
0 i~e ot:g;./l::f.1.:'r°Ji'/grb~J'.
ll.
A
snell
for
a
fishing
line.
1
!si~
.}i~\f.frtiW'.Ji
acr,~t
v!~
llllick'er(Bnlk'er), ti. i.; SNICK'BRBD
(-erd); SNICKBR-ING.
8DOod,t1.t. 1. To bind orbraidilp,asthe
hair, with a snood.
[Cf. D . .mikken to sob, to sigh, or E. dial. nicker to neigh,
:~;~mt':.ro~•
~.:1f~i~;n~fo";:ci~d
oo/!~:,r:·au~tt;:',!1:
ll.
To
fasten
(a
hook)
with
a snood, or snell.
to snicker,l To laugh in a partially suppressed manner,
ties. See ScoLOPACID
....
snook (snook), n. [I'.>.snoek.J a A robalo, esp. Ozylabraz
with audibfe catches of voice ; to giggle.
ll. A fool; blockhead ; goose. Now Rare.
Shak.
undecimalis. b The barraconta Thyrsites atun. S. Africa.
lllllok'er, n. A half suppressed, broken laugh ; giggle.
o The sergeant fish. d Any of certain garfishes.
Sni'der rl'fle, or Snl 1der (sni 1d<lr),n. fAfter Jacob Snider 3. A butt of a smoked cigar or cigarette. Slang.
4.
The
Tahoe
trout.
Local,
U.
S.
snook
(snook), v. i. [E. dial. snook to search out, to follow
(d.1866), American inventor. I The first breechloader used
by the scent, ME. snoken to sniff, smell ; cf. Sw. snrJkato
m the British service (1866-16),being a simple conversion snipe (snip), v. i.; SNIPED(snipt); sNIP'ING (snip'lng).
search, LG. ffiOggen, .muckem, .mOkern, to snuffle, smell
of the muzzle-loading rifle.
1. To shoot or hunt snipe.
1. To lurk; tolieinambush.
Obs.orR.
lllllff (snlf), "·. i.; SNllll'BD (snlft) or SNIIIT; SNIFll''ING. ll. To shoot at detached men of an enemy's forces at long about,searchfor.J
range, esp. when not in action; - often with at.
ll. To sniff; smell ; to pry about ; to search. Scot. &; Dial.
[ME. sneven; akin to .mivel, snuff; cf. Dan. snive to sniff.
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r~~!n°JI~):1!!.t~~io•~o; :fo':°o~ leel. ano"inn bald.] Trimmed ;
::rci;;::r1ne~c!:~:~ar-~~;.r!·n.
■nlpe hawk. Marsh harrier. Ir. pull the nose. Both Obs. or Scot. smooth ; neat i trim; snug; conSsN••,cKsn.
nic.k a nd snee b, u nd er
';~Ongzc~2;,atrtr!fg•ht
:-nft!i':l~~AfM ■ntter~;J°tsn~d:J :~~~: d~i:;;,:~;;_v4"1
..
IDlckfaU. T CJNQUEll'OJL.
nose; - eat'd of some dogs.
■Dithe (sn1Q:),v.t. ~AS.miuan.]
In ode. ..
T SNA.DE,
■ntck'le(snlk''l), n t v Snare• ■niP!i'■'·bW', n. = SNJPEBILL. To cut. Obs. or D1al. Eng.
Snod.
8 .'sru
0 •»•eA01111U1 ■htmeP<,~cnkwU,!ic'knoose. Obs. or Diai.E~g.
'
mul'let. Tt:nf;.~j
t~~~.!;J':,',!1'~Yc~~ri:;;
Dickfn:,. "Pickwick

:!1::i:::

:::1~¥1.
,::J'~t·adv
Qnickll; i!if
%~f1i!rt~~;i~~{::~
anathe. !~1:0i.
il~l:}ll?':'.erely.
i:~!~~t~nT'~~;iic:i;::a:;

0{.ii:Jt~:
::!.t
t. [See SNEAD
a

I

l~~ r~:~ot~~-

~c~~::'.1;.'t
t.t!uttC:~ith,or

Obs.I
::\l:::l" ~;f:::;'t;,°.;}.iifh

::~:~~;~·
s:~-:~ta~~~=:
~t·tr~il«z>i~r.E::.;

::

■nib n, 1 A reprimand • a re- IDlg, u. t. ai-i. [See SNEAK-1To 1Cnl'oltc.loqh.
csrnDTc
h,a)'.n. A smitch. IJlOb-og'ra-pher (-i'.Sg'rd.ft!r),
0
1 l
buff•; a snub, Obs,
[Scot.I sneak pilfer Slang & Dml
[snob + grapher l One who
2. A fastening; a bolt; catch. 1Dlg'~--er, .,;_ One who enig- ■Ditch(sn'rch), v. i, To inform; writes of- snobs._: 1nob-og'raml'bel (ent'bel), n. Corrupt. of gere.
[oath. Obs.I betray. - 1nltch'er, n. Both phy (-fl), n. Both Humoroua,
Var. of
::lcn~nt+jsNti:c.old popular
fng, & Sla?Xs
-t
A
IDick (an't'k; anr!k), v. t. To lnlla. t SNAIL,
:nipe. •m!:!;Diaz."~~-e■nock'er (enlSk'@r), n. ~ v.
take hastily and sneakingly. s:nllle.
SNELL.
■nlte(dial. anit, snoit),v. t. [Cf. Snort; snore. Scot. [of SNOOD.I

0 s.

D/:.,~
~!uk~

~~~".9

~'!1f;;~'

~g ID

01~e:h::. ;:,;\~1n"cilo~~~!J.lr'."'b}~.'i.:'u~
00~':i~!r.
11%i,.
:::=!~:t!~\~.
:':iic!~~t/
P~!'.
:~8!~h
;:i:l.
ob~
w h O■nlv'el (enYv''l), "·
To utter :~.9A.s(~::f~~l,.. c~~~)Eng.
■nap;nar
whip
+iv_';!
r·ng.].var. of
0

t.

-t SNADE
IDthelle
n'Ygh(atna~,r'.T)s'
co"•t,
Chill i - Of thing, Both Slang.
lllip'per
n. A
~!_1~).!elr-aresadw,
nilh•O[mr
bt"vyeanl 1
SNUFFLE.
mee(~nl), any csii.t),,,. t. [Cf.
fe
mlf. Smff. Ref. Sp.
persnapPer. e,fiJ"ilOq.
- As~iveler. Obs.
..... d. 111.01
<antsg). Scot. & dial. Eng.
~~o~~:~~f BDOT~::.,
~r~~NtTBP.I ::lf;.de
~rE:::♦rt\~ar~~t:1~~:a:i~~ ■niv'eld. Sniveled.
src, ::~r:.sru~Owhirl~~~tn'a~;:[
abound; swarm. Dial. Eng.
:.e:.<s;@7;;:~:.>•
ial.Eng.
VALVE-Rare.
quick replies. Rare,
~~•6'!~~::1:;e~:?J:~l'~~rt
ro~i/snOk),
~bs. or Scot.a:
IDBN, v. t. rAs.imiiaan., fr. ::1Sclfliolt.,.,.Pnl:a~!1.'t@:1'."!"A,,,~P.·n<Jh1·11iejl,
y. =~~~~r·:i~;~(s~.~1:-'J:.•P~
annlivv~lel.
YObs.lor,Re1·1 ('IT)
~':,i.,g~~~-0
Ob&
1
Sneer, n. A carping character snaB • spit.] To pierce (with•
"' lJi
round game of matching se- ' ■n v
- Y - - ' a. snood'ed a Having a mood
1nood.'lni 1 'n. Angling. T ha
in Sheridan's"Critic.'' with just weapon); to run through. Obi. snort; alao,pl. a cold in the head. quences; -so called from words Sniveling; pitiful; whining.
it
h to be · h"evo ·s
IIDBt. + SNITB, v.
2. A sharp or severe blow,storm, said in turn by the player11.
■noa. T SNOW~ (of SNOOK•\ te ial f◄ the sn d
11
:..:a~ulneered.m~ef? Sp.u • ■:i. ~IJ'J'.f.
i,. i.
or the like.
:~E;:e~:t1r(f>snt· e-1!~s:e'3~ling BD°:"(s:~k). S~otr=~i• 1,!~g.
enOOk)~:.
1
1
1
~
_D_:,arflll.,';;
:new (dial. &~tl, s:;, )~~~i.To a. ~everae dilemmsz.
■nirl (Bnl!rl; sn01 n. t v. [Cf. ;~:b.<~~
Lo. ori:tn I ~~:
•o flg. to ■ arm to abound ~,~a(B~
y~?t@~),
u. ar.g·To
I T
D .tu
snoe
to ort G
'
=r'tq.tv,adv.
of meerin~~;: obR":~r Dia,.E11g.
;
. sniff; snort ; snivel Scot. SNARLt°sta~g!fe-1.,n~e; gnarl;
c8f:sxhFF
fg~~
~ir:c¥~t~~n ~::~
Sneer' ill-, Lady ( 5, ~l"' ■new, Obs ordiaJ.pret.ofsNow.
n· 1 E g
[VATVE
csn~~P·i mo';)~' .6~:Eng.
to sniff.] To sob violently k'
1
I:'
A eh:.acter in rh:ri°'cian'; IDBJ'd(snld). Dial, Eng.var.of
= SN I FTI~NO var. of SNURP.
n. A violent sob. BotJ1.Obs: or ~~:~k,:r)~~'
m'ot~:ati~i
d
"School for Bcau al," given to ;~rc~iiYb). "· t. fME. .mibben,• =';!f"e1\•.tl)Sf:;n:,•tr!n/. a pleas- =~~i~]@~!:~~t~:;:t~:ic~~:
::.~i:,i:;(~ittsb'J), a. Snobbish. ~:~ett~m;f~~1f1:ti~1f~•~a
1 •)~~• Snuff i a ef.Dan.anwhe,andE. ~xvn v.t.] ■-•- (snYg) n [Cf SNEAK] Scot. & Dial. Eng.
g-olllip•cn■dnll1sh
Rare.
[JOCOJJe.l variou·, colored bal11. Eng.
1
11:inc:of snuff. Scot. t D~al. Obi.orScot.tDial.Eng.
i.To A~alleel. 1 Sl~ngtDial.Eni,.
1J1lr'tle(mlr't 1l),n.tv. Snirt. ■nob'llng, n. A Jjttle snob. 1nool(sno:bl),v.t.ai-i, Tocow1
}f"!Jf1•-v· i. Totake1uuff. Scot. check; re1train I rebuke 1■nub. Dig, v. t. (See SNICKto cut.] Scot. ~ Dial. Eng.
■aob-oc'ra-cy.(snlSb-lSk'NMl'r),n. snub; cringe. Both Scot.
,necle
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Ref.
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~~~tr!
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care, Am, account, ll.rm, uk, sofci; eve, hent, Ind, reclnt, maki!r; ice, m; old, &bey, &rb, add, s&ft, c6nnect; iiae, i\nite, Gm, ftp, clrcils, menu;
I Forelp
Word.
i' Oboolete Variant or. + eomblned wltla. = eqaala.
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SNOOL
IUIGOP
(snoop), v. i. [Cf. SNOOK,
v. i.] To look or pry about

or into others' affairs in a sneaking way. - n, One who
snoops; a prying sneak.-snoop•er (-er), n. All U.S.
snooze (snooz), n. [E. dial.; orig. uncert.] A short sleep;
a nap. Colloq. &, Dial,
11NG (snoozling).
snooze, v. i.; SNOOZED(snoozd) i SNOOZ
To doze; to drowse; to take a nap. Colloq. ,I: Dial,

SNUB

snow'ber-ry (sno•ber-Y), n.; pl. -Rrns (-Yz). a A North

American caprifoliaceous shrub (Symplwricarpos raCl'·mosu.,), with white berries. b A rubiaceous shrub ( Chiococca
racemosa) of Florida and the West Indies, with evergreen
leaves, racemes of white flowers, and white berries. c See
CREEPING SNOWBERRY. d In Australia, the ericaceous shrub
Gaultheria hispida.
snore (snOr; 201), "· i,; SNORED(snOrd); BNOR'ING(snOr'- anow'bird' (-bfird'), n. a The snowflRke. b Any finch of
lng). [ME. snoren; cf. AS. fnora a sneezing, and E.
the genus Junco; a junco. The common form of eastern
sneeze, or LG. snoren, snorken, snurken, to snore, D. ,mor- North America is J ..hyemalis, often called slate-col01·ed,or
ken, G. schnm·chen to snore, schnarren to rattle, MHG.
black, snowbird. c The fieldfare. Bng. d The ivory gull.
snarren, Sw. snarka to snore, Icel. snarka to sputter, fiz- snow'-bllnd' (-blind'), a. Affected with snow blindness.
zle, and E. snarl to growl,] To breathe during sleep with snow blindness. Med. Defective vision caused by the
glare of the sunlight reflected from snow; niphablepsia.
a rough, hoarse noise, due to vibration of the uvula and
snow'-bound', a. Shut in, or blockaded, by snow.
the soft palate.
snow'break' (-bl'iik'), n. 1, A melting of snow; a thaw.
snore, n. 1. Act or noise of snoring.
2. A breaking of trees by snow; also, an area over which
2. pl. Veter. The snivels.
snore piece. In a mine pump, a cylinder, usually of cast there has been such breakage.
iron, terminating in a flat or conoidal bottom and having
3. Anything to prevent the piling up or drifting of snow,
suction holes (snore holu) in the bottom or side.
as a fence, a row of bushes or trees, or the like.
1111ort
(sn6rt), v. i.; SNORT'ED;SNORTING. [ME. snorten, snow'bUBh' (-bolish 1), n. 1. Any of several white-flow1nurten, to snort, snore; prob. akin to E. snarl to growl,
ered ornamental shrubs; as: a Any Californian species of
or snore.] 1. To force tho air with violence through the
Oeanothus having white flowers, as C. i•elutinus. b The
nose, so as to make a noise, as do high-spirited horses.
Australian asteraceous shrub Olearia stellulata.
i. To snore. Obs. "The snorting citizens."
Shak.
2. A Polynesian euphorbiaceous shrub (Phyllanthus nivo3. To laugh loudly. Colloq. &, Dial.
sus), cultivated for its white and green mottled foliage.
snort, v. t. 1. To expel with or as with a snort.
snow'cap 1 (-kllpt), n. A very small humming bird of the
2. To utter with, or express by, a snort.
genus Microchera having a shining
snort, n. Act of snorting, or the sound produced.
white crown. There are two spe•
snort'er (sn6r'ter), n. 1. One who snorts or snores loudly. cies, .JI. albocoronata, inhabiting
2. The wheatear; - so called from its cry. Local, Bng.
Panama, and M. pan 1irostris, of
3. Anything big, noisy, exciting, or the like, as a storm, a Costa Rica and PaRama.
fight, a large harvest, etc. Slang, U. S.
ll~lfn:~C:,~;.
tl:Zs 0 [g:':,':ie;a}Jt~l;,~
■not'ter(snot'er),n. Alsosnort 1er. [Orig uncert.] Naut.
a A fl.at rope, usually of sennit, secured to a yardarm, to gallus) living almost exclusively
which a tripping line is bent, used to strip the lower lift
~r~~~f:lb:~Ji~e~~et~
fs~~~t¥~:
albocoronata).
and brace from the yardarm in sending down topgallant and
royal yards in vessels of war. b A loop or ring of rope or ~~ft:..i:in
~'l;it,< rh::r:liEi'1~~kh~:r~~hestnut
pecmetal for receiving the lower end of a sprit.
snow'drHt' (sno'drlftl), n. A bank of dl'ifted
IIDOUt (snout), n. [ME. snout,, perh. of Scand. or LG.
snow; also, rarely, drifting snow.
origin; cf. LG. snute, D. snuit, G. schnauze, Sw. s1mt, snow'drOP'(-drop'), n. a Any species of GaDan. snude, Icel. sngta to blow the nose. Cf. BNITE, v.,
lanthus; esp., a bulbous amaryllidaceous plant
SNOT.] 1. The long, projecting nose of a beast, RS of ( G. nivalis) bearing nodding white flowers,
swine ; also, the anterior prolongation of the head of variwhich often appear while the snow is on the
ous animals, as of a weevil ; a rostrum.
ground. b A flower or bulb of this plant.
2. The nose of a person; also, formerly, a worthless man.
8
4
3 The nozzle of a pipe, hose, etc.
Snowdrop
0
Any of several West Indian oleaceous trees or shrubs of the
4. The face, or front, of a glacier.
genus
.Mayepea. C See AFRICAN SNOWDROP TREE.
snout beetle. Any beetle of the group Rhynchophora; so called because the head is usually produced into a ros- snow'fall' (sn6'f61 1), n. A fall of snow, specif., the amount
trum bearing the mouth at its end and the antennre on its
of snow that falls in a single storm or in a given period.
sides; a weevil. See WEEVIL.
It is usually expressed in terms of inches of water, the
snout moth. a Any pyralid moth. b An;i: of various
number being obtained roughly by dividing the number of
moths (mostly of the Pyralidre or allied families) having
inches of snow by 10.
labial palpi held out forward like a snout.
snow'flak&' (-fliik1 ), n. 1. A
snout'y (snout'l'), a. Resembling a beast's snout.
flake or crystal of snow.
snow (sno), n. [LG. snaue, or D. snaauw.] Naut. A 2. A finch
(Passerina, or
square-rigged vessel, now rare, differing from a brig only in Plectrophenax, niva /is) of
,having a trysail mast close abaft the mainmast.
northern regions, allied to the
snow, n. [ME. snow, snaw, AS. snliw; akin to D. sneeuw, longspurs. It breeds in the
Arctic regions and in winter
OS. & OHG. sneo, G. schnee, Ice!. snre,·, Sw. sno, Dan.
often am,ears in large flocks Snowflake, 2. Summer plumsnee, Goth. snaiwa, Lith. snegas, Russ. snyeg, Ir. & Gael.
both in Europe and the United
age.
meachd, W. nyf, :L. nix, nivia, Gr. acc. v.cf>a, also AS. States,
freiuently during snowstorms. Much of the plummiwan to snow, G. schneien, OHG. sniwan, Lith. snigti,
L. ningit, ninguit, it snows, Gr. vi.<f,Er.,A vestan snizh to iT:~t)~!a~liil!~fhea~~~~~a~:
snow.] 1. White or transparent crystals or flakes of ice,
and rufous in ordinary winter _plumage. The male in summer is entirely white and black. Called ·also snm.t·bunting.
congealed in the air
3. a Any bulbous amaryllidaceous plant of the genus
fromparticlesofwater,
~~
~
Leucojum, esp. L. vernum, which differs from the snowdrop
andfallingtotheearth;
~
~
in having larger flowers with equal perianth
also,thefallenmaterial.
segments. b A flower or bulb of this plant.
4. Weaving. = BOURETTE.
hexagonal
rorms,
snow ll:v or lDBect. a Any of several mewhose whiteness is due
to the reflection of
.
:lJ!e~~s r:1Jf:!'!if!r~h:,f::~t
light from their man
winiless. Theee insects sometimes appear
ML¥\
facets. By COl\tinuea ()
'VW
,
pressure snow 1s con~':ifte".is~t~~:, \rel~ n,:,r~~l:.
ts':!:1Y1~"e':
ican stone flies, as 1'e.rla nivicola and Cap~-o~E3i.s}; 1~~).
Crystals of Snow. ·
·
nia pygm:ea, often seen on snow. c A snow
2. Any of various congealed substances of snowlike ap- gnat.
pearance i as, carbon dioxide snow; acetylene snow.
8f1°:,s~1one~/cli:."l;e~~:~~t~~,°'!,~~~"."~
Sn~ w Gnat
3. A fall of snow or of something resembling snow.
f:;_y species of gnats of the family Chiro- <Chfonea val4. Her. Argent. Obs. &, R.
Chaucer.
nomidre, often seen on snow in spring.
ga).Enlarged.
6. Whiteness, as of snow. Poetic.
snow goose. Any of several geese of the genus Chen,
8. Those admitted !;o a theater on passes. Theat. Slang.
most of which are white with blackish _Prima&DOW (sno), "• i. ,' BNOWBD
(snod); SNOW'ING.To fall in or ries and a yellowish bill. They breed cluefly in
Arctic America and migrate south. The greater
as snow ; - chiefly used impersonally ; as, it snows.
snow goose ( C. hype1·boreanivalis) occurs chiefly
snow, 11. t. 1. To scatter or shower down like snow.
on the Atlantic coast ; the leaser snow ioon ( C.
2; To cover, or shut in, with snow; - used with adverbs;
hfiperborea) on the Pacific coast and m
as, the train was snowed under.
!o~:.iss½~!PE{u~a~~[.;. \l:"ot~~••s SNOW
3. To make white like snow. Obs.
lo 111owunder, fig., to defeat by an overwhelming aggregate
called blue snow goose.
of votes, talhes, or the like. Colloq.
snow grass. a Any of several
IIDOW'ball' (sn6'b61 1 ), n. 1. A round mass of snow pressed
tall New Zealand grasses of the
or rolled together, or anything resembling such a mass,
2. Any of certain cultivated white-flowered species of Vi- f:~~.D,.~~'/J'fl.ia,-:sJ.,·fr.,";{::3,
tussock grass (Poa c;,,srntosa).
burnum. The common snowball is the cultivated cran- snow
lee. a Ice formed by the
berry tree, or guelder-rose. See JAPANBBB SNOWBALL,
0lit1~i~,~~~~s
snow'ball'' v. t. ; SNOW'BALLBI>'
(-b6ld 1 ) ; SNOW'BALL'ING. ~r:r.actr\r
To pelt with snowballs ; to throw snowballs at.
~J'o!h~r 1[:.•ing of halfLeeaerSnow Gooae,
IIDOW'ball', "· i. To throw snowballs.
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Dan. snorke, l Snore ; anort.
moot (eniffit), n. Scot &: dial. Obs. or
&- Dial. Eng.
var. of SNOUT. - to make a ■nort'er. Var. of SNOTTER.
■nor'tle (en6r't'l), 1•. t.
(Freq.
r~~ sei: ish~~~:i~
l
ij"g::a~;:~~t~d
Bah epe)liug of, 1ll1.
snuit, lit.,
snout; hence, face], to look snorting. Obs. or Colloq.
sulky. Colloq, or Slang, South ■not (enUt), n. [AS, gesnot:
akin to D, snot, r.;o.sn.otte, Dan.
Af'nca.
IDOOV8 (BnOOV), v. i. To glide.
snot, and to E, snout. S e e
w.zs;~oozd. Snooze; snoozed. SNOUT.] Nasal mucus.-v.t. To
1,e!~ ~!1~~se).
OlJ1.~~~f.
moo'zle (snOO'z'l), v i-. Dial. 1J}giJ/
■noter, a. [AS. snotor.]
Prua~n.:11~~~
adv. s. To snooze ; doze ; Bleep.
■nore, v. t. To pal\8in, or effect
by, snoring;- often with away.
whine. Scot. I\"Dial. Eng.
more hole. See SNORE PIECE.
■nor'er (anOr'k), n. One who ■not'ter-y, n. Snot; filth. Obs.
IDOti'ty (enbt'I), a. Foul with
IDOret.

Scot.

f
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ot;

[Scot.\
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:~~~\!/

:::iei-n':.~·;;:
•,lrb1;.

!~t:~t~!!~"iT!~f~~~;:~g~;~!frgf:'~'ii~~;ttten~e:no!
falls unmelted, varying according to elevation, nearness
to the sea, and other physical conditions. Canton, China,
23° N., and Brownsville, Texas, 26° N., represent extreme
points at sea level in the Northern Hemisphere.
snow mouse. a A European vole (Microtus nfoa/is) of
the Alps and other high mountains. b A pied lemming.
snow'-on-the-moun'taln, n. a= SNOW-IN-HARVEST.
Dial.
Enq. b A spurge (Euph.orbia marginata) of the western

s~g~e~fit~\~:~1'f

i£f

g;;:?,.;a1:ft;'a~l'i':i~i.,s.;ous
bird (Lerwa
lerwa) having the upper half of the legs feathered and the
reddish shanks spurred. Its upper parts are blackish, nar
rowly barred with white and rufous, the under parts chestfnut. b A snow cock. c A ptarmigan, or snow grouse.
snow Pheasant. a A snow cock. b An eared pheasant.
snow pigeon. A pigeon ( Columba leuconota) of Tibet and
the Himalayas. Its back, neck, and rumifaare white; the

s~ci~f :r::i~ag,1aJe~h';:r:~1:;:t
~~l :i1'~n~trcc!'~:~ousherb
(Sarcodes sanguinea) growing as a sa_v.rophyte in coniferous woods at high altitudes on the Sierras of California,
oft~n appearing in early spring
while snow 1s on the ground. b
The red snow.

snow'plow',
snow'plough'

(sno'plout),n. Any
of
various
contrivances
to clear away
snow from
roads, rail~
roads, etc.

snow'shed'

~s~:::J~r
~~

by

Hotary Snowplow which_rernov~s the snow
protectfrom
_
a rotary fanltke device.
snow, as a long structure over an exposed part of a railroad,
esp, one on a mountain side or other slope, to afford protootion against snowslides.
snow'ahoe' (-shoot), n. Any of various contrivances
worn under the shoes to enable the
wearer to walk on soft snow without
sinkingframe
; esp.of:wood
a A
slight
three or four feet
long and about one
Snowshoe a..
third as wide, strung like a tennis racket, and having a
support. and holder for the foot. b A ski. Rare or Local.
snow'sho&', v. i. To travel on snowshoes.
snowshoe rabbit. An American varying hare (Lep11,1
1:ffgn~hl~i1~er.1
i~f
anow'slide' (-slid'), n. A snow avalanche; snowslip.
snow'sllp' (-slrp'), n A large mass or avalanche of snow
which slips down the side of a mountain, etc.
snow snake. An implement used in a North American In~atie
<tih>nk>hW;J
.n:;·..: ·
t:+K

"'!i!!~iiflr,

~i!~t~·{j~Itec:~~11'~
~:~~/'6~~;~;\~h
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severalfeet
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long, to be
~~n~l iec~ GM>».1>»»>-f««

~~~:~tft~n;1:.!!:

0;
~~~;h~~~eug!te:c:~~~(' ~f°ft: 0
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aigrettes. - a. lemming a pied lemming. See LEMMING,
a. owl, a large diurnal arctic owl (Nyctea nyctea) which
enters the northern parts of the
United States and Europe in winter.

1~rl~~~eb~i~~i::t1
;1t8a:83::k
1

Erownish spots. It has no ear tufts.
- a. plover, a small plover (LEgialit-is nivosa) of the western parts
of the United States and Mexico.
It is light gray above, with a dark

E::a~:~~h

a~d
C~fd':nor8it:s b0ie!:t~
and with the under parts and portions of the head white. - s. tree
cricket. See TREE CRICKET.
snub (snlib), v. t.; SNUBBED
(snlibd);
SNUB'BING. [ME. snubben to reprove ; cf. Ice!. snubba to snub,
chide, Sw. snubba, Ice!. snubbottr
snubbed, nipped, and E. snil!.]
1. To check, stop, or rebuke, with
Snowy OwL
a tart, sarcastic reply or remark; to reprimand; check.
2. To treat with contempt or neglect, as a forward or pretentious person ; to slight designedly ; also, to affect in a
specified way by such treatmeut; as, snubbed into silence.
3. To check the motion of suddenly by a tautened rope,
Eskimos to clear ice from fur■.
snot; mean; dirty. - ■not'tl-1:,
■nowft.ower tree. Fringe tree.
~1:i=!~~inJ;f.e~;now. anow'fowl', n. The snowflake. ■nowl (snoul>, n. The hooded
';,_};1'1Jbs.~t~"al, n. Snow-clo'nt-an(sni"i-dG'nl--dn),a. (bird). Local, Brit.
l].
merganser.
anouh. + SNOW.
Of or pert. to the mountain of
■now leopard, The ounce.
~~e~n~:.r
snout, v. t. To furnish with a Snowdon, m Wales.
[n.,2.,
■now'leu, 0 • See -LESS,
Snow'down', n. See HERALD,
■now gr0111e. A ptarmigan.
■now owl. The snowy owl.
~~:!eb~~~~Wi: See Lrnv/1~~:I
anow eater. A chinook wind,
■now panther.
The ounce.
f_uc9:YJ!!■now pear. A European I'e 1u
1no11t'er (snout'er), n. Shears which melts the snow rapidly.
to remove cartilage from a hog's Colloq., We.'ltern U. S.
which rigens after snowfa 1.
snout, to prevent rooting.
anow eye■. A kind of Eskimo !~~~,i-ly (s n cJ'Y-1l),
■nout'falr', a.
Having a fair
1now'i-ne11. n. Sf'e -NES~.
::s~~iftn:::o"~
The bramf,ff~:: I ■now'-in-har'vut, or ■now'•
face ; handsome, Obs.
:w~~e!u~chtt:S~;r~g~!gar,
■now :flange. = FLANGER, 2.
in-aum'mer, n. Any of several
::::b:rrl:-.h~::::::~1
tree. ■now :flea. A small black leap- white-flowered plants blossom- anow'■cape', n. A landscape of
= SNOWBALL, 2.
ing poduran insect (Achorute11 ing at harvest time.as the mouse- a &now-coveredscene.
mow be&r. The ieabelline bear. nivicola) often found in early ear chickweed and the English anow'■ho'er (-shoo'l!r), n. One
■now blink. Reflection of sun- sprin_gon the Fnow in vast num- virgin's-bower. Dial. Eng.
who uses snowshoes.
light from a field of snow or ice. bers 1n the eastern States. CT.S. IDOW'lsh,a. See -ISH.
anowte. + SNOUT#
anow'-broth', n. Snow and 111ow'lllght' (-fltl'J, n. The ■nowk ( anouk ; eni5k; anOOk). mow tree. Snow-peaTtree.
water mixed, or snow just melt■now'-white', a.
[AS. snii1110
0
::~,::.:,c:.ic~J~u~~)~~:
&
ed ; hence, very cold hquor.
hwit.] White as 1now.
1nowdrop. b A cultivated shrub ~h:,a~:i\!§ l~611.::J.:~~weden; ■now white. Zinc white.
IDOWbllDting. =SNO\VFLAJCE,2.
(D.
of the genus
mow chukor. A snow cock:.
■now wreath.
The ro,aeeoua
■now'cr&ft', n.
Skill and ex- cilis).· c The fringe tree.
■now knife, A scraper used by shrub Neviwna alabammai&

go ; sing, l9k ; tlltm, thin;
Full e~laaatloaa
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Snow Soak.es.
snow'storm' (sn6'st6rm 1), n. A storm with falling snow.
snow•y (-I), a. 1. Abounding with snow; covered with
snow. "The snowy top of cold Olympus."
Milton.
2. White like snow; as, snowy hair.
Shak.
3. Fig. : Pure; unblemished• unstained; spotless.
There did he lose hie snowy innocence. J. Hall (1646).
■nowy heron, a small white heron or egret (E(Jf'etta cand;"
dis.dma) about two feet long, formerl' abundant in the
0
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lfmlt. a The lowest limit of perpetual snow.
In the Alps this is at au altitude of a.bout 9,000feet; in the
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SNUB

SOAR

4. To remain for a considerable time under hell.ttreatchain, or the like; as, a boat is snubbed as she comee to a forged under a cup head of a bolt in order to prevent rotament; - said esp. of a metal, as in annealing.
wharf by taking a turn with a bowline around a post i a tion in screwing up the nut ; also, a stop or catch of a
soak (sok), n. 1. Act or process of soaking; also, state of
horse is snubbed by running to the limit of a picket rope.
loose eccentric.
Cf. 4th GAB.
1
being soaked.
BDUg
(snug),
V,
i,;
SNUGGED
(snugd);
SNUG
GING
(-fog).
To
4. To fasten, usually with a turn about a post, as a rope.
2. The liquid in whieh anything is soaked ; a steep;
lie close; to snuggle ; - often with up, or together.
6. To clip or break off the end of; to check the growth
specif., 1'ann-iug, a bath for softening dry hides.
snug, v. t. 1. To place in a snug position.
R.
of ; to nip. Obs. or R.
snub (snub), n. 1. A knot; protuberance in wood. Obs. 2. To rub, as twine or rope, so as to make it smooth and 3. a A piece of boggy land about a spring. Dial. Eng.
b
Wet land, as at the foot of a hill; a temporary swamp
improve the finish; to flnishj slick.
2. A check or rebuke ; an intended slight.
J, Foster.
due to overflow of water usually near the surface of damp
3. A snub nose. Colloq.
3. To arrange neatly and smoothlY.·
soil
; also, the water in such a marsh.
Australia.
to snug down, Naut., to reduce sail, lower topmasts, lash
4. Act or result of snubbing, as a vessel with the bowline.
movables, etc., to prepare for a gale.
4. Slang Uses. a A hard blow; a punch. b A sot; a
6. A snubbing post. Local.
snug'ger-y
(-er-I),
n.;
pl.
sNUGGERIEs
(-Iz).
A
snug,
cozy
drunkard ; also, a spree. c College. An instructor who
snub, a. Short, somewhat flat, and a little turned up at
place, esp. a small room or den. Colloq.
assigns hard lessons; also, a difficult lesson. d Pawn;
the end ; - said of the nose.
(snllg''l), v. i.; sNuo'oLED (-'ld); sNuo 1GLING as, to put in soak. e Cost; charge; esp., overcharge.
snub cube, Geom., a solid bounded by 32 triangles and 6 snug'gle
(-!Ing). [Freq. of snug.] To move one way and the other soak'age (-'aj), n. Act of soaking, or state of beiug soaked;
squares, and ha viug at each vertex 4 triangles and a
square. - a. dodecahedron, aeorn., a solid having at each
so as to get close ; to cuddle ; nestle.
also, the amount entering or issuing by soakiug.
vertex a pentagon and 4 triangles, and bounded by 12 peuta- snug'gle,
v. t. To draw close, as for comfort ; to cuddle. soak'er (-0r), n. 1. One that soaks, in any sense of the verb.
gous, which belong to the regular dodecahedron, and 80 tri- so (sO), adv. [MR. so, sa, swa, AS. swa ,- akin to OFries.
2. Plumbing. A sheet of lead used as a covering from the
angles, of which 20 are faces of the regular icosahedron.
sa, so, D. zoo, OS. & OHG. so, G. so, Icel. svi'i, svO, svo, weather, as at the angle of a ,vall and roof.
p. pr. & vb. n. of SNUB. ~snubbing post, a post
snub'bing,
so, Sw. stJ,, Dan. saa, Goth. swa so, swi as ; cf. L. suus soak'lng, p. pr. & vb. n. of soAK. - soak'lng-ly, adv.
around which a line is thrown to snub, or check, anything.
oue's own, Skr . .ma one's own, one's self. Cf. As, CUSTOM, soaking pit, Metal., a heated upright chamber m which a
1 (-n0zd 1 ), a. Having a snub nose.
snub'-nosed
ETHIC, sucH. J 1. In that manner or degree ; in this or that
1itiha!1 ds!~~:Si~ 1
snub-nosed ca.cha.lot, a pygmy sperm whale.
;~e;fa\\
snuff (sni1f), n. [Cf. SNUFF, v. t., to sniff, SNUFF, v. (of a condition or state; as has been stated or suggested; as inture throughout.
A number of such chambers connected
dicated (in any way), or as implied, or as supposed to be
candle).]
1. Tbe charred part of a candle wick.
with
a
heatiug
apparatus
constitute
a soaking furnace.
known ; as, why did he come so late?
"'So spake the SO'-and-SO', n. An indefinite or imaginary
2. Mining. A candle end used to ignite a fuse.
person or
apostate angel.''
JJHlton. So formerly sometimes meant,
3. A fit of resentment or indignation; a huff. Obs. or Scot.
tl1ing.
"Numberso-and-so."
Freeman.
iu or to the degree, manner,etc.,following.
It sometimes
to take it in snuff, to take offense ; to be angry or provoked.
indicates an amount as indeterminate
or as regarded dis- soap (sop), n. [ME. sope, AS. siipe; akin to D. zeep, G.
snuff, v. t.; SNUFFED (suiift); SNUFF'ING. LME. snu,JJ-'en. tributively;
seifa,
Icel.
siipa,
Sw.
S((pa,
Dan.
swbe,
and
seife,
OHG.
as in, to work for so much au hour; one can
See SNUFFto sniff.] To crop the snuff of, as a candle; to
perh. to AS . .,;fpan to drip, 1\lHG . .fifen, and L. sebum talwalk only so far. It is often used with a pronominal force,
take off the end of the snuff of'.
esp. to avoid repetition;
as in, he said they would come,
low; cf. AS. siip resin, pomade.
Cf. SAPONACEOUs,
SEBAand I thought so too. After the verb be it is often equivato snuff out, to extinguish by or as by snuffing.
CEOUS, SUET.J 1. A cleansing
agent, made usually by
snuff (snuf), v. t. [Akin to D. snujjen, G. sc/mu1ifen, lent to a :predicate adjective with the sense of true, accordaction of alkali on fat, and consisting essentially of sodium
ant withJact; as, what he says is sure to be so.
schnuppen, to snuff, schnupfen a cold in the head, schnupor
potassium
salts
of
fatty
acids
;
by extension, any salt of
It concerns every man, with the greatest seriousness, to inpen to snuff (air), also, to snuff (a candle).
Cf. SNIFF,
such an acid. Cf. SAPONIFICATION.Solid or hard soap is
quire into those matters, whether they be so or not.
Tillotson.
SNUFFLE,SNUB,v. i.] 1. To draw in, or to inhale, forcibly
usually made with soda only, and the best sewifluid or
2.
In like manner or degree ; in such manner ; to such
The fats are treated with
soft, or potash, soap with potash.
through the nose j to suiff.
degree ; - used esp. with as. See under AS, 1.
He sm(O:~the wind, his heels the sand excite.
Dryden.

1:J~1;;:[j~~;!~~~~fi
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2. To perceive by smelling;

to scent;

to smell.

3. To sniff in order to examine; - said of dogs, horses, etc.
to snuff pepper, to get angry.
Obs.
snuff, v. i. 1. To inhale through the nose noisily and forcibly; to sniff or smell inquiringly, as a horse, dog, etc.
2. To sniff in or as in disgust; hence, to chafe. Obs.
Do the enemies of the church rage and snuff'? Bp. Hall.
3. To take snuff; esp., to take snuff habitually.
snuff, n. 1. Act of snuffing; a sniff.
2. Tobacco pulverized and prepared to be taken into the
nose; also, the amount taken at once ; a pinch.
3. Scent; smell; aroma; odor. Obs.
up to snuff, not easily deceived; worldly-wise.
Slang.
anufl'box 1 (-boks 1), n. 1. A small box for holding snuff,
usually carried about the person.
2. A puffball.
snuffbox bean. a The large seed of a tropical mimosaceous Hana (Lens plwseoloides). It is one of the sea beans.
It is used medicinally.
b The plant which bears this
seed. It bas tough, ropelike sterns, pinnate leaves ending
!hate13 1~~~~y
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snuff'er (snuf'er), n. 1. One who snuffs.

2. The common porpoise.
anutf'era (-erz), n. pl. An instrument

for cropping and
holding the snuff of a candle.
The sing. form, snuff'er,
is used attributively,
as in snuffer dish, snuffer tray, etc.
BDUf'fie(snuff']), V, i.; SNUF1FLED(-'Id); SNUF'FLING
(-!fog.)
[Freq. of snu.9·, v. i.; akin to LG. snu,d'eln, G. sclm.Uffeln,
D. snuffelen, Dan. snOvle, AS. snofl mucus. Cf. SNIFFLE.]
1. To breathe through the nose when it is obstructed, making a broken sound; to inhale through the nose noisily, as
if the nose were partially stopped up: also, to speak
through or as through the nose; to speak nasally ; - often
used of Lypocritical, canting persons.
2. To chaff ; fret ; fume. Rare.
snuf'fle, n. [See SNUFFLE,v.] 1. Act or fact of snuffling;
the sound made in snuffling.
2. An affected nasal twang; hence, cant ; hypocrisy.
3. pl. Nasal catarrh, esp. of infants or children.
Colloq.
snuf'O.er (-l8r), n. One who snuffles; esp., a canter.
sn11ff'Y (sni1f 1I), a. 1. Like snuff, as in color, nature, etc.
2. Soiled with suufI.
snuff'y, a. Sulky; angry; vexed.
Obs. or Scot.
&nDg (snug), a.; SNUG1GER (-er); SNUG1GEST (-est). [E.
dial. snug compact, close, secret, private, handsome ; cf.
lcel. sn()ggr smooth, ODan. sn0g neat, Sw. snygg.] 1. Trim;
tidy; compact ; as, a snug little farm; make all things
snug; by extension, sheltered or protected in any way, as
against poverty by a fortune, or against intrusion by natural privacy; cozy; as, a snug life j a snug corner.
Right and proper for a snug man like him
Lorer.
2. Close ; coucealed ; not exposed to notice.
Lie snug, and hear what critics say.
Swift.
3. Fitting closely, bnt not too tight, as a garment.
Syn. - Close, compact, neat, trim; comfortable. - SNUG,
COZY. SNUGimplies trimness, closeness, or security;
cozy
suggests warmth, shelter, and ease i as, a snug-flttiug coat,
a cozy armchair;
u There is hardly to be found upon the
earth, I suppose, so snug a creature as an Englishman
by his fireside in the winter" ( Cou·per); u I kept myself
snug and silent, watchiug"
(BosU'ell); u the cozy talk by
the fireside" (J. R. Gran); u 'Snug little crib,'
said Mr. Pynsent, 'pretty cozy little lawn'"
~
(Thackeray).
See NEAT.
: ::;
snug fit. See5thFIT,2a.
! ![i
1
snug, n. 1. A small private room in an inn or b.._!
public house. Dial. Eng.
B lt H d
2. 1'fr1ch. A projecting piece o_r lug, as one wYthSn~8g.

So clear as to leave no hope of acquittal.
Froude.
3. Very; in a high degree; i.e., in such a degree as cannot well be expressed ; as, he is so good. ChieJly Colloq.
4. For that reason ; for like reason ; by this or that means ;
thus; as 1 obey the laws; so shalt thou prosper.
As a war should he undertaken upon a just motive, so a prince
ought to consider the condition he is in
Swift.
6. The case being such , therefore i on this account; on
these terms ; - used both as an adverb and a conjunction.
God makes him .m.his own image an intellectual creature, and
so capable of dom1mon
Locke.
6. (Abbr. from so be it.) It is well; let it be as it is, or let
it come to pass ; - used to express assent.
And if it plcnse you, so,· if not, why,
Shak,
7, Well; the fact beiug as stated ;-used
as an expletive;
as, so the work is done, is it?
8. (Abbr. from is it so f) Is it thus? do you mean what
you say? - with an upward inflection; as, u Do you say
he refuses?
So f"
Colloq.
9. About the number, time, or quantity specified; thereabouts ; more or less ; - after or; as, I will spend a week
or so in the country ; I have read only a page or so.
10. In strong asseveration i as, .w help me God, I deny it.
11. Ever ; ~ now only in composition; as, whatso, whalsoe1Jer, U"!tichsoever, etc.
Syn. - See THEREFORE.
and so on, and so forth.
See under AND. - so as. a Such
as, Obs. u ,So as thou art."
Shak. b Provided that. c
So that. -- so ... as. So is now commonly used as a demonstrative correlative of as in emphasizing the equality
or comparison suggested, esp. in negative assertions, and

so

s,,.

1~;~ffa
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as,ll ~~~ff\ng,
V· r. ~

snuli'J!I nose. b Rn11bb11-h.

anubd. ~nubhed. Ref. Sp.
snub post. = RNUBBING POST.
snucks (sni'iks), 11. JJl. Dial. var.
of ."11rH'ks, pl. of SN ACK, shnre,
portion. lJ, S.
anude (snOOd). Obs. or Seot. &
din 1. Eng. var. of sNoon.
snudge (sntij; dial. nf..m 1mMj),
11.
A rnisC'r; n sneaking fellow.

0

As a flower of the field, M he tlonnsheth
Ps. ciii. L'i.
Had women been .r.:ostrong a8 men.
Sliak.
:Nocountry suffered so much aH En~land. Macaula11.

Obs. nr Died. Eny.

snudge,

1•.

i.

[Cf.

1 g-lPrL

1'NFO.]

To

Re.t: Sp.

snug'ly,
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~d~~d PtortSo~~~lu'i!ht~
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lather, to give color or perfume, etc., and others to add
weight.
The cleansing p,ower of soap is largely due to its
1~c{!Jb:i~it}}~ 1.gacit ~~=
~tr';fi~1~fi~Tou~N:ite~t~1~:~~~d
TILE SOAP,MARINESOAP.
2. Flattery ; - short for SOFT SOAP.
soap (sop), v. t.; SOAPED(sopt); SOAP'ING. 1. To rub or
wash over with soap.
2. To flatter; to wheedle. Slang.
soap'bark' (-bark 1), n., or aoapbark tree. a A Chilean
rosaceous tree (Quillaja saponaria), with shining leaves
and terminal white flowers. See QUILLAI. b Any of several tropical American mimosaceous shrubs of the genus
Pithecolobium, as P. bigeuiiuurn, having saponaceous bark.
soap'ber-ry (sop'ber-I), n., or aoapberry b·ee. Any tree
of the geuusSapindus, esp. S. saponaria; also, its saponaceous fruit, used in the West Indies for cleaning clothes.
soap bubble. A hollow iridescent globe formed by blowing a film of soap suds from a pipe; hence, something attractive, but unsubstantial.
This$oap bubble of the metaphysicians. J.C. Shalrp.
soap fat. Refuse fat used in making soap.
soap Wm. The film composing the wall of a soap bubble.
aoap'll&h'(sop'llsh'), n. a Any of several serranoid fishes
constituting the genus Rhypticm of the warmer coasts of
America, whose scales are smooth and feel soapy. The
t~~;~ki~1:i~~pebiAs1lf~r1'K~h(g/tti~
~~~':ts8 si1~:~J:~r th as
soap glue.
Soap Making. The gelatinous mass formed
by b01ling tallow and strong lye together.
soap liniment.
Med. A liniment containing soap, camphor, and alcohol.
soap nut. a The seed of the soap berry, used for making
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also, the shrub itself.
so, well, well.
So, so, it works."
Dryden. - so so.
1
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See soso, in the Vocab. - so that. a To the end that; in
order that; with the effect or result that. b Provided that.
-so then, thus then it is; therefore; the consequence is.
- so to ea.y, so to speak., to use such an expression.
SO (sO), conj. 1. As; thus, soon so, i. e., soon as. Obs.
2. Provided that; on condition that; in case that; if; as,
I am content so you are satisfied.
3. So that ; in such a way that ; -with clause of purpose
or result; as, he was sick, so they were quiet.
so, 1'.nterj. Be as you are; stand still; stop; that will do.
soak (sOk), v. t.; SOAKED(sOkt) ; soAK1ING. [ME . .-;oken,
AS. socian to soak, steep, fr. sUcan to suck. See SUCK.]
1. To cause to lie in a fluid till saturated;
to steep.
2. To drench; to wet thoroughly.
3. To draw in by the pores, or through small passages;
as, a sponge soaks up water ; the skin soaks in moisture.
4. To penetrate by percolating through pores or interstices.
6. To absorb; drain; exhaust. Obs.
6. To subject (a metal) to prolonged heat treatment.
7. Slang Uses. a To damage by or as by striking ; to
strike ; punch.
b To send or throw swiftly, as a baseball.
c To charge, esp. exorbitantly.
d To pawn.
e College.
To nssign as a lesson ; also, to assign a difficult lesson to.
8. To bake thoroughly, as bread. Dial.
Syn. - See RATURATE.
soak, 11• l. 1. To lie steeping in water or other liquid; to
become saturated ; as, let the cloth lie and soak.
2. To enter (into something) by pores or interstices; as,
water sonks into the earth or other porous material.
3. To drink intemperately or gluttonously.
Slang.
snurl (dial snerI.snO.l),n. ~ v, i. in the bows, Rare.
[option I
Snarl. Oh.'!. or Dial. Eng
S. O.• or e. o. AfJbr. Seller's
sn~rp (dial. snerp, snOp), r. i. so. soa.. Vars. of SOE,
[Cf. Sw. dial. sniirrw, Norw. sog,cie. + s1:~1, a tabric.
soak hole- A place in a stream
~~~/ne~1~ .. ]0
pine inl'im,cd and used for washing
1~7_f~~~,'.
enurr (sner), v. i. To make a sheep. A 11.r.:tralia.
soakt. Soaked. Ref Sp.
whirring noise. Ohs, or Scot.
so1k'y (sOk'l), a. Moist: soppy.
snurten. + sNnnT.
snush, n. 4' 1,. Snuff. Obs.
soal. + sou:, fish.
[to pull.I
soal (86\). Dial. Eng. of SOWL,
snute. + sNOl'T.
enuvelen + s:-.n-EL.
~)~;la_~·
dirty
snuz'zle (sndf.lz"l; snOOz''l).
Din I. var. of Sl'iOOZLE.
soa.l, soale. SOLE(of the foot).
any, r. i. To cut. Obs.
soa.m, 11. [LL. sauma, throuµ:h
sny (snI), n. A downward bend OF. some, F. sommP, or OLG.
.r.:Om. See SEAMa measure.] A
~;;,~~~~~-- [D.
horseload; a burden. Obs.
sny'ing, 11. Naut. A curved soam, n. A draft rope or chain.
plank, placed edgewise, to work Scot. ~ Dial. Eng.

rTD

1}:"~tFifl

snuff'ing-ly, m~·. of SNITFFINO•
enuff'kin,n. A lady's muff. Ob.r.:.
snuff'less, a. I\~ot requiring
rmuffing, as n candle.
snuf'l, enuf'ld.
S n u f f 1e ;
r,nuffled. RP.f, SJ>.
snuft, Snuffed. Ref. Sp.
snug'ger (sni'ig'Pr), n. A device
for snugging-. See SNUG, v. t., 2.
snug'!, anug'ld, Snugglei snug-

~K:
i~t~~~\~!~eei~, gib;r
l~a~\~~~gJ~~!lr~~~~{i~~~ bfnb£l~
common yellow or rosin soap, rosin is substituted
for the

k~~:~
:~s
a~~l1Ji7oi:~e~l;~~a~i~~ ~n!r~:rin:~i:r~s~~
\~,1r:;;
as ... as is now common. See nuder As, 1.

1Fr.

snub'ber (snilb'ti"r), n. One that enudg'er-y, n. MisC'rlincss, Ob3,
snubs; ci-p., Xaut., a device for snuf. Snuff. R(f.
enubbin~ a cahlc.
snuff dipping-= 1nrr1N"o.n. 1l b.
snub'bieh (-lsh), a. Inclined snuff'i♦nese (sntif't-nl'Es). See

!dihii:~~;:a~

0 ~o~~

cinna);

soap Plant. Any plant some 6art of which may be used

iC11fd1~,;;a?1~11~
;~1!i:lfdtf1~U1;:~

0
~!f1~~t~
liliaceous plant
soap'root 1 (sOp'rOOt'), n. a Any of several 8011th Euro-,
pean silenaceous het·bs of the genus Gypsophila, the roots
of which are used as a substitute for soap. G. struthium
is often distinguished
as Egyptian, and G. vaccaria as
Spanish, sonproot. b The sand lily. U.S.
soap'atone' (-ston'), n. A kind of soft stone with a soapy
feel. SP.e STEA'l'ITE.
soap'suds' (-sudz'), n. pl. Suds made with soap.
soap teat. A rapid test for estimating the hardness of
ti~~e~ebciu~~1~~~~~f u~!ea a:e~~i~}e~t a1!ih~~-ard soap solusoap'wort1
(s0p'wfirt' ), n. A silenaceous plant (Saponaria
officinalis) native of Europe and widely naturalized or
escaped in the United States. It has coarse pink or white
flowers; the bruised leaves are detergent.
Also called
1

ieJn&:~,
Al

Li:ti~

~!s\~~1~if~~~1~A~8rican
b~i~t~~::~6f~Jrg~!~)hr~oo:e~6~t~s
and unexpanded flower
Soap'y (-1), a.; SOAP'I-ERC-t-er); SOAP'I-EST. 1. Like, Or
having the qualities of, soap; soft and smooth.
2. Smeared with soap; covered with soap.
3. Unctuous, oily; - said of a person. Sla11g.
soar (sor; 201 ), t'. i.; SOARED(sord); SOAR1ING, [ME.
soren, OF. essorer, F. s'essorer to soar, essorer to expose
to the air (for drying), fr. L. ex out+ aura the air, a
breeze; akin to Gr. o.Vpo..] 1. To fly aloft, as a bird; to
mount on or as on wings.
Chaucer.
s~c;;:Pn.:Vi~it

soap.

Dial. Eng. var. of

SOPE.

soap'less, a. Without soap;
hence, unwashed.
orange. .A wild orange

~~~h eafu~!:1;l~1~~~~~0.Th~\l~~!Psoap
soap'bush 1 (sOp'bcmsh'), 11. A
Cahfornia rhamnaceous shrub

( Citrus auranttum

.'Wponacf',rt)

of Guam and other Pacific islands. The pulp of its inedible
so~p cerate. A cerate of soap, fruit is saponaceous.
olive oil, white wax, and sub1
Rcctate of lead, used to allay inflamnrntion.
soap pod. a Saponaceous pod of
soap earth. Steatite.
any of several Chinese speci~s
aoap engine. A machine for of CEP.mlpinia. b = SOAP NUT b.
cutting soap slabs into bars.
soap'rock',n. Soap earth. Rare,.
soa.p'er, n. A maker or dealer soapt. Soar,ed. Ref. Sp.
tree. rhe F-oapberry.
~~~~f~-Y ?:~qP'cr-l), Jf:!._ct;orf~I soap
soap weed. = SOAPPLANT.
so&p'-fas~', a. Resisting, or
1 st'i
able to resist, the action of soap
o~ &:;i:ri~e~::
eoa.p'i-ness (-l-n Cs), n, See ( Clethrn tinifolio.).
-NESS.
soar, eoare. + SORE.
(Cea1wthus mtego·rimus).

:i~:(J,~s~d
fari::~
~~tt~~\~e~:

Jl1,s~
o~o'nir/titnt
+

~::v~~;
..1°bA1

~it~':::rd

ale, senitte, cAre, Am, dccount, arm, Bsk, sofd; eve, t;vent, t5nd, reci!nt, maker; ice, Ill; Old, &bey, 6rb, Odd, s&ft, connect; use, finite, tirn, Up, circus, menii;
II Forelen

\\' ord.

i' Obsolete

\' arlunt

of.

+ combined

with.

= equals.

.1987

SOAR
a.Tobe exalted

in thought, spirits, or imagination ; to rise
or elevate one's self iil any way, as mentally or morally.
Valor soars above

What the world calls misfortune,

Addison.

Syn. - See FLOAT.

soar (sor), n. Act of soaring; upward flight.
sob (sob), V i. ; SOBBED(sobd) ; SOB'BING. [ME. sobben;
})rob. akin to AS. sfojian, siofian, to complain, bewail, seojung, siofung, sobbing, lamentation; cf. OHG. SUftOn,sUJtjon, to sigh, MHG. siujten, siujzen, G. seufzen, MHG.
siift a sigh, properly, a drawing inof breath, prob. fr. siifen
to drink, OHG. sujan (cf. suP).] l. To sigh with a sudden heaving of the breast, or with a kind of convulsive motion ; to weep with a convulsive catching of the breath.
Sobbing is the same thing [as sighing],

Bacon.

stronger.

2. To make a sound suggestive of a sob or sigh, as the
wind or waves or green wood when burning.
sob, v. t. To effect or utter with sobs; reflexively, to bring
to a certain state by sobbing; as, to sob one's self to sleep.
sob, n. 1. Act or sound of sobbing.
2. Act of a horse in recovering its wind, or opportunity for
this; hence, a rest or respite.
Oba. Shak.
sob'bing (-Ing), n. Act of one that sobs.
so-be'it (so-bel'ft), conj. Provided; if it be so that.
SO'ber(so'her), a.; so1BER-ER(-er); so'BER-EST, [ME. sabre,
F. sobre, fr. L. sobrius, prob. from a prefix so- expressing
separation (cf. se-, as in L. securus, E. secure)+ ebrius
drunken. Cf. EBRIETY.] 1. Not so influenced by alcoholic
liquors as to have one's faculties materially impaired; not
drunk; also, habitually temperate in the use of liquor.
2. Temperate or moderate in thought or action ; exercising cool, dispassionate reason; self-controlled.
3. Characterized by dispassionate reason or judgment ; rational ; as, sober judgment.
4. Serious or subdued in demeanor, habit, appearance,
color, etc.; solemn; grave; sedate; as, sober garments.
6. Unpretentious; humble; also, poor; feeble; weakly.
Obs. or Scot.
Syn. - Abstinent, abstemious; moderate, regular, steady,
calm, quiet, cool, collected, unimpassioned, staid, serious,
solemn, somber, grave. See EARNEST.
so'ber (s0'b0r), v. t. & i.; so'BERED(sO'be'rd); so'BER-ING.
'ro make or become sober; also, Obs., to cleanse.
so'ber-mind 1ed (-min 1ded; 87), a. Of a sober disposition.
- so'ber-mlnd'ed-ly, «dv. -sO'ber-mlnd'ed-ness, n.
So-bran'je (st-bran 1ye), n. [Bulgarian, lit., assembly.]
The unicameral national assembly of Bulgaria, elected for
a term of five years by universal suffrage of adult males.
ao-brl'e-ty (st-bri 1e-ti), n. [L. sobrietas: cf. F. sobriete.
See so BER.J The state or quality of being sober ; specif. :
a Habitual temperance in the use of spirituous liquors. b
Habitual moderation in thought and action. C Soundness ;
reasonableness. d Sedateness: seriousness ; gravity.
Syn. - See ABSTINENCE.
JI so'bri'quet' (st 1 bre 1kii'; A ngl. so'bri-kii), n.
[F. sobriquet, OF. soubriquet, sotbriquet, perh. fr. OF. soubriquet, a
chuck under the chin, hence, an affront, a nickname ; of
uncertain origin.] An assumed name; a fanciful epithet
or appellation ; a nickname.
BOC(sok; sok), n. [See SOKE.] A .•s. & Early Eng. Law.
A seeking; an investigating or pursuing ; hence, jurisdiction; duty of submitting to, or right of exercising, jurisdiction. See SOKE, 1.
soc and sac, soke and sake. Rare. See 1st SAKE,1 ; BOXE, 1,
soc'age (sok'~j), n. [From soc; cf. LL. socagium.] Law.
Orig., in medieval England, the status, tenure, or holding
of a sokeman; later, any tenure having the main incidents
of such tenure, which were fealty, relief, suit of court,
and escheat, with freedom from scutage, wardship, and
marriage. Orig. the tenure was by service fixed in amount
and kind, generally a~ricultural; but, with later commutation, socage came to mclude also any such tenure paying
a money rent only and not burdened with any military

SOCIETY

rierism in France ; the communism of the Brook Fa.rm
carriage having two double seats facing each other, and a and the nationalism of the followers of Ed ward Bellamy in
box for the driver.
th~~~~~~j dt:;o~~~gii~1\ffr:f::n;~aift~~!e11~~~~~:1:~<~~f
2. A gathering of people for social purposes; an informal
1};e~s:~pte~?aiY~\; s~ee~Si~a~~~
reception; as, a church sociable. Colloq., U.S.
tt;:;i11i1;1::I\d ti:~r:ta~~SO'cial (si5'shlil), a. [L. socialis, fr. socius a companion;
advocating the annulment of private ownershi~ of capital
akin to sequl to follow: cf. F. social. See SUEto follow.]
l~~ta.~~~n:~~~~in~fc:it~17~1~1i;a~~~ra:1d~aii~fica:~~i
1. Of or pertaining to companionship or mutual relationship
appears m the anti utilitarian and resthetic theories of proof more or less like and equal individuals ; relating to the
duction
of Ruskin and William Morris, which have also
natural understanding and intercourse of individuals whose
found some following in America. In questions of policy,
lives are distinctively shaped with reference to one another.
opportunist or conservative socialists are distinguished
2. Hence, disposed to friendliness or the society of one's
from revolutionists or radicals. The latter have been
more or less associated with anarchists, and socialism ia
kind ; companionable ; sociable ; as, a social person ; also,
often confounded with anarcltism (which see). Socialism,
leading to, or characteristic of, sociable actions ; adapted to
however, advocates a powerful central government, ansociety; as, social tastes; social graces.
opposes all government as evil; both, however,
3. Of or pertaining to society, esp. human society or a so- archism
are forms of communism, sharing the ideal of a coOperacial organism; relating to a society (in sense 3) of living
beings, or to the individual in his group relations.
tiT\!0i~r7 ;ocwllsm dates from about 1835,and seems to have
Of a_lleffects, none depend on so great a complication of causes
~if~~~t!~v~~t~dff~~ i~~~~fth!~:t~tf~dfv~~ii~Iis~:roux claims
as .~ocrnl phenomena.
J. S. Mill.
A 1' Hadley (Diet. of Pldfos.),
4. In teclmical uses: a Bot. Naturally growing in groups
For the purposes of modern discussion, socialism may be deor masses; - said of individual plants of certain species.
scribed as that pohcy which aims at a more equal ~istribution
b ZoOl. Living together and breeding in more or less or- and, in subordination thereto, a better production of wealth by
ganized communities ; as, social birds, ants, bees, etc. C means of the direct action of the central authority.
Jame.~ Bonar ( Encyc. Bnt.),
Cfril Law. Of or pert. to a society, partnership, or corpo2. Policy and practice accordant with socialistic theory;
ration.
as,
the
municipal
socialism
of
England;
the aggressions of
Syn. - SOCIAL,SOCIABLE,
CONVIVIAL.That is SOCIAL
(the
general term) which pertains to society in g-eneral, or socialism in German politics.
which has to do with human intercourse ; one IS SOCIABLE 3. The ideal state or system resulting from the practice of
socialistic principles ; as, socialism is a Utopian conception.
who is companionable, or fond of mingling or talking with
others; as, "'the desire for removing human error, clear4. The disposition to seek social reform through political
ing human confusion, and diminishinJ human misery ...
activities or agencies; the trait or character shown in this
disposition ; - opposed to indi1 1idualisrn.
;:Jt~l\~~tf~~\~~n!})>~~;tr~! a~r~a11~i;1,c~h~~:f:ii:4::J 1~~ socialism
of the cha.Ir[G.kathedersocial-isrnus], a term applied
rene" (Pope); "You can always either find something
about 1872,at first in ridicule, to a group of German politito say, or can amuse me and yourself with a sociable and
cal economists who advocated state aid for the betterment
friendly way of saying nothing" (Con-per); cf. u Forester
of the working classes.
seemed to have relapsed into his former unsociable hu- so'clal-lst
(so 1shl!l-ist), n. [Cf. socialiste.] One who adimplies festive or jomor "(Miss Edgeu.:orth). CONVIVIAL
vial feUowship; as, ., the plump convivial parson n ( Cow- vocates or practices the doctrines of socialism.
Syn. -SOCIALIST, COMMUNIST.
A SOCIALIST
has a definite
per); "dinners convivial and political" (Shelley).
social ascidian, any of certain ascidians that reproduce by
1 ~b~~hare i~gi~~~rls~h:t c~~~
0
budding like the ordinary compound a.scidians, the zooids
MuNisT, as a rule, has no such theory.
He is content to
so produced, however, each being surrounded by a separate
accept the principles of common or communal ownership
11
0
and let the future take care of itself. Hence communist
may apply to men whose ideas are cruder or whose meas•
0
ures are more revolutionary than those of sociali.~m.
~~si, 1b1fJti:t:e~~~i~~v~ ~~gc~~i~~!r
s_ocia.listof the chair, an advocate of socialism of the chair.
an agreement, expressed or implied, existing between the
so'clal-lst (so'shal-Tst) la. Pert. to, or of the nature of,
~\thpe~i~~~b:~cl~\r
\~~ r;!:2:i~~~I~l tit! so 1clal-ls'tlc (-is'tik) f socialism; relating to socialists.
theory of the existence of such a contract (called an original contract) as the basis of modern organized human soci- ~g~~~dt fribl81¥~~~1g.r~ifed~l,~ 1~iciaf
ety was propounded by Hobbes and Locke, who assumed
ingmen's party, but changing the name in 1877. b A party
that men voluntarily made an agreement limiting their
organized by Pennsylvama socialists which aims to unite
all socialist parties. -8. party, U. S. Politics, a socialistic
~no~iJ~d~;J:J~l:/i:tis!!!ua(1 ;2~18)~~datiJ1~~r t~t:rc~~iTe~~ part_y formed by fusion, after 18!)9,of the Social Demoassumed such an agreement as the basis of the organizacratic party and secede rs from the Socialist Labor party.
tion of all political societies. The doctrine is now very so 1cl-al'l-ty (so 1shi-al'i-tT), n. [Cf. F. socialite, L. socialiieneraliy rejected. - s. democracy, tbe socialism advocated
tas.] 1. Quality or state of being social; sociability; also,
the state or occurrence of social intercourse ; association.
afso~~1es~g~i!1,=i~:!t\c
~~~ d:inc~;r~1:.M'a
l~
Cheerful human socwlit11 and friendliness, 'T. Carlyle.
member of the socialist party founded in Germany in 1863
.2. The social instinct or impulse ; the tendencies in human
by Ferdinand Lassalle, and in 1875united with the follownature which make for advantageous social organization.
~fs si~t!~~c:1i~~ !~n:l1t1i!~~e~~diat~e b~\tl~~:l~d~rtih~
SO1clal-l-za 1tlon (si'i'shal-i-zii 1shun; -i-zii'shun), n. A beliving conditions of workingmen and the grant of equal
coming social ; state of being social or socialized.
suffrage rights for all. b A member of any party styled so'clal-lze (so'shi!l-iz), v. t.; -IZED(-izd); •JZIING(-iz 1fog),
Social Democratic. - S. Democratic party. a U. S. Politics.
1. To render social; to incorporate in, or make subject to,
A socialistic party organized in 1897and later mer~ed in the
the uses or influences of society.
2. To render socialistic in nature; to conform to, or reg~~~abi:!~c~~\r~ lo:~:g~i~f!l~~~-rag~ca§~g;1~!~~
PARTY.- a. dividend theory of taxation. Ecoriom'ics. See ulate by, the theories or practices of socialism.
so-cl'e-ty (s/;-si't-tT), n. ; pl. -TIES(-tiz). [L. societas, fr.
1 0{Jlcft1~~x:~i~ena\Y;t~f Bdi~:~:b~;:e·/rnth~c:o:~,
socius a companion: cf.]'. societe. See soc1AL.] 1. The
order; - a term proposed by Auguste Comte. - s. evil,prosrelationship of men associated in any way to one another;
titution.-s.
organism, Socio!., society considered as an or- companionship ; fellowship; company.
gan!zation,or organic unit, analogous toa physiological or- 2.
Association; connection; participation
Obs.
- s. sanction. See
gamsm. - a. psychology. See PSYCHOLOGY.
3. Sociol. A group of individuals united by some form of
SANCTION,
2 c. - s. science or sciences, the science or sciences
common interest and having some organization; also, in an
of all that relates to the social condition, the relations and
institutions which are involved in man's existence and his abstract sense, the union or sum of relations by which the
individuals of a group are associated. Cf. SOCIAL
ORGANISM.
:i~~;ei11o~,?a1 ~i:!!~:rh~fs bei~~s~~ett d~~~~~~~~h!r1~
Without this _intersubjective interco1:1rsemankind would re.
ancient philosophy passed as politics and what in more re- main a herd; with it they become a .~oc1ety,
James Ward.
cent years has received the name of sociology. It is also used
4. A number of persons associated for any temporary or
under the form social sciences to desi~nate the special de- permanent object ; an association for mutual or joint use ..
fulness, pleasure, or profit; as, a-missionary society.
~:~1!1ei~~\1i:,\c~:ng~~!~;gu;~!f~c1ig!i° c°f~;,~gfv~~:~1i:::
6. Specif., the more cultivated portion of any community
der the influence of social forces or instincts and as a factor
in
its social relations and influences j people of social
in aocial evolution.-s. self.' Psycliol. = socrns, 2. -s. settlestanding
collectively.
~\i;~w 0he~~t~:1::~r:ita~lJ~nt~f rJi~:tig~s;!~Yl!
6. Eccl. In congregational churches in t11eUnited States,.
better, by example and aid, the lives of those about them.esp. in New England, a corporation connected with a local
church, having control of the ownership of the church
1ih!~~ste~i!irf~fl;~~
~-;t:!!~siht~d
~~d~~~%tif:.1e8a~i:~
such as sociability, benevolence, labor, family life, coOper- buildings and the determination and payment of the min•
ative activity, etc., in analogy with the conceptions of ister's salary; - ca1led also parish. Besides church members, it includes pewholders and adult regular attendants,
~~~8~~~1~~r:li~: ~r 0 ~E;p}g/id?'.i~ tg:a;i!~1a;r~ti~\lh:
admission being secured by election, etc. The institution
is falling into disuse in many places, the church itself be-.
11
1
:~~:;P~rfna;1~~Spa~trh~ ~;;!fl~af e!p~i:! ~ h~~ea ~te0
coming incorporated and assuming the rights of the society.
live in communities. - s. weaver bird, the sociable weaver
7. Rom. & Civil Law. A relation or contract answering
1 a.
bird. - s. whale. = BLACKFISH,
in general to English common-law law partnership, in-.
so'clal-lsm (-l'z'm), n. [Cf. F. socialis1ne.] 1. A politieluding the community of goods between husband and
cal and economic theory of social reorganization, the es- ,vife as well as ordinary business partnership relations.
sential feature of which is governmental control of eco- 8. Phytogeog. See PLANT SOCIETY.
nomic activities, to the end that competition shall give
Syn. - See ASSOCIATION.
way to cooperation and that the opportunities of life and
Society for Ethical Culture, a society aiming to teach the au ..
the rewards of labor shall be equitably apportioned. Its
premacy of moral ends above all others, to teach the immediate authority of the moral law,and to advance the science
various theories and various programs have received many
distinctive names. Such are Christfon socialism, :promul- and art of right Jiving. The first society was formed in
York by Prof. Felix Adler in 1876. - S. of Friends, th&
1ffi0 New
1,~t[)~
~a!it~~~!d bltJe~~fO~t!!ii.f!e:ruf
sect of Friends, or H Quakers ;" -their proper designation.
same country; collectivism, Saint-Simonfonism,
and FouSee FRIEND,6. - s. of Jesus. See JESUIT,1.-a. of Bepar&ti1t1,
Sob'o-chai (81'5 b'i"i-kt; s I'Sb'i"i- ball, See FOOTBALL, 2. Slang. so'ci-ate. u. [L . .~ociatu.~, p. p.
kii'I).
D. Bib.
soc-dol'a-ger. Var. of SOCK- of sociare to associate.] Associsob'o-lea (sl'.ih'ti-lez),n. [L., n. nor.AGER.
shoot.] Bot. A suoker or stolon; soce (sOs; sl5s), n. pl. [Cf. L.
~ 1. AssoJi~~::I
also, a shoot. Ob.<J,
.~oc11,pl. of socins companion. I sO"ci-a'tion,n. Afl.sociahon.Oh.~.
aob'o-lif'er-ous (~ll'f'er-'Us), a. Comrades; friends;- used in so'ci-a-tive (sO'sh l-0:-tlv), a.

BO'Cla-ble(so 1sh<i-b'l; 277), n. 1. An ope11 four-wheeled
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spiritual, military, nor serviential.
soo'ag-er (-'a-j0r), n. A tenant by socage; a socman.
so'-called' (s6'kold 1 ; 87), a. Commonly named ; thus
termed; - implying a doubtful propriety in thus designating the object ; as, the so-called king was a tyrant.
ao'cla-bie (sO'shd-b'l; 277), a. [L. sociabilis, fr. sociare
to associate, fr. socius a companion: cf. F. sociable. See
SOCIAL.] 1. Capable of being, or fit to be, united in one
body or company ; associable; also, friendly.
Obs.
2. Inclined to, or adapted for, society; fond of, or in a
mood for, companions; companionable; social.
3. Affording opportunities for, or characterized by, friendly and, esp., informal meeting and conversation ; as, a sociable house party ; a sociable spirit.
Syn. - Companionable, conversible, friendly, familiar,
affable, communicative, accessible. See SOCIAL,
aoeia.bleweaver bird, a South African weaver bird (Philetmrus
sociu.'i)
which
breeds#
in
colonies,
nesting in one
eat um brela - shaped
structure
of

r.

gas:t~~!~e~
so1c I a-b ll'it:v (-bn 1i-tT),
so'cla-bleness n.-so'cia-bi'.y, adv.

-!,• f,
.A Socrnble Weaver Bird; B Its Compound
Nest, much reduced.

1o&rd. Soared. Ref, Sp.
Boa.re. + SORK.
aoa.r'er, n. One that soars.
soar falcon or ha.wk. A sore
falcon.
f - soa.r'l.ng-1{,
aoa.r'ing, p. pr."° 1Jh.n.o SOAR,
soary. t SORRY~e!t1;.dv.
II10-a.'ve-men'te(-m~n'tit) 1 adv.
[It.] Mu.~ic. Sweetll.
10b (sl'Sb),v. t. [C . SOP.) To
BOak. Obs. or Scot. ~ Dia .
sob, 1•. t. To frighten. Obs.
Sob'a.-i(i,l'Sb'lt-1). D. Rib.
1ob'ben. tsoB. [bing-ly,
aob'bin&,P· pr. of sos. -sob'-

sob'by (sl'.ib'l), a. [Cf. SOBto
soak.] Wet; damp Drnl.
sob'by, a. [From son to si~h.]
~bd~m,otbb~~Lse
oq,
ao'berd. Sobered Ref. Sp.
so'ber-ize, v. t. ~ i. To sober. R,
ao'ber-ly, adi•. of SOBER,
so'ber-ly. a. Grave; sad. Obs.
so'ber-ness, n. See -NESS.
so'ber-sides' (-sidz1 ), r,. A grave
or serious person. Colloq.
ft~!e~!~~n~¥~ 1: c~~~t~J1at~~
Scutum Sohieekii.
aobirte, aobirtee. t SOBRIETY,
Sobk. Var. of SEBA.K.
lob'bo-chaJ(-11-kiij ;-kij). D.Bib. So-bo'ba (etJ-blVbd). D. Bib.

arlv.,

=~~!)

f

~be;;

}~b~~~~f~

:!~~i-afe~·~~.
u.

k~~:ssp.Col

h~~ti:st~?-r:~t
;

ad1,.\

food, fo~ot; out, oil; chair;

r~

:1i:;g;

~i;od~fg(~~
~~~g;st
t ~~d,~~~~JS.]
:g~~;~·
+~~g~~7i'~:.

=~c,~::~~~cAg~:·
~~~;~;i:E~il

go; sing, iJJk; Qen, thin;
Full

[Cf. F. s_ocwt1f. ~el:

soche. + seen.
So'cho, So'choh (sO'kO). Rib.
So1choth-be'noth (s01 kl'Sth-be'ncith ; sCi'kOth-bi:VnOth).
D. Bib.
aocht (~Kt). Scot. pret. & p. p.
of SEEK.
·
r~'f!t'~tof 80;h~\~~!:i~e:~.pl.
soc'cer (si:sk't!r), n. [Corrupt. so'cial-ly, adv. of SOCIAL.
fr.association.] Associationfoot- ao'ciaJ.-ness, n. See *NESS.

-so'bre, t SOB EH.
[Ob.~,/
sobress&ult,n. = SOMERSAULT.
aoc. Abbr. Society.
so-cal'o-in (s i"i-ki 1'0-l n), n.
Chem. See ALOIN.
soc'ca.ge, soc'cag-er. Vars. of

explanation■

natyre,

ver<!9re (250); K=ch

of Abbreviations,

Sips,

in G. ich, ach(144);

etc., Immediately

SOCIA TE.]

Expressmg association or accompaniment. Rm·e.
soeie, 1,,. t. [Cf. OF. socier.] To
associate. Obs.
1 ~-ti'rY-dn;
10-ci'e-ta.'ri-an (sl".i-st
11.':i),
a. Of or pert. to society ;
social. Archaic.
10-ci'e-t&'ri-an, n. A Fourierite. See FouRJERJSM.
;~;[;:;~~~
5;g~~:'~-tl-rl), a.

boN; yet; zh=z

preeede the Vocabulary.

in azure.

Numbera refer to§§ in Guma.
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SOCIETY GOODS
So-orat'lo (s~-krllt'lk)
~a::~t~~J~"J•i~l
,783Si:';1~ti!::~f1f~!w::•;f
,i~i~e'lSo-crat'l-cal (-T-kiil)
fcan Revolution. The membership includes (usually) only

SOFERAND

l

a. [L. Socraticus, Gr. l.w«paT,.,;,.] Of or pert. to Socrates, the
Grecian sage and teacher (B. c. 469-399), or Socratism.
Socratic induction. See SOCRATIC
METHOD,-S. irony, pretended humility or willinipiess to learn from others assumed for the sake of makmg their errors conspicuous by

the oldest living male descendants, in the direct line, of the
ori~inal members. - s. of the Sa.cred Heart, R. C. Ch., a religious order of women, founded in Jt~rance in 1800, and
a:pproved in 1826. The members devote themselves to the
higher branches of female education. - the Societies, Eccl.,
the Cameronians; -their earliest name.
soclet17 verse. [F. vers de saciete.J A light, finished kind
of lyrical poetry, suited to amuse polite society.
So-cin'l-an (so-sin'l-iin), a. Of or peI"taining to Socinus,
the Socinia.ns, or Socinianism.
So-cin'i-an, n. An adherent of Socinus or Socinianism.
So-clD'i-an-lBm(-Tz'm), n. Eccl. Hist. The tenets or doctrines of Faustus Socinus, an Italian theologian (1539-1604),
originated by him on the basis of hints and suggestions
found in the papers left by his uncle Lrelius Socinus
(1525-1562). Socinus denied the Trinity, the divinity of

~fthei~~t~~p~

P1~i~sa~fe:it~g:i~:t1:i~ 0 :~~od 8j;~!e:iAss
ists. Cf. SOCRATICMETHOD. - S. method, the method of
inquiry and instruction employed by Socrates, esp. as represented in the dialogues of Plato. It consists of a series of

!t~~alh~~!~\,o~r:,hy~~1~Jiu:~~ir~1i

th~~
tb1!Hoi;r~~f!ftu~1Ya co~:ei;eo~ ~~flt~~!i1;;~r:dr{J

~t!~dG~e:k

E:tt1~~
01i':~~1~a8:et i!i~~T~~t~~t~:
So-crat'ic, n. A follower of Socrates;

3

+

lff~!~1

!~t

+

His eyeballs in their hollow
•ockets sink
Dryden

i

the candle ID a ?'ndlesti~k.
3. Any of various devices
to receive or to grip the end 2
of some object, as of a timber 1 a rope, a tool, an incan- Sockets (8) f'?r the end of a rope,
descent lamp, etc.
l Common 1'orm; 2 Step Socket.
aock'et, v. t. To provide with, or support in or by, a socket.
so'ole (s~k"l; sii'k'l ; 277), n. [F., fr. It. zoccolo, also,
wooden shoe. Cf. zocco.J Arch. A projecting member,
uanally molded, at the foot of a wall or pier, or beneath
the base of a column, pedestal, or the like. It is distinguished from the base proper, or plinth.

0

0
~

8

m baking powders, in medicine, etc. Called also baldng
soda, cooking soda, saleratus,and technically, acid sodium
carbonate, p1'i:marysodium. carbonate, etc.
sodium carbonate. A salt of strong alkaline taste, fonnd
to some extent in nature, as in soda lakes, but for the most
hart made artificiallh, a.a by the burning of sea plantsd

t'l:':~,:h~'<l,~~c,:i.
":i~te'f..a

efe!fr°of:tY~!Y1~~nit 1s eotfJhl':r.J f:;0
in soda ash) and with various proportions of water of crys.
tallization. In its ordinary state, that of a decahydrate,
Na 2 CO3 10H2 O,itforms transparent crystals easily whitening by efflorescence. It is used in mp.king soap, glaaa,
paperd.etc., and as an alkaline afnt in various industries,
s:dri:u:c~'iii Pi'!,1~g;,~Pttllo~d.e.eeJg,,1'~: 1An alcoholate,
C2H:.ONa, o:tained as a white, voluminous \)OWder by dis~

0!~:J

!1ac~h~;:r:efi~ma~~:f
~7l~il~~:gfiufl ii~
chemistry and as a caustic in surgery.

t:0 :=

sodium hydroxide. A white, brittle, deliquescent solid,
!tP~.;/rP~~i~~i:~diubJ:
~~~b~~;::~rt'::•.f!k~3'1iim~~
caustic sa°Ja. It is a strong alkali and caustic. It is used
in makin_g:soap, in bleaching, dyeing, etc.
sodium ught. Pl,ysics. The ;rellow light of glowing sodium vapor. It consists chiefly of two monochromatic
portions of wave length 5890and 5896respectively.
soatum peroxide. A white or yellowish substance,

fl::g~,

~~t~~is b~i~s~:~~itt1~~\~f!mm~;8J~~cxr3~
and hydrogen peroxidea which latter, when heated, is decomposed iuto water an oxygen. It 1s used as an oxidiz-

~;61.~i;g_
~{~~hiJ:it:~e%~cif.,
disodinm hydrogen
phate, Na,HP~,. obtained in the form of colorless

tli:~~:!d~~~~~i::i~~

ri:et~~l~~~::ue!:t:t~:~i!~s

phosprisllltl

:~e:-

s~l1~tti:.lrcmf:l~'.n~t!tifeu~a::;t;~:
.~ft°~ft~s:.u:~:!t
ish saline tasfe, used in medicine as au antirheumatic.
sodium sulphate. A salt well known as a cathartic under
1
i~eth!d:i!h~~~!~:~'~!ngb;l~lii~J~rr~rsPfrifi!;~
:prisms with a cooling, s~ightly bitter taste, which whiten
m the air bf loss of water. It occurs a.bunaantl:y in some
mineral sprmgs and in many salt deposits.
It 1s used in
the Leblanc process for makmg soda, and in glass making.

~:,~1~~~

t~nss~!Zii•~g~J~r~l:l~lf;
;;;: a~~e
ing, saline taste and decompose slowly in air. It is a re-

8!~\!~1e~uir~t:~.

~~ri{1lP
p~fre~~,f~~! i~e~geJr::

di~g~f!:ead>~fn<~~afJJ~.

in bleacMng as an antichlor.

~~d

sodium thioaulphate. A salt (Na,S,O,) crystallizing, with
1:~nJe:1t°ir:::3r
:~~u1::~

bfttet:1~!f!~i~:s

~~::~~tf;~:ifed

1;:':n~Yfs ::~!~f~e1:tu~~J~::
tb~
\ifg~'a°ie!~:
~~~;0~i:~
used in bleaching as an antichlor.
8i~!\\ri,\-ret~i~i~·
ius:r~~~·i:g ~~r~~
::i~rlb\!al!~r~c:~\~
weighting _silk, in photographic toning, etc.
0

0

sod oil

sod'den, v. t. To soak; _tomake heavy with water.
BO'dlc(si:i'dlk), a. Of, pert. to, or containing, sodium.
ao'dl-o- (sii'dl-~-). Combining form (also used adjectively)

A substance of the nature of d~!\.ras but of
0 ~ife?~:ln~t~~e
bfiee~re;~i:h~d~it~e:ci~G!A:. lyes in
Sod'om-lte (sM'~m-it), n. [F. Sodomue, or L. Sodomita.]
1. An inhabitant of Sodom.
2. [l. c.] One guilty of sodomy.
sod'om-lt'l-cal (-Tt'T-k/U), a. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, sodomy.-sod 1om-lt'1-cal-ly, adv.
sod'om-y (sM'~m-T), n. [F. sodomfr, fr. Sodome Sodom,
a couutry mentioned in the Bible. J C'arnal copulation in
an unnatural manner; buggery.
Geti. xix. 5.
so-ev'ar (sti-l!v'er). [so
ever.] A word used in composition with who, what, where, when, how, etc., and indicating any out of all possible or supposable persons,
things, places, times, ways, etc. It is sometimes used
separate from the pronominal adjective or adverb.
For unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall he much re-

so'dl-um (-um), n. [NL., fr. E. soda.]

so'fa (so'l<i), n. [Ar. fU.lfah: cf. F. sofa, It. sofa.]

!
•-::f t•:J>
al~::...;......;;..;;;:::-

r~:it:;b~~1~ti Jffhd~~~t~~tti~:l\! bfn~~a!inlLe th;ofv
process, as an intermediate :product. lt is used in cookery,

Jbt{~~:

0

fr::ri!~~ii~~~l~T;t~!~
God: that human sin was tte imitation of Adam's sin, and
esp., any of the Greek
1:!!~in~irtue;
philosophers directly influenced by him.
tt~ta£1\~nB~efe\i:it~ai~orut:rtr:ts~~nh~~~
So-clD'l-an-lze (-iz), "· t.; So-cJN'I-AN-IZED
(-izd); So-cIN'1- Soc 1ra-Usm (sok'r<i-tiz'm), n. The philosophy or the
method of Socrates.
(-iz 1Yng). To cause to conform to, or to imbue
AN-1z11NG
sod (sM), n. [Akin to LG. sode, D. zode, OD. sode, soode,
with, the principles of Socinianism.
OFries. satha, and E. seethe. So named from its sodden
BO'ci-ol'o-gy (sii'shl-l$1'/i-jl), n. [L. socius a companion
state in wet weather. See SEETHE.]1. That stratum of the
E. -logy.] The science of the constitution, phenomena,
soil
filled with the roots of grass, herbs, etc.; turf; sward;
and development of society. Both the term sociolo_qyand
also, a piece of such surface cct or pulled off ; a turf.
2. A kind of saddle stuffed with straw. Obs.
~~:c;f:~C:ti~':i ~fs
!~c:c!~~I!,ric~a~r l~~~s~o0cia\~d
sod, v. t. ,- son'DED; soo'mNG. To cover with sod.
~~Tetffo~~~:~~lth!s~\:~~~ht:~:p,r~:i~:~f~t~r
d~~rr~~: so 1da (sii1d<i), n. [It., soda, in Olt., ashes used in makof evolution to social development and his view of society
ing glass i orig. uncert. J 1. Sodium carbonate, esp. the
as a u social organism" contributing the main impetus
decahydrate, Na 2CO3 10H2 O, called specif. washing soda,
and trend to its modem development. Cf. SOCIAL
SCIENCE. sal
soda, soda cry<;tals.
1
-sD'cl-o-lof'lc (-li-loj'lk), SO'cl-o-logl-cal(-T-kal), a. 2. Sodium bicarbonate, called specif. baking soda, cooking
so'ci-o-log•-oal-ly, adv.-BD'Cl-ol'o-glst (-lSl'li-jl'st), n. soda,
soda saleratus.
BD'ci-o-nom•ic(-li-n~m'Ik), a. Of or pert. to socionomy.
3. Sodium hydroxide, usually called caustic soda.
4, Sodium oxide, N3.iO; - equiv., in cm·bonate of soda,
~~f:iJi:itio~~~d ~~;,~~~~~!~~ fl~eci~f::o~~~r;'~N:
soda alum, soda salts, etc., to sodium. Cf. let LIMB, 2.
intrinsically of a social nature, as physical environment.
6. Short for SODAWATER.
SO'Oi-o-nom'lcs(-Tks), n. Theory of socionomic forces.
IIO'cl-on'o-my(sii'shl'-on't-mI), n. [L. socius a companion soda alum. C!,em. A colorless or white crystalline salt,
NaAl(SO 4 ),-12H2 O, differing from ordinary alnm in conGr. VOJLO<law.] Theory or formulation of t>ie organic
taining sodium in place of potassium.
laws exemplified in the organization and development of soda
ash. Commercial anhydrous sodium carbonate. Its
society, esp. of socionomic forces.
value is usually expressed in degrees, which in England
BO'cl·UB(sii'shl-1:is), n. [NL., fr. L, socius companion.]
0
~~1:11r~ott~%i~
~n P:i;!s &8:ti~~nr\~;ai!:~1:a:~iiti:
1, Member; fellow; associate. Archaic.
parts per 100 of sodium carbonate (Na2CO3~, or, again, the
2. Psychol. The social self, or the individual's consciousweight
of
sulphuric
acid (H2SO,) require~ to neutralize
ness of his relations and duties to other individuals; also,
100 parts of soda ash. A pure sodium carbonate should
the other individ11al, or alter ego, with which the social
have a strength of 58.5°, 100°, and 92.:;0 by the three systelf feels relationship.
The impulse to pray is 11neces.sary consequence of the fact that s~~siJ:i':f"tii\i~elI;, apparatus with delivery tnbe, faucets,
whilst the innermost of the empirical selves of a man is a self of
etc., for drawing soda water. U. S.
the social sort, it yet can find its only adequate socius in an ideal
soda lime. A mixture of caustic soda and quicklime.
world.
Wm Jmnes
so'da-llte (sii'd<i-lit), n. [soda +-lite: cf. F. sodalithe.]
3. A social group conceived as the primitive social unit.
sock (s~k), n. [ME. sock, AS . .,occ a sock, kind of shoe, Min. A transparent to translucent mineral of vitreous or
greasy luster, in color white, greenish, gray, blue, etc.,
fr. L. socm,s a kind of low-heeled, light shoe.] 1. The shoe
found in certain igneous rocks. It is a silicate of sodium
worn by actors of comedy in ancient Greece and Rome ; and aluminium with some chlorine, Na,(A!Cl)Al,(SO,) 3 , and
used as a symbol of comedy. Cf. BUSKIN,2.
occurs commonly in dodecahedrons, also massive. H.,
2. A knit or woven covering for the foot and lower leg i a 5.5-6. Sp. gr., 2.14-2.30.
stocking with a short leg.
so-dal'i-ty (sli-dlll'T-tl), n. ,.,,. -TIES (-tlz). [L. sodalita,,
3. A warm inner sole or pad to be im1erted in a shoe.
fr. sodalis a comrade.]
fellowship or fraternity;
a
sock-dol'a-ger (sok-dol'<i-jer), n. [Corrupt. of dozolog11.J brotherhood; specif., R. C. Ch., a lay association for de1. That which ends or settles a matter, as a decisive blow, votion or for charitable purposes.
answer, or the like. Slang, U.S.
· soda lye. A !:ye consisting essentially of a solution of
2. Angling. A combination of two liookswhich close upon sodium hydroxide, used in soap making.
sod-am'lde (siid-ilm'id; -Id), n. Also-Id. [sodium+ameach other by a spring as the fish bites. U. S.
ide.] Chem. A white, waxy, crystalline substance, NaNH 2 ,
3. Something unusually large. Slang, U.S.
sook•et (s~k'et; -It; 151), n. [ME. soket; orig. nncert. ; obtained bypassing ammonia over heated sodium. At 155°C.
peril. a dim. through AF. or OF. fr. L . .,occus. Cf. BOCK a (311° F. it melts to a greenish liquid and rrtially sublimes.
covering for the foot.] 1. An opening into which anything
•g~ifgU c~~sh~;~~~d~~~~fr 0 ;::~:~e ~itln;
r:irt~~e~o~!
is fitted; any hollow thing
.
solution. Cf. SULPHITEPULP.
or place which receives and
l
soda
water.
Orig., a beverage consisting of a weak soluholds something else.
j
·--·-····
tion of sodium bicarbonate, with some acid to cause effer-

2. Specif., the hollow for

0

3,_

sometimes to denote the teachings of all Greek schools
directly influenced by Socrates, particularly the Academy,
and the Cynic, Cyrenaic, Megarian, and E1ian schools,
which were founded by his immediate disciples. To Soc-

th~

@
s:;

11t!1:~~:s

;~~.,g1

ii~~rle i6~:~~if1~~~~~~
fse~'ii?:aY!~~~~~~c;r~
i~~!~C:i~~~~:~~~~l~;~O~lfB ~r~~i!fo~ e~1!~\~~~;!~fu611!h~ !~~
large and important series of soluble salts. It and its com0~:;.\':.flr:.:e~~bstance,
~~!~~{;~i~ !h'H!s~:l~~\s g~~r~~~~c!1~Zl
\~:}~fl~~:;~!:
S~~Y:~
ibfu~b':;'~t~.nse1e~git;
1:t~ HNaCO less soluble than sodium carbonate and having
~~ia11~r;~;~~;i1~t
~~i:mt~e ~~:~i~~~t 1e~~f~:~:ii{
only a Slight alkaline taste. It is found in many mineral

~~~::~i~heoye~sa°:a£j;[ v~~a~f~u~~'t~~!~e~tt!~i
~~l~~
nity of future punishment. His tenets were that Christ

tf

occurring abundantJy (always combined), as in common
salt, soda niter (Chile saltpeter), trona, borax, glauberite,
albite, etc. Salts of it are found in the animal body, esp.
in the fluids, and in most plants. Symbol, Na (natrium).
At. wt., 23. Metallic sodium was first obtained by Davy
in 1807by electrolysis. It is prepared commercially by
beating the carbonate with carbon, and also bft electrolyc~uS~a1~1::t~~iaYf:s r~~dfi;··i!·~ir;
fe0
violently with water, producing caustic soda and hydro.

~:;~i~

;~~8;1~fJh};~h~i;;~J11:lt~
adt:rJ:,~a~i~~i!~JlJt
Fruit sirups 1 cream, etc., are usually added to give flavor.

Bod'den(sod''n), a. [P. p. of SEETHE.] 1. Boiled; seethed.
2. Soaked; heavy with moisture; saturated.
3. Not well cooked ; heavy, as bread.
4 Appearing as if soaked or seethed; esp., showing the
effects of habitual intemperance;

as, sodden features.

sod'den, ·v. i. To be seethed ; to become sodden.

denoting the presence of sodium or one of its com.pound.~.
Chem. A soft,
waxy, silver-white metallic element of the alkali group,

(s<!d).

:iT~t

+

quired

Luke xii. 48.

A

long seat, usually upholstered and having a back and arms.
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SOFERFORTH

SOLACE

eol'fit (silf'Yt), n. [It. soffilta, sojfitto, fr. soffiggeretohide,

soft (s5ft; 205), inte~j. Be quiet; hold; stop; not so fast.
prop., to fix or fasten under, L. suffigere to fasten beneath sof'ta (s0fftd), n. [Turk., fr. Per. sOkhtah burnt, inflamed,
or below ; sub under, beneath
figere to fix, fasten : cf. F.
a student. J Any one attached to a Mohammedan mosque;
soJJUe.] Arch. The under side of the subordinate parts
esp., a student of the higher branches of theo]ogy in a,
and members of buildings, such as staircases, entablatures,
mosque school.
sof'ten (s0f''n; 205: cf. OFTEN), v. t. ,- soF'TENED(-'nd);
archways, cornices, or the like. See EXTRAD0s 1 lllust.
soft (sOft; 205), a.; sOFT1ER (sOf1ter); soFT'EsT. [ME. SOF'TEN-ING(s0f"n-lng),
To make soft or softer. Spesofte, a. & adv., AS. softe, a. & adv., orig. adv., tlie a.
cif. : a To render less hard; - said of matter.
b To
mollify; to make less harsh, rude, violent, offensive, etc.;
being sefte; akin to OS. s?ifto, adv., D. zacht, a. & adv.,
to render mild and gentle. c To make less glaring; to
OHG. samjto, adv., semfU, a., G. sanjt, LG . .wu:lit; orig.
uncert.J
1. Easily yielding to pressure; easilyhnpressed,
tone down; as, to soften coloring. d To make less harsh
or rough in sound ; to render less loud. e To make effemmol<led, or cut; not firm in resisting; impressible; yielding; also, malleable; - opposed to !turd; as 1 a soft road,
inate; to enervate i as, softened by luxury. f To palliate;
i. e., a miry or sandy road ; sojt wood or metal.
to represent as less euormous ; as, to soften a fault.
2 Susceptible to influence; easily affected; esp., gentle; sof'ten, v. i. To become soft or softened.
sof'ten-er (-e'.r), n. One that softens ; as : a An apparatus
kind ; tender ; mild i as, a soft heart.
3. Affectingthesensesinagentleorsoothingway;specif.:
in which water is softened.
b Any of various constitua Not rough, rugged, or harsh in texture or quality;
ents added.to molten iron to soften it. c Lit!tograp!tic
smooth; delicate ; flue; not irritating ; as, soft silk; a Printing. A long-haired brush to remove gold. d Ceram.
soft skin ; .wft wines. H The ,r;oftdelicious air."
Milton.
A similar brush to spread color on biscuit before :firing.
They that wear soft cloth mg are in kings' houses. .lfatt. xi. 8. sof'ten-ing (s0f''n-Ing), p. pr. & vb. n. of SOFTEN.Specif.:
n. a Piton. (1) Vocalizing of a consonantal i or u before
b Not harsh or offensive to the sight; not glaring; pleasing to the eye; not exciting by intensity of color or vioa vowel i as, Lat. silUm for silvre. (2) Modification of a
lent contrast; as, soft hues or tints. C Not harsh or rough
vowel sound, as through the influence of a neighboring
vowel, as in umlaut.
b In the graphic arts, the renderin sound; gentle and pleasing to the ear; flowing.
Her voice was ever 1,0ft,
ing of a part soft as to light and shade; hence, attril>., in
Shak.
softening hammer, .~oftening punch, tools used for the sofGentle, and low,~ an excellent thing in woman,
4. Expressing gentleness, tenderness, or the like; mild i tening of parts of worn half-tone plates.
conciliatory ; courteous ; kind ; as, soft eyes.
ft 1
f th b 1 .M. d
I
1· d ft ·
f th b ·
0 Th:rer:~~
A s~/'t answer turneth away wrath,
Prov. xv. 1.
~~b~ta~fc~ du:[; 11:'emir~h:g~~~ \~fla:m~tt~f
6. Gentle in action or mot.ion ; easy ; also, of the weather,
three stages, known as red, yellou..\ and white, softening.
damp; wet; drizzly; more rarely, mild; warm.
soft'ly, adv. In a soft manner.
6. Yielding to tears; weeping; tearful. Archalc or Slang. soft'ness, n. [AS. softness, seftnyss, ease, repose.] Qual7. Having, or consisting of, a gentle curve or curves i not
ity or state of being soft; - opposed to hardness.
angular or abrupt; as, soft outlines.
soft'-rayed' (-rid'), a. ZoOl. Having soft or articulated
8. Quiet; undisturbed i peaceful i as, soft slumbers.
fin rays ; - said of some fishes or of their fine. Cf. MA.LA
9. Too gentle or too easily affected; hence,lacking strength;
COPTERYGII. Opposed to ,piny-rayed.
weak; feeble; specif.: a Lacking strength of character;
soft'-shell' (so!t'shi!JI)
Having a soft or fragile
shell.
weak; impressible; esp., Slang, amorous; spoony; also, soft'-shelled.' (-sh~ld 1 )
effeminate ; not courageous or manly. b Lacking in in- soft-shell, or soft-shelled, clam, the long clam. See 9th CLAM,1.
tellect; simple; foolish.
Colloq. o With muscles not
- s. crab. See BLUECRAB. - s. democrats, the Barn burners. hardened by exercise; undertrained for or as for a con~-:~~tti!v~{
1~t~ff:t~t~\itf~~t~~!~f;lesofthefamilyTriotest. Colloq. or Sporting Cant. d Phy.sics. Designating,
round shell covered with soft leatlior pertaining to, rays of low penetrating power. e Metal.
ery skin instead of with horny
&:-Foundiug. Of a blast, feeble; lacking force or pressure.
plates.
The head is narrow,
f Of beverages, not spirituous or alcoholic.
Colloq.
the nostrils are at the end of a
10. Characterized by the practical absence of substances,
fleshy proboscis, and the
as calcium and magnesium salts, which prevent formation
~iieJh!:e
1
of lather with soap; - said of water and water solutions.
They live in parts of Af11. Pron. Of consonants: a Sibilant or spirant (as g in rica, Asia, and North
gem,, c in cent, etc.), as dieting. from stopped or explosive
America,
including
(as gin go, c in cone, etc.);opposed to /ta1'(l. b Sonant
the whole Mississippi
or voiced, as dieting. from surd or voiceless; flat; as, b, Valley, the Great
d, g, z, 11, etc., in contrast withp, t, k, s, f, etc. - opposed
Lakes, and
many
to sharp or hard.
southern rivers, and
aoft ba.st, Bot., the sieve-tube portion of the bast or phloem.
are voracious and fierce.
b
b
soFT CH
t soft'-spo'ken (-spo'k'n), a. Speaking softly; having a
~ ~em~~teor°be!'sw1::1!n!rt~~-pe~tine in e~1~~~1;~rt:~.:.n 8~ mild or gentle voice j hence, mild; affable.
- a. chess, a European brome grass soft wood, or soft'wood' (s0ft'w00d' ; 205), n. 1. Any
chancre. = cHANCROID.
(Bn1d·o,snpu,.skehloert<sle,-anca,t'u'sr,a"1'l,zne.dBa.s"a'°wllelse\
w,.nitbthpeuUben•,.cteendtSlteaatveess.
wood light in texture, nonresistant, and easily wOrked.
a
a.
2. Forestry. The wood of a coniferous tree ; also, the tree
- a. clam, the long c,lam (Mya arenaria). See 9th CLAMt1. itself. Cf. HARDwoon, 2.
1
ti~:l~:-sei~~=::~~r~~t2'~:~t!~~~~~&:
soft'wood'' a. Having soft wood, or made of soft. wood.
animal and vegetable matter in town refuse. Eny.-s. crab, sog'gy (s5g'l), a.; soo'GI·ER (-T-e'.r); SOG1GI-EST. [Cf.
a soft-shelled crab. - s. drink. See SOFT, a., 9 f. - a. goods,
Icel. sOggr damp, wet, or E. soak.] Saturated with moisarB,
g1rea,":"e•dvmelavpelte.gr
ture; heavy aud wet; sodden; soal:red.
w_omo•lepnle.oracoTthtoens,·g1voeordsm.
1,e-,.·t.-beT.
0assT.h-e so-ho'
h
(t-10-hO'),Interj. Ho; -a word used in calling from
•
a distance or to express surprise; a sportsman's hal1oo.
Rocky Mountain maple. - s. money, paper money. Colloq.,
U.S. -s. mute. Phon. See MEDIA, 1. - s. palate. See PAL- II soi'-di'sant'
(swtl/detziiN'), a. [F.; soi one's self
5f~~-;_s~r:i~ef~r~el~:tar1i~
disant, p. pr. of dire to say.] Self-named; self-styled;used disparagingly; hence, pretended;
would-be.
vesseI1 as a steam boiler, consisting of soft material, as
putty, covered and held in place by a plate bolted or riv- soil (soil), v. t.; SOILED(soild); SOIL1ING. [OF. saoler,
eted fast. - s. pedal. Music. See PEDAL,1 b (2). - s. p,lne,any
.mouler, to satiate, F. soUler, L. satullare, fr. satullu.,·,
soft-wooded pme; specif., the American white :pine. - s. dim. ofsatursated.
See SATIRE.] To feed, as stock, in the
~~~~f~tn~e ~~~~]~gt\;1:t 0
barn or an inclosure, with fresh grass or green food cut for
PASTEPORCELAIN,_s. ra.:v, ZoOl., a fin ray made up of nuthem j to fatten; also, to purge by feeding- on green food.
h t r htl
bl · · t
· · ·t
fl · soil, n. [ME. ,.,olle, prob. fr. OF. soil, ,.,ouiJ.,a miry place,
bii1i~~s Su~1
ustiaW~d,viaJl~tosti-;~~g
~0~1!11~ght1~ soil of a boar (see SOILa miry place), confused with L.
iv,ertgieng
pberramnc
.,spt1h:neemo
.a-de•-· solum bottom, ground, earth (cf. SOLEof the foot), or LL.
1ts_1:!_n
0 ofsaedfistho
1_r
0hretse.ste0spp
8y_ r'"o"tY,
rd00
-h 8
solium a threshing floor. J 1. The loose surface material
structive rot of sweet potatoes, caused by the fungus
of the earth in which plants grow, in most cases consistRhizopus 11Jgrican:,;.-s. sa.wder, lit., soft solder; fig., se- ing of disintegrated 1·ock with an admixture of organic
ductive praise; flattery; blarney. Slang. -s. sea.le. See matter. Soil may be formed in situ, in which case a gradLECANIUM.- a. silk\ silk with the natural gum removed by
ual transition may be traced downward through the sub.:1~~~:~t~\~s8\~fc~::e:ie,~~~g
ssa.fan~t
soil and rotten rock to the solid rock, or be derived from
1 ~::

+

2. Plumbing. To paint, qs a pipe, with plumbers' soil.
3. Brickmaking. To cover with soil (sifted ashes).
soil (soil), n. [OF. soil, souil, F. souille, fr. OF. soi/lier,
1<'.souilter. See SOIL to make dirty.]
A miry place to
which a hunted boar flees; hence, a marshy place, or a,
tract of water, sought by other game, aS deer.

soil, v. 't. To take soil. See SOIL,a miry place.
soil, v. t. [:ME. soilen, OF. soilUer, F . .wuiller, orig. uncert.;

perh. fr. (assumed) LL. suculare, fr. L. sucula a little pig,
dim. of sus a swine. See sow, n. J l To make dirty or
unclean on the surface ; to foul; dirty ; defile.
2. To stain or mar, as with disgrace ; to sully.
1~~~kdl~~~~1~~!tis1i,
CONTAMINATE,
soil, v. i. To become soiled or dirty.
soil cap. The mantle of disintegrated rock, or earth, usually covering the firm and unaltered rocks.
soll 11ng, n. Act of one that soils an animal (see 1st SOIL);
also, any gree'n food used to soil cattle, lwrses, etc.
soil pipe. A pipe or drain for carrying off night soil.
soil'ure (soil'ti.r), n. [OF. soilleilre, Ii'. souillure. See SOIL
to make dirty.]
Act of soiling; also, a stain; pollution.
II soi 1r8e' (sw.i/r8/; also swii-rR', swO-ri'), n. [F., fr. soil'
evening, fr. L . .c;erus late, serum late time.] An evening
party.
Cf. 3d LEVEE,1, MATINEE.
so'Journ(so'j0rn;s~-j0rn 1 ; 277: inBritis!tusageoftens~i'ern, siij"8rn), v. i.; so'JOURNED(-jflrnd; -jftrnd'); so'JOUBN•
ING. [ME. sojornen, sojournen, OF. sojorner, sejorner, F.
s6journer, fr. L. sub under, about+ diurnus belonging to
the day. See JOURNAL,DIURNAL.] Todwellinaplaceas
a temporary resident or as a stranger;
to delay ; tarry.
Abram went down into Egypt to sojourn there. Gen. xit.10.
Syn. - See RESIDE.
so'joum, n. [Cf. OF. sojorn, sojor, sejor, F. sejour. See
SOJOURN,
v. i. J 1. A temporary residence, as of a traveler
in a foreign land ; hence, a delay ; stay.
2. A sojourner.
Obs. & R.
Lyly.
soke (sok), n. [LL. ,oca, fr. AS. soon, prop., a seeking, attendance, resort; akin to E. srrke, ,.,ef'k. See SAKE, SEEI:
cf. SAO(the legal term).]
A.-S. & Early Eng. Law. Lit.,
a seeking; hence, either a right of inquiry or hearing and
determining, or a duty of seeking or suiug in a certain
court or the right of exacting such suit. Hence, as com.
monly used: a The right to hold court and do justice, with
the franchise to receive certain fees or fines arising from it i
jurisdiction (more or less wide) over a certain territory or
over certain men, or the right to exercise such jurisdiction
or receive certain fees or fines belonging to that right, or
the territory over which the jurisdiction exists. b The
duty of submitting to snch jurisdiction, or Jact of being subject to it; also, a district or territory subject to
it. C A jurisdiction or franchise of any of other sorts;
esp., fold soke or mill soke. d The district over which
such jurisdiction or franchise extended. Such districts are
retained, in some cases, as modern administrative divisions,
soke'man (sok'man), n. [See socAGE.] A.-S. & Early Eng.
another. Cf. SOCMAN.
Law. A man who is underthesokeof
soke'man-ry (-rl), n. State of being a sokernan; the relation of a sokeman to the one having soke over llim ; tenure
of land subject to the soke of another.
Cf. SOCAGE.
sok'en (s0k''n), n. [AS. sOcn searching, or the right of
searching, the lord's court. See SOKE.] 1. A toll. OW.
2. A district held by soca~e.
So-ko'tran(so-ko'trlin; •ok'o-trlin), orSo-ko'trtne(-trln;
-trin), a. Of or pertaining to Sokotra, an island in the
A native
Indian Ocean, off Cape Guardafui, Africa. -n.
or inhabitant of Sokotra, the people of which are mostly
Arabs and Negroes, the latterbeinglarge]y
fugitive slaves.
Sokotrine aloes, Phann., aloes yielded by the plant .Aloe
penyi,
of the island of Sokotra. See ALOE,3.
sol (sol), n. [L.] 1. The sun.
2. [cap.] Rom. Relig. The sun go<l, represented as driving
four horses and hence patron of the races in which teams
of four participated.
Cf. LUNA,1.
3. A /chem. Gold.
sol (sol; 277), n. [It.] Mu.,ic, a A syllable applied in solmization ( which see) to the fifth tone of any diatonic scale.
b The tone G (as fifth in the scale of C); - so called esp.
in the French and Italian systems.
sol (sol), n.; pl. E. SOLS(solz), !'Ip.BOLES(so'liis). [Sp.] A
silver coin and money of account of Peru; also, a former
gold coin. The silver sol, containing about 347~rains of fine
silver, was the standard coin until 1897, when its value wa■
fixed at one tenth of the gold pound (48.7 cents or 2s.).
sol l (sol), u. [From hydrosol, confused with G . •,ale, soole,
Chem. A
d sole, salt water from which salt is obtained.]
~rd:;f~::~~~~jr.fi::~!~;};:E::a~Jiif:r~l~~t
~o::o~i:;:~~a::t;::::::;_win
. fluid mixture of a colloid and a liquid ; a liquid colloidal
solution or suspension.
Now Rare. - a. turtle or tortoise, a soft-s11.elled turtle. - 8, 3. Dung ; feces; compost j manure i as, night soil.
so'la (so 1la), n. [Hind. 90/ii.] The East Indian plant
ware. = SOP'TGOODS.
- s. whea"L,any variety of wheat with
4. Brlckmaking. Sifted ashes.
kernels especially rich in starch.
6. Plumbing. = PLUMBERS's01L.
./Eschynomene aspera.
See ~SCHYNOMENE. Its pithlike
soft, n. 1. A weak-minded person; an idiot. Colloq.
soil, n. [See SOILto make dirty, SOILa miry place.] That
stPm is used for makin~ hats, swimming jackets, etc.
2. [cap.] = BARNBURNER;-alater name. Cf. HARD,n., d. which soils or pollutes; also, a soiled place; a stain.
sol'aoe (sol 11is), n. [ME. also solas, OF • •,alas, soulaz, L.
solacium, solatium., fr. solari to comfort, console. Cf. CON_so_ft...;.'
_ad_v_
•...;.[;.S_e_e_s_orr...;.,_a_.J;...._So_f_t...;ly...;.;
..;;g_e_n_tl.;.y_;_q.;.u_i_et_l;.y·
___
: soil, v. t. 1. To enrich with soil or muck; to manure.
SOAK;obs pret. of SUCK
~oferfr~ cote 8 far for th ; s~~fsa:teAhfrCko;~~~~-Solomon.
b+·so~~~1
or Slang.
=~1:te. _+
;~:~!~T,
rof SILE. I
SORE.
soke'ma.-ne-mot1 (so k'm ii-n l'.&,f-¥:,rtd. e~ar. of sZFFARrn.
S. ofT. Sons of Temperance.
sog(~g),n.;t r.1. Drowse. Dial. soil (sotl; sII). Dial. Eng. var. soithede. + SOTHED.
mot' ), n. [See SOKEMAN;
MOOT,
so'ja. (aO'Jci: W'yciJ. n., or 8oja n.] A.-S. ~ Rarl1-1R11r,.Law. A
++
s~°F~~~.)J.
8s1~·oma- ::r~;~t~.
o;~n8
~~u~~kestJ~il~\~
court (of uncertain character)
0
1
}:
~~~~i~~i s~)e\)]IL~
attended by free sokemen.
aoffer&~- t SOVEREIGN.
lacia or osteoporosis. Colloq.
ground. Both Seo( SrDial. F,11q. ref11ge. ObR. or Dial. R11g.
80 jer (sO'jllr}. Dial. or slang aoker. + SUCCOR.
~.or=:r_ne 1~3f-f1~:r!? :t~a~:
(!;3f''nd), Softened. cg;~~!~'-r:'~1'~a;]sol,~o;:~~es~
var of SOLDIER.
soke reeve. 0. Hng. Law. Thi
8ojourna.nt, n. [OF, .<:.o,jornant, ree"e of a soken.
•
charge~ wi\h other vapors, issu- 1,.90tt0__1,_.11n
3
,fet'tt•·fln
n~)m,
a
manner;
thus.
Oh."-.
soil
'age,
11. Sewage. Obs.
naevd,-'n~
(s
11
11
8 ... 1 0 81 soge. Obs. prct. of sEE,
p. pr.] A sojourner. Ohs.
sokerel, 11. [Cf. sucK.] An un•
ing from the ground in a volcrrn- L,<
,.,
soild. S<_:1iled.
Ref. Sp.
so'Journ-er
(i-:O'jOr-n~r;
sti-jO.r'wl'aned
ch1Jd. Ohs.
1
n. tit. ~~o;,~~-]ObAI0d,!d,ti~~lyw~f:krafne1~- =~J::;·(sOi;j·~~-;~v=~~fso1,DJER. 11
~1~t;ret.:Jiitd °lo;~JL~ ner; i11J:riti.<ih u.<:.agP
commonly sokerlea. + SUCCORLESS.
aoffr&ge,9offraunce, soffren. T tellect.
Dud. or Slm1r,.
prostitute. k'·,;p/wm1.<:.tie. •
•~1.·'~r-nCr,stlj'Cr-ner), tl. One sokeseasor, t SUCCESSOR.
SUFFRAGE,
SUFFERANCE,
etc.
soft'-hea.rt'ed, a. Tender-heart- aoget. t SUB.IF.CT.
soil'i-fy, I', f. rsnil + ~1!1-] To w osojourns. [n, ofso.Jouns.l soket. sokett. + SOCKET,
••'Journ-ing (-lng). p. p1·. ~ rh. sokka.t. + ~OCKET.
csd,fl~~·Hi/ar.of SUFI.
ad!.', A \~~re:trt)i,•. n. [Ir. ~i1Wi~!~8:~!Y·
of heing so' ourn-ment (-mfl"nt),n. [Cf. Sokk'va.-bekk (s~k'vii-bl!"k),
OF ,.,ninn1f'mr·nt,l Sojourn,
S0kk'va-bek 1 kr (sflk'vii-Mk'~
~~~h1~~: I ~~r;l:iee~:·
;
~~~;'.)~·~,,~~EAD.]
~~~-rt;,t,~.l}:'.'
:~ni~e~s~t~~nA!~'~,~~;~~~- Oh.<:.. so'jurn, so'jurnd, so'Jurn-er- k'r),11. (Icel. Siikkvabekkr.] See
Sojourn ; sojourned ; SOJourner. ASGARD,
~;!~m (SO'flz'm) Var. of Se- :~~;~~~::"· [~\~1~~hho;r~~i~~nr,.l~~t,~1~~;:~-?<~g'l-n~s),
c~u:~~ ai;;,e~~~11~;g~~!Ret: f-,'11,
so'ko (sO'k6), n. The opah.
1of'ist (slH'l"st). ao-:0.a'ti-cate. soft'ling, n. [.c:oj't + 1st -fin(!.]
sogh. t SA w, JJrPI.; :--ow.
.A,·· ,w11.~tishatrrtas.
sok.. + suc1r, n.
(si~{g,~·rn,
n. The
sok, n. [Siamese.] See MEASURE.~~~:!;trl
·:~irsi~.;
Sp. i>~·"-·e:,,cn}~f.t(ti:,.
silly person.
t
:~e:.~~i~·e, ~ir(l/ .:ine.d~f.°~:1~: so'ka (sO'kfl.), n. fHind . .<::Okii.] Arab dialect of the Sokotrana.
See SEMITIC.
sof'i8-try, aof'o-more, sof1 o- 8oft'ly, a. Soft; gentle. Oh<:.. soght, 11. [Cf, AS . .<:.uht. See :--orN".J 0 1,P-. a Care. b Remedy;
0
,~:~~;Js b~~i~~aJr1:)~u§~-ia.'ri
:~r:~~o~i~~h~~7.
homore; ~~~rs~cl1\~: e:?,
·v~}~~~i~ 8 corJV~~c
1n
7,,~j.
l
(XC{!~eexcn
se : to (-rl), n. [Egypt. Sokar.] Emi1d .
mtr:TSoiR~•;
So-fro'nt-a. (sl'i-frO'nl'-d), n. A soft'-sbell 1 ,-n. 1, A soft-shelled soh-maj' Var. ofsA:\IA,J.
absolve. 01-i."'.-1'. 1. To care .Afyth. A hawk-headc>dsun god, foul; dirty. Obs.
young Christian heroine of ,le- crab.
So'ho-ri'a.(i::i'.Vhb-rl'dl, /), Rib. or he anxious; fllso, to be dilisol, n. Solution. Cf. OB. Oba.
1
1
1;/;~~!e~~\~fj s~h~a:~~flt ai ~h~Sol., or 80L Abbr. Solomon ;
rusalem, m Tasso's ",Jerusalem 2 [r·ap. 1 = .-:.OFT,
r1., 2.
Soh-ra.b' (sfi-rA.h'),n. [Per. Sult- _g-f'nt. O?.~.01· Scot.
Delivered." She and her lover soft'-ta.ck 1 , n. Leavened hrPad, ril,-,.] See Ru<:.TAM.
soine. + soo:-..
winter soli.tice, He was wor- solution.
Olindo, condemned to death for in rliMinction from hard-tark.
soht. + :--ooTH,
soin'ous,n. Busy;careful. Obs. shiped
esp. in the western IIso'la (sO'ld), a. [L., fem. of
'?escuing an image of the Yirgin soft'y (Ri'Sf'tl). n. A Rill.v, fool- sohte Ohf!.prd. of SF.El{.
- soin'ous-ly, min.
Obs.
snhurb of Mernphie. Cf RA.
snlu.<:..]S('e SOLU~.
BOke Oh"I or dial. Eng. var of so'la (SO'ld), n. Com. A foreign
tromamosqne,aresavedhy'the
ish person; also, an effeminate soidge. t SJEflE,stool.
So-tot'. Var.of~oYoT.
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SOLACE
RO~, v. t.J 1. Comfort in grief j alleviation of grief or
anxiety; also, that which reJieves or commles ; relief.
2. Relaxation; diversion; recreation.
Obs.
Chaucer.
Syn. - Comfort, consolation, alleviation, relief.
BOl'ace(sol'iis), v. I.; SOL'ACED(-list); SOL'AC-ING
(-t-sfog).
[OF. solacier, soulacier, F. solacier, LL. solatiare. See
SOLACE, n.]
1. To cheer in grief or calamity ; to console.
2. To allay; assuage; soothe; as, to solace grid.
3. To divert ; cheer; please; - sometimes reflexive.
Syn. - See COMFORT,
sol'ace, v. i. Obs. 1. To take comfort; to be cheered.
2. To indulge in diversion or pleasure.
sol'ace-ment (-mi'nt), n. [Cf. OF. soulacement.J Act of
solacing, or state of being solaced; also, that which solaces.
Sol 1a-na'ce-m (s,Wti-na'st-e), n. pl. [NL. See SoLANUM.]
Bot. A family of strong-scented,
often narcotic herbs,
shrubs, and trees (or<ler Polemoniales), comprising about
75 genera and 1,800 species, of wide distribution ; the night•

SOLE

as by reflection, polarization, etc. - aolar fl.ower, a fl.ov,·er
which opens and closes daily at certain hours. - e. focus.
See PRINCIPALFOCUS.
- •. hour, the twenty-fourth part of
a solar day. - 1. lamp, an Argand lamp. - s. microscope, a
projecting microscope using sunlight.
See MICRoscorE,
1. - s. month. See MONTH,
1 b. - s. motion, Astron., the rno-

3. A man of military experience and skill, or of noted valor;
used in emphasis or distinction.
_l-Ieshall appear to the envious a scholar, a state.,man, and aHl-

~

d11:.r

ShaJ:.

4. a The red gurnard. Local, Eng. b A red herring. Dial.
& Slang. C Short for SOLDIERBEETLE,SOLDIER
CRAB, etc.
0
ll0fs O:st~ai~:tosfi!~tth~o;~~dof~to~:1f{~il!~
~e~~~~~ 5. a In most termites or white ants, one of a caste of wing•
less individuals differing more or less from the workers in
ond. - s. motor. = SOLARENGINE.- s. myth, a myth based
upon the sun's course, motion, influence, etc. - s. pa.ra.lla.x, their larger size, very large head, and long jaws. They perform a share in the work of the colonies, and are said by
the garallax of the sun, that is, the angle subtended at the
some to be less effective :fighters than the workers. b In
~~~J1:lf~afu~1:~:;r:1
t~;i!~in~i~~:
certain true ants, oue of a type of worker distinguished by
of the solar system. - s. phosphor!, phosphorescent subthe large head and jaws.
stances (as the sulphides of barium and calcium) which
6. Any of various plants, as the ribwort, red campion, corn
shine in the dark after exposure to the sunlight or other
poppy, etc. Dial. Eng.
7. Veter. Hog cholera. Dial. Eng.
{!!tih:8 a1
tt:a!to~:a~I;~~~~~f~inii~fag;~
aorta and the crura of the diaphragm, surrounding the
8. Wool Trade. A skeepskin that sweats unevenly, so that
creliac axis and the root of the superior mesenteric artery.
only part of the wool can be pulled off.
It contains several ganglia, the most important of which
9. Orig. J,,laut. A shirk. Cf. SOLDIER,v. i., 2. Slang.
are the semilunar ~anglia, and it distributes filaments to
1
6
0
11oldierof fortune, one who follows a military career, usually
all the abdominal VIscera. - s. prominences or Erotubera.nces, in foreign countries, wherever there is promise of profit,
adventure. or pleasure.
~~bffa~~~ t:!rJl?i°l'str~utrJ~~f;_t~!.
P~:~~~~~!~tak rw~idp~~:: sol
1dier (s01'je'r; see the noun), v. i.; soL'DIERED(-je"rd);
Physalis, Petunia, and Atropa.-solta-na'ceous (-sh-Us), a. bers attached to the months of the Julian and Gregorian
SOL'DIER-ING. 1. To serve as a soldier.
so 1lan goose (so'liin). [Ice!. sula; akin to Norw. ,,ula.]
11
~~~;ts~dt~f
n~tr!t11~tY~ 2. Tolilake a pretense of working, while doing only enough
The common gannet.
••lan'l-cUne (so-lltn 1I-din; -den; 184), n. Also -din. [See granulations, suggestive of rice. - 1. salt, salt from brine to escape punishment or discharge. Colloq. 01· Slang.
3. ltlil. To work at putting one's belongings in order in
evaporated in the sun. - 11.spectrum, the discontinuous
SOLANINE.
J Chem. A crystalline alkaloid produced by hy- spectrum
of the sun. crossed by a multitude of Fraunhofer
barracks, as by pipe-claying, polishing, etc.
drolysis of solanine, and also occurring with it naturally.
Imes due to absorption by (1) the sun's own atmosphere,
4.
To swagger; bully. Dial. Eng.
BOl'a-Dlne
(sol'ti-nfo; so'la-; -nen; 184), n. Also so-la'Dl-a, and (2) the earth's atmOSJ.lhere. The lines due to the latter
sol'a-nln, sol 1a-Dl'na. [L. solanum nightshade. J Chem. cause are called telluric lines.- 11.spots, sun spots. - s. star, soldier beetle. Any of several pu!(nacious
brightly colored lamp/[ind
a star of the same general spectroscopic nature as the sun.
A somewhat poisonous alkaloidal glucoside, extracted from
1
- s. system_,Astron., the sun, with the group of celestial
the berries of common nightshade (Solan.um nigrum ), and
g:nXhf:::Jf
bodies
which,
held
by
its
attraction,
revolve
round
it.
of bittersweet, and from potato sprouts, as a white crysfiddler crab.
soldier
fish.
a
Any
of
many
briltalline substance having an acrid, burning taste.
0
:!'t~~~J!~uify
a~u1s1~0 ~~~~,p~a1::!i~~~~~:~~ liantly colored, pugnacious marine
II so-la'no (s/i-la'no), n. [Sp., fr. L. solnnus (sc. ventus), fr.
oids, also comets and meteors. See NEBULARHYPOTHESIS. fishes of the fa.mily Holocentridoo,
sol the sun. J A hot, oppressive east wind of the Mediterra•
having hard rough scales, prickly
fl:ct!~~~:fi!ht.
t6ai~~~l~ol~~:i~r:i~~if~~:
tfr:!.h!si;:::
nean, esp. on the eastern coast of Spain ; also, a cloudy,
head, and strong fin spines. They
ENTTIME.- s. year. See YEAR.
rain-bringing wind of the same locality and direction.
abound about coral reefs, and are
So-la 1num (so-ia'num), n. [L., nightshade.] Bot. A genus so'lar-tsm (sO'lc.ir-Iz'm), n. [.~olar+-ism.J An excessive prized for food. b The rainbow darter.
of herbs, shrubs, or trees typifying the family Solanaceoo, tendency to interpret myths as primitive explanations of c A small Australian cardinal fish
(Apogonfasciatus).
SoldierBeetleand Lai:the nature and action of the sun. - so'lar-ist (-I st), n.
and embracing probably over 1,000 species, widely distrib~
so-la'rl-um (so-la'rI-um; 115), n.; pl. -RIA (-d). [L. See sol'dier-ly a. Like or befitting a vu ( C peuns!lframuted in temperate and tropical regions; the nightshades.
soldier;
b;·ave;
martial;
heroic.
cum). Both enlarged.
SOLER.
J 1. A water clock erected at Rome for the public
by Scipio Nasica, B. c. 159.
~~~~i:
sta~!~s ~ith 1
1!·ct
s~l:~e~e~fs~~
connivent anthers, and a 2-celled ovary ripening into a 2. An apartment exposed to the sun; anciently, an apartCoal Mining. A long·:-:-::;,:cp•'.·>·.::·i.:
berry. A few species, as S. tuherosum, the potato. and S.
ment or inclosure on the roof of a house; now, an apart- soldier sprag.
melongena, the eggplant, are important food plants. S.
ment in a hospital, used for convalescents.
t~Yrn◊;;:~eth~a~~~ltN!i~
ig~\~gsilth~
pseudocapsirum, the Jerusalem cherry, S.jasm'inoides, the
3.
Zoiil.
[cap.]
A
!"'lltlS
of
tamioglossate
gastropods
of
South Wales.
potato vine, S. seaforthianum, and some others, are ornatropical seas having a depressed conical
mental. Many species, as S. carolinense, the horse nettle,
sol'dier-wood 1 (soJljer-wood 1), n. a A
shell the umbilicus of which is wide, so a
are troublesome weeds. Also [l. c.], a plant of this genus.
West Indian mimosaceous shrub ( Callianthat the upper whorls
See POTATO,
2 & 3; NIGHTSHADE,
1 a; BITTERSWEET,
3 a.
dra purpurea) having flowers with long
SO'lar (sO'ldr), a. [L. solaris, fr. sol the sun; akin to AS. can be seen in it.
tassels of purple stamens. b The naked
4. Any gastropod of Sosol, sigel, Icel. sol, Goth. sauil, Lith. saule, W. haul, Ir . .ml,
wood of Florida (Colubrina rectinata).
Skr. svar, and perh. to E.sun: cf. F. solaire. Cf. PARASOL, lariutnor arelated genus.
1dier-y (-Y), n.
sol
1. A body of soldiers:
suN.] 1. Of, pertaining to, or proceeding from, the sun; S0 1lar-i-za 1tlOD(so 1lar-isoldiers, collectively; the military.
.,.,4,-,,...J.:J-.,,.f-,."""1
za/shUu; -i-zii'shUn), n.
.
_
measured by the sun; as, the solar system; the solar year.
2.
Military
service.
Ob.,. Sir P. Sidney.
1. Act or process of so-Solarium(~. per.~w,c,rwu~n.>·
a Ba•
2. A strol. Born under the predominance of the sun. Obs. larizing.
sal View; b Side\ 1cw.
sol'do (s0l'd0; It. stWd0),n.; pl.
(-de)- ab ~~~~~et
!
3. Produced, or affected, by the action of the sun.
[It. See sou. J A small Italian coin and d Floor; e Sprag;
2. Plwtog. The action of sunlight (or any light) on a sensola.r apex, Astron., that point of the celestial sphere
money of account worth -.J
0 libra; a sou. f Holing.
sitive
surface
exposed
too
long
to
give
a good ordinary nega1
1
Its value is now about a cent or a halfpenny ; formerly it
:ea';~\~~b\~::t~t!~t:::,
~~1!\Ah~:)ttrr~~~~~
tive image. The first effect is a neutralizing one, obscuring
varied, being as low as i cent in Venice.
tacbment, an attachment to a surveyols transit or com;~~s~Jsa~~kfti;\1ii6: i~[g~s~~~i£i~~~i~:~ ;:~~ff:!:~tc~f
re~ sole (sol), n. [F. sole, LL. sola, L. solea ;- eo named from
pass for determining the true meridian directly from the
its flat shape. See SOLEof the foot. J 1. Any of certain
sun. -S. City. = CITY OF THE SuN. - s. compass, a sur- so'lar-lze (so'ltir-iz), v. i.; -IZED (-izd); -1z11NG(-iz 1Ing).
flatfishes distinguished
by
Photog. To become affected by solarizatiou; to burn.
(e~~r:: so'lar-ize,
:~~r~sr:b0i~B~~~n~!~i;fin~1:~l~~ d~t\aa11
the small mouth (beyond
v.
t.
1.
To
expose
to
sunlight;
to
affect
in
alent to Eng. t, d, 1·,l, n, s, sh, i;, etc.) ; - so called because
which
the
snout
projects
some
way
by
the
action
of
the
sun's
rays.
the word for sun begins with one of this group of letters
more or less), reduced or ru(sh). All the other consonants are lunar consonant,r;;- so 2. Photo[!. To subject to solarization; to burn.
called because the word for moon begins with one of them so-la 1tl-um (so-la'sh1-um), n.; pl. soLATIA(-a). [L. See dimentary ventral (and often
also pectoral
and caudal)
(q). - s. consta.nt, the number expressing the quantity of
SOLACE,
n. J Anything that alleviates or compensates for
fins, small gill openings, and
radiant solar heat received at the outer layers of the
suffering or loss; compensation ; esp., an additional allow•
small eyes placed close toSole (Solea solea). (-/,;)
earth's atmosphere on a unit of surface in a unit of time,
ance, as for injured feelin~s.
which is, according to a conservative estimate, about three Sol 1da-nel'la (soJlda-nlH'a), n. [NL., fr. It. soldanella.J
gether. They constitute a family. Soleidre, in some classmall calories per sq_uare centimeter of the surface in a Bot. A small genus of European primulaceous alpine herbs.
sifications. The common sole (So/ea solea) of Europe is
minute. Expressed m energy it is about 2, horse power
They have basal fleshy leaves and nodding scapose blue or
continuously exerted on every square meter of surface. ~n;stf: o\hth~~e~e!i1c/t~:.t.:\seeT~6a~~i{j~)~.ndSi~
11. corona.. Astron. = CORONA,
3. - s. cycle. a A period of 28 pink flowers, the corolla lobes often fringed. They are plwrus (see TOKGUEFISH),
are too small to be of food vafue.
among the most characteristic of alpine :flowers.
-years, at the end of which the days of the month according
2.
In popular or local usage, any of certain other flatfishes,
to the Julian calendar return to the same days of the week. sol'dor (sodler; 277 : in British usage often s6'der), n. [Foras Eopsetta jordani and Psettichthy.r;rnelanosticlus of the
merly soder ,- F. soudure, OF. soudeUre, prop., a soldering,
The dominical letter follows the same order. See cycle of
Pacific coast of the United States, excellent food fishes.
the sun, under CYCLE.b The cycle of interior disturbances
fr. OF. & F. souder to solder, L. solidare to fasten, to make
in the sun, of an average length of about eleven years, See solid. See SOLID; cf. SAWDER.] 1. A metal or metallic sole, n. [AS . •,;;ole,fr. LL. sola, L. solea, akin to solum
ground, soil, sole of the foot. Cf. SILL foundation, SOIL
SUN SPOT.-s. da.y. See DAY,2. -s. eclipse. See ECLIPSE,1.alloy used when melted to join metallic surfaces. It is
S, ecliptic limit, the limit of 18.5.J from the lunar node, within
earth, SOLE,the fish. J 1. ·The bottom or under surface of
0
O 3
which, if a conjunction of sun and moon occur, a solar
the foot, or that part of it which is placed on the ground
~~~i1~,
to
dt:i~fn~ O~llf~r!d~\O
eclipse may happen. If within 15.3(), one will certainly
cleanse the surfaces. Solders which melt readily are soft in walking or standing. In quadrupeds the term applies
happen. - s. engine or motor, an engine
to such a part of either the fore or hind limb; in the horse
solders; others fusing at a red heat are ha.rd solders.
in which the energy of solar heat is
it designates specifically the somewhat concave plate of
2. Hence, anything which unites or cements.
used to produce mot10n, as
moderatel& dense horn which covers the lower surface of
SOl'der, V, t.; SOL'DERED(-i_;rd)j SOL'DER-ING. [Formerly
in evaporating water for a
soder. See SOLDER,n.J 1. To unite or join by means of ~~te~~li\ g~et'h~a!,~i).sug~~iJ~~~:g/ftt~/rog, and bounded
steam engine, or expanding
solder. Cf. 1st BRAZE, 1.
air for an air engine ·
2. Hence, the foot. Rare.
Solar engines h ave
2. Hence, to mend; to patch up.
3. The part of a shoe, boot, or the like, on which the sole
not been commersol'der-lng,
JJ•pr. &· 1rb.n. of SOLDER.
of the foot rests in standing, walking, etc., or the material
cially adopted to
soldering bolt. a= SOLDERING
IRON. b = 1st BIT,3 a. - s. copconstituting
it ; sometimes, specif., the outsole.
a.ny great extent.
per or iron, a bit or bolt of copper having a pointed or wedge4. The bottom or lower part of anything, or that on which
-a. equation, in the
shaped end, and furnished with a handle, used for solderGregorian ca}enanything rests; specif.: a Agric. The bottom of the body
0
dar,the correction
of a plow i - called also slade; also, the bottom of a fur.
n, a
l~Jt!i~Pie1}1gr~~ti:ri~~0i~t~
of the epact due
c Ship•
sol'dier (sOI'je'r; in the senses noted as slang or dial. the row. b Fort. The bottom of an embrasure.
to only one cen-,...
building. (1) = SOLEPIECE,2. (2) Either of two planks,one
J!.TOn. sO'je'r, not recognized in good usage, 'is common), n.
tu rial year in...,
on
each
side,
resting
on
the
sliding
ways
and
forming
the
LME.
sould?'.er,
soudiour,
soudeur,
OF.
soldeier,
soldoier,
four being
a
foundation of the cradle. The vessel is launched by saw.
soudoier, soudfrr (cf. also OF. sofdoior, sondeior), fr. L.
leap year. 1. eyepiece, an
solidus a piece of money (hence applied to the pay of a sol- ing through these soles. d = SOLEPIECE,1. e Mining.
eyepiece for
The :floor or bottom of a mine; - applied esp. to horizontal
dier), fr. solidus solid; cf. Pr. soldadier, LL. solidatarius,
viewing the
lodes. t A hearth ; JJfetal, the hearth of a metallurgical
soldarius. See SOLID; cf. sou.] 1. One who is engaged
sun, with
furnace ; also, the bottom of the inside of a gas retort. g
an
officer
or
a
private
;
one
who
in
military
service
as
means
for
The metal dish or plate in or on which is the disk of resin,
serves in an army ; one of an organized body of combatants.
diminishing Solar En_g-inea Boiler; h Reflecting Device, with
vulcanite, or the like, of an electrophorus. h A threshold;
the light
several thousand Mirrors focusing-sun'H rays on 2. An ,enlisted man in military service, as distinguished
and h e a t, a; c Appliances to keep b turned toward the sun. from a commissioned officer j also, sometimes, a private.
a window sill. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
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5.
=~i;:1:~=~~~~~~ ~~z~~D·R•r~
ao-la.'cious(sO-Hi'sh"Us),
a. [OF of soLAX.
[sALLEXDERs, la'ri-oid (.oid). a.
dan. See
A sultan.01:n;. soldier bird. An Australian sol'dier.Uke', a. Soldierly,
.Affording solace;
comforting; diverting. - so.la.':!.osu
so-la.'ciousIIO•la.•,.·ci-u~.
+s·oLATJUlt.
aola.in. t SULLEN.
1o'lan. n. The solan yoose.
r:!l]na.~les 10'j~-1ti' e,z>,1·
pl.
fication, :~-allia~~~ c1m8p~i:r:~
the nightshade family, etc. BO-la.'na.l
(sO-Ut'ndl), a.
!~1ce,s';;1a~~;fCoc~::r~~::n~~;

solacieus.]

:•ly.1,Ytli;~
-

SULTA:N".]

1

so-la.n'der (s U-1~ n'd Cr), n. =
so-la'ne-:.ous (st-l ii'n tr-1"1.s). a.

sol'a-rom'e-ter
(Bi:il'd.rl5m'li- sol'da-nel (si:il'dd-nt!"l),sol'da.- honev eater (Myzomela sangm- soldier's herb, = MATICO.
ter), n. .Nav. An instrument for nelle (si:il'dir-ne'.l; si:il'dli-n~l'), nolntta),
sol'dier-ship, n. See -SHIP.
I ~n;l::?fy( s!1Jf.'s~fsiti~ni Ob ~f t~~fie}~-~~~~:}~l~;l1a.A plant ~~~~~~rot~~; g~~~ ftidi~~.~~ro~~ ~,~ru~~e~sb:'!~~i<:;d~
IIso'la no-bi'li-ta~ vir'tus (nt.i- s~'l&•ry,;~[L~Jo1d:i;;;J~ su~~ soldanesse, n. A sultaness. Obs. allied genus. They suck the favorable either coming or g~
bll'l-tis). [L.J Virtue the only dial. Obs.
sol'd.an•rie (sl5l'dt!n-r'(),n. [Cf. blood of other insects.
ing; - so called because Jittle
nobility.
sole.a. t so LACE, [cious. Oh.~.I OF. so11danerie.7 The realm of soldier bush. = soLDIERWOOD.skill in sailing is then required,
~~~: :~l~~!~-r~(s:~~~iz~rl),a. Sola- aa11
_:~i[1Fd._all}~S:oq~d'~,.le;r•ln1!k;oe1.fdR~~a~e,~.,k_c;),
=~~;~;r;;~· 1AnreJa~~~~~~~~ =~i:~;~s•
Yarrow.
cer) like a potato in texture.
sold(80ld),pret.~ p.p. of SELL.l]
small dipterous fhes (genus
sole. Chem. Var. of SOL.
so'lar. Var. of SOLER.
sold note. See CONTRACT
NOTE. sol'derd. Soldered, RPf. Sp.
Sh·atiomyrt and allies) ;-from
sole (sOl),n. [AS. sii,7 rope.l A
so'lar. Erron. var. of SOLA,
sold, n. ~ v. lF. sol de. See SOL- sol'der-er. n. One who solders. the colored 8tripes of some spe- halter or yoke to ftt8ten cattle
:1:1[y~1~rmz~t~rJ;~!,1y
~f ll~!tJa~~os(~t-dr:91·0
~~11~:iE~ipple. = SOLDERING~~ei~ :;~rij~ta~!;l~;
:o:d~er ~~1:,s:1~~-

~~~{a,8J~~mc:~~~x·,.
1~~011tr~~i

1;t~c1iizl;

t~~t~~r:~.

r~~:,;~ii~}:l~'t~~!d{of·a

;°i'ls),
n.

i~ssg;.f,i~~·p!n~·

ile, seni\te, clire, iim, account, al'Ill, ask, sofa; eve, l'lvent, l!nd, rec<!nt, maker; ice, Ill; old, ()bey, 8rb, lSdd, st.ft, cilnnect; use, l'inite, ilrn, 'iip, circus, menu;
U Forelcn

Word.

-t Obsolete

Variant

of.

+ combined

with.

- equals.

1991

SOLE

SOLIDARITY

U-lla (-d!Sn't?-dil). Also rz.
c.J,an animal of this genus. BOLBD (sold) ; BOL'JNG (siiJl'(ng). To furso-le 1no-dont (st-Je 1no-dont), a. &- n.
nish with a sole ; as, to aole a shoe.
IIOle,a. [L. Bolus, or OF. &ol, F. Beul (fr, L. solua). Cf. so'le--notd (Bii'Jt-noid ; sa-Je'noid; 277), n. [soleno-

Mle (sol), "· t. ;

+

called attorney at Jaw and proctor (see ATTORNEY, 2), Th•
solicitor is distinguished from the barrister in not having
the right of audience ( the right to plead in open court), except in a few minor courts. The admission of soliciton la
in charge of " The Incorporated Law Society," subject to
the Supreme Court. b The Jaw officer of a city, town, department, or government; as, the city solicitor ; the .wli<,i.
tor of the treasury.
so-llo'l-tor-gen'er-al (sB-l'isrr-ter-jenrer-111), n. The second law officer in the government of Great Britain, appointed to assist the attorney-general ; also, a similar officer under the United States government, appointed by the
President to assist the attorney-general ; also, the chief
law officer in some States.
so-Uc'it-ous (-l-ti!s), a. [L. sollicitus, solicitus. See soLICIT, tJ, t.]
Eager to obtain something desirable, or to
avoid anything evil; concerned ; anxious; careful ; apprehensive. '~ Solicitousofmyreputation.''
Dryden.
ab!~i~betf:tJ?~esent, whatsoever it be, and be n'Je,~of~ttl~
-so-Uo'it-ous-ly, adv. - so-Uc'it-ous-ness, n.
ao-llc'l-tude (-'i-tiid), n. [F. sollicitude, or L. 10/licitudo.]
1. State of being solicitous ; uneasiness of mind due to fear
of evil or desire of good; anxiety.
2:. A cause of care or uneasiness. Rare.
Syn. -Carefulness, concern, anxiety. See c.ARB,
sol 1ld (sol'ld), a. [L. solidus, prob. akin to sollus whole,
ontire, Gr. 0A.o~,and L. ,,;alvus safe: cf. F solide. Of.
CONSOLIDATE, SAFB,
SOLDER, SOLDIER, SOLEMN.] 1. Capable of resisting, up to a certain limit, forces tending to deform; capable of retaining a definite size and shape; rigid;
- opposed to gaseous and liquid, or fluid.
I. Not hollow; full of matter; as, a solid globe; notspongy;
dense; hence, sometimes, heavy.
3. Cubic ; as, a solid foot contains 1,728 solid inches.
4. Compact; hard ; firm ; stable.
6. Entirely of one substance, formation, kind, or character;
specif. : a Even or unbroken in 11urface; flush ; as, a MJlid
panel; a solid wall. b Print. Not having the line• separated hy leads; not open. c Designating a color, background, or the like, all of one tone. d Unbroken ; joined
together without a hyphen ; - said of a compound word.
e Polit. Cant, U. S. Of one feeling or opinion; united;
unanimous ; as, a solid delegation ; the solid South.
8. Sound ; not weakly ; strong.
7. Vestibuled; - said of a train. Local, U.S.
8. Carp. Having the moldings, etc., worked on the solid
material ; as, a solid frame.
9. Giving an impression of, or representing, solidity or
substance i as, the solid parts of a drawing.
10. Worthy of credit or esteem ; trustworthy; reliable ;
substantial, as opposed to frivolous or fallacious; not
empty, worthless, or shallow ; profound; weighty; valid i
as, solid reasons ; also, giving satisfaction ; satisfactory;
as1 solid comfort.
The soltd purpose of a sincere and virtuous answer. Milto,a.
11. Complete; entire; as, a solid hour. Colloq.
Syn. - Hard, compact, strong, substantial, stable, sound i
real, valid, true; just; grave, important. See FIRM,
1olld angle. a See 4th ANGLE, 2 a. b The angular spread
at the vertex of a cone, measured by the area intercepted
on it unit sphere (about the vertex as center) by the cone
surface.-s.
bulb1 Bot., a corm. -1. end (of a connecting
rod). Mach. See OPEN END. -a. for, unanimously in favor
of. - 1. geometry, geometry of three dimensions. - a. green.
See DYE, - a. linkage. See LINKAGE, n., 3 a. - 1. meaaure, a
measure for volumes ; cubic measure. - a. newel, .Arch., a
newel into which the ends of winding stairs are built;-.
distin~. from hollow newel. - a. problem, Geom., a problem
requirm~ m its geometric solut!ou the use of a conic sec-,
tion or higher curve. - a. spherical harmonic. See SPHERICAL

-oid.l [>lee. Ideally~a system of
l, Being or acting without anequal circular curother; single ; individual ; only ; as, a sole heir.
rents
flowing in uni.
I, Alone; isolated; without company; solitary. Archaic.
form direction about
a. Such, and no more ; mere. Obs.
Shak,
a single straight or~4. Perfect ; complete ; unmixed. Obs.
Spemer.
curved axis; practi- ~--~
&. Law. Single ; unmarried ; as. a feme sole.
cally, a cylindrical
Syn. - Individual, only, alone, solitary. See SINGLB.
wire helix having
TwoformsofSolenoid.
aole corporation. A corporation sole. See CORPORATION, 3.
one
or
both
ends
of
the
wire
turned
back
along
the
axis
aol'&-cism (si'Wt-slz'm; so'lt-; 277), n. [F. solecisme, L. as t.o neutralize that component of the effect of the currentso
soloecismus, Gr. croA01.1etaµ.O~,
fr. o-0A.01.1ti,~w to speak or
which is due to the length of the spiral ; less strictly, a
write incorrectly, fr. uOAoucoi speaking incorrectly, from
helix in which the longitudinal component is not so neutralthe corruption of the Attic dialect among the Athenian
ized. When traversed by a current the solenoid, or helix,
colonists of loAo, in Cilicia.] l. An ungrammatical com- acts
in general like a magnet, with the south pole at the
bination of words in a sentence ; a deviation from the idiom
end at which the current flows clockwise to an observer
-0f a language or from the rules of syntax, as in, he was
facing it.
independent on(of) any patron; he don'l(doesn't).
Also, sol 1e-nol!dal (soi'e-noi'dal ; sii'le-), a. a Elec. Of, perloosely, any minor blunder in speech.
taining to, or of the nature of, a solenoid. b Math. Tube2. Hence, any impropriety, absurdity, or unfitness, as in like ; - said of a vector whose divergence is O, whose flux
deeds or manners; also, Obs. or R., an unnatural act,
therefore across any cap or section bounded by a given tube
peraon, or thing, or one out of the right or normal course.
is everywhere the same. - sol'e-no1'dal-ly, adT1.
sole
piece. l. A timber or girder laid on the ground to
1
take and distribute the thrust of an upright or strut; the
floor member of a frame.
BARBARISM is a word or phrase not in accepted use; an IM2. Shipbuilding. a In wooden ships, a piece on the bottom
th~~as~ g~~i.r:dy~1:i
~~~ of the rudder to bring it down to the false keel. b In iron
r:!~Ir~Yg~od
c The
solecism.,- H to electrocute ,\ is a barbarism ; the use of ships, the piece joining rudderpost and sternpost.
projection from the keel to support a balanced rudder.
u transpire"
in the sense of u happen" is an impropriety.
. aol'&-c1st(-sTst), n, [Gr, o-oAo«,a"TJJ<,] One who com- sole'plate 1 ,n. l. Mach. aAbedplate. bTheplateforming
the back of a water-wheel bucket. c A plate to which a
mits a solecism.
can be wedged
aol 1e-cls't1-cal (-t'i-kal), a. Pert. to, or involving, a sole- bearing
and bolted so as to be
cism; incorrect or incongruous. -sol 1e-cis'U-cal-ly, adv.
slightlyadiustable.
aole leather. A thick, strong leather, esp. for shoe soles.
aole'ly (s,Wl'i), adTI. l, Without another; singly; alone. :~11:~f~fl=~e~f
I, Entirely; wholly. Obs.
Soleplate, 1
aol'emn (s!Si'em), a. [ME. solempn,, OF. solempne, L.
ing the end of a motor nerve in a striated muscle fiber.
solemnis, solenni.,;,sollemnis, sollennis, sollus all, entire
so'ler
(sii'ler),
n.
[AS.
solor,
soler,
or OF. solier; both fr.
(prob.) a word meaning revolution, circuit, akin to ambL. solarium, fr. sol the sun. See SOLAR, a.] Aloft or upper
(cf. A.MDI-), or perh. annus a year; properly, that takes
chamber;
arrret
room;
also,
rarely,
a floor or story. Obs.
place every year ;- used especially of religious solemnities.
Of. SAFE, SOLID, SILLY.] l. Marked with re1igious rites and so'le-ua (so'le-iis), n. [NL., fr. L. solea sole of the foot.]
A
nat.
A
broad,
flat
muscle
of
the
calf
of the leg, lying immps; enjoined by, or connected with, religion; sacred.
Pertaining to a festival ; festive ; festal. Oba.
th :t i;,~sib~ciri%!u:~i~b~~se:n~n':'o!h:
b'~1fa~1[ .:~;
8. Stately ; ceremonious ; grand ; also, of great importance
tendinous arch fietween them. Its tendon unites with
or dignity; important. Archaic.
that of the gastrocnemius to form the tendo Achillis.
4. Fitted to awaken or express serious reflections; marked aol1-fa' (siil1fii'), v. i.; SOIIFABD' (-fad');
SOIIPA'ING,
by seriousness; serious ; grave; as, a solemn promise.
[It. solfa the gamut, from the syllables fa, sol.] To sing
b]>enser. the notes of the gamut; to solmizate.
There rei~ned a solemn silence over all
&. Dark, as expressive of melancholy; sad; mournful; as 1
aol'-fa' (siiJtfii'), "· I. To sing to solmization syllables.
a suit of solemn black,
aol'-fa', n. Music. a The syllables used in sol-faing. b
8. Affectedly grave or serious; as, a solemn face.
Solmization. o The gamut. d See T-ONIC SOL-FA, e A
7. Law. Made in form; ceremonious; conforming with 1·011
or baton used by Italian choir leaders.
all legal requirements.
Cf. solemn war, under WAR,
sol'-fa'lst, n. Music. One who practices or advocates the
tonic sol-fa system,
~V:;~t?atvJ'Jvfit~~a~i, ~!:~t ce~~1~~Es~ber,
serious,
IOlemn form. See PROBATE, n., 2. -8. League and Covenant. II ael'fa-ta'ra (stil1fa-tii'rii), n. [It., fr. so/Jo brimstone, sulphur, L. sulfur.] Geol. A volcanic area or vent which yields
Bee COVENANT, 4. -1. war. See WAR.
ao-lem'ni-ty (sa-Il!m1nl-tl), n.; pl. -TIES (-tlz). [ME. so- only vapors and gases, and the like. It represents in some
lempnitee, OF. solempnit~, F . .r;olennite,L. solemnitas, so- cases the last stages of volcanic activity.
lennitas. See SOLEMN.] 1. A rite or ceremony performed aol'fa-ta'ric (-tii'rlk), a. Geol. Of or pertaining to a solwith religious reverence ; religious or ritual ceremony ; fatara or its action ; hence, pertaining to, caused by, or de•
hence, any ceremony, celebration, or formal festivity.
noting, the transfer of mineral substances within the earth
•.rhe forms and solemmties of the last judgment Atterbu,•y.
by sublimation, or the chemical and transporting action of
I, Joyousness; festivity. Obs.
Chaucer. steam ; as, the solfataric theory of vein formation.
,3. Quality of being solemn, or formal and ceremonious;
II aol-feg 1gio (slil-f1Wjii), n.; pl. -GI (-iii). [It., fr. solfa
impressiveness; seriousness ; formal dignity; gravity.
the gamut. J Music. a The arrangement or singing of tones
4, Solemn state or feeling; awe or reverence ; also, the in the scale by the names do, re, mi, etc. b A singing exquality of producing such a feeling ; as, the solemnity of ercise upon such syllables.
· an audience; the solemnity of Westminster Abbey,
aol1f&-r1'no(sol 1fl!-re'nii), n. Fuchsine, or the color pro0
t~;~~c~hi~h
~-r~o1r~!
&. Law. An observance or proceeding according to due
duced by it; 1nagenta; - so called from Solferino in Italy,
ar.td. See SULPHURIC ACID. - a. violet, ~allocyanin
See
form ; the formality necessary to render valid a thing done.
the scene of a battle (1859), about the time of its discovery.
DYB.
-1.
zonal
harmonica,
.Math.,
particular
solutions of Laaol'em-nl-za'Uoa (s!ll'em-nl-zii'shiin; -ni-zii'shlfo), n. [Cf. so-llc'lt (sli-lYs"lt), "· t.; -IT-BD; -IT-ING. [F. sollicitor, L.
place's equation, in spherical coordinates. - to be, get, or
F. solemnisation, solennisation.] Act of solemnizing;
solUcitare, solicitare, •atum, fr.sollicituswholly (i.e., vio- make one' ■ ■elf a. with. Colloq. or Slang. a To have or gain
celebration ; as, the solemnization of a marriage.
lently) moved; sol/us whole
cltus, p. p. of ciere to move.
the favor of. b To have or get revenge upon.
eol•em-nlze (sol'em-niz ), ,,. I. ; SOL'BM-NIZED (-nizd) ; SOL'See SOLEMN, CITE.] 1. To ask earnestly; to make petition aol'ld, n. l. A solid substance or body. All substance■
[Cf. F. solemniser, solenniser.]
B><-NIZ1ING (-niz'lng).
to; to apply to (for something); as, to solicit a man for alms. which do not perceptibly flow are called solids, but be1. To perform with solemn or ritual ceremonies, or accordtween typical solids and typical liquids there are all grada2. To endeavor to obtain by asking or pleading ; to plead
ing to legal forms; as, to solemnize a marriage.
for; as, to solicit an office, a favor, alms.
li's~~eL~~o!~.1:il.
'l1iscous solid, semisolid, viscou,
·1. To dignify or honor by ceremonies; to celebrate.
3. To awake or excite to action; to rouse desire in ; to
I. A magnitude that has three dimensions (length, breadth,
3. To make grave, serious, and reverential.
summon; to appeal to; to invite; allure.
and thickneBB); a part of space bounded on all sides, aa
Wordsworth was solemnized and elevated by this his first look
Milton
That fruit .. solicited her longing eye
on Yarrow.
J. C. Shairp.
4. To urge the claims of ; to advocate ; plead ; to act as a cube, a sphere.
Syn. -See CBLBBRATE.
solid of revolution, a solid conceived as formed by the revofor or with reference to. Obs
· Ford.
'lo'len (so'ien), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-wh~v channel, a shell- solicitor
lution of a figure. See REVOLUTION, 1 b.
a Latinism.
Chapman.
6. To disturb; to disquiet;fish.] l. M,d. = CRADLE, 2 e.
Sol'l-da'go
(sol'l-da'gii), n. [NL., from L. solidare to
Syn. - Beseech, ask, request, crave, supplicate, entreat,
I. [cap.l a The typical genus of razor clams. It is the beg,
strengthen. unite, in allusion to it.a reputed healiug quali ...
implore, importune.
See INVITE.
A razor clam.
_type of the family Solenidre. b [l.
ties.] Bot. A very large genus of chiefly North American
so-llc'lt, ,,. i. To make solicitation ; to importune.
1:IO'lln-ho'fenstone (zo'liln-hii'ffo).
limestone found at so-llc'l-ta'Uon (-l-tii'shiln), n. [Cf. F. sollicitalion, L.
asteraceous plants ; the !(Oldenrods. They are distinguished
Solenhofen, Bavaria, valued for lithographic purposes.
from Aster hy no defimte characters, but may usually be
so/Nc'itatio.] l. Act of soliciting; importunity.
ao-le'no- (sa-Ie'no-). Combining form from Greek O'WA~v. a.
known bl the wandlike stems and small heads with yellow
Excitement;
allurement;
enticement.
Locke.
rays (white in one SJ.>0Cies).The inflorescence varies from
channel, pipe. .
S. Support; defense; advocacy. Obs.
a thyrsoid panicle m the typical ~oldenrods (as S. canaSo-le'no-don (-don), n. [NL. ; soleno-+ Gr. b8oli<,b8ovTO<,.so-llc'l-tor
(sli-lls'l-ter), n. [F . .,olliciteur, L. sollicitator.]
densis) to axillary capitate clusters m S .cresiaand its allies.
a tooth.] Zonl. A genus of peculiar and very rare insec1. One who solicits.
Also fl. c.; pl. -GOES (-goz)], a 1'lant of this genns.
tivorous mammals including two species, S. cnbanus (naI.
Law.
a
Formerly,
in
English
practice,
a
person
adsol'l-dar'l-tv
(-dllr'l-ti), n. LF, Bolidarite, fr. solidairt
tive name almique) of Cuba and S. paradoxus (native
mitted to practice law in a conrt of chancery or equity;
solidary, solide solid. See SOLID.] l. An entire union or
name agouta) of Haiti. They are nearly two feet Jong, and
and
various
now,
under
the
Judicature
Acts
1873-1875
consolidation
of
interests and responsibilities; community.
have a long snout, short round earsh hard fur, and a 10ng
other acts, any person admitted to practice law and conI. Roman & CiT1ilLaw Quality of being solidary, or charduct litigation in any court, including the officers formerly
acterized by several obligations on the part of the debton
:~t:s
atra':n1r;,~J1:,~~-fo~:
DB80LATK, SOLO, SULLBN.]
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ons. Srot.--n, Solicitation. Obs.
8

so-llc'lt-an-cy C-l-tdn-al), n.
Solicitation. O~,s.
ao-llc'lt--ant (-Y-utnt>,n. [L.
1wlficitan,'l, p. pr.] One who aolicitR - a. Solicitous.
ao-llc'lt-ate (-tit), v. t, To BOlicit. ()l·f,l,
10-llc'it.ate. a. [L. ,tollicitatus,
p. p.] Soltcitous. Ohs.
ao-llc'l-tor-shlp', n. See •SHIP.
10-llc'lt-resa (sti-lYs'l-tr~B),or
ao-llc'l-tri::I: (-l-trlks), ti, A fe,.
male solicitor or petitioner. ·
so-lic'i-tu'dl-na-ry (-l-Ul'dl-nt~
rl). so-1ic'l-tu'dl-nou1 C-nUs),a~
Solicitous. Rare.
1 l'1ol'i-da.re (slSl'Y-dD.r; Bt51

dir'J,

n. (LL. MJlid11s. Cf. sou.J

!»Vid~1Vf;e(:i~it~fikJ?6
Having solidarity. Rare.
8
~

11e1 dt/re't1'>,
IIao'll'da.'rt''W' csa
n. [F.] Solidarity.
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SOLIDARY
andseparate ri~hts in the creditors in a sinile subject matter;-disting111ahed from correality, in which there is a single obligation and corresponding right. Solidarity gives
a right of contribution awong the parties. See CORREAL.
II01'1-da-ry(sol'f-da-rf), a. [Cf. F. solidaire.] 1. Having
community of interests and responsibilities.
.I. Roman&:- Civil Law. Constituting, or pertaining to, a
contract in which there are several obligations in the debt•
ol's with corresponding rights in the creditors in a single
subject matter ;-dieting.
from correal. See SOLIDARITY.
BOl.'14-drawn',a. Drawn out from a
heated solid bar, as by a process of
spiral rolling which first hollows the
bar and then expands the cavity by
forcing the bar over a pointed mandrel fixed in front of the rolls ; said of a weldless tube.
&ol'id-hoofed' (-h~ft!), a. a Sol__ _
idungulate. b Specif. : Designating
certain hogs with en~ire instead of l\l et h O d of making
cleft hoofs, that occasionally appear Solid-drawn Tubing
aa variations or sports of domestic <shownin section).
hoi,;s. In some cases they have been bred for several g~nerat1ons and regarded as distinct breeds.
B01'14-homed 1 (-h6rnd1 ; 87), a. Having horns or antlers of
solid bone, as deer; - opposed to hollow-horned. Of. HORN,1.
ao-lld'i-fi-ca'tion (sll-Ird'f-fi-kii'shun), n [Cf. F. solidification.] Act of solidifying, or state of being solidified.
80-lid'i-ly (sll-Jrdff-fi), V. t. ;-FIED (-fid); -l'Y 1ING(-fitfog).
[1olid + -Jy: cf. F. solidijier.] To make solid or compact;
hence, to embody in concrete form.

SOLUBLE

and shyness. The best known is Town1end'1 ,olitalre (M.
townsnidi) of the westem United States. Many others
inhabit Central America and the West Indies.
80111-ta-ry (sol'l'.-tt-rY), a. [L. solitarius, fr. solitaa solitude,
solus alone: cf. F. solitaire. See SOLE, a.; cf. SOLITAmE.]
1. Living or being by one's self or by itself ; having no
companion present; being without associates ; single ;
lonely ; as, a solitary traveler ; also, pert. to, or charac•
teristic of, a single person or thing i performed, passed, or
endured alone ; as, a soUtary journey ; a solitary life.
2. Not much visited or frequented; remote from society;
retired; lonely ; as, a solitary residence or place.
3. Not inhabited or occupied i without signs of inhab•
itants or occupation ; desolate ; deserted ; silent; still ;

the s:yllable si (perhaps from the initial letters of the
last line) was added for the seventh tone. Except in
France, do has supplanted ut as more sonorous. I;.1
France and Italy the syllables ut (or tlo), re, etc., have
become identified with the notes C, D, etc., by what i..;
called the fixed do system. In England and Americ,,
they are used as a transposable scale pattern by the fnov-

~t~~~o Sh:~e~'a~c:lii~\~
h~ef~~~Y f~~:
1:~:i~e~8 i~ ,1~;

li!e

system, maae by adding 'i and e to
initial consonants
of these syllables; thus, di for tlo'!lr,me for mi~. The
minor scale is eolmizated either as in the major scale but
beginning with la, or beginning with do al~d using the
A modern exBO'lo (si'i'li'i), n.; pl. E. SOLOS(-li'iz), It. SOLI (-le). [It.,
lit., alone, fr. L. solus alone. See SOLE, a.] l. Music.
h:i~':d~b~ti~~it/!i~U:!l1Ja~:
t~~~
o1°p':r!ie. Lam i l
An air, strain, or a whole piece, played by a single person
4. Single; individual; sole; as, a solitary example.
or sung by a single voice, with 01· without accompaniment.
&. Bot. Not associated with other organs of the same kind;
2. Caril Playing. Any of a number of games in which one
single ; as, a solitary flower.
6. Zool. a Living habitually alone; not gregarious. b plays alone against the others or without a partner; esp. :
Simple ; not compound. Cf. ci:>MFOUND
ANIMAL.
c Not .a A variety of ombre played with thirty-two cards, theque 0 n
of clubs (spadilla), seven of trumps (manilla), and queen ot
living in communities or colonies; as, solitary bees.
spades (basta) being the first, second, and third best trumps.
Syn. - SOLITARY, ALONE, LONE, LONELY, LONESOME, DESOb Skat. A game or task in which the player makes the
LATE. ALON& lays stress upon the objective fact of being
entirely by one's self; SOLITARY connotes a sense of ieola- trump without the skat. c In solo whist, a playing against
the table to win 6 of the 13 tricks.
~~na o;i~m~~~e~!~,~e(
so'lo, a. Music. Performing, or performed, alone; uncomaging throuph strange seas of thought, alone" ( Wonls- bined, except with subordinate parts, voices, or instruworth) ; cf. ' I was never Iese alone than when by: my.
ments; not concerted. - solo organ. See ORGAN, 1 c.
self" (Gibbon); " The notice ... has been delayed ..•
Sol'omon (eol1t-mun), n. [Gr. loAoµwv, laAwµwv, fr.
ft0 (Jdc::o':i)j.o-g ~!!llt~ '\:
Heb. Shel/Jm/Jh.]._1. Lit., peaceable; - masc. prop. name.
F. Salomon (sli/lo 1m6N1 ); It. Sa/o,none (sii/lts-mo'na); Sp.
with Dora only. That will be rather solitary. However!
JI. Spencer,
I 1;:1.ever
am and never can be alone" (T. E . .Brown); 0 Al
Salorn6n (sii!lii-mi'in'); Pg. Salomao (sil/lii-mouN'); G. Sais bright, and clear, and still, round the solitary hill"
lomo (za'lo-mi'i). - Dim. Sol.
so-lld'i-ty (-tY), n. [L. solidi/as: cf. F. solidite.] 1. State
{Sl,elley). One is LONBLY
who feels one's self alone and
2. Son of David and king of Israel in the 10th century
or quality of being solid ; specif. , a Density; consistency;
Ion~• for companionship; the word also applies to places
B, c., noted for his superior wisdom and magnificent reign,
- opposed to fluidity. b Compactness; fullness of matwhich are unfrequented; LONESOME heightens the implicater; - opposed to openness or hollowness. o Strength ; tion of dreariness i LONE is chiefly poetical ; as, u I wan- and reputed author of Proverbs, Canticles, Ecclesiastes,
and Wisdom of Solomon ; hence, a very wise man. dered lonely as a cloud " ( Wordswortli) ; " This soul hath
soundness; - opposed to weakness or inatability. 4 The
primary quality of matter by which its particles exclude
Sol 1o-mon'icaeal
(-mon'l'.k),
a.
~ne:ir::a~~e
~~:dwl:::td
~1r:e
Sol'o-mon'a
(sol'i'i-munz).
1. A mysor resist all others; hardness ; massiveness.
tic symbol consisting of two interlaced
2. Moral firmness ; validity ; truth ; - as opposed to weak- that on a lonesome road doth walk in fear and dread"
triangles formin_g a star with six points,
ness or fallaciousness ; as, the solidity of an argument.
~fg;!~~u~( fi\~mi'el _lo;:;s~~t:
ofte.n with one triangle dark and one 1a;ht,
18. Geom. Volume; space within a closed area.
That is DESOLATE
which is deserted or left alone, or (esp.)
0 /;,y
4. A solid body. Obs.
forlorn or disconsolate; as, uvour house is left unto you
____,.
Syn. -Firmness, solidness, hardness, density, strength.
convallariaceous vlant of the genus Salo•
~J~~~Ot!fei!f( 1~e}l:y,~is8~~~1'N1~~'~ixT~Dt~arS,
sol 1id-un'gu-late (slS11fd-u~'gfi-ltt), a. [solid + ungumania. ,· - so calli:,d from the scare on the
aolita.ry ant, a velvet ant. - a. confinement, Penal., confine•
thick rootstock.
See SALOMONIA.
late.] Zool. Having a single hoof on each foot, as the
ment of a prisoner alone and without intercourse with So'lon (sii'rnn), n. [See SoLONIAN.]A leg- One form of Solhorse; soliped. - n. A solidungulate animal.
esp.
in
unbroken
absolute
isolation.
1. gl&nds,
others,
omon's Seal.
islator;
publicist;
wise man i sage.
80l'i-d1l8(sol'l'.-diis), n.; pl. SOLIDI(-di). 1. [L.] a Rom.
Anal., specif., small lymph follicles partly in the submuAntiq. A gold coin which under Constantine succeeded
cous tissue and mucous membrane of the intestine. - s. So-lo'ni-an (st-li'i'nf-lin)} a. Of or pert. to Solon, the AtheSo-lon1ic
(-llSn'fk)
nian
lawgiver,
or
his
legislation
the aureus and continued to the fall of the Empire. Its
One, Asll"on., the 2d-magnitude star a (Alpha) Hydrre. - •·
following the authority vested in him 594-593 B. c. to
normal value is about $3.02 or 12s. 5d. It was later called
1
revise
the
constitution.
From
his
sweeping
changes,
the
!;i!:ir:~:i:.~ni.r~rtYt~:dof3'W
bezant. b [LL.] A medieval money of account equal to
term BolonlaD.law sometimes implies drastic measures.
sandpiper. It lays its eggs in trees in abandoned nests.
twelve denarii.
solo
whist.
A
card
game
played
with
the
full
pack
ranking
2. The oblique stroke/, orig. a long.f(s), abbrev. for shil1A~~ii~~a=b;'e
as at whist, each player declaring for which of seven differling; - sometimes used instead of a horizontal line(-) in ( vf;.e",,nfE1~iJ~:s!~1"!:~il:°N"
ent points ne proposes to play.
fractions, as½ for j, or in separating denominations in ex- bluish gray, the back preen, and the win~with two white Sol-pu'gi-da (sol-pii'jf-d<i), n.pl.
:1Jdow:~~:~od:a~ds~!!ps.t
do not live in
pressing a sum of money, as £3/12/6 (= £312s. 6d.).
[NL., fr. L. solpuga (also soli3. See LIQUIDUS CURVB.
ao'll-tid'al (sii'll-tid 1itl), a. [L. sol sun+ E. tidal.] Ast,·on. puga, salpuga) a kind of venomBOl'i-fid'1-an (slSl'Y-ffd1I-itn), n. [L. solus alone + fide,
Relating to tidal movements dependent upon the sun.
ous ant,or spider. Cf. SoLIFUG.il!l.]
faith.] Eccl. One who maintains that faith alone is suffi- sol'i-tude (slSl'l'.-tiid), n. [F., fr. L. solitudo, fr. so/us alone.
Zool. An order of hairy spidercient for justification ; - opposed to nullijldian. - BOl'i- See SOLE, a.] 1. State of being alone, or remote from
like arachnids having a seg114'1-an,a. - sol 11-f1411-an-iam (-b'm ), n.
society ; lonelinese ; solitariness ; isolation ; seclusion.
mented thorax and abdomen,
80-lll'o-quize (sts-lfl'ls-kwiz), v. i. ; -QUIZBD
(-kwizd); -Qulz'Whosoever is delighted with solitude 1e either a wild beast or
slender leglike pedipalps, and
One of the Solpugida
a god.
Bacon.
ING(-kwizlfog). To utter a soliloquy; to talk to one's self.
strong chelate chelicerm.
In <Galeodes araueoidea),
2. A solitary or lonely place, as a desert or wilderness.
- so-lll•o-quizter (-kwiz'ilr), n.
structure they show close relationship to the scorpions,
Syn, - SOLITUDE,
1soLATION.SOLITUDE
is the state of being
so-lll 1o-quy (-kwl) 1 n.; pl. -QUIBS(-kwlz). [L. soliloquibut the~ breathe by means of trachere and have no book
um; solus alone ;- loqui to speak. See BOLEonly; LO- alone, esp. in its subjective aspects; ISOLATION sug~sts
an~"Iu~i~~f;~~
f~Pt MadaQUACIOUS.]1. Act of talking to one's self ; a discourse
:!e~ef:ichhl~il~e
t'haf,:
:~~ot~e of~i:;~;1t
made by one in solitude to one's self; monologue.
very few cases is tLis capacity Tor mueinj solitude com~ sol'stice (slS11stls), n. [L. solstitimn; sol the snn + mtere to cause to stand, akin to stare to stand : cf. F. sol2, A written composition representing a monologue.
a.0!:':::ti:i°fh~i~~,~~d
:~;'rf~)Jt:•v~1:. stice. See SOLAR, a. i STAND, ti, i.] 1. .Astron. a The
801.'l.p-slsm
(slSl'l'.p-slz'm), n. [L. so/us alone+ ipae self.]
son). See SOLITARY.
point in the ecliptic at which the sun is farthest from the
Metaph. The theory, assumption, or belief: a That the
equator, north or south, namely: the first point of the sign
self knows and can know nothing but its own modifications sol'lar, sol'ler (-<ir), n 1. Var.ofsoLER. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
Cancer and the first point of the sign Capricornus, the forand states. b That the self is the only existent thing, or, 2. Mining. A platform in a shaft, esp. betweeu the series
;
a
longitudinal
partition
forming
an
air
passage
of
ladders
mer being the 111J11J11eraolat1ce,
the latter the winter 1olat.tce,
inaccurately, that all reality is subiective. Except as inacbetween itself and the roof in a working. Eng.
c~rately applied by opponents to certa.m forms of idealism, solip·
in northern latitudes; - so called because the sun then apatsm represents only a hypothetical position incidentally used tn aol'lar, 1ol'ler,11. t. Tocovenirprovide
withasollar. Eng.
parently stands still in ita northward or southward motion.
metaphysical reasonings. Kant used the term ethically, to denote sol'ler-et (sol.'er-llt; soi'i!r-llt'), n. [F. sole,·et, dim. fr. OF.
b The time of the sun's passing the solstices, or solstitial
pore eetf.seeki~g ; but this usage is rare in English.
ahoe, F. soulier.~ Med. Ar,nor. A flexible steel shoe
points, namely, about June 21 and December 21.
sol'1p-sist (-slst), n. Metaph. One who adopts, or is aoler
or one of its overlappmg plates. See ARMOR,I/lust.
2. Hence, furthest or highest point; limit.
deemed to adopt, the theory of solipsism ; the hypothetsol/mi-za'tion
(slSJ/ml-zii'shun),
n.
[F.
solmisaUon,
fr.
3. A stopping or standing still of the sun. Obs.
ical Individual who asserts his self to be the sole reality or
the necessity that he must be skeptical of all else. - 801.'- 1olmiser to sol-fa ; - so called from the musical notes sol, sol-sti'tial (slSl-stl ah'itl ), a. [L. solstitialis: cf. F. aolaticial.]
mi.
See
soL-l!'A.l
Murie.
Act,
practice,
or
system
of
us-Of, pert. to, or being, a solstice ; also, happening at a sollp-siB'tio (-sls 1tfk), a.
ing a set of sy Ila oles to denote the tones of a scale ; sol-fa
stice, esp. the summer solstice. - 1ol1tlt1&1armll. See ADIL,
BOl'i-taire'(sol'l-ttr 1), n. [F. See SOLITARY.] 1. A per- notation
; solfeggio. A system of eolmization based on 2. - •• colure. See COL URE. - I, point. = SOLSTICE, 1 a.
son who lives in solitude, a recluse ; a hermit.
the syllable•.,..,, -ra, .,.,,, .,.., for the four notes of the tetra- sol'u-bll'i-ty(sol'n-bll'l'.-tr),n;pl
-mts(-tfz).Qualityorstate
2. A single diamond or (sometimes) other gem set alone;
of being soluble ; degree to which solution may be carried.
hence, In England, an ornamented stud in two parts.
bri:«:n~::ifi!;!J~!tRs~1::fe~Ei';:1ft':t
a~t aol'u-ble
1il-b'l), a.
(slSl
[L.
solubilis,
fr. ,olvere, aolutum,
a. A game which one person can play alone ; - applied to cribe:f' to Guido d.'Arezzo an 11th-century monk. The fol- to loosen, to dissolve: cf. F. aoluble.
Bee SOLVE; cf.
many gs.mes of cards etc. ; also, to a ~me ylayed on a lowing first six phrases of an ancient hymn to St. John the
SOLVABLB.]1: Susceptible of being dissolved in a fluid;
Baptist began on the ascending tones of the major scale :
boaril with pegs or \;;;lis, in which the object 1s, ooginning
capable of solution. See SOLUTION,
4.
U~ queant la:xis Resonare fibris,
with all the places filled except one, to remove all but one
Mira gestorum Jlamuli tuorum,
of the pieces by"' jump_ing," as in draughts.
2. Susceptible of being solved; as, a soluble algebraic
4. A ffightless bird (Pezophaps solitaria) related to the
Solve j~~~~!iJ~:!~e~eatum,
problem ; susceptible of being disentangled, unraveled,
dodo, but less clumsy, and with a smaller bill with a hard
or explained; solvable; as, the mystery is perhaps soluble.
caruncular ridge at its base. It inhabited the island of r::e:i~ft~;i~~:l~i"o~~~·½c~~~~i::1;,\~:i;:i:c:~s!tth!~J?:i~
3. Relaxed ; laxative ; loose. Rare.
Rodriguez, but was exterminated about 1750.
aolable blae. See DYE.- •· blae Indigo, sulphlndigotic acid.
&. Any of several American fly-catehing birds of the thrush
~:: ~!i'~c'hg~a~;?~;::.~1':r;!tbl~!,,W:!i~jn:~,~~:~~
-1.
ferment. See l'EBIIBNT, n.,1 (2).-a.gl&u.=W.ATER GLA..88.
- 1.groap, Math.,a group in which the orders of all the factor
family and genus Myadeate,, noted for their sweet song
the medieval hexachord was supplanted by the octave,
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acid salts.

See PHOSPHORIC ACID. - •• starch.

See

STARCH.

-BOl'u-ble-neaa, n. - sol'U-bly, adv.
II ao'laa (so'li!s), masc. a., ao'la (so 1l<i), fem. a. [L.]
Alone ; - chiefly used in stage directions, and the like.

so-lute' (BG-liit'), a. [L. solutus, p. p. of solvere to loosen.
See SOLVB.l l. Loose; free; of discourse, fluent; declamatory. 05s.
2. Relaxed; hence, merry , cheerful. Rare.
3. Soluble ; as, a solute salt. Obs.
4. Bot. Not adhering ; loose; distinct. Rare.
so-lute', v. t. Obs. 1. To dissolve ; to resolve.
2. To absolve; as, to solute sin.
so-lute', n. Chem. ,(: Physics. A dissolved substance.
ao-lu'Uon (sli-lii'•hltn), n. [ME. solucion, OF. solucion, F.
solution, fr. L. solutio, fr. solvere, solutum,, to loosen, dissolve. See SOLVE.] l. Separation of the parts of any body;
disruption ; breach.
2. State of being disintegrated; resolution; disintegration;
hence, an undecided state ; hesitancy.
3. Act or process of solving a problem, question, or the
like, or state of its being solved; explanation; clearing up.
4 Physics&, Chem. a The act or process by which a substance, whether solid, liquid, or gaseous,-is absorbed into,
and homogeneously mixed with, another liquid substance;
also, the resulting liquid product. b Any homogeneous
mixture (usually liquid) the composition of which can undergo continuous variation within certain limits; - sometimes called physical mixture. Also, the act or process
So-called chemlby which such a mixture ls prodnced.
eal I0111tlonis that accompanied by a clearly marked chemi~d~~t,:'tt,s~1!.':
i~i~:~1:i8ti~~~~e~f ~~1!1~~~~u:~\dsh!~~
nitrate. Solution not so accomPl!nied is sometimes called
mecha.nical, or phyalcal, ■olutlon. Solution may be accompanied by either an evolution or an absorption of heat. See
alliOOSIIIOTIO PRESSURE,
DISSOCIATION,
2, COLLOID,
n., 1.
&. Maih. The process or result of loosing or dissolving
connections formed by mathematical operations among
symbols, so as to exhibit these symbols freed from such
connections and operations. Thus, to solve ay• + 2by + c
= O (as to y) means to exhibit y as one side of an equation, unconnected with other symbols;· to solve the differential equation A~+
2B~~ + C = 0 means to exhibit"' and y connected by an equivalent equation freed
from differentiations.
A Jenera! aolution of a differential

~1ut~! 0

~q~°ai}~!~s
~~!:fi!:s
:01::~:
~:f:rfi~:~Y~f:~

f:."::~~~i
a

g~~:.'r"a\~o;=i~~~!~-~aries.
A lingular 1ol11tlon
The termination of a disease ; resolution. b
A crisis. c A liquid medicine or preparation (usually
aqueous) with the solid ingredients soluble.
7. Rom. & Civil Law. Discharge of a contract by performance, esp. payment ; performance of an obligation.
8. Release; deliverance i discharge. Obs.
Barrow.
aolution of continuity, the separation of connection, or of
dt::;tti~~e i~r !a~~;~~~In0f relatively easy solubility, as when the substance is under

&. Med.

~11:ug:tr.~~~·
ad1!;rux

fnre~fnJ>~!s~n;Ock~h:~icif~:cr~~::1i!~Yif

s~~lfl~!~izJl:~~

8

solution pressure. Physics & Cheni. Pressure due to the
~~~{f~~Lar\e~t3;:: t~r dri~~e~!\8:-is\~1t~a:i1Jti~':i, s:i~!~Y~
a cause of the electric current from a primary battery.
[L. solve,•e, solutum, to loose,
dissolve+ E. oresol.] Cresol rendered soluble in water
by the addition of the sodium salt of cresol. Trade Name.
So-lu'trl-sn (sli-lii 1trl-lin), a. Designating, or pert. to, an
epoch of paleolithic culture named after the Solutre Cave,
in the French department of Sftone-et-Loire, where characteristic remains were discovered. See PALEOLITHIC.
solv'a-ble (sol'v<i-b'l), a. [Cf. ~•. solvable solvent, in OF.,
payable. See SOLVE; cf. SOLUBLE,
SOLVIBLE.] 1. Susceptible of solution, or of being solved, resolved, or explained.
2. Capable of being paid and discharged, as debts.
3. Able to pay one's debts; solvent
Obs.
-solv 1a-bll'l-ty (-bll'l-tl), solv'a-ble-ness, n.
.Sol'va:r proc1ess (sol'vii). [After Ernest Solvay of Couillet,. near Charleroi, Belgium, the inventor.I A process for
maKing soda from common salt, based on the sparing solubility of sodium bicarbonate, which is precipitated when
f:°!'i~~ ~~x~!8U:~n~!~sfuds~~~~i~~-onf}ratfc~b~:a~ 1i~~g:~
verted into carbonate by calcining.
·BOlve(solv), ,,. t.; SOLVED (solved); SOLV1ING (slSl'vlng).
[L. solvere, solutum ,· from a prefix so- expressing separation (cf. SOBER) + l1tere to loosen; cf. OF. so/dre, soudre.
See LOOSE; cf. ABSOLVE.] l. To clear up (what is obscure
or difficult to be understood) ; to unfold ; explain ; resolve ;
to work out to a result or conclusion ; to determine ; settle ;
as, to solve a doubt i to solve a problem.
God shall solve the da....k decrees of fate.
Tickell.
2. To dissolve.
Syn. -Explain, resolve, unfold, clear up.
·aol'Ven-cy (sol'vl!n-sl), n. [See SOLVENT.] Quality or
state of being sol vent.
,aol'vent (slSl'vl!nt), a. [L. solvena, p. pr. of solvere, to

BOl'u-tol(slSJlli-tol ; •to!), n.

2. A uoun suffix used with numerals and denoting together,
loosen, discharge, pay. See SOLVABLB.] l. Having the
in all,· as, eixsome ,· fl.vesome. Now ,Rare, exc. in foursome.
power of dissolving ; dissolving; as, a solvent fluid.
~ The reference H See -SOME" is sometimes given as
[Cf. OF. solvent.] Able or sufficient to pay all just
tlie only definition of a word ending in-so,ne, if its meaning
debts i as, a solvent merchant; the estate is solvent.
can readily be gathered from the definitions of the suffix
1olvent naphtha. = BENZINE,2 a.
and the root word.
aol'vent (sol'vlnt), n. l. A substance (usually liquid)
capable of, or used in, dissolving something ; as, water is -some (-som). Combining form from Greek awµ.a., uwµ.a.·
-ro5, body,· as in merosom.e, a body segment; cephalosome.
the appropriate solvent of most salts, alcohol of resins,
some (slim), a. [ME. som, sum, AS. sum; akin to OS.,
ether of fats.
OFries., & OHG. sum, OD. som, D. sommig, lcel. sumr,
That which resolves or explain, i as, a solvent of mystery.
BOl've-ol(-ve-ol; -ol), n. [L. sol'1ere to dissolve+ E. cre- Dan. somme (pl.), Sw. somlige (pl.), Goth. sums, and E.
same.
See SAME,a.,' cf. 1st. -SOME.1 1. A certain ; one;
so!.] A solution of cresolin sodium cresotate. Trade Name.
alllvs'berg-lte (sftlvz'berg-it), n. [G. soli•sbergit, fr. name - indicating a person, thing, event, etc., as not known in•
dividually
or designated specifically ; - often correlative
of a mountain in Norway.] Petrog. A dike rock composed
to another, other, or others,· as, sorne man, that is, some one
of alkali feldspars and regirite and intermediate between
man
;
at
some
time or other.
grorudite and tinguaite.
Some mun proiseth hie neighbor by a wicked intent, Chaucer.
so'ma (,o'mti), n. [Skr. soma.] l. Bot. An East Indian
2.
Being
a
certain
(indefinite) portion or number; being
asclepiadaceous climbing shrub (Sarcostemrna acidum)
an undefined quantity or part; more or less; as, some wine;
yielding a somewhat acidulous milky juice.
some
persons
;
sometimes
implying that the amount or
2. An intoxicating drink of ancient India, thought to be degree is small, sometimes that
it is considerable. " Bore
prepared from the juice of the above plant, and used in
us
some
leagues
to
sea.''
Shak.
Also, with special partitive
sacrificial rites in honor of the god Indra ; homa; also
force : of one portion or group; - correl. to ether or others.
[cap.], this liquor personified and worshiped as a god.
About; more or less; - used adverbially before a nuSo-ma'li (sli-mii'le) l n. l. One of a Hamitic race of So- 3.
meral ; as, a village of some eighty houses ; formerly before
a
singular
noun denoting time or distance; as, usome hour
N1gr:~2~n1;,.'J:abfo~~~~i!t!;~\::;
hence."
Shak.
tall and dark, with well-formed features and martial car4.
Logic.
The term indicating restriction in the applicariage ; nearly all are fanatical Mohammedans.
tion, in knowledge or existence, of the predicate to the class
2. The language of the Somalis. See HAMITIC c.
So-mas 1chl-an (sli-mils'kl-iin), a. R. 0. Ch. Of, pert. to, which the subject desi_j!nates; as, some [and doubtless all]
men are mortal; someLbutnotall] negroes are Americana.
or designating, an order founded, in 1528, by Girolamo
Syn. - SOME,ANY. In general,soME emphasizes lack of
Miani at Somasco, Italy, to conduct orphan and Magdalen
specification, ANY lays stress on indifference of choice or
asylums and also schools. -n.
A member of this order.
lack of limitation; as, H some unsuspected isle in far-off
so-mat'lc (sli-mllt'lk), a. [Gr. ""''"'"nKo<,
fr awµ.a. the
seas" (R. Brownin~ ,· 0 as common as anp the most vulgar
body.] l. Biol. a Pert. to the body as a whole; corporeal.
!~!ncfe}~.sense" (S ak.). For more special idiomatic uses,
b Pert. to the soma or the somatic cells.
2. Anal. & Embryo!. Pert. to the wall of the body; so- aome by some, bit by bit; a little at a time. Obs. or Dial.
matopleuric ; parietal.
some, pron. 1 A certain person ; one. Obs. Chaucer.
2. A certain (indefinite) quantity, portion, or number, as
~r!{:~gf/olha':i rnirv~~~~f ~hi~h~'.
distinguished from the rest.
11
l,ome [seeds] fell among thorns; ·r . but other fell into good
~~~: o1if:::Y!~t;{lu"alt
\~~!!s;:;;~i
ground
Jlatt. xiii. 7, 8.
the individual dies its somatic cells must sooner or later
some
aome, one part ... another part; these •••
die, but the substance of some germ cells must have con- those; ...- nsed
distributively.
tinuous life as long as the race exists. - a. death. See
Some to the shores do fly,
DEATH,n., 1, 3d Citation. - •. velocity. = MASSVELOCITY.
Some to the woods, or whither fear advised.
Daniel.
ao'ma-to- (so'm<i-tli-). Combining form from Greek uwµ.a., some'bod-y (slim'blld-I), n. l. A person unknown or uncrWµ.a.To~,
body; as in .,omatocyst, somatolo'gy.
certain i a person indeterminate; some person.
sO'ma-tol'o-gy (-tol't-jI), n. Lsomato- + -logy.] l. DocJesus said, Somebody hath touched me, Luke viii. 46.
trine or science of general properties of material su betances.
2 · A per~~u 0la~~:o~~r!;t~?!~fiti:t~~::~J:;/y.
Acts v. 36.
2. Anthropol. The comparative study of the structure,
functions, and development of the hnman bod,¥; - practi- aome'llow 1 (-hou 1 ), adv. In one way or another; in some
way not yet known or designated ; by some means ; as, the
cally restricted to statistical treatments of bodily measurements and to comparative descriptions of those traits which
thing must be done somehow,· he lives somehow;- somechiefly distin{cuish races andfcopulations. Cf. CRANIOMETRY times emphasized by the addition of o,· othei-.
He has somelww or other got the entire management, Scott.
~St:~to?lna:tg~!-i~tttH1,t-·jy;tr,:;som'er-aault (slim'ilr-s6lt), 11. [F. soubresaut a jump,
so'ma-to-phytet (so'mti-tli-fitl), n. [s01naio- + -phyte.] leap, OF. also soubresault, fr. Pr. soubresaut ,' L. super
Bot. A plant composed of somatic cells which develop
over+ saltus a leap, fr salfre to leap. See SUPER-;SALIchiefly into adult tissue. All higher plants are of this
ENT.]
A leap or fling in which a person turns his l1eela
type. Cf. ASOMATOPHYTE.
over his head ; a turning end over end.
ao'ma-to-plasm (-plllz'm), n. [somato-+ -plasm.] Biol. som 1er-sault, v. i. To turn a somerssult.
Protoplasm of somatic cells. Cf. GERMPLASM.
some'thlng (slim'thlng), n. l. Some thing; a thing unso'ma-to-pleuret (-ploor 1 ; 243), n. [somato-+Gr. ,.,.,vpa known, undetermined, or not specifically designated ; a
side.] Embryo!. In the embryos of oraniate vertebrates,
certain indefinite thing ; an indeterminate or unknown
the outer, or parietal, of the two layers into which the latevent, incident, affair, etc.
The whole world haesometh!ng to do, something to talk of, som.eeral plate of the mesoblast splits, together with the epiblast
tliing to wish for, and sometl11ng to be employed about.
Pope.
investing it externally. The inner, or visceral, layer of mesoblast formed at the same time, together with the under2. A portion,
~ni!1~~~::it~~ntityord:Jfu:::
1
lying hypoblast, is called the splanchnopleure; the cleft
3. A thing which is important, significant, or noteworthy;
between them forms the true body cavitJ.·, or ccelom. The
somatofileure forms the bod_ywall (and · ,.amniote verteau element of value; also, a person of consequence.
If a man thinketh himself to be sometlmig, when he is noth~l~~~:
a;~~nffr~~r:o::!~
Gal. vi. 3.
ing, he deceiveth himself
topleure and splanchnopleure are extended to similar strucaomethin1 like. See 1st LIKE,3, Note.
tures in the embryos of certain other animals, as insects some'thlng, adv. a In some degree i somewhat; to some
and some other arthropods. -ao 1ma-to-pleu'ral (-ploo'- extent. b At some distance. Rare.
riil; 243), ao1ma-to-pleu'rlc (-rlk), a.
some'tlme 1 (-tim 1 ), adv. l. At a past time indefinitely reaom'ber l (som'ber),a.
[F.sorubre; orig. uncert.; of. Sp.
ferred to ; once ; formerly.
som'bre / sombra shade, prob. fr. LL. subumbrare to put 2.
At a time undefined ; once in a while ; sometimes.
in the shade ; L. s1tbunder+ umbi-a shade. See UMBRAGE. J 3. At one time or other hereafter: as, I will do it some1. Dull; dusky; gloomy; as, a somber forest or house .
time. "Sometime he reckon shall. 11
Chaucer.
2. Melancholy ; grave; depressing; as, somber reflections.
1, a.
Having been formerly; former; late;
-som'ber-ly, som'bre-ly, adv. -som'ber-ness, som'- some't1me
Shak.
whilom. "Our sometime sister, now our queen."
bre-nesa, n.
some'tlmea 1 (-timz'), adv. [sometime+ adverbial ending
som-bre'ro (som-brii'r1i), n.; pl. -ROS (-roz).
~s, as in ~wards.] L Formerly; once ; sometime. Obs.
[Sp., fr. sonibra shade. See SOMBER.] A
2. At times; not always; now and then; occasionally.
kind of broad-brimmed hat, usually
It is good that we sometimes be contradicted Jer. Taylor.
of felt, orig. worn in Spain and in
aometimes . . . aometimes, at certain times . . . at certain
Spanish America, but now also in
other times j as, 10111,etimes
gay, sometimes sad.
the southwestern United States.
aome'what 1 (-hwlSt'), n. l. A certain indeterminate quansom'brous (som'brns), a. [Cf. Sp.
Sombrero.
tity or dJi!: Ja1~/>h~r;~
!!:~vi!l:;sa
;ni~~~~t!~~f.'
somb,·oso.] Somber. -som'brous-ly, adv.-aom'brous2. An important or noteworthy person or thing.
ness, n.
-some (-sltm). [AS. -sum; akin to G. & OHG. -sa.m, Ice!. 3. Hegelianism. A reality to which belongs negation as a
samr, Goth. lustusams longed for. See SAME,a.,- cf. soMB, limit; a limited reality.
a. 7 1. An adjective suffix having primarily the sense of some'what', adv. In some degree or measure; a little.
lifie or same, and indicating a considerable degree of the some'where' (-hwl'lr1), adv. In or to some place unknown
thing or quality denoted in the first part of the compound;
or not specified ; in one place or another ; as, to go somewhere out of town. "Somewhere nigh at hand." Milton.
as in mettlesome, gladsome, winsome, blithesome, etc.
aome'part', adv. Somewhat; in •
SAME, suu.
so'ma-cule (& li'm d-k ff. l), n. l ao'ma--to-cyat'(-tG-elet'),n. [so- some.
[Dim. ofsoma.] Biol. A pangen. mato- + -c•11st.] An air cavity aome, n. [AS. sOm.7 Concord ; some measure. Scot.
■om'er (diaL etim'lr). Oba. or
agreement. Ohs.
dial. Eng. var. of SUMMER,
aom.e,
a.
[AS.
gesOm
united,
:~:~;~,t!C::: ~~ SA~•~:.'
aWµ.a ~ a~~~:1~;:.R;tl~?!l~ft~~{~~:
peaceable,l Convenient ; ac- aomer, n. [OF. somier, F. sombody + -A.O:rp11i.,
ne in Ei.BwAo- ao·ma-to:ge-net'ic (-tl'l-j~-n~t'- cordant
mier,] A eumpter horse. Oba,
;
peaceable.
Obs,
AriTp1J~idolater I A worshiper lk], a. Zool-, Somat~ge1,!.IC- aome,con,.1.lCf,Dan.&Sw.,om
n. A sumpter. Oba.
of one's own body. Obs.
BOma-to-gen ic_ (-tO-J~nlk),_~ as, like; akin to E. some, same.] ■om.erer.
+ SOMBRERO.
aomance. t SUMMON~.
(so~at~ -1- -yemc l ,Bwl. Or1g1- As; so; soever ;-in combina- aomerera.
Som.'er- ■et (eti m'~ r-e~ t), n.
aoma plant. = SOMA, 1.
naJmg m the somatic cells.
fFrom Somersetshire, Eng.] A
■om.a.re. t SUMMER.
■o...ma-tome (-ti5m), n.
[Gr.
Dorset horned sheep.
IIao'ma.--tl!n' (sli'mii-tln'>, n ,- ~µ:1"body -tome.7 ~ somite. aome,
Somewhat; in some aom'er-aet (stim'~r-~t). Var. of
pl. -TEN ES (-tii'nis).
rsp] A
80 ma.--tom.
le (-tl)m l'k), a.
SOMER'iAULT,
tisg.~~!f.tent. Chiefly aomet.
body of armed townsmen for B0'ma-tot'ro-piam
C-HSt'rtJ, <Jr/f:-.~ei}
+ SAMEn,
defense against attackJ!_lz'm),n. [.~omato- + .troprsm.]
aome'thing-neBB,n. See •NESS,
0
8
1,
• In some de- aome'time■', a. E"ormer;someBo'ma-te'ri-a (e<'.Vmd-te'rl-d)n Plant Ph11si(!l- A directive mor measure ; somewhat. time. Obs,
[~., prob fr Gr. uWµa b~dy r::inc::x:~~~
b~rt~n~~~~?~ l[Tee
Obs o,- Scot. 4"Dial Eng. - n. somette. t SUMllIT.
+ epr.ov wool (taken in the sense ao'ma-to-trop'ic (-ti'J-t~p'lk), Somewhat;
In someway;
a fairly large some'way',ad,;
somehow ; - commonly written
amount. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
~!!~::,i/Jid~~cI~e
principal ':izlJg;:}:;~-trop'i-cal-ly,
some'gate
(etlm'gltt), adv. as two words.
ao-mat'i-cal (sn-mllt'l'-kclll, a. aom'ber, aom'bre, v, t. To make [.11ome
+gate a way.] Somehow;
adv. somber. Rare. - n. Gloom. somewhere. Scot. 4"Dial. Eng.
Somatic. - BO•m&t'i-cal-ly,
adv. Somewhat. Ohs.
~';;~oa;;tcr. (-lke), n, = SOMA(si'Jm-bri'rlt), n. aomekll,
aomekln, a. Of some kind ; ~~'what'lf d:fi~iie
ao'ma-ilam (&O"m4-tl'z'm), n. Guano from Sombrero.
some kind of. Obs,
[etc.I aome'when', adv. At aomeiasomen, ■omenom'· + SUllKON,
~~'lo1::':~ere~8iT~;~~
n. ==
:::Ui:U.&~dg;dsoxO::·EAL•
aomentale. t SAMBNTALB.

z.

~~t'!1.':!~J:t:~\?

1~t~;:jtn,:::i~~

~irsrr:;. ~:,f.
~t:!

m:t:i~:tc':afl;.

:O?:e~f~
!e;:t;

1s:1r::~t:J~
1
~:1\:s ~1~t~
!~~:r.

Grew.

+

!~~nsbi~~o}J,8:,~e:reil¥::~osomev-

t

adv.

::::f~ !::.

adv.

i'::r.e:::r.'
JiiS:tm;.w!!,7:x,.adv
~::,w1}r.~I

!!::bre'rite

:rn::.~(~t\~r,.
Ht;~~i:I

llrod, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

go; sing, h_)k; then, thin;
Full explanation•

nat9re, verd-.9re (260); K=ch
of Abbreviation-.

Sips,

in G. !ch, ach(144);

etc., Immediately

boN; yet; zh=z

precede the
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SOME WHILE

SONOROUS

1er (slim 1hwHh 1ilr), adv.
IIODle'Whlth
To some place.
BO'mlte(so'mit), n. [Gr. uwµ.a body.] Anal. & Zool.

syn. T. iliacus), next to the nightingale the most popnJa;,
types of sonata were recognized : the sonata da chiesa,
of European song birds. It is olivaceous brown
or church sonata, inclining to grave airs contrapuntally
One of the longitudinal series of segments into which the
treated ; and the sonata tla came,·a, or chamber sonata, re• t~~!:t'.1~~ts~~it~a1~itiiti:'J~~i~ttrg~~
~~ th e
body of mauy animals, esp. articulates and vertebrates, is sembling the suite. b An extended composition in cyclic
the breast and sides. Called also mavis
more or less distinctly divided ; a somatome or metamere.
form, for one or two instruments, and in three or four
and tlirostle.
movements which are contrasted in rhythm but related in so-nli'er-ous(sc\-nlf'ilr-us), a. [L. so- BO'ml-tal(so'mI-tal), so-mit'ic (sli-mit'Ik), a.
som'nal (s~m•nitl), n. [L. somnus sleep+ E. chloral.]
tonality: and properly have an organic unity of sentiment
nus+ E. -jerous.J Sounding; producPharm. A solution of chloral hydrate and urethane in
ing or conveyin~ sound.
1~·r
1
1
\~~ son'i-fl-ca'tlon
alcohol, used as a hypnotic.
(slln 1i-fI-kii 1shun), n.
som-nam'bu-lant(s~m-nllm 1bi'i-li:int), a. Walking, or ad- (see def. a below), which may have a short slow introduc[L. sonus sound + E. -fication.]
dicted to walking, while asleep.
2
Act or process of producing sound,
~~~i,
r!tt~~o~~gg~
i~r:~<~,
som-uam'bu-lar(-Jar), a. Somnambulistic.
as the stridulation of insects.
minuet or (the more modern) scherzo, sometimes with
som-nam'bu-late(-lit), v. i. ct::t.; -LAT'Eo (-lit't!d) ;-LAT'- appended trio; (4) the quick finale, often in rondo form.
son'-ln-law', n. ; pl. soNs-1NING(-lit'Ing).
[L. soinnus sleep+ ambulare, ambulatu,n,
sonata form. Music. a A type of musical structure dis- LAw. The husband of one's daughto walk. See SOMNOLENT ; AMBLE,] To walk when asleep.
tinctive of the sonata. It is based upon two themes or subter; a man in his relationship to
- IIODl-nam'bu-la'tlon
(-Hi/shun), n. - som-nam'bu-la'- jects, presented in different keys, often with transition•
his wife's parents.
Song Thrush.
al episodes, and conforming substantially to the following Son'ne-ra'tl-a(s~n't-ra'shI-a), n. [NL., after Pierre Sontor (-Ia 1ter), n.
plan : (1) tne expolltlon, giving out the principal subject
som-nam'bu-Usm(-bii-!Iz'm), n. [Cf. F. somnainbuli,me.]
nerat (1745-1814), French naturalist.]
Bot. A genus of
0
A state in which an individual asleep performs actions aptrees and shrubs typifying the f~mily Sonneratiacere.
:~~i~ei~;dr;~~j~t~~\~rU:f~
~
propriate to the waking state ; a state of sleep in which
8
11r!~:~~
B~~~=~:r~sbi
some of the senses and voluntary powers are partly awake.
:~~~bl~~~rr
ment in India. S. apetala is the kambala.
som-nam'bu-Ust(-!Ist), n. One who is subject to som- tion, repeating both subjects in the original key,
endini with a coda. Sonata formula has been suggested for Son'ne-ra'tl-a'ce-m(-ii•st-e), n. pl. [NL.] Bot. A small
nambulism ; one who walks in his sleep; a sleepwalker.
this sense to distinguish it from the next. b An extended
family of tropical trees and shrubs ( order Myrtales), having
aom-nam1bu-Us'tlc (-lis•tik), a. Of or pert. to a somnam- form
in several movements, typically as described under
opposite leaves, large flowers with indefinite stamens, and
bulist or somnambulism ; affected by somnambulism.
b. The sonata form is used not only in the sonata
pnlpy
,often edible,fruit. -son 1ne-ra1t1-a'ceous(-shlls ),a.
aom-nli'er-ous (-nif'ilr-us), a. [L. somnifer; somnus SONATA
proper, as for piano, organ, violin, etc., but in the consleep +ferre to bring.] Soporific; dormitive.
certo, string quartet, and other chamber music for more son'net (s~n•~t; -rt; 151), n. [F., fr. It. sonetto, dim. of
suono a sound, a song, fr. L. sonus a sound; cf. OF. & Pr.
som•no-lence(s~m'nli-lens) n. [L. somnolentia: cf. F. than one or two instruments, and in the symphony.
sonet a little song. See souND noise.] l, A short poem,
som'no-len-cy (-len 1sI)
somnolence.] 1- Sleep. Obs. sO'na-tl'na(so'ni!-tii'na),
n.; it. pl. -NE(-na). [It.] Music.
2. Sleepiness; drowsiness ; inclination to sleep.
usually amatory. Obs.
A short or simplified sonata.
som•no-lent (-lent), a. [L. somnolentus, fr. somnussleep, so-na'tlon (sli-ni'shun), n. [See soNANT.] Phon. Con- 2. A verse form of Italian origin, consisting of fourteen
akin to Gr. ii1Tvo!.',Skr. svapna sleep, dream, svap to sleep,
lines,
typically five-foot iambics, riming according to a
version of a surd, or voiceless, sound into a sonant, or
prescribed scheme ; also, a poem in this form, or more or
Ice!. sofa, AS. swefn sleep: cf. F • .,omnolent. Cf. HYP. voiced, sound. Cf. SURDATION.
NOTI0, SOMNAMBULISM,
SOPORIFIC.] Sleepy ; drowsy ; in• Son'chus (s~q'klls), n. [L., sow thistle, Gr. uoyxo•.J
clined to sleep. - aom•no-lent-ly,adv.
Bot. A genus of Old World cichoriaceoue plants, the sow ~~~~;~~e°ci~lni1~i
or regular, sonnet_,in which the lines are grouped (normally
Syn. - See SLEEPY.
thistles, having coarse, often spiny-tipped foliage, and
by a full pause) mto an octave of two quatrams running on
aon (siin), n. [ME. sone, .,une, AS . .mnu.; akin to D. zoon,
heads of yellow flowers. The ribbed achenes are crowned
two rimes (thus, a b b ab.a b b a) and a sestet of two tercets
OS., OFries., & OHG. sunu, G. sohn, Icel. sonr, sunr, Sw. with soft white pappus.
son, Dan. son, Goth. sun us, Lith. sunus, Russ. syn, Skr. song (sling ; 205), n. [AS. song, sang, fr. singan to sing;
~~!tob~ t:o1:'in~i:i;s;u::l~l
~J~~ Jr;~~o:; ~fda:,r3:5::
sunu (fr. au to beget, to bear), and Gr. vto< son.] l. A akin to D. zang, G. sang, Ice!. songr, Goth. saggw•. See b The Engltah, or Sha.keapearea.n,sonnet, in which the lines
male child; the male i88Ue, or offspring, of a parent, father
SING.] l. That which is sung, or uttered with musical
:~trru~u::1~n~~~~r~e ,;1~~r:i:J8c aJ:~ c~1,1:t;,:Wi~~e~::
or mother. Also, a ma.le offspring of certain animals.
modulations of the voice, wltether of a human being or of unites the quatrains: a b a b, b c b c, c cl c <i,e e. The MilSarah conceived, and bare Abraham a son. Gen. xxi. 2. a bird, insect, etc.; singing; vocal music. Cf. SPEECH,
n.,2. tonic 1onnet 1s a variation of the Petrarchan having no divi2. The husband of one's daughter; a son-in-law.
2. A lyrical poem adapted to vocal musb ; a ballad ; more sion marked between octave and sestet, the sense being
3. A male descendant; in pl., descendants in general.
continued over from the eighth into the ninth line. The
I am the son of the wise, the son of ancient kings. Is. xix. 11. generally, any poetical strain; a poem.
s
t to be suited for the concise treatment of
3. Poetical composition ; poetry ; verse.
4. An adopted male child ; a pupil, ward, or any other
anisola
ment orreflection,of which the exposition
This subject for heroic sony.
Milton,
young ma.le dependent; - often used in address where a
climax in the octave, and the conclusion
4. Music. A melody or musical setting for a lyric poem or often fl
sense of like relation to that of father and child is felt, as
follows with an answering ebb in the sestet.
ballad; as, a folk song, art song (see Lmn), part song, etc.
by a confessor, by an old man to a young, etc.
aon'net, v. i. To compose sonnets. - v. t. To compose a
Obs.
The child grew, and she brought him unto Pharaoh's daugh- 6. An object of derision ; a laughingstock.
sonnet
or sonnets on. Rare.
And now am I their song, yea, I am their byword, Job xxx. 9.
Ex. ii.10.
ter, and he became her son.
Sillirnan. son'net-eer'(-er'),n. [Cf. It. sonettiere.] A composer of
6. A trifle. u The soldier's pay is a .,ong."
6. A person or thing brought forth or developed, conceived
sonnets,
or small poems; a small poet ;-often in contempt.
Syn. - Sonnet, ballad, canticle, ca1·ol, canzonet, ditty,
of in relation to that which produces or nurtures ; esp., a
son 1net-eer1, v. i. To compose sonnets.
Lou·ell.
native or inhabitant of some specified place ; as, sons of catch, round, hymn, descant, lay, strain, poesy, verse.
son'net-1ze
(slln'et-iz), v. i. To compose sonnets.
song of ascents, or ■• of degrees, B'tb., auy one of a series of
Albion ; sons of New England ; a son of the Church.
1ma oak (sll-no'ma).
So-no
rFrom
Sonoma
County,
CaliEarth's tall sons, the cedar, oak, and pme. Blackmore.
1{~bri;: ~~f~i~) fornia.) The California black oak Quercus californica.
~t'th!i~s:.~~st<t'Je;~!al~~~~v(~~~~fd~rg
6. ( cap., and commonly with the def. article) Jesus Christ,
1
S~no'ra
(s0-n0
rd),
n.
A
state
in
northwestern
Mexico.
while mounting the fifteen steps of the temple between the
the Savior, called the Son of God, and the Son of man.
Sonora gum, the acidulous gum resin of the creosote bush.
court of the women and the court of the Israelites. Called
~ The expressions son of pride, sons of light, son of Bealso gradual psalm, pilgrim psalm. - s. of Solomon, or S. of - s. Ironwood, a fabaceous tree ( Olneya tesota) of the southliiil. are Hebraisms, which denote ~rsons possessing the
Song■, the Canticles.
See OLDTESTAMENT.
- 8. of the Three western United States and Mexico; also, its hard wood.
qualities of pride, of light, or of Belia!, as children inherit
So-no•ran (-ritn), a. Biogeog. a Pertaining to or desChildren. See OLo TESTAMENT,
the qualities of their ancestors.
1 (-b<llik'), n.
song'book
Nusic.
A
collection
of songs; a ignating the arid division of the Austral zone, including
Son of Hea.ven,the emperor of China (the Celestial Empire) i
the warmer parts of the western United States and central
book of hymns or other vocal music.
-a translation of a Chinese titlo.-Sons of Libert_y,Am,er.
Mexico. It is divided into the Upper Sonoran, which lies
Hist., the name of various patriotic societies, origmally se- song'craft' (-kraft/), n. [Cf. AS. sangcrreft.] Art of maknext to the Transition zone, and the Lower Sonoran, next
ing songs or verses; metrical composition ; versification.
t~:h"enit'!'~~1Icif(r;~~i~I!!~d
l:tp!ae t~e~~Aar~: aong'ful (-f<llil), a. Disposed to sing; songlike; melodito the Tropical. b = AUSTRAL,
2. Obs. -Sonoran province,
Continental Congress (1774), and thereafter worked for
region, or subregion, the Austral zone, esp. when excluded
ous. - aong'ful-ness, n.
American independence. Called locally Liberty Boys.- ■on■ song sparrow. A common
from the N earctic region and given independent rank.
of the propheta. See school of the prophets, under SCHOOL.
son'o-res'cent (slln'li-r~s'l!nt), a. [L. sonorus (see soNo1
ao'nance (so'nitns), n. l. A sound; a tune. Obs.
Rous) + E. -escent.J Physics. Capable of emitting sound
for its sweet, cheerful song. It
2. Quality or state of being sonant; sonancy.
when acted on bybgbtorsimilar
radiations. -son 1o-res'is about six inches long, brownso'nan-cy (-nitn-sI), n. Quality or state of being sonant.
cence (-ens), n.
ish above and white below,
llo'nant (so'nitnt), a. [L. sonans, -antis, p. pr. of sonare.
so-nor'i-ty (s~-nllr'I-tl), n. [L. sonoritas.] Quality or
with
brownish
streaks
on
the
See SOUNDa noise.] l. Of or pert. to sound; sounding.
state of being sonorous ; sonorousness.
breast, forming a blotch in the
2. Phon. Uttered, as an element of speech, with voice or
ao-no'rous (sti-n0'rUs ; now often, esp. in British usaget
vocal sound, as distinguished from mere breath sound ; ~:t~~
~~y
Song Sparrow.
slin'0•rUs), a. [L. sonorus, fr. sonor, -oris, a sound, akin
voiced ; intonated; vocal; tonic ; - the opposite of .n1,rd, species of western North America from Alaska to Mexico.
to sonus a sound. See SOUNDnoise. J 1. Giving sound
tJ0iceless, nonvocal, or atonic. See Guide to Pron., § 30. song•ster(sl!ng'ster;205),n. [AS.sangestre,fem.]
l. One when struck i resonant ; as, sonorous metals.
n. A sonant sound or its symbol.
that sings or is skilled in singing ; - said chiefly of birds.
2. Loud or full in sound; as, a sonorous voice.
ao-na'ta (s~-na'ta), n. [It., fr. It. & L. sonare to sound.
2. A book or folder of popular songs.
3. Impressive in sound ; high-sounding.
See BOUNDa noise.] Music. a An instrumental composi- song'atress (-strl!s), n. [See SONGSTER;-Ess.] A woman
4. Phon. Characterized by full vocal sound; - said esp.
tion, usually in more than one movement ; - used in the
who sings ; also, a female singing bird.
of the vowels and the vowel-like consonants.
17th and 18th centuries in distinction from cantata. Two song thruah. An Old World thrush (Turdus musicus,
sonoro111figures, Physics, figures formed by the vibrations.
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SONOROUSLY
,~1:.br.=.~
'l,mi!!::'lo~ i;:u;~~ ~fn:1a":.t~~ li:'.:'t':i8~';,"~
the bow of a violin is drawn along the edge; - called also

SOPRAPORTA

~is:/~~~~cti!!{

ifntf;;,:t"a't\~;~"u~\~ci:·
;o~fiY ;jj
fungus which develops on the leaves, fruit, etc., of the

:.c:,:~t~tr,:i~J~°:~t;t
f!f:~n~r~:r;:;c:!iin~r
tu~!~a1~

so-phis'U-cate (st-fls'tI-kit),

v. i. To nae sophistry; to

quibble.

so-phls'U-cat1ed (-kit 1l!d), a. Experienced in, or pert&in-

ing to, the more artificial phases of life ; worldly-wise.
~~eci~~e~1f~~nf~e inm~fJ' Ei":~sd(Meffo~~et;t,,,~r.
li.e) which causes it. - 1. ore, .Min., an amorphous black so-phls'U-ca'Uon(-ki'shun), n. [Cf. LL. sophisticatio, F.
sophistication.] Act or process of sophisticating, or s1'!-te
copper ore, an impure form of chalcocite. -1. petrel, the
of being sophisticated; specif. : a The use of, or deception
sooty shearwater. - 1. ■hea.rwater, a brownish black shearSontag, German vocalist.] A crocheted or knitted worsted
by, sophistry ; a leading or going astray by or as by sophiswater (Pujfinus fuliginosus) of the Atlantic Ocean; also,
jacket or cape with enda to be crossed at the back, worn
an
allied
species
(P.
griseus)
of
the
South
Pacific.
-1.
tern
tic
reasoning; also, a sophism. b State of being involved or
over the waist of a woman's dress.
a tern (Sterna Jttlipi_no.,a)widely distributed on tropical
subtle; esp., state of being without directness, simplicity,
■oon(soon), adv.; SOON'ER
(-er) ; SOON'EST. [ME. sone, AS. coasts. It is blackish above and white below.
or
naturalness ; artiflcia.lity. o Adulteration or an adul1iJna,·cf. OFries. son, OS. siina, siino, siin, MHG. siin, Goth. sop (s~p ), n. [ME. sop, soppe; akin to AS. si.ipan to sup,
terant; also, something adulterated.
suns.] 1. At once; without delay; immediately.
Obs.
to sip, to drink, D. sop sop, Icel. soppa sop. See SUP, ti. t. ,· soph1lst-ry (s~frfs-trI), n.; pl. -TRIES(-triz). [ME. soph2. Is a short time ; before long; a.lso, shortly after any
cf. SOUP.] l. Anything steeped, or dipped and softened,
istrie, OF: sophisterie.] l. The arts, teachings, and practime specified or understood ; as, soon after sunrise.
in any liquid ; esp., a morsel, as of bread, cake, or the
tices of the Sophists; esp., disputation.
S. Before the usual, specified, or understood time; early.
like, dipped in a liquid, and intended to be eaten.
a.
Specious but fallacious reasoning.
.
How is it that ye are come so soon to-day P Ex. ii.18.
He it is to whom I shall give a so11. John xiii. 26.
The juggle of S'?7'histryconsists, for the most part, _inusmg a
4. Promptly ; quickly; also, with ease ; easily.
2. Hence, a light or hasty meal, esp. one of gruel or word
in one.sense 1n the premise, and in another sense m the con..
Small lights are .won blown out, huge :fires abide. Shak.
other soft food. Obs. or Scot.
clusion.
Coleridge.
&. Readily; willingly ; - used with would, or some other
3. Anything given to pacify ; - so called from the sop 3. Trickery; deception. Obs.
11
~;,ill; as, I would as soon go as not.
given to Cerberus, as related in mythology.
Syn.-See
FALLACY.
All nature is not cured with a sop.
L'Estrange.
Soph'o-cle'an (s~f't-klii'an), a. Of, pertaining to, or charaoon at, as soon as ; or, as soon as the time referred to ar- 4. A thing of little or no value ; a trifle. Obs.
acteristic of, the Athenian tragic poet Sophocles (about 496
rives. Obs. " I shall be sent for soon at night." Shak. 6.
Juice
;
moisture;
sap.
Obs.
or
Scot.
to 406 B. c.). In the development of Attic tralt"d:Y Sophocles
IOOD.er
or later, at some uncertain future time.
in wine, the clove pink, once used to flavor wine. Obs. followed ./Eschylus, from whom he differed m his more
-.,
a. Obs. or Dial. a Speedy; quick. b Early; be- -■opa
1op1of wine, a late summer apple, of dark red color, white
naturalistic interpretations
of myth. Only seven of his
foretime ; fast. o Near ; short ; direct i as, a soon path.
flesli often stained red, moderately juicy, and of a good
tragedies hM,·e been preserved, "(Edipus
Rexi" " <Edisoot (sil6t; soot ; 277: obs., archaic, Scot., &, dial., slit),
Rus Coloneus." 0 Antigone," 0 Electra," u Phi octetes,"
0
~~:if1!t!~v~~;:
~t~r~f::1f:bie
tgbC:::~~nbl~~~~:.e
to
n. [ME. sot, AS. slit; akin to Ice!. slit, Sw. sot, Dan. sod,
'Ajax,'' and'' The Trachinm." He was the most po-pular
of the three great tragedians of ancient Athens, and his
OD. soet, Lith. slldis; cf. Gael. suith, Ir. suth.] A black sop,"· t.; SOPPED(sopt); SOP'PING. [See SOP,n.] 1. To
plw.;s have always been regarded as models of artistic exBllbstance formed by combustion, or disengaged from fuel
steep or dip in, or as if in, a liquid.
in comb11Stion,rising in fine particles, and adhering to the
2. To soak up;- usually with up; as, to sop up water.
~
t:n~~¥t~~•r~~iOf
an utterance carrying an unBidesof the chimney or pipe conveying the smoke; strictly, sop, ti. i. To ooze through or percolate ; to soak in.
inl'.:nded and nnwelcome meaning, of which the speaker la
the fine powder, chiefly of carbon, which colors smoke, So-pher'lo(s~-f~r 1Ik), a. [See SoPHERIM.]Oforpertaining
unaware; as, when iu response to Creon's statement that
and is the result of imperfect combustion. See SMOKE, n., 1. to the Sopherim or the literature associated with them.
had slain Laius, CEdipus, by an unconscious Blip.
soot, v. t. ,· sooT'ED ; sooT'ING. To coat or cover with soot ; So'pher-lm(so'fer-lm), n. pl. [Heh. sopherim, pl. of slJpher "robbers"
alludes to "this robber," in the sing1Ilar, the fact (of which
- often with up; as, to soot up the cylinder of an engine.
he is ignorant) being that he alone slew i..aius.
scribe.] Jewislt A ntiq. The Hebrew scribes who were
Sooth (sooth), a.; also adv.; SOOTH'BR(-er); SOOTH'EST. learned in the law of the last centuries B, o. and the be- soph'o-more(s~f't-miir; 201), n. [Prob. fr. ME. sophime
[ME. soth, AS. sotf, forsantf; akin to OS. sotf, OHG. sand,
(see SOPHISM) -or. Cf. SOPHISTER,
n. Among the cant
Icel. aannr, Sw. ,ann, Dan. sand, Skr. aat, sant, real, genW,:f!:;~cgfist::o~r~f~h~
terms at the University of Cambridge, England, as given
uine, present, being; properly p. pr. from a root meaning,
revisers of the text, and not simple copyists.
in the Gradus ad Cantabrigiam, we find Soph-Mor as "the
to be, Skr. as, L. esse; also akin to Goth. sunjis true, Gr. soph'lsm (s~frfz'm), n. [ME. sophime, OF. sojfime, •o- next distinctive appellation to Freshman," but the term
C!n6~, Skr. satya. Of. ABSBNT, AM, BSSBNCB, IS, SOOTBB,
phisme, F. sophism,e, L. sophisma, fr. Gr. cr6,JJic1µ.a.,
fr. aorj),- has now almoet ceased to be known there.]
A student in
sirrrBB.] l. Accordant with truth; true. Obs. or Scot.
to make wise, ao(/,i,eu8a., to be or become wise, to play
his second year of a four-year college or university course ;
ll. Straightforward ; trustworthy ; reliable. Obs. or Scot. the sophist, fr. cro</,o<
wise.] An argument, esp. a fonnal
Obs. e.xc. U. S.
one next above a freshman.
S. Pleasinl{; delightful; sweet. Rare.
Mil(on.
or syllogistic one, intended to deceive; also, an argument
soph1o-mor'lo (-m~r'lk)} a. Of, pertaining to, resembling,
sooth, n. LAS. slJtf. See SOOTH,a.] l. Truth ; reahty.
embodying a subtle fallacy, but not intended as a deception. soph'o-mor'l-cal(-I-kit!)
or characteristic of, a sophoSyn.-See
FALLACY.
Archaic or Scot. "The sooth is this."
Chaucer.
more ; hence, pretentious; inflated in style or manner; as,
a. Augury ; prognostication. Ob,.
. Soph'lst, n. [F. sophiste, L. ,ophista, ,ophiste,, fr. Gr.
,ophomoric rhetoiic.
U. S.
cro</,,crT~<-See SOPHISM.l 1. One of a class of teachers of So-pho'ra(s~-fii'rd; 201), n. [NL., fr. Ar. rufair.] Bot. A
Blandishment; cajolery._ Obs. "Wordaofsooth."
Shak.
rhetoric, philosophy, ana conduct in ancient Greece. The
4. Comfort ; pleasure. Dtal. Eng.
genus of fabaceous trees and shrubs, natives of the warmer
Sophists became prominent about the middle of the 5th
soothe (sooth),"· t.; SOOTHED
(soothd); SOOTH'ING.[Originally, to assent to as true; ME. 1otfien to verify, AS. ge- century B. c., and early became masters of adroit and si;,,e~ ~r:aiL~~~~:;it.r::~=~itI~eirr~:.r:,~:~~:re1!:..~.r:~
cious
reasoning.
A
tendency
toward
mere
display
or
mand oblong keel. S. secwndiflora is the coral bean of Texas;
slJtfian to prove the truth of, to bear witneBB. See SOOTH, sincerit;y caused them to be disliked by many, yet they
a.] l. To assent to or confirm as true. Obs.
tetraptera is the
1~0 t~~ f.j,g~dt.!'~t';,fmf::~:.·.
2;. To assent to; to humor by compliance ; hence, to
:;~ bfids~ie~~~ 1~bTNt';, e:;1w;g::, ~:isa~ 0
Temperplease by blandishment or soft words; to flatter.
gias of Leontini, Hippias of Elis. 'hat they received pay so-phrosty-ne (sii-fr~s,f-ne),n. [Gr.crw</,pocniV11.]
ance ; practical wisdom ; soundness of mind ; good sense.
Good, my lord, soothe him, let him take the fellow. Shak.
for their instructions
seemed especially outrageous to
SoplU"osyne, the virtue which is the outcome of intellectual dis3. To give comfort or peace to i to quiet; calm; comfort.
Socrates and Plato. Our knowledge of the Sophists is cipline
and habitual self-command.
G. C. W. Warr.
Music hath charms to sootl1e the savage breast. Congreve.
chiefly from their opponents, esp. Plato and Aristophanes,
so'plte (sii'pit), v. t. [L. sopil!<s, p. p. of •opi,re to put to
whicli doubtless in part accounts for their ill repute.
4. To check the violence of ; to soft.en ; mollify ; assuage;
sleep
;
akin
to
sop
or
a
sleeping
draft,
a
heavy sleep.]
allay; as, to soothe one's grief.
2:. [l. c.] Hence, a captious or fallacious reasoner.
&. To gloss over ; palliate; extenuate.
Rm·e.
3. [1. c.] One who teaches; a professor or teacher. Obs. l. To put to sleep ; to quiet. Obs.
2.
Scots
Law.
To
render
inoperative
or
put
in abeyance,
Syn. - Soften, compose, tranquilize, pacify, mitigate.
soph'lst-er (s~f'Is-ter), n. [OF. sojistre, L. sophista. See
as a claim; to quash. - so-pl'tlon (st-plsh'un), n. Obs.
sooth'er (sooth'er), n. One that soothes; esp., a flatterer.
SOPHIST.
J l. A sophist.
or
Scots
Law.
1
■ooth'fast' (sooth fast'), a. [AS. siitffrest, prop., fast or
ll. In Oxford, Cambridge, and some other English univer(soptt-rif'er-us), a. [L. soporifer; sopor
firm with respect to truth.]
Firmly fixed in, or fonnded
sities, a student in his second (Jumor BOphiater) or third SOP'O-rlf'er-ous
ferre to bring.] Soporific ; also, Obs.,
on, the truth ; true ; real ; genuine ; also, truthful ; hon~ (aenior aophister) year of residence.
Also, formerly, a a heavy sleep
drowsy; sluggish. -sop 1o-rlf1er-oua-ly, adv. -sop'O·
est; reliable; trustworthy; faithful. Archaic. - sooth'- junior or senior in some American colleges.
rll'er-oua-ness,
n.
fast1ly, adv. -sooth'faat'neas, n. Archaic.
so-phis'tlc (st-fls'tlk)}
a. [L. sophisticus, Gr. cro<J,,crnsop 1t-; 277), a. [L. sopor a
Why do not you .• bear leal and sooth.fast evidence ? Scott. so-phis'tl-cal (-tI-kal)
KO<: cf. F. sophistique.] l. Of sD'po-rH'io(sii'pt-rif'Ik;
heavy sleep (akin tosomnus sleep) +Jaceretomake.
See
■ooth'fast1 , adv. Soothly; really; in fact.
Archaic.
or pert. to a sophist or sophistry;. fallaciously subtle.
SOMNOLENT;FACT.] Causing, or tending to cause, sleep.
aooth'aaY'(-•i'), v. i. L•ooth +say; prop., to say truth,
ll. Adulterated.
Obs.
Syn.
Somniferous,
narcotic,
opiate.
Shak.
tell the truth.]
To foretell ; to predict.
sophiatic ■yllogism, Logic, a syllogistic sophism.
so'po-rif'lc, n. A thing that is soporific; a narcotic .
.aooth'ssy 1er (-si 1er), n. l. A speaker of truth. Obs.
- so-phls'U-cal-ly, adv. -so-phls'tl'cal-ness, n.
sop1py (sop'i), a. Soaked or saturated; verywetorsloppy.
2. One who foretells events; a prognosticator.
so-phls'Uc, n. Sophistry; sophistic art or method.
SO'pra(sii'prii), act,,. [It., fr. L. supra above.] Music.
3. A mantis, or praying insect.
so-phis'U-oate (-tr-kiit), v. t.; -cAT1Bn (-kiit 1M); -cAT1INo IIAbove;
before; upon; as, eo'me ■o'pra (kO'mii), as above.
1
1100th'saying, n. l. A true saying; truth. Obs.
[LL. sopMsUcatus, p. p. of sophistical'e to
(-kiit'Ing).
Act of one who soothsays, or foretells events ; art or
sophisticate.]
1. To render sophistical; to use quibbling so-pra'nlst (st-prii'nlst), n. Music. A treble singer.
so-pra'no
(-nii), n.; pl. E. -Nos (-niiz), It. -NI (-nii). [It.,
practice of making predictions.
arguments about; to make involved; to subtilize; hence,
fr. soprano superior, highest, fr. sopra above, L. supra. See
3. A prediction ; a prophecy; a prognostication.
to refine overmuch ; to make artificial.
sovsaBIGN.]
Music. a The treble; the highest quality of
1I-ER (-I-er);
,soot'y (sil6t'I; soot'I; cf. SOOT),a.; SOOT
Those who sophisticate a very simple thing, religion. M. Arnold.
voice, typically covering two octaves or more up from mid2. To mislead by sophistical argument ; to delude.
sooT1I-BST. [AS. soUg. SeA SOOT.] l. Of, pert. to, or prodle
C.
See
5th
PITCH,12. It is the highest kind of female or
ducing, soot; soiled or smutted with soot.
Milton.
3. To emend or alter, as a text of an author, either for
boy's voice, and is sometimes preserved in castrati. b A
2. Having a dark brown or black color like soot ; fnligi- deception or supposed correction or improvement.
a
voice; the upper voice part in harmony for
part
for
such
4. To alter fraudulently ; adulterate ; doctor ; fa.lsify.
nous ; dark. H The sooty flag of Acheron.,,
Milton.
mixed voices. c A singer, esp. a woman, with a treble voice.
IIOOty
a.lbatro11,a dark-colored albatross (PhrebetriafuligiSyn. - Adulterate, debase, corrupt, vitiate.

-so-no'rous-ly, adv. -so-no'roua-ness, n.
BOD!tag
(s~n'titg; G. z6n'tii.K), n. [After Mme. Henriette
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soo'ale. Var. of susr.
aooth'aliip, n. Truth. Obs.
field." She marries Sir William Bo'phy
Var. of SUFI.
SONOHA
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soo1;1~es1, "S ~ee -NESS,
kal), a. [Gr. ao«fnK.0~,fr. ao- ~Y:;ts?
o~ Persian kings, {:'aJ':,
J!~~pi{{tyGai~rt~n~r. f:li ~s.] t ¥~
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health. Sc;ot. &- Jr. ;
1' ·d·•-•,•,
....•1to.'ver
<•=[,L!Aa·
,c_L=O's'"u'1.-'·
I scrotum, in chimney sweepers. ::t'lea~.a~.
s°e0e ~LESS.
(/>T••·•chw,.nigse,
,·,d"o•mc/,ia.
BOwphisjlocmaJ]
ad''J.a)};o;mtphreonp
••,mae
.aon'ahip (srtn.lshlp), n. See
uu
soot dew. A black smutty coat- aoot'y, 1,.t. To make sooty. R.
w
·- ·
'i'V
•
.aon'ay(fllS!]-'SYJt
a. [See SONS,j
~a~~'tr ~~~t~~f
ing on plants caused by fungi sop. Ohs. pret. of SHAPE,SUP. ~~,;~~ :A+/
of 1n a~cestort_of the·thapily ~
1
:~~:; 1:,~~~·p;t:,;s.:
■oom (sobm). Scot & dial. Eng. ~~~~ g+n~~-f:;~ago.
aophtm8 + SOPH,:~M.
rr~
jmAsfu~er iiile
~ om e I Y· c Good•n at u red. var. of SWIM.
aoot'er. Scot. var. of sot1TER, rioue specific senses): a A band soph'i-more. + "10PHOMORE. of kings of Persia. lphy. Obs.I
-d Comfortable; also, plentiful. soomeer.tsoMll:R,eumpterhoree. aoot'er-kiD, 11. A kind of false of men; a troop. Obs. b A ■ophlf•or~gy (slSfll-M'O-jl'.).n. ao,hy, n. [Gr. uotl,la..]Philo~
birth, fabled to be produced by email cloud (of mist), c A fGhre.dcrooc"t~i~newoi~d
sc-li~~-i BOpi-ent (sO'pl-~nt), n. [L. soBon'sta.dt 10-lu'tion (z On'- soon, aoone, + SUK,
1?dmeas"I:,
ehtii.t), See HEAVYSOLUTION. aoonde. T 'AND, mee!lage; SOND, Dutch women from sitting over clump, as of flowers; a tuft (of 'I'
11ie11R,
-eutis, p, pr. of R07>ireto
,■onte. + SAINT.
fSANTAL,l Soo'nee(sOO'n"e) Var. of S01rn1. their stoves, also fig. an abor hay). d A lump of black lead. of human conc~tions. - ■oph'- put to sleel] A soporific.
1
Son'thal (~n'Ml). Var. of soOJU[.Obs, pret. of SINO.
tion; an ab~rtive'ech·;me. Obs~ sop,. Ahbr. Soprano.
[Bib.I 1
Like,
or sopiere.
surrER,
0-plh•,
'
h•
<(·,~-fl~Jr.
/hk),>•a~·
18
sooth. Var of sooTHF..So'pa.-ter (sO'p,i:-ter; slSp"4-). 10
u
■opines■•
SOAPINESS,[Ob1,1
.aon'tiea(sl:sn'tlz). Prob.,pl o aoon.,.ly,adv, Soon. Obs.
EtANTY
;-in God'ss,,nties. Obs. 10:r.
~7ial, SOOp,
safip). Obs. or sooth'a-ble
(1o6oth'd-b'l), a. aope. ;- SOAP,soul'.
characteristicof,asoph.
Colloq, soptr, 1,.[ . sopor.] Slumber.
■on tree. T SUNTREK.
:~~- Ots~~~·S!ot~r·dial. Eng. True, Ob.<{, Scot.
1
~o::1p~ aoph?s:te: (sl:sf'~s-rr), l'J,; To aopite, a. [L. sopitus.] Droop.
st~. ~::
8
0!,,S~~TH.;~
::·(scio)~· 0~c8~~:.& dial. Eng. var. of SWEEP,
g~t;li;~~),
Obs. or Scot.~ l>ial. Eng.
~~hf:iit.le!t~si~rr~;tl-ktl~t),
1
g\:~grod~&i~E~g(~~~-eJf
so.
(~_!C:AP;·.,
,wYp''l). Scot, cajole; coax. Scot.~ Dial. E11g. aoper. + SOAPER,SUPPER,
.s, P• , d
[L.] -ed.
6
10u,cpin
0rgs(~~~p.
8 ~~~!,:QM~~~~t
vu
sooth'ful, ";, True; reliable.
[?d"u~~.PH•
hi 'tl
ktt
Ob
au
JH.•
8of1~1t1·~1~H.
0(s~~Pt~ft), 1
0f :~~ttLaial.
n':obo~t:.1'b.
~!~ie ,~!r;,~~).
on~.- sooth fal-ly, mlv. Obi:. so7-ha + --o•·A.
~~~mtod;i~t; so~h_i~l;y~henc:· !
[L.
■oobaahee. + ~!'!HU.SSA,
var. of SUPPLE,
~:0°oihret:i'.tih; ~~e:h:;?.0
So ph&l (sff'ft; sO'ffl•!>·D. Bib. counterfe1t; fallaClOJlS. [rupt.[ .~oporatus, p. p. of suporare to
aoo'cey. Var. of '-l!~I.
soor. + SOAR. Jvar. of SOUR.I ■ ooth'ing (sOOl-h'lng),p, pr. ~ sopha.m, sopheme. + SOPHISM,
2 Deluded b~ sophistry; corput to sleep, fr. sopor.] To put
~~~~c::i:i•;N~~!O-shl:sng'
). Var. ~:~~~f'i!~~:coofste~a1-. Eng. vb. n of SOOT'!,E- sooth'ingJ:l.hene,
The sa~
8(~i!1k~V~~t)~d;,,
•ood. T sooT.
■oord (dial sffrd), Ohs. or dial. ly, ad)'. -aoo!,h i~~-neBB,u.
So-phe'ret (81"'-fi!'r~t), D. Rib. One that sophisticates; esp., sop'o-ra.-tive (s~p'O~rlt-tlv) a.
1ood.en. Oh~. p. p of SEETHE, Eng. var. of !-.WARD, rind.
soot b less <eooth e), n. See I So-phe'reth (sli-fe'r~th; slSf'l!-; one that adulterates.
I Soporiferous Obs.
'
I sO'l'"@-).Bib.
Soo'der (sOO'd~r), Boo'dra
aooreyn, n. Prob., exhaustion, -LE1h_;
,
f
10-p~la'ti-chm
(-s'!z'm)1 n. i sop'o-roae(Mip'O-ri'.Ss;see-osE),
1 It)
0 so~TH. I So'phi (sl:'.i'fl). Var of SUFI.
(aOCVdrd); Yars. of SUDRA.
Cf. SURREIN, Obs.
■oo -~ _(- '
Sop!nstry.
[sophist.I : aop'o-rou (-rUs) a. lFrom socoofee, ;- SOl'UY.
soor'kee, aoor'kl,
aoor'ky
[AS.so 11ce,] ArcluncorScot.
ao'phi. Var.of SOPHY,
BOP:h'iat-rea ■,n. Afemale
POR;cf.L sopo°rwi,fr.soptJr a
Bo-phl'a. (sO-ft'd), n, [Gr Soph'o-nl'aa (eM'll-nt't'ls). B;b. sleep F aoporeux.] Soporific.
Boo'fee, Soo'fee-lsm, soo'jH, (scYbr'ktn, n. [Hind, & Per.s11r- ~Dial.Eng.
[of ,ucx I khi redness. brick dust.] Brick sooth'nes■, 11• See -N~~,;i,. Ob,i. Io4>ia,prop. w1sdom,fr. go(/>Or; 10-pho'rine (eti-fli'r'!n; -.,ren; sop~.
sop, SUP,
[sop11,1
Vars of Sun etc
aook (s6ok;sdbk).' Scot.&dial: pulverizedandmi:xedwithlime
aoothquide,n. [AS. so~cunde.] I wise.] 1. Lit.,w1sdom;-fem
184,.~,0,5),n. Als(! ·rl;n- Oief!l, 1op'Per ~'@r), n. One that
;~kE~~f~\o':;th[!r~t:fl:"1
ln
n_zy~a~f
A tru~ saymg. Ob!· (AS ~ I rrop. name. F. Soplue (sli'fe')i crstiimef\hoccurrt,
1~ certam s~ra.no cl ' See c1_11.v.
took.lat Var. of SUCLAT.
■Oort (dial. Bftrt) Obs, or dial.
=::~~u~!~~-Obs.o;S:ot:
I
~1)~~~1~ f,%)~).
1!~fres° 1n'~-d~:n. ;:fr~Pr:~a~en~,;.~r;tt
aook'J' (BOOk'J),n. ~ int~rj. A . Eng. of SORT
100th say', n. Obs. & A true 2. The vicar's pret'l;, modest, [Gr. ~w(/>povia, fr, aW(/>pwv ture, over a door. Oba
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SOPYE
IO'ra \•o'rd; 201), n,, or sora rail. A small short-billed
North American rail (Po1'zana carolina), uumerous in marshes in the Atlantic States during its southward migration.
aorb (s8rb), n. [L. sm·bus the
tree, sorbum the fruit: cf. F.
sorbe. See 1st SERVICE.] a
Any of various European mala•
ceous trees, esp. the service,
wild service, or rowan tree. b

~~i;~
~t

11
s~b,f~~il~J.~~ls~:ev~
SERB.] One of a Slavic people
whose present representatives
Sora.
are the Wends living in Saxony and Brandenburg.
■or'be-fa'clent (s6r 1bi-farsMnt), a. [L. sorbere to suck in,
absorb
faciens, p. pr. of facere to make.] Med. Producing absorption. - n. A sorbefacient substance.
Sorb'i-an (s8r1br-lin), a. Of or pert. to the Sorbs. - n. A
Sorb i also, their language. See INno-EuROPBAN.
sorb'lc (s6r'bik), a. [See SORB.] Ohem. Pert. to or designating a white, crystalline, di-ole:finic acid, C5H 7·C0 2H, got
from the unripe berries of the mountain ash (Sorbus).
sor'bl-nose (s8r 1bY-nos), n. [From soRB.] Chem. An unfermentable sugar, C6 H 120 6, of the ketohexose class, in
juice of mountain-ash berries;-calledalso
sorbin, sorbose.
IIOr'blte(-bit), n. [L. sorbus service tree.] Ch,m. A hexahydricalcohol,C 6 H14:06 ,stereoisomericwithmannite,and,
like it, with optically different forms; specif., the dextro
variety, extracted from mountain.ash berries as a sirnp or
a sweet, crystalline substance._ sor-bit'ic (sOr•bYt'ik), a.
aor'blte, n. [After Dr. H. C. Sorby.] Jl/etal. A transition
substance in steel in the transformation stage.
Sor'bon-lst (s6r'blln-Jst), n. [F. sorboniste.] A doctor of,
or st udent at, the Sorbonne.
Bor-bonne' (sBr-bc:in'),n. [F.] a Orig,1 a house founded at
Paris in 1257 by Robert de Borbon, chaplain and confessor of
LouisIX.,forthesocietyofpoortheologicalstudentsestablishedbyhim.
bLater,thefacultyoftheology,suppressed
in 1792. cNow,theseatofthepubliccoursesofthefaculties
of science and letters of the University of Paris. Richelieu erected buildings for the Sorbonne, or theological facult_y, of which the fine chapel remains. Napoleou gave the
nmversitythesebuildingsinl808.
Theywerecededtothe
city in 1852and reconstructed and remodeled in 18-.
Sor'bus (s6r'bus), n. [L., the service tree. Cf. soRB, 1st
SBBVICB.]Bot. A genus of malaceous trees and shrubs dis.
ting. from Pyrus and Malus by the pinnate leaves, 3 styles,
and carpels not cartilaginous.
Sorbus americana is the
American mountain ash; S. dmnestiea, the service tree; 8.
torniinali&;the wild service; ands. au,cuparia, the rowan.
aor'cer-er \•Sir-~r), n. [Of. F. sorcier. SeesoRCBRY.] One
who practices sorcery; a magician; wizard.
aor'cer-eas, n. A female sorcerer.
■or'cer-y (-T), n.; pl. -CBRIES
(-Tz). [ME . .,orcerie, OF. soreerie, fr. OF. & F. so1•ciera sorcerer, LL. sortiarius, fr. L.
,ors, sortis, a lot, decision by lot, fate, destiny. See SORT
lot, SORTkind.] The use of power gained from the assistanceorcontrolofevilspirits,esp.
for divining; divination
by black magic; necromancy; witchcraft.
II sor'da-men'te (sh'dii-men'ta), adv. [It.] Music. In a
muted or muffled manner ; softly.
IIOr'de■ (s6r'dliz), n. [L., akin to sordere to be dirty.] Foul
matter; excretion; any useless matter; specif., J.lled., the
crusts that collect on the teeth and lips in low fevers, etc.
■or'did (-dJd), a. [L. sordidus, fr. sorde,·e to be dirty;
prob.akin to E. swart: cf. F. sordide. See SWART,d.]
1. Filthy; dirty; Bot. & ZoOl., of a dirty or muddy color.
2. Vile; base; gross; also, of a mean or low nature; ignoble; despicable. "To scorn the sordid world." Milton.
3. Meanly avaricious; covetous; niggardly.
Syn._
See CONTEMPTIBLE.
,
( d .. ) [It f L
rd
II SOr'd O (sor 'd0) •a.; ,em.
BORDA- a ·
·• r. · su U&
mute.] J',fusic. Muted or muffled.
■ore (sor; 201), "·; soa'ER (sor'er); SOR1EST(-est). [ME.
,or, sar, sore, grievous, sad, AS. slir; akin to D. zeer sore,
painful, OS. & OHO. 8 e1., G. sehr very, Ice!. slirr sore, Sw.
6dr, Goth. ,air pain; cf. Olr.saeth, sOeth, illness, trouble.
Of. SORRY.] l. Sensitive to pa.in from pressure; painful;
tender; - said of the body or its parts; as, a sore hand.
2. Hence, sensitive to mental pain, vexation, or the like;
easily grieved or irritated; sensitive.
Malice and hatred are very fretting and vexatioue, and apt to
make our minds.110,·eand uneasy.
Tillotson.

+

.L

=ye+
t=~~aor'afe(eOr'ltj), n. [OF.]

:~~blc

:~!ni~n

3. Suffering from mental pain or vexation;

grieving;
tive fruit formed by the union of many flowers, with their
sorrowing; also, irritated; annoyed; vexed.
axis or common receptacle, into a fleshy or pulpy mass, a&
4. Causing pain, annoyance, or the like; grievous; a:fflic- in the breadfruit, mulberry, and pineapple.
tive; distressing; vexatious; hence, severe; violent; also, sor'rel (slSr1e'I), a. [OF. sorel, dim. of sor, F. saur, sa11,re,
of anything unpleasant, extreme; very great; as, a sore sor, sore, prob. of Teutonic 01·igin; cf. D. zoor dry, LG.
disease; sore need. H Sore distraction."
Shak.
soor; the meaning probably coming from the color of dry
5. Having painful associations i calling to mind distressing
leaves. See SEAR, a. ,· cf. SOREL.] Of a yellowish or redor vexatious thoughts or feelings ; as, a sore subject.
dish brown color; ns, a sorrel horse.
6. Criminal ; wrong; evil. Obs.
8/uik. sor'rel, n. 1. A yellowish or reddish brown color, or an
sore shin, damping off of the young cotton plant. See to animal of this color.

~ia~f
fr{'~ii~~ran~~O~ ~ft~~•!i:~:!!~a:;;i~;~~!td:1~~
s!?,~etu:~ <r;;~.
~a,J;it7
J;~r}u~~l~,si~~dri1::fr.
sur sour;

up soasto break the continuity of the sap flow.-s. throa.t,
of Teutonic orig.; cf. OHG. sur sour. See souR.] Bot.
,~d(J'yi;!;:;:.~ation
of the throat and tonsils; pharyngitis.
A plant having sour juice ; as: a A plant of the genus
sore (sOr; 201 ), n, [ME. sor, sar, AS. slir. See SORE painRumex, esp.: Rumex acetosa, the co1n1non sorrel; Rumex
ful.] 1. A place in an animal body where the skin and
acetosella, etc. b Any species of Ow.Us, often disting. as
flesh are ruptured or bruised, so as to be tender or painful;
woodsorrelorcloversorrel.
c With qualifying word, any of
a painful or diseased place, as that of an ulcer or a boil.
various other plants, as Indian sorrel, mountain sorrel, etc.
The dogs came and licked his sores. L1tke xvi. 21. sorrel tree. a A small ericaceous tree (Oxydendmm arbo2. Disease; sickness; also, detriment; harm.
Obs. reum) with racemes of white flowers and sour evergreen
1h~i1~~:hin~r;.,1tts·acrd1~1~~
3. Pain; sorrow; grief; Rare, contrition; penance. Ob,.
hf:i!~u~ 0
4. A source of pain or vexation ; a trouble; difficulty.
Sor-ren'to
work (stir-ren'tO). Inlaid fretwork or the like
so-re'41-al (st5-r0'dl-iil),a. Bot. Pert. to, or like, a eoredium.
in wood. esp. that made at or near Sorrento, Italy.
so-re'di-um (-i1m), n.; pl. -DIA (-d). [NL., fr. Gr. rrwpo<a sor'row \sllr'o), n. [ME. sorwe, sorewe, so7?e, AS. sorg,
heap.] Bot. One of the vegetative brood buds or gemmre
sorh (sorge in gen., dat., acc. sing.), akin to D. zorg care,
on the surface of the thallus in lichens. They consist of anxiety, OS. sorga, OHG-. sorga, soraga, suorga, G. sorge,
a tuft of b7phre investing a few algal cells or gonidia.
Ice!., Sw., & Dan. so,·g, Goth. sai1rgrt; orig. uncert. Not
sore'-eyed'
(•idt), a. a Having sore eyes. b Having
reddish caruncles around the eyes resembling sores.
akin to sorry. 1 1. Uneasiness or pain of mind due to lou
sore--eyedpigeon, a sheathbill.
of any good, real or supposed; unhappiness; sadness.
sore'headi (sOr'hi;;d'; 20l), n. l. One having a. sore head.
2. Contrition at having done or caused evil; penitence.
Veter. An infectious disease of poultry, which appears
3. A cause of grief or sadness; a trouble; affliction.
as an eruption of yellow nodules chiefly about the nostrils
4. A display of grief or sadness; lamentation.
Ob,.
and eyelids; chicken pox; pigeon pox.
6. Scamp; rogue; plague; also, the devil. Scot. & Dial.
3. A disgruntled person ; esp., in politics, one disgruntled
Eng.
by failure of election, appointment, or the like. Slang,U. 8.
Sl,n• -Sadness, miseryS wretchedness, distress, trouble,
sore'ly (sOrllT ; 201), adv. In a sore manner ; as : a Pain•
~a::~~{io~~g~!!Yill t1ie 0 i!fe0aw~f 0 Sf:tl''es':' 0~:f
fully; ~ievously.
b Severely; violently. c Extremely.
aowisthemostgeneral
term; GRIBFis poignant sorrow,
So're• -, Ilk 201)
[L
h
]
··t Th t · 1 esn.forsomedefinitecause;
woE is deep or inconsolable
00 •
• sor
s;
.,as rew.
e ypwa
'"f
·
"Tl
h II
b ·
d
~~\~s ~ili.1::r.o~t•ai~ the :1~:e ~' (
r~fif. as)~•
genus of shrews, including the North American long-tailed
shrews 3nd allied species of nor th em Europe a nd Asia,
grew puissant · the strings of life began to crack" (Shak) •
0 reserved anddestined
normally having :i2 brownish.tipped teeth. See 2d SHREW,4.
to eternal woe'' (Milton). AnLio~
sor'ghum(s6r'gi1m),n. [NL.,alsc sorgum,cf. It.sorgo;
TION is grievous distress esp. such as is due to loss or
orig. uncert.]
1. [cap.] Bot. A genus of grasses usually
calamity; TRIBULATION
(chiefly in Biblical usage) is severe
treated as a subgenus of A ndropogon.
affliction; as, " I hear the tread of many feet ... ; · per ..
2. A cereal grass (Andropogon sorghum) cultivated in
~wi:~~sar':li~1ec;':ti~i
~~ ~!tU:,l
very many varieties throughout the warmer parts of the
ulation,, (Rei·. vii. l4). See MELANCHOLY,
DISTRESS,
MISBRY.
world, esp. in Asia and Africa, as a fodder or grain plaut,
or for making molasses or sirup. The chief grain-yielding
sor'row'
v. i.; soa'ROWED ( .Qd) ; soR'RoW-ING. [ME.
sorghums are Katlr com, durra 1millomaize, Egyptian rice
sorou-en, sorwen, sorhen, AS. sorgian ,· akin to Goth. &a'Ur•
com, Jerusalem com, and broom corn.
gan. See SORROW,
n.] To feel sorrow; to grieve; to be sad.
3, Sirup from the juice of any saccharine sorghum, It
I desire no man to sorrow for me. Sir J. Hayward.
resembles cane sirup, but contains considerable glucose.
sor'row, v. t. Archaic. 1. To cause so1Tow to; to grieve.
so-rlo'l-dent (s~-rls'J-dent), a. [L. sorex, soricis, shrew
2. To show sorrow for; to mourn.
dens, dentis, tooth.] Having, or designating, teeth like
3. To involve in,or connect with, sorrow or unhappineBB. R.
those of shrews, in which the middle pair of incisors are sor'row-(ul (sor'ti-filiil), a. [ME. •orweful, AS. sorgful.]
\Tery large and the canines small and unspecialized.
Full of, expressive of, characterized by, or inducing, sor ..
■o-rl'tes (s/;-ri'tez), n. [L., fr. Gr. rrwpeirq< (sc. rrv>.>.o- row. Specif.: a Sad; grieved; afflicted; unhappy. b
"Y'uµOi), prop., heaped up (hence 1a heap of syllogisms), fr.
Plaintive; melancholy; as, a so,·rowful song. C Grievoua;
rrwpo< a heap.] Logic. An abridged form of stating a lamentable; as, a sorrowful accident.
1a~i:fui!'d~~\~~~=i~~~e, drear, dreary'
series of syllogisms in a series of propositions so arranged
:i:;~~al~~~i~f:
that the predicate of each one that precedes forms the
sorrowful tree, the night jasmine.
subject of each one that follows, and the conclusion unites
-aor'row-ful-ly,
ad,,. -sor'rOW•ful•ness,
n.
the subject of the first proposition with the predicate of sor'ry (s!lrf'/), a.; soR'RI-ER (-J-er); soR'RI-EST. [ME.
the last proposition, as in the following example:sary, AS. slfrig sad, fr. sar, n., sore, grief, pain. See soRB,
The ,oul is a thinking agent•
n. &: a.. Not akin to.,orrow.] 1. Painful., grievous. Sfienser.
A think in agent cannot be ~evered into pa.rts1
r
That whic"f1cannot be severed cannot he destroyed.
a. Grieved for the loBBof some good; feeling sorrow; as,
Therefore, the eoul cannot be destroyed.
I am sorry you cannot go; specif., grieved for evil done or
This is a pro~easlve, or Arlatotell&n, sorlte1. When the series
caused ; feeling regret, penitent j-now usually expressing
fisroremvGer
sorite■, moderate grief or affliction, but formerly often deeper feel~
1Juts,i"apcahlille
Oseclden'
0egrreoafatlvehe'
111etniu,~y'.
1o6rthGcoec
Odsoaphr
ing. "I am sorry for my sins."
Pie.rs Plowman,
so-rlt'l-oal (sli-rJtlJ-kal), a. Of or pert. to a sorites.
Ye were made ,o,-,·yaftera godly manner. 2 (.'or.vii. 9
or'l o148 ( ~ 11IJ -d 277)
[L
· ·d·
d 3. Melancholy; dismal; gloomy; mournful.
so-r cfd
so-r r -s+;
'n.
· soronc, ,um, an
All full of chirkiug was this ,on·y place.
Chaucer
sorlforif. a,; soror s~ster caederheto kill.] Murder byrdone's 4. Poor; mean; pitiful; worthleBS; contemptible; as, •
se o ones own sister; one w o commits such mu er.
.1
. k d
1
1
8?rt1f
SO•ror'i-ty (s ii-rl:Sr~-tr), n.;
·TIES(-tiz). [L.soror sissorry
!!~eefi~~=~Jo;';n:
:O,.ry tree.
Scott.
ter: cf. LL. soron,tas.] 1, 1sterhood. Rare.
Syn. -Hurt, afflicted, mortified, vexed, chagrined, melan2. A society or club of girls or women, as in a college. choly,dismall· poor, mean, pitiful, contemptible, wretched.
Cf. PRATBRNITY,
2 c.
aorry arace, ii fortune; (a stroke of) ill luck. Obs.
so-ro'sl■ (sli-ro'sls), n. [Cf L. soror sister.]
An associa- sort (s6rt), n. [F. sort, L. sor.,, sortis. See 2d SORT.] A lot;
tion of women, as for social purposes j a woman's club.
hence, chance; destiny ; rarely, magic; sorcery. Ob.,.
so--ro'sls, n. [NL., fr. Gr. uwp6~ a heap.] Bot. A collec- sort, n. [F. sorte (cf. It. sorta), fr. L. sors, sori'i.R,a lot,
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,~i1:in-el), n.Astrol~ ::~r¥ie (t,~~~t~~Ot}, 11.
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Reddieh brown; eorrel.
ogy.
RITES)
heap; a collection,
dock. 'l'he common sor.

~~~8
The O'is.
r:1~gn ~~:~rn:~!diil&eb~~~I~~
~~; e6rd). Var. of
See SOREFALCON.
sor'da.. a. See soRoo.
aor'ance, 11. Sorenees; aleo, a sorde. + SWORD.
■or'del-ll'na. (e6r'd~-le'nli), n
aore1inj_ury1or dieeaee. Obs.
sora ran. See SORA,
flt.]
.l/11.'iic. A kind of small
=~ie~pt~~~- The fruit of the ,~~:d~lVfodc~1.atl'o),n. A Pro-10r'bate (e6r'bA:t)1n [See SOR- venc;al troubadour whom Ver.
~~~'· A ealt or ester of
~~~o~a;;~i~~e\::!~r:ro~t~irt
sor'bent (e6r'Mnt), n [L .wr- of his journey. Brownmg's
t':b~rt~j fn~b~:b!~:.u~~i~~: ;:e~r::~~{~!~i~g~!f!(lile
thhi:
■or'bet. + SHERBET,
world.
sor'bt-cle, fl, fL ,;orbere to eup sor'det (s6r'dCt; stir-de't'), n.
up.~roth:
euppings. ObA,
[See SORDI:SF.,].l/u."tc. Sordino.
>toa;ucr~in:°t~ ~::~::~oJf~r'8~/iit),
t•. t.
drink down.l lt1t to be drunk sor-dld'i-ty (s l'ir-d I d'l-t 'O, n.
:;tm~f.:te~tlitt)11·.i.
[L ..<;01'R.
.l
, ,.l T
ft
01
'did
bil a_;-eto:,;p~ osuprs en. JS. sor 'di 4ne1s, n.llSee ·sESSci.d
0
:re~r~.'1 bii~),~~rbi~~:rnu. ~~~tv.t.J '- r l ;
h
•·
s 1
'd.l
o 'd
d )
[I
!i~din~ 8~~e\o:~.~;o~]);,::;c. _l
;~!1~(i~.
80
Jirf
fi-Ill/il
i~rtti~rl'a~pn!~~ef
;a-pirir~}~!t~~
8'0a':!biot~;./_-ctict(:;:
Bei'ongin~to the Sorbonne or to II sor-di'no (si'lr-rHVnO),
n ; pl.
aSorhomst.
-NI (-nC). (It., fr. sordo deaf,
aorb'ose•(s6r'hi'H1),11.Sorhinose. dull-sonmling-, L . .'l11rdus. See
1orb'o-1ide (e6r'hti-ltld: -sld ; SURD.] ,.l/11sfr. = l-lUTE, ~184), n. Also -aid
C/wm. A sor'di-ous(s8r'dl-ile), a. [Cf. L.
1(-t~d),\~ 1
~~ltt':!d :}~~:~r!inol!e.
:~1.u.t~d~
cell i'
f I l F'lth
1
d
Oh
::,cer, n.
Ohs.s!~~dl-t;, n.; s~~di~n~:~.s-Ob::
1•. i. To practice sorcery.
aor'dor (e6r'dlir), n. [Cf. L.
aor'cer--oua (s6r'ellr-'Us),n.. Of Bordes dirt.1 Refuee; dregfl.
or pertaining to eorcery. -sor'■ore. T SOAR,SORRY,
t0'11l.l
[HON.I 1ore,v.1. Todoubleinrunnin(t
cer-ous-ly, adt•. R.
■or'ohlJl(s6r's:~n), n. = SORB- ■ore (Rffr; 201), a. [Olt. sor, F.
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A

~~rReE~~l-~~;_so;E;rl~:~1ci:ai:
nit~er
~ '>
(e6rn), ,.. i. [Perh ft dial. ~d~rlini:eik1_,_':,:;
••
A kind of
fallow deerl in its fourth year. =
r z ·
o; s~i~~tpls~•cg:·
'JfJi
sore, ad,,. AS . .<:are. See SORE sorewe. + sonRow.
(on another) for bed and hoard; sorrel vine. Vine eorrel. [RY I
painful J orely.
sorfalt, sorfete. + suRI<'ElT.
to q te
e' lf t
sor'rt-ly (Wr'l•lYl, adv.of soRsore,,.•. t. To wound, Obs.
■orfol. + SORROWFUL.
b T!iJ1e~1~!f;i~~n~e.~:~~f:r
aor'ri-ness, n. [AS siirig11Pz,11
sore~e. t SORAOE.
~:s~:ir~ii.p~~~f!~:I
(e6r'ni!r), n.
sadness. See SORRY.]See-NESS.
1
Ao,~:ng eagle sorghe.
SOHROW.
a~tN{r::s·.
of SOR- =~~~~?!:-er'.,~
i~~-that sorrows
~:~~~i~~~rej~,.;?l>,
Bot. ::~':(
r:~i)~!,?N[u.)ghS:?;:I NER.
=~~;~~::t;~s~~/v,
0
so-re'di-a, n.,pl. of i;ionEDtllM. sorfrym + sounoREM.
Ofu/,,
11~~;;;:;}:
1~n'J~/fl~fN
0
~~~~~~;,d I-tt t), a.
(11ntr;).·~~,
of sonui;i.
::r~~- =
Japan.
Mietorf~r;;~:ow
sor'e-dif'er-ous (si'Sr't--d Yf'll r- So-ric'l-4113(si'l-rli.'I-de), 11. 7il. 10-roph'o-roua (s0-ri'Sf'0-rU
). a. s_ora'r,
arr.ow8ofrur
,.ob&
11
101,w_ -Y,,
1o
1yw.fu0bl.
iisJ, m· so-re'dl-if'er-ous (fli'l•re•- [NL.; L . ."ol'<'::r, Rorici..i. shrew+ fGr. a-wpck a heap+ -plioroll..i.]
~0
dl-If'ilr-it~}. a. [..iorerliwn + -idre.] Zoh/. The family con- ]Jof Soriferoue Ral'e.
eor'ry (RXr'I), n Sorrow. Scot.
~~~;~s(lo,~;:.· ~~~~~~t~Ol{A,
i~~rl(fnr'}V_s}~~~~~:~· - sor'u~~
Eng -v. i. To grie"t"e.
aore'fal'con,n. Alsoaorefalcon, Bor'i-ci'me (sl'ir'l-sI'ne; f«Vrl-), la.ting to a sister; sisterly. __80_ aor'ry-mood', a. Sorrvwful.Oh11.
Aleo sore'h&wk'. [From ~OHE 1t JJ!. [NL,1 Zoiil. The typi- ro'ri-al-ly(•rl-dl-I),m/1• Rot/1 R. II aors (s6rz)1 u. ,· ,,,. SORTES
eorrel.1 A peregrine falcon in b~~;~~t1apmpJiteoe~h.hrews,
w1th so-ro'ri an (-dn) a Sisterly OfJs (s6r'tez). fL] A lot, ae used
the reddish plumage of the first sor'i-clne (&ir'l-ein: -sYn: sl>'• ao-ro'ri:&nt (-r'fnt): a. tL. ~,.,,.,,:in divination; also, a kind of
1A~c;i:TI 1y·
1,~;.;:
year.
rl-; 1~1), H. ~L .<101·icmw.:.fr. ~o- l'Ta118, ·(11/IIX, p pr., growing up ~t.i~ffayt\~n,,7~
sore'full. t SORROWFUL,
l
Of
· ·
t, gether] lieµ:· n·ng to have
l
f
d h
■orehed, n. Soreness. Obs.
th: 1Seo~icinre~/f~:{cldn:
s~·ellin~·breaflt/" 0,1."·
ing ots was Oten practice
011
1
1~:
F~~~e~f;.; i:1:~r:.:n~~~ -~~~:~:) ~:t~eerg~~:f~:o:~rb~t
o~:
tenure obliginp: the tenant to ( Ulossop/iaga sm·icitHt) of Cen- so'ror-ize (sO'rlir-Iz), v. i. [L verses from some poet, ae Homer
1th'~"i~':ri~
support the chief, or lord. with tral nnd South America.
soror, soro1·is, aEdster+ F., -fze.J
his train at intervals(usually the Sor'i-cot'de-a ('-i1r'l-koi'd~-d), 10 '8o,a1_s,.teo,c
tion drawn being taken as pro8i_ate
1zw.Eship.,
0,fo.rFhlloA!dr,!.R•INlo
equivalent of one day in a fort. 11. ,i1. [NL.]
Zoiil, A euperR phetic. Another method wu to.
Bib.
family of insectivoresconsistina so'ror-y(-Y),n. = SORORITY.Obs.open at random volume of
0
6S~rif~:i~:.; see poet, :ih!flr:'sr p~~S:"eerg~~ti~:a
sore].
SORREL,
~ol!1se
~c!~~)1_:~d ~g~~~~
sorely T SURELY
( ti 'I k "d)
~
t
=~e;rophetic. In laier time~
sore;Y, a. _,,,Sor,-:o)bs. [NL
s~Je. - ;\o~~·Y. n.
=.~o~.o:••i•g·~.r.
~.~
•. +r'c"rR,
~F~.~:.on°:v,,,~a·
n_e Christiane need the Bible in ..
1 ryiN'ti'),
so-re ma (!!U-remu, n.
·• / s'o'rien'ter' (si'1
u. i.
_;
. ,, Aimilarway,
fmr.
Gr. u0 fwp61_<mba,,.~eaatpe1.l
~aro!p,eAla
F.l To take one's bearings; to the condition of a sorefalcon. aorsecle. T SOL!IIECLE,
008
.., cf ..,
orient one's self.
Cf SORJ.'sorrel l The blades of eoraer. t SORCER.
forming a compound pietil as so-rif'er-oua (etJ-rlf'~r.-ils), a. gr~t!n wheator'barley. Ohs.
aor'ser-y,soraotr. + SORCERY
in the flower of .Magnolia. '
[6orus + -:ferous.] Bearing eori. ■or'rance. T SORAN
CE,
■ort, v. t. [Cf SORT,n., a lot-1
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SORT

SOULE

So 1ta-de'an (siYta-de'~n; s~t'a-), a. Of, pert. to, or charac-

part, prob. akin to serere to connect.

See SER-;
cf . .lS•
lot.] l. A group
having the same or similar characteristics;
a kind, class,

soul (sol), n. [ME. soule, ,aule, AS. sawel, sau-t; ak!n to

teristic of, the Greek poetSotades (276 B. c. ); pert. to or like
his verse, which was notoriously scurrilous and licentious.
order, or species ; as, a sort of men ; a sort of trees.
Sotad.eanvane, Anc. Pros., a catalectic tetrameter of Ionics
a majore, havmgthe normal form - - vv I - -vv 1 - -vv I - ~2, A number of things grouped together; specif., a group
or gathering of people or animals; a company; swarm; ■o-te'ri-al (st-te'rl-al), a. [Gr. u .. rripia. safety.] Theol:
Of or pertaining to salvation or soteriology.
crowd; flock. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
3. A number of things used, or adapted to be used, to- so-te-'ri-o-leig'io(-t-IW!k) } a. Theol. Of or pertaining
ao-te1r1-o-log'i-oal (-I-kill)
to soteriology.
gether ; a set ; suit. Obs. or R.
[Gr. uwrripia. safety (fr.
4. Method or manner of acting ; way ; fashion ; manner. so-te 1ri-ol'o-gy (-W~-jl), n.
I '11deceive you in another sort.
Shak.
CTwT71p1.or;
saving, crwT~Pa savior, a-W,e1.vto save)+ ~logy.]
&. Character ; quality ; nature ; as, people of evil sort.
l. A discourse on health or hygiene.
8. Print. Any character or type considered as a separate 2. Theol. The doctrine of salvation by Jesus Christ.
element in a font; -usually inpl.
So•thio (so'thTk, s~th'lk)} a. [Gr. i .. o,a.KOO,fr. Gr. lwSyn. - Species, rank, condition. See KIND.
So'thi-ac (so'tbT-ilk)
6«, Egypt. sep/.] Of, pert. to,
after a sort, after a fashion; in, orto, a certain degree orex.
or named from, So'this (so'thls), or Sirius, the Dog Star;
tent. - in a 1. = AFTER A SORT. - of sorts, of different kinds;
0
1~0 ngjs~:t~~~
~~~~ tian vague yea.r, which contained 365 days. The Sothic, or
of type ~eflcient or exhausted. b Out of order; ill; vexed;
Bothiac, period consists of 1,460 Sothic years, or 1,461vague
years. A Sothic period ended in July, A. n.139.
'.!:~}~}b!fth
;::i;~;.mn.
For
SO'tol(so'tiil; sa-tol 1), n. a Any liliaceous yuccalike plant
aort (s6rt), "· t.; SORT'ED;SORT'ING,[Cf. ASSORT;also OF.
of the genus Dasylirion, esp. D. tezanum, D. wheeleri, etc.,
sortir to get by lot, to choose, F. sortir to obtain. See of the southwestern United States. See D.lsYLmioN. b
SORTkind. l 1. To select as ofa certain sort; choose. Obs. A distilled liquor made in Mexico from species of Dasyt '11sort some other time to visit you
Slwk
lirion. It resembles mescal.
Hence, to put in a certain place or rank according to
kind, class, sort, etc. ; to arrange according to character- sot'Ush (sot'lsh), a. [From soT.] Like a sot; doltish;
very foolish ; drunken.
istics , to separate ~d classify ; as, to sort cloths by colors.
Raye which differ m refrangibibty may be parted and so1·ted Syn. - Dull, stupid, senseless, doltish.
- sot'Ush-ly, adv. -sot'Ush-neas, n.
from one another.
Sir /. Newton
■OU (soo), n.; pl. sous (sooz; F. soo).
[F. sou, OF. sol, fr.
3. To conform ; adapt ; accommodate. Now Rare.
L. solidus a gold coin, in LL., a coin of less value. See
I pray thee, sort thy heart to patience
Sl,ak.
4, To feed and bed down (an animal, esp. a horse); also, SC.LID
; cf. SOLDO. a An old French coin and money of
to pu\ to rights; adjust. Obs. or Scot. &, Dial. Eng,
accowit. The com was originally of gold, later of silver,
6. To punish, flog ; beat; chastise. Scot. &, Dial. Eng.
and finally of copper, being in the 18th century worth .'.
IOrt, v. i. 1. To join or associate with others, esp. with livre or about a cent. b Popularly, the present bronze
others of the same kind ; to consort ; as, to Bort with
5-centime piece, worth about a cent or a halfpenny.
thieves.
sou-a'ri nut (soo-ii're). The large edible nutlike seed of
any South American tree of the genus Caryocar, esp. of C.
I. To suit ; to fit; to be in accord ; to harmonize.
nuciferu11,. They yield a bland oirused in cookery.
They are happy whose natures !mrt with their vocations Bacon,
3, To have a tendency (to); to conduce (to).
sou 1blse' (soo 1biiz'), n. 1. [F.] A sauce made of white
■or'tle (s6r'te), n. [F., fr. sortir to go out, to issue; orig.
onions and melted butter mixed with veloute sauce.
nncert.] 1. Mu, The sudden issuing of troops from a be- 2. A kind of cravat worn bJ: men in the late 18th century,
sieged place to attack or harass the besiegers; a sally.
sou-brette' (soo-br~t'), n. LF,] Theat. Orig., in comedies,
2. Headdress. A little knot of ribbons, worn between the a lady's maid who acts the part of an intrigante ; a coquetbonnet and the pinner. Obs.
tish maidservant or frivolous young woman ; by exten■or'tl-lege (s6r 1tI-lilj), n. [F. sortilege, fr. LL . .,ortilegium,
sion, an actress who plays such a part.
fr. L. sortilegus foretelling, as n., a soothsayer, fr. L. sors, sou-chong' (soo-sh~ng'), n. [Chin. haiao• chunrr', small or
sortis, a lot+ legere to gather, to select.] Act, art, or fine sort.] A kind of black tea of a fine quality.
practice of divination by lots; hence, popularly, sorcery.
■ouf'fle(soo'f'l), n.
[F.] Med. A murmuring or blowing
■ort'ing (s6r 1tTng), p. pr. &: vb. n. of SORT,- aortlngj&elr., sound ; as, the uterine souj)le heard in pregnancy.
Logging, a moored raft having a gap through which loge II ■ouf1fljj' (soo'fli'; soo'fli), a. [F., fr. souffie, p. p. of
are floated to be sorted by their marks; also, the space
soujfter to puff.] 1, Ceramics. Decorated with very small
where the sorting is done.
drops or sprinkles of color, as if blown from a bellows.
II■or-U'ta (~r-te'tii), n, [It,, a coming out.] 1, The air 2. Cookery. Often ■ouffllle, Filled with air by beating,
aung by any principal character in an opera on entering.
and baked ; as, an omelette so11jfte.
2. A closing voluntary; a postlude,
II souf'flll', n. [F. See sourPLB, a.] Cookery. A delicate,
BO'l'u8(so'rils), n.; pl. SORI(-ri). [NL., fr. Gr. O'OJPOOa spongy dish, served hot from the oYen, made of eggs, milk,
heap.] a In ferns, one of the cluster• of sporangia formand flour, etc , beaten till very light, and mixed with fruit,
ing the so-called " fruit dots " on the fertile fronds. The
cheese, or other flavoring.
shape and position of the sori are of diagnostic importance.
sough (slif ; sou ; 277 : Scot. &: dial. souf, soof, aililf, sou,
See FERN, Illust, b In parasitic fungi, any maSBof spores
soo, Scot. also BOOK),n. [ME. swough, su!ogh, a sound, AB.
bursting through the epidermis of a host plant. o In li- swogan to sound, akin to OS. swogan to rustle, Goth. gachens, a heap of soredia on the thallue.
sw/Jgjan to sigh; cf. Icel. sugr (in comp.) a rushing sound.
■O'■o' } (siYeo'), a. Aleo so ■o. [so+ .,o.] Neither very
Cf. SURF,swooN, v. i.] l. A hollow moaning, or a murllo'-Bo'
good nor very bad ; middling; passable ; tolerable ; indifferent.
"Bis leg Is but aoso." Shak. - adv.
s{t,bifowitt
Tolerably ; passably. All Chirjly Colloq.
2. Hence, a vague rumor or flying report. Scot.
II ao■•te-nu'to (sos'tt-noo'to), a. [It.] Mu.,ic. Sustained;
3. A whiz or whistle, as of a missile. Scot. &, Dial. Eng.
- applied to a movement or paSBage the notes of which
4. A singsong or chant used esp. in preaching. Scot.
are to be sustained to their full nominal value i also, to a
a calm or quiet ■ ough, silence. Scot.
passage the tones of which are to be somewhat prolonged. sough, v. i.; soUGHED(silft; soud; see above); souau'1NG.
■ot (s~t), n. [F., foci, foolish, fr. LL. sottus; cf. AS. sott,
[See SOUGH, n.] 1. To moan, murmur, or sigh, as the wind.
fr. LL. ; of unknown origin.] 1. A fool ; a simpleton;
2:. To breathe heavily, as in sleep; also, with away, to
also, Obs., a little child; an innocent. Obs. or Scot.
breathe one's last; to die.
2. A person whose faculties have become dulled by ex- 3. To whiz or whirr, as a mlSBile. Scot.&, Dial. Eng.
cessive drinking ; a habitual drnnkard.
4. To preach or pray in a whining tone, Scot.
ROBT, CONSORT, BBSORT, BORCBRY, SORT
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11,}h~i!ti:~!~~~gl:::!~~
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~fo::'si~s?!..
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:,s 1!/o1 ~~~i!~

:rso~rtoa;o~e i~tJa:; 8fa°~~f!{1;
occur ; tum out. Oba.
oort'a-ble C•6r'td-b'IJ, a. [Cf,
}", aort.able suitable.J 1. Capable of being sorted.
!:}!~t1~~ proper.
aort'&l (IOr'Ml), a, Pertaining
to a sort or class Ohs. m· R.
■ort'a.nce (-tltns), n. [Fr. SORT.
1'. i.]
Suitableness; agreement.
0/J,.

tion or appointment by or as by

BOB88rie.

+SORCERY•

10ft.fhll ~~~1~f~s~~n:~s. L~,;/ o s e g o. J
!:~-tl~r
(-~~~i~'i;,
aoril.l.. T SHORTLY.
IOSB~lng,n Prob , cajolery Obs.
0

aort'ment,

i

1~.

n, Assortment.

Oba.

ao■ 'atn-ger

(si'.Ss'Yn-J@r). Dial.
Eng. var of SAUSAOF.:.
101'1le (slSt1''l ; t1ljz"l>, aoz'zle,
n. t v. Slop ; mess. Dial.
fr. L. Cf SORROW,] A place of IOlteiDe, SO■tene. -f' SUSTAIN,
sorrow. Ohs.
[SORROWFUL.I ■ostena.unae, i' $USTENA.NC
••
aorwe. aorweful. t s o B R o w, lo■ 'ter. t SISTER.
;R~01
), n. [L. sory Soa'the-nea CslJs'th~-n~z J. Bib
a kind of ore. Gr. uWpv]
Old =~~~;~
aoa'tre. t ~l<.;TER.
Min. A black earth impre~nated
vitriol; vitriols in general. S,,a'va Vo-gal'. See FINN oAct with
0
■or'zle (si'.Sz''l). Var. ot soss1.1:. Uon1c I.ANOUAGES.
I01'te, T SHORT.
Bot. t SOOT,SWEAT,
Dial. Rur,.
■ortellge, aortellgler.
t i;;oaTr- ■oa'bel'ly
(slSs'b~l'l'), n. A fat- ■ot (slSt), Obs, or dial, pret. &
LEo E, SORTIJ.IWEll
rranges,1 bellied fellow. Ob&
p p. Of SIT,
■ort'er, n. One that eorts or ar-,
II■or'tea (B6r'te'zJ, n.,J}I. of L. ::::: Va;,og;:~cE- Dial 1':ng.
fo1:1tis~.f·s~t~!;.'b,;,.
SORS, a lot - aor'tea Bi'bll-c•
Bot. "· t, To make a fool or simor ■a'cr■ (blb'll-si,
aii'kl'e)
0
i~LJ,a;_ pleton of ; to befool. Rare,
[NL. Bibhcte Biblical, L. socrae tus•s play ~~~i!\l~,':;n
O Ampbttruo."
Mer..cred], divination by the use cury dh:guises
himself as the ~\~d~1J?s~~h~eNL~~~l.e.
of the Bihle. - 1. Ho-me'ri-c•
A Sotadic verse
of Sosia, who, as a re- TADEAN.-n.
or Ver-gl'U-a/na,, or Vlr-gi'li- double
Ault,
doubts
his
own
identity.
~f~e~
a'n• (li0-mlr'T-s§, v l! r-j I l'T- Hence, any person closely re- f:/e~nm~~::,~~f
palindromic,
b
Palindromic
Remhling another.
M~1J!fl:::r~y°t~e~~!i~1
verRe,
the works of Homer or Vergil.
~:rr;~-,-r~~~;~~;~-tl!r).
Bih. So'tai (BO'tr ·; sO'tO:-r; Bi'i-til'I).

!:=~!t~;,

-f' SORROW.
i' SEl?VICE(tree).
■orwatorfe, n. [Prob- after words

■oru.

■orrin.

::9'ry
rto~~l

=~ta~~~.

-f' CERTES,

adv. Suitabl;y. Ob,., !
~or;~i'r~~~
Jl;~·sorttarilis.]
[f1:~el
aor'tl-leg-er(s6r'tl-l~j-@r), n. A a::;~!~t:1:~s'pY-td),a.

fortune teller. Ohs. m· R.
■or'tl-le'gic (-lfi'jlk),
or aor'tUe'gioua (-jUs), a. Of or pert,
to sortilege.

f:f-t'f
:~,C~.lStr.::11iJe;1~:!:1
= SORTILEGE,
■ort'i-ment

(~r'tY-mlnt), v, t.

[G. sortiment.iere11, fr. It sortimento an assorting.1 Tea Sorting. To paas through sieves for
ridding of dust and assorting in
1ize and twist of leaf.
0

0

Act of easting lots; determina-

e.

food, ro-ot; out, oil; chair;

1t!!Y;,
:t~:Uhll;,~~t.

f~ri}difse :i:~~~~~~~~~i~~J~;"ifitfcf&iti!~';i ~~
nitive, nature. Descartes, with his theory of bodily automatism and his doctrine that the essential nature of the
soul is rational thinking, which the brutes cannot share,

:~!:J~~!~

gve
sao1~:Ii:;li~~ t::ttti~!:To~!n~1~;~;i\~
:~!!1:r.
iY::'
t~oul
has been treated as all entity or subject manifested
especially in man's volitional and thinking activities ; it is

!~t
ii~j~n"J,i:it
et:t:.1;,1~:1:fl:~~d.!a
~i~l~. dse~~~A~
the soul is identified with th'e· mind or with conscious ex0

perience ; this is the usual sense of the word in psychology
and Is the general conception of idealists. Third, the soul
is treated as a function, or the sum of the functions of the
1~Yre:t:f~J~aJo~:
~::r~i!iiro':.!h?a~rl::'!l~~7;Ji;
conceptions, such as that of Fechner that the soul is the
whole unitary spiritual process in conjunction with the
whole unitary bodily process, ap1,>earto stand midway between the idealistic and materiahstic views. Cf. A.NIM:1811,
TRANSMIGRATION.
See GHOST, n., 1, SPIRIT.
2. Hence, the psychical or spiritual nature of the universe conceived as related to the physical world as the
human soul to the human body; the world soul.
3. Man's moral and emotional nature as distinguished from
his intellect; hence, expression which effectively present■
or arouses emotion and sentiment.
4. The seat of real life, vitality, or action ; the animating or
eSBential part. "The hidden soul of harmony."
Milton,
&. The leader ; inspirer; moving spirit ; the heart ; aa,
the soul of an enterprise ; the soul of kindness.
6. Courage ; spirit; fervor ; affection, or any other noble
manifestation of the heart or moral nature.
7. A human being ; a person ; - a familiar appellation,
nsually with a qualif:ying epithet ; as, poor soul.
a. A disembodied spirit, or a spiritual being.

g~:~

i::l1te~t

r:~t~~:
.,

every soul in heaven

,lhlt<m.

Syn. - SoUL, SPIRIT are often convertible terms, esp. in
their denotation. But in ordinary usage (for technical
distinctions see defs.) SOULis apt to connote greater depth
of feeling or sentiment than SPIRIT, which suggests more
strongly vital energy or (often) independence of bodily
form; as, 0 God is soul, sfJuls I and thou: with souls should
sou{.'Jhave place" (R. Browninf!); 0 Speak to Him, thou,
f
iii~~ wt:s::~'f'h~a:al!!~~t
j
... I say' Soul makin1/?- Soul as distinguished from l.lf._
telligence" (Keat.,;); u Difficulties nerve the spirit of a man"

;J!'r~~!f:b1'2)

PC31\t:a!.~:id?

f!i·~;!t,~::1J~ir:J~~:iwir:~,r~~~~i);~~~
rushed together at the touching of the lips" (Tennyson);

:::~:!',b\r~v~:~i:;·,

1oabttl. i' SUBTI.E.
r'
souc1111.,t ~EACliNNY. .. ,
aou-ca.r • sow-car (sou-kar ·1.n. (Cf. I!'. soufriere a box for holJ~
rHind. sliukrir • md:iir. 11ii,/1ii,kilr,mg sulphur, a rlace where sul,
A so Ii ta ire
lit., honest.] A native banker, phur is found
( M11adestes sib1la11s) of St. Vin,
0
or Sc[it~
cent Island, West Indies,
1ough. t sow. a female pfg.
souce. Obs. pl. of sot:.

f~~1:.{jb~. d{af.
i!::]
■ouch.
■ ouch

+ SOW•

t

!i~~;

=~:ri:

:o~:

(•shYl,

::!!,

r::~:Ja.
':;,
rt.]

r

~i: I

ggvir;Jl~r
le!t-::ir:::t

~=~~'~:1~~~,~~•rit~t~·
i~trJtY!~

~l:

+

l

==~~r
tso~

:~!;fcL•
Ohs.°s~t~
+

+

rr'~~llr~'fo
?i:!:w
r!:r
ca.It lots, fr. sora, sortts, a lot.J

:;:;:

o

~U,ic:!JfW:h:,
1 t 11t
t
SUBTl,E,SUBTLY, SUBTl,ETY,
■ot'ly, i' SOOTJI
LY,
■ot'ly. a, Foolish.
Ohs,
1ot'lil-& (sl5t'nl-ti), n, [Russ.
sot.':f.a a hundred, fr. sto hun~~!aJro!il. A Cossack cavalry
■otone~. a. LCf. F smitane cassock. l Prob., made like a long
cnsROck. Obs.

:~~lr:::
r:~g:

!~{~

cher;:·e

■on'tul-ly,

~?1~
n~e~?e;·J,
t.r!n~~;
~ ~~d
of short farcical play having al-

:t:

::ii'~~i:n\h~i111rf~l¼t e'!n~~fe~.•y; 1Y!i!~ec!~tt:r:~~Pl~
earlier usage of the Old Testament it has no reference to
0
fil~~a~f~~ari{;:i~-;t~Ya~n~:~~:,gJi~t~~it 1~1
survive the body." - Diet. of the Bible (Hastings/. '.l'he
more exact determination of the Christian conception was
reserved for the Church Fathers, especially St. Augustine,
who taught that it is simple. immaterial, and spiritual, devoid of quantity an~ spatial extension. He ar~ed its im ..
mortality from the fact that it is the repository of im;perieh-

,ls:,~:J.~::rc~ib.

~:::!:"t
Jf

f;bf!

~Y=~~~g;·

0~~?ssing ; specious
BOti, -f' SOOTY,

0

(sOOK), Scot. var. of 0 ~rd:.~~.~u~f;]~:!i:;
specif., an adit for draining a
:~ii:!.iid,~~~Soughin
~S&;~Imine. Dial Eng.
[SEEK I
■ou.che, v. t. [OF. sosc~11er,L, 1ought (silt), prel, ~ p. p. of
To mistrust; sussuspicari.}
thsl!~lr!fT~f
:0-EEK,
pect; also, to devise, Ohs.
aou-chet' (sOO-shii'; sOO'shl!), aouk Cs®k : s<lbk). Scot. & dial.
aou'chie (sOO'sh l), ■ou'chy
vwar~fo?s~~VL, a relish.
n. [Cf. OF ,.,oucu!brine.
10111. t SOI.E,a.
c?th~(>T. ~~;~/ \!J!nd offish stew with 1oal,v. t. [Cf. 1-".soUler to satiate,
E.
so11.
to feed.] To afford suit11
aou!chet'
(s®'i>.h~'),
n.
rF,
tY:;terbi;_fSee SOUTER,]A cobthe name of the plant. J The edi•
~~~~e1½a:~duf~·th a
ble tubers of the ch ufa,.
■ot'ter (MSt'fr ), 1,.
t. [ Cf. dial.
sodder to boil slowly. to seethe, 1oud 1 n. [OF. soude pay. Cf, 1oal(BOl;sal),11.i Togo a.bout on
and E SODDEN,SF.ETHE,] Scot. SOLDIER.] A sum (of money); All Souls' Day singing and beggin~ for soulcakes
Dial Eng.
~D,al.Eng.
1. To simmer; bub- a quantity.
0b1'.. Scot.
. .
aou•lack' (sOO-llk'), n [Turk
■owl, v, t. [F. sour/er to Jom,
ble ; sputter ; crackle.
fasten, See SOLI.IER,
j To unite;
I To scorch ; blister,
a
m::~':r
Obs.
11liup?£~r fool~ strengthen,
about the person of the 'l'urkish
f~~~~-::,,~,,~~!•ffi} ei ruler.
1sh behavior; a piece of stupid- ::-:-:;~;
ity or folly. Ohs.
merchant; a shopkeeper. lndia. aoul' ale', n. A wake. Obs
soul bell The passing bell Oba.
■ouda.ine.
-f' Sl'UJH':N.
Bifi.
[Oh.!1,1
1~; BO•ta'na, n. [Sp J A cassock.
BOU-du', n. rF.] A sultan. Ob.C4.soul bllndne11. dea.fneBB, Psy·~~f~~roMk~:pr~~~t:hett,
aote t O::OOT,
SOT, SWEET.
chic blindness. deafness. See
(p6r't(l-kO), an arcade; a street Sou'da-neae'
(soo'dd:-n i!z';
BLINDNESS,1, llEAYNESS
aotel. sotely. tsuBTJ.E, SUBTLY,
nes'). Var. of SUJlANE:0-E,
h:.s;i~e;:for;
butlldu~;.e~ 1ouclane11e,11. A l'lultaness. Obs. soal'cake', n A kind of large
soteler. t <:JTOl,ER.
1 tlN 1 vel'),
cake
eaten on All Souls' Day ;
So'ten'vtlle',M.
de(s0
a.
vo'ce
(vO'chi),
under
the
aoudart.
SOLDI
~:Jt.
~;~!~?;.f•t~~fe
~·wh~ie!':~~s;
also, the prest>nt received In•
sou.de. i' SOLD,pay.,
voice ; in an undertone ; aside.
medicinable. Ohs.
F .•l i~• ~~1~l~J.:c~G!i:g~~!~:
stead for u sou ling." Dial. Eng.
IOU.dell, -f' SUDDEN,
■ot'weed',n. Tobacco. Obs.~ R.
■oa'pf-t&'tion (-ti'shiln),
n. A Zn." He is Angelique's father, aou (sou; sOO). Dial. Eng var.
soul
candle.
A light placed near
0J~~~~R.scJ:.°v~~-E!fl a corpse. Obs
keepin~ safely. Obs.
aoth. + SOOTH.SOUTH,
of ~ouou.
sos'pl-t&'tor,n. LL.) Savior. Ohs. aot'hed'. n. [See SOT; -HKAD.] aoua.ge. i' !llA\'AQE,
10111curer.
A curate ; priest ;
S
d ; dirty ; parson.
BOBB
(slSs), n. i\" ti. t. ~ i. Mess; 1"olly, Obs.
sou-&'rf <sOO-ii'ri!),n. [Galibi
muddle; slop: swill: also, to lap. ■othefaat, aothely.
1ould (sdltd ; BoodJ. Obs. or Scot
i' SOOTII- saouari.J Any tree of the genus Bou'dra.
SUDRA,
Qb,-. or Scot. ~ Dial. Eng,
&
dial
Eng.
var.
of suovtu.
FAST,SOOTHLY•
Caryocar (which see).
t SouTHRON.
Sou'dron.
1011. n. ~ v. t, ~ 1, Plunge ; aothen.. f' SODDEN,SUDDEN, Bouari fat. St>eorL, Table I.
aoul•da'do. t SOLDADO,
■oudyoure. t SOLDIER,
thump; throw; splash; slump, BOtherin. -f' :0-0l!THEltN.
aoulda.n,■oalda.nease. t SOLDAX
1ou'ba.1ou'bah.Vars.
ofsuBAH, aoue. t sow, to gall.
Ohs, or Scot, i\" Dial. Eng.
(sulta.n). SOLDANE!iiSE.
Bothery, a. Sweet. Oh.,.
BO'R'ba.-da.r'
,aou'ba.h-dar'. Vars. ■oaerte, -f' SURETY,
A soJdjer. Ok8
■oll, adr,.
Heavily ; plump. aothfaat, ,othfeat. aotbl)I'
■oum.aaunce. -t SUFFISANCB:. soul.dart, n.
OhA.or Scot. 4-Dial. Eng.
Scot.
SOOTHFAST,
SOOTHLY• [Obs.I ~!:..~::~(s'&,_bi'sht!).[+A:~::1
n.
[F.J
BOIi, interj. A call to food ad- 1othle11e, adv. Indeed ; verily
Boulde.
SOLD,pret. 4'p p.
IOUbgit. t ~UBJECT,
dressed to dOJrBor swine. Oba,
aouldyour. t SOLDIE&
1ou1l>rf'quet'Cd'brl'k~').
Var. ■ouffyae, -f' SUFFICE.
1~."p_s~~~:iETHB, Of
SOLE,
Boule,
or Scot. ~ Dial. Eng.
SOBRIQUET.
■oufre.
-t SULPHUR,

:1°p~!:n
~~~;~~~~tlw~~~-

aortel.

OFries. set,, OS. seola, D. ziel, G. seele, OHO. sela, seula,
Jcel. sala, Sw. sjiil, Dan. sirel, Goth. saiwala ,- orig. uncert. J l, An entity conceived as the essence, substance,
or actuating cause of individual life, esp. of life manifested
in psychical activities i the vehicle of individual existence,
separate in nature from the body and usually held to be
separable in existence. The use of such terms as O breath"
(Heb. neplleslt, Gr. 1rvEVµ.o.,Lat. anima, spiritus) and
"shadow," or u shade" (Egypt. ba, Gr. 0-,ci0: 1 Lat. umbra),
shows the nature of the earliest conceptions of the soul.
The Egyptian distinction of ba and cliu (see B.l), soul and
spirit (Gr. and Biblical ,J,vx~ and rrv,v1-<a.)dates from the
earliest times. and the characteristic Egyttian ~~r:{'.eption

l~,c:':.~;ro~:r~r'),

:::t!!~ot:

go; sing, igk;

fllten, thin;

Full explanation•

natyre,

ver<t9re (250); K=chin

of' Abbreviations,

Sips,

ete.
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G. lch, ach(144);

Immediately

precede

boN; yet;

zh=z
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SOULED

SOUR

"There is some soul of ~oodness in thiru?s evil" (Shak.);
in present usage, suggests esp. meaningless, confused, or
"the inmost purple spirit of light" (Shelley). See GHOST. discordant sound.

sound shadow.

The region of silence behind a screen
opaque to sound waves.

souled (sold), a. Having a soul; possessing soul and feel- sound (sound), v. i. [ME. sounen, sownen, OF. soner, F. soup (soop), n. [F. soupe soup, sop, OF. sope, aupe, aoupe,
ing; -chiefly in composition; as, great-souled Hector.
sonner, fr. L. ,onare. See BOUND a noise.] 1. To make a originally a sop; cf. souper to sup, OF., also, to eat, to
Boul'ful (s1il'f<l61),a, Full of, or expressing, deep feeling,
noise or sound; to produce an audible effect; to make an
dip a sop (as in wine); of Teutonic origin; cf. D. sop sop,
emotion, sentiment.-soul'ful-ly,
adv.-soul'ful-ness,
n.
[Cf. AS. sawelleas.] Having no
soul, or no greatness or nobleness of mind or feeling. soul'lesa-ly, adt>.- soul 1leu-ness, n.
BOU' mar1qu6' (soo 1 miir'ka'). [F .] a An old French copper coin, worth about one and a quarter sous. b (pron.
miirlke'; -ki') Little or nothing; a trifle; as! not worth a
sou marque. Often also sou' mar 1quee' (mlir1ke'). U. s.
sound (sound), n. [AS. sund a swimming, akin to E.
swim,: cf. Icel. sundma.gi, lit., swim maw. See swi.11.J
The air bladder of a fish.
1ER (soun'der); souND'EsT. [ME. sound,
sound, a.; SOUND
AS
d
k" t D
d O
d OHO · nt
81
i.w~ ;~nl. a~r;~:h.'
td t~s::n~s. Cf.
j
1. Free from flaw, defect, or decay; perfect of the kind;
undamaged or unimpaired; as, sound timber; sound fruit.
2. Healthy; not diseased ;-said of body or mind; as,
a sound body; a sound understanding.
3. Firm ; strong r safe ; also, fig., secure; trustworthy;
as, a sound bank ; a sound commercial credit.
4. Founded in truth or right; free from error; not fallacious or faulty; right; as, a sound lawyer; a sound
thinker ; sound argument or reasoning; sound principles.
6. Morally good or honorable; honest; also, orthodox.
Y.Oeuaraefanvootr•••rund.s•ak.
Of tDh101nnoetwlskenctow?
Y
"
8, Complete ; thorough ; as, a sound beating.
7. Undisturbed; profound ; -applied to sleep.
8. Founded in law ; good in law; legal; valid; not defective; as, a sound title to land.
.
t'
fF
h
•ound as"roacht, roach per h • be mg
a corrup 10n
roe e
fi~;JJ; ro13~lt~~~y
-;;;~~::~ g~'l'a",;g_rthodox
sound,n. [AS. sund a narrow sea or strait; akin to Ice!,,
Sw., Dan., & G. sund, prob. so named because it could be
swum across. See SWIM.] a An inlet of the ocean. Obs
b A long passage of water connecting two larger bodies
but too wide and extensive to be termed a strait, as a passage connecting a sea or lake with the ocean or with another sea, or a channel passing between a mainland and an
island; as, the sound between the Baltic and North Sea.
aound, v. t.,· souND'ED; souNn'1NG. [F. sonder, prob. of
Teutonic orig. ; cf. AB. sundgyrd a sounding rod, sundline
a sounding line (see BOUNDa narrow pasaage of water).]
l. To measure the depth of ; to fathom ; esp., to find the
depth of by a line and plummet.
2. To find, or try to find, the thoughts, motives, or the
like, of (a person); to examine
And by that offer meant to sound your breast. Dryden.
3. Med. To explore or examine, as the bladder or urethra,
with a sound; to examine by auscultation or percussion.
to so11I1d
a line, Whaling, to carry down the tow line of the

soul'leBB (sol'l~s), a.

D..;,_,
&

impulse of the air that shall affect the organs of hearing.
"First taught speaking trumpets how to sound," Dryden.
2, To be conveyed in sound; to be spread or published;
to convey intelligence by sound.
From you sounded out the word of the Lord l Tliess. i. 8.
3. To make or convey a certain impression, or to have a
certain import, when heard ; hence, to seem ; to appear;
as, this reproof sounds harsh; the story sounds false.
4. Law. To have, or tend in, its significance, import, nature, effect, or the like; -with in, and formerly into, to,
against. Obs., except as a legal term; as: to ■ound In tort,
to have the nature or effect of tort; to so11I1d In folly, to be
or appear of a foolish nature; to 1011I1dIn da.magea, to have
the essential quality of damages (said of an action bTOught
fl"~aife:e:!~!a:t;,:r.:;.i;;:
incline b To mean.
: "f
· T
·
d
'
'
·
'
sign, y. c O resoun ·
~aTe'~,°lf;,!_';j_·•.:tu':'it'i::~~ntJ½':i¾}~/t'!dtiia~~::::.v
play, usuafiy marching in quick time from right to left of
the lme and back ; - said of the band or field music. At
evening parade the field music sounds retreat immediatelyafterthebandhassoundedoff,andthebandfollowswith
th e "Star Spangled Banner" while the flag is lowered.
sound, v. t. l. To cause to sou nd • as a musical in st rument; to play on; as, to sound a trumpet or a horn.
2. To cause to exist as a sound ; as, to sound a note.
3 • To speak· utter · express audibly Now Rare
How de.resthy ... t~ngue sound this u~pleaeing news ? Shak.
4. To order, indicate, or proclaim, by a sound or sounds;
to give a signal for by a certain sound; as, to sound a Tetreat·, to so••nd a parley·, the clock sounds noon.

soppen to dip, to sop. See sop something dipped in a liquid,
suP, v, t.; cf. SUPPER.] 1, A liquid food variow,J.y made,
usually by boiling meat and vegetables, or either of them,
in water, commonly seasoned or flavored; broth.
2. a Nitroglycerin, as used in blasting. Burglars' Cant,
b Any material injected into a horse with a view to changing its speed or temperament.
Racing Cant.
II souptnon' (soopts6N'), n. [F.] A suspicion; a sugges•
"
t
ff
"th
•
11
tion; hence£:
sma portion~ a aste; as, co ee w1
a soupron
ran Y; a soup 9on
coiuetry.
IIsoupe'-maf'gre (so21''mil'gr'; -mii'g r), n. Also BOUP'mai•gre (sooptmii'ger). [F. soupe maigre.] Cookery.
Thin soup made chiefly from vegetables or fish with a
n1~en:: ;v:rl~~d:la':'.'i::.p~hose
fins,
when boiled, form gelatin used by the Chinese in making
soup; esp., on the coast of California, Galeus zygopterus.
SOU'Ple(s<l6p''l; soop"l), a. [Var. of SUPPLIO,] Supple.
Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng., exc. in: 1011ple ■Ilk, silk made
soft by soupling.
sou'ple, v. t.; -PLE_D(-'Id); ·PLING (;Ung). To supple.
Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng., exc.: SilkiflanvJ, To prepare (silk) for dyeing by working it in hot water containing
three to four grams of cream of tartar to the liter, so as
to cause th8 silk to swell and become softer and more absed
• 1
Ps~~~~;.;s
al•~n'A ble:tJ.!cg~, ~~fi;}ey f,!"p~ 0p':,~
sour (sour), a. /"~~B'EB (-6r); soUB'BST. [ME. sour, sur,
AS akin to D
OHO - 1 1 O
• sur ,·
· zuur, • aauer,
· sur, ce · mrr,
Sw. sur, Dan. suur, Lith. suras salt, Russ. suro'V'JI
harsh,
~
rough. Cf. SORREL
the plant.] 1. Having an acid or tart
~ou!~ t1~~~t!:s ~~
~~.J~r
g~~a:C:.~~~~; as, to
taste, like vinegar and the juices of most unripe fruits;
8. To examine the condition of (anything) by causing the
acid; tart; specif., changed, as by fermentation, 10 as to
same to emit sounds and noting their character; as, to
bie acid, rancid, or musty; turned; as, sour milk.
sound a piece of timber; to sound the lungs.
Hence, distasteful; disagreeable; unpleasant ; of per7. To signify; import; denote. Obs.
Chaucer.
sons, cross; crabbed; peevish; morose; as, a man of
sound board. A thin resonant board, as the belly of a sour temper; also, expressive of such qualities; as, a sour
violin, usuallx of pine or spruce fir, so placed in an 1nstrureply. "A sour countenance."
Swift.
ment as to re0nforce its tones by sympathetic vibration.
3. AfflictiYe ; painful ; bitter. "Sour adversity." Shak.
sound bow (ho), In a series of transverse sections of a bell,
4. Cold and wet ; as, a sour day. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
~:
::O~f!fu~!1!f:u!h:i
the
&. Of soil, cold, wet, or acid, and hence unproductive.
sound com.pensstton. Phon. Individual differences in Dial. or Colloq.
the adjustments of the vocal organs for the same, or prac8. Coarse; - said of grass, and of animals. Dial. Eng.
0t~ei:i~~~e~ 8
0
ts•t:
czael
oeutcn_d,.
~dcauelletdo
ad1i8ff0 ecreomncpeesnsian
10sryha
0ly tthhee
0pehanagned.
0sragmane,ss,
f
applies esp. to that which is crabbed or morose; TARTaugsound director. An apparatus, as eight megaphones or a gests pungency or sharpness; that which is ACIDis biting
~J~::~t
i::~hi~:acth~f~h~o~~::~~i~~
;~1!ifsrgJer~:
~rH~a[S~Wt~
(j~~~~t!);
~~il~Tri~te~,t!i!~~1ri~~~~e':~ecl:~~~:s:
a passing ves.. a sour, malignant, envious disposition ,, (Burke); "when
there is as much sour as sweet in a compliment" (Sterne);
sound'er (soun'd0r), n. l. One that sounds i specif., an
•~tart Aristophanes" (B. Jonson); "A tart temper never
electromagnetic instrument used in telegraphy in place of
mellows with age " (Irving); "I thought I mi~ht venture
:1f:::::~~!!d:~:1t:1:t.catJ~:s~::R:~~)~r!:t
from th e
~e'1lrl1t~!!dr :id.~1:i~ i~:\!~th:~yh~~dt:::
2. Med. A probe.
tremely young" (Walpole); "bis (Thoreau's] almost acid
sound JI.Ole. Music. An opening in the belly or sound
3fspi~:irfo~'. ('[.l~;ni~ 0 1bk~n :gtth "l':c~::~ ao~
board in instruments of the viol class to increase its elasirritating·, ASTRINGENT
connotes sternness or austerity·,
ticitr for sympathetic vibration.
th t. BIT R h" I . (e ) .
. 1 t
tt·
0
sound'ing, P• a. Making or emitting sou nd i hence, resoas~ 0 \8empe-r;,s:o/~,\ifs~t.~1let~!1~~~eu
8g,i
nant; sonorous; high-sou n <ling. - sound•lng-ly, adv.
(Stei•enson); "an ac,"id, choleric man" I Carlyle); astrinsound'ing, P· pr. & vb. n. of SOUND.Hence : "· 1. Act of e.ent virtue; "an exceeding bitter err •1 ( Gen. xxvii. 34);
one that sounds (in any of the senses of the several verbs).
~ Bitter expressions, bitter curses, a bitter fate,. are terms
2 . .Naut. [From BOUNDto fathom.] a Measurement by
~yd,~r(OS1]1gal~).unSdeeei;.s!~~~N~,YMoa!\;A'
J:,uA,.c":>,,;.o'NY"T.
i,
sounding i also, the depth BO ascertained.
b pl. Ana
b h th pi' k. h
lb
dock th
r~~~d?:fli~te 0titfie~~tath~to~\~i!.water,
where a han
~~ dough. ~1rea~':i.
1.>ial.Eng~ b1¥:1Afa~Y:~
in, 01 , on, soundings, .Na.ut.,in water not too deep to be fathand the Pacific Northwest an experienced eJfplorer or
db
nd'
r h 0 fte
th
t
settler in a new, usually inining, country.
Colloq.-a.
~:oundk a .~0
~:ier
d~ep
~~~th~~~asby-;
gourd, the acid fruit of the Australian baobab or cream;_
sounding fine; hence, fig., in a situation beyond one's reSo0f-mtaertt,.amretsr,etehe(.AAdfan'!csoanni'!:._U
te_non_
!_)
gralsaop'••t•htehm~reegs
withse
0
1.clfh.
sources; beyond one's depth. -sounding boa.rd. a Mu.,,;ic.
im
Udb 1
A sound board. b A board or structure placed behind or
persons affect to despise because they cannot possess them·,
·
II ·
lE
, f bl
f hi f
d th
~~T~e~ p~l~f ~ :g~~i~!~~!;:.d~!~1t~tt~!s;gi~.~~~~:~1
~as~~ 10: Jge c~~~o: soerr~l.t f,
A~eri~a~fi8~:

!~'!'z.

° ·

't:J.

~=d:~~n/our_d~;
~;:!~~f
:h:~~:th
of water with a
sounding line or other device.
2. To dive suddenly straight toward the bottom; - said of
fish, esp. when hooked or harpooned.
sound, n. [F. sonde. See SOUND
to fathom.] Med. Any
elongated instrument or probe, usually metallic, by which
cavities of the body 'are sounded or explored, esp. the
bladder for stone, or the urethra for a stricture.
SOIIDd, n. [ME. soun, OF. son, F. son, fr. L. sonus ,· akin
to Skr. svana sound, ,van to sound, perh. to E.
Cf.
ASSONANT,
CONSONANT,
SONATA,SONNET,SONOROUS,
SWAN.]
1. The, or a, sensation due to stimulation of the auditory
nervous centers, usually by vibrations communicated
thToughtheearsfromavibratingbody,astheair,orsometimes by subjective disturbances; as, the :wund of thunder.
the sound of a ringing in the ears, a hallucinatory sound.
n p•
· Th t f
f "b t·
1
1·
..iA,
,iysics.
a orm O VI ra Iona energy w nch occaeions the above sensation. It is usually transmitted to
the ear hr, air. Sound is propa~ted by progressive longi-

swan.
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l
t tth
d f
o d' gl' e
l'n Naut a
cffoversorrel.-a.gum.
aAn~speciesofNyssa,esp.the
0
0~~
fin°er:1~~e,a
or c6r~~ w~igtt!du!1t ~~e e~d:
in e~oundi~g.
black gum (N. sylvatica).
b The sorrel tree. - •. hum111,
1!,or sounding by hand it is divided into rnm·ks and deeps.
humus harmful to plant growth on account of the presence
The marks are at 2 3 5 7 10 13 15 17 20 and 25 fathoms
of humic or similar acids. Cf. MILDHUMUS.- a. pl111D.
=
aynadsdt,.reecstqyuaares
tohets euare1staonf
cteheraommptlh1·teudsoeuonfdtinhge
bveordsye
1'
11
from
the
wei
ht,
and
~
desig'nated
by'bits
of
leather,
t
'
vibrations. It is also modified by the density or motion
g
f
~~Eaa.:.:::a. tr ee. = SOR1s_.tu"oppel·o,=thseoOuasgeeoPc'aeerlet.em.e-.
cloth, or the like. The depths at the other athoms are
,11
of the medium, and by the neighborhood of a sonorous
body. A musical sound is due to regularly recurring im- not marked, and are called deeps, For accurate sounding sour, n. l. A sour or acid substance; fig., that which is
in surveys, s__peciallines, marked at every foot, are used.
disagreeable or distasteful; as, the sweet and sour of life.
puolbesesh;eaa,n·d•la•s•aistondu•e•
atosoiurren,gumluarstobravceonafuv•,.berdati1!Jlonpun1lusems_.
T
d
Called also, lead line. - •· machine, Naut., a machine hav2. a Bleacfting, etc. An acid bath. b An acid beverage.
ing a reel of wire all d attachments ior taking sou nd ings. 3 A souring, or treatment, as of cloth, with acid.
her of at least 16 to 20. Tones of orchestral instruments
0 UN.U,POcou"~:
rangefrom40vibrationspersecondtoabout4,750.
Tones 6 80·unposdt.l=en"
A
lens
for
'
sour,
v.i.;
souaED (sourd); souR'tNG. [AS. s-urian to
8
.n.
t b
] T b
'f
of a higher pitch are unpleasantly shrill, and at an upper
0
1 be!~~
!~ifs
.-:=::~~'ac~d0
by Ofe:~~~raii~!: ;
l!e~~t;:rt::dri:{e~ ti::~i;;,
(l~g~~~r ~~~est~4!#~i~~ft
reflection, refraction, dispersion, and interference.
lodion film and are filled with some
crabbed or morose ; as, a kind temper sometimes sours in
3. A tone or noise of a special quality or expressive of a heavy gas which retards and couset,;-;-.-_-_..
__
::":}l,.i~
adversity. c To become cold, wet, or unproductive, as soil.
special feeling; as, a mournful sound,• a sound of rejoicing.
quently refracts sou nd waves.
w .....
_..-_..__ ---:--:~-e
sour, ,,. t. l. To cause to become sour; to make sour;
"Make of your truth neither boast nor sound." Chaucer. sound'nesa, n.
The quality or
· -·;
__:specif. : a To make acid, esp. by or as by fermentation;
4 · Nois:e:"!!~~1tni;:te:o~i~f: .~e:i:ei~:~he principle. Locke. s~~e-~fst~~i:h~:o~id::;~i~~hi~~~~!t:3~t~~os::;;
my~~~-habpp~e=-~~Sh~~apcp~i~:
ness, sanity; truth, rectitude.
0
:: ~~~~c!
certain noise may be heard ; s9und J)OS,t, Music. A small poS t , Sound Lens. w Watch;
to se;~J>;
~~~~t,d~~!!:~:~ 1
Harte.
earshot ; hearing; as, within sound of hie voice.
~1!i3'e;l~e b;i~u:!i.esn!, s~~~o1:i~3
l Lens; e Ear.
4 To make cold, wet, or acid, or, hence, unfertile; as, cerSyn. - SOUND,NOISE. SOUNDis the general term; NOISE,
to propagate tie vibrations to the back; a sounding post.
tain grasses sour land.
aoulement. + soLEMENT,
A massforthedend. Obs. b All given area of pasture; also, the sound boarding. Bonrds to hold sound law. = PHONETIC LAW,
8011p. Scot. & dial.Eng. var. of
~~~~~af:~e~ b~~~~e~f &~.rieet
solicit- ~~~~p;:st\~~ i~a~t~::!~ ::~ R~gfsitcfJ:aa:~t!~i~ds~r und er
ad~~e .:!
(aMJ~~-EJ1tfs.
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~~~£Anes~:~~ D{;_raoo~~soul,
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0
!~~!e(!::O~tt~~- i. 0
~~~to~«:1~f a'1~h\li:tte~fn!~t
Unfatho~bl:: I :::: ~:
t~~ac!~~~:~~b~;
fipoken in the former district of soul'pen'ny, 11. A penny toward To fix the soum for a given pas- to the sound.
LNANCE BOX, I sound line. The line fastened exhausted. Ohs. Scot.
Soule, now in the department maintaining Soulmasses. Obs. ture. -aoum, v. t.
sound box. Muffle. = RESOto a harpoon, carried down by IIsou'per', or aou'ptV (s001 pi'),
Hahsc1-~~
Puy0r1i-1.n
edes
- n. a8o
su8LhPoHt~R.[s"
Sound dues. Tolls formerly im- a whale when sounding.
n. [F. 7 Fom1erly,a meal at even1_8i1n0 c~-trance.
0
111 + aoume. T suM.
T
0
0nullp
8b0r0et., 1+
0111
•~
.-:, 11
s00mmun.(soo±ns)w.
o0oNb.a.
or[o
.. pPo•••=·•·dngb;rheDlianl,tn
on,1v_esaela sound'ly, adv. of SOUND, See ing; now, a meal late at night.
1.carSko
110
8fcs
0 ot.UvNarD
0
:::le?:i. t~,;;~~~~!CoT. Ohs.
sound. t sAND.
aounde. tl-t SAND,~easage.
;~~d~,a.
ii~k~~1!_g~ou~~'l~Isoup'er (sOOp'l!r),n. One who
eoulfre. t SULPHUR,
ary paid from a deeeased's es- sound, n. A cuttlefish. O'fis.
soun'der (soun'd{l'r), n. [AS. aound'proof' (sound'prOOf'), a. ~fk~n°i~h~ib;i~!ss 0r!fiJ:f::e:
sound (ROOndJ,n. ~ fJ. [See sunor.] a A herd of wild swine. Proof against, or impervious to, proaely:tizingmeasure, or of one
soul'heal', 11. Salvation. Oh.'I. tate or by a murderer. Hi.o,;f.
aoul'health', n. Healing; cure; soul sleep. = PSYCHOPAN~YSWOON.] woon; 1"aint. Obs Obs. b A young wild boar. sound.
who takes such relief. J1·eland.
:~,~~rd.J, ~~-fei.pa~
ObR.
·~~~ate.
Obs. ~;u!d.t~,v
:;,~::r:'!~'ii'~d;r1y~+~~::!!:I
:::a:hr:e~s!f~:g;e:c::~\~NJ:!~
spoon~~:tl
1i;~;e ~~Jt~'rR'y'),
't/:!;}:{EA;,E, :~~~n~·ss. b Securit;d;
~~~d •·~8:'s. Acoff$. = soNo~ ;-~-:iJ=~i>ttUtve~~~h1tl
n.
:!:iii.fled d?;gfi\~frl): ~~e srs~l~
o~~~~!;t, to the~~:i: I i!:.d~~~ii~~
~1s1::h!~\~nc6bs.
Sounding.
sound wave. .Acomtic.q, See ~!Et t!1~~:i,y
toe::~~~:;
of SOAH, =~=;:g!l~~i~n~:j;::~Ei>ues
adv. of SOUND:~;tS~e~:.~e~.; ~r!~'~i!.eot.
.
~~~'~.dg_w~~e!'~}~:.eoul. Obs. ::::·csot~~VI:cot.
aoum(sOOm),n. Scots Law The for eounainga
aOIIDd1re.t SUNDER,
[MAN,
10UJ1Bt, p.a.
Soused. Obs.
aoup'y (SOOp'l') a
Ruem.,
acnllknell. Soul bell. Obs.
aoundiamen, Oba.pl.ofsANDES- aounye.
BOIN,sou.ND.
bling soup; souPlik9.
-,
leul'm1111 (dial. s6'mda), n. a number of sheep or cattle to a Soand&y. T SmrnAT,

1sco1i

I
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0::t
;o'!J~:~~~

·s~!d'i;..
::,~\~,.:n~u~~~E;.
~d!l~;
h!f'i
~='ffll,a.
Arso:-;
~~~d~1::=~==~Nl~fo;_Np,
~1u!iTu:~g::1

:::.:~~J:i
/!,?//}i~f!!'!:i
!~;~ =~:}~:~t
:$;.,a~
var.
ile, senitte, clhe, llm, account,

arm,ask,
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Word.

+ Obsolete

+

ice, Ill; old, &bey, &rb, ~dd, sl'>ft, c/Snnect ; iise, Unite, 6m, iip, circ-i1s, menu;
\"arlant of. + combined with.
= eq1-ala.

sofa; eve, l!ivent, i!nd, recent, maker;
U Forelp

t :}:~

1999

SOVEREN

r..:.~81
jf\~~~!~~ ~:::;:ri!:i!~frtr~!ti?c~~~nf!i~
Ham. = SoUTHDEVON(cattle or sheep). - •· polar dlata.nce,

1outh'-south 1eaat', a. Lying or situated in, or leading to,

SOUR
I, To macerate, and render

flt for plaster or mortar ; -

said of lime.

3. Bleaching, etc. To treat with acid.

source

(BOre; 201), n.

0

:O~t~npol~~m:\:':a~t~::'~~!u"r!r;.1~~l!l~~:
- 1. pole of a. map.et, that pole which, when the magnet is
free to move, points to the south; - called also south-seek-

F. source, fr. OF. sordre, surdre, sourdre, to spring forth
or up (p. p. sors), F. sourdre, fr. L. aurgere to lift or raise
up, to spring up. See SURGE; cf. sousE to plunge or swoop
11Babirduponitsprey.]
1. Actofrising; anaacent. Obs.
2. The rising from the ground, or beginning, of a stream
of water or the like ; a. 11pring, a fountain.
3. That from which anything comes forth, regarded as its
cause or origin ; the first cause.
This source of ideas every man has wholly in himself

1l:.rc!r
t':,~
~g~;:ff..~
te~¥t:r;:,~ sI,~l't.
':ft~.•~~~°!
!lr::!
earth, the southern extremity of the earth's axis. - s. Sea

lSp., et Mar del Sur], the Pacific Ocean;- so called when
discovered in 1513byVasco Nunez de Balboa, Spanish governor of Darien, wlio first beheld it when looking south.
- S. Bea arrowroot. = PU, - B. Sea Bubble, a stock-job-

Locke,

11
~ii~~rp"p'fil~e.!~f~fi~h
~e~n~·
J~Y:!1t'a!
i;~~:;:~~
1~
a scheme to extinguish the national debt, the South Sea
1s~:~~d
~~i:E;g{y
~;:h~nri~i~\t1e
~~!11
~~t~~~i~{i!~~

4. Physics. A small region of fluid at whose center the
fluid is generate<i. just faBt enough to maintain the outflow
constant.
sour-dine' (scor-den'), n. [F., fr. It. sordino.] 1, Music.
a A sordino, or mute. b A harmonium stop for partly
abutting off the wind supply to the lower vibrators, in
order to play full chords softly.
2. Teleg., etc. A silencer.
aour'lng (sour'l'ng), p. pr. & vb. n. of sotJR, 1 Act of one
that sours (in the vario11Bsenses of the verbs) ; as, 1ouring
milk ; also, that which causes sourness.
2. Dial. Eng. a Vinegar. b Any scur apple. o Leaven.
d Dough left over after an oatcake baking.
3. Bleaching. Treatment in a bath of dilute acid.
sour1soP' (sour'sopl), n. The large, succulent, and slightly
acid fruit of a small West Indian annonaceous tree (Annona muricata) ; a.lBQ the tree itself.
tl01l88 (aous), n. l.tso souce, sowce, sowse. [OF. sous,
,ouz, solz, of G. origin; cf. OHG. sulz, sulza, G. siUze ,·
akin to E. salt. In sense 1 fr. the v,] 1, Act of sensing;
a plunging into, or drenching with, water or other liquid;
a wetting or steeping.
2. Pickle made with salt.
3, Something steeped in pickle, 11Bfish or pigs' feet.
4. The ear; esp.,ahog's ear. Dial. or Colloq. & Humo,·ous,
souse, v. t.; scusED (soust); sous'1NG(sous'l'ng). [Cf. OF.
11n,cier.] 1, To steep in pickle; to pickle.
2. To plunge or immerse in water or any liquid.
They soused me over head and ears

in

water.

Addison

3. To drench, as by an immersion; to wet thoroughly.
Scot. & Dial.
SOUBe, 11. i. [Prob. fr. OF. sorse the upward apring or
swoop, or OF. aors,p. p. of sordre to rise, and first used of
an upward swoop, then of any swoop, but also confused with
SOUSEto pickle. See SOURCE.] To swoop or plunge, aa a
bird on ita prey; hence, to attack fiercely and suddenly ;
alsc, Obs. or Dial. Eng., tc fall heavily (cf. 2d scss, v. i.),
80118e, v. t. 'fo pounce or swoop down on ; hence, to strike
suddenly and violently; to thump; cuff. Obs. 01· Scot.&Dial.
souse, n. [OF. sors•. See sou&E to swoop.] 1. Act of
sousing, or swooping ; a swoop.
2. A blow; a thwack; also, a heavy fall. Obs. orScot.&;Dial.
souse, adv. With a sudden swoop; violently; alsc, Scot.
& Dial, Eng., heavily ; clumsily.
II sou 1tache' (soo'tash'), n. [F.] A kind of trimming or
embroidery braid, made of silk, wool, cotton, or tinsel, in
varying widths ; - called also Russia or Russian brai<.l.
II BOU'tane'(soo'tan'; sco 1tiin'), n. [F., fr. It. sottana, LL.
mbtana, fr. L. subtus below, beneath, fr. sub under.1 Erol.
Costume. A close garment with straight sleeves, ana skirts
reaching the ankles, buttoned in front, esp. one of black,
regularly worn by the clergy in France and Italy; a casscck.
aouth (south; se• note below), n. [ME. south, sup,AS. suer,
for 81.m~,· akin to D. zuid, OHG. sund, G . .-.:Ud,silden, lcel.
ntir, ,mnnr, Dan. S'Jld,s0nden, Sw. syd, s0der, sunnan; all
perh. akin to E. sun, meaning, the side towards the sun.
See SUN.] 1, The cardinal point directly opposite the
north; the direction to the right of a person facing the east.
2. A country or region situated relatively farther to the
south than another : the southent section of a country.
3. [cap.] Specif. : That part of the United States aouth
of Mascn and Dixon's line and the Ohio River.
4. The south wind. Obs. or PoeUc.

souse, adv. With a splash.

us:;~

0

ment of £600,000 for a certain number of years, it assumed
a large pa.rt of the debt. From its prospective profits, its
shares rose rapidly. Early in 1720(called South Sea Year),
it pro:{>osedto assume the entire debt of over £30,000,000,
~~db:mifa1fu;:~:~eit;ev 8
c;rfraa~°dufnJ~~eien;~
stock !or a time to more than £1,000 (par £100). - S. Sea
roae, the oleander. - s. Sea tea, the yaupon. - s. Bide, the

m!~a~:~:

~f:r~~~:n~~l~~~~~ti~~ii~ t~1:i~!~
io8$:~!fth!i~e

~~::l~
t~!c.!\i:r ~ tt~eJ~f~\;~raJ:c~~insl~~~i~/1:S:~:
SIDE,NORTHSIDE,GOSPELSIDB,
0

south (south), adv. 1. Toward the south;
2. From the south; as,thewindblowssouth.

in the south.
Rare. Bacon.

south (south; cf. MOUTH,v.), v. i.; SOUTHED(southd);
BOUTH'ING,1, To turn or move toward the scuth.
2. Astron. To come to the meridian; to cross the northand-south line ; - said chiefly of the moon.
South-oot'tt-an (scuth-kot'l'-iin), n. Eccl. Hist. A follower of Joanna Southcott (1750-1814), au Englishwoman
who, professing a miraculous calling, preached and prophesied, and committed many impious absurdities.
South'down' (south'doun'), a. Pert. to the South DowllB,
a range of pllBture hills scuth of the Thames, England.
South'down', n. One of an important English breed of
medium-sized short-wooled hornless sheep producing exle~~!,~efl~!~
or brown
see SOUTH,n.), a. Of, pert. to, situated or proceeding toward, or coming from, the southeast.
south'east', n. The point of the horizon between, and
equally distant from, the south and the east; alsc, a part
or region relatively southeast.

~rrue:~~~t:::t
ts:iKs!-i.Pitv·~~e

cE~~°1Ss
~}~~-l~,.~a:;

[AS. suireast,]

Toward, or from, the

0

:~~th!:t!gs.1~~VE.
os~ePiJ:~A~~ J!:~~1,
south of due
southeast

south'east'er (-iis'ter; see souTH, n.), n. A storm, strong
wind, or gale coming from the southeast.

south 1east 1er-ly, a. Southeast. -south'east'er-ly, adv.
south'east'em (scuth'es'tern; see soUTH,n. ), a. Southeast.
south 1ea&t'ward l (-est'werd; -II), adv. Toward the
south'east'ward-ly f southeast.
south'er-ly (sllth'er-11 ; formerly also south'-), a. Southern.
- south'er-ly, adv. -south'er-li-neBB (-II-nee), n.
southerly buster. See BRICK
FIELDER,1.
south'ern (silth'ern; obs. or archaic scuth'ern), a. [AS.

SUOerne. See SOUTH.
J Of or pert. to, or situated iu or
toward, the south i proceeding from or toward the south.
Southern cattle fever. = Texas fever, under TEXAS.-s. Con•
fed.eracy, .Amer. Rist., the Confederate States of America.
- S.Crosa. a Four bright stars in the Southern Hemisphere,
situated as if at the extremities of a Latin
cross i also, the constellation (between Cen•
taurus and Musca) of which the above are
the brighteat stars; - also called Cru:r. b
The battle flag of the Confederate States of
America. See STARS.AJiD BARS.- S. Crown.
= CORONAAUSTRALIS.- S. Filh. = PIBCJS
AusTRALIB.- a. fl.ouniler,a flounder (Para-
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Arizona and New Mexico,
soutll'west', a. Pertaining to, or in the direction of, the
southwest, proceeding toward or from the southwest.
south 1west', adv. [AS. suirwest.] Toward, or from, th•
southwest.
south 1west'er (soutb'w~s 1ter; see souTH, n. ), n. Often, esp.
in nautical use, sou'-west'er. l. A storm, gale, or strong
wind from the southwest.
2. A hat made of painted canvas, oiled cloth, or the like•
with a flap at the back, worn in stormy weather.
south 1west'er-ly, a. Toward or from the southwest; u,
a southu·esterly course ; a southwesterly wind.
south 1west'em (-tern), a. [AS. suirwesterne.] Southwesterly ; as, a southwestern course.
south 1west'ward
} (-w~st'werd; -11), adv. Toward the
1WBllt'Ward-ly scuthwest.
SOUth
SOU1Ve-nir'
(soo've-nerl; soo've-ner; Z/7), n. [F., prop.,
inf., to remember, fr. L. subvenire to come up, come to
mind ; sub under
venire to come, akin to E. come. See
C0HB; cf. SUBVENTION.
J 1. That which serves as a reminder; a remembrancer; memento ; keepsake.
2. A memory. A Ga/Ucfam.
sov 1er-e1gn (sov'er-Tn; sllv'-; 277: colloq. sov'rin; sl1v'-),
a. [ME. soverain, sovereyn, OF. soi•erain, souvrain, sovrain, F. souverain, LL. superanus, fr. L. superus that ia
above, fr. super above. See OVER, SUPER; cf. SOPRANO.
The modern spelliug is due to a supposed connection with
reign.1 1. Chief or highest; supreme; paramount.
-Weacknowledge him [God] our sovere1yn good, Hooker.
2. Supreme or highest in power ; superior in position to all
others ; chief ; as, our sovereign prince; specif., princely;
royal. " Most sovereign name."
Shak.
3. Independent of, and unlimited by, any other; possessing, or entitled to, original and independent authority or
jurisdiction; as, a sovereign state (i.e., one exercising the
usual powers of self-government and of declaring :peace and
war without outside control); a sovereign discretion.
4. Excellent; efficacious in the highest degree ; effectual ;
controlling ; as, a sovereign remedy.
Dryden.
sovereign pontiff'. See PONTIFF, 2.
aov1er-e1gn, n. [OF.sovrain, F. sowverain. See BOVBRBIGN,
a.1 1. A person who is chief or supreme over others; as:
a Formerly, a chieftain or lord, a husband, a mayor or
provost ( this sense being still locally retained in Ireland),
the head of a monastery or convent, etc. b The person
or body in which is vested the supreme or highest power
in a state ; the person or body having independent and supreme authority; as: (1) In a monarchy, a king, queen,
emperor, or the like. (2) In an oligarchy, limited monarchy, republic, democracy, or the like, the body of men
(sometimes called the collective aoverelgnty) in whom the
supreme power is vested, or whom the people generally
habitually obey. (3) In an empire embracing one or more
subordinate countries, the state vested with sovereignty.
2. a A gold coin of Great Britain, worth one pound sterling ($4.8665) and legal tender to any amount; - from the
effigy of the monarch on the obverse. The intrinsic value
of the original sovereign of Henry VII. wasJ,10.28; under

~i::e~:rw1~1:~

f:~1:~!;n:J0tte

south 1east' (scuth'est';

south 1east', adv.

~~\i~is!

~=~b~:~~

~iu~h

8
~:i's~lt~ts:'l~girS'&E.
~~~ff!:t;,f~i~'.'._lf.
tf!it~d°\\af!~~~t~~ Southern Croso.
Navig. & Surv., one point, or nu UV,west of due south i S.
2. - a. pine, the Georgia pine.
11° 15' w. See COMPASS
CARD.- •• IOUtheaat. See SOUTH- Hemisphere. See HEMISPHERE,
- •. aouthweat. See BOUTH-SOUTHWBST.
BOUTHBAST.
0
1
itt.J'tfc~'n~
~i;~ei~rg:~;~unc:;~~ls~:r:!:::
collo- .8~ SOUTH,n., 3._-8!. Triangle. .Astron. = TRI.ANG LB, 5 a.
lOUth,a. 1. Situated at the south, or in a scuthern direc- south 1ern-er (:er-ner), n. An inhabitant or native of the
scuth, esp. [cap.} of the Southern States of North America.
tion; proceeding, as a ship, toward the south, or coming,
as the wind, from the south ; southern; as, the south pole. south'em-wood' (silth'ern-wiRid'), n. A shrubby Euro2. [cap.] Designating the southern division or part of a pean wormwood (Artemisia abrotanum), used in beer.
country or race, or the more southerly of two places or re- south'lng (sonth'l'ng),p. pr. & 11b.n. of souTH. Specif.: n.
1. Tendency or progress southward; as, the sun's southing.
gions bearing the same name ; as, South Dakota.
2. The time at which the moon, or other heavenly body,
'h'/fr.,ai£::'t~~o
paasea the meridian of a place,
prune, = WILD PRUNE. -s. African ruby. = CAP.£RUBY.3. A,tron. Distance of any heavenly body south of the
8. Ammcan, of or pertaining to the continent of South
equator; aouth declination ; aouth ( celestial) latitude.
America. - S. American tlno. See KINO. -S. BritaiD., Eng4. Sun,. & Navig. Distance scuthward from any point of
land and Wales, or that part of Great Britain lying south
departure
measured on a meridian; - opposite tc northing.
of Scotland;- scmetimes popularly so called. Cf, NORTH
southern. A rchaBlll'l'AIN.- B. Devon. a A local breed of dair:ir cattle of large south'ron (silth'riln), a. [See SOUTHERN.]
ic. -n. A southerner; usually [cap,], Scot., an Engliahman,
size and pale yellowish color originating in, and chiefly
■our, adv. Sourly.
Bitternees ; resentment. Ob,.
aou-ahong'. Var. of ~OUCHONG.sou'ter.eaa, n. A female souter.
sour'iah, a. See -ISH,
aou'ahum-ber(eoo'shtim-b@r),n Obll.
8
~'~r-b~d 1), aour'klt(s®'l!r-klt), n. Clouted [Name in West Indies,corru1,>ted
a~ !!~bfe~rt~;o~ot~
cream. Cf. HATTED KJT. Scot. fr. Pg. jurmnheba, fr. Tup1.i1tn. 1. Leavened bread. Ohs.
I, A sour leavened oatcake made aour'krout', n. = SAUERKRAUTrumpeba.j A tropical American biers; hence, vulgar; low. Ohs.
usually at Christmas 8cot.
aour'ly, adv. of SOUR,
solanaceous weed (Solatium
aou'ter-ra.ln, 11. [F.] A grotto
aour'ca.L.V(sour' - ; BOO'l!r-), n 1ourmouncie, n, [Cf. 01!~ sor- mammosum) having spmy foli• or CM•ern;n cellar. Obs,
= SOUR BREAD, 2. D,al. Eng.
age and yellow berries.
aourceance, n. [OF. sourseance, :rg;.~~~nac:~}:J:'J!hi~~g.6'Js.PreZ~~~- sx~i:thnot•s
=R~~:L~:;.
of •• History of John Bull," a charF, sur$e'«11ce.J Cessation. Obs. aourname. T SURNAME.
1our'crout' (aour'krout'), n. = 1our'ne11, n. LAS SUrness.J The soosoo
acter representing Archduke
SAUERKRAUT,
aou'-aouth'er-ly (sou1 st1Nt:'@r-Charles of Austria,
quality or state of being sour.
[ Oh1t.
l"O, n Theolrl squaw,akindof
south'da.le', n. The south part.
0
Obs
(!;,~:lk
southdene. T guBDEAN,
duck. Local, U. S,
sourqutdour T suRQUIDOUR, aouateine T SUSTAIN.
south'en, adv. ltrom the south.
aourd, aourde. -t swoan.
aourd, sourde, 1,.i. [}"'.sour<lre sours. T SOURCE.
aouatere. j' :i;;Ew~TER,
See SOURCE,)To have ori_!tinor
11BOU.I tous lea rap'rorta'
(800 fo'1;;ther (st,,~~r).[o}J~~7.~~~:J
=~:■.:. lo~~ge~E,_k~fijp,
source ; to rise ; spring Obs.
too' li r8.'p0r').
[F. In all re-- south'er (south'l!r), n. A wind,
gale, or storm from the south.
1our'weed', n. The sheep sorrel. spects
south'er, ,,. ;, To south. Rare.
■out. T SOOT.
!~;~~':1~.<-wm>d'l;!i". ofs~°u~aouta.ge,n. That in which any- aouth'er•land (B ti th'(! r-ld n d},
b~~:~~f ~oi~OER:.l~~elaoua (BOO; formerly soua), n • thing is packed ; bag-ging, e!l-p, or aouth'er•ly (-ll), n. The old
squaw (duck). Local, U. S.
IOUJ'diD.g, 11. Dislike ; hatred
sous, aouae (SOUS), n A BOU; a
:~~psi'
prel.0 8:.E~: I 1outh'ern (stl-Ht'@rn),v. ,. To
Obs.
[Buttermilk.
Scot.\ halfpenny. Obs. Dial Eng.
south, Rare.
11. [AS. sutere,
aour'dook' (sOO'"er-d6bk'), n. 101118 (sous), n. [Cf. OF. souste, aou'ter (sOO't@r),
fr. l,. sutor, fr. sttere to sew.] aouth'ern, n, Southerner. Rare.
IOUN,
T SORE, buck; SORELY.
~ie;~:~~ ~~1Je:Jil ~!~~~ 1. A shoemaker; cobbler. Obs. aouth'ern-lam (-lz'm}, n. A
aourge. T suaoE.
1ouae'wtfe', n. A woman who or Scot. ~ Dial. Eng.
word, idiom, or phrase peculiar
2. See 4th CHECKER,
2.
makes or sells souae. Obs.
to the south, esp. to the south-

~~::,1,,';,~1:J

a direction or point halfway between south and scutheast;
blowing or coming from that direction. - adv. Toward or
from a point in that direction. - n. A direction or point.
halfway between scuth and aoutheast ; two points, or 22°
30', east of due south; s. 22° 3()1 E. See COMPASS
CARD,
south'-south 1west 1, a, Lying or situated in, or leading
to, a direction or point halfway between scuth and southToward or from
west; coming from thatd.irection. -adv.
a point in that direction. - n. A direction or point halfway between south and southwest ; two points, or 22° 30',
west of south ; s. 22° 30, w. See COMP
ASSCARD,
south'ward (scuth'werd; naut. suth'erd)} adv.
[A S.
southtwards (-werdz; naut. silth'erdz)
su irwe ard,
-weardes.] Toward the south, or toward a point nearer
the south than the east or west point ; as, to go southward.
south'Ward, a. [Cf. AS. aiiireweard.] Toward the south,
- south'Ward-ly, adv.
south 1west' (sonth 1w~st'; see SOUTH,n.), n. The point of
the horizon or direction between, and equally distant from,
the south and west ; a part or region relatively soutllwest.
1:A!~:
0
:~~i:hw~;td~ :~':ittb!~tfS~aa1~r,\\r~nSfe
-a. by west, Narig. & Surv., one point, or 11° 151, west of
due southwest; 8.56° 151W. See COMPASS
cARD.-theS.,

c1r!~~

[ME. ,ours, OF. sourse, ,urse, sorse,

go; sing, i9k; tllen, thin;
Full expla11atlona

natyre,

ver<!!Jre (250); K=ch

of Abbrevlatlona,

Slsna,

in G. ich, ach(l44);

etc., Immediately

preeede
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0
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i!~f2eanf:.omb'i_e~~
coin of Austria. See COIN.
Syn. -King, prince, monarch, potentate, emperor.
sov'er-elgn-ty (-tI), n. ;pl. -TIES(-tiz). [ME. soverainetee,
OF. sovrainete, F. ,ouverainete.] 1. Quality or state of
being sovereign or a sovereign ; also, the power, right, authority, or status of a sovereign.
2. Specif, : a The status, dominion, or rule of a lord, king,
emperor, or the like. b The supreme political power, auem United States.
■ou'-weat'er (sou-wls'tl!r), n.
aouth'ern-ize (-lz), v. t ti To = SOUTHWESTER, Colloq.
become, or cause to become,
southern in characteristics
=~~v1.
~:~rtforSOVEREIGll',
aouth' ern-ly (-ll ), a. Somewhat the gold coin. Slang, Brit
southern. - mh-. Southerly ; sove. + i;;EVEN.
southward. - aouth'ern-ll-neaa sovel. ~ow L, relish.
aovenez. n.pl. LF, souvene.i-t"OIII'
~~!th~sir:-moa!Fa(_~e~~t),ut~: I (OF ,iore11e2 1:os) de moi, lit., resouth'land cA o u t h '1 d n d), n. m emher me.J Germanders.
■over,
T ~l:FFER, SURE,
South country or re11:ion.
southlie, aouthl}';. T SOOTHLY,sovera.ln. + SOVEREIGN,
aouth'ly (south ll), adv South- aoveralnneaa, n. [See ~ o vERE IGN .J Sovereignty. Obs.
[ernmost. Rare.
erly. R,
[SeeS0VEREION;
aouth'moat (-most), a. Soutb- 1over&inte11,11.
aouth'neBB,n A tendency in a -E~~-1A female sovereign. Oba,
magnetic needle to point south. aoverance. T ~UFFERANCE.
Southronie, n Southrons Obs. aoveran.ce,n. [OJI,. seiirance assurance.] Obs. a Assurance;
1~::{ingthe
safeguard. b .Protectioni safe
south. See south pole of a mag. conduct. c Truce; quarter. Obs.
net, under ~OtlTH,a.
aov' er-eign-e11,n. A female
aouth'-south'er.Jy
(aou th'- sovereign. Rare.
[Scot.
!l-tiNl:'~r-ll; !lee SOUTH,n ), n. aov'er-etgn-fal, a. Noble. Obs.
The old 11quaw(duck).
sov'er~-ize,
v. i. To have
dominion; to be sovereign. Oba.
aouth'ward, n. The south.
soutll. T ~ueT1 I.E.
[Obs.I aov'er-eign-ly, adv. of sov ..
souvenance, n. Remembrance. EREION.
aouwe. T SEW, v.
aov' er-en. Sovereign. Ref. 6p,
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thority, or status of the peraonor persona in a state whom
normally in the animal body. Tho•e which destroy bacespacer. Bee SPACE, n.] 1. To place at intervals; to arteria are called mycosozina; those which destroy the toxic
the citizens as a body habitually obey ; the power that derange with spaces between ; as, to space words, lines, or
product• of bacteria are called to:cosozina. Cf. PHYLAXIN. letters, in printing or typewriting.
te1"11linesand adnµniaters the government of a state in the
to save 2. To mark out into sizes, as compartments in a box.
llnal analysis. Thus, in a republic, as the United States, sotzo-l•o-dol(sil'z~-i•u-dol; -d!Sl), n, ~Gr.
phenol.] Pharm. A white crystalline com- 3. To pace for measurement.
the 1ooereignty ia in the body of enfranchised citizens. c +iodine+
Diol. Eng.
The power or status of a aovereign state. Bee SOVBIIBIGN, pound used aB an antiseptic and disinfectant ; - called ■Pace band. Print. A steel wedge placed between words
also
aosolodollc
Chemically it is di-iodo-para-phenola.,3. d The dominion or status of a state which exercises sulphonic acid,acid.
in linotype composition, to press the words apart evenly.
C~Hf~'(OH)SO,H. Its salt• are similarly apace bar or ke:v. Mach. A bar or key in a typewriter
a "controlling power over another state or states.
used. -aotzo-l!o-ao 'lC (-dlSl'Ik), a.
or typesetting machine, used for S{'&Cingbetween letters.
Fig. : Dominion; supremacy; overruling influence or ao-zol•lo (su-zlSl'Ik ; -zo'IIk), a. [Gr . .,,., .. v to save+
apace conatant. Math. The magmtude k, the second root
power. "Curious sovereignty of art."
Marlowe.
tJhenol + -ic.] Phal"m. Pert. to or designating an acid
of
the reciprocal of Riemannian measure of curvature,
BOW (sou), n. [ME. sowe, suwe, AB. sugu, akin to AS. su., (ortho-phenol-snlphonic acid, C H (OH)SO H) obtained as
6 4
3
See RIEMANNIAN MEASURE OF CURV ATURB.
D. zog, zeug, OHO. sU,G. sau, Icel. syr, Dan. so, Sw. sugga, a sirupy liquid or cr;ystalline solid
by the action of sulphuric apace
curvature. The curvature of a •P'!c• of any number
so, L. sus, Gr. v~,
aiif, Avestan hu boar; perh. from the root
acid on phenol. It 18 used as an antiseptic, as in aseptol.
of dimensions immersed in a space of hi~her dimensions.
seen in Skr. sii. to beget, to bear; the animal being named spa (spii; obs. or archaic, sp6), n. A mineral spring; in allusion to its fecundity. Cf. HYENA, SOIL to stain,
!fh:u~~ui::.re~fi!~r:is:~~:n~:/!~~a~y;;~~-of
the notion
from a place of this name in Belgium having mineral springs;
SWINB.]
1. The adult female of swine.
apao•er (spiis'er), n. One that spaces; as: a Mach. A
hence, a locality or resort containing mineral springs.
2. Metal. a A channel or runner which conducts the mol- apace (spits), n. [ME. space, F. espace, from L. spatium
space bar. b Teleg. A current-re,·ersing device, used esp.
ten metal to the rows of molds in the pig bed ; also, any
space; cf, Skr. sphay to become fat, to increase; perh.
in cable telegraphy, to increase speed of transmission.
mold of larger size than a pig. Cf. 2d PIG, 6. b A mass of akin to E spe,d. Cf. EXPATIATE.] 1. That which is char- apace raUo. .Astron. The ratio of numbers of stars inmetal aolidifled in such a channel or mold. o A salamander.
creasinj; in space nearly in the theoretic proportion of
acterized by dimension (esp. three mutually perpendicular
3. Mil. Antiq. A kind of movable covered shed, formerly
dimensions), boundlessness, and indefinite divisibility; the ■ii:~~ 'i':i~~s~!1n}'.ghJJi;J:~tig;
short regular lengths,
used b(bbesiegers for protection in approaching a wall.
subject of determinations of position and direction.
used chiefly in tables.
0
8
apace tranamlBBion. Elec. The production of mechaniffgf,\t u~~;J:i,k~;t~~
~; ;';~~
i~n1, the ear, to
t%~~~!~
: tie~li~~~~
of them, dates from early times. The antithesis of these two cal effects at a distance by electric waves, without conBOW (so), V. t.; pret. BOWBD
(sod) ; p, p, SOWN(son) or
views is complicated in modern discusa1ons by the question of necting wires. Cf. WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
BOWED; p. pr.&: vb. 11,. sow1ING.
[ME. sowen, sawen, AS.
spa'cloua (spii'shl!s), a. [L. spatiosus: cf. F. spaci....,,
0
,awan ,· akin to OFries. sea, D. zaaijen, OS. & OHG. siijan,
~~~e:~e~~
i1~t~!~1~:::r~:10
See SPAc:m,n.J
1. Vast in extent; of great space; not con~
G. saen, Ice!. sa, Sw. sii,Dan. saae, Goth. saian, Lith, seti,
thought, space 1s a real (noumenal) receptacle, mtrinsically
tracted or narrow; roomy; as, spacious bounds ; a spaciom
Russ. syeyat', L. sere1'e, sevi. Cf. SATURDAY, SATURN,
0
hall.
"A
spacious
plain."
Milton.
s~b!t~~'!\~;:c!~~:S·•s c~~ce°p~io~)a;re ~~irits~t:~~
1. To scatter, as seed,.upon the
BBASON, SBBD, SEIIINARY.]
substance (Spinoza). 'fhird, space is a mental construction 2. Fashioned on a large or magnificent scale ; not petty or
earth for growth; to plant by strewing; as, to sow wheat.
due to the gradual co6rdination of sensations, especially of si$'ht mean; also, comprehensive; expansive.
I. To scatter seed upon, in, or over ; to supply or stock, and motion ; this is Berkeley:'s view and the usual conception
Tennyson.
The spacious times of great Elizabeth
of recent psychologists. lt is held in two forms, someauthorities
as land, with seeds; as, to sow a field with wheat.
Syn. -See CAPACIOUS.
maintainmg that space is merely a product of the co6rdination spade
3, Tospread,acatter,
orstrewabroad;
to plant; furnish.
(spid), n. [AS. spmdu, spada; akin to D. spade, G.
sense
experience,
others
that
it
is
a
quality
of
sensations
themof
And sow dissension in the hearts of brothers. Addison.
a spatselves Fourth, space is an a priori form into which sensuous ex- spaten, Ice!. spatfi, Dan, & Sw. spade, Gr. 0'7l'o./J-q
tosowone'■ wildo&ta, to commit excesses or follies in youth.
•periencenecessarilfefalls; this is the Kantian view. A fifth view ula, a broad two-edged sword, a spathe (whence L. spatha).
-to •· the wind ud reap the whirlwind, to commit excesses
Cf.
BPAULBT, SPADE, in cards, SPATHE, SPATULA.]
1.
An
im•
::1a~~:l~~r:!:ef;~
:~;s~~d:p:,~~1:i\u~J1!i~fu~e~~tt~
or follies and suffer disastrous results.
Vathematical space is to be d1stin~uished from the fore~oing
-•
v. i. To scatter seed to grow and produce a crop.
They that sow in tears shall reap in joy. Ps cxxvi. IS :e~:it 1~J"!!a:::s,;;:~~ko}Vs~a:ee :s
1~:~a1c~~:«W~ln~f •hovel
but
1·' '
QL,,,y
IO-War' (sti-wiir'; -w6r'), n. [Per. sawat a horseman.] In
the existence of bodies i space being u that without which
1
India, a native cavalryman; also, a mounted orderly.
bodies could not exist, but ibelf (space) continuing to exist when heavier and
bug (sou). A wood louse, esfl. one of Oniscua or other
bodies cease to exiat ; " space possesses magnitude or extension, adapted for
thou_gh itself is not a body - "'for in case it were a body then being pushed .. ~
2
:~~e!&'~~~s~~!~~~o"i
ike
.
two uodies would exist in the same place." He urged that inclosed places may be contained and moved in larger including
BOW'eDB (so'lnz;
soo'enz), n. pl.
;;;u"nd
f3
places
a
ball
in
a box, the box in a house, the house in a town.
[ Gael. aughan the thin and sour juice of
~
~
the town on the earth, etc. ; but all places are in one continuous thefoot, Gensowens or the liquid of which sowens is
n~r~ __::;
4&
.
iS:~t\~n su!:rfst~~t~~~1!.~1~,1~:p4~, which
~l}i~}~;;::
made, fr. :rughjwce.] Scot.&: Dial, Eng.
1
1. Porridge made from the husks and •
Mat~. Continuous extension ia which objects may ex• ly fl.at and ob- 1 Common Garden Spade; 2 Post Spade ; 8 Peat
long.
Spade
;
4
Drain
Spade
with
Foot
Piece
(a).
siftings of oatmeal ; flummery.
•.iL,..,,,.,..,.,.;.11
!:\e~~~~~~~e~t~~~e~ 0e~~!~;nc!~!r:~~=ahi:it~::~~:i~
2. A weaver's paste for stiffening yarn.
2. A cutting instrument used in flensing a whale.
sions,is unlimite~ in extent in these dimensions,and has the same 3. 01·dnance. A spade-shaped prong on the under side of
aow•er (so'er), n. [AB. sawere.] One
that sows, in any sense.
the trail of a modern field or siege gun carriage. It is em~t;t~~~~la{!:
fE~~J}~
de~~:'!i:l..
bedded in the ground to check tbe recoil of the carriage.
Euclidean fieometer,by postulates different from thoseof Euchd,
~=.!1o~~so;~i~~f~~e{~~~~l
4.
A cameo cutter's tool, used with diamond powder.
1~~
!:~l}~!;~~s~:~ic~e:Ptin~~fo~n~\tit:~te:!~~!hi:
chus, esp. S. oleraceus, said to be eaten view. x 2
6. The horny formation on the heel of the spadefoot toad.
by swine. s. arvensis is the corn sow thistle.
::!:1e:1~~°c~ea!3:Pf~~~srg~~ig~irgp~re!~~:~a~li:wf~~:n~i~t~!~ ~~~e~
1f!c\~i~ ptrn!t!ci;!!t
1 f~t"e1l~1';.'t!i
BOY (soi), n. [Jap. sMy-:lasauce made of fermented wheat
name,
system of geometrical propositions, frue for his imagined space.
and beans (not applied to the bean itself), fr. Chin. shi
spade (spad), v. t.; sPAn'En (spiid'ed; -Id; 151); SPAn'1N&
An n apace, extent, or :m&Difoldis one of n dimensions
yiu; shi pickled fruit (beans, olives, etc.) + yiu• oil.] 1. A 3. A quantity or portion of extension ; distance; an in• (spiid'Iµg). To dig with a spade; to pare off with a spade.
Chinese and Japanese liquid sauce for fl.sh, etc., made by
called because
terval between any two or more objects ; as, the space be- spade, n, [Sp. espado, lit., a sword ;-ao
subjecting boiled beans (esp. aoy beans), or beans and meal,
these cards among the Spanish bear the figure of a sword.
tween two stars or two hills ; the space of a mile.
to long fermentation and then to long digestion in brine.
Sp.
espadu
is
fr.
L.
spatha,
Gr.
1771'0./J-q,
Bee
SPADEfor dig4, Quantity of time ; an interval between two points of
2. The soy bean.
time ; duration; time. " Long space."
R. of B1'Unne. ging.] Playing Cards. a One of that suit of cards each of
which
bears
one
or
more
black
figures
resembling
a pointed
Nine times the space that measures day and mght Milton
he;t"(
6. Specif., time free for any special purpose ; opportunity ; spade. b The figure on this suit. c Usualll in pl. The suit.
!~~tda6air;it!em'!e~3
Piers Plowman. •f:~:.ia1o~~r:gi~gb;a!:~!tfed~~~
chance. "To have space to speak."
t~~':;j
b~~!e'i.hich may
trifoliolate leaves ; also,
6. A short time; a while. Archaic.
Spenser.
(spiid'fish 1), n, a A deep-bodied spiny-finned
its white globose seed,
7, Walk; track; path; course. Oba.
Chancel', spade'fl■h'
fish (Chmtodipterus Jaber) found on the coasts from
used for food in China
8. Print. A small piece of metal cast lower than a face food
Cape Cod to Cuba. b The paddleflsh.
and Japan. The plant is
type, so as not to receive the ink in printing, - used to
separate words or letters, and made of different widths, as apade'foot'(-fili:iV),11., 01· apadefoottoad. Any of several
~~r~tl~1~t!Nes~~~~e
/4,;~~i;;.,
burrowing toads of the family Pelobatidre, in which the ineO'Zal (so'zi!I), n. [Gr.
ner bone of the· tarsus has a strong sharp-edged horny
::::,<~~~n:~:::c:~~3~~~tle~iJ:;::;1;t~~t'P;s~~•s:
to save.] Phar,n,
sheath with which they dig Pelobate, fucus is the comAn expanding apace is one automatically cast on the mono.
An astringent crystalline
type machine, of such width that, with other similar
mon species of central Europe. Several species, of the
salt of aluminium, used
spaces, it will Justify the line of type in which it occurs; i;~::/;,~i:ru~t1~;sir~!·§~\/~~s~::3~o~l~~J~e
(S. holopposed to fixed space, a space of a particular fixed width.
as an antiseptic, Chem9. Teleg. The interval during which the key is open, or apa-dl'ceoua (spti-dish'l!s), a. [L. spadix, -icis, a dateically it is aluminium
not in contact, in operation.
para-phenol sulphonate,
brown or nut-brown color. See SPADIX.] 1. Of a bright
' (C6 H,(OH)SO 3 ).Al.
Soy Bean.. 1 Stems and Leaves; 2
clear brown or chestnut color.
:2~e!"~"ii.?.:•or~:~~t:1~•es,
or parallel open place•, be- 2.
1111-'ztn
(so'zln), n. [Gr.
Flower, 3 Seed Pods (l)
Bot. Bearing flowers on, or of the nature of, a spadix.
to save.] Physiol. Chem. Any defensive protein apaoe, "· t.; SPACBn(spist); SPAC'ING(spiis'lng).
(spti-di'sez). [L., a
[Cf. F • apa'diz (spii'diks), n.; L. pl. SPADICBS
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SPADONIC

SPANISH

gelatin, flavoring, and beaten white of eggs, served cold. palm branch broken off, withiisfruit, Gr. a-,r<i8,t.J1. Bot.
other's that the space between could be spanned. A simi8.Panlshcres■, either of two South European Cfl'S~Lef.li..
A spike with a tlesby or succulent axis,
lar game is now called span-ha'penny or span-fart/ting.
dium,cardaminesan.d CarrichteratJel/.E).-S.cur1ew. a 1'he
usually subtended by, or inclosed in, a leaf
span'dog1 (spin'di5g 1; 205), n. l. pl. A pair of grappling
long-billedcurlew.
b The white ibis. Local,U. S.-S.dagoalled a spathe. This inflorescence is chardogs for hoisting logs and timber.
ger.
=SPANISH BAY0NET.-S. elm, a large West Indian bo.
acteristic of the arum family (Aracem), and
2. An iron dog for holding a wooden stave to shape after
raginaceous tree (Cordia gerascanthus); also, itshard,graythe palm family (Phrenicacea,).
r,::::::::;;::=;;;:::::==:::;i
bending, while it cools.
ish wood, used for building and many other purpose!. - B•
.2. Zool. A compressed cone-shaped organ
Era. See ERA,n. - S. ferretto, a rich reddish brown pigment
span'drel (span'drel), n. [Orig. unof the male nautilus, formed of four modiobtained by calcining copper and sulphur together. - S.1lr 1
cert. ; cf OF. espandre to spread,
iied tentacles and their sheaths, and supL. expmulere (see Ex PAN o).J
0
0
f~llit~~~~i:s
posed to represent a hectocotylus.
1. Arch. The irregular triangular
rockfish (Sebastlcft1tvs rubrivinctus) having conspicuous
apa-droon' (spd-droon'), n. [Cf. F. espaspace between the extrados curve
bands of red and white. b A West Indian serranoid fisb
don, Sp. espad6u, It. spadone. See ESPAof an arch and the inclosing right
s, fl Spandrels,
Gonioplectrus hispanus), with a bright red body and 7elDON, SPADE, in cards.]
1. A long, heavy
angle ; or the space between the extradoses of two contiglow stripes along the head and back.~ S. fly, a brilliant
sword, usually two-handed, formerly used ~ pad ix and
uous arches and a horizontal line above tltem, or another
1
SpatheofJackin warfare and iu ceremonies of state.
_I
arch above and inclosing them.
2. Cut-and-thrust swordplay. Obs. or Hi.st. in- th e-pulpit
when dried and powdered (then called
2. The triangular space beneath the string of a stair.
apa-ghet'tl (spd-gWr), n. [It.] A variety
cantharides)
for
raising
bhsters.
See
Cant.
3. A narrow mat or passe partout for a picture.
BLISTERBEETLE.- s. foot, Furniture, a
of macaroui made in cords of small diam- ing flowers be- 4. Arch. In skeleton coustructiou, the space from the top
foot molded into curved members
eter, but larger than vermicelli.
low, at c
of a window to the sill of the window in the story above.
1
·apa'hi J(spa'he), n [Turk. & Per. sipiilti: cf. J<'. spahi. 5. Philately. Any triangular space in a corner of a postage
0~~:
tg~ti!~k rg;::~g~!w{
t~, 8N~
..spa'hee
See SEPOY. J l. Formerly, one of a corps of stamp, over a central figure and inside the framing.
a yarn twisted against its lay. - S. Fury,
Turkish cavalry, largely irregular, used in the suppression apang (spang), n. [AS. span ye a clasp or fastening; akin to
the three days' sack of Antwerp by the
of the Janizaries in 1826 and disbanded soon afterwards.
Spaniards in 1576. Cf. FRENCHFURY.D. Spang, G. spanye, OHG. :,panga, Icel. spOng a spangle.]
S. ~ourd, the winter squash. - 8. grape,
2. One of a corps of Algerian native cavalry in the French
A spangle, or shining ornament.
Ob,,;.
a wlld grape of Texas and Mexico ( V1tis
army, normally serving in Africa, half of whose officers span'gle (spi>q'g'l), n. [ME. spaugel, dim. of AS. spange.
berlandieri) ;_also, its small purple well- Spanis~ Fly, Vat.
below the rank of captain and all of that rank or above are
See SPANGa spangle. J 1. A small plate or boss of shining
size.
flavored fruit. - S. graBB, esparto. - s.
1
metal; something brilliant used as an ornament, esp. when
hogfish. = LADYFISHb. - s. hyacinth.= SPANISHJACINTH.8.
iris,
an.
iris
of
the
Mediterranean
region
(Iris
xipkl'.um)
stitched
on
the
dress.
Hence,
any
little
thing
that
sparkles.
spall (sp61), n. [E. dial., ME. spa/le; cf. SPALE, SPELL a
having yellow flowers with a very short perianth tube."The rich spangles that adorn the sky."
Waller.
splinter.]
A chip or fragment, esp. a chip of stone as
a.
Jaclnth, a species of squill ( Sc-illa his&anica) of Spain and
2.
A
distinct
marking
on
the
end
of
a
feather.
struck off by the hammer, having at least one featheredge.
Spall, v. t.; sPALLED(sp6ld); SPALL'ING. 1. Mining. To apan'gle, v. t.; SPAN'GLED(-g'ld); SPAN'GLING(-glTng). =:~~a\~;~!~flbJ~:::dwl~\~hl~~~~!h
To set or sprinkle with or as with spangles; to adorn with
grandiflorum) often cultivated in Europe as a source of
break up by hand, as ore, for separating from rock, usually
small, distinct, brilliant bodies; as, a spangled breastplate.
preparatory to crushing.
a8kfj~e!!~Q:·
---;~~l;~i~r~lndf a kl~du:u~J.~
"What stars do spangle heaven with such beauty?"
Shak.
2. Masonry. To reduce, as irregular stone blocks, approxispan'gle, v. i. To gleam as if covered with spangles ; to of gold or silver threads em\roidered with colored silks;
mately to size by chipping with the hammer.
also,
a
modern
silk
blonde
lace
having a heavy patt.em
spall, i•. i. To give off spalls; to chip along the edges, as glisten; glitter.
on a tlne net ground. - S. J&clyor Jadyfi.■h. = LADYFISHb.
apan'gled (spaq'g'ld), pret.
stone set with too much weight on the outer surface.
-8.
leather.
=
CORDOVAN,
2.-S.
lettuce. = INDIANLET&: p. p. Of SPANGLE.
spal-peen',(spal-pen';
sp1ll'pen), n. [Ir. spaUpin; cf. spailp
TUCE.- s. licorice or liquorice, common licorice. - s. lime,
a beau, pride, self-conceit.] A scamp; a rascal ;-an Irish
t11ui:~!gcobi~~te,
~i~iz::1t;f~~~1tl.~Jaof-B~r.!:'!~!:'~n~
term for a good-for-nothing fellow, often used playfully.
stictolophus), having a crest
dies, used as bait.~ s. mackerel. a Any of several mackapan (sp~n), n. [AS . .,pann; akin to D . •,pan, OHG . .,panna,
of spangled feathers.
G. spanne, lcel. spOnn. See SPAN, v. t.] 1. The space SJ)an'iard .(span'yard),
n.
from the end of the thumb to the end of the little finger
[Cf. OF. Espa-ignart, or D. ,
when extended; in English measure, 9 inches ; also, Rare,
Spanj,iard.] 1. A native or
the hand with thumb and fingers extended, as for spanning.
Spangled Coquette.
citizen of Spain. The Span2. Hence, extent of reach in general ; reach ; grasp. R.
11
8
3. Anything conceived of as an extent, stretch, reach, or
tt~d~!mt~;:-le~.~~:te~
t::RrA~i:l
of
spread, between two definite limits; specif. : a A 1iJ11ited 2 The spear grass (A ciphylla colensoi) of New Zealand;
space or portion of time ; often, a small space or brief time.
- also called wild Spaniard.
Spanish Mackerel ( Scomberomorus maculatus).
Life 'a but a 19Jan; I'll every inch enjoy. Farquhar
span'lel (span'y~l; colloq. or dial. span'll), n. [OF. espaof the genus Scomberomorus, closely allied to the
b The spread or extent of an arch between abutments, or
gnot, espagne:u-l,F. epagneul, orig. the same word as e.r.;pa- erels
common mackerel; esp., S. maculatus, blmsh above, with
of a beam, girder, truss, roof, bridge, or the like, between
gnol Spanish,fr.L. Hfapania Spain.] 1. Any of numerous
oval brown spots on the sides, found during the warmer
supports; also, the portion thus extended.
breeds of small or mediummonths off the American Atlantic coast from Cape Ann to
4. Naut. a A rope having its ends made fast so that a pur- sized,mostly short-legged dogs,
Brazil. It often weighs six to ten pounds. An allied but
chase can be hooked to the bight. b A rope made fast in
usually havinglong wavy hair,
unspotted species, the Monterey Spanish mackerel (S. conthe center so that both ends can be used, as, with thimbles,
feathered legs and tail, and
~~~0~ti~~u:~ici!:e ia~~:~~ut~!c?::ef.i~t:~~~~
::-;,
as fair-leads. c A rope made fast or secured between two large droopin~ ears. Spaniels
a handsome variety of mahogan$], obtained chiefly !rom
upri_g:}its,as a triatic stay or the rope between davit heads.
are divided mto three maiii
6. LCf. D. span, Sw. spann, Dan. sprend, G. gespann.
classes: those adapted for
~~;fte-;ns~:~\nofi~~t~~~~i~i
Wo:ttt~f,~~secif
See SPAN,v. t.J A pair of horses, mules, or other animals,
ama to the Orinoco or Amazon; improperly, the southern
~:ien~~fe~m;!}Na:,:,::~1sw,r!c~
usually matched in looks and action, driven together.
portion, or the whole, of the Caribbean Sea..- s. March or
span (span), v. t.; SPANNED(splfod); SPAN'NING. [AS.
0 1
Mark, a Frankish province in the extreme northeast of
Sussex Sps.niel,
spannan; akin to D. & G. spannen, OHG. 8pannan, Sw. field, Norfolk, and Sussex breeds (see these terms); water
Spain between the Pyrenees and the Ebro. It was conspiinna, Dan. sprende, Icel. spenna., and perh. to Gr. urrO.v spaniels, which are larger and have curly hair (as the Irish
!it~~i~d~i;
~~id.,'1dbrnfoh~~~~:fr!.fJ~F~oJ~t!~f
p111
to draw, to drag. Cf. SPIN,i 1• t., SPASM.] 1. To measure
water spaniel) i and loy spanfrls (as King Charles and
most part to the house of Barcelona. - S. Mo'li-bre', the
by the hand with fingers aud thumb extended, or by enBlenheim spaniels), which are very small and kept as pets.
1lyftr'), Leandro
(m0
Fernandez
de
Moratin
(1760-1828),a
2. A cringing, fawning person.
Shak.
compassing with the fingers; as, to span a space or distance; to span a cylinder.
·
Span'lBh (splln'Tsh), a. [Cf. D. spaanscl,, G. spttuisch, Spanish dramatic poet who took Moliere for his model.1
2. Hence, to spread out; stretch; extend. Archalc.
OF. espaneiY 1 et~panois, espaignois, L. Hispanus Spanish,
~r~,1~eli;eff~fte':~ttsi'th ~t~ til~~
gT1~n°:.s.:_
9~j,_e:~
My right hand hath ,'lpamwd the heavens. ls. xlviii. 13. Hispa.nia Spain.] Of or pertaining to Spain, the Span.
tarine, the coco plum. - S. needles, any of several astera3. To seize; grasp. Ob,'J.
iards, or their language. - Spanish Academy rsp.Academia
0
~:~~it;l~'iii6e
na:~s~
4. To spread, stretch, or extend, over or across from one E.,pa/iola] 1 an academy founded at Madrid in 1713(officially
A variety of hazelnut. b A South European iris (Iris sisyapproved oy the king in 1714)for perfecting the Spanish
limit to another; to cover as with an arch or span.
language. - S. American. See in the Vocab. - S. angel 11.sh. rinchiuru) with pale lilac flowers. - s. oak. a An oak ( Quer•
The rivers were P.pannerl by arches of solid mnsonry. Prescott.
= PALM0NETAb.-s. arbor vine. =ARBORVINE.-s. Armada. cus digitata) of the southeastern United States, with hard
5. To fetter, as a horse; to hobble. Dial. Eng.
coarse-grained reddish wood. Its bark is rich in tannin.
6. [D. s·pmwen.] To attach {horses, oxen, etc.) to a vehi~;~ U!it~~ASt~t-;s 8{ ::~~~eiz:}~1~ti)~it~iPJt;ij
b Sometimes, the red oak or the scarlet oak. -s. ocher,
cle; also, to equip (a vehicle) with draftanimals ..So. Africa.
an ocherous red pigment resembling Venetian red, but
leaves; any of several other species of Yucca.-S. bean.
7. To cock with a spanner, as a firearm. Obs. & R.
= SCARLETRUNNERa. - s. beard, long moss. -s. berry. =
span, 11• i. 1. To be matched, as horses. U. 8.
~ron~~~!!ha~~:e;~e!11;;~~~
2. a To move after the manner of measuring worms. b
S.b1o!~~!b~t~~~~e ~~a~f;ht f~~lf~~~d
tomato, and ham. - S. oyster, a pinna. Bermuda. -8. oya- s. bluebell. = SPANISHJACINTH.-s. broom, a European ter plant, the golden thistle (Scoly1nw; hispanicus). -8.
To swim along, rising to the surface to breathe at more or
pack, Card Playing, a pack of 40 cards, there being no
fabaceous shrub (Sfm·Uwmjunceum) having green flexible
less regular intervals ; - said of whales.
eights, nines, or tens. - S. pea.nut, a variety of peanut with
spa-nai'mia, spa-ne'ml-a (spd-ne'mi-<i), n. [NL.; Gr.
small pods, sometimes grown as a forage· plant. - s. pear,
a,ravOssscarce +-mm·ia.J Med. A morbid state of impov- brown, earth of f~~g;~l~a~~~!fs
dark reddish brown color (due to the preserishment of the blood. -spa-n111'mlc, apa-ne'mic (-ne'~~~;~;~~~
;~1ro:~ar:1~1tttit?~~~~:c::flk~
0
mrk; -n~m,rk), a.
iai~~:c~~J:i~~,u~t::d1ap1::c:o~~:)
~l±!:::,e~e,;:
~~;:it1-iE1";:l;;~:e%~P!f:~,
ff~Ytr~i;~eo~~:::e:
span blocks. Nmtt. Two blocks each at one end of a span Mexico, etc., related to the buckeye, but having pinnate
of rope at a masthead, for studding-sail halyards, etc.
leaves anda3-seededfruit.-s.
bugloBB.= ALKANET,1 a. small briglit-colored parrot fish (Sparisom.a ractans) of
Bermuda and the West Indies.-S.
potato, the sweet pospan'cel (sp~n's'l; span'-), n. [span+ a form fr. AS. siil
;~fJeLj;{ri:,;Jih!~~i~it~~g!:a-:_!·J.a~!:!!:~n~ tato.-s. pox. See Pox, 1.-S. puff, a kind of fritter. -s.
a rope or a kindred Scand. form ; cf. Icel. seil.] A rope
West Indian meliaceous tree ( Cedrela odorata); also, its
red. = SPANISHOCHER.- s. reef. Naut. a A knot tied in
hobble or clog for a horse, cow, etc. Chiefly Dial.
the bead of a triangular fore-and-aft sail to reduce its area.
1
apan'cel, v. t. ,· -CELED(-s'ld) or -CELLEDj -CEL-INGor -CEL~f 1;~~f~dfr~r!ickr~:~~
fi?rs~ft; ~o:e:i~!:
b A reduction of the spread of square sails by dropping
LING. To tie or hobble with a spancel. Chiefly Dial.
a Alfalfa. b = MEXICANCLOVER,-s. cockle, a large West the yards on the cap of the mast. Rare. - S. Reformed
span'-count 1er, n. An old English boys' game, played with
Indian bivalve ( Codakia orbicularis), said to be acrid and
~hFcEis~~¥~:stl~
~:tnt~!g\!a~Ji!
counters, in which on~ tried to toss his counter so near the
dangerous to eat. - s. cream, a. molded pudding of custard,
SPEI.La splinter.] 1. A lath; a span'dril, Var.-of SPANDREL. of SPA NOLE. Ran~.
from six to about nine months apa-gyr'ic (spd-jlr'lk), n. Spagsplinter; a shaving or chip. Dial.
apan'9y (-gll), a. Glittering.
old,and sharp-pointed at the tip. yrist. Oh.'1.
2. Sldpb11ilrli11g. A temporary ~~;~fshsfi~~~l)Ai:::·
1pa-don'ic (spil-d~n'lk), a.
cross timber.
rFrom SPA DO a castrated man.] 1;~:ii(_y_~gt~rz~rri:t.
bination, span; as,P.JHmdy-clean,
Of or pert. toa eunuch. Rare.
gyricus, fr. Gr. u1rd11 to draw, to
Drnl., New Eng.
vj,f~.11/~e: {:'ff~ spand11-dandy.
1I'ft1:r1~~~a~8};~!';u0-~}t)Pitt'::
IP&'do-nism (spii'dO-nlz'm), n. separate + G:yedpewto assem8
fine for breaking rules. CornEunuchry. R.
[SPADROON-1
turg, Pa. l A hi~hly basic sulcf. F. spagiriqu.e.] Chem·wa/1.
apa-dro'ne (spd-dri'Vnii),n. = ble:
.~piinen to wean, LG. & D. sve- phate ancl chloride of aluminical ; alchemic.
spall (sp81), n. [It. spa1la. or mm; cf. AS. .~7ianan to entice.] mm and copper occurring in
~lro~!t~il?cii~i~~: ~;,~;r1:,~~flt~l~hr:1~t:·oi~t
~:C,;:ife~~deOb~!·
El'AUU~.]
The To wean. Obs. or Scof. ~ Dial. ~;!:fl.~'~p~~~:g?~.al ~~~s::lsispey. Scot ~ Dial. Eng.
chemist, esp. an iatroehemist
apallier, n. Spadiard. Oba.
(spltn'J:~:)~-:~ 1
coUNTfm.
epae, n. Prophecy. Obs.
[ng; fawning. [
ObR. or Hist.
apan'iel (spln'yt:f), a. Cring•
lpa.ec. 0Ll8- pret. of SPEAK,
apaid. t SPADE, a young deer.
g~t\It;.J
sJ1?l;
See 1'PAN• span'iel, v. i. To fawn. Rare.
■paeche. t 1'PEIWH,
lfpaida.lrea. t St•ADAIRES,
brittle ; cris1;>,Dial. Eng.
apae'cra.ft/ (spi'kraft'), n. Also 1paier. t SPARE,an opening.
COUNTEH.
[Eng. var. of SPAN•[ span'iel. v. t. To follow like a
spang (spling). Scot. & dial.
■pae'dom (-dUm). Fortune tell- spaik (Rpik). Scot. of SPOKE.
tiig; prog;nostication. Scot.
apang (spAug), ii. 1. ~ t. ,t n. :t!~~i~l-a~t~e·n.
■pall. Var. of Sl'ALE.
To split off; chip. Diaf.
apaek.en. Obs. pret. pl. of SPEAK, apall (spiil). Scot. var. of SPELL.
Jump; leap; throw; hur1. Scot. Span'i-Aed ~plln'l-fid), Spa.n'■pae'man (spii'mlf.n), spa'er
Archaic pret & p.p. tDial.Eny.
[directly. Cnlloq.[ io-lat'ed (splln'y0-lit 1 1:!'.d),a.
Var. of SPANE,to wean.
~paniolized, Obs.
( spi't!r ),spae'wife' ,apa.e'wom' spug (splng), a.,/1•, Straight;
Espagnol.] A
sp&lld. Spanned. Ref. Sp.
an, n. Prophet; diviner. Scot.
apang, u. t. To spangle. Obs, SJ>a.n'lo-llze(-ltz), ,,. t. ~ ,. [Cf.
apa.nd,
,,.
t.
To
shatter.
Ohs.
Ji. ellpagnoliser.] To Hispaniospae'work',n. Sp11ecraft. Scot. spair(spii.r). Scot. var. of SPARE,
lize. Rare.
T +Ps~.:<;;GLE.
apagericall. T SPAGYRICAL,
apa.ird. Obs. pret. of ~PERE,ask.
Aspan- apa.ng'lhfiw (,pang'nJ, n. ~ v. apan'l-pe-Jag'lc (epln'f-pe-!lj'~~r::~~.r~·D';l~r.1:;.AROE.
=-rs~;~e;.i;fs~t(r~~;.
apandrel frame. Carp_. Any tri• J""erk:flm,. Scot.~ D,al. Eng.
]!Jic~jlf;~1!"1ri:°~:;e
angular framing,asunder a stair.
ap&lt. Var. of SPATE,a flood.
GTRIC, SPAGTRIST,
apa.ndrel atep. A solid stone
spake. -t SPACK,
rsPEAK,1
andcomingtotle surf,werarely.
t~~~h.lFAet::~~t~i:
spake (splk), Archaic pret. or
1•~e;t!1r 0n an ;~~:rae:gf::.lIJ-gll!r), n. One apa.n.iron. A kind of"b.arpoon,
spake. Scot. var. of SPOKE, n.
fashion of Spain. Obs.
usuall;r secured. just below the
extrados to fill the spandrels.
apan'glet (epll)'gU!t), n. Dim. gunwale of a whaleboat.
S_.u.e.
T 8PANIOLIZE, spake, a. [From Scand, ; cf.
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SPANISH

SPARMANNIA

equipped with spars that are too large or too email is said
=J'.~
;.:f~! ~'l:,d
::~~1f
~~:o~.
i:,1;:;,,
i;.{;;-;;-n~
to
oversparred or undersparred.
soap. = CASTILE to spar down, Naut., to seize oars or small spars to the
SOAP.-S.

BO&proot.

See BOAPROOTa.-s.

spar'ing (sp!ir'Ing), p. pr. & i·b. n. of SPARE,

be

tomatoes. - s. sheep, a merino sheep. -s.

aold.ier,

the

bayonet

Spare; saving; frugal;
Syn. - See FRUGAL.

shrouds for the seamen to stand on when clapping on rat-

lines or rattling down.
1:h:;el
10:ofe~~~;,
al~~!r°~r
Nki:dz~r
:s:a
t~~
di!~i~ir;g~
spar (spar),"· t. [ME. sparren, AS. gesparrian; akin to G.
aquill. =
-S. stopper, a myrtaceous tree
sperren, !eel. sperra; from the noun. See 2d SPAR.] To

-spar'lng-ly,

adv. -

merciful.

spar'lng-ness,

Hence: p.a.
Bacon.

n.

spark (spiirk), n. [ME. sparJ.:e,sperke, AS. spearca; akin
to D. spark, sperk; of uncertain origin; cf. Icel. Spraka to crackle, Lith. sprag'eti, Gr. uq>O.payo,;a bursting
(Euvenia. bux1Jolia) of South Florida and the West Indies,
bolt ; bar ; fasten ; hence, to shut or close ; also, to shut
with a noise, Skr. sphftrjto crackle, to thunder. Cf. SPEAK.}
havmg hard wood. -S. Successio~+ War of the, a war (1701-14)
Obs. or Archaic.
up or inclose.
between England, the Empire (noly Roman), the Nether1. A small particle of fire or ignited substance emitted by
spar, v. i. [Orig. uncert.; cf. !eel. sperra to stretch out
a body in combustion.
~h~ the legs, to struggle, or OF. esparerto kick, F. epa.rer, It.
Man is born unto trouble, as the sparks fly upward Job v. 7.
throne of Spain, vacant by the death of Charles II., the last
sparare to discharge, let fly (as a kick).] 1. To make au 2. Anything resembling such a burning particle, as in
of the male line of Austrian princes.
There were three
onset; to charge; also, Rare, to spurt out, as blood. Obs. brilliancy, evanescence, etc. ; a small shining body, or
claimants. The war was ended by the treaties of Utrecht
2. To fight or strike with the feet or spurs, as cocks do.
transient light; a sparkle; specif., a diamond.
(1713)and Rastatt and Baden (1714),by which Philip of An- 3. To box with the fists; esp., to box scientifically.
3. That which, like a spark, may be kin4led into a flame,
jou, Louis XIV. 's grandson and the claimant supported by
4.
To conteBt in words; to wrangle.
Colloq.
him, was reco~ized as king. The chief battles were Blenor into action ; a feeble germ; an elementary principle.
heim, Ramilhes, Turin, Oudenarde, and Malplaquet, all spar, n. 1. A thrust or lunge, as with a spear. Obs.
H If any spark of life be yet remaining."
Shak.
2. A movement of offense or defense in boxing i also, a 4. Elec. The light accompanying a sudden disruptive disvictories for the Grand Alliance, - 8. sword, a rapier. -8.
tea.. a = MEXICAN TEA. b A West Indian gesneriaceous
contest at sparring ; a boxing match.
Rare.
charge
between
two
conductors
separated
by
air
or
someshrub (Pent<trhaphia long'iflora). - B.toothpick,the tooth- spar'a-ble (sp~r'ti-b'l), n. [Corrupt. fr. sparrow bill.] A
similar medium. It is of extremely short duration, and,
pick bishop's-weed. - S. topaz, a yellow variety of rock
kind of small nail used by shoemakers.
crystal.s. trefoil, lucern. - S. tufts, a European meadow Spa-rax'is (spti-rak's!s), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u,ro.pat« a tearr~~di~~s t~ rfli!i~~thr 'o1i~Yi~"dls~h!!~!~g Lfs~e~~~~~:1;,c~
rue (TAalictrmn. aquilegffoliurn).-S.
walnut, the candlenut.
small arc of short duration, as often at dynamo brushes.
to tear; - iu allusion to the fringed
-6.-walnut
oil. See OIL, Table I. - S. water oak, = SPANISH ing, fr. u1rapO.crcrELv
v. 'i.; SPARKED(sp1irkt) ; SPARK1ING. [AS. spearspark,
(i.
e.,
lacerated)
spathes.
J
Bot.
A
small
genus
of
bulbollB
OAKa. -s. white, whiting, used as a pigment. - S. windlass,
iridaceous plants, natives of the Cape of Good Hope, sevcian. See 1st SPARK.]
1. To sparkle. Obs
a wooden roller round which a rope is wound by turning
the roller with a marlinespike thrust into it. - S. woodbine,
2. Elec. To produce sparks ; specif. : a To arc at theeral being cultivated under the name harlequin flowers.
brushes, as a dynamo.
b To have the electric ignition
!t~bb(°saZ.!~f ~
~~~Jfi:i~~h:!1e'1~~i:ie~~~
Jt:J1e~~VA~~ilu.a~r~~ i1~~t,eio~-~~et:b~fb~1
working, as an internal-combustion
engine or the igniter.
thelmintic.
spar buoy. Nnut. A bu9y shaped like a spar, or showing spark, n. [Cf Ice!. sparkr lively, sprightly J 1. A brisk,.
Span'ish (sp3n'Tsh), n. 1. The language of Spain and of only a mast above water 1 in a more or less upright position.
showy, gay man; a gallant; also, a hot-tempered person.
countries colonized by Spaniards, esp. the Spanish Amer- spar deck. .Naut. The upper deck of a vessel, esp. that
2. A lover i a beau ; also, Rare, a belle ; a sweetheart.
continued in a straight line from the quarter-deck to the
ican countries. Spanish literature does not begin until the
forecastle.
See DECK, n., 2. - spar-deck vesael, Naut., a spark, v. i. To play the spark or beau; to court. Colloq~
12th century.
Castilian is the standard literary language
spark arrester.
1. Any of various contrivances to prethree-deck
vessel
of
moderate
scantling,
built
to
carry
(see INno-EunoPEAN). Besides Spanish, Basque 1 Catalan 1 cargo of moderate density with space for passengers,
lJ. S.
vent the escape of sparks, as from a smokestack.
and Galician are spoken in Spain.
2. Elec. A device to minimize or prevent sparking at a.
spare (sp/lr), "·I.; SPARED (sp/lrd); SPAR 1ING (spilr'Ing).
place where a circuit is made and broken.
2. The people of Spain.
LAS. sparian, fr. sprer spare, sparing, saving; akin to D. spark
con. Elec. a An induction coil, esp. of an internal3. Poultry. The black Spanish.
& G. sparen to spare, OHG. spar0n, !eel. & Sw. spara,
combustion engine, wireless telegraph apparatus, etc. b,
Span1lsh A-mer'l-can. a Designating, or pert. to, those Dan. spare. See SPARE, a.] 1. To refrain or withhold
A self-induction coil used to increase the spark in an eleccountries of America in which Spanish 1s the national lanChaucer. tric gas-lighting apparatus.
from; to forbear.
"No cost would he spare."
c)°Jim·emy sight the pain
spark condenser. Elec. An apparatus used in spectrosCaf:an~
R:slJ~~!idtt~feff!ai~£~'k
Of seeing what a world of tears it costs you. D1'yden,
copy to produce spark spectra, the termina]s being so
Spanish American country, esp. of Spanish descent.
2.
To
use
frugal1y
or
stintingly;
to
forbear
free
use
of.
mounted in a glass vessel that they can be surrounded
Cf. LATIN AMERICAN.
with the medium the spectrum of wlnch is to be examined ..
'"Spare the rod and spoil the child."
Old Proverb.
spank (spIIJk), "· i.; SPANKED (sp~I]kt); SPANK'ING. [Orig. 3.
spark'er
(spiir'ker), n. 1. One that sparks, as a spark plug
To
deprive
one's
self
of,
as
by
being
frugal
;
to
do
withunknown; cf. dial. spang to spring, LG. spakkern, spen.
2. Elee. A spark arrester.
out; to dispense with ; to give up; to part with.
kern, to run and spring about quickly.]
To move quickly,
spark gap. Elec. The space filled with air or other dielecI could have better .•wared a better man.
Shak.
Thackeray.
dashingly, or spiritedly.
tric between high potential terminals (as of an electro4. To save or gain, as by frugality i to save up. Obs.
spank, v. t. 1. To strike, or to strike the buttocks of, as 6. To forbear to destroy, punish, or injure; to preserve from
0
J1i~~ta:~~~~~~e~; ct1~~a~~ ~~;~in:e~inth:;:r\~
~h}!h
with the open hand; as, to :~panka small boy.
punishment, injury, or other evil; to show mercy to.
2. To drive or urge, as horses. Rare.
1. Like a spark, or beau; airy ; gay.
S11are us. good Lord, Book of Common Pra?Jer. spark'lsh,
spank, n. A blow, as with the palm, esp. on the buttocks.
to apare one's self. a To act with reserve.
Obs. Chaucer. 2. Gayly dressed ; showy; dapper.
b 'lo sav~ one's self la~or, punishment, or blame.
spank'er (sp3IJk'er), n. 1. One who spanks, or anything
- spark'lsh-ly, adv. -spark'lsh-ness, n.
spare, v. i. 1. To desISt; stop ; refram_ O/Js,
used as an instrument for spanking.
spar'kle (spiir'k'l), n. [Dim. of spark, or fr . .parkle, v.]
2. One remarkable of its kind, as for size, speed, etc. Slang. 2. To btf~i~a!t; s!~ Jit:!!~~~:~i ~t !~i~:rf:~:~~oniou ~;/JI', A little spark; a scintillation; also, quality of sparkling;
1
1
3. Naut. The fore-and-aft sail attached toa boom and gaff
as, the sparkle of a diamond.
3. To refrain from doing harm ; to use mercy or kindness. s11ar'kle, v. -i.; sPAR 1KLED (-k'ld); sPAR 1KLING (-kllng).
on the after mast of a square-rigged vessel, or the fourth
He will not Bpare in the day of vengeance, Prov. vi.. a4. LFreq. fr. spark to sparkle, or fr. sparkle, n.] 1. To emit
mast of a schooner; - sometimes called driver, and, more Spare, a,
1
1
; SPAR ER (sp/lr'er); SPAR EST (sp/lrf~st). [AS.
rarely, mizzen. See SHIP, lllust.
spmr sparing, akin to OHG. spar, Icel. sparr. Cf. SPARE, sparks ; to throw off ignited or incandescent particles ;
apank/ing,
p. a. 1. Moving, or capable of moving, with a
also, to shine as if throwing off sparks; to emit flashes of
"· t. J 1. Scanty; not abundant or plentiful; frugal;
quick, lively pace , as, a team of spanking grays.
light ; to scintillate; twinkle , flash i as, the fire sparkles;
meager; as, a spare diet.
2. Hence, loosely, dashing; lively; esp., of a wind, brisk;
the stars sparkle;-often
fig.; as, wit sparkles.
2. Sparing; parsimonious; chary.
fresh ; strong ; as, a spanking breeze.
2. To effervesce; as, wine that sparkles.
He was spare, hut discreet of speech,
Canw,
3. Remarkable of its kind, as for size, speed, etc. Slang.
Syn. - Shine, glisten, scintillate, radiate, coruscate, ~-lit3. Wanting flesh or fat; lean; gaunt; thin.
See FLASH.
ter, twinkle.
span'ner (span'ilr), n. 1. One that spans.
4. Being over and above what is necessary; not wanted, spar'kle,
v. t. 1. To emit in the form or likeness of sparks.
2. The lock, or a part of the lock, of an old-time wheelor not used ; superfluous ; a.s, spare time, cash, clothes.
"'Did
sparkle
forth
great light."
Spenser.
Obs.
lock or fl.relock firearm; also, the firearm itself.
5. Held in reserve, as for emergency ; as, a spare room.
2. To illuminate by sparks.
3. A tool, having a jaw or socket at either or both ends to
6. Slow: dilatory.
Obs. or Dial. Eng.
spar'kllng
(-klTng),p.pr.&
••b.
n.
of
SPARKLE,
Specif.:
p. afit a nut or the head of a bolt, a pipe or hose coupling, or
Syn. - See THIN.
a Emittiugsparks;
flashing; lively;
the like, and used as a lever to turn it with i a \\iTench. See spare, n. 1. Act of sparing; restraint ; moderation;
as,
sparkling
eyes.
b
Effervescing
EOX WRENCH,
MONKEY
WRENCH,PIN WRENCH.
Obs.
specif., parsimony; frugal use; economy.
Sparkli1u1 beveror effervescent.
4:. Mach. pl. A contrivance in some of the earlier steam
2. That which has not been used or expended.
ages contain the gas carb6n dioxengines for moving the valves.
3. Obs. or Scot. a A placket. b A slit or opening in the
ide under J?ressure.
6. A horizontal cross brace or collar beam.
front of trousers.
Syn.-Br1lliant,
shining.
8. A pendulum attachment invented by Gadsden for an 4. Bowling. Act of knocking down all the pins in two
sparkling synchysis, Med., a state in
ordinary sextant providing an artificial horizon for use
which the vitreous humor softens
bowls; a]so, the score thus made. Sometimes called single
and contains sparkling scales of
when the sea horizon is obscured.
spare. Cf. STRIKE,n., 17. U. A','.
cholesterin.
apan'-newi,
a. [From Scand. ; cf. Icel. spann-jjr, prop5. A spare or duplicate part, as to replace breakages, etc.
erly, new as a chip just sp1it; spli,nn chip+ n'fjr new. See spare'rlb' (spllr'rib'),
n. [spare, a.
rib. J A cut of - spar'kllng-ly, ad1'. -spar'kllng-ness, n.
SPOON; NEW.] Quite new; brand-new; fire-new. Fuller.
pork, consisting of ribs somewhat closely trimmed of meat.
&Pan roof. A common roof having two slopes and one Spar-ga'nl-um (spiir,ga:rnI-um), 11. [NL., fr. Gr. u,rap- spark micrometer. Elec. a An
electric resonator or a conductor
ridge, with eaves on both sides.
yO.vtov bur reed.] Bot. A genus of marsh or aquatic herbs,
with an air gap adjustable by a mispar (spar), n. [Cf. AS. sprer in sp,erstiin chalkstone; akin
crometer screw. b A device for
0
to MHG. spar, G. sparkalk plaster.
In modern use due to
::a~~~~~t-~,g!-~(-f~~~i),~er~~~~a~
:~~tubin~!ha1!e~~;.hof
the electric
Spark Micrometer b.
confusion with G. spat(h) spar.] Among miners, any of
simple or branching stems, linear leaves, and moncecious
various nonmetallic minerals, usually cleavable and someflowers in globose heads. Also [l. c.j,a plant of this genus. spark p)ug.
In internal-combustion
engines with elec1
what lustrous, esp. when occurring as gangue ill a metal- sparge (spiirj), v. t.; SPARGED(spiirjd) j SPARG1NG (spiir'tTi~i~~~ir;!e¥h~~d~it:J~~
jlng).
[L. spargere; cf. l<'. asperger.J To sprinkle; to
liferous vein; -used in calc spar, fluor spar, etc.
carefully
insulated
wires
spar, n. [ME. sparre; akin to D. spar, G. sparren, OHG.
moisten by sprinkling ; as, to sparge paper.
through it connecting the insparro, Dan. & Sw. sparre, lcel. ,<;parri;orig. uncert. Cf. sparg'er
(spar 1je"r), n. One that sparges; a sprinkler;
duction coil or magneto cirspecif. : a A vessel with a perforated cover, for sprinkling
SPAR to bolt.7
cuit on the outside with the One form of Spark Plug.. a·
l. Arch. A beam or rafter; a timber. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
clothes, etc. b Brewing. A device with hollow perfospark gap inside the cylinder.
Spark Gap.
rated revolving arms for sprinkling mash liquor over insolu- spar'ltng (spiir'!Tng), n. [ME. sperling; cf. G. iif'_ierling,
2. The bar of a gate or door. Ob.,. or Dial. Eng.
S. Naut. A general term for any mast, yard, boom, gaff, or ble grains in the mash tun to remove the final traces of wort.
spiering, D. splering.] a The European smelt (Osmerus
the like. Spars are usually round or nearly round, and were Spar'l-dm (splr'I-de), n. pl. [NL. See SPARUS.]
Zool. A eperlanns). b A young salmon. Local, Brit.
formerly solid pieces of timber. They are now made of
large and widely distributed family of deep-bodied marine Spar-man'nl-a (spiir-m~n'i-a), n. [NL., after A. Sparacanthopterygian fishes; the sea breams. They are related
either wood or metal, and may be in one piece or built up.
mann (1747-1820), Sw. naturalist.] Bot. A small genus of
4. In the English timber trade, a piece of timber of less to the grunts (Hremulidoo) and snappers (Lutianidre ), but African tiliaceous trees having cordate, more or less lobed
have some of the t,eeth along the sides of the jaws trans.
diameter than a mast. See MAST, 2 b.
leaves, and silky white flowers with imperfect outer staspar, v. t.; SPARRED(splird); SPAR1RING. [From 2d SPAR.] formed into large blunt molars. The porgies, scup, and mens, succeeded by echinate capsules. S. ajricana, often
sbeepshead are examples. -spar'ld (-Id), n.
cultivated in greenhouses, yields African hemp.
To supply or equip with spars, as a vessel; as, a vessel
Span'ish-ize, v. t. See -IZE,
la! or square shackle in the h~ad I dt$n'ta), n. pl. [NL. ; Gr. rnro..- spar'er (spiir'@:r), n. One that of the breasts with milk.
f~{,f{;~;;~e~s!•;
sparhauk..
t SPARHAWK.
Spa.n'ish-ly, mfo. of SPANl!-IH.
of.a lar'.fie bolt, or the hke, pO.cranv to tear + -odonra.] spares,
spar'hawk 1 , n. [ME. speduwk,
Money; g ld. 3~~vke¥o
u}~\e~r~~ai~:
~~~:~1fof~~6eJ~i~
;e~~t~o~=
'JPari~~1';:I
y~~[.~"~~t;.,,~~;k~
T'ig:~~!~{g~
ship from the Mes?zoic o~ Pata- s,pu~rn')g,•n-f.
aflt,_10,pnar(g•eP,•,·r,tjoe-t,·thrke'wBpank'er, Lady Gay. A bril- fl.sh ~'!_~tt Ob."; I (wR~"iCH.I
hawk. Oh,<!.
or Scot. 4-Dial. Eng.
gonia, often classified with the h
!.
liant, sport-lovmg society worn- span,i.ue (sylln Il >,n· -,PIN
(spiir'kler), n. Scatan in Dion Boucicault'scomedy
~:pan worm {splin wftrm ), .n. polyprotodont marsupials, but +facere,factum,tomake.J
Act spark, 1,.t. ~ i. To court; to spar'kler
lspark8. Ob.'i., terer ; f'lpendthrift. Ob.<J.
woo. U. 13.
[ING.,
1 he larva of any geomettid. perhaps more closely allied to of sprinkfing. Obs.
"London Assurance."
spar'kler (-kler), n. One that
1p&nk'ing-ly, adv. of srANK
spar, n. Irregular var. of the Creodonta ~ spa-ras'so- spar'geon, v. t. [Cf OF. espnr- spark, v. t. 1, To emit as sparkles.
■pankt ~panked. Ref Sp.
SPAHTH.
Obs. Oxf. E. D.
dont (spti-rlis'i'i-dlSntJ,a. "i"n.
gier to sprinkle, spread, or E. 2. To spatter; soil. Scot. ~ Dial.
lntPrnal-comspark'less, a, See -LE s s. ■pank'y (Elpi\.IJk'T),
a. Sprl~ht- spar, 1,.t. To ca.st; hu_rl. <J.bs. spar'ble.
t SPARPLE.
parget.J To plaster. Ohs. Scot. spark advance.
Euyine,'i. = (ith LEAD,
spark'less-ly. mfr,
ly; dasliing; smart; ,;howy. t)('o/, sf{ara.ble tin. Tm ore m grams spa.re. t PARK, SPARK,
spa.rge pipe. A honzontal per- bustion
e (2),
apark'let, n. A small spark.
~ Dial. Eng.
[ing sr,anned., h e sparables. c_m·n!vall.. ..
spar celling. = SPARRING.
forated water pipe for flushing a F,
spark'back', n. = TURNSTONE.
spark'li-ness, n. V:ivacity. ObP..
spa-ra'da
(spti-ra'da;
spa-ra'..
.
·
J
JI d J
I
b
f
b
■pan'less, a.
ncapa e o e- dd), n. The surf shiner.
sp~rch!spa(r)ch),v.,. To parch, urma ;- ca e a so weeper.
spark'ed (spti.'kld),a. Spotted; spark'ly, a, Sprightly. Obs.
1pa.n'nish-1Dg,n. [OF. espanlr spar'a...drau (spltr'd-drltp; F. Dwl; Anr,.
[.of s;AnKLE.,
II spar'ge-re vo'cea in vul'Kl:lm streaked: variegated Dini. Eng, -adv,
Nimbly- Ob.~.
(spiir'kM-), n. spark spectrum. See sPF.CTIH'M,
~~1itJ~~~i!~ tf~fl0~~!;}
spiL'rli'dra'), n. [F. t:aradrap
spa.r cle. Ohs. or dtal. En~. var. am-bi'gu-as Oim.blg'O-lts). LL·l ~ark'ed-back'
spark telegraphy. = WIREI.ESS
1 8tf Je~~~l~~h~Oh~: :;:~~·(d-~}~.r:;~1~)- Rcft;/~;
■pan'op-nm'a, or -ne'a (splln'dial. !~r8fs~e:!i~;\hhei~~so~1;ubtfu
sp1::rk)ft!J.~~.tJ;ji/\~·~k ;[
I TJo:J.Jo:CTRAPHY.
ljp-ne'd), n. [NL.; Gr. CT'1Tav6~
2. Med. Any adhesive plaster.
Eng. ~ar. of SPAR. a_beam.
Vergil (.,/Eneirl, Il. HS, 99). spark'i-fy, v. t.
To make a spa.r'ling (spiir'ITng; dial. spii.'·
rare, lacking+ 1rvo,jbreathing.] spar'age (splr'ltj). [Cf. SPER- ~are ful, a., Sparmg; chary. sparJet. v. t. Parf.et. Ob.'l.
lln), n. A tern. Local, Brit.
spark, or gallant, of. 0/Js.
spark'ing,
7;, 7ir. &- r/1. 11. of spar'llng fowl. The common
A condition marked by abnor• ~l~!·~,a~g~<;:(~~;g~).
s::~~l:;s~r:_rut::~s,an.P~~~il~~}~OEON.J
SPARK,
sparking plug. = merganser. Lof'a7, Eng.
1 (
:~i;i~:,~~ddA~~h?rfht:~not
A')
Ob
d. 1 f 1 b U
·
spar.go'sis (spii.r-gi'VsYs), n. Sl'ARK PLUH,
nThe[fa'f
lar beam of a roof; eparpiece.
~~~:1~pt.-:{ AS8PlRAOl~~- or ta · s~&re'ly.1:,~fv~r~f~;PARE.
[NL., fr. Gr. crrrci.pywcrt~
swellSparkle; of the leg, Obs.
■paa aha.ck.le. Naut. A trianguSpa...raa'so-den'ta (s p ci-rls 10:- spa.re'neas, n. See -NESS.
mg.] ~}Jeri. Abnormal swelling !E:;{!ld. si:}'~~~·
0
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SPAROID

SPEAK

+

apa'roid (spi'roid;

spar, usually projecting from a vessel's bow, and intended
spilr 1oid), a. [L. sparus gilthead
2. To scatter by splashing ; to sprinkle around; as, ti!
to explode on contact.' It is now rarely need.
Pert. to tl,e Sparidre. - n. One of the Sparida,.
spatter blood; to spatter 1nud on one's clothes.
Fore-and-aft bat- spasm (spiz'm), n. [F. spasme, L. spasmus, Gr. cnrauµ.O,;-, 3. Fig.: To injure by aspersion ; to defame ; also, to spread
fr. u1rO.ew, <nrav, to draw, to cause convulsion. Cf. SPAN, or scatter, as hints, in a defamatory manner.
tens secured to the reverse frames, for cargo to rest on.
spar'row (spar 1o), n. [ME. sparou·e, sparewe, spar-we, v. t.] 1, lYled. An involuntary and unnatural contraction spat'ter (splWer),v. i. Tosputter,as if ejectingsomething
of one or more muscles or muscular fibers. In clonic distasteful ; to splutter.
AS. spearwa; akin to OHO. spam, G .•,perling, lcel. spOrr,
apaama the muscles or muscular fibers contract and relax spat 1ter, n. 1. Act or noise of spattering, or state of being
Dan. spu1·v, spurre, Sw. spar/, Goth. sparwa; - perh.
alternately and quickly. In tonic 1pa.1m1the contraction
spattered ; a splashing.
orig., the quiverer or flutterer,and akin to E. sp-urn. See is
steady and uniform, and prolonged, as in tetanus.
SPURN.] 1. The house sparrow, or other allied species of 2. Hence, any sudden, violent, and temporary effort, emo2 A drop or splash, as of mud or water, spattered on
something
; also, a spot or stain due to spattering.
the genus Passer. See HOUSE SPARROW.
tion, movement, etc. ; a paroxysmal action or emotion.
.2. By extension, any of numerous
spat'ter-dash' (-dilsta1), n [spatte1' dash.] A legging
Syn. -See PAROXYSM.
or
gaiter
extending
to the knee, worn as a protection from
finches more or less like the house
spasm of the cheat. See ANGINAPECTORlS.
,
sparrow in size and in having plumspas-mod 1lc (spiz-mod'Ik), a. [Gr. ""aup.w&~•; """"P.6< water and mud; -chiefly iupl.
age streaked with various shades
a convulsion+ e18o~likeness; cf. F . .i;pa811t-odique.]1. Med. spat'ter-dock', n. The common yellow water lily (Nyrnof gray and brown. With qualifying
Of, pert. to, affected or characterized by, a spasm or spasms . phma advena) of the eastern United States; also, auy other
species of Nymphrea.
2. Acting or proceeding fitfully or Intermittently;
lack8
0
ing continuity of effort, production, or the likei intermit- spat'tle (spilt''!), n. 1. A spatula.
American finches, as chipping
2. Pottery. An implement for mottling a molded article
tent i as, .i;pasmodic zeal or industry •
.apa1·row, field sparrow, tree sparwith pigment.
Syn, - See FITFUL.
~
row, song ~parrow, sage sparrow,
S}!at'u-la (spat,'.__i'i\
savanna spm.,,·ow, etc. (see these
"ti':.-:.!i11~;nd~~,:'1~i~~o~gdd~~~~1d
terms), also those of certain
la), n. [L. spatula,
a
without fever, due to spasmodic contraction of the vocal
weaver birds, as Java sparrow.
spatltula, dim. of
cords. It is sometimes fatal. Called also larynpismus
Cf. FINCH,HEDGESPARROW.
sfridulus, and cltildcrowing. - 1. achoo!, in English literary
spatha
a
spatula.
1\4=%
See SPADEfor digh
0
ging. J 1. An ima, b Forms of Spatula..
~ir~:n~er~
tl5;grht ~~~urn
force~ conceits. In this school were commonly included
plement shaped like a knife, flat, thin, and somewhat flex}fa~rl~ h~:~t~Ac~ffeite:i;iis~~n~i:!i Europea~ ~parr~w Hawk
Gilfillan, Bailey (author of "Festus "), Sydney Dobell, and
ible, for spreading paints, fine plasters, drugs in compoundcoloration to the Afilerican sharp(Accipzter 111iiu~).
STRICTURE.
Alexander Smith. - I, atricture. See ORGANIC
ing prescriptions, etc. Cf. PALETTEKNIFE.
shinned hawk. Also, one of· other small species of the
spaS'mo-to.z'ln (spilz 1mt-tok'sfo)
l n. [spasm+ tox- 2. [cap.] Zoo/. The genus of ducks consisting of the
.r.Ae s~~RYi:11idlrii!:rji;:iarc:s
of the world.
spas1mo-to.z'lne (-tllk 1sin; -sen; 184) f in.] Chern. a A shovelers.
(Falco, or Cerclnieis, spa-rverius)
bacterial poison of unknown compOi:iition from cultures of spat'u-late (-lit), a. [NL. spatulat,,.,,]
Shaped like a
closely allied to the European
the tetanus genn on meat broth, producing in animals
spatula ; spoon-shaped.
violent
clonic
and
tonic
convulsions.
b
Sphacelotoxin.
spav'ln (sph'ln), n. [ME. spa,•eyne, OF. esparvain, ••·
}i;.Weiiu!tat"o;!':!'!l
spas 11lc (spils'tik), a. [L. spasticus, Gr. rrrrao-r,1<0<,fr. parvin, F. epanJin,· orig. uncert.J
Veter. A disease of
below, with dark markings.
It
u.-iiv to draw.
S,,e SPASM.] Med. Of or pertaining to
the hock of horses, marked by a small bony enlargement
teed.a mostly on lar~e insects, esp. •
spasm; spasmodic; Eisp., pertaining to tonic spasm; tetanic.
-grasshoppers, and 1s a useful speinside of the leg. It is due to a sprain or a violent effort.
-spas'tt-cal-ly (-l;I-klll-I), adi•.
spav'lned (-Ind), a. Affected with spavin.
,~~~88is~~~!~f~
spat (spilt), n. LCf. PAT.] A light blow; a slap. Hence, spawn (sp6n), "· t.; SPAWNED
(sp6nd); SPAWN'JNG. [ME.
a petty qua,rrel, esp. a verbal one. Colloq. or Dial.
spawnen, spanen, OF. espandre, properly, to shed, spread,
~~beh:~~o':
spat,
v.
t.
,'
SPAT'TED
i
SPAT'TING.
To
slap,
as
with
the
L.
expande1·e
to
spread
out.
See
EXPAND,] 1- To produce
New Zealand, the quail hawk.
open hand; to clap together, as the hands. Colloq. or Dial.
or deposit (eggs or spawn) ;-said of aquatic animals.
epar'ry (spar 1I), a. [From 1st
spat, v. i. To dispul;e; quarrel. Colloq. 01·Dial.
2.
To
bring
forth;
to
generate
;
used in contempt.
SPAR.J R~semb~ing, consisting ?f, American Sparrow Hawk spat, n. [Orig. unc4lrt. ; cf. SPATTER.] A young oyster or
One edition lof books] BJJawnetl, another.
Fuller.
or aboundmg ~th} spar; spatluc.
(Falco Aparvenus).
other bivalve mollusk, either before or after it first be- spawn, v. i. 1. To deposit spawn.
apa.rry Iron, s1der1te. See SIDER·
comes adherent; more often, such young collectively.
2. To issue, as offspring j-used contemptuously,
ITE, 1 b. - s. limestone. a coarsely crystalline marble.
1ER (spiirlser);
sparse (spars), a ; SPARS
SPARS'EST, [L, spat, v. i. To emit spawn.
spawn, n. [See SPAWN,v. t.] 1, The eggs of fishes, oystera,
sparsus, p. p. of spargm·e to strew, scatter,
Cf. ASPERSE, spat, n. [Short for !iPATTERDAsH.]1. A legging; a gaiter.
and other aquatic animals which lay many small eggs.
DISPERSE.
J Of few and .scattered elements ; scanty ; not Scot. & Dial. Eng.
2 Any product or offspring; - used contemptuously.
thickly grown, settled, etc.; thinly scattered; as, a sparse 2. A kind of short cloth or leather gaiter worn over the
A herald is the spawn •.• of nobility. J, Earle (1628).
upper part of the shoe and fastened beneath the instep;population ; a sparse beard.
3. The mycelium of fungi, specif. of the field mushroom.
chiefly in pl.
Syn. -See SCANTY.
4. Bot. Cormels or bulblets. Ra,-e.
spar'slle (spiir'sII; see -ILE), a. [L. sparsus, p. p. : cf. L. Spat 1an-gol'de-a (spilt'iln-goi'de-a), n. pl. [NL.; L . .,pa- spawn'er (sp6n'er), n. 1. A mature female fish.
sparsilis that may be scattered.]
Astron. Scattered; untangiu.r a kind of se;;~urchin, Gr. 0'71"«-r&:yyr,,;+-oid. J Z oOl. 2. Whatever produces spawn of any kind.
formed or informed ; - formerly said of stars nC>tincludAn order of sea urchins, the heart urchms, having a mark3. Ji'i.sh Culture. One who collects the spawn of fishes.
ed in any constellation. The boundaries are now so drawn
edly bilaterally symmetrical body (often more or less apawn'lng, n. 1. Act of emitting spawn. ·
that there are rio spaces between the constellations. Rare.
heart-shaped) with the mouth toothless and on the anterior
2. Ji'i.sh Culture. Act of collecting spawn.
spar'si-ty (splir'sI-tI), n. State of being sparse ; scantiness.
part of the under surface. No Aristotle's lantern is l!resent,
1ING.
(spii), v. t.; SPAYED(spiid); SPAY
[Cf. Bret.
Spar'tan (spar 1tiin), a. [L. Spar/anus.] Of or pert. to the ambulacra are petaloid and the anterior one 1s often spay
spac' hein, spaza, to geld, W dyspaddu to geld, L. spado a
Sparta, esp. ancient Sparta, capital of Laconia, a kingdom
aborted, leaving but four, and the spines are slender. eunuch,
Gr.
ami8wv.] To remove or extirpate the ovaries
of the Peloponnesus, of which the ruling race (the Spartans
a. & n. - spat 1an-gol!de-an of, as a sow or a bitch; to castrate (a female animal).
proper) were a Dorian people noted for the military organt), n. [Orig. uncert.; cf. Ir. speid, or OF. es- speak (spek), ,,. i.; pret. SPOKE(spok), Archaic SPAKB
ization of their state and the rigorous discipline and valor spate
(spak); p.p. sPo'KEN(spo'k'n),Obs. or Colloq. SPOKE;p.pr.
-0fthe citizens (cf.HELOT). Hence, hardy; undaunted ; as, poit a gush, outflow.] 1. A freshet; a flood. Brit.
1ING.
& 'l'b. n. BPEA..K
[ME. ,i;peken, AS. specan, akin to
2. A sudden, heavy,.rainstorm; also, a waterspout. Brit.
Spartan souls; Spartan bra.very. - n. A citizen of Sparta;
OHG. spehhan, and prob. to AS. sprecan, OFries. spreka,
3. A small pond; a pool. Obs.
a Spartiate ; a person of great courage and fortitude.
D.
spreken,
OS.
sprekan,
G. sprechen, OHG. spre,hhan ,· cf.
spate, v. t. To flood ; overwhelm. Brit.
Bpa.rt&ndog, a bloodhound; also, fig., a cruel person.
also Skr. sphu,j to crackle, to thunder. Cf. SPARK (of fire),
Spar'tan-ism (-lz'm), n. The characteristic spirit, habits, spa-tha!ceous (sp<i-thii1shus), a. Bot. Having a spathe;
SPEECH.
J
1.
To
utter
words
or articulate sounds with the
of the nature of, or resembling, a spathe.
or qualities, ascribed to the ancient Spartans; esp., an unspathe (spath), n. [L. spatha, Gr. ,nra6'1/: cf. F. spathe. ordinary modulation of the voice, as opposed to singing;
subduable spirit; undaunted hardihood.
to
express
thoughts
by
spoken
words; as, the organs may
See SPADEfor digging.] Bot. The large sheathing bract or
epar'te-lne (-tUn; -en; 184), n. Also -In. [Spartium
be so obstructed that a man is not able to speak.
pair of bracts inclosing an inflorescence on the same axis.
+ -ine.] Cheni. A narcotic alkaloid, CrnH:mN2 , extracted
:ipeak,
Lord
;
for
thy
servant
heareth. 1 Sam. iii 9
The true spathe is found onlyin plants whose inflorescence
from the tops of the common broom, as a colorlecs oily
2 · To e~;-i;~~1~~i~~!1,\ir ~~~ ioc;~:rrf: himself. Shale
liquid of anilinelike odor and very bitter taste. It is a is a spadix i it then assumes various forms, and is often
highly
colored,
as
in
the
calla.
A
modified
spathe
is
found
diacid, tertiary base, and contains a pyridine ring.
3. To utter a speecb, discourse, harangue, or the like ; to
monocotyledonous plants, as the irises and allies.
Spar'U-ate (-shI-itt; -tI-ii:t), n. [L. Spartiates, Gr. ::11,,.ap• in many
address a public assembly formally.
1
nll ..r1J,;-,] A member of the dominant race of ancient La- spath lc (spilth'Ik), "· [Cf. F. spathique, fr. F. & G. spath
4. To make mention, whether in speech or writing.
spar. J Like spar ; foliated or lamellar ; spathose.
conia, most of whom dwelt in Sparta ; a Spartan.
6. To convey sentiments, ideas, or intelligence, as if by
spathic
iron
or
iron
01e,
siderite.
See
SIDERITE,
1
b.
Spar'U-na (spiir 1tI-nd; spiir-ti'na), n. [NL., fr. Gr. rrrrap- Spath'y-e'ma (spith 1I-e'ma), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u,,.&.e.,,
utterance ; to communicate by any comprehensible sound
Tl"'I a rope or cord of rrrr&.pro<, See SPARTIUM.] Bot. A
spathe.]
Bot.
A genus of araceous plants consisting of a or motion , as, features that speak of self-will.
small but widely distributed genus of grasses, chiefly in6. To give sound; to sound ; as, the bugles spoke.
single species (S. fmtida), the skunk cabbage.
habiting salt marshes along the coast.
They have stiff
7, To declare one's self or itself. Obs. & R.
1
culms, ~nicled spikelets, and flowers with three glumes. spa Ual (spa'shiil), a. [See SPACE.] Of or pert. to space.
What's mine in her speaks yours 1'/ie Birth of Merlin..
spa'tl-al'l-ty (spii'shI-ill'l-ti), n. Quality of being spatial.
The species are known as cord grass and marsh grass.
1Ual-lze (spi'shiil-iz), i•.I. To give spatial form to; also,
Syn. - Say, tell, converse, discourse, articulate, prospa
Spar'tl-um (-shi-um),n. [NL., fr. Gr. ""apTo< the broom,
nounce,
utter. See TALK.
to think as spatial or in space relations; to localize in space.
genista. J Bot. A genus of European fabaceous shrubs
0
0theb!S.::
differing from Genis/a chiefly by the short-toothed spatha- Spat1t&I(spilt'er), V, t.; ·TERED(-erd); •TER•ING, [Cf. D,
:i:h •~i:~te8::a~t~::s~
~
ceous calyx and pointed keel of the flower. The only spe- spatten to sprinkle, epatter, Fries. spatten to burst, spurt,
information and definitely, not by guess, perh. orig. from
splash.]
1.
To
spl-.sh
with
a
liquid
or
with
any
wet
subcies, S.junceum., is the Spanish broom (which see).
~~l~~~atsr~p~~Hr~f! ~fsJ~ioc~~¥:::ntatte
or.
spar torpedo. Nav. A torpedo carried on the end of a stance ; to soil by splashing ; as, to spatterthe floor
•Pa.roo, sparowe. T SPARROW.
I spar'ter-le (spiir'U!r-l'.),n, [F.,
(-the) [L.J 1. Bot. A spathe.
in hydraulic mining.
I spaut + ~PAuo HT.
n. 2 A long heavy sword used by apat'ter-work'
ep&r'plece', 11. = ~PANPIECE.
fr. Sp. espat·lo eRparto. Cf. ,:tm1'1~!~iii:;!f~;~~:!~.'
(-w ft r k'), n. spave (spit,,), !'- t. To Ip ay.
(-l-kl.'ll),a. Spas- Britons, Saxom1,and Normans. 1. Hvdraulic mining.
Scot. ~ Dial. Eng.
1~a.r~yl,ee~s}~~~,:J:}k,,~~~"fc':fte~:
::;:r1!~s.
Articles made of apa.s-mod'i-cal
modic.
2. A 'process of reproducing de- spa.ve~e.
SPA\'TN.
spafh!: signs by laying them on a sur- spa'v1e(i~pa/vl),n. Spavin. Scot.
F. },mrpil}er.] To scntter; dis- 1a.rth, n. [Cf. Ice!. spariSaJ spas-mod'i-ca.1-ly. mfr. of SPAS- 'm,~~~~~o\:r,rvth
ltODIC', ..;p_\S:\IODICAL.
spathed (spathd). a. Rot. IInv- face and spattering the exposed I Spa-vlen to (spii-vy~n'tl5), n.
v~:~~ki:~A~~~LE. wit~~t!~~ Obs~~/iJ)}!:,r
arme
spas'mo-dist(spliz'm~-dYRt), n, Spa.th'i-:fto're (spl1th1 l-flO'rC ;
~~~:i;~!~rai:~~~f !~i~~d~~so• I ~;:,1:,t!:E?s~~~v~~~1), s a.'vll
One who is spasmodic. Rare.
201), u. 1il. [NL.; L, spatlla
SP.\R. A battle-ax. fo~r:J!~:j"iT~1!~~;· m~k,!t;u~
spathe + jfos, jfons, flower.] spat'ting,p, pr.~ 1.'h.n. of SPAT.I (-vlt), p.a. Spavined. 1cot.
Jlot. = ARALE~.·
- apa.tting stick. l'lumbmg, a spaw. + SPA,
:::;!;.wd~~i.
;,S~~\fAsJ1~t as f:~~,f~~piir'}D~~Pi~11~iic°fg;I Jfed. Nervous disonlPr marked
small sticK for throwing melted. spa.wde. +srALD, [of SPEAK.,
t11
cr.tt;~-'1~f.r~r~,~~J
solder on a joint to be wiped. j spa.wk, Dial. Eng. pret. & p. p.
for s~arrows. Colloq. or Shrnr,. aparu. t SPARROW.
by a tendency to convulsions.
spar m form.
spat'tle ~pllt''l; spat'-),n. [A'3. ■pawl. Var. of SPALL,splinter.
apar row-grass', n. [Corrupt, fr. Spa'1'118(spi'rtis ; 115), u. [NL .•
(spci-thrt'd:), n [NL.
asparagu.:~.] Asparagus. Colloq, fr. L. spa ms, Gr. u1r&:po,;-,the
<~~~;~p~~~~lii. n. spa.-thil'la,
;csPi~il!~'.:=t~-~- 1 TrfoL/il, :p::t n.Vacci~rrtus~;iild, var.
cltm.See~l'ATHE.]Hot.AsecondBP!f-!rowowl. & ~ pygmy owl. gilthead. J ZoOl. 'J'he typical
spathe, ns in 11alms. Rare. on; also, to bespatter. - r. i. fo of splitl, fr. spietan to e pi t.1
b !he European httle owl.
genus of the familv Sparidre
=~:!~tic~-t;A(/~;lls-tl's't-tl), n. nry
spath'ose (spllth'Os), a. = spit; to slobber. All Obs. 01· Spittle. Obs, -1i. 1. i!rt, [Cf:
spar~row-tonpe'
lRP l1 r'O- spa.rve 1_spiirv). Jiial. Eng. ;ar. 1. A state of spasm.
~l•ATHIC.
Dial. h'ny.
AS, RJiiitlian.] To spit. Obs.
tfrn~,). II, = K,.NOTGRfSS
a.
of SPAUIWW.
2. Tendency to, or capability of spa'those
(spii'thr;s; spllth'Os), sp&t'tlfng pop'py.
Var. of spawld. Var. of ~PALO,
apar row-~ort (-wflrt >,.n.& A spa.r'ver (splir'yflr), n. 1. The suffering:-,spasm.
Lulate.l spawn brick- = BRteK, n.1 8.
Tl.ING1•01"Pl".
~ol!th Afr1canheath <Er1Capas- canopy or tester of a bed. Oh.-i. apat(spht),pret.of Sl'TT.[sPOT.I spa.'thous (-thUs; -1ls),a. Bot. !-WA
spat'u-lar
(split'n-ldr),a.
Spat-1
spawn eater. A small American
xenna). b Any thy!nelref!-eeous 2. Iler. A tent, as horne by the
(spJUlf5C~i~W~t~:]
plant of the genus / (lRserma.
Upholsterers' Company
1 ~~s;/\i~~~~r nr
<;I!~\l}/~
:Patuta. To : ~{E:)~noidfh,h (lfotropis ltuc/so11
Bpa'tial-ly, arh•. of ~PATIAL.
spar'ry(spli.r'l I ~dr'l)1'!!• The I apa.r'ver, n. [OF- esJJe;l•ier, F.
spa.'ti-a.te (spS:'shl-iit), t'. i. [L. spat'ule (spltt'Ol), 11. a A spat- I spa.wn fungus. A mushroom,
house sparrow. Eng.~ :Scot. I epervier.]A spnrrow hawk. Ob.-i. ~~~f~;~:IC~~~:~~~n~}+
u1a. b A spntu1nte organ or part. spay. Obs. or Scot, vnr. of SPAB.
sp&rse,i,.t. lL- !1parf1R, p. P. of sparwe. + SPARROW.
Divination hy means nf skin,
apa.t'u-11-form'
( s p li t't'l-l l- 1s~a.y, n. The male red deer in
!f}Jnr_gereto scatter.] ro scatter; apa.r'y (spilr'l), a. Sparin~ R.
Ohs.
hones,
or
excrement.
fOrm'), a. Spatulate.
~
h1s third year.
[Obs.,
to d1sverse. Ob:~-, "'I rsparsely. s. P. A. s. Abbr. Societntis Spa-ta.n'gi-da. (spd-Ulr.'jl-drt), ramble. Ohs.
spa'ti-o- (spi'shl-i'i-). Combin- spa.u. + RPA.
spay'ad,la.y'ade,n.
A spay.
spars ~d-ly (spar s~d-llJ, mlv.
Philosophicre Americanro So- Spa.t1 an-goi'da
ing form for spatial: e.sin .~7m- Bl)&Ude(dial. a 6d). Obs. or ; s
el.
SPANIEi
..
cius (L., Member of the Ameri- cl<i), n. pl. [NL](i;.pllt'('tn-goi'aparse ,IY, adv. of SPAns.i.;:
=
8PATAN·
tio-temporal.
dial.
Eng.
var.
of
SPALD.
I
bbr.
Society
fer
the
spa.rse,ness, n.. See -NESS,
can Philosophical Society).
OOIDEA,
spa'ti-ose'(-t"is'; ser'-OSE), n. [L. spa.ught, n. A striplin~- Obs. Prevention of Crime,
IIspar aim, mh,. [L. 1 fr. ,,;par- spa.se. ;, SPACF..
.~patimm.-i.] Spacious. Obs.
spaul.;, SPAWL,tospit.[.'!PALL s.P. C, A. Abbr. SociP_ZforPregere Jo scatter.] Passim. Ob:-1. spas-ma.t'i-cal(splz-mltt'l-kt2l),
~Bt.t~:;ri,■AT~~~;,;~ri;~~~]:irrnfi
pop'py. [Ree SPATa. Spasmorlic. OftR.
BP~ Bi(?n,n. [L, sparsio.]
1focti~t
0
a The typical genus of spatan~ spa.t'ling
!r
3.fACbb1!-~
TL!!: spittle.]
Bladder carnpioIL :P::l.(~p~~id~!;iJd;.'
S-1mnklm~. Obs.
spu'ma.-to--man'cy (splz'md& ~al. Eng.vars. of SPALD, vention of Cruelty to 8'hildren.
~~~if~aof~~~i~s;a:a)~i!'d]g:-n~1e:spa.t'terd. Spattered. Ref. Sp, ~ot.
tiJ-mln'sl), n. [Gr. umiuµa,
shoulder, limb.
8. P. C. K, Abbr. Society for
8
~:fu~-~~•h~earin~
ps~:;:e~: apaul'droch~y (sp6l'dr?Sx 1 l; the Promotion of Christian
a '.rhe plant broom: any: ofvari.- -a-ro,,;-,
spasm+ -mancy.] Divih'k ?Sk 1), dnRhes. Colloq.
-0uarushes.Dia/.F,nq. bEsparto. nati~n by 9bservance of spas- ~r:-r~c:;~~~~~H~~~=-c
[of SPEECB•I
Rpiil'-), a. Long-legged. Scot. 1, Knowledge.
modtc movements.
spa.'tha. (spi'thd), n.; vl, -THA: spa.tter pipe. A water pipe used spa.u.ne. -t SPAWN.
e The grass Spartirm stricta.
spea.ch. Obs. or dial. Eng. var,
-oid.]

spar'iing (spiir'fog), n. Shipbuilding.
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SPEAK

::=:,~::'c-~t~!~'.}i,7,"

effect of matter _pleaded by the op~site side and admitted,
as distinguished from a direct denial of the matter. b Pop..
ularly, sophistical or overtechnical ar~mentation.
•~cial plea in bar, Law, a plea in bar admitting the facts
alleged but avoidini: the action by setting forth particular
and new matter;-disting.
from the general issue.-1.power.

b To be a proof or manifestation of ; to indicate. - to 1pealr.
ID.,..,, cut, to break in during another's part; to interru11t,
~The hlead
or point of a spear.
Obs.- to 1. ID one'■ ear, to speak to one privately; to whlBper to one. - to 1. out, to speak loudly and distinctly; also,
to speak nnreservedl:y. - to a. to. a To reprove; rebnke.
,
~!i'.J~et:::::,>~d~~~•a=~~;.,~
11.
Colloq. b To bear witness to ; to testify to. -to •· up. = spear'mint' (-mintt),
to a. well for, to commend; to be evidence
in favor of. - to a. with, to converse with.

TO SPEAK OUT. -

speak (spiik), v. t. 1. To utter articulately and with ordinary modulation of the voice ; to pronounce ; to express
orally. '' None spake a word unto him.''
Job ii. 13.

2. ·To declare orally; to tell or express in words; to utter;
as, to speak the truth; to speak eenee.

3. To express or declare in any manner ; to proclaim ;
publish ; to make known; as, fame speaks him honest.
4. To sound the praises of ; to extol ; honor ; celebrate.
Deserves ...

a free poesy to speak her

Habi"lgton.

6. To use, or be able to use, in talk or conversation ; to
utter or pronounce; to talk; as, to speak Latin.
8. To address ; accost ; hail ; as, to speak a vessel.
7. To designate ; term ; call. Obs.
to apea.k daggers, to utter biting words; to speak fiercely

8e) i~
(~n
t~wa°ff~1et~~ ff~,l~cfi8y~:::~~~~ t':1!:tf~r~~ri!~
0 !:i~
0
~~~; JZs~n~c:r--toi:·.~1!,~:,~
~~ks;;b~

::t'o

one's mind; to speak without reserve.- to a. volumes, to
be very significant; to be full of meaning.
apeak'er (-ilr), 11. 1. One who speaks; an utterer. Specif.:
a One who utters or pronounces a discourse or address ;
usually, one who makes a public addrelils, as, a good or
bad speaker. b One who is the mouthpiece of others ; esp.,
one who presides over a deliberative assembly, preserving
order and regulating debate ; a chairman ; as a specific
title [cap.], that of the presiding officer of various legislative bodies, usually the lower or popular house ; as, the
Speaker of the House of Commons, orig., the mouthpiece
of the House to address the king ; the Speaker of the House
of Representatives.
The Speaker of the British House of
Commons is elected from the members by themselves, and
is usually not strongly identified with any party.
His
functions are now limited to the keeping of order and the
regulation of debate under the rules, the casting of the deciding vote in case of an equal division, and speaking in
general committee. A similar officer with the same title
and similar functions presides over the lower house in the
legislatures of the various British colonies and confederations of colonies. The Speaker of the Canadian Senate is
appointed by the Governor-General.
The Speaker (the
name is borrowed from English usage) of the American
House of Representatives is elected also b.Ythe members,
but is a strong party man chosen by the dominant party.
He presides over sessions of the House and signs all acts,
warrants, etc., issued by its authority; he appoints (usually) all select committees, and as a member may speak and
vote on all questions. Since the 61st Congress, standing

SPECIES

,
1

!t'~rt~~::R~:ho~
;.!·:Sr:3.~fi;

P;~i:3:1:

[So named from its spire~d~'ii~l
t
shaped inftorescence.] The
under codes.-a. property. Law. See PROPERTY,
n.,4.-a.
common
garden mint
retainer.
See
1st
RETAINER,1
c.
-s.
rule.
See RULE,n.• 7.Mentha spicata, widely
•. aeaaion, an extraordinary session. - 1. statute, a privat.e
cultivated for use in flavorj
statute.
See PRIVATEACT.- ■. student, a student in a
ing, and also for its aro>Ir 1
~:;~Ji~r~~S~-1:_~te~:~L:1J,·aet~c~h~\!~;s:!r:gr~rua:~
ma tic oil. The plant some- CJ
b~tii1!1~1:1~na:r1~terrupte~ns~1:!:.pear
eads.
~ ~~~~:rb~efg!;te~~r~~r~:~:;
alone presides, whose judgment may thereafter be reviewed
&Pearpyrites. Min. A variety of marcasite in twin crysby all or others sitting together and in general term. - s.
tals resembling the head of a spear.
n. - 1. trust, an active trust. - s.
traverse. See TRAVERSE,
apear'woocl' (sper'wood 1), n. In Australia, the myrtaverdict. See VERDICT.
ceous tree Eucalyptus doratoxylon, or the mimosaceous
tree Acacia doratoxylon; also, their lrn.rd tough wood, spe'clal (spesh'al), n. 1. a A favorite or intimate; also,
a paramour. Obs. b A special thing ; a particular. Obs.
used by the natives for spears.
apear'wort' (-wllrtt), 11. [Cf. AS. sperewyrt a kind of 2. One appointed or used for a special service or occasion;
as, a special train, telegraph dispatch, policeman, etc.
plant.] Any of several species of crowfoot (Ranimculus)
in special, specially; in particular.
Archaic.
having spear-shaped leaves.
spe'clal-lsm
(-Iz'm), n. Devotion to a special branch of
apec'chie (spek'kyii), n. pl. [Cf. It. specchio, prop., a
knowledge, art, or science; as, medical specialisni.
mirror.] Archreol. Certain rude stone structures of southern Italy, not unlike trulli, but larger and higher, sup- spe'clal-lst (-Ist), n. One who.devotes himself to some special branch of knowledge, art, or science, as a doctor who
posed to have been watchtowers.
devotes himself to certain diseases, a broker who deals only
spe'cial (spesh 1al), a. [L. specialis, fr. species a particuin one or a few stocks, etc. - spe'clal-ls'tic (-ls'tlk), a.
lar sort, kind, or quality: cf. F. special; or shortened fr.
1ci-al'i-ty (spesh'i-al'l-tI),
ape
n.; pl. -TIES(-tiz). [Cf. F.
especial. See SPECIES;cf. ESPECIAL.] 1. Of or pertaining
apecialite.
See SPECIAL;cf. SPECIALTY.] 1, A special or
to a species; constituting a species or s01·t.
peculiar
mark
or
characteristic
; a distinctive or distinA spec1al idea is called by the schools au species." J. Watts,
2. Relating to a single thing or class of things ; individ- guishing qualitJ ; a particularity.
2. An obj t or class of objects marked by some special or
ual; particular; peculiar; unique.
peculiar characteristic i a specialty. See sPECIAL'l'Y,
3.
sp':i!f~~df:~:.az
evil an improvement of style wo2}~Q1~f,/&,ya8. Law = SPECIALTY,
6.
3. Distinguished by some unusual quality; uncommon; spe 1clal-1-za'tlon (spesh 11H-I-zii/shun; -I-zalshun), "·
1. Act of specializing, or state of being specialized.
extraordinary ; as, a special occasion ; esp , distinguisl1ed
by superior excellence, importance, power, or the like.
2. Biol. a Adaptation in the structure of a part to the
4. Regarded with particular favor and affection ; dear ; performance of some particular function ; differentiation,
esp. when tending toward greatly increased efficiency in
- with to or unto,· as, special to the king. Obs.
6. Confined to a definite field of action ; designed for a one function at the expense of most other functions. b
particular purpose, occasion, or the like ; limited in range ; Adaptation in the structure of an entire organism for life
in particular surroundings, or for particular habits.
as, a special act of Congress; a special branch of study.
Syn. - SPECIAL,PARTICULAR,
PECULIAR,SPECIFIC,INDI- spe•clal-lze (spesh 1al-Iz), 11. t.;-IZED(-Izd); -IZ'ING(-Izllng).
VIDUAL,CONCRETE.
That is SPECIAL
which is out of the ordi1 To particularize. Obs., exc. specif. : Negotiabl• Paper.
To indorse or cross, as a check, so as to restrict payment
~~~i~;~aJ
~~~~!:fe~~ft~ ~t~~
to
payee.
the sort ; that which is PECULIAR,
as here cOmPf!,red,is dis- 2. aToparticufar
apply to a specific use
chiefly inp. p.
which is single,
tinctively one's own; that is INDIVIDUAL
a. Biol. To develop adaptively, as an organism or one of
g~a~:~i~rl:ti~c~~!'!f
c':rew!~~~:tr;~~kl~'a1l2.
its parts. See SPECIALIZATION,
livered" (Shak.); H With me she was a special favorite " spe'clal-lze, v. i. To pursue a special mode of action or
(Shelley_); H if .•• a voice should tell me that a.particulm·
development; as: a To concentrate one's efforts on a speman hacl died at a particular :place, and a particular hour"
cial subject. b Biol. To undergo specialization.
(Joltnson); 0 the reasons which led Stevenson to choose spe'c1al-lzed (-Izd),p. a. 1. Designed or fitted for use or emthis pm•ticular date " ( Sidney Colvin) , Beach hero folployment in one special line,as of occupation,so that change
lowing his peculiar bent" ( Wordsworth) · u pleasant wines
whichh expressin~ the peculiar quality of their native soN,: to another involves a loss in utility,other things being equal.
2. Biol. Characterized by, or exhibiting, specialization.
18r~~~tth!\:di~hti!~?~p~~=~'ce(
tO ape'oial-ty (-tr), n.; pl. -TIES(-tlz). [Cf. OF. especiauli,
universal laws" (Bancroft) ; "a thing personal and inespecialte. Cf. SPECIALITY.] 1. State of being special;
dividual " (Bacon); ••Frederick II. is grandly indiuidual,
possession of peculiar or particular characteristics.
but hardly a representative man" (J. R. Green). SPECIFIC, 2. A particular, peculiar, or individual circumstance, de0
i~~tf~a¥f~~~f ~~~fl~!~ tail, or characteristic; a distinctive mark or quality; aa,
the specw.lties of one's lot in life.
istence or embodiment; as, to give; specijl,c instance, to
3. An object or clase of objects distinguished by some speadduce a concrete example. See SIMPLE.
1peciata.ci, bfil, law,or statute. = PRIVATEACT,BILL,etc.-1.
cial characteristic, individual quality, or the like; esp., a
agent. See AGENT,n.,2. Hence, a. agency. - a. usumpalt. See product, usually manufactured, of a special kind, made
ASSUMPSrr.1 b.-1. ball. Law. =BAIT. ABOVE.- ■. ba■tard, under a special patent, serving one special purpose, etc. ;
Law, a bastard le_gitimated by marriage of its parents. - 1.
as, a manufacturer of, or dealer in, specialties; also, an
carrier, Law, a private carrier. - •· cue, Law, a case the proarticle to which special attention is devoted ; as, athletic
ceedings under which are different from those of the regugoods are a specialty in this store.
lar common-law or equity actions; as: a An action or proObs.
ceedinj!' established by statute to provide new rights or 4 A special feeling; esp., a fondness; a partiality.
remedies. b A case reserved for the decision of the court
&. That in which one specializes or has special knowledge ; a. branch of knowledge, art, science, or business, to
js~.'th~nc!:;',:ta~~i~
~ ~!~~i,~iit!a~!'.'
which one especia.lly devotes himself; as, to make a q,e1. creation, Biol., the theory t!:t
each biological species
cialty of philology; retailing is his specialty.
came into being by a special act of creation; - opposed to
doctrineofdescent.-1.damagea.
Law. See DAMAGE,
n.,3, Cit. 8. A contract or obligation under seal; a contract by deed.
ape'ci-a'tlon (spe'shl-a'shun), 11 [See SPECIES;-ATION.]
- 1. delivery, prompt delivery of mail matter by special
Biol. The evolutionary process by which species are
postal messenge,r. U. S.-1.demurrer,Law\a
demurrer for
some specified defect of form in the pleadmg. - •· depo■lt. formed ; the process by which variations become fixtid.
a Any deposit creating the relation of bailor and bailee. II spe'ci-e (spe'shI-e), abl. of L. species sort, kind. Used
in the phrase in specie, i. e., in sort, in kind; in (its own
~u~ ol :i::;~1"i:~1:1ees\i::d~~~!t1:ct:~
~:it~fas:~u~a
Dryden.
or a specified) form. "A return in specie."
checking.- ■. deputy. See DEPUTY,
n. 1:-s.Ancltng, Law a
Bpll"cie
(spe'shl), n. [For coin or money in specie. See
finding of a jury of some particular fact or facts as estabSPBCIBs.
l Coin, usually of gold or silver; hard money.
lished by the evidence in an action, not including a rendering of a verdict upon the entire matter in issue. - 1. indor■e SPe'cle Clr1cu-lar (spil'shl). U.S. Hist. A circular caused
to be issued by President Jackson in July, 1836, ordering
ment. Law. a An indorsement on negotiable paper which
the agents of the government to receive only gold or sillimits the transfer to a particular person or a special purver in payment for public lands.
pose. b A statement on a writ of the nature of the claim, or
spe 1cie pa:v'ment (spe'shI). Payment in specie, or coip,
1~~ ;Jie·c\!t::!i::Ata.:!:;..i~~:
esp. in the redemption of paper money at its face value.
}!~cifgl:9ori~~fi:li:!a8:~~
spe'cles (spe 1shez; -shl-ez; 277), n. sing. &: pl. [L., a
i::~Ns~N
_s~~!~~1:~~~-i;a~lf:r
sight, outward appearance, shape, form, a particular sort,.
certain special purposes, which may, under certain condikind, or quality, a species. See SPICE,n. ,· cf. SPECIE,SPECIAL.] 1, A mental image, pl1antasm, or sensuous presenoYl~Bi~iA'!~t~~l~:~~o:,~i~~;.::
~i~8Jlteh:~~~~~d~1:ii~r
tation ; an idea or object of thought considered as the
similitude of an object in nature, whether in the guise of
Ec~tJ.!:i.,g:aN~~1:i~e ,~i~:i~nl~J>lili!l:!;6i
a modification of sense or of a purely intellectual correlabury to marry at any time or )>lace. - s. Uen, a specific lien.
SeeLIEN.-s. order, Mil.,awrittenorderof
a commander of tive of tl1e natural object ; in loose usage, form ; aspect ;
a unit not smaller than a regiment, or of a post, division, or appearance Scholastic epistemology, as developed by Thomas
Aquinas, is a doctrine of intentional species According to this
the like, which does not concern, and is not published to,
3. - a. partthe whole command. - s. pa.rtner. See PARTNER,
8
o~fef;:l-\~
nership. See PARTNERSHIP,
4.-s. plea. Law. See PLEA,2 c.-a.
:pleader, Law, orig., a. counsel who devoted himself to draw1!~\,af!i~lii~h0fo~e~r:tdisacsa1Y~c1;lcea~
aaJe~fu
s:e0}~f~~B
i~~
ing special counts and pleas; hence 1 a lawyer whose occuprea'aa
flm-prCs'
d]
species),
while
the
translation
of
pation is to draw pleadmgs, give opmions on matters subthis activity or affection by the mind, that is the sensuous conmitted to him,and prepare the papers in various proceedings
out of the usual course. In Great Britain, he may or may
~!:~~!~~!<f!J:J:~:~~nAail~h~
i:e!:H:l!~p~~fe~::~: ~~e:'e:!;f~~~l~
not be admitted to the bar ; if not he must (under 33 & 34 etig'e: rntellectualcognition is obtained only through the IIspe'ci--eain-tel 1 li-gi'bi-lla (ln-t~l'Y-jl'b'Y-lYsl(intelligible ~ec1es). In
~~~~~a!~tte~·
so far as this is conceived as an affection of the active intellect

:r~:.

~~!~cl
~t:~l~fjiia~::

l! :;3}~;1~t!1t~~

~;

4~lien:p~~t,

1'b°=at::
~~:::~~r:..~:e
! \~i:.~d¥1:esro;:;
0
~et':.:
houses of the State legislatures are presided over by Speakers elected by the members and having the power of ap..

J:~t!:!\~~,;.

U. 8.
1. Uttering speech;
used for conveying speech.
2. Seeming to be capable of speech ; hence, lifelike; as,
a ,peaking likeness; also, expressing force or character;
sug11esting strength ; as, his face was strong and speaking.
apeall:'ing, vb. n. of SPEAK, Hence : n. Act of uttering
words ; speech; also, public declamation; oratory.
1»et,kln1 m&ehlne,a phonograph or gramophone. - •· rod.
See LEV.KLING BOD.- 1. term■, a degree of acquaintance admitting casual salutation or conversation ; - in _phrase, to
be on speakinp te-rm.,.- •· trumpet, a trumpet-shaped instrument for mtensifying the sound of the human voice.
spear(sper), n. [ME. spere, AS: __spere; akin to D. & G.
apeer, OS. & OHG. sper, Ice!. spJor, pl., Dan. sprer, and
perh. to L. sparus, and E. spar a beam, bar.] 1. A weapon
with long shaft and sharp head or blade, used in war and
hunting, by thrusting or throwin11; a lance.
W," Spear is used attributively mold or archaic phrases,
with the force of pertaining to the rnale or father,· as, the
apea,• side, that is, the male line of a family, as opposed
to the spindle side,· spear kin. Cf. DISTAFF,2.
2. A speannan.
3, A sharp-pointed instrument with barbs, used
for stabbing fish and other animals.
4. A shoot, as of grass ; a spire ; esp., a stalk of
reed grass; a reed ; also, any young shoot or
sprout; as, a spear of asparagus or barley.
6. The feather of a horse. See FEATHER, n., 6 b.
8. The rod to which the bucket, or plunger, of
a. mine pump is attached; a pump rod.
■pear, v. t.; SPEARED(sp0rd); SPBAR'ING. To
pierce or strike with a spear ; as, to spear a fish. Head of
spear, v. i. To shoot into a long stem, as a plant. Fishing
spear dog. The piked dogfish. See DOGFISH,
1. Spear.
apear'fish' (sper'flsh 1), n. a Any of several large powerful pelagic Jlshes of the
genus Te trap t u r u •
having
a
beak somewhat like
that of the
swordfish, as
Spearfish ( Tetrapturus unperator),
tic and Mediterranean. They are closely related to the sail:fishesl but have a low anterior dorsal and a small posterior
dorsa fin, and the ventral fin is reduced to a single spine.
r.~tl~f.h~f°i.:r.i:f!~~g:

apeak'lng,p.pr.ofsPBAK. Hence:p.a.

~:::::;,r::~

a~la~e qu~~:~c\.

fi;at't

~u!erous grasses having spearshapecff'nflorescences or stiff, pointed leaves; as: a Couch

~sg~s~
B:nff!~i:iid~?f~!f~ii.
gf~Or!!/~~
~~~:':.
g An Australian beard grass (Andropogon contortus).
2. a Spear crowfoot. b In Australia, the bayonet plant.
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LCf. SPEAR.] A :~~~- thrower. = THIWWINOm~c:p:~E,l~fEg,~~~J'
•
b
apeal. Var. of SPEEL.
::::,e~.p~;re~~~-~ho
::::~i~vi~-PA=;/RAMEA.
~v~:rfe~i!re~r:;o!id::: J,~,qrh:
1
· Eng. spear :flower. Any myrsinn- spear lily Any Australian nm red-breasted merganser.
ir~;~geap'Ti~:- ila~gn,liv.ns_ed
!t~~sr:~tL,~c~p\!t~!:
apechcock. ;- SPITCHCOCI1
aryllidace ous plant of the genu,1
0
~~:e:ia~:.ekJi1l.
long m~a:pi~:.n)Sc1,~t.'~ ffi~z.wi:~:
~c:~Je:,r
!'ii~sY~ntt~ Doryantlles.
~p~~~ifl<iotJ1.el
■peak'er-ahip, n. See -SHIP.
spean, n. [Cf. Icel. speni, SW. the pointed sepals.
apea.r'man-ahtp, n. See SHIP.
apeat (spiit; spet). Dial. var. of fe'cial-iz'er(sp~sh't'tl-Tz'@r), n,.
Ao:s~rc
TJb~~~artDi~J.Pj;~~g~f
an
The off hind foot
=s:eToi:~
~
8Ws~1~et~f
VE.
ap!f!ftl~~'aav. of SPECIAL.
lamp used as a telephone re- apea.r. Var. of SPERE, ask. Ohs spear hand. The hand in which PLATE.
sLpAeTc
rtr iparnsgP.Ecu- spe'ct.aJ.-neas,n.
See.NESS.Ra1"6..
(Nsp.~k)• Sqh.o
10
ceiver, the telephonic current or Scot.~ Dial. Eng.
a horseman holds a spear; the spear rod. The apear, or main
C'0 110 0 8 1
ape'cie_polnt (s pei'sh n Fi..
a.PoRr
N.AG,rcHh
being superposed upon the nor- s!nearg.
bed. Bed of reeds. Dial. r1~~ hhaoonkd..
=Ob
a0i;-0 _ rod, of a mine pump.
apece.
SPEECH.
The rate of exchaiige at
1
0
8
mal current of the lamp.
E1
r-■pear thl■tle. The bull thistle,
■pece, n. View ; eight. Ob,.
which specie may be ■hipped :la
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Word.

-t Ol>oolete Varlant of.

+ combined

with.

= equale,

2005

SPECIF.
abstracting the intelligible element of the sem,ible species, it is
tm-prea'aa, while the
termed the II■pe:'ci-ea in-tel'll-gl'bi-lla
product or menial translation of the process 1s the true image or

0-~~~~•
:i~li~i{}if_:J!
~~~;::;~f

SPECTRA

water of maximum density (at 4° C.). - apacillc-gravlty b&lance, a balance to determine the specific gravity of liquids
or solids, by the use of the Archimedean principle. - a.- s.-gravity bulbs, marked
gravity bottle. See PYCN0MBTBR.
hollow bulbs of gla,ss, of different specific gravities, arranged in a series to determine specific gravity of liquids.
- speclllc he&t1 Physics, the ratio of the quantity of heat
required to raise the temperature of a body one degree to
that required to raise an equal mass of water one degree.
Also, the heat in calories required to raise the temperature
of one gram of a substance one degree centigrade.
Since
the thermal capacity of water is not the same at all temperatures, the latter of these two definitions is to be
preferred, because it expresses the thermal capacity of
the substance per unit mass in terms definitely related

:r~~re!s~
tf!:Ji~'tC::-::!:;

:~:

knowfedge and to intellectual knowledge precisely correspond.
Many writers, however, have used species as equivalent to effluvium or to phantasm.
The species of the letters illuminated with indigo and violet.
Sir/.

1..Vewton

Wit .. , searches over all the memory for the specie, or ideas
of those things which 1t designs to repreijent

lJryden.

2. Specif., R. C. Ch., the appearance of bread or of wine
which the respective transubstantiated
Eucharistic elements have; hence, the consecrated elements so appearing.
Bacon.
3, A public spectacle or exhibition. Obs.
4. Logic. A group of individuals having common attri.
butes; and designated Dya common name; a conception subordinated to another conception, called a genus, or generic
conception, from which it differs in having or comprehending more attributes, and extending to fewer individuals.
Every class which is a real kind, that Is, which is distinguished
from all other classes by an indeterminate multitude of properties not derivable from one another, is either a genus o~~

feJi//t

&. Biol. A category of classification lower than a genus or
subgenus and above a subspecies or variety ; a group of
animals or plants which possess in common one or more
characters distinguishing them from other similar groups,
and do or may interbreed and reproduce their characters
in their offspring, exhibiting between each other only
minor differences bridged over by intermediate forms (see
sunsPECIEs}and differences ascribable to age, sex, polymorphism, individual peculiarity or accident, or to selective breeding by man; a distinct kind or sort of animal or
plant. Until the acceptance of the theory of evolution
a species was regarded as being the offspring of a sin~le
specially created ancestor or pair; hence, each spemes
was considered definitely separated from other species,

i~gi~id~~lr ~t~~;~:Ji~~f!f~1:e~nt~!~~;~~~~\;
adi~if:!t
species were commonly considered as hybrids or as abnormal individuals whose peculiarities approached the normal
characters of the other species. The theory of evolution,
however, involves the conception that species are not unchanging, but that they have developed and are developing from preexisting and different species, also that
this process is in many cases still going on. With the
abandonment of the doctrine of separate creation of species, the term species loses much of its theoretical importance. In the case of closely allied groups, the prevailing practice is to recognize those as distinct species
whose members are not known to, or are assumed not to,
intergrade with some other species, even if the characters
distinguishing them be very slight. Groups which inter7 b,
grade are regarded as only subspecies. Cf. EVOLUTION,
MUTATION,
6, SUBSPECIES,
NOMENCLATURE,
3.
The species ISthe union of individuals descending one from the
other or from common parents, and of those who resemble them
as much as they resemble ea.chother.
Clwier.
A .~pecu~s1sthe smallest group to which distinctive and invariable characters can be assigned.
llu:.dey.
A specie.~ is the abstract central point around which a group of
variations oscillate.
Encyc, Brit,
ev!1~ri~~:;1; figk,~yo;~~e~r:~et~!gt!~~i~1~~f in~~e 1tsn~o~~
proper application.
O· F. Cook.
6 A sort; kind; va,iety; as, a species of low cunning.
7. Math. The distinction of assemblages according to the
number of the first empty derived Msemblage. When this
is the nth, the species is the nth.
8. Money of silver, gold, or other metal; specie. Obs,
9. Pharm. a A component part of a compound medicine;
a simple. b An officinal mixture or compound powder,
esp. one for an aromatic tea or tisane ; a tea mixture.
ape-clf'lc (spe-slfffk), a. [F specifique, or LL. specijicus;
L. species a particular sort or kind
Jacere to make. Cf.
SPECIFY.
J 1. Of, pertaining to, characterizing, or constituting, a species ; possessing the peculiar property or properties of a thing which constitute its species ; as, the specific
form of an animal or a plant ; the specific qualities of a
drug; the specific distinction between virtue and vice.
2 Precisely formulated or restricted; specifying ; definite,
or making definite ; explicit ; of an exact or particular
nature ; as, a specific statement.
3. Restricted by nature to a special person, thing, time,
etc.; peculiar; as, vices specific to a certain century. Rare.
4. Med. a Exerting a peculiar influence over any part of
the body; preventing or curing disease by a peculiar adaptation ; as, quinine is a speci,fic medicine in malaria. b Due
to a particular micro<5rganism or virus j - of a disease.
6. Physics. Designating any of various arbitrary physical
constants, as the ratio of the amount of a physical quantity
of a substance to that of the same volume of a standard substance, or the amount of a physical quantity possessed by
unit volume (usually a cubic centimeter) of a substance.
Syn. - See SPECIAL,EXPLICIT.
~~ 1,~oc!a!~o~h~f~°/fr~~h:::~teitf!~t~~~/!~~1gtg~es!~~
genus. - s. conductivity, Elea., tLe reciprocal of specific re-

~~e~!~~

r:ea:::rro

ti!P:~~~ffi~t~~f~ta lo~~st~~{~~1!S:!
plus the work done in the former case by the expanding
gas. -a. inductive ca.pacity, Elec., the ratio of the electric
strain to the electric stress in a dielectric acted on by a
uniform electric force which produces uniform electric
strain or displacement. - a. legacy, Lmr, a bequest of a particular thiui or part out of the testator's estate, as of a
specified animal or piece of furniture. - a. lien. See LIEN.B. magnetic rotation. See MAGNETIC
ROTATION.
-s. name. See
3. - a. perform.a.nee,Law, the performance
NOMENCLATURE,

~;:d cc~!i~f;~~if1°;~~~~!~~i~ ~~~i~s~;f~~~!:~!~~~e~~Jed
by a court of equity, where the common-law remedy of
i:~i~f:~n~i 1!!it ~d~~iai 1crlh!dJ~~~~ea:t~d f1~o~p:c~~~
~1:!1u~r<l;[i\~fi i~~:ci1fftf~~~~~~~te"the 80r!i!{ici:vbef:,':;:~
the refractive index (n) of a substance and its density (<l), as expressed either by the empirical formula
1 or by the tht::oretically derived formula (n~~~d;
1
- called also constant of rffracUon.- s. reluctance, Elec.,
the reluctance of a centimeter cube of a substance; reluctivity. -s. resistance, Elec., resistance across opposite faces
of a centimeter cube of a substance; resistivity.- a. rotation

~7

J

~lti~!'-~r?of:ri:~tt~:: ~1rtr:li£~~,~lblte 0 6;':~ut~tt~;e:~:
expressed by the formula 1~;:~, where a is the observed
angle of rotation, l the length through which the light
passes, p the per cei:.t by weight of the substance present,
and d the density of the substance or solution. - a. securit,.
See SECURITY,
3. - s. stain, MicrOSCO'f!Y,
a pigment, used m
ri~tgJ~iTn a~~u~t~;!:f~fu~!!t!
'o~aci:~Nii~a1rc~U:~~:~~~~
s. volume, Physic., & Chem., the quotient got by dividing
unit:i- by the specific gravity the reciprocal of the specific

t

,::~le~
!l

specieux. See SPECIES.] l Presenting a pleasing appearance; pleasing in form or look i showy. Obs. or R.
[Serpents] specious and beautiful to the eye Bp. Richardson.
2. Apparently right; snperficially fair, just, or correct,
but uot so in reality; appearing well at first view ; plausible ; as, specious reasoning; a specious claim.
3. Existing to our senses; actually kuown or experienced.R.
Syn. - SPECIOUS,PLAUSIBLE,
COL0RABLE,
OSTENSIBLE,8PB·

~~~~: !tE~i8jsa !i1~:r:.~~~i~1

ais:~::1~~~i~¥1in:::!o~agr~
or pleasing, with or without deceit; specious emphasizes
purfi.ose, plausible emphasizes effect; as, u All was colored
0 ta:ri~e~~i~t
dei!); a
s1:~~~]!~~v~~:d~~t~;e~lhif;
plausibility'' (Stewart); u He bids them ... to listen .••
neither to this specious persuasion nor to that plausible
ara-ument" (Paley) ; "furnishing the world with a/elausi•
1
~~r:cc~~s!~ugr~riee:~~
ci;~:rp;:;t~~~ ~1e:e:r1i:i th: fthr~
therance of the best" ( Cowper). That is coL0RABLEfor
which some justification may be alleged; as, h They gathered toiether many of her maladministrations, for which
tbey might the more colorably put her out of office " (Burnet); a colorable pretext. That is OSTENSIBLE
(frequently opposed to real,actual) which is avowed or apparent; the word
often implies pretense; as, his ostensi.ble motive, errand.
- spe'cions-ly, ad,•. -ape'cioua-ness, n.
speck (spek), n. jl\'IE. spekke, AS. specca; cf. LG. spaak,
D. spikkel.] l. A small discoloration in or on anything; a
spot ; stain ; as, a speck on paper or cloth.
2. A small discoloration revealing decay, as in fruit; a
blemish ; hence, a fruit, as an orange, l1aviug a speck.
3. A small piece or object ; a bit ; a particle ; a mite ; as,
species of dust ; he has not a speck of money.
4. A patch, eap. on a shoe; also, a sole. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
6. A small etheostomoid fish ( Ulocentra stigmma) common
in the southeastern United States.
speck, v. /.; SPECKED(spekt) ; SPECK'ING. To produce
specks on or in, esp. specks regarded as blemishes; to spot;
speckle. "Purple, azure, or specked with gold." Milton.
speck'le (spek''l), n. [Dim. of speck; cf. D. spikkel.] l. A
little speck or spot in or on anythiug.
2. Hence, a color or kind; a sort. Scot.
apeck'le, v. t.; sPEcK'LED (-'Id); sPEcK'LING(-!Tng). To
mark with small spots or specks; to speck; spot.
•~ckled bra.nt, the white-fronted goose. Local, U.S.-1.hlnd,
a large grouper (Epi11ep!telus drumrnond-hayi), a common
food fish on the Florida coast. It is umber brown densely

~~tl~

fg:1:~~!~
sg:,~iw::~'.yn~~'.t~
~~ ~:~~ih1°~f~~i~tr.=~

£ocal, Brit. - a. moray, a yellow-and-black thickly
is0 ec~ia~1?:hs~~id:r,tifit'h~1!~~!~
~f~~~~ loon.
wotted moray ( Gymnotlwra,· nwring«) of Florida and the
centimeters occupied by one gram of a substance.
0
Th':~~~d:i.-;Am~ri~ht~:o~:f~~~-t~
spe-clf'lc (spi-sWik), n. l. Anything pecnliarly adapted
Also applied to other trout of the western United States.
to its purpose.
-a.
turtle
or
tortoise,
tbe
spotted
turtle.
- •· wood, palmyra
2, Med. A specific remedy. See SPECil'IC,a., 4 a.
wood cut transversely, giving a mottled effect.
apec 1l-f1-ca'tlon (s~;ati-fl-kii'shi!n), n. [Cf. F. specifica- apec'ta-cle
(sp~k't<i-k'l),
n.
[F.,
fr.
L.
spectaculum, fr.
tion, LL. specificatio.] l. Act of specifying or determining
spec tare to look at, to behold, v. intens. fr. specere. See
by a mark or limit ; notation of limits.
SPY.]
l.
Something
exhibited
to
view;
usually, someThis specification or limitation of the que!tion hinders the disthing exhibited as unusual and notable ; a remarkable or
1. Watts.
puters from wandering·.
81,,ak.
2. Act or process of making or becoming specific (sense 1) ; noteworthy sight. u o, piteous .,pectacle ! "
2. Specif., a public display appealing, or intended to apstate of being specific or related to a species.
3. The designation of particulars;
particular mention i peal, to the eye by its mass, proportions, color, etc. ; as, I\
.
as, the specification of a charge against an officer; esp., a great dramatic spectacle; a naval spectacle.
3. A spyg!Ms ; a glass ; also, a mirror. Obs.
Chaucer.
written statement containing a minute description or enumeration of particulars, as of charges against a public offi- 4, pl. A device to aid vision or protect the eyes from glare,
dust, etc., consisting usnally of two lenses supported by a
cer or of the terms of a contract ; also, a single article, item,
bridge resting on, or fastened to, the nose, and by curved
or particular, or an allegation of a specific act.
side pieces (bows) passing over the ears. Cf. EYEGLASSES,
1.
4. Specif. : a Patent Law. A written description of the
invention or discovery and of the manner and proce.BSof 6. pl. Hence, fig., an aid to the intellectual sight. Dryden.
6.
sing.
or
pl.
Any
of
various
things
suggesting
a
pair
of
making, constructing, compounding, and using the same,
concluding with a specific and distinct claim or claims of spectacles in shape, as the frame containing the red and
green glasses in a semaphore (see SEMAPHORE,
I/lust.).
the part, improvement, or combination which the applicant
7. pl. N aut. A spectacle iron
regards as his discovery or invention, this latter part being
8,
pl.
Cricket.
See
PAIR
OF
SPECTACLES,
often called the claim. b Usually pl. Arch. & Engin. A
Syn. - Show, sight, exhibition, representation, pageant.
written or printed description of work to be done, forming part of the contract and describing qualities of material •r.c'ta-cled (-k'ld), a. l, Haviug or wearing spectacles.
• Zo0l. Having on the face coloi: markings, or patches of
and mode of construetion, and also giving dimensions and
naked skin, suggesting a pair of spectacles.
other information not shown in the drawings.
apectacled bear, a black bear ( Tremarctos ornatus) of the
6. Rom. & Civil Law. The working up of material so that
Andes Mountains. -n. cobra, cobra de capello. - 1. coot or
it becomes of a different character, as where one person so duck,
surf scote?'. lJ. S. - s. eider. See EIDER,1. -s. goon,
treats material belonging to another; acquisition of propcommon gannet. Eng. - s. pelican. See PELICAN,
1.
erty by so changing its character.
In general when any apec-tac'U-lar (spek-tilk'n-ltir), a. l. Of, pertaining to,
or of the nature of, a spectacle or show ; adapted or in•
t~ih:u;~r~~o
t!:,~f::l~i
tended to excite wonder and admiration by unusual disthe product belonge,i to him unless it could be reduced to
play, as of pomp or scenic effects i as, a spectacular play.
its original form. In any case the owner had to be compensated for his material or the workman for his work, as 2. Pertaining to spectacles for the eyes. Rafe.
- apec-tac 10-lar'l-ty(-lilr'i-tT),n.-apec-tac'u-lar-ly,adv.
3 a.
the case might be. Cf. ACCESSION,
apec'l-ly (sp~s'i-fi), "· t.; pret. &: p. p. SPBC'I-FIED(-fid) ; apec'tant (spek'ti.int), a. [L. spec/ans looking at.] Her.
1ING (-fi'fog).
p. pr. &, vb, n, SPEC'I-FY
[F. specifier, or Looking forward. Cf. at gaze a, under GAZE,n.
OF. espec-ifler, especf/ier, fr. LL . .,peciflcare. See SPECIES; apec-ta'tor (sp~k-tii'ter), n. [L. spectalO'I': cf. F. spectateur. See SPECTACLE,]One who looks on or beholds; a
-FY.] 1. To mentic-n or name in a specific or explicit
manner; to tell or state precisely or in detail ; as, to specif"! beholder; esp., one witnessing any exhibition, as a play.
Syn. -Beholder, observer, witness. See LOOKER-ON.
the uses of a plant; to specffy articles purchased.
Pope.
2. Specif., to includH as an item in a specification.
8
t~r~hij ~;
ti!~e!!t:1c~
:i:::~e?eM!J.e :Adfe::a1!: p!od:~i~;; d~=r~~~~t:'d!fl~t~
3. To render specific. Rare.
effect on the blood and tissues or on some special tissue. b apec'l-men (-men), n. [L., fr . .,pece1·eto look, to behold.
ti~~~~
r,am1~·€in~:~~et
:tids:::l:eaJ 1irti~~~nl~~~~
A disease uniformly due to a definite and peculiar poison or
See SPY.] l. A part of anything, or one of a number of Spectator Club. The imaginary club which professed to
things, intended to show the kind and quality of the whole,
The members are Mr. Spectator,
edit H The Spectator."
~f:e1ai~~·a-;
·of
;i~d~~r 0~naac:r;:~n q~~tft;
Sir Roger de Coverley, a member of the Inner Temple
or
kept for exhibition or study as typical of its class or kind;
of an article, without reference to its value or market price.
(u placed there to study the laws of the land," but~~ most
a sample ; as, a spea'lmm of one's handwriting.
- B, form. = PRINCIPAL
FORM.- s. gravity, the ratio of the
lean1ed of any of the house in those of the stage''), Sir An•
2. A person of an unusual or exaggerated type; a charac0
drew Freeport, Captain Sentr_y, Will Heneycomb, and a
si!n~~
ter; as, a tough spec-lrnen. Colloq. or Slang.
ard or unit; relative density.
This standard is usually
Syn. -Sample, model, pattern. See EXAMPLE.
~~~iyi::~,i;~a o'tfffe~~~~st~feh~o1!1ta~i~Jt
water for solids and liquids, and air for gases. Thus, rn. ape1c1-os'i-ty (spe'sh't-os'T-tT), n.; pl. -ITIES (-tTz). [Cf.
whose health is poor. See the above names.
1~~::1~s~:~J:~.i~?!t!~.atii!>fl~
LL. specinsitas. J 1. Quality or state of being specious.
spec'ter} (spek'ter), n. [F. spectre, fr. L. sp,c/ruman apspec1tre pearance, image, specter, fr. specere to look. See
case of gases usually the weights of equal volumes at 0° 2. That which is pleasing or specious in form or look.
spe'cious (spe'shUs), a. [L. speciosus good-looking, beau- SPY; cf. SPECTRUM,] 1. A visible disembodied spirit; an
0
tiful, specious, fr. species look, show, appearance: cf. F. apparition ; ghost; phantom.
ri~!~~~dm~~he ~:rra~l·th~
~~::nt~:!%~!~::~
::u:Ilh
Dryden.
wy. Chief harpooner, who di- spec'ta-cls. Spectaclei;i.RP/'. Sp.
rects in cutting up the blubber, spec-tac'u-lous(sp~k-tltk'6-Ms),
speckt. Specked. ReJ: Sp.
a. Spectncular. Ohs.
speck'y (spl!k'l), a. Marked spec'ta.te (spl!"k'tftt), v. t ~ i.
with specks or spots; spotted.
{LsJJectatus, fii·p. of ,1,1ertm·e to
specs (spl!ks). Short for spec~~k
el(~~gk.fi:~h~!;:
tacl<,,<:. Colloq.
n.
~/U'Cfat·io.J Oh.<:. LObs. I
:~:~f;tri~e_.<sglk~r.-~~!c~~b~~j spec'ta--tive, a. Speculative ;
Visible i also, notable. Obs.
o?C!J~\~;tg;?;
spec't&-cl. Spectacle. Ref. Sp. ~y~c~t~~r 1081
specta.clecoot. Surfscoter. U.S. a Rpectator, Rare.
npec-ta'tor-ship, n. See -~nrP.
:~:~!~:1:n:ri:tw:ta~et::i::
npec-td...tre11 (-t~s), apec-ta/(-trlks), n. [L. ,'(pectutrix.]
~fee:,~ac~:e~'!.nEw b~n iron trilc
A female spectator.
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SPECTRAL
2. a The tarsier. b A walking-stick
ter crab or specter shrimp.
Syn, - See GHOST.

cA

SPEED

agent for equalizing supply and demand, and rendering the flue ..
tuations of price less sudden and abrupt than they would other ..
wise be.
P.A. Walker,
b Any individual transaction so entered into.
apecter, or spectre, of the Brocken. = BROCKENSPECTER.
6. A game at cards in which the players buy trumps from
apec'tral (spek'triil), a. 1. Of, like, or pert. to, a specter;
one another on a chance of getting the highest trump dealt,
ghostly. u The spectral form of evil." .fl. W. Robertson.
which entitles the holder to the pool.
2. Of or pert. to a spectrum ; made by the spectrum.
apec'u-la-tist
(spek'u-1/i-tist), n. One who speculates, or
the tarsier.-s.
owl,
8
forms theories; a speculator; a theorist. Rare. V. Knox.
~
-apec-tral'i-ty (spek-trili'l-tl), rt. -apec'tral-ly, adv.
spec'u-la-ttve (-tlv), a. [Cf. F. speculat-iJ, L . .,peculativus.]
spec'tro- (spek'trl;- ). Combining form for spectrum.
1. Of or pertaining to vision ; esp., giving a wide prospect
;~~ ~~~:~r
Spectrum,
Solar Ray
spec 1tro-bo-lom'e-ter (-M-lom'l;-tilr), n. [spectrobo- :prises those rays (lyw
Obs.
or view; also, prying; inquisitive; curious.
of Lig-ht, separated by
lometer.] Physics. A combination of spectroscope and
mg chiefly in the a ]>nem mto the seHn principal colors 2, Given to speculation; contemplative.
violet and ultravioof ~cwton u !nculentHay ot Light;
The mind of man being by nature ,'fJil'culative. Hooker.
bolometer for determining the distribution of energy in a
let regions) which are )' I nsm ; cd Spectrum ; i· \ 10let ; 1 3. Involving, or formed by, speculation; theoretical; not
spectrum. -spec 1tro-bO'lo-met'ric (-bo'lll-met'rik), a.
ca~able o! chemical
u nj~!~; ji.~1J\~~
q Grt:'en i Y Yellow;
established by demonstration.
spec 1tro-col1or-im'e-try (-kl1Jlilr-Ini'e-trI;
-kiWll-rim'eas 1n photogg '
action,
4. Of, pertaining to, or engaged in, speculation in land,
trI), n. Physics. Quantitative study of color, usually for
shares, etc. ; as, a speculati've dealer or enterprise.
1
0
chemical analysis, by means of the spectrophotometer.
do~:o!!~~"i:r:~i~,f~~-r
:d ~;~.spi:;::c1e~sce1:i
apeculative geometry, geometry proper, as resulting from a
speC'tro-e-lec'tric (-e-l~k'trlk), a. Pert. to or designating
ids and liquids, and gases under high pressure, give a con•
certain set of axioms, postulates, or conventions, and not
any form of spark tube the electric discharge within Which
based on experience. - a. Masonr;r, Freemasonry an ar,pli•
is used in spectroscopic observations.
cation of moral principles to the implements and emb ems
spec'tro-gram (spek'trll-gram), rt. [spectro-gram.]
of operative Masonry .-a. philosophy, a philosophy founded
Physics. A photograph, map, or diagram of a spectrum.
on an a priori insight into the nature of the Absolute or
band spec.
spec'tro-graph (-graf), n. [spectro- -graph.] Physics.
n.,6. - a. theology, theoloDivine. - a. reason. See REASON,
trum or line
Line Spectrum
a An apparatus for photographing or mapping a spectrum.
~lyas~c~~~h1ftsg~h~~ influenced by, speculation or. metas;pectrum (one characterized by bands or lines) is produced
b A photograph or picture of a spectrum. - speC'tro- eithe~
by ap. incandesceµt gas under low or ordinary pres- spec'u-la-Uve-ly, adv. -speo'u-la-Uve-neas, n.
graph'ic (-griU'Ik), a. - spec 1tro-graph'i-cal-ly (-!- sure, 1n which case the hnes or bands are bright with dark
spec'u-la 1tor (-!alter), n. [L., a spy, explorer, investigator:
kill-I), ad,,. - spec-trog'ra-phy (spek-trog'rci-fl), n.
spaces ~tween, or by light which has suffered selective
cf. F. speculateur.J One who speculates; specif.: a An
absorption by passage through a layer of gas, liquid, or
spec 1tro-he'li-o-gram' (-hii'IY-i\-gram'), n. [spectroobserver; a contemplator; hence, a spy; a watcher. Obs.
solid, the places of the absorbed rays being marked by
helia- +-gram.]
Astrophysics. A photograph of the sun
dark
lines
or
bands.
The
latter
kind
is
called
the
absorpb
One who forms theories; a theorist.
c Com. One who
made by monochromatic light, usually of the calcium line
tion spectrum of the medium as distinguished
from its
speculates in business ; one who engages in speculation.
(K), and showing the sun's faculre and prominences.
emission
spectrum
(one
produced
by
it
as
the
source).
The
spec'u-la-to-ry (spek'u-lci-tij-rI), a. [Cf. L. speculat01·iu•
spec 1tro-he'li-o-graph 1 (-gra\f/), n. Astrophysics. An appabright lines in the emission sif:ectrum of a gas occupy the
oelonging to spies or scouts. l 1. Intended or adapted for
ratus for making spectroheliograms, consisting of a spec1
viewing or espying; inspective.
troscopic camera used in combination with a telescope, and
p~i:~~ 8sp~~t!:i
li1~!io~~ss 0 ~f;!i1ctP:~;
2. Exercising mental speculation ; speculative.
provided with clockwork for moving the sun's image across
not appreciably mixed by the overlapping of the successive monochromatic images of the spectroscopic slit. The spec'u-lum (-llim), n.; pl. L. sPEcuLA (-lei), E. sPECuLu11s
the slit. - spec 1tro-he'll-o-graph'ic (-gritf'lk), a..
(-llnnz). [L., fr. specere to look, behold. See SPY.] 1. A
:purity of the spectrum increases as the width of the slit
spec-trol'o-gy (spek-trol'.li-jI), n. [spectro-+-logy.]
The
18 diminished.
A fluted apectrum is one characterized by
mirror, or looking-glass ; esp., a metal mirror.
science of spectrum analysis. - spec 1tro-log'i-oal (-tr/;periodically recurring groups of lines or narrow bandsl
2. A reflector of polished metal or of glass with a film of
loj'l'.-kiil), a. -spec 1tro-log'i-cal-ly, ad 11.
give it a fluted appearance, as in the spectra o
See SPECULUM
METAL.
metal, used in optical instruments.
spec-trom!e-ter (spek-trom'e-ter), n. [.,pectro- -meter.] which
some stars. Spectra are known, according to the means
3. Med. & Surg. An instrument for dilating certain pasPhysics. a An instrument, resembling the reflection goniused to produce dispersion, as priama.tl.c (with a prism or
sages of the body, and throwing light within them.
ometer, used in determining the index of refraction by
train of prisms) or diffraction (as with a grating) ; and acmeasuring the external angle of a prism of the substance 1 cording to the source of the light as solar, stellar~ :Ila.me, 4. Zo~l. A patch of color covering the distal portion (exposed in the closed wing) of the secondaries of most ducka
and also its angle of minimum deviation for light of a
1~1i~~e~a~Oi:!t1o~
and some other birds, as domestic fowls. It is variously
given kind. b A spectroscope fitted for measurements of ::'rk~i:~t·a..:-e,•::~!r:fii~!~'e
materials of which the terminals are composed. A normal
colored (often iridesceut greenish or bluish in ducks) and
the spectra observed with it.
framed in other colors. It is more brilliant in the adult
is one in which the different colors or parts are
spec-trom 1e-try (-trlJ, n. Physic.,. Art or process of us- spectrum
spaced proportionally
to their wave lengths, as when
male than in the female. In poultry, called wing baJ!.
ing the spectrometer, or of measuring wave lengths of rays
formed by a diffraction grating (in prismatic spectra the speculum metal. An alloy capable of taking a brilliant
of a spectrum. -spec 1tro-met'ric (spek 1tr<l-met'rlk), a.
polish, used for making speculums (reflectors). It is, com•
violet has relatively more space than the red). A comparison
SJHIC'tro-phone(spek'trij-fon),n.[spectro-+-plwne.] An
monly ,a hard 1brittle alloy of copper and tin in various pro0~
0 wt~;e lE~~thufuru,~~;!
~rscei::~i~n°~~J~~~:e~;g~j\~~
instrument constructed on the principle of the photophoue
1
;ddidloil!~~i~h
tif:~liit~~~:s.arsenic,
length. See SPECTROSCOPE,
LIGHT,n., 1, FRAUNHOFER
LINES.
and used in spectrum analysis as an adjunct to the spec3. An afterimage ; ocular spectrum.
See AFTERIMAGE,
I.
speech (spech), n. [ME. speche, AS. spiic (cf. also spriic;
troscope. -spec 1tro-phon'ic (-fon'Tk), a.
analysis. The investigation of substances or D. spraak, G. sprache, Sw. sprli,k, Dan. sprog), fr. specan
spec'tro-pho-tom'e-ter (-fll-tom'e-ter), rt. Optics. An in- spectrum
bodies by means of their spectra; specif., chemical analyto speak. See SPEAK.] 1. The faculty of uttering articstrument for comparing the intensities of the correspondsis effected in this way.
ulate sounds or words; the faculty of expressing thoughts
ing colors of two spectra.
(spek'u-lcir), a. [L. specnlaris (cf. specula a
words or articulate sounds; the power of speaking.
spec 1tro-pho-tom1e-try (-tr!), n. The art of comparing, spec'u-lar
lookout, watchtower):
cf. }'. speeu/aire. See SPECULUM.
J by
2. Act or manner of speaking or expressing thoughts in
photometrically, the brightness of two spectra, wave length
1. Of, pertaining to, or having the qualities of, a speculum,
words; oral utterance.
Speech is voice articulated bf
by wave leugth j the use of the spectrophotometer. or mirror ; having a smooth, reflecting surface ; as, a specdefinite conf\gurations of the vocal organs. Speech and
speC'tro-phO'to-met'ric(-fo't<l-met'rlk), a.
ttlar
metal; a specular surface.
song
are
distmguished
chiefly
the wider variations of
1
spec tro-po'lar-im'e-ter (-po'lcir-lm'e-ter), n. Optics. A 2. Jl,fed. Of, pertaining to, or conducted with the aid of, pitch in singinJ?l in which latterby the
voice usually dwells
combined spectroscope and polarimeter for determining
on each note wit 10ut change of pitch, and then leaps up or
a speculum; as, a spe,:ular examination.
the rotatory power of solutions.
down to the next as smoothly and quickly as possible
3.
Assisting
sight,
as
a lens or the like.
Obs.
spec'tro-acope (spek'trll-skop), n. [spectro-scope.] 4. Affording view. Rare. u This specular monnt." Milton.
whereas in speech the voice constantly moves upward and
downward, sometimes by leaps, but more often by glides.
Physics. An opti- IF===~
si;tecular iron or iron ore, hematite; - so called when it ex3.
That which is spoken; a spoken sentence, phrase, recal instrument,
l
lnhits metallic luster. - s. pig iron, spiegeleisen. - a. re11.ecvariously
used, 8
mark, etc. ; uttel'ed words expressive of thong-ht ; also, an
tlon. See REFLECTlON,
1. -· a. schist. = ITABIRITE.
for forming spec- ·
. Spec 1u-la'rl-a (-lii'rT-ri; 115), 11. [NL., fr. L. specnlurn
interchange of spoken words; talk ; conversation.
4. Specif., a formal public discourse; an oration; harangue.
t~a, !18that of so- Diagram of a form of Direct-Vision SpectroVeneris Venue's-looking-glass, the medieval name in Eng&. A particular language ; a tongue ; a dialect.
lar hght, or those scope. 1-1 Slit; l Lens; JJ .Amici Prism; e land of the campanula. J Bot. A small genus of campanuPeople of a strange speech.
Ezek. iii. 6.
produced
by Eyepiece.
laceous herbs distinguished from Carnpanula by the rotate
6.
Talk j mention ; common saying; report.
Archaic.
flames in which different substances are volatilized. The
corolla and narrowly oblong ovary. The European S. specu·what was the sppech among the Londoners
instrument is variously used. In a common form (prism
Concerning the French journey.
Shak.
iectroscope) the light is decomposed by a single prism (see
f~~i~~~q)~tth~ri~~~:r
~i~~ ~.~:~:1ha~aJ1~
7. The speaking of a musical instrument. See SPEAK,i•.i., 6.
11
cc1~s~i!~ed1th!~et:~rif~il4:
d:~g~~:~:se wY:lso~~ ::rra~~ spec'u-late (spek'u-lat), v. i.; -LATIED (-lat'ed); -LAT11NG 8. The part of a wheel consisting of the hub and spokes
(-liWing). [L. speculatus, p. p. of speculari to spy out, obtion. See also GRATING,2, ECHELON,
3.
before the fellies and rim are put on.
serve, fr. specula a lookout, fr. specere to look. See SPY.] Syn. - SPEECH,ADDRESS,ORATION,HARANGUE.SPEECHis
d ~
1. To ponder a subject in its different aspects and relathe general term ; an ADDRESS
is a formal speech ; an ORA·
tions ; to meditate ; contemplate; theorize ; as, to specuTIONis an elaborate or rhetorical address, esp. oue delivis a vehement or
ered on a notable occasion; a HARANGUE
late on religion; to speculate on politics; sometimes, specif.,
noisy
speech.
in philosophy, to 1·eason a priori.
center or centre. Physiol. A nervous brain
2. Com. To enter into a business transaction or venture speech
center which controls the power of speech, commonly in
from which the profits or returns are conjectural because
the cortex at the third left frontal convolution.
the undertaking is out of the ordinary course of business ;
A simple form
speech'l-fy
(spech'l-fi), ,,. f.; -F1En (-fid); -FY 1ING(-fi1Ing).
of Spectroscope.
to purchase or sell with the expectation of profiting by
L'Peech -Jy.] To make a speech; to harangue; - used
1, Prism of l<~hnt
anticipated, but conjectural, fluctuations in price; often,
derisively or humorously. - apeech 11-fi-ca'Uon (-fI-ka'Glass ; a Telein a somewhat depreciative sense, to engage in hazardous
sh'iln), n. -speech'i-fi'er(-fi 1er), n.
business transactions for the chance of an unusually large
speech'less,a.
[AS. spiicleas.J 1. Destituteordeprived
mator through
profit j as, to speculatP-in coffee, in sugar, or iu baukstock.
of the faculty of speech.
which the Light,
11. t. To consider attentively.
Rare.
2.
Not
speakingfor
a time; dumb; mute; silent.
which enters at spec'u-late,
spec 1u-la'tion (-la'shun), n. [Cf. F. speculation, L. specitthe Slit in the
Speecl,le,qs with wonder, ancl half dead with fear. .Addison.
latio.] l. Intuition ; vision ; direct apprehension or visual
End s from the
3. Not conveyed by words; wanting oral expression.
Fie me of the
perception ; primarily, mental or spiritual vision j second w Syn. -SeeouMB.
Bunsen Burn('r
arily, physical vision. Archaic.
- speech 1leas-ly, adv. - speech'less-ness, n.
d, pas~eR to the
Thou hut no speculatwn m those eyes.
Shak.
Prism to form Speetrum in a; c Tube with a Micrometer;
1i1~a!t~it1~rci~~~~sst~~dlh~ ~oscrayk;:
2. The faculty, act, process, or product of intel1ectual exi:a!J:,~inTi
e Holder tor ::;;ubstancewhose Spectrum is to be examined; f
amination or search; esp., reasoning taking the form of
gans and face without hearing the words; lip reading.
Fla.me illuminating Micrometer See.le; o o Adjustin~ Screws.
prolonged
and
systematic
analysis.
1
spec tro-scop'ic (-skop'ik)
a. Of or pert. to, or produced
9
::c1!P~;g:i~ f1~e:1:,~\~tnsa:iii~t~ t~~iti!1~roduce<l
Thenceforth to sJ1N·1tlations high or deep
spec'tro-scop'i-cal (-l-kill)
by, a spectroscope, or specI turned my thoughts.
Milton.
speed (sp0d), n. [AS. sped success, swiftness, fr. spOwan
troscopy. - spec 1tro-scop'i-cal-ly, ad,,.
3.
Specif.:
Philos.
a
Act
or
process
of
reasoning
a
priori.
to succeed ; akin to D. spoed speed, OHG. spuot success,
spectroscopic binary, Ash-on., a star appearing single in a
b With Hegel, reason which apprehends the unity of opspuou to succeed, Skr. spltli,y to increase, grow fat, and
telescope, but shown spectroscopically to be binary.
spec-tros'co-py (srek-tros'kli-pl; spek'trll-sko 1pl; 277), n. posing categories and synthesizes them in a broader com- perh. to L. spatium, E. spaee.J 1. Prosperity in an under•
It is the thinking which explains objects of
'l'he production and inYestigation of spectra; the use of prehension.
taking; favorable issue i success. A rehaic.
experience by their relation to the absolute personal reason.
0 Lord God, ... send me good speed this day. Gen. xxiv. 12.
!~':n:~~~~o~~::~ir:~~~o~:isrc~~l~:),o!.
spectroscopic phe4. Com. a Act of speculating, as by engaging in business
2. Help; succor; also, advantage ; profit. Obs.
3. One that promotes speed or success. Obs.
Shak.
spec'trum (spek'trum), n.; pl. -TRA (-trti).
[L. See out of the ordinary, or by dealing with a view to making a
profit from conjectural fluctuations in the price rather than
Obs.
4. Act or state of mo\-·ing swiftly ; swiftness; rapidity;
SPECTER.] 1. An apparition; specter.
from
earnings
or
the
ordinary
profit
of
trade,
or
by
entering
2. Physics. Au image formed when a beam of light, or, in
dispatch ; also, rate of motion; velocity j as, a high speed ;
into a business venture involving unusual risks for a chance
the speed of a horse or a vessel; a speed of 20 miles per hour,
general, of radiant energy, is subjected to dispersion so that
v. i.
of au unusually large gain or profit. See SPECULATE,
that 1s, a rate of motion at any given time that would if con~
ita rays are arranged in a series in tl1e order of their wave
Speculation, while confined within moderate limits, is the
tinned result in traveling 20 miles in an hour.
lengths. 'l'hus, by causing white light to pass through
ture of incandescent substances. specnlo.tive. 01},q,
attachment.
Cf. MICUOSPECw
1pec'tre. Var. of SPECTER.
:fA~cl,;~~~;~~; ~~!~~:reech;
spec'u-la'trix (1.p~k'O•Ui'trlka),
apec'trene. n. ~pectral. Obs. THOSC'OPF.,-Bpec'tro--mi'ero:::~;!~r:.s;.~;l,
1/.; 7)/. -LATUICK,._
(-ldArt'aez),
spec'tro-bo'lo•gra.ph. n. [.qpr~- scop'i-cal. "·
~f
[L.]
A female speculator.
0
1
~)~~:~;~:J~ ¥li:o~:rd:1-~'~1s~: spec'u-list(sp(.k't'l.wllst), n. One
I
:~~~~ii,J!:;!/~fn~utltnr~~n?b:rl
lines, in the invisihle infrawred lariscope; a spectropolarimeter. contPmplahle 1 knowable. Oh.-:. who observes or co11siders.Rro-e.
speech'lore' ,n. Philology. Rare.
spec'u.la,..tiv-iam(sp~k'O.-U-tlvw
n~ s p e c'tr o-b oil o-apeech'man (i::pech'mc:tn).n. A
lz'm), ·11. See-I:-1M.
i::peaker;spokesman. Ohs. or R.
apec tro-ml'rro-acope, n. A mi- 1 for optical or spectrophotomet- spec'u-la..to'riwa.l (s p e k'ft-1 d- spedaly. + sPF.Eon..v.
Speed, n. A clownish servant
~roscope with a spectroscopic ! ric estimation of the tempera- tO'rl--dl; 201), a. Speculatory ; apede, spedefaU. + s PE E o,
insect.

spec-

th:cf:af~;:a~sE;~~er
~!·R~;-~~~":'

a prism, a spectrum is obtained in which several colors
form a series, from deepest red (about 770 µ.µ., i.e.
millimicrons, wave length) through orange, yellow, green, and blue to deepest violet (about 390
p.p.). The visible, ocular, or chromatic, spectrum consists of all
rays which affect the
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SPEED
&. A leg or beam used ae a support for a drilling apparatus
in submarine rock drilling.
Sy11..-Celerity, quickness, expedition, hurry. See HASTE.
speed (sped), v. i.; pret. &: p. p. SPED(sped), SPEED'ED; p.
1ING. [AS. spedan;
pr. &: vb. n. SPEED
akin to D. spoeden,
G. sich sputen. See SPEED,n.] 1, To go; to fare. Obs.
2. Archaic. a To experience any fortune, good or ill; to
fare. "Impossible I should speed amiee." Sltak. b To fare
well ; to

0r:::
lOnt:i~
~~
h~~fo~~r;:;vail,
and speed
his bad errand.
1

3. To be expedient.

.Milton,

Obs.
Wycliffe (2 Cor. xii. 1).
4. To make haste; to move with celerity.
speed, v. t. 1. To cause to be successful, or to prosper ; to
promote ; further; advance; hence, to aid; help; favor.
With rismg gales that sped their happy flight.

2. To wish Godspeed to.

Welcome the coming, speed the parting guest.

Dryden,

Pope.

3. To cause to make haste ; t.o dispatch with celerity i to
drive at high speed; hence, to hasten; to hurry,
He sped him thence home to his habitation. Ji'an:fax.
4. To hurry to destruction ; to ruin; undo ; kill. Arclwic.
&. Mach.,etc. To set, adjust, or design, to or fora definite
speed or speeds.
Syn. -Dispatch, hasten, expedite, accelerate, hurry.
speed counter. Mach. A device for automatically countiug the revolutions or pulsations
~~l!~~fsi~;i~; 1~1:~~~;~ine; speed'er (-er), n. One that speeds.
Specif.: a One that gains success
or speedy advancement.
Obs. b Maclt. Any of
various devices for regulating the speed of a
Speed Counter
machine or part, as an attachment to a governor. c Spinning. A machine for drawing and twisting slivers to form
rovings. d Railroading. A kind of three-wheeled handpropelled velocipede with one or two seats. U. S.
speed lathe. Maclt. A power lathe run at extremely high
speed, for turning small objects, for polishing, etc. ; a hand
lathe ; a drilling or drill lathe.
speed-om 1e-ter (sped-om'e-ter), n. [speed+ -meter.] An
instrument for indicating speed or velocity; a tachometer.
speed sight. Nav. Ordnance. A sight used in training a
gun on a moving target, the rear sight being adjusted according to the speed of the target relative to that of the
vessel firin~. In a form used in the British navy, the rear
eight is adiusted according to the speed of the target and

SPERE

work or duty. b A period occupied in work, duty, etc., spen'cer (spen'ser), "· [OF. despensier. See SPEl'CE; cf.
DISPENSER.
J One who has the care of the spence, or butfollowing a period of rest ; a turn ; as, a spell at the pumps ;
tery; a butler; steward.
Obs. or Hist.
also, a period of rest from work ; a recess or vacation.
2. Hence, any relatively short period, whether a few hours, spen'cer, 11. Naut. A fore-and-aft sail, abaft the foremast
or the mainmast, hoisted upon a small supplementary mast
days, or weeks; by extension, Colloq., any relatively short
and set with a gaff and no boom ; a t1-yeail abaft the foredistance ; as, just a spell down •the road.
A severe spell of cold weather.
Wa.~lli11gto11. mast or mainmast.
3. A person or gang working by spells. Rare.
Carew. spen'cer, n. [After the second Earl Spencer (1758--1834),
4. A gratuitous helping forward of another's work. U.S.
who first wore it, or brought it into fashion. J l, A short
6. A period marked by illness, depression, or other abnorjacket or outer coat without skirts, worn by ,men.
mal characteristic;
a fit; a turn; as, when she's in one
2, A similar, cloee-fittinjl jacket for women or children.
of her spells, no one can help her. Colloq., U.S.
Spen-ce'ri-an (spen-se'n-an), a. Of or pertaining to Herspell (spill), n. [AS . .,pell a saying, tale, speech; akin to bert Spencer or hie philosopl,y or writings.- n. A follower
OS. & OHG. spel, Ice!. spjall, Goth. spill, perh. a derivaof Herbert Spencer.
tive fr. a root seq (here giving sp ), from which comes E. Spen-ce'ri-an-lsm (-Tz'm), n. The synthetic philoeopbyof
say, v, Cf. GOSPEL,SPELLto tell the letters of.] A spoken
Herbert Spencer, tile central idea of which is the evoword; a word; hence: a Talk, discourse, or speech; esp.,
lution of the cosmos from relative simplicity to relative
a sermon; preaching.
Obs. b A story; a tale. Obs. or complexity through the operation of mechanical and vital
Dial. Eng. Cltaucer. c The gospel. Ohs. d A spoken
forces, the acme of evolution being the equilibration of
word or form of words supposed to have magic power; an
these forces, after which dissolution begins, and goes back
incantation; hence, auy charm or enchantment; by extento the ultimate force from which evolution started.
sion, entrancement;
as, her beauty cast a ,'!pell over him.
spend (spend), v. t.; pret. &: p. p. SPENT(spent) ; p. pr. &;
Syn. - See TALISMAN.
11NG. [AS. spendan, fr. L. expendere or dispen·vb. n. SPEND
Spell, V. t. ,' SPELLED(speld) or SPELT (spelt); SPELL1ING. dere to weigh out, to expend, dispense. See PENDANT;cf.
LME. spellen, spellien, to tell, relate, AS. spellian, fr.
DISPBND,EXPEND,SPENCE.
J 1. To consume by using in any
spell a saying, tale; akin to MHG. spellen to relate,
manner ; to lay out, exhaust, or distribute, in payment,
Goth. spillOn. See SPELLa tale. In sense 3, also in ME.,
giving, use, or the like; to use up; to expend, as money,
perh. h;ifluenced by spell a splinter, fr. the use of a piece of goods, effort, etc. i as, to .pend money for bread.
wood to point to the letters in schools ( cf. SPELLsplinter);
2. To expend freely or as a gift ; bestow ; confer ; - often
cf. OF. e.,peler to spell, explain, F. epeler to spell, orig.
with on or upon.
espeldre to explain (of 'l'eutonic orig.), and D. spellen to
I ... am neYer loath
Jlerbei·t.
To spend my judgment.
spell.] 1. To speak; utter; say; hence, to tell; relate. Obs.
2. To speak the words of a spell to or over; to put nude,·,
3. To consume wastefully; to squander; exhaust ; as, to
or as under, a spell; to act as a charm upon; to bewitch ; spend an estate in gaming; esp., to exhaust of force,
charm. "Spelled with words of power."
Dryden.
strength, or the like i to wear away ; weaken; as, a sptmt
3. To name in their proper order the letters of, as a word ; arrow i the violence of the storm was spent.
Their bodies spent with long labor and thirst Ktiolles.
to write or print in order the letters of, esp. the proper
4. To be an expense to; to cost. O/Js.
letters ; to form, as words, by correct orthography.
4. To constitute ; make up ; also, to signify ; import ; as, 6. To pass, as time ; to suffer to pass away ; as, to spend a
day idly ; to spend the winter abroad.
such an act spelb; ruin for us.
6. To manage or perform, as a duty or the like. Obs.
6. To read slowly and with difficulty; as, to .,pell out the
7, To attach; fasten, as spurs. Obs. &: R.
sense of an author; also, Obs., to read in any way.
6. To trace out by characters, marks, or qualities ; to re- 8. To hurl; cast, as a spear. Obs. &· R.
to
apend a maat, Naut., to lose a mast by its breaking or
veal by finding and depicting hidden analogies or forms.
To spell out a God in the works of creation
South.
~~~ki~! !:iyco~~:~1c;1~l
to give tongue ; ~i~~:
i~ii~!~io l~~~e~'s
d~~cb~~:~.~~nt~e ~{~~ spend (spend), ,,. i. 1. To expend money or any other posby purposeful misconstruction. - to a. baker, to do a diffl- session; to consume, use, waste, or part with, anything;
as, he who gets easily spends freely.
~~~J:s~ii!°Jr~r~lJis~~iif~[J•;,~';:J;-J:[\Jrg;:il~~!ri~eti~
2. To go or be used in or as in purchasing ; to exert purold spelling books. Archaic & Colloq., ll. S.
chasing power. H 'l'o make money spend well." Emerson.
spell, v. i. 1. To speak; talk; preach; also, to tell. Obs. 3. To waste or wear away; to be consumed; to lose force
2. To form words with letters, esp. with the proper let- or strength ; as, energy ,VJends in use.
ters, either orally or in writing.
The sound lfpemleth and JS dissipated in the open air. Bacon.
3. To study by noting characters; to gain knowledge, or 4. To be diffused ; to spread. Obs. or R.
learn the meaning of anything, by study. Obs. llIHton.
Their sap ,'lpendefli into the grapes.
Bacon.
spell'blnd' (spel'bind'), ,,. t. ; pret. &: p. p. -BOUND' 6. Minlng. To break ground ; to continue working.
(•bound'); p. pr. & vb. n. -BIND1ING. [Back formation
6. To commit slaughter; to kill. Obs. &: R.
from spellbound.] To bind or hold by or as if by a spell or spend'er (splln'der), n. 1. One who spends; esp., one who
spends lavishly; a prodigal j a spendthrift.
chann; to fascinate; charm. - spell'blnd 1er (-bin 1der), n.
2. A treasurer; steward. Obs. & R.
spell'bound' (-bound'), a. [.,pell charm+ bound, p. p.]
Bound by or as by a spell ; fascinated.
spenO.'lng, p. pr. & T!b. n. of SPEND, Hence: n. 1, Act
of expending; expenditurP.
spell 1er (-er), n. 1. One who spells.
2. Obs. a Cost; cliarge. b Funds.
2. Specif., a speaker; preacher.
Obs.
3. A spelling book.
spending money, money set apart for extra (not necessary)
spell'lng, p. pr. & ·,·b.
n. of SPELL. Hence : n. 1. Act of personal expenses; pocket money. Colloq.
one who spells; formation of words by letters; orthography.
spend'thrift' (spend 1thrfftt), n. One who spends money
profusely or improvidently;
a prodigal; one wl10 lavishes
2. Discourse; speaking; preaching; also, a tale. Obs.
1:pelling bee, a spelling match. - s. book, a book with exeror wastes his estate. Legally, in various jurisdictions, a
person who by drinking, gaming, idleness, or debauchery,
1
~:.
~-oi;:~:~;
~~S:te~iro}e:{i~{II~~~l~~e:
so spends his estate as to expose himself or his family to
for the modification of the conventional spellings, aiming
want or suffering or to becoming- a cl1arge upon the public.
to lessen or remove the differences between the orthograA generous s1w1ulthnft of li:fe, ~Jrs. R. Jl. 1Jai'1·B.
phy and the pronunciation of words.
spend'thrllt',
a. Prodigal ; wasteful.
spelt (ep~lt), n [AS. spelt, fr. L. spelta.] A race of wheat spendthrift trust.
Lau·. A trust created to provide a fund
(Triticum satirwn spelta) having loose ears, the grains be- for the maintenance of another and to secure it a7iainst his
ing triangular iu cross section. It was the most common
tfl~~~~:tbea~~~~r:vt~~tiuisa
~h;~t~~~~~~f rom him
~~Y ~fndg~\!~rf!~~ !~;.e~ha;to! 8si}f!~ PgiJ~~~M~~?er- Spen-se'rl-an (spen-se'rl-iln), a. Of or pert. to the Engspel'ter (spel'ter), n. [Cf. LG. spialter, G. & D. spiauter.
lish JK)et S:penser; designating the stanza used in his epic
Cf. PEWTER.] Metal. Zinc; - so called esp. in commerce.
"The Faerie Queene." It consists of eight decasyllabic
spence, spense (spens), n. [OF. despense, F. depense, buf- lines and an Alexandrina, riming ab ab b c b c c.
fet, buttery, fr. OF. despendre to spend, distribute, L. dis- spent (spent), pr,t. & p. p. of SPEND. Specif.: p.a .. 1. Expendere, d-ispensum. See DISPENSE,SPEND.J Obs. or Scot.
hausted ; worn out; having lost energy or motive force.
& Dial. Eng. 1. Expense; outlay, as of money or goods.
Sw·nt, overpowered, despairing of success. .Addison..
2. A place for provisions; a buttery; a larder; pantry.
2. Exhausted of its active or effective quality ; as, a spent
3. = SPENCER,a steward. Obs. & R.
bullet; spent tanbark, tanbark exhausted of tannic acid.
4. The inner apartment of a country house ; also, the room 3. Exhausted of spawn or sperm ; - said esp. of :fishes.
where the family eit and eat.
spere (sper), "· i. [AS. spyrian to inquire, properly, to
Speke'a antelope (speks). [Aft- versa.I language.] See UNIVER•
er John H. S1wke, Englisli ex- SAL LAN(:I!AGE,
plorer.] A sitatunga (Limno:ps~~~iJ)i~:>tt~~:g
tragUH spekef).
apekke. + SPRCK.
bones, akin to Icel . .~veVkur, pl ]
apeknel, T srrcKNEL.
Scot, 4"l>i<tl. Rnf!. a A ~plintf'r;
apekt. Var. of SPEIGHT.
sliver. b A splint. c A rod or
ape\. Obs. or dial. Eng. var. of stick,eap. one used in thatching.
sr1<:1.L,
a splinter.
apelk.,v. t. To splintrr ~r fasten
with a splint s,·ot, &-JJrnl. Eng
11iel'fR~f:'
Sp,
apell'a~ble, rr. See-.\BLE,

d~;~~·

:&:rre!-1e~:~!:~~1e;~

~ot;/":t~Jl!ch~:
;~~i!~·

b~11~~~1;!
f~~';,f,:'J;,

~f;~~n~c7~;J~':.'fi.
(eped'wi'), n. A public course on which
speeding, esp. of harness horses, is allowed.
speed'well (-we!), n. Any scrophulariaceous herb of the
genus Vet·onica. The common speedwell is V. offic'inalis.
speed'y(-r), a.; SPEED'I-ER(-T-er); SPEED'I-EST.[AS. spedig
prosperous.]
Marked by speed ; specif. : a Helpful ; advantageous. Obs. b Prosperous; favorable. C Rapid in
motion or performance; quick; swift; as, a speedy flight.
Syn. - See FAST,
speedy cut, Veter., an injury to the inner side of a horse's
i~~1l:foj~~s~~f~w t~~~~i:;: caused by the shoe of the opspelss (epis), n. 1cf. G . .,peise food, mixed metal for bells,
etc.] Metal. A mixture of impure metallic arsenides produced as a regulus in smelting certain ores. Cf. MATTE.

speed'way'

th°et;:e~~fs
~~ 1fi-~~~ c~~lit~'iici~f~~~lp~~~,
ing to the nature of the ore and the way in which it is handled. Nickel speiss is used in the manufacture of smalt.
ape-lte'an l (spe-le'cin), a. [L. spelaemn, speleurn, cave,
ape-le'an
Gr. cnnj"Ao.toll.
l Of or pert. to, or occurring
in, a cave or caves; also, dwelling in caves; troglodytic.
spe'le-ol'o-gy (epe 1le-ol'~-jT), n. [Gr. CTrrij.>..cuov
cave +
-logy.] The scientific study of caves. -spe'le-o-log'l-cal
(-5-loj'T-kiil), a. - spe'le-ol'o-glst (spii'lt-oI't-jfst),
n.
spell (epel), n. [ME. speld, AS. speld a spill to light a
candle with ; akin to D. speld a pin, OD. spelle, G . .,palten
to split, OHG . .,pa/tan, MHG. spelte a splinter, Ice!. spj11ld
a square tablet, Goth. spilda a writing tablet.
Cf. SPILLa
splinter, roll of paper, SPELLto tell the letters of.] 1. A
splinter or splint; a chip; a shaving; a lath; also, a peg,
rung, bar, or the like. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
2. The trap, arranged with a spring to tosB up the knur, in
the game of knur and spell. See KNUR,2.
spell, v. t.; SPELLED(sp~ld); SPELL'ING, [AS. spelian to
supply another'• place.] 1. To supply the place of for a
time; to take the tum of, at work; to relieve. Obs. or Cant.
2:. To allow an interval of rest to. Australasia.
spell, v. i. To rest from work for a time. Colloq.
spell, n. 1. a The relief of one person by another in any

!i~~~!~~!:1l

:i1:tt

r

of Va.lentine, and an inveterate

~ialc~~t;~~~~:p:~;:
punster, in Shakespeare's" Two :':::
Gentlemen of Verona." lWAY., s~aft, E spar.] Oh8o or .il:at.
Var. of Sl'Elrn- Eng. a A screen across the lowapeed box. .Jlach. A box con~ er end of a hall. b A partition
taining a speed-changing device m a cottage near the door or firefor. lathe.
(SPEE0EUc-1place. c A <'himney post.
apeed frame. S1,inn1ng.
= apeere. T SPHimE,SPIRE,
apeed'fa.l, adv. Speedily. ObR. ~¥9:;;!-:r/sper'T-tT). Scot. var.
■peed'fal, a. Full of speed; as:
a Fevorable ; successful b Ad- apeet. T SPIT.
Tantageous; profitable; also, ex- apeiche- T SPEECH.
apeid. T SPEED.
~~~~ed~! 0
eJl:fj~t; apel11ht (Bpiit), n. [G. specht,
proti. akin to L. p1eus: cf. D,
- apeed.'faUy, adv, .All Ohs,
Cf, PIE a magpie. l A
■peedgaugeorgap .. = spr-:Eo .~echt.
woodpecker, Oh.'1.
JNIHCATOR.
apetk. T SPEAK.
apeill, T SPEET...,
to climb.
speir, T SPHERE,
SPEED\'.
■peed indicator.
a = TACHOMask.
ETER.
b = SPKED COUNTER.
apeed'i-ne11 (sped'l-nfs), n. See ~,~J;~~tr~i:ri\~~pI-rlln'thT},Var.
-IIJESS.
[part. Obs.,
speire. + E"ll'EIRE, .,PEAR,
■peed'ing-place', n. A vita 1
IIapei'se ( O. shpI'zi!:), n. =
1peed'le111 a. See -LEss.
apeed).):ulley.Mach. A cone pul- SPEISSfCATOR,,
ley w1th steps.
~:ti:;~~pbfa!, ~~ViJ~~ o;_b6
speed recorder. = SPEED JNDIRpei:~kobalt .J Smaltite.
:::::. rii~~- pr~.s~i~tr:!~ey.
spelt. + l-!l'IT, 11.
apeitte. t SPIT, n., a utensil.
~ ~~~;'~f ~~~u,?:~·pfi~~~~l.
apek. T o;,rEAK, srEF.en.
1pee4'a--way'.

0
PJlx;r~rt;

!6:a:.~;!!::;-

8?:elt:;rk~.~

:::/.i.
s~;~

apeld(epll<lJ, "· ;,

fCf. G. spa/-

;?:!f~'

ten to split, E. Rpald 1 To spread
;~1affb~!~!{/f:o.':f¥f~
crown of a deer's antler.
open ; expand ; split, Scot.
apeld, ti. Splmter ; c-hip. ObR. apell'fD.1,(t. See ~Fm,.
■peld'er (11,p~l'd~r),
v. t. ~ i. To spel'll-can (spCl'l-kdn),
Var.
of Sl'II.IKf~ ..
s p e 11 ObH, or /)1al. Eng. apeld' er-er, 11. Oh!!-.
81 IJ.ll~eater,
:1:n~e:en.t.
1peld'er, 11. {Cf. Norw dia.1.
R'JHldra, and E. !1-J1eld,
v. i.) A
8
splinter. Obs.
apeld'er. 1', t. ~ i [Cf. SPET.DER spelonk. T srELUNK,a cave.
a splinter, SPELD.] To split or spelt, u. Neto.I. Spelter. Colloq.
spread open; also, to sprawl;
?:~,'i~teJ;S::;:t'~~;\~r!~~~~~;~
stretch. Scot.~ !)ml. Rug.
spelt, v f. ~ i. a. To split; to
break. Obff or Dial Eng. b To
haddock or other small fish split thrPsh (grain). Obs. c To secure
open and dried in the sun, Scot. with a splint. Cf. SPELK. Obs.
apele (sp€:l). Obs. or dial, Eng. spelt, pret. i\" p. P· of ~PELL
vur. of SPRJ.T,,
a splintC'r,
apel'ter, v. t. To solder with
1pele. Var. of SPE10., climb.
an ulloy containing zinc.
apele, 1,, t. [See 2d RP1<;u,.] To spelter solder, A zinc solder,
spare; to save. ObR. rspff.IKJN.I
as one of three pnrb of zinc to
~~'of·~
Dst:f:!:rjf j
~
four of copper, used in soldering
m,:;fuc,~s~f.fri/;t 1n~).
purslane tree of South Africa.
Climb. Scot, Srnwl. Eng
n. [L.
er's system s is s1gn of summa■peke, 't SPEAK, SPEECH.
1Peel'ken. Var, of SPELLKEN,
tion, pe is a prefix for each (spe
ca.ve: cf.\!. sptilpnque.]
speer.
SPHERE.
~Je~~K~bs. or di[!~fe~g·ob~~,· = all), and lin (fr. L. lingua) spf'/unca
Obs. 1. Cavern ; cave ; lair; den.
n'tc~i.o}:;~RB, Obs. or apeke, n. [Cf. L. specus.] A language. Hence S'[)elin = uni- 2. A shrine.·
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SPERE

SPEW

follow the track; akin to D. speuren, G. spuren, Ice!. sper'ma-toid (spftr'mti-toid), a. [sperm.ato-+ -oid.] Biol. sperm'lst (spftr'mlst), n. Biol. A believer in spermism.
sperm nucleus. The nucleus of the sperm. cell or sperspyrja. See SPOOR.] Obs. or Scot. & /Jial. Eng. a To Resembling sperm or a sperm cell.
matozoon, called the male pronucleus after 1t has entered
search ; pry. b To ask; inquire. c To propose marriage. sr.r'ma-to-phore' (-t~-for'; 201), n. [sperm.ala-+ -phore.]
the egg.
spere (sper), v. t. Obs. or Scot.'& /Jial. Bng. l. To
. Biol. & Pltysiol. A spermospore.
Obs.
sper'mo(spftr'm~- ). Combining form from Greek rnripµ.a.,
track: to search or ferret out; investigate; examine.
.2. ZoOl. A special capsule, packet, or mass, inclosing a .~eed,,werm.
See SPERMATO-.
2. To inquire; inquire for; also, to question; ask.
number of spermatozoa
exb
A
1mo-go'nl-um (-go'uY-um), n.; pl. -NIA (-nY-ci). [NL.;
sper
3. To ask in marriage.
truded by the male of various
~
sperm.a+
Gr.
yov~ offspring.]
Bot. A cup-shaped or desperm (spfirm), n. [ME. sperme, OF. e,'lperme, },. .~perme, animals.
Such structures oc~
--~
pressed receptacle in which spermatia are produced in the
L. sperrna, Gr. crrr~pµ.a, -aTo;, fr. u1reipew to sow. {.,"'f. cur in many different groups,
s
rust
fungi
(Uredinales)
and
in
various
ascocarp fungi and
SPORE.] Biol. a The male fecundating fluid j semen. b A
as annelids, mollusks, artllrotfl
lichens. Cf. PYCNJUM, CONCEPTACLE; see SPERMATIUM b.
spermatozo6n or spermatozoid.
pods, and some vertebrates. In
,n
sperm oil. A fatty oil J'ound as a liquid, with spermaceti,
sperm, n. a Short for SPERMACETI.
Sperm oil.
1:etJi.e~a~\;:r;?~~:
i
,
1
in the head cavities of the sperm whale. See OIL, Table II.
-sperm. [See 1st SPERM.] A combi11ing-form from Greek toph'o-ral (-tl>f'O-ral), u.
·.
sper'mo-phile (spfii•tmt-lil; -fil), n. [Gr. urripµ.a a seed
urrEpµ.a, seed, gm·rn, used chiefly in botany aud denoting
Spertma-toph'y-ta
(-tOffl-td.),
+ -ph.ile.J Any of numerous burseed; as, angio.~perm,, gymnosperrn, etc.
n. pl. [NL.; spermutoGr.
rowing rodents of the genus l'Uellu,,;
sper 1ma-ce'ti (spfir 1mci-se'tl ; -•~t'l ; ~77), n. [L . .,perm.a ,pvTovplant.] Bot. A phylum Spermutophores of Octopus (syn. f-ipermop!tilus) and allied genera
sperm+ ceti, gen. of cetus any large sea animal, a whale,
embracing the -highest plants, bmrdii, nat. size B Sper- of northern Europe, Asia, and North
hefore alteraGr.KijTo~. See let SPERM; CETACEOus.J A yellowish or white
or those that produce seeds; nmtophore
America, called also gopher and ground
; a, f'> Terminal Filawaxy solid \Vhich separates from the oil obtained from the
the seed plants, or flowering tion
squirrel. They are related to the mar111t•nts. .A Spermutophore
mots and the true squirrels, but are
in the uct of extruding the
~~[ 1~e:~~l~~:!~t?cs~e~ic.~t
a~~du~~~si~t~a~~~~it~:n~leif
plants.
They form the most Chain
of
Sper111a.tozoa(i ,·);
much smaller than the marmots and
esters of fat.ty acids, esp. cetyl palmitate.
numerous group, including over s Everted .End.
mostly have shorter, coarser fur than
-spermal.
A suffix denoting havin!J :~eed.~.See -SPERMOUB.
120,000 species. In general, the
the squirrels. They mhabit open praisper'ma-ry
(sp0.r'md-ri), n. 1. z ool. An organ in which
group is characterized by the marked development of the
sporophyte, with great differentiation of its parts (rootf
spermatozoa are developed; a sperm gland ; a testis.
f!C:'i~r~~i1;:i~~°sn:~.~n~ol~1~un~:!isJ~~=
age to crops. Most of them if1ibernate, Striped Spermophile.
0 fe!~d!~onA~l
2. Bot. a An antheridium.
Rare. b A pollen tube.
1:t~'T8:~d ~;·f1~ebdeV!f 0~~~~~
0
sper 1ma-the'ca (-the'kci ), n. ; pl. -THECA< (-se). [NL. ; Gr. the §permatophyta are heterosporous; fertilization of the
0::
~~t~k~~j~tOlda{v~~k[~p~~i~~hr:
-~~Jil.illl fc°o
cnripµ.o.seed+ 8i,K:qreceptacle.]
ZoOl. A sac connected
egg cell is either through a pollen tube emitted by the mimon species of the Great Plains of the United States is the
with the female reproductive organs of most insects and
~rrhoespolieraseor
!!"floawef;1y,nggpylamnutossp,er1.ms
sl)esbsyds1·spet,.rnmcta1.tvoezothidasn.
striped spermophile ( C. tridecemlinPatw;), stri,r,ed with redmany other invertebrates, which receives and retains the
P
dish brown and buff. A species ( C. .franklim,) of the Misspermatozoa, often for a long period, until the time for fer••seed plants," since the conifers, grasses, sedges, oaks, etc.,
sissippi Valley and another ( C. beecheyi) of California are
do not produce flowers in the popular sense. For this reatilizing the eggs. _ sper'ma-the'cal (-kit!), a.
larger and grayish.
1mous (-spfir'mus),
-sper
-sper 1mal (-mill), -sper 1mlc
sper-mat'ic
(sp0r-m~t'lk), a. [L. ltpermaticw1, Gr. ,nrep• h~~:i~:~~;~;!:?ea~:-ira!i~~OJ'tllt~~apt;1u~lb;esie~:~~
(-mYk). [Cf. Gr. -urr,pµos (in comp.) seeded.]
CombinµaT«o<: cf. F. spenmitique. See 1st sPRRM.]Anal. & Zool.
topkyta.
ing
forms
used,
chiefly
in
botany,
to signify ha1.1ing(such or
Pert. to sperm or a spennary or testis; seminal; testicular.
sper'ma-to-phyte' (spftr'mci-M-fit'), n. Any plant of the
1perm&tlc anlma.lcule, a spermatozoon.
Obs. - •· artery,
phylum Spermatophyta.-sper'ma-to-phyt'lc (-fYt'lk), a. so many) seeds or germs; seeded; as, poly-"permous, pterospermous, mouospermous, monospennal, perispermic, etc.
:.~~ 1t!~t~le~nl~r!:'!K s;~~~~;:::~t~~~~~1~~ a~1.!
sper'ma-tor-rhe'a, sper 1ma-tor-rhm1a (-t~-rii'ci), "· sperm whale. A large whale (Physeter macrocephalus) of
the front of the aorta a little below the renal arteries and
[NL.; spermato-rhea.] lfle<l. Abnormally frequent
involuntary emission of the semen without copulation.
each passes downward to the spermatic cord of the same
side and along it to the testicle. - a. canal, Anal., the in- sper 1ma-to-zo'al (-tB-zo'iil), a. Biol. Of or pert. to a
guinal canal.-s.
cord, A-nat.,the cord which suspends the
spermatozoon or spermatozoa.
!~':i~~:s:i~~~~ ~::'r;;!~}~\'i'e\~~t1gf!~aiise~~:;J':
sper 1ma-to-zo11d(-tB-zii'ld), n. [spermatozoon+ Gr. ,/Bos
internal abdominal ring, through the inguinal canal and
form.] 1. Bot. A motile male gamete or male sexual cell,
external abdominal ring, downward into the scrotum._ a. usually developed within an antheridium, and liberated in
duct, ZoOl.,anyefferentduct
ofaspermaryortestie;
a duct
the presence of water, in which it swims freely by means
~~nd~ePtt~i!r,;;;r-;~~:i=:~,.~
of cilia, being conducted or attracted by various devices
piniform plexus of the spermatic cord._ a. veins, Anat. & to the egg, or oOsphere, with which it ultimately fuses.
zo··t the eius leading from the t te I
th
tThhriosugtypeoutotfl1egmamosesetes,
g~cpuatrfcsa,
~,odngernoso,·gaanmdo,.unsceartlga"'1·n'
11
fE
nu:ie~ous, vand form (with tribut!:ies 80fro~ t~~ epfcli~~
Sperm Whale.
mis) the pampiniform plexus in the spermatic cord. From
!1r=8~fi~~eJtto!!
rith~h~J~e~?:na 0 ~~s1i 1
~~~~ the warmer parts of all oceans. Called also cachalot. Its
this they accompany the spermatic artery, eventually
cilia at the anterior end, thus differing from the function.
unitins to form a single trunk, which on the right side
ally similar spermatozoon of animals. See GAMETE.
~~:r~:~~fi c~~s3~i1~;!~d ·s:~\i!r t~~~~fti~~n;r~;;
opens mto the vena cava,: on the left into the renal vein.
2. ZoOl. A spermatozoon.
Ohs. or R.
l
maceti are contained in certain regions ¢ the back; its
sper'ma-tld (spfir'mci-tla), n. [Gr. urrepµa, -aTo<, seed.] sper'ma-to-zo'iln (-lSn), n.; pl. -zoA (-ci). [NL.;
blubber produces oil of fine quality. Its lower jaw is proZool. One of the cells which arise by division of the sec- sperm.atoGr. {<jiov an animal.]
Zool. A male
vided with a series of large conical teeth, but the upper jaw
ondary spermatocytes and become spermatozoa.
sexual cell or sperm cell of an animal, whose funchas no functional teeth and no whalebone. It attains a
3
sper'ma-tin
(-tln), n. Physiol. Chern. A constituent of tion is the fertilization of the egg. See FERTILIZA{:~re~~~:biu:0 6~!i:ft~~~!~~h1~:~!r~~l;1Ysh:v~t~1~~~:t
semen similar to alkali albuminate, and said to impart to
2 Th
t
f <l':ff
t
· 1
secretion of its intestines. Several related whafes of the gesemen its mucilaginous character.
~~~h in fo~1~ie;in:re 0 ~~~ino~l e~~~y~ri.l~!t!
nus K oyia, also of southern seas, are only nine to twelve
sper-ma'ti-um (sper-mii/shY-um), n.; pl. -TIA (-<i). [NL.]
tively to the eggs, and capable of more or less active
feet in length, and hence are called pygmy sperm u·lwle,,;.
Bot. a In the red algre (Rhodophycere), a nonmotile male
spontaneous movement by which they approach and
4 sper'ry-llte (sper'Y-Ht), n. [After F. L. Sperry, who disgamete, which develops a cell wall after its liberation from
t~lt!~h~i~ f(~:~n':~t)hh:11~e~,~ti~g~r ~:s!i:cgra~~ep~
covered it. J lJlin. An arsenide of platinum, PtAs 2 , octhe antheridium, and conjugates with the carpogonium.
g€
·
curring in grains and minute isometric crystals of a tinf
·
d
1·
h
•
•
sules
(spermatophores).
Most
frequently
they
llave
See CARPOGONIUM. b I n cer t am ungi an IC ens, a simian oval or elongated bead consisting of a nucleus
white color. H., 6-7. Sp. gr.,10.60. Itis found near Sudlar cell, developed by abstriction from sterigmata within
with but little cytoplasm, and a long tail, or flagel~~~~lk~I~~~iio ~~~~~i;i a~~1!~:.he only compound of plati1nm with which they swim which is connected
spermogonia, and apparently functioning as male gametes,
to the head by a structure ca~lled the middle piece.
though by many regarded as a form of conidia.
spes'sart-lte (spes'1ir-tit), "· Also spes 1sart-lne (-trn).
sper'ma-to-(spfir'mti-M-),sper'mo-(spfir'rn6-). Combining
They are produced in the male reproductive gland
[From Spessart, in Gennany.]
a Jh'n. A manganesian va(testis or spermary), usually in enormous numbers.
forms from Greek urrEpµ..a, -aTo,;-,.~eed, .~perm, snnen (of
riety of garnet. See GARNET, 1. b Petrog. A dike rock conSee SPERMATOGENESIS, SPERMATID.
plants or animals) ; as, spermatoblast, RpPr:moblast.
chiefly
of
common
green
hornblende
and plagioclaee.
sisting
sper'ma-to-cyte' (-sill), n. [spermato-cyte.] Biol. A sper 1ma-tu'rl-a (-tii'rY-ci), n. [NL.; sperrnato-+
spet (sp~t), n. rOrig. unknown]. A barracuda, esp. Sphycell giving rise to spenn cells or spermatozoa ; specif., in
-uria. J .J.lfed. Discharge of semen in the urine.
rrena s_pltyrrena: a small species of southern Europe.
recent usage, a cell of the last generation (secondary aper- sperm cell. Biol. A male sexual cell; a sperm,
matocyte) or uext to last generation (primary spermatocyte)
spermatozoon, or spermatozoid.
~~~:M~~~~ting lmt'infJ (such or so many)
preceding the spermatozoon.
See SPERMATOGONIUM.
sper 1ma-to-gen'e-sls (-jen'e-sYs), n. [spermato- -gene- sperm'ic (spfir'mYk), a. Pertaining to sperm.
1
;~~e
!tf1~:i:i~~ifbsit:r;:i~i~°:"re~~·:!ihfi~~=:,
{~ sperm'ine (spfir'mln;
-men; 184), n. ~permatozoOn of a
Spet ( Sphyrrena
t.he formation and maturation of the eggs. and a similar reAlso -in. [See 1st SPERM. J Pli11siol. Manuunl
greatly
(sphyrrena).
( y1
2)
duction in the number of chromosomes takes place, but no
Chem_. A ~itrogenous _bas~ ~ccurring
1{~~e~N~;'}g
1;~;
small and functionless cells (like the polar bodies) are
combmed with phosphoric acid 1n s_en~en, a Middle Piece ; spetch (spech), n. l. A patch of any kind. Dial. Eng.
2.
pl.
Parings
and
refuse
of leather hides, skins, etc., used
1
formed.-sper
ma-to-ge-net'lc
(-je"-u0t'Yk),a.
thought by some to be ethylene unme, 4 Axial Filanwnt
as a by-product, as for making glue.
sper'ma-to-go 1nl-um (-go'nl--um), n.; pl. -GONIA (-ci). C2 H,;N. As a drug it has a tonic action. of Ta;! or Fla~elfNL. j spermato-+ Gr. yov~ offspring.l Biol. a ZoOl. One sperm'ism
(-mTz'm), n.
[s_pl~iolum: ,; Enye}«;>ve spew (spii), v. t.; SPEWEn(spiid); SPEW'ING. [ME. spe1l·,n,
speou:en, spiwen, AS. spitcfrm(weak v.),splu·an(strong v.);
of the primitive male germ cells. From the final genera•
-ism.] Biol. The theory, formerly held of. sai°Jf.i fi \ertion of spermatogonia the spermatocytes develop. b Bot.
by many, that the sperm or spermatozoon mum 1 amen ·
akin to D. spuw,,n to spit, OS. & OHG. spiwan, G. speien,
Icel. sp'jj,iato spew, Sw. spy, Dan. spye, Goth. s_peiwan,Lith.
A spermogonium. - sper1ma-to-go'nl-al (-iii), a.
I contains the germ of the future embryo; animalcnlism.
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SPEW
.,pjauti, L. spuere to spit, Gr. 1mi1w, Skr. sh/hiv, sh/hiv.
Cf. SPIT,] 1. To eject from the stomach; to vomit.
2. To cast forth, as with disgust; to eject.

SPHERICALITY

composed of colorless cells, interspersed

PJ:~:;
tfi~;

with those con-

~I

}:~:i~r~~i~~~1t~~J.!1:i
b~lrd~;i::e~:
I will spew thee out of my mouth.
Rev. iii. 16. peat.
2. [l. c.] Any plant of the genus Spliagnmn; also, colspew (spii), v. i. 1. To vomit; fig., to pour forth.
lectively, a ma.t1sof these plants used by florists in packing,
2. To eject seed, as wet land swollen with frost.
potting, etc.
3. Ordnance. To droop at the muzzle or bend at the chase sphal'er-lte (sflll'er-it), n. [Gr. u</>a>.,pri<
treacherous, unbecause of too rapid firing; - said of a gun. Obs. or R.
certain.] JJ/in. A widely distributed ore of zinc, composed
spew, n. Dial. a That which is vomited; vomit. b essentially
of zinc sulphide, ZnS, but often containing iron,
Spewy soil i a bog.
etc. It occurs in isometric crystals or cleavable
spew'lng, vb. n. of SPEW,,,. Specif. : a An exudation of manganese,
masses of resinous to adamautine luster and (commonly)
soft material through gravelly or broken stuff bedded on
spew, or mud, soft wet clay, or the like. b A sweating of
orrfJ~f~i.\'!~~he~;i~t.~va~f:
oily matter from curried leather.
blende or zinc blend", uwek frad,false oalena, blackjack.
1E-LAT'ED (-liit'ed);
sphac'e-late (sfas'e-liit), v. i. ; SPHAC
sphene (sfen), n. [P. spltene, fr. Gr. u</>1va wedge, from a
SPHAC'E-LAT 1JNG (-Iiit 1Ing). [NL. sphacelare, sp!tacelatum,
form of its crystals.] }Jffn. Titanite,esp. when light-colored.
to mortify. See SPHACELUs.]
Med To die,. decay, or be- sphe-neth 1mol4 (sfe-ni!th'moid), a. [sphenoid+ ethmoid.]
ZoOl. Designating, or pertaining to, a bone of the skull
come gangrenous, as flesh or bone; to mortify.
which surrounds the anterior end of the brain in many amsphac 1e-late, "· I. ])fed. To affect with gangrene.
sphac'e-late (sfas'e-lat)} a. 1. ])fed. Affected with gan- phibia ; the girdle bone. - n. The sphenethmoid bone.
sphe'nlc (sfe 1nik), a. [Gr. <T,j,~vwedge.] Wedge-shaped;
sphac'e-lat'ed (-liit'ed)
grene; mortified.
2. Bot. Withered or decayed.
as, a spltenic number, or one having for its factors three
unequal prime integers.
sphac 1e-la'tlon (-lii'shiin), n. Med. The process of becomsphe 1nl-on (-ni-on), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u,J,~v a wedge.]
ing or making gangrenous ; mortification.
Sphac 1e-lo 1ma (sflls'e-lo'm<i), n. [NL. See SPHACELUS.] Cranial. The lower frontal apex of the parietal bone. See
'
Bot. A genus of ascomycetous parasitic fungi, the most de- CRANIOMETRY, Illust.
Sphe-nl8 1cl-dm(sfe-n'is'i-de), n.pl. [NL. SeeSPHENISCUS.]
structive species of which (S. ampelinum) causes authracZool. A family containing all the existing penguins. nose of the grapevine.
See ANTHRACNOsE.
sphac'e-lus (sflls'e-lus), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u,J,o.«AO<gan- sphe-nls'clne (-in; -in; 183), a.
grene. J Med. Gangrene ; mortification ; necrosis ; also, Sphe-nls 1cl-for'mes (-I-f6r'miiz), n. pl. [NL.] Zool. The
order of flightless aquatic birds consisting of the penguins.
a gangrenous or necrosed part or mass; slough.
See PENGUIN, 2.
Sphm-ral'ce-a (sle-rlll'se-ti), n. [NL.; Gr. u,J,a,paglobe+
1cus (sfe-nis'klls),n.
Sphe-nls
[Gr.u</>>1viuKo<a
small wedge,
a.A,cEa.a malvaceous plant.]
Bot. A geuus of American
fr. utp~v wedge ;-from
the shortness of the bird's wings.]
and South African malvaceous herbs or shrubs, the globe
ZoOl.
The
genus
consisting
of
tlie
jackass
penguins.
mallows, with red, pink, or white involucellate flowers,
sphe'no- (sfe'nB-). a Combining form from Greek u,J,,jv,
and mostly globose fruit, the carpels 2-several-seeded.
Sphm-rel'la (sle-rel'<i), n. [NL., dim. fr. L. sphaera wedge. b Anal. Combining form denoting connection
with, or relation to, tile splwnoid bone.
sphere, Gr. u<f,a.ipa.; -in allusion to the spherical asci.]
Bot. A genus of ascomycetous fungi, parasitic mainly on sphe-'ne>-gram(sfii'nB-grllm), n. [spheno- + -gmm.] A
cuneiform, or arrow-headed, character.
leaves. 8. jragllrire causes the strawberry leaf blight,
sphe'noid (sfii'noid), a. [Gr. u</>>1vo«8>i<;
<T</>>iv
a wedge
and S. tabifica the rot of the beet and mangel-wurzel.
+•l8odorm.]
1. Wedge-shaped; as,aspltenoidcrystal.
1
Sphm'ri-a'les (sfe ri-ii'lez), n. pl. [NL., fr. Sphreria a
2. Anal. &: Zool. Designating, pertaining to, or in the
genus of fungi, fr. Gr. <T</>a,pa
globe.] Bot. One of the
region of, a compound bone of the base of the cranium of
largest orders of ascomycetous fungi, embracing some
various vertebrates, formed by the fusion of several bony
2,000 species parasitic on leaves, wood, or stems. With
elements with the basisphenoid (the element of the basirelated orders they comprise the group formerly called
cranial axis next in front of the basioccipital).
The extent
Pyreno'fnycetes.
and manner of fusion of the different elements varies in
sphlll-rid'l-um (sfe-rTdlT-1.im),
different animals, and . in comparative anatomy the elen.; pl. -RIDIA (-<i). [NL., dim.
ments are commonly treated separately.
In man the
fr. Gr. <T</>a,paasphere.] Zool.
'
sphenoid bone consists of a median bodx, from whose sides
One of the peculiar organs on
extend a pair of broad, curved, winghke expansions, the
the exterior of most kinds of
greater wings. In front of these is another pair of much
smaller triangular lateral processes, the lesser wings. From
sea urchins, consisting of an Sp_hreridia of various Sea
the lower surface two large deeply cleft processes, the
oval or spherical
head sur- Urchins, much enlarged,
pterygoid processes (which see), extend downward. The
mounting a short pedicel. Their function is perhaps that
body of the sphenoid is chiefly formed of the basis~henoid,
of balancing organs. -sphm-rld'l-al (-T-iil), a.
sphllll're>-co'balt-lte (sfe'r~-ko'b6lt-it ; -Mlt-it), n. [Gr.
!Y~~i°:n«Fe1;t::E:f 88
~~etlier;t~~;~~\1· pJo~~
u,t>a,paa sphere + cobaltite.] Min. Native cobaltous caresses are formed of the alispCenoids and the lesser wing-s
bonate, CoCO~, occuITing usually in small, rose-red, spherof the orbitosphenoids.
The inner piate of the pterygo1d
processes represents the pterygoids of the lower verteical masses. Sp. gr., 4.02--4.13.
Spb.18-rop'al-da'les (sft-rop'si-dii'lez),
n. pl. [NL., fr.
brates. See a]so SPHENOTURBINAL.
:'
Sphreropsis, name of the typical genus, fr. Gr. u,J,a,pa sphe'noid(sfii'noid), n. 1. Cryst. A wedgesphere + ooJ,«appearance.]
Bot One of the three orders
shaped crystal form of the tetragonal system
.· /
having four like isosceles faces, often ob/
of the Fungi Imperfecti, consisting of forms in which the
served with chalcopyrite. It may be regarded
:
conidia occur in pycnidia or cavities resembling perithecia.
a.ti a hemihedral
form of the double square
:'
It is a very extensive group, with four families, and inpyramid, that is, the form which results by
.·
cludes a number of organisms producing leaf-spot diseases.
/
Sphm'ro-the-'ca (sfe'r~-thii'k<i), n. [NL.; Gr. u,J,a,po. suppressing alternate faces of the double
pyramid and extending the remaining faces :
sphere+8~f<71Ca.t1e, box.J Bot. A genus of para- t
till they intersect. Some, however, call this
·
sitic mildew fungi (Erys1bacere), as S. castagnei,
a bisphenoid, and define a spbenoid as a form Tetragon.al
the destructive hop mildew, and S. mors-u,}re, ,·
having two faces only, meeting in a wedge- Spheno1d.
the gooseberry mildew.
1
shaped edge, which form can exist, on crystals, in comSphag-na 1ce-m(sfllg-nii1se-ii),n.pl. [NL.] Bot.
3 d.
bination only. See FORM,
A ,family constituting the Sphagnales. - sphag- \
2.
The sphenoid bone.
na'ceous (-shlls), a.
sphe-noi'dal (sf~-noi'dl!l), a. 1. Sphenoid.
Sphag-na'les (-Jez), n. pl. [NL. See SPHAGNUM,]
2. CrtJst. Pertaining to, or resembling, a sphenoid.
Bot. One of the three orders of mosses (Musci),
ephenoldal flBBure,Anat., the foramen lacerum anterius. - a.
comprising the peat mosses. See SPHAGNUM.
process.
Anat. a A process on the superior border of the
aphag'nous (sfllg'nils), a. Bot. Pertaining to
mosses of the genus Sphagnum; abounding in
f~;~~i~~c<rl1~r i;,1al6~c~:a~:l: 1;;~i~i!'¢~.;>-~~Fr~t~~ftn1~~
peat or bog moss.
Sphag'num (-nllm), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u,J,a..
~h~u~~~a~~t:es:::, al~a\~e r:rng/ci~:
1::im(~~
regular cavities in the body of the sphenoid bone. They
yvo~ a kind of moss.] l. Bot. A large ¥espongy, or turbinus of m~ses, type and sole representative
cymbi}olwmJ. 1 communicate with the nasal fossre.-1.
ofthefam1lySphagnacere;
thepeat,orbog,
Operculum; 2 nated, bones, Anal., the sphenoturbinal bones.
mosses. They form a remarkably distinct
Calyptra : 3 Va- sphe 1no-max'll-la-ry (sfii 1n~-miik'si-lli-rT), a. Anal. Pertaining to the sphenoid and maxillary bones.
group, having a protonema not filamen- gmula; 4 Stalk,
tons, but like the ;prothallium of a fern; o .r Pseudopoaphenomaxlllary fissure, Anal., a cleft by which the orbit
the pseudopodium IS an outgrowth of the dmm.
8
~~il1~~~c1~~'!:.i~
s~h10~::~ 0 ~i!jf{~~~:~ia~n~p
fc~e~:
gametophyte, and not a part of the sporogonium, as in
other mosses. The leaves contain abundant aqueous tissue
neath the apex of the orbit.
spewd. Spewed. Ref. Sp.
talline imbstance said to be the meniales. It includes the spe- sphe&re. + SPHERE.
spew'er, n. One who spews.
active principle of ergotcies which yield agar. - sphae'1
(s{,~;r-g:)sr':i
(sfl!-rll:rl·
~pew'y (sp1l'l), a- Wet;boggy; sphm-raph'i-des
ro-coc-ca'ceous (-shits). a.
fos-gv; ~nlso, frothl;
pulpy. dez), n. pl. [NL.; Gr. u<f,aipa aphm'rold. Vnr. of SPmrnorn.
)~g),~ :: pl,
D,u1. 1mg. - SJJeWi-neas (-l- sphere + j,arj)li; needle.] Bot. ephm-rom'e-ter. Var. of SPHE- ~;~~:J>::c't~t!f
nti:s),11. _ lJwf. 1~11f1•
Spherical ng~re!?ationsof raph- HOMETtrn.
[NL.; Gr u<f,)]t, ucJ:>11,cOi;,
wasp
spha!'ro-sid 'er-tte (sfe"'ri'i-sld ' - + -ma.] ZoOl. A group of wasps
var. of SPAE,
ides in eepnin plant cells. ,
:p:~J!~11!y.s~•~o~E
Cr-It), 11. Siderite occurring in nearly equivalent to Fossores.
ey'slde1 pine (spi'sid').
I sp~m-ren chy-ma(sf~-rihJ
!c,'t- spheroidal mnsses
See nwrnm WASP. A more or
[JJJe!f, river of Scotland+ side.1 ! ma). n.
lNL.; Gr.. a<f,atpa sphte'ro-apore (sfiVrti-spi'ir;201),
A variet_y ( Pi1111ssyfreMris ho- BP!tere+ -enchymn..] Bot. Sphe- 11. [Gr. ucjla"ipa sphere+ spore.] less nearlh equivalent g-roup is
r1zo11falts) of the Scotch pine I ro1dal parenchyma,
s~i::,,~d:c(!;:v~-~~)~i':.~-:1:
Bot. A tetraspore, Rare.
having h~rizontal branches and Sphm'ri-a'ce-;e (sfC'rY-R's~-e), sphll!r'ule (sfCr'OOl: sfe'r@l),
[NL,, irreg. fr. Gr- crtj,~f, utJ,11red wood.
I'!· JJ/• [NL.J ~Jot. The t~pe
(sf~r'cm-lit; sfe'- 1c:Of,wasp +-id.re.] Zool. A fams. P. G. Alibi·. Society for the , f'!,m1lyof Splj~rrnles.- spha! rl- aphaer'u-lite
rdt:1-). Vars. of SPIIEltL"LE. etc. ily
of wasps having the first segPropngation of the Gospel.
i a ceous (-slrns), r1..
_
_
apha'gl-on
(1-fi'jY-tSn
;
sflg'Tof the abdomen generally
sp. gr. Abfn· Specific gravity. I sphm'ris-te'rl-um
(sfe 1rYs-te'- nn), 11.: ,,1.-n1A (-d).
[Gr. ment
prolonged into a long, smooth,
spJiac'el (sflh'~l),
n. LGr. rr-Um),n. [L.,fr. Gr, u<bcupt- crrj)ci.y1.ov.1
(;,-. RPhg. An ani- cylindrical petiole, as in the
urj)!J.,c1:Aoi;: cf. R sphacele-1 UT~ptov, fr. u<f,atpl{nv to play mal sacrifice
entirely con- mud daubers nnd some digger
sumed; a holocaust.
:t,h~c~,u~ec:·f (i-se'l l-d), n. ~~
h~W~i~;1nr;.om sphag-nic'o-lous (efD.g-n"Yk'0-sahts.
11
,i.
[NL., fr, Gr. crtJ,ti.,ceAoi;
gan- ephm'rite (fl fC'rit).? n. [G. hts), u. [ 8plwgnum + L- co/ere
~rd. Yar of Sl'Ht-;cmnEA.
grene. l Bot. The conidial stage splidr1f, fr. Gr. ucjla.tpa ball.] to inhabit.] Bot. Inhabiting, or ephen'do-ne (Bf~n'dtl-ni!), n.
of ergot (Cfal'iceps 1mrpm·ea), 1.1li11.A light gruy or bluish hy- growing in, sphagnum moss.
[Gr. u<f,•vtiOvq sling, headband.]
orig. <lt'scrihed as a distmct ge- droue phosphate of aluminium,
0
nus of fungi ;-now commonly m globular concretions.
:1~h~;,~;:-~
A~~a~;~
Spha!'ri-um <,-rl-1lm),11. [NL,,, The branch of bryology which circular part or place, as at the
called -~rliaceha stajl/·
sph&c'el-ism (sfls tl-r7:'m), n. fr. Gr. u<f,a1.ptov, dim. of ulj,a.t- treats of the peat mosses.-sph&g- end of a stadium.
1.lled, Sphacelate cond1t1on.
, pa a sphere.] Zobl. A widely nol'o-gist (-nnl'tl-jlst), n.
aphe'neth-moi' dal ( s f e1n C t hsph&c1e-lo-der'm& (-@-10-d0.r · distributed genus of small v1- sphalm,
n. lGr. a<f,l'.I.Aµa.-lmoi' d(l"l), a. Zodl. Sphenoethmd), n. [NL- See SPHACELlJS; viparous fresh-water bivalves FalRe step ; error. Obs.
moidal.
-DERM.]
Gan.i,ene of the skm. havingathin,light-coloredshell.
1~o"Jl.
sphac'e-lo-tox'ln (-tnk'sTn), n. S~m'ro-coc-ca'ce-m (sfe'rt'.1-kn- ~~r~~:.
genus coneisti!IJ of the leather- tenaive with Sphemsciformee.
1)lli~~}~back
1
A ~~~f::.n:ryt
1turtle (which eee).
Sphe-DB1co-mor'phae (ef@-nre

taining to the sphenoid and palatine bones.
g~;i~Po1~~ 1(:. f:~~:1h)~1:va:~~ a ti?:as~g~~gidltl~~~
parts of the vertical plate of the palatine bone which by
articulation with the sphenoid bone is converted into a
foramen. -s, ganglion, .A11at., a large ganilion in the spheno-

~f:~ita1

::1:e~~~g,
fi::ij :~:~:~!r~~ai:u::nrJ:;niie!!: ~~0~o~~~:
1j~\~in~f:.U1ot~
t":~
Vidian nerve. Its branches are distributed to the orbit,

~~tid
:re~!:~iih:i;..vc!\~s~~ta~:ar:1~~

palate, nose, nasal fossre, and pharynx.

sphe no-pa-rl e-tal (-pci-ri'e-tiil), a.
K11!t.1;.;
the sphenoid and parietal bones. -

ft~~:'~
?,~~h/i

0.

i!l:

~~!al!~

1
1
Anal. Pertaining to
sphenoparietal lnde:z,
Cran-lom., the ratio of the breadth of the skull from stenion
to stenion to its greatest breadth.
Sphe'no-phyl'lum (sfe 1n~-fil'um), n. [NL.; spheno- +
Gr. ,j,,JA>.ovleaf.] Paleo/Jot. A genus of Paleozoic fossil
plants allied to the club mosses and horsetails, but usually
considered as typifying a distinct family (Sphenophyllaceoo) and order (Sphenophyllales).
They have jointed

~~~:i~':.

:!~1:108i;1:;l}~~~h~~
2~~~i:i~o::tli~sb:~gnt;~tji~
a. [spheno- + Gr. oil<,
the
ear.] ZoOl. Designating, or pertaining to, a bone of the
skull of many fishes situated above the prootic and often
forming part of the boundary of the orbit.
sphe 1no-tur'bi-nal (sfli'nB-tfir 1bT-nal), a. Anat. Pert. to
or designating a pair of small curved plates of bone at the
anterior and inferior part of the body of the sphenoid bone.
In man they are attached to the sphenoid until the age of
puberty. - n. A sphenoturbinal bone.
spher'al (sfer'iil), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a sphere.
2. Rounded like a sphere ; sphere-shaped; hence, sywmetrical ; complete ; perfect.
3. Of or pert. to the spheres of ancient astronomy ; hence,
Poetic, in allusion to their supposed music, harmonious.
sphe-ra'tlon (sfe-rii'shiln), n. [spltere + -ation.] Act or
process of taking the form of a sphere.
sphere (sfer), n. [ME. spere, OF. espere, F. sphere, L.
sphaera, fr. Gr. u,j,a,pa a sphere, a ball.] 1. Geom. a A
body or space bounded by one surface all points of which
are equally distant from a point within called its center.
b The bounding surface itself.
2. Hence, any globe or globular body, esp. a celestial one.
3. A globe representing the earth or heavens.
4. Astron. a The apparent surface of the heavens (half of
which forms the dome of the visible sky, which is aasumed
to be spherical and everywhere equally distant from the
earth) in which the heavenly bodies seem to have their
places, and on which the various astronomical circles, as of
right ascension and declination, tbe equator, ecliptic, etc.,
are conceived to be drawn; an ideal geometric spheret
with the astronomical and geographical circles in their
proper positions on it. b In ancient astronomy, one of theconcentric and eccentric revolving spherical transparent
shells in which stars, sun, planets, and moon were supposed to be set, and by which they were carried, in such
manner as to produce their apparent motions. Cf. mwic
of the spheres, under MUSIC.
&. Circuit or range of action, knowledge, or influence;

wTO,,

sphe-not'ic (sfe-not'ik),

f;J

n.,

ss;fa~~r:i

sphe'no-pal'a-Une (sfii'ni-pill 1ti-tin; -tin), a. Anal. Per-

il/~t!t~~\

r,,~r
1,~jl.

co:a~:: jhr:~:{n;fe ihf~~1~no:r;~;ra~i~~sa;t:in h~~e~:t;,na~ci
inclosing her in a sphere by herself
Hawthorne.
8. Rank ; order of society; social position or class.
7. An orbit, as of a star ; a circuit. Obs. or R.
Shak.
8. Logic. = BXTBNSION, 3. Ra1·e.
9. The atmosphere ; the upper ah· ; the heavens. Poetic.
Syn. - Globe, orb, circle.
rg:e~~1Al~!f~~fl;.t:~':'~~ttf:~t~r~8:t~i~l~:ai;~~ti~h~~

0::P~~f

::!i:;

~g~~': i::~i!e~; 1~!~1
riret~~di~fo:!~;ru:i:
the control of a nation, but not constituting a formally
recognized protectorate or suzerainty.
Sphere of actloD,

:r!if:rf ~
Z:f:s:!.i!t!!~~d,ff.~th:'
s~:-~t~~Ou~
four consecutive points of a space curve.
1ING (sfer'Ing).
SPHER
1. To place in a sphere or among the spheres; to insphere.
2. To form into a spbere; to make spherical, or spheral.
3. To inclose as in a sphere ; to surround.
Obs. or R.
4. To send in a circuit; to circulate.
Obs. &: R.
sphere geometry. That geometry in which the sphere is
taken as the element.
spher'ic (sf~r'ik), a. Of or pertaining to a sphere or the
spheres; resembling a sphere ; spherical ; orbital.
spheric motion, J,f('ch., motion of a body such that every
point in it keeps the same distance from a fixed point.
spher'i-cal (sf~r'i-kiil), a. [L. spltaericus, Gr. u,J,a,ptKo<:
cf. F. spherique.] 1. Having the form of a sphere; like
a sphere; globular; orbicular; as, a spherical body.
2. Of or pertaining to a sphere or spheres.

~:'J~~'
•.

sphere (sfer), v. t. ,' SPHERED(sferd);

E:::

l

i~~l~lnr~';~:

1l

~,z~:~:~t~~Vc1;.dt

Js:i<~~~?ro~!~:
~~~c{t:~f
!r1J1~~~
t

~~_:in.]
ucjl&~~o,
food, fovot; out, oil;

:e~;;:J~
~fib.t::d~!

chair;

go; sing, igk; tllen, thin;
Fall explanations

rBt:t 1~;~l~!l;r
n~of1:
~fiiJ{)/!/~ch~lJ~fhi

natyre, ver<!Y,re (250); K= ch in G. ich, ach (144); boN; yet; zh = z in azure.
of' Abbreviations,
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SPHERICALLY
3. Of or pert. to the heavenly bodies, or their spheres
(sense 4 b).
Thieves, and treachere by spherical predominanee.

Shak.

g,herical aberration. See ABBRRATION, 4. -1. angle, one made
liy two arcs of great circles that intersect on a sphere. - 1.
utronomy, that branch of the science which treats chiefly

SPICULATE

tight.] Anat. &, Zoo/. A ringlike muscle snrronnding, and
able to contract or close, a natural opening or passage.
II1phinc'ter a'ni (i'ni) [NL.1, or sphincter of the auua, .A.nat.,
either of two sphincters of the intestine. The external is a
layer of voluntary muscle extendin~ from the coccyx to
the central tendinous part of the permenm, and surrounding the anus just beneath the integument. The internal is
a ring of involuntary muscle formed by a thickening of the
circular muscular layer of the rectum. - II a. ve-ld.'ca (ve"-si'se) [NL.: cf. L. venca bladder!, Anal., a thick layer of
circularly arranged unstriated" muscle fiber surrounding
the neck of the urinary bladder.
8
0<,.8;~'/,k~;,r~e~• Anat. & Zoo/. Serving to consphinc'ter-al (sfTIJk'ter-111), a. Anal. & Zoo/. Pert. to,
or of the nature of, a sphincter.
sphinc'ter-ate (-at), a. Anat. &, Zool. a Provided with,
or contracted by, a sphincter. b Constricted in the middle
as if by a splJincter.
BPhinC'ter-ot•o-my (-ot't-mT), n. [sphincter
-tomy.]
Med. The cutting of a sphincter.
sphln-gom'e-ter (sfTIJ-gllm•t-ter), n. [Gr. a,f,iyyewto bind
tight +-uieter.] JJ,Jech.An instrument for measuring the
bending of a strut, as by deflection of beams of light.
sphlml: (sfi~ks), "·; pl. E. SPHINXES(sfIIJk'sez; -siz; 151),
L. SPHINGEs(sfin'jez).
[L., fr. Gr. u,f,/yfi, usually derived
from a,f,i-yyew to bind tight or together, as if the throttler.]
1. Gr. A rt&: Myth. A monster having typically a lion's
body, wings, and the head and bust of a woman, The most
famous Greek sphinx was that of Thebes, whose habit was
to pro:pose a riddle to all passers and upon their failure to
1
!~iit!rffir~~~~f
it~ffi:',~';,d~:oh~n:UrJ
rid them of the monster: <Ed?.'us (which see) guessed the

t:i:~

J:i:~!,~~~i;;

~r~:i,l~J~i~-~,
tah:!tl:ic!d a;~i~tslst~~ig~l~
used in physical, esp. in potential, problems, in order to determine a function that shall satisfy Laplace's e~uation for

r::

:l~~~~~;~~~~~ 0
:1;~:rS:~~1:~~c~te~~:
~::e:
(KPfrin) and Kugelfunctionen, or kugel
spherical har1:11onics
functions (Heme). - B, inversion. See INVERSE FIGURES. - I,
lemniacate, Astron., the Hrigure eight" lemniscate whende17's~~al:feh:~~a~e~1~~ria~l,s
f:!~d~~t\~:
i:,rgeg;;:t
semicircles.-■. opening,the magnitude of a
angle. See
BOLIO ANGLE. - I, pendulum. = CONICAL PENDULUM. - I, perapectlve. See PERSPECTIVE. 3. - 1. pol1gon. Geom .• a figure
analogous to a plane polygon, formea on a sphere by arcs

.~l€e~c:

~1

solia

-graphy.]

(Bfig-mllg'ra-fY), n. [sphygmoPhysiol. Description of the pulse.

+

&, Med. Resembling tbe pulse;

pulselike.

aphyg-mol•o-gy (sfig-mlll'a-jT), n. [sphygmo-

+ -logy.]

Physiol. The scientific study of the pnlse.
aphyg 1mo-ma-nom•e-ter (sfI g1mo-mci-n llm'!-ter), n.
L•phygmomanometer.] Physiol. An instrument for
measuring the pressure of the blood in an artery.
aphyg-mom'e-ter (sfig-mllm•~-ter), n. [.,phyg,no- + -meter.] Physiol. An instrument for measuring the strength
of the pulse beat; a sphygmograph.
sphyg'lllo-phone (sfig'ru5-fiin), n. [sphygmo- + -phone.]
Physiol. An electrical instrument for determining by the
ear tbe rhythm of the pulse of a person at a distance.
spi'ca (spi'ka), n.; pl. SPICJE(-se). [L., an ear, as of com.J
l. Med. A kind of bandage passing 1 by successive tumsan
crosses, from an extremity to the trunk i - so called from
its resemblance to a spike of barley.
2. [cap.] Astron. A star of the first magnitude in the constellation Virgo. It is a spectroscopic binary. See STAB.
apl1cate (spi'kat), a. [L . .,picatu.,, p. p. of spicare to furnish
with spikes, or ears, fr. ,fipica a spike, or ear. J a Bot.& Zool.
Having the form of a spike; arranged in a spike or spikes;
as, a spicate inflorescence. b ZoOl. Calcarate; spurred.
ll1plc-ca1to(sptk-kii'tii), a. [It., p. p. of spiccare to detach,
separate.]
JJ-lusic. Detached ; - indicating, esp. in violin
music, that every note is to be performed in a distinct and
pointed manner, as by short springy movements of the bow.
aplce (spis), n. [ME . .,pice (cf. ME. spece, fr. OF. e1ipece),
OF. espice spice (cf. OF. espece spice, species, F. esptce
species, fr. the same L. word), F. epice spice, fr. L. specie&
a particular sort or kiud 1 a species, a sight, appearance,
80
lj!g~~id~: ~t:i~si~wh~;~
~e~:~·M:tt~::,~~:~:~~r~
show, LL., spices, drugs, etc., of the same sort, fr. L. specere to look. See SPY; cf. SPECIES,]l. Appearance. Obs.
1
0 0s~e~ei~t;
0 ~pb:b;wo0J i~:d~n~~
Abstain you from all evil spice. W.11clijjC(l Tliess. v. 22).
knees, latel' on his feet, and in old age with a staff.
2. Species; kind ; variety ; sort. Ob,\'.
The spices of penance hen three.
Chaucer.
Theban bogy. ~~tJhl/~::
1~ 1~
3. A specimen ; a small portion, quantity, or admixture;
2. A sphinxlike person; one of enigmatical or inscrutable
modicum ; touch, as of an illness, taste. Obs. or Dial.
character and purposes; one who speaks enigmatically.
So much of the will. with a s1nce of the willful. Coleridge.
3, Egypt. Art.
4. An aromatic or savory article of food; a pungent or ap.
An image in the
petizing eatable or seasoning; -now only of condiments
form of a recum(see def. 5), except in Dial. Eng., in which the word is apbent lion having a
plied to such things as gingerbread, sweetmeats, confecman'shead(andro- ~-~ _
tionery, currants, raisins, and other dried fruits.
spbinx) a ram's
~- 6, Specif. : Any of various vegetable productions, fragrant
head (crlo1phin.z),
J;,: - ~ .
or aromatic and pungent to the taste, as pepper, cinnamon,
or a hawk's head ~ -IL,: -:
nutmeg,
m8'}e, allspice, ginger, cloves,etc., used in cookery
(hieracosphin:a:). = _
:._-:-_.
to season food and to flavor sauces, pickles, etc. ; a vegeThe man-headed ....;-___ -; ...
table condiment or relish, usually in the form of a powder;
-~~:~-~
also, such condiments collectively.
machis,the morn- _
6. A pnngent or fragrant odor ; a perfume.
ing sun, the no7, Fig., that which enriches or alters the quality of a thing,
tion that it t:ypiesp. in a small degree, as spice alters the taste of food ;
:6.es enigmat1cal
that which gives zest or pungency; a piquant or pleasing
wisdom being de~ I
flavoring; a relish ; as, variety is the spice of life. Cf. def. 3 •.
8;..":ks!\\'~h!~:
The Great Sphinx at Gizeh,
Syn.-See
VEIN.
sphinx (often ~~theSphinx") near the pyramids of Gizeh has aplce, "· t.; SPICED(spist); SPIC1ING(spili'ing). [Cf. OF.
a man's head and the recumbent body of a lion. It is 172 ft.
,spicier, F. epice,·,] To prep~re or treat with spices; spelong and 66 ft. high; is partly hewn from the solid granite,
cif. : a To embalm. Obs, b To season with spices ; to
and Gr!rt17 built up: and had a small temple built against
mix aromatic or pungent substances with; to flavor; season; as, to spice wine; hence, to make spicy, piquant, or
!f:ne:i°:: ttt,1e3
h!~1 ~~"offi:sioii\h
~;!!a~f;, been aspleasing.
4. a [cap.] Zoot. The typical genus of hawk moths, for1ry (-ber'i),
splce'ber
n.; pl. -RIEs (-Tz). a The checkermerly coextensive with the
berry. b A myrtaceous tree (Eugenia procera) of the
family Sphingidre, but now vaWest
Indies
and
Florida
; also, its fruit.
riously limited.
The larva
Bl)ice'bush• (-b<l6sh'), n. An American lauraceons shrub
often assumes a position sug(Benzo,n
benzoin)
with
spicy
aromatic bark, bearing clus,.
gestive of the Egyptian sphinx.
ters of small yellow flowers, followed by scarlet berriee.
b Any member of the genus
1plced
(spist),
a.
l.
Flavored
with a spice or spices.
Sphinx or family Sphingidre; a
2, Filled or impregnated with the odor of spices; perfumed.
hawk moth. See HAWK MOTH.
3.
Nice
or
dainty;
scrupulous
i
squeamish. Obs Chaucer.
C Short for SPHINX BABOON.
1pic'er (spis'er), n. l. [OF. espicier, F. epicier.] One
IPhinx baboon. A large West
African baboon(Pa.pio:;;pltinx),
who deals in spice ; a grocer or apothecary.
Obs.
..
often kept in menageries.
.
2. LFrom SPICE.] One who seasons with spice.
1phrag'lde (sfrllj'Td), n. [L. Larva of Sphmx (S. gorclius).
apic'er-y (-T), n. [OF. espwerie, F. epicerie.] l. Spices.
sphragis, -idi.,, Lemnian earth, fr Gr. a-«f,payti;,-'ifos-,a seal;
2. A spice or spicy substance. Obs,
- because sold in sealed packets. J Lemnian bole or earth.
3. A repository of spices ; a grocery i also, a buttery or
sphra-gla•Uca (sfr<i-jis'tlks), n. [Gr. u,J,pa-y,uT<KO<
of or
pantry.
Obs.
Addison.
for sealing, fr. cr4,pay1.ia seal.] The science of.seals, their
4
Jfolmea.
· A spic~ s~:~~~:!if t
history, age, distinctions, etc.
aphyg'mlc (sflg'mik), a. [Gr. a<fm-yJL6,
the pulse.] Phy.,iol. 1pi'ci-form (spi'si-f6rm), a. [L . •,pica a spike, ear+ E.
-form.] Bot. Shaped like a spike.
Of or pertaining to the pulse.
allhyg•mo- (sfig'mt-), aphygm-. Combining form from aplck'-and-span', or, more fully, aplck'-and-1pan•new1,
a. [Cf. SPICK a nail.] Quite new; new and fresh;
GreeK u<fnryµ.6i;,pulse.
brand-new ; as, a spick-and-:;pan novelty. Cf. SPAN-NEW.
aphyg 1mo-chron'o-graph (-krlln'ii-graf), n. [sphygmochronograph.1 Ph.y.\'iol. An instrument for recording the 1pick'nel (spik 1n~I), n. Alsosplgr,el. [Prob. fr . .,pike nail
a large, long nail, in allusion to the shape of its capillary
movements of the pulse.
aphyg-mod'ic (sfig-mlld'ik), a. [Gr. a,f,v-yJLwB.,,,;CT,f,v-yJL6<leaves.] A European apiaceous herb (Meum athamanlicu111,)
having finely divided leaves.
pulse+ t:!8oi form.1 Resembling the pulse; pulsating.
apic'U-la (splk'lt-la ), n.; _pl.-LlE (-le). [NL., dim. of L.
sphyg 1mo-gram (sffg 1mt-grltm), n. [sphygmo-+-gram.]
spica
a spike, ear.] A spicule.
Ph.11siol. A tracing, called a pub,·e tracing, consisting of a
series of curves corresponding with the beats of the heart. splc'U-lar (-ldr), a. [L . .,piculum a dart.] Pert. to, or of
the
nature
of, a spicule or spicules ; dartlike; spiculate.
sphyg'mo-graph (-graf), n. [sphygmo-+-graph.] Physiol.
An instrument which, when applied over an artery, indi- spic'u-late (-lat), a. [L. spiculatus, p. p. of .,picul01·eto
sharpen, to point, fr. spiculum a dart.] Covered with, or
cates graphically the movements or character of the pulse.
having, spicules i spicular; spiculiform; also, Bot., disphyg'mo-graph'lc (sfig'm~-grllf'ik), a. Physiol. Relatvided into small spikelets.
ing to, or produced by, a sphygmograph.

~r~:o~tk~
fs8tt~iNt!~s!~tioC:~r8!i~~1:eP~ffh;-S:·c~=cde~
gree
a sphere c~ncentric with the vertex of the cone ;

with
- called also sphencal conic section. - •· cOOrdinatee. See
COORDINATE, n., 2. - 1. curvature. Math. a The curvature
of au osculating sphere. b Plane curvature in any part of
a twisted curve. c Surface curvature where the osculating quadric is a sphere. - a. u:ceas, Geom •. the amount by
which the sum of the three angles of a spherical triangle
exceeds two right angles. - a. function, Math., a spherical
harmonic. - a. geometry, that branch of geometry which
treats of spherical magnitudes; the doctrine of the sphere·,
esp. of circles described on it. - 1. harmonic (of the nth
degree), Malit., any homogeneous function, Vi,,of :r:y, z,
of nth degree, that satisfies Laplace's equation v2v = 0.
Ordinarily, however, this equation is first transformed to
spherical coordinates r, 9, «f,,and its solution then is called
a solid spherical harmonic, Un. This divided by rn yields a
function of (J and cJ,only, a surface spherical harmonic . If
ti, does not appear the harmonic is called a zonal lwrmonic,
either solid or su,faee. Harmonics express the distribution

aphyg-mogtra-phy

aphyg'lllold (sfl'.g'moid), a. [sphyg111,o+ -oid.] Physiol. ·
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ti.on factor, Elec. Lig~hng,

the ratio of ti1e mean spherical
to the mean horizontal candle power of a lamp. - 1. sailing.
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::~!:t
~f !·;-te':!~Se~e:s!~~:;/~b~~-;.
~~::1~~!
fi_gur~on a sphere, formed by the arcs of three ~reat circles

that mtersect each other. - 1. trigonometry. trigonometry
applied to spherical triangles and polygons. - 1. ungula,
Geom,.,a spherical wedge.-1. vault, Arch., a vault havinjtap~roxi mately the form of part of a sphere i a cupola of 01rcu-

1
~~:~~ t:ot:1f8p1fi~:
tb;~iEi::~~t°i~1a:af:~~{~~~uded

-apher'i-cal ly, '"'''· - apher•i-cal-neaa, n.
1phe-ric'i-ty (sf!-rTs•T-tT), n. [Cf. F. sphericite.] Quality
or state of being spherical ; roundness.

spher'lca (sfer•Tks ), n. Jl/,,tl,. Tbe doctrine of the sphere ;
the science of the properties and relations of the circles,
figures, and other magnitudes of a sphere produced by
planes intersecting it; spherical geometry and trigonometry.
1pher'o-graph (sfer'li-graf; sfer'ii-), n. [.,ph,re +-graph.]
l. Navig. c.t:Astron.. Two cardboards containing various
circles, and turning upon each other in such a manner that
any possible spherical trhmgle may be readily found, and
the measure of the parts read off by inspection.
2. A disk ruled with meridians and parallels in stereographic projection, for the solution of problems in spherics.
aphe•rold (sie'roid), 11, [L. spha,roides ball-like, spherical,
el8o~ form: cf. F.
Gr. a4>a.1.poet8l],; a4,a.'ipa. sphere
$phero,de.] A figure like a sphere, but not spherical; esp.,
an ellipsoid of revolution.
aphe-rol'dal (sf~-roi'd/11), a. Having tbe form of a spheroid, consisting of, or characterized by, spheroids.
1
0
1
~~ ~at~~:h~t!i::r~;thrown on a surface of highly heated metal, it gathers in
spheroidal drops or masses, at a temperature several de-
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aphe'rol-dlc'l-ty (sfe 1roi-dls'T-ti) n. Quality or state of
1phe-rol'di-ty (sfi-roi'di-ti)
being spheroidal.
aphe-rom'e-ter (sf!-rllm'!-ter), n.. [sphere
-meter: cf.
F. spMrometre.] Phy.<ics. An instru-r:

+

ment for measuring the curvature of
_,
10
spherical and othPr surfaces.
1phe'ro-po•lar(sfe 1rt-po'l<ir), a. Math. '
Reciprocal with respect to a sphere n. A spheropolar figure.
apher•ule (sfer'ool: 277), n. [L .,phaenua: cf. F. spherule.] A little sphere
or spherical body.
apher•u-llte (sfer'illi-lit), n. [Cf. F.
spherulite.l Petrog. A spherical crysSpherometer.
talline body, having a radiated strncture,in some vitreous volcanic rocks,as obsidian and per lite.
It is commonly an intergrowtl1 of quartz and feldspTr.
apher'u-llt'io (-lit'Tk), a. Of or pertaining to a spherulite ;
characterized by the presence of spherulites.
apher'u-lit'lze (sfer'illi-liViz), v. t. To render spherulitic.
apher•y (sfer'i), a. Poetic &, Rare. l. Round ; spherical;
Shak.
starlike. u Hermia's •1phery eyne."
2, Of or pertaininJl to the spheres.
Milton.
aphinc'ter (sfTIJk'ter), n. [NL., fr. Gr. a,f,l-y-yew to bind

t •
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SPICULATE
aplc1u-late (splk'l'i-lit), v. t. To sharpen to a point. R.
aplc'ule (spik 1iil), n. [L . .,piculu,n a little point, a dart.]

SPILE
splg'ot (spig'ut), n.

[ME. spigot, perh. fr. a Pr. word;
cf. (modern) Pr. espigoun a plug or stopper of a va!or tub,
espigot an ill-threshed ear, L. spica an ear (of gram);· but
cf. also ME. spykket a spigot, E. dial. spicket, E. spike
a large nail, and Ir. & Gael. .,piocai.d a spigot, Ir. '
spice a spike. See SPIKE.] A pin or peg used to stop
the vent in a cask ; also, the plug of a faucet or cock;
genera A1·aclmothera and Araf'!tnorapkls.
also, sometimes in U.S., a faucet or cock,
SPlder cell. Anal. A neurog!ia cell with many processes,
apig'ot-and-fau'eet
joint, a joint for uniting _pipes,
a~'ill~~~~Ji:ei"~b~1 ~~~~;~,:i~~f:~1e{h~~~oup
Oxyrformed by the insertion of the end of one pipe, or
rhyncha having a
pipe fitting, into a socket at the end of another.
more or less trispike (spik), n. [L . .,pica, prob. akin to L spina
angular body and
thorn. Cf. SPIKENARD,SPINE,J 1, An ear of corn
ten long legs.
or grain.
Some of the spe2. Bot. A form of raceme in which the pedicels are
cies grow to great
suppressed, so that the flowers are sessile along the 8 "k
size,esp. the great
axis, as in the common plantain.
PJ.
e,
Japanese
spider
(Macrocrab
spike, n. [Akin to LG. spiker, spieker, a large nail,
cheira kiirnpferi),
D. sp#ker, G. speichernagel, Sw. spik, Dan. spiger, _Icel.
measuring somespik, akin toE. spoke of a wheel.] 1. Anyofvar10uspomted
times more than
objects or projections, usually comparatively slender, a.a
ten feet across the
a thorn, one of the pointed irons sometimes placed on a
legs extended.
wall to prevent passage, a sharpened projection in the cenapl.'der-flow 1er
ter of au old-time buckler, a spine, as on some fishes, etc,
(spi'd0r-fl. 0 uie r), American Spider Cra.?(Libiniaemarginata).
2. Specif., a kind of very large nail; also, a piece of
n. a Any capparidaceous plant of the genus Cleome; pointed
iron set with the point upward or outward.
so called in allusion to the long threadlike stamens. b
3. Anything shaped like such a projection or nail;
Any of several melastomaceous shrubs of the genus Tibouas : a A young mackerel See MACKEREL,
1, Cit.
ch1'.na,whose flowers also have long stamens.
b Anunbranchedantlerofayoungdeer.
c Seel
effl':iiar!siifceetfipf!~~usb~.:~i~• or similar (usually
COMB, n., 3.
,
4. pl. Baseball. Three projections formed by :
spider lily. a The spiderwort. b The St.-Bernard's-lily
turning up the edges of a metal plate fastened to :
(Ant!tericum liliago). c Anfu of several,cultivated bulbous
the sole of a player's shoe to prevent slipping.
1~:f'~~~~;dA~~!~:
~':::;K!~;a11T;u(}.P~~~~i!Jl
6. Short for SPIKE TEAM.
,
with long-exserted stamens.
spike, v. t. ,' SPIKED(spikt) ; SPIK'ING(spik'l'.ng). '
&Pillerlines. Bits of spider's web forming the reticle of 1. To fasten with spikes, or long, 1arge nails ;
an opticalinstrument;
cross wires (which see).
to spike down planks.
spider monkey. Any of numerous monkeys of the genus as,
2. To set or furnish with spikes.
~or1a of
Ateles ranging from southern Mexico
3.
To
fix on a spike. Rare.
Young.
P 1 e, ·
to Paraguay. They have long slender
4, l'rfil, To disable (a cannon) temporarily by driving a
limbs, and are preeminently fitted for
spike, or the like, into the vent; also, loosely, to similarly
arboreal life, the thumb being absent
or rudimentary and the tail very long
disable (a modern cannon, which has no vent) by breaking
and prehensile.
A common Brazilian
or carrying a way part of the breech mechanism.
species (A. paniscwr) is black with a
6. To pierce, cut, impale, or the like, with or on a spike
reddish face; another (A. ater) is enor
sharp object ; as, to spike an enemy with a bayonet.
tirely black ; some (as A. belzeto BJ>ikeone's guns, fig., to nullify one's power of hostile
A.
buth) have a white belly.
action;
to frustrate one's hostile intentions.
11ellerosus of Central America
has brownish sides and flanks
spiked (spikt), a. Having spikes.
and black head, hands, feet, and tail.
■piked bent grass.
See GRASS,Table 11. - a. Joosestrtfe, the
BPlder orchis. a A European orchid
purple loosestrife. - a .. oat graBB. See GRASS, 'l.'ahle 11. ( Ophr:'!Jsara.nifera) having brown, spiders. willow-herb. a The purple loosestrife. b A true willowlike flowers. b Any of several species of
herb (Epilobiurn palustre) growing in bogs.
Caladenla. Auslralta.
spider shell. A scorpion shell_
Jnlo~~J~~~~J
z::~t!mseef~!=~
spider stitch. A stitch in lace making
also, an:y related species of (Jniola. b Salt grass. c The
used to fill in open spaces with threadr
plant Diplaclmefascicular1s.
·
resembling a cobweb.
splke'horn' (spik'h6rn 1 ), n. a = 2d SPIKE,3 b. b A deer
having
spikes.
0
s:~~e~ t?.!'tsi:in A!ir lro~inre1!~li~u-;
spike lavender. [Cf. SPIKE spike Javender.l A European
spiirs, which they kill or paralyze by
mint (La'vandula s.v.ica) closely related to the true lavenstinging, as food for their young.
der, and yielding 011of spike.
SPi'der web, or SPi'der'a web (spi'aplke 1let (spik 1rnt), n. Bot. A small or
secondary spike ; specif., one of the
ofs~id!i~:~~p~{: efifr~:t~
.11
SP id er M~nkey
small, few-flowered bracted spikes which
threads are co~osed
of a viscil fluid (Ateles pamscus)
make up the compound inflorescence of
:rn~t:~~r11~1~nin8ii?:et!1;i:~~::~~h:
N!1dh;:;aintf~~ue;~
grasses and sedges.
posure to the air. The framework of the net is always of aplke'nard (spik'nard),
n. [OF. spic
hard dry threads, but some •riders make the net partlr
nard, spiquenard, spicanard, fr. LL.
of sticky elastic threads, or o threads curled or tangled
.~pica nardi. See SPIKEan ear,NARD; cf.
in a peculiar way by a special apparatus (the calamistrum).
SPIKEspike lavender, 2d ASPIC.J l. a A
The form of the web is often characteristic of the different
fragrant ointment of the ancients, having
families and genera, those of the geometric SJ_>idersand
a perfume resembling valerian and pa- Spi]telet of Gra11
triangle spider being notable for regularity and mgenuity.
tchouli often mentioned in the Bible as (Pestuca _pratens::~~n:'!1.:'!iro1.is fi7i';i';.p~:.,~ei: ~E~~~£i~~:i~f :i:::rad
rare and costly. b An East Indian aro- ~~~:hJ1~~e~etwf
maticvalerianaceous plant(Nardostaehy,,; I .Anthers; 2 Pi~
0 i;':~1'e/\gi~cb~~1iJria:~r!N ~s:~gu~~e~:~t~tififl
'1to!it
jatamansi) from which the above is be- Iii; 3, 3 Palere ; 4
round spaces in muslin embroidery.
lieved to have been derived.
Empty Glumes.
api1der-work' (-wflrk'), n. Lace worked by spider stitch.
2. a An American araliaceous plant (Aralia racemosa),
apl1der-wort1 (-wflrt'), n. 1, a Any commelinaceous plant
distinguished from the wild sarsaparilla (A. nudicaulis)
of the genus Tradescantia, the ephemeral flowers of which
by its more aromatic root and its panicled umbels. b With
are blue or violet, with slender l1airy stamens. b Hence,
attributive, any of various other fragrant plants, as Celtic
any plant of this family, also called dayfiower from their
spikenard, plowman's-spikenard, etc.
evanescent flowers.
splk:'er (spik'er), n. One that spikes, or drives spikes;
2. Any of several unrelated plants, as the St.-Bernard'sspecif., a workman who drives the spikes in railroad ties.
lily, St.-Bruno's-lily, etc.
spike rush. Any sedge of the genus E/eoclwri.,, in which
BPl'der-y(spi'der-T), a. Resembling a spider; spiderlike.
the flowers grow in dense capitate or oblong spikes.
aple1gel-e11sen (spe'gill-i'zen; G. shpe'-), 11. [G.; spie_qel &Piketeam. A team of three draft animals harnessed two
abreast and one leading. U. S.
mirror
ei.r;en irou.] Specular cast iron; a crystalliue
white cast iron containing 4 or 5 per cent of carbon, and aplk 1y (spik 1i), a. 1. Like a spike; having a sharp point
probably always some manganese also, now always, specif.,
or f.~~~!~;i:~~~f!\~e~utbursts of metallic vapors. C. A. J'm111g.
the variety which contains a considerable portion of man2. Furnished or armed with spikes.
ganese, up to 15-20 per cent, beyond which the iron-carbonDyer.
Or by the spiky harrow cleared away.,
manganese alloy is calledferrornanganese. Bothareusedin
steel making to recarburize and deoxidize the molten metal aplle (spil), n. [Cf. LG. spite, D. spijl, G. dial . .,peil,
.,peiler, a small spit or peg.] 1. A stake. Obs.
of the Bessemer converter or the open-hearth furnace.
A small plug or wooden pin, used to stop a vent.
Spl-ge 111-a (spi-je'li-a), n. [NL., after Adrian van der 2.
3. A small tube or spout inserted in a tree for conducting
Spigel (1558-1625), Dutch botanist and anatomist.]
Bot.
aap,
as from a sugar maple. U. S.
A large genus of American loganiaceous herbs with spicate
4. A large stake driven into the ground as a support for
flowers, mostly of showy colors. The corolla has valvate
some superstructure ; a pile.
8
&. a Carp. A long light measuring rod or rule, notched to
~~~la~~g·c~h:nd's.rlnfhef~?J~~~
k~;=~ss~tf:ooi,
hold a pencil. b Mining. A spill or lath.
possess medicinal properties.
See PINKBOOT.
sockets for belaying pins. b A similar band having eye bolts
to which the lower ends of the futtock shrouds are secured.

&PillerbeeUe. Any destructive beetle of the genus Ptin-us,
1. A minute, slender pointed body; a needlelike body.
esp. P. Ju1· and P. brunneus, whose larvre feed on woolen
2, Bot. a Any small, fleshy point or appendage, as tbe
goods, fur, feathers, flour, and seeds.
sterigma in basidiomycetous fungi. b A spikelet.
Obs.
s::!i~ffveY:\~~:;
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tebrates,
as m
\
the majority of
-sponges and alcy-onarians, and also
in many radiola-\
rians, holothurians, compound as-l
cidians,etc. Their
forms are very
varied and often
characteristic
of
. ·
a species or other
Spicules of Sponges. Enlarged.
group. b A spikelike or dartlike organ. See SPICULUM
a.
aplc'u-11-form'(splk'i'i-1T-f6rm'), a. Like, or of the nature
of, a spicule.
apic'u-loae (-li'is), a. Zoo!. Having spicules; spicµliferous.
aptc1u-lum (-Ulm), n.; pl. -ULA (-la)- [L., a little point.]
Zo0l. a Any of various small spicular organs, as the spines
of an echinoderm, the organ in the dart sac of certain snails,
the ovipositor of one of the Spiculifera, etc. b A spicule.
&plC'Y
(spis'l'.), a.; SPICII-ER(spis'l'.-er) ; SPICII-EBT(spis'l'.est). [From SPICE.] 1. Flavored with, or containing,
spice or spices; fragrant ; aromatic ; as, .tpicy breezes.
" The splcy nut-brown ale."
Millon.
2:. Producing, or abounding with, spices.
3. l!,ig. : Piquant; pungent ; keen ; racy ; as, a spicy debate.
4. Showy; fine-looking; natty; smart. Dial.&, Slang.
Syn. - Aromatic, balsamic, fragrant, smart, pungent;
pointed, keen. See RACY.
api'der (s p i'd er), n. [ME.
spi,p1·e,fr. AS. spinnan to spin ;
- so named from spinning its
web ; cf. D. spin a spider, G.
q,inne, Sw. spindel. See SPIN.]
l. Any animal of the order Araneida (which see), a group of
arachnids
somewhat
resembling true insects, but readily
distinguishable from them by
the four (instead of three) pairs
of walking legs, and by having
the body divided into but two
.
.
.
main divisions separated by a Garden Spuler <Ep~zra dianarrow waist; acephalothorax,
dema). Nat. inze.
bearing the leigs, mouth parts, and eyes, which are simple
and usu.ally eight in number, and an unsegmented abdomen,
which is generally short and rounded, and bears two or
more pairs of spinnerets at the posterior end, for spinning
threads of silk used by the spiders in making cocoons for
their eggs, nests for themselves, or in many species webs for
entangling their prey, or for other purposes. Spiders are
predaceous and have poison ~lands in connection with their

~~'!~os~~~~b~tgtt~~ ~~!n!!~}:1u:: re~t~~i~~:v:r :~i~~
Their young develop without a metamorphosio. Two main
groups are commonly recognized: the Tetrapneumones,
which usually have two fiairs of lungs and the poison fang-s
~~~~:sv::iiih 1
r:n~!P::i~~hl~nh~rtov!rfi1~~e
first group includes the bird spider, trapdoor spiders, and
their allies (see MYGALE). The second group includes by
far the majority of the order. Cf. RED SPIDER.
2, An iron pan with a long handle, used in frying food.
Originally, it had long legs, and
was used over coals on the hearth.
3. A trivet or tripod to support
pans or pots over a fire.
4. JJfach. A skeleton or frame
'--.c.c.....c.._.having radiating arms or mem.
hers; as : a A casting forming
Spider, 2.
the hub and spokes to which the rim of a wheel is secured.
b The body or solid hub of a built-up piston. c Founding.
A frame for strengthening a core or mold. d A kind of
hub with radiating arms interposed between 0
the shaft and the core of a dynamo or motor armature.
e A cultivator attachment
o
for pulverizing the ground. See ]/lust.
&. l'rfil. In a cavalry saddle, the straps
leading from the front and rear ends
of the saddle to the ring to which the
cinch, or girth, strap is made fast.
6. Naut. A metal outrigger to keep a
block clear, as of the mast.
7, A kind of candle holder of twisted
wire, used by Australian miners.
8. A spider phaeton, wagon, or cart.
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spike'fl.sh', ff,
~AJl,FISH a.
spike'-kill 1,1,. t. Railroads To
render(a tie) useless by repeated
spiking. Cant.

:;t::::Lt
k~~~ 6~
~~r;:bi:ik
splkenard tree. =
IIERCULES'M

<.:I.UR C.

::::':8.se'
s:~ f~trlrch.
o'1:te
Any pteropod of

spike shell.
tf1e genus Styliola havinf. aalen-

::jk'!,°,'t~iJ,~~~ke
~fiflti1·d~~e:
I
spike'tafl', n., or spike'•t&il'

The ordinary dress, or
swallow-tai1ed, coat. Slang,U.S.
Whaling.1-~~s,~r,
apike'wiae' (-wiz'), adv. See

coat.

~f!\t!:.b·

apik'i-neu
·NESS,

(spik'l-n~s), n. See
[SPILL-I

1pil. Obs. or ref. ap. var. of
ap.ll.d,apllt. Spilled. Ref.Sp.

food, fo-ot; out, oil;

chair;

go; sing, IJJk; <Hien, thin;
F11ll explanation•

nat!Jre, verc!9re
of Abbrevlatlono,

(250); K=ch in G. ich, ach (144); boN; yet; zh=z
Slcno, ete,, Immediately
precede tbe Voeabalar:r,

In azure.

Numbers referto§§inGt1ID■-
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SPILE
apile (spil), v. t.;

8PILED (spild); SPIL'ING (spil'lng).
To
supply with a spile or spiles; to pile i also, to make a
small vent iu, as a cask.
apile'worm 1(spil'wllrm 1),r.. i_spile,n.+worm.] Ashipworm.
spll'i-kio, sp111li-km (spll'I-kiu), n. [OD. spelleken a
small pin. See SPILL a splinter.]
1. One of a number of
small pieces or pegs of wood, ivory, bone, or other material,
for playing some games, as jackstraws or pushpin, or for
counting the score in some games, as cribbage.
2. pl. A game played with such pieces.
spll'ing (spil'Ing), n. 1. Piling; piles collectively.
2. pl. 8/tipbuUding. ~'igures showing the distance of a
curved beam or plate from the edge of a template or curve.
3. Carp. Act or process of measuring or marking off with
a spile (see SPILE, n., 5).
spill (spil), n. [Cf. SPELL a splinter.] 1. A bit of wood
split off; a splinter.
Obs. 01· Dial. Eng.
2 A slender piece of anything. Specif. : a A peg or pin
for plugging a hole, as in a cask ; a spile. b A metallic
rod or pin. C A small roll of paper, or slip of wood, used
for lighting lamps, pipes, etc. d [Perh. a different word.
Cf. SPILE. J Mining. Any of the thick laths or poles driven
ahead of the main timbering to support the roof or sides
in advauciug a level in loose ground, or to support the
sides of a shaft when sinking through a stratum of loose
ground. e Iron & Steel Manuf. A scale-lilied crack or
seam ; esp., a lap due to careless rolling. See 4th LAP, 9.
3. A little sum of money. Obs.
aplll (spTI), v. I.; SPILLED (spI!d) or SPILT (spT!t) ; SPILL 1ING.
[ME . .pillen, usually, to destroy, AS . .,pillan to destroy;
cf. AS. •1>ildan to destroy, also Ice!. -'Pilla to destroy, Sw.
spilla to spill, Dan . .,pilde, LG. & D. spillen to squander,
OHG. spildan.] 1. To destroy; to kill. Obs.
I. To mar i injure ; ruin i also, to spend; waste. Ob.r.
8}'ill not the morning . . m recreations.
.Fuller,
3. To punish ; correct ; chastise. Obs.
4. To cause accidentally or allow unintentionally to fall,
flow, or run out, usually with the result of losing or wasting; hence, to lose, or suffer to be scattered ; - applied to
fluids and to substances whose particles are small and
loose ; as, to spill water from a vessel ; to spill sand.
6. To cause or allow intentionally to flow out and be lost
or wasted ; to shed, as blood.
8. Td'let ont ; to utter freely; to let become known; to
allow to leak out; as, to spill secrets. Obs. or R.
7. Naul. To relieve (a sail) from the pressure of the wind,
so that it can be more easily reefed or furled, or to avoid
capsizing or canying awa1 something.
8. To throw out or off accidentally; as, the cart overturned
and spilled the driver. Oolloq.
9. To throw ( stock, etc.) on the market to be sold with
little or no regard to price, as when the stock is sold under
necessity or to lower prices. Colloq. or Cant.
■pW, v. i.
1. To destroy ; ruin; to kill; also, to be destroyed or ruined i to fail ; perish ; die. Obs. Chaucer.
2. To waste ; to be wasteful. Obs.
3. To fall or run out or over and thus usually be lost or
wasted. " He was so topful of himself, that he let it spill
on all the company."
I. Watt.,.
■pill, n. Act of spilling, or state of being spilled; also,
that which is spilled; specif.: Oolloq. a A throwing out
or off accidenta1ly, as from a vehicle or horse. b A fl.owing
out or over; a downpour.
apW'log, p. pl'. & ••b. n. of SPILL. Hence: n. Mining. Act
or process of advancing a level or shaft with the aid of
spills. - spllllng line, Naut., a ]"(?PeJ-ISedfor spilling a :9ail,
as by hauling up the foot, brailmg 111 an edge, or the hke.
aplll'way' (-wii1 ), n. II_qdraul. Bngin. A passage for superfluous water in a reservoir, to prevent too great pressure on the dam i a paved apron or a dam or part of a dam,
etc., over which water flows.
spl'lo-Bite (spi•lt-sit), n. [Gr. urril\o, a spot +-i/e.J Petrog.
A spotted schistose rock produced by contact metamorphism of clay slate, usually by diabase.
apilth (spllth), "· [From 2d SPILL,l Spilling; ~bedding;
something spilt, or freely poured out ! effus10n ; ~so,
waste or refuse, as of the street ; rubbish. A re haw or
Dial. " With drunken spilt!t of wine."
Shak.
BpiD(spln), 11. I.; p1•1,t.SPUN (spun), Archaic SPAN (s1Jitn);
p.p. SPUN i p.pr. &: 'lib.n. SPIN'NING.
[AS.sp,nnan;
akm
to D. & G. spinnen, !eel. & Sw. spinna, Dan. lWinde,
Goth. spinnan, and perh. to E. span. Cf. SPAN, u. t.,
SPIDER. J 1. To draw out and twist into threads, either by
the hand or machinery ; as, to spin wool, cotton, or flax ;
to spin goat's hair; to produce by drawing out and twisting I\ fibrous material.
AU the yarn ehe {Penelope] !'pun in Ulysses' absence, Sl,ak.
I. To form (a thread or threads of silk, or a web, cocoon,
etc., of .such threads) by the extrusion of a viscous, rapidly
hardening fluid ; - said of spiders, silkworms, etc.
To form or produce by a slow process, or by degrees ;
to draw (out); to prolong; to protract; to extend to a
great length ; - usually wit~1out_.
J>o you mean that the story 1stedrnusly .<1p1m
01;1-t?Sheru!fln.
4. To cause to turn round rapidly; to wlurl; to twirl;
as, to spin a top.
6. To cause (one's self) to go rapidly. Obs.
8. To fish with a spinner or spinning bait.
7. Mee!,. To shape (sheet metal) into a hollow form, by
bending or buckling it by pressing with a smooth hand
tool or roller while the metal revolves in a lathe.
to spin a yarn, Orig. Naut., to tell a story, esp. a long or
fabulous tale.
.
. .
spin (spin), 11, i. 1. To practice spmmng; to work at
drawing aud twisting threads ; to make yam or thread
from fiber i as, a jenny spfns with exactness. .
_
They neither know to .<1pin,nor care to tml.
Pr10r.
2. To form a thread or threads; - said of a spider or silkworm. See SPIN, 'ti, t., 2.

a.

1~·
::n:.<:,~

1,."tls.a!;S~-::~~:1·
S-port; J}lay.Oh.~. [cask; vent.
apile hole. A small air hole in a
apll'ing,n . .Mini1l!I• = SPILL!~(}.
~~' ~i:~d;;o ~ie~~s°~fe;?~~t
metal, ivory, etc.; to inlay. Obs.
aplll box. At1tructureforwasting surplus water where it is ~eaired to limit the hejght to wh1ch
water may rise.
aplµ.'er n Onethatspills.
[Cf. Ir. spilear.]
•pill'er:,;,

SPINE

Anal. the spinal cord. Obsoles. - 1pln"1 ne,nea, Anal. &Z oOt.' the pairs of nerves which leave the spmal cord and,
passiJg out by the intervertebral _foramina, supply ~he
muscles and skin of the trunk and hmbs and connect with
rent or jet; to spurt. Obs. or R.
Shak.
the nerves of the Sl'mpathetic system. In man there are
5. To move swiftly on wheels or in a vehicle ; as, to spf,11, normally 31 pairs (disti~guished as cervica_l,.dorsal, etc.,
along the road in a carriage, on a bicycle, etc. Colloq.
~~~~r~~nril tgt~~;i;l'!,~~:i~O~~i-:e\~!t~:~t; \~~~tt:r~o!~s 6
6. To fish with spinning bait, as spoon bait ; to troll.
spin (splu), n. 1. Act of spinning; specif.: a A revolv- a 1·e1ltral(anterior in man), which is exclusively i;tiotor, ~nd
dorsal (posterior in man), which bears a gan~hon (s1n:nal
ing or whirling motion; a whirl or twirl; as, the spfn of aganglion)
close to the cord, and is afferent m function.
a top. b Act of moving swiftly, esp. on wheels. Oolloq.
They unite just beyond the gan_glion to form a nerve of
2 . .b-fech. A system of velocities of any number of points,
mixed function, which, a~ter passmg out ~hro~g]l _the fora.all due to one and the same definite angular velocity about
men, divides in an anterior and a posterior divisio.n (both
mixed nerves) to supply the dorsal and ventral regiOIJB, .
one and the same axis i - called also rotation velocity.
3. Card Playing. A game the same as newmarket, except spi-na'lls (spi-uii 11Is), ri.;pl. -LES (-Jez). [NL.,fr: L. spinahs
spinal.] Anal. Either of two muscles of thespme; as: the
that the player holdiug the diamond ace may play it to get
IIspi·na.'lls dor'si (d6r'si), connecting the spinous processes
the privilege of stopping one suit and opening another.
spl 1oa (spi 1nci), n. [L.J Lit., a spine; specif., Rorn. ~fs!;i~~ 1gr~u~~~~~ra~~1:! 1Ji~~~~a~11~!1tJ::d:ig:tl11~rtt!
Antiq., in a circus, the barrier. See cmcus, 1.
longissimus dorsi. In the neck region an analogous musIIspl'na b111i-da (spi'nd bTf'I-dci), Med. [L., cleft spine], a con.
.
cle, the IIspi-na'liB col'll (klSl'i), usually ';)Ccurs.
genital malformation in which the spinal column is cleft spin'dle (sp!n'd'l), n. [AS. spin!, fr . .1pinnan to spm ; akm
at its lower portion, and the membranes of the spinal cord
to
D.
spit,
G.
spill,,
spindel,
OHG.
spinnala..
See
SPIN.]
project as an elastic swelling from the gap thus formed.
1. a Hand Spinning. A round stick tapermg towards
spl-oa 1ceous (spI-nii'sll'iis), a. Bot. Pert. to or resembling
each eud, with a notch or catch at one end to hold the yam.
spinach or its family (Chenopodiacem ).
In
using, the spindle is twirled around, usually by a movespin'ach (spln 1aj ; -ech), n. [OF. espinaclte, e,,pinoche,
ment against the right leg, to twist the yarn .. S~e DI~TA!"P,
espinage, F. epinard; cf. It. spinace, Sp. espinaca; all
Illust. b The long, round, slen~er rod or pm 111_sp1nn1ng
fr. Ar. i,V'anaj, isfinii-J°, wpanllkh, prob. of Per. origin.]
wheels by which the thread is tw1~ted, an~ on wh1cll, 'Yh~n
Bot. a A chenopodiaceous pot herb (Spinacia oleracea)
twisted, it is wound; also, the pm holdmg the bobbin m
cultivated for its leaves, which are eaten boiled. b With
a spinning machine, or in the shuttle.of a loom. .
.
attributive, any of various other plants more or less resem~ S_pindle, as symb0Fz.ing.fe1nale, 1s used attr1butI.vely
bling spinach or used in like manner.
with the force of pertmnmy lo tlle mother; as, the sp1'f!dle
Spi-oa'cl-a (spI-nii 1shI-ci), n. LNL. See SPINACH.] Bot. A side, the mother's side iu descent; - opposed to spear S'lde;
so, a spindle cousin; spindle kin.
.
small genus of Asiatic chenopodiaceous herbs having direI. A fusiform piece or figure; specif.: a The fusee of a
cious flowers without bracts, the pistillate calyx becoming
watch. b Geom. A figure generated by the revolution of
indurated over the 1-seeded perianth.
See SPINACH.
an arc about its chord.
.
spi'oal (spi'nill), a. [L. 1pinalis, fr. spina; cf. F. spinal.
3. Any more or less slender pin or rod, suggestive of a
See SPINE.]
Anal. a Of, pert. to, or near, the backbone,
spinning-machine spindle; esp., one which turns or on
or spine. b Pert. to a spine (pointed process) or spines.
which something turns; specif.: a Afach... (1) An ?,rb9r,
spinal a.cce1&orynerves, the eleventh ~ir of cranial nerves
mandrel axle or shaft i esp., a revolvmg piece less m size
in the higher vertebrates.
They originate chiefly from
than a shaft ;' an axle. horizontal or vertical, revolving
the spinal cord in the cervical region and pass forward inon pin or pivot ends i a vertical shaft ·has,the live apindle
to the skull, from which they emerge in company: with the
of a lathe, that imparts motion to t e work; the _dead
pneumogastric nerves and supply certain muscles of the
spindle of a lathe, that carries the dead center; the .r;p_m<l{e
shoulder, but comprise also filaments arising from the
of a vane; the (vertical) spindle of a capstan, on which. 1t
medulla which join the pneumogastric nerves.- s. arteriea,
revolves. (2) A rod attached to a valve to move or guide
it. (3) pl. = BREAKING PIECES. (4) = LEAi!', n., 5 l (2). b
~fst~e:'~;:~~~l a"n'le~i:!~f•
0
~ey arise as branches of the vertebral artery. but anasto~~~~!f'tt1~11fe~~a:i:se~ni:~i~rkr::
::~
cular core. c Vehicles. Either end of anaxletree, formmg
0:.
:1"J:i:!tt~h~8nnt~0{~~~ ~t~~~!!:1:!rTo~=i~!~~
an axle for a wheel to revolve on. 4 Carp., etc. A short
the canal (covering the spinal cord) formed by the series
decorative turned piece, as in a baluster; also, a newel. e
of neural arches of the vertebrm.- 1. column, Anat. & Z oOl.,
the articulated series of small bones or vertebroo ion!1e~t!~r~le°sc\h~ht::bs 0~:~af!;t~~~:~yt~! ,~~treo~e~rr,
\h~
round usually iron., pile or pipe placed on a rock or shoal
~r:JJ!'t~;:i0ti!:u~t1~fJ:ri~~-!a~}y
~~~i{t!b~tess}~~~;
as an aid to navigation. It is usually surmounted by a conthe supporting axis of the body and a protection for the
.
spicuous mark and sometimes by a lantern.
spinal cord, extending from the hind end of the skull
4. Something shaped like a spindle (sense 1) ; a fusiform
through the median dorsal part of the body, and to the end
object; as: a Bot. A rachis. b Zool. Short for SPINDLE
of the tail; the backbone or spine; in a broad sense, the
SHELL. c Biol. The spindle-shaped figure of fibers of achroaxial skeleton of the trunk and tail of a vertebrate. In the
matic substance formed during mitosis. 4 A long stalk.
lowest vertebrates and in the embryos of all higher forms
the spinal column is represented by an elastic rod of cellu&. A yam measure. See MEASURE,
lar tissue (the notochonl) (which see). This is inclosed in spin'dle, ,,. i.; SPIN'DLED (-d'ld); SPIN'DLING (-d!Ing). To
a fibrous sheath which also extends up and forms a sheath
shoot or grow into a long, slender stalk or body; to become
for the spinal cord. In this she~th ~arti11!,ginous or, bony
disproportionately tall and slender.
It hae begun to spindle into overintellectuality. Lou•ell.
0~ 1ro~~\\~~rn~rr:~~:r~Is~~nt~s~
8lTI~!~tV:JciEp:)foc~::
the vertebrm (cf. ARCUALIA).
The notochord may persist spin 1dle-leg'ged (-leg 1ed;-id; -rngd 1; 151), a. Having
long, sleuder legs ; spindle-shanked.
throughout life, running through the middle of the bodies
1. Long slender legs.
of the vertebrre, but in the higher vertebrates it becomes spio'dle-legs' (-legz 1),n.p!.
almost completely obliterated in the adult. In the higher
2. Construed as a sing. A spindleshanks. Humorvertebrates five regions (differing in the character of their
ous m· Contemptuous.
1
(-shllqkV), a. Having long,
Ttr:::~)itftih~s~~~b:rcgf~~~1~tr~n
nt!:m~~~;ai~~~':iTrn spin dle-shanked-'
legs; spindle-legged.
Addison.
each in man) are as follows : cervical (7) ; dorsal (12) ; lum - slender
1dle-shaoks 1 (-sh1'I]ks1), n.
1. pl. Long slenspin
bar (5); sacral (5 fused together); coccygeal, or caudal (4
der shanks or legs.
fused together). - 1. cord, in vertebrates, the thick longi2. Construed as a sing. A person with slender
tudinal cord of nervous tissue
PN
which extends alon~ the back,
shanks, or legs ; - used humorously or in contempt. Sp!ndle
dorsal to the bodies of the
spindle shell. a Any marine trenioglossate g!'s- Snell •
vertebrre and inclosed in a canal
tropod of th!3 fieuus Ro.'llellarid haying a shell with ~!_°:-tie:;
(the spinal canal) fo r m e d bx .
their neural arches. In front it
;::reirio;
:fs!!':p~c8e ~t~::ii: f, 1 sus).
hi continuous with the medulla c
b Any of numerous marine rachiflossate gastropods of
oblongata of the brain, and it
~Y;~~1:d~p,~~ea~1ae:~:~yi~~~,gsfr:i;gt ~~~ai. manygives off at intervals pairs of
nerves, the spinal nerves (which
spindle tree. Any celastraceous shrub or tree of the
see), to the various parts of the
fi:~t!efi\i!~¥[>f ~: ·sp't!d1!a!!d
E · europ:eus
trunk and limbs. It serves not
AM
only as a pathway for nerv~us
v .
. .
spindle whorl. A perforat.ed disk-shape_d weight, as
impulses to and from the bram, Cross Section of Sl_)malCord
of' stone, wood, or wrcelam, usually t~ic~~r at t_he
but as a center for carrying out of .l\lal?-· A Anter10rt an,d /'
center than at the edge, used upon primitive spmand co0rdinating many reflex Pmiteri~r, Ilorns ~f Gray
dles as an aid in the manipulation of the thread.
actions independently of the ..1~atter• A .JI aud 1.JI Ante. spln 1dling (spin 1d!Ing), a.. Long and slender, or
'yj~8~;e0s~;tJ{1~gs~er~~~ disproportionately tall and slender i as, a spindling
bra!n, the _importance of _the
bram re!atively ~o the spmal and v Anterior, Roots of a tree, boy. - n. A spindling person or thing.
cord _bemg l_ess m the lower Spinal Nerve; o Gray Com.
.
.
missurc, containing Ccn- spin'drift (spln'drift), ?'· Spoondrift.
than m the higher vertebrates.
In cross section the spinal cord tral Canal, W White Com- spine (spin),_n. [L . .,pma a t~om, t~e spme; a_km , 1
is more or less elliptical 1with a m1i,;i.ure;b Column of Bur• to .'lpica a pomt, and prob. to pnina a pmnacle, pomt., II
deep median fissure on t 1even- duch : ('/J Crossed Pyramitip: cf. OF. espine, IP. ephze. Cf. PIN a peg, SPIKE au I\
tral side. It is composed largely dal Tract; de Direct Cere- ear of grain, SPINET a musical instrument, SPINNEY, l 1
of white matter consisting of hellur Tract; <lp Direct
1. Bot. Any stiff, sharp-pointed process,distinguished
JI
more or less listinct groups Pyram1dal Trnct; r,Column
from a thorn by the absence of vascul3;r tissu~. \.:
(co!umna and tracts) of longitu- of Gol.li fl~, gb'Laternl and
dinal fibers; but there is a large A;iie~!~){r!.xsr~!~~~lt.
Bundles ; Spines are frequently found on leaf margms, as m
central core of graymatter(cong
•
•
t~en~ciJ1Jie1f1~gi:t~~i~~~c~j~~:!~~~E~f: 0
may
1
1
fh~nt~~nnth::
sb1reer'::I
~a';'S::~r~dr!~ ~~~~:e~e~~ng 2. Anal. & ZoOl. A stiff sharp process; specif.:
a
One
of
the
sharp-pointed
protective
outgrowths
called the horns, or cornua... Tl~e center of ~h~ gray matter
(in reality enlarged and modified hairs) of some mamis pierced by a small,Iongitudmal ca~al origmally .continuous with the ventricles of the bram and rmmmg the
mals, a.s porcupines and hedgel1011s. b One of the
whole length of the cord, but often nearly obliterated in
processes which cover most parts of the body of a sea
adult man. For the origin of the spinal ~ord, see NERVOUS
urchin, serving for defense, or in some Modern Spindle
SYSTEM, - s. fora.men, the opening (fort!}mg a part of the
forms for locomotion. They are borne on a.n d Spindle
spinal canal when the vertebroo are articulated) under the
rounded tubercles to which they are mova- \V ho r 1 from
neural arch of a vertebra. - s. ganglion, Anal. &- ZoOI., the
bly articulated.
c A spiny tin ray of a fish. Germany.
ganglion on the dorsal root of a spinal nerve. - s. marrow,

3. To move round rapidly; to whirl; to revolve, as a top.
Round about him apun the landscape.

Longfellow.

4. To stream or issue, as blood, in a thread or a small cur-
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apil'li-kin, spll'll•ken. Vars. of epUi (fipllt), prei, I\" p: p. "di.
by wooden poles and ropes from :rri~~.t:af-;a,~m ~~iv~r:e [~g,'I~,
spi'lua (Bpl'lile), n • •• pl. SPILi
8
~f~~~:Ch~
a.lv:::1~~,~~~ part aptll' -time' ,11. A waeterof time. (-ll) lGr u1riAo~.] A nrevus.
spil'let 1llh'inlJ (spll'~t). lCf.
ill' ( 8 ll'l)
J. on I\"Steel 1~uio-Ind.Short [fpY!n~~~~sJ:.<1~1'
Ir.8pi/eid,eqmv.tospilear.
Cf. 'ianuf
befecti~~ f;om spilie, spinace,n- [OF. espinace.] A
SPILLER
a boulter.] Fishing
I l
u d sections
with sp1llers (in sense a). En,,.
rre ;:;ly ( 0 et l tsg' d: l ~) n ~Ina.ch dock, or spfnage dock,
Spll-let't& (sp@:l-llt'tii),n. See P - ogG 8 ~ P - '\,..· e patience dock.
MASKED COMEDY.
[Obs., [NL~; r,a- 7n,,,oiepot+-ya."r,,
1pinachfl.e~beetle. A smal~.
apW'good.', n. A spendtlirift.
y11Ae11,weaeel,l
See SKUNK, lb. glossy, b\msh black beetle(Dta large seinelike net supported
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~=-:

f

I

~~i~~rJ}!f.~h~))ed'(-~{~;~!).~:
spindle step,. Ma<"II, FootstPp. R.
apin'dle-ti.il', .,,. The pintail
duck a. Lnral, (f. S.
spindle temper. See TEMPER, n.
spindle worm. The larva of a
noctuid moth ( Acliafode~ ZPre)
which feeds inside the stalk11of
; 0
a!.~st!W~«:it3~
wr:,t;
of black dote across each seg-

bla~rh~z.eJ-

ment.

rdling.

Colloq.\

aphL'dly (apln>'dll), a. Spin-

ale, senA:te, cllre, lim, account, arm, ask, sofa; eve, 8vent, 6od, rec.!nt, makiir; ice, ill; old, tsbey, &rb, 6dd, s&ft, c/Sonect; iise, i\nite, ilrn, dp, circ11s, menii;
8 Forelp

Word.

+ Obsolete

Variant

of.

+ eomblned

with.

= eq_uals.

2013

SPINEBILL
8ee SP!NYRAY, d Any of certain processes of bone■ ; a
spinous process, as of a vertebra, or of the ilium. See
also NASALSPINE,PUBICSPINE. e The prominent ridge on
the back of the scapula.
3. The backbone, or spinal column. See SPINALCOLUMN.
4. Anything resembling the spine, or backbone ; a ridge.
aplue'blll' (spin'bYJI), n. A honey eater of the genus Acanthorhynchus, having a slender, curved and very sharp bill.
A. tenufrostris inhabits eastern and southern Australia, A.
superciliosus western Australia, and A. dubius Tasmania.
aplned (spind), a. Furnished with a spine or spines; spiny.
apln'el (spln'ill), n. Bleached yarn used in making the
linen tape called inkle; unwrought inkle.
apln'el (spin'el ; spl-n~l'), n. Also spine/le. [F. spinelle,
It. spinella, spinello, fr. L. spina a thorn, a prickle, in allusion to its pointed crystals. J Min. A mineral occurring
in octahedrons of great hardness (H., 8) and various colors, as red, green, blue, brown, and black, the red variety
being the gem spine! ruby. It consists eesentially of mag-

SPIRE

apl-noa'1-ty (epi-n~s'l-tl), n.

Spinose or epinoue quality
or state; thorniness, lit. or fig.; also, a thorny part or thing.
apl 1DOUB(spi'nlls), a. Having the form of a spine or
thorn; spinelike; also, ~inose; BRiny.

ffk1:P~t!fi:Onsir!1,.
::~~:fse~if
·th8e~~~~id!~~l:P~fe~
0

~~

vertebra;

a neural spine.

b A sharp posterior prolonga-

sent the first postoral visceral clefts of the embr10, and ia
the rays serve (instead of the month) as the chief mcurrent
respiratory openings. They may contain a rudimentary
gill. d Tlie excurrent aperture of the gill chamber of a

t':3r.t;
a ~~~;,'l
~'gi~: :;::.t;;
tti.:"{;fi':i'!i:~} \t~Y
tis;
or rarely on the middle of the belly.

3. Breath. Obs.
Cleanness.
Spl-rm 1a (spi-re'<i), n. [L., fr. Gr.
!~~no~ii:!1~fJ8C:lit:ifiit!t:::>i!1ih~~rt':ii~r0s~rf!:;
arre,pala,fr. urrErpa.acoil.J 1. Bot.
for the condy Jes of the femur. d See ILIUM, 1.
Spl-DO'zlam (spl-nii'zlz'm; 277), n. The philosophy of A large genneof roeaceoneshrubs,
Benedictue (or Baruch) de Spinoza (1632-77), born at Am- natives of temperate regions, with
small perfect white or pink flowers
!!~~~~~i~~~w!~~~:r::~tan~f,i~t~~h
t!u~~: :~:t i!h~~~t
in dense racemes, corymbs, cymes,
or
pAniclee. The 5 pistils alternate
0
t~°ou~fh!;~~s::1~ef~~nft<;~Ir~:;~ib~:~tc11J;~~:!!d~tt~e1~~~1u~T
dependence upon the one divine being. Particular things or
ideas are modes or determrnations of these attributes and constitute the world of temporal existences But beside this world,
~~~«fo~~~!~~u!:d
8
hardback, are American species.
;~~~~s:i e~!rria~ev~:fti!s~:~ncf
itt~:r~;~:~~~~et~
th~{tt~
human soul may pass from the bondage of sense to spiritual free- Manr exotic •P.Ocies,as 8. hyperici[,ol,a, the bridal wreath, 8. prudom and so win immortality.
nifolia,
etc. are cultivated.
Spl-nO'zlat (-zlst), n. An adhel'ent of Spinozism.
Spln'o-zls'Uc (spfota.zle'tlk), a. Pert. to Spinoza or Spi- 2. [t. c.JAlso apl-re 1a. Any shrub
of
this
genus
; also, any of several
nozism ; resembling, or characteristic of, Spinozism.
alogous composition and crystallize in hard octahedrons.
11plne'leBB(spin'Jes), a. 1. Having no spine, or spinal col- apln'ater (epin'ster), n. [spin + -ster.] l. A woman sim_ilar shrubs_ of ';'Omm~n culti- Spira,a (S. salitjfolia).
vat1on, as Ast-llbe Japonica, often
a }(lower.
umn; invertebrate; also,having a flexible, limp. or limber spiwho spins, or whose occupation is to spin.
forced by florists for Easter blooming.
nal column; fig., without backbone, force, or courage; limp.
2. A man who spine. Obs.
8hak.
2. Having uo spines, thorns, or prickles.
3. Formedy, an addition or title (equivalent, as late as the apl'ral (epi'r/il), a. [Cf. F. spiral. See sPmE a winding
line.] l. Winding or circling ronnd a center or pole and
11t>1-nea'cent(epi-n~s1i!nt), a. [L . .,pinescen.,, -entis, p. pr.
23d year of Elizabeth's reign, to the Latin generosa), given
more or Iese gradnally receding from it ; as, the spiral
vf &pinescere to grow thorny, fr. spina a thorn: cf. F.
to unmarried women of the gentle classes from a viscount's
curve of a watch spring.
spinescent.J Becoming spiny; tapering to a sharp, rigid
daughter down, and often retained by them on their
point ; spinose ; also, tending toward spininess ; spinulose.
marriage, esp. when the husband was not of the gentry ; 2. Helical, like the thread of a screw.
3. Geom. Of or pertaining to a spiral ; like a spiral.
apln'et (spln'~t; spl-net'; 277), n. [OF. espinete, F. ~Pi- now, an unmarried or single woman, spinster being often
4. b = ACYCLIC
a.
nette (cf. It. spinetta), fr. L. spina a thorn; -so called be· still used in this sense in legal proceedin~• as a title or ad- 4. Bot. a = ALTERNATE,
aptral azla, Arch., the axis of a twisted column drawn spicause its quills resemble thorns. See SPINE.J Music. An
rally in order to trace the circumvolutions without. - 1.
f~fliiou(o~ef.:!~o~ iJ~1:i~e
~} birJl~~tfc';,n~~:l.
:~
obsolete keyed instrument resembling a harpsichord, bnt
balance. = SPRINGBALANCE.
- •. battery t a voltaic cell in
declared that if a gentlewoman were named spinster in
swaller, with one string of brass or steel wire to each note,
which the sheet zinc and copper electrodes with cloth besounded by means of leather or quill plectrums or jacks.
tween are rolled into a close spiral. - a. cutter, .Mach., a
:~ltt~:!fir~\~i~difi~~·
;!~1~:.m¥l~tu':a~~
i;it'h1:ci~~
1
aplne'tall' (epin tiiJI), n. a A spine-tailed swift. b Any married women in legal proceedings survived ~ter in milling cutter with spirally shaped teeth. - 1. duct. Bot.
of several South a11dCentral American birds of Synallazis,
= SPmALVESSEL, below. - •. gear' geai:f.ng. Mach. = SCBBW'
America than in England.
Sipton1is, or allied genera of the families Dendrocolaptidre
- a. headi Mach., a device for holding work
4. Hence, popularly, an unmarried woman, somewhat ad- GBAR,GEARING.
and Furnariidre. c The ruddy duck. Local, CT.S.
vanced in years ; an old maid.
~:r:~~.o!v~~!Jfai~xahfuU~/ t~~~l:i
f~.r~f:f·i;
Spln'l-fe:a:(epln'l-f~ke), n. [NL.; L. spina spine+ facere
6. A woman of evil life ·and character ; - so called from or general configuration. - 1.--n.ebula.hypotheai1, the hyto make. J l. Bot. A genus of chiefly Australian grasses,
being forced to spin in a house of correction.
Obs.
pothesis
that
the
stellar
universe
has
in the main evolved
the seeds of which bear an elastic spine. S. hirs.,tus apln-thar'l-acope (epln-thllr'l-skiip),
n. [Gr. ,nrw8a.pl•
from spiral nebulm, made up of discrete particles whose
(black grass) and 8. long-ifoliw, are nseful a• sand binders.
positions and motions were de_Pendent upon their velocispark + -scope. l A small instrument containing a minute
8. pamdoxus is a valuable perennial fodder plant. Also
particle of a radmm compound mounted in front of a fluo- ties and their mutnal gravitation ; the planetesimal hy.
[l. c:], a plant of this genus.
of Chamberlin and Moulton. - •· •!!ring a sprlrig
2. [!. c.J Any of several Australian graBSee of the genus rescent screen and viewed with magnifying lenses. The pothesis
tiny flashes produced by the continual bombardment of consistini of a wire coiled in a flat spiral, or m a helix. -1.
TricuspiJJ, which often form dense, almost impassable
the
screen
by
the
a
ral:'.•
are
thus
rendered
visible.
BPID·
growths, their leaves being stiff and sharp-pointed.
~!":;l.s~~'.r:.'J~1~Jf.~~\t:,U~~
thar 11·BC0P'IC (-ek~P'lk), a.
more primitive groups !elasmobranchs, ganoids,'dipnoans),
apln'na-ker (spln 1<i-kiir), n. Naut. A large triangular
a contmuous spiral ridge of mucous membrane whicli
sail set upon a long light pole (aphmaker boom) on the apl 1nule (epi'niil ; spln'iil), n. [L. spinula, dim. of spina
a spine: cf. F. spinule.] A small or minute spine.
makes a number of complete turns, increasing the surface
side opposite the mainsail on fore-and-aft-rigged yachts,
apln'u-lea•cent (epln 11\-l~s'ilnt), a. Bot. Having email for absorption and retarding the _passage of food. In the
need when running before the wind. See SLOOP,fllust.
lampreys it also exists in a simple form. - ■, veaHl, Bot.,
spines
;
somewhat
spiny.
apln'ner(-er),n. l. One that spine; as: a Ouewho does, or
a vessel or duct of tracheal tissue
who is skilled in, spinning. b A spinning machine. c An- apln'u-loae (spln'G-ioe; spi 1nG-), a. [Cf. F. spinuleux.J
having the walls spirally thickened.@}
Covered with small spines.
- 1. wheel. Mach.. = SCREWWHEEL,
gling. A hock or set of hooks provided with a spoon, wings,
apln'y (epin'l), a. [From SPINE.] l. Covered with spines; apl'ral, n. [Cf. F. spira.le. See SPI·
or the like which revolve when drawn through the water.
2. a A spider; also, a daddy longlegs. Obs. or Scot. &; bearmg several or many spines; thorny.
RAL,a. J l. Geom. a The path (gen2. Abounding with difllcultiee or annoyances: thorny.
Dial. Shak. b A May fly. c The European goatsucker,
erally plane) of a point that moves
The spiny deserts of scholastic philosophy. Bp. Warburtoti.
which makes a wl,irringnoise when darting through the air.
round an axis while continuously re3.
Like a spine in shape ; slender ; slim. Obs.
3. Zool. A spinneret. Rare.
ceding from (or approaching) it. b
spiny amaranth a common weed of waste places (AmaranA helix.
apln 1ner-et(-et), n. Zool. An organ for producing a thread
thus spinosus), having_ the stem armed with stipular spines.
or threads of silk from the secretion of tl1e silk glands ; a - 1. anteater, an echidna. - 1. clotbur or cocklebur, a Euro:: t'Z!~i:is~h~
Spiral, a.
~inning or~n; specif. : a In spiders, one of the nipplepean cocklebur (.Xanthium spinosum) naturalized everylike, often distmctly jointedh processes, near the end of where as a weed in waste grounds. It has 3-branched
apl'r&l orAr 1chl-me'dea (iir'kT-me'dez), the path of a point (in
the abdomen_, on each of whic are a number of minute or0
a
plane)
moving
uniformlx
along
a
ra-(c?)
!E~~':ial;.!!~.:1l!r
fi!~!s'et?!tef:in"il'
aw,.~l..~eV:~\f3;
dtus vector revolving uniformly.
!.1;~8.:s~a)i;~h°!:i!~gu1u~~~~{;!!':.
found in India, Africa, and the East fudies. - a. Jobater. apl'ral, v. t.; sPI'RALBn (epi'riUd) or
,
nerets. Ordinarily, in spinning a web, the tips of the spinSPI'RALLED; SPI'RAL-INGor SPI'RAL'
LA:~~!;~~t:lOnf
~::J7e~\:~fit~us
nerets are brought together so that the streams of secreLING.
To
form
into
a
spiral
;
to
tum
tion unite in a single thread. b In certain insect larvm,
Loncherea, and Pro'echimy_s, in which the :lu.r is mixed with
or twist spirally.
Engin. News.
,
heavy
flattened
spines.
b
Any
of
numerous
pouched
ro1fa\~~~b;c:irch
~~~'l~r:~nlf csit:(oY 1
dents of the genus Heteromys having spiny or bristz fiel- apl'ral-1-form' (epi'rlil-l-f6rm 1 ; spiunited parts, one from each gland) is extruded.
rit!'-), a. Having the form ofa spiral.
0
~~ fr':tun!trg~::til,
n~=~i!d~ri~:~~tth~i:nd~a:~
apln'Der-y (-1), n.; pl. •NERIES(-lz). A spinning mill.
apl'rant (epi'rlint), n. [L. spirans,
withouf transverse segmentation.
~e or more such rays
apln'ney (epfo'I), n. [OF. espinaye, espinoye, espinei,
-antiJJ,p. pr. of spirare to breathe. See
occur in the anterior part of the dorsal (or in the first dorsal
espinoi, F. epinaie, fr. L. spinetum, pl. spineta, a thicket
BPIRIT,1 Phun. A consonant uttered
.
.
when there are two), anal, and ventral fins of many fishesJ with
<fecided friction of the breath Spiral of Arch1mede1.
of tho ma, fr. spina a thorn. See SPINE.J A email wood and
their presence m the dorsal and anal fins was in ola
with undergrowth i a copse; a thicket. Eng.
against some part of the oral pa88age ; a fricative ; as,/, ,,
classifications the principal character of the group Acanapln 1nlng, p. pr. & vb. n. of SPIN.
ah. Cf. FRICATIVE,
a., 1. Some writers include under spirant
d,
thopterygii. - B, rolling graBB. = BLACKGRASS
•~
frame, Spinning, a machine that finally draws, apln 1y-flnned' (epin'l-find'), a. Zool. Having fine with
all the continuants, exce_pt the nasals, m, n, na - others
- a.
twists, and spools the y:am. Cf. MULE, 5; THROSTLE,
further exclude the liquids r, l and the semivoWe1s w, y •
some
spiny
rays;
specif.,
belonging
to
the
Acantbopterygii.
gla,nd, Z oOl., a silk gland. - a. house, a house of correction;
still others limit the name to l, v, th (thin), th (this), and
apln'J'-rayed 1 (-riid 1 ), a. Having or designating fine with
~ formerly so ca11ed because women confined there were
the sounds of German ch.
made to work at spinning. Eng. - •· jenny, Mach., an en- one or more spiny rays (see SPINY RAY) ; spiny-finned;
spl'rate
(spi 1rtt), a. [L. spiratus, p. p.
spirare.J Phan.
gine or machine for spinning wool or cotton, by means of specif., belonging to the Acanthopterygii.
Breathed; voiceless. - n. A spirate sound or its symbol.
many spindles. - a. la.the, Mach., a lathe for spinning splr'a-ole (splr'<i-k'I; spi'r<i-k'I; 277), n. [L. spiraculum,
apl-ra'Uon
(spi-rii;,shiln),
n.
[L.
spiratio,
fr. spirare to
sheet metal. See SPIN v. t., 7. - a. machine. a A machine
fr. spirare to breathe: cf. OF. spiracle. See SPIRIT.] l. A breathe.]
l. Act of breathing. Obs.
for epinnin~ wool, cotton,flax, silk, etc. b Elec. A mabreathing hole ; an air hole j aperture ; vent. Obs.
2. Theol. The act by, or manner in, whicl1 the Holy Spirit
chine for wmding msulatea cov2. Zool. A breathing orifice; specif.: a The blow hole of proceeds from the Father and the Son ; also, the relation
·ering on wires. - a. mite, the red
a cetacean. b In most terrestrial ar5.
spider. - a. qualit~. = 3d COUNT,
of the Holy Spirit to the Father and the Son subsisting bethropods, one of the stigmata or ex- 1.wheel, a machme for spinning
cause of the Spirit's proceesion from them.
ternal apertures of the trachere. In true
spire (epir), n. [L. spira coil, twist, fr. Gr. 0'1l'<<pa:cf.
!~f:e~ra
s~:'cJ.~!~~:d~~,t~
insects they are usually small, more
F. spfre.] 1. A spiral ; a curl ; a whorl ; a twist. Dryden.
self driven by hand or bx foot.
or less elliptical apertures, often pro2. Geom,. a Any part of a spiral generated in one rotation
apl 1node (spi'niid), n. LL, spina
vided with a valve and often protected
of the radius vector about tl1e pole. See SPIRAL,n., 1 a.
thorn+ nodus knot.] Math. A
~la~~~~Idn~rtl!~i8:sgf
.
b The common point of two or more leaves of a Riemann's
cusp or stationary point ; - dieSpiracle
of
Common
the
thorax
and
abdomen.
Eleven
pairs
surface ; a spiral point.
ting. from m·unode and acnode.
is the maximum number· usually there Fly, niuch enlarged
3. Zool. The upper part of a spiral shell including the
apl'Dose (spi'n0s i spi-n0s' ; see ·
are less than ten pairs. 'c One of the orifices or passages
whole series of whorls except the last, or body, whorl.
-osE), a. [L. spirwsus, fr. Spina Spinning Wheel, for spina thorn.]
Full of spines; armed
ning Yarn.
4. A stag in the third year.
~:~~~atl"!itstc!fu~;!~n~~
and communicating with the mouth cavity. They repre- spire, n. [ME. spire, spir, a blade of grass, a young shoot,
adv. - spl 1nose-neaa, n.
with spines. -spl'nose-ly,
tion
of
the
silk
g]ands.-spinQualitv or state of being spiral.
spln'flnd! ),
~11:i1;!t·~;nl.f;d·
~b}_
A kind of
[f 1
\~r,~~~rr:t!si, ~ ner'u-lar (spl-n~r' {>6-ldr),a.
spi'ral-ly, ad1,. of SPIRAL.
sptnfu-la.te (spYn'0-lirt),spiD'uT sP1N1n.
■pine'let, n. A small spine.
1
g~:e;i~!~.bear.] Bearinf-'!/lj~el spin'net.
Bfin'nle (spln''l). Scot. & dial. la.t'ed (-lat'~d), a. Spinulose.
•s~R!i~i b~AdR<~t!i~
Eng. var. of SPINDLE.
spin'u-la'tion(-lii'shUn), n. An
spin't-ne■a (sptn'Y-nt's), n. See
~!a·as :ee~p
a (IJ.
[f1tm.] A ,piracle. Obs.,
armature of spines or spinules.
1p1De'•ra.yed1 (-rid'), a. 8pmy- splnk (spt~k). n. [Cf. Sw. dial sptn'ny. Var. of SPINNEY.
spir'a-ment.
11. [L. spframenaptn 1u-llf'er-oue (sptn'0-llf'er1Pl-ne1'cence (spl-n~s'lns), n. .~pink a kind of small bird, Gr.
f~fend:;~ybh~ ..] tls), a.
[spiuule + -:ferom.]
a State or quality of being spirit~~~~essr\8f1!~~f~lz'_bo~:
0
Bearing
spmules.
Spi-no'sism,
etc.
Var.
of
SPInescent or spiny. b A spiny
c~h_an_toc~l.F}rn~~J
Syn, of GYR0STACHYS.
spin'u-lous (spln'tl-IUs; spl'growth or covering.
epi-ra.n'thic (-thlk}, a. Pert. to,
(-dllm), nl:0
'IPiD'et (spln'~t; -lt; 151), n.
or characterized by, spiranthy.
A[
1pin'ster-hood, n. See -noon. ~:1-)0;;
[L. spinetmn.J ~ SPINNEY.Obs.
1pi-ra.n'thy
(spl-rln'thl), n.
a. spin'ster-ly. a. See -LY, 1 a.
Bpl-on'l-for'mi-a (spl-lSn1 l-f6r' 1Plne'-talled ts pl n't iild'), a. primrose. b CUCKOO-FLOWER
[Gr. <1'1Tf!'ipa
a coil+ ti.v6of flowml-d), n. pl. [NL., fr. Sp10 the
Having tail quills with sharp, ■pink, n. A mean or shabby 1pin'eter-Bhip, n. See -SHIP.
1piD'atre1s (8pln'str(s), n. A
naked tips.-1pine-taned ewitt, fellow. Obs. Scot.
i~/stinDi~f1hc::::;! o1{
JtJ1~a1_te'!~i~:t~{ 0 d~is{~~o1
woman who spins.
a swift of the genus Chretura.
~,~;~e!·L:.cot. & dial. Enf
1pl-ra1fter (spl-rls't~r), n. [Gr.
marine Annelida, including
epln'et-ted, a. Slit; cleft. Obs.
1~~trll,;:; Occupation those without oral tentacles or
BpiD'ner, n. Prob., a pinnace.
1
1ptn'tut'. n. A prolix preacher. pal pi, and having the gills, when
~;~n~J:~~f:r~i o!~°cf;
s~li
spin'~
(-trYg
n.
[L.
spintria,
more turns produced on the outferre to prodnce.1 Thorny ;
~~~~:tog;,~s~le~:::e!~U;\?::
IJ)iny. [ShapedU'keaspine.J tnbee on the apinnerets of spiin burrows or tubes. Spl-oli'l-d.a
a. [,pire
•pln'l-t'orm (spln'l'-fftrm), a. ders for discharging the secre-
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SPIRE
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AS. spir; akin to G. spier a blade of grass, Dan. spire a
sprout, sprig; cf. Sw. spira a spar, Icel. ~ira, G. spiere.]
1. a A germinating plant; a sprout. Obs. b A slender
b1ade or stalk, as of grass or grain.
2. Any of several tall grasses, as the common reed grass,
beach grass, reed canary grass, etc. Dial. Eng.
3. A tapering body that shoots up or out to a point in a
conical or pyramidal
form; specif., Arch.,
a steeply tapering roof
or analogous pyramidal construction surmounting a tower or
2
3
towerlike
structure;
also, loosely, a steeple.
4. Mining. A tube or
fuse for firing
the
charge in blasting.
&. The top, or uppermost point, 0 f anything; the summit.
The ,,,;,., and top of
praises.
Sh.al.:.
splre(spir),v.i.;
SPIRED
(spird); SPIR'ING(spir'~
Ing). To shoot forth
or up; also, to run up

3. [often cap.] In the abstract,life or consciousness viewed
as an independent type of existence; as, idealists maintain that the essential nature of the universe is spirit, pantheists that spiT'it pervades the universe. In this sense
spirit denotes a quality or being similar to man's psychical or vital nature, conceived as a characteristic of nature
or of deity. Thus, iu Hebrew, nwkh, usually translated
O
spirit" in the Bible, denotes the divine breath indeIJendi~~gfe~s ~ 1 ta~ei~i!~~fi~3.~r:~fh~ev};·;:~-it ~~s~l!~ :~!~ti:
translate such terms (often rendered mind) as the Greek
voii,;- (see NOUS,1), Latin mens, German Geist, esp. in connection with idealistic theories. See IDEALISM,
1.
4. [cap.] A part of the divine nature; the Holy Spirit.
6. Any supernatural being; an apparition; a. specter; a
ghost; also, sometimes, a sprite; a fairy; an elf.
Whil~t young, preserve his tender mmd from all impressions
of Rpirits antl goblins in the dllrk
Locke.
6. An individual ; a person i - esp. with reference to
characteristics of mind or temper ; as, a ruling spirit; a
ec
spi,-di·~,·
a l?Ot)dspfir-it._dCf. souLd,7d..
·t·
7 .hTismatic
emper or 1spoS1ton o mm ; moo ; 1spos1 10n ; often inpl.; as, to be cheerful, or in good spirits; to be
downhearted, or in bad spirits.
God has ... made a sp1rit of building succeed a spirit of pulling down.A perfect judge will read each work of wit
Souilt.
,v1th the same xpfrit that its author writ.
Pope.
&. Specif., stimulated or high spirits; liveliness, energy,
vivacity, ardor, enthusiasm, courage, etc.; as, to speak or
act with spirit; to display spi,rit in the presence of danger.
1hl~z:~1e ~ caa~~l~u~rn~n~~f.
hi~:~~::~ t~i~t~~?tlkc:ii~· l~es¥
~~
indited it, and expired.
.Puller
9. As a translation of the word Geist in the Hegelian phiIosop h y, th ecomp Iexo f Immanms
. t't1 u t·tons, f am1·1y,socie. t y,
state, church, and the productions in art, poetry, science,
and culture.
w. T. Harris.
10. Intent; real meaning; -opposed to the letter, or to formal statement; also, characteristic quality, esp. such as is
derived from the individual genius or the personal character ; as, the spirit of an enterprise.
11. In nature, any volatile or airy agent or essence ; esp.,
a life-giving substance or animating principle viewed as in
natural bodies. Obs. 0 ,- Hist.
All bodies have spints ... within them.
Bacon.
12. Hence: a Alchemy. Any of four substances, sulphur,
sal ammoniac, quicksilver, and arsenic (orpiment).
The four ,.,,pirits and the bodies seven.
Chaucer.
b In the old chemistry, any liquid produced by distillation ; in modern use, any strong distilled alcoholic liquor i
esp, ordinary, or ethyl, alcohol, the spfrlts, or spirit, of
wine (it having been first distilled from wine);-often
inpl.
S1Jfr1·t,'l implies ,•tp1ritof any description, and all liquors.

Rare.
The sp1ntful and orderly life of our own t-,'l'ownmen. Milton.
- splr'it-ful-ly, ad,•. -splr'lt-ful-ness, n.
spir'1t-ing, n. Action, work, or service of a spirit.
splr'it-ism
(spll'"i'-tlz'm), n. 1. The theory that medium ..
istic phenomena are caused by spirits of the dead; also,
the action or agency of spirits; - used iu distinction from
spiritualism as not conveying the notion of any special
doctrine as to the nature or state of the spirits.
2. Belief that natm·al objects possess indwelling spirits..
See ANIMISM,
~- l:Ure.
spir'it-ist,
n. One who believes in, or attempts to put in
practice, spiritism or spiritualism; a spiritualist.
sptr 1it-is'Uc (-i-tTs 1tlk), a. Of or pertaining to, or believing in, spirits or phenomena connected with them.
spir'it-less,
a. 1. Destitute of spirit; wanting animation or cheerfulness; dejected; depressed; dispirited.
2 Destitute of vigor. wanting life courage or fire
·
;\ man so faint, 'so !fpiritlek,
•
a. t-:raving g~!~t~~,.d:;fili~f?,d~ad. woebegone.
SIio/·

~up;;;;:, .c<:r1:i1~tt;;j~d!J:~i~o:1~f :;~latile pri!';r;:1~.
TINCTURE, U.S. Disp. d Dyeing. Any of various solutions, esp. of tin salts, used
mordants ; as, tin spfrits,
aniline spirit, etc.
13. A rough breathing; an aspirate, as the letter It; also,
a mark to denote aspiration ; a breathing.
Obs.
He it a letter or RJHnt, we have great use for it. B. Jmuwn.
Syn. - Life, ardor, euerg:y, fl.re, courage, animation, cheerfulness, vivacity, enterprise.
See souL, GHOST.
1plrlt of alum, an a<Jueous solution of sulphur dioxide.~ a.
of copper, acetic acid obtained by distilling copver acetate.
-1.,01·spirita,ofha.rtshorn,asolutionofammomainwater;
;i'i!iincga~lbdyhJec~T~~~tf~~d1!ifi1~~~~~:_ds.f:~~i~~J!:-~~~
(mlntder-e'rils), an aqueous solution of acetate of ammonium ;-named after R.Minderer, a physician of AuJiisburg.
~~effs~ 1~:~
:i~~~.f~".:'the~.:'l~li~~ 0 ft 1l~~lt,gfe~
by the distillation of alcohol with nitric and sulphuric
acids, and consists essentially of ethyl nitrite with a little
a_cetic althyde.
if 1uJed 1as diaphoretic, diuretic, ant,W 8 'iJ'}'3 etc. h
el
~o stv~'f/
spirit oflj"~"~ -•· of
~bt~ined fro~:t'Balt ~nd.0~~1~h1:ri~c~cih~__8~,~se~ae,
most refinement of sensation. Obs. Shak. _ a. of tin, stannic chloride.- a. of vitriol, oil of vitriol; sulphuric acid. Obs.
-a. of vitriolic ether, Chem., ether. See ETHER,3 a. Obs. spirits, or spirit, of turpentine, oil of turpentine.
See TURPENTINE.- spirits, or spirit, of wine, alcohol i Tectified spirit.
ovJt;;~~'t:1-;;;t~~e!d/ectified
spirit of u strcnglh
1~~
spir'it (sp'fr'rt),v. t.; SPm'IT-ED i i:tPIR'rT-JNG. l. To ani.
.
mate wt th vigor; to hearten;
encourage;
inspirit; 1~:J'~rt-!aI:f~en ~JJfrlf up and assist those obstia0;:!t~:/e~~
•nntepeople to continue in th!'ir rebellion.
sw,t"t.
2. To convey rapidly and secretly, as if by the agency "of
1~~~'
;P~~i!in~~r~i~~:~i 1~
nhrond as a
dani?:erousperson.
Arbuthnot !i' I'oJJe.
wl:n~~~r~f~e. See DYE.
SP1rlt butterfly.
Any of numerous delicate butterflies of
tropical America of the genus 111,omia, having gauzy
wings nearly destitute of scales.
splr'it-ed, a. 1. Animated or possessed bya spirit. Obs.
"So talked the spirited, sly snake."
Milton.
2. Animated; full of life or vigor; lively; full of spirit
or fl.re ; as, a spirited oration; a spirited answer.
3. Having (such) a spirit ; - used in composition, as in
high-spirited, low-spirited, mean-spirited, etc.
Syn. - SPIRITED, METTLESOME,
FIERY. SPIRITEDimplies
ardor, animation, or fullness of life; METTLESOME
often adds
to .~pirited the implication of courage or daring; FIERY,
r,hs~a~fu~igrse~~~b:c"if!-~a~sso~e!h~f
aft:~eth:n:'ahn~r
of a spirited horse" ( G. EUot); u a fine, lively, spirited
young man" (Scot(); u The third rspeechj was ... very
spirited and eloquent" (Gray); u Their force differs from
true spirit, as much as a vicious from a mettle:wme horse"
(Tatlm·) i u th e nervous a nd fiery animation of the horses"
(Shelley); u a fiery soul, which, working out its way, fretted the pygmy body to decay" (J)ryden); uthe fiery,
swift, Italian nature of the man" (Carlyle). See LIVELY,
-splr'it-ed-ness,
n.

t:!~~i~~~f:~~f~1~f no~h~usaid~;a:~i;t

tafte[!~~~y
~i~:t~:~!~~~
up as the other sorts

ffill~llll"lr.Mn

.Jllortimer.

~

spi-re'a (spi-~0'd), n.
[NL.]
A spirrea. =
SPIR.IEA,
2. -, _ )
IAngleTurrets,andCrockets;3Steeple.
Broach Spire ' 2 Spire with. Parapet,
8 p l ,._
8 me (sp1
•&
rem , n.
[Gr. u1reip11µ.a.,
,nreipaµ.a., a coil. Cf. 1st sPmE.] Biol.
The chromatin of a cell nucleus, when in the form of a
thread, continuous or segmented.
■Pl'ric (spi'rlk), a. [Gr. cnre,ptKO~ spiral.]
Math. Of, in
the form of, or pert. to, a tore.
~le
body, a tore. - a. line, a plane section of a tore; a
b1circular quartic with an axis of symmetry.
Spl'ri-fer (spi 1rI-fer; spir'i-ier), n. [NL.; L. spira a coil
Jerre to bear. J Paleon. 1. Syn. of SPIRJFERA.
2. [l. c.J A brachiopod of Sp_irifera or allied genus.
Spl-rif'er-a (spi-rif'er-ci), n. LNL. See SPIRIIl'ER.]Pa/,eon.
A large genus of extinct
brachiopods having the
arms supported within the
shell by long spirally coiled
rods which form a pair of
cones with their apexes di-

+

lfS:1

rect:dt;:iore dor
lar,eralt toTh~ :pne:ie~ ab~:n3enlt in1
Silnrian, Devonian, and Carbonif- Sprnfcra,. ( s. lfinafa ).
erous. It is the type. of a fami!,y. Upper "Valve partly .reSPlr'1-fer'i.-4m
(splr 1T-f~r1I-de) moved to show Spiral
and·· of a superfamily Spi-rif!er~ Arm Supports. (ft)
a'ce-a (spi-rif 1e"r-3/sht-U), comprising all the brachiopods
~:: i~;o:d~!l:S!~l~'tt~OJ~~~~~i~l-1e arms,and occurring

li!~.

ii: . .

.

apl-rlf'er-ous (spi-rif'er-lls), a. [See SPIRIFER.J Zool. a

Having a spiral part or organ. b Spired. c Containing,
or characterized by, Spiriferidm. See SPIRIFERA.
Splrtil-la'ce-m
(spirti-li'se-e),
n. pl. [NL. See SPIRILLUM.] Bacteriol. A family of bacteria having more or less
spirally curved ciliate or nonciliated cells. It contains 4
f,:'.~~;.~t~h~1rftr~f~•:;:1-:t:i~:tra
are th0 IDOS t
splr'll-lO'sls (-lo'sis), n. [NL. ; Spirillum +-osis.] Any
affection due to bacteria of the genus Spirillum, asa South
African cattle disease or a certain disease of fowls.
Spl-rfl'lum (spi-ril'·um), n. [NL., dim. of L. spira a coil,
Gr. u1rei:pC1.] Bacterial. a A genus of bacteria typifying
the family Spirillacere. They have stiff cells with fascicles
of polar flagella. Many species occur in liquids containing
decaying organic matter. S desulphuricans has the power
of reducing sulphates. b [l. c.] [pl. -LA (-d).] Any microorganism of, or resembling a bacterium of, the genus Spirillum ,· loosely, any thread-shaped bacterium.
spir'it(spTr'Tt),n.
[OF.esp'irit,esper-it,F.esprit,L.spiritus,
EXPIRE,ESPRIT,
fr. spirare to breathe, to blow. Cf. CONSPIRE,
SPRITE.] 1. T he breath of J1'fe,· 1,·fe,or the life principle,
conceived asa kind of breath 01vapor animating the body,
or, in man, mediating between body and soul. The Ga~gneics,
~;~i~~f~g:i;,tp~~if'l,, tt\ee C~aysi~~~~lfn \t~e:i:~1tJ:
or degrees: (1) The natural spirit, a vapor rising from the
~~y~:i;l~~fih~1"!?n~fu~8f'~,\1:i!~ti~::~fw;:t~~i~~~~;~~
and generation.
(2) The vital spirit. transformed from the
0 f!tl~~~t~~t,tWe tn;rt~i~t,f~~cti~i~r~o~~:y~~:
a~:~l
fife through the arteries to the whole body. (3) The an!al
irit converted in the bra.in from the vital spirit in
~nct':i'!i the ration~! principle, and had the .. animal" f.inc:
tions of distributing the power of motion and feeling
through the nerves. See ANIMAL,a., 1.
.I. The life principle viewed as the "breath''
or gift of
deity ; hence, the agent of vital and conscious functions in
man ; the soul. Spirit (Heb. nephesh, usually translated
"soul" in the Bible, Gr. 1rvei.iµC1,Lat. spiritus) and soul
are used sometimes as synonyms, sometimes as naming
different elements in man's immaterial nature. In former
use, ltPJrit often der~~ed (at in_de\ 1) thz viial principle of
1~'f;ddi:J•~~ui° ()~
0 (a~
0 d!~oa~:~dise
in de~~r5)!1J ~~
material being which never had a body Thus we speak of
.. spirih; of the dead " u spirit returii," the H land" or
u realm of spirits."
SeesoUL, 1, GHOST,a.
I am thy father's:rpfrit:
Shak.
Doomed for a certain time to wttlk the night.
Thenshallthedustretumtotheee.rthasitwas,andthespirit
ehall return unto God who gave it.
Eccl. xii. 7.
an";f!'i,~;: of~~:hlc;, ihs~b!ist~hinking, knowing, dou_I'~k~:

SPIRITUALLY

1~

LI,

!~

-splr'lt-less-ly,

ar/,,. -s;plr 1lt-less-ness, n.
BPlrit level.
A level in wluch the adjustment to the horizon is shown by the position of a bubble in alcohol or ether
g~~t:,\if.dai~l:s~~~~l/ 1~~z:b'\i\l:-:ii:;b;;
i~:el\~i~r
spir'it-ous (sph'l-t'Us), a. [Cf. sPmITUOus.J 1. Like, or of
the nature of, spirit; refined; pure. Rare.
Milton.
2. Ardent ; active. Obs.
3. Spirituous.
Rare .
spirit rapper.
One who practices spirit rapping.
BPlrit rapping.
An alleged form of communication withi
the spirits of the dead by raps. See SPIRITUALISM,
3.
splr'lt-u-al (spTr'It:i"i-al),
a. [ME. Sfiiri/uel,
OF. Sfiii-ituel,
_
:r
r
espiri.tuel, F. spfrltuel, L. spfritualis. See SPIRIT.] 1. Of,,
pertaining to, or consisting of, spirit i not material; incorporeal; as, a spiritual substance or being.
2. Of or pertaining to the intellectual and higher endowments of the mind; mental; intellectual.
3. Of or pertaining to the moral feelings or states of the
soul, as distinguished from the external actions ; reaching and affecting the spirit.
4. Of or pertaiuing to the soul or its affections as influenced by the divine Spirit; controlled and inspired by the
Spirit; proceeding from the Holy Spirit; pure; holy;
divine; heavenly-minded;opposed to carnal.
Thnt I may impurt unto you some .~piritual J!ift. Rom. i. 11.
st~:e ~~~l~i~~~~~~rtaken in a fault, ye which are ~pi~~1t~./t
s. Of or pert. to sacred things or the church; not lay or
temporal i ecclesiastical;

as, lords spiritual an~ temporal.
/::~{~: 1.

Be::P•·rf::t:h~

as

::ii·~

ci• lb! t a

a

sii.r)1t~{:l1-1sn'tc~I:.~:)~I~~·[tf.
F . .,pirilualisme.] 1. Quality or state of being spiritual. Rare.
.
2. The doctrine that all that exists is spirit ; idealism.
1
0
Jd':a1i!~1 .a~e0 !!\
/r
t~f~~~!~J:~lt~t[i~~.a~e~~~i~~e
neutral or agnostic monism now in vogue among scientific men.

:! ~h~~:Il:f!~s

{t!il.t~

v.t8i!~h~~t
;~~ih.

~~i~:~ 0F.P;ti,.J:.:~:f~e~~

;iJ{~g:n;

James Ward

3. A belief that departed

spirits hold intercourse with
mortals by means of physical phenomena, as by rapping,
or during abnormal mental states, as in trances, or thelike, commonly manifested througl1 a medium (sense 5);
spiritism ; the doctrines and practices of spiritualists.
sp1r'1t-u-al-1st,
n. [Cf. F. spirituali.~te.] 1. One who
professes a regard for spiritual thingR only; one whose
employment is of a spiritual character ; an ecclesiastic. B.
2 Ph ·1 0
h
· t · th d t ·
f · ·t 1·
1
On~ :i10~:1iev~~funs;I~ i~ua1is1~c
seeks intercourse with departed spirits; a spiritist.
4. [cap.] One of a party among the Franciscans from early
~~!1;~1~3~~
1;e~:c~s~~l~~ri: ;~!~!t~e~~t:!~i::s:1!~
1-','p1'r-itual
Franciscan and Spfritunl. This party was rec1\!t~r %!~e
1fheat~o ~~~:t
branches of the order established by LE.OX. in 1517.
splr'it-u-al-ls'tic (spYr1Yt;:.ii-al-Is'tik), "· Of, pert. to, or
connected with, spiritualism.
splr'lt-u-al'l-ty (-~l'i-ti), r,,; pl. -TIES (-tiz). [L. spiri/11alitas: cf. F. spirituaute, OF. also espfritualit~.J 1. Quality or state of being spiritual; incorporeality i spiritualmindedness.
A pleasure made for the soul, suitable to its RJ,irNualit 11. South.
2. Eccl. Lato. That which belongs to the church, or to a
person as an ecclesiastic, or to religion; specif. : a The
spiritual jurisdiction of the church. b The fees or dues
or tithes receivable by an ecclesiastic as such.
3. The whole body of the clergy: the church.
Obs.
splr 11t-U-al•i-za'tlon (-Ul-T-zii'shUn; -;-i-zi'shUn), n. Act of
spiritualizing, or state of being spiritualizcd .
splr'lt-u-al-tze
(splr'l'ti::.,.U-2il-iz),v. t. i SPIR'IT-U-AL-IZED
(-izd); SPIR'IT-U-AL-izttNG(-iztlng). [Cf. F. spiritu,aliser.]
1. 'J;'orender spiritual; to refine intellectually or morally;
to purify from the corrupting influences of the world ., to
give a spiritual character or tendency to; to animate.
~~n;eo; ~~p;:!e~i:~~}t;:~:!~g
to; to take in a spiritual

~fti"~'~'ejf;

a

:!~f:~)v!~a;,
i::!i

s!irit°
~l~~t.

~1;.~;;t;~:O,~i;::,;.

r

c~r~~~~:Wi sted;

!£Pc~;:~~e~

h!:1::s:,

i·ot~t:{i~~;
bcli.!~~~~T;:i.L;i~s~ho 8
s~<;ffuf{!!t
liauce by means of baptism or confirmation. b The act of
a vicar, or other beueficiary, who holds two benefices, the
one depending on the collation of the other .-a. living, Eccl.,
a benefice Eng
s peers the bishops and archbishops or
lords spifitual,' ;ho sit ill the House of Lords. - •. ~e,
wam
.foenogthtehrethManortmheonfisr'stin
c_tHiceenocfe,paopllrylgtuaalmyw,l!aenr;,
1
0 ntehteaprea,
k 1
,
spiritual wifeism.
spir'it-u-al,
n. 1. A spiritual thing, function, office, or
affair; a spirituality.
2. A spiritual person; as: a One spiritual-minded.
b
One whose office or occupation is spiritual; an ecclesiastic.

:;1~~lt.af~.
?1~

c::~~
:rt~~:~:~

3:

i~~t~~!;

rre

o~.~;!~,~~1if
p~g~~!:~~c~l::
J/

2ds¢~ri~'af.a"ob~:Et,rlr,tn~Pgt~!,\.!:.ho spirits
fE~r:~~ir!~~!· :~h~fl. al,or hav- ~i~~~::t:ers;~~~g:nllth),
n
Obs. :PPf~~;!:t(snp;)'~~)~Ev,ar
[AGn't·1'!1a"c,'1'ePf".2)c.~l.p+I_Y"rlgo.!D~i
jh•owu
.•] :pp~~~\t.!l]~?ddt:. 80cmiritalis aw;it ;la kidnrir·
.
h' h
...-t:
.,
Lt ••,,
~fcohota.:!1~~rned~mpm w tc
1
0
1~£.
0(!~f;fiYdr), a. Rae- ~e~~~f~nfth~
:J~:;~f!1~p1",rY..:,1~1!~R[1,1~~:
b;er:fu~1inJ,J By ap1r'it¥lea.f',n. The manyroot.
See SPIRIT.] To breathe Obs. fr. L. spiraa coil.] Bot. One of teriol. Pert. to, or resembling, apirttalty,n. Spirituality. Obs. apir'lt ly a Sprie:htly Obs
11>1 bur
A b
h · d £ th
· t
·1 d th d 8· th
th
S, • "ll
irit d k
B ffl h d d k
II apt1ri~to",1~ (s e7i-ts-tO;RO),
;,,.
se:J:
Wheri ■~:~~- PA_'y::;gahoot; a tPGolde':i~eY:.L:calJS.tg~n:
4-'adv. [It.]
ffusic. Spinted;
~pfr8ifera:·allied~';nri~~o O co:t'l:i1

t;~t:dii1~·J
:Ppt~:.

Set;:~r;H~i.c~

mix- ?~~~u:!
c:~~:!iiSt~~fc~~~t~~

:~d

!!1Je

splr'lt-ful (spir'Tt--filol), a. Full of spirit; spirited.

t:l:~:]

~~~riI~{~

~~r~!t~:h;~

;~~~lt~d~~~s;-g:
perB~;:~OUS•ne&(B,
~- ,r8
~r:~~~n~:H.apiritualiz&te,a. Spirituahzed.
eplr'it-u al iz1er( tz'~r) n One-who spiritn~lizes.' [UAL.I
aptr'tt-u-al-lJ',adv. of !PIRIT-

h·.1

i~-N~;s,
CUbs~·1
0

ii.le, senitte, cire, iim, account, iirm, ask, sofa; eve, ilivent, 6nd, reei!nt, makiir; ice, Ill; old, &bey, Srb, fidd, s~ft, c<'lnnect; use, i'inite, 6.m, iip, circtis, menii;
!I Forelarn Word.
-t Ohoolete Variant of, + combined with.
= equal1.

2015

SPIRITUAL-MINDED
Old Chem. To extract spirit from;
into, or impregnate with, spirit.

SPLASHER

a many-chambered shell coiled in a flat spiral, the whorls of
which do not touch each other. The shell is almost comps0Ie1ttepl!retnsv.
e1Topeedine
thues
things, or filled with holy desires and affections ; spiritual.
he g 0
_ splr'it-u-al-mind'ed-DeBS, n.
is found in most tropisplr'it-u-al-ty (spir'It;:.l'i-lil-tI), n. [OF. e.,pirituau(l)te.
~~c~:!;,.b.:'Je c~~,r.lete
See SPIRITUALITY.] 1. The clergy; ecclesiastics; also,
2. [/. c.] A member of
spiritual possessions; spiritual doctrine. Cf. TEMPORALITY,
the above genus.
Spirula (Spirula lrevis), showing
2. Tithes or offerings.
splr'Y (s pi r'I),
a.
the Internal Shell.
3. The Pope. Obs.
LFrom SPIREa winding line.] Of a spiral form ; wreathed;
II spl'rl'tu'el' (spii'rii'tii'el'), a. masc. [F. See sPmITUAL.]
d
•
1
11spi'ri'tu'elle'
(-81'), a. fem.
Of the nature, or
cure ; sewi~ni~~~~ spi 1:1, volumes of the snake.
Dryden.
having the appearance, of a spirit ; spiritual; refined; ethe• splr'y' a. [From SPIRE a steeple.]
Of or pertaining to a
real; also, sprightly; bright; witty.
spire; like a spire; tall, slender, and tapering; aboundaplr'lt-u-ous (spir'lt;:il-us), a. [Cf. (for sense 3) F . .,piri- iug in spires; as, spiry turrets. "Spiry towns." Thomson.
tueux. Cf. SPIRITous.] 1. Of the nature of spirit; ethe- spls'sl-tude (spis'I-tiid), n. [L. spissitudo.] Quality or
real; immaterial ; spiritual.
Obs.
state of being spissated ; inspissated state.
.2. Lively; active; gay; vivid; airy. Obs.
splt(sprt),n.
[ME.spite, AS.spittt; akin to D ..,pit, G.spiess,
3. Containing, or of the nature of, alcoholic spirit i alco- OHG. spiz, Dan. spid, Sw. spett, and
holic; ardent; as, spirituous liquors.
to G. spitz pointed.] 1. A slender,......-.
'IIapl'rl-tus (splr'I-tus), n. [L. See SPIRIT,n.] 1. Spirit.
pointed rod,usually of iron,for holdSpit, I.
2. A breathing; an aspirate.
ing meat or, formerly, eggs, while being roasted over afire.
3. Pltarm. Spirit; as, spirilus camphorm, spirit of camphor.
2. A sword. Obs. Slang.
ll)lrltusaa'pee [L. asper rough], Gr. Gram., a mark[' I placed
a. The mark of refereuce called the dagger. Obs.
over some initial vowels or over p to show that they are
4. A stick or skewer on which fish, as herrings, are hung
J1,spirated i thus Ws, pronounced lt0s, ()~Twp, pronounced
to dry. Dial. Eng. & Scot.
8
6. The spindle in a shuttle on which the spool, etc., turns.
8 _ f~:-~e!~t~s(f:~!~~~1i}-iL~ay~dm,~~ti
of grainJ, whisky. - a. le 1nia [L. lenis smooth , Gr. Gram.J
6. A small point of land running into a body of water, or
a mark('], indicating the absence of a prece ing h souna
a.long, narrow shoal extending from the shore.
from the initial vowel over which it is placed, as in Uva.i, spit, v. t.; SPIT'TED; SPIT 1TING. [From SPIT a rod.] 1. To
palrsoons:o,unn
amtuend';d1eRgrrinunsinAgsPsEoRi.~sic_
1 (cm·allne~ thrust a spit through ; to fix upou a spit; hence, to thrust
00c1ehdbe,:,eant'hi,;nalgs.o,.tfh.esPb
or impale. '' Infants ,\pitted upon pikes.'' Shak.
d -1)·.[L., mun,1,·of the wuorld.J = ANIMAMUNDI.--a. vl'nl o"a.1,. through
2. To hang (fish) on a spit to dry. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
1
ll-cl (vi ni g31'1-si) [L. vini Gallici of Gallic wine], brandy. spit, v. i. To attend to a spit; to use a spit. Obs. or R.
aplrk'et-lng (spftr'ket-Ing), n. Shipbuilding. The inboard spit, v. t. ; pret. &:p. JJ· SPIT, Archr,ic SPAT (spilt); p. pr.
planking from the waterways up to the port sills.
& vb. n. sP1T'T1NG.
[AS. spittan ,- cf. G. spi.Uzen, Dan.
Spl're>-chm•ta(spi'rli-ke't<i), n. [NL.; Gr. u.-e,po. coil+
spytte, Sw. spotta, Ice!. spfjta, and also E. SPAWL,SPEW. The
xa.<T1) hair.]
Bacteriol. A genus of microorganisms, re- past tense spat is due to AS. sp5!tte, fr. sp5!tan to spit.]
garded by some as belonging to the Spirillacem or as typi1. To eject from the mouth, as saliva or other matter; to
fying a distinct family, by others as protozoans. They
expectorate.
u Thus spit I out my venom."
Chaucer.
consist ofslender undulating filaments, with or without fla.
2. To eject ; to throw out ; to belch.
gellre. See SPIROCH.IETE,
in the Addenda.
to spit cotton or alxpences, to spit white cottonlike saliva or
8pl're>-de'la(-de'l<i), n. [NL., prob. fr. Gr. u.-,,po. coil+
saliva that forms white coin-shaped patches, regarded as
&"ijAo~
visible; - so named because the spiral vessels are
indicating a thirstr condition.
Vulgar.
visible through the transparent tissues. l Bot. A small spit, v. i. 1. To eiect saliva ; to expectorate.
genus of lemnaceous plants having a membranous spathe,
2. To rain or snow slightly or with scattered drops or
flakes; to spriukle.
Colloq.
Dickens.
and a thallus with a cluster of several rootlets. S. polyrh.iza, the great duckweed, is widely distributed.
3. To make a noise like that of expectoration.
Colloq.
.spl'ro-graph (spi•r~-graf), n. [L. spirare to breathe+
Syn, -See EXPECTORATE.
E.-graph.] Physiol. An instrument for recording respiratory
to spit on or upon, to insult grossly; to treat with contempt.
movements, as the sphygmogmph does those of the pulse. spit, n. 1. The secretion ejected from the mouth; spittle;
:apl'ro-graph,
n. [See 1st SPIRE ; ·GRAPH. J An instrusaliva; sputum ; also, the act or an act of spitting.
ment for drawing spirals, as a kind of compass with a 2 • A fro th Y secretion resembling saliva exuded by certain
lengthening leg tied to the stationary leg by a string which
insects; also, a spittle insect.
wraps around the latter as the former is rotated around it.
3. A falling of rain in scattered particles; a sprinkle.
•pl-rog'ra-phln
(spi.ri:Sg'rli-ftn), n. [Spirographis
-in.]
4. Perfect likeness; counterpart i image; as, he is the spit
Chem. Al1yalogengotfromtheskeletaltissuesofasabel(orspitandimage,or.<pitandpfrture)ofhisfather.
Dial.
loid annelid of the genus Spirographis. On hydration
splt'ball' (-bill'), n. l. Paper chewed, and rolled into a
·
i
h I ... (
~ 11 r I )
ball, to be thrown as a missile.
2. [Usnally two words.] Baseball. A variety of pitched ball
it yields a hyalm, BP'ro-grap , .... n spi'ru-gr f' -d n .
Spl'ro-gy'ra (spi'rl;-ji'r<i), n. [NL.; Gr.
produced by moistening one side of the ball with saliva.
u1r,,pacoil+-yiipos a ring.] Bot. A large
It is said to leave the hand with a greater speed than when
genus of green fresh-water alga, of the
dry and to take a more uncertain course. Cant.
family Zygnemaceoo, with spiral chlorospltch'coek' (spich'kilk'), n. An eel split and broiled.
phyll bands.
They form slimy masses
spltch'cock', v. t.; SPITCH'cocxED'{-koktt). [Orig. uncert.;
in stagnant and runntg water.
cf. SPIT a rod; cocx the bird.]
Cookery. To split (as an
apl'rold (spi'roid), a. See SPIREa spiral ;
eel) lengthwise and broil or fry it in hot fat.
-oro.] Like ..-screw or spiral.
spite (spit), n. [Shortened fr. ME. despit despite. See
spl-rom•e-ter (spi-rilm'e-tilr), n. [L.
DESPITE.] 1. Injury; hurt; disgrace; dishonor.
Obs.
spira.re to breathe+ E. -mete,·.] An in2. Ill will or hatred toward another, accompanied with
strument for measuring the vital capacity
the disposition to irritate, annoy' or thwart ; petty malice;
of the lungs, or the volume of air which
grudge i rancor i despite.
.
Pope.
can be expelled from the che st after the
This is the deadly spite that angers.
Shak.
deepest possible inspiration.
Cf. PNEU•
a. Vexation; chagrin; mortification. R<lre.
Shak.
MATOMETER.-Bpl'ro-met'rlc
4. Anything causing vexation or grief. Colloq. or Dial.
(spi'rij-m0ttrik), a. -spl•rOm'eSyn. -Spitefulness,
pique, rancor, malevolence, grudge.
try (spi-rom•li-trI), n.
See RESENTMENT.
apl'ro-phore
(spi'rts-fOr; 201), n.
.
in apite of, in defiance or contempt of; in opposition to all
[L. spirare to breathe
E.
Spirometer.
efforts of; notwithstanding.
Often shortened to spite of.
-phore.] Med. An apparatus to effect artificial respiration.
See Syn. under NOTWrrHsTANDINa,prep.
.Spl-roph'y-ton (spi-rof'l-tlln), n. [NL.;
spite, v. t.; SPIT'ED (spit'M); SPIT'ING (spit'Ing).
1. To
Gr. ,nreipa. coil
c/>11T6v
plant.] Bot.
regard with spite; to dislike; hate. Obs. or Archaic.
A genus of fossil algre, characteristic
The Danes, then ... pagans, spited places of religion. Fuller.
2 · To treat maliciously i to th wart; shame; mortify.
of certain Devonian rocks in New York
3. To fill with spite; to offend; to vex. Obs., Scot., or R.
State. The only species (S. cauda-galli)
is represented by coiled orconvoluteim,; Darius, .~pitedat th e Magi."
Sir W. Temple.
pressions, and has given the name caudasplte'ful (spit'fillil), a. Filled with, or showing, spite;
galll grit to the rocks it is found in.
having a desire to vex, annoy, or injure; malignant; mali;Spi-ror•bls (spi-r6r 1bh), n. [NL. ; Gr.
cious. -splte•lul-ly, ad11.-splte'ful-nesa,
n.
O'Trtipa. coil
L. orbis circle, disk.]
splt 1ftr8' (spit 1fir 1 ), n. 1. A violent, irascible, or passionZool. A genus of small serpulid anneate person. Colloq.
lids forming a spirally coiled calcareous
2. Naut. A verysmalljibofstrongcanvas
carried by small
tube.
vessels in stormy weather or, alone, to keep steerageway.
Splr'u-la (spir'illi-l<i), n. [NL., dim. of
splt'ted (spittM; -Id; 151 ), a. [From SPITa rod.] 1. Put
L. spira a coil.] Zoo!. 1. A genus of Spirorbls (S. ludupon a spit; pierced as if by a spit; impaled.
small dibranchiate cephalopoda having dus). o Operculum.
Long and pointed; -said of antlers.
Bacon.
,11.

also, to convert

spit'ter (sprt'er), n.

1. One who puta

sharp ; a brocket, or pricket.

A

l

[See SPITa rod.]

meat on a spit.

2. A younf! deer whose antlers begin to shoot or become

spir'tt-u-al-mind'ed, a. Having the mind set on spiritual

spit'ter, n. [See SPITto eject from the mouth.]

One who

ejects saliva from the mouth.

spit'Ung, p. pr.&: vb. n. of SPIT. Hence: n. Act of one
that spits; specif., Metal., the behavior (called also sprouting) of molten silver or platinum at a certain stage of cooling, when the chilled surface is broken by jets of gas with
liquid metal, which makes fantastic forms on the crust.
1pltttng make, a venomous South African snake (Seped,J)rl
ltf'n~acl!ute-!1allied to tte cqbf!1;
called from its habit
o lt~~jct1(gft:,1)enom [Fen 1rr1ta
t f
th
th
8 sp]
-~
nTh fl
SPITte~:e~h ror
e mi:ds:
c j·SPATTLI\ &
e m secre
y e sa ivary g
;
/P~h e ~~Iv Ai . t Se
.it'tl e ~othys:cr; ion o some mbic s. e SP~E(~~T.
~~nun~:e) f:r~~g'g:1ai&:~so~olQn~:~!reen
ga
os oc
spit'tle, n. LAS. spitel. Cf.SPIT to dig.] A small spade or
shovel; specif., a baker's wooden implement used to put
cakes, etc., into the oven or to remove them. Dial. Eng.
spit'tle, v. t. To dig or stir with a spittle. Dial. Eng.
spittle Insect Any of numerous sma!lleapini: homqpter
ous insects of "the froghopper family (Cercop1dm). Then'.
larv~ live on plants and envelop themselves in a mass of
;fj~frb!t6i~~s~ti~~-of
Th~u~~~1~rf!:~ct~r~!~i!~eabo~:
on herbage and trees. Apltrqplwra quadran{l1dari8is the
most common one in the eastern United States.
splt•toon' (spl-tOOn'), n. A receptacle for spit or sputum;
esp., a low eylindrical or round vessel, as of metal or earthen ware, with a funnel-shaped top, so used ; a cuspidor.
&Pitz dog (spits) [G spitz spitzltund] A Pomeranian
dog.
·
·
'
·
Splach-na'ce-111(splilk-nii•st-e), n. pl. [NL. See SPLACH•
NUM.]
Bot. A family of mosses remarkable for their
growth upon dung or upon decaying animal tissues. See
SPLACHNUM.-Bplach-na'ceouB (-shlls), a.
Splach'num (splll:k1num), n. [NL., said by Linnmus, who
named it, to be from Gr. crn-Aciy_xvov
m95s, but no such word
appears in Gr.] Bot. A genus of rather rare mosses typifying the family Splachnacere, distinguished by the peculiar
capsule, which bears spores only in the upper portion, Its
colored lower half, or neck, being much swollen and composed of loose tissue containing chlorophyll.
splanch'nlc (spllh]k'nlk), a. [Gr . .-.-Myxvov an entrail.]
A nat. Of or pertaining to the viscera; visceral.
•J>!&nchnlcnerves Anal three important nerves on each
side of the bodyformed°bythe
umonof branches from the
six or seven lower ganglia of the symll"thetic system. The
gau
p
enrl.or~hregrmleatd,dlsp
ia
n
scshnler,conr•rv
mea.len
mneirvlu
ganm.
110
0 18
1d1 Ps11•nntchhenlsec
1
0neanr
the sola:·plexus. The inferior, least, or renal aplanchntc~
ends in the renal plexus and lower part of the solar plexus.
splanch'no(spU(nklnO-), splanchn•,
[Gr. cr1rAO.yvvov
an
eutrail.]
Combi~ing form used to indicate con~ction
with, or relation to, the viscera,· as, splanchnology.
la h'
l
-1)
[ l
h
+ G
"A
BP DC no-ce e
-se , n. sp anc nor. «o, ov II
Bplanch'no-cmle hollow. J 1. Embryo/. That part of
the embryonic coolom, or the space between the somatopleure and the splanchnopleure, persisting in the adult.
2. Zool. A visceral cavity, esp. of a brachiopod.
splanch•no-pleure (-ploor; 243), n. [splanchnoGr.
.->.,vpo.side.] Embryo/. The visceral layer of mesoblast
with the hypohlast.
See soMATOPLEURE.
-splanch'nopleu•ral (-plii<i'ral), splanch'no-pleu'rlc (-rik), a.
splanch'nop-to'BIB (-n~p-tii'sls), n. [NL. ; splanchno- +
ptosis.] Downward displacement of the abdominal viscera.
splash (splilsh), v. t.; SPLASHED(splllsht); SPLASH'ING.
[Prob. fr. plash; or imitative and influenceir by plash!]
1. To strike and dash about (water, mud, etc.) ; to plash.
2. To spatter water, mud, etc., upon; to bespatter.
3. To make (one's or its way) with splashing. Rare.
4. To cause to appear splashed or bespattered; to mark
with patches of a different usually contrasting color
Fields ... SJJlaslied ~ith scarlet poppies. J.'Bm·ro~gha.
6. To drive (logs) by releasing a head of water confined by
a flood dam; also, to flood, as a shallow river, with a
flush of water for this or a similar purpose
8. Plumbing. To cover (a joint) with melted solder .
splash, v. i. 1. To strike and dash about water, mud,
etc.; to dash water, etc., in such a way as to spatter.
2. To fall or strike with a splashing noise.
splash, n. 1- Liquid thrownlooselyonanything,aswater
from a puddle; also, a spot or daub.
2. A noise made by striking upon or in a liquid.
a. A spot of a different color from the main color, appearing as if splashed on; a blotch.
A curious red-and-black brindle with a radiating .,,1ash of
white in the middle of his forehead.
C. G.D. Roberta.
splash'board' (-bord'; 201), n. 1. = DASHBOARD,
1.
2. A plank used to close the sluice of a flood dam; -usually in pl. Cf. FLASHBOARD.
splash'er (splash'lir), n. One that splashes; that which is
splashed; specif.: A guard to keep off splasl1es, as a guard
over a carriage wheel or a screen behind a washstand.
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·■pir'lt--U•&l-DeBI,

f·sc;;1:r~~i!~~~ib::
~1\~~:~

spise. t SPICE.
forehead, as with spittle, 6Jlloq.
spise,1,. t, ~i. To despise. OhR. spite, spitel. t !WIT, SPITAL.
1pi11, a. [L. spi~.~w1.J Thick;
I!'
spite'ou1 ly
SJJlRHUf11R,
p. p.] Thickened;
.pfl;~og', 7/. Sm~ll's~ord.
inspisi;1ated. Obit. or R.
sptthel, spithre. t SP!DER.
spissed (splst), a. Spii.-s. Obs. apit'ish (spH'1sh),a. Spiteful.
apitous, a. Of,s. a. Despitoue;
1pi11emire. + PISM IUE.
apis'si•tY (spls'l-tl), n. Spis,. spiteful; merciless; cruel. b Pit•
:~1~~:ous~~-[L.s7,itt~UR.]
:;1ts;~1~f!~W:f.Y, 11~en~'::i·ous
apis'sy a Mossy· spissous Oh,; pl.'rt-1on;a calumniator.
spit, v.' t." [AS. 'spiflan. i T~ 1pits'cocked 1 (splts'kc'.Skt'), a.
spade; plant by spading; also, Spitchcocked.
1~1~1:~1;if{/'-I''nial.
1
1
!~itt
:,111;_
sp!dj;f~2:~Jh~hovel.
ui;;edesp. to outline designs.
a. The depth of a spade thrust. :Eit'~~:r~i.) t~ah'!;t ~~li/!r:
~~t;i~J~.r~rtY'A
Obs. p. p. of SPIT,v. i.
a hoRpital. Oh,;.
apit'tl. Spittle. Ref. Sp.
splt'al•e'vil,n.
Leprosy. Oh.~.
(str~r!1~~!: 8
:pp1:;t1;:~~~ i~e1S:ri!,a;ee~':~
ittl fly S ·tt1 .
roh
spittle; spittoon.
::lt'Je-toi-~'n. r~;r:.;uork:I

1pir'it·U·O■e',n:.

Spirituous.Ohs.
rt~~~t--~a:;::tt ~faY:1
spirituous; spirttuousness.
:iit~~irituayv,~:l~tr~i~:t':E~~~·
IIapi1 ri•tUo ao (BJ)e'rti•twii'si'.J).I
1pir'it--U•OUB·ness,
n. See-NESS,

Ji~::]

mettlesome. Scot.~ Dial. Rng.
·apirit yellow See nv E.
apl'ri•Val.ve(spl'rl•vllv), a. rL
apira coil + vafra valve (of a
door},1 ZoOl. Having a spiral
1hell, as a gastropod mollusk,
1plr'ket. Var. of SPERKET,

1

f~:;·h~~,:~;
~i1t,its.

A

::1::n:·

a

··?c::!~o~~~~ii~~o,
~~~eft~
8

chair;

1

~t~~,r~tr~~t,
:1.-SEs.rc.lz):

r:

~~!:-:!!:~~'
~?~~~
~r:~v:r
rirt:;{~~~i:u

r::e
~

apace between floor tim hers for•
ward or aft. Rare
[Scot. I
Qtrl'le (eplr'll), a. Slender.
fo-od, ro~ot; out, oil;

viscera. - splanch'n~tom'i-eal

0

obs.

-:;1~\~;
::tu~
' [T~Ol:.t1;1~~·L!
■pir'tt--y (splr,l-tl), a. Spirited;

Shipbttilding.

staff; a· staff ~it h a spud to cut
werd~. Ob.~.or Dial. Eng.
~f!i~:,i~i's~l~t~• a. Like spit1pitua.
SPITOUS.
apitz (splts), n. Spitzenburgh.
apit'zen-burgh (sp'Jt's,~n-bfirg)
ti. Anyoheveralvilrietiesofred~
and.yellow apples, esp one orig•
inated at Newtown, N:Y. (New~ 1,~i:e::~f~eni~t~us,
1pitz'1tui:f (sp1ts'flOOt'; J4~),n.
LG, spitze point+ E.jfute.] An
organ stop with conical metal
a thls~fise,~!9i~~-;
~- shplts'·), n. [G., lit.,pointed
:;~,k;:t~ilt:,:cr;>,E;.
A sugar.loaf h II.
Sp. L. Special lease. ,Australia,

:en:~~:~
!~/~~~:r.1~:::~~lJPat
~~i:;::i~i(~J?:~~iJdr,s:;,
~t:
dr Ob
f

.aiode
:Pg;f'"::;~.'
n. f~:m;~J:i°~;
of spirits, esp. departed

n.

+

a.
~...,...,..,.-.,,..,.,.,..,,,.,.......,,,.,,.,.-~--,-...,...,...,-,.,...-•:-.,.,.,,,.,...--...,,.-~,.,...~~~=~--,;t1ii;.:fi1:t:o~~rir~;~:~g:~rif·
:::: ~~i. 1_sr~~Jejfte:i; p1a~ ;Et::~:r.:r.anbbi
One confined ~:;~~e1Jg~'in ~cl!u~~:fili\:!
apiscious. t !-ll'I!-1!-iOUs.
tered spirally on the temole or 1pit'tle ataff' n A e piked
alimentary canal as the jaws

n. See •NESS.

:it~l:-ei:• 1

■pir'ket,

l(

go; sing, i9k;
Full

tllen, thin; natyre, ver<!!J.re (250); K=ch
e.:1:planatlon1 of

Abbreviation■,

flfI4~),

a.,

l

~tg~tffhg
/•P1tli,1an~iR,!I)t
ra1,l,y]
Descriptive '-!!lanch

ri'olog; ·_ 1planch•nog ra.-p..;
(.f~r), ~- - 1planch'no--graph'tcal (spHlI)k 1nO.grllf'l•kal), a •
splanch-nol'o--g(o(•ntn'O-jl'), n.
1
!hi~~"tieai:~}~~:
viscera.-1planch.nol'o•gllt(.t5.
jlst), n. - 1planch'no.Io1't--cal
s(spllla~nk'cnh~;nrn
0j~s'k•k
6d1l)e-•at.on, n.
8.lr1at. 4°ZoOl. That part of the
skeleton connected with the
:;1:ch?n~t~1e!~,';!~era.-

~1!~:t~~;

B~fi:

~~!i~~~:n~ri,a;m.rn~~:ik~¥

it/l::tl:gt:!1~<~!tjl'Diir.·1::~~tter;
~;Nl:.k~:;_us~,J~~11a.~.
f.
1 h'
h' '-8U( 111k
laah d
ll h
I

in G. ich, ach(H4);

Sla11a, etc., Immediately

s~:t~~'ca.

and hyoid a}1parat'us.-1plancJI...
nap'o•phys i·al (spU1IJk-nlp1G-

preeede

boN; yet; zh=z
the Voeabulary.

1

in azure.

blot~h~':r. ' I), a.

tar,.
rregu

Numbers referto§§lnGums.
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SPLASHINESS

SPLIT

splen-dif'er-oua (spll!n-dif'er-ils), a. [.,plendor +-Jerous. J

between. In all of these splice~ the resulting joint is.somewhat
than the original rope. The long splice (fig. 4) 1s mad~ 8y
Lit., splendor-bearing; splendid; brilliant; gorgeous. Obs. larger
unlaying one strand of each rope, replacing it by a strand of the
or Humorous. "A splendiferous woman."
Jfa,liburton.
other ro_pe,and then fastening them by knots, etc., the resulting
splen'dor, splen'dour (spli!n'der), n. [L., fr . .,plendere to joint bemg no larger than the original rope.
shine; cf. F. splendeur.J 1. Great brightness; brilliant
luster; brilliancy; as, the splendor of the sun. B. Jonson.
2. Magnificence ; pomp ; parade ; brilliancy ; glory; as,
splendor of an equipage, procession, or the like; splendor
pie method
of a victory. "Rejoice in splendor of mine own." Slwk.
grafting
--....,
s,-n. - Luster. brilliancy, magnificence, gorgeousness, of
b y cutting ~~
~
display, showiness, pomp, pal'ade, grandeur, glory.
in splendor, lln·., said of the sun represented with rays
and a human face.
splen'dor-ous (-der-ils), splen'drous (-drils), a. Full of
splendor ; very bright; splendid.
1'. JVinthrop.
surfaces
t of'
2
I"!
ting the and
two
".J:
gether,
sple-nec'ta-sls (sple-nek'tti-sl'.s), n. [NL. See sPLENO-;
tymg.
ECTABis.]
1.lled. Enlargement of the spleen.
s:ple-nec'to-mize (-to-miz), v. t. ,· ·MIZED(-mizd); -Miz11NG spllc'er
(sp1is1Cr), n.
(-miz 1lng). Surg. To excise the sp1eeu of.
a
C
sple-nec'to-my (-mi), n. [spleno- -ectomy. J Med. Ex- O,(e that
splices ; specision of the spleen.
cif.:
a
.Kaut.
sple-net'ic (sple-net'Tk ; splen't-tl'k ; 277 : the second has
Afidusedin~
until recently been preferred), a. [L. spleneticu.,: cf. F.
~
~
spleueuque. See SPLEEN.] 1. Of or pert. to the spleen ; spli_cing.. b
acting upon t.he spleen; splenic. "'l'he splenetic mediRmlroadiug. ~ ~
As~rapper.
--~
cine of Galen."
Sir 1.'.Browne.
0
F
4
i~st~id~~nra~! ~~e
gtr~~niJ:
2. Affected with spleen; malicious; spiteful; ill-hu- sphc'lng
(sp!Is'i'.ng),p.
IG.
shaped like dovetails, or undercut, to hold the plaster.
mored; peevish; fret.ful. "Splenetic guffaw." G. Eliot.
1~n~hi~t ~E!~ceiora
8
splay'er (splii 1er), n. Tile Makpr·
&
vb.
u.
'~~ri~~ii
t~!k~~d~
~;~:~~~e~l~if~~er.eevish, fretful. See SULLEN.
ing. An instrument on which the ~-:K"
-__ ___.:_
-\
of SPLICE.- 1>First Strand tucked; c Cornpfcted Splice. Fig.,.
tile is removed from the washing"\_fj - - =:=--§ sple-net'ic, n. A person affected with spleen or having a
1
~!~k:d;ttto~~ '.
diseased spleen.
off frame to the block.
=
=
hammer hav- pll'ted Splice. Fig. 3. Cut Splice. Fig. 4. Long
sple'nl-al (splii'nl'-iil), a. [L. splenium a plaster, a patch,
splay'foot' (splii'foot'), n.; pl.
Splayer.
iug on one Splice (the starting position 1s the same as for th€
Gr. e11r.AYJviov
a bandage.] a Zo0l. Designating, or per- side a ta- ShortSplice-Fig. la-exceptthattheStrand1
-FUT
(-fet').
A foot that is abnormally flattened and
taining· to, a thin splintlike membrane bone on the inner
pered
pin are unla.id for a longer distance). a After one
spread out; Med., a flat foot or the deformity
like a fi.d and Strand of each Rope bus been unlaill anclreplaced
side of the mandible (usually In close relation with the
flatfoot. -splay'foot', splay'foot'ed, a.
on
the
other
by a Strand of the other Rope; b Strands knotted
dentary)
of
many
vertebrates
below
mammals.
b
Anat.
splay'mouth' (-mouth'),"·; pl. SPLAYMOUTHS
a head
to A Splice is finished
dividing each Strand, cutPertaining to a splenius muscle. - n. The splenial bone.
(-moutft2/). A naturally wide mouth; also,
splice
part and tue ing the rest as in Short
beat
1
splen'lc
(spli!n
ik;
splii'nl'k;
277),
a..
[L.
splenicus,
Gr.
a mouth stretched wide, as in derision.
smooth.
e11rA71vi1eO'>;
cf. F. ,wlenlque.] Of or pert. to the spleen.
-splay'mouthed 1 (-mouihd/; -moutht'), a.
splenic apoplexy. Med. = ANTHRAX1 C, - 1. artery, the spline (splin), n. 1. Mach. A feather key, or a keyway
spleen (splen), n. [ME. splen, L. splen, Gr.
for a feathered key.
artery which carries blood to the spleen. In man it is the
u1r.\7lv the mi1t or spleen, affection of the
2. A long strip for drawing fl.at curves. Cf. CURVE,n., 3.
la~est of the three branches of the creliac axis, and bespleen; perh. akin to L. lien, Skr. plihan, Splayfoot of sides
supplying the spleen sends branches to the pancreas spline (splln), v. t.; SPLINED (sp!Ind); SPLIN'ING (splln'l'ng).
plihan: cf. OF. esplein, esp/en, fr. Latin.]
Dog.
and the cardiac end of the stomach. - •· fever. Med. =
To cut a keyway in for a. feather key, or spline; to slot ;.
1. Anal. & Zoo!. A highly vascular glandlike ductless oras, a splined shaft ; spUning machine ( a slotting machine).
~iii:1~~!~:ie~·
~~:~h!NsJie-;:·
gan near the stomach or intestine of most vertebrates; the
splint
(spll'nt), n. [Prob. fr. Scand.; cf. Dan . .,plint, Sw.
milt. In man it lies on the left side of the body near the
splint a kind of spike, a forelock (in nautical use), akin to
i1~ta~~ebfr:~ 8t~! st~J:~~t~~i~~~re
':!~~i~~:!:s::~~i~
D. splinter a splinter, G. splinter, splitter, Sw. splinta to
vein to form the portal vein.
grr:~t:~eif
~tfo~t;~rC:: ~~~~~~~fl!i!1~~1:~~~i~~ft
splint, splinter, Dan. spNnte, and E. split. See SPLIT, v.
fragile consistency.
Its blood supply comes from the splen'l-fl-ca'Uon (spl~n 1I-fI-kii'shiln;
sple 1nl'-), n. [L.
t.; cf. SPLENT,SPLINTER.] 1. A piece split off; a splinter.
splenic artery. It is composed largely of loose adenoid
splen, spl enis, the spleen
E. -.ftcation.] .lf.fed. Con version
tissue (the splenir: pulp) traversed by trabeculoo derived
2.
Su·rg. An appliance, as of wood, meta], or plaster of
into tissut;, resembling that of the spleen; splenization.
from the fibrous outer capsule, and containing the Mal- sple-ni'Us (splt-nI'tis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. cnrAljv<«• of the
Paris, used to keep in place, or protect, an injured part.
pighian capsules.
Various functions, as the formation
3.
Short for SPLINT BONE.
spleen.] ]}fed. Inflammation of the spleen.
~~iieie:~~i.ct~~~~f c~:~e~lf~ w~ifiPJr~::tair;~
i~;~i:,v!d splen'l-Uve (spl~nff-tiv), a. 1. Acting on the spleen. Obs. 4. Veter. An exostosis or bony enlargement on the cannon
bone
of the horse from the knee down to about the lower
2. Fiery; impetuous; passionate; splenetic.
Sliak.
by its gradual enlargement after a meal. It was formerly
third of the bone. Ordinary splints occur on the inside of.
Even and Rmooth as seemed the temperament of the noncha8
1'. N. Page.
lant, languid Virginian - not ~pleuitit'e or rash.
the leg. They are due to periostitis.
Cf. PEGG~D SPLINT.
=~r~~8u~!~. :c~~:nrt~
~ !he 0 !~~~e 0
ill hu.
2. Anger ; latent spite ; ill humor; malice ; as, to vent sple'nl-um (sple'nl'-ilm), n. [L., a plaster, a patch, fr. Gr. 6. Medieval Armor. One of the small plates of metal used.
in
making
splint
armor.
See
SPLINT
ARMOR,
below.
0'11'Aljviov
a
bandage,
compress.]
Anal.
The
thick
rounded
one's spleen. "Spleen and sour disdain."
Pope.
6. A thin strip of wood interwoven with others to make·
fold forming the posterior border of the corpus callosum.
3. A fit ofauger, bad temper, or passion. Obs. or R.
a
chair
seat,
basket,
etc.
It
is
continuous
by
its
under
surface
with
the
fomix.
4. Melancholy; low spirits ; hypochond<iacal affections.
aple'nl-us (-us), n. [NL. Cf. SPLENIUM.] Anal. A flat 7. A lath. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
Obsoles.
8. Splintwood, or alburnmn (which see).
muscle of each side of the back of the neck and upper
Inward self-disparagement affords
dorsal region. In man it arises as a single muscle from
To meditative spken a grateful feast. Wordsworth.
9. A hard bituminous coal with a slaty structure.
&. A sudden motion, impulse, or action; a fit; a freak ;
splint,
t1. t.; SPLINT'ED; sPLINT'ING. 1. To split
into
!~ivl~~f'!:dt!~
:::;~red~~=ai p~~:t!bf;~~:dsih~fs!:~a1~~
splints; splinter; shiver. Obs. or R
Florio.
whim ; ':f~~~es~n~~~~:n~
~ 3:gi!nd ~~~s. Shak.
2. To fasten or confine with splints, as a broken limb. R.
8. Laughter or violent mirth or merriment, or a flt of it.
of the temporal bone and the occipital bone; and spllnt'age (splTn'titj), n. Surg. Application of splints.
Obs. "Thy silly thought enforces my spleen."
81,ak. process
the II1ple'nl-u1 col'li (kcll'I), which is inserted into the trav- splint armor 01· armour. Armor of thin metal plates, usu7. Fire; ardor; impetuosity. Obs.
aUy overlapping, allowing the limbs to move freely.
erse processes of the upper two or three cervical vertebrre.
spleen, ti. t.; SPLEBNED (spl8nd) ; SPLEEN'ING.1. To excise splen'l-za'tion (splen'i-zii'shiln; splii'ni-), n. [See SPLEEN; splint bone. Far. One of the rudimentary, splintlike
metacarpal or metatarsal bones on either side of the canthe spleen of, as an animal to fatten it; to sp1enectomize.
Med. A morbid state of an organ, esp. the Jung, due
-IZE.]
non bone in the limbs of the horse aud allied animals.
2. Obs. a To anger. R. North. b To dislike. Bp. Hackel.
to congestion, in which its tiBBuebecomes spleenlike.
(splin'ter), V. t.; SPLIN'TERED (-terd); SPLIN'TER·
spleen'ful (-fool), a. Full of, displaying, or affected with, spleno-,
splen-. Combining form from Greek =A~v, rnrAlj- Splln'ter
ING.
[Cf. D. splinteren. See SPLINT, n., •PLIT.]
1. To
spleen ; angry; ill-humored ; ardent; fiery ; melancholy ; vcJS·,
the spleen.
split
or
rend
into long, thin pieces; to shiver.
splenetic. -spleen'ful-ly, adv.
sple'no-pex 1y (sple'n~-pek 1si; spll!n't-), n. [See SPLENO-;
After splintering their lances, they wheeled about. Prescott.
spleen'less, a. Having no spleen ; specif. : a Without
-PEXIA. J Burg. Fixation of a displaced spleen by suturing.
2. To fasten or confine with splinters, or splints, as a limb.
anger, malice, or the like ; good.humored.
Obs. or R. b sple-not'o-my (splt-ncWB-ml'), n.
[spleno-tomy.] splln'ter, v. i. To become split into long pieces; to shiver.
Having had the spleen excised, as a dog ; splenectomized.
Surg. Incision into, or excision of, the spleen.
spliD'ter,
n. [See SPLINTER,v.,SPLINT,n.J A thin piece
spleen'wort' {splen'wftrt'), n. [spleen
wo,-t; cf. L. splice (sp!Is), v. t.; SPLI<1ED (sp!Ist); SPLIC'ING (splis'l'.ng).
split or rent off lengthwise; a splint; specif., Nav., a piece
,plenium, asplenum, Gr. U1rA71i·iov,
<i.U1rA7lvr.ov,
ci0"1tA71vov.J LD. splitsen, OD. splissen; akin to G. spli.,;sen, Sw. splfasa,
of
wood
or
iron split off by a shell.
Any fem of the genus Asplenium.
Dan. ,,;pUsse,and E. split ;-from
the dividing or splitting
bar. A crossbar in a coach or other vehicle to
spleen'y (-i), a. Full of, or displaying, spleen; specif. : the ends into separate strands. See SPLIT, v. t.] 1. To BPllnter
support the springs; also, a whippletree.
a Angry ; irritable ; peevish ; fretful ; fiery ; ardent. b unite, as two ropes, or parts of a rope, by interweaving the splln'ter-y (splin'ter-i), a. Consisting of, resembling, or
Affected with melancholia ; melancholy.
strands, the union being between two ends, or between an
exhibiting, splinters; as, the splinte1·y fracture of a mineral.
sple-nal'gl-a (splt-n~l'ji-<i), n. [NL.; Gr. rnr,\~v spleen end and the body of a rope ; to unite by a splice.
split (splTt), v. t.; SPLIT or, rarely, SPLIT1TEDj SPLIT1TING.
-algia.] Med. Pain, esp. of a neuralgic kind, over the
2. To unite, as spars, timbers, rails, etc., by lapping the
[Prob. of LG. origin; cf. LG. split/en, OD. splitten, spletten,
region of the spleen. -sple-nal'glc (-jik), a.
two ends together, or by applying a piece which laps upon
akin to Dan. splitte, also to D. spl~iten, G . .,pleissen, MHG.
splen'dent (splen'dent), a. [L. splendens, -entis, p. pr. of the two ends, and then binding, or in any way making fast.
splizen. Cf. SPLICE,SPLINT,SPLINTER.]1. To divide lengthsplendere to shine. J 1, Shining; glossy ; beaming with
3. To unite in marriage. Slang.
wise; to separate from end to end, esp. by force; to dihght; resplendent ; reflecting light intensely; as, splenvide in the direction of the grain or layers; to rive; cleavei
to splice the main brace, Nani., to give out, or drink, spirits
dent planets; .,plendent Juster (see 1st LUSTER, 2 e).
on occasion of special exposure to wet or cold, or to severe
as,
to split a board, a gem, a sheepskin.
2. Very conspicuous; il1ustrious.
Sir H. 1Votton. fatigue; hence, to take a drink of liquor. Slang.
burst ; rupture ; rend ; to tear asunder.
splen'dld (-did), a. [L. splendidus, fr. splendere to shine; splice, n. A joining of two cords, ropes, cables, or the like, 2..A'l'o
huge vessel of exceeding hard marble split asunder by concf. Lith. splendeti: cf. F. splendide.J 1. Possessing or disgealed water.
Bovle
or of two parts of the same rope by inte1·wea ving the
playing splendor; specif. : a Shining ; brilliant ; as, a strands, esp. so that the resulting joint is approximately of
3. To divide into parts, divisions, factions, etc., as a polit.
sple:ndid sun. b Showy; magnificent; sumptuous; gorical party ; to break up ; to disunite.
0;!,!~:~r~~f~~e/tli:
geous ; as, a. splendid palace; a splendid pageant.
;~~hs:1a 0
::jn~c~i~~~~a~fi/~JJ 4. Chem. To divide or separate into components ; to ef2:. Illustrious; brilliant; grand ; glorious ; as, a splendid
fect the cleavage of ;-often with up; as, to split up sugar
bae~1iritg~· lo~t
~h~~~~~fi6!~f;J~ into alcohol and carbonic acid. Also, to remove by such
i~~\e:d una~tro}\~
victory or reputation.
the standing part with a short splice. In a cut splice (fig. 3) the
3. Excellent; very good or fine. Colloq.
i;trands of each of two ropt's are P.plicedinto the f'>tandingpart of division;- with off; as, to split off carbon dioxide.
Syn.-See
GRAND.
Syn. - See TEAR.
the other rope. In a.horseshoe splice (D splice) the two ends of
one rope are spliced into the body of another rope leaving a loop to split hairs, to make nice or subtle or, more usually, over-splen'dld-ly, adv. -splen'dld-ness, n.

splash'y (spllsh'i),

a. 1. Full of dirty water ; wet and
muddy, so as to be easily splashed about; slushy.
·
2. Of, resembling, or of the nature of, splashes or blotches.
splat (splllt), n. [Cf. PLAT flat.] A broad, flat,
upright member in the middle of a chair back.
splat'ter (spllWer), v. i. & t, [Perh. fr. spatter
Z
and splash combined.] To spatter ; splash.
splay (splii), v. t. [Abbr. of display.] 1. To
display ; to spread; also, to carve. Obs.
2. To dis1ocate, as a shoulder bone.
3. To turn on one side; to render oblique; to
slope orelant,as the side of adf?or, window,etc.
a Splat.
splay, n. 1. Spread ; expansion.
2 . .Arch. A slope or bevel, esp. of the sides of a door or
window, by which the opeuiug is made larger at one face
of the wall than at the other, or larger at each of the faces
than it is between them. See MOLDING, Illust.
splay, a. [From SPLAY to display, spread; cf. OF. despleie, p. p., unfolded.-! Displayed; spread out; tul'ned
outward;
broad and ftat; fig., clumsy; awkward; ungainly ; as, splay shoulders.
Something splay, something blunt-edged, unhandy, and infeJ/. Arnold.
licitous.
splayed (spliid), p. a. Having an oblique angle or bevel
so as to flare ; splay i beveled. - splayed a.rch, an arch with
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SPLIT

SPONDYLID.lE

c A small narrow chisel used by stone masons in carving, spoil'age (spoil'il;j), n. Act of spoiling ; that which Is
spoiled, as sheets of paper in printing.
lettering, etc. d A butcher's implement for splitting a carspoll'er (-er), n. One that spoils; specif.: a A plunderer;
cass. e One who splits hairs, or makes overnice distinctions.
a
pillager; a robber ; a despoiler. b One that corrupt,,
spllt'tlng (sp!It'ing), p. a. Lit., that splits or causes to
split; specif. : Colloq. a Causing a sensation of rending;
mars, impairs, injures, or renders useless.
to be elected ; to vote other than the strai~ht ticket. -to
very severe, as a headache. b Very fast or quick. o Caus- spoil'five' (-fiv 1), n., or spoil five. A certain game at cards
1. tacka, Naut., to tack while an accompanymg vessel keeps
in which, if no player wins three of the five tricks possible
ing one's sides to split ; very funn:f or comical.
on her course; - said uf one of two vessels (or skippers)
apllttingplate,Founding,a plate to divide a mold into halves,
on any deal, the game is said to be spoiled. Cf. JINK, v. i.,3.
that have been on the same tack.
split (sp!It), v. i. 1. To divide, part, separate, or cleave as in casting split pulleys.
spollB'man (spoilz'miin), n.; pl. -MEN (-men). One who
spllt 1worm' (sp!I t'wfirm 1 ),
serves a cause or a party for a share of the spoils ; in United
lengthwise or in the direction of the grain or layers.
States politics, one who makes or recognizes a demand for
2. To part asunder ; to be rent ; to burst ; to break or n. The larva of a small
moth, the 1plltworm moth
public office on the ground of partisan service; also, one
break up ; as, a jar splits by the freezing of ...,ater in it.
(Phlhorimrea opercnlella),
The ship splits on the rock.
Shak.
who sanctions such a policy in the civil service.
that mines in the leaves
3. To separate into parties or factions; to sever connection
apolls'mon'ger (-mu.IJ'ger), n. One who promises or disof tobacco, separating the
or relation (with); to break (with). Colloq.
tributes public offices and their emoluments as the reward
surfaces.
4. To burst with laughter. Colloq.
splore (splor), n. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
Each had a gravity would make you split.
s~foll~v~';:t~X:..
Pj!"Jl,1~/;i~a~;;~tice
of regarding public
A frolic ; merrymaking; festivity; a
5. To betray confidence ; to peach. Slang.
offices and their emoluments as so much plunder to be
taken from the defeated party and distributed to membera
romp; a game. Hence: a A carousal; a debauch; a drink6. To split one's votes or vote.
ing bout. b A commotion; broil j scrimmage. c An os- of the victorious party ; - opposed to merit system. Cf.
7. To go, esp. to run, very fast. Colloq.
CIVILSERVICE
REFORM, C/liefly fl. S.
tentatious display ; a splutter.
d An escapade.
•illt, n. 1. A crack, rent, or longitudinal fissure.
Spo-kan', Spo-kane' (spli-Mn 1), n. One of a tribe of Sasplore, v. i. Scot. 1. To frolic ; revel; riot .
. A breach 1rps;if~~:f~~)~lt iti! 8~le\:~'!1~!;~y; ad~!~~~:
lishan Indians formerly holding the Spokane Basin, in
2. To make an ostentatious display j to brag ; to boast.
Washington and Idaho, where they are now upon reserva3. A piece that is split off, or made thin, by splitting; a splotch (spUSch), n. [Cf. AS. splot a spot.] A spot; stain;
tions. They are Christianized and generally industrious.
splinter ; a fragment.
daub; smear; blot; blotch.
R. Browning.
4. Specif.: a Leather Mannf. Any of the sections of a splotch. v. t.; SPLOTCHED
spoke
(spok), n. [ME. spoke, spake, AS. spiica; akin to
(splocht) ; SPLOTCH'ING.
To mark
skin made by dividing it into two or more thicknesses.
b
D. speek, LG. speke, OHG. speihha, G. speiche. Cf. SPIKEa
or cover wi th
splotcll('d all over.
Gayton.
Basketwork. Any of the three or four stripe into which
nail.] 1. The radius or ray of a wheel; any of the small
osiers are commonly cleft for certain kinds of work ; - us- splotch'Y (-1), a. Covered or marked with splotches.
bare which are inserted in the hub, or nave, and which serve
ually in pl. c Weaving. Any of the dents of a reed. See splurge (splftrj), n. An ostentatious, conspicuous, or blusto support the rim or tellies.
tering demonstration or effort; a great display. Colloq.
REED, 6 a. 4 Any of the air currents in a mine formed by
2. N aut. Any of the projecting handles of a steering wheel.
dividing a larger current.
splurge, v. i.; SPLURGED
(spltlrjd); SPLURG'ING
(spltlr'jing).
3. A rung, or round, of a ladder.
To make a splurge. Colloq.
6. Faro. The dealing of two cards of the same denomina:.
4. A bar of wood or metal to prevent the wheel of a vehicle
1TERED(-erd);
tion in the·same tum, in which case the dealer takes half Splut'ter (spliltfer), V, i.; SPLUT
SPLUT'TER· from turning, as in going down hill.
ING. [E. dial. splutter, equivalent to sputter. Cf. SPUTTER.] &. Basketry. A stake.
the bets on the card of that denomination.
Colloq. or Dial. 1. To eject something with a spitting Spoke, V, t.; SPOKED(spokt); SP0K1ING (spokfing),
8 Short for SPLIT SHOT or STROKB.
To
noise; to make a noise as of spitting; to sputter.
7, Gymnastics. The feat of going down to the floor so that
furnish with spokes, as a wheel.
the legs extend in a straight line, either with one on each
2. To speak hastily and confusedly; to sputter.
spO'ken (spo'k:'n), p. p. of SPEAK; specif., as a p. a.:
side or with one in front and the other behind. Cant or 3. To hurry noisily; to bustle.
a Uttered; expressed, told, delivered, etc., by word of
Slang.
splut'ter, v. t. To utter hastily and confusedly ; to stammer;
mouth ; oral ; used in speaking or conversation ; - opposed
8. A small bottle ( containing about half a pint) of some -often with out or forth. Colloq. or Dial.
to written,,· as, a spoken narrative ; the s-poken word. 'b
drink; - so called as containing half the quantity of the splut'ter, n. A confused noise, as of hll.!lty speaking ; conSpeaking ; characterized by speaking ; - used in composicustomary smaller commercial size of bottle ; also, a drink
fusion ; bustle ; also, nonsense ; stuff. Colloq. or Dial.
tion with an adjective or qualifying word, as in pleasantof half the usual quantity ; a half glass. Cant or Slang.
spo'dl-um (epo'dI-um), n. [L., dross of metals, ashes of spoken.
Jpllt, a. 1. Divided; cleft ; fractured.
vegetable matter, Gr. 0"11"68r.011,
dim. of u1ro86s-ashes.] 1. A spoke'Bhave-' (spok'ehiiv'), n. A kind of drawing knife or
2. Bot. Deeply cleft or divided.
powder obtained as a product or residue of combustion, as small transverse plane with end handles, for dressing
3. Exchanges. a Divided so as to be done or executed part
sharply curved work, formerly used in shaping spokes.
soot from melting metals or vegetable a.sh. Obs.
at one time or price and part at another time or price ; 2. Agric. Bone or animal charcoal, esp. spent boneblack spoll:es'man(spoks'man),n.; pl. -MEN(-mfo). [Apparently
ea.id of an order, &a.le,etc. b Of quotations, given in sixfrom sugar factories used in making superphosphate.
fr. the possessive (genitive) of spoke, n. (fr. speak)+ man.]
teenths, quotations in eighths being regular ; as, 10,'I,is a spo-dog'e-nou (sp~-dlSj'~-nus), a. [Gr. O'rrO<lo<
ashes+-geOne who speaks as the representative of another or others.
split quotation. c London Stock Exchange. Designating
He shall be thy f!POkesman unto the people. Ex. iv.16~
nous.] Med. Pert, to, or due to, presence of waste matter.
ordinary stock that has been divided into preferred ordi- spod.'u-mene (spod,'._G-men),n. [Gr. a,ro&,tiµevo<, p. pr. spo'l1-ate (spo'II-iit), ,,. t. & i.; sPo1LI-AT1ED (-iWM); sPO'LI-AT'ING
(-iit'ing). [L. ,,poliatus, p. p. of spoliare to spoil.
nary and deferred ordinary.
pass. fr. a7ro5o"Vv
to bum to ashes, fr. o-1ro80sashes: cf. F.
See SPOIL,v. t.] To plunder; pillage; despoil; rob.
·
1pllt bond. Masonry. See 4th JlOND,IO a. - •. brllll&nt. See
spodumene.] Min. A monoclinic mineral of white to yelBRILLIANT, n., 1. -1.
call, Telephone Service, a call on a lowish, purplish, or emerald-green color, occurring in pris- SPG'll-a'tlon(-ii'shun), n. [L, spoliatio: cf. F. spoliation.
part:y line, which sounds on only half the telephones on
See SPOIL,v. t.] 1. Act of plundering; robbery ; despoliamatic crystals, often of great size. It is a silicate of alumintion ; specif., robbery or plunder in war; esp., the authorium and lithium, LiAl(SiO 3 ) 2 • H., 6.6-7, Sp. gr., 3.13-3.20.
h~~f!· t!o ~::1:ah~cth:1o~:~~i!fti:;
ized act or practice of plundering neutrals at sea.
primary: current and the other the secondary current, of See HIDDENITE, KUNZITB.
spoil (spoil), v. t.; SPOILED(spoild) or SPOILT(spoilt); SPOIL'- 2 Canon Law. a The act of an incumbent in taking or
a transformer. - 1. fraction, Print., a piece fraction. -a.
wasting the fruits of a benefice under a pretended title. b
ING, [ME. spoilen, OF. espoillier, fr. L. spoliare, fr. spoliie ~~ii~
..._p:rocess or writ for possession of a church or its fruits.
um spoil. Cf. DESPOIL, SPOLIATION. 1 1. To strip; unclothe;
ver& and the to; as, to largely '5ecrease. Called also cl1(;t divest; also, to carve (a hen). O6s.
3. Law, Injury done to, or change made in, a document by
Wars of Alex.
a stranger to the document ; - <listing. from an alteration.
2.
To
plunder
;
to
strip
or
deprive
by
violence
;
to
pillage
;
~!i?p:;;,~~~-a~=~l=~its:!
i,~~=1~~~e.~ !~~ to rob ; to despoil ; - with of before the name of the thing
4. Admiralty & Internal. Law. The destruction of a ship's
an)' moss of the family Andremacere in allusion to the
taken ; as, to spoil one of his goods or possessions. " Ye papers or other documents showing her character and the
splitting oftbe capsule.-1. pea■, hulled peas split for makshall spou the Egyptians."
Ex. iii. 22. nature of her business when she is suspected of smuggling,
ing soup. - a. pha■ e, Elec., the phase differer..ce of two or
3. To seize or take by force or violence; to plunder, Obs. carrying contraband of war, being an enemy's ship, etc.
more currents into which a single-phase alternating curThie creates a violent presumption
that the papers
rent has been divided. - ■.-phase motor, Elec., a motor run
or Archaic.
destroyed would have compromised the vessel or her
by a single-phase alternatin~ current, by the use of a phase
0 !rtfo~;1:~~~ouee, Riltl
e~~~fe
fg1~: cargo; but in American and English war practice it may
only affect the neutral with loss of freight.
ft~:~h8i,:e!t
o~e~~~tr~~:t
it~~~i':inst!'cnk~ 4. To cause to decay and perish or to become of less or no
6. Roman Dutch Law. A writ (borrowed from the canon
use, value, or the like ; to injure ; to impair seriously; to
~:fl~i~~u1~;t:~~~:ey.
- 1. pulley, Mach., a
1
law) issued, upon an allegation of urgency, to one who seeks
vitiate; mar ~P1~~~~~~~feu!;~lsmany graces.
Jer Taylor.
to recover property alleged by him to have been forcibly
6. To impair or injure the disposition or character of (a or secretly taken from him.
parting pulley.- ■• rigger. = SPLIT
person); as, to spoil a child ; to spoil a person with praise. spo'll-a-tlve (spo'li-A-tlv), a. [Cf. F. spoliatif.] Serving to
PULLEY. - 1. ring.
a A metal ring
take away, diminish, or rob, esp., Med., to diminish senconsisting of two complete turns
spoil, ,,. i. 1. To practice plunder or robbery.
Spenser.
2. To lose the valuable qualities ; to become corrupted or sibly the amount of blood; as, spoliative bloodletting.
1tor (-ii'ter), n. [L.] One who spoliatee;
spo'lt-a
a spoiler.
tainted; to decay; as, fruit will soon spoil in warm weather.
spo'll-um (spo'Il-um), n.; pl. SP0LIA(-ti). [L., spoil. Cf.
A~~fm\':lv:tfgr~ oY~o:;,,!
~
ro~:°N!:t:~tfin~a::,
~ogr:e~;~1ri~;
!8J~i~~
a
1.
Spoil.
SPOIL,
tator for a dynamo or motor, conspoil, n. [Cf. OF. espoille. See SPOIL,v. t.] 1. That which 2. Eccl. aw. The property of a decell.!ledbeneficed clergysisting of a simple ring or cylinis taken by violence ; esp., arms or armor stripped from a man, which according to the medieval theory belonged to
drical shell split axially with the
the church, but later was claimed by the king or sovereign
defeated enemy; the plunder taken in war; pillage; booty;
0
ri:cts11a:fs1o!:°
Split Pulley·
as guardian of the temporalities of the church, or was con~
loot. Also, Rare, the act of spoiling.
sidered to belong to the patron. It was later restricted to
2.
Public offices and their emoluments regarded as the
st
0
_!_
!~~~ ~~~h ~ittht:~i~a:~~d:
those
goods which the decedent had not willed away.
peculiar property of a successful party or faction, to be
ently controlled center-second hands (1.-1ocond hand■). spon-da'ic (spon-dii'ik)
[L. spondaicus, better spondibestowed for its own advantage; - commonly inpl.
spon-da'l-cal
(-1-ki!l)
acus, Gr. urrov8«o.<a<: cf. F.
eee nothing wrong in the rule that to the victors belong
~~:~~~::a •:ot1r~~;~rar;et~tT~~-~ ~n~~~~~:t:~lil~ ~~~°o~ theThey
spoils of the enemy.
W. L. Mm·cy.
sponda'ique. J Of, pertaining to, or constituting, a spondee;
nent's ball placed in contact.-■, stitch, a stitch used in stem
consisting of spondees ; characterized by a spondee or spon3. That which is gained by strength or effort.
work to produce a fine line, much used in old church emEach science and each art his spoil.
Bentle11
dees; as, a spondaic hexameter, i. e., one which has a
broidery to work the hands and faces of figures. - 1. stuff,
4. Act or practice of plundering; spoliation. }{ow R. spondee instead of a dactyl in the fifth foot.
timber sawn into lengths and then split. - a. 1wttcb. Railroading. = POINT SWITCH.- ■. tick.et. a ticket or ballot
"Fit for treason, stratagems, and spoils."
Shak. spon'dee (spon'de), n. [L. spondeus, Gr. 0'1l'ov8eio,(sc.
cast by a voter who splits his vote. Cf. STRAIGHT TICKET.
6. Injury; impairment; ruin; corruption. Obs. or R.
1roti~), fr, U1Tov81J
a drink offering, libation, fr. u1rcfv8ewto
Polit. Cant, u. s. - •. wheel. = SPLIT PULLEY,
Villainous company hath been the spoil of me.
Shak
pour out, make a libation: cf. F. spondfe. So called because
spllt'-ta11!, n. a A California market fish (l'ogonichthys
8. An object for plundering ; a prey ; as, the country be- at libations slow, solemn melodies were used, chiefly in
macrolepidotus) of the carp family. b The pintail duck.
came a spoil to her enemies.
this meter. Cf. SPOUSE,lPro.,. A foot of two long syllables,
spllt'ter (sp!It'er), n. One that splits; specif. : a A person,
7. Civil Engin. Material excavated by digging, etc.
as in leges. In English "hexameter verse the so-called sponesp. a workman, who splits something, as timber or a sheet
8. The slough, or cast skin, as of a serpent.
Obs. or R.
dees are usually trochees.
of crown glass. b A tool used in splitting the edge of a 9. In spoilfive, a drawn game. See SPOILl!'IVB.
Spon'di-as (-di-is), n. [NL., fr. Gr. urrov8«i<, urro8«i<,a
plate in calking, before finally closing up the part so split.
Syn. - See BOOTY.
tree resembling the plum tree. J Bot. A small genus of

nice or oversubtle distinctions.
Cf. HAIRSPLITTBB, HA..IB&PLITTING.
- to split one's aides, to laugh heartily or uncontrollably. - to a. one'a vote■ or vote or ticket, to vote for can-
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spon'ctm. -t SPONDEE.
spondiacke. -t SPONUAtC,
spon-du'Ucs, or Ip o n-d u'li z
(spl:sn-dil'llks),
n. Money;
funds. Sla11g. U. S,

LEf~;~r]i'o~~,,;}:.J
<Ai:svn:rt~~"·

spon'dv-lal'gi-a (epl:sn1 dl-Hil'jl'a
d), 11. rNL.; Rpondyfo-+-algia.]
.Jled, Pain in the vertebrre,

spon'dy-lar-thrl'tia
(-liir-thrt' !l· [NL.; Rpondylo- + ar.J.led. Inflammation of
the vertebral joints.

t'fs) 1

thrittS.]

1pon'dy-lex 1 ar-thro'sta (-1~ k 1sar-thrO'ele), n. [NL.; spondyle-

+ Gr. €l&.p8pwu1.~disloce.tiou.J

Jled. Dislocation of a vertebra,
Spon-d~l'l-da, (spijn.dll'Y-de) 1
n.pl.
NL.] Zool. A familyo1

mollus s.

See

SrONDYLUS.

-

1pon'dy-lld(spijn'dY-lldJ,a,l!rn.

food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

go; sing, i~k; tllen, thin;
Full explanatlon1
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SPONDYLITIS

SPOONGOURD

tropical anacardiaceoustrees, natives of both hemispheres.
sponge.] Zool. A genus of siliceous fresh-water sponges,
The1 have pinnate leaves and sma.11flowers in terminal
usually green in color and forming incrustations on sub~
pahne,cleleasv'etshaenfdrebearokvaarrye
ba"stcro,.mngin
It is the type of a family, Spon-gll'll11ti.n Tfrhueitfr"u,!lte
6g
8 sI0,lsdervueperal'merged objects.
Tl
4 18 (splSn-jTl'I-de). -spon-gll'lld (-Id), ,., -spon-gll'species are edible. See 0TAHEITEAPPLE,HOGPLUM.
line (-in; -In; 1s3), a.
Sjfn'dJ'-ll'tls (splSn'dI-li' t io), n. [NL.; spondylo-+-ilis.]
spon'gtn (splin'jlll), n. Pl,!lsiol. Chem. A skeletin, the
ed,, Inflammation of th e vertebrre, esp. of tubercular
chief constituent of the flexible fibers in the skeleton of
nature ; Pott's disease.
commercial sponges and in part that of lllany other sponges.
spondylo-, spondyl-. Combining form from Latin spondy- spong'lng (spiin'jlng), p. pr. & vb. n. of sroNGE. Hence: n.
lus, G~eek a11"6v6vAo,,better ucfl0v6vAo<;
Oeram. Decoration by applying the glaze (mixed with a
1 i,.ertebra, j'uint of

automatu., (unlike spontaneous)implies an activity which l1
merely mechanical i as, 0 thoughts and phrases that rise
automatically when the mind has prepared itself to receive
them" (Gallon); "An automatic action that fulfills afor;;!!:1n~!!:n!!!>:u~~~~~.i}~:/:, amputation, or cutting off,
resulting from constriction of a part, caused by disease. a. combustion, combustion produced 1ll a substance by the
evolution of heat through the chemical action of its own
constituents. - 1• generation, Biol., the generation of living
from nonliving matter; abiogenesis; -from a belief, now

i~:.i"l:i;~ius
(t1pOn'd!-li1s), n.
[NL.
See SPONDYLO-.] muciliginhus substance) by meaus of a sporge.l
Tff
l. Anat. A spondyl, or vertebra.
srno:rii~~ dei~~~$ ~~11 fo~~e~;iok~8;t lf~~aal~! 18t~a!ffo~~
2. [cap.] Zu0l. A genus of large, thick, inequivalve, usu- opportunity to compromise with their credltors; - so
ally spinose and attached, bivalve mollusks, type of a famnamed from the extortionate charges for food, lodging, etc.
spon'gl-o-blast' (spon'jI-~-blast'), n. [Gr. u,royyiov, dim.
ily, Spondylidre, remarkable for perfection of the hinge.
3. Any shell of the family Spondylida,.
of u..-oyyo<sponge +-blast.] Embryo!. One oftbe ectodermic cells (at first columnar, but becoming branched at one
sponge (spi:inj), n. [O'Ii'. esponge, F. iponge, L. sponqia,
Gr. urroyyui, urroyyo<;. Cf. FUNGUS,SPUNK.] 1. Tbe e'Ias- end) of the embryonic spinal cord, or other nerve center,
tic porous mass Of i11terlac- ,r
. ,':
which give rise to the ueuroglia cells.
ing horny fibers which forms
spon'gl o pl'lin ( pi'iii 1 ) " Al o spon'gi o pi'llne [G
- s
- - felt.] · Med.
r.
'
•
the intern!tl skeleton of ceruTro,tio11, dim. of an-OyyoS"
a sponge+
rriAo<;
tain marine animals of low
A kmd of cloth interwoven with small pieces of1sponge and
organization
belonging to
rendered waterproof on one side by a covering of rubber.
the phylum Porifera, esp.
When moistened with hot water it is used as a poultice.
those of Eu.,;pongia, Jlippospon'gi-ose (splln'jT-Os) / a. [L. spongiob-us, spongeosus:
&pongia, Spunyia, and allies
spon'gi-ous
(spiiu'ji-Us)
cf .. 11"'.
spongieux. See SPONGE.]
of warm or tropical seas.
Spongy; full of small cavities like sponge. - sponigi-os'Sponges have great power of
t-ty (-os'i-ti), n. Ob.,.-spon'gl-ous-ness, n.
absorbing water, becoming
spon'gj-(spi:in'ji),
a. 1. Of the nature of, or like, a sponge;
soft when wet without losing
soft and full of cavities; elastic and porous; absorbent;
their toughness. Also, the
imbibitory ; of an open, loose, pliable texture ; spongiform ;
entire animal producing this•
• spongoid; as, a spongy excrescence, earth, cake, etc.
skeleton, or any allied mem- J
2. Wet; rainy i moist and soft, like a sponge full of water;
ber of the phylum Porifera. )(28 _..
saturated, as with liquor. Obs. H Spongy April." Shak.
The sponges are. a large Sgpi~Jg.e
(AoneVoef,
t,.hceulMse''cxto,.
Anal the part of the ure
1
0"Pnoonf-spongy portion (of the urethra)
tl
b t
,.,
thra contained in the corpus sPongioSum.
gerwou,.P1,h~bo,.st
fryesml,awraut1ee'r.
uExa"1-•omrnC\lavP,."1'i~••,·olnin;e'd'•waitAhntl>au2~ -,1r -a),
. n. p.I [ L.] L aw. Espousals.
f,
w
_
·
•
/'
••
II spon-sa' l'•-a (spvn-sa
cept in the larval stage they cllated Celle; i Incurr{'t~t Forme ly a diffe ent effect -was g:·
to c pousals ace d
are J?0rJ1!.anently attached,
Opening; b 1.<;xcurrent
Canal;
they :ere spon-;a.'li•a per ~er'b1:ede fu-iu'ro or ap~~-~!?u~:
forg'T~t~ ~a~fe~a~\~{~g
!nEX~~pu1i:.a:~~a~i~;ctt{:git
?~,ie:;:e~ ~!i?f~i~:;1~w~hat~~~~1,t;r
ab:c'~~~ ab~s~:~da~Jdo;U~:
much in size, shape, color, lated Cells.
A single l<'lagor declare that they take each other as hui,;band and wife presand consistency in the differ- ellated Cell, more enlarged. f
e11tl.11,at the very minute. See l'KECONTKACT.
ent members of the group.
Flagellum; " Copar; n Nu- spon'sion (spOn'sh'Un), n. [L. sponsio, fr. sponde1·e, sponTheirclaesificationisusually
cleue; c Contractile Vacuole.
sttm, to promise solemnly.] 1. Act of becoming surety.
based on the material of the skeleton, which may be en2. Internal. Law. An act or engagement on behalf of a
b
tirely horny (composed, however, not of true horn, but of
st ate Y an agent not specially au t borized for th e purpose,
spongin),. as in the commercial sponges, but generally the
or by one who exceeds the limits of authority.
l!Ptohnegr1s·nh1asvseuapp0laelmcaeren0teuds
o•krerleeptloaanc,ewdhb1Xlesi,.lnicaeofuew"
"apicskuelele-s.
01
3. Rom. Law. A form of adpromission accessory to oral
taorne
fiis
lpif
_eertcheedinwt,.etrhstaicess
sotfetmhe
contracts only, and open only to Roman citizens.
11wedanwti,.nthg.ceDllsurainng
0sfkcealentaolns
d 1
y
spon'so• (-sUn),n. A projection from a ship'sside,in the
and small cavities opening on the surface by numerous in- form of a boss, bracket, or the like, to act as a bearing or

~~r~p1~;e~ t:::rr:r~~~:nt~g:::te::
~~~=os~ln!~~!u~t
from it.
-spon-ta'ne-ous-ly,
adv. - spon-ta'ne-ous-nesa,
n.
spon-toon'
(spOn-tOOn'), n. [I!\ sponton, esponton, It.
•pontone, spuntone.] JJfil. A ki nd of half-pike formerly
borne by subaltern officers of the British infantry and all
commis::iioned officers of th0 early United st ates militia.
spook (spook), n. [From D. spook,· akin to G. spuk, Sw.
sp0ke, Dan. sp0gelse a specter.] A spirit; ghost; apparition ; specter; hobgoblin. l\'ow Humorous.
spool (spool), n. [ME. ,,,.,ole,
OD. ,,,oete,
D. ,,,.,oel,· akin
-r
'.L
r O .
to G. spule, OHO. spuola, Dan. & Sw. spole.] 1. rig., a
piece of cane or reed with a knot at each end, used to wind
thread or yarn on; hence, a cylinder, usually of wood,
with a rim or ridge at each end and commonly with an axial hole for a pin or spindle, used for the same ora similar
purpose; a bobbin or reel.
2. Something resembling or likened to a spool (in sense 1),
as a capSt an barrel.
spool. t'. t.; SPOOLED
(spOOld) ; SPOOL'ING. To wind on a
sspoopo°Jii.
o(rsps~~s).,v. i. & t. Also spoon.
[Prob. fr. s:pume

.fe·

f::~y

C

~~[J~~:·
~;::ta)~r
1.~r::;:::id
gp~~~:rabla~~~ie~Y:liitri~:
food (minute organisms, _particles of organic matter, etc.)

pp~~:;o~~: i! 0Ir:i~:r

~~t ~b~1~ :i1:pi!idle

0

t:::e

t~~a!gpu~~

foam. See SPUME.
J Naut. To drive steadily and swiftly,
as befor~t:!rii~ru:!,~!,t,sal:io~l~
pfo~:~rC:Ufgale. Dryden.
spoon (spoon), n. [M.E. spon spoon, chip, AS. sp0n a chip;
ak·1n to D ·"•:paan• G · s:pan• Dan · s:paan• Sw · sp•n
a • !eel ·
spiinn, sp0nn, a chip, a spoon. Cf. SP.A.N-NBW.]1. A chip
or splinter of wood. Obs.
2. An implement consisting of a small bowl (usually a shallo;;-eo~:~t
l~~:~~~~ 1~::~t ~~f~l~a~~~~ 1i~e0Je~~f.inl,;ak.

:!!~:

(

) •

3. Anything which resembles a. spoon def. 2 m shape;
specif.: a = SPOONHOOKa. b A kind of shovel with a
long handle and a small oval inclined blade, used in excavating deep narrow holes. c = IS.AG
.A.NDSPOON. 4 Naval Ordnance. An extension outboard of the top of a torpedo tube for the purpose of keeping a torpedo horizontal
d
G lf (l) F
d
1b •h
;:-~~~~:~~11~~e.' T~ereo w~re th~::.:::J~tie~~f
s~~nu
t
th('
d" t
)d
d d
th 1 th f h ft
:nrd11egre~ !f1 0 i::ihe f:~:~ vi~., fhe lo~ge~~n us~Jly
1:1:n~~rb~}El.a~;)~o~:ea
0~tfig~
(li~
~~~~:rin~1~bd;lth
b
l h ·
h rt
haft th
b
d
fac:~; :ediuiilvi~ft awTtiou1r c~ncavit:~ ~ ca~r:ayahi~ i:
Great Britain mid spoon and middle spoon.

lt

f

wb~!e

~!

oarinctaaninaelsd.
byecporlloadruecdt.'·,floangoecllcautresdacseellx•ulailnliyng,·nthseevcearvai-l
die steamer. b A gun platform projecting from the side
tis,.ems
of a war vessel to give a greater arc of fl.re. It is decreasR
ways, and sexually by means of egg and sperm cells which
ingly need.
1ING. 1. To take
form a free-swimming larva.
spon'sor (-se'r), n. [L., fr. spondere, &ponsum, to engage spoon, v. t.; SPOONED(spOOnd); sPOON
2. Fig.: a One who lives upon others; a persistently idle one's self. See SPOUSE.] 1. One who binds himself to an~ up in or as in a spoon.
or lazy dependent ; a parasite ; a sponger.
swer for another's default; a surety.
2. Fishing. To catch by fishing with a spoon bait.
I will do anything..
ere I'll be married to a sponge. Shak.
2. Eccl. One who at the baptism of an infant or child pro3. In croquet, golf, etc., to push or shove (a ball) with a
b One that absorbs or takes in auytlling freely, as a sponge fesses the Christian faith m its name, and guarantees its lifting motion, in 5tead of st riking with an audible knock.
religious education; a godfather or godmother.
4. To lie spoon-fashion with · Colloq., U. S.
does water; specif., Slang, a hard driuker; a drunkard.
3. Any spongelike substance. Specif. : a Dough after it 3. R. C. Ch. One who presents a candidate for confirma- spoon, v. ·i. 1. To fish wi th a spoou bait.
has been raised or converted into a light, porous mass by tion to the bishop; a godfather or godmother.
, 2. In croquet, golf, etc., to spoon a ball.
yeast or leaven. Cf. BREAD,1. b A porous pudding usually spon'ta-ne'l-ty(spon't<i-nii,Y-tI),n.;pl. -TIES (-tiz). [Cf.
3. To lie spoon-fashion. Colloq., U.S.
madeofgeb.tin,water,
sugar,fruitjuice,and
beaten egg
F.spontaneit6.] Quality or state of being spontaneous;
spoon,n.
[SeesPOONY.] Asillyperson;
asi.mpleton; nin11Y; esp. a sill.Y.:
whites. c Iron from the puddling furnace, in a pasty con- as: a Quality or state of acting or proceeding from native
lover; a spoony. Slang.
dition. d Any of various metals, as platinum, obtained in
feeling, proneness, or temperament, without constraint or spoon, 1'· i. LSee SPOONY.] To act in a silly fashion, esp.
spongelike form, usually by reduction without fusion.
external force; as, the .~puntrmeity of a child; the spon- with silly and demonstrative fondness. Slang.
4, Ordnance. A long-handled cylindrical brush, or swab, taneity of his smile. b Character or state of being or hap- spoon'blll' (-bTI'), n. 1. Any of several wading birds
peuiug without cause or without external cause j selfclosely allied to the ibises, havfor cleaning the bore of a cannon after discharge.
aponge, t,. t.; SPONGED(spUnjd); sPONG'ING(spiin 1j!ng).
activity. c Biol. Tendency of an organism to vary from
ing th e bill greatly expa nd ed
1. To cleanse or wipe with a sponge; as 1 to sponge a slate
type without apparent relation to environment. d Physiol.
au d flattened at t h e tip. When
or a cannon; to wet with a sponge; as, to spongP cloth.
TP.ndency of muscular tissue to activity without apparent
adult, th e roseate spoonbill
1~~~
2. To wipe out with a sponge, as letters or writing i to ef- stimulus.
'S~1t~S~htt~
face; to destroy all trace of.
Hooker. spon-ta'ne-ous (spon-tii;tne-lls), a.
[L. spontaneus, fr.
rare) and southward to Pata3. To absorb, or take (up), with or as with a sponge or as sponte of free will, voluntarily.]
1. Proceeding from natgonia, has the head and throat
a sponge does.
ural feeling, temperament, or disposition, or from a native
Pba
c11iebll,.Yl
01a1gsep
1_0rek_a11Tdhtehceomplmum
0 011
4. Fig.: To deprive by exaction or extortion; to drain; iuternal proneness, readiness, or tendency, without con11
with of. "Sponged of their plate and their money." South.
straint; as, a spontaneous gift or proposition.
(Plutalea leucorodw) of south&. Fig.: 'l'o get by imposition or mean arts without cost;
2. Proceeding from, or acting by, internal impulse, ener:~~t~~t°l1;i!_sir~ ;~~e n;nt;
as, to sponge a dinner.
Swift.
gy, or natural law, without external force; self-acting ; as,
and crested.
Other species
8. Rakiug. To set a sponge for (bread).
spontaneous motion; spontaneous growth.
inhabit Australia (P. regia),
sponge, v. i. l, To absorb, suck in, or imbibe, asa sponge.
3. Produced without being planted, or without human laJcaapAaif•r·,<cPa.(Prn.in,,_0
,,·0),_)_andtrop111
2. J!'ig. : To get a living, a meal, etc., meanly at the ex- hor; native; indigenous; as, a Jpontaneous growt11 of wood.
1
penee of another or by imposition; to be a dependent, esp.
Syn. -SPONTANEOUS,VOLUNTARY,
AUTOMATIC.SPONTANE- 2. a A shoveler duck. b A
Spoonbill.
a habitual and unwelcome dependent; - chiefly with on;
ous emphasizes the idea of an inner impulse or energy.
scaup duck. Local, Eng. c The ruddy duck. Local, U.
as, an idler who sponges on his neighbor.
8:rti~~~t~t!:ut%jJc\~~
sspoo:,.::n1~d~d(~t~~~;), a. Having the bill or snout ex3. Baking. To form a sponge, as by th e action of yea st ,
implies the power of choice: as here compared (see VOL UNpanded and spatulat.e at the end, as the 1poon•bfiled aand4. To gather, or fish for 1 sponges, as by diving or dredgiug.
) ·t J
t
ti
b
f te
J
I ·
sponge cake. A kind of light spongy cake made (without
TARY I ays 8 ress on ie a sence O ex rna compu SIOn1
piper (Eurynorl,yncl,us 1,yg111:eus)
of northeastern Asia .
1
• ~~~~:
bYt~!~vi;~~ie to
:i~na
s~in;~tt;t~,~fh:!:~~
:t~o:;l::~d~~k~sh, the paddlefish. - •. teal or widgeon, the
fJing tf)ha~
f~e,
l;pon!ant?ou.-;,d!d s~lf-act}ng"
spoon bit. A wood-boring bit consisting of a groOved
the surface of an ulcer, to promote healing.
0
spong'er
(spi'in'jer), n. 1. One that sponges : as: a One
ou~u·eroductions~ th~~ :Ol~~r~o 1:iti~ufe3
~i~ 0
shank with a spoonlike point.
who uses a sponge. b A man or boat engaged in gathering
( Sy<fney Bnritlt); u Our -volwntan1 service he re~uires, not spoon bow (bou). Naut. An overhanging bow whose uni sponges. c A machine for damping cloth by steam before
our necessitatea"
(Milton); n Voluntary exile ' (Slmk.).
der si~e ift:m(what ,de~f0bles in[form th 0 a;~oonS
ironinu. d A parasitical dependent•, a sponge.
Voluntary (in the sense of" subject to the will") and spon- sbploonfr
spoond n_ • n.
spoo,n
. ri t.
pray
"'
taneous are sometimes contrasted;
as, H The sovereign
own rom waves urmg a ga 1eat sea; spmarift.
sponge'wood' (spunj'w"°d'), n. a The sola. b An Afri- ,,olunta,·y path to cheerfulness, if our spontaneous cheer- spoon'fnl (-fi!ol), n.; pl. -FULS (-fi!olz). As much "" •
can araliaceons shrub (Gastonia cuti.~pougia) having R fulness De lost, is ... to act and speak as if cheerfulness
spoon contains or can contain; specif., a teaspoonful.
coa.ree Rpongy bark.
were already there" ( W. Jame.-;). That which is AUTO- SPOOn gouge.
A gouge with a spoonlike cutting end. The
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destruction of the one below.
spong (sp ~~), n'. ·rorig. uncert,1
A long piece or striµ of land
apon'dy-loid (spl5n'dl-loid), a. Obs 01' Dini
(cloth gmml
of th e family apo~ge cucU:mber. The dish:
(i"ll
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thiVsla), n.[NL.;spomlylo-+Gr.
bAiafh'Juc.<;
a slipping. l.Med. For- sponJe'let, n. = SPONG 101.E.
ward d'ieplacement of n lnmhar :fis~ ;g:~!~ii,nn~~fs),a Sponvertebra. - spon'dy-lo-lis-thet'- spon11retree The huieache
th l:!'.t'lk>,n.
le <Spon"gl-ae (s p ?Sn'i 1-e), n.' pl.
apon'dy-loa'cbi-sls (-HSe'kY-el's),[NL. Aee sroNOE.] Porifera.
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T~e roritera. i-p~n'-),~. H.esembinga e-pon~e: ::~: g~~b~:S"tn
(~IJ~IJ;;tl-hUlst),
apon'gin-blast(sprm'jTn-hllst),
'
0
n. [.'IJJOllgin +-blmt.]
ZoOl. In ~,a~?.lr.
p~n~.rnira!t~ +
spon~es a cell that producrs
, id
?S , ~
,
epon~'in.spon'gin-bla.s'tic apon go <_spI) _g-oi; eptiIJ -J,
(s-po:~gi-ne~t(st>tin'J"l~~~;)•,
hi' 'Ilk)
Is
.,,. 5;· 1 a.
[Gr.
a'11"oyyo~
sponge+
-oid.]
Rt>semblingsponge
rsruNK
~ponk (spijIJk). Scot. ~ar. of
!~onlf~•o;,~~!~~t!};,jr;li~~~~?S~:1?;
sponne, + SPAN.
l SPIN.,
small roots, dim. of ,'I/Jm1giu .- cf. aponne. Obs. pret. & p. p. of
F. spongwf,,.]
Rootcap. Ob11, spon'sal (s pl'.Sn'sd 1), a. [L.
:~~;~tc:i-.u~~~~i\~:J Y-0-1l n; swmsalis, fr. spon.<n1tJ.,.<gJonsa,
0
spon'gi-0-plasm (-p 111z'm ).
~rt~s~~
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(sp~n'Slng). Var. of
apon'sion-a.1 (sprin'shUn-dl), a.
Of or pert. to a pledge or agreement' responsible R
[for
spon'Sor. 1:. t. 'l'o be a'sponso;
spon-so'ri-al (spl5n-sCVrl-dl;
0
:!Ol),n. for pert. to a sponsor.
spon'sor-ahip, 11. 8ee -s1111'.
!fi!:a1t~'.J 8
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swindle Slang
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w1thaspoon. ObR.
spoon chisel. A sculptor's bent
chisel with the bezel on both
sides.,
y
::~O:,~J'ash'i:,ord~'1~0Ni'i k e
~poons placed one facing the
back of another. Colloq., U.S.
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SPOON HOOK

SPORTSOME

IPOODhook. a A form of lure for fishing, usually con- IPOtilmother csll. Bot. In sporangiferous plants, as the

:it\tf t~f acE~~d
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~:n:.sa:ih~1oS:Oi~l

vol ving plate of bright metal (the bowl of a spoon) and
a hook or hooks at one end,
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apo-rid'l-um(sp5-rld 1I-um), n.; L.pl. -IA (-<i). [NL. See
~li'fr':i SPORE.
J Bot. A small spore ; as : a A spore abjointed from

s~oi:i~:r~f i1,~~te~:v~~vt,,:tY!i:~~\':i:~~gi:_I~~~
a better hold upon the water in rowing. See OAR, Jllust.
■POOD tool. Any of various more or less spoon-shaped
molder's tools used for sleeking and finishing molds.
spoon'y, spoon'ey(spoon'I),a. [FromsPOoN; prob. orig.,

one that has to be fed with a spoon like a child. J Silly ;
soft; esp., foolishly or demonstratively fond. Slang.

spoon'y, spoon'ey, n.; pl. SPOONIBS,
SPOONEYS
(-Iz). One
who is silly, esp. in showing affection.

Slang.
young spooney.

I was a lackadaisical

Dickens.

spoor (spoor), n. [D. spoor; akin to AS. spor, G. spur, and
from the root of E. spur; prop., a path trodden by the
feet. See SPUR.J The track or trail of a wild animal.

spoor,v. i. & t.; SPOORED
(spoord}; SPOOR'ING.To follow, or
track by, a spoor or trail.

spo-rad'lc(sp5-rild'i'.k), a. [Gr. arropa8,Ko<scattered,

fr.

c11ropO.~,
-&.Bos-,
scattered, fr. cnrEipew to sow seed, to scatter like seed : cf. F. ·'Poradique. See SPORE.
J Occurring
singly, or apart from ot~er things of the same kind, or in
scattered instances; separate ; single; as, a spo1·adic•case
of disease ; a ,Tporadicindividual of a species.
apora.dlccholera, a disease somewhat resembling the Asiatic
cholera 1 but originating where it occurs, and rarely becoming epiaemic. - 1. disease, Med., a disease which occurs in
a.,1.
single and scattered cases. See BNDBMIC,
spo1ra-do-sld'er-ite(spo'ra--dt-sld'er-it), n, [Gr. arropa.o,
-fl.Bo~,scattered+ siderite.] The commonest form of meteorite, almost entirely crystalline in strncture, and containing olivine, chromite, and other minerals with disseminated grains of nickel iron.
spor'al (sporlaJ; 201), a. Pert. to, or resembling, spores.
spo-range'(spt-r~nj'), n. Bot. A sporangium.
spo-ran1gl-al (-r~n'jl-al), a. Bot. Pertaining to a sporangium ; made up of sporangia.
spo1ran-glf'er-ous(spo'r~n-jlfler-us), a. [sporangium
-Jerous.J Bot. Bearing sporangia.
■potran-ld.'o-lum (spo 1r~n-jil5-!iim), n.; L. pl. -OLA(-la).
[NL. J Bot. a In mucoraceous fungi, a small, few-spored
sporangium, occurring along with larger sporangia containing numerous spores. b In fungi of the order Nidulariales and related groups, one of the small sporangia inclosed in the peridium.
spo-ran'gl-o-phore'(spt-r~n'jl-t-for';
201), n. [sporangittm
-phore.J A stalk or receptacle bearing sporangia.
■po-ran'gl-um (-um), n.; L. pl. -GIA (-ti).
[NL.; Gr.
CT1r6po~
a sowing, seed + 0.yyE'i:ova receptacle.]
Bot. A
spore case ; specif., the sac or receptacle within which
asexual SJ?Oresare produced. In bacteria and certain algre
and fun_g1the sporangium is often a single cell (mother
cell) givmg rise endogenously to one or a few spores. In
bryophytes there are no true S;J?Orangia(see sPOROGONIUM,
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primitive sporogenous tissue(archesporeum)anf
nourished
by a special layer of cells (tapetum). Discharge of the
s~resis aided by the elastic annulus (which see). In seed
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Illust. ,· cf. GAMETANGIUM, GONIDANGIUM.
apore(spOr; 201), n. [Gr. crrropll. or u1r6po~ a sowing,seed, fr.
v1rElpec.vtosow. Cf. t!PERM.] Biol. Any of various small or
minute primitive reproductive bodies, typically unicellular,
produced by plants (orig. one of thedustlike asexual reproductive bodies of fungi, ferns, etc.) and some protozoans,
developed either asexually or through the union of two
sex cells or gametes (which see). It was formerly supposed
that the spores originally so called were analogous to the
seeds of the higher plants ; but it is now known that mor-
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a promycelinm.
b In certain ascomycetes, an ascospore.
Bearing
or producing spores.
sporo-. [Gr. urropri. or cr1rOpo~
a sowing, seed.] Combining form for spore.
Spo-rob'o-lu■ (spt-rob'n-!iis),
n. [NL. ; Gr. arropa. or
arropo<seed
root of {Ja.i<./1.•w
to cast. J Bot. A large and
widely distributed genus of grasses, having ample paniclee
with small one-flowered spikelets, each with three glumes.
The grain separates easily, whence the name d·ropseedgrass.
The species are of little value for pasturage.
2
spo1ro-carp(spo 1rt-kiirp), n. [sporo- -carp.]
Bot. a In the red alga, (Rhodophycea,) and ascomycetous fungi, the multicellular body which
deve]ops from a fertilized archicarp or procarp ;
a cystocarp.
It produces a number of asexual
spores called carpospores. b In mosses, the
sporogonium.
c In heterosporous fern allies
of the order Salviniales, one of the capsulelike
masses of sporangia.
spo-'ro-cyst (-slat), n. [sporo-+-cyst.]
the
1. Z~Ol. a (1) The case ?r _cystsecreted by li~n
certain protozoans preliminary to the pro- 1 Carpospores: 2
duction of spores by sporulation.
(2) A Remnant of T!i,
protozoan in such an ~mcysted condition. chogyne. x I.JO.
b In digenetic trematode worms, a saclike stage which
buds off cells from the membrane lining its internal cavity.
These cells develop into embryos (re<Ua,) within the cavity
of the sporocyst.
Cf. 1st FLUI<E,2
2. Bot. A sporocyte.
- apo-'ro-cya'Uc
(-sYs1tYk}, a.
apo'ro-cyte (-sit), n. [,'JJoro- -cyte.] Bot. A spore
inother cell.
spo1ro-duct (-dlikt), n. [sporoduct.] Zool. In the
wall of the cyst formed by certain gregarines, minute tubes
for the exit of the spores.
spo-'ro-gen'e-ais(-jen'i-srs), n. [sporo-+-genesis.J Biol.
a Reproduction by spores. b Spore formation.
spo-rog1e-DOUI (sp5-rojli-nus), a. [-']JOTO-genous.]
Biol. a Producing or developing spores ; as, sporogenous
tissue. b Zool. Reproducing by spores.
spo1ro-g:o'nl-um(spo'rt-go'ni-um;
201), n.; L. pl. -NIA
(-ti). LNL. See SPORO-; -GONY.] Bot. The asexual generation, or sporophyte, in mosses, consisting of a stalk (seta.)
bearing a theca or capsule in which spores are produced; the
so-called'' moss fruit."
It is developed from the fertilized
archegonium, and remains permanently attached to the
gametophyte by the base of the seta (fool), which acts as
an absorbmg organ. See THECA,Muser, also Moss, I/lust.
spo-rog'o-ny (spt-rog't-nl), n. [sporo- -I· -gony. J a Reproduction by spores. b Sometimes, specif., in Sporozoa,
spore formation by a zygote by encystment and subsequent
division of the cell contents, as distiuct from schizogony.
spo'ro-phore(spo 1r5-for; 201), n. [sporo-+-phore.J Bot.
A spore-bearing branch or· organ ; that part of the thallus
of a sporophyte which develops spores. Iu fungi it is often
conspicuous, as in the mushrooms, where it forms the
whole visible plant. It may be a simple hfphal filament
or a mass of hy:phre. In ferns, mosses, and liverworts, it is
practically eqmvalent to the sporophyte; in seed plants it is
the placenta. See SPOROPHYTE;
cf. GAMBTOPHORE,
-SPO'ro-phor'lc(-for'Tk), a.
apo'rO-phyll(spo'rt-fll), n. Also spo-'ro-phyl. [sporo-phyll.J Bot. A spore-bearing leaf; a leaf more or less
modified in form and structure which develops sporangia.

spo-rlfler-ous(-rlf'er-its), a. [.,pore+-Jerous.]
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similar or dissimilar Sl)Ore (sexual
1
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spores. See sEBD,1 a, ZYGOTE.In al_gooand fungi the many
types of asexual spores are distingmshed by special names,
as ascospore, tetraspore, basidlof,ore, carpospore, etc. In

life history comprising qoth asexual and sexual gen~rations in the course of winch rev.roduct10n by sporulation
takes' place. They are never ciliated and, except in certain stages, rarely have flagella or weli-developed pseudopodia. They live in the bod_y, usually in the cells, of some
one of the higher animals, but often the young live in one
animal and the mo.ture forms in another. The group includes various pathogenic members, as the malaria parasite
and the pebrine parasite of the silkworm. The orders
usually recognized are Gregarinida, Coccidiidea, M.yxosporidea, and Sarcocystidea. -spO'ro-zo'an (-an), a. & n.
spo-'ro-zo'lte(spo'rt-zo'lt), n. Zool. In certain Sporozoa,
a small active, usually elongate, sickle-shaped or somewhat amreboid spore, esp. one of those produced br division of the passive spores into which the zygote divides i
an exotospore.
The sporozoites reproduce asexually.
■por'ran (spor'an), n.
[Gael. sporan.] A large purse or
pouch of skin with the hair or fur on, worn in front of the
kilt by Highlanders in full dress. See KILT, Blust.
sport (sport; 201), n. [Abbr. fr. ME. desport, disport. See
DISPORT.] 1. That which diverts, and makes mirth ; pastime ; amusement.
It is as sport to a fool to do mischief. Prov. :z:.23.
2. Specif., some particular play, game, or mode of amusement; as: a (l)A diversion oftbe field, as fowling, hunting,
fishing, racing, games, esp. athletic games, and the like ;
also, any of various similar games or diversions usually
played under cover, as bowling, rackets, basket ball, etc.
(2) Any game or contest, esp. one involving individual •kill
and physical prowess, on which money is staked. b A
theatrical performance.
Obs.
3. a Pleasantry ; raillery ; a jesting, as opposed to an
earnest or serious, spirit ; as, he questioned them in sport.
b Mock ; mockery ; contemptuous mirth ; derision.
Then make sport at me ; then let me be your jest. Shak.
4. a That with which one plays, or which is driven about
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f!ar,1:! i~\h1!b/:ma::dof'~';!"'b1e ~~iJif;i~t!f~n:lt~~~,f~!ii~:
spike of the adder's-tongue.
In heterosporous plants the
sporophylls are of two kinds, mforot;p_orophylls and megasporophylls. -BPO-rOPh':vl-la-r:v
iSP6-rof 1I-lil:-rI), a.
spo'ro-phyte(spo'rt-fit;201), n. Lsporo-+-phyte.] Bot.
In plants exhibiti:pg alternation of generations, the generation which bears asexual spores ; -· opposed to gametophyte. It is not clearly differentiated in the life cycle of
the lower plants. In bryophytes it first becomes distinct,
being known in mosses as the .r;porogoniU1nor " spore

in play; a Fl1~B~~ireiJe:~ti~:~E~~~~ ~~i:;tw~!i:.ome };~~~~~.
Never does man appear to greater disadvantage than when he
is the sp01·t of his own ungoverned passions.
John Clarke.
b A subject of, or butt for, mirth, mockery, or derisioa.
6. Play, as upon words. Rare.
Broome.
6. Dalliance ; wantonness; amorous play. Obs.
7. One interested in sports; now, one interested in sports
solely or chiefly for their gambling aspects ; hence, a gambler; also, one who is flashy and cheap. Colloq.
a. Biol. a A sudden spontaneous dev.iat.ion or variation
from type; a mutation; an individual orgauism which di:ffen,
from its parents beyond the usual limits of individual va~
riation. b Specif.,Bot., a bud variation. See MUTATION,
6 a.
Syn. - Game, frolic, mirth ; mock, mockery. See PLAY.
sport, v. t.; sPoRT1En; sPORT,ING. [Abbr. fr. disport.]
l. To divert; to amuse; to make merry. Obs.
Againi-twhom do ye .<;'j,ort
younelves !"
Js. lvii. 4.
2. To represent by any kind of play. 0/,s.
Dryden.
3. a To wear or use in public (any personal belonging or,
by extension, expression, manner, etc.) ; -usualJy
with
implication of ostentation ; as, to sport a gold-headed cane,
a professional smile, a uew carriage.
Colloq. b To spend
ostentatiously or lavishly. Now Chiefly Australia.
4. To utter or throw out· in an easy or sportive manner;Addison.
with off,- as, to sport off epigrams. Rare.
to sport one's oak. See OAK, n., 3. -to a. silk. = to can·v
silk a, under CARRY,v. t.
sport, v. i. 1. To play; to frolic; a]so, to wanton. Milton.
2. To engage in sports; also, to bet habitually.
3. To trifle ; to speak or act in jest.
4. Biol. a To deviate or vary abruptly from type ; to mutate. b Specif., Bot., to exhibit bud variation.
Syn. - Play, frolic, game, wanton.
aport'ful (-fool), a. 1. Full of sport; merry; frolicsome;
full of jesting; indulging in mirth or play; playful. Millon.

2 · Done ~nht;s!;e 0~of~~o~Ji~ff~1ru~u~~~rJl~fi~ soil. Bentle11.
3. Wanton; lecherous.
Obs.
Shak.
- ■port'ful-ly, adv. -aport'lul-ness, n.
sport'lng, p. pr. & vb. n. of SPORT. Specif. : p. a. Of,
pertaining to, or engaging in, sport or sports ; ellibiting
the character or conduct of one that sports.
sport!~ book, a book containing a record of bets, gambling
operat10ns,etc. -s. house,a house frequented bysportsmend

:ho·

On~· cfe~¥:sw~i~~if~ge:p!~s
;;g:r!~r!r~<ki:r~!ikb.
or games, chiefly for the gambling connected with them.
-a. piece, plaything.
Obs.
spor'Uve (sporltlv; 201), a. 1. Tending to, engaged in,
or provocative of, sport; gay ; frolicsome; playful; merry.
1
1
Is it I
That drive thee from the sportfre court?
Sltak.
thalloid body (prothallittm); in seed plants it is the only
2. Relating to, or connected with, sports, esp. field sports.
stage visible to ordinary observation, the whole tree,
3. Amorous; wanton; lecherous. Obs.
Shak.
shrnb, or herb being the sporophyte. Cf. GAMETOPHYTE;
see
(-fit'ik), a. sportive lemur. See LEPILEMUR.
ALTERNATION
OFGENERATIONS.-BPO'rO-Ph:Vt'lc
spo'ro-sac (-sltk), n. [sporo-+ sac.] Zool. 1. One of the - apor'tlve-ly, adv. -apor'Uve-ness, n.
simple, degenerate gonophores of certain hydroids, often aports1man (sports'man), n.; pl. -MEN (-men). One who
little more than a gonad and never medusoid.
pursues sports; specif.: a One who practices the sports
2. In trematodes: a A sporocyst. b A redia.
of the field, esp. hunting or fishing. b One who bets or
-aporous. [See SPORE,n. J A suffix used to signify having gambles on sports, esp. horse racing ; a sporting man
(such or so many) spores,· as, octo._!P.orous.
(which see, def. b); -now not in good use. c One who in
SpO'ro-zo'a(spo'rt-zo'<i), n. pl. LNL. ; sporo-zoa.] sports is fair and generous ; one who has recourse to nothZo0l. A class of Protozoa consisting of exclusively paraing illegitimate; a good loser and a graceful winner.
sitic forms, which pass through a more or less complicated aports1man-llke (-Ilk), a. Characteristic of a sportsman.
spore case. Bot. A case or sac fungi. one of the sporidia de- gonium or sporogonia.
spor'oid (spOr'oid), a. [spore ~~~f~ (ep~:~";Jor~~~~n~·
containing spores; spora.ngium. veloped hy the promycelium.
sporter. t SPURRIE It.
spore cell. A sJlore.
spo'ro-zo'lc(spO'rtJ-zli'Yk; 201),f
o-:tle(1!1:J!~1,~~~~f),·n. spo'ro-zo'id (-ld), spo'ro-zo'oid
spore t.ruit. Bot. An ascocarp.
=~~~-fi2lfi'(!.on
[sporo- + -logist.] A botanist
:i::i::.ou+· s~:~·~:.~.DESM.
fion.]
Spore formation.
who attaches importance to
i}f~lrA
spore'linr 1 n. [spore+ 1st-ling.] spO'rl-par'i-ty (-pltr'Y-tl), n. spores in classification. Rare.
1po'r•zo'On (-lSn),n. Zoiil. A.
Rot. A young sporophyte.
[xpore + L. parere to bring
apo'ront (spcVrlSnt; 201), n. sporozoan. Rare.
SpiVrer~s law of zones (spO.'~pore + Gr. Wv, OvTOc;, p. pr., aport'a-bll'l-ty
{,p~r't<l-bll'Tr~rz). Asfron. A law express- !g~~~at~~~l.:_
tr; 201),n. Sportiveness. Obs.
ing the latitude variation of the (ept'i-rlp'd-riis), a.
c!/i'1;Jtenz~~1~o!go!fg:~;~~te) ~Y:;t(u'tbl~b .a. Frolicsome t
11
zones of 8Un spots, formulated sporne. + SPURN,
by F. W. G. Sporer (1822-9.5). spo'ro-blast, n. [.~poro-+-blast.]
:~~~1!tif3rs~~s~t~::t ivr~~~~t- sport'al (spOr'Wl). a. Of 01
spore sac. Bot. A spore case; as: a Bot. Merispore. Obs. b ZoOl.
pert. to, or used in, sports. Obs.
a Cavity of the theca in mosses. In certain protozoans, a cell spo-roph'o-rous (spi'i-rl'Sf'tJ-r'Us),aport'ance (-Mns), n. Enterwhich divides into sporozoites. fiig[fpo;~~+ if1h.B~1_u.~er1a:!.1~~
tainment ; merrymaking. Obs.
:p!Jri~\spl'i'rld; 201),[~i.d~~~:I
11port'er, n. One who riports; a
to a sporophore.
spo'ri-desm (-rl-d~z'm),
n. ~~~~~:i{)~~~~L. ~~f.~;°f;k(~.
sportsman. Obs.
[See-NESS.I
Bot. A sporocarp.
{spore + Gr. OEuµ:q bundle.] [NL.]
sport'i-neH
(spOr'tl-n~a), n.
~~~J~f)~:!~u[.l~f~~o;;~~!J_d~
A multicellular spore body. or
sport'ing-ly, adt). of SPORTING.
-phydium,
used
as
a
dim.
fr.
Gr.
!;.~{i°
chain of independent sporeA.
sport'less, a. See -LESS.
ef,v&.~
a ehoot.J Bot. The sporan- sport'ling, n.. Rare. & A frolflb.
spO'ri-dif'er-ous (-dlf'@r-Ue),a. ering of a spol"e. Obs. or R.
[11poridittm +~f'erous.] Bearini 11po'ro-gen(-j~n) 1 n. [,11p01·0-+ gium in Characere. fNL.]
b 4 little person or creature en-aen..] A pla.nt which produces apo'ro-phyl'lum (-frl'um), n. gaged in sports or play. [like.,
sporidia.
[A sporidiolum.
fSporogenesis, 1 S-porophyll.
spo-r:ld'i-ole (spl';-rld'l-01), n. sporeA. Oh.q.
spo-rog'e-ny (spb-rlSj'~:.nr),n. 1po'ro-ste' gi-um (-sti!'jl-Um), n.
n~p~!::~;.
11K>C:1~ rJ~.l'ill1/'2f
[NL.; Rporo- + Gr. OTEy•w to 1port'some 1 a. Playful; aport-~:ft.ff't,
sporidium.] Bot. In the rust
c:over.JBot.NuculeinCharacem. ive. Obs. Scot.

lg:: ~1:;;~;
tl!p~l~
l,1i~7a~:i~Pfi;8t~~y~er:i~1~':ftsf~~~~~

8
::nlr~~~it~a!~e~r:r~:~~==
a~!t~::~~~~:!(:~e
terms). In protozoans the process of spore formation is
an asexual one, and typically consists in the division of the
cell contents (often after encystment of the cell) into many
minute cells (spores) which are afterward liberated to swim
away or become scattered.
Less often the cell forms but
one spore. Both ii\ plants and animals spore formation

i!t~~a)tl~v!~:!o~se ~;gea~t~~e~:si~~i:;;::ai~;~~tl!i~No~;
then being surrounded with a tough investing wall and
possessing great tenacity of life. This is the case with the
spores of many bacteria, and often greatly increases the
difficulty of sterilization.
spore, v. i. Bot. To form or develop spores, as a plant.
■pored (spord ; 201), a. Having spores ; - chiefly used in
composition; as, an eight-spored ascus.
■poon'hutch', n.
The great
laurel. u. s.
[of SPOONY.,
spoon'i-ly {sp<'M'.ln'Y-ll},
adv.
1poon'i-ne1s, n. See -NEss.
spoon iron; See SPOON GOUGE.
apoon lever. Cotton Spinning.
A leTer in a drawing frame,
with a hollowed end over which
the sliver passes.
1poon'•meat', n. Liquid or
semiliquid food, usuallY. eaten
with a spoon ; spoon-food
■poonne. Ohs. p. p. of SPIN.
1pooq.net. Anet for landing :fish.
fp':i:;_"fa~~~~~pOOn'wiz'),adv.
1poon'wood' (-wd6d.'), n. =
MOUNTAIN LAUREL&•
1poon'wort'(•wfirt'),n. =SCUR-

+

Plt:at::
!~~~;~~{>A!tr~:

Sparsile stars. [Sporadic. R. I
spo-ra'di-al (spt;..ri'dY-lll). a.
mo-rad'i-cal (sptJ-rlid'l-kt'tl), a.
aS~~~i:po-;;_dJllc~-~«;.~-.c~-ly,
spor'an (splSr'ctn).
Var. of
SPORRAN.

[RANCTIUM.I

spo-ran'd-a., n., L. 1il. of srospO'ran-gid'i-um (8plVrltn-jlrl'Y-llm),n. [NL., dim. of .~poran.gium.l Obs. Bot. & Columella
of a moss. b A sporangium.
1~:-~r;_g'if~FHa~i~z-:hle
of a spora.nginm.
apo-ran' gi-oid (-oid), a. [ Rporangium +-oid,l Sporangiform.
1po-ran'gi-ole (-l'il),n. [Dim. fr.
VYGRASS a.. Ob11.
111oor'er,n. One who spoors. RporanrJimn.J A sporangio]um.
1poorn, n. Folklore. A kind of
evil specter or hobgoblin. 01J1t. ;K1),r~',J~~~s.fC:~re ~!:eYo0p~
1poot (spOOt). Scot. & dial. Eng. ina sporangium; specif., a spore
in the Myxomycetes. Rare.
var. of SPOUT.
spo-ra'tton _ (spO-rl'shtln), n.
■poote. + SPOT,
?e~~~:e:;:'es~sptJ-rl'shU.~), a. [spore+ -atwn.] Sporulation.

:i,i;~J
[~~g~/~fl:}~~:

~rif:;?~1:i to~~off
00b!':

~;i:;:~1;~!!_~~:!

1:t~

spore.

food, fo-ot; out, oil ; chair;

+SPUR.

~<~:;~jd8Ji1:,:
The ~/~ot-

r1:;;~

go; sing, i~k; tlten, thin;
Full explanation•
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:r~;:::~tt;·

~tr~-g~Dl~:1
O;g
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SPREAD

- spotted cowbane, the American water hemlock.- ■• cra.ke,
a small European rail (Porzana m,aruetta) simi1ar to the
American sora. See CRAKE, n., 2, lllust.-a. crane'a~btll,
a common wild geranium (Geranium maculatum).
See
GERANIUM,
1, lllust. - •· cuacus, an Australian phalanger
(Phalanger maculatus). - •· dead nettle. See LAMIUM.-a.

2. A trough to conduct grain, flour, etc., to & receptacle.
3. A shoot or lift often formerly used in a pawnbroker's
shop ; by extension, Slang, a pawnbroker's shop.
4. A discharge or jet of water or other liquid, esp. when
rising in a column; specif., a waterspout.
up the spout, in pawn (see def. 3); fig.,~~ done for." Slang.
spout•er (spout'er), n. l. One that spouts; as: a An oil
well the flow of which has not been controlled by the engineers. b A magniloquent declaimer; a speechifier.
2. Naut. A whaling vessel or her master. Slang.
apout'ing, p. pr. & vb. n. of sPOuT. Hence: n. Material
from which pieces for making spouts may be cut.
aprag (sprll:g), n. [Perh. fr. Scand. Cf. SPRAYa branch.]
A billet of wood ; a piece of timber, etc., used as a prop, as
in a mine; also, a piece of wood inserted between the
spokes of a wheel to check a vehicle, or a pointed rod to
keep a vehicle from running backward, by digging into the
ground.
See SOLDIERSPRAG.
sprag, v. t.; SPRAGGED(sprll:gd); SPRAG,GING(sprilg'ing).
l. To check the motion of (a vehicle) by means of a sprag.
2. To prop or sustain with a sprag.
sprain (spriin), v. t.; SPRAINED(spriind) ; SPRAIN'ING. [OF.
espreindre to press, to force out, F. !Jpreindre, fr. (as-sumed) LL. expremere, L. exprimere. See EXPRESS,"· t. ,·
cf. SPRAINTS.] To weaken, as a joint, ligament, or muscle,
by sudden and excessive exertion, as by wrenching; to
overstrain, or stretch injuriously, but without luxation.
Syn. -See STRAIN,
aprain, n. l. Act of spraining ; sudden or violent overstrain or wrenching, as of the ligaments of a joint.
2. The condition caused by such overstrain, usually including swelling and inflammation ; as, a bad sprain.

SPORTSWOMAN
sporttu-la (sp6r'ty-l<i), n.; pl. -L.., (-le).

[L.] A gift; a
present, as of food or money by an ancient Roman to his
clients ; a largess ; a donation.
spor 1u-lar (spor'<Ri-l<ir), a.. Bot. a Pertaining to, or having the nature of, a sporule. b Sporoid.
spor•u-late .(-lat), v. i. Bot. To undergo sporulation.
spor 1u-la 1tlon (-li'shUn), n. Biol. Jrormation of spores; esp.,
division into many small spores (esp. after encystment).
apor•ule (sp1Sr1ool), n. [Dim. of spore.] Biol. A small
spore ; specif., Mycology, a spore borne within a perithecium, as in certain of the Fungi Imperfecti.
apor1u-llf'er-ous (-oo-lWer-us), a. [sporule
-ferous.]
Biol. Producing sporules.
spot (spot), n. [ME. spot; cf. Fries. spot, OD. spotte.]
1. A mark on a substance or body made by foreign matter ; a blot j a place discolored.

+

Out, damned spot l Out, I say !

Shak

2. A stain on character or reputation ; something that
soils purity; disgrace; reproach ; fault; blemish.
3. A small part differing, as in color, finish, or material,
from the main part, or from the ground upon which it is;
as, the spots of a leopard ; the spots on a playing card ;
specif. : a A beauty spot. Obs. b A nrevus. o A sun
spot. d Hort. One of the patches or discolorations produced upon leaves, fruits, etc., by various fungi; also, any
fungus causing such disease. See RUST, 2.
4, A small extent of space ; a p1ace ; any particular place.
That 3pot to which I point is Paradise.
Milton.
&. One of a variety of domestic pigeons, pure white in
color with a dark tail and a dark spot on the forehead.
6. a A scirenoid food fish (Leiostornus xanthurus) of the
Atlantic co as t of
the United States.
It has a black spot
behind the shoulders and fifteen oblique dark bars. b
The red drum (ScilJJnop,ocellata). See
DRUMP'ISH. C The
(Diplodus
pinfish
holbrooki).
Spot (Leiosfomus xanthurus),
7, pl. Commodities, as merchandise and cotton, sold for
immediate delivery. Brokers' Cant.
8, Eng. Billiards. Short for SPOTSTROKE,
~fe!;i~ ?tal~~~ite,sFo~lt~~i~:;~ace,
reproach, fault,
ln s_pots, ~Y snatches~ by intervals ; in some respects.
Colloq. - on, or upon. the spot, immediately ; before moving ;
without changing place i as, to decide on the spot.
apot, v. t.; SPOT'TED; SPOT'TING. [ME. spotten; cf. OD.
1potten. See SPOT,n.J 1. To mark or discolor in or with
■ pots ; to stain ; to cover with spots; as, to spot a garment;
specif., Obs., to atllx a beauty spot.
2:. To stain ; blemish ; taint i disgrace ; asperse.
If ever I shall close these eyes but once,
Beau ~ Fl.
May I live spotted for my perjury.
3. To blame. Obs.
Spenser.
4. Colloq. a To mark or note so as to insure recognition ;
hence, to recognize; to detect ; as, to spot a criminal. Cant.
b Chiefly Racing. To pick out or choose in advance(one
of a number of contestants as the winner).
6. To place on a spot ; as, to spot a billiard ball.
to spot timber, to cut or chip it, in preparation for hewing.
spot, v. i. To become stained with spots.
spot, a. Lit., being on the spot, or place; hence: Com. a
On hand for immediate delivery after sale; - said of commodities; as, spot wheat. b Paid or ready for payment at
once upon delivery of property purchased; - said of cash.
BPOtball. a Pool. A ball placed on the spot, as alter beb,g pocketed. b Billiards. The one of the cue balls which
is marked with a black spot or two spots.
spot'-barred 1 {-bard 1 ), a. Eng. Billiards. Designating, or
pert. to, a game in which the red ball is placed upon the
center spot after being pocketed twice consecutively in a
top corner pocket from its own ~pot.
8POtlens. Micros. A condensing lens in which the light is

1~~~-1ev~~811:d~
1(!°:!-rl:;
1,~!~u?iia).
fevers; esp., typhus fever or epi-

::!nt~u:~!n°~~gle
any of various eruptive

g::~E~~i~~~P~b~,
~:~ni~~~~::~"otb~e(Go~:s
nutus), gray wifh numerous dark spots, which

::i~:

11

lives on
sandy shores. - a. gum, an Australiatt eucalypt (Eucalyptus m.aculata). -s. hemlock, the American water hemlock.
- a. hyena. See HYENA.- a. jewel weed, the common American jewelweed (Impatiens bi.Ji,ora) i - from the mottled
flowers. - a. knotweed., the lady's-thumb. - a. loc118t, the
black locust (Ro/Jinia pseudacacia). - a. lynx, the pardine
lynx. - s. medic, Medfcago arabica, with yellow flowers,
spotted leaflets, and tightly coiled furrowed pods. - a. oak.
a The water oaK. b The quercitron. c The southern red
oak ( Quercus texana). - a. orchia. a The European Orckis
vuwulata.
b In Tasmania, a leafless orchid (J)fpodium
punctatum) with rose-colored flowers. - s. pelidnota.. See
PELIDNOTAb. - s. pipaiaaewa., the spotted wintergreen. - a.
rail, the spotted crake.- a. redshank. See REDSHANK
1 1 a.

~ 8io~k~~h~1:-p~~d~~~e1;c~ot:1dg

<l~rrro~,:e~'!:{i~

~1::St1'[1J;y:
::i~~~!1!~~~)s;hi~h b~:fsefh;o~~~ritnN~~'l;
America, frequenting both fresh and salt water. In sum1

mer the under parts of the adult are heavily spotted with
black. It has a plaintive whistling note and when walking or· standing bobs its head and tail continually.
See
SANDPIPER,Jllust. - ■. akitty, the spotted crake.-s.
sea
trout, a. aqueteague. See WEAKFISH.
- a. aickneaa. Med. See

:::ta
(E~;i:i:a
::~~Ia~~
!:3E~:!1uia°~thiv~~~b!~6i~J
leaves. suckerhthe winter sucker. tree, the leopard

0 :iei;.~J::.1:,tino1".;~lf.':iue.:rt:;,~-:.
•~~~i!r~~t::,~:,t~,Ea;tth
a.
a.
tree. - a. turbot, t e windo:wpane (fish). - a. turtle, a small sprat (sprat), n. [ME. sprot,sprotte, AS. sproU, akin to D.
sprot, G. sprotte.] a A small European herring (PornoloAmerican fresh-water tort01se ( Chelopus guttatu.r;)having
a blackish carapace on which are scattered round yelbus sprattus) closely allied to the common herring and the
low spots. Called also s. tortoise.- a. water hen, the spotpilchard. The name is also applied to other small herrings.
ted crake. - a. wea.kfl.ah. See WEAKPISH.- a. wintergreen,
b A Californian surf fish (Rhacochil1ts loxotes). o A giza pyrolaceous plant {Chiniaphila m.aculata) having lanzard shad. Local, U. 8. d A sand launce. e The bleak.
ceolate leaves mottled with white, and corymbose or umSPRAwIIING.
bellate white or pinkish flowers. -s. woodpecker, either of sprawl (spr61), "· i.; SPRAWLED(spr6ld);
l. a To
two European and Asiatic woodpeckers having plum8¥e va- [ME . .,praulen, AS. spr~awlian; orig. uncert.]
Obs. or R. b To
struggle, esp. to struggle convulsively.
;.~~o-::~h~ies~:.d:;grr.:t
move, when lying down, with awkward ext,:,nsion and mospot 1ter (spi5t'er), n. One that spots; specif.: a A de- tions of the limbs; to scramble in creeping,
tective; esp., a person employed to detect dishonesty and
gl~~e t~~~t
o~0tth:i!~~' ;d~~\i
t~~'f~g
irregularities of a particular kind i as, a spotter on a street
2. To spread the limbs carelessly in a recumbent position;
car. Cant, U. S. b Railroading. A device on a car for
to lie with the limbs stretched out ungracefully.
marking irregularities in the track.
U. S.
apot'Ung, p. pr. & t•b. n. of SPOT. Hence: n. The re- 3. To spread irregularly, as vines, plants, or trees; to
spread ungracefully, as chirography,
touching of spots in photographic prints with pigments.
sprawl, "· I. To spread out, or cause to spread out, nngracefully, irregularly, or the like.
ttf~~~~;ri~~~~~
•· motion, a mechanism to develop spots on twist yarns.
aprawl, n. Act or posture of sprawling.
apot'ty (-l), a. l. a Full ofspots. b Defiled. Obs.
spray (sprii), n. [ME. spray, akin to Dan. sprag, Sw. dial.
2:. Irregular; lacking uniformity; as, a spotty crop, i, e., spra_qge. Cf. SPRIG.l l. A small shoot; twig. Obs. c,r Scol.
The painted birds, companions of the spring,
one that is not evenly developed throughout the field.
Hopping from spray to spray, were heard to sing. Dryden.
spous'age (spouz'itj), n. [OF. espousaige, fr. espouser.
2. A collective body of email branches and foliage, esp.
See srousE, ·v. t.] Espousal; wedlock. Now Ra.re.
as those of hemlock.
spous'al (-al), a. [See sPOusAL, n.; cf. sPONsAL.] Of or when horizontal,
And from the trees did lop the needleu spray. Spemer.
pertaining to a spouse or marriage ; nuptial; matrimonial.
Twisted willow or hazel for thatching; -usually
inp/.
spous'al, n. [See ESPOUSAL,SPOUSE.] Marriage ; nuptials ; 3.
Dial. Eng.
espousal ; -generally
in pl.
Something resembling a spray ( def. 2), as a decorative
spouse (spouz), n. [OF. e.,pous, npos, fem. espouse, F. 4.
epoux, !Jpouse, fr. L. sponsus, sponsa, prop. p. p. of spon- design or ornament ; as, a spray of brilliants.
&. Founding. a An auxiliary gate, runner, or side chandere to promise solemnly, to engage one's self, prob. akin
nel in a mold. b A group of castings made together and
to Gr. cnrEv8eiv to make a libation, u1rEv8eu6at to make a
treaty. Cf. DESPOND,
ESPOUSE,
RESPOND,
SP0NDEE,SPONSOR.] connected by sprues, before being separated and trimmed.
n. [Prob. fr. W., and perh. akin to E. spread; cf.
l. A man or woman engaged or joined in wedlock; a mar- spray,
LG. spreden, spreen, spreien, to spread, OFlem. spreyden,
ried person, husband or wife.
to scatter, also Flew. apraaien to glitter, shine, G.
,\preyen,
At last such grace 1 found, and means I wrought,
spdlhen to sprinkle, scatter, sparkle.]
l. Water flying in
Spenser.
That I that lady to my spouse had won,
small drops or particles, as from waves or a waterfall.
2. A bridegroom.
Obs.
Fabyan.
2. a Med. (1) A jet of fine medicated vapor, used either
3. Espousal ; marriage ; wedlock. Obs.
apout (spout), v. t.; SPOUT1ED; SPOUT1ING. [ME. spouten as an application to a diseased part, or to charge the air
(2) An inof a room with a disinfectant or deodorizer.
to spout, vomit; cf. Sw. sputa to spout, D. spuit a spout,
strument for applying such a spray ; an atomizer.
b A
spuJten to spout, Dan. spytte to spit, to sputter; perh. akin
cfh~fi:01):~:d ~~~X\~
diaphragm
jet of water or other liquid dispersed by a sprayer.
to E. spit to eject from the mouth. Cf. SPUTTER.] l. To
apot'less, a. Without a spot; esp., free from reproach or throw out forcibly and abundantly, as liquids or granulated spray, v. t.; SPRAYED(spriid); SPRAY'ING. l. To scatter
impurity ; as, a spotless mind or name ; ssotless behavior.
or let fall in the form of spray.
material through an orifice ; to eject in a jet; as, an ele2. To throw spray upon; to treat with a spray.
phant spouts water from his trunk.
t!I~•i;;!i!:~~~8:bie~1:i~~~t;~h!d~lt,mishe
, pure, immacu~
2.
To utter magniloquently ; to recite in an oratorical or spray, v. i. l. To assume the forn.. of spray; to scatter in
-spot'less-ly, ad11.- spot'leas-ness, n.
fine particles ; as, the device causes the water to spray.
pompous manner ; as, to spout verses.
0
0!~nef'~!{;cf~f~%~· o~\if~~;~;~t
Pray, spout some French, son
Beau. &-Fl
2. To discharge a liquid in the form of spray.
ot,,t~: t';Ye~~~
3. To pawn; to pledge; as, to spout a watch. S~ang.
spray'board' (sprii'hord'; 201), n. Naut. A screen raised
\~~ ~~~~aJ~~~k~?.itiS~ef~~tT~B~a:lE~~sing hazard in either
4. 'To furnish with a spout ; as, to spout a teapot.
above any part of the gunwale of a boat to keep out spray.
apot'ted (spot 1ed; -i'.d; 151), pret. & p. p. of SPOT. Specif. : spout, v. i. 1. To issue with violence, or in a jet, as a liq- spray'er (sprii'er), n. One that sprays; any instrument
uid through a narrow orifice, or from a spout; as, water
p. a. 1. Marked with spots ; as, a spotted garment.
for spraying liquids, as liquid fuel, liquid drugs, etc.
spouts from a hole ; blood spouts from an artery
spread (spred), ,,. t.; pret. & p. p. SPREAD; p. pr. & vb. n.
2. Fig.: Sullied j tarnished j as, a spotlP.dcharacter.
2. To eject water or other liquid or material in a jet.
ePREAn'1NG, [ME. spreden, AS. ~'J)riidan; akin to D.
Rpotted alder, the witch-hazeJ. - e. arum, the cuckoopint. 3. To utter a speech, esp. in a pompous manner.
1. ba.aa(bAs). = SPOT, n., 6b.- s. blenny, the ocellated blenny.
spreiden, sprelJen, LG. spreden, ,r;preen,spreivin, G. sprei,..
spout, n. [ME. spoute. SeesPouT, v. t.] l. That through
ten, Dan. sprede, Sw. tiprida. J 1. To scatter ; to strew ;
th:·
which anything spouts; a discharging lip, pipe, or orifice;
to distribute or cause to extend over a surface ; as, to
olive-brown, very thickly marked with darker spots. - a. a tube, pipe, or conductor of any kind through. which a
spread
manure; to spread paint; to ,o;preadbutter on bread.
e&vy, the pa.ca. - a. coltsfoot, an asteraceous plant (Pmfa2. To extend in length and breadth, or in breadth only; to
liquid is poured or by which it is conveyed in a stream
gium, grande) with handsome leaves, somewhat resemblmg
from one place to another ; as, the spout of a teapot ; a
stretch or expand to a greater extent or to the full size; to
spout for conducting water from the roof of a building.
open ; to unfurl; as, to spread a carpet, a tent, a sail.
~~~t:~~~~~~:~~t~

~:f.itg:
;.:,~~.:'J~i~

::tJ:;.1~~:r~

cl!!:

r:::~,=:~~~ire

t~~;

L'}i~t:!~:

~rt:~:n~.~

aa:~!A~1~
11l~!\~:ti~!~

lf!.!r~

~~:~r:i
:o~:"tt!~~
b~lif~~~lt~.r
itt;

~Tai~j~s~l~f~~)~i

0l!!!~~~l
~n:a.
~fsg

L;J~~~~,1r;.:

f~_a;;~:t~7E\~t;Jf~;'t

! S~r~~:

:~~~,:l~hf:l:~rli~i;~r;:v
f.cotCf
Icel. sprikla, s1wOkfa, sprau~la,

to sprawl, kick.] Tb clamber;
scramble. Scot. ~ Dial. Eng.
apraulen. 4t SPRAWL.
sprawl (spr61). Var, of SPROIL,
:r::~°i,:¥,r~~let_
Ji_;{ff~t
sprawls.
2. a. Any of various 1<:uropean
noctnid moths or their larvm;
esp., Asteroscopussphinx. bThe
hellgramite larva. Local, U. S.

:c~:~:
~~i~E~O

f.i,!tJ

V,~chap.
spray, v. i. To sprout; spring,

:;~:j,cc:'r:den&ef'.
A i:t~i:::1

spray drain. Agric A drain
made by laying under earth the
sprays of trees.

~~r;'l~~hli~g~ih~~~8;;1if°~
tree or plant; branching.
1pr&r"!7', a. Consisting of, or
resem bhng, spray, as of water.

ale, seni\te, cAre, Am, account, arm, ask, sofa; eve, f;vent, i!nd, recent, mak.l!r; ice, Ill, old, tlbey, &rb, ~dd, sllft, ct'Snnect; iiae, tnite, 6rn, ilp, clrci18, menii;
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by itself is explosive ; - so named after the inventor. Ex·
amples are rackarock, hellhofflte, panclastite .
[After H.J. P.
S_prenge!,Germanchemist.] Physics. An
pump m which exhaustion is produced
They •.. spread abroad hie fame.
Matt. ix. 31. air
by a stream of mercury or other liquid
b To propagate; to cause to affect an increasing number;
running down a narrow tube, as in an asas, to spread a disease. c To diffuse, as effluvia; to emit;
pirator.
as, odoriferous plants spread their fragrance.
sprig (sprlg), n. [ME. sprigge; cf.
6. a To cover or overlay with something ; as, to SJ>_read Fries. sprik, spn'kk.p,, LG. spr'ikk, Icel.
the floor with rugs. b To prepare ; to set and furnish, as sprek a stick, AS. .,prrec a shoot. Cf.
with provisions ; as, to spread a table.
SPRAY a branch.]
1. A small shoot or
Boiled the flesh, and spread the board.
Tennyson.
twig ; as, a sprig of laurel or of parsley.
6. a To recount ; to set forth. b To record ; to enter ; as,
2. Something resembling a sprig; as :
to spread resolutions upon the minutes of the society.
a An ornament or design, esp. when
7. To push apart; as, the locomotive has s1!':.eadthe rails.
stamped or embroidered upon, or woven
Syn. -Diffuse, propagate, disperse, pubhsh, distribute,
in, a textile. b In pillow-lace making,
scatter, circulate, disseminate, dispense.
to spread cloth, to unfurl sail. Obs. -to 1. one 1 1 self, to be one of the separate pieces of lace, usually in the form of flowers and leaves
lavish in effort, generosity, hospitality, etc. Slang, U. S.
and fastened to the net foundation or
,spread (sprM), v. i. 1. To become dispersed, distributed,
joined to form a compact material.
or scattered ; as, the rioters spread throughout the city;
3. A scion ; a young person ; youth ; lad.
paint spreads well on a smooth surface.
2. To extend in length and breadth in all directions, or in Clt'iefly Humorous or Di.'lparaging.
breadth ouly ; to be extended or stretched ; to expand.
r~!fch~l,~Jt::i~~i!1;j;_::~ :g';;~e:s:ft~
Plants, if they spread much, are seldom tall. Bacon.
4. Any of various pointed things; as : a
3. To be extended, as a metal, by drawing or beating.
4. a To be made known more extensively, as news. b To A brad or small nail with no head. b
N aut. A small eyebolt ragged or barbed
be propagated from one to another; as, the disease spread.
at the Jl?int. Rar~. C On~ of the Sprengel Pump. a Vesc To diffuse ; as, the odor spreads through the room.
small triangular pier.es of tm plate sel for Mercury; b Glass
Jj. To be forced, or to become, apart or farther apart ; as,
or zinc to hold a pane of glass in the Tube fitting into a Flask
the rails spread under the great weight of the locomotive.
:t.in,ad, n. 1. a Act or process of spreading ; extension ; sash.
~
§:a~~h' (~~~oh,!h\~i :
diffusion ; expansion of parts ; lateral diJatation ; as, the sprig, 'V, t. ; SPRIGGED (sprigd) ; Receiver may be fixed.
BPRia'GING (-Tng). l. To mark or The mercury dropping
spread of wax under a seal ; the l;pread of learning.
adorn with the representation of tlirough b draws ,air
~
No flower hath B'J)read like that of the woodbine. Bacon,
b State, quality, or extent of being spread out ; expansion ; small branches ; to work with from c, t!J.usexhausting
th e Receiver.
sprigs ; as, to sprig muslin.
.as, the bird's wing has a large spread,· the spread of a tent.
.2. Extent; compass ; an expanse.
2. To deprive or strip (a shrub, plant, etc.) of a sprig or
I have got a fine 1-1-preadof improvable land. Addison.
sprigs; also, to pluck (a sprig or sprigs).
3. Mech. Distance from center to center, as between the
3. To drive sprigs, or brads, into ; to secure with sprigs.
sprigged (spr!gd ), a. Having sprigs.
4~nr~~o~~t~:e:'l:"!':,'°;,~~ ~o~u:1:.i1~u~p~ bed.
sprlg'ger (sprlgler), n. One that sprigs something; spe5. A table, as spread or furnished with a meal; hence, an
cif., a machine for drh-ing sprigs into boots.
entertainment of food ; a meal ; a feast ; a banquet more sprlg'gy (-I), a. Full of sprigs or small branches.
,or less elaborate, but usually informal.
Colloq.
sprtglit'I,: (sprrt'll), a.; SPRIGHT'LI-IIR (-II-er); SPRIGHT'6. Speculatwn, U. 8. a An option in the nature of a put
LI-EST,
LSee SPRITE, J 1. Of or pertaining to a sprite ;
.and call in which the put price is different from the call
spiritlike; ghostly; mcorporeal.
Obs.
price, so that no profit is made unless the price falls or rises
2. Having animation; lively; brisk; vigorous; airy; gay ;
below or above the put or call price, respectively, more
as, a sprightly youth ; a sprightly air ; a sprightly dance.
.than enough to cover the cost of the spread. b An arbitrage
"Sprightly wit and love inspires."
Dryden.
transaction operated by buying and selling simultaneously
Syn. - See LIVELY,
in two separate markets, as Chicago and New York, when Spring (sprlng), V, i. ; pret, SPRANG (sprang) or SPRUNG
,there is an abnormal difference in price between the two
(sprung\ ; p. p. SPRUNG; p. pr, & vb. n, SPRING'ING,
[AS.
markets. It is c11lleda back ■pre&d when the difference in
springan; akin to D. & G. springen, OS. & OHG. springan,
price is less than the normal one.
Ice!. & Sw. springa, Dan. ,'J)ringe; cf. Gr. urrc!px«r6<><to
7. Gems. Surface in proportion to the depth of a cut stone.
hasten. Cf. SPRINaE, n., SPRINKLE,]
1. To leap; bound.
8. Math. A continuous assemblage, generally of points;
Tennyson.
She whose elfin prancer springs.
2. a To start or rise suddenly, as from a covert. b To
thus curves, BUrfaces, and n spaces are respectively oneissue with speed and violence; to move with activity; to
way spreads, two-way spreads, n-way spreads, or one
spurt ; to dart; to shoot.
I
spreads, two spreads, n spreads.
,
Milton.
Springs upward like a pyramid of fire.
spread,pret. & p.p. of SPREAD, v. Specif.: a. 1. Expanded.
.2. Thin, without sufficient depth, so that its luster is be- 3. To fly back ; recoil ; escape suddenly from constraint ;
as, a bow, when bent, springs back by its elastic power.
low standard ; - said of a gem.
4. To be shattered; to break. Obs.o,·Scot. Destr.ofTroy.
..,....._
6. To bend from a straight direction or plane surface; to
wings elevatedm,.,.re~~_,,
and legs extended, as..for,
a device in family or state arms (as in the
become warped, as a piece of timber, or a plank.
arms of the United States), in military or..
8. a To shoot up, out, or forth; to come to the light ; to
naments, etc. ;-called technically in her.
begin to appear ; to emerge ; arise ; issue as a plant from
seed, a stream from its source, etc.; - often followed by
up, forth., or out.
sprea4 1-ea 1gle, a. ~etentious, boastful,
And the quick sprt"ng like weeds out of the dead. Shelley.
or exaggerated in style; bombastic; as,
Do not blast my sprlnging hopes.
Rowe.
a spread-eagle orator ; a spread-eagle Spread Eagle a.
b Specif., of the day, to dawn. Archaic or Poetic. c To
speech. Colloq. & Humorous, U. 8.
issue or proceed, as from a parent or ancestor; to result,
:apresd'-ea'gle, t•.t.; sPREAn'•EA 1or.11n (-e'g'ld); sPREAD'as from a cause, motive, reason, or principle.
BA'GLING.
To fl.xin the position of a spread eagle ; specif.,
Whence spring8 this deep despair?
Sliak.
Naut., to lash (a man) to the shrouds with arms and legs
7. To grow ; increase ; be spread abroad, esp. as a report,
extended, as formerly in punish1mmt.
fame, etc. Obs.
Chaucer.
8l)Had'er (spred'er), n. 1. One that spreads, extends, ex- 8. a To tower; tobe relatively higher; as, the spire springs
far above the roof. b Arch. To start from the impost,
pands, or propagates.
2. A bar used as a distance piece ; as : a Any of a series of rounding upward and outward ; - said of a vault or arch.
cross-bearers to support a line of rails in an adit, heading,
~ ~r;~1,;:h,tro 1e1~~;~:r~dtb t~~~e~~l~~ 0
etc. b A bar to hold two singletrees apart; a doubletree.
-0 Naut. A bar holding apart two stays or guys to stretch
f~a~tgne~~i;,:~~n\Jftf
h~~t~n
to
them and so stiffen a spar, as a topmast or jib boom.
3. A machine for combining and drawing fibers of flax to spring, v. t. 1. To cause to spring ; specif. : a To cause
as,
to
spring
a
horse,
to
leap
up
or
dart
up
or
forward
;
form a sliver preparatory to spinning ; a preliminary drawi. e., to put him to a gallop. b To start or rouse, as game;
ing frame ; a similar machine for straightening out and
to cause to rise from the earth, or from a covert ; as, to
evening hemp fibers for rope making ; also, a Japping maspring a pheasant. c Carp. To join with bevel joints, as
chine. See 2d LAP, 6.
the boards of a roof to exclude wet.
4, Agric. An implement for spreading manure, etc.
spread'lng (spred'lng),p. pr.& vb. n. of BPREAD,-spreadlng
0
2 · }gl~~~t~~:n°: 1~!~~~
~:r s~e~~~!i
)j,.yden.
The friends to the cause ~prany a new project. Swift,
3, To spread abroad ; to diffuse. Ob.,.
Qree (spr~), n. [Cf. Ir. spre a spark, animation, spirit,
4. a To crack or split. b To bend or strain so as to
Gael. spraic, perh. fr. Scand. Cf. SPRACK.] 1. A frolic.
weaken; as, to spring a mast or a yard.
2. A drunken carousal; a period of drunkenness.
5. To cause to explode ; as, to spring a mine .
.Qree, -v.i. ,· SPREED (spred); SPREE,ING.
To go on, or have,
6. To cause to close suddenly, as the parts of a trap opera spree, in either sense ; as, he sprees it periodically.
ated
by a spring; as, to spring a trap.
·Spre-ke'll-a (spre-ke'U-ti), n. [NL., after J. H. von Sprekelsen of Hamburg.]
Bot. A genus of ernamental ama-- 7. To bend by force, as something stiff or strong; to force
or
put
by bending, as a beam into its sockets, nnd allowing
ryllidaceons plants consisting of a single species (8. forit to straighten when in place; - often with in, out, etc. ;
mosissima), the jacob;:e-alily.
as, to spring in a slat or a bar.
1
8
8, Naut. To move, haul, or cause to swing (a vessel) by
~~~ means
of a spring.
an oxidizing ani a combustible ingredient, neither of which

:3. To reach out ; to stretch forth ; to extend; as, to
.spread one's arms; the tree spreads its branches.
4, • To divulge ; to publish, as news or fame ; to cause to
be more extensively known ; to disseminate,

8preng 1el 11WDP(spreng 1el; shpreng'-).

ai!r

'i[)l

~~'Tu'.';.~f~~
'!._U:,lar:.:,,
c~1fn':J.~r
ti:::."

..

9. To pass over by leaping; as, to spring a fence.
to spring• butt, Naut., to loosen the end of a plankin a
vessel, by her straining or pounding. - to 1. a leak, to opem.
or crack so as to let in water ; to begin to let in water ; as,
the ship sprang a leak. - to a. an arch, Arch., to build an
arch ; - a common term among masons ; as, to spring an
a·rch over a lintel. - to 1. a rattle, to cause a rattle to sound.

~:a
leeway,

d~~;Hij~N~:1::i~Tl~~l

Obs. 01· R.

c!fo:e:\ci
the
h:tn~r~f~·ie!~

spring (sprlng),

n. [AS. spring a source ef water, a
springing, a rising. See SPRING, v. l.J 1. Act of spring-

ing;

a;.h:
pts~8:fr,; ~~~~J;r~~:,1frt~e;J::f

hr~:~in];.yden.

b A flying back; the resilience of a body recovering its

former state by its elasticity; as, the spring of a bow.
2. The beginning or first appearance; origin. Archaic.
3. Hence : a The first stage ; early portion ; time of growth
and progress. " The spring of the day."
1 Sam. ix. 26.
b Season of the year when plants begin to vegetate and
grow; the vernal season, usually including March, April,
and May in the middle latitudes north of the equator.
ffi"" S:pring of the astronomical year begins with the verii'a1equmox and ends with the summer solstice.
4. That which springs, or is originated, from a source ; as :
a Offspring ;also, a race; lineage. Obs. b Youth; also,a
youth; springal. Obs. c Variously: A shoot; plant; young
tree; twig; rod; switch; also, young undergrowth of wood;
weeds; a grove of trees; woodland. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
5. Any source of supply, esp. that of a stream ; an issue
of water from the earth ; a natural fountain. See GEYSER,1,
INTERMITTENT SPRING. " A secret spring of spiritual
Bentley.
joy."
8. An elastic body
or device that reM
covers its original
shape when reM :
leased after being
.' '
distorted, specif. , '
one deeigned for
'
some specific use.
2-'.·
Springs are used
to check recoil or
diminish concussion and jar, to

A

:!1£o~~~;e~{?;~
er purposes. See s ·
lH If 11· 1·
d · Ell" 1· L of
1 8
!!~:~1i~NC:.PRING, pn~"~lut:;
~'4
"5?Pf~1.
e ;
7. A more or less flexible pipe bend or elbow designed te
accommodate slight changes in length.
8, That by which action, ormotion,is produced or propagated; cause ; origin; motive ; as, the springs of his conduct.
S. ElaS t icJ:a~!!s~r ;i~~~ spring was in his arm?
Drpden.
10. A lively tune or dance. Obs. or Scot.
Stevenson.
11. Naut. a A crack, fissure, or permanent deformation
in a mast or yard, running in any direction. b A liue led
from a vessel's quarter to her cable so that by hauling in
or slacking it she can be made to lie in any desired position.
C A line led diagonally from the bow or stem of a vessel
to some point npon a wharf or the like and made fast, by
usintl' which the vessel is sprung in to the wharf while
forgmg ahead or astern under her own power. d A starting of a plank or seam ; a springing a leak ; a leak. Obs.
12. Arch. The line or plane at which an arch or vault
curve springs from its impost. See ARCH, lllust. (3),
13, Zoo!. The pair of caudal stylets of a springtail.
14. A collection, as of things given to springing. Obi.
or R., exc. in phrase a spring of teal.
siring a.n.d Autumn Annals. See FIVE CLASSICS,
- B, of pork,

8c~h i1:t;

{t~~.:g~ft~~~m

!e~1t::a fi~t ti'e i!;~~a'}~te~it~~;
~t~
(-llld),n. [OF. espringa.le;
prob. of Teutonic origin, and akin to E. spring.] A medieval military engine for casting stones and arrows by means
of a spring. Obs. or Hist.
sprlng'al (sprlngf/ll), spring'ald (sprlng'llld}, n. [Scot.
springald, springel, fr. Scot. & E. spring.] An active
young man; a youth; a stripling.
Obs. or R.

sprlng'al (sprrng 1al),spring'ald

spring

&~~J.;

=~aAe~;;~1f{;i~~af~!!iJ!.!eb!itlr~;\

~8::~n~~ri
~e:iili
,;;:::,/Vt.iiffeudz~'{j{/;:t,,sJing.
back (as of a ledger or other
o~~~e-;;-c!°;
\g~~~~!ft~' Ablank
book) which has an inner strip adhering to the
backs of the leaves, and separating from the convex outer

~~:~d~h_:n si~~l:r bb~g? ~1~
,.
other than blank books is Spring Azure( C11aniris ladon).
usually called an open back.
r Wings reversed.
Both are contrasted with a tight back.
b'\~en~:su!if;~}r!vs~~~:l
fi:r~:aif~\1!~ 1~eight or
spring beam. Shipbuilding. A beam uniting the outboard
~n·p~~~l! b~~~le beams and assisting to support the side
spring beauty. Any portulacaceous £1ant of the genus

1
~~~i~~::~r~~f.d
sra1J~!!\)

~~~~1:t>!1fl~~:1~:~~anllg1:b~~:::rrr~tl~~t}~~u~tartl.

J!:f[!tM,x~~
f~~/:O~
~~~~~fgl/~~:;'i:~1~~f'be~le

lik~Yf~~l~·
i~1~flr1Y
i;¥1t:~c~'2!~!;~a8~te:i
ufie!~r: !e~~:i
delicate pink flowers.
8l~c~ 8 f·1o!g !i:ru~n~:r~l~~stg~t\~~~e':i~h
p~:8 the
fibers up to the cutters in a cloth-shearing machine.
8

1

spring'board 1 (sprlng'bord';

201), n. An elastic board,
secured at the ends, or at one end, often by elastic sup-ports, used in performing feats of agility or in exercising.
tailed grouse. Botl1 Local, U.S.
sprind, n. f AR. s.prfnd, springd.]
Active; ,·ig-orous. Obs.

::~1~::n'.·
;:'~
,?•~i~~i~La
y!~th:I
spring'ant(sprlng'dnt), a. [Cf,
1

~;:;:•i~1i~~~
a.'~t~l~r°fe~~~i;
orig. See ~PRING, v.] Her, De1

picted as about to leap.
spring barley. See SPRING
WHEAT.

spring bue. The distance between centers of suspension of
an arched sprinf. [tle; elater.,
t:Ti~·A ;:s~:fi!nl:1n':ican ir1daceousplant ( Sisyrinchif;Jr:Cd'{fr';~~~(ehfl:~ne~•th•

:J~
food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

go; sing, il)k; Qen,

thin;
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l

4. An elf ; fairy ; goblin.
r::~~gn{~~s~!;d
c:~~r~\~1J!!f;:lt~nd~'J
~Tk~e~ts~:l~~~
5. Any of several swift-running beach crabs of the genua
thus enabling them to leap.
Ocypode, esp. the American species 0. aren11ria.
spring'tide1 (sprlng'tid 1 ) l n. Tho season of spring ; the
6. A kind of short arrow. Obs.
Bacon.
spring'time'
(-tim 1 )
f time or period of spring.
sprite (sprit), v. t. To haunt, as a sprite. Obs.
Slwk.
sprit'sail'
(sprit'slil';
nant.
-s'l),
n
..
Naut.
3
A
sail
extended
s~lt~gcJ~~lructi~~~l
a~~V~ll agiftsiib1o~:e;}~ t~i:s~i:lr:iil~
by a sprit. b
bling a sugar tongs without the spoon ends. b A lathe tool
A sail forwith a bend near the :point to give a slight spring making
merly hung
possible a light finishmg cut.
under
tho
SPring'-toothr
har'row.
A harrow having teeth consisting of flat, scroll-like steel sl)rings which yield to rigid
bowsprit,
obstructions.
See HAmww, II ust.
1
from a yard.
spring vetch.
A common European vetch ( Vicia sat-iva) On large oldwith rather large purple flowers, grmvn for forage in
time vessels
Europe, and naturalized as a weed iu the United States.
there
was
white
on the
sometimes a
spring wheat, barley, oats, ryo, etc. Wheat, barley,
rumr,.
spritsail
topantl
harvested
in
the
summer.
etc.,
sown
in
the
spring
spring cress. A
spring'wort'
(sprlng'wfirtt), n. In European folklore, a sail and even
small,
white_ _plant having certain magical power/:\, as drawing down
~ 0sf :l1t1~~]l
a, b Spritsails a.and b.
ttg~.~t~~~inec
Springbok.
lightning, splitting open a mountain, etc. It was identisail, farther forward on the bowsprit or jib booms.
~osa:) common in wet P-laces in the eastern United States.
fied by Grimm with caper spurge.
sprock'et (sprok'et; -It; 151), n. [Orig. uncert.J 1. Nach.
sprlnge (sprfoj), n. LME. sprenge; cf. ME. sprengen to spring'y
(spring'I), a.; SPRING'I-ER(-I-er) i SPRING'r-EST. a A tooth or projection, as on the periphery of a wheel,
cause to spring, AS. sprengan (see SPRINKLE, SPRING, v. i.),
[lI'rom SPRING.] 1. Resembling, having the qualities of,
she,ped so as to engage with a chain. b A sprocket wheel.
but also MHG. sprinke trap, fetter, D. & G. sprenkel
or pertaining to, a spring ; elastic ; as, springy steel; a
2. Arch. = CHANTLATEsSometimes written sproket.
epringe, perh. akin to Lith. sprfngi'i to choke. J A noose
springy step ; a slight but springy frame.
sprocket
wheel. Mach. A wheel with cogs or sprockets
fastened to an elastic body and drawn close with a sudden
2. Abounding with springs or fountains; wet; spongy.
spring to catch a bird or other animal; a gin; snare.
sprin'kle
(sprTIJ'k'l), v. t./ sPRIN'KLED(-k'ld); SPRIN't~t~h~~tb10~:~ 1o~h: l!bre~ 0
r~c:a1i~di~i~
Springe, v. t.; SPRINGED(sp njd); SPRINGE'rno (sprin'KLING (-klfog).
[ME. sprenkelen, prob. fr. D. sprenkelen
with a chain) chain U'hal. Cf. CHAINGEAR.
jing). To catch in a springe; to insnare. Rare.
to sprinkle; cf. ME. sprengen to sprinkle, prop., to make sprout (sprout), v. i.;
SPR0UT1ED; SPROUT'ING. [ME.
springe, v. i. To set, or catch game with, a springe. R.
to spring, AS. ,~prenyan, caus. of springrm to spring (see
sprouten, spruten, AS. sprUtan; akin to O.F'ries. sprUta, D.
sprlng'er (spring'er), n. 1. One that springs; specif. : SPRING,v. i.); but also G. sprenkeln to spot, to f>peckle, to spruiten, G. spriessen, Sw. spruta to squirt, to spout. Cf.
a One who rouses game. b A young plant or tree. Obs. fleck, sprenkel a spot, perh. akin to E. FRECKLE.]
l. To SPRIT, 'V. t. & i., SPRITa spar, SPURTto gush out.] 1. To
c A youth. Dial. Eng.
scatter in drops or particles, as water, seed, etc.
germinate, as a seed; to push out new shoots; hence, of an
2. Arch. a Loosely, the impost, or point at which an 2. To scatter on; to disperse something over in small
animal or vegetable, to grow rapidly like young shoots.
arch rests upon its support, and from which it seems to
drops or particles; to besprinkle.
2. To shoot into ramifications. Obs.
Bacon.
spring. Hence: b The stone or other solid which forms
l\Iany n colored plume .~prinkled with gold.
Jfilton.
sprout, v. t. 1. To ca.use to sprout; as, rain sprouts seed.
the impost. The skew back, against which the voussoirs
3. To cleanse with a few drops, or a small quantity, of 2. To deprive of sprouts ; as, to sprout potatoes. Dial.
of a segmental arch abut, is one form of springer.
See water; hence, to purify.
sprout, n. [From SPROUT,v. ; cf. ME. sprote a sprout,
Having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience. Heb. x. 22
ARCH,I/lust. (3). c The kneeler or skew corbel of a gable
sprig, AS. sprote ,- akin to Icel. sproU, G. sprosse.J 1. The
4. To apply a few drops of water to as a means of baptism;
coping.
shoot of a plant ; esp. : a A sl1oot from the seed. b The
hence, Colloq. or Derogatory, to baptize thus. Cf. BAPTIZE, young growth from a root or tuber. c A shoot or sucker
3. Any of various animals : a A grampus. b A spaniel
v. i. 1. To scatter a liquid, or any fine subof a breed adapted for hunting game, esp. one of the huger sprin'kle,
from the root or trunk of a tree.
varieties. C The springbok.
~ A cow in calf. Dial.
st~~~e,tl~~ t~fetsf\~!f .1~ 1.1 }tA~z%~i~;~·he 011 with his finger 2. pl. Brussels sprouts.
sprout'lng
(sprout'i'ng),p.pr.
& vb. n. of SPROUT.Hence: n,
8
e.cYentimeB before the Lord.
Ler. xiv 16.
l~;~~~y
[See SPROUT,v. i.J 1. Jlfetal. = SPITTING.
2. To rain lightly in scattered drops.
A single-loading, .45-inch c~liber breech~loading rifle in use
2. The sudden great expansion of certain forms of graphite,
3. To fly or be scattered in small drops or particles.
in the United States services from about 1868 to 1893, and
when heated to a certain degree.
4. To dart or twist about. Obs.
by the volunteers in the war-with Spain in 18HS. The breech
3. Bot. In·myco]ogy, = GEMMATION,
system consisted of a block rotating about a hori;mntal
sprin'kle, n. 1. A sprinkling; a small quantity scattered,
a.xis perpendicular to the axis of the piece above and to
sprouting fungus, a fungus which reproduces vegetatively
or sparsely distributed;
esp., a slight rain.
the front of the block. It had an extreme range of 3,500 2. A utensil for sprinkling; specif., an aspergillum.
by gemmation, as yeast.
Obs.
yards. It ·.,.is fitted with a triangular bayonet.
spruce (sproos), n. [ME. Spruce or Pruse (cf. F. I'russe)
3. Arch. A pattern mottled with small separate figures.
&Pring frog. a .'~very common green and brownish frog
Prussia.
So named because it was first known as a native
(-kler), n. One that sprinkles 1 as a device for
sprin'kler
(Ran.a clamitans) of the eastern United States.
It usually
a
spraying
plants
or
lawns,
a
cart
for
sprinkling
roads,
()t,s.
of Prussia.] 1. [Cap.] The country of Prussia.
is irregularly marked with small black spots, and the legs
2. a Any pinaceous t1'ee of the genus P'lrea. They are
are barred or blotched with dusky. b The leopard frog.
0
s!~i~k/e ;
~;:t!~\~;e;r~~~t~i~nfi~~~~;~t
fire
wittl
dense
evergreen
foliage
forming
R
handsome
trees
Sl~rf~~tfe~ 1n~po! g~e~r~h~~i\~~r~~~lv~a'. a spring when this
in buildings, in which water pipes are so distributed that
conical head. Many
when the tern:r;erature in a zone reaches a predetermined
eprlng'halt' ( . ,, ,g 1h61t'), n. [spring+ halt lameness,
species,
esp. the
lame. J A kinc1 of lameness in a horse. See STRINGHALT. point a valve 1s automatically opened and water is sprinNorway spruce (P.
kled freely in the neighborhood of the excessive heat.
spr1ng'head 1 (-hed 1), n. A fountain or source.
abies ), are among
spring herring.
The alewife (Pomolobus pseudhrrrengus). sprln'kllng(-kling),p.pr. & rb. n. ofsPRINKLE. Hence: n.
the most valuable
spring hook. a A h'-'ok with a spring snap in its eHd t.o Act of one that sprinkles, or a quantity sprinkled. Specif. : ornarnen tal coniThe scattering of small drops of color on
prevent accidental unhooking;called also snap hook. a Bookbinding.
fers. The American
b Locomoti'ves. A hook to fix the driving-wheel spring to the compact trimmed edges of a book. b A small quantity
falling in scattered drops or particles ; as, a sprinkUng of black spruce (P.
mariana)
is now
~~~~r:~J·sec':ir!s 8
k~h~i~~~tt1!srltri:
t~ 1~~cfhest~\1
snow; a sprinkling of pepper. C A small number scattered,
widely used in makbarbell hook ; - called also snap hook and spear hook.
or as if scattered, here and therej as, a sprinkling of people.
sprlng'lng (spring'Ing),p. pr. & -nb.n. f SPRING. Hence: sprint
ing
wood
pulp.
Sea
(sprint), v. i. ,· SPRINT1ED ; SPRINT'ING.[ME. sprenn. 1. a Act or process of one that
~ ings.
b Growth ; ten to leap,
PICEA. b The wood
run; perh. of Scand. orig. ; cf. SPURTa sudden
of any of these trees. Wllite Spruce (I'frPa cu:nadensis). Leaves
increase; also, thc.t which springs up; a shoot ; a plant.
effort. J To run at top speed; to run very fast.
It is light, soft, and
und Cones.
2. Arch. a The line~ usually horizontal, throngh the sprint,
n. Act of sprinting ; a short run at top speed.
moderately strong, less resinous than pine, and used for
center or :enters of the curve of an arch and the point sprint'er
(sprTn'te'r), n. Oue who sp1-'~~-;s;esp., one who
FIR,
2
b.
timbers,
joists,
etc.
Cf.
where this curve is tangent to the vertical line of the imcompetes in sprint races; as, a champion sprinter.
3. Any of several other coniferous trees, as the Douglas
post ; - in full, springing line. b Th -~ part of a string or sprint race. A short foot race at the highest speed, usually,
spruce, hemlock spruce, etc.
hand rail where a curve commences. C A springer.
for men, of less than a quarter of a mile.
4:.
Auy of various articles formerly so called as being
(sprrt), v. i. [AS. spry/tan to sprout, bud. See SPROUT,
:!t!nf~f~r! 8(Jeit~t~
6~~1~1~~l~1~/~v~~;~~a },~l~!~~H~~ sprlt
-v.i. ,' cf. SPURT,v. t., SPRITa spar. J To sprout; bud; ger- brought from Prussia; as: a A sort of superior leather
which
was formerly in use, as in making jerkins, armor,
0
minate, as barley steeped for malt.
~~e al:iyii~tcb~e:: ;;: a~~oe:!ri~~ ~l~~e~~fg~~;f
sprlt (sprrt), v. t. [See SPRIT,v. i.J To eject forcibly from etc. b A kind of coffer or chest. c A kind of yellow
from a reniainder in not being limited on
All Obs.
ocher.
a particular estate. - s. wall, Arch., a wall
a narrow opening; to spurt ont.
Obs.
Sir T. Browne.
5. An oar made of the wood of the spruce.
to take the ··Juust <fan arch.
sprlt, n. [ME. spret, AS. spreot a sprit, spear; akin to D.
a.;
SPRuc'&R (sprOOs'8r); SPRuc'EsT (sprOOs'~st).
spruce,
spring ligament. An elastic ligament
spriet, and E. sprout, sprit, v. t. & i. See SPROUT,v. i.]
[From ME. Spruce Prussia; cf. SPRUCE,n., 4 a.J 1. Neat
of the sole of the foot ...:onnecting the
1 . ..Naut. a A small pole or spar which crosses a fore-andcalcaneum and navicular bone and supand
dapper
( sometimes implying lack of dignity);
aft sail, called a spritsail, diagonally from the mast near
porting the head of the astragalns.
the tack of the sail to the upper aftmost corner, which it smart; trim.
spring mattress. a A bed mattress of
is so 1~prucethat he can never be genteel.
Tatkr.
He
extends and elevates. Its lower end rests in a loop, called
hair or other material kept distended
a snotter, attached to the mast; the upper end fits into a 2. Overnice ; affectedly fastidious ; fussy.
and rendered elastic by springs. b A
Forth steps the spruce philornpher.
Cowper.
· :ic of small
becket or cringle at the peak. b A bowsprit.
Obs. or R.
device co11sisting of a
Syn. -Neat, trim, dapper. See FINICAL,
2. A boat pole. Obs. & B.
0
!~1nf!pir Jfst~:~edirb;
a0 ~1~ij
fr~~!1i~~
3. 1'Virefoss Telcg. A crosspiece to extend the aerial wire - spruce'ly, adv. - spruce'ness, n.
spruce, v. t. & i'..; SPRUCED
(sprOOst); SPRUC'ING
(sprOOs'Tng).
or antenna.
s~ri~~o ;~fto~t Aur~i11i~ai,hY~lltt;es8;1:ing
sprite (sprit), n. [ME. sprit, OF. & F. esprit, fr. L. spi- To dress smartly; to give or restore a look of neatness to;
(or springs) is attached, as in a piano ac- often with up; as, slie spruced herse1f up. lfow Colloq.
ritus. See SPIRITi cf. srmGHTLY.] 1. The life; vital
tion. See ACTION,lllust. b A rail kept
spruce beer. 1. A beer brought from Prussia. Obs.
essence; spirit; also, a soul; person. Obs. or Arrhaic.
in position by a spring, as in some rail2. a The mind or mental faculties; also, disposition; mood. 2. A beverage flavored with spruce, esp. one made from
road frogs.
its twigs and leaves boiled with molasses or sugar and fer8
1
Obs.
b
Mental
stimu1ation;
inspiration.
Obs.
spring'tall'
(sprlng'til ), n. Any of nu- J;;/n,f~~·~c}~~~t
mented with yeast; also, a fermented beverage made with
merous small thysanuran insects belong- D O r 8 a I views. 3. A shade; ghost; spirit; also, an apparition.
an extract of spruce twigs and leaves.
Gaping graves receivf'd the wandering, guilty .,prite. Dryden.
ing to the suborder Collembola.
They Much enlarged.

aprlng'bok' (sprfog'uok')
aprlng'buck' (-biik')

n. [D . .,pringbok; springen to
spring+ IJUk he-goat, buck.]
A South African gazelle ( A ntidorcas euchore)
noted for itsgL'aeeful fonn aud swiftness, and
for its habit of
springing lightly
and suddenly into
the air. It is dark
buffy brown with
dark
markings
i.nd white under

8~~~!t
~trip:',h!!~

g~giJnga\~to
of
rb!f-

1t~

(!h~~aJ:!a

ll~t~!e'1~?i~~t~~-::g~,;1;.'>t~~
rJl!i~s ir'iiJ!t~~'.J

~:f!~:inx

t!d

tiitf

ll

iile, senitte,

clire, ~m, account,

tfei(~~a

arm, ask, sofa; eve, i!lvent, 6nd, recent, maker;
ice, Ill; old, t;bey, llrb, Md, sllft, c6nnect;
I Forelsn Word.
Obaolete Variant of. + eomblued with,
• eq,11ala.

+

use, finite, urn,

up, circus,

menU •
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SPRUCE GROUSE
8ff1108 grouse or partridge. The Canada grouse ( Canachites canaden&i&).

uruce plne. a Any of vari-

it~t~~;~fflie
f/'gfte,:-gff
~~~
and small oblong cones, P.
echinata'{jf the southern and
~t~r:'b~'it

BPruce sawn:,.

Full of spunk ; quick ; spirited ; plucky; mettlesome ;
also, irritable ; touchy.
Colloq.
[ME. spure, spore, AS. spura, spora; akin
to D. spoor, G. sporn, OHO. sporo, Icel. spori, Dan. spore,
Sw. sporre, and to AS. spor a trace, footstep, spyrian to
trace, track, examine, and E. spurn. Cf. SPERE, SPOOR,
SPURN.] 1. A pointed implement secured to the heel, or
above the heel, of a horseman, to urge ~
the horse by its pressure. Modern
•
spurs usually have a small wheel, or
,ti.''
rowel, with short points. Spurs were
.
formerly a badge of knighthood.

spur (sptlr), n.

ous American pines, as Pinux

r~a:ltemrJ:~~
spruce.

SPURWAY

,~:e

An Ameri-

:i~o:w~rv~Lo~~fo'ii~t~~ie~i;'~
and pine. See SA wsprue (sproo), n. [Orig. uncert.] Founding. a The hole
through which metal is poured
into the gate and thence into
the mold. b The waste piece
cast in this hole; hence, dross.

:t~it:!.:'t'.

2. Not proceeding from the true source, or from the aoul"\18
pretended; not genuine ; counterfeit; false.
3. Bot. False ; superficially like but morphologically ualike ; as, a spurious fruit ; a spurious dissepiment, etc.
Syn, -Bastard,
counterfeit, false, adulterate, suppositlitious, :fictitiCJ'Us. See ARTDl'ICIAL.
spurious disk., Astron., the small apparent circular disk of a
star as seen in the telescope, which varies inversely with
JJot., a false
the diameter of the objective. - s. cllsaeplment,
dissepiment. See DIBSEPIMENT,
2 a.-•· fruit, Bot., a pseudo.
carp. - 1. olive, the heartwood.
.Australia. - 1. primary,•·
1
0 i~ 0
1
\~~~~~rl~~
bow. See RAINBOW,1. -1. sarsaparilla, an Australian faba-ceous climbing shrub (Hardenbergia. rno11ophylta)iwhose
root is sometimes used as a substitute for sarsapar1 la. - a.

~~~~:f;~!d
1rl!:~
isrl::i~~~r~
~~:fug

,~rte!~:,~:!~~ ih!~1!~~~i~:~!ih
,
raise.
Jlilton.
"'
3. Something that projects like, or
suggests, a spur ; as : a A projecting Spurs (two forms).
r~~t:~Jl~:J~i1\::~~~~~~i!ibit!~d,:i:~
vein or nervure. - 1. wing, the bastard wing (which see).
root or short branch of a tree. b Ergot of rye. c lllining.
A branch of a vein. d llfach. Short for SPUR WHBEL. e - spu'ri-ous-ly, adv. - spu 1r1-ous-ness, n.
Railroading. Short for SPURTRACK. f A spiked boot sole spur'less (spftr11es), a. Having no spurs. - spurless violet,
an Australian viofot ( Viola llederacea) having a spurless
worn by whalers when standing on the carcass of a whale,
corolla.
to strip off the blubber; also, a spike in the boot sole.
sprung molding 01· mould1ING. [ME.
spurn
\spfirn), v. t.; SPURNED(sptlrnd); SPURN
g
Ceramics.
A
stilt.
h
Sporl'iny.
A
gaff
for
a
gamecock.
lng. Arch. a A loose moldspurnen
to kick against, to stumble over, AS. spurnan to
ing bent to a curved outline. Spruce Partridge ( Canachites
1 A climbing iron. j The cutting part of an auger point.
kick,
offend;
akin
to
spura
spur,
OS.
&
OHO
. .,purnan
b A cornice, surbase, or the
canadensts), Male
k A wing dam to deflect a river current.
to kick, Icel. spyrna, L. spernere. to despise, Skr. sphur to
like, worked in a board set at an angle with the wall sur4. Any stiff, sharp spine, as on the wings and legs of cer- jerk,
to
push.
Cf.
SPUR.]
1.
To
strike
against
with the
tain birds, on the legs of insects, etc.; esp., the spine on
face to g!ve proje~tion.
CEILING LINE
to drive back or away as with the foot; to kick.
1ER
8~(spn),a.jSPRI':EROfSPRY
r··--------·--·
a cock's leg, a horny modification of the skin surrounding a foot;
[The bird] with his feet will spurn adown his cup. Cl,aucer.
1
1
(-i,r) j SPRI EST or SPRY EBT,
[Cf.
:
bony core attached to the metatarsus. It is used in fighting,
2. To scratch or scrape with the foot, as a fowl; also, to
as are those on the wings of various birds.
Sw. dial. sprygg lively, skittish.]
Obs.
hit or strike (the foot) against something.
6. Bot. Any hollow projecting spurlike apNimble ; active ; vigorous, as for
3. To reject with disdain ; to scorn to receive or accept ;
pendage of a corolla or calyx, as iu the
lea.ping or running; brisk; sprightto treat with contempt; as, to spurn an offer.
flowers of larkspur, columbine, etc. The
ly. Colloq & Dial.
spurn, v. i. l. To kick or toss up the heels. Obs. or R.
She is as spry as a crickl't
spur is usually a nectary.
The drunken chairman in the kennel spurns.
Ga,.
S. Jttdtl (}Jlltrgaret)
8. Hort. A very short branch, bearing
2. To stumble; as, to spum at a stone. Obs. Chaucer.
spud (splld) n. [ME. spudde a digfruit buds, as in the apple tree; also, a
3. To rush in headlong haste. Obs.
ging tool; cf. Dan. spyd a spear.]
branch of several years' growth, kept short
4. To manifest disdain in rejecting anything; to make
1. A dagger. Obs.
by aunual pruuing, as in the grapevine.
Flower of La!k2. A sharp, narrow spade, some.
7, Sldpbuilding & }{nut. a A piece oftim- spur, showmg contemt~~~~~o~r~~s:;~~~ ~~ :~:~~!~~~~~·oyalimage.
Shak,
times with prongs instead of a
Sprung .M:oldmg b
ber fixed on the bilge ways before launch- Spur.
spum, n. l. A kick; a blow with the foot. R. Milton.
smooth blade, and commonly having a long handle, used
ing, having the upper ends bolted to the vessel's side. b
2.
Headlong
haste.
Obs.
esp. for digging up large-rooted weeds; also, a similarly
A curved piece of timber serving as a half beam to support
3. Disdainful rejection; contemptuous treatment.
shaped implement, as one for removing the bark from timthe deck where a whole beam cannot be placed. c = SPUR
0
ber, or for recovering a tool from a tube well.
trft~i~h~n:nt!~r'lb; 1·;~kes.
Shalt:.
SHORE. d The ram of a war vessel. Rare. e A projection,
My spml these nettles from the stone can part.
Sw\ft.
4. Mining. A small, short pillar of coal temporarily left
a modern stockor
prong,
on
the
arm
of
an
anchor,
esp.
3. A sharp-pointed vertical post or pile, commonly one of less anchor, to assist in catching hold of the bottom.
within the seam to support the coal above during holing,
four, which can be forced by a tackle or by power through
8. Fort. a A wall that crosses a part of a rampart and spur pruning. Hort. A method of pruning in grapevines,
a socket in a floating or a land dredge or scow to anchor it.
etc., in whicli the shoots of the previous season are cut
joins to au inner wall. Now Rm·e. b A tower or block4, Surv. A nail driven into something for a mark.
back to spurs with one or two buds.
house forming a salient in the outer works before the port.
5. A potato. Dial. & Colloq.
spurred (sptlrd), a. l. Wearing spurs; furnished with a
Obs.
c
In
permanent
fortifications,
a
buttress
of
masonry
6. Something short and thick ; as : a A small child or a
spur or spurs; also, having shoots or spines like spurs.
projecting at intervals from a wall which requires reenthickset man. Dial. Eng. b A piece of fried dough. Lo2. Affected with spur, or ergot; as, spurred rye.
forcement to resist the pressure of the earth.
spurred butter!ly pea, any butterfly pea of the, genus Bradcal, U. 8. c A baby's chubby hand. d pl. Money. Slang.
Arch. a A short wooden brace of a post. b A projec9.
burya, esp. B. 1.1irginiana. - •· corolla, Bot., a corolla comspud, v. t. ; sPuo'DBD ; SPtm'DING.
1. To dig, remove, or
tion from the round base of a column, occupying the
posed of spurred petals or seg]!!ents. - a. gentla,n, any gen•
otherwise treat with a spud ; as, to spud up weeds.
a
square
plinth
upon
which
the
base
rests,
or
angle
of
tianaceous
plant of the genus Tet.-agona11thu'!,_ in which the
2. Well Boring. To work {the boring tool) by means of bringing the bottom bed of the base to a nearly square
corolla is spurred at the angles. - a. violet, a .ttnropean vio.
tho bull wheel alone in starting an oil well.
Jet ( Viola calcarota) having flowers with a very long spur.
is
generally
carved
as
a
claw
in
leafage.
form.
It
spume (spiim), n. [L. SJJU?na.Cf. PUMICB,FOAM.] Frothy
ro:ral} (sptlr roi'lil ; -ri'ill; royal being formerly
10. Cmp. A brace strengthening a post and some con- spur
matter raised on liquids by boiling, effervescence, or agitaspur r:ral
commonlu p.-onounced ri 1ill). A gold coin
nected part, as a rafter or crossbeam; a strut.
of James I. worth 15 shlllings ; -from a design on its re.
tion ; froth ; foam ; scum.
11. A ridge or lesser r.le.vation that extends from a mounverse resembling the rowel of a spur. See RYAL,
spume,"· i.; SPUMED(spiimd); sPuM'ING(spiim 1Ing). [L. tain,
or range of mountains, projecting to some distance
spur'ry (spllr'I), n. [D. or OF. spurrie; cf. G. spergel,
spun.are.] To froth; foam.
NL. Spergula.] a A small white-flowered European silespu-mes'cent (spil-m~s'ent), a. [L. spumescens, p. pr. of in a lateral direction, or at rig-lit angles.
naceous weed (Spergul<L aroensis) with whorled filiform
spu·1,,,t:Ncm·e
to grow foamy, fr. spuma foam.] Like froth
s~u!h:, ht~ 4 :o!~~~~ 0
leaves. b Any of several other small silenaceous herbs.
(-fos), n.
or foam ; foaming. -spu-mes'cence
the occasion.
See SANDSPURRY.
spu'moua (spii'mils), a. [L. spumosus, fr. spuma foam: spur, v. t.; SPURRED(sptlrd); SPUR'RING. l. To prick with
spur
shell. Any of several marine rhipidoglossate gastrocf. F. spmnen:r.] Consisting of, containing, or covered
spurs; to urge or goad with or as if with spurs; as, to
pods of the genus Jmperalor having a conical shell with
with, froth. scum, or foam; frothy; foamy.
spur a horse; hence, to incite ; stimulate ; instigate; drive.
the
margin
toothed somewhat like the rowel of a spur.
apum'y (spiirn'I), a. Covered with, or marked by, foam
Love will not be f.JiUrre<I to what it loathes
Shak.
spurt (sptlrt), v. i.; SPURT'ED;SPURT'ING. [Alsospirl; orig.
Dryden.
.2. To put spurs on ; as, a ltpur-redboot.
or froth: spumous; as, spumy waves.
same
word
as
sprit; ME. sprutten to sprout, AS. spryt(an.
SJIUn(aplln), pret. & !'· JJ· of SPIN.- apuu gla11, glass drawn
3. To prop; brace; - often with up. Dial. Eng.
SeeSPRIT,v.i.,sPROUT,v.i.]
1. Tosprout; shoot up. Obs.
mto a thread while lH1,uid.- 1. gold, 1. silver, threads formed spur, v. i. To spur on one's horse; to travel with great
2.
To gush suddenly or violently out, as liquor from a
to hasten ; hence. to press forward in any
tfir:~d:i~g •.s~:y~e~ar;br~rs~~J
si~vf~ra~~~~~n1~~ expedition;
cask
or
a
confined
place
;
to
spout forth i to jet.
conrs~ or pursuit. "Now spurR the lated traveler." Shak.
Thus the small jet, which ha@tyhands unlock,
carriage. - 1. Bilk, a cheap article maae from floss silk,
fowl. Any of severallndian 11allinaceous birds of the
Spm·tx in the gurdener's eyes who turns the cock. Pope.
carded and spuu, often mixed with cotton. - •· silver. spur
genus l-/alloperdix, allied to the pamted quail and bamboo spurt, v. t. To expel, or force out, as a liquid, in a stream
1
1
partridges.
The maleR have two or more spurs on each leg.
t:r:::dNo1°t!~ ao~0
or jet ; to squirt; as, to spurt water from the mouth.
spurge (sptlrj), n. [OF. espurge, F. epurge, fr. OF. ,.,- spurt,
for seizings, etc.
n. l. A shoot; a bud. Obs.
Holland (Pliny).
purgier
to
purge,
L. expurgare. See EXPURGATE,PURGE.] 2. A sudd£>n
spunk (spllIJk), n. Also spank. [Gael. ,pong tinder,
violent gushing forth, as of liquor ; a jet.
sponge, or Ir . .,pone, fr. L. spon_qia. Cf. SPONGE,PUNK.] Any plant of the genus Euphorbia, esp. when of weedy
3. A sudden violent outbreak, as of feeling.
habit.
See
EuPHORBIA.
1. Wood that readily takes fire; touchwood; also, a kind
A !fJ>Urtof insurrectionary fire had broken out in Italy. Frou.de.
of tinder made from a species of fungus ; punk.
s:.,i:.uw:~f
s~thti!e
k:!;'iJl;~r
consisting es- spurt, n. [Cf. Ice!. sprettr a spurt, spring, run, spretta
2:. A spark or gleam ; a little fire ; touchwood; also, a sulto spurt, spring, prob. for orig. sprenta. Cf. SPRINT.] A
Ste l'enson. spurge llax. a An acrid evergreen thymelreaceous shrub
phur match. ~~ Some spunks of decency.''
sudden manifestation of pent-up strength or energy ; an
of southern Europe (Daplme gn1diwm) with crowded nar•
3. Spirit ; mettle ; pluck; also, anger ; passion. Colloq. row
increased exertion for a short time ; as, a spurt in a race.
leaves and fibrous bark used in paper making. b
A 1awless and dangerous set, men of spunk, and spirit, nnd
spurt,
v. i. To make a spurt. See 4th SPURT.
Sometimes, the spurge laurel.
Prqf. Wilson.
power, both of mind and body.
spur track. Railroading. A short branch line of track;
1
1
spur'-heeled'
(spfir
held
a.
Having
the
claw
of
the
),
spunk, v. i. To catch fire ; to kindle ; - in the phrases:
esp.,
a
side track connected with its main line by a single
hind toe elongated and straight, as the larks.
switch ; - called also stuh track.
apttnk ·•p, to kindle in spu'rl-ous (spii'rI-us), a. [L. spurius.] 1. Of illegitimate
so~~1ledaJ:~:ti~e~;~rr!~t:o~ll~~e
genus
fllilton.
splJJlk'Y (spt\IJk'!), a.," SPUNK'I-ER(-I-er); SPUNK'I-BST. birth ; bastard. "' Her spuriou.s firstborn."
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SdciaoL,_
B, Abbr. Sine prole super•
without surviving
apt Ahbr se~ort
spu d'der(~pr'id l!r), ;!. One that
0
ab~~~kf~~iro~?1ber; a
apud'dle (sptid''l), i•. i. To use
a i;;pud; to dig carelessly; to
make a stir or fuss. Dial. Eng.
}jf~~:~.
;c~r,~,~'l),a.
apue. Obs. or Scot. & dial. Eng.
vnr. of SPEW.
uf'fl 1 "f''l)
• T h
•P
e spu
,u. 1• 0 urry;
bBus~en-r·E Fuss; ado; buSt le.
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ia . ng. BPhtter"t'r'·•ck
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southern Europe.
spur'rer (spfir'~r), n. One that
BPulJe&r. t ~ro1u:R.
otter; a spoor.
spurge'wort' (spO.rj'wflrt'), n. spurs.
apul yie-ment (sptil'yY-mt'fnt), spur (spi'!r), n. fCf. SPARROW, - ~1•1·R1·1£
Lindley
apur'rey Var of sruRRY
,,. Spoil .•:Jcof.
SPARH.\WK,]a.The house spar- si,llrha~li: European sparrow: spur rial Yar' of ;PUH ROYAL.
~,P,,fl'yl).
f~~.
~rJ;~r. of sPCRRE, :;:,~-ae~~';IU,rY-e),n.717. [NL., ~~;;t~~i~!~~f:fci~~k:·6'1>~:.e
spu'me-ous (spO.'mfi-..U:s),a.
Spu- apur'blind'. + P1'RRLrnn.
fem pl. (se. z,nmw• feathers) of apur'rl-er-y, n. Art of maltini
mous. 01,R.
spur bunting. Lsrk bunting.
~f i:tt::t!:r;1ng~~~:l~al~~ers
spurs. Obx.
spu'mid ~p1l'mld), aOb[L. SJJU· spur chuck. Hee,'ithflll"CK,11.,4. apur'llng. t SPARLING,asmelt;
<;E@~'Jbz(is lh~
1~t~·g 0
:;:.:J,e~~~~(~~t'l-mYf;l!r-t'ls),
~~!1:J-ct~:
d' 1 F.
f SPARLINGat
b
f .1 Th b
( f
a. [L. spumU'n·; spw11a fo!l,m apurd. Spurred. Re,t: Sp.
s~':ir'i~ lttie. X a u't, 1·h~ri:~). 0 Dial. ,i,,g~nna O mar.
+ ferre to bear.] Producrng apur'die (sp@r'dl), n, House hne by which the turning of a spur ryal. Var of SPURROYAL.
foam. Rare.
rsee -NEss.
sparrow. Smt.
steering wheel moves the indi- spurrysandwort
Sand spurry.
apum't-ness (spnm>-T-n~s), 11. spure (Scot. spiir). Obs. or Scot, cator of a telltale. Rare.
spur shore. Nm~t. A timber. \o
spu'mose (spO'mi'is; sp\'1.mi'is'), of ~1•1rnv., to ask.
spur'mon'ey, 11.A fine for wear- hold a vessel away from a pier,
01
,a · "ng.
a. [See SPl:MOll'-,] Spumoua. spur':ft.ow'er (spfir'flou'er), n, ing srmrHin church,
Oh.<1..
wharf, or the like:
11
gico~~:~ia7:
EIJguse spun, 11. 1. To burst out. Obs. Efpur valt•rian.
spur mortise wheel, See under spurt grus
A rush for baskei.
1~~~.~h).~~;ff~~!~~gt~:)~~!ir. ~ f.~~~ or
<rn:,~~POn),n. [Cf. '-Pl1R,
[~ie~1;1t~1
1pull (spill; spill). Scot. var. of i:::e
:;~rt~Ye •. y1J~:rfi1~~n~o~~·o~·1
s., Sent., dial. Eng.& ref.sp. spurge (dial. spflJ). 1'. t. [OF. 10,;antr'eae/:
Eb'•YAn
..emTlb1eedmdae1d·11,ruoop!
sopursp'u~1•.1<•pTOor',tp·u1)rt.".,·1'0·
roFwr•,!1-n
opuil'zie (sJpfil~yl; cf. CAPERvar. of SPONGE.
eRpurg1ertopurg:e. purify See
,f
t
•_PEffnng'-.
s0Phl:8.
S
. BJ_lp,u
ng'tiY,_(
_o•,•,.",,7_
TT0o Pe"m',~t•f;opamur~.fy
jets; to trickle; also, to strng118• 1
0ririda
8ttpf(ine;J~lp)tt.
10. port, as fora gatepost.
1
1
~:r ~~IE~c: ~/u:~a:-f:\~·; :;:
vars. ~f SPONO~.
froth. as beer in fermentat10n.
~p~:a~rRe.1hsp.
~~~4t;~~Eng.
violently dispossessing one of spunk'ie (sphIJk'Y), n. [See OhR. or Dial. En(!.
apurn'er, n. One that spurns.
2, A stick for 1-t1rrmgporridge
~!in~~ta~J~iizi~-~~;-t~·
fife~alb
~t!'~ig~ :pe!~terg:: 3h~~ing
spurn~otnt',n. Anoldgame. R and the likt>. Scor. !\"Dzal.
Srol.
nis fatuus. C Liquor; spirits. spur gearwheel. Mar.h. =SP(TRI
~~:::p~a~:~ie~·o~1h:~o~~rd
~i:rtle-blade',
1/, A awor
.
■p:e/sp:ir~r t srgfo~AUL ~o!tb~irited or quick-tempered
ifa.4::e'i: s1~,~f:;,e ~g~~rt throw off seas coming It~:c~~~
:rou)d~~; S PO~~ .. ar.
' ■pur. Oba. or Scot & dial. Eng. lam·,•ola. with ohlong evergreen •~ur pepper. The Capsicum
domingf'nttt!f).
[Oh11.,
1p'lll'ler (spt1l'~r; apot>l'-), n. var. of SPERE, to ask.
leaves. b The mezereon.
Jrutesce,is. See CAPSICUM.
spur'way', n. A bridle path.
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i\" v.

Spruce.
(apri1g; sprM>g),n. The
house sparrow. Scot. !\" Dml.
g,rug

Enq.

:£~~s~r~~:~i ni. 10~,
r~if.rig,
2. A small affluent of a river,
1ften dry. So Africa.
;prun. + ~PrR~, to spur.
sprun, n. i. To project. Obs. Scot,
sprung. ,1. [Cf. Sl'RINO,v.J Ris•
ing · origin Ohs
spnD.g (sprnng), jlret. ~ p p. of
Partly
SPRINo. Hence : p.
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Abbreviation■,

:PC:tI:.b:i.E1J;ning

:::rr:;,.~·
tor:::~~~~;

t;PJf l1'!~~il
a8bittof

food, fo~ot; out, oil; chair; go; sing, IJJk; Qen,

'il

I

N:f:;!h~.rt~~W~i~~;itle~0fil~

2. A steep; a hill. Dial. Eng
Ql'UDt (sprnnt; aprotmt), !r
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SPUR WHANG
S~~ "r,~4::!~he::;;;

~t:hsi:::E~f\;~H:'
of toothed wheel
parallel totheaxisofthewheel.
Hence,
spur mortise wheel, spur pinion, etc., one
with teeth so arranged.
spur'-winged' (spfir'wingd'), a. Having one or more horny spurs on the bend
of the wings.
spur-winged goose, any of several longlegged African geese of the genus Plec-

SQUARE

squab'ble (skwllh''l), v. i.; squAB'BLED(-'Id); SQUAB'BLING the wing above the halteres (more fnlly called 1\aqua11111>

(-ling).
[Cf. dial. Sw. skt•abbel a dispute, skvappa to
chide.] To quarrel noisily ; to wrangle ; brawl.
Syn. - Contend scuffle, wrangle, quarrel.
squab'ble, v. t. P,'int. To disarrange so that the letters or
lines stand awry or are mixed and need careful readjustment ; - said of type that has been set up.
squab'ble, n. A noisy dispute ; a wrangle ; brawl.
Syn. - See DISPUTE.
squab'bler (skwllb'ler), n. One that squabbles; a brawler.
squab'by (-l), a. Short and thick; squabbish.
squad (skwlld), n. [F. esconade,(cf. Sp. cscuadm), earlier
the <f'amb9 goose (P. gumben,r;il;) and
Spur "'heel.
escadre, eaquadre, fr. It. aqnadra, (assumed) LL. e:rquadof
wing; esp.,
1·are to square; L. ex+ quadra a square. See SQUARE.]
1. Mil. A small party of men grouped for drill, inspection,
or other purposes; specif., in the United States army, a
&put (spilt), n. Steam, Railers. An annular plate, etc., to
group
of seven men under a corporal.
streugthen a place where a hole is made.
2. Hence, any relatively small number of individuals enSpUt'ter
(spllt 1er), V. i. ," SPUTITERED (-e'rd); SPUT 1TER-ING,
gaged
in some common enterprise or effort ; as, a football
LProh. fr. the root of spout. Cf. SPLUTTER.] 1. To spit,
or crew squad; a sanitary squad.
or to emit saliva from the mouth in small, scattered parsquad,
v. t.; SQUAD'DEDj SQUAD 1DING. To arrange in squads.
ticles, as in slovenly and rapid speaking; to splutter.
2. To utter words hastily and indistinctly; to speak as if squad•ron (skwod'run), n. [F. escadron, formerly also
esquadron,
It. squadrone. See SQUAD.] l. A square; also,
spitting out the words.
a body of troops drawn up in a square. Obs. or R. Maton.
3. To throw out anything, as little jets of steam, with a
2.
Loosely,
any body of men in regular formation.
noise like that made by one sputtering.
3. Specif.: ~Mil.A division of a regiment of cavalry, in the
Like the green wood ..• sputtering in the flame. Dryden.
United
States
army consisting of not more than four nor
aput'ter, ,,. t. 1. To eject rapidly and in small particles,
less than two troops, commanded by a major. In Eurowith a spluttering sound ; as, frying bacon sputters fat.
pean armies it usually has a strength of 150 to 200 men.
4. Nav, A division of a fleet; in the United States navy,
pretended incitement, to sputter out the basest accusations.
Swift.
eight vessels, regarded as the tactical unit; also, from two
sput'ter (-er), n. 1. Act of sputtering.
to eight ships on the same station or service.
2, Moist matter thrown out in small detached particles.
squad'ron, v. t.; SQUAD 1RONED (-r'Und) j SQUAD'RON-ING.
3. Confused and excited speech ; hence, fuss; ado.
To form into, or arrange in, squadrons, or squares; hence,
apu'tum (spii 1tum), n.; pl. SPUTA(-ta). [L., fr. spuere, to array in formal order. "Squadroned angels." Milton.
,1;putum, to spit.] That which is expectorated;
a salivary squall tskwiil), n. [Cf. SQUAIL, v. i./ also SK.AYLES, KAYLES.]
discharge ; spittle ; saliva.
1. A disk or counter used in the game of squails. Arcltw'c.
11py(spi), v. t.; SPIED(spid) ; sPY'ING. [ME . .,pien, espien, 2. pl. A kind of game, formerly common, in which disks
OF. espier, F. epiet·, of Teutonic origin ; cf. OHG. speh0n,
or counters are driven or snapped from the edge of a round
G. spii,hen; akin to L. l;pecere to see, Skr. spa<;. Cf. ESPY,
board or table at a mark in the center. ..Now Rare.
V. t., ASPECT, .AUSPICE, CIRCUMSPECT, CONSPICUOUS, DESPISE,
3. pl. Ninepins; skittles. Dial. Eng. & Ir.
FRONTISPIECE, INSPECT, PROSPECT, RESPITE, SCOPE, SPECIMEN,
squail, v. i. [Cf. dial. scale to throw at, a loaded stick
SPECTACLE, SPECTER, SPECULATE, SPICE, SPITE, SUSPICION.]
for throwing. J l. To throw sticks or other missiles, as at
l, To gain sight of; to discover at a distance, or in a birds or at fruit on a tree. Obs. or Dial.
state of concealment ; to espy ; see.
2. To play squails. Arci,aic.
He spied an Egyptian smiting a Hebrew.
Ex. h. ll. squall, ,,. I. To pelt or strike as with sticks. Obs. or Dial.
squal'ld (skwllJ/Yd), a. [L. squalidus, fr. sq1talere to be
2
d!~~~~e!i~fi ;~::
;~:~!~r!!~u~re
to be refoul or filthy.] Dirt;r through neglect; foul; filthy.
formed in the churcli of England
Latime1·.
his locks, and squalid his attire.
Dryden.
3. To explore; to view, inspect, and examine secretly, as Syn.-See Uncombed
DIRTY,
a scout with hostile purpose; - usually with out.
squa-lld'1-ty
(skwll-lld'I-tI), n. -squal'ld-lJ', adv.·Mose■ aenttospy out Jaazer.
Num. xxi. 32.
squal'ld-neas, n.
4. To ask or question. Ob.,. & R.
squall (skw61), n. [Cf. Sw. sqval an impetuous running
spy, v. i. l. To search narrowly; to scrutinize.
of water, sqvalregn a violent shower of rain, sq'vola to
2. To watch secretly ; to play the spy ; - often with on stream, to gush.] 1. A sudden violent gust of wind, often
or upon; as, to spy upon the enemy.
attended with rain or snow. Abbreviation, for log book, q.
spy, n.; pl. SPIES(spiz). [ME. spie, espie, OF. espw, orig. 2. A disturbance; a dispute. Colloq. & Dial.
a spying, fr. espier to spy. See SPY, v. t.; cf. ESPY, n.]
to look out for aqualll, fig., to expect, or to be on guard
1. One who watches, esp. secretly or furtively, upon the
against, trouble.
1ING. To blow a
conduct of others
squall, v. i,; SQUALLED
(skw6ld); SQUALL
2. That with which one spies or sees; the eye; also, a squall.
Thackeray.
glance of the eye ; a look. Obs.
squall, t• • .;. [Prob. of Scand. orig. ; cf. Ice!. sA~•ala. Cf.
3. One who, acting clandestinely, or on false pretenses,
SQUEAL, J To cry out or scream violently, as a woman
obtains, or seeks to obtain, inforr.:iation in the zone of op.
frightened, or a child in anger or distress.
erations of a belligerent, with the intention of communi• squall, ,,. t. To utter in a harsh screaming tone; - usually with out; as, she squalled out her complaints.
~:~in~ird~~r!h:.,~:~M:r:i~!~:J;,~uia:;,o;ri;~~i';
A~!: squall, n. A harsh, discordant, piercing cry.
ose in uniform are not spies, nor are those sent in 'ha.l1tt!a~:;'t~g
1
oons to deliver dispatches or to maintain communications.
s3,'!aJ!r{1~~~d
8e~li~~-enea th
Syn. -See EMISSARY.
squall'y (skw6l'r), a. 1. Abounding with, or threatening,
1
spy glass' (-glas'), n. A small telescope.
squalls; gusty; as, squally weather.
squab(skwllb), a. [Cf. dial. Sw. sqvabb a soft and fat body, 2. Fig. : Threatening trouble or disturbance.
Colloq.
sqvabba a fat woman, Ice!. kva.p jelly, jeUylike things, and
3. [Perh, a different word.] Not uniform; as: aAgric.
E. quab, squab, adv.] 1. Fat; short and thick; plump.
Having barren spots. Dial. b Weaving. Not equally good
Nor the squab daughter nor the wife were nice. Betterton.
throughout ; uneven ; faulty in places; - said of cloth.
2. Unfledged; recently hatched; as, a squab pigeon.
squa'lo-don (skwii'l~-dlln), n. [NL. ; L. srp,alus a kind
3. Shy ; CRUow; coy.
of sea fish+ Gr. 0801}~,lu5c.ivTo~,
a tooth.] Paleon. A genus
4. Sharp; short; curt. Rare.
Walpole.
of fossil toothed whales of the Miocene and Pliocene of
squab, n. 1. A nestling of a pigeon or other similar bird.
Europe, America, and Australia, having a dolphinlike
Pigeon squabs are usually marketed at four weeks of age,
skull and specialized teeth, the molars havin~ serrated
wl1en they weigh about three fourths of a pound each.
2. A person of a short, fat figure.
~~'l~.iJJ~~-~i).t~p~~~i~~'.'Jo~t(~t'::!J~~~d«f,~,
Like a fat squab upon a Chinese fan.
Cowper. sgual1or (skwlll'or; skwa'l6r; '1:17: see note below), n.
3. A thickly stuffed cushion, esp. one used for the seat
[L., fr. squal,re to he foul or filthy-) Squalidness; filthof a sofa, couch, or chair ; also, a sofa ; an ottoman.
; miserable and unkempt condition.
Punching the squat, of chairs and sofas.
DickentJ iness
The heterogeneous indii:rent multitude, everywhere wearing
squab, v. t.; SQUABBED; SQUAB'BING. To upholster, as a cush•
I. Taylor.
nearly the same aspect of ~qualOJ•,
ion, by thick stuffing stitched through at regular intervals.
~ The second pron. was given without alternative
by
squab, adv. [Cf. dial. Sw. sqvapp, a word imitative of a Buchanan (1766),Smart (c. 1840), and later orthoepists; the
first, though more recent, now app. prevails in good use.
splash, and E. squab fat, unfledged.] With a heavy faU;
plnmp; as, he fell squab. Colloq. or Dial.
squa'ma (skwii'm<i), n. [L., a scale.] Biol. A scale or
squab, v.i. & t. 1. To fall or drop plump; to slop; flop. Obs. scalelike structurt:1 ; specif. : Z oOl. a In dipterous insects,
the alula (see ALULAb), tegula, or calypter at the base of
2. To crush; squash. Dial. Eng.
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tho-ra'ci-ca'lia [th6-rls 1 I-ki/Irs], in which case the anti•
squamais sometimes called IIaqua/m&&-la/rla[<i-lii'rh; 115])·
b The e:xopodite of the antenna of certain crustaceans, etc.
squa 1mate (skwa'mtt), squa'mat-ed (-miit-~d), a. [L.
squamatus.] Scaly.
squa-ma'tlon (skwa-ma'shun), n. a State or quality of being squamate. b The arrangement of scales on an animal.
squa•mo- (skwii'ma- ). A combining form used to indicate
connection with, or relation to, the squamosal, or the squamous, portion of the temporal bone.
squa-mo'sal (skwci-mo'si:il), a. a Scalelike; squamous.
b Zo0l. Designating, or pertaining to, a membrane bone
of the skull of mauy vertebrates, external and more or less
dorsal to the auditory capsule. It corresponds to the squamous portion of the temporal bone of man. Also, in teleost
fl.shes, the pterotic. - n. The squamosal bone.
squa'mous (skwi'm'Us), a. [L. squarnosus, fr. squarna a
scale.] Covered with, or consisting of, scales; resem bliIJg
a scale ; scaly; as, a squamous stem or bulb i .'lquaruous
epithelial cells; specif., Anat., designating, or pert. to, the
anterior upper portion of the temporal bone of man and
various mammals, which is so called from its thin, sharpedged form, suggesting the scale of a fish. lt bears the
zygomatic process. Cf. sQuAMOSAL. - squa'mous-ness, n.
squamous epithelium, stratified epithelium which consists, at
least in its outer layers, of small scalelike cells, as the epidermis of the human skin.
squam'U-la (skw~m'u-l<i; skwa•mu-), n.; L. pl. -LlE (-le).
[L., dim. of squam.a scale.] A small scale; as: a Bot. In
grasses, a lodicule. b Zool. The tegulaof a hymenopter.
squam'u-lose (-los), a. Minutely squamous.
1•
squan'der (skwlln 1der), v. t.; SQUAN'DBRED
(-derd); SQUAN
DER-ING. [Cf. Scot. squatte,• to splash water about, to scatter, to squander, E. dial. swatter, Dan. sqvatte, Sw. sqviitta
to squirt, sqviittra to squander, Icel. sk't:etta to squirt out,.
to throw out water.]
1. To scatter; disperse. Obs.
2. To spend lavishly or profusely; to spend prodigally or
wastefully ; to dissipate ; as, to squander an estate.
The crime of squm1derin9 health is equal to the folly. Rambler.
Syn. - Spend, expend, waste, scatter, dissipate.
squan'der, v. ;, 1. To wander at random; to scatter. R.
2. To spend lavishly; to be wasteful.
They often squa.ndered, but they never gave.

S01,-agf'.

squan•der, n. Act of squandering; waste. Rare.
square (skwflr), n. [OF. esquarre (cf. It. squadra, and

OF. esquierre, F. equerre a carpenter's square), fr. (assumed) LL. exquadra a square, or exquadrare to make
square; L. ex
quadrua, adj., square, fr. quattuor four.
See FOUR ; cf. QUADRANT, SQUAD, SQUIRE a square. J 1. Geom.
a The corner, or angle, of a figure. Oba. b A parallelogram having four equal sides and four right angles.
2, Hence, anything of, or approximating to, this form ;:
as : a Any of certain quadrilateral spaces mnrked out on
a board, paper, or the like, for playing certain games;
as, the king's square on a chessboard.
b A square piece,
fragment, or surface ; as, a square of glass. c A certain
number of lines, in a column, nearly square. It is used
chiefly in reckoning the prices of advertisements in newspapers. 4 The front of a woman's dress over tbe bosom.
e Naut. Of an anchor, the upper part of the shank to
which the stock is attached. f Arch. A molding of square
section. g Bookbinding. The part of a book cover that
projects beyond the edges. h Agric. The bracts subtending the flower of the cotton plant.
U.S.
3. A quadrilai;eral area bounded by streets ; also, the distance along one side of such an area; as, tl1e house is four
squares up.
4. An open place or area, as one formed at the meeting of
two or more streets; as, Madison Square in New York.
6. Flooring 01· Roofing. An area of 100 square feet or
9.29 square meters. Also, Roofing, the number of slates
of any size needed to cover such a square, allowing 3
inches of overlap between successive rows.
8. Au instrument having at least one right angle and
two or more straight edges, used to lay out or test
square work. It is of several forms, as the T square,
the carpenter's squaret the try-square, etc. Also, sometimes, a similar tool with hinged sides, used for measuring or setting work at any angle.
7. Hence, a pattern, rule, or standard.
Obs.
8. Exact proportion ; justness of workmanship or of
conduct; regularity.
Obs.
9. Act of quarreling, or squaring as
if for a fight; a quarrel. Rare.
,. .. 1 ., ..
10. A,,trol. = QUARTILE,2. Obs.
C
,
11. })fil. A body of troops formed in a arpenter 8 Square.
square, formerly often solid, in modern times hollow with
the ranks forming the sides facing outward (except for
attention to special orders, or the like).

+

~:,!'.tl-

The brave squm·es of war.

Shak,

12. Aritl,. & Alg. The product of a number or quantity
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and standing parts are together and parallel each to the oth- squash borer. A small clearwing moth (Melittia satyrini,
formih') whose larva
er; a reef knot. See 2d KNOT,1. - ~uare leg. See CRICKET,
game. - s. measure, the measure of areas in square units ;
bores in the squash
vine .
also, a system of such units, as inches, feet, etc. See MEASURE: cf. LANDMEASURE.
- •. number, anumber,asl,
4, 9, 16,
siuash bug.
A!a.;,~~~l~!
!!1~~:~rlh~d
~~~rz~~t3.)4g:~:c:~:i8~~ scili~~~g
case. - s. r_oot,Math., a second root. See ROOT,n., 3 h. mipterous insect (Anasa
lio~-:i~~t~i~ci~:=~~~p~K~~das~rs~t6~
trist-i.~)injuria yard on the single mast or foremast of any fore-and-aftous to squash
rigged vessel, as a sloop or schooner. See SHIP,Illus!.- s.
vines.
Each "square" of vaulting, which vaulting square may be a
screw, a screw with a thread of square sect.ion. - s. set, Minsquash ladyparallelogram, of any proportion.
Diet. of Arch.
any of the rectangular sets used in the square-set sysbird or lady- SquashBorer. Nat.size.
15. Spinning 1.lfach. A strong iron frame in a mule, to ing,
..SETSYSTEM.
- &.-shoulderedSattem of mining. See SQUARE
which each of the carriages is secured and which carries
Squash _Bug. Nat.
(JJJ1f'igfj,na borealis) which feeds,
urn, a seldom observed aspect of the planet Saturu iu which
the driving gear for the tin roller and a part of the faller
.size.
both
as larva and imago, on the squash,
the ball appears like a square with the corners rounded off.
mechanism.
- s. staff. Pla.~tering. = STAFFANGLE.- a. stern, Naut., a pumpkin, melon, and cucumber.
stern having a transom and joining the counter timbers at squash'Y (skwllsh'T), a..
18. In a pipe organ, one of the triangular pieces of wood
an angle, as distinguished from a rou,nd stern, which has
so pivoted as to change the direction of the tracker action
Easily squashed; soft; esp.,
no transom ; also, a stern with no overhang. -to gets. with,
from horizontal to vertical, or vice versa.
soft and wet ; boggy or
to get even with, implying the repayment of an injury.
muddy.
17. The square-ended projection in a clock, watch, etc.,
Colloq.
turned by the key in winding.
squat
t.; SQUAT'- aquared p&per.=PLOT- TED or(skwllt),v.
at square, in a state of quarreling or opposition. Obs. - by squared (skwllrd), p. p. of SQUARE.
SQUATj SQUAT'TING.
1
0
the s.1 ;i.>recisely; exactly. - on the s. a At right angles;
8
[ME.
squat/en
to
crush,OF.
not oohque7o. b In an open,fair manner; honestly; hon- J~:sedA~:i' sttff!1ei-;-a ~ di~1fi';g:{~h~d fr'o~ ~s hi:,/oughly
-tir (cl. It. quatto
square'-rlgged 1 (skwllr'ri'.gd 1), a. Naut. Having the prin- esquater,
0
squat,
cowering)i
orig. unCoili~te1f;. \:«W~liti~r::
o~d~~~ cipal sails extended on yards suspended horizontally at the cert. Cf. SQUASH,
~fa~iht
v. t.]
Squash Ladlbird.
disorderly; also, incorrectly. - s. and :O.a.t,Carp., a frame
middle, and always setting almost equally on each side of,
1.
To
bruise
or
lay fiat a Imago, x l! ; Larva, x l!,
with a flat panel and without molding. - a. a.nd r&bbet, and at any angle with, the keel, and not mainly on one side
Arch., an annulet. - s. of opposition. Logic. See OPPOSI- as does a gaff, lug, lateen, or other fore-and-aft sail; as, with a blow i to crush; pinch; squeeze. Obs. or Dial.
2. To silence or quiet; to quash. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
4 i8he0
a ship and a bl'ig are square-rigged vessels.
t:t t~!!e
3. To cause to crouch or squat; - chiefly reflexive.
1 sys'tem.
Mining. A method of timbering
the stars a (Alpha), fJ (Beta), and y (Gamma) Pegasi, and square'-set
squat, v. i. 1. To sit down upon the hams or heels; as,
in which heavy timbers are
a (Alpha) Andromedre. -to see how the squares go, to see framed together in rectanguthe savages squatted about the fire.
how the game proceeds, or how affairs prosper. Obs.
lar sets, 6 or 7 feet high and
2·. To sit or keep close to the ground ; to stoop or lie
square (skwllr), v. t. ; SQUARED(skwllrd); BQUAR'ING from 4 to 6 feet long, so as to
close to escape observation, as a partridge or rabbit.
(skwllr'Tng). [Cf. OF. escar,·ei·, esquarrer. See SQUARE, fill in as the ore body is re-~
3. To settle on land, esp. new or unoccupied land, withmoved
by
overhand
stoping.
~
n.] 1. To form with four equal sides and four right angles;
out
right or title ; also, to settle on public land under gov-square-set mlJ11ng.
to make square.
ernment regulation with a view to acquiring title.
1 (skwllr'tiil'),
n.
square'tall
2. To form with right angles and straight lines, or flat
4.
To
be a squatter. See SQUATTER,3. Now Rare or
surfaces; as, to square mason's work; also, to measure in A large, long-bodied, slugH-ist., except in p. p1·. or vb. n. Australia.
gish pelagic fish ( Tetragoorder to find the deviation from a right angle, straight line,
squat,
a. [See SQUAT,v.; prob. for ,qualted, p. p.]
nuru., cuvieri) of the Atlantic
or plane surface.
1. Sitting on the hams or heels ; sitting close to the
3. To bring approximately to a right angle ; as, to square and Mediterranean. ~&~
ground
i crouching.
"Squat like a toad."
Milton.
It ho., a compact ar- ~.la
one's shoulders or one's elbows.
2. Short and thick, like the figure of an animal squatting.
mor of small, rough,
4. To compare with, or reduce to, any given standard ; to
R. Browning.
"The round, squat turret."
adjust; regulate ; mold ; shape ; fit; as, to square our
~~~aaica~~u~nc1et~:
squat, n. 1. The posture of one that squats.
actions by the opinions of others.
Milton.
squarish in section.
2. A bruise, blow, or sudden fall. Obs. or Dial. Eng,
5. To make e\.·en, so as to leave no remainder or differw Its flesh is some-m!!;,)l;~~~~~~;;;
3. Mining. a A small bunch of ore. b A mineral consisttimes poisonous.
ence ; to balance ; settle ; as, to square accounts.
ing
of tin ore and spar. Cornwall.
square'-toed/(-tod1 ),
6. Math. To multiply (a number or a quantity) by itself.
squat'ter (skwlWer), n. 1, One that squats; specif. : a
a.
1.
Having
the
A.,ALode;B,BHangingWall;
C,
C
7. lJfath. To find the number of areal units, as square feet,
One
who settles on land, esp. new or unsettled land, withtoe square.
Footwall; D, D Square-set System.
contained in (a given area of any shape); to find a square
out a right or title. b In the United States and Australia,
2. Old-fashioned; conservative ; precise; prim.
equal in area to ; as, to square a circle.
sometimes,
a person who settles lawfully on government
The first staid footsteps of my square-toed song. Holmes.
8. To induce to favorable or satisfactory action or attitude
land under legal restrictions with a view to acquiring title.
h&'a gift or a bargain, esp. a corrupt one ; to bribe. Slang. square'-toes 1 (-toz 1 ), n. An old-fashioned precise person;
2.
The
pectoral
sandpiper. Local, U. S.
- used contemptuously or jocularly.
Thackeray.
9. To place accurately in position. as in bearings.
3. A person who occupied crownland for sheep raising
squar'rose (skwllr'os; skwl>-ros'; 277: see -osE), a. [L. under
10. Astrol. To hold a quartile posit,ion respecting.
a lease or a license (a sense arising by extension of
squarrosus (perhaps) scurfy, scabby.] a Bot. &· Zoo/.
The icy Goat and Crab that ,"-quarethe Scales. Creech.
the orig. sense of a settler without title); later, loosely or
Rough with divergent scales or processes; esp., Bot., havto square a valve, Steam Engines, to adjust the effective
improperly, one holding a sheep run as freehold. Hence,
ing stiff, spreading bracts; as, a squarrose involucre. b
length of a slide valve rod so that the valve will travel an
the owner or occupant of a sheep run or station ; a sheep
equal distance past the steam edge of each port. -to s. the
Bot. Thickly crowded and rigid ; as, squarrose leaves.
farmer on a rather large scale, or one of good family andedya.rd,, N1tut., to place the yards at right angles with the squaah (skwllsh),n. [Massachusetts Indian askutasquash, in
ucation, as distinguished from a select01·. Squatter is giving
keel and mast.
which asq, pl. asquash, means raw,
way to the newer terms pa.storalist and grazier. Australia.
quare, v. i. 1. To accord, conform, or agree ; to suit ; green,
immature, applied to fruit
squatter sovereignty. U. S.Hist. Thedoctrinethatthe
fit ; - usually followed by with.
and
vegetables used green,
No works 1,1hall
find acceptance ...
iii:~te:ih~iici~\!::~ec\~';'lpri'f::.r;~~~~~:~;~b~ight
or uncooked. J The fruit of
That square not truly with the Scripture plu.n. Cowper.
of several species of
squat'ty (skwllt'I), a. Squat ; dumpy ; thickset.
2. To go to opposite sides; to take an attitude of offense any
Cucurbita ; also, the vine or
squaw (skw6), n. [Massachusetts Indian squa or Narraor defense, or of defiance; to quarrel. Obs.
Shak.
plant
which
bears
it.
Culgansett squaw, akin to Delaware ochqueu, Cree iskwew.]
3. To take a boxing attitude ;-often with up or off. Colloq.
tivated squashes represent
1. A female ; a woman; - among the Algonquins, corre~
to square away, Naut., to square the yards and sail before
three s~cies. The true win~
tive of sann1.tp.
the wind.
var1etieJ1,as the Hubbard,
2. That one of the figure targets in the United States servsquare, a. [Cf. OF. esquarre, p. p. SeesQUARE,"· & n.] ter
turban, etc., are forms of 0.
ices representing a kneeling posture. Cant or Slang.
1. Geom. Having four equal sides and four right angles.
maxima; the cushaw, Can2. Forming a right angle ; as, a square corner.
squaw'flsh 1 (-fish'), n. A large cyprinoid fish (Ptychochei~~~ok~~~~n:~~'d!:l~ed}~~:
Squashes. 1 Hubbard; 2 Sum- lusoregonensis), sometimes becoming four feet long,found
3. Squared ; converted from a linear unit into a square
0. 1no.~chata; the summer
mer Crookneck.
in the Pacific coast rivers from central California northunit of area having the same length of side; as, a square
squashes, of both the scallop and crookneck types, be- ward.
foot (the area of a square the side of which is one foot).
long to a variety~var. conde11sa)of the same species as the squawk (skw6k), "· i. ; SQUAWKED
(skw6kt) ; SQUAWK'4. Having a shape broad for the height, with rectilineal
pumpkin ( a.pepo . These latter are compact, bushy plants.
JNG. [Imitative.
Cf. SQUEAK.] To utter a harsh, abrupt
and angular rather than curving outlines; as, a man of a Squashes
are use as a table vegetable, for pies, etc., and in
scream,
as
a
fow 1.
square frame; hence, Obs., brawny.
Europe also in soups and ragouts. See PUMPKIN.
n. 1. Act or noise of squawking; a harsh squall.
6. Exactly adjusted or correspondent ; hence, just ; exact ; squash, v. t.; SQUASHED
(skwllsht) ; SQUASH'ING.[Prob. squawk,
2. The black-crowned night heron. See NIGHTHERON.
fair ; honest ; as, square dealing.
fr. OF. esquaissier (assumed LL. exquussiare), combined squaw
She's a most triumphant lady, if report be.~quare to her. Shak.
man. A white man married to an Indian woman,
with OF. esquasser; es-, L. ex.-+ quasser to break (cf.
and, usually, Ii vh~ as one of her tribe.
8. Even; leaving no balance; as, to make accounts square.
QUASH); cf. also ME. squachen, OF. escachier, esquac!tfrr, squaw'root' (skwo 1rOOV), n. a An American orobancha•
7. Of one eating or drinking, hearty; vigorous; of a meal,
squash,
crush, F. ecacher; of uncert. orig. Cf. SQUAT,
v. i. J ceous plant ( Conopholis americana) parasitic on oak roots.
or the like, substantial ; satisfying.
Colloq.
To beat or press into pulp or a flat mass; to crush. Colloq.
It has a thick stem with yellow fleshy scales bearing
.8. Straightforward; absolute ; direct; unequivocal ; as,
squash, v. i, 1. To fall heavily and belpleBBly. Colloq.
small flowers in their axils. b The blue cohosh.
a square denial; a square contradiction.
squeak (skwek), V. i. ,' SQUEAKED
(skwekt); SQUEAKfJNG,
Colloq.
9. N aut. At right angles with the mast and keel; - said 2. To make a splashing sound; to squelch.
[Prob. of imitative origin; cf. Sw. sqriika to croak, Jcel.
squash,
n.
1.
Something
soft
and
easily
crushed;
specif.,
of the yards of a square-rigged vessel when so braced.
skrakka to give a sound as of water shaken in a bottle.]
Ob.~.or R., an unripe pod of peas.
Shak.
10. Weaving. Of cloth, having the sley and pick equal.
l. To utter or make a squeak or short shrill cry or noise,
2. Hence, something unripe, immature, or eoft.
all square. a An even; - a term used in some games, as golf,
as an animal, or a wheel, a door, a fife, or pipe.
·to denote equality of score between contestants.
b All 3. A sudden fall or shock of a heavy, soft body.
2. To break silence or secrecy, as from fear of pain or
My fall was stopped by a terrible .~uaslt.
Swift.
ready or arranged. - s. a.11around, even, fair, just to all. punishment; to speak; confess; bPtrar. Slang.
,1. body, Skipbuildiny,
that part of a vessel in which the
4. A crushed mass. " A weltering squash." Blackmore.
If he be obstinate, put a civil question to him upon the rack,
frames are perpendicular to the keel. - 1. bra.ck.et. Print5. A game much like rackets, played in a walled court with
and he squeak.~, I warrant him.
Dryden.
balls
and
bats
like
tennis
rackets.
):
soft
rubber
:erit:~i1h ':'f~;-!fd~a·p;;~lta1
squeak, v. t. l. To cause to squeak; hence, Rare, to dissquash,
a.
Dentistry.
Designating
an
impoint. - 1. dance, a dance consisting of a set figure, or a
turb;
to
put
out
of
order
or
condition.
pression of the teeth and mouth made by
series of figures, performed bf. an even number of couples,
2. To utter or speak in a shrill piping tone.
closing the teeth on a modeling composition.
as a contredance, or a quadrille. - a. drift. See DRIFT,n.,
squeak, n. A sharp, shrill, usually short and not very
13 a. - s. engµte, Mach., an engine in which the stroke is squash beetle. A small American blackloud, cry or sound, either of the human voice or of any aniequal to the diameter of the cylinder bore. - •· file. See and-yellow striped beetle (Diabrotica '1ittata),
mal, or a sharp, shrill, piercing noise, loud or not, as of
often very injurious to the leaves of squash,
PILE,tool.- •. frame. See FRAME,n., 4 g. -s. gait. = OPEN
wheels turning on dry axles, of a fife, etc.
Squash
cucumber, etc. Also, any of certain other
allied species.
Beetle. x 2
a narrow, or a near, squeak, a close escape. Colloq.
constitutes
a
family,
S[ua.■quat'ting,
p. pr. ~ i·b. n. of hind the eyes, a hybrid of the
square'ma.n,
n.
A
carpenter.
11q_ua.re
Mr. A ''philosopher"
tin'i-che(skwci-tln'l-dC). b l,c;J SQUAT.
mallard and teal or of the malin Fielding's u Tom Jones,'' who SCot.
[CHISEI,MOUTH.I
A fish o:f this genus. - squat - ~~t't';J/'·
disputes with Thwackum.
■quare'mouth' (-mouth'), n. =
i. To squat; aettle. !~1:a~n:,;~dg:~n. cf~ceal,tf'!!i
•quare'-built', a. = SQUARE, aquare'ne■a, n. See -NESS.
!t~t)t~=l~t~~~I~5: :: &- ti, - •~uat-toc'ra-cy (skwl:St-1:Sk'rd:~uawks; as: a. A kind of toy.
a.,
4.
[prentice. Obs.l
{~!t
aqua'to(skwii/tli), n. = ANGEL el' n. [See SQUATTER;
-CRACY.]b A duck decoy.
-aquare'cap 1 , n. A London apl''ISH a.
S.ang, AuRtralia.
The wealthy squawk'ing, p. 7>r. ~ vb. n. of
n. The bearde squares.
aq1l&l'e':0.iplper,
squat'tage (skwl:St'tj), n. A and influential squatters; also, SQUAWK. - squawking thnush.
1eal ( Erignathus ba,.batus).
2. One who quarrels ; a conten.aqua.re'head', n. 1. A German tious fellow. Obs.
~~~ere~:
or Scandinavian immigrant.
:t=:~;i~;t~es:~1.
Na[Jbs~
squat'ted, pret. ~ p.p. of SQUAT.
&0
squat'ter (skwlit'~r), 1•.i. [Cf. ~-tw:~~7E~~~';;~~b:_r-t'Th;
1q11&rier.
n. Kind of falf!edice.!
SQUANDER.]
Scot.~ Dini. a To
squar'iah (skwir'rsh), a. See
:i~~~~
squat; crouch. b To flutter or :::-~dt~~:.rr~ The cranberry :::: 1'!ni:t~ua~~:·
-compactedears.
-JSH.
rs3,uarrose.1
plunge about in water.
~uare' -he&d'ed,a. Arch. Hav- squar'rous (skw'ir i1.s), a.
sfui~~lr~t~t~rei~:~:-f
Partridge berry.
■quat'ter, v. t. To scatter ; fig.,
squ.ar'ru-1089(skwlr'<M:rlOs),a.
~~r:~,~ ~~~~n~~~~~~;:
to squander. Obs. or Scot. it with unpleasantly scented tri- ■qua.w'weed',n.Goldenragwort.
n.
rA
Dial. Eng.
foliolate
leaves.
[BERRY•·
1
aquaw
wln.t.er
A short period
or ~1~~~1~:. 0
squ.at'ter-dom (skwlSt'~r-dtlm), ■quaw huckleberry. = DEERjoeosecombmationof squire and
of cold wet ,;eather preceding
Waving~e rail jointa opposite. parson.] Formerly, a landed
"· See-DOH.
[-NESS.I squawk duck.. A duck with Indian aummer. Local, U. S.
squat'tl-neu (-Y-nia), n. See brownish spots before and be- aquaymou. + SQUEA:Hous.
proprietor whowaa alao a c::lergyIQ.UM"e'JJ',
adv. of SQUARE,
multiplied by itself ; thus, 81 is the square of 9, for 9 X 9
= 81; .i.e square of a+ b is <t2 2 ab+ b2 •
13. Math. The total domain of points (representing sets
.of values) v in the neighborhood of a poiut a, consisting of
all points for which Iv-a I ~ ½hand bounded by all points
for which Iv-a I = ½h ; - applied to extents of n dimensions. See CONTINUUM, 3.
.
14. Building Trades. A definite area, not neceBSarily
"Square or rectangular in shape, on or over which certain
work is dona or to be done.
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aqueak1er (skwek'er), n. 1. One that squeaks.
I. a The Australian gray crow shrike (Strepera cuneicaudata). b A very young squab pigeon.
squeak'y (-I), a. Squeaking; also, like, or of the nature

[Perh. imitative.
Cf. SQUELCH, v. t.] 1. To make a
sound like that made by one walking in mud or slush ; to
make a squashing sound ; also, to move with such a sound.
2. To be or become silenced or discomfited. Colloq.
squelch(skw~lch), v. t. [Cf. dial.squelchtosmash,tofall
heavily, as n., a blow, a heavy fall, swelt;h a blow, a heavy
fall; prob. of imitative origin.] To quell or crush; hence,
to discomfit or disconcert; to put down. Colloq.
squelch, n. 1. A sound as of squelching in wet boots;
also, a heavy fall. Colloq.
2. = SQUELCHER, Colloq.
squelch'er (skwi:H'ch0r), n. An effectl..-e retort; a crushing argument or answer. Colloq.
sque-teague' (skwt-tiig'), n. []'rom the ~forth American
Indian name. J An American scirenoid fish ( Cynoscion 1'egalis) ; weakfish. See WEAKFISH.
squib (skwib), n. [Cf. ME. squippen, su·ippen, to move
swiftly, lcel. svipa to swoop, flash, dart, whip, AS. swipian
to whip, and E. swift, a.] 1. A pipe, tube or ball of paper
filled with powder to be fired so as to burn and often to
explode with a crack.
Lampoons, like squibs, may make a present blaze. Waller.
2. Hence : a A broken firecracker the powder in which
bums with a fizz. b Blasting. (1) A kind of slow match
or safety fuse. (2) A small torpedo used to fire the main
torpedo. o A small jet of water. Dial. Eng.
3. A brief witty or sarcastic writing or speech ; a lampoon ; also, Obs., a writer of lampoons.
4. A cheap kind of candy made chiefly of treacle.
6. A paltry fellow; a stunted person. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
squib, v. i.; SQUIBBED (skwibd); SQUIB 1BING. 1. To move
abont restlessly.
Ul,s.
2. To explode with n slight, sharp crack.

SQUIRREL

ING.

of, a squeak ; as, a squeaky door; a squeaky sound.
SQUEALED (skwiild);
SQUEAL'ING.
LOf Scand. origin; cf. Sw. sqviila, Norw. skvella. Cf.
SQUEAK, SQUALL, v.]
1. To cry with a sharp, shrill, prolonged sound, as a pig, indicating want, pain, fear, etc.
2. To grumble or find fault ; to scold. Dial. Eng.
3. To turn informer ; to betray a secret. Slang.
squeal, n. 1. A shrill, sharp, somewhat prolonged cry.
2. A quarrel or dispute; a broil. Dial. Eng.
squeal'er (-er), n. 1. One that squeals.
2. a The European swift. b The harlequin duck. o The
American golden plover. d A y01mg squab pigeon.
11,Q,Utam'lsh
(skwem'Ish), a. [ME. squaimous, sweymous,
prob. fr. ME. sweem, swem, dizziness, a. swimming in the
head; cf. Icel. sveimr a bustle, a stir, Norw. sveirn a hovering about, a sickness that comes upon one, Icel. svhni a
giddiness, AS. swima. The word has perhaps been confused with qualmish. Cf. SWIM to be dizzy.] Having a
stomach easily nauseated; inclined to be sick at the stomach ; queasy ; qualmish ; hence, nice to excess in taste ;
fastidious; easily disgusted or offended.
Syn. - Fastidious, dainty, ·overnice, scrupulous. See NICE.
-squeam'lsh-ly, adv.-squeam'lsh-ness, n.
squee'gee (skwe'jii; skwii-jii'), n. 1. = SQUILGBE, t. Obs.
SI. A device with a handle and a transverse piece at one
end of It set with a strip of leather, or more usually India
rubber, used for drying decks, pavements, windows, etc.,
by squeezing off the superfluous water; hence, a smaller
similar device used by photographers, lithographers, and
others, for squeezing off superfluous moisture, transferring
A Snider xquibbetl in the jungle.
Kipling
material evenly to surfaces, etc.; also, a squeegee roller.
S. To publish squibs ; to dispute pettily. Cul/oq.
IQUee'gee,v. t.; 8QUEE 1GEED (skwii'jiid; skwii-jiid'); SQUBB'- squib, v. t. 1. To throw, nse, or explode, like a squib.
To smooth, press, or 2. To make squibs or
GBJr,.ING {skwii'je-Ing; skwe-jii'Ing).
treat with a squeegee ; to squilgee.
lampoons against;
to
pasquinade.
e~~!\: 1i,ri!tf:::t~n~gJ;';fc:~~;;1:-;1!:ra
squid (skwYd), n. [Orig.
squeeze (skwiiz), v. t.; SQUEEZED (skwezd) ; SQUBBZ'ING.
uncert.] 1. Auy of nu[ME. queisen, AS. cwesmt, cwfjsan, cwisan, of uncertain
merous ten-armed cephE
origin. The s- was prob. prefixed through the influence
alopods having a long,taof squasli, v. t.J 1. To exert pressure on opposite sides
pered body, and a caudal
or parts of ; to press together closely ; to compress ; as, to fin on each side; esp.,any
-½
squeeze an orange in order to extract the juice.
species of Loligo, OmSI. To gain or p;rocure by or as if by pressure ; a.a, to
mastrephes, or a related
squeeze juice from a lemon ; to squeeze one's way through.
genus. They have the
8. To force, thrust,, or cause to pass, by pressure ; as, to shell reduced toan internal chitinous structure
,queeze water through felt or one's hand into a glove.
shaped like a pen. Cf.
4. To oppress, as with burdens, taxes, etc.; to force to pay CUTTLEFISH.
See DIBRANer render something by ~xtortion, taking advantage of CHIATA. Some
are very
another's misfortune, or the like.
abundant on the A tlanIn a civil war, people must expect to be crushed a.nd squeezed
tic
coast
of
North
Amertoward the burden.
L' Estrange.
ica, and much used for
6. To make a squeeze of. See SQUEEZE,
n., 2. Cant.
bait. Themostabundant
of the American squids
Syn. - Compress, constrict; hug, pinch, gripe, crowd.
to squeeze the shorts, Stock E:rchanges, to force parties who
<0:,,!~~t~C:J:~sellle~~~~~
~~~~~t~g 1t~1;i~:1i':~;i~:.
a~igh .tu.'l'),rangingfrom southsqueeze, v. i. To press; to urge one's way, or to pass, by ern New England to
pressing; to crowd; - often with tlt1'ough, into, etc.
squeeze, n. l. Act of squeezing; compression between
bodies; pressure, as in a crowd; also, Colloq., constraint
~:!!~~l~~!:t~~rigf_iA~~
used to gain a gift, concession, or the like ; extortion.
1AEU~:~!hy weighted 8ju~ en
a. A facsimile impression of an object made in a plastic
j ig thrown out from the ming Funnel ; B Pen_; C 1entac_usubshnce by forcing it into the depressions of the object.
shore in fishing for blue- lar Arm ; D Sucker Rim ; E Sessile
3. Mining. The gradual closing of workings
fish.
Arm ; F Teeth of Radula
by the weilj'ht of the overlying strata.
squid, v. 'l°.; sQum 1nED; sQu1n'n1NG. To fish with a squidsqueez'er (skwiiz'er), n. 1. One that
BQuil'gee (skwil'je; skwil-ie'), n. Also squill[Jee, squi/la
squeezes; esp., a device for squeezgee. ].. A small swab for drying ships' decks. Obs.
ing, as to extract juice or moist2. = SQUEEGEE,
2.
ure; as, a lemon squeezer.
3. Na1tt. A strap, or becket, and a toggle used to confine
2. Specif.: a A pivoted lever
a studding sail while being set.
device with an eccentric curved
end used to curve metal bars or
squll'gee (skwil'je; skwil-je'), v. t.; sQuIL'GEED (-jiid;
Lemon Squeezer.
1GEE-ING. To swab, press, or treat with a
-f8d'); SQUIL
plates.
b A kind of machine
squilgee; to squeegee; as, to squilgee a vessel's deck.
for molding bricks, etc. o Often in pl. J,fetal. A machine
for shingling by squeezing. The principal varieties are: &Quill(skwII), n. [F. squill.e, L. squilla, ,,cilla, Gr. o-KiMa.]
1. a A bulbous liliaceous plant of southern Europe ( Ur(1) The alligator, or crocodile, squeezer, a lever device with
ginea maritima) sometimes grown in gardens for its long
a powerful pair of jaws between which the metal is placed.
(2) The Burden, cam, or rotary squeezer,
racemes of small white flowers. b Pharm. The bulb of
in which the metal is passed through
this plant, cut in thin slices for use as an expectorant and
the decreasing annular space between
diuretic.
In large doses it is emetic and purgative.
a revolving wheel or cam and its cylin2. Any liliaceous plant of the genus Seil/a ..
drical casing. d pl. A machine for
Squil'la (skwii'<i), n.; pl. E. ·LAS (-<iz), L. -L.IE (-le). [L.,
wringingoutclothes; a wringer. Local,
a sea onion, also,
prawn or shrimp, See BQUILL.]
Eng. e A wire-testing device someaThebestwhat like a. lemon squeezer, in which
known gethe wire is subjected to successive
nus of stomatopod
bending• until it breaks.
S. pl. Playing cards on which the value Rotary Squeezer.
cruetaand suit are indicated In the upper left-hand comer.
ceans(see
u
ff"
f ;·
,ij
1d 0
6
, ueez'lng (-Ing), p. pr. & vb, n. of SQUEEZE, Hence: n. STOMA·
. pl. That which is squeezed out; also, that only to be TOP~D:'-), Squilla (S. mantis). A Abdomen;
Pyfdium;
forced out by or as if by squeezing ; hence, dregs.
:~./iT~o~~~ic
L~~!;
s
2. = SQUBBZB,
n.,2.
the largest merets; u Uropods.
squelch (skw~lch), v. i.; SQUELCHED (skwl!lcht}; SQUELCH'·

sg:ueal (skwiil), v. i.;

S.?t!~:~.!'J'

::~:1~~

species of the order. They burrow in the mud or beneath
stones in shallow water along the seashore. S. empuaa occurs on the Atlantic coast of the United States and S. mantis on the European coasts. b [1. c.] A crustacean of the
above or an allied genus ; a mantis shrimp.
squin'ance (skwln'ans) t n. [F. esquinancie, OF. squisquln'an-cy (-an-si)
J nance, esquinance. See QUINSY.]
1. Med. The quinsy. See QUINSY, Obs.
2. A European perennial boraginaceous herb (Aspemla
cynancltica) with uarrowlylinear whorled leaves, formerly
thought to cure quinsy.
squinch (skwrnch; 140), n. [See SCONCHEON.] Arch.
1. An arch, lintel, corbeling, or the
like carried across the corner of a.
room to support a superimposed mass,
as where an octagonal spire or drum
rests upon a square tower.
2. = SQUINT, 2 b, a hagioscope.
squint (skwYnt), a. [Cf. D. schuinte
a slope, schuin, sclw,insch, sloping,
schuin• slopingly.
Cf. ASKANT,
.
ASKANCE,ASQUINT.] 1. Looking obSqumch, I.
liquely; looking askance or with envy, disdain, or distrust.
2. Specif., Med., not having the optic axes coincident; said of the eyes; cross-eyed. See SQUINT,11., 2 a.
squint, v. i.; sQUINT'ED; SQUJNT'ING. l. To see or look .
obliquely or askance, or with a furtive glance ; also, to
look or peer with eyes partly closed, as when blinking
from excess of light or when sighting a gun.
Bacon.
SI. Med. To be cross-eyed, or strabismic.
3. To deviate from {I, true line ; to run obliquely ; hence,
to have an indirect bearing, reference, or implication; as,
his remarks squint towards revolt.
Yet if the following sentence means anything,
is a sqvinfing
toward hypnotism.
The Forum.
&Quint,v. t. 1. To cause to squint, or look obliquely or
askance ; to tum to an oblique position ; to direct ob~iqu_ely.

~J~!;:~-

u1:~
:~~i;.
~~a:.:

~';,'IT,~~~d!~1a
"/'lot~~

n.,

it

He ...

squints the eye, and makes the hair lip.

Slia'/c.

2. To close (the eyes) partly, as in excess of light. Colloq.
3. To cause (one'seye) to glance through partly closed lids;
as, to squint the eye along a gun barrel. Colloq.
squint, n. 1. Act, fact, or habit of squinting ; an oblique
or furtive glance.

2. Hence: a Med. Strabismus. b A,·ch. = HAGIOSCOPB,
squint'-eyed' (-id'), a. Having eyes that squint; specif.,

cross-eyed; hence, looking askance ; prejudiced ; malignant; as, squint-eyed praise ; squint-eyed jealousy.

squlr'arch-y, squire'aroh-y (skwirrar-kI), n. Lsquire+

-archy.] 1. The gentry of a country collectively.
2. Government by the English landed gentry, or squires;
- alluding to the influence of the English landed gentry in
the House of Commons, esp. before the Reform Bill of 1832.
squire (skwir), n. [Aphetic for esquire.1 1. A shield
bearer or armor-bearer of a knight. Cf. 2cf BBQUIRE,
1.
His privy knights and squires.
Chaucer.
2. In England, a title of dignity next in degree below
knight, and above gentleman; hence, ahio, in both England
and America, a title of office and courtesy, perh. most usually given to justices of the peace. Cf. 2d ESQUIRE, 2 & 4 •
3. A male attendant on a great personage; also, Colloq., a
gallant devoted to a lady; also, Obs., a procurer.
4. = SCHllfAPPER,
fish.
Squire of Da.mes,. a personaM who so calls himself, i•

r:~~:Jr;~;'aF;:::~n~::~fe~
foii~
l!l;'s~~~~>~.
oI~:en::,~
~?:t~t::·eg:ieM:{~e~~:s~~a road robber; highwayman.
Slang or Cant.

2~

a

/e

:~~~Dl~f
~re~i':1l,~rJ1!~fi;~d~;

1~\::

squire, v. t.;

SQUIRED (skwird);
SQUIR 1ING (skwir'fog).
l. To attend as a squire.
Chaucer.
2. To attend as a beau, or gallant ; to escort. Colloq.
sgutrm (skwO.rm), 1', i. j SQUIRMED
(skwtl.rmd); SQUIRll.'ING.
LCf. SWARM to climb a tree.] To twist about with contortions like an eel or a worm; to wriggle ; writhe.
squirm, n. 1. Act or fact of squirming ; a wriggling.
2. Naut. A twist in a rope. Rare.
squlr'rel (skwlir'el; skwYr'- ; 277), n. [ME.
aquirel, scurel, OF. esquireul, escureul, F. ecureuil, LL. squirolus, scuriolus, dim. of L. sclurus, Gr. u,cfovpor;; apparently fr.
cr,cu£shade+ ollpcitail. Cf. SHINE,
v. i.] 1. Any of various small
or medium,sized rodents of the
widely distributed family Sciurirue; esp., any of the numerous arboreal forms having a long bushy .L
tail and strong hind legs, enabling 8 ___ ,,,,....
them to leap from branch to
Fox Squirrel.
branch. They feed largely on
nuts, acorns, etc. In a broader sense the term is extended to
other members of the Sciuridm (see GROUND
SQUIRREL),
and
to members of the allied family Anomalurida,. In the conif-

:~':tuf;1~:t:.:'.;i~~e~,!i~~/fl::ri~~!~{".!~~~~":!,':i
southern United States the gray and fox squirrels, are characteristic species. The black squirrels are phases of the
last two species. In California a large gray species (S. fossor) is found. The common Old World squirrel (S. ,,u]garis) has very soft fur and tufted ears. See FLYING SQUIRREL.
a. In Australia, where no true squirrell!I occur, any of certain flying phalangers.
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SQUIRREL CAGE

Sta'chys (sti'kls), n. [L., woundwort, Gr. O"l'a)(vr,lit.,
fo~fgn~~~r~~:.sw~~:iJ
i~t~·iroc:,t;~~rc°Idil'fcsctt:~:
spike of grain. J Bot. A widely distributed genus of men-

8. Carding Machines. One of the small rollers that work
with the large cylinder.

&

squirrel cage. Elec. A secondary wind-

:~i~a;h~
:!:,so~;~:
way of tfie cross'' ~ia

in~ for an induction motor coneisting of

~~j~drjg:~!ct!~ani;d
cs'lfifr'i~ct~~~!~
rings. Cf. PHASE-WOUND.
squirrel corn. An American pa.P!'veraceous herb (Bikukulla canadensi.,) with
much-divided leaves and a scape bearing a raceme of cream-colored flowers.
It grows from a cluster of small tubers
borne on the rootstock.
•qutrrel Dsh. a Any of several small
lirightly colored serranoid fishes of the

g;vb°atfgl{~~s :t:~e !.tr:ed~~~~
Orucis). It was written by lacopo

:i~~i;:_~,

f~::~ a.

:N~.
mi~lu::o~\Fi:\i;!n~s~\tyt~r

0
a~~~~t:i~ti~
or
stil:b'il), a. [L . .,tabilis, fr. stare to stand.]
Stationary; not moving; - specif., in electrotherapeutics,
opposed to labile; as, stabile electrodes.
See LABILE,2 b.
sta-bil'l-ty (st<i-bil'l-tI), n. [L. stabil-itas: cf. F. stabilite.
See STABLE,a. J 1. State or quality of being stable, or firm;
strength to stand or endure without material change; steadiness; firmness; as, the stability of a structure.
2. Fixedness; - as opposed to fluidity.
3. Steadiness or firmness of character, resolution, or purpose ; constancy; steadfastness.
4. Mech. State or quality of being stable, as of an equilibrium or a steady motion. A sufficient condition of stability is
that the equilitirium value of the potential energy is a minimum.
It was long assumed that this was essential, but this is now contested. The condition of Rtability of a motion is that its undisturbed path is the form toward which diRturhed paths tend, as

sta'blle (sti'bll;

0

1
:i~h~rs~,1~~f8~~Ccilc:rr1::011o~
s~:!~
boides). 4 A redmouth grunt.
•ii:;~~i~i1~?fiie
to!~:~n ttr'iii!~'fii:~~~

•i~1Il"!L~::<~01~~:r::ta
sH~:~:rn~~i~
H. rnaritimum, B. jubatum, etc., with
80

See w ALLBARLEY.

0 ~~~r:i~
O~~fh1°Je~1::
•:.11e-t:ir:J
s uirrel
a raaa
of the genus Saimiri (syn. Ohrysotkrix)
(~lordeum juba-

esp. S. sciurea having a long nonpre~ tum).
hensile tail. Their color is chiefly yellowish gray with a
white face and black nose. Also, a titi
or marmoset.

s1n~: 1a:~t':i~t~n!r&~r~:rat!tt'l.!

vores of the family Tupaiida,. They are
allied to the shrews, but have a bushy
tail, and, except for a long slender head,
the external appearance of a squirrel.
See PENTA.IL a.
squirt (skwftrt), "· t.; SQUIRT'ED;SQUIRT'ING.
[Cf. dial. &Wirt, LG. swirtjen to Squirrel Monkey
squirt; orig. uncert.J
1. To drive or (Saimiri sciurea).
eject in a stream out of a narrow pipe or orifice ; as, to
squirt water.
a. To sprinkle or spatter. Rare.
squirt, v. i. 1. To come forth as if ejected, in a sndden
rapid stream, from a narrow orifice.
a. Hence, to speak rapidly; to prate. Obs. Slang.
squirt, n. 1. Act of squirting ; a shooting forth ; a spouting;
also, an instrument, as a syringe, for squirting a liquid.
A small, quick stream ; a jet.
Bacon.
8. A sudden start or spurt. Colloq.
4. Hydrodynamics. The whole system of flow in the
vicinity of a source.
squirt'lng, p. pr.&: vb. n. of SQUIRT.-squirting cucumber
the cucu:rbitaceous plant Ecballium Plater·ium, the ripened
fntit of which forcibly ejects its seeds. See ECBA.LLIUM.
- a. procua. = LEE PROCESS.
arad'dha (srild'<i; shrild'<i; 147), n. [Skr. rriiddha.] Hinduism. A rite or ceremony in which balls of rice are offered
to ancestors, as after a birth or death.
stab (stll:b), v. t.; STABBED(stll:bd); STAB'BING, [Orig. uncert. ; cf. Icel. stabbi, stobbi, stubbi, a stub, block. Gael.
stob to stab, as n., a stake, a stub, is prob. fr. English.]
1. To pierce with or as with a pointed weapon ; to wound
by the thrust of a pointed instrument ; as, to stab a man
·with a dagger i also, to thrust or drive, as a pointed implement ; as, to stab a dagger into a person.
a. Bookbinding. To puncture for fastening by wire.
8. Building. To roughen the surface of (a brick wall) with
a point to form a key for plaster.
to stab arm■, to draw blood from the arm in order to mix it
with wine for a toast, as formerly among gallants.
:&tab, v. i. To thrust or give a wound with or as if with a
pointed weapon; to pierce. "Every word ,\·tabs." Shak.
:stab, n. 1. A thrust of, or a wound given by or as if by, a
pointed weapon ; as, to fall by the stab of an assassin. Shak.
2. Bacterial. A stab culture.
to make a stab at, to try; to make an effort at. Slang.
.Sta'bat Ma1ter (sti'Mt mii:tter; stiVbiit mii'ter). [L., the
mother was standin~ ;- so called from its first two words.]
A 13th-century Latm hymn or liturgical sequence, com-

a.

to a limit, when the disturbing

impulses all decrease indefinitely,

Syn. - Steadiness, stableness, constancy, immovability.

stllb'l- ), v. t.; -LIZED(-lizd) ; -LIZ1ING
(-liz 1lng). To make stable. - -11-za'tlon (-ll-zi'sMn), n.
sta'ble (sti'b'l), a. [OF. estable, F. stable, fr. L. stabilis,
fr. stare to stand.
See STA.ND, ti. i. ,· cf. ESTA.BLISH.]
1. Firmly established; not easily moved, shaken, or overthrown ; fixed; steadfast; as, a stable government.
Steady in purpose ; constant ; firm in resolution ; unwavering ; as, a man of stable character.
3. Durable; not subject to sudden change; abiding; permanent ; as, a stable foundation; a ~;tableposition.
4. So placed as to resist forces tending to cause motion ; of
such structure as to resist distortion or molecular or chemical disturbance; - said of any body or substance. Also,
strong, or resistant to a breaking force.
6. JJ/ach. Designating a governor in which any small
change of speed causes the balls to move and reach a new
position of equilibrium corresponding to the new speed.
Syn. - Steady, abiding, strong, durable. See LASTING.
atable dextrin. See STARCH. - 8, equllibrium.. See EQUILIB-

sta'bl-llze (sta'bl-liz;

a.

RIUM,

1.

sta'ble, v. t. [Cf. OF. establer.

See STABLISH.] To make
firm or secure; to establish; confirm. Obs.
sta'ble, v. i. To stand firm; also, to be established.
Ob.,.
sta'ble, n. [OF. estable, F. etable, fr. L. stabulum, fr. stare
to stand. See STA.ND, 11• i.] 1. A house, shed, or building, for beasts to lodge and feed in; esp., a building having
stalls, as for horses; as, a horse stable; a cow stable.
a. The horses of. a certain stable collectively; also, by extension, all the persons concerned with the ownership,
operation, or management of a certain stable collectively;
as, a ,r;tablenoted for honest practices. Racing Cant.
sta'ble,v. t.; sTA'BLED(-b'ld); sTA'BLING(-blfog). [Cf. OF.
e.,tabler.] To put or keep in a stable or like building.
sta'ble, v. i. To dwell or lodge in a stable ; to kennel.
sta'ble-boy' (-boil) } n. A boy or man who attends in a
sta'ble-man (-man)
stable; a groom; hostler.
stable fiy. a A dipterous fly (Stomoxys calcitrans)abundant about stables and often entering dwellings, esp. in
autumn. It resembles the common house fly, but bites
severely. b A related fly ( Cyrtoneurn stabulans).
stab'lish (stll:b'llsh), v. t. [Aphetic form of e.,tablish,l To
make firm or secure; to establish; fix; settle. Archaic.
stac-ca'to (st<i-kil"to; It. stilk-kil'to), a. [It., p. p. of .,taccare, equivalent to distaccare. See DETACH.]
1. Music.
Disconnected ; cut short or apart by gaps of silence ; said of notes, chords, or passages, and opposed to legato.
2. Expressed in a brief, pointed mauner, as a remark.
a_0~ofg)~ed vertical stroke (r~ i? ~

~ar:,

~~~f:!

trt!~~ti:eiTfif?~e':en
!it~gJ!~l~1:11eS!Ver~i
are known as hedge nettle. Also [l. c.],a plant of his genus.
[From Scand. ; cf. Ice!. stakkr, Sw. stack,
Dan. stak. Cf. STAKE,
J 1. A large pile of hay, grain in
the sheath, straw, or the like, usually nearly conical, but
sometimes rectangular, commonly contracted at the top
to a point or ridge, and often thatched.
Hence, a more or less orderly pile or heap; - often with
the material specified; as, aw heat stack,· a stack of billets.
8. An English unit of measure for coal and wood as fuel
equal to 108 cubic feet (4 cu. yds.).
4. A group; a set. Rare.
C. Kingsley.
6. A 1·cli. a A number of flues embodied in one structure
rising above the roof. b Hence, any chimney or conduit
for smoke ; as, the ,'flack of a blast furnace. c A aet of
radiators in a cellar for heating apartments above by hot
air conveyed through tin pipes; also, sometimes, the tin
pipe by which the heat is conveyed to an apartment.
8. A bookstack; also, techuically, in a library, a number
or set of rows of bookstacks collectively.
7. llfil. A pyramidal self-supporting pile of arms; now,
specif., such a pile composed of three rifles or carbines interlocked by their stacking swivels or bayonets.
8. One of the piles of layers of dung or tan, pots containing acid, aud sheets or wickets of lead, in the old proceBBea
for making white lead.
9. Gas Works. A row of benches containing retorts.
10. A lofty isolated columnar rock in the sea. Scot.
11. A large quantity or number, as of money. Colloq.
1ING
stack, v. t.; STACKED(stll:kt); STACK
[Cf. Sw. stacka,
Dan. stakke. See STACK,n.J To pile up; to make into astack
or more or less orderly pile ; as, to stack hay or cornstalks.
to stack arms, Mil., to set up arms, now three rifles or carbines, in a stack. See STACK, 7. -to s. cards, Oard Playing.
to arrange cards secretly for cheating.
stack'er (-er), n. One that stacks; a device for stacking
hay or straw; esp., an elevator or blast tube attachment
to a threshing machine for stacking the straw, as on a wagon.
stack'ing,p. p,·.,t, 11b.n. of STACK.- at&cklllgba.ndor belt,
a band or rope to bind thatch or straw upon a stack. - ■.
swivel, Mil., a swivel on a rifle by which it may be stacked.
stack'stand' (stitk'stimd'), n. A staging for supporting a
.stack of hay or grain ; a staddle ; rickstand.
stac'te (stll:k'te), n. [L., fr. Gr. uTa<T~, prop., fem. of O"l'o.K-rO,oozing out in drops, fr. O""Tci,nvto drop.] One of the

stack (stllk), n.

l!lab'ber (staMlr), n. 1, One that stabs; esp., an assassin.
SI. Naut. A sailmaker's marlinespike or awl; a pricker.
stab culture. Bacteriol. A culture made by inoculating a

coasts of the United States. b Any of
numerous small berycoid fishes of the
family Holocentridre 1 as Holocentrus ascensci.onisof the W esli Indies, Bermudas,
etc. They are usuall largely bright red,

bushy fiikelets.

thaceoue plants, having five nearly equal calyx teeth, divergent anther cells, and rounded nutlets.
A few species, as
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the Stabat Mater of Palesirina or of Rossini.
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STADIC

j}t~~i.!:
0
~~t.
t~rb!r'!~~~~ed
staccato.
Also, the
~a

I*f~FFIF;,r rIr Ff t I

::h~

asf~~: ~::Y~~ht~;

:h1~::o!e~sst~fa,i,P~!.i;~:~::
n. [Gr. O'TaKTO< oozing out
in drops (fr. UTo.(«v to drop)+ -mete,·.] Pltarm. A dropping glass or pipette of small bol"Ofor counting the drops.
stad'dle (stil:d"l), n. Also stadle. [ME. stathel, AS. statfol,
statful, a foundation, firm seat; akin to E. stall, stand. See
STALL.]
1. A support; esp., a staff; crutch; cane. Obs.
2. The supporting frame or base of a stack, as of hay.
8. A row or swath of dried or drying hay.
4. A small tree or sapling of any kind, esp. a forest tree.
stad'dle, v. t. 1. To leave the staddles, or saplings, of, aa
a wood when it is cut. Now Rare.
2. To form into staddles, as hay.
stad'hold 1er (stll:d'hoJlder), stadt'hol4 1er (stlt'-), n. [D.
stadlwuder, prop., a locum tenens; stad place (now usually
meaning city, town)+ houder a holder.] Orig., a viceroy
in a province of the Netherlands; later, the chief executive
officer of the United Provinces of the Netherlands.
stad'hol4 1er-ate (-ltt), stad'hol4 1er-Bhlp (-shlp), n. Aleo
stadt-. The office or position of a stadholder.
sta.'di-a (stii/dI-<i), n. [It. J 1. Suro. a A temporary
station. b A stadia rod. Now Chiefly Eng. c An instrument with stadia hairs. See STA.DIA. ROD, TA.CHYMETBR, 1,
TELEMETER, Chiefly U. S.
a. Mil. A kind of range finder consisting, in its simplest
form, of a graduated stick held at arm's length.
stadia hairs or wires. Surv. In a theodolite, etc., horizontal cross hairs or wires equidistant from the central
horizontal cross hair. See STADIA., n., 1 c.
stadia rod. Sur,,. A graduated rod used with an instrument of the stadia class to measure the distance from the
observation point to the place where the rod is positioned.

stac-tom'e-ter (stak-tom'~-ter),

lb
c
composite mark (c)
for mezzo staccato.
Staccato Marks.
Saint Simplieius (the mark on atabel, stabil.
STABLE, a. 4"1,.
hepatica :~:~~!icw"tt;:~~!it,ter.
4°fc1f_l·a1i."8:
~tab,~~ ~t:1k,~t· :.'·
Dial. the coJlar of the Chief Justice sta-bil'i-fy (stri-bll'l-fl), v. t.
.&;ng. vars. of SQUAT, SQUATTER.
of England); stPamship~ Statis- To make stable. Rare.
aquirrel h&Jte. See HAKF., 2.
cattle, fr. stabulum. See STAHLE, 8fackr~t, D.~ G.staket,fr. 1'',or It.
squirrel ha.wk. See u o u o u- squoze (skw0z). Dia.l. pret. & p. tical Society; Senior Steward sta-bil'i-mentc-m,~nt),11.[L.sta11.1 Obs. & Act of stabling Cf. STOCKADE.]
Palisade. Obs.
(Royal Arc'h Chapter, Mason- bilime11fum, fr. 1<fab1lireto make hensta, b A stable.
LEOGED HAWK.
p. of SQUEEZE,
atack'freed', n. Horol. An ecry); scrub selection (land),
stab]e, fr. staMlis. See STA nu;, stab'wort' (sU1h'w0rt'),n. '!'he centric wheel or cam, on which
aqutrrel mouse. A dormouse.
aquyer. T SQUARE, SQUIRE.
a.] A making firm; establish- wood sorrel, formerly reputed to a spring presses, formerly atsq. yd. Abbr. Square yard ; ()U<'f'11sfan<I.
be
efficacious
for
wounds.
t-~~~ffyl~~':i·ang!rn;
Obs.
tached to the barrel of a watch
1
110
Si~arJbi~~dSir; Senior; stron- ~~~~ft }hb~-~
:~r~jt~r sl~~~~~I
(;:ut~f.l~in,~Petaurw1 sciure11s.
atacc. Abbr. Muilic. Staccato. to equnlize the force transmitss. D. AMn·. R. C. Ch. Sane- ter), n. [L. stabili.-i stable+ E. atac~ca.'do, 11. [Sp. estacada.] ted. The fusee replaced it.
■quirrel tail.
In fowls, a tail tium (without period, Sr),
An instrument for de- A stockade. Obil.
a.rched forwnrd beyond a ver- s. R. Abbr. School reserve tisAimus Dominus ( I,., Most -meta.]
Iloly Lord;-n title of the Pope). termining stabilitv, as of an air- stac'ca-tia'si-mo (stiik'kii-tls'lands. Queemihmd.
tical from its anterior base.
sraddh, sradh (eriid; shriid). s. S. E. Ahnr. South-southeast. ship model.
·
el-m<'i),a. [It.] Mw.:ir:. Sujlerl. Sta.ck-hou'Bi-a.(stitk-hou'zl-d),
■quir'rel-ta.11', n., or squtr'relssed, sseduy. T ,.;uADE ; BUAD- ata-bil'l-tate (1,tit-bll'r-tiit),1,. t. of ~TACC.'ATO.
ta.111grass. = SQUIRREL GRARS. Vars. of SRADDHA.
11. [NL., after Dr. J. StacJ.-Jwuse,
aqulrrilitie, -ty. t SCURRILITY.
sra.'ma-na (srllm' d-nd; shrttm' stac-ca'to. T STOCCA uo.
botanist. J Bot. A genus of herbs
,..+ SIIAI.I..
~~~- t:~~~{~(t:~~ire·.r-E:t~,1~l1~~~~aquirt'er, n. One that squirts. d-nU:),n. [Skr. 9ramava.] Lit., ~;~.
stach'er (std.K'lrJ, 11. ~ 1,•. = typifying the family StackhouObit.
STACKER.
Scof.
1qulrt'y (skwfir'tl), a. Cluirac- an ascetic ; - a title given to aseppere. t s11 IPl'E R.
s1acere,natives chiefly of AueSBepthe,n. [AS. xr.,,711mn,.<1,r1ep-stab'i-liz'er (sutb'l-liz'l!r), n. St&'chys (stii'klA). Bib.
trnha and New Zealand. They
teristic of or befitting a squirt, or Buddha.
1mn, ~c,111q1w1,
to create.] Crea- One that renders stable; specif., Sta.ch'y-tar-phe'ta (stltk'l-tlir- have yellow or white, often
upstart. Slang. - squirt'i-ness s rays. = SECONDARY RAYS.
a substance addt•d to an cxplo- fC'M ),11. [NL.,prob. fr. Gr. O""Tature. Ob,.,,,
srewe. T SHREW.
(4l-n~s), n. Slang.
SBole. T snALl..
sive to render it less liable to
§i:k~h!~~~~~,~~~~e(~~'et:-e).n.
.aqulr'y (skwir'l), n. fOF. es- 1
cuierie. See ESQl'rnE.l
Ob.,. a A ik~~r0,.~.811:t~~d;r~~n~i~~e~i::
11!. [NL.]
/Jot. A family of
~~~k~~lo~~-] coriot
:~~i;he.d,
Cf.[!~~i~~]regc:ia;~;
dSct~l;~~sitt1b~:
company of squires. b Squires; fectslS1ri.] Lit., fortune; wealth;
herbs(order Sapindales) consif,tVALE
RIAN ODES.
leprous. Oh..,,.
sta/ble-meal.1,11. Drink liought
ing of two genera, Stackhousia
~u(~~t blo)H!ni~:sc!~
=~:c1¥'·sQUEF.ZE.
S.S. W. South-southwest.
to compem1atean innkeeper for
and .Mar(Jl'<'{!Orfa,and distinsi~~-[i~~~~~~: guished
,aquisb (skwlsh), 11. tu. Squash; with special respect, and also of St., or st . .Ahb1·. Saint; Satur- accommodation of horses. Scot. ~~;f~'rtt.rcs~:
by the lobed ova.ryand
day ; stunzn ; Street ; stone ata'ble-ment, r,, Law ; statute. - stach'y-u-ra'eeous (-sh'Us),a. 1-seefled indl'his.cent fruit. divinities. India.
swish. Scot. &-J)ia7. Eng.
Stach'y-u'rua(-ti'rits),
11. [NL.;
(weight);
Strait:
~tc>t
(L.,
let
Cf.
F:STABT.ISIIMEXT,
4.
Otis.
aqultch (skwlch ). Dial. Eng. S. R. I. Abbr. Sacrum Romanum
atack-hou'at-a/ceoua (-~h11s),a.
Jmperium (L., Holy Roman it stand), Print.; Stn.tnte; Rtat- ata.'ble-nesa, n. See -NE~s.
var. of QUITCH, K\\ ..ITCII.
eA ~!J;!:i~f+pz~tt~ :f~tf.ro::~k~i.e
~~J;~AD.
utes; strophe.
[of f-TALL-1sta'bler (stii'bll!r), 11. [Cf OF.
1quitch, n. t r. l Cf. Cornish J,:mpire).
R. s. Al1br. Societatis Regire
&tad. + STAND.
SWITCH.]
Twitch. S.
var. R~~!;lt:Jcnf.A
stable keeper. (~~J'!!tuJ;te~~~1~!fchfh~~~
Socius (L., Fellow of the Royal :::_<s~Jclci:~f
ata.d. t sted, p. p. of STEAD.
East
Asiatic
species
are
woody
STA.
Abb1·.
Stamped:
-used
sta'ble-sta.nd',
11.
0.
F:nr,.
Law.
aqultch, n.,aquitch gr:aBB- [See Society).
sta.d, 11. ref. AS. stede place.]
on the tape of stock tickers.
The stnnd, or fixed J)osition,of herbs or suhshru bs with tetram- Obs. a S"tanding; position. '6
srud. T snuoun.
0
sru'ti (erdt.l'tl'.!; shr()fi't~), n. stae.d. t sted, p. p. of STE An. one about to shoot with a bow or erous flowersin tai 1-likeracemes. Staying ; delay.
(Skr, 91·uti a hearing.] Jlmdu- sts.al. Obs. or dial. Eng. pret. of to i;lip his dogs in hunting deer. atacton, stacionere. T ST A TIOS,
of SQl'ETF.AGlTE.
STATIO:i"l~I{.
~i~~d
Town ;
sta.blete, n.
[OF. establete.l
aqutt'ter (skwlt'i:lr), n. Cor- ism. 'I'he literature regarded as sn~AI,.
ataare. t RTARE.
Shtlnlitv. Ohi:1. [ment. Obs. stack (dial. std.k). Obs. or Scot. at&d'dllng(stt\d'lln), n. = STADrupt matter ; foolish talk ; also,
{hdeel%·a~~:~:(~.eda staat. + STEAD.
stab'U8h-ment, n. Establish- & dial. Eng. pret. of STICK, v.
pl., diarrhea. Oh.,,.or Dial. Eng. ~~de!)"a~rsnof
nu:, of a stack. Dial. Eng.
•quit'ter, 11. i. To squirt; to go as-. For various words in AA-1 II sta.a.ts'raa.d' (stiits'riit'), n. stabllBB,v. t.: 7n-et. ~ JJ.p. STAB- st&ckado. t STOCCAJ)O.
stade. t KTATE, STEAD.
rnLE.[ sta.ck'age (stitk'!tj), 11. Rare. at&de,n. [Cf.G.gestadeshore.]
see the forms in SH- : as, for [D.l Com1cilof state. S. A.fr. LI:-iT. Stabhsh. Obs.
i:!~~!)~e
Dl~}~J?n~~
ataD, v. t. 'l'o lnp; eat greedily. ata'bly (stit'bll), acfo. of STAS.<1,ade
see SHADE; ssare, SHARE,
=RTAITH,
·
:ta~\ca[;'
tff!~~'st~~k~hd.
~kl't~~
atabul. T sTAHl,F:, 1,.
"-uit'ter-book',
n.
Pedant ; ;~-w~b;b~:i~!lfL~~~~il).amely ; Oh.-i.
~,~~•; f•;1rf~!g.F·(J£:.de.J 8t &on things stacked.
bookworm. Obs.
rr.b;,:ht:P,~tuS~t:~;~-lii,P~st';b{;stack'er (std.k'er), n. 4"v. [Cf. atadia wires, = STADIA HAIRS.
SS. Abbr. Sancti (L., Saints);
aquize. + souEEZF..
SanetiBBimus(L., most holy).
stakra. to stagger. See 1tad'ic (sUid''!k; stil'dlk), a.
:~v.n.of j To ~: 1!tat~1~~!~e.
-v. i. Icel.
~:r~~ o~s~;J.!>i::~~:~:~. (-'l), S. S, Abbr. Sunday School; :i'1f:.b~iab;b~--li,
STAGGER,
v.] To stagger; to Of or pert. to a stadia.
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STADIE

STAGNE

The method

of reading is by observing the length of rod
ment is subdivided for the purposes of administration
and
subtended by the distance between the stadia hairs when
!1;fl?!Y,
·JJlgel-A~~~:t!~~!:~!1~e,
nQe~:~r~i-1~::!;,~r, ~~t
these are fixed, or by noting the space between the stadia
hairs when they are adjusted to cover a certain definite insistence, Medical, Pay, and Ordnance Departmentst
the
terval on the r@d ;-called
also simply stadia.
:aJfjde!~J: 0 ~:p~,nihtgiJ!gth~\
CdtJ:~ 1
ai~e!~~!!dmf 1~
sta-dim'e-ter
(std-dlm 1e"-te"r),n. l8tw.lium
-meter.]
statutes only to the Corps of Engineers and Signal Corps.
.1..Vaut.A modified form of sextaut used for finding the disstaf'fel-ite
(staf'el-It), n. [From Staj/'el, in Prussia, where
tance of an object from its known heigl1t.
it is found. J Min. A green or greenish yellow phosphate aud
sta 1di-om'e-ter (sta/dl-Om 1 e-te"r), n. [stadium
-meter.]
carbonate of calcium, occurring iu botryoidal or stalactitic
1. A toothed wheel with an index for measuring plotted
forms of fibrous, radiating structure.
H., 4. Sp. gr., 3.13.
curves, broken lines, etc., by running over the line.
(-man), n.; pl. -MEN (-me'n). A workman emstaff'man
2. A form of theodolite for plotting Leariugs directly.
ployed
in
silk
throwing.
sta'dl-um (stii'di-um), ,,. ; /,. pl. STADIA (-ri). [L., a staMusic. Notatiou in which a staff is used,
dimn (in sense 1), fr. Gr. aniOwv.J
1. A Greek measure staff notation.
as opposed to a staffless system such as the ton-ic sol fa
of length, being the chief one used for itinerary distances,
staft
officer.
'Atil.
&· Nav. An officer serving on a -st~ff;
also adopted by the Romans for nautical and c.istronomical
specif., in tlle United States, a commissioned officer of a
measnrements.
It was equal to liOOGreek feet, vary i11gwith
staff
department
or
one
not in the line or executive branch.
the value of the foot, the Attic stadium being l8iU) meters
sergeant
or serieant . .1.'rlit.A sergeant not serv(606.9 English feet); the Olympic(as measured from the foot- staff
iug with a company, troop, or battery, but attached to
race course at Olympia), l!J2.3 meters (ti30.8 ft.); and the
headquarters.
In the United States army there are the
Asiatic, according to Herodotus and Xenophou, 011ethirtisergeant major; ordnance, quarter111aster, commissary,
eth of a parasang, or 147.!J meters (48.5.1 ft.). The Roman staelectrician, and signal sergeauts; and sergeant, first class,
<lim!l was (t!5 Roman feet (18/5meters or (i07 ft.).
Rai'.lroading. A block system in which a
2. Gr. Antiq. a A kiud of foot race. b A course for foot sf~ffi!;lsl~1J;~·
suitably inscribed staff is delivered to the engiueer of a
races, usually HOUGreek feet long (GOGft. a in. English)
t .
lt
b tl
.
1 ·1
.
th
and flanked by terraced elevations, usually encircJiug oue
1
1t~';:(l~~:i~~1~1t~~fsf~t~i1. orend, affording tiers of seats for spectators.
Cf. DROMOS.
~iv~~;ti~~:-i~inof
3. A similar modern structure, with its inclosure, used stag (stag), 11. [Prob. fr. Scand.; cf. Icel. stegyr a male
for athletic games, etc.
bird, malfl cat; prob. through a doubtful AS. stagga. Cf.
4. Surv. A stadia or stadia rod.
STEG. J 1. a The adult male of the red deer ( Cel"vns eta6. A stage; a period; esp., a stage in the development of phus), a large European species
an rminrnl or plant.
See STAGE, n., 13 a.
closely r1;::lat0d to, but smallstaff (st:\f), n. [G. slaJ!ieren to fill or fit out, adorn, fr. D.
er than, the American elk, or
stoJ[eeren, OF. f'stoJj'e.r,F. etojJ'er, fr. OF. esto_!/'estuff, F.
wapiti, specif. one five years
eto.tf'e. See STUFF, n. J Arch. A buildi11g material consistof age or older. b The male of
certain other large deer, esp.
ing of plaster combined with fibrous aml other materials,
one of the genus Cervus.
much use<l for temporary ornamental buil<liHgs.
2. Auy of various male anistaff (staf), n.; pl. in sem;es 1-8, STAVES (sta\"z; stlivz) or
STAFFS
(stafs); in senses 0, 10, STAFFS.
[J\'IE. staj, AS. mab; as: a A young gamecock.
stref staff; akin to LG. & D. stiff, OFries. stef, G. stab,
b A t1Lrkeycock. cAmalefox.
Icel. stafr, Sw. staf, Dan. stav, Goth. stabs element, rudid A drake or gander.
3. A castrated
bull;
a bull
ment, Skr. stldiprry to cause to stand, place. See STAND;
cf. STAVE, n.J 1. A long piece of wood; a pole or stick;
stag; also, a boar, esp. one casas: a A long stick carried in the hand for support; hence,
tratcd when past maturity.
a support; that which props, upholds, or sustains.
4. The European wren.
And he put the .~tarf's into the rings. J,.:x. xxxviii. i.
5. A colt j esp., a young unThe boy was the very stajf"of my age.
Slrnk.
broken stallion.
Local, Eng.
b A cudgel or club; esp., a quarterstaff.
c A pole, stick,
6.
A romping girl, or other
or wand as an ensign of authority;
as, a constable's stajf.
awkward person. I,ocal, Eng. Head of European St ag (Cer4 A pole on which a. flag is supported and displayed.
e
1•us elaphus).
7. A man at a social gathering
The long handle of certain weapons, as a lance or poleax.
unaccompanied
by a woman ; also, a social gathering of
f Any of various graduated sticks or rules, as used in buildmen
only;
often
used
attributively;
as, a stag dinner.
ing, shipbuilding, leveling, etc.
8. LondonStockExchange.
a Adealerwhoisnotamem2. = STAVE, a. Rare.
ber of the exchange.
b One who stags the market.
3. An arbor, as of a wheel or a pinion of a watch.
4. Surg. The grooved director for the gorget, or knife, stag, v. i. London Stock Exch. To df'al as a ""stag." Cant.
used in cutting for stone in the bladder.
1-~f,t:g~ubscribe
tihe T:a~~\c,hL;oiz:~
6. Her. = FISSURE, n., 4.
)/
~~ras~:~ii~r stock to be issued in order t0-sell immediately
6. Arch. a = ROD 1 n., 3. b A piece used to close the
joint between a wooden frame and the adjacent masonry.
stag beetle.
Any of numerous, mostly large, lamellicorn
7. A stanza or stanza form. Obs.
beetles constitutmg
the family Lu8. 1llusic. The five horizontal lines, with their spaces, on canidre, the males of which are generally
much
larger
than the females
which music is written;~
called also stmw, esp. in Great
Britain.
The lines and spaces are called degrees, and are
and have long and often branched
numbered upwards.
They are made to desigllate absolute
~::~ibft~
si!~~~ st /~fd t~~ 1 atl~e;~ti~~
pitch by a ct~· at the beginning of the staff, which latter

;fi~~

+

+

J;

th:;i~fJ

s::!t:g·

s1lai:lfx~h~~

13. Hence: a Biol. One of several periods (whose beginning:
and end are usually marked by some important chauge of
structure) in the development and growth of many animals.
and plants ; as, the larval stage; pupa stage; zoea stage.
In insects often called instar. b Geul. According to the
nomenclature
of the International
Geological Congress,
one of the subdivisions of a series of strata.
See GEOLOGY.
c Engin. The distance between two levels, as in hoisting.
to be, go, etc .• on the stage, to be or become an actor.
stage (sti"ij), v. t.; STAGED (stiijd); STAG 1ING (stii.j'lng).
To
exhibit on or as on a stage; to display publicly; specif., to
i,ut (a play) on the stage.
stage'coach'
(stiij'k0ch 1 ), n. A coach that runs regularly
between stations, for the conveyance of passeng~rs.
stage'craft'
(-kraftt), n. Art of writing or staging plays.
stage
director.
T/wal. One who prepares a play for
production.
He arranges the details of the stage settiugfi,
the business to be used, all stage effects, autl instructs the
actors, excepting usually the star, in the general iuterpr~tation of their parts. Cf. STAGE MAKAGER.
stage fright.
Nervousness felt before an andience.
stage manager.
Thcat. Oue in control of the stage duriug the production of a play. He directs the sta~e liauds,
property man, etc., has charge of all details Leltiud the
tr!~ciit10,:.x_cep(t)Ilt1eht°'1macetsi1l11ge''1·asta1dlsolutlShca.f1e,11:,e,,r,a,!,j'~;·7o~~ight
of
stage
micro~eter.
gra<luatPd devi(·e apvlied to tLe
stage of a microscope for mcasudug i11e size of all object.
stag'er
(sti:ij''er), u. 1. A player.
Rare.
If . .Jonson.
2. One vvho has long aded on the stage of life; a pen:!On
of long experience; - usually with old.
3. A horse used in dra,ving a stagecoach.
Colloq.
stage 1-struck 1, a. Fascinated by the ~tage i esp., seized by
a passiouate desire to become an actor.
stage whisper.
A loud whisper, as by an actor, au<lilJle to
the spectators but supposed, for dramatic effect, uot to be
heard by one or more of the actors.
stag'ger
(stag,er), 'l'. i.; 8'1'AG 1GERED (-Crd) ; STAG'GER-ING.
[Cf. ME. strtkeren, fr. Scand.; ef. lcel. stakra to push, to
stagger, fr. ;,;taka to punt, pusli, stagger; but also OD.
staggeren to stagger.
Cf. STAKE, n.J 1. To reel to 0_11e
siUe and the other, as if about to fall, iu trying to stan<l or
walk; to stand or walk unsteadily;
to sway; totter.
2. To begin to doubt and waver in purpose or action ; to
become less confident or determiued ; to hesitate.
b/l~~j_Abraham]stayf}eru/ not at the pro111i1:ie of God ~}:~:~~~~..1~~~
stag'ger,
1:1 • t.
1. To cause to reel or totter.
2. 1.'o cause to doubt, waver, or hesitate; to make les@
steady or confident i to slwck; ast to sta,gger belief.
3. }rfech. 1.'o arrange (a series of parts) on each side of a
median line alternately, as spokes or rivets ; also, to dispose parts of (a wheel, etc.) in such a way.
stag'ger,
n. 1. A reeling or tottering movement of the
body in trying to walk or stand, as if one were about to
fall; as, the stagger of a drunken man.
2. In pl.form staggers, construed as sing. Far. A cerebral and spinal <lisease of horses and other animals, attended by reeling, unsteady gaiti or sudden falling i _
called also blind staygwrs and forage poisoning.
1 cor'al
stag'horn
(stitg 1h8rn 1). Any of several large
branching corals of the genus Acropora, syn. Madrepora,,.
which somewhat resemble antlers, esp. Acropora cervicorst'!~h~~·
fe°if;;_at~1
and the West Indies.
the genus Platyceriuni.
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below which the medieval neumes were arranged.
A staff stage (stiij), n. [OF. estage dwelling,
r~~it~~CT~~ 1ffo~1f 1!\a~ki~:~d
of four lines with the C clef is still used for Gregorian muhabitation, story (of a building), sob
l
1 t
b
sic. See /!lusts. of CLEF, LEGER LINE, and PITCH.
journ, situation,
stage (as in theac!~f,c
a~eun;e
9. [From STAFF, 1 c, an ensign of authority. J JJiil. An
ters), F. etage story (of a building),
leaves turn brilliant red in fall.
establishment, or aggregation, of officers, not having comtier, grade, rank, (assumed) LL. slatistag'hound'
(stitg'hound'),
n.
mand, but having administrative and executive duties, in
cum, fr. L. stare to stand. See STAND;
One of a breed of hounds forvarious departments attached to an army, to a section of
cf. STATIC.]
1. A floor or story of a
merlyused in hunting the stag,
an army, or to the commander of an army or section of an
building; also, a building.
Obs.
the wolf, and other large aniarmy; specif.: a In the United States army: (1) The aggre2. An elevated platform, esp. one on
Stag Beetle.
male. They were similar to Staghorn Fern (Platyceriu,r.,
gation of the staff departments and corps in contradistincwhich an orator may speak, a play or exhibition may be prethe fox hound but larger and
gra nd e).
tion to the line. See 3d LINE, 17 f. (2) The aggregation of staff
sented, or the like.
heavier, with drooping ears. The breed is nearly extinct.
officers and aids-de-camp who assist a military commander
3. Specif., the raised flooring in a theater where plays are stag'ing
(staj'Tng), p. pr. &· rb. n. of STAGE. Hence: u.
in the administration, command, and supply of the troops.
enacted; also, the whole space back from the proscenium,
1. = SCAFFOLD, l C; a scaffolding.
(3) Rarely, the general staff. b Nav. (1) The officers not
including wings, flies, property room, dressing rooms, etc.
2 The business of running stagecoaches;
also, the act ot
in line to succeed to a command, as naval constructors, pay4. Microscopy. The small platform of the stand of a microjourneying in stagecoaches.
masters, surgeons, chaplains, etc., and, formerly, officers
scope on which the object for examination is placed.
3. The act or art of putting a play on the stage.
of the engineer corps. (2) Officers detailed to serve on the
5. A scaffold i staging.
stag'nan-cy
(stitg'nlln-si), n. State of being stagnant.
staff of the commander of a fleet or squadron.
6. A landing stage. See LANDING RTAGE.
stag'nant
(-n?int), a. =L. slngrums, -antis, p. pr. of stag10. Hence: A body of assistauts serving to carry into
7. Byextension from the scenic stage, the theater; the
nare. See STAGNATE.]
1. Not flowing; 11otrmmiug ina
effect the plans of a superinternlent or manager; as, the
drama, as acted or exhiliited; also, the profession of repcurrent or stream; motionless; hence, foul from want of
staff of a newspaper; a hospital staff'.
resenting dramatic compositions; - usually with the/ as,
motion; as, a sla_quant pond; stagnant blood iu the veins.
to set, or put, up, or down, one's staff, to take up one's resithe influence of the church and the sta(f('.
2. Not active or brisk; dull; as, business is stag11a11!.
1..knce; to lodge. Ohs.
8. A place where anything is publicly e~hibite<l; the scene stag'nate
(stag'niit), v. i.; STAG'NAT-ED (-uiit-e"d) ; ~TAG'staff angle. PlaslPrin(J. A square rod of wood let iuto the
of any noted action, event, or career.
NAT-ING (-uiit-Tng').
[L. stagnatus, p. p. of sta_qnare to ~tagplaster so as to be flush with the wall surfaces forming an
9. A place of rest on a regularly traveled road ; a stage
nate, make stagnant, fr. staguum a piece of standing water,
1
si~flec!~t:r~~f')~~::
1~;~~~ fr.1tist
an officer holding
house; a station; a place for a relay of horses.
Cf. STANK a pool, TANK, STANCH, v. t.J 1. To be or become
the rank of captain in the navigating corps. The title is
10. A st::lgecoach; as, a parcel sent by stage.
motionless; to be without current; as, blood stagrwtes iu
becoming extinct and the office being merged in the line.
11. The distance between two places of rest on a road;
the veins of an animal; hence, to become impure or f'oul by
staff commander.
Nav. In the British navy, an officer
hence, a degrPe of advance in a journey.
want of motion or current; as 1 air stagnates in a cJose room.
12. A degn~e of progression in any pursuit, development,
2. To be or become dull or iuactive; to lose Lrisk11ess or
1~d~lc~\~
1\~e~he navigating corps.
process, or the like; as, a star,r>in a disease.
ad,ivity; as, co1mner<)e staynates; so_ciety stay11alr's.
staff department. Mil. In the United States army, one
of the departments or bureaus into which the War Depart_.,,_,,_r1P_.
_,o_c_ic_ty_._,1_h_w_n_u_1a_?1_·
stag-na tion (stftg--uii/sh'Un), n.
[ Cf. F. stag11ationJ
stadie,n. Stadium. Cf. STADE. staff bead. J>lastainy.
A mold- attached to a 1ong Rtnff. OlJ.<l.
stage door. 'l'hf11fa.<l. The nc-1 stag'gard (staµ;'Clrd), stag,..gart stag'gie (!sh'tg'l). 11. \ young
~~11~;!.!it~nJng~r hiµ:hcr
~t~~e~~~.;~;f
c1J(!/i(;~t;\~~~:;ti1
1iTA(;,
;).
\;,( ur
;{~~di-on (fltii',l'f-~n), n.: 7!1.
1~~;;,1\µ:
:-,'I',\ ])L\ (-ti).
Ur. form of STA- collq~() for o.ffic('rfl.f>flT),to pre- British IHlYY, an nf}i('('T of senior ·which the storie>Hare t.trongly I stag'garth (!"'til.g·'Prth).Y:lr. of
1>11· \I
[of ~T \ nn, J<' I Jlare fnr stail ap1iointmcnts.
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stag'horn1, n. a Thv ground
sta.dt'hold 1er, -hold 1 er-a.te.
(officprsundrnen)of aHtnff (le- sword; swordHtick. 0.1,.~. ,'i't•of. :tHtagc re-µ:ularly Htops for pas- 11.
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STAY.ESACRE.
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c · ,· •.• .~r1e If', anc - ·r1es .. ~ e- staff'ish (stilf'lsh), a. Stiff:
stag. 11. &; ·,•. Stake. ,_'-J'rot.
tfrlikco.:r'ttwt.J ttrongi
,.,,.,.~. lrnn1h; nnrnanug-eahle. 0.1,.~.
stag'bush 1 (st:ig'bcfbsh1), n.
••ttaa.:;ette(
~8 ·r~~~~t~t/)P,
;1~
staff'less, a. Sec -LESS.
Ran'.
111.H'K
1u \\' a.
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protected by copyright.
stag'er-ite(stitj'er-It),n.
[Frnm
.~f((lj(',
with a ]Hill on Stag-irifl'.,
Actor. 0!1.~. [ the stage. Ohs.
Staf'ford court or law (Htilf'- stage, 1,. f: [See STAGE, n./ To stag'er-y (-'I'). n . .Exhibition on
1
0
T~'t~;~~
t~Ti~·e.Ro~;: ~r;~l{~
~{~~~~~e~r'l~t~ ;;;~~: ?~.11}. 1d,:L'(~Jt;~vel
by st~~~:I
j;w f;}i~.h~r~!~d of
'lobJ.Cfsc~~'.\FF,
n.] 'l'o I
t:i~1~~d~.;c~ stage boat. See l'OST HOAT,
:t:!:c~~ri~n Ob.~~atgin;va~o~
"
•.~~gee
cadrrireiacgi••·nA.
sta.ff'age, a. Oh,;. Scot. a Ohflti- 1 ing Ohs.
[HERALDIC
KNOT. I
-g,
t:
~
running between two places for
nate; unmanageable. Cf. s1 AF f'-1Sta.f'ford's knot (-Prdz). See with the text concerning the set- conyeying paP.sengersor goods.
1srr.
b Not easily swallowed.
st&ffsling . .llfil. A leather slmg ting, action, etc., of a play.
sta.g'ey (staj'Y). Var. of STAGY.
erally
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I! Foreign
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T Obsolete

maker;
Variant
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Old, Obey, arb, fidd,

+ combined

pref.

with.

stag'ger-er, 11. ()ne that 8tag- stag'i-ly (strrj'l-lr), al/ 1'· of
gen~; also, onC' that emrn-.•s to STAUY.
i:;ta,gger, as a h1ow. Colloq.
stag'i-ness, 11• RPe -N~:~s.
stagger grass. The atamaF.Co ~~ag~i-rite (stlij:,J-rH), 11·. [L_:
lilv of the eastern Lnited States,
n'tar,1.rites,
Gr . ...,Tay€tp:n1~-J
0::r\~ 0g~;.e1;1~.tt1e
:i~~1er;; '~\1~:t 1 0 ~'ri~~('~~Bi(kr1~~~J1.;~~ti;
~~/~,'.Wlrn.
stag'[f:;k1:1,~;~:· I :;~g·,!;;ti~,~;dr.of
STAGNANT.
stag'ger-weed1, n. The field I st ag , nate, a.. Stagnant.
Ob.q,
stag'ger-wort 1 (-w0:rt1),u. Gold- sta.gne, nA fL. staynum.] A lake
en ragwort. Ree UAffWORT.
or pond. Ob8•
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STA.GNICOWUS

STA.LL

1. State of being stagnant ; cessation of flowing or circu- stake (stiik), v. t.; STAKED(stikt) ; STAK1nm (stak'lDg).
1, Topierceorimpale;
also, to bar, secure, or defend. Obs.
lation, as of a fluid ; as, stagnation of the blood.
or of brisk action ; cessation of activity ; 2. To fasten up or support with stakes, as vines or plants ;
also, to tether to a stake.
state of being dull ; as, stagnation of business.
3. To mark the limits of by stakes ; - with out or off; as,
H~iy
to stake out a road ; to stake off a mining claim.
The mature insect has wings, but sheds them soon after
4. To push with a stake or pole, as a railroad car.
settling on a suitable host.
6, Leaiher Manuf. To work (skins) on a stake.
stag'Y (staj'i), a. Also stagey. Having characteristics of 6. To put at hazard upon the issue of competition, or upon
the stage ; theatrical ; as, a stagy person, tone, or bearing;
a future contingency ; to wager ; venture ; bet.
- used depreciatively,
'l'o stake his life and property on the event of a war . .Macaulay.
staid (stad), a. [From STAYto stop; prop., the p. p.J 7. Short for GRUBS'rAKE.
to state on, Mach., to secure (a large pulley, flywheel, or the
Sober; grave; steady; sedate; not wild, volatile, flighty,
like) on a shaft designedly smaller in diameter than that of
or fanciful ; as, staid persons, colors, habits.
the hole throu~h the boss, by drivinii in keas on flats
Syn. -Steadfast, composed,regular ,sedate. See DECOROUS,
stalD (stin), v. t.; STAINED(stiind); STAIN1ING. [Abbr. fr. rii~d;iJ.Y!i~~~l~~e\hbybg:1~e~~ft;ftt\~ri; t~!tk:~s. centering
distain.] 1. To discolor with foreign matter ; to make
stake boat. A boat moored to mark the course in a race.
foul ; to spot ; as, to stain the hand with dye or blood.
driver. The common American bittern, one of whose
2. To color, as wood, glass, paper, cloth, or the like, by stake
notes resembles the sound of driving a stake into mud.
processes affecting, chemically or otherwise, the material stake'head' (stik'hiid'), n. Rope Laying. Any of several
itself; to tinge with a color or colors combining with, or horizontal bare, each supported on a separate stake, used
penetrating, the substance; to dye; as, to stain wood with
in a ropewalk to carry the yarns, which are kept apart by
acids, colored washes, paint rubbed in, etc. ; to stain glass.
pins in the bars, during the operation of twisting.
3. To spot with guilt or infamy; to bring reproach on ; to stake'hold'er (-hcil'der), n. The holder of a stake, or wager.
blot ; soil ; tarnish; as, to stain a life or a name.
stake horse. Horse Racing. A horse that runs chiefly in
4. To cause to seem inferior or soiled by comparison;
stake races; hence, a horse of superior CJ.Uality.
hence, to excel ; outshine. Obs.
Spenser. stake race. Horse Racing. A race in winch a money stake
or prize is offered by the association holding the race.
6. To dull; dim ; obscure. Obs. exc. Hunting, to injure
sta-lao'Ute (sta-lak'tit), n.; pl. -TITES(-tits). [Gr. <TTaAO.·
(the scent of the quarr;y), as by the passage of hounds.
,cTO~oozing out in drops, dropping, fr. o-Ta.Ac:i(ewto drop:
Syn.-Paint;
sully, d1Scolor; disgrace, taint, dishonor.
cf. F. stalactite.] Geol. a A deposit of calcium carbonate,
stain, v. i. To give or receive a stain.
resembling an icicle, depending from the roof or sides of a
stalD, n. 1, A discoloration by foreign matter; a spot.
2. A dye, piginent, or the like, used in staining ; specif. :
fi~;~l~~:
a A preparation thinner than paint, absorbed by the pores ft;~~~h~~~d f~!rlf~1~ifss~I~t;J:
of the material (as wood) instead of forming a coating. b i1A~~r1a!1~~m':tl~~
and brown.
;°~s~~l~~I~~,,i
A pigment used in microscopy to render visible minute and
1
/ a. Of, pertaining to, or retransparent structures, to differentiate tissue elements, or stal ac-tlt'io (stltl'ak-tit'ik)
stal1ac-tit'i-cal (-T-kitl)
sembling, a stalactite.
to produce specific microchemical reactions.
sta-laJfmite
(sta-lag'mit),
3, A natural spot of a color different from the ground.
n.
[Gr. uTO.Aayµ.a. that
Pope.
Swift trouts, diversified with crimeon stains
which drops, a drop, fr.
4. Taint of guilt ; tarnish ; also, cause of reproach; shame.
UTaAO.(t: w to drop : cf.
5. A tincture ; a tinge ; a. slight trace. Rare.
F. stalagmite.]
Geol. A
Syn. - Blot, taint, pollution, blemish, disgrace, infamy.
stained (stiind),prel. &:p.p. of STAIN.- stained glass, glass deposit more or less like
stalactite,
colored or stained. See GLAss,n.,1. As used inwindowsJetc .., an inverted
it mar. be glass colored throughout by metallic oxides msea
formed by calcareous wainto it, or white glass cased with colored glass, or white
ter dropping on the floors
glass into whose surface the pigments have been burned.
of caverns ; hence, a simstaln'er (stin'er), n. One that stains or, tarnishes; spe• ilar deposit of other matecif. : a A workman who stains; as, a stainer of wood. b
rial. A stalactite and the
A pigment used merely to give color to a paint, as distinstalagmite beneath often
become united in a comguished from the base, which is usually white lead.
stair (stllr), n. [ME. steir, steyer, AS. stiiger, fr. st'igan to plete column.
ascend, rise. See STYto ascend.] 1. A step; degree. Obs. stalagmite marble. Min.
Onyx marble, often a stal2. Any one step of a series for ascending or descending to agmitic
deposit.
a different level, usually within a building.
stal'ag-mit'io
(stlli'ag3. A series of steps from one level to another, as in a mWlk),
stal'ag-mit'ihouse ; - orig. only in $ing.; now commonly in pl.
cal
(-mWI-klil), a. Hav'ltair'case' (stltr'kis'), n. A flight of stairs with their sup- ing the shape or character Stalagmites in Marengo Cave, Inporting framework, casing, balusters, etc.; strictly, but
of, or found in, stalagdiana.
less usually, the structure containing a stair.
mites. -stal'ag-mit'l.-cal-ly, adv.
lltair'head' (-hed'), n. The head or top of s. staircase.
stale (stil), v. i. [Akin to D. & G. stallen, Dan. stalle, Sw.
stalla, and prob. E. stall a stable. See STALL,n.] Of
~
in~~
r::~h~i;.~~\:i:;;:~e:h/o"~t:;,:~ing
a
stair turret . .Arch. A towerlike building to contain a wind- horses and cattle, to urinate. - n. Urine of horses or cattle.
ing or spiral stair; - usually attached to s. larger building. stale, n. [Prob. fr. ME. stale theft, AS. stalu (see STEAL,
"· I.).] Obs. 1. Robbery; pilfering; hence; stealth.
sta1r'Way'(stllr'wii'),
A flight of stairs ; staircase.
2. A lure; specif.: a A trap ; a snare. Obs. b A decoy;
Btaith (stiith), n. [AS. streti a bank, shore, akin to E.
stool
pigeon; fig., anything that allures. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
stead.] A landing stage or wharf for transshipment, esp.
3. A laughingstock; a dupe. Obs. or Archaic.
of coal, as from railway cars, into vessels. Brit.
4.
Place
or state of concealment.
Obs.
stake (stiik), n. [AS. staca, fr. the root of E. stick; akin
to OFries. & LG. stake, D staak, Sw. stake, Dan. stage. stale, a.; STAL'EB(stil'ilr); STAL'BST. [ME. stale; orig. unestaler
to
display
for
sale, F. eta/er, prob.
cert.;
cf,
OF.
See STICK, v. t.; cf. ESTACADB, STOCKADE.]
1. A pointed
orig., to put in a fixed position, and of G. or D. origin (cf.
piece of wood or other material, driven, or to be driven,
STALL,
n.),
F.
etale
stationary,
slack
(of the sea at high
into the ground as a mark, support, tethering rod, etc.
2. The post or other support to which a person is bound to tide; cf, STALEMATE),also OD. stel stale.] 1. Old and
strong,
as
ale.
Obs.
be burned ; hence, des.th by such burning.
3. A stick inserted upright in a loop, eye, or mortise, at 2. Vapid or tasteless from age; having lost its life, spirit,
and flavor, from being long kept; as, stale beer.
the side or end of a cart, flat car, etc., to re1'ain the load.
4, Hence: a Metal. A small anvil usually with a tang to 3. Not new; not freshly made; as, stale bread.
4.
Worn out by use or familiarity; having lost its novelty
enter a hole in a bench top, used by smiths, for light work.
G1·ew.
b Mach. The part of a riveter frame that carries the sta- and power of pleasing; trite; commonplace.
How weary, stale, fl.at,and unprofitable
tionary die. o Leather Manuf. A wooden stake or post
Seem to me all the uses of this world !
Shak.
in the upper end of which is set a blunt semicircular steel
6. Impaired in vigor or energy by prolonged activity along
blade over which skins are drawn to stretch and soften
certain lines;- orig. used of overtrained athletes; as, one
them; also, a crutch stake (see 2d PERCH,5). d Basketwork.
stale from overstudy; a market ,,;taleafter busy trading.
Any of the longest foundation rods of a basket or the like,
8. Impaired in legal force or effect, as a right to enforce
usually upsetted from the bottom.
equities,
a lien, or the like, by reason of ]aches or being
&. Mormon Oh. A territorial division.
allowed to rest without use, action, or demand; as, a stale
1
0
in:t~~n~:th~~It~'
nt~Yt':ft~~ ~~!~s!'f:r~ t~~d 8fu1;s
~~e<!: affidavit, a stale debt or claim, etc.
ident has a high council of chosen men. Schajf.lferzog Encyc.
7. Leftfallowafterplowing,
asland. Scot. &:Dial.Eng.
8. That which is staked, or hazarded, for gain or loss; esp., stale, n. [See STALE,a.] 1, That which is stale, worn,
a sum of money or its equivalent wagered or risked; that
tasteless, or the like, from use or time. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
which is laid, or pledged, as between two parties, upon the
2. A prostitute.
Obs
result of a contest or any contingent issue.
stale, n. [ME. stale, var. of stele. See STEALa handle.]
7. Short for GRUBSTAKE.
A stock or handle, as of a rake ; also, Obs. or Dial. Eng., a
8. The prize set in any contest, as a game, a race, etc. ; stalk ; a step ; a hurdle.
- often in pl.; also, Horse Racing, a stake race.
stale, ,,. t. ; STALED(staid); sTAL'1Ne (stiil'l'.ng). 1. To
9. A property or interest involved ; something at stake·;
make stale, or vapid; to destroy charm or freshness of.
as, a stake in a business; he had a stake in the country.
Age cnnnot wither her, nor custom stale
Iler infinite variety.
Shak.
rJ:t~:!;~~~~l~e!/s~1:EJ.i~~i~~::r~f~~~
j~~I~~: ~~: i~e's 2. To render common; to cheapen.

a. Lack of action,
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stale (stiil), v. i. To grow stale; to wear out.
stale'mate' (stiil'mii:t'), n. [Prob. fr. stale, a.

.
mate
checkmate; cf. F. etale stationary. See STALE,a.] Chels.
The position of the king when, although not in check, he
cannot move without being placed in check and there ia
no other piece which can be moved ; also, the declaration
"stalemate," in effect claiming a draw (according to the
mies of the game), when one's king is placed in such •
position by the opponent's last move.
stale'mate 1, v. t. a Chess. To subject to a stalemate. b
Hence, to bring to a standstiJI.
stalk (st8k), n. [ME. stalke, fr. stale a stalk, a handle.
See STEALa handle.] 1. A straw. Obs.
2. The stem or main axis of a plant ; as, a stalk of wheat.
3. Bot. Auy supporting organ, as a petiole, stipe, peduncle. pedicel, etc. ; specif., in mosses, a seta.
4. That which is like, or likened to, the stalk of a plant,
as the stem of a quill ; specif. : a Arch. An ornament in
the Corinthian capital like the stalk of a plant, from which
the volutes and helices spring. b Founding. An iron bar
with projections, inserted in a core to strengthen it ; a core
arbor. o One of the two upright pieces of a ladder. Obs.
d Zool. &:.Anal. A part likened to the stalk of a plant :
esp., a long narrow stem or peduncle supporting some part,
or (in the case of many attached animals, as many crinoida
and barnacles) the entire body.
stalk, v. i.; STALKED
(st8kt) ; STALK'ING. [AS. stalcian to
go slowly ; cf. Dan. stalke to stalk ; ,prob. akin. to AS. stalu
theft, stalian to steal, and E. steal.] 1, To walk or steal
along cautiously or furtively. Ob.,., or blended with def. 3.
.2. To approach game stealthily or under cover; to hunt or
reconnoiter from behind a screen.
3. To walk with lofty, haughty, or pompous bearing.
With manly mien he stalked along the ground. Dryden.
stalk (st8k), v. t. 1. To betake (one's self) cautiously or
stealthily.
Obs. or R.
Chaucer.
2. To approach under cover of a screen, or by stealth, for
the purpose of killing ; as, to stalk deer.
stalk, n. 1. A slow, stately, or haughty step or walk.
2. Act or process of stalking game.
stalk borer. The larva of a noctuid moth (Papaipe111a
nitela), which bores in the stalks of the raspberry, straw.
berry, tomato, asters, and many other garden plants.
stalked (st8kt), a. Having, or borne on, a stalk or stem.
stalked hydatld.
.Anal. = HYDATID
OF MOBGAGNI
a.
&talk'er (st8k'ilr), n. 1. One that stalks; esp., one that
stalks illegally ; a poacher.
2, A kind of fishing net used esp. by poachers.
stalk'-eyed' (st6k'id'), a, Zoo!. Having the eyes raised
on a stalk, or peduncle ; - opposed to sessile-eyed.
at&lk..eyed crustacean■, Zo0l., the Podophthalmia.
stalk'lng-horse, n. 1. A horse, or a figure like a horse,
behind which a hunter stalks game.
Hence, something used to cover up a secret project; a
mask; a pretense.
Hypocrisy is the Devil's stalking-horse
L'Estrange.
stall (st81), n. [ME. stal, AS. ste11ll,stall, a place, seat, or
station, a stable ; akin to D. & OHG. stal, G. & Sw. stall, Ice!.
stallr, Dan. stald, originally, a standing place; akin also to
G. stelle a place, stellen to place, Gr. UTEAAuv to set, place,
send, and E. stand. See STA.ND j cf. APOSTLE, EPISTLE, FORESTALL, INSTALL, STADDLE, STALB, a. & v. i., let STALK,
STALLION, STILL, a.]
1. A stand, or fixed position ; a sta-tion ; place ; room in geaeral. Obs.
2. Specif., a place where horses or cattle are kept; a
stable; esp., the compartment or division of a stable, for
one horse, ox, or the like. "In an oxes stall." Chaucer.
3. a A temporary shelter ; hut ; shed. Dial. Eng. b A
small apartment or booth in which business is conducted;
also, a bench, table, board, or the like, on which small
articles are exposed; as, a butcher's stall,· a b0okstall.
4. A seat; esp., a royal seat; a throne. Obs.
5. A seat in the choir of a church, for one of the officiating clergy, inclosed, wholly or partially, at the back and sides, often
canopied and elaborately carved,
8. In a theater or the like, orig., a
seat with arms or otherwise partly
separated from its neighbors ; now,
one of the seats in the forward
part of the orchestra usually sold
for a higher price than the remaining orchestra seats ; also, in pit
stall, one of the seats in the forward part of the pit. Chiefly Eng.
7. Metal. An inclosure, usually
roofless, in which ore is roasted.
8. Mining. Any of the spaces left
by excavation between pillars, in _
the post-and-stall (bord-and-pillar
- see under BORD) system of mining. See MINE, lllust., 3.
9. A covering or sheath for a finger • or thumb ; a cot.
Stans in Santa Maria Glo10. Surfeit ; disgust ; also, an an- riosa dei Frari. Venice.
noyance. Dial. Eng.
a Subselliuhs.
1ING. [Cf. Sw. stalla,
stall, "· t.; STALLED(st6ld) ; STALL
Dan. ,,;talde. See STALL, n.] 1. To install in office; loosely,
to place; put. Obs.
2. To put into or keep in a stall or stable.
3. To fatten by stall feeding; as, a stalled ox. .Archaic.
stale, n. [See STALEMATE.]
Clwss. Short for STALEMATE, n.
stale, n. Troop; band. Obs.
stale'ly, adv. of STALE, See-LY.
stale'ness, n. See -NESS,
stalewarde,stalewurthe. tsTAL-

+

z.

WAt:T,

STALWORTH.

stalion. t
stalk'ing,

STALLIO~.

1J, 1n·. ~ 1"b. n. of
STALK. - stalk'ing-ly,
adv.
stalk'less, a. See -LE~s.
stalk'let, n. [stalk + -let.] A
small or seconilary stalk.
at&l'koea (st6'kOz), n. pl. [Cf.
Ir. stalcair, deerstalker, starer,

~~!f~·
~sg~i-it,!~~1:i'.
v.1a::ien
st&lk~y (st6k'YJ, a. Like a ,talk.
stall. Obs. pret. of STEAL,
stall, a. Proud; obdurate. Ob,.
~~?;;g-h~!;e 8
te:~t~sh~
Obs. b A confederate. Cant.
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STALL

STAND

also, to fatigue. Dial.Eng. C.Bront~.
0 !~~~
~lc~~lt~~\a~.::rlh:
~J:r::1gf\1~tic1:i~~\~~,
&. To check or stop by causing to become fast in mud,
bein_gvocalized properly. There may be difficulty in enunsnow, or the like ; to mire ; hence, to stop or check undeciating initial syllables, esp. if they begin with b,p, t,d, and
siredly ; as, to stall an engine by too great a load.
the syllable ma;vbe often repeated, in which latter case the
8. To stave off ; - with off; as, to stall off ~n enemy, a defect is sometimes called stuttermg.
Cf. STUTTER,v. i.
request, curiosity, etc. Oolloq.
:a.To stumble or stagger ; also, to falter or hesitate. Obs.
7. To forestall; to anticipate.
Obs.
Massinger.
or Scot. &, Dial. Eng.
■tall (st6!), v. i. [See STALL,n.]
1. To stand ; to mainSyn. -STAMMER, STUTTERare, iu ordinary use, absolutely
tain position, as in battle.
Obs.
synonymous, except that stutter is more emphatic. STAM·
:a.To live in, or as in, a stall; to dwell. Obs.
Shak,
MER frequently indicates embarrassment or hesitation,
STUTTER,some stronger emotion.
3. To kennel, as dogs.
Johnson.
4. To stick fast, as a team in mire or snow; hence, to stam'mer (stitm'er), v. t. To utter or pronounce brokenly
or with involuntary hesitaticin ; - often with out.
stop undesiredly, as an engine from au overload.
&. In contests, to do less than one's best, as to deceive for stam'mer, n. Act of stammering; defective utterance, or involuntary interruption of utterance; a stutter.
any purpose or to husband strength.
Cant.
stam'nos (stitm'nos), n. [Gr. <TTl1/£VO<,]
Class.
8. To be surfeited, as cattle with eatin((, Dial. Eng.
Archreol. A kind of wine or water vessel.
Btall'age (st611ij), n. [Cf. OF. estallage, of Teutonic
origin. See STALL,n.] 1. Eng. Law. The right of erect- ■tamp (stitmp), v. t.; STAMPED(stitmpt);
STAMP'ING. TME. stampen, AS. stempan
ing a stall or stalls in a fair ; rent or toll paid for a stall,
(prob. influenced by D. or Scand.) ; akin to
:a.A stand or platform. Obs. &, R.
LG. & D. stampen, G. stampfen, OHG. stamp3. Dung of cattle or horses, mixed with straw. Obs.
/On,
Dan. starnpe, Sw. stampa, Icel. stappa, Stamnoa.
■tall board, or stall'board'
(st6l'bord';
201), n. l. A
stout rail or sill under the sash in a shop front;- so called
G. stampf a pestle, and E. step; cf. Gr. <TT<l'/l"'vto handle
roughly.
See STEP,v. i. ; cf. STAMPEDE.
l 1. To crush ;
~~
a projecting or hinged
beat ; thresh ; pound ; bray ; specif., Metal., to crush or
1
a
heavy
stamp,
as
ore in a mill.
pulverize
by
the
force
of
:~c!!1lteif :a::~I:r i~fpiii~:~i::
which
2. To strike or beat forcibly with the bottom of the foot,
atall'-feed'' "· t.; STALII-FEI>'; STALL1-FEED1ING, To feed
or
by
thrusting
the
foot
downward
;
as,
to
stamp
the earth.
and fatten in a stall or on dry fodder; as, to stall-feed an ox.
3. To bring do,m (the foot) forcibly and noisily on the
1tal'llon (stlll'ylfo), n. [ME. stalon, OF. estalon, F. etalon, ground or floor ; as, he .'1iamped his foot with rage.
fr. OHG. stal a stable. See STALL,n.] A male horse not
4. To impress or imprint with some mark, design, or the
castrated ; a male horse kept for bree'1ing.
like ; as, to stamp a plate or cloth with initials ; hence, to
stal'wart (st611wert; stlSI'-; 277), a. [ME . .,taJworth, AS. fix deeply or indelibly, as by impressing or imprinting.
strelwyrtJe,-wierOe, serviceable, for orig. statJolwip,rtJe, lit.,
foundation-worthy, having a firm foundation.
See STAD· wre~~i~ 'we~~~;t:!~lclh~sb~i~~iginal characters on our
DLE; woRTH, a.J l. Stout ; strong ; sturdy ; also, brave ; 6. To cut out, bend, or indent into various forms, by a
valiant. Cf. STALWORTH.
blow or sudden pressure with a stamp, die, or the like; to
2. Violent; tempestuous; as, a stalwa1·t river. Scot.
form, or shape, with or as with a stamp or die.
Syn. - See STRONG.
I that am rudely stamped.
Shak.
ataJ.wart Republican. See STALWART,
n., 2.
8. To indicate as by a mark or stamp; to mark ; disltal 1Wart, n. l. A stalwart person.
tinguish ; as,· the directness that stamp:; an honest man.
2. An unwavering partisan, esp in politics; specif [cap.],
7, To pnt a stamp on; as, to stamp ·a letter for tbe post.
U.S. Politics, one of that faction of the Republican party
to stamp out, orig., to crush out with the feet; as, to stamp
which during Grant's two administrations (1869-1877) built
out a fl.re ; hence, to stop or extinguish by energetic action.
up a very strong "machine."
It opposed Civil Service Re- stamp, v. i, 1. To strike; beat ; crush.
formt favored by President Hales, and his policy of con:a.To strike the foot forcibly and noisily downward.
stamp, n. l, Act of stamping. See STAMP,v.
1
to
2, That which stamps: a Any instrument for making imata'men(sti'meu),n.;p_l. STAMENS
(-menz), or (now Rare)
pressions, or imprints, on other bodies, as a die for coins
STAMINA
tst1£m'l-rn.i). LL. stamen the warp, a thread, fiber,
or medals. b A heavy pestle, raised by water or steam
akin to Gr. unjµ,wv the warp, fr. iuniva.t. to stand, akin to power, for crushing ores. Those stamps in which the blow
E. stand. See STAND;cf. STAMIN,STAMINA.]1. A thread;
of the pestle is caused by its mere weight are called graTlty,
esp., a warp thread of the old-style upright loom.
atampa. By extension, a stamp mill.
:a.The microsporophyll in seed plants; that organ of the or3. gravitation,
The mark, impression, design, or the like, made by
flower Jiving rise to the ma.le gamete or fertilizing cell.
stamping or imprinting ; esp., such a mark or impression
It cons1Sts of the antl,er and the filament. The number of used to give a distinctive value or force to something.
stamens is usua1lv constant within a givert grona, and af ..
The rank is but the guinea's stamp.
BurnR.
4. Specif., an official mark or seal set on things chargeable
often transformed to a petJ:1.las in double roses, etc. Col- with a government duty or tax, or on papers legally requirlectively the stamens form the andrmciuni. See l!'ILAMENT, ing execution under certain conditions, to signify that the
llhtst., POLLEN,2, FBRrILIZATION,2; cf. PISTIL.
duty or tax has been paid, or the conditions fulfilled; as, a
atam'i-na (stilm'i-nti), n. pl. LL,, pl. of stamen the warp.
stamp on a warrant; a notary's stamp on a deed.
See STAMEN.] 1. The fixed, lirm part of a body, which
6. A stamped or printed device or slip of paper, issued by
supports it or gives it strength and solidity, as the bones
the goven1ment at a fixed price, and required by law to be
of animal bodies or the ligneous pa1·ts of trees.
affixed to, or stamped on, certain papers or things, as eviz. Vigor, bodily or mental; capacity to endure strain; dence that the government dues are paid ; as, a postage
power of resistance; staying power; - now chiefly con- stamp,- a receipt stamp; an internal revenue stamp, etc.
strued as sing.
6, = TRADINGSTAMP.
He succeeded to great captains who had sapped the whole
atamina and resistance of the contest.
De Quince11. 7. A character or reputation, good or bad, fixed as if by
distinctive nature or sign ; characteristic
atam'i-nal (-nit!), a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or ronsisting of, imprinting;
mark; as, the stainp of dishonesty.
a stamen or stamens.
Of the s!lme.<1ftt111p 1sthat which is obtruded on us, that an ada:a.Of or relating to the vital strength or power of endur- mant 1:1uspendsthe attraction of the loadstone. S1r 1'. Browne.
ance; exhibiting stamina.
8, Value or authority, as if given by an official stamp.
■tam'i-nate (-ntt), a. [L. staininatus consisting of threads.]
9. A thing stamped. Obs.
Shak.
Bot. Having or producing stamens ; specif., of diclinoue
10. [F. estampe, It. stampa, of G. origin. See STAMP,v.
flowers, having stamens but no pistils. Cf. PISTILLATE.
t.] A picture cut in wood or metal, or one made by inked
ata-min'e-al (stti-mfo'e-111), a. [L. stamineus, fr. stamen
impression from an engraved surface ; a cut ; plate. Obs
thread. J Pert. to, or having or consisting of_,stamens.
11. Make ; cast; form ; character ; as, a man of the
■tamineal column, Bot., an androphore.
same stamp, or of a different stamp.
atam'i-nif'er-ous (stilm 1l-nif'ilr-us), a. [stamen +-ferous.]
12. A halfpenny.
Obs.
Beau. & Fl.
Bot. Bearing or having stamens.
13. pl. a Money, esp. paper money. Slang, U. 8. b
atam'l-no'di-um (-no'dl-um), n.; pl. -mA (-ti). [NL. See Government stamp duties; as, stamps and taxes.
STAMEN;-om. J Bot. An abortive or sterile stamen, as in the
14. pl. Feet; legs. Obs. Slang.
flowers of Parnassia and of some scrophulariaceous plants.
16. Metal. A section of a bloom nicked or partially cnt
■tam'i-nO'dy (stllm'l'.-no'dI), n.
[.,tamen
Gr. •Wo,
through, or broken off to show the grain. Eng.
form. J Bot. Metamorphosis of a flower organ into a stamen. Stamp Act. An act of the British Parliament [1765]imposing a duty on all paper vellum, and parchment used
■tam.'mel (stilm'~l), n. [OF. estamel; cf. OF. estamet a
m the American colonies, and declaring all writinis on uncoarse woolen cloth, LL. starneta a kind of cloth, the same
as staminea, and OF. estame a woo1en stuff. See STAMIN, stamped materials null and void. It was repealed Ill March,
TAIIINE.]
An old kind of coarse woolen cloth dyed red ;
0
¥~s::: ~lt~~!~~ni7&5~td:l~~~;
also, the color of this cloth, or the dye used to produce it.
drew up a petition against this and other measures.
1MERED
■tam'mer (stlm'er), v. i. ,· STAI'II
(-e'rd); STAM:'MER~a.p::~1~1~ro:i~~:iti~:.
is to
ING. [ME. stameren, fr. AS. stamur, stamer, stammeriug;
akin to D. & LG. stameren to stammer, G. stammeln, stamp duty or tax. Law. A duty or tax collected by
means of stamps required to be purchased and affixed to
OHG. stammalOn, stammen, Dan. ,'iiamme, Sw. stamma,
specified articles, as hats, gloves, drugs, etc. ; specif.,_ and
Icel. stama, stamma, OHG. & Dan. slam. stammering, Icel.
usually, such a duty or tax on specified documents having a
stamr, Goth. stamnis, and to G . .'itemmp,11,
to bear against,
legal operation or necessary in legal proceedings..., as deeds,
stumm dumb, D. stom. Cf. STEM to resist, STUMBLE,] promissory notes, etc. Stamp duties were introouced into
1. To make involuntary stops in uttering syllables or England in 1694from Holland,where they had been adopted
words; to hesitate or falter in speaking; to stutter. Techin 1624. Ordinarily a document is not invalid for failure to

4, Tosurfeit;disgust;
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use a stamp, but its use aa evidence or as the foundation
of a remedy is withheld until the stamp is affixed.
(stllmpt), pret. &, p. p. of STAMP,- stamped -.elvet,
velvet stomped with hot dies for crushing down the pile
to show patterns.
stam-pede' (starn-ped'), n. [Sp. estampida (in America)
a stampede, e.stampido a crackling, akin to e~·tampar to
stamp, of Teutonic origin. See STAMP,v. t.] 1. A wild,
headlong scamper, or running away, of a number of animals, usually due to fright; hence, any sudden flight or
dispersion, as of a crowd or an army in a panic.
2. Any sudden rm concerted moviug or acting together of a
number of persons, as from some common impulse; as, a
stampede to the gold regions ; a stampede in a convention.
atam-pede-' (stllm-piW), v. i. ,' STAM-PEIYED(-piid'ed);
1ING (-p8d 1Ing).
STAM-PED
1. To run away in a panic; said of droves of cattle, horses, etc., also of armies.
To move or act together suddenly and unconcertedly.
stam-pede-', v. t. To cause to stampede.
stamp'er (stam']li!r), n, l. One that stamps.
2. Specif. : Post Offices. A canceler of stamps.
3. An instrument for pounding or stamping, as the heavy
metal piece attached to the lower end of a stamp in a
stamp battery for crushing ore ; a stamp head.
4. Any of various stamping machines, as for powdering
calcined flints, cleansing fabrics in a revolving vessel, etc,
4. pl. Feet ; shoes. Obs. Slang.
1pTng),p.pr.
stamp'ing(stllm
&vb. n. ofsTAMP. Hence: n.
1. A noise made by the stamp of feet.
2. Something stamped out of another piece, as by machinery, or pressed or drawn into a definite shape from a blank.
stamping ground, a place much frequented; a favorite or
habitual resort. Slang. - a. mW, Mining, a stamp mill.
stamp mW. Mining. A mill in which ore is crushed with
stamps; also, a machine for stamping ore ; a stamp battery.
stamp note. A stamped certificate from a customhouse
■tamped
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atall'boa.t', n. A kind of fisher's boat. Obs.
■talld. Stalled. Ref. Sp.
atal1 a-cy, n.

0 ;s;:y~~te~1:Lt~
· t ll
ts o•
[Ob J
!i:.iion1:1:~ A 8Ciin or cuttings:
at&llowart. + ~TALWAHT.
sta.ll plate. A plate hearing the
arms of a knight, placed in his
stall.

8Jifnf~

si:=r~J~i.a
1:oe;:eo~e::i~1!:~~Y!g
r!~C· requiring to be stamped be¥ore further metsllurgical treatment.
■tance (stans), n.
[OF. estance a standing, staying, position; in sense 3 F., fr. It. stanza. Cf. STANZA.] 1. A
standstill; pause; stop; halt. Lay Folks Mass Bk. Scott.
2. Intermission; distance; fig., estrangement.
Obs.
3. A stanza. Obs.
C!,apman.
4. Station ; position ; site. Scot.
&. Mode of standing or being placed ; posture ; as, the
stance of a figure in a picture.
8. Golf. The position of a player's feet, relative to each
other and to the ball, when he is making a stroke.
stanch, staunch (stanch; stanch ; 140), v. t.; BTANCHIID,
STAUNCHED
(stancht j stiincht); STANCH'ING,STAUNcH'ING.
[ME. sta(u)nchen,OF. estanchier,F. etanchertostopaliquid
from flowing; akin to Pr., Sp., & Pg. eslancar, It. starware
to weary, LL. stancare (perh. for stagnicare), stagnare, to
stanch, fr. L. stagna,·e to be or make stagnant. Cf. STAGNATE, STANK,n.] 1. To stop or check the flowing of, as
bJood; to stop the flowing of blood from; as, to stanch a cut.
2. To extinguish; quench; allay; quell. Archaic or Dial.
atanoh, staunch, v. i. To cease, as the flowing of blood.
ImmediateJy her issue of blood stanched. Ltd,e viii. 44.
stanch, ataunch, n. l. That which stanches. Obs.
2. A floodgate to accumulate water for flashing a boat
over a shallow in a stream. Cf. STANK.
stanch, staunch, a.,· STANcH'ER,sTAUNcH'ER(stin'ch0r;
1EST, STAUNCH
1EST. [Cf. F. etanclie not leaky,
stiin'-); STANCH
water-tight, OF. estanc dry, fem. estaru:he, Sp. estanco
stopped, tight, not leaky, as a ship. See 1st STANCH,v. t.]
1. Water-tight; sound ; as, a stanch ship; hence, firm;
strong.
2. Firm in principle ; constant and zealous ; loyal ; hearty;
steady; true; steadfast; as, a .,tanch churchman, Tory.
3. Close; secret; private. Obs.
Locke.

~!:J;,-fi;~:
~i~t:;:~H~:~i~~F1~Tw:v~~
1n
ut~:r«re~n~f
firmness of principle. STEADFASTimp,ies unwavering or
1

unswerving

adherence to a course or policy; STANCHem-

~ft;si~:
~~~ieu~~itcle~f;r::, !~~~:to:,1:i~1~~:An:~ih:
ren, be steadfast, unmovable" (1 Cor. xv. 58);
0

0 If
love
... survives~ throu_gh all sorrow, and remains steadfast
with us through all changes " (Thackeray); 0 each stanch
polemic, stubborn as a rock " (Pope). See STRONG.
stanch, staunch, v. t. To make stanch ; to strengthen.
atan'chion (stlln'shun), n. Alsostan'chel. [OF. estanchon,
dial. form of estanran, F. etanron, fr. OF. estance a stay,
a prop, orig., a standing, fr. L. stans, sta.ntis, standiag,
p. pr. ofs/aretostand.
See STAND;cf.STANZA,]
An uprightbar, post, prop, or support, as for a roof,aship's deck,
an awning, or the like,or in a machine frame, etc.; specif.,
an iron mullion in a leaded window.
stan 1chion, v. t. To secure (cattle in a stall) by a stanchion or stanchions, esp. by a pair placed so that the animal cannot withdraw his head from between them.
stand (st~nd), ,,. i. ,' pret. &, p. p. STOOD(stil6d) ; p. pr. &,
1ING. [ME. standen, AS. standan; akin to
vb. n. STAND
OFries. stonda, stan, D. staan, OS. standan, stan, OHG.
stantan, sta.n, G. stehen, Icel. standa, Dan. staae, Sw. st/1,,
Goth. standan, Russ. stoyat', L. stare, Gr. iu·T1ivat to cause
to stand, ~vaL
to stand, Skr. st!tli. Cf. ASSIST,CONSTANT,
CONTRAST,DESIST, DESTINE,ECSTASY,EXIST, INTERSTICE,
OBSTACLE,
OBSTINATE,
PREST, RESTremainder, SOLSTICE,
STABLE,a.& n., STAFF,STAGE,STALL,n.,STAMEN,STANCHION,
STANZA,STATE,n., STATUTE,STEAD,STEED,STOOL,STUDof

n.,

or

stem. Obs.or dial.Eng.var.of
atam'i-nld'i-um (stn.m'l-nYd'I- atam-ped'a-ble (st'i1m-ped'dstan tsb\n). Obs.
Scot. &
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[.~~a~;!~~~~~~::s~t~~~-~;i,~~
A stampede.
To
~~~)lou-iirie~urs~:~./hob-1~~;;, inif'erous.
ate.mp hammer. A power ham- atan'chel, atan'chell (dial.
n. [Prob. fr. Stambm,l. a part of stam'i-node (stl1m'l-ni5d), n. mer that rises and falls verti- Ks!e.e·n,t'r'ehl.e1)
,,,n.,r [cCo!·_LsDTA
.aN/N.EEnLy.J.
Constantinople.] Alon~ outside /Jot. A staminodium.
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2 • .A standard bearer. Ob.'f. ~ R. sta.l'wa.rtrly,adv. of STAI.WART.AA har;h wool~~ Or worsted sta.m'm:r~;, 11:One t1~atstartl, 1
One that stanches, or stop,,
-[menur1,
.
,.. 1e (stl\m'p'l
.
.
■tall'ing-ken', n. A house for re- ata! , W•n.-neBB.
n. S ee -NES!-1. c l oth , ofl en use d f or pem·ten 1·1al mers.
p. pr. atam
ref dli
t
t; -'l),
ta v. i.] ft owmg-;
spec1'f ., a styptic.
ceivingstolengoods.
Cant. stal'worth (st61'w'Urth; str.l'-), shirbi.
[pl. of ,',TAMEN.Iatam'mer-ing-ly. mfr. of stam'l'o ~tu~bl~.as:r~
ata.nchion ffUD· A pirot gun,
8
~~~:.eas ~ .~~e;.:::it!;,R~~h •.8
:t:a:::tisl!1~:-~.a;.,
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stalworthhed.e, n. "Stalworth~ Bta.-min'e-ous (st d:-m'fn't!-'Us), Teutonic orig. Cf ..
v.]
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::tr,~~bc8~tKi,':ng!)!T:.LLOne
who keeps a stall £or selling
atal'worth-y,a. Stalworth. Obs. a. Stamineal.
goods, esp. books,

STAMP,

A kind of dnnce. Oba.

Di':x1.gle:;,.

:t:~t:1~:t:;~!~

1~d~.
8H.
s:ef.P}p. R.
STAMP DUTY,
ata.nch'nes,, n. See-NESS.
atamp'weed', n. Indian mallow. atancht. Stanched Ref. Sp.
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STAND

STANDING

I

horses, SUBSTANCE, SYSTEM.]
1. To take, or be at rest in, stand (stanJ), n. [AS. stand. See STAND, v. i.J 1. Act
of standing or taking one's stand.
an upright or finn positio11; as : a To support one's self
en the feet in an erect or nearly erect position; - opposed
2. Specif., a halt or stop; esp., a halt for defense or re~
to lie, sit, h,·neel, etc. b To be or become upright in its sistance ; as, to come to, or to make, a stand.
proper place, as a tree, a pillar, a house, etc.
3. A place or post where one stands; a station.
Still green with bays ea~h ancient_altar stC!n.ds. Pope.
4. Specif. : a The place where a witness stands to testify
C To take or occupy a (certam) standmg pos1t10u or posin court. b A raised platform or station whence a race or
tu~e; _to take or have one's stand j - used with an adverb
other outdoor spectacle may be viewed; a race course. c
to md1c~te place, posture, or mot10u ; as, to st~rnd aloof,
A starting post for a race. Scot.
awa.y,as1de, back, down, off, out, over, up,_stra~ght, etc.
6. A stall or booth for business; more broadly, any loca2. 'Io occupy or hold a place; to have a situat10n; to be tion or station for business or cousiderell as to its fitue~s
situated or located; as, Paris stands on the Seiue.
for business opportunity; ~s, a cigar stand, a news stand;
3. To c~ase fr?m 1nove~1ent ?r progress; to pause i stop i a cab stand; a good stand for a hotel, store, or the like.
to, rema,m stat~onary or m~ctive.
. .
6. Theat. A town where a touring cornpauy stops for performance ; as, a one-night stan_d.
.
.
.
ca~~eli1~}t~io~~1g;e;h;h:raeih~
;~~~;s~hiY~t~~!~ore t\J~t.t!ll
4. Specif., Huntiug, to point; _ said of a dog.
7 A small table; also, somethmg on or m whtch anythm_g
6. To remain unchanged or unimpaired; to continue effi- may be placed for support; as, a hat, umbrella, or m~1sic
st and ·
cacious or valid; to endure; abide i last. -' That the pur. . .
.
,.
pose of God might stand."
Rom. ix. 11. 8. RanH: ; standmg m 111:e; station. _;.\ow Rare.
6. To hold one's ground; to maintain one's position.
9. A smt, set, or the like ; of. soldiers, a troop ; as, a
By their own conduct they must Mand or fall.
Cowper. st?nd of clothes j a stand, or smt, of armor; a stancf:, or
~1. To assume and maintain a particular position, attitude,
lnve, of bees. See STANDOF ARMS,below. Obs. or Dial.
or the like, as with reference to some question or course
10. Agric., .li'or~stry, etc. _The relative numberofplants~f
of action; to be fixed or steadfast, as in defense or antaga fi~ld crop growmg on a given ai:ea, esp. soon after gerrn1onism; as, to .~landfor temperance; to stand with justice.
nat10n i as, a good stand of corn or cotton. Cf. CATCH,n., 8.
8. To make a stand; to a.ct in opposition or resistance, as 11. A young tree, us1.1allyreserve_J whe~1 other trees are
Shak.
cut; also, a tree growrng or staudmg ou its own root.
to an enemy. "'To be valiant is to stand. '
9. To have or maintain a relative position, order, or rank
12. Cmn. (?f pitch, 250 ~o 300 .pounds.
in or as if in a graded scale of any kind; as, he stands
13 .. A relatively small p1ec~ o! laud measured off (by an
o~c1~l su~veyor) for_sale, _bmldmg, et?.; a lot, esp. one f?r a
first in line of promotion; as a ruler, Elizabeth stood high;
the thermometer stands at 78°; the stock stands above par.
bmldmg site for busmess m town or village. South Africa.
10. To hesitate ; scruple; as, •e will not stand at murder.
14. A cask i a tub; a lar~e b~rrel to hold water or salted
11. To be in some particular ~ate; to be; as, he .stands beef. Obs. 01· Scot. & lhal. Lug.
accused; to stand ready; how does it stand with him?
15. A stanza. Obs.
T. Lodge.
12. To be essentially; to consist; -with in.
~yn. ;-- Stop, lialt, rest, interruptiop, o!:>struction,perplexSacnfice .. which stood only in meats and drinks. Heb. ix. 10, ity, difficulty. embarrassment, hesitat10n.
13. To be consistent ; to agree ; accord ; - followed by at, or to, a. stand, at, or to, a stop or standstill ; esp., in a
with except in the phrase, it stands to reason.
perplexing s!tuation.-s.
ofa.mmun~tion, Mil., formerly,!"
C!)mp1ete b1:ilt-up _rou!ld of spherical field-gun amm~mDoubt me not ; by heaven, I will do nothing
liut what may .~tall(/ with honor.
.Massinger.
t10n, mcludmg proJectlle, powder charge, and connectmg
14. To be a candidate for position or office.
and prot~ctin~ parts; now, a complete met~llic cartridge
He stood to be elected one of the proctors,
Walton.
for a rapid-firmg gun. Rg,re. - B, o~arms, Mil., former~y, a
15. Naut. To hold a course at sea; to sn.il, in a specified
complete set for oue solqier, as a rifle, bayon~t, cartridge
box, and belt; now. the nfle alone 1!,are,exc. m reports of
direction; as, to stand from the shore, for the harbor.
16. To measur~ when erect on ~he_feet.
.
. .
~-nil, ~~l~r;:;i~~~~~~s~1f~!a :r:g1~ 1g~for0 ~rflJf::
17. Cart~ Playing. To be, or sigmfy that one 1s, willmg
Rare, exc. in reports of captures.
to play with one'~ hand as dealt.
.
stand'age
(stan'd'aj), n. 1. Privilege of, or room for,
18. To cost i as, it stood ~ea groat. Obs. or Scot. & Dia!.
standing, as of cattle, or a fee paid for it.
19. To_concern; to be of mterest or ~dvantage (to); as, it 2. Jfining. A reservoir in which water accumulates at the
sto?d him to _leave the country for a time.
.
bottom of a miue; a sump.
~aih~trt~~~;~i:tii;:.transista~d'ar_d _(-d<ird), n. [OF. estandnrt, F. eten!lard, of Te~10 !ifl;~~:iii::n:i~(){;~i~d
tome origm. In some senses_ fr. E. stand, mfluenced m
to sta.nd and deliver, to halt an~ hand over valuables, etc.; formerly used in the imperative as a challenge by footpa!ls.
form by the word fr. F. meam.ng banner.
See ST:lND,1.J.;
- to s. by. a To be near ; to be present. b To be set aside
-ARD, or HARD.] 1. Sometlung elevated as a s1g11al or
beaeon. Ohs.
Cath. A n.gl.
with disregard. '"The commands stand by neglected." lJr.
H. ffore. c To maintain; defep.d; sup~ort; as, to stanfi by
2. a A figure adopted asan emblem by any organized body
ones party; also, to be or contmue serv19eable t9. d Aaul.
of people; as, the eagle ,vas the standard of the Roman
i/~n~elri~::~; 1!fi~~h~et~ ~t~~~ag; ~~fs~1\h~h!i;!~f:J~ :_!:J l~gion; sp~cif., Her:, a long, narrow, tapering flag of con8, tor. a To repreRent; to be a symbol for; as, the judicial
s1de1:able s1z€: aud richness _used by a noble or leader on
ermine stands for justice. b To g"narani:ee or be sponsor
special O?C~s10ns, and bearmg badges, mottoes, and the
for. Colloq. -to s. in, to cost; to represent a (certain) exlike; - distmg. from a banner. b Loosely, a banner; as,
pense to. -to s. in one's light. to take a position harmful
the British royal standard.
to one's interest. -to s. in with, to join; to be a partner
3. A standard bearer. Rare.
with; specif.,to be in secret,pr9fitable alli~nce with. 1:J~lang, 4. That which is set up and established by :tnthority as a
0
fc;nf
;·T~·k!!~tk:i1si~~iesf1~f;re~~~1~r;~~c~1~riietr~
rule _for the measure ?f_q11ant_itY;weight, ~xtent, Yalue, or
course, or acquaintance. d To appear prominent; to stand
quah~y; esp., the ongmal specimen weight or measure
out. Obs. or R. --to s. off and on, Naut., to remain near, as
sanct10ned by government, as the standard pound, gallon,
a coast, by sailing toward and then from it. - to s. on or yard, meter, or the like.
upon. a To depend upqn; as, my right sfa!i.ds upO'I}, ~y
5. That which is established by authority, custom, or gentitle deed. b To deem important; to magmty; to ms1st
eral consent, as a model or example; criterion; test.
The conrt. which used to he the standard of propriety and coron; as, to stand on one's rights. C To be satisfied or conrectness of speech.
Swift.
vinced of. Shak. d To concern; interest; to be incumbent
upon. eToprolongconsjderation
of; dweJl upon. Now Rare.
6. Coinage. a Legal weight and fineness of the metal
Baron. fNaut. Tocontmueon,t"qesamet~ckorcom,:se.-to
used in coins. b The standard of value (see in ythrases)
1
of a monetary sys~em, being _in moderu systems gold (the
~'r°:d.:~tt~~~·Jtisc;°~diftl1tie~l~~1~aY
Dial. -to 8 • one in stead, to be of use or advantage.
H The
gold standard) or silver (~lie silver standard). _
smallest act ... shall stand us in great stead." Atterbury.
7- In the common English, and some colomal, schools, a
-to s. on one's own legs or feet, to support one's self; to
grade or class; as, the first stan.dm·d (the next above the
be indepf!ndent. -to s. out. ~ 1:0project_; to be pr9minent
infauts' classes and lowest of the graded classes).
or COHSI?ICU?US.
b To re~s1st m reso]ut1on or resistance i 8. (!hiefly Technical. An upright suppo!t, as any of the
0td1;;t~~ ~ 0 !~~~~-ed8
~~.t;~
~t~~~2~bm~~nio-;:~~the
vertical P.?les of~ s_raffold, e1th~r of the side supports of a
Poker. To play, or signify one's intention of playing, one's
lathe, sewing machme, etc_., a stand for _ala11;1p,the post or
sheath of a plow, or the _hke; any upright m frami_ng; a
hand as dealt, without resorting to the draw. b Hence,
Colloq., to oppose change of any kind ; esp., [J. S. Politics,
quarter or stnd; hence, 1n general, a bearer or bearmg, as
to oppose any change in policy, esp. in the tariff policy.
either of the pedestals carrying a dynamo armature.
lead9. I(,'lec. A guyed upright iron pole on the top of a roof,
The phrase was ftr~t used to express the attitude <_>f
ers of the Republtcan ~arty by Senator Hanna m 1902. with brackets insulators etc or a braced cluster or stack
~~~: :8.s::,nd~p¥~~1J~t
p~t:s!~E:ti~!s:ei~rz;~i:
of sue~ poles,' for ?arryin'g o;;rhead wir~s.
.
to stand to one's oars. b To stand sponsor for (a clfiild). 10. Figure Weavmg. A heddle ~haft mto _wlnch a half
Dial. Eng.- to s. together, to be consistent; to agree. -to s. heddle has been looped by passmg the twme over and
under, to undergo; to withstand.
~~ Stand under grievous
through the eyes of the shaft.
Shak. - to s. up ~or, to defend; justify; to
11. Shipbuilding. An inverted knee timber placed upon
imposition."
support, or attempt to support. -to s. upon. = To STAND the deck instead of beneath it.
ON. -~o s. ~P to, to, meet fairly and_fully, as a danger, a foe," 12. Jtbrestry. a A tree permitted to remain after coppice
an obhgat10n, one sword or prom.~se. .
felling. Cf. STANDEL, b Any tree from one to two feet in
stand (stand), V. t. 1. _To set upnght, to cause to st and;
diameter breast-high.
c A unit of timber measurement,
as, to stand a_man o_n~us feet. .
being equal to about 200 feet board measure.
2. Toend_ure, ~ustam, _tol~rate, bear, a~, to_stand_the cold.
13 . Hort. A tree, shrub, or herb grown with an erect, tree~- To res1st, w1th?ut Y/,eldmg or recedmg' to withstand.
like stem, and not dwarfed by grafting on the stock of a
Love &too~th e siege.
.
Dryden.
smaller species nor trained upon a wall or trellis.
4 · To suf::1J~,!~u}ti~ j~f:~~n~~f:·Roman
senate. Adrhion14. Bot. A ve~ilh~m.
6. To abide by; to hold to, as one's word. Obs. or R.
15. A large drmkmg cup or goblet. Cf. STANDINGCUP.
6. To be at the expense of ; to pay for ; as, to stand treat ; 16. A coffer ; a large chest. ~bs.
to stand the shot. Colloq.
Thackeray.
17. A co~p~eteas_sortment; smt; set. Obs. Cf. STAND,n.., 9.
Syn._ See BEAR.
18. A prmctpa~ dish at table.. 0/Js.
to stand a cha.nee, a show, etc., to have a chance or a likeli19. An old resident; an offictal or servant who has been
hood or possibility. - to s. a watch, Chiefly Naut., to serve
long established.
Dial. Eng.
.
fora turn of duty with the port or starboard watch; hence,
Syn. -STANDARD, CRITERION.A STANDARD
1s an accepted
or established rule or model; CRITERIONadds to standard
to serve for a turn of any duty. -to s. fire. a 1lfil. &· Nav.
To receive the fire of an enemy without giving way. b
the implication of·a test: as, '"The French have set up
purity for a standard of their langnage; and a masculine
To resist heat; to be capable of exposure to high tempervigor is that of ours" (Dryden);'" Wordsworth was wholly
atureswithout material damage. -to s. off, to hold at bay,
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a person or community
tends to insist. - standard oJ
deferred payments,. a function of money which is aft'ected
by different conditions from those which govern its operation as a medium of exchange or as a measure of value
in the old or traditional sense, because the time which
may elapse between the creation and the settlement of a
debt may witness great changes in the purchasing power
of the article used as money. - s. of life or living, au irreducible minimum of economic goods and services which
a given community or given class in the community insists
on having, and in default of which it will steal or die. -- 8.
ot valuei Econ., the commodity which is made the measure
of value in any comparison of values; specif., that which.
is made the measure of value in any monetary system.
stand'ard
(stRn'd<ird), a. 1. Being, affording, or according
with, a standard for comparison and judgment; as, standard time ; standard weights and measures; a standard
authority i standard gold or silver. The term is officially apg~f~~0t~ig;;f~r~~~~a;;~~ffe~rc~~cfii~~~!~~if1e~}~~~~1J;:;
of material; as, standard cocoa, ginger, glucose, meats, etc.
2. Hence: Having a recognized and permanent value; as,
.'itandard works in history; standard authors.
3. Hor/. Of the form of a standard ; not trained to a wall
or support ; as, standard fruit trees.
standard alphabet. See LEPSIUS ALPHABET.
- s. candle. Photometric .Measurements. See CANDLE,n., 6. Also, the light
given by such n.candle, used as a unit for comparisons. s. cell, Elec., a cell used as a standard of electromotive

~o~~~P~:: ~~t~!r~E~~l~!cifa°t~J!~~~ct
~~~~~~~bfe1~t~
abnormal influences, the courses being set by comparison
of the steering compass with it. - s. deal. See 5th DEAL,n~,
1. - s. gauge or gage. a Mach. (1) A template or pattern
for gauging the dimensions or shape of standardized parts.
~~e!e~:~Jea~s:dr~fJie~~~.ti~t~lt~~re~:!~~f\t:u!~~'ki~:
8
Pr~~:r 0 fi1i::e:s··f~;\;~:~::~d
g~~~t
this is, for gold, .916 (}½), for silver, .925; in the
0
1
re~it;~~~~i!P~ :. ~~~
~oit~ii~~ ofsit;~g:
ard or accurately known strength, used as a reagent. s. speed, Nav., in. the United States navy, a speed set by
the admiral in command. Whatever it is, full speed is one
quarter greater, half speed one quarter less, slow spFed
one half less. Reserve speed is all possible speed with full
boiler vower. - s. star, a star which, its position and proper motion being well known, is used as a standard in deterf.!}ining time, latitude, the positions of other heave!llY.
bodies, etc. - s. timber. See TJMBER,n., 1. - s. time, the c1v1l
time established by law or by general usage over a region
or country.
In England the standard time is Greenwich
mean solar time. In the United States and Canada four
standards of time have been adopted by the railroads since
1883and accepted by the people, viz., Eastern (colo~ as_in
11~\~~r:~ln
(y:R~';)~~Or~~::o~d}~:~~,v~~ft
~~~al
of the 75th, BOth,105th, 120th, anr (in Alaska) 150th meridians west from Greenwich, and being therefore five, six,
seven, eig·ht, and ten hours slmver than Greenwich time.
Changes from one standard to another are made at promi-

g~lcf~~s~v!iJr~li~

I~

J;ritain

~~itr1~~°Ci1~;~1~:~

ti~~

T~J:d~~-iigi~:;i~~,hAtf:1~t~~·~1~~~~~i~dE~:t~;~ ~~ ~:~fr~i
time and 11fre t·e1·sa. A fifth standard, lntercolonfol, or
Provincial, time, corresponding to the 60th meridian and
one hour earlier than Eastern time, is used by Halifax and
a few adjacent cities. -s. type. See TYPE.-s. white oil.
See KEROSENE,
---s. wira gauge or gage. See WIREGAUGE.
standard
bearer.
a An officer or soldier of an army, company, battery, or troop, who bears a standard; hence, the
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standard
coppice.
Forestry. Co11pice contai11ing standards. Called also co])pice under standards.
standard forest. Forestry. A forest of standards.
stand'ard-lze (stan'd<ir-dlz), v. t.; -IZED (-dizd); -iz'ING
(-diz 1Ing). To reduce to, or compare with, a standard i to
render standard ; to determine the strength, scale value,
etc., of, by comparison with some standardj as, to standm·dize a solution; to standardize a voltmeter. - stand'ard-1-za'tlon
(-<lI-za'shUn; -di-z['sh'Un), n. -stand'ardiz'er (-diz 1er), n.
stand'ard-wlng', n. a A curious bird of paradise (Semioptera u·allacii) which has two long special feathers standing erect on each wing. b The pennant-winged nightjar.
stand 1-by 1 , n. One that stands by one in need ; one to be
relied upon either for regular use or for an emergency.
stand'lng, p. a.. 1. Upright or erect; upright on the feet
or in place; as, a standing audience; standing grain.
2. At rest ; specif., of water, not flowing i stagnant.
3. Not transitory; not liable to. fade or vanish; lasting;
as, a standing color.
4. Established by law, custom, or the like ; settled; permanent; as, a standing army; standing committees.
6. Notmovable;fixed; as, astandingbed. Cf. TRUNDLE-BED.
6. Done from a standing position i as? a standing jump.
standing army, a permanent army of paid soldiers. Cf.
MILITIA.- s. band, a band of linen starched or wired, forSe~rl[E~~:nn~~~~ s~1t!o~:.c:·fix~i ~~!1~Ynbiic'tr.- Cf.b:~~:
NINGBLOCK.-8. bolt. =STUD BOLT. - s. committee, in legislative bodies, churches, etc., a committee to consider subjects of a particular class arising during a stated period.
-s.cup, a tall goblet,with a foot and a cover.
Cf. STANDARD,n., 15.- s. cypress, a handsome polemoniaceous herb ( Gil-ia corono-

fi{0~~~i"i
~~:.!~i:aer;a~~it;tl!·!~1k~a~f

scarlet tubular flowers. - s. finish, Arch.,
that part of the interior fittings, esp. of a
dwellmg house, which is permanent and

t!~~s~1i~~e:.·
o~~bJ;: s;eJY,·!~A,J·o-;-de:1:tt
ways in force and not subject to change

~r
apa~T,~a~~fcf
r~~f!Yr!lle~~~ir1~~~llif
ance and government of procedure which
0

endure through successive sessions until
vacated or repealed; - <listing., in Eng.
parliamentary practice, from sessional orders. c Eccl. The denomination established Sta ing Cup.
by law; - a term formerly used in Connecticut of the Con~:~t~~i~~~: JJ~a~~eNt~-~t~!~~~~~; ;:o~~f,1~e:l!~i &~~~ ~~!-~:~:~aJo~~a,v}1~1~~nr.in~:~o~A;·;~~~ ~\:t~~l!~l-1est cri- gregational Church. the State church until 1818.- s. part.
to maintain one's position.
standard of comfort, Econ., the degree of comfort on which
Naut. a That part of a tackle made fast to the block, or to
coarse stuff for clothing. Obs. stand'fnr'ther,
n.
Quarrel;
1ta.nd'ant. p.a. Standin~. Oh~. stand'el, n. [From STAND, n.] pillar i,mpport. Dial. Eng. c A sta.nd.'er-by', n. A bystander.
standfra.
n. [stand + (proh.) aloofness. /)ial. Rng,
stand'
Forf'.~t,·11.
A
standard.
Oh.~.
scout
or
watcher
for
a
thief
or
er-grass'
(stan
'der-gr8.s'
>,
1tand'bed', n. A bed with
dial. f'1·a fro, from.] Unywld- stand' -fur'ther•off', n. A kind
posts. on.~.
standel'Welks, sta.ndelwort, n, footpad. Old Slang. d Eccl. u. Male orcl'lis Dml. Eny.
ing; 'haughty; reserved. Obs. of coarse cloth. Cf. STAND-FARHist. See PENITENT, n., 2.
sta.ndert. + ~TANDARD.
1tand'boa.rd', n. A standing Standergrass. 00s.
table. Obs.
stand'er. 11. 1. One that stands. I] sta.n'de-rath', or St&n'de-rat' stand' er-wort'( stti.n'der-w0.rt1 ), stand'ful, n. [Cf. dial. stand a OFF- Oln:.
1tan-ded.
t STOXJ':-DEAD.
stand hawk Th~ kestrel, from
2. Hence: a Forestr,/. A stand- (shtCn'de-rriV), n. [G.] Swit- 11. Standergrass
?aa~~iii~J."' <5bs~nt)cot~ its hovering. Brit.
zerland.
See
LEGISLATURE,
n.
A
kind
of
stand'
..
far-off',
atand-ee', n. See -EE. Colloq. ard. Obs. b J.l!ining. A coal-

i~gfif

1ood, ro~ot; out, oil;

chair;

go, sing, IIJk; f!lten, thin;
Full

explanations

nat!fre, ver<!!Jre (250); K=ch
of Abbreviations,

in G. ich, ach (144); boN; yet; zh=z

Starns, ete., ln1medlately

precede

the Vocabulary.

in azure.

Numbers refer to§§ in Gt1mL
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STANDING

ST.Ak

any microorganism of this type. Staphylococci are the
ordinary causal agents in localized abscesses, in pustules,
boils, etc. - ataph'y-lo-ooo1o1o (sta1 1I-lli-kok 1sYk), n.
of a rope at the end which is fastened
1y-lo'ma (-lo 1m<i), n. [L., fr. Gr. <TTa<pv)\.wp.a,
ataph
fr.
~~;;t~~lycgu~~fn~:~:_ ::..!i8Jcs~~~~~
ing piece. a standing cup. Obs. - s. press Print. &- Bookliin<ling, a press in wluch sheets or books are piled and
occurring in cassiterite and produced artificially as a uTa<pv/1.11a bunch of grapes.] lffed. A protrusion of any
staph'y-lo-mat'io
(-1/i-milt'part
of
the
globe
of
the
eye.r:ressed. - a. rig~,
Naut., the cordage or ropes which suslk), a. - staph 1y-lom'a-toua (-lom'<i-tus; -lo'm<i-tus), a.
~~h~~el~~~~Pi!1o~~hi~~wg1:!s,!t~.i~~s~p;:Id:,i:~!\Yo:~~!~
the bowsprit,
ataph'y-lo-plall'ty (stilf'Y-1/i-plas'tl), n. [staphyloatand'ing (stan'ding), n. 1. Act of one that stands or ~1ti:ar1~l:~:~ng~~~ttJ:~tiB~
-plasty.] Surg. A plastic operation for remedying defects
sal ammoniac it crystallizes, forming mosaic gold.
comes to a stand; the state of being erect on the feet; stand.
of the soft palate. -staph 1y-lo-plas'tio (-lli-plile1trk), a.
stan'nite (stan'it), n. lff-in. A steel-gray or iron-black ataph
2. Place to stand in ; station ; stand.
1y-lor'a-phy
(-lor'ri-H), n.
[staphyloGr.
mineral of a metallic luster occurring iu granular masses ; ataph'y-lor'rha-phy
3. Condition in society ; relative position ; reputation;
pa.rrT«v to sew: cf. F. staphylortin pyrites. It is a compound of tin, copper, iron, and sulrank ; as, a man of good standing, or of high standing.
The
plastic
operation
of
uniting
a
cleft
rapltie.]
Burg.
phur, and sometimes zinc. H .• 4. Sp. gr., 4.3-4.52.
4. Maintenance of position or condition ; duration ; as, a stan'no- (stlfo'li-). [L. stannurn tin.] Chem. A combining
palate. - ataph'y-lor-aph'ic, ataph1y-lor-rhaph 11o (-llicustom of loug sland111g; an officer of long standing.
form (also used adjectively) denoting relation to, or con- raf'Yk), a.
atand'ish (stau'd!sh), n. [stand+ dish.] A stand, or nectfon with, tin, or indicating tin as an ingredient.
ataph'y-lot'o-my (-lot'li-mI), n. [.,tap/Jylo- + -tomy.]
case, for writing materials.
stan-no'so- (sti:C-n0's'o-)1 a. Chern. A combining form (also Surg. a The operation of removing a staphyloma by cutatand'-olf', n. 1. Act of standing off.
dng. b InciRion or excision of the uvula.
used adjectively) denoting relation to, or connection with,
2. A counterbalancing effect ; ueutralization ; by extensta'ple (sta'p'l), n. [Prob. fr. D. stapel a pile, stocks, emcertain stannou.s·cornpouuds.
sion, in games, contests, bets, etc., a tie; a draw.
porium, akin to AS. stapol a post, pillar, step, threshold,
atan'no-type
(stan'li-tip'),
n.
[stanno+-type.]
a
A
pho-stand 1-off'iBh, a. - atand'-off'ish-ness, n.
G. stapel a heap, mart, stake, stajJ'el step of a ladder, Sw.
tograph taken upon a tin plate; a tintype.
b A modificastand'plpe' (stilnd 1pip'), n. a A high vertical pipe or res- tion of the woodburytype in which a gelatin intaglio, pro# stapel pile, heap, stocks, Dan. stabel, and E. step: cf. OFervoir for water used to secure a uniform pressure in a tected by a sheet of tin foil pressed into intimate contact
e.~taple a mart, F. etape, fr. D. or LG. In sense 7 prob. fr.
supply _system. b = MOUTHPIECE,
5 b.
OF. estaple a post or stake to which different things were
with its surface, is used ·as a plate from which t.o print.
atand1point' (-point'), n. [Cf. G. standp1t11kt.] A fixed stan'nous (-Us), a. Chem. Pert. to, or containing, tin;
fastened, the same word ; cf. F. etaple an anvil used in nail
point or station; a position from which objects or princimaking. The orig. sense was perh. a support, a fl.rm framespecif., designating compounds in which tin has a valence
ples are viewed, and according to which they are compared
1, A settled
of two, as contrasted with stannic. - stannous chloride, a work, hence, goods piled up. See STEP.]
and judged ; as, the historical standpoint.
mart ; an emporium ; a city or town to which merchants
1
atand'Btfil' (-st!ll ), n. 1. A standing without moving
brought commodities for sale or exportation in bulk; a
~~~po~iti~'
~~!~f1~~1:ar~~~
s~{if~~i~c~lg~~~
lorward or backward ; a stop ; a state of rest.
clinic crystals (tin crystals or tin ,mlt) containing two moleplace for wholesale traffic. In England, formerly, the
cules of water. The latter is used as a mordant.- a. oxide,
2. Astron. The downward direction from maximum in the
king's staple was established in certain ports or towns, and
a black powder or dark-green crystalline substance, SnO,
light curve of a variable star, when interrupted by a secaertain goods could not be exported unless brought there
which on heating in air burns, forming stannic oxide.
ondary rise in brightness.
to berated and charged with the duty. The chief of these
atan'num
(-llm),
n.
[L.,
alloy
of
silver
and
lead;
later,
Btand'-UP', a. 1. Erect; upright; specif., of a collar, stiff
staple commodities were wool, skins, and leather. The law
tin. J Chem. Tin.
and high with no fold.
merchant as administered in the courts of the staple, or
2. Done, taken, etc., while in a standing position ; as, a stan'za (stiln'z<i), n.;pl. E. -ZAS (-z<iz), It. -ZE (etan'tsa). [It.
staple courts, was sometimes called the law of the at&ple,
stanza
a room, habitation, a stanza, i.e., a stop, fr. L. stans,
stand-up lunch; ·specif., Cant, designating a fight with few
p. pr. of stare to stand. See STA.ND
j cf. ESTANCIA,
STANCE, and under it aliens were tried by a jury of aliens. Hist.
or no false falls and little retreating.
Colloq.
2. Hence, place of supply ; source ; market.
STANCHION.] 1. Pros. A group of verses or lines comStan-ge'ri-a (stlln-je'rY-<i),n. [NL., after one Dr. Stanper,
Whitehall naturally became the chief staple of news. Macaulay.
binedaccording to a typical scheme, and constituting one of
who introduced it. J Bot. A email genus of South Afncan
3. The principal commodity of traffic in a market ; a chief
such identically formed divisions of a song or poem;-also
cycads having a short or nearly hypogeous trunk, aud
commodity
or production of a place ; as, wheat, maize,
called strophe, which is used preferably of classical verse.
bracted stro biles.
2. Arch. An apartment or division in a building; a room and cotton are great staple., of the United States.
S. pa rad oxa is the
4.
The
principal
constituent in anything; chief item.
or chamber; as, Raphael's Stanze in the Vatican.
Hottentot's-head.
6. Unmanufactured material; raw material.
Syn.-See
vBRSE.
atan'hope (stiln'6.
a
A
lock
of
wool
as it grows on the sheep and as it apstan-za'ic (stln-zi'Tk),a. Pert. to, or consisting of, stanzas.
hop; etiln'~p), n. a
pears in the shorn fleece. b The general fiber of wool,
ata-pe'di-al (stti-pe'dl-iil), a. [LL. stapes stirrup.] Anat.
A style of buggy
cotton,
flax,
or
the
like,
commonly used as an index of
Of or pert. to the etapes.
typically with high
ata-pe'di-na (st<i-pe'dY-ii.s), n. [NL., fr. stapes.J Anal. & quality or fitness for being combed; as, a fine or long staple.
e ea t and closed
7.
A
loop
of
iron,
or
a
bar
or wire, bent and formed with
ZoOl. A small muscle of the middle ear of mammals arising
back and charactwo points to be driven into wood, etc., to hold a hook, pin,
from the wall of the tympanum and inserted into the
terized by a heavy
or
the
like
;
also,
a
similarly
shaped piece of thin wire,
neck of the stapes. Its tendon someerect piece (the
driven through papers, etc., and clinched to bind them.
times contains a slender spine of bone.
St&nhope pllla.r) at
Sta-pe'li-a (-II-a), n. [NL., after Joannes
8. A supporting poet or frame, as of a bed. Obs. or R.
eaeh side, straightStanhope b.
Bodreus a Stapel, a physician
9. l!Iining. a A shaft, smaller and shorter than the prinedged behind where the seat panels join it but curved in
and botanist of Leyden. J Bot.
cipal one, joining different levels. b A small pit. Eng.
front, forming the front of the arm rest above and merg10. Founding.= CHAPLET,7.
A large genus of African
ing into an open sill below. b Hence, any high buggy in
asclepiads. They are suc11. A district granted to an abbey. Obs.
Camden.
which the side construction follows such Jines.
ata'ple, a. l. Pertaining to, or being a market or staple
Stan-ho'Pe-a (et~n-ho'pe-<i), n. [NL., after Philip Henry,
hf~~t
for, commodities; as, a staple town. Now Rare.
stems, like the joints of a ..
5th Earl Stanhope.] a Bot. Age.
2. Established in commerce; occupying the markets; setcactus. The oddly colored
nus oftropicalAmericanepiphytic
""
tled ; as, a staple trade.
Dryden.
flowers, often several
orchids having pseudo bulbs, each
3. Fit to be sold ; marketable.
Rare.
Swift.
inches
across,
and
in
S.
of which sends up a single large
4. Regularly produced or made in large quantities; beglgantea a foot or more
leaf and a raceme of large fralonging to wholesale traffic; hence, principal; chief.
across, have usually the
grant flowers of various colors
odor of carrion. Also [l.c.],
\Vool, the great sf<qJlecommodity of England, llallam.
and markings. The sepals are
a plant of this genus.
Bta'Ple, v. t.; STA'PLED (eta'p'ld);
STA 1PLING (-pling)_
nearly equal ; the lip is more or
&ta'pes(stii'pii.z), n. [LL.,
1. To secure by a staple or staples.
less contorted, with fleshy appena stirrup.] Anal.&: Zool.
2. To sort according to its staple ; as, to staple cotton.
dages. Also [l. c.], a plant of
a The innermost of the
stapling machine. = STAPLER,3.
this genus. b [/. c. J A perfume Stanhopea. Flower of S. chain of ossicles of the ear
sta 1pler (-pier), n. 1. A dealer in staple goods.
made from orchids of this genus.
m.•nyms.
of mammals ; the stirrup
·
2.
One employed to assort wool according to its staple.
bone. It has the form of a
Stanhope levers. A system of levers devised by Charles,3d
3. A machine that binds papers together with wire staples.
stirrup, the base occupyEarl Stanhope, and applied in 17!!8
star (stiir), n. [ME. sterre, AS. steorra ,· akin to OFries.
to his (the first) iron printing
ing the fenestra ovalis of
Stapelia (S. asterias).
stera, OS. sterro, D. ster, OHG. sterno, ste1·ro, G. stern,
press to cause the platen to dethe tympanum, and the head being connected to the incus.
Icel. stjarna, Sw. ,'ifJ°erna,Dan. stierne, Goth. stairno, Bret.
scend with decreasing rapidity
b In other vertebrates, the inner segment of the columella
and so with increasing force.
c
~D 1
& Com. stere11, L. stella, Gr. ti.crTl]p,0.uTpov, Skr. star;
auris, or, sometimes, the entire columella.
stan'na-ry (etiln'<i-rI), n.; pl.
......_AStaph
perh.
fr. a root meaning, to. scatter, Skr. str, L. sternere
1y-le 1a(staf 1I-le'<i), n. [NL., earlierStaphylodendron,
-NARIES(-rlz). [LL. stannaria.] Stnnhope
~eve'.!'• A
(cf. STRATUM), and originally applied to the stars as being
fr. Gr. crra.c/:mi\:l]
cluster of grapes; -so named from the
strewn
over the sky, or as being scatterers or spread ere
A t_in mine; _ti~ wo~ks ; also, a
fa
clustered fruit. J Bot. A small genus of shrubs, the bladof light. Cf. ASTER,ASTEROID,
ASTRONOMY,
CONSTELLATION,
region containrng tm works. c and D \1ovable Joints; der
nuts, type of the family Staphyleacere.
They have
DISASTER,STELLAR.] 1. Any of the self-luminous bodies
stan 1na-ry, a.
E Point of Connection
0~}t!tI{~ 0 Aig;;:s~!u~~~~d:i
stan'nel (-~!),
or atannel with Screw of Press.
seen in the heavens; any heavenly body other than the sun,
~~~~~\~~panimoon, comets, meteors, and nebulre. Astronomically the
hawk. [AS. stiingella, 'iangilla; properly, stone yeller, Staph1y-le-a1oe-ai (-lt-a 1st-e), n. pl. [NL.] Bot. A family
sun is often considered a star, because its spectrum is
i. e., a bird that yells from the rocks. See STONE,YELL;
of plants (order Sapindales), the bladder-nut family, having
practically identical with the spectrum of nearly half of
cf. STONEGALL.] Tba kestrel.
Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
compound leaves, perfect regular flowers with introrse anatan'nlo (-Ik), a. [L. stannum tin: cf. F. stannique.] Clum,. thers, and inflated capsular fruit. There are about 5 genera,
t~e
b~~1 1:ea~:a1aA;:t:~ic~str~~eo~:;~~
Of, pert. to, or containing, tin; specif., designating comwidely distributed. -staph'y-le-a'oeous
(-shits), a.
Bayer (1572-?1625) instituted the modern method of desigpounds in which tin has a valence of four, as contrasted
staph 1y-lo- (stilf 1Y-lli-), staphyl-. Combining form from
with stannous. - stannic acid. a A substance (a.-sta.mrlcacid) Greek crra.t/>vA:YJ,
~~~i
~f 8
bunch of grapes, the uvula, chiefly used
bet, fo[owed by Roman letters if necessary. Catalogue
with reference to the uvula.
fci~To~
!t~~l:tii~f~ricf!~~iE:r~a~Ini)~~:~~%1iii~~
numbers
are
used
for
even
fainter
stars. The decimal
coc- magnitudes (see MAGNITUDE,n., 5) from
It dissolves in alkalies, forming salts, as Na2SnOa, b A ataph'y-lo-ooo'oua (-kok'ii.s), n. [NL.; staphylo-1.4 to 1.5 corcus.] Bacteriol. a [cap.] Syn. of Mrnnococcus. b Any
white pewder (metastannlc acid or {:3-stannicacid) obtained
respond to the old designation ffrst '11lagnitude,· 1.6 to 2.5
of various species of Mforococcus (as])f. pyogene,r;or its vato second magriitude; 2.6 to 3.5 to third magnitude, and
~L1!e~\\~g;Ah :\~li~~,°:~~1!!S~u3~~~i:_a.~ithlc!fd~~~~~ici!:
rieties) in which the cocci form bunches or clusters; hence,
so on. In every case the letter or numeral is followed by
any point or object.

b That part of a rope around which

;,'t!!~\
~t:~~
to anything. - ate.nd-

l,'!~)f
•~1"H:~~e;a;l~1!Y~o~n~P~~sftft~:

Iese, mobile liquid SnCI,, which fumes in the air, obtained
by heating tin or stannous chloride in chlorine gas. Mixed
with a little water it solidifies to a soft crystalline mass,

t~:

tin°r~l!:Us~b~:

r:!::a\~efi~=~!sa:the
~h~-~usds:~J>~t!~:~
and

+

0i~0!11:
t:~lhl~
~\~1:!~:a~}

l

:n~!~

+

!1\\~

~~i:J';..~~J;;':,
ii~~

GB

s

~Bt1it} FB~:t
l;~~~:
!

n.,

~;i~~!l!i

~f:S

~:~~~:actreet
st=::J~~r::
cilr~!gr:tt:~!
tf~Vt¾~e~Y:1:1:~::

~f

+

:~d'N:et'~;t~~f~~tt:~iZ:;
STA NU.
1~a:~{~rming
a

:::::?:~!;
~=
I). 1.

atandrest
MISERERE,4.
■tane. T STAIN; STOW, place.
~!~?!~~NE.Scot. & dial. Eng.
ata.ne'chat' (..chtit'), atane'•
ch&ck' (ch8.k'). ata.ne'chack'er,
n. Stonechat. Scot. it Dial. Eng.

etuene

T

sToNEN.

■tan'er (stlin'r!r).
STANNER,

Scot. var. of

■ta.ne'-raw'

(stin'r6 1 ),or st&n' ey..ra,g' (stin'l-rlig'l• n. \AS.
Rtiin stone + 1·agu ichen.
A
(Parmelia saxat1lis)
lichen
yielding a purple dye. Scot •
....
T STANK
[STING.,
.tang ( stllng). Archaic pret. of

rrt:of:.T?e~
~t~!fin;: i'!bl~:

n&Jlg (dial. sting, sti\n~), v. t.
&- i. t n. [ Akin to stmg: cf.
lcel. stanga to ~rick.] Sting ;

:r:.~
bb~~~

t lfi~ l!:~
ale, senite, cAre, •m, account, iirm, ask, sofci; iive, Gvent, l!nd, reci!nt, maker; ice, Ill; old, llbey, 6rb, Md, sl>ft, cclnnect; iise, ~te,
~c~t~0

UForelp

Word.

+Obsolete

Variant

or.

+ combined

with.

= eqaalo.

lirn, itp, circ1is, menu;
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STAR
the Latin ,:nitlve of the constellation name. Variable
stars are o ten designated by the capital letters R, s, T,
etc., followed by the appropriate constellation genitive.
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points of stars are due to scintillation
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fJ Coronm
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Group in
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a. Ursre
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/J Geminorum
Cluster in
a. Canis
Minoris
')J Geminorum

Plolade■
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039 S1829
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0 IS S919 Prmnpe
II 44 NI5 5 ProcyOll
1 4 81040
Prop111
L5M S2222 Rall&lu

f,A, Leonia

~tip.

1058 N6214
II 9 N21 I Rua.lb ..
15 23 N5911 gue
Rastaban
340 N2350 B.egul111
1141 N4811 RI.gel
Rlgll Kent&llr118
521 N2832 Rot&nov
2140 N928 Ruchbah

a Herculis,

var.

(usually pl.) a conllguratlou of the planets, auppoaed to
ftuence fortune ; hence, destiny ; fortune.
Ble111e1
his stars, and think■ it luxury.
Addi4. A conventional figure having five or more points, taken
as representing a star; anything likened to, or suggestive
of, a star or such a starlike figure.
~~~
6. Specif.: a An ornament, often star-shaped, worn on the
as a badge of honor or one of the Insignia of an order.
-- -- 0 I bbreast
A radiated mark In writing or printing; an asterisk
hm
[thus, •] ; - used as a reference to a note, to fill a blank
S 21 S022
where something is omitted, etc. o Pyrotechny. A com215 8328 bustible composition used in rockets, mines, etc., which,
4
exploding in the air, presents a starlike appearance.
1 S NllS 9 Mach.
STAR WHEEL. e Metal Working. A bright spot
or ftaw In the surtace of ste.el. It is the end of a pipe
1056 N56S2 whlch has not been quite cut away. f A white or lightcolored spot on the forehead of an animal, as a !1orae. g
1320 NM24 Short for STARFISH. h Elec. The figure produced by join13.5() Nl8M
ing the coils or circuits of a polyphaae apparatus or system
at a common point, forming a y in a three-phase system,
619 SliM
a
in a four-phase system, etc. ; - used chiefly adjeotively (as in star connection, grouping, winding) to indi022 84248 cate that tbis method of joining is used.
qualities ; the
8 0 839 45 8. A person of brilliant and attractive
chief personage or attraction, as at a social or political
specif., 1'heat., the principal member of a
213S SIT 4 gathering;
14/J9 N41145 company, usually playing tbe chief r6les. Cf. LE.U>IN&
524 S20W HAN.
1850 8262.5 7. Any humming bird of the genus Calothorax or an allied
genus, as C. lucifer (the Lucifer humming bird) of Mexico
1524 N2il2S and Arizona.
8. An additional life purchased in a game of pool. Enl,.
1149 NMI2
star of Bethlehem. a The miraculous star that 1f.Uldedt e
536 884 1
Magi to Bethlehem. to tbe infant Jesus. Matt. 1i. 9. b In
this sense also 1t&r•of-Bethlehem.(1) An~ liliaceous plant of
the cnus OrnUhogalum, esp. O. umbe latum, with ireen•
1.121 N12 9 ish owers, frequently escaped from cultivation
m the
rua
eastern United States.
(2) The Amazon lily (Euchari•
grandijlora). (3) The liliaceous plant Chama,,cilla corym344 N23S8
osa. Australin. (4) The liliaceous plant Bu,·chardia umbellata. (5) The starwort chickweed, or one of several
12i N8850 other plants commonly called star flower. Dral. Eng. - B.
1-~-a.1:.~~r:::~:.-;-~e:l
7 40 N2Sl5
=8:~1:~~RB:TH\:;.;:.-;ttft
cer
Inlian clusiaceous tree ( Clusia rosea),with larie,handsome
pink flowers. w,.,t lndie.,. - 1.•of-the-earth, t e hartshorn
18S N521
8~";~~~
~:nfe";I!ml!:es~~~
6 9 N2232 · three bars,of
9 48 N2626 red, white,
and red respectively,
11 II Nl480
and a blue
1131 Nl231 union with
1128 N.1221 white stars,
in a circle,
IO 4 Nl224
the num510 S818 to
her of the se~
Stars and Ban.
States.
143,1 S0028 cedeci
See fig. 1 in the Jlluat. The Confederate battle ftag also
2033 Nl411
ti~-J~~s ,,'t\'l.ne 1B~~r~ra~ie::' .;:l~'l.d~-;;-n~= ~ 4t:m:
120 N5U46
1918 84041 t~~\~~~,~ :tt!~Bte\~~r~z
~i~~:~r
eral States, one for each ; - popularly so called.
17 ,'j SI.53i
22 17 SIW star (sti!r), 11,,. ; STARRED (sti!rd) ; STAR1RING. 1. To set
22 I 804.'l or adorn with stars, or brigbt, radiating bodies ; to bs212; St>,'iH spangle ; as, a robe starred with gems.
20 19 N3!t:,S
.I. To set in heaven ae a star; - used of a person. Milton.
54.1 S942
3. To mark with or as with an asterisk.
2816 N2315 4. Theat. To present as a star. See ST.A.R,n., 6.
star, "· i. l. To have the appearance of, or to suggest, a
star ; esp., to shine or blaze, as a star i hence, to be bril•
035 N.16 3 liant or prominent;
specif., Theat., to act as a star,
1428 Na842
2. To purchase another life in a game of pool. Eng .
1121 S37 2 3. To form starlike patterns on solidifying ; - 1&id of
1841 N38J.; antimony. Bee STAB ANTIMONY.
1.5() N2022 star anlile. a Any mareoliaceous tree of the genus lllf,.
cium,. in allusion to t e star-shaped fruit; sra:cif., the
R41 818 38
Chinese species /. vemn,. b Pl,arm. The' an ae-scented
2250 S11.i18 fruit of /. ,,erum, used in China as a spice or condiment,
1820 SIil 42 and elsewbere as the source of oil of anise. o The poison
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not overacmpulou ■• lawyer in Nm,,.The men in the starboard
11&racle t sTERACLE.
ata?"board aide.
nar'-bllnd'. a. Half blind.
Bt&r'bot'tle, ColOllel,Aneccen:~~c)bu~bc~;~,bcXJlh 1 ), n. A
dar'baarcl,
Toward the tric, pompoua,good•hearted, but :1.~:,.~e1\!1z)!::p1.

t

ll. The polestar; the north star. Ob,.
3. Altro/. A planet auppoaed to lnftuence one's des:!t!

-=~
J1i

P Andro-

Mlrac
129 N32 5 Mlr&k =
17 39 N436 Mlrak,
Merak

are

-~.,!·lg
""' J=:=.
:i=
- =CJ-

0Cet1, var.

Mira
0 4 N.5839 Mirach.

aris-

go; sine, h-1k; tllen, thin; na~re,
Full ezplanatlona
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ver<!!J.re (250); K=ch

or Abbreviations,

ln G. ich, ach(l44);

Siana, ete., lmmedlatel.J'

s=•::~ot;:.e

~~i~riY~s.!'t~:'~n/itJL~~~w;·of
which
is evidenced on its surface by crystalline patterns reaem-

bling stars or fern leaves.

star 8Pfule. a A tropical American sa~taceous
aoshyl uni cain.ito), havini

tree ( Chrya silki ..

ob)ODI{ eaves with

J~:.-:;r:
!l'lr\ti<S:W:,,~

fr':ift~'M'eug:sce~~fb:..'l:'i~t
e!i::.:
cut across. 1ir'Hence, any other species of this genus.
.A.,tron. A stream of bril!'ht stars girdling the

star belt.

a\1;::2'i:I,

0
~11k;n~:;rft
:;a:!~~n of
/:~ !ii~~=~i~~u~
beinl{ indicated by the brightest stars in Taurus, Perseus,
Cassiopeia, Cepheus, Cygnus, and Lyra.
star'board (stiir'hord; -herd), n. [ME. sterbord, AS. ,tiorbord, i.e., steer board. ~e STEER, a rudder; STEER,"· t. ,llOARD of a vesae 1.] N aut. That side of a vessel on the right
hand of a person who stands on board facing the bow;opposed to port, formerly larboard.
star'boarcl.a. N aut. Pert. to the starboard; being or lying
on the right side. A vessel is said to be on the sla,·board
tack when the wind is blowing from the starboard side.
star'boar4, 11.t. N aut. To put to the rigbt, or starboard,
side of a vessel ; as, to starboard the helm.
star buzzard. Either of two hawks Intermediate in character between the buzzards and goshawks.
.A.sturina

i~~~\nk~~:r.:i~\11.,;'i:~~ih':m

i1iif~~:ter::nges

from

star oullloum. An ornamental dwarf S\J8Clesof Solanum
(S. capncri.,trum) havinll( bright red hemes.
staroh (stiirch), n. [ME. atarche, fr. ,tare, sterc, stark,

strong, AS. stearc stiff; cf. G. stiirke strength, starch. See
l. A white, odorless, tasteless, granular or powdery carbohydrate, (C 8 H 100 6 ),, widely disseminated among
plants, esc• in seeds, bulbs, and tubers.
It is a moat important e ement of food, and is used in makinfi commercial glucose, for stiffening linen, in making~
e, etc. It
Is formed in tbe/lant by photosynthetic activity (see PHOSTARK.]

fg:~i1~:~Va:~s

:h:1wf6." t1a~t

1~~~~:C:i!~tfr'ii
\~

South African tiliaceoua tree ( atare.JI,

~=~laT

~:::~alt•)•

boN; yet; zh=z
preeede the Voeabula17.

lnazure.

a.'AS.111,arr ltilf.

j{.A\"Ji:r1r.
!i~.:;~~.~gid.

See

Numbers refer to§§ In GIJIDII.
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STARCH
deposited by the leucoplasts in large granules of ol'g1!,llized
structnre, which serve as reserve food. In the United
0 :~;.
t~e ti!:.~tui~~r~i:u
~ulu~'lre,;
r~te~t':t~~e
heated with water the granules bnrst and a viscous liquid
iaformedwhichbecomesapasteoncooling.
Bycontinued
boiling a moditlcatioa known as soluble starch is formed.
Starch is converted into dextrin by heatin~, and into dextrio maltose and finally ~lucose by heatt~ with dilute
acid~. Diasblse converts ,t into dextrin and maltose with
formation of intermediate products. Accordin~to the s0called am:,10111theory, the starch molecule consists of five
amylin groups, each naving the formula (C10H20O10)20,Of
these four are, by the action of diastase, successlvely split
d b f th, h d J •
t d · t
1 ··
off
8
wh'ifenthe hftgrre:~in~ la°rfu1~
g ~~=:rise calf!d :~re 0

li

START

dially disposed arm• or rays ( usually five) of triangular
wlgaril) la darkbrown (in summer plumage greenish black.
outline and more or leM flattened cross section, coalescing
with a metallic gloss) and spotted with yellowish white. II.
at the center to form a disk, on the lower surface of which
~~~~~~~:i"::::'!a~~d:h'!.bf;':,\~':iu~:~!~
is the mouth. In a broad sense the name is extended also
Zealand. The American birds of the family Icteridre are
totheophiurans.
In the true starfishes the arms contain
sometimes called American starlings. Also, esp. with a.
1~~:P~~:J1~e:::~
:~~
qusa
.altif,.Ycimngynteasrm_
,SeaneyalosfovaR
sLOotah:Dr
sbTiArdRLs,,NeGs.p.
certain
0r8~u
00
g
A 1
......
or less movable ossicles. The mou th has no jaws. The am- 2:. A rock trout, esp. Hexagramnws decagrarnmus. Calif.
~:J~c::.!.~.:-::~s~~~~E!!~fi':i':
fJ~r1;;~e~~~~}
3. A structure of piles driven ronnd the piers of a bridg&
animal crawls and grasps its prey. Starfishes feed largely
for protection and support ; - called also sterling.
on mollusks, and some are very destructive to oysters.
star'llt'
(stiir'lit'), a. Lighted by the stars; starlight.
U
A t •
2 . The d ollarfl sh , or butter fish. Lo cal, U . 8.,
star mo on. Asti·on. a s ar s proper
starfish flower. A plant of the genus Stapelia, esp. S. motion, or slight change of position rela8 • b A star's
asterias. See STAPBLIA,lllust.
~~iio~ irith~oi:~~si:~t.

1~-::::1'i!~';.;,J'N~':

~~il~tC!ig~sa';!s~hf~!e~!t~!fi!

~i:-t~~i~!

J:~

~-H:8~.i:.m:.!t~."att~~,e~t~i~~
c~:w::g~i<tr::ir;o~~::~¥.;
s:.,~t~?:'o"J~ flt:lrs \:~v:~U;t:rt_:.l!:i~re:!::t'l'::i
exampJes, are products representing various intermeaia.te
primulaceous plant of the genus Trientalix.
Any chick0

O

stages between amylin and maltose and are :finally con
weed of the genus Alaine. d One of several amaryllidaverted entirely into maltose.
'
- ceous plants of the genus Sternbe1·gia. e Any species of
A stiff, formal manner ; formality ; stiffness.
the two related liliaceous genera Hooke1·aand Triteleia.
starch (s~iirch), v. t.; STARCHED(starcht); sTARCH'mo. star fort. Fort. A fort surrounded with projecting angles.
To stiffen with or as if with starch.
star'fruit' (stiir'frillW), n. An alismaceous water plant
Star Chamber. [Prob. from the .,tars with which the (Damasoniumstellotum).havingspreading,pointedcarpels.

a.

'11l11~g
A~ !~~i:~tT.i~
~~5u;:
:i!r~ra,ntec~ra:e~JnEa~ci
criminal jurisdiction, which sat without the intervention
1

of a jury. It consisted of the ~ing's privy council sitting
1
t~oaaa0 J!~i~dllt,;~t~!~eba~dJt
crown,esp.undertheTudors.
Itcouldproceedonmererumor or examine witnesses; it could apply torture. It was
abolished by the Long Parliament in 1641(16 Car. I. c. 10).
starch cellulose. Chem. An insoluble residue obtained
byt,;_eatingstarchgranuleswithsali
or
ka "d
starch layer.
Bot. A bundle sheath ~~nsifrtf!g
of°~ :fngle
layer of cells, serving as a starch reservoir.
starch star. Bot. A star-shaped tuberlike body forming
an underiround node and serving as a means of vegetative
propagat10n in certain characeous plants.
starch'y (stiir'chl), a. Consisting of starch ; resembling
starch or something starched i hence, stiff; precise.
n;e1::~~~i~ st0 ny corals belonging to
which the calicles are round or
polygonal and contain conspic-

ot:

star 1-nose4' (-nozd'), a. Designating
an American mole, the ■ta.r-nosed mole
( Gondylura cristata), of somewhat aqua.t- Star-nosed Mole.
ic habits, having small radiating fleshy End of Nose Nat,
processes surrounding the nostrils.
eize.
star POlygon Geo11 A pol gon whose sides prolonged
cut each othe; so as t~ form /star-shaped flgme. Cf. PBN·
TACLB.

*

ts·

·!i~s~~~fto%
li~~'ete~S, ~~i:i~fi~g
l~~:~~d,t~;.~~
·:. aArd!r~:d t~tr~;
w!ih f:~i:s. STAR.
a micrometer handle. and a head fitted to receive adjusta2:. Affected in fortune by the stars. Obs.
hie radial steel points.
3. Theal. Presented as a star.
o18t°li~i.h~~~~!:~ffi\1: s~~de:::i~\~ iby d~1;rewI1F;~
4, Marked with an asterisk.
Herschel.
star route. U. S. Postal Service. Any
star'-gauge',
or atar'-gage',
t', t. To measure with a
roll.ta, other than railroad. ste~lllboa~,
1~a~f:J-~~J!~c~~~Ctver
star gauge.
which mad Star Polygon.
star'gaz&' (-giiz'), v. i. To gaze at, or as if at, stars.
"
. .
h
b
d
star'gaz'er(star'giiz'er),n.
1. Onewhogazesatthestars;
star'ry(stiir'l),a.
1. Oforperta,mngtot
ea t ars; a oun an astrologer; sometimes, jocosely, an astronomer.
ing with stars; adorned or studded with st ars.
Any of several spiny-rayed marine fishes belonging to
.2. Consisting of, or proceeding from, the stars; stellar;.
the family Uranoscopidre ;-so
stellary; as, starry light; starry flame.
called from the positton of the
3. Shining like stars; sparkling; as, starry eyes.
4, Arranged in rays like those of a star; stellate.
eyes, which are on top of the
head and look direct!}' upward.
u•t&nr,.
rtyedeSamtapelOlls,h'
a"VJ'!"ntgcwhflhf1te(,Ssoilmeneewhstaetl/sattaar)-sohfapethdefleoa
!'r1:ietf~f:-3Sfil;!~~~fj~;!.~~;;
_ a. hyactn!h, the autumn squill. _ ,. puflb&ll, the earthpus y-gr;ecum and A. guttatus.
star. - ■• ray, a skate (Raia 1·adiata)common on the Eurostar'gaz'ing (-giz'Ing),
n. Stargazer (Astroscopus11-grrepean coasts and occasionally on the Atlantic coast of
1. Act or practice of a stargazer.
cum)
(,' 0 )
America, having large dorsal spines with stellate bases.

g: ~~c~e;::~i:n~~t:e::t
l1!:io::·

•~i~:ft~S.nf~lJ~~
s~~~':,~i':r

~e1;{~·American
cucurbitaceous vine ( Sicyos anI t ) "th
. k
·t
Ash~;. ~,:.'i't!r"and

a.

~bs!:i:1n~b:1~~~~,n

at~t~~!tii~'.cal

or impractical

~~~u

ideas ; sit~,;'?u,ll'!ie/Mc'!lftA::!nhs:l:ll':J.hr1!hd rabre
Ptti~~lly !seen in
s ar D1.18
·i
s e w 1c on urs mg re eases a.

star gear. Mnch. A lobate, more or less star-shaped gear shower of brilliant stars; - used to light np the enemy.
wheelghost.
used asAstron.
a variable
~eariinage often seen accomJ>Qny- star'-spaD'gled (-spl1J'g'ld), a. Span~led or stu dd e d with
·
star
A famt

si:t~ht".''

f~~~lya~1:::e~i~~~~sn

r;

~~ti~!

t~gr!N:cfi~~ f~ig~gfe~~~r~y~rl~res;:;re:~

~f;;i~~
J~~~oafJ!;-e.::~ti~~~ge

star grass. a Any amaryllidaceous

stare(stllr),v.i.; STARED(stftrd);

1ING (sttlr'ing).
BTAR
[AS. sta-St~r Coral (O,·hfcella annularian; akin to LG. & D. staren, rls). Threecahcles enlarged.
OHG . .,tllriin, G. slarren, Ice!. stara, G. st arr stiff, rigid,
fixed, star cataract (of the eyes),Gr.0"1'£p£ci~
solid (E.stereo-),
Bkr. sthira firm, strong. Cf. STERILE.] 1. To gaze or look
fixedly, as through fear, wonder, surprise, impudence, etc.;
to fasten an earnest and prolonged gaze on some object.
2:. To be very conspicuous because of size, prominence,
color, brilliancy, or the like; as, staring windows or colors;
also, Obs., to glP-am; shine; blaze; glitter.
3. Of hair, to stand on end; bristle.
Mak est my blood cold, and my hair to ,tare.
Shak.
Syn, - See GAZE.
stare, v. t. To look earnestly at; also, commonly, to bring
to a specified state, or affect in a specified way, by a fixed
gaze i as, to :•:tareone out of countenance.
Shak.
to ■tare one in the face, to be before the eyes1 or to be undenit~!i:~db~i~ki~i~t,!~w
• · • stares them int!teface
stare, n. Act or fact of staring; a fixed look, as suggesting
fear, wonder, surprise, impudence, etc.
II sta're de-cl'sili (stii're dl-si'sls). [L. 1 Law. Lit., to
stand by decided matters;-used
as short for ata'r• do-el!at■,
et 11011qul-e'ta mo-ve're (to stand by decisions and not to disturb settled matters) as im_plyin~ the doctrine or Policy of
followin_g rules or principles laid down in previous tudiclal decisions unless they contravene the ordinary pr1nci¥l:i~po!iA~i;rei~:a
dominated the development of the
English common
law more than
that of the Civillaw systems.
star facet. One
of the eight small
~t'fcr11:bu\ace;~
the table in the
bezel or crown of
a brilliant.
star'flsh' (star'fYsh'), n. 1- Any
ofnumerousechinoderms constituting the class
Asteroidea, hav_i_n,;,;g_a_bo_d.,;y;...o_f_r_a________________

if:if~ds::;~p;~g~p:r:r,;r~ot~:11~~1onal

planets, and due

ensiF.

§.fx~~

plant of the genns
g!J'shM~;.;:.

S!:1i.i8!.t'J:i?:::1~r1o"~~w 0 i~~;e~t~';;.';
s':~!
0~\~tf!tr
~ 1
outside or beyond our universe of stars.
0
star hwaclnth A p . g bl
. E
'Jl(Sc"/1
start (stiirt), n. [ME. sterl a tail, AS. steort; akin to LG.
amrni:i) with Pale t1~~nfl~w~:mg
uropean squi
,t a
sterl, steert, D. Staart, G. sterz, Icel. stertr, Dan. stiert, Sw ..
star fasmlne. An Asiatic apocynaceous climbing shrub stjert. Cf. STARK-NAKED.]1. A tail; the tail of an animal.
( Trac!tf'lospermum jasminoides) with evergreen leaves and
Obs., exc. in composition; as, redstart.
white fragrant jasminelike flowers.
2. Ckiejly Dial. Eng. Something like, or likened to, an
stark (sti:i.rk), a.,·STARK'ER (stiir 1k8r); STARK:'BsT. [ME.
animal's tail; a tail; encl; extremity; specif.: a A handle,
stark stiff, strong, AS. slearc; akin to OS. stare strong,
as of a plow. b Mining, The arm, or lever, of a gin,
D. sterk, OHO. stare, stwralt, G. & Sw. stark, Dan. strerk, drawn around by a home. c The sharp point of a youngIcel. sterkr, Goth. gasta'Urknan to become dried up. Cf.
stag's horn. d The stalk of a plant; a stalk. Obs. e
STARCH,a. & n.] 1, Stiff; rigid; as, stark in death.
An upright piece to which a abaft of a vehicle is secured,.
2. Intractable ; unyielding. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
and which supports the side pieces or a side.
3. Of weather: a Harsh; rough. Obs. b Cold and dry.
3. The curved or inclined front and bottom of a waterDial. Eng.
wheel bucket.
4. Hard to endure; severe. Ob1,-.
Ancren Riwle. start (stiirt), i•. i. ,· START,ED;START'ING. [ME. sterten,..
6. Violent; fierce; stern. Obs.
Chaucer. cf. AS. sturtan to jump up, D. storten to hurl, rush, fall,.
6. Strong; vigorous; powerful; stalwart. Archaic.
G. atUrzen, OHO. sturzen to turn over, to fall, Sw. st0rta
7. Of liquor, strong ; intoxicating. Scot.
to cast down, to fall, Dan. styrte. Cf. STARTLE.] 1. To
8. Sheer; pure; utter; as, stark folly or nonsense.
move or go, esp. hastily or hurriedly;, to rush. Obs.
9. Of time, considerable; long. Obs.
.2. To move suddenly and quickly, as with a spring, from
Synk. - .~eke)sTidFF.Wh II
.
one's position; to dart ; spring i jump; as, to start aside ..
star t (star
3. To spring on a horse's back·, to mount. Oba.
k
d , a t''· k d od Y; entirely; absolutely; qmte;
Sh k
as 8 ar ma ; 8 "r ea ·
a · 4. To spring or shrink back or away; to retreat. Ob•.
stark'-nak'ed (-niik'i!d; -kYd ; 87 ; 151 ), a., or stark naked. 6. To give an involunta,·y convulsive twitch or spring, as
[Prob. an alteration of ME. startnaked, stertnaked, sleort- in sudden surprise, pain, joy, fear, or other emotion.
nak~d, stark-naked, lit., tail-naked, under influence of 6. To set out ; to commence a course, as a race or journey~
stark, adv. s~eSTARTtail.] Whol1y naked; quite bare.
to begin; as, to .Wartin business; to start into song.
star'less(stiir'l6s),
a. Without stars; as,astarlessnight.
7. To become somewhat displaced or loosened; to work
star'llght' (-lit'), n. The light given by the stars ; hence, open or loose ; as, a nail has started; a seam has ,tarted.
any feeble glimmering light. - a. Lighted by the stars, start, v. t. 1. To cause to start ; to rouse ; esp., to cauae
or by the st nre only. Also, rarely, ltarlighted.
to move so as to be discovered, as game; to bring, or
star'like'
(-lik'), a. l. ReRembling a star; stellated; radicause to come, into view; as, to start a hare.
ated like a star; as, l;tarlike flowers.
Brutus will ~tm·t a epirit as eoon ae Cmsar.
Sliak.
2:. Shining; bright; iHus2. To disturb suddenly; to startle; alann. Obs., R., or Seo, ..
trious.
Dryden.
3. Tomoveoutofthe"ayof;
to avoid; shun. Obs.
star'llng (-!Yng), n. [ME.
4. To cause to move or act; to set going, running, fiowsterlyng, AS. stmdinc, fr.
ing, or the like ; to give an initial impulse or help to; as,.
stlT3rstarling, akin to AS.
to start a train, rumor, business; to start a man in business.
stParn, G. star, staar,
6. To cause to begin to move or be displaced or looseued;
OHO. stara, Icel. starri,
to dislocate; as, to start a tooth, a bolt, a seam in a vessel.
stari,Sw.stare,Dan.strer,
8. [Cf. D. atorten, which has this meaning also.] Naut.
L. sturnus. Cf. STAREa
To tap and begin drawing from; to begin to use; as, to
starling.]
1. Any passtart a water cask; to .,tart a barrel of beef.
serine bird belonging to
.
start, n. 1. Act of starting; a sudden involuntary moSturnusoranalliedgenus;
European 8t •rl 1~ (S turnus i•ul- tion, as due to surprise, fear, pain, or the like.
gans).
2:. A spasmodic and brief effort or action.
in a broad sense, any bird
..g;...(S_t_u_rn_w_
N_•_t_ur_•_d_o_e,_n_o_1_h,_·n
..g_b.,.Y_•_ta_r..,1s_a,,,n_d_1_e.,.•p,;.•_•_L_•E_,_1r_a.,•
.,,...,..,.. __
1,_o_f_th_e_fa_m_Hy;_S_t_ur_n_i_d_ro_._Th_e_E_,u_r_o_p_e_an_s_t_ar_I_in
1

t{~f~~~-~~f~~f;~u:.
~~"g~::
fit!·

I~il~~

f

r.i!lavp~~1ic~Y

~~}~~!t=~~l:if-i;.~J~:

the stare; ill- !~a:;~
~~:l;~l~:l~:~JJ• a'n;~}~ff,i,,:~y;
?ttJ!ld~s; ;;~;~:~ilvel~f ~u:\~: :~t:::~ima),used to cure dyit·
:1:~te~oWiir~fit)l,t;,re,. ~ 7J, p.
of s TA R c H
starch'ed lv atard. Starred. Ref. Sp. [disk.I star lpomcea. A convolvula- atar'let, n. A httle star.
■ta.r'oa-ty (~s-tl), 11. A cHtle 1tar'ri-ne11, n. See -Nai:ss.
~~~;:.~~
- at&rch'~:~)~i~l:~ct' i~·~~~r;::~~vin~~ :::,~
T?~;~~t't,t~lt
tJe<!n~~~~~niff~~fep;
An asteriated varietT
1~-ll); adi·.
1~ 11~fa no- ~}'":u1ii~~Y·
g~;tt~~~ starches. :::~~:::;,. Vir?~r!~AD~~~dge.
j~l~~ a11_~i~~·s~~neiJl1!!~1e:::J::~,e~-~~;,~:r):~?l~
1~e !~t~~i~~
starch bya.cintb The grape hya- stare n [AS RlR'r l The star- forming gelatinous colonies.
astrologer; - in conteml';)t,Rare. i.icin Nevada. See G EOLOO Y, 3. variety of eapphire.
8
~!n~~iiJJ\~Jir~h~shave the odor
f!!,s·()bs~~~~r~°!fi~u~
Dial.
IIetark (stiirk; G. shtiirk), a.~ ~}~~E(:~:~!·im~~iiJe~ 1~~r~.ng. ::: ;flfer;rh!i!i~~t~~PJ1~re.
:~l~~tr;~Tfra!e
ata.r chickweed, The large-flow- :;,:~h. a tWe~/t;\'fr~8.;
also,
~~~~~t STARK.]Mu- ■tarn. Var. of STERN, star.
~r:'A>!~~e-st1;'g:~aTi~en~s~tii~ l-itellariR), with ernall st'arlike,
80
:~c~11-~;.~e1s\t:~:l'~~~;:aJ:
atare'-blind'.
STAR-BLIND,
t~i':.~ ~~-]n .•
ascension and declination), fhe :~~t:e~~
Postr:i
See -NESS.
sta.r-ee' (etlr-i5'), n. One st:ned crease in strength or violence.
Common tern. Local, Eng.
mean place beinir the position at atar'ehine', 11. Starlight. Rm·e.
ata.rch'ly. adv.of STARCH
nt. H1mwrotu1.
[stares.I Star'kath (stiir'kii.th), Star'- ■tarn, ■tarn'ie (etiir'nn, n. A the beginning of the year, and star'shoot', star'shofl', n. Star
■tar'er (stS.r'l!r), n. One who katbr (-kiit:it:'r),Btar'kad(-kiid), particle. Sr:M. ~Dial.Eng.
~~~e•cfE:ri:fh~i;::/hat at any
ihower. A meteoric ~bower.
atar h'neu. n. See -NESS.
=~!·411
n n, [Ice!. Starkahr.] ..YorseM,vth. i~~k-~;e'ct~ 3i!r;~t-:}~l'n::
star position. = STARPLACE. star'elime', n. Star jellv. Ob,.
atarc:'root', n.cltarchffiort.
;:::;~
et:~_r.See i~~l'COSE~ci°:~The European redetart.
~il1a,rrl~~;~r':,h1~god1\~e~:rc~ ■tar'nel(stiir'nf!l).n. [See STARN ·•ttaa,r1',--.~prtoo.
fp',oa-et1c.Imperv10us
to ••ttaarraalporu~y.
(s:rf.)p.ray_S!a,1•,.fpel.ly
.••_
n. ;!:Zo!~~-m~:i°~f~:
while Thorg{vesoffeetting evils. :t.~~1}f9\s~~J~':),a~.8
■tar q~rtz. Aeteriated quartz. terism the stars of which
:f:!t,;!!::f(etiir!:,~oR~t'),
The cuckoopint, the tubers of rial mounting provided with a ■tark'en, i,. t. To make etiff or a 11tar. Scot.
at&rr- Var. of STAR,eedge.
parently connected.
which yield a fine F1tarch.
telescope or pair of sig-hts,for inflexible.
lDial. Eng.I ■tar'noae', n. Star-nosed mole. star ratio . .Astron. Space ratio. ■tar'stone', n. An asteriatel\
sta.r'clitrk', n.. An astronomer. easy identification of stare,
1tark'i1h, a. Stiff; mtractable. ■tarn'y(etiir'nl),a.Starry. Scot. atarre, ,.•.i. To quarrel
Rtone,esp. asteriated sapphire.
Obs. or R,
[trology.l star'ful, a. Starry. OhP.
■tar'kle (stir'k'l),
v. To star- ■tarop. + STIRRUP.
atar'-read', n. [See REDE,n.] ■tar strea.mtng. Asfron. Sy•
■t&r'craft' (stiir'krlft'), 71, As- at&r~008ebeny
The Otaheite tie. Oh~. Ot" Dial. Eng.
■tar'ost(etlr'lSstJ, n. [Pol. ,ta~ti::1~W?An?e~i~an ~ee'!1::!f
th~fs~1~!!yh:t:!:'i~
88
;
ft;'eh:~ing
~lnl. See
ofS~~~:!s~~e-Lv. ~;~ah~~i::·~Ye~lt::
b irt hro o t (.Aristolochia fm- part drifting toward Orion. e-

==~t':~;;::

==~~:~~::~·~~:i&k~i~~-

,1~i::r.'a.A
~r:i~~~~f~irias:t::'i:i~i;e.
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~\~~e:
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~t~f
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~)?'1::
ile, aenite, cire, 11,m,account,

!~~~r::~~,
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START
a. A

sudden, capricious impulse ; a sally; as, •tarts of
fan_cy; also, movement under a sudden, capricious impulse ; a sudden leap, dash, run, or the like.
4. A part that !,as started or become loosened or displaced ; a loosening or displacement.
6. The beginning, as of a journey or a. course of action ;
initial impulse or movement; first motion from a place;
as, a good start in life; - opposed to jinuh.
The start of first performance is all.
Bacon.
6. A lead or handicap at the beginning of a competition;
an advantage; as, to have a start of ten yards in a race.
7. A short time; an instant. Obs. Rare or Scot.

star tbJ.stle.

a A spiny European species of

Ce11taurea

,

of two Brazilian humming birds of
the genus Heliomaster. The feathers
of the throat have a metallic luster.
start'lng (stiir'tlng), p. pr. ,c, n.
of START.-starting box, Elec., a mo~
tor-starting controller or rheostat,

t.!~~~}g~.

:sfu()~~~l:
tgi~:::_•~.
h~!t
a post, stake, barrier, or place from
Nhich competitors in a race start.
- s. tub, Naut., a tub with a projecting tube in the bottom to which was
attached a hose leading into the

~fi!.'1.i
~ft'l:e~itii1~~~
bo~:;~~:~
tanks or casks were to be filled.
0

t];!t~t:e~e~Wo~f

t~:J1!~~.
,:~t:di!;ya Pt~~':it;1J!il~~ns~!:
;!J~~~t~~;~
t~~;D/~!
i~~et~
;ris~ai!!:~tspcii~r~~l~!:1i:iciteae~lt::~
more serious gra"S.eor grades of crime, or felonies, as dis0

f~~f-1~s~~~f:.~int1:hf~t0~!j~Ja~~~~~Jt~thc~:~~f!t
nals o1lower grade are confined, or persons not criminals
8.
are detained. Cf. FELONY,PENITENTIARY,
state prisoner. A prisoner confined under the laws or
authority of a state; esp., one in confinement, or under
arrest, for a political offense or for reasons of state.
sta'ter (sta'ter), n. [L. stater, Gr. O"TClT>JP·]
Antiq. a A
gold coin of Persia (daric) and the principal gold coin of
various ancient Greek states. The Attic stater, and also
that of Philip of Macedon, weighed about 133 grains (8.6
grams), equivalent, in fine gold, to about $5.72 (£1 3s. 6d.).
There was also a double stater. b A silver coin of various

~~t~en.

a!o:t
~~f~~:n~n
poosession; estate.
Obs., exc.: Dial.
and cultivated by a yeoman living on it.
Obs.
canopy above it, often on a dais and indicative of rank or majesty ; a seat of dignity ; a throne;
also, the canopy itself. Obs.
7. Highest condition ; acme ; height. Obs.
8, A person of high rank, as a noble. Obs. or Archaic.
9. Any body of persons constituting a special class or body
in a community or state; an estate. Cf. EST.ATE,n., 6.
10. A government not monarchical, as a republic. Obs.
11. pl. The bodies that constitute the legislature of a
country ; estates i as, the States-General of Holland.
12. A political body, or body politic; any body of people occupying a definite territory and politically organized under
one government, esp. one that is a sovereign, or not subject to external control. Cf. COMMONWEALTH,
2, NATION,4.
13. [often cap.] Any of a number of commonwealths, or
bodies politic, constituting a sovereign state (in sense 12)
by their union under a constitution prescribing the powers
of the federal government and the relations of the constituent commonwealths to it and to each other, as in the
United States, the Commonwealth of Australia, and the
German Empire. The states of the Dominion of Canada
are technically provinces; those of Switzerland, cantons.
14. The territory or the government of a state (in sense
12 or 13) ; also, the entity collectively constituted hy the
body politic, territory, and government of a state.
Syn. - Mode, circumstances, case, plight, predicament. STATE,CONDITION,
SITUATION. STATE is the general word,
and denotes mode of existence; CONDITION,
commonly more
specific than state, often refers to an object considered
digni~hfr~lf fa'sf~f

4. A property or
Eng. Land owned
6. = ESTATE,8.
8. A chair with a

,·b.

s~tt!.rf::t!;
et;~~:!,!f
:!i~~r~,e~le~~~~
~~i~~~:
confined for reasons of state. b Usually State prison. In

.

fr. L. status a standing, position, fr. &tare,
,statum, to stand. See STAND; cf. ESTATE,
STATUS.] 1. Mode or condition of being;
·
position ; nature; condition.
What is called a state of society is the simul:he~g~1:~~~e of all the greater socij~
i~c'j;//{Lion Statant.
2. Condition with reference to wealth, social position, etc.;
estate ; standing j rank ; quality.
Can this imperious lord forget to reign,
Q.uit all his state, descend, and serve again ?
Pope.
3. Condition of living; specif., elaborate style or condition
befitting a person of rank and wealth ; hence, forillal

1

some weeds wherever naturalized.

tit

bly to abnormal resistance of the capillary walls. It it observed in the capillaries in inflammation.

sta'tant (sta'tant), a. [L. stare, slatum, to~
stand.] Her. In a standing position.
state (stat), n. [ME. stat, OF. estat, F. etat,

c. calcitrapa) havin~ heads of purple flowers. b The reiated
C..'iOlstitialis, with yellow flowers. Both are trouble-

star'throat'(star'thri"it'), n. Either

STATION

s\~:sr1:Kiai~;aJ,;;!:,eilitt!tti~•t¥h~e;~;t~:~~d~r
the Constitution of the United States inhering in the separate States. The Democratic party and its predecessors
have generally leaned toward a strictly limitmg constructi~de~f il~~~tt~t~~\0:S
{cii'h~c~:cfe~{g~~~~:e~t~f!,~~
t~:n!dt~~ 1
f~lar~gn~\snr::i~~~esTf:
~i~est!\!

!~d1!i

~:hi

~~=

1r:.r~~;i;~
1\:."'b~!~l'w~/bJfth~
!~.:'\"t~1:.r:i~~~
come of the war decided the claim in the negative.
0

state'room' (stat'room'),

n. 1. An apartment of state in
star'tle (stiir't'l), v. i.; STAB'TLED
a palace or great house ; - in this sense, written state room.
(-t'ld); STAR'TLING(-tUng). [AS. Starthrod (Heliomaster
2. An individual apartment on board a vessel; also, a BOmesteartlian to stumble; apparently
Jurcifer).
what similar apartment in a railroad car.
fr. the v. seen in E. start.] 1. To start or move suddenly
state's evidence (stats). Lau·. Evidence for the governas in surprise, fear, alarm, etc.
ment or the people; - chiefly in to turn state's et idence.
u. s. See KING's EVIDENCE.
2. To run wildly about; to course ; also, to bustle about.
States'-Gen'er-al (stats'j~n'er-al), n. 1. In France, beObs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
fore
the Revolution, the assembly of the three orders (the
star'Ue, v. t. 1. To excite by sudden alarm, surprise,
clerl'Y, the nobility, and the third estate).
fear, or the like; to frighten suddenly and, usually, not
2.
The
Netherlands. See LEGISLATURE.
seriously ; to alarm ; scare i to cause to start.
Statestman (-man), n. ," pl. ·MEN (-men). [state's, gen. of
The suppoe-.ition. . need not startle us.
Locke.
state+man,cf. D. staab,man,G. staatsmann.] l. A man
2. To start; rouse.
versed in the principles and art of government; esp., one
Syn. - Start, shock, fright, frighten, alarm.
who
shows
unusual
wisdom in treating or directing great
star'tle, n. A start or shock, as in alarm, surprise, etc.
public matters ; also, a man actually occupied with the
star'tllng (stiir'tlrng), p. pr. & vb. n. of STARTLE.Specif.:
affairs of government and influential in shaping its policy.
p.a. a Causing sudden fear, surprise, anxiety, or the like.
2. The owner oi a state (see STATE,n., 5); a yeoman who
b Easily frightened; restless; skittish. Obs.
farms and liver., on his own land. Dial. Eng.
star-va'tion (star-va'shun), n. [From STARVE.] Act of
Syn. - See POLITICIAN.
starving,or state of being starved; -first used,according to
states'man-like' (-lik 1), a. Having the manner or wisdom
~~~~~~;~px~~~~!!t~Vai~sur:111:r~hrc 0
of statesmen ; befitting a statesman.
::fer~1:ic!nto
~bj~¥:!~ 0 i~!~~~~~:~b~t
tr:!:
him the nickname of Sta.r-va1tion Dun-das' (diin-dls 1).
words are often used with little distinction j as, the state state socialism. A form of socialism, esp. advocated in
German_y, which, while retaining the right of private pro})-:
(cf. the condition) of one's health; the condition of one's
rit;-:::ft::'~fiife~ages
insufficient to provide the ordinary
erty and the institution of the family and other features of
:ri!ir!:~ra;sWa\!~~~t~~~n
ieir~~E~~i~~EbTin a
the present form of the state, would intervene by various
Starve (starv), v. i.; STARVED(starvd); STARVfING(star'measures intended to give or maintain equality of opporcondition of sin j unregenerate.
o Untamed; uncivilized.
vfog). [ME. sterven to die, AS. steorfan; akin to D.
tunity, as compulsory state insurance, old-age pensions,
- a. account system, Penol., that system of prison discipline
sterven, G. sterben, OHG. sterban, Icel. stmf labor, toil,
etc., answering closely to the socialism of the chair.
in which prison industries are carried on by the state as
starfa to labor, stjarfi epilepsy; perh. akin to E. torpid.]
state sword. A sword used on occasions of state, being
1. To die ; to perish. Ob&., exc. as used in defs. 2 & 3.
borne before a sovereign by an attendant of high rank.
ro 0flii~:~~~ftai~!~d 0r!~i~at~~i!Y~J:~~~r~:~t!
2:. To perish with hunger ; also, to suffer extreme hunger
selling theproducts.-sta.tes
of ma.tter,Physics,the different
stat'ic (stllt'Tk)
a. [Gr. urnnKo< causing to stand,
states of aggregation of substances.
Three are commonly stat'l-cal (-I-kill)
or want; to be very indigent.
skilled in weighing, fr. iu,a.va, to cause
recognized: the solid, liquid, and gaseous or aeriforrn stfi.te2. to stand: cf. F. staf;que. See STAND;cf. STAGE.] 1. ActSometimes virtue starves, while vice is fed.
Pop~.
A
fourth
state
o{
matter(so
called
by
Sir
William
Crookes)
3. To perish or die with cold; also, to suffer greatly with
ing by mere weight without motion; as, statical pressure.
cold. Now Rare in U.S.
2. Pertaining to bodies at rest or in equilibrium.
~~ 8o~0t're18?:J:~\. ly le~h;~:~er~/Ta:;:s. ~e:h!.A~~o::,TE;~f~
4. Hence, to suffer from any want j to be in need.
3. Pertaining to passive, as disting. from active, elements,
Netherlands.
b The United States of America.
6. To fast. Ob,. u Starve and pray."
Pope.
or to pure qualities or quantities apart from their mutual
1Eo (stiWed);
state,
v.
t.;
STAT
sTAT'ING
(stiWing).
1.
To
atarve, v. t. 1. To kill with hunger ; also, to distress or set ; settle j fix ; establish j as, a stated time.
operation.
subdue by famine; as, to starre a garrison into a surrender.
4. Econ. a Dealing with absolute quantities of goods or
2. To endow with or as with an estate. Obs. & R.
2. To destroy with cold; to freeze to death. Eng.
money, such as capital, rather than with rates of move3. To expreBB the particulars of ; to set forth in detail or
3. To destroy, or to weaken or disable, by want of any kind.
ment from hand to hand, such as income. b Less correctly,
iu
gross;
to
narrate
;
recite
;
report
;
as,
to
state
the
facts
The powers of the mind are starved by disuse,
Locke.
but
oftener, dealing with problems as they present themof a case, one's opinion, etc.
4. To get rid of or destroy as by starving. Rare.
selves in a stable state of society.
state'craft'
(stat'kraftl),
n.
The
art
of
conducting
state
Or, if it enter, soon starved out again.
Cowper.
static
ataxia., Med., nervous disorder marked by the inabilaffairs ; state management ; statesmanship.
starv'ed-ly (stiir'ved-lI), adv. In the condition of one stat'ed (stat'M), p.a. Settled;
established; regular.
~~-t~o~~~~~::a:Jn~~:t~~
1t~kp~~hir
~h:i~he:::es~iii~!:
starved or starving j parsimoniously.
Bp. Hall.
stated case. Law.= CASESTATED.- 1. clerk. in the Presbya static transformer. - a. electricity. See ELECTRICITY.
starve'llng (starv'ling), n. [starve+ 1st -ling.] One that terian churches of the United States, the secretary of a -ary;
a. energy, Mech., energy due to position or strain; potenpines or is thin from lack of food or nutriment.
Shak.
tial energy. - a. hysteresis, Ma(ffteUsm,hysteresis in 'l" hich
furs:?e~~ife<tlme~ g~:~~~:ttf!a.P~~[~!s\~:.uu~i
starve'ling, a. Hungry ; lean; pining with want.
or state house. The building
star wheel. Mach. A more or less star-shaped disk, used state'house1 (-hous'),
}~: ~:cff~~id~t~~~a~fn~:a~~!fi~f~~efu;;:!~i~~!~;e~ti:~f
as a kind of ratchet wheel, as in rein which a State legislature sits; a State capitol. U.S.
any time lag. Cf. viscous HYSTERESIS.
- s. induction, Elec.,
~a ting watches and the feed motions
state'ly, a.; STATE1Li-ER (-II-er); STATE'LI-EST. [Cf. D. electrostatic induction. See INDUCTION,6. - a. metamorof some machines. Cf. GENEVASTOP. •
stateUjk. See STATE;-LY.J Evincing state, or lofty dignity,
2. - a. moment, the product of a
phism. See METAMORPHISM,
star'wort' (star'wtlrt'), n. a Any speforce into its leverage. See moment of a force, under MOas in proportions, manner, carriage, style, or the like ; as,
_
~
cies of aster. b Any of various spe~ _
MENT.- a. sensation, Psycho!., sensation due to bodily posistately manners, temples j a stately gait; stately style.
tion. - s. stablllty, the moment of the force with which a
Syn.
-Majestic,
grand,
august,
magnificent,
imposing.~f!!.of cc~}~!:e:t!~ ~fa!~~J~nus Al- ~ state'lY, adv. Majestically ; loftily.
floating body, or a body mounted with freedom of rotation
Milton.
an axis, when displaced from its position of equilibsta-sid'l-on(sta-sld'l-lln), n.; L. pl.
Ii
state'ment (-ment), n. 1. Act of stating, reciting, or pre- about
rium tends to return to the same. - a. tr&111former,Elec.,
-SIDIA (-ci). [NGr. O'Taa-i&wv, dim.
O
senting, orally or on paper ; as, the statement of a case.
a transformer having no moving parts. See TRANSFORMER.
of Gr. crniui, a standing, standing
C --2. That which is stated; an embodiment in words of facts Stat'i-ce (stllt'I-se), n. [NL. fr. L., a kind of astringent
place.] East.Ch. A stall in a church
or opinions ; a narrative ; recital ; report i account; relaherb, Gr. CTTaTtlCJJ. See STATIC.] Bot. a A genus of plumtion. "Admirable perspicuit,y of statement." Brougham.
st~:,'1~::i~~%~s'l-mlln),
n.; pl. -IMA
~
Et
3. An abstract of an account showing the balance due.
O~e~g~t~~:: i:ie:r~ti;er~~::; ~~e1oa:e
(-mli). [NL., fr. Gr. uTtiutµ,ov, neut.of
4. Law. See DECLARATION,
4.
scapes bearing heads of pink, purple, or white flowers.
uTticrtµ.o, stationary, steadfast. J Gr. Star Wheels. a rotated
armeria is the thrift, or sea pmk. b Syn. of LIMONIUM,
2.
6. pl. Any of various sizes of pa.per. See PAPER,Table.
Drama. In tragedy, one of the regu .. ~.f Pawl, band c _by ■tatement of claim, Law, under English statutory pleading, stat'ics (stlt'Tks), n. [Cf. F. statique, Gr. urnnK~ the art
Jar choral odes between two episodes. Pin on a Revolvmg
of weighing, fr. crTan,cO~. See STATIC.] That branch of
~~~fa~~g~~,~~~~~PJ:::!~go:1:t!}::~n~~/~end~1:1E~~lrsh
Its place is sometimes taken by the Arm·
which treats of the equilibrium of forces, or rekomnws. Aristotle defines it as a choral ode without ana- statutory pleading, the defendant's first pleading on an is- mechanics
lates to bodies as held at rest by the forces acting on
prests or trochaic tetrameters.
The name is supposed to
sue of fact, corresponding to the common-law answer.
them;distinguished
from dynamics. See MECHANICS.
be due to the fact that the chorus is in its place in the state'-owned' (-ond'), a. Owned by a state ; - applied
sta'tion (sta'shun), n. [ME. stocion, OF. stacion, estac'ion,
orchestra. Cf. EPISODE,1, EXODUS, 3, PARODUS
b.
esp. to commercial or industrial enterprises.
F. station, fr. L. statio, fr. stare, statum, to stand. See
sta'sis (sta'sls; st~s'ls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. u,au« a stand- state paper. a An official paper relating to the Interests
STAND.l l. Act or manner of standing; attitude or pose
ing still.] Physiol. A slackening or arrest of the blood cur~~tfgevse~~eg; ~~:t:t~~bRstede:;a:r:ra\~
legal
in standing ; posture. Rare.
Shak.
rent due not to a lessening of the heart's beat, but presumasta-ta'r1-an (sta-ta'rl'-lfn), a. st&te'ful, a. Stately. Obs.
woman with statesmanlike qualetart, ad1J. [ Cf. STARK, adv.] start'-up', n. 1. An upstart. Obs.
0
s~::hA):~:.t. ~ t. Statary. Obs. - ata-ta.'ri-an-ly, ata.te'hood., n. See -HOOD,
2. A kind of high rustic shoe or
Completely. Obs.
ities. Rm·e,
/cal offense.I
To stop. Dial. Eng. 4" Slang.
adv. Ohs.
atate'leBB, a. See -LESS.
half-hoot. Ohs. or Dial. Eng.
state trial. Atria for a.politi1np~;~a:t!~~r:t~kit- 1ta.rt'whlle', n. An instant: a 1tash'ie (st&sh'l"' n. i!r 1,.[Cf. ata.'ta.-ry (st S:'t U-rl), a. [L,
stathe. Var. of STAJTH.
~-tit~~~!N5,·
of
statarius
standing
fast.l
Fixed;
ti8h. Rare. - start'tul-neaa, n. moment. Obs. [starts. Rare.,
Gael. stairseach noisy.] Banter;
at&thel. a. Stable. Obs.
See-LY
f-ettled: steady. Obs. rLarge. I STATELY.
1t&r time. Sidereal time.
frolic i quarrel. Scot.
atath'el <•ta 11,''l), n. [AS.
:t:;.Ys~&rv~~bk~eii~ 0 [~b~~ sta'sl-arch (stii'sl•iirk),n. [Gr. Stat. at L. Abbr, Statutes at 1tate'Jl.ne1S, n, See •NESS,
staJol.J Foundation; base; a.11K~
agkitti~~TA~~:ro:: StarvationDunda.a.See STARV
state,
a.
Stately.
Obs,
atate'mon'ger
(stiit'mtiIJ'g~r),
A-1 crTauicipxo~.]
position; site. Cf, STANCE.
Archrehel. Ohs. ata.te, n. A atatement. Rn.re.
n. One versed in politics, or a so,
ata.rvd. Starved. Ref. Sp.
■ta.r'tl. Startle. Ref. Sp.
Obs. or ,._"','cot.
t Dial. Eng,
sta.11'furt-ite
(st
A
s'f
~
r
t-t
t;
state,
1,.
i.
To
assume
or
keep
dabh]er
in
state
affairs.
ata.r'tld. Startled. R~f. Sp.
1tath'el.
11. t. To establish ; to
~i~~ra~c::1~·
t::rEtg~cre.J
n.
[From
S,assshtiis'fdbrt-lt),
ata.tepoint. Ther111od.r,n.Apoint make stable.
star'tler (stir'tH!r), n. One that
Prussia, where it is found.]
~a~~of~t; }~~
on an indicator diagram, whose stath'el-fast, a.Obs.Stable; [Obs.I
8tartle,.
[TLI:-.o.l starv'en (rhaf. stiir'v'n; stii.'•), furt,
firm.
Min, A massive boracite.
state criminal. One who has ordinates represent the state, as
1tar'tllng-ly, adv. of s
ata.t. + STATE.
(statutes.I committed a crime, ae treason, to pressure and volume, of the 1tath'el-ne1B, n. Stability. Obs.
■ta.r'tliah (-tllsh), a. Skittish. ~t~~v~d~- oi/TtRC~illel."Diat
Abbr.
Statuary;
statue;
atath'mo-graph
(st
l1
t
h'm
0stat.
th
e
state
;
a
political
against
Eng.
Colloq.
!~t~t:r~~e~. oJ:t~he:tl graf), n LGr. uT&.8µ.11
at&t'a.--ble(stilt'd-b'l), a. That criminal: also. (.i. S., sometimee,
a mee.surat&rt'meal', adv.
(start + atarv' er, n. One who starves.
one convicted of a crime under a
mgline +-graph.]
A device to
sta.r'wa.rd (stii.r'w~rd ),a. i!radv can be stated.
s~~tes~a~~~:- record the speed of a railroad
[MENT,4, U. S.I
~~81:;k-~:ked Oh.q. See-WARD. 1seesTAR,n.,.'ih,1 St&'ta.J (sti'ttl1), a. Of 01' pert. State law.
ata.tes'wom'an (-wc,6m1dn), n. : train.
to a. State, as dieting. from the
at&r tulip The Mariposa lily,
~:~~nf
pl. -WOMEN (-wlm'~n ; -ln). A 1tat'l-caUy, adv. of STATICAL.
Federalgovernment. Rare. U.S. ::~e~~fy~~:fv~!f
1t&rt' •Up', a. Upstart. Rare.
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STATION

STATUTE

SI. A state of standing or rest; equilibrium. Ob8.
stat'o- (stitt'ti-),
Combining form from Greek crTaTO<,
¥t:":'!:'~t ~fit: }.8~:~;~~~~~i~~~c\ml~;
~dor:s:gr~:
3. The spot or place where anything stands, esp. where a standing, fixed, from iuTciva,, to make to stand.
ration or of its founder intended as a permanent rule or
person or thing habitually stands, comes to a stand, or is stat'o-blast (-blllst), n. [Gr. cr,a,o< standing (i. e., remainlaw ; as, the statutes of a university.
appointed to remain for a time ; as, the station of a seu•
ing)+ -blast. l Zoo/. a In many fresh-water Polyzoa, a bud
3. Anannualassemblageoffarmingservantsatafairwhere
tinel ; the station of a fire engine ; a police station.
they are hired;- called also statutefair. Cf. 2<lMOP, 2. Eng.
or germ
developedenvelope,
in the body,
'b
4. Specif. : a A regular stopping place in a stage or rail- in
a chitinous
aud
4. A statue. Obs. & Erron.
road route, for the convenience of passengers, taking in fuel,
generally serving to preserve the
6. Short for: a STATUTEMERCHANT
(see STATUTEOF MERmoving freight, etc. ; also, by extension, the building or
buildings connected with such a stopping place; a depot.
b Surveying. The spot at which an instrument is planted
or observations are made. C In Australasia, a sheep run or
cattle run, with its buildings; also, the homestead a11d
buildings belonging to such a run. d A place or region to
whifh a government ship or fieet is assigned for duty. e
The correct position of a vessel in a squadron. f Mining.
An enlargement in a shaft or gallery, used as a landing, or
passing place, or for the accommodation of a pump, tank,
etc. See MINE,lllust. g In India, the place where the
British military or civil officers in a district reside.
&. Eccl. Uses. a Morefullyatatlonday.
Intheearlychurch
and in the Eastern Church, the fast of WednesdaJ and of
Friday, in memory Of the condemnation of Christ t>y the
council, and of his passion. b R. G. Ch. Orig., a church
in which the procession of the clergy halted on stated days
to say stated prayers; hence, a church in the city of Rome
appointed to have the office performed in it daily in Lent,
on the ember days, and on the solemn feasts. c One of
the places at which ecclesiastical processions or pilgrims
pause to perform an act of devotion, as the tomb of a martyr, or some similarly consecrated spot. d R. C. Ch. A
church in which indulgenees were granted on certain days.
e Short for station of tlie cross, below. f A priest's stay
with a parishioner to confess the neighbors. Ire.
6. Post assigned ; sphere of duty or occupation.
7. Situation ; position; location ; as, to take up one's
station near the front.
8. Bot. The ti.bet spot at which a given species or specimen is f..,and or collected. Cf. HABITAT,1.
9. Astron. = STATIONARY
POINT.
10. Social standing or condition of life ; state ; rank.
Syn. -STATION, DEFOT. The use of DEPOTas a synonym
for (railroad) STATIONis contrary to the best usage.

species in winter, bursting aud
. ,
developing in spring. b In cer~ !.
tain spouges, a somewhat analu:;- {
gous internal bud; a gemmule.
\!
sta'tor (stii't/Jr;
stlWer), n.
Mach. A stationary part in or
about which another part ( the
rotor) revolves, esp. when both Statoblast of a Polyzoan
are large; as: a Elec. The sta- ~<";'rh,tatrlla mucedo). a
tiona~y member of_ an el~ctrical l\i~~h e~i~; ~d.b Profile.
g
maclune, as of au mduct1011 motor. b Steam Turbine. The case inclosing a turbine wheel;
the body of stationary blades or nozzles. Cf. ROTOR,2 b.
stat'o-scope (stlWt-skop), n. [stato-+-scope.] 1. Physics. I seusiti ve form of aneroid barometer for recording
smal~ Jhanges in atmospheric pressure.
2. An instrument for registering the rise and fall of a balloon or airship; - also erroneously spelt statiscope.
stat'u-a-ry (stllt~_;'i-it-rI),n.; pl. -ARIES (-riz). [L. statuarius, n., fr. statuarius, a., of or belouging to statues, fr.
statua statue: cf. F. ..:;tatuaire. See STATUE,] 1. One
who practices the art of making statues.
2. [L. statuaria (sc. ars): cf. F. slatuaire.] The branch
of sculpture treating of figures in the round. Cf. RELIEF,6.
3. A collection of statues; statues collectively.
stat'ue (stll(,ii), n. [F., fr. L. statua, akin to statuere to
set up, fr. status a standing, state. Se.eSTATE,n.] 1. The
likeness of a living being scu]ptured or modeled in some
solid substance, as marble, bronze, or wax ; an image.
2. A portrait.
Obs.
Statue of Liberty. See LIBERTYENLIGHTENING
THEWORLD,
Stat'U8, V. t. ,• STAT,UED(stii:t~Ud); STAT'U-ING(stitt:_U-rug),
To form a statue of ; to make into a statue. Rare.
stat'ued (st~t.'._iid),a. Adorned with statues.
stat'ue-llke' (stlWj\-lik 1), a. Like a statue ; motionless.
stat 1 u-esque' (-~sk'), a. [statue+ -e.,que.] Resembling a
statue; having the massive dignity, or other characteris-

it°!r°~~i!~:1~t:t1J~t(i1:n~ie~'o~c;f~t~~ls)~t
;g~i=~~~:~:l!~
stages of Christ's passion in a church or, sometimes, on
roads leading to some church or shrine. In the Roman
~c:t~f~~::t~J{;:,si:'fi~~~ta~,~~:J:~g/:~itn~ttitude.
Catholic, Anglican, and some other churches, each repre• stat 1u-ette'
n. [F. ; cf. It. statuelta.] A small
sentation has a particular office to be said at it.
ata'Uon (sti'shUn), v. t.; -TIONED(-shUnd); -TmN-ING. To statue, usually one much smaller than life size. Cf. FIGURINE,
stat'Ure
(sta(_(ir),
n.
[F. stature, OF. estnture, fr. L. staappoint or assign to a post, place, office, or the like; as, to
tura, originally, an upright posture; hence, height or size
station troops at the right; to station a sentinel.
of
the
body,
fr.
stare,
statum, to stand.
See STAND.]
sta'tion-a-ry (-a-rl), a. [Cf. F . .,tationnaire, L. stationa1. The natural height of an auimal body; - generally
rius belonging to a post or station. Cf. STATIONER.l 1. Fixed
used
of
the
human
body
;
as,
a
man
of
great
stature.
in a certain station, place, course, manner of thmking, or
2. Growth; form ; figure.
the like; not moving or appearing to move ; stable ; fixed.
3. A statue. Erron. & Obs.
Charles Wesley, who is a more stationary man. Southey.
2:. Not changing state or condition; neither improving nor sta'tus (sta'tus), n. [L. See STATE.] 1. Law. The condition
of a person by which the nature of his legal personality is
getting worse; unchanging, either for g-ood or bad.
determined, and therefore the nature of the legal relations
atatlonary air Phys-fol., the air which under ordinary circumstances does not leave the lungs in respiration. - a. to the state or to other persons into which he may enter,
curve, Math., a curve the integral along an arc of which
including, as commonly used, a person's condition arising
may be a maximum or a minimum; an extremal.- a. engine,
out of age (as infaucy or wardship), sex (as marriage),
a steam engine permanently placed; specif., a factory
mental iucapacity, crime, a1ieuage, or public station.
engine. - ■. motion, Mech., the motion of a material sys2. a State or condition of a person. b Position of affairs.
tem such that the sum of the moments of inertia of the
system about three rectangular axes through its center of 3. Finance. The period or time for which an annuity is
mass never varies by more than small quantities from a limited to be paid as determined by the continuance or
permanence of an assigned thing or things.
~~~~~t
a~~n~ 0
1t~~~n~:!1r~t Fo~i~tl~i:ll~:t~i
JIstatus In quo (kwo), II a. quo fL., state in which], the state
seems to be motionless. - a. tangent. See INFLECTION,
5. m
which anything is; the state existing. Hence, IIstatus quo
1. tra.naformer. Elec. See TRANSFORMER.
-s. wave, Physics,
0
a vibration between fixed points, or nodes.
::i!t~:~l
'th~~ e:Ke~f!~
~:t:::::'1t'ot~:si~~~ifo~!\tif~r~~
sta'tlon-a-ry, n.; pl. -RIES (-rlz). One that is stationary
by the war. Cf. POSTLIMINIUM,
and UTIPOSSIDETIS.
or tends to remain in one place, condition, or the like.
stat'u-ta-ble (sta(.u-tli-b'l), a. Made, introd•1ced, or imsta'tion-er (-er), n. [ME. stacyonere bookseller, LL. sta- posed, by Rtatute ; statutory; also, made or being in contionarius, prob. through OF. Cf. STATIONARY, a.] 1. A formity to statute; standard. - stat'u-ta-bly, ad,,.
bookseller or publisher; - formerly so called from his oc- stat'ute (stitt.'._ut),n. [ME. statut, OF. (e).,tatut, F. statut,
cupying a station in the market place or elsewhere.
Obs.
LL. statutum, fr. L. statutus, p. p. of statuere to set, station,
Oue who sells paper, pe11s, quills, inkstands, pencils,
ordain, fr . .rtatus position, station, fr. stare, staturn, to
blank books,.and other articles used in writing.
stand. See STAND; cf. CONSTITUTE,
DESTITUTE.
J 1. Somestation error. The difference between the geodetic and
thing settled or fixed by a conference between the parties
J~,fi~~~;;:,'iJf:Ji~~\11:h'iJn~~f/tn~~it!if~~1te
guild of interested; an agreement; covenant. Obs.
2. Something laid down or declared as fixed or establishe<l;
0
hence:_ a A law enacted by, or by the autl1ority of, the
:~~~°l1:a~i\eeH?iY~k1Y!t:r:n~Il¥~:i~~~~,~ 0
u°Jdr~d
supreme legislative branch of a government, esp. of a repreyears regulated the public_l'_tionof all books in England.
Registration at Stationers' Hall, while, since the copyright
sentative government; the written will of the 1Pgislaturt.
law of 1842, not compulsory 1 is necessary before takmg proexpressed with all tlie requisite forms of legislation ; - ofceedings in respect of infringement of copyright.
ten used in distinction from the common, orunu·rUtfn, lnw
sta'tlon-er-y (-lr-l), n. The articles usually sold by sta(see COMMON
LAWb). Cf.EDICT,1; DECREE,
4; ORDINANCE,
3d;
tioners, as paper, pens, ink, quills, blank books, etc.
CONSTITUTION,
6, etc. In works on international law and in
ata'tlon-er~y, "· Belonging to, or sold by, a stationer.
the Roman law, statute is sometimes used as embracins all
station pointer. Surv. & N1wig. An instrument having
three arms, the two outer ones adjustable and the inner
!:~ru~!:~~J.~~~ti~gnto~~!:i~j!b1!:t::a~:i:gp~!:!~:f
fixed at the zero of a circle, used for locating on a chart
0i~~~~t~at~f1sf~rE!~~r!t
}~
E~;i~!1~~~ti:~!~\8riiz:1;~1;~
1~n~~!~hi~~
t~et~!!t!~~t~!taofiJ!cct~,f~~;~6~it\~~:!1le
lidity as statutes without the assent of the crown, though
PROBLEM.
been observed. See THREE-POINT
in practice all statutes are promulgated by the crown; but
sta-tls'ti-cal (st<i-tls'tl-kal), a. [Cf. F. statistique.] Ofor
~ev:~:t~l
~hI!r°!xt~~ir~!~ 1:;
pertaining to statistics. -sta-tls'ti-cal-ly,
adv.
the /resident, in the United States, for a Federal statute,
stat 11B-tl'clan (stlt1Ts-tlsh'an), n. [Cf. F. statisticien. J or
the
governor
of
a
State
fora
State
statute
(cf. VETO).At
One versed in, or engaged in compiling, statistics.
sta-tlB'tics (std-tls'tlks), n. [Cf. F. statistique, G. statis- the common law a statute took effect by relation back to
tik. See STATE,n.J 1. (Construed as sing.; see-ics.) The
dG~o~f
~w~~t;ir:Jc~~\':;~i:1:.t°d~fu~i~1~:
science of the collection and classification of facts on the
otherwise provided, take effect from the date of the royal
assent. In the United States, generally, an act takes effect
basis of relative number or occurrence as a ground for in•
from the date of the final act necessary to its enactment,
duction ; systematic compilation of instances for the inferunless, as is usual, the statute itself fixes the time of its
ence of general truths.
effect. Cf. EXPOSTFACTOLAW.Formerly in England
SI. (Construed as pl.) Classified facts respecting the condi- taking
all statutes were originated by a petition presenting meastion in various respects of the people in a state, or respecting any particular class or interest ; esp., those facts which
J~:l~~fa~~rst~\~fisa!~~~igi!,i~•ei;~~~!e~~ib;~
can be stated in numbers, or in tables of numbers.
in English and American law, in the form of a bill which is

f-,lt'),

;a~~- \~e

z.

tt~~t

l~ti

i~::p~~~;:Hi~!~~ii!tt:
Nt

!'~t~n\
~ffi~
f::

t~:i!~!~z\~t!i:~t:;a-:i~l ao~c:;
pert. to a station. Rare.
1ta'tion-a-ri-nes1 (-tl-rT-nl'.!s),
n.
S
;!t1"'on'Esdsa.
y. See
1 _,
·"
atationhouae. a Police station.
b Railroad depot.
~tralia.,
1
~f:J.!'fp"ufJj~-g
containm,: salt beef. A1.u1fralia,
■ta.tton master. One in charge
~ia.t~:ti~~int. seiT:~!s~•~g:1
■ta.tlon pole,rod, or staff. Surv.

i,le, senite,

r;J~I::i~t~
p~~vl~:tl°i~~:t:~~)
wtH1
~ff~; d~~~,.1~'1;~~1~
observed according to the form of the gift, taking away the
0
~

power of absolute alienation, and providing that upon failure of the issue to whom the estate was limited the estate
should revert to the donor or his heirs. This resulted in

~~!t~td1~nit:.tY;~,~~Jf~lffr¥~tti!1~
b~ts~~~K-r~·.;;
MoRTMAIN.- S.of Addition■• Law. See ADDITION,6,
Cit.-·-

t~::~fA~s0~h'rch
i!e)~;:r:£:;t~iit:~:~~i~~ge~Fi111!r~
ing of arms.-s. of Bread and Ale. =ASSIZE OFBREADANDALB

(see Ass1zE, 2). - B. or dlatributlon, a statute regulating the
distribution of decedent estates. - a. of entail. = STATUTE
DE DONIS.- a. offraud•ff1en cap., 1:11spec(fic useJ, Lau-,the
::;i~!~e~t~~ut'e 2~~~rev~~·f \f!;!~;hfi'f~J~e~to~;a~it~~~=

~rj1:t~;~~

1
0
:n~~tt~;n~i~~~¥
ti~f::i~tousgih1sbfiy~~rJ~fling proof of a speciKc kind, usually in writing, of the more
important transactions of business, declaring that '"no ac-

g~a?,\ tl~

1
~on
~h~~ 0
\~iS:ctYoii 0 i!r~~t ~~a~/l:~~~d~di~
the 1v1nited States each State has a statute of frauds, most of
the provisions of the original act bein~ therein reenacted.
0
it:t~~!!t~ti:sa~~nj~~f!:ed
\,e;i?3r,c~r ~l::it~l~~,d~~~ 1!:,

8 i 'i\~fi~i;:~g~
~~t!~e;;;:~
1~~~'f;~:.
r~:
:;,~'zt¥~~ih:-c

~S::t~c;~~~l!!~~:J:ti!>~~~le~:~~~d:;1;~~~f1~Xr~~r,~:
fore the plague. - s. of llmit&tions, Law, a statute assigning a
certain time after which rights cannot be enforced by ac•
tion. See LIMIT.ATION,n.,5
C.-8. ofMarl'bo-roa.gh(miirl'btiri1; m6l'bru)fJr ,formerl-y, Marl-'bridge,.Enp. Hist., a reenactment by the .Parliament of Marlborou~h, m 1267,of the Provisions of Oxford and most of certam :provisions made at
Westminster and assented to by the kmg in 1259. Slight

!t!

0 J~::i!nfn1
~~~~egfw::~:fi~'~tf1~u~y:i!~er~i~}nlli!
sheriffs. - 8. of Merchants, an ordinance (13 Edw. I. c. 6) of
the Curia Regis at Acton Burnell (whence it is also called
Statute of Ac'ton Bur'nell [lk'tiln b0r'n~UJ in 1283,designed
for the better securinJ; and recovery of debts, which itlro-

b~~1
<:~re~:
c~m:t~ ~~~11~a ~i:ki!~~~c:~!~r'c)f ~c~;a

~~!t~ ~i;htitd~~~~~~c~,
~~~~: 1rt1~d~tJ~~ ~JJ:na~xd
g-oods of the debtor. This orinance of 1283 was reenacted
m afullerand slightly modified form by 15 Edw. I c. 6(1285),
which is also called Statute of Merchants. These statutes
were repealed by the Statute Law Revision Ad of 1863. S. of Mer'ton (mfir'tUn), Eng. Lau· 1 a statute, or body of
1f23~~
a~~ 1!~:de~Y!~
tli:!;rIIi.
It amends the law about various miscellaneous matters. including conflicting rights of the lords and their tenanb te

l[~;t~!~i~:s~~~:/ 'i;y

t~

::::u~~i:!eitfte~btst1:as;:rui:~1<\y
e~t;!i~i!~rti.·
- ~~
of Monopolies, the act of 21 Jas. I. c. 3, declaring monopolies to be contrarr, to the law of England and aiming to
suppress them, with certain exceptions, as the monopoly
1
:~1~;:~r~,!?n:~1:it 0
~:r1~u0
g~;~\E~~liie~~:i~rin~
alienation of laua" in mortmain, that is, to a co1·poration,
orig. an ecclesiastical corporation, such as the Sta.t'ute de
Re-ll'gi-0'1l1 (de re-lii'T-o'sis) (7 Edw. I., 1279),which forbade all alienations in mortmain, the act of 13 Edw. I. c.

r:i t1~;n~

r:gf~i~

f!~lc8g>h!art!:~i~:eaut°oh e~~d~t\!~np~~rci:ri~e
Rich. II. c. 5 (1391), forbidding alienation to the use of an
1:::ailicol~ 0lf.~~;~i<i7a6),~lc\~ri~:r;lt1~
purposes void except under certain conditions,. and various
other statutes of later years. The main origmal purpose
of these statutes was to preserve to the lords the feudal
rights of relief, wardship, marriage, and escheat, which
conveyance in mortmain took away ; that of the later statutes is to prevent undue accumulation of wealth in the
hands of corporations.
All the mortmain acts were re-

i~~

I~r~h!~~i~We

~~i~~~lz ~f3"s§f.0;i.%'l:~t~!R~!f!;afl~

~},!;J

~~';;'vt.f~,~:
repeals. the earlier acts.-B. of Praemunire. See PR.-EMUNIRE.
- B, of Provisora, Eng. Jfist., the statute of 25 Edw. III. s. 4
(1351), designed to prevent the Por. from exercising the
right qf provision and i:eservati?.n o , or prese~tipg to. hen•
efices m England. Thrn and reenactments of 1t m 1362 and
9ie(rnl 1igea~10 8r~~1":n°t!1t~~~~nw:lH~~;;
1
of Qui'a Emp-to'res (kwi 1d ~mp-t&'r0z) .or Qui'&Emp-to'rea 'l'erra'rum [L. gm'.a P,mptorps (terrarnm), lit., because purcha.s-erti (of lands)], Eng. Law, a statute (11:S
Edw. I., 1290) which,
referring to tenants not in chief, declared that every free
man might sell his tenement or any part of it, but that the
feoffee should hold of the same lord and by the same serv•
ices of whom and by which the feoffor held. The effect
of the statute was to abolish subinfeudation. - S. of Staple.
See STATUTE
STAPLE.-8. of Treason■, Eng. Hist., the statute
25 Edw. III. st. 5, c. 2 (1351),defining the acts constitutin~
treason. - S. of Uaea. See USE,n. - B. of Wale ■, the statute
of 12 Edw. I. (1284)annexing Wales to the dominion of the

!~

fii1~~~:

wi;irs~fsrt!1lf1\a:e~-;J~tfv'!i8;=~:t

~t~st~fu~~:~ei:i~

4ndP-~~te,~~~\~~t~t~~~h):~~,t.]ObAi

A rod f~r martin~. statiods i a :~ih~t,::ii!aSta8~ti~:1~·
t;:at( u:sag',~i 1}o')mi-ni•Ju,;[Maft
+ t'iefer.J
J(ed.
e(~fo:~n~;~;,ntro See ■ta.t"is-tol'o-gytsUit'ls-tlSl'ti-jl), atandsn th: sh~do~· of.-~ greai ::;: ilex~;h;h!i::iJ~~g
e eROXANA
AND STATrBA.
n. LRtatu~tics + -logy.] = STA- name. Lura.n (Pha,·1urlia,I. 13.5). atat'o-rh&b (i. t I t'b-d1 b). n.
sta.t'i-acope (stllt'l-skcip), n. = T1sT1cs, I.
sta-toc'ra-cy (st!l".-tl:sk'rti-sl),
n. [sfato- + Gr. {J0.{38ot;
rod,l ZOOl.
sTATOSCOPE,
ata'tive (sti'tlv), a. [L. Rfafi- [Rtafe + -crac!/.] Government In certain Trachymedusre, a
at&t'iam (stit'lz'rn), n. [From 1·u.~,fr. stare, #afum, to stand.] Dy tl1e sta.te. Rare.
short tentacular process sup
(-Sl.
t
~~J~i~r ~Ja.~~r~;rt0 :~1Ji~ry
ot~: porting the 8tatolith.
11~;_~l 0b0-r_r
8
11 81
1
0:; ~:~ 0 R~~~~),n.
cf, It.
statista
statesman.] 2. Heh. Grom. Designatingcer- cyst regarded as an organ of
Bot.
0
1. Statesman; politician ...VowR. ta.in verhs expressive of a hodily equilihration and orientation.
stat.our. ;- ~TATtrRE,
2. A statistician. Rllre.
or mental Rtateor condition.
atat'o-llth (-llth), n. [Mato- + ~ ata\r;ro r&.-ti-o'nevo-lun'tu.
■ta-tia'tic (sta-t'!s'tl'.k), n. 1. = ~ta.~rA~~~!~:;1z;~~~t~.1bs~ake ti~1.J. Znfi'tT~e calcareous l1if . ill stamd~fo{reaB!)ll;ma
;:~!;T;~tistical
element.
1t&tly. ;- STATELY.
(~fd-t~m'~-U!r), n. ~~tui!ai'io~
vlr ~nm

S~ti~~
."TATION[,,5n&
..,I

::::f:Cti.A.

CHANTS). b STATUTE
STAPLE.
Syn. - Act, regulation, edict, decree.
1~ati~i )~lt!1!u~\~ft~if~:S~~:~r!e!tt1:ciea
~~i:tti~!~;~
to speaking or writing against the Articles. -Ste.t'a.te d•
Do'nia Con-d11ti-o-nal 1i-bus (k<>n-dish'l-0-nitl'I-bUs), or, usually Statute de Donia [L. df! don is condUwnalfbus concerning
conditional gifts],µ,w, the act of 13 Edw. I. c.1 (1285),often
called Statute of westm:iri.sterJI., procured to be passed by
the nobility to put an end to the construction of conditional
fees which enabled the donee of the fee (by aliening upon

0

stT&At:•
.t] alt,ecn.raf[tF.roOmo.•
_.TATE·,

i~.

•r~t:::,•!
f

l~'

~~~t~i

statuary ma.rDle See MARBLE·
atat'ue~leBS.a. See -LESS,
ata-tu'mi-nate (st<i-tn'ml-nitJ.
r. t. [L. statu111111are.] To prop
or R-UJ!port.Obs.
~::a 1;'!.~:~:~:~.~1~:um.
(L.J
1tat'ured(stlt't'lrd),a.
1. Having the sta.tureOf. Rare.
2. Arrived a.tfull stati..--e.Rare-,
II•~'tu~ quo. andata/tua quo
1;.A~g~Ux.

1 :f,._t::,ta::.~;t.Tif\
cA~.~~J

at'a-~'~t:r

cire, ram, dccount, arm, Bsk, sofd; eve, 8vent, l!nd, recent, maker; ice, Ill; Old, Obey, &rb, 6dd, s&ft, cdnnect; iise, i.'inite,-6.rn, Up, circus, menii;
UForelsn

Word.

T Oboolete Variant o&

+ combined

wlth.

= equalo.
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STATUTE

STEAL

(3 Edw. 1.', called the Statute of We■tminater I,), 1285(13 Edw.
0ft~b!~1f<i~;!y;
l. To st~:r1~:b~a!!~nB'i~ !~r~
t?e~~d upL11ly.
~hi~t~t:!ti~~
<fs•=~t
c!fieSrt1f,:i~~~~~/;~:t
2 ·H'!i::r:!!uf:!~
mlnater m., or Statute of Quia E,nplores which see). They
! ~~:i~~':,!f~;~~:~c~nbl ,~~;,t~nsduT~9t~;
1

made various reforms in administrative
criminal, and
property Jaw. The second inc. 24 provided for the making
of new writs by the clerks in chancery.
atat'ute (stll(.iit), v. t. To declare by statute; to decree,
limit, fix, or establish by statute.
Rare.
atatute labor or labour. A definite amount of labor required for public service in making roads, etc. Cf. coavB&.
statute law. The law as stated in statutes.
atatute staple, Eng. Law. A bond of record acknowl-

not staytd his stomach for a minute.

;Scott.

be~t~~~~if

2, To be of avail to; to help ; support ; benefit ; asoiat,
It nothing steads us
To chide him from our eaves.

Sha/,.

3. To fill the place of; to replace. Obs.
Shak.
stead (stM), v. i. Obs. a To stop; stay. b To avail; suffice,

stead'fast, ated'fast (stlWfast), a. [AS. stedefrest, that
S. To
lt:i t1~~f;gee~ftio!f!~sfe:!~~~essfu~{~k.
is, fast in place. See STEAD, n. ; FAST, a.1 1. Firmly
4. To hold from proceeding ; to stop ; check ; restrain ; fixed or established; firm. u This steadfast globe." Spenser.
alao, to hinder; delay; detain ; postpone; keep back ; 2. Not fickle or wavering; constant; resolute; unswerv•

apecif., to stop, or more usually suspend, the progress of ing ; steady ; as, a steadfast eye, spirit.
by judicial proceedings or executive mandate.
Syn. -See STANCH.
6. To balk at ; to stop for, Rare.
Spenser.
- stead'last-ly, sted 1la8t-ly, adv. - 11tead'last-neaa,
8. To wait for; to await. "I stay dinner there." Shak.
sted'fast-ness, n.
7. To fasten or secure with stays, aa a smokestack.
!f;~~a~f'.rt~tJ';,hfrf.r~;t~hi~h
stead'l-ness (stM'l-n~s),n. Quality or state of being steady.
8. Naut. To tack ; as, to stay ship. !{ow Rare.
certain staple towns the sale of all goods to be exported),
Syn. - Constancy, resolution, unchangeableness.
before the mayor of the staple, by virtue of which the
9. Naut. To incline (a mast) forward or aft, or to one side, stead'y (-I), a.; STBAD'I·ER(-I-er); STEAn11-EST, [From
creditor mi1ih~ on nonpayment, forthwith have execution
by the stays and backstays.
STEAD,n.; prob. under influence of steadfast.] 1. Firm in
ljf~sii~~dcfl~~~d~f the debtor, as in the 10. To endure or hold out through ; as, to stay the dis- standing or position; not tottering or shaking ; fixed ; firm.
tance; to stay the pace. Sporting Cant & Slang.
2. Constant in feeling, principle, purpose, or pursuit ; not
stat'u-to-ry (stU.'..,ii-t~-rI), a, Enacted, acquired, or im- stay
(stii), v. i. [From STAYto hold up; from the idea of fickle, changeable, or wavering; uot easily moved to alter
posed by statute ; depending 011 statute for its authority.
standing firm.] 1. To rest; depend; rely; stand. Now R.
a purpose or course of action ; - of persons.
1t&tutorydecla.ration, Law, a statement in writing signed by
I stay here on my bond.
Shak.
3. Regular; constant ; undeviating; uniform; - of things;
a person and declared by him to be true before an author2. To cease from any motion or course of action; specif. : as, the .r;teadycourse of the sun ; a steady breeze of wind.
ized official, and having the effect of a statement in writing on oath. Australia. - •· forecloaure. See .FORECLOSURE.a To come to an end; to cease ; stop ; as, that day the
4. Nau/. Of a vessel, keeping nearly upright in a oeaway,
storm stayed. Ar_chaic. b To delay; wait; tarry; liuger;
- a. guardian, a guardian by statute. See GUARDIAN,
2. - ■,
generally because having a period of oscillation long as
llen. See LIEN.- •. next of kin. See NEXTOP KIN.- •. rule■, as, atay and hear me. c To remain ; dwell; abide ; as, to
compared with the apparent wave period.
Scots Law, the acts of sederunt and acts of adjournal,
stay in town all summer. 4 To stand still; not to retreat;
6. Not given to dissipation or excess; sober and well orprinted by the king's printer.
See under ACT.
to remain at a certain point or in a certain state.
dered; as, to lead a .steady life ; a steady man. Colloq.
atau'ro-llte (st6'rt-Iit), n. [Gr. O'T<1vpo<
a cross+ -lite.]
3. To attend as a servant; -with on. Rare.
Shak,
invariable,
Min. A brown to black basic silicate of
4, To hold out in or as in a race ; to have powers of en- ~i:!iniit~:.dSt~fe~lase~~~i!:LE~ndeviating,
durance ; as, a horse stays well. Colloq.
aluminium and iron, HFeA1 5Si20 1s, in®
1teady load, Arch. & Engin. 1 an invariable load; the weight
prismatic orthorhombic crystals, often
6. Naut. To tack; to go about, as a ship.
of a structure and its supermcumbent fixtures i dead load;
twinned so a.ato resemble a cross. It is
-distinguished
from Uve load.- s. motion, motion in which
Syn.-STAY, STOP. The employment of STOPfor STAY,in
generally found embedded in crystalline
the time derivatives vanish, or which is independent of
the sense of remaining for a time (as, I am stopping at the
schists.
H., 7-7.o. Sp. gr., 3.{i:;...3.77,
Grand Hotel), is contrary to good usage. See RESIDE,CEASE. the time. - •· pin. a A dowel pin. b Founding. A long
stau 1ro-llt'lc (-llt'Ik), a.
stay, n. [Cf. OF. estai a support, prop, F. etai. See STAY, guide pin attached to a cope or a pattern to enable it to be
atau1ro-soope (-skop), n. [Gr. 1TT<1vpo,a
lifted vertically ; also, a core Hrint. C A pin, sunk ke;t_,or
v. i. &: t.] 1. That which serves as a prop; a support.
cross +-scope. 1 Cryst, A modified polar.
"My only strength and :,lay."
Milton.
~~~~i~~l~.s~d 1~~J::;en}!:S~c.,;;~Ys!~o~!~:~~~~l8.n as aft
iscope used to iind the position of planes
Staurohte.
2.
pl.
A
corset
stiffened
with
whalebone
or
other
material,
of light vibration in sections of crystals. - stau 1ro-scop'lc worn by women, and rarely by men. The sing. form is stead'Y, v. t.; sTEAD'IED (-Id); STEAD'Y-ING. To make
steady; specif.: a To hold or keep from shaking, reeling,
(-sk~p'Ik), a. -stau 1ro-scop1l-cal-ly (-I-kal-I), adv.
used in composition ; as, staylace.
or falling ; to make or keep firm. b To make constant,
atave (stiv), n. [From STAFF,and corresponding to the 3.
A fastening for a garment ; a clasp ; a hook. Obs.
regular, or resolute.
pl. staves . .See STAFF.] 1. A stick; cudgel; staff.
4. That which stays, stops, or checks; a hindrance ; check. stead'y,
v. i. To become steady; to regain a steady posi2. Any of a number of narrow strips of wood, or narrow
Not grudgmg that thy lust hath bounds and stays. Herbert.
tion or state ; to move steadily.
iron plates, placed edge to edge to form the sides, cover&. Restraint ; refrainment.
Obs.
Coleridge.
She steadles•with upright keel.
ing, or lining of a vessel or structure, as of a cask, a pail,
The wisdom, stau, and moderation otthe king, Bacon.
a well curb, a pipe (for a pipe line), etc.; also, a similarly
8. A staying, or stopping, or state of being stayed; cessa- stead'Y, interj. Naut. An order to the steersman to keep
the v,:.ss,-c:l'shead pointing as it is. When a-port or a-startion of motion or progression; a halt; stand; stop; specif.,
ahaped piece, as any of the bearing strips for an arch cenboara is "',dded to the order the helm is turned very slighttering (see CENTBBING,
lllust. ), a slat of a hayrack, etc.
a stopping, or more usually a suspension, of procedure or
ly in trie indicated direction and then held.
3. Any of the bars of a lantern pinion, or a bar or round of execution by judicial proceedings or executive mandate.
steak
(stak), n. [ME. steike, fr. Scand.; cf. Ice!. sleik, akin
Affairs of state seemed rather to stand at a stay. Hayward.
a rack, ladder, etc. ; also, Obs., a shaft, as of a wagon.
to
Icel. steikja to roast, stikna to be roasted or scorched,
7.
Continuance
in
a
place
;
abode
for
a
space
of
time;
so4. a A metrical portion; a. stanza; a staff. b Music. =
stick, the steak being broiled on a spit. See STJCK,
and
E.
journ; as, you make a short stay in this city.
2d STAFF,8.
v. t.] A slice of meat, esp., when used without qualifica8. Quality of, or capacity for, endurance; staying power.
&. lier. A staff (see FISSURE,n. 4); sometim.es, a ray of an
tion,
of
beef, broiled or cut for broiling; also, a similar
Now Chiefly Colloq.
escarbuncle.
piece of 'the meat of any of various animals or fish i as,
9. Act or fact of continuing; continuance.
Ob8.
stave, v. t.; prel. & p. p. STAVED(stiivd) or STOVE(stov);
venison
steak;
pork steak; cod steak,· halibut steak.
p. pr. & vb. n. STAV'ING(stiiv'Ing).
[From STAVE,n., or
0
0
:be~~~~
n1:Kgh,alhese ears annoy. Spenser. steal (stiil; dial. also stal), n. [ME. .,tele handle, stalk,
STAFF,n.] 1. To break in a stave or the staves of ; to
10. Fixed condition or state ; status ; also, lastingness;
stem,
AS.
stela, ,,;;teola,stalk, stem i akin to LG. & D. steel
break a hole in; - often with in; as, to stave in a boat.
Obs. or Archaic.
handle, stalk, OD. stael; cf. G. stiel, L. stilus stake, stalk,
2. To suffer, or cause, to be lost by Lreaking the cask ; permanence.
11. A fixed anchorage for vessels. Ob•.
stem, Gr. UTEAE'civa handle. Cf. STALKstem, STALL,n.]
hence, to spill; to let flow; to pour away. Now Rare.
1. Obs. or Scot. & Dial, Eng. a A stalk ; a stem. b A
8l:l°P~~Ilg 1h~~~:i:iie
3. To furnish with staves; also, to form into staves.
a!:llf~~! ~:da~~~;1[i~·t:eJa~t:
handle; a shaft. c A rung of a ladder.
4. Tobeatorcndgel;
to knock. Obs. orScol.&Dial, Eng.
in an ornamental window to keep leaded glass in place.
2. Archery. An arrow without feather or head.
&. To render impervious or solid by driving with a calking stay bolt. Mech. A bolt or short rod, commonly
steal (stiil), v. t.; pret. STOLE(stol); p. p. sTO'LEN(sto'l'n);
screwed throughout its entire length, used a.sa
iron; as, to stave lead, or a joint into which 1ead has been run.
p.
pr. & vb. n. STEAL,ING. [ME. stelen, AS. stelan ,· akin
stay
to
connect
opposite
plates
which
are
sub
..
8. To keep at a distance, as by force or craft; to drive
to OFries. stela, D. stelen, OHG. stelan, G. steltlen, Icel.
away ; - usually with off; as, to stave otf trou·ble.
~~c~1~~
te~r~f~u~iet::d~~fi!~. f'>J~:
stela,
Sw. stjiila, Dan. stirele, Goth. stilan. Cf. STEALTH,]
to atave and t&il, in bear baiting, to interpose with the staff
left square. and is cut off when the bolt is in
1. To take, and carry away, feloniously; to take without
place. Called studding boll. - sta:v'-bolt1, v. I.
1c°J~d?ii~~!t~Ji~~£t~:1~:~~ftio!:
~o~:~t, to eu d ure
right or leave, and with intent to keep wrongfuUy ; as, to
8!ftle~~!fii
steal the personal goods of another.
■tave, v. i.
1. To break ; to be stove, as a ship.
jotnrg;irh~r~~p:'!i:a:t~
~nss:~\f;
2. To take or appropriate to one's self furtively or se2, To walk or move rapidly; to hurry. Colloq. & Dial.
doubletree t.o the fore axle to lessen swaying.
Stay Bolt
cretly; as, to steal a moment from work ; to steal a kiBS.
staves'a 1 cre (stiivz'ii 1 ker), n. [OF. stafi.,agre, F. staphi- stay'er (etii'er), n. One that stays; as: a One i~ PosiSo Absalom stole the hearts of the men of Israel. 2 .Saw. xv. 6.
saigre, LL. staph is agria, Gr. uTa.c/>
f dried grape
O.yp,o; that upholds or supports. b That which checks tion.
wild.] A European and Asiatic larkspur (Delphinium,
or restrains. C One that has powers of endurance. Colloq. 3. To introduce by stealth; to smuggle. Obs.
He will steal himself into a man's fa,·,,r.
Shak.
staphi.,;;agria) having racemose purple flowers. Its seeds stay'sall 1 (sta'sal'; naut. sta's'l), n. Naut. Any sail on a
4, To move stealthily ; as, he stole liis hand into hers.
contain delphinine, and are violently emetic and cathartic.
stay, as the three ..cornered sails set between masts.
6. To take possession of gradually and imperceptibly; t8
They are locally used as a fish poison.
stay tube. Steam Boilers. In some multitubular boilers, withdraw
or remove clandestinely or stealtliily; - ofteu
i,tave'wood' (stiiv 1wil,W), n. a The mountain damson. b any of several fire tubes made thicker than the others.
with away,· as, diversions steal the mind from study.
In Austl'alia: (1) Either of the-sterculiaceous trees Ster- stead (stM), n. [ME. stede place, AS. slede; akin to LG.
8.
To
accomplish
in a concealed or unoUEerved manner;
culia frelida and Tar,ietia aclinophylla. (2) The melia& D. slede (also D. stad town), OS. stad, sledi, OHG.
to try ~o carry out secretly ; as, to .,·teal a look.
ceous tree FUndersia sclwttiana.
stat, G. stall, stiitte (also stadt town), lcel. sta~r, Dan. sled,
atay (sta), n. [AS . .,treg, akin to D., G., Ice!., Sw., & Dan.
Sw. stad, Goth. stops, and E. stand. See STAND;cf. STAITH, it
~~~na!~OJ1o
c~i:1i1teiJktf~~~-e~~iu.ion
or course,
atag: cf. OF. e,lilai,F. etai, of Teutonic origin.] 1. Naut.
STJTHY,
J 1. Place, or spot, in general. Obs. or Dial., exc. 7. To go stealthily or secretly 011; as, to ,,;;tealone's way.
A large, strong rope, now usually of wire, used to supin composition.
H Fly this fearful stead anon."
Spenser.
8. a Baseball. To gain (a base) without the aid of a hit or
port a mast, by being extended forward from the head of 2. Situation; position, esp. of affairs; predirament.
Obs. of an error; - said of a base runner. b Garnes. To gain,
one mast down to some other, or to some part of the ves- 3. Advantage; service; avail ; - now esp. in the phrases
as a point or score, by chance, good ]uck, or strategy,
sel i -sometimes
called Jore-and-aft stay. Staysails and
to stand 1:n stead, to be of service or advantage; or, more
where one does not ordinarily expect to do so.
jibs are hoisted on them. Supporting ropes which lead aft
ra.rely, to do (formerly make) stead, to be of ,avail.
Syn. -STEAL, PILFER, FILCH, PURLOIN,EMBEZZLE.STEAL
to the vessel's side are called backstay.'l, See SHIP, Illust.
4. Place or room which another had, has, or might have.
is the general term; PJLFERand FILCHimply petty thievIn stead of hounds, he a pillar set.
Chaucr>r.
2. Hence, generally ,a gny rope or the like; specif., Rn gin.,
ins j to PURLOINis esp. to carry off by theft j EMBEZZLE
im&. A farmstead; a farm with its honseR, barns, etc.; a steadRhes fraudulent appropriation by a breach of trust; as,
a tie piece to hold parts together, or to contribute stiffness.
ing. Obs. or Scot. Also, in Obs. senses: a A royal seat;
• Who steals my r,urse steuls trash" ( Shak.); 0 the stealth
in ataya, or hove in ataya, Naut., in the act or situation of
a palace. b A throne.
C A space of time; a short while.
staying, or going about from one tack to another.
~
<~H/;iVe~s~~~tct~esatii~~-pa~~sn!:~:
6. A frame on which a. bed is laid ; a bedstead,
Rare.
stay (stii), v. t.; prel. & p.p. STAYED(stiid) or STAID(stiid);
them worse~ (Churchill); "Fain would t~ey file/, that lit7. Impress; trace; track. ChiffiY Scot.
p. pr. &: vb. n. STAY'lNG. [OF. estayer to prop, F. etayer,
tle
food
away"
(Dryden);
u fire which Prometheus .filc/1e<l
in stead of, or in the 1. of, in place of. See INSTEAD,
akin to OF. e.,tai a prop (cf. also F. estaie), F. elai; prob.
for us from Heaven" (Byron); ""flesh ... of cock puraomewhat confused with OF. estai a rope (cf. STAYa rope), stead (sted), v.l. [ME. steden stand, place, avail. See STEAD,
lf~isl~i:f~';!~E:f;,ryl)~.t;e~fowper);
u I hope to
but not orig. the same word i perh. fr. OD. stade, ,r;taeye,a n.] 1. To put or place; esp., to involve in difficulty, in a
predicament, or in great peril; to beset; bestead.
Ob.,.
prop, prob. akin to E . .,;tend. Cf. STAID,a., STAY,11. i.]
to steal a march, to march in a covert way; to gain an adstaves (stiivz; stiivz), n.,pl. of stay' -a ..while"' n. = WAIT-A-S, T. D. Ahbr. Sacrre Theoloat&t'ute-barred', a, Barred by 1t&u'mer (st6'ml:!r), Scot var. stau 1rax-o'n1-al (-dl), a.
(Htiivz).7Jl. of STAVE. B IT. AvRt1·alia.
Of STAMMER.
Stau 1 ro-me-du'sie (-ri';-m~-dn'- STAF'I<";
gire Doctor (L., Doctor of Sathe Rtatnte of limitations.
cred Theology).
stave' -saw' flle. See Fl LE,tool. stay bea.rer. Carp. A brace.
at&tute cap. A kind of woolen staum'rel (st6m'rfl). Scot. var.
1tav'ing (stiiv'Yng), vh. n, of stay boom. A boom to anchor
cap; -Ao called because worn in
~~~•s:·-C~erfu~~]
0
Aih~.,·'s~i~;~~f.:
fem. of
STAVE,
r.
t.
Hence:
n.
Material
the
main
boom
to
either
upconformity with a 11tatute(1,571) ~fa~~A R;E
!t·an). [
I
orsuborderof Scyphozoainc1udin behalf of the cappers. Obs. ata.unce. T STANCE.
ing Lucenwria and allies, near- for formin~ staves ; staves col- stream Hhore.
=~;)~-~~~~~ i-:r.:tt>ad+ -able.]
lectively ; a caRingof stave&.
ata.y busk. A busk.
ata.tute fa.tr. See ~TATUTE,
n.,3. staunch (stiinch), staunch'ly,
Helpful ; snviceable. Ohs.
at&tute mercha.nt. See STAT- 1taunch'ne11, etc. Vara. of
gs,:!:g~ne, ::i~.~~[y~~iy~~~~p+
steadfasthede, atedfasthede, n.
UTE01" Mi':RCHANTS.
the animal may attach itself. STANCH,
STANCHLY,
etc.
stayer. t STAIR.
at&tute mile. See MILE,
sta.ung, staunke. t STANK.
atau'ro-me-du'aan (-l"t!n),a.~ n. st&w. t. STOW,place.
s1
~~:i:"f:!t!h1~,
statute roll, A roll containing Staun'ton's o'pen-ing (stiin'- atau'ro-tide {st6'rl'l-tld), n. [F., ataw (stn), Scot. pret. of STEAL;
in 11.Steadf'astness.Ob,;, [STEAnY.
& dtnl. Eng-.var. of STALL
the engro);Aedtext of a statuta. tii.nz). See 1st CHE~s,1.
Gr. vravpwT6f cruciform + Scot.
atawl. Obs. or dial. Eni:t, var.
atead'i-ly \St~d'l-ll), odv. of
1ta-tu'tum (std-tff.'ti"jm, 11. staup (st6p ; stiip), 11. i. [Cf. fr.
EUo~ form.J Min. Sta.uro1ite.
t;:ikfroi~~~~htC:~~i1 stead'ing (st~d'lng; dial.-ln),
~ ,.] A Rtatute. - Sta-tu tum Norw. dial. stnlprl to walk with stau-rot'y-poua
(st~-rlSt'l-pUs), ~[.:;t~~~(st8'm!~)~
to the stay. R.
ring atayfl.l
er' ca-to'rum nr de Mer1 ca-to' - difficulty.] To walk awkwardho~;~~nt
atawn (st6n). Scot. & dial. Eng. stay'b,ce 1 , n. A lace for fastena. [Gr. lTTClupOfacroAB+TVn-of
rt-bus (m0.r'kd-U:Sr'l-bfis). = ly,
steps
high
and
as
one
who
stolen, p. p. of STEAL,
var.
of
officei;. b Building land: a site.
A
moratory
law.
at&y
law.
type.]
Having
croP.slike
rnark8TA'f'UTE
OF ~h.RCHANTS.
- 8.
Scot. ~ Dirt{, Enq.
1tawnce.
+
STANeE.
stay'leBB,
a.
Without
a
Rtay
or
n.
Securitv;
safety.
stead'ship,
W11.l'li-• (wll'l-e).
= STAT- heavily.
stau'rax-o'ni-a (st6'rlik-si'i'nl- ~i::·,ter (st6't~;).OTT~:r. 1
atawp. Var. of sTAllP. Scot. t stays; as: a Without stop or d~UTEOJ<"WALi!~.
f~d'y (st~d'l). Dial1~~~~fl
ata-tu'vo-lence (-vi'J-V!'ns),■ta,. ti), n. [NL. ; Gr. a-Tavpch· a
I
k~~~~' 1,vwjih:~tt~rlhil~:~:
I
1tead'y, 11. 1. Something tha.t
tu'vo-llsm (-ltz'm), 11.• [L . .'ftot11.~ cross + at ov an Rxis.J Zonl. ::::,e~(~-,~rii~/:kTo
ata.y, a. [Prob. akin to E. Rty to - 1tay'le88-ne11,n.
state + volen11,-enti.~, wishing.] Any of a group of geometric
steadies or supports. [m· Sfo,1g./
~ p~s~~-:~r,,~,~(~!ngin
stay'llil. Var. of STARNEL.
2. A sweetheart. JJ10l., Jllit.,
A kind of p,elf-indueedhypno- forms having a mc..inaxis and a
t:r~~{f°h~~<tht, 1
ateah. Obs. pret. of STl", to a►
definite number of secondary ltave rime or rhyme. [Cf. G.
8
1
R~!;:
I
,
~.
Af'rVf'd,
Oh11.
Mn.hrr>im.J Alliteration. Rr,1•e.
<'end.
rvar. of STEEI,1
R. ■teak (sU:k). 06s. or dial. Fatg.
n. Far, stay' -at ..home-', n. One who stay'a&ip',n. = REMORA,1&.
ataul (dial. st6l). -ob,. or dial. ~xhei~h!h~~t!pae ~e~~.f~ l~~~~ 1tav'era (stiiv'~rz),
sb1y1much at home. Collnq,
atay tackle. See TACKLE.
animals appears to conform. - Staggers. Rare.
ateake + STICK,to sta.b.
Eng. of STALL.
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STEAL

STEEL

:.~r:-:.t:
~;.~t!'J'

vantage unobserved ;-formeriy followed by o/, but now
by on or upon,· as, tostealama,·ch upon one's rivals.

1
tte"am-.!e::fca1asr.=.m:;1FnJt:10~:~~
directly over an anvil. It was invented by Nasmyth in
1842, and, although since considerably modified, 1s still
often called the Na.amythhammer.
■team heat. Heat given off by steam in condensing.
■team heater. a A radiator heated by steam. b A steamheating apparatus consisting of a boiler, radiators, piping,
and the necessary fixtures.
1
1
turned to the boiler without a pump or injector, The flow
is caused by condensation of boiler steam in a loop of two
vertical pipes connected by a horizontal one.
ateam'ahip 1 (stem'ship'), n. A ship or seagoing vessel propelled by the power of steam ; a steamer.
ateam llhovel. A machine having an excavating bucket or
buckets (see BUCKET,I/lust.) attached to a manipulatory
arm or arms, and mounted on a platform running on rails.
steam'y (stem'l), a. Consisting of, or resembling, steam;
full of steam ; vaporous· misty.
ate-ar'lc (ste-lr'lk), a. [Cf. F. stearique.] Physiol. Chem.
Pert. to, obtained from, or like, stearin or tallow.
1tea.r:lc&eld, Cltem. a monobasic fatt)I' acid, C"HaoO2, obtained by saponification of stearin, in white crystalline
scales, soluble in alcohol and ether. It melts to an oily

She yesterday wanted to steal a ma,·ch of poor Lid,.
Smollett.
■teal (ate!),"· i.
l. To practice, or be guilty o , theft.
Thou shalt not steal.
Ex. xx. 15.

2. To move furtively or clandestinely;

to approach, withdraw, or paBB,privily ; to slip in, along, or away, unperceived i to go or come furtively.
■teal, n. a An act of stealing. b Anything stolen. Colloq.
ateal'er (-er), n. l. One who steals; a thief.
2. Shipbuilding. The endmost plank or plate of a strake
which ends short of the stem or stern.
ateal'lng, vb. n. l. Act of one who steals ; theft.
2. That which is stolen ; stolen goods ; - chiefly in pl.
atealth (st~lth), n. [From STEAL,v. (cf.HEALTHand HEAL,
v.); cf. ME. sta/j>e,and AS. stalu.] l. Act of stealing;
theft. Ob.,.
Spenser.
2. The t
stolen ; stolen property.
Obs.
3. Act o
ively or secretly. Oba.
of your stealth unto this wood.

I

~:nzr
olO:~s
:ya:li':~~:fe;tgf~o~re:~tl~n
~a~~:,::

Shak.

4. The bringing to pass anything in a secret or concealed
manner ; a secret procedure ; a clandestine practice or action; - in either a good or a bad sense.
Do good by stealth, and blush to find it fame.

Pope.

Btealth'y (s~l 1thl), a.,' STEALTH'I-ER(-thl-er) ; STEALTH'Accomplished or acting clandestinely; furtive; sly;
as, stealthy glances ; the cat is stealthy.
Syn. -STEALTHY,
l'URTIVE
are often interchangeable.
But STEALTHY
frequentlr suggests slow or deliberate as
well as secret or cla.ndestme procedure; FUR~IVE often im-

11

1-EST.

s:~

~1:~

tt:i!t:!fth°: ~~~~~t~t\~~a~d!it~J
R1¾:~ra~~c~_n~
sign moves like a ghost" ( ShaE.) ; u the stealthy, prying
manner common to the race [of cats]" (Hawthorne); H The
man in black, after a furtive glance, did not look me in the
face" (G.Borrow); ~ smallJUrtiveeyes"
(G.Eliot). See
BECRBT, CONNING.

ateam(stem), n. [ME. stem, steem, vapor, flame, AS. stfom
vapor, smoke, odor; akin to D. stoom steam.] l. The invisible gas or vapor iuto which water is converted when
heated to the boiling point; water in the state of vapor.
.I. The mist formed by the condensation, on cooling, of
water vapor ; visible vapor ; - popularly so called.
3. lience, any exhalation ; as, a ,i.;teamof incense.
4. Power ; force ; as, his blows lacked ste,im. Collo~
■team (stem), V. i. ,' STEAMED(stemd); STEAM'ING. [Cf.
AS. steman, stgman, to emit a scent or vapor. See STEAM,
n.] l. To emit steam or vapor.
O'er his warm blood, that steams into the air. Dryden.
2;. To rise in vapor; to issue, or pass off, as vapor.
3. '.l'o move or travel by the agency of steam.
The vessel steamed out of port.
N. P. Willis.
4. To generate steam ; as, the boiler steams well.
■team (stem), v. t. l. To exhale.
Obs. &: R.
2. To evaporate or tum into vapor.
3. To expose to the action of steam, as for softening, dressing, or preparing ; as, to steam wood, cloth, food, etc.
ateam'boat 1 (-biW),n. A boat or vessel propelled by steam
power ; - generally used of river or coasting craft.
■team'boat1 lng, n. l. The occupation or business of running, or working on, a steamboat, or of transporting merchandise, passengers, etc., by steamboats.
2. Bookbinding. The shearing of a pile of books which are
as yet uncovered, or out of boards.
■team boiler. A boiler for producing steam. See BOILER,
3.
■team cheat. The chamber from which steam is distribcalled also valve chest
uted to a steam-engine cylinder;or box. See SLIOE VALVE, Jllust.
■team dome. Steam Boilers. A chamber on the top of some
boilers, in which steam is collected to be conducted to an
engine cylinder, etc. See locomotive boiler, under BOILER, 3.
■team e~lne.
An enl,l'inedriven or worked by steam; often, specif., a locomotive. Certain crude steam engmes
are described by Hero of Alexandria (2d century B. c.).
The first commercially successful steam engine, that of
Thomas Savery, dates only from 1698. This water-pumPing en~ine, with hand-worked valves, operated much like

and vegetable fats and oils, characterized by such solidity
that when present in quantity it increases the hardness, or
raises the melting point, of the fat, as in mutton tallow; called also tri.stearin. Chemically, it is glyceryl tristea2
1~
~ie~f:a~~ ~liir~1:l:a~~~,1:
Steam Engine. Side View with cover of Steam Chest recandle and soap making. M. P., 67° C. (153° F.).
moved, and Top View with C/Jinder and Steam Chest in sec2. Also ste'a-rlne. a The solid portion of any fat; -dis1i~i~tJnrl':i?3!\a!v~!l~f~xha~:iep~~~
i~~t,e~~~~ ting. from olein, the liquid portion. b Com. Stearic acid.
from Steam Chest to interior of Cylinder; !J Main Steam Pipe; ste'a-rop'tene (-r~p'ten), n. [,tearic
elreoptene.] Chem.
The part of an essential oil separated as a solid on cooling
~~~:~:~in~~id}\5Ctl;:::~j1l1r~:~t~ic!od;
13 CroSBhead;
or long standing; - coutraeted with elreoptene.
nected rigidly by a piston rod toacrosshead (except in the ate'a-Ute (-tit), n. [Gr. o-,iap, o-Tie1,oo,fat, tallow: cf. F.
trunk engine), the reciprocating motion of which is usually
atealite.] Min. A massive variety of talc, of a grayish
green or brown color ; - called also soapstone. It forms exc~,v::!!i,i~~~ rg;.:{ ~~}t~n Tlie 0a1:dl!~~,b~tfoucr:~t
tensive beds, and is quarried for hearths, for coarse utenfected by a slide valve or other automatic valve or valves,
sils, for the linings of sinks, etc. - ate 1a-Ut'l.c (-tlt'lk), a.
and is usually regulated by a link motion or some other
form of valve gear. In the rota.ry engine, a piston, vane, or ate'a-to- (ste'<i-M-), ateat-. Combining form from Greek
crTfap,
<rTE:nor;, fat, tallow; as in steatolysis, steatite.
iY:tl~~ 0
~~~:!itl;f~rt~ :~':e:i~:i;gd1:~d:~~a~\~s
ste 1a-to-py1gl-a (-pi'jl-ti), ate'a-to-py'ga(-pi'gti), n. [NL.;
also CENTRAL-VALVE ENGINE, ROTATIVE ENGINE, TURBINE, etc.
Gr. a-TEap,<M"faToi, fat+ 1rvy,jtbe buttocks.]
A remarkable accretion of fat on the buttocks of certain Africans,
1
P!~~~h1i~ne 0 ::,~;,r~ft~7ei~!~l!~;f;o:nt't:~;fi:d~
1a-to-py1goua (-pi 1gils), a.
esp.
of
Hottentot
women.
-ate
condensed in a separate condenser (see CONDENSER, 2 e),
ateed (sted), n. [ME. stede, AS. ste<la a studhorse, war
thus largely obviating back pressure due to atmospheric
horse, fr. sto<la stud of breeding steeds; akin to G. slut• a
0
~::::~t~'!i!~,ifri~~l!h·t~:~~~
i!i!!1:stedt~i~e~trmare, Icel. stPdda, stii~, a stud. See STUD of horses. J A
into the air. }!--.orfurther classification see ENGINE,
horse, esp. a spirited horse for state or war. Literary.
Cf. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE.
ateel
(stel), n. [AS. stel, steli, staeli, sty!,; akin to D.
steam/er (st8m 18r), n. l. Any of various machines driven
staal"G. stahl, OHG. stahal, Ice]. atiil, Dan. staal, Sw. stlJ.l,
by steam; as : a A vessel propelled by steam ; a steamship
OPruss. stakla.] l. Metal. Formerly, a variety of iron inor steamboat. b A steam fire engine.
termediate between cast iron and wrougl1t iron, very tough
c A steam - propelled automobile,
and, when tempered, hard and elastic; - now applied also
road locomotive, traction engine, or
to ingot iron, or nearly pure iron made by fusion processes.
the like.
1f~r°:o~:1!~~i~ p~;~~~~ ~1d;~;~~tf.1!~,
2. A vessel in which articles are sub~~n~!~:
jected to steam, as in washing, cookery, and various manufactures.
containing more than 0.30 per cent of carbon. Soft steel
■teamer duck.
A larf" sea duck
is hif hly ductile and is used for boiler plates, eic. Medium
i!~r«;,":kd 0
r~~Jitri;:t~~t~::!s~ti::~!t~:i1i~::!
f:~~i!,t1ew!:Jc3ig~tebu!u!~~~;:1l:
0
l~~~:~r~~gr,~:t~;
suggesting a sideis called rivet steel. See IRON, n., 1, SELF-HARDENING, etc.
2. An instrument or implement made of steel; as : a A
steam fitter. A workman who inweapon, as a sword, dagger, etc. b An instrument (usually
fi~ii,:-;~a!t~.
a fluted, round rod) to sharpen knives. c A piece of steel
ateam hammer. A forging hammer
for striking sparks from flint. d = RAIL, 4. U. S.
Steam Hammer.
A Steam Cylinder
3. M,d. A chalybeate medicine.
(containing
Piston) ; /J Piston Rod
of ateel, fig., having one or more of the characteristics
of
steel, as hardness, rigor, reliability, etc.; as, heart of ~teel.
~fe~~nEd~~evdil ~ §~~~ ~aivaJ,le~~~~
ateel (stel), v. t.; STEELED(steld); 8TEEL1Il<G, [AS. stylan;
~e~!Yu{~ir:~ irrv~~k~n!r~t~~zg;t~iJ;
E
cf. Ice!. strela. See STEEL,n.] 1. To overlay, point, or edge
J(wo~ingvertically);
'fl-sell Crank Levwith steel ; as, to steel a razor ; to steel au ax ; also, to
er with long curved arm, connected
cover, as an electrotype plate, with a thin layer of iron
r.e~e~eih:t
:i~~t~hh ~~fr~f~i~1
~-:~·:·.-·_--_--:"'_"-:_;
by electrolysis, the iron becoming v~ry hard, like steel.
2. To smooth or press with a flatiron; to iron. Dial. Eng.
piston by Tappet 1Hon Tup Cto bring Valve H back into position.
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as hot as the steam that enters it (see CYLINDER CONDENSATION); (2) the steam from the cylinder must be condensed

+

1~

°.!1:a~~

::ic\u tt~°!i!:~ j!s :::d 8t6 ~~-:i':t;~~~d~~tfin
tial vacuum, into which the atmospheric pressure pushed
the water up through a suction pipe. This water was dis-

~~~ft:~ri~
fi;~~J11l{J;.
Jl~:.::~.
fo.fh':~!~~i;!~tJeti
commerce is a mixture of stea.ric and palmitic acids.

ate'a-rln (ste'a-rln),n.
[Gr. o-Tiaptallow,suet: cf. F.s~arine. J l. Chem. A prominent constituent of many animal
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STEEL
3. To lllllJ<ehard or atrong ; hence, to make inaensible or
obdurate. "8tlll my soldiers' hearta."
8hak.
4. To oanse to reaemble steel, as in any of varioUBqualitiea,
aa in hardneBB.
·
lteel blue. An~ of various shades of blue similar to the
f~~~rfr~'.:."i!!~

le!~~~~~~~ f~~rt~~1f:1~:~i:.per-

■tee1

bronze. A bronze of about

•::e~,

~~~~~ssi~~~a~':n 1;o:~:':!:g~~v~~np'\af!'.

92 .P"r cent copper and
by compression, used as a.substi·
tute for steel in making guns ;- called also llchatius bronze
or metal, after the inventor, an Austrian general.
8 per cent tin, hardened

■teel'head1

(stiil'hM'),

n.

l. A North American trout

(8 almo rit-ularis) found from northern California to Alaska.

1t is generally anad.romous. The scales are rather small,and

r~:
r::~f

STEINCH

3. Dire~on ; regulation; management ; guidance.
4. That by which a course is directed. Rare.
D,yden.
8hak.
Cowper. ■teer'age-wa:,' (etiir'aj-wi'), n. Naut. A rate of motioll
&. Bright ; gleaming ; glittering ; !lubing.
Obs.
sufficient to make a veBBelanswer the helm.
8. Bold; proud. Obs. or Dial. Eng. "A ateep man."
■teer•Jng,p.pr. & vb. n. of STEER. Specif.: vb. n. a Alm;
Layamon.
direction; tendency. b Manasement; government.
7, Excessive; too great, high, heavy, difficult, etc.; as, a steering committee, a committee m charge of a political cam...
paign. Polit. Cant. - •· ■all. = STUDDING
SAIL. Obs.
steep price; 11 steep task; a sleep story. Slang.
■teer■'Dlan(eterz•mlln), n.; pl. -MBN (-men). [AS. ,tioruSyn.-See
ABRUPT.
■teep (step), n.
A precipitoUB place ; a steep aacent or mann; steores, gen. of sJtor rudder+ mann man.] One
who steers ; the helmsman of a vessel.
descent; a precipice ; also, an object having a steep side
1ING. [0'!11·
■teeve (stev), v. i. & t.; sTEEVED(etevd); STERV
or slope.
Bare steeps, where desolation stalks. Wordsu:orth. uncert.] 8hipb1'ilding. To tum upward at an angle with
ateep•er (-ilr), n. A vessel, vat, or cistern, in which things
the horizon or the line of the keel ; - said of the bowsprit.
are steeped ; a steep.
ateeve, n. Naut. The a11gle which a bowsprit makes with
atee'ple (etii'p'l), n. [ME. stepel, AS. stepel, stypel, tower;
the horizon, or with the keel ; - called also stee,1ing.
akin to E. steep, a.] 1. Arch. The tall structure, UBuaily ■teeve, "· t. [Cf. dial. sleeve to stuff, and E. STIVB.] To
composed of a series of diminishing stories finished at the
stow, as in a vessel's hold, bymeans of a steeve or jackscrew.
top with a small spire or cupola, surmounting the lower ■teeve, n. [Cf. STBBVEto stow.] A spar, with a block at
straight-sided story of a church tower; also, the whole of one end, used in stowing cotton bales and like cargo.
a church tower. Cf. PINNACLE, 1 ; see 2d SPIRE, 3.
Ste'fan' ■ law (stiVf°linz). Physics. The law that the total
radiation from a black body is proportional to the fourth
2. = HBNNIN.
3. Fish piled in a heap for drying. Dial. Eng.
J~•.:riti:~'!~l~t°ci1:i>e~i.i~~r1;rial:~t.:~t.'1
■tee•ple, v. i.
To rise high in the air, as a steeple.
tfieoretically br_ Prof. Ludwig: Boltzmann. Hence called
■tee'ple-chase', n. A race across country between a number
law (stii'flin-btlts•miin), or
also Ste'fan-Boltz'mann
of horsemen ; - supposedly so called from the goal being
Stefan and Boltzmann' ■ law.
some conspicuous landmark, as a church steeple ; hence, a Steg'a-nopto-0.e■ (eteg'<i-ni!p•a-dez), n. pl. [NL., fr. Gr.
race over a prescribed course obstructed by such obstacles
crrEyavcbrovf, ..,ro8or, web-footed; anyav6f covered+,roVr
as one meets in riding across country, as hedges, walls, etc,
foot.] A division of swimming birds in which all four
atee'ple-cha■'er (-chaster), n. One who rides in a steepletoes are united by a broad web. It includes the pelicana,
chase ; also, a horse trained to run in a steeplechase.
cormorants, gannets, frigate birds, tropic bh·ds, and snake ..
■tee'ple-cha■'lng (-chiis 1Ing), n. Act of riding a steeplebirds. - ■teg•a-no-pod/ (stilg'<i-na-pi!d/}, a. & n. - ateg•chase.
a-nop'o-dan (-nop•a-diin), ■teg'a-nop'o-dou■ (-dils), a.
■tee•ple-crowned' (-kround'), a. a Having a steeple.
b ateg'o-car'pou■ (-a-kiir'pile), a. [Gr. trr•'Y'Iroof +-carHaving a _peaked crown, as a hat ; also, wearing such a hat. pous.J Bot. 1n mosses, having a capsule which opens by
■tee'Pled (ete'p'ld), a. Furnished with, or having the form
a deciduous lid or operculum.
of, a steeple; adorned with steeples.
Steg'o-ceph•a-11 (-•~f'<i-li), n.pl. [NL.; Gr .
roof+
K<<pa.A~
head.~ Paleon. A11extinct order of salamanderlike,
\;~~~f:l IT;~\~~~,eg steam engine havtaileda.mphib1ans,ueually having well-developed limbs with
head, now chiefly used for donkey enfour or live digits, which lived during the late Palreozoic and
the Mesozoic times. Some were very large, and they varied
af!1~~\e"i~cll:.
A man who makes a business of climbing steeples, high chim~~:e:i~.rtMi:,t~u!f \'l.'ei:' ;:/f~!~n!~;:,i~:~r"l'/,1:,d~~l;
neys,etc.,as for making repairs. Colloq.
covered with bony scales or plates, and in some this exateer (eter), n. [ME. steer, AS. steor;
tended to the under parts of the limbs and head and rarely
akin to D. & G. slier a bull, OHG. stior,
to the back. Their teeth, in transverse sections, often
Ice!. stjorr, PJorr,Sw. tju,·, Dan, tyr,
show a labyrinthiform arrangement of the cement and
Goth. stiur, Russ. tur, Pol. tur, Ir. &
dentine. Labyrinthodon, Ke1·aterpeton, and MastodonaauGael. tarbh, W. tarw, L. taurus, Gr.
•·us are representative genera. - ateg 1o-ce-Pha'll-an (-seTaVpo~, Skr. sthUra strong, stout, AS.
fii'il-iln), a. & n. - ■teg 1 o-ceph'a-loua (-s~f'ti-lils), a.
stor large, !eel. stiJrr, OHG. stilri,
Steg•o-don (steg•a-di!n), n. [NL.; Gr. a-T•Y~roof+ 08011<,
stiuri. Cf. TA.URINE,a.] A young
Movro<,tooth.] Zool. A genus of extinct Asiatic elecastrated male of the ox kind, esp.
phants having molar teeth with relatively broad ridges
one raised for beef, or, in the western St~e£le Engine. . a and but little cement, thus being intermediate between existing elephants and mastodons. - ateg'o-dont (-di!nt), a.
United States, one of any_ age.
steer, "· t.; STBBRED (sterd); STBBR'- head. d Connect- Steg 1o-m:,•la (-mi'yti),
[NL.; Gr. o-T•Y~cover+
ING. [ME. steeren, steren, AS. stieran, ing R0d ; e Crank ;
fly.] Zool. A genus of mosquitoes differing from Culez
stgran, steoran ,· akin to OFries. stiora, f Air Pump.
1'1.hc':z'i:,11~,~cs~~
l~a'ii'.!1i!ti~~!fi~.:r.~!~~
st-iura, D. sturen, OD. stieren, G. steuern, OHG. stiuren
to direct, support, G. ateuer contribution, tax, !eel. stgra Steg1 o-aau•ru■ (-s6 1rils), n. [NL.; Gr. rn'Y'lroof + -,auto steer, govern, Sw. atyra, Dan. atyre, Goth. stiurJan to rus.] Paleon. A genus of large orthopod dinosaurs of
the Upper Jurassic rocks of Colorado and Wyoming, reestablish, AS. steor a rudder, a helm, and prob. to Ice!.
markable for their dermal armor. The beet-known •pestaurr a pale, stake, Gr. CTTavpO~. Cf. STARBOARD, STERN,
cies (S. ungulalus) had two rows of bony plates extending
n.] 1. To direct the course of by movements of a rudder,
along the oack.
helm, or the like ; as, to steer a ship or an automobile.
2. Hence, to guide ; manage; control; govern; direct.
That with a staff his feeble steps did steer. Spenser.
3. To wend ; direct ; as, to steer one's way.
steer, v. 1:. l. To direct a vessel in its course.
2. To be directed and governed ; to take II direction, or
course; to obey the helm; as, the boat stee-rseasily.
3. To conduct one's self; to pursue a course of action.

4. Mounting or falling precipitously ; as, a sleep flight ;
atup ruin.

"The steep Tarpeian death."

1.~osome not eteep, though philoBOphic hei1ht.

:~~i~=
i~~"t:::t:o~

Er~t~~a;:~~rtTh~t
duced into some eastern waters.
2. The ruddy duck. Maryland.
■teel'lng (stiil'Ing), n. 1. Casehardening.
2. Eng.-aving. The process of electroplating engraved copper11ate1 with a film of iron to render them more durable.
■tee mill.
a A wheel lock. b A mill which has steel
grinding surfaces. o A mill where steel is manufactured.
4 = l'LJNT MILL, 2.
■teel•worll:1 (stiil'w1l:rk1), n. 1. Any work in steel; articles,
or a part, parta, or the whole of any construction, of steel.
2. pl. A shop or establishment where steel is made.
■teel 1:, (-I), a. 1. Made of steel; consisting of steel.
SI. Resembling steel, as in hardness, firmness, color, etc.
■teely Iron, a variety of iron containing less than one half
of one per cent of carbon. See IRON.
■teel•:,ard' (etiil'yiird 1), n.
[Translation of OLG. stalhof,
name of the Hanseatic establishment in London ; stal
sample, specimen+ ho.f yard. Cf. STEELYARD
a form of
balance.] The establishment in London of the merchants
of the Germanic Banse (see BANSE, 3); also, the merchants
themselves. It was closed in 1597. Obs. or Hist.
■teel'Yard (stiil'yiird ; colloq. etii'yerd ; the second is the
usua{ pron. among those to whom the implement is familiar),
n. [Earlier stelleere, prob. of LG. or D. orig., and perh. at
11.-stone who or that which certifies to the correct weight
or quality of goods; cf. LG. slal, staal, sample, specimen,
esp. one taken as a standard ; perh. fr. OF. estaler to display for sale, F. elaler, prob. of G. or D. orig. (cf. STALL,
n.). Cf. STEELYARD
a place in London.] 1. A form of
balance in which the body
to be weighed is suspended
from the shorter arm of a
lever, which tums on a fulcrum, and a counterpoise is
caused to slide upon the
l?n~er a~ to produce equ!Steelyard.
llbrmm, its place on this
arm \ which is notched or graduated) indicating the weight ;
a Roman balance ; - also often in pl.
2. Any of various things likened to a steelyard, as the lever
of a lever safety valve.
■teen, atean (sten), n. [AS. strena. See sTONB.l 1. A
vessel of clay or atone.
Spenser.
2:. A wall of brick, stone, cement, or other hard material,
used as a lining, as of a well, cistern, etc.
■teep (step), v. t.; STEEPED
(stept); STEBP'ING.[ME.stepen,
prob. of Scand. orig. ; cf. Ice!. steypa to cause to stoop, cast
down, pour out, to cast metals, causative of atUpa to stoop;
akin to Sw. slopa to cast, to steep, Dan. stobe. Cf. STOOP,
"· i.J l. To soak in or as in a liquid; to extract the essence
of by soaking; to macerate; as, to steep tea. Fig., to imbue with.
The learned of.the nation were steeped in Latin. Earle.
2. To bathe or wet with or as with liquid. Obs.
3. To give a tilt or elope to. Dial. Eng.
Syn. - See sATURATB.
■teep, v. i. To undergo the process of soaking in a liquid;
flttf!':Jt~
olth:~:i:,
f.':.~n '::':1i!o~r.t::igtr:.:1:.
as, the tea is steeping. Colloq.
■teer•age (ster'aj), n. l. Act or practice of steering, or
Milton.
directing; as, the steerage of a ship.
■teep, n. l. State or proceBBof steeping ; 11lso, something
steeped, or a vessel, dipping liquid, etc., need in steeping;
2. Naut. a The effect of the helm on a ship; the manner
in which an individual ship is affected by the helm. b
specif., a fertilizing liquid to hasten germination of seeds.
The stem. Rare. c The steering apparatus.
Obs. or R.
2. Rennet. Dial. Eng.
•
■teep, a.; STRBP'BR
(-er}; STRBP'RST.[ME. steep, step, AS. d The course steered. Obs. or R. e In a paBBenger vessJeap; akin to Ice!. steyptfr steep, and stii,pa to stoop, Sw. sel, orig., a part of the after hold, now any section occupied
by passengers paying the smallest fares and receiving ad·
atupa to fall, to tilt ; cf. OFries. slap high. Cf. STOOP,11. i.,
mittedly inferior accommodations, now usually on a lower
STEEP,"· I., STEBPLB.] l. Lofty; tall; elevated; high.
2. Protruding; prominent. Obs.
Chaucer. deck in the bows. f In a man-of-war, a part, generally
3. Making a large angle with the plane of the horizon ; just forward of the wardroom, assigned to midshipmen
having a aide or slope approaching the perpendicular ; and other junior officers for quarters; - in the United
States navy now called junior officers' quarters.
precipitous i as, a steep hiU .
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(stin; G. shtin), n. [G.7 An earthenware mug, esp.
for beer, commonly holding about a pint i also, the quan,
tity of beer which II stein holds.
■teln'boll:1 (stin'bi!k'), n. [See STEBNBOK.]Any email an-
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STEINE RIAN
telope, of the genus Raphicerus, of the plail\8 of South
and East Africa; a steenbok ; esp., R. cwr,,pestris.
a. ./Jfath. Relating to Jacob
Steiner (1796-1863), a Swiss-German geometer.-Steinerian
curve, the locus o{ a point whose first polar (as to a given
curve) has a double point. - s. polygon, a figure formed of
points with their junction lines.
Stel 1ro-ne'ma (sti'ri.'i-niYmd), n. [NL.; Gr. untpo~ sterile
vijµ.a thread.]
Bot. A Rm all genus of primulaceous
herbs, of the eastern United States, distinguished from
by having staminodia. They
the loosestrifes(L1jsimac/tia)
have yellow tlowei-s with a rotate, deeply lobed corolla.
ste'le (ste'ie), n. [NL., fr. L. stela, fr. Gr. unjA11a post, an
upright stone.]
1. Archreol. A slab or pillar of stone, used
esp. by ancient Greeks as
a gravestone, sometimes
sculptured or painted;
also, a pillar bearing
a notice, serving as a
milepost, or the like.
2. Bot, The central cyJc
inder in the stems aud
rootB of vascular plants.
It is developed from the
plerome, and consists of
t h e vascular bundles
collectively,
with

Stet-ne'rl-an (•ti-ne'rI-au),

+

f;ro;n~a/1~s~~t~:°~~~}:
cycle, mesocycle); it is
surrounded t;y the primary cortex. Its structure differs in the various groups. See MONOSTELE,PR0TOSTELE,SIPHONOSTELE
j cf. MONARCH,
DIARCH,etc., ENDARCH,

name. F. Estelle (~•'·
t~1') ; Sp. E stella (es- .Athenian Grave Stele of Ile!?eso.
t~J'yii).
~
2. Penelope Devereux (1562?-1G07), daughter of the first
Earl of Essex, afterwards Lady Rich and later Countess
of Devonshire; - so called by Sir Philip Sidney, in a series
of love sonnets, '"Astrophel and Stella," addressed to her.
3. Esther Johnson (16~1-1728); -so called by Swift, who
was a fellow member with her of Sir William Temple's
household, and perhaps married her about 171G.
stel'lar (stel'dr), a. [L. stellaris, fr. slella a star. See
STAR.] 1. Of or pert. to stars; astral; resembling a star
in shape, brilliancy, or the like; as, a stellar figure.
2. Georn. = STELLATED.
atellar focus. See PRINCIPALFOCUS.- 8, month, a sidereal
mouth. See MONTH,1 b. - s. pa.ra.llax, the annual parallax
of a fixed star.
stel'late (stiWii:t)
[L. stellatus set with stars, starry,
stel'lat-ed (-iit-ed) fr. stella a star.
See STELLAR,]
1. Resembliug a star; pointed or radiated like a star.
2. Geom. Surrounding its center more than once, as a
polygon or polyhedron.

la.

1~~~~/li~h::d
~t~·;tb
~ithtt~iJ11:!11iP;w~nt~i~~i~:
and the intervertebral disk between them.
Stel'ler's sea cow (stlH'erz; shtlW-). [AfterGeo.W. Steller (1709-46), German naturalist.J
An aquatic mammal
~Hydrodam.ali.~ qigas,
Rytina .,;;telleri)of the groua

sb!1.
~~~li"
hJ;d, ~~mt!:i1li~uJjj f:efa\~~~h~nt~d

tail. Bering, in 174h found it common and very tame near
the Asiatic coast of .HerinJ?:Sea. It was soon exterminated.
n. LL, stellio a kind of newt.]
An
agamoid lizard (Stellio stellio), common about the eastern
Mediterranean among ruins. See AGAMA,lllust.
stel'llon-ate (-ii:t), n. [L. stellionatus cozenage, trickery,
fr. strllio a crafty, knavish person.] Roman & Civil Law.
Any fraud not distinguished by a more special name ; esp.,
a sale of the same property to different persons, or the sale
of something as one's own which belongs to another, etc.
stel'lu-lar (stel'il-ldr), a. [L. stellula, dim. of stella a
star.]
1. St:irlike; radiated.
2. Marked with starlike spots of color.
stem (stern), n. [AS. stemn, st,Jn, sta,Jn, stem of a tree,
stem or stern of a vessel ; akin to OS. stamn the stem of a
ship, D. starn stem, ste1,en stem of a ship, G. stamrn stem,
1te11en stem of a ship, Icel. stafn, stamn, stem of a ship,
stofn, stomn, stern, Sw. slam a tree trunk, Dan. stamme,
prob. akin to E. stand. Cf. STAND.J 1. The main axis,
trunk, or body of a tree or other plant; hence, any part
which supports leaves or flowers ; a stalk or stock. Spe-

stel'lion (stel'yun),

:tl!f a1t8(~t~~~g~t;°
e~tiin'-).

0fJ{ILL.t
rAS f Tl
Cf
Var. of ~TANN
EI.. Dial. Eng.
~TALL~~-J°Oh.-i.~/
a T~
Stel'nitzgam'bit(shtI'nlts)
flx:toestabli6h. Obs. ■ TosupSee 1st ('IIESl'l, I.
port l to vrop.
■tetn'kirk.'. Var of STEENKIRK.stell, n. tSee STELL,v. t.] Obs.
■teip. t STEEP,,,.
m· Scot.
Dial. Enr,. a A sup■tetpffi. t STEEPLF..
port: prop. b An inl'losed;,,heltcr
atelr t STAIR, 1-<TEER.
for shel'p or cattle; also, a shelatetr (ster). Scot. var- of STIR. tering clump oftrees. c A ditch,
1teirburd. + STARBOARD.
drain, or running brook; also, a
1teire + ~T\11?
salmon ponl fSteUate Obs I
1te1rk: Dlai • .Eng: var. of STIRK, 1tel•la'ceo'U (s"U-lii'shils),
1teit (stlt). Dial. Eng. var. of Btel-la.'rl-a (-rl-4),
[NL., fr.
STITE, adv.
L. 8tella star.1 Syn. of ALSTNE.
■teitb. t STITH, a.
[STIVE. I 1tel'lar•Y (stt1'dr-l), a. ~tellar.
atetve (s te v)
Scot var of atel'la.te-ly, mhi. of STELLA
TE.
■tek, ateke.
STAKE;sTi:AK;
STICK,v. ,· STEEK,1,•.
■tel. ;- STAU.,STEAL.STEEL. stel-la'tlon (stP-lii'shiin),
n.
■te'la(P.te'lit) 11 LL ]-STELE I Obs. a A making starlike or
■te'la.r (ste'lti.r): a.· Pertu.ini~~ adorning with stars b Emisr~e~~~~~~~ ~t~\f~:'-TEAL; ~ibla~fi~~~ia!i°I c~~!!;{i!t\c!1~~'
::J:(;t·ir;.Ll-v'~r. of 8~h:~i.1~ I ~t!,-}'l~;~~,t~lli~~:i:~•tllr),
n.
1

Sc~~-

!~°e~

atele (dial. stel). Obs, or dial.
f~i~b.~·:;u~Tl~!itt-lek'O-pt1s),
n. [Nlf \ Gr. UTE~E)(O~
the
0
::~~o 0ot.;
zo:T~\~:.+
atelen. ;- ~TE.n, STEf,:LEN.
ate'lene (st e'l en), a. [See
::.EaL~~\e;Rce;l~~~~~~'R~r~.sed
■te-let'to t STII Y.TT0
•telewurthe. f 1-TA1.w0RTH.
•tell (sti:ll). Obs. or Rcot. var.

~:;:v

C'

na°leti

~l

fh

f~~Ti!ri:~etr

stem'ma (stl!m'ci), n.; L. pl.

BTEMMATA

(-ta).

Gr. uTiµµ,a., pl. o--rEµµ.o.To.,a garlaud or chaplet.]

[L., fr.

l. A

~enealogical tree ; also, a pedigree; a table of descents.
2. Zo0l. a One of the simple eyes of an insect; an ocelius. b One of the facets of a compound eye of any arthropod. C A tubercle on which an antenna is borue.
stem'mer (stem'er), n. One that stems; specif.: a A miner's tamping bar for ramming in clay, etc., over a b]asting charge. b A machine for stemming grape-a, etc.
Ste 1mo-na (et81m0-nd), n. [NL., fr. Gr. unjµ.wv warp,
J bot. A small
taken in the sense, stamen .. See STAMEN.
genus of Asiatic and Australian plauts typifying the family
Stemonace~.
They are herbaceous twmere, having alternate le~wes and rather large perfect flowers with oddly
appeudaged somewhat monadelphous stamens.
Ste'mo-na'ce-ae (-na:rsi-e), n. pl. [NL.] Bot. A family
of herl>s (order Lilia]es) consisting of 2 genera, Stemona,
of the Old World, and CroornJa, of the southern United
States. They have regular perfect flowers with a 4-parted
perianth in two series, four stamens, and a l•celled ovary. ste 1mo-na'ceous (-shits), a.
-stem'o-nous (-stem 1t-n'Us; -ste'mi>-n'Us). [Gr. uTi,µwv,
o-njµovo~, warp. See STAMEN.] A combining form used
in botany to signify having (such or so many) atamens;
as, diplostemorwu8, etc.
stem'ple, stem'pel (st~m'p'l), n. [G.
stempel a stamp, a prop, akin to E.
.~tamp.J .flfiniug. A crossbar of wood
iu a shaft serving as : a A step. b A
support for a platform or roof. o A
strut, as a spur tiinber.
stem'son(-sun), n. [See STEM,
n.' KEELSON; cf. STERNSON.
J
Shipbuilding.
A piece
of
curved timber bolted to tbe
stem, keelson, and apron in a
ship's frame near the bow.
stem'-wlnd'er
(st~m'win'd'er), n. 1. A stem-winding
Colloq.
watch.
2. = CORKSCREW,
3.
stem'-wlnd'lng, a. Wound by
Stem-Winding Gear.
an inside mechanism turned Windin~ ifl effected hy turnby the knurled knob at the out!i.~!1~d
h~(-~ 0~ 1~c·JA~!~l~
side end of the stem.
c, d, and e (011erating the
stenoh (stench; 140), n. [AS. ~i~hel~;(,Ycicp~i~ept.,
~n
stenc a strong smell, fr. din can.
g 1
See STINK, v. f.J l. A strong hands are set by deprei-sin~
smell; an odor. Obs.
;~t;o~i~c{~e!r.<fn1Y.1!itd(l
Clouds of 1:1avory
stench. Dryden.
in gear) and turning a, when
2. An offensive odor; a stink. the Train h, r,k, I. m. n (turn~
sten'cil (sttfo'sil), n. [Prob. ing the hands) is operated.
fr. OF. e.~tencele spangle, spark, F. eancelle spark, L.
scintilla; or fr. the v. See
SCINTILLATE;cf.STENCIL,11.,
TINSEL.]
1. A piece of thin
sheet metal, parchment,
paper, or the like, so perforated that when it is la.id on a
surface and color or ink is applied, a desired figure is produced. Cf. MIMEOGRAPH.
2. A pattern or design produced by stenciling.
3. Color or ink used in stenciling.
sten'cil, 11. t.,--CILED(-slld) or-CILLEDj ~CIL-INGor -CIL·LTNG.
[Cf. OF. estenceler to sparkle, to adorn with sparkling
colors. See STENCIL, n.J l. To adorn with something
Aunters of Arthur.
i;:parkling. Obs.
2. [From STENCIL,n.J To mark or paint with an inscrip-

II

lh;

~1~!

STI~NCIL

~=?

~~itt~~t~~~t~e!i~~-s~ff~:~tctri1!~
•·
tinguished by the direction of their ------•!l~s~6I!~a':
r--t
1~Js~~sor use the
Stem (stem), V, t. ,' STEMMED (stemd); STEM 1MING, 1. To remove the stem or stems from ; as, to stern cherries; to
remove the stem and its appendages (ribs and veins) from;
as, to stem tobacco leaves.
2. To make stems for, as for artificial flowers.
stem, v. t. [Either from stem, n., or akin to stammer; cf. G.
ste.1nmen to press against, to check, lcel. stemma.] 1. To
stop up; to dam up, as a river.
2. To check; restrain.
Obs.
3. To steer (a ship); to hold (a ship) 011 its course.
Obs.
4. Of a vessel, to make head,vay against (an adverse current, or the like) ; hence, to check, or to progress against
(anything conceived of as an adverse flood, current, tide,
or the like); as, to stem the tide of public opinion.
Stem mu/ the wild torrent of a barbarous age.
Pope
5. To oppose or cut with or as with a vessel's stem; to ram.
6. To ram or tamp, as in packing or luting a joint.
7. J,{aut. To load, or contract to load (a vessel), with coal,
within a certain time. Eng.
stem, v. i. To move forward against an obstacle, as avessel against a current; to progress; also, to hold a straight
flfilton.
course, as a ship; to steer. .}low Rare.
stem eelworm. A minute nematode worm (Tylenchus
devastatrix) which lives and reproduces in the leaves and
stems of various plants.
See STEMSICKNESS.

Cl= -

\~1i:~e;;

r~:;!~i~~s<tJ~rr~;-.1dJ;/{:;,4"teJ: ~~i~!!~{p~f~n°C:n~1~l)o.i{~
atel'ler-ine (st~l'@:r-ln; -In), 11. of writing or inscribing on pilTheSteller'sseacow.Oh.<r.orR.
l
R
L
I
Stel'ler'B duck. [See STEL- at;iih. aObs. or re?'F-;t~T~f
LElt's SEA cow.] A 11orthern i;ea stem. t STEEM, gleam, beam.
duck (Pofy,qtfcta stelleri) allied atem (st~m). Obs. or dial. Eng.
to the eiders.
of STEAM.
[caul, as n leaf.I
Stel'ler'B sea. lion. A North Pn. atem'-claap'ing,
a. Amplexiciflc Bea lion ( E!fmetopins Ju- atem climber. A plant that
b0 a1 t,ae'a
i',ronn.,
stelleri), the largest
b
c,telimmbd•.
yttewmimnieng
•. Re·'· s,~.
1tel-lif'er•al (stt!-llf'~r-dl), ItelS
d.
"' 'I-'
llf'er•ant (-tint),
Stellifer- :::::~. tt
OUfl. Oh.<1.
item leaf. Bot. A cauline leaf.
stel-lif'er-ou (-Us), a. [L. stel- te , 1
H •
t
lifer·
stella star + f'erre to ~ ~ eH,i°.
tavmg n[ ~ em ;
beiir.] Aboundin_g wiih stars.
.~m,i;:.utl~sc_xnsr'nau or /o~~g 1
stel'U.form (st~l'J.f6rm), a. [L.
tem'
,
ste71u a star.] Star.shaped.
•
ma.ta quid fa ci-unt'l
Btel'li·fy (•fl), l'. t. [L. Stella a L.] Of what avail are redi1
star+ E. -:f!J.] To turn int0 or as ft::',~a.-toua,Tw(;~~
ls;~ ;1o~ir~1_aoebs~'::~JfPert to Mtemma; ocellar.
JJ:ce.
A place of am(!:~'@:r-Y), n. A

ai~:,4~:
:~t(s~i;Ja\a:)~
vertical walls havin_g

1

0
~:!!~i~c~la~e:i~~=·dish
with
a loosely fitting cover, used in laboratories to bold stams, culture media, etc.
sten'o- (sten't.-), sten-. Combining form from Greek
uTEvD~,narrow, little, close.
sten'o-graph (-graf), n. 1. A production of stenography.
2. Any of various keyboard instruments for writing by
sorue method of stenography,
sten'o-graph, v. t.; STEN'O·GRAPHED
(-graft); STEN'0-GRA.PH'ING. To write or report in stenographic characters.

st~-~fg~~:~t'::c~~~~o;;r~:fl)~:~pi,~~
who is skilled i•
stenography ; a writer of shorthand.
sten'o-graph'lc (sten't.-grU'lk),
a.
[Cf. F. stenographique.J Of, pert. to, or using, stenography.
stenographic machine. =:::STEN0GRAPH,
2.
ste-nogrra-phy (ste-nog'ra-fI), n. [steno- +-graphy: cf.
F. stenographie, G. stenographfe.] The art of writiug in
shorthand, by using abbreviations or characters for whole
words; short.hand.
sten 1o-pa1tc (st~n 1t.-pii'lk), a. [stenoGr. b,rnios hav-

+
~~eg~~tbl)~\)tbr~/i~·ot.
var. :;~~e~~~ \,~:~~0-A!~~;;l
~):~~
otef.n,T.
0NVEa,r.
ot· STEN[DD,ia
1.cEo.:,n_v.:I
toris.- sten'o-car'di•&e (-lk), a.
_

0

8

"

sten-. See 8TEl'W·.
sten'o-ceph'a.ly
(1:1t~u'li-sH'<istench (Scot. st~nsh). Ob!, or iri~d~:j J;<r:ln.Alrtor~i~l ~:t~~
Sect. var. of STANCH.
ne,, of tlie heud.
stench, t'. t. fSee STENCH, n.]
To cause to stmk; to annoy by aten 10-cho'rl•& (-kl'.i'rl-d;
201),.
stench. Oh,:.
n. [NL. ; steno- + Gr. ,-Wpa.
sten'chel (s~n'sh'l), 1ten'chen place.] Stenosis. as of a eanal.
(-sh'n). 1ten'chil. Scot. vars. 1ten'o-chrome(1-tfn'0-kr~m),n.
f
t
h'
A
· t
d h t
h
~te~~~~~.E!.'
a;(':~;u1inRare.
.~;:-;~ch~ao1:iyy (s
11ten
(tsetnichn.'c
hbr,.; ~0),. a. ml) n 1.~tnm- + Gr XP'~µ,a.
10 vc1,0h:y.
0
,.. r
. ..., R
colo'r.] · The printin/ af:<ineimaten'cil•er, sten'ctl•ler (sWn'- pression of II varicol,;red design.
sY-lfr), n. One who stencils
1tenio-co-ri'a,..1i1 (-ktl.rI'd•s)s),
atencil paper
Strong tissue n. fNL. ; steno- + Gr. Kfp~
paper impregnated or coated
·,
1
with paraffin. for stencils.
fni~f tt.e·~:·;;1 ofth~ e~:.rrow•,~•,,n,ldre(ts
ti
n
rde)t,chn
..
[Cc
f.
_?,FD.
,·a"i·.
t
ogra.f;
r
gr
fl.c
;fy
t
01
0 81
Eng. A spring;1 ~tride". b A it~~ograpeh~;.
'il}~s1:
e
1
movement; twist. CA stretcher.
ct~id~A~~l'~d). a [Cf.
~~~~~ii: Mt~m~~i~ in which to- ~~~:;e'~~~- 8b0fo\~✓i~~;~frfde~ :tf:i::r•:;~Jt
(~ti.n lSg'r a~;l!I;et pl()b;_l ~!rThl[
~cn'ptum, to write.] Astrology.
~;e~~n~pi~~~j'Y~g:fA':iPt~::
:Jn°e~wi\~!e;_d.
!~~i;pe(,a:'i~:~~~~~ph[!ieno- +
fires,, [the star!!]. Shak. [In it~t,iu':i!.~g t~~r:t'tar;;. RB~1:
{~:;;'ming, p. pr. ~
stene, 1'. ,. [AS. ll'tEnan,] To petaluus.J Huvillgnarrowpf>tala.
8
!!1;t~r;;.~~~:
m~~)~~~{o;,~d~'(stl~Vma.ttsp'- stem'my (-Y), Abounding in,
&~,~g). [Es:~t~f :T~f.S:I =~:~o-p_eu~i;,~:.?j-t~:
atelleere. t STEELYARD.
t;-dc't),n. pl. LNL.; Gr. <TT~A'Jor mixed with, stems. Colloq_. ate'ni-on (stiVnY-lSn; sWn'Y-), ORAPH, 2.
Stel•ler'f.da (sU"-ll"r'l-dc't),n. pl. a block, post+ {}µµo.,0µµa-ro~, atemmyne. t STAMIN.
n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-Tivo~ narrow- 1ten 10-phyl'10111(s~n'ti-fll'db),
!~}1;;f~ta; j st1~'iidetn f~-,d~; eye+ ,rotl~, ,rot'J0~ foot] Zool ~r~~r ~~:~~ 8by ~e d~~e~~~od: ri:s·Jra~i:t'fo7:~ T!:r?t:::,t
:~wJ;~~e 0d.+ -phyl{g;..,siE~~~·1
classiflcatio~s, an· extensive S"yn.of GYMNOLA!'MATA."
~ · worm T.'lflenchus deva.~tatrix.
least transverse diameter of the Ste'no'B duct(sti'nliz). =DFCT
group of echinoderms,including
Bte-log'ra•pby (st@-lttg'rd-fl), n. atem stitch.
a = c RE w EL skull in that region.
ate-nosed' (stti'-nlist' i st~n'l'Szd),
the starfishes and ophiurana.[Gr. unjA') a post, elah, pillar+
STITCH.b In pillowlace,a stitch sten 1o-car'dl-a (st~n'l"i-kiir'dY- a. Med. Affected with stenoAis.

a:

n.

+

cif., Bot., any axis which develops buds and shoots in
place of roots. In
this sense stem inA • o ~•
cludes all the subterranean
root• 0
like modifications
• ., • o o ~z
which are com- ~:.":: • ~:
B
monly called roots~
..:.:•• t 6
(as the rhizome,
___:_::····~·•ijt::!
bulb, corm, etc.),
s
but which produce leaves~
buds.
and'
Stems are further distinguished
by
their giving
rise
to outgr O 'Y th s at Stem, 1. A Part of Transverse Section of an Inc~rtam . deft- ternode in the Stem of Indian Corn. I Fundau1te po 111ts mental Tissue; 2, 2Vascular Bundles; 3Perif1~!1:~d
~~~!! ;s!c1:f~!!1 ~~~~~x~f fsui~~:U~~.;'r1~{1~
scattered
in- (Aristolochi«).
1 Epidermis; 2 Primnry C.orThe tex ; a Sturch Sheath ; 4, 4 Pericycle, w1th
tervals.
apex
of the shaded external layer of Sclerenchyma, 5,
stem is the 5 Phloem, and 6, 6 X~lem, portions of Vns1~
f~~~re~l;i~~ ~luS~n;h~u;:~;c~ :~~tl~ie
covered by a Central C.yhnder. C Part of_a Fo}lr-vear-old
cap The stem Stem of Pme. 1,.1 Annual Rmgs; 2 Medulla;
is ii.ot clearly 3 Bast; 4 Hark: ,'),5 .Medullary Rays.
differentiated
in plants below pteridophytes,
thouyh it
cls::1;:l~L~:~e~!~,
c{r~a~~:oii?:~~i~tions o the
2. A peduncle, petiole, or pedicel ; a small stalk ; as, the
stem of an apple.
3. The stock, or a branch, of a family i as, a noble stem.
4. Anything resembling, or likened to, the stem of a
plant; as, the stem of a pipe ; the stetn of a watch case, or
that part to which the ring by which it is suspended is
attached.
Specif.: a Zool. (1) The entire central axis of
a feather ; the calamus and the rachis.
(2) The basal
part of the body of one of the Pennatulacea, or of a gorgoC Mach. A
nian. b A main or heavy stroke of a letter.
spindle or guide rod, as the rod of a slide valve. 4 Locks.
The round portion about which the ordinary key turns.
6. Shipbuilding.
a A piece of timber or iron or steel,
usually curved, to wliich the sides of a ship are united at
the fore end. The lower end is scarfed to the keel, and
the bowsprit, if any, rests upon its upper end. b Either
stem or sternpost, esp. of sharp-sterned boats. Scot.
6. Fig. : A foremost position; the prow.
Wolsey sat at the stem more than twenty years. F11ller.
7. Philol. That part of an inflected wo1·d which remains
unchanged (except by euphonic variations) throughout a
given inflection; theme ; base. The stem is sometimes
identical with the root, but is usually derived from it with
some formative suffix. Thus the root Tt-, which serves as
the stem of Ttw, I honor, is developed into the stems nµo.and Tto-c.-respectively of -rc.µO,w,/honor, and Tto-c.~,payment.
8. Music. The shor~ perpendicular line extending upward
or downward from the head of a note; the tail of a minim,

rri~r1~:.

St!l'i~H(sr:i~1~c~: [L.,
star.J 1. Fem. prop.

a i~:}!tiv!f;

STENOSED

a.

ii:r;~~f~Pt~:~:ff!tth.1/,.ot.

:~H:ct

s::::~ER.

tr';,zxn;~---

0

1

it!~i~r:
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a

a

eic.
c.
~~~ir:~~~t!;~:!:~f;_
~\t!it:

t~g
:t::'1X:~-t
n~~•'~;:f,~P!
<:t~r~k!J~:6~r~:
~J:z'J~~
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Kie, aenilte, c&re, A.m, dccount, arm, Ask, sofd

i

eve, t;vent, ~nd, recent, maker; ice, Ill; Old, tibey, &rb, 6dd, sl>ft, c6nnect; iise, finite, '1rn, Up, circus, menii;
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STENOSEPALOUS

b.-.,,

STEREOCHROMY

J

moving each foot in succeaalon ; to move the feet as In
<Inga.nopening or hole,
opening.
Designating certain
optical devices having na.rrow openmgs.- ■tenopaic lll.t, a walking,
2. To go on foot; to walk; move ; go; esp., to go a abort
narrow slit used to determine the refraction of the eye
in different meridians as a measure of astigmatism. - 1. distance ; as, to step to the next house.
IIJ)OCt&clu,
opaque spectacles with small central openings.
3. To walk slowly, gravely, or resolutely.
,l't•no'IIB(st3-no•sJa), n. [NL., fr. Gr.
narrow.]
to ■tep aalds, to move a little apart; fig,, to yield place. to a. ID or tnto. a To enter for a short ti-me ; as, I just
Med. A narrowinr of the opening or hollow of any passage,
stepped into the house. b To obtain possesaion of or enter
tube, or orifice; as atenosisof tlle pylorus, aorta, etc.
upon easily or suddenly ; as, to step into an estate.
ll•not'er-ous (att-nllt'er-iia), a, [Gr. UTEVWT<p••·
compar.
step
(stl!p ), "· t. l, To set or place, as the :foot.
of aTo•6f narrow. J Designating, or pert. to, a mapping of
2. Naut. a To fix the foot of in its step and so erect (a
the whole earth's surface on the sector of a circle, the cenmast).
b To place (a deck) in position ; ao, a platform is
ter representing the pole, concentric circles the parallels.
deck stepped between two other decks.
sten•ter (stl!n'ter), "· t. To impart elasticity to (thin cotton a3.partial
To
perform,
or step through (the movements of a dance),
fabrics) by repeatedly stretching in a current of heated air,
in a stately manner; as, to &tepa minuet. Archaic.
sten•ter,n. Any stretching device for stentering fabrics.
4.
To
measure
by stepping ; hence, to divide, as a space,
steD'tOD(stl!n't!tn), n. Mining. A short heading driven at
or to form, as a series of marks, by successive measureright angles to a cro88Cllt,
ments,
as
with
dividers;
as to &tepa distance; to step off
Sten•tor(stl!n1t/Jr), n. [L. Stentor, Gr. ::f.T<V'l"Wp.]l. A
the circumference of a circle ; - often with off.
herald, in the Iliad, who had a very loud voice ; hence
&.
To
fashion
or
arrange
in
a series of steps or in a similar
[l. c.], any person having a powerful voice.
formation, as a sluice for washing auriferotis earth.
2. Zoo!. a A widely distributed genus of heterotrichoua
1tep
ID
age
fcf.
slope,
obs.
p,
p, of STEP], advanced in age
ciliate infusorians having a trumpet-shaped body attached
or years· o d. Obs. Scot. -to a. down, El,,c.,..to decrease
by the smaller end, and with the
- to •. up, .J!,,'[ec.,
to inin potential. See TRANSFORMER.
mouth at the larger end, often brightcrease in potential. See TRANSFOBJI.BR.
ly colored and among the largest instep-. [AB. steop-; akin to OFries. stiap-, stiep-, D. &
fusorians. b [1. c.] A member of
atief-, OHO. stiuf-, Ice!. stjup-, Sw. atyf-, ai,d to AB. ist~this genus.
pa11, astypan, to deprive, bereave, as children of their
3, [1, c.l A howling monkey.
parents, OHO, stiufen.]
A prefix nsed before father,
Bten-to'rl-an(sti!n-tli 1rl-11n; 201 ), a.
mother, brother, sister, JJon,daughter, child, etc., to indi[ Cf. L. stentorem, Gr. anvT•P••o•.]
cate that the person thus spoken of is not a blood relative,
Of or pert. to a atentor ; extremely
but is a relative only by the marriage of a parent. Bee
loud ; as, a stentorian voice.
STBPl'ATHER, STEPSISTER, STEPSON, etc.
■tep (st~p), n. [Cf. AS. strepe. Bee
steplbroth1er (st~p'brl1Wer), n. A son of one's step&TBP, v. i.]
1. An advance or moveparent by a former marriage.
See STEP-.
ment made by one removal of the
steJ!'obild'(-childl), n. [AS. steopcUd.] l, A bereaved
foot ; a pace ; hence, in pl., progress
child; an orphan .. Obs.
by or as by stepping.
2. A child of one's wife or husband by a former marriage.
2. A rest, or one of a set of rests, for
■tep cut. Jewelry. A cut for diamonds, or more esp. colcred
the foot in ascending or descending,
Group of Stentora
atones, forming a series of straight facets which decrease
as a stair, or a round of a ladder.
(S. polgmorphus).
in length as they recede from the girdle an<I so give the appearance of steps. -steP'-cut', a.
By exteuaion, a degree, rank, or plane, higher or lower,
in a series or progress ; as, a step nearer death; a atep in steP'daugh1ter (-d6 1ter), n. [AB. steopdoT,t,,r.] A daughter
of one's wife or husband by a former marriu.ge. See STBP-.
the social scale ; he rose a 1tep in my opinion.
4, Mach. a One of a aeries of offsets, or parts, resembling step'--down'(-doun 1 ), a. l. Elec. Bee TR.lNSFORMBR
2. Mach. Designating a gear or gearing that reduces avethe steps of stairs, as one of the series of parts of a cone
pulley on which the belt runs. b A bushing or part of a locity ratio.
Btep'fa'ther(-fii'tlter), n. [AB. ateopfmder.] The husband
bushing in a bearing. Bee BBARING,
7 b.
of one's mother by a subsequent marriage. See STEP-.
6. 1>l,A stepladder. Colloq.
Mech. A compound :plug gauge con8. The space passed over by one movement of the foot in step gauge or ~ewalking or running ; as, a step of three feet.
gauges of gradu~:!.\n!i~~!t~~.:"on ~h~f8:~:!,i'i~'.indrical
7. A small space or distance; esp., a small distance for- steph'a-ne (st~f'<i-ne), n. [NL., fr. Gr. v,«/,a.v~. Cf.
ward; - used fig. of any kind of progreBB ; as, it is but a BTBPHANOS.] GT. Antiq. A headdreBB
step,· realization of ignorance is a atep toward knowledge.
consisting of a band, seemingly of
8, A footstep; footprint; as, to follow in one's •tepa.
metal, widest in the middle over
9, Gait; manner of walking; also, the sound of a step; the forehead and growing narrower
the footfall ; as, to know one by his step.
toward the temples. It is often seen in
10. Proceeding ; measure ; action ; an act ; esp,, any of statues
of divinities. Cf. STEPHANO&.
B11ccessiveprogressive measures towards a result.
st•pha'nl-on
(ati-fa 1nl-lln), n.
di!tr~:!: 8.la.telyta.ken steps ••• to relieve the old J.e1tt~ec:i,i~ [NL., fr. Gr. uTecf,411~011,
dim. of a-ri</,a.vo<
a
crown.]
Cranial.
The point
11. Music. a A scale or staff degree. b The interval bewhere the coronal suture crosses the
tween two contiguous degrees of the staff or scale. Thie
superior temporal ridge. See
interval is often called tone; but there is evident incongruity in using tone to denote the interval between tones.
CRANIOMETRY, /I/ U 8 t, - SteA whole atep is a major second ; a half atep, a minor second.
p ha I Dl- al (-111),a.-st•
12. a Kinematics. A change of place due to a motion of phan'lc (-fitn'lk), a.
Hera, wearing Stephane.
translation ; also, the translation.
b Math. A line seg- steph'a-DOB
(st~f'<i-nlle), n. [Gr. ar,</,a.vo<
crown, fr. arement symbolizing a simple translation in space ; a vector.
</>•wto encircle.] Gr. Antiq. a A headdre88 like the
13. Naut, In general, a frame of wood or metal intended
stephane, but of uniform width, often seen in work& of art.
to receive an upright abaft; specif., such. a framing or a b A wreath presented to the winner in a public contest ;
solid block or platform supporting the heel of a mast.
a wreath of honor for distinguished public service.
14. Fit•es, At Eton, a shallow step (senae 2) dividing the Steph'a-no'till(-no'tls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. an</>•,,.,.,.••
flt
court into an inner and outer portion.
for a crown, fr. CTTij)o.vo,;crown.] 1. a Bot. A genus
ID ■tep, a Stepping or taking steps in unison or accord~as of widely distributed
tropical aaclepiad,.ceous twining
with others, or in time to music. b Elec. In phase. tsee
shrubs having fragrant white flowers, the c,orolla of which
PHASB,3. -outofa .• not instep. See IN STEP.- ■• by atep, by
has a cylindrical, dilated tube and spreadinl!'. limb. 8. flosuccessive deirees : esp.• by relatively small stages ; gradribunda is a favorite greenhouse plant. b LI,c.] A plant
or flower of this genus.
~~; ~~ 0
~~
message is indicated by a pointer on a dial.
2. A perfume said to be prepared from the flowers of
step (st~p), "· i.; STBPPBD (st~pt); STEP'PING, [AB. ,tmp- Stephanotis floribunda.
1der (st~p'litcJler), n,
A portable &at of steps, esp.
pan; akin to OFries. steppa, D. stappen to step, slap a steP'].ad
one with ftat, comparatively bread steps iu, place of rungs
step, OHO. ,t,pfen to step, G. stapfe a footstep, OHG.
and with a hinged back frame for steadyin.g.
stapfo, G. stufe a step to step on; cf. Gr. UT</L/lEtv
to shake
l. The
about, handie roughly, stamp(?). Cf. STAMP, "· I., STAPLB, steP'moth'er (-mlitlt'er), n. [AS. stiopmoder.]
n. &,
STOOP a porch.]
l. To advance or recede by rais- wife of one's father by a subsequent marriage.
2;
a
The
pansy.
Dial.
Eng.
b
A
hangnail.
Obs.
or
Dial.
ing and moving one foot to another resting place, or by

aT••••

'!·

a.

n.,

.;1:~i~~l~tig:i:h
~~rt:":.;.;;i;'~~r~~teEf
t:~;

a.,

cha.Ir. A chair convertible
:~:-,~j!=g
:~rJ,~es'!~ai!:
!;~:1~0J.
v~st~:!~:~::t
v~t-atep
into a stepladder.
ten'o-a t om'a-t ou a (8t~n'b·, uation, LL. e:rtenta. Ct. Ex- etep'dame'. n. A stepmother.
■
■ ttim't&-tila;

stepf'Jll.oth'er-ly
(s~p'ml1Wer-ll),

a. Of, pert. to, or befitting, a stepmother; hence, proverbia.lly, unmotherly;
harsh ; severe.
step'-par'ent (-plb•~nt), n. A stepfather or stepmother,
i, e., one related by marriage only. Bee BTBP-.
steppe (atl!p), n. LRnas. slep', through G. or F. Bleppe.]
l, One of the vast tracts in southeastern Europe and in
Asia in general level and without forests.
2. Phytogeog. Xerophiloua grassland, usually treeleBB.
tr:gt~~a~:bfee~:r:i~e!~1fi';6:ti~:.a.st~~;:!~e 1~:;rai~r:
are elevated plateaus ....
All are more or leas characterized
by an extreme range of temperature.
James Geilde.
stepped (st~pt). a. Having a step or steps, or a series of
offsets or parts like steps; as, a stepped key.
■topped gable, A,·ch., a gable which diminishes in width by
0::
J1tt··tw~
or more complete circular sets of teeth arranged adjacently

~~f1~!:

~~i:~iE::
_ ~c:rB:=.,J!~X!·;;:
:~a~a:i~:r
~{:,!:~"t."l~i.!,~
';.':,;~~~}~!;
:.re~y::J~i;:~}1~~g~ht.:t't
with the smooth-running quaY/ties of small pitch.-1. ■crew.
0

Bee INTERRUPTED SCREW.
steP'per (st~pler), n. One that steps; as, a quick stepper;
esp., a high-spinted horse.
step'Plng-ston&',n. l, A stone projecting above the surface of water or mud, on which to step in walking.
2:. Hence, a means of progress or ad van cement.
3. A horse block.
step'IIB'ter (-sls'ter), n. A daughter of one's stepfather
or stepmother by a former marriage.
Bee STEP-,
step•1on1 (-slin'), n. [AS. steopBUnu.] A son of one'■
husband or wife by a former marriage. See STBP-.
step'ston&'(-ston'), n. a A stone laid before an outside
door as a step. b = STBPPING-STONE,
step'-UP', a. a Elec. See TRANSFORMER, b Mach. Deslgnatln~ a gear or gearing that increases a velocity ratio.
-Ster l••ter), [ME. & AB. -estre, -istre.] A suffix denoting
the agent (orig. a woman), esp. one who does something
with akill or as an occupation; as in apinaler (orig., a
woman who spins), songster;- often used in a depreciatory
sense, as in beg ster, dabster, gamester.
ster'co-ra'ceous (stftr'M-rii'shils), a. [L. sterci,s, -oria,
dung.] Of or pertaining to dung; partaking of the nature
of, or containing, dung.
Ster'co-ra-rt'f-11111
(-r<i-ri'l-dii), n. pl. [NL. ; L. stercorarius pertaining to duug
-idm.] Zool. The family of
long-winged eea birds consisting of the jaegers and skuas,
sometimes ranked as asnbfamily, Ster1co-ra1rl-l'111111
(-ri'rl-i'nii), of the Laridre.
ster•co-ra-ry(stftr'kt-rt-rl), n.; pl. -RI1!8 (-rlz). [LL. atercorarium, fr, L. stercomrius belonging to dung.] A place,
prop. covered, for contaiuing dung. - a. Stercoraceous.
Ster-cu'll-a (ster-kii'll-<i), n. [NL., fr. L. Ste,·culius, the
deity that presided over manuring, fr. stercus dung; - in
allusion to their fetid odor.] Bot. A large genus of tropical plants, typifying the Bterculiacere, characterized by nnisexual flowers containing fifteen anthers and an ovary with
five cells becoming distinct carpels in fruit. They are tall
trees with sim_ple leaves and small flowers in droo_ping
panicles. The bark of many species is valued for cord~,
1:,gB~r;;La;~~~~-a. e
::~·ol~:1:cfit,i~ a
Ster-cu'll-a'ce-111
(-a 1st-ii), n. pl. [NL.] Bot. A family
of plants (order Malvales), distinguished mainly by the
numerous monadelphous stamens and 2-celled anthers.
They are trees or shrubs with very diverse habit and foli.
age. There are 48 genera, including 8terculia, Theobroma
(cacao), Cola (kola nut), MelocMa, etc;..,and over 750 species,
natives of warm regions. - ster1 cu-u-a•ceous(-shits), a.
ster'•o- (at~r'i-t-; ste'rt-~-). [Gr.
solid, Bee
BTARE to gaze.] Combining form meaning solid, ha,·d, firm.
ster'e-o-bate (-bit), n. [L, stereobata, Gr. anp••• solid
fl,i that treads or covers, akin to /lav" base : cf. F.
Bte,-eobate,] Arch. The lower part or basement of a build,
ing or pedestal ; - used loosely for several different form•
of basement. - ster1e-o-bat'lc(-bitt'lk), a.
ster1e-o-chem'is-try (-k~m'la-trT), n. [st,.,.eo- chen~
iRtry.] That branch of chemistry which has to do with
the arrangement of the parts of a molecule in space, ster1e-o-chem'lc(st~r 1t-o-k~m'lk; stiYrt-), a. -Bter'e-ochem'i-cal (-l-kal), a.
ster'e-o-chrom&'
(-krom'), n. Btereochromic picture.
ster1e-o-chro'mic(-kro'mlk), a. Of or pert. to the art of
stereochromy.-ste're-o-chrO'ml-cal-ly
(-ml-klil-l), adv.
ster'e-o-chrO'my(at~r't-t-krli'ml; ste•r~-; 277), n. [stereoGr. )(_p/l,µa color.] A process of wall painting in which
water glass is used as a vehicle and protective coating.
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Et1e,me (l'ty~11') : It Stefano
(sti.'fii-n6): S_p. Elfte1,an, E"t,,.
(ile-ti'viin; 188); Pg. F.1'te1·ii,o(l!s-ti'vouN'); G. SteJJ/io,i
(etit'fiin). - Dim. Stei.,e (sti!v),
Stev;e (st~v'T), Steeme (sten'l)
( Ch;e_ff11Scat.).
:CcJe~:i fl~ft ~;t:"~~\~:~Yrna~~~
stoned to deat},.
Acfs vii . .'ilt
Bte'phen Mu:ter. A country
gull in Hen Jonson's .. Every
Mn.nin his Humor."
1;~ter
Step/1entron, Eng. eng-ineer.] See
I.INKMOTION,1. - Btephen1on
ban

-eto'md:-tlls),,1o 1 TENT,n.l Tax; value; rate. atepe. + ~TEEP,a.,· STEP.
(.11teno-+ -stomatous.1
Zool, a ObR.or Scot.
[Dial. Eng.I stepel.
STEEPLE.
Narrow-mouthed "b Of the I atent'tng. n. = ~TICNT o N ■tepeD.d. + !ilTIPEND.
Sten.'o-ato'ma-ta (-stiVmd-td}, ■ten.t'mu'ter, 1ten.'tor (sti:§n'- atep fault. GeoL See FAULT,
8,
a group of Ctenophora includ-1 U!r), n. Tax assessor. Scot.
ing all bnt the Beroida..
aten'to-rlne(-rtn; -rl'n 1 188),a. step jp"&te, A form of flre grate
8
■ten'o-te-leg'ra-phy, n. Teleg!I,- Of or pert. to the genus Sten tor. ~i;&~~\:(s~f:
phy using an abbreviated code. aten-to'ri-oua
(stfn-tG'rT-ils; See STEPHEN-1 Feminine of
■ten'o-ther'ID.:8,1, a • . [~teno- + 201). a. Stentorian.
Rare. STEPHEN• fem prop name
th.ermal.] B10/, Res1stmr,only sten-to'rt.-ou-ly, adv. Rnre.
F. SMpha isti 1 t"1Vni'); a:
0
:l:::;i~(:;:..;~t~\~f,e:
~~n~~r;:;!~. <sgf;.tfl-rlSn'Yk),
l e~~i~:
"·
ha.vl~n~t~~0;::·
■ten:to-ro-J>hon'ic (-rts-ftSn'l'.k)r ■teph'an lte (atH'an tt) n
[After·A~chduke SfP1)h~n:min:
[steno-+ -fY/J~.] A letter or C(!m- a. [Gr. l.T~VTwp Stentor + (/,<->v71
bination of letters representmg sound! v01ce. Se~ STENT0R.J
d!~~~~~tg~~:si:~-bf!~'t
ateple. + !ilTEEPLE.
a phonogram in stenotypy.
Speakmgorsoundmg_veryloud;
mineral of metallic luster, com- atep'mJn.'nle, n. Stepmother.
aten'o-typ•y (s~n'i'i-ttp'l; st@- stentorian. OhA. ar R.
posed of silver, antimony. and Smt.
[~1'1!:PM0TII
ER,2 b.
nlSt'l-pl). ,1. A kind of phono- aten;e. + STAIN,,,. _
=
gra._phicwriting using ordina.r1 ■ten yie (stln'yl: -l), v. ,. [Cf. ~~l.p~~.rfl.~~§.SbS,1).H., 2-2..'i atep'moth'er'1--blea1'lng.
STEND.l To stretch. Scot.
1cr1ptor printed letten.-aHD1
Bteph'&-no (st,f'ti-nlJ), n. A :=~=~~m;~:
:-:-ir:.~~:~;,;~n(s~~k~,,~~nz).
To drunken butler in Shake- ■- rail. A flat rad with a
speare''s "Tempest."
raised outer t:read for flanged
0.i dial. I
Steph'&-noc'er-OI (-nlSs'@r-t'Js),car wheels.
(sti~~~)?r
+~~/~A~,c:~d.
Eng. va.r.of STANCH.
ateorc. + ~TORK.
[NL.; Gr.UTe<f,o.vo,; crown+ 1r.E-~1:t~i::ii:~teLd/t:;;: 1
■tent. ObR.p. p. of STENn.
ateore.
STEER.
po.ihom] ZoOl. A genus of roti- ,
h
e,
Obs. pres. indic., 3d ateorne. + STBRN.
atent.
fers. Ree CROWN A:-IUIALC'ULE, ~~pr~~~~':::
pers. sing. of STA.ND.
■teorre.
STAR.
■teph'&-nome (s~f'ci:-nffm>, n.
[Gr. O'T€(/,ovo,;crown + viµ.Hv r~eJ~;i~t.
roApe~oct:~i:ogr:
i~tlfe~\>end.1'·Ti 0 !;t~~aJ: :tc,~:D,l;~A+·s~~i'i-NAJl:BD.
to distribute.] An in1trurnent
·
·
bl k f
-n. Extent; bound.-a.
Out- eteorve. + STARVE.
■tretched 1 t~t.
All Scot. ~ ateorve, n. [AS. steorf_a. Cf. foT mE'atmrin,rthe angular di- ~~J~a;!~ brr!~~~niold t1;esla.;{!~~~~,:s~~•lt• §~: era. See socK·n, lllu.lft,
= t~:.fT~~ng;I
Obs.
phanus. fr. Gr. 2Ti<f,o.vo,;: cf. ~~lt~e~pitof,~~~~~-dial. Eng.
■tent, n. [Cf Corn. 11teantin. fr. ■teowien.
reRtrain.
O"Ti(/,o.vof crown.)
1. Lit., 1tept. ~tepped. Ref. Sp,
ot :;~e:;.,d~~•·Eng.
{;fts,;~T!':tJe..~:!?1/JJazi:e}!~
si;h;a"';u1!1~~pt,i~tts)~~f:
A vein denent,n. Stanchion. Obs. Scot. lltep boz. = FOOTSTEP,
s. U. S.
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STEREOCOMPARATOR

STERNPOST

ster 1e-o-com'pa-ra1tor (ster 1e-o-kllm'p<i-rii1ter; ste're-), n. ster 1e-os'co-plst (ster 1e-os1ko-pist; ste 1re-; ster'e-o-sko 1Physics. A special form of stereoscope used in making to- pTst; st8're"-), n. One skilled in the use or construction of

the Banse traders in England (cf. EAST ; -LING), or more
prob. of LG. orig.; cf. MHG. sterl-inc a certain coin, of unpographic and sometimes astronomical measurements by
stereoscopes.
cert. orig.] 1. A silver pertnyof medieval England.
the accurate comparison of stereoscopic photographs taken ster'e-os'co-py (-os'ki\-pt; -o-sko 1pt), n. Use of the stere1
2 · Thl!~wJ~~~o~:i1:tf
sterling view. Arbuthnot.
with an instrument having very great distance between
oscope, or construction of it or of the views used.
3. The standard of fineness of lawful Euglish coin ; for
the objectives.
ster'e-o-spon'dy-lous (ster 1e-o-spon'dt-lus;
ste 1re-), a.
now
silver, .925; for gold, formerly .995 (" old sterling"),
ster'e-o-gram' (ster'e-o-gram' ; st1i're-), n. [stereolSee STEREO-; SPONDYLo-.J Paleon. a Designating, or
-gram. J A diagram or picture representing objects with an
.916, or Bhaving, vertebrre whose component elements are fused into
4.
Collectively,
Austra]iancolonistsborn
in
England.
Als&
impression of solidity or relief ; also, a stereograph.
a single piece, as in most vertebrates ; - opposed to tem.,.
adjectively.
See CURR:t:NcY, 6. Obs. or Hist., Australia.
ster'e-o-graph' (-grilf'), n. [stereo-+ -graph.] Any pic- nospondylous. b Of or pert. to a group of stegocephalians,
ture, or pair of pictures, prepared for the stereoscope.
Ster 1e-o-spon'dY-11(-dT-Ii), having such vertebra,, which ster 111ng (st0r 11Ing), "· 1. Belonging to, or relating to, the
standard British mone,y of account, or the British coinage;
ster'e-o-graph'ic (-graf'lk)
Made or done according
coutains the largest and most typical stegocephalians.
~ now chiefly applied to a specified sum of lawful British
ster 1e-o-graph'1-cal (-I-kiil} to stereography; as, a stere- ster 1e-ot 1o-my (-ot'o-mt), n. [8tereo-tomy: cf. F.
money; as,apouud sterling; a penny sterling; sterling value.
<Ldv.
ographic chart. -ster'e-o-graph'i-cal-ly,
stereotomie.] The science or art of cutting solids, as into
arches ; esp., the art of stonecutting. - ster 1e-o-tom'ic 2. Of full value ; conforming to the highest standard ;
0 ~f
11
0
0i~~
genuine; as, ~-terling merit; sterling good sense.
(-i\-tom'Ik), ster'e-o-tom'1-cal (-1-kill), a,
sterling silver, Metal., the alloy, in the profortion
of 925
ular to the diameter through the point.
~~ ster'e-o-trope 1 (ste'.r'e"-0-tr0p 1 ; st"e're"-), n. [stereo-+ trope. J
Bter'e-og1ra-phy (ster'e-og'r<i-fi ; ste 1- "
An instrument exhibiting moving pictures in stereoscopic
rt:~da~~ ~Yt{:e!~s~ 5of.B~\ti~! ~{i~f:~o\~~~e~ fixed as th e
re-; 277), n. Lstereo-grnphy: cf.
(;
relief. Stereoscopic pictures showing successive phases of stem (stO.ru), a.; STERK 1ER (stfir'uer) j STERN1EST. [ME.
F. stereographie.J Art of delinea.tingi
the motion are mounted on a revolving cylinder and viewed
sterne, .~turne, AS. styrne,- cf. D. stuursch stern, G. st0rrig
the forms of solid bodies on a plane ; a
by timed interrupted vision through stereoscopic lenses.
obstinate, Sw. slursk refractory, Goth. andstaUrran to murbranch of solid geometry, showing the
ster'e-o-type' (ster'e-i\-tip 1 ; ste 1re-; 277), n. [stereomur against; perh. akin to E. stare to gaze.] 1. Having
construction of all solids that are regu- tl
-type.] Print. a A plate made by taking a mold or matrix
a
certain hardness or severity of nature, manner, or aspect;
larly defined. By cutting a suitable
a
,
of a printing surface in plaster of Paris, paper pulp, or the
severe; harsh ; grim ; austere.
"Stern Daughter of the
material in the forms as shown iu the
like, and making from this a cast in type metal, commonly
1
Voice
of God."
JVordsworth.
cut, foldiug them along the lines indiwith more than the usual percentage of lead. Stereotypes
cated, and joining their edges, the five
~ are
2. Hence, fierce ; savage; as, this stern beast. Obs.
now
comparatively
little
used
except
for
newspaper
regular solids may be formed.
3.
Proceeding
from,
or
characteristW
of,
a
nature
severe
ster 1e-o-l1s0-mer'ic (-i'i-i 1~1'>;1;10r'lk), a. 8
/Ybal.Tee;: work, in which the paper-pulp process (see FLONG)is gen- or hard ; harsh ; as, a stern look, answer, decree.
0 1
Chem. Of, pert. to, orexl11b1tmg, stereo- ahedron or Cube; c erally used. Books are now usually electrotyped, the sur4.
Stout;
resolute
;
as,
a stern heart ; a stern resolve ; a.lso,
b Stereotypy.
isomerism; having the same composi- Octahedron; d Do- face of an electrotype being more durable.
hard i unyielding; as, stern discipline.
tion and the same atructure,except
as to decahedron; e lco- ster'e-o-tyj>e', v. t,; -TYPED 1 (-tipt'); -TYP 1ING (-tip'lng).
6. Violent; fierce; tempestuous.
Archaic.
Chaucer.
[Cf. F. stereotyper.] 1. To prepare for printing in sterethe arrangement of the atoms in space. sahe<lron.
6. Strong; powerful; mighty.
Obs.
otype;
to
make
stereotype
plates
of,
as
a
book.
ster'e-o-1-som'er-ism (-i-som'er-lz'm), n. [stereo-+ isomSyn.
Gloomy,
sullen,
forbidding,
unkind,
hard-hearted,
2. Hence, to fix in lasting form ; to make permanent.
erism.] Chem. A kind of isomerism explained on the asunfeeling, cruel, pitiless, relentless.
See STRICT.
Powerful causes tending to stereotype and aggravate the povsumption that the atoms of the molecule are not only
erty of old conditions.
Duke of Argyll (188/). stern, n. [Perh. fr. Scand. i cf. Icel. stj0rn a steering, or
a doubtful AS. steorn. See STEER, v. t.] 1. The helm or
united in a definite way, but also J1ave a definite arrangester'e-o-typler (-tip 1er), n, One who stereotypes,
tiller of a vessel or boat; also, the rudder.
Obs. Chaucer.
ment in space; spatial isomerism.
See ISOMERIC.
ster'e-o-typ'er-y (-r), n.; pl. -ERIES (-Iz). 1. Stereotypy.
2. Direction by or as if by a rudder; steerage.
Obs.
ster'e-ome (ster'e'-Om; st0're'-Om), n. [Gr. anpiwµ,a solid 2. A stereotype foundry.
3.
Fig.
:
The
post
of
management
or
direction.
Obs. or .R.
body, fr. unptr6i, solid.]
Bot. Mechanical or strengthen1
ster e-o-typ'lc (-tlp'1k}, a. Pert. to stereotyping.
And sit at chiefest stern of public weal.
Shak.
ing tissue in plants, such as the thick-walled wood cells, ster 1e-o-ty-pog'ra-phy (-ti-pog'r<i-fi), n. [stereo-+typog4. The after, or rear, end of a vessel or boat; specif., that
thickened sclerenchyma, etc. Cf. MESTOME.
rapliy.] Act or art of printing from stereotype plates. portion
of
the
hull
abaft
the
rudderpost
or
sternpost.
ster 1e-om'e-ter (-om'e-ter), n. [stereo-+-rneter. J Physics.
ster 1e-o-ty-pog'ra-pher (-fer), n.
5. Hence, the hinder part of anything.
a A volumenometer.
b An X-ray apparatus, based on the ster'e-o-typ 1y (ster 1e-i\-tip 1I; ste're-; -lWI-pI), n. The art
6. The tail of an animal ; - now used ouly of a dog.
principle of stereoscopic vision, for determining the posior process of making stereotype plates.
7, [cap,7 A8tron. = PuPPIS.
tion of a fractured bone or the like.
1
ster hy-drau 111c (ster 1hi-dr6'!Ik), a. [stereo-+ hydraustern on, 1-faut., with the stern foremost, or fronting.
ster'e-om'e-try (-om'e-trIJ, n. [stereo-metry: cf. F.
lic.] Pertaining
to or designating a kind of hydraulic
Ster'na (st0r'nli), n. [NL,; cf. AS. steam a kind of bird,
stereometrie.] Art of determining the volumes and other
press producing pressure or motion by the introduction of
tern.]
Zool. The typical genus of terns, including the
from
metrical elements of solid figures i -distinguished
a solid sub3tance (as a screw, a rod, or a rope wound on a common tern and allied species having a slender bill, a
plani1netry. -ster'e-o-met'rio
(-t-meVrTk), a. -ster 1eroller) into a cylinder previously filled with a liquid; reforked
tail,
and mostly whi:Oe coloration with a black cap
o-met1r1-cal(-rI-kill), a. - ster 1e-o-met'r1-cal-ly, adv.
sembling such a press in action or principle.
and a bluish gray mantle.
ster'e-o-ml-crom'e-ter (-mi-krom'~-ter), n. [stereoBte-r1g1ma (stt-r,g'ma), n.; pl. STERIGMATA (-ta). [NL,, ster 1nal (-nil!), a. 1. Pertaining to tbe sternum.
micrometer.]
An apparatus for attaching to a telescope
fr. Gr. u-ri,p1..yµa. a support, fr. U'TlJf)i(ew to prop.]
Bot.
2. Zo0l. Pertaining to a steruite.
to measure small angles in the field of view by noting the
a A leaflike expansion of a decurrent leaf. Obs. b One 3. Ventral; in the region of the sternum or a sternite.
projection on squares seen with the other (naked) eye.
of four slender stalks at the top of the basidium in certain
sternal rib. Anat. & Zool. a A rib whose costal cartilage
1
ster e-o-mon'o-scope (-mlln't-skop), n. [stereo-+ mono- fungi, from the tips of which the basidiospores are abstrictconnects with the sternum; a true rib. b The ventral seg-scope.] An instrument with two lenses, by which a ed. c Any stalk or filament from which conidia or sperment of a rib of certain animals representing
an ossified
single picture, presenting an appearance of relief, is procostal cartilage; a hremapophysis.
matia are abjointed.-ster'lg-mat 1lc (ster 1tg-mat'Ik), a.
jected upon a screen of ground glass.
ster'ile (ste"r'Tl; see-ILE), a. LL, sterilis, akin to Gr. uT£pE0i; stern board. Naut, A going or falling astern, esp. as
caused by missing stays; as, to make a stern board.
ster'e-o-pla'n1-graph(-pla'uI-graf ;-pH!n 11-J, n. Physics.
stiff, solid, CTTe'ipoi.
barren, unipa a cow that has not calved,
chase. Na1,1. a A chase in which the pursuing ves~
An instrument
for making topographic maps from obserGoth. stairO, fem., barren: cf. F. sterile; prob. akin to E. stern
sel
follows in the wake of the vessel pursued; as, a stern
vations made with the ~tereocomparator.
stare to gaze.] 1. Producing little or no crop; barren;
chase is a long chase. b A stern chaser.
Obs. or R.
ster'e-o-plasm (st0r'e'-0-pHtz'm i st0're'- ), n. [.~tereounfruitful;
not fertile; as, sterile land ; a sterile year.
stern chaser. Nav. A gun so placed as to be able to fire
-plasm.] a s;o1. Tile solid part of cell protoplasm.
Cf.
2. Biol. Incapable of, or unfitted for, reproduction;
unastern at a vessel that may be iu chase.
HYGROPLASM.
b A seco,ndary deposit of c-alcareous matter
fruitful; specif. : Bot. a Incapable of bearing fruit; as, a stern 1fore'most (stflrn'for'most), adv. With the stern in
between the septa of certain corals. - ster 1e-o-plas'm1c sterile plant; unable to germinate; as, a lderile seed. b
adv.lnce; hence, awkwardly;
blunderingly.
(-plllz'mlk), a.
Zool. The venBearing only stamens, or entirely neutral; as, a sterile flow- ster'nite (st0r 1nit), n. [From STERNUM.]
ster'e-op 111-con(-~p'tI-kon; 277), n. [NL. See STEREO-;
tral part or shield of a somite of an arthropod. -sterer. C Without sori; as, a sterile frond.
Cf. FERTILE, 2.
OPTIC, J A highly developed form of the magic lantern,
nlt'1c (ster-ntt'Ik), a.
3. Free from micro6rganisms, esp. from pathogenic bacusing chiefly photographic pictures and an intense light,
ster'no- (st0r'nt-).
Combining form used in compounds
teria; as, a sterile flnid.
and often made double so as to produce dissolving views.
denoting connection with, or relation to, tlte sternum (and
4. Fig.: Barren of ideas or feeling; as, a sterile author.
Ster'e-or'ni-thes (-6r'nI-thez), n. pl. [NL,; stereosome other part, denoted by the latter element of the comste-r11'1-ty(ste-r1; 1r-tr), n. [L. sterilitas: cf. F. sterilite.]
Gr. Opvti,, pl. OpvtOe.;,bird.]
Paleon. An order of extinct
pound); as m: 1ter'no-cla.-vtc'u-lar (-klll-vik 1U-l<ir), a. (conQuality or condition of being sterile.
necting the sternum and clavicle); ster'no-cor'a-coid (-kl".ir'llPatagonian birds of unr:ertain affinities.
They were very ster'i-li-za'tion (ste'.r 1l'-II-za 1sh"Un; -li-zii'shU.n), n. Act or
koid), a. (connecting the sternum and coracoid); ster 1 no-coa'tal,
process of sterilizing;
also, state of being sterile.
a.: ater'no-glos'sa.1, a.; eter'no-hu'mer-al, a. (desi~nnting the
1
{t~gi~g:1ofh~gidb!~
in &ter11-11ze(ster't-!iz), V. t. ," -LIZED (-lizd); -LIZ'ING (-!izlpectoralis
major muscle); ater 1 no-mas'toid (-ml1R'to1d), a. (desster'e-o-scope' (ster 1e-O-sk0p'; st0 1 re'-), n. [stereoignating, or pert. to, the sternocleidomastoid muscle): ater 1nolng).
[Cf. F. steriliser.] 1. To make sterile, or unproduc-scope.] An optical instrument with two eyeglasses, for
ma:x'il-la-ry (-rnllk'sl-ht-rl), a.; ster'no-per'i-car'd.1-a.c (-per 11~
tive; to impoverish, as laud; to exhaust of fertility.
R.
kiir'dl-llk), a.; etc.
assisting the observer to combine the images of two pictures
2. Biol. To deprive of the power of reproducing;
to render
ster 1no-clel'do-mas'to1d (-kli'do-mlls'toid), a. [sterno-+
taken for the purpose from points of view a little wa.y incapable of germination or fecundation.
cleidomastoid.] Anat. Designating, or pert. to, a pair
apart, an<l thus get the effect of solidity or relief. In the re3. To render sterile, or free from pathogenic bacteria and
ftectlng stereoscope the rays
other micro6rganisms, ns by heat or by chemicals. Cf. PAS- of thick superficial muscles, each arising by two heads ( one
from the two pictures are
from
the
first
segment of the sternum and the other from
TEURIZATION,
TYNDALLIZATION,
DISINFECTION.
turned into the proper dithe inner part of the clavicle) and inserted into the mastoid
rection for stereoscopic
and occipital bone. - n. A sternocleidomastoid
muscle.
~r;te-;- c~:;i~t!Ede~i~1:%t~~~·ol~Y
~i~
vision by two plane miris merely to destroy the infectious microorganisms,
al- ster'no-hy 1o1d (-hi'oid), a. Anal. Pertaining to the sterthough
the
process
may
also
involve
sterilization.
A
phy1
11
num
and
the
hyoid
bone
or
cartilage;
designating
a pair of
~;h:;, a~nd
sician sterilizes his instruments;
he d?'.sinfects a sick room.
ribbonlike muscles extending from the inner end of the
the pictures.
In the lenster'1-liz'er (-liz 1er), n. 1. One that sterilizes.
clavicles and the first segment of the sternum to the body
2. Any apparatus for aterili1,ing by the agency of boiling
of the hyoid bone. - n. A sternohyoid muscle. - ster'•
}~;~\~r ge~~~:rsi~E~th~heeyeglasses are e~· ....2
P
water, steam, or dry heat.
See AUTOCLAVE.
semilenses (as l, l' in fig. 2), or marginal
·······~.... .I
no-hy-o11de-an (-hi-oi'de-iln), a.
portions of the same convex lens, set
~r __
...:-1P ster 1let (st0r 11et), n. [Russ. sterlyad', through F. or G. ster
1no-scap 1u-lar (-skap 1u-l<ir), a.
Zool. Connecting the
with their edges toward each other, so C 1 .... -···
p
.<;terlrt.] A small sturgeon (Acipen,<;erruthenus) found in
sternum and scapular; designating a muscle which in many
the Caspian Sea and its rivers, and highly esteemed for its
1
mammals helps to support the anterior part of the body
~~~~::;in~r::~ot~r/(Jsp~)id
1 Lenticular ~tereoflavor. The fiuest caviar is made from its roe.
muscle.
upon the fore limbs. - n. The sternoscapular
P.ictures so as to strike tl;e eyes {f\ e') as scope.- ~. Dm)4:arn
if coming direct from the point (P), showmg its uctlon.
ster 1no-thy'rold(-thi'roid),a. Anal, Pert. to the sternum
where the two pictures are seen apparently as one.
and the thyroid cartilage ; designating, or pert. to, a pair
of muscles extending beneath the sternohyoid muscle. ster 1e-o-scop'ic (-skop'Ik)
Of, pert. to, characteristic
n. A sternothyroid muscle.
ster 1e-o-scop'l-cal (-I-kill)
of, or adapted to, the stereostern'post' (stQrn 1post'), n. Shipbuilding. A bar of timscope. -ster 1e-o-scop'1-cal-ly, ad,,.
stereoscopic camera., a camera for taking pictures for the ster'llng (-!Ing), n. [ME. st,rlynge, starling, prop., a coin;
ber or iron on the extremity of the keel to support the
stereoscope.
It usually has twin lenses.
cf. LL. e.~terlingu.\'j either for Easterling, once a name of
rudder and receive the ends of the planks or plates.
1ter'e-o-com-pa.r'er. = STEREOZoij(, Having_ the centra1 nerv- I [NL.;
,<1tereo•+ Gr. Tti~t.<; an zinc, and iron, or of copper, (lif"il-18.'JR)
of Prag-ue.] Min. A strengthen the holding of the
COMPARAT01t.
I arranging.7 =THIOMOTAXJS.
zinc, and nickel with a small dark brown 11ulphide of silver sides to the sternpost.
OUR,ystemw;thoutacav1t_y.,
1ter 1e-o-e•lec'tric, rt.. [staeo- + ster e·O•phor o-scope (.fnr 0- , ster 1e-o-te-lem'e-ter (-ti'l-1rn'i"iSter-ni'n& (stt!r-nI'ne), n. pl.
,1;;g~~T
A~ ~~~~f I ~~/~t!:'1~no/~J}f~~?bl:1!~i':i 1
electric.] Of or pert. to genera- skOp), n. r...-rereo- + Gr. tbo 0; ti'ir). 11. = ~n:RROCOMPARATOIL
l NL.;
8tana + .fore.] Zobl.
tion of electricity hy means of bearing +-scope.]
sterma.n. t STEEl:MAN.
sterne. + STARN.
A form of ster'e-ot'ro•pism(-nt'r1'i-plz'm),
See TERN.
solid bodies alone.
(sto.r'n(!-bi'.lr), n. stern knee. = STERN SON.
stereotrope.
See
<:.TF.REOTJmPl:i:.
11. [sfp1•eo- + -tro11i.,;;m.]
Biol. stern (ste"rn), sta.rn (stiirn), n. ster'ne-ber
ater 1e-o-gas'tru-la.,n.
[NL.]
[ME.
Merne,
steor11e;
cf.
Jcel.
.Anar.
=
STERNF.HRA.
1
te r e.o-p ho-to g'ra-p hy, 11• Thigmotaxis. - ster'e-o-trop'ic
stern'less, a. See -LES~.
Embryol.
A gastrula with no sStereoscopic
-~f.iarna. See STAR, 1 A star. Ob,,;;. ster'ne-bra. (-brdJ, n.: pl. -BR.E
photogrnphy. - (-ii-tri"ip'lk), a-.
stern'light'. n. Starlight. Obs.
ca,·itv.
(-bre). [NL.; .<1term1.m+ -tibra,
1 e-o-pho1 to-graph'ic,
n.
ster'e-o-typ'i-cal, a.!itcreotypic. ~~:o;~t%r~)l~alv~·:~g~f
a. Stern i cruel. Obs.
ater 18-og-no'sis (st~r'(!~g-ni'V- ster
ns in vertebrn.J Annt. A seg- steTn'ly,
1
ster'e-o-pla.n'u•la.,
11. [NL.]
Emster'e-o-typ
ist
(Rt~r'~-i'i-tip'lst;
adv. of STERN.
sls; -ste 1 r(!-)1 n. (NL.; stereo- bryol. A plnnulawith no ~avity. Rte'r~-; -M'l-pl:-;t), n. A stereoment of the sternum of a verte- stern'ly,
::~:
i.'~~&'
i~ti,n,k; st~~~- Oh.,;;, hrate. - ster'ne-bral (-brtt:l), a. stern'neSB, n. See -NESS.
a. Farthest astern.
ster1e-o-pla.s'ma. (st~r'~-0-pUiz'- typf'r.
2 . •Vaut. To back (a boat); to sterned, a. ! See sn:RN a etar.] stern'most,
x:t~~~i~~~~!e~::~1:
1r(!-), n. [NL.]
1 no-cli' da.l. ster 1no-clei'dal
nH,;
ste
Bio{. steretre.
t
STEERTREE.
ster
back water ; to row backward.
Starry. Ofi.q_
solid hotly hythe sense of touch. = STF.REOPT,ASM.
sterf. t <:.TAltVE.
ster'na.. n.,pl. of STERNUM.
sterned (stflrnd), a. Having (-klI'dal), a. Sternoclavicular.
-ster 1e-og-nos'tic (-nl".is'tlk), a. ster'e-o-ro'ta-ry, a, De1•1is::nat-ster'll. Sterile. Rr:f- Sp.
ster 1 no-cllldo-ma.s'toid
(-dtJstern'age (atO.r'ntj), n. Sterns (such) a stern.
1ter 1e•o-i'so•mer (-ti-T'sl'l-mi'.ir),n.
Var. of STERNOstern'er, n. [See STERN of a mlls'toid).
A stereoisomeric su hstance.
~~'f
i
sf;!~~~;i~;.ess using
~~e:r1~t;1.1.~are. ~t~!=~~\'~~l~ (~~;;_illf;jY-<i),
CLEIDOMASTOJD.
n. ship.] A director. Oh<J.
1ter'e-om. Var. of STEREOME,
1
ster 1e-o-at&t'ic (-sUU'lk), a. sterin. t STERN,
fNL. ; .<1terno- + -algia..] Med.
a. Stern; fierce. Obs. ster'no-man cy, n. [sterno- +
1ter 1e•o-mer'lc
(-0-m ~ r'r k), lstereo- + ,..-tatic.] Geostatic.
sterk (stt'!rk). Ohs. or Scot. & Pain in the sternum as in angina atern'ful,
-mancy.J Divrnation by mark1
-stern'ful-ly,
ad1•. Obs.
-1-cal,ster'e-om'er-ism (-~m'i'.5r- ster 1e-o-sta.t'ica, n.
Ph111{ics. dial. Eng. var. of STARK, STIRK,
1ternhede, n. Sternness. Obs. on the breast.
lz'm). = STEREOIS(J:\-IEIUC,
etc. The statics of solids. Rm·P.
ster'line (stO.r'lln; -len), n. A ~:ec:~~t~rg_;::r;ffr~,rn~i:~)',~:
stern book. Shi11huilding. A ater'no-tribe (etOr'ntl-trlb), a.
1ter'e-o-neu'r&l (-0-nO.'rdl), a. eter 1 e-o-tax'ta
(-tlk'sls),
n. silver-white alloy of copper, [After Count Kaspar Sternberg
horizontal f r 11.m e w o r k to [sterno~ + Gr. -rpi/3~w to rub,
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STERN SHEETS

STICK

Sb,S., occurring in prismatic orthorhombic crystal• of
cert. orig. (cf. LL. stupa, stuba), but prob. akin to E. stove.
lead-gray color and brilliant metallic Juster and also in
See STOVE.] 1. To boil slowly, or with a simmering heat;
Shipbuilding. The end of a keelson, to which the stempost
massive form; - called also gray antimon11. The crystals
Is bolted ; - called also stem knee and stemson knee.
to seethe ; to cook in a little liquid, over a gentle fire, withshow a highly perfect cleav~e and are strmted vertically.
■tern tube. Shipbuilding.
A Jong bushing or bearing
out boiling ; as, to stew meat ; to stew oysters.
H., 2. Sp. gr., 4.52-4.62. Stibnite is the chief source of
through the stem to support the end of a propeller shaft.
2. To bathe. Obs.
and is used in safety matches, fireworksJ..etc., in
■ter'nam (stftr'nilm), n.; pl. L. -NA(-nt.i), E. -NUiis (-nihnz).
3. To worry, or bring to a specified state by worry; as, to antimony,
makin~
rubber goods, and in refining ~old. In JSasteru
[NL., fr. Gr. uTepvov the breast, chest.] 1. Anat. & Zoo!.
stew one's self into a fever. Colloq.
countnes it has been used since ancient t1mea as a cosmetic.
The breastbone ; a bone or cartilage, or a series of more or stew (stii), v. i. 1. To be seethed or cooked in a slow, stlc-ca'do (stT-kil1do), n. [Cf. It. steccato a palisade.] Muless distinct bony or cartilaginous segments, lying in the
simmering manner, or in heat and moisture.
sic. An instrument consisting of small bars of wood, flat
median ventral part of the body of most vertebrates above
2. To bathe. Obs. & R.
at the bottom and rounded at the top, and resting on the
fishes, and connected with the ribs or the shoulder girdle,
3. To be or become agitated or worried ; to worry. Colloq. edges of a kind of open box. They are graduated in size,
or with both. In man it is about seven inches long and ■tew, n. [ME. slue, stuwe, OF. estuve. See STBW,"· I.]
tuned
to the diatonic scale, and played by striking with
consists, in the adult, of an anterior flat, somewhat ex1. A place of stewing or seething ; esp., a heated room bard balls attached to flexible sticks. Cf. XYLOPHONE.
panded oone, the 111&Dubrium,
a middle, bla.a.elike bone,. the
where bot baths are furnished ; a hothouse. Obs.
■Uch (stlk), n. [Gr. O'Til(O<a row, line, akin to O'T<ix«v
gladiola, composed of four fused segments, and a term.ma!,
2. A brothel; - usually inp!. Archaic.
to go, march, E. sty, v. i.] 1. Pros. A verse or line.
3. In Obs. senses : a A hot bath. b A small room or apart¥:Y:~ln':e"!f.?~i:'tt~e:;r,.;l:,,eZ:i:~iii':.'
.2. A row, line, or rank of trees.
ment. c = LOCKHOSPITAL. 4 A prostitute.
anterior seven pairs of ribs. In birds it is a single broad
stlch'ic (-Tk), a. [Gr. unxuco<.] Of, pertaining to, or
■tew, n. [From STEW,v.] 1. A dish prepared by stewing;
0
consisting of, stichs, or lines as metrical uuits, esp. aa
:':!cfi!:'.:t ~1ih!s:"~1 J!~~e:. b'..f!.'.o':::~":t~:'\{
!~~ also, Obs., a utensil used in stewing; a stewpan.
opposed to systematic. -stlch'l-cal-ly
(-T-kitl-I), adv.
tirely absent in snakes and turtles.
2. A, state of agitating excitement, worry, or confusion;
2. Zool. The ventral part of any somite of an arthropod.
is ':;is:o~~f;:,t~Xi!(i~t~~;~!fe~
~ywn~i~;fod~esc!~efho0
also, a state of heat; as, to be in a ste-w. Colloq.
■ter1 nn-ta•t1on (stQr 1n\'i-tii1sbiln), n.
[L. stemutatio, fr. atew'ard (stii'erd), n. [ME. stiward, AS. stiweard, ,tigthe individu&l verse), not stanz·aic.
R. JJ. Alden.
sternutare to sneeze, in tens. fr. sternuere.] The act, fact,
weard, lit., a sty ward; stigu sty
weard warden, guard- Btl-ohld!l-lllD (stT-kld 1T-ilm), n.; pl. -CHIDIA (-ti). [NL.,
or noise of sneezing.
fr. Gr. o-T,xilhov, dim. of O"Ti~osa row.] Bot. In the red.
ian. SeeSTYpenforswine;
WARDonewhoguards.11. Eng.
ster-nu 1ta-tlve (ster-nii'tt.i-trv), a. Provocative of sneezing.
alga,, a special podlike or fusiform branch of the tballu■
Feudal Law. Orig., a household officer on a lord's estate
- n. A snbstance that provokes sneezing.
having charge of the cattle ; later, a head manager in containing tetraspores.
1tem•way 1 (stQm•wii 1), n. Naut. Movement of a ship the administration of a manor or estate, presiding at the st1ch'o-man1 cy (stlk't-mltn 1sl), n. [Gr. UTixo•line+-manbackward, or with her stem foremost.
cy. J Divination by lines or passages of books. Cf. soas.
manorial courts, auditing accounts, conducting inquests
■tern wheel.
A paddle wheel at the stern of a steamboat.
sttoh'o-met'rlc (-m~t'rlk), 1Uoh10-met'rl-cal (-met'rland extents, and controlling the husbandry arrangements.
stern'-wheel'er, n. A steamboat having a stern wheel in- 2.
In
general, a man employed in a large family, or on a kal), a. Of or pertaining to sticbometry; chal'actel'ized
stead of side wheels. Colloq., U. 8.
by stichs, or lines.
large estate, to manage the domestic concerns, supervise
■ter'tor (stQrttl/r), n. [NL., fr. L. sleTleretosnore.]
Med.
st1-chom1e-try (stT-kom'l;-trT), n. [Gr. uTix•• a line
collect rents or income, keep accounts, etc.
Act or fact of producing a snoring or rasping sound in res- servants,
As good stewards of the manifold grace of God. 1 Pet. iv.10. -,nefry.] 1. Measurement of books by the number of line,
piration, due to obstruction of the air passages of the bead,
3. One who actively directs affairs ; a manager ; as, the which they contain.
as in sleep or coma ; snoring.
2. Division of the text of a book into lines; esp., division
stewards of a jockey club.
■ter1to-rous (stQr•tt-rils), a. [L. stertere to snore: cf. F.
of texts into Jines fitted to the sense, a method of writing
stertoreux.] Characterized by a deep snoring, as in some 4. A person appointed to have supervision of the provision
manuscripts used before punctuation was adopted.
and distribution of food in an institution, as a hotel, club,
diseases, esp. apoplexy; hence, hoarsely breathing ; snorstl-chom'y-thy (-r-thT), n. Also stych 10-myth'l-a (stlk 1or
hospital
;
specif.
:
a
In
some
colleges,
an
officer
who
ing. - ster'to-rous-ly, adv. -ster'to-roua-neas, n.
t5-mlth•T-t.i). [Gr. O'T<l(D/LV8ic,.] Dialogue in alternating
has supervision of the commons.
b A person em.
Ste-aloh'o-re'an (st~-slk 11i-re'itn), a. Gr. Pros. Of or ployed on board a ship, to provide B1-it.
lines or sets of lines, as in classical Greek dramas.
for the table, superinpert. to the Greek poet Steeichorus (about 610-550 B. o.) of tend the culinary affairs, etc. In passenger vessels stew- II stlch'oa (stlk'os), n.; pl. STICHOI(-oi). [Gr. O'T<}(O< a
Himera in Sicily, notable as the chief early representative
row, a verse.] 1. A stich.
ards attend to the table, the staterooms, etc.
of Dorian lyric, and as having established strophe, anti6. An officer in charge of finances, etc., as, formerly, of a 2. East. Oh. A verse or versicle, as of the Psalter.
stropbe, and epode as the normal structure for choral lyric.
guild or of an English municipality ; a fiscal agent ; spe- sttch'wort' (stTcb 1wQrtr), n. [Cf. AS. sticwyl't a kind of
■tel (stet), L., subj. 3d pers. sing. of stare to stand, remain.
plant, E. STITCH,n.] Any of various species of A/sine. The
cif., Meth. Ch., one of a body of officers in charge of the
[See STAND,] Print. Let it stand ; - used to signify that
greater stichwo1·t is A. holostea,· the lesser, A. graminea.
finances and some other temporal interests of a local church.
something once erased, or marked for omission, is to remain.
6.
Scots Law. A magistrate appointed by the crown to ex- sUck (stlk), n. [ME. sticke, AS. sticca; akin to stician to
atet, v. t. ,· STBT 1TBD ; STBT,TING. Print. To cause or direct
stab, prick, pierce, G. stecken a stick, staff, OHG. steccho,
ercise jurisdiction, usually inheritable, over lands forfeited
to remain after having been marked for omission ; to mark
Ice!. silk a stake.
In senses 9-12 from the v. See
to the crown, with the power ofa lord of regality. The Stewwith the word stet, or with a series of dots below or beside.
STICK,v. t.] 1. A shoot or slender branch cut or broken
ard of Scotland was a high officer of state, who administered the
ateth'o- (steth't-), ■teth-. Combining form from Greek
crown revenues, superintended household affairs, etc.
from a tree or shrub, esp. when dry or dead; specif., Hort.,
a-nj9o~, breast. che,Yt.
7. Fl'eemaso,iry. One of certain officers in some lodges, a cutting from which buds are taken in budding plants.
l!te-thom'e-ter (sti-tbom'~-ter; steth-om'-), n. [stethowhose duties are to assist in the collection of dues and
2. A stem or branch of a tree, of any size, cut or gathered
-meter.] Phy.riot. An apparatus for measuring the external
subscriptions, to provide refreshments, etc.
for fuel or timber.
movements of a given point of the chest wall during respi- ■tew'ard-eas (-er-d~s), n. A female steward; specif., a 3. Any long and relatively slender piece of wood, whether
ration.
woman attendant in passenger vessels.
in natural form or shaped with tools; a rod ; wand ; staff;
■teth'o-acope (steth'li-skop), n. [stetho- +-scope:
cf. F. ■tew•ard-ly, a. Characterized by careful management;
as, the stick of a rocket ; a walking sUck ,· a hockey stick.
hence, careful; prudent or frugal.
4. Anything long and slender, or conceived of as stickstethoscope.] JJfed. An~
instrnment used in au&- a
b
Stew-ar'tl-a (st~-iir'sbl-t.i; -tl-t.i), n. [NL., after John Stu- shaped; as, a stick of wax; a stick of candy.
cultation, as of the
art (1713--92), Marquis of Bute.] Bot. A small genus of 6. SlangandOantUses. aNattt. A mast. bAmongtbieves,
chest, to convey to the
American and Japanese theaceous shrubs, having large
a pistol. cpl.
Furniture.
d Sporting. A hurdle; also,
ear the sounds pro- b
solitary flowers with a 5-celled ovary, which becomes a Slang, En.g., = TIMBER, n., 3 c. e A fife or flute.
duced in the body.
woody capsule. The American species 8. malachodendron
8. A derogatory expression for a person; esp., one who is
ateth'o-scope, v. t. To Binaural ~tethoscope. a Main Tube and S.pentagyna are higblyornnmenta.l in cultivation.
inert or stupid ; as, an odd stick; a poor st-ick. Colloq
auscultate by means of to be apphed to Chest; b b Ear Tube& stew•art-ry (stii'ert-rl), n. Office or jurisdiction of a 7. Print. a A composing stick. b A stickful.
a stethoscope; as, to stethoscope a patient's chest.
steward.
a. pl. = JACK-IN-THE-BOX
c.
D. Jer1'0ld.
steth 1o-scoP'lC(-skop'lk)
[Cf.F.stilthoscopique.]Ofor
stew•pan 1 (stii 1pltn 1), n. A pan used for stewing.
9. A thrust with a pointed instrument ; a stab.
steth'o-■cop'l-cal (-I-kit!)
pert. to, or obtained or made ■tew'pot' (-potr), n. A pot used for stewing; also, Obs. 10. Quality or fact of sticking or adhering ; adhesive
l>y means of, a stethoscope. -1teth 10-1cop'l-cal-ly, adv.
& R., a dish prepared by stewing.
tendency or adhesion.
■te-thos'co-plst (sti-thos'M-plst;
steth-os'-; steth'~-sko'■then'io (stMn 1Tk), "·
LGr. u8<va< strength· cf. F. sthe- 11. An impedim~ut or obstacle ; also, stoppage ; hesitaplst), n. One skilled in the use of the stethoscope.
nique.] Med. Stron!!; active ;-said esp. of morbid states
tion ; delay ; stop ; demur ; as, to make no stick at a task.
ste-thoa•co-py (-pT), n. Art or process of examination by that are attended with excessive action of the vital proo- 12. A labor strike. Dial. Eng.
the stethoscope.
esses.
13. A portion of liquor, as brandy, put into water, tea, or
■teth'o-apasm (stetb'ti-spilz'm),
n. [stethospasm.] sttb'lne (stlb'Tn; -iin; 184), n. Also -ln. [Seu STIBIUM,l the like ;-perb.
orig. from a pronged stick of a special
Med. Spasm of the muscles of the chest.
Chem. a A colorless gas, SbH 3 , produced by the action oi' kind of wood used in the West Indies for mixing, and imste'Ve-dore' (ste'v~-dor-'; 201),n. [Sp.eslivadorapacker,
nascent hydrogen on antimony or one of its compounds;
parting a peculiar flavor to, a drink.
a stower, fr. estivar to pack, to stow, L. stipare to press,
- called also antimony hydride, antimoniureted hydrogen,
a atick of eela, twenty-five eels. .Dial. Eng. - a.t a a. = A.T
compress, prob. akin to E . .,ti.ff. See STIFF, BTIVE to stuff.]
hydropen antimonide. It bas a characteristic odor and a A Loss. See Loss. - a. and atone, everything; all.
(strkt);
One whose occupation is to load and unload vessels in port.
greemsh flame, and is extremely poisonous. Cf. MARSH stick, v. t.; pret. & p. p. STUCK(stllk), Obs. STICKED
ste'Ve-dore', v. t. & i. To unload and load a vessel or ves- TBBT. b Any of various organic derivatives of the above. p. pr. & vb. n. STICK'1NG.[ME. stikien, v. t. & i., combined
with sleken, v. t. (pret. stak, p. p. sleken, stoken, whence E.
sels as a stevedore. - ste've-dor 1lng (-dor 1Jng; 201), vb. n. sttb'i-am ( stlb'l-ilm ), n, [L. stibiu,n, stibi, Gr. uTifl, ; cf.
1ING. [ME. stuwen
stuck; cf. D. sleken, akin to G. steehen), AS. stician, v. t.
Gr. O'T</LI-"•
l 1. Chem. Antimony.
■tew (stii), "· t.; STEWRD
(stiid) ; STEW
Obs.
& i., and (assumed) stecan, v. t.; akin to OFries. 1teka, OS.
to bathe, OF. estuver, F. etut•er to stew, fr. OF. estuve a 2. Min. Stibnite.
stekan, OHG. 1tehhan, G. stechen, and to L. instigare te
stlb'nlte
(-nit),
n.
Min.
Native
antimony
trisulpbide,
sweating_ house, a room heated for a bath, F. ~tuve; of unBot. Touching the breast ;-of
at.etch (s~ch). Var. of STITCH, of an entry in thes~ words stay~
&lar~~;JJZ.ling(
at h ii r'b t'ling all proceedings men action,
:tet'ii;!Lrrov~r. o~~::fl,:~tl
or of the order granting the stay.
lated tartar, tartar emetic.
"ist~kii~bd ; sthiVnlthe breast of visiting insects.
Stet'e-feldt fur'nace (st~ t'l!- ■teure. + STJ R.
0
Bteve. Var. of STEEYE,"· t.
'j};,,1~
· ~fr!~gtft'; ~~g~f~o~p~ stihn·o11ise,· L. 11tib1umantimony
s§f~~s~~1:it~Tb:;.
J!!I~'!~·
~::e-dtr:r.,\kEDot.
[Kt~T·211
1ter-nu'ta-ment
(st@:r-nn'td- ized and chloridized by drop- ste'vel (stiVv'l; st~v''l), 11. ~ v.
+ Gr. ,cOv,~ dust.] Min. A hy.
GU:~ntg
sthl!'n'O), n. drous oxide of antimony-,
mfnt),n, [L .. ~fPrnutamentum.] ping them, pulverized
and
Sternutation. Obi,1.
mixed with salt, through a heat- l Cf. Norw. dial. stavla, ste1·la,
[L., fr. Gr. ~evW.] See GOR• H2Sb205 1 in yellowish mas11-esor
■ter-nu'ta-to-ry(-tf'i-rl), a, Ster• ed atmosphere :-after
its inStumble. Scot. !(
OON,).
powder.
[ous. Rare,i
nutative. - 11. A stemutative. vt>ntor,Charles A. Stetefeldt.
■then'o-chire (sthl!'n'O.kir), n. atib'l-0111(-l-iis),a. Antimoni-1
ateven, n. [Cf. I eel. stefni, Htafn,
ati-bo'ni-um
(atl-bl:Vnl-tlm),
•·
D.
Rteuen,
AS.
ste.ln,
stem11.
Cf.
61 0 ,.m!~~;Sc1!..1
:t::;;a~1a
h~~·d.]
+de;f~~ [G. See STJBIUM;AMMONIUJI,)
8TEM, n.] Prow of a ship. Obfl,
Aft
t
).S
N tarry I ateth'&l (stl!'.th'd'l; sti.Vthtll),n. ateven,
for exercising the fingers for Chem. The radical SbH 4, anal►
Icel. steyna.]
■te~,'; e{str .;.i}~K
'i:r. of fMearic + etl,al.] Chem. Octa- To steer.v. t.Ohs.[Cf.Scot.
piano or organ pl·•ving.
gous to ammonium.
■terop. +STIRRUP.
aecyl alcohol, Cp,H3 -OH,found ■tev'en (stl!v'l?n), ti. [AS. ."-tefn,
athoo'kawn tst001k6n). Dial. ati'born. ■tiburn. + STUBBORlf.
■ter~, n. A hawk. Obs, Scot. as a stearate in spermoeeti.
var. of ~Tl!AC'AN.
atib'y. 11. Stibium. Oba.
stemn, voice: akin to D. stem,
athu'la. aa-ri'ra (Bt00'14sd:-rei'- ati-ca'do. -t STICHADO,
Ster o-pe (sWr'ti-pe), n. [L., fr.
rt.iorehd-). [Skr. stl1Ulut;ari'm.] 1ticche,n. [AS. stycce.] A piece 1
See PLEIADES; terUis.] Med. Inflammation of ~; fc~"/.m,JJHi1~hE:t?n:·\ro?::;
ThPO.'f.The groSKphysical body. a bit. Obs.
speech. b Shout ; outcry ; din.
IIatiac-cia.'to(styiit-chii'to), a. 4: 1tlch. Stitch. Ref. Sp.
1ter•qull'i-no111 (sti!r-kwll'Y- ~~tbi~er!;ss~~;:~ ~heSt ·
c Appointment, Psp. for a meetn. Lit,, c r u shed, flattened.] ati-cha'do, n. The mint Lavan,.
nUB},a. [L. sterquilinillm dung ateth'o-go'ni-om'e-ter,n. p1, 118_ ing; a fixed time; seaRon; also,
See RELIEF,n.,6.
d11lattloechas, Obs.
N~Dgtff{~sdi~i1ynfp]
alt;ye~t.otg/ iol, An instrument for measur- :r;:;:~~{~v1~~1f~.e~~;d[~:
ing the curvature of the chest.
:ti;~J:!I;~~}N';'
1cs~7,
W,t;el 1tl.-ch&'ri-on (stl-kl'rl'.~n,
voice; cf. AS. slefnian to
=~inck
~JrR;lQk), n. A seal ateth'o-graph (ritl!th'i'J-grii.f),n. ste.fn
al"tb(atlb),n. Thedunlin. Lo- 115),n. [NL., fr. NGr. O'TtX'1summon.]
a
To
appoint.
Obs.
(Lnbodrm earcinophaga) of the [stetho- + -graph.] Ree PNEUMA-b To tell of ; announce.
atib'ble (stlb''l ). Scot. & dial p,ov.] East. Ch. A robe or tu•
Obs,
nic, usually of white linen, corEng. var. of STUBBLE.
Antarctic Ocean.
■teth'o-graph'ic
1:t·/,~f:
8e.e~k-Oh1:_
,
Eng.
atib'bler (stlb'Ier1, n. [Cf. STIB- responding to the alb.
■ter'ro met'&l (stl!r'ff). [Gr ateth'o-kyr'to-graph (-kftr'tti■tiche. -t STITCH.
8
tTTEpp0~firm.] A hard alloy grlif), n. [sletho- + Gr. 1evp'T6~ a To speak (with one's self) ; to
atetch'el
:L1, ~!~:e r~EJ A ho~se~!:~{~~ atlch'el (stl'.ch'tl),
Obs.
b
To
shout;
talk;
resolve.
mostly of copper and zinc.
arched + -graph.] An instru(stl!'ch'tl.), n. A troublesome
on sfuhble. c A probationer.
ment for measuring and record• rant c To howl ; roar.
neraman. T STEERSMAN.
child. Opprobrio111l. Dial. E11g.
1tert. Obs. or dial. Eng.of START, ing the expansion of the chest. :~:i«:i~:~nfh:~:
ati-che'ron (at l-k i'r ISn), n.
h!:~!~e~~e
atlb-eth'yl(etTb-i!th'Yl/, n. [G. [NL., fr. NGr. O'Tt.:%_71p6v,
neut.
:=~::,r1!o:ART( 8~@r-tn'rl'.-'Ue;at.eth'o-:pa-r~'y-als, n. [NL.]
stibiitltyl. See STIBINE;ETHYL,] of unx11pOs pert. to a ver1icle,
Triethy lstibine.
:-~
S~~~r;::TR!:~e.
n.
SeeSTICHOS.]East.Ch. Aahort:
aterve tatt!rv). Obs. or Scot. ~ [Rtetho- + µhonomete,:.J ~ fo!m :::y~~\!kch:
hymn foHowing a. verse from
[See STIB• ttie
dial. Eng. var. of STA RVE.
of atethoacope for estimat1"'lgm- ■tew, n. LME. stewe; cf. OLG.
Ps1dms.
atib 1-al-iam(-lz'm),n. Antimo•
atet. v. t. ref. OFries. steta to tensity of auscultatory sounds. strmwe a damming, G, stall.en
(stl'k'Yd), n. Bot. A
nial intoxication or poisoning. ■tlch'ld
push, strike, Icel. steyta to 111 at.et pro-cea'■u (stl!t prf'l-slfe'- dam in, pack clo111e.]1. A viva[Scot.I
ritichidium.
1
fish.
Ohs.
or
Dial.
Eng.
atib'i-at'ed
(B
t
l
b'l-i
t
d),
a.
rium
for
~
push.] To beat. Ohs.
fis). [L.J Let process remain
1tich'le(atlk''l),1,.i. Toru1tle.
[NL. atibiaht.$, fr. L. stibium an- 1tlcht. Stitched. Ref. Sp.
net, n. For STETPROCEssus. stationary ;- used ae the name 2. A place where tame pheas-

11tem•1on(stftm'•iln), n. [See sTBRN, n.; cf. sm11soN.]
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STICK
etlmulate, Gr.

n,,«v

to prick, Skr. tij to be sharp. Cf. ms-

TINGUISH, BTIQUBTTB, BXTINCT, INSTIGATE, INSTINCT, STAKE,
STEAK, STICK,
STIGMA, STIMULATE, STING, STITCH in sew-

n.,

ing, STYLEfor or in writing.] 1. To pierce with a pointed
implement; to stab; hence, to kill by piercing; as, to stick
piga. "And sticked him with bodkins anon.''
Chaucer.
2. To cause to penetrate; to push, thrust, or drive, so as
to pierce; as, to stick a needJe into one's finger.
3. Loosely, to push ; thrust ; poke ; as, to stick one's hand
in one's pocket ; to st?"ckout one's arm.
4. To fasten, attach, or cause to remain, by thrusting in ;
as, to stick a flower in one's buttonhole ; hence, also, to
adorn or deck with things fastened on as by piercing; as,
a coat stuck with badges.
6. To fasten or close ; to shut ; also, to con.fine. Obs.
6. To sc~ ; to fix in ; as, to stick card teeth.
7. To set with something pointed ; as, to stick cards.
8. To fix on a pointed implement ; to impale ; as, to stick
an apple on a fork.
9. To attach by cauaing to adhere to the surface ; as, to
stick a stamp on an envelope_; also, in general, to place ; as,
to stick a cap on one's head; Eng., stick (i. e., post) no bills.
10. To cover or smear with viscous or glutinous matter;
- with up. Colloq. or Slang.
11. Print. To compose; to set, or arrange, in a composing
stick ; as, to stick type. Cant.
12. Joinery. To run or plane (moldings) in a machine,
in contradistinction to working them by hand.
13. To cause to stick ; to bring to a stand ; to pose ; puz.
zle; as, to stick one with a hard problem. Colloq.
14. To bungle ; botch. Scot.
16. To compel to pay by beating in a game or a gamble;
as, to stick one for the drinks ; also, to get the better of,
esp. fraudulently ; to cheat. Slang.
18. To supply sticks or brush as a prop for, as for a vine.
17. To raise or give the appearance of raising, esp. in
BCOmor disgust; -with up or an equivalent; as, to stick up
one's nose; to stick one's chin in the air.

:i~~;,~

0 ~rlei!~h r!b ~hhee~~:,=o~~c!sC:~'
~ i:ot ~!is~~
to accost or solicit, as for money, to sign a petition, etc.
Slang or Colloq., Austmlasia.
stick (stTk), v. i. 1. To adhere; as, glue stick• to the
fingers ; paste sticks to the wall.
2. To remain where placed; to be fixed; to stay; to hold
fast 0
c~~:~ fh!~~d:r~t~1!r~v'}.;rov.xviii. 24.
3. To be firm or persistent, as against opposition or temptation; not to allow one's self to be diverted, persuaded, or

! f:i:~/i:~:i;;f~ke~7,

del:~:=~;a~~l::t:!it~
:~~~~d c:!'u~f:to~ra1:Je~~c:fe0~o'
it,
Lorke,
and 8fick upon it with labor and thought.
4. To be thrust or put ; to protrude ; - commonly with
up, out, th.rough, or the like; as, his hair sticks up.
&. To be prevented from going farther ; to stop by reason
of some obstacle; to be stayed; as, to stick in the mud.
8. To be embarrassed or puzzled ; to be deterred, as by
scruples ; to hPsitate ; to scruple; - often with at.
They will sfick long at part of a demonstration. Locke.
J. To cause difflcnlties, scruples, or hesitation. Now R.
Th1s is the difficulty that.11t,ck.11with
the most reasonable. Swift,
to stick b7. a To adhere closely to; to be firm in supportDavmant. b
ing . .. Slickbyus,andwewillstickbyyou."
To be troublesome by adhering. Pope.-to 1. lnone'1 crop

STIGMATA

atl1f cloth in a cravat, or a piece of thlck paper or millfound, to establish.]
1. To separate combatants by interboard used in a book back ; specif. : a Shipbuilding. An
vening; to act as umpire or mediator. Oba.
2. To contend or altercate, esp. pertinaciously on insuffi- angle iron worked vertically against a bulkhead to stiffen
it. b A,·ch. &, Engin. Any of a number of riblike bars,
cient grounds.
The obstinacy with which he stickles for the wrong. Hazlitt.
plates, etc., secured at intervals across the entire width
3. To play fast and loose ; to pass from one side to the of the web of a large plate girder to prevent buckling ;
other ; to trim.
in general, any such piece similarly used.
4. To feel hesitation or scruples; to scruple ; demur.
stlll'en-lng, p. p1-. &, vb. n. of STIFFEN. Specif. : vb. n.
stlck'le (stlk''l), v. t. To intervene in, or stop by inter1. Act or process of making or becoming stiff.
vening; to pacify; apppease. Now Rare.
Drayton.
2. Something used to make anything stiff.
stlck'le-back' (-Mk'), n. [Dial. stickle stubble, bristle,
11ttffenlngorder,Corn., apermissiongranted
by the customs
department to take cargo or ballast on board to steady the
A..
prop., a prickle (cf. AS. slice/ goad,
1-,,
ship before permission for general loading is given.
thorn, akin to stician to stick, pricL)
stlff'-heart'ed, a. Obstinate; stubborn; contumacious.
back.
See STICK, fl.; cf. BAN&Wf'-necked'(-nektt), a. Stubborn; inflexibly obstinate;
·~
STICKLE,l Any of numerous
small fislies of the family Gaste~.,
◄ contumacious; as, stiff.necked pride; a stij/":..neckedpeople.
Ex. xxxii. 9. - sWf'-neck'ed-ly (-nek'M-IT ; -11ekt'IT),
rosteidre having two or more free
adv. -sWf 1-neck'ed-ness (-nek'ed-nes; -nekt'nes), n.
spines in front of the dorsal fin
and the ventral fins each re- A Nine•spined Stickleback stl.ll'ness, "· 1. Quality or state of being stiff.
duced to one spine and a small (l'!!1Josteus puug_ifiuH). <A> .2. Specif. : Mech. Resistance, as of a beam, to bending,
under stresses within the elastic li11,it. Stiffness is in•
ray.
They are scaleless, but B Two-~pined Stickleoften have the sides protected
back ( Gasterosteus acule•
versely as the deflection (see DEFLECTION,
3 a).
by bony plates. They occur in atw~). 0)
stl'fle (sti'f'l), v. t.; STl'FLED (-f'ld); STl1FLING(-fifog).
the Northern Hemisphere in brackish or fresh water or in
lFrom ME. stif stiff, or fr. Scand.; cf. Ice!. slifla to dam
the sea, and are noted for their activity and rapacity, and
up. See STIFF.l 1. To choke or fill up, as a crack. Obs.
for the curious nests which the males construct during the
breeding season. The nine-spined stickleback (Py_go.~leus 2. To atop the breath of by crowding something into the
pungitius) and the two- or three-spined stickleback ( Gas- windpipe, or introducing an irreepirable substauce into
the lungs ; to choke, as by covering the mouth ; to 1:1uffo.
termdeus aculeatust of both Europe and America, and the
cate; also, to cause thE1 death of by such means; as, to
8 ~\cE~~o~: oii1f:!:htte
~r::;s:i:~!s
large
stifle one with smoke, dust, or foul air.
Sttjfed with kisises,a sweet death he dies.
Dryden.
stlck'ler (stik 1liir), n. [See STICKLE,v. i.] One who
3. To stop; extinguish ; deaden; quench ; as, to stifle
stickles. Specif.: a One who judges or is a second in a duel;
a second or an umpire; hence, a mediator; arbiter. Ob.,;. the breath ; to stifle a fire or flame.
4. To suppress the manifestation or report of; to smother;
b One who pertinaciously contends, ~sp. for some trifling
as, to .~tifle a story; to xtifle one's wrath.
thing, as a :point of etiquette ; as, a stickler for ceremony.
stlck 1seed 1 (-slid'), n. Any boraginaceous plant of the genus nr! ?e:~r=v~d.%~~~:1
r:,};Jl,{epresented
Lappula, in allusion to the bristly, adhesive fruit.
&. To cause to be stiffing: a To make, as air, foul or
11-EST. 1. Having
stlck'y (-T), a.; STICK'l•ER(-T-er); STICK
Rare.
otherwise
suffocating.
the quality of sticking to a surface ; adhesive; gluey; vis- room, oppressive by foul air. Shelley. b To make, as a
cous; viscid ; glutinous ; tenacious.
The close andsfijled study.
Hawfho1·ne.
2. Humid and hot; as, .,ticky weather. Colloq.
Btl'lle, "· i. 1. To die by reason of obstrnotion of the
Stlc'ta (stTk1tci), n. [NL., fr. Gr. 171"<KTo<
spotted, fr.
breath, or because some.thing prevents respirution.
to prick. Cf. STIGMA.]Bot. A large genus of mainly
2. To suffer difficulty in breathing, or to be oppressed, as
tropical parmeliaceous lichens, having a foliaceous lobed
by reason of air charged with smoke or other impurities.
thallus, which is commonly coriaceous in texture. Several atl'fle (sti'f'l), "·• or stW.ejoint. [From ME. st-i.fstiff. See
s~cies yie]d dyes. S. pulmonacea is called lu11gwort.
STIFF.] F"r. The joint next above the hock, and near
stUI (stTf), "·; STIFF'ER (-er); STIFF,EST. [ME. stif, AS. the flank, in the hind leg of certain quadrupeds, esp.
stfj; akin to D. sUjf, G. steif, Dan. stiv, Sw . .,tyf, Ice! . .,afr,
horses and dogs ; the joint corresponding to the knee m
Lith. stipti to be stiff ; cf. L . .,tfpes a post, trunk of a tree,
man. See HORSE,Jllu,t. (37).
&t-ipareto press, compress. The vowel was prob. shortened
stllle bone. J'ar. The patella, or kneepan, in the stifle joint.
first in atiJf/.]I,1,·U.ffness. Cf. COSTIVE,STIJ!'LE,STIPULATE,
v., stl'fled (sti'f'ld), a. Diseased in the stifle joint or bone.
STIVBto stuff.J 1. Not easily bent; not flexible or pliant; stlg'ma (atTg'mci), n.; pl. E. STIGMAS(-mti.z), chiefly in
not flaccid; rigid; firm; as, stlffwood; stiff paper.
senses 1, 2, and 5, in which it is the usual form; L. STIG2. Not liquid or fluid; thlck and tenacious; inspiasated;
MATA(•md-ta). [L., a mark, a brand, fr. Gr. O'Tiyµ.a,•a.Tos-,
neither soft nor hard ; as, the paste is stiff.
the prick or mark of a pointed instrument, a spot, mark,
3. Tense ; taut; as, a stiff rein.
fr. crri,f!w to prick, to brand. See sT1cx, t', t.1 1- A mark
4. Not moving with ease ; not limber ; bending with dif- made with a burning iron, formerly upon crinilna.ls, slaves,
ficulty ; as, his joints were too stiff for speed.
etc. ; a brand.
&. Not natural and easy; constrained ; affected; starched ; 2. Any mark of infamy or disgrace ; a sign of moral blemas, stiff behavior ; a stiff style.
ish ; stain or reproach caused by dishonorable conduct.
6. Of a breeze, current, or the like, having force not easThe blackest xtir1ma that can be faetened upon lum. Bp, HalL
3. Med. A red speck upon the skin, caused either by the
ily opposed; strong.
7. Strong and lusty; brave and stanch. Ob.,. or Scot. &, extravasation of blood produced by nervous influence,
as in hysteria or mental ecstasy, or by capillary congeaDial. Eng. "The .,tiff king."
Sir Gau·ayne.
tion, as in the case of drunkards.
8. Not easily subdued; unyielding; stubborn; obstinate;
4. A mark or sig-n of blemish, defect, taint, or the like.
~s~t!1f}1::r::-:fi~h
argument. Jer. Taylor.
Abnormal emot10nalisms, constituting ... the ph,ysical and
Pup. :-Jc,• .b/011tl,ly.
psychical xtigmafu of degeneracy.
9. Strong ; - said of a beverage; as, a stijj' drink.
10. Harsh; disagreeable; severe; hard to bear. Obs. or 6. Bot. The receptive spot or area of the gyurecium; that
part
of
the
pistil
of
a
flower
which
receives
the
pollen grains,
Colloq. "This is stiff news."
Shak.
and on which they germinate. It is m:mally a moist or vis11. Difficult ; bard to understand, accept, accomplish,
cid
surface
of
soft
cel1s
without
epidermis.
The stigma
overcome, etc.; as, a stiff course of reading; astiJj'ascent.
is usually the apex of the style or the ovary. See FLOWER.
1.2. Naut. Bearing a press of canvas or any externalforce
6.
Anat.
&
ZoOI. A small spot, mark, scar, or a miuute
other than that of the water without much inclination i as,
hole; specif. : a The projection or s:pot on the surface of
a stiff vessel; - opposed to crank. Cf. STEADY, 5.
13. a High ; large ; as, a stijfprice. Slang. b Unyield- ~nra~fi!~r:i1,~r~~:nt~~c~~~ntbab:eh~~htht! 1~~~flt~r:ft~f o:
ing ; firm in prices; as, a stiff market.
perforations in the branchial sac of an ascidian. c A. spir.
acle of an insect or other arthropod, or the opeuing into
14. De'ift; fixedly absorbed. Obs.
e
one of the lung sacs of an arachmd. d A pterostigma.
~r~~'h~J;rli~~~~~~~shT~~~~~~'i;:~ 1
thi:,1~:~i~1~ftt~r:!J!
o~~~~:fl;i~i1!~li~1~id
Tfi~!;>e~
1
1:f°~~!tl:
ir~xl~.~~trrk:!tiK aS:.grt~.;sa~!f~~~rya,~
0
fn
h
(Shttk.); •1Man)l'a nobleman lies stark and sfiff" \id.). SN.ff
18 common in fig. use; stark is sometimes emp oyed as a
7. Geom. A point so connected with a conjugate point
(
called
an
in.der)
as
to
move
determinat..ly
in
a
p\ane
when1
~?H!d i~u:t,!;r~:~~'
ever the index moves determinately in the same plane.
See RIGJD,INFLBXIBLB,
TENSE, CEREMONIAL.
8. pl. R,. C. Ch. Marks believed to have been supernaturally impressed npon the bodies of certain persons in imitatti~~-=::~.rn~ttirn~~:':f/1~:
tion of the wounds on the crucified body of Christ.
9. Gr. Paleog. The ligature\, representing n, and some~o~::reui::i1;h~Yr:~rffic~:i~fidtt:i~~a~s~~t6~~~1ifs:
times the numeral 6.
f!rl
r~
tr.ye::&'?~e~k~Pg
Syn.-STIGMA. BRAND. BRANDis stronger than STIGMA.,
and retains more definitely its literal ,mggestion ; as, 0 a
stlff'-backed' (-blkt'), a. Obstinate.
J. H. N=ma.n.
that sits a ,<;ligma on his father's house" ( Co111ier);
Btlll'en (stTf''n), "· t.; STIFF1ENED (-'nd); STIFF'EN-ING. name
"public faith cleared from the shameful hnmd of public
[See STIFF.] 1. To make stiff; to make less pliant or fraud"
~Milton); cf. u Thus you will be &li{lmullz~d as a
flexible; as, to stiffen cloth with starch.
~~t~d~f !~~~~~!tfJ~ ;~~~:
branded with
1~rtf:e,
Shffen the sinews, summon up the bloC\d.
Sliak.
To inspissate ; to make more thick or viscous.
stl11;madlsk. Bot. A disk on which the stigma is seated,
as m the milkweeds (Asclepia.,).
.
3. To make torpid ; to benumb.
atlg-ma'rl-a (stTg-mi'rT-ci; 115),n.; L.pl. -EIA<(-ii). [NL.
sWf'en, t 1• i. To become stiff or stiffer.
Dr1Jrlen.
See sTJoMA.] Pnle11bot. The fossil rhizome of a coal plant
Grow hard and sti.ff'"enwith adversity.
stlH'en-er (stlf''n-iir), n. One that stiffens, as a piece of of the genus Sigillarin. - ■Ug-ma'rl-an (./in), a.
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;:;rs~f1!Jcf~~~(J~so~ue1::~ight:
~-rufo~!'ft;le~srrt J,J'u~~~e
~~tf:•:~l~':::e;
atlok bug. a A stick insect. b A spider bug. o A stilt bug.
0

aS,

atlck'er (stTk'er), n. 1. One thRt sticks; as: a One that
posts bills. b = PASTER,2. Pol-ii. Cant, U. 8. o Philat-

ely. A piece of gummed oil paper used as a hinge for fastening stamps on a sheet. d A burr, thorn, or bramble.
Slang.
e Something puzzling: a poser. Slang.
2:. A machine for molding wooden rods, etc., as for picture framing.
3. Music. a In the organ, a small wooden rod which connects (in part) a key and a pallet, so as
to communicate motion by pushing. See
ORGAN,Illusl. of action. b An analogous
rod iu a pianoforte action.
stlck'ful (-fi161), n.; pl. ·FULS (-fillilz).
Print. As much set type as fills a composing stick.
stlck'lng, p. pr. &, i·b. n. of STICK.1ttcklng piece, a piece of beef cut from the
neck. Eng. - a. place, the place where a
thing sticks fast. ~~ But screw your courage to the slick"ing place.''
Shak. - •·
pluter, an adhesive plaster for closing
wounds, and for similar uses. - 1. point.
= STICKINGPLACE,
1·olrr,e°~1~!~¥3~.'t~~J'!fi;
•i~~i~:t~
wingless, with a long round body, sticklike in form and color, and long legs,
often beld rigidly in such positions as to
make them resemble twigs of the trees on
which they live. The common American
species is Diapheromera femorata.
atlok'le (stTk''i), v. i. ,· sTicK'LED (-'Id);
.
STICK'LING
(-lTng). [Prob.fr.ME.slighllen, Stick Jnoect (Dia&tijtlen to dispose, arrange, govern, freq. plteromera .femer
of stihien, AS. stihlan: cf. G. stiften to rata), on a Twig.

::::::1::

'c~~lk;:,·,d°:_;~~: ::~~;!iac~~i~~1~ee1t.sf..
a".: e), f~. L. attck'ld. Stickled. Ref. Sp.
Oo~ atick.'le (stlk''l), n. \,t-S. Hficol
:C:~~o~~ticrPla~~'XX~i,e~iesof
d:iv:~:t~\s!
lavender (Lnrm,rlula Sfa!cha,). the current helow a waterfall.
ltick.'ed (Srof. stlk'lt; -st~'·),
Oh1t.or Dial. Eng.
Obs. or Scot. & dial. pret. & p. p. attck.'Ie (stlk''l),a, [AS. llfirol.]
:lt:i~i-~•eaa{stik'Y•n~s), See r,~.'::
1gh°f~wfn'tffie.nr~.·u1f.ngb
1 0
stel'l,ados (C
h
G

O tgr

s«;~~\:t1T~~
fn°ln°le~c~rrJfu~
:~'tt!e~fitrie~iit~rrar~:~t~:~~i~.

~!:Ct~,

-ia:a~>:,W

;},:;~~;:1ri11~~~;
tt;t;;i~

(SllZ~:

j!/M~~tt:,n~.~~~

z::;~::;

'k~~ity be~ft6~~:~a

bec:t;~~t~:

,,B'(atte,_~.

a.

~~c:i~·::~o'i~~:~~~!ih~·g:o~:~
~~~'2.adv.
Stiffly. See
:n;=-:.r
\-it!~~=~)H)·T~ei~n~~~~ t~le:l,~~~:i:,'r-MJ::.
\;-~~i'e:;~~~
Stir:ta.
[.~dial.of
I stiff, v. i. To become stiff. Oh.•. (Hui.
busybody. Dial. n lecturer on trmrerance.
FLAT,

(2) A

STEAD.

~~•;ho a18Au~~~'l:i 0 ~/J~kin: Eny, b ;lfi/. = c,\MOt 1FLl!:T, ■tlgh. Obs. pr1•t.of ~TY. mount.
~~s!!~~!· Dial. or illit. in liveline~s. Sla11y. c A hor~e :~es~f!'~e~ ~~~c~ ~~vf:1e!ti:~n~ ~~,ti,
To dominate; rule;
stld'dy (stld'l; st'!d'Y). Scot. certain either not to run or not stifled horse. Placed on the foot ■tight,, .• t, [AS. ,tihlan to ar& dial. Eng. var, of STITHY.
to win. Racin.y Cant. d Nego- of the sound le~, it eauseR the range. order, rule. Cf. STJC'KLE,
&tide. + ~TEAD.
tinhle paper. Cant. 8 Forged
~~:~:.o-:.~i~:t!g~t~:~g\t~
,~x[s~~~~~~-KL«:.:,·.1
;~re~;:
in she-, see 1ff::1kMi:,~t!f:
.fj!f:i~~o~,~~i&en! ened hy use.
Oh,., Todiseose: arrange; pre.
-NE~:;i.
d
1ttele. + ~TYLE,
ing hat h0dies.
ati'fllng, or 1tlf'1llng, bone. po.re. b To ~mde : go"ern : man.
h!~!~;!~fui;
1ttck'l•bag 1 • Di al. V[l
++'lTY,
Sti~~~ef· fef•
:~::.hc;esT~;~::t~ht\1~~-; r:.~~~1~t: assign.
having failed ; - applied spe-A rapid. D,~1:
va~~:,~~~icvE,
:tiffhede, ~~·suff:e!:.a
B,
Stl.gean. t STYOI AN.
.thtlge
hn_~Y,'t
pal'•"····
orDoi,•P••r•.edlyh,,.in
cif.toa person who has failed stlck'llDg,n. AMtickleback.
atteward. + STEWARD.
atUl''iah,a. See-1~u.
t~Cfrii~l~!'":~f:i~
ttg''"~
,
!)l l
1d,
8
0
1
1
1
i~c:r of ;tf1it;'
1 :mad~.bB~if~J":;.· 81>~.fc~~~:~t.
NenOeTdw.].
Tdola,1t.ar'1',"hg•"•b•h
••y_h,edfr_igtiot-,.
~•.tlgtiJr_mm~
..t,icri.'~J&dmmc.,,t~r:.·m"~,rzr-·oiod·
·,
i~n:,p~~t~~ ~~,~t~
tionerwhohas•fail~d to obtain stfck.'tail',n.Ruddyduck.Lo-of~TacPFATHElt.
atffl'-neck.' fe'ver. Ned. Ce1e•
0
-w
I!"
a.
••repall1·uorhal,.••heaxl'J<am•,!Jnecat",·uon'"soofrfathile.•~lcc~;wtteedgh~,
nn
.. BTuhTemacroimgomldo.n
•,~.!•
ctn'.i_"T,vn:HE[.Cf.
s Tr FL E, 1bfurOBf~!!1!_
mpeedn,1,·na':itpi'r"oud
·,state• BAtlJr'gtn1
•.t1',9vl.MMrt.h(,tdYp:'tYnz),
1,1•~),,
~~ ,[,Rh nm "hlr:_i
a + -ot;id.J
~.......
., ..
•1
fiypocr1 1ca e o 1s par- mna,',·a'"'.
o.
ese1m,1_,0ng •.Ta101M :«_like.
b Imperfect;
spoiled in folia).
ragweed ,...imbroaia artemi,1,e.
STIFF-j
stifling
vaporkfume,
ly.
Oh~.
rLoral, CJ.
'°p•"p'eri1
M·•LA.1
8n,,.wn,.
1ichkae~••••ta"pl'lpectk
1.1w
0 i1c0kr ••••'m•.•·
making.
All Scot.
or
sme I. Scot.
t Dial.
ng.
atUl''t&tl',
n. The ruddy duck.
ua • - (,trglm•tf•,).
w- u ••
atid (dial. stld),

~h~fi~~te;:pffj~h~ ~~,:f

n,

,~~:;!\!~~1:?!

:!\c;

ir.,;IJ~~

;i1~k~Je~~~·n.

Obs. or Scot.

~~=·K!?rms
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:ti:::

.t:~~~;i~~t·rra,,Lf.N,

a.

Ob~:
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~~1:k
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Obs.
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ille, aenite, cllre, Im, ciccount, ll.nn, ask, sofa; eve, i!ivent,i!nd, recllnt, ma.ker; ice, m; old, &bey, &rb, Md, at.ft, c.Jnnect; iille, linite, tun, ilp, clrcaa, menll;
UForelarn Word,
i' Ob■olete Variant of, + eomblned with, = equalo-
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STIGMATAL
aUg-mat'lo(atig-mltllk

; formerly al.lo atlg'md-tlk;
cf.
BndlNllTIC), a. [t!ee STIGMA.] l. Of the nature ·of, or
marked with, a stigma or stigmata; specif., marked with
1omesign of disgrace or defect; hence, repulsive; deformed.
2 Impr-ing with infamy or reproach. Rare.
3. Oplica. Auastigmatlc ; - applied specif. to a certain
type of photographic lens.

"the haneat of a quiet eye" ( W'ordlwortA);"rilentlclclea IIUl'llon(atTl'yffn), n. [Cf. LG. ate/ling,_G. atellen to ldo
quiellJJ shining to the quiet moon"(Goleridge); "A gray:
to place.] A stand, as for casks or vats Ill a brewery.
translucent sea laps ailently upon a little creek, and in the ■Wl'DUB (stll'da), n: [AB.] Quality or _state_of beinr
hllllh of still dawn the ..• seo.gea on the water's brim are
still; apeclf., quiet; silence; calmness; ~c•.t~mty.
1r!ih"!;:.t1to~~~1i.::,:::;.a
1
1
BWl'room'(-room'), n. l. A room for d1St1llmg.
deep fi:iet to restore our hearts'' (Wordsworth); 0 the si- 2, A room connected with the kitchen where tea, coffee,
etc., and the more delicate dishes are prepared, and where
~rt~o~fiou~n":t'i:!tA.?;~~al
liquors, preserves, and the like, are kept. Eng.
SWl'son wrench <•~Il's!i!'), A_J?ipe. wrench having an
~~:fl 1~t,~t"~~~1:cfri~ya
adjustable L-shaped Jaw piece shdiug 111
consists of inanime.te objects, as fruit, flowers, dead game,
a sleeve thiit is pivoted to, and loosely . .
\ ··
··-.,
etc.
embraces, the hau! , \.. Q • - ·\ :
■Wl (stll), n,
[From STILL,a.; cf. G. stille.] l. Absence
die.
Pressure ou
-~
-- 1
,
(\
of noise; silence; as, midnight still. .lVowPoetic.
the handle
in· "·
•·
2. A still alarm. Cant.
i7.8:~~x!~e~ir.
Stillison Wrench. Open Position dotted.
still, adv. [AS. lltille quietly. See STILL,a. The modem
senses. come from the idea of stopping and staying still, or still'y(stll'll, a. rPerh. fr. still+ -ly.] Still; quiet; calm.
T1:iestiily hour when storms are gone.
Moore.
motionless.] l. Silently; quietly ; in a low voice. Oba.
(stllp-nlSm't-liin), n. [Gr. un.1.,n,o, shin2. In continuation by succes1:1iveor repeated acts; always; IIUlp-nom'e-lane
ing+ 11•.l.ar,
black.] Min. A black or greenish
ever; constantll;
continualJy; uniformly.
black mineral occurring iu foliated plates, also in flbrou•
ti~~r::1h:;i~v~e.~:~J~t!eao~~ui:
i{ttfe~0 in great
forms and velvety brouze-colored incrustations.
It is a
3. a To this or that time; until and during the present,
hydrous silicate of iron and aluminium. Sp. gr., 2.77-2-96,
■tilt (stllt), n.
[ME. stilte; akin to Dan. stylte, Sw. &tflUa,
or :r::hsg::~'::!ie~~
tel~~ied, and is still received. Bacon.
LG.&D.steU,OHG. stelza, G. stelze.] 1. Obs.or
b In the future as now and before.
Scot.&:Dial.Eng.
a A crutch. b Asl,aft; esp.,
Hourly joys be still upon you I
Shak.
a plow handle; also, the leg of a wheelbarrow,
o After that; after what is stated ; as, he still feared.
2.
One
of
two
poles,
pieces of wood, con4. In an increasing or additional deg1·ee ; even more ; even structed with a step ororloop
to raise the foot
above the ground in walking. It is sometimes
y~t; -~:;;u~ftege;:::r:;:i&aerf!!;~~iha:t'il~t!~c~:~er"shak.
lashed to the leg, and sometimes prolonged up6. In spite of what has been said or done; notwithstandward so as tc be steadied by the band or arm.
ing ; nevertheless ; - sometimes used as a conjunction.
Ambition ia but avarice on stilts, .and masked.
Ae sunshine, broken in the rill,
· Landor.
Though turned astray, ie sunshine still,
Moore.
3. Civil Engin. Any of the piles forming the
Syn,-See BUT.
back of the sheet piling for a starling.
■tlll and anon, at intervals and repeatedly ; now and then.
And like the watchful minutes to the hour,
4. Ce..amica. A piece of hard-fired clay, or
Still and anon cheered up the heavy time.
Shalt:. of iron, used to keep articles apart in the kiln,
■till, ti, t.; STILLBD(stHd);
sT1LJ/1No. [AS. atillan, fr.
etc.; -called also spur, It is commonly threealilleatill,quiet, firm. See STILL,a.] l. To stop,asphysarmed, with points on each side.
Stllta.
ical motion or agitation; tc cause to become quiet ; to check
6. Any of certain very long-legged three-toed limicoliDe
the agitation of; as, to still the raging sea.
birds of the genera H imantopus
2. To appease; calm ; quiet; allay ; as, to atill passions.
and Clador!,.ynchus, allied to the
avocets. The)" chiefly inhabit In3 · To st
0!~t;Je\<:i:\!~~fi~~sstill their babes.
Shale.
land ponds and marshes or brackish lagoons, nesting in small col~[npr;e~~~i!h:.1:io;~1~l~ct1~=\~•
appease, subdue,
onies. They are mostly white,
v. i, To be or become still, calm, or tranquil. Rare.
aWl (atll), n. [Cf. ME. stillatorie. See STILL,tl.,dlstill.]
!"~f:nJ'el:;~h~~~~~
The common 8f:eciea (H. himantol, A vessel, boiler, or copper used in distilling liquids,
esp. alcoi'i:lc~f t:t~te E~!~N'\!lian:~~
holic liq•
white in the adult. In the blackuors;
a
necked stilt (H. mezicanus) of the
retort.
southern
and western United
Bo me•
States and southward, black extimea,the
· .
.
tends up the back of the neck and
surrounds the eye. One species Europ~
Stilt (Hi1J1a7?towhole ap(H.knudseni)i1conflned
to Hawaii 1,11A himantqpus) in JJD.
paratus
and two others (H. picatus and mature plumage.
nsed in
H. melas) inhabit New Zealand. The banded stilt (C. leuvaporize,..
cocephalus) of Australia has webbed feet and a reddish
tion and
brown pectoral belt.
conden■tilt (stHt), ti. I.; STILT'ED; STILT'ING. To raise on stilt■,
sation.
or as if on stilts; esp., to raise, as If with stilts, tc a posi2.Ahouae
tion conspicuous or above the ordinary.
where
sWt bug. An)" of certain long-legged slu_gi:ish heterQpterliquors
z
ous bugs of a family Berytidre, closely allied to the Coreldoo. The species Jalysus '9)inosus is common in the underare dis-, Still,!. aBody 1 orBoiler; b Head; cTubeleading
growth of oak woods in tlie United States.
tilled;
a from the Head to the Worm (s!,.~nclosed in Cistern
distillery.
of Cold Water; d Receiver; ,, water '!'auk for sup. stilt'ed, pre/. &, p. p. of &TILT. Specif.: p. a. Elevated u
3. A ves- plying Cistern ; ,1.:Overflow Pipe.
if on stilts ; raised above the usual level; hence, pomJI:
ons ; bombastic ; inflated ; also, stiffly formal ; - often aaicl
sel in which manganese dioxide Is treated with hydrochloric
of language ; as 1 a stilted sty le ; stilted declamation.
acid to form a bleaching liquor.
BWl, ti, I, [Shortened fr. distill.] To distill; specif., to atllted arch, Arclt., an arch m which the springing line II
expel spirit from by heat, or to evaporate and condense in
~
a refrigeratory.
omamente1, a.a a continuation of the archivoit, intrados,
BWl, v. i. To distill. Obs.
etc. See IMPOST, 2, and ARCH, /llust. (6). - ■. Ta.ult, Arch., a
■Wl, ti. t. &, i,
[L. atillare to drop, drip, cause to drop. l vault in which the springing of the curve is raised apercep.
tible distance above the apparent impost.
To drop, or cause to fall by drops ; to drip ; as, to still
stilt'i-fy (stil'tl-fi), ti. ,. ; STILT'I-IIIEI>(-fid); BTII!r'I-n'•
one's tears. Obs. or R.
atil'laga (atll'itj), n. [Cf. STU.LION.] A stool, bench, or ING (-fi'lng). [stilt+ -:fy.] To raise upon stilts, or as if
the like to keep somethiug from touching the floor, as a
C:fr1fflni
One cf the rlnsupport for a tapped cask, or a stout low stool in a bleach- Stll'to~i~h~~:t!~sJ~~~
cipal English cheeses, sold originaliy at Stilton. ¥t ia
e~3._
to hold up textiles or yarn v"hile moisture drains out.
rich, unpressed, of waxy texture, and permeated when
BU!l'birth' (stYl'b1lrth 1), n. Thb birth of a dead fetus,
ripe witli a blue-green mold.
BWl'borll'(-b6rn'), a. Dead at the birth; - used also fig. ■tilt
IIIUldl>IPer.
A rather rare American sandpiper (MicroBU!l'-b111'11',
v, t. To burn in the process of distillatiqn,
palaina- lilmanlo:JJ!'•) having very long le_gs and semlpal,
Btill'-hunt', n. a A bunting for game in a quiet manner,
mate feet. The bill is somewhat expanded at the tip,
or under cover; stalking. b Hence, the pursuit of any ■Wt'Y (stil'tl), a. Stilted ; specif. : a Unreasonably eleobject quietly and cautiously ; esp., U. S. Politics, a can- vatoa ; pomP.OUS; as, B atilty style. b Suggesting the use
vaSBcarried on secretly or underhandedly.
Colloq,
of stilts ; stiff and awkward; as, a stilty gait.
Btill'-hunt', v. t. &: i. To bunt or pursue noiselessly or Btlm'u-lant (atlm'il:-Iant), a. [L. atimulan,, p. pr.; cf,
stealthily; to stalk.
F. atimulant. See STIHULATE.] Serving to stimulate;
atll'll-cld'i-um (stTl'Y-sYd'l-!im), n. [L.] Med. The flow- being a stimulant; specif., P/Jysiol., producing iucreued
ing of a liquid drop by drop, as of the urine in strangury,
vital action in the organism, or in any of its parts.
■t11'11-form(stll'I-16rm), a. [L. atillaadrop
E. -form.] stlm'u-lant, n. [Cf. F. stimulant.] 1. That which sthnHaving the form of a drop.
ulates, provokes, or excites ; a stimulus.
SW-lln'gl-a(stl-lln 1jI-<i), n. [NL., after Benjamin Still- of
had been exaaperat9d by the constant
ingfleet (1702-71), English botanist.] Bot. A genus of
widely distributen enphorbiaceous shrubs with alternate
2. Specif., Phyaiol. &, Med., an agent which produces a
leaves and monc:ecious spicate apet.alous flowers, the fruit
temporary increase of vital activity in the organism, or in
consisting of several dry carpels.
S. sylvatica, of the
any of its parts; sometimes, specif., an alcoholic beverage.
southern United States, is the queen's-delight,
Syn, - See STilllllLUs.
dm, somewhat re11emhling the 11tlll'A■h',v. i. To fish with the casks. Obs. or Dial, Eng.
11
line resting still or stationary on atlll'ish, a. See-rsn.
rot-,herflies(famil,r A1-dli•leland
br>lieverl to be preilaceoue.
the wnter.- 1till':d■h'er, n,
■till Uq.uor a Bleaching liquor
1tillhede, n. [See STILL, a.; made m a still, or spent liquid
■tl 1 i&rde,
t ~TF.F.LYARD.
p'n ll■till (Rtll), n. fCf. dial. ,cteel a -Hf.~AD.]
Solitude. Obs.
from chlorine stills, contajning s l d'I! r-t t), n [Gr. 0'1'1A1trck
precipice, ME. llfeil a st<'p, and still'house', n. A house in chlorjdes, chiefly: man~anous shining+ siderite.] Limonite.
E. ~TY to ascend.J A steep hill which distillation is carried on; and ferric, also free ec1d and
To limp; togo
or aacent. Ob,c.
a11i11tillery. Jsteeiard. 0,1H,1 chlorine. b til Spirituousliquors ■tllt(..,tllt),v.i.
on crutches. Scot."° Dial. Eng.
made illicitly, Dial. Eng.
n. = STILT, n., 6.
,n~.
l-1 l't
arf,,. :ti:N:i~<sf:fn~!rk
1ttll'1tand',n.
A standstill. R. ■ttlt'bird'.
1tilt'ed-neu,
n
See -NESS,
11tilltetdn,m; stilla a Jrop + ea- ltlll watcher. A device to show
88
n. One who walks
rlere to fall.] A continual fall- the progreBSofdiRtillation bythc 1tilt'er,
a
[I .. Afillntictutt, fr. Afillnre to ing or succe",iion of drops; Obs., den,dty of the liquid given over. with stilts.
atilth, n. [From STILL, a] Sidrop.] Falling in drops; drawn exc.: The dripping of rain water
~T~l~LOf lence. Ob•.
from the eaves; eave11drop.
bv R still. No10 Rare.
1tfil11.s a sty 1 u &, composition,
8
£~
r:.:-;J~r.:-:,;f/
style. l Lit .. (in) style ;-with
[n.,
reference to the calendar, as in J[enua Fr,getta. .
~;L:l~~Rb~Ctv!s:;;
~hi½ti1d~~e
1tl'lo ve'te-re (v~t'~rl!), in the atilt plover. A &tilt. See STILT,
lation. b A laboratory ; place a. Falling in drops. Oba.
u old Rtyle" of the Julian cal- atlm (stlm). Jr. var. of sr1••·
whet"e distillation le performed. 1tll'IJ.-fted(stn'r-tld), a. Dia- endar, and ati'lo no'vo, in the
Ef;,~~pse. Obi,
u new style" of the Gregorian
■tulell.. +sTEELEN.
[qniets,1 tillerl. Oh11.
nlll'er, ti, One thn.t ■tills, or 1ttll'IDI (stn'lng), n, [See STll:.- calendar. 01'11. [LOGONIDJUM.I
■ tlm'part, ■ttm'pert (1tl'm'•
dlll'er, n. A distiller Rare.
for nl'lo-go-llld'l-lllll, Var. of STY- p!rt), ti, See MEASUBB,
LION .J = STILLIOlf,&atand

:i :..i::a
1~~
~:.si

K~it.':,<~:Vi':

U:,l,.~~~rg,
~~-;;.;n'J::"e~l!mf~.;!,i:n

:f~~l'.,:C~•

i! 0;h\~i:'r£~~egii!~:O!~
!::~fr~c!f~f!ir.::.
(see STIGMA,
7) is used to establish geo8Ug-mat1io, n. 1. A stigmatist.
2, A notorious person who has been branded; one who
bears the marks of infamy or punishment.
I'.ar.e.
3. One marked or deformed by nature. Obs,
Shak.
1
sttg'ma-Uam (stig md-tlz'm), n. l. Condition characterized by the presence of stigmata.
2. Condition of a lens or of the refractive media of the
eye, in which rars of light from one point are brought to
a single focal pomt on the retina. Cf. ASTIGMATISM,
IIUg'Dla-ttst(-tist), n, One believed tc be marked with
supernatural stigmata. See STIGMA, 8.
•U- 1ma-tt-za 1tlon (-tl-zii 1shllu; -ti-zii'shun), n. Act of
stigmatizing, or state of being stigmatized; specif., the
production of stigmata upon the body, See STIGMA,
3, 8.
sU1'ma-tlze (stig 1ma-tiz),t1. l.;-TIZED (-tizd); -TIZ'ING(-tiz'Ing), [F, atig,naU.ser,orLL. stigmaUzare,Gr, un-y11a,i(u,.]
l. To mark with a stigma; esp., to brand ; as, the ancients
stigmatized their slaves and soldiers,
2. To set a mark of disgrace on; to brand with some mark
of reproach or infamy.
To find virtue extolled and vice sltgmatized.

.Addison.

8. To produce stigmata upon. See STIGMA,3, 8
sUg'ma (-me), n.; pl. E. STIGMES
(-mez), Gr. STIGlllAI(-mi).
[Gr. '"'''YI'''}a prick, point.] a Gr, Paleog. A punctuation
mark consiating of a point or dot, esp. oue p,aced at the
top of a line like the colon in classical Greek, but having
the value of the English period. b (Jr.Pros. A dot placed
over a mora or syllable to indicate the ictus.
8U&'m0-D088 (stlg'm~-nos), n. [Gr. a,i-y11a a prick, mark
+ voao<disease, l Bot. A plant disease characterized by
pellucid 1pot1 or <Iotain the leaves, in skin of the fruit, etc.
It is Induced by the puncture of small insects, as thripa.
BW'bene (stil'biin), n. [See STILBITE.] Org. Gliem. A
hydrocarbon, C6 H 5CH:CHC 6 H., produced in large, fine,
monoclinic crystals by various methods, as by action of
aodium on benzaldehyde; - called also diphenyl ethylene,
toluylene, etc. It is used in making dyestuffs.
Btll'blle (-bit), n. [Gr. UTi>-/l•wto glitter, shine: cf. F.
atilbite.] Min. A common mineral of the zeolite family,
a hydrous silicate of aluminium, calcium, and sodium, often
occurring in aheaflike aggregations of
crystals, also in radiated masses; - called
also desmine. It is white when pure, with

r.~J.u_u•i:
:~.

::.l"'i,';

\~t,'l-!J.1ftv"f:
some, &tilbite includes beulandite.
sWa (stil), n. [ME. stile, AS. sUgelastep,
a ladder,fr. stigan to ascend; akin to OHG.
atigila a stile. See STY, v. i.,· cf. STAIR.]
1. A step, or set of steps, for ascending
and descending, in passing a fence or
wall ; also, a turnstile, or the like.
2, Arch. One of the upright pieces In
framing or· paneling ; one of the primary
members of a frame, into which the sec•
ondary members are tenoned. In wain- Common Door,
acoting the principal pieces are sometimes s h o w 1 n g A A
called stile.,, even when horizontal.
Stilfs; ~ -?lRai1s;
■tl-let'to (stY-I~tlo), n.; pl. -Tos (-oz). CC Mu.hons.
[It., dim. of atUo a dagger, fr. L. stilus a pointed instrument.
See sTYLB for writing i cf. BTYLET. l
l. A kind of dagger with a slender, pointed
blade.
2. A pointed instrument of metal, bone, or
other hard material for makin!f eyelet holes, etc.
3. A beard trimmed into a pointed form. Obs.
stl-let'to,"· t.; -LBT'ToED(-ou); -LBT'To-mo. To
stab or k111with or as with a stiletto.
BUil (stTI), a,; STILL'Ell(-er); STILL'BST. [ME. Stiletto, 1
,ti/le, AS. still•,' akin tc 1>.stil, OS. & OHG. stilli, G.
atilt, Dan. still•, Bw. 1tilla, aud to E. stall; from the idea of
coming to a stand, or halt. Cf. STILL,adt1.J l. MotionleSB;
being at rest; quiet; as, to stand, lie, or sit stUl. Chaucer.
2. Not disturbed by agitation or noise ; quiet; calm;
tranquil; as, a still evening; still waters.
a. Uttering no sound; si'"nt; hushed; as, the audienOA
is still; the animals are st.ti; still grief.
4, Comparatively quiet or silent ; soft; gentle; low;
1 Kings xi:i:. 12.
subdued. " A ,till small voice."
6, Not sparkling or effervescent, owing to absence of carbon dioxide ; - said of wines.
8. Constant ; continual; habitual. Obs,
Shak.
Syn. - STILL, QUIET, SILENT, That la STILL which is motionless or at rest, often with the further imJ)lication of
bu.ah or noiselessness; QUIET, which may also have reference to either sound or motion, adds to still the implication
of tranquillity or repose; SILENT implies absolute stillness
or quiet with respect to sound onlyi as, HHa.t no more moving I Still as the grave" (Shak.); • Tennyson ... [,aldl to
me :>fClarissa, "I love those large, ·"till books' "(E. }i';fzGerald); H through the green evening quiet in the sun'' (Kl'ats)i

f
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STIMULATE

STIPULATION

ciea reach a large size, and some, eap. on the American
Pacific coast, are very destructive to oysters.
aUng'y (stlng'l), a. Stingcite, rouse, or animate, to action or more vigorous exer- ing; able to sting.
tion by some pungent motive or by persuasion ; to spur on; aUn•gy (stln'jl), a. ; STIN'GI(-jl-er); STIN'GI-BST.[E.
as, to stimulate one by the hope of reward, or by the pros- Ea
dial., ill-tempered, biting,
pect of glory.
nipping
(weather) ; prob.
2. Specif.: a Pl1-y1iol.To excite; to irritate; esp., to excite
fr. sting, and meaning orig.,
the activity of (a nerve or an irritable muscle), as by elecstinging.
J 1. Very close and
tricity. b To arouse or affect by an intoxicating, esp. an
covetous; meanly avaricious;
alcoholic, beverage.
miserly; as, a stingy boy.
Syn. -Animate, incite, impel, urge, instigate, irritate.
2. Scanty ; not copious ;
atlm'a-late,
v. i. To act a.s a stimulant or stimulus.
light ; as, a stingy crop.
atim'u-la'Uon (-lli'shiln), n. [L. stimulalio: cf. F. stimu- 3. (Dial.pron.stln'jl,
-zhl).
lation. J 1. Act of stimulating, or state of being stimulated;
Bad-tempered.
Dial. Eng.
incitement; quickened activity.
Syn.-See
PARSIMONIOUS.
2. Specif., Phy.tiol., the irritating action of various agents at1Dk(Btll]k), v. i.;pret. STANK(stitl)k),
(stimuli) on mW:1Cles,nerves or a sensory end-organ, by
STUNK(stul]k); p . .P.·STUNK;p. pr. &
which activity is evoked; esp., the nervous impulse provb. n. STINK'ING. LAS. stincan to have
duced by various agents on nerves or a sensory end-organ,
a smell (whether good or bad); akin
causing activity in the part connected therewith; irritation.
to OHO. stinchan, G. & D. stinken to
attm•u-la-Uve (stlm•~-11-tlv), a. Having power, or tendstink; orig. uncert.; cf. Gr. Ta.yyO~
ing, to stimulate. - n. That which stimulates.
rancid. Cf. STBNCH.]To emit a stink ;
&tim'u-lua(-Ius), n.; L. pl. -LI (-Ii). LL., prob. for.,tigmuhence, to be in bad repute; to be
lus, akin to L. instigare to stimulate. See INSTIGATB,
STICK,
in badf _odor. ,t, Sht~nkm~~eaShoukr
Sting Ray CDm1ycitis sabina)
v. t.] 1. A goad.
pro ession • . • os i •
a .
2. Bot. A sting or stinging hair.
at1Dk,v. t. To cause to stink; to affect by a stink; -often
3. Something that rouses the mind or spirits, or incites to with up; as, the fumes stunk up the laboratory.
activity; an incentive; as, hope is a stimulus to labor.
stink, n. [From STINK,v.] 1. A strong, offensive smell ;
4. That which excites or produces a temporary increase of a disgustin~ odor; a stench.
vital action in the whole organism or in any part; esp.,
2. Obs. Something which stinks; hence, something foul or
Physiol., any substance or agent capable of evoking the
vile; as: a Hell. Chaucer. b Foul water. Desir. of Troy.
activity of a nerve or irritable muscle, or capable of p~o- aUDk'ball' (-b8Jt), n. A stinkpot (which see, def. 1 a).
ducing an impression on a sensory organ or more esp. on its aUnk'bugt (-bllg'), n. Any of various heteropterous bugs
specific end-organ. Of the stimuli applied to the sensory
which emit a disagreeable odor; esp., one of the family Penapparatus, physiologists distinguish two kinds: Bomolo- tatomidre, as the calicoback.
gou■ ■Umuli, acting only on the end-organ, and for whose
atlnk'buah'
(-bil6sh 1), n. a The star anise (flliciu,n ftoaction the sense organs are especially adapted, as the rods
riclanum) of the southern United States. b In Australia,
and cones of the retina for the ether vibrations; and heterthe rutaceous tree Z ;eria .,mithii.
ologOU11timull,mechanical, chemical, electrical, etc., acting
on the nervous elements of the sensor)': apparatus along stlnk'er (-er), n. 1. One that stinks; as: a A stinkpot. b
their entire course, e. g., causing the flash beheld when
One who is disgustingly contemptible ; a stinkard.
Slang.
the eye is struck.
2. Any of several large petrels which feed on blubber and
Syn. - STIMULUS,
STIMULANT. STIMULUSis the general
carrion and have an offensive odor, as the giant fulmar.
term• STIMULANT
is more concrete and commonly suggests aUDk'horn' (-h6rn'), n. Any ill-smelling basidiomycetous
a tem'porary, often an alcoholic, stimulus.
fungus of the genus Phallus, esp. P. i111puclicus.
sting (sting), n. [Cf. AS .. ,tingastinging,stab.
SeesTING1 atlnk'lug,p. pr. & vb. n. of STINK.-1tlnking ub, box elder.
v. t.] 1. Zool. Any of various sharp organs of offense and - •. badger' tfie teledu. - •. bunt.= STINKINGSM.UT.
- •. camodefense esp. when connected with a poison gland or othermile, the mayweed An{/1,emiscotu_la,-;-a. ce~. a A;taxacequs
wise ad~pted to wound by piercing and inoculating a poi- tree ( Tum ion taxifo/1.um) of ~ lor1da with fetid yew like
leaves. See TUMION. b California nutmeg (2'. califorsonous secretion ; as, the caudal .~ting of a scorpion. The
nU-um).- ■. crane'a-bill, herb Robert. - 1. goo■ efoot, a Eurosting of a bee or wasp is a modified ovipositor. The caudal stinit or spine, of a sting ray Is a modified dorsal fin pean goosefoot( Chenopodium vulvaria) with strong-scented
- a. gum, an Australian
ray 1 and 'seems to owe its poisonous nature chiefly to a foliage. -11. _grass. = STINKGRASS.
gum tree (Eucalyptus tereticornis) whose leaves have a
cOatiing of mucus.
strong cimicine smell. - a. hellebore, Helleborus fretidus.
2. Bot. A stinging hair.
See BEAR'S-FOOT
a. - 11.horehound. = BLACKHOREHOUND.
3. A goad ; incitement_; stimuli!•·
.
Shak.
1. mayweed. the common mayweed.a. nightshade, hen bane.
4. A pointed tool used m thatchmg. Scot. or Dial. Eng.
-a. nutmeg, the Californianutmeg.-a.
pbeaaant, the hoac6. The point of an epigram or sarcasm.
tzin. - 1. smut, any smut fungus of the genus Titletia. See
6. Dog Fancying. The fine taper of the tail of some dogs. 2d BUNTb. - 11.vervain, the guinea-hen weed. - a. weed, a
7. The thrust of a sting into the flesh ; the act of stinging ; tropical c~salpiniaceous weed (Cassia occidental-is) having
rank-scented foliage.- 1. Wilie, the common ragwort. Colalso, a wound or pain caused by or as by stinging ; a sharp
New Zealand.- ■• wood. a= STINKINGWEED. b =
pain ; as, an adder's sting; the st'lng of a cut i the sting of loq.,
BEANTREFOIL,C = STINKWOOD.-11.
yew, the stinking cedar.
sarcasm, shame, remorse, etc.
aUnk'pot'
n. 1. A vessel of stinking materials;
&Ung, v. t.; pret. & p. p. STUNG(stung), Archaic STANG specif. : a (stTIJk'pllt'),
llfil. & Nav. An earthen jar charged with ma(st!Cng); p. pr. & vb. n. STING'ING(stlngffng).
[AS. sting- terials of an offensive and suffocating smell, formerly some~
an ,· akin to Icel. & Sw. stinga, Dan . .ttinge, and prob. to E. times thrown upon an enemy's deck. C. Kingsley. b A
stick, v. t. ; cf. Goth. usstiggan to put out, pluck out Cf. vessel in which disinfectants are burned. Obs. or R.
STICK,v. t.] 1. Obs. a To pierce. "Stungen .•• unto
2. a The musk tortoise. b Any of various petrels.
the herte."
Chaucer. b To impale.
(-ston 1 ), n. Any stone which emito a fetid
2. To prick painfully; as: a To pierce or wound with a ■tlnk'stone'
smell on being struck or rubbed, owing to the decomposipoisonous or irritating sting; as, bees and nettles .,tung
tion of organic matter; specif., antbraconite.
him. b To affect with sharp quick pain or smart ; to bite ; atlnk'weed' (-wed'), n. Any of various strong-scented or
as hail stung their faces; ginger sting., the mouth.
ill-smelling plants, as the Jimsonweed, the wall rocket, etc.
To cause to suffer acutely; to pain keenly, as the mind; at1Dk'Wood'
(stTIJk'wil6d 1 ), n. Any of several trees with a
as, stung with remorse or reproaches.
wood of unpleasant odor; also, the wood. a In South Africa,
4. To stimulate, incite, or urge on, as with a sting.
the Jauraceous tree Ocotea bullata or the ulmaceous tree
&Unlf v. i. 1. To use a sting ; to wound one with a sting ; Celli., krau.,.'liana, both yielding tough useful timber. b In
to g1~e pain, as by a sting; as, his conscience stung.
Australia, the sand-fly bush; also, species of Acacia and
2. To be acutely painful ; to give a keen burning pain or Albizzia. c The myrtaceous tree Fmticlia mauritiana of
smart; as, his eye stung with the pepper; the gash .,tings.
the Mascarene Islands and Mauritius. d The yellow buckaUng'bull' (etTng'billW), ": T~e European _gr~at~r weever thorn. U. 8. e The sour gum Nyssa sylvatica. U. 8.
fish ( T-rachinus clraco), which IS capable of mflwtmg severe ■Uut (stint), n. Any of several small l!andpipers, esp. the
wounds with the epinous rays of its dorsal fin.
dunlin and certain species of Pisobia, syn. Actodromas, as
aUng•er (-er), n. One that stings; specif.: a An animal or P. niinuta, the little stint, and P. temrnineki, Temminck's
plant that stings. b The sting of an insect,_ scorpion, etc.
stint, of the Old World, and the least sandpiper of America.
o A stinging blow, remark, rebuke, or the hke. Colloq. stint, v. t. ; STINT'BD; STINT'ING. [ME. stinten, .,tenten,
aUug'fl.■h' (-fish'), n. a The stingbull. b A scorpio!' fish,
stunten, to cause to cease, to cease, AS. stynta.n (in comp.)
Bllnf'lnJ (stTng'l'ng), p. pr. &_vb .. n. of ~TING.. Specif. :_p. to blunt, dull, fr. stunt dull, stupid, or fr. Scand. ; cf.
a. . Piercing, or capable of p1ercmg, with a stmg ; havmg
Icel . .stytta to shorten, stuttr short, Sw. dial. stynta to shortor using a sting or sti}lgs ;_ast a stinqing bush, insec~ ..
en, stunt short. Cf. STENT,STUNT.] 1. To put an end to;
2. Inflicting acute pam as 1fwith a stmg ; pungent ; b1tmg;
to cause to stop or halt; to stop; stay. Ob.,. or Archaic.
irritating; as, .,tinging cold; a stinging rebuke.
2. TO"restrain within certain limits ; to bound ; to confine ;
■tinging bash the spurge nettle. - a. cell, Z ool., a nematoto limit ; to restrain i hence, to restrict to a scant allowance.
cyst. -11. hair, Bot.,.a sti!f ~lal!dular ,hair !Vhose swollen
Law.
She stints them in their meals.
base secretes an acrid or 1rr1tatmg fl.md1 as IJ?- nettles, spe3. To aBBigna certain (i. e., a limited) task to (a person);
cies of Trag'W., etc. -11. tree, the Australian gumt nettle.
to allot a stint to ; to stent.
sting moth. An Australian moth (Dorat!fera vu/nerans)
4. To serve (a mare) succeSBfully; to get (a mare) with
whose larva is armed, at each end of the 6ody, with four
foal ; - usnal1y with to,· as, stinted to a thoroughbred.
tubercles bearing powerful stinging organs.
■tint, v. i. 1. To stop ; cease ; stay ; desist. Obs. or Archaic.
sting ra:v or atlmt'ra:v', n. Any of numerous rays of the
2. To be sparing or frugal; as, to stint in one's expenses.
family Dasyatidre, syn. Try_gon:idre having one or more
large sharp.barbed dorsal spines on the whiplike tail capa- stint, n. Also stent. [See STINT, v. t.] 1. Cessation;
stoppage ; delay; a stopping.
Obs.
ble of inflicting severe wounds (see STING,n., 1). Some spe-

v. t.; STIM'U-LAT'BD(-lif/l!d);
sT111'u-LAT'ING(-Iiif/Ing). [L. stimulatus, p. p. of stimulare to prick or goad on, to incite, fr. stimulus a goad.
See STIMULUS.] 1. To excite as if with a goad; to ex-

attm'u-late (stlm'lt-lit),

a.'

2:. Restraint ; restriction; limitation ; also, limit; bound;.
as, to spend without stint.
God has wrote upon no created thing the utmost stint o_fhia
.
South.
power.
3. Quantity or task aSBigned; proportion allotted; esp., a
definite task prescribed ; as, his stint_is to milk the ~ows.
aUnt'ed, pret. & p. p. of STINT. Spemf. : p.a. Restricted;
scanty; scrimped; as, ~·tinte,dbenevolences.
-aUnt'ed-ly, adv.-aUnt'ed-nesa, n.
Sti'pa (sti'p<i), n. [Cf. L. stipa, also stupa, the coara&
part of flax, tow ; - prob. from the
flaxlike appearance of the awns; or
cf. L. stipula spear of graBB.] Bot.
A large, widely distributed genus of
grasses with a one-flowered spikelet,
the flowering glume terminating in
a long twisted or bent awn. The
species are called feather grass and
bunch grass. Some are valuable for
forage; others, as S. _pennata, are
ornamental in cultivation. S.tenacissima is esparto. See also BILKGRAssa,
PORCUPINE
GRASS8, SLEEPYGRASS,
aUpe (stip ), n. [L. stipes a stock,
post, branch: cf. F. stipe.] 1. Bot.
A short stalk or support ; as : a In
mycology, the stem supporting the
cap or pileus. b In certain frondose
algre, the stemlike part of the thalIus. c In ferns, the petiole of the
frond ; also, the woody caudex of a
tree fern. d In seed plants, a stalklike prolongation of the torus beneath the ovary. Cf. GYNOPHORE,
1;
ANTHOPHORB,
CARPOPHORE,
GYNOBASE.
2. Zool. A stipes.
Btl'pel (sti'pl!l), n. [See STIPULB.] Stipa (S. virulula).
Bot. The stipule of a leaflet. ~
.
.
ati-pel'late (sti-pel'tt; sti'p~l-at), a. Bot. Havmg sbpels.
atl'pend (sti'pend), n. [L. stipenclium; slip.,, gen. ,vl(JJis,a.
gift, donation, given in small coin
pen_de,·e to weig_h or
pay out.] 1. Settled pay or compensation for services,
whether paid daily, monthly, or annually.
2. In Scotland, the compensation provided fora clergyman,
esp. for a parochial minister of the Church of Scotland.
3. One who receives a stipend, or regular pay. Obs.
Syn,-See
WAGES.
&tl'pend, v. t. 1. To pay; reward. Obs.
2. To pay by settled wages; to furnish with a stip~nd. Rare.
atl-pen'Cll-a'd-an(sti-pen 1dl-li'rl-iin; 115), a. Stipendiary;
hence, mercenary.
sU-pen'dl-a-r:r (sti:P~n'dl-t-rT), a. [L. stipencliarius: cf.
F.stipendiafre.]
l. Receiving wages or salary; perform.
ing services for a stated price or compensation.
2. Rendering tribute or taxes, as in money or services.
atlpenl!Jary eata.te, Feudal Law, a beneficium. - I, J!lagiatraU,
Bng. Law, 8!special salaried magistra~et or justice of the
peace, appomted under statutory provisions.
atl-pen'dl-a-ry, n.; pl. -11ms(-rlz). 1. One who receives
a stipend; specif., Eng., a stipendiary magistrate.
2. A tribute-paying or tax-paying estate or tenant.
3. Rom. Hist. A province that paid tribute rather than a
tax, such being counted as belonging esp. to the emperor.
Btl'~e• (sti'pez), n.; pl. STIPITES(stlpff-tez).
[L., a stock.l
Zool. A stalk stem, or peduncle; as: a The second basal
segment of a ~ax.ilia of an insect or crustacean.
b The
second, or rarely the first, basal segment of the mandible
of a myriapod. c Either of the two (inner and outer) platelike pieces which form the major portion of the deutomala
of a myriapod. d An eyestalk.
atip'l-tate (stlprt-tit), a. [NL. stipi.tatus, fr. L. stipes. See
STIPE. 1 Bot. Having, or borne on, a stipe, as a pod.
atlP'ple (stTP''l), v. t.; sTip/PLED(-'Id); sT1P'PL1NG(-Ung).
LD. stippelen to make points, to spot, dot, fr. ,·tippel, dim.
of stip a dot, spot.] 1. To en~ave by means of dote, in
distinction from engraving in hnes.
z. To render in paint, ink, etc., by small, short touches
which together produce an even or softly graded shadow.
Hence, to apply (paint, etc.) by repeated small touches.
atip'ple (stlp"l) t n. In the graphic arts, any mode of exBllP'Pllng (-Ilng)
ecution by which gradation of light
and shade is produced by separate touches, whether of
small points, of larger dots, or of still longer strokes; also,
the effect so firoduced. St1frple may show every separate

+

r

r~t!in~l~~~~~ai'c9fnb!.Cf!ttfh!~~~~!!P~~ll!~~n°ic!:!lh~~:
as in stippling in strokes from a brush filled with color.

BtlP'u-lar (stTP'~-ldr), 'f· [Cf: F. sti]!ulaire. See_sTIPULB.]
Like, pert. to, or provided with, st1pules ; growmg on or
like stipules;

as, stipular glands, tendrils, etc.

aUp•u-late (-Iil:t), a. Bol. Furnished with stipules.
aUP'u-late (-lit),"· i.;-LAT 1ED(-liif/~d); -LAT'ING(-Iif/lng).

[L. stipulatu.,, p. p. of stipulari to stipulate, fr. OL. stipulus firm, fast: prob. akin to L. stipes a post, and E. stif.
Cf. STIFF.] To make an agreement or covenant with any
person or company to do or forbear anything; to bargain ;
contract; as, he .,Upulatedwith the plaintiff.
atlp'u-late, v. t. To arrange deflnit•ly, as an agreemet:t or
covenant; to specify (something) as being a term or condition of an agreement ; as, he stipulated payments in gold.
aUplu-la'tiou (-li'shlln), n. [L. stipulatio: cf. F. stipulation.] 1. Act of stipulating; a contracting or agreeing,.
or that which is stipulated, or agreed upon i agreement;.
covenant ; contract; also, any article, item, or condition,
in an agreement; as, stipulatiom; to furnish troops.
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STIPULATION
S. Law. Specif. : a An agreement between attomeya re-

epecting the conduct of legal proceedings. b A bond or
undertaking taken in admiralty courts. o Rom. Law.
·Orig., a solemn form by which a promisor could make his
promise binding upon himself, consisting in formal questions and answers ; also, the contract itself. Later, a prom•
ise made by any of various forms, or set out in writing as
being a stipulation ; still later, any promise which was
clearly intended by the parties to be binding.
Syn. -Agreement, covenant, engagement. See CONTRACT.
sUP'u-la'tor (stIJ>'6-lii1ter), n. [L.J One who stipulates.
aUp 1ule (-iii), n. [L. stipula a stalk, stem, straw: cf. F.
stipule. Cf. STUBBLE.] 1. Bot. a One of the pair of appendages borne at the
base of the leaf in many
plants. They may be foliaceous or membranaceous, varying greatly in
shape and size; they may
be free or exhibit various
-degrees of adnation to
the stem and petiole or
to each other ; in some
plants they become modified to spines or tendrils;
a Stipule of the Common Pea.
in others, as the pansy, they are very large, and perform
all the functions of leaves. When completely united and
sheathing the stem they are known as ocrere. b In Characea,, one of the unicellular tubes borne on both sides of the
leaf structures.
o In mosses, a paraphyllum.
2. A newly sprouted feather ; a pinfeather. .Rare.
stir (stfir), v. t.; STIRRED(stfird); STIR'RING. [ME . .,tiren, steren, sturen, AS. styrian ,- akin to D. storen to disturb,
G. stiiren,OHG. st111·en
to scatter, destroy, and perh. to E.
storm.J 1. To change the place of in any manner ; to move;
as, he could not stir hand or foot.
.2. To impart movement to: a To disturb the relative
position of the particles of, as of a fluid or semifluid mass,
by passing something through it, esp. with a continued
more or less circular movement; as, to stir an omelet ;
nence, more broadly, to agitate; disturb.

STOCK

2. Biol. The total of the organic unite which are found in, sUth'Y (stI$hll), "· ,. ; STITH1IED (-Id);
and determine the de,velopment of, a fertilized egg. Some
of these pass to and determine the development of the
body cells, others remain in the sexual cells.
Gallon.
st1r1rtng (st1lr'lng), I'· pr. of STIR. Hence: p.a. a Putting

'f !~!~f,I:.1rI:i~~3

BTITB'Y-m&.

To

forge on an anvil.
"The forge that atllhied Mars hla
helm."
Shak.
stl'ver (stilver), n. [D. stuiver.] A Dutch coin, and
money of account, the present value of which is about two
cents, or one penny (ld.); hence, athin_Hof little worth.
StiZ 1o-lO'bl-um (stiz 1a-lo 1bT-ilm), n. LNL. ; Gr. crri(ew
to puncture+ li.ofl,o•,
dim. of >..oflo•
lobe.] Bot. A genus
of tropical climbing fabaceous herbs having clusters of
purple or yellow flowers with the wings of the corolla extending beyond the banner. The podsare beset with stinging hairs. S. pruriens is the cowhage; S. giganteum is
the oxeye bean ; both are also called horse-eye bean.
stO'a (stii'<i), n. [NL., fr, Gr. <TTOO.. See STOIC.] Gr.
Arch. A portico, usually long, walled at the back, and with
a front colonnade opening on a public place, designed to
afford a sheltered promenade or meeting place.
stoat (stot), n. [ME. slot a stoat, horse, bullock; perh.
originally only of male animals, and akin to D. stootento
push, E. stutter; cf. Ice!. stutr a bull, Sw. stut a bullock.
Cf. STOT.] The common' European ermine, esp. when in
the brown summer coat. Sometimes, any of certain allied
species or, broadly, any ermine or weasel.
sto-chaa'Uc (sta-klls'tlk), a. [Gr. O'TOX«<TTU<O<,
fr. <TTO•
xti,euBaL to aim, to guess, fr. aTOxo~mark or aim.~ Con•
jectural ; given to, or skillful in, conjecturing.
11ow R.
stock (stl5k), n. [AS. stocc a stock, trunk, stick; akin to
D. stok, G. ,tock, OHG. sloe, Ice!. stokkr, Sw. stock, Dan.
stok, and AS . .,tycce a piece; cf. Skr. tuj to urge, thrust.
Cf. STOKER,STUCCO, TUCK a rapier.]
1. a A wooden post
or stake; a stump; log. b A block of wood, or Rare, of
stone. c Hence, something without consciousneas or life.
All our fathers worshiped stocks and stone■.
~lilton2. A person who is dull, stupid, or lifeless like a block.
Let 's be no stoics nor no Rtocb.
Shale.
3. That which serves for firm support, as a pillar or post;
the principal supporting or holding part ; the part in which
others are inserted, orto which they are attached; specif.:
a Po,-table Firearms. The wood part to which the barrel
and other parts are assembled and which gives the stiffness and shape necessary for U&e. For military rifles it is
preferably in one piece, but occasionally is divided into the
buttstock and the tip, or fore, stock. b Field Gun Carriages. The long beam of general rectangular shape which
fonns the basis of the carriage body, being securely fastened to the axletree. It forms the connection with the
limber in traveling, and in firing affords the necessary third
point of support.
In modern field gun carriage• it is
called the trail. c Rapid-fire Guns. The connecting arm
between the slide and the shoulder piece, Called also
shoulder bar. 4 The handle or contrivance by which bite
are held in boring; a bitstock; a brace. e Joinery. The
block of wood or metal frame which constitutes the body
of a plane, and in which the plane iron is fitted; a plane
stock, f Naut. (1) The wooden or iron crosepiece whose
function is to cant the anchor ·so that one of the flukes
may enter the ground. See ANCHOR,
1 & I/lust. (2) The
narrow part of a rudder above the blade. g The support
of the block in which the anvil is fixed, orof the anvil itself.
h Mech. A holder for a threaded die (esp. any of a graduated set of dies) for cutti~g
screw th_reads on bolts,etc.,
ally havmg •,
_,
_ I
pair of rel-f
atively long
handles.
I
The wooden or iron frame of a
plow, to which the handles,share,
•
colter, moldboard, and landside
are eecured. j The frame bearing
the moving parts of a spinning
wheel. II: A post bearing a holywater veseel; hence ( Obs. 01' R. ),
the vessel.
4. The main stem of a plant ; the I Screwt1~!~~1:n;e~
Dies for
trunk of a tree.
6. Hort. The stem or plant in which a graft is inserted;
also, any plant from which slips or cuttings are taken.
6. a The original progenitor; the original, as a man, a race,
or a language, from which others have descended or have
been derived.
b The race or line of a family ; the progenitor of a family and his direct descendants; line of
descent ; lineage; family. c A strain, race, or group of
genetically closely related individuals in a breed or species.
7, Zool. A compound organism; an aggregate or colony
of connected zooids or individuals.
In a broader sense,

in motion,
/n~!il~~~Ja{i::~~ ; busj!!,~f;v,
b Rousing; inspiring; as, a stirring song. c Fickle. Obs.
Syn. - Animating, stimulating, quickening~ exciting.
sUr1ring, vb. n. of STIR. Hence : n. a Act of one that
c Uproar ; tumult. Obs.
stirs. b Impulse; incitement.
4 A second plowing. Obs. 01' Scot. &: Dial. Eng.
sUr'rup (strr'itp; stllr'itp ; 277), n. [ME. stirop, AS. stigrap a rope; akiu to G.
rli,p; sagan to mount, ascend
stegreif a stirrup. See STY, v. i. ; ROPE.J 1. A kind of
ring or bent piece of metal, wood, leather, or the like,
horizontal in one part for receiving tbe foot of a rider, and
attached by a strap to the saddle, used to aid in mounting
and as a support while riding.
2. Any piece resembling or likened to a stirrup (sense 1);
specif., Carp. & Mach., such a piece used as a support,
clamp, etc. Cf. BRIDLE IRON ; HANGER,3 e & Illust.
3. Naut. A rope secured to a yard, with a thimble in its
lower end for supporting a footrope.
4. A shoemaker's strap to hold the last on the knee. Dial.
sUrrUP bone. .Anal. The stapes.
stirrup CUP, A cup of wine or the like taken by a rider
about to depart ; hence, a farewell cup; a parting glass.
sUtch (stlch), n. [Cf. ME. sl'icche,stecche, stucche, a piece,
AS. stycce a piece, a short while. Cf. STOCKof wood.]
Any space paSBed over ; distance ; a stretch ; also, a space
of time. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
You have gone a good stitch.
Bunyan.
stitch (stTch), n. [ME . .,tiche, AS. slice a pricking, akin
to stician to prick. See STICK,v. t.] 1. A local sharp and
sudden pain ; an acute p,ain, like the piercing of a needle';
a spasmodic pain, generally brief, esp. in the intercostal
muscles ; as, a stitch in the side.
2:. A contortion; a twist of the face; a grimace. Obs.
3. In hand sewing, a single pass of a needle, or the loop
or turn of the thread thus made and left in the fabric ;
in machine sewing, a single complete motion of a needle
:My mind is troubled, like a fountain stirr'U.
Shal.·.
b To move vigorously or briskly; to bestir;- usually reflex- and shuttle carrying the thread through the fabric, or the
loop or interlocked thread resulting.
ive. o Tobrandish,asaweapon.
Obs. 4 Toplowslightly,
esp. a second time across existing furrows. Obs. or Scot. 4. A single turn of the thread round the needle or other
implement
used in knitting, cro-~·
&, Dial. Eng.
To rouse ; specif. : a To excite or incite ; inflame ; cheting, netting, etc. ; a link, or
loop,
of
yarn
; as, to let down, or
stimulate; as, eloquence stirs men's souls; the news stirred
drop, a stitch; to take up a stitch. ~A
them to revolt. b To awaken or start up, as from inac·
6.
In
crocheting,
embroidery,knittivity or sleep; hence, to bring into notice or debate ; to
ting, lace making, sewing, etc., an
B
agitate ; moot.
·
arrangement of stitches, or method
Stir not questions of jurisdiction
.
Bacon.
of stitching in some particular way
Syn. - Move, incite, awaken, r0use, animate, stimulate,
provoke. See EXCITE,
or style;aleo,the work so produced;
.
as: carpet 1tltch. glover"s stitch, or ComplOU S~wmg-Ma-atlr Uf, a To cause to rise up or to disturb by stirring;
chme Stitches. A
as, to stir UJ.) mud. b To arouse; incite; inflame; as, to over-and-over i.titch used in sewing
breadths of carpet together; coral
Cl!ainStitch, BLock
stir up sedition; to stir up men to protest.
1tttch, an ornamental stitch imitatin1C Stitch.
stir, v. i. 1. To move; to change one's position.
a coral branch, used in embroidery, etc. ; cord atitch, a twisted
I had not power to stir or strive.
Byron.
stitch ; damask atltch, a kind of satin stitch used on household
2. To be in motion; specif. : a To be active or busy.
lmen or in worsted work. For other stitch ea see the qualifying
words or in the Vocabular11.
ju!ths~~~fu~~:~f~~:e~~f~r1:;:~~~~~:1}~~1hfs'i!h~'i~~i7e~i::~:
8. Bookbinding. The fastening of leaves, esp. those of
b To be roused ; to be in a state of agitation, disturbance,
pamphlets, with thread or wire drawn by hand or machine
or excitement.
Archaic. c To prance. Oba.
through previously pierced holes ; as: double ■tltch, where two
3. To rise, or be up, in the morning. Colloq.
Shak.
loops of a single thread are fastened in the center of the fold ;
machine stitch, where a regular lock stitch is made; aaddleback
4, To become the object of notice; to be current.
stitch, where the center of the fold is placed across the saddle in
To talk freely upon everything that stirs.
J. Watt,.
machine. and wire staples are driven through and clinched
6. To stir something ; also, to be stirred ; as, the starch the
on the inside ; aide stitch, where the thread or wire is stitched
paste stir., easily. See STIR, v. t., 2 a.
through the side of the fold ; •~le stitch, where a single loop
sUr, n. 1, Act or result of stirring; state of being stirred;
is drawn throush the center and tied; Wire atitch, in wfiich staples are made, mserted, and clinched by a machine from a conagitation; activity; bustle ; movement.
tinuous piece of wire, as m the saddleback stitch.
Why all these words, this clamor, and this ~fir 1 Denham.
2. Specif. : a Public disturbance; tumultuous and sedi- 7. Any least part, or very small part, of a fabric or dress ;
tious disorder.
"Stirs raised by his unnatural sons in as, to wet every stitch of one's clothes. Colloq.
England." SirJ. Davies. b Strife; battle. Obs. c Agi- 8 . .Agric. A narrow ridge of land; a ridge betwe~n furrows.
1ING. 1. To form
sUtoh, v. t. ; STITCHED(sticht); STITCH
tation of thoughts; conflicting passions ; emotion.
.3. A movement transmitted to something ; a jog ; a poke ; stitches in ; esp., to sew in such a manner as to show on
the surface a continuous line of stitches ; to ornament with
a slight stirring; as to give the embers asUr.
stitches; as, to stitch a shirt bosom.
·
•4. A prison. Thiet•es' Slang, Chiefly Eng.
2. To sew, or unite together by stitches. Specif., BookSyn.- Hurry, flurry, )?Other, to-do. -STIR, BUSTLE, FUSS,
to
fasten
together
(the
sections)
by
passing
the
binding,
1
tt~ 1rn:;r.~::frin
s~ n~~;~~bt:U~\:e~t!~i!!1~.f::i~~
thread or wire through all the sections at once ; - distant display of energy; Fuss implies flurry or fidgety agi- tinguished from sew (def. 2 o).
·tation or endeavor; ADOoccurs chiefly in certain idiomat3 . .Agric. To form (land) Into ridges.
to atltch •P, to mend or unite with a needle and thread ; as,
~st;! ~:rit;>~t1i~~a~
fl1r~nd°!~u;;f~i!~::si:
to stitch up a rent, a garment, an artery.
lustle or activity, but in stillness" (Jon·ett) ; 0 God never
sUtoh, v. i. To practice stitching, or needlework; to sew.
takes needless trouble. It is only foolish little men ...
that are fond of fusses" (Lowell); "Much Ado about sUtch'blrcl' (-bfird') n. A honey eater (Notiorny_stis ~yn.
Pogono,-nis, cine ta) formerly common on North Island,N ew
Nothing" (Shak.). See CONFUSION.
but now nearly extinct. The male had b1ack,
l~1:U~~~a}~o'ri.hi;hS::::i11:°;'r~~~t\~Jl~Yg~~f1
,sttr'a-bout' (stfir'<i-bout 1), n. A porridge of oatmeal or Zealand,
yellow, and white plumage. So called from its note.
therefore trace their ancestry back to one egg or seed.
corn meal boiled in water and stirred, or of oatmeal and sUtch'er-y (-er-I), n. N eedlewo-rk.
8. pl. A frame of timber, with holes in which formerly
Shak.
dripS'ng mixed and stirred in a pan ; a hasty puddin!f,
the feet, or the feet and hands, of offenders were confined,
p. pr. &, tJb.n. of STITCH. Hence: n. Act of
:SUr
's c:v'cle (stfir 11Ingz). [After Robert 8/,r/ing stttch'lDg,
commonly in a public place, by way of punishment.
one who stitches, or work done by stitching ; sewing, esp.
CL
(1790-18 8), Scottish engineer.J Thermodyn. A c_yclefor an
PILLORY. "He shall rest in my stocks." Piers Plowman.
when a continuous line of stitches is shown on the surface;
air enfine using a rereenerator, having for its indicator diastitches
collectively,
esp.
ornamental
stitches.
9.
pl.
The
frame
or
timbers
on
which
a
ship
rests
while
7~J~~~e=n:.
and two lines of constant volume.
building; hence, on the ■tock■, in preparation; under constlth'Y (stIWI; stlth'T; 277), n.; pl. STITHIES
(-Iz). [From
,stlrps(stQrps), n.; pl. STIRPES(st1lr'pez). [L., stem, stock.]
earlier stith, fr. Scand. ; cf. Icel. ste3i an anvil, akin to strnctlon ; as, tbe dramatist has a play on the stocks.
l. Stock; race; family. Hence, Law, the person from atatfr place. See STEAD. 1. An anvil.
10. pl. A frame in which an animal, as a horse or cow,
may be slung or otherwise secured, as for shoeing.
whom a family is descended.
2. A smith'• shop; a smithy; a smithery; a forge.
ettp'u-la'tlon (-sh!ln), n. lSee bullock or heifer in the second stirrup leather or strap. The atttch'wort' (-wO.rt'). Var. of away. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
■toaJe. t STOLE.
■ toan. Dial. Eng. var. of STONE.
:-;~~te~ 1
s'frt~t:~u:i 1
!~ke~:: eo[Cf~'81°li~tr.;~on~ :~
atirrup.
::1~(~~~~)~;,.
Nonsense. Scot. =~~e~· bDTC:/;
cPu~tsi~ atoare. i' STONt!:.
atob (sUSb).n. [Cf. STUB,n .• or
!lt1iPP'}~d(~~rp~Old),[S~~ul,J;;,I stroke of a pen.l A stroke in atlrt.
Obs. pret. & p. p. of atite. n. ~ v. [Cf. D. stuiten re- fl8 tlouver,m,,i_l
t_s
!!a,.u.
sed~by_g:,1,~.d,nin
g,r.
1
'0 I
w,t1",.tJlnegaa'
"cs?A'rg~r•·l,
aO.bsM.
ol1'on- START,v. i.
bound.] Stagger; rebound. Scot.
..,
E
.,
f :-.TAB,t•.t.] Obs.orSc·ot.a,Dial.
1 u-1if'er-oua
111tip
(stlp - lf'@r1.u 'I~
Sttr'-up' Bun'day. The Sunday attte, a"i/v. Short for astite. a, 81~/. See STIFF.] o stiffen. Obs 1. The stump of a tree.
tls), a. [stiKule + -ferous.] Bear- Jess.- atlr'leaa-Jy, adv,
next before Advent ; -from the tite as soon. See TITE. Obs. or ■tlve, a. tJCf. AS. sti:
See S. Astake,1rpost: in U. S.,e■p •
a short stake or stub.
.~fp~~~-1o;:~(~ts:;,o~l~~f6rm'),
<?bs.or Scot. of STAR• :;,~t:eo6::~htf~e:~&i~;~1t~;
,ntlithal.(Est."ltgh),
n. losrTD,TiHaYl._EO,nh~.-,
r~::J.ots iffm-;z•tkV:~'y, adv. 3. Thom ; spine; ,plinter; nail,
It·
l + ,.
] H ·
atlrne. + STERN
·11 0 fth
I •• C0 ll
"
atlv'er,(st
lv'"r),v
f.STIFF,
1tob1 v. t. To pierce ; stab. Scot.
fhet.~/!:,,uolasti~i[:.tavrng atlrop.
STIRRUP.
riit.s
sf1T~:
peop e.
oq. ■titb(Stlth:; sttth a. [AS. sti«'.] a.] To bristl:; to grow angry ; "" Dwl.
[var. of STOOLBALL-1
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0
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+

::gJ_st@§f~~d.s1ie./s::
;■tire + STEERto direct
:,tir'i-atted (stJ;'l-itt'~d), a. (L.
stfria an icicle.] Adornt-d w1th
pendants like icicles Obs.
::.;:-:.~1ci~i!~J't18{heaiatlt~~
of, or resembling, icicles. Obs.
11ttrk. + ~TRIXE,
n.bul\A:;
heifer; akin to G. atiirke a
young cow that has not had a
-ealf, and prob. to E. sterile.]
Ob,. or Scot.~ Dial. Eng. a Ji..
0

::Jc,<:~,~';
a-;.!~~g

t
f
;tJ:P
'i\~:gi,
n0b~L~:t1rp,,
stir- :~~~e.fl1hJ~;;I~f~t~;i~tc~
fbsi;~gfh;~dy;
lt:~·et:!d;:
atl:i-}pl-cultur8 (etO.r'j,Y-kltl'- about a dozen sheaves. Dial. S. 8t11T; rigid; dead.
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STUBBORN.

t!J.r),n. [L. l'tirp1, stirp11, stem, Eng. - v. t. To gather in 3. ~rave; noble i bold. Obs.
v[O~! ;;t,ve:
■toe. i' STOCK,
4 · • evere; strict. Obs.
stock + cultura culture.] The O stitches." Dial. Eng.
flute or fl~eolet.J A player on ato'cah (slll'kd), n. [fr. & Gael,
breeding of !f_ecial stocks or stitch broth. A beverage sold attthil, ■ti tble. + STJGHTL:e:, some kind of wind instrument. sfocaclt an idler, a sponger.] A
menial attendant. Obs.
races.-attr'fucul'tur-al(-kttl'~lill~~~:~,t-~:!t~:::iic~~::
:~eref:.s·obt;.~lice.]
ObR.
[fling. Dial. Eng., atoccacle.
STOCKADE,
stt f!f:e:~Ai~?se; 11t
~~(:to.r~})~ul:.~~tt'~f
atitchtDg hone. A harness 1tith'1tream', n. [AS. sti3
i- atoc-ca'do (st~-kii'di'.i; -kl'dn),
stirring ; stir i commotion. Obs. maker's clamp for holding work strong+ stream stream.] Del- s. T. L. 11bbr Saerai Theolo-. atoc-ca'ta (-tO:),n. [F. e,tocade,
fr. It. stoceata, fr. slocco a n=~~ ~'~~:e:"R1L~~e
that stirs.
~hl,ui~.:n.•.]!i~.-g.a.~.lvmi~c.h.r
l_t·o·b••v· rs~:),
[Prob. fr. ME. ¥:e~i8o~;;_<L.,Reader in Sacred pier, fr. G. stock a stick. See
■ttrra.p dram or gla11. A stirrup
.,
.t"
LI
stif stiff. See STIFF; cf. STIFLE, S. T, M:. Abbr. Sacrm Theoloa STOCK.] A stab ; a thrust with
cup. Ob".
atltch wheel. = PRICKER, 2 b. STEEVE to stow.] To keep close giae M~ster (L., Master of Sa- a rapier or in fencing. Archaic.
■mtlrruelalpoolronp
of· aArn,.d,.inrogn•t',·rrtirrupu.p;
atttch'whtle'. n. A moment; a10nd0u~srmocate'
!0Ap0e0n,1u0p8;tut'!,1•t8i10
[STALL.I
ftew; cred Theology),
0
I,
an instant. Ob,. or Dial. Eng.
u
.I
u
■to (etO), Dial Eng. var. of

fo"bd, fo-ot; out, oil; chair;

~~i::-:r;;

+

:tt~l;.J

c-:i:~ v?':~·

:c;mk
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go; sing, l9k; then, thin;
Full explanation•
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8lpa,
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STOCK
11. The part of a tally formerly given to the creditor in a.
transaction, as, in the English exchequer, to the person who
had lent the kiug money on account. See TALLY. •
12. The debt or fund represented by such a stock (as in
def. 11) or a series of them; hence, a debt or fund due
from the government to individuals for money loaned at
intereat, or the securities representing such debt or fund ;
also, a debt or fund similarly due from a private company
or corporation, or the securities represeuting it. Such
stock 1s not divided into shares, but 1adivisible and transferable in any amount desired not involving divisions
1ID.aller than a specified sum ; thus, British consols are
,tock, and any amount may be purchased or transferred
not involving fractions of a penny. as for instance £10 Sa.
7d. Stock in this sense is now httJe used iu the United
States, being chiefly restricted to occasional use in relation
to municipal debts, as some of the securities of the City of
New York. In modern British usage stock is often specifically used of debts, funds, or capital, bearin~ interest at a
given rate per cent in perpetuity, the princ1~l not being
payable, unless at the option of the debtor. Cf. def. 13.
13. The capital of a company or corporation in the form
of transferable shares, each of a certain amount; the funds
or assets used by a company in its business as represented
by a given number of shares each of a given amount (usually $100) ; also, often, in the pl., funds or property made
up of shareR in various corporations or in corporations in
general. (These senses are the usual ones in the United
States. but are rare in British usage.) Such stock is calculated and dealt in only in the shares of a given amount each,
a certificate being issued for any desired number of shares.
Cf. def. 121 above.
14. Booktceeping. STOCKACCOUNT.
16, a The fund or capital which an individual or a firm
employs in the conduct of its busineRS, b A merchant's or
manufacturer's store of goods ; hence, store; accumula-tion ; supply on hand ; as, to lay in a stockof provisions.
18. Stockfish; dried cod. Ohs.
17. Card Playing. That portion of a pack of cards not
distributed to the players at the beginning of certain game&,
18. Raw material; that out of which something is manufactured; as, paper stock.
19. Cookery. A liquid or .Jellr containing the juices and
soluble parts of meat, and certam vegetables, etc., extracted
by cooking, used in making soup, gravy, etc.
20. Soap Making. A plain soap which is made into toilet
soap by adding perfumery, coloring matter, etc.
21. Domestic animals used or raised on a farm; esp., cattle, sheep, hogs, etc. ; - called more fully live stock.
Mining. An irregular metalliferous mau in a rock
formation ; as, a stock of lead ore in limestone.
23. Geol. A body of igneous rock intruded upward into
older formations. In ground plan a stock is circular or
elliptical, but its cross sections may increase downward.
24. [Cf. STOCKING.]A covering for the leg, or leg and foot;
as, upperstock, (breeches); netherstocks (stockings). Ob,.
26. A close-fitting wide band or cravat for the neck.
28. pl, The better grades of bricks burnt in a clamp. Eng.
27. A beater in a fulling miU for cloth, or a machine for
beating or kneading hides to soften them, etc. ; also, pl.,
the mill itself.
28. Smithing. A core of small wet coal with a hole through
for the blast, made between the tuyere and the front of a
forge. The fire is started in a hole made near the front,
and burns back towards the tuyere.
29. a Cabbage or colewort. b Any brassicaceous plant
ofthegenusMatth?'.ola; as, thegillyflowerorcommon
&tock
(Matthiola inca11a); ten-weeks stock (M. annua). o The
related plant Malcol1nia maritima, native of southern Europe, sometimes distinguished as Mal,on sl.ock.
30. The fore part of a bed ; also, a bed frame. Scot.
31. Production of plays, etc., by a stock company; as,
there will be stock at the Lyceum tl,is week. Theater Ca11t.

=

zz.

STOKE

steel!: (at~k), "· i. 1. To send out new shoots, or stocka, as stock 11st. A list of stocks, or sha.re.:'ndealt in, of traM-

from the crown of a plant, or from a severed trunk or branch,
2. To swell; to become swollen ; - said of a horse's legs,
esp. of the part between the pasterns and the hock, Dial.
3. To put in stock, or supplies ; - often with up; as, to
atock up for the holiday trade.
stock account. Bookkee:,,ing. A ledger account, the credit
side showing the original capital and additions, the debit
side showing withdrawals and losses.
stock-ade' (st~k-id'), n, [F, e,tacade stockade, boom,
earlier also estocade (by confusion with estocade a thrust
with a rapier; cf. STOCCADO);fr, It. ,teccala a palisade
(prob. influenced by OF. eatache, estaque, a stake, post);
of Teutonic origin, and akin to E. ,take, lllick; cf. G.
atecket1 stick, OHG. steccho: cf, Sp. estacada stockade, of
Teutonic origin (cf. STA KB, n.). See STICK, n. ~ v. t. ,· cf.
ESTAcADB, &TACKET.] 1. Mil. a A line of stout posts or
tirn bers set firmly
in the earth in con•
tact with each other
(and usually with
loopholes) to form
a barrier, or def en.
sive fortification. b
A floating barrier
of trees chained together to protect a
pontoon bridge from
Stockade.
floating objects.
2. An inclosure, or pen, made with posts and stakes.
3. Piling which serves as a breakwater.
stocll:-ade',"· t.; sTocK•AD'so (-id'ed); srocK-An 11NG(-id'Iug). To surround, fortify, or protect, with a stockade.
stook'-and-blll' tackle. Naut. A small tackle to secure an anchor after it is hove up; - called also stock tackle.
stocll:1-bllnd', a. Blind as a stock or block ; wholly blind.
stooll:'brO'ker(st~k'bro 1ker), n. A broker who deals in
stocks. See BROKER,3 ; STOCK, 12, 13.
stocll:'brO'ldng (-king), n. The business or work of a
stockbroker.
s1~::.~:s~tt:fty
~i~ck~ corporation the capital of which
stock'dove 1 (st~k'diiv'), n. A
common European wild pigeon
( Columba ,was), so called because at one time believed to be
the stock of the domestic pigeon,
or, according to some, from its
breeding in the stocks, or trunks,
of trees. It resembles the rock
dove, but is darker colored and
has the rump gray instead of
white. Also, a related species,
as 0. eversrnanni of Asia.
stock•er (stok'er), "· l. One lumba ama•).
who makes or fits stocks, as of guns or gun carriages, etc.
2. An animal, esp. a young steer or heifer, sold to be finally
butchered, but kept as stock until matured or fattened ;
-distin!lllished
from killer.
steel!: exchange. a An exchange for the purchase and sale
of stocks, etc. See BXCHANGE, 5 b, b An association or body
of stockbrokers who meet a11dtransact business by recognized forms, regulations, and usages.
stock fire. Smithing. A forge fire made in a stock. With

n.,

r.,~~~\:~~i:!13,
~~J'
n'ii":!
..1rer
h:C\:'!
t n':'liaf~~•t::i~~
Distinguished from open fire.

yere.

stock 1Hsh1 (st~k 1fish 1),

[Cf. D. 1tokvi1ch.] Salted
·,,.
and dried fish, esp. codfish, hake, ling, and torsk; also,
codfish dried without being salted.
stock 1hold 1er (-hili'der), "· 1. Finance. One who ls a
holder or proprietor of stock or stocks.
2. A grazier ; an owner of large herds or flocks.
Stocll:'holm (st~k'holm), n. Capital of Sweden. -Stock·
holm pitch, the pitch obtained from St.>ckholm tar, a kind of
in shipbuildstock11-net1(st~k'i-net'), n. [See STOCKING.
l An elastic
textile fabric imitating knitting, of which stockings, undergarments, etc., are made.
stook'lng (stok/Jng), n. [From STOCK,"·•24.] 1. A closefitting covering for the foot and leg, usually knit or woven.
2. Hence, any of various things resembling, or likened to,
a stocking (def. 1); as: a A broad ring of color, differing from the general color, on the lower part of the leg of
a quadruped; esp., a white ring between the coronet and
the hock or knee of a dark-colored horse. b A knitted hood
of cotton thread which is eventually converted by a special
process into an incandescent mantle for gas lighting.
stock'lng, "· t. ; STOCK'INGIID
(-lngd) ; STOCK'ING-ING.To
dress in stockings.
stook'ish (st~k'ish ), a. Like " stock; stupid ; blockish.

:0¥:~

~~~~• ~i~"!l.t':bi~.f.P~;t':,~iuJ::u;;'!\~~•
goods kept for sale by a shopkeeper. b The fittings and
appliances of a workman. - atocka and bowl■, Weaving, a re•
versiug motion with circular or oblong levers for making a
rec~rocating shaft move another in the opposite direction.
stool!: (st~k), v. t.; STOCKED(st~kt) ; 8TOCK'ING. 1. To
put in the stocks, as a culprit. Obs. or Hist.
2, Todig or root up; toextirpate;-oftenwithup,·
aa,
the tree was ,tocked up by the root. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
3. To provide with a stock, as a rifle or anchor; to secure
by or to a stock ; ... , two plows stocked to one frame.
4. To bar.or bolt; as, to •tock a door. Obs.
6. To lay up ; to store, as merchandise and the like.
8. To provide with stock ; to supply with material requisites ; to store ; as, to stock a warehouse ; to stock a farm i
to stock land with a permanent growth, esp. of grass.
7. To suffer (a cow) to retain milk for hours before sale,
8. To eta.mp or knead with or as with stocks, ae hides.
to ■tock down, Agric,1 to sow, ae plowed land, with seed of -stook'lsh-ly,
adv.-stook'lsh-neBB, n.
grass or other permanent forage crop.
stooll:, a. Used or employed for constant service or appli- stooll:'job'ber(-j~b1er),n. [stock+ 6thjob.] Onewhodeals
in stocks: a One who acts as an intPrmediary between
cation, as if a portion of a stock or supply ; kept in stock;
brokers. Eng. b A stockbroker; - often used somewhat
standing; as, a stock sermon, quotation, C"harge.
contemptnously or to suggest unscmpulousneas.
U. S.
■tock beer, lager beer.- ■. comp,any1 Thealer1 a company
stocll:'job'blng
(-Ing), n. Act or art of dealing in stocks;
of actors regularly acting together 111 various plays under
the business of a stockjobber.
one management, usually at one theater.
tuck. fr. It, .~frK'ro Cf. E~Toc.] s]ot from which it drops. Cant, ■1_ 0toc"kw'•ln••'•-err.
(b-t!ir),
1h1. !'erA.
stock• the wei~ht of the animal A.
1, A stoccado. b A 1'8.p1er;an es- ■tock duck.
Tht• mallard
A 081
■tock recelpt.
A rPceipt from
toe -v t To hit or stab with ■tock eagleoreikle
[Cf HICK ■tock'fng-et', etock 11ng-ette'. 1::1ellertobuyer of "tock enabling

~i~e

a r~pier.'

Au Obs.

+

sToccAno.
,tock-a'do. n. A ..tockade. Obs.
atock'an-net (stlS k'll•n l!t). n.
s1e 1~~~:C~teico:bcomcal block of wood used Bl a
t~tt:~i~fr:~e
hole for
■tock board. a A loose piece or
wood plated with iron around
:O!:~~e~]i~~kd
tr:
an organ. the u11per horizontal
board coverin,t the wind chest.
■tock bow. A crossbow. O'is.
site !'~'!.s~.r;~~k~
■tock car. A latticed rRilroad

i~kobi~~~

~~\i:r

y daily, m connec-

to the lace of a door.

One owning,
Australia & U. 8.

or in charge of, live stock; a ranchman.

stock power. The irrevocable power of attorney used in
making a transfer ofone or more certificates of stock. U. S.
stocll: purse. a A purse or fuud used in common by any

lr~ll.
ifoi::
1:_'v:i
~~ii~ff~!h::J~~:1s
~fP:~'ri!8i!rirS:r
regimen~, an:f apJ)lied to objects of common interest. 'Jng.
0

0

stock rau. Railroads. The main or fixed rail of a switch,
placed

011

the froi; side of the track and bent to the switch

1"1~d~feb!rtle:~~~;t:.e
si:lr
~at:.
~;~t it~i horn
for the lariat, used by·cowboys. See SADDLE,1&1/lust. (D),
1

stooll:1-stlll' (87), a. Still as a stock, or fixed post ; per" His whole work stands stock-still," Sterne,
n. Leather Manuf. A atonebladed tool which is forced over the grain side of leather to
stretch it and smooth the grain.
stocll:'worll:' (-w0rk 1), "· [G, ,tockwerk.] Mining, a
A system of working in ore, etc,, when it lies not in strata
or veins, but in solid masses, BO as to be worked in cham•
bers or stmies. b A body or tract of rock so charged with
veinlets, nests, or impre~ationa of ore that it can be profitably mined. Such deposits are esp. common in tin ore.
1I-BST. [From
stock'y (-I), a.; 8TOCK'l·ER(-I-er); STOCK
STOCK.] 1. Short and thick ; thickset,
fectly still.

stocll:'stone' (st~k'ston'),

""Stoek11,
twisted, hunchback

2. Headstrong;

defiant.

stems,

Mrs. H. H. Jackson.

Dial. Eng.

G. Eliot,

stook'yard 1 (-yiird'/• n. A yard for live stock ; specif., an

inclosure with stab es, pens, sheds, etc., usually connected
with a railroad, where cattle, aheep, swine, and horses are
kept temporarily for slaughter, market, or shipping.
stodge (st~j), v. t. & i. Scot. & Dial. Eng. a To stuff
full, as with food. b To squeeze together. o To satiate;
satisfy ; - with off. d To mix up; to stir together. Al•o
Dial. U. 8. e To trudge, as one goiug through mud.
stodge, n. A stiff mass, esp. of food. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
1I-GST. [From
1I-ER(-I-er); STODG
Stodg'J (st~j/J), a.; STODG
STODGE.] Dial. or Colloq. 1. a Thick; heavy; satiating;
- said of food, b Muddy ; miry ; sticky.
2. Stuffed; crammed ; distended ; hence: a Short and
stout ; thickset.
b Lumpish ; dull and self-satisfied,
stO'gy (sto 1gi/, n.; pl. STOGIES(-giz). [F!"(}mConestoga,
Pal, 1. A stout coarse boot or shoe; a brogan.
2. A kind of inexpensive, though not necessarily Inferior,
cigar made in the form of a cylindrical roll.
Sto'lc (sto'lk), n. [L. stoicus, Gr . .,..,..,,Ko<,
fr. cr,w,Ko<,
adj., lit., of or pertaining to a colonnade, fr. CTTOU a roofed
colonnade, a porch, eJ., a porch in Athens where Zeno and
his successors taught.
1. A member of the school of philosophy fou11ded by euo about 808 B. c. (See t!te Porch,
under PORCH,) The Stoics were pantheists,teachinj[
that the
world reveals itself as the embodiment of a divine mind. All
reality, however, is material, aud the soul is only a kind of"sublimated matter doomed to eventual duJSolution. But since the
world is the work 01 divine wisdom and is governed by divine
0
b~whl!. is'll!ii~n::i:e0 ~fa~0
ft;>o:1;:::i~~~~~~~bd~~
by joy or grief. willingly submitiiive to natural law.

sch:~~°J'
h:r:::i

2. [1. c.] Hence, one not easily excited ; one apparently
or professedly indifferent to pleasure or pain.
A Stoic of the woods, a man without a tear.

Campbl!Zl,

1to'lo (oti51lk)
} a. [L. stoictt,, Gr. u,w•••<=
cf. F. stosto'l-cal (-I-kill)
,que. SeeSTmc, n.] 1. [cap.] Of, per-

taining to, or resembling, the Stoics or their doctrines.
2. Not affected by passion; manifesting indifference to
pleasure Ol' pain.
Syn, - See PASSIVE.
-sto'l-cal-ly, ad••· - skl'l-cal-ness, "·
stol 1ohl-o-loiJ'l-cal (stoi'kI-t-liSJ'i-klil), a. Of or pertaining to stoicluoloiry.
stol'chl-ol'o-gy (-~11t-ji), n. Also stoicheiology, strechiology. [Gr.
a first element + -logy.] 1. That
part of physiology which treats of the elements, or principles, composing animal tiesues
2. The statement or discussion of the first principles of
any science or art. Specif., Logic, the doctrine of the
elementary requisites or conditions of thought.
stol!chl-o-met'rlc (-t-met'rik)
a. Also stoicheio-, ,trestol1chl-o-met'rl-cal (-rI-klil)
chi.o-. Of, pertaining to,
employed in, or obtained by, stoichiometry.
sto11chl-om'e-try (-~m•~-trI), n. Also ,toicheiometry, stma first principle, or element+
chiometry. [Gr.
-melry.] Chem. a Art or process of calculating the combining weights, etc., of the elements. b The branch treating of
the laws of chemical combination and of the relations be-tween the properties of substances and their composition.
StO'l-clam (sto'I-slz'm), n. [Cf. F. sto'icisme.J 1. The
opinions, maxims, or ethical conduct, of the StoICs.
2. [/. c.] The principle or practice of showing indifference
to pleasure ·or pain i impassivene88.
.
1ING (stok'lng),
stoke (stok), v. t.; ST0KBD(stokt); STOK
[ME. stoken, fr. D. stoken, fr. lllok a stick (cf. OF. ,stoquier
to thrust, stab; of Teutonic origin, and akin to D. slok).
See STOCK.] 1. To stick ; thrust; stab. Obs. Chaucer.
2. [Cf. STOKER.] To poke or stir up, as a fire; hence, to

o,o,;,.••ov

I

crT••x•••v

pret. of ~TAND.
as if infirm; also, to trudge; to
■tode.
~Tl·o.
rspar. Ohtt.lplod on Scot t Jr
■tode,n, (A8.stod.] Pole;post;
■tog, v.' t. [Cf. Norw. diaL
WAI.L.l Woodpecke~. l>i<;l.Rnt:
Va"'. of !-IT0CKTNF.T.
the latter to have it registered in atoclle
STUDY
sioyga stagga to stop 1 keep
■tock'l'a/ther,n Progenitor.Obs. atocklD& fl'ame, lom:n. or ma- his name,
atodm8re.
sT11DMARE.
back, interfere;sw. dial. stt1gpa
■tock feeder. a. One who feeds
chlne, A machine for knitting ■tock rider, A mounted herdB- atod'to'ne (st0d't~'nl'), atod. ,a, to get stuck.] To stall in mire
live stock; eBP,-•one who b?os etoekinporotherhosierygoods,
mun. Australa111a. - a tock
[Dan. 11tiitlt 011,,,, 11tndpush + to 11e or mud. Drnl. Eng.
~:~:t~d~ax~1.iuf:::~i~
i)eJ.~ :=:::.=;t::._7a(st:~j~:,@~.I),
:='-■tatlon. A p]ace or dis- tone, accentJ Pl,on. A strong ■to'ga(sti'.Vgti),Var.ofSTOGT,n.
ing apparatue for a manger.
:toct~r~.j.o~~l~,~e ·T.1CS~.
trictforrearingstock.Aw,tralta.
f~rDarifsl 10 al ■top occurring
E~,~~rBeI
;:;~:n':r.o)~,~~ atockt DI' atockmen'•• meeting. A
ta:if:.keg~e lfi~c"il~~ND• atodul. ~TODDLE.
ato'gy (st O'g T), a. Coarse t
ST0C'K,11.,
2!,l b,
rShetland
convention of cattle dealers and BIT.I.TACKLE,
(Eltoi'kt-lSl'ft..
■tock ha.wk. Peregrine falcon.
cattle raisers. Jtis ueually made ■tock ticker. See TT<'KER,n., 2.
.,.,.
Y) v
f
oo
:~c:u~1~h:r:=:nt:id:~v~~~
:~d °3i~~,~y~. fWeft~,~i1,.siorts
Stock't;n
for-ma'tton (stlSk'• ~~;~z:;::;~Cl~;l,':};!~~Jtc.etc.
~tol-ch~~o-°mi.14:,CH(~to i-t·t'tl·
0
A1t!tfr11lnsi(l.
[~TOCKY-1 ■tock note. A note secured by 1:n~e~ r3:,s~;1k'
~tg:~e~~~Sd,~,hv/4(~!,-~TOOP,n. ~!~llk,pl>:.np
.•
atock'l-1.y (stlSk'Y•ll), nrlv. of
stocks or bonds. er.S.
lowermost division of the Newt
1tock'l-ne11,n.
See-NESS,
atockowl. The eagle owl. Lo- :t!"cte~i~pf~h;ii~er).fleT°he Eu• 8 oer
STORK,n. 0
ecof.es]Makerottalismans.Ob,.
=~~c::!,en~e: ~~- & idtor
The stockdove.
ropean curlew. Loral. Brit.
n.
[ • ,tqf.]
el-\8of making etocke. as for 1tock. or atock-rate, policy. ■tock whip.
A etock rider's 1tof, 1to:lf. -t ~TUFF,
@.tr1), etc. Vars. of ST01cu10 ..
0
0f.i:! 8~:::ndtt:~·im~
0
~itr:;tj1ie
1hf ~~fcle~ht! d1~i~nJtah;,:i:!1lr1~s~
!!vhe':i
~~~sl::hs:·~~:
:::1~!~t~
sttl-Iah'dn), n. A
plements. Srot.
Tel!eh•edivirlends, Hence: ■tock yards Jong. .AmtralaMa,
■tog (stlSg)t 1•.t. To pierce I to stoic. Oha.
[ci1m.
th a ■tick; to
1J;i:~:oot
1·,rA:~1
fC':1mp
CaXPump to water :::::
:~:~fo~~~,:r
pret. of ATAlfD ~1:'g~h
n. StGi•
in preparation for finiahing
live etock, esp. one ope1'8.ted by atod.de, atode. Obs. var.of ttfoorl, ■tog, r. i. To walk cautioualy. nolt (stOt; stoit), atolti'er (-l!!r>,
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stock'man (st~k'mlin), n.; pl. •MEN(-mfo).

r~~l;l~~~~~l~:if:~ii~~t:~f~~:~:t~sed

■tock-a'do.

lOle■

~;:.o:rtl~!1fic~r~~~t.£~~'.ished,

stock lock. A lock inclosed in a wooden case and attached
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STOKE

STONE COLOR

tion take place. In man the stomach lies transversely in stom'a-to-■oope 1 (stom'<i-tt-skop' ; sto'm<i-t~-). n [Slo,
tend, aa the fire of a furnace, boiler, etc.; to supply with
ato- -scope.] Med. An apparatus for examining the infuel; as, to ,toke the fire; to stoke a furnace.
ai1.~:-.n:~~~::leY~
1:e:b~~"l'2
terior of the mouth. -stom 1a-toa1oo-py (-tos 1U-pt), n.
■toke (atok), v. i. To poke or stir up a fire; hence, to
inches long and 4 inches in diameter. Its walls are com- stom'a-tous (-tus), a. Having atomata or a stoma.
tend the tires of furnaces; to supply a furnace with fuel.
posed of an outer serous coat derived from the peritoneum;
■toke'hold' (etok'hold 1 ), n. Naut. The space, or any of the
a muscular coat consisting of layers of longitudinal, trans- -stom•a-toUB(-stl\m 1ti-tus; -sto'm<i-tus). Combining fonr
from Greek OTOµ.o.,OTOµ.a.Tos,mouth. See •STOMOUS,
spaces, in front of the boilers of a ship, from which the
ai~ii~r ~~~~~~n;~~\,~ -stoma (-atom). [Gr. ,nap.a mouth.]
Combining forn.
furnaces are fed; the stokehole of a ship; also, a room con- ~fr1~0:an~g~~~~ifv':i~i:efi;b:~J
GLAND,GAS- signifying mouth, mouthlike aperture; as in carpostorne.
tainiug a ship's boilers; as, forced draft with closed stoke- which the gastric glands occur. See GASTRIC
TRICJUICE. In some animals the stomach is divided by atO'mo-d111
1um, or-de'um (sto'mt-de'um;
stom 1t-),ri.; L.
hold; - called also, in American ships, fireroom.
constrictions into chambers differing in the structure of pl. -D.JEA(-d). [NL.; Gr. crTOµa, -«Toi;, mouth+08ofos on
■toke'hole' (-ho!'), n. The mouth to the grate of a furtheir walls and in function, as in rummants (see RuMINAN- the way. J Embryo/. & Zoo/. The anterior or oral part of
nace ; also, the space in front of the furnace, where the
TIA) and.cetaceans.
In birds there are commonly two such
the alimentary canal or tract, including all formed by instokers stand; a stokehold or fireroom.
a, GIZZARD,1), which are
chambers (cf. PROVENTRICULUS
vagination of the external body wall and hence lined with
■tok 1er (stok'er), n. [D. See STOKE,v. t.J
1. One em- often called stomachs. b In invertebrates, any digestive
ectoderm.
In the adult of many crelenterates (Actino:Zoa.
cavity, or the chief dilatation of the alimentary tract, or in
ployed to tend a furnace and supply it with fuel, esp. the
Scyphozoa) it forms the gullet leading to the crelenteron.
the higher forms a portion of the alimentary canal more or
furnace of a marine steam boiler, or, in English practice,
Cf.
PRocToDJEUM.
-sto 1mo-d111'al,
sto1mo-de'al(-al), a.
less
closely
corresponding
to
the
stomach
of
vertebrates.
of a locomotive ; also, a machine for feeding a fire.
2. The desire for food caused by hunger; appetite. Shak. -stomous, -stom'a-tous (-stom'<i-tus; -sto'm<i-tils). Com2. A fire poker. Rare. Eng.
bining
forms
from
Greek
uTOµ.o., crTOµ.a.To~,
mouth; as
3.
Hence,
appetite
in
general;
inclination;
desire.
1
Sto-ke s1-a(stt-kii'zhI-<i ; -at-a), n. [NL., after Jonathan
in gymnostomous, distomatous.
4. A particular disposition or mental attitude ; as : a
Stokes, Eng. botanist.] Bot. A monotypi• genus of astera1INO. [Oba.
Stomp
(stomp),
V. i. ,' STOMPED
(stompt);
STOMP
Compassion.
Obs.
Chaucer.
b
Temper
;
spirit;
temceous plants of the southern United States. The species,
or dial. form of stump.] To stamp with the foot. Dial.
perament. c Pride; haughtiness; arrogance. Obs. Shak.
8. lrevb;, is a rare perennial. with large asterlike heads of
deep blue flowers. The florets are somewhat ligulate with
d Anger ; violence of temper ; spleen; resentment. Ob~. stomp, v. t. [Cf. STAMP,v.] To stamp; to maah; to tread or
pack down ; as, to stomp the floor ; to ttomp potatoes. Dial.
a deeply 5-pa.rted limb i the pappus consists of severai long
Stern was his look, and full of stomach vain.
Spenser,
~stomy. Combining form from Greek crTOµa.,mouth; bristles. In England the plant is called Stokes's aster.
e Sullenness i stubbornness; willful obstinacy. Obs.
■to'l.a (sto'l<i), n.; pl. STOLlE(-Iii).
[L. See STOLEa 1arused specif. in surgery to denote an operation establiahing
6. The mouth; the gullet ; the throat. Obs.
ment.J Rom. Antiq. A long outer garment, descending to
an artificial opening, usually pe1·manent (into some part
6. The belly; the abdomen ;- a common but erroneous use.
the a.nkles, worn by n.oman matrons.
stom'ach (stllm'Uk), u. t.; sToM'ACHED(-Ukt); sToM'ACH- or parts) ; as in gastrostomy, ileostomy, etc.
The f.ltola was not allowed to be worn by courtesans, or by ING. [Cf. F. s'e,stomaquer to be angry. L. stomachari, v. t. stone (ston), n. [ME. ston, stan, AS. ,tiin; akin to OS. &
women who had heen divorced from their husbands. Fairholt.
& i., to be ang1·y or vexed (at). See STOMACH,
n.J l. To OFries. sten, D. steen, G. stein, Icel. steinn, Sw. sten, Dan.
stole (stol), n. [AS. stole, L. stol1t, Gr. o-ToA~a stole, gar- resent;
to remember with anger; to dislike.
&hak. steen, Goth. stains, Ruf-ls,styena a wall, Gr. crrio., uTlov, a
ment, equipment, fr. crTEAAt:iv
to set, place, equip, send,
The lion began to show his teeth, and to stomach the nffront
pebble. Cf. STEEN.] 1. Concretedearthyormineralmatakin to E. ,tall: cf. OF. estole, F. etole. See STALL.] 1. A
L'Estrange
ter: a A small piece of rock or one of moderate size ; as,
lonJ ll)oee garment, like a stola, reaching to the feet.
2. To embolden; encourage. Obs.
the boy threw a stone; pebbles are rounded stones. b Rock
2. Eccl. A vestment consisting of a narrow band, esp. of
3. a To bear without repugnance, nausea, disgust, or the
or rocklike matter as a material, esp. for building ; as, a
silk, often enriched with embroidery and jewels, worn
like ; as, the prisouer could not stomach his food. b To
around the neck and over the shoulders of bishops and
~fafi~ae~orkty
no~t~i:!~i~~se:i~!::~~~:1:a,r:d
bear without overt resentment; to brook; to put up with;
priests, and pendent on each side nearly to the ground.
stones; and the finer kinds, gravel,or sand, or grains of sand.
as, the legislators should not .stomach the proposal.
When worn by deacons it is placed over the left shoulder
2. A precious stone; a ge1il.
Chaucer.
4- To disgust; nauseate. Rare.
and fastened on the right side. At Mass it is worn crossed atom'aoh-al(-al), a. & n. [Cf. F. stomacal.] Stomachic.
3. ·A specific piece of rock i as : a A monument to the
on the breast by priests, being ,ecured thus by the cincture. stom'aoh-er (-e'r), n. 1. One who stomachs.
dead; a gravestone. b A gunflint. Obs. o A millstone.
It is used in various sacred functions, as in the Eucharist.
d A grindstone; also, a whetstone.
2. (pron. sUim'·Uk-e'r; -d-che'r). An ornamental covering
3. A chorister's cotta; - an erroneous use.
for the front of the upper body, formerly worn by both men· 4. Something reaembling a small stone or pebble in shape,
4. A woman's long fur garment for the neck and shoulders.
composition,
or hardness; as: a Med. A cal<'ulous concreand women. Hence, a brooch or plaque, typically large
stole fee. A fee paid a priest for sacred services, as baption, esp. one in the kidneys, bladder, or gall blQ.dder. b
and worn at the corresponding front part of a bodice.
tisms, marriages, and funerals, in which the stole is worn.
A
testicle;
generally pl. o The hard endocarp of a dru3. A stomachic. Ob,.
stol'id (atol'id), a. [L. stolidu.,.] Dull; not eaaily aroused sto-maoh'io
(stt-mak 1rk), a. Also stomachical. [L. sto- paceous fruit, as of a peach ; hence, any hard, stonelike
or excited ; impassive; having, or expressing, little or no
seed,
as
of
a
date.
4 A hard lump or compact mass. Obs.
machicus, Gr. uToµ.axLK6i;: cf. F. stomacltique.] 1, Of or
aensibility ; as, a stolid Indian ; a stolid expression.
a Glass Manuj. A defect in glaae due to the presence of a
pertaining to the stomach ; as, stomachic vessels.
Syn. - See PASSIVE.
vessel, or the like.
particle
of
the
melting
Strengthening to the stomach; exciting the action of
sto-lld'i-ty (st~-Ud't-tr), n. [L. ,toliditas.] State or 2.
6. The glass of a mirror; a mirror. Obs.
Shak.
the stomach ; stomachal ; cordial.
quality of being stolid.
6. Print. A stand or table with a smooth, flat top, origisto'llst (sto'lht), n. [Gr. o-To,\,o-T~,. See STOLEa gar- sto-mach'lc, n. Jfed. A stomachic tonic or medicine.
stomach
pump.
Med.
A
small
pump
or
s_yringe
with
a
flexment. J In ancient Egypt, a priest who superintended the
~;~~ ;°.!._
~fs~~~~~!f!~ it~~tal, on which to impose
clothing of the idols and the offerings.
s~1::riii~t• :g~tt~£f~~~~~~gi~l~~!s~~ i~!Ofit:ei a~~:riif:n.
7. A varying unit of weight, formerly used in Austria, Gersto'lon (sto'lon), "· [L. stolo, -onis: cf. F. stolon. Cf. Its appearance is often attended with gastric disturbance.
many,
the
Netherlands,
Sweden, etc., and still used in Great
STOLEa stolon.] 1. Bot. A slender branch or shoot growing stom'a-tal (stom 1<i-tal ; sto'rn<i-), "· Bot. & Zoo/. PertainBritain. The only legal English stone is 14 lbs., but other
at or near the base of the parent plant, and developing a bud
ing to, or of the nature of, a stoma.
values are in use varying from 4 to 26 lbs. In America
and roots at the tip or at both node and tip. It may grow sto-mat'lo(stt-mlttrtk), a. 1. Of or pertaining to the mouth.
the influence of the stone is seen in the custom of rrocers
above 01 beneath the surface of the soil. in the former case
2. Bot. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a stoma..
'jfg~;)o!~12t~~!~~/M
it~~eit~. sugar,
~ic~~~~'!fa7
3 a; OFFSET, 2 a.
being either naked or leafy. Cf. 'RUNNER.
stoma.tic cells, Bot., the guard cells. See STOMA,2 a.
2:. ZoOl. A more or less prolonged extension of the body sto-mat'ic, n. [Gr. o-Toµo.,-aTo,,mouth.J lJfed. A mediStone of Destiny, 8. of Scone. the Coronation Stone. Legend
makes it the one used by Jacob as a pillow (Orn. xxviii. 11).
wall, from which buds are developed, giving rise to new
cine for diseases of the mouth.
zooids, thu~ forming a compound animal in which the zooids sto1ma-tl't1B(st,;,m<i-ti 1tts; stom 1<i-), n. [NL., fr. Gr. stone (ston), v. t.; STONED(atond); STON'INO(ston'Ing).
[From STONE,n.: cf. AS. stiinan, Goth. stainjan.] 1. a To
usually remain united by the stolon. They are often pres.
uTDµ.a mouth
-itls. J .ft'Ied. Inflammation of the mouth,
pelt with atones; to throw stones at. b To pelt to death
ent in Anthozoa, Hydrozoa, Polyzoa, and ascidians.
as thrush andcancrum oris. - stO'ma-tlt'lo(-trt'tk),a.
with
"And they stoned Stephf>n."
Acts vii. 59.
■to'lo-nlf'er-ous (stiVit-nH 1er-us; stol't-), a. [stolon
1
stom'a-to-(stom <i-tt-; sto'rn<i-tt-), stomat-. Combining 2. Tostones.
make like stone; to harden. Obs. or R.
-fP-rous.] Bot.&: ZoOl. Bearing. or developing, stolons.
form from Greek uT0µ.-1., u::-6µ.aToi;, mouth.
01,erjured woman l thou dostsfouemy heart.
Shak,
StO'ma(sto 1m<i), n. ,' L. pl STOMATA
(stotma-ta; stom 1<i-). stom'a-to-gaa1trio (-g~s'trTk), a. [stomatagastric.]
3. To free from stones; a]so, to remove the stones or
[NL., fr. Gr. uT·1µ.a1 -aToi', a mouth.]
1. Anat. & ZoOl.
Of or pertaining to the mouth and the stomach ; designatseeds of ; as, to stone a field; to stone cherries or raisins.
Any of various small and simple mouthlike openings, esp.
ing a system of nerves which ramify over the anterior por4. To wall, face, line, or fortify with stones.
in the lower animals; an ostiole; specif., one of the many
tion of the alimentary canal in various invertebrates.
6. To rnb, scour, or sharpen with a stone; specif., Leather
minute openings among the cells of a serous membrane stO'ma-tol'o-gy(sto 1mti-tol'li-jI; atom'<i-),n. [,tomato-+
Manuf., to work (leather) with the stockstone.
affording direct communication with the adjacent lymph
-logy. J Med. Science of the mouth and its diseases. - sto'- stone, a. Made of stone or stoneware; as, a stone jar.
channels; also, rarely, a spiracle of an insect.
ma-to-log'lo (-tt-loj 1Ik), sto1ma-to-log11-oal (-t-kal), a. stone bass (bas). A jewfiah (Polyprion americanus) of
2. Bot. a A minute orifice in the ■
-sto 1ma-tol1O-glst (-jiat), n.
the eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean.
It is of a brown
epidermis of leaves, stems, etc.,
(2]
color, and reaches a length of
ato1ma-top'a-thy (-top'<i-thI), n. [stomata-pathy.]
through which gaseous interchange
five or six feet.
Ned. Any disease of the mouth.
is effected between the atmosphere
stom1a-to-plas'ty (stom'<i-tt-plas 1tr; sto'm<i-), n. [stom- stone boat. A flat runnerless
and the intercellular spaces of the
sledge or dra! for transporta to-+ -plasty.] Surg. Plastic surgery of the mouth. parenchyma. A stoma is formed by
stom'a-to-plas'tlo(-plas'ttkl, a.
{y~:!t:ii:~,na ~f~f{o~:'!fu~rg
the divis~on of a mother cell into Highly ma~nifled por- StO'ma-top'o-da
(sto'm<i-top'o-d<i; stom 1<i-),n. pl. [NL.;
tw? cre-cent_-shaped guard cell_s, tion of Epidermis from stomatat:~~~vl~:
s~~~-vevc1~
Stone Boat.
~poda.] ZoOl. An order of mala.costracan
muted at their ends i when turgid the lower surface of a crustaceans comprising [-,'quilla,Gonodactt1lus (see BPLIT- stone'braBh'(-brash'), n. Land abounding in stones; esp.,
they are cnrved,opening the orifice. Lily
Leaf, 11ho:,ving P'INGER),and allied genera.
They have a comparatively
a subsoil of small stoues or finely broken ro<·k.
The stomata are generally most Stomata. Also a :-_mule
abun laut on the under surface of st oma, more magmfled.
r~:1~a~~~~~~~~~ir:1~e ~b~~~~tfr l;~;:r:gd ~~;et!ful: c¥:; stone brulse. A sore •tot on the bottom of the foot withleaves. See ENERGESIS,RESPIRATION,
3; TRANSPIRATION; five anterior pairs of thoracic limbs are turned forward and s't~~:~e;;:~\~n,j~~/'0I~1 :cu~f~obde:~!~~\'ii1"b~~~~~:~iS~~;j:
ingfrom the circumoral tube of the water-vascular system
cf. LENTICEL b Tl1eostiole in certain fungi. CA stomium.
1 t~~~i~~
~~;:~~~h~b!e~;~: ~~ 0 !t~1k!~/~~fith~
and usually endinf in 'a madreporite, or, less commonly,
-stoma.
A Modern Latin suffix, equiv. to -sTOME,
appendages of the abdomen. They are all marine, and
stom'aoh (stilm'ilk), n. [ME. stomak, F. eslomac, L. slo- the
live in holes in shallow water. They range from about one
~~~ ~~s~s0 gi:£afuav~!fck~~~sc~!~!~~~ 11
machu.~ gnllet, liking, dislike, vexation, fr. Gr. crTOµ.axo,; inch to slightly over a foot in length. See SQUILLA,Illust.
than one stone canal may be present.
stomach throat, gullet, fr. crT6:J.aa mouth, any outlet or - stom'a-to-pod'(stllrn 1<i-tli-pod1 • sto'md-), a. - sto'ma- stone oat. A catfiah (Noturv-<fta!Ju.<)of the Mississi&pi
entrance'. J l. a In m1.n and most vertebrates, a dilated,
top'o-dous(sti5'mti-top 1~-d'iis; sto'rn1ti-), a.
more or less s:iclike portion of the alimentary canal beyond stom'a-tor-rha'gl-a(stom' <i-t~-rii'jt-<i ; sto 1m<i-), n. [NL.;
a~J'.'fii!'t~::;,
'l,t;vln~ 1i~1.J~ot~ei:ctira\ 0.';:f;.e/t
the esophagus, or gullet, in which the earlier stages of digesstomata- +-rhagia.]
Med. Hemorrhage from the mouth. stone'ohat' (ston'chlW), n. [stone
chat; - ,o coiled
n. ~ 11. 1. LCf. dial. ~tot, stotter, state, PbW04, near scheelite in + E. -it.11.] An,!!er:disdain. Ob.~. Sto'ma.-to'da (•to'dd), n. pl, ! sto'ml-um (st <Vm l Um), 11. atone biter. The wolf fish.
stone'•blind' (H7), a. As blind
to stag~er..t Stagger; stumble; form
atom'ach-ous (~t1"im"1tk-1i:A),,
a. [NL.; Gr. aTO·.ia, -aTos-,mouth ' ~fN
1e•.1.hd11nm_,:/
r . eGdr.ceO"ITl,oµ
fat.leRaon1_.
11
0
as a t'tone.
bounce, ,"t<'"'
sto-ma.c'a-ce (stl'l-mlk'd-se). n. ~L. ~,o,11ucho."'UR
an~ry,_ peevish: + -W~1J::,
fr. E'l8o~form.] Znhl,
., 0 11
h
stoke. t -.HieK.
[L., :-curvy of the gums, fr. Gr
, fe ~TOMACH.] Stout, sullen, I A group of Protozoa approxim,. nulus marking the line of deh1s- stone boiling. Boiling a liquid
by droppi11ghot stones into it.
o
IKtrnate.
Oh.<~
ate1y
eqniY.
to
Ciliata.
Oh."._
cence
of
a
fern
sporangmm.
nt~ ff/~st]ocf ti/;s~ut;
uroµ. •,c:i.KlJ; crri-µ.a mouth +
stona borer. Any animal that
,c,i,<JJ vice.J Me,/. Canker nf the stoma.chpie e. = AP~ON, 2 ~:
••totommloec.ha+.
stoma.ch staggers. - s1,u,1 Y atom'a-tode
~to'mrl•)
u ~ n(st C:Sm'd-t ii d;
•t a"T·l'[MI,"'.,·,Eo.mac',at,,,.]
,.
bores stones; ef:p .• an,Yof varistah. O",.:,
[fasten.I mouth; ulcerative f;tomatitis.
itom'a-io-dae'um,
or-de'um Angry. OhR. Scot.
ous bivahes, as species of Listoken. Ob11. p. P- of STKEK, to stom'a.ch. n. 1, To be angry or sTAtH1Jrns b. [swu;THlt~AD,1
Stokes' ■ aster tstOk'11lz). The tihow 11.n~er.
tliodomvs or Sa:, 1ca1·a.
8
r~bJ~iydiimt~~- \J~~m~t;~~~J;,~~jMsW'm<i-),u. ~to:~~a;her[~e:ls~~~M:a~h
stone'bow' (t'tOn'b01 ), n. A
Stoke1wt l~vt.H See 8TOKt<;- atom'ach-a-ble (!!Mm'1tk-d-b'l),
pl11.nt
crossbow for shooting stones.
atC?m'a~h-y ~at'im'Uk-l), _a. 1toni'a-io-dl'n'i-a. (-d ln'T-d;
remnant, Oh.<1. Scot.
atone bramble. A European
=~kke. T '-T 0 <"K.
:ioJa~:tb~~ek.e/Ji:{/~J':'1'1.·small _/ho/. J,,,,1,. a. Cnn~ageous; spt~- -d'i'nl-d ,, 71, [NL.: ~tomato-+
1tomoke. T STOMACH.
1tt>d;proud; ohi-tm~te. b Im- -wl_,,nm.]Pain in the mouth.
atompe, T STL'MI'.
[Colloq.I traihng bramble (Rubus xa.:rnti1
g;~tv~l~:q~:;;~OL :~r::c~~~i:::!li~{ ~::s~lo~:~ht'~ tahle: resentful: easily angered. atom.'a-to-my-co'sis, 11• (NL. ; stomp'er, n. One that stomps. lis).
stole, ,,,.,,f, of STE \L: ohs. or contents for examin11tion.
stone'break', n. Saxifrage, as
1
Fun- :t:.reots.~;:(n:f
~ni.~~~~ ~f meudow ~axifrage.
0
L.Bot. stomach cough. See F.A R couoH. ~\~~;:p,o!d:T(~ltr~;n,i'i-dd),n, ;:~/~(~~etA:
~~-. ·~.di[l;, r:;,f,;,,
brick. A hard brick or
A "-tolon Rrtn,
stom'ach-ful, a. Willfully ob= S(~t:t,~i~~l~>Q·ci~stom'a-to-nec-ro'iµs, r,. [NL.: ~~re:~n(~tf~:0~~~-11,0:S.pile or stone
fire brick made in Wales.
■toled. (s'O\d), n:.
Having, or stinateorproud; hnuirhty: 11t11h-stl:Sm'U-!,
"· 4-,11. - sto'ma-pod'- :;;,"e'n"'
''1.'','.·] Med. Gan- etona.y. t STONYv
stone'buck.', n. = STEINBOCK,
1~1
0' 1'1',,_,-,..to"n',".,'·
we-,nin!!.a stole.
\a fish net.I horn; perver11e.- stom'ach-fuliSl f8
"
stonchf.
t'sTANcH:1'.
atone
butter.
= HOCK HUTTP.:R,
1tole mesh. A douh ~ mesh in Iy, rtrl1•. - stom'ach-ful-ne11, n.
S~O'ma-tolh'o-ra (stO'md-HSf'ti0
stone'caat', n. A stone's cut.
1to'le11 11tO'l'n).11. 11, of STEAL. All ()h.<1.or /Jiu/. Rnr1.
stoma.t-. See STOMATO-.
1re:,: sttsm l,l•!·
"· 1": [NL ... See :t:1csts~Jrob;:o/~!ai~~~:·/
stone cell. Bot. A grit cell.
stone circle. Arcliceol, A circle
1tol'id.ly ,t t,, of ~To1.rn.
-td; sttsm'd-), I
stonda.rt. f STANDARJI,
1stoto~~hhJP
1 1 (·~tb:'~ik8~kdt), ato',.ma,-,tao(fs~OT',m,MaA·
stol'1d-ness. n. ~tolidity.
of upright megaliths, uEouallyin11·•,"''
,·
'·
, ••
!rous(-r 118 i,a.
stonde.fsTOUNo,ablow;obs.
closmg a mound,dolmen.or oth~~~.?~
[L.] Bot.~
;to-!:!}?i~:!1~;i, ,~bi:See-NF.SS r~lma-~al ~-a (-tll ,JY-a), "1· 1tom'a.-tolle (stl:Sm'd-tl'.'.is;
stl'.'.i'- ~t!!·eo!.i~~ui,eeAGE,n., 7,
b,
er structure. Cf. C.'ROMLF.CH
1
st
■to'lon-a.te, ,,. Ha,•ing a stolon stom'ach-ing, n.
Resentment. ~lli;; in'thee ~i~'h~~o [tt
omatous.
mil-), a.
■tone ax or axe. A stonecutter'■ STONY.HF.NOY.; 11,ee
NF.OLlTHIC.
arrn111g
from a stolon Oh ..:.
or st,,lehl1H
■to'ma.te (stO'miit), n. Bot. A ■tomblll; sto mb;e. t STUMH~E,ax : an ax hammer.
atone clover. Rabh1t-footclover.
stone
coal.
Anthr11cite.
Wale.8.
1:, n:'he&
(?t~{t~~~~,:~\nt,~it?.h~::~:;::;~tWith~11ra:~i:nr;~t1t
:t:::.\~f;~r-~~~mc~\~?Jria-tYf' '!::-r,~f:air~~~-fr~(}~:
w~feb~;!~ter stone'-cold'. a. Cold Ha stone.
stthn'll-). 11. [1:tomato-+ CTTOI.A.a
mouth+ -rl111g1a.] ilfed. yellowlPgs. Local, U.S. b The stone color or cololll'. The color
1:~~s;; t!M1s:
1 ~~~'::h['l~'!;~r,,,~;t~::.:
l!~i!.rr.vt:''Na~Iv'!i:!~i~~::
~1r,~·om1.1 Having f;tomata.
Hemorrhage from the mouth.
moro (tlnch).
of atone or weathered roe k f
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STONE-COLORED

STOP

from the similarity of its alarm note to the clicking to- 2. To engage in debate or use other parliamentary tactics
gether of two pebbles, 7 1. A common Eufor the purpose of consuming time and thus obstructing
business; to filibuster.
ropean singing bird (Pratincola rubicola).
Polit. Cant, Australia.
The male has a black
stone'wall'(ston 1w61 1),v. t. To try to defeat by stonewallhead, blackish wings
ing; as, to stonewall a motion.
Polit. Cant, Australia.
and tail, rufous under
Stone'wall' Jack'son (ston 1w611 jak 1sun). Thomas Jonparts, and white collar,
wing spot, and upper

athan Jackson (18i4-186a), a Confeder-d.te general; - so
called from an expression used by a Confederate officer

tail coverts. Also, as a
book name, any of vari-

at the battle of Bull Run, July 21, 1861,- "There is Jack-

son, standing like a stone uwll." His command was later
known as the Stonewall Brigade.
stone'ware 1 (stOn'wir'), n. A species of coarse potter's
ware, glazed and baked.

~ft:J~fli:dg~~~~fS~~1c~~e
l0o~~i1~~
in Scotland and parts of England, the

wheatear or the whinchat.
2. The blue titmouse. See TITMOUSE.

Ireland.

stone crab. a A large crab (Menippe rnercenaria)

found

on

the southern coast of the United States and used as food.
b Any of several spiny crabs of the genus Litlwdes, esp.

sfo:~a~rii::t.
Ex_r~fn:le~~~~,~ket,esp. one of the genus
Ceuthopllilus,
found beneath stones and in cel-

lars and caves.

stone•crop' (ston'krop'),

n. [AS. sti'incropp.] l. A
kind of tree. Obs.
2. a Any species of Sedum, esp. the common
stonecrop
(S. acre), a Stone Cricket (C('11thophtlus 111mumosslike plant with punfatus).
Nat 1nze.
gent fleshy leaves and yellow flowers, common in Europe
and cultivated in America; - so called in allusion to its
growth on rocks or walls. See SEDUM,Illust. b With
qualifying attributive, any of several plants belonging to
other genera in this family, as the ditch stonecrop.
stone curlew. a The common thick-knee or any allied
species of the genus (Edicnemus. b The common European curlew. Local, EnJ!, C The willet. Local, IJ. S.
stone'cut'ter (ston'kut'er), n. a One who cuts stone. b
A machine for dressing stone. -stone'cutrttng, n.
stoned (stond), pre/. & p. p. of STONE, Hence : p. a: a
Containing, or having, a stone or stones; deprived of its
stone or stones; as, stoned fruits. b Built with stones. Obs.

t~lo~~~~P1f;"io~t~~!~c~l~o;\~~;~ting
t':fr ~~\d
edfi:~~~1;1~~d
1;'i~~g~P~~e f~~~~

Si\~B/e~~-re
8

the fam-

b

8

~fe~1:n':fa~o~~hr;:i!;
tl~e]a~ 1:;eai!1 j~~~ft~
and carnivorous.
The adults appear in early
spring and are used by anglers for bait.

stone•weed' (-wed'), n. a Any boraginaceous plant of the
genus Lit!wspermum;

-in

allusion to the stony nutlets.

b = KNOTGRAssa. Dfol. J~'ng.
stone'wood' (-w00d 1 ), n. The hard,

close-grained

wood

trees ( Callistemon sal'ignus and
Tarrietia actinophylla); also, either of these trees.
stone•work' (-wO.rk'), n. [Cf. AS. sti'inweorc.] l. Any
of either of two Australian

work directly concerned with the shaping, preparation,
setting, or the like, of a stone or stones, as in masonry,
jewelry, etc. ; also, the resulting structure or piece of work.
2. pl. An establishment where stones are cut, esp. for
masonry ; also, one where stoneware is made; - sometimes construed as sing.
3. Print. Work done on the stone, as the imposing of forms.

stone'wort' (-wOrt'), n. Any plant of the genus Chara.

Stoneworts are often incrust.ed with calcareous deposits.
(stein'!), a.; STON'I-ER (-1-'er); STON1 1-EST. [AS.
See STONE.] 1. Abounding in stone or stones;
full of, or containing many, stones; as, stony ground.
2. Consisting or made of stone. Arcliaic or Poetic.
3. Pert. to, resembling, or characteristic of, stoue; as, a
stony chill. "From that stony gloom."
Shelley. Hence,
inflexible ; pitiless; obdurate ; cold ; morally hard; appearing as if petrified ; as, a stony heart i a stony gaze.
4. Converting into stone or as if into stone ; petrifying;
H The stony dart of senseless
cold."
Spenser.
petrific.
stony coral, any coral with a very hard calcareous skeleton.

ston'y

stiinig.

stool (stool), n. [Dial. stool a stump from which young

spring; orig. uncert.; cf. L. stolo, E. STOLON.] A
or parent plant; specif., the stump or root which
out shoots or yields layers for propagation;
also, a
of shoots arising from an old root or clump.
stool, v. i.; STOOLED(stOOld); STOOL1ING. To form a stool i
to throw out shoots after the manner of a stool; to tiller.
shoots
stock
throws
cluster

stool, n. [AS. slot

a seat; akin to OFries. & OS. stol, D.
stoel, G . .r;tuhl, OHG. stuol, Icel. st0ll, Sw. & Dan. stol,
Goth. sl0!s, Lith. stalas a table, Russ. stol, Gr. uT~A11 block,
slab, monument; fr. the root of E. stand. See STAND; cf.
FAUTEUIL.J 1. A seat; as: a A throne; a chair. Obs. b A

stone fruit. Any

fruit with a stony
endocarp; a drupe,
as a peach, plum, or
cherry.

Stone1henge (ston'-

single seat usually with three or four legs, without a back.

Mnj ), n. [ Cf. Geoffrey of Monmouth,
xi. 4: intra lapidum
structuramsepultus
Stone Fly (Perla). a Imago; b Larva.
fuit, quae ...
Anglorum lingua St(J,nheng nuncupatur;
and A8. stiin stone, !tengen a hanging, a gallows cross.]
An assemblage of upright stones, near Salisbury, Engla.nd,
originally two concentric circles, inclosing two rows of
smaller .stones, with a central block of blue marble popularly
called the H Altar Stone." It probably dates from the neolithic or the early bronze age.

2. A bishop's seat or see; a bishop stool.
3. A seat used in evacuating the bowels j hence, an evacuation;

a discharge

from the bowels.

4. A bench or portable support for the feet or the knees ;
a footstool; as, a kneeling stool.
5. a A pole or the like to which a bird, as a pigeon, is
fastened as a decoy. b The bird thus fastened;
a stool
pigeon; a decoy duck.
U. S.
8. A frame for tapestry work. Obs.
Chaucer,
7. Naut. A small channel on the side of a vessel, for the

deadeyes of the backstays.
8. Ordnance. The sole to which were secured the flasks
of the top carriage of old~time naval gun carriages.
Obs.
9. = cuLTCH, 2. Local, U.S.
stone pine. a The Swiss pine (Pinus cembra). b A South stool of a window, or window stool, Arch., the flat piece, corEuropean pine (Pin us pinea), with a wide-spreading,
flatresponding to the sill of a door, against which a window
top:r;>ed head. It is much cultivated in warm countries
shuts ; in the United States, the narrow shelf fitted on
for its sweet, almondlike seeds. C Any nut pine or pin.on.
the inside against the actual sill. The latter is called
stone plover. a Any of various shore birds, as a thicka window seat when broad and low enough to be used as a
k!!ee. b An Indian shore bird (E.mcus recurvirostris). c
seat. - s. of repentance, the cutty stool. Obs. or Hist., Scot.
stool,
v. i. l. To decoy birds by a stool. U. S.
0
~~~~~ii~;~_ell!eih~ Jcift£;:f~nt·B~';-~!j}.~d:Oi~ft~ror;,,~~
2. To be decoyed by a stool; as, the birds stool well. U.S.
ston'er (ston'er), n. l, One that stones; specif.: a One 3. To evacuate the bowels.
who pelts with stones. b One who walls with stones.
C stool, v. t. To decoy by means of a stool.
U. S.
A device for removing stones from stone fruit, as cherries.
stool'ball' (-b6J!), n. A kind of game with balls, formerly
2. a A lapidary. Obs. b A small stone marble. Dial. Eng.
s't~~Jm;i~~no!~g~a1tpi;f~nw~~~J~~!gd:i:e~
draw others
r:i~,~~lln~ !r"th~~i~kcearnff~1f~~wrf:~or~~is
within a net. b Hence aperson used as a decoy for others;
ish olive, often with dark blotches. b A common Ameriesp., one who unofficia 1ly acts as a spy for the police.
can cyprinoid fish ( Cam,postoma anomalum).
(stoop), n. [Cf. STULP.] Scot. & Dial. Eug. A post
stone runner. Any of numerous small shore birds; esp. : stoop
or pillar ; as : a A boundary post. b A support or prop ;
a The common ring plover. b The dotterel. Local, Eng.
specif.,
Min'ing, a pillar, as of coal, left to prop the roof.
stone's cast, or stone's throw (stonz). The distance to
C A tree stump.
d Fig., a supporter, adherent, or patron.
which a stone may be thrown by the hand.
stone toter (tot'er). a= STONEROLLERa. b A cyprinoid
71
~~~:;a~~:i~:.,s!~teSCot~~~
t,_d~gg;,dth~dfh'.~ll~r;
Y:!r~~~~~xJf~::2!i1~~;!{g~~ufJ!~~l~~rom
Virginia to
wholly. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
stoop, 'V. i. ; STOOPED(stOOpt) i STOOP'ING. [ME. stoupen;
stone'wall' (st0n'w61'), v. i.; sToNE1WALLED1 (-w8ld');
1wALL,ING. 1. To play carefully and on the defenSTONE
akin to AS. stilpian, OD. stnypen, Icel. stilpa, Sw. stupa to
sive; specif., Cricket, to bat slowly and carefully, usually
fall, to tilt. Cf. STEEP,v. & a. J 1. a To beud forward and
downward; esp., of persons, to bend thus the-upper part of
with the idea of playing out time for a draw. Cant.
ring plover. Local, Rnq.
atone mint. = DITT,.\NYc.
atone rue. The wall rue.
1
atone hawk. The merlin;-from
ston'en(ston''n).
o. [From ME. stone'seed'. n. = STONEWF:EO,
1ts habit of sitting on rocks.
,<1,fon Rtone; cf. AS. xtiin<'rl,]
stone'shot/, 11. The rlistance to
atone coral. = STONYCORAL.
atone crawftsh or crayfish. A stone'head 1 , n. Bedrock. Eng. Madeof stone. 0h8.0r Dini. Rnq. which a Rtone may he Rhnt.
a.
Stonystone oak. A Javanese oak stone'amatch',
fresh-water crawfish (Astacus stone'-heart'ed,
stone'smich'
( (Juercw:ja1ien.~is) having hard, (-sm,ch'),
hearted.
torrentium) of central Europe.
atone 1 -amick'le
(-smlk''l).
stone'smitch'.
stone'cray 1 (ston'krii'),n. [.~tone stone'hore', n. The common ridged acor11s.
atone ocher or orhre. Ocher stone'smith', u. The stonl'chat.
+ cra,l/ a. disease of hawks, Jt. stonecrop. ()fJ,<1,,
craie, lit., chalk, L. creta.] A atone' -horse-',or stoned' -horse'. found in hard, glohular masses. Dial. E11q.
n. Stallion. 011s. or ,":,'cot.
& Dini.
atone oil. H.ockoil : petroleum.
distemper in hawks.
atone crush. = STON"E
BRUISE. atoneist, p. p. of sToN1stt. on.~.atone owl. The Acadian owl. r~:i~gss~1ft~.8b
Local, U.S.
stone's throw. = •no:-- 1•:'s r·AsT.
atone' -dead' (87 ), a. As dead as
nTh!
f,J!,i~h·onf';::_t,
stone'-still'.a. Asi-tillasaeitone.
a stone.
[stone.I
~~~~ ~:;~ 1f~~-~~/a~;,~~1~1~~1)p~::Stone's trout. 'IJ.1enii-s11eetrout.
atone'•deaf'(87),a. As deaf as a atone'less, a. See -LESS.
atone devil. The hellgramite. atone lifter, A fish ( Katheto- tive of Europe and Asia Minor, stone su·ker. A. lamprey.
stoma lreve) of the group Jugu- with aromatic seeds used as a stone thrush. The missel thrush.
;:;;,~~,d~u,i·1et,
I lares of Australia and New Zea~ ~l:ndl~lr~e g:n:S~?e.<:~fl~aceous Local,1 Hw1.
stone wall'er, n. 0 n e who
land. It is popularly supposed
atone falcon. The merhn.
in stone'peck'er, 11, Shetland I. a
atone fence. An a 1coho 1 ic to turn over large stones
The common turnstone. b The :i~~:~~!~ J~~~~a1\~~h?~ I
searching for food.
~j~~~~
esp. apf WJl~,~~-d stone lily. A fossil crinoid.
pnrple sandpiper.
atone'wia~' (Rton'wiz'),
arh.,.
In the manner of a stone. Rare.
atone lime. Quicklime ohtained atone perch. The ruff (fish).
stone fern. a The ceterach.
atone'gall' (-g6l'), stone'gale in stony form hy calcining lime- atone picker. A kind of fork for atoney. t STONY,1i.
picking stones from dirt, etc.
stone'yard 1 , 11. A yard in which
stone or marble.
~~~stones are cut, shaped. broken,
atone lugger. Ai-tone roller(fish ), stone pit. A quarr,r. where
or the like.
kestrel. local, Eng.
11
8
~!~~.:'.'mft~1J~~01'sfo~~~a~i
pl.
:i~~:sp{~~:.
i·Hch
~~~:i;
stone grtg. A lamprey. Local,
atone priest. A lewd priest. 01-J.'f.
stone'man, n. A cairn.
(st~~~-s!~l~~wdr:;CE~g.
Enq.
atone hammer. A hammer for atone'ma/son, n., or atone ma- atone ra$'· A foliaceou;; lichen var. of STANG,
breaking stones, having a face at son. A mason who works or ( Parmelm .<ia.ratilis) found on atongen.. Obs, p. p. of STING.
treei., rocks, etc.
builds in stone.
atonien. + STUN.
Je1C:i~f•th~~1~~~J~.t1~f{j{;
stone mill. a.= BRF.AKR:R, n., la. atone ra.w. Var. of STONF- RAG. 11ton'i-f1,:(stifo'Y-fl), 1,. t. fHfone
ston'ern (stOn'i.'!rn),a. Stonen.
atone'ha.Dd', n. Print. 0 n e
0 n'1
tfl-/~~b
io~~~jlr:,Sithtuh~~fo~ee~ in~ Scot.
who does stonework.
1tone'root', n. The horse balm. aton'i-ly (-ll'), mfr. of STONY.
1tone'hatch', n. The common stt"ad of steel rollers.

stone marten. A marten (Mustela foina) of central and
southern Europe and Asia having a white patch on the
breast and throat i - called also beech marten.

•te~Pu~i

<:e1ri;:

the body; as, he stooped to avoid the branches.

b Specif.,

to be inclined from the vertical ; to assume habitually a
bent position, as a forward inclination of head and 1houlders; as, he has a narrow chest and stoops.
2. To condescend; to descend from rank or dignity, or
from a moral plane to a lower one ; as, to stoop to flattery
or baseness. "She Stoops to Conquer (title)." Goldsmith.
3. To yield ; to submit ~ to bend, as by compulsion ; to assume a position of humility or subjection.
Mighty m her ships stood Carthage long, ...
Yet stuoµed to Rorue, lee,swealthy, but more strong. Dryden.
.J:. a To sink down ; descend ; alight.
And stoop with closing piu1ons from above. Dryden,
b Specif., to come down as a hawk does on its prey; to
pounce; souse ; swoop.
.ftfilton.
Syn. - Lean, bend; yield, submit i condescend, descend.

stoop (stoop), v. t

l. To bend forward and downward;

as, to stoop the body. "'Have stooped my neck."
Sltak.
2. To cause to incline downward; to slant; tilt; as, to stoop
a cask of liquor.
Scot. & Dial. Eng.
3. To take down; to lower, as a sail. Rare or Poetic.
4. To cause to sub1Hit ; to prostrate ; to put down ; sub.ject ; degrade;
overcome.
Obs. or R.
Chapman.
6. To swoop down upon; as, a hawk stoops its prey. Obs.

stoop, n. l. a Act of stooping, or bending the body for-

ward ; inclination forward.
b Specif., a habitual forward
bend of the back and shoulders.
2. Descent, as from dignity or superiority, or from a moral
plane; condescension ; an act or position of submission,
concession, humi1iation 1 or the like.
3. a The fall of a bird on its prey; a swoop. b Hence,
that which stoops, as a hawk.
Obs.
stoop (stoop), n. [D. stoep, akin to G. stufe step, E. step.]
Arch. Originally, a covered porch with seats, at a house
door ; the Dutch stoep as introduced by the Dutch into
New York. Afterward, an out-of-door flight of stairs of
from seven to fourteen steps, with platform and para.pets,
leading to an entrance door some distance above the street ;
the French perron. Hence, any porch, platform, entrance
stairway, or small veranda, at a house door.
U. ~i.,·.
Stop(stop), V. /.;pref. & p. p. STOPPED(stopt),STOPT( C/iicfly
Poetic); p. pr. & vb. n. STOP'PING. [ME. stoppen, AS.
stoppian (in comp.); akin to LG. & D. stoppen, G. stopjen,
Ice!. stoppa, Sw. stoppa, Dan. stoppe; all prob. fr. LL. stopare, stupare, fr. L. stuppa the coarse part of flax, tow,
oakum.
Cf. ESTOP,STUPEa fomentation.]
1. a To close,
as an aperture, cavity, etc., by filling or obstructing;
as,
to stop a vent, the ears, a bottle; hence, to stanch, as a
wound. Shak. b To obstruct ; to render impassable ; as,
to stop a passage.
c To fill up, as a crack in a wall; to
dress over with plaster or the like ; to point.
2. To confine; shut up; asi stopped at home. Obs. or R.
3. To arrest or check the progress, motion, or course of
action of; as, his shield stopped the arrow; to stop a train
or ship by signal; to stop one in a course of degeneration.
4. To interrupt or prevent the continuance or occurrence
of ; to cause to cease ; to suppress; as, to stop a noise ; to
stop the execution of a decree. Also, with from or, now
rarely, of, to restrain; .as, to stop one from folly.
5. Hence: a To parry, as a blow. b To defeat, esp. by a
knock-out.
PugUistic Cant.
8. Iu technical uees: a 1llusic. To regulate the pitch of,
as a. violin string, by pressing it with the finger, or a wind
instrument tube, by closing one or more finger holes or by
thrustiug the haud into its bell, in order to alter the vibrating length.
b Rhd. Tu point, as a composition; to
punctuate.
c Naut. To make fast with stops. d ]fort.
To top. e Optics. 'I'o reduce the effective aperture of (a
lens) by placing in the path of the light rays an opaque
diaphragm with a central hole of desired size; - often with
doU'n. t Ji'inance. To make (stocks, grain, etc., bought or
sold) subject to a stop order.
Syn. - STOP, ARREST,CHECK. To STOP, the general term,
is to cause advance, or (often) movement of any sort, to
cease; as,•• _It is an Aucient Mariner, and he stoppeth one
of three'' (Coleridge); to stop a clock. To ARREST,as here
compared, is esp. to stop (and often to hold fixed) in the
midst of movement, development, progress, or the like ;
as,"' t' arrest the fleeting images that fill the mirror of the

:~~ ~~d- l\~l~r~~;:~ ~~~~~f)~fft~Jj
~fng;~~i!l~

;::~==

attribute"
(M. Heu·lett); "arre,,;ted development"
To CHECK is esp. to stop or arrest partially or
temporarily,
as, u Reins of light c!teck their unearthly
speed" (S/1,f'lley); 11 clogs to cltf'ck and retard the headlong
course of violence" (Bur!.·e). See CEASE,CLOSE.
to stop a gap, to secure a weak point; to repair a defect. to s. off. a Founding. To fill in solid (a part of a mold)
where a part of the c'avity left by the pattern is not wanted
for the c;1sting. b Electroplating, etr,. = TO STOP OUT a.
- to s. out. .a Etehing, etc. To cover with a protecting
coat of varmsh (the parts of a plate that are not to be
acted upon in the bath). b Electrotyping. To sear with a
hot iron (a portion of the mold on which no deposit is
ston'i-ness, u. See -NESS.
stoond ( Scot .stOOnd,stOon). Oba.
ston'ish (:--ton'lsh),
a. Like or ~cot. var. of sTOUNIJ,
Rtone; ,-tony Hore.
stoond. 11, [Cl. STAN u, n. ~ v.]
ston'iah (sti:in'lRh), ston'ish- Pitcher; watcrpot. Obs.
ment, etc. Aphetic for ASTON1s11, etc.
on.~.
~~:~~~;,. [FRE,1
stonk. Obs. pres of ,,;;,TTNK,
stoop (stop), n. [D.] Sec MEASatont.
Obi.. preA. indic .. 3d stoop. Var. of STOt:P,n flagon.
;t)r.r~•~-.of ¢.N
(Jh.'f,atoop'er, n. One that stoops.
b,~~raif:!~~~nta,:~. That humstony, v. t. Apl1etic for ASTOJ>. Jir. 4' vh. n. of
tT~i~;~NISH,\ .'iTAND-1atoop'ing,
sTnoP.
- stoop'ing-ly, udv.
Stooped. Ref. Sp.
:t~~~,l:~~~~~f~\~ ~-cl~-t~f& stoopt.
stoor. Var. of STOPR,n. ~ i,.
dial. Eng. p. p. of STAN llatoof (shtOf), n. [G. stof.] See stoor. Obs. or Scot. of STOUR,a.
stoor. stoore.
STOHE.
M F,ASt'RE.
Also~topre.lf.
stook (stOOk). n. [f'f. LG. stuke st?~r'y(:-tfor'l),n.
dial. Moor, .~tour, to stir, E.
a heap, bundle. G. stauclie a [Cf.
sTrn.]
A mixture of ale and
A oatmeal,
truss, bundle, as of flax.]
warmed and sweetRhockofsheaveH.-r.t.4'i.
To
Dwl. Eng.
[of STOUT.I
make up in Rtooki-,as ti heaves of ened.
stoot (stOOt). Scot. & dial. Eng.
All Obs. or atoote. + STUT.
stooth, n. lCf. Icel. Moff.J A
1eOr,tn~~~;:EThe !IUP· post or stud.
Oh.<:.- (dial.
port for the i.tool of old•time stOOtlt),ti. t. To lath and plaster.
Ohs. or Scot. 4' Dial. Enq.
naval gun carriages. Ohl-l,
stool end. ldining. A support- atooth'ing, n. A partition of
ing- pillar of rock.
lath and plaster. Scot. 4' Dial.
atoom (stOOm). Var. of STUM.
atoon. Obs. or dial. Eng. var.
Obs. or dial1::. 0;~~:
Var. of STOPE.
~:C);~o~:i·oon~~ToSuc~f.'
~a~~u~f stop.
atop. Obs. pret. of STEP.
neut

(Darwin).
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STOP
wanted). o Photog. In retouching, to remove (any part
not to be printed), d Theaters, To cover (teeth) witli bl&ek
wax to m&ke them invisible. -to ■top tho moath, to silence
or be silent ; hence, to confound.

STORK

atop1ccck'(st~p'kllk'), n. 1, A hibcock, faucet, or short

__
pipe, fitted with a turning stopper or plug for permitting or
The mouth of them that speak lies shall be s'topped. Ps. lxiii. 11. restraining the flow of a liquid
gas ; a cock or valve for ...J::::ll.-'1a
ltop (st~p), v. i. 1. To cease to go on; to st&nd still; ha.It. or
checking or regulating the flow
.I. To cease from any motion, or course of action.
through
or from a pipe, etc.
Stop, while ye may, suspend your mad career 1 Cowper.
The turning plug, stopper,
3. To spend a short time ; to stay; to tarry ; to reside 2.
or
spigot
of a faucet. Rare.
temporarily; as, to slop with a friend. Colloq.
(stop),"·
[Akin to STBP,
4. In fine woodwork, to bring up a molding, etc., against atope
n.
&
v,
i. ; cf, ME. stape atep,]
a flat or curved surface.
Mining. a An excavation for
Syn. -See STAY, CRASK.
the extraction of ore stepwise,
to ltop ofl',to interrupt one's J.>rogressor journey by staying
at some pl&ee briefly or inc1dentally. Colloq. - to 1. out, !~ee :r:~:::i~~t:~h:f
1
Two forms of Stopcock.
to stay a.way from one's lodgings ali night. Colloq. -to 1.
In oi•erhand sloping the staircase Is inverted, &nd the ore
over, to break one's journey; esp., to stofc at a place after
is in the roof of the stope; in underhand sloping, it is at the
~~di~r:~o~:J'~n°~~:eJ:~/i:'g
c~o1I'o~.':"lf8s.in- bottom. See JWIE, lllmt. b Hence, &ny excavation for exatop, n. 1. Act of stopping, or state of being stopped;
traction of ore, as dieting. from a shaft, drift, airway, etc.
hindrance of progress or of action; check; obstruction.
mra~e8
a'n\?~ve~i~ti~
st~:e~em!d:~w1~x
It is doubtful .•• whether it contributed anything to the stiw
of the infectio,.
De Foe.
or bottom stopes are workings arranged like the steps of a stair2. That which stops, impedes, or obstructs; &n obstacle;
:rr:ii1:es~e~~o!!1e!bf~~::J~;n~!rh?and or back
an impediment; an obstruction; specif., a weir.
(stopt); STOp/ING(stop'lng).
Mining.
A fatal stop traversed their headlong course.
Daniel. atcpe, v. t.; BTOPBD
To extract (ore) from a stope; loosely, to extract (ore)
3. Mech., Arch., etc. a A device, or piece, as a pin, block,
otherwise
underground
;
also
used
intransitively.
pawl, strip of wood, etc., for arresting or limiting motion,
or for determining the position t• which a part shall be atcp'-gapt, n. That which closes or fills up &n opening or
gap; hence, a temporary expedient.
brought. b Mach. A short feather key. o A bookbinder's
tool used in stopping a line, etc., at its intersection with an- atop 1mo:.0 rg::~1i~:h:~Ji11e 88 s~r~~a~;;!;,i~;e~hic1'"the
other. d Lace Manuf, A junction of several warp threads,
player draws or shuts off a particular stop, or controls a
used as a basis for measurement in Jacquard weaving.
coupler bell signal tremolo, etc.
•
4, Music. a The cloaing of &naperture in the air passage, atop motion. Mach. A device for stopping a machine or
a part, either automatically or at will.
or pressure of the. finger upon the
atop order. Finance. An order that aims to limit losses
string, of an instrument, so as to
by flxini:-a figure at which _purchases shall be sold or sales
alter the pitch of its tone ; hence,
any contrivance by which the pitch
:~~c!a~"i.~i~r:e aJ.1~.aro\i~e broker
of an instrument is so regulated. 5
atop'-D'ver,n. Act or privilege of stopping over. Cant.
b A graduated set of organ pipes
atop'Page(st~p"lij), n. Act of stoppin'f, or arresting moof like kind and tone quality. A 4
tion, progress, or action ; also, state o being stopped.
complete atop ha.s one pipe at least
atoppaa:e at source, Ta,xatWn, the levying of taxes on the
for e&eh digita.I, usua.lly 61 for a
0
manual and 27 or 30 for the pedal
!°cete~aib~
~ic~!b!t:~!h~1
keyboard ; a par_tta.l
stop has pipes Stop, 4 b. 2
where a tax is levied on incomes before they are paid. 1 , b
for only part of its keyboard com- Common Drawstop Ac- a. ln tranaltu or ln tra.uait, Law, the act of a vendor of goods
pass; a mizture atop has more than tion of an Or~an.
1 in arresting them while on their way to the vendee and resuming possession of them. The vendor, on discovering
a~a~!u:~:!:!'!· 0
te!erS~°anii\';i! that the vendee is insolvent, has a right to do this at any
time before delivery, and to determine the contract.
t&tion, atop■ accor~ing ~s their :rb!in~' d:a!~~Pan~~~~~ atop'per(stop'er), n. 1. One that stops, fills up, closes,
toues correspond with the regular ing the holes in the Slidshuts, hinders, obstructs, or the like, as a cork or plug, a
pitch of the digitals, or are at some er t~ come un~er the
bung, etc.
fixed intervalas a fifth, or one opemnga for the pipes.
or more octaves,from that pitch. Foundation stops are com- 2. Specif. : Naut. a A short piece of rope having a knot
monly called 8-jeet stops, from the approximate length of and lanyard at one end, with a book at the other. b A
length of rope or chain, or any contrivance, used to secure
an open pipe sounding C (see 5th PITCH,12). Mutation stops
a rope or chain or to check it while running.
are either correspondingly called 16-ft., 4-ft., etc., or by the
3. Any of Revera! myrtaceous trees of the genus Eugenia,
mutation produced, as octat'e, twelfth, quint, etc. Stops
of
Florida&nd the West Indies; also, the related Chytracuhave many specific names, as diapa&on, principal, melodi(l,,
lia chytracuNa. They have hard, close-grained wood.
etc., often from the instrument they imitate, as trombone, atop
1per, v. t.; STOp/PERBn(-erd); STOp/PER-ING. 1. To
fagotto. (See also FLUE PIPE, REED PIPE.) C A corresponding set of vibrators or reeds of a reed organ. d A stop close or to secure with a stopper or stoppers; as, to stopper
a
bottle
; to stopper a rope.
knob. Stops controlling a register of pipes are often
called apea,klng 1top1, as distinguished from the mechanical 2. Specif., Metal., to close the mouth of (a mold filled
with
molten
for a steel Ingot) by filling in the top
1top1controlling the couplers, etc. e pl. The handles in a with sand, andsteel
covering with an iron plate.
harpsichord, controlling levers which change the position
atop'Plllg,
p.
pr.
&
vb. n. of STOP. Hence: n. Act of one
of the jacks so as to modify the tones produced.
that stops; a.lso, that which stops ; specif. : a Material for
6, A mark of punctuation.
Bee PU1<CTUATI01<.
stopping
up
or
filling
in a fissure, cavity, or the like, as fill8, Naut. a A piece of small line, or the like, used to
ing fora tooth or p&eking for a horse's foot. b Mining, A
bind or secure something ; as, to secure a furled sail with
partition
or
door
to
direct
or prevent an air current.
,tops. b A projection on a ma.st or spar, to support some- ■topping oyster. an unanswerable
retort.
Obs.
thing or keep it from slipping down.
1ple (stop''!), n.
atop
[ME.
stoppel. See STOP,n. & v. t.]
7, Optics, A perforated metal plate or other device used
in optical instruments to cut off marginal rays of light; a That which stopsor cloaes an aperture, as the mouth of a
vessel; a stopper ; specif., a plug for closing a finger hole
diaphragm; also, the aperture.
See DIAPHRAGM, 6.
8. The depression in the face of a dog between the fore- in a flute or flageolet to change the scale.
atop1ple,
v. t.; sTOP'PLBD(-'Id); sTOP1PLING(-llng). To
head and the nose, conspicuous in the bulldog, pug, etc.
close the mouth of with or as with a stopple.
9, Phon. a Any conson&nt formed with a complete mo.. atop
valve.
closed or opened at will, as by hand,
mentary closure at aome point in the voice passage (as be- for preventing Aorva.lve
regulating flow, as of a liquid in a pipe; tween the lips, or between the tongue and pa.late), the nasal
distintt, from a valve operated by the action of the fluid it
passage also being closed, as p, b, t, d, k, g ,· - called also
pipe, for
&topped,or shut, consonant, mute, check, plosive, explosive, ~~!r:~nr~gs:~~0'ct~:;il::i>!~s::~,~1t:a~am
or erplodent and distinguished from open consonant or
a:::rt~aJ~~topt.'tla!i~~r.:~t:
~:.~i~~~a~:111b~t~~
~
continuant. Also, by some, any consonant formed with
the edge of the watch, to register the exact time, as of a
complete closure of the oral, but not of the nasal, passage,
race.
Of.
FLYBACK,
a.;
INDEPBNDENT
SBCONDS
WATCH.
a.sthe na.sals m, n, ng. See Guide to Pron.,§§ 59-61. b
ator'age (storra:j ; 201), n. 1. Act of storing, or state of
The oral closure characteristic of a stopped consonant.
10. An order stopping payment of a b&nk note, check, or being stored ; specif., the safe keeping of goods in a warehouse or other depository,
the like; also, act or fact of making such an order.
11, Fencing. The action of allowing one's opponent to run 2. Space for the safe keeping of goods.
3. The price charged for keeping goods in a storehouse.
on one's sword point, instead of parrying and thrusting.
12. Card Games. a In certain games at cards, as Pope 4. Elec. The production, by means of electric energy, of
Joan and newmarket, a card in the stock which stops a certain chemical reactions which, when allowed to reverse
themselves, generate electricity a~in without. serious loss.
sequence. b pl. Newmarket, or a variety of newmarket.
13, HunJing. A person who, after the birds a.re beaten up, atorafe battery. Elec. A battery for the so-called storprevents them from flying out of range.
~~:i~l;t~e;,tr\~tf~;-c':i!i1:!i~:1{in1cii!1ed:flci:~~!ftr~dle~
Syn.- Cessation. check, obstruction, obstacle, hindrance,
iml)f'!diment, interruption.
f~~t~:t!.~;or::r:J~~lt~~:n~E\':.~cp~i~~
i~':.t:t,;,ifl"..i
atop bead. Arch. The molding fastened to the inner side the negative electrode to sf>on~y lead and oxidized at the
0
0
0
0
~Mi:~ii~wgr{;~:~;,
i~~;,!':,.f;:V:ro
com6~edc:A :~~=hy c~~i~fn~i:~:::iei!1~~:.ulr~~~

:f!l~~

o~i:.~

!~~ti:::~1;

a8!:~ie~i

of the Plant<!tn,e (after the original cell of Plante) have the
active materiiif formed on the plates chemica.lly, those ot
the J!Utod tn,e have the material
applied to their plates or g_rids
in a paste, In a storage celi invented by Edison the plates are
f,:'~!'rat~~rer~xY!en~l~i81lb';~fdivide'a iron respectively, an~
surrounded by &n alkaline solution.
ato'ru: (sto'rllks; 201), n. [L.
storax, styrax, Gr, a-nipo.t. Cf,
STYR.U.] 1. A resin derived
from various styraca.ceous trees,
esp. Styrax ojficinalis. It was
in former times much used for
Storage Battery.
incense, but no longer occurs in commerce.
2. A balsam obtained from the bark of Liquidambar ori,.
entalis as a grayish brown, honeylike liquid containing
resin, styrelll! 1 cinna.mic acid, etc., fragrant, and used aa
an expectoran• &nd sometimes in perfumery. It is ca.lied
a.loo l-iquui storax, to distinguish it from the storax of the
2. AIB<?1,
a similar balsam from
ancients. Cf. LIQlJIDAMBAR,
the American sweet gum (L, styrac'i,iua).
atcre (stor; 201), n. LME. stor, stoor, OF. estor, provisions,
supplies, fr. estorer to store, See STORE,v. t.] 1, That
which is accumulated, or massed together ; a source from
which supplies may be drawn; a reserve fund ; as, a store
of provisions; a store of knowledge.
2. Specif., pl., articles, esp. of food, accumulated for some
specific object ; supplies, ae of provisions, arms, ammunition, etc.; as, the stores of an army, a ship, a family.
3, Hence, an abundance; a great qu&ntity or number.
4. A pl&ee of deposit for goods, esp. for large quantities;
a storehouse; warehouse; magazine.
6, Any place where goods are kept for sale, whether by
wholesale or retail; a shop. See Note under SHOP,n., 1,
Chiefly U, S. & British Colonie•.
6. A sheep, steer, cow, or pig acquired for fattening; also attributive; as 1 store cattle. Scot. & A ustrnlasia.
In ■tore~ in a stat.e 01 accumulation; in keeping; hence, in
readiness. "I have better news in store for thee." Shale.
atore (stor; 201), t•. t. ; STORED(stord) ; STOR1ING (stiir'lng), [ME. storen, OF. estorer to construct, restore, store,
LL. staurare, for L. in-Btaurare to renew, restore; in
slaurare (in comp.). Cf. INSTORE, INSTAURATB, RBSTORB,
STORYa floor.] 1, To restore. Obs.
2. To furnish; provide; supply; esp., to stock or furnish
against a future time; as, to store a ship with provisiona.
Her mind with thousand virtues stored.
Prior.
3. To collect as a reserved supply ; to accumulate ; to lay
away ; as, to store vegetables for winter use; - sometimes
with up; as, to store up energy.
4. To deposit in a store, warehouse, or other building, for
preservation ; to warehouse; as, to store goods.
stored (stord; 201), pret. & p. p. of STORE, Specif.: p. a.
Collected or accumulated a.s a reserve supply. -ltorocl coppice, Forestry a coppice under standards.
atore1houaB'(stor'hous' ; 201), n. 1, A building for storing goods, esp. provisions ; magazine; warehouse ; store.
2. A ma.so or qu&ntity laid up; a supply. Obs.
atcre'keep1er (-kep'er), n. One who keeps a "store"
(sense 5); a shopkeeper.
U.S. -atore'li:eep 11Dg,n.
atore'man(-man), n.; pl. -MEN (-mi!n). 1. A man havinir
stores of goods in charge.
A man who stores goods, as in a storehouse.
atore'rccm'(-room'), n. 1, A room for the storing of sup.
plies or other articles, esp. of a household or a ship.
2. Space for storing in a storehouse or repository.
atore1ahlp1 (-shlP'), n. A nava.l vessel used to carry stores.
atc'rted(•to'rld;
201), a. [From 1st STORY.]Having (such
or so many) stories; as, a two~storied house.
ato'rled,pret. & p. p. of STORY, Specif, : p. a. [From
2d STORY,] 1. Told in a story.
2. Having a history ; celebrated in story or history; interesting from the stories which pertain to it.
Pope~
The trophied arches, storied halls, invade.
3, Adorned with designs representing scenes from story
or history; as, a storied frieze ; a storied tapestry.
sto'rl-ette' (stii'ri-~V; 201), n. [story +-ette.] A little
story ; a abort tale. Cant.
atork (st6rk), n. [AS. store; akin to G. storch, OHG.
storah, Ice!. atorkr, Dan, & Bw. stork, and peril. to Gr.
Topyos a vultm·e. l Any of various large (often very large),
mostly Old Worl.I, wading birds having
a long, stout bill, constituting the family Ciconiidre, a.llied to the ibises and
herons. The common European white
stork ( Oiconia alba), the best-known
~cie~!!.:h~~v:~:.
bic~:S\'!g ~~~;
buil/.ngs and returns year after iea.r to

st°l::C,,~
il~lt~
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i~~m

=~~~n'3~f~t

°~t!:

:t~~
f,}~:::~~

~::it~io

:;~t~i:

•;Na:..

atop (11USp),
n. [AS. sloppa.1 A I to hunt slowly and to stop upon
wooden mug or bucket. 06R, signal from the huntsman.
■toJ? clock.
A clock, used for atop'tng (etop'Ing), p.pr. t vb.
0
1t~~•:t!\~a:k~eas!ric~da:C\~
,t;pple. Re,f, Sp,
1:tii~r:i:;oo~e
;~p:~~~~:-~dp::~1:; :o~~~si~
which the. Under stops at a 1top'lea1-ne11,n. Both Rare.
::J~nk~~r .•[jk~~D,}.n
:~cr:;!~~~:r'der.
Finance. =
1top':.fce', n. A find of false atop needle. Burg. A needlewith
,.top drill, Mech. A drill with an appliance to prevent penea collar on its shank to limitthe tratingbeyondacertaindistance.
0
:g.ofsigo;!:I :!r:e ~:!te°:er::·1ar!ers::~~er
atope, atopen. + stapen, oba. atop'-off', n. Act or privilege of
A portable
n~~oup'J,·on.= AFrock drill, usually operated by FRH'ATE.
H. Sweet.
compressed air, for drilling in stopped (affl~), pret. ~ p.p. of
confined quarters, as in stoping. s To P, - a ped comonant,
8'opel. t STOPPLE,
Phon.,a,top.
eeSTOP,n.,9.-1,
•~ bnr,
A faller wire in a :11.uteArch. t Furnih.tre, a flute
1illi:-do11Dlin2
machine.
pa.rt~ filled up.
[STOPPLE.
atop'hcnmd1;° n. A dog trained nop pel. Oba, or dial. Eng. of

~i~r

;:;l1::i

b!~!it

1

:to1,i:r

atop'ahip 1 , n. A remora. Obs.
:tJ'~nbo1t.
~Th~ut. A large atop thrust. Fencilly. A thrm1t1
ring~olt to which the deck stop- instead of a parry, to counter
pPrRare hooked.
opponent's advance.
■topper hole. In a puddling fur- s~'wa'ter.
n. JYouf. a Somenace, the hole throu1irh which thing to retard a vessel's motion,
as a sea anchor. b Any contrithe rabble is introduced.
■top,er knot. See 2d KNOT, 1.
1::C\ndary
:t;p\:~ 1
!e~\Et;;ing
locking wheel in a stop work, as
abroad,stiff,spear-shar.ed blade, for a watch.
to Mtopcracks, etc., with putty. atop work. .Jf,.r.h. a A device to
atop'pit(sttJp'lt).
Scot. var. of prevent overwincling. Cf. GEBfOJJperl, p. p. of STOP.
NEVA !.TOP.
b The mechanism
atop plank. Any of a set of eervmg to fasten the bolt or
plan ks set in ~rooves to form a knob in a lock or latch inan unsort of dam. See FLASHBOARD,
locked or locked position.
atopyl. + STOPPLE,
1
:::~: ots~!~;~ot. of STOUR,a,
~ ~~g_rew:~:,r:!~~~~~~~flh ■tor. Dial. Eng. of ~TOUR,n.l\'V,
causes o. loom to stop by failing ■tor, n. [AS. st0r, fr. L.
to raise a certain catch when the Incense. ObR. £°a~ be stored.
shuttle is stopped in the shed.
■top aeine. A stop net.
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stork ( C. nigra), brownish black with

::f;t~~~:tfi.:'j_"J.t!:~i~i~:Jlt!:i£':

!:i:ag~u\he t:::'dtfoar~at~~di=f::
Europe,i!' ~hi te
billed stork and wood ibises(which see). Stork( Ci coma alba),
Except the 'American wood ibis, common in the southern

r:)11:~.fLE;~d~g
;'{g;-;_t,.Jlciht,~
~t;o;~(-rld),
atorb.

=

+ STURB.

[STURDY.I ator'ge(at6r'je

Var. of STO-

1 -ge), n. [NL.,

ator'dy. Obs. or dial. Eng. of fr. Gr. O"Topy~,fr. u-ripyetv to
■tore. + ~TORY.
love.] Parental affection; the
store. Dial. Eng. var~of STOUR, instinctive affection which ani■tore, v. ,. fME. Rforten; cf. D. male have for their young.
storen to qisturb. See ~TIR, I To
move stir Obs
fed Vbs ato~eoun,■toratn. +sTUROEON.
■tore, ia. A·ccuuiulated; hoard~ ato :H.-al(11ffi'rf-ttl),a. l-J6f·
HISth~i\s1~~~~~1 ~t~JJ~~~,J1ic:~~iaJ·,, a./J. Hisand of French manufacture.
!~~jfi{!;
(-1!'.r),
n. & A historian.
1!;~ecb~W!;:,~~w.-madeclolb- Ohs. b AreJaterof storie1. .A.ratore farm. A stock farm. Scot. chair.. c A liar. Di.al. Eng.
-atorefarmer. Scot.
[Scot.I
:t:!'::;:teJ~;·m~~fef!:1°~'!is
narrate or describe in story. Obs.
~~
lR~,r:!~~e;,_fr;_m
a shop r:o;:;fls~ -::t:~h,'velo
atorer,n. ~tandel. Obs. [stores.I ' ■to'r1--ol'o-n(-t'1'0-jl'),n.fsforv
ator'er (stl'ir'l!'.r),n. One that +-lorm-11'lieetudyoffolilore •.
ato'rey (sti'.i'rl'). Var. of STORY, -ato'rl-ol'o-glati (-jYat),n.
of a building.
■tort.Oil, + STURGBOK,

I

~::: ~::.ri'n~'

~~,~~(-~>,;;if
J~~~!tt~J

:;i::.

Rtorax.j
:=;:::lr~i~~
<~;,~'.IIJi~

food, fovot ; out, oil ; chair; so ; sing, igk; tllen, thin; na~re,
Full
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=

verd..9re (250) ; ll ch in G. ich, ach (144); boN; yet; zh z in azure. Numbers refer to§§ in Gunm.
of Abbrevlatlona, Slsna, ete., Immediately precede the Voeabal1117.
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2. Proceeding from, or characterized by, violent agitation

2. Eccl. A basin at the entrance of Roman Catbollo
churches for containing the holy water
with which those who enter, dipping
their fingers in it, cross themselves; _
ca11ed also holy-1cater stoup.
1ER (-er) j STOUT/~
StOUt(stout), a.; STOUT
EST. [ME. stout, OF. estout bold, strong,
proud, foolish, prob. fr. L. stultus foolish
(cf., for the sense changes, E. foolhardy);
cf. D. stout bold, G. stolz proud, prob. fr.
OF. or L.] 1. Strong and firm of characStoup, 2.
ter; specif.: a Brave; courageous; bold.
A stouter champion never handled sword.
Shak.
b Firm; stubborn; persistent. ' 1 Resolutely stout." Daniel.
2. Proud; haughty; arrogant; hard. Archaic.
Commonly ... they that be rich are lofty and stout. Latimer.
3. Physically or materially strong ; specif. : a Sturdy ; vigorous; lusty; having strength of muscle; as, a stout man. b
}l''irm ; stanch ; stable; tough ; enduring; as, a stout vessel, or cloth. C Solid ; substantial; strong; as, stout liquor.
4. Having a bulky body ; thickset; stocky; corpulent.
Syn. - Fat, fleshy, plump, rotund, thickset, stocky,
bulky. - STOUT,P0RTLY;coRPULENT.
OBESE,BURLY. STOUT
1
eih:
ir ~~!1d
posing appearance;
CORPULENT(in present usage) and
OBESEimply a disfiguring excess of flesh; asJ Ha very stout,
r.nffy man, in buckskins and Hessian boots ' ('J'hackeray);
1ll~ffl~~gil~eel~~~fe3~! l:gio~~!~1
l~k~1:}{f
inflated pillowcases" ( Dfrkens); Ha large portly figure,

STORK-BILLED
United States, the American species are entirely tropical,
the jabiru being the only other reaching the Texan border.

or fury ; turbulent ; violent; as, a stormy sound i stormy
shocks; a storrny life ; stormy men or passions.
Stormy Cape [Pg. Cabo Tormentoso], the Cape of Good
Hope; - so called by Dias (1486). - s. petrel. See PETREL.
Btork'-bllle4 1 (st6rk'bYJdl), a. Designating certain long- Stor'thlng 1, Stor 1Ung1 (st6r 1tfog 1 ), n. [Norw. starting;
tailed kingfishers of the genus Pelargopsi,'i, the 1tork-billed stor great+ ting court, court of justice, akin to E. THING.J
ktngflahera, of southeastern Asia and the East Indies. The
The Parliament of Norway. It is chosen by direct election
bill is sharp-pointed and has the cu]men ridged at the base.
and convenes annually. See LEGISLATURE,
Table.
stork's'-blll 1 (st8rks'bIJI), n. a Any geraniaceous plant of sto'ry
(sti5'ri), n.; pl. -ams (-rlz). Also sto 1rey; pl. sTothe genus Pelargonium ,' - so called in allusion to the beakREYs. [OF. estore, estoree, built,,erected, p. p. of estorer
like prolongation of the axis of the receptacle.
b A plant
to build, restore, to store. See STORE,'V. t. J 1. A .set of
of the related genus Erodium, esp. E. cicutarium, often
rooms on the same floor or level ; a floor, or the habitable
distinguished as hemlock stork's-bill.
space between two floors. Also, a horizontal division of a
storm (st8rm), n. [AS. storm; akin to D. storm, G. sturm,
building's
exterior considered architecturally, which need
Ieel. stormr; and perh. to E. stir. J 1. A disturbance of not correspond
exactly with the Rtories within. (Cf. MEZthe atmosphere, attended by wind, rain, snow, hail, sleet,
ZANINE FLOOR)
A story comprehends the distan~e from one floor
or thunder and lightning ; hence, often, a heavy fall of
to another; as, a Mory of nine or tt"n :feet elevat10n. The spaces
rain, snow, or hail, whether accompanied with wind or not.
0
b:be:illi~~ 1 ·0~~ 1
2. Specif., .Naut., a wind of force 11 on Beaufort's scale.
2. Something resembling, or likened to, a story (def. 1) j
3. A tempestuous shower or furious flight of objects, esp.
as,
the
beehives
are
arranged
in stories.
of missiles violently thrown ; as, a storm of arrows.
4. A violent agitation of human society; a civil, political, sto'ry, n. [ME. storie, OF. estoire, F. histoire, fr. L. histoSee
HISTORY
1.
A
connected
narration of that which
ria.
or domestic commotion or tumult.
I will stir up in England some black Monn.
Shak.
h~
e~~~~r~~?h;
it~
u;;~t~!~PJ/t~n
a~~
6. An oveTwhelming disaster or calamity; any adverse
2. a An account or recital of some incident or event. 61 To
outburst of tumultuous force ; violence.
tell sad stories of my own mishaps."
Shak. b A report;
A brave man struggling in the storms of fate.
Pope.
a statement;
as, the man's story was not conviuciug. C
8. A vehement outburst, as of passion, excitement, or
other emotion, or of the expression of emotion ; as, a An account of the career of a particular individual, or of
the sequential facts in a given case ; also, a group of facts,
storm of wrath ; a storm of sobs.
told or untold, having a particular significance in respect of
7. Mil. A determined assault on a fortified place.
sonie person or thing; as, the story of my life; the story
8. A hard frost; also, a period of snowy and frosty weather.
of a mine. d An anecdote, esp. an amusing one ; as, bis
Scot. & Dial. Eng.
Syn. - Tempest; violence, agitation. calamity. See WIND. speech contained several good stories.
3. In literature, a narrative in eitlier prose or verse ; a
Btorm.'-a.nd-Btreaa'Pe'ri-od [G. Sturm und lJron(J PeriodeJ,
tale, esp. a fictitious narrative less elaborate than a novel.
01
1
l~sf~~~a~f 'the P18ttdce0itt:~~l~i~':ia\hi
be~~nti~
4. The intrigue or plot of a work of narrative literature ;
free itself from French literary standards ; - so called
as,
a novel better in style than in stor1J.
from a drama, .. Sturm und Draug," of Klinger (1752-1831). 5. In
painting, sculpture, tapestry, etc., a scene from legGoethe's .. Goetz von Berlichingen" and Schiller's u Robend, history, romance, etc.; -also storywork. Obs.
bers" contributed to this movement.
8.
A
fib;
a lie; a falsehood; - a euphemism used chiefly
storm, 1'. i.; STORMED(st8rmd) ; ST0RM1ING 1. To blow
by or to children.
Colloq.
with violence i also, to rain, hail, snow, or the like, usu7.
Any
news
article in a periodical.
Cant.
ally in a violent manner, or with high wind; - used imHis ''
n!l all new!lpaper writings nre called hr men
personally ; as, it storm&.
who write them, were ... picturesque reading.
R.H. Dm,is.
2. To rage; to be in, or exhibit, a violent passion.
Syn. - STORY,TALE,ANECDOTE.STORYis the general and
The master storm~, the lady scolds.
Sw{ft.
familiar word ; TALEis often elevated or poetical, and fre3. To rush a.bout or move impetuously, violently, angrily,
is a short
quently connotes more than story; an ANECDOTE
or the like; as, the mob stormed through the streets.
account of a single incident, esp. in the life of a wellstorm, v. t. ])fit. To attack, and attempt to take, by sud- known person; as, an rmPcdote of Lincoln's boyhood; an
illustrative or pithy anecdote. See NARRATIVE.FABLE.
den assault; as, to storm a. fortified town.
storm bird. a A petrel, esp. the stormy petrel. b A bird sto'ry, v. t.; sTo'nrnD (-rid); sTo"RY-ING. [Cf. OF. historier. See STORY,n. J 1. To tell in historir-al relation ; to
thought to presage storms. See ST0RMCOCK,
RAINBIRD.
storm center or centre. Mdeor. The center of the area make the subject of a story; to narrate or describe in story.
It ie Moi-ied of the brazen colossus in Rhodes, that it wae
~~~1~~1c bftoar~~r'cf.e:ii}r.e place of lowest pressure in a. 8eventy
cubits high.
Bp. Wilkins
2. To adorn with a story, or scene from history, etc. See
~g~~eJnath~J;i~t!~a8t!~~nar::;J,
t~~ s!t~~l!s; 2d STORY,5 ; STORmD,p. a., 3.
weather. It is of 8 feet fly by 4 feet 2 inches hoist.
sto'ry, v. i. To narrate; to tell a story.
storm'ful (st6rm'fool), a. Abo1wding with storms. - storv rod. Carp. A rod cut to the proposed clear height
between finished floor and ceiliu~, and often marked with
storm'ful-ly, adi,. - storm'lul-ness, n.
storm glass. A glass vessel, usually a vertical tube, the minor dimensions, as for door trims, dadoes, etc.
contents of which are supt-osed to indicate changes in the sto'ry-tell'er, n. A teller of story or stories ; specif. : a
One who relates anecdotes. b One who rf'cites tales orally
weather by changes in theu appearance.
storm'-proof 1 (-pr00f 1), a. Proof against storms; capable in public, as in the Levant. c A story-writer. d A fibber;
of keeping out wind, rain, etc.
a liar. Childish. - sto 1ry-tell'lng, a. & n.
(-rlt'er), n. 1. A chronicler.
Obs.
i!ti~~to~;~~fl~:.trong,
heavy sto'ry-writ'er
2. A writer of storie.s, tales, or romance, esp. short stostorm signal. or storm warning. Any signal announcries, as for magazines.
ing the approach of a storm, esp. one of marked violeuce. stoss (stos; G. shtos), «. [G., a thrust.]
Geol. Facing
toward the direction from which an overriding glacier im•
~f{h~l~~~tr!ltbt:~k~~~~~:~ ~u~:dn;~~~~t~i:::
pin.1,?es
or impinge:d ; - said of the side of a hill or a knob
indicates storm winds from the northeast quadrant; one
of rock. Opposed to lee.
below it indicates stormwiuds from the southeast quadrant. A white pennant above indicates winds from the stot (stot), n. [Cf. STOAT.] 1. A young horse. Obs. or R.
northwest; below, winds from the southwest. Two red
2. A young bull or ox, esp. one three years old; specif., a
flags with black centers is the hurricane warning. By
steer, or castrated bull. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
night a red light indicates easterly winds, and a white be- stoup (stoop), n. Also stoop. [ME. stope, fr. Scand. or
D. ; cf. Icel. .~taup, akin to AS. steap, D. stoozJ,G. stauf,
OHG. stouph.] 1. A vessel for liquids; specif.: a A small
tse~lt~~!f; s~~;thhe:;ry~~r;:I~·iiei~ !C~v~~ne or triangle apex
but indefinite measure for liquids, rauging ~ennal1y from
1I-EST.
half a pint to two quarts.
Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng. b
storm'y (st6r 1mT), a.; STOR~d.'I-ER
(-mT-e'r); STORM
1. Characterized by, or pertaini11g to, a storm; subject to A drinking vessel, esp. a. flagon. Slwk. C Hence, the contents of such a drinking vessel.
Milton.
storms; tempestuous. u The stormy Hebrides."
ff"' According to an old German superstition, a stork pa11ee
over a house where a birth is about to take place: hence, the
stork is often alluded to as heralding a birth or bringing a child.
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meanor"
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Mrs. Byron ... was a short and
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bumblebee" (Emerson). See STRONG.
[See STOUT,a.] A strong malt liquor; a strong
porter containing a comparatively large amount of dia.
solved solids and about 6 or 7 per cent of alcohol.
stout'-heart 1ed, a. Having a stout heart or spirit; brave;
courageous. - stout 1-heart'ed-ness, n.
stove (stov), n. [AS. stofa a room for a warm bath, akin
to D. stoofa foot stove, orig., a heated room, room for a
bath, G. stube room, OHO. stuba a heated room, Icel.
stofa a room, bathing room, Sw. stuftm, stuga, a room,
Dan. stue ,- cf. It. stufa stove, room with a stove, OF.
estui·e a room for a bath ; of unknown origin. Cf. BSTUF
A,
STEW, BTUFA.] 1. A house or room artificially warmed or
heated ; formerly, such a house or room for dwelling in,
as a dining room, a parlor, or a bathroom, but now only
specif. : a Hort. A glasshouse or conservatory kept at a
high degree of beat for the culture of tropical plants; a
hothouse. (Cf. GREENHOUSE,
1.) Eng. b A drying room,
used in various manufactures.
2. Any of various apparatus, commonly made of cast or
sheet iron, for generating or retaining heat for warming a
room, forc11linnry purposes, for heating tools, etc., for heat3), or the like.
ing air for a hot blast (see CHECKERW0RK
Stoves may have a receptacle (often lined with fire brick,
etc.) for burning solid fuel, as coal, or burners for oil or
gas, or they may be heated by electricity, or, in special
cases, by the hot gaseous products of combustion from
a furnace. In this sense, the term was orig. used in England
only of the foot slm:e. Cf. NORWEGIAN
STOVE,RANGE,n.,9.
3. A kiln, as for firing pottery or drying minerals.
4. A"'aut. A small channel on the side of a vessel, for the
deadeyes of the backstays. lilow Rare.
stove, v. t. ,- STOVED(st0vd); sTov'1No (st0v'Yng). 1. To
keep warm, iu a house or room, bv artificial bent. Bacon.
2. a To heat or dry in or as in a Stove. b To stew. Scot.
& Dial. Eng. C To slmt up in or as in a stove. Oh.,;.
stove bolt. A long slender bolt, threaded aboi.tt halfway
from the end, and having a snap or flat countersunk head
slit for a screw driver.
stove'plpe 1 (stov'rip'), n. 1. Pipe, or a pipe, made up of
sheet iro11in lengths and angular or curved pieces, -used
as a stove chimney or to connect a stove with a flue.
2 Slwrt for sTovEPIPEHAT.
stove plant. A plant which, in temperate climates, requires to be grown in a. stove or hothouse.
1ING. [ME. stowen,
stow (sto), "· t.; STOWED
(stod); STOW

stout, n.
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STRAIN

:e·

B, P, a movable joint■; P tracing point), m e:ucl dmeo ef
3. A person or thing conceived of as straggling, or wandering off or separated in some irregular manner from others
■even forming
jointed
bara,
:
3
of the kind; as, crop the stragglers in the hedge,
1&2
strag'JlY (strll:g'IT), a. Straggling ; spread out or scat- ~i/shtlinke,lhe
J0mofthefl.xed -tA c,
~
l
•
centera being ~
i
tered irregularly; as, a straggly hamlet; a straggly beard.
0-..
straight (striit), a.; STRAIGHT'BR(-er) ; STRAIGHT"EST.
j
Foul thie£! where hast thou stowed my daughter P Shak.
[ME. strei)t, properly p. p. of strecchen to stretch, AS.
hnk. Thewhole
3, To arrange anything compactly in; to fill, by packing
streht, p. p. of atreccan to stretch, to extend. See BTRBTCH.]
closely; as, to stow a box, car, or the hold of a ship.
l. Having an invariable direction (Newcomb); lying
B
formed by six
1 6
4, Mining, To 1111up, as a stope, with waste.
evenly throughout its extent (Euclid) ; -said
of a line,
linksincluding 4
5
:p
6. To hold; to contain; to furnish room for.
or one--dimensional continuum of points, completely deter8. To bestow ; grant; commit; intrust.
Oba.
the
four links
forming
the
:
1i~:~!~~~h~re:>~n~:
7, To put OBide; cease; as, stow that sort of talk. Slang.
rhombus and
'
~ish~J1froa:~
thepair joining
D
E
\o stow down. a To stow away; specif., to load (oil) on a
ar ~eometry; points and straight lines, of plane geometry;
whaler. b To yield as the amount of a stowdown.
pomts, lines, and dJlanes, of SJ?ace,or the geometry of s1'ce
r~oan;~b8 e~
Straight-line Motion.
:atow (sto), v. i. Chiefly Naut. To be stowed, as an anchor.
~~':v~~!t:g~gf;~e.rtr.aiR!~{~':.1 :.~ ~~~ ::ii~:i~~i:i'/fl!:~e:i~r:u1~e~~i::
1~he
(~ia!:let.;'; 1 PA~~~~
atow 1age (sto 1li), n. l. Act or method of stowing; also, fortunate. di~!See DISTANCE,
3; DIRECTION, 9.
point). Proportions not specified are about as drawn.
room in which things may be stowed; state of being stowed.
2. Having the general characteristics of a straight line;
ll, Designating a form of rotary printing press or machine
ll. That which is stowed or packed.
Beau. di:Fl,
as, a straight pole, path ; - opposed to curved and crooked. in which the paper webs travel in approximately horizon3. Money paid for stowing goods.
_
" The crooked shall be made straight."
Is. xi. 4. tal lines from the reel to the folder.
11tow'a-way1 (sto•<i-wii1), n. One who conceals himself on 3.
Conforming to justice aud rectitude ; not deviating stralght 1-l1De 1 gale. Meteor, a A gale of several days'
a vessel, or on a railroad train, to obtain a free passage.
truth, fairness, or honesty ; upright; as, straight
duration blow4:ig over the same region and from the same
atow'borcl (-bord), n. Also stow'board. A breast or from
dealing; a straighJ man of business.
quarter. b A long streak of violent wind not related to
heading used for stowing rubbish or waste.
any deflection of isobars.
Direct ; uninterrupted; unbroken; specif.: a Coming
atow'ing (sto 1Ing), p. pr. di: vb. n. of sTow. Hence : n. 4.
direct from a trustworthy source ; reliable ; as, a. straight stralght'-OUt' (striittout' ; 87), a. Acting without conMining. A method of working in which the waste is tip. Slang.· b Keepingtruetoacorrectcourseormethod;
cealment, obliquity, or compromise; hence, unqualified ;
packed into the goaf; also, the material so disposed of.
thoroughgoing; as, straight-out resentment. Colloq., U.S.
proceeding directly; as, a straight reasoner ; stra'ight think:atra-bla'mlc (str<i-bTz1mTk)
Med. Of, pert. to, or af- ing. c Candid; frank; as, a straight speech. Colloq. 4 stralght'-pull', a. Firearms. Having the motion of the
stra-bla'ml-cal (-mT-klil)
fected with, strabismus.
bolt straight forward and back, the locking and unlocking
Poker,
etc.
Composed
of
cards
in
a
regular
sequence,
as
the
atra 1bls mom'e-ter (stri'bTz-mllm'i-ter), n. [atrabiamua ace, king, queen, jack, and ten-spot; as, a straight flush.
being effected without rotation ; as, a Lee straight-pull rifle.
-meter.] Med. An instrument for measuring the
atralght'way' (strit'wi'), adv. Immediate!,: ; forthwith,
6,
Properly
ordered
or
arranged
;
free
from
irregularity
amount of strabismus. -stra 1bls-mom'e-try (-trT), n.
And straightway the damsel arose. Nark v. 41, 42.
confusion ; correctly kept ; correct ; as, in the general
11tra-bla'mus(str<i-blz 1mus; 277), n, [NL., fr, Gr. tTTpa- or
this room alone was straight,· a straight ledger. stralght'way 1 , a. Mech. Having, or affording, a straight
/l•rrµ.o.,fr, rr~pa/li(•w to squint, fr. ~pa/lo• distorted, confusion,
way;
as,
a
straightway
valve (usually a form of gate valve).
8. Makiug no exceptions or deviations in one's support of
squinting.] Meet. An affection of the eye in which the
a principle, policy, party, etc.; as, a straight Republican or strain (striin), n. [ME. siren, &treen, dreon, AS, 1tr~on
optic axes cannot be directed to the same object, due to
Democrat ; also, cast for all the regular candidates of a gain, acquisition, begetting; cf. AS. strienan, strfjnan,
undue contraction or undue relaxation of one or more of the
1tr6onan, to beget, to obtain; akin to OHG. striunan to
party; as, a atraigltt ballot. Chiefly Politwal Cant, U.S.
muscles of the eyeball ; squinting ; cross-eye.
7. Unmixed; undiluted; unmodified; as, whisky straight,· gain.] l. Orig., gain; also, generating; hence, progeny;
stra-bot 1o-my (-blltt~-mT), n. [Gr. ~pa/lo• squinting
race; stock; generation; descent; f~mily.
atmight Marquis of Queensbury rules. Sla.ng.
-tomy.] S1trg. The operation for curing strabismus by 8. Having a fixed price for each regardless of the number
1
dividing one or more mll3cles of the eye ball.
a. Specif.: a In d:~~ti~
individuals::~
sold;
as, cigars ten cents str«';f,/'· Slo.ng or Cant, U. S.
have a common lineage but not distinguishing characters
strad'dle (strad"l), v. i.; sTRAD'DLBD
(-'Id); sTaAo'oLING
(-!Yng). [Prob, for earlier a/riddle, stridle, freq, of .,tride.]
sufficient to constitute a breed, as horses descended from
:ia~!girvi«;;g 1
-;;f•e:otton~::.~1
1. To part the legs wide ; to stand, sit, or walk with the
some well-known sire, or the individuals of a herd which
g'~~~~eN~o; j~i~,a~:::.~~~
ij;:• l:"ithcgm,:b!a~i~:
legs wide apart; esp., to sit astride.
has been inbred. b Hort. A group of plants differing from
.I. To be noncommittal, or to favor, or seem to favor, two b A joint without tongues, dowels, or other additional
the race to which it belongs by no apparent morphological
also sq_uare,:joint.-a. paper, Com., negoColloq. fittings;-called
apparently opposite sides; to be" on the fence."
characters, but by some enhanced or improved physiologipaper signed or indorsed by one individual. - a. peen, cal tendency,
3. To stand with the ends staggered ; - said of the spokes tiable
a
long
narrow
peen
of a hammer. parallel to the shaft. - 1.
of a wagon wheel where they join the hub.
3, a Hereditary character, quality, or disposition.
Intemperance and lust breed diseasea, which, propagated,
4, In poker, to double the blind.
r:!'1~iie8;f jt'1n~i6~oftte't~
:e~l;iaa~~n~':i~~~y::i a~~!
'l'illot•on.
spoil the strain of a nation.
strad'dle, v. t. l. To stand, sit, or be astride of,
!,T~i~f"
for the regular candidates
b A trace ; a streak : a turn ; a peculiar element or tend2. To be noncommittal in regard to, or to favor, or seem
ency ; as, he has a strain of fanaticism.
to favor, both sides of; as, to straddle an issue. Colloq. straight (strit), adv. In a straight manner; in a direct
4. Sort; kind. " The common ,train."
Dryden.
or uniuterrupted course; directly; Archaic, immediately;
3. Finance, To be both long and short of (the market).
&. a The tenor, pervading note, burden, tone, manner,
straightway;
Colloq., correctly; rightly; as, the arrow
4, In poker, to double (the blind).
style,
of
a
song,
poem,
speech_,
book,
etc.,
or,
by
extenstmight
to
the
mark
;
he
strai9,\t
denied
it.
went
atrad'dle, n. 1. Act or position of one who straddles; act
sion, of a course of action or conduct ; as, he spoke in a
W. Black.
Everything was going on st1·aight.
of standing, sitting, or walking, with the feet wide apart.
straight,
n.
l.
Something
straight
;
specif.
:
a
A
straight
ll. The distance between the feet or legs of one straddling.
noble
::~~~b:kwo~e
line. b (with the) The section of a race track between
3. A noncommittal or equivocal position. Colloq.
b Mood ; temper; as, he was in a philosophizing strain.
the last turn and the winning post.
4, Stock Erchangea. An option giving the holder the
8.
A
sustained
note
or
movement
; a passage or flight, aa
ll. Poker, etc. A straight hand of five cards; a sequence,
double privilege of a" put" and a" call,'' i.e., the right
of song or the imagination i specif. : a A distinct portion
STRAIGHT'ING.
To straighten. R.
to demand of the seller, or require that he t.ake, at acer- stralght,v. t.; STRAIGHTIJ!o;
of
an
ode
or
other
poem.
b
Musw.
A complete musical
stralght'a-way 1 (strit'<i-wi'), a. Straightforward ; as, a
tain price, within a certain time, certain securities.
period, often divided off by a double bar ; auy rounded
straightaway course (in racing) ; a straighlaway dash.
6. In poker, a double blind, or a ·doubling of the blind.
subdivision
of
a
movement.
c
A
melody,
tune, or air.
8, A vertical post, esp. one of those which support a hori- stralght'a-way 1, n. A straight course, esp. of a race track.
atralght'edg&' (-ej 1), n. A bar or slip of wood or metal, a
zontal set in a shaft.
av~:'."·
boara, or the like, having one or more long edges made
(strand) ; STRAIN'ING,[OF. eatrain1
1l.'o~ft\~~ily
!'~~f~i!e
~~t~ri~i:!r\~::r;~
~~:;.~ straight within a desired degree of accuracy, used for test- strain, v. t.; STRAINED
dre, estre.indre, F. etreindre, L. stringere to draw or bind
ing straight lines and surfaces, drawing straight lines, etc.
monly used in pairs a fixed distance apart so as to straddle
the work, for siziµg nuts, boltheads, etc.
stralght'eD (-'n), v. t.; -BNED(-'nd); -BN•ING. To make tight; prob. akin to Gr. =payya.>.71a halter, =pa:yf that
which is squeezed out, a drop. Cf. STRANGLE, CONSTRAIN,
straight ; as : a To reduce from a crooked to a straight
atrad'dler (strild'ler), n. One that straddles; as: a RailDISTRICT, STRAIT, a., STRESS, STRICT, STRINGBNT.J
1. To
form. b To make correct; put in order ; as, to straighten
roads. A tool that straddles the rail to bear upon the prodraw
tight; to extend with effort; to Btretch; as, to strain a
jecting ends of a tie platA, used in driving tie plates into
one's affairs or an account. -to straighten one'■ face, to
rope; to stra.in the cords of a musical instrument. Archaic.
compose one's features.
the track. b A we,edin~ hoe that straddles a row.
"To strain bis fetters with a stricter care."
Dryden.
Stra'dl-va'rl (strii 1dt-vii're)
n. A stringed instru- atralght'&D,v. i. To become straight.
a. To restrain ; curb; confine. Obs.
Strad11-va'rl-ua(strltd 1T-vii'rT-us) ment, esp. a violin, atralght 1for'ward (-f6r'werd), a. Proceeding in a straight
3.
To
force
;
constrain.
course or manner; leading directly onward; hence, honest;
made by Antonio Stradivari (prob. 1644-1737) of Cremona,
Ska.le.
The quality of mercy is notatrained.
frank; candid. - atralght 1for'ward-ly, stralght 1for'whose instruments are famed for beauty of tone and design.
4. Mech. To act upon, in any way, so as to cause change
1GLEn (-'Id); STRAG'GLING ward, adt1. - stralght 1for1ward-uess, n.
atrag'Jle (strilg''l), v. i.; STRAG
of form or volume, as forces on a beam to bend it,
(-!Ing). [Prob. fr. strackle, freq. of ME . .,tmken to roam, atralght 1-liD8', a, l. Mech. Designating a linkage or
6, a To exert to the utmost; to put to great streBB or efto stroke. See STROKE,v. t,] l, To wander from the di- equivalent device ( called atratght-llne motion) designed to
fort; to nae, or cause to act, with extreme vigor ; as, te
rect course or way; to rove; to stray; specif., to wander
0
0
,train
every nerve in running.
b To wield ; brandish.
1?!e~ ~Kc::1~tj~;ic~nisao:t~:~~t1!d
from the line of march or desert the line of battle.
Obs.
ll, To wander off or become separated from others of its
u~~ ~:i:hp:~n~r 1i~l:1!~sp~~:re.to;ri~ci~:lfao:i~~:ys~~f~~t\,~! 8. To stretch beyond its proper limit; to do violence to,
kind; to be, become, or occur as if, dispersed ; as, branches
motions are the following: Cl)Watt' ■ (Fig. I in JlluRt. All= CD; in the matter of intent or meaning ; as, to strain the law.
P, tracing_point, at center of CB), an approximate device used in
that straggle out too far. "Straggling pistol shots." Scott.
There can be no other meaning in this expre111rion,
however
Scott-Ruaell'1 CFiJ·some
beam engmesa••d Richards's indicator. C2J
The wolf spied out a tctraggling kid. L' Estrange.
may pretend to strain it.
Swift.
0
7, To injure by drawing, stretching, or the exertion of
etrag'gler (-ler), n. l. One who straggles. or departs from ~BA~ 1
i°ai:i~i 0
~t ,i,~b~,:~iil:~s~~h~
·
the company to which he belon~s, or from the direct or
jointed to T piece ABJ> at j an~B,and turning at Dand C, re- force ; as, the gale ,trained the timbers of the ship.
spectively ; P tracing point), an approximate motion which can 8. To injure, as in the muscles or joints, by causing to
proper course, as a soldier who wanders from his regiment
make
too
strong
an
effort
;
to
harm,
as
the
nervous
system
on the march, or a bird that strays out of its usual range.
8
r~ett,!!.1:;;~:r:~ie~y (4)bct:i~n,.~t,~, :,~;ctt:i~~:h~~;~~ti~
or an organ, by overexertion or excessive use ; to sprain ;
ll. One who rambles without settled direction ; hence, a
11
1~~1J?!~tc8~0 1~in!~iz~)
as, to strain a horse by overloading ; to st,-ainthe wrist.
vagabond or roving shiftless fellow ; a tramp,
Shale. :~t~;;?slitP:u
•tow, 1,.
t. [See STOVE
cut.J To
1tra--bl■ 'mal (strd-blz'mal), a. ly in two circles in the hub;(sro:-:s.s.Ohs. or Scot.&: Strabismic.
said of i,;pokes. 8ee STRADDLE,
!li:~~o,e:fi;r~;; n~r~h~;t"~r°!
■tra-bom'e-ter(str4-b1Sm'@-t@:r), 11• i., 3, ,md STAGGER,,,.,.,3.
dial. Eng. var. of Rtolen, p. p.
tree. All Srot. ~ IJJial. Eng.
[Gr. UTpaBO~ ~uinting + ■trad'dllng, n. An Abraham.
n.
■tow' -boat'fq,
,,. A method :t:~!et~
:~ 0X1~Dnel-shaped -meter.] Med. A strab1smometer man. Oh1t. Cnnt.
set in a tideway to catch 1tra.che. + STRETCH.
■trad.e(rlia.l. str&d).Ohs. or Scot.
:~l.inl~~~d~
stlf';f.n~!;. net
sprats.commonly havin~eeveral Strachy, n. A name or title of &: dial. Eng. pret. of STRIDE.
■tow'down', n. Na.·u,. Act of
uncertain meaningandformoc- ■tra.'dl-co, n. [It.] A kind of
r:!t:e~~~a~~sr:: s~~N 1 1:tng
■towing; that which is stowed.
currinft on:J'1in Shakespeare's !:!!:~i!:f!i:iJil~~J~,e.
atownten. + STUN.
1l"diat'i1·ng. stracliot, estradiot, fr. It. strai~~~~;~TouR,
n. ~ "· 1town'lln1 (stoun'll'nz). Var. ~~..~kfs~~ak1,~~~~t~
1tow'er (stc'i'@r),n. One that Of !-iT0WLINS.
pret. of STRIKE.
stows; esp., one employed in atowp(e!Op), Dial.Eng.var.of
1 ~_y•k~lli:lls~~~J:
stnwin,r ,·essels' holds.
!i!Toor,aiost, etc.
cruited from Albania,baimatia,
■tow'er (stou'~r), n. [Cf. Teel. lltowp.
~Tour.
giddy, or foolish person; also, a Greece, etc., and employed in
atowre. ar.ofSTOUR,STOWER.p:;oodfor nothing. Dial. Eng.
the Venetian and other armiea
~~~r; 1),~,j~~,::,1~{itic~b;i~~~
■towte. + ~TOUT.
Distracted. ~;r~e,}~tl~,~~~~ ceGt~!~d!~1
of wood ; a post. stake, har, or ~~ 'iit::1~~~:.ar.of STOUTH.
pole; specif.: a A spear. OfJ!f. b
1tr&d (strld), n. A k Ind of straddled.
R~f. Sp,
Rr)llndof a lartder. c Boat hook. 1tow'-wood.1 ,n. Na,tt. Wooden 1eather legging or gaiter. Dml. 1trad 1 0-met'rt-ca.l
(s tr l d'tl■tow'ln (~ou'In).
Scot. var. of chocks used in stowing casks in
1f.a~i!~·i:~7f' 0
the hold.
,do'""•p. p. of ~TEAL.
f~~olle,
n. A highway~;:/
1towk. (stouk). Var. of ST0OK. 8. 'l'. P. Abhr. SacraeTheologim ■tra.d'dle,arlv. ·= ASTRADDLE.
relating to, the measuring of
Professor (L., Professor of Sa4
i't:ik~
dial. Rtaak,
!~t;t1:.dlft·at
i~fai~1k~~: I
0
•tok, noise, Btaaka to make a
fle;mer.
■tr&d'dle·lelr'ged (-llg'M;
-Td, atrasm.
STREAM,
noise, Sw. dial st~tka to ma'ke a
-l~gd'),a.
llavingthelegswide
■traete.
STREET.
~:;!·v:~~f~!~~w?b■• or ap~] ►dla, tri_~~Jf(.sow!"zr)t.haln,,g,,
noi11e,walk awkwardly.] Trou•• In ■tr&fe (str f), n. ~ v. [Perh. due
1 11&au. 9 •■traak. Ohs. pret. of STRIKE.
ble; vexatioo.. Obtc.
'fi:
to contusion o~Rtray and toa,'f.l
1towl (stol). Dial. En,r. var. of ■tra'ber-y (1tr6'h,r-l'; atrli'-). the fashion of one tttraddling.
':~i~i~k:~~~~ol~?!g':
Diel. EJatf.VR.r.of RTRAWBERRT.
STOOL,
a stump. [stealth. Scot.
1tow'Itn1 (stou'llnz), adtJ. By ■tra'bllm (strl'blz'm), n. Med. :.~r.:~~is.:~~;i1~g~Jie~f{.;
p.a.
Being arranged alternate- t:n'f;(:t:~i;ig:-~~!i.
Strabismua.

fr. llowe a place, AS. d/Jw; cf, AS. ,tDwian to hold back,
lcel, eldat/J a fireplace, hearth, OFries. atD place, and E.
.Jtand.] l. To place or arrange in a compact m888 ; to put
in its proper place, or in a suitable or convenient place ; to
pack ; as, to stow freight; to atowhay in a mow.
.ll, To put away In some place ; to hide ; to lodge.
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STRAIN

STRANGULATION

6, pl. Oba. a Coarse woolen cloth or kersey. b Cloth of you could lose your way" (Shelley); "Pleasure was a bysingle width,
product of the ,ringular chemistry of life" (Stevenson).
(strit''n), v. t. ,· -ENED (-'nd); -EN•ING. 1. To ~r~\e~ Jl:Y!~tl;e a:~!SI:ie~o~~e~x~=m~1?';~>~:i,~ci~
make strait, or narrow ; hence, to contract ; confine.
often a mere synonym for O odd" or O queer;" BCCBNT&ro
Evander with a. close embrace
2. To make tense, or tight ; to tighten.
Obs. or R.
implies divergence from the beaten track; ERRATICadda
Strained his departing friend.
Dryden.
Pope. to eccentric a stronger implication of caprice; as, a peculiar
'J.'heystraiten at each end the cord.
11. a To press, or cause to pass, through or aa through
3. a To restrict; hamper; as, straitened by fetters. Now
trick of expression;•~ She was a person of some odd andpea strainer ; to filter through a screen, a cloth, or some
Rare. b To afflict, as with difficulty; to distress or em- cuUar habits, wore a ,rin!/l!lardress, and affected wild and
porous substance. b To remove by filtration or the like ; barrass in means or conditions of life ; - chiefly in the
solitary haunts"( Scott);' his [Carlyle's] taste for the eccenp. p. ,· as, a man strai-tened in his circumstances.
tric, amorphous, and violent in men" (Lowell);_the workintts
- usually with out,- as, to strain out coffee grounds.
of his mind were erratic. ODDoften differs ltttle from sin12. To set forth in strains, or song. Obs.
Spenser. stra!t'-Jack/et, n. A coat of strong material, as canvas,
0 [s'Qi~i::i:~I:~1:(:si~s:asg,)1:~~~!n°!1:~~
binding the body closely, for restraining the violently insane
or
delirious,
violent
criminals,etc.
Some
confine
the
arms
which is dubious or questionable; as, u great men whose
STRAIN is of general appli ..:a.tion; SPRAIN applies only to
body,
others
have
long
sleeves,
without
openings,
odd
habits
it
would
have been glorious piety to endure"
to
the
muscles or ligaments.
which may be tied together. Also called strait-waistcoat.
( G. Eliot) i u His tail cocks up in a very odd way" (Ba, ...
to ■train a point, to go beyond the proper limit or rule; to strait
1-laced' (-liist'), a. 1. a Laced tightly or closely, as
harn);
"our
sense
of
the odd, the humorous, the grostretch one's authority or conscience; to do a degree of
violence to some principle or to one's own feelings. -to a. :rb~~~:i~ ~~?.~ b!ii!'."'ring,
or bound with, tight stays
~~;ifi,;u•;:fr~.:!t!i~'!_!~t~l,~
t"ii!,;~1/)sf
courtesy, to use an excess of civility ;-often ironical.
2. a Restricted; stiff; constrained. R. b Strict in man•
was not much surprised at this, she was getting so well
strain (stiiin), v. i. 1. To make violent efforts; to strive;
to stretch with exertion or difficulty ; as, he straina under
0!h!scf~e~e1:~f~~~:d~~~!! 0t~s1~!t"c;~
d0
ner:;a~~l~~ 8
at t:~S:citig~~erT:~tnras tu?i~n:,i~h
;i:;;:~l1~ aod:ti~
the great weight; the eyes strain to see the ships.
11 Hamlet" or u Othello."
John Fiske.
(esp.) old.fashioned; that is OUTLANDISH
which is uncouth
Shale. strake (striik), n. [Uf. STREAK,] 1. Obs. or Scot. &:Dial.
To build his fortune I will strain a little.
or bizarre; as, "the langua~e ... quaint and old-fash2. To act importunately; to press; urge. Now Rare.
Eng. a A streak. b Specif., a narrow strip, stretch, or the
~o:;~;J?'~~i~~k:,~T~~tlandish
custom. See ANOMALOUS,
3. To sustain a strain, wrench, or distortion ; as, the ship
like, as a neck of land, a rut in a road, a crack in a floor.
strange woman, Bib., a harlot.
Proti. v. 3.
strained in the heavy seas.
2. a An iron band by which the follies of a wheel are se- stran'ger (stran'jer), n, [OF. estra11gier, F. etranger.
4, To pass through or aa through a filter, colander, or the
cured
to
each
other,
being
not
continuous,
as
the
tire
is,
See
STRANGE.]
1.
One
who
is
strange;
specif.:
a One
like ; to be filtered ; to percolate ; to ooze ; as, water strainbut made up of separate pieces. b Any of the rings formwho comes from a foreign land ; a foreigner.
Shak, b
ing through a sandy soil; the thin soup strains easily.
ing
the
shell
of
a
steam
bciler.
One
not
in
the
place
where
his
home
is;
specif.,
one
in the
to strain at to strive after, esp. with extreme effort.
3, Shipbuilding. One breadth of planks or plates forming
family or house of another as a guest, visitor, or intruder.
strain, n. i. Act of straining, or state of being strained;
a
continuous
strip
on
the
bottom
or
sides
of
a
vessel,
reachArt
thou
only
a
strange,·
in
Jerusalem
l'
Luke
xxiv.
18.
specif.: a Excessive tension, physical or mental; also,
ing from the stem to the stern ; a streak.
'I'hy stra11ger that is within thy gates. Deut. xxxi. 12.
a force, influence, or state causing such tension ; as, the
~ The planks or plates next the keel are called the garC A person who is unknown or with whom one is unac-8lrain on a ship's rigging; a strain on her strength.
b OOardstrakes,· thestrakesatthe
bilge are the bilgestrakes;
quainted; as, I was befriended bya stranger. Hence, one
Excesfiive exertion; painful labor; a violent effort.
Whether any poet . . . since Shakespeare has exerted a ~f:i:,~x!;,~fii:'e t~pe~a::~t~~! t~e ~tSe~~t~! s~~~;
not admittt~ \\'hffJ 1/!';!f!.1',fr~:iiui~i::n;i;1d.
Shak.
Landor.
greater variety of powers with less strain.
(strd-mln'C-Us), a, [L. strarnineus, fr. stra• 4 One ignorant of, or unfamiliar with, a specified object;
c The hurt or injury from excessive tension or use, as of stra-mln.'e-ous
men
straw,
fr.
sternere,
stratum,
to
spread
out,
to
strew.]
-with
to.
"A
stranger
to
thy
thoughts."
Shak.
the muscles, nerves, or an organ ; a sprain ; a wrench.
2. Law. a One not privy or party to an act, contract, or
51.Mech. a Deformation or distortion due to stress or force ; Of or like straw; as: a Cbaffy; strawy. b Having the
pale yellowish color of straw.
title; a mere intruder or intermeddler; one who interspecif., linear, areal, or volumetric deformation per unit
feres without right; a third party; a volunteer; as, acof length, area, or volume, respectively ; in a compound stra-mo'nl-um (-mo'nI-um), n. [NL.: cf. F. stramonium.]
a The thorn apple (Datura) ; esp., the white thorn apple, tual poBSession of land gives a good title against a stranger
structure, re1ative slipping between the component parts.
or Jimsou weed, b Pharm. The dried leaves of the white
having no title; RB to strangers, a mortgage is considered
b Sometimes, stress, thrust, or force generally.
thorn
apple (Datura stramonium), used in medicine aimi- merely as a pledge; a mere stranger to the levy. b A
3. Georn. Change of shape of a figure when geometrically
larly to belladonna, but esp. in asthma.
stranger in blood, that is, a person not closely enough retransformed ; deformation.
strained (strand), pret. &: p. p. of STRAIN. Hence: p. a. strand (stritnd), n. {AS. stmnd; akin to D., G., Sw., & lated, or not so circumstanced as, to give rise to the consida Subjected to great or excessive tension; wrenched ; Dan. strand, Icel. stri:ind.] 1. A shore; specif. : a The eration of natural love and affection.
beach of the ocean, a sea, or an arm of the ocean. b The
3. Something supposed, or humorously said, to represent
weakened ; as, strainecl relations. b Done or produced
bank of a stream. Now Rare or Poetic.
a coming stranger, as a piece of tea leaf floating in tea, or
with straining or excessive effort ; forced; as, strained wit.
A stream; current; also, a channel, as a gutter. Obs. a flake of soot hanging on a grate bar. Dial. or Colloq.
Strain'er (striin'er), n. One that strains; a device for 2.
o,·
Scot.
,f
Dial.
Eng.
4, The rock whiting. Au.itralia.
straining ; specif. : a A utensil or device, as a screen, sieve,
or filter, to retain or hold back solid pieces or particles
Syn. - See SHORE,
~:~• ;-e~ifo~~n:~c:1~r::,ix!~trc!•ti!:~1Ns~;:~g:~:;r.
while a liquid passes through. Cf, COLANDER.b Any of :~r~:r:a:s!:t~~~~!1fe~t~~~~t:~;
it~Tl!:'!s~treet
landish), now commonly applies to one unknown to one or
various devices for stretching something to a desired tenwithout
aquaintance in a given place; a FOREIGNER
is one
d
belonging to another nation; ALIENoften denotes specif.
sion. c BasketU'ork. A small rod with ends sharpened and strand, v. t.; STRAND'ED;STRAND'ING.To run on a stran '
a foreign-born resident not a citizen. See EMIGRANT,
bent at right ang]es, used to keep a stake in position. 4 or aground; as, to strand a ship; - often fig.
Ca·1'riageBuilding. A strip of wood, a piece of glued can- strand, v, i. To drift, or be driven, on shore; to run atran'gle (strlJJ'g'I), v. t.; STRAN'GLED(-g'ld); STRAN'aground; as, the ship .,tranded at high water :-often fig. GLIND(-glfog). [OF. es/rangier, F. etran,qlei·,L. stra11gulare,
vas, or the like, for reenforcing the back of a panel.
strand (strlnd), n. [Prob. fr. D. streen a skein; akin to Gr. ,npoyya>.iiv, fr. a-rpayyo.A~ a halter, a-rpayyo<twisted,
■trainer ofHippocr&tea. = HIPPOCRATES'S
BAG.
G. striihne a skein, lock of hair, strand of a rope, OHG.
akin to L. stringe1·e to draw tight, and perh. to E. string,
streno.] Any of the three or more twists, or strings, of n. Cf. STRAIN,v.,STRING.] 1. To compreBBthe windpipe
-~~:t~il~~!n~t~~f;;~
i!!~~N~~Ji:=::,
:~
which a rope is made; also, a single filament or string.
of (a person or animal) until death results from stoppage of
rn°!\~S:s,~:ert~,.~rdt~~~a!:tCe·:n!~~rs&~:
o~fr~t~~ strand, v. t. 1. To break a strand of (a rope),
respiration; to choke to death by compressing the throat,
See QUEEN-POST,
Illust. -1. Bill, Arch., a straining piece
2. To form (a rope, etc.) by uniting strands.
as with the hand or a rope; to throttle.
3.
To
weave
a
strand
in,
as
with
a
needle
in
mending
a
2.
To stifle, choke, or suffocate in any manner; esp., to inJl!~~~a~i~tf
a truss to resist at each
garment ; as, to strand a stocking; to strand a hole or rent.
terrupt the breathing of, by entering the windpipe; as, he
strain Insulator. Elee. A strong form of insulator used to strand'lng,
p. pr. &: i·b. n. of STRAND, Hence: vb. n.
tried to drink when laughing, and the water stranglecl him.
Mar. Law. The action of a ship when running aground
3. To hinder from appearance or development; to stifle;
~ ~~fie~i!f~~~~~n~~!t1!7J~~~;v!f:i~r;!~~~kl~~Shak.
stratn sheet. Arch. & Engin. A skeleton drawing of a upon the strand, a rock, or bottom, so that sh~ is fast for a suppress; repress. "Strangle such thoughts.''
time; specif., such a runniug aground as is accidental or stran'gle, v. i. To be strangled or suffocated.
structure, as a roof truss or a bridge, showing the stress
done to avoid a worse impending danger, as sinking. Such Strll!J¥18hold. In wrestling, a bold by which one's oppoto which each member will be subjected.
nent 1s choked. It is usual·
Strait (strat), a, ; STRAIT1ER (-er); STRAITIEBT,[ME. strait, a stranding charges an insurer with loss in many cases.
1ER (stran 1jer);
STRANO'EBT ly not allowed,
straight, streyt, .Ylreit, OF. e.rtreit, estroit, F. etroit, fr. L. Strange (striinj), a.; STRAN0
atrictus drawn together, close, tight, p. p. of stringere to (-j~st). [OF. e.,trange, F. etrange, fr. L. extraneu., that is stran'gn-late· (strlIJ'gil:without, external, foreign, fr. e:rtra on the outside. See lit),v.t.;-LAT 1ED(•lit'8d);
draw tight. Perh. influenced by straight not crooked,
EXTRA;cf. ESTRANGE,
EXTRANEOUS.]1. Of another conn-LAT11NG (-liit 1Tng).
[L.
See 2d STRAIN; cf. STRICT,] 1. Narrow; not broad.
try; foreign. Archaic. "Strrrnge strands."
Chaucer. strangulare, strangulatum,
Strmf is the ~ate, and narrow is the way, which ]eadeth unto
life, and few there be that find it.
Matt. vii. 14.
The knowledge of strange and divers tongues. A.,cltam.
to choke. See STRANGLE,]
2, a Restricted; limited in space or time. b Tight; close;
2. Of or pertaining to another or others ; of or pertainTo compress or strangle ;
closely fitting.
ing to some other kind, character, or place. ''Foolish
epecif.,Med.,toobstructor
3. Close; intimate; familiar. Obs.
hens . . . sitting upon ,,;trangeeggs."
Byron.
compreBB so as to prevent
4, Strict ; scrupulous; rigorous ; exacting.
3. Not before known, heard, or seen; new; unfamiliar.
the passage of fluid.
The straitest sect of our religion. Acts xxvi. 5 (Rev. Ver.).
The signet is not .,t.-anye to you.
Shak.
stran'gu-lat'ed (-lat;tl,d),
6, a Distressful; diffleult. b Straitened; hampered.
4. Not according to the common wa.y; exciting curiosity,
pret. ~ p. p. of STRANTo ma.ke your strait circumstances yet straiter, SPcker.
eurprise, or wonder because of novelty; extraordinary;
GULATE. Specif.: p. a.
8. Parsimonious ; niggardly ; mean. Obs.
Slmk.
unnatural; queer; as, strangP garments; strange manners.
1. Med. Havingthecircula-7, [Due to confusion of L. 1trictus, p. p., with the ME.
He is Bick of a strange fever.
Sltak.
tion stopped by compresOne form of Strangle Hold.
p. p. of stretch, v.] Drawn, as a sword. Oba. Chaucer.
5.
Reserved~~!s!i~~t
~~
!~~!!'::J1!h;1:;fi~~[,ti1J}~~~Xdrole:
sion;
attended wjth arrest or obstruction of circulation,
Syn. -See NARROW,
caused by constriction or compression.
strait, n. [ME. straight, •treit, OF. e.streit. See STRAIT, 8. Unaccustomed; inexperienced i unacquainted.
In thy fortunes am unlearned and Rtrange.
Shak.
2. Bot. Contracted at irregular intervals, as if tied with
a.] 1, A narrow pass or passage. Obs. or Archaic.
Syn. - Unusual, uncommon, unnatural, anomalous, ira lillature ; constricted.
1
st
1
01
~~ ~rb:0~
:l;lt'!1 ~trb~fir
oaf ;~1d~rrow
r 1venser.
:~~~bie~n:.xlii:~l~~i,
u1ir~c:a~:tertt:s\i~r,1indZi1.r~
ttr~~l
ht~au:h h:~~t 8 ft co~¥~~~esd
ii!
2. Specif., Geog., a (comparatively) narrow passageway
STRANGE,SINGULAR,PECULIAR.ECCENTRIC,
ERRATIC,ODD, circulation and cause swelling of the protruded part.
connecting two large l>odies of water ; - often in pl.
QUEER,QUAINT,ouTLANDISH. That is STRANOEwhichis out stran 1gu-la'tlon (-la'shun), n. [L. strongulatio: cf. F..
,t~t~,
?l~e:~ft!~~o~fl~sab~~~~ outlet which the.beciJ!e~ ~!gt~:si~1~:{?;h1::~~;'!~go~:::::~;~le1e~Jes~:GpfL:eRsoo~eeps strangulation. See STRANGLE.] 1, Act of .strangling, or
P
P
\I
state of being strangled.
3. A neck of ]and ; an isthmus. Rare.
Tennyson.
as, u a soldiP-r, full of strar,g~ oaths' (Shak.):
2. Med. Inordinate compression or constriction of a tube
if:. A condition of distressing narrowness or restriction ; a cur10sity;
0 some strange mysWrious
dream" (.J.llilton); "sad and
situation of perplexity or distress ; difficulty ; need; strange as in dark summer dawns the earliest Jipeof halfor part, as of the throat, esp. such as causes a suspension
often in pl. ; as, rednced to great straits.
~:;t~~n!o~~~{ !~~i::Fv~
For I am in a 1ttl"aitbetwixt two.
Phil. i. 23. ::;.,ik::e°:
i-.-t-r&_m_'o"'-n-y-(s_t_r_l_m_'_b
___
n_I_),-n.-,-m-c_o_rn_m_u_n_ic_o_ti_v_e_p-er-,o-n-.-:{J. stragulum.]
A bedspread; a strait (strit). Obs. or Scot. &: atrait'work'. n. Mining by the
0
:.' [Lt ~~.,'!;::~;/~1:,;:
dial. Eng. vnr. of STRAJOHT,
coverlet. Ob.~. f OJs, or Dial.
Stramonimn.
atra.nge (etrinj), t,•. t. i\' i. [Cf.
strain.. Aphetie for DISTRAIN, atrait,adv. Strictly: rigorousll; 1i:!1t~~d ~~~a::r:~~~-bushel. cf L.stramen straw,OF.esirarn.] atramp (stnimp), n., v. i., 4'-v. t. ESTRANGE,l ObR. or Scot. t
atrake (strik). Dial. Eng. var. Straw ; Jitter. Ohs
■train, a. [Cf. OF. eslreint. f'lfStamp; trample; tread; tramp. Dial. Eng. 1. To estrange or
tmiut, p. p. See 2d STRAIN,] ~k~t: ttigah \!~!tk:;;'~rr~;;
atra--ma.ah' (strci-mlbh'), 1,.t. S('()t. fir D1al. Eng,
be estranged. Ob,,,.
J(at),1
Narrow; strait. O';.'l.
to i;traiten ; preRs; compresii. ~[r:1:.ECOb~"ordia~~fE~;.E:a~:I
[ing. 9. To wonder or he SBtomshed.
strand. t RTRIND.
atrain'a-ble (·d-b'I), a. 1. Vio- Ohs. b To diminish. OhR. c To atra.ke. Ohs. or Scot. &: dial. \,;~n?\~A:t~~:; 1deJ~o;~~hn~ strand. n. Ma,-. Law. A strand- atrange'ful, a. Strange. Obs.
confine; restrict; oppress. Obtf. Eng. var. of STRIKE,STROKE, Difiturbance : hroil ; a Crash ; a
lent in action; violent. Ohs.
th~ u! :i:::::;1~:g~r'!;th!r
2. Capable of being strained.
d To tighten. Scot. e To put atrake (strik ), n. A trough for
wai;hing broken ore, gravel, or
strain' a.--tly,ad,,.Violently. Obs. to straits ; to puzzle. ObR.
or for the repair of the strand or uncared•t·or child in a hospital,
Stramazon. ObR,
Cornwall.
shore.
■train band. Naut. A re~nforc- 1tralt'hand'ed, a. Closefisted ; sand : a launder.
[lied plover. Brit.l asylum, or the like.
ing bnnd of canvas on a Rail.
v., to atra.m'&•zon', n. [F. e1<1trama- strand plover. Thebleck•helatrange'ly, adv. of STRANGE.
miserly. Obs. - 1trait'ha.Dd'ed- atra.ke, v. i. [Cf. !1\TR0KE,
ne11, n. Oh.'l.
i;itrike.to rub gently, STRIKE,1,.1 ~on or Jt. Rframazzone.] Fenc■traind. Strained. Ref, Sp.
1!!~. ::~:,:;~e~~·t·
E~:atg!~s. Obs.
ing. A descending cut or slash ~r:::tfialfrir:es~:p:0~~
strain diagram. = s T R A, N strait'heart'ed,
a.
NarrowSH KET.
hearted: ~elfii;h.OhR, ffining.l &~~ fti~~:~~Joll?!i~~~-an~:r: with the extrPme edge of a sword atrand wolf. The brown hyena. atn.n'ger-bood, n. See -HOOD·
■tra.tn ell1_.laold. An ellipsoid atrait'lac'~(.lis'Jng),a.
[Dial. Enn,1 delivered from the wrist. Obs. strane. i- STRAIN,
v.
istran'ger-ahip, n. See-sun•.
Con. Dial. Eng.
atrait'ly, fl,(/l,, of ~TRAIT,
atra.k'y (strik'Y), a. Streaked. or HiRt.
.Rr,Prton Castle.
Scot. :::::'felci. •,:~,,~~
Strangle;
!~~e:rf:_a
Bt~h~foU
strale (stril), atrall (etr61), n.
strait'nesa, n. See •NESS.
:~r:,:n:~8!.<s~im;:i,ai:i. },.~!;strang (str'llng), Archaic
or atran;gle-a-ble(·d:•h'l),a. Capa,.
■trllln normal. Nech. A line Strait■ oil (strits).
A second
!;~?w; dart. mille1· to scatter (straw).] Stra.w.
quality of cod.liver oil.
~::t'To~ ~{~~;;J:!o~st~a~:
::.:~:: Pc,':/To~ 1
& dial.
si!:'i'i,11~~~).
Straita tin [.Fromthe Strait of ■tralet, n. [It. straletto, dim. of Scot.
Rfl'nle an arrow, l A dart. Ohs. ■tra.m'mer (strlm'@r; strim'-),
■tralnt(striint),n. roF.estrainte,
Malakka.]
= BANKATIN,
estreinte, F. t!tre111te. See 2d ■trait' --waiat'coat, n. = STRAIT- atram (strim), n. A hard walk.
~~~-STS~~:~ely
_l 0~: !i;!;i~1~:l~~•iz),J
0
~it~~~:~~si::r»1~;Vhl:i;• ~
STRAIN.] Excessive tension ; .JACKRT,
:trf:~rg~~r. Obb.
Aa
~~~;rr.;~~~1!:!~~IJ'gtl-Utt),
a•
large;amonstrous he. Dial.Eng.
atrait'wayt. i- STRAIGHTWAY,
a&in; constraint. Oba.

9. a To urge with importunity; to press, as a petition.
Oba. 01· R. Shak. b To distreBB; vex, Oba.
10. To squeeze; to preBSclosely; to hug; - now usually
only in phrase, to strain to one's breast.
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STRANGULLION

STRAWBERRY TOMATO

lem-nia'cl (l~m-nls't) LL. lemmsci, lit., of a hanging ribbon, i. e,.
a. [L. stranguriosus.]
otra\eglc line, Mil., a line the holding or passing of which is
of a band of fibers], Auut., layer of the anteriorcor{)ora3:uadr1Med. Of or pert. to strangury; suffering from strangury.
!"J~~d!~J~~~~
Y~ge:t~e~~:
~1!~:~
st
ranguria,
atran'gu-ry (stri'tIJ'gil-rl), n. [L.
Gr. cr-rpa:y- tage to its possessor, as a pass, crossroads, fortress, etc.
dUm) [L. lucidum translucent], Anat., a thin, 11omewhattranslu')'OVpia;,npayt, ,npayyo,, a drop+ ovpov urine: cf. F. stra-te'glcs (str<i-te'jiks), n. Stcategy.
strangurie. See STRANGLE; URINE.]
1. Med. A painful
I (st ~ • Tst
[C F
, · t ] One cent, layer of cells lyina superficial to the stratum granuloeum
r~t'e-j
l, n.
f.
· Slrategts e.
discharge of urine, drop by drop, produced by spasmodic st rat '8 ·K st
1
j1»
muscular contraction of the urethra and bladder.
skilled in strategy.
(ijp'tl-ktim) [Nf.opticum optic], Auat .• a layer composef of fibers
2. Hort. A swelling or other disease in a plant, occasioned stra-te'gus (str<i-te'gus), -gos (-gos), n.; pl. -GI (-ji), and ganglion cells lying below the stratum cinereum in the ante-GOI (-goi).
[L. strategus, fr. Gr. o-TpaT1J')'6~. See STRATArior pair of corpora quadrigemina. - II s. zo-na.'le (zil-nii'le) [NL
by a ligature fastened tightly a.bout it.
GEM.]
Gr. Antiq. a The leader of an army; a general. b
zonale zonal], A nut., the layer of white matter which covers the
strap (str~p ), n. [Var. of st rop, ME. st rope, AS. stropp, L. A chief magistrate, as of the boule of the Achrean or ./Etolian
surface of the anterior pair of corpora quadrigemina.
stroppus, 8lruppus, perh. fr. Gr. trrpO<J>o,;
a band or cord, fr
League. Cf. HIPP ARCH.
stra'tus (strR't'Us), n. [L. stratus a spreading out, scatterurpi4,t:w to twist, to turn (cf. STROPHE). Cf. STROP a strap, strat'e-gy
(stritt''e-jl), n. [Gr. urpa.Tl'/'Yia: cf. F. strategie.
ing, fr. sternere, stratum, to spread.] Meteor. A cloud form
a piece of rope.] 1. A narrow strip of some flexible maSee STRATAGEM.]
I. The science or art of projecting and
characterized by its relatively great horizontal• extension
terial, esp. leather, generally fitted with a buckle and used
directiug gn·at military movements.
See TACTICS.
and its comparatively low altitude (2,000 to 7,000 feet), as
for securing, holding together, etc.
2. The use of stratagem, or artifice.
distinguished from cumulo-stratus and cirro-stratne.
2. Something consisting of, serving as, or resembling, a strath (stritth), n. [GaeJ. srath.] A river valley of consid- straw (std}), n. [ME. straw, stre, stree, AS. streaw, fr. the
strap (sense 1); as: a A strip ofleather used in flogging;
erable size; a valley bottom ; - often iu composition with
root of E. strew; akin to OFries. stre, D. stroo, G. stroh,
b Some th ing
the name of the river; as, Stroth Spey, Strathrnore. Scot.
hence, act of flogging, as in punishment.
OHG. stro, Icel. strii, Dan. straa, Sw. strU. See STREW.]
made of a strap (sense 1), or of a part of one, or a combina- strath'spey' (stritth'spii' ; stritth'spii'), n. [From the dis1. A stalk or stem of grain, as of wheat, rye, oats, barley,
tion of two or more for a particular use; as, a boot strap,
trict of Strat!t /::,i'pey
in Scot]and.] a A lively Scottish dance,
or Indian corn; also, a stalk of buckwheat, beans, or peas.
resembling the reel, but slower. b Music for this dance
shawl sfrap, stirrup strap. C JJlach. A narrow flexible baud
2. Collectively, stalks of grain after threshing, used ae
or having its duple rhythm, which is characterized by the
or belt, or a thong of hide for use as a belt. See BELT,n.,4.
bedding for cattle, for packing, or for fodder.
d A piece of leather, or strip of wood covered with a suitScotch catch, or a couvene rhythmic figure.
3. a A thing of smallest. worth; a mere trifle. b A slight
able material, for sharpening a razor; a strop. e A shoul- strat'ic (strltt'lk), a. Of, pertaiuing to, or designating, the
fact considered as an indication ; as, the dress of a man ia
order or sequence of strata; stratigraphic.
der strap. f .fl.fed.A band, asof adhesive plaster, used to apa poor straw as to his politics.
proximate surfaces, as of wounds, or to hold surgical dress- stra-tic'u-late (strli-tlk'il-l'at),
a. [Dim. fr. stratum.]
4. Short for straw hat (a hat of straw), STRAWNEEDLE,etc.
ings in position. g A band or fillet used in strap work, h Bot.
Geol. & Min. Characterized by thin parallel strata.
6. A long-stemmed clay pipe; a churchwarden.
Slang.
,(1) A ligule. (2) The blade or flat portion of a grass leaf.
strat'i-fi-ca'tlon (strattr-fl-ka'shun),
n. [Cf. F. stratijica- 6. A short narrow strip of pastry; as, cheese straws.
3. A narrow strip of anything, as of iron or brass. Specif. : lion.] Act or process of stratifying, or state of being strat1Sw!.~r!!11~cl~bt~10~n~1s\j;Yot~:J1;:rtib~e
a Carp., Mach., etc. A band, plate, or loop of metal for ified; specif. : a Geol. The arraugemeut of sedimentary 8~~:"
bond given by them is called a straw bond. Colloq.,
S.
clasping and holding timbers, parts of a machine, etc. See rocks in layers. The divisious between the layers, often
ECCENTRIC,
Illiist. Also, a flexible, thin, flat strip of steel
marking changes in the circumstances of deposition, are straw'-bas&' (-bas'), a. [Cf. G. stro!tbass, n.] Designating,
or iron, fastened around boxes, crates, bales, etc., for se- called stra.tifica.tion plane:. b Hort. The placing of seeds
or pert. to, the so-called straw-bass register, a series of very
curity. b .Naut. (1) A piece of rope or metal passing around
between layers of saud or sawdust, common in the case of deep tones of the male voice, considered by some a distinct
a block or dead eye, holding it together and used for fastenseeds requiring to be kept moist or frozen to preserve their
register below the chest register (cf. REGISTER, n., 7).- n.
ing it to anything; - called also strop. (2) A rope with
vitality and to facilitate germiuation, as those of many
The straw-bass register, or a ,·oice including it.
ends spliced together, used in slinging weights, etc.
trees. c Bot. & Physiol. Growth by apposition. d Elec. straw'ber-ry(-ber-I), n.; pl. -RIES (-iz). [AS. streawberige;
streaw straw+ berie berry; perh. from the resemblance of
4. A bunch, or string, as of fruit. Scot. <~ Dial. Eng.
Alternate light and dark zones or bands, as those appear6. Credit; u tick." Slang & Dial. Eng.
ing in a vacuum tube through which an electric charge is thermmers of the plant to straws.] a The juicy edible red
8. A price; that which is payable. Dial. Eng.
fruit of any species of the rosaceous genus Pragaria, esp. of
passing. e Internal-Combustion Engines. Stratified variaa cultivated variety. It is not properly a berry, but an enatrap, v. t.; STRAPPED(etr~pt); STRAP'PING.1. To beat or tion in the richness of the mixture in the cylinder.
strat'i-fied (•tr~t'I-fid), p. a. Arranged in, or composed of, larged pulpy receptacle, bearing numerous seedlikeachenes.
chastise with a strap.
2. To secure with a strap; - sometimes wi th up or down.
strata, or layers; as, stratified rocks. Sep. STRATIFICATION.,b The plant which bears this fruit. Strawberry plants are
stemless herbs forming a tuft or crown, with trifoliolate
3. To sharpen (a razor) by rubbing on a strap; to strop.
stratifteddischarge,Elec.,adischargeshowingstratification,
leaves, cymose white flowers, and Jong slender runners.
4. To haug, as a criminal; - used also as v. i. Scot.
generally produced in an exhausted glass vessel.- s. thalstrap-pa'do (strli-pii'do), n.; pl. -DOES (-doz). [It. strappata lu1, Bot., in lichenology, a thallus in which the gonidia oc- Cultivated strawberries have been derived from four spea. pull, the strappado, fr. strappare to pull, fr. G. dial.
cupy more than one layer, as in heteromerous species.
v:h~'!;a!~!r~1tJ~i\!~rst~te::r
strap/en; cf. G. strajf tense, stretched, D. straf.] 1. A strat'i-form(-f6rm),a. Anal. Havingtheformofastratum;
America; and P. moschata, the hautbois. See FRAGARIA.
former punishment or torture, consisting in hoisting the
designating a cartilage embedded in a groove in a bone to strawberry
bush. An American celastraceous shrub
subject by a rope (sometimes fastened to his wrists behind
form a smooth surface over which a tendon passes.
(Evonymus americanus) having crimson pods and seeds
strat 11-fy (-fi), 11. t.; STRAT'I-FIED
(-fid); STRAT'I-FY 1ING
his back)and letting him fall to the length of the rope.
1
2. A beating with or as with a strap. Rare&: Erron,
(-fi!Tng). [stratum+ -Jy: cf. F. stratijier.] To form, dee~r~~er.A 1 b~~
~f,;v~~r¥~llo't[;,:;;,s}~agfferum) u{e the white clover, but having an inflated pink
strap'per (stritp 1e"r), n. 1. One who uses a strap; specif.:
posit, or arrange, in strata, or layers.
a One who harnesses horses, or takes care of horses in a strat'i-fy, v. i. To form, or become arranged, in strata.
stable. b Railroad Construction. A workman who bolts stra-tig'ra-pher (strd-tig'rd-f0r),
n. One wllo studies, or s~~;e,:~~~~;a~~~wn borer. A weevil fl"ll-li1ffla
( 1'yloderrna fragari;e) whose larva
the splices, or straps, to the rails; a splicer.
who has an expert knowledge of, stratigraphy.
bores in the crown of the strawberry.
2. One extraordinarily large of its kind. Slang.
strat'l-graph'ic (str~t'I-gr~f'Tk)
Geol. Of or pertain- strawberry leal. a The
straP'plng, p. pr. of STRAP, Hence: a. Tall; strong;
strat'i-graph'l-cal (-T-ki'il)
ing to stratigraphy; as,
b
leaf of the strawberry.
lusty; large; as, a strapping fellow. Colloq.
stratigraphical evidence. -strat'i-graph'l-cal-ly, adv.
The symbol of the rank or
estate of a duke, because
strap'plng, vb. n.. of STRAP. Hence: n. 1. Act of one that stra-tlg'ra-phy (str<i-tTg'r<i-fI), "· [.,tratwn
-graphy.]
the ducal coronet is twined
straps ; esp., Colloq., a beating with or as with a strap.
a The arrangement of strata, esp. as to position and order
with straw berry leaves.
,
2. Straps collectively; also, material for straps.
of sequence. b That branch of geology which treats of
3. A narrow band of cloth, generally machine-stitched,
the arrangement and succession of strata. See GEOLOGY,
1. 8
Strawberry Leaf Roller (An~ylia
used to ornament the seams of a garment.
stra-toc'ra-cy (-tok'r<i-sT), n.; pl. -CIES (-alz). [Gr. ·rlpa.To< plantcaused bythepa.rasitic com})tana ). a Larva, nat. size ;
1trapping motion, Spinning, a kind of governing motion
an army+
-cracy: cf. F. :,;tralocratie.] A milit~ry gov- fungusSph;erellaJragari:.e.
h Imago, x 2,
for a mule to regulate the velocity of the spindles during
ernment; government based on an army. Rare.
strawberry leaf roller. Any of several moth larvre that
winding; - so called because actuated b)' a strap or band. stra'to-cu'mu-lus, n. [.rtratus +cumulu,li.] Meteor. Strati1r;1Yea~~~; ~1~~,
2/3
a
!i~~~gi~l~~kin:t~ibutf
:it~ r~:~~t1~e;!
fled cumulus, consisting of large balls or rolls of dark cloud
esp., Ancylis cornptana or E.c-~[
1 1'1[7 11 $ 1 •l □il-lli\P
which often cover the whole sky, esp. in winter, and give
of a wooden main rod for a mine shaft.
artema permundana.
~
straP'work' (strltp'wfirk'), n. In decorative design, a nar- at times an undulated appearance, but do not bring rain.
strawberry mark. Med. A
row fillet or band folded, crossed' and sometimes interlaced.
strat'o-graph'ic (strilt'O-grltf'l'k) t a. Of or pertaining to birthmark somewhat like a
strawberry in color.
strass (stras), n. [After its inventor, a German jeweler: strat'o-graph'l-cal (-gral'T-kal) J stratography.-strat'strawberry moth. Any of
cf. F. stras.] A brilliant lead glass used in the manufaco-graph'l-cal-ly, adv.
several moths whose larvre
ture of artificial gems ; paste, as a silicate of potassium and stra-tog'ra-phy (strd-tOg'rd-fT), n. [Gr. u-rpa-rOs- an arm.y +
feed on strawberry plants; as:
-graphy.] A description of, or of what belong to, an army.
lead, often with borax, alumina, white arsenic, etc.
a A dagger moth (Apntela obStrass'burg (shtriis'bil6rK; Angl. stras'b0rg), n. The cap- stra'tum (strii'tum), n.; pl. L. -TA (-ta), E. -TUMS (-tumz).
linita), whose large hairy larva
ital of Alsace-Lorraine. -StraBBburg pie, p§;te de foie gras.
[L., fr. ster.nere, stratum, to spread; akin to Gr. u-ropvVva.,
is velvety black with two rows
- s. pine, the silver fir. - s. turpentine, a turJ.>entine, reaem- to spread, strew. See STREW; cf. ESTRADE,PROSTRATE, of bright yellow spots on each
bling Venice turpentine, from Strassburg pme.
STREET.J 1. Geol. A body of sedimentary rock or earth of side.
b A geometi:id moth Strawberry Moth b. a Larva·
atrat'a-gem (stritt'd-jt'5m), n. [F. stratagerne, L. strategema, one kind formed by natural causes aud consisting usually ~th1~!tres~it~ai~rtg~
~ei~~:.
b Imago.
,
Gr. u-rpar~yr,µ.a, fr. u-rpa'Tl'Jy«:iv to be leader of an army,
of a series of layers lying between beds of other kinds.
strawberry pear. The red, ovoid, slightly acid fruit of a
fr. u-rpa-rr,yOs- a general; u-rparOs- an army (prob. as being
2. A bed or layer artificially made; a course.
West
Indian
cactus
(
Cereus
trian[Jularis);
spread out; cf. STRATUM)+ ,iye,v to lead. See AGENT.J 3. Biol. A layer of tissue; esp., one of several superimAn artifice or trick in war for deceiving the enemy; hence,
posed membranes or laminre that go to make up an organ.
s~~i fl!!e~:.s triangular
8t~id
in general, artifice ; deceptive device.
4. Something conceived of as analogous to a stratum of the strawberry Plant. a Tbe strawberry.
Ftt for treasons, stratagems, and spoils
Shak.
earth; a layer; as, the lowest stratum of society.
b The strawberry shrub.
Syn. - See ARTIFICE.
11
stra.'tumci-ne're-um (sl-ne"'r~-t\m) [NL. cmereum ash-colored], strawberry raspberry. An Asiatic raspstra'tal (strii/tlll), a. Of or pert. to a stratum or strata.
Anat., a caplike layer of gray matter in the nntcrior pair of corberry (RuOus ros:e.folius) cultivated for its
1
atra-tam'e-ter (strd-titm'e-ter), n. [strata+ -meter.] An ri:~n~~i:;;!rir:e,~!~t~J;~~g[r~s~o~·~,~;,~,~\ttr~
K1,a:i1~~,r~nth handsome foliage 1 large white flowers, and
showy red but insipid fruit.
apparatus for surveying a borehole to determine the dip
more or less hnrny, part of the epidermis. ri may include all the
layers superficial to the Malpighian layer, or in a narrower sense s:i~Jtbo,rfle 8
and strike of the strata, and the deviation from the vertical.
stra-te'gic (str£i.te 1jik; -t~j'Ik; 277)t a. [Gr. u-rpanryucOs- only those which lie ~uperflcial to the stratum granuloimm and from the fragrance ofB~r,i,~r1r~~n;~~~i]~
their dark red flowers.
atra-te'gl-cal (-t0'jI-kiil; -tej'T-kizl) f of or for a general : ~~~~~~~}~~cs~-~~';1[NL~ 11:;~~!!~,~Ygr~~~l~~~,11
strawberry tomato. The edible fruit of Flower ofStrawcf. F. strategiqtte.] Of or pertaining to strategy; effected,
granular cells, containing eleidin(which see), !yin~ immediately
8
p]!ni:~~rtle ill~~t~1~:i
all!Zenut~rry Pear.
or marked, by strategy. -stra-te'gl-cal-ly, adv.
above the Malpighian luyer in most parts of the epJdermis. - II·a

atran-gu'rt-ous (str~l]-gii'rl-us),

a
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strawberry crown moth. A
clearwing moth (Sesia rul1lam)
whose larva is destructive to the
strawberry, blackberry, a.nd
raspberry plantt1fvat. I
strawberry 1inch. The amadastrawberry flea beetle.
An
American bright-colored flea
bectle(J/o7ticii igmfa)injuriou11
to strawberry plants.
strawberry geranium. = BEEF•
STEAK SAXll'l!A(H;.
strawberry nettle. A Polynesian urticaceous plant (Elatostema pedunculatum),
having
~i~a<:;t~e~v;/:c';;~B,Thel~1~~~1
strawberry roan. Roan with a
decidedl.'' red ground color.
strawberry rust. = s TR AwBERRY

LEAF

strawberry

BLIGHT.

sawfly. A ismall

~!i~~m)w:lo~ft:Jir1t:;::t
riia;
~~;:;b~f th ~:;r~~~~fl~t~;f_
steak saiffra2e.
(ry blite.,
strawberry spinach. Strawberstrawberry sunburn. = STRAW•
BERRY LEAF BLIGHT.
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STRAWBERRY TONGUE
■trawbernr

tree. a A European ericaceous evergreen
tree <Arbutu., unedo) with racemose white flowers, and
strawberry like frwt. b Any species of spindle tree.
■trawbeQT vine. The plant which l'ields the strawberrl'.

•g:?id1:i1!" is~'t1.,h~~~n1:!f1~gbi~ ft:fillt ci'l:~:c"e"~
■ti'J~
bidder. Colloq.• U. S.
(str6•bord'; 201), n. Common paper board
made of straw pulp, used for packing, making boxes, etc.
■traw color or colour. A light yellow color, like that of
dry straw. - ■traw'-col'ored, or-col'oured, a.
■traw'-neoll:ed' (-nekt'), a. Designating an Australian
ibis ( Oarphibis spinicollis) having the modified feathers of
the lower neck yellow stiff, and strawlike.
■traw vote. An unofficial vote, as one taken at a chance
gathering or by letters of inquiry, to indicate the relative
strength of opposing candidates or issues. Cf.sTRAw, n.,3 b.
■traw'boud/

1),

of several small hymenovterous insects of the family Chalcididm whose larva, injure the straw of wheat and other
grains. The barley strawwerm is lsosoma lt0rdei; that of
the wheat is /. grande.
■traw'y (-Tl, a. Of, pert. to, or resembling, straw.
stray (strii), v. i.; STRAYED(striid); STRAY'ING. [OF. estraier, prop. a., stray, astray, but prob. misunderstood as
an infinitive, fr. (assumed) LL. straiarius roving the streets,
left without an owner,., the street, fr. L. strata (so. via) a
paved road. Perh. confused with the law term OF. estreer,
estraier, to leave (land) in the keeping of a stranger instead
of that of the feudal lord, to be without a legitimate owner,
also ultimately fr. L. atrata. See STREET; cf. STRAY,a.]
l. To wander, as from a direct course ; to deviate.
Thames among the wanton valley strays.
Denham.
SI. To wauder from company I or from the pro:per limits;
to rove at large; to roam, as without fixed direction or
purpose ; to go astray ; as, a straying sheep.
We have erred, and strayed from thy ways. Bk of Com. Prager.
3. To strug!(le or move vigorously. Obs. & R.
Syn.-Dev1a.te, err, swerve, rove, roam. See WANDER.
stray, a. [OF. estraie, p. p. of estraier, or an alteration of
utraier,a. SeeSTRAY,v.i.; cf.ASTRAY,BSTRAY,]1. Having gone astray ; strayed ; wandering; as, a stray horse.
2:. Incidental; unrelated; as, a stray remark.
;~~ui:~g:te~:=~·a!~e°eaJ~s~~r::I:
aa~YJl~ft~g~~t!S
from the loss from electric resistance in the coils, conductors, etc.~ 1. line, Naut., that portion of the log line which

river, brook, etc., or from a veaael, reservoir, or fountain;
specif., any course of running water; as, many ,treams are
blended in the MiBBiseippi; a stream of molten lead.
2. A steady flow, as of air, gas, or the like; specif., of
light, a beam or ray. "Sun streams."
Chaucer.
3. Anything issuing or moving with continued succession
of parts; as, a stnmm of words. "Stream of beneficence. n
Attet·bury. '"Stream of emigration.''
Macaulay.
4. A continued current or course ; current; drift ; as, the
stream of history. " The vory ,tream of his life." Shale.
&. Naut. = STRBA.M
ANCHOR.See ANCHOR,
n., 1.
Syn.-STREAM, CURRENT
are often interchangeable; as, to
row against the stream, current; the Gulf Stream, the Japan Current. But CURRENT
denotes esp. the more swiftly
or other body of water; as, to
moving J?Ortion of a STREAM
row out mto the current of the river; ocean currents.
11NG.
■tream (striim), v. i.;
STREAMED
(striimd); STREAM
l. To issue or fl.ow in a stream ; to isaue freely or move in
a continuous flow or course, as a fluid ; as, tears streamed
from her eyes ; his words streamed forth.
Beneath those ban ks where rivers stream
Milton.
2:. To pour out, or emit, a stream or streams; as, streaming eyes; streaming eaves.
3. To issue, shoot, or pass swiftly, as light, a comet, etc.
4. To extend or stretch out at length, or in a line, often
wavy i as, her hair streamed down ; a flag streams out.
&. To move forward in a body with a continuous motion ;
as, the crowd streamed into the hall.
■tream, v. t. 1. To send forth in a current or stream; to
cause to flow i to pour ; as, hie eyes streamed tears.
2:. To cause to stream in the air ; as, to stream a banner.
3. To streak, as with colors. stripe. Obs. or R.
The herald's mantle is streamed with gold.
Bacon.
4. Mining. To work over by washing to separate ore.
to stream the buo:y, Naut .• to throw the anchor buoy overboard before lettmg go the anchor.
stream 1er (-er), n. 1. A flag which floats in the wind;
specif., a long, narrow, ribbonlike flag.
2. A stream or column of light shooting upward from the
horizon, as in some forms of the aurora borealis.
3. Astron. A line of light iu the solar corona, often of a
fine, filamentous structure.
4. Mining. One who washes out stream tin.
stream'ing,p. pr. & vb. n. of STREAM.Specif.; p.a. Sending forth or issuing as streams or rays.

Bot. A genus of African
mueaceous plants related to the banana. They have rigid
glaucous d1sti.chous leaves, and peculiar richly colored
flowers with three sepals and three very irregular petals.
S. reginre is the bird-of-paradise flower.
strem'Dla-to-graph' (strem 1<i-t$-grafl), n. [Gr. <TTPil'P-",
-a.To<,twist, stram
-graph.J An instrument for determining the fiber stresses in rails under moving trains.
strength (strength), n. [ME. 1trenglfe, AS. strenglfu, fr.
,trang strong. See STRONG.] 1. The quality or state of
being strong ; ability to do or to hear; capacity for exertion or endurance, wbether physical~ intellectual, or moral ;
of George III. of Great Britain.]

+

force;
{s:~s::~-~s]~!~e~!t~~tl ~i~ ~~ii:!i~~~e. Chaucer.
ll. Power to resist force; solidity or toughneBB; the quality of bodies by which they endure the application of
force without breaking or vielding;- opposed to frangibility; as, the strenqth of a bone, beam, wall, rope, etc.
3. Power of reBlstiug attacks ; impregnability.
'' Our
castle's strength will laugh a siege to scorn."
Shak.
4. Intensity; force; vehemence; as, the strength of one's
love, hate, or prejudice ; specif. : a Intensity or degree,
esp. of potency of effect on other tl,ings, of the distinguishing and essential element of a thing ; - said of liquors, solutions, etc. ; as, the ,trength of wine or of acids. b Intensity; -said of light, color, sound, or odor. Sometimes, of
pigments, the degree of their modifying influence upon
another color or colors with which they are mixed. c Vigor
of style; force of expression or treatment; - said of work
in literary or other arts.
&. Force as measured in numbers; amount, numbers, or
power of any body, as of an army, a navy, or the like; ae.,
what is the strength of the enemy by land, or by sea?
8. A strong place ; a stronghold. Obs.
Milton.
7. One regarded as embodying or affording force, strength.
or firmness; that on which reliance is baaed ; support
God is our refuge and tttrength
Ps. :zlvi. l.
8. That quality which tends to secure results ; effective
power in an institution or enactment ; security ; validity ;
legal or moral force ; logical conclusiveness i as, the strength
of social or legal obligations; the 1trength of law or public opinion ; strength of evidence or argument.
lrto'i:it~~'e~1)ii~fu'efe~~°3;£!~::.n~~~~!~:se,
toughon the 1trength, Mil. & Nat 1., on the rolls as belonging, or
0
8
3
mAs~:1f~~~~~:OT:o:~fJui~~~T;i~f' b,
s
at~;~et;, t~~~~~g9iin:~t~~n,:5 :a~f~:r~~t
atream'y (strlim'l), a. 1. Abounding with streams, or with J:.indreeses. Colloq., Eng.- on, or UJJon,the 1. of, in re~iance
upon; as, I acted on the strength oJ his statements. - 1. of
running water ; streamful.
2:. Resembling a stream or beam, as of light ; issuing in a an acid (01· base). Chem. See AVIDJTY,2.-1. of an electric current, the quantity of electricity flowing through a constream or beam. " A streamy ray."
Pope.
in one second. The unit of current strength la
streek, streak (strlik), 11. t. [ME. streken to stretch; orig. ductor
the ampere, which conveys one coulomb of electricity per
uncert.]
Obs. or Scot. & Dial. 1. To stretch , extend.
second. - 1. of double refraction, Optics, the difference be2. To Jay out, as a dead body.
·
tween the refractive indices of the ordmary and extraordinary rays in a uniaxial crystal, and between the maxistreek, streak, v. i. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. 1. To stretch.
mum and minimum indices ma biaxial crystal.-1.
oUleld,
2. To hasten; to go or move quickly.
Chaucer.
Physicli. the amount of mechanical force exerted on a unit
3. To commence; begin.
mass, or in magnetic or electrostatic fields 011 a unit pole
street (strlit), n. [ME. strete, AS. strait, fr. L. stmta (ec. or
unit charge respectively. in that locality where the
via) a paved way, properly fem. p. p. of sternere, stratum,
strength of field is to be determined; intensity of field. In
to spread; akin to E. strew. See STREW; cf. STRATUM, terms of the C. G. S. units, strengths of field are defined as
STRAY,v. &: a.] 1. Orig., a paved way or road; a public
follows : a Of a gmvitationul field, the force in dynes with
which a gram of matter at the point in question 1s attmcthighway; now, commonly, a thoroughfare, esp. in a city,
ed. b Of a magnetic JiPld, the force in dynes with which a
town, or village; eRp., a main thoroughfare, as distinguished
unit pole at the point in question is attracted or repelled.
from an alley, lane, or the like. Street usually includes
c Of an e!Pclrostatic field, the force in dynes acting upon a
particle of matter having a unit char~e and situated at the
r~edi~~~ti:l~ti~~{Yci!1Trt:;.1i::!~~~d~i~nce:i~;t:~1~a~~
the bordering dwellings, business houses, Jots, etc .• which
f~!~eW th~~J!tniili 1b;f
~1~ii~~~e
are then often spoken of as in the street ; as, an office in ter
aw?,y,
Wall Strp,et ; he hves on,. or in, Main Slreeth· the crowd overObs.
flowed from the sidewalK into the strut; t e street was gay strengm, "· t. To strengthen; support.
1ENBD
(streng'th'n),
v. t. & i. ; STRENGTH
and carriages. •• His desertet:;;.~1,1(,~oy~ strength'en
(-th'nd); STRBNGTH'EN-ING.To make, grow, or become,
2:. Hence, the occupants of the buildings on a street, col- stronger, to add strength, force, \'-igor, or intensity to; as,
]Hctively ; as, the street was agog with curiosity.
to strenvtl,e,y. a limb, bridge, army, purpose, belief.
Syn.- Invigorate, confirm, fortify, encourage.
3. Any way or course; as, a hidden street. Ohs.
strength'en-er (-er), n. One that gives or adds strength.
4. Print. = ALLEY,n., 5.
Syn, -See WAY.
strength 1en-lllg, p. a. That strengthens; giving or inthe street, Broke·rs' Cant, the thoroughfare C\rvicinity in a creasing •treugth. - strength'en-lllg-ly, adv.
city where its main financial business is carried on, as Wall
Street and vicinity in New York, or Lombard Street and
t:~::~se:~~f :~ft\v[ii~ 1Vi:wqrg 0:n:~~!het;/~·g 0!n~~:~J~
vicinity in London; hence, those engaged in finance there;
as, the sfreFt would not take the bonds.
J~?~r 8
~tr!~~ti:;y;i:e~=~~~
street Arab. A homeless vagabond in the streets of a city,
lead of a strengthening card. - 1. plaster, Med., a plaster
particularly an outcast boy or girl; a gamin.
containing iron. and supposed to have tonic effects.
■tren'u-ous (streu'i'.i-lis), a. [L. strenuua; cf. Gr. O'TP'IV~<
!~!~~~~~~~IJ; ~~:n;~ract:a~u~:;~g
strong, hard, rough, harsh.] 1. Eagerly pressing or urstreet•walk 1er (atriit'w6k 1er), n. A common prostitute
gent; zealous ; ardent i n.s,a strenuous refo1·mer.
who seeks trade in the streets. -street'walk 11Bg, n.
And spirit-stirring wine, that sti-enuou~ mekes. Cl,apman.
street 1ward (-werd), a. Facing, or being toward, a street.
2:. Marked by, accompanied with, or requiring, zealous
-adv.
Toward, or In the dirPction of, the street.
energy or vigorous striving; as, strenuous days.
Stre-lltz'i-a (stri-llt'sT-<i), n. [NL., said to be named after
Syn. - See VIGOROUS.
Charlotte, Princess of Mecklenburg-Stre/itz,
and queen
- stren•u-ous-ly, adv. - stren'u-oua-ness, n.

•:~~.
~R:~i:ir:
s~~!t
::d1ugu~~i:11k~~
the sun,
ason
(str6'w0rm
n. a A caddie worm. b Any

■traw'worm 1

STREPHONADE

filh~~

~ls~:

ti:8
rho~
~:-~~B

si~i;'=Jl~t
~-~~t~1;!~

~::t~

h~fo~e
o~:J~~~~f!:
~~i~~u;~:_c!~~a~l.ti~~;1.~:
consisting of a red rag. indicating the limit of the stray

line.
1. Any domestic animal that
has left an inclosure, or its proper place and company, and
wanders at large, or is lost; an estray.
ll. A person or thing that strays; a straggler; a waif.
The tttra11of the line veered right to windward W. C. Russell
3. [FromsTRAY, t•.] Act ofwanderingorgoingastray.
R.
4. Common land or pasturage ; also, the right to allow
one's stock to stray- a11dfeed thereon. Dial. Eng.
streak (striik), n. [ME. streke, var. of strik, streak, stroke,
line (or fr. D. streek), AS. sll'ica, akin to D. slreek, G. strich,
Sw. stre/c, Dan. a/reg, Goth. striks, and E. strike, sll'oke. See
STRIKB; cf. STROK&, STRAKB.] 1. A line or long mark
of a different color from the ground; a stripe; a vein.
2. Shipbuilding. A strake.
3. Min. The color of tbe fine powder of a mineral, as obtained by scratching, pulverizing, or preferably as a mark
b,¥ rubbing a~ainst a hard white surface as of an unglazed
tile, the atreak plate. It is often different from the color of
the mineral in mass. and is an important distinguishing
character, esp. for minerals having metallic luster.
4. A rung or round of a ladder. Olis.
&. A section of a sectional iron tire formerly sometimes
used on artillery wheels.
8. A vein of character or temperament , a well-defined
trait along some peculiar line ; as, a generous stre(lk in him.
7. A layer; as, bacon with a streak of lean and a streak of
fat. Also often fig.; as, a streak of luck. Colloq., U.S.
Syn,-SeeVEIN.
■treak, v. t.; STREAKED
(striikt); STREAK'ING. To form
streaks or stripes in or on ; to stripe.
■treall:ed (striikt; striik'M;
-Id; 151), a. 1. Marked or
variegated with stripes.
2. Worrie<l; alarmed. Dial. U.S.
streak'Y (striik'I), a. Streaked ; marked with streaks.
- streall:11-ly(-l-ll), adv. - streak'i-ness, n
■tream (striim), n.
[AS. sll'eam; akin to OFries. strlim,
OS. str0m, D. stroom, G. strom, OHO. stroum, strum, Dan.
& Sw. ,11lrOm,Ice]. stra.umr, Ir. sroth, Lith. srore, Rues.
struya, Gr. /,VCT1.,;
a flowing, /JE~v
to flow, Skr. ~·ru. Cf. CATARRH, DIARRHEA,RHEUM,RHYTHM~] l. A current or
course of water or other fluid, flowing on the earth, as a

stray, n. [From STRAY,a.]

n.,
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STREPHOTOME
streph•o-tome(strl!f'~-tom), n.

or distend, esp. by force; a.a, to stretch cloth; to ,t,·etch
the wings ; to stretch one's resources to the utmost.
3 To make tense · to strain · as to stretch a muscle
•
Awake: my soul, st;etch every ne"e
Doddridge
4. To cause to reach or continue, a.a from one point to
another; to extend; as, to stretch a wire between two poets.
6. To extend too far; hence, to do violence to; to impair,
as if by extending too far ; to exaggerate; as, to stretch the
truth. "Violent and stretched prerogative."
Burke.
6. To cause to lie at full length; specif. : a To fell 88
with a blow. Slang. b To lay out for burial. Chiefly Dial.

[Gr. ,npt,fmv to twist

+
-tome.] 8urg. A kind of twisted needle, used to secure
union in operating for the radical cure of inguinal hernia.

Strep-slp'ter-a
1/m a turning

(etrep-sip'tir-Gi), n. pl.

(fr.
,,..rpi<J,""w
to twist) +
,rTepov a wmg.] Zoo/.
A group of miuute
parasitic insects regarded a.a an order,
or as a.n aberrant di-

--y.b

[NL.; Gr. uTpi-

a.

STRICTURE

~ --.

0 tf i:1:!:~e~~
~~~~i~ts
era. of which Stylops,
infestingcer~ainb~es, One of the Strepeiptera. (Stylops chiT.
and ,¥enos, mfestmg dreni J. a Adult Male i b Larva. Both
g~i;tnk~~~i~: ar;t::
much enlarged.
males have rudimentary fore wings. The females never
leave the host 1but degenerate into a saclike structure in
which the larvoo develop
strep siP'ter al ( lil) a
atreP..siP'ter-an
(•lin), a. & ;-stre~siP't8r-ou8
(.ha):;.
Strep 1to-car'pus (•t0-kiir'pUs), n. LNL.; Or. uTpe,r"TOi
twisted+ ,ca:p71'0~
fruit.] Bot A genus of African gesneri•
aceoua herbs (cultivated as the Cape primr,ose) haviug
handsome blue or purple flowers with a funnel•~haped corolla, two stamens, and a linear, spirally twisted capsule.
atrep'to-coc•clc (-kok'slk), a. Bacterial. Pertaining to or
resembling Streptococcus or streptococci.
Streptto-coc'CUS (•k0k 1ih1), n. [NL. ; Gr. O'TpnrTO, pliant,
curved + coccus.] Bacteriol. 1. A genus of nonmotile
bacteria of the family Coccaceoo, having cells which divide
in one direction only, and remain more or less a.ttacbed,
!~~~~ ish~i-~~:y}!~7a~~?~::;:~aJr;i:l~!!i~! 1!f3t~~~~~1
septicremia; S. pneumonia::, of croupous pneumonia, etc.
They often occur in waters polluted with sewage.
2. [l. c.J pl. •COCCI.A microorganism of this genus or type.
Streptto-neu'ra
(•nii 1rt.i), n. pl. [NL.; Gr. O"T,Jf1T1'0i curved
veVpov a sinew. J Zo0l. A large subclass of gastropod
Mollusca in which the loop of visceral nerves is twisted
into a figure 8, the right half crossing (in dextral forms)
above the left. The sexes are usuall,y separate. The group
is nearly equivalent to Prosobranch1ata.
atrep'to-neu 1rous (•rite), a. Zo0l. a Pertaining to the
Streptoneura. b Having, or designating, a nervous system
with a twisted visceral loop, as in the Streptoueura.
Strep'to-thr:lx (strep 1t0.thriks), n. [NL. ; Gr. uTpe-trTO~
pliant, bent + 8pi~ a hair. J 1. Bacterlol. A genus of
higher bacteria, family Chlamydobacteriacre, the cells consistiug of branched filaments which segment off gonidia.
Cultures of the species have a moldy appearance, due to
tge~rf{:ii~~~ f~;~~c-:~~a6~~~:·th~ 0&ti~~~;~~i::::d
2. [l. 0.. J pl. -THRICES( -thri'Bez ). Any microbrganism of
this genus or type.
stress (stres), v. t. ,- STRESSED
(stre'st); sTREss'ING. (Abbr.
fr. distress, or fr. OF. estrecier, LL. (assumed) strictiare,
fr. L. strictus 1 p. p. of stringere. See DISTRESS,
v., STRAIN,
v.] 1. To distress; overtax ; inconvenience; also, to distrain. Obs. or Scot. & Dial. Eng.
2. To subject to mechanical stress; to put pressure or
strain upon.
3, To subject to phonetic stress; to accent.
4. To place emphasis on j to make emphatic; emphasize.
stress, n. [Abbr. fr. distress,- or fr. stress, v., or OF.
estrece, fr. the OF. v. See DISTREss,STRESS,1,.J 1. a Dis•
tress; affliction. Obs. " His heavy stress." Spenser. b
Law. Distress; distraint.
Obs. or Dial. Eng.
2. Pressure; strain; constraiuingforce or influence; as,
streRSof circumstances i stress of weather i - used chiefly

+

::i~1~::rr~~~

acr:f~o;
c~~g:lsY~f

atrl&ted dllcll&r10, Elec., a discharge characterized by t1'e
a_pupeceadranbecetwoeef
~t 00
rurta"'
oi!°,
al[:,ftsate0 /j~~tp":-'!~~
~~~tsp•!!~,
d\l
Peruvian ipecac. - 8· muacle. ~nat. See 111.usCLB,
1 b.
Jtrl'ate (st ri'iit), v. I.; •AT•ED(-iit-M); -AT-ING(-iit-lng).
[See 8"RIATE, a.] To mark with strire.
stri-a'tion (stri-ii'shun), n. 1. Fact or state of being striated ; also, arrangement of st riru.
2. One of a series of parallel st ripes or lines; a stria.
Strick (strlk), n. a A bunch of hackled flax prepared for
drawing into slivers. b Any of the pieces into which a lap
1~si:rl~~'~f, a:_er ;~le o~rs!T~~-ug i~:itr.~i~~-

-~1!k~~:

a.

0
:::~~~
1::s~~t!~~i:~~~iitai:r;:~:~i~
stretch (strifoh), v. i. 1. To be extended in length or in
1. Smitten; wounded; as, the stricken deer.
breadth, or both; to spread; reach; as, the road stretches 2. WAorbnraohuatm;
watt,·,ecoltdedanbywdeilsla,b,i,l,!ctkiees,,
o,.nrawgeea.
knGeesnse.
xs~,·v. 1,
th Stat
th l k t t h
fl.ft
·1
d
....
across e
far eae~t1~e:cft!,fi ae;/;~:und.Y square~~~~stricken hour1a whole hour, as markod by a clock striking.
2. To extend or spread oue's seH, or one's limbs; as, one strtok'le (strlk"l), n. [AS. stricel, fr. strican. See STRIKE.]
just awakened yawns and stretches.
1. An instrument to strike grain. See STRIKE,v. t., 16 a.
3. To be extended, or to bear extension, without breaking,
2. An instrument for whetting scythes; a rifle; also, a
as elastic or ductile substances; as, rubber stretches easily;
straightedge fed with an abrasive for sharpening knives
-also fig. u So far as my coin would stretch."
Slwk.
arranged helically on a cylinder.
4. To strain the truth; to exaggerate; as, a man apt to 3. Founding. A template consisting of a boa.rd or plate
stretch in his statements.
Obs. or Colloq.
with a beveled edge of definite contour, used to sweep or
6. J..Vaut.To sail by the wind. .Now Rare.
strike up a mold, core, or part of a mold in sand or (more
stretch, n. 1. Act of stretching, or state of being stretched,
~:~!l!tial~~:uyaafg~mg :rg.~l~~~~yor.~;v:~rate!~i:~r!c:i:t\~
often unduly; strain; effort; as, a stretch of the limbs; a cal spindle. In the latter case it is more commonly called
stretch of the imagination i a stretch of power.
a su:eepboard or striking board. Cf. LOAMBOARD.
2. A continuous line or surface; also, a continuous space
4, Carp. & Masonry. A template; a pattern.
of time; as, grassy stretches of land.
6. An instrument used in dressing flax. Dial. Eng.
But all of them lef't me a week at a stretch. E. Eggleston. strlck'le, v. t. To smooth or form with a strickle, 88 a
3. The extent to which anything may be stretched; ex- loam mold in founding.
1ER (str!k't8r) j STBICT'EST. [L.
treme reai~i; i3:t'h~~{~~~t~~1
~~t:~:~~~: Granville. strict (strlkt),
STRICT
4. Naut. The extent of progress ou one tack. Nou· R.
str'tCtus, p. p. of stringere to draw or bind tight, to strain.
6. Mech. Theoretically, simple linear tPnsile (positive See2d STRAIN;cf. STRAIT,a.] 1. Drawn close; tight; as,
stretch) or compressive (negative stretch) strain parallel to a a strict ligature; also, tense; not relaxed; as, a strict fiber.
given direction without chauge of dimensions in directions
2. Of a frost, hard; severe. Rare.
Stevenson.
at right angles to this direction; technically, elongation,
3. Narrow; constricted; Zo0l., well-defined; not dift'use. R.
temporary or permanent, produced by a pulling stress.
4. Intimate; close; as, a strict relation.
Ob.~.or R.
6. Course ; direction; as, t;he stretch of seams of coal.
6. Exact; accurate; precisej undeviating; rigorously nice;
7. Spinning. The outward run cf a mule carriage away hence, rigid in interpretation; free from latitude; as,to keep
from the rollers.
strict watch or strict silence ; strict construction of a law.
Either of the straight sides of a race course with curv6. Governed or goven1ing by exact rules; rigorous; as,
ing ends; specif., the h.ome stretch, or the back stretch.
very strict in observing the Sabbath; strict discipline.
stretoh'er (-Cr), n. 1. One that stretches; specif. : a Any
'' Through the strict senteries."
lUilton.
of various devices or machines for stretching or expanding
7. Bot. Of upright, erect habit, asa stem or plant; straight
something by applied force; as, a hoot, ca.rpet, fence, glove,
and not lax or drooping, as an inflorescence.
saw, trousers, or wire, stretcher. b In an umbrella, any
Syn. - Rigid, rigorous, stringent, scrupulous, exact;
of the rods pivoted at the ends to the ribs and to the tube
harshi hard, gloomy, forbidding; inflexible, inexorable,
that slides upon the handle in opening or closing the um~fi~~1~~ti:,t!~~~~~~~dsi:~~(~!caJ~ed
brella, o The frame upon which canvas is stretched, for
to lax) implies rigorousexa.ctuess, esp. as resards conform~:l:~:g~ol~p!il~!l~!epdol~~~o~~b':: :~~~:ii~~~~traei~tpe:~~
~tlteti ad~l:th°i i~~n~:r!snj o~E;::s~n~sssa~r~~~dsiiirn!1~~~:;
r dt t l ·
t
t ·
· r ·t
of wood or metal used to spread the clews of a hammock.
as apP. 1e o s Y e, it sugges s res ramt or stmp 1c1 y; as,
2. Naut. a A narrow crosi.-piece in a boat for a rower to
•;l..,~t~1t~~f~h,} 0(Mizio~)! 0
1~~1->~i~•i:~~~~
brace his feet against. b A temporary crosspiece to keep
work confine" (Pope) · ""strict and literal interpretation"
the sides of a boat from being crushed together.
~
(Sterne); "'the ... old slrictne~·saa to theaters, dancing, and
43::ia::an:!'e.d~oertt,: BOti::..iDb~;oo:;odused
as a tie, esp. when
~faC\[ghijjgg~;~~{i~:~o~dJ is:1~er~e,pa·e
~~~~f~swg'fit,n!~~i:~~=
proves the young and iiddy floaters, and stares grimly
horizontal ; also, a stretcher bar.
0
1 1 udcompro!llisi!Jg
6, Furniture. A part of the underframing of a cabinet,
out upfd th e,,seJ ~ (Die
i .~ sek_e
table, chair, or the like, serving as a stay or brace.
r:n~ (shd~r) ~ ~f. ·u1t:f;ush: .,e~:ri~y ~~
8. A litter, usually of canvas stretched on a frame, for car- ( innyson).1usTERE implies cold and formal, though some~
rying disabled or dead persons; also, Ch-iefly Brit., a con- times lofty ,_severity ; STERNsuggests a severely inflexible,
¥.iv,A~cg~i~fg~h;~=~:~~=;~,
::i:~yc~mping.
~~:~~~e:0 ~:~~s~~i~~~it!~(h~~1~1 ~ra:};!.~~
8. An overstretching of the truth ; a lie. Slang,
ior full of rigor" (Sir T. Brou·ne); ..ifooks as austere and
tr th
b
.M h A
t
'bl
'll
tt h dt
unpropitiousasthoseofaSaracen'shead"(DeQuinuy);
S3 r~c\ ~~illa{O se"cur~ft· in npl~e~nsb
E!r ~~ ~oJ'ii~d a~ "'the nakedness of austere truth" ( Wurdsu·orth); uthe
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0
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en1
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::n;Rkl:!l.

A

satrdeitstha~lnce
piece; a s"~rebtcher.f
t tchl
~~~~t{h"en!:::~}i~}tlh~~etr:i~
~~~~~~~;~
h
O
g, P· pr. <rC 11 • n. 0 STRETCH.
- s re
ng course, aulay); i. the devilish suggestions of his senses, which
mJe~en~~cb~\~~st
~~ ~\~:~1~fe;1"iniJ'W~~i~es~r~~gfh_erciee,
Masonry, a course of stretchers. - a. piece, Wood Working,
woulcl have maddened him,if he had relaxed the .~ternwake3. Mech. Mutual force or action between contiguous sur- a tie; sometimes, a st rnt or brace.
fulness of his reason for a single moment" (Coleridge);
II stret'to (striit'to), n.; pl. -TI (-te). [It., close or con- "the stern old stuff of Puritanism" (Hau·thorne); "correct
tracted, pressed, L. strictus. p. p. Cf. STRICT.] Music. a - nay, stern - in his taste" (Bostull). ASCETICimplies
faces of bodies, or on both sides of any arbitrary section
th
line or surface, due to external force i e cohesive force
In a fugue, the crowding of answer upon subject; the di- austere abstinence or self-denial; as, ""monastic austeror molecular resistanre in a body opposing such act.ion.
vision of a fugue, properly following the H working out,"
ity, or ... ascetic privations" (Scott); u He has something
expressed
in
characterized by the cumulative effect of this overlapping.
pueeriRta,on1inc,asl'c"n~~PUeLtho1uinsg,
T"EsNceslEl,cNhA1RhRisowap,
peHEaRraM,nTc.,e'c'f(_HLaAzxli
..tt);
Specif.,
intensity
of
this
force.,
commonly
PoUuds per square inch. Stress 1s caused by tension, comS
u
pression, or shear, or by a combination <;>f
these.
.
b In an opera or oratorio 1 a coda in an accelerated time.
strict construction, Lau-, the construction of a writing or
may be defined as resu,tance to alteration strew (strOO; also, esp. in British 1,.mge,str0 i 277), v. t. ," instrument according to its literal meaning. - strict con•
In rigid hodiei.,.<1.tres~
of form • in fluids ... as resistance to 11lterationof volume.
pre.t. & p. p. STREWED
(strOOd; str0d);p. p. STREWN(atrOOn; structlonlst. Lau·, one who favors giving a strict construe~ ci f .,f otnhee
'
A. /J. W. Kennedy,
str0n); p. pr. & 11b,n. STREW'ING. [ME. strewen, strawen,
wtioh1
01foafvoa,r1
1.cntdc
1nctt,.
8yagstivre
0o0cu
8 tmrte
0onr0infstthreuCmoennstt,itusp
4. Phon. Force of utterance applied to words, syllables,
AS. strewian, streowian ,-akiu to OFries. strewa, OS. strPW·
t 10 11 0
or elements, increasing their relative loudness; accent.
ian, D. strooiJe,i, G. .~treuPn, OHG. strewen, Icel. .i;tr<i,Sw. United States. -1. counterpoint. Music. See COUNTERPOINT
8
In Englieh, etreB!'l
is the chief element in accent and the only one .~tr0, Dan. str0e, Goth. slra.ujan, L. stp,rnere, ,'itratum, Gr.
~i:.c!:1:~.:c~~
;~~~~n!le~~f:tri
~~~~!~i~arJ.rh·er:t ~:te!r?~};d:;;~:!eir~f
0'1'J-Wvvtlvai, U'Topvtlva,, Skr. str, Cf. STRATUM,STRAW, a religious order strictly j -applied esp. [('Op.] to such olr
etrE'BB,
of which hut two. the 1wimar,11(') and the ~wcnndary (1 ),
STREET.] 1. To scatter i to spread by scattering ; -used
servance among the Observantme Franciscans as characae in w 1 fli-rn'tirm, need usuall,r. be dietrn~uiehed. Cf. ACCENT, of solids separated or separable into parts or particles; as,
terized the Recollects and some othercougregatious (hence
1 ~~o~'y·h~\
"be.,gl
n,sne!0<,r'"•"'w'o';d
~i~~!~"c'o~t~~g~l.t~~ to strew seed in be.de; to strew flowers over a grave.
called Pria1"sof tlie Strirt Ob,1,erl'ance).See OBSERVANTINE4l,
1
1.n•
,..
2. To cover more or less thickly by or as if by scattering
& RECOLLECT,
n. - •· settlement, Eng. Lau·, a settlement in
1,1
something over or on; as 1 they strewed the ground with
which in general there is a limitation of lands to a person
~:~{r!:Si:e~~~i~~~f;(l 1t~~ ~~) ~~ t~e/_'~~dJ
(or close, flnal, or vanilh!ng, 1tre■s). designated hv <· Com- leaves; also, to be dispersed over as if s<'attered.
!f!}1~efuat!r!:irii ~~u~i::: t~op~!~:;;:~~nt~!~:;r
pound stren ie initial and terminal stre~s combined.: thorough
Is thine alone the eeed that strews the plain?
Pope.
ders, thus entailing the estate to the limit permitted by
law;- contrasted with a i1'flder's settlement. For a tech1tre11, equal i-treeeapplied to all pal'ts of a word or syllable ; 3. To sprea<l a.broad; to disseminate.
vibrant stre■a. stress applied intermittently
She may strew dangeroue conjectures.
Shak.
nical definition of a strict settlement the cases (as 8 L. J.
,atresa. [-ster
-ess, prop. a double feminine. Cf. stri'a (stri'li), n.; pl. STRJ./E(-e). [L., a furrow, channel,
ch. 55, 12 L. J. ch. 293) and text-books must be consulted,
•STER.] A uoun suffix denoting a feminine agent, now
hollow.] 1. A minute groove, or channel; a threadlike
the matter being too involved for exact statement here.
line or narrow band, as of color1 esp. when one of a series strlct'ly, adt•. In a strict manner; closely; precisely; rigesp. on.e who does something with skill or ason occupation,·
as, seamstre&s,songstress, apiustress (cf. spinster, also .fem.).
of parallel grooves or lines; a striatiou ; as, the .~·tritepro.
orously; stringently; without latitude; posith·ely.
1ING.
stretch (stre"ch), 1-'. t. ,· STRETCHED
(strlfoht); STRETCH
duced on a rock by a glacier; the .~trim on a shell; the strlc'ture
(strlk'tjj:r), n. [L. stricturn. a contraction, fr.
[ME. strPcchPn, AS. streccan ,-akin to D. slrt>kken,G . .~tree- strim of the li~ht in a vacuum tube; also, a narrow structur.
strlngPre, strictum, to draw tight: cf. F. stricture, See
ken, OHG. strPcchen, Sw. striicka, Dan. strrekke ,' cf. AS. al band or line; as, a. ,"ltriaof nervous matter in the brain.
STRICT.]
l. In Obs. senses: a Strictness. Shak. b A
strl:Ec,strec, strong, violent, G. slrack etraight; of uncer•
2. Arch. A fillet between flntes of columns, pilasters, etc.
spark. c A stroke; trace; sign.
2. An adveri,,:~criticism; critical remark i censure.
tain origin, perh. akin to E. strong. Cf. STRAIGHT.] 1. To stri'ate (stri'"at.) ta. [L. striatus, p. p. of striare to fur•
reach out; extend j put forth.
str1 1at~ed (-iit-~d) f nish with channels, from stria a chan[I have] given myself the liberty of theee atricture~ by
I in conquest Rtretched mine arm.
Shak.
nel.J Marked with parallel strire; showing narrow strucof reflection on all and every passage
Hammon ,
2:. To draw out or extend in length or breadth ; to expand
tural bands or lines; as, a striated crystal i striated fiber.
3. A binding or contraction ; specif., Med., a localize(
~{g\\li~:!e:~~l
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Noisy; impetuous.
,,, T. .,
modulue of elaeticity; Young•e & dial. Eng-.var. of STRAW.
strict.
Ohe. or Scot. & dial.
..
1
1
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Tr;rli~!:
atre■a'ful, n. See •FUL,
trl~t to st~etch, esP. ioo ~uch. atreyt. + STRAlT,STREET,
that strickles: a.strickle,
■trict'la.nd, n. An isthmu1.
0011 nois1,
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0
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morbid contraction of any passage of the body, BS of the
esophagus or urethra ; also, the contracted part ; a con•
atriction. Cf. ORGANIC BTRICTUBB.
Syn. - See ANDIADVERSION.
strlc•tured (strTk•~rd), a. Med. Having a stricture.
stride (strid), v. i.; pret. STRODE(strod), Obs. STRID{strTd);
p. p. STRID'DBN(strTdl'n), Obs. STRID;p.pr. &:vb. n. STRID'·
ING(strid 1Tng). [AS. stridan to stride, perh. also, to strivo;
perh. akin to LG. striden, OFries. strida to strh·e, D. strijden to strive, to contend, G. streiten, OHG. stritan; cf. lcel.
&liar strong, stubborn, severe ; orig. uncert.
Of. STRADDLE.] 1. To walk with long steps, esp. in a measured or
pompous manner; also, to walk or run with long and measured steps, as a man or horse in a race.
2. To stand with the legs wide apart; to straddle. Now R.
stride, v. t. l. To pass over at a step; to step over. "A
debtor that not dares to stride a limit."
Shak.
2. To straddle ; to bestride ; hence, to ride.

light; hence, to produce or effect suddenly and with or as
if with force ; as, to strike terror to one's heart.
Waving wide her myrtle wand,
She stnkes a universal peace through sea and land.

STRIKE PAN

Milton.

8. To cause to ignite by striking, rubbing, or the like; as,

of a vessel suddenl;t;.as, formerly, in ealnting, or in sud,Ieo.

~~-:~ ~~~L~.~~ .~!~~!i~r!!fit16~~n~:~n~
of salute, or, in an engagement, of surrender.-to
1. twelve,.
one's highest

~~ re~~~ ;°!f;;~,
~!g!!:8::e1:frllL!~ta~!c1:s!~
~ are all poor, weak, fallible things. Which

to strike a match.
of us can ho~
9. To impress with a die or dies, punch, or the like, as a to >itrike twefre every time ?
G. W. Curtis.
coin or medal, a type, etc. ; to mint ; coin.
bPTo
~g!:!t~s:i~Yi:t
f~:akfU:,
10. To thrust in ; to cause to enter or penetrate ; to set in
dishes, pans, etc., as by blows or pressure in a die. c To
the earth ; as, a tree strikes its roots deep.
form, or enter upon, suddenly, as a friendship.- to ■• work,
ll.. To make a sudden impression upon, as by a blow ; to to
quit work; esp., to go on a strike.
affect sensibly with some strong emotion; as, to strike the strike (strik), v. i. l. To go; advance; proceed; totakemind with surprise; to strike one with wonder, alarm,
a course ; as, to strike into th8 fields.
dread, or horror. Also, of a thought, idea, etc., to occur to ;
2 · To pass quJ~t1[ ~r:'~t~~f!~Jr!~gia~s;li~~et~;:~.
vii. 23.
to impress; as, it never struck me before that he was old.
12. To affect in some particular manner by a blow, or some• 3. To strike, or come upon, something suddenly ; as, he,
thing acting in a manner suggestive of that of a blow ; as,
.,truck on a happy thought.
Chiefly Colloq.
he was .,truck dead by fright; to strike one blind.
4. Naut. To run aground, as on a rock or bank; to strand
I mean to 11trideyour steed.
Sltak.
13. To cause to sound, esp. by strokes; to indicate by sound6. To touch; impinge; glance. Now Rare.
stride, n. Act of striding; aJso, a long step or the distance
ing; as, to strike up a march; the clock strike& two.
6. To deliver a stroke or thrust ; to give a blow; hence,
measured by a long step ; as, a masculine stride.
14. To hit upon, or come or light upon, esp. suddenly ; to to deal blows; to fight; as, to strike for one's country.
strl'dent (stri'dlnt), a. [L. 1tridens, -entis, p. pr. of stri- meet with; find ; as, my eye struck a strange word ; they
7. To make an attack ; to aim a blow.
dere to make a grating or creaking noise.] Harsh-sounding;
soon struck the trail.
Cf. TO STRIKEOIL, Chiefly Colloq. 8. To hit ; collide; dash i clash ; as, a hammer strikes
grating; shrill ; as, a .,trident voice. - strl'dent-ly, adv.
16. To fight or wage (battle). Obs.
against the bell of a clock.
stri'dor (stri'd/Jr; -d6r), n. [L., fr. stride,·e to make any 16. a To level, as a measure of grain, salt, or the like, by 9. To sound, as a clock, by percussion, or as if with blows.
harsh, grating, or creaking sound.] A harshf shrill, or
scraping off with a straight instrument what is above the
10. To lower a flag, or colors, in token of respect, or to
creaking noise; specif., Med., a harsh whistling sound durlevel of the top. b To strickle, as a mold in founding; signify a surrender of a ship to an enemy.
ing respiration in cases of obstruction of the air passages.
often with out or up. c Lea.Iker Manuf. To scrape and
11. To quit work in order to obtain, or resist, a change in
Btrld'u-late (strTd.'.,i'i-lit), v. i.; -LAT'ED(-lit1ed); -LAT11NG rub (skins, pelts, etc.) smooth with a blunt knife; - some- conditions of employment. See STRIKE,n., 14.
(-lit'Tng).
[See STIUDULous.] To make a shrill, creaking
times with out. 4 Wood Workin_q. To form (moldings) by
12. To steaJ, esp. money. Old Slang, Eng.
noise ; specif., Z oOl., to make a creaking or musical sound,
planing.
e Electroplating. To form the first perceptible
13. To become fixed to something ; - said of oyster spat.
usually very high-pitched, such as is made by the maJes
uniform deposit of metal upou (an article in the bath).
14. Hort. To take root; - said esp. of cuttings of plants.
of many insects and, in fewer cases, by the females. Katy17. Masonry. To dress and smooth, or shape, as with a 15. Formerly, in the United States army, to ai:t as adids stridulate by scra ·
structure at the base
trowel (a mortar joint between bricks or stones). Such a striker (in sense I e). Rare. Colloq.
the other. In crickets
of one fore wing witl
joint is called a struck joint.
16. Rou:ing. To stroke. Now Rare.
e area on the lower surboth fore win~s hav
18. To balance (a book of accounts) ; also, to make to fit, to ■trike at, to aim a blow at; to attack. - to a. back. a To
as the halves of a notched tally; hence, to unite, as in in- return a blow or blows. b =BACK-FIRE,,,. i., 2. - to a. tor,
terest or affection. Obs.
wings as they fly. The sound-producing organs of cicadas
~~~~i~~nt: g~~~r:eb{g~; ~gi~a~a!g~shft~t~b:
19. To make and ratify; as, to strlke a bargain.
are very complex, and contain vibrating membranes.
0
@= Perh. in imitation of the L. j,,.dus ferire, to strike a
■trtd1 u-la'tlon (-li 1shl1n), n.
Act or sound of stridulating.
~!~JktXo':Z'.~
so called because an animal was struck and killed
strld'u-la-to-ry (strTd.'.,u-lti-tt-rT), a. Stridulous; able to compact.
To disappear from the surface, with internal effects, as an
as
a
sacrifice
on
such
occasions.
eruptive disease. c To interpose i interrupt; as, to strikt
stridulate; used in, or adapted for, stridulation.
strld'u-lous (-!us), a. [L. stridulus.
See STRIDENT.] 20. To lower ; to let or take down or apart ; as, to strike
sail ; to strike a flag, as in token of surrender.
:ak~t~ \t°tl1X:e~1; e~e~~j~~n
v°e°
6:b~Wo~tf~{is:afi;
1. Making a shrill, creaking sound i sqneaky.
21. Arch. &: Engin. To lower gradually and finally to rewith f01·; as, to strike in for some benefit. Obs. or R. The Sarmatian boor driving his Btridulous cart. Longfellow.
to
a.
into.
a
To
tum.
or
got
suddenly
into;
as, to strike int<>
move
(an
arch
or
vault
centering)
so
as
to
permit
the
arch
2. flied. Pertaining to, or affected with, stridor.
a byJ:.>?,th. b To enter suadenly upon; to break into; as,
or vault to reach safely its final state of equilibrium.
■trldulous la.ryngitla, Med., a form of croup, or laryngitis, in
to .,trike into a laugh; to strike into reputation. - to 1. ill
To remove, efface, cancel, or the like, with or as with
children, associated with dyspnrea, occurring usually at
with, to conform to; to suit itself or one's self to; to side
night, and marked by crowing or stridulous breathing.
a stroke of the pen ; - usually with from, off, or out.
with ; to join with. South. - to a. out. a To start sud- strld'u-lous-ly, adv. - strld'u-lous-ness, n.
23. To assume (a posture, an attitude, or the like); to fall
0 vb
strife (strif), n. [OF. estrif. See STRIVE.] l. Act of striv- into or take up, as a gait, one's stride, or the like.
~:n!iJu~~i!~ ft:;,!~etg~f,~-i~
~~mi~iot~ :~~!u~~~11if1:.
Shak.
ing j earnest endeavor. Archaic.
24. To take, as money, forcibly or fraudulently. Old Slang.
~o
::te
o~tt
f':i~dn~t~Ftttnfri~e
2. Exertion or contention for superiority ; contest of em- 25. To borrow of; to make an urgent demand or request
three opportunities during one's turn at tfie bat. See STRIKE,
ulation, either intellectual or phfsical.
of; as, he struck a friend for five dollars or a job. Slang.
Altercation ; violent contention ; conflict; fight.
26. To lade into a cooler, as a liquor.
B. Edwards.
?!w~il~~;- ~~-.
°s~~,i:t:~~,,t 0
sbu¥~·
Twenty of them fought in this black Btrife.
Shak.
27. To tap, as a cask. Obs. or R.
Sh11,k. become acquainted; to fall in (with). Colloq.
4. That contended against; occasion of contest. Obs.
28. 'l!oadvance;-onlyinp.p.
"Struekinyears."
Shak. strike (strik), n. l. Act of striking.
Syn. - Contest, struggle, quarrel. See CONTENTION.
29. To harpoon or shoot (a whale) with a bomb; also,An2. A strickle for leveling, as a measure of graiu, salt, etc.,
Strlg'l-dm (strTj'T-de), n. pl. [NL. See STaIX.] Zool. gling, to hook (a fish).
for striking up a mold in founding i also, a broad smooth
a A family including all the owls. b In restricted senses : 30. To mark out (a line) as with the compasses or by or
stick for removing superfluous clay in molding bricks,etc.
(!) A family consisting of the barn owls. Aluconida, is a
twanging a stretched chalked string on a surface.
3. A dry measure, varying locaJly from two pecks to four
synonym. (2) = BUBONID,E,
31. Bookbinding. To cause (a hot tool) to make an im- bushels. Obs. or Scot. &:Dial. Eng.
strlg'll (strTjlTl), n. [L. strigilis, fr. stringere to graze, pression in tooling. See TOOL,v. t.
4- Fullness of measure; hence, excellence of quality.
acrape.] l. a Gr.&: Rorn. Antiq. An instrument of metal,
Syn. -STRIKB, HIT SMITE. STRIKEis the general term: Hrr,
Three hogsheads of ale of the first strike.
Scott.
ivory, etc., used for scraping the skin, as at the bath. b in the sense of strikei is rather more familiar, and colloq.,
6. Sugar Manuf. a The contents or product (of sugar or
but it has also specia senses (as in ° hit the mark"); SMITE
A flesh brush or similar device. Obs.
in
or
from
one
pan
for
a
single
operation,
as of boilsirup)
2. One of a group of undulating or slightly curved verti- is now chiefly elevated or poetical. See BLOW.
ing or crystallization i as, to boil a strike. b The opera,.
strike me luck or lucky, an interjection used in making a barcal chanuels, readings, or flutings, often carved on flat surtion or act of emptying the striking teaclte (the last of a segain, an agreement, or the like. Now Only Vulgar, Chiefly
faces as ornament, esp. in Roman architecture.
ries of, usually, from three to five teaches) into the coolers.
Eng. -to a. & balance, to find out the difference betwaen the
strlg'l-la'tlon (-T-li'shlln), n. [See sTRIGJL.] Vigorous
6. Geol. The horizontal direction of the outcropping edges
brUBhing or scraping, esp. of the skin as by a strigil.
~~:~~;nJr~~t~t, t~d~~f!ra:
~ht~:vft!:~
~~~f.
of tilted rocks, or the direction of a horizontal line supstrlg'l-lla (strTj 1T-1Ts), n.; pl. -LES (-Jez). [L., strigil.]
Eng. - to 1. a-hull, 01· a hull, Naut., to lie a-hull. Obs. or R. posed to be drawn on the upper edge of a tilted stratnm.
Zoo/. A comblike organ on the first tarsaJ joint of a fore
- io a. &jury, Law, to select a. struck jury. - to 1. a lead
It is at right angles to the dip.
(led).
a
Mining.
To
find
a
vein
of
ore.
b
Fig.
:
To
find
a
leg of a bee, used for cleaning the antennre.
7, An iron paJe or standard in a gate or fence. Obs.
strig'll-loae (-los), a. [Cf. sTRIGIL, sTR1GOsE.] Bot. way to fortune 'or success, esp. financial. Colloq. - to 1. an 8. Iron Working. A puddler's rabble.
Elec.,
to
cause
an
arc
to
form,
as
between
the
carbon
arc,
Finely strigose.
9. Type Foundfng, etc. The copper plate with the impreselectrodes of an arc lamp, by moving the electrodes apart
■trl'gose (stri'gos; strT-gos'; see -osE), a.
[Cf. F. stria suitable distance after bringing them into electrical con- sion made by driving the punch into it, used, after being
gueux, and L. strigosus lean, lank, E. STRIGATB, STRIGIL.J tact. - to 1. below, Naut., to lower into a vessel's hold, or trimmed up (justified), BS a matrix for the face of type ..
1. Bot. SAt with stiff bristles, or strigre, as a leaf; hispid.
below, by a tackle. - to a. camp, to take down the tents or
10. A striking mechanism, as for a clock.
2. Zool. Covered with strigre; marked with fine, closely
11. Locks. = XEEPER,:; b.
i::~~iiisif;
;~~~~e~·sfie~· by!:t~n1~!~~1 ~~~: 12.
set grooves.
= STRICK,n., a. Now Chiefly Dial.
it
may
be,
to
deprive
oftheJJ?wer
of
speech.-to
•·
from,
to
strike (strik), v. t. ; pret. STRUCK(strlik) ; p. p STRUCK,or,
13.
Coining. The quantity or number of coins or the like
or remove from, with, or as with, a blow; as, the
Chiefly Poet. or R!,et., STRJCK'EN(strlk"n), Obs. STROOK Fseparate
struck at one time.
shackles
were
.,truck
from
him.
-to ■. hands, to clasp hands;
11NG
(strcl6k), STBUCK'EN(strlik''n) ; p. pr. &: vb. n. STBIK
14. Act of quitting work; specif., such an act done by
hence, to make a contract, compact, "Jr the like; some(strik'Tng). [ME. striken to strike, stroke, proceed, flow, times, to unite in interest ; agree to act in concert. - to ■.
mutual understanding by a body of workmen as a means of
AS. strican to go, proceed; akin to D. strijken to rub,
it rich, to find a rich vein or de_posit of ore; hence, to meet
enforcing compliance with demands made on their emstroke, strike, to move, go, G. si1'eichen, OHO. st'fi!than, L.
with any great :financial R'ood fortune. - to ■• off. a To
ployer ; a stopping of work by workmen in order to obtain or
atringere to touch lightly, to graze, to strip off (but perh.
1
8
resist
a change in conditions of employment. Cf. LOCKOUT.
it~hc:~}~~e
~1~u~!bt~ trp~i!7. ~~
not to L. stringer• in the sense to draw tight), striga a ~~~~t
16. Act of obtaining or attempting to obtain money by
impress
i
to
print;
as,
to
strike
o.D'
a
thousand
copies
of
a
row, a furrow. Cf. STREAK,
BTROKE,l 1, To touch or hit
importunity or any form of blackmail or threat, esp. by
0
with some force, either with the hana or an instrument ;
o]·!~:~i::~~~yt:
~~~teysa~!~ii!6u~~
:;
introducing in a legislature a bill (strike bW) which would
to smite; to give a blow to ; as, to strike one with a whip.
4 To improvise; as, to strike off an epigram. - to a. oil, to
be harmful to a person or corporation if enacted into law,
To stl'ike against ; to come in collision with ; as, the ship
find petroleum when boring IOr it; hence, fig., to make a in order to obtain a bribe for withdrawing it.
lucky hit financially. Slang, (J. S. - to a. on, Mach., to
,t.-uck a reef; he was .<truckby lightning.
16. A sudden finding of rich ore in miniug; hence, any
put mto gear as a machine. - to 1. out. a To produce by
3. To give or inflict, as a blow.
sudden success or good fortune, esp. financial.
collision to force out ; as, to strike out sparks with steel.
Who would be free, themselves must strike the blow. B11ron.
17.
Bowling, U.S. Act of leveling aJl the pins with th&
4. To impeil or dash, as with a blow ; to dash ; ca.st ; as, ?ele~!i~ isufr}s}~ifeff::_f,\ tp:~~~e. c '~!~~:hb:~e
~i~ first bowl; also, the score thus made. Sometimes called
to strike one's head on a stone; also, to smear ; daub.
effort
i to devise ; to invent ; to contrive i as, to str/fie out
double
spare. See TENPINS.
They shall take of the blood, and strike it on the two sidea new plan of finance. 4 BrMeball. To cause to strike out;
18. Baseball. Any actual or constructive striking at the
posts.
Ex. xii. 7,
-said
of
the
pitcher.
See
lo strike out c, undersTRIKE, TJ. i.
pitched
ball, three of which, if the ball is not hit fairly,
6. To stroke ; as, to si,rikeone's hair : also, to move, as the
e Sugar ManuJ. To run out into a pan, as massecuite to
cause the batter to be put out ; hence, any of various acts
hand, lightly in or as In stroking.
Obs.
crystallize.
f To stretch (sole leather) by working with a or
events
which are ruled as equivalent to it, as failing to
8. To afflict j assail ; attack ; punish, as if with blows.
tool or rolling. - to 1. root, to send forth roots; to ber.ome
strike at a ball so pitched that the batter should have struck
Now the red pestilence tttrike all trades in Rome! Sllak.
.~:~~t~~o1:~~ii:eft~i~
:::~l:blrst:d~~'
at it. Cf. 1st BALL,5.
7. To cause or produce bya stroke or blow; as, to strike a
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STRIKE PAY

STRIPPER

move the midrib from (tobacco leaves). c (1) Mining. ro
remove the overburden from (a mineral deposit). (2) Metal.
To bare(an ingot of steel) by removing tbe mold. d Card,.
ing. To remove fiber, flock, or lint, from (the teeth of a card
when it becomes partly clogged). e To remove the metal
coating from (a plated article), as by acid• or electrolytic
d~:
of'::r:::i.:~cE~IJ
(a wire) through the
action. f To remove the sericin, or silk glue, from (raw silk)
string (string), "· i. l. To form into a string or strings,
by working in a soap bath. g Mech. To drawflle, as file
or to become stringy, as a substance which is atretched.
blanks, so as to remove the rough edges and burr after grind2. To move or progress in a string, or series; as, the fu- ing. h Mach. To tear off the thread from (a bolt or nut).
gitives strung a.cross the bridge.
l .Agric. To remove the seed or grain from (grass, as rye
3. Billinrds, Pool, etc, To make the cue ball rebound from
grass) by forcing or picking it out of the heads or panicles,
the foot cushion so as to stop as near as possible to the
as with a comblike implement ; to get {the seed) in this way.
head cushion (or, sometimes, to the balk, or string line),
6. To pull or tear off, as a covering ; to remove ; to wrest
as for determining the order of play, etc.
away ; as, to strip the skin from a beast, a film from a
stnng band. MU&ic.A band using only, or chiefly, stringed
photographic plate, the bark from a tree; to strip away all
4.
instruments.
See under ORCHESTRA,
to snatch away; to plunder.
stnng beans. The unripe pods of any of several kinds of disguises. Hence,
For all the temporal lands • , •
beans used in cookiug; - so called because the strings are
Would they strip from us.
Sl1a/c,
11-gf,;'~in.\'r
~g~ in a pianoforte, holding the 6. Dyeing. To remove (a dye or part of the color) from
yarn or fabric by boiling or treating with some chemical.
studs to which are looped the ends of the strings opposite
the tuning pms.
7, Soap Making. To cut up (bar soap) into slices, prelimistrlng'board' (strTng'bord 1 ; 201), n. Arch. A board or nary to drying and milling. See MILLING.
built-up facing used in stair building to cover the ends of 8. LPerh. a difl~rent word, of uncert. orig.] To pass; to
the steps, as to hide the true string.
get clear of ; to outstrip. Obs.
lltrlng'coarae' (-kor8'; 201), n. Arch. A horizontal band
When first they stnpped the Malean promontory Chapman.
in a building, forming a part of the design in some way dis- strip (strTp), "· i. l. To take off, or become divested of,
tinguished from the rest of the work. Cf. BLOCKING
COURSE. clothes or covering; to undress wholly or partly.
stringed (stringd), a. l. Having strings, ... an instrument;
2. In technical uses: a Mach. To fail in, or lose, the thread,
Milton.
also, produced by strings. " Stringed noise."
as a bolt, screw, or nut. b Gun. To undergo .ship ;-said
2. Tied, fastened, or the like, with a string or strings.
of a projectile or its soft metal band. See STRIP, 3.
strln•gen-cy (strin•jtn-sT), n. Quality or state of being atrlp, n. [Prob. due to confusion of stripe, n.,andstrip, v.]
stringent ; specif. : a Strictness ; severity ; rigor ; as, the
l. A narrow or relatively long piece ; as, a strip of cloth ;
di~t=~4i!r~~:~i:ti~::~tj~!t~·a~·b;
stringency of Nelson's discipline.
b Tightness; Jack of a strip of land.
by striking; the distance at which a force is effective when
ease or plenty, as in financial circles.
2.
[Perh. a different word.] Mining. A trough for tranadirected to a particular object. - a. pin. Leather Manuf. IIstrln-gen'do (str~n-j~n•do), a. [It.] Muaic. Urging or
porting and settling particles of ore suspended in water,
= PIN, n.,1. - •· plate. a Locks. = KERPER,3 b. b A part
hastening the time, as to a climax.
3. Gun. A shearing off of the rotating ring of a projec0
strln'gent (strln'jlnt), a. [L. stringens, -enl,is, p. pr. of tile, causing irregularity in flight.
~~~t~;Yt~!~~e!t~?1t~!~c~as!
~~~
6a. -a. aolutlon, Electrometal., a weak solution of silver cy- slringere to draw or bind tight. See 2d STRAIN.]· l, Bind- 4, Destruction; mntilation, as of buildings and fences.
anide with a large proportion of potassium cyanide, used
ing or drawing tight. Obs.
6. Pattern Making. Draft or taper of a pattern.
in silver plating. - 1. ■tlle, the stile of a door containing
Ld. Lytton.
2 T~!;i«;!J: ~~q~J;j:f~!~; s~:~~~c~::ai :!~~~ ~n~~~r:,more 8. A. stripling; a slip. Rare.
the Jock. - a. te&che. Sugar Manuf. See STRIKE,n., 5.
7, A tobacco leaf withont the stem; - chiefly pl. Cant.
stringent code of proCedure
Macaulay.
-strik'lng-ly, adv. -strlk'lng-ness, n.
8.
Theat. A. narrow piece of wood or metal on which eleclltrlng (strlng), n. [ME. string, atreng, AS . .<lreng; akin 3. Tight; characterized by absence or scarcity of money tric-light bulbs, usually four to six, are arranged in line,
to D. streng, G. strung, Icel. strengr, Sw. st1'ling, Dan. to be loaned or invested ; as, a stringent stock market.
and which is temporarily placed where needed.
-strln'gent-ly, ad,,, -strln'gent-neaa, n.
strreng; prob. fr. the adj., E strong (see STRONG)
; or perh.
9. A shallow cast ingot of brass for rolling into sheets.
orig. meaning, twisted, and akin to E. strangle.] l. A. strlng 1er (string'er), n. l. One who strings; esp., one who stripe (strip), n. l OD. strijpe a stripe, streak ; akin to
makes or provides strings, as for bows.
small cord or slender strip of leather, or the like, used
LG. stripe, D. streep, Dan. stribe, G. st,·eif, streifen, MHG.
2. A libertine. Obs. Slang.
Beau. &: Fl.
esp. for binding, fastening, or tying things ; a cord larger
streifen to glide, march.] l. A line, or Jong narrow diviA longitudinal railroad sleeper borne on transverse ties.
3.
than a thread and smaller than a rope ; as, a shoe string.
sion of anything of a different color or structure from the
2. A thread or cord strong with a number of objects or 4. Shipbuilding. A. streak of planking or plating carried
ground ; hence, any linear variation of color or structure;
parts in close and orderly succession ; hence, a line or round the inside of a vessel, secured horizontally on top of as, a stripe of red on a green gronnd ; a raised stripe.
series of things arranged on or as if on a thread ; a tha deck beams or brackets.
2, Weaving. A pattern or cloth with such stripes, differ6.
Mech.
a
A
long
horizontal
timber
to
connect
uprights
succession ; chain ; as, a string of shells or beads ; a string
ently colored, or raised or depressed, from the gronnd
in a frame, or to support a floor or the like. b A string in
of arguments.
Also, the horses collectively which belong
3. A strip attached to something of a different color or
stair building_ i a stringpiece.
o A tie in a truss, etc.
to one stable or owner; a stud (so called becanse often
material
; as, a red stripe of silk sewed upon a garment.
8. Geol. &: Mining. A narrow vein or irregular filament
driven or Jed in single file for exercise).
4. A long, narrow discoloration of the skin made by the
of
mineral
traversing
a
rock
mass
of
different
material.
3. A strip, as of leather, securing the covers of a book.
blow
of
a
lash, rod, or the like ; hence, such a stroke or
4. The cord of a musical instrument, commonly· of gut or string galvanometer. Elec. A galvanometer for measnrblow ; also. formerly, any damaging blow or· stroke.
wire, asof a piano, harp, or violin; specif.: pl., stringed in- ing oscillating currents by the lateral motions of a silverForty stripes he may give him. and not exceed. Deut • .xxv.&
struments, esp. of an orcheatra (which see). The number
5. Color indicating, or symbolic of, something; hence, di&~j~~~::i~~!~r;~r;:tJU~~1~~\1;r~:n~:.t~1\i;,~:
of transverse vibmtions per second of a stretched string,
in the field of an electromagnet.
tinguisbing characteristic; character ; type ; sort; as, persuch as are produced by drawing a violin bow across it or string'halt'
(strTng'h61tt), n. [See SPRINGHALT.]An affec- . sons of the same political stripe.
tion of the hind legs of the horse, in which certain muscles
6. pl. Mil. A chevron. Now Rar•.
r.r..:~~~~ntii.~td::!:i:r ~tfii'e ~fn':~~•i;:ctr;:~":'l!
::u!i::
contract spasmodically, causin_g excessive flexure in loco- 7, .Mining. A long, rectangnlar huddle. Cornwall, E,ig,
root of the tension, and inversely as the sN:are root of the
motion. The cause is not known.
8. A strip. Now Rare. "A &tripe of land."
Cooper.
~f
t\~d
stripe,"· l.; STRIPED(stript); STRIP'ING(striptTng). 1. To
0 f~~D;eei:sJttn!drb8:
~~:nwr:h~fre~ ~; 0
length. ~he greater the number of vibrations per second,
make stripes upon ; to form with lines of different colors
the higher is the note produced.
which are thus made to vibrate with them, giving tones
or textures; to variegate with stripes.
6. The line or cord of a bow.
Ps. xi. 2. resembling those both of the harmonium and pianoforte.
2. To beat ; lash ; strike ; also, Obs., to thrust. Rare.
strlng 1plece' (-pee'), n. Arch. A long piece of timber in a striped
8. A fiber, as of a plant; a little fibrous root.
(stript ; strip~d; -Td; 151), a. Having stripes of
Duckweed putteth forth a little string into the water, from
construction, esp. a heavy and principal one, usually horidifferent colors ; streaked.
the bottom,
Bu.con. zontal. Specif.: a The heavy squared timber lying along
IJtriped ba11, an anadromous
7, A nerve or tendon of an animal body. Obs. Mark vii. 35. the top of the pile• forming a dock front or timber pier.
serranoid fish
8, Mining. A small, string like vein; a stringer.
b A temporary horizontal timber ueed in shoring, etc. See CRoccus line9. The tough fibrous substance that unites the valves of NBEDLB, 3 8, C = STRING, 11 b.
the pod in beans and their allies.
strlnll:Plate. The metal plate in a pianoforte which carries
10. Shipbuilding. An inside range of ceiling planks, cor- thi:i-string block, now usually cast solid with the frame.
tic coast of
responding to the sheer strake and bolted to it.
string quartet or quartette. Music. A quartet of per- the United
States, but
formers on strin_gea inBtruments, regularly a first and
11. a Arch. Short for STRINGC0URSE,
STRINGPIBCE,
Specif.:
common also on the Pa-second violin, a. viola. and a violoncello.
b One of the inclined sides of a stair supporting the treads
cific coast, where it has
strlng'wood 1 · (string•w<Rid1), n. An extinct euphorbiaand risers. Hence, a similar member, whether a support
been introduced.
It is
ceous tree (Aca/ypha arboi·ea) of the island of St. Helena;
OT not. See CLOSE STRING, OPBN STRING, etc.
above, yellowish silvery on the sides and be-so called from its pendent staminate spikes of red flowers. olivaceous
12. Woolen Manuf. A length of ten feet.
low,and
marked
with
numerous longitudinal black stripes.
13. a In various indoor games, a score or tally, sometimes, strlng'Y(-I), a. l. Consisting of strings, or small threads;
It is highly esteemed as a game fish and as food, frequently
fibrous ; .filamentous ; as, a stringy root .
... in American billiard games, marked by buttons threaded
reaching 20 and occasionally 100 pounds in weit:ht. - 1. dog2. Capable of being drawn out to form a string, as a glu- wood, the striped maple. - 1. flll:,,llower, a striped variety
on a string or wire. b In various games, competitions,
tinous substance; ropy : viscid; gluey.
gopher, a str1pea spermophile. - 1. graa,
of carnation.-a.
etc., a certain 11umber of turns at play, of rounds, etc.
See GRUNT.n., 3. - 1. head, the
14, Billiards & Pool. a The line from behind and over 3. Like orsuggestive of a string or strings ; thin and long ; ribbon irass. - •· grunt.
Local, U.S.-1.hyena.
SeeHYENA.Hudsomancurlew.
sometimes, wiry. Colloq.
which the cue ball must be played after being out of play
1. maple, a maple (Acer pennsylt•anicu-m) of the northeaststring'y-bark' (-bark'), "· Any of several Australian eu- ern United States and tlie Alleghenies. It has striped bark
as by being pocketed or knocked off the table; -called
calypts, as Eucalyptus capitellala, E. macrorhyncha, l\nd and large thin leaves, 3-lobed at the apex. -a. m1lllet. See
also string line. b Act of stringing for break.
16, Printers' Cant, a The proofs of matter set by one E. eu,::ioides, with inner fibrous bark. Also/ either of the
~u"tf.10i,•f~:t;~ll·:;:•:-:.-ch~~~~~':.lc?;
compositor arranged. consecutively to facilitate measure1
1~ ~
ro~oo!rfl~~~J~to!t~t~r
1. - •· ana.ke, a garter enake. - 1. 1permophlle. See sPBIIHOment of his work. b In newspaper offices, a similar
strlp(strlp),
"·
1.;
STRIPPED
or,
Rare,
STRIPT
(strTpt);
STRIP'·
•·
aqlllrrel.
a Any squirrel with skiJ!8S on the back;
PHILB.
arrangement of proofs of any contributed matter.
PING, [ME. a/ripen, atrepen, strupen, AS. strypan in be18. A hoax; a trumped-up or "fake" atory. Slang.
\~~~,:~~~rI'a}'e"tcm!t.trTi>:t:r:::
atrfjpan to plunder ; akin to D. stroope,i, MHG. stroujen,
bright orange. - •· llll'lll1lllet.
See 2d HULLBT. 2.
nd
0
G. xtreifen; cf. also Fries. ojsfrippen to divest of clothes,
:~:
~:4c;n~t,~
.•
~r~·i~~to skin, strippen to strip (in sense 3), D. slrippen to stem stript-leaf', n. Tobacco stripped of stalks before packing.
thoughts in a st,-inr,." Lyly. -to h&ve a a. to It, of a gift,
11Tng), n.
strlptllng
(strTp
[strip+
let -ling; as if a small
(tobacco).]
l.
To
deprive;
divest;
plunder;
esp.,
to
deto be limited in some way that leaves more or less conprive or divest of a covering, clothing, or the like; to skin ; strip from the main stock or stem. l A youth in adolestrolin the hands of the giver. C'olloq.-to h&ve two otrlnp
io one'■ bow, to have a means or expedient fn reserve fn
peel ; as, to strip a man of his possessions ; to strip one of cence, or just passing from boyhood to manhood; a lad.
case the fl.rat fails.
strtptper (-er), n. l. One that strips; as: a Mach. A
hie clothes ; to strip a beast of his skin.
string (st,·ing), "· t.; pret. STRUNG(strling) ;p. p. STRUNG,
They tlfr1/Jped Joseph out of his coat. Gen. xxxvit. 23. metal plate in a punching machine, or either of two plates
Rare STRINGED
(strTngd); p.pr. &vb. n. STRING'ING
(strlng'2. Nnut. To dismantle; unrig i as, to strip a ship.
one on each side of the pnnch, to prevent the work from
Ing). l, To furnish with strings ; ... , to .,tring a violin.
3. To milk dry, esp. with a peculiar movement of the hand
being dragged up with the punch on the upstroke. See
2, To adjust or tune the string or strings of, as of a at the last of a milking ; as, to strip a cow; also, in fish cul- 6th PUNCH,2d Illust, b A machine for smoothing down filea
ture, to press the eg-gs or milt out of (a fish).
stringed instrument, a bow, etc.; hence, t!l make tense,
for subsequent recutting.
c In a capstan, a metal point
lit. or fig. "Toil strung the nerves."
Dryden.
4, In technical senses: a Af!ric. To pare off the surface
to clear away the cable as it unwinds. d Woolen Manuj,
3. To thread on a string ; to file ; as, to string beads.
of, as land, in strips. b To pick the cured leaves from the
In the fearnaught, carding machine, scribbler, etc., any of
stalks of (tobacco) and tie them into ••hands;'' also, to re- various small card-covered rollers that strip the wool from
4, To deprive of strings; as, to string beans.
steam coils f'or increasing the ■triker plate. = KEEPER, 3 b.
■trinde, n. Stream. Obs.
string line, Billiards it Pool
or atriolre ; minntelY.striate.
rate of evaporation at will.
■trine, v. [AS. str.1inan, strteSee STRING, n., 14 a.
■tri'o-let (-l~t), n. A striolL
~ nar1.1 = STRKONE, beget. Ohs. ■tring pea. The sugar pea.
etrike pay. An allowance to a
■trip COUDt.
Lumber Trad~.
striking workman out of the associated rock beds.
1tring'l-n111 (strlng'X-ni!e), n. 1trtng pump. Mining. A pump
Measurement
of dressed timber
See -NES~■trik'le. Var. of STRICKLE.
ff:~:t~;
disi:«,~ewii:h~tt~:
1
n. 1
OhR. :~:;,~ t;';~_>,
atrb;lg ■top. Music. A atop pro~~;9:;;~V fJ_l1~'l!r-),
n, = ::~~~
Thua 11\-inch boards are recka Strain; generation; race;
2. Act or process of gloasingl ducing tones imitating thoae of
oned aa though ll inches thick.
A e t r i n g- a Atringed instrument.
■trtk'er-out', n. Rackets, Ten- kindred. b Offspring; progeny. stringing courae.
course.
■&B, etc. The player who re- c A disposition or ca.stcommon
atrµlg tle. A narrow necktie.
■tripe. Scot. var. of STRIP,
atring'leaa, a. See -LESS.
to a kindred or race.
oeiveathe service.
■triq'y-ba.rk' pine (strXng'l'.-).
1trlp1 (atrfp), n, Rivulet. 8cof.

atrlk•er (stn"k'er ), n. l, One that strikes, in any seruie ;

specif. : a A blacksmith's helper ; the hammerman who
uaea the sledge in forging; hence, an assistant, in any of
various occupations. b A harpooner ; rarely, a harpoon.
C A workman who is on a strike. d One who, esp. in politics, attempts a strike. See STRIKE,"·• 15. Colloq. or Cam,
U.S. e In the United States army, formerly, an enlisted
man detailed as an officer's servant. Such employment
of an enlisted man was forbidden by act of Congr888 of
July 15, 1870. f (1) In breech-loading firearms using a
metallic cartridge, that part of the mechanism which immediately delivers the blow to the primer. (2) In certain
torpedoes, a small plunger intermediary between the firing
pin and the primer which ignites the torpedo charge. g A
;teciprocating projecting piece in a loom used to actuate a
Inger periodically todeliverthe pick. h Masonry. A special tool used in striking a joint. l Mach. A device for
utting a machine or part in gear with a driving mechanism.
Brickmal<ing. A workman who dr888es off the clay bricks
with a strike in molding.
2. Locks. = KEEPER,3 b,
3. A wencher ; a lewd or diBBOluteman. Obs.
4. Fisheries. The man who manages a driveboat.
atrlk'lng (striktTng), p.pr. &: vb. n. of STRIKE. Hence:
a. That strikes. Specif., fig. : l. Attracting attention
through conspicuous qualities; very noticeable ; remarka.ble ; surprising ; as, a striking image ; a striking likeness.
" A &triking fact."
De Quincey.
2. Mach. Designating, or pert. to, a device for striking
on, or putting in gear, a machine or part of a machine.
atri)lng a.ngle, Ballistics, the angle between the horizontal
and the direction of the projectile's flight at the moment of

r

6. To tie, hang up, fasten, or the like, with a string.

8. To extend or stretch like a atring ; as, to airing the
cables of a suspension bridge ; also, to extend in a string,
or succeaaion ; as, waiting cabs strung in a long line
7. To hoax; josh; jolly. Slang.
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STRONG

weapon ; as, the ,troku of a sledge hammer ; a stroke
of a billiard cue ; he won a kingdom without a stroke.
2. The result or effect of a striking; injury; hurt. "HealIs. xxx. 26.
eth the stroke of their wound."
3. A sudden action, proceBS, or the like, reaulting in impact or in a quick, sharp result, suggesting a blow; as, a
stroke of lightning; a stroke of fortune; hence, the result
of such action or process ; esp., any sudden attack of disease or other affliction; as, a sunstroke; a stroke of apoplexy;
TenHyson.
0
4. An effort, esp. a vigorous or energetic effort, by which
something is done, produced, or accomplished; also, something done or accomplished by such an effort or as the resuit of some quality or process acting as the equivalent of
effort; a feat; as, a stroke of work; a stroke of policy; a
stroke of genius; to put the finishing strokes to an essay.
6. Power; influence. Obs.
Robinsori (Jlfore's Utopia).
6. Ability in a certain line; capacity, esp. for eating or
drinking; appetite.
Obs,
Swift.
7, A characteristic; a distinguishing feature. Now Rare.
8. The sound of striking, esp. of the striking of a clock.
9. A throb or beat, as of the heart.
Tennyson.
10. One of a series of beats or movements against a resisting medium by means of which movement through or
upon it is accomplished; as, the stroke of a bird's wing
in flying, of an oar in rowiug, of a skater, swimwer, etc.
11. Hence, Rowing : a The character of the stroke (in
sense 10); the rate or manner in which the oars are
moved ; as, a long, powerful, etc., stroke; to set the stroke.
b A rower who pulls the oar, oars, or one of the oars, near•
est the stern, in single-banked boats usually on the port
side, and sets the stroke for all the rowers.
12. A movement, usually with a tool, implement, or the
like, more or less like the sweeping movement of a sword
in striking; esp., any of a series of to--a.nd.fro movements
of this kind; as, a stroke of a pen, painter's brush, pendu!um, file, engraving tool, etc.
13. A mark or dash made by, or appearing as if made by,
a stroke of a pen, engraving tool, brush, or the like; as, an
up stroke,· a blurred sfroke ,· also, of an artist, the characteristic manner in which such strokes are made.
Free as thy stroke, yet .faultless as thy line.
Pope
14. Mach. Tbemovement, in either direction, of the piston
plunger, piston rod, crosshead, etc., as of a steam engine
or a pump, in which these parts have a reciprocating mo•
tion; also,the entire distance passed through in such a.movement; as, the piston is at half stroke; a.stJ"okeof two feet.
16. A caressing touch or movement; a stroking. Rare.
BLOW.
Syn.-See
a atroke above, a degree above, or superior to. Colloq.
stroke (strok), "· t.; STROKED
(strokt); sTnoK'ING(strok'Ing). [ME. stroken, sfraken, AS. strlician, fr. str'ierrn to
go over, pass, See STRIKE, 1'· t. ; cf. STRAGGLE, J 1. To
rub gently in one direction; esp., to pass the hand gently
over iu kindness or tenderness; hence, to soothe.
y
t 'th th 1 t
d
·
sir::l-~r~in !o~~~: a~aitnwill close. Chaucer.
To a:fl'ect in some way, esp. to smooth, by rubbing
gently in one direction.
3. Masonry. To give a finely fluted surface to.
4. To set the stroke for (the crew of a rowing boat) or for
the crew of (a rowing boat); to row as stroke of.
tostrokethewrongway(ofthehair)
:fig toirritateora.nnoy
by offending the tastes or prejudiOOs 01,esp. unwittingly.
stroke, ti. i. Rowing. To row at a certain number of strokes
a minute; as, the crew was stroking at 32.
strok'er (strok'er), n. 1, One who strokes; specif.: Obs.
a One who pretends to cure by stroking.
Cures worked by Greatrix the stroker. Bp. Warburton
b A flatterer; toady.
W. Dunbar.
2, Print. A kind of paper -folder, usually of wood faced
with metal, used by the feeder to bring forward the sheets
toward the grippers in a printing press. Eng.
atrok11ng (etrOk'Yng), n. [Cf. AS. Blracung.] 1. Act of
rubbing gently with the baud, or of smoothing ; a stroke.
Needlework. Act of laying gathers in regula1· order.
3. pl. Stripping• of a cow. Scot. &, Dial. Eng. Smollett.
■troll (strol), v. i.; STROLLED
(strold); sTROLUING. [Orig.
uncert.; cf. TROLL,
or dial. st,-oddle to stro11, to straddle
(cf. STRADDLE); prob. not connected with Dau. strygge to
stroll, Sw. stryka to stroke, to ramble, Sw. dial. strykel one
who strolls about.] To wander on foot; to ro,·e ; specif.:
a To ramble idly or leisurely; to sauuter. b To go from
one place to another in search of occupation, profit, or the
1ike, ha.bituallyorasamode
of life; as, astJ'o/lingmusicia.n.
Syn. -Rove, roam, range, stray. See SAUNTER.
stroll, n. 1. A strolling; an idle and leisurely walk; ramble.
2. A stroller; a strolling player. Now Rare.
stroll'er (-e'r), n. One who stro11e; a vagrant; specif., a
strolling player.
pl. STBOMATA(-tti). [L.,a bedcovstro'ma(stro'm<i),n.;
ering, Gr. O'Tp/;,µa a couch or bed.] 1. Anal. a The connective tissue or supporting framework of an organ; as,
the stroma of the kidney. b The spongy, colorless framework of a red blood corpuscle or other cell.
Bot. Jnascomycetous fungi, the mass of mycelium sup-porting the perithecia, or in which the¥ are enibedded.
atro-mat'lc (str~-mltt'lk), a. Pertainmg to, resembling,
or of the nature of, a stroma.
StrO'ma-top'o-ra(stro'ma-tlip'~-r<i), n. [NL.; Gr. crrp/;,/.'a,
fTTpWµ.o.Tot;,bed, covering
,r6pot; pore. J Paleon. A genus of corals, probably hydrozoans, formmg thick concen-

tric lamina, of reticulated calcareouo tissue with scattered
tubules fot the zooids. It ia the type of a family, Stro'ma-to-por'l-dllll (stro'ma-t~-plir'l-de),
and a higher group,
StrO'ma-top 1o-ro1'4e-a (-tlip'~-roi'di-a), who"" membe1·a
form extensive beds in certain Paleozoic rocks, eap. in the
Devonian. -stro 1ma-topto-rol4 (-tlipl~-roid), a. &, "·
■tromb (strlim ; st1·lSmb), n. A mollusk or shell of the
genus Strombua or family Strombldre.
Strom'bl-dm(strlSm'bl-de), 11.. pl. [NL.] A family ofmola~hich St1'ombus is
type.
strom-ba'll-form (strlim-bii'1I-f6rm), a. [NL. st,·ombulua,
dim. of strombus
E. -form. Sae STROM»us.] l. (;eol.
Formed or shaped like " top. Rare.
2. Bot. Coiled into the shape of a screw or a helix.
Strom'bus (strlSm'bus), n. [L., a kind of spiral snail, fr.
Gr. <TTPO!-'fJ•••l
1. Zoo!. A genus of marinetrenioglo88ate
gastropods having a
heavy obconicalshell
with a short conical
spire, and, usually, a
much expanded outer
lip. The operculum
is horny and clawlike and the animal
has a narrow foot,
long snout, and long
e:~!W'.';,"~f~~~
.
tain shell (Strombwt
Strombus (S. gigas). t Tentacle;
gigas) of the West
f Foot ; o Operculum.
Indies is an example. Also [l. r,], any member ofthisgenUBt
a wing-shell. -strom'bold
(-boid), a. &, n.
2. [/. c.] A spirally coilerl fruit,asthelegume of Medicogo.
■tro'mey 1 er-lte (stro'mi 1er-it), n. [After Friedrich Stromeye.r, German chemist.l Min. A steel.gray sulphide of
silver and copper, (AgiCu) 28, of metallic Juster, usually
in compact masses. H., 2.6-3. Sp. gr., 6.15-6.3.
strong (strllng; 205), a.; sTRoNG'ER(st.rll1J'ger); sTaoNe'BST(-g~st). LAS. stra11g, strong; akiu to D. & G. ,,-,.,mg
strict, rigorous, OHG. strengi strong, brave, harsh, Icel.
strangr strong, severe, Dnn. streng, Sw. sfriing strict, severe. Cf. STRENGTH, STRETCH, STRING.] 1. In various ob-solete senses: a Strict ; rigorous. b Great ; remarkable.
c Difficult; hard. d Of sleep, profound; deep.
Having great physical power to act; l1aviug the power
of exerting great bodily force; vigorous.
That our Oien may be strony to labor. Ps. cxliv. 14.
8. Having passive physical power ; having ability to bear
or endure ; hale ; robust ; as, a str011g constitution.
4, Having or exhibiting moral or intellectuaJ power,
force, endurance, vigor, or the like; _ said of a person or
of any faculty; as, a man of strong ima~ination, will,
memory i a man stro 11g in imagination, loyalty, honor.
A great soul will be strong to live, as well as to think. Emerson.
&. Having great resources, asof wealth, numbers, military
or naval force, etc.; as, a strong bank, army, party.
6. Reaching certain degree or limit in respect to strength
or num·oel'B; as, an army ten thousand strong.
7. Effective or efficient, esp. in a specified or characteristic
direction; powerful in producing an effect or accomplishing a resnlt ; as, a strong colorist; a 1i·tr011g
voice.
I WP&stronyn· in prophecy than in criticism. Dryden.
8. Vigorous; forceful; vehement; adapted to Dll\ke a
deep impression, esp. on the mind or imagination ; striking
or superior of the kind ; powerful ; forcible ; cogent; as,
atrong arguments; a sl1ong example; a slro'llg contrast.
9. Having a particular quality in a great de~ree; intense
in degree or quality; not II_lild,weak, or the like; concentrated; as, a ai1'011gacid (see also AVIDITY, 2); stronr1 tE>a; a
strong light, color, scE>nt,etc.; a strong likiug or dislike.
10. Moving with rapidity or force; violent; forcible; impetuous i as, a strong tide or wind.
11 Arde t
a
J
t
Wh·
T
.
He;n~olii~~/e!::s~~:n~:;;i:~;r~:fmatc~~
or si:t:
li:. Full of sririt ; containing a large proportion of aleehol; as, strong liquors.
13. Solid; nourishi1111; as, strong meat.
Heb. v. 12.
14. Solid; tough ; not easily broken or injured; able to
withstand violence ; not easily subdued or taken; as, a
stJ'ong beam; a strong rock; a stt-oug fortress.
16. Well establish•d; firm; not easily overtlirown or
altered; ae, a 1trong custom ; a strong belief.
16. Corn. Tending to steady or hight>r prices ; not irregu•
lar or depressed; firm; as, a strong markt>t.
17. Gram. As opposed to weak: a Pertaining to or deeig•
nating a verb which forms its preterit by a varintion in the
root vowel, and the past participle (usually) by the addition of -en (with or without a cl,ange of the root vo,.el);
as in the verbs&frfre, ,trove, sfrfren ,- bre<1J.:,
broke, broken,·
drink, drPnk, ttru11k. SeeABLAUT. b Applied to noun and
adjective forms in Anglo-Saxon, German, etc. (cl,aracteristically vowel stems), which retain tl,e old declension"1
endings. Thus: sta.11,-es, -e, pl. stanas, •a, -uni.
18, Phon. a Uttered with forcible breath impulse; aocented, as a syllable. b Designating the more sonorous vowels of some vowel systems, as, in Spanish, a, o, u. Cf. WEAK.
19, Having an offensive or too iutense odor or flavor;
rank; as, st,·ong butter; a strong breath. Colloq.
20. Of wool, broad.haired or coaree.fibererl; - the opposite of.fine. Also, of sheep, having sucl, wool. At18lralia.
21. Jfinfnq. large; important ; - said of veins, dikes, etc.
Syn. - Vigorous, forceful, powerful, firm, vel1ement;

STRIPPET
cmecylinder or roller and carry it to another, esp. from the
workers to the swift. e A device for peeling the bark
from osiers. f In fish culture, one who strips fishes.
ll. A cow that has nearly stopped giving milk, so that it
can be obtained from her only by stripping.
■!dP'pbag (strfpflng), p. pr. &, vb. n. of STRIP, Hence, n.
1. Act of one who strips.
ll, That which is stripped from anything ; specif. : a pl.
The last milk drawn at a milkin~. b = OVERBURDEN,
2.
1:;~J!~r:.~af~~
0
;.iut~pea:"'or~~
the backing to a glass plate or sometimes subsequently to
another backing, as of gelatin, for printing.
■trlp'Y (strip'I), a. Having, occurring in, marked by, or
suggestive of, stripes or streaks.
■trtve (striv), v. i.; pret. srnov■ (strov); p. p. srn1v'EN
(atrlv''n), or Rtire, STROVE; p. pr. & vb. n. STRIV'ING (atriv'ing). [OF. estrii•er; of Teutonic origin, and prob. akin
to G. st,·eben, D. atreven, Dan. strrebe, Sw. striifva, Cf.
BTRIPB.]
l. To make efforts; to use exertions; to endeavor earnestly; to labor hard ; - followed by an infinitive.
Was it for this that his ambition stro,:e

iii'!.'c1~:fg'!:';r·t:
g:

To equal Cmsa.r :first, and after, Jove 1'

Cowley.

ll. To struggle in opposition or contention ; to contend;
contest; struggle; battle; -followed by against or wuh
before a person or thing opposed; as, strive against temptation; strit•e for the truth.
Chaucer.
My Spirit shall not always strtve with man. Gen. vi. 3.

~r:t~'tf;~
b~i ~~t1::J
drink as friend,.
pb,. or R.

~t~-i-:e

8

3. To vie ; compete ; to be a rival.

Shak.

Chaucer.

Syn. - Contend, vie, struggle, endeavor, aim.
StriJ: (striks), n. [L., a screech owl; cf. Gr. '"P'ta screaming night bird.] Zool. A genus of owls, formerly extensive, but in usual modem use restricted to the barn owls.
In the A. 0. U. nomenclature it now replaces Syrnium,.
■trob (strlib), "·
[Gr. <rTpofJo< a whirling.] Physics. A
unit for the measurement of angular velocity, being a velocity of one radian per second.
■trob'lc(-Ik),a. 1. Phy.,ics. Resembling a top.
2, Having, or appearing to have, a spinning motion.
1troblc dlalul, Optics, disks marked with sets of concentric
rings, toothed wheels, or the like. When such a disk is
moved in a circular path, without causing it to revolve
on its own axis., the figures appear to revolve on their axes.
■tro-bl'la (str~-bi'l<i),n.; pl. -u: (-le). [NL., fr. Gr. tTTp•{JiA11a plug of lint shaped like a pine
V
cone; cf. crrpO{Jt>..or;
anything twisted,
a pine cone.] Zoo/. a In certain
Scyphozoa, a stage following the
scyphistoma, in which the body
elongates and di vides into segments
which develop Into ephyrasand finally into medusoo. b The chain of
segments (proglottides) forming the
body of a tapeworm.
strob'l-la'ceo11B (atrlSb'I-lii'shlls), a.
[See STROBILA,]Bot. Pertaining to,
or resembling, a strobile or cone ;
also, bearing strobiles.
■trob'l-late (strlib'I-liit), v. i. Zool. /
To become a strobila; to undergo
strobilation.
strob'l-la'Uon (-la'shlln), n. Zool.
Asexual reproduction by transverse Strobila.of the.Jellyfish.
division of the body into segments
Aureltajlavulula.
which develop into zooids, proglottides, or separate individuals, in many crelenterates and.worms.
■trob'tle (strlib'Il; see -!LB), n, Also strobil. [L. strobilus
a pine cone, Gr. <rTpofl,/\o•: cf. F. strobile.] l. Bot. In general, a conelike aggregation of sporophy11s bearing sporan ..
gia, as in the club mosses (Lycopodiales), horsetails (Equisetales), etc. ; specif. : a In gymnospermous plants, a cone.
b In seed plants,thespikelikepistillateinfiorescence
of the
hop, composed of persistent membranous imbricated bracts.
ll. 2 ool. A strobila.
■trob'l-Ul'er-oas (strlSb'I-lif'er-us),
a. [strobile
-ferl Bearing or rroducing strobiles.
■tro-bil'l-form (stro-brl'I-ffirm), a. Shaped like astrobile.
■trob'o-graph (strlib'~-grM), n, [Gr. <TTpo/30<
a whirling
-graph.] An instrument for making a photographic or
other record, in the form of a curve, of periodic vibrations.
■trob'o-■cope(-skop ), n. [ Gr.uTpo/lo< a whirling +-scope.]
An instrument for studying or observing the successive
phases of a periodic or varying motion by means of light
periodica1ly interrupted; also, an instrument for producing,
on the same principle, the illusion of motion by a series of
pictures viewed in rapid eucceesion. Cf. zoi!TBOPB.
■trob'o-acop'lc (-sklipflk), a. Physics. Of, pertaining to,
or on the principle of, the stroboscope.

+

°"'·
+

~,~i::lc
:ors~!Y:i~t·w~ef
r!~~;r~~h gr;~r::~e~rv~
instantaneous views of a moving object or of a series

of

r~;t~;~~esslv~ t~a~csar~l~gU:-ofi~:~~~c~~;~:sfi~~:1~
the strobosco~. - 1. forkha tuning fork each prong of which
:r:;~~:~!~'i,!:fo~i:..\\y
~i;';~~gthfh~~t:;~\{i~s~elt•r:::a
for measuring speed, as of a dynamo, which, when the fork
has the proper frequency, apparently stands still.
■troke (strok), n, [ME. strok, strook, stmk, fr. xtriken (cf.
pret. strac, strok). See STRIKE,v. t.] 1. Act or fact of
striking; n.n,impact; a blow; hit ; knock; esp., an intentional blow or impact, commonly violent, powerful, or hostile, made with the arm or hand or with an instrument or
■trlp'pet, n. A streamlet. Obs. 1trlx (strlks,, n. [L 8frix, stri•
1trip 1urvey. See VALUATION g,s.] A flutmg of a column.
SURVEY,
~~f.
~~~~ ~jr~Jii~!!~·
or Scot. &
strlpt. Stripped. Rr:f, Sp.
1trtp'u-lose{strYp'l'.l-llisJ,a. ZoOl.

Covered with coaree decumbent
httirs.

-t ~TRICKLE.
striv'a.-bly, mfv. [Ct. STRtVE.l
Violentlv.
Ohs.
[ble. Obs.
drive (strtv), n. Strife; trou•
■vlved (strtvd). Obs pret. &:
:trlv~!:Tc'~i;:;,,n), J~T,~~v!fl
nriv'er (strlv'l'!r), n. One who
strive11.
slrtv'lDI (Btrt,•'ln,r), r,. nr.!f 1•b
n.of !-lTHIVE.- ■trlv'ing•ly,atlv.
■lrlvh. Ohs. pl. of ~TRtFE,
atrlv'n. Striven. Ref. Sp.

strttchel

~~~~o:;.

h~!.'·
estr1veu1J,]

som_:!~~i~,
~1:'~!i's::!~f::
ii1:::tr;.is.

hi:n ct~

a.

.a.

v.,

.a.

+

~~8~':n):

the

-atrom'bl-form

+

~~:l
11

a.

a

:ir:~:E.
Ob[~:~1f iiJ;af.nl~o~fl
Var.of
stride,
■troam.

~TROME,

:rr:.\Du,laC:.t;,~'str~t~r:e~~/1.
■trob'l-line (str!'.Sb'T-lln
; •ltn),
a Strohilaceous.
■trob'l-ll-za'tlon (-lT-zl'shiin;

~~;!~'nAphe:~Rfti~~:.:~~u.
BLE.

Oh11.

1trob'l-lold (strn b'Y-1 o Id), a.

+ •OUl.l Resembling
a strohile or strobtles: conelike.
1trob'l•l1II (strtsb'l•ltls), n. ; pl
•JU (•lt).
[L., pine cone.] A
[.fltrohile

:=~~=i

(1trlJ'kt1l)~ 8T~~r~L!iJ

iile, senite, cAre, •m, account, Ii.rm,

ask, sofci; eve, nent, 6nd, re~t, maker; ice, Ill;
I Forelp

Word.

-t Ob■olete Variant or.

old,

tlbey, &rb, Md, a&ft, c/Snnect; use, t\nite, ilrn, ilp, circus, menll;

+ combined

with.

=equala.
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STRONG

STRUT

n. [NL. See BTR0NTIANIT8.] tnral, being produced by a transparent coating which overChem. A bivalent metallic element of the calcium group, . lies pigment (usually black) and has a prismatic effect. 1tnaotura!OJ11U1eerlag,
BeeBNGINBBRING,1.- ■, formala. Chem,
always naturally combined, chiefly in atrontianite (carbonSee l'ORIIULA,5. -1. B9ol0ff, Bee GBOLOGY,
-1.
Iron, Engin.
~~tt~ri:-:r.;:.i~~~e~:,c:l:n«::
.:-:st~~.s!r:i~rn~
~~ ate) and celestite (sulphate), It is isolated, by electrolysis of & .Arch., iron worked or cast in structural shapes.- 1. llulpo1
Engin.
&
.Arch.,
tbe
shape
of
a
member
especially
adaptea
a ,trong constitution (so, fig'il.a strong mindt a atrong ap.
1
f::3.~~l~ig:n
a~~le" l?'rsis~1';'::-~h'l~':.ilai;::ii~1~i~!?,?
to structural pnl'l)OSE!slesp.in giviu~ the greatest strength
at. wt., 87.63. Strontium compounds color the test flame
with the least msteria . Hence, Cu,loq., any steel or iron
t:~i~t:~r~~k!°::
carmine, and some, as the nitrate, are used in fireworks.
member of such shape, as cbannel irons, I beams, T
(see STOUT);in its fig. sense it implies a certain resolute,
■tronttum hydrozide,
Chem. A white solid dissolving
1~l;..~~- a~~A!?.-':ld~f ~~1 in water to form a decidedly alkaline solution, and form~t::~g~c;.;e°:ib~~~~~i=~-c:ul:,i1e5i=-ir~cst:11I~~
:r1~:~i~':."n
ing with eight molecules of water a crystalline hydrate.
shapes. b A kind of strong mild steel, suitable for struc( Wo1'ltaworth) i "a stout and resolute heart" ('lE.trke)i "as
See STRONTIUM
PROCBSS.
tural shapes.
a boy at school takes his flogging, stoutly and in silence"
Chem. A colorless salt, Sr(NOaJ,, ■truo'ture (strllk 1~r), n. [L. atructura, fr, struere, itruc(Thackeray); &tout resistance. ROBUSTsuggests the vigor ■trontlum nitrate.
and soundness of health, together with a toughness as of
tu1", to arrange, build, construct ; perh. akin to E. 1treto:
1
0
oak; it often emphasizes power of endurance; as a robust
DBBTBOY,
[NSTRUMBNT,
OBmolecules of water. It is used in fireworks. See STRONTIUM, cf. F. structure. Cf. CONSTRUB,
physique ; u His_preaching was ingenious and pithy\ like
STRUCT.] 1, Act of building; construction.
Oba. or R.
thepreachini;of the English church in its robust age '(0.
■tronttum proce■■. A process of refining sugar by addinj!'
2. Manner of building ; form ; make; construction,
a solution of strontium hydroxide to the molasses, precipi4liot) i ••the immense leamin!, and robust sense of Selden"
3. Something coustrncted or built, as a building, a dam,
tating strontium sucrate, wibich is removed, wasned, and
a bridge ; esp., a building of some size; an edifice.
decomposed into sugar and strontium hydroxide.
There stands a structure of majestic frame.
Pope.
which stands firm and unyielding ; it connotes a certain ■trontlum :,allow. Strontium chromate, SrCrO 4, used
4, Arrangement of parts, of organs, or of constituent tiaas a yellow pigment. It has little body.
0
! t!5H~: ■trop (strlSp), n. [See STRAP,l A strap; specif.: a A sues or particles, in a substance or body; as, the 8Lructure
bowed the woods beneath their sturdy stroke'' ( Gray); strap for sharpening a razor, b Naut. = STRAP,3 b (1).
of a rock, animal, or plant ; the structure of a sentence •
.. aturdJ patriots"(G. B01-row). STALWARTimplieslar~
atrop, "· t.; STROPPED(strlSpt); BTBOP'PING.To sharpen,
&. Specif. : Pet,·og. The arrangement of a rock mass as
as a razor, on a strop.
regards the larger features, such as jointing, columnar and
:~ti:n~~i!f
·a: 0 •~~ <J{;,f.Jar~h:~~.gri~~!
■tro-phan'thln
(strt-flfo'thTn),
n.
[Strophanthua
-in.]
platy
parting, bedding, etc. ;-distinguished
from texture.
like the old heroic breeds" (Lou-ell); aatalu-art farmer, a
A bitter, white,crystalline,aud very poisonous glucoside ex- 8 . .Aatron. Any separate portion of the sun's corona, or of
&ta/wart Republican. See POWERFUL,
COGRNT.
tracted from species of Strophantl,us, as S. hispidua, used
a comet or nebula, or detail of lines in a spectrum.
0
~~=!•~ri~~":o':!~~r
,!~~~
Syn. - Bee BUILDING,
~Tti'e:~~~~~1fi;:::1.::,i~t ..
govern by_the all'ong ar1"; to put down iiiscontent with
■trug'gle (•trllg''l), "· i.; STRUG,GLBD
(-'Id); STRUG'GLIN&
Stro-phan1thu■ (-thiis), n, [NL. ; Gr. u-rpoq>~
a turuing
(-!Ing).
[ME. strogelen, atruglen, of nncert. orig.; cf,
0
~h~;~~ c':.':1.,r
:rG::i~~l,fe~, i:...'J'.;~~; :tr~~~\y~ a.,/Jo, a fiower. l a Bot. A genus of tropical Asiatic and
Icel. strjii.ka to stroke, to beat, to flog, Sw. atryka to stroke,
as of steel or with metal bindings. - 1. co~ugatlon, Gram.,
African trees and shrubs having handsome flowers with a to strike, Dan. stryge, G. sfrauchel7t to stumble.] To put
the conjugation of a strong verb (see STRONG,
a., 17 a);glandular calyx and a tubular corolla with five appendaged
forth great efforts; to labor hard; to strive; contend;
disting. from the tl'eak, or regular, conjugation, and for- and
twisted lobes. The seeds are tipped with a long plnas, to struggle to save one's life; to stn,ggle with adversity.
merl;r called also old, or irregular, conjugation. - ■, drlnk,
mose beak ; those of several African species yield arrow
The brave men ••• who struggled here, have consecrated it
intoxicating liquor. - 1. ~'•
weed, the guinea~hen weed.c.] Pharm. A drug consisting of
poison. See INER, b r1.
:far above oUr poor power to add or detract.
.A. Lincoln.
1 1,:~
the seeds of S. kispulu&, in moderate doses a valuable carSyn. - Strive, contend, labor, endeavor.
diac stimulant, but in larger doses a violent poison.
■trug'gle, v. t,
1. To effect, accomplish, or dispose of in
molders' aand with an admixture ofloam to increase its
■tro'phe (stro 1ft; 277), n.; pl. -PHBS(-fez).
[NL., fr. Gr.
some specified way, by struggling or with a struggle. "He
WATBB,in Vocab.
adhesiveness. - 1. water. See STRONG-(T'l'po,J,11,
fr. uTp<</>•w
to twist, to turn ; perh. akin to E. there ,truggled down the last of his emotion."
Stevenaon.
■trong (strllng; 205), adv.
Strongly; greatly; violently;
atrap.]
1.
In
the
Greek
choral
dance,
the
movement
of 2. To struggle over. Rai·e. " The justices long struggled
severely; excessively; - chiefly in combinations, as strongthe chorus wbile turning from the right to the left of the
the point."
Blackstone.
tempered.
orchestra.
■trug1gle, n. 1. A violent effort or exertion, as to obtain
■trong'bark' (-bark'), n, A boragioaceons tree (Bourreria
2. Froa. The strain, or part of the choral ode, sung during
an object, avert an evil, or the like; act of earnest strivhavanensu) of South Florida and the West Indies. It
the
81
rophe
(sense
I);
a
group
of
lines
forming
a
metrical
ing; as, a struggle with disease ; a struggle for liberty.
has strong hard brown wood streaked with orange.. Its
berries are edible, and an infusion of its bark is used as a system repeated as a verse unit in an ode or other poem i Contest; contention; strife.
beverage in the Bahamas,
sometimes used also of a stanza of modern verse. See ons, t.
Syn, - Endeavor, effort, contest, labor, difflculty.
■trong'hancl' (-hiind 1 ), n. Violence ; force; power.
Cf. 3, Bot. A genetic spiral. Obs.
Struld'brug (strllld'brllg), n. ln Swift's "Gulliver's Travby the atrong hand, under STBONG, Obs.
Raleigh. ■troph'lc (str1Sf1Tk; 277), ■troph•l-cal (-T-k/11) a. Pert.
els," one of a class among the inhabitants of Luggnagg
to, containing, or consisting of, strophes. - ■troph'l-oal composed of those few who happen to be born with a cir■trong'hold1 (-hold'), n. A fastness; a fort or fortreBB;
a fortified place; a place of security; - often fig.
cular mark in the forehead, which indicates that they can
ly, adv.
atrong'ly, adv. [AS. stmnglice.]
In a strong manner.
■troph'l-o-late(strlSfff-5-lit; stro'fT-), a. Bot. Furnished
never die. When they are 80 years old, at which age they
with a strophiole.
■trong'-mlnd'ed (-min'd~d ; 87), a. Having a vigorous
become dead in law, they have become most wretched.
mind ; esp., of women, having or affecting qualities of ■troph'l-ole (-ol), n. [L. strophiolum a little chaplet, dim. strum (strllm), n. A strainer, as of wickerwork for strainmind regarded as especially masculine, or, by extension,
a ing malt, or of metal for a suction pipe of a pump.
of strophium a band, Gr. uTpo,J,,ov, dim. of u-rpo</>••
dissatisfied with, or not conforming to, the manner of life
twisted band: cf, F. strophiole.] Bot. A crestlike excre&- ■trum, "· t. &: i.; STRUMMED
(strllmd ); STRUM'MING,
[Prob.
and claRS of interests regarded as especially feminine. cence about the hilum of certain seeds, as those of spurge.
of imitative origin. Cf. THRUM,] To play on a stringed
The strophiole may be considered as a slightly developed
instrument of music, or as on one, in au unskillful, rough,
■trong'-mbld'ed-ly, a.dv. -atron11 -mbld1 ed-ne■■, n.
true aril, P,;roceeding from the hilum ; the caruncle. as a or noisy way; to th1·um; as, to strum a piano.
■trong'-wa1 ter, n. 1. An acid; specif., aqua fortis.
2. Chiefly pl. Distilled or ardent spirits. N<JWRare.
0
~~~~
how. ■trum, n. Act or sound of strumming.
■trong'-weak', a. Gram. Designating a verb or conjuga■tru'ma (strffii'mt.i), "· ; pl. -MJE(-me).
[L., a scrofuloua
tion having features of both strong and weak conjugations. ■troph'old (strlSf'oid; stro 1foid), n. [F. 1tropho'ide~ fr.
tumor.] 1 Ned. a Scrofula, b Goiter.
a twisted band, a twisting, See -om. J a 2. Bot. A cushionlike swelling on ony organ; esp., that at
■tron'gyle (strlSn1jTI), n. Also ,tron1111l,[Bee STRONGYLUS,] Gr. OTpo,J,o<
Geom, A plane nodal cubic curve, the path of a focus of a the base of the capsule in many mosses.
Zool. -1. Any of certain roundworms (nematodes) consticonic of whicli the directrix and two tanJ?ents are given. b ■tru-mat'lc (stroo-miitffk), a. Scrofulous; strumoua.
tuting the family Strongylidre. They are parasitic in the
Ma.th. The path of the intersection of two lines rotating ■tru-mec'to-my (-m~k 1tt-ml), n, [slr1t11ia -ectomy.]
Ol'fPDSand tissues of man and various wild and domestic
uniformly with commensurable velocities.
Surg. Excision of a scrofulous gland or of a goiter.
1s"tt~~e1Y~k~~~ii
~~'!_~"!e:8!~ret~~~r~1s
~~t:s
■troph1 U-lUI (str1Sf1 1i-U!s), n. [NL., dim. fr. Gr. OTp6</>o•
■tru•moae (stroo'mos;
stroo-mos'; see -osz), a. [L. stru.Agchy,ostoma (hookworms), tWe_giant strongyle, the gapea twisted band or cord.] Med. A form of miliaria, of sev- mosus: cf. F. strumeux.]
1, Med, Strnmous.
worm of poultry, etc. See also STRONGYLUB.
eral varieties, occurring in infants; red gum or white gum,
2. A rod-shaped biradiate sponge spicule with blunt ends. ■trOW (stro), V, t,; p1•et. STBOWED(strod); p. p. STBOWN 2. Bot. Having a struma; strumiferous.
■tru'moua
(st1oo•mlls),
a,
Med. Having, pertaining to,
1
■tron'gy-lo•■J■ (strlSn jT-lo'sTs),n. [NL.; st,,ongyte+-oaia.]
(stri5n) or STROWBD;p. pr. & ,·b.n. STROW'ING.To strew.
or connected with, strn~f.l,, - ■tru'Dlou■ -nea■ , n.
Med. A disease caused in man or lowe,: animals by one or
0 Strou·n with blemishes."
Anhaic.
M. Arnold. ■trum•pet (strllm'pl,t; -prt: 151), n. [ME. st,.,,mpet, stromof Strongylua.
more species
■truck (strilk), pret. &: p. p. of STRIKE,
pet; orig. nncert. ; cf. OF. & F. stup,·e debauchery, L.
Stroll'gy-lu■ (strlSn1jT-U!s), n. [NL., fr, Gr. OTpoyyvA•• ■truck joint. .Ma.,onry. See STRIKE, 11• I., 17.-1.
Jury. La1t·t a &tuprare, stupratum, to debauch, stuprum debauchery,
round. l Z oiil. A fen us of parasitic ronnd worms, type of a
special jurr of 12 men selected from 48 taken by the sheriff
Gael. & Ir. atriopach a prostitute.]
A prostitute; harlot.
family Btron-f)'l' -dm (strlSn-jTl'T-de) (see STBONGYLB,
1),
■trumtpet, t•, t. 1. To debauch.
Obs,
Shak.
:::~~~i~~ Gef~~~-~1:i"c"e".i
'\':,a 1Jrtd tt'li:~tt~':-:!';c~r i,:1,;[;;
0
1
faseg:~rib;~af;1~
side striking out the names of twelve. Special juries are so 2. To brand as a strumpet; hence, to belie; slander.
as the generic name of many or most other mem hers of the
selected in some States in the United States andi some- ■trut (strllt), "· i.; STRUT'TBD(-M); STRU-r'TING. [ME.
struten, sfrouten, to swell ; akin to G. ,trotzen to be swelled,
8 t~ h~~i:a
~~\g·u~
a~fi!~~•:~::J;;~i':rAutii~~'.uc
in sheep>
~ff,Ea~g~if ·;; :tr:ri~u!9_: ~
to be puffed up, to strut, Dan. strutte.] 1. To swell; to
■tron'U-a (str1Sn1.hl-ti), n.
[NL. See STRONTIANJTB.] measu,·e. See STRIKE.v. t., 16 a.
hull(e out. Obs.
Dryden.
Che11,, a Strontium oxide, SrO, a white solid resembling ■truc•tur-al (strlik'~r-111 ), a. 1. Of or pert. to structure or
2.
To walk with a lofty, proud gait, and erect head; esp.,
a structure; affecting structure ; used in building struclime and baryta. b Loosely, strontium hydroxide.
to walk with pomposity or affected dignity.
tures; constructional; as, a structural error.
■troD'U-an '.-ahT-lin; -shlin), n.
Strontium, esp. in the
To make a disturbance; wrangle. Obs. Cursor Mundi.
2. Biol. Of or pertaining to organic structure; as, a struc. 3,
form of some compound, as strontia or strontianite.
Syn. - STRUT,SWAGGER, STRUT iml!lies a pompons affectation of dignity ~SWAGGER
always 1wRlies ostentation,
■tro!J'tl-ar lf'er-oua (-Tfler-lls), a. [strontian
,J'erous.] tural element or cell ; &tructural peculiarities.
3. Geo/. Of, pert. to, or designating, the attitudes &nd
Containin11 or yielding strontian.
~f~~~ ~n:r~"l:e';rin1':!nt:.~~n:::,ar,, ':e~!'Fa!~da:'.\l'E"/i~J!
dislocations of rock maSSPs or the surface forms resulting
■tron'U-an-lte (-it), n, [From Strontian, in Argyllshire,
smith ... went .•• &/rutting away, and calling to me with
from uplifting of mountains; as, .,tructu.ral arches, valleys.
Scotland, where first found.] Min. Native strontium carboan air of superiority" (Bosu·ell); 0 When the ~acock vein
nate, SrC0 3 , an orthorhombic, pale green, white, gray, or
1
0 0
1
~ {r!~triC:Scn:i
yellowish mineral, in masses of radiating needle-shaped or
~::r~ely s:;ft :ef~~t~f~n
f~gtmtrg0:r8:u~d~tn;f
colorless parts. Thus, the feathers of many yellow birds
■pear-shaped crystals, in fibrous massive forms, etc.
H.,
like a lord aiout his hall" (1)1·yde11); " What a su·agge1'ing
contain no :pigment, but owe their color to an arrangement
puppy must he take me for " ( Uoldsmith).
3.5-4. Sp, 11r,, 3.68--3.71.
of minute ridges having the effect of a diffraction grating.
■tron'Uo (strlSn1tTk), a. Chem. Of or pert. to strontium.
Iridescent or metallic color in feathers is always stmc- ■trut, n. [For aense 3 cf. LG. a/rut/ rigid. See BTBUT,
■tra.c'ture. t•. t. To form into
on or,ranized structure. Rare.
luaty, sinewy, brawny, muacular, hale, vigorous, aound.
-STRONG,

STOUT, BOBUS'l\ BTUIWY,

BTALWA.BT.

■tron'tl-nm(strl!n 1ahT-i1m),

STRONG,

the most general term, denotes lit. the possession of great
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1truc'ture-les1. a. Without def.
inite structure or OIJ:&Dization;
Mpecif.. Rfol., devoid of cells;
homol?'eneous.

~~;~~-~tc~::i~l:~~:lBJl~r'!:
n. A ~tock of breedinl
mare11, Oh.'4. [who struggles.
1trug'1ler
(strr,g'li!r). n. Ofle

■trude,

:::t!:~•
+\;~~~~~LE.
1trut1'1le (strila"l >, n.
v.
:::,:i
~:~:Y.M~fl
1tra,.mif'er-ot11 {str®-mYf'@r~

1:· {11~;mi!),

q.. [struma + -:ft'rous.] Bot.
a or strumre.
(str®'ml-f0rm),
the form of a struma.
■tru
(str6o-mt'tls),
n.
Us),

Bea

■tru

a. I

str11ma + -itf~.,
\ NL.;
nftammation of a goiter.

atrum'mel.

Med.

+ ~TRAMMEL,

a. Stumbling; tottering - n. One who stumble■
or totters, Both OM.
■trum'mer. n. One who '1:ruma.
■trum'mel,

:=::::~?;;,':ia:·i~tz~:

6i'od, fd"ot; out, oil; chair;

eo;sine, lgk;
Fall

tllen, thin; natyre, ver«l!Jre (250); lt=ch
e:,:plua&loa■

or Aloilrevla&lou,

in G. ich, ach(144); boN; yet; zh=zln

lllsaa, ete., lmmedlatel,r

preeede tile Voealoalar,r,

azure. Numben referto§§inGvlH.
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STRUT

STUDY

l. The act of strutting ; a poml'Ous ■tep or walk ;
also, formerly, sometimes, ostentation lD general.

2. To remove stub■ from; a■, to stub land.
3. To shape like a stub. Rare.
4, To strike, as one's foot, against a stub, stone, or other

pressure, or compressive strese.,in the direction of its length,
as a member in a frame, structure, or machine; - opposed
to tie or stay. Cf. BRACE, n., 12; SHORB, n. ,· SHORING, Illust.
4. An implement of bone or wood formerly used to shape
the folds of ruffs.
strut (strut), "· t. To provide, stiffen, support, or hold
apart, with or as with a strut or struts.
stru'thi-form (stroo'thT-f6rm),stru'thl-1-form'
(-Y-f6rmt),
a. [See STRUTHIO;-FORM.] Ostrichlike.
Stru'thi-o (-o), n. [L., an ostrich, fr. Gr. <TTpov8iw,.JZool.
A genus of birds including the African ostriches. Either
alone, or, in older classifications, with the rheas and
sometimes other ratite birds, it constitutes a family,
Stru 1thi-on'l-dlll (-~nil-de).
Stru 1thl-o'nes (-o'niiz), n.pl. [NL. See STRUTHIO.]Zool.
a The Ratitre. b In a narroweT sense, a group including
only the African ostriches.
Stru 1thl-on 11-for1mes (-on 1Y-fflr'mez), n. pl. [NL. See
STRUTHIO.] Zool. a A group coextensive with Struthio.
b = CRYPTURI.-stru'thi-on'l-form (-~nlY-f6rm), a.
Stru 1thi-op'ter-la (-op 1ter-Ts), n. [NL. ; Gr. UTpov8iw, osITT•P•<
fern.] Bot. a A genus of polypodiaceous
trich
ferns having fronds usually of two kinds, of which the
fertile are contracted, and bear sori in a continuous band
near the midrib, The species are mostly natives of the
south temperate zone; the only North American species,
S. spicant, is the deer fern. b S)1Il,of MATTEUCCIA.
stru'thi-ous (stroo'thT-us), a. LL, struthius, stn,theus.]
Of or pert. to the Struthiones (in either sense) ; ratite.
atrut'tlng (strut'Yng), p. pr. & vb. n. of STRUT.Hence: n.
Struts collectively, whether detached or built into position. Specif.: Areh. = BRIDGING.
-strutting
piece. a =
STRAINING
PIECB. b = STRUT,n., 3.-strut'ting-ly,
adv.
strych'nlc (strTk 1nYk), a. Of, pert. to, or produced by,
strychnine: as, strychnic compounds; stryclmic poisoning.
- ■trychnic acid. Chem. a A white, crystalline acid,
C, 1H,.OaN,·4H!O, got by heating strychnine with alcoholic
s~;called a so stryclmiTJ,iCacid. stry_c_hnol,
and igasurip
acid. b An amorphous acid, C11H 110al'l·H 2 0, got by oxidizing strychnine with potassium permanganate.
strych'nlne (-nYn; -nen ; 277), n. Also strych'nln,
strych'nl-a, strych'nl-na. [L. strychnos a kind of nightshade, Gr. a-Tpvx•••:
cf. F. strychnine.] Che,n. A very
poisonous alkaloid, C21 H 2')0 2 N2 , obtained from various species of plants, esp. of th0 genus Strychnos, as from the
seeds of the St. Ignatius's bean (S. ignatia) and from nux
vomica. It is a white crystalline substance, having a very

stub'bed (stub'M; -Id ; stubd ; 151), a. l. Reduced to, or

"· i.]

2. Strife; contention. Obs.
Cursor Mundi.
3. Engin., Arch., etc. Any bar or piece designed to resist

+

object; -esp.

in the phrase, to stub one's toe.

U.S.

resembling, a stub ; short and blunt or truncated.
2. Aboundinl! in stubs, or stumps; stubby.
A b1t of stubbed ground, once a wood R. Browning.
3. Hardy; rugged. "Stubbed, vulgar constitutions."
Berkeley.
stub'ble (stub''!), n. [ME. stobil, stoble, OF. estouble, estuble, F. eteule, LL. stupla, stupula, L. stipu,la, stubble,
stalk, prob. akin to E. stijf'; cf. D. & G. stoppel, OHG.
stupjila, fr. L. Cf. STIPULE.] l. The stumps of wheat,
rye, or other grain left in the ground, as after reaping.
2. A rough surface or growth resembling stubble, as of a
heard of a few days' growth.
stub'bled (stub''ld), a. l. Covered with stubble.
2. Stubbed; as, stubbled legs. Obs.
Skelton.
stub'bly (-II), a. l. Covered with stubble; stubbled.
2. Resembling stubble; as, stubbly hair.
stub 1born (-ern), a. [ME. stoburn, stiborn; prob. fr. AS.
styb a stub. See STUB.l l. Hardy; vigorous; sturdy. Obs.
Stubborn and strong, and jolly as a pie
Chaucer
a. Coarse ; rough; rude ; harsh ; esp., coarse in quality ;
as, stubborn fare or garments. Obs.
3 Fixed, resolute, or unyielding in purpose or mental attitude ; unyielding ; inflexible ; esp., unreasonably unyielding ; obstinate ; - said of per&ons and things ; as, a stubborn
will ; a man stubborn in his heroism ; a stubborn child ;
stubborn attention.
" Bow, stubborn knees."
Shak.
4. Performed, carried on, or the like, in an unyielding,
obstinate, or persistent manner ; as, stubborn strife.
6. Difficult to handle, manage, or treat; refractory ; as,
a stubborn ore or stone ; facts are stubborn things.
Syn. - See OBSTINATE,
- stub'born-ly, adv. - stub'born-nesa, n.
stub'by (stublY), a. l. Abounding with stubs.
2. Short, thick, and stiff, as bristles.
stub Iron. Iron made from stub nails, or old horseshoe
nails, used esp. in making gun barrels.
stub nail, An old horseshoe nail; a nail broken off ; also,
a short thick nail.

S~~~:~rt:;0~'1°liie
';,;J1~n~~
!a~ek:~f ~h/:,:'~rJ~~
the plank in connection with the log until it is split off.
0

b Either end of a wood turning, containing a center.
stub twlat. Material for a gun barrel, made of a spirally
welded ribbon of steel and stub iron combined.
stuc'co (stuk'o), n.; pl. -coEs, -cos (-oz). [It., fr. OHG.
stucchi a crust, piece, G. stUck piece; akin to AS. stycce.
See STOCK.] Plaster of any kind used as a coating for
walls; esp., a fine plaster, composed of lime or gypsum
~i~tf~r:~r t~=t~l~~t~) ::~l~~!,~rifui!i~~~:i~
~t~!:;!fu!i
with sand and pounded marble, used for internal decoraand also for its tonic action on the heart. Its chemical
constitution is complex and imperfectly known.
tions and fine work; hence, stuccowork. In modern buildstrych'nln-lam (strTk 1nYn-iz'm), n. Med. Morbid condi- ing, stucco is generally an exterior coating in which cement is largely used.
tion produced by the excessive use of strychnine, and
stuc'co, "· t.; sTuc'coEn (-od); sTuc'co-mo (-li-Yng). To
marked by sympt,oms resembling those of tetanus.
strych'nln-1-za'tlon (-Y-zii'shun; -i-zii'shun), n. Med. The overlay or decorate with stucco. ~atuc•co-er (-Ii-er), n.
stud (stud), n. [ME. stod, stood, AS. stod; akin to OHG.
production of strychninism.
Strych'noa (strTk'n~), n. [NL. See STRYCHNINE.]Bot. stnota, G. stute a mare, Icel. stlJO stud, Lith. stodas a herd,
Russ. stado, and to E. stand. The sense is proper!,, a
1clf~i!~~~ 0T:e~t~v:nt5-~:~!sJ
t!af!t8J:~fie~
stand, an establishment.
See STAND; cf. STEED.J l. A
leaves and cymose flowers with a salver-shaped corolla
collection of horses, kept for breeding, racing, riding, etc.;
and a 2-celled ovary becoming in fruit a berry with a thick
- sometimes applied also to doge.
rind. Many species yield valuable drugs. See STRYCHNINE, 2, The place where a stud is kept, esp. for breeding.
BRUCINE
1 ; NUXVOM:ICA,
ANGOSTURA
BARK.
1 CURARE,
3. A studhorse.
Stu'art (stii'ert), n. Also Stewart. A member of a family stud
(stud), n. [AS. studu a post; akin to Sw. stod a prop,
royal in Scotland and England. Robert II. was the first
king of Scotland of this family (1370). In 1603 James VI. of Ice!. stotf a post, stytfja to prop, and prob. ultimately to E.
stand;
cf. D. slut a prop, G. stiitze. See STAND.] l. A
Scotland became James I. of England, and Charles I ..
stem; a trunk; also, rarely, a post or pillar. Obs.
t':i~~e~!~i:.!e
m~'lt
2. Building. A small scantling; esp., one of the uprights
liam of Orange) and Anne, who were daughters of James
in the framing for lath-and-plaster partitions, and furring,
II., reigned as queens of England, but by virtue of act of upon which the iaths are nailed, or to which boards are
Parliament rather than by right of succession.
nailed in frame buildings, hoardings, etc.
stub (stub), n. [ME. stubbe, AS. stub, akin to AS. styb, 3, A kind of nail with a large head, used chiefly for ornaalso to D. stobbe, LG. stubbe, Dan. stub, Sw. stubbe, Ice!,
ment; an ornamental knob ; a boss.
stubbr, stubbi; cf. Ice!. stufr, Gr, O'Tll"•••ll. That part
4. A detachable buttonlike device, made in various forms,
of a tree or plant which remains fixed in the earth when
to be Inserted through one or more buttonholes or eyelets
the stem is cut down; a stump.
Chaucer. and serve as a fastener, for ornament, etc.
2, Fig.: A blockhead; dolt. Obs.
Millon.
6. In technical uses : a Mach. (I) A short rod or pin, fixed
3, The short blunt pa.rt of anything after the larger part
in and projecting from something, and sometimes forming
has been broken off or used up; hence, any short, thick, proa journal ; also, a short live spindle or mandrel, as in the
jecting part ;·a stump; as, the stub of a pencil, candle, etc.
change gear for a screw-cutting lathe. (2) A stud bolt.
4. In a check book, receipt book, etc., a small part of b An iron brace across the link of a chain cable. c Pateach leaf permanently attached to the back for memotern Making. A projecting pin or dowel on a loose piece.
randa of the contents of the part torn away. Also, by ex- d Founding. A chaplet with a base plate and a disk top.
tension, any similar counterfoil, as the reserved-seat cou- e Horol. (1) A metal piece to which is attached the outer
pon of a theater ticket.
or upper coil of a balance spring. (2) Any of various fixed
6. Something short, blunt, or the like; specif. : a A pen
projecting pieces for holding or supporting something, or
with a short, blunt nib. b A stub nail; an old horseshoe
for serving as a spindle on which something turns.
nail; also, stub iron, c Carp. A stub tenon. d A stub
■ tud and mud, Building, a framework of woven rods and
file. See FILB, tool. e The rough butt end of a plank.
twigs plastered with clay or mud.
Cf. STUBSHORT. f Locks. A stationary detent in a lock stud, v.t. ;sTUD'DED; sTuo'DING. 1. To supply with studs,
for engaging with the slots of the tumble!'s.
or props, as supports ; as, a low-studded room
stub (stub), "· t.; STUBBED(stubd); STUB'BING. 1. To 2:. To adorn with or as with a stud, studs, or knobs.
gru h up by the roots ; to extirpate ; as, to stub up roots.
Shak.
Their harness ~t1tdded all with gold and pearl.
etrut beam. A beam u.ed as a strych'no-llne (-nti:-lln; -lEin),n. quail ( Cofm•nix pecforaliR)
are cut off t:1quarelyat the toe
1trut; a collar beam (which see), Also -Un. Chem. A crystalline ■tubble rake. A long-toothed and the switch rails are thrown
atrute. a. Stuffed full; drunken. base, C2;1H26N2,obtained by re- rake for gleaning in stubble.
to butt end to end with the lead
=~~:~
Thec_:P::idl
[~a~s~ulte~~~s:~1
■tru'thl-in (-ln), n. [G., tr. L
O~-s~rR~c~!-To~
STRAIN ■tub'ble--we.rd (-wi!rd), a. See I atub tooth. Mach. A 1hortr::ar
0
,truthion soapwort, Gr. Cl'Tpov- atryph'Dic (strlf'nlk>, a. [Gr
.Jr:r~~stub- ~~~;~ R~ife!~tot~i~nJl!~:wi a
6iovi1 Cbf'n-dsaponin; - for- <T?pvc/>VOi
astringent. l Chem, ■tub-boy' (etil-boi'), interj, A ■tub track. = RPUR TRACK,
(~oid).,a. lStruthio ~i:~i~~~~::c~~~:H;i~w~;Jt
J1riv~.~~~ih:~l~edi~~'ct1i
done
~;::~-0~=-~::tn},!~~~~i:I
Plssi~~~:ir~t:c~!i~~~!e~d? .r.o~ :e::I:cknimt!~zor toineiteRdog =~~~~o-;;t~:;:r,~c;l:)•;~
•trut'ter, n. One who struts.
u
11'
h
etub'•bred', a, StumP-bred,
of sTuceoER,
-Lofs:roox.l
•t.nlye + STROY
~
st!.~es*ri!i~ce.
atiib'chen (stijp'xin), n. [G. ■tuck (stofik) Dial. Eng.var.
•t-...., n: [OF. estne.lA hag. Obs. atu 1a.-can' (st00 0'-kii.n'),n. [Ir. dial., dim. of Q. stiUnch a vat] ■tuck (stilk), pret. "L ,,. p o
•~ (strt), v. t.
DE!-ITROY~
Rtuaciin.l One blinded or fool- :ie:bM:U,"lu!~ach. The big end :~;:, n. [See ~~!J~r::~ru~~·\
0
;;Rg~~tr0t,;
C . ish; a hQ.lf-hlind fool. Irish.
ofa connecting rod, to which the ■tuck'llng (stf1k'lln). n. App}e
atry, n. Destruction Obtc.
■tuard.
~TEWA
RD,
stra.pis fastened. b= BOI.TEND, pie or turnover. Dia 1, Eng.
■tr_ych'ni-a. (st r l k'n T-U) n Stuart architecture. Jacobean ■tub feather. A pin feather.
■tuck'-up'. a. Self-important
(NL.l Chem. Strychnine. 1 • architecture. See JACOBEAN,
a. ■tub file. See Jo"ILE,
tool.
and supercilious; conceited;
•'n"ch'ni-diD.e (-dln; -den), n. Stu-ar'tt-a. (s tt.-ll r'tl-d:), n. stubill, a. Sturdy. Obs. Scot. vain; arrogant. Colloq.
1~.1;,·n~r,
.•ni:.:_r~~~fu~J
:t:t'!no~!:.bleCa.~~Pinor- ::::
db~~~:~cot. & dial Eng
l:y;_.r-g:uilc'!itA10onWo;f.s;i,.try\
th
■tub'bed-De■■, n. See -NESS,
tise not pa.Hing clear through var. of stood, pret. of STAND
""' ed:
~~~-~~!~i~~~-~1!~~~) a, 1tub'bi-11e■1 (atttb'Y-n~a),n. See ~t:t!i~!~r. See STUB,n.,5 •.
~i!iy~stt1dz.
n. 4' v.
anch'nol
(strlk'nlJl; -nlSl),n.
go~';~se.~C:- 0
■tub ■witch. Railroading. A atud box. = STrD BLocx.
Chem. SeeSTRTCHNJC.A.CIDa.1tubble quail. An Australian awitchinwhich the track rails 1tudchabl.Achainhavinglinks

!!~~~i

~!~r~r"
l~i;

3. To set with detached ornaments or prominent oblect,e
to set thickly, as with studs; as, a plain studded with fa.rmL
4. To be situated at intervals over, like studs ; to dot; aa,
rocks stud the field.
6. Mech. To secure with studs.
stud block or bo:a:. Mech. A device, turned with a spanner, for screwin_g home a stud bolt. It is a rectangular
block with a hlmd hole tal!ped to fit loosely on the bolt,
stud bolt. Mach. A bolt with threads on
both ends, to be screwed permanently into
a fixed part at one end and receive o. nut
on the other; - called also standing bolt.
stud'book' (stud'bil'6k 1 ), n, A genealogical
register of particular breeds of animals,
esp. horses.
stud'dlng (-Yng), n. Material for studs, or
joists; studs, or joists, collectively.
S d B lt.
0
stud 1dlng ■all (siil; naut. stiln's'l). Naut.
tu
A light sail set at the side of a principal square sail of •
vessel in free winds to increase her speed. Its head is
bent to a light yard and its outer clew is hauled out to the
end of a small spar (the staddlng•aall boom). See SHIP,lllust.
- ataddlng-aall halyard bend ana tack bend. See 2d KNOT,1.
stud'dle (stud"!), n. [ME. studul, stodul; cf. Icel. stutfill, akin to E. stud. See 2d STUD.] l. A prop in or
about a loom. Obs.
2 . .Jfining. A prop, or stud, in timbering; esp., a distance
piece or corner post separating the frames, rings, or sets
used in timbering a mine shaft.
atu'dent (stii'dfot), n. [L. studens, -entis, p. pr. of studere to study. See STUDY,n.] l, A person engaged in
study; one devoted to learning; a learner; a scholarj esp.,
one who attends a school, or who seeks knowledge from
teacl1ers or books; as, the students of an academy or a
university, a medical student,· a hard student.
2. One who studies or examines in any manner i an attentive and systematic observer; as, a student of life.
Syn. - See 01sc1PLE.
·
student lamp. A reading lamp usuall;y having an Argand
burner connected with an oil reservmr by a metal tube,
adjustable in height on a vertical supporting rod.
stu'dent-ship, n. l. The state of being a student
2. A scholarship or fellowship. Rare in U. S.
stud'fiah' (stud 1fYsh1), n. Any of several American killifl.shes of the genus Fundulua, esp. F. catenatus, common in
the Tennessee River and the Cumberland River.
atud'horlle' (-Mrs'), n. [AS. stod-hors.] A stallion, esp.
one kept for breeding.
stud•led (•tud'i'd), a. l, Made the subject of study.
2. Well versed in some branch of learning; qualified by
study; learned; as, well studied in geometry. Now Rare.
3. Premeditated; planned ; designed ; as, a studied insult.
4. Intent; inclined. Obs.
Shak.
- stud'led-ly, adv. -stud 1led-nesa, n.
stu'dl-o (stii'di'-o), n.; pl. -mos (-oz). [It. studio, prop.
erly, study. See STUDY.]The working room of a painter.
sculptor, or, by extension, one engaged in any more or lea.
artistic employment, as in photography, designing, etc.
stu'dl-ous (-us), a. [L. studiosus: cf. F. studieux. See
STUDY.
J l. Given to or pursuing study; devoted to the
acquisition of knowledge, esp. from books; as, a studio«.
man or life.
2. Given to thought, or to the examination of subjects by
contemplation; contemplative.
Rare.
Locke.
3. Diligent in attention ; devoting thoughtful consideration to one's actions or to some object; carefully earnest;
1(0
~~ il'nfiJ'~~~ef~fe~a."{~l:il/!s~tudi-

t:r;t~ft1n"rff~Ylh

I

;,~i~a~\!f.~
::!~;~!.,

No:a!:fe::

4· Plaun;i:;;i~i~t~fifain~e!i1:~~~:ts 6f~j:~;s.
5. Favorable to study ; suitable for thought and contem•
Poetic.

The studious cloister's pale." Milton.
- stu'dl-ous-ly, ad,,, - stu'dl-ous-nesa, n.
stud 1work' (stud 1wQrk1), n. Wol'k supported, strengthened, held together, or ornamented by studs, as brickwork inter laid with studding,or leatherwareeet with studs.
stud 1y (stud 1T), n.; pl. STUDIBS
(-iz). [ME. studie, L. studiurn, akin to studere to study: cf. OF. estudie, estude, F.
etude. Cf. ETUDE 1 STUDENT,STUDIO,STUDY,'V. i.] 1, A
setting of the mind or thoughts upon a subject to be learned
or investigated; application of the mind to books, arts,
or any subject, for the purpose of acquiring knowledge.
Stud!f gives stren~th to the mind. Sir W. Temple.
Act or process of acquiring by one's own efforts knowledge or information of a particular subject; as, the doc•
tor made a study of his patient; a study of fishes.
3. Zealousness; earnestness. Obs.
4. Considered endeavor towards some object; earnest and
reasoned effort ; as, his study is to do right.
6. Mental absorption; profound thought or meditation ;
endeavor to arrive at a mental conclusion; -often
with
brou·n ; as, he was in a brown study.
6. Pretense; cover. Obs.
Wycliffe.
7. Any particular branch of learning that is studied; any
object of attentive consideration.
Pope.
The proper studp of mankind i1 man.
8. In the fine arts and 1n literature, a rendering of any
object or scene, primarily intended only for the informabraced with studs. See 2d STUD, I ■tudtable. a. See-ABLE
.">b.
[for ket,ping a stud. Obx,1 ■tu'di-ant, n. [See ESTUDIANT,]
1tud'der-y, n. A stud or place A student. ObR.
plation.
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a.

~,&~n (str66lttt~~~~u::I
:tr~.of.;~r;t~:!~1TL. spurge.
~t~b'tenon.
:::i~e(lu"J',~~~rtd'l).
Var. :t:9!ttesit!:l~!~liou1.-n.
A
~iud1;.1Ji~;;
a.1)1U~sfe:~y~tg!: :t!i~r!"r
fsi~d~~;~), n. One
t!~:,~r:~;'s!ns;.'
atuddiug bolt. = STAYBOLT; who studies; a sturtent. Rare.
{Stf1d''l},v t. To stir :i::::·h~'
't~~~Ji,.:~~tn~:r
=r~:ii:,,
~i
::::~:::wtr:~·n~c~~rk
in:~f;dle
up as to muddy. Drnl. E11g. the Accemeti. Their most fRE!·:· m~1:ri
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~,~:i~Wottu~,: ;iitJ.l·
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■tude(Scot

8ti.ld) Obs or Scot IIatu'di-um lm-ma'ne lo-q_uen'dial. Eng var. of ..,tOOd,pret. di. rL,]
An immense desire for
~
1tudefa1t. t STEADFAST
talkmg. Adapted from Ovid
8
T&~:~~:-race ~:~eJ~=~~~~·· b%~dmare.
of parsnips having a gutter like atud' -pill', n. = STt'DFLOWER,
depre&1ionat the summit of the ■tud poker. See 3d POKER.
root. Also, the root itself.
■tud print
Pattern. Making.
stu'dent-?'Y' (-rl), n. A body of A print with a projecting pin to
STEADFAST..
!iJ:rrt:tt~l~ns~fE·:~vET,
1@r), n. ■tud.ul. t: STPDDLE.
1tud'Slo1F"er (11ti'id'flou
~~n~
r::~!'1!:1on
A wheel
■tudd, -t- !ilTUD. [POKER.I ■tud'y (1tiid'l; stld''O, •var.
■iu,i'ione' pok'er. = STUD of sTlDDY, Scot.tr Dial.Eng.
&
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ale, senite, cilre, Im, account, arm, ask, sofa; eve, jljvent, i!nd, recl!nt, makiir; ice, Ill; old, ilbey, arb, ~dd, sMt, cllnnect; use, ihlite, 6rn, iip, clrc4s, menU;
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STUDY

STUPENDOUS

&. To travel over, delivering speeches for electioneering
hoie in a cylinder or other vessel containing steam, water,
etc. It consists of a box
purposes; aa, to stump a State. Colloq., U.S.
or
chamber
made
by
enb
6.
Cricket. a To put out (a batsman) by the wicket keeper
of anything, made aa the result of careful and detailed inlarging the hole, and a
displacing a bail with the ball (see ClllCKBT,game);vestigation or observation; as, a study of remorse; a study gland or follower
to
sometimes with out. b To hit (the wicket) with the ball
in New England types.
compress the contained
aa in stumping (in the preceding sense).
9. Music. A piece for special practice. See liTUDB.
packing.
7. Hence, ftg., to ruin or cause disaster to ; - usually in
10. One who memorizes something, as a part in a play; stuff'Y (stllf'T; Scot. also
paasive ; as, stumped by the panic. Obs. or Slang &, Dial.
stcJ6flY), a. ; STUPl''I·ER
used with qualifying adjectives ; as, an actor is a quick or
8. In crayon drawing, etc., to tone or treat with a stump.
slow study. Chiefly Theat. Gant.
(•f-er) ; S TUFF'I·EBT.
to 1tum11up, to pay or hand over (money). Collo<J..,
Eng.
11. A building or room devoted to study or literary work.
l. Stout ; mettlesome ;
stump \Btilmp), "· i. l. To walk clumsily, as II on the
resolute. ,Scot.
Jtu4'Y (stild'f), "· i.; STUD'IBD(-Id); STUD'Y·ING(-f-fng).
stumps
of
legs
or
on
wooden
legs
;
to
hobble.
[ME. studien, OF. estudier, F. etudier. SeesTUDY,n.] l. To 2. Angry and obstinate; Stuffing Boxes, 1 in section ; 2 partly
sulky. Colloq., U. S.
apply the mind to books or learning; to acquire knowledge
in secl:ion,without packing. a Pis- a. To make speeches on the lltump. U. S.
lll•ventilated ; close. ton Rod; b Gian~ or Follower; c, d
by investigation, reading, memorizing, or the like.
l,t·To
(stlil)
n
[Cf Bushes , e Pa~kmg, sho'!n partly
a. To fix the mind closely upon a subject ; to dwell upon stull
-to 1. up, to pay cash; to hand over money. Colloq., Eng.
STULM.]
A f~mework broken away;/ Part of Cyhnder,etc. stumP'age
anything in thought; also, to muse; ponder; meditate.
(stllm'ptj), n. Timber in standing trees, often
of timber covered with boards to support rubbish; also, a sold at a fixed price per tree or per stump, the stumps being
I found a moral fl.rat, and then studied for a fable. Swift.
3. To endeavor with thought and planning; to make well- framework of boards to protect miners from falling stones.
counted when the land is cleared; also, a tax on the amount.
considered efforts; to be intelligently zealous. 1Thess. iv.11. stulm (stlllm), n. [Cf. G. stollen a post, a stulm, akin to
of timber cut, regulated by the price of lumber. Local, U.S.
•tud'Y, •· t. 1- To apply the mind to ; to read and ex- E. stall, stand.] An approximately horizontal passageway stumP'er (stilm'per), n. One that stumps, in any sense.
amiue so as to learn and understand or memorize ; as, to in a mine; an adit. See ADIT, 1.
stump•-root'ed, a. Hort. Having an elongated tapr-0ot of
study law or languages; to ,tudy a lesson, a pl\rt, or a song. stul'ti-fy (stlll't1-fi), v. t.; sTUL'TI·FIBD(-fid) ; sTUL'TI· which the upper fleshy edible portion terminates abruptly;
a. To consider attentively; to examine closely; to make FY'ING(-fi'fng). [L. slultus foolish+ E. -fy. 7 1. To make - said of certain varieties of radishes, carrots, etc.
foolish; to make a fool of; as, to.vtulUfyone by imposition; stump 1-tailed' (-tild') 1 a. Having a short, thick tail.
a study of ; as, to study nature, mankind.
3. To make an object of study with a view to action ; to to stultify one's self by silly reasoning or conduct. Burke.
1tump-tailed lizard, a smgular Australian scincoid lizard
a. To regard as a fool, or as foolish. Rare.
Hazlitt.
( T.-achysaurus rugosus) having a short, thick tail resemdevise with deliberation ; as, to study variety in composi•
3. Law. To allege or prove to be of unsound mind, so bling its head in form.
tion; to study a benefaction.
stump tracery. Arch. Tracery in late German Gothic
lfor their heart studieth destruction. Prov. xxiv. 2.
that the performance of some act may be avoided.
style, in which the molded bar seems to pass through itself
st'lff (stllf), "· [OF. estoffe, F. etoffe; of uncert. orig. ■tum (stllm), n. [D. stom must, new wort, properly, dumb;
in its convolutions, and is then cut off short, eo that a secCi. STUJIP,v. t.] l. Material to be worked up in manufaccf. F. vin muet stum. Cf. sTAMIIIBR,
sroo111.] Unfermented
tion of the molding is seen at the end of each similar stump.
ti:re or out of which anything is to be or may be formed;
grape juice or wine, or partly fermented grape juice, esp. stump•y (stllm'pf), a. l. Full of, or aboundi1'J. in, stumps.
hence, any material, substance, or aggregation of matter,
when fermentation has been arrested by an antiseptic ; a. Short and thick; stubby. Colloq.
. G. Han-i,;.
,...garded indefinitely; as, lava is curious stuff.
wine revived by the admixture of must ; must.
stun (stlln), v. t.; STUNNED
(stllnd); sTUN'NING.[ME. stoniAmbition should be made of sterner stu,ff.
Shak. stum, "· t.; STUIIIMBD
(stllmd); STUM'MING.To renew (wine)
en, stownien, fr. OF.e&toner to stun,to resound, F.etonner
The workman on his i;itu.D"his
skill doth show. 81r J. Davies.
by mixing with must and raising a new fermentation.
to astonist.
AS. bad stunian to make a loud sound, which
a. The fundamental material of which anything is made stum'ble
(stllm'b'l), "· i.; sTuM'BLED(-b'ld); sTU111'BLINGis prob. akin to L. tonare to thunder, E. thunder, and so to
up ; elemental part; essence.
(-bUng). [ME. stumblen, stomblen; akin to Fries. stumstun. See ASTONISH.] l. To make senseleBB or dizzy by
Time is the sfu.D'whichlife is made of
Franklin.
meln, and prob. to E . .,tammer. See STAMMER.] l. To violence i to render senseless by a blow, as on the head.
3. Goods; personal property; esp., furniture, domestic
triP. in walking or in moving in any way with the legs ; to
2. To overpower or confound one's hearing with noise.
goods, or baggage. Also, Colloq., ready money ; cash.
And stunned him with the music of the spheres. Pope.
4. Woven material not made into garments; fabric of any stnke the foot so as to fall, or to endanger a fall ; to stagger because of a false step.
Chaucer.
3. To stupefy or overpower with sudden emotion, ae or
klnd ; sometimes, specif., worsted fiber.
2.
To
walk
in
an
unsteady
or
clumsy
manner;
hence,
to
grief,
astonishment,
etc.; to benumb the mind of; stupefy.
What stuff wilt have a ktrtle of?
Shak.
act or perform anything blunderingly or confusedly ; as, 4. To bruise, as building stone, so as to cause spalle in th&
6. A medicine or mixture ; a potion.
Shak.
to
stumble
through
an
apology.
surface,
as
by
careless
cutting; also, to scratch or tear (a.
8. In various technical uses : a Paper stock ground ready
Scott.
He stumbled up the dark avenue
surface), as by coarse sand under the saw in the kerf.
for uee. Cf. HALF STUFF. b Naut. = SLUSH, 3. Rare. c
3.
To
trip
morally;
to
fall
into
sin
or
error;
to
err.
stun, n. The condition of being stunned; alao, that which
Wood for use in carpentry.
4 Engin. The working fluid
4. To come or happen without design ; to fall or light by stuns; a stupefying blow, shock, or the like.
in an engine cylinder. e A composition of tallow, oil, etc.,
0
used to fill the pores of leather.
in a bath.
Dr11den. Stun'dlst (sht<lfin'dfst), n. [Russ. sldundist, prob. fr. G.
chance ; Ov'7Jts~u~ 1
stunde hour;-fromtheir
meetings for Bible reading.] Eccl.
7. Refuse or worthless matter ; hence, also, foolish or
v. t. l. To cau"" to stumble or trip.
Hist. One of a large sect of Russian dissenters founded,
irrational language ; nonsense; trash ; - often used as an stum'ble,
2. To confound; perl?lex i to caus, to err.
about
1860,
in
the
village
of Osnova, near Odessa, by a peasinterjection ; ae, st,,ff and nonsense!
me.
Locke.
Dr11den. stum'ble, n. l. Onethmgmorestumbles
Such woeful sti,.ffas I or Shadwell write.
ant, Onishchenko, who bad apparently been influenced by
A trip in walking or running.
8. Supply ; amount. Obs.
a
German
sect
settled
near
there. They zealou~ practice
la. A blunder; failure; slip; a false step.
9. Grain or pulse of any kind. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
stum'bllng-block' (stllm'b1Tng-blok 1), n. Any cause of ~~~~e o'1~j~f:.~,~~=~j~~~J,o:_and
I external
stuH, a. Made of stuff, or fabric. See STUFF,n., 4.
stumbling, perplexity, or error.
stun'ner (stlln'er), n. One that stuns, as with astoniahlltllflgown, a lfOWllof stuff, esp. that which in England forms
stump
(stllmp),
n.
[ME.
slum~,
stompe;
akin
to
D.
the distinctive _garb of a junior barrister i hence, a junior
ment i hence, Slang, a person or thing extraordinary, esp.
barrister himself. Cf. SILK GOWN. Hence, atuff'gowna'man, stomp, G. stu,npf, Ice!. stumpr, Dan. & Sw. stump, G. for beauty, excellence, or the like.
n. - ■• hat, a hat of superior quality made of fur fixed on a stumpf blunt, dull, OHG. stumbal stump, piece cut off, stunner hitch. .Naut. A double Blackwall. See 2d KNOT,1.
waterproof foundation, in imitation of beaver.
G. stu·mm.el, and G. veutilmmeln to mutilate ; cf. Lith. stun'nlng (-fog), p. a. Overpowering consciousness or the
staff, "· t.; STUFPBD(stllft) ; STUH'ING. [ME. stoffen, stambas, stambras, stalk, stump of a plant.] l. The part
senses, as by a blow ; hence, Slang, striking or astounding,.
st,ujfen, to stuff, to suffocate i perh. really orig. two words;
of a tree or plant remaining in the earth after the stem or esp. on account of excellence ; as, stunning poetry. cf. OF. es/offer, F. etoffer, to put stuff in, to stuff, to line
trunk is cut off; the stub.
stun•ntng-ly, adv. Chiefly Slang.
(see STUFF,n.); also, OF. estouffer to stifle, F. etouffer, of a. The basal portion of a limb or other projecting part or stunt (stllnt), n. [Cf. STINTa task.] A feat orperfornmnce
uncert. orig. J l. To fill by crowding something into it;
object remaining after the rest of it is removed ; as, the
striking for the skill, strength, or the like, required; hence,.
to cram with something ; to load the interior of, often to stump of a leg, a tooth ; a remnant, esp. the butt of a any feat or performance.
Colloq.
excess ; as, to stuff a hall with people; to stuff a purse.
cigar or cigarette ; a stub.
He does not try to do ttt11nts
L Hutton
Lest the gods, for sin,
3. pt. The legs; as, to stir one's stumps. Slang.
stunt,"·
t.;
STUIIT'Jm; STUNT'ING.[See STINT.] To binder
Should with a swelling dropsy ~tu.D'thyskin. Dryden.
4. Cricket. Any of the three pointed rods stuck in the from normal growth, progreBS, development, or the like;
Specif. : To fill the cavity of with a particular material
to dwarf; cramp ; check; as, to stunt, a child; to stunt a
ground to form with the bails a wicket; also, the single
to secure some end; as: a To fill with a comparatively
or bowling stump, used in single wicket to indicate the
plant; to stunt the growth of a nation's power.
soft packing in order to furnish a yielding eu pport ; as, to rod,
bowling
crease.
See
CRICKET, game; WICKET, n.
stunt,
n. A check in growth; hence, that which has been
&tuff a bedtick, a sofa cushion, a pincushion. b Cookery.
checked In growth ; a stunted animal or thing ; specif.,
5. A short, thick roll of leather or paper, cut to a pcint,
To fill with a seasoning composition of bread, meat, con• or
any
similar
implement,
used
to
rub
down
the
lines
of
a
Whaling,
a whale two years old, which, having been
diments, etc. ; as, to stuff a turkey. c To fill the skin of,
crayon or pencil drawin~, in shading it, or for shading
weaned, is lean, and yields but little blubber.
usually when mounting as a specimen in lifelike form.
drawings by producing tmts and gradations from crayon, stunt'ed, p. a. Dwarfed ; checked in growth or develop3. To crowd or fill with items of information, thoughts,
etc. in powder.
ment. -stunt'ed-neBB, n.
ideas, emotions, etc. ; as, to stuff a pupil with historical
8. A pin in a tumbler lock which forms an obstruction to stupe(stiip), 11. [L. stupa, orbetterstuppa, tow. Cf. BTOP,
dates; to stuff one with lies; Slang, to hoax by a falsehood.
throwing the bolt, except when the gates of the tumblers
11. t. J Med. Cloth or tow dipped in warm water or me4. To put fraudulent votes into (a ballot box). U. S.
are properly arranged, as by the kef; a fence ; also, a pin
dicaments and applied to a hurt or sore.
&. To fill by being preBBedor packed into it.
or projection in a lock to form a gmde for a movable piece. stupe, v. t.; STUPBD(stiipt); STUP'ING(stiip'lng).
To fo8. To thrust or crowd in ; to preBB; to pack.
7. A platform for political speaking, often in early days ment with a stupe.
Put roseainto a g]aes with a narrow mouth, t.tuJ/ing them cloae and in newly settled districts a tree stump; hence, public
stu'p&-fa'ctent (stiitpUi'shlnt),
a. [L. stupefaciens, p.
together, .. and they retain smell and color
Bacon.
speaking, esp. political; as, to take, or go on, the stump,· pr. of slupefacere to stupefy; stupere to be stupefied+ fa7. To obstruct by filling up; to choke up, as with a cold.
also often attrib.; ae, stump speakers, oratory. U.S.
Shak.
I'm tttlt_ffed,cousin; I cannot amen
cere to make. Cf. STUPl!FY.) Stupefying; stupefactive.
8. A dare, or challenge to do something difficult or danger8- To stock; supply; furnish ; equip. Obs.
-n. Med. Anything promotmg stupefaction; a narcotic.
ous. Cf. STUMP, v.t., 4. Colloq., U.S. "An Indian never stu 1pe-fac'tlon (-filk'shun), n. [Cf. F. stupefaction. See
9. Leather Manuf. To apply a coating of oil and tallow
takes a .,lump."
Atlantic Monthly.
to (a skin or leather) to soften and preserve it.
STUPEFACIENT.]Act of stupefying, or state of being stuup a stump, blocked in one's efforts; nonplused i cornered;
stuff, 11. i. To feed gluttonously; to cram.
Swift.
pefied; insensibility of mind or feeling.
up a tree. Slang, (J. S.
stuff'l.ug, n. Act or process of, or that which is used for.
stu'Pe-fy (stii•pt-fi), v. t.; STU'PE-FIED(-fid); STU'PB-n'filling anything; as, the stuffing of a saddle or cushion; stump, ,,. t.; STUMPBn(stllmpt); STUMP'ING. l. To cut
INa (-fillng). [F. stupejier, fr. L. ,tupere to be stupefied
off a part of; to reduce to a stump ; to lop.
specif. : a Cookery. Any seasoning preparation used to stuff
-fl.care(in comp.) to make, akin tofacere. See STUPID,
2. To remove the tree stumps from, as cleared. land.
meat; esp., a composition of bread,condiments, spices, etc.;
FACT; cf. BTUPBFACIBNT.]l. To make stupid or dull; to
forcemea.t; dressing. b Leal/1,erManttf. Act or process of 3. To strike, as the toes, against a stone or something
blunt the faculty of perception or understanding in ; to defixed
;
to
stub.
Colloq.
coating leather with a mixture of oil and taUow; also,the maprive of sensibility; to make torpid.
The fumea of drink discompose and .~tupe.f11the brain. South.
terial applied. c Wool Dyeing. ProceSBof boiling with a dye- 4. To block the progress or efforts of, as by stumps or other
la. To deprive of material mobility. Obs.
stuff material afterward to be mordanted.
Cf. SADDENING. obstacles in the road; also, to nonplus ; to foil ; hence, to
challenge to do something difficult or daring, esp. as a test
st~~~~~~~~(~~t;J:::1u~\:-;,~ot
of pluck or spirit. Colloq., Chiefly U. 8.
or ~1~r Am~~i: p1:J'~r;,~:~~:o~~:~
atuk, a [Cf. ~TOC'K a block.] art,,. Both Ra,-e.
atunotttn). Dial.var ofsTONB. atu'pa(stn'pd:), n. [L.] 1, =
Obs.
lat STUPE.
Short. Obs. - 1tuk'nes1, n. Oht:.. atul'tl-lo'qui-oua (at l'i l tl-l lV- ::::;~~~-'fc,
atunay. T STONY, v.
atull (stt11),n
Fries. Rtulle
2. Bot. A tuft of matted 11laatump'-bred.',a.Hunting. Bred or atunch. T STENCH.
:;,ui~~t0
living in lairs made in bushes or, atund. T STOUND,
ments
:u~~e~~
a~·d"~~~te~tl.
[L . ."ll1'!,fllor11tium.J Foolish stumps instead of underground. ■t11D8 (stilng), pret. t p. p. of atupe :t STOOP, 1,.
large piece, ea{!. of AIQmething talk: hahhle. Rare.
1tump'i-ne11 (sttim'pl-n~s), n STING
[STINK, I
=~~~~~,ai
~b~~
edible. Dial Eng.
atul-tl'tioua (-tl'.sh'"Us),a. fL. See -NESS.
P-t,lltifin folly.] Foolish. OFni. stump Joint. A hinged bu 11
or Scot. &- Dial. Eng.
(,ta1?'~t~P>, :~. [Cf. lcel. IIStul-to'rum fe'ri-m (f~r'l'.--e). joint, as of a carpenter's rule, born : sullen. Scot.
s::r~,~~:f ...0:,~
stOlpi, Dan., Sw., & OD. 11tolpe] [L.] See FoRNAX, l.
80 con- :~~[l~!~s~:.n~r:r~n::
A tlv), a. ~ n. [Cf F. stup,!factif,
A post. Obs. or Dial Eng.
~t~;i!lJ• :\nl_~·
foolish.] ~r~~1=:e';.ay
atru C'tea as to pass over t h e 1tun'aail (stttn's'l), n. Contr. LL. stt1pejactii·us. l = STVPJ:■tulth. t STEALTH.
atul'tt-.8.-ca'tlon. (stttl'tl-fr-kil'- atum'ac, atum-ach'ic,
etc stumps in newly cleared land; of STUDDINH SAIL.
:tu_~IEN~C'tive-ue11,
ahlln ), 11. Act of stultifying, or Stomach, etc. RP.t: Sp.
- called also stump' -jump' (or stunt. + STOUND, time.
state of being stultified.
atum'act. Stomached Ref, Sp. -jump'ing> plow (or plough).
atunt (stilnt; dial. alffO stcR'.mt),atu;i:.:.11ed(stn'pM!d), a Havatul'tl•A'er
<atnl'tl-ft'l!r), n. atum'bler (sttlm'hli!r), n. One A.11Mro.lrr.Atu,
LRare,1 a. [AS. See STINT, r.] Foolish; ing 6een made stupid. - 1t11.'pen. A little stump. stupid. Hence: a Stunted; un- :ft.ed'nes1(-fld.,nis). n.
One who stultifies.
ri~~s}b1T:.i;·, nd~?li;f'
f;,l',,~:
I stump'Ung.
dersized; curtaih•d ; blunt. b atu'pe-:fl'er (-ft'@r). n. One that
stump mortise. Stub mortise
atum'bllng-atone', n. A stum- atumpt. Stumped. Ref. Sp.
stupefies.
(stu_pefied.R.
;ar1~.Mlpl~t/~n8,!s_
;; atu'pe-ty (•fl). v. t. To become
stultus foolish + loqr,entia a blinghlock. Ra,♦e.
stump tenon. Stub tenon.
talking, fr.loquenR, p.pr. of loq11i atum'bly (atttm'bll), a. Given stump tree. Kentucky coffee /-:cot.~ Dial. Eng.
■tu-pend', a. Stupendous. Obs.
tree.
atunteu.
T
STINT.
1tu-pen'di-ou,
a.
St1aiendou1.
1
~t~~~~n(~1!·aaf.ts~~~,f~ 1~~).
!atb!\t
■tunt't-neaa (st n n'tl-n ,a), or
'Jut~~
lCf. L. st1tltifoqutut. l Given to, v. ,. [Cf. lcel., Norw., & Sw. ~~,:~aC:tt!i_m;g!~e:·ba::~t.
atunt'neu, n. Stuntedneas. R.
dial. stum1·a, Dan. dial. Rtumre.]
atu'pa (stOO'pd), n. [Skr. ,tu- 1tu-peud'ly 1 adv. StupendouaMoney ; cash.
b~ti61ir~~~i::~.tfii~!r.:\;:
To stumble. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
J'a.] = TOPE,
ly. Obs

tioa, loatruction, or aBSistance of the maker ; aa, a atudy of
heada or of hand• for a figure picture. Alao, a rendering

a.

8iJ-:.'J.!~J:,tgt~~~!:,°:'~
t.?1~~";.P
:~~~i::"ato}!~~,"~1'..;:

~b1~f~n,.
!p~~a{f:f~

a.

+

ri'.~!:;,;i::.~=:~~~~

•!~1~~tJ'"

l8f.

1

1°~::J:fili"c:!· nl~~;rlr;_{~~:

l~!~~·

:t:i1p

s1/Jt!~ts

:f~~;l~~

::,~a;;(!J~{~~~!.:·
1si:;i~
::r;~~~!•,tt~.
A~%~
,.~~N::sel

t~·:!!;,-:;~ure~•siui:it!,~;!!J;:~
!tJ~llVO-:!~t
·1x

Obs.
:i~~id~e';!c,~

!:

;e:_t,1:if-::;.!~~1!·

i,:i::,'J:~;.-

food, fo-ot; out, oil ; chair; go ; sing, hJk ; Qen, thin;
ll'ull
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STUPENDOUSLY

STYLOID

p. future pB88. of •tupere to be astonished at. Cf. 8TUPID.] Stur'Jd-411(stftr'nl-de), n. pl. [NL. ; L. llurnua starling
Astonishing ; wonderful ; amazing ; esp., astonishing in + -idai.] Zoiil. A large family of oscine passerine birds
magnitude or elevation ; as, a atupendou& pilel BUID.
conaiating of the Old World starlings, having ten primaries
All are but parts of one stupendous who e.
Pope.
and characters somewhat intermediate between the crows
S:,n. -Bee JIONSTR0US.
The typical subfamily
and the American blackbirds.
-stu-pen'doua-1:v, adv. - stu-pen'dous-neu, n.
~tur-Di'Jl.l!I!
(stftr-ni'nii), Includes the common starling and
stU'pe-oua (stii 1pt-ils ), a. [L. /Siupa; or better ,tuppa, tow ; its close allies. - stur'nt-form (stftr 1nT-f6rm), a.
cf. L. atuppeus made of tow. Cf. STUPOSB.] Like tow ; StUt1ter (stlit'er), 11. i. &, t. ,' STUT'TBRED
(-erd) ; STUT'TER•
having 1001, loose scales, or matted ff.laments ; stupose.
ING. [Freq. of &tut, ME. stolen; prob. of D. or LG. orig.;
stu'pld (stu'pld), a. [L. stupidua, fr 1tupere to be stupe- cf. D. & LG. ,totteren, G. lllottern, D. stooten to push, to
lled: cf. F. stupide.] 1. Very dull; insensible; senseleBS; strike; akin to G. stossen, Icel, ,tauta, Sw. st0ta, Dan.
wanting in understanding; in a state of stupor; stupelled
atode, Goth. st autan, L. tu .. dere, Skr. tud to thrust.
Cf.
or deadened as to the faculties.
CONTUSB,OBTUSE,] To hesitate or stumble in uttering
With wild surprise,
words
;
to
speak
or
utter
with
spasmodic
repetitions
or
A momenhtupid, motionlesd he stood.
Thomson.
2. Very dull of mind ; sluggish in uuderstandlng ; slow- r:~:!ii!Yn~i:-:r~~;-ini~~~~c:~
1to:!1a!~tl:~;:a~s~~:
witted ; crauly foolish ; as, a stupid writer or speaker ; otherwise under control; thus, a consonant like b is articmen usually are stupid when ae\f..conscioua.
ulated properly, but there is ditllculty in giving it its
3. Resulting from, or evincing, stupidity or mental dull- proper vocal sound or in utterinll the followinJI vowel
ness ; dull; heavy; foolish; witless ; - said of things; as,
;g:~~;.:C:::~~t~o"/~~~-~~f.ll.
~-~\1.tancyor repetition of
a &tupid book, play, suir,estion, act.
Syn.-See
STAMMER.
doltish,
stut'ter, n. Act of stuttering; a stammer.
stut'ter-er (-er), n. One who stutters; a stammerer.
stu'pid, n. A stupid person.
stu-Did'i-ty (stl'i-pld'l-tl), n. [L. atupiditas: cf. F. stupi,. stut'ter-tng, n. Act of one who stutters. See STUTTER,"·i.
ditl.] 1, Quality or state of being stupid; extreme dull- stut'ter-tng, p.a. Apt to stutter; hesitating; stammering.
sty (sti), "·; pl. STIES (stiz). [AS. stigu, akin to Ice). stia
neBSof perception or understanding ; craBSfoolishness.
sty, kennel, Sw. lllia sty, pen for geese, MHG. &tige pen
2;. Stupor ; astonishment; stupefactioR.
Rare.
stu'por (stii'p~r), n. [L., fr. stupere to be struck sense!eBS, for small cattle, and perh. to E. STYto a,cend. Cf. STEW·
ARD. J 1. A pen or inclosure for swine.
Cf. STUPID.] 1. Great diminution or suspension of sensi2. A filthy, low, or vicious place. u A sensual sty.'' Milton.
bility; suppression of sense or feeling; lethargy.
sty, v. t. &, i.; STIED(stid); sTY'ING (sti'Jng). To lodge
2. Marked intellectual or moral stupidity or numbness.
or pen in or as in a sty.
Shak
Syn.-See
LETHARGY.
stu 1por-ous (-us), a. Attended or affected with stupor.
sty, v. i. [ME. b'lien, stijen, AS. stigan to rise; akin to D.
stupp (stllp; st/Rip), n. [G.] A black deposit obtained
stijgen, OS. & OHO. sligan, G. steigen, Ice!. stiga, Sw.stiga,
in distilling mercury ores, consisting of a mixture of soot,
Dan. sUge, Goth. steigan, Olr. tiagaim I walk, L. tJestigium
hydrocarbons, mercury and its compounds, ore, dust, etc.
footstep, Gr. unix•w to walk, to go, Skr. atigh to mount.
stu'prate (stii'prit), v. t.; STU1PRAT·ED(-priit-~d); BTU'· Cf. DISTICH, STAIR, STILB steps, STIRRUP, VBSTIGB,] To asPRAT-ING(-priit--Ing). [L. stupratu,, p. p. of stuprare to
cend; mount; climb; soar; aspire. Obs.
Spenser.
ravi•h, fr. stuprum defilement.] To ravish; to debauch. sty, n, Also stye. [For older styan, styanye, understood
Now Rar,.
Heywood.
as styon eye, AS. stigend
,· akin to LG. stieg, stige,Fries.
stu-pra'Uon(stl'i-prii'shun ), n. Violation of chastity; rape. stiger, Norw. dial. stig, stigje ,· orig. uncert.; perh. akin to
stu'.11rum(stii'prum), n. [L.] 1 Stupration.
E. STYto ascend.] Med. An inflamed swelling or boil on
2. Rom. &, Civil Law. Any sexual intercourse between a the edge of the eyelid; hordeolum.
man and a woman (not a slave), otherwise than in concu- Styg'l-an (stlj'l-lln), a. [L.·Stygius, fr. Styx, Stygis, the
binage, the woman being unmarried; illicit intercourse;
Styx, Gr. :llnt.J Of or pertaining to the river Styx;
unchastity (of a woman).
hence, hellish; mfemal; rarely, deathly. See STYX.
Upon those roseate lips a Stygia,, hue. Wordsworth.
stur'41e4 (sUlr'dld), a. Veter. Affected with the sturdy.
stur'4Y (-dl), a.; BTUR'nl-ER(-dl-er); STUa'DI-EST [ME. style (stil), n. [ME. stile, F. style, OF. also stile, L. stilu,
a style, or writing instrument, manner of writing, mode of
sturdi ha.rah, stem, OF. estourdi stunned, giddy, thoughtexpression; prob. for stiglus, meaning, a pricking instruless, rash, F. ttourdi, p. p. of OF. estourdir to stun, to
ment, and akin to E. stick. See STICK, ti. t.; cf. STILETTO.
render giddy, to amaze, F. €tourd'ir,· of uncertain origin.
The
spelling with y is due to a supposed conuection with Gr.
The sense has probably been influenced \Jy E. stout.]
O'TiiAof a pillar.]
l. An instrument used by the ancients
l. Foolishly obstinate or set i stubborn; obdurate; hence,
in
writing
on waxed tablets, having one of its ends sharp,
Atterbury.
stern ; harsh. u A sturdy, hardened sinner."
2:. Resolute, in a good sense; firm ; unyielding ; - used and the other blunt, smooth, and somewhat expanded, for
the purpose of making erasures by smoothing the wax.
chiefly of things and qualities ; as, a man of sturdy piety
2. Hence, anything resembling the ancient style in shape
or patriotism ; a sturdy defense.
3. Characterized by physical strength or force; strong ; or use. Specif.: a A pen; esp., an author's pen. Dryden.
b Asharp--pointedtoolused in engraving; agraver. c An
lusty ; robust ; as a sturdy lout ; .,turdy blows.
etching needle. 4 The tracing point applied to the record
4. Stiff ; stout ; firm; strong ; as, a sturdy oak. Milton.
of a phouograph. e [Perh. fr. Gr. uril>.o<a pillar.] The
6- Scot. & Dial. Eng. a= STURDIBD,b Stupid; giddy.
pin, or guomon, of a dial, the shadow of which indicates
S:,n.-Hardr,
stout, firm, robust. See STRONG.
stur'dy, n. LOF. estourdi giddiness, stupefaction. Cf. the hour. See GNOJION,
1 a. f A kind of blunt-pointed surgiSTURDY,a.] Veter, Gid.
cal instrument.
g ZoOl. A slender, bristlelike proceBR,as
stur'geon (stft,·1jun), n. [F. est.. rgeon, LL. sturio, sturgio, those borne on the anal region of some insects. h = STYof Teutonic origin; cf. OHO. sturio, G. stOr, akin to AS. LUS, 3 11. 1 _Zool. A central calcareous process in the gasatyria, styriga.] Any of certain ganoid fishes, mostly of tropores (sometimes also in the dactylopores) o! corals of
the family Stylasterida,.
3. Mode of expressing thought in language, oral or writ-ten i esp., such use of lauguage as exhibits the spirit and
faculty of an artist ; characteristic mode of expression, as
of a nation, period, person, or school ; as, a terse or diffuse
Sturgeon ( .Ac,pen&erstur10 ).
style,· Italian, archaic, Byronic, or epic style.
large size, constituting the famil,\' Acipenseridai.
They
High 1,t11le,as when that men to kinges write. Chaucer.

ffs::•
cfuR~i~~~;~~r~d!mteJ~u,~:,s~i.:~~less,
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Nrolon~ed, ana' fhe toothless, protrusile mouth

Proper words
,;tyle.

in

proper places make the true definition of

:-Swift.

4. Hence: a Distinctive or characteristic mode of presen-

tation, construction, or execution in any art, employment,
!:e=~~Bw't~er: ~1~t~f~~~hfii ~~e~~rtlL ~~~:e~:~sz~i::
or product, esp. in any of the fine arts; as, genre style,·
Renaissance style; styles in costume. b La.w. The particu::~~e
fY.J~ed~shf!~~~~ itt~~fr ~ i:i;!~~fnt~v~!~~~
lar forms or method of arrangement observed in the. papers
and their air bladder into isin~lass. The common sturor proceedings of a court.
'ieon of the Atlantic coast region of Europe and North
6. Print. The manner or plan followed in any particular
N:rt~AU:!r~~t=~re:~;;l~t!a~s1:~~t::::~ft1i:~~~rlc
otllce or case in dealing with certain details of typography,
coast and A. rubicundua of the Mississippi Valley and
forms of expression, preparation of copy, display, and the
Great Lakes region.
like, which can be regulated by rule and in regard to which
stu'rtne (stii'rln), n. Also -rtn. [sturgeon+ protamine.]
customs or opinions may differ, as spelling, capitalization,
Chem. The specific protamine in sturgeon's spermatozoa,
word division, punctuation, abbreviations, etc., often emyieldinR arginine, 1ysine, and histidine on decomposition.
bodied
in a book called a atylebook.
Sturm's theorem (shti!!irmz). Math. A theorem (named 6. Manner
or method of acting or performing i esp., a dis.
tinctive or characteristic manner or method ; as, the Italm::.!\sbc;!s;~j~;;"!~':i"er.::!1:::i~tt~~;~;:~n_/:;;;t;"r,".ai!n
ian
style
of
singing; a cricketer's style of play.
of the real roots of an algebraic equation.

ii.le, seni\te, c&re.

•m.
account,

li.nn, ask. 110fli; eve, tvent, Ind, reci!nt, maker; ice, ill;
U 1'.,ore1,rn Word.

t

Obaolete

V&Plant of.

7. Mode or manner which is deemed elegant or in accord
with a atandard, esp. in social relations, demeanor, or the
like; fashion ; fashionable elegance ; as, they dined in ,tyle;
a woman of style; the frock is out of style.
8. Mode or phrase bf which anything is formally desigD11ted; title; an otllc1&l or distinctive designation or address ; mode of addl'ess ; as, the style of Majesty ; the trade
name or style of a business firm.
One style to a gracious benefactor, another to a ••. foe.

Burke.

9. Chron. A mode of reckoning time; a calendar; -in
1.
the phrases Old Style and New Style. See CALENDAR,
10. Calico Printing.
The method of producing the colored design ; as, steam style ,-oxidation style.
11. [Perh. fr. Gr. o-ril>.o, a pillar.] Bot. A flliform prolongation of the ovary, commonly bearing the stigma at its
apex. It is often the cons\)icuous portion of the pistil, as
in a lily .. In many plants 1t is wanting, the stigma bemg
then sessile on the ovary.
12. Zool. Any of several small cusps or elevations of the
cingulum of a molar tooth. The pa.rastyle is just anterior
to the paracone, tbe mesostyle is between the metacone and
the paracone, tne metastyle is just posterior to the meta.cone, and the hypo.,tyle is between the hypocone and the
metacone. See TRITUBERCULY.
Syn. -See DlCTION, FASHION, NA.MB.
style (stil), "· t.; STYLED(stild); STYL1ING(stil'lng). 1. To
entitle; to term, name, or call; denominate; characterize.
llfilton.
2. To write of as with a style; to describe; record. Oba. or R.
st:rle branch. Bat. A division or branch of the style in
various flowers. The difference between the sty le branches

str:'!"~~~Tat~~_t
~':i~:
fh~t°::i:J.tii:.a:~i!~ftii:i~

style

~!ii~!Ya!!liu~
~f~~l~:;8:h~a;:ct!i!ffu~~!~l~:
:::r:1~
length of words and of sentences, the relative frequency
of nouns, verbs, adjectives, particles, questions, etc.

styled (stild), a. Bot. Having a style or styles; - used
ouly in composition;

as, oneaStyled.

sty'let (sti'l~t), n. [F., fr. It. stiletto. See sTYLE,STILETTO.]
1. A small poniard; a stiletto.
2. Surg. a An instrument for examining wounds and fistulas, for passing setons, etc. ; a probe ; - called also specillum. b A stiff wire, inserted in catheters or like instruments to maintain their shape and prevent cloggi11g.
3 ZoOl. A small, more or less rigid, bristlelike organ or
appendage.
styl'tsh (stil'lsb), a. Having sty1e, or conformity to an
accepted standard, esp. of fashion ; highly fashionable ;
modish. - styl 11sh-ly, adv. - styl'ish-neBB, n.
styl'ist (-Ist), n. One who is a master or a model of style,
esp. in writinEi~ii:pii~t~d~!

f!r1!!::~ryF1~[J::
Hall.

aaa~:}:!~

sty-lls'Uc (sti-lls'tfk), a.. Of or pert. to style in language.
sty'llte (sti'lit), n. [Gr. <TTVA<T'I<,fr. m,\o< a pillar.]-

Ecc1. Hist. One of a class of anchorites who lived on the
tops of pillars; -also pillarist, pillar 1aint. Simeon Stylites of Antioch (d, 459) was the founder and most famous
of these ascetics, who existed down to the 12th century.
styl'ize (stil'iz), "· t. To conventionalize.
Encyc. Brit.
sty'lo-- (sti'lt- ). A combining form denoting connection
with, or relation to, the styloid process of the temporal bone;
as, stylohyal, stylomastoid, •t1lomaxillary.
sty'lo-bate (sti'It-biit), n. LL. stylobates, stylobata, Gr,
a-"TV,\ofMrq<;crrilA0< a pillar + flarq, one that treads.l
Arch. The continuous flat coping, or pavement, on whic6.
a row of columns is supported; esp., the uppermost ·step
of the stereobate supporting a peristyle. See sUB-BAsB.
sty 1lo-gloa'sal (-gUSs'lll), a. [stylo- + glos,,al.] Anat, Connecting the etyloid process and tongue; designating, or pertaining to, a muscle(the sty'lo--glos'sua [-us]) so situated.
sty'lo-graph (sti'Jt-graf), n. A stylographic pen.
sty 1lo-graph'ic (-grlf'ik), a. Of, pert. to, or used in, stylography ; as, stylographic tablets.
1tylogra11hicpen, a pen having a conical point like that of a
style, with a reservoir in the handle for ink.
sty-loJ'ra-phy (sti-lllg'r<i-fl), n. [.,tyle+-graphy.] A mode
of writing or tracing lines by means of a style or similar
instrument on cards or tablets.
sty 1lo-hy'al (sti'lt-hi'lll), 11. [•tylo-+hyoid+-al.]
Zool.
An element of each side of the hyoid arch between the epihyal and tympanohyal which appearsasa distinct element
of the anterior cornu of the hyoid bone in many mammals.
See STYLOID PROCESS.
sty 1lo-hy'o14 (-oid), a, [stylo- + hyoid.] Anal.&, Zool.
Pert. to the styloid proceBS and hyoid bone; designating,
or pert. to, (1) a slender muscle connecting the back part of
the styloid process -and the body of the. byoid bone, or (2) a
ligament connecting the tip of that proce88 with the lesser
comu of that bone. - n. The stylohyoid muscle.
Btf.'lo14(sti'loid), a. [style (in this case prob. fr, Gr. o-ri)Ao•
ptllar) +-oid: ct. F. styloide, Gr. o-TVAo
.. 8~,-] Styliform;
Anat., pert. to or designating certain bony processeR.
1tyloid procoo■ , a A long, slender proceBS from the lower

old, tlbey, Srb, Md, at.ft, ccJnnect; iise, i\.nite, Grn, itp, clrctla, menu
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STYLOLITE
aide of the temporal bone of man,corresponding

to the tym-

E:f~l~r~jedcffJ'J°,,.~~te0~.:':!,e~~~~!"disf.Je':i3~1i~:
radius. c A projection on the inner back part of the distal

g::~/f
Jif~J~l:;Jx~!t~ifo~
end of the fibula.

!\tt~e bifc":~i"otit~

~~:~

aty'lo-llte (sti'li-lit),

n. [Gr. uriiAo< a column + -lite.]
Qeol. A small, longitudinally grooved column, of the same
material as the rock (usually limestone) in which it occurs.
A single column is due, in some cases to the slifping, under vertical pressure, of a ~rt capped by a shel , through
adjacent parts not so capped; but one or more layers may
be affected by st:ylolitic structure throughout, where there
is no capping obJect. - BtY'lo-llt'ic (-!It'fk), a.
aty 1lo-mas'told (-mila'toid), a. .Auat. Designating a foramen (the termination of the aqueduct of Fallopius) on the lower surface of the temporal bone
between the styloid and mastoid processes, also
the artery and vein traversing it.
Sty-lom'ma-toph'o-ra (sti-lom'<i-tof'~-r<i), n. pl.
[NL.; Gr.mAoscolumn+•1£1«1eye+<J>•pewto
bear.] Zool. A suborder of Pnlmonata in which

SUBALTERNATION

the atonu: family. They have flowers with a 5-lobed corolla
and ten stamens, and a dry or drupaceous fruit. Styrax,
Mohrodendron, and Sym:ptor:os are the principal genera.
- atyira-ca'oeoua (sti'ra-ki'shils), a.
St,'raz (sti'ritks), n. [L. styrax, storax, storax or the tree
yielding it, Gr. trrvpat.Cf. STORAX.] l. Bot. A large
genus of widely distributed shrubs and trees typifying the
family Styracacea,. They have pubescent or scurfy leaves
and flowers in pendulous racemes, the ~tale distinct or
slightly united. S. benzoin and S. oJjicinaUs yield resins
(see STORAx,1). Several species are cultivated.
2. [1. c.] Storax.
atytrene (sti'ren), n. Chem. An unsaturated hydrocarbon,
C6 H6CH:CH 2 , obtained by the distillation of stonu:, by the
decomposition of cinnamic acid, and otherwise, as a fragrant, aromatic, mobile liquid ; - called also phenyl ethylene, vinyl benzene, st11_rol,
styrolene, and cinn.amene.
aty 1rone (-ron), n. LG. styron. See STYRAx.] CIU!m. A
white crystalline substance, C9H 0 0H, having a sweet taste
and a hyacinthlike odor, obtained by the decomposition of
styra.cin ; - properly called cinnamic or styryl alcolwl.
aty'ryl (-rll), n. [Styrax + -yl. l Chem. The hypothetical
univalent radical C6 H5 CH:CHCll 2 , found in certain derivatives of styrene, etc. - aty-ryl'ic (sti-rrI'fk), a.
Blythe (stith), n. [E. dial., also .,tife. l Mining. Choke damp.
Styx (stlks), 1t. [L., fr. Gr. ;£Tv~. l Gr. Myth. The principal
river of the lower world, which ffowed round it seven times
and had to be crossed in passing to the regions of the dead ;
also, the nymph of the river, daughter of Oceanus and
Tethys, by whom the most solemn oaths were sworn.
au'a-ble (sii 1<i-b'l), a. Law. Capable of being sued; subject
to be called to answer in court.-su 1a-bll'i-ty(-bli'f-tr), n.
sua 1sion (swi 1zh'Un), n. [L. sua:~io,fr. :~uadere,suasum, to
persuading, persuasive; akin
advise, persuade, fr. ,1;uad-u.,
to suavis sweet: cf. OF. sua.rion. See SUAVB; cf. DISSUADE,
PERSUADE.J Persuasion; as, moral suasion.
sua'slve (swi's!v), a. Persuasive; suasory. "Genial and
.,;uasive satire."
Earle.-sua 1slve-ly, adv.
suave (swiv; swav; 277),a. [L. suavi., sweet, pleasant :
cf. F • .-;ua:tJe.See SWEET; cf. SUASION.] Blandly pleasing;
gracious in manner i bland. - suave'ly, adv.

::i:L:~rer!!~tfl~~t
i~i!~~~~st~het~~~:~ri
0

0

laud snails and slugs, and is equivalent to Geophila. - aty-lom 1ma-t0Ph'o-roua (-rils), a.
aty'lo-y1zec1(sti'l~-pizd), a. Infested by a parasite o the genus
,,; or a related genus. aty 1lo-pl.-za1Uon (
shun; -pi-zi'shiln), n.
110-po'di-um (BlJ'.
df-ilm), n.; pl. ·DIA One of the Sty(-a). [NL. See STYLE,sense 11; -PODIUM.]lommatophora
Bot. The conical swelling or expansion at ( Urocoptis cos,.
the base of the style in apiaceous plants.
t<rta).
Sty'lops (sti'lops), n. [NL. ; Gr. crriiAo< a pillar + .. ,i,,
.:,,,•• , the eye.] Zool. a SeeSTREPSIPTERA. b [l. c.J An insect of the
genus Stylops or family Stylopidai. 1.
aty'lo-apore(-1~-spor; 201),n. [Gr.i
..
crrii.\o<pillar+spore.] Bot. In mycol- fffe'
ogy, a spore abjointed from a sterigma within a pycnium. Cf.coNmm•.
aty'lua (sti'lus), n. [L. stylus, or
:i:vEi:~ti::,a:~tt!tie
o~~y~rg:~l~o~rs~~~r~:~~!~:;
better &tilu,'i.J 1. An instrument for Stylops (S. spencei).
writing. See STYLE, n., 1.
Much enlarged.
BLANDsug~ests gently soothing or coaxing qualities; as,
suave and mgrat1ating manners, the sua11it11
of a diplomat i
2. In a phonograph, a pointed piece which is moved by the
u the bland, emollient saponaceous qualities both of sack
vibrations given to the diaphragm by a sound, producing an and
silver"
(
Gray); u His manners were i;entle, complying,
indented record; also, a blunter piece which follows this
aud bland'' (Golasmith); .. Mr. Pickwick was ... prorecord, vibrates the diaphragm, and reproduces the sound.
ducing a constant succession of the blandest and most
3. Z ool. a A style or stylet. b A w1iradiate sponge spicule
benevolent smiles" (l>ickens). OILY and UNCTuousboth
suigest fawning_, suppleness, or hypocrisy; FULBOMBapsharp at one end.
aty'mle (sti'mf ), n. Also stl'my. [Orig. uncertain.] Golf. plies esp. to praise, flattery, etc., which is gross or cloying; as, u rills of oily eloquence" ( Cowper) ; .. a ma~ of
The position of two balls on tbe putting green such that,
temper and oily manners" (Trollope);" Oft at Bible
being more than six inches apart, one ball lies directly be- harsh
meetings ... he did his holy oily best" ( Tennyson) ; "The
tween the other and the hole at which the latter must be look [of benevolence] was, }:M:'rhaps,unctuous, rather than
played ; also, the act of bringing the balls into this position.
spiritual, and had, so to speak, a kind of fleshly effulgence.
11t1'mle,"· t. Also aU'my. Golf To bring into the posi- ... He ... smiled with more unctuous benignity than ever"
(Hawthorne); cf. "that kind of unction which is nearly [altion of, or impede by, a stymie.
lied] to cajolery" (Scott); H He was bedaubing one of those
atyph'nate (strf'nit), n. Chem. A salt of styphnic acid.
worthies with the most fulsome praise " ( Smollett). SMUG,
atyph'Dic (-nfk), a. [Gr. UTu</>
.. v to contract.] Chem. as
here compared, im:plies bland or unctuous self-comPertaining to or designating a yellow crystalline astringent
acid, (NO2 )iC 6H·(OH),. obtained
the action of nitric
u
o~t
~~ie!~r;hc:~~fR
acid on resorcin, and otherwise. It 1s a trinitro derivative
( Thackeray); ,?the smup conviction which every man seems
of resorcin,_and resembles picric acid, bnt is not hitter.
to cherish that he is m the secret" (T. E. Bro,m). See
CIVIL, SMOOTH,FAWN, INGRATIATE,
■tYP'BiB (stlP'sfs), n. [NL., fr. Gr. mo/I« a steeping inan
astringent.
See STYPTIC.] Application or use of styptics.
auav'i-ty (swllvlf-tl; swli'vI-tl), n. [L. suai>i.tas: cf. F.
atyp'Uc (-tlk), a. [L . .,typticu.,, Gr. unnrnKo<, fr. UTvq,,w suallite.] l. Sweetness of taste or odor. Obs.
to contract: cf. F. styptique, OF. alsostiptique.] Producing
2. Qnality of being blandly pleasing to the mind ; agreecontraction, as of the blood vessels ; stopping bleeding;
ableness ; pleasant urbanity;
as, suavity of manners ;
having the quality of restraining hemorrhage when applied
suaviJy of language, conversation, or address.
Glanvill.
3. That which is suave; as, the suavities of society.
to the bleed~ part ; astrinient.
aub(sub;
many
compounds
of
.mb-,
esp
noi,ns,
have va0
8
riable accent, dependent upon position and emphasis : see
- 1. collodton, collodion containing an astringent, as tannin.
Guide to Pron., § 87). [L. sub under, below; akin to Gr.
0
V1rO,Skr. upa to, on, under, over. The s perh. represents
a prefixed ex. The original sense was perh., from under
ready use. - a. weed, the stinking weed.
up to. Cf. HYPO-,SUPER-.] A prefix signifying, in general,
atyp'tlo, n. Med. A styptic medicine. The chief styptics
under, below, beneath. Hence, specif.: 1. a In many words,
are alum_,_~annicacid, and the salts of iron, copper, and zinc.
atyp'U-cm (stfp'tl-sln), n. Pharm. The hydrochloride of mostly of Latin origin, sub- has tbe sense of under, beneath,
below, down; as in subscribe, to write under; submerge, to
cotarnine, occurring in commerce as a yellow crystalline
plunge down ; .~'Ubbronchial,sub lingual. Cf. INFRA-, INFERO-.
substance, and used as an intercal hoomostatic and analb In many English formations, esp. in terms in biology,
~esic. It is frequently administered subcutaneously.
Sty'ra-ca'ce-111(sti'r<i-ki'st-e), n. pl. [NL. See STYRAX.] medicine, etc., and in a few words of Latin origin, sub- exBot. A family of shrubs and trees (order Primnlales), com- presses in an iriferior degree, an imperfect or partial state,
somewhat, ,,;lightly, less than usual or normal, almost,
prising 6 genera and about 100 species, of wide distribution;
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~~a~~ffgw
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nature of, a
(-mlk'el-llt-rl), a. Anat. Des- aty 1lo-ate'gl-um
(ett 1ltJ-ste'jlifeatinfc a ligament connectinj
Um), n. [NL. ; Or. o-riAo~ a
~n~l~~r°{~e ~:;:~s·J!~ • nd th
~N:Inter
f~v:Jrlaif~t
ety-lom'e-ter (ett-l~m'f-U!r), n. clepiade, ns Stapelia.
{Gr. CTT'VA.~
column + -meter.] 1ty'lo-1te'mon
(-eti!'mlSn), n.
to~u~~t:_nment for measuring [NL.; Gr. O'TVAo~a pillar +
Sty-lom'ma-ta
(-<i-td),
pl.
An epigy~NL,; Gr. niiAo~ a. pillar + •~e
(st'Im). Var. of STIME.
oµ,µ.a, -o.T~, the eye.] Zoiil. Scot.,:_ Dial. Eng.
[Obs.,
:,~j~,!~~(.iJ~)~!?RA.Stym phal, a. Stymphalian.
Sty1o-nn'ru■ (ett'lO-nO'rUe), n. ~!ymJ{~!~lJi:fh.cs~:rt~,~}~-dn/~
{NL.;
Gr. uriiA.osa pillar + Lake Stymphalis cnow Zarfica)
oi,p/l tail.] See EURVPTERIDA, in Arcadia. haunted hy man-eat-
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aub,.act', v. t. [L. 1111hactus,p. p.
of HUbigereto subdue; sub under
tu~g~retoto!~i~u~~in~s.
ac'tton, n. 011>1.
aub-act', a. Suhacted. Ob11.
aub'a.-cu'mi-nate,
a., aub'a1ub 1a-cute'ly 1adv. See
au'ba.-da.r'. Yar. of SUBAHDAR.
sub'a.-dore', 1.•. f. To adore in

~o.,;:

:~::i'b:

a:i:~l}~~i~r:.e::
D~~ignating

~~8=~~ t~lr

:~~::~~sr:;:c:;~

cephalic than, the Adriatic, but
havin~ Jbrhter hair and eyea ;-

~ ~:~t~~tf:;:~~7G~~!~

0
~tt~
Netherlands, Austria, and Italy.
sub 1a.-dunc'ate, a. See sue-, 1 b.
aub'ad'vo-rate, n. See sue-, l c.

R:~~~~J!i1l-11£i,~t-dn),
1't~:VlJ:
:ua-~'!.,1'::1zo~~;;:.]
a. t n. See GLACIALPERIOD,

in manner, strongly in deed.
au.a.v'o-lent, a. Suaveolent. Obs.
auay. T i,;o.
sub, 1•. i. To act as a suhstitute,
esp. for a compositor. Cant.
Su'b& (sD'ba).

Bib.

aub'ab,.dom'l-nal,a.

ZOO/. a See

ver<!!J.re (250); K=ch

of Abbrevlatlo11a.

in G. ich, ach (144); boN; yet; zh =z In azure,
preeede the Voeabularv•

Slgna, etc., Immediately

~~~~~-~PJ:~en~i~bs.
Obs. 1ub1a-,re1t', n.
subagresti,.]
A rustic or boorish fellow. Obs.
eu'bah-dar'7
(-0.ii.r'l), au'bahehip (t100'bil-ehYpfen. Office or
jurisdiction of a aubahdar.
Su'ba-1 (sO.'btr-t; -bl). Bib.
sub-a.id', v. t. To aid secretly. R.
sub-a'late, a. See suB, lb.
sub-al 'bid, a. [L. subalbidus.1
Whitish. Ohs.
[moner.
■ulYa.l'mon-er, n. An under al■ub1a.l-ter'nal, n. A subaltern,
Obs.
rby turn.
1ub 1al-ter'nate~ly, adv. Turn
aub-al'ter-uttiDg,
a. Subalternate ; successive.

rL

~:k~b:~"ti~!Ki~~L
~i~

:::~~;!~·As~:;~;~yig•~er~iaJtj

A

go; sing, iJJk; 4ilten, thin; natyre,
Full

Obs.

auav'l-f.r (s w lLv'l-fl >, v. t.
[suare + -:fl!,] To make suave.
aua-vil'o-quence
(.swd-vll'Okwt!ns), n. [L. suavtloquentia;
truavis sweet+ lorp,ens, p. pr. of
loqui to speak.] Sweetness or
agreeahlenessofepeeeh.
Obs. aaa.-vil'o-quent (-kwent), a. Obs.
aua 1vi-lo ..qui-oua
(ewii1vl-lO' kwY-ii.s),u. Suavilc,quent. Obs.

e!~0
ventral fine of BOmefl.shes.
aub-ac'e-tate (stib-ls'@-tlt), n.
Chem. See sun-, 2.
aub'&-cid'u-loua, a.,■ub-ac'rld,
Ca.J?nble of being persuaded ; a., aub-ac'ro-<lrome', a. See
east ly persuad{'d.
SUB-,lb.
aua'so-ry (swi'si'i-rl), a. [L. aul>'a.-cro'mi-al (st1b1 d:-krlVmr111u1,snr111s.] Persuasive.
Obs.
41), a. Anat. See Sl!B-,1 a,,

I

white substance, C1RH11102.i exAfrica, and North America.
tracted from storax and Peru
1ty-loa'po-roua (stt-USs'pl:i-!"Us; balsam. It is the cmnamyl ester
111U'ltH1plJ'rtls
; ml), a.
Bot. of cinnamic acid.

fo"bd, fo-ot; out, oil,

•

auar tsw ARE,speech. rsuRE.,
au'ar (shOO'dr). Dial. E'ng. of
auare.
SQUARE,SWIRE.
au-ar'row nut (eOO-iir'O). Var.
Of SOUARINUT,
aua.rt.
SWART.

Styptic.-1typ'ti-ca.l-neB1, n. R.
(etl'{>•tls'Y-tl), n.
80<; fl.ower.) Bot. A genus of [CLF. stypticite'.]
Astrin[~'!re.
fabaceous lierbe having dinnate- genci,

civ- atyp-tlc'i-ty

I

[L.2

BO-

SUK to pursue.] a. Smooth; even;
regular; stead.r:. b Equable;
agl"eeahle. c Placid; quiet;
grave; demure.- eu'ant-ly, a<lv.

<-sl~~-thez), n.

of the warmer regions of Asia,

8J':t~Te~
o'

aub-ag'i-ta.te, v. t. [L. attbagi~:,im.t
e(~PJ;t~~• 2
Var.
l'l!:!:J oquence. Obs. ft fi;i:1~tt;
ture to lie with illicitlo'./] To
au'ant(sO.'r'lnt: sii'rlnt),a. (Cf. ~n•;:~:;-~~~U:\~'

1tlS~;,~~]e,,
!fri~'~~,0~~!
lJt ~~!~f ~~~l~~n:i~eet.!rfJ~c~!:;
A family
coextensive with shrubs having small Axillary
Stretsiptera.
flowers, with the calyx and co~ty;
tP~~stl'ltJ:tSd),
n. Bot. :i~,'ti.~~ly
(~!~~~tli~1't
a.
1::- ::;:,!:i!~~lr;id-st!t;~~~;Z;,
1:~a\1•;~~~\ii.r::
1!~
i:!:
[See STYRAX,] Chem.
illary clusters. They are natives,

SWALLOW,
+t SWALM.

r~-:::::~aet~t!~8Jfihe[!~~
NJ°colaus Venator, Latinized
form of Niccolo Cacciatore, Italian astronomer.] See ~TAR.
auan.
SWAN.
[SWINK,,
auauc.
SWANK. vref. of
Su&-ni'tlan (ewd-nl'eh'd'.n), n.
= SVAN.
au.an pan (swii.n piln ). [Chin.
S1.ian"
l'an2.] The Chinese aba-

1
:,~1l~,~~~m~t,~t~d-r1:it
~f,~~~~~t~a1n~;ii\
e~~~~;
Pertainingtothestyloid
process ~i~~eef
STINGLE.
~nsfe~~d~~~~,~~\! {tg:~if;i!. atynyat, 7'• p. of STONI~R. Obi'.
ph&-ryn'ge-u l-Us]) connecting Sty-phe'li-a (stt-te'll-d;
-fel'the base of that process and side yd; 7), n. [NL., fr. Gr. O"TV,:f,~of the pharynx.
AO~rough;-from
the stiff hairs

si;.~~,~~

[pe~f~1:f;.

+

~~!~~

{NL. ; Gr. o-rVAOfa pillar+

~:'~~~r:

IIau'a apon'te, or apon'te ■u'a.
a~.ar~,Sw AHILI,
Of one's own accord; vol1111Bif.
a. ~ adv.
[Cf. SUAVE.]
~J{\:tt•pin:~no~0~!1lSTIKA.
Sweet. Obs. Scot.
aaatte. Obs. pret. of sw11:AT.
auaJ.!Je,
SOIL, n.
aua.ln. tswAIN.
111&-Va■ 'ti-lta. See SWASTIKA.
1ualta, n. LCf. AS. swiitan beer.J aua.'ve-o-lence (swi'rt-0-Mns),
Thin ale or beer. Obs Scot.
n Fragrance.
Ohs.
Sua'klngum(ewii'k@n)
lFrom ■ua've-o-lent, a. [L. suaveolens.]
Suakin, Egyptian seaport on the Of a sweet odor. Ohs.
Red Sea.] An exceedingly brit- ■ua'vi•a'tion (swi 1vY-ii'shiln),
n. [L. auaviatio.] Osculation.
tle variety of gum arabic.

1~]t~:41:~~i~J;ir..i!-~J
!;;1i~e!,°~1"~~
of the

n.

nearly; as In subacid, slightly acid ; mbglobnlar, almoef;
globnlar; subovate, subrigid, subsessile, suborbicular. e
In nouns denoting rank, title, position, occupation, clauUl.
cation, etc., sub indicates a rank, title, or position, or the
like, next lower than, subordinate to, or inferior to, that denoted by the subjoined word; as in sublieutenant, subdeacon, subgenus, subfreshman, subspecies. Hence sub- in various words implies an idea of repetition, so as to form
subordinate parts or features, as m subclassify, subdiversify, etc. 4 In numerous words from the Latin the force
of ,-ub- is obscure, and often quite unfelt in English by
those unfamiliar with Latin. Subjunctive, subtend, S1.1/frage, ~-uggest, suppress, are familiar examples.
2. Chem. A prefix denoting that the ingredient (of a compound) si1,,nified by the term to which it is prefixed is
present in only a J11ttall
proportion, or less than the normal
amount; as, subiodide, subsulphide, suboxide, etc. Prefixed to the name of a salt it is equivalent to basic,- as, ,ubacetate, or basic acetate.
3. Math. A prefix to adjectives modifying ratio, indicating
the inverse of the ratio; as subduple, subduplicate, etc. ;
subtriplicate ratio is the inverse ratio of the cubes.
~ Sub- in Latin compounds often becomes sum- before
f, ~~gu~~ 1
suiJf~le-C~g-~~1
it sometimes takes the &rm sus- by the dropping oh from
a collateral form, subs-. Nearly all of the words showing
these variant forms of sub- are to be classed under 1 d.
~ The reference H See sun- " is sometime~ given as the
Ollly definition of a word beginning in sub-, if its meaning
can readily be gathered from the definitions of the prefix
and the root word.
aub (sll.b), n. A subordinate ; subaltern; substitute. Colloq.
aub-ac'ld (sub-lslfd), a. [L. •-ubac'iclus. See SU1!-; ACID.]
Moderately acid or sour; as,.mbacid juices. - n. A substance
moderately acid. -aub'a-cid'i-ty (sub'<i-sfdlf-tl), n.
aub 1a-li'r1-al (sub'ii-ii'rf-111), a. Beneath the sky; in the
open air ; specif. : a Geol. Pert. to, or taking place on, the
land surface. b Bot. Situated or growing at or just above
the surface of the ground. -aul>'a-ll'rl-al-ly, adv.
aub'a'gen-cy (sub'i'jen-sf), n. A subordinate agency.
aub'a'gent (-jent), n. A person employed by an agent to
perform more or less of the business of his agency.
au'bah (six>'bli), n. [Per. & Hind. rubah province, in
Hind. also governor, fr. Ar. rubah a collection, hence the
sense collection of districts, province. J India. a A province or division of the Mogul Empire, or its government.
b The ruler of such a province ; - short for subahdar.
BU1bah-ilar', BU'ba-dar' (-dlir'), n. [Per. & Hind. rubahdar, Per. s,ubah a province (see BUBAR)+ <liir holding,
keeping.] India. a A viceroy; a governor of a subah. b
The chief native officer of a native company in the British
army, his position heing about equivalent to that of captain.
aub-al'pine (suh-lll'pln; -pin), a. [L. subalpinus.] Bot.
&, Zoot. Inhabiting the somewhat high slopes and summits
of mountains, in the next zone below timber line.
aub-al'tern (silh-611tern or, esp. ·in sense 2, sub'ill-tftrn';
277), a. [F. subalterne, LL. subnlternus, fr. L. sub under+
alter,ius alternate. Cf. ALTERNATE.]l. Ranked or ranged
below; subordinate; inferior; specif., Mil., being below
the rank of captain; as, a subaltern officer.
2. Logic. Particular, with reference to a related universal
or general ; as, a subaltern proposition.
1
ti:f!:r;e~8:~~sLffe~e~~=~~~;;~;~d~Li~t
fs
mammal. - a. opposition. Logic. = SUBALTBBNATION,
2.
aub-al'tem (silh-6l'tern; 277), n. l. A person holding a
subordinate position ; specif., a commissioned military
officer below the rank of captain.
2. Logic. A subaltern proposition; a subalternate.
aub'al-ter'nant (sub'll-tftr 1nllnt), 11. Logic. A universal
proposition regarded as a ground for the inference of a
corresponding subaltemate.
aub'al-ter'nate (-ntt),a. l. Succeeding by turn; successive.
2. Subordinate; subaltern; inferior. Now R. Evelyn.
3. Bot. Alternate, but with a tendency to become opposite,
as the secondary nerves in a pinnate leaf.
aub-'al-ter'nate, n. Logic. A particular proposition, as opposed to a universal one of like quality and identical terms,
with reference to which it is regarded as following by immediate inference.
See OPPOSITION,·1 4.
aub-P.l'ter-na'tlon (suh-llJ/ter-na'shiln), n. l. State of
being aubalternate ; succession by turns ; subordination.
2. Logic. See OPPOSITION,
1 d.

Oli~.1

Numbers refer to§§ in GlJIDa.
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SUBDUED NESS
aninferior

nll'ant-aro'tio (slib'ilnt-i!rk'tik), -a. Designating, or per- aub-oen'tral(sl1b-a~n'tral) 1 a. l. Under the oenter.
taining to, a region just without the antarctic circle.

2. Nearly central;

not qmte central.

Sub-Ap1en-111De
(slib-lip'l-nin), a. Under, or at the foot sub'ohant•er(sllb-'chAn1ter), n. Eccl. A auccentor.
of, the Apennine mountains ;-applied,
in geology, to a sub-o.b.e'la(-ke'l<i), n.; pl. -LS (-le). [NL. See SUB-;
aeries of Tertiary strata of the older Pliocene period.

11111>-aptos-tol'lo
(-liptlSs-tlSJIIk),a. Pertaining to or desig-

nating the age immediately following that of the apostles.
sub1a-quat'lc(slib-'ti-kwlt'Ik), a. l, Subaqueous.
2. Zool. Somewhat aquatic.
sul>-a1que-ous (slib-i'kw~-ils), a. l. Being under water,
or beneath the surface of water ; adapted for use under
water; submarine ; as, a subaqueous helmet.
2:. Geol. Formed or occurring in or under water.
■ull'a-rach'nold (slib-'ti-rlik'noid), a.
Anat. Under the
arachnoid membrane; specif., designating the space between the arachnoid membrane and the pia mater and the
linid which is contained therein.
sub-aro'tio(silb-iirk'tik),a,Designating,or pertainingto,a
region juat without the arctic circle ; approximately arctic.
sul>-ar'id(-lrlTd), a. Moderately or slightly arid; characterized by, or designating, a climate somewhat deficient in
moisture;sometimes practically equivalent tosubhumid.
nl>-as'tral (silb-lia'tral), a. Beneath the stars; terrestrial,
sub'at1om (slib-'ltlilm; aee suB-), n. Chem. & Physics. A
component of an atom ; an atomicule. See ATOMIC THEORY,-sub'a-tom'lc (alib-'a-tllm•Ik), a.
sull'au-dl'Uon(silb'6-diah 1iln), n. [L. subauditio.] The
act of understanding, or anpplying, something not expressed; also, that which is so understood or supplied,
aub1au-dl'tur(alib-'6-di'tilr), n. [L., there is understood,
pres. pass. 3d pers. sing. of subaudire to understand, supply.] Something understood or implied in connection
with what is expreBBed.
sul>-az•ll-la-ry(slib-lk'sI-lt-rI), a. l. Under the axilla.
· 2. Bot. Situated below or beneath the axil, as certain
bnds; - opposed to supm-axillary.
■ull'-base', n. Another base, foundation,
or the like, placed below that which ordi!
narily forms the base ; sometimes, that
which forms the lowermost part of a base.
Specif.: Arch. The lowest member of a
base when divided horizontally, or of a
baseboard, pedestal, or the like.
sub'-base 1ment, n. Arch. A basement
or an underground story, or any of several,
below the true basement.
sub'-bass' (-baa'), n. Muaic. The deepbas
est pedal stop, or the lowest tones of an .A p~~of a eColumn O n a
organ; the fundamental or ground bass.
sub-cal'l-ber, -bre (sllb-klUIT-ber), a. a Stylobate C: a
Smaller than the caliber of a gun, as a sub- Base ; b Sub-caliber projectile, formerly attached to a
Ct ion of
sabot fitting the bore, now fired through Baseboard, a
a tube of small caliber clamped to, or in- 8 u b-b as t ; b
aerted in, a gun in target practice in order Walb c Floor.
to save ammunition. b Of, pert. to, used in, or effected
by, firing a subcaliber projectile; as, su,bcaliber practice;
a subcaliber gun.
sull'can'tor (sl1b-'klin1tllr; see suB-), n. [See suB- ; CANTOR.] Music. A subcha.nter; a succentor.
sub'oar'blde(-kar 1bid ;-bid), n. Also -bid. Cl~m. &,Metal.
A carbide containing less than the ordinary proportion of
carbon; as, subcarbide of iron, Fe 24 C, a. compound which
according to Arnold is a constituent of commercial iron.
■ub'oar'bon-ate (-ki!rlbon-at), n. Chem. A basic carbonate.
1bon-lf'er-ous (-If'er-us),
Sul>-car
a. & n. Also Sub0ar'bon-lf1er-01111.
Geol. Mississippian ( which see).
sub-oar1tl-lag'l-nous (-karttI-lljlT-nils), a. Anal. & Zool.
a See suB-, 1 a. b Partially cartilaginous.
sub1cau-les'cent (sl1b-'k6-l~s'lnt), a. Bot. Having a very
short stem; nearly acaulescent.
sub'oe-les'Ual (silb-'st-l~s'chal), a. Beneath the heavens;
specif., Astron., exactly beneath the zenith.
1111b'cel'lar
(siib'sl!l'er), n. A cellar beneath a story wholly
or partly underground ; usually, a cellar under a cellar.

.:as:·

2d CHBLA.]Zool. A grasping organ of the limbs of oertain
crustaceans (aa Squilla) in which the terminal segment
folds back against the next one.
sul>-o.b.e'late(-lit), a. Zool. a Imperfectly chelate. b
Ending in a snbchela.
sub-o.b.el'i-form
(-k~llT-f6rm), a. Zool. Subchelate a.
sub'ohlO'rlde(-klii'rid; -rid), n. Also -rid. Chem. A
chloride containing a relatively small proportion of chlorine; as, &1tbc!tlorideof mercury (mercurous chloride).
Sub-olam'a-to'res(alib-klitm'ti-tii'rez), n. pl. [NL. ; subClamatores,] Zool, A BUperfamily of paaserine birds
consisting only of the broad bills (Eurybemidw ).
sub'clasa1 (slib'klaa'), n. A primary division of a class ;
specif., Biol., a category below a claBBand above an order,
sub•claulle'(-kl6z 1 ), n. A subordinate clause. See CLAUSB,
2.
sub-cla•vl-an (slib-kliilvT-an), a. [sub-+ L. clavis a key.
See CLAVI0LB.]Anal. Under the clavicle; designating, or
pertaining to, the subclavian artery, vein, or muscle.
110::eli~g~r:~'1l~~
r~!
garded as extending from its point of origin to the level
of the first rib, from which point its continuation is known
aa the axillary ar/e,-y; the one on the right side arises
from the innominate artery, while the one on the left a.rises
from the arch of the aorta. Two tyJ)ea of the subclavian
arteries are disti~shable
in vertebrates, a d01·sal and a

+
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degree. Specif.: a Geom. Having, or being In,
a contrary order ; - said of a circular section of a coni•
coid aa related to another circular but not parallel section ;
also, designating two similar triangles having a common
angle, the opposite sides not being parallel. b Logic,
Denoting the relation of au bcontrariety,
sub-oon1tra-ry (slib-klln'trti-rl ; -trt-rI), n. ; pl. -RIBB
(-riz). Logic. A subcontrary proposition. SeeoPPOSlTION,
1.
aul>-cos'tal (-kos'tal), a. Anat. & Zool. a Below the
ribs. b Designating, or pertaining to, the primary vein
of an insect's wing next behind the costal vein.
1ubcoatal cell, one of the cells between the costal a.nd subcostal veins of an -insect's wing. - 1. mu1cle1, .Anat., the infracostal muscles.
sub-oOB'tal,n. Anal. & Zoiil. a A subcostal muscle. b A
subcostal vein or cell.
sul>-crep'i-tant(-kr~P'I-t/b,t), a. Partially crepitant.
sub1orua-ta1oeous (silb-'krl\a-ti'shila), a, Occurring beneath a crust or ecab; as, a subcrustaceous cicatrizatiou.
sul>-orust'al(slib-krlis'tal), a. Geo.l. Situated or occurring below the crust of the earth.
sub'cu-ta'ne-ous (silb-'k~-tii 111t-ils), a. a Situated beneath the skin, b To be used or introduced under the
skin ; hypodermal ; aa, a subcutaneous needle. C Living beneath the surface of the skin; as, a subcutaneous parasite.
1ubcut&neou1 o~ation,
Surg., an OtJ8ration without opening
the skin opposite to, or over, the mternal section.
- aub'cu-ta1ne-ous-ly,adv.-sub 1ou-ta1ne-ous-nesa,n.
BUb'dea'oon(silb-'de'k'n), n. [sub-+ deacon: cf. L. subdiaconus.] E~ccl. a An assistant to, or a minister rank ..
ing next below, a deacon ; specif., in the Roman Catholic
Church, a minister belonging to an order (since the 12th
century a major holy order) next below that of deacon,
whose duties are to prepare the vessels and the bread and
wine for Maas, to pour the water into the chalice at the
offertory, and to sing the epistle; in the Eastern churches,
a minister belonging to the highest of the minor order"'
whose duties are to prepare the sacred vessels and to
gnard the gates of the bema during the celebration of the
Eucharist. b The epistoler In the Communion service. o
A kind of chasuble, such as was worn by subdeacons until
Obs,
the epistle at the celebration of the Enchariat.
sub-dea1oon-ry (-rI) } n. Eccl. The order or office of snbaub-dea'oon-shlp
deacon.
sub1dean1 (al1b'den 1), n. [sub-+ dean: cf, F. sousdoy,n.]
An under dean; the deputy or substitute of a dean. Aylijfe.
sub1de-rlv1a-tlve (-dt-riv•a-tiv), n. A word derived from
a derivative ; as, "friendliness " is a subderivative from
" friendly," which is derived from "friend."
sub1de-ter1ml-nant (-dUQr'mI-nant), n. Math. The determinant left after era.sing an equal number of rows and
columns of a determinant,
Its order depends upon the
number of rows and columns erased.
sub'dl-chot'o-my(slib',ii-kotl~-mI), n. A subordinate, or
inferior, division into pairs; a subdivision. Rare.
aub'dl-vlde'(-dI-vid'), v. t.; -m-vm'En (-vid'ed); -nx-vm'ING(-vid•Ing). [L. subdivider,; sub under + dividtre to
divide. See DMDE.] To divide tl1e parts of into more
parts; to divide again, as what has already been divided.
- v i. To separate or be separated into subdivisions.
SUb1dl-vl'Blon(-dI-vTzh 1iln; see SUB·), n. [L. subdiv-isio:
cf. F. subdivision.] l. Act of snbdividing.
2. A part of a thing made by subdividing.
In the decimal table, the subd11'i,iions of the cubit, as span,
palm, and digit, are deduced from the shorter cubit. Arbuthnot.
sub-dom'l-nant(silb-dom 1I-nant), n. Music. The fourth
tone above, or fifth below, the tonic, as Fin the scale of
C ; - so called as being next below the dominant in a scale.
sub-duce' (-diis')
t. [L. subducere, sr,bductum; sub
sub-duct' (-dlikt') under+ ducere to lead, to draw. See
nun.]
l. To withdraw; draw Mide; take away. Milton.
2. To subtract arithmetically.
Sir M. Hale.
sul>-duo'Uon(-dilk'shiln), n. [L. subductio.] l, Act of
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most mammals is dorsal. - a. groove, Anal., either of two
grooves (for the aubclavian artery and vein) on the first
rib. -a. muscle, Anat., the subclavms. -a. tria.-p.gle. Anat.
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axillary vein, at the level of the first rib, to its junction
with tlie internal jngular vein to form the innominate vein.

sul>-cla'vl·UB(-us), n. [NL. See SUBCLAVIAN,]Anal. A
small muscle extending from the first rib and its cartilage
to the under surface of the clavicle.
sub-ooast'al (-kiis'tal), a. Phys. Geog. Below the coast;
- applied to submerged plains of the continental shelf.
sub1col-lat1er-al (silb'k/1-latler-al), a. Anal. Designating
a convolution of the tentorlal surface of the temporal lobe
of the cerebrum lying external to the collateral fissure.
1nar (-M-lilm'n<ir), a. Imperfectly columnar.
sub'ce>-lum
sub1com-mlt'tee(-M-mitta; see suB-), n. An under committee ; a part or division of a committee.
Milton.
sub1con-oho11dal (silb-'klSIJ-koi'dal), a. Imperfectly or
indistinctly conchoidal.
sub-oon1solous (silb-klln'shils), a. l. Of the nature of
mental operation yet not present in consciousness ; - a
designation applied to certain phenomena seemingly of the
same nature as the phenomena of conciousness, though not
revealed to introspection;
as, subconscious reasoning;
memory seems to involve the presence of subconacious ideas.
2. Of the lowest degree of consciousness ; belonging to
the " margin " of conaciousneBB, or to that portion of the
conecious field which fa.Us without the range of attention.
-sub-con•sclous-ly, adv. -sul>-con'sclous-neBS, n.
sub-con'atel-la'tlon(-klSn1st~-lii1shiln), n. Astron. A subordinate asterism or constellation.
sub1oon•tract(-kon'trltkt; see sUB-),n. A contract under,
or subordinate to, a previous contract.
sub1con-tract' (-Mn-traktl), v. t. & i. To contract under,
or for the performance of part or all of, another contract.
8Ub1oon-traot1ed (-trlk 1tM), a. Contracted after or under
a former contract; Obs., betrothed for the second time.
sub'con-trac'tor(-tritk•ter), n. One who contracts with a
contractor to perform part or all of the latter's contract.
sub-oon1tra-rl'e-ty (silb-klSn1trti-ri't-tI), n. Logic. The
relation of subcontrary propositions ; that relation of two
propositions with identical terms which is such that both
may be true, but both cannot be false. See OPPOSITION, 1 d.
sub-oon'tra-ry (sl\b-klSn1tr<i-rI; -trti-rI), a. Contrary in
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sub-due' (silb-dii 1), "· t.; su11-nuw1 (-diid 1); suB-»u'ING
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Var. of EIUB»1vo.

1ub-dla'tlch-ou■~ a. See sue-,l b1ub1dl1-t1n'gulahed.,a. See sus--,
1 b. Ra,-e.
1ub'dta'trlct, n. See sus., 1 o.
bj~t,·
~~b~t,
n.-&cli-tl'tloua (sttb 1 dl'-tlsh'17s),
a. [L. subdititiua, subcliticiua,
fr. ,rubdere to substitute.] Pu•
secretly in the place of 1ome--
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is alreetMv1A~:~aub'dl-v1d'er, n. Onethatsub-1
aub'di-vine',
See ~ue-, lb,
1ub1 d1-vla'i-ble (stlb'dl'-vYz'Yb'l), a. Susceptible of subdivision.
aub'dl-vl'llon-al (-vrzh'iin-41),.
a. Of, pert. to, or of the nature
1
1ub'di-vi'1lve
(silb'dl-vt'sl'v),
c!i~~~l!bii~i~~n.or
tending
0
th
1ub-do11'-ch1>-Ceph~-ly, n. See
CKPHAJ..JC INDEX. - Rb--dol 1lC~~phal'ic,
a.
1ub'do-lou1 (silb'da-lt'ls), a. ~subdolus •• sub + dolua dece1t.j
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Ubs.

aub-dor'aal, a. ZoOl. Nearly on
the dorsal surface.
1ub-dou'ble (s tt b-d tt b'' 1), a.
Math. In the ratio ofl to 2.
aub'drat.n', n. An under&T911nd
drain. - t•. t. 'I'o drain by a
subdrain or snbdrains. Hence,
n.b 1 dra.in'"8'e, n.
1ub-du'a.-ble (•1lb-dn' 4-b•I), a
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tu~-d:a~!'{c~t~:~dAct
aub-duct', v. t. To subduce.

::~diac'to-ry,
~~ubi~~':iin~t~I
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n. State of being eubdued.
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SUBJECTIVE

[ME. soduen, OF. soduire to seduce (L. 1edu- sub'grade' (sl1b'griid'), a. Designating, or pertaining to,
prefix with L. sub under ; see
a layer next under the uppermost principal one, or the aurin Al<'. either with L. subdu- face on which this principal layer is supported.
cere (mistaken as meaning to subdue), or, more likely, sub'grade', n. A subgrade layer, stratum, surface, etc. ;
with L. ,ubdere, p. p. subditus, to subdue. L. subdere is specif., the surface on which is laid the top wearing strafr. sub under+ (prob.) a word akin to Gr. n6,va, to put
tum of a road or pavement or the ballast of a railroad.
and E. do.] 1. To bring under ; to conquer by force or su- SUb'group 1 (s8b'gr00p 1; see suB-), n. A subordinate group;
perior power, and bring into subjection; to reduce under
as: a Biol. A subdivisiou of a group. b Math. A set of opdominion; also, to conquer; vanquish ; crush.
erations constituting a group, but only part of a set constiWhere Charles the Great, having subdued the Saxons,
tuting a larger group.
There left behind and settled certain French.
Shak. sub'head' (silb'hed'), n. Any of the heads under which
2. To overcome, as by persuasion, kindness, or other mild
each of the main divisions of a subject may be subdivided;
means; to bring under influence or into submission or obe- also, a subdivision of a heading, as in a newspaper.
dience; as, to subdue the passions; to subdue a willful child. sub-he'dral (si\b-hil'drlil), a. [sub- + Gr. l&pa. seat.]
3. To destroy the force of ; to overcome ; as, drugs may
Cryst. & Petrog. Partly faced; incompletely bounded by
subdue a fever.
crystal planes.
4:. To reduce ; lower ; hence, to reduce the intensity or sub'hy-me'nl-al (si\b'hi-me'nT-111), a. Bot. Situated bedegree of ; to tone down ; soften ; as, subdued ,·oices, light.
low or beneath the hymenium.
Nothing could have tmbdued nature
subhymenial layer, in fungi, the hypothecium.
Shak.
To such a lowness but his unkind daughters.
su-blc 1u-lum (sG-bik'fi-li\m), n. [NL., dim. fr. L. subex
5. To make mellow ; to break, as land.
Syn. - Overpower, overcome, surmount. See CONQUER, an underlayer, a support. J Bot. In certain ascomycetous
sub-du'pll-cate (si\b-dii'plI-k/it), a. Math. Expressed by fungi, the peculiar cushion or base bearing the perithecia.
It consists of modified tissue of the host plant.
is the sub 11-ma'go (siib'T-mii:'go), n. [NL. See SUB- ; IMAGO.]
the square root ;-said of ratios; as, ya,: VOor
ZoOl. A stage in the development of certain insects, as the
mbduplicate ratio of a to b.
May flies, between the pupa and imago. In this stage
sub-du 1ral (-dii'riil), a. Anal. Situated under the dura the
insect is able to fl:y, but later sheds a skin before bemater, or between the dura mater and the arachnoid memcoming mature. - sub 11m-ag'l-nal (-I-miti'T-niil), a.
brane; ae, the subdural space. -sub-du'ral-ly,
adv.
sub-1n1dex (si\b-Tn1d~ks), n.; pl. ·DICES (-dT-sez). Math.
8Ub'ed11-tor(si\b'~df'!-ter; see SUB-), n. An assistant editor,
A character affixed below to a symbol, to distinguish it in
1r1-al (-lWT-to'd-al ; 201 ),a.
as of a periodical.-sub-ed'1-to
its claRs; thus, a 0 , b 1, c.!, Xn have O, 1, 2, n as subindices.
sub-e'qua-to'ri-al (-e'kw<i-to'd-iil;
201), a. Approxi- sub-ln'di-cate (-T,i'dT-kii:t), v. t.; -eAT 1ED (-kii:t'ed); -cAT'mately equatorial ; designating, or pertaining to, a region
ING (-kii:t'Ing).
[sub-+ indicate: cf. L. subindicare.] To
just without the equatorial region.
indicate by signs or hints; to indicate slightly or impersu'ber-ane (sii'ber-iin), n. Org. Chem. A liquid hydrocarfectly. Rare. -sub-ln'di-ca'tlon(-kii:'shun),n. -sub 11nbon, C 7H 1,h obtained indirectly from suberone and regarded
d1c'a-tlve (si\b'Tn-dik 1a-tTv), a.
as composed of a ring of seven methylene groups; -hence
BUb'ln-feu1date (si\b 1Tn-fii 1diit), "· t. & i.; -DAT-ED (-datcalled also heptarnethylene and cyclo!teptane.
ed); -DAT-ING (-dii:t-Tng). To make subinfeudation of.
su'ber-ate (-at), n. Chem. A salt or ester of suberic acid. sub-1n1feu-da 1tlon (si\b-Tu1f6-dii 1shun), n. Feudal Law.
su-be're-OllS (sil:-be1re-us), a. [L. subereus of the cork The granting of lands by a vassal lord to another to hold
tree.] Bot. Suberose; pertaining to cork.
as vassal of himself; also, tl1e relation or tenure of a vassal
su-ber 1fo (si'i-ber 1Tk), a. [L. suber the cork tree: cf. F. so holding land. See STATUTEOF QUIA EMPTORES.
suberique.] Of or pertaining to cork; specif., Chem., per- sub 11n-feu1da-to-ry (siib 1Tn-fii1da-tij-rT), n. Feud. Law.
taining to or designating a white, crystalline, dibasic acid,
A tenant holding as feudatory of another feudal tenant.
C6 H 12 ·(CO,H),, homologous with oxalic acid and obtained sub 11n-gres'slon (si\b 1In-gresh 1un), n. Secret entrance. R.
by the action of nitric acid on cork and various fatty oils. sub-ln'vo-lu 1tlon (si\b-Tn 1vij-lu'shun), n. Partial or insu'ber-ll'er-ous (sii 1ber-Tf'ilr-us), a. [L. suber cork +
complete involution; as, subinvolution of the uterus. E. -fe,·ous.] Bot. & Chern. Producing suberin or cork.
sub-ln'vo-lut'ed (-in 1vi-liit'ed), a.
su'ber-ln (sii'ber-Tn), n. [L. suber the cork tree: cf. F. sub-1r1r1-gate (-Trf'!-giit), v. t.; -GAT'ED (-gii:t'ed); -GAT 1ING
suberine.] Bot. & Chern. A fatty or waxy substance char(-git'Ing). To irrigate below the surface,asby a system of unacteristic of cork tissue. Combined with cellulose it forms
derground porous pipes.-sub-1r'r1-ga 1tlon (-gii'shun), n.
adipocelluloses.
See SUBERIZATI0N.Cf. cUTIN.
II
su'bi-to (soo'be-to), adv. [It. & L.] Music. In haste;
su 1ber-l-za 1t1on (-T-zii'shun; -i-zii'shun), n. Bot. Conver- quickly; rapidly.
sion of the cell walls into cork tissue by development of sub-Ja'cent (si\b-jii'sent), a. [L. subjacen.,, p. pr. of subsuberin; - commonly taking place in exposed tissues, as jacere to lie under; sub under+ jacere to lie. J Lying unwhen a callus forms over a wound. Suberized cell walls
are impervious to water. Cf. CUTINIZATION,
LIGNIFICATION. der or below; also, being lower, though not directly below;
su'ber-lze (sii'ber-iz), ,•. I.; -IZED (-izd); -Iz'rno (-iz'Tng). as, hills and subjacent valleys.-sub-Ja'cen-cy (-sen-sI), n.
sub'Ject (si\b'jekt), a. [ME. suget, soget, subget, OF. souz[L. suber cork.] Bot. To effect suberization of.
su 1ber-one (-on), n. Chern. A cyclic ketone, C7 H 12 0, ob- giet (in which the first part is L. sub/us below, fr. sub untained by the distillation of calcium suberate with lime, as der), subget, subjet, F. sujet, fr. L. subjectus lying under,
subjected, p. p. of subjicere, subicere, to throw, lay, place,
a colorless liquid having a pleasant peppermint odor.
su'ber-ose (-os)
[L. suber the cork tree)
Bot. Hav- or bring under; sub under+ jacere to throw. See JET,
v. i.l 1. Placed or situated under; lying below. Obs.
su'ber-ous (-Us) ing a corky texture; suber1zed.
sub 1ex-haust' (si\b'~g-z6st'), n. Mach. A secondary ex- 2. tlnder the power or dominion of another ; specif., Inhaust in an internal-corn bustion engine to relieve the ex- ternational Law, owing allegiance to, or being a subject of,
a particular sovereign or state; as, Jamaica is subject to
haust valve as the latter is about to open.
Locke.
sub 1fac-to'rl-al (-fll'.k-to1rT-lil ; 201), n. Math. Any of a Great Britain. "Esau was neversubjecttoJacob."
3. Exposed; liable; prone; disposed; as, a country subsuccession of integers formed, each succeeding (n
1 )th
ject to extreme heat ; men are subject to temptatioD.
one, by multiplying the preceding nth one by n and then
4. Being under the contingency of; dependent upon or
adding or subtracting 1, according as n is even or odd;
exposed to (some contingent action); - with to,- as, the
thus, starting from 1, 1 X 1 - 1 = 0 = 1st subfactorial,
treaty is subject to ratification.
0 X 2 + I = I = 2d subfactorial, 1 X 3 - 1 = 2 = 3d sub6. Obedient; submissive.
factorial, 2 X 4 + 1 = 9 = 4th subfactorial, etc.
Put them in mind to be S11b.Jectto principalities, T1tu11iii. I.
sub 1fam'1-ly (-fll'.m'T-IT;see sun-), n. Biol. A category be- Subordinate, inferior; liable, obnoxious, exposed.
low a family and above a genus. Subfamily names in zoi:il- -Syn.
SUBJECT,
INCIDENT
are sometimes confused in their use.
ogy are derived from the name of some genus, and in recent
But the terms are really correlative, -inci<frnt being acclassifications end in -inreJ as Turdinre, from Turdus.
tive and sub{ectre,assive. INCIDENTapplies to that to which
sub-fiu 1v1-al (si\b-floo 1vl-al; 243), a. l. Situated, taking
place, or formed, at the bottom of a river or, sometimes,
r:l\;11~l~g !~b ~~~ eti~~e~J:~r:r
TE~~i'e~~~J~:\:i~igJ~
of any body of water ; as, ,mbftuvial cables.
dent to life ; life is sub:(ect to change ; "'Most .,ubject is the
2. Situated under a river, or the like, as a tunnel.
fattest soil to weeds' ( Shak.) ; u a malady most incident
sub-fus'cous (si\b-fils'kus), a. [L . .mbfu.,cus, suffuscus. to maids " (id.). See APT.
See SUB-; Fuscous.J Somewhat fuscous; duskish; dusky. sub'Ject, n. [Ultimately fr. L. subjectus, prop., p p. In
sub'ge-ner'lc (sub'je-n~r'lk), a. Of or pertaining to a sub- some senses, as 4, 5, 6, fr. L. subjectum that which is spoken
of, the foundation or subject of a proposition, prop. neut.
genus. -sub 1ge-ner 11-cal-ly (-T-kal-I), adv.
sub'ge'nus (-je'nUs; seesuB-), n..; pl. -GENERA(-ji!n'e'r-li). p. p.; perh. through F.: cf F. sujet. See SUBJECT, a.]
1. One that is placed under the authority, dominion, conBiol. A category below a genus and above a species. The
name is often placed in parentheses between the generic
trol, or influence of something else.
and specific names, thus: Ursus (Euarctos) americanus.
2. Specif., one who is subject to a monarch or ruler and is
sub-gla'clal (sub-glii'shiil), a. Of or pert. to the bottom of governed by his law; in a wider sense, one who lives in the
adv. territory of,. and enjoys the protection of 1 and owes allea glacier ; being beneath a glacier. -sub-gla'clal-ly,
sub-gle'nold (-gle'noid), a. Anat. Situated beneath the giance to, a sovereign power or state. Primarily and acglenoid fossa of the scapula.
curately speaking subj Pct is used only to denote one who
1ub-due'ment (-dU'milnt), n. sulYe-rect',
a. Tending to sub-fl'brous. a. Sel' "'UB-, 1 b.
the genital organs.
1 fla'vor, 1ub1 1h,'vour, n.
1ub
A sub'gens', n. See SL'B-, 1 c.
nd !~NiMr-lf1 Y- secondary
~11::;~r a.l~::llie:tl
or subordinate flavor. aubget. t SUB.J ECT.
IUb-dul'ci~,
subdukis.]
kii'shUn),
cork + sub-:tle:z:'u-oae,
a. See ·~we-,1 b. sub-gla'broua, a., sub-glo'bose,
Sweeti11h. Obs.
E ~fi<'atfo11.J /fot. Suberization. aub':tlo'ra, n. [NL. See Sl'H-;
a .. sub-glob'u-lar, a., sub-,ilob'eub'duile (ellb'dtl-£'lj,
su'ber-ine (a o.'b i§ r-l n; -en; FLORA,] Bot. A flora of small u-loae, a. See ~u B-, I b
extent as included within an- 1ub-gl01'sal. a., sub-glot'tic, a.
tu~ioubf~.u.!1 doub e.
aik. !~4)be~·-in~i~e(!f
n-l z), v t., ■u'- other of larger area.
S1.•e~UB-, la,.
eub-4.ure', a. [L. aubdurus.] ber-in'i-za'tion(-ln'l-zit'ahiln),
1ub-fos'ail, a., 1ub'foa-1o'ri-al 1ub1 glu-ma'ceou1, a, rsee SUB-,
(si:1b/fl'S-ei'Vrl-r'1l),o,
See sUB-,l b.
See
=~b~-;~e~~t~E,s~::i!~.Ali?N.
sub 1 fomHla'tion, u. A second- ~ubb-gov'er-nor.r~_at~:\r~cri:I
eub-ed'it, v. t. To act as sub- su'ber-yl (~fl.'n@r-ll),n. Chem. ary f,nrndation; a snbgratie.
sun-),
aub'frame", n. See sun-, 1 a.
::i~~d~ftor-shlp', n. See-~HII', l\~r!~~ift!11;i\~£.id~~ which sub'fresh'ma.n (snh 1 fri:;eh'mr7n: 1ub'grade 1, r,. See ~UB-, 1 c.
.~e sun-), n. A candidate for the sub-gran'u-lar. a. See SUB-, I b.
1 es-cheat'or, n. See ~un-, 1 c.
'au.,b'
•ul-llb)!e'-ltiocn,
,a
1,-llap.,'ti
u-bc~•-•
sub
uabt'e
1
1
8 9
subgrund, n. [L. s11bgnmda.]
sub-e'so-shag'e-al, s u b-oe'so- freshman class. Cant. C S.
a. See ~un-, 1 a.
The eaves of a house- OlJs.
1(!?b-e'sO-flj'ti~Il), a. 1ub-fron'tal,
:'t':~d:!::/:dJ._t~eas.~~i~-!>ni_
aub-ful'gent, a .• sub-ta'st-form, 1ub-gu'la.r, a. See SUB-, J a,,
tl.o-the'll-al, a., 1ub-en' dy-mal, subeth, n. [LL., or OF 11u,iet,fr,
~Ub-~:~i~;~·,\~n. J.M
~~~;~~: I
:ub✓~\1'!'!~·,~--··Bot See
Ar ..!lubiitsleep, lethargy .J Coma. 1ub-fusc', sub-fusk.'(silb-fi1sk'), ::tt::~•ti'On
1
8
~~ t}{~
a~~:gi~~ttJtm-!
eub'en-tt'tle, t•. t. To give a fti'bita.c'tor(-f~k,~~e:.:~~;~,:-~:I a, Su hfuecoue.
subtitle to.
sub-fal'cate, n., sub-fal'ci-form, sub-ga'le-a, n. [NL.] ZoOl. A sub'head'ing, 11. A subhead.
sub-eri-der'mal. n., ••b-ep 1l- a., BU b 1f a 1-ti g'i-ate (shb1 flls- segment of the maxilla of an aub-hem'i-spher'l-cal, a. See
u11unlly attached to the srn-. lb.
l~~t;(r:~,ai'a.~ub-ep'1-the'li-al,a. 11~;:;~th•.a., 1ub-fe'brlle, a. See insect
stipes and hearing the galea..
sub'he-pat'lc. (1. See SUB-, I&.
1ub-e'q11.a\,a. .Math. Lese than; aub'feu' (sllb'fn 1 : 1tPe ~uo-), n. sub-gal'late, n. Chem. A basic
f·b.aub-hir'g-nllate.
-said of a snies of numbers J,~uda/Law.Afeuheldofavaseach Iese than the sum of two eal au.uch. ChiPfftt Scot~ Low. sub1ge-lat'1-n0111,a,See ~UB-,1 b. 1ub1-Hi-ma'la-lan, a. Under, or
or more of the others.-· sub'e- sub-feu' (sflb-fu'), ?•,t. ~ i. ref. sub 1ge-ner'1-c&l,a. Subgeneric. at the foot o , the Himalal,a
1 qui-l&t'er-&1, LL
stt~fl'orlnre.l To subinfeuqual'i-tJ, 11.,aub-e
1
a. 8ee~arn-,lb. l Cork ti11ue.\ d&te.-aub'feu-d&'tlon (ei1h1ftl- f:b';e-nic'u-Jate,
!ii~bi~~:iend'lc. a. See
n.'ber (e1l'bl!r), n. [L.] Bot. I di'shtln), n. Chiefly Scot• Law. 111b-ge11'i-taJ,a. ZOOl. Below 1ub-hu'man 1 a. Below. or inl-diif'!ng).
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a direct demonstration of the existence of the thmking s'tUlject.
Wm. 1'urner.
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fande, the phrases co11,.:cwu.~or thinking sub.ject, and subject,
mean precteely the same thing.
S,r W. Hamilton,
8. Music. The principal theme, or melodic phrase, on
which a composition or a movement is based; the antecedent, dux, etc., of a contrapuntal work, as a fu$ue or canon.
The earliest known form of subject is the eccles1aetica.lcantus
:flrmue,or plain song.
Rockstro.
9. Fine Arts. That which It is the aim of the artist to represent, as an incident, scene, figure, group, etc.
sub-Ject' (sub-jekt'), v. t. ; SUB-JECT,ED; SUB-JECT 1ING. [See
SUBJECT,a.1 1. Lit., to throw under; to cause to lie beneath or be1ow; to make subjacent. Ob&. or Archaic.
In one short view 1mh.7ected to our eye,
Gode, emperon, heroes, sages, beauties, lie.
Pope.
To bring under control or dominion; to subdue.
Firmness of mind that sub.}ects every gratification of senae to
the rule of right reason.
C. .Middleton.
3. To expose ; to make liable; -with
to; as, credulity
subject., a person to impositions.
4. To submit; to make accountable ; -with to.
God is not bound to subJect hie ways of operation to the acrua
tiny of our thoughts
Lock~.
6. To make subservient; -with to. Rare.
Milton.
8. To cause to undergo; to submit (a thing or person) to
the action or effect (of something); to expose; -with to,·
as, to subject a ~ubstance to heat or a peraon to a tPst.
sub-Jec'tlon (-jek'shun), n. [L. subjectio: cf. OF. subjection, F. sujetion. See SUBJECT,a..] I. Act of subjecting or subdumg. u Subjectfon of the rebels." Bir M. Hale.
2, State of being subject, or under the power, control, and
government of anotl1er ; a state of obedience or submia•
siveness; as, subjection to the laws.
3. Logic. Attachment of a subject to a predicate; - correlative to predJ'.cation.
sub-lec'tlve (sub-jek'tTv), a. [L. subjectivus: cf. F. subjectif.] 1. Of the nature of, or pertaining to, a subject ;
having the character or quality of a subject.
2. Of or pert. to a political subject ; submissive. Rare.
ferior to, human ;-esp, contrasted with stt7)e1·/rnman.
sub'in-tes'ti-nal, a. See st 1 e-,
!~b~~~~~f-¥~• ;i:ce
!u'ii1l'o-dide,t1.
ders under ; to bear Obs.
sub-ha'mid, a See sue-, 1 b.
11su'bi-ta.-men'te
Cs6<Vb~-ti1ub-!ly'a-loid, o. See SUB-, 1 &. m~n'ti), adv. [lt.J Mmnc. At
1
1
[oue. Ob!f,
1ub hy-me'ni-um (st'lb hT•rne'- once : suddenly.
nl-Um), n. [NL.J Bnt. The eub- sub'i•ta'ne-a-ry, a. Suhitanesub'i-t&'ne-oua (srih 1T-ti'ne--1le)
a. [L. subitan~us
See !-rllDEN.j
SU'bi-da..r'. Var. of SUBAHDAR.
Suaden ; hasty. - sub'i-ta.'11.•
1ub1im-a.g'l-na-ry, a. .Mat It. ous-ness,n. - sub'i-ta-ny(atib'Partinlly irna_!.d11ary.
T-tlt-ul),a. .All Oh11.
.Abbr. Subject; aub~ec.
■ ub-im'bri-c&te, o., eub'lm- subj.
ti"e I subjectively; subjunctrn.
preased', a. See -"UR-, I b.
1ub-in1 cu-aa'tiou (stl b-Ttlk tl- sub-ja'ceD.t, n. 1 That which
za'ehifn), 11.[xul,- + L. mcusatw
H1 imbjacent. ObH,
accu~ation.] A alight charge or 2. Logic. A <'Onvereepropo1iaccusation. o,JJI.
tion ; the product of a conversub-in' dt-ces.11.r·l. of SUBlNPEX,
sion.
[subject
sub-in'di-vld'u-al, n. An indi- sub~eet', 1,.i. To be or become
vidual formed by the division of
~~b-~~et::-:r~:.~ 81~t1~~;J!-:Sf)~
an individual. .Yonce Worrl.
sub'in-duce', ,.. t. To insinuate; 1-ty (-hTl'l-tl), n.
to offer indirectly. Ob11.
sub~ect'a-ry, n. Subject. Ob11.
aub'in-fer', v. t. 4- i. To infer 1ub'ject-dom, n. See -DOM,
from an inference. Obs.
sub-ject'l-ble. a. See -A B L z.
sub-in'fl.a.m-ma'tion,n. MPrl. A Rare. - sub-ject1l-bll't-ty, n,
rni1d inflammation, - 1 a b't n- eub-Jec'tion-&1,a. Of or pert. to
IUb]E>Ction.
fl.am'ma.-tO•l'J, a.
1ub1 in-1pec'tor, n. A subordi- n.b'ject-Ut,n. = SUB,JECTJVJST.
nate or assistant inspector. - 1ub-jec'tiv. Subjectin. Ref. ,I).

.z.

::t~~:.8t~~;:r~~~hlf;:~i:n
1c.

f~:es~~!i:

Alao[~i~~&fi;n;:j

~J'~b;J:lJ~!!b~~~:1,
~~~-1!
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:,~bJ::d:xC.:~i~g;f~;~:ee
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food, to~ot; out, oil; chair;

::ro~~~i;;

~r ~~-;:'q~!rY~:u~!i~ati&~t 0th:• t!~~g~~o~l;
law, to desi~nate also a citizen
(which eee) of any other form of sovereign state, ae of the
United States, and even, in a still wider sense, a citizen of
a commonwealth constituting a member of a sovereign
state. See CITIZEN,3; ALLBGIANCE,
2.
col!!:i!l~i~i:;~e\f~ nh0.:!c::o~:e~ 1~heee:h~r:~~1!u1i!:,
ony,'' first made use of by Sir G. J, Turner, L. J., in Low v.
Routledge, L. R. 1 Ch, 42, 1865.'
Quick 4- Garran.
3. One that ie subjected, or submitted, to any phyaical
operation or process ; one that is liable or exposed (to
something); specif., Anal., a dead body for dissection.
4. That concerning which anything is said or done ; the
thing or person treated of ; matter ; theme ; topic. " This
subject for heroic song."
Milton.
The unhappy su~ject of these quarrels.
Sliak,
6. Gram. The word or word group denoting that of which
anything is affirmed or predicated ; the word or words,
with or without modifiers, construed as the nominative of
a verb. The subject of a sentence is either a noun or a
word, phrase, or clause used as a noun equivalent. A qramrnatical or formal subject, as being the subject only m the
form of sentence construction, is sometimes distiniuished
from the logical subject, the real subject of pred1cation.
Thus in, it is hard to do right, it is the grammatical, and
to do right is the logical, subject. A subject may be compound; as in, the winds and waves obey him.
6. Log-ic. That part or term of a proposition indicating
what the proposition signifies or characterizes; also, that
of which a proposition is a characterization or designation ;
the idea or thing about which a judgment is made.
re~!r~,~~!!~i~cr~ea~ythi~e,, ~r ~l~eisnofefhf!~~: :;d~~:r~ih
m1ecellaneoue and indefinifely numerous attributes, the func~~: ~fn:!r~
to modify the subject by
7. Philos. a That of which a quality, attribute, or relation may be affirmed or in which it may inhere ; the theme
of a discourse or predication, the identical reference of
related thoughts, or a material, be it physical or ideal, in
which differences may appear.
That which manifests its qualities ... -that in which the
8
ffi~:~r~~}~C~ao~S:~~~~:~~·,
~~0 !u~str~t~~- th ey
b Hence, substance; substratum ; esp., substantive reality; the reaJ, conceived as material or essential being. o
Tl1at which sustains or is embodied in thought or consciousness ; the thinking agent ; the mind, ego, or reality
of whatever sort, which supports, or assumes the form of,
mental operations.
See OBJECT,n., 4.
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Rare.
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SUBJECT! V.ELY
3. Philos. a Pert. to the real or essential being of that
wltich supports qualities, attributes, or relations; substantial i real; objective (in the modern sense. See OBJECTIVE,
2 b). b Of, pert. to, or derived from, the ego, mind, or
consciousness, or mental operation as contrasted with external qualities and forces; in a restricted sense, of the nature of mind apart from external realities; purely psychical.

SUBMAXILLARY

mation.
See SUBLIME,a.; cf. SUBLIMATE,v. t.] 1. To
see suB-), n. Biol. A priraise on high. Archaic.
mary division of a kingdom, now usually called a phylum.
2.
Chem.
To cause to sublime ; hence, also, to purify.
sub'la-mlne (siib'la-mfo; -men), n. Also -min. Pharm.
3. To elevate ; exalt; heighten ; refine ; purify.
& Med. A soluble white powder, a compound of mercuric
An
ordinary
gift cannot sublime a person to a supernatural
sulphate and ethylene diamine, used as a disinfectant and
employment.
Jer._ Taylo_r.
sterilizer and administered hypodermically in syphilis.
sub-lime' (sub-Jim'), v. i. 1. Chem. To pass from the solid
aub'lap-sa'rl-an (sub'IAp-sii/rt-an; 115), n. [sub-+ lapse: to the gaseous state, and again condense to solid form, withcf. F. sublapsarien, sublapsaire. J Eccl. H,fat. Oue of a out apparently liquefying.
Substances which sublime are
class of moderate Calvinists who held the theory that the
often purified in this w~y, bu~ the method is limited ordifall of man was foreseen, but not decreed, by God. Cf.
narily to the few cases m which the pressure at the tr1ple
point is!.reater than atmospheric, as with arsenic: and benSUPRALAPSARIAN,
INFRALAPSARIAN.
sub'late (siib'lat), v. t.; -LAT-ED(-liit-M); -LAT-ING(-liit- !~~st~~ces !t1i~!~f:◊:ssure is sufficiently lowered, other
Ing).
[From L. su/Jlatus, used as p. p. of tollere to take
2. To be or become elevated or exalted.
J 1. To take away ; to remove. sub-llm'l-nal
away.
See TOLERATE.
(siib-!Imff-nal), a. [sub-+L. limen threshRare.
E. Hall.
2. Logic. a To negate or deny; - opposed to posit. b To old.] P::i'ychol. Below the threshold of consciousness i
subconscious;
- applied to incipient conscious states not
cancel or eliminate. c To reduce to a subordinate element
yet sufficiently established to enforce recognition.
of a higher, more comprehensive idea, - a physical analogy
The condition of small intensive differences is difficult, e.nd
of the process being the formation of water from oxygen
these may well be subliminal.
E. B. Titchener.
and hydrogen, which may thus be said to be sublated in aub-llm'l-ty (sub-lim'T-tT), n.; pl. -TIES (-tlz). [L. subthe water ; - a translation of the German aujheben much
lirnitas: cf. F. sublimile.] 1. Quality or state of being
used by J. H. Stirling.
sublime; esp., the quality which awakens awe, reverence,
Evil is not evaded, but sublakd in the higher religious cheer of
or the like, or a sense of vastness, power, or the like.
these pen;ons.
Wm. James.
sub-la'tlon (sub-lii'shun), n. [L. sublatio. See SUBLATE, 2. That which is sublime ; a sublime thing or person.
The highest or supremest degree ; acme. Rare.
v.J 1. Act of taking or carrying away; removal. Rare. 3.
Syn. - Grandeur, magnificence.
2. llegelianism. The reduction of an idea to a subordinate
element of a higher unity by adding to it what it needs or sub-lln'gual (sub-!Tl)'gwal), a. [sub-+ lingual.] Anal.
a Under the tongue ; as, the sublingual gland, a small
implies to make it intelligible.
For example, being and
saJivary gland of each side of the mouth below the mucou.s
lV. T. Harris.
naught are elements in becoming.
sub'lease' (sub'les' ; see SUB-),n. Law. A lease by a ten- mern brane near the symphysis of the lower jaw. Cf. DUCTS
OF R1v1Nus. b Pert. to the sublingual gland; as, the subant or lessee to another person of part or all of the leased
lingual artery, a branch of the lingual, or the aubllnguaJ.
premises ; an underlease.
fossa in the jawbone, which lodges the gland.
sub-lease' (si1b-les'), ,,. I. & i. To make a sublease of. la. [sub- + lunar, or
sub-les'sor (siib-les'or ; siib'les-6r'), n. - sub'les-see' sub-lu'nar (sub-lii'n<ir)
sub'lu-na-ry (sub'li'i-na-rT ; 277) f lunary: ct. F. sub( sll b!l~s-e'), n.
lunaire.]
Situated
beneath
the
moon
i hence, of or persub-let' (silb-18:tr), v. t. & i.; suB-LET'; sun-LET'TING. To untaining to this world; terrestrial;
mundane; earthly.
der let; to lease, as when a lessee leases to another person.
sublunary are subject to change.
All
things
SUb'le-va'tion (sub'le-va'shii.n), n. [L. suble,,are to lift sub'main' (sUb'min'), n. A main, as in a drainageDryden.
sysup ; sub under+
levare to lift, raise: cf. L. sublevatio an
tem, having a number of lesser mains feeding into or
1. Act of lifting up or raising; elevation.
alleviation.]
branching from it, but itself subsidiary to a larger main.
2. An uprising; an insurrection.
Rare.
sub'ma-rine', a. Being, acting, growing, or used, under
1ED (-miit'ed);
sub'll-mate (sub'II-miit), v. I.; SUH'LI-MAT
water in the sea; as, subrnarfoe boats;
sun'LI-MAT'ING (-miit'Ing).
[L. sublimatus, p. p. of sublimare to raise, elevate (in LL. in sense 1), fr. subUm:i8 submarine plants; subman"ne armor.
submarine armor or armour, a waterhigh: cf. F. sublimer. See SUBLIME,a.; cf. SUBLIME,v. t.]
proof dress, having a helmet into
1. To cause to sublime; as, to sublimate sulphur.
which air is pumped through a tube
2. To get or extract by or as if by subliming. Obs. or R.
from above the surface, to enable a
3. To refine and exalt ; to heighten ; elevate.
diver to remain under wattr. - a.
The precepts of Christianity are ... so apt to cleanse and subgun, Na11.,a cannon designed to fire
limate. the more gross and corrupt.
Dr. ll. More.
a projectile under water. None has
sub 1l1-mate, a. [LL . .mbl-imatus.] a Sublimated. b Re- proved successful. - e. mine. See
fined ; elevated.
~I:.t:~··/a!h~!bT:~:rre1:g~;tn~atfe
sub'll mate (-mat), n. [LL. sublimatum.] Cltem. A prodlaid un~er water to connect stations
uct obtained by sublimation.
separated by water. - s. telephone, a
BUb1 ll-ma'tion (-mii'shun), n. [LL. sublimatio: cf. F. system
of signaling under water by
sublimation.]
Act, process, or product of sublimating or
submerged bells and special receivsubliming; also, state of being sublimed.
ers, as from a buoy to a ship.
-Relig10n is the perfection, refinement, and sublimatwn of mo- 8Ub'ma-rlne' (sU.b1mli-ren'), n. A Diver dressed in SubSou tit.
rality.
submarine boat; esp., .Nav., a sub•
marine Armor,
sub-lime' (s'Ub-lim'; 87), a.; SUB-LIM'ER(-lim'er); SUB-LIM'- marine torpedo boat; - called specif. submergfble subEST (-lim'est). [L. sublimis; sub under+ (perhaps) limen
marine when capable of operating at various depths and
lintel, sill, thus meaning, up to the lintel : cf. F. sublime.
of traveling considerable distance under water, and subCf. ELIMINATE.] 1. Lifted up; high in place; lofty; as, a
mersible
submarine when capable of being only partly subtower sublhne. Obs. or Archaic.
merged, i.e., so that the conning tower, etc., is still above
2. Elevated or exalted in character; - said of persons.
water. The latter ty_pe and most of the former type are
3. Awakening or expressing an uplifting emotion ; producsubmerged as desired by regulating the amount of water
ing a sense of e1evated beauty, nobility, grandeur, solem~
admitted to the ballast tanks and sink on an even keel ;
nity, awfulness, or the like; lofty ;-said
of an object in
some of the former type effect submersion while under
way by means of horizontal rudders, in some cases also
nature, of an action, discourse, work of art, spectacle, etc.;
with admission of water to the ballast tanks.
as, sublime mo~~;:~nh~;~:~r,:,w a thing it is
Longfellow,
To suffer and be strong.
4. Elevated by joy; elate. Poetic.
Their hearts were jocund and subli,r(e,
Drunk with idolatry, drunk with wme.
Milton.
5. Lofty of mien; haughty; proud. Poetic. Obs. or R.
° Count~nance sublime and insolent."
Spenser.
Syn. - Exalted, lofty, noble, majestic. See GRAND.
;:~~~~e
the theory of higher curves. -8.

sub'king'dom (sllb'klng'dum;

~a;:~~?i~1~~r:~anrr~~-~rite~:1~i~~1b~~~~:~ii~~·egf
1~~eat
8l1:~~g~~h~s~I~i~~f
~hi;':~t~~i{n~?i1f
~'i;
j!i1~~~fdi!:
val conceptions (see a above, and

OBJECTIVE,

2 a).

In the philosophy of the mind. :mhjecth:r' denotes what is to be
referred to the thinking subject, the ego; objective, what belongs
to the object of thou_ght,the nonego.
Sir W, Hamilton.
At the outset, .wbJ1'ctfre and objective express plainly enough
a relation between the net of perception and the object perceived.
But 8000 some one understands by it the position of the single
individual in relation to the entire mass of per1mnsjudging; and

then the relation of the specifienlly human view of the world to
t~!nr;i} 1 1~~~~r~Yfthings ; and, finally, the
Mind is sometimes used as coextensive with an individual ex::~\hnecretl~~~s
iri;i~:~r;i~teid ::it:i~~tfe 8ltcih!igl~f~h~ 1 :i:;~rt
ence. So, in like manner, su.bjf'cfive i-efers at one time excluaive1y to thh~ subject, at others is made to cover both the subject
James Ward.
and {he totality of its objects as such.
4. Hence, arising from, concerned with, or belonging to,
the individual mind ; specif. : a Fanciful; illusory; as,
subjective appearances.
b Excessively or moodily introspective; given to brooding over one's mental states; as,
a subjective life. C Lit. & Art. Modified by, or making
prominent, the individuality of a writer or an artist; as,
a subjective painting or writer.
6. Gram. Nominative.
COLORS.
- a. coat,
subjective colors or colours. = .ACCIDENTAL
Econ., the effort, or sacrifice consisting in the loss of satisfaction or the experiencing of discomfort, entailed in obtaining a thing. - s. genitive. See GENITIVE,n. - e. idealism.
See IDEALISM,1 b. -a. aensation, Physiul., one of the sensations occurring wheu stimuli due to internal causes excite

reJtt1;\~cZ!!~f~l3!J~

!~a~i~:~h!
~~f:fi~t~ 1~h~

1
0
O
0
~
:e~f~.t!c 8
v~r~~~tj:~ti~:~e~fii;~
a. validity, Philos., validity relative to the constitution of
the person feeling, thinking, or seeing.-1. whole. See WHOLE.
-sub-jec'tive-ly, ad,,. -- sub-jec'tlve-ness, n.
aub-jec'tlv-ism (si!h-jek'trv-lz'm),
n. a JJ/etaph. The
theory which limits knowledge to conscious states and elements; subjective idealism; also, a theory which attaches
great or suprem~ importance to the subjective elements in
experience, as Kantiauism with its stress upon the a priori
forms of experience, or Protagorea11ism, teaching that all
truth is relcttive to human nature. b Etkics. The doctrine
that the supreme good, or the end of ethical conduct, is the
realization of some type c,f subjective experience or feeling, as pleasure. -sub-jec'tiv-lst, n. -sub-jec'tl-vls'tic
(-tT-vTs'tTk), a. -sub-jec'tl-vls'tl-cal-ly
(-ti-kill-I), adv.
aub'jec-tlv'l-ty (sub'jek-tlv'T-tT), n. 1. Subjective character, quality, state, or nature.
2. Theol. The belief, or tendency to believe, that the test
of religious truth is in the spirit rather than in revelation.
3. = SUBJECTIVISM.

8l:ib~:'a~!:!~ft~:diic~~sio~!e:ubf!:t~~e£h~~giin;:ds1~aJ~~n
As science makes progress in any subject matta, poetry reJ. H. Newman.
cedes from it.

aub'ject-ob'ject, n. JJfetaph. An object of cognition as
presented to the mind, as <listing. from its reality; - used
by Fichte to designate a conscious being, such as man.

aub'ject-ob'jec-tlv'l-ty, n. JJfetaph. Conscious being; a

Fichte.
-JOIN'rno.
[Cf. OF. subjo'indre, L. subjungere.
See suB-, JOIN; cf.
J To add after something else, esp. something
SUBJUNCTIVE.
said or written ; to annex ; append ; as, to subjoin a reason.
Syn.-Append,
affix, annex. See ATTACH.
aub'ju-gate (siib'joo-gat; 243), v. t.; sun'JU-GAT'ED(-giit'1 ING (-giWTng).
M); sull"'JU-GAT
[L . .,ubjugatus, p. p. of
subjugare to subjugate; sub under+ jugum a yoke. See
YOKE.] 1. To bring under the yoke of power or dominion ;
to conquer by force, and compel to submit to the government or absolute control of another ; to subdue.
2. To make subservient; to subject.
Syn.~ Subdue subject, overcome. See CONQUER.
n. That which is sublime, or the quality of
aub1ju-ga'tlon (-gii/sh·uu), n. [Cf. F . .rnbjuyation, LL. sub- sub-lime',
sublimity ; - usually \Vith the. Some restheticians have
jugatio.] Act of subjugating, or state of being subjugated.
identified the sublime as a type of the beautiful, and some
aub-junc'tlon (sub-juIJk'shun), n. [See SUBJUNCTIVE.] have distinguished it from beauty; but an are agreed that it
1. Act of subjoining, or state of being subjoined.
is that which arouses sentiments of awe and reverence and
2. Something subjoined i as, a .mbjunction to a sentence.
a sense of vastness and power outreaching human compreaub-junc'tlve (-tiv), a. [L. su~junctimts, fr. subjungere,
hension.
Although the element of magnitude enters into
subjunctwn, to subjoin: cf. F . .mbjoncl1j. See SUBJOIN.]
sublimity excels v.randeur in its immeasurability and
1, Subjoined or added to something said or written.
Obs. both,
its i-:uggestionof indefirnte power. ••Hegel de11cribedHebrew
2:. Gram. Designating, or pertaining to, that mood of a poetry as sublime, and distinguif;hes it trom the beautiful m the
verb which expresses the action or state not as a fact, but
{:;s\
a~1
~-eth~c!rC:ari;r~Wh~lr~;r~a~t~~ei~~r ht~0
only as a conception of the mind still contingent and deour human observation is quite insignificant when viewelin the
1 O
1
purposes
of
Jehovah.
With a mere word He creates light, the
~d.~~1~8
s~tocrdin~fe~ lo ~g~~er~tt~:i v~:~s:n~ ~~
sun, the moon; He looks on the hills and they smoke; the heavbeing t.hat as a subject relater to itself as object.

sub-join' (sub-join'), v. t.; -JOINED' (-joind');

~!:Pi~;,,E~eom.,

A form of Subme.rine Torpedo Boat. 1 Bronze Connin~ Tower;

J,i•

fvi~dl!ii
gh~

~~;g~J~n¥,:b~~~
Ja~oi~~e,i,~n\~;xt~uL~!~ 0(rl
8 Ga Hey Compartment; 9 Crew Space; 10 Air Lock; 11 Div•
ing Compartment : 12 Diving Door ; 13, 13 Storage Batteries ; 14
Drop Keel; 15, 15 Wheels; 16, 16 Anchor Weights; 17 Horizontal Rudder
sub'max-ll 1la (siib'm~k-sil'<i), n.; pl. -LA<(-e). [NL.]
A,wt. & Z oOl. The lower jaw or mandible ; the inferior
maxillary bone.
sub-max'il-la-ry(sub-m~k'sl-la-rI), a. Anal. a Below the
lower jaw, as the submaxillary triangle. See TRIANGLESOF
THE NECK. b Pert. to the lower jaw. c Designating, or
1
pert.
to, the submaxillary gland, a.s the aubmaxlllary foasa, a
0
!:n?i~!:¥c~
~~!y~tt~;[tes:~f ~~~~ ~~:s;l~~lj~e ~!l~r~~or13~ttr:
lo~% i~ae~eu\laii
depression on the muscle of the lower jaw, lodging the
have no object in visiting the flower." Lubbock. In some
content, and this is the beautiful."
W. T. Harn:s.
languages, as in Latin and Greek, the subjunctive is often
Kant was a man whose intellectual might ... stood ma con- gland, and the a. arteries and veins, branches of the facial
independent of any other verb, being used in wishes, comartery and vein.
~~~~tethi~';~Yfh~n:!bzff,,~~b~~~i]E.
presence, which'jJq\~ha~~~~f
mands, exhortations, etc.
aubm&xfil&ryganglion, a small fusiform ganglion above the
&Ub•junc'tive, n. Grani. The subjunctive mood ; also, a sub-lime', v. t.; SUB-LIMED' (-limd'); suB-LIM'ING (-lim'deep part of the submaxillaqr gland, connected with the
Tng). [Ci. L. sublimare, F. sublimer to subject to sublilingual nerve, chorda tympam, and the sympathetic syF....
verb or verbal form denoting it.
sub-Jec"tive, n. Nominative.
24~), a. That ma1be,suhjugnted.
au b'I a-ti ve (s ti b'l <i-tlv), a. aub'li-ga'tion (si1b'l I-ira'tih'Un ), 1ime+-.ficaretomake. See-FY.] Anat. At the bases of the JobAhlC' or tending to take away.
Act of making, or state of being uleti of the liver.
aub-~u'ga.l, (l. See ~un-, I a.
[sun-, 1 a. I
aub:yec'tiv-lze, v. t. See -IZ.&.
sub ject-lesa, a. See -LESS.
eub,iu'gal, a. Subject. O!ur.
aub la.x-a'tion, n. A slight dis- binJf~·[~lJ~~~~~t~. T~~:e~t of made, sublinw. Obs.
sub-lo'ral, aub-lo're-al, a. See 1
sub--Um'a.-ble(-lim'O:-h'l),a. See eub-lim'lsh (s'Ub-lim'Ish), a. sub'lot 1, n. See SUB-, I c.
location Ohs.
sub-lum'bar, a. See st:B-, 1 a..
n. sub'lec'tur-er, n. See sun-, 1 c. -ABI,t<:.- aub-llm'a.-ble-ness, n.
See •TSH.
aub-jec'tu.re,n. Subjection. Obs.
sub'leg'ia-la'tion, :n.,sub 1leg"is- eubllma.tion vein, Geol. ~ .Jfin- sub-Um1 i-ta.'tion, n. See sun-,1 c. sub'lu-na-ry, n. Any worldly
~~ilju(J;:-~~, 0 ~~•btr~~t;i"y far la1ture, 11. See ~uB-, I c.
ing. A vein formed hy conden- sub-lim'ize (si1b-1Im'lz), v. t. thing:. Ohs.
au~ee. Var. of SABZJ.
sub-lu'nate. a. See suB-, 1 b.
eub-iic'l-ble (silh-ts't-b'l),
a. C'nough forward to he jugu1ar, sub 1 Jen-tic'u-lar,a. See sun-,1 b. sation of mineral matter from See -IZE.
sub-lu'te.ous, a. [L . .~uhluf<'us.]
the state of vapor.
subltmy, 11. Sublimate. Ohs.
ns the ventrul fins of someflRhes. sub 1 les'sor, n. See sun-, 1 c.
11
~fhb:t8
m~~s~ sub-junc'tiv. SnbjunC'tive. R,,;: sub-le'thal, a. See SUR-, 1 b.
Ye\1owish, Obs. - sub--lu'tesub'li-ma.-to-ry (si'.'ih'll•mO:-tO:•sub-lin'e-ar. a. See suR-, 1 b.
the sub,iect of a predicate. Ra.re. S7,.
sub'le-vam'i-nous, a. [ Cf. sun- rT), a. Tending to suh1irnnte, or sub-Un'e-a'tion
(srib-lln 1i'!-ii'- ous-ly, a,h•. Obs
[jugated. Ohs. Scot.
Supporting, Obs. sublime; used for sublimation. shiin), n. Underlining.
sub lux-a'tion (sti b'l ti k-sii'aub-joln'der, n. (Prob. after re- subjungat,,,. a. Subject; suh- LEV ATION.]
Jointler.l An additional remark. sub-la'nate,
a., sub-lan'ce-o- aub'le-vate, p.a. [L . .•:ublet•atus, -11. A vessel mied for subli- sub-lin'gua (sUb.llIJ'gwd), n ; Bl117nJ,u. See SUB-, I b.
pl. -nu.+~(-gwC). [NL.] A procei:;s sub-mam'ma.-ry,a. See SPB-, I a..
mation.
late, a. Sec sun-. I b.
~o
u~i{t;:is~~- ex~~f~~ v. t. sub'li-ma'tum, n. [LL.] Sub- or fold covered with modifiPd or sub'man'or, n. See ~rn-, I c.
■u:;r,oiJ!>v~· 1ri;~i~~arrtti;~t
hardened mucous membranp,on sub-mar' gin-al, a. ZoOI. ~ Rot.
[L.l Lit., umkr cold Ju- ~~~;~~f~~1~:~}~~~~~-. Of or pert. sub-lev' el, a. &- n. See snR-, 1 a. limate. Obs.
sub 1 lap-sa'ri-an-ism (-Iz'm), n. sub 1 li-bra.'ri-an,n., sub-li' cenae, sub-limed' (sUh-llmd'), p. p. of the floor of the mouth in tiome Near the margin; next ton ma.rpiter; uurlPr the cold sky ..
sunLIME.
sublimed sulphur, animals, as lemurs.
gina1 part or structure. - subHorace (Odes, I, 1. 2.5). The doctrines, tenets, or prac- r. t, &·n., aub-li 1cen-see',n.,sub'flowers
of
sulphur.
sub-U'tion (shb-llsh''Un),n, [L. mar'gin-al-ly, adv.
of
suhlapsarians.
n.
See
SUR-,
1
c.
ticef!
lieu-ten'a.n-cy,
ft sub ju" dl-ce (jOO'dl-s~ ; 24~)suhlinere, sublitnm, to smPar.J sub-mar'fln-ate, sub-~ar'gined
rL, l Before the judge, or court; sub-lap'sa-ry (si1b-Ui.p'sd-rl),a. sub'lieu-ten'ant, n. An inferior aub-Ume'ly, adi,. of SUBLIME,
Painting. Act or process of lay- (sUb-miir jYnd), a. Zoi?f. &· hot.
or second lieutenant;-not used sub-lime'neSB, n. s~e -x Ess.
not yet decided; under judicial Suhlap~arian.
in the U.S. army or navy.
sub-lim'er(R11h-l'lm'€r), n. One ing the ~ronnd. Ohs.
Raving a border near the e<lge
eons1deration.
that tiublimes.
toi;ll~-~ 1
sub-llt'to-ral (-l'!'t'i5-rdl),a. Un- or margin.
1ub1ju-di' ci-a-ry (stib'.i 6o-d'!'sh' ~~!~~,s~:t;i;'a~e t~\i~t1J~z1:;·~j sub-Um'l-fl.-ca.'tion (silb-llm''!'- der the shore.
l-l\:-rl; 241). fl, See SUR-, 1 C,
aub1 mar'1hal, n., sub'ma.s'ter,
fr-ki'shitn), n. [L. m.tblimis sub- sub-lob'u-lar (stih-U)b'l'l~ldr),a. n. See SUB-, 1 C,
To bi11.dunderneath. Obs.
■ ub'ju-ga..-ble (8 i1 b'job-gd-b'l;
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Variant

Ice, ill; Old, i.ibey, 3rb, liidd, sOft, connect; Use, finite, tirn, iip, circus, menii.;
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+ eomblned

with.

= equals.

=
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SUBMAXILLARY

th:."=!

SUB RECTOR

or others ; to refer; as, to submit a question to the
; - oiten with a dependent proposition as the object.
b.!d~~~fsr 8 !g:ift~~Jif!olfi~1!~:e~lergy be able to bear a
6. To offer or put forward as an opinion, or t-o affirm ; as,
we submit that the charge is not proved.
8. To subdue; moderate; soften; temper.
Obs.
■ub-mlt' (sllb-mit'), v. i. 1. To yield one's person to the
power of another; to surrender.

other
:l:J~court

1~~eg:.f'thea l~~~~Jlwi~~,:1 i~•!1th~:
and discharging by Wharton's duct into the mouth under
the tongue.
·
■ub-mu'il-la-ry {sll.b-mik'sI-1/i-d), n. A submaxillary
bone, gland, etc.
■ub-me'dJ-an (-me'd1-an), a. Zoo!. Situated next to the
median; specif. : a Designating the tooth on either aide
of the median tooth in the radula of a mollusk. b Designating a vein immediately behind the median vein in the
wing of an insect. - n. A submedian tooth or vein.
■ub-me'dJ-ant (-ant), n. Music. The sixth tone of the
scale, as A in the scale of C, midway between the subdominant and the upper tonic ; -thus, FAc ; the under
mediant, or third below the keynote ; the superdominant.
■Ub-men'tal (-men'tal),
a. a Anal. Situated under the
chin. b Zool. Pert. to the submentum. - aubmental artery,
a branch of the facial artery near the submaxillary gland,
distributed to the muscles of the jaw. It is accompanieu
by the aubmental vein, a tributary of the facial vein.
■ub-men'tum (-men'Wm), n. ; pl. -TA (-ta).
[NL. See
BUB-; MENTUM.] The basal part of the labium of insects.
■ub-merge' (sllb-mQrj') , v. t.; sun-MERGED'(-mO.rjd') ;
1ING(-mftr'jlng).
SUB-MERG
[L. submergere, submersum;
mb under + mergere to plunge: cf. F. submerger. Bee
MERGB.l l. To put under water ; to plunge.
2:. To cover or overflow with water ; to inundate
Syn. - BeeDIP.
■ub-merge', v. i. To plunge into water or other fluid; to
become submerged, buried, or covered, as by a fluid.

ure, and the tlnal one is instruction"

(Dennis); "a cata11o

,,'If!"?...eri~Ilor:Y~d:1~:i~~\!1~t':
l:iW.r~~~g,)tf

r~t~i

:rt!

i~s:~i:-:::
l'!.::.~J::t!~;,;:tli°t~~t~1~~!~
coftatera1 or circumstantial events" (Poe). See AUXILIARY,
n. One who stands in order
or rank below another; -distinguished
from a principal.
■ub-or'dJ-nate (-nit), v. t.; SUB-OR'DI-NAT'ED
(-niit'ed);
sUB-oa'm-NAT-'ING
(-niit'Ing).
l. To place in a lower or,
The revolted provinces presently submitted. C. Middleton.
der or class ; to make or consider as of less value or im..
2. To yield or defer to the opinion or authority of another;
portance; as, to subordinate one creature to another.
to be subject ; to acquiesce.
To th)'.: husband's will
2. To make subject or subservient; to subject or subdue;
Milton.
Thine shall submit.
as, to subordinate the passions to reason.
3. To be submissive; to yield resignedly.
- ■ub-or141-nate-ly, adv. - aub-or14J-nate-ness,n.
an~~~~~1!~fh~equires from us ••• to submit to pain, d~~~~~: ■ub-ol"dJ-na'Uon (-nii'shlln), n. [Cf. F. subordination.]
l. Act of subordinating or subjecting.
Syn. - See YIELD,
2. Quality or state of being subordinate or inferior to an■ub-mlt'tal (-mlt'al), n. Act of submitting.
other; inferiority of rank or dignity ; subjection.
■ub-mon'tane (sll.h-mlln'tiin), a. [sub-+ L. mons, montis, mountain.] Situated at the foot or near the base of a 3. Place of inferior rank. Obs.
Persons who in their several subordinations would be obli~ed
mountain or mountains. - sub-mon'tane-ly, adv.
to follow the example of their superiors.
Swift.
■ub'mu-co'sa (sll.h'mil-ko's<i), n.; L. pl. -sJE(-se). [NL. : L.
4. State of being subordinate, subservient, obedient, or
sub under+ mucosus mucous.] Anal. The layer of areo- submissive
to
authority
;
opposed
to
insubordination.
lar connective tiseue directly under a mucous membrane.
■ub-or1 4J-na1Uon-lam (-Iz'm), n. Theo!. The theory or
■ub-mu'cou■ (sll.b-mii'klls), a. Anat. Lying under a mudoctrine that the second and third persons of the Trinity
cous membrane. - 111bmucoUB
coat or tl11ue. the submucosa.
are subordinate, as in order or essence, to the first person,
■ub-mul'U-ple (-mlil'tI-p'l),
n. A number or quantity
including usually the opinion that the Holy Spirit is subthat divides another exactly ; an aliquot part ( of a numordinate to the Son. - ■ub-ol"dJ-na'Uon-lat, n. & a.
ber): thus, 8 is a submultiple of 72. - ■ub-mul'tl-ple, a.
■ub-or 14J-na-Uve (-6r 1dI-nit-tiv), a. Tending to, or expressaub-nl'trate(-ni'triit), n. Chem. A basic nitrate.
ing, subordination; subordinatmg.
See CONJUNCTION, 5 a.
Some say swallows submerge in ponds
Gent. Mag. ■ub-nor'mal (-n6r'mal), a. Below the normal; less than
■ub-orn' (suh-6m'), v. t. ; SUB-ORNED'
(-6rnd 1 ) ; SUB-ORN'■ab-merged' (-mllrjd'), p. p. of SUBMERGB;specif.: a
normal. - sub1nor-mal'l-ty(slih'nlSr-mltl'I-tI), n.
ING.
[F. suborner, L. subornare; mb under, secretly
Bot. Submersed. b Sunk in poverty and misery; - used ■ub-nor'mal, n. Geom. That part of the axis of abscissas
orna1·e to furnish, provide, equip, adorn. See ORNAMENT. J
esp. in the phrase, the submerged tenth. that portion of soci- which is intercepted between the ordinate and the normal
1. To furnish; provide ; equip; adorn. Obs.
ety sunk in poverty and misery; the lowest social class; at any point of the curve.
so called b_yWilliam Booth General of the Salvation Army,
2. To procure privately or unlawfully, as a person by bribwho, in bts "In Darkest England " (1890),estimated that BUb'OC-ClP'l-tal(slih'<lk-s1p'I-tal), a. Anat. Below the occiaubocclJlltal
nerve,
the
first
cervical
nerve.
a.
trlput.
to instiJ:!t
ery
to com~::i~
in Great Britain it constituted one tenth of the population.
Those who by despair suborn their death.
Drvden.
■ub-mer'gence (-mllr'jens), n. [From L. subrnergens, p.
~~~h: :r~i~~~i:i1etJiJ::
c:rit!~ie~~ticus major
3. I,aw. To procure (another) to commit perjury.
pr.] Act of submerging, or state of being submerged.
sub-O'ce-an'lc(slib-o'sbt-lln'Ik), a. Geol. Situated, tak- 4.
To father; to foist. Obs.
Chandler ( Van Helmont).
■ub-mer'gi-ble (-mllr'jI-b'l),
a. Capable of being sub- ing place, or formed, beneath the ocean.
1 or-na'Uon (slib'llr-nii'shun), n. [F. mbornation.]
Act
merged. - n. A submergible submarine. See SUBMARINE, n. aub'oc'tave(sll.i>'llk'tav;
see sUB-), n. l. An eighth part. R. ■ub
of suborning; specif. : a Law. The crime of procuring 11
■ub-mer■e' (sllb-mQrs'), v. t. [L. mbmersus, p. p. of
2. Music. The octave below a given note.
person to commit perjury. b Act of procuring secretly
submergere. See SUBMBRGE.]To submerge.
1:~ot~~~d~,g:~g~!\t;11
or unlawfully; esp., the sin or offense of procuring one to
■Ub-1Der■ed' (-mftrst'), a [L. submersus, p. p.] Bot. Grow- •:t,~o,:ic\~~=
'ftking
or bad action, as by bribes or persuaeio11.
ing under water; submerged.
aub1of'fl-cer (-llf'I-ser; see SUB-),n. [sub-+ officer: cf. do a criminal Foul
subornation is predominant.
Shal.
■Ub-mer■'l-ble (-mllr'sl-b'l),
a. Capable of being sub- F. sous-o.lficier] An under or subordinate officer.
mersed. - n. A submersiMe submarine. See SUBMARINE, n. aub'o-per'cle(sll.i>'tl-pllr'k'l ; see sun-), n. Zool. A bony aub-orn1er (sllb-6r-'ner), n. [Cf. F. suborneur.] Onewh&
suborns;
esp.,
one
who
procures
another
to
swear
falsely.
■ub-mer'■lon (-mllr'sblln), n. [L. submersio: cf. F. subplate immediately below the opercle in a gill cover.
mersion.] Act of submerging, or state of being submerged. aub1o-per1cu-lar (-kil-l<ir), a. Zool. Below the opercle; ■Ub'pa-na'Uon (sll.i>'pti-nli'shlln), n. [See sun-; 111PANATION.] Theol. The material presence of Christ under the
■ub-mlss' (sub-mis'), a. [L. submissus, p. p. of submit/ere
pert. to or designating the subopercle.-n.
The subopercle.
form of the consecrated bread and wine in the Eucharist,
to let down, to lower.
See SUBMIT. 1 1. SubmiBBive; aub-or'blt-al(sll.b-6r'bI-tal),a. Below the orbit (of the eye).
-a
theory as to the real presence. Cf. IMPANATION,
obsequious. Archaic. "SubmissObed.ience."
Spe'1&8er. - n. Anal. & Zoo/. Any of various suborbital structures,
(slib-pfir'm<i-nent), a. Permanent in II
2. Low ; subdued ; as, submi.ss voices. Obs.
as one of the row of bones or cartilages encircling more or aub-per'Dla-nent
minor
degree. - ••~mt
magnetilm.1magnetism which
■ub-mls'alon (-mish 1lln), n. [OF., F. soumission, fr. L.
less of the orbit, except the upper part, in many fishes.
is retained while tlie body is at rest, but which is lost by
,ubmissio a letting down, lowering.] l. Act of submitting;
sub1or'der (-6r'der; see suB-), 11. l. Biol. A category of shaking, jarring, etc. - sub-per'ma-nent-1:v,
adv.
esp., act of yielding to power or authority; surrender of classification next below an order and above a family. It aub-pet'l-o-lar (-pet'I-~-l<ir), a. Bot. Concealed within
per8"n and power to the control of another.
the base of the petiole, as the leaf buds of the plane tree.
l:it!:n
eth~i!~~r\!~fff!Ziathi~yc:rd~!.esignate
a
category
Submission, dauphin ! 'tis a mere French word ;
sub-pm'na, or ■ub-~'na (sll.h-pe'n<i), n. [NL. ; L. sub
We English warriors wot not what it means.
Shak.
2. Arch. A smaller or subordinate order, as distinguished
under+ poena punishment. See PAIN.] a A writ com2. State of being submissive; humble or compliant behav- from
the principal or main supporting order.
manding the perecn designated in it to attend court under
ior; obedience ; compliance.
■ub-or'dl-nal (sll.b-6r'dI-ni11), a. Of or pert. to a suborder.
a penalty for failure, as for testifying as a witness (being
In all submission and humility.
York doth present himself unto your highness.
Shak. aub-or'dl-na-ry(-ni'i-rI), n. Her. Any of several common
then called specif. a 11aub-pa,'naad tea'tl-ll-can'dum (lid tes'a. Law. An agreement by which parties engage, usually heraldic bearings considered less important than an ordi- ti-fI-kitn'dlim) [NL.]), or also requiring him to produce
nart!. The following, orlj.flanch, billeJ, label, inescutcheon in court certain designated documents (being then specif.
under the penalties of a bond (called a submlaalon bond), to
submit any matter of controversy between them to the de- ~g~t::,e~gsrq°:a/1;r:,s:;:, u~~~11~:~~'id:;~~
called II111b-pm'nadu1cea te'cum (dii'sez te'klim) [NL.]).
cision of arbitrators, named or unnamed.
b Equity Practice. The process by which a defendant is
when not classed as ordinaries.
Submlaalonof the Clergy. See Act of Submission, under ACT. aub-or'dJ-nate(sllb-6r'dI-ntt), a. [sub-+ L. ordinatus,
commanded to appear and answer the plaintiff's bill.
aub-mls'■lve (-mis'Iv),
a. Inclined or ready to submit;
p. of ordinare to set in order, to arrange. See ORDAIN.] ■ub-pcB'na, aub-pe'Da,v. t.; -NAEn (-n<id); -NAING.Law.
expreBSing submission; yielding ; obedient ; humble; as, p.
To serve or summon with a writ of subprena.
1.
Placed
in
a
lower
order,
class,
or
rank;
holding
a
1ubmis1ive demeanor; a sub·m,iasive tone.
aub-pm'nal,■ub-pe'nal (-nal), a. Required or done unlower or inferior position; as, subordinate species.
Now at hiR feet submissive in distress,
der penalty.
2:. Inferior in order, nature, importance, or the like.
Creature so fair his reconcilement seeking.
Milton.
It was subordinate, not enslaved, to the understanding
South. sub'presa' (slib'pres'), n. Mach. A small press, mounted
Syn. - Obedient, compliant, rielding, obsequious, subusually
between the bed and ram of the larger, main press,
servient. humble. modest, passive.
3. Of, pertaining to, or involving, subordination or su!>orand used for small and delicate work, as for jcwehy.
dinates; subservient; obedient ; submissive to authority;
- aub-ml■'slve-ly, adv. - ■ub-mls'slve-ne■■, n.
1cl-pal (-prin'sI-p'l;
aub'prln
see SUB-),n. a An under
■Ub-mlt' (sllb-mlt'), v. t.; SUB-MtT'TED
(-ed); SUB-MIT'TING. specif.: Gram. a Joining word groups or words to others
See principal. b Music. In an organ, an open diapason sub[L. submittere; sub under+ mittere to send: cf. F. soumet- of dependent rank; subordinative or subordinating.
bass.
c
Carp.
A
secondary
rafter
or the like.
CONJUNCTION,
5 a. b Subordinated or dependent, as a
tre. BeeMJSsILB.] l. To put or place under. Obs.
■Ub'Prl'or (sll.i>'pri'er; see BUB-), n. [LL.: cf. F. 1ouaThe bristled throat
clause in certain constructions.
See CLA usE, n., 2.
prieitr.]
Eccl.
The
vicegerent
or
assistant
of a prior.
Of the submitted sacrifice with ruthless steel he cut. Chapman.
Syn. - SUBORDINATE. SUBSBRVIBNT, COLLATERAL, That is
2. To let down; to lower. Obs.
sub1pur'chas-er (-pllr'chi'is-er; see sun-), n. A purchaser
SUBORDINATE which belongs to a lower class, order, or rank;
3. To yield, resign, or surrender to power, will, or authorwho buys from a purchaser; one who buys at second hand.
that is SUBSERVIENT which is instrumental or useful esp. in
a subordinate capacity j that is COLLATERAL, as here com- ■ub-ra1tlon-al (sll.b-rllsh'lln-al),a.Almost or nearly rational.
ity; - of~ b~~t~J~,1tr:1f:!::l:~~~:~ee
aseent. Chaucer.
■ubn.tlonal function, the functional relation connecting :,;
0o'n!sl'su;j.,:::
f~~i:'n'js ~0."'. ,tt~e
4. To leave or commit to the discretion or judgment of anand y when a rational function of x equals one of y.
■ub-or'dJ-nate (sllb-6r-'dI-ni'it),

+
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SUBREGION

SUBSPECIES

3. Coming aa a consequence; consequent.
condition. Law. See CONDITION, 2. - •. draiDaae,

A grant of funds or property from a government, as of the
state or a municipal corporation, to a private person or
comp&n;Yto assist in the establishment or support of an
enterprise deemed advantageous to the public; a subvenrubroptum, to snatch or take away secretly: cf. F. 11t1,brep- =~::C~~enil~oi.r~•
it 11a part. tion. In practice subsidies are chiefly granted in aid of
lion. See SURREPTITIOUS.]1. Act of obtaining secretly, 1ub-aerve•(slib-sOrv'), v. t.; -s11avBD'(-sQrvd'); -BERV
1ING
transportation
enterprises, as to ship, canal, or railroad
underhandedly, or unlawfully, a.s by unfair representation
(-sQr•vYng). [L. sub,ervire; aub under
seroire to serve.
com:panies, bounties on sufia.r being next in im~rtance. A
through suppression or fraudulent concealment of facts.
See SERVE.] l. To serve in a subordinate capacity or
1~fih~
2. Scola Law. The obtaining of a gift or other property
manner ; ,to be subser,'ient or instrumental to; to pro-- ~¥::~~:;'ft
by concealing the truth. Cf. OBREPTION,
2.
as in carriing the mails, or of funds to aid in establishing
mote ; as, this feeling sub,,ervesour plans.
or maintaining a service or equipment larger or more pow•
IUb'ro-gate (slih'rli-giit), "· ,. ; BUB1RO-GAT'ED(-giit'l!d); a. To avail (one's self). Rare.
SUB'RO-OAT'lNG
(-giit'fng). [L. aubrogatua, p. p. of aubro- aub-aene', v. i. To be subservient or subordinate ; to erful than the state of trade would warrant, aa the b1•;\ding and keeping in service of vessels designed for use as
gare. See SURROGATE.]To put in the place of another ; serve in an inferior capacity. Now Rare.
Milton.
cruisers and auxaliaries in war. SubsiciE is often inexactly
to substitute.
Barrow.
(-sOr•vHns) } n. Quality or state of be1ub'ro-ga't1on(-gii'shiin ),n. [Cf.F.aubrogation, LL. subro- sub-aer•vl-ence
sub-■er'vl-en-cy (-vI-l!n-srJ
ing subservient;
hence,
~=~yi~::~,r,a!br:h
;~~~rr:r~:~rn:fn~~d~:~o:J~~
gatio.] Act of subrogating. Specif.: Law. The substitution
sation for actual services and a subsidy proper, consisting
willingness to serve another's purposes ; in a derogatory
of one for another as a creditor, the new creditor succeeding
in the sum paid in excess of the compensation.
to the fonner's rights in law and equity; the legal opera3. Any gift of money or property made by one person to
and subserviency
tion by which a third person who pays a creditor succeeds
the parts to beneficial ends.
Cheyne.
another by way of financial aid.
to his rights against the debtor as if he were his assignee; 1ub-ser•vl-ent(-~nt), a. [L. subserviena, -entis, p. pr. See Syn. - SUBSIDY SUBVENTION, BOUNTY have various techni•
cal senses, for which see defs. In ordinaey usage, SUBSIDY
SUBSEBVE.]Fitted or disposed to subserve; useful in an
also, the legal relation so created. Cf. SUBSTITUTION, 3.
1ub'1ale' (slih'siil 1 ), n. Law. A resale by a vendee of the inferior capacity; serving to promote some end ; subor-- is the general term, and often carries a derogatory imyli-purchased goods, as before payment in full and delivery.
dinate ; hence, also, servile i truckling.
e:E~ 0 c~~~:r~f:1~r;::;~se~~
These ranks of creatures are suburvient
to another. Ray
1ub-scap'u-lar (slib-skllp'~-lar), a. Anal. Beneath the
:BOUNTY emphasizes the idea of a premium.
Syn. - See SUBORDINATE.
scapula; on, or pert. to, the under (in man the anterior)
sub'llill' (slib'sll'), n. Arch. &: Engin. A secondary sill,
- sub-ser•vl-ent-ly, ad••·
- sub-aer'vl-ent-ness, "·
surface of the scapula. - 1nbscap11!ar
artery, Anat., the
a shop front or one resting on a mudsill.
largest branch of the axillary artery, arisi~ opposite the 1ub-ses•qul- (stlb-s~&'kwr-). [sub-+ sesqui-.] Chem. A as one under
1ING, [L..
1ED ; SUB-BIST
1 (s!ib-slst'), V, i. ,' SUB-SIBT
prefix (also used adjectively) denoting combination in the SUb-1118t
6
~~: proportion of two of the acid constituent to three of the subsistere to stand still, stay, remain alive ; sub under
arteries of that region. Its one chief branch is the dorsistere to stand, to cause to stand, from stare to stand: cf.
basic; as, a subsesqui acetate; sub.,esquiphoaphate of lime
salis scapulw. - ■. :ta.■ cia. Anat., a thin sheet of fascia fixed
F. svbrister. See STAND.] 1. To continue; remain; abide;
(calcium phosphate, Ca3 (P0 4 ) 2 ). Obso/e,,.
to the entire circumference of the subscapular fossa. - ■. IUb'set' (slib'sl!t'; see sus-),
to retain the present state.
n. Math. A set that is itself
foaaa. See BCAPULAJ 1. - ■. muscle, Anat., the subscapularis.
Firm we subsist, yet possible to swerve.
Milton.
a
constituent
part
of
a
larger
set.
1
1ub-scaplu-la'rla\-Skllp d-Iiilris; 115), n. [NL.] Anat. ■ub'shrub' (slib'shrtlbl), n. A plant somewhat shrubby
Z To have existence; to be ; to exist or continue to exist.
A large triangular muscle which fills up the subscapular
All subs1sts by elemental strife.
Pope.
base.
1ub-1hmb'by
(slib-shrlib'f),
a.
or
woody
at
the
fossa. It arises from the surface of the scapula and 1s in3. To be maintained with food and clothing; to live.
1mo
sub-Ill.de'(siib-sid'), v. i.; su»-sn>'ED (-sid'l!d); su11-s1D
serted into the lesser tuberosity of the humerus.
To subs;sr on other
charity.
.Atterbury.
1ub-scrlbe'(siib-skrib 1), v. t.; -SCRIBED'(-skribd'); -scRIB1- (-sid'Yng). [L. aubsidero; sub under, below+ sidere to 4. To hold or have being through the existence of somesit down, to settle; akin to sedere to sit, E. sit. See SIT.]
mo (-skrib'i'.ng). [L. subscribe,·e, subscriptum; sub under
thing else ; esp., to appear as an essential corollary of the
1. To sink or fall to the bottom ; to settle, a.slees.
+ scriber, to write. See SCRIBE.] 1. To write under2. To tend downward ; to become lower ; to descend; to
e~:f:;g:a °!a8;m~t~!!!fsi~}~:~t they cannot exist in the absence
neath, as one's name; to sign (one's name) to a document.
of the things to which they pertain.
James Ward.
siuk. "Heaven's ,,;ubsiding hill."
[They] H/tbscribed their names under them. Sir T. JI ore.
Dryden.
Syn. - See BE.
2, To sign with one's own hand; to give consent to, as 3. To fall into a state of quiet; to cease to rage ; to settle
aomething WTitten, or to bind one's self to the terms of, by down ; to become tranquil ; to abate ; as, the sea subsides,· IUb-slat', v. t. 1. To keep up or in existence. Obs.
writing one's name beneath; as, to .mb.,cribe a bond.
the tumult will .w.bside; the fever haa aubsided.
2 ·u'!~:1~p~:t! V:1\!h
~~do;rd~:\~~!!Je~~f~!':;
All the bishops 1mbscrihed the sentence.
Milman.
ABATE.
Syn.-See
difficult for the enemy to subsist their army.
Robertson,
3. To attest by writing one's name beneath; as, officers &ub- 1ub-llld'ence(-sid'lnsor, esp. in B,itish usage, siib•sr-dfos;
sub-lll.st'ence
(-sr. 1tlins), n. [Cf. F. ,rubsi.,tance, L. aub1cribe their official actsj clerks subscribe copies of records.
277), n, [L. subsidens, -entis, p. pr. of subsidere. See SUJI- sistenUa.] 1. Act or condition of subsisting; specif. : 8
4. To promise to give or oontribute, by writing one's name
SIDE.]
Act or process of suheidi.ng.
; existence. b Remaining in existence ; continuance.
with the amount; as, each man mbscribed ten dollars.
1ub-sld•er(siib-sid'er), n. One that subsides, or permits of Being
Obs. o Act of furnishing support to animal life.
&. To sign away; resign ; yield ; surrender.
Obs. Shak. or promotes subsidence; specif., a settling tank or separator.
2.
That
which furnishes support to animal life ; means
8. To declare with or as if with signature; publish. Obs. sub-lll.d•l-a-ry(-sid•r-a-l'r), a. [L. subsidiariua: cl. F.
of support ; provisions, or that which procures provisions;
I will 11uh!.Cribehim a coward.
Shal,:.
a"Ubsidiaire. See SUBSIDY,] 1. Of, pert. to, or of the nalivelihood
; as, a meager subsistence.
■ub-scrlbe', "· i. 1. To sign one's name to a letter or
ture of, a reserve; reserve; as, .wbsidlaryforces. Obs. or R.
3. Theo!. = HYPOSTAs1s,
2.
Hooker.
other document.
Shak,
Furnishing aid; auxiliary; tributary; esp., aiding in
4.
That
which
subsists or exists.
z. To give consent to something written, by signing ; as,
0
6.
M,taph.
In
Scholastic
philosophy,
the
mode
by
which
l subscribe to that statement; hence, to assent ; to agree.
anch~!:~ifJ~!~~ :n~f P;~t:~~t?;er~h~:::~~\d::;fa:!!~:1d
substance becomes individualized; that in a reality by rea3. To become surety; - with for. Obs. &: R.
Shak,
subsidiary
Florio.
son of which it is what it is ; as applied to human person4. To yield; to submit. Obs.
3. Math. Auxiliary; said of certain symbols or quantiality, a singular rational substance wholly self.contained
ties, finite in number, not necessarily dependent upon the
&. To se\ ~~~~=:et~!~~;re!
~t~{~~
and endowed with inalienable rights.
independent variables nor otherwise essential to a probaomething, as a certain sum of money; also, loosely, to
6. Inherency ; as, the subaistence of qualities in bodies.
lem, but introduced to aid in its solution.
give something in pursuance of a promise so made.
4. Of, pert. to, or constituting, a subsidy ; being a part of, or Syn. - See LIVING.
8. To enter one's name for a newspaper, a book, etc. ; to of the nature of, a subsidy; as, subsidiary payments to allies. Subsistence Department. Mil. A staff department of the
agree to take and pay for something, as stock, by subscribSyn. - See AUXILIARY.
0
th~;~;~Ii:.:l~:r.!~ei:.':irnri~t::e
ing one's name to a formal agreement or the like.
■ubaidiary coin, coin of the smaller denominations,of Jim ited
legal tender; in the United States, any silver coin other
1ub-scrlb'er(-er), n. 1. One who subscribe&
urfrtfci::~iio~
!~~
than the dollar. -1. company, a company of the shares of ~~th~~i::aP~Y!s~::1J!bl
2. Specif.: N. Y. Stock Exchange. Formerly, & speculator
stores. It is commanded by an officer of the rank of brigastock in which another company has at least a majority
who, being a nonmember, was allowed on the floor of the
dier general, called commissary general, and the depart1. troops, Mll., hired troops compo~
giving
it
control.
ment is popularly called the Commissa,-y Department.
exchange outside of a certain rail.
of subjects of another power. Obs. or R.
1ub•1onpt (slib'skrlpt), a. [L. aubscriptm, p. p. See sub-lll.d'l-a-ry,n.; pl. -lllEB (-rbJ. 1. One that contrib- 1ubllllltence stores. Mil. Stores purchased and issued by
SUBSCRIBE. J Written below or underneath ; as, iota sub1
utes aid or additional supplies; an assistant ; an auxiliary.
:~i~~~s~1~g~es~l~,:1:~,o~~ii:itI~~1Edl~~i~;lg~
acript ;- said specif., Math., of a suffix or subindex.
z. Music. A subordinate theme or motive, esp. one occur- bedding for animals to be used as food, and the mlnorstores
1ub'11ertpt,
n. Anything written below.
Bentley.
ring as subject of an episode in an extended work.
disposed ofat authorized sales.
1ub-aorlp'tlon (siib-skrrp•shiin), n. [L. subscriptio: cf. sub'lll.-cllze
(slib•sT-diz), "· t.; -DIZED(-dizd) ; -mz•1No (-diz'- sub-slat'ent (-Mnt), a. [L. subsistens, p. pr. See su11F. souscription,l
1. Act of subscribing.
s1sT.] 1. Having being; subsisting; as, a subsistent spirit.
Ing). [From SUBSIDY,] To furnish with a subsidy; as:
2. Specif. : a Eccl. The acceptance of articles, or other
a To purchase the assistance of by the payment of a aub- 2. Inherent; as, qualities subsistent in matter.
tests tending to promote uniformity ; esp., Oh. of Eng.,
■ubalatent form, Schol., a form capable of existing apart
sidy. b To aid or promote, as a private enterprise, witb
formal assent to the Thirty-nine Articles and the Book of public money; as, to subsidize a steamship line.
from matter.
Common Prayer. b Suhmission ; obedience. Obs. Shak. 1ub•lll.-dy(slib•sr-dr), n. ; pl. -nms (-dlz), [L. sub.,idium sub 1sl•zar (slib'si'zer; see sus-), n. Formerly, at Cambridge
University, England. an under sizar ; a student of lowe1
o Rom. & Cit'il La.w. See RBSCRIPT, 1.
the troops stationed in reserve in the third line of battle,
3. That which is subscribed. Specif. : a A paper to which reserve, support, help, fr. sub.Mere t~-,sit down, lie in wait:
rank than a sizar. Obs.
a signature is attached. b The signature attached to a cf. F. subside. See SUBSIDE.] 1. Formerly, in England, sub•soll' (slib'soii'), n. The bed or stratum of weathered
material which underlies the e~il proper, or surface soil.
paper. c Consent or attestation by underwriting the
a sum of money granted by Parliament to the crown and
name. d Sum or a.mount of sums subscribed ; as, hie ,ub .. raised by extraordinary or special taxation, in distinction sub'soil', 11. t. To tum, break, or stir up, the subsoil of.
acription to a fund. e P harm. That part of a prescripfrom the proceeds of the customs or other taxes levied by sub'aotl'er (-er), n. One that subsoils the land ; specif., a
tion which contains the direction to the apothecary.
sn bsoil plow.
royal prerogative. Subsidies came to be ~nted annually
subaoll plow or plough. A plow with no moldboard,
aub-1ortp•t1ve(-tYvJ, a. Of or pertaining to a subscrip!~~!~egf ri;~ig~~i~~~;i~isi~~~~~ro7fa
gu~~!
tion, or signature. - 1ub-scrlp't1ve-ly,adv.
~=~:\vl{~~idt!~~;ft
t~.1os:n~::,
~~}~:,.few inches
in respect of their estates at the rate of 4 shillings in the
■ub'aec'tlon (silh'sl!k'shiin ), n, A subdivision of a section.
pound upon the yearly value of their land and ef 2shillings sub1spe'cles (-spe'shiiz; -shl-ez; see suB-),n. Biol. A sub■ub•1e-quent (slih'st-kwent), a. [L. subsequens, -entis, p.
division of a species; a variety or race; a category (usually
pr. of subsequi to follow, succeed: cf. F. subs~quent. See ~~!c:i~~J~:J~~~~s11 0ai
the lowest category recognized in classification) ranking
SUB to follow.]
1, Following in time; coming or being
next below a species. It commonly designates a group of
later than something else; as, subsequent events or years;
';:r:er~iac:1a~ir\~~,
t~:d 0:::b~idr:!t!e':t!t~ur~:
a period suh,,equent to the war.
quently granted, except those to Charles II. before 1b'70.
~~~~I:r~b;~;tbn;r~d~tYN~~:;:ft\':i~t~~~~~~~
I, Following in order of place; succeeding; as, a. subse. 2. a A sum of money gTanted by one state to another, as characters. In vertebrate zoology especially, large numquent clause in a treaty.
to a friendly power to aid in the prosecution of a war. b bers of such subspecies, characteristic of some particular
■ub're'gion (sliblre'jlin;

see sun-), n. Zoogeog. One of the
a.
primary divisions of a region.-sub-re'gl.on-al(-iil),

aub-rep•tion(slib-rl!J>'shiin),n. [L. 11t1,breptio,
fr. 11t1,bripere,

IUblecl,'lleDt

1tre&m, or valley, Phys.Geog., drainage, a stream 1 or a valley
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SUBSPECIFIC

SUBTENSE

geographical area, are now recognized and named. See sub-■tan'll-al'i-ty (sub-stiln'shI-ll'l-tI),
n\' Quality or of settling property and involving a fldeicommlBBum; IPIIOIBS, 6 ' VillllTY ; 7th RA.CB,
4 b · NOlllBNCLATUBE,
3,
called 8dellommlaary 1ubnl.tutlon,
lltate of being substantial; esp., corporeity; materiality.
a. Pertaining to, or having aub-stan'tlal-ly,adv. In a substantial manner; as really,
4. Econ. The tendency for the 1- costly of two or moq
the character of, a subspecies; also, almostspeciflc.-sub'operations or agenciea to replace the more costly ones.
actually, solidly, in substance, eBBential!y, materially.
spe-cif'l-cal-ly(-I-k111-I), adv.
&. Chem. Act or process of substituting an atom or radical
aub-atan'U-ata(-shI-iit), v. t.; -AT'BD(-iit'i!d); -AT'INO(-it'sub'stage' (siib'stij'), n. l. Micro,. An attachment to Jng). [See SUBSTANCE.]l. To make real or existent.
for another atom or radical in a molecule. Thus, by the
the microscope, by means of which mirrors, diaphragms,
2. To establish the existence or troth of by proof or com- action of chlorine on methane (CU:.), rubstitution of chlocondensers, Nicol prisms, or other acceBBories are held in petent evidence : to verify ; as, to substantiate a charge.
rine for hydrogen is effected, the successive substitution
place beneath the stage of the instrument.
products being CH 3 Cl, CH 2 O12 , CHC13 , and CCl,.
3. To put into substance or concrete form; to embody.
2, G•ol. A subdivision of a stage. See GEOLOGY,
Chart.
8, Philol. A sound change consisting in the replacement
Syn, - See CONFIRM,
sub'atanoa (siib'stlins), n. [F., fr. L. aubatantia, fr. rub- sub-stan1U-a'Uon(-shI-iVsMn), n. Act of substantiating;
of one vowel or consonant by another, as 111:E.
bakke, mod.
atare to be under or present, to stand firm ; rub under
E. bat. Under this term are included many changes the
esp., act of proving ; evidence ; proof.
,tare to stand. See STAND,
l l. That which underlies all BUb'■tan-U'val (siib'stlin-ti'vlil; siib'stlin-tlv-111), a. Of, causes of which are often unknown or uncertain.
outward manifestations ; su"bstratum ; the permanent sub7, Alg. a The replacing of a quantity by its equal, or of
pertaining to, or of the nature of, a substantive. -sub'ject or cause of phenomena, whether material or spiritual;
a variable by a value of it. b A transformation.
C Restan-U•val-ly,adv.
that in which properties inhere ; that which is real, in dis- sub'atan-Uve (siib'stlin-tlv), a. [L. substantivus: cf. F. placement of each object of an arrangement by one of the
tinction from that which is apparent ; the abiding part of ,ul,atantif.] l, Betokening or expreBBing existence ; as,
others or by itself, no two being replaced by one object.
any existence, indiatinctionfromanyaccident;
that which
sub'.U-tu'Uon-al(siib'stI-tii'shun-111), a. Of or pert. to
the substantive verb, that is, the verb to be.
conatitutes anything what it is; nature; real or existing
adv.
substitution; substituted. - sub1at1-tu'tlon-al-ly,
essence. In metayhysics subsl<lncemay denote: The su/J- 2
~:wdfi~~~~~tga~~,"~,:~n;ti!~~:f:}!oecf;as to ■a.bstltutional atonement. See ATONEMENT, 2 a. - •· legacy,
Ject; that which 18, or of which something may be predLml', a legacy given to one in place of another legacy.
maintain itself without any aid of the foreigner.
Bacon.
icated. Substance in this sense is conceived as a real or 3. Enduring ; solid ; firm ; substantial; real. Now Rare. sub•aU-t11'Uon-a-ry
(-t-rJ), a. Of or pertaining to subontological subject rather than a merely logical one. The
4. Pertaining to or constituting the essential part or prin- stitution; substitutional.
e&sfflce ,· that which makes a thinJt what it is, or gives
aubsUtuUon
groUP,
Math. A group of substitutiona.
as,
the
law
substantive.
ciples
;
it its essential nature. Substance m this sense Is always
&. Dy•ing. Designating dyes not needing a mordant, or iubsUtuUon vain. Mining. A metalliferous vein formed
the essence of an existent thing ; it is essence plus existthrough the agency of percolating waters by the partial or
processes in which they are used ; - opposed to adjective.
complete substitution of the vein material for the original
~~- o?e~:f'!!~aft, t~
■ub1ta.ntiva pulshment, Law some hardship or privation in•
rock, Called also a replacement vein or deposit.
terial of individuation; matter. Substance in this sense is flicted Rrimarily as a punishment; thus, imprisonment was
totally indeterminate ; all that can be said of it is that it
not until comparatively recent times a substantive puni8h- sub'aU-tu'tlve (siib'stI-tii 1tYv), a. [Cf. F. sub,tittttif, L.
subatitutivu, conditional.]
Tending to afford or furnish
is the basis of determiu1ttions of realities. An ;ndit•idual
rrtent.- ■. right. See RIGHT,n., 2 b.
a substitute; making, or capable of, substitution.
~i~:i~lfi~~:t~:f:.d
as an existent entity; a sub-- aub'stan-Uva,n. [Cf. F. rubstantif.] l. Gra,n. A noun
or name ; the part of speech which names anything that sub-atra'tum(siib-strii:'tum), n.; pl. -TA (-ta). [L., neut.
Heroic virtue did his actions guide,
of rubatratus, p. p. of substernereto strew under; rub+ aterexists, or some object of thought. See NOUN.
And he the substance, not the appearance, chose. Dryd~n.
2. A substantive or independent thing or person. Oba•
nere to strew. See STRATUM.] l. That which is laid or
0
sub'atan-Uva-ly,adv. l. In a substantive manner; in spread under; that which underlies or supports something.
:i~wi~8ivtJ~!f~ 1~; g;~~t~r;:ea~~hrh:r::c:bci
2. a A gric. The subsoil. b Bot. The substance or base on
substance ; essentially.
awbstance,which is the universal substantial nature abstracted
from the individual. First substance really exists as such. Secwhich a plant grows. The soil is the substratum of moat
2. Gram. As a substantive name, or noun.
ond substance does not exist as such, except in the mind.
seed plants, exce:{)tepiphytes; while rocks, soil, water, and
Wm. Turner. aub'stan-Uv-lza(-tlv-iz), v. t.; -JZBD(-izd); -1z'1NG(-1•'Ing). To convert into, or use as, a substantive, as an ad• dead or living animal or vegetable tissues are substrata for
the lower plants.
0
!~~~gdad·.
g.il; jective.
3. Metaph. A permanent subject of qualities or cause of
calls each of these, as existing apart, a thing per se (,coJYa.VT6). sub'sta'tlon (siib'stii'shun;
cf. BUB•),n. A subordinate
phenomena; substance considered as supporting attributes
station, esp. any of several subsidiarJ: to a central station.
:~~t:r~1~hc-;ll~S~~1!,1i~\~i!:~t.~:~;::,~;;~f,tance into form and
or accidents. See SUBSTANCE, 1.
sub-sUt'u-ant
(siib-stlt'i'i-,Jnt),
n.
LL,
substitttem,
p.
pr.
1'hos. Case CEncyc. Brit.).
See SUBSTITUTE.]Chem. Any atom, group, or radical subit!~t~~~:;~:~ege:ge~~!Jb~~C::::e~u.~~~r:;_t3,':;iifl
I. The most important element in any existence ; the stituted
for another, or entering a molecule in place of sub-atruc•Uon(siib-striik'shun), "· [L. subatructio, fr.
characteristic and essential components of anything ; the
some
other
part
which
is
removed.
main part; eBBential import ; purport.
rubatruer•, ,ubstructum, to build beneath; rub + atruere
to build.] .Arch. Undorbuilding; the foundation, esp. a
This edition is the same in substance with the Latin. Rp. Burnet. aub'atl-tuta(siib'stJ-tiit), n. [L. rubstitutus, p. p. of subatito put under, put in the place of ; sub under
sta- structure, as a terrace, to raise the lower floor or basement
3~ Essential nature ; essence; hypostasis (see HYPOSTASIS, tuere
tuere to put, place: cf. F. subaUtuJ. See STATUTB,J One above the natural ground level.-aub-atruc•Uon-al(-Iii ),a.
3). Chiefly Theol.
put in place of another; one acting for, or takmg the aub-lltrllc'ture (-tjjr), n. [substructure.] a .Arch.
4, Theol. = HYP0BTAs1s,
2.
place of, another; specif.: a Mil. A person who enlists
= BUBSTRUcTioN.b An under structure ; groundwork. &. Body; matter; material of which .a thing is made;
military service in the place of a conscript or drafted
aub-atruc'tur-al
(-~r-111), a.
hence, substantiality;
solidity ; firmness; as, the sub- for
man. b Scots Law. Any of those who are heirs failing aub•styl&'(siib•stiJI), n. Also subslile. Dialing. A right
stance of a garment; fabric of little substance.
the institute.
line on which the style, or gnomon, of a dial is erected, be&. Material possessions ; estate ; property; resources.
Syn. -SUBSTITUTB,
ALTERNATE,
DBPUTY, PROXY." 8UBSTI·
ing the common section of the face of the dial and a plane
The younger son . . there wasted his substance with riotous
living.
L1tf,:e xv. 13,
perpendicular to it passing through the style.
Hutton.
:hin~a~ro•rsoth:~r.ri~:,:
7, Of persons, the greater part; the majority. Obs.
pointed to take the place o'f another (esp. a dJiegate to a sub-sul!tus (siib-siil'tus), n. [NL., fr. L. su/JS'ilir•,subsul8. Substantiation ; assurance. Obs. or R.
Heb. xi. I.
to leap.] Med. A
convention) in case of the latter's absence; a DEPUTY Ji.for tum, to spring up; sub under+salire
In 111b1ta.nce,substantially;
essentially. - 1. of Schw&Dll
starting, twitchiug, or convulsive motion.
(sh wan) farter T. Schwann, German anatomist], .Anal.,
(!~!~~ei!,&1:l:°::~hoti
1tua ten'cll-num (t~n'dl-niimj, convulsive muscular
II111b-a11!
the medullary sheath of a nerve fiber.
ity to cast another's vote.
twitching observed in certain febri e conditions.
sub-stan'tial (sub-stitn'shal), a. [F. rub,tantiel, L. rub- sub'sU-tuta,v. t.; sun'sTJ-TUT'BD(-tiit'i!d) ; sun'sT1-Tl1'1"1NGsub-sume' (siib-siim'), "· t.; SUB-BUMED'
(-siimd'); SUB-SUM'1tantiali1.] l. Consisting of, pertaining to, of the nature
(-tiitting).
[See SUBSTrrUTB,n.] l. To put in the place
ING(-siim'l'.ng). [sub-+ L. sumere to take.] To take up
of, or being, substance; material; as, ~'Ubstantial life.
of another person or thing; to exchange.
as
individual
under
species,
species un•
or
include
under,
Most ponderous·and tmbstantial things.
Shak,
2, To invest with delegated authority.
Oba.
Shak.
der genus, or particular under universal ; to put (any one
aub'■U-tuta, v. i. To act as substitute.
cognition) under another as belonging to it.
i. Not aeemir,h~~;::!i~:!~ib;~!N~~:~"o~:
real i.Je1;!},~m.
sub'sU-tut'ad(-tiit 1i!d), p.a. l. Put in the place of another.
A principle under which one might ,ubsume men's most atren•
3. Having good substance ; strong ; stout; solid; firm ; 2, Chem. Having been subjected to the process of substiuous efforts after righteousney.
w.Pater.
as, 111,bstantialcloth ; a substantial fence or wal 1.
tution, or having some of its parts replaced.; as, alcohol is Syn. - See CONTAIN.
4, PoBBe888dof goods or an estate ; moderately wealthy ; a&Ubstituted water; methyl amine is a substituted ammonia. aub-aumpltlon(-siimp'shi1n), n. l. Act of subsnming, or
responsible. "Substant-lal yeomen."
Scott.
3. Appointed by a person to take the place of himself or state of being subsumed,
6. That is such in substance or in the main; as. a &Ubstan- another or of something else, specif. to act in his own 2, That which is subsumed, as a minor clause or premiae,
tial victory; a substantial lie.
·
stead or to act on the happening of a certain event in the
3. Scots Law. In the former syllogistic criminal proce8. Considerable in amount, value, or the like ; large; as, stead of another; appointed by substitution ; as, a substi- dure, the minor premise containing an affirmation of the
a sttbatantial gain.
tuted executor, heir, or legacy.
accused's guilt, a narrative of the material facts, etc.
7, S11Bceptibleof being substantiated ; verifiable. Obs,
111batltutedasrvlce. See 2d SERVICE,
11 a.
sub-aump'Uva(-silmpl'trv), a. Of, pert. to, of the nature
8. That is of moment ; important ; essential; material.
1aU-tu'Uon
sub
(-tii'shun), n. [L. sttbstitutio: cf. F. rub.<titu- of, or containing, a subsumption.
9, Of or pert. to the substance or main part of anythinf
aub-tan'gent(siib-tilu'jlnt), n. Geom. The Intercept on
tion. l l. Act of substituting, or state of being substituted.
the axis of abscissas between the ordinate and tangent
2. The office or authority ofone acting for another Rare.
=•,1rs!W~~e~i~tii':i'1l~i!ts:¥
~~-~
3. The designation by a person of a person or thing to drawn to the same point in a curve.
Schol., the form or nature which gives to an individu;i
take
the
place
of
himself
or
another
person
or
of
some
sub-tem'}lar-ata
(-tl!m'per-tt), a. Geog. Slightly tempersubstance its specific or generic character; as, his rational
ate ; of or pert. to the colder parts of the temperate zone.
other thing; specif. : a Rom. LaU/, (1) The nomination
soul Is the sub8lanlial .form of a man. See FORM,n., 9 a. ■• right, Law, a right affecting or involviug a matter of subof a person to take as heir on the refuse.I or failure to ac• aub'tan•ant(-tl!n'lint; see BUB•),n. One who rents a tenestance, as distinguished from matters of form or the like; a cept the inheritance by an heir previously named;- called
ment, or land, etc., of one who ie also a tenant; an underright materially affecting those Interests which a man is en- also common, or vulgar, ■ubstitutton. (2) A similar nominatenant. - aub'ten'an-cy(-lin-sJ), n.
titled to have preserved and protected by law· a material
1BD; BUB-TBND'ING,
tion
(
called
pupWary
111batltut1on)
of
a
person
to
take
as
Bllb-tend'
(siib-tl!nd'), v. t.; BUB-TBND
[L.
right. The term derives its chief im{'ortance irom its use
.,,btendere ,· rub under
tendere to stretch, extend. See
heir in place of, or to succeed, a descendant under puberty
in provisions allowing appeals contamed in various codes
4th TBND.] l. To extend under, or be opposite to; as, a hyof procedure, thus, an order imposin¥ a :property obliga.. and in the potestas of the testator, in case of the descendpotenuse subtends a right angle; the chord sublenda an arc.
tion or loss is one affecting a substantial r~gh.l; but an or• ant's failure to take the inheritance or on his death
der affirming an order refusing to opeu a default is not.
before puberty, or to succeed a child or other descendant
2. Bot. To inclose or embrace in its axil ; to occupy an
sub-stan'tlal, n. That which is substantial; specif. : a of any age who is a lunatic (in this latter case being ca,lled adjacent position to; as, a bract subtending a flower.
Something having substance or actual existence. b Some- quasi pupWary, or uemplary, 111batltutlon, (3) A designa- sub-tense' (-tins'), a. Clti~fl11Surv. Designating an obthin11 having good substance or actual value. O Something
tion by a testator of a person to whom the property was ject (usually a pole or rod of known length), or either ot
of moment ; an important or material matter, thing, or part.
to be handed over by the person named as heir or by the
two objects, utilized to ascertain a distance without actual
sub-atan'Ual-lam(-Iz'm ), n. Pltilos. The doctrine that heir of such person, giving rise to a fl.deicommissum measurement by obeerving the subtended angle from a
constant realities or substancesunderliephenomena;
esp.,
given point; also, designating, or pertaining to, an in(which see) ; - called 8dolcommla1ary111b1tltutlon. b Civil
the doctrine that matter Is a real substance rather than an Law. Specif., a designat10n of a person or persons to euc• strument or device designed for such work.
aiigregation of centers of force. - aub-atan'Ual-lat,n.
ceed to another aa beneficiary of an E'!state,used as a means aub-t111111a',
n. [See SUBTEND,TBNBB,a.] Geom. A line
1ubta.r1et ma.chine. An tn11tru-
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SUBTENURE

SUCCESSARY

2. Music. ~e seventh tone of the scale, or that just below
the upper tonic ; the leading tone, as B in the scale of C.

sub-ver'slve (sl!b-vftr'slv), a. [Cf. F. subi·ersif.]

Tending to subvert; having a tendency to overthrow and ruin ;
as, hypocrisy is a vice su.bversive of manhood.
subt1'actus, p. p. of subtra./iere to draw from beneath, with- aub-vert'(-vftrtl),"· t.; SUB-VEBT'ED;SUB-VERT'ING.[L.
subvertere, aubversum ,- sub under
't"ertere to turn : cf.
draw; sub + trahere. See TRACE,v. t.] 1. To withdraw
or take away, orig. by stealth ; as, to su.btract suit from a F. subtiertir. See VERSIO~.J 1. To overturn from the foundation; to overthrow; to ruin utterly; to destroy.
feudal lord ; to incloee or subtract common land. Hist.
Razeth your cities, and subverts your towns
Shak.
2. To withdraw, or take away, as a part from the whole;
This would subuert the principles of all knowledge. Locke.
to deduct; as, subtract 5 from 9. See SUBTRACTION,
2.
Syn. - See DEDUCT,
2. To turn away or aside ; to pervert ; corrupt ; confound.
sub-trac'tion (-trak'shi!n), n. [L. subtractio a dl"awing Syn. - Overthrow, destroy. See OYER TURN.
By a miserable suhterfur1e. they hope to render this propmiition
sub-ven', v. i. To overthrow anything from the foundaback. See SUBTRACT.]l. Act or operation of subtracting.
safe by rendering it nugatory.
Burke.
2. Math. Act or process of subtracting 0110 number or tion ; to cause subversion or destruction.
Syn. - See ARTIFICE.
quantity
from
another.
It is often performed by changing aub-wa'ter (-w6'ter), v. t. Hort. To furnish water to
■Ub'ter-rane (-ter-an), n.
[Cf. L. subterraneum, F. souter(plants m beds) by means of runs of tiling with openings
the sign and adding ; as, to subtract 9 from 5 is to add -9
rain. See SUBTERRANEAN.] 1. Acaveoruudergrouud
room.
through which the water rises by capillary attraction.
and +5 (result -4), or to subtract -9 from +5 is to add
2. Geol. The bed rock or rocks of a particular formation.
aub'Way'
n. An underground way or gallery;
+9
and
+5
(result
+14).
sub1ter-ra'ne-an (-i'ne-l!n), a. [L. subterraneus; sub 3. Law. The withdrawing or withholding from one a right esp. : a A(sl!b'wi'),
under a street, in which water mains,
under + terra earth. See TBRRACE.
J Being or lying under to which he is entitled, as customary services, fealty, rents, gas mains, passage
b An
telegraph wires, etc., are conducted.
the surface of the earth; situated in the earth, or under
electric railroad under the street surJace. U. S.
suit and service, conjugal rights, and tithes. Obsoles.
ground ; as, subterranean springs; hence, hidden ; secret.
4.
Logic.
The
exception
of
one
class
from
another
in
suc-cade'
(su-kad';
si!k'id),
n.
[F.
auccade
a
sweetmel\t;
Curious ,mliten·anenn influences seem to have been at work to
which the excepted class is naturally included.
cf. L. succus, sucus 1 juice. Cf. BUCKET.
J A sweetmeat; a
eave the Senate from the infamy of restoring Ptolemy. Froude.
bonbon ; a preserve or confection.
Obs. or R.
■Ub'tlle (sl!b 1tII; slit''!;
277: see note below), a. [L. sub- sub-trac'tive (-tiv), a. l. Tending or able to subtract.
suc 1 ce-da'ne-ou■ (sl!k 1st-da'nt-i!s),
a. LL. succedaneu•.
tilis, or fr, ME. sublil, for sotil, under L. influence. See 2. JJfath. Having the uegative or minus sigu (-).
SUBTLE.
J Subtle. Now Somewhat Rare. See SUBTLE,Syn. aub'tra-hend'(sl!b'trt.i-Jiend 1 ), n. [L. subtrahenclus that See succEBD.J Pertaining to, or acting as, a succedaneum;
is to be subtracted, p. fut. pass. of sublrahere. See SUB- supplying the place of something else; substituted.
- sub'tlle-ly, adv. -- aub'tlle-nes■, n.
TRACT.] llfaJh. The quantity to be subtracted.
IUC'ce-da'ne-um(-i!m), n.; pl. -NEA (-ti). [NL. See BUC11(::fr Dyche (1710) and Buchanan (1766)give slit''! only;
see SUB-), n. A suborCEDANEOUS.]One that succeeds to the place of another;
Slieridan (178ll),Walker (c.1800)\iand Smart (c.1840) sil.b'til. sub'treaa'ur-er (si!b'trezh'Ur-er;
Most later orthoepists give bot , preferring sl!b'til.
dinate treasurer; specif., U. 8., an assistant treasurer of a substitute; specif., Med., a remedy used as a substitute.
aub-tll'i-ty (sl!b-til'PI), n. [L. subtilitas: cf. F. subtilite. the United States, who has charge of a subtreaeury.
In lieu of me, you will have a charming succedaneum, Lady
Jf'al1mle.
See SUBTLE.] Subtiety. Rare.
aub-treaa'ur-y(sil.b-trezh'i'.ir-i), n.; pt. -u&1Es (-Jz). A Harriet Stanhope.
aub'W-lze(si!b'til-iz; si!t''l-iz), v. t.; suBIT1r.-1zEo(-izd); subordinate treasury, or place of deposit; specif., a branch auc-ce'dent (si!k-se'dent), n. 1. One that follows or succeeds
;
a
follower;
a
following
thing;
a
result.
Obs.
1ING(-iz'ing ). [ Cf. F. subtiliser.] To make subtle,
SUB'T1L-IZ
treasury of the United States.
2. Astrol. Any of the four houses that follow the four anthin, or fine ; to make less gross or coarse ; to refine i to aub-trip'li-cate(sil.b-trlpl!T-ktt), a. Math. Expressed by
gular houses, as the 2d, 6th, 8th, and 11th houses.
spin into niceties; as, to subtilize arguments.
the cube root ; - said esp. of ratios.
; SUC-CEED'ING.
aub'tll-lze, v, i, To use subtlety i to refine in argument.
sub-troP'lc(-trop'11<)
a. Nearly tropical; of, per- suc-ceed' (s'Uk-sed.'), 1,1, t. ,· SUC-CEED'ED
[L. succedere, successum, to go under, go up, follow, be
■ub'W-ty (sil.b'til-tl ; si!t''l-ti),
n. [ME. subtille, for so- aub-tro~'l-cal (-troplI-kiil)
taining to, or designating,
successful; sub under
cede,·e to go along : cf. F. sue~
telte, solilte. See SUBTLETY.] Subtlety.
the regions bordering on the tropical zone.
cider. See CEDB; cf. succsss.]
1. To come after; to be
sub'tl'Ue (sil.b1ti't'l; see suB-), n. A secondary or subor- sub-trop'ica(-Iks), n. pl. The subtropical regions.
subsequeut or consequent to; to follow.
dinate title, as of a book or play. Hence: a A main book su'bu-late (sii'M-1.:t), a. [NL subulatus, fr. L. subula
Destructive
effects
.
.
succeeded
the curse. Sir T. Browne.
title repeated in a subordinate position, as over the first
an awl.] Awl-shaped ; linear and tapering to a fine point.
follow in order; to come next after; ]1ence, to take
page of text. b A bastard title or half title.
aub'um-brel'la (sl!b 1l!m-brel'<i), n. Zool. The concave the To
place
of
;
as,
the
king's
eldest
son A'Ucceedshis father
1
BUb'tle (slit''!), a.; SUBTLER (-!er); SUB'TLEST(-lest). under surface of the bell, or disk-shaped body, of a jellyon the throne ; autumn succeeds summer.
[ME. sotil, OF. soutil, later subtil, F. snbtil, L. subtills ,- fish. - aub1um-brel'lar(-<ir), a.
3.
To
fall
heir
to;
to
inhel'it.
Obs.
& R.
Sl,ak.
prob., originally, woven fine, and fr. sub under+
Lela,a aub'urb(snb'llrb), n. [OF. suburbe, L. suburbium.; sub
web, fr. texere to weave. See TEXT; cf. SUBTILE.] 1. Thin;
under, below, near+
urbs a city. See URBAN,l 1. An 4 ' To su~~~!e;/!~s~:1f
gb~~sign.
Dryden.
tenuous ; not dense or gross ; rare ; delicate ; as, the subtle outlying part of a city or town; a smaller place aajacent
suc-ceed', v. i. 1. To come in the place of another perair ; a subtle pleasure.
to a city; in pl., the region on the confines of any city or son, thing, or event; to come after ; to come next in the
2:. Skillfully or cunningly made, formed, or deviaed ; in- large town; as, a house in the suburbs of Paris.
usual, natural, or prescribed course ; to follow ; hence, to
genious ; clever ; as, a subtle stratagem ; also, sometimes,
2. Hence, the confines; the outer part; the environment.
come next in the possession of anything ; - often with to,"The suburbs • .. of sorrow."
Jer. Taylor.
as, to succeed to a title: day is over, night succeeds.
~~~Jt1!~~~S~i~:~~~;
O:~tn:tt~Otr~~~twl~:
sub-ur'ban (-ftr'blin), a. [L. suburbanus.] Of, pert. to, 2. Specif., to ascend the throne after the removal or death
3. Characterized by refinement and niceness in drawing
or characteristic of, suburbs; inhabiting, or being in, the
of the occupant.
distinctions; nicely discriminating ; discerning ; shrewd;
suburbs oi a city. - n. One who dwells in the suburbs.
No woman shall succeed in Salique land.
Shak.
0
8
115), a. [LL. suburbica3. To come down ; to descend, as an estate or an heir~
r:::1\~~!nfr; ir:1:,:::iri~;;-:!da
~!n~t~l~ aub-ur'bl-ca'ri-an(-bl-kli'ri-/tn;
rius, equiv. to L. suburbanus: cf. F. suburbicaire.
See loom, in the same family; to devolve. Obs. or R. Shak.
lect; a 1n1,bt/eimagination; a subtle process of thought,
4. Level and smooth ; even. Obs. &, R.
Shale. SUBURBAN.]Being in the suburbs or near the city; of or 4. To obtain the object desired ; to accomplish what iB
pertaining to the suburbs; - applied to the six dioceses in
attempted or intended; to be successful ; as, he succeeded
5. Skillful; expert; clever; as, a subtle workman.
the suburbs of Rome subject to the Pope as metropolitan
in his plans ; hie plane succeeded.
Dryden.
~r:~~12~Bt~:i1i
~1!iNrt:d: 1i~5Ys;CEiis
bishop of Rome, or the provinces subject to him as patri5. To go uuder or below ; to descend. A Latinism. Obs.
senses. Suhtile, however, is often preferred when the
arch ; hence, of or pert. to these dioceses or provinces.
Will you to the cooler cave succeed 1
Dryden,
word retains its ehysical associations somewhat definitely.
Spenser.
aub-vene'(sl!b-ven'), "· i.; -VENED'(-vend'); -VEN1ING(-ven'- 6. To approach. .d La/'inism. Obs,
But no sure distinction can be made. See SHREWD.
Syn. - See FOLLow.
l'.ng). [L. subvenire to come toone's assistance, come up:
Subtle Doctor. (L. lJoctor Subtilis.] Duns Scotus (d. 1308).
cf. F. subvenir. Cf. souVENIR,SUBVENTION.]
To come under auc-cen'tor(sl!k-sen'ter), n. [L., an accompanier in singaub'tle-ty (-tl), n.; pl. -TIES(-trz). [ME. sotelte, St<lilte, as
a support ; to happen by way of relief or aid.
ing, fr. succinere to sing, to accompany; sub under, after
OF. sutilte; cf, OF. sotillete, sotieute, soutiute (fr. OF. souA future state must needs subi•ene to prevent the whole edifice
canere to sing.] 1. Eccl. A precentor's deputy in some
Iii subtle), and L. subtilitas. See SUBTLE;cf. SUBTILITY.] from falling into ruin.
B7>. Warburton.
cathedrals.
See PRECBNTOR a.
1. Quality or state of being subtle ; specif. : a Slyness ; aub-ven'tlon(-ven'shi!n), n. [F., fr. LL. aubventio, fr. L. 2.
An abettor.
Obs. & R.
cunning ; craftiness ; artfulness. b Mental acuteness ; delsubvenire. See SUBVENB.] 1. Act of coming under. "The
suc-cesa'
(suk-ses'),
n. [L. successus: cf. F. succes, See
icacy of mental action ; nicety of discrimination.
subvention of a cloud."
Stackhouse.
succEED.J 1. Act of Succeeding ; succession. Obs.
2. Something subtle ; specif. : a Something crafty or de- 2. Act of coming to the aid of some one ; oupport; help.
2.
That which comes after i hence, consequence, issue, outlusive. Rare. "The world's false subtleties." Shak. b
3. A government aid or bounty; a snbsidy.
come, or result, of an undertaking, whether good or bad.
Something delicate, fine, or ingenious. c At a medieval
Syn. - See SUBSIDY,
Men • . that are like to do that that is committed to them,
dinner, a. device, often of elaborate design, made of sugar, aub-ver'alon (-vftr'shi!n), n. [L. subversio: cf. F. subBacon.
and to report back again faithfully the success.
paste, etc., as a table decoration and sometimes eaten. Obs. t•ersion. See SUBVERT.] 1. Act of subverting, or state of 3. The favorable or prosperous termination of anything
Syn. - See DELICACY.
being subverted ; overthrow from the foundation i utter
attempted ; attainment of a propooed object, as wealth,
■ub-ton'ic (sl!b-ton'ik), a. Phon. Voiced, or sonant, as a
ruin ; destruction ; as, subi 1ersion of a government or of position, or the like ; prosperous issue.
voiced consonant, but not consisting of pure vocal tone as
Dream of success and happy victory I
Sl,ak.
despotic power ; subvffsion of the constitution.
4. A thing or person achieving success or favor; as, the trip,
does a vowel. Rush. See Guide to Pron., § 30.
The subvertHon [by a storm] of woods and timber. Evelyn.
2. That which causes overthrow or destruction.
book, actor, play, invention, was a success. Colloq.
aub-ton'ic, n. 1, Phon. A subtonic sound ; a subvocal.
■ub'ten'ure, n. The tenure of a ■ub'tll-ism(sti.b'tll-Yz'm;sllt''l[.<11tb+ L. trurlere to thrust.] To sometimrs plantigrade. - aub- aub-ven'tion-a-ry (-!1-rl), a. Of, aub'work'er, n. See i,;ire- 1 1 c.
subten:mt.
lz'm), n. Quality or state of place under; to insert. Rm·(•,
un'gu-late (-IIIJ'gl't-lt\:t), a.~ n. pert. to, or of the nature of, a aut-write' ,t1. i, To subscribe. R.
aub-zon'al (-zlin'til), a. Em8
aabtending ; as, the aubteme of an arc, or angle ; a hypotenuse.
[L. subter, also sup/er, adv. & prep. Cf. SUB-.]
A prefix denoting below, beneath, u.nde1'neath, less than; opposed t0 su;p_er-.
■Ub'ter-fuge (sl!b'ter-fiij), n. [F., fr. LL. subterfugium,
fr. L. subterfugere to flee secretly, to escape; subter under
+ fugere to flee. See FUGITIVE,] A device, plan, or the
like, to which one resorts for escape or concealment ; an
artifice employed to escape censure or the force of an ar~ment, or to justify opinions or conduct; an evasion.
■ubter-.

sub-tract' (sub-tl'ilkt'), v. t. ; -TRAOT'BD; -TBACT,ING. [L.

+

I

+

a.

f:~:~~~d

J:~l~e~:

!~f~t\i~~;

!uit't~
~~:l:i~~

~u~R-

s~i~X:E

+

::etr_;,~t~ia:ee
srs it'i,ll! rbrOOt'Ish), a. See SUBTER-.
n.b'ter-duc'tion,
n. [L. subter0
off secretly.]
1ub'te-rete', a. See sue., 1 b.
aub-ter'fl.u-ent (s n b-t ftr'flOOlnt), aub-ter'fl.U-0118(-Us), a. [L.
s1tbterjfuens, p. pr. of 11uhte1'fluere to flow beneath; suhter un•
der +.fl.uere to flow.] Flowing
or mnning beneat\
Rare.

1
~:i~,1~i~!

>'t1on- (-l-zl'11h1ln ;
-t-zi'shlln), n. [Cf. F. xuMilisation.] 1. Act of makmg subtile.
:uJi')Ui~l:~i;(-Jz'l!r)J,~c.f~~~~~I
1ub'tle, 11• t. c\"i. Oba. 1, To
make subtle: to scheme.
2 To reason or argue subtly
sUb'tle, n. In Ben Jon~n's
u The Alchemist," a crafty
quack who gets money by pretendih~ to bh about to discover
~~bJ>tl~d~~~-pa.et~i\~n:~d. Obs.
■ub'ter-nat'u-ral, a. See SUB- aub'tle-head', 11. Subtlety. Ohs.
:-:;ter-J£.~;tlon
Se(~;g_~~:ha;~I ~:~;!~e-nea1 (11ttt''l-n~s), n, See

~~~ii~,//1~1:Y

::tt:;1:u'\::iJ~:ia.
s:::~:=.~Rb.

l!~:~:~
n.(sl1 ~;te~~~iinJhs~,·
:::;:::~;;
Subterra-

8

i1

1 ~;\:

~;::

:::;,t~!!~ii!-~!~lt~:~li-fts?.b~:
=SUBTERRANEA~.-aub'ter-ra' ne-oua-ly, mfr. - aub'ter-ra'neou■-DeBB, n.
aub'ter-ra-ny (st1h'V'r-A'.-nl'),a.
Subterranean.
Ub.s.-n.
Any.

pl .. subtlelt~icticer
1
:::;:~~'•

Oh,<4,

aSee

b.

::t·.:~iiron-ize
(-lz), ll, t. To bryol. & Beneath the zona pelcome to the aid of; to subsidize; lucida of an egg. b Imperfectly zonal.
[a zone.,
to support.
aub'zone', n. A suhdivision of
iu~t:J:i~:
~?mx:\n<J~~ tunic.
~~t~~n-11:i~!~ \s~~~ri:_-tlsh'- aut-zy'go-mat'ict!!· Seesl 1 B-,la.
aub 1tun'nel, n. See :•we-, la..
aub-ven'tive, a. Helpful by auccade gourd. The veletable
aub'tur-ric'u-Iate, 1ub1 tur-ric'wa.v of subvention,
marrow.
ugar.
u-lat'ed(-lit'~d),a.
See sun., lb. BAN.
1ub-ven'tra.l, a. See St'B-, 1 a. auc'car (Bt){)k'~r), n.
aub'tu'tor, n., aub'type', n. See sub'urbed (sl'ib'O.rbd), a. Hnv- aub-ven'tri-coae,a. See !-\t'B-,1 b. auc'ca-taah. Var.of~UC'C'0TASU.
SUB-, l c.
ing a ,mhurb or suburbs; pro- aub-ver■e', v. t. [L. suht'er.o;'ltB, auc-ceaae', v. ,.. [Erron. for
vided (with) as a suhnrh.
p. p. ot' sttbt•ertere.
See sue- surcease, v.] To ena. Oba.
ce-dan, auc' ce-dane, n. A
h f
:~tbi~!t8;!:
a;~b~~;:~~~D·o:~sc~ntt:; fl ~:"t'), a. auc'
succedaneum : suh11titute. Oba.
Su,~u-~~rrs:,t~g:m). D. Bib.
aub-ur'bi-ca-ry
(stib~fir'bl-klt• Matlt. Versed and belonging to auc-ce'de.nt(sUk-se'dfnt), n.[L.
au'bu-lat'ed (-liit 1 ed), a. SubU• rl), 0, = ~l'BlTRBJCAHIAN.
(-vfir'sh'Un-ft- s11ccede11R,p. pr.] Succt"eding;
[See -ABLE.,
followinJ;
~~t,i;u-11-corn' (sU'btl-ll-k0rn'),
::t~=~~~~~'11(b:n~~:1;~n:~}na;
•rlu)b•-aver'
Jaulvh•es~~~:ee.rsfve.
r8/.,J:■uc-ceed a-ble c-sed'd-b'l), a.
auc-ceed'ant (-dnt), a. [F. suc1
11
1
h~r!~f
1i!vi~
!~t~g~t~D.af(seriqb~i ll-n (I, 1; aub-vert'ant (1dlb-vfir'tdnt,
i~:~nhl~wf~J.
ll[;~succeed::Jb~~ii.io~;"(-f6rm'), [~~1st,~:! ~~~~~ftij::n:i!i~ri.;. Anat. Under
a.. See RUB-, la.
auc-ceed'er, n. A successor.
aub'u-lon, ri.: 7Jl. -I.ONES (-IO'- ■ubvaging,a. [.suh-+ L.1•ngar1 to aub-vert'ed, o. Her. Reversed.
=~~~~Ed;~n/l~C~lt';;.
~eai. 1 [I:isuxtt~O,t;°!'isihfr.
suhuld :Ub-::ri_:vtto~i117 sdtf
UUN~v~er.rtt''eenr
t-(-v:,i',fht-;r:,_.t.ub_n:~O·n:..T-,
which succeeds, or followt
y~ar. ni:Jh.<4. ar m e secon i's h il n), n. A secondary or
~
u t'!'
after ; a consPquence.
aub-um'bel-late,n. See sun-,] b. subordinate valuation ; specif,
aub-vert'l ble(sllb-v0r'tl-b'l),a.
=~~~~t;o<:1k-~~~i~'t~~
aub'um-bo'na.l (s ti b't1 m-b l'V- ."1'ccJltt
Lam, a valuation of the See •ABU:.
nf'tl), a. Zof)l Beneath or for. teinds made by the suhcommis- 111.b-ver'tt-cal,a.,1ub 1ver-ttc'il• or second part of (a verse), as in
ward of the umbonee of a bi- sioners and validated on I y late (f'ib 1vi!r•tlB'I-lilt) a See
~:ig::tJ~.~}~¥~!ct~~
suc~~!:I
;:t::i~b~~e,
t. [See UM• Wi;h~~mc~fs~f~~t~~~in1:fe
:~:_~er~tion, n. Suh:ert?i;:I
auc 1cen-tu'ri-a.te (shk 1 i-~n-tu'rl-iit), 1·. t. [L. fltlCCf!TllUriatu,r,
~,{b!~!-~'!~~~fn~eTd~inor
::tr:~{:';~:i!:i,~:.8sue~~:[i~-~hb:
p. p. of RUCCenturiare to receive
aub-un'ci-na.te, a. See sue-, lb. riet,v or strain in a more general aub'vic'ar,n.,aub'vic'ar-ahip,n.
as a recruit into a century.] To
the vacancies in (a. company
aub'un-da'tion
(11ti b 1 U n-d it'- one, esp. in domestic animals.Su•b•-'v't'r";u•
·1 fill
0 ·,utvy
1__
01,ca.. Of i'nfe,(,n
1
sh1ln) 11 r.sub- + L 1.mdn a aub'va.-ri'e-tal,n.
of P.oldiers). ObR. -auc'cen-ta.'ri-a'tion (-i'sh-rln), n. Obs.
wave.j A ffoorl; a del~ge. Ohtt. 1auurvv8aa
•• S[eL•.s~u•b·••elcct,'o.J
aub•vi'tal-ized (si"\b-vl'Ml-lzd), aue-cer'nate,
, ,nn
0 ;t•l••l
11
1,.t. [Irreg. fr. L.
1.ya~i~~~zse:B
co';;veynnce. ObR.
:ub-~1;~=
•• 1 b succ,..r11ere.J To sift (meal). Obs.
a 11a1lor hoof.
sub'veiid-ee', n. Thevendee in aub-vo'ca.l (-vCi'k(J,l),a.~ 1t. = II auc'ds' d'e■'time' (s ti k's ti:'
Sub un'gu la't& ( gt"l li'ta)
n a s11hRale.
SUBTON1c.
dl!,ltem')
rF.] Lit., success of
pl. [NL.] -Zofif. A-gr~up of 'un: 1ub'ven-ta'ne-ou1 (si1b'v~n-ti'IIaub vo'ce. (L.] Under the esteem, as tfiat of a play whose
merits win it ref:.pect,but which
gulatemammals including the wn~,.-n1~_>
word;-abbr.
s. v.
, 'p'·,o ru.,uh
0 e-d+bylt.h'e'w''",·n'd"~,
c0opidhea•nt(
Prrotab
.onee
idx-" 1
d
•,·nub
v0 busl.garin an ~~~oJ,!'i!tfy~P~~;.rav3:.~cea10-nvulor,ge"'!,'eae.·
1H•yr(a
01
8c)o,naines),
d 00 1 0
windy. Oh.<4.
d'"'
tTinhcet
gro
tuapr•••••ft•
t
hne:11Avme-bt
ly
pod•n•d·
aub-ven'tlon
(stib-v~n'sht'Ln),
v.
aub'vul-tu'ri-an,
a.
Somewhat
00
0
0 0d
:~vceJ:«;1-a~~' n. Succe!s?:!:j
feet
t. To subventiomze.
vulturelike; predatory. Obs.
v.t. [sub- + L. trudere, tru.s1w1, to drive, impel.]

n. See J~M.
aub-ur'ban-ite, 11. A dweller in
;:~~°r~~~;i-ty.~~ i{:irr:~c~~~
aub-ur'ba.n-ize, ,,. t, See -iz1<:.
aub-ur'ban-ly, adv. of sUBUR■ub-ur'ban-ism,

I

1:e:~'}~~
(~~;\'!f:Jg~~th::

.Z~~:~
~b;f:i:

■ub'ter-re■ 'tri-al,

11.

I
a.

~obZ:
Th:!

b-~·n
?,'o:'.·

c~::,

0 i~e s[~e~:I
!~i~f.e~~~;;~;~·a
::t~:i~:::•~-1~:e
;r~,8 -,■~t;triu.
sttJ~tt;:~:J~a~:
[r.!~~~:~;us,)
=~~ill;~
a(e:b~t:;Jl~d1\~- a., ::t~·~;~~
~~ei~:~~b~eR~;:
a. Subter- aub'tribe',
See sun-, 1 c.

ranean.
aub'tri-e'dral
(s11b'trT-e'dr(J,l),
1ub'tha-Jam'lc,a.
See sue-, la. a. 11fofh. Subtrihedral.
10uubs-'t
h1o-r,.a_c'Jbc.Na
1ub-(8tttg;to-rnI~h•_
0. 1 qzouo,!.
6n;~
1 e&fSaee,1auub-b,trtrll~h!led;dar.a.l'
enough forward to he thoracic, drltl),n. See
e.sthe ventral fins of some fishes. aub td'ple
(s n b t rl p''l)
a
■ub'til. Subtile. Ohs. or Ar- In ti1e ratio of 1 to-3.
[1 b.,·
chafe or RP.f- Sp.
aub'trl-que'trou■, a. See suR-,
n.b-tll'i-ate (silb-tll'Y-lt), 1,. t. aub-triste' (sl'ib-trlst'), a Also
[LL, subtiliare.]
To make thin aub-trlst'.
\L. s uh tr ts ti
or rare Obs.-aub-til'l-a'tion
Somewhat sad.
(SUB-la.
[Oh.s.[ aub-tro'chan-ter'lc,
a. See
(-1/shiin). n. Obs.
nb-tll'l-ate,
a. Subtiliated.,
■ub-trude' (stib•tr~d'),
v. t.

::t!;k.~'?.

~[v!~t!1::~,

!. 1~\~;.d~:i1:,!~~E,
::tt!;t~!r~·n.
Sur,tr~~;al~ ho
subtracts.
2. 'rhe subtrahend. Ohst.
aub'tra.ns-lu'cent, a .aub'tra.nspar'ent, a., aub-tr&p'e-zoi'dal,
a. See s11n-, 1 b.

Scot.,

!tb-~~v:~;~iy

n~ubt§~bite~::~;

8

■ub'ter-ra/ne-al, u.
~~,~~~f;::•.ne]-~in~

8:~;_~~-,/
:::~=~~:
:::~~i~~-1l,
St~~~~i;~':;:]
i~,lre,

aub-truae',

lfto~
va-

SlTB-,r:. :~~~:..~~i;'i;~i,'i~all;~::;

0

~-1

iile, senitte,

cire,

llm, account,

arm, ask, sofa; iive, ilivent, l!nd, reci!nt, maker;
ll Forelp

Word.

t

Ob1olet-,

l"arlant

ice, DI; old, obey, 6rb, ~dd, sMt, c6nnect;
of. + combined with.
= equal ■•

use, finite,

6.rn, itp, circlls, menu;
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SUCCESSFUL

SUCKER

201) n.; pl. -au. such (slich), a. [ME. such, swich, awilch, awulch, awilc,
awulc, AS. awelc, &Wile, au•ylc; akin to OFries. selik, D.
(-Ii). [LL., fr. L. succingere to gird.] R. C.Ch. A vestzulk, OS. sulic, OHG. aulih, solih, G. ,olch, Ice!. alikr,
ment, in early times peculiar to bishops, later to the Pope,
OSw. salik, Sw. alik, Dan. slig, Goth. awaleiks; originally
forming an under girdle passed round the alb and having
meaning, so shaped. See so, LIKE,
cf. wmcH.] 1. Of
n.,owa maniplelike appendage on the left side.
that kind ; of the like kind; like ; similar; as, we never
suc-cln'lc (silk-sln!Jk), a. LL. succinum, 8Ulinum, amber,
saw such a day ; - often followed by that or as introducing
prob. fr. succus, sucus, juice, sap: cf. F. succinique.] Chem.
a Pert. to or designating a white, crystalline, dibasic acid, the word or proposition which defines the similarity, or
the standard of comparison ; as, the books are not such
(CH 2 C0 2 H) 2 , in amber, turpentine, and lignite, in many
that I can recommend them, or, not such as I can recomplants, as the poppy and worm wood, and in various animal
mend; to teach such things as are useful.
fluids, and also produced artificially, as by action of nitric
OW- Such is often used emphatically without the coracid on organic substances. It is called specif. ordinary,
relative, noting the kind or quality ~often understood) as
ethylene, or normal, 8Uccinic acid. b Pert. to or designating a similar and isomeric acid, CH 3 CH(C0 2 H) 2 , of artiffs~~Ag!a~er;::i~tli
,i~~~~
ficial origin, called specif. isosuccinic acid or ethylidene
numerals in the sense of t-lmes as much. or as ma,ny_;as,
(ethidene) succinic acid, and also niethylmalonic acid.
suck ten, or ten times as many. It is still like an adverb
1
1
1
suc clll-lm 1de (slik sl-nim'id; -Id), n. Also -Id. Chem. when used before an attributive adjective, as in, such
Succinic imide, a white crystalline nitrogenous substance,
0
e;~ri:,~t~i?e;v:~-::t~:~edt~~i~
C~H•(C0) 2 NH, obtained by treatiug tbe anhydride of orBut with a or an here its adjective character is aEpa.rent.
dmary succinic acid with ammonia gas and in other ways.
It is a typical imido acid, and forms a series of salts.
t~:e~1r~~~:~~~~nni;:,1°h~~tcftd~=~~e:~:~:
■uc 1 cln-lte (silk'si-nit),
n. [See succ1Nic.] Min. a Am· follows the noun ; as., 8UCha man; an honor such. as this.
her. b Amber-colored grossularite.
See GARNET,1.
in!e:J_~te ~JieJ~,einS:':Chei:f,~'fi'i~n:~{~~h
suc'clll-yl (-nll), n. [succinic +-yl.] Chem. The bivalent
radical C,H,0 2 , the radical of succinic acid. Cf. BENZOYL. peopfe ought to be avoided ; few sue/, ideas were then held.
And in his time such. a conqueror
suc-cllle' (slik-ais'), a. [L. succiaua, p. p. of succidere to
That greater was there none under the sun. Chaucer.
cut away below, sub under+ caedere to cut.] Bot. AppearHis misery was sucll that none of the bystanders could refrain
ing as if a part were cut off at the lower end.
from weeping.
Macaulay.
suc'cor, auo'cour (silkier), v. t. ,· suc'coBBn, suc1couRBo 2. Having the particular quality or character specified.
(-erd) ; suc'coR-ING, suo•cous-ING. [ME. socouren, OF.
That
Milton.
sucurre, soucourre, secorre, F. secourir, L. succurrere, succursum, to run under, run to the aid of, help, succor; sub 3. The same; -with as. " [It] hath such senses as we
Shak.
have."
·
under + currere to run. See CURRENT.] To run to the
4. Ce'rtain ; - representing the person or object as already
aid of ; hence, to help or relieve when in difficulty, want,
particularized
in
terms
which
are
not
mentioned,
or
serving
or distress ; to relieve; as, to succor a besieged city.
its specific name. See SUCHANDsucH, below.
He is able to succor them that are tempted lleb. ii. 18. in place of
In rushed one and tells him sul'lt a knight
Syn. - Aid, assist, relieve, deliver, help, comfort.
Is new arrived.
Daniel.
auc1cor, auc'cour, n. [ME. sooours, sucurs, OF. sucurs, auch and Kuch,or such or auch, certain ; some i.- used to repsocors, secors, F. secours, LL. succursus, fr. L. succurrere. resent a person or thing indefinitely, in p1ace of naming
The loss of final s is prob. due to mistaking the older form
~~ ~~teb~i~~ ~f~~!
<?!lfnw~cir
as :pl. See succoa, v. t.J 1. Aid; help; assistance; esp.,
a place shall be my camp." 2 Kings vi. 8. u A law comassistance that relieves and delivers from difficulty, want,
manding such or such an action." 8out!i. - a. like, of the
or distreSB. "We beseech mercy and succor." Chaucer.
like kind; similar.
2. The person or thing that brings relief; esp., pl., troops
And many other BUch likr>things ye do. Mark vii. 8.
Syn. -SUCCESSION,
SEQUENCE, SERIES, SUITE.
SuccESSION,
intended or serving to aid or relieve.
such,
pron. Such a person or thing ; such a one ; - com8
0
0
suc 1cor-a-ble, suc'cour-a-ble (-a-b'l), a. [Cf. F. secoUmonly ~i!~r!~:lf::::~~~~:~t,
:ci~rirri~:n~ 8 ~U~!nt.~~~~:
rable.] 1. Capable of being succored; admitting of relief.
8
i~ 8
2. Giving aid; ready or willing to help or relieve. Obs. suck (slik), v. l.;SUCKED(silkt); SUCK
11NG. [ME. auken, ,ouwhich are of similar nature, or which stand to each other suc 1co-ry (slik•~-rl), n. [Corrupted fr. OF. cicoree, F.
ken, AS. SUcan, akin to SUgan, D. zuigen, G. saugen, OHG.
8
chicoree.
See
cmcoaY.
J
a
Chicory.
b
With
qualifying
SUgan,
Icel.
SUga,
sjUga,
Sw.
suga,
Dan.
suge, Olr . .sii,gim
!:,a
I suck, L. sur;ereto suck. Cf. HONEYSUCKLE,
SOAK,SUCTION.
J
trees" (Thoreau); 0 The yhenomena of spirit are so con- adjective or attributive, any of various other cichoriaceous
plants, as gum succory, blue SUCl!OrJ!, etc.
1. To draw (a liquid) by an action of the mouth which tends
trived as to flow always 1n the same order and sPquenu"
(-tllsh), n. [Narragansetlndian
m'aickquoJash to produce a partial vacuum, and thus cause the liquid to
(Fraude); H a sequence of stately balanced rhythm" (M. BUc'CC>-taah
corn not crushed or ground.] An article of food of Amer.
Hewlett) i cf. a musical sequence, a sequence at cards; "the
rush in; to draw, or app1y force to, by exhausting the air.
long series of my woes'' (Pope); the three volumes constil ndian origin, prepared by boiling together beans and ker- .2. To draw liquid from by an action of the mouth ; as, to
nels of Indian corn, or maize, usually in the fresh or green
suck an orange; specif., to draw milk from (the mother,
state and often with pieces of salt pork added.
the breast, etc.) with the mouth; as, the young of an ani111cceuionof crop■, rotation of crops. - s. to the Crown Act. auc'cu-blne
(slik'ii-bln; -bin), a. Of or pert. to succubi.
mal sucks the mother, or dam; an infant sucks the breast.
See LimUatfon Of the Crown .Act, under LIMITATION.
1cu-bous (-bl1s), a.
[See succuBus.J Bot. Having the
3. To draw, draw in, or imbibe, by any process like sucksuc-ces•aton-al (-iii), a. Of or pert. to a succession; in a suc
leaves
with
the
upper
part
of
each
covered
by
the
base
of
ing; to inhale ; absorb ; as, to suck in air; hence, to
regular order; consecutive. -suc-ces'alon-al-ly,
adv.
the next higher, as Certain liverworts. Cf. INCUBOUS.
dra.w or draw in; as, plants suck water from the ground.
suc-cea•slon-lat, n. A person wbo insists on the impor- suc
1cu-bus (-blis), n.; pl. -BI (-bi).
[NL.,
fr.
L.
auccubare
4.
To suckle ; to nurse.
tance of a regular succession; esp., Eccl., one who holds
to lie under ; sub+ cubare to lie down i cf. L. succuba, sucthat apostolic succession is necessary t.o a valid ministry.
rri~~kf~~
d;f,;~t:1~J'::u~oc~n'fii
cubo,
one
who
lies
under.
Cf.
INCUBUS.]
A
demon
or
fl.end;
suc-cea'alve (-res'lv), a. [Cf. F. success;/. See succsEn.]
emptied of its milk. c To drink liquor from a cask by
a lascivious spirit (male or female) supposed to have
1. Following in order or in uninterrupted course ; coming esp.,
means of a straw or tube inserted in a small hole.
sexual
intercourse
with
mortds
by
night.
Cf.
INCUBUS,
1.
after without interruption or interval; following one after
(-Mns)
n. [See succuLENT.] Quality or suck, v. i. 1. To draw something by produci'U! a vacuum,
another in a line or series j consecutive ; as, the successive suc'cu-lence
as with the mouth or a tu be ; to draw in.
auc 1cu-len-cy (-len-sl)
condition of being succulent.
years; succes.,iit1P, kings; successive strokes.
Where the bee sucks, there suck I.
Shak.
suc'cu-lent (-le'nt),a. [L.succu.le11tus,suculentus, fr. sucPrior.
Send the s-ucce&"liveills through ages down.
2. To draw milk from the breast or udder ; as, a child, or
etts,
sucus,
juice;
perh.
akin
to
E.
suck:
cf.
F.
xucculent.J
2. Having or giving the right of succeeding to an inherithe
young
of
an
animal,
is
first
nourished
by
sucking.
1. FuH of juice; juicy; specif., Bot., having juicy or watance; inherited by succession; hereditary.
Obs. Shak.
3. To draw air; - said of a pump which fails to draw
tery tissues, as most cacti, Crassulacere, etc.
3. [success+ -il>e.] Successful. Obs. Lady Alimony.
2. Fig. : Full of mental nourishment or fresh interest ; fluid because of low water or a defective valve.
Syn. - See coNsEcUTIVE.
suck, n. 1. Act of drawing with the mouth or otherwise ;
not dry or jejune.
HERMAPHBODITB,
1. suction ; also, an agent that sucks, or draws in.
suc 1cu-lent, n. Bot. A succulent plant, as a cactus.
-suc-ces 1atve-ly, adv. -suc-ces 1Blve-neas, n.
auc-cumb' (s-lt-kiint'; now rarely -klimb'), v. i. ,· suc- 2. That which is drawn into the mouth by sucking; specif.,
milk
drawn from the breast.
Shak.
auc-cea'sor (s'Uk-s~s'er; formerly also suc'ce~sor, as in cuMBED'(-kiimd') ; sue-cuMB1ING. [L. succumbere; sttb
3. Hence: a A small draft; a sip. Colloq. b A lollipop; a
Shakespeare: cf. CONFESSOR),
n. [ME. successour, OF.
under+ curnbere (in comp.), akin to cubare to lie down.
sweet. Dial. Eng. c Liquor, as small beer. mal. Eng.
successur, successor, F. successeur, L. successor. See sue~ See INCUMBENT,
CUBIT.J To lie or sink down as the result
OBBD.
J One that succeeds or follows; one who takes the of pressure or force; to yield; submit; to give way; as, 4. A whirlpool ; - often [cap.] in proper names. Scot.
suck 1en (slik 1en), n. [See soKEN,SOBE.] Scots Law. The
place which another has left, and sustains the like part or to .mccumb to disease or temptation.
jurisdiction or thirl of a mill. See THIRLAGE.
character ; one who takes the place of another by succes- suc-cumb', v. t. To subdue; crush; overpower. ObR.
sion; - correlative to prPdeces,r;or,·as, the king's successor. suc 1cus (silk 11ls), n.; pl. sucm (-si). [L.] Juice; specif., suck'en-er (-er), n. Scots Law. A tenant bound to grind
his grain at the mill of a sucken.
1
1
SUC'Cln-am•ate(slik sl-nllm iit), n. Chem. A salt or ester
Pharm., the expressed juice of a !!_l_?,D.t,
for medicinal use.
IIauc1c111en-te'rl-cu■ (en-ter'l-kiis) (J'!L., lit., j"uice of the in- sucl1:'er(-er), n. 1. One that sucks.
of succinamic acid.
2.
Specif., a suckliug i a sucking animal; Com., a suckPhysiol.,
a
fluid
secreted
in
sma
I
~uantity
by
testines],
sue'cln-am'lc(-lk), a. Chem. Of,perta.iningto, or designatcertain glands (probably the cr:ypts of Lieberk,ihnl of the
ing pig or lamb.
ing, an amido derivative of succinic acid, C2H,{CONH 2 )1mpQrtant
in
digestion.
small
intestine
and
supposedly
C02H, obtained as a white crystalline substance.
(sl1-klis1), "· t. [See SUCCUSSION.]
To shake sudsuc'cl-nate (st\klsl-niit), n. [See succINIC.] Chem. A sue-cuss'
denly ; to perform succussion upon.
salt or ester of succinic acid.
1cua-sa 1Uon (slik 11l-sii1shun), n. [L. succu.,.,are to jolt,
suc
suc-clllct' (slik-sTIJkt'), "· [L. succinctus, p. p. of suc<-in· v. intens. See succussION.] 1. A trot or trotting. Obs.
gere to gird below or from below, to tur.k up; sub+ cin- 2. A shaking; ,mccussion.
gere to gird. Cf. CINCTURE.] 1. Girded or tucked up. suc-cua 1slon (sl1-klish'l1n), n. [L . .mccussio, fr . .mccutere
Arcliaic. "His habit flt for speed succinct."
Milton.
to fling up, toss up; s?lb under+ q,wtere to shake: cf. F.
2. Zool. Supported by a band of silk around the middle,
White Sucker (Catostomus commersoni).
:mccuRsion.] Act of shaking i a shake ; a shock ; specif.:
as the pupas of some butterflies.
a Med. A shaking of the body to ascertain if fluid is pres- 3. a Any of numerous fresh-water fishes constituting the
3 · Coml:ie:rie:o~~t~r:c:::-s~:11/t~~:}1,Pc~~~h
ent in the thorax. b Bumping. See BUMP,v. i., 2.
family Catostomidre, closely related to, or sometimes included in, the carp family, from which they are distbiSyn. - Short, brief, summary, compendious, laconic, auc-cu8'81ve (sl1-klis'lv), a. Characterized by a shaking
motion, esp. an up-and.down movement, as in earthguished by the structure of the mouth (which usually has
terse. See CONCISE.
quakes, and not merely tremulous oscillation.
thick, soft lips) and of the lower pharyngeal bones. They
- suc-clllct 1ly, adll. - auc-clnct•nesa, n.
auc'cor-leBB, 1uc'cour-le11, a. 1uc1 cu-ba.'tion, n. Intercourse
n.e-eeu'fal-ly, adv. Dial. Eng. auc'cin-am'ide (stik'sl-nllm'ld;
c~iw~;·~o::eo~l~ff: 1st~s~ct See ·LESS.
(~iii~)J{;~~~[F,
with suecu bi. Obs.
a Successivery. b ExceBSively. -ld; lM),1i. Aleo-id. Ory.Chem. ~If
auc-ci'aive, a. [L. succissfrwr.] auc'coae (stik'ns = see -o~E), a. 1uccudr0111. t ~URQUJDROUS.
tax. A duty or
IUCCeaaion
dU'Sf07'
Bucr-11,sale.]Eccl. Servingtoaid
[L. sm·o"u~.] Juicy~ sAppy.
IU~cud~. t ~URQUIDRY.
tax on the succeeeiontu a dece- 2 H~/~'h*i!t.lline substance, Suhsecive. Ohs.
or help; auxiliary, asa church
dent's estate. See DEA'f H DUTY. auc'cl.n-an'll (-nln'n>, n. A auc-civ' o-roua (silk-slv'O-rils),
or chapel of ease. Rare.
wg:h~{i~~l: 1"bl~ 1uch'an (sYch'iln>, a. Such;
auc-ce1'1ion-les1,a. See -LESS. crystalline substance, C2H4- a. fL succwt, sucw1, juice + Qn:;r~;~:iei~ 8g";:c~~:!:t
auc-ces'aiv. Successive.Ref.Sp. (C0)2NC0H,;. It is a phenyl E. -1·01·ouR.J Zoiil. Feeding on 1uc1co-teague' (B i1 k't.5-te g'). axis or C.f)inder with staves or such a. - n. Such a one. Roth
Rare var of SQ(TETEAOUE.
JeverBin 1t to turn it round, but Ob!f. or Dial. Enr,.
auc-ceaa'leaa, a. See -L:ass.- derivative of euccinimide.
fJ)I. B11J.I
k.f;f~~~
i' - Suc'coth (Rf'ik'l'ith; -0th). B;b. without any drum.
[LENT.I
--1N1-ly, aav. - -leu-neaa, n.
auc'ci-nat'ed (enk'sl-nit'~d), a.
Bu'chath-itea (sU'kitli-tts), n.
n.c-cea'1or-1h1p,tl. See -smP. Combined or impregnated with shiln), n. [L. imcclamatio.l A Buc'coth-be'noth (-b e'n lj th; auc'cu-Ient-ly, adt•. of 8Uccu-l auche. t SEEK.
shouting or calling after. OhR. -n Oth).
Rih. A deity wor- auc'cu-lent-nesa, n. Succulence. auch'like', a. Of Jike kind;
auc-ces'so--ry,a. Of or pert. to euccinic acid or succinatrP..
shipf•d hv Babylonian colonists 1uc'cu-loua (ebk'D-1Us),a. Suc- similar. -adv. Similarly. Obs.
auc-clnc'to-ry (stik-BlIJk'tlS-rl),
1ucceeeion.
,:::;,c;}~P,'c,;;;m~]
b=~~c~~ in
Sama:i-ia.
n. = SUCCJNCTORIUIL
n.c·ea.dry. + SURQUIDRY.
auch'wfse" (stJch'wrz"), adv.
one's
ehonlderR:
to
shoulder.
Re.f. Sp. In such a manner; so.
auc'cour,
auc'cour-a.-ble, etc. ::~~:~~j~iiticc!~b."
suc'cine.
T
succ1N.
1
auc-cln'e-oua (ei'ik-sl'n'tt-Us),a. Obs. - auc1col-la'tion, n. Ohs. V Pt"S. of SUCCOR, etc.
1uck,n. [F. sue, or L. suc(c)us.]
8
:~~-:~~:en:lsuc~
[L .'l'UrciduuR, fr. m,ce1';/ere fall (L. :mdnetts of amber.] Succin• 1uc1 co-ra'ceou1. a. rL. R?Jf'{c)tts auccourse, n. Succor. Ohs.
Juice; succulence. Ohs.
IC.
ObR.
juice.l Juicy. OhR. [tion. Obs.I sue' COtlB( sl"\k' Us),a .Succose. R. 1uc-cum'ben1 (sU-ki1m't>~nz),111ck(r/ia!. sclbk ). Ob•. or dial.
n.c'cin-if'er-ou■ (st1k1 P.l-n'rf'@rauc'cre (&M.k'i!r: s&>k'-), n. n.; pl. SUCCUMBENTES (si1k1ttm:::~=~·s~c~~~:~~ini;;.t;;a:
[L.
See
succ,,Mb~n'te"z).
Sugar. Scot,
[Succubus. R.~
~RUCCVS, aucus, juice, sap + ~~: ielii:~~n
+ ':ferous,] Amauc'cour-er, n. [cf. auc'cub, n. a Succuba. Obs. b BENT.] Eccl. = KNEELER, 2 •• auckat. t i;;.ucxF.T.
[TA.ea.I
Producing or COD• auclai-DOlll <stt k's l-n il a), a. auc'cor-er,
OF. secorrnr.J One that succors. 1uc'cu-b& (sf'ik'D-bd), n. ,· p . auc-cum'bent, a. [L. succum-- ■uck'a-ta ■h. Var of ~uccoauc' cor•eu, -cour-eaa,n. A fe- -B..£ (-be").[NL. See :SUCCUBUS.] benlf, p. pr.] Submuurive. Oh8.
n.c'c&. (e~k'aln), n. [See sucR~- male succorer. Obs.
Fem. of ~UCClTBUS.
■uc-cumd'. Succumhed.Re,f.Sp. ~~c~t;;~O:!sei~l"\I~3i:~~!
cIN1c.] Amber.

1f<l61),
8Uo-ce11B'ful(sl1k-el!s
a. Resulting or terminating in IUC'clnC-to'rl-llDl(slik 1slI]k-to'rl-l1m;

aucceBS; gaining or having gained success ; having the desired effect ; often, having attained wealth, position, or the
like; as, a successful experiment; a successful man.
87n. -Happy, prosperous, fortunate, auspicious, lucky.
-suc-oen'ful-ly,
adv. - suc-cen'ful-ness, n.
suc-ces'Bion (-el!sh•l1n), n. [L. successio: cf. lt. succession.
See SUCCEIID.]1. Act of succeeding; a following of things
in order of time or place, or a series of things so following ; sequence ; as, a successionof disasters.
2. Law. a The change in legal relations by which one
person (called the successor) comes into the enjoyment
of, or becomes responsible for, one or more of the rights
or liabilities of another person (called the predeceBSor), as
of a son to the estate or rank of his father, of one king to
another, etc.; the act or fact of one person's taking the
place of another in the enjoyment of, or liability for, his
rights or duties, or both; also, the right or duty so to take
another's place, or the rights and duties succeeded to.
When the succession involves all the rights and duties
transferable by law, as the universitas (which see) of a
deceased person, the transfer is called a UDiveraalsucce1lion;
in any other case a lingular succeuion, as being to some
singular (particular) object or objects ; when it is to a right
to be enjoyed, as property, it is called active; when to a
duty or obligation to be performed, as a debt, pauive. b
Now specif., and usually, the act or fact of a person's becoming beneficially entitled to any property or property
interest of a deceased person whether by operation of law
upon his dying intestate ( ■ucCBBaion ab lnte■tato [!lb Jntt~sti'tii]) or by testamentary disposition (teat&mentary 1ucce1aton). In general by the common law of England and the
United States the heir succeeds to the real estate and the
personal representative to the personal estate of a decedenti at Roman law the heir orig. succeeded to the wiiversi~
tas or the deceased, and in modern Civil-law s,vstems in general the heir succeeds to both movables and immovables.
3. Specif., act or right of succeeding to a throne ; aa, the
War of the Spanish Succession.
4. A series of persons or things that follow according to
some established rule i as, a succes:;ionof kings.
&. An order or series of descendants; lineage ; race; descent. "A long S'Uccessionmust ensue."
Milton.
6. One succeeding, as to rank; a eucceBBoror heir. Ob,.
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SUCKER

SUFFERANCE

live and feed near the bottom, and the larger species ascend
organs; as, a mctorial fish; living by oucking the blood or witneSB or compurgator in an action in the court. b To
IIDlall streams and brooks to spawn. Their llesh is poor,
follow or go to ( a court) in order to obtain legal redress
juices of animals or plants. c Pert. to the Suctoria.
but is extensively canned and sold as that of better fishes. su1da-4e•ro(soo'di-di'ro; 146), n, [Sp.] l. A broad piece,
therein ; as, John Doe sued the court for a writ of recovery.
Except for two Asiatic species, they are confined to North
c To seek justice or right from (a person) by legal procas of leather, attached toa stirrup strap, to protect a rider's
America. The buffalo fishes, black horse, and red horse are
ess ; to bring an action against ; to prosecute judicially.
leg from sweat. See SJ.DDLE,fllust. (D).
among the more important species. b Also, often with a .2. A fissure in a well or water tank whence water is issud To proceed with, as an action, and follow it up to its
qualifying term, any of various fishes with a sucking organ
proper termination ; to gain by legal process.
ing. Southwestern U. S.
to ■ue out. Law to obtain by suit; to petition f~r and take
or sucker like mouth, as the lumpfish ( or lumpsucker), a ■u-dam!t-na (sti-dilm'l-nti), n. pl.; sing. •DJ.lllEII(-di'm~n).
sand sucker, a remora (or shark sucker), or a clingfish.
[NL . ..,,damen, -inis, fr. L. sudare to sweat. See SWEAT.] out} or to app\y for and obtain, in judicial proceedings ;
C A hagflsh. d A lamprey (or rock sucker).
Med. Minute whitish vesicles surrounded byan area of red- :.~'oi ~::~to:e~ru;:r;~aL~~-y
~e~
:.~~~on. - to
4. a In various animals, an organ for adhering or holding,
dened skin, caused by retention of sweat in the upper layers
consisting in its simplest form of a soft pad or disk, often
of the skin and occurring after profuse perspiration or in sue (sii), v. i. l. To follow; to come after; to ensue. Obs.
a. To occur as a consequence; to follow. Obs, Chaucer.
somewhat concave, which when closely applied to an ob- certain febrile diseases. -su-dam'i-nal(-dilm'i-nitl),a..
3. To make request (for) ; to make application; to petiject adheres as a result of atmospheric presBUre; a sucking Su'da-nese-'(sffii/dti-nez'; -nes'), a. Of or pert. to the
tion ; entreat ; plead.
disk. The suckers on the arms of cephalopods are more
Sudan. -n. sing. & pl. A native or inhabitant of the
complex, containing a central pistonlike structure which
Sudan. The Sudanese com_prise, besides Arab tribes, Hamfir°~i:i~~ld:~~~~der~!:~r:!~~~/f/;~u.
i?oPe.
ites such as the Fnlahs, Tibus, and 'l'uareg!.i and numerous
when drawn in creates a vacuwn. b A mouth adapted
4. To pay court or suit ; to woo.
Mcusinger
groups of Negro and Negroid tribes, Cf . .1'EGE0,1.
for sucking or for adhering, or both, as that of a leech.
6.
Law.
a
In
early
English
feudal
law,
to
perform
or do
SU·da'ri-um(sti-di 1rl-ilm), n.; pl. •BIA(-ti). [L.] A sweat the duties or pa1t of one who sues, or follows or attends.
c In echinoderms, a tu be foot ending in a sucking disk.
a
6. The embolus, or bucket, of a pump ; also, the valve of cloth; a handkerchief, specif. that of the legendary St. superior, etc. b Now, to take legal proceedings in court;
Veronica, on which Christ is said to have impressed his to seek (for something) in law; as, to sue for damages.
a pump bucket.
portrait
when
wiping
his
face
with
it,
as
he
passed
to
the
8, A pipe through which anything is drawn.
to aue for one'a livery. See LIVERY, n., 1 c.
7. a A shoot originating below ground from the roots or crucifixion ; hence, a veronica, or portrait of Christ.
su&'-and-la'bor, or aue•-and-la'bour, clauae. Marin•
lower part of the stem of a plant, Suckers usually de- su'da-ry (sii 1dti-rl), n. [L. sudarium, fr, audare to sweat.
insurance. A clause ordinarily inserted in a policy by which
Bee SWEAT.] A sudarinm.
the insurer agrees to bear his proportion of expenses volunvelop rapidly, often at the expense of the parent; they
tarily incurred u in and about the defense, safeguard, and
are sometimes used for propagation. Also, any accessory su1da-to'ri-um (sii 1dti-to'rI-ilm; 201), n.; pl. -RIA (-ti).
recovery" of the insured subject.
[L, l l. A hot-air bath, given to cause perspiration,
propagative shoot; thus, the sucker., of pineapples spring
suMe (swiid; F. sw~d), n. [F., Sweden.] Swedish glove
2, A room where hot-air bathe are administered.
from the axils of the lower leaves. b Bot. A haustorium.
8, [usually cap.] A native or inhabitant of lllinois ;- a su'da-to-ry(sii'dti-t~-rl), a, [L. mdatorius, fr. sudar• to
ite~~~:~lt,ig~~;~tb1:1fi!l~k!Y~::;~~i~:
•
sweat. See SWEAT,] 1. Sweating ; perspiring,
nickname.
shaved or peeled off, leaving an undressed surface.
a. Med. Sudorific ; diaphoretic.
9. A sponging person ; a parasite ; a spenge ; a]so, a stupid
su•et
(sii•~t; -lt; 151), n. [ME. BTtet,dim. fr OF. sieu, seu,
Asuperson ; one easily duped; a greenhorn; - also used aa a su•da-to-ry,n.; pl. -RIBS(-rlz). [L. mdatorlum.]
1iu, F. suif, L. sebu,n. Cf. soJ.P, SEBAcsous.] The hard
datorium.
Colloq. or Slang.
general term of opprobrium,
fat about the kidneys and loins in beef and mutton, which,
sudd(si\dJ,n.
[Ar, sadd barrier.]
The floating vegetable
10. A lollipop ; a sweet, Dial. Eng.
when melted and freed from the memb1-anes, forms tallow.
11. A child's toy consisting of a disk of soft leather with matter which often makes the White Nile unnavigable.
The corresponding fat of hogs forms leaf lard,
a string through the center, wetted and used to lift stones, sud'den (slld"n; -~n), a. [ME. sodain, sodein, OF. ,o. Sue•vl-an(swii'vI-itn), n. [L. Suevi a Germanic people. See
dain, sudain, F. souda·ln, L. subitaneus, fr. subitus sudden,
or the like; also, pl., a game played with this, in which
SwABIAN.l One of an ancient Germanic people, prob. of
perh. fr. subire to come on, to steal upon; sub secretly+
the winner is the one who lifts the largest stone.
many distmct tribes, mentioned by Cresar as dwelling east
■Uck'er (silkier), V. t.; SUCK'BBED
(-erd) ; SUCKIBB-ING,TO ire to go. Cf. SUBITJ.NEOUS.]1. Happening without preof the Rhine and by Tacitus as extending to the Elbe and
vious notice or with very brief notice ; coming unexpectstrip off the suckers from; as, to s-ucker tobacco.
the Baltic; also, one of a Germanic horde from this region
edly;
rapid
and
unforeseen.
"0
sudden
woe!"
Chaucer.
auck'er, v. i. To form or send out suckers; as, Indian
which overran France and Spain early u, the 6tl1 century.
Hastily prepared, employed, made, done, etc. ; quick; suf-. An assimilated form of SUB•,
corn sucker, abundantly.
sucl1:'et(silk•et; -rt; 151), n. [Cf. sucoJ.nE; suOK, v. t.] rapid; as,
(-erd); SUF1FER·ING,[ME,
Shale. ■uf'fer (silf'lir), V, t.; SUl'IFERBD
A sweetmeat; a dainty. Obs. or Dial, Eng.
sujfren, sojfren, OF. suf,·ir, sofrir, F. soujfrir, (assumed)
Hastybynature;
violent; rash; precipitate. Obs.orR,
suck'fish' (-fish'), n. a A remora. b A California cling- 3.
LL.
,ojferire,
for
L.
sujfen·e;
sub
under + fen·e to bear,
4 Come upon, or met with, unexpectedly. Archaic.
fish ( Caularchus mreandriCTtS)found in tide pools.
akin to E. bear. See BEARto support.]
l, To have the
A sudden little river crose'd my path. R. Browning.
suck'iug, p. pr. & vb. n. of sucK. Hence: p. a. Drawing Syn. - Unexpected,
feeling
or
sensation
that
arises
from
the action of (someunusual, abrupt, unlooked-for.
milk from the mother or dam; not yet weaned ; hence,
thing painful, distreSBing, or the like) ; to feel or endure
-sud'den-ly,
adv.
-sud'den-ness,
n.
Colloq., very young or immature; as, a ~eking infant.
(pain, annoyance, etc.); to submit to with distress or grief i
■ud'den, ad11. Suddenly ; unexpectedly.
Obs or R.
ri~r::.ou are a young barrister, sucking law)"~r~(?le:~~t sud'den, n. An unexpected occurrence; a surprise. Ob,., as, to suffer painof body, or grief of mind.
To endure or undergo without sinking ; to support; to
except in phrases all of a audd"d on a ■udden, of a ■udclen,
■ucklng coil, Elee., a coil which, when carrying current,
sustain ; to bear up under.
draws or sucks in an iron core or plunger. - 1. A1h. a A soone~!h:rih'X~:tf:~~:~sit~~d
at~1f ;,_sudden.
Tl,ackeray
Milton.
Strongly to ,uffer and support our pains.
1
sud1der (si\dler), a. [Hind. sadr, fr. Ar. radr chief.] Lit,, 3. To undergo; to be affected by ; to sustain ; to experi!i~s~Ef:[ flr:i
chief ; - applied to several government departments and
other invertebrates which suckliquid food.
damage.
ence ; to /}oy~:l::!~:~~f~ot,aa~jo,.:t~l!~~!~f:e~r
suck'le (silk''!), v. I,; SUCKILED(-'Id); suoK'LING (-!Ing). officers in India, chiefly in the Bengal Presidency. India.
Shak.
May HUjj"er alteration.
su'dor (sii•d~r), n. [L.] Sweat ; perspiration; exudation.
[Freq. of suck.] To give suck to; to nurse at the breast,
4.
To
allow;
to
permit
;
not
to
forbid
or
hinder
;
to
tolerate.
su'dor-al (-Ill), a. [L. BTtdorsweat.] Of or pertaining to
auck/11, v. i, To nurse ; to suck.
1 sujj'er them to enter and possess
Milton.
sweat;
caused
by
sweat
;
as,
sudoral
eruptions.
■uck'llng (-ling), n. [ME. aokeling. See SUCK, v. t.]
Syn. -Bear, endure, support, sustain; perm.it, tolerate,
su'dor-lf'er-ous(-If'er-ils), a, [L. audor sweat+ E. -ferou,.] consent to. See ALLOW.
l. A young child or animal before it is weaned.
a. Dial. Eng. a = sucKLBRS. b The yellow hop clover. Producing or secreting sweat. - 1udoriferou1 gland■, Anal., to aulfer a default, Law, to permit an action to be called
the sweat glands. - su'dor-H•er-011■ -ne■s, n.
c The honeysuckle Lonicera periclymenum,,
su1dor-1f•lo(-lf'Ik), a, [L. sudor sweat (akin to E. sweat) s:PJ:,~~;.~f.pei.in/o t.::,~:Ier.Obs.
■u'cre (soo'kri), n. [Sp. (Amer.), after the South Ameria. To feel or undergo pain of body or mind; to bear what
+ E. :fie. J Causing or inducing sweat ; diaphoretic ; as,
can patriot Antonio Jose de Sucre.] A silver coin of Ecuais distressing; as, to suffer from wounded vanity.
sudoriflc herbs.- n. A sudorific medicine.
dor, at present (since 1900) worth two shillings (48.7 cents).
Su1dra (soo'drti), n. [Skr. rudra.] The lowest of the four 3. To be injured; to sustain loss or damage.
It was at one time worth over 3s. 3d. l79 cents),
Public busineBB~ujferR by private infirmities. Sir W. Temple.
great
Hindu
castes.
See
CASTB,
2.
■u•orose(sii'kros),n .. [F. mcresugar.
See suaAR.] Chem.
The ancient designation Smlra finds no great favor in modern 4 · To un~'i:'egl1tt~~::a~~:ttJ08:f~i!~e~t~~er.
Cane sugar, or saccharose. See SUGAR,n., 1. By extenClarendon.
sion, any saccl1arose. See SACCHAROSB
b,
point to no group that is~:~::~}
6, To permit; to allow. Obs, orArclwic.
■uc'tton (sllk'shiln), n. [L. mgere, mctum, to suck; cf.
suds (sildz), n. pl. [Akin to sodden, seethe. See SEETHB.] 8. 1To continue in a certain state or position; to endure. Obs.
OF.&F.succion.
SeesucK,v.1,1
l. a Actorprocessof
1, Water impregnated with soap, esp. when worked np suf fer-a-ble (-ti-b'l), a. [OF. soufrable, F. ,ouffrable.]
BUcking. Now Rare. b Act of drawing, as a fluid, by ex- into
l. Able to suffer or endure; patient. Obs.
Chaucer.
bubbles and froth.
hausting the air over part of the surface so that air presa. That may he suffered, or tolerated; endurable.
a. Something frothy like suds; specif., Slang, beer.
sure on the rest of the surface pnshee the fluid,
- suf'ier-a-ble-ne■a, n. - ■uf'fer-a-bly, ad,•.
in, 01· into. the aud■, in or into embarrassment, trouble, or
etc., into the exhausted space; induction.
suf'fer-ance (-itns), n. [ME. sujfrance, OF. 8'1/france,,,,.,_
difllcult;Y, Colloq.
a. Na1d, A suction pipe.
j1'ance, F . .'!ou.ffrance, L. s11.ffertmtfo,fr. sufferens, -entis, p.
sud■'t \sild•zI), a. Resembling suds; frothy; foamy.
3, Liquid; drink. Dial. Eng.
C
sue (su), v. t.; sUBD (siid) ; su•ING(sii'lng).
[ME. men,
pr. of J/Ujferre. See SUFFER,] l. Act or state of suffering;
the bearing of pain or the like ; suffering. Obs. or R.
aewen, siwen, OF. aivre (pres. ind. 3d sing. il siut, suit, he
0
"lt.~~te~~;
follows,
nous.,evons
we
follow),
sufr,
F.
suivre,
LL.
sequere,
.2. A pain endured; a misery; a suffering. Oba. or R.
mospheric pressure into the partial vacuum
The seeming ,mjf'era,icPR that you had borne.
Sl,ak.
for L. sequi, secutua,· akin to Gr. E1reu6a1.,Skr. sac to acunder the retreating bucket on the upstroke,
3. Loss; damage; injury. Obs.
Shale,
company, and prob. to E. see, v. t. See SEE, v. t. ,· cf.
reflux being-prevented by a nonretum, or suc4. Si.J.bmissionunder difficult or oppressive circumstances;
CONSEQUENCB 1 BNSUB,
EXBCUTE, OBSEQUIOUS, PURSUE, SBCOND,
tion, valve 10 the P.ipe. Theoretically the suction pump will hft water 34 feet, but practiSBCT in religion, SEQUBNCE, SUIT.]
1. To follow or follow patience; patient endurance; long~su:ffering. Chaucer.
But hasty heat tempering with RUjjf.'1·ancewiae. S11en11er.
,
cally only about 26 to 28 feet.
after; to pursue; chase; attend; accompany. Obs.
6. Negative co11sent bynotforbiddingorbinderiug;
tolerSuo-tO'rl.-a
(si\k-t~•rY-ti; 201), n. pl. [~. 8
a. To follow with entreaty or persuasion ; to solicit. Obs. ation
;
permission i allowance; leave.
Shak.
Bee SUCTION.]Zool. 1. Any of several dm- tion. ACCyl3. 'To seek after ; to pay court or suit to ; to woo.
SomewhileR by sujf"erat1ce, and somewhiles by special leave
aions of auctorial animals, esp. a division of inder or BarSue me, and woo me, and flatter me.
Tennyson.
Hooker.
and favor, they erected to themselves oratories.
6, Law. a In early English feudal law, to follow or attend
protozoans, equivalent to TBNTACULD'BBA.
f,1iJ_.A
A permission granted by the customs authorities for
a. Any of the _groups Hirndinea, Sipho- Buck~~ 0 : i,;.. upon (a fendal superior), or to resort to (the superior's 8,
Eng.
the
shipment
of
goods.
naptera, and Rh1zocephala.
ton ; R Rod or mill) for the grinding of grain, etc.; esp., to follow or
■uo-tO'rl.-al (-ill), a, [L, sugere, ,uctum, to spear
; v v seek (a court) in order to assist the court in administering
~~~~~s~~~;~nience;
patience,
justice, esp. ae a doomsman, or in order to obtain justice ; on 1uffer&11ce,by mere toleration ; by passive permission or
suck.] a Fitted for sucking; serving to ad- Valves.
here or draw np fluid by suction. b Provided with suctorial
also, to follow (a person) to a court in order to act as a consent ; as, to ~main in a house on av,D'erance.
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SUFFERANCE WHARF

SUGAR MILL

wharf. A licensed private wharf where duti81,jfragari to support with one's vote, to be favorable. See longing to the carbohydrates, and regarded chemically u
able goods may be kept until the duty Is paid. Eng.
SUl'Ii'RAGB,] 1. Assistant ; as, a auffragan bishop.
ketonic or aldehyde derivatives of higher alcohols. The
1. One who suffers; one who en- 2. Of or pertaining to a suffragan bishop.
su_gars are classed as monosaccharides, disaccharides, and
dures or undergoes suffering ; one who sustains inconventr,...ccharides, and the first class is again subdivided into
0
tetroses, pentoses, hexoses, etc. Some of the moat Im~af::.!:~!:i'
... ~rs=:to":tit.":,:
ience or 1088 ; as, ,,11,.fferers
by poverty, eickneBB,or disaster.
portant sugars are: cane sugar (see def. 1), g_luaoseor
bi:.rop of a province with relation to his metropolitan.
2, One who permits or allows.
gra1: sugar,fructoae or fruit sugar, lactose or milk sugar,
auflfer-lnJ, vb. n. of suPFER; specif., the bearing of p&in, tp~~;;~)l\!f~~i~~w..hr~fu1~~
\;'~~~;n~:~ ~'::l~"'1ii:i~i:.;
inconvenl8llce, or loss; also, a. pain endured ; a distreBB,
~~;r..:te'ro!~~W
s~: f;t:t:pc:~
bishop whom he has been invited to aSBist. (2)
loBB,or injury incurred ; as, su,D"eringsby pain or sorrow ; ordinarl':
Ch. of Eng. A bishop appointed to assist the bishop of photosynthesis, and being readilii: so,uble, is either transB1,jferi11gsby want or by wro11gs.
located as a food material to tht!' growing parts, or cona diocese in a part of his see. His commission, given bl
verted into starch and stored up for future use.
Buf-fice' (sll-fis' ; -fiz'; 277 : only-fizl is recognized by former
~:t~'.shm.
terminates with his superior a a.
Short for MA.PLB
SUGAR. Local, u. s. &, Canada.
orthoepists, as Walker, Smari, Worcester; cf. SACRDIICB),
1ING (-f"ls'Tnll'.;-fiz'Buf1fra-gan (sl!f 1r<i-gitn), n. [F. 811,ffragant: cf. LL. 811,f- 4, Anything resembling sugar in taste or appearance.
"· t.; SUP-FICED'(-fisV; -fizd'); SUF-FIC
See SUFFRAGAN,
a.] 1. Assistant, Obs. 01· R.
&. Compliment or flattery used to cover something obnoxln~.
[ME. 811,jfisen,811,jficen,OF. soujire, F. 811,JJtre( cf. fraganeus.
ious; honeyed or soothing words. Obs. or Colloq.
2. Eccl. A suffragan bishop.
8UjJtsant, p. pr., OF. souflsant), L. sujficere to put under,
to substitute, to avail for, to suffice; sub under + facere aul 1frage (sllf 1rtj), n. [F., fr. L. 811,ff,-agium.] 1, A vote
of bamboo. See TABASHBER.
- •. of lead. See LBAD
ACETATE a. - •. of milk, = LACTOSE a.
given in deciding a controverted question, or in the choice
to make. See FACT.] 1. To be enough for. Obs.
2. To satisfy ; to content; to be equal to the wants or de- of a person for an office or trust ; the formal expression of ■ug'ar (shili\g'er), "· t.; -A.RED(-erd); -AR-ING. 1. To Impregnate, season, cover, or sprinkle with sugar ; to mix.
mands of. " Let it 811,Jfic•thee."
Deut. iii. 26. an opinion ; assent ; vote.
I ask your voices and your suffrages.
Shale. sugar with.
3. To furnish or supply adequately. Obs.
'fhe power appeased, with winds 1mfficed the sail. D,·yden.
2, The right or act of voting in political matters; esp., in 2. To cover or sprinkle as with sngar; to sweeten (som&Buf-llce', v. i. To be enough; to meet the need (of any- a representative form of government, the right or power thing distasteful) by flattery or soft words.
thing) ; to be adequate.
Chaucer.
With devotion°svisage
to participate in electing public officials and adopting or
rejecting legislation ; the franchise ; - usually with the.
[~~flsh~:i:~f~e do sugat· o'er
~\~~~~tb ::~~'Dice 1 ~llilton. 3,
Shale.
Testimony;
attestation;
witnesa.
Obs.
or
R.
BUl-fi'cien-cy (sl!-fish'~n-sl), n, [L. 811,Jficientia. See
aug•ar, v. i. 1. To sweeten something.
SUFFIOIBNT.] 1. Quality or state of being sufficient, or 4. Eccl. &: Lit.,rgics. An intercessory prayer or petition;
2.
To
make
maple
sugar.
Local,
U.
8.
&:
Canada,
esp., a short petition of this kind; specif., in the Anglican
adequate to the end proposed ; adequacy ; as, he questioned
a. To form sugar.
liturgy, any of various versicles and their responses, inthe sufficiency of the equipment.
cluding
: those after the Creed in Morning and Evening
::i:~r~\i~g":i":~g
i;,0 rl,~~ree:~:g1!:°0~
2. Qualillcation for any purpose ; ability; capacity.
Prayer ; those towards the end of the Litany ; those ( the
crystallize ; to approach or reach the state of gTanulation.
A substitute of most allowed sufficiency,
Shak.
response
being,
"We
beseech
thee
to
hear
us,
good
Lord")
Local,
U.
S.
&
Canada.
3. Adequate substance or means; ample stock or fund ;
sugar apple. a The sweetsop. b Any of several other
competency. "An elegant sufficiency."
T/1,omson. forming the intercessions of the Litany.
&. Aid ; help; assistance ; relief. A Latinism. Obs.
4. Conceit; self-confidence ; sell-sufficiency.
~:;,r:t;~t'1~1f
~~t~~~I!:r;tior
auf 1fra-gette' (sllf 1rli-j~t'), n. [suffmge +-ette.] A wom- .~~nall°:~f.s
Su,fficiency is a compound of vanity and ignorance.
the sugar
Sir W. Temple.
an who advocates woman's sutfrage.-auflfra-get'.tiam
extracted
auf-li'oient (-flsh'ent), a. [L. sulficien,, -entia, p. pr. of . (-jl!t'lz'm), n. Both Ca,it or Colloq.
from
its
sujfic<re, See SUFPJ0B; cf. SUFFISANT.] 1. Equal to the aul 1fra-glat (sl!f 1rt-jfst), n, 1. Oue who poBSesses-or ex- large white
end proposed; adequate to wants; enough; as, provision
ercises the political right of suffrage ; a voter.
roots. More
,ujficient for the family; a sulficient army.
2. One who has certain opinions or desires about the polit- than 15 per
My grace is sufficzet1.tfor thee.
2 Cor. xii. 9. ical suffrage ; as, a woman su.fft'agist.
cent
is
2, Possessing adequate talents or accomplishments; of auf-fu'ml-gatil (sl!-fiilmY-giit), v. t.; -GAT'BD(-giit'l!d);
rielded by certain
improved strains.
competent power or ability; qualified ; lit ; competent.
11ng). [L sujfumigatus,
-GAT1JNG(-giit
p.
p.
of
aujfumigare
8ee SUGAR, n., 1.
Who is 1mjjicier1tfor these thinps?
2 Cor. ii. 16.
fumigate from below. See sun-; PUMIGATB.] To fumi- ■ ugar candl7,
3. Capable of paying or meeting obligations ; responsible ; to
gate, lit. from below,
also, poSBessed of a competency; well-to-do.
Obs.
~;n~arc 0
aul-fu 1mf-ga'tfon (-gii1shlln), n. [L. 811,./fumigatio.' cf. F.
notwithstanding, svJjicient • ••• I think ls'J::i?.
and concreted or
su.f!umigtttion-)
1. Act or operation of suffumigating.
2. Act of makmg or using fumes or of burning perfumes.
4. Self-sufficient ; self-satisfied ; content. Now Rare.
~~~:;~ 1:,Z..e,:1.i;.
u ch Sugar Beet.
Spirits. . called up by s11jf'unugati011s of henbo.ne. Aubrey.
&. Substantial ; - of a pavement. Obs.
sugar oane. A well-known grass
Syn. - Enough, competent, full, ample. See ADEQUATE. 3. A fume ; a preparation for fumigatii!J purposes.
(Saccharurr,,
officinarurn)
at pres1ING
auflfbl: (sllf'lks), n. [L. 811,J/ixuni,neut. of suJ!ixus, p. p. of auf-fuBe' (sl!-fiiz'), "· t.; SUF-l'USEn'(-fuzd') ; SUi'-FUS
ent unknown In the wild state,
811,Jfigereto fasten on, to affix ; sub under + figere to fix : (-fiiz'lng). [~. sujfusus, p. p. of su:ffundere to overspread;
but extensively cultivated
in
811,bunder +Junde,·etopour.
See FUSBtomelt.] To over- tropical and warm regions (as the
cf. F. 811,J/ixe. See FIX.] 1. A letter, letters, syllable, or
spread, as with a fluid, tinge, or tint ; to fill, as with some- West Indies and Louisiana) for ita
syllablesadded to the end of a word or a root to modify the
sugar. It is a stout tall _perenmeaning ; a postfix. See AGGLUTINATIVE LANGUAGBS, IN• ,tbing fl~i!na:~r~1:t~ft!:1i
the skies.
Pope.
nial, with flat, distichous leaves,
l'LBCTIONAL LANGUAGES.
ma11y-jointed culms,and an ample
Buf-lu'BIOD(-fii'zhl!n), n. [L. suffusio: cf. F. suffu.,;on.]
2. Math. A subscript mark. See SU1!1NDEX,
n.
terminal panicle. See SUGAR, n. 1.
Sugar Cane.
Buf-flll' (sll-flks'),11, I.; -i'IXEn' (-flkst'); •FIX'ING. [L. 811,jfiXa:ag'ar-o~n&' bee'Ue. A beetle (Ligyrus rugiceps) that
R:":ct:~~ft:~i1:i~:Fc'e?!r s~i~t:
us, p. p. See BUPF1x, n.] To add or annex to the end, as a jects appear ot that color.
Ra11. burrows m the base of the
letter or syllable to a word ; to attach as a suffix; append.
2, Specif., Med., the spreading of a fluid of the body, as damage.
sugarcane, thus doing much
auflfbr:-al (sl!f'lk-sltl), a. Of, pert. to, or being, a suffix.
the blood, into the surrounding tiSBues.
aug 1ar-oane 1 bor 1er. a The
..
auf-lbr:'ion (sl!-fik'sbun), n. Act of suffixing, or state of 3. That which suffuses or with which a thmg is suffused.
·~\1;.
larva of a moth (Diatram sacbeing suffixed.
Snlfi (soo'fi), n. [Ar. & Per. rufi, wise, pious, devout.]
charalis), which bores in the
· ·•
Buf-flate' (-flit'), V, t.; ·i'LAT'BD (-ftiit'l!d); ·FLATIING An adherent of Sufism.
sugar cane in the southern
,l
(-ftiit'lng). [L. su.tflatus, p. p. of 811,.tflare;811,bunder+
'i '
Su'flllm (soo'flz'm), "· [See SuFJ.] A system of Moham- United States and West
flare to blow. l To blow ue; inflate; inspire. Rare.
Indies. b An ambrosia beetle
!1•
medan mysticism originating in the 8th century and develSu~ •r..,an e
·•
auf-f1a1Uon (-tlii'shl!n),n. LL, ~ffeatio.] A sufflating. R.
oped, esp. in Persia, into au elaborate symbolism much ·(Xyleborus.pe,Jorans)which
makes.
borm~,
like
shot
Beetle.
(!)
aul'fo-oate (•llf'a-kat), "· I.; -CAT1BD{-kiit!M); -CAT1ING nsed by the poets. Its purpose is to gain insight into the
holes, m the Jomts of sugar cane and also
·
(-kiit 1Jng). [L. aujf'ocatus, p. p. of suffocare to choke ; sub Divine Being through ecstasy and contemplation.
bores in wine casks, c The sugar-cane Sugu-eane Borer
+faueesthroat.
Cf. FAUCAL.] 1. To kill by stopping res- Su-fla'tlc (soo-fls'tlk), a. Of or pertaining to Sufism.
beetle.
b. X 8
piration, as by strangling or by depriving of breathable air; aug'ar (sM6g 1er), n. [ME. sugre, 811,g,r, sucre, F. ,,.,ere aug 1ared (shili\g'erd), a. Sweetened. " The sugared liquor."
(cf. It. zucchero, Sp. azucar), fr. Ar. sukkar, as.mkkar, fr.
to asphyxiate ; stifle; smother ; to choke.
Spenser. Also, fig., sweet; honeyed; as, suga1·ed kisee[.
2. To hinder or prevent respiration in by compression or Skr. carkaraBllgar, gravel; cf. Per. shak(k)ar. Cf. SACCHA-augar gnm. Either of two Australian gum trees (Euc:
closure ; to choke. Obs. or R.
RINB,sucROSB.] l. A sweet, crystallizable substance, col- lyptuscorynocaly_x and E.gunnii),
Let not hemp his windpipe tm.lfocat~.
Shak.
orless or white when pure, occurring in many plant juice~
whose
sweetish
leaves
are
3. To extinguish by depriving of air, as fire.
and forming an important article of human food ; __;.called Bbro;•i~~'l 0 1.br
~·r mass of ZI
autlfo-cate, 11.i. To become choked, stifled, or smothered.
0
~ed
sugar,
usually
conoida.l,
~hT!1fsg~~ge:ugr~u~1!~
t~:c~:::~s~~!d a~"cfrr~:·sui~:
Buf'lo-oa'Uon (-kii'shlin), n. [L. B11jfocatio: cf. F. suffonow rarely made.
beet, the completely relined products of which are idencation.] Act of suffocating, or state of being suffocated.
2. Hence : a A hat shaped like a
■uf'lo-ca-Uve (sllf'ti-kt-tlv),
a. Tending or able to choke ~~°:1m':~~orni:r:ic~i!
t~~~!d~Tthulr~: t~11
sugar loaf. b A hill shaped like b .
or stifle. "S,,.ffocative catarrhs."
Arbutltnot.
purities, filtered, and evaporated. The mother liquor,
1:.fJ;;;.';::::}j°,.~
Suf'folll: (slif'lik), n. [From Suffolk County, England.]
[~a~~o;,~
or molasses, is removed by draining or by a centrifugal.
a One of an English breed of hornless sheep derived in The crude/ellowish or brown su~r thus obtained is usu- name.
BU'gar-loaf',
a.
Shaped like a
part from the Southdown• and differing in the extensively
0
:!i;:f!ifizi~~reg~sa!v~e
c~~lil!gofi:~
sugar loaf ; conoidal ; as, a sugarblack face and legs. b One of an English breed of mediumsugar, but the crude beet sugar has an unpleasant flavor.
/oaf hat.
sized black pigs or of an American breed of white pigs, a
■ugar maple.
a A maple of the 1
small variety of the Yorkshire breed. c One of an Eng~.:e :~rga:ui:i~l:~:.iaieu~r::i ~;~:,~d
i:a:t~!~~Jott;
eastern United States (Acer sac- 4
lish breed of work horses, esp. for farms, having a deep
weight
of
water
and
forms
fine
monoclinic
crY:stals
melting
heavy body, a large coarse head, and rather short legs.
at 160° C. (320° F.). Chemically, it is adisaccharide of the
:~r,'U'.b~':fY!av:::.t
uJ~r.
· Suffolk Bank Bll'Btem. A system of banking in which
21~i~e!l
0
each of a number of banks keeps a deposit at a central bank
~?::cri°t,
!;:;~~;~sg~~r.!
acting as a clearing house -in the payment of the notes of stase (or by heating with acids} into the fermentable mix- wood is much used for cabinet~ Sugar Maple&. a Detaehed
all the banks, the notes being assumed to be redeemable in ture called int•ert sugar. It is dextrorotatocy, and this
work, esp. in the curly-grained Flower; b Jnfloreacence.
form (see BIRD'S-EYEMAPLE). Its sap is the chief source
:roi~f ~hed~,'t.~~g
1o~:i:~r.licafi~':a~rtsJ:a~t~i:et::J,e::~~~;~n~~~:ss~:ro~Ji~!:t~~~
of maple sugar. b Anr of several related maples having
Buf'fra-gm (slif'r<i-gitn), a. [I<'. suffragant, fr. LL. 811,f- preservative for other foods. See FOOD,1.
a sweet sap, as A,floridanum, A. grandidentatum, .A. leufraganeus, confused with L. su.f!ragans, -antis, p. pr. of z. By extension, any of a class of sweet substances becodernie, etc.
nfferanoe

llllflfer-er (sl!f1er-er), n.

€\~~opa;
b:~ill.'7~
r;•i

t: t:!aA~~i•

~~!~!~i~rb.

t~!

Wllat
wor;f~r~g=:

J::-~\-:,:;itrfi•
fr

c~f/{;:~/J.

~~;rA~

i.r:ti~~:nA~·

I

:1!~
11":J:!

•~=:ng
o~u:~:~!b-

l.Ttfto~~

f!~f

:i!

~iiii.:~-i~~
t:~:i!;

i

iffl

~~fjz!~i~:

~~dd~~~:

b!rre

~~:.~~~-sii~
':a~grj::,~J:l~~~

;J!~I'i,ln!~~
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81lgar bird. ZoOl. Any of various honey creepers, honey eaters, and sunbit'ds, which auek
the nectar of flowers.

l'.'f b:1·s:it
~,:i~:~h~i::
aceous shrub Protea mtlll}-era.
:i:~:~~h~l,a:fei:'"e
~!;!
0

sugar is made, Local, U. S. '
Canada.
l Oba.
■ugar-candla.n, n. Sugar candy.
•~r-ca.newu.
=
CEROSIN,
■ug'ar-coa.t'ed. a. Coatedwith

:~;~!;.:ifiy
~:~dtr!r1c1~t~~fl.ah. A flab moth.
■ugar

=

::=: ~~;•::cc~~e

;~!~!tf,ollfm~~~1~a~
A,!,,!,,t!
aug'ar-hou■e",

n. A building in
wtiich sugar is made or refined.
1ug'ar-t-ne11(shdt>g'@r-l-n!'.1) 1 n.
See -NESS,

1ug'ar-ln1,

1111arm•t.

a. See-LESS.
A sweetmeat. Obs.

:Ot1ft:s
~~res~i::::{{!
J!:
of the auga.r cane.
ldbd, fo'bt; out, oil ; chair; So; sing, l~k ; tllen, thin; natyre, ver<l9re (250) ; K = ch in G. !ch, ach (144); bol'I'; yet; zh
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SUGAR MITE

SULLEN

sugar mite. a Any of several mit.es of the genus Gl11cipha- of taking one's own life voluntarily and intentionajly; Law, suite (swet), n. [F. See SUIT, n.] 1. Obs. or rare var. of
gus,esp. <:I.,syn. Tyroglypl,,us, sacchari, often infestmgunself-murder ; deliberate and intentional destruction of his
SUIT (in various senses).
reftned sugar. b A fish moth.
own life by a person of years of discretion and of sound mind.
2. A retinue or company of attendants ; as, the suite of
2. Ruin of one's own interests. "Intestine war, which an ambassador. eee SUIT, n., 5.
~~~-is {ft:;i:~rk~~
1:,,~
~~t:'!ich the
may be justly called political suicide."
V. Knox.
3. A connected sel'ies or succeBBion of objects ; a number
sugar pine. A loft.Y.species of pine ( Pinu.,
lambertiana) of Calffornia and Oregon, havBU'l-clde(sii 1I-sid), n. [L. sui of one's self+ E. -cide, 1.] of things used or classed together ; a set ; as, a suite of

•:f~

ing leaves in fives, and immense cones often
It has a soft reddish brown
wood, used for interior finishings, shingles,
etc. ; the heartwood yields a sugary exudate.
aug'ar-plwn' (shil6g'er-pllim'), n. 1. A kind
of candy or sweetmeat made up in small
balls or disks; a bonbon. Also fig.
2. The shadbush .Amelanchier canadensis

One guilty of self-murder ; a felo-de-se.

18 inches Joug.

U.S.

sugar squirrel. An Australian flying pha-

BU'l-clde,"· i. To commit suicide. Colloq.
Su'i-dlll (sii'1-de), n. pl. [NL.; L. SUS hog +-idre.]

S

!anger (Petaurus sc-iurew;), resembling a flymg squirrel. See FLYING PHALANGER, lllust.

ugar

M'

i!:r:!l

•::o~c~ote~
:;:,;!:;fJ?°

11• &,

en-

Knowing that tender youth is soon suggested.

Shale.

aug-geat 1, v. i. To make a suggestion or suggestions;

to
give rise to or present ideas througl1 association.
au~-geat'l-bll'l-ty (-jes'tl-blJII-tl), n. State or quality of
bemg subject to suggestion; receptivity to ideas or intimations tending to evoke response or sympathy; esp., the exaggerated receptivity of a hypnotized person.
aug-geat'l-ble (-jes'tl-b'l),a.
Easily influenced by suggestion ; also, readily serving to suggest.
aug-gea'tlou (-jes'cMn), n. [F . .,uggestion, L . .m,qge.,tio.]
1. A suggesting ; presentation of an idea, esp. indirectly,
as through association of ideas; a bringing before the mind
for consideration, action, ~lution, or the like ; intimation.
2. That which is suggested; an intimation ; hint.
3. An evil Incitement ; temptation.
Obs.
Shak.
4. P,,ychol. a The action of one idea upon another resulting in their connected appearance in consciousness, as in
proceasea of auociation.
b The entrance into the mind
of an idea or intimation, originated by some external fact
or word, which tends to produce an automatic response or
reaction; as, hypnotic suggestion (see HYPNOTISM).
cr~igie

The family of nonruminaut artiodactyl ungulates consisting of the wild and domestic swine, but in modern classifications excluding the peccaries (family Tagassuidre ).
IIBU'l ge'ne-rla (sii'i jen'e-rls). [L.] Of his, her, its, or
their, own kind; unique; peculiar.
IIsu'l lu'ris. rL..in one's own right.] Law. a In Roman Jaw,
having the full rights of a freeman, i.e., not subject to the
patria potestas, manus, or mancipium of another, persons
subject to any of them being called alienijwn:s. b In general, of full legal capacity, as distiug. from the limited capacity of those under some legal disability, as infancy.
Su-i'na (sil-i'nci), "· pl. [NL., fr. L. h'US hog.] Zool. A
subdivision of a.rtiodactyl ungulates consisting of the tme
swine ( Suidre), peccaries (Tagassuidre ), and hippopotamuses
(Hi_ppopotamidre). They have bunodont molars~and metapodials not fused in a cannon bone. - su'lne (su'in), a.
au'lnt (sii 1lnt; swlnt), n. [F.J A greasy substance in the
wool of sheep, consisting largely of potassium salts of organic acids mixed with fatty substanceSi - called also yolk.
It is r~moved in washiug and is used asasourceofpotash.
suit (sut), n. [ME. siute, seute, suite, OF. 1Jiute,sleute, F.
suite, fr. suivre to follow, OF . .vivre; perh. influenced by
L. secta a sect ; or fr. assumed LL. sequita.
See SUE to
follow; cf. SECT, in religion, SUITE.l
1. Act of following
or pursuing, as gawe ; pursuit.
06s.
2. Act of purBuiug au end or object ; pursuit.
Ob.v.
3. Act of suing; a seeking by entreaty or solicitation ;
hence, entreaty ; solicitation ; petition ; as, to make suit
to the king; specif., solicitation in marriage; wooing.
4, Law. a In early English feudal law, the act of one who
sues a superior or his mill, a court, or a party to court (see
suE, v. t., 5 a). Also, the body of those who performed any
of the acts involved. b Orig., the following or attending
upon a court to obtain justice there ; hence, the attempt to
gain an end by legal process; an action or process in a
court for the recovery of a right or claim ; legal application to a court for justice ; prosecution of right before any
tribunal; as, a civil or crimina.lsuit; a ,,;uit in chancery.
6. Those who follow a person of position or wealth to attend on him; a compan:y of attendants or followers; a retiuue; - now usually written suite, and pronounced su·et.
8. Things that follow in a series or succession; the objects,
collectively considered, which constitute a series, as of
rooms, buildings, compositions, etc. ; - in this sense now
usually suUe.
7, Rarely suite. Specif.: Playing Cards. One of the four
sets of cards which constitute a pack, - each set commonly consisting of thirteen cards bearing a particular emblem,
as hearts, spades, clubs, or diamonds.
8. A number of things used together, and generally necessarily united to answer their purpose; two or more things
ordinarily classed or used together, or a combination of
such things, as garments, constituting a single article; a
set; ae, a suit of armor; specif., short for .mit of clothes.
9. Regular order ; succeesion. Obs.
Syn, -See PRAYER.
out of suits, out of favor; at odds; - a J'hrase involvinfa a
:~r~c3b;hit,.,:z.~~:i1;a:.°u
a'ka~t~~e•_s
Law, suit royal, i. e., suit at the roya\ courts. ~s.
1
suit, v. t. j BUITIBD; SUIT ~NG. l. To fit; ad.apt j accommodat.e; as, to suit the action to the word.
S hak.
2. To be fitted, accommodated, or adjusted to; to accord
wi th ; to 1111
~:¥E8:ii!1!Brfif~~~:e
tifjr!ril:c~:r
;
3. To answer the requirements or demands· of; to meet the
desires of ; to please ; satisfy ; as, to suit one's taste.
4. To dress ; to clothe. Obs.
to sutt one's book. See BOOK,n., 4.
suit, v. i, To agree ; to accord ; to be fitting; to correspond ;
- usually followed by with or to.

my-

tr~eTl}:
ca~p~~t ustralia, the
sugar vinegar.
Ivinegar mad'e from refuse sugary or
starchy materials by alcoholic and acetic fermentations.
aug'ar-y (shoogler-I), a. 1. Resembling, containing, or
consisting of, sugar; tasting of sugar; sweet; honeyed.
2:. Fond of sugar or sweet things; as, a sugary palate.
aug'ar-y, n.; pl. -ARIES (-Yz). A place or establishment
where sugar is made, as a sugar factory or sugar camp.
8Ug-ge8t1 (sug-jest'; 277), V, t, ,' SUG-GEST'ED; SUG-GESTIING,
[L. suggestus, p. p. of suggerere to put under, furnish, suggest; sub under+ gerere to carry, to bring. See JEST.]
1, To present, usually indirectly, as an object of thought,
a matter to be considered or acted upon, a problem to be
solved, or the like ; to cause to be thought of, as through
association of ideas; to bring or call up in the mind, as
one idea another, through association of ideas ; to intimate ;
hint ; as, smoke suggests a fire; to suggest a difficulty.
2. To seduce ; to prompt to evil; to tempt_ Obs.

1

l~-;:~~~~ie°lf:•~~1~::~;:;~r!~~'!'~!dt:~ni~~~';f~e
though to explain the explanation P.is a task

"suggestion;"

rooms; a suite of minerals. See SUIT, n., 6.
4. Jtlusi,c. a One of the old instrumental forms, in voguE
during the 17th and 18th centuries, cousisting of a series of
dances in the same or related keys, often with an elaborate
prelude. The strict form was a cycle of three to five classic
dance forms in one key, the dances being taken from the
allemande, courante, sa·rabaude, bourree, lfiigue, gavotte,
minuet, passepied, and other forms, usually beginning
with the allemande and ending with the gigne. The suite
form has been superseded by the more compact sonata, but
is still sometimes affected. b A modern instrumental
form, sometimes almost of the dimensions of the symphony, but wholly free lLS to the character and number of
its movements; as, the "Indian" suite by MacDowell.
6. In writing, a sequel. Rare.
Syn. - See succEssrnN.
ault'lng (siit'Ing), n. Among tailors, cloth suitable for
making suits of clothes ; - cl1iefly in the pl. Cant.
ault'or (siitier), n. 1. A follower. Obs.
Wycliffe.
2. One who sues, petitions, or entreats; a petitioner.

Zool.

II

Jam.es Ward (Encyc. Brit.).
5, A criminal charge or complaint ; an accusation~ Obs.
for the future.

8. Law. Information without oath; an entry of a material
fact Qr circumstance on the record for the action of the
court thereon, as the death or insolvency of a party.
Syn. - SUGGESTION, HINT. A SUGGESTION is an indirect or
guarded presentation of a matter for consideration or aotion; the word sometimes implies a prompting to evil ; a
HINT is a suggestion conveyed
remote or covert allusion;
the word often suggests lack o candor ; as, he dropped a

bf

!ro:

0

Shak.

a lover ; -formerly
used of women as well as men.
4. Law. a In early English feudal law, one who sues, or
makes suit of, his lord, a certain court,etc. See suE, v. t., 5 a.
b One who sues or prosecutes a demand in court; one who
prosecutes an action in court ; a party to a suit.
Sult service. EarlJJ Eng. Feudal Law. Service owing or
rendered to a superior by doing suit for him, as to a court.
II aul1vez' (swii'vi'). [F.J Music. Follow; - a direction to
accompanist or orchestra to follow the soloist in time, etc.
Sulla (sii'lci), n. [NL., fr. Ice). Silla the gannet. See BOLAN
GOOSE.] Z ool. The genus of to ti palmate sea birds consisting
of the gannets and boobies, constituting the family Sulidre.
1cate (slil'kat), a. [L. sulcatu.,, p. p. of sulcare to fur8111
row, fr. sulcus a furrow.]
Scored with deep and regular
furrows ; furrowed or grooved ; as, a sulcate stem.
aul-ca'tlou (slil-ki'shun), n. A furrowing or channeling,
or state of being aulcate ; al10, a channel or furrow.
aul 1cua(slil'kus), n.; pl. sULm (-si). [L., a furrow.] A furrow; a groove; fiBBure; esp., Anat., any furrow on the
surface of the brain separating convolutions or gyri. See
FISSURE, 1.
sulk (slilk), v. i.; SULKED (slilkt); SULK'ING. [See SULKI•
NESS,]
To be •nlky or sullen; to be morose or obstinate.
sulk, n. State or condition of being sulky; a sulky mood or
humor; - often pl. "Gracious or in the sulh·." Hawthonie.
aulk'i-neaa (slillkl-nes), n. [For ,ulkenness, fr. AS. solcen
slothful, remiss, in isolcen, besolcen, properly p. p. of seolcan, in iseolcan to be weak or slothful ; of uncert. origin.
See -NESS.] Quality or state of being sulky; sullenneBS;
moroseneBS ; as, sulkine:is of disposition.
aulk'Y (slillkl), a.; SULK'I-ER (-kl-er); SULK'I-EST. [See
SULKINESS; cf. SULKY,n.]
Moodily silent; sullen; morose;
splenetic; unwilling or disinclined, esp. temporarily, to
associate with others or to receive advances.
Syn. - See BULLEN.
aulk 1y, n.; pl. SULKIES (-kiz). [From BULKY, a.; - because for ouly one person at a time.] 1. A light twowheeled carriage for a single person.
2, Short for ..ulky plow, etc.
aulk,Y, a. Having wheels and & seat for the driver; said of various agricultural machines; as, sulky cultivator,
machine, plow (see PLOW, nru.,t.), rake, etc.
aullJ.a (slil'ci; siR;Jlci), n., or aulla clover. [Sp . .mlla.]
A European fabaceous plant (Hedysarum coronariun,)
valued for forage. It is also cultivated in gardens for its
pink flowers nnder the name of French honey,uckle.
aul 1lage (slillil:j), n. [Cf. SUILLAGE, BULLIAGE.] 1. Drainage of filth; also, that which sullies; esp., filth from the
street, farmyard, etc. i sewage. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
2. State of being sullied or defiled ; defilement; pollution.
3. Founding. Scoria on molten metal in the ladle.
4. Silt ; mud deposited by water.
aullJ.en (slil'l!n), a. [ME. solfin, solain, lonely, sullen;
through OF. fr. (assumed) LL. sola""' solitary, fr. L.
solus alone. See soLB, a.] 1. Lonely; alone; solitary i
hence, unmated; single. Obs.
WycUjfe (Job iii. 14)
2. One only; single; sole; solitary. Obs.
Chauce.r.
3. Disposed to be alone; ill-humoredly unsociable ; hence,
gloomily silent; morose ; sulky; glum.

}eI:llt

t:tii~
~~':it!~ni
~~.J1~:it_i
!;;[ftfi:~;,:~!
h~~{a_
image doth unfix my hair? " (Shak.); '' Sometimes he de-

scribes amply by the merest hint" (Lowell); " [We] talked
together with obscure hints,· both seif-misunderstood and
darkly guessing" ( Shelley) ; to take a hint. See HINT, v. i.
aug-gea'tlve (-jes'tlv), a. 1. Tending to suggest; containing a suggestion ; full of suggestion ; stimulative of thought.
2. Of, pert. to, or of the nature of, hypnotic suggestion.
3. Suggesting, or tending to suggest, what is improper,
indecent, or the like; as, a sugtestive play.

She hath been a SJ-titorto me for her brother.

3. Esp., one who solicits a person in marriage ; a wooer;

t.zrt~,!~:

The place itself was suitiny to his care.

Dryden.

Syn. -Agree, accord, comport, tally, correspond, match,
answer, flt, become 1 consist with.
:~f::eii'ts~8J'AC:::~ejr;!~mz:~~
o~ l~~~~~iiz~~
ault'a-bll.'l-ty
(siitia-bll'l'-tl), n. Quality or state of being
1
-aug-gea tlve-ly, adv. -aug-gea'tlve-n888, n.
suitable ; suitableness.
BU'l-cld1al (sii'l'-sid 1al), a. Pertaining to, of the nature of, ault'a-ble
(siit'ti-b'l), a. Capable of suiting; fitting; proper;
or suggestive of, sv.icide ; characterized by an impulse to becoming; aa, language mitable for the subject.
commit suicide; as, suicidal insanity; fig., destructive of Syn. - Proper, fitting, becoming, accordant, agreeable,
one's own interests. - au'i-cld'al-ly (-sid 1al-I), ad11.
competent, correspoudent, compatible, consonant, congruau'i-clde (sii'l'-sid), n. [L. sui of one's self (akin to suua ous, consistent. See FIT.
one's own)+ E. -cide, 2. Cf. so, adv.; HOMICIDE.] 1. Act
-ault'a-ble-neBB, n.-ault'a-bly, adv.
And sullen I forsook the imperfect feast.
Prior.
■,agar mule. See COTTON
MULE. 1ug-ge1'tor. Var.of SUGGESTER. su'l-form (sO.'l'•f6rm), a. [L. auirge, n. = SURGERY. Obs.
frock or tunic. Obs.
rate, sul'fa-ret, sul-fu'rlc, sul'·
■uga.r orchard.
A grove or col• aug-gea'tres■ (silg-jt!s'tr~s), n. RUR hog+ -form.] Piglike.
au '1st (sfl.'Yst), n. [L. suus be- Buk'ki-lm, or ~lms (s t1.k'l-'Xm, fur-oUB,and other forms derived
1 :ifi~tn;,~~~foi~ s!lfi~t~1
0:ysu::,::;
h':!t~n 'If.
maples;
A wom~n who sugJ?eSt&. L
(sn't hf!.riVl~zlf~iJ~~

:tf!~'t~

s~gar

~~-:s:r:-~·

::::::m+
~~;t~o, ir

z ff~i
t:~Ja!i
dez). [[L.] See JIEitES-

t8Cs~rl

1ag'ar-plate1, n. Sweetmeats.
fl
d
r!ai:t!:11:~fa~hsi:pl
rates in making maple sugar.
•~'a.r-~'• n. Sugarplum. Obs.
;!J,e~tnti~~'J:-~~• of· su~~~ ~
suck.] ZoOl. Suctorial,
sclo~0.:.0 uRN,
utc(ks0+-j!s.:t,n
t,)n,a_j [Lf.,
8
•s'!;_g,esr•'tocen
_
E 80 1 :k 0

:g:r~~
~'::.'
tu:. ing.

■ug'gan(sl:i.g'dn), "· Llr. S'Ugiin,
or Gael. stlna.n.l A rope,collar,
or saddle, "of twisted straw; a
h
b d
8 t t Tr
s:;i
c['cjf.rhan~~u"kke,~nd
E. 810 11.] To pant; to sigh. Obs.
sugge, auggen. -;-SAY. [IBLE.
sug-gest'a-ble, a. = SUGGEST■ug-gest'ed-neas, n. See -NESSsug-gest'er, n. One who sug-

v:i.

I

~;f-rJi)~[L.<]•t~~~-ninti:,.P
A
'
1
1
0¥ t~ghne:_P· a p atform,
sug'gil, v. t. [L.suggi1lare, suvjllare, ~illatum,:.rugillatum.]

[•FUl,-1

luik iilldul t
suik~om.
t sw~'i~~°o~:~ICKIIsui'ker bosch' (sO.'k~r btss') n
[S. Afric;n D-1 1'he suiar bu;h:
tood~1~~~blue; hence,
~~~~;.to defile.
sug'gil-la.te(stlg'jl~lit;
slij'I-), su'il-lage. n. kF.souiller to soil,
:~igll-~Yti~L-(-1 ~!t!·h tln), n. ~!in ~1sgf~:~~~GE~je
fL.B"Ugillatio:cf.
F.fflgillation.]
or collPction of filth. Obs.
l. Act of sug~llatm~, or state su'll-Une ~sfl.'I-l!n; -lrn; 188),
:ari~~f si:Ee~~at~h~.fig .• def a- :~iJt
beM:fline~to
2. A livid, or black-A.nd-blue, n.t.m.
SWIM,
mark; bruise.
suinc. -t SWINK.
[er. Ohs.I
auggourna. -;- so:JOURN.
suinch, n. = SWINKEn, labor1u1gurait. t SUGARED
su'ine (sll'In; -Cn), n. A mixsugh(Scot. BOOK).Obs. ~rScot. ture of oleomargarine with lard
of Rouou.
or other fatty ingredients. It is
1u1rhe t SIGH [Japan cedar J used as a substitute for butter.
■u7 gt (soo''g-t-),·n. L,Jap.] Th~
•~·
t SWING.
s:cur, augre -t !SUGAR.
su'lng, l•b. n. of SUE,
;~';tCH.
~u~~~~~llg[r~~~u~~:~e~

!f:~~~

tb~d

==·
:\".

~~rli
1
suit + SOOT

suiti-a-bl. Suitable. Ref f:lp,
suit court. Ea1·l11Eng. Feuilal
Law. The court in which tenante owe attendance or suit.
::f:~::eJ,
~~•T~~UITOREss.
suith. t SOOTH,
::ll~t':
+~~~THFAST.
auit'hold 1, n. Ear/11 Eng. Fe11.tlal Law. A holdinJ;: or tenure
~~ii ~ib~~i~~!~tcg:;~~err~~~n of
ault'like', a. Suitable, Obs.
suit'or ,, i To woo
[suitor
■uit'or~ia,· aultreas: n. Femat;
ault'y (snt'I), a. ObA. or Dial.
En(I. a Suitable. b Uniform,
IIsu11vante' (swe'viiNt'). n. [F.]
A waiting woman or maid; a
larl~'s maid.
BU ee. Var. of SU.TI.

1°d~aii:

;:.i
sZ:::
h~:~]
+

I

itic.
kl

c:~ii:~~t::-h!~:
!ri~,su:rc~~r·a:~:t:S-

chemists and by advocateR of
V
11.
b
~ ~u0Zx~i:~UCLAT,
~~~e:f :s~r;:.m, ut not yet in
sukudry.' t RURQUIDRY.
II1ul'fa-te'ra (s6o l'f a.ti£'r ii.).
1ukur. t succou.
Var. of SOJ,FATARA.
::;kti:~~~~~~~;.1~;~:~~~NSu'la-fat' (sOO_'l<i-fai.t'),
n. [Ar. Su'll-ote (flil'll-lit). n. One of a
Sula~~fii,lt tortotae.] See STAR.
~~~~~~;aetr::dtl~e 1~~1
::i_1"[!1i8(sttt,;gn~:~·Anat. Per- tains,in Epirus,whithertheyfled
!!lining to a sulcus.
from the Turks in the 17th ce11.sul'cate, i,.t. 'l'o cast up in fur- gi:tceMany have migrater jbtol
rows; till; plow. Oh.q. Lcate.j sulk,n.~v.
Furro::
aul'caHd (St1l'kiit-~d), a. Sul- sulk, a. [CJ. SULKINES~.]Perh.,
aulch. t RUCH.
slow of sole, hard to sell. Of»f.
aul'ct (slll'Sl),n.,pl. of SUI.CUS, aul'ka. (800l'kci), n. [Skr. f;Ulaul'cl-form (stt l'sl-f Orm), a. ka.] Hindu Law. The dowry ot
Like a sulcus. Ra.re.
a hride, from her father.
suld (<hal. 8(}6d). Obs. or Scot. sulk/er, n. One who sulks.
& dial. Eng. var. of SHOULD,
aulk'i-ly (s ti l'k l-1 I), adv. of
suldarl. Var. of SHOOLDARRY. SULKY. See-LY.

::1ti:t'

~!,~l~ie\~~1;}~:ii),J.~~~
f~t~]I
aMi:~
fL.sulcus.]

8:~:~~a;~~:O{~t~J!1~~~d"1/~t]!~t
::it..~·
+ts:~1:i.~:e. ~fJ~f~i:~.
[&~:S::.lD,'ai'1:'iiu~

::iche.t

1~~:~!Ji11;::]~~::~_:::~::~~::·
l~i;t~~:
~tt:~!~
:::i;!i11~~~;~~l~:E{;~·;~.:
~:·1~:?::::.f=~~{i~'lfif
tr::tt::!:~
ti£.~t!M~"i!1:.~·
ot;:;:
~::-:i'tion,
::=::~:id
semolina.

1•.t. To subject to, 3~a1k~i~ state of being suicid-

orlreat by, suggestion.

LS,,.1
au'!

ctsm (sn'I-slz'm/

n

[L

~~~~~Wl(~:rr-fi.glSth').
[L. Suwnes (a Teutonic

stcs~_c[r~-:.kettle. D1al, 1
(sn'kl; sOO'kl), n. A
1
0~~:~enie,F.
lss~::di~':~fa~btth~·
autr. -t:SURE. [SWIRE,neck.
so11quenille : cf. Pol. suknta,
aulre. tsQUARE, SQUIRB,SURB, Bohem.sukntf garment.] A short

:::::::::ii:s.
~~ggT~!t wii~h ::~r~;:tt:gg;:u;~
Sbs~!fR.ss;
80':h~]t
aula. i- SUE.
suggests or tends to suggest.
eug-pat'ment,

,i,

Suggestion.

IUlar.

i- SQUIRE.

me,■enil:te, cAre, Am, ciccount, ii.rm, ask,

n.
tribe au'~

n":
&fi.
I =~::::

wolynemusd se~e~fou~d in th
0
u:-e?::
er rivers an

lC::,d.

■ul-

~~n°1;u~i:t~~ct~chii:1ci~eN:;
Sulla (18~78 B. c.).

:~:a.ct,ctELFi111-fam'ate,
::R~;"sELt,~~~~::~t.RS.
fam'ic, aul'fate, sul'fl.de, sul' - aullemne. t SOLEMN. l
fl.te, a'Dl'fo--nal, ■ul'fllr, BUl'ta- aul'len, v. t. To make au.Ilea.

OM.I

sofa; eve, livent, i!nd, recent, maki!r; ice, 111; old, ilbey, &rb, Md, s~ft, c<'Snnect; use, finite, tirn, dp, circus, menll;
U Forelp

Word.

-t Obaolete Variant

or.

+ combined

wit!,.

= equalo.

2077

SULLEN
4. Obst:nate; intractable.

Rare.

Things are as sullen as we are
Tdlot,on.
6. Gloomy ; dismal ; sad ; melancholy.
Mllton.
Solemn hymns to sullen dirges change.
Shak.
6. Heavy; dull; slow-moving; sluggish. "The larger
stream was placid, and even sullen, in its course." Scott.
7. Malignant ; unpropitious ; baleful ; as, sullen planets.
Syn. -Sour, cross,ill-humored,ill-natured,
peevish fretful, petulant, gloomy t moody, austere, gruff, crusty, churlish, harsh, cynical, sp1teful.-8ULLBN,SULKY._BUBLY,
GLUM,
KOROSB, SATURNINE, CRABBED, SPLENETIC. One 18 SULLEN who
0
1
~~i".:~tft~f.h~~!\re~,
in fits of sullenness i one is GLUM who is silent and dismal,
often with a touch of dogged sullenness; as, "Sullenne.,·s
does not im_PlYsilence, but an ill-natured silence" (Tatler);
0 In a mommg I am always sullen"
(Byron ••Sheridan was
1?:L:ihe~: 1
0
~1:1~:i~i:!:
antest and most gracious moods he looked like a sulky
cockatoo" (Mrs. Gaskell); "two persons ... sittinit ...
in neat evening costume, sipping a little sherry, silent,
f:nteel, and gturn" ( Thackeray) ; 0 as glum as an under-

SULPHUR

cr:w

aul'phat-ed (si!I'fiit-ed), J'_ret.&, p. p. of SULPIU.TB.-1111- aullpho-nate (sl!l1M-nit), n. A salt or ester of 1ulpboalc
oil, Dyeing, a liqmd obtained by treating a ve~taacid.
aullpho-nate, v. t. ;-NAT'ED (-niit'~d); -NAT'ING(-nit'Yng).
aaetgi!:,:i::r:~~l~gie'r!t~~t'!~~entr:!~~d~fttu:trz:ri~~
:~
Chem. To introduce the sulphonic group into; to convert
a mordant for basic colors on cotton, etc. Called also alizinto a sulphonic acid. -aul 1pho-na 1tion (-nii'shi1n), 11.
arin oil, Turkey-red oil, soluble oil, or olein.
sul'phone
(sliltion), n. [G. sulfon. Cf. suLPHUR; ua111PhateProcess. A process for making wood pulp by
TONE.] Org. Chem. Any of a series of compounds of the
ri~!i~f
pressure with an alkaline solu-

~af!;~:S;~~~~r

general formulaR·SO 2 IV, containing the sulphuryl group
united with two hydrocarbon radicals by mea.ns of its sulor containiug, a sulphate or sulphates.
phur; as, dimethyl sulchone, (CH 3 ) 2 ·SO,. They are in 1enaul 1phat-lze (-fiit-iz}, v. t.; -!ZED(-izd); -IZ 1ING (-izffng).
a~d'~t~rl:r
f~~:~a11~
To convert into sulphate, as sulphide ores by roasting.
monosulphones, disulphones, etc., according to fhe number
aul'pha-to- (slil'fil:-t~-). Chem. Combining form (also used of
sulphuryl groups in the molecule.
adjectively) denoting a sulphate as an ingredient. Rare.
anlph-az'fde (si!lf-llz'id; -id; 184), n. Also -azld. Org. aul-phon'lc (si!l-flln'lk), a. Chem. Pertaining to or desigof the acids
nating the group SO2 OH. - 1alphonlc acid,
Cltem. Any of a class of sulphonic derivatives of hydrazines having the general formula RNHNHSO 2 IV ; as, phe- f~~!a!~i~t~~~ ~~\~hb;i~iJ~~:ik:~r
nyl-benzene-sulphazide, C6 H6 NHNHSO 2 CqH,. They are
sulphurous acid by replacement of hydrogen. ~e organic
formed by the action of alcoholic sulphur <1ioxide on diazo
sulphonic acids are got by oxidation of mercaptans, and
com~unds and in other ways.
otherwise. They are in general strong, stable, and easily
aul 1ph1de (si!I'fid ; -!Yd; 184), n. Also -phfd, sul'fide,
t';~,:i!~honic
-Hd.
Chem. A binary compound of sulphur, or one so re- ~~~~)~ tie 11
0
tt~dix:1::l~hd~:ifs'l:'~i!~~; ~~1!~~; garded; -formerly
called su/rJhuret. Excepting the sul- sul-pho'nl-um (slil-fo'nl-i1m), n. [sulphur+ ammonium.l
MOROSE suggests a sour austerity_i as 1 •• Mason replied inflhides of the alkali and alkaJ1ne earth metals, tl1e metalOrg. Chem. A hypothetical univalent radical, SH 3, ol
stantly, in a surl'V, nasal tone" (lV. Nicholls); ., surly eyes,
which derivatives, analogous to the quaternary ammonium
brow-hidden" CR.eats)· 0 a surly mastiff" ( Cowper) ; " the
j~c~~p~iC:1:er:ai~~o~p.::;;
:~:~~~d:a~P's~Pflr
compounds, are formed by union of this ether with an
somewhat surl11 goodness, the hard and unattractive
,?ieties into which she cannot really enter " ( W. Pater);
halide. Thus, ethyl sulphide, (C~H,),S, and eth;rl iodide,
1~3mZ:~:id~i;~;:,e~i:1~giris~~i;i~:i1~~~1~:id!~;rine,
should there be
cold-blooded and morose mortals
C2 H1,l,unite to form triethyl sulpMniu111iodide, (C2 H;}sSI,
who really dislike thIS book" (Bo.m1ell); u a morose, ill- snl'Phlde, v. t. To treat with, or convert into, sulphide.
a suostance which by action of moist silver oxide yields the
conditioned, ill-natured person" (South) ; u The morm:e- aulph-in'df-got'ic (si!lf-Yn1dl'.-gilt'ik), a. Chem. Pertain~:J!'J':J¼~i=n~::d
(~1!fgfJ!fta1fu!~se
IUlphonlum b&IN
ing to or designating a sulphonic acid, C 16H8 O2 N 2(SO3 H) 2 ,
~i~u'::~
t::itl/:.!~flo~u;'t~~~tt~
obtained as an amorphous blue solid by treating indigo aul/pho-phoalphor-CIUII(siil'fa-fos'f~r-l1s; -flSs-fo'rils; cf.
tion ; r:.•U.BBED suggests a crusty or peevish moroseness ; with sulphuric acid.
PHOSPHOROUS),
a.
Chem.
Pert.
to
or
designating
a hypoSPLBNBTIC adds to 11w1·ose
the implication of malice or spite i aullphl.ne(si!l'fln; -fen; 184),n. Also-phfn. [F. sulfine.]
thetical sulphacid of phosphorus, analogous to phosphor1~~~:,
Org. Clrnm. The hypothetical radical SH 3 , called also ous acid, and kuown in its salts.
~~u!~th:f~ft~
~ssi:.~;s
sulphonium ,· also, any sulphonium base or compound.
sul'pho-pur-pu'ric(-ptlr-pii'rlk), a. Chem. Pert. to or des~~)7',{~~t!~i!~~s~~~hToS:d!f~r~~:seXe{J.aj}f~~?;
aul-phfn'lo (si!l-fln 1Yk), a. Org Chem. Pert. to or desig- ignating a monosulphonic acid, C 10 H 9 O2N2 SO,H, obtained
Is ten times more gentle than her father's crabhed and he's
nating any of a series of acids having the general formula
as a blue powder by action of sulphuric acid on indigo.
composed of harshness" (Shak.); "Divine Philosophy I R·SO·OH, and obtained by reducing the chlorides of sul- aul'pho-rlc 1ln-o-le'fc (-ris'Y-n~-Ie'Yk), a. [sulpho-+ rienot harsh and crabbed as dull Cools suppose " (Milton);
phonic acids, and in other ways. . The;r yield sulphonic
inoleic.J Cltem. Designating a sulphonic acid obtained by
acids by oxidation and mercaptans by reduction.
the action of mlphuric acid on castor oil. Cf. SULPHOLEIC.
dti,Jfn
(sill'lit), "· [Cf. F. sulfite. See SULPHUR.]Chem. aul 1pho-stan'nlo (-stiln'Yk), a. Chem. Designating a
seems to i:rndge brif.htness to the flames of hell •!'/'Landor); sul'phfte
A salt or ester of sulphurous acid.
sulphacid of tin, J;l2 SnS., forming a well-known •erie■
B~hlte pulp. A wood pulp for
makinl!", prer.;red
:~~~
of salte, but not obtainable pure. - aul'pho-atan'nate
CHOLY, SILENT, ACRIMONY, STRICT.
(-stiln-iit),
n.
~J'Jp~t;.!':,'} c~~n':~~e~r:::i:,r;.~
!o~!~~~- o acid
- sul'len-ly, adv. - sul'len-ness, n.
aul'pho-ate'a-tite (-ste'<i-tit), n. A fungicide composed of
i!I•fi-). Alsoaul'fo-.
Chem. Aprefix(a!aousec!
aul'len (slil'en), n. l. One who is solitary; a hermit. Ob•. aul'pho-(.
sulphate
of
copper and finely ground steatite, or soapdesignating •-ulphur as an ingredient; specif.:
2:. pl. Sullen feelings or manners; sulks; morosenees; as, adjectively)
a Denoting the presence of th< oulphonic acid group. stone ; fostite.
to have the sullena. Obs. or Colloq.
Shak.
sulph-oz'fde (slilf-ok'sid; -sld; 184), n. Also-Id. [aulphoThe following words all designate sulphonlc derivatives
aul'ly(-Y), v. t.; BUL,LIED(-Yd); SUL'LY-ING
(-I-Ing). [ME.
oxide.] Org. Chem. Any of a cla•s of compounds inof the acids to whose name the prefix is attached:
8Ulien, AS. sylian, fr. sol mire; akin to G. suhle mire, sich
termediate between the sulphides and the aulpbones, and
1ulph0&cetlc
1ulphome■!tylenlc
1ulpho1allcyllc
siihlen to wallow, Sw. sola to bemire, Dan. sole, Goth. bicontaining the group SO united to hydrocarbon radical■;
1ulphobutyric
1ulpho~htholc
1ulphoaucclmc
sauljan to defile ; prob. influenced by OF. soillier to soil,
as, methyl sulphoxide, (CH 3 ),._SO,a thick oil.
0
0
th a11°
To soil; dirty; tarF. souiller (see BOILto make dirty).]
Bullphur(sill'fi1r),n.Also-fur.LL.sulfur,aulpur;cf.F.,oujre
■ulphofumarlc
■u!phoproplonic
1ulphotrlmellltlc
nish ; stain ; defile ; as, to attlly a sword.
"lvhence ME. aoufre.] l. Chem. A nonmetallic element
No spots to ftUlly the brightness of this solemnity .Atterbury
■ulpho-uvitlc
occurring naturally in large t1uantities, either native or
aul'ly, v. i. To become soiled or tarnished.
Bacon.
combined as in various sulphides (pyrites, galena, etc.) and
b
Designating
compoundsln
which
sulphur
to
some
extent
aul'ly, n.; pl. SULLIES(-Yz). Soil; tarnish; stain
sulphates
(gypsum, barite, etc.). It is also a conatituent
replaces oxygen. See THio-.
Little spots and sullles in his reputation.
Spectator.
0
aulph'ac'id (slilflils'ld), n. [sulpho- acid.] Chem. An aul 1pho-ben-zo'ic (-b~n-ziYYk), a. Ch,,,,,. Designating any :ir~t~:.an;y';!bi::i"s
fh;[. ·:~~t~'.:.
f~:t1::
of three isomeric crystalline acids, C6H 4 (SO8H)SO 2 H, sulacid in which, to some extent, sulphur replaces oxygen; occurs in yellow orthorhombic crystals, in masse~\cm•
pbonic derivatives of benzoic t..eid. The meta variety is
called also su/pho acid and thio acid. See SULPHO-.
2
0
1
~:n¾ fnd;'°olc~,;lc "5- .i~ns~t ~• iic'1!t!::'fi:J.":'{th
It iB
aul-pham'ate (si!l-fllm'iit; sill'f<i-miit), n. Chem. A salt the chief one got in treating benzene with sulphurtrioxide.
aul'pho-car-bol'lo (-kilr-blSJllk), a. Ch,m. Designating a sum and other min~s,
in vast beds, aiso in nonvolc~
of sulphamic acid
dehquescent crystalline acid, C~H.(OH)SO 3H(p), got by regions, as in Louisiana. It is melted out from accomaul-pham'io (si!I-fllml'fk), a. Designating a crystalline
dissolving phenol in concentrated sulphuric acid. It is an
acid, NH 2 SO2 OH, an amido derivative of sulphuric acid.
~:l~fo~!!!3;,~~~~!"J':
aulph-am'ide (si!lf-llmrid, -Yd; slil'f<i-mid; -mld), n. Alao antiseptic. -sul 1pllo-car'bo-late (-kiir"M-liit), n.
1pho-car'bon-ate (-kiir'blin-iit), n. Chem. A salt of sulaul
-Id. Chem. A colorleas, crystalline, neutral substance,
t;':\c~~f~~~~•riW~J;r.!
phocarbonic acid ; a thiocarbonate.
The sulphocarbonates
SO,(NH,),, obtained by treating sulphuryl chloride with
or brimstone. Bul~har vt'vam (vi'vilm), or hone brlme-,
ammonia gas; by extension, any of several derivatives of it.
Is an impure grayISh _product formed from the dregs In
st
ing
casting. Sulphur is also recovered from waste, as by the
aulph-am'l-nol (slilf-ilml'f-nol; -nlSI), n. Pharm. & Chem. rlt~~~:~1:Jdi!':!!!1ptfd~~1!:i~tcca~ro:~:u~:b1~
Chance-Claus process. Sulphur exists in several physical
A compound, C 12 H 9 O2 NS, obtained as a pale yellow odor- snl 1pho-car-bon'ic (-kiir-bllnl'fk), a. Chem. Pertaining to
states. Below 96" C., the familiar orthorhombic form is
or designating an unstable acid, H,cs, (called also thiocarless powder by the action of sulphur on a hydroxy derivastable.
From 96° to 119'' the stable form is one forming
bonic
acid),
analogous
to
carbonic
acid,
obtained
from
its
tive of diphenylamine.
It is used externally as an antipale monoclinic crystals (sp. gr.!1.96). From 119° to 160"
salts as a dark yellow, oily liquid of nauseating odor.
septic and absorbent like iodoform.
1pho-cy'a-nate (-si'ti-niit), n.
aul
Chem.
A
salt
or
ester
of
~~~~:rd!~k~c~r~:e[e~~':t;i:g~~
ea!~~ta~t
~~
aul'pha-nll'lc (slil'fti-nlll'fk), a. [From sulphuric
anisulphocyanic acid ; - also called thiocyanate.
to 448.5°,the boiling point. An elastic form of sulphur i■
line.] Chem. Pertaining to or designating any of three
isomeric sulphonic acids, C6H 4 (NH 2 )SO3H, derived from aul 1pho-oy-an'io (-si-llnffk), a. [See SULPHUR;CYANIC.]
0
ftbf:i~eio~a ~~g,~_g 11r:e:clf~!
lli~u~r.!:.if c ·:u11l."u~i'!
aniline; specif., the para acid, a crystalline substance ob- Chem. Pertaining to, derived from, or designating, a sulphacid, HSCN, analogous to cyanic acid, and obtained as a comes brittle, beiug changed into a mixture of orttorhomtained by the sulphonation of anifine and used in the manubic sulphur and an insoluble amorphous variety which is
colorless liquid of a penetrating odor, but not poisonous.
facture of certain dyestuffs.
found also in flowers of sulphur. By acidifyini:; a thiosulaullphate (si!l 1fiit), n. [NL. sulphas, -atis, fr. L sulphur, aul 1pho-cY'a-no- (-ai'a-ni- ). Combining form for .,ulpl,o- phate solution, sulphur is precipitated as a white powder.
sulpur, sulfur, brimstone, sulphur: cf. F. sulfate.] Chem. cyanic, used in designating compounds formed by condenSulphur bums in air with a blue flame, forming the suffo~
sation
of
sulphocyanic
acid
with
certain
organic
compounds.
catln.ir gas sulphur dioxide. It is used in making ll""nA salt or ester of sulphuric acid. Nearly all the normal
aul 1pho-cy'a-no-a-ce'tlc (-<i-se'tlk; -setl'fk), a. Chem. powder, matches, fireworks, sulghuric acid, carbon d1sul•
1:1~fu'::~hfcic1;c~~ 0 :
1rei::i:e:t~6iilt!1U
Designating an acid, CNS·CH 2 CO2 H, got as a thick oil by
~ 0
1~:!dfcf":eb
r:ite:!ti~~rari!i
~~att:!:f~t!~f!:
action of chloracetic acid on potassium sulphocyanate.
barite, anglesite, celestite, and anhydrite and gypsum.
resolvent. Chemically, snlphur exhibits several vaaul'phate, v. t.; SUL'PHAT·BD
(-fiit-l!d); SUL1PHAT-ING(-fiit- aul'pho-oy'a-no-ac'e-tone (-llsr/i-ton), n. Chem. A com- and
lences
(two,
three,
four, six, seven) and is acidic in all. It
Yng). l. To treat or impregnate with sulphuric acid or a pound, CNS·CH 2 COCH 3 , obtained as an oil by the action
of chloracetone on barium sulphocyanate.
sulphate ; to convert into sulphate.
t~iit~i~
g,Me~~~Re~tf!:r;eit:·
!~~~~n:,::!e~~ut~
2. Elec. To form " deposit of a wl1itish scale (probably sul'pko-nal (sill'M-nltl), n. Pharm. A colorless or white In many respects sulphur resembles oxygen.
Pb 2 SO6 , not the normal sulphate PbSO 4 ) on (the plates of crystalline compound, (CH 3 ) 2 C(SO 2 C2H 5 ) 2 , prepared by 2. Any of numerous butterflies of the family Pieridm,
oxidation of mercaptol (from acetone and mercaptan).
It
a storage battery).
usually having the wings chiefly yellow or orange with
is an efficacious hypnotic.
aul'phate, v. i. To become sulphated.
a black border. The clouded 1ulphur (Eurymus, or Colia,,

~n~
f;i~iY

f$~!t0!

aul-phat'lc (slil-flWik), a. Of, pertaining to, resembling,

~if~a~1~~~fS:U1~11~1:e
~:1is~uTi:

~~\n~'t!~~-~l::~~1~J
Ji

any

:;r;S:ot;
ar~:~~';,6:

luWe1~
:!it%',~jf:Z}e~;

:~~~ra1°:~i:i!io~~~t;;fJ,

sv1i~r~~j
i~·~Ti~~

m:ith

alkyl

any

a1:::l'
;e~"t;:a?.~'!l:

tta~:b)
;t~.l~h::llanf:

':,<glf~

:ii:ii:/!Tc'i:~~(S~':!it~~)d;
~ftf::.t~1~:llc
di~:r~'i!i~b
~~fl:;t:p,<~~:-;;nra~
:~~::?:.~~~~c:;:

pafier

6f.

+

:~:t:~~TC:
:::t:i,~fc:
::J&t~8:'1°::J&t3~~.

::I:t::r:r:

+

::l::i':.1:

..1':!.~!';.~y~h~s:~i~~n.;.;r

~•:\f;ufJ:1t~i.°{s
~fthl:it~

~ffco:s

+

t!~l~:!~

:~r~

a:ra
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SUMMER

ltd:,,,huric acid; a.so. dihydraled, or glacial, .,,lphuric
aciil (sp. II''· 1.78); an:i Hsl>Ou,trihydrated, or ortho-, sulphuric acid (sp.
The glacial aulphurlc acid 1s so

&. Maximum amount ; utmost degree ; hence, height·
completion. "The .,,m of earthly bliss."
Milton,
8. Arith. A problem to be solved ; an example.

~~;w:.c:~;hu~
chloride. - •· ether.

~i:NTIT~~Msu':~~~t:SGfhi::'~~t
~r.t:;;py:~~it~~l~~;
the sum of two and two; AMOUNT implies a result reachea.

SULPHUR
f:Jhilodwe)la the common yellow butterfly of the eastern
~~~
A
ao':itd t::teJ~.~n
phur ( Callidryas eubule)
18 also abundant.
3. Mining. a Pyrite. b
Hydrogen sulphide.
sul'phur (aiillfur), II. t. ;
SUIIPHURED
(-furd);

-- ...

jf l,63J·

l~lixl~:~
~-3 a.~~r.:;;:r:~,--;~u;,ii.i:i~i
=
ETHER,

sul'phur-lng (siil'fur-lng), p. pr. & vb. n. of SULPHUR. by the accumulation, AGGREGATE
(see AGGREGATE)
by the
Hence : vb. n. The process of fumigating or bleaching by
exposure to the fumes of sulphur ; sulphurization.

,.. ' ~ 1t,mcyw,,,,,na
''
-sul

sul'phur-lze (-iz), 11. t.; -1zED(-izd); -1z'1NG(-iz'lng). Chem.

To combine or impregnate with sulphur or any of its compounds; specif., to fumigate or bleach with sulphur fumes.
1phur-1-za'Uon (-l'-zi'sh11n; -i-zi'shttn), n.
sulphur monochloride. Chem. A yellow, :iumin11;,volavt1c.!:~i!ct~':.':iui~h"o':!g_rme on
~tX:~~l~hu~'~!lJ
sulphur ore. Pyrite, often roasted for its sulphur.
sul'Phur-ous (siil'fur-us; siil-fii'rus; 277: the second
pron. is coni.mon in chemical terminology, as in sulphu'rous
ac'id, etc.,· cf. MBRcuaous), a. [L. sulphurosus: cf. F. sulJureux.] Of, pertaining to, or containing, sulphur ; resembling sulphur, or some sulphur compound, as in odor or
heat; fig., heated; warm i fiery; inflamed or inflammable;
as, sulphurous remarka;asulphurous spiritjspecif., Chem.,
designating those compounds in which the element has a
J:ii~11~'tacterla- Bacteriol. Any bacteria possessing the lower valence as contrasted with the sulphuric compounds.
a~~ow~ fnul\:~'}~~~~i:·efi!g{•!s
a ~lut~i~f
power of reducing sulphur compounds, as species of Beg- i§t~~t
giatoa and Thiothrix.
su1phur dioxide in water, but forming a well-known series
f It (th
&ul'phur-bot1tom (siil'fllr-bWum), n. A ftnback whale
l h ·t )
r1
Cl
I h di
;o=~i:~u1~:rJ;.
SU p ur
oxor rorqual (Balrenoptera musculus, syn. B. sibbaldii) of fde"."-!. ,a1tuo'Ct
the North Atlantic, the largest of all whales. Its average sulphur shower. A shower of yellow pollen often seen
in early spring. It is carried by the wind from pine lands.
length is about 76 feet; with a maximum of 89 feet. The
:::hu~'f!~::
~ult;h:i~!~
as, to sulphur plants ; &Ul:
1
phured matches.
2
SUl'Phu-rane(slll'f~-rin), Clouded Sulphur. Mole. A Imago;
n. Org. Chem. Any of a r_r Wings, reversed to IBhowunder
series of compounds of the side. B Larva.
general formula RSCH 2 CH,SCH:CH 2 , regarded as alkyl
vinyl derivatives of thioglycol.
sul'phu-rate (-rtt), a. LL, sulphuralus.] Of or pertaining to sulphur; sulphureous.
sul'phu-rate (-rit),v.t.; -RAT1Bn (-rit'ed); -BAT1mo(-rit'Tng). To sulphurize.- sul'phu-ra 1Uon (-ri 1shun), n.
sul•phu-ra1tor (-ri 1ter), n. An apparatus used in sul-

J~:

ht!,;.~

c!~:e~~!
[g~

bul~~:
li:'.:i' g!

::~;~i:

BE:~J~~

~he!~

0~f~~db:?~e
1
fgi:i!~tbiir~~~(~~
usually wiweufu.;.,
vfrt'::e~fnt~l;:;'.\1"Ji:;.
Dryden.
SULPHURIC
ACID)and in other ways ;-called also sulphuric
3. Falconry. To have (the feathers) full grown; to comanhydride. It forms colorless, caustic prisms melting at plete (the plumage). Obs.
10° C., which easily change to the ordinary white, fibrous,
.t
T
·t I t
t
f
•
th
h' f
less active commercial variety (S~O.Jmeltmg at 46'>C. Sul- sum, v. •·
o recap, u a e ; o paBB n review
e c ie
h t · ·d f
·
•
d d li
·t
bin
points, as of an argument ; - commonly with up.
1 com
es SU'mac (sii•mlk; shoo'milk; 277), n. Also BUmach, and
~1o~!nt'i'.t~~it'l)\~:::, 1i.~:;
sul;h~~s~u

s~l:J\~:

Sulphur-bottom. (,h)
~~1Y0 1fiw'f:i:-~t1J'~upois~ g01;;'{h;;~~d!/'!!J~"i,'~'
bone is short and entirely blackish. Th:;-name is extended
to an allied species (B. su/fureus) of the Pacific.
sulphur dichloride. A dark red fuming, unstable liquid,
SCI'!!obtained by the action of chlorine on monochloride.
sul.Jinurdioxide. Chem. A colorless gas, SO,; having a
=~:oc1iti~gu:1liii PJii~tt~:d sut::;ic
o!
bl
h'
t
di I f tant
d t'
t' etc
sul":iiu'i'\;i~nAn; ~fa ~bs~cof di~ct; ~;.~~~. ~ott01i and
other vegetable fibers, made by fusing various Orl1;l'niccoma thiopounds
sulphur
and alkali are
sulphide
sulphate).withThe
most important
blacks (or
andwith
browns.
sul-phu're-oua (siil-fii're-us), a. [L. sulphureus.l Consisting of sulphur; having the qualities of sulphur, or
brimstone; impregnated with sulphur; sulphurous. -sulphu're-ous-1:,,adv. -aul-phu're-oua-ness, n.
sul'phu-ret' (siil'fll:-r~t'), v. t.; -RBT'BD(-rl!t'~d) or -RBT'TIID', •RET'nmor-RET'TING. To combine or impregnate with
sulphur. -aulp]lureted hydrogen. = HYDROGEN SULPHIDB.
sul-phu'rlc(slil-fii'rlk), a. [Cf.F.sulfurique.]
Of, pert.
to, or containing, sulphur; specif., Chem., designating
those compounds In which sulphur has a higher valence as
contraated with the sulphurous compounds.
a1l1hurl
1• Ch
a s I h t · 1'd
f rme I so
dua1f:tr"c the':.fy
s!ffs~
A i:-erv t
:Wed o4h
corrosive, Oil¥. liquid, H2S04, colorless when pure, earry
made by diatilling jteeD vitriol, whence the name oil O.f
vitriol; also, a liqmd consisting of this compound dilutea
:~~rnv:~ifo~ i;:.':i~~:~lu~r::r~u\;~~~i~w:chl~~uY~i~~s':ri~
oxide (obtained by burning pyrites or sulphur) is made to
combine with oxygen from the air. The chamber roceaa
accomplishes this in a series of lead chambers wil'.h the
1g·!~,o!t~!t>!;!f ::a~h:~!~d,1,~;~~es~,~~t1~s~~!1:ifu

3i~1X;,
.!i~

assembling or collect10n, of particulars; as, the amount of
one's purchases; the aggregate of past experience. TO'l'AL
and WHOLEsuggest the completeness of the result, while
total often further implies magnitude ; as, a grand total of
ten millions; the whole is the &umof its parts. NUMBEIL,
:ti1°,::~ro~hlct
~~~lrtli~t;s
~~
mass) amount should not be applied; as, the number pres0~~':,'
1
~b.tc!~d
Q;!.~';~4~~~~tn
J!~t ~o~'i,j.,"~:
counted, but only when they may also be measured in
bulk; as, a quantity of apples, but not (except colloq.), a
quantity of soldiers. See WHOLE,ALL,
Forty thousand brothers
~ 0a1r:
Shale.
11~11their quantity of love,
She summeil up her aggregate of sales. Hawthorne.
The plague ... is decreased a few in the total Pepys.
Iago does not stand alone; he i11a factor in a whole.
Taking out of a little box a small quantity of po"!·d~;.
In aum, in short ; in brief. Obs.
sum (slim),,,. t.; pret. & p. p. BUMMED(siimd); p. pr. &:
vb. n. BUM'MU<G.[Cf. F. sommer, LL. summare.] 1. To
cast up, as a column of figures ; to add together; to ascertain the totality of ; - usually with up.
2. To bring or collect into a email compaBS; to comprise
in a few words; to condense; to recapitula\e briefly ; -

:~\!~sul'phur-:,
(•iil'fur-l), a. Resembling, or of the nature
of, sulphur ; having the qualities of sulphur; sulphurous.

!

formerly shumac. [F. sumac, formerly .,,mach (cf. Sp.
zumaq,,.,), fr. Ar • .,,mmiiq.] l. Any anacardiaceous shrub
or tree of the genus Rims. Also, the wood of any species.
2. A material used in tanning and dyeing, consisting of the
SO~·CI., obtained by direct union of sulphur dioxide ana shredded or powdered leaves, peduncles, etc., of various
chlorine by sunlight, and otherwise. Treated with water
species of sumac, ~•P• Rhus coriaria. It is chiefly valua~
!Y~6:fpt1!1,!;~~r,~:::ht~~3ihloric
acids j ble for its content (15-20
cent) of tannic acids.
sul ph:,'drate ( iii fild -t)
Ch
Ah d s I hid
~fg~~:M'~re~~~~=:~i::.'!!aistd
sul:ph:,'drlc (-d~Tk):
p:::.:.:ininit:~,ud~si~~tsively used for cigar wrappers.
i~ the weak acid better known as hydrogen sulphide.
Su-ma'tran (-triln), a. Of or pert. to Sumatra or its inS -Pl'cian (siil-pTsh''n),
n. Also Sul-pt,••·-.
[F. sul- 11ab't1 an t •· - n. A na t·1ve of suma t ra. Th e ab ongma
· · 1•
u
.....
picien, so called after the parish of St. Sulpice in Paris,
~'!h~~~~1,t~':,_:~rc°!'it!~fs~.aj'M'~?rl~~~f
::t~lyaf;h~t~'i!
f~h]ic~ t&e botnger, ~ean Jdcqufs ~lie:, w:J!i-s:od }n derived from the Hindu or Arabic. Cf. AcHINESB,BAT·
· 64 · ne O an or er O ~nes 8 •: . 18de
TAK,LAMPONG,
REJANG.
Fr~nceftin; to2toeteacdhmedn~orlt7h9el
priestthhooU'-'tnedtroStautcesum'bul (slim'bul ,· scl6m'bcl61),n. Also sum""al (-bill).
soon a er m
ana a, an Ill
mto e m
es.
•.,
sul'tan (siil•tiln; Ar. scl61-tiin'), n. [F. sultan (cf. Sp. [Per.: cf. F. sumbul.] a The root of musk root (Ferula
sold6,n, It. sultano, solda.no), Ar. sul/ii.n sultan, dominion.
sumbul), used as a touil' and anti-spasmodic. b Valerian.
Cf. SOLDAN.] l. A ruler, or sovereign; esp., a ruler ofa
c = sPIKENARD,1. - sum-bu'llo (siim-bii 11Tk), a.
.Mohammedan state; a title given to, or assumed by, any Su-me'rl-an (s~-me'ri-i!n), a. AlsoSumiriau.
Of or pert.
.Mohammedan prince; specif. [often cap.], the ruler of the
to Sumer, an ancient region of lower Babylonia, or its
Turks ; the Padishah, or Grand Seignior.
inhabitants or their language. - n. A native of Sumer ;
2. a One of a domestic breed of pure white ornamental
also, the language of the Sumerians. Cf. AKKADIAN.
fowls resembling the Polish, but having the legs and toes
The 11upposedSumerian language is possibly only the Semitic
heavily feathered.
b A sultana bird.
Ba:J'lonian, or II Assyrian,'' written according to a system develsul-ta'na (siil-tii'nd i -ti'nd ; '2'77), n. [It.] 1. The wife ~~entiS:11::tu~s~he original ideograp}j~~'refdBtks()i!~i,f;!~
or, sometimes, the mother, sister, or daughter, of a sultan. sum'leBB (siim'li!s), a. Incalculable; inestimable. Pope.
2. A mistress or paramour, esp. one of a royal personage. sum'ma-ri-za'Uon (siim'ti-rl'~zi'shiln; -ri-zi'shUn), n. Act
3. A kind of seedless raisin produced near Smyrna In Asia. pf summarizing ; also, a summary.
4. Also sultana bird. A purple gallinule See GALLINULE.sum'ma-rlze (sllm'a-riz), ,,.t.;-EIZBD (-rizd); -R1z'mo (-rlz'sul'tan-ate (siil'tiln-itt),n. [sultan+-ate: cf. F . .,,ltana.t.] Tng). To tell in, or reduce to, a summary; present briefly.
Td
a. [Cf. F. sommaire. See BUM.MARY, n.]
1}1g•n,·rutyl,e
8ruyltoanf
8ah',spu.ltan;the office, sum'ma-ry(-rI),
0,rdpo
0mwinerio
0nf,aosrultteanrri,~o
JV
l. Formed into a sum ; summed up; reduced into a nar1lj1~~::i~e~~~s•ifi1:!ttl:;:~;1h'rs
:~~d~~d sul-tan'ic (sUl-tln'lk), a. Pertaining to a sultan.
row compass; concise; as, a summary statement of facts.
has a strength of 70 per cent or less, which by paBSage sul'tan-r:, (slll'tiln-rl'), n. The dominions of a sultan.
2. Hence, done without delay or formality; quickly eltetrah1r88ougthotahbeouGtloBOveperrtocewnetr.,
oTrohepartodinugceintlheeadcopamnmse'rmca1·a1yob,.•1
sul'trY (siil.'trl'), a.; sut'TRI-ER (-trT-0r); suL'TRI-EST. cuted; as, a summary process; summary vengeance. Sp&
d,
[From SWELTRY.] l. Very hot, burning, and oppressive;
cif., Law, of or pert. to, or using, a summary proceeding
of vitriol (91-97 per cent) recourse is had to evaparation in
as, Libya's sultry deserts; a sultry sun, heat.
or procedure ; used in, or done by, summary proceeding.
glass or platinum vessels. The contact procn1, based on the
2, Very hot and moist[ or close and oppressive, as air.
Syn. - Short, brief, compendious, succinct.
c=1;;tgli~~~".~1~,rn:~1~:Jvi~~1l~~tti:,i:,:.;sg:::~i~~~~
bg~ Su-lu' (soo-loo'), n.
.Malay Suluk.] A member of the
lmnm&r)'court. Mil. See COURT-MARTIAL
c. - •. court-ma.rp
P
most prominent tribe of the Moro tribes, occupying the
tlaL Na,, See COURT-MARTIAL
c - 1 proceed!~ or 11rocedure
t::t~dn!'l!;s~~r. ::lu!hi:~~~b1!,~:p9it~r
~1:::peur;at~~la~
Sulu Archipelago; also, their language. See MORO.
Law, a pr0ceeding or procedui,;, civil or crimtnal, tn the~
I
length ·] O• ture
a trial conducted without the formalities required
Su'lllDf (-=11=
1
about350°·c.or662°F.),andabsorblngthesulphurtrioxlde,
ouu uung,) n · [AS · sulu ng, 1·t
b Y th of
>h
E
I K t th
·t fl d ·•Pow
d' t
ecommon 1aw,asm• d'1ctment,pleadings,ajury,etc.,
~~i~.~~h;;,
~~7.icfs~'t.\~:~~~~it't.~~{1~~t!:!~rlfi'i!::
th:!{;id::;d :.,u~!t~ or"0~fi~r 0pa:::,
':'Jal~
for
the
speedy and peremptory disposition of some minor
0
ly reckoned at 120 acres. It W118 divided into fonr yokes.
!:::!~t:~d
~~:i:~'li-1~:.h~ .. \~
tlon. Concentrated sulphuric acid has asp. gr. of 1.~. It
combines readily with water, developing great heat when sum. (stim), n, [ME. summe, somme, OF. sume, some, F.
remedy of various wrongs of a less serious character or re:~~sw~;~~fn!'c~fn~0jt.0d¼~~ ;~~ 'i!:~~~th~r~~Jc 07t1e1;;somme, L. summa 1 fr. summus highest, a superlative fr.
quiring speedy relief, as in landlord's ejectment proceedbecomes gray or brown colored from contact with dust,
the source of ,,,per over, sub under. See suB- ; cf. SUPREME.] i~fa\'~ytc1,uJynfshg•u~~ai!""teleSdtabtey
sthth
e_re
8 execadenrano
0 nustse
1t0 be
1.tdutw
1,0h11
etc Fmnl.n
lph l
td (or N db
cid) ·s ad by
l. The aggregate of two or more numbers, magnitudes,
F
di8Solvi11gs~f;hurirfoiide
m co~~ent~a:dasulpturic a~id. quantities, or pa.rtirulars; the amount or whole of any BUm'ma-ry, n. i pl. -RIES(-rTz). [F. sommaire, or L. sum{fu~~h:~~hfo°r~lJ~~~~~fd<ct ~ 1~~;8H~!i~fe~1ei!o!!!l~d
in~di~1;:1: 2~r particulars added together; as,
!:ma:tr 8~c:~
0:u;::;e:~~m,~o~t~Y=i~;;he

sul'phur-:,1 (-II), n. [sulphur +-yl.) The radical SOi·
sulphur:vl chloride. A colorless, slightly fuming liquid,

.!1cil~n~B
~:~~:~~n:1:i

f:~lfi~~~'

ite

tt::ns:~::~·
.:::il~Z

d

oti:-b

~l

0

per

a':cl:~m.

t'u'"~~~~

(!:':~~i~~';,"ii)~!

:::1!8~
~}

:i,~~~~nt·

11
::h~~i~;~gatib~. o:'R.2
ab[~~~e;_ s:::::;:!·n.
See
· a:S-i:::iu~~ul(:~~i~~i~),a:.
of money or currency; any amount, indeflt.] l. Act of summing, or forming a sum, or total

~ ~~11f,i:~kfe:ei1&:~°w'it:
1~~~~~~Iit:t~d~~f/.
sir;:1~ a. HPnce,
!t~ite; t1:;::b1~~

31:~r~:~:, ~!1si~":'i
Ly~~!~~f:!fc
~a

tr~ti:tira~<;:!~:.::iu:l

i.

churic acid isof g"!'eatimportance in very many processes
3. A quantity
BUM,"·
1
31!:o~Y!ir;:sso
nitely: as, a sum of money: a small sum, or large sum.
amount; addition; also, an aggregate.
nitric acids, but able, by reason of its higher boiling point,
With a great ,c1umobtained I this freedom. .Act~ xxii. 28. 2. P,o;ychol. Enhancement of a psychical effect caused by
to expel these and many other acids from their salts. It
4. The chief points or thoughts when viewed together ; the repetition of a stimulation and the fusion of itseffects.
forms well-defined h}'drates which are named as hydrates
the substance; compendium; as, the sum of the evidence; sum-ma'tlon-al (-ill), a. Of, pert. to, or produced by,
of sulphur trioxide. Thus, H 2 SO4 is called monohydrated
the ,um smd substance of his objections.
summation.- ■ummatlonal tone. See COMBINATIONAL
TONE.
nlphur aalt A salt of a aulph- aul'tan-red', a. Dark rf'd.
Sumatra orange. The orange jee- or theological works of certain in summarizing.
aulpbur acid. A sulphacid.
1
1 ;~1fu;erY~H
(t~i~~).
aub~hllrtd~ 0 c~;~1;1~~;I
~:~~~i~~~l!~,tl~~;~ac·J~~ =':~l~~~~~~z'@r), n. One
~hR.
1/ 1 ~:~vi~~-ll),
8i~:-tf:~1~Jic!l~pr:;f~~~)~8r
f::e":·
iz!~:.n
:rr~:
adV. of :::)~~:::~~ o, sum-brie'ro.
o:U::s~'!'!°:1he
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::::e.
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}inf ~ulphi~e
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-NESS.

ul.1
'ti l'l
0011 lS 'tf
l ·
c~t!l'fof' [Ji~]
N~rn th~
Ts:1~~:ER
· bridge;-adirection to bow thus sulwtzies i" ~t 1 LLENNESS.
~~'lta~:~;•-:?in~~~t:i::;:~tJi:
~:~,~~-bring out the h~her harOh,-,n,·R.
1ul-ta.ne' 1 n. [F,l A kind of sum. t sw1M.
1ul'pha ret (st1l'ft'J-rt!t)n [Cf gown trimmed w1thbuttons and ■um (dial. srtm, S<}fim). Obs. or
-uftST J - A sulphide. ()b;ofes.
· loops. fa11hionable shortly be- dial. Eng. or ref. sp. of $OME.
nlJ.bvether.
Athioether.
foreliOO. Oha,
Bum Afibr. Phann.Sumat(L.,
•r-ta'nee.A n. fleo_aul-t,'fi1x lei hib :a~e); sumendum
1111rhv-lne (11ttl'filr-ln;
:u.1-»h~Vr1t=-u•n1~bu;~UI
go{d:,f:~:~°li~:obs. e=
Re.f.
Sp.
a. Sulphureo~11. Oba.
' 1ul'tan-e11. n. A sultana.
au'mach. Vflr. of !WMAc.
nl'pll.ur-1••• a. See-LESS.
aulta.nflower. The aweetsultan. au-ma'tra. (sM"t-mii.'trd),n. A
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Math.
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MN. (-i5)
LL.] L1t:, ihe s{i~ o; aum'ma.-rl-ly(sttm'4-rl'.-ll:),adv.
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See-LY,
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SUMMER

SUND

aam'mer(sl!m'er),n. [F. aommierarafter,

the same word
compared with water. The sun is regarded as an Immense
begun. It is now superseded in both England and the
globe of matter not greatly different in kind from that
as 1011,miora beast of burden. Bee SUIIPTBB,] A large
United States by : b A written notification, signed by the
of the earth, but so extremely hot as to remain comhorizontal beam or atone, varioU.81ysupported and used,
proper officer, to be served on a person, and warning him
esp. in architecture and building ; as : a The lintel of a to appear in court at a day specified, to answer to the
~~';.t;:'iier~tl:,~~"!,~.:'f!:~
f;'i"i.!1~::;~i~:.i~f:cl
door or window; a breastsummer.
b A stone forming the
plaintiff upon pain of judgment against the defendant for
its particles. Its period of rotation ia about 26 day• at
cap of a pier to support a lintel, arch, or the like. o A default in so doing. Under code procedure the summons
0 ror~:retre1eie~~r!rgrt~
01,01:::ttt".cr:;;:c!
prmcipal floor timber, as a girder or lintel supporting
is usually signed by the plaintiff's attorney, and served by
other members. Called also aummertree. d A horizontal
sun's interior we know nothing b~ observation, though
an indifferent person, but in the absence of statutory authe immenee amount of enel'IQ: radiated (see BOLARCON·
longitudinal timber in a framing.
thority it must be signed by the clerk of the court and
aum.'mer,n. . [ME. sumer, ,omer, AS. sumor, sumer,· akin served by the sheriff or other proper officer. c A sub- tfo~~u~~~~o lr.~~mn~';.".;':":~~a~1:."-\.!;!~fff c0 0J''t'J.",;
to OFries. sumur, D. zomer, OS. su-mar, G. sommer, OHG. prena to appear as a witness. d Scots Law. A writ in the
8
& Icel. sumar, Dan. sommer, Sw. 1ommar, Oir. sam, aam•
t! ~!~~!~f.!.to appear and answer.
rad, W. hoj, Avestan hama, Skr. samii year.] The sea- ~'.n~tA:et;:::!!f
while outermost of all ia the tenuous corona. (See also
son of the year in any region in which the sun shines most aum•mons(sllm'unz), v. t, To summon. Rare or Colloq. SUNSPOT and ..ACULA.) The spectrum of the SUR is characdirectly there ; the warmest period of the year. North of
terized by many dark lines (see FRAUNHOFBB
LINBB) pro0
the equator summer is popularly taken to include the
1 ~~
t\1:.es~t'l! ~!:::i~:ari:r
fi~<;;;~rt:
months of June, July, and August.
Astronomically it
police officer may arrest without a warrant.
of a certain class of stars. The commonly accepted
0
Sum'Der's meth1od (sllm'nerz). (After Thomas H. Sum- type
theorL as to the sun's heat is that it is due to a contraction
ner, American sea captain.1 Natn.g. A method of deterthe autumnal equinox, about September 22d.
mining one's position on tlle earth. Two approximate
2
tt~
8UID'Dler,11, i,; SU>l1MllBED(-erd); SUM'MllR-ING.To pass latitudes (or longitudes) are assumed, as from the dead g~\cfh!~fe~o:'e~~t';;!'J\t:~f:ii~a;
2. Any heavenly body of the same general nature as our
the summer; as, to summer in Switzerland.
reckoning, and from an observation of a heavenly body
sun, esp. one forming, like it, the center of a system.
sum'mer, v. t. To keep or carry through the summer; to the corres_ponding longitudes (or latitudes) are calculated.
3. The direct light or warmth of the sun; sunshine.
The line Joining the points so determined is called the
feed during the BUmmer ; as, to summer stock.
Lambs that did frisk in the sun.
Shale.
line, and the point of observation is somewhere on
sum.'mer-fal 1low, v. t. To plow and work in summer, in Smnner
it. If a similar line is determined from another heavenly
4. By extension, sunrise ; hence, day ; also, 81llll8t ; as,
order to prepare for a crop ; to plow and let lie fallow.
body, or a later observation of the eame body, the intersecfrom
sun
to
sun,
from
sunrise
to
sunset.
summer DouDder. A large flounder (Paralichthys denta- tion of the two lines fixes the point of observation,
tus) of the coast of the United States from Cape Cod to the aamp (sllmp), n. [E. dial.; cf. G. aumpf a sump in a 6. A year ; - from the time required for the earth's rev•
olution about the sun. Now Rare,
Carolinas, having dark ocellated spots on the body.
mine, a swamp, akin to LG. sump, D. aomp a swamp, Dan.
8. That which reeemblea the sun, as in splendor or Im8
& Sw. sump; all akin to E. swamp, n.~ 1. Metal. A portance; any source of light, warmth, or animation.
~a;';~:~tf.:r' f~;:ifii~';.~t'!~f
round pit of stone, lined with clay, for receiving the metal
l!'or the Lord God is a sun and shield. Ps. lzxxiv, IL
~~~~~nJ!e~~
of
on its first fusion, Obs.
5~
aum'mer-houae'(-hoµs'), n.; pl. -aousEs (-houz 1~z ; .Iz;
2. Mining. a The lowest portion of a shaft, below the ~~t
151). A rustic covered structure in a garden or park, to
working levels, into which the wate• drains. See JUNB,
:ir;~;~ifh!:~r~
C
provide a cool shady retreat in summer.
Rlust. b An excavation smaller than, and ahead of, the
axis (aun wheal) being usually rosummer h:racinth. A South African liliaceous plant
regular work in driving a tunnel or sinking a shaft.
( Gallon/a cand·lcan,), cultivated for its spike of white
3. A well to drain land, as in digging foundations.
:~J/1t!~~v~t~f~n
'fsh:~rfE!f::
bell-shaped flowers.
4. (pron. sl!mp, siliimp) Scot. or Dial. Eng. a A puddle or JamesWatt,who used iton his beam
aum'mer-lnga (-lngz), n.pl. Arch. The first massofmapool. b A small, shallow, muddy cove or inlet. c Mud engines to avoid payin.g royalties
sonry laid upon a pier, column, etc., esp. when it begins an dirty
or dirt; a dirty person. d A sudden heavy shower, Scot.
arched construction.
Cf. 1st SUMMllR,
~.~ho~
r~~;
1plt (slim'plt), n.
[Malay, a sumpitan.]
The dart
summer rape. A rough-leaved variety of rape widely sum
the bright sun which scattered the
blown from a sumpltan.
daf
of
the
battle
of
mists
on
the
a!.~;=~t•:_a;~f'cf.e~~od·J~~!stivum)
closely sum'P1-taD(sl!m'pJ.tiln), n. [Malay.~ A kind of blow- Austerlitz,in which Napoleon I. degun for discharging a dart (often poisoned), used by the
related to the common snowflake, buf blooming later.
feated the Russians and Austrians
summer sore. Veter. A very irritating sore occurring
savages of Borneo and adjacent islands.
(Dec. 2, 1805); hence, an omen of Sun-and-Planet Wheela,,
usually on the back of horses during the summer season samp'Bl-mua(sllmp 1sl-mlls), n. [L., we have taken, fr.
good fortune. - uder the 1.,in the
S\\r1Ji!1h,ee~b!n~1:i:
and caused by a fllarial parasite,
sumere to take.] A correct form or usage which should,
1f~in'::nu.:'1!;~,ie .:::.~e~ci~
Ing Rod ; d FlywheeL
in
strict
accuracy,
replace
an
old
error
;
hence,
a
pedanti0
-~~~g:t'e
lr~:ihi:
.t~~e-;:~iil."~~J'o':
BUD(slln), "· t.; SUNNED(sl!nd) ; SUN'NING. To expose to
cally correct form or usage. Cf. MUMPSIMUS,
spore of wheat rust ; - contrasted with resting q,ore.
the ~':i':i,~'g;s ; to warm or dry in or as if in the sun.
summer aquallh. Any of various garden squashes derived samp'ter (sllmplter), n, [OF. sommelier the driver of a SUD
cule. An:y protozoan of the group Heliozoa,
pack horse; akin to OF. & F. sommier a pack horse, L.
from Cucurbita pepo, esp. from C. pepo condensa, and grown
Illust.
esp. AcUno:phrys sol. See ACTINOPHRYS,
for immediate consumption, as contrasted with winter
sagmariUB, fr. sagma a packsaddle, in LL., a load, Gr. aun'beam'
(slln'bem'), n. [AS. sunnebliam.] A beam or
.sjua,hes, kept for winter use. The summer siuashes are aciy1J.a.a packsaddle, fr. uflrrEr.v to pack, load; cf. Skr.
ray of the sun. '' Evening sunbeams."
Keble.
saJ, sa'llj, to hang on. Cf. SJGAM a weight, su11:11BBa beam.] SUDbear. A small bear ( Ur,u.,, or Helarctoa malayanus)
~~:
;;.n~::~c:~e
l. The driver of a pack horse. Obs.
Skeat.
about four feet longhof southern Asia, Java, Sumatra, and
0
2. A pack; a burden. Obs.
Beau. &, Fl.
Borneo. It has a s ort broad head and fine short g10ssy
fur, mostly black, but brownish on the nose and with a
3. An animal, esp. a horse, that carries packs or burdens.
the female Is yellowish olive above and yellow beneath.
w
bite or orange band on the chest. It is easily tamed.
sump'tlon
(-sbun),
n.
[L.
sumptio,
fr,
811.mere,
aumptum,
sum'mer-y (sllm'er-1), a, Of, pert. to, or like, summer.
1 (-bftrd 1), n. a Anyofnumeroussmall
BUD'blrd
brilliantly
aum'mit (slim'lt), n. [F. sommet, dim. of OF. som, aum, to take.] 1. A taking; assumption. Ob,. or R.
colored birds of the famlly N ec•
2.
Logic.
The
major
premise
of
a
syllogism.
top, from L. summum, fr. summus highest. See suM, n.]
tariniidre,native
ofAfrica,southfr.
The top ; the highest point ; the utmoet elevation ; as, the aumP'tu-a-ry (allmP'tiJ:-it-rl), a.. [L. sumptuariu,,
ern Asia, the East Indies, and
sumptus expense, cost, fr. sumere, 1umptum, to take, use,
summit of a hill ; the aumm.it of human fame.
In external appearem ere to take, buy. See REnRBM,] Australia.
sum'mOD(sllm'lln), v. t.; suM1Momon(-und); suM'MoN-mo. spend ; ,ub under
ance and habits they somewhat
Relating
to
expense
;
regulating
expense
or
expenditure.
[ME. somonen, OF. sumundre, aemondre, F. semondre, fr.
resemble
humming
birds, but
(assumed) LL. aummonfre, for L. 811.mmoniireto remind sumptuar:r laws or ree:ulaUoDs. Laws to prevent ex- they have a curved bill and are
privily ; sub under+ monere to admonish, to warn. The
true
singing
birds
(Oscines).
0
ME. forms beginning with somn- or sompn- are mostly due
and Rome, and from the 13th through the 15th century.
b The sun bittern. c A flnfoot.
to confusion with ME. so,nnien (cf, SOMPNB). See MONI• aamp1tu-os11-ty (-l!s'i-tl), n. [L. aumptuo,itas: cf. F. BUDblttem. Either of two peTION; cf.SUBMOIIJSH.] l. To call, bid,orcite;
to send for,
culiar Central and South Amer10,nptuosite.] Expensiveness; sumptuousness.
Rare.
Trumpets summon him to war.
Dryden.
1tu-oua (sllmp'ti):-us), a.
[L. ,umptuon.,, fr. BUmp- can birds (Eurypyga heliaa and
2. Specif., to cite by authority; to notify or command to aamp
E. maJor) allied to the herons,
tus
expense,
cost
:
cf,
F.
&omptueux.
See
SUMPTUABY,]
Income or appear, as in court; as, to aummon witnesses.
rails, and cranes. The pluma~e
volving large outlay or expense; costly; hence, luxurious;
3. Mil, To call upon to surrender, as a fort.
Jericho ,Sunbird (Cinnyria
:.l~~~t~~1at~r!iti:"g:~~:
splendid ; as, a aumptuous house or table. -samp1tu-ouablack white
and buff most osea),w1th Nest and Young.
4-To
hloiJ~en
wit~k~:
ly, adv. -BumP'tu-OUS-D888,n.
strikingly on' certain parts of the wings and tail displayed
SUD (slln), n. [ME. aunne, sonne, AS. sHnne; akin to OFriea.
Syn. - Cite, convoke, excite, invite, bid. See CALL.
only when the bird is excited.
aum'moD-er (-er), n. [ME. somner, sompnour, OF. ae- sunne, D. zon, OS. & OHG. sunna, G. sonne, Icel. sunna, BUD'bon
1
(slln'blSn1l!t; -It ; 151), n. A bonnet, generally
moneor,F. &emonneur. See SUMMON, 1.1. t.] One who sum- Goth, sunni/; perh. fr. same root as L. sol. Cf. SOLAR, of some Dat
thin or light fabric, projecting beyond the face,
SOUTH.] l. The luminous heavenly body the light of
mons, esp. by authority; formerly, specif., an apparitor.
and commonly having a cape, worn by women and children
which
constitutes
day,
and
absence
of
the
light
of
which
1111m'mODB
(-l1nz), n.; pl. SUMMONSES
(-un-zl!z). [ME.
as a protection against the sun.
constitutes night ; the member of the solar system round
,omouns, OF. sumunse, semonse,aernonce,F. semonce,fr.
(·bo'), n. A rainbow; an iris.
Byron.
whicb the earth and other planets revolve, by which they BUD'bow'
1emondre to summon, OF. p. p.semons.
Bee SUMMON,
v.]
1
1 ), n. Superficial inflammation
aun'bum
of the
l. The act of summoning ; a call by authority, or by the are beld in their orbits, and from which they receive light skin, caused(-bftrn
by direct exposure to the sun's rays.
and
heat.
Symbol,
0
or
@.
The
horizontal
parallax
of
command of a superior, to appear at a place named, or to
1) or -BUBll"l"
BUD'burD'
(-bO:rn'),
"·
t.
&i.;
·BURNED
(-b0:rnd
the sun at mean distance from the earth has in recent
attend to some duty.
(-bftrnt'); -BUBN'ING, To burn or discolor by the sun; tan.
2. Law. A warning or citation to appear in court ; a no- b':."~t!1:it~ki:'~1~ 0tt
sun'burat' (-bftrst'), n. A burst of sunlight; hence, sometice of the beginning of a certain proceeding in court and
thing likened to this; as, a diamond sunburst.
1
of the action to be taken therein; specif. : a Common~~~.
:~::03~~~5lfAi\i~!!s t~f'~l~~ee1:,\:~s,ii~
BUDcrack. A crack due to the sun's heat, as in dried mud.
law Practice. The original writ by which an action was mean density la about one fourth that of the earth, or 1.41 - SUD'-cracked' (-krllkt'), a.
nmmer barley, eta. Spring bar- England to the Carolinas. It House," Mr. Jarndyce'e wiRe, ■um'mODt n. A summons. ObR. ■umnieD, t SAMN,
1111DP wlnze,
An explorillg
housewifely ,self-denying ward. ■um'mon-ance (ettm''Un-ane), n. ■11DlJly. 7, SUMMON.
[M00M,1 winze below the lowest level.
ley,etc. See~PRIXGWHEAT.R. :EE:~~a!ti~i:!
i~:b~r~
[See ~UMMON,] Summons. Obs. ■u-moom (Btl-m6om'), n. = SI• ■umquar, ■um.qaat, nm1ulle,
See Dxn1.ncx, LADY.
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n.mmer compl&lnt. Any diar-

:it

[early apple.I
:A. variety of
rheal disorder in summer, esp.. 1um'mer~t1h, a. See let -ISH,
0
0 ;~:mer.
::t.be:i.1ie
gal-

=:.!

'::Z,',;
~Y:t!i;!'o/h'!'~~
Fro"!"i~.;

wife,

■um'mer-lng, 11.

~I!~da ,:n1::.er~t
o~·
}j,.a1.

!:er!;;;~•
t M~~!Ei;:1
::=r~~-Se:i;;rsaghtduck.
a The wood ning.
■'IUDmer

duck. Local, U. li. b The gar- ■ummer Wac. The damewort.
■u.m'mer-U-ne■a
(si1m'i!r-1Iganey. Local E'f!,fl.
■111Dmeregg. Zool.See WINTER n~e), n. See •NESlil, Rare.
■ummerfallow. Landfrequent■um'mer-ly,a. Suggeetin;,
\tf!~~~e~~d harrowed during :J!i~:c:~,,j.f, summer. - ■um •
■um'mer-fare', n. Summer. ObR. I nm.mer oil. Com. An oil which
■mnmer :Inch. An[ American j partly solidifies in cold weather.
,::
~di~~~l~lr,:
=~d~ri~ti
trnt:iiS~~~-f the southeastern :
rtpe'' a. Whon/r?:::J
■--'m~game', ,a. One of the ■um'mer-room', n. A enmmer[of roeeola,1
gamee plil.yed at midsummer llouse. ObR.
[ble
nmmer rOH. .Med, A variety
revels. OhR.
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i~yo:is:;V~~
te:!~1i~:,,
..~homa,eap. Cra- =~mer

~U::.n:t·:i~!RSA

tea.I.

winged teal.

a The blue-- est work or care, ahl. of aurnmua of ~0MEPART, Scot.
Local, lT. S. b higheet,greateet,andormswork.]
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food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair; go; sing, hJk; tllen, thin;
Full

:::,\tt..
\o~:ttfn~~~a~i:.:
RP,f,Sp.

explanation ■

1:,,..~rtr~:1:1~,4-Jl!>,
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See

=,.gcer:Jf~Jtl~i~ht~P;~·[er~•

:~:~d.
1!ur::·;::::~'ap8r~~:

~":i:8{e~IJ>om!,:,,::
:~~=-i!~gE■ther (1i1m'l!r•
Nlil) of the cout from New , llln).
In Dickens' ■ "Bleak

Var.

;:J~1

t::·;

RA~':;a~:I

... ~.
See
Anglo-Indian ■ummer lhelclrak.e. The hooded
merganser. Local, U. S.
corruption of sOMBR.ICRO,
■ammer hellotrc,pe.
A em a 11 ■um.mer Bllipe, a The dunlin.
rub :i~e~~

1 ).

T se1111TAL
:~f.s':;t;n':::·w:ie~~se
used ■um~.
Supreme: utmost. Ohs,
IUD, .,. SOME, SOON,
~F~;~Xt:~,n.L;~':!i'm!:fime.
111mphisnmf I l!d{)mf), Dial, IUD (attn} Var. of SUNJli,
■ummoundl■. T suMMoNs.
■um'mer-tree' ,n. L11ummer
bPam ■um'mu•la (ettm'1'1-la), n.: pl. Eng. var. of SUMP,
IUD (dial, 11ttn. edtin).
0 b 1.,
+ tree.] = bt SUMMER,
n., c.
■um.th (ei1mf; edti m f), n.
A Scot. & dial. Eng. var., or ref
:m-«!! stupid or sulky penon. -v. i. ep., of SON.
■ummer wagt_a,il, The yellow
compend.-■um'mu-lla~Irl),n To be stupid or sulky. Both 111Jl (l!d{)n),n. [Jap., fr. Chin.
U'unl an inch.] See M.EASUBE,
■um'mum bo'num (ei1m't1m Scot. t Dial, Eng.
■um'mer-wa.rd (-w~rd),
adv,
■umph'i■h, a.
Stupid; also,
e~;~~)~r ~fgtest1~~d~- The eulky .-aumph'l■h-ne■■, n. Both
A
•roward summer. Rure.
■ummer wheat, etc. = SPRING
brilliantly colored char ( SalwII 1um'mum 19:'nu1 ;1./.SUMMA
:~· ~~.:Ot1:nj;-ining.
A shot
"hi~l:t
~~ or bfaet for making a ■ump or lintl.8 aureolwr) of Sunapee and
~~~eM~~:~cf!a!f;;el.!r~t!hJir:
■ummer yellowlep.
The lesser genus which cannot be classed deepening a shaft.
yellowlegs. Li>eal, U. S
aR a· species.
aum'ple (enm'p'l), a. t tl', t. eaibling of Europe.
■um'ming. p.pr. 4'"
vb. n.•of SUM,
IIUl&I',
Var. of SONAR.
'~"~~.:u~-]~up&!~
,~;tm~/u;'~f~·eltl
■ummtntana. T SHAMIANAH,
■un bath. Jfed. Therapeutic ex■um'm.l■t (attm'Yet), n. Scl1ol. strictum jue ; - distinguished
eh~ or 1umps in a mine.
posure of the body to the sun'•
from equity (L. eq,,itaJil>·
111.mpnour T su&DIONBR.
rays.
~e:1::1~af~,
■ump ■hot. = SUJIPJNO SHOT,
■m'blfnk.', n.
A glimpse or
mht-er,n Oh.or. [summit R,1 ~t~~fJ.}~•i:~;:fa1:~j~e
■um.pt, n.
[L • .sumptua.] Ex- fla11bof the 1un. Scot.
■um'mit-al, a. Of or pert. to a
pense.
Obtt.
[
Ohtt.,
■un'burned',
BIID'burllt', pret,
8
r~hl:
w
~~;s~~e
e~t~~~'f:Ju":
■ummiter, n. Summit1 top. Oba.
■ump'te--ou■, a.
Sumptuoua.
f,&~~,:r_B::.RN.A
circle or
■um'mlt-le■■, a.
-less.
J,!;e pack borne
lril~~~:
aum'mlt-f,n, [L.sn,mmitaa, fr.
st ~bYfc
for 1•llt,.
RUmmw, highest : cf. F. wmmitd.
Dial. Eng. var. of SOMEWHAT, u-■amp':J'.b111 p11'bll-et■ (pflb'nunmyng, a. Some. Obs. Scot. ft-11Ie),_JL-] Af public expense. nnFcher--ehor (1Un'chl!r-chlrJ,
'l'fa}l=1ing?bAn.mDe, if" RUMMON,
n. [Cf. Hind. sunkatar.J The
·tev s1U11~f; ~;;j"'P{~
yard. in which distribution is 1um'ner (attm'nlr).
0 b 1. or }:~;.
Afrf-.
effected by pushing the can archaic var. of RUHMONEB,
slowly over a summit, whence Bum'ner'a line (-nlrz).
See
cress (Heliophilapectinala).
8UIINBR'S .lf.ETHOD.
1plendor ; expen■e. Oba.
they run by gravity.
IUDd. t SOUJl"D, S.

~~z::-;~

1

■1llD'mer-head1 , n.

f~h~:n~~r:t.i:;!'z1!t

■ummer

:i~;.er

:::,:-er
..

:::~airt1
c:i:}>;irt

a. [L. summo:::~n;:;:ff~~~-s~r:Ji.
~~g.To 1um-mop'er-o111,
7,ere, summo 01iere, with great-

Abbrevlatloa■,

\":ifJ\~~

!'.!!gc~~ifflC~th
~.::~~ :.'~'ii~~t:;u~~I

natyre, ver<!!J.re(250); x=ehln
of

r!;

0

G. ich, aeh(144);

Siana, ete., lmmedlat.ely

preeede

boN; yet; zh=zinazure.
tbe V oeabul&l'J'•

Numbers referto§§inG~

2080

SUPER.

behind, high dorsal and anal fins, and a
skin
The
sunfish occurs in ail warm and temperate seas, swimming
lazily at the surface. With an allied genus lRanzania),

or pertaining to the sun; proceediug from, or like, the sun;
hence, shining; bright; also, cheerful; genial; as, a .runny
laugh. usunny beams." Spense,·. uswmy locks." Shak.
2. Exposed to the rays of the sun; brightened or warmed
by the direct rays of the sun ; as, a sunny room.
BUDpicture, sun print. A picture or print made by the
agency of the sun's rays; a photograph.
&un'rlse'(sun'riz 1), n. 1. The first appearance of the sun
above the horizon with the accompanying atmospheric
effects; more generally, the time of such appearance,
whether in fair or cloudy weather; as, to wake at sunrise.
Hence the region where the sun rises ; the east.
sun scald. Hort. a A disease of plants due to excessive
transpiration from exposure to sunlight.
b Leaf blight.
sun'■et' (slln's~t')
} n. [AS. sunnset the west.] The deBUD'B&t1tlng
(-fog)
scent of the sun below the horizon
with the accompanying atmospheric effects; a.I.so,the time
when the sun sets; evening; hence, the west.
'T 1sthe sun.'let of life gives me mystical lore. Campbell.
aun'Bhad&'
(-shiid'), n. Anything used as a protectirin from
thesun'srays.
Specif.: a A small parasol. b Anawning.
aUD'shlne1 (-shin'), n. 1. The sun's light, or the place
where it shines ; the sun's direct rays, the place where they
fall, or the warmth and light which they give.
2. Anything having a warming and cheering iu.fl.nence likened to that of the sun's rays; warmth; brightness.
to be In the 111Dlhlne,
to be intoxicated.
Slang.
aun'ahln1y (-shin'l'.), a. 1. Bright with the rays of th&
sun; clear, warm, or pleasant; as, a sunshiny day.
2. Bright like the sun; resplendent.
Fla.shing beams of that sunshiny shield.
SpPn,er,
3. Beaming with good spirits ; cheerful.
sun anake. .Arclia,ol. An S-shaped ornamental figure,
common1[ having a small disk or other design at its censrJ."ti.•
:~~r:~'c:'[fl:d'n,:5t\i:k
of northern Europe.
n. A spot on the surface of the sun;
specif., one of the dark spots that

SUND
■UD

dance.

A ceremonial dance in honor of the sun as a

body truncated

short fringelike caudal fin. The mouth is small, the
f~!iPiaf~:i~c\~~~Utt~:t,1!1t
th~n~Jti!~e
t~fb~:,a~o~~
tough and leathery and the flesh almost equally so.
whom it was formerly accompanied by self-torture.

Sun1da-nese' (slln 1d<i-nez'; -nes'), n. sing. & pl.

One of
the people of western Java, comprising the purest Malays
and those least influenced by Hindu civilization; also, their
language.
See MALAYo-PoLYNESIAN.
-SUD'da-neae', a.
8UD'daY (slln 1dit), n. [AS. sunnandreg; sunne, gen.
sunnan, the sun+ dreg day; akin to D. zondag, G. sonntag; - so called because this day was anciently dedicated
to the sun, or to its worship. See SUN; DAY.] The first
day of the week, observed by most Christians as a day of
rest from secular employments and of religious worship;
the Christian Sabbath; the Lord's Day. It is kept as a
weekly commemoration of the day of Christ's resurrection and as the Christian analogue of the Jewish Sabbath.

t~~~

1::::-:,i:1~:A:aHm:~f
ig:J~~tc~
~rig~~~~~

SABBATHdesignates the institution

rather than the day,

'!i~~-

c~t:lst~fy ,0 ft ~~:s£ft!~~ {:!1a~;U
a more elon0
Any of numerous American perchlike fresh-water
fishes of the family Centrarchidre, having a deep, compressed
body, and usually a brilliant
metallic coloration.
The common sunfish, or pumpkin seed
(Eupomotis gibbosus), abounds
in clear streams and ponds
in much of the northern and
eastern United States, but does Sunfish (Eupomotis gi"bbonot exceed six or eight inches
sus). <!)
in length.
The bluegill and the long-eared sunfish are
other species. b The opah. c = MOONFISH,
1 a. d The
cobbler fish. e The basking shark. t Any large jellyfish.
aun'fiBh'(siln'fl'.sh'), v. i. To buck by bringing the shoulders alternately nearly to the ground and raising them ;
- said esp. of bronchos in the western U. S.
aun'flow'er (-fiou'er), n. 1. Any asteraceons plant of the
genus Helianthus ;- prob. so called from the form and
color of the large yellow-rayed flower heads. The commonly grown sunflower is JI. annuus.
2. Any of various other plants so called either from a
superficial likeness to the true sunflower or from their
opening in the sunshine ; as ; a The gum plant. b The
pot marigold. c The rockrose (llelianthemum).
Sung (s<)ling), n. [Chin.] A dynasty in Chinese history,
A. D. V60-1126, not,rd for its literary activity, esp. in philosophy and in comment on the Confucian
classics.
sun Rem. A Brazilian humming bird (Heliactin b-ilopha). In the male the head has
two tufts of glittering purple, green, and
golden feathers.
The breast is white.
BUD'glasB'(sun'glas'),n.; pl.-GLASSES(-ez;
-l'.z; 151). A burning glass.
sun'glow' (-gio'), n. Meteorol. A brownish yellow or rosy flush often seen in the
sky before sunrise or after sunset, due to
interference of solar rays scattered or diffracted from particles in the lower and
upper air. The displays in 1883-85 are btlopha)
ascribed to particles of dust and vapor
·
thrown into the upper air by eruption of Krakatao Aug. 26
and 27, 1883. Cf. BISHOP'S RING.
•~;e~ft·asl~:iSh~J~i~if:ii~~~!\~7
the sun or one of its
BUDhat. A hat or helmet of a material and form to protect
the head from the sun's heat.
sunk (suIJk), pret. & p. p. of SINK.- sunk fence, a ditch

§. a

r:!:::rh~~yth~j~:l!l:
3:6b~~K
ft!llt~ i~{~;t;.us~
a
11f r~~~•;;Y~11
s~:G'a~~':-n
s!:t~ty
sct'c:'o'i~
!att~aay
or the labbath for religious instroction ; also, the pupils,
0

or the teachers and pupils, of such a school, collectively.

BUD'der(sun 1der), v. t.; SUN'DBRED(-derd); SUN1DER-ING.
[ME. sundren, AS. sundrian (in i.sundrian, gesundrian ), or
syndrian, fr. sundor asunder, separately, apart; akin to D.
zonder, prep., without, G. sonder separate, as prep., without, sondern but, OHO. SV,ntar separately, lcel. .,;undr
asunder, Sw. & Dan. sOnder, Goth. sundrO alone, sepaTo disunite in any
rately, and perh. Gr. ,hep without.]
manner, as by rending, cutting, or breaking; to part; to
put or keep apart; to separate; divide ; sever ; as, to .!l'Under a rope; to 311,ndera limb ; to sunder friends.
Syn. - See DIVIDE.
aun'der,"· i. To part; separate; disperse. Rare.
aun'der,n. [See SUNDER,v. t.; cf. ASUNDER.] A separation iuto parts; a division or severance. -in sunder, into
parts. u He ••. cutteth the spear in sunder.'' Ps. xlvi. 9.
aun'der-ance(-ltns), n. Act of dividing or separating.
BUn'dew'(-dii 1), n. [Cf. AS. sundeaw rosemary.] a Any
plant of the genus Drosera. b Any droseraceous plant.
See DROSOPHYLLUM, ALDROVA..NDA,
DIONJEA,RORIDULA.
BUD'di'al(-di'iil), n. 1. An instrument to show the time
of day by the shadow of a gnomon, or style, on a plate ( usually horizontal), or on a cylindrical surface.
2. The common lupine (hupinus perenni.>)of the eastern
United States.
8~

f~infZfEht.';,c~~

god, Ra, a winged disk,
~~~~s~dc~~8i,~R~~t:R.the
Sun Disk.
sun dog, or aun'dog' (sun 1dl\g1; 205), n. 1. A parhelion.
2. A fragmentary rainbow; a small rainbow near the horizon; - calle( also dog and weather gall.
aun•down' (-doun'), n. 1. Sunset.
2. A kind of broad-brimmed sun hat worn by women.
aun'down1er (-er),n. 1. A trampintheAustralianbush;
- so called from his coming to sheep stations at sunset for
supper and a bed; - called also traveler and swagman (but
not all :s1JJagrnenare ,tundowners).
2. Nav. A very strict captain, orig. one who compelled
midshipmen to return from shore leave at sundown.
BUD'drles(-drfa), n. pl. Many different
or small things ; sundry items.
aun'dropa' (-drops'), n. [.,un
drop.]
Any of several evening primroses of the
genus Kneijfia, esp. K. Jruticosa. Their
flowers open in sunlight.
1dry (-drl'.), a. [ME.
BUD
sundry, sonrlry, AS. syndrig separate, special,
several, one each, fr. sundor. See SUNDER,v. t.]
1. Separate;
diverse;
a 1 so, individual.
Ob,,;.
'~Manya sound of sundry
melody. "
Chaucer.
.I. Several; divers; more
than one or two; various.
"Sundry weighty reasons."
Shak.
aun'dry-man (-drI-man), n.; pl. -MBN
(-men). One who deals in sundries.
sun fever. Me,/. a The state of fever
b Dengue.
(Mola
due to sunstroke.
aun'flsh' (sun 1flsh 1), n. 1. A remarkmola).
able marine plectognath fish (Mola mo/a) having a deep

+

sund~.
+ SUNDRY,
= coL- sun'do-ree (stin'dO-re), n. [As(-dd-r8), n. [Hind. & !~dsfl~1ii tse~t~; 1
Skr. wundari.] a An East Indian
~~~~r~f(!~s~r:1drit), aun'drl
Jrt~J~~i;!bl:
(sUn'drl'.). Vars. of SUNDARJ,
wood. b The less valuable H. sun'dra. tree. = SUNDAHi,
sundre. Obs. compar. of sooN.
littoral'UI.
BaD'day-t1m (sttn'dlt-Yz'm), n. aundren. + SUNDER.
Sabbatarianism. R. LLETTER.\aun'drt-ly (stln'drY-1~ adv. of
tbesun.\
Sunday letter. See DOMINICAL RUNDHY.See-LY,
aude. + !find, fnrm of BE,
o dry in
sun'dry', v. t. 4"i.
1une. t i:IHUN,
SON.
sunde1.e. + SOM EDEAL.
BUD'der,a. [Cf. SUNDRY,]Sun- aune (dial. sfin, siin). Oba. or
dry ; various. Ohs.
Scot. & dinl. Enc:. var. of SOON
Suneday, Sunendel. +SuNDAY.
sunder. + SOUNDER,
n.
1un'der, a,'1·. LAS. sundor.]
:::ef;;. s~~~t. of+th.~Nb~
ech
Asunder. Obs.
sun'der (sdt>n'd~r: --d~), v. t.
1
[From suN.] To dry or air by !~~:e:irteS~!
exposure to the sun. Dial. Eng. Bun1lowerState. Kansas i - a
aun'derd. Sundered. Ref. Sp. nickname.
aun11.owertree. The fringe tree.
aunderey. + SUNDRY.
1underlepea, ad1•. [AS sundar- ~~:l~er~·
~~~n+foilaleaf.]
lipes or synderlipes.
Cf. SUNDER, adv.: ONLEPY.]Separate- sunfole, aunfolhede. T SINFUL,
rOhs. \ SINFULHED,
ly : severally. O'm4.
1un'tler-Ung, arh,. SuncferlJ. BUDfruit. The fruit of any tree
aun'der-ly, adv. [AS.synrlerlice, of the genus Hel10carpus.
or sun lorliet>.] Separately. Ohs. SUDJ(sting),y,ret. 4"p. p. of SINO.
aun'dlr-ment, n. Separation. BllDgar. Var. of SANO AR,
aun'ga.tea,adv. [See SUN; GATE
Rare.
■un' der-DeBB,n.
Distinction ;
0
:u~~~}. ,~~~t;E~:uC:ulJb~.
division. 0.,s.
■un'ds-rune',n. CCf. SUNDER,BUDJe. T SIN.
adv.; RUNE,n.] Private counsel BUBgha. Var. of SANGAB,
Sund. Abbr. Sunday.
(sttn'd:t), n.

■un'dae

LEOE ICE,
■un'da-ri

::~~;1~~;~~:

~~':,t,
J~

rirc~i1~~1;~eatg1~:.'~ia~r:
tral portion, or umbra, with a sur-

~it:~~!~t~J~ru!11ff
~f:ibf!

only with the telescope ; - called
also macula. as disting. from the
brightish spots called facula,. Sun

f~:e

a~nderai;;~~~f~!~~e ,:rt,~i~
from mere apparent points ~erSun S110 t,
haps 1,000 miles across) to spaces
over 100,000miles in extent. They last often a month. sometimes several months. They occur with periodic frequency,
period,
the length of the cycle being 11.13 :years, the 1111Jl•apot
t~e!hiJr h~¥~=J1g;~~ag;o::~~ttc
Their exact nature is not fully
known.

KEY, -

fh~
!~; ~1:ii
~~
i\~~.

i~JnT.En~!~:

f~:

Food of any sort; esp., a dainty.
sun'less, a. See -LE8s,- sun'-·
IUDletters. = HIBUNCI,
=~1~:,t
s~igt~!~Eb~
the sun.
llUIIl.8. T SIN, SUN.
sunneles. T stNLEs~.
aun'ner. Obs. compar. of sooN.
sunneateed. T suNsTEAD.
Sun'ni CsOOn'e),n. Also Sun'j~,n~~ah Jn. A i~:~~tihe
Sunnites.
(·s~~~irr,~i~llJ-v?b:f
SUNNY. See -LY.
1un'ni-11e1s,n. See -NESS.
su.n'Diah, a. Sunny. Rare.
sun'nu (siin'OO>,n. [Native
name ni;iunnu in Uganda.] An

fl~·:,

~~;dt

::u~l;·

;.1;!,
a3,~!~g
(in c[~f;Ji~1u~)~-\

BUD trout.
A squeteague.
pra ( L., above) ; supreme.
:::,ut;~en~sn~~~ri;;~e
~~sfa
aun roae. The rockrose CHe/iBUDview. A view of the earth tree (Sindora wallicl,ii) i also,.
1un'a ba.ckata.ys,. Naut. The
appnrent rays of the sun extend- or other planet as from the sun. its tough, durable wood.
1
~~~tths\~ll~ZT· w~lrtnf i-idian :::~te:r:n'JJ!~h.
~~~~d- ~~1:ri:'1~~i~:n'k1~ticlM~~s;:
marine bivalve( Tell in a radiata) vlnnet motion, under ~UN,n.
paen,saupdun, soitened.]koiled
having a smooth shell with ra- aunyasee. Var. of SANNYASIN.Indian meal; huty pudding;
~~E:ellow.
Curcumin
fSoi~~~
::1nds1:u~J;a!l~8lJ~°a1l,ni.r.
sg:on,
s~;:ht~t~g~r~t·t.
BUDspurge. A European spurge aun'yle (siln'yY). Scot. var. of] Sup. c. Abbr. Superior Court;
( Euphorhia
helioscopia J t h e auo. + so.
Supreme Court.
flowers of which turn toward suob. T SOB.
supe. + sup.
1 (-ilkC!v61f~,j;~lyl~~I :.~]d~f~h:~
iLX:!'~f:iTHJb!:
::t:r\ 80
rt:.:t~U~Ef·li:d~
aun'atead, aun'ated
(sil n'[L.] ~1~:::s :~~~rhtnt.T~,~~tas
st~d), n. [AS. RUntl.Stede. See l!~,r~glf're.
SUNi STEADa place.] Solstice. IIsu'o lo'co. [L.] _In itRproper! BU'Dedelt. T sur1•EDIT.
0,.s.
lfeldspar.
au'o :Mar'te {L.] Br4.one's au7~el-lec'tt-ca.'rl-oua (s0.1plaun'stone', n. Min. Aventurine
U:q~t•s~p:i1ec~i"e.8UDb!~
1un'1 W&J". ARtron. The path S:'.:,e.:;(~~~;m~). n. p~~-i¥i:e I
in interstellar space along which auonata., ■uona.tina. + SONATA, BU'pel-lec'tlle(-l~k'tl'l}, a. ~L.
the solar system is traveling. It SONATINA.
RUpellex, ,.l,,ctilis, household
lies in the general direction of auor. + sworP, pret. of SWEAR. utensils.J Pert. to furniture.
the constellation Lyra.
A piece of furniture or
suord. +.~wo1m. [of i-lWEAR-\-n.
suorn, suorne. T sworn, p. p. ap},!aratus. Bofli Ohs.
[Obs.
::rt\~~d!!:j'
:::~om;·s/E:~~NAME.
::_,:f;~t:.-alL:1Su£fl~et~i;~i,
wood.
1un tem'l,erature. The tempent- auo've-ta.u-rtl'i-a. (s w ~'v @-t6· ture i a piece of furniture ;
1
o~I~:ho!~;:r:!:
equipment; qualification.
s1PPth~rt for !UPER~
ter. called R aun thermometer, and a bull, or to female deities
the female animals, esp. a.tlus- NL'MERARY,
2 Theat. Cant.
if~~ieta.~~!,r.~~ s;e~~~e(llk'trationt., Hen~e, in A.rchmoloyy. 2. Short for SUPERINT.liiNDENT.
rY-me). [L.] TherP are tears for
th
th
0 '.watch. Thieves'
e ree
trials.
Vergil (.£,, 1. 462).
of
IUD tree. A handsome Japa- BUOwp + SWOPE,to sweep.
■a.'per, n. Apiculture.
A renese pinaceoua tree ( Chammc11-sup. Ahbr. Superfine: •n~e- movable upner story of a beeparis o1>tusa)with yellow foli- rior; superlative; supine~ sup• [ ni,.-e,
[rior.,
age. See RETINISPORA.
plement ; supplementary ; BU• auper. Abbr. Superfine; supe-

l!>i~~I. 1~?:~~a>~;~al~~~Je!!

te~

~1!':iY;~:,~!~
!~'~1:ua.11

J!/i~~i.

:::c::! ~1:r~it,
£>::~:I
:::,~r(skJiJ,t

;r~~~~~,,

:::{~9;,1:,}i,
~~y ci~t~~1:~~rio

the sun'A rays.
SUD<J.U&re.
+ SOMEWHERE.
IUD ria'lng, n. = SUNRI~E.
n. 1un'ri1t', n. [AS. rist or perh.

~s!:;~:I

}!~ti~~~f

f:~l~~~abla~k?stn!:Irt~<tft;
~hesb::J1Ag:~i~
~n1,~~T't'ea~~~~:rsE~~=h
(EuP.omotis gibbosus) or other
similar specieR,
IUDODymal. T SYNONYMAL,
~jft!~e1!-·ufcle
~~~~1i.~0awhla~tb,1\t;~~:::~:;;~
aun perch. = SUNFISH,2 a.
BUDplane. Coopering. A short
curved plane for smoothing oft'
1J!t~
ends of harrel staves. [tulaca.l

~~~:::i.er=c~ni?r1:@r).
■UD'der-wtae', adv. Separately.

:~t

8 1fs'f.::8&;1o!~~f
a~ef~t
Crossaster, and allied genera,
1. panel, a panel forming a shallow recess
having numerous rays.
below the face of its framing or other surrounding surface. sun'atroke' (slln'strok'),
n.
aunk'en (suIJk''n), a. Sunk; esp., lying on the bottom of lried. An affection, often faa river or other water. - sunken battery, Mil., a battery
tal, due to exposure to the sun
sunk below the surface of the ground for protection.
or excessive heat aud marked
sun'llght' (sun'llt'), n. The light of the sun.
by sudden prostration, with
aunn 1sun), n., or Bunn hemp. [Hind. san, fr. Skr. symptoms like those of apo~a~ia.] a An East Indian fabaceous plant ( Crotalaria plexy. SPe HEAT STROKE.
with slender branches, simple leaves, and yellow sun 1-struck 1,a..Overcome by,
J1.1,ncea),
flowers. b The valuable fiber of this plant, lighter and
or affected with, sunstroke.
Sun Star ( Crossaste1·papposw;.
stronger than jute, aud used for ropes, bags, etc.
1Ward (-werd), a. ~'acing the sun.
BUD
Sun'na, or Sun'nah (sillin'ci), n. [Ar. sunnah.] Lit., cus- aun'ward, aun'warda (-werdz), adv. Toward the snn.
tom; usage; divine law; tradition; - applied orig. to the aun'wls&' (-wiz 1), adv. In the direction of the sun's&!'sayiugs and the example of Mohammed and his community,
parent motion; in the same direction as the movement o:£
provided they conform to the Koran, and hence, incorthe hands ef a watch lying face upward.
rectly, to the collections of moral a.11d legal traditions
SUP (sup), 1/. I.; SUPPED(supt); SUPIPING. [ME. soupen to
traced to the Prophet, which supplement the Koran.
drink, AS. sfi.pan ,· akin to D. z1tipen, G. saufen, OHG.
The Sun-na not only cornprieesrel1ious doctriw•sand practice,
sfifan, Icel. .mpa, Sw. supa, Dan. sObe. Cf. s1P,soP, soup,
1
1
SUPPER.] 1. To take into the mouth with the lips, as a
t';;:~
t
l~d~~:~ a:3~~:i~:. of
Sun'nite (-it), n. [From SuNNA.] One of a sect of the liquid or liquid food ; to take or drink by sips ; to sip.
Mohammedans who acknowledge the first four caliphs to 2. To take with a spoon. Scot. & Dial. Eng.
3. To treat with supper. Obs.
Shak.
be the rightful successors of Mohammed and who accept
books of tradition.
This is the ortho- sup, n. A small mouthful, as of liquor or broth ; a little
the u six authentic''
taken with tlie lips ; a sip ; hence, a light, hasty meal.
sup, v. i. [F. souper, combined with ME. soupen to drink.
t~~ cs°o~:fh38Ji6itr~J!:~!~tst~~~~:i&e~t:i~ttre~~
See suPto sip, SUPPER.] 1. To take food, esp. liquid food,
Malikites, Shafiites.
BUD'nud(sun'ud), n. [Hind., fr. Ar. sanad. l A govern- iut.o the mouth a little at a time ; to sip.
ment charter, warrant, diploma, patent, or Oeed; also, a 2. To eat the evening meal; to take surper.
I do entreat that we may lfUP together.
Shak~
letter having the force of an edict or ordinance.
India.
BUD'DJ'
(slln 1J), a.; 8UN1NI-BR (-J-er); SUN1NI-BST. 1. Of 3. To take food, esp. liquid food, with a spoon. Scot.
FEATHER

~~i,fef!tf~,f:r~IJ'->,
n. A
l~fu~te!t!lJ,~k
low stool. Scot.
[lesa-nesa. n. I

1

blt~~:so~~if~!•

i~v':s':la"it~

hi~h
aa 1:!~l~~~
~~Ph~~~-~-~i~te
~~~d~:f;:st

~~~~t~bis1

Obs.

a.

I

::,;rer,
t

:nf;rJ:s::;:~~~- i!A

Ok

Jf:i;l

ille, senitte, cAre, 11m, account, iirID, ask, sofd; eve, ,;vent, l!nd, recl!nt, mald!r; ice, Ill; old, ii bey, 3rb, ~dd, s~ft, connect ; iise, finite, tirn, il.p, circ1ls, men ii ;
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SUPER

SUPERINSTITUTION

[See SUPER-.] Au unusually large or 2. Arch. a Afilletsurmountingthe
cymatiumin a Roman
2. Rom. &. C-ivil Law. a Everything on the surface of&
excellent grade, quality, size, degree, or the like ; also,
cornice. b A fillet above or below the scotia of an Attic base.
piece of ground, or of a building, 80 closely connected bJ
1111object of such a grade, quality, etc.
■u'per-claBB' (sii'per-klas 1), n. Bot. & Zool. A category of
art or nature as to constitute a part of it, as houses or
111lper-(sii'per-). [L. super over, above; akin to Gr. v,rep, classification equivalent to a subphylum, or ranking below a other structures, fences, trees, vines, etc. b A real right
L. sub under, and E. over. See OYBR, BUB• ; cf. HYPBB·,
subphylum and above a class.
or servitude consisting in a right in perpetuity or for a Joag
BUf!IA-, SUB-.] 1. A prefix signifying above, over, beyond, BU1per-co-lum1nar (-kii-li1m'nar), a Arch. a Built above
term to enjoy the superticiee of land on payment of an
in excess, over and above; as in superimpose, superhumeral,
a column or colonnade. b Marked by supercolumniation.
annual or periodic rent. Cf. EIIPHYTBUSIS, GROUND
RBNT.
,-upernatural, supetiine.
BU1per-co-lum1nl-a1Uon (-nl-i'shl,n), n. Arch. The putting BU1per-flne(sii1 per-fin;87), a. [F. superfln. See SUPER-;
2. Chem. A prefix used to denote that the ingredient to of one order above another; also, an architectural composi- FINB, a.] 1. Very tine ; extra tine; as, superjim cloth.
the name of which it is prefixed is present in a large, or tion produced thus, as by putting the Doric order in the
2. Very subtle or delicate ; too nice ; as, superfine tastes.
unusually large, proportion ; as in ·"'perphosphate.
It has
ground story, Ionic above, and Corinthian on top.
auperine file. See FILB, tool. - 1. white oil. See KBROSENB.
been practically superseded by per-, bi-, di-, acid, etc. (as BU1per-con'BclOUB
(-klln'shl,s), a. Involving knowledge, BU-per'flu-ent(si'i-pfir'floo-ent; 243), a. [L. superftuens,
peroxide, bicarbonate, disulphide, acid sulphate), which
insight, or experience of a kind transcending the possibil-entis, p. pr. J 1. Floating on the top or surface. Obs.
give the meanings of super with sharper definition.
ities of hwnan consciousness.
2:. Overflowmg; hence, abounding; superfluous. Obs.
m.y=- The reference u See suPBR-" is sometimes given as su 1per-coo11 (sii'per-koiiJI), v. t. & i. Phys. Chem. To cool BU1per-flu'l-ty (eii1per-lloo 11-tr; 243), n.; pl. -rrms(-tlz).
the only definition of a word beginning in su1.,er-, if its
below the freezing point without solidification ; to under[F. superfluite.
See SUPERFLUOUS.]1. State of bein11
A supercooled liquid is in a metaoverabundant ; excess; as, a 81.lperftuity of water, of wealth.
c:d 't'h":~\r.,~~~~~ered from the de nitions of cool; to superfuse.
stable condition, and solidities when brought in contact
2.
Something
beyond
what is needed; something super1
au•per-a-ble(sii per-li-b'I), .a. [L. superabilis, fr. supe- with even a small particle of the solid phase.
as for show or luxury.
rare to go over, to surmount, fr. super above, over.] C&- BU 1 per-cre■'oent(-kres'fot), a. [L . .wperc,·escer,.,, p. pr. of abundant,
Syn. - Superabundance, redundancy.
See BXCEss.
pable of being overcome or conquered ; surmountable. supercrescere ,· super above
crescere to grow. J Growing BU-per'fln-ou■ (si'i-pfir1floo-l,s; 243), a. [L. superjluus
Bu'per-a-ble-neBB,
"· - BU1per-a-bly, adv.
1
overflowing
;
super
over,
above
fluere
to flow. See suon
a growing thing.
R.
-au
per-creB'cence
(-fos),
n.
BU1per-a-bolllld'(-a-bound'), v. i. [L. superabundare: cf. BU'per-de-ter'Dll-nate(-d3-tfir'ml-nitt), a. Having more PEB-; FLUENT.] 1. In excess of what is wanted
or is sufOF. superabooder.
See suPEB-; ABOUND.] To be very
conditions than can ordinarily be met at once.
ficient ; rendered unnecessary by superabundance; excesabundant or exuberant ; to abound to an unusual degree.
1
sive;
as,
a
superfluous
quantity
of
food;
superfluous
wraps.
BU
per-dom'l-nant
(-dlSmlJ-nllnt),
n.
Music.
The
sixth
1per-a-bun1dance (-<i-bi1n1dllns), n. [L. superabunP.U
An authority which makes all further argument or illustration
tone of the scale ; that next above the dominant.
dantia: cf. OF . .,upembondance.]
Quality or state of be- ■u1 per-el/e-va 1t1on (-lWt-vo/shl,n), n. Ra-ilroads. The ele- superfluous.
E. Everett.
ing superabundant; redundancy ; excess.
2. Having more than is wanted or sufficient. R. Sh.ak.
vation of the outer rail above the inner on a curve.
1dant (-dllnt), a.
uutper-a-bun
[L. superabundana, p. pr.: BU1per-em'l-nence (-em/J-n~ns), n. [L. supereminentia.]
3. Supererogatory.
Rare.
Shr,k.
cf. OF. superabondant. See SUPEBABOUND.]
Abounding to Quality or state of being supereminent ; distinguished em- 4 Music. See llODB,1 a (2).
excess; being more than ia sufficient; redundant; as,
Syn.
Useless,
excessive,
redundant,
needless.
inence ; as, the ,i;upertminence of Cicero as an orator.
superabundant zeal. -BU 1per-a-bun1dant-ly, adv.
lnterval, Music, an augmented. interval.
1per-em1l-nent (-ni!nt), a. [L. supe,·eminens, p. pr. of 1uper:ft.110U11
BU1per-add' (-lld 1), v. t. [L. superaddere. See sUPEB-; BU
- ■n-per'fiu-ou■-ly, adv. - ■u-per'flu-ou■-neBB, n.
supereminere.
See SUPER-; EMINENT.
J Eminent in a su- Bn'per-fron'tal
A.DD.J To add over and above ; to annex, as something
(eiitper-frlln'tiil; -frlSn1tlll; cf. FRONTAL),
perior
degree
;
surpassing
others
in
excellence;
as,
a
superexirinsic. - ■u'per-ad-di'tion (-l-dlsh 1ifa), n.
n. Eccl. A cloth which is placed over the top of an altar,
eminent orator. - BU'per-em'l-nent-ly,adv.
1
Bu per-al'l-men-ta'Uon (-lll'l-ml!n-ti'shi,n), n. Act of BU1per-er'o-gate (-er 1l'i-giit), v. ;. ; BU1PBR-ER'O-GAT'BD and often bangs down, a few inches over the frontal.
1
overfeeding, used as a remedy in wasting diseases.
Physiol. Excessive ac1o-GAT'ING(-giit'Tng). [L. l!Upereroga- BUper-funo'Uon (-fliqk'shun), n.
(-git'l!d); SU1PBB-BB
(lu'per-al'tar(sii'per-61'ter), n. Eccl. a A small portable
), a.
tion of an organ or tissue. - BU1per-fnnc'tlon-al (-111
tus, p. p. of supere,·ogare to spend or pay out over and
1
1), v. t. & i.
slab of consecrated stone which may be used on an unconBU
per-fUBe'
(-fiiz
[L
superfusus,
p. p. of suerogare to expend or pay
above ; super over, above
secrated or a wooden altar, 80 that the elements may be out money from the public treasury after asking the
perfundere.]
To pour or be poured over or on something.
consecrated there. b Erroneously, a retable.
consent of the people; e out+ rogare to ask. See SUPER-; ■u'per-heat' (-het 1), v. t.; -BEAT'ED; -BEAT'ING. 1. To
heat too much ; to overheat, as an oven.
BU'per-an'nu-ate (-lln 1i'i-it), "· t.; SU1PER-AN'NU-AT'ED ROGATION.] To do more than duty requires; sometimes,
1NU-AT'ING (-iit'lng).
[super- + L.
(-iit'~d); SUP'BR-AN
2. a To heat a liquid above its boiling point without conto make up for a deficiency by such extra exertion.
annus a year. Cf. ANNUAL.] 1. To impair or disqualify
verting it into vapor. b To heat (a vapor, esp. steam, not
th'!'~~la~s~n:la~~~e~.man in prayer cannot supere1·og'lifu~~ in contact with its own liquid) so that it possesses more
on account of age or infirmity; - chiefly in p. p.
2. To retire and pension because of old age or infirmity.
BU'per-el"o-ga'tlon(-gii'shun),
n. [L. supererogatio a pay- than enough heat to maintain its existence as a dry gas at
the given pressure.
au1per-an•nu-ate(-ln'i'i-at), v. i. 1. To last beyond the ment in addition.] Act of supererogating.
1 (sii'per-het'~, n. The extra heat imparted to
year; - said of annual plants. Obs.
■u1 per-e-rog'a-to-ry (-e-rllg'a-tli-rl), a. Of the nature of BU'per-heat
2. Law. To become stale by lapse of time.
supererogation ; performed to an extent not enjoined, or not
a vapor in superheating 1t from a dry and saturated conrequired, by duty or necessity; as, .mpererogatory services.
BU'per-an'nu-a'Uon(-i'shl,n),n. 1. Act of superannuatdition ; also, the range of temperature passed through.
ing, or state of being superannuated.
■u'per-tam1 l-ly (sii'per-fllm 1Y-II), n. Bot. & Zool. A cate- BU'per-heat•er(-het'er), n. One that superheats;
specif. :
2. Allowance to one su~rannuated ; retiring allowance.
gory of classification ranking next above a family. It may
Steam Engin. A coil or other device, exposed to the flames
BU-perb'(si'i-pfirb'), a. LF. superbe, L. supe,·bus, fr super
of the furnace, through which steam from the boiler passea
:oa~~~r:l~ss~fic~ii~!w:f~n,~ar:~~::~
over+ (prob.) the root of fuil was, E. be. See SUPER-; BB.] :lla~'ir~~n\!°
to be superheated.
Cf. ECONOMIZER.
of super:families often end in ..()idea, as FormicO'idea.
1. Grand ; magnificent; stately ; as, a superb edifice.
BU'per-hu'man
(-bii 1mlln), a. Above or beyond what is
1
BUper-feO'un-da'tlon(-ft!k1l,n-di 1shi,n; -fiYkl,n-dii;tshl,n), human ; sometimes, divine; as, superhuman wisdom.
2. Rich; elegant; as, superb furniture or decorations.
n. Physiol. Fertilization of two ova at the same menstruSyn. - See GRAND.
Syn. -See SUPERNATURAL.
ation by two different acts of coition.
nperb par&dlaebird, a bird of paradise (Lophorina suparba)
- Bu1per-hu-man'l-ty (-hi'i-mlln11-tl), n. - au1per-hu'1
1tat), v. i. [L. •11perfetare; .mper above,
BU
per-fe'tate
(-fe
adv.
man-ly,
0
~~~
over + fetare to bring forth.] Phy.,iol. To conceive after Bu1per-hu'mer-al (-hii'mer-111), n. [L. s,1pe1·h.umei-ale,subreast. The color is deep violet, or nearly black, with
a
prior conception, but before the birth of the offspring.
fr. super+ humerus, umerus, shoulder: cf. It.
perumerale,
green reflections. - a. warbler, the blue wren of Australia.
-su'per-fe-ta'Uon (-fUii'shun), n.
J111perumerale.] Something worn or carried on the shoul-su-perb'ly, adv. -•u-perb'neBB, n.
1
BU
per-fi'clal
(-llsh'iil),
a.
[L
.
.mperficialis:
cf.
F.
superders;
specif.
: Eccl. An ephod, pall, amice, or stole.
BU'per-cal'en-der(sii1per-killeJl-der), n. A calender con- flciel. See SUPEBFICms.] 1. Of or pertaining to the susisting of a stack of very highly polished rolls, used to give perficies, or surface ; lying on, or not penetrating far into, Bu'per-lm-pose'(-Im-poz 1), v. t.; -IM-POsED'(-pozdl); -IM1
POS1ING
(-p0z ing). To lay or impose on something else i
au extra finish to paper, etc. - su'per-cal'en-der, v. t.
the surface ; shallow ; as, a superficial color, covering ; as, a. stratum of earth tmpt!f'imposed on another stratum.
■u'per-car'bon-lze (-klir'blln-iz), v. t. ]}fetal. To impregsupP,rftcial measure or contents; supP,rjicial tillage.
- au1per-lm1po-sl1Uon (-lm 1pli-zlsh 1i,n), n.
nate with additional carbon. See OEMBNTATION,
2 a. -SU'2. Reaching or comprehending only what is obvious or BU 1 per-lm-po■ed' (-lm-pozd 1), p.a. Pert. to or noting a
per-oar1bon-l-za1tlon
(-T-za'shun; -i-za'shi,11), n.
apparent; not deep or profound ; shallow ; as, a superficial
river or a drainage system let down by erosion through
■u'per-car'go (-klir'go), n.
[super- + cargo: cf. Sp.
the formations on which it was developed, into underlying
sob1·ecargo. Cf. SURCHARGE.]An officer or person in a scholar; superficial knowledge or thinking.
3. Geol. OI, pertaining to, or designating, the unconsoliformations of different structure, unconformable beneath.
merchant ship whose duty is to manage the commercial
dated
formations,
as
glacial
drift,
aHuvium,
etc.,
which
1per-ln-cum'bent (-Tn-klim'blut), a. [L . .,uperincumBU
concerns of the voyage. - su 1per-car'go-ahlp, n.
constitute most of the surface of the land ; surficial.
See SUPER-; INCUMBENT.]
ben:;, p. pr. of superincumbere.
BU'per-cll'l-a-ry(-sTl'l'.-it-rT),a. [L. supercili'Um eyebrow. auperflcial
fascia. Anat. See FASCIA,3.
Lying
or resting on something else. - BU1per-ln-cum•Anat. Pert. to the eyebrow; supraorbiSee SUPERCILIOUS.]
1per-fitcl-al1i-ty (-llsh'l-ltJ/i'.-tI), n.; pl. -TIES(-tlz). [Cf. bence (-bllns), n. - au1per-ln-cum'ben-oy (-ben-sl), n.
tal ; as, a superciliary line of color on a bird. - aupercilta.ry BU
F. su1,erficialite.J Quality or state of being superficial;
au1per-ln-duce' (-diis 1), v. t.; -IN-DUCED'(-dust'); -IN-nuc'th
1
also, that whieh 1s superficial.
ING(-diis 1Tng). [L. superinducere.]
To bring in, or upon,
su 1per-fi'cl-a-ry (-flsh'l-i-rl), a. 1. Of or pertaining to as an addition to something ; to bring about, or rause to
projecting upper portion of the orbit of various animals.
the superficies, or surface ; superficial.
exist, as an added quality, characteristic. or the like.
BU'per-cll'l-OUB
(-1-l,s), a. [L. superciliosus, fr. supercilium
2. [L. supei:/1ciarius.] Rom. & Civil Law. Situated or ab~i:cf j_~~~~ of sinning supennduces upon the soul ne~
an eyebrow, pride; b'Uper over+ cilium an eyelid; prob.
0
built ou another man's land, as a house or other structure.
akin to celare to conceal. Cf. CONCEAL.]Lofty with pride;
BU1per-ln-duc'tlon (-dllk 1shl,n), n. Act of superinducing,
haughtily contemptuous ; as, a .mperciUous officer or man- BU1per-fl'cl-a-ry, n.; pl. -RIES(-rlz). [L. superficiarius.]
or state of being superinduced.
ner.-su1per-cll'l-ous-ly,adv.-Bu1per-cll'l-OUB-D8SB,n. Rom. & Civil Law. One having the right of superticies.
au1per-fl1cl-es (-llsh•I-ez; -flsh'ez), n. [L.; super above, Bn1per-ln'fi-nite (-In•ll-nlt), a. Math .. Passiug through
Syn. - See ARROGANT.
BU'per-cll'l-um(-sll 11-um), n.; L. pl. -CILIA (-ti). [L.] over+ facies make, figure, shape. See SURFACE.] 1. The infinity back into another region of finity ; - said of a
quantity or system of quantities.
1. Zool. The eyebrow, or the region of the eyebrows.
surface ; the exterior part, superficial area, or face.
■u!per treid'l-tJ'. n ExceHive au'per-bi-pa.r'ti-eut (-bl-pilr'tJ. Su1 per-cre-ta'ceous, a. aeol. au'per-e:s::-pend'lt, p. p. In ar- · au'per-flu'i-tant (-tdnt), a. [L. gods,i.e.,thegodacorresponding
aciditY i esp., Mec1:,
abnormal t'!nt), a. fL. superbipartiens.] Above the Cretaceous.
rears bankrupt Obs Scot
supe1· above + jiuitons p pr of to the Greek Olympians. Seem.
au'per-crlt'i-cal,a.., au'per-cu'- au'~~-u-po'nitl: p. P. Ex- J!uitare intensive fr 'jf~er~ to au'~r-fm-ag'l-na-ry, a. Math.
increase in the secret10n of by- Math. Intflerahoof6to3.
drochloric acidduringdigestion. su'per-bl-qu.in't&l (-bl-kw In'- ri-oua, a. See SUPER-.
pended in excess. Obs. Scot.
flow.] Floating abov~ or on the Having the relation to other im.
■u'per-a-cid'u-lat'ed, a.
See tal), a. In the ratio of 7 to 5.
au'per-curve'. n. Math. A con- au'per-ex-ten'aion, n., au'per-fe- surface. Rare.
aginary transformations that an
st'PER-.
[PER au'~r-bt-ter'tial {-bl-tt'lr'shitl), tinuum of two dimeneions in a cun'di-ty. n. See SUPER···
au'per-fl.UJ: (sU'l)!r-flttks), n. imaginary root hHtoa real root.

lll'Per (sii1per), n.
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SUPERINTELLECTUAL

SUPERSTITIOUS

BU'per-ln-tend' (sii'per-fo-tl!nd'),

v. t.; -Tirnn'En ; -TEND'· mock Latin term intended to mean, upon the nail; - used
[L. superintendere. See SUPER- ; INTEND, J To have formerly in the phrase to drink supernaculum, to drink till
only so much is left as will rest on the finger nail. R. Greene.
or exercise the charge and oversight of ; to oversee with
the power of direction; to supervise; as, to superintend the
-n. Liquor of the finest quality; the best liquor.
building of a ship or the preparation of a literary work.
su-per'nal (su-p0r 1nal), a. [L. .supernus, fr. super above:
BU'per-ln-lend'ence (-ten'dens), n. [Cf. OF. superinten- cf. F. supernel. See SUPER-.] 1. Beiug in a higher place
dance.] Act of superintending; care aud oversight for the
or region ; as, supernal orbs; supernal regions.
purpose of direction; supervision.
Btirrow.
2. Of or pert. to things above; celestial; heavenly; as,
Syn. - Inspection, oversight, care, direction, control.
supernal grace. "That supernal judge."
Shak.
BU1per-ln-tend'enl (-dent), a. [L. superintmdms, p. pr. su 1per-na'tant (sii'per-nii/t/int), a. [L. supernatans, p. pr.
See SUPERINTEND.]
Overseeing; superintending.
of supernatare to swim above ; super above+ natare to
BU'per-ln-tend'ent, n. [Cf. OF. superintendant, F. surin- swim.] Floating on the surface, as oil on water.
tendant. Cf. SURINTENDANT.J
One who has the oversight
su 1per-nat'u-ral (-nlt(,u-rlil), "· [super-+ natural: _cf.
and charge of some p]ace, institution, organization, enterOF. supernaturel, F. surnaturel.] Beyond or exceedmg
prise, affairs, etc., with the power of direction; as, the suthe powers or laws (i.e., observed sequences) of nature;
perintendent of public works or of a school.
done, happening, given, etc., through the operation of an
Syn.- Inspector, overseer, manager, director, supervisor.
agency or force above nature ; of or pert. to what is above
su-pe'ri-or (sti-p8'rT-er), a. [L., compar. of superu.~·beiug
nature, or able to ignore its observed sequences.
above, fr. su,per above, over: cf. F . .mperieur. See SUPER-; Syn. - SUPERNATURAL,
PRETERNATURAL,
MIRACULOUS,
SUcf. SUPREME.] 1. More elevated in place or position;
PERHUMAN.That is SUPERNATURAL
which is thought of as
higher; upper; as, the superior limb of the snn.
0
1
2:. Higher in rank or office; more exalted in dignity; as, t~~l!s i!"n~ii~~ ~'l~~eAr~~~i1a;:~~°jd!'i~rs~~:\v°iy n;t~~ei~
natural, ordinary bor explicable, without being felt as sua superior officer; a superior degree of nobility.
3. Higher or greater in excellence; greater in quantity or ~~r~bt:;i~1
i?~J~fit!i\l}f~a~~::br::~~~~~d~~iild
degree of a good quality i as, a man of superior merit ; not agree to wait for a physical explanation, instead of
coffee of superior flavor.
attributing it to a supernatural cause'!" (J. B. Mozley);
11 one broad line of distinction
4. Beyond the power or influence of ; too great or firm to
which separates all this purposeless, trifling, and low supernatllral, - magic, witchbe subdued or affected by; - with to.
craft, and the like, from the rniraculous credentials of the
A great man :mperior to hi~ !!ufferings. Spectator.
6. Affecting, or seeming to affect, superiority ; as, a supe- Christian revelation'' ('ict.); •• the preternatural quickness
and glibness of his speech" (G. Eliot); u a degree of acumen
rWr smile; assuming a superior air.
6. l\lore comprehensive, as a term in classification; as, a which appears to the ordinary apprehension preternat1tgenus is .')uperior to a species.
7. In technical senses : a Bot. (1) Above the ovary ; - said MIRACULOUS
implies the direct intervention of supernatuof parts of the flower adnate to the ovary, and so appar[(5t~fitfa~Tt;·Jt!:t:iYt~~~~~~tri!F;l!~
ently originating from its upper part; also, of an ovary
on'' (~. Butler); 0 God's miraculous interpositions"
when the other floral organs are plainly free from it. Cf.
(id.).
SUPERHUMAN
is sometimes equivalent to supernatuINFERIOR,
2b (1). (2) =POSTERIOR,4. b Anat. See INFERIOR,
ral, or divine,' as, u superstitious belief in superlnirnan
2c. c Railroading. Having the right of way over another in agency"
(J. B. Mozley). But ~'UpPrhurnanis often used in
the absence of specific contrary orders; - said of a train.
strong hyperbole of what, though merely human, exceeds
d Print. Standing at the top of the line; as, in x 2 + y•, ordinary standards; as, su;perhuman efforts, energy.
2 is a superior figure, n a superior letter. Cf. INFERIOR,2 d.
the superna.tural, whatever 1s above and beyond the scope,
1uperlor conjunction, s. planets, etc. See CONJUNCTION,
2; PLAN- or the established course, of the operations of nature.
H. Bushnell.
ET, 1; etc. -a. maxilla.ry. See MAXILLARY,
n., a; MAXILLARY 0 Nature and the .r;upernatural."
1. - •. oblique. BU1per-nat'u-ral-1sm (-lz'm), n. 1. Quality or state of beNERVE.- B. mediastinum. See MEDIASTINUM,
ing
supernatural;
supernaturalness.
~~:ii:,L:~~i1d~' gfbthe ~e1~fs~11e~~e1~i:iii1: 1 1
2. Belief in the supernatural ; specif. : a Belief in a suthe horizon. - a. wings, ZoOl., the anterior pair of wings of
preme being who is above nature and directs and controls
an insect.
it;
opposed to naturalism. b The doctrine of a divine
su-pe'r1-or, n. [Cf. F . .mperieur.] 1. One who is above, and - supernatural
agency in the miracles and revelations
or surpasses, another in rank, station, office, age, ability,
recorded
in the Bible and elsewhere, and in the grace which
merit, or the like; one who surpasses in what is desirable;
renews
and
sanctifies
men i - opposed to ratioualism.
as, Addison has no i;uperior as a writer of pure English.
su 1per-nat'u-ral-1st,
n. One who liolds to supernaturalism.
2. Specif., Eccl., the head of a monastery, convent, etc.
1
su 1per-nat 1u-Tal-lB'tic (-ls 1trk), a.
su-pe'ri-or'l-ty (-or'i-tY), n. [Cf. F. ,.,,p,riorite, LL .. m- su0 fper-nat'u-ral-lst,
or pertaining to supernaturalism.
perioritas.] Quality or state of being superior; as, supe1
su per-nat'u-ral-lze (-iz), "· t. To treat as supernatural.
riority of rank ; superiority in merit.
Syn. - Pret"minence, excellence, predominancy, prev- su 1per-nu'mer-a-ry (-nii'mer-li-rl), a. [L . .mpernumerarfu,.'i: cf. OF. supernumeraire, F. ,'iUTnumeraire. See SUalence, ascendang, odds, advantage.
PER-; NUMERARY,
NUMBER.] 1. Exceeding the number
su'per-ja 1cent (su'per-ja'si!nt), a. [L. supe,jacens, p. pr.
stated or prescribed ; as, a supernumerary officer.
of ,mperjacere ,· super above jacere to lie.] Lying above
2. Exceeding a necessary, usual, or required number or
or upon ; as, .mperjacent rocks.
su-per'la-tlve (s~-p{lr'l<i-tlv), a. [L. superlativus, fr. su- quantity ; superfluous; as, supernumerary servants.
an accessory bud. - a. rainbow.
perlatus excessive, used as p. p. of superferre, but from a supernumerary bud,
RAINBOW,
1.
differeut root: cf. F . .mperlatif.
See ELATE,TOLERATE.] See
1 per-nu'mer-a-ry, n.; pl. •RIEs (-rlz).
su
1. A person or
1. Lifted up to the highest degree ; most eminent; surthing beyond the number stated.
passing all other ; supreme; as, superlative wisdom.
2.
One
beyond
what
is
needed
or
usual;
esp.,
a person em2. Gram. Expressing the highest or utmost (or, with a privative auxiliary, the lowest) degree or amount of the qual~ ployed uot for regular service, but for use in case of need ;
specif.,
in
theaters,
a
person
not
a
regular
actor,
but emity, manner, etc., denoted by an adjective or an adverb.
ployed to appear, as in a mob scene or a spectacle.
The superlative degree in English is formed trom the pos1tave (-ok'tav), n.
BU'per-oc
Nusic.
a
An
organ
stop
givitive by the use of -est, most, or least; as, highest, most
ing tones two octaves above the normal pitch of the keys
pleasant, lPast bright.
pressed.
b
Au
organ
coupler
by
means
of
which
the
oc- su-per'la-tlve-ly, adv. - su-per'la-tlve-ness, n.
tave above a note struck is sounded.
su-per'la-tlve, n. 1. That which is highest or most emi- su
1per-or1dl-na'tion (-6r'dl-nii;tshun),
n.
[super-+
ordinent ; the utmost degree.
cf. L. superord,inatio.1 1. Ordination of a person
2. Gram. The superlative de¥ree ; also, a form or word nation:
to fill a station already occupied; esp., the ordination Uy
an ecclesiastical official of his own successor.
~=~~i~ti~1~r
degree in a number of cases compared, or simply a su- 2. Logic. The relation of a universal proposition to a particular with the same terms.
st ence
f~eorr~e~\~~~r h\ti~edfJfi:~ :i!fs~u~:1~~~r&~ 0
su 1per-or-gan 1lc (-or-gan'lk), a. Above or beyond that
su'per-lu'nar
(sii/per-lii'n<.ir) l a. Being abo..,.ethe moon ; which is organic; hence, of or pert. to organic beings, but
BU'per-lu'na-ry (-n<i-ri)
f not belonging to this not directly or necessarily dependent upon the physical orworld ; - opposed to sublu,nary.
ganism; as, the psychical life is S'ltperorgan-ic,-human society is a supf'-rorganic feature of human nature. H. Spencer.
su'per-nac'u-lar (-nak 1 u-l<ir), a. Of the quality of supernaculum ; first-rate; as, a supernacular wine. Rare.
BU'per-os'cu-late (-os'kIT·liit), v. t. Geom. To have more
su 1per-nac'u-lum (-lilm), adv. [In imitation of L., fr. L. consecutive points in common than is necessary for oscusuper over+ G. nagel a nail, as of the finger.] A kind of 1ation with; as, a circle superosculates a conic at a vertex.
ING.

1u1per-ox 1lde (sii 1per-ok'sid; -sld; 184), n. Also-id. Clum.
A peroxide, esp. one of that class of which hydrogen peroxide is typical. Obsoles.-BU 1per-ox'i-dlze (-si-diz), v. t.
su'per-phos 1phate (-fos 1fiit), n. Chem. An acid phosphate; hence, Com., any fertilizing material mostly consisting of soluble phosphates.
See PHOSPHORIC
ACID.
a. Above or beyond physics; not explainable on physical principles.
su 1per~pose' (-pOz'), v. t.; su'PEB-POSED'(-pOzd') j su 1PERPOS,ING(-pOz'Ing). [F. superpotJ·er. See SUPER-i POSE.]
1. To lay upon, as one kind of rock on another.
2. Geom. To Jay (a figure ideally or in thought) upon another, making all the parts coincide with like parts.
su'per-posed' (-pozd'), p.a. Bot. Growing or situated vertically over another part or organ; as, a superposed bud.
su 1per-po-sl'tion (-pt-zlsh'un), n. [Cf. F. superposition.
See SUPER-; POSITION.] Act of superposing, or state of
being superposed.
su 1 per-sat'u-rate (-sat.'..i'i-rat),v. t.;-aAT 1En (-ratle<l); -RAT 1-

su'per-phys'l-cal (-flz'l-kal),p.

fi

~~~t~da!Ji~ff~n
:iit~~r~~~das;1~~~t!~ri
d ~11ui:;~:rt
the dissolved substance held in excess of a saturated solution. - su 1per-sat 1u-ra'tion (-ra'shiin), n.
su'per-scribe'
(-skrib'),
-SCRIBED'(-skribd') i -scnrn'ING(-skrib'Ing).
[L. superscribere, super.scriptum ,' super
over+ scribere to write. See SUPER-; SCRIBE.
J To write
or engrave (anything) on the top or surface; to write a
name, address, or the like, on the outside or cover of (anything); as, to superscribe a letter.
su 1per-script (sii'per-skrlpt), a. [L. superscriptus, p. p.
See SUPERSCRIBE.]Written above;- opposed to subscript.
su'per-script, n. [L. s1tperscriptum, neut. p. p.J 1. Superscription.
Obs.
Shak.
2. Math. Any index or mark written above, as ina 3, b11,c".
su 1per-scrlp'tion (-skrlp'shun), n. [L. superscriptio. See
SUPERSCRIBE.]1. Act of superscribing.
2. That which is written or engraved on the surface, outside, or above something else; inscription; title; description ; specif., an address on a letter, envelope, or the like.
of his accusation was writteii::~v!r6~
3. f>harm. 'I'hat part of a prescription which contains the
Latin word recipe (take) or the sign R:.
4. A subscription.
su'per-sede' (-slid'),"· t.; su1PER·SEn'En (-sed'l!d); su1PER·
SED1ING (-sEid'lng). [L. supersedere, supersessum, to sit
above, be superior to, forbear, omit; super above+ sedere
to sit: cf. F. superseder. See SIT; cf. SURCEASE.] 1. To
come, or be placed, in the room of ; to replace.
One deep love doth superse,de all other.
Tennyson.
2. To displace, or set aside, and put another in place of; to
supplant i as, to supersede one official with another.
3. To make void, useless,or unnecessary, bysuperiorpower,
or by coming in the place of ; to set aside ; as, electricity
has in some measure superseded gas.
4. Old Law. To omit; to forbear; to refrain from.
Syn. - See REPLACE.
BU'per-se'de-as (-si;td!-~s), n. [L., suspend, set aside,
stay, 2d pers. sing. present subjunctive of ,\'UpF.rsedere.See
SUPERSEDE.]Law. A common-law writ commanding a stay
of legal proceedings, issued under various conditions, esp.
to stay an officer from proceeding under another writ;
now, in various jurisdictions, an order staying proceedings,
esp. of an inferior court, issued under statutory authority.
su 1per-se'dure
(-s8'49r), n. Act of superseding, or setting
aside; as, the supenedure of trial by jury.
su 1per-ses'slon (-sesh'uu), n. [Cf. OF. superse.,sion. Bee
SUPERSEDE.] Act of superseding, or state of being superseded; supersedure.
su 1per-stl'tlon (sii 1per-strsh'iln), n. [F. superstition, or
L. ,mperstilio, orig., a standiug still over or by a thing;
l1ence, amazement, wonder, dread, esp. of the divine or
supernatural, fr. supers/are to stand over ; super over
stare to stand. See SUPER-;STAND.] l. An excessive reverence for, or fear of, that which is unknown or mysterious;
hence, the attitude of mind of a person or persons whose
beliefs are regarded as false and as leading to idle or foolish practices; esp., a religious belief regarded as irrational
and misleading.
2. A belief, au act, or a practice, esp. of a religious nature
regarded as irrational, idle, or injurious; false religion.
3. Such acts, beliefs, or practices collectively; hence, the
practices or system of a person or society dominated by
superstitious beliefs; as, barbarism and supersitition go
hand in hand; eavage philosophy is mere superstition.
4. Excessive nicety; scrupulous exactness.
Obs.
6. Excessive devotion. Obs.
su'per-stl'tlOUB(-strsh'lis),a. [F . .superstitieux, or L. suau'per-nat'u-ra.1-ly, achi. of
su1 per-or'di-nate. a. 1. Super- su'per-pra.lse'. r. t., su'per-pro- su'per-aem'i-n&te. r. t. To sow
por'tion, u .• au'per-pur-ga'tion, over something Rown before. ::~~=~~!~it/~:~al-ness,
~s~
1/.
See Sl'PF.R-.
au'per-sem'i-na'tion, 11. - au'per-aem'i-na'tor, n. All Obs.
aOh~~~.;~~~~~:1\~~ :,~,~~fal~;,~;;pnr~~~t~~~):
t);s n~: su1per-sen'si-ble. a. See SUPER-.
Nnth. In the ratio of 9 to .5.
- au1per-sen'1i-bly 1 adv.
n. on.....
[uLuM. I :per-par'a.-sit'ic
(-slt'lk),
a. - su'per-aen'si-tive, a.., au'per(-pl r'd- au'per-quad'ri-quln'tal(-kwrn'
: :f;_f;~i)~r;a.-ait-ism
1~~~:;
sen'Bi-ttve-neBB,n., au1 per-1en'~
ta]). a. $nperquadripartient.
cf. NODDY a fool.] Exce1mvely 1u1per-par-tic'u-lar. a. lL, su- au'per-ra.'tion-aJ (-rlt<:h'Un-dl), so-ry, a. See ~l'Pli:R~.
fooliBh.
Oh.<li,
lJPrJ>al'fi(.'u/a/'1,<I;,
~UPEH.-: "· See Sl. f'RR-.-1u 1per-ra.'au'per-sen'su-al (-s~n'i;,h«m-dl),
a. 8upersensible. -au'per-aen'BU'per-nor'mal. a. See SUPER-. !'ARTICULAR.]
Mo.th. Of or per- tton-al-ly, arh•.
su'per-re-flec'tion, n. The re- au-al-ly, mfr. Rare.
See ~~~i~f t~0e
o~~~
su'per-sen'su-oua (-Us), a. See
flection of a reflection. Rnre.
-NE.._s,
Rare.
I less ie a unit, as in I to 2, or of 3 su'per-re'ga.l, a., (Ohs.) su'per- svPER-.-a u'p e r-aen's u-ou aness, n.
au'per-nu'mer-ous, a. Super- to 4. Ohs. - au'per-par-tic'u- re-ward', r. f. See SITl'J..:R-.
:ihumlant. Oh....
lar'i-ty, n. on.~.
su'per-roy'al, n. A size of pa•
~~\>f~-~~rv~~c:;~J;~~oi;~n:;;:~
au'per-nu-tri'tion
(~nn-trYsh'•. au'per-par'ti-ent (-pi:i.r'tl-ent), per. See PAPER, Tahle.
1Jn), n. Excessive nutrition.
I a.
[L. supe,71arf1eru:
.~'l1per su'per-sa.'cra.l, a. See SUPER-. erog-atory. - au'per-aerv'lce-&au'per-o-bese', a. See ~l'PER•.
'over+ ,-iarfien", p. pr. of par- su'per-sa'li-ent, a. [super- + bly, a<h-.
L. Ralie11.i:,p. pr. of sal?re to
(-st's'~~~~~a'~~,~~: ;:;: ~~~v~t~~ {t~:~~e~~~rn~~ leap.] Leaping upon. Obs. - su'per-aes'qui-al'ter-al
kwT-ll'tl!r-dl), a. .Math. In the
PER-;
onLATE,a,1 Insomean- greatertermoverthelessi!l-nore
ratio of:; to 2.
!!~~~-~~f,-~:~cyA:·acff:·a1t.
0
that of 3 [~;,s~~rl su'per-s&ult, n. A somersault. :~~~~~:~ 11
~}r~r~n~!~1ih~ p~ogr:.yer over ~~~nt~
of
su'per-oc-cip'l·t&l (-lSk-s Yp'Y~ 1u'per-pas's&ge. n. See ~u- O'1.<li. Scot.
•u:P.er-so'lar, a. See surEn-.
td~, a.~ n. r\npraoccipttal,
au'per-pl&nt', n. An epiphyte, su'per-acap'u-la (-sklp'O.-ld), n.
/'oe;f;~ot~or:·dir!e~,ii~~!~ude
au per-o-e.x-ter'nal, a. Situated al'Ithe mistletoe. Oh.~. [Ohs.I = SUl'RASCAPULA,
- BU'peracap'u-lar (-lr:tr), a. rscarn&.,su'per-aphe-noi'dal, a. See su1
:...~~~,.
Situated ::~~r~~~r::.e:~ 1
su1per-1crive'. Scot. of surER- PER-.
above and on the i.;ide.
+ JJl11s more. See SURPLUS.] su'fer-ae-cre'tlon, n., a u'p er- ~~~1.r-?u1;:!i,~~ni~si.t'nUs)1 a.
or Scot.
[Ofn1.I sec u-lar, a. See SFPER-.
au'per-om-nlv'a-lent,a.Predom- Surplus. on.~.
in ant over all. Obs.
[PER--1 au'per-plus 1 age, n. Surplusage.
au'per-sed'ence (-se"d't!ne), n. 1u1 per-1pir'it-u-al, a. See suau'per-op'ti-m&l, a. See su- au'per-pol'i-tic, a. See su- Supereedure.
1 per-sed'er (sfi'pt!r-Bed't!r),n.
£ponderating. Ob,<J.
I eu
1u'per-or'der, n. Biol. A cate- r,rn-.
One that supersedes.
'Un-ltl),a. Of or pert. to super:~rfl~!~~q\el:.i~ 0a ~~h:1~'!!
::~~=~=,~:;d:~=~~!: ~: tupet·o eu'per-se-de're (~-de't"e). n. stition. Rn:ra.
or rankmgbetweenan order rmd weigh over and a hove. O'h.<li,[L., to forbear.]
Scots Law.
1;!~!t:i~lo';;. One ada suhcluR.- au'per-or'dl-n&l, a. su'per-pon'der-a'tion, n. Obs.
An agreement among creditors, ~%f:ff~
su'per-or'dl-na.-ry, a. See su- su'per-pos'a.-ble (-pOz'd-b'l), a. or an order of court, waiving or
!!~•~~!~:;s~itio~
PER-.
I See -ABLE,
restraining preferences.
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SUPERSTITIOUSLY

·SUPPLY

perstilio.ru,.] Of, pertaining to, proceeding from, characbre'vls) (I;,, radii brevill short (supinator) of the radius],
feet in the latter,orto set forth new facts which cannotbe
Anal., a deeply situated muscle of the forearm whicli
terized by, or manifesting, superstitiou ; addicted to, or
added by amendment.
arises in two layers from the external condyle of the huswayed by, auperstition; as, ""1!er•Uliou1 rites.
~ 1~f~te:h:,. at':-a'i'!!~~ ~~i:,!R~n~1:t
1_.i!tlou,
or goetlc, magic, the mvocation of devils or de- merus and adjacent parts of the ligaments and bones of the
elbow
and,
passing
over
the
head
of
the
radius,
Is
inserted
mons, involving the supposition of some tacit or express
additional to the residual air. - •· r.nglea angles together
into ita neck and the external surface of its shaft, -11111 1- making a straill'ht angle, - •· area, Math,, arcs together
agreement between them and human beings.- 1. uae Law,
pl-na-'tor lon 1gua, or IIa. ra/di-1 lon'1111•(l~q'i:lis) [L. tongua
making a semie1rcle.
in England, the use of a (tift or bequest, as of land, etc.,
Jong], a superficial muscle of the rad ml side of the fore- sup!ple-men'ta-ry (sl!plll-mg.iltd-rI), a. [Cf. F. suppl~
for the maintenance of religious rites not tolerated by the
Jaw. The Jlhrase refers to the act of 23 Hen. VIII., c. 10 arm, arising from the lower part of the humerus and the
mentaire.] Added to supply what is wanted ; additional;
serving as a supplement; as, a 8Upple,nentary volume.
~~~~f~ th~!~YifJ'::O:i!':i'ft~~~!~~~d
by a flat tenm~\n~ th~idac\"i~~~~rt1feif~~l~i~:su~ir1~:.'::~
a.Ir. = SUPPLEMENTAL
AIR. - •. chordl, Nath.,
Catholics, ~otestant dissenters, and Jews, but the disa- SU•pine'(sil-pin 1 ; sii'pin), a. [L. 11Upinus, akin to sub lllpploment&ly
in a conic, any two chords through one point of the curve
bilities have now been mostly removed.
under, super above. Cf. sua-, SUPER·,] 1, Lying on the
and the ends of a diameter. - a. coat. See COST, n., 6. back, or with the face upward ; - opposed to prone.
- su1per-sU1Uous-l:,-,adv. - su 1per-sll'Uoua-ness, n.
a. proceedinga, Law, proceedings, under a code or practice
sU'per-stra'tlun(sii1per-strii'tilm), n.; pl. •STRATA(-ta). 2. Leaning backward, or inclining with exposure to the act, for tbe examination of a judgment debtor or others to
discover property for payment of the judgment.
sun ; sloping ; inclined. " Hills suplne."
[NL. : cf. L. S11persterne,·,, 11Uperstratum,to spread upon.
Dryden.
a. Mentally or morally inert ; also, wanting in stamina ; sup1ple-Uve (sl!p•IUiv)} a. [Cf. F. suppletif, LL. suppleSee BUPBR-;STRATUM.] An overlying stratum or layer.
suplple-to-ry (-tti-rl)
tivus, fr L. supplere, suppleSU1per-struct1 (-strl!kt'), 11, I.,' -BTRUCT'BD;-BTRUCT'ING, abject.
tum, to fill up. See SUPPLY.
l Supplying deficiencies; sup.
[L. supe,·stmctus, p. p. of superstruere to build upon ; super
Syn. - Negligent, heedless, indolent, thoughtless, inatplementary; specif,, Eccl. Law, designating an oath adover + struere to bnild. See SUPBR-; STRUCTURE.]To tentive, listless, careless, drowsy.
ministered to a plaintiff or defendant where there is but
-su-plne'ly, adv. -su-pine•ness, n.
build over or on another structure ; to erect on a foundation.
one witness, so that the judge may decide the matter in
This is the only proper basis on which to auperstruct first inno- SU'Plae(sii 1pin), n. [L, supinum (sc. verbum), fr, supinus
cency and then virtue.
Dr. H. More.
bent or thrown backward, perh. eo called because, although
issue as if two witnesses had been examined,
su 1per-atruc'Uon(-strl!k 1shiln), n. 1. Act of superstruct;.
furnished with substantive case endings, it rests or falls SUP'Ple-to-ry,n.; pl, -TORIES(-rlz). [L. suppletorium
ing, or building upon.
back, as it were, on the verb : cf. F. supin.] Gram,. A supplement.]
That which is to supply what is wanted.
2. That which is superstructed, or built upon eome foundaverbal noun: a Orig., one in Latin having two cases, an SUP'Pll-snce(sl!pllI-iins),n.
[See SUPPLIANT.] Supplication; an edifice; a superstructure.
Now Rare.
accusative in ~um, and an ablative (sometimes dative) in
tion ; entreaty.
su 1per-struo'llve (-strl!k 1tiv), a. Built or erected on -u. The former is used after verbs of motion to denote SUP'Pll-ant(-iint), n. [Cf. F. supplianl.] One who sup.
Obs.
eomething else. - n. A superstructure,
plicatea ; a humble petitioner; one who entreats submisfa~~~~ k:~e~~\1;b!~
!~~J~fto~~~:1~,'
d}A\~ sively. "Hear thy suppliant'• prayer."
SU1per-struc'tUre (-tyr), n. [Cf. F. superstructure.]
Dryden.
l. Any structure or edifice built on eomething else ; that
sup1pll-snt, a. [F., p. pr. of 8Upplier to entreat, OF. sowhich is raised on a foundation; esp., Arch., all that part
pleier, souploier, L. supplicare. See SUPPL IC ATB ; cf. SUP1per (silp'er), n.
sup
[ME.
soper,
super,
OF.
super,
soper,
ef a building above the basement.
1, Asking earnestly and submiBBively; entreatF. souper ,· prop., an influitive, to sup, take a meal. See PLICANT.]
You have added to your natural endowments the superstrucbeseeching; supplicating.
souP; cf. SUPto take supper.] A meal taken at the close ing;
ho·es of study.
Dryden.
2.
Expressive
of sul/plication. "Suppliant knee." Milton,
of the day; the evening meal ; the final meal of the day,
I. .Railroad&.The ties, rails, fastenings, etc , in distincSyn,-Buing,
beggmg, supplicating, imploring,
sup-plant' (sii-plitnt'), v. t. ; SUP-PLANT'BD
; SUP.PLANT'ING. -sup'pll-ant-ly, adv. -aup'pll-ant-ness, n.
tion from the roadbed.
[F, supplanter, L. supplantare to trip up one's heels, to sup•pll-oant (-kitnt), a. [L. supplican,, p. pr. See SUPPLI•
a. N aut. The structural part of a vessel, esp. a war ves- throw
down ; sub under+ planta the sole of the foot, also,
ael, above the main deck.
CATE; cf. BUPPLlAIIT,] Entreating ; asking submiBBively.
su 1per-ton'lc (-t~n•Ik), n. Music. The note next above a sucker, slip, sprout. Cf. PLANT the sole of the foot.] Shak. - sup•pll-oant-ly, adv.
1. To trip up, Obs.
Milton. SUP'.Pli-csnt,n. 1, One who supplicates ; a suppliant.
the keynote ; the second of the scale.
To overthrow, destroy, undermine, or force away, esp.
SU'pe?·V81le'
(-ven'), t•. i. ,' •VENEo' (-vend 1); ·VENIJNG
2. [often cap.] Scotch Hist. One of those who signed the
in order to put a substitute in place of.
(-ven'l'.ng). [L.supervenire, sup,ri·entum, to come over, to
Supplication against the use of Laud's Service Bock In 1637.
You
never will sup11lant the received ideas of God. Landor.
Near!y all signed the Covenant in 1638. Cf. COVENANTER,
1,
eome upon ; super over
vrnire to come. Bee SUPER-,
3.
To
remove
or
displace,
as
by
stratagem;
esp.,
to
diss•p'pll-cate
(-kit), "· I.; BUP'PLH)AT'Bn(•kiitt~d); sm'C0HB; cf. 0VBRCOMB,]To come as something additional
and take the place of ; to supersede; as, one who PLI-CA,r/ING
[L. supplicatus, p. p. of supplicare
(-kiit'l'ng).
or extraneous; to occur with reference or relation to some- place
supplants
another
in
royal
favor.
to supplicate ; orig. uncert., cf. supplez, 8Upplicia, humbly
thing else ; to be added or to follow closely.
Syn. - Remove, displace, undermine, overthrow, super~ begging or entreating; perh. fr. sub under
a word akin
sede. See REPLACE.
to
to
placare to reconcile, appease (cf. PLACABLB),
or fr. 11Ub
sup!plan-ta'llon (sl!p 1litn-tii'shiln), n. [Cf. F. supplantaSyn, -See FOLLOW.
under
plicare to fold, whence the idea of bending the
tion,
L.
suppl1mtatio
hypocritical
deceit.]
Act
of
supplant1
1
1
BU'per-venlent (sii per-ven ylnt), a. [L. superv,niens, p.
knees
(cf,
PLY,
v.
t.).
Cf.
SUPPLE,]
1,
To
entreat
for;
ing or displacing.
pr.] Coming as eomething additional or extraneous.
ask for earnestly and humbly; to implore; as, to s11ppliBUP'ple(slipl'l), a. [ME. souple, F. souple, fr. L. supplez to
That branch of belief we.e in him supervenient to Christian
cate
blessings.
practice.
Hammond.
suppliant. Cf. SUPPLICATE.] 1. Pliant; flexible; easily
2. To address in prayer; to entreat as a supplicant.
su1per-ven'tion(-v~n1shiin), n, [L. superventio.] Act of bent ; as, 8Upple joints; supple fingers.
~:':'chSe:~t,
petition, implore, importune,
2. Yielding; compliant; not obstinate,
supervening.
Bp. Hall.
If
punishment
...
makes
not
the
will
supple,
it
hardens
the
1
1
au per-v18e' (-viz'), v. t.; su'PBR-VISBD' (-vizd') ; BUPBR-VIB'1
Locke. sup pll-cate, v. i. To make supplication.
offender.
ING (-viz'l'.ng), [LL. supervi,u.,, p. p, of supervidere to
1Uon (•kii 1shiin), n.
sup!pll-ca
[F. •-upplication, L. suppli8. Bending to the humor of others ; obsequioua.
videre to see. Cf. SURVEY.]
oversee ; L. super over
catio.] 1. Act of supplicating; humble and earnest en4. Tending toward pliancy; esp., Ilg., quieting. Obs.
l. To oversee for direction; to superintend ; to inspect
treaty;
a
humble
petition.
5. Nimble; agile; hence,sly; cunning. Scot. &Dial.Eng.
with authority ; as, to 811,peTVise
the printing of a book.
2. Rom. Antiq. A public prayer; a religious solemnity,
Syn. - See FLEXIBLE.
2. To look over so as to read; to peruse. Obs.
Shak. sup 1ple, v. t.; sUP'PLED(-'Id); suP'PLING (-!Ing), 1. To or a day set apart for such, either for thanksgiving or for
su 1per-vl1alon (-vizh'iin), n. Act of overseeing; inspec- make soft and pliant; to render flexible.
religious humiliation.
Syn.-Entreat;v,
petition, solicitation, craving.
~us:~:::
1~~i,;oversight.
2 " To mak;h~~~f!~~t;u~~3!11~!~~Tff
Barrow. SUp-ply'(sil-pli 1J, fJ, I,; SUP·PLlEDI(-pJidl); BUP•PLY'IN&
su 1per-vi•sor(-vi'zer), n. [LL.] l. One who supervises;
(-pJiling).
[For
older
8Upploy, OF. svpployer, supplier,
8. To soothe; salve; heal. Obs.
. Bale.
an overseer ; inspector ; superintendent ; as, a supervisor sup'ple, v. i. To become eoft and pliant.
souploier, soupleer, F. 8Uppleer, (assumed) LL. suppletare,
of schools; specif., on some U.S. railroads, a roadmaeter.
1
fr.
L.
8Upplere,
supple/um;
•-ub under +plere to fill, akin
sup ple-Jaok', n. Any of various woody climbers having
2. A spectator ; a looker-on. Obs.
Shak.
to plenuH full. See PLENTY,] 1. To {urnish with what is
tough, pliant stems; as: a In the United States, the rham3. One who reads over, as a book for correction. Ob,'I.
wanted
;
to
afford,
or
furnish
with, a sufficiency; to replennaceous shrub Berche,nia scandens. b In the West Indies,
4. In some States of the United States, an elected official any of various sapindaceous plants of the genera Paullinia
ish ; as, rivers are supplied by smaller streams ; - often
standing, either alone or with others constituting a board,
followed
by
with;
as,
to
8Upply
soldiers with ammunition.
and Ser:jania, from some of which walking sticks are made.
at the head of the administration of a township or other
o In Australia: (1) The rhamnaceous shrub VenUlago 2. Specif., to reenforce (a military force); to aid. Ow.
county subdivision. Supervisors act as overseers of the
8. To give or provide; to furnish; as, to supply money.
viminalis. (2) A species of clematis (Clematis aristata).
poor, often exercise a certain control over :finances, etc.
4, To serve instead of ; to take the place of.
d In New Zealand, a climbing bramble (Rubus australia).
su 1per-vl1so-ry (-vi'z~-rI), a. Of or pert. to supervision,
Burning ships the banished sun B11p11ly. Waller.
sup'ple-ment (sl!p'l~-mfot), n. [F. mpple-ment, L. sup1
1
su per-vo-lute (-v~-liit'), a. [L, supervolutus, p. p. of JJle,nentu•.n, fr. suppler• to fill up, See SUPPLY,v. t.] 5. To fill temporarily ; to serve as substitute for another
super'l.lolvere to roll over; super over
volvere to roll.]
in,
as
a
vacant
office ; as, to .mpply a pulpit.
1. That which supplies a want; a store; supply. Obs.
Bot, Having the plaits of a gamopetalous corolla convo- 2. That which completes, or makes an addition to, someSyn.-Fumish,
provide, administer, minister, contribute,
yield,
accommodate.
lute In the bud, as in the morning-glory.
thing already organized, arranged, or set apart; specif., a
su'pl-nate (sii1pI-nii:t), v. t. &, i.; -NA,.,ED('niit/~d); -NAT'- part added to, or issued as a continuation of, a book or sup-ply 1, n.; pl. -PLIBS(-pliz 1). 1. Act of supplying.
2. That which supplies a want ; sufficiency of things for
ING(-niWing). [L. supinare, supinatmn, to bend or lay
paper, to make good its deficiencies or correct its errors.
use or want. Specif. : a Auxiliary troops or rei!nforcebackward, fr, supinus supine. See SUPINE.] Phy.,iol. &: 8, Trig. The quantity by which an arc or an angle falls
ments ; more broadly, assistance; relief; help. Ob,. b
.Anat. To cause to assume, or to assume, a position of supishort of 180°, or an arc falls short of a semicircle,
The food, and the like, which meets the daily necessities
nation.
Syn. - See APPENDIX COMPLEMENT.
of
an army or other large body of men ; stores; - chiefly
su'pl-na1Uon (sii1pI-nii'shiln), n. [Cf. F. supination. See suplple-ment (-m~nt), 11, t. ,' SUP'PLE->IBNT
1ED; suplpu,.
SUPINATE.] Pl,ysiol. & Anal. a A rotation of the hand so MBNT'ING. To fill up or supply by additions; to add eome- in pl. ; as, lack of sttppliel/. o An amount of money provided,
as by Parliament or CongreBB, to meet the annual
that the palm is turned up (the arm bein!( extended forthe deficiencies of.
thing to ; to 1111
national expenditurea ; - usually in pl. ,· as, to vote 811,~
ward), and the thnmb outward away from the body; aleo,
up~~ui:i:~f a°~:u~~~:~f~~~t'~fr1~f;iJ_nted
by bringinf.
plies. d One who fills a place for a time; a substitute ; esp.,
the position resulting from this movement ; -the opposite
sup!ple-men'tal (-men'tiil), a. 1. Serving to supply a cler11yman who supplies a pulpit. e = suPPLEMBNT.Obs,
of prnnaNon. b The act or state of lying on the back.
a. a Econ. & Com. The qllantity of any article offered
su'pi-na'tor(-t/Jr), n. [NL.] Anal. A muscle which pro- what is lacking; supplementary.
2. Law. In practice, designating an answer, bill, or plea
at a given price. Cf. DEMAND, 5 b. b Econ. As defined
duces the motion of supination.
1
1
1
aid
of
an
origins,!
one
to
supply
some
defiled
or
served
in
by Cairnes, '' the desire for general purchasing power,
II111'pl-na tor bro'vll, or II111pl-na/tor ra/dH bre vll (rii'dI-i
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+
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never
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SUPPLY•

SUPRARENAL

2. To receive as true; to imagine ; believe; think; con" How easy is a bush supposed a bear ! " Shak.
jecture.
3. To warrant ; promise; also, to intend; mean. Obs.
late, a supply of anything ; as, a supply tank or valve.
4. To require to exist or be true; to imply by the laws of
SUPPl:V price. The lowest price at which a given amount
thought or of nature ; as, purpose supposes foresight.
of commodities will be offered under given conditions.
5. To substitute; to put in place of another.
Obs.
sup-port'(sU-pOrt'; 201), v. t.; SUP-PORT 1ED; SUP-PORT'ING.
Syn. -Conclude,
judge, consider, view, regard, assume.
[11"'.
supporter, L. supportare to carry on, to convey, in sup-pose' (sU-pi'>z1), v. i. To conjecture; to think; opine.
LL., to support, sustain ; ,c;ubunder
portare to carry. sup-pose', n. Supposition; opinion; conjecture. Obs. or R.
See PORT to carry. J 1. To bear the ,veight or stress of; to sup-posed' (-pi5zd1), p. a. Accepted as true; imagined; keep from sinking or falliug ; uphold; sustain ; prop j as, a
often implying falsity. -sup-pos'ed-ly
(-poz'ed-lI), adv.
pillar supports a structure ; au abutment supports an arch.
Syn. - See SUPP0S11'1TIOUS.
sup 1po-si'tion (si"ir,'0-zish'Un), n. [F. supposition, L. sup2. To endure ; sustain; bear; undergo ; suffer; tolerate;
positio a placing under, a substitution, fr. supponere, supas, he could not support their taunts.
The word has the
3. To keep from fainting, sinki11g, yielding, or the like ; positum, to put under, to substitute.
meaning correspouding to suppose. See SUB-; POSITION.
J
to encourage; as, to support one's courage or spirits.
1.
Act
of
supposing
or
assuming
something
tentatively or
4. T/ie((f. a To assume and act; as, to supµort the charhypothetically, as for the sake of argument; assumption.
acter nf Ki11g Lerir. b To act with (a star); as, a fiue
2. That which is supposed ; hypothesis ; conjecture ; surcornpauy .supported him.
5. To furnish with funds or means for maintenance; to mise ; opinion or belief without sufficient evidence.
This is only an infallibility upon supµosttwn that if a thing be
maintain; to provide for; as, to support a family.
Tillotson.
true, it is impossible to be false.
6. To enable to continue; to carry on; to maintain ; as,
3.
Logh:. The particular iutention in which a word having
to s11pport a contest, a conversation, combustion.
different modes of usage is used; thus, in '' a basilisk is a
7. 'l'o verify; substautiate; as, to support one's charge.
fabulous monster," and" the name basilisk is chosen with
8. To vinU.icate ; maintain ; to defend successfully ; as,
reference to the creature's crest," the meaning of "basi•
to be able to .support one's own cause.
lisk
'' is the same, but the word has different .mppo:~itions.
9. 'l'o uphold by aid or countenance ; to aid; help; as, to
sup-pos 11-U'tious (su-poz 1i-tish'us), a. [L. supposit-icius .
.~upport a friend; to support the administration.
See
SUPPOSITION.] 1. Fraudulently substituted for someSyn.-Endure,
bear; verify, substantiate; countenance,
thing else ; not being what it purports to be; spurious;
patronize, help, assist, forward, back, second; succor,
counterfeit ; as, a supposititious writing.
~Pj!~i:ii,uf~~~li~hs;t:fifekl~id!f!~d~~~~t!:f.e, favor, nurture,
2. Hypothetical; snppositional.
lVoodward.
Syn. - SUPPOSITITIOUS,
SUPPOSED.SUPPOSED
is used of that
support arms, Mil., an obsolete command and_ position in
which is believed or imagined to be true, without necesthe manual of arms. The piece was held vertically at the
sary implicatiou of truth or falsity; surPOSITITIOUsimplies
left shoulder. with the hammer resting on the left forethe fraudulent substitution of one thing for another ; as,
arm, which was passed horizontally across the body in
N apoleou 's supposed aversion to cats; .. Selynms II. was
ilt~n!al~iJ"i~dcf.asi:i~Jg!~t
a
thought to be supposititious" (Bacon). See ARTIFICIAL,
1i-ti'tious-ly, adv.-sup-pos 1i-t11ttous-ness, n.
-sup-pos
sup-port', n. [F.] 1. Act or operation of supporting or
Insustaining ; specif. : a Act of bearing the weight or stress sup-pos 11-tive (-poz 1I-tTv), a. [Cf. l!'. supposilif.]
cluding
or
implying supposition, or hypothesis; supposed.
of; sustentation; as, to give support to a roof. b Act of
-sup-pos'l-tlve-ly,
ad,,.
advocating; advocacy; as, to speak in .mpport of a bill.
sup-pos 11-tive, n. A word denoting or implying supposio Act of providing means of maintenance ; maintenance.
tion, as the words if, granting, provided, etc.
llarris.
2. That which supports or sustains; specif. : a A prop;
sup-pos'l-tor (-ter), n. Med. An apparatus for the intropillar; foundation. b Means of sustenance or maintenance;
duction of suppositories into the rectum.
as, support for one's family; support for the national credit.
c Assistance ; aid ; as, the support of friends ; the support sup-pos'l-to-ry (-tli-rI), n.; pl. -RrEs (-dz). [LL. suppositorium,, fr. L. suppositorius that is p1aced underneath : cf.
of a battery. d Theat. A company, actor, or actress, playF. suppositofre. See SUPPOSITION.
J Med. An easily fusible
ing with a star; the acting of such a company or person.
preparation for introduction into the rectum, vagina, or
3. Mil. a Chiefly pl. A line or detachment of troops
urethra; esp., a cylinder or cone of medicated cacao butter.
immediately or close behind a skirmish or firing line,
SUp-preSS' (sU-pres 1 ), 1.1.t, ,' SUP-PRESSED'(-pr~st') j SUPwhich supports and re0nforcestha.t line. b A detachment
of infantry or cavalry supporting artillery to defend it
PRESS1ING.[L. suppres:,us, p. p. of supprimere to suppress;
sub under+ prernere, pres.mm, to press. SPe suB-; PRESS
against attack at close quarters. o In an outpost, the third
to squeeze.] 1. To overpower and crush; to subdue; to
group from the front. See OUTPOST. d In an advance
guard, the second group of the vanguard.
put down ; to quell ; as, to suppress a revolt.
2. To keep under; harass; oppress. Obs. & R.
Syn. - Stay prop, maintenance, subsistence, assistance,
3, To keep in; to restrain from utterance or vent; ae, to
;~~~~'r~~1:it~f::i~~t~'s~~~~~!~~:i:r~~~-patronage, aid, help, ,rnppress
the voice ; to suppress a smile.
sup-port'er (-por'ter; 201), n. 1. One that supports or 4, To retain without disclosure ; to conceal ; to prevent
sustains j as, oxygen is a supporter of life.
publication or revelation of; as, to .mppre.<uithe truth.
Z. Specif., an adherent; one who sustains, advocates, and de6. To stop ; check; restrain ; to arrest the discharges of;
f ends; as, the supporter of a party.
~
0
3. Shipbuilding. A knee under the cathead.
~~~;;~~:s~~i;::s~'.
s~~~;;;~~~ehere compared,
4. Her. A figure, sometimes of a man, •
is to put down or keep back completely; to REPRESSis to
check or restrain; as; 0 I could not suppress my lurking
commonly of an animal, placed on either
passion' for applau~ ' (Goldsmith); H before gaminr was
side of an escutcheon, and exterior to it.
I ..
5. A broad band or truss for supporting
·
Jo\l;~r,~)~1:?¥h!~s!:!~
~ici~'
the abdomen or some other part or organ.
pres.r;ed all the flow of their spirits before him n (Jane
supporter of combustion, a gas, as oxygen,
Austen); ~•the silent wilderness where the soul need not
air, or nitrous oxide, in which the ordmary
3a.
combustibles can burn. SeecoMBUSTION,
g;;~:s~~~~~it~:_repression
SUp-port'ing, p. pr. & 1.b, n. of SUPPORT. s s Supporter:-;, 4. sup-pressed'(-pre"st'),p.
a. Overpowered; restrained; confriPt)~:~:~~a:~i/Vhist, a card led to strengthen the partner
Specif. : a ForestT1.J.Hincealed; also, Rare, oppressed.
b JI er. De bruised.
dered in growth; dominated.
•up-pos'al (sU-pi5s'iil), n. Act of supposing; supposition.
1
1
sup-pres
s1on
(-presh
uu),
n.
[L.
suppressio: cf.~'. supInterest, with a Jew, never proceeds but upon supposal, at
least, of a firm and imtticient bottom.
South.
pression.] 1. Act of suppressing, or state of being supsup-pose'(sU-pi5z'), v. t ; SUP-POSED'(-pOzd') j SUP-POS'ING pressed; as,rthe suppres.~ion of an insurrection,of truth, etc.
(-poz 1Tng). LME. mpposen, soposen, F. supposer, OF. also
2. Specif., Med., complete stoppage of a natural secretion
,\·onposer; L. sub under
F. poser to place ; - correor excretion j as, supprPssion of urine. Cf. RETENTION,1.
sponding in meaning to L. supponere, suppositum, to put
3. Bfol. The failure of development of a part or organ.
Syn. - Overthrow, destruction ; concealment, repression,
under, to substitute, falsify, counterfeit, for which this
detention, retention, obstruction.
word was substituted in F. See POSE,?J.J 1. 'l'o represent or consider hypothetically as true or real ; to assume sup-pres'sive (-pres'Iv), "· Tending to suppress; specif.:
a Subduing. b Concealing.
tentatively as a proved fact; to accept as true for the sake
8Up1l)U-rate (sup16-rat), V. i.; -RAT1ED (-rat 1ed); -RAT1of argument or consideration.
ING(-rit 1Ing). [L. suppuratus, p. p. of suppurare to supSuppose they take offense without a cause.
Shak.
88eking its end by an offer of specific commodities or services." The term is now used in sense a by economists.

sup-ply' (sU-pli'), a. Serving to contain, deliver, or regu-
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{I~d1~:r:t~~i:~
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Sy!~

1~~fs:;l~~;~
!ff
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puration.]
1. Act or process of suppurating.
2. The matter produced by suppuration ; pus.
a. [Cf. F. suppuratif.]
'Tending to suppurate; attended with, or promoting, suppuration. - 1uppurative fever, Med., fever accompanying suppuration ; pyremia.
sup'pu-ra-tive, n. JJfecl. A suppurative agent.
su'pra- (si'i/prd- ). [L. supra, adv.; akin to super. See SUPER-.J
A prefix (used also adverbially) signifying: Over; above 7•
before; also, beyond; brsides; more titan; as in supraglottic, suprafoliaceous, supragovernmental, supralunar.
~ The reference u See SUPRA-" is sometimes given as
the only definition of a word beginning in sttJJFu-,if its
fi~~a~:~fxc:~Jtt!i~~ 0~e~~~~~ered from the defiuitions of
su 1pra-au-rlc'u-lar, a. ZoOl. Situated above the auricle
of the ear; specif., in birds, situated above the aurkulars;
- said of certain feathers. - n. A supra-auricular feather.
supra-auricular point, Craniol., the point at the top of the
external auditory rneatus vertically above the auricular
Jllust.
point. See CRANIOMETRY'
su 1pra-bran'ch1-al (-bra~ 1kI-iil), a. Over the gills; - said
of the upper part of the pallial chamber of lamellibrauchs.
su 1pra-clav 11-cle (-klav'l'.-k'l), n. Zoo/. A bone which usually connects the clavicle with the post-temporal in the pectoral arch of fishes; - called Rcapula by Owen and others.
su 1pra-cla-vic'u-lar (-kl<i-v1k1u-l<ir), a. Anal. & Zou!.
a Situated above the clavicle. b Pert. to the supraclavicle.
su 1pra-con 1dy-lar (-kon'di-l<ir)
Anal. Situated above
su 1pra-con 1dy-lold (-d1-loid)
a condyle or condyles;
- applied specif. to a pair of ridges on the humerus extending upward from the condyles.- supra.condyla.r fora.men.
Zo(Jl, = ENTEPICONDYLAR
FORAMEN.
su'pra-lap-sa'rl-an (-lap-sa 1rI-iin ; 115), n. [.rnpralapse: cf. F. supralapsaire.J Eccl. Hi:,·t. One of that claR8
of Calvinists who believe that God's decree of election determined that man should fall, that the opportunity might
be furnished of the redemption of a part of the race, tlie
decree of salvation being conceived of as formed before and
- su 1pranot after the lapse, or fall. Cf. INFRALAPSARIA.N.
lap-sa'ri-an, a. - su'pra-lap-sa'rl-an-lsm (-iz'm ), n.
su 1pra-l1m'i-nal (-Um"!-ni'il), a. Conscious, or in consciousness; - contrasted with subliminal.
Herbart.
su 1pra-max'U-la-ry (-milk 1sI-la-rI), a. Anal. a Of or pert.
to the upper jaw. b Extending over the lower jaw. -'II.
Tbe superior maxillary bone. - supramaxilla.ry nerve. a A
small branch of the facial nerve extendiug along the lower
jaw to be distributed to the muscles of the lower lip and
chin. b The superior maxillary nerve.
su 1pra-nat 1u-ral-lsm (-nat~u-ral-Tz'm), n. Supernaturalism. - su'pra-nat'u-ral-ist, n. - su 1pra-nat'u-ral-1.B'tic (-Is 1tik), a.
sl11pra-oc-cip'i-tal (-ok-siplI-tlil), a Anat. & Zool. Situated over, or in the upper part of, the occiput; pert. to or
designating a median bone of 1ihe cranium, lying above the
foramen magnum and forming part of the occipital boue
in the adu]t of the higher vertebrates, but distinct in the
young and in lower forms. -n.
Tl1e supra-occipital bone,
su 1pra-or 1bit-al (-or 1bI-tlil), a. Anal. Above the orbit of

sup 1pu-ra-tive (sup 1u-r~-tiv),

la.

+

~~re~~e~~;r:r~tt~~r6i~~d
api:~~c~ 0lh!hf6i~?;:d. 1~~~
nerve, a branch of the frontal nerve supplying the forehead, scalp, cranial periosteum, etc. - s. notch, a noich
(sometimes a forameu, the supra-orbital foramen) in the
bony border of the upper inner part of the orbit,for the passage of the supra-orbital nerve, artery, and vein, - s. point,
Crardom., the middle point of the supra-orbital line, a line
across the narrowest part of the forehead; the ophryon.
su 1pra-pro'test (sii 1pra-pro'test), n. Law. An acceptance
of a bill by a third person for the honor of the drawer after
protest for nonacceptance or nonpayment by the drawee.
su 1pra-re'nal (-re'nii1), a. Ana.t. Situated above, or anterior to, the kidneys; designating, or pert. to, the suprare•
nal capsu}es or bodies; adrenal. - n. A suprarenal capsule.

n\~~~e/1!~=

~fPJii~Ss!lf
,1P(T1~;,';~~ttes~~

1

+

purate, cause to suppurate; sub under
pus, pwris_ lll}\tter. See PUS.J To generate pus ; as, a. suppurating boil.

sup'pu-rate (stip'll-rit), v. t. 1'o cause to generate pus. R.
sup 1pu-ra'tion (-ra'shuu), n. [L. suppuratio: cl. F. sup-

th~r:bd~&~tti!i~o1t~as'u·p~~;i~fg \h!i~:;r::::!!1b~die~~~
~~
(or adrenal) body, capsule. or Jland, a ductless gland in most
!!~I~t~~:y~ei~
~:nat~:; 10!r~1a1rt~et3°a~apii1n~tn1;
1
0
~ro~tii1
c~ii~~~re~~s~~~~1t~~il~~~e~~!it!ct°t~
cit~~~:!
trabeculoo, and a medullary portion composed of a fibrous
stroma in whose interstices coarsely granular cells are embedded. 'l'heir blood and nerve supply i~ abundant, and
their internal secretion appears to have important effects

t6}

SUPRARENIN
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on the circulatory and muscular system. An extract of the
su;prarenals of sheep or oxen is used in medicine as an as-

from, forbear, L. supersedere. Surcease is not connected
with E. cease. See SUPBB.BEDB.]
Cessation; stop ; end.

!!:f0~!·at..~l:-:!r:!
i:!irr~~
fr~!athe
~:~~::t~die::
"Surcease of sorrow."
The right opens into the vena cava, the left into the left sur-oease• (slir-ses•), v. 1· &: i.
Archaic.

SURFACER

To cease; st0 P·

lain" (id.); Helt for a time sure of his innocence; I am now
certain of his guilt. As employed of objects, sure often

ar,-

Poe.

Obs. or

ri~:
!ii~1:1:v:;r:b11wi!d~rsr;:;rllbi:~i~t
~Pa
~:~%r~
word of prophecy" (2 Pet. i. 19); "the past unsighed for,

and the future sure" (Wordsworth); u proof as stron~ as
SUR- mtoydgro
0NexFro~tN~fmrep~~nsgsi;~J:'~ii!i
1.itef
1•8ancedrlaas,.ncedretaatihn.asCI
CHARG'ING
(-chiir'jing . F. sure arger.
e sun-, CHARGE
; or expectation·, POSITIVE
(less frec1uently ~on'uent} often
cf. OVBRCHARGB,
SUPERCHARGE,
SUPERCARGO.]1. 'l'o oversuggests overconfidence or dogmatism; as, ••i:.l'f'do
think I
load; overburden; overcharge; as, to surcharge a ship.
saw 't this morning; confident I am last night 'twas on
Droops like a rose 1iurcharged with morning dew. Dryden.
my arm ''J.Shak.) •, u most con-t::clent when piµpably most
2. Law. a To overstock; esp., to put more cattle into,
Th f l i:.I'~
•
b t
t
as .. common, than the person has a right to do, or more. wrong" ( owver) ; 0
ey e t very posi.tn 1e, u were no ·
""'
quitecertain' 1(Coleridge);cf.••Aslca.n'tbecertain,Iwon't
than the herbage will sustain. Eng. b Equity. To show be positive" (Lowell). See CERTAINTY,
HOPEFUL,
CONl!'IDBMCE,
an omission in (an account) for which credit ought to have
DICTATORIAL.
been given ; - opposed to falsify.
Yto
!_,,
e1,g1b·
eb~u•ruert
sc~:lfi~{J b'!i8t_hc!;u,
to~';~~; o8f8.
0ubeg81lo
0~:•::.!";"'~li,er~:ns~~~~~!!i.1i~!e
~,;,!~~~~r~eo*!~~~:;!~e
!'..
sure•-foot'ed,
Not 1iable to stumble or fall. - sure1::;gpepfyf
~nget'i;;~t~;ie~•~~h: t_~kc~f°fh~h!ctpa; 1~ia'it~~e:tus heated steam.
foot'ed-ly, adv. - sur8'-foot'ed-ness, n.
sur-oharge', n. [F.] 1. An overcharge; an excessive sure•ly (shoor'IY), adv. 1. In a sure or certain manner;
SU'pra-spt-na•tus
(-spi-nii'tus), n. [NL.] Anal. A muscle
load or burden; a load greater than can well be borne.
certainly; infallibly; undoubtedly; assuredly; indeed.
of the back of the shoulder arising from the supraspinous
A numerous nobility causeth poverty and inconvenience in a 2. Without danger; firmly; steadily; securely; safely.
fossa of the scapula and inserted into the top of the
state, for it is surcharge of expense.
Bacon.
He that walketh uprightly walketh surely. Prov. x. 9.
greater tuberosity of the humerus.
2. Specif., Railroads, a charge over the nsual or legal rates. sure'ness, n. Quality or state of being sure; certainty.
su 1pra-sp1'nous(-spi•nus), a. Anat. Above a spine or 3. Law. a The putting, by a commoner, of more beasts on sure'ty (shoorttl), n.; pl. -TIES (-tiz). [ME. seurte, OF.
spines; esp., above, or on the dorsal side of, the vertebral
the common than one has aright to. Eng. b Equity. The
seiirte, F. surete. See SURE; cf. SECURITY.]1. State of
spines, or above, or in front of, the spine of the scapula.
showing an omission, as in an account, for which credit is being sure; certainty; also, Obs., security; safety.
p u 1n
i 1
Anal SeesCAPULA1
Ilg
t
Anal
due,orthecreditsotobeallowed;-opposedto/alsi.ficalion.
T
h"
fi
k
d f confi
:ufibrlus°~~rd j~ining ihe apexes oftili;-:pino~ 8;r0cesse·~ 4. Something printed or written on a postage stamp to 2 · bat w ich con rms or ma es sure; groun
of the vertebra, from the seventh cervical to the sacrum,
give it a new legal effect, as a new valuation, a place, a date,
denc': or ;ecurity; specif., security Jgainst lo•~ or dama~e;
continued forward to the skull as the Iigamentum nuchm.
etc.; also, Colloq., a stamp with a surcharge.
security or payment or for the pe orm.ance o some a .
su'pra-ster•nal
(-stftr•nill), a. Anal. Above, or anterior to,
,, , i
'I)
[OF
I
S
3. Law. a Orig., a person who is given, or gives himself,
te al tch
d
·
f th
sure, In' g18 (surs
IJ'g • n.
· sorcenge.
ee sua-;
asagageorpledge.
bOneboundwithandforanotherwho
th t
ab~~e th:
bet!~~
CINGLE,
SHINGLES.
l 1. A belt, band, or girth passing over a
is primarily liable, and who is called the principal,· one
te:0!1 e::r~:e~/!&~~e~
the lower ends of the sternomastoid muscles.
saddle, or over aiiy th ing on a horse's back, to bi nd it fast.
who has become legally liable for the debt, default, or misSU'pra-tem'Po-ral
(-tem'pli-rill), a. Zool. Above, or per- 2. Eccl. The gi rd1e or cincture of a cassock.
carriage of another, as for his appearance in court, paytaining to the upper part of, the temporal bone or region. sur•cln'gle, v. I.; sua'cJN'GLED(-slIJ'g'ld) ; suR'cJN'GLING ment of a debt, etc. As defined in various codes in the
-n.
A supratemporal bone.
(-gllng). To bi nd or gi rd , as a horse, witb a surcingle;
United States, "onewho,at the request of another and for
··1 · th k n f
ptil
also, to secure, as a t-urden, with a surcingle.
f
•
h"
b fl b
te
al
h ztohoe.s'umprateemspouralofos~~nbyelreow.
-~cporbouarndc1·n'g
Iets,IS.a _ _,
" 'k~t )
[ME
t OF · surco te. See sible
the purpose o securmg to rm a ene t, ecomes re,ponb111opnrsy
- :h
s... -ooat' ( sur
u ' • n.
· su,·co e,
for the performance by the latter of some act in
~os~m
0~d ~fri'.l:'; SUR-,COAT;cf. OVERCOAT.]An outer coat or cloak ; - a favor of a third person or hypothecates security therefor."
0eNlt;aq~~i::~!~f.!'!~f~:;_a1,jg
0.~1.oarbtai,
back and side of the skull in close relation with the aqua- name given to the outer garment of men or women at dif- 4. Hence, one who stands in the place of, or performs cer~
moss! in many re11tiles b In fishes a small bone at the
ferent epochs of th e Middle Ages. Specif., th e long flowing tain acts for, another; as, a surety or sponsor in baptism.
Shak.
back of the skull m front of and a little to the outside of cloak of knights, worn over armor, and often emblazoned sure'ty, v. t. To act as surety for. Obs.
the post-temporal. - •· ro11&. Zool. See TEMPORAL
FOSSA. wi th arms, common during th e 13th a nd 14th centuries. sure'ty-shtp, n. State of being surety; the obligation of
1
1
eu pra-trooh'le-ar(-trlSk'l!-<ir),a.
Anal. Aboveatrochlea.
~rdu• dim, deaf (whence the meanone who is surety; theobligationofaperson
to answer for
8~A(~t'J')•,
1upr■trochlear nerve, a branch of the frontal nerve supplythe debt,default~ or miscarriage of another. Cf .GUAB.ANTr,
1.
ing the skin of the forehead, the up~r eyelid, etc.
ing, deaf to reason, irrational), perh. akin to E. swart. Cf. surf (sftrf), n. LFormerly spelled sup;,,and prob. the same
su-prem•a-cy (s~-pr~m•<i-sl), n. LSee SUPREME.] State SOB.DINE.] 1. Nothavingthesenseofhearing;deaf.
Ob,. word as E. sough.] The swell of the sea which breaks
of being supreme; also, supreme autb.ority or power; as,
2. Not heard or distinguished; unheard. Obs. Kenrick.
upon the shore, as upon a sloping beach.
3. Math. Involving surds; not expressible in rational num- sur'faoe (sftr'fts), n. [F. See sua-, FACB;cf. SUPBB.l'ICIAL.]
the supremacy of a king, a parliament, or the people.
bers; radical; irrational ; as, a surd quantity.
l. The exterior of anythina that has length and breadth;
Syn. -See ASCENDANCY.
su-preme'(sll:-prem'; 87), a. [L. supremus, superlative of 4. Phon. Uttered, as an element of speech, without voice, one of the faces of a solid-,-:.p. the upper one; superficies;
~ outside; as, the surface of the earth or of the body.
8Uperus that is above, upper, fr. super above: cf. F. SU~ ;g:1-ntt.o,
§ 29
preme. See SUPER-.] 1. Highest in place. Obs.
2. Hence, outward or external appearance.
2 · Highestj~ t~~r:?rl~.~;.?.~,:'i;"ng of kings.•
Shak. ·::~tl~n.f°:!~i!~.~
tl':i~t~~. :, ..
!':rd::reBBed
3. Geom. A continuoua magnitude that has two dimenHence: a Dominant; overruling. us1'prem.eo'ermisery."
2. Phon. A surd element of speech. See SURD,a., 4.
siona, as length and breadth, but not a third, asthickneBB;
Shelley. b Holding or pert. to the highest rank. "My surd, v. t. To soften the tone of; to mute. Encyc. Brit.
the boundary or the claBBof elements common to two solid
supreme crown of grief." Shak. "In lineage so au- surd-a'Uon (sftr-di'shun), n. Phon. Conversion of a so- spaces mutually exclusive and not adjacent to a third; npreme."
Shelley. na.nt, or voiced, sound into a surd sound. Cf. soNATION. perficies ; as, a plane aurface; a spherical surface.
3. Highest in degree; complete; extreme; utmost; greatest sure(shoor; 277), a.; sua•EE (-er); sUR'EST. [ME. sur, suir,
4. Fo,•t. A part of an exterior side terminated by an angle
possible; as, supreme love ; supreme glory; supreme folly.
seur, OF. seiir, F. aur, L. aecurus; seaside, without+ cura of a bastion and its flank prolonged.
4_ Ultimate; last. Obs. &, R.
care. BeeBBCUEB;
cf. ASSURE,
INSURE,SICKER
sure.] l. As- 6. Railroad Engin. The state of the track with respect to
oupremebeing. a A god who dominates all the lesser gods sured in mind ; confident beyond doubt; knowing, believ- upward or downward irregularities in the rails; as, the
::dtg=~~tg!
aotali~ebnti:trhtl:
ing, trusting, or the like, with certainty; unquestioning;
tt!Pfoo~moft:~r tt~t,~J;mals
to a space
cfo~~!!~:;;i~f s~c~~ curve, which is the line of striction of the surface. - ■. of
Spirit; God; Jehovah. - S. Court of Judicature. See HIGH - ~:e!~fs~!Bf:fl~; t~~
00f beoumoy.,anthceyloocf
CoUBT01' JuSTIOB.-a: good, the summum bonum.
against them which commit such things.
'.ifr,m.
ii. 12. bbuoOJU.
~, t_herloc~tesnoft hrecceen1!~!,
ofattinhge
0a8fl0
am-. [F. sur over, above, OF. sor, seur, seure, L. ,upra, 2. Admitting of no doubt, condition, qualification, or the
idy. · 1 0 ...... 0
11,L""
supe,r. See filUPRA-,SUPER-.] A prefix signifying o,,er, like; indubitable; indisputable;
positive; _ said of centers of curvature of a surface. It has two nappes corabove, beyond, upon.
things; as, .mre evidence; a sure success.
~~~~g!~J~n!~t!~~.:1o~:so~f
a~Yili!t~r:n~te~tro~t~
su'ra (soo•ra), n. [Ar. surah a step, a degree.] One of 3. Entirely trustworthy or dependable; certain not to fail of a body. - 8. of rectlllca.tion, Geom., the torse formed by
the sections or chapten of the Koran.
or disappoint expectation; reliable; as, a sure remedy.
the lines of rectification of a curve, on which when flatsu•rah (soo•r<i; sii'-), n. A soft twilled silk fabric much
The testimony of the Lord is sure.
P,. xix. 7. ttieonned,
•~aulth.t,h!'
csurvrfaecebeccoonmcees
d•t?sig0hrmtlinede.b-y
t"h·
oerrerevolvoluu-_
1.vea
used for women's dresses; - called also .mral, a1.'lk.
4. Hence, firmly founded or established; fixed ; strong;
.m:,
.,. 0
.,. f,
su'ral (sii'rill), a. [L. aura the calf of the leg: cf. F. steadfast ; stable; unfailing; enduring ; as, a sure faith.
tion of a line. See REVOLUTION,
1 b. - a. spherical harmonic.
aural.] Anal. Of or pert. to the calf of the leg. - ■ural 6. In such a state or of such a nature as certainly to hapSee SPHEl!.ICAL
HARMONIC
(of the nth degree).
&rtorlu, branches of the popliteal artery arisin11:opposite
pen or to do a specified .thing; certain ; - followed by surlfaoe, t•. t.; SUR1FACED(-fist); SUR1FAC-ING(-fil:-slng).
the knee joint. - s. veinattributaries of the pophteal vein.
to,· as, he is sure to live or to die.
l. To give a surface to; esp., to make smooth or plain.
sur'base' \sftr'biis'), n.
sur- + ba.,e.] Arch. A molding,
8. Faithful ; true ; hence, betrothed.
Oba.
82111.
faToowe
oharrk
sumpoenirfioc.ial!?!,~,s.
grThoeunfodr'mintsoewekhi.,ncg
gaohl~rm·
on·••
or series of moldings, at the top of the base of a pedestal,
7. Free from danger; safe; secure. Archaic.
-™"
,h ~
podium, wall, and the like. See nADo, fllust.
a. Making secure; binding close ; keeping fast.
function reduces on a level surface of the appropriate co1ur'baaed' (-bist 1), a. Arch. a Having a surbase, or
Fetters 1iureand fast.
Bryant.
ord inate 8{. 8 tem.
molding above the base. b [F. surbaiss~.] Having the
taSyn1e·,-,·nuconnfaite·1sitn·g,lein,ftarulliebl~
seedc.u~~iURndEis~!3TbAIIeN,,inccduNbl'Ii:
-~~:i..t:.:!':Ii!':~"J!rs':frf~:.~i~:!r:ii::3!.'tol~t
curve center or centers below the springing line or im1.b
J.b
".J nx
ts
"J v.a,.u,
s
h
t O f
t · ht
1
8·in relief, as
posts ;-said of an arch or a vault.
DENT,POSITIVB. Sure ana certain are otten interchange;~~wPr1~ti!~e1:0X:~ 8
8~~/&ce
sur-bed'(silr-Md•),v.l.; sua-B.Eo•oso; sua-JIEI)'DING.[sur- able. But SUREfrequently emphasizes the mere state of from type·-opposed
toplateprinting.
bed.] To set edgewise, as a stone, or coal on a fl.re.
assurance; CERTAINoften su~eete more st ron~y a con- sur'fac-er (sQr'fi-se"r), n. One that surfaces; specif. : a A
0
aur~cease'(stir-see'), n. [F. sursis, fr . .mrsis, p. p. of surt~:!i~~ ~~~t 0: 0
\ 8~ 1su~:tt
machine for dressing the surface of wood, ruetal, stone,
0~J~~unJ:;,
seoir to suspend, postpone, defer, in OF., to delay, refrain .....<.s_h_a_k
..;.).;.:
_"_B_e_o_u_t_o_f_h_o.;p
...e.;.'
_o_f
.;q;.u_e_st_i_on_,;.o_f_d_o_u_h_t.;;_be_,.ce_r_-,1---et_c_._b_A_d_e_v,.·c_e_u_se_d_in
....g,.au
...g;.i_n_g_ra_i_lr_o_a_d_t_ie_•_f_or_t_i_e_p_1a_te_
renal vein.

SU'pra-scap•u-la
(sii'pr<i-skllp'\'i-l<i), n. [NL.] zool. a A Sur-charge'(-chiirj'),)v.

t[.; SUR-ChHAEGEDSe'
(-chiirjd');

cartilaginous or partly ossified plate or piece attached to
the superior end of the scapula in certain amphibians and
reptiles. b The post-temporal of a fish.
.SU1pra-scap'u-lar
(-skipl'ii-Idr), a. Anat. & ZoOl. a Above
.
t h e scapula. b DeS1gnating, or pert. to, the suprascapula.
n._prucapular a~
Anal a branch of the thyroid axis
which passes obliq~ely f~~m within outward across the
root of the neck and over the coracoid ligament to the
back of the scapula. - s. ltgament, Anat., the coracoid liga-
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fs

f:r,

?~;11

~,:~'To
~~;ai"P,ie~ti
'l~'o::r:ez~:

~~ffl~eb!~:p~~~o\S:!r::i~!

riuh.-:,,oP,r~f.o':.r:s·,.,UrCiiE,gS:._U,RP.::R~rM.·
;,E•• [F.] :d:r-erpbr!.'!""
..·••_;r,\sanri',·b.o
~;lie[~b·
...
J~wfo!,:_;b~u~:~~!~!~duf;J~
:~1J~~f~o1:.ce, RB the yellow
9
fio1:(_\f,ii!i;:an~~:;_
-i~cu-la'•y~1;!'f
:'~ufk wf!cl:i
e~:~d::~·sJ,~~~o::
r:::1~,~~J;~jj;~i;::~l~s::
~outherlywindson the coasts ol dena'ing, a,
aur'cu-loae (8 fl r'K l'l-1ij s ;
~i~~
bc;1~et,:~:.~; ~.~1.1~.:t~n~~c~t·rair:ct~,.':"on'·
',.Anw~r,:.t;h!.".u':r-i
-OSEJ'
a. [Cf. L. s u rcu losus
pardos (i. e.,gra;r south winds).
h
[1iupba
~t:ttgs,P•P•sc~ipif
s~;~;r~:eEiident. horse's foot); sole. sole (of. :~gii;g·s~:i!~~ct~~,~it~!;~
:=~blr~~hu~~:;t~~'On~~;~o~ t~:~u~hc:t:deelres~L°o!~ri::
:;I!'
t. 0
supe;- aur + SOURSURE
horse's foot) + battu, p. p. of numerous branches arising from sure of, or to he relied on. Obs. contact strips ]aid between the
eeribe. Oh1i. Scot.
sur"(stir). .Bib.
·
battre
to beat.J To make sore or near the base, as certain corals. ■ure'tl-lhip.Var.ofsuRETYSHJP. tracks. These are connected, by
~l}:=:r.:.!·:Ji>r::U:~l-~
::;~~<~;!~Jr~e~,i~,~,c~~f
!~W:..i~-s~:te~r ~ 1:,~·R!Z~K.
:~~~~, 1
~"~~ ~::~:::a:::~,h!1tiPtf:~r~~
a., 1u'pra-1phe-D01.'dal,
a. See certain East Indian palms, as aur-brave', v. t. [C.f.BHAVE,
a.I [L.l /Jot. Sucker. [SURD,a.,3., surette wood sorrel.] A West In- of current, only when a contact
~UPRA-.
the palmyra and toddy palm.
To decorate.Obs. [dened.Obs. suril'al (sflr'ddl),a. .Math. = dian malp~hiaceous tree (Bur- piece passes over them.
~~~~,~~:! th!eeri~bdr!~'cot ;~~t:u~J.F-~~bonder.
Overbur- ::-d"..-:;,, a+.
[8:.D:o:~dant,
var :t:~t!:01:~dt:.>Jo1J.a~:1 !d,{1: ~=e 8 ::s~,it
~:·;
<~w✓; ~ri~~:,: aurta-~'dant-ly, adv.Super- ::~~t:~~eT~
~s~i~;;:~~;i~sr·A~:n~dr&!?
i~~d~~,t~et~flr-a'sl-ti':~:}Zitt-ly (s1ll~lls~),i~l!fv:I
R(~rt<;~dYBh'iln),
surdellne. Var. of SOURDELJNEsh'Un),n . .Med. See SUR-.
:~~
foh11:ici:;r~=
nttt),a. Anat. Supraspinous. R.
~cuo~lpuo~m•e~ll~a•o~ft•t~efeia~rl.
P_a~rtn_ofT'fhh··~.·
ihi~~~dl~~,-~~~~~!~d~d.som,:: sur-charg'er (sttr-chiir'j~r), n. ~!;f~io/;~~!::~::;:~!'Jff~:;
~~~~e,T
o~te. and JoHph. film.
[sroJJ.I
h
au-ra'hl, au-ra'hee (!H)fi...rii'he),One that i;iurcharges.
dimensions. - sur'de-aol'!d, n.
Two brothers in Sheridan's aurfa.cefilm. See SURFACE
TENsuprastaped.ialpart of the colu- n. [Ar. <;iu-ciliiwine bottle, fr. 1ur'cin'gl. Surcmgle. Ref. Sp. sur'dl-mut'ilm (-dl-mUt''lz'm),
The School for Scandal." The surf&cefriction. = FRJCTJ'JNAL
:J!u:~d;~~~R]re:r:.-mutism.
~dn~!t·e~l!i9:,lei;~; ag~~~:t~ ::~!STANCE, See~:~~; ..
:,~;i.-sttg'mal,
su'pra-atig'- t;uriilt pure, Unmixed.] Agog- ,::.]cleA
ma-tal, a. ZoOl See SUPRA-. !::_a!:;{a(sOr-i'nl!l), a. [sur- sur-cloy', v. t. To surfeit. Obs- sur'd.i-ny, n. A sardine. Obs. warm-hearted,and fascinating; surface pugeor~age. = SCRIBi~~~~!~·
~M::.~-tyti:~f;~!;~l)~l~r!.L·suraw~:-~:~~ ;;:~;
r::r~:.=nt
gi~z";~ i c B. A.
su'p~~~:p;-~;:j
:liair; r in- + a11at.1 ZoOl. Above the anus.
:~,:r:~-r:,tri-al,
a. Supe;.- aur'a.nce (shOOr'clns),n. Aphet- aur'creaae, n. ~ 1,. 1. [Cf. OF. aur'do-mute' (sfir'di'.i-mUt'),n. and noble' sentiment~.
aureranc,,,+!r
avithty
• reA••tr
0 10
0f,uphray"v·i~
ic for AS<.;URANCE,
Ohs. or R,
s(o)u.rcroist, n., s(o)w•c)·oistre, [L. surdus deaf.] A deaf-mute. llll''face-bent', a. Railroad En- 18 1
~J 0 1
v
terrestrial,
1u'pra-1iho--ra.c'\c,a., au-'-pra- sur-a.n'gu-lar (sflr-ltJ'g1'l-lar),a. v. See sun-; INCREASE,]In- sure. T SHOWER,
souR, SURA. gin. Not in surface. Cf. suR- at the surface of the ear~ or a
tr!D,-p&n'fc, a., su'pra-va.g'1- :-u;an~:~-n~ure~~lu~:zup er crease; increaReto excess. Obi'. sure, ti. t. [Cf. ASSURE-lTo as- FACE,n.,,5.
[BURETOR,1
::Jp:-a-J,e~;~(:J;pr it-vYzh'- branch of a buck's antlers ~B=~;(~h~\~e~~~· Su~i;!:Eng.
~~~Ga.rte
b!~- sur'face-man, n.; pl. -MEN. A
t1nl n Supervil!lion. Obs.
au-rat'(siR'.>-rlt';sc}()'riit;BOO'-), pcr·eaP
f sudrdi"rolt,·otnrc,
I,n.- sur'ed-ly, adv. Assuredly. Obs. board colored or finished on the man who works on the surface,
8o
8ouvrpergruos.w.]
010
A_c·iual;
uhl~.r~v1'sor,n.[vuAll=••rvOhiso,r_
~!!_~!co0n1Iory.
. n. Inferior cotton cloth, usually
lu Ob
sgure'enu·,.
Opt,·c,. a0 srothn
80
8• 0n.oqh1.a'/.,~;..
8
1
0 rcolour.
0thsuerfraocaedb..,e
0drko
8f 0afrsiamlro,.n••d·
1f>~!~f.
a. AboTe the 1 :=?ret,:':!..e1~t
Surat.I nd ia. ::::faa:t(s
nre'mmt,1!. As~rance. Obi. c':i~~etermined by reflection surface paper. A paper 1ized,
1u1Jtl',...vu1'gar,

1::f:::rk,

~1::~;;,,~:~~1:;~
:~~;n),
:u-pieme'ly, adv. of S~PREHE, aur-base' ,~.,. To furnish a sur-1
n. Also -DiD.. Adrenaline
1u-prem.e'nea1,n. See-NESS. sur-ban'ment (-mlnt), n. JF,
11
:~ra~s~:i;:;~~~la-:~
Y:a~:~
[fl~r:;:;;,~it~~~iPS~~;:~lJ~yni
:·:~t:!:'J~!is"o~
a!:~!!e~f bemg
n. pra.-acrtpt(sO.'prd-skrlpt),a. supremeness. ODs. or R.
~:t!~~~~~r-:r~~j;J'·c~!{ ~~o~
1 ~- ~- -r:
:;:,cri.::J,

see
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SURF ACE TENSION

SURPLUS

surfaoe tenBion. Phr,m•.Thatpropertr,,duetomolecu-

velops about each egg, and within this cavity the tadpole
aurgir to rise, fr. L. aurgere; or fr. OF. sourdre ( cf. p. pr.
lives until after its metSee RBGENT; cf. INBURBBCamorphosis.
to slacken.]
1. To swell;
to rise high and ro11. "The surging waters."
Spenser. su 1ri-nam'ine (s oo' r l2. Naut. a [Cf. BURGEto slacken.] To slip, as around a nim'l n ; -en ; 184), n.
Also-in. Chem.Awhite,
windlass, capstan, or bitts; -said of a rope or the like.
crystalline
alkaloid,
b Of a vessel at anchor, to rise and fall with much motion.
C10H 13 0 8 N, found in the
3, Elec, To rise suddenly to an excessive or abnormal
bark
of
Geojfrrea
•-urivalue, as current or poteutial; to rise to and fall from such
namensis aud in otller
a value succeesiveJy.
~~sfo~f: ~!=\~~1/n~~~\
a~d tt8enf~~~:~~\~g aiu:f;~t
plants.
It
is
apparently
angles to a line of uni£ length (say one centln,eter) lying on surge (s1lrj), v. t. [Cf. F. ,,urgir to come to harbor, fr. Sp.
related to tyrosine.
the surface, and In this sense is called also the constant o! surgir to rise up, appear, L. s-urgereto rise. Cf. suRGB to sur'ly{s1lr'II),a.; suR'·
rise.] Naut. To Jet go or slacken graduaUy, as a rope; as,
capWarlt:, and is represented by the symbol T.
LI-ER (-U-er);
8UR1LIto surge a hawser or messenger to prevent its parting ; to
sur1fac-ing(sftr'tli-sing),p.pr.&:
vb. n. ofsuRucz. Hence:
BST, [Perh. fr. sir, and
n. l. Act or proceBBof one that surfaces ; specif. : a In elackeu.
originally meaning, sir.
machine--shop practice, the motion of a tool used in such sur 1geon (s1lr'jun), n. [ME . .surgien, OF . .,urgien, contr.
like, i.e., pl'oud (see BIR;
Sunnam Toad (female).
fr. cirurgien,F. chirurgien. Seeca1RURGEON.] One whose
an act or process, or of a part, as a carriage, for imparting
-LY); or the first part is perh. fr. sour.] l. Arrogant;
profession or occupation is to cure diseases or injuries of
this motion to the tool. b Gold digging on the surface.
haughty. Obs. "Surly shepherds."
Spenser.
the body by manual operation; one who practices surgery.
O Track Layi11g. Act of placing the top of the rail in an
2. GJoomily morose; ill-natured, abrupt, and rude; sour;
Formerly, in the Umted States army, a surgeon had the
even line.
crabbed
;
sullen
;
as,
surly
Jangunge.
"
The
surly
storm."
rank of majo~ an assistant surgeon that of captain or first
2;. Material forming or used to form a surface; as, the
Thomson. 0 That surly spirit, melancholy."
Shak.
surfacing for a road ; to wash the surfacing for gold.
Syn. - See BULLEN.
surf bird. A shore bird (Aphriza virgata) of the Pacific and the purely military titles of major, captain, and lieu- sur 1mark 1 (s1lr'miirk 1), n. Also sirmark. [sur-+ nwrk.]
coasts of North and South America,allied to the turn stones,
tenant were substituted therefor. In the United States
Shipbuilding. a A mark made on the molds of a ship,
but somewhat like the golden plover in form and habits.
navy, a su~eon has the rank of lieutenant commander;
when building, to show where the angles of the timbers.
a passed assistant surgeon, of lieutenant; an assistant surare to be placed. b A cleat temporarily placed on the
!:h/~hrr:ti!.~kt;~t!'tlii~trd
a~~
geon, of lieutenant, junior grade.
side of a veBBel on the ways or iu a ship dock to support
surf 1boat1 (s1lrflbiit'), n. iaut. A boat flt for use in heavy surgeon
apothecary.
In Great Britain, one who unites
the rihband against which the shores rest.
surf, esp. one built strong and buoyant and usually with a the practice of a surgeon with that of an apothecary.
marked sheer to resist shock. - surf'boat'mau, n.
aur'geon-cy (silr 1jun-sY), n. The position of a surgeon, as sur-mlse' (sUr-miz'), n. [OF. surmise, .,ormise, accusation,
fr. ~;urmetre., sormetre, to impose, accuse; ~ur, sor (see
sur'ieit (s1lr'fTt), n. [ME. aurfet, OF. surfait, .,orfait, ex- in the naval or military service.
cess, crime, fr. surfaire, sorjaire, to get the advantage, surgeon flsh, Any of numerous acanthopterygian fishes
SUR•)+ metre to put, set, F. mettre, L. mittere to send.
See
MISSION.]
l. A thought, imagination, or conjecture.
prop., to overdo, F. surfaire to overcharge; sur over+
0!_
faire to make, do, L. facere. See SUR-; PEAT, n., FACT.]
Shelley.
based on scan~g~:i~:~;?s;R ~~sfe~~~~~ci crime.
tang and barber fis/t.
l. Excess; esp., excess in eating and drinking.
Shak.
They are related to
2. Reflection; thought. Ob.,.
Shak.
2. Fullness and oppression of the system, often due to ex- the
chootodonts, but
Syn.-Supposition,
guess, suspicion.
cess in eating and drinking.
Bunyan.
are usually less con1ING(-miz,Yng).
sur-mllle',v. t.; BUR-MIBBD'
(-mizd'); SUR-MIS
3. Disgust caused by excess; satiety.
Sir P. Sidney.
spicuously
colored
To imagine without certain knowledge; to infer on slight
Matter and argument have been supplied abundantly, and even
and have a more elonto au,:feit.
Burke,
grounds; to suppose or conjecture; to guess.
4. Urticaria.
Syn. - See CONJECTURE.
b~?J;; ~~~gti~
1.ED; SUR-MOUNT'snr'lelt, v. t. ,·-FEIT-ED; -FEIT-ING, To overfeed, or minister
am-mount' (sUr-mount'), v. t . ...SUR-MOUNT
!::Vaile th iaJ~~1ui~e
S~rg~on Fish
to the desires of, to such an ex.tent as to produce surfeit
ING.
[ME. s(o)urmounten, OF . .mrmonter, sormon.ter, F~
( Ttutlus xanthopterus).
or satiety; to cloy; - often reflexive; as, to surfeit one's They occur in most warm seas
surmonter ,' .,ur, sor, over+ rnor,ter to mount. See suR-;
esp. in the East Indies. Some C:re
considered poisonous.
self with sweets ; he surfeits us with compliments.
MOUNT,"· i.] l. To rise above; to be higher than; to
sur'geon-gen'er-al, n. a In the United States army, the overtop; as, a peak surmountfng its range.
Syn. - See SATIATE.
sur'felt, v. i. To indulge to satiety in any gratification, esp. chief of the Medical Department, having the rank oi brig- 2. To surpass; exceed; excel. Now Rare.
Milton.
in the !t"ratification of the appetite.
a<lier general. b In the United States navy, the chief of 3. To conquer ; overcome ; as, to .rurmount obstacles.
surf flsh. Any of numerous small or medium-sized fishes the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, having the rank of Syn. - Overcome, subdue, surpass, exceed. See CONQUER.
constituting
rear admiral. c In the British arriiy, any of the ten mem- sur-moant', v. i. To rise up; hence, to excel ; exceed.
the family
bers of the Army Medical Staff.
sur-mount'ed,p. a. l. Overcome; outdone.
Em biotocidoo
1ger-y (s1lr1jer-l), n. [ME. surgerie, OF. surgerie, consur
2. Her. Partly covered by another charge; - said of an
and order
tracted fr. cirurgerie ,· cf. OF. surgie, cirm·gi,e, F. chirurordinary or other bearing.
Holconoti,
surmounted arch, a stilted semicircular arch.
gie,
L.
chirurgia,
Gr.
x•c.povpyia..
See
SURGEON.]
l.
Art
mostofwhich
or practice of healing by manual operation ; that branch sur-mul'let (sur-ml1i'et), n. [F. sur111.ulet,OF. sormul•t;
live in shal1ow water
of medical science which treats of mechanical or operative
prob. fr. OF. xor, F. sau1·-, ,mure, sorrel, red
mulet
along the Pameasures for healing diseases, deformities, or injuries.
mullet. See SORREL,
a.; MULLET.] Any mullet of the family
cific coast of
2.
A
surgeon's
operating
room
or
laboratory.
Mullidm;
a
red
mullet.
See
2d
MULLET,
2.
North America. Theyare
aur'name' (silr'niim'), n. [,ur- +name; after ME. sour•
1~f:vo\~~perch like in form and are
tifeYJ':;:V~~~1r!~~';;d~f s!a~~~~Sea~iied~~~
noun, fr. OF. so(u)rnon, F. surnom. See SUR-; NOUN,
locallyknownas perches,
o,~~>,
with a portion cut feeder pipe (as for a water wheel), to prevent sudden variNAME.] 1. A name or appellation a<lded to the bapetc., but differ ~reatly
away to show the young.
ations of pressure and to furnish water quickly.
tismal
or Christian name, aud become a family name.
from the perches m their anatomy and in being viviparous.
(s1lr'jl-kiil), a. [See SURGERY,CHIRURGICAL.
l Surnames orig. noted occupation, estate, place of resisurf 1man (•ilrf'miln), n. ; pl. -MEN(-mfo). One who is sur'gi-cal
Of
or
pertaining
to
surgeons
or
surgery;
done
by,
or
usea
dence,
or
a thing or event relatiug to the person ; thus, Edskilled in handling a boat in surf, esp. oue employed in the
in surgery.-aurgj,calanatomy.
SeeANATOMY,2.-a.fever
mund lron.,i<les; Robert Smith. or the smith-,· William Turlife-saving service. - surf'man-Bhlp,n.
Jk<l.,
fever due to injuries or an operation, usually caused
ner.
Surnames
are often patronymics; as, John Johnson.
sur1frap'1J6'
(siir 1fr.Vpi'), a. [F., p. p. of surfrapper; sur
2. An appellation a<lded to the otiginal name ; an agnoover + /rapper to strike.]
Numis. Restruck ; made by ~ld~:~ta"uinti 0
men. u My surname, Coriolanus."
Shak.
urinary tract. - a. knot, surgeon 7sknot. See 2d KNOT,n., 1.- sur'namty (sftr'nim';
impressing a new design on an already exist.in~ coin.
siir-nim';
277), v. t. ,· -NAIIIBD'
1 a.
surf scoter. A common American scoter ( o,demia per- a. neck. See HUMERUS,
(-nimd 1 ; -niimd'); -NAM1ING (-niim'Yng; -nim'lng).
To
- aur'gi-cal-Iy, ad11.
spicutnta) having conspicuous white marksurg,Y (s1lr1jY),a. Rising
call by a surnTn~ ~fm~n~:~~:,~~!1;!!t!~·
Mark iii. 16.
ings on the head and
in or Jike surges or bil1 (sur-pas'), V. t. ,' SUR-PASSED'
sur-paBB
(-past'); SUR•PABS'•
neck of the adult male,
lows;
abounding in
ING. [F. mrpasser; sur over
passer to pass. See SUB-;
the
1>lumage being
surges.
otherwise black. The
PASS.J To pass or go beyond in any respect; to exceed ;
su'rl-cate (sii'rl-kit), n.
female and young are
&1!1,the reality BUrpa,a.~ed
expectations.
[F . .,urikate, fr. native
grayish brown.
Syn. - Excel, outdo outstrip. See EXCEED.
name in South Africa.]
surl'Y (s1lr'll), a. Consur-pass'ing,p. a. Eminently excelleut; exceeding otners.
A
viverrine
burrowing
sisting of, abounding in,
-sur-paBS'lllg-ly, adv. -sur-pass'ing-neSB, n.
mammal (Suricata tetraor resembling, surf.
llllr'pllce (s1lr1pils), n. [F . .,urplu, OF. surpliz, sorp•liz,
dar.tyla) of Cape Colony,
surge (s1lrj), n. [L. surLL . .vupP.rpellicium ,· super over+ pellicium,pelliceum, a
gere,surr,,ctum,to raise,
allied to the mongooses,
Suricate.
robe of fur, L. pelliciusmadeof skins. SeePELISBE.] Eccl.
but having only four
to rise; ,\-ubsfor sub un.
The ordinary outer vestment of white linen worn by clergy
toes. It is grayish banded with black. It is diurnal and
der + regere to direct,
of the Roman Catholic Church over the caBBock in choir
social,
and
has
t'he
ha
hit
of
sittin_g
on
its
haunches
before
its
prob. through F. ; cf.
and in the administration of the sacraments, by clergy of
OF. aourgeon fountain,
il'e':ttsi~~i-~~'!us(.Y!~~/ept
as a pet.' It
the churches of the Ang1ican Communion, usually over the
F. surge(J1l,
sprout, suckSu'ri-nam' (soo 1rl-niim'), n. Dutch Guiana. - Surinam cassock, in various offices. and by some others, such as lay
er, and E. SURGE,v.J
Surf Scoter, Male.
l. A spring; a fountam. Obs.
«:~r!~~;i°th
Y~Yr:1J~~s~A,
l)
2. A Jarge wave or billow ; a great, rolling swe11of water;
Ct. WORM. BARK.- d. cherry. a A tropical American mal- sur'plus (-pllis), "· [F., fr. sur over+ plu., more. See
a1so, such swells or biJlows collectively.
pighiaceous tree ~nt:eJghia glabra) ; also, its edible aro- sua-, PLUS ; cf. suPBRPLUS.] l. That which remains when
3. The motion of, or caused by, a swell or wave; also, a
or need is eatisfiedj excess; overplus.
c~l~var:d 11 c1!fiI~~Y~~s
~~~ use
motion likened to this; a sweep or rush; specif.; a JJ-Jeteor. ~~)
2. Specif. : a Public Finance. An excess of receipts over
cherry like fruit, which makes excellent jehy. -s. poison, the ordinary disbursements.
A barometric wave apparently independent of, and unexb As distinguished from the
a poison derived from a tropical American fabaceous plant
plained by, existing barometric gra<lients. b Elec. A rush
( C1·acca.
to.ricaria).- S. quassia, the tree (Juas.rda,
a.mm·a..- S. capital stock of a corporation, the excess of net assets over
the
total
face
value
of
its
shares.
of current, or rise of poteutial.
toa.d, an aglossate aquatic toad (Pipa americana) of the
4. [Cf. SURGE,v. t., to slacken.] The tapered part of a
3. Insurance. The assets of a company in excess of those
windlass barrel or a capstan, on which the cable surges.
fi~l~itt~t~:t 1
~atr~:~r tt! ~~~:~, 8t~~~~:1!~~h::
requisite to meet its entire liabilities as reckoned in insur1ING (silr'jlm,r).
they become embedded. A separate cavity, with a lid, desurge, v. i.; sunGBO(s1lrjd); SURG
[F.
anre accountinR",

sourjant), also fr. L. surgere.
0 fn;~
1 !i1~~~
!:df1~~d;
t~b~i!~ist~ei1:,;:i1::aa~~fu:e
TION,SOUBCB, SU&GB, n.,SURGE

having the least superficial area. The thickness of this
film, amounting to less than a thousandth of a millimeter,
is considered to equal the radius of the sphere of molecular
action, that is, the greatest distance at which there is cohesion between two particles. Particles lying below this
film, being equally acted on from all sides, are In equilibrmm as to forces of cohesion, but those in the film are:on
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; ~~flet\e~~~
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J/~,i.;;
~rkf;:j'~~·
~r'1i:1iln1~~'::~;!:.i~
gft~:
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~~:.ri't'}t!::

r:~::::i
it!'l:r°J<
tr(°:u:c:.:'r'ij
\'::~v::J%'~i:~~igt~~f
~~fh':f::J~:

1~ri:~bf~~d.

a\~~
~fsu~~!;

iR1e~~- f:n
b~11i:

;:!~~ered.

or otherwise s u r- ,~ci!~. op~-J~;~;;;t~ti,~.j~

■urfastneBB,

n. Surfeiting. UbH. aur'fle, aur'phul (s0r'f11), ,,. t.

~lt-f~'"nl):
~~J,;;7e~.]sl
~~~~1J~i;~~·;:;i
:~:,~f
•1f'J:&9•~i~Ft::'J.
(-Olnt), below the head master. Rare, spread, in formal banqueta, bf
F.nr,.
fore the lord of the househoic.
f~n£e~:."i'b~~~~iln-::rid)::
for use in washing. Oblf.
aurme. aurmeb. T SURMA,
cy (-dr:n-PiT),
n. Ob ..:.
(~r'nl), n. ·[Hind.a:
aur-mla'a.-ble (siir-mlz'd-b'l), a.
Su'rt-aad'da--i (1:1il'rl'-sld'ft:-t). See-.\BU::.
~1:J~~ri~tff
~r1
ob~:.sic. .Aa
(./fl), n. Surmise. R. b~f
=~;~:~~y<;~tJt~;-~'l')Od.ME.
;:;J::;e
t RnJOURN
aur-mis'ant (-.-Jnt),n. One who aurnome. +
aurkete, aurkot. +
surmiAes. RnrP.
\~tl~-~~~:f~fJ;
II1ur -le-champ' (1-1ilr'l~-shlx')
(-er), n. One who ~~r-g~~;1p!~.
Jl::~f:~i:;:1;;_:tr(~t

~~:~~~;.ioR;lf;;?~~-ell[i~i/ 1
surgeon dentist. A dental" surt~l~~r!hic~
o~°e~fcie:1!!~':.
8a°~~:~;i/c. ~d;~hho: ~~~! f:;e~: ~aj~;~·
In the British
heavy surf to shore.
pared from sulphur. Oh,,,
11rmy, the 1:1eniorsurgeon of a
surf cle.m. The ~ea clam (.!Jlac- surfsblner. A RmallCa1iflom1a regiment.
(C11mafogaster aggre:~f~t~J s~~t'!~~• Rolidissima) or ~~1,tH1~h
■urf coot. Surf ~oter.
surf smelt. A 1melt (Mi!1aopu~ aur'geon's ag'a.-ric. A powder
surf duck. A scoter, esp. surf pretiflH!Ul) of the coaRt of Cali- prepared from a 1:1pecies
of polyacoter.
fornia and northward which porns, usPd as a haemostatic.
aur'feit, a. Excessive; extrava- spawns in the 1mrf.
sur'geon-ship. n. See •!-IH IP,
0
8
.~ ,,.,n<~~-fr-nt'U,z•h:,i,•np):,ro"o·t~t!
that surfeits 11[.!11°u"r;_.~fu+,
_:
~~Jni~t. t~~i }fg~i~~~~~
1 10 (orclovs.
stitches,etc.; esp.,areefknotin
1ur'feit-ne11, n. Profusion: ex- surf whlttna. Silver whiting.
which the first knot has two
travagance; wute. Obs. &•of, aurg. .Abbr. Surgeon; surgery. turns. Aee2d KNOT, n., J.
■ur'feit-oua, n. JAF. surfetw1.
surge. + CJERGE.
Surg.-Gen. .Abbr. Surgeon-gen~~-~':i~tE'~!R. xcessive'; exa9:8sEe!~:~tT·
era~
g1
+
0
aur'fell.
sURP'LE.
surge gap. Efee. A spark gap, as l-:.-hai,■(~r~;). V~.Ro'tEs
o~■urf'er, n. Surf scoter. Local, in an arrester, for the discharge GHA Y,
lf. s.
of surges due to lightning, etc. ■u'rt. + SURA,
(~~:fi~~;tll),a. ref. ::,:;~e_:r::n.ser~tE~i~oEON,
:::::~ <c~~J;~~g 0 ·The
SUPERFH.'IAL,] 1, Of or pert. to SUROERY,J
Surgery. (Jiu~. Scot. nagkauar.
a surface, esp. the eartli'1 aur~ ■1ll''l9D-l'J"• i" suao11:0NRY,
am1nger, n. Surgeon. ObR.

~ih

~:;;feig;;;
n.'cJ~e
+

=-1~.t

~1:;!t!

::~=~·

af,!.'

11

dtlntf,1 sur'in-tend'ent

■ur'nay

sur-mi■ 'al

SURNAME.

!-iirRCOAT,

1

1

■ur-mia'er

On the field; imme- surmises.
surnames.
diatelv; without preparation.
aur-mlt', v. t. [OF. sorm.etre,
SURNAME.]
R011rmetre, to accuse, lit., to put
1
upon,l To put upon; charge; aur-oz'ide, n. Also ,ld. [Cf. F,
aur'll•lY (sO.r'lY-ll'), adv. of alAO,to surmiP.e. Oh,,,
suroxyde.
See SUR-; OXIDE,]
RURI.Y.
aur-mount'a-ble (sUr-moun'td- Chem. A peroxide. Obs. - 11111'aur'll-neaa, n. See-NESS
b'l),a .. See-ABLE,-sur-mount'- ox'l-d.ate. ,.. t. Ob~.
aur'Ung, n. [See SURLY; 1st a-ble-ness. n.
aur-pua'a-ble, a. See-ABLE,
aur-mount'al(-tal), n. Act of aur-pa.s■ 'i~,mir.Surpa~ingg,
~~lofu,~!n~~I;fn~)~lovar?b:f
surmountinl!', Rare.
:t;,FL~:
s1 RLorN.
aur-mount'ant, (t. [Cf. 1". R'l.lr- ::1!':!{.·.~~~}i~jed,iaur'ma (sOOr'mdJ,n. [Hind.&: in0~h~,~~cE~f,;-;._'t,5(J~~unting.J
T SUHFE(T,
[PLUS.,
Per. KUrmalt.6 Native antimony
aur plice. Obs. corrupt. of sueaur-mount'er, n. One that sur- aur'pllcecl (sO.r'pll'st), a. Wear;~t~~~~J~:.i!i>indhl1obaa~k~
mounts.
en the eyelids.
~1;1:;if:1,t=.e- Fees of tbe Engav'maa'ter(sO.r'mU'U!:r;-mii.s'lilili:clergy for occasional dutie•
a•h·.

[F.]

::~i:ite.
\ :~~-~.
~!~~-.

~~:~~~-"·o!~ee

-~l&t.

!f~'~:~
b~:~n:~:::X:a~:!:

-iile, aenite, cAre, r.m, account, arm, ask, aoffi; eve, ~vent, l!nd, recfnt, maklir; ice, Ill; iild, obey, &rb, lkl.d, st.ft, c~nnect; iise, 6.nite, tirn, ilp, circus, ttlenii;
UForelp
Word.
i' Obaolete Variant o& + eomblaed with. = eqaala.
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SURPLUS

SURVIVE

a~r~~thi:~~

l. To render up or back; to give ; tender; prolfer. Obs.
2. To yield to the power of another; to give or deliver up ,t:~~t~Jtr::•:.\r:.t~Itr~gt~f
division, consisting of an irregular tract laid olf by the
possession of (anything) upon compul.aion or demand ; as, f~?di:f'fe~!~!~~
State authority,
'i:~~~d
!n':.,!:."tftt~':i:U::~on o#.to surrender one's self; to surrender a fort or a ship.
,aurtplu (sftr'pllis), a. Being or constituting a surplus;
sur'tall:'(sflr'tlks'), n. An additional or extra tax, as in the
more than sufficient ; as, surplus revenues ; Sttrplus words. 3. To give up possession of; to yield; resign ; relinquish ; schedule of railroad rates or in customs duties.
18111"plus-age
(-lj), n, [See suaPLus.] 1. Surplus; exceas ; as, to surrender a right, privilege, or advantage.
(sOr'tilks'; sOr-tllks'), "· t. ; -TAXED' (-tilkat';
4, To yield to any influence, emotion, or the like ; - used sur'taz'
overplus; as, surplwage of grain or goods, .
-tilkst'); -rAX11NG (-tilllislng; -till1:'slug). To impose an
2. Law. In pleading, matter wbich is not necessary or reflexively ; as, to aurrender one's self to grief.
additional
tax on.
relevant to the case, and may be rejected ; any matter in a &. Law. To yield ; to render or deliver up; to give up ; as, sur-tout'(ailr-root'; -too';. F. siir 1too'; 277), n. [F., fr. sur
a principal surrendered by his bail, a fugitive from justice
pleading not material to it in form or substance ; loosely,
over+
tout
all.] 1. A man's coat tobe worn over his other
by a foreign state, or a particular estate by the tenant.
any part of any verbal document that is immaterial theregarments ; an overcoat, esp. when long and close-fitting.
Syn. - See RBLINQUJSH,
to in both matter and form,
2,
Fort. An addition to the height of a parapet at an angle,
aur-prls'al(silr-prfz'ill), n. [See SUBPRJSB.]Act of surpri11- sur-ran'der(sil-rl!n'der), "· i. To give up one's self into as a protection from enfilade fire. Rare.
the power of another ; to yield.
ing, or state of being surprised; surprise.
(silr-vil'yilna; -vil'ilns; 277), n. [F., fr.
aur-prisa'(-priz'), v. t.; SUR·PRISBD'(-prizd'); Sl!R-PRIS'INGsur-ren'der-aa'(-e'), n. One to whom a surrender is made. sur-veil'lanoe
surveiller to watch over ; sur over + veiller to watch, L.
(-6r'), n. Law. One who makes a surren(-priz'lng). [Prob. fr, ME. supJJf'Y•en, OF, soupris, so(u.)s- sur-ren'der-or'
vigi,lare.
See
BUR-; VIGIL.]
Oversight; close watch; as 1
der, as of an estate.
pris, p. p. of .,ouprendre, so(u)sprendre; confused with
a suspected person under police surveillance.
OF. sorprendre, sourprendre, F. surprendre. Both OF. sur-rap'Uon(sil-r~p'shiln), n. [L. surreptio, or subreptio.
Syn.
-See
OVBRBJGRT,
Cf. sUBRBPTION.]l, Act or process of getting in a surrep- sur-veil'lant (-viil!yilnt; -vil'ilnt), n. [F., fr. surveiller
words are compounds offrendre to take (fr. L. prehendere ,· see PRBHBNSILB), an meant to surprise, also to over- titious manner, or by craft or stealth. Obs.
to watch over. See sURVRILLANCE,]
One who watches over
power, the former meaning perh. orig. belonging to sos- 2. A coming unperceived or suddenly. Rare.
another ; an overseer ; supervisor ; also, a spy.
(siir'~p-tlsh'i,s), a. [L. surrepticiu,, or sur-veil'lant, a. Overseeing; watchful. Rare.
prendre alone. For the prefix so(u)s cf, susPBND, The E. sur1rap-U'tl0118
v, surprise is perh. partly fr, the n. suaPRISB.] l. To 8Ubrepticiua, fr. aurripere, subripere, to snatch away, to sur-vay' (ailr-vi'), "· t.; SUR-VBYBD'
(-vid'); SUR-VBY'JNG,
withdraw privily; sub under+ rapere to snatch, Bee sus-;
come upon or attack suddenly and unexpectedly.
[OF. surveoir, sorveeir (3d sing. pres. sorveit); sur, sor,
RAVISH,]· Done or made by stealtb, or without proper au- over, F. mr
2:. To take unawares; to seize or capture by unexpected
veoir, veeir, to see, F. voir, L. videre. Bee
thority ; made or introduced fraudulently ; clandestine ; BUR-, VISION ; cf. SUPBRVISB.] 1. To inspect ; to view attenattack. " The castle of Macduff I will surprise."
Shak.
3. To strike with wonder, astonishment, or confusion, by stealthy ; as, a surreptitious passage in a manuscript ; a tively, as from a high place; to look over or about.
surreptiJ,ious removal of goods; also, more rarely, acting,
.aomething sudden, unexpected, or remarkable ; as, his con2:. To view with a scrutinizing eye; to examine.
or doing something, clandestinely ; as, to plagiarize with
duct surprised me.
su,-reptitious hand. -sur 1rap-tl'Uous-ly,adv.
·
3. To A~~:~::d~hc~~f:r:::rt~y~:ditio~d-si~t:::
4, To cause (one) to do something, or to bring (one) into
Syn. - See SBCRBT.
eome state, in a sudden and unexpected way ; - with into,·
value, etc. ; to examine and ascertain the state of ; as, to
sur'ray (slir'l), n. [Prob. fr. the proper name.] A four- ,urvey a building to estimate its value, etc. ; to survey a
aa, to be surpri,jed into an indiscretion or generosity.
5. To hold possession of; to hold. Obs.
J. Webst,,r.
manor for its extent, vaJue, ownership, liabilities, etc.
Syn.-Perplex,
bewilder, overwhelm, confound, dum4. To determine and delineate the form, extent, position,
found. - SURPRISB, ASTONISH, AMAZE. ASTOUND. To SURPRISE,
etc., of, as a tract of land, a coast, harbor, or the like, by
the most general word, is to strike with wonder, esp. at
taking linear and angular measurements, and by applying
aomethiIJ.g unexpected; ASTONISH is stronger and implies
em cabriolet,
the principles of geometlry and trigonometry.
the shock of sudden surprise, esp. as at something inexplibut
having
aur'Vay
(sQr'vi; ailr-vi'; Z77: formerly universally, still
cable or unaccountable ; to AMAZB is to overwhelm with be- a straight
by many, accented on final ,yllable), n. l, Act of suror nearly
~:.:-:,~~~n~:~
i, AS'f.::,';l'~tis t~:;'
:,;:~~h:~;;.eiies.
Sir J. Denham.
veying;
atretched neck, and s'ifi'; stare" ( Cowper) ; I was Fiireatly straight bottom and some2:. A particular view; an examination, esp. an official. ex~a':f:Ya.\'1c";'8J:i)j_~,:'i':,~~
!\h";w":;
times
cut
amination, of all the parts or particulars of a thing to
of meteors cross the orbit of the earth ... the lone seaman
under. Also,
Surrey.
ascertain its condition, quantity, or quality ; as, a survey
all the ni11ht sailsh astonished, amid stars" (Emerson);
an automobile with a similar body.
of the stores of a ship ; a survey of roads and bridges.
Bur'ro-gata(siir'a-glt), n. [L. surrogatus, p. p. of surro- 3, The operation of finding and delineating the contour,
:: ~oeus!:1:'!I
iocthi;~:::.l:tfo~~~!'"iI!n~.'
!~b~a~
dimensions, position, etc., as of any part of the earth's
tually petrified with amazement " ( Goldsm;th.); " the aston- gare, subrogare, to substitute ; sub under + rogare to ask,
ask fora vote, propose a law. SeeBOGATION;cf. SUBROGATB.] surface, whether land or water ; as, a land or a hydroished air of one at whose feet a thunderbolt has just burst,
1. A person appointed to act in place of, or as successor
graphic survey ; also, a measured plan and description of
:::.~ 1r~i::rir.s ~lB~:..:1:::11:t
s;"~.:°!-~ingmg in his
to, another ; a deputy ; delegate ; substitute.
any portion of country, or of a road or line through it.
•ur-prise',n. [F. surprise, OF. sorprise (cf. also OF. sou- 2. The deputy of an ecclesiastical judge, most commonly Syn. - Review, retrospect, examination, prospect.
prise), fr. surprendre, p. p. surpris, OF. sorprendre, sor- of a bishop or his chancellor, esp. a deputy who grants
aurnJ of dop, = COURT
01' RBGAIID,
pris. See sURPRISB,11.] l. Act of coming upon, or taking,
marriage licenses.
sur-vay'lng (Bilr-vi'lng), p. pr. &: vb. n. of SURVRY, Speunawares ; surprisal; as, the fort was taken by surprise.
3. In the State of New York and some other States of the
cif. : n. Act or occupation of making surveys; that brancla
2. State of being surprised, or taken unawares; emotion United States, a judicial officer who has jurisdiction over of applied mathematics which teaches the art of determinexcited by what is sudden and unexpected; astonishment.
the probate of wills and testaments and the settlement
ing the area of any portion of the earth'• surface, the
3. Anything sudden and unexpected, esp. when causing of estate■, and often has power to appoint and supervise
lengths aud directions of the bounding lines, the contour of
astonishment.
guardians of infants and of other incompetent persona.
the surface, etc., and of accurately delineating the whole
4. A dish covered with a crust of raised paste, but with no The use of ~urrogate in thi• sense arose from the fact that
on paper. -nrveymg nztr.nt, a light sextant, with a large
these matters were formerly under ecclesiastical Jurisdicother contents or with unexpected contents. Obs.
scale, used in hydro~aphic surveying.
tion and were managed by the surrogates of the bishops. sur-vey'or(-er), n. LCf. OF. surveour.] l, One who views
Syn. -Wonder, astonishment, amazement.
Of. PROBATB, 2; PRBROGATIVB COURT.
•
or surveys. Rare.
8u?:,m•{m!,~fh';t~.:.::,c~1
4. One that replaces another; a substitute. Rare.
2. One placed to superintend others; overseer. Obs. or R.
Cravings which demanded a surrogate for the heathen cults
aur-pris'lng(silr-priz'l'.ng), p.a. Of a nature to excite won- which
3. One who views and examines with a design to ascertain
they had given up.
G. P. Fisher.
der and astonishment ; amazing; wonderful ; as, 8Urprising
the condition, quantity, or quality of anything ; as, a surbravery. - aur-Drls'lng-ly,adv.-sur-pris'lng-neu, n. sur'ro-gate(-git),v. t.; -GAT'BD(-git!M); ·GATIJNG(-git'veyor of highways, ordnance, etc.
lng). To put in the place of another; to substitute; specif.:
Syn. - ExtraoMinary, unexpected, astonishing, striking.
4. One who surveys or measures land surfaces, mines, etc.;
sur'ra-but'(sOr'rt-blit'), v. i. [sur- rebut.] Common- a Law. Toaubrogate. b Civil Law. Toappoint(another)
one who practices the art of surveying.
as successor to one's self, as in the office of executor or 5, Custom,. a An officer who ascertains the contents of
Law Pleading. To reply by a surrebutter.
aur're-but'tal(-/11), n. Common-Law Pleading. Act of tutor. o Roman Law. To modify (a law) by adding some- casks and the quantity of dutiable liquors; a gauger. b
thing to It.
supporting, or iiving evidence to maintain, a surrebutter.
In the United States, an officer whose duties include carry; SUR-BOUND'• ing out the measures for ascertaining the quantity, condisur'ra-but'tar(-biit/l;r), n. Common-Law Pleading. The Sur-round'(s!l-round'), "· t. ; SUR-BOUNll'BD
[OF. suronder, soronder, to overflow, LL. superunING.
reply of a plaintilf to a defendant's rebutter.
tion, and value of merchandise brought into a port.
dare ,· fr. L. super over+ undare to rise in waves, overflow, sur-vay'or-gen1ar-al,n. a A principal surveyor; as, the
sur're-!oln'(-r~join'), v. i. [sur-+rejoin.] Common-Law
fr. unda wave. The English sense is due to the influence
Pleading. To reply by a surrejoinder.
surveyor-gener<Jlof the king's manors. Eng. b An officer
of E. round. See SUPBR-;UNDULATE,]l. To in close on all
sur'ra-joln'dar(-join'der), n. Common-Law Pleading.
in charge of the survey of public lands. U. 8.
sides; to encompass; as, a wall surrounds the city.
The answer of a plaintiff to a defendant's rejoinder.
sur-va:v'or's com.pau or 41al C-i!rz). An instrument
But cloud instead, and ever-during dark
used in surveying for measuring horizontal angles. Cf.
aur-ren'der(sll-r~n'der), n. [Prob. fr. AF. surrendre to
Surrounds me.
Milton
CIRCUM.l!'BRBNTOR,
1 ; BBIIIOIRCUMPBRBNTOR.
v. &: n.] l. A surdeliver up, inf. as n. Bee SUR-; RBNDBB,
2. Specif., Mil., to inclose, as a body of troops, so as to cut
rendering; a yielding or resigning one's person, or the pos- off communication or retreat; to invest, as a city.
9
0l::..i1:r£ihet1rir:\:'~~l~is:~1n~~
~: 1
seaslon of something, into the power of another ; as, the
revolving
on
a
vertical
axis, Leveling screws are pro3. To cut off by water ; hence, perhaps, to overflow. Obs.
surrender of a castle to an enemy,; the surrender of a right.
See y LBVBL,DUMPYLBVBL.
To pass around; to travel about; circumnavigate. Obs. vided for adjustment.
2. Law. a The yielding of a particular estate to him who 4.
sur-viv'al (sl,r-viv'/11), n. [From SURVIVE,] l. A living
Syn. - Encompass, encircle, environ, invest, hem in.
has an immediate estate in remainder or reversion, merg- am-round',n. Anything that surrounds or encompasses;
or continuing longer than, or beyond the existence of, aning the surrendered estate in the other ; - opposed to re- specif., a method, now rare, of hunting some animals, as other person, thing, or event; an outliving.
lease and distinguished from renunciation. b The giving up
the buffalo, by surrounding a herd, and dr.iving them over 2. One that survives or remains after others of its kind
of a principal into lawful custody by his bail; - often called
have disappeared; specif., .Anthropol., any habit, usage,
a precipice, into a ravine, etc. U.S.
IIUl'Nllder by ball, o The delivery up of a fugitive from ju11- sur-round'ing,p. pr. &: vb. n. of sURBOUND. Specif. : n.
or belief, remaining from ancient times, the origin of
tice by one government to another, as by a foreign state.
which
is often unknown, or imperfectly known.
l. An encompassing.
See EXTRADITION,
1. d In South Africa, the formal giving
BIILBCTION.
2, pl. The things which surround or environ ; external or nrvival of the lltte■t, Biol. See NATURAL
up by a debtor of his assets to his creditors, entitling him
&Ur-viva'
(sur-viv'), 11.-I. ,' SUR·VJVRDI
(-vivd'); SUll·VIV'·
attending circumstances, conditions, or the like.
to certain privileges or exemptions.
sur-roy'al (s11r-roi1/11), n. [sur- + royal.] One of the ING (-viv'lng). [F. survivre, L. supervivere; super over
3, In.mrance. The voluntary cancellation of the legal Ila,. terminal tines above the tres-tine of the antler of the stag
+ vivere to hve. See SUPBR-;VICTUALS.] To live beyond
bility of the company by the insured and beneficiary for a or other large deer, usually attained at the age of four years.
the life or existence of; to live longer than; to outlive ;
consideration ( called the aurrsnder value).
outlast ; as, to survive a person or an event.
See RUCBRVINB ANTLER, Illust.
1DBRBD(-derd);
nr-ren'dar (sll-rl!n'dilr), "· I.; SUR-BBN
Syn. - See OIJTLJVB,
II sur'sum cor"da(s0r'sl1m k6r'd<i). IL. sursum upward
SUR-RBN'nBB-ING.[Prob. fr. the n. Bee SURRBNDBR,
n.]
+ corda hearts.] Eccl. Lift up your liearts; -a versicle sur-vtva',11.i. To remain alive or ezistent.
Overweening pride; a~ce;
lll&nU'atiOD,
4t SUSURRATIOll'. ■ur-vey' a-ble (a'Ur•vl' d:-b'l), a.
1ur-ren' der-er, n. One that 1ur- ■urryph. T SERIF.
Buri (sdf>rt},Sur'tr (adbr't'r), n. See -ABLE,
rendera.
1un. T souacR, a rising.
r;~::f~:~s~~s;\~~;:·nt!nFeo~:
ity, ae a-rain, than it consumes.
1ur-ren'der-y (atl-rl!n'd!r-Y), or ■1ll'11aD.ure, n. [OF. sursaneiire, [Ice!.] Norse Myth. The fire deceeses.
1ur-ren'
dry
(-drl),
n.
SurrenSee
SUR-;
SANE.]
son1aneii.re.
[F., p. pr.] Sur1111''r&, nr'r&h (s45or'4: siir'd:>. der. OhM.
A wound healed or healing out- ii°■':t~:J•(a~~r:~,~~a,:.a[~~j (-dns), n. ~urvey. Rare,
n. [Marathi Mira a wheezinJ
aur-veyd'. Surveyed. Ref. $p.
1ur 1re-ply', n. [mir- + reply.] wardly only. Obs
Above all.
1ur-1:f1'11-ble (silr-pr1z'4-b'l),
sound.] Vet. A form of perm
An answer to a reply. Rare.
■urtret.e, v. t. [Cf. OF. soustraite
1ur-vey' or's crou. Sur v. A
■unt.ulted, a. [Mtr-+ OF. ,auladn. cious aiuemia in horses, mules. 1ur-rept', v. t. [~. ,urripere, ter to spring.] That has leaped a subtraction. removal.]
To simple instrument consisting of
withdraw: subtract. Obs.
Witli surprise ; a1 one surprised and cameh1, due to an infuBOrial surreptum, to snatch away, steal up or above. Obs.
jg~tn:~f
parasite. India, Phil. I., etc.
away.] To purloin. Obs.
(sO.r'ttlr-brllnd), !~s~•:ifi:1":~{sa
1ur'1e-ance
(10r's@-ana),
n. nr'tur-brand
or startled.
♦t SURAN
CE,
[OF., F. sur8eance, fr, OF. & F. n. [lcel. m.1.rtarhrandr •• Surtr,
1urrqta.ne.
T SURGEON,
1ur-prlu'men1i. n. Surprisal. R. aurr&WDII.

4, In the State of Maine, a minor unorganized territorial
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name of a giant (fr.si-artr black)
+ brandr a flrebrand.l A va- 1urveyor'1
= LEVELllfG
riet,r of lignite in Ieefand and
the Faroe Islands, in aeama be- ;~ ...a.n. .Abbr. Surveyo!=:\
tween beds of volcanic rock.
■ur-aize'.
■ur-fflw' (sttr-v1l'), n. !r v. t.
IRU'V.Abbr. Surv7ving; sur- r.wr.+ view.
Cl. SURVEY
~~!,~}i°l~w~el
Survey. Obs. or R.
feiture imposed on those who
1urvloure, ■urvtowre. -t sua•
aurvenut,
n.
[F.,
p.
pr.]
One
■ur-vie'' v. t. [See SUPEBVJSE,
dutie11 or who survenes. Ob,.
SURVEY.]
To superville. Obs.
1ur-1ol'ld (ottr-slll'Yd), n. [Cf.
1ur-viv'a-bll'l-9'
(11ti r-vl v 14-F. su:rsoUde. See SUH-; SOLID.]
bU'Y•IY), n. Atiilltj' to BUrvive.
Math. The :fifth power
of a on ; come as an addition to. Olia.
n
1ur've-nue (sOr'v@•nff),n. [OF.
~f~,b;
~~e R':::.lid
:::~~~:J:::i-~ng~:':d~,!!_orun•
~tY:~ci?1are~urvival
1ur-1ol'ld. a. Of fifth degree.
1ur-1tyle', v. t. Surname. Oba. lurveo111',
T SURVEYOR.
■v-vlv'mt(-4'.nt),a. furriT•

n. One
,mrseoir. Ree
Sur::~:
6b~?:~~J!Rr.
ofSOUR. ::r~~:mt~u;•~~:rsi:i!!:I
cease; forbearance.
Obs.
1ur re-bcnmd',
To give back
+
:::;:.~,
..
t~~R~:urt.
,::TPE~J:1
::1q~;G111~~i1:'ue-i!;(·
!fc:
echoes; to re~cho. Obit.
1ur-1lse' (sh r-sI z'), n. Also
t •mnQumous, Sls'RQUIDRY,~tc.1ur-rec'tlon (etl-~'Ah'Un), n. 1ur'ro-g&te-1hlp',
n. See -SH IP.
[AF., neglect of an

1ur-prl1'er (-prlz'!r),
that ,mrpriees.

SURCEASE.]

1

11•

■uraeqle,

i.

a. [OF. so1·cui- [Cf. L. sHrrectio a raising. resurrection, and E. INSURRECTION.J
Arrogant. Ohs.
Obs.
dour, n
[Cf. SURQUI- An insurrection.
DANT,SLTRQUJDRY.] A haughty

■u'jul-dant.

d,mf.

■urq

(stir'O-gii'11hUn),
n. [SeeSURROOATE.n.;cf.SUBSubrogation. Rare.
ROClATION.7
1ur'ro-ga'tlon

SURCINGLE.

~~:~1;:~~'f:;~
:~ce,nrvetanc!.EY+~g::J

::r~•;. t sy:;.~oJR~in.]
::::~dt~~=~
Co~!~;c:t;:
I ~:~::ft~.r:r~~lhe

=~J"~-d:!J,e~nr9:~-drou,
To exhaust by riding. Oba.
1ur-rend', v. t. To re1tore. Oba.
a. lrrogant;
inaolent. Obs.
nr'qul:-41'1, 111r'qu•dr:,,
n. n.rrender charge. Life /mu,-..
{01!\ so(u)rcxidene, fr. sourcui-

:::n;,

1

&8en:%;.e:y See
ilier to presume ; BQ(u)r over+
~diruR~
~~!:1!AT~:]cott:.r~
:-h;~!~tb;.r
again1t the value of a policy
surrendered or allowed to lapse.

food, fo-ot; out, oil; chair; go; Bini:, igk; tllen, thin; nat!Jre, ver,tyre
Fall

uplaaatlon1

0

Bur'roy (st:ir'oi}, n. [ilteration
of F. sud south (or a related E,
form) + OF. roy king, F. roi.]
Her. The Clarenceux : - formeTly 110called u opposed to
Norroy.
KING-OF-ARMS.
1urrugln.
,t SURGEON.
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SURVIVER
■ur-vtv'ing (sur-vivlfog), p. a. Remaining alive; existing.
anr-Viv'or (-8r), n. One who survives or outlives another
person, or any time, event, or thing, as the longer liver of
two or more persons having a joint interest in anythiug.
■ur-vlv'or-ship, n. 1. State of being a survivor.
a. Law. The right of the survivor or survivors of two or
more persons having joint interests in an estate or other
property to take the interest of any of the number dymg. When there are but two having such joint interests,
the survivor takes the entire estate absolutely; when more
than two, the survivors receive the decedent's share sub-ject to similar survivorship in those left.
Sus (slis), n. [L., akin to Gr. h hog, pig. Cf. sow, SWINE.]
ZoOl. The typical genus of swine, formerly comprehensive,
but now restricted to the European wild boar and its allies, with the domestic breeds derived from them.
su 1san (sii'zan)
n. [L. Susanna(cf. Gr. ~vuavva),
Su-san'na (s/i-zl1n'<i) fr. Heb. shoshanniih lily. The form
Su-aan'Dah (-zitn 1ti)
S1tsan is prob. fr. F. Susanne.]
1. Lit., a lily; -fem. prop. name. F. Susanne (sii'zau');
It. Susanna (soo-ziin'nii); Sp. & Pg. Susana (Sp. soo-sii'nii;
Pg. -zii'nii) ; G. Susanne (sOOwzan'e).- Dim. Sue, Suke,
Suky, Susie, Susy, Suzy.
2. In the spelling Susanna. The beautiful and virtuous
wife of Joachim in the Apocryphal u History of Susanna."

l

SUSSEX PIG

2. To make contingent (on or upon); to condition; as,
God hath suspended eternal life on holiness. Archaic.
3. To cause to cease for a time ; to hinder from proceeding ; to interrupt; delay; stay; as, to stMpentl a hearing.
Suspend your indignation against my brother.
Shak,
4. To hold in an undetermined or undecided state ; as, to
.n,spend one's judgment or opinion.
&. To withhold for a time on certain conditions ; as, to
.vuspend sentence on a convicted man.
6. To debar, or cause to withdraw temporarily, from any privilege, office, function,
etc.; to subject to suspension; as, to s1u,pend
a student ; to suspend a member of a club.
7. To cause to cease for a time from operation or effect ; as, to suspend the habeas
corpus act ; to su.r;pendthe rules.
Syn. - Hang; interrupt, delay, intermit,
hinder, debar.

■U■Pellllion

bridge. A bridge which has its roadway

u:~Jl,

su1-

,:;n~~i~a1
from a freely
han_ging cable or
cables, or, as somec}~mue~J(f~c~rf~::
Suspension, or Free-~~ch, Bridge.
arched bridge), from a trussed arched girder.

:p~!1~l
1:.~f

0
0
~::p;:;h~:~:b:s
~r Po"i~'iT:::ronff~·~td
New York -~:n~~g~~~~ ~l~pr1~:~0
c~~~Ye~~ry:,1~~,ooo; total
of a merchant, a bank, etc.
v. i. To cease temporarily from sua-pen'slve (sus-penlsTv), a. [Cf. F. suspensif. See susPEND.] l. Tending to suspend, or to keep in suspense;.
operation or activity; esp., to stop payment, or not to meet
obligations or engagements ; - said of a commercial firm
marked b~:~:~~:Jn~f!~t:~\~~nsi1Je
attitude. J. Morley
or a bank.
2. Specif., tending to suspend or stop the activity in opersus-pend'ed,p. a. [From susPBND, v. t.] Hung; pendant;
ation
of
something.
0
"A
ffispensive
veto."
Macaulay.
also, temporarily inactive or inoperative ; held in abeyance.
suspensive condition, Law, a suspensory condition. See CON•
Syn.-See
LATENT.
by Daniel, and her accusers were put to death.
DITION
2.
a.
brllection
01·
■llde,
Elocution,
an
infl.ection
of
2
s11Spended.animation, temporary suspension of the. vital
the Book tJf Susanna. See OLD TESTAMENT.
■ua-cept'anoe (su-sep'tans), n. Elec. The wattless com0
~~~;~I':n:i's~~~~d~~~~:'d\~t~~~:-:!kn1:~~e~
~~~~
r~~~jofn\~rz1z~~:d:.~
ponent of admittance, the energy component being conetc. - a. negative, or a. veto. See VETO.
between two ties. Cf. BRIDGEJOINT,SUPPORTED
JOINT.
ductance. Admittance is the vector sum of these two sus-pend'er
(sus-pen'der), n. 1. One that suspends; spe- sua-pen'sor (sus-pen'ser), n. [NL.] 1. A suspensory.
components at right angles. that is, the wattless current
cif. : a A device for suspending hides in tan liquor in a 2. Anal. & Zoo/. A suspensorium.
in amperes divided by the electromotive force in volts.
3. Bot. a Inheterosporous plants,a chain of cells developed
certain stage of the tanning process ; also, the tank or pit
SUS·C&P'ti-bil'l-ty
(su-sep'tT-bI!'l'.-ti), n.; pl. -TIES (-tiz).
from a mother cell of the zygote. Its function is to place
holding this tan liquor. b Scot.s Law. The party that
[Cf. l!'. su.,cept-ibiUte.l 1. State or quality of being susthe embryo arising at its extremity in a better position
prays the court for a suspension.
ceptible; capability ol receiving impressions.
with reference to the food supply contained in the mega2, That by which something is, or may be, suspended:
2. Specif., capacity for feeling or emotional excitement ; specif. : a One of the two bands or straps arranged to pass
spore. In gymnosperms there may be several suspensors.
sensibility; impressibility; sensitiveness i - often in pl.
b In fungi of the order Mucorales, one of the club-shaped
over the shoulders and be fastened to the trousers to hold
3. Magneti.vm. A coefficient equal to the ratio of the mag- them up ; - commonly in pl., or called a pair of suspendconjugating hyphai which support a zygospore.
netization to the magnetizing force. Symbol, k. The sus1pen-so'rl-um (sl1s1pen-so 1rI-um; 201), n.; pl. -RIA(-<i).
aua
ers. b Elec. A hanger, hook, or like support fora.cable.
[NL.] Zoo/. Anythingwhichsuspendsapart;
specif., the
3. Something suspended, as a basket for flowers, etc.
i~f
it~ile!:c!~!J.f
iron in weak
bony
or cartilaginous element or series of elements which
Syn.-Capability,
sensibility, feeling, emotion. See BENSE. sus-pense' (sus-p~ns'), a. [F. suspens, L. su,pen.sus, p. p.
in most vertebrates beloW mammals connects the lower jaw
of
.,.,,spendere.
See
SUSPEND.]
Ob.,.
1.
Held
or
lifted
up;
aua-cep'ti-ble (-s~p'tI-b'l), a. [F., fr. L . .mscipere, s,tscepwith the cranium. In birds and reptiles it consists of the
held or prevented from proceeding.
tum., to take up, to support, undertake, recognize, admit;
quadrate bone; in most teleost fishes, of the hyomandibusus- for subs- (see suB-)
capere to take. See CAPABLE.] 2. Expressing, or proceeding from, doubt or expectation.
lar, the symplectic, and the quadrate.
1. Capable of admitting any change, affection, or influ- sus-pense', n. [F. su,r;pens, a., en S?.u;pen.~in suspense. sua-pen'so-ry (sus-p~n'sB-rI), a. 1. Suspended ; also, fita.]
1.
State
of
being
suspended.
See
susPENSE,
ence; readily acted on; as, a body .msceptible of color or
ted or serving to suspend; as, a su.r;pen:wrymuscle. Ray.
2. State of uncertainty, usually with anxiety or expectaof change. •~ Souls .m.vceptible of light."
Young.
2. Anat. & Zoo/. Of or pertaining to a suspensorium.
2. Capable of impression; having nice sensibility; impres- tion ; indecision ; as, to remain in suspen.ve.
for a time ; pause; suspension.
rg:d/:o 0tn~f fi~:ho~:,~~f:~~':ii~a-;:~f~~~
sible; sensitive; as, children are susceptible to kindness ; 3. Cessation
A cool AU8J)en11e
from pleasure and from pain,
Pope.
from the carpal or tarsal bones and the upper ~rt of the
also, specif., easily made amorous; as, a man of a s,uscepti4. [F. suspense.] Law. A temporary cessation of one's
cannon bone, which pa.e.sesdown, and, after dividing, is atble heart.
right ; suspension, as when the rent or other profits of tached to the two sesamoid bones of the fetlock,giving off a
- sus-cep'ti-ble-neas, n. - sua-ceP'tl-bly, ad11.
land cease by unity of possession of land and rest.
1
0 bo8:ci~~s~tetg!
sua'llk (slis'lik), n. [Russ. suslik.] A spermophile, or suspense
account. Bookkeeping. An account for the Also, either of a~{~tii!
ground squirrel ( Cile/lus citillus), of northeastern Europe
pair of ligaments (one on each side of the
temporary entry of charges or credits, pending determifoot) arising from the lateral ligaments of the joint beand northwestern Asia. It is about the size of the comnation of their proper entry.
tween the small and great pastern bones and attached to
mon European squirrel, but has a short tail and mottled sus pen'sion (-pen'shun), n. [Cf. F. suspension, L. susgrayish brown coloration. In pl., the spermophiles.
0
pensio arched work,imperfect pronnnciation. See SUSPEND.] ~:;;~;!~~l~~g:i~~o:s
~ft1:·tl~ 1
:e:b:;::!
a~~
sus'o-tox'in (sl1sra-t~k'sfo), n. [L .. m., hog
E. toxin.]
1. Act of suspending, or state of being suspended; specif.:
tached to the ciliary body by its outer border and to the
Pltysiol. Chem. A somewhat poisonous ptomaine isolated
a Act or state of.suspending, or hanging; as, the SU,'ipen~ capsule of the crystalline lens by its inner border, holdiug
from cultures of the bacillus causing hog cholera.
It is .~ionof any object from a hook or of a body in liquid. b
:l::s 1ri1~~i~ ~~~: /::
1l~~:~!\e~f ,b:~i~~!~iary
toxic on1y in relatively large doses.
Temporary delay, interruption, or cessation, as of labor,
1ING. [F.
sua-pect' (sus-pekt'), v. t.; SUS-PBCT'ED;SUS-PECT
pain, etc. c Temporary forced withdrawal from the exer- sua-pen'ao-ry, n. [Cf. F. suspenso-ir, suspensoire.] That
which suspends, or holds up, as a truss ; specif., flied., a
su..~pecter, or L. suspectare, v. freq. fr. suspicere to look
cise of office, powers, prerogative, etc. ; as, the suspension
bandage or bag for supporting the scrotum.
up, admire, to look at secretly or askance, to mistrust ; of a student; specif., R. C. Ch., a punishment consisting
,mb under
Npecere to look. See SPY; cf. SUSPECT,a.,
of forbidding a clPric to exercise his orders or his clerical sua-pl'cion (sus-pish'un), n. [ME. su.,p,cioun, OF. suspecion, L. suspectio a looking up to, an esteeming highly, sussusPICION.] 1. To imagine to be, occur, happen, or the
office, or to administer and enjoy the fruits of his benefice.
like ; to have a slight or vague idea of the present or fud Temporary withholding, as of decision or judgment. e picion, fr. nupicere, to look up, to esteem, to mistru~t. OF.
also had souspefon, F. soupron, fr. L . .vuspectio. The modture existence of, often on weak evidence or no evidence ; Temporary remission of the action or execution of law, etc.
ern form su,.ipicion in English and French is in imitation
to surmise i as, to .mspect the presence of disease ; to sus- f Scot.~ Law. A stay of execution of adecreeorthreatened
of L. ,r;u,r;rpicio
mistrust, suspicion. See SUSPECT
; cf SUSPIpect that trouble is brewing ; to suspect a plot.
charge on a bond or on a protested bill, pra.yed by a note
cmus. J l. Act or fact of suspecting; imagination or appre.I. To imagine to be guilty, on slight evidence, or without
of suspension to the Lord Ordin~iry on the Bills.
hension
of
something,
esp.
of
something
wrong
or hurtproof ; as, to s?.u;pectone of equivocation.
2. Stoppage of payment of obligations or engagements;
ful, without proof, or on slight evidence; also, the mental
3. To have doubts of; to mistrust; distrust ; as, to suspect failure ; - said of commercial firms, banks, etc.
uneasiness
aroused
in
one
who
sui;:pects;
mistrust;
doubt.
the truth of a story, tlie affection of a friend.
3. The state of a solid when its particles are mixed with,
4. To look up to; to respect. Obs.
thoughts are like bate amongst bird}}at~oe,r.
but undissolved in, a fluid, and are capable of separation
Syn. - Mistrust, distrust; surmise, doubt.
by straining ; also, any substance in this state.
2. Slight degree; suggestion ; hint. Colloq.
sus-pect', v. i. To suspect anything ; to be suspicious.
4. Rhet. A keeping of the hearer in suspense as to what is Just a ~u~1iicion ••• of saturnine or sarcastic humor. A. W. Ward.
If I fllltl'IJJCcf without cause, why then make sport at me. Shak.
to
follow,
or
as
to
the
inference
or
conclusion
to
be
drawn.
3. Expectation.
Obs.
sua-pect' (sus-pekt'), a. [OF. >'Uspect,.,ouspect, F . .wlSJ)ect, 5. a A device by which something, as a magnetic needle,
Syn. - Jealousy. distrust, mistrust, diffidence. See DOUBT.
L . .ru.r;pectus,p. p. of .r;uspicere. See SUSPECT,
v.] Obs. or
is
suspended
;
as,
a
bifilar
.r;uspen:~ion;
a
Cardanic,
or
Carsus-pi'olon,
v.
t.
[Cf. OF . .,ou.,·peroner, F. soupronner.]
Archaic.
a Suspicious; inspiring distrust ; also, sus- dan joint, suRpension, etc. b The system of springs, etc.,
To suspect. Ob.,. or Colloq. & Dial.
pected; distrusted.
b Uncertain,
supporting
the
upper
part
of
a vehicle on the axles.
aus-pi'clon-al
(-al),
a. Of or pertaining to suspicion, esp.
sus-peot', n. [LL. suspect?,s. See susPEcT, a.] 1. Sus- 6. Mu.,ic. a The holding over of one or
the morbid suspicions marking incipient insanity.
a b c
picion; also, Rare, fear. Obs.
aua-pi'clous
(-pish'us),
a. [ME. suspecious; cf. OF . .,(o)usmore
tones
of
a
chord
into
the
following.
2. One that is suspected; -formerly applied to persons
picieuR, L . .m.~piciosus. See susPICION,J 1. Inclined to
chord, thus producing a momentary disand things; now only to persons suspected of crime.
cord,
suspending
the
concord
which
the
suspect
i given or prone to suspicion ; d1stmstful.
sua-pect'ed, p. a. Distrusted; doubted.
A timorous foe and a llUspiciousfriend.
Pope.
1uspected bill of health, or 111Spected
bill. See BILLOF HEALTH. ear expects; specif., such a dissonance
2. Indicating 1-mspicion; as, a .mspiclous glance.
which re~olves downward.
The dis•
.
-sua-pect'ed-ly, ad,,, -aus-pQct'ed-nea■ , n.
3.
Open
or
liable
to
suspicion
;
such
as
to
arouse
suspicion
·
souauce itself is called the percu.vsion.
1ING. [F.
aus-pend' (-p~nd'), v. t.; SUS-PENDIED;SUS-PEND
or 111istru!'tt; questionable; as, .'~'IMpiciou:;;
circum~tances.
8US'pendre,or OF. souspendre, L. suspendere, ,mspPn.mm ,· b The tone or tones tlms held over.
Syn. -Jealous, distrustful, doubtful, questionable.
Cf RETARDATION, 4; ANTICIPATION, 1.
.
sus-, for subs- (see SUB·)+ pendere to ha.ng. See PENDANT
; suspension
of
arms
Mil. a brief cessa- Smipt;ne1on,11.aPrep. -sua-pi 1olous-ly, adv. -aus-pl 1olous-neas, n.
cf. SUSPENSE,n.] 1. To attach to something above; to
tion of hostilitieS by 8.greement be- a!atlon; b Pef?UB- Sus'aex (slis'eks). n. [From Su,'8eT County, Eng.] One of
cause to depend ; to hang ; as, to suspend a ball hy a thread ; tween opposing commanders, often af- s1on; c Resolution.
a breed of English beef cattle similar to the Devon but
hence, to hold, support, or sustain as if by hanging; as,
fecting only a limited area of the theater of war. Rare.
1
dust suspended in air; oars su.r;pendedover the water.
Syn.-Delay,interruption,intermission,stop.
SeeFAILURE,
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trader, esp. in campa, fr. soetelen to undertake low offices ; 3. pl. Four special cards formerly entitling the bolder to
0:tf..:t::ofa'e'!.ntr~:~,J
c~g:_ of a
certain privileges in playing whist for stakea.
cf. G. sudeln to do dirty work, orig., to cook ill, akin to E.
1t.; SUS-TAINBDI
(-tindl); SUS-TAIN
sod<len,seethe.] One who follows an army and sells to the Swa'bl.-an (swi 1bl-an), a. [From Swabia, G. Schwaben,
itself from the name of a Germanic tribe, OHG. Swlib&
ING,
[ME. su.rtenen, su.steinen, OF. su~·tenir, sostenir, F.
troops provisions, liquors, and the like. -Bllt'ler-llhip, n.
soutenir, LL. (assumed) sustenire, for L. sustinere,· sus-, for su 1tra (soo'tr<i), n.; pl. SUTBAS(-tr<iz). [Skr. sutra a Swabians, MHG. Swabe, G. Schu·aben; cf. L. Sttevi. Cf.
SUl!VU.N.] Of or pert. to the medieval German duchy of
subs- (see sun-)
te1,ere to hold. See TENABLE
; cf. sus- thread, a string of rules, an aphorism, fr. siv to sew. J BrahTENANOB.] l. To bear up from or as from below; to
manis,n & Buddhism.
l. a A precept; an aphorism ; a Swahla, which comprised Baden, Wiirttemberg, and part of
Bavaria and Switzerland, named from the ancient Suevi ;
uphold; support; as, a beast sustains a load.
brief rule. b A collection of such aphorisms.
Every pillar the temple to sustain.
Chaucer.
2. [cap.] pl. A body of Hindu literature containing apho- also, pert. to the part of Bav-.iria still known as Swabia, or
2. To keep from falling, sinking, or the like; as, a rope risms on grammar, meter, law, and philosophy, and formSchwaben, or to its inhabitants. - Swa'bl-an, n.
sustains a weight.
ing a link between the Vedic and later Sanskrit literature . beI!:e!~h~rt1i~~~.feJ~:t~a=~e~~d
~r;,hr:k:~t \~g:J~~e:~i°:J
.3, Hence, to keep from sinking, as in despondency or the sut-tee' (sll-te'), n. [Skr. sati a faithful wife, fem. of sant
Alpine one.
W. z. Ripley.
like ; to support; as, he is sustained by hope.
existing, real, true, good, p. pr. of as to be. Cf. SOOTH. J
•4. To maintain, carry on, or keep up; as, to sustain a con- A Hindu widow who cremates herself, or is cremated, on
versation or a relationshi7?,
a drill hole for a blasting charge.
fnneral pile of her husband ; - so called because this
6. To maintain with undiminished force or intensity for the
act is regarded as evincing wifely excellence; also. such swack (swlik), n. [Cf. Ice!. svakka to riot, be disorderly,
a time ; as, a sustained effort ; a sustalned note.
Norw. dial. svakka to make a smacking sound.] a A hard,
cremation. The practice of snch crem:ition is now practically
,e. To maintain, or support with the needs of life; as, to obsolete, having been long forbidden under British government. flat blow or fall; also, the sound of it. Obs. or Colloq. or
sustain a family ; provisions to SU8tain an army.
Sllt'Ue (silt''l), a. [ Orig. uncert.] Corn. Light; -desigDilu. Dunbar. b A severe gust or blast (of wind). Scot.
Y. To aid, comfort, or relieve; also, to vindicate.
Shak.
nating the weight of packed goods wl,en the tare has been swack, v. t. To strike or beat violently ; to thrash ; also,
:8. To suffer ; bear ; undergo.
deducted and, esp. formerly, when the tret was yet to be to throw or csst with force. Obs. or Colloq. & Dial.
You shall sustain more new disgraces.
Shak.
allowed. - n. Suttle weil_!ht.
swad'dle (swlSd"l), v. t.; swAnlDLED (-'Id); swAnlDLING
9. To endure or undergo without failing or yielding; to au'tur-al (sii'~r-111), a. LCf. F. suJural, NL. suturalis.]
(-llng). [ME. swap/en, swethelen. SeeswADDLB,n.] l. To
bear np under; as, to sustain repeated cavalry charges.
Of, pertaining to, or in, a suture, or seam; as, a sutural
bind as with a bandage; to wrap tightly with clothes; to
10. To allow, support, or admit as valid ; as, the court sus- dehiscence. -su'tur-al-ly, ad,,.
swathe ; - used esp. of infants; as, to swaddle a baby.
tained the motion, action, or suit.
su'ture (sii'tyr), n. [L. ,f/utura, fr. suere, sutum, to sew or 2. To beat; cudgel. Obs.
Hudil1ras.
11. To prove or maintain ; to establish by evidence; to stitch: cf. F. suture. See SEW to nnite with thread.] swad'dle, 11. [AS. swetJit, swetJel, sweotJol, fr. swetJian to
corroborate or confirm; as, to su.,;;taina charge.
l. Act of sewing ; also, the seam or eeamlike line along
bind. See sw ATHE.J Anything used to swaddle with, as
Syn. - Support, uphold, subsist, assist, relieve; suffer.
which two things or parts are sewed or united.
a cloth or band ; a swaddling band.
Addison.
aUllta.lnlng pedal. See PEDAL,n., 1 b (3). - aUllta.lningw&ll.
Hence, unity ; connectedness.
Rare.
BWad'd~g (-Jlng),p.pr. & i·b. n. of SWADDLE.
-awacldllng
= RETAJNING WALL.
3.
Surg.
a
The
uniting
of
the
parts
of
a
wound
hy
stitchband,
cloth,
or
clout,
a
band
or
cloth
wrapped
round
an
■IIB'te-nance (sils'te-nilns), n. [OF. sustenance, sostenance,
infant esp. a newborn infant.
ing. b The stitch by which the parts are nnited.
soustenance, F . ...outenance; cf. L. sustinentia endurance.
swag
(swlig), "· i.; SWAGGED
(swilgd); SWAG'GING
(-Ing).
4,
Anal.
&
Zool.
The
line
of
union,
or
seam,
in
an
immovSee SUSTAIN.] l. Act of sustaining, or bearing.
[Prob. fr. Scand. ; cf. Icel. sveggja, ,n,eigia, to bend, to
.I. Act of maintaining or causing to subsist; support ; able articulation, like those between the bones of the skull;
sway, Norw. svaga to sway, st•agga to walk unsteadily.
also, such an articulation itself.
maintenance; subsistence ; as, the sustenance of life.
See SWAY.] l. Obs. or Dial. To hang or move; specif. :
6.
Bot.
a
The
line,
or
seam,
formed
by
the
union
of
two
8. That which supports life; provisions; means of livadjacent margins; as, the ventral suture of a legume. b a To sway; swing. b To sag.
ing ; as, the city has ample sustenance.
To tramp carrying a swag. See swAo,n.,4. Australasia.
A line of dehiscence ; as, the dorsal suture of a legume.
Syn. - See LIVING.
n. 1. A swaying, irregular motion.
su&'ten-tac'u-Jar (sils'ten-t~k'il-l<ir), a. [From L. susten- 6. Zool. a The line at which the elytra of a beetle meet swag,
2.
Booty ; boodle ; plunder. Cant or Slang.
and are sometimes confluent. b A more or ]ees impressed
taculum.] Anat. Supporting; as, the .m,f/tentacular cells
3.
Fu1·nitm·e.
A kind of ornamental festoon, as of leaves.
or
otherwise
distinguishable
line
of
union,
as
between
of the spleen, branching connective tissue cells whose
4. Au.,tralasia. a A tramping bushman's luggage, rolled
closely united ecleritee of an arthropod, or between the
processes form a network in the splenic pulp.
a long bundle, and carried on the back or over the
up
in
whorls
of
a
univalve
shell.
o
The
line
of
junction
(comSIIB'ten-ta'tlon (-ti'shiln), n. [L. sustentatio, fr. sustentare to support, maintain, v. in tens. fr. sustinere tQ sustain : monly more or less undulated or plicated, esp. in the ex- shoulder; - called also a bluey,
or a drum. b Any similar roll
tinct ammonites) of a septum of a cephalopod's shell with
cf. F. sustentation. ~ee SUSTAIN.] l. A sustaining, or
of luggage ; hence, luggage in
the wall of the shell. Cf. LOBB,2 b, SADDLE,n.,4 d.
state of being sustained ; support.
general.
1
su'ture
(sii'~r),
v.
t.;
sut•rURED
(-~rd);
su
TUR-INO(-~rMaintenance; esp., maintenance of life ; sustenance.
3. Phy.siol. The aggregate of the functions by which a liv- Ing). To unite by sutures ; to join by sewing or stitching. swage (swiij), n. [F. suage, OF.
ing organism is maintained in a normal coudition.
sU'ze-rain (sii'ze-r'li.n), n. [F., formed fr. sus above, L. souage; orig. uncert.J A tool,
■uatentation fand, Eccl., a fund of a religious body for the
susum, sursurn (fr. sub under+ versum, p. p. of verlere to variously shaped or grooved on
support of its ministers. chapels, etc.
turn), after the analogy of souverain, E. sovereign. See the end or face, used by workers
■IIB'ten-ta'llon-al (-ill), a. Of or pert. to sustentation.
sun-; VERSION.] l. A superior lord, to whom fealty is in metals for shapingtheir work, Top. Swage used
whether sheet metal or forging, by Blacksmiths.
sua'ten-ta-Uve (sils'teu-tt-tlv), a. l. Adapted to sustain
due; a feudal lord i specif., a lord paramount.
by holding the ewag-e on the work,or the work on the ewage,
or nourish; also, adapted to strengthen or corroborate; as,
2. Internal. Law. A state that exercises political control
and striking w i th a
sustentatit 1e action or food; sustentat-ive citations,
over another state,. in relation to which it is sovereign.
hammer or sledge ; a
Z. Anat. Supporting; suetentacular.
Rare.
su'ze-rain-ty (-tl), n. [F. suzerainetl!.] The dominion,
dolly, jumper,orupset
autentative functions, P!tysiol., those functions of the body
authority, or relation of a suzerain in respect of the subwhich affect its composition and thus determine its mass.
swa~, ,,. t.; SWAGED
ject
person
or
state.
sua-ten'Uon (sils-ten'shiln), n. [See susTAIN, v.J Rare. swab (swlSb), n. [See SWABBBR.] l. A kind of mop for (swajd);
swAa'ING
Act of sustaining ; esp. : a Support ; sustentation. b Act of
(ewij'l'ug)
To shape Swage for spreading Saw Teeth (with
cleaningfl.oora,-decks, etc.,esp. one of rope yarns or threads.
by means of a swage.
sleeve shown partly broken away).
maintaining with undiminished power. See SUSTAIN, v. t., 5.
su'au (siiM,oo), n. [Bengali sh./l.shuk; cf. Hind. su.,.] A 2. A bit of sponge, cloth, or the like, for applying medica- awage block. 8,nithing, etc. A..r.;rforated block of cast
ments, giving nourishment, etc., to a sick person.
blind dolpllinlike cetacean (Susu gangeticu.,), abont eight
1o~~v~fi1
;"ijjilj::;iiii~ feet Jong, inhabiting the larger rivers of India. It has a 3. A sponge, or other suitable substance, attached to a
long rod or handle, for cleaning the bore of a firearm.
and swagin~ large objects.
• •
4. Founding. A kind of hemp brush for holding water to s~ag'ger (swag'er), v. i.; -GERED u
II1
=P~Xl~:n':~t·
~~!1~t~~;r.:1°~~:
moisten mold joints, to spray on edges, to spread blacking
(-erd); -GER-ING. [Freq. of swag.]
•e 8 •
Aleo [cap.], the genus consisting of the susu,
l. To walk with a conceited or lordly I!! I! I!""
su-sur'rant (s~-silr'ltnt), "· [L. susurrans, p. pr. of susur- on dry-sand molds, etc.
6. a Nov. An epaulet. Sailors' Slang. Ob,. or R: b A swing or strut ; to walk and act pomp- 0 9
" •
rare to whisper.] Whispering. Rare.
lumpish, useleM person. Slang & Dial. cpl. = SWAB- ously.
8 ft
au-aur'rate (-iit), v. i. [L. susurrare.] To whisper Rare.
BBR, n., 3. Obsoles.
2. To boast or brag noisily; to bluster.
- au'aur-ra'tlon (sii 1sll-ri'shiln), n. Rare.
1BING. To
Syn. - See STRUT.
Swage Block.
s11-aur'ro11a
(sil-silr 1ils), a. [L. susurrus.] Rustling; full swab (swlSb), v. t.; SWABBED(swlSbd); SWAB
clean with or as if with a mop or swab ; to mop ; as, to swagtger, v. t. To affect hy bluster; to bully. Rare.
of whispering sounds. Rare.
SutJl/er-lan'41-a (si!Wer-lln'dl-<i), n. [NL., after James swab a deck i to swab one's face.
:ha1i!:a:~~r~1ii::t:~::.ra~t:
s~:~~1~~- lrt•ing.
Sutherland, who cultivated it (1683).] Bot. A genus of swab'ber (-er), n. [D. zwabber; cf. D. zwabberen to swab,
G. schwabbern, Dan. niabre, Sw. avab a swab, svabla to swag'man (swlg 1mlln), "· l. A fence. Ti,ie,,e,• Cant.
South Africsn fabaceous shrubs of a single species (S.fm2. A bushman tramping with a swag. Also swagnnan,
swab.] 1. One who uses a swab; hence, contemptuously,
tescens), cultivated for its racemes of scarlet flowers. The
swagger, and swa.ggie. Cf. SUNDOWNER, 1. Australasia.
one tit only for menial work.
dried pulverized leaves are of reputed medicinal value.
Swa-hl.'11 (swa-he'le), n. sing. & pl.; pl. also -us (-lb).
sut'ler (silt'ler), n. [D. zoetelaar, OD. soetelaa,·, a small 2. A swab.
SOW AR, SOWARRY,
of wine),
111Bter, IUltre,
i- RISTER.
au'tl~ta.te..
SUSCJTATE,
~e ;~~~~• aDJ~ au-war'row
(siJ6..wiir'U), n. s. v. T. Abhr ~piritua vini te- ~i:'~':8f;ather
■11Btienance, ■UBtlene.
SUSnuior (] •., proof spirit of wine), OLG. ttwedeler, lltl'eideler,l A
::~!::totJ.~(~fi:,41-tU'rY-dl
; TENANCE, SUSTAJN.
Corrupt. of SAGUARO,
by stitchin~. Rare.
[TILITY.,
peddler. Obs. [Clownish, Obs.[
201), a. [Cf. L. BldJsilire to na'tl-uent.
n. [L. ,nistinen~ 1ut1le,1utlllyte. tsUBTI.E, SUB- au-wa.r'row nut. Corrupt. of Sw. Abbr. Sweden; Swedish.
E-IOUAIU NUT,
■utilte. t SUBTLETY.
S. W. Abbr. South Wales;
sJ.::fd~e~'lJt/.• Sp~;~\n~£wb~::~lh,
n. aut'I. Subtle. R~f. Sp.
■uwe. + sow, SUE.
Southwest; Southwestern (PostLPg.juruntbeba a species of sola- aut'ler-y (si:it'l~r-Y), n. A sut- suxt.
qnake shock.
uest, form of SEE,
■wad.'dle-bW'
(swHd''l-hYl'), n.
al District. London); FreemaShoveler duek. Local, U. S,
na'Q' (sils'l'), n. [F. souci.] num, fr. Tupi jurubeba.] The ~i~,1~c'fu~f,;~, s:~'J;:. shop. 1uyne. -f- SWINE.
sonry, Senior Warden.
■uz (siiz), inter}, [Cf. E. dial.
Bw&d.'dler
(-ll!r),
n. An Irish
West
Indies.
macaw
bush.
■wa
(dial.
swl\,
swd).
Oba.
or
1
f!.?ta:t~t!~tll~~
sini, a common term of address dial. Eng, var. of so. [swab.R., Methodist. Ohs. tirContemptt,ous11H111r'rlnJ-1>'(stl-snr'lng-ll), Bu'to (sOO'UJ),n. = BASUTO.
n. = SWAD,
fol. attentive. Scot.
1u'tor csn'tar), n. [L-l Shop.. to a number of persons even if awab'ber (swlib'i!r), v. t. To awad'dy (F-WlSd'Y),
oi'susAN.
sexes,
sir;
also,
an
exclaa
soldier.
Colloq.
or Dial. Enq.
of
both
maker; cobbler. Rare. - au-to'au'■y. v. i. t t. To care or be
awa.b'ber-ly, a. Like a swabmntion of astonishment.J A
awade.
SUADE.
careful; concern one's s e If; ■ut. i- SOOT,
rl-al 1,811-ti!'rl-dl),
a. Rare.
swad.el. ;, sw ADDl,E, to cudgel.
trouble ; also, to hesitate. Scot. ■uts.ble. + SUIT A Bt:11:.
1a-to rl-ou■...!. a. [L. sutorius.] mild expletive ; - usually in ::&b~t:· (-'l . nJ.1.Q'i:"t:~BL!f/
dear me JIUZ. Local, U. S.
pt&ln', n. [Cf. OF:sousfien, ■Utallle,
SUBTLE,
Sutorial. ur>s.
■wa.b'ble,n. ~long.supple rod; aw&-d.e'shi (swd-dii'sht!), a.
S. V., or 1. v. Abbr. Sancta hence.aslim,tall person. S,·ot. [llind. !ft•adeslii, fr. Skr. s1-•ad€Ji. stmtien.J_ A sustainer. Ohs. ■utare. + SOUTER,
unle,t
own country -1 Of or per1U-ta.ln'a-lJle, a. See -ABLE.
-1·. t. To beat with aawabble. ra
ld~,iu>oii!::t
taining to the movement for nact:t.T;J~I!~t).
Oba. or (krl!p'l-dlm).
(J..]
Cobbler,
au-ta.iu'er. n. a One that susScot.
tains. b Zo0l. A sustentor.
[look] not above the lasti let the sub verbo,or sub voce(L., under ■wab'ble, "· i. [Cf. Norw. dial. tive autonomy in India. - 1wathe word, or title).
cobbler stick to his last.
1111-t&tn'ment.n. [Cf.OF.sous- !!t~·,!tie.va;.
avabba to aplash, Sw. dial. st-ab- de'1hi1m (-shlz'rn), n.
Svan (swiin), SYane, or sva- ba to sling around to lounge ■wterk.
~WERK.
tenement. F. soutenement.] Act au-tee'. Var. of SUTTEE,
1utour. t SUITOR.
ne'tl&n (swi.-nC'shdn),
n. about, G. schwabbeln to 31,tash, 1waff v. i. Prob., to swirl. Obs.
of sustaining; support.
~!t~pltt.:~=TL(.;.lfJt' ti- pTt' a- [Russ. Sran, Sranet; cf. Gr.
ll<ib~~°!!.
awa.ff,n. A swath. Ob$.
au-t&l'tlc (stls-tll'tlk), a. [Gr. ~!:'rfe~i;
~f~~ E~~-sway I
sdt,~rlIW&fre, -f- SWA\'ER,
a,,aTaATt.«Os- contractile, fr. ad1,. Obs.
1•.t. ~ i. [AS. Mvutelian, ::ti:e,I.1::1tJz•~~;.R,H~leT
~ru~r°~n! 0:;efh;>t}caftv~fi~
BW~t.
+ SOGATE.
■wa.b'le (swii.b'Y), n. = SWARavt1TiA.Af!t11to draw together, to ■utel,
(• w l g'b ll'l d;
sw(•otolian, ,111cytelian.]To make ticeof suttee.
[SUBTLETY.,
peoples
of
the
Caucaaus,
dwellawack(ewlk;
swAk),a.
OD. awag'bel'lled
moderate ; at.iv together+ crrEA- or become manifest. Obs.
diar. also swt]f;-), a. HaTing
auttsl. antteltye.
Sl'BTl,E.
8;
a shoemaker. ~itfa!~ ~n°J1teb~fu~!1}~:slmeAf!l,V to place.1 Mournful:-of
a ■utel:,, sutelte. i' ~UBTLY, SUB· ■ut'ter. +souTER,
:r~~l.,:;fDfd1.11/~aa·ie~
(-l) • ::• If~a_i:
E~g:
rPrlck!y
epecies of ancient Greek music. TLETY,
b Supple; pfiant. c Nimt•. 1, Sva.n'hi1d. Var. of SWANHILD. fragile.
1u'ter-ber'ry (sO.'fflr-W:r71'>,
n. ::::::· (;tt~YifL~t''l),
■uatene. -f- !UTSTAIN,
ble; slippery; shrewd: treacher- iecting befiy ; also, a swolelI See sUTLER,1
ObR. or Dfal, SVart-&l'fa-hefm (awiirt-iil'fd■u-tan'ta.-cle (st1s-tl\'.n'td-k'l), ■Ute:re. -f- SCITOR.
1
ous.
[dt>ep
or
hastily.
Scot.I
J~fe~~°l~y
?.":ie':"
iu;:g;
"Enif:,.
1, To acl: _asa sutler. Obs.
n. [L. s1istentaculum. See sus- ■uth. + SITH, since; SOUTH ■
■wack (swik). t·. i. To drink
developed in the abdomen.
TENT ATION,]
a A support; a ■uth(Scot. sooth). Obs.or Scot.
the black elvea + heimr abode.] awack, ad,~. With a swaek ; 1wa.gd.
:: T~ ::~re;; 8f~\irink noisily.
Swagged. R~f. Sp.
var. of SOOTH.
Norse Myth. HomP of the dark
■wage (swij).
Var.
of
SUAGB,
::r~~,:1::1::e~tl\'.'ii~tiYr.':
Su'tha-la (sO.'thd,lfi), Su'th&- ■ut'ty. t SOOTY,
elves, - one of the Nine Worlds.
f.l~~•
t. t i, Obs.or Scot. Ir Dial.
la-ltea (-1~-tte). D. Bib.
[Ob,.,
■va.a'tt-Jta.. Var. of i,;wASTIXA,
fFrom SW ACK, a.] To make or swage, v. t. Discharge (a gun).
::;~~,J~~;,~-~)•~;t~-rl,~
!;~c1:J'
z~r.~~~;~~ authd•kne. t SUBDEACON.
become supple. Scot.
tlou(-~-ri'ah1'n), n.
ingstructure.
gsustain.
~=~~tth~;)\~o:·
oJI~ur~en■wack.'1ng (swlk'Yn; swiik'-),
~uth~gh. }_>i!?. ■uture. + SUITOR.
n. See a. Large; robust. Scot. tr Dial. 1wag'ger, a. Stylish; swell;
Bven-ga'll (svl\'.n-gii'lY),
■uth'er (dial. 8M>Nl'@r),
n. ~ t•. II ■u'um cui'que
(kI'kwe;
swii.d).a Dial. Enr. aa, a swagger gown. Slang.
.A11at. ~ Zo<il. A sustaining ■uth'er-1:,. Southerly. Re.f, Sp • kwt'-). rL.) To each his own.
iv~.,r.;are1csv~,r:~:
I ■w&d(swlSd;
of SWORD, b A soldier. Slang. awag'ger-er, n. One that swag.
structure; specif., a sustentor.
1uth'ern. ~outhern. Ref. Sp.
sver'1-g1-are' (-jY-iir'), n. See ■wad (swlSd; awld), n. [Prob. gen.
[gering, p. pr.,
1u1-ten'ttve, a. Sustaining; ■uthf&■t, ■Uthly, i- SOOTHFA~T, ~!'~~:~iv\U:ot:!.~~~t:~J~:l
PETROORAPHY,
tr. AS. swei!Iion to bind.] Pod; 1wag'ger-lng-Jy, adv. of swagIUUD,
i- SWOON.
~OOTHLT,
[SOUTHRON.,
nourishing. Oba.
ilh.eU. Dial. Eng.
Obs. or ref. ap. of ll ■u'u■ cui'que mo■ (sfi.'iis). [L.] Bve-tam'ba-r& tswi-tiim'bti-rd;
■W&gJel' stick.
A short cane or
■u-tent'meut, n. Support. Obs. Suth'ron.
To
each
one
his
own custom.
shwii-) n. lSkr.t;vitii,mbara, lit., awad (swlSd), n. Lump; mass; walK11!,f,.9tick.Slang or Dial.
■u-ten'tor (sbs-t~n'tl'}r),
n. ■uthselerere, n. LOF. sousceleclad in wh1te.J See JAINISM,
crowd. Slnng,U.S., tr Dial.Eng.
[NL., fr. L. sustinere, ,w:tenfum. riere.] A woman undercellarer.
~~:~E~•;s~'Jctr:l1J~r,~·
~~~gy~ wb!f~!i::
Ob~.
~F:·if.Yo.1Z~;~s~•.u vous plait 1w&d.( swlSd; swl\d), n. Coarse ::::;~:_
lit., own hPir.] See HERES.
Ohs. or Dial. Eng.
■utht. T sotTTH.
[SITHEN.I
~~!1:~~fhe~::ter?o~~~~
~ial:,._E;l'c;wn;
■u-versed', Yer. of SUBl'ERSED,
B. V. B. Abbr. Splrltus vinl
SITH,
lepidopterous pupa, serving to ■uththe, 1uththen.
au-wM'. au-wa.r'ree. Vars. of rectiflcatus (L., rectified apirit bumpkin. Ohs. or Dial. Eng,
IUti, + 800TY.
1uBl)endit during pupation.

~:g~f~=:~~f.

•111-tafn' (Eil&-tin1),

V.

+

s:,~~a
:H~~Jh
r~~.1::;e:f
at~:~~~!,
h:.l'~itf/~t:.!ii

z.

a.

z.

1
~;3ii1~;::a
fe~':i~~
t~1?:

l~~~r~~Yli:~~:::r

1

sw7:r:;

+

+

::;i~~
i:~;,~~-!

~fg,
i~~P~::f:

~:1:n
t;a1tJ::
::1::0:~~-]
c~J!~~;-bgt:·

::::::f'h

+

A~~!:.C!::
s:}'i:v
~uh,1:b!~~irm.
+

::t·

~~r;ui!i.E.

+

t~;s~r'•:;yra
c<::";p;;r',.;
~f~~~~t·;.~t:

+

Ji~:r. l~l-1~~

1

L:!ic.
ff·

:~!:

+

uh.,

:;:,~:i~g•

sftil

~1:J,r~~'1{!:i~~:~a~/!,

:.:~fen
~~~ik,~n

A~!t·tt
R.\:g;T~'tv
:::;t::t.~(~lk~>~~~)tNi:

'k!:r

1~~:~w~~•!.~rJ,11:i'::f.sf!:.

~!~;:e

1

tt7.!

!f~

food, fo'ot;

out, oil; chair;

~~!:!tP(~~cg~\

+

g0;

sing, IJJk; filten. thin;
l,...ull e,,cplanatlona

nat9re,

ver<!_nre (250); 11:=ch in G. ich, ach(144);

or Abbreviations.
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SWAHILIAN

SWAN MAIDEN

[Ar. aiihal, pl. miihal, the coast of the Swahili.] A mem- swal'low-tail' (swlS!ta-til'), n. 1. A swallow'• tail, or 4. To clear ;-commonly with up, out, etc. Dial. or Colloq.
ber, or members, of a Mohammedan Bantu people, on Zana tail similarly forked and tapering.
6. Logging. a To clear of underbrush or the like prezibar and the neighboring coasta,who have a large infuaion
2, Any of numerous large bntterfiies of Papilio and al- paratory to road making. b To haul (logs) to a ekidway.
of Arab blood. They are energetic traders.
Also, their
lied genera having
swamp (swllmp), "· i. 1. To sink or stick in a swamp;
lanl(Ua!l'e, Kiawahili. -Swa-hi!J.1-an
(awii-he'll-lin), a.
the border of the
hence, to become involved in insuperable difficulties.
swain (swan), n. [ME. swain, swein, fr. Scand. ; cf. Ice!. hind wing produced
2. To become filled with water, as a boat; to fonnder; tc>
811einn a boy, servant, Sw. 8tlen, Dan. svend, akin to AB. into a tail-like :proecapsize; sink; hence, to be ruined; to be wrecked.
• OHG
· ] 1 A
t
'f
·
Ob
ess Theyare br1ghtswamp azalea.
A common azalea (Azalea viscosa) grow,wan,
· mein.
·
servan ; speci ·• a sqmre. · •·
ly i, 0 I Ored, black
ing in swamps throughout the eastern United States. It
2. A young man dwelling in the country; a rustic; esp.,
d
11
has fragrant white flowers with a clammy corolla.
O
a country gallant or lover; - chiefly in poetry.
an Ye
b
) f
w com- swalD!lllh, a. - swaln'ish-nes&, n.
r,\_~~Y
it~e~~~i!~~
st'l:~t?!l.i
U~i~a~~t'.;~u•b•~~i~•:1~
escens 0
Swaln-sO'na (swin-ao'n<i), n. [NL., after Isaac Swainson,
European species is
swamp blackberry. A trailing species ~f bramble (Rugardener at Twickenham, England, about 1800.] Bot. A P. machaon. The
bus hi,pidus) of swamps of the eastern Umted States.
swamp cottonwood. An American cottonwood, or poplar
genus of Australian herbs and undersbrubs with odd-pintiger
swallowtail
nate leaves and racemes of small blue, white, yellow, or (Pe1.1u
lwaucuw,_st)b,
chbileacfl•y
(Pupulus
lleteruphylla)1 with resinous buds, la~e rounded
d fl
"th b · l
t d d d t · ted ·
y 0
k
crenate leaves, and brown bark. Its brownish wood ia.
a;a1.:'u'}101~'Ts
po~~::
bands and border to
suwseampd
forlabuurildeil~g
pauT'l!~r!:fdc'Jlatl~1~i:amgl~~~I)lait{;g,gp!a;i
¥°he ;~~flo~ere8'v!~fet;
Also [I. c.], a plant of this genus. See DARLINGPBA.
the wings (thouir;h
swale (swiil), n. [Of. Ice!. ,valr cool, .,vala to cool.] a dark dimorphic
the northeastern United States. It has pale leaves, glauform of the female
cousbeueath,and small purple flowers. '6 = SWBET BAYb,
1 . Shade., also, a shaded place. Obs. or Dial. Ettg.
alao occurs) the as
swamp W:r. a The atamasco lily. b A white-flowered
2. A slight depression or valley, as in a plain or moor, terias swallowtaii
::::___.....;c....:==~
species of c.-inum (C. ar,gust-ifolium) of the southern u. S.
(P.1)()11/xenes or.P. Tiger Swallowtail (Pa,,il,o glaucu.). A swamp rabbit. a A rabbit (Lepus aq_uaticu.f) similar in
often wet and covered with rank vegetation. Dial.
0,f~st:Si;;tV1:!B.~;~:~~i::!tt!~Di\liloi:eatoli~~:~
awsal'lowl (swiSl'O), n. [ME. swa!owe,
a 1t e rt f)h ~t!n{
Imago; r Wings reversed to show Markt.;w~~w~~'uG~r~=:~~c:~~b~~
y~l~wy spo~s, ings of under aide. B Larva.
½!irn~~i:rt!:ta:u:!1~~irs:ei1~~1;,
bn~h~i!1::slf:S!t
in

t~

~ls.

T

:ttf'

~:i

!f s:~:::i~~~~i1ia11:1~g~,;,~::t
passerine birds constituting the family
..
Hirundinidre, noted for their graceful
flight and re~ular migrations
They
·
·
have a short bill with a wide gape, small
!';:'!e~':"!~g11:,~~~8i!~~f~~i!~ii8i~nd::!,"j,'l~
f k d S 11
f th
• 11 rt
oNccuewr
Zmeaalanpaan"do
OolrdeW.orldwaexcoewpst
d
p olaer
regions, and are among the most useful of
birdst feeding on insects, which they take on
~eB;;~~~t~e BARNSWALLOW,
BANKSWALLOW,

rg!

t

3.d;::::i~a

;~1}~=\::b!:rth

American species.

4. Carp. A dovetail.
6. Fort. An outwork with converging sides, its front form-

ing a reentl'ant angle; - so called from its fonn.
8. A swallow-tailed coat ; an evening coat. Colloq.
swal'low-talled' (-tiJdl), a. 1. Having a deeply forked
tail like that of a barn swallow; as, a swallow-tailed coat.
2. Carp. United bv., dovetailing ; dovetailed.
1w&llow-talledbutter!ly.=swALLOWTAIL,2.-a.duck,theold
s~uaw. - •· :flycatcher, the scissortail nycatcher. - 1. gull,
:i~~k~taN~~ttull~;ic1:iwkk~~e
(.Et~ow-tailed kite. - s.

s:;~ e!:l!~!;oifo,tt 1'::.':i~~~~~ri.rtJfi~~~r,:;~p~~~~
but without streaks on the under parts.

swamp white oak. a An oak ( ',!uei·cus platanoides) of

the eastern United States having leaves somewhat intermediate between those of the white oak and the chestbu~:kove~t~~e!:l.
s~oTfe~~~ o~k~sed in construction.
swamp'" (sw~m'pi), a. Consisting of swamp; like a
swamp i i low, wet, and spongy ; as, swampy Ian d .
swan (swlSn), n. [AS. swan; akin to D. zwaan, OHG,
swan, G. schwan,
Icel. sv a nr, Sw.

::::/,°;fiE~
;:;ia~"!~it
Kfg;,;i!;;

80

1
I. Any of certain swifts, popularly
called
:. 0
:,~nperr"t'c; E~:::J
to swalsamlmcaria)having tail-like loDes on
some th in g audi- ~
flrom thtehirsbuperflcial "freseCmfblalnce
ows,as e c 1mney BWI t.
· a BO SEA BWAL•
the bind wings. - a. llheldr&ke,the old
Low,woonswALLow.
American
squaw. Local, Eng. - •· skipper, a
ble.J 1. Anyofcertshkeipel?!'.rteirnnseUctn,.<teEducl
oalc.,kusw)
,.tohf
ta in heavy-bodied, _.
3. One of a breed of domestic pigeons with a [!~n(H~~u•,!:
8,at"'atuses,pr
Blender bill, a shell crest, and feathered legs. do erythro""""
b1
v er Y long-necked,
awal'low (sw01'0}, v. t. ,· SWAL'LoWBD(-Od}; g a .11t e r) , girekeenp1r·s
oancsb,
bw
_intdh
wa1•11
!ogn.gtailaquati~ birds related
0hcersesfle
0 cnt1e·
1
BWAL'LOW-ING.[ME. swolewen, swolwen, male.
H
to but larger than
,welwen, swelglten, AS. swelgan; akin to D. zwelgen, OHG. swallJ.ow-wort' (-w8rV), n. a = CBLthe geese, constitut.
.~
swelahan, swelgan, G. schwelgen to feast, to revel, Icel.
ANDINB. b A European asclepiadaing the subfamil~ Australian Black Swan(Cllenopisatrata),
MJelgja to swallow, Sw. svnlja, Dan. svrelge. Of. GROUl<D· ceous plant ( Cynanchum vinceloxiOJ'f.1~~it~!~c
~/:!~y~d~{~h
~i~:~:f:i~!"k~!:J'i;e
8
BBL a plant.]
1. To take through the gullet, or esophagus,
cum), th e root of which has been
Eut fly stron~ly w'i:en once started, and are very gracefui
into the stomach ; to receive into the body through the
used as an emetic, cathartic, and
when swimming. Several species are often domesticated,
diuretic. C Any of several other
esp. the muts awan ( Cygnus olor of Europe and Asia), dismouth and throat; as, to swallow food,
n. Hence, to take in or absorb in anv manner •, to ingulf •, asclepiadaceous plants, as the soma
tinguished from the other European species the whoopini
•
' necessary provision
awan (0lor cygnus), by the knob on ,·ts bill, t'he S-sha ,pe
Pla n t •
engross;
to seize and consume. u The
of life swallow., the greatest part of their time."
Locke. swamp (swl!mp), n.
[Prob. of
curve of its neck, and the erectile wing feathers. Allied
3. Specif., to receive or accept~ as doctrines, statements,
Scand. orig. ; cf, Icel. svOppr a
:~!1:te1:=~~th!i!.!o:~cCZ~~c:;is~o/:!~'ofw~st~
etc., esp. without examination or scruple. ]Yow Colloq.
sponge, Dan. & Sw. 8'Vampi perh,
SwallowHa. black except a white wing bar, and the black-necked
To swallow much upon much weaker proof. Cowper. akin to AS. swa.mm spouge, fungus,
tailed
swan ( Cygnus melanocoryphus) of South America.
4. To retract i recant; as, to swallow one's opinions.
OD. swam sponge, D. zwam funKite.
2. A sweet singer, or a poet noted for grace and meloity;
&. To put up with i to bear patiently, as an affront.
gus, G. schwamm sponge, Goth.
- an appellation arising from the ancient fable that the
11~~i~os(lf~~~~~i::ToKEN.
swamms,
porous, spongy, Cf. BUMP.]
Wet,
swan sang melodiously, esp. wl1en about to die;
Shakespongy land ; soft, low ground saturated, but not usually
epeare was called n the sweet Swan of Avon. n B. Jonson.
swal'low, v • .;. To perform the act of swallowing some- covered, with water; marshy ground away from the shore.
[cap.] Astron. The constellation Cygnus.
thing; as, his throat is so sore he is unable to .,wallow.
2. Mining. A low spot in a coal deposit, likely to gather swaD'llow'er (-flou'er), n. Any orchid of the genus Cyc9!"RllJ.ow,n. [From SWALLOW,
v.] 1. Act of swRallowing. water. Local, U. S. Of. SUMP.
noche.,, the long arched column of the curious flowers being
... Tbegullet,oreaophagus;
the throat. Now are.
swamp (swomp), v. t.; swAMPBD(swllmpt); swAMP'ING. likenedtoaswan'sneck.
3. a That which swallows or ingulfs, as a quicksand, an 1. To plunge or sink into a swamp.
swan'herd' (sw~n'hilrd'), n. One who tends or marks
abyss, or esp. a whirlpool. Obs. b = swALLET,n.
2. Naut. To cause (a boat) to become filled with water;
h
I
h I fE J d
4, Taste; relish; inclination i liking. Colloq. Obs.
to sink by filling with water.
eir' 0~
a~aPable of becom6. As much as is swallowed at once i as, a swallow of water.
3. To submerge as if beneath a liquid; to overwhelm.
ing maiden or swan at will by donning or doffing a magic
8. Naut. The aperture in a block between the sheave and
The Whig maj·ority of the House of Lords was swa,111 ed by the garment, the awan shift, or covering of swan's feathers.
creation of twe ve Tory peers.
J.
Green.
Hoth the Norse and the medieval German literature, and the
frame through which the rope reeves.
■watf. t SUAJF, sweet; ~UA.VE.
■wallow hole.= SINK, 11.,5. Eng.
1wamp blackbird. A red-winged swamp harrier, 1wamp hawk. awamp quall. a A quail of the Bwan'hlld · (swtSn'hlld)
n.
await, n. [Cf. AS. sw\fan to s1 ww&llall
owwrp
lo
v..,er_.
AAp;8'
atdin_bco
[blueberry.I
A
harrier
(Circus
assimilis)
of
genus
S.11uu•c11.-.:.;
esp., S.au!dra- ricel. S1:anhild1·: cf. G • ..~tvan_ Iee.d hla1:khird.
0
move. go.J A blow. OIJ&.
f h0 11
}10 111 ::::: i!~~~n~~:n
eastern Australia and Celebee. bl<lof Australia, Tasmania, and hild.l In the Norse version af

~~~u:~s:!'r!~~=••fgt!!

Gr.uoµf/)O~

l.

as,

a.

.;::slh:ic1!n~
ri;u:.wx:fairi

R.

~-1!..

11

81;r'~w~o~m~e-gnd,'
1,oh~ei:iw-:u.h.:w.d•.F
=r:,r~
gl~~:~i::"bb~~i!?.!;~ ~~Jl~!hrtt:~Woodl:/:is~~swamp broom. An Australian ~t~~.P) b~ellebore. = HELLE- ~r~~nG~~:··gra/i~l/ 8 .:rtidiv~ ~.h,i"s.
••fdt!b~y!
swa.l'miah (ewD/mJsh), 1wai'- ■wallow atone. A seashore peb- fabaeeous hroomlike plant ( Vi- swamp hen A marsh hen· esp· shaped hluck hare beneath. b
moua (swi'mtis). Dial. Eng ble fabled to be fed by i;wnllows 11d11aria,/('mulata).
[hage. I a The Eur~pean purple ga11i: A painted quail ( E:1·cal/"acforia a king, who, when hi& son wa■
~~~~~~!~M~:~ing.
:~~~n1!~.tos;~"::!t~kom.
:::::
,~lhirek ::J;r tr~i:·sia: :Urfun~fb~~d:~!~
Austw!~«,~1'
ti~~~g!,,;ticg~;:iath~ 1
0

b~::::I
e::::r.·
t,~:: ~::t'~'~h1~:.
~i
~t::~~
:::1t!;:Ott·
~::'«:/s:!1J:i.
~~~?:;;i:;r:~8J"~
of
the°ie~~;
~;'~~;~~::.""~~!~~~~Chess.
~'~i'h';'
A~~!t;:J;::i
ae~a~P ~~~k';:
:;:;:J
r!:~A
!n~
~gsee(iG:;a t~:ee~~r }~ !!1\:l~fh~g!~~;~ st~
Dicam111,
allied to the suntiirds; swamp chestnut o&k. An_,yof or little awamp hen.
l'f the eastern United is torn to pieces by horses for
1w&ln'1h1p,n. See-!ilHIP.
esp., D.
of Aus- several American onkR,as <tuer- swamp hickory. The bitternut. States, cla~1bering over bushes hc,r husband's treaeltery.
::n~1~!~a~plant of the tralia
and Tasmania.
~;,~;11;;•:1
f·;;i~'{{'A~!f~alswamp holly. =
c. in swamps.
b,1 :-::~~t.~tJ>!~'J?;u~orrupt. of
1

0

8

c·arol11w)

MOTi!:.

hir11n,Unaceurn

1~~ 1

~Wm~;1::~r~t

1w&lp{swiip),u. ;. [See swoop.]
~f t:e :~~~~
11'0
walk r.roud1y; to sweep C'hf'lit/o]Jf,-ra.
along. Dfrt. Enr,. [of SWIRE.I swal'ly (rlml. sw!Sl'T,swil'Y),
:::I:J.sw;r!\\~i~t.&dial. Eng. ~!!i:,s:~t•tg1~1 8~ ~~AL~]o~
■wa.trd (ewird), n. Sward. Scot.
swelling; a tumor. Oba.
■wairf (ewirf).
Scot. var. of sw,:lm, 1,. t. To swell. Ob,.
SWARY, swoon.
awalowe. t ~WALLOW.
1P:,:~};;..;;,,lCJ·.
0
~wt~."TVar.of SWAT,
new ale &ot
\of ~WA.TH I To flounder or splash about in
awa.ith(.Rwith).DiR . E~g. var:
pret. of SWELT.
:'o";~g~·:t
'1~~~~
1w&l'ter
·
L R
Oh
nn.k, ti. ~ 1,. = ~w A.CK,
1Wal't1sh"·c:h:,.s;;~
~ 1ltl sh:

,~t

:::::·(at

:;!.It Rt:.-

11~:d:

var. ~.::m;f ,~~Ea\: 1;~· a. Thin;
slender; also, hollow I empty.
of S\VtcJ.1..
11
1
:~:i~e~ ~~;~
tn
~::~~{'(~~tJmp).
An
stone rocks through which a 8-ineh, 21.N'l-ponnd
Parrott gun,
stream sinks. Dinl. Eng
mounted in a ewamp by the
it~~r=~r~:.tst_hc.Bilt~,~~~J.
t )
-,- 1 '1' e ng. Ob8 1w&mpa.p,ple.A large white or
~:..f~~~bi~ (swJilo~-b•l), a: pink slightly a~id gall on the
!;.~i:1:~d
Swallowed. Ref. Sp.
fun~1u?~:. thst swal- ::h'::~
~!{er°fuh~vr:!
■wallow .ft.ah. Sap~hirine ,:ur- green ash, or the hoop ash.
[lo't·I :::~Prt:ar:~::~bee:;,;~:
nnrd ( 1'rirtla h,n,n ~=~r.-The~di!,;.
ticksRidPnlfCOnnnfa.
tailed kite. See 1st KITE, 1.
awampblrch. Yellow birch.

{:n8'1:»~~·::ia1:!::~:~s/:a§~

i~

::;

0

tea.

The

tea tree

lum),

fo~~fo:e:t~~!~~oJ~::J!r~:!~!t
0

0

l:::g~>;'
~;e;i>~1/!:.'
t!:
Scot
1

:::::
Swanky

Melaleucal'W&nk.,

8
·thf.~!
"X~aAmerican :~~'le,
111ufic11s)with Sr·ot.

,;,

~ Dial

Eng

t v. ·Swagge·r. nial.

1
•

thistle ( CardUU8
0

( Eu~l11pt~ rohusta and E. ho~:;'~_es' A~;"o~~~~-~::ir~;~«;
ceoustreesofthe genus Trista::;mp
~l{~;n~a!hbeo':~1d:f. 1e·

t~l

~~=n~!a~~r~~h~~~:~- moss.
■wamp

oa.k. See

ViMINARIA.

Var. of

SWANKY.

==~lit

~:~tars;f,~!~~ni1tc~t~r.iaceous
~B~ifIJ;k~t:~~pin!Cot.
IW&mpwillow. PUNY willow. pret. of SWINK.
1wamp'wood.', n. Tlieleather- 1wanknlght. Jf11th. A knight,
0rae:rhne' 1:a~ns!lc~rswi~
:~:!itiryaJ:a~r:~!!iu.
~'::Jli~~~!!~d·!th"!: 0 s-;,~';g;;;. :~~: ts0 8e~~ntt:i~i~:i~o~~
'"'~~. ~~tne'tlan~Sv~:r~~!il
whi i1rough_1 th e 88 or inl'W&n animalcule. Any ciliate c!~fo~ed by
mhl! ;rcred
~~~:f,~~~~!f8~!ra~'~H:r;J~;~~~:
~~t1;;in!~
}~~~~~~:
having a necklike extene10n of that of a swan, the power to
~~ea~~i~,. n. =
ehan,re having been poasesaed
awane. + SWAIN.
:,a~k,;n,~!i~t~~t~e:.::.I)k'l),
swang (~wlln~). Obs. or Scot. & 11. 1. Inferior ale, beer, or cider.
dial. pret. of !-.WINO.
Dial. Eng.
8:V~:-p~
~~gJ!f,~~:le:ia(;f·:
~~: !~~~: 0

r:~
rr,

th!

•~1

~~~:r;
:~

~:a:

i:~:.~1

1wamp ore. Bog ore; limonite.
partridge. The Canada
swamp phea1a.nt. A long-tailed
Australian cuckoo (Centropua
= SLASR PINE a.
t~~s PJffk. &ebA:!-~
-rt::n,;li_<·!t'a~·gi,
~~,~;~
thaceoua plant (Helonin• bul- 1mnngr, Norw. dial. svange.] pliant.] Supple: limber; active.
~~~flfl.
of the eastern [~~~~-di Loins; ~oiib Ob8. f
a'efti;~u!;"feiio~.
swamppopla.r. Swampcotton~
Thfctt:e:~::;
awan'ly
Rel ti
t
i
■wa.mp poat oak. Overcup oak. or any other Mwanlikegoose.
connectiO:·wuh:a :.:an~• ~,.•

:c,-;::.

:!:!;";i~e.

~~,~%~8:~h~nif.gar,

':::i:::~c:Ji,!n~-

::==··

E.'r-::;~1,.r,.:i~:ik.~i~'i~~;::,t~;
E.pat,ciflora.

(swln'I-m6t), n.

[LL. 1nvani111ofrw1. Cf. !-!WAIN;
MOTE meeting.]
Ea.rl11 J,'ore~t

1~J~.WiJJ~11t
1:?{~/!u!~;t;~; !~:n~,~:a~
rJ:':1:.PE~e:
:.er;:~~i•1 Aus- ~:,:1'!.'
s;::.k';.

ta),

:;~;rar~~~Malarial fever.
Swamp Fox. General Francis
l\farion (17:12-!l.5)
of South Carol\n~l who~;riet:~n~~~:r~~';:
fa~e1~:~fm1tthe Hritish armies,
eluding them by hie knowled,ee
~iv~;a~};i,!~~~~~ nd:Aa~fJ:
~~'!!~h~~erA!:1:,1°:!Y:!~;
Australian gum tr"ees,esp. Eu-

■wan'l-mote

Jeter, otherforeat officers.thricE.
(A1-1JJleniyheearlya,r1t erdelhFeoreen
81aac.tmentof
ti Cb

hi:if~~':::;~:rr~i1
:~J:o::ci~(~:;~,,~~~'!1ciri!
~~f':'!e:in~~:f;pt~
~::~~~~~
with shining foliage and
with Janceolate leaves and

:-::'WTOh~~Iidi;r!u!z~~P.~.e

.:S~e

um mur,,xfifoNun!J,

::~~f:r~k.
u. s. b

llso~
r~l~e~\\!!~~~:v

8 'o\~~~;vscot.

:::::
s::'t&.8:;,:'A1:=A~'!r~!:n
saxif"'4!e(.Sa:rifraga 71enntrftfranfr•a), tiearing i.rreeni,i;h
flowers.
~'!~~ Spanish oak. = PIN
awe.mp spleenwort. The narrow-leaved spleen wort

,.in~;t::::t:.~~~mJJ~n;ef~~;:
1wamp
a Labrlldor tea.

s~:J;,->·oh~:
o/i!~i~E!~:ER.]
~'!'r~~o1:rnv:~~ac~-:n:~

~i~:
?'-01:~,:~b;~ti~:~eak;
:::I¥r:~ai1;.
;IJi:::;err:: :::mt

[BAY

i,~~~~!~;~J!:

ri1-1

t~~!:
Ohle.or Dial. Enq. & To kindle; sw&lu. T SW ALI.OW. f
1wa.mp,elm. Thu:American e)h.
burn. b To waste away I melt; ::~3,w.~~~~,•ef(.s~a~~~t
n. ~~~°:fee~r;::·orc·l~~r: ~~a~p~
consume.
LDial.Eng.l
[Hind. i.n•iimi, fr. Skr. 81'amin b Any of a iP!ng thut makes
0fi'tl~r~-} r~:~~\~ rd
:::::: :: 1cff~tt~~:~.~ac,~ng!~i,
~~~~ ,f~de::~~~!nJ1~ 11
:n~~lt:
y
::~r~,~d(~wii'mlsh).
Dial.
r:g?::. w~":,~ns

r:wa:?~!'P~a

HEAUBKRR\"

!!;,:i':it;~j

~!ifii'Y,a&~

~t~!~i~J~ff,~I~~~:~~l

::,:!.

aMianerake ( Porzana_1Jlm11her,)
honeysuckle.The swamp
awam.pcypreaa. a Either of tw~ swamp hook. Lumbering. A
species of Ta:rorlnm, ()) The la ..ge 11inglehook on the end of
~a¥1h~YJ>tJr:•ee1ir 1
:.:~;h:;~'i,!~!.ani\!~i~~~io.
rh,mirle.~.
swamp itch. = PRAIRIE ll'<"U.
swamp deer. A large yellowish swamp locu1t. a. The water
brown deer (Rur.e.rt•Uil rluuan- locu~t. b = 110NEl" Locmna.
~~{>
~J~ndf:a~:v!r:i;~}~ie n~~ ~~~psh~~~,.,~~do:
each antler. The young and hrt111-1) of the eastern United
:~~t~~~m.:iu~l!.ohi\~~
adults are ~:-~:p1~~~-nJI.m~
d k A
A
swamp magnoll
SWEET
0~~i~1111~1:):
r~~loc~
R11me;
BA\" b.
a. =

l\~-~t~::do:wlix~~ri:

fl~~-

~.r,.:::

■wamp hare. A swamp rabbit.
ilile, senite, cAre, i\m, account, arm, ask, sofa; eve, ilivent, ilnd, recint, maki;r; ice, Ill, old, &bey, 8rb, ~dd, sllft, cclnnect; iise, t\nite, drn, ilp, c!rcAa, mmU;
II Forelcn
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SW.ANMARK
popular a_agaas well, constantly make mention of swan maidml,

SWEAR
277), n. [AB. swa!tu a track,
trace; akin to D. •waad, zwad, zwade, a swath of grau,
G. schwad, schu:aden; perh. orig.,a shred or slice.] l, A.
line of grass or grain cut and thrown together by the
scythe in mowing or cradling.
2. The whole sweep of a scythe or a machine, In mowing
or cradling, or the path cut in one course; hence, the
sweep or reach of something likened to a scythe, or the
track left by it.
3. A crop of grass for hay. Dial. Eng.
■wathe (swiith), "· t. ; SWATHED(swiithd);
SWATH'IN&
(swiith/J'.ng). [ME.swathen,akin to AS.sweil'ia.n (in comp.).
Cf. SWADDLB.] To bind or wrap with a swathe, band,
bandage, or the like ; also, to wrap after the manner of
a bandage or swathe ; as, an infant su·ath,d at birth.
IIWathe, n. [See SWATHE,v.] A bandage; band; swath.
swath•er (sw8th'er; swoth'-), n. [See swATH,n.] Agric.
A device attached to a mowing machine for raising the
uncut fallen grain and mar king the limit of the swath.
sway (swii), "· t.; SWAYED(swiid); SWAY'ING. [ME.
sweyen, prob. fr. Scand. ; cf. Ice). S1Jeigjato bend, swing,
sway, but also Fries. su·iiien, swlijen, D. zwaaijen to wield,
swing. Cf. swAooEB.] l. To move or wield with the
hand ; to awing ; wield ; as, to sway the scepter.
To cause to swing or incline to one side or another, or
from side to side ; as, reeds swayed by the wind ; hence,
to turn aside ; to warp; as, judgment swayed by passion.
3. To influence or direct by power and authority, by per-

4. Biol. To move about actively, as zoll1pora1,spermatozoa, IIW&th (1w6ih ; swoth;

thf;:~!!ea~~~
and other cilia-bearing
!'rh~~u
cw:~i•1:~~i:h1h'tt~eto
e!~:gi~:,ms:;
■warm (sw6rm), "· t.

microllrganlsms.
To crowd or throng.
power o'fhim who hu taken it away.
Vos (de la Sat.U111age).
■warm'ing, n. l. Act of those that swarm; specif., of
■Wan'l18Ck' (swon'ni!li/), n,
l. The swanJ!ower.
2. Something curved more or less like the neck of a swan bees, act of emigrating in a swarm.
2. Card Playing. In skat, the giving sa many points as pos(cf. GOOSBNBCK);
as : a Stair Building. A vertical curve
sible on tricks taken or likely to be taken by one's partner,
in a handrail, consisting of a ramp terminating in a knee.
b Any of various pipes or tubes. c In a Jacquard appas:O~li,r!i~°!,"J'Y~,;.~e\f~:'~!~ete;
any
ratus, a curved, slotted iron guideway for a bow 1, screwed swart (sw6rt), a. [ME. swart, AS. sweart black; akin to
to the rails of the cylinder framing. d A cast-iron plate
OFries., OS., & LG. ,wart, D. zwart, G. •chwarz, OHG.
for continuing the circular channel or breast on the up- awarz, lcel. svartr, Sw. svart, Dan. sort, Goth. swart&; cf.
stream side of certain water wheels.
L. ,ordes dirt, sordere to be dirty. Cf. SORDID, SURD,
■wan'ner-y (swon'er-l), n.; pl. -NBRIBs (-lz).
A place
SWABTHY.] Of a dark hue; moderately black; swarthy,
where swans are bred.
A nation strange, with visage swart.
Spenser.
■wan's'-down' (swonz'doun'),
or awana'down', n. the ■wart ata.r, Sirius ; - so called as causing swarthiness
l. The down, or fine, soft feathers, of the swan, used as or blight. Cf. DOGDAYB,
trimming on various articles of dress, for powder puffs, etc. ■Warth (sw6rth), n, [Var. of sward; perh. influenced by
2. A soft, thick cloth of wool mixed with silk or cotton.
swath.] l. Sward; short grass. Chiefly Poet.
3,
CANTONFLANNEL,
2. A crop of grass for hay. Dial. Eng.
awan'llkin' (swon 1skln 1), n. l. The skin of a swan with swarth'y(sw6r'thl; -thY; 277), a.; SWABTH'I-BR (-thT-er;
the down, or feathers.
-M:i:I-8r); SWABTH'I-BST.
[Cf. SWARTH,
SWARTY, SWART,
2. Canton flannel.
a.] Being of a dark hue or dusky complexion; tawuy;
■Wan'-UP'ping (-l!p 1lng), n. [From swan+ up, prep. &
swart. "A swarthy Ethiope."
Shak.
adv.] The practice or process of marking young swans
'!'heir swarthy hosts would darken all our plains. Addison.
Syn.-See
DUSKY.
for the owners; specif., an annual expedition for this purpose on the river Thames, the crown and the Companies of -swarth 11-ly(-thl-ll ; -thl-ll), adt1.-swarth'l-neu, n.
Dyers and Vintners now being the only owners; - called ■Wash(swosh), ti, i.; SWASHBD(swosht);SWASHIING,[Prob.
of imitative origiu; cf. Sw. svasska to splash, and, for sense
also swan-hopping. Ct. SWANMARK.Eng.
3, Sw. svassa to bully, to rodomontade.]
l. To dash or
■wap (swlSp; dial. also swap), v. t.; SWAPPED(swopt);
swAP'PtNG, Also .,wop: [ME. swappen to strike, to move move noisily with or as if with a splashing sound; to
;
as,
swashing
waves.
"
[He]
swashes
through insplash
swiftly; perh. akin to E . .,weep, swoop. Cf. SWAPa blow,
congruity and peril towards his aim."
Stevenson.
SWAP, v. 1°.] a To strike; beat; thrash; also, to strike
2.
To
fall
violently
or
noisily.
Obs.
off; cut. Dbs. b To slam; to shut violently. Scot. &,
3, To make a great noise; to bluster; brag.
Dial. Eng. o To chop, as grain in reaping. Dial. Eng.
■wap (swlSp; dial, al.,o swap), v. i, a To strike.
Obs. b BW&llh,,,. t, To cause to swash or splash; to dash about
To pounce. Obs. or Dial. Eng,
c To fall down. Obs. violently, as water ; as, to awash water iu a pail.
swa■h, n. l. A dashing or splashing of water against or
d To huddle together ; squat. Obs.
swap, swop (swop), v. t. &, i. [Perh. the same word as upon something, or the noise due to it; as, the swash of
1Wapto strike; cf. E. to strike a bargain.] To exchange ; the waves against a pier, upon tbe beach, etc.
.2:.a A narrow sound or channel of water lying within a
barter ; as, to ,wap horses, knives. Colloq. &, Dial.
■wap, ■wop (swlSp), n. [See SWAPto exchange.]
An ex- sand bank, or between a sand bank and the shore. b A
bar over which the sea washes.
change; a barter; as, a good swap. Colloq. &, Dial.
award (sw6rd), n. [AS. sw,ard skin, covering ; akin to 3. Liquid filth; wash; hogwash. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
4. Worthless stuff; weak, characterless literary matter,
OFries. awarde, D. zwoord, G. achwarte, lcel. sv0rhr skin,
esp. of a sentimental nature ; trash. Slang.
sward of the earth,J l, (dial. pron. swiird, swiid) Skin;
covering, as the hide of beasts ; rind ; outer skin, as of 6. Blustering noise or behavior. Oba. or Dial. Eng.
8. A swaggering fellow; a swasher. Obs. or R.
bacon. Obs. or Dial. Eng.
2, The grassy surface of land ; that part of the soil which ■wash'buck1 ler (-blik'ler), n. A braggart; a swaggerer.
is filled with the roots of graes ; turf,
sw811h'buok1ler-1D.g, sw811h'buck1Ung, a.
-Hence:
award (sw6rd), v. t. &, i ; sWARD"'1>;BWARD,ING.To pro- BW&llh'ing, p. a. l. Swaggering; braggart.~
2:. Resounding; crushing. "Swashing blow." Shak.
duce sward (upon); to cover, or be covered, with sward.
■wart (sw6rf), n.
[Dial. also ,warth; orig. uncert. l a BWllllh'-let 1 ters, n. pl. Old-fashioned italic
capitals having top and . A"q;J<JX71J
Slimy or oozy material from a grindstone in wet grindlng,
bottom flourishes; thus: l!/2
-"\ ~ ~ \. etc.
'-"
g,-itty grease exuding from a wheel axle, or the like. Local,
· .,
Eng. b Fine metallic particles removed by a cutting tool; BW&llh Plate. Mach. A revolving circular
set
obliquely
on
its
shaft,
and
acting
plate,
specif., chippings, etc., from· soft iron castings, used as a
reducing agent in certain chemical manufactures.
~
jfrf~tfo~ ~:fl~Yi~~te
~~~t~ to a Swash Plate.
1■warm (sw6rm), "· i. &, t.; SWABMED
(sw6rmd); SWABM
awas'tl-ka, swllll'U-ca (swas'tl-k<i), n. Also ,uastica,
ING. [Cf. SWBRVB.]To climb ; shin; mount; - commonly
svastika,
etc.
[Skr.
svastika,
fr.
svasti
welfare; ~
with up; as, to swarm up a pole. Colloq. ~r Dial,
su well
asti being.] A symbol or ornament
swarm, n. [ME. swarm, AS. swearm ,· akin to D. zwerm, in the form of a Greek cross with the ends of
G. schwarm, OHG. swaram, Ice), svarmr a tumult, Sw. the arms bent at right angles all in the same
,varma swarm, Dan. 1wrerm,and G. schwirren to whiz, to direction, and each prolonged to the height of
buzz, Skr. svar to sound. Cf. SWIBL,
l l. A large number
or mass of small animals (particularfy insects), esp. when
e~sl~~g~~"'!_~d t"af::.."ta:=fl
T YP i c a 1
Mil.ton.
in mom.on. " A deadly su·arm of hornets."
as rectilinear~
various decorative
f
2. Esp., a great number of honeybees emigrating together
signs, as the u-reek fret or meander, are de.
·
rived from or closely associated with it. The swastika ls
from a hive in company with a queen to start a new colona
found in remains from the Bronze
e19:;~:i1;l~oa
h1~:~lyse: s~l~~ v~~-~r.neybees settle
Age in various parts of Euro~, esp. ~
at Hissarlik (Troy), and was in freBiol. An aggregation of free-floating or free-swimming
quent use as late as the 10th cenunicellular organisms ; - applied usualll to zolSspores.
8
4. Any great number or multitude, as o people In motion,
f~Yr;di!~
or of inanimate objects ; as, a swarm of meteorites.
dhists used (or still use) it as a reli"
Those prodigious swarm.a that had settled themselves in every
gious symbol, in China and Japan,
and among Indian tribes of North,
,';!.~~\W~mude,
crowd, throng. See FLOCX,
.A.dd,son.
Central, and South America. It is
awarm, ti, •· l. To collect, and depart from a hive in usually thou_ght to be a charm, tala body to form a new colony ; - said of bees. By the deSwastika Design ;n Na~fma:Od0~:C~g~~u~J~!~k'tT~~:a~
parture of some of the bees of a colony in this way overMilfler distinguished from the su-as- vaho Altar Floor.
~~y:,;~~nfnc"ie!!':livf j':n"::.:ii~i~ ~~e~k1~:'~~c~f.~~j
~~..;~~iii~':ft'"i1'l.~g1~1t%t~etl1.1:fi.tt.;rtg,~1! 1~· ~~
monly recognized. Other names for the swastika arefylfot
~t?e\';'1f:11a1¥::~r~~:i.:!a :a~~e:~m:~~r.11;;!::11::.
and gammadion.
2, To appear or collect in a crowd, like bees ; to throng
Swat (swiit), Swa'tl (swii•te), n. One of a Mohammedan
together ; to congregate in a multitude.
people of the Northwest Frontier Province of India, of
3. To be crowded or thronged with beinirs in motion.
Aryan speech and descent.
Every place swarms with soldiers.
Spenser.
ewan'ma.rk'(swUn'mii.rk'),n.
A terj., slap I smack I but cf. also awarf (swii.rf), v. i, 4- t. [Cf. awart'ilh. a. Somewhat swart.
mark of ownership cut on the SWAPto strike.] Obs. or Scot.
~~a\?ti
upper mandible of a swan. See !t'Dial. Eng. a A blow; astroke1

s:i: ~fiC;

=

a.,

Y::

+

:~.R:~t}~~~':'
while

f.

aw&n'• a cut.

b A sudden movement;

:

■wan'-

Rare.

swap.

Scot.

t

Dral. Eng.

;:: L":er
ct..ky~f lFut!~
ps~!;n
:i:~se<3;e~p>sc:r.
Pod

husk ;
Rirer, Western Australia.] An awa.~ (swip), n. [See SWF.EP,
Australian aRteraceou'- plant n.] Dial. Eng. a A pole or bar
11
0
used as a Jever or swivel. b A
rayed flowers.
~~e~~:~;~~-us;~blc,~e~
i

L!~~
:rhl~~~;~t!f
~~a)~hl:!
~!:

r:n:~:::r=i:~·,t~~:
=~:;~;1a~t~~·o/~'la1:E~~-k!fl
s
kl

mm1gle11iO.

■wanahift. See~WANMAJDEN,
■wan ahot.

A large size of shot
used in fowling.
= ~WANXECK,2•
0
;:bi!J
heT~:;;n~;n:i::.~~
when dying ; hence, a last work
of a poet. compol'ler. etc .• produced just ht•fore his death.
awan'-up'per, 11 Swanma.rker.
1''
~~::a~r:~w~~~~n'wt'lrt'),
■wap, 1•. t. To drink up. OhR.
.... , (nip),
,,. ,. [Cf. Gael.
1t1uup likenese, fr. Scand.; cf.
Ieel
look, mitn, likeness,
!~tie~ • 1.s:;;"~,:.!~~;p"le~~;;::

■wan'■ neck.

tf

RVtr

:;:;~·

•. Sco{i,erh. of imitative

bfS:ck0 ~iJ1:r~] ~ troo p!'r0
o~!
of the marauding bands with
blackened face, black garb,
etc., that in the tilth ana lith
11
th eri~1JJ~~t~f small rocket,
1war'mle (sw8.r'm'l;swii' •),v. t. ■wart'y(rlia/. swii.r'tf, sw6'tr),
a. [From SWART,J Swarthy;
=~\VARM,toclimb. lJral.Eng.

swarm cell. Bfol. Swarm spore.
■warm.'er, n.
1. Riol. a One
that swarms. b A swarm 11pore.
I A metal plug for a crack in a

·1

:l't:r::1

0

~l

+

fdbd, fo'bt; out, oil; chair;

~o::
:~~n\s:;::ni;.
~h,~~;~·n!

~~p:
~i,~~;,,v:J'f~!;;;,:li~~

::::rw~:.::~~~11 Nilfon.

(swlSsh'l' ; awAsh'l), a. swath' el-band' , ■wath'el·blnd'lng, n. A a-waddling cloth. Ob&
■wath'y (awOth'l; sw~th'•), a.
Of, pt-rt, to, or lying in, swathe.
1wa'11on, n. Aphetic for PER· Rare.
[Obil.l Swa'tl., n. See SWAT.
SUASION. Obs.
■wa-atv'l·OU■• a. Persuasive.
Swa'tow (swii.'tou), n. See Ilf ..
awat (swAtJ. Dial. of RQUAT,v. DO-CHINESELANGUAGES.
11W11t(aw~t).Obs. or Scot. & dial. awatte. Oba pret. of SWEAT,
Eng. pret. & p. p. of !!WEAT.
■wat'ter (awit'l!r), "· i.
[Cf.
~QUATTER,t•.
;,, and SQl'ANDl:R.]
t,~l~f~~i: ~~:::
Scot. &-/.h'al . .R11y. 1, To squatter
pl., beer.] Chi•fly pl. &ot. a or spla!!h about. b To scatter ;
Drink, esp. new a1e; wort. b squander.
The thin part of sowens.
awal'fle (swit''l), 1•. t. [Cf.
■watch (swUch; swich),
v. t, dial ~uattle.] To gulp down; to
1. To separate; cut off. Dial.
!!:.zl~~~\~ol\"t7>f
~;.s~::.; squanf.nfl.·o11elect, supply, or make, ■wa'ver (swl'vlr), n. t v. [Cf.
by a pattern; to match. Srot.
AS. RwiVan.] Stagger. Obs. or
■watch (sw~ch),
n. [From
Srot.
SWATCH,r.] a A swatli. Ohs. away.
oo.
b A pn.ttf>rnor sample, usually away brace. A brace to prevenl
of cloth. Com. Cant.
brR~~p.
Swatch'el(i.wlSch'tsl).n, Slanp. :::~tg·s-;:;'e.,l
Punch, the chief character m ■wayed (swlii), a. = s w .A.Tthe Punch.and-Judy_: shows.
BACKF.n.
Swatchll bo.z. A Punch--and. ■way'flll, a. See•FUl ..
Judv show.
awe.
so, suE.
awate (11wit). Ohs. or Scot. pret. IWI&,
!4WAY,
■weak. t ~QUEAX
.
0
~ir:tb.Ec~;:i\th)~ bi:i~l~g~vna~:J a-weak (swi!k), n. a A twig au~
■wath. Var. of SWATHR,
ported by a prop in a bird 11nare.
awatll'band',
awath'cloa.t', n. ()ba. b A swingbar over •
A swaddling cloth. Ohs.
hearth. Dial. Eng.
IW&the (switth). Var. of SWATR, nreame.
SWEME,
■wu.'mlah (rlial.
swe"'mYsh).
Obs. or dial. Eng. of !;Ql'EAHISH,
ror
Scot.~
Dial.
~::;'\:unh~eeOb~.ADDLE,
n.] ■wear, Var. of SWEER,a.
0,,,.
swuh':,

~~:.;z,1?."s.
(~!ii.?i~i::~:

::~~:a~h)~v:r~liw
r;~.~;er:.c
'niali~,~:.;

~;!;:(:;::,~·

&. To bear sway; to rule ; govern.
Syn. - See BHAKB.
sway, n. l, Act of swaying; a swinging motion; esp.,
th e swiwi~{
brandished aloft
2. Influence, weight, or authority that inclines to one
.A . Tucker.
side ; as, the sway of desires.
3. Preponderance ; turn or cast of balance. Now Rare.
" To turn the sway of battle."
Milton.
4. Rule ; dominion ; control ; as, to bear sway.
6. Any of various things that move with a swaying motion,
as a balance, crane, lever, etc. Local, Eng. &. Scot.
Srn. -Rule, dominion, power, empire, control, influence,
d11'8ction, preponderance, ascendancy.
sway•-bacll:ed' (-bilkt'l• a. Having the back abnormally
hollow or sagged ; - sa d of horses and other animals.
sway bar. Vehicles. a A bar attached to the hounds, in
the rear of the front axle, so as to slide on the reach as the
axle is swung in turning the vehicle. b Either of the two
bars used in coupling the front and rear sleds of a logging
sled ; also, the bar used to couple two logging cars.
sway•ID.g, p. pr. &, t•b. n. of SWAY. Specif.: n. l. Act of
one that sways, in any sense.
2. An injury to the back of a horse caused by violent strains
or by overloading.
-sway'lng-ly,
adv.
Swa 1zl (swii1zt), n. A Bantu of an intelligent, Industrious
tribe of Zulu origin of Swaziland in South Africa.
■welll (swel), ••. i.; SWEALBD
(sweld); SWEAL'ING. [AB.
swelan, v. i., akin to G. schu 1elen to burn slowly, schu:iU
sultry, AS. swol heat, Icel. si•relaa thick smoke.] To melt
and run down, as the tallow of a candle ; hence, to waste
away. Cf. SWALB,v.,b, Obs, or Scot. & Dial. Eng. Scott.
sweal, v. t. [ME. swelen, AS. swielan, v. t., fr. &1.telan,
v. i. See &WEAL, t 1• i.J To singe; scorch ; as. to sweal a
pig by singeing oft' the hair. Obs. 01· Scot. &, Dial. Eng.
■wear (swir), v. i. ; prot. SWORE(swor; 201 ), formerly
SWARB(sw1lr); p. p. SWORN(sworn; 201); p. }JI', &, vb. n.
SWBAR1ING.
[ME. s·weren, swerien, AS. sweri.an; akin to
D. zweren, OS. su:erian, OHG. sweren, G. schw0ren, Icel.
BfJerJ°a,
Sw. st'iir;"a, Dan. 8Vterge, Icel. & Sw. svara to an..
ewer, Dan. s1,are, Dau. & Sw. 81.'ar an answer, Goth.
swaran to swear. The orig. sense was perh. 00 be respon- ·
sible. Cf. ANSWER.] l, To affirm or utter a solemn declaration, with an appeal to God for the truth of what is af.
firmed ; to affirm solemnly by an object regarded aa
sacred, as the Bible, the Koran, etc.
2. To make a promise, threat, vow, etc., on oath; to vow.

f::~~~~
.~ri~iu<\,~g~~ :::tc:~\t~,

l~~~r;;~~~Rn:;:)· rffa~:
n.
■wart. T SWARD.
[Obs.I rNL., after Olaus Swartz (liOOhb
■wart,n. [Cf,i;iwART,a,] Shrew.
181H), Swedish botanif1t.] Syn.
,::~p,;rig,er.~t
■wart.
,,.
t.
~
r.
[Cf.
AS.
ofTotTNATIU.
[climb.
Ohs.I
•ln). ,i. "Big; huge : u whop•
BWt'artian,1 To make or become i awarve, t•. t. !t' i. = SWARM,to
ping." Ob1t.or Dial. Eng.
■wap'pit, a. SlRttt>rnly. Ohs.
08(sw6rt'hlk'),
n. : :::.Ttsw!sh";!~'.i!h,,
a. \Cf.
■war. Ohs. or dial. var. of ~oore, :::;t~aci
The great black.backed gull. !IJWASH,
r. i., !,1,QUA!,l,H,
1·. t.
a
pret. of ~WKAR.
ShPtlaml &- 01•J.7u•11
J.
Corpulent; alRo,tipsy; fudd ed.
■war'bie (swiir'bl),
n.
[Cf.
0
squashy;
Ice!. s1•artbakr, 1it., blackback.]
Swartbaek. Shetland J.
1warth (swiirth; swii.th). Dial. 1wuh, adt•. Splashingly. Rare.
IW&lh (Bwl:Ssh),n.
~WASH,
::::,,.r,n:6r~~~),a.
Covered Eng.of SWARD.
t,o!~f.i;~'i,tRF, V, i.] Xg~~·.t:s~~ 5,~i,.1:~~~wit'linm~'i~~
with sward or grasR.
■ware.
~QUA.RF.,
SWEER,
RWJf~Y.'
F;~g~p~
:::k~hlb't!~
u:is
aware iswih). Archaic or dial.
awarth(rlial swiirth, swOth),a. ■wuh channel. = 3d SWASH,
Scot. [;~_R!fl
[}'or older RJr.art_J Swarthy. ■waah'er (~r), n. A blusterer;
aware, n. [Cf. AS. a~swara.
R~~~- Eng. In
!1nA!~:::~:~ri~~~'1;'Jpe~t:
awarth'y,
v. t.
To make ■waah'waJ", n. = 8d SWASH
Ohs.
[Oh•·12a.
llatheturning,j
::~.'!;.Jt A~sJ!~ ~;.wER, •warthy.
■wart'l-neu, n. Swarthiness.
1 awuh
work. Oblique work fn

::::J?:ti:-·

Bacon.

fl:;.s~A~~u~~h ~co;~t;rf.'at
:;:~tJ1so':~b:g;~!
f:~:~fd
=~}!1'JJ~:,
!~·:ii;:::~
Weak;insip1d. c~audy;showy.

A

a. Swanlike.

The balance sways on our part.

2. To turn one's way; to bend one's course ; to go.
3. To swing from side to side ; to oscillate ; fluctuate.
4. To have weight or influence .

mg

~~o~n.w~!f,;&~·- ~ ti!i~A'~~!
~~.!1A':Uf.1;iercsw6rt'rt1t'l!r), n.
::r.!~~et:·
n-:
~-:t~;=:~~b~:
::.:p~
:~~p
[cgf~~\~ p
a blow.]
t R:hb~!~YObs.
Scot. [G. 11c•/mtr2dro~;h
bJ.,•ckc«:t¥a,.
1wan'111Bh (swUn'lsh),
Quickly and with force; with a :::=:,,
llJ' (•l).

Je;<;u~!:.·

suasion,f~~!~11U:~!~!!~~~~~dt?af~~;T
Dryden.
4. To lean upon ; weigh down ; oppress. Dial. Eng.
6. Naut. To hoist or set up, esp. by throwing the weight
of the bod,)' on a halyard or other rope ; - often with up.
Syn. - Bias, rule, govern, direct, influence; swing, move,
wave, wield.
sway (swii), "· i. l. To be drawn to one side by weight or
influence ; to lean; incline.

de-,::alfka°

:h~~b~fg
hii!:~~1~
B~~~

SWAN•l'PPINO. E,lfl,-

a.

\Cf,

o1:
Jle

+

++
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i:.e,

~;f:i:'J,1;,.~d~~l'!!f~s~~]

:::::i~;;;afhi~~(>Df
~::n~~~:

go ; sing, iJJk ; tlien, tblD.; uatyre, verd-9re (250) ; K =chin
G. icb, ach (144); boN; yet; zh = • iu azure.
Full m:planatloaa
or Abbrevlatlona,
Slpa, ete,, lmmedlate!J'
preeede the Voeahalar:,,

+
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SWEAR

SWEET

3. Law. To take oath (which see); to give evidence or - 1We&tlng llickneH, a febrile epidemic characterized by
state on oath; as, to swear to fact, against a party.
~t':i~eih~:
..~~~:~
4. To make an appeal to the divine Being irreverently or f~~{':.";~~~tgE~~tf.':..fl~{4's'jt~
until 1551,esp. in 1528,when it extended to the Coutineut.
blasphemously ; to use the name of God or sacred things
profanely ; to adjure God in imprecation; to curse.
l~~~k~s~t\ih:T:;~-~~~:v~!!:,e:·sy~te:,~rt:k1~1/advantage of the necessities of employees to drive them to
0
1
~;,\~fp}1:{;
the limit of their powers of labor, usually for unduly or
great confidence in (a _person or thing); to trust implicitly;
unfairly low wages. The term is now used chieflr, of the
as, to swear by one's doctor.-to
1. off, to make a vow, or
employment, usually by a subcontractor, of unskilled or
resolution, to abstain from something. Slang.
poorly or ~rtly skilled workers on piece work in indoor
swear (sw&r), v. t. 1. To utter or affirm with a solemn manufacturing, as of cheap clothing, cigars, etc. The work
rooms, called sweatshops, were, and, in the absence of
appeal to a divine Being for the truth of the declaration.

~~:;'!.it~
t~s~!:'c~:;n:if:
:~'of~~-g~ti
1:.
w~h:~.unto

me here by God, that thou wilt not

t!~!~~W, statutory regulationd1 are, often unsanitary.
!~l~
l:1b.!1~g!ecf! te!i'~::t~~:::ti!!i~~;
more objectionable features of the system.

2:. To make (a promise, vow, threat, etc.) on oath; to vow.
3. Law. Toputtoanoath
(which see); to bind byan oath;
to administer an oath to ; - often followed by in or into,·
as, to swear witnesses, a jury ; to swear in an officer.

4. To declare or charge upon oath ; as, he swore treason
against his friend.
6. To appeal to by or with an oath. Obs. or R.
Shak.
6. To speak or utter irreverently or blasphemously. Rare.
to swear the ftece api,nat one, Law, to make oath that one is

~~~na~'ibts ~:~~!e~e::~t%~"i,1~.Yt~a~;,ni!~Ft~~~~~a

to find sureties that he will keep the peace. Chiefly Eng.
(-tir), n. 1. One who swears i one who calls
God to witness for tbe truth of his declaration.
2. A profane person ; one who uses profane language.
sweat (swet), v. i.; pret. &:p. p. SWEATor swEAT'En, Obs.
SWAT (swllt); p. pr.&: vb. n. swEAT'ING. [ME. sweten, AS.
swiitan, fr. nLJaJ,,
n., sweat ; akin to OFries. & OS. swet,
D. zwee.JiOHO. sweiz, G. schweiss, Icel. sveiti, Sw. svett,
Dan. sved, W. chw11..s,
L. sudor sweat, sudare to sweat, Gr.
US
of, i.&pWi;,
aweat, ,Oiov to sweat, Skr. sv€da sweat, svid to
■weat. Cf. EXUDE, SUDARY, BUDORIFIC.]
1. To excrete
sensible moisture through the pores of the skin; to perspire.
2. To be excreted, or to exude, through the pore• of the
skin or through any porous body.
3, To emit or exude moisture, as green plants when closely
packed, cheese in ripeuing, etc.
4. Specif., to exude nitroglycerin; - said of dynamite in
which nitroglycerin separates from its absorbent or dope.
6. To condense moisture in beads or drops on the surface ;
as, a pitcher of ice water Will sweat in a hot room. Colloq.
8. To labor in such manner as to cause perspiration;
hence, in general to work hard ; to drudge.
to 1weat out, Card Playinp, to win a game without taking
risks, by waiting for triflmg points that fall to one's share.
sweat, v. t. 1. To cause to excrete moisture from the skin ;
to cause to perspire ; a.s,his physicians sweated him.
2:. To emit from or as from the pores ; to exude.
Mine eyes to sweat compassion.
Shak.
3. To wet with perspiration; as, to sweat a collar.
4. To cause to exude moisture; specif. : a To subject to
fermentation, as the leaves of tobacco. b To dry thoroughly, as wood in a charcoal pit.
6. To beat for the purpose of extracting an easily fusible
constituent; to extract iu this way: as, to sweat bismuth
ore ; to sweat oil out of crude paraffin.
6. Mech. To apply heat to (a substance, as solder) until it
melts and runs, esp. between surfaces to unite them ; a.a, to
sweat soft solder into seams; hence, to unite by such means;
as, to sweat a gold pen to an iridium point (cawiing the gold
to melt and adhere).
7. Naut. To hoist, haul, or set, as flat or taut as possible ;
- said of a sail, rope, etc. Slang.
a. To get advantage, as of money, property, or labor, from
(any one), by exaction or oppression; as, to sweat a
spendthrift ; to sweat operatives. See SWEA TING SYSTEM.
9. To get information from by close and exacting questioning; as, the police sweated the prisoner. Colloq. or Cant.
10. To pledge or pawn. Slang.
to aweat eoln, to remove particles of a coin, esp. a gold coin,
by shaking it with others in a bag.
sweat (swat), n. [From the v.; cf. ME. swot, AS. swat.]
1. The fluid excreted from the sudoriferoue glands of the
,kin; perspiration.
See PERSPIRATION, 2.
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread. Gen. iii. 19.
I. Lifeblood; life. Obs.
3. Act or fact of sweating, or state of one who sweats; esp.,
perspiration induced medicinally.
4. That which produces perspiration; esp., hard work;
labor i drudgery ; also, Obs., excessive heat.
6. Moisture issuing from any substance i as, the sweat of
hay or grain in a mow or stack.
8. The sweating sickness. Obs.
HolinsMd.
7. Jf.fa.11(!,gp..An exercise given a horse before a race.
a. A febrile disease of ferrets, having the features com ...
monly seen in distemper of dogs.
Syn. - See PERSPIPA.TION.
sweat box. l. Naut. A small cell for refractory prisoners.
2. A room in which the process of sweating a prisoner is
3~~:!:,~~~\'i_oi,~~iJ~~r::·hi~~~l:~e
s!:t!~AT,
v. t., 9.
sweat•er (swet'er), n. 1. One who sweats.
2. One that ca.uses to sweat ; as : a A sudorific. b A
thick warm woolen jacket or jersey. c An employer of
labor who makes use of the sweating system. Colloq. 4
A hard or troublesome task. Colloq. or Dial.
sweat gland. Anat. A gland which secretes sweat. In
man such glands occur in great numbers in nearly all parts
of the skin\ and ordinarily consist of an epithelial tube ex■wear'er

~~1~~:J>~~1lb!~hln't~~!rd::
~~~~ irti;ed~~~' ~~
more often the subcutaneous tissue, where it ends in a
much convoluted spherical mass. See SKIN, Jlhtsf.
sweat'lng, p. pr. &: vb. n. of SWEAT.- sweating bath, a
bath for producing sensible sweat; a stove or sudatory.

~:k
~~~cin:. ~~-s~r!~~ j1{fn~n~i ~~~!~~ ~rp{~~es~J,~!,°f,
used to scrape off sweat, esp. from horses; horse scraper.

ale, senitte, dhe, Am, account,

a.rm,ask,

!~

0

s~:~:

The fre';,_uent

~:~igtt:

The term is

4. A whip; a scourge.
6. A bend ; curve.

Obs.

With curvature of low and easy sweep.

Cowper.

8. Chiefly Mech. A long flat curve; hence, a surface or-part having such a curve, as a long, flatly curved ruler.
7. Naut. a The mold of a ship when she begins to curve
in at the rnngheads ; any part of a ship shaped in a segment of a circle. b A long oar used in boats or small
vessels, either to propel or steer them.
8. One who sweeps; a sweeper; specif.: a A chimney
sweeper. b One of the men employed by the university
to take care of students' rooms. Yale Univ., U. S.
9. Usually pl. The sweepings of workshops where precioua
metals are worked, containing filings, etc.
10. Physics. A settling or tendency to settle to thermal

a

si~tg:

0
fsll~!fi~~i!n;l;:fp1es~;!;.1c'ihJ~e~~e:f
!tb~iC::~
by American
being subjected to continuously changin~ external influa remedy for
stones.
fs0
~;:i;.esTh~~;~:p
c!fa:~!!1l
SWEAT'I-EST. ~~~d\t~~s~
stance which settles down to an :.mvarying state incom•
patible with thermal equilibrium, due to external action,
1s called a steady sweep.
2. ConsistiWo ~fors!!~\~.h'l~!~: ::::;ye s~e::~t.
Swift.
11. A hand water-raising device consisting of a long pole
3. Causing sweat; hence, laborious ; toilsome.
or timber pivoted to the top of a tall post and used to raise
Swede (swiid), n. [Cf. G. Schwede.] 1. One of the )?•Opie and lower a bucket. Cf. PICOTAH, SHADOOI'.
of Sweden, an almost pure Teutonic type, though sbghtly
12. Agric. A plate of metal, of any of various shapes and
modified by admixture with the Lapps and Finne in the
sizes, for attachment to a plow stock or cultivator frame,
northern departments.
Cf. GEATAS,ScANDINAVIAN, 1. used for throwing loose soil about plants in cultivating, for
2. [often l. c.] A rutabaga, or Swedish turnip.
leveling ridges between rows of growing crops, et.c.
Swe'den-bor'gi-an(swii'dln-b6r 1jI-iin), n. One who holds 13. Card Playing. In casino, a pairing or combining of all
the doctrines of the New Jerusalem Church, as taught by
the cards on the board, and so removing them all ; in
Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772), a Swedish philosopher
whist, the winning of all the tricks in a hand.
and religious writer. Swedenborg claimed to have direct
14. An Australian squamipinnate fish (Scorpis req1tipinnis)
intercourse with the ~iritual world, through the opening
highly valued for food.
of hie spiritual senses m 1745. He taught that the Lord Je15. = SWEEPSTAKES, 3.
sus Christ, as comprehending in himself all the fullness of
16. Founding. A ,trickle.
the Godhead, is the one only God, and that there is a spir17. Refining. = ·ALMOND
l'URNACE. Obs.
e~a~~~ifi!~:t::~~~~~t~:~:~~~~i~-:::
18. A war engine for throwing stones. Obs. exc. in Her.
natural and spiritual things. - Swe 1den-bor•gt-an,a.
sweep of the tiller, Naut., a circular frame on which the
Swed'ish (swiid'Ish}, a. [Cf. G. schwedisch, Sw. svensk.] tiller travels.
Of or pert. to Sweden, its inhabitant•, or their language.
sweep'er (swep'er), n. One that sweeps, or cleans by
Swedish clover, alsike. - S. feather. a A kind of pike or partisweeping; as, a carpet, street, or tube sweeper; specif., the
san. Obs. b An iron-ti_pped stake used as a palisade in repelprotecting frilling at the bottom of a dress skirt.
lin~ cavalry. Obs. or HiJ1t.-S. llr, the Scotch pine.-8. glove■, sweep'lng, n. 1. Act of one that sweeps, in any sense.
suede gloves. Rare. - s. green Scheele's ~n.
- S. iron.
2. Astron. = SWEEP, n., 1 b.
iron made in Sweden, valued for its genera11[ excellent
3. pl. Things collected by sweeping ; rubbish; refuse.
quality. -8.Junlper. a horticultural variety o Juniperu•
sweep'ing,p.
a. 1. Movingswiftlyand violently; also,of
communis. -8. movements, Med., a system of exercise,
great range or scope ; including or affecting mauy persons
active and passive, of different muscles and joints of the
body. See KINESIATRICS.
- s. nightingale. a The European
or things; as, a sweeping flood, majority, accusation.
redwing thrush. b Jcap.] Jenny Lind (1820-87, Madame
2. That sweeps or cleans with or as with a broom or brush.
Goldschmidt), a native of Stockholm, perhaps the most
■weeping proce11. = SW"EEP, n., 10.
celebrated of female vocalists. -s. turnip, the rutabaga.
Swed'lsh (swed 1Jsh), n. The language of Sweden, which s;.:~eift~'fi: 1
;;-ef:.~tf{}~i~e,:i,:i,:i:ound an arc
of a circle from a boat and then hauled ashore. b A bagprevious to 1200 A. D. was recorded only in runic inscripshaJ/Od net with a bandle used by entomologists for catchtions. The literary language, or modern standard Swedish
ing msects by sweeping it over vegetation.
as distinguished from Old Swedish. began to develop in
sweep'stake 1 (swep'stiik'), n. 1. a A winning of all the
the 14th century. See lNno-EuaoPEAN.
swee•ny (swe•nI), n. Fa,·. In horses, an atrophy of the stakes or prizes by one player. b An old game in which
muscles of the shoulder; also, atrophy of any muscle.
such winning is possible. Obs.
sweep (swiip),v. i.; pret. &:p. p. swEPT (swept); p. pr.&: 2. A complete removal; a clean sweep. Obs.
vb. n. SWEBP'ING. [ME. swepen, fr. ME. swopen (for earli- sweep 1stake', ad,,. Sweepingly; by wholesale.
er swapen ), or its source. See swooP, t•.] 1. To move or sweep•stakes' (-stiiks'), n. 1. = swuPsTAKE, 1 a.
pass with swiftness or force, as if brushing the surface of 2. The whole stake on an event, esp. on a horse race, a givanything ; hence, in general, to move or pass swiftly.
en amount being put up by each contestant and sometimes
I hear the sable garments of the night
additional prizes added by the promoters, and the stake
Sweep through lier marble halls.
Longfellow.
awarded
according- to agreement either all to the winner
That I .•. may 14Weepto my revenJ,e.
Bltak.
2. To move or pass with st.&teliness or dignity ; as, she or in shares to severa]; - used either as sing. or pl.
3.
A
race
for a sweepstakes.
swept from the room.
3. To move, pass, or extend with a wide sweep, range, or sweep 1wash 1er (-wosh'er), n. One who extracts the residuum
of
precious metals from the sweepings, potsherds,
effect ; to pass over anything comprehensively ; as, a plague
etc., of refineries of gold and silver, or places where these
swept over the country ; the valley sweep., off to the right.
metals
are
used. -sweep'wash'lngs (-Ingz), n.
4. To clean rooms or the like by brushing with or as with
(-I), a. 1. Moving with a sweeping motion.
a broom. "A new broom ,weep,'! cleau."
Old Pro1J. sweeplyThe
branches bend before their su.1ee1,ysway. Dryden.
6. Whaling. To move the fluke• violently from side to 2. Of the nature
of a wide sweep, curve, or bend. Colloq.
side ; - said of a wounded whale.
3.
Heavy
and
pendulous; swaying heavily. Ral'e.
sweep (swiip ), v. t. 1. To drive or carry along or off with sweet (swiit), a.;
swEE·r'ER(-er); SWEBT'EsT. [ME. swete,
or as with a brushing motion; as, to sweep dirt from a su·ote, sote, AS. swete
(cf. swote, adv.); akin to OFries.
floor ; a pestilence sweeps off multitudes.
swite, OS. swoti, D. zoet, G. silss, OHG. suozi, Icel. sretr,
2. To pa.se a broom or the like across (a surface) so as to &retr,Sw. sot, Dan. s0d, Goth. suts, L. suavis, for suadvis,
remove loose dirt, dust, etc.; to brush with a broom for
Gr. l78lJ~,Skr. st,iidu sweet, svad, S11lid,to make plea.6iug,
cleaning ; as, to sweep a floor, street, chimney.
to enjoy. Cf. ASSUAGE,
SUAVE,SUASION.] 1. Pleasing to
I will sweep it with the besom of destruction. Is. xiv. 23. the taste ; specif. : a Having an agreeable taste or flavor
3. To carry trailing upon or brushing along the ground; such as that of sugar; saccharine; - opposed to sour or
said of the train of a gown, etc.
bitter; as, a sweet beverage; sweet fruits.
b Having a
And like a peacock sweep along his tail.
Shak.
fresh taste ; having the taste pertaining to the original
4, To brush, pass, move, draw, or the like, against, over,
sound or wholesome state; fresh ; - opposed to sour, ranor along, with or as with a brushing motion; as, to sweep
cid, stale, putre.scent, etc.; as, su·eet milk; sweet meat or fish.
the strings of a banjo ; to sweep a river bottom with a dragnet; also, to pass or move (something) with or as with a 2. Hence, pleasing or agreeable in general; specif. : a
Pleasing to the smell ; fragrant; redolent; balmy. b Pleasbrushing motion ; as, to sweep one's hand across a table.
5. To paBBover, or traverse searchingly, with the eye or ing to the ear ; soft ; melodious; as, sweet music. o Pleasing to the eye ; beautiful ; fair ; as, a sweet face.
4
an instrument of observation ; as, to sweep the heavens.
6. Founding. To form (a molrl) by shaping the surface of Pleasing to the mind or the feelings ; arousing pleasing
emotions
;
attractive;
as,
S'IJJeet
dreams
or
fancies;
hence,
the sand or loam with a template or •trickle instead of using
dear or beloved. uyy suiePt Bianca."
Shak.
a pattern ; to strike; strickle ; - often with up.
Mildness and siweet reasonableneBS is the one established rule
to sweep the deck or the board 1 Card Playing, to clear off all
the stakes on the table by wmning them.
~f
common in address; as,
sweep, n. 1. Act of sweeping; •pecif. : a A clearing out 3. Mach. & Mech. Smooth and noiseless. Cf. SWEETLY,
2.
or away ; as, a clean sweep of officeholders after election.
4, Notsaltorsalted;
fresh; as, sweet water; sweet butter.
b Act of viewing comprehensively with the eye or an instru6. At·chery. Elastic, as an archer's bow.
ment ; also, the region thus viewed ; as, a sweep of moor8. Sacred; holy. Obs. &:R.
Destr. of Troy.
land ; specif., Astron., a systematic search of the sky with
7. Warm and fertile ; - said of land, as opposed to sour.
the telescope ; - a term used by the Herschels.
8. Designating unekimmed milk. Dial. Eng.
2. Motion of a sweeping nature; as, to row with an easy
9. Containing sugar; not dry (see DRY,
7); - said of
sweep,· also, the compass or range of such motion; ae,
wines and other fermented liquors.
the sweep of a storm, an epidemic ; hence, the compass or
10. Chem., ]}fetal. Free from exce8" of acid, sulphur, or
range of anything regarded as having such motion; comcorrosive salts.
pass or range in general; as, the sweep of a decree.
Syn. - Sugary, saccharine, dulcet, luscious.
3. Purport; si!(tlification. Obs.
Wars of Alexander.
aweet acacia., the huisache, or sponge tree. - 1. almond. See

1~!';:~hA:lt~~;~
n~r,,~i~!~~:iit
Indians for sweating, either as a rite or as
disease, by steam from water poured on hot
1I-ER (-I-er);
SWeat'y (sw~tlI), a.," SWEAT
1. Moist with sweat ; as, a sweaty skin.

~,r:cf
:~.~ili!~

n.,

~\t\:=e!Y,

1\:~~

m:~~'J~~~:

ii!~~~i~
fu~~~~1y

sofa ; eve, t!vent, i!nd, rec/Int, maker; ice, ill; old, llbey, Srb, Md, salt, connect
U Forelp
Word.
-1-Ol>oolete Variant of. + eoml>lned with. = eq11alo.

a.,

; use, i'i.nite, arn, iip, circi1s, menii ;
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SWEET

SWERVE

a vegetable. The__plant is widely cultivated in warm re- sweettwood' (swiit/wii!id'), n. a The true laurel (Launu
lrlons, and in the United States as farnorthasNewJersey.
nobilis). b Any of varions West Indian lauraceous trees or
1. - aweet.'.-J>ota.to their timber, aa species of Ocotea and Nectarul,ra, also the
It is the origjual H potato." See POTATO,
borer, a bluish black weevil ( l'IJlas formicarius), with a red
C The Spanish elm.
prothorax, whose larva bores 1n sweet-potato tubers. - a... Janiaican Acrodiclidium jamaicense.
b.
ANGBL,2 b. - a. ash, the wild chervil. - a. balm. a The
potato sph!Dlt. See MORNING-GLORY
SPHINX.- •·•J>otatc atring, d The West Indian rosewood (Amyri&). e = CABCARILLA
garden balm. b A menthaceous plant of the Canary Is- Ag1·ic., sweet.potato roots containinf some 1mNrfect or swell (sw~l), v. i.; pret. SWBLHD(swm.d); p. p. swBLLBD
11NG. [AS.
or
SWOL'LEN
(swol''n);
p.
pr.
&
vb.
n.
SWELL
lands ( Oedronella canariensis). - ■. bal1a.m, the balsam1
0
t::tj~~e!o:l:
weed Gnaphalium obtmifoliu1n. - •· baail, common basil.
awellan; akin to D. zwellen, OS. & OHG. swellan, G.
ruah. a Sweet flag. b A fragrant East Indian_grass (An- •· bay. a The true
schwellen, Ice!. svella, Sw. sviilla.] 1. To increase in vollaurel (Laurua nol>ilis).
dropo'fon schamanthus). - •· acabloua. a An Old World '!P8· ume ; to grow larger ; to dilate or extend the dimensions
cies o Scabiosa (S. atropurpurea), naturalized in America.
b An American magby
expansion or by matter added within or without; hence,
nolia (Magnolia virgib A common fl.eabane (Erigeron annuus). - a. aedge, the
to increase in force, importance, value, or the like ; as,
niana) abundantalong
5p:~~s~
the legs swell in dropsy ; the river swells after rains ; a
the Atlantic
coast
southward.
It has
-a. spirit, or apirlta, of niter. Med. Chem. = .,pirit of ni• ,,welling sound; his assets quickly swelled.
glaucous leaves and
trous et/1,er,under SPIRIT.- a. sucker, the black horse ( Oy- 2:. To rise above a given or conceived level ; as, a hillock
rather small globose
cleptus elongatusfa,- a. ault&n, an annual asteraceous plant
swells above the plain ; the ocean swells into waves.
fragrant white dow3. To bulge out ; to protuberate ; as, a cask swells in the
se!~~J. 8 (l!~~i:~~~~
.:E:~!:~-i~ll)~g~:!o~
ers. o The red bay. middle ; the sails swell with the wind.
1. bent, the wood rush
0
4.
To be puffed up with oras If with some emotion; to be,
:1n°d~r~~:~ i!:~:~!~
:Ja~~i~~~i~
Juncoidescampestre.or appear to be, pompous, bombastic, or the like; as, to
•· Bllly.
a =iWBBT
WILLIAM&. bTheEuswell with pride or anger ; a swelling phrase.
3
ness for sweet things or for sweetmeats.
l'olloq._- ■. ver• 6. To play the dandy or person of fashion. Colloq.
Sweet
(Magnolia virginiana).
bena, lemon verbena. - 1. vernal gJ'&BB, a slender European awell, v. t. l. To increase the size, bulk, dimensions, imgrass (Anthoxanthum odoratum) having the fragrance of portance, value, or th0 like, of; to cause to rise, dilate, or
common birch (Belula lenta) of the eastern United States,
coumarin in drying, grown for hay.-1. viburnum. = SHEEP•
having spicy brown bark, hard, dark-colored wood, and
BERRYa. -a. violet, the common cultivated violet ( Viola increase ; as, rains ,well the rivers ; immigration su•ell,
erect fruiting aments. A volatile medicinal oil is distilled
the population ; the wind swells the sail.
from the bark and wood, and birch beer is obtained from
=:;"J~i.,J1a~~t1,,~~t~~~f~~t;g-.!;...,-fl.:1.r:
j
2. To raise to arrogance; to puff up; to inflate ; as, to be
the sweet sap by fermentation. The wood is used for furcolors in dense umbel-like clusters. b The willow wren.
,,;welledwith pride, l1aughtiness, or the like.
niture and shipbuilding. Also called black birch and cherry
3. MU8'ic. To augment gradually in loudness, as a tone.
birch. - •• brier. See SWEETBRIER, - •• broom.weed. = BROOM- o The European goldfinch. Local, Eng. - •· willow, the
sweet gale. - a. woodruff, a fragrant European rubiaceous
awelled-gelattn, or -gelatine, process. See GELATIN
PROCESS b.
WBBDa. - •· buckeye, a tall buckeye (.dJscutua octand.-a) of
herb (Aspemla odorata), with small white ftowers. - tc be swell (sw~l), n. 1. Act of swelling; increase or augmenthe central United States. It has yellow or red ftowers
a.
on,
to liave a sentimental fondness for (a person). Slang.
tation in bulk, quantity, importance, force, intensity,
and soft white wood. The tree is often cnltivated. - 1. sweet (swiit), n. 1. Quality of being sweet ; sweetness.
value, or the like ; increase.
calabash, a West Indian _passion vine (Passijlora malifor2. That which issweet tothetaste;-chiefty
inpl. Specif.:
mis), producing a roW1d1sh, edible fnut, the size of an apByron,
Music arose with its voluptuous swell.
a A sweet dish served for dessert. Eng. b Confection- 2. A gradual
ple. - 1. e&la.mu, sweet flag. - a. cane, sweet flag. - a. curise, or rounded elevation, as of land.
ery, preserves,etc.
o Homemade wines, cordials, metheg•
aa.va, a species of cassava (Manihot palmata aipi) with
3. The long, rolling, unbroken undulation of the open sea
nonpoisonous juice. Its root yields excellent cassava,
lin, etc. Now Rare. d A sweet potato. Colloq., U.S.
in times of steady wind or of relative calm; hence, loosely,
and its herbage is relished by stock. See CASSAVA,1 ; 3. That which is sweet or pleasant in odor; a perfume.
any billow or surge, as of drifted snow .
.M.ANIHOT.
- •. cherry, the m.azzard. -a. chervil. = SWEET
4. That which is pleasing or grateful to the mind.
4. Music. a A gradual increase and decrease of the loud0
6. One who is dear to another; a darling.
ness or volume of sound ; the crescendo and diminuendo
[Cf. ME. bred, brede, roast
root. b Any species of fiie related American genus Wa.,h- sweet'bread.' (-brl!d 1), n.
combined ; also, the sign indicating this
ing_tonia.- a. ctatus, an evergreen cistaceous shrub ( Cistus meat, AS. briiide, akin to briiidan to roast, G. braten. Cf.
b A device used in a harpsichord, pipe or reed organ, for
BRAWN.]
The
thymus
or
pancreas
of
an
animal
(esp.
'a
governing
the loudness of the tones by opening or closing
1
1
!~!:t:!t~i!a~t'~~::1ra\s
a~r!:!:~~;calf) used for food, the former being the throat sweetbread
the cover or set of blinds over a box or chamber inclosing
the genus Petasites, as ~ .fragrans of Europe
P. sagit.
or neck sweetbread, the latter the stomach sweetbread.
the
sounding
strings, or vibrators, or pipes. c = SWELL
tata of the western United States, in allusion to their fra- sweet'br11er (-bri'i!r), n. Also sweet'brt-'ar. A European
BOX,SWELLORGAN(see ORGAN,1 c), or SWELLPEDAL.
grant flower heads. - a. corn, any variety of Indian com
rose
(Rosa
rubiginosa),
with
stout
recurved
prickles,
small
6. a A fashionable man of soCJal importance. Colloq.
having kernels with a high percentage of sugar and adapted
glandular-serrate fragrant leaflets, and single pink flowers.
Beacon.,field. b A fashionably dressed person. Slang.
for table use when green. - a. cumin, anise. - a. cypreaa, the
ga!ingale ( Cype,-us longus). - •· dock, the blstort. - 1. fennel, It is often cultivated and sometimes naturalized.
6. A can which has bulged owing to the fermentation of
sweet'en
(swilt''n),
ti.
I.;
SWBET'ENED
(-'nd);
SWEET'EN-ING
a species of fennel (Famiculum ,lulce), used as a pot herb.
its contents. Mere. Cant.
(swet''n-Ing; -ning).
lSee SWEET,v. &: a.] 1. To make
- 1. fern. a Any of several buckler fems (Dryopteris). b A
7. Mining. a A local enlargement or thickening in a desmall North American myricaceous shrub (Cornptonia
sweet or pleasant to the senses i as, to sweeten tea with
posit.
b A horse. See HORSE,n., 9.
a:rplenifolia) havinJ sweet.scented or aromatic fernlike
sugar ; to su•eeten the room with flowers.
8. Weaving. A small lever connected with the shuttle
leaves. c Sweet cicely. Dial. Eng. -a. lag, an araceous
To make pleasing or grateful to the mind or feelings ; protector in the shuttle box of a fast-reed loom.
plant (Acorua calamus) having long ftaglike leaves and a 2.
as, to sweeten life, friendship; also, to make less distressing; swell, a. 1. Swollen with pride or arrogance. Obs.
pungent rootstock. See CALAMus,2.- a. gale, a myricaceous
shrub (My1"ica gale) having bitter fragrant leaves. It is to relieve; so]ace. "Sweeten every secret tear." Keble.
2, Bearing indications of rank and importance; hence,
3. To make mild or kind i as, to sweeten the temper.
stylish; ultrafashionable ; as, a swell _person. Slang.
0
t~ml~;a~f ~:r10~s•·fr!!:::
4. To make pure and salubrious by destroying noxious swell
mob, well-dressed thieves and swmdlers. Slang.
the genus Pan'icularia, as P -~uitan.~, P. distans, etc. Th'jl'
matter or by freeing from taint ; as, to su:eeten infected swell box. Music. A box or chamber, in an organ, con.
apartments ; to sweeten impure water by filtering. Spe~ taining the reeds or a set of pipes, and having shutters that
~:.e:..;;~~di:-!'m:
';,'7a)"'.'~':,hg~d
cif., Bleaching, to remove traces of acid from, by soaking
0
0
amelidaceous
t ree
f
in a dilute soda solution.
swell 1flsh 1 (-fish'), n. Any of numerous plectognath fishes
&. To make warm and fertile; - of soil, opposed to sour.
6. PVnance. To include high.class securities in the collat-. (esp. of the genera Spheroides and Lagocephalus) that
"United States. It has
can dilate themselves with air ; a puffer or puff fish.
era! for (a loan). Colloq.
re:~i:,~!r1l1br!~c~:~
swell 11ng, n. 1. Act of that which swells, or state of be7. To make complaisant by gifts; to bribe. Dial. Eng.
and hard brown wood,
ing swollen; as, the swelling of a river; swelling of the
8. To increase the stakes in or of; as, to sweeten the pot
variously used.
See
breast with pride; the su·elling of anger.
in poker. Colloq. or Cant.
LIQUIDAMBAR,1. - a.
2. A protuberance; a prominence; esp., Med., a morbid
sweet'en,
v.
i.
To
become
sweet.
Bacon.
herbs, fragrant herbs
protuberance or enlargement ; as, a scrofulous swelling.
sweet'en-lng (swiit''n-Ing ; -nYng), n. 1. Act of making
cultivated for culinary
sweet.
purposes. - •· horaeca'!'ltre:~e~~'~:rli~t~l~ueh plates are not even, b~}/_£V_XrC:~!!r.
2. That which sweetens; specif. ,molasses ( long sweetening)
mlnt, the common
or sugar (short sweetening) used to sweeten tea, coffee, etc. &welt (swl!lt), v. i. [ME. swelten. See SWBLTBR.] Obs.
or
Dial. Eng. 1. a To die; perish. b To faint; swoon.
to1::~;"~a,~t!!~~~e~
Local, U.S.
variety of sweet Wil2. To be overcome by heat ; to swelter.
sweet'heart' (swiit'hiirV), n. One beloved ; a lover.
liam.- a. lemon, a pear•
3. To bum orbe ina fever, as from impatience, anger, etc.
1, v. t. &: i.
sweetlheart
To court. Colloq. or Dial.
shaped variety of lem4. To course, as a current. Obs.
Spenser.
sweet 11ng, n. 1. A sweet apple.
sweet J?Ulp.
on
swelt, 11.t. Obs. or Dial. Eng. 1. To cause to die.
2. A darling ; sweetheart ; - a word of endearment.
Its botanical position
2. To overpower, as with heat ; to cause to faint.
is uncertain.-■. locust. Leaves (l nat. size) and Fruit O nat. sweetlJ.y, adv. [AS. swellice.] 1. In a sweet manner.
swe1 1ter (sw~l'ter), v. i.; -TBRED(-terd); -TBR-rNo. [Freq.
=HONEYLOCUST a. -a.
size) of Sweet Gum.
2. Mach. & Mech. Smoothly and noiselessly.
of ME. swelten to die, to swoon or faint, AS. swellan to
magnolia. = SWEET BAY b. - I, maJ:lora.m. See MARJORAM.- sweet'meat 1 (-met'), n. 1. Fruit preserved with sugar,
•. marten, the European pine marten. - 1. maudlin. a A Eu•
die; akin to OD. swelten to hunger, to fail, OS. sweltan to
as peaches, pears, melons, nuts, orange peel, etc.; ropean asteraceous plant (AchUlea ageratum) allied to yar- usuaUy pl.; a confect; confection.
die, Ice!. svelta to die, to hunger, Sw • .,,ii/ta to hunger,
row. b The costmary. Obs.- a. Nancy, the poet's narcisDan. sulte, Goth. swiltan to die. Prob. influenced in sense
2. The first coat of japanning or varnish applied in making
sus. Dial. Eng_.- •· oil, olive oil. - 1. oleander, an East Inby sweal. Cf. SWELTRY,
SULTRY.] 1. To die. Obs. & R.
patent leather.
dian species of oleander (Nerium odorum) with fragrant
2. To perspire profusely ; to sweat ; also, to be faint from
3. A boat shell (Crepidula Jornicata) of the American
flowers. - a. orange. See ORANGB.
- a. pea, a ~rden plant
heat ; to be on the point of perishing from heat.
coast. Local, U. S.
i,_Lathr,ru•odoratu~), orig. native of southern Europe. It
Bentley.
sweet'ness, n. [AS. swetness.] 1. Quality or state of be- swel'ter, v. t. 1. To oppress with heat.
chi!!!e~r:f2. To exude, as in sweating. Ra,·e.
ing sweet, in any sense of the adjective.
3. To soak; to cause to welter. Obs.
1
0
2.
Mach.
&
Mech.
Quality
of
working
•
=~~~
~~hPj~~:
swel 1ter, n. 1. A hot or sweaty condition; hence, haste or
ble corolla also occur.- ■• pellltcry, an East Indian SJM!· sweetly.
hurry, such as to cause this. Colloq. or Dial.
cies of tansy ( Tanacetum umbell-iferum), the root of which sweet 1-scent'ed, a. Having a fragrant
2. A welter (of waves). Rare.
Poe.
scent or smell ; - applied to many
1
swel'ter-ing, p.a. 1. Sultry; overpoweringly hot.
~rsctit~
:til,e~tt
names of plants to distinguish species or
2. Faint from beat.
See CLETHRA,-•-~eaap, a rare American monotrOP.J!,Ceous varieties ; as, sweet.scented cedar ; sweetherb (Monotropsis odorata). It is purplish brown, with pink
swel 1try (sw~l'trI), a. [See SWELTER,SWELT,v. i.; cf.
scented crab, etc.
ftowers. See MoNOTROPsrs.
- a. plum. a The Burdekin
SULTRY.] 1. Suffocating or overcome from heat. Rare.
aweet-acentedahrub,the strawberry shrub.
tlum. b An Australisn melisceous tree ( Owenia cerasif_e.-a) sweet'BDP'(-•~P'), n. A tropical Ameri2. Oppressively hot; sultry.
can
annonaceous
tree
(Annona
squamo.
swerve
(swtlrv), ti. ,. ; SWBRVBD
(swtlrvd); SWERV'JNG
~~t~,v~J!~:-~!k:~!ul~~~ar:::,~)~r;::~r:~
1a); also, its sweet, pulpy fruit, which Frmt of Sweetsop. (sw01Jvfog). [ME. swerven, AS. sweorfan to wipe off,
has a thick, green, scaly rind and shining black seeds.
file, polish; akin to OFries. swerva to creep, D. zu·eri en to
=~~~a~eJ'f!;i::!g~;PJ~~~/~hJ~I:
fa~1
awemme. T sw1M,
aweet'ball', n. Sweetmeat. Obs. Australian apocynaeeoustimber ■weir (dial. swCr). Obs. or Scot. awell'toa.d', n. A ewellftsh.
aweo:re. T SWIRE.the neck.
& dial. Eng. of SWEAR,
awel'ly (sw~I'T). Obs. or dial. awemyle, 1•.i. lCf. Dan. svimle aweote. T SWEET.
tree ( Gynopogmi bu:rifolium).
■weet'ber-ry, n, = SHEEPBEK•
to swoon, E. Btotm to be dizzy.] aweoven. T f-iWE'"EN.
swelr {swer). Var. of SWEER,a.
RYa,.
[voieed. Oba, I
of i_Cl~1::AL,
v. t. 8,- To feel dizzy or faint. Obs.
l:~~~~!:';:hi\~w :;!;:,>i,_:~n~ awett. T SWF.ET.
awep (sw~p). Dial. pret. & p. p.
nveet'-brea.st'ed, a. Sweet.
HPat; glow. Ohs,
of ~WEEP,
■welt (swet ). Seot.var. of SWEAT.i,]
sweet wate!Y juiee.
:;;,i~ca,,C.Aie/~:~~':r:j
L~~~~g!r:!~re~~~.t~f
aweet'weed', n. a Either o:fthe awe!,n. A swelling; tumor. Obs. aweloghe. awelow. -t SWALLOW.
swepe. + SWEEP, r. [engine.I
awel'terd. Sweltered, ReJ: Sp. To swinge; affl.iet; fatigue. Obs. swepe. 'Var. of SWEEP,a war
ers, etc., fragrant.
[BRIER.I tropical Ameriean weeds Ca• 1wel. -i- SQUEAL.
[Ref.
aweperly, T SWJl'PERLY,
aweet'brl'ar. Var. of SWEET• praria hi.flora and Scoparia rlul,. awel, ■weld. Swell; swelled. awel'ter-ing-ly, adv. of SWEL- awene. T RWEVEN.
TE RINO.
swene, n. Noise. Ohs.
■wept (sw~pt),pret. 4"p. p. of
aweet'end. Sweetened. Ref. Sp. ci[f. b A dilute solution of glye- awele, T swEAL,
aweng. T swrNG.
SWEEP.
aweet'en-er, n. One that sweet- erin. Com. Cant.
th
aweng, n. [AS., a blow. See awer. T SWORE, pret.; SURE.
Ts~:~~~°it~~-, Sc.
bark. = CASCARIL-ens ; eep., one that palliates or aweetwood.
moderates acrimony.
LAa. [plant of a sweet taste. I aweU'dom (ewlH'd'llm),n. See awelth, a. fCf. AS. swelgan to SWINOE, SWING, t•,] Obs. a A awerare. T sw EAREB..
awallow.1 Voracious.-n. Gulf; stroke ; a blow. b A trick.
-DOM c. Jocose.
[Slang.
aweet'i■ h, a. Somewhat sweet. aweet'wort' (-wO.rt'), n. Any
awen,;.n. Labor; exertion. Ohs. :;::·
cti!}~As~rid). Obs. or
whirlpool. Both Obs. Scot.
- aw■et'lah•nea■, n.
A sweet or awell'tah, a. Stylish; foppish. awelwe. -t RWALLOW,
■wens, v. i. [See RWJNOE.]
To dial. Eng. var. of RWORD.
aweet'ktn, n. Sweetling. Oba.
~at
swinp;; dash ; rush, Obs.
swere. +SWEAR, ~WEER, SWIRE.
aweet'lea.f', n. A small symplo- awefne. T SWKVEN,
~~fgr!~~;11:e~~:f..
aweft. + SWIFT. [to sway.I piece with a convex outer face. ~T:ie:~~:)~]
trt~e<~:i'h.~a /;';[{~ aweg
stre.n(lhel
flict. - n. Sorrow; eare. Both :::fefi,
v.~~[l.§:
l'~~~r~~1:,·.J°}~/
swell rule. = SWELLDARH.
(SW~g).Dial.Eng.of SWIG,
swell ahark. Any of se,•ernl Ob.ff,.
swi~fe, E. SWINGLE,
n.,SWING, awerm. T swARM.
States. The herbage and bark
sweme,
,,.
i. 8,-n. [Cf. SWIM
to be
(';;i!f.Et~
I).
Obs.
or
wide.bodied
sharks
of
short,
awernea. + SWEERNESS.
1:~
;.Jenyi:;.uriesw~~NING,
.
awert. T RWART,a.
of SWEET, Scot. & dial. Eng. var of sw AY. the genus Cephaloc11lium, esp. dizzy.] Swoon; faint. Obs.
C. uter of the west eoast of ■weme,.fu.1. a. Sorrowful. Obs.
Swerve•
a werv. awervd.
awein. + SWAIN,
0
p~: swerved.
94,cn;.•d•~t!tl
North Ameriea, which take in
aweln'mote'. T sw ANIHOTB.
Ref. Sp.
[SWARr,j
s:~!iiin°:. 3 • Obs. ■weord. T swoRn.
swerve (sw1lrv). Scot. var. of
air when eaught, and swell up.
■weet'root', n. a Liaoriee. 11An awel.pe. T sw11:P:&.
.lLIIOND,2. - aweet alf1111UD,
an annual brassicaceous plant
(Konig niaritimum), with clusters of small fragrant white
ftowers.-1. amber,a large-dowered European St. John's-
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SWERVE

1Werve, rove, OS. awerban to wipe off, MHG. ,werben to be
lines, or by oth/,1· means; to bind together, or hold in place,
by a swifteriug line; - often UBedwith in.
wbirled, OHG. swerban to wipe off, Ice!. aver/a to file,Goth.
1wtfterlng line, Naut., a line used to swifter in rigging, cap.
awawban (In comp.) to wipe.] l, To stray; rove. Oba,
I. To go out of a straight line; to deflect; to turn aside. stan bars, etc.
[AS.swift/ice.] Ina swift manner,
"The point [of the sword] swerved."
Sir P. Sidney. awlft'ly(swlft'll),adv.
3. To depart or wander from what is established by law, Bwllt'n888, n. [AS.] Quality or state of being swift;
speed ; celerity ; as, the swiftnes, of a bird.
Bk. qf Com. Prayer.
&'Wig (swlg), v. t.; SWIGGBD
(swlgd); sw1G1GING{swlg'lng).
4. To climb or move upward by winding or turning. Obs, [E. dial. ; orig. uncert.; cf. D. zwelgen to swallow, akin
6. Cricket. To bowl swerves. Eng.
to E. swallow, v. t.] l. To drink in long drafts; to gulp;
Syn. - See DBVIATB,
as, to swig cider. Dial. or Colloq.
swerve (swOrv), v. t. l, To turn aside.
I. To suck; as, to swig the teat. Obs. or Dwl.
I. C,·icket, To bowl (a ball) with swerve. Eng.
3. To castrate, as a ram, by binding the testicles so that
swerve, n. l. Act of swerving ; a turning aside.
they mortify and slough olf. Ob.,. or Local, Eng.
I. Cricket. A ball bowled so that it deflects in some way awlg, ,,. i. To drink; to take a swig, Dial. or Colloq.
from a norm.al parabolic trajectory, the result of causing swig, n, l. A long draft, or driuk. Dial. or Colloq,
it to spin as it leaves thP. hand. See CURVE, n., 4. Eng.
I. Spiced ale poured over hot toast. Dial. Eng.
Swle-te'Dl-a (swl-te'nl-ti ), n. [NL., after L. B. a Swieten.] awlg, "· i. To sway. Chiefly Scot. &, Dial. -to ■wig off,
Bot. A small genus of tropical meliaceous timber trees
:;,aut.1;~ 1
\~e :g!\~a
!;!c!let~!
having seeds winged above 8Jld anthers borne between the
otE:r passing through a bloc" or around something and
teeth of the stamen tube. S. mahogoni is the mahogany.
to let go quickly, simultaneously taking in the slack;
BWHt(swlft), a.; SWll'T'ER (swlflter); SWll'T'EST, [AS. -then
usually with on.
swift/ akin to swlipan to sweep, swipu a whip. See &wig,
t. [Cf, SWAGto sway.] Naut. To hoist, or set up
swoop, v. i. J l. Moving a great distance in a short time ; taut (av.sail,
etc.), by swiggiug off on its halyard or tackle;
-usually with up,· B.B, to su·ig up a racing mainsail; also,
movinlw'<1itte;:!r!z::hr~i~1i!tfni~:td;&~ar!~;,.
Cowper.
to
haul
taut
(a rope, tackle, etc.) by swigging olf on it.
I. Approaching, happening, or accomplished, with rapidity
Shelle1J, Bwlg, n. [Cf. SWIGto pull upon (a tackle).] Naut. a A
or speed. "Swift Joss 8Jld long despair."
tackle
whose
ropes rnn at a considerable angle. b Act of
3. Quick in execution or accomplishment; quick ; impetuswigging off on a tackle.
0118; ready ; alert; prompt ; also, requiring quickness in
BWlll
(swTI),
v. t.; SWILLBD(swlld); SWILL'ING, [ME.
execution or accomplishment; as, a sw1Jt worker; that
swilen to wash, AS. swilian, swUlan, to wash, to gargle. J
was swift work. " Swift errands."
Milton.
l.
To
wash;
drench;
rinse. Obs. or Scot. &: Dial. Eng.
Swtft to hear, slow to spea.k, slow to wrath. Jame,i i. 19.
2. To swallow greedily; esp., to swallow great drafts of
4, Causing rapid motion. "With awift sails."
Shelley.
(a
liquid);
to
drink
greedily;
to guzzle.
6, Brief; short; quickly passing.
Swilling pork, antl punch, and cider.
Smollett.
Syn. -Quick, fleet, speedy, rapid, expeditious. See J'AST.
0 Sw-illed insol~nce."
3.
To
fill,
esp.
with
drink.
Milton.
■wift boat, a uarrow, flat-bottomed canal and river boat ; a
flyboat. Eng. - •· tox, a kit fox. -a. moth. = SWIFT, 4. - &will, v. i. l. To clean up; to wash. Ob.,. or Dial. Eng.
I. To swallow greedily, esp. liquids or liquid food.
•· of co11l'Be,Astrol., moving at greater than mean speed.•· ahrtke, any wood swallow.
swW, n. l. A semiliquid food for animals, esp. for swine,
awHt, adv. Swiftly. Obs. or Poetic.
Shak.
composed of the animal or vegetable refuse of kitchens,
Bwlft, n. [From SWll'T, a.] l. The rapid CUl'Tent of a markets, or stores, mixed with water or skimmed or sour
stream. Ra.re.
Walton.
milk i also, the relatively solid waste animal or vegetable
2. Any of numerous small,
matter from kitchens, markets, or stores; garbage.
plainly colored birds consti2. The residue from the distillation of alcoholic spirits
tuting the family Microfrom grains, used for feeding animals, esp. swine.
podidre, syn. Cypselidre. They
3. Liquor, esp. liquor taken to excess. Slang.
are allied to the humming
4. A washing or lapping sound, as of water. Rare.
birds and goatsuckers, but
BWlm
(swim), n, [ME. swime dizziness, vertigo, AS.
snperflcially much resemble
swinia ,· akin to D. zwijm, !eel. ,"ivim,idizziness, .,·vina to
1
0
subside,
.,via to abate, G. schwindel dizziness, ·"chwinden
::;;~~w:,i:1 ::,i~~kefkl,
~d
to disappear, to dwindle, OHG. •winan to dwindle. Cf.
a short bill with a wide gape. ~
SQUEAMISH.]
A temporary forgetfulness, dizziness, or un.
They spend most of their
time on the wing. and, when
consciousness ; a swoon ; faint.
BWlm, v. i.; pret. SWAM(swllm) or SWUM(swllm); p. p.
=~~ ~~~1t~i:~;l!re~li1?fh!~ ~ '
SWUM j p. pr. & vb. n. SWIM'MING.
To be dizzy i to have
feed on insects taken on the
an unsteady or reeling sensation; also, to reel or appear
wing. Theirnestsarecementto reel; as, the head swims,· the mind swims; the lights
::ut~:,e~~ti:~!et~:!~:tlC'~l
swam before his eyes.
localia)consist almost wholly
swim (swtm), v. i. [AS. swimrnan;- akin to D. z1remmen,
of dried saliva (see EDIBLE
OHG. swlmman, G. schwimmen, Ice]. S'vimmrr, Dan.
llllll)'B NEST).• The nests are a European Swift Olicropus
svOmme, Sw. sirnma ,· cf. Goth. swumj.!(la pool. Cf. SOUND
In ?Jl&nYspecies a.tta~hed by apuR); b American Chimney an air bladder, BOUND a strait.]
1. To move or propel
one's self progressively in water by natural means, as by
i~~~';~\ Swift CCh2tu,·a pelagica).
strokes of the hands and feet, by movements of the fins,
low trees and to the walls of buildings, caves, cliffs, etc.
flippers, or tail, etc.
The common American species ( Chreturapela/r,,ca)is called
2. To move with a motion likened to that of swimming;
n~t{~~o:~d~~~~~~~YJ Jfj:'S:d~bf:n:;J. frI~':t~\i to
slip or glide smoothly and quietly ; as, the ship swims
feathers end in bare sgines. The common European swift
to harbor ; a cloud .i;wam slowly across the moon.
0
0
0
3.
Not to sink; to float, as a chip of wood on water or
nfesl!t~1~ra~;k/~gc~;;~sh:S~:tt:~
other liquid.
eaves of buildings or on cliffs.
4.
To
abound ; to be plentifully supplied ; - now usually
3. Any of several lizards which run swiftly, as the pine
followed by in or with; as, to .wim in riches.
lizard and others of the genus Sceloponts.
[Strea.ms] that swim full of small fishes.
Chaucer,
4. The ghost moth or allied species of the Hepialidre.
6. To be overflowed or drenched.
Ps. vi. 6.
&. a A reel, or turning instrument, for winding yam, swim, v. t. 1. To cross, or to move over or on, by swimthread, silk, etc. b A kind of taperming ; as, to swim a stream.
ing reel, revolving on a vertical spindle,
2. To cause or compel to swim ; to make to float ; as, to
used for coils of wire.
swim a horse across a river.
8, Any of the large cylinders, covered
3. To immerse in water that the lighter parts may float ;
with card cloth, that carry forward
as, to swim wheat in order to select seed.
the material in a carding machine; also,
Bwlm, n. l. Act of swimming; also, a gliding motion lika similar cylinder in other machines.
ened to or suggesting that of swimming.
awHt 1er (swlflter), n. [Cf. sWIVEL.]JJL..e•!ill'~J"l~c,\I
I. The sound, or air bladder (which see), of a fish.
l. /Yaut. a A rope used to retain the
3. A part of a stream or other water frequented by fish.
bars of the capstan in their sockets
to be in the 1wim, to be in a favored position of association in
while men are turning it. b A rope
att'airs, M>cial,political, mercantile, etc. Colloq.
nsed to encircle a boat longitudinally,
Swift, 5 b,
awlm'mer (swlm'er), n. l. One that swims.
to strengthen and protect her sides. c The forward or,
I. Far. A protuberance on the leg of a horse.
rarely, the after shroud of a lower mast, d pl. The after awlm'mer-et (-lit), n. [Dim. of swimmer.] Zo1il. One
pair of shrouds. Now Rare.
of the series of small unspecialized appendages under the
2, Mach. A belt driven by the drum of a donkey engine.
abdomen of many crnstaceans and beat develo,f"d in the
swHt•er, v. t. Naut. To tauten, as slack standing rigging,
by bringing the shrouds nearer together with awiftering
au~~~w;ihe~~
~~ ~rryff~e 8~~:
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SWING
awim!mlng (swlml'fng), p.pr. &,vb, n. of swrn. Hence: 11,
l, That swims ; capable of, or habituated to, swimming;
as, a swimming bird ; also, adapted to, or used in, BWimming ; as, a swimming motion.
·

I. Filled or flooded with or as with water; as, swimming
eyes.

::i':;;",!"~g~;

~i~~~fr:~d~.!'!
i~1:i~~

1
~•/~o~po"=a~
without moutl£ or tentacles/ serving to propel the colony
/I lust. - 1.
by its rhythmical contractions.
See D1PHYKB,
bladder. a The air bladder of a fish. b A pnenmatocyst.
- •· crab, any of numerous marine crabs, as those of the
family Portunidre, which have some of the joints of one or
more pairs of legs flattened and fringed so as to serve as
fins. - •. funnel, ZoOl., in cephalopods, a larroe forwardlk

f1~':o~;g

:;:~u1:'

;~~h 0ll:'.:'~!\e{!'1:o:hfii':
c"a';igi. n~ischarged. By suddenly expelling water through it the animal swims backward. In the nautilus it is formed by lobes
whose edges are not fused.-•· plate, Z o1il.,one of the platelike rows of fused cilia forming the combs of a ctenophore.
- a. ■and piper, a phalarope.
swlm'mlilg, n. Veitigo ; dizziness.
BWlm'mlng, p. a. [From SWIMto be dizzr,] Being in a
state of vertigo or dizziness ; as, a swimming brain.
BWln'dle (swln'd'l), v. t. &, i.; swIN'DI.BD(-d'ld); SWIN'•
DLING(-dllng). [See SWINDLER,] To cheat or defraud.
Syn. - See CHEAT.
BWln'dle, n. [Cf. G. schwindel. See SWINDLER.] Act or
process of swindling or defrauding ; a cheat.
awln•dler (-dler), n. [Orig. uncert.; cf. G. schwindler, fr.
schwindeln to be dizzy, to act thoughtlessly, to cheat,
~·chwindel dizziness, scltwinden to vanish, to disappear, to
dwindle. Perh. first used by German traders in London.
See SWIMto be dizzy.] One who swindles; a cheat.
Syn, - Sharper, rogue.
BWln'dllng (-d!Ing), n. Act or practice of one who swindles; - formerly technically called in Scots law falsehood,
fraud, and willful imposition.

swine (•win), n. S'ing. d, pl.

[ME. swin, AS. sv;in; akin
to OFries. & OS. su:in, D. zwijn, G. ,i;chu·ein.,OHG. su·tn,
Icel. svin, Sw. svin, Dan. sviin, Goth. su·e,in; orig. a diminutive corresponding to E. sow. See sow, n.] Any
hoofed mammal of the hog kind (family Suidre in the
broad sense, including the peccaries); a hog;- chiefly used
collectively and applied esp. to domestic hogs. The swine
are stout-bodied, short-legged artiodactyl animals of omniYorous habits, having a thick skin usually covered with
coarse bristles, a rather long mobile enout, small tail, and
feet with two functional and (except in the peccaries) two
nonfunctional digits.
In the male the canines are often
1t~hb:d~r~~:f}~~i:
t~:l~v:?d~1:!~sti!~~i~:
a\!s:;pi!~a
the European wild boar (see WILD BOAR), but many of them
have been crossed with Asiatic breeds of different ancestr~. The :principal breeds are the Berkshire, Yorkshire,
Poland Chma, Tamworth, Duroc-Jersey, Chester white,
Essex, Suffolk, and Victoria. Cf. WARTHOG, PECCARY.
swine plague. Veter. An infections disease of hogs, due
sr:~fts<;,~:~t~~ 8s d::::11fl!ri~~h~\
ct~=i~fi~~~a~\~ 1
show a greater tendency to pneumonia.

!~a~

•:l:..ie~

0~·si:{:t

t

c~i~~~: :~t~;:w!rJ';
p~!i.:i~~:.cupret. &p.p. swuNG (swl111g),Archaic
;p. pr.&, ••b.
n. SWING'ING(•wlngl'(ng).

■w1ng (swing), v. i.;
pret. SWANG (swing)

[ME. swingen, AS. swingan to scourge, to fly, to flutter;
akin to G. sehw,ingen to winnow, to ewingle, to oscillate,
sich scltwingen to leap, to soar, OHG. swingun to throw,
to scourge, to soar, Sw. svinga to swing, to whirl, Dan.
strlnge, Goth. af.~waggwjan to cause to despair. Cf. SWINGB,
SWINK.]
1. To have the motion characteristic of a loosely
suspended body; to sway; esp., to l1ave the regular swayinf motion to and fro of or as of a pendulum ; to oscillate.
mg
i':i1:!:~~ue~s::t~~~~f{~~
Wot"&:
I. To have the motion of or as of a body rotated about a
center; specif., to tum on or as on a pivot or hinge ; hence,
to have or take a circular or curving motion or course; as,
the door swung open ; the ship .wung about with the tide ;
the river swings around the bend.
3. To move or progress with a loose, free, swaying aotion ; as, the troops sttung along the road.
4. To use a awing See SWING,
6.
6. To be executed by hanging. Cant.
Syn. - See sHAKE,
to aw!Dg in with, to join in any enterprise or act. Slang.
- to a. round the circle to make a complete circuit. Colloq.
He ha.d 1m·,m111·ou,ul tlie cfrclr• of theories and systemsin whiCh
his age abounded, without finding reHef.
.A. V. G. Allen.
&wing, "· I. l. To hang or suspend; - often with up; as,
he was swung up· to the nearest tree.
2:. To cause to swing, or move to aud fro as if suspended ;
to cause to sway, vibrate, or oscillate; specif., to impart
motion to (a swing or person in a swing. See SWING,
6).
3. To suspend or hang on a pivot or hinges or between
end supports ; as, to swing a door, a hammock, a bell, etc.

f~~:c!!

:r:.ter,
orcontinue
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SWING

SWOONINGLY

remain•

4. To cause to move around from one aide, position, or IIWina'plow or plOlllh. a A plow without a fore wheel almost wholly to the Al11ine or Celtic race, and the
in the ancient lake dwellings indicate tha• this ha~ alwaya
direction to another about or as about a hinge or pivot ; und~r the beam. b A reversible or sidehill plow.
the prevailing t,:pe. German, French, Italian, ailcl
as, to lfll)ing a door to ; to swing troops into line ; to IWing BWIDC'■tock' (swJng'st!Sk'), n. A timber ai"'ll'st the been
Romansch are spoli:en in different Swiss cantons.
blunt top edge of which flax is laid to be swingled.
the arms ; hence, to wield ; brandish ; as, to swing a sword.
■witch
(swJ~, n. [Cf. OD. swick a scourge, a whip. Cf.
awing
tool.
A
device,
swun~
on
centers,
so
as
to
yield
to
6. To handle; ~e
; as, to swing a bond issue. Cant.
elicate work (as parts of a swINK, SWING. l. A small, flexible twig or rod.
8. Mach. To admit (anything) so that it can be tumed ; ~t~ils
2.
The
end
the tail in some animala, as a cow or ox.
-said of alathe,orlathecenters;
as, the lathe (or centers) awing train. Ra-ilroads. A train for bringing up full cars
3. A separate tre811of hair, or of some substitute, worn by
can 8'Uringa pulley of 12 inches diameter.
of material to supply the main construction traiu. If. S.
women
to
increase
the apparent mass of hair. Cf.RAT,n.,a.
7. Naut. To away; swig. Rare.
swtng'tree' (swlng'trii'), n. l. The bar of a carriage to 4. Railroads. a A movable part of a rail, or movable parts
to IW!ng ahlp, Naut., to turn the vessel to the different
which the traces are fastened ; the whippletree.
of
opposite
2. A walking beam or the like.
rails, for
~~ni1.rfnf'o\l'e":~~~.:•,.r~~,:'1't~r;
c!~~.sl';'~~a~ft~
(swin'lsh), a. Of, pertaining to, like, or befit- transferring
its magnetic bearing on each lieading of the vessel, in order BWin'IBh
ting, swine; gross; beastly. "Swinishgluttony."
M-ilton. cars from
to correct the comJll!o:S&es.
swtng(swlng),n. LCf. AS.swingeastroke,blow.l
l. Act -awln'IBh-lJ, adv. - awtn'lah-ness, n.
one
track ~
(sw1'I]k), swon (swill)k);
or process of swinging or causing to swing ; as, the ming Swink (swIIJkJ, "· i. ; pret. SWANK
· fl A
Ii
,e
(swihJk"n) ;p.pr. &:vb. n. SWJNJ['n!iG.[AS. to another.
of a pendulum, door, drawbridge; the swing of a club or p.p. SWONK'EN
b .Ac~ of
~
Point or Split Switch.
swincan, akin to swingan. Bee SWING.] To labor; toil;

r.:i.~iretie
~i!t';\.

bat ; the ming with which men march together.
2. Arc or extent through which an object swings or Is
swung ; as, the swing of the pendulum was three inches;
a long awing in a golf stroke ; also, the power exerted by
something swinging or conceived of as swinging; as, the
swing of a battering-ram against a wall.
3. A characteristic lilt or rhythmic movement of a proae
or poetic passage or style.
A•y rhythmical swing tunable to modern ears. Saintlburl/,
4. Natural bent or bias ; tendency ; also, unrestrained indulgence of natural bent or bias ; free scope ; as, to be
given full .wing in the conduct of a business.
An obstacle to the full swing of his genius.
Burke.
6. That which swings or is swung; specif. : a BO:ting. A
round-arm blow. b The movable part of a swing bridge.
See DRAWBRIDGB.C Short for SWINGBACK.
8. A line, cord, or other thing suspended and hanging
loose, on which anything may swing ; eap., an apparatus
for recreation commonly consisting of a rope, the two ends
of which are fastened overhead and in the loop of which is
placed a board or seat on which a person may sit and swing.
7. The middle pair or span of a six-mule or six-horse team.
8. Capacity of a turning lathe, measured in the United
States by the diameter of the largest object that can be
turned in it, and in England by half this measurement.
9. The outward leaning from the vehicle of the upper
part of a wheel, to accommodate the taper of the wheel
spindle. See WHBEL,lllust.
Syn. - Sway, oscillation, vibration ; lilt.
swing back. Photog. A hinged back for a camera, allowing independent adjustment of the plate holder, esp. to
keep it vertical when the camera is tilted.
awing door. A door that can be pushed open from either
side and that swings to when released.
swlnge (swTnj), "· t.; SWINGED
(swJnjd); SWINGE'ING
(swln'jJng). [ME. swengen, AS. swengan to shake, causative of
swingan. See SWING.] l. To beat ; scourge; chastise.
And swinges his own vices in hta aon. C. Druden..
2. To swing as a lash; to lash. Obs.
3. To hammer ; forge; awage.
4. To repeat or proclaim often and loudly. Obs. &, R.
to swtnge one's Jacket, to give one a beating.
awlnge, n. Obs. or Scot. &, Dial. Eng. A sweep or swing;
specif. : a A swinging blow. b A swinging walk or gait
c Sway ; influence. Obs.
awlnge'inl (swln 1jJng),p. a. a Very large; huge. CoUoq.
b Strikingly good ; capital. Dial. or Colloq. o Of a walk,
swinging; rapid. Dial. Eng. - swinge'lng-ly, adv.
swing'er (swlng'er), n. One that swings or whirls; specif., a whirler for coating photographic plates.
Swing'er (swln'jer), n. l. One that swinges.
2. One lar~e, forcible, or astonishing of its kind. Slang.
awing'lng (swlng'lng), p. pr. &, vb. n. of SWING.
■winging ba.stn, or berth, a basin, usually dredged, where

f~;st~:~alii~
~~ni~!k°s~
~~~ti8!1~n~
i~~~~t~gK~~:.
boom.

Naut.

= LOWER BOOM. -

•• door.

awin'gle (swlIJ'g'I; cf. SWINGBL),
n.

Archaic or Scot. &, Dial. Eng.
For which men swinA:and
incel8antly. Spenser.
Swink, v. t. Obs. l. To cause to toil or drudge ; to tire
or exhaust with labor. "The minked hedger."
Milton.
2. To acquire or earn by labor.
To devour all that others swi,i.t.
Chaucer.
swlnk, n. [AS. swincLgeswinc.] Labor; toil; drudgery.
Obs. or Scot. &:D-ial. Eng.
swipe (swip), n. [ME. swip(e), AS. swipt1 whip, chastisement, akin to mipiantowhip;
orfr. Scaud.; cf. Ice!. wipa
a whip, svipa to whip, sveipa to sweep, swoop. Cf. swBBP,
SWOOP.] l. A pump handle, a starting lever for a portable
engine, or the like; a swa.pe or sweep. Bee SWBEP,
11.
2. A strong blow given with a sweeping motion, as with a
bat or club, the paw of an animal, etc.
3. A rubdown, as of a horse or man. Colloq. or Slang.
&wipe (lwip), v. t.; SWIPED(swipt); sWll"'ING(swip'lng).
[Cf: AS. swipian to whip, beat. See SWIPB,n.J l. To give
a swipe to ; to strike with a sweeping motion, as a ball.
2. To pluck; snatch; steal. Slang.
&Wipes (swips), n. pl. Poor, thin, or spoiled beer; small
beer; also, beer in general; hence, any liquor. Slang, Eng.
Bwl'ple (swlp''l), n. [See SWIPE.] That part of a flail
which strikes the grain in threshing ; a swingle.
swirl (swQrl), v. i.; SWIRLED(swQrld); swiRIIING. [Akin
to Norw. svirla to whirl, freq. of SVerra to whirl, Dan.
aviri·e, G. schwirren to whiz, to buzz. Cf. SWARM,
n.] To
move with an eddying or whirling motion ; to whirl.
swirl, v. t. To cause to swirl, or whirl.
swirl, n. A whirling motion, or something characterized
by such a motion; an eddy, whirl, curve, twist, or the like,
as a knotted spot in wood, the dart of a fish when hooked,
an eddy in a current, etc. '' The silent swirl of bats,'' Mr,.
Browning. -swlrl'y (swfir'II), o. Chv.fly Scot.
BWIBh(swish), v. t. &: i.; SWISHED(sw'i'sht); sWIBH 1ING.
[Fr. the sound. Cf. SWASH.] l. To flourish, wave, sway, or
move, making the noise "swish;" as, her skirts 8WUhed,.
2. To lash; beat; strike; flog. Slang.
swlah, n. A rustling or whizzing sound, as of small waves
on a shore or of silk skirts.
·
to have & nrilh on. to be in a hurry. Univ. Slang, Eng.
Swiss (swJs),a. [F. sui.Yse,of G. (prop. Bwis, dial.) orig.
Cf. SwrrZBR.J Of or pert. to Switzerland or the Swiss.
Bwl■■ abllnth. SeeABBINTH,
2.-8. cambric, a kind of white
muslin or bishop's lawn, used for frills, flounces, and in•
fants' clothes. -8. catchlly, a rare catchfly (Silene ,,a/leslave.
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switching.

&. !£lee. A

a a' Main T~ack,

(aThroughRail;a
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and

b b' Turnout
,bLeadRails;b'Stock

devtce for Rail); c, cl Joints of the Point, or Split, Rails conshifting an lltitu!lng the S:wltchproper; e Switch Rod;f Frog;
electric cur- g, g Guard Bails.
rent to another circuit,or for making and breaking a circuit.
8. A key for regulating the flow In some gas burnera.
7. Short for SWITCHCAST.
switch, v. t.; swrrcHBD (swJcht) ; SWITCH'ING.l. To
strike with or as with a switch; to whip. Cf. mRcH,ti. t.
2. To swing or whisk; as, to switch a cane; a hone
switches his tail; also, Colloq. or Dial., to jerk or whisk;
as, the rope may be switched out of your hand.
3. Railroading. To tum from one track to another; to
transfer by a switch ; - generally with ojf, from, etc. ; as.
to sw-ilch oil' a train. The usual English term is shunt,
4. Elec. To shift to another circuit by means of a switch.
&witch, v. i. l. To walk quickly and lightly. Dial. Eng.
2. To pursue. Ob,.
3. To move off on or as if on a switch or spur track.
swltch'back 1 (-bllk:t), n. l. An arrangement of lligzag
railroad tracks for lessening the grade up a steep hill.
2. An amusement railroad with steep rises and descents.
swltch'back', a. Designating, or pert. to, a switchback ;
alsos resembling the amusement switchback in sl1ape.
awltch'board' (-biird'; 201), n. Elec. An apparatus consisting of panels, as of wood or marble, bearing a collection
of switches so arranj!'ed that a number of circuits may be

:~~~~ti i~~t=~~t~?Pu~rii:c~~~

may also have

switch gear. A gear for operating a switch.
swltch'man (-mltn), n.; pl. -lllllN (-mln). One who attends to a switch or switches ; one employed in switching ;
specif.: American Railroading. A man who, with (usually)
two helpers, assists the crew of the switch engine in making up or distributing trains.
switch stand. Ra-ilroads. A stand near the track, to which
is pivoted the lever of a switch. Bee TARGET,/llust.
Swltz'er (swJtfser), n. [Cf. G. Schweiur. Cf. Swiss.]
a A Swiss. b A member of the papal Swiss guards.
swlv'el (swlv"I) n. [Cf. AS. swifan to move, go, Icol.
11Jifa to rove, ramble, turn, sveijla to whirl.]
l. A part
that swivels or turns on or as
on a headed bolt or pin; specif.,
a compound link one end ( often
terminating in a hook) turning
.
.
on a headed bolt, pin, or the
Swivel, 1, m Chain.
like in the other to permit relative rotation of the part..
2. Specif. : A swivel shuttle, or swiveling attachment, as
for swivel weaving.
3. Mil. A swivel gun.
awlv'el, v. i.; sWIV'BLBD(-'Id) or IIWiv'BLLBn;sw1v'11L-IN&
or sw1v'EL-LING. To swing or tum, as on a pin or pivot.
swlv 1el, v. t. To provide with, or secure by, a swivel.
swivel block. Naut. A block having two shells of •<Jual
size arranged one over the other, connected by a swivel.
Also, sometimes, a block which has a swivel hook.
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texture of the web are made on the right side of the mate-
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employed as a bod;rguard by various sovereigns, notably
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the French kings.

= SWING DOOR.

[AS. swingel, swingele, a stroke, blow, a scourging, whip, scourge.
See
SWING;cf. SWINGEL.]l. A wooden instrument like a large
knife, about two feet long, with one thin edge, used for
beating and cleaning flax; a scutcher.
2. The swiple of a flail.
3. A radiating arm or lever, as for turning the barrel In
wiredrawing or the roller of a plate press.
awln'gle, "· t.; swiN'GLBD(-g'ld); swiN1GLING(-g!Jng). [Bee
SWINGLE,
n.] To clean by beating with a swingle; to separate away the coarse and woody parts of; to scutch.
swln'gllng (-g!Ing), p. pr. &, vb. n. of SWINGLE.-1wtngllng
knife, 1taff, orwa.nd, a swingle for beating fl.ax.- ■• "tow,
coarse flax, separated by swingling and hatcheling.

sweat

The PoJ.>8still maintains a small body.

~smTddi1e,~~=,.•
f!1:r;::at=:t::~~f
;::c,~~ir!~i::
low pyramidal tree, with short, bright green leaves. -8.

~\~~h~~~-a tar,g;
~t!allke~~lh~•g
~~nab~w:~r!~~
mualln, a kind of thin, coarse muslin with raised loose work
horizontally and vertically: a swivel.
Swlv'el-ler, Dick (swlv"l-l!r). A careless, vain, dissiJ,ated
~tc~
;~ts~:n~ r~:'it~~~~e
~r!~tft~i=:~~
s~~~:e:r
feather-brained fellow in Dickens's Old Curiosity Shop ,\
pine, a European piue (Pinus cembra) often growing

of

O

■tone
given to flower,: speeches and absurd quotations, but
very tall. It has dark green leaves and short, spreading
much kindness of heart. Bee MARCHIONBSs,
THE.
■word., Mit,., a kind of
branches. It yields cedar nuts.-8.
swoon(swoon),
v. i.; SWOONED
(swoond); SWOON'ING.
[ME.
basket-hilted sword, formerly often 'Jsed by Swiss guards.
- s. tea, an infusion of the herbage of any of several species awounen,swoghenen, for 8'WO}nien, fr. swowen, ,Yoghento
sigh or swoon, for awajien, fr. swoJen to sigh deeply, to
~~~t1~~:u:dbtth~sa!1ss~·
moschata, and A. nobilis,
droop, AS. swogan to sough, sigh ; cf. ge.wogen senseleBB,
Swlas (awls), n. sing. & pl. [F. Suisse. Bee Bwms, a.] swooned, ge,,w/Jwung a swooning. Cf. SOUGH.] To sink
into a fainting flt ; to faint; - often with away.
A native or inha:,itant of Switzerland ; a Switzer ; also,
collectively, the people of Switzerland. The Swiss belong swoon, n. A fainting fit ; syncope.
■wive!
■wlvel

muket.

= J'JNOAL.

we&~.
Weaving in a
swivel or similar loom, by which

:tab~!t~r
t~~!fet11~::~!d:1\1;
!~'~':(:;\~~•,1):'v~
f.T~~~tii
t,
guzzle.-n. Ale and beermixedi

=e,'!i:~~k'e;:r:i~er
1~Y:..t
n.
stick used in mixing swizA

zle. Slang.
IWO,
Tso.
swob (sw?Sb), 1wob'ber <~r).
Vara. of RWAB, SWAB BER.
awoch. + SWOUGH.
1wod(sw3dJ. Var.ofswAn,coal.
1woft, n. [Cf. SWOOP. SWBBP,
,,.] Sweepmgs. ObR.

of-

■wogh.
SOUGH, SWOUGB
■woghenen. T swooN.
■wolr. Obs;;ret. of SWEAR,

~1::~:•e
~-cl.Jj1:1~!,~~/::'l::i:
er.] A traitol'; deceiver. Ob&.
awolew. of-SWALLOW.
awoll'en. p. p. of SWELL.
■woln. Contr. & ref. sp. of swo1,,,
LEN,p
p.
■wolow, ■wolwe . ..,.S\\"A.LLOW-

::n~,•
::,:t;N~fS~I::•
BWom(swilm), awome. Oba. or

■wone.

..,.SWOON.

:=:·o\:";,~t~l'swnre.
::Oo:f~·oh~~~~:t.
~·rs;:=:':::,~~~o:~~4-Rj[.t•of
0

~WOON. - BWOOD'IDg•IJ', adt, ..

food, 10- 0 t; out, oil; chair;

go, sing, igk; tllen, thin;
Full upluattou

D&eJre, verd..9re r.250); K=ch in G. ich, ach(144); boN; yet; zh=zinazure.
or AbbNvlatlou,
81po, e&e., lmmealat.eb' precede ilae V-b'Rllu7.

Jifumbera referto§§inGvm&
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SYLLABLE

(swoop), V. t.; SWOOPED (swoopt); SWOOPIJNG. [ME, ■word dance. a A dance in which swords are brandished
and clashed together by the male dancers. Scott. b A
,wo,pen, usualfy, to sweep, v. t. & i., AS. swapan to sweep,
dance performed over swords laid on or set point~upwards
to rush; akin to G. schweij'en to rove, to ramble, to curve,
in the ground without touching them. - ■word dancer.
OHG. BWeijan to whirl, lcel. sveipa to stroke, swoop, sweep,
aword
fern. A tropical polypodiaceous fern (Nephro/epis
wrap. Cf. BWEBP, SWIFT, a.&;, n., SWIPE,]
1. To sweep
exaltata), with lon_gsword-shaped pinnate fronds. It is a
suddenly down on and seize; to catch while on the wing ; most popular cultivated house plant, occurring in numer- commonly with up; as, a hawk swoops up a chicken.
ous varieties and crested forms. See Bos TONFERN.
2. To seize or catch up in any sudden sweeping marmer.
sword'tlab' (sord•flsh 1), n. 1. a A very large and widely
The grazing ox which swoops it [the medicinal herb] in with
distributed o c ea n i c fish
the common grass.
Glam.iill.
(Xiphiaa gladi'IJ,IJ),
the only
■woop, v. i. 1. To descend swiftly with closed wings upon
re pre•
prey, as a hawk; to stoop; pounce.
sent a2. To pass with pomp ; to sweep. Obs.
Dra.yton.
tive of
■woop, n. A falling on and seizing, as the pouncing of a
t h e
rapacious bird on its quarry; a sudden sweeping attack;
hence, Colloq., a single sudden effort or happening; as, to
Swordfish (Xipllias glad1us).
lose friends and fortrme at one s-woop.
da,. It is highly valued as a food fish. The bones of the
■word (sord; 201), n. [ME. swerd, AS. sweord; akin to
upper jaw a.re consolidated, and form a long, rigid, swordOFries. &werd, swird, D. zwaard, OS. swerd, OHG. su·ert,
like beak ; the dol'sal fin is high and without distinct
G . .r;chwert, Icel. auer~, Sw. sviird, Dan. svmrd; orig. unspines; the ventral fins are absent. The adult is destitute
cert.] 1. A weapon having a long and usually sharpof teeth. It sometimes attains a weight of 000 pounds. b
pointed blade with a cutting edge
A gar pike. c A cutlass fish.
or edges ; - the general term, ina. i
2.
[cap.] Astron. The constellation Dorado.
eluding the smallsword, rapier,
~
sword
grass. a Any of various grasses or sedges having
saber, scimitar, etc.
-=- C
leaves with a sharp or toothed edge. (1) The cutting grass
2. The emblem of judicial punish~
d.
( Cladium psf.ttacorum,), or any of several other species of
Cladium. (2) A Polynesian grass (Xiphagrostis P,oridttla)
~ji~t[t~!
with sharply toothed lea yes, used for thatchin.f' b Any of
in vain.
Rom. xiii. 4.
afW.~ia~~';,~~vi~~a'!'s~reSf
~~! ~~~~;~al'.'i1r!<;,t:es<~>"~
3. Fig.: Military power.
He hath no more authority over the
GLADD0Na. c ,fhe sand spurry Spergularia sfgetalis.
aword than over the law.
A-lilton.
aword knot. A leather or gold-lace sling tied to the hilt
4. A cause of desolation, destru~
of a sword. In action it is attached to the wrist.
tion, or ruin, as by battle; hence,
swords 1man (sol'dz'mi.in; 201), n.; pl. -m:N (-men). 1. A
dissension ; conflict ; war. S hak.
soldier ; a fighting man. Obs.
I came not to send peace, but a
2. One skilled in the use of the sword; a fencer.
sword.
.Matt. x. 34.
sworn (sw0rn; 201), p. p. of SWEAR, - 1wnm broker, Stock
6. Something like, or likened to,
a sword ( def. 1) ; specif. : a =
~~fg~:e~f~dfi1 L~~d~da~~i":Uii ~iin~J!~ ~~U~1~
SWINGLE,n., 1. b lVeaving. One
of the end bars by which the lay of
~~~~n;;:~n;:.~!uf~Ps\~:·:a~:h::J
i~-f~~ru~~ig~~c~
a hand loom is suspended, or one of
faithful friends. Hence 1. comp_a.niona,friends, and the like.
the uprights supporting the lay of
Syb'a-rlte (slb 1ti-rit), n. [L. Sybarita, Gr. lvflapi771,, fr.
a power loom. c An oblique crosslv/lapi,,
a Greek city of southern Italy: cf. F. Sybarite.]
bar in a gate or door. Local, Brit.
One of the inhabitants of ancient Sybaris, who were noted
d The beak of the swordfish.
for their love of luxury and pleasure; hence [often l. c.],
a person devoted to luxury and pleasure; a voluptuary.
8
tfo~~o~•~ri~~;;,_ ~l
Anci~mt_Swords.
la. [L. Sybariticus, Gr. lv/lapm'
A t
te ·
be a l\Ierovmg1an Sword ; b Syb 1a-rit'lc (-rlt'lk)
Perseu1t... s ron., an as . rlS]!l
- Two-handed Sword with Syb'a-rit'i-cal (-l-ki.il) f Ko,.]Of, pertaining to, or resemtween .t'erseus !'-11;dCass1opeta., fa- Waved Edges, of 15th bling, Sybarie or the Sybarites; hence [often l. c. l, luxurimous for its br1lhant star cluster. and llith centuries ; c ous ; effeminate.
u Sybaritic dinners."
Bp. Warburton.
- a. of Damocles. See DAMOCLES.Roman Sword; ii Roman
ayc'a-more (slk'ti-mor;
201), n.
[L. sycomorus, Gr.
-a.
of Edward the Confeaaor. = Sword in a Wooden
CunTANA.-B. of God, Khaled (d. Scabbard trimmed with CTVKOµopo,the fig mulberry; <TVKOV"fig + µopov the black
mulberry; or perh. of Semitic origin : cf. F . .r;ycomore.
0
: 2
~:xeii~h 8
Cl. MULBERRY.] a A moraceous tree of Egypt and Asia
of Orion, the three stars of Orion turies.
Minor (Ficus sycom.oru,i;), often called sycamore fig. It is
stretching obliquely southward and easterly from the
a useful shade tree. The fruit, though inferior to the
Belt, the middle one being 6 (Theta) Orionis in the great
nebula of Orion. - a. of the Spirit, the word of God (as a common fig, is sweet and edible. This is the sycamore of
Its leaves resemble mulberry leaves, and the
part of •~the whole armor of God").
Ef>.h.vi. 17. Scripture.
name has often been confused with sycamine. b In Eng■word'-and-buck'ler, a. Fought, or armed, with sword
land, the maple Acer pseudo-platanus ;-prob.
so called
and buckler; as, a sword-and-buckler combat. Since these
from its dense shade. It has long racemes of rather showy
had been supplanted by the rapier and dal;ger, except
yellow flowers. C In the United States:
t~°en:a:t:rcri:::it~~1J;:.e
ctt~:,~:iia:u~:ER~keir:~re's
(1) Any species of Platanus; the pl..ne
That same sword-anrl-bucl.:ler Prince of Wales.
Slurk.
tree. (2) Rarely, the water elm.
■word bayonet. MU. A bayonet shaped like, and capable
■y-cee' (si-se 1), n.
[Chin. (Cantonese) aai
az fine silk ; - so called because if pure it
military attendant, who
may
be
drawn
out
into
fine threads.]
Silold times carried his master's sword.
ver in ingots of various sizes, used in
2. An English municipal officer, who often has various
clerical functions and who on formal occasions carries a China as a medium of exchan~e, usually
sword before the mayor.
stamped, but measured by weight. Also
3. [cap.] See PORTGLAIVB.
sycee silver. Cf. SHOE.-,
n.,3 l.
■word belt.
A belt by which a sword is hung at the side. Sy'con (si'kon), n. LNL., fr. Gr. UVKOVa
1
1
1
aword'bl11 (sord'bll ), n., or aword'-bllled bumming
fig.] Zoo!. A genus of calcareous sponge•
bird. A South American bumming bird ( Docimastes enJii- with tubular flagellated chambers arf erus) having a slender bill longer than the rest of the bird.
ranged radially around the central cavity
and communicating indirectly with the
rd ~~n~f~it~rtt~t~~'
·i:~!~~'!.1':tseJ;i~~~
exterior
by lateral pores opening into inlike attachment, intendefto seize the enemy's sword blade
current canals. It is the type of a family, X2
and break it; also, a weapon furnished with such a device.
Sy-con'l-dllll
(si-konll-de),and of a higher
■word cane. A hollow cane which conceals a blade like
group, Sy 1co-na'r1-a (si'k6-nli 1rl-ti; 115)
that of a sword or dagger.
or Sy-co'nes (si-ko'nez).
Also [1. c.], a
■word'craft' (eord 1kraftl), n. a Knowledge of, or skill
sponge of the genus S!!COn; any of the A Sycon Sponge
0 1!1!!::~a~~j: ~
Sycones. - ay'co-na'rl-an _(si'k6-nli'rl( Grantia).
;!!~~et!~1~~~~1tu?
■WOOp

an; 115), a. - ■y 1co-nate (si 1k/;-ntt), a. - ■Y'co-nld
(-nld), a.&, n.
n. [NL., fr. Gr. crvKovthe fig.]
Bot. A collective fleshy fruit, in which the ovaries are
home upon an enlarged, more or less succulent, concave
or hollow receptacle, as in the fig.
ayc 1o-pban-cy (slklti-fan-sl), n. [Cf. L. ,ycophantia deceit, Gr. uv,co(/>avTi.a.false accusation.]
The character or
characterh;tic ~f a sycophant; hence: a Calumniation;
talebearing.
Obs. b Servile flattery.
ayc'o-pbant (-fl.int), n. [t. sycophanta a slanderer, deceiver, parasite, Gr. uv,c_ocJ,&.V'Tl'Ji
a false accuser, false ad,.
viser, lit., a fig shower; O"V,c:ov
a fig+ '1,o.lvuv to &how:
cf. F. sycophante. The reason for the name is not certainly
known. See PHENOMENON.]
1. An informer; talebearer. Obs.
2 A parasite ; flatterer, esp. of princes and great men.
A sycoplia.nt will everything admire :
Each verse, each sentence, sets his soul on :fire. Dryden.
■yc'o-pbant (-flint), v. t. [Cf. L. sycophar,tari to det:eive,
to trick, Gr. c,v,c,otf,avTEiv.] 1. To inform against ; b v-• ,.
to calumniate.
Obs.
2. To act the sycophant to ; to flatter obsequiously.
■yc'o-pbant, v. i. To act the sycophant.
aye'o-pban 1Uc (-filn'tlk)
[Cf. Gr. <TVKo<j,11,TtKci1
ayc 1o-phan'U-cal (-tI-kal)
slanderou•.J Of, pert. to, or
characteristic of, a sycophant i servilely courting favor.
Syn. - See OBEDmNT.
ay-co 1als (si-ko'•ls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uvK0><T«,fr. crvKov
a fig.] Med. A noncontagious inflammatory disease of
the hair follicles mal'ked by a pustular eruption on the
scalp, or the bearded part of the face, whether due to
ringworm, acne, or impetigo.
BY'e-Dlte (si 1i-nit), n. [L. Syeniles (sc. lapis), fr. Syene,
Gr. lv~"'l-]
Petrog. a Orig., a variety of granite, anciently quarried at Syene, in Upper Egypt, in which biotite is replaced or accompanied by hornblende.
Obs. b
Strictly (as used by petrographers), a phanerocrystalline
intrusive igneous rock, composed of dominantalkalicfeld,
spar with or witliout subordinate lime-soda feldspar, but
It usua11y contains
without notable quartz or nephelite.
some hornblende, mica, or pyroxene. C Commonly (as
used in trade, field geology, etc.), any phanerocrystallin,
igneous rock of dominant feldspar of a11y kind without
noticeable quartz and usually containing eubordinate
amounts of hornblende, biotite, or pyroxene. As so used it
includes many diorites,anorthosites,nephelite
syeuite,etc.
By1e-Dlt'lc (-nlt'ik), a. Also sienitic. 1. [cap.] Relating
to Syene; as, Syenitic inscriptions.
2. Pertc1,ining to, containing, or like, syenite.
ayonl.tlc gnel11, hornblendic gneiss. - a. gra.nlte, hornblende
granite.
■y-cotnl-um(si-ko'nl-um),
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ayl'la-ba-ry (sTl'ti-bi:-rl), n.; pl.

-RIES (rlz).
A table of
syllables; specif., a table, analogous to an alphabet, of
the indivisible syllabic characters used instead of letters
in certain languages, as the Japanese.
Cf. KANA.
ayl-lab'lc (sT-llbl'fk) / a. [Gr. avAAa/l«o,: cf. F. ,yllaayl-lab'l-cal (-I-kl.ii) bique.] 1, Of or pertaining to a
syllable or syllables ; as, syllabic accent.
2. Consisting of a syllable or syllables ; as, a syllabic augment. '~ The syllabic stage of writing.''
Earle.
syllable augment. See AUGMENT,
2. - 1. melody or ■ong, that
in which each syllable has but one note; - opposed to
slur1·ed 1nelody or .wng. - •· 1yncopa, Gram., syncopation
of syllables; haplology. Cf. SYNCOPE, n., 1. Oertel.
■yl-lab'lc, n. Piton. A letter or sound necessary to the
formation of a sy1lable ; that is, a vowel or vowel eqU:ivalent. See Guide to Pron., § 110.
ayl-lab'l-cate (-I-kit), v. t.; -CAT 1ED (-kiWM); -CAT'ING
(-kit 1Ing). To form or divide into syllables; to syllabify.
ayl-lab 11-ca'tlon (sl-llb"f-kii 1shiln), n. Act of forming
syllables ; act or method of dividing words into syllables.
ayl-lab'l-fy (si-lilbll-fi), "· t.; •FIED (-fid); -FY 11NG (-fi'Ing). [L. S!llla'ba syllable+ E.-fy.] To form or divide
into syllables. See Guide to Pron., § 110.
ayl'la-blam (sl\'ti-blz'm), n. The e:1<pressingof t!,e sounds
of a language by syllabic characters.
Cl. SYLLABARY.
■yl'la-blze (-biz), v. t.; -I!IZED (-bizd); -BIZ 1ING (-biz 1ing). To
syllabify.
■Yl'la-ble (-b'I), "·
[ME. sillable, OF. sil/abe, F. syllabe,
L. syllaba, Gr. uv/1./\afl~ that which is held together, sev-
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delivery of thekey.-1ymbol!c
equ-.
oral letters taken together so as to form one sound, a syl- syl'van (sil'van), a. Also sU'van. [See SILVAN,a.] Of are delivered
lable, fr. uvAAaµ,fJO.vt:r.vto take together; uVv with+ A.aµ- or pertaining to a eilva; specif. : a Abounding in forests
~f.°Fi:ie,w::'ci~~T1::1:.i~'.v~eo:
:h'l;;'~na ~~
and trees; woody. b Countrylike; rural; rustic.
symbol equated to 0 is the equation of a curve or surface;
I. An elementary sound, or a combination of such sounds, syl 1van, n. [L. Sylvllnus, hetier Silvanus. See SILVAN,a.]
uttered together with a single effort or impuise of the
1. [cap.] Rom. Relig. Silva.nus (which see).
Milton.
:f~rf:1;
g~l~f~~:~::th~i;r:i~~:eit~:~
~:~~:
voice, and constituting a word or a part of a word. In
2. A rustic; a woodsman. Rare.
Sidney.
ometry, geometra treated by means of equations and opersyl'van-tte (sTl'van-it), n. [Fr. Transylvania, where first
8
0
0
0
8
found.] Min. A telluride of gold and silver, (A u,Ag)Te 2 , of f;~c;;s ofxfur;i~in ~hf~ lle lefa~i~~cs ~~w~·a; :nr,~cJg~
produced by a single impulse or utterance. Certain consoments are represented by symbols in order to derive cona steel gray, silver white, or brass yellow. It often occurs
nants, as l, m, n, r, may fill the place of a vowel in forming
clusions by processes analogous to those of mathematics.
in implanted crystals resembling written characters, and
a syllable. Adjoining syllables in a word or phrase need
-sym-bol'l-oal-ly,
adv- -sym-bol'l-oal-ness, n.
graphic
tellurium.
H.,
1.a-2.
Sp.gr.,
7.9-8.3.
hence
is
called
not be marked off by a pause, but only by such an abatement and renewal, or reenforcement, of the stress as to give Syl-ves'trl-an (sll-ves'trT-an) l n. Eccl. Hi.st. a One of a sym-bol'los (slm-blll'lks), n. The study of ancient symbols; esp., Tlteol., historic theology treating of Christian
/ monastic order founded
the feeling of separate impulses. See Guide to Pron.., §110. Syl-ves'trlne (sll-ves'trln)
creeds and confessions of faith; symbolism; - called also
by Sylvester de' Gozzoloni, in 1231. Its rule is very simi.2. In writing and printing, a part of a word separated from
symbolic.
lar to that of the Benedictines.
b One of an associated
the rest and capable of being pronounced by a single imsym'bol-lsm (sTm'bol-lz'm), n. 1. Investiture of anyorder of nuns. - a. Of or pertaining' to the Sylvestrians.
pulse of the voice. It may or may not correspond to a sylthing, as of a ritualistic act or practice, with a symbolic
lable in the spoken language.
Syl'vi-an (sll'vT-an), a. Anal. Discovered by, or named
meaning ; representation of objects, qualities, or ideas, by
3. A small part of a sentence or discourse ; hence, anyafter, the French anatomist Jacques Dubois(= Sylvius),
means of symbols or ern blems.
1478-lMa. -Sylvian aqueduct. = AQUEDUCT
OF SYLVIUS.
-s.
thing concise,i?{e~:~{!yill!bfea~}i;J;~rdedtime.
Shak.
2. A system of symbols or representations.
fissure or sulcus. = FISSUREOF SYLVIUS.
syl'la-ble (sil'<i-b'I), v. t.; -BLED(-b'ld); -BLING(-b!Ing). Syl-Vi'l-dm (sH-vi'l-de), n. pl. [NL.; Sylvia
3. In literature and art, the principles and characteristics
-idre.]
1. To pronounce the syllables of; articulate.
Rare.
of the symbolists (see SYMBOLIST,
n., 2 c).
ZoOl. A family of small ten•primaried oscine passerine
2. To syllabify ; to express by syllables.
4. Chem. A combining of parts or ingredients. Obs.
birds, allied to the thrushes and consisting of the Old
syl'la-ble, v. i. To speak; to utter syllables. Rare.
6. Theol. The science of creeds; symbolics.
World or true warblers, represented in America by the
syl'la-bns (-bus), n.; pl. E. SYLLABUSES
(-ez), L. SYLLABI
sym'bol-lst, n. 1. One who employs symbols or symbolism.
(-bi). [L., fr. the same source asE. syllable.] 1. A com2. Specif.: a One who advocates or employs symbolism in
{slJ!vi'-i'ne). - s:vl'vl-lne (sil'vI-in; -In; 183), a.
pendium containing the heads of a discourse, treatise,
religious worship. b One who cultivates or employs symsyl 1vlte (sTl'vit), n. Also syl'vln, syl'vlne (-vln), syl'- bolic logic (which see, under SYMBOLIC).C One who embook, course of study, or the like ; an abstract ; table.
vin-lte (-vTn-it). [From NL. sal digestivus sylvii, potas2. Law. Specif., the headnote of a reported case ; the
ploys symbolism in art or literature ; esp., one of a class of
sium chloride.]
Min. Native potassium chloride, KCl,
brief statement of the points of law determined prefixed to
writers and artists which arose just after 1880, esp. in
occurring in colorless cubes or crystalline masses like rock
a reported case. The opinion controls the syllabus, the
France and Belgium, Verlaine, Mallarme, and Maeterlinck
latter being merely explanatory of the former.
salt, but having a sharper taste. H., 2. Sp. gr., 1.97-1.99.
being the best known of'the writers. They were also called
3. [cap.] A digest or table of the errors condemned by
It is used for preparing potassium compounds.
n.,2). Esp. in literature, the symdecadents (see DECADENT,
?ope Pius IX., circulated by his orders in 1864.
sym- (sTm-). An assimilated form of •yn-. See SYN-.
bolists were reactionists against realism and the theories
Syn. - See COMPENDIUM.
sym'bl-ont (sTm'bi-ont ; sTmlbl-ont), n. [Gr. rroµ.{J,wv, and practices of the Parnassians. They concerned themselves with general truths instead of realities, exalted the
syl-l&p'sls (sT-lep'sTs), n. [L., fr. Gr. uv/1.A~;/t,,
a taking
CTVµ.~1.oVvTo~,
p. pr.] Biol. Anorganismlivinginsymbiosis.
together, fr. cn,A.Aap.~0.11£1,11,See SYLLABLE,
n.] 1. Rltet. sym 1bl-o'sls (-o'sls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. rroµ.fjuuo-« a living
1
1,1
~~t~t~~~~1
~!Yii~~d&r:!~alfie 0
A figure of speech by which a word is used in a literal and
together, U"Vµ{Jr.01/11
to live together ; uVv with+ fJwVv to
and the functions of the senses. Their lyric poetry resem•
metaphorical sense at the same time; as, cutting in u their
live.] Biol. The living together in more or less intimate asbles music in its object, endeavoring to render by rhythms
taunts, more cutting than knives.''
sociation or even close union of two dissimilar organisms. Iu
and sounds sentiments and emotions which escape analy2. Gram. The agreement in gender, number, etc., of a verb a broad sense the term includes parasitism, or antagonistic,
sis. They claim great liberties of form, syntax,vocabularr,.
or adjective with one of two or more nouns, with any of or antipathetic, symbiosis (see PARASITE,J), in which the as~\~T~:~1st:bie
Pr~~~ir vcrs Libre is often scarce y
sociation is disadvanta~eous or destructive to oue of the
which it might agree; as, rex et regina beati.
organisms, but ordinarily it is used of cases where the as. sym 1bol-ls'tio (-ls'tlk)
Marked by the use of symiiYl-lep'tio (-lep'tTk)
[Gr. o-v,\,\~,rT<KO< collective.]
sociation is advantageous, or often necessary, to one or sym1bol-1s'ti-oal (-tT-klll)
bols, or by symbolism.
iiJl-lep'ti-oal (-tT-kal) Of or pertaining to a syllepsis;
both, and not harmful to either. When there is bodily union sym 1bol-l-za'tlon (-l-zii'shun; -i-zii;,shun), n. The act of ·
containing syllepsis. -syl-lep'ti-oal-ly, adv.
(in extreme cases so close that the two form practically a
symbolizing; symbolical representation.
Syl'l.1-da,(sll'T-de), n. pl. [NL.] Zool. A large family of
sym'bol-lze (sTm'Ml-iz), v. i.; -1zED(-izd); -1z11NG (-iz'i!\te \~~l~~i~~
r::dr!dh>'f!r,~;~rit
small polychretous worms of the group Errantia, some of ~~~g~:,
lng).
[Cf.F.symboliser.]
1. Tousesymbolsorsymbolism.
called
conjUDctive
symbiosis;
if
there
is
no
actual
union
of
which habitually reproduce by fi88ion (cf. AuTOLYTus).
2. To be alike in qualities, properties, or the like ; to cor~
Syl'lls (-Ts) is the type genus. -syl'lld (-Id), a. ,~ n. :U~ci;t;t!:r,i:i~~!~v!~~:i~~r~~ttf.
~iL~~~=M:i~h myr.
respond;
harmonize;
agree.
Now Rare.
syl-lld't-an (sl-!Id'T-an), a. & n.
1bl-ot'lo (-otllk), a. [Gr. rn,µfj,wT<KO<;.] Biol. PerThe pleasing of order doth s.11mbohze with harmony. Bacm,.
•Yl'lo-glsm (sll'~-jiz'm), n. [ME. silogi,ne, OF. silogime, sym
taining
to,
characterized
by,
or
living
in,
a state of symbio- sym'bol-ize, v. t. 1. To make represe!1tative of some•
sillogisme, F. syllogisme, L. syllogismus, Gr. uvAAoy,uµ.0~
sis. -sym 1bl-ot'l-cal-ly (-T-kal-l), adv. - symbiotic 1apro- thing; to regard or treat as symbolic.
a reckoning all together, a reasoning, syllogism, fr. uvAA.o- phytiam,
Bot. 1 the association of a saprophytic plant with a
2. To represent by a symbol or symbols.
"'tf.>eu8a.r.
to reckon all together, to bring at once before the
fungal sym b10nt or mycorrhiza.
mind, to infer, conclude; uVv with, together+ Aoyl{Eu8a.t. sym'bol (sTm'Ml), n. [L. syrnbolus, sy,nbolurn, Gr. uvµ.- 3. To make to agree in properties or qualities. Now Rart.
sym-bol!o-gy
(slm-bol'HT), n. [symbol
-logy.] The
io reckon, to conclude by reasoning.
See SYN-; LOGISTIC,
a sign by which one knows or infers a thing, fr. cn,µ.art of expression by symbols, or of interpreting symbolic
LOGIC.
J 1. A logical scheme or analysis of a formal argu- fJoAov
~&.A.A.nvto throw or put together, to compare; uVv with+
1 bt-loj'T-kill),
1
expression.
sym
bo-log'l.-oal
(slm
a. ment,- consisting of three propositions ( called respectively
{30.A.Aew
to throw: cf. F. symbole. Cf. RMBLEM,
PARABLE.] sym-bol'o-glst (sim-Ml'~-jlst), n.
the major premise, the minor premi8e. and the conclusion).
1. That which stands for or represents something else ; a Sym-bran'olJ.i-a(sTm-brltq'kT-<i), n. pl. [NL.; Gr . .,.,;,,
1
11
0
tJ~:~~a~~\{i:i~~
r~~stb~t~t:.1:t~edfh~ 8 ~r:~r~he~i visible sign or representation of an idea or quality, or of with
-branclda.l
Zo0l. An order of slender eel-like
another object, by reason of natural aptness, of association,
~ounts to demomitration ; as in the following example : fishes having the gifl openings confluent beneath the neck.
or of convention ; an emblem ; a.a, the lion is the symbol of They chiefly inhabit the fresh waters of warm countries.
t!i~~~~~ble;
courage; the cross is the symbol of Christianity.
- sym'branoh (sTm'brli:qk), n.-sym-bran'chl-ate (simTherefore kindnc!-isis laudable
brlt11'kT-at), a. & n. -sym-bran'ohous (-ki!s), a.
The major premi!!e)s usually treated as a general rule of which 2. A letter, abbreviation, character, sign, or the like, used
to represent something, as an operation or relation in Sym-ma'ohi-an (sl-mii'kT-an), a. Eccl. Hfat. Of, port.
the minor premise 1s a case and the conclusion an application.
The two premises are related by a middle. or common, term mathematics, an element in chemistry, a person's signature,
to,
or named from, Symmachus, a 3d-century Greek trans.
-whichdisappears in the conclusion; and for this reason the eyl• etc.; as, C isthesymbolforcarbon;
in crystallography the
la tor of the Old Testament. - n. One ofa sect of Ebionites,
1ogismis often treated as a process of elimination. The formal
symbol of a plane is the numerical expression which defines
validity of the t!yllogismis entirely distinct from its truth, which
reputed to have been founded by Symmachus.
depends upon the truth of its premises; and since, as Mill has its position relatively to the assumed axes.
sym-met'al-lsm (sTm-met 1al-Tz'm), n. [Gr. uvv together
shown, the major premise repre1-1entsa generalization of experi• 3. Theol. An authoritative summary of faith or doctrine i
metal
-ism.] Money. That system of coinage in
.ence, the function of the t!y\logiam is Aometimeeconceived not a creed. Cf. SYMBOLICAL
BOOKS,
SYMBOLICS.
wliich the unit of currency consists of a certain weight of
l:IO much a means of giving knowledge a new form as of testing
4. Logia. Any formal unit of expression, such a.a a term,
two or more metals, as gold and silver, combined.
thiB generalization by the application to it of the particular case
proposition, or formal argument, which represents an sym-met'rlo (sT-met'rlk), a. Symmetrical. - 1ymmetric
l; TERM.
See FIGURE,13; MODE, :3b; 1•1iEMISE,
2. Deductive reasoning ; explication of the relations of aspect of thought capable of being dealt with as a unit.
function, Math., a function of several variables that retains
5. [Gr. uvµ.fjoAa.i contributions.]
Obs. a That which is its form when any two variables aree1.:changed throughout.
ideas, esp. in accordance with syllogistic principles.
b Allot- sym-met'rl-cal (-rT-kill), a. [Cf. F. symeti-ique. See sn1ayl 1lo-gls'tlc (-iTs'tTk) \ a. [L. syllogisticus, Gr. rn,,\Ao- thrown into a common fund; a contribution.
ment; lot.
.,--yl'lo-gls'ti-oal(-tT-kal) j ')"<TT'KO<;'cf. F. syllogistique.]
METRY.]1. luvolvingorexhibitingsymmetry;
havingparta
Syn. -Figure, type. See EMBLEM.
mutually well-proportioned ; hence, regular; even; as,
Of, pertaining to, consisting of, or of the fonn of reason1bol-111-og'ra-phy,
sym
sym'bol-e-og'ra-phy (-t-og'rd-fl),
a symmetrical step; a symmetrical body or building.
ing by, syllogisms. -syl!lo-gls'tl-oal-ly,
adv.
-graphy.J
2. Bot. Specif. : a Capable of division by a longitudinal
syl 1lo-gls'tio, n. The department of logic which treats of n. [Gr. o-vµ.fj61la.<0v sign, token, contract
Art of rightly forming and making written instruments.
the syllogism ; also, the art of reasoning syllogisticalJy.
plane into similar halves; -said of a flower, shoot, or organ.
See ACTINOMORPHIC,
BISYMMETRICAL,
ZYGOM.ORPHIC.
SJl'lo-gtze (sTl'ti-jiz), v. i. & t. ;-GIZED(-jizd); ·GIZ1ING(-jizl. sym-bol'IO(sTm-bol'Tk) a. [L . .,ymbolicus, Gr. uvµ.fjoA,b HavKo<: cf. F. symbolique.] 1. Of,
ing the same number of members in each whorl of floral
fog). [Gr. rroil.Aoyi(,u9a.,: cf. F. syllogiser. J To reason sym-bol'l-oal (-T-kal)
pertaining to, or of the nature of, a symbol or symbols ; leaves; - said of a flower. Cf. REGULAR,
a.,
2 c.
or infer by means of syllogisms. -syl'lO-gl-za'tion (-jlexhibiting or expressing by resemblance or signs; repre3. Org. Chern. Specif., pertaining to or designating derivazii;tshi!n; -ji-zii'shi!n), n.-syl'lo-glz 1er (-jiz 1er), n.
sentative ; as, the eye is .~ymbolic of siglit and knowledge.
tives of benzene in which three or four substituting groups
sylph (sTlf), n. [F . .,ylphe, m., prob. fr. L. Sylphu.,, Sulfu.,,
are attached symmetrically to the nucleus, occupying the
name of some divinity.]
l. An imaginary being inhabit·q.ll~~~l~~:r~~W~!ei~th~ehI~::~ia!~:Oi~fte~~rist's
ins the air; -a name given by Paracelsus to the elemental
positions 1, 3, 5, or 1, 2, 4, 5. See BENZENENUCLEUS.
Abbr. ,.
Gram. Pert. to, or designating, a word, as is, shall,
bemgs of the air, conceived as mortal but soulless. Cf. 2.
4. Math. Specif.: a Having a common measure; comwho, in which the meaning consists simply in indicating a
1st GNOME
j SALAMANDER,
2; UNDINE,1.
mensurable.
b
Having
corresponding
parts
or
relations.
relation of syntax ; - distinguished from presentive.
2. Fig.: A slender, gra.cefu] woman.
1ymbolical books, Eccl., books which contain the creeds, or
1
3. Any of several brilliant South American humming
df!,i~ylo¢~~-a ~e1:tf!:~t:~L~~id;-:0~
birds, having a long forked tail, as Cyanolesbia gorgo.
the terms are exchanged : a mutual or reciprocal relation,
~~t~~!?~;
s~t:ttc1:.i, ~;li~~~;,ci~~l' 0th~eJ~~1~~: bgf~:o;
sylph'id (sTl'fld), n. [F. sylphule, fem. See SYLPH.] A erty sold by delivering something else as a sym601, token,
as of equality or cousinship.
-sym-met'rl-oal-ly, adv. -sym-met'rl-oal-ness, n.
young or diminutive sylph.-sylph'id-ine (-fl-dln; -din),a.
or representative of it, as where a trunk and its contents
who forms or divides words into CNL.• from Tran,q11lvania. where ayl.vea 'tric,a. Sylveetrian. Ohs. mM.] Bearing wood. Obs.
1t was first found.] Chem. Tel- 1yl-ve1'trou1,a. Sylveetral. Ohs. sym. Abbr. Symbol: symphony
ayllahle-e,or is skilled in this.
Syl'vi•a (sll'v'J'.f.i),n. [L. Sill•iri:
eylla.ble name, Music. Name of lurium. Ohs.
,y.J~~~~s.
I
ayl'van.ly, adu. of SYI,VAN.
d. the masc. Stl,,ius, and sill-a
a given tone in solmization.
ayl'vate (sll'vit), n. Chem. An forest. See SYLVAN.]1, Fem. symbaclavis, n. [Cf. CLAVJCYM•
•Yl'l&•bub. Var. of SILLA
BUB.
abietate.
inine of SYLVANUS
(see SILVA- :~)b!.~arfsi'i,~i:~i,.Obs.
aylle. t s11.1..
Scot.
syJ.vat'ic (Bll.vlU'lk). a. [L. NUS) ;-fem. prop.name.
syllene. + •rnLL, i,,.
2. [NL., fr. the medieval name sym'ba..-sls (elm'bd•!'.ls), n.
:ayl'lo--ge(Bll'0.je; .ge), n. LGr. s11lvaficus, better sifoaficm.
of the rohin redbreast and other [NL., fr. Gr. uVµ~aut~ a.[!'reeSee!'ilILVAN,a.JSylvan.
<TVAA.oylj.]
A collection. Rm·e. ayl•V&t'i·Cal,
birds.] Zaiil. The typical genus ment, arrangement.] Biol. The
a. Sy_lvat_ic.
Rare.
ii;_lo--gis'try, n. 8yllogization. '3'l;_vea,n,J>l. [L.sdva.] Woode. of warhlers of the family Syl- association of organisms in in•
viidre, formerly extensive, but t('rbreeding groups, as species,
1ylour, T c E 1.1: 1m.
now restricted to the European which make evolutionarv prog.
syl•vea'ter, a.
{L. sifreRter,
,aylph'ine( sll'fln; -fln), sylph'- •Iris: cf. F. sylve,qfre.] Sylvee- whitethroat, the blackcap, and ress as unite. 0. F. Cook. 1.sh,a. Sylphlike.
their nlliee.
~ABIETIC.I
-1ylph'llke', a. Like a sylph;
(a11!:fa~:~\v~sVEa~:Iayl'vic (ell'vlk), a. Chem. See sym•ba'sic (e'J'm•bi'e'J'k),a.
(sim'bI-lln). n.
i;raeeful. [of ASYLUM. Dial. I 1yl•vea'tral (-trdl ), a. kelating Syl'vi•col'i•dae (s'J'l'v'J'-klSl'l•de), sym'bl-on
Biol. A symbiont. leymh1ont.
.ily'lum (s'f'IUm). Aphetie form to the woods ; wild ; sylvan.
n. pl. [NL. ; L. sylva, silva, sym'bi-ote
(.i''it), n. Biol. A
ayl'va(sll'v<i). Var. of SILVA.
forest + colere to inhabit +
0
~
-tr/re.] Zonl. S:rn, of MNJOTIL- fi~l~i;~tfo~c.
(-lSt'Y-krll), a.
~ft~~;~~u~~ll•vit'niie), n. Var. the pine yielding it. Seenf!!
SYLVES- TIOA<':. -syl•vic'o-line (sll-vlk'~(.~J;:~':eis.
(•lWlz'm), n.
avl'vane (e'fl'vii.n), n.
Aleo TRIAN.]Chem. A dextrorotatory
A[d~fier
1yi'van (eYl'vln). fsyh,a,
var. terpene, CJoHrn,in Swedish and
aym•bleph'a-ron (e'J'm.bl~f'ti•
t' ...~i!va + furfuran.
Chem. A Russian ml of turpentine. It is
rlSn),n. [NL. ; Gr. ut/11+ {JAE~
::~'~i~:i:::,~:~vl(\1U{~J::
C.
liquid obtained witli furfurane a liquid boiling at 17,'>-li60
by distillation of s:-newood. and ayl.ves'tri-&1,a. Sylveetral. Ohs. Ill), ayl'vi•cul'tur•ist (-'J'etJ,n.
t:c::oe.re~~tle!:dth!b~;~Ud!
Vare.
of
SILVICULTURE,
etc.
~ffu:f~~~e~ met yl derivative ::};!:~:l~b:1te~·!i;Ji~t;is~j
and the eyeball, ae from a burn.
sym'bol, v. t. To symbolize. R.
•Jl-n'Di-um (1'J'l-vi'nl•ilm), n. van. Rare.
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SYMMETRIZE
■:,111.'me-trtze (sim'~-trlz),

v. t.; SYM'>ll<-TBIZKD
(-trizd);
1Ing).
BYM'MB-TRI7IING(-triz
[Cf. F. symetriser.] To make
proportional in its parts ; to reduce to symmetry. - sym'me-trl-za'Uon (-trI-zi 1shlln; -trl-zi'shiln), n.
■ym'me-try{sim1 i-trI), n. [L, symmetria, Gr. ""l'/,.Tjia.;
aVv with, together
JJ.ETpova measure: cf. F. symetrie,
formerly symmetrle. See SYN- ; METER rhythm. J 1. A
due proportion of the several parts of a body to each other ;
adaptation of the form or dimensions of the several parts
of a thing to each other ; harmonious relation of pa1ts ; as,
the symmetry of a Greek temple.
Conformance; consistency; congruity.
Rare.
3. Correspondence or similarity of form, dimensions, or
parts 011 opposite sides of an ax.is, center, or dividing plane.
In Biol., bilateral symmetry and radial symmetry (see
under the adjectives) are the prevailing ty)?8S in the animal

+

a.

3J~~r:~s

~~:i~~~o~:rd::bie
gf1!~i:~~:~~l!~r::::-uix:~~~~
ventral symmetry (which see). See ZONAL SYMMETRY. In
Oryst., symmetry with respect to an ax.is is defined as b·ina.
ry (tu·ofold), tenmry, tetragonal, and hexagonal (senary). A
principal plane of symmetry is one that includes two or more
like axes of symmetry.
There are believed to be thirtytwo possible groups of symmetry, to which all crystals must
beloug. Five belong to the isometric system of crystalliza~1ciffe~e:a~elh:c~~:~,~~nf~
th:~~i~~f fo;:e~~i~rfr~
izing each, as the tetrahedral group and pyritohedral group
of the isometric system, the aphenold&lgroup of the tetragonal system ; also, according to a prominent mineral be.
longing to each, as the tetrahedrite type, pyrite type, etc.
The tricllnlc system includes two groups 1 one of which has
only centrosymmetry;
the other, havmg neither plane,
axis, nor center of symmetry, is the asymmetric system.
aym-pal'mo-graph (a1m-pitl'm~-grilf), n, [Gr. <TVv together, with+ ,rn.\i,o< vibration (fr. mi.\A«v to shake) +
-graph.] An inst,rument fo1• the graphical composition of
two harmonic motions, consisting of a pendulum free to
vibrate about two horizontal axes with different periods
of oscillation by adjustment of which its bob is made to
describe the Lissajous figures. Cf. HARMONOGRAPH.
symipa-thet'lo (sim 1p<i-th,!t'Ik), a. [Cf. Gr. crvµ.1ra.Jh/n1. Feeling, or in.
«O~ See SYMPATHY; cf. PATHETIC.]
clined to feel, sympathy ; sensitive to, or affected by, the
emotions of another or others ; sympathiziug;
hence,
agreeing ; harmonious ; congenial; concordant.
H Sad to
your :,;ympathetic scenes I fly."
Burns.
2. Due to, or expressive of, sympathy.
3. A nat. Pert. to the sympathetic system.
Syn. - See CONGENIAL.

i~f~!\~~

SYN-

z.

part, compresses an elastic gas in the upper. It is conve1,.
An agreement of aff8ctiona or inclinations, or a mutual
1ent for use at sea, but not .eo accurate as the mercurial
conformity of natural temperament, which causes persons
barometer.
with, one another i as,
2. An apparatua consisting of two Pitot tubes with
there is perfect sympaihy between them. Also, accord,
mouths pointed opposite wal•• joined at their upper ends,
harmony, or agreement in general. "Sympathy in years,
manners, and beauties."
Slwk.
rie adiA~:~~oHe!!~ein
~!et~Ee1:c:i~!~:r! 0th::1:r:!:~
3. Pltysies. 'l'he correlationexistingbetween
bodiescapa•
Cf. PITOMETBR.
ble of communicating their vibrational motion to one an- aym-plec'Uo (sim-plek'tik),
a. [Gr. uvi,,,.\«nKo<
plaitother through some medium. See SYMPATHETIC SOUNDS.
ing together, fr. crvµ.,rA€1eEwtoplaittogether.] Zool. Plait4. Ph,ysiol. & Med. a The reciprocal influence exercised
ing together; - designating a bone between tl1e hyomanby organs or parts on one another, as shown in the effects
dibular and the quadrate in the mandibular suspensorium
of a diseased condition of one part on anoth~r part or organ,
of many fisl1es, uniting the other bones of the susper..ao•·
"" in the vomiting produced by a tumor of the brain, b rium. -n.
The symplectic bone.
1'he influence of a certain psychological state in one person Sym-pleg'a-des (s,m-pleg'<i-dez), n. pl. [L., fr. Gr. ~vi,in producing a like state in another.
..->.,.,,,aa«,
lit, striking together.] Gr. JJfyth. Two rocks at
6. A tendency of things to unite or to act on each other ; the entrance of the Black Sea, which dashed against each
as, the sympatlty between the loadstone and irou.
other at intervals, but became fixed when the ship Argo
6. Similarity of function, use, office, or the like. Rare.
passed between.
Syn. - Fellow feeling, compassion, commiseration, ten- sym'plo-oe (sim 1pll5-se), n. [L., fr. Gr. uvi,1r.\o•>i an inden1ess, condolence, agreement. See PITY.
to twine together; uVv + 1rAiSym-pet'a-1111(slm-piit'<i-lii), n.pl. [NL. See SYM-;PETAL.] terweaviug, fr. crvµ,,r.,\E,cEw
1CE1.v
to twine.] Rhet. The repetition of a word or phrase
Bot. A division of dicotyledons colirdinate with Apetah.e
at the beginniug and anotl:1e1· at the end of successive
and Choripetalro and coextensive with Metachlamydere.
clauses; as, Just-ice came down from heaven to view the·
■ym-phon•lo (sim-fon'Ik),
a. 1. Relating to harmony of earth;
Justice returned to heaven, and left the em·tlt.
sound ; symphonious; also, sounded alike ; homophonous.
Sym 1plo-oos (-klls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uvµ,r.\oK•• inter2. Music. Of, relating to, or in the manner of, a symwoven. See SYMPLOCB. J Bot. A large genus of trees and,
phony ; as, the lf}/mphonic form.
shrubs constitating the family Symplocacero ( order Pl'imusJmphonic poem, Mu.-,ic2 a composition for a symphony or•
lales). They bave flowers witb the calyx tnbe adnate to
the a-celled ovary (which becomes a fle•hy indehiscent
~~!t~sJ~b~~t
1h:~1~~1\:i!~{.m, aud based
1!e!~!ti~~
fruit) and numerous stamens inserted on the corolla. The
sym-pho'nl-ous (sim-to'nI-!is), "· [From SYMPHONY,] species are widely distributed iu all continents except Eu1. Agreeing in sound ; accordant ; harmonious.
rope and Africa. S. tinctm·ia is the swetth:af. The bark
Followed with acclamation and the sound
a11d leaves of this and several Indian species furnish a dye~
Milton. aym-po'dl-um (sim-po'dI-ilm),
S11111plum10us
of ten thousand ha.rps.
"·; pl. -DIA (-ci). [NL.;.
2. 1lfusic. Sym~honic.
Gr. uVJ1with+ 7r08wv, dim. of ,rolJ~, \
sym 1pho-nize (s,m'f/5-nlz), v. i. &: t.; -NIZED (-nlzd);
foot.] Bot. An apparent main
,rG&cir;,
1
1
•NIZ ING (•niz Ing).
To agree; accord; harmonize.
axisnotdevelopedfromaterminal
bud, 1- i
1
aym'Pho-ny (-nI), n.; pl. -PHONIES(-nfa). [F. symj,lwn,e
but made up of successive secondary
(cf. It. sinfonia), L . .,;ymphonia, Gr. uvµ(/,wvia; ui•v \\ith
axes,eachofwhich representsouefork
•
1
+ rj,wJ1~
a sound, the voice. See PHONETIC.]
1. A conso• of a dichotomy, the other being of
·
nance or harmony of sounds, vocal, instrumental, or both.
weaker growth or suppressed entirely
/
as in the grapevine ; a pseudaxis. Cf. ,_ A
And wnrlike
Dr!J(len.
MONOPODIUM
;
see
DICHOTOMY,
5.
2. Hence, consonance or harmony of any kind ; as, the
symphony of a man's talents; esp., Painting, c011sonauce sym-pO'si-ac (-zl-lk), a. [L. sympo•
1~i~td~ho:i:dg,
siacus,Gr.avµ.,roa-1.a.,cOr;.] Of,orcon.
Jlelicoid,Dichotor harmony of color, or a picture marked by such.
3. Mu.,ic. a=sYMPHONIAb.Obs. b Akindoftabor.
Ob.,. nected wit11, a symposium; as, syrn- omy. 1, 1 Sympodia.
JJOsiac meetings. -11.
A gathering, or the table talk, at a
C An instrumental passage in a vocal composition ; a ritor•
symposium ; hence, any similar gathering or table talk.
nello. d An elaborate instrumental composition in BO·
nata form (see under SONATA b) for a full orchestra. The aym-po'sl-aroh (-ark), n. [Gr. uvµ.,,ou,o.p>,T/<, uvµ1roearly overture also, and certain still earlier compositions,
uia.pxor;; avµ.rrOcrwv a symposium+
ci.pxE,v to rule.] In
¥,artly vocal, partly instrumental, were called ~ymfi/'onie,r;. Greek antiquity, the master of a feast; hence, one who
presides over, or is the chief figure at, a symposium.
1
1
1
tu~~' ~t~~~iysfl~l1~,
tnd~:o::hi
:x~;:~
sym-po 1sl-um (-llm), n. ; pl. SYMPOSIA
(-d). [L., fr. Gr.
avµ.mluwJ1 a drinking party, feast; u. J1with+ n-ia,s a
~i~~:ts i:~~e~e~ir :a1~t!f!1°s~t!~:'j~ 0 r!soa rff~a~ta!~~
drinking.
See SYN-; cf. POTABLE.]
1. In ancient Greece,
symphonies there are movements for a chorus, as the final
a drinking together ; a compotation, usually following the
movement of Beethoven's ninth symphony, which is called
the choral symphony.
banquet proper, with music, si11ging, and conversation;
Sym 1pho-rl-oar1pos (sim 1fl5-d-kilr'pos), n. [NL.; Gr. lience, now, any convivial gathering, esp. one marked by
uVµ.<f>opor;
accompanying (a-Vvwith+ c/lEptHV
to bear)
tc.a.p- free interchange of ideas in general conveniation.
,r()'i' fruit;
-so named in allusion to the clustered berries.].
2. A collection of short essays by different authors on a
Bot. A small genus of North American caprifoliaceous
common topic; - so called from the appellation given to
the philosophical dialogue by the Greeks ; ]ience, by exten1~;3r:~~~~i~J
i~vi~sR; 11
sion, a SPries of discussions or a more or less formal inter•
change of views among several treating a common topic.
1
~f~;i:!~b~~.,t:
~fii!l~~Ji:~eral name symp
1tom (sYmp'tllm), n.
[F . .,ymptome, Gr. a,;i,1rTwµa.
sym-phya'i-on (s1m-fiz'I-i'in), n. [NL.] c------~
anything that has befallen one, a chance, casualty, sympThe upper end of the symphysis of the
tom, fr. avµ.7r{.1f'TEW to fall together i a-Uv with+ ,rlr.Tf!W
jaw, at the outer surface. See CRANIOM- t
to fall; cf. Skr. pat to fly, to fall. See SYN-; cf. ASYMPETRY, I/lust.
TOTE, FEATHER.]
1. Med. Any affection wl1ich accomsym 1phy-ala (s,m'fI-sis), n. ; pl. -sEs
panies
disease ; a perceptible change in the body or its
9D
(-sez). [NL., fr. Gr. uvi,<f,vu« symphyfunctions, either subjective or ohjective, which indicates
sis (in sense 1), fr. cruµ,cf.>Vnv
to make to
disease, or the kind or phases of disease ; as, we study dis$Vnv to
grow together ; crvv with
ease in the symptoms exhibited.
cause to grow, to grow.] 1. Anal. <~
2. A sign or token ; that which indicates the existence of
ZoOl. The immovable or more or less
something else i as, vice is a symptom of weakness.
movable union of certain bones in the
Syn. - Mark, note, sign, token, indication.
median plane of the body, esp. that of
symP'tom-at'lo (-~t'Ik)
[Cf. F. symptomalique,
the two halves of the lower jaw (II aym'symp 1tom-at 11-oal (-I..Jtal) Gr. crvi,1rTwi,a.nKo• casual.)
phy-1l1 men'tl [men'ti]) at the chin, and
l. Of, pert. to, or of the nature of, a symptom ; indicative.
of the two pubic bones at the lower an_.
S11mptomatic of a shallow underi;tanding. Macaulay.
terior point of the abdomen ( II1ym'phy-B11
2. According to symptoms; as, a ,'iymptomatic treatment.
pu'biB [pii1bis], or pubic sympbysisJ.
~
symptomatic anthru.
Veter. = BL.A.CK QUARTER.
2 . .Anat. A form of articulation admitaymp 1tom-a-tol 1o-gy (-<i-tWti-jI), n. [Gr. uvi,1rTwi,a.,
0
ting of very slight movement, in which
O"Vµ,7rTW.u.a.Tor;,
symptom+ ~logy: cf. F ,,.ymptomatologie.]
the bony surfaces are connected by pads
MPd. The doctrine of symptoms; that part of medical
of fl.bro.cartilage without a synovial memscience treating of symptoms of diseases; semeiology. Cf.
brane, as the joints between the bodies of
DIAGNos,s,1; PROGNosis,2.-symp 1to-mat 1o-log'l-cal (-ttivertebrre.
'----"'----'
mllt'/5-Ioi'i-kal), a. -symp 1to-mat 10-log'l-cal-ly, adv.
Sympiesometer
3. Bot. Coalescence.
symp-to 1sls (simp-ti'i'sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uvi,..-Twu••
aym 1pl-e-som•e-ter,
sym 1pl-e-zom 1e- BC, oil; AJJ, hy• collapse.] 1. Med. The gradual emaciation of the body or·
ter (sim'pT.'e-zl>m''e-ter), n. [Gr. avµ.,rl- ~: ~lge: n ~hf~~ wasting of any part.
ecrr.r;compression (fr. avµ.7rti,Ew to press must he adjusted
2. ]J/ath. Coincidence of polars of tbe same point relative
together ; <TVvwith
TTti,etv to press, by the nuXiliary to different loci.
scale r.,.: to the syn- (sin-). [Gr. uvP with.] 1. A prefix meaning with,
squeeze)+
-met,r.] 1, A sensitive ba- temperature
inrometer, in which atmospheric pressure
along with, tog,,ther, at the same time. Syn- becomes sym,.
acting on a liquid, as oil, in tlre lower fJ!;~~~m!~{r t~~e before JJ, b, and m, and syl- before l.
aym'pho-ni'a-cal, sym-phon'i- aym'phy-a.n'ther-ous (slm'fl• ~~l\f:~i;;:~i~~1;1;~
1z~~il);i~: I [NL.,_ prob. fr. G~. alJ#':7r,\oK"o~
<!.J·,;· ln'th@:r-UsJ,a. (Gr. crv ,cf,viJ,:;
ca\, n. ~mphonic
~lm'/r-z~- entwm.ed :t",c:a~r.osfruit.] Bot,._
sym-pho ni-on (slm.fo nr-.i,n). growing together + nntlter + s_ym.'phy-se-ot'o-m_y
lSt'0-ml), 11• LNL. sympltysis Syn. of fi1 ATH\ EMA.
11. (NL., fr. Gr. uvµ,rfu,wta. a -011.,;.] Bot. Synentherous.
Jmbifl + Gr. TEµ,J1etV
to cut.] sy~-plo'ci-um(slm-pllVshl•ilm;.
unison of ~ound. SC'€;SY~tPHO~ ·sym'phy..car'pous(-kiir'pils),a,
N.l'.] ,11fwm·. A comb1~nt10nof [Gr. uvµ.r/>lJEcr8a.r.
to grow to-- S11ry. Theoperationofdividin,g 1 ·Bl-u~n.), ' 1• [NL. See SYM•
prnnoforte and harmomum.
gether + -carpous.] Having con- the svmphysis pubis to facill- PJ.oci;.J_ The annulus of a fern
sym-pho'ni-ous-ly. adv. of SYM• .Inent fruits ; -applied to the t;,t:a1,~t7,~;;;;g,~.~~~rly
called the =~~:::J.~(;l$~i>d ), n Sym.
l'HO'.\"IOlJS.
,
apotlw~ia in some \1chens. R.
aym'pho-niat (sYm fli-nlst), n. f.V"D.'phy-la(slm'fT•lil), n. ,,1. syin-phya'i-Rl (al m-f 1'.z'l'-d l), i;!~~~;di-al (~lm-p-'dl-lfl)
1. A songster. Oh.~.
.
[NL. ; Gr. ur JI with + 1bvAlJa ~~f.,~f!.'1-an C-dn), a. = SYM- Bot. Characteri~tic gf.or s1~;:
2. A COll~J)ORer
of sympl10mes: clan.] See ~COl,OPE~DRKLLA.
sym-phys'ic (s l m-f l z'l k). a. latmg, a sympodrnm.-aym-po ~
sym-pho 11;1-um.
11. (NL.] Mwnc. _ s~'P:hy-lous (-ltls), a.
lllnf. Pery:.to, or resulting from, di-a~-ly~a~v. _
[l~~HAC:I
An ~crord10n. , O'is.
sym-phyl'lou.s (s'fm.fll'tis), a. symphy
1 •
sym po ~i a\( zl-lrl),a. - s~11
81i;i of narts.
•Y.JD.,P~O-ri-car
pous (s~m f~r'!- l,~flm- +-1ilu1llous.J /Jot. Gamo- aym-phya'i-ot"o-my(-1-tlt'li-ml) s Y,m-po s 1-a.am <~
~ m-11fi z J.
:~~~lf~~!it~: ~~~e~earmg clus• phy}lons. , ,
,
aym'phy-aot'o-my (s1m'fr.zlSt ~ lz m), 1;. A symposium, Obs.
sym'pho-rol csnn'fn-ri'il; -rlSl}, ~YJl!.phy-o-gene-sis (slm fl;ti- i'>-mY,·
n. Symphy;eoto"'!Y·
:~-:foosr~~ai~.
n. 1. =11.
Also sym'pho-ral (-rtll). J~n ~sls), 11. [NL.; Gr. crvµ,<jn1e- sym p~y-tism(slm fr-tlz m),n, 2. One at a banquet or merry•
[Trade name, prob. fr. Gr. avµ.- u6a.t to J?row to~ether + -gene• [Gr. crvµ.cf,vTo~_growntogether.]making. Bare~ ll11moro111'..
q>rptl. good luck + :lrl -ol.] ,<ii.<i.] Rot. Deve.1opment of an Coalescence. Rare.
sym-po1 si-as'tic (-l s't lk), a..
J>harm. Any of three salts of a orga.n °!)Ythe nmon of J}ryv1ous--•~'phy-tize
(-t'lz), v. i. To co- Of or pert. to a symposium. Ohs
phy-o-- :~~Uly~a~esIMPLY.
f\11lp~onie. a~id~ ~eriva.tive of ~-~~i}fg}~i~~i8;fi~~
0 '11::n~~1~t!:zl-~n),
[Yf:•.~
n.
~~~;~lei~~,~1Jii~:h:~it)~ :~:
aym:phy~item'_?•nous (•&t~m'•
=~r.;to:;~~~~~~l;l!c;Atrfr. o~
phorol N. (wdiuf!I salt) and a~- tJ-~us;-ste mli-nus),a. [Gr. uvµ.• ~j]1{,P~~i::.c\~I~.jlm;r,;tk:;;
Sn·tPLOCo~.
sym 1plo-ca'•
s:vn. n. [Cf. Icel. sin.
Se\t
~~i~:~~1;1d~~!t!"nd
!~~ !~~~::u!?1gri7ot~ ~~~~~re ceous
(-sh'Us),a.
SINEW.]
A sinew. Obtt.
used as diuretics.
phous. Oh.~.
Sym.'plo-car'pu (•kiir'ptis), n. syn. Synonym; synonymoua..

to be congenial to, or accordant
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fLi:P~\1:r~a~nJ~ aa:~i!!~i
trlrJ~tiaH~
by copperas solution). or almost any colorless vegetable
juice (made visible by pressing with a hot iron). - s. magic.
See MAGm,n.,1.-a.
nerve, Anai., any nerve of the sympathet.
ic system; esp., one of the main gangliate cords. - s. number ■, Math., numbers supposed to come together by chance
oftener than others. - s 3owder, Alchemfi, a powder of cal~~s~~ct~bit!sS~~!~:f!~e c!~df~/!e!~1i!J~~v1!1naftb~~j;ifJ'd
0
i!ibr!i;i~~u:~~it::ii~ii~s~t!dur:iri::=;;
dn:;1yf~~! 1
from some other sounding body, by means of the air or an
intervening solid. - s. string, M1Mic, a string in any of various instruments so adjusted as to sound by sympathetic
vibration. - s. system. a Anat. &- Z oOI. A system of small
ganglia and uerves present in addition to the cerebrospinal
system in vertebrates above cyclostomes. It consists of a
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vertebrro and extending from the head to the caudal or
coccygeal region. The numerous branches of these cords
form comt>lex plexuses including the cardiac, solar, and

~~~::.s,
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Z~~r.

~~fn°t~a:.lU!\1i~!:

tlth1:~~;!t~o~:;r::1
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at
· In various invertebrates, some part of the nervous system
believed to be physiologically analogous to the sympathetic system of vertebrates.
It commonly consists of a
nerve arising from the cerebral ganglion, and often bearing ganglia, from which branches pass to the viscerat
■ymlpa-thlze (sim'p<i-thlz), v. i.; -THIZED(-thlzd); -THIZ1ING(-thlz 1Ing). [F. sympathiser. See SYMPATHY.]1. To
feel or show sympathy; to be affected sympathetically; as:
a To experience a feeling as a result of another's feeling;
to be affected by the feelingof another with kindred emotions; as, to sympathize with one in his sorrow or joy.
b To share with another a feeling, as of pleasure or pain ;
as, I sympathi.?e<lwith his anger. o To respond sympathet.
ically to auy stimulus; as, a soul to ,rympathize with nature.
2. To agree; accord; han11onize; as,theirtastessympa/hize.
■ym'pa-thlze, "· t. Obs. 1. To experience or feel together.
2. To answer to; to correspond to.
Shak.
sym•pa-thy (-thI), n.; pl. -THIES(-thiz). [L. sympathia,
Gr. avµ:1r&.8E1.a.;
auv with+ TTci8or;
suffering, passion, fr.
1TciaxuJ1,,ra.8EtJ1,to suffer: cf. F. sympat!tie. See SYN-;
PATHOS.]1, Feeling corresponding to that which another
feels; the quality of being affected by the affection of another, with feelings correspondent in kind, if not in degree ; fellow feeling; esp., a feeling of sorrow experienced
for suffering or for one that suffers ; compassion.
And with a fearless confidence make known
Cowper.
The sorrows lflJlllpatlty esteems its own.
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SYNACME

2. Org. Chem. A prefix Indicating In certain cases of ste- 2. The tabular arrangement of historical events and personages, according to their dates.
i'eoisomerism that certain groups or atoms are on the same
3. Paint. A representation in the same picture of two or
side of the molecule; as, syn-benzaldoxime. Cf. ANTI-d.
more
events which occurred at different times.
1
1
ayn-E&re-sls, syn-er e-sis (sln-~r,i-sr.;
277), "· [NL.,
4. Physics. The state of being synchronous.
fr. Gr. uv11a.ipEa1.~ a taking or drawin¥ together, fr.
5. Nav. Arch. The condition obtaining when a vessel's
uvvatpeiv to take together ; a-Uvwith
a.1.peivto take, to
period is equal to one half the wave period.
grasp. See SYN- ; HERESY. J Gram. a The union, or draw- syn 1chro-nls 1tlc (slq 1kr6-nls 1tlk), a. - syn 1chroing together into one syllable, of two like vowels ordinarily
separated in pronunciation ; contraction; -the opposite of nls1ti-cal (-tI-kal), a. - syn 1chro-nls'U-cal-ly, adv.
direresis. b Among some modern grammarians, synizesis. syn 1chro-Di-za'Uon (-nl-za'shun; -ni-zii:'shun), n. Act of
ayn 1a,s-the's1-a, syn 1es-the's1-a (sln 1~s-the'sl-<i; -zhl-<i), synchronizing; concurrence of events in respect to time.
n. [NL. See SYN-; ESTHEBIA.] l. Physiol. A sensation syn'chro-nize (sl11'kr6-niz), v. i.; -NIZED(-nizd); -NIZ1ING
(-niz 1Ing). [Gr. o-vyxpovii;-«v.J To agree in time; to be
or feeling produced in one part of the body by a atimusynchronous.
lus applied at another part.
2. Psycltol. Concomitant sensation; esp., t1:e concomi- syn'chro-oize, v. t. l. To assign to the same date or period; as, to synchronize events of Greek and Roman history.
tant experience of different types of sensation, as when
2. To cause to agree in time ; to render synchronous ; as,
sounds are apprehended as having chal'acteristic colors.
ayn'a-gogue (sin'<i-g~g), n. [F., fr. L. synagoga, Gr. to S'Jjnchronizetwo alteruatiug-current machines.
avvaywy-rj a briugiug together, an assembly, a synagogue, syn'chro-niz'er (-niz 10r), n. One that syucln·onizes;
specif., a device to indicate, produce, or maintain synchroto bring together; a-I.Ivwith+ dyetv to lead.
fr. tTV110.yc!'l.v
nous motion, as a regulator for a system of clocks, etc.
See SYN-; AGENT.] l.. A local assembly of Jews organized cl1iefly for public worship; a Jewish local community syn-chron'o-graph (sln-kri5u't-graf), n. [Gr. O"Vyxpovo•
of the same time
-graph. J Au automatic telegraph in
under religious and more or le&scivil jurisdiction.
2. The building or place of assembly used by Jewish com- which the alternating current which transmits the signals
is
regulated
by
a
perforated
paper ribbon traveling in synmunities primarily for religious worship.
3. [cap.] Jewi.<h Antiq. With the epithet Great, an al- chronism with the generator.
syn-chron'o-scope
(-skop),
n.
[Gr. o-vyxpovoo of the same
leged college or senate of 120 or 85 members which exertime + -scope.] Elec. An instrument for indicating syu-cised control, esp. religious, about 450--200B. c. Its founder
chrouism,
esp.
of
two
sources
of
alternating current.
and first president is said to have been Ezra. If it existed
syn'chro-nous (slq 1kr6-uus), a. [Gr. uvyxpovo<; O"VV with
it probably lasted for a single generation only.
xpovoo time.
Cf. CHRONICLE.
J l. Happening at the
4. Sometimes, in the earliest church, a church. Some
same time ; concurrent iu time.
heretical sects, as the Ebionites, also used this uame.
6. An assembly; meeting; assemblage. Obs. d:,R. JJfilton. 2. Physics, Having the same period ; also, having the same
period and phase ; as, synchronous vibrations.
ayn 1al-lag-mat'ic (sln 1/i-lilg-mlt'Ik), a. [Gr. ucvaAAa.yµ..11n,cos-,
fr. uvvO.A.\.o..yµ.aa mutual agreement, fr. o-vv- Syn. -See CONTEMPORARY.
aAAlluo-nv to exchange, negotiate with ; aVv with +
~)~~fg~•c~:::~1!o~ca1r:k~i~~~nt~ugi~thc~~~~ti~l:
4AAcio-ue1.11
to change. J Civil Law. Imposing reciprocal
vice versa;- called also rotary comJerter. When convertobligatious ; bilnteral; as, a synallagmatic contract.
ing
from alten1atiug current the machine combines the
8JD1a-llll1pha, syD'a-le'pha (-<i-le1f<i), n. Also synalepho.
a_ction of a synchronous motor and direct-current generaLL, synalor,,pha, Gr. uvva.>..o,,P~,
fr. uvva.A£lcj>nv to melt
tor. When converting from direct current it is commonly
O.A.t!ic/>£1.11
to besmear.] Gram. The
together; o-Uvwith
called an inverted converter. - 1. curve. Math. = SYNblending iuto one syllable of two vowels of adjacent
CHRONE, - a. machine, a dynamo-electric machine the armasyllables, as by crasis, synreresis, synizesis, elision, etc. ; ture of which receives or delivers alternatin~ current in
synchronism with the motion of the machine, the freesp., a contraction of syllables by obscuring or suppressing
quency of the current being equal to the product of the
a vowel or diphthong at the end of a word, before another
number of pairs of poles and the speed of the machine in
vowel or diphthong; as, th' army, for the army.
revolutions per second. Such a machine may be a generaayn 1a-phe'ia (-fe'y<i; -fi 1<i), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uvv&.</ma com- tor' motor, or converter. See CONVERTER,:? b; SYNCHRONOUS
bination, union. J Gr. & Lat. Pros. The linking together
of two consecutive cola or verses in the same system, as by f~~~~~!~t-~a~r~, i~;ebd~~,n~~e ffi:ef~~~!::c~t~Fttt;
elision or word division at the end of the first verse.
0
8c~~~~11~r~!.P~~~
}~ :!~tu!lte~aifo°;a!~nt\:~Yt~:~~~:
11yn-ap'sls (sI-nlp'sls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-iivo.,Jm conjunction, union.] Biol. A stage preceding the maturation of 1raph. = MULTIPLE SYNCHRONOUS TELEGRAPH.
1
syn-clas'Uc (sln-kl0Cs t1k), a. [syn-+ Gr. KAiivto break.]
a genn cell, characterized by the massing of the chromatin.
JJfttth. Physics. Curved toward the same side in all direcFrom it the chromatin masses emerge in reduced number.
- s:,n-aP'tic (-tlk), a. - s:,n-ap 1U-cal-l'.!7(-tI-kitl-I), adv. tions; - said of surfaces that in all directions around any
Sf!!'Br-thrD'di-a (sln 1ar-thro'di-<i), n. [NL. ; syn-+ Gr. point bend away from a ta11gent plane toward tl1e same
ap8pov joint
!.loo form. J Synarthrosis. - syn 1ar- side, as the surface of a sphere ; - opposed to anticlastic.
1yucla1tic curvature, Math., curvature of a cup-&haped surthrO'di-al (-dI-iil), a. - syn 1ar-thro'di-al-ly, adv.
8JD1ar-thrO'sfs (sln 1ar-tbriYsis), n.; pl. -THROSES(-siiz). face whose tangent plane does not cut it at the point of
contact; curvature where the indicatrix is an ellipse.
[NL., fr. Gr. o-vvO.p8pwa1.sa being jointed together, fr.
o-vvo.p6poVvto link or joint together; o-Vvwith+ U.p6pova syn-cll'nal (sin-kli'nal; slq'kiI-nlll), a. [Gr. o-vyK>.ivew to
joint.] Anal. Immovable articulation of bones by close incline together; o-1/vwith+ ,c.\.ivew to incline.] 1. Inclined downward from opposite directions so as to meet.
union without actual ankylosis, as in sutures.
ayn'oarp (sln 1karp ), n. [NL. syncarpium. See SYNCAR- 2. Geol. Formed by strata dipping toward a common line
(ayuclina.1 uls, 1yncliDa.l llne} or plane; as, a synclinal fold;
rous.] Bot. a A collective frnit. b An rethalium.
opp. to anUclinal. A downward flexure in folded rocks
syn-car'pons (sln-kar'pus), a. [syn-+-carpous.]
Bot. a -makes
a syncliue; the alternating upward flexure, an
Having the carpels of the gynrecium united in a compound
anticline.
ovary; - opposed to apoca1'pous. b Pertaining to, or ayncl!Dll valley. Grol. a A valley :produced by a synclinal
characteristic of, a syncarp.
fold. b A river valley coinciding m position with a synclinal fold.
syn'chrone (slq'kron), "· [See SYNCHRONOUS.]
JJfath. The
curve counecting a series of particles falling &imultaneously syn'cline (slq'klin; sln-klin'), n. Geol. A synclinal fold.
201), n. [NL.; Gr.
from the same point down the various members of a family syn 1cli-no'ri-um (slq 1kli-no'rl-um;
of curves
uvyK>.ivew to lay together
opoo mountain.]
Geol. A
syn'chro-nism (slqlkr~-nlz'm), n. [Gr. avyxpov,o-p.oo, fr. flexure of the earth's crust, like an inverted anticlinorium.
O'V')'Xpovl~e-w
to be contemporary with, fr. O'Vyxpovos-synCf. ANTICLINoRmx.-syD'cU-no'ri-al(-iii), -ri-an(-an), a.
chronous. Bee SYNCHRONOUS.]
1. The concurrence of synico-pate (slIJ'M-piit), v. t.; sYN'co-PAT1Eo (-pii:t'l!d);
events in time ; simultaneousness.
SYN 1CO-PAT'ING
(-piWing).
[LL. syncopatua, p. p. of synco-
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+

+

+
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SYNDACTYLIA
pare to syncopate, to swoon. See SYNCOPE.] l. Gram.
To contract by syncope ; as, " Gloster" is a ,yncopaled
form of HGloucester."
Cf. SYNCOPE, n., 1.
2. Music. To modify or affect by syncopation.
aynCOJ)&tedcounterpoint, Music, counterpoint in which one
note 1s added to each note of the cantus firmus after a fixed
rhythmic interval.
syn 1co-pa'tion (slq 1M-pii 1shun), n. A syncopating: a
Gram. Syncope. b Music. The commencing of a tone on an
unaccented part of a measure, and continuing it through
the time of the following accent, which is thereby at least
apparently shifted back; the welding into one tone of the
second half of a beat with the first half of the followinr.

i.::tr.~,:::.li'
not regularly accented,
=~or by

~~~o~~~~f

a rest at the reg-

The essential nature of the
8Jt11r:opation is best seen in its
rhythmic use. This consists in

~~ d I
ijc:
~ F II
1-

Syncopation.

1:,~~
hefi~~Io~c;~i;.~~~)it~~ c~ii1~!~~ ~~~~gi:ti:
0ti~?e~UJQ.1c~J~~
~W\hsy~1~!lt,!1ndi1~~~~~is~1 ~~0!~ti~r~t:~~cff
~l~~u~~~tnln°fh~

syn 1co-pe (slq 1k5-pe), n.

[L. syncope, syncopa, Gr. o-vy-

,c:orr-rja cutting up, a syncope ; akin to uvy,c61r,-ewto beat
K0n--ruv
together, to cut up, cut short, weary ; O'lJvwith

+

to strike. cut.] 1. Grarn. Elision or retrenchment of one
or more letters or sounds or a sy liable from the middle of a
word; as,ne'er forne1:er,ev'17,forerery. Cf. SYNCOPATE, v.t.,1.

The term -~1mcopeis commonly app1ied to the loss of a vowel
only. But there are cases whel'e u whole syllable is lm,t, under
eimentially the same conditions under which vowels are syncopated (namely, in um;tressed poi-ition), and which, therefore,
111ightaptly he called syllo bic XJ1'TH'ope.
Oe1·teL
4nother kind of ~!JHCOJieappears in the shortening of vowela,
as m shepherd for xheep/1erd.
Skeat.

2. Music. a= SYNCOPATION
b. b The combining of two

voice parts so that two or more tones in one part coincide
with one tone in the other.
3. Med. A partial or complete temporary suspension of
respiration and circulation due to cerebral anrerniaand characterized by sudden pallor, coldness of the skin, and partial or complete unconsciousuess; a fainting, or swooning.
4. A pause or cessation; suspension. Rare.
syn'cra-sy (slq 1k,-<i-sl), n. [Gr. O"VyKpau,o: cf. L. synCTa.,is.] A blending or combining of different things.
syn'cre-tlsm (siq'kri-tiz'm),
n. [Gr. uvyKp~nup.oo, fr.
uvy,cp71-rl~uv to make two parties join against a third:
cf. F. syncretisme. J l. The union or attempted union of
conflicting parties or principles. In philosopl1y, syncretism
desig~ates a. carele~s or i_llogicat eclecticism ... In religion,. the
term 1& used both for senous effort at reconc1hation, and, ID a
disparaging sense, for e,regiouscompromi~ein religion. Specif.
fqt ten COJ>,],s1mcretism 18a1mlied to the principles of a Lutheran
I~tliri d~:e!~~cf1~thu:1>~t~;t~~\e!~& !:i~rir::cf~!h~~~'n~~,ri:
the Roman Catholics, causing a long and violent controversy in
the Lutheran Church. Cf. El!LECTICJ!iiM, 1.
He is plotting a carnal lfltncretism, and attempting the recon.
eilernent of Christ and Belia!.
Baxter.·

2. Philol. The union or fusion into one of two or more
originally different inflectional forms, as of two cases.
[Cf. F. syncretiste.J
One who adheres to or practices syncretism.
syn 1cre-tis'Uc (-tls'tlk), a. [also cap. l Of or pert. to
syncretism or syncretists; characterizecfby syncretism.
syn'cre-Uze (slq'krl-tiz), v. t.;-TIZED (-tizd); -TIZ'ING(-tizlTng). To attempt to unite and harmonize, as conflicting
principles or parties.
syn'cri-sls (slq'krl-sls), n. [NL., fr. Gr. o-vyKp..,.,o a comparison; ativtogether+,cpivelvtojudge.J
Rl,et. A figure
of speech in which opposite things or persons are compared.
syn-cy 1U-nm (sln-slsh 1I-um; -slt'I-um), n.; pl. SYNCYTIA
(-<i). [NL. ; Gr. uvvtogether+ KvTo< a hollow vessel.]
Biol. A tissue or structure containing many nuclei, but
not divided into distinct cells by cell walls or partitions in
the intervening cytor,lasm.
Buch a structure may be regarded as a multinuc eate cell or as an ag¥,regate of imwrfectly separated cells. A plant so constituted is called a
ca,nobiu,n. -B'.!7D-C:V'tial(-slsh 1al; -slt'l-al), a.
syn-dac 1tyl, BYR-dac'tyle (sin-dllk 1tII), a. [syn-+ Gr.

syn 1cre-Ust (-tist), n. [also cap.]
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SYNDACTYLIC

SYNONYMY

::;.s.;
g;f!:!nbli.!1~'/J;::.te~~ex~:ln~"::t

&i,cn,.\0< finger, toe.] Zoiil. & Med. Having two or more
•py•iv to work together; cnivwith + ;pyov work.] Workdigits wholly or partly united. See SYNDACTYL1s11.-n.A ing together ; cotiperating ; as, synergeti.c muscles.
syndactyl bird or mammal.
syn-er'gid (sl-nflr'jld), n_ [From Gr. uvv•P'l'6• working
syn-dao'tyl-lsm (sYn-dllk'tl-!Iz'm), n. Zool. &,
together.
See SYNERGETIO.]Bot. In seed plants, one of
Med. State of being syndactyl ; union of two or
the two small cells lhing near the micropylar end of the

gi;r~:;ttI~~~;.tVs"t.\~@.~e":t

toes are united, and in certain mammals. as the
kangaroos and some other marsupials.
BJ'D-det'ic(sln-det'Tk)
[Gr. uvvB,n«><, fr.
syn-det'i-cal (-l-kiil)
uvvo,,v
to bind together; uuv with+ B,,v to bind. Cf. ASYNDETIC.]
Connecting; conjunctive; as, syndetiC words or
connectives. - ayn-det'i-cal-ly, adv.
BJ'D'dio(sln'dlk), n. [L. syndicus, Gr. uuvB,Ko<
helping in a court of justice, advocate; o-Uvwith
itq justice, akin to te1.1evVva,to show: cf. F.
'1J11dic.Cf. TOEEN,]· 1. An officer of govern- Syndactyltsm.
ment, invested with different powers in dif- Foot of a
ferent countries; a magistrate.
The chief KNing~isher.
magistrates of Geneva were formerly, and
at. size.
the mayors of Italian cities are now, called syndics.
ll. An agent of a corporation or of any body of men engaged in a business enterprise.
Almost all the ancient
trading companies in Paris and other cities:..,the University
of Paris, and the like/i!:ad their wndics. The University

la.

+

0S:!'::~~t~~t
i,e
s:e~~ 8t!~~!~~~«:i~ha~ 11;YiS:~e!~
tion of fees, the framing of laws, management of the uni0
~

officers of
N!:tlor:'U~i:!~~it~i:
~ 1!~~u~i:~istrative
3. Civil Law. One appointed to manage an estate, essentially as a trustee under English law.
BYD'cll-cal(-dl-ki.il), a. Consisting of,or pert. to, a syndic.
BJ'D'di-cate(sTn'di-ki'it), n. [Cf. F. synd·ic,rt, LL. syndicatus.] 1. The office or jurisdiction of a syndic; a council,
or body of syndics.
ll. An aBBociation of persons officially authorized to undertake some duty or to negotiate some business.
3. An association or group of persons, ~1sually financiers
or capitalists, who combine to carry out, on their own account, a financial or industrial project, as the underwriting
of an issue of bonds, the carrying out of a great industrial
enterprise, etc. The members may be partners, joint contractors, or in any legal relation agreed upon.
BJ'D'cll-cate(-kit),v.t.
;-CAT-'ED(-kit'ed);-CAT1 ING(-kiit'Ing).
l. To combine or form into, or manage as, a syndicate.
2. To acquire or control for or by, or to subject to the
management of, a syndicate ; as, synd-icated newspapers.
BJ'D'di-cate,v. i. To unite to form a syndicate.
BJll'di-oa'tion (-kii:rshltn), n. Act or process of syndicatmg or forming a syndicate.
syn-ec'dO--Ohe
(sl-nek'dt-ki),
n. [L. synec<loche,Gr. uvve,c&o"J],fr. uvvEK8ixEu9a., to receive jointly; uV11with+
E1t.8fxerr8tu
to receive; £,cout+ 8Exeu9a1.
to receive.] Rhet.
A figure or trope by which a part is put fol' the whole (as,
fifty sail for fifty ship.,), the whole for a part (as, the smiling year for .vpr1:ng),the species for the genus (as, cullhroat
for assassin), the genus for the species (as, a creatu,re for
a man), the name of the material for the thing made, etc.
METONYMY.
Syn.-See
BYD'eo-doch'l.o(sln'~k-dok'ik)l
ayD'ec-doch'i-cal (-Ikiil), a, Expressed by, or implymg, a synecdoche. -BYD'ec-doch'i-cal-ly, a.dv.
BJ'D'&-chi'a
(sin 1~-ki'li; sl-ne'kl-li), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uvv~xe,a continuity, fr. avvExEc.V to hold together; crVv with
;x•w to hold.] Any adhesion of parts; specif., Med.,
a disease of the eye, in which the iris adheres to the cornea (anterior synechla) or to the capsule of the crystalline
lens ( posterior synechla),
syn-ec 1 pho-ne'BiB(sln-ek 1ft-ne'sis), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uwe1tWvr,u4>,c;,
fr. avve,c(/>wvE'ivto utter together.] G1·am.Contraction of two syllables into one; synizesis; synreresis.
Syn-ed'r1-0D(sln-ed'rl-lln)
n.; pl, -RIA(-ti). [NL., fr.
SYD-Bd'rl-um(sTn-ed 1rY-iim) Gr. uvw•Bp,ov. See SANHEDRIN.] aJ,wi.,hAntiq. The Sanhedrin. b [i.e.] Hence,
an assembly likened toorsuggesting the Sanhedrin. Ra.re.
8J'B'e-n (sln'e-pr), n. [Gr. uvvi,rELG. connection of words
or verses; uVv with+ Err,xa word. J Rhet. The interj unction, or joining, of words in uttering clauses.
BYD'er-get'io(sln'er-jet'Tk), a. [Gr. UVV<P'Y'IT<KO<,
fr. uvv-

+
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:~~X:o-~~

fJ.':.nc~~n!hif Hti~!~t~h?~e<S~f~?::-~~a:;~~~~i:!'t
ated, but yet not extreme, form, were promulgated.

~:.'t~~ri1~,:';~·
f!:,\~o! i~ =~~~:r1:~~s!~~~.lb:1i:gfd!~~=
ing pollen tube. -B]l'D-er'gld-al (-il-diil), a.

~o~:!:~~t

bee eaters, and hombilfs, in which some of the

0

from the reformed churches of other countries were invited. The doctrines of the Arminians or Remonstrants,
who were excluded, were condemned, the Belgic Confea-

syD'er-gism (slnftlr-jYz'm; sl-nflr'-; cf. SYNERGIST),
n. [See

BYD'od-al(sln'ud-lil), a. [L. synodalis: cf. F. synodal.]

Synodical.
SYNERGETIC.]1'!,eol. The Semi-Pelagian doctrine that in BYD'od-al,n. 1. Ch. of Eng. A trib~te in money formerly
the regeneration of a human soul there is a cooperation,
paid to the bishop or archdeacon, at the time of bis Easter
visitation, Uy every parish priest, now paid to the ecclesiJ~!iJhu.~:{,
wt~i~:i~"t:: 1
astical commissioners ; a procuration.
lar doctrine that in conversion three cooperating agencies
2. A constitution made in a provincial or diocesan synod.
(the Holy Spirit, the Word, and the human will) cooperate.
BYD'er-g1Bt(-jl•t; 277), n. [Cf. F. sy11ergiste.] 1, One ayn-od'lc (sl-nlld'lk) ta. [L. synodicus, Gr. uvvoB,Ko<:
ayn-od'i-oal (-I-kill) f cf.~•. synodique.] l. Eccl. Of or
who holds the doctrine of synergism.
pert. to a synod ; transacted in, or authorized by, a synod.
ll. Med. A remedy acting similarly to another remedy
2. A stron. Pert. to conjunction, esp. to the pel'iod between
and increasing its efficiency when combined with it.
two
successive conjunct.ions of the same bodies, as of the
BYD'er-gia'tic(-jis'tlk), a. 1. Of or relating to synergism.
moon or a planet with the sun.
2. Cooperating; synergetic.
Synodical
Conference. See LUTHERAN, n.-1.
mon\h. See
BYD'er-gy(slnftlr-ji), n. [Gr. uvv•pyio.. See SYNERGETIC.] MONTH, 1 b--•J;>&riod, .Ai;tron., the time between two sucCombined action; specif., Med., the combined healthy
cessive conjunct10ns with the sun, as seen from the earth.
action of every organ of a particular system.
BJ'.D-lB'clODB,
BJ'D-&'cloUB
(sl-ne'slius), a. [syn- + GrBYD'e-Bia
(sin'i-sTs), n. [Gr. uvveu,<intelligence.]
Gram.
ot.:o< house.] Bot. a Having staminate and pistillate flowA construction in which adherence to some element in the
ers in the same head, as in many compositt-s. b Having
seuse causes a departure from strict syntax, as in u Philip
archegonia and antheridia in the same receptacle ;- applied
went down to Samaria and preached Christ unto them."
to mosses, and in this sense more often Wl'itten synoicous.
BYD-gen'e-BIB
(sTn-jen'i-sis), n. [syn-+ -genesis.] Biol. ayn'o-nym (sln't-nlm),
n. [F. synonyme, or L. synoReproduction in which two parents take part ; sexual renyma, pl. of syrwuyrnum,
Gr. uvVWvvµov. See SYNONYproduction ; also, reproduction according to an old theory
MOUS.] 1. One of two or more words of the same Ian•
(agreeing in the most essential particular with modern
having the same or nearly the same essential mean•
views) that the germ of the offspring is derived from both
ords that are synonyms of one another may be:
parents, ndt from either alone; - opposed to both ovism
(1)
of like implication throui;;hout, their differene<>
and spermism. - ayn 1ge-net'io (sln 1ji-net'Ik), a.
appearing only in certain applications i thus we convenBYD'graph(sTn'graf), n. [L. syngrapha, Gr. uv"ll'po.</,,j;
~~~~~J.;0~~t~
a-!Jv with+ "tP&.rf>,av
to write.] Canon&: Civil Law. A ~~o~i~S:.l:
from the duplication of a given sense~y words from Anglowriting or instrument signed by all the parties thereto;
Saxon
and
from
Romance.
(2)
Words
of
like implication
specif., Canon Law, an indenture (the two parts of which
in one of two or more senses. Thus dull is a .rrynonyn-.
were called script and rescript) corresponding to the chii:o- only
of stupid as said of a pupil, but not as said of a knife. A
graph of common law.
thorough analysis of synonym.swill in most cases show that
BYD'i-ze'sls (sln 1T-ze's'i's), n. [L., a contraction of two the words actually have marked differences of meaning.
vowels into one sound, fr. ~r. uvv '6'11u,~,also a settlement,
~~!~i~
collapse, fi;. uvvi,ew to sit together; uVv with+ i'.,et.vto ~~tatfr:ct~t:~~~~:~~lt:~~rorif!~
sit.]
1, Gram. Contraction of two syllables into one to lrecure and attain (an object) are s5nonyrns because their
by the coalescing of two adjacent vowels ( or a vowel and
r:n:t°y::~r:r~tfy~\°y
~:: !f~1It~~:n\h:~:
hhoo/s.cometo
a diphthong); synecphonesis.
Cf. sYNA!:RESIS.
His name ~as thus become. throughout allcivifized countries,.
Some grammarians would include under s11nizeF:iRonly cases
scientiftcM:~:i::a:~
short vowel is subordinated to a folloG'~~!~/~f~n~~ 2~'A~nr;~~~~t:t~~yi~~gir:~t.i~~;Eii~d
a new name applied to a species or genus already ?roperly
ll. Med. An obliteration of the pupil of th.,.eye.
ayn-oc're-ate (sln-ok'ri-tt;
sln-o'krt-), a. Lsyn- ocret~e~~'ii~~inblh!h::sii:no~t~:
ate.] Bot. Having the stipules united on the opposite
menclature (which see) in which the correct scientific
names of certain natural groups (usually genera, swcies.
sides of a stem, inclosing it in a sheath. See OCREA, 1.
and subspecies) are regarded as determined by priority.
BYD'od(sln'·1'd), n. [L. lrlJrtodus,Gr. uvvoBo< a meeting;
3. One of two or more words corresponding in meaning
a-Vv with+ oao~
a way; cf. AS. sinoO, seonoO, F. synode,
but of different languages ; a heteronym.
Rare.
both fr. L. J 1. Eccl. A council; a formal meeting to
Syn. - SYNONYM, ANTONYM, HOMONYM.
SYNONYMS are
consult and decide on church matters; a governing or advisory body in various clmrches. See COUNCIL, 2 a.
(c~~1:ne:n~~t~iff~~tf~~:s::!~!t~~:
:°!~~~e:b~d!
ll. Specif.: a In Presbyterian churches, the court above of meaning, in emphasis, or (esp.) in their connotations;·
the presbytery, usually a subordinate court to a general
ANTONYMS are terms
of oppo .
eaning; HOMONYMS are
assembly, but sometimes the supreme court of the church.
~~:~sr:h;~~ot1:i°c!ahafl~~
the~:;
It is composed of the members of all the presbyteries
within its bounds, or, in the case of the larger synods, of way. TEus, sharp and keen are synonym.~,' s m1:p and dull
are antonyms,· beaver (the animal) and beaver (the lower
delegates from the presbyteries. b In Lutheran churches,
part of a lielmet) are homonyms.
a body composed of clergy and lay members, representing
BYD'o-nym'lc(-nlm'lk) I a. Of or pertaining to synothe congregations.
In some of the general bodies it is BYD'O-DYJD'i-cal
(-T-kiil) f nyms; synonymous.
merely advisory. Some of the g-eneral bodies are also called syn-on'y-mlze (sl-nlln'l-miz), t•.t.; ->UZED(-mizd); -MIZ'synods, as the General Synod and the United Synod in ING (-miz'lng). To express by a synonym or synonyms ; to
the southern United States. c In the Reformed Churches
give the synonym or synonyms corresponding to.
(Dutch, German, etc.), any of the courts above the classes.
1~cl!'e~:u!::~
io~~h/ss'fo~1~~
~1o~d~!s:·auaentdo:i;h1;~~ 1~!~,;1g~t~~s~
In the Reformed Dutch Church there are particular synods
brave, bold, daring, intrepid.
Camden.
next above the classes, and a general 1ynod above the par(-mus), a. [Gr. uvvwvvµ.o<; cniv with,
ticular synods. In the Reformed (German) Church in BYD-OD'J'-mOUB
together+
Ovoµ.a,
Ovvµa.,
name.
See
SYN-;
NAME
]
Having
the United States there is a general synod above the synods.
the character of a synonym ; expressing the same, or nearly
In the Eastern Church S'JJnodis applied to various governing
the
same,
idea.
BYD-OD,Y-moUB-ly,
adv.
bodies as well as to formal ecclesiastical meetings. See
BJ'D-OD'y-my
(-ml), n. [L. ,ynonym;a, Gr. uv.,.,vvµ.io. a
under GENERAL, a., HOLY, a.
synonym: cf. F. synonymie.] 1. The quality of being syn3. An assembly or council: a meeting or convention.
onymous; sameness of meaning.
4, Astron. Conjunction.
Rare.
Milton.
ll. A system or collection of synonyms; also, the study or
discrimination of synonyms.
1~t~~~~~.
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SYNOP.

a. In old

rhetoric, a figure by which synonymous words
are used to amplify a discourse.
4. The scientific names ( incorrect and correct) collectively
which have been used in different books to designate a
species or other group ; also, a list of these names specifying the books and authors employing them,
■yn-op'Bls (sf-nop'sis), n.; pl. SYNol'SBs(-sez).
[L., fr.
Gr. ,r.,1101/,ti; uVv with, together+OI/Jt~ a sight, view, from
the root seen in H O}'lic.] l. A general view, or a collection of heads or parts so arranged as to exhibit a general
view, of a whole; an abstract or summary; a syllabus.
2. Ea,/, Ch. A manual of prayers for the use of the laity,
compiled from various olllce books.
Syn. -Abridgment,
epitome, abstract, syllabus, summary, conspectus. See COMPBND1u11.
■yn-op'tl.c (sI-nop'tik), n. [often cap.1 Any of the Synoptic Gospels or of the authors of the Synoptic Gospels.
■yn-op'tio (sI-nllJJ'tik) / a. [Gr. cn,•o,,.,.,Ko<: cf. F. synop■,U-opltl-cal (-tT-k/11)
tique. See SYNOPSIS.]l. AIIordlDg a general view of a whole, or c,f its principal parts.
S. [often cup.] Affording, presenting, or taking the same
or a common view ; - applied to the first three Gospels, aa
distiug. from the Fourth, from their many agreements in
subject, order, and language; hence, of or pert. totbe Synoptic Gospels; as, the Synoptic problem.
BJBoptlc Go1pala, Matthew, Mark, and Luke. See NEW TESTAMENT.
-s. problem, the problem as to the origin and re~!~~e~~fit,!'~~~t~~tf~.?,:'~~J:o~~eO:~~,t~~

~~:;ri~~i':ci

~!f~Wli":~~u~~"e~ ~r,~i~e~!~"tt1<1!~~~~.;1~:~e~J
connected, if at all, by Luke's borrowing from Matthew.
;,~~:~=r;t,:;~:~o::sw:af::ri~h:::i~~:
near the same time.

;1~~!e:l~~

SJD'op-t1B'tic
(sTn'~p-tis'tik), a. Relating to, or connected
with, the Synoptists or the Synoptic Go•pels.
cpovegg.]
Bot. A genus of 1neliaceous trees, distinguished by two
united ovules in each cell of tbe ovary and by numerous
11an;
r~~!!:«r ol~~=ss~th
ayn-on'st-acs (sI-noo'sbI-llks; sI-nou'·), n. [Gr. cn,•ovsociety.] The department of knowledge having to do
with societies; - used in library cataloguing.
syn-o'vi-a (st-no•vt-a), n. [NL., of uncert. orig. ; perh.
fr. Gr. uvv with + L. ovum eg!f,] Anat. A transparent,
viscid lubricating fluid containmg a mucinlike substance
and secreted by the synovial membranes of articulations,
bursm, and tendon sheaths (see under SYNOVIAL,
a.).
syn-o'vi-al (-iii), a. [Cf. F .. ,ynovial.] Anal. Ofor pertainmg to synovia; secreting synovia. - syn-o•vl-al-ly, adv.
■J"Bovlal e&1'11lle,in freely movable joints, the completely
closed cavity containing synovia, formed by the smooth
cartilages covering the articular surfaces of the bones and

Byn-o'um(sI-no'llm), n. [NL.; Gr.,,.,,. with+

SYRMA

ayph'l-11■ (sU'I-Jls), n. [F. & NL., fr. Syphuus, the name
presen-ation, fr. Cr111'T11P•••
to preserve ; ,,.,. with + ,..,,P•••
of a shepherd in the Latin poem of Fracastoro, " Syphilu•
to guard.] l. Med. Prophylaxis.
Ob,.
2. Schol. The innate moral principle, or sense of right and sive Morbus Gallicus," which was published in 1530 ; perh
dear, loving.] Med. A
fr. Gr. <Tii<hog, swine + <J,i>,o<
wrong, which impels men toward good and withholds them
chronic, specific, contagious venereal disease marked by
from e,rii; the moral rule or Jaw of which couscience is the
various structural lesions ; the pox. Its course bas usually
particular instance or application.
three stages: prjm&ry aypbilla, characterized by a chancre
■yn'the-Bls (sin'tb/;-sts), n.; pl. -SES (-siiz). [L., a mix1yphilll, characterized by
and indolent tiuboes; 18CODd111'7
ture, prop., a putting together, Gr. aVv8•a-,~, fr. a,,vTllJf.
mucous
patches, cutaneous eruitions, sore throatd and gen
va., to J•lace or put together; 0-Vv with +-rdUva, to place.
See TH&SIS.] l. Composition, or tbe putting of two or !:;1iJi~~~.::.!':t!!i~fd
more things together, as in compounding medicines.
syph'1-11t'1c(-IIt'Ik), a. [Cf.]'. syphililique,l Med. Of,
2. Chem. The art or process of making or "building up"
pert. to, or affected with, syphilis. - n. A syphilitic paa compound by the union of simpler compounds or of its
tient. -syph'1-llt'1-cal-ly (-Jlt'I-klll-I), adv.
elements ; aa, the &yntl,,esisof water from hydrogen and ■YDh'i-llze (sif'i-Jiz),v. t.; -LIZED(-Jizd);-Liz'ING(-liz'Ing)
oxygen; the syn/hem of carbohydrates ; - contrasted with
Med. To inoculate with syphilitic virus, esp. as a preven
analysis. (Cf. PHOTOSYNTHESIS.)
Specif., artificial syn- tive measure. -syph'i-11-za•Uon .(-II-zii'shun; -Ji-zii'-), n
thesis, by laboratory methods ; as, the synthesis of alizarin. syph'1-lol'o-gy (-lol't-jI), n. [syphilis+-tog~.1
Medi
3. The combination of separate elements of thought or cal knowledge of syphilis. - ■YJJD/1-lol'o-gl■t (-jlst), n.
111ensationinto a whole, as of simple into complex concep-- Syr-'1-ao(sir•I-itk), a. [L Sy,.iacus, fr. Syria: cf. F. ,y
tions, or species into genera; - the opposite of analysis.
riaque. J Of or pert. to Syria or its language.
Syriac ulcer, Med., diphtheria. -s. ver■lone (of the Bible)
eni~~!tJ:~d:~!!~:'~~~~~;':.t1:i~~eior::3~~~ l~et'i:!1!~
parts of the same method. Each is the relative and correlative See VERSION.-8. Vulgate, the Peshitta.
of the other.
Sir IV Hamilton
8yr'1-ao, n. An Aramaic dialect spoken in Edessa and
Alexander the Commentator defined s1mt11e1•ixae a probrreBB western Mesopotamia, where it flourished as a literary Ian
from principles to consequences, analyeis'ae a regre1;efrom con- guage until the 13th century.
The earlier Syriac script i
sequenc,esto principles.
Encyc Brit.
called estrangelo, the modern, ,erta. The version of the
4. Philol. Combination of radical and inflectional elements
into inflected words; -disting. from analysis, in which the
1
a:1~es~t;;t~ni:i~Cti{:iY~:u~:t~i::e~~
inflectional elements are separate words. Cf.INl'LECTION,38. SBIIITICLANGUAGES,
TablP-j cf. NBo-8YRIAC.
BYD'the-Blst(-sist), n. One who employs synthesis, or who Syr'i-an (-lln ), a. Of or pert. to Syria or the Syrians; Syriac
follows synthetic methods.
Syri&n bear, a silvery or yellowish gray bear ( Ursua 81/ri
BYD'the--stze
(-siz), v. t.; -SIZBD(-sizd); -SIZ'ING(-sizlJng).
acus),_prob. only a variety of the European brown bear, in
l. To combine by synthesis; to unite; to deal with syn1f:th~r~~:f:!I~~::w;d~r;:;-n~i~0:;'s~rii~d;rY!srr:~~e
theticatly.
astical courts. It appeared about 50 years before the Jus2. To produce by synthesis; as, to synthesize albumin.
tinian Code, and was accepted as law in parts of the East
syn-thet'ic (sfo-thlWYk) / a. [Gr.'"'"°""'"':
cf. F. •!fnfor many centuries. It became first known to moderns in
B:VD-thet'l-cal
(-I-kiil)
tltetique.] l. Of, pertaining
a Syrian translation. - s. rue. = AFRICAN
RUB.- S. mt. See
to, or cousisting in, synthesis; - contrasted with analytic.
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sf~~ to yield the tobacco produced in Syria.
small a uumber of particular obHervatione.
Bolingbroke
n. [L. Syrius: cf. F. Syrien.] l. A native o
2. Specif.: a Che,n. Of, pertaining to, or formed by, arti- Syr'i-an,
Syria; esp., a person of the native Semitic population
ficial synthesis; as, .,ynthetic camphor. b Biol. Designatformed
by
the intermingling of Arabs with descendants of
ing a group whose members combine in themselves strucPhcenicians, Jews, and other ancient Semitic peoples.
tural characters of diverse groups. c Philol. Pert. to or the
2.
A
member
the Syrian Christian Church, which ha
designa1:;inga language characterized by synthesis ; inflec- offshoots as far of
east as India.
tional;•- distinguished from ·analytic.
8yr'1-an-1Bm(-Iz'm), n. Also Syr'i-asm (-il:z'm). A Syr
ian idiom, or a peculiarity of the Syrian language ; 11 Syr
~ th
t~r~f:gs '::t.\'ig.gle~i~~Jlr.
iacism.
ciente.--1. geometcy, elementary geometry, but esp. mod•
ern geometry, both as distingmshed from analytic geom• sy-rlll'ga (sT-rTJJ'ga), n. [NL., fr. Gr. <Tiie_,yt,uvp,yyo<
etry. See MODERN
GEOMETRY. - a. judgment. See ANALYTIC a shepherd's
pipe, tube. Bee SYRINGE.] l, [cap.1 Bot
A small genus of Old World oleaceous shrubs, the 1ilacs,
~~~,;;;-;~.r~t?;~.tl::i~~i!~s~f~fu~l
r.,e~~~i~"a~i
having
purple
or white flowers in terminal, usually thyr
the sciences into a connected whole. See SPENCERIANISM.soid panicles, the
corolb with a cylindrical tube and four
- 1. pl'OJ1oalt1on,
Logic, a proposition in which the predicate
spreading
Jobes,
the seeds winged. See LILAC,1, Note.
adds something not contained in the subject.
2. [So called because its stems were formerly used as pipe
BYD'thro-nns
(sin 1thrt-nlls), n.; pl. -NI (-ni). [Gr. uvv with
~g:~:!tii~~~ss::pn:~t:.!~~oite~
~~~~!d + Opavo<throne) Eccl. In the early church, in the East- stems.] In popular and horticultural usage, any garden
shrub of the genus Philadelphus; mock orange. Syringas
ern Cburcb, and m some ancient churches in the West, the
iia\1e~".!gsc~1s~~i~~~iE::1t~Wg~:::i:1
;J~1:.r.'J~~e:y~!
have large white, or i!~ea.m-colored, often fragrant f:lowers.
ovial capsules, sheaths of tendons where free movement is combin,,d bishop's throne and clergy stalls. It is placed syr'lnge (sir'Inj), n. [Gr. O'iip,yi, uvp,yyo<, a pipe or tube,
behind
t.he
altar
and
against
the
east
wall
of
the
apse.
~ '
necessary ,and bursre,and secretes the synovia..
shepherd's
pipe: cf. F. seringue. Cf. SYRINGA.] l. a A
syn-ton'lc (sin-tlln'Ik), a. Physics. Of or pert. to synByn'O-vi'Us(sTn1a-vi 1tJs), n. [NL. See SYNOVIA;
kind of small hand pump for throwing a stream of liquid
tony; specif., designating, or pert. to, a system of wireless
•ITIS,l Inflammation of a synovial membrane,
It consists of a cylindrical
or
for
purposes
of aspiration.
telegraphy in wl1ich the transmitting and receiving appausually with pain and swelling of the joint.
b \
barrel and piston, or a bulb of soft but elastic material, with
ratus are in syn.tony with, and only with, one another. ayn-pel'mon■ (sin-pl!l'mus),
a. [.,yn- + Gr.
1
a
nozzle.
It
is
used
for
injecting
liquids into animal
syn-to11'1-cal(-I-kill), a. -syn-ton'i-cal-ly, adv.
,reAp,athe sole of the foot.] Zool. Having the
bodies, for ~leansing wounds, etc. b Hence, a device for
BJ'D'to-ll!lze
(s!n'tt-niz), v. t. ; •NIZBD(-nizd); -NIZ'ING(-nlzl.
two main fiexor tendons of the toes blended
~
a
similar
purpose,
as
a
rubber
bag,
connected
with a noz
above the divisions which go to each digit.
1
Ing). [See sYNTONY.] Physics. To adjust or devise so as
1yrlng1).
to emit or respond to electric oscillations of a certain wave zle by a Jong tube (called in full
■yn-tac'tlo (sTn-tllk'tik), n. Math. Combina2. Zoo/, A syringium.
length; to tune; specif., to put (two or more instruments
torial analysis; the doctrine of the ways of
(-Tnjd); SYR1ING-ING(-In-jing).
or systems of wireless telegraphy} in syntony with each syr'lnge, v. ,. ; SYR'INGED
combining things.
1. To inject by means of a syringe.
1t1on (-nI-za'shun;
other.-· BYD'to-nl-za
ayn-tac'Uc (-tilk'tik)
a.. [Cf. Gr. cn,,T«KT<- 11
-ni-zii'sbun), n.
2.
To
wash
and
clean
by
injections
from a syringe.
1
(-nlz er), n. Ph11,,ics. One that syntonizes;
(-tI-k/11)} KO<putting together,
~ ,v syn'tO-·n:lz'er
11
specif., :i device consisting essential1y of a variable induc• syr'illge, "· i. To use a syringe.
composing. See SYNTAX.]Of, pert. to, or
s;v-rln•ge-al
(sI-rin•jt-iil),
a.
Of
or
pertaining to the syraccording to the rules of, syntax. - 8Jll· Synpelmoue Foot ta.nee coll and condenser with a pair of adjustable spark
1nx ; as, ayringe.at muscles.
balls, for attuning the time periods of antennre in wireless
tao:U•Cal·lY;ad,,.
.
r~,dFi:s/fr;
sy-rln'gln
(-j!n),
n.
Chem.
A
white
crystallineglucoside,
■yn tax (sin tltks), n. [L. syn/an,,
Gr. Fourth
Toes. telegraphy ( called also BJBtonlzlngcoll).
C 17H 240 9 H 2 0, found in the bark of the lilac (Syringa) and
syn'to-ny (sin'tt-nI), n. [Cf. Gr. <TWToviaagreement.
01JvTaf", fr. avvT4o-o-lftvto put together in a, b Plantar
of
the
privet;
-formerly
caJled
also
lilacin. It is a methT4o-u,nv to put in or• 'l'endoni;, which See SYN-;TONE,] Ph!!sics. State of being adjusted toa cerorder; o-Vv with
oxy derivative of coniferin. - B:V-rln'glc
(-jik), a.
der: cf. F. syntaxe. See SYN•; TACTICS.] uniteatb.
tain waYe length; agreement or tuning between the time
sy-rln'go-my-e'll-a
(sI-rTJJ'gt-mi-e'll-a),
n. [NL.; Gr.
1. Connected system or order ; union of things; a number
period of an apparatus emitting electric oscillations and
<Tiip•ytatube+myelo-+-ia.]
Med. A chronic disease of
of things joined ; organism.
Obs. "The whole .,yntaz of that of a. receiving apparatus, esp. in wireless telegraphy.
the
spinal
cord
occurring
most
often
in
young
adults. It is
beings."
Glanl'W. syn-trac'trbl (sln-trllk'trlks),
n. [syn-+ tmctriz.] JJfath.
2. Gram. Sentence structure; that pa•t of grammar which The locus of a point on the tangent to a tractrix, which
.;,:'JPie':!:.!':..rg~~rth
treats of concord, government, and the construction of divides the constant tangent intercept in a given ratio.
1
sentences; the due arrangement of words in sentences in By1ph&r(sl 1fer), V, I.; BY'PHERBD(-ferd}; BY1PHER-ING.
1:,ta!::g1::tuv~~~~~r::r~~1~:::tri~~
LOrig. rnncert.] Carp. To overlap the chamfered edges of from gliomatous tumors. - Bll'-rln'go-m'.11'-el'ic
their mutual relations, according to established usage.
(-l!l'Ik), a.
(planks, etc.) to make a flush joint, as for a bulkhead.
syr'iu (sTr'!JJks), n.; L. pl. SYRINGES
(sI-rin'jez). [L. ~n
■yn'ter-e'BI■ (sin'ter-e'sls),
n. [NL., fr. Gr. <T1W1"1P'I""
QD.OP• .A.bhr. Synopsis.
■YD':t&P,n. - SYNTAOHA. Obs. subsets of a larger set of objects, AvB,o< Lydian.] Hypolydian.
=~'1-lgf(;~P~
■yn-tag'ma. (Bl n-t I g'm d), n
IJllOJ)I,!'
t CINNABAR.
See MODE. 1 &,
taken a ■yn'to-nou
(ein'tt}.nUs),a. [Gr, tiflc Tescription of (!Yphilis.[NL.,fr. Gr. o-VVT"a')l,u.a,
fr. a-v.,.. ;~!!f~!~~:;~p;i~!:.
.thll' · T40-0'lftVto put toiether. l a A syntheu. T s1THEN.
1n,h'l-log'ra-pher (-:fl!r),n.
a-lJvTovo~.] Syn tonic.
mlla), n. [NL. ; syn-+ Gr. ocf,- systematic collection or group-- l)'D·ther'ma.1 (i;Yn-thO.r'mrll),a. ayn'trope (sYn'trOp), u. ZoOl. ■yph'i-lold (sll'Y-l01d),a. [syph.
[s11n- + tl1ernml.J Having the A syntropic part or appendage. ilii + -oicl.] Like aypliilie.
same
degree
of
heat.
1Uo'm&(•llVmd) n. [NL.;
:~:i~~e~1l!~~~t~yi:.onstroe.
1n,h
~~ae~~!~i~i:a:~tA
1 er (sin'th~-slz 1 er),
1r.1~k1l>!ri;[1:J:;7t
Synt:, Dr, See DocTOR SYN• ■yn'the--slz
One that Rynthesizes.
TAX.
[Syntax. Rare.I n.
rpo1nj
a
turning.]
ZoOl.
Re■yn~thet'i-caUy, ad r. of SYN•
peated svmmetrically without tou1(-IiSm'd-ttle;.1Pmt2--ttls),a.
abridgmenteofthe basilica,eep. ■yn-tu'f■ (sJn.tlk'sYs),n. [L.]
THETICAL
one (BYJ!opaiaBuWcorum m• IJD•tech'llic (sin-t~k'nik), a. 1yn.thet'i-cl1m (s l n-t h ~ t'I- hein~ revvereed,as are ribs of one 1n,h'l-lo-pho'bl-a (-10-fn'bl-ci),
side; - opposed to antitropic.
Jor) made about oo; (eee HEx~ [Gr. O'VvTlfXVOfpracticing the
~!h~ii~.J
same art. See ~YN•; TECHNJC.]
ABIBLOS) or one (8. B. minor)
uni~~e:~:r!;~~t~~~~ ayn'tro-py (eln'trti-pl), n. State ■ypin. + CYPRESS.
made early in the 1:Jthcentury.
or quality of being syntropic.
methods.
■yplin. + SAPLING,
~~r::i~a:~: flYD.'the-tillt(sYn'th@-tlet),11. A Syn'ty•che (sln'tl.ki!). Bib.
aya'op-ay, n. A synopsis. Obs. etr!ee~e:t'!t~i~~
Abbr. Syria; S;rriac. [Bib.,
qn.op'tl-caJ.ly, arlv. of SYNOP- to parallel development or adap. synthesist.
syn-tY.J)'lc(sln-tlp'lk), a. [sun• lfJT.
Sf'ra.cu' ■a (et'rci•kfl's<i). D.
tation to similar eurroundin_gs. ■yn'the•tlze (sln'tha.ttz), 1,.
t.
TIC,-OPTICAL.
[A ~noptic.,
- SJ.1' 1&-eu' ■an (slr'<i-kff'Bdn), a.
ayn-tec'tic (-tik), 1yn-tec't1--cal
Gr. uv118ETi,r:u6ai,] To :,.:;!f1c.J1.c?:mt?.~•!f~,~~)tyJ.e.
Of,
relating to, or connected
(-tI•kdl), a. [L. syntecticus ,· cf. [Cf.
1yn1u7ot'ic (s l n1 ti-I ij t>Jk),n.
combine; synthesize. Rare.
apt to faint. 1yntillou1ly. t 1',(.'(NTILLOUSLY. [Gr. uvvovAwnKO~ promoting with, Syracuse, esp. Syracuse in
rsyn-+ Gr. Opx,~ te11tiele.JMed. Gr. O'VVT'rJKTucO~
Sicily.-n.
A native or inhabliquefied.]
Of
or
pert.
to
easily
Partial or complete fusion of
1yn-to'mi•11,n. [N"L.]Syntomy. cicatrization. :lied. A cicatriz- itant of S~acuee.
syntexis; wasting.
the testicles.
ing medicine. Obs.
n. ■yn'to-my (sin'tt'5-ml), n. [Gr. ■yn-u'■i•&st (eI-nn'zY-ilet), n.
qD·01 1te--ol'o-gy(Blwnns't~l'('S.. 1yn'te-no'■ta (Hin1 t@-.ni.'i'els),
n:asc~ts.:~ttii~Eng.
o-vvToµ,ia,fr.uvvniµ,vuv
to
cut
A believer var. of SEWER.
jl'), n, [syn.+ Gr. OOTEov
bone [NL.;&yn•+ Gr.Tfrwva sinew.] short: uV11 with + Tiµ,11,:t11
to ror. O'VPOtJO't«O''T~f.]
Anat. Articulation by tendons.
+ -logy.] Arthrology.
■y'ren. Var. of SIREN, 6.
cut.] Brevity; concii,.eneBS,
Rare. In conaubstantiation. Obs.
■p...oelte-o'a1s (-O'·Bl'S), l)'D'OI•
S
t ere sis; ■yn-ton'ic (sln-t~n'Ik), a. Lit.,
lyreD.8,
}st SERENE.
Wlla
(-tfi'sie), n.; pl. -OSES
of SEB.
tense ; - used in ancient musi1 tr!•rl!t'Yk),a.
1
■yn'te-ret'ic (eYn
(~~;y.fi-elz'm). n.
(4z),
~L. ; syn-+ Gr. 0<TT€0v
theory. See comma synttr :p?efiSer.T;~~;::~.
ror. O"VVT'JPl'JT''IICO~.]
Prophrlac- cal
undel' <.·0,1MA, r,.
0 ~r!t1 8!.ritn~~mde.
1
(-phy lax is, Obs. num.
(slf'l-lld),
n. [Cf. :J11~~ii
iic. Obs.
■YD'to-nin (s:n'tt.i-nin), n. [G. I 1n,t'l-lide
F.-syphilide.]
Med. A cutane- voted to, or skilled in, study of
-■yu1 o■-tot'ic (.tiSt'Yk), ■yn1 n.pft,,
ot--lot'i-c&l (-l-kdlJ, a. -1:rn'oe. :~~=:,:;t::n.t~t~;Is):
1
!rfii•ec,r:i~~f the Syriac
Gr. a-VV1"11E°t~.J
Ned. Wasting; albuminllte; ep<'cif., one ~ot ~;;iJi~if-iJi!,\i~a.t(
tot'i-cal-ly, adv.
(-mi' d-k<i).
~'•vip',...rou■ (-3-vlp'4•nlsj,
hf. extraction of muMclewith n. [NL.] ;.lied. Syphilophobia. Byr'i-a-ma'a-ch&h
n. LGr. <lilute
(slr'I-iirk), n. [L.
a.J:f,novia + .parous.] Phytrio . :;!:}=n(eYn'thi!m)~
hydrochloric acid.
1
1s~ Byr'l.arch
O'Vv8-qµ.«(cf. also 0'11v61fµ.«) 1yn'to-no-l74'1-an (-nt;-1 Yd'Y• ~lri:n,;. ~.•dri~m~ v
SJJriarcha, Gr. 2vp,G.px'rJ~.] In
the Roman empire, tlie chief
intense+
tin), a. [Gr. 0'1/VT'Ol'Of
priest of the Provinee of Syria.
[Ai.,._+,epal.] Gamosepaloos. ~lf:::.1"~jnt::_o:y1!:!o~f
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TA.BARD

ll. Hence, the whole scheme of created things regarded as
forming one complete plan or whole; the universe.
The great system of the world.
Boyle.
a. An assemblage of objects arranged in regular subordination, aft11r some distinct method, usually logical or scientific; a complete exhibition of essential principles or
facts, arranged in a rational dependence or connection ; a
regular union of princip]es or parts forming one entire
thiug i as, a. sy:;·tem of philosophy, government, or botany.
4. A plan, scheme, or method by which ideas or thiugs
may be interrelated ; a mode of operation governed by
general laws or rules ; as, a system of classiflcatiou.
5. Regular method or order ; formal arrangement ; orderliness; as, to have system in one's business.
6. In technical uses: a Music. (1) An interval regarded a1
a compound of two lesser ones; -so used in Byzantine
mllsic. (2) A classified series of tones, as a mode or scale.
(3) The collection of staves which form a full score (which
see). b Biol. Those organs collectively which especially
contribute toward one of the more important and complex vital functions; as, the alimentary or nervous system.
c The body considered as a functional unit. d Zool. In
many compound ascidians, a group of zooids arranged about
a cloacal cavity serving for them in common, and into
which the atrial orifices of all open. e Phys. Chem. An
aSBemblage of substances in, or tending toward, equilibrium. f Gr. &: Lat. Pros. A group of two or more periods. Also, a single period greater in extent than a verse.
g The rocks of a period. See GEOLOGY.
Syn. - See ORDER.
sys 1tem-at'lc (slsltem-Kt'ik)
[Gr. o-vo-rqµ.a.nKO<:cf.
s:,s 1tem-at'l-cal (-i-kal)
F. systematique.] 1. Of,
pert. to, or consisting in, system; methodical; formed with
regular connection and adaptation or subordination of parts
to each other and to the design of the whole; as, a systematic arrangement of plants; a sy.vterrwtic course of study.
o!e!e[/~~~:~~o~i!t
order to answer
1~t~~i/n
Proceeding according to system, or regular method;
as, a aystematlc writer ; sy.'iternat-icbenevolence.
a. Pertaining to the system of the world ; cosmical.
These ends may be called cosmical, or systematical. Boyle.
4. Med. Affecting successively the different parts of one
system or set of nervous fibers ; as, systematic degeneration.
6. Pros. Of or pert. to a system (sense 6 f); made up of, or
constituting, a system or systems; strophic. Cf. STICHIO.

BYB'tem-a-Ust (sTs'tl!m-<i-tlst), n. [Cf. F. systematiMt,.
l. One who forms or adheres to a system ; a systematizer.
2. Nat. Hist. One especially concerned with claSBillca-

SYRMATIC
-se 1), Gr. lvp,yt, NL. In other senses, fr. Gr. o-iip,yt a
plpe,l 1. [cap.l Gr. Myth. An Arcadian nymph pnrsned oy Pan amf changed, at her entreaty, into a tuft of
reeds, out of which Pan then made his pipes.
·
ll. Music. A Panpipe.
3. Archreology. Something tubular or cylindrical; specif.,
Arch., a tunnel-shaped rock-cut tomb of ancient Egypt.
4. The vocal organ of birds. It is a special modification of
the lower J>art of the trachea or of the bronchi or of both.
It is most highly developed in the Oscines, or singing birds.
Commonly the lower cartilaginous tracheal rings are enlarged and fused and crossed by a bony bar (pessulus)
from which arise certain membranes, the vibration of
which produces the voice. It varies greatly in different
groups, and is very important in classification. The syrinx
1s sometimes called lower la~.
Birds have a true larynx
at the top of the trachea, but it does not produce the voice.
Sy'ro- (si'r6-; sl'r'ii-). Combining form for Syri:an; as in
Syro-Arabian, Syro-Chaldee, etc. - Sy1ro-Chal 1deet a11phabn, the most archaic of the existing scripts, descended
from the estrangelo. It is more cursive than the Nestorian.
Sy 1ro-phm-ni'cian (-fi-nish'an), a. [Sy,·o-+ Phamician;
cf. L. Syrophoenix a Syrophoonician, Gr. lvpocf,o,v,f.] Of
or relating to the Roman province of Syrophrenicia. - n.
A native of Syrophcenicia..
BJ'r'phus fly (silr'fus). [NL. Syrphus, the
generic name; cf. Gr. aVp<t,o,, aEp(/>~, a kind
of winged insect.] Anr of numerous cyclQrrhapho11sdipterous ttiesof Syrphus and
alfied ger3ra, constituting the family Syrphida,. l'he species vary greatly in form
X Iii
and coloration, but are ~enerally distinguished by a furious longitudinal vein near sc:;rphus I!' 1f
i~:;~i!~:s~s
~~
ttf).plms poll•
transversely banded with yellow. The adults mostly frequent flowers, flying in sunshine, and feed on honey and
pollen. The larvm of some species live in decaying vegetable matter or in mud or water (see RAT-TAILED LARY A.),
but many prey on plant lice, and hence are beneficial.
sys-sl'tl-a (sl-slsh'l-<i; -sTt'l-<i), n. [Gr. o-vo-o-,.,.,a..]Gr.
A ntiq. The practice among the Dorians, esp. among the
Spartans and Cretans, of eating the chief meal of the day
at a public mess, to cement social and civil bonds, promote discipline and good habits among the young, etc.
sys-tal'Uc (sTs-tiU'tTk), a. [L. systallicus drawing together, Gr. avO"Ta.1\Tt1C0~,
fr. a11UTEA.A.ew
to draw together.
Cf. susTALTIC,sYsTOLB.] Physwl. Capable of, or taking
place by, alternate contraction and dilatation;
as, the
,ystnUic action of the heart.
s:rs'tem (sls'tem), n. [L. systema, Gr. o-vO"l'~p.a.,
fr. o-vvtaTi:i.l'a.tto place together; uii11with+ i.aTCi.l'atto place : cf.
F. systeme. See STANn.J 1. An aggregation or assemblage
of objects united by some form of regular interaction or interdependence; a natural combination, or organization of
part to part, conceived as formed by a process of growth
or as due to the nature of the objects connected ; an organic whole; as, the solar system; a system of railways.

~:i;~~e~:1!.b~:1~~

tion; a taxonomist.

·

BYB'tem-a-tlze (-tiz), "· t.; -TJZEll (-tizd); -TJzlJNG(-tizlTng). [Cf. F. systematui'T. Cf. SYSTEMJZB.]To reduce to

system or method ; to arrange methodically ; to methodize ;
as, to systematize a collection of plants ; to .~ysten-iatizeone's
work or ideas. - sys 1tem-a-t1-za'tion (-tl-zii'shlln; -tizii'shun), n. - B:VS'tem-a-tlz1er (-tiz 1er), n.
sys 1tem-a-tol 1o-gy (-t~l'l's-jl), n. [Gr. o-vo-rq-,a,o-vo-nip.aTo~, system+ -logy.] The doctrine of, or a treatii:;e on,
systems.
sys-tem'IC (sls-tem•Ik), a. 1. Of, relating to, or common
to, a system; as, the systemic circulation of t11eblood.
2. Anat. & Physiol. Of or pertaining to the general system, or the body as a whole; as, ,,·y,\ternic death, in distinction from local death (see DEATH, n., 1, 3d cit.); systemio
circulation, or system-le arteries, in dh,tiuction from t.be
pulmonary circulation or arteries ; sy,,temic diseases.
sys'tem-lze (sls'tem-iz), v. t.; BYS 1TBM-1ZED
(-izd); SYS'•
TEM-1Z 1JNG (-iz 1ing).
[Cf. SYSTEMATJZE.]To reduce tc,
system; to systematize. - sys 1tem-l-za 11ion (-T-zii'shu";
-i-zii'shun), n. - BYB'tem-lz1er (-iz 1er),. n.
·
sys'to-le (sTs'ti-lli), n. [NL., fr. Gr. uvO"ToA>i,fr. o-vo-T<A
,\nv to contract;
Ol.lv with+
uTEAA€tV to set, place.~
1. Gram. Shortening of a syllable naturally or by position
long, as for metrical convenience; - oppoF:ed to ectasis o:t
diastole. 0 In most cases this shortening is not arbitrary,
but represents a pronunciation which was in actual use,
esp. among the common people." G. .M. Lane, Latin Gram.
2. Physiol. & Biol. The contraction of the heart and arteries by which the blood is forced onward and the circnlation kept up ; also, the contraction of a rhythmically
pulsating contractile vacuole; - correlative to diastole.
- s:,s-tol'lc (sls-tlli'Ik), a.
syz 1y-get'lc (slzlT-j~t'lk), a. Of, pert. to, or constituting,
a syzygy; syzygial. -s:,Z'y-get'l-cal-ly,
adv.
S)'Z,Y-gy (sTz'l-ji), n.; pl. -oms (-jiz). [L. syzygia a joining together, conjunction, Gr. 011,v-yia; O"Vvwith+
yvvva., to join,
yoke: cf. F. syzygie. See YOKB 1 n.]
1. Astron. The pomt of an orbit, as ot the moon, at which
the planet is in conjunction or opposition; - com. in pl.
2. Gr. & LaJ. Pros. A group of two coupled feet; - applied by some to a dipody, but by others restricted to a
combination of different feet, and hence sometimes extended to denote a four-syllabled foot sue!, as the Ionic.
0
e:~~tf;e~Y ~~~g, ;!1rt~nbt~~fa~~TtP:a~r;::,~
8. ZoOl. a The immovable union and partial concrescence
onomy. - •. error. Math. = CONSTANT ERROR(Poincare).
of two joints of an arm of a crinoid to form a single segment ; also, the segment so formed. b The intimately
re8J'i:'.?eRari
;;;;.;!l:.tt'!J'tii~ta
b!:~i~~ ~f t::.i!.':!ni~'t~~i
united and apparently fused condition of certain low ortogether shall form an organized whole.
ganisms during conjugation.
ByS'tem-at'lcB (-Iks), n. The science of classification;
4. Alg. A linear equation between fundamental covariant.
classificatory method; also, classification ; taxonomy.
BYS'tem-a-tlsm (sTs'tem-<i-tTz'm), n. The reduction of of a quantic ; any linear function of a set of variables.
facts or principles to a system.
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T
1. The twentieth letter of the English alphabet,
T (te).
in value a voiceless consonant usually classed as a

(Chess); time; tome (F., volume); tomus (L., volume);
rail, a kind of rail for railroad tracks, having no flange
ton or tons; tonneau (F., ton) (JJfetric System); town;
at the bottom, so that a section resembles the letter T,~
T •~ua.re, a ruler havin! a crosspiece or head at one end,
tkntnl. Its voiced correlative is d. With the letter h it township; transit(Com.);
transitive; trillo (Music); tun;
forms the digraph th, which has two distinct interdental
tutti (Music).
\~i:r~~.1n.f
c:1JrtJri;
sounds, as in thin, then. See G,,ide lo Pron.;§ 235. T de- T (te),n.; p{. T's, Ts (tliz). 1. TheletterT, t, or its sound.
piece, which is presse~ against the straight edge of the
rives its name and form from the Latin, the form of the
2. Something shaped like the letter T.
boara.
Latin letter being further derived through the Greek from
't. Contraction of IT; - sometimes in obs., colloq , or dial.
:re~i'!e;
~rf~c! 1
0 ·Jll::e~t1n~te ~rigi~1':~r,,r:-t.i
use joined with the following verb wit11out apostrophe.
'l', a. Having a shape or a croBBsection like the letter Tt
lated to d, s, 11!;
as In tug, ,Jufi::;_
two~ dual, L. duo; resin,
tab
(tib), n. [Ol'ig. uncert.J
1. A slight flap, tag, strip,
as, T abutment or T-abutment,
T bar or T-bar, T or the
L. resina, Gr. P'JJT-vrJ;tenuous, thin. tsee D, S.
like, forming a pendant or appendage to something,
beam, T bob, T bolt, T branch, T bulb, T connection,
as
to
a
garment;
specif.
:
a
The
of a shoe
ll. As a symbol, used to denote or indicate: a The nineT crank, T hinge, T Iron, T pipe, T plate, T rail, fastened with a string or a buckle. flapb or=latchet
TAG, 4. o A
teenth or (cf. K, 2 a) twentieth in a series; nineteenth (or
T rest, T slot, etc.
small loop for pulling or lifting something. d A border
twentieth) in order or class ; also, the numeral nineteen
(or twenty). b Time. c [cap.] Terminal (bond);-used
~~~li:%~·a;p'tf~ifff:
i!~fn~h.:'r1~\~~~n~ of lace or otl1er material, formerly worn on the inner front
edge of ladies' bomlets. e A loose pendent part of a child'■
on the tape ofstocktickers.
d [cap.] Surface tension.
T bar or beam, a metal bar or beam having a
or woman's garment, as a hanging sleeve; esp., one of a
a. As a medieval Roman numeral, T stands for 160, and T cross section of the form of the letter T, T bolt, a bolt having a crosspiece for a head. 1
number of pendent squares forming a border. f Archery.
for 160,000.
T earl, an open, two-seated wagon, with body
A small leather piece to protect the fingers. g = BARTAB.
4. As an abbrei•iation: a In the form T. : Various proper
2. Theat. A narrow drop hung by a single line.
names, as Theodore, Thomas, Theresa, Titus, etc.; Terri:g:':'JJl!Tt~
rJtYn clo th
3. Account; reckoning; check : as, to keep tab. Colloq.
tory; Testament; in wigwagging, the; Trinity term (Law);
and sold in Asia. - T crou, a tau cross. tab 1ard (tib'<ird), n. LOF. tabard, tabart; cf. Sp. & Pg.
Tuesday; Turkish; pounds Turkish. b Intheformt.or'l.:
T Iron. a A rod with a short crosspiece at
tabardo, It. tabarro, W. tabar, LGr. Top.1rapiov, LL. tabartace (It., be silent) (Music); in betting, taken; tasto (Muthe
end,
used
as
a
hook.
b
Iron
in
T
dum.] 1. A short outer coat with loose sleeves, or so.n'c); temperature; tempo (1lfusic); tempore (L., In the
bars, used in structures. - '1' plate, a Ttimes
sleeveless, worn in inclement weather.
time of); tenor; tensor (Geom.); thief (the letter being
shaped plate used as a splice and for stiffIn a tabard he [the Plowman] rode upon a mare. Chaucer.
formerly branded on the hand of a convicted thief); in
aJ'::i1:itt't:!est~:
e~d a":oi~:r~~
1 T Bolt; 2 T Slot. ll. A kind of cloak or mantle worn by knights. When wom
the log book, thunder (Naut.); thurm (G., rook or castle)
m-mat'tc,a.
Trailing.
■yaame. +sESAME.
systylms: Gr.O'Vvwfth +ariiayve. + SIEVE.
ta (td:), definite article. The. taaat. +TAf.;TE.
[gl~-1
Byr'al-v.m
(sftr'nl-Um), n. [NL., 1::,1e. Obs. pl. of lUTHE, time.
Ao~ column.] In some mosses, ayvelle. -t CIVIL.
$cot. c\'Dial. Eng.
taat(tii.t). Scot. var. of TAT,ta°;}
~e~~1·
gae~!:~foiJf! :~:'m&tft~~t.f~~ \sS!!ESc~!:
a lid fixed to the columella and =~~te!_ar-+fs~!!::R.
Scot.
l~~i~~- Srf~f,,1.~!;g.l
without ear tufts, including the MA.TIC.]Schismatic. Ob~.
i~ed above th e capsule when a::,xte. -t SIXTH. [SYZYGY. Ta.. .Abbr. Cliem. [without pe- ta.a.ve(tiv). Var. ol T.A\"E.Scot.
European tawny nwl and the •~ur,n. Anassizer.
;t::,l.e( y 'tJl
[L
t 1
syz't-9,(slz'l-jl). Var.of riod, Tal. 'l'antalum
ta.b(.t8.b).ShortftorTABBY.Scot.
8
American ba.rre<lowl and their 1::,a'11-der-1te
(sls'l-d@:r-rt;-di'),_ah. · ;vs Y os, IY·Zfl i-al (B'J:.zlj'l-cll),a. Per- t. a. A'hbr. Teatantibus actis 1alb~.•.a
Abbi·. T,[tab,·thhleoa
:,j
01.,.Et'a''b'·.
allies. In the American usage rlt), n. [Gr. avv with+ ai&r,pt>i
r. a, aTV Of wit C O um n 8 tainmg to a syzygy.
(L., as the acts show).
...
now replaced by Str,. 1 .•
iron+ -ife.] = smEROLITB.
standing close; 01Jv with + ay-zyg,..l-um (_Bl•zii'l-tlm), n.; ta.a. t TAKE,TOE.
T. A. 11 Ahbr. Total AbatiI
Cll&l--d.a'i
A
1yat Al,br SJ,P-tem
ITTVA.of
a column: cf. F • .s11
..,fyle.] p7. •0lA (-<i). [NL.] A s6zygy. ta.a (ta, tit, t6), "· ~Cf. Jcel. nence Brotherh0t1d
c, a. c\'11' = RA~ ■::,a't&-ata (~ls td-sls·), n. CNL,, See INTERCOLUMNIATION
b.
Szek'ler (sn.'l~r), n. ne of treg_ja flber.j A threa or fiber. ta-b&c'co. + T0HAC'C'0,
Sy'ro-llac'e-do'ni•an, a. ~ e e fr. Gr. OllOTaa,~, fr. O'VVtcrTa-IT'" ty-loua (sls'tT-h1M),"· [See !he T~~•ybvaniat1li~Agfcars livfcgin. t'alt]
A :,b;~.!1!1":K\~~'U-sher'). Var.
SYB0-.-8::,ro-Maced.ODl&D.Era.a8a.tto,tltandto_gether. See~vsrsTYLE.l Bot. a Having the !~!.~,k:
(~t-l,~d:~PR~ss.
Ch'
J
d
t b' o'Bi c k(i' lfl)
~L
See ERA,·n., 1'able.
TEM.l A Political union, con- sltnylme•o
..co••li,•h·'.•.n,.tnginth"ec]o,.d1ufimxne.d
tob 1j ~l'k4/
[R 8 8
l'l.
T..!re(sttf,~ n~parr,s.~rargl!~ge] t!ba~m +·.o~ix.] 8 Me•l'Poiso~:
■yrop.
+SJRUP. Var. of SY• federation,
or league. Rare
d.i~?'ofsop :{;ag·
pip~ , .::.;:{'p'ip~~J•'l'he dialect of Dutch of the Boers · f
t b
f
I
Sf'ri>-phe-Di'cl.a.n.
■--ta.t'lc (sls-tJU'lk), a. [Gr. the columella.
[SYZYGY.
>hnag,·nro,tnoboncc•occdo,,,set~P•
rom
D•
RoPHfENtcIAN.
;,-•
a::,a'::,-gy (s y z'Y j l) Var of A kind of oboewitli braes mouth• of SouthAfrica,containing Kaflr
ll ~
SITT'~-dal~1lr'f1--rlf), n. pl. uvaTa.T,IC0f
introductory.] syt. -i'~WHT. - ·
·
piece,usedinaouthemRuBSia.
andEn~lishwords.
t&-ba cum (tit-bi'kilm;tl.b'4-~
Commendatory;
laudatory.
;;..+
...
.s.
[
Taal'bond,.
(tiil'b~nd,.;
•blSnt'),
ktim),
11.
[NI~.
8ee
TOIIACCO.]
1
I
" r~. ,.,oo· ee SYRPHUSFLY. 1::,1-te'ma na-tu'r•
(sls-ti'- :;iii. ~'tc~~~~~!~im:;'~~~;~i;I
T
n. [S. African D.; D. taal lan Pliarm. Ilrit•d tohaC'roleaves.
tfltl~.~j
A syMtem
guage + bond confederac_y.J IIta'b&'fle' (tA 1 h1Fzhe"'J, n. (F.J
1~1~· a sand mci nd•tfi'J'e). [L.]
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~~~-lh"le;;g~:ie~
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*t+•{gi~:;y~:·
~~r:~~n <Jt~;?u.~;J
ti,~•u::~t·!!,"J'
:~J;;~;til:~f.iaf:!~1ifaii•;~n~1
7.tia).111'[fst1_n;:
:(_YJ
..!;~D.>:Y'R~lT,k.·1!·
J~_,i
••Y~R·T··.
:r~~~-)~~~~~te~a1i 8::. ~~~: !;i~e.11iaJb!.s~i;.aiJ1~t~~g.
s;:::
~\hn tWe~~1~~fn~g~:~b j':fth~ ~::Fl-ill!i;{•i::~~nibri
th- ;:-1;:.~f.da,
(td-bl.n'l-di), "·
"'
L .._., "
a::,a'tem•a--tlz'er (sYs'Um-0.-trz'- of !o.VYTHE,
!olTJJF:.
out apostrophe.
sh1'10) Rib
[of TAUNTtall I pl. [NL.] See HORSEFLY,
J. ayrage, n. [Cf. SURGERY,
cm- l!r),11. One that systematizes.
■yther. ~ CIDER.
[Scot., ta.. -tTH0.ToE. [vron. 1 Tnou.l taant(tiint;"t6nt).
Dial 'Eng: ta-ban'i4(td:•h•n'ld),a
4"n.
A surgeon. Obs. Scot. :?::=:::~~~= S~~s:,~;~!~IST. :~::.8:::,toi~.
c;~i::::~ion.
::
~~~-. D~6~~~lci'i:f.
*~1~
6b~~~iet. of TEAR.
Ta--ba'nus (tti-bi'nils)~ n. [L.,
\P.~~f=~:::,>;,~;;i_P-Y
(-l).
yth
-t
f
l
f
turte
+
~~:fJ..:Ji
~e:-~;~~~Ltil;a-;
Q''ru. Var. of SARUS,
=~~r~aatsf~:iJ.l;~~i~),n.
[NL. :y'ui~·~~r. oi'~!~~:ARE,
i.[3i"al.ti). Obs.';,~rdfa1.T~:::1 ta.aa. ·+Tls~~!·h~ap.
-Gth). Bib,

r.~i::~:
~:

~=~.
:::

RURGIC.~

J

ile, senite, ell.re,l\m, account, lirm, ask, sofa ; iive, 41vent, i!nd, reC<!nt,maker; ice, Dl; old, &bey, 3rb, lkid, s&ft, ciSnnect ; use, dnite, 6.rn, iip, clrctls, meil.U;
UForelcn

Word.

+Ooaolete

Variant

of,

+ eomblned

with.

= eqaale.
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